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AJVA VAIL.A 'BLEE'DX/CA-
TO'R.

A young man educated in three
Western colleges, having several years
experience in college work, and three
years' experience in the ministry, de-
sires position as instructor in English
literature and history. Open to en-
gagement not later than October 1st,

1901. Moderate salary. Recommenda-
tions, references and portrait ient on
application. Address lock box 252
Minden, Neb.

LAJVD OF THE SK.V
CO\/JVT7iy.

Avoid the rigors of early spring in
the North by going to the mountain
section of Western North Carolina,
one of the most beautiful countries oe
earth, with climatic advantages second
to none. In this region are situated
the attractive resorts of Asheville, Hot
Mountain, where there are superior
Springs, Tryon, Sapphire and Black
hotel accommodations, and visitors to
this country find it at all seasons of
the year most advantageous.
Round trip tourist tickets on sale

from all points. For literature, rates,
etc., write or call on Geo. B. Allen, A
«. P. A., Southern Rv., St. Louis, Mo.,
or J. C. Beam, Jr., N. W. P. A., 225
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

A Kane Opportunity

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY
...AND

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

A High-Class Monthly Magazine, Conducted in the Interests of theigher Life of the Household

Two Good Journals for the )ricc of One

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING occupies a position pediarly its own, in that
it is conducted in the interests of the higher lifof the household, for it

is devoted not only to practice, but to inspiram—to telling how the
everyday affairs of life may be conducted, but lways leading upward.

Its departments, regular and special, are as numerouas the varied phases of
the life of the household. It appeals tc either sex, hether of young or of
advancing years, and not only helps but gratifies tl physical, mental and
aesthetic natures of all its readers. The contributors' ;t for the coming year
is a long one, and contains the names of many writersho are already familiar
to the public. The following topics and lines of reseah are samples of what
Good Housekeeping is doing for the dwellers in the smes of America:

Successful Kitchens
Solutions of the Domestic Help Problem
The latest Hygiene
Home Handicraft of Various Kinds
Homemade Christmas Gifts, Illustrated
Truth about Dishonest and Adulterated Food
Famous Cooking Schools Described
People Who Have Uplifted Home I<ife, Il-

lustrated
New Sources of Income
Tasteful House Furnishing, Illustrated.
1 Good Housekeeping Babies"
Disadvantages and Advantages of Country

Girls

Advantages anOisadvantages of City Girls
Women's Exch;gfes
"The Best Wayin all kinds of Housework
Mistakes of Yoig Housekeepers
Original Recip from Famous Cooks and

Cooking Tehers
The Four-footeTousins
Fathers and So
Household Ecomics
New Ideas in F cy Work
Changes and Tdencies in Home Life
New Fashions ai Their Wearers
Diseases of Chilen, etc., etc.

The whole magazine is dominated by a high purpe to be an ever-ready

help and inspiration toward making "the higher life othe household" a prac-

tical and delightful reality in every family, and a force social and civic affairs.

Each number consists of 96 pages filled to overflowing dth original and inter-

esting reading, including many handsome and strikingilustrations.

Our Absolutely Inparaleled Offer

By an arrangement just perfected we are enabled 1 offer this most useful

and interesting magazine on the following special and markably liberal terms:

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY, One Year, $1.50) Q/TU for <£fl
GOOD H01SEKEEKING, One Year, $L00

[ Dl I II only q)|

.

Total, $2.50 )==^=^
50

We thus offer the two ablest and most representatie journals of their class

at the price of The Christian Century alone, thus g-ing our readers an op-

portunity never before offered. Think of it, a handsoie illustrated magazine,

a year's numbers of which make an elegant volume o over 1150 pages, all of

which may be had for a nominal sum by every subscrier, old or new. under

this most remarkable offer. This is surely a rare oportunity, and no one
should delay or fail to take advantage of it.

A sample copy of Good Housekeeping will be ant to any address on
receipt of eight cents in stamps, which should be sat to the publishers at

Springfield. Mass., or Chicago, 111. Remit by postofficor express money order,

check, draft or registered letter to

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COHPANX Chicago, III.
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O/fE THOX/CHT.
Though time may dig the grave of creeds,

And dogmas wither in the sod,

My soul will keep the thought it needs

—

Its swerveless faith in God.

No matter how the world began,

Nor where the march of science goes,

My trust in something more than man
Shall help me bear life's woes.

Let progress take the props away.
And moldering superstitions fall

;

Still God retains "his regal sway

—

The Maker of the all.

Why cavil over that or this?

One thought is vast enough for me

—

The great Creator was and is,

And evermore will be.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox, in Woman's Home Com-
panion.

THE COMING CHUISTIAJST
JOVRJIAL.

HE first man to discover the power of the

T press in the formation of public opinion
i was Martin Luther. During the four or

five years which proceeded the year of the

Reformation the average number of books
published annually in the German language
was about forty-five. As soon as the great

reformer began his work the printing

presses became busy, and he was by far

the largest contributor to their activity. In
the year 1523, only five years; after the

movement had begun, the number of German books
was four hundred and ninety-eight, and of these Luther
himself actually wrote one hundred and eighty-three.

Since those days the press has been abundantly used
for the purpose of molding public opinion. All news-
papers and most magazines attempt to do so, even
when they seem to be merely catering to the whims of

public fancy or the appetite for news. For few editors

can be found to denude themselves so completely of

their own opinions and aspirations that their person-
ality does not color the news or articles which they

send out to their readers. And the most powerful peri-

odicals, those which have made their mark, whether in

secular or religious matters, upon the public mind,
have always been those through which some person-
ality spoke its message frankly and earnestly. On the

other hand, almost all the great social and spiritual

movements of modern times have been sustained and
directed by means of the press and very largely by
means of periodicals.

It is impossible nowadays for any group of pulpits

to form a society or club for the propagation of some
new ism without a paper being immediately started.

Through its pages they seek to maintain communica-
tion with one another and to win converts to their

faith and supporters for their enterprise.

The Church of Christ, which began the use of the

press to create popular movements, is today fully alive

to the power of this instrument. Every denomination

has and must continue to have its own weekly and

monthly papers and its year books. Every important

church society feels the need of some sheet by which

it may keep in touch with its subscribers, inspiring

and reminding them by regular and interesting ac-

counts of the work to which they have given their

money, and its fruits of blessing. Even individual

congregations, when they are large and their work is

varied and powerful, find it necessary to print and

circulate a weekly or a monthly sheet with full ac-

counts of the diverse departments of labor which are

being carried on by them.

An Open Field.

Amid all these spheres of influence which are oc-

cupied in the America of today, by a countless multi-

tude of papers, there is one field, perhaps the greatest

of all, which has not been occupied, or is not occupied

adequately, at the present time. We refer to the need

for an inter-denominational weekly paper. It is cer-

tain that none at present exists in all the length and

breadth of America which attempts to do the exact

work which ought to be done for the evangelical

churches of this continent. As this is a matter of vital

and, from some view points, even overwhelming im-

portance, we propose to sketch briefly the main fea-

tures by which such a paper should be characterized.

1. In the first place, there is need for a popular and

influential exposition and defense of the Christian faith.

This is no doubt being carried on with considerable

power by many of the religious weeklies connected

with the various denominations. But it must be re-

membered that they are seldom read or valued by any

but the already convinced supporters of the respective

sections of the church with which they are connected

as more or less official organs. And the very fact that

they are thus connected does not add to the force of

their defense of the faith which is held in common by
all the separated portions of Christendom. If a paper

could be found to speak in the name of them all, to

stand out as the exponent of the very heart of the

Christian experience as all the denominations possess

and enjoy it, its voice would certainly reach circles

which at present are hardly affected by all the learned

and eloquent and thoroughly adequate claims and pleas

for Christ which are being made under present cir-

cumstances.

Pro/band Faith JVecessary.

This must be done by writers who are themselves

convinced of the final truth and supreme authority of

the central elements of the Christian faith. The world
knows perfectly well when would-be exponents of

Christianity are tampering with its real nature. When
the incarnation of the Son of God is made less than

that by some clever jugglingwith the word divine, or the

fact of sin is hidden behind a maze of scientific meta-

phors, or the profound, conscience-stirring New Testa-

ment doctrine of an actual atonement which cost Christ

his life-blood, is softened to suit the supposed refine-

ment of the modern mind into something less terrible,

less crushing, than that—the modern mind knows per-

fectly well that it is being deceived and played with.

Christianity is well known as to its main features, and
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•the popular mincl has a very keen feeling for, and a
very clear judgment of, any and every attempt to with-

draw any of these features, because they are miscrea-

tions, or terrible, or humbling to human pride. The
journal which would stand forth as the spokesman of

the faith held in common by all the great evangelical

churches must do so in the full light of present-day

scholarship and science. Nothing can be weaker than

to suppose that the critical study, either of the Bible

or nature, is going to undermine the essentials of Chris-

tianity. It is not too much to say that a generation
of men is growing up in the ministry of all the churches
who know the assured results of historical and scien-

tific investigation, and who know that their faith stands
stronger and their evangelical doctrine clearer for

these results. The paper that would interpret the

Christian faith of all the denominations to our gen-
eration must have behind it this degree of scholarship

and this glad confidence in the Christ of God.
"Religious and Literary.

2. But this paper of which we are dreaming, and
doing more than dream, must be so religious as to stand
in the place of an interpreter of life. It must therefore
be a journal not only of religion, but of social and
literary progress as well. It must be a paper which is

able to hold its own as a first-class authority on these
subjects, speaking with the voice of those who again
know the facts and see their meaning in the light of
the gospel of God's grace. Nothing can be more
disastrous to the church than the separation of the
religious from the so-called secular periodicals. There
must ever be special periodicals as we have seen above,
which shall be concerned with their own fields of in-

vestigation and work ; but all leading at last to Christ.

And there must be brought into existence more periodi-

cals which can survey, as from the throne of that
Tcingdom, all these varied interests. The unity of all

departments is, as we believe, in that kingdom. This
unity must be made real somewhere and somehow,
and in as many ways and places as possible. One way
of revealing this unity of all life in Christ is by estab-

lishing and promoting a journal that shall deliberately

set itself to the task of making that unity real, supreme,
inspiring beyond all other thoughts or facts for the
minds and hearts and the enkindled imaginations of its

readers.

3. We have but brief space to say in conclusion that
the paper we speak of should do what none at present
attempts in a broad and successful manner. It should
give very week a survey of the Christian world. This
would become one of its most influential departments.
The denominations all suffer from ignorance of one
another. The ministers of each ought to know a great
deal more than they do of the problems, aims and
triumphs of the rest of Christendom. This alone is

sufficient to strengthen our faith and to give us all a
new sense of the proportion of things in our study
of living doctrines, the doctrines that are active and
powerful as the very word of God today.

It must be evident that if a journal could be estab-
lished which in any measure fulfilled the functions
which we have sketched it would exert a most power-
ful influence upon the movements for the reunion of
•Christendom. No union can ever be secured until the
churches come to know and respect each other better
than they do. When their mutual confidence and af-
fection have deepened they will become ashamed of
some misunderstandings and some forms of rivalry
which at present run over the country unashamed.
Blessed the journal which can help to bring the

churches nearer that great day of peace and love and
final reunion.

Where can such a paper be better established than
in Chicago, the central city of the nation? And what
paper can hope to move toward that loftv ideal, if it

be not THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY?

FOIlEIGff MISSIONAHIES
\r/fVEH FI*RE.

The criticisms by Mark Twain in the North Amer-
ican Review of the missionaries in China in general,

and of Dr. W. S. Ament in particular, have been un-

justifiably severe; and his failure to retract statements

which have been proved to be groundless is not to

his credit
;

yet the main charge in the indictment is

one over which the Christian church would do well

to do a little more pondering before dismissing it from
their thoughts. That Dr. Ament in taking part in

"a punitive expedition," and in accepting and disburs-

ing tribute for indemnity which was collected under
pressure, acted from the purest and most chivalrous

motives is at once conceded. Those who know him in-

timately regard him as a high-minded Christian gen-
tleman who would not wittingly descend to an un-
worthy deed. In this opinion The Christian Cen-
tury shares. And Dr. Ament himself is re-

ported to have said in a recent inter-

view that while further light might lead to

a change of heart, with the light which he now pos-

sesses he would do over again everything that he has

done. Mr. Conger, the United States minister in Pekin,

who understands the difficulties of the situation arising

from the confused and chaotic condition of society,

unqualifiedly endorses his course of action. Dr. Ament
has returned to this country and is now making his

defense. Some of the criticisms made by Mr. Clements
have been successfully answered, still there are some
points in the indictment which neither Dr. Ament nor
any of his defenders, including Dr. Judson Smith, the

secretary of the American Board, has made clear. It

makes no difference whatever in the argument to say

that not a cent of the money collected went to Dr.

Ament or to his associates for mission purposes, but

that it was used solely for the relief of the native

refugees whom the Boxers had despoiled; nor does

it make any difference in the argument to say that

Dr. Ament acted in accordance with the Chinese cus-

tom of making the head of the clan or village respon-

sible for the actions of the people as a whole. Deeper
than questions of policy is the question of principle.

"A punitive expedition" does not seem to be the kind

of undertaking in which missionaries ought to take

part. Dr. Ament's defense is that "the Chinese were
likely to mistake leniency for weakness and fear. The
punitive expeditions were therefore the only thing that

could show them that no weakness or fear existed."

He adds: "What we missionaries wanted was a judi-

cious punishment spread over the entire affected dis-

trict.'* Speaking of Captain Forsyth, who had charge
of the expedition, Dr. Anient puts it to his credit that

although not in sympathy with the missionaries, "he
did not permit his feelings to interfere with his work."
There are many who have difficulty in harmonizing this

appeal to the sword with the spirit of Christ.

And when, after the siege of Pekin, the Chinese
Christian refugees took possession of the deserted pal-

ace of a native prince. Dr. Ament "at the advice of

the foreign officials." confiscated the furnishing-s still

left in the house and sold them, using the money to
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feed the starving refugees, he evidently exceeded his

authority. As an emergency act the taking and sell-

ing of loot for such a humane purpose might be de-

fended ; but to justify it in cold blood upon high ethical

grounds is another matter. What the churches ex-

pect from the missionaries is a strict adherence to the

highest ethical principles, whatever be the sacrifice

entailed : and if, under the strain and stress of cir-

cumstances, a compromise of principle be made, or a

standard be adopted lower than the highest, let it be

excused, but never let it be justified.

The ethical principle involved in the case before us

is essentially the same as that with which Victor Hugo
grapples in "Les Miserables." Jean Valjean is out

of work. His sister and her seven children, who are

dependent upon him for bread, are famishing. In his

desperation he knocks a hole in the window of a baker's

shop, passes his arm through the grating and glass,

seizes a loaf of bread and carries it off. He runs at

the full speed of his legs, but is overtaken, is arraigned

for theft and house-breaking, is found guilty, and is

sentenced to five years in the galleys. Was Jean Val-

jean morally justifiable in stealing that loaf of bread

to 'feed a starving family? The motive of the' man
we admire, the severity of his punishment we deplore,

but if men were allowed to put forth their hands in

times of emergency and take what is not their own, the

underpinning would be removed from our social order.

Many a man who could endure the intensest sufferings

himself rather than yield to compromise would stretch

his principles to the breaking point rather than see

others suffer. The ideal is seldom realizable, and in

practical affairs the highest course is always hard

;

but the highest course is the only one that needs neither

apology nor defense.

THE VISI&OH.
One of the notes of the recent American literature

has been dispersion—the search of the continent for a

new scene in which the old drama of life might be

staged. Every nook of the land has been explored

for local color, every dialect has been phonographed,
and many of our writers have seemed to believe that a

new dislocation of language, or a fresh crudity of

character was all that was necessary to originality.

Fortunately enough of the actually new abides that is

worth discovery and report to afford material for nov-

elists and anthropologists for some time to come.

Among the most interesting of the regions thus opened
in recent years is that mountainous district which con-

stitutes the back yards of some eight or nine of our
southern states, including the Virginias, Kentucky,
Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia and Alabama, and
which has been happily named "Appalachian America."
Here is a race of mountain whites, the descendants of

the patriots of revolutionary days, but for generations

so isolated that until of late no jostlings of lowland
civilization had dis-turbed the solitudes or broken in

upon the mountain customs. Of late, however, reports

have begun to reach us regarding these interesting

folk, preserving as they do the very speech and habits

of an earlier age, so that in them we seem to discover

our "contemporary ancestors." Into this region we
are taken by such books as Mr. John Fox's "Mountain
Europa" and other tales, the Craddock Stories, Mr.
Cable's "John March, Southerner," Lillian Bell's "Lit-

tle Sister to the Wilderness," and W. E. Barton's "A
Hero in Homespun."
Tbe Visitor had recently a «hance to see a bit of

this mountain life, and at the same time catch a
glimpse of one of the most effective agencies for the

education and equipment of this mountain people.

Berea college, a half day's delightful drive over Ken-
tucky pikes, brings one from the heart of the "blue
grass" region, that garden spot of our land, to the

border of "the mountains," which is as much a socio-

logical as a geographical term. On the plateau through
which the country climbs up from its rolling greenness
to the rocky stronghold held by the mountaineers, the

moonshiners and feudists of current report, lies Berea,
the center from which radiate educational and Chris-
tian agencies through the entire mountain neighbor-
hood. With Berea the name of John G. Fee is inti-

mately linked, and in his story one finds all the ele-

ments of romance and heroism required for the most
effective novel. Born in 1816, converted in 1830, grad-
uated from school and entering Lane seminary in 1842,

married in 1844, and nine years later coming to Madi-
son county, he founded the Church of Christ in Berea.
In Lane he had been greatly stirred on the subject

of slavery, and he determined to give his life at what-
ever cost to its abolition and the repair of the wrongs
it had inflicted. Such ideas were little calculated to

give a man a quiet life in those times. From the first

he was the object of opposition, and mobbing was a
frequent experience. His meetings were interrupted,

himself carried out unresisting but unbending in his

purpose, and after exposure, evil usage and threats,

set at liberty, perhaps many miles from home. He had
a way of praying himself out of difficulties. A lady

told the Visitor that a relative of hers was a member
of one of these mobs which started fully determined to

hang Mr. Fee. They took him to the chosen place,

and with a rope about his neck they gave him time only
to pray. He fell upon his knees, and when he had
finished that earnest petition not a man was left to

do him harm. Soon Gen. Cassius M. Clay heard of
him, and being of kindred sentiment they became asso-

ciated first in anti-slavery agitation and later in the

organization of Berea college for the education of the

negroes and all others in similar case. It will be re-

membered that Gen. Clay was the original of Mrs.
Stowe's St. Clair, the kindly disposed slave owner in

"Uncle Tom's Cabin." Two men of such positive

convictions as Mr. Fee and Gen. Clay could not always
agree, but their work in behalf of Berea linked their

names in indissoluble union. Mr. Fee's positiveness is

illustrated not only by his bold attitude on the subject

of the negro, but as well by his uncompromising ad-

herence to his convictions on Biblical teaching. Com-
ing to the conclusion that he was not fully following

the Scriptures as a new school Presbyterian, he left

the little congregation which he had established in

Berea, and after being immersed, he began the organ-
ization of a Christian church, with only himself and
family to start with. His great saying was, "The one
and only test for membership should be the acceptance

of Christ in all the fulness of his character." Loved
and honored, he lived till January of the present year,

when he passed into the fuller life. His best monu-
ment is the college, on the walls of whose chapel his

portrait hangs.

The school is certain to surprise one who sees it

for the first time. The majority of the students are

of the mountain class, young men and women whose
education augurs the best possible things for their

mountain homes. The Visitor talked with several who
had never seen a train till they came to Berea. These
young people have grown up in the typical mountain
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homes, where the whole family lives in a log- cabin,

either single or double, the latter consisting of two
cabins side by side, with a roofed space between serv-

ing for a dining room, and where the margin of con-

veniences, and even of what most of us would con-

sider necessaries, is very narrow. Such cabins fall

into groups on creeks or in mountain valleys, and take

to themselves quaint and characteristic village names,
like Fair Play, Wide-Awake, Cutshin, No Biziness

Branch, Troublesome, Stand-Around and Hell-fer-

Sartin. One is interested to find among these people

certain informing survivals of the old Anglo-Saxon
that would have read well in Chaucer, such as "hit,"

for "it," "holp" for "helped," "drug" for "dragged,"
"pack" for "carry," "gorm" for "muss," and "feisty,"

meaning full of life, impertinent. The greeting, on
riding up to a cabin, is, "Howdy, strangers 'light and
hitch yer beasties." Curiosity is unrestrained, and the

comer is likely to be greeted wth a shower of ques-

tions that would do credit to a Chinese ambassador
visiting in Chicago. "Who might you all be ? Where
are ye aimin' ter go? What brung ye up this air way
off branch? Where do ye live at? Where's yer old

man? (This to a lady.) How old be ye?"

t5he "Moonshiners".
The mountaineers are, of course, "moonshiners" to

a great extent. One is likely to be told quietly in a
country rendezvous where "court" or trading brings

the people together, that every other man makes illicit

whisky. It is difficult to convince these people that

the government has any more right to interfere in this

regard than in any other household affair. If you
inquire for the "dispensaries," you are likely to be
taken up any of the roads a short distance to some
by-path and there have pointed to you a very simple
plan for satisfying the thirst of the traveler. There
may be a cave, or a sheltering thicket. Perhaps there

is a rude sign to the effect that "Bill don't talk," in-

dicating the impractibility of any attempts at con-

versation with the unseen genius of the place, who
has, of course, taken full note of your appearance and
harmlessness as you approached. You put your money
on the designated spot, and withdrawing presently re-

turn to find the whiskey in its place. Now the Visitor

does not vouch for all this, but is so informed "upon
the best authority."

One of the most interesting features of the moun-
tain life is the preaching. The ministers are for the

most part very poorly equipped for their work, and as

a result their discourses are curiosities from both the

linguistic and the theological point of view. President
Frost of Berea says

:

"A few of their preachers aspire to greater knowl-
edge—several have moved to Berea and entered school.

But the majority rather glory in their ability to speak
'as the Spirit gives them utterance.' And their ut-

terance is loud. The present writer was invited to

preach at one of these associations, and in the middle
of his discourse one woman nudged another, with the

remark, T wish he'd quit talkin' and go to preachin'
!'

"And it is sad to see that this class of preachers
is still being replenished. One young man, persuaded
to attend a southern theological school, was back in

three months fully equipped.
" 'Yas,' he said, 'the seminary is a good place to go

and get rested up, but 'tain't worth while for me ter go
thar no more's long as I've got good wind.'

"Meeting a young man unusually well dressed at

a mountain 'court day,' we asked if he was a teacher.
" 'No,' he answered, T couldn't get nary certificate.'

"'What are you doing, may I ask?'
" 'I'm tendin' some churches,' was the unabashed

reply.

"And in proportion to their lack of education is their

sectarian assurance. We found four kinds of Baptists,

each refusing to recognize the validity of the ordi-

nances as performed by the others."

Here is a sample of the mountain preaching upon
which the Visitor came, as it was set down by a hearer.

"My brethering, you'll find my tex' somers in the

Bible, an' I hain't agoin' ter tell yer whar; but hit's

thar. Ef yer don't believe hit, you jest take down yer
Bible an' hunt twell yer fine hit, an' you'll fine a heap
more thet's good, too. My tex' it this : 'On this rock
will I build my church, an' the gates of hell shall not
prevail against hit.'

The Urue Chrch.
"Now, I'm goin' ter speak the truth ter-day, no mat-

ter who hit hits. Ef they's ary man in this aujience

thet don't agree with me, thet's his lookout, an' not
mine. The question fur us ter answer 'bout this tex'

is this : Wut church war hit thet the Lord founded ?

Wut church is hit thet the gates of hell haint agoin'

ter prevail against? I'm agoin' ter answer thet ques-

tion ; an' I'll tell yer wut church hit is ; hit's the Ole
Hardshell Baptist church; thet's wut church hit is,

"A heap o' people says hit war the Christian church.

Well, hit warn't. The Campbellites says they're

Christians ; the Methodis' says, 'We're Christians, too.'

Wall, I haint a Christian: I'm a Baptist. I fine in

the Bible thet the disciples war fust called Christians

at Antioch. Not at Jerusalem. The Lord never called

the church Christians, nur no person else thet had any
right ter gin the church a name. The Lord founded
the church wen he went down inter the warter, an' the

gates of hell shall not prevail against hit."

Proceeding, the preacher gave a vivid description

of his conversion, which he affirmed took place under
a hickory tree on a stormy night.

"I cud go," said he, "to thet ole hick'ry tree the

darkest night the Lord over made. An' wen they axed
wut church I'd jine, I sez, sez I, 'Lemme jine the

Baptist,' sez I ; 'not the Missionary Baptist, nor the

reg'lar Baptist, but the ole, Two Seed, Iron Jacket,

Predestination, Hardshell Baptist-ah !' For on this

rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against hit-ah."

It is greatly to the credit of some of these preachers

that they are trying to atone for lack of education by
attendance at such schools as Berea. The Visitor had
pointed out to him in one of the classes a middle-aged
man who was laboriously naming the states bordering

on the Atlantic. He was spoken of as a rather suc-

cessful Methodist preacher.

Adapted to Its Purpose.

The school is admirably equipped for its service to

this community. President Frost is an Oberlin man,
a scholar of recognized abilities, and devoted heart

and hand to this work. All branches of educational

work are carried on, emphasis being laid on manual
training as an aid to resourcefulness among the peo-

ple. On the walls of the wood-workers' department

one reads such legends as "Jesus was a carpenter,"

and "A trade learned is a fortune made." The class'

of students at Berea is surprisingly alert. The chapel

services were inspiring and the points made in a brief

address were as quickly caught by the young people

as in any college in the land. Negroes and whites

work side by side, and not a few boys from the north,

even as far as New England, have been drawn to
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Berea by the character of the work and the limited

expense.

Out from this school go teachers into the mountain

regions, and this is the promise of better things for

this people. A young woman who goes as a teacher

has a difficult task, but one that is self-rewarding.

An enthusiastic old mountaineer described an exam-

ple in this wise : "I tell yeou hit teks a moughty reso-

lute gal ter do what that thar gal has done. She got,

I reckon, about the toughest deestric in the ceounty,

which is sayin' a good deal. An' then fer boardin'-

place—we ll, there warn't much choice. There was one

house, with one room. ' But she kep' right on, an'

yeou would hev thought she was havin' the finest kind

of a time ter look at her. An' then the last day, when
they was sayin' their pieces an' sich, some sorry fellers

come in thar full o' moonshine an' shot their revolvers.

I'm a-tellin' ye hit takes a moughty resolute gal."

Best of all, the college goes to the people in a score

of ways, by lecturers, literature and extensive libraries,

carried on horses, a box of books on each side of the

saddle. By these and other methods President Frost

and his associates are slowly bringing a new day to

the mountain people, the hardiness of whose fiber is

destined to lend strength to southern life, even as their

highland region forms the geographical backbone of

the south.

SETTLEMENT OF THE GIL-
*BE*RT CASE.

The Congregationalists of the middle west have

had a disagreeable task in dealing with the case of one

of the professors in the Chicago Theological seminary.

About two years ago Professor George H. Gilbert of

the New Testament department began to publish his

conclusions regarding the person of Christ. These

appeared partly in magazine articles and partly in a

series of volumes. In "The Revelation of Jesus," pub-

lished in 1899, Dr. Gilbert reached the position that the

Fourth Gospel does not teach the real but "an ideal"

pre-existence of Christ. As this deeply affected the

doctrine of the person of Christ, the directors of the

seminary asked Dr. Gilbert to prepare his own com-
plete statement of New Testament doctrine. This

it appears that he has done by writing a new book,

entitled "The First Interpreters of Jesus." We are

able to say that in this part of his historical investiga-

tions the professor has reached a similar conclusion.

It appears that for the apostle Paul Christ only began
to be really when he was born at Bethlehem. When
Paul speaks of Christ as pre-existent he is again re-

ferring to the purpose of God, and not to any real

pre-existence. This must mean that Dr. Gilbert does

not find in the New Testament any ground for be-

lieving in the incarnation as the church has held and
taught it from the earliest times. Christ the real man,
is not, then, the real God ; he was a man foreseen and
so ideally existent from eternity; highly gifted with
natural genius and gracious character, when at last

he was brought into being, anointed with the Holy
Spirit to be the Messiah. This is a perfectly familiar

doctrine to those who know church history. It is the
very doctrine which the Congregationalists of New
England gave up their churches and parsonages and a
thousand historic associations to repudiate. We con-
sider it a serious error on the part of the directors
that in accepting the resignation of Professor Gilbert
they did not specify the one sole reason for their action.

They have thereby done an injustice to Professor Gil-

bert, who has a right to stand clear of any other sus-

picion; and they have made it appear by comparing

their resolutions with his letter that it is critical in-

vestigation and scientific study which they dislike and

condemn. By shirking the statement of the one su-

preme doctrine which caused this resignation, they

have put themselves on record as if they were obscur-

antists of a very primitive order. It is quite clear from

his own writings that if Professor Gilbert's resignation

had not been accepted, the Chicago Theological semi-

nary would have stood before the world as an institu-

tion for which the Catholic doctrine of the incarna-

tion was a matter of indifference. In saving them-

selves, as they have done, from that situation, they

ought, for their own sakes, as well as Professor Gil-

bert's, to have given the ground for their action.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.
Theology is progressive, truth is eternal.

What the Churches Want.
The churches want preachers rather than sermon-

izers ; men who have a message to deliver, rather than

men who have a subject to develop. A well-known

divine, at the end of his public life, was heard to say:

"If I had loved subjects less and men more, I would
have had larger results to show in my ministry."

Correction Essential.

Conviction breeds conviction. Doubt engenders

doubt. Better offensive dogmatism than inoffensive

know-nothingism. Benjamin Kid remarks that "the

undogmatic sects reap the scantiest harvests, while

the dogmatic churches still take the multitude." The
preacher who says, "I believe, therefore I speak," will

never lack converts. But why should dogmatism be

offensive ? Why should it not be tempered with char-

ity and seasoned with love? Why should the posses-

sion of a belligerent spirit be regarded as necessary to

the holding of positive convictions?

The Supreme "Problem.

Every age has its supreme problems. The supreme
problem of theology in the present day is the person of

Christ. "Who is he ? What is he ?" are the questions

which men are asking with new emphasis and urgency.

His incarnation and resurrection are being studied

anew in the light of the doctrine of evolution. Christ

challenges the world's attention and the more men
know of him the more does his influence over them
increase.

A. S"ign of the Times.

Among the signs of the times is the inauguration of

new societies for the furtherance of social reform.

One of the latest born is called "The Scottish Christian

Social Union." Its objects are: (a) To claim for the

Christian law the ultimate authority to rule social

practice
;

(b) to affirm the social mission of the church,

and make practical suggestions as to how that mis-

sion may best be fulfilled; (c) to investigate where
necessary the social and economic facts in different

departments of the national life, and to study how
to apply the truths and principles of Christianity to

the problems arising therefrom; (d) to take action

as occasion arises for the furtherance of specific re-

forms. All such movements are in the right direction;

but plain Christian folk will naturally wonder why the

church itself is not being made more effective as an
agency for social reform.

Marcus Dods
The Rev. Marcus Dods, D. D., the eminent Free

Church of Scotland divine, who is now on a visit to

this country, does not speak hopefully of the results of
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the recent union of the United and Free Presbyterian

Churches of Scotland. The Highlanders, who are in-

tensely conservative and provincial, are afraid that too

many concessions have been made; and unless better

counsels prevail, they may break off and form them-

selves into a separate organization.

Light on a "DarK "BacKjround.

The desolating fire which swept over Jacksonville,

Fla., licking up over ten million dollars' worth of

property, and rendering upward of fifteen hundred
people shelterless, brought into light some of the noble

qualities of human nature. It was said that the disas-

ter effectually obliterated the dividing line between the

rich and the poor, making all akin. Women of wealth

sat on the curbstone beside their poorer sisters

;

sharers with them in a common misfortune. When
all the trappings of wealth and rank are stripped off,

men are seen to be very much alike. In the deep ex-

periences of life the rich and the poor meet together

;

and in the common touch of kinship they are made to

feel that the Lord is the Master of them all.

Creed 'Revision*

At the General Assembly of the Presbyterian church,

now in session at Philadelphia, the burning question is

the revision of the church standards. The committee
appointed to consider the whole matter of "the restate-

ment of doctrines most surely believed among us, and
which are substantially embodied in our Confession

of Faith," has had a hard task before it. The expres-

sion of opinion obtained from the Presbyteries has been

divided
;
yet there has been a very general desire that

some deliverance might be formulated by the commit-
tee on creed revision that would secure harmony, and
set the entire question at rest. It is high time that

some way of relief was found from subscription to the

Westminster standards. However interesting they may
be as a historical relic, they have long ceased to ex-

press the living faith of the church. A few pages of

large type are all that is needed in which to give formal
expression to the essential truths which constitute the

vital core of the Christian religion.

What is Success ?

One of the most discouraging things in life today
is the tendency to believe that success is in having,

instead of in being. If a man makes a million of dol-

lars he is called successful, though he should utterly

lack in the elementary moralities. We believe the

true view of success is that it is the development of

all the best in a man. If one makes a fortune for him-
self and does not make a man of himself, what will it

profit him? This is the answer to the speech recently

delivered by Mr. Charles M. Schwab, president of the

American steet trust, to three hundred poor boys of

St. George's Evening Trade school in New York, when
he said that he knew no college men who had succeeded

in industrial and manufacturing lives. Such an esti-

mate of success has a debasing tendency. It ought to

be steadily and earnestly preached that whoever makes
a character is a success. What he may have in the way
of wealth is incidental. A man without a character is

a failure.

of its population are foreign born, or are of foreign-

born parentage. And what renders the work of civic

and social unification slow and difficult is the circum-

stance that these foreign elements are in solid blocks.

There is a Bohemian district, a Polish district, an
Italian district, and so on. Between the different set-

tlements there is often intense race hatred. Unity will

come onlv as the idea of brotherhood grows.

CHICAGO JVOTES.
Chicago is a great city, but it is still in the making.

Great forces are at work within it—forces both of

good and evil. Its population, which numbers some-
thing near two million souls, and which is scattered

over 196 square miles of territory, is heterogeneous

in the extreme. It includes representatives of almost

every nation under heaven. About ninety per cent

The forces of evil are mighty and are very much
in evidence. There are 6,000 saloons, employing about

31,600 people, and having a daily revenue of S316,-

000; there are 31 theaters, most of which are open
on Sundays ; there are 3,000 pool and billiard rooms

;

there are large numbers of gambling dens and houses

of ill-fame. It is estimated that there are in all 50,000
people who live directly upon crime, or who are con-

nected with evil resorts, the influence of which tends

to the demoralization of the community. To match
herself against these destructive forces it behooves
the Church of Christ to be intensively aggressive.

But if the shadows are deep the light is bright. No-
where are the forces that make against sin and for

righteousness more active or more potential than in

Chicago. Leaving out of view the Roman Catholic

Church, and other religious and charitable organiza-

tions, we have in the city 605 Protestant churches, with

167,000 members, and 184,000 pupils in the Sunday
schools. The various forms of benevolent effort of

which these churches are the center cannot be even

enumerated. In the sum total of their results they

make a noble showing ; and although generally silent

and unseen in their operations, upon them depend, to

an extent that many never dream of, the saving of the

city.

The movement of population in the city of Chicago

is something remarkable. The postoffice authorities

state that on the 1st of May of this year there were

a hundred per cent more changes in the down town

district than there were last year. In the resident dis-

tricts the proportion of changes caused by the "Moving
Carnival" are no doubt equally large. From this shift-

ing of population great confusion arises in church

work. The pastor of a medium-sized church reports

that after the 1st of May he has had to strike off his

visiting list the names of two hundred families, who
have removed from his district. One of the most popu-

lar preachers of the city is wont to say that he does not

preach in a church, but in a railroad depot, where peo-

ple are continually coming and going.

The reception given by the trustees and residents of

Chicago Commons to their friends in the new building

on Saturday, May nth, marks the beginning of a new-

era in the history of that useful institution. A recent

gift of $12,000 from the family of John Marshall

Williams for the completion of the residence wing of

the building supplies a much needed addition, while

at the same time it makes necessary the raising of an

additional $5,000 for its equipment. If people only

knew the blessed work which Chicago Commons, with

its band of noble workers, is doing: if they only knew
the cheer which it is bringing into dark and desolate

homes, the social discontent which it is allaying, the

festering sores on the body politic which it is healing.

they would give to it unstinted sympathy and support.

At the hrs^ annual meeting of the Associated Tew-
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ish Charities held May 12th, an encouraging report

was presented. Through this agency the large sum of

$135^000 has been collected during the year. This is

an advance of twenty-five per cent upon the amount

raised in the previous year. Few people have any

idea of the beneficent work done by the various Jewish

charitable organizations of the city. Hospitals, train-

ing schools, homes for orphans and for the aged are

among the institutions which these organizations sus-

tain. The Christian church has no right to claim an

exclusive monopoly of works of mercy.

•

The Bible Society—the sixty-first annual report of

which has just been issued—is one of the helpful agen-

cies in the city. Its purpose is to place a Bible in every

Bibkless home in Chicago. A- house to house can-

vass made a few years ago revealed the startling fact

that of the 1,280 families visited, 1,200 were found

to be destitute of the Word of God. In another sec-

tion of the .city 1,140 Bibleless homes were found. The

agents of this society say that it is no uncommon thing

to find people who have never seen a Bible or who do

not know it from a dictionary.

"Holiness Bands" have been invading this citadel of

Satan. They speak of themselves as "none of your

dead Quaker sort of people that go to meeting, and

sit around like so many whitened tombstones in a

graveyard." They believe in having "a lively time,"

and in "making the dust fly." Their artificial methods

for getting up a revival savor of self-excitation and

Hypnotism. They belong to the class who have "a

zeal of God, but not according to knowledge."

It is somewhat difficult to determine what the exact

iresult of closing the army canteen at Fort Sheridan-

has been. It is affirmed that a large number of "blind

pigs" have been started in Highwood since the aboli-

tion of the canteen, and that drunkenness among the

soldiers has been on the increase. The testimony is

somewhat conflicting; but the ministerial committee

appointed to investigate the matter report that upon

the whole the results have been in favor of good order

and sobriety. The official reports at Fort Sheridan

show that whereas from Nov. 1, 1900, to Feb. 10, 1901,

the percentage of arrests was 5.2 ; from Feb. 10th to

May 2d the percentage of arrests has been 4.9.

An epidemic of speculation in stocks and grain has

broken out in the city. A peep into the Board of Trade
the other day revealed a condition of things which is

perfectly appalling. If that excited crowd of vocifer-

ating and gesticulating men represents the commercial

center of the northwest, a more unhealthy condition

of things could hardly be imagined. It is said that the

gambling epidemic is spreading from employer to em-
ployed and that thousands of clerks are mortgaging
their wages months in advance, on the ten per cent

plan, to have money to stake on the chances of the

game. For almost every one of them there is surely

coming a day of reckoning. They are generally fol-

lowing the lead of George Phillips, who is the hero of

the hour ; and whose large winnings represent hun-
dreds of wrecked fortunes. The gambling passion is

eating our industrial and social life as a canker. Can
nothing be done to check it? Is there no balm in Gilead
that can cure this social sore?

now completed its organization. Its objects are the

establishment of a bureau of information concerning
the religious and social forces of the city and the laws

and ordinances relating thereto ; and the promotion
of combined efforts for the general good. Among its

officers are men whose names are prominent as workers
in the cause of religion and good morals in Chicago.

The secretary is H. F. Ward, 4648 Marshfield avenue.

Last week thirty-seven women graduated from the

Chicago Training School for City, Home and Foreign
Missions in connection with the Methodist church.

Dr. John Henry Barrows, president of OberJin, gave
an address on "The Extension of the Kingdom of

God, as Seen by the World Traveler."

The recent death of Mrs. Lucy Judd, wife of Deacon
H. Worthington Judd, and her new-born baby, who
received no medical treatment, together with other

similar cases also, has aroused a storm of popular

indignation against Dr. Dowie, and the authorities are

threatening criminal action against him. "I think that

Dr. Dowie is crooked—crooked in his teachings and
crooked in his dealings," declared J. W. Cabeen, a

former elder of Zion, living at 248 LaSalle avenue, to

a reporter for the Daily News. "He is false in his

theology and false in his business transactions. He is

not insane ; on the contrary, he is an extremely long-

headed man and a man of superhuman cunning. Some
take the ground that he is an out-and-out imposter, but

I take the more charitable view that he is self-deluded.

He is guilty of the most arrant hypocrisy and yet I

think that he believes in his own acts. You have heard
of the man who lied so much that he came to believe

his lies were the truth. He is a man of remarkable
resource and powers of mind and is a born leader, and
that accounts for his wonderful success. I believe that

God really used him in the days of his humbler con-
dition when he was pure in heart, but success has
puffed him and filled him with pride, and he has fallen

away, and when a man falls the devil can do almost
anything with him. The power that he assumed was
too much for him and he has gradually got to the point

where he uses the whole church for his selfish aggrand-
isement and exploitation. He has piled up an im-
mense fortune, which has been poured into his coffers

for the cause, but which he has retained absolute con-

trol of and has used as he pleased."

Dowie is now hiding, trying to escape the clutches

of the law, and it is said that a "run" has been made
upon his bank by nervous depositors. It is thought
by some that the knell of Dowieism has sounded

;

but Dr. Dowie is a resourceful man, and his power
will not be so easily broken. He is one of the most
colossal frauds of the century.

At a recent meeting of the Chicago Association of

Congregational Churches, when the subject of second
service was under discussion, the statement was made
by Dr. I. C. Armstrong, the city missionary secretary,

that of the seventy-six Congregational churches within

the limits of the city twelve have larger morning than
evening audiences, and sixty-four have larger evening
than morning audiences.

The Chicago Federation of Religious Workers has

Hushed was that li t'e room ; so very still

As if a whole world's heart had ceased to beat
Through withered leaves of Hope, the tears fell chill

On lonely feet.

Shalt Thou not count the widow's tears that fall ?

Shalt Thou not give the broken-hearted rest?
Shalt Thou not hear earth's weary ones that call?

Beloved and Best

!

—Guy Balguy.
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EAST LOJVVOJV.

'Twas August, and the fierce sun overhead

Smote on the squalid streets of Bethnal Green,

And the pale weaver, through his windows seen

In Spitalfields, looked thrice dispirited.

I met a preacher there I knew, and said:

"111 and o'erworked, how fare you in this scene?"

"Bravely!" said he, "for I of late have been

Much cheered with thoughts of Christ, the living bread."

O human soul ! As long as thou canst so

Set up a mark of everlasting light,

Above the howling senses' ebb and flow,

To cheer thee and' to right thee if thou roam-
Not with lost toil thou laborest through the night!

Thou mak'st the heaven thou hop'st indeed thy home.
—Matthew Arnold.

WHAT VOE^ THE VRESEftCE
FO*RETOKEJV?
By James M. Campbell.

What are we to hope for from the presence of

Christ? If Christ is really present, what are we to

expect from him ? What does the fact

of his being present, presage ? We an-

swer, the presence of Christ is a pledge

of good for the world. If he is here

in the power of the Spirit, we have

every reason to expect great things

from him. We cannot paint the future

too brightly if it is in his hands. To
those who believe in the potency of his

presence pessimism is impossible.

To a large extent the inspiration of hope has died

out of the church. Great things are not expected.

Christians are not, as a rule, in the attitude of eager

expectancy. They have ceased to hope for much from

the future because they have in reality ceased to hope

for much from Christ ; and they have ceased to hope

for much from Christ because the sense of his presence

has become dim. The days of buoyant, youthful hope-

fulness have always been days when the church has

been deepy imbued with the consciousness of the

presence of her Lord.

There are those who, looking abroad upon the in-

creasing conflict between good and evil, estimate that

these two forces are so evenly balanced as to preclude

the possibility of any great measure of progress. It

almost seems to' them as if the conflict which is now
on must end in a drawn battle. Their gloomy fore-

cast comes from not seeing the invisible leader who is

at the head of the forces of good, and is pushing them
on to ultimate victory.

The American soldiers in the war of the rebellion

went to battle singing

:

"John Brown's body lies mouldering in the grave,

But his soul goes marching on."

Not the soul of the dead Christ, but the living Christ

himself, goes marching on through the ages at the

head of his conquering legions.

Others glowingly optimistic see not only victory for

the right, but they see it close at hand. The world
which they look upon is growing steadily better. It

has within itself power of recuperation. Only give it

time, and it is well able to overcome all alien forces

and to work out its own salvation.

Others regard the present order of things as doomed
to failure. They believe that the world is growing
worse. They have no hope of victory from the forces

that are at present in operation, and which are at the

command of the church. They do not think that Christ

is making much headway. What he is gaining at one
point he is more than losing at another. They even
hold that it is not the mission of the church to convert

the world, and hence all her well-meaning efforts to

compass this great result must of necessity prove abor-

tive. They are looking forward to a general collapse.

And when things have come to the worst the absent

Christ will return to begin his millennial reign. Touch-
ing the present, this class are pessimists to the core.

They strike hands with the Buddhistic theosophist,

who looks upon the world as moving in a circle, rather

than in an upward course. Instead of hoping great

things from "the presence," they are hoping for "the

presence" as something yet to come. But that which
the church hath, why should she yet hope for ?

There are others who take a medium view of things.

They believe in the final victory of. the right. They
hold with Professor Drummond that "the whole tone

of the Bible when it speaks of the final results of the

world's history is, of jubilee and triumph, never of

sorrow and despondency." They believe with John
Bunyan that "there will come a time when Antichrist

will be a matter of history, when saints will speak of

how he grew and spread, and how he was consumed
by the breath of the Lord's mouth, and destroyed by
the brightness of his coming." Yet they do not be-

lieve that the goal is to be reached at a single bound;
or that the path of progress will describe a straight line.

Obstacles many and stubborn have to be surmounted.
The conflict of the human will with the divine purpose,

out of which have grown the tragedies of the ages,

will continue. But Christ will be ultimately victorious.

He will gain supreme control of all things. "For he
must reign until he hath put all his enemies under his

feet." (I. Cor. 25: 25.)

S'trengthenf Faith.

When it is seen that Christ has not delayed his

coming, that he has not kept the world waiting in

vain through long centuries for his return, the hope
of the church instead of being extinguished is put
upon a firmer basis. If "for this end he both died

and rose again, that he might be the Lord both of

the dead and the living" (Rom. 14: 9), then his pres-

ence in the world means that he is here to establish his

sovereignty over men. Our hope that he will succeed

is based upon our knowledge of what he has already

accomplished. He has given us every reason to be-

lieve in him. He is now, as never before, the central

object of the world's hope. Even those who have lost

faith in the church may retain faith in him. They
acknowledge the immense debt of gratitude which the

world owes him. They turn to him in the hour of

extremity as the true and tried friend of humanity.
With a faith that puts to shame the unbelief of those

Christians who magnify what Christ is going to do by
minifying what he has already done, they believe in

the glorious possibilities of the present, holding that

if Christ's way were only followed all would be right

with the world. What comfort of hope would come
to this class did they also see that the Christ who is

lover and brother of all men holds the future of the

world in his wounded hands

!

The perplexing problems of the present require to

be studied in the light of the presence of Christ. His
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presence is too often the omitted factor. Of course, if

he is absent from the world in person, if he is not

touching its life as intimately as he might do, or as he

will yet do, it is well to know it, that we may not be

led to expect too much from him in the present or in

the immediate future; but if he is here in all the

plenitude of his spiritual power, his presence is to be

taken into account in the solution of all the political,

social and industrial problems that now confront us.

Let his presence become a living reality and the future

will be faced with calm hopefulness; for working

alongside of the leaven of iniquity will be seen a power

sufficient to counteract it. Mighty is sin, but mightier

is the grace of the unseen Christ.

War still goes on. True ; but Christ is here to end

it. No power but his can stay the red hand of rapine,

and bring peace on earth. Until his love quenches hu-

man greed and hate, the sword shall not be beat into

the plowshare, or the spear into the pruning hook.

Let the world recognize the authority of the unseen

king and bow before his sceptre, "and nation shall not

lift up the sword against nation, neither shall they learn

war any more." And this is the promise. The re-

script of the czar of Russia may fail of its end, but

the proclamation of the Prince of Peace will yet be

obeyed.

Go End Oppresion.

Unrighteous oppression exists. Yes; but Christ

is here to end it. There is no wrong that he is not able

to right. There is no emergency for which he is un-

prepared. Nothing can take him by surprise, No evil

can spring up for which he has not provided a remedy.

He knows all about the present situation. The tear-

dimmed eyes that looked from the brow of Olivet

upon Jerusalem take in the whole of the sin and sorrow

of every city. He sees the unjust monopolies which

rob men of equality of opportunity which is their in-

alienable birthright, and which crush honest industry

into the dust ; he sees the growing dissatisfaction and
bitterness of the working classes ; he sees the increas-

ing intensity of the fight for bread ; he sees the tri-

umphal car of progress transformed into the car of a

modern Juggernaut, whose path is marked by the

mangled souls and bodies of the victims of an un-

christian commercialism. Indifferent to these things

he cannot be. Upon the spoiler he looks with eyes

of flame, upon the victim with eyes of tenderest pity.

But is he impotent? Can he do nothing to help? Is

he doing nothing to help ? Is he unable to effect social

adjustments, to transform business methods, to furnish

new social ideas, to impart new social motives ? Who
that believes in him as the world's Redeemer can for

a moment doubt his power? We may be sure that

when anything is wrong he will not leave it alone until

he has put it right. The work of putting the world
right is exactly the work which he has undertaken.
And he is equal to it. Something has been done ; but
there is more to follow. He is not yet through with
the world. "He shall not fail nor be discouraged
till he has set judgment in the earth ; and the isles shall

wait for his law."

Only when the future is taken into account can the
full significance of the presence be 'grasped. A power
which holds within iself not merely the possibility

but the certainty of continuous, progressive change
has become resident in*the world. A good work has
been begun which will be carried on until it is com-
pleted. Long and toilsome may be the way, many
and dark may be the tragedies which come from the

resistance which the forces of evil offer to the program

of Christ, but the divine plan will not miscarry, nor

will divine power fail in the accomplishment of its

object. The evolutionary process which has God for

its origin, and Christ for its agent, has redemption for

its end. A redeemed world, a finished world, a world

brought by the power of the unseen Christ into har-

mony with heaven's order, is the goal to which all

things tend.

Were the presence of Christ to become more vividly

realized a new note of evangelical power would be

struck. The church is practically without hope be-

cause it is without Christ. The old evangelism, whose
influence is fading, derived no small measure of its

power from its attitude of expectancy. It looked for

the Lord's speedy return. But hope deferred has made
the heart grow sick. The most ingenious calculations

as to the year, if not the day and hour, of the absent

Lord's return have failed to bolster up the hope of dis-

appointed saints. Oh, that the church of today might
wake up to the glorious reality of the real personal

presence of her living Lord, so that rejoicing in her

powerful ally, whom nothing can vanquish, her un-

seen king, whose complete sovereignty over all the

kingdoms of the world no alien power can forever

usurp, she may arise from the dust and shine forth in

the resplendent glory of her Lord, fair as the moon
in love, clear as the sun in holiness, and terrible in

strength as a bannered host.

THE GHAVET) 'BIBLE SCHOOL.
Herbert L. Willett.

There has been for some time a growing feeling

in the minds of Sunday school teachers that the pres-

ent methods of study are inadequate
and that something needs to be done
in the direction of placing the Sunday
school upon the same level of peda-
gogical competency as that which pre-

vails in the day schools. The times
in which we live have shown the pos-
sibility of great improvement in the

methods of the public school, and in

every community there is eager endeavor to obtain

the most skilled and able instructors to assume the

charge of the children. Not less important is the need
of such a standard in the Sunday school, and even
more so, when it is considered that but a bare half-

hour in the week is devoted to the study of the most
important of all disciplines.

None of the methods of Bible study now in vogue
seems to meet the demands when viewed from the

plane of an adequate knowledge of child nature and
child study. Especially is this defect felt by those

who are attempting to employ the international system
of lessons. The utter absence of any pedagogical per-

spective in the arrangement of these lessons has been
long recognized and grows insupportable by those who
are compelled to work under this yoke. Other systems
have perhaps presented points of improvement in some
particulars, but none meets in any adequate manner
the needs of the times. Considering all these facts,

several of the denominations have undertaken the prep-
aration of courses of study which should adjust them-
selves to the modern point of view in the departments
of pedagogy, Biblical scholarship and the Christian
life. Among them an interesting: report has been pre-

sented by a committee of the Illinois Congregational
association, to which was assigned the task of pre-
paring an outline course of study. With this commit-
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tee representatives of several states co-operated. The
committee in its report registers its belief that any
system of Bible study which confines itself to lesson

leaves is not only inadequate but detrimental to the

best interests of the children. It therefore submits a

plan for the preparation and use of text books which
shall be purely auxiliary to the study of the Bible in

class. It insists, first, that nothing should replace the

Bible in the hands of the scholars. Second, that a

course of study must be prepared for a particular grade
and adapted to pupils of the age for which it is in-

tended. Third, it must, especially in the senior grades,

encourage the use of Bible dictionaries, histories and
other books of reference. Fourth, the text book must
give to the pupils work to do in discovering truth for

tnemselves, and not simply telling the facts of the

lesson. At the same time, the pupils must be encour-

aged to write answers to leading questions.

The Scheme Outlined'

The scheme for graded Bible school thus outlined in-

cludes the following departments

:

i. The cradle roll, which means all children below
the kindergarten age in families connected with the

Bible school.

2. The kindergarten, including all children who
have not yet entered the first grade in the public school,

or in general, children under seven years of age.

3. The graded Bible school, which includes twelve

grades corresponding to the grades in the public

schools and covering the period of six to eighteen years.

The school is divided into primary, junior, intermediate

and senior departments, each including four grades.

The primary and junior equal the period of gram-
mar school, and the senior that of high school in our

public school system. The course begins with stories

from the life of Christ, centering about Christmas,

Easter and Children's day. The first year is thus a

year with Christ. The next three grades are devoted

to Bible stories, Bible truths, nature lessons and the

memorizing of verses and passages from the Bible.

In the fifth grade each child is furnished with a New
Testament, and in this and the two following grades

the life of Christ, the history of the early church and
Christian biographies are studied. In the eighth grade

the child is in the decision period, and the teaching is

intended to awaken an intelligent purpose for Christian

living and guide to a right understanding of the re-

ligious emotions and experiences sure to arise at this

time in the child's life. Large accessions to the church

should be expected from the eighth grade of the Bible

school. In the ninth and tenth grades the Old Testa-

ment is studied, with drill in Old Testament history,

geography and literature. In the eleventh a rapid re-

view of the life of Christ is followed by the outline

study of the early church and church history. The
twelfth grade is devoted to the social teaching of Jesus,

Christian beliefs, Christian evidences and duties to the

church and the kingdom.
T5he /formal Course.

Higher still come the adult Bible classes. Scholars

should never be allowed to feel that the completion of

the course of the Bible in the graded school means

graduation, but only promotion to the adult Bible

classes or Normal Course. The NormaJ Course itself

is designed for those graduates of the graded Bible

school who desire to fit themselves for teaching. The

course consists of three parts. 1. Review of the sub-

jects taught in the graded Bible school, with special

reference to the methods of teaching. 2. Study of

the principles and methods of pedagogy. 3. Christian

nurture covering the principles of child psychology in

relation to the religious development and training of
children.

The home study department is, first, to encourage
parents or others in charge of the children to assist
the children in the study of the lessons during the
week. Second, to assist those who attend the Bible
school in systematic Bible study at home.
The committee has provided for each department

and each grade a list of text books for the classes and
of helps for the teachers. This is on the principle of
the public school system, and will instantly appeal to
all who are confronted with the limitations of the pres-
ent Sunday school methods. The committee are aware
apparently that it will be found impossible in most
schools to adopt the full graded course at once. Neither
trained teachers nor suitable text books are as yet
available, but every school can make a beginning in
the direction of grading. The success of graded Bible
schools will depend largely on the securing and train-

ing of teachers who can master the subjects and teach
with Bible and reference books, furnishing their own
directions for study and question slips to the pupils.
This is not too much to expect of a teacher. The Sun-
day school must await for its true value the time when
the same high requirements which prevail in the day
schools shall be insisted upon, and when the whole
scheme of the child's work is kept in mind at each point.

The teacher who knows only one lesson at a time,
knows no lesson. The aim of the school should be to
raise up expert teachers, but no teacher can be equally
expert in all the subjects of the school. In the graded
school this is not necessary. Each becomes expert in
his own grade. It is apparent that the fullest value
of the Sunday school will never be realized until spe-

cially trained and paid superintendents are secured,
and this is already becoming recognized as a necessity
in many parts of the country today. It is a moment of
great promise for the Bible school, and the report of
this committee is one which ought to cheer the hearts
of those who have been working with inadequate tools

and according to antiquated methods so long. There
is no reason why any school should wait to put such
a plan as is here outlined into execution. It is per-
fectly plastic and adjustable. Indeed, many classes

in schools which still adhere to one or the other of the

old systems have broken away as individual groups
and are studying by more adequate and scientific

methods. The full report of the committee is very in-

teresting, containing, as it does, the suggestions for

text books in each grade. It is to be hoped that in

the near future either this or some other plan will be
agreed upon by which schools can undertake in a

manner satisfactory to all ages of pupils the task of
adequate Biblical and Christian instruction.

The University of Chicago.

A SILEJWT LIFE.

Silently falls the snow-flake, *

Silently falls the dew.
Silently dies the old year.

Silently comes the new.
Silently steal the sunbeams
Over the dales and hills;

Silently flows the river

That turns a hundred mills.

Silently do a kind deed.
Silently lighten care;

Silently shed the grief-tear.

Silently kneel in prayer.

Silently hear a wrong done

—

Care not what sland'rers say
Silently live a good life.

Silently pass away. J. M. C.
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THE STI1UT OF CITRIST.
J. J. Haley.

/. Uhe spirit of Christ Is the Spirit of Justice

and Fairness.

It goes without saying that no unfair criticism of

a human being ever passed the lips of Jesus. He
never exaggerated the faults or mis-

represented the motives of a fellow

man. He never took up an uncertified

rumor about anybody and gave it cur-

rency by repeating it. We cannot

concieve that Jesus ever stayed in a

house that was turned into a slaughter

pen with the characters of neighbors

for victims. No such holocaust was

ever offered to Satan in his presence. All his judg-

ments were charitable* and just. The fact is, no un-

charitable man is either just or fair, or indeed can

be. Charity and justice live together and die together.

Like the Siamese twins, they cannot be separated

without killing both. Uncharitableness so perverts

the judicial faculty, and so colors the mental vision,

that it can do simple justice to neither friends nor

foes. There is nothing, in my judgment, in which

the Christian world has more signally and shame-

fully departed from the spirit of Christ than in this

matter of justice and fairness to brother men. The
time was in the near past, and that dispensation has

not entirely come to an end, when misrepresentation

of a religious opponent was thought to be the highest

mark of fervent zeal and lofty piety. Religious de-

nominations thought they were doing God's will in

slandering each other. They not only proved their

opinions orthodox by apostolic blows and knocks, ac-

cording to Hudibras, but they could not for very life

see how others could differ from them and be honest.

I once felt that way about it myself, but I would have

resented the idea bitterly that other people had a right

to think that about me. The world is growing rapidly

away from that condition of things, but the dregs of it

still remain in some places. I saw a statement in a

religious paper last week to the effect that the "Camp-
bellites" denied the name Christian to everybody but

themselves. There is the application of an offensive

nickname, which is unfair and a flagrant misrepre-

sentation of fact, which is unjust because untrue.

Scarcely a week passes that I do not see a specimen

of this kind of injustice in the southern religious press.

If ability and willingness to state with scrupulous

fairness and correctness the position of an opponent
is a characteristic of the spirit of Christ,, then the

orthodox religious press has very little of it and the

political press has none. If I did not have in me the

sense of justice and truthfulness to represent correctly

the position of one who differed from me, I would
have a slender claim indeed to the mind of Christ.

Prejudice and the habit of misrepresentation are not

of God. There is no sin more common than doing
injustice to others. We say reckless and groundless
things about our neighbors that a little thought and
care would show to be as unkind as they are untrue.

If we have any respect for the golden rule, which is

the spirit of Christ, we will be just and fair to others

as we wish them to be just and fair to us.

2. Uhe Spirit of Christ Is the Spirit of Toler
ance and Forbearance.

The Christ of God could not be otherwise. And yet
this fact is one of the most remarkable and phenomenal
indications of the superhuman character of Christ.

He appeared in an age when bigotry was universal

and apparently ineradicable, at a time when both re-

ligious and racial tolerance were unknown. Unceas-

ing war and the bitter jealousies of tribes and nations

had developed the passions of men to the highest pitch.

There were numerous sects in religion, philosophy and
politics, and these in their fierce and consuming hos-

tilities were hateful and hating one another. Our
Lord was born in an atmosphere of religiovis hate and
political bigotry. "The Jews have no dealings with

the Samaritans," expressed a universal condition of

race and religious strife among the nations. Jews
regarded Gentiles as heathen dogs, outside the pale

of salvation, while Greeks, Romans and barbarians

looked down upon the Jew as a fanatic and a fool.

Into such a world did Jesus come, and as Renan said

of him, "He was free from prejudice, the source of

our sorrows, and thought only of his work, of his.

race and of humanity." Neither heredity nor en-

vironment can explain the tolerance and forbearance

of Jesus. It is a true remark of Newman Smythe that

the spirit of Jesus is the miracle that neither history

nor science can explain. It was a rare exoctic trans-

planted from the heavenly garden into the race and
religious fungi of Jews arid Gentiles.

The observation of George Eliot that the hardest

lesson of toleration was learning to tolerate the intol-

erant, finds a striking illustration in the experience of
Christ in training his disciples. While lifting them
to his own higher level and wider vision, he often

times had occasion to rebuke their narrowness. As he-

ascended toward Jerusalem a Samaritan village re-

fused him hospitality, because his face was set toward
the Jewish capital. This so angered John, who as a

Jew despised the Samaritans, that he proposed to call

down fire from heaven to burn them up. The Lord
rebuked this fanatic outburst of race tolerance based
on religion, and inspired by a personal slight to him-
self, by saying to John : "Ye know not what manner
of spirit ye are of." You imagine, John, that this

outbreak of inhuman fanaticism is a manifestation of

personal friendship for me and zeal for the glory of

God
;
your suggestion is inspired by race hatred and

religious bigotry, which is contrary to all that I am
trying to teach you to be. John had so completely

mastered this lesson fifty years later that he said to
all young disciples : "My little children, love one an-
other ; for love is of God."
The other occasion you well remember, when this

same John saw somebody casting out demons who did
not belong to the Master's immediate personal fol-

lowing, and took it on himself to forbid them. He
said in substance: "My crowd has a corner on this

business, you are trenching on our rights and there-

fore, unless you join us you will have to quit." John
was a sectarian, and, like all partisans, he was sus-

picious, jealous and intolerant of differences, and
imagined that all truth, all right to act for God, were
confined to the inner circle to which he belonged.

Jesus hastened to countermand the prohibition of the

young zealot. "Let them alone," said he, "they are-

doing the same work that we are doing-

, and therefore

they are doing the work of God." This is a death
blow to all sectarian exclusiveness, and all priestly

claims to a monopoly of divine authority, where Jesus
Christ is understood. It is not strange, under the

circumstances, that John should feel as he did, but it

is strange that men, after eighteen centuries of Christ,

should feel that way. Any church that sets up ex-
clusive claim to divine authority, for its sacraments,
its ministrv, its ritual or its creed, and stands aloof
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from all the rest of God's workers, brands itself on

the face as a fraudulent representation of the Chris-

tianity of Jesus of Nazareth. Any narrow, exclusive,

intolerant, uncharitable thing, whatever else it may
stand for, does not represent Jesus Christ.

3. The Spirit of Christ Is the Spirit of Sym-
pathy and Mercy.

The hard man, the man without sympathy, the

greedy, selfish man who takes advantage of the neces-

sities of his fellows to oppress and impoverish them, is

at the opposite poll from the mind of Christ. He has

the mind of Satan and is doing the work of his master.

This Divine Man can be touched with the feeling of all

our infirmities, he knows our frame and remembers

that we are dust. No man appealed to him in vain,

"Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy on me." He
spent his time among the people, healing their dis-

eases, enlightening their minds, ministering to them

in their troubles, comforting them in their sorrows,

seeking in a thousand ways to bless and make them

better. When his claims were challenged, he gave

this certificate of their authentication: "The blind

receive their sight and the lame walk, the lepers are

cleansed and the deaf hear and the dead are raised

up and the poor have the good tidings preached to

them." But one of the most suggestive incidents in

the Gospels brings into bold relief the two elements of

sympathy and mercy in the mind of the Master. I

refer to the woman taken in sin recorded in the eighth

chapter of John. Scholars have decided that this

story is probably an interpolation and not a part of

John's original narrative, but it is so characteristic, so

much like Jesus, that I believe it to be a genuine

story of the Master. The Pharisees brought a woman
who had been convicted of sin by the testimony of eye

witnesses, asking Jesus to pronounce judgment in

the case. "Moses commanded us to stone such ; what,

then, sayest thou? And this they said, tempting him,

that they might have whereof to accuse him."

They knew he would not sanction the cruel act of

stoning, and that he dare not array himself openly

against the law of Moses. So into the cunning trap

they had set for him he is bound to walk. How could

he escape the dilemma of saying stone her on the one

hand, or of countermanding a law of Moses on the

other? And now they think they have him, he de-

clines to answer, apparently, and stooping down he

begins to write on the ground. "Ah," they say, "we
have spiked his guns, we have silenced his batteries,

we have driven him into the confession of silence, we
have him at last"; and so with loud and clamorous

insistence they press upon him demanding an answer
to their question. Jesus continued to write till they

had reached the point where they were sure of victory,

and were chuckling and crowing and grinning over

their triumph, when he suddenly and quietly arose

and said with a penetrating glance into the eyes of

these pious rascals, "He that is without sin among you,

let him first cast a stone at her." No stones were cast.

Every mother's son of these fellows was a hypocrit,

and about all the conscience he had left was enough
to fire him out of that place in a jiffy. The Roman
Catholics have a very suggestive and pretty conceit

in the interpretation of this passage. When Jesus

wrote on the ground, what was it he was writing?

It was surely not mere scribbling for pastime. There
must have been intelligent purpose in it, and some-
thing written with an end in view. What was it?

Would the words uttered by Jesus have effected the

rapid scatteration of the woman's accusers that the

text represents? When Jesus stooped down to write,

it is represented that the leader of the gang rushed
up and looked over his shoulder, and lo! there was
his name inscribed on the sand, and Jesus writing a
list of all the secret sins he had committed up to that

hour! He made himself scarce. Number two rushed
up to fill the breach, and down went his name, and
below it a catalogue of the dirty things he was in the

habit of doing on the sly! Exit No. 2. The third

man laughed aloud at the discomforture of his breth-

ren, and bravely stepped up to take a peep, arid there

was his cognomen in the sand and his secret rascalities

listed for public inspection, and away he went like

a pebble out of a catapult. Filled with curiosity, the

others came up to see and fled to keep from being
seen ! No wonder they were convicted by their con-
sciences and went out one by one! They couldn't

stand it ! Jesus stood up and looked round and he was
by himself as far as the Pharisee gang was concerned.
He said to the woman, "Where are they? Did no
man condemn thee ?" And she said, "No man, Lord."
And Jesus said, "Neither do I condemn thee

; go thy
way; from henceforth sin no more." He did justice

to those rascals, the Pharisees. He showed sympathy
and mercy for this fallen but penitent woman. This
incident is a conspicuous illustration of the merciful-

ness of the disposition of Jesus, and his willingness to

forgive sinners on condition that henceforth they sin

no more.

4. &he Spirit of Christ Is the Spirit of Loxfe
and Forgi-Veness.

This feature in the character of Christ stands out
in the New Testament record above all others. Not
alone did he teach the people in the Sermon on the

Mount to forgive their enemies and to pray for those

who despitefully used and persecuted them, but he
himself manifested this spirit in a wonderful manner
in his own life. He taught his disciples to love and
forgive, and told them unless they were forgiving

they would not be forgiven. In the agonies of the

cross he prayed for those who had crucified him:
"Father, forgive them, for they know not what they

do." And lest it should be thought that this was a
divine spirit that no human being could possess and
manifest, Stephen, the first Christian martyr, prayed
for his murderers, "Lord, lay not this sin to their

charge." And Paul expected the Colossians to bear

the fruit of the celestial graces of love and forgive-

ness. "Put on, therefore, as God's elect, holy and
beloved, a heart of compassion, kindness, humility,

meekness, long-suffering; forbearing one another and
forgiving each other ; if any man have a complaint

against any, even as the Lord forgave you, so also

do ye; and above all these things, put on love, which
is the bond of perfectness." If, then, we are just

and fair, tolerant and forbearing, sympathetic and
merciful, affectionate and forgiving, we have the spirit

of Christ and we are his. If we have not these qual-

ities, which the Holy Spirit brings into the hearts of

men, we are not Christ-like and we are none of his.

The spirit of Christ is the one thing most essential

in his religion.

He was better to me than all my hopes,

He was better than all my fears

;

He made a bridge of my broken works,
And a rainbow of my tears

;

The billows that guarded my sea-girt path
Carried my Lord on their crest;

When I dwell on the days of my wilderness march,
I can lean on his love for the rest.

—Anna Shipton.
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THE TWENTIETH CEJVTWRy
MlfflSTIiy.
By W. P. Aylsworth.

Passing over the abiding elements of preaching, let

us consider some of those characteristics which are

more properly subject to change. New methods are

warranted by new conditions. Whether the pulpit shall

adopt an illustrative or argumentative, a positive or

apologetic style, must be determined, in some degree

at least, by circumstances of time and place. The his-

tory of preaching shows clearly the influence of en-

vironment in these respects. A correct estimate of

some of the conditions of the present will suggest the

methods of the coming ministry.

I assume that the preaching of the future will be

direct and practical. These two characteristics are

mentioned together, since in practice they can scarcely

be separated. For obvious reasons the brief and point-

ed sermon has come to stay. Yet the length of the ser-

mon must ever be related to the subject and the oc-

casion. It must be remembered that preaching is,

and ever will be, for the common people. The preach-

er must touch, with quick and skillful fingers, the keys
of human need. His spirit must be one of progress and
hope. Abstract questions of philosophy and speculative

theology will continue to agitate the minds of scholars,

but they will not be discussed in the pulpit. The
preacher is a herald to the masses, not a lecturer to

the few. The witticism of the professor, who, when
asked by his pulpit how long a sermon should be, re-

plied : "Thirty minutes, with a leaning to the side

of mercy," has a practical point. The coming time,

even more than the present, will be far too busy to

wait for circumlocution and indirection in preaching.
All our habits of thought and action tend the other

way. Our modes of travel and of the transmission of
intelligence influence our thought. Men are impatient
of the least obstruction. They seek the shortest route
to a destination. Mountains are tunnelled and chasms
bridged that time may be economized and distance
obliterated. We speak across continents and under
seas with the quickness of lightning. The pulpit must
keep step with the industrial world or be left out of
the race altogether.

The public will not wait for a preacher whose mes-
sage does not appeal to common sense and does not
have the "ring" of purpose.

Again, many things formerly taught from the pulpit
and platform are now relegated to the public library
or the fireside reading. Almost within a generation
the system of popular education has been revolution
ized. The best books are cheap and will be cheaper.
The average audience is already in possession of the
general information which had to be woven into the
sermon of a half a century ago. Attractive periodicals,
wonderfully illustrated, place a premium upon read-
ing along the lines of important information. The
pulpit must find some other source for power and at-
tractiveness, or it will be ruled out of the contest for
popular attention and interest. One field remains to
it supremely—namely, the plain, direct, practical per-
suasion of men to enter paths of righteousness. As
never before the watchword of the pulpit is to be the
Pauline exhortation, "Watch ye, be strong, quit you
like men." Many questions, also, once considered' of
vital importance in religious discussion, are no longer
so regarded. Many refinements of theology that found
their way into sermonic literature are now chiefly in-
teresting as theological curiosities. Even many things

which were earnestly proclaimed in the past century

are no longer matters of interest in the thought oi

the present. And God grant that in the sifting of un-

profitable and valueless materials from the sermons of

the present, we may still retain or supply, if wanting,

the commandments of God and the instruction which

leads to a righteous life. Any sermon which does not

contain these elements is too long.

Not only directness of speech, but skill in express-

ing the truth must be cultivated. The preacher of the

twentieth century must indeed be apt to teach. Much
that formerly passed for profound ability in the pulpit

is now rated prosaic dullness. It is the feeling that

the professional minister is out of touch with the com-
mon people that has quickened the demand for "lay"

preaching. The rude and untrained preacher is often

preferred to the cultured and scholarly for this very

reason. Even slang and downright vulgarity are often

applauded. It is a grave question where this tendency

will end. Is it to continue until the pulpit is robbed

of its propriety and purity of speech? Surely not.

A better ideal will triumph. But the danger can only

be averted by removing the cause. The preacher must
study how to get near to the people. His style should

be as a fresh breeze blowing from the fields of practical

life. False sensationalism must be opposed by its

genuine counterpart. There is a sort of awakening
which results from finding the souls of men at un-

explored depths of experience, a kind of preaching that

fearlessly proclaims truth, that designates sins by their

true name, that drives admonition and reproof with

honest Saxon straight to the mark, and that touches

the hidden springs of sympathy. Such a sensationalism

belongs to the pulpit of the future. In this sense the

Sermon on the Mount was truly sensational. The
preacher is to covet and develop the power that thrills

multitudes and elevates them to higher planes of life.

Such power is not only inseparable from ability in the

art of expression, but springs from profound convic-

tion and spiritual consecration.

A VA'RA'BLE.
One night a man took a little taper out of a drawer

and lighted it, and began to ascend a long, winding

stair.

"Where are you going?" said the taper.

"Away high up," said the man; "higher than the

top of the house where we sleep."

"And what are you going to do there?" said the

taper.

"I am going to show the ships out at sea where the

harbor is," said the man. "For we stand here at the

entrance to the harbor, and some ships far out on the

stormy sea may be looking for our light even now."

"Alas ! no ship could ever see my light," said the

little taper ; "it is so very small."

"If your light is small," said the man, "keep it burn-

ing bright, and leave the rest to me."

Well, when the man got up to the top of the light-

house, for this was a lighthouse they were in, he took

the little taper, and with it lighted the great lamps that

stood ready there with their polished reflectors behind
them.

You who think your light of so small account, can
you not see what God may do with it? Shine—and
leave the rest to Him.
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Once, in the flight of ages past,

There lived a man—and who was he?
Mortal, however thy lot is cast,

That man resembled thee.

He suffered, but his pangs are o'er

;

Enjoyed—but his delights are fled;

Had friends—his friends are now no more
And foes—his foes are dead.

He saw whatever thou hast seen

;

Encountered all that troubles thee;

He was whatever thou hast been

;

He is what thou shalt be.

The annals of the human race.

Their ruins since the world began,

Of him afford no other trace

Than this—there lived a man.
-Montgomery.

FIVE MIJWTES* SETtMOft.
By Peter Ainslie. —«_

*He ever liveth to make intercession.—Heb. 7 : 25.

Jesus Christ is now our high priest. The Old Testa-

ment, with its shadows and types of priesthood and

tabernacle, has passed away. The scaffolding has been

removed and the eternal things have come into view.

For ages the blood of beasts was shed to teach men
that sometime God would offer a spotless Lamb for

the sins of all the world. The time came ; it was done

and Jesus by his own blood put away all sin and en-

tered upon the high priesthood of the human races

and obtained eternal redemption for his people.

Our high priest knows our weakness, and there is

no sympathy in all this world to be compared to the

sympathy of Jesus for the human heart. He did not

come to this world as an angel, but he took on himself

this human body and it was human. "God sent forth

his Son made of woman." He grew up like other

children, for it is said that "he increased in wisdom

and stature." He had a human heart, for I read that

"in all things it behooved him to be made like unto

his brethren, that he might be a merciful and faithful

high priest." And again it is said: "We have not a

high priest which cannot be touched with the feeling

of our infirmities ; but was in all points tempted, like

as we are, yet without sin." It is a wonderful sight.

God sent forth "his Son in the likeness of sinful flesh"

—yet not sinful, but like sinful flesh. To the whole

world he said, "Which of you convinceth me of sin ?"

He had no sin, but once and only once it was that the

sinless died for the sinner. Having made atonement

for our sins, he entered heaven, where he ever "liveth

to make intercession"—more now our servant than

when he walked in the plain garments of a carpenter

and looked out only upon the hills of Judea, Samaria

and Galilee. In his humiliation he took up the gar-

ments that now shine with beauty and glory. The
living cherubim bow before him with outstretched

wings as he ministers in the holy of holies.

We might think him too great to stay for his little

prayers and hear our pleadings if it were not told

us more clearly than it has been written that "he is the

same, yesterday, today and forever." He listed to

the beggar when on earth, he sat by those in grief, he

gathered the children up into his arms. That same
heart that beat on earth now beats in heaven. He
knows us every one. It is said "The Lord knoweth
them that are his." What help he daily gives us we
will never know until we pass beyond the vail, and
then we will know that we could not have lived with-

out—no, he belongs to all and he is our all.

O Lord, we bow with new hope at thy throne, re-

membering that our Jesus is our high priest forever
more. Amen.

BIBLE SCHOOL.
J£Jl/J OV*R HIGH VRIEST Iff

HEA VEJV.
Lesson for June 2, Heb. 9: 11-14, 24-26. Golden Text, Heb.

7:25: Wherefore he is able also to save them to the utter-

most that come unto God by him, seeing he ever liveth to
make intercession for them.

11. But Christ being come an high priest of good
things to come, by a greater and more perfect
tabernacle, not made with hands, that is to say.
not of this building;

12. Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but
by his own blood he entered in once into the holy
place, having obtained eternal redemption for us.

13. For if the blood of bulls and of goats, and
the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean,
sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh:

14. How much more shall the blood of Christ,
who through the eternal Spirit offered himself
without spot to God, purge your conscience from
dead works to serve the living God?

24. For Christ is not entered into the holy places
made with hands, which are the figures of the
true; but into heaven itself, now to appear in the
presence of God for us;

25. Nor yet that he should offer himself often, as
the high priest entereth into the holy place every
year with blood of others;

26. For then must he often have suffered since
the foundation of the world; but now once in the
end of the world hath he appeared to put away
sin by the sacrifice of himself.

*This is the golden text for the Sunday school les-

son for June 2, 1901.

A CHICAGO UEACHEH'S jvoges o/*
GHE LEJrsojsr.

Ella* A, Lose.
Book of Hebrews. A letter written to Hebrew Christians,

its keynote, "Looking unto Jesus" (12: 2), and showing his

pre-eminence over Moses and other great Jewish heroes
;
prov-

ing also the divinity, humanity and intercession of Christ
from their own scriptures. The epistle was designed to com-
fort these Christians as they suffered for their faith. The
Jews continued the attractive ancient ritual, while Christian
converts had nothing of the kind to show ; they must be en-
couraged to look for the better things of the unseen, spiritual

realm. The authorship of the book has for many centuries
been in dispute. It is widely . agreed -to be Paul's in con-
ception and thought, but written by another. The epistle is

believed to date from Italy about A. D. 61-63.

Two weeks ago the lesson told of Jesus ascending into

heaven ; today it is about Jesus in heaven and his purpose
there. If the lesson is more difficult than some, it is only be-

cause it deals with things that are unseen by earthly eyes.

But as our great Teacher had, by parable and simile, used
flowers, birds, sheep and many of the most common things

to lead the mind to higher truths, so here this course is em-
ployed to teach one of the sweetest truths of salvation—name-
ly, Christ's present care for his own. It likewise teaches

about man's access to God. To Jews nothing was more
familiar than the priestly sacrifices constantly observed in

their devotions and which likewise are plainly set forth for

us in the Old Testament scriptures. The ap^ostle. taking up
the familiar Jewish priesthood and sacrifices indicates that

these but illustrate Jesus as both the true high priest in heaven
and the true sacrifice.

Verse 11. The Glorious Outlook, "But Christ". In con-

trast with the high priest who brought dumb, driven brutes

that "could not make perfect". Verse 9. Notice it is not

now Jesus, but the very Messiah, of whom the prophets had
foretold. Christ means "anointed," and here corresponds
exactly to the type "the priest that is anointed" of Lev. 4: 5.

. . . "Being come an high priest". He was the perfect high

priest. Unlike the order of Aaronic high priests, he was
without sin, hence had not. like they, first to offer sacrifices

for himself. He was after the order of Melchizedek, a mys-
terious figure in Abraham's day. "a priest of the most high
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God" (7: 1), who belonged to an eternal order (6: 20).

Jesus being a Son, the Father was in perfect sympathy with

him; he could perfectly represent God and man. The three-

fold work of the Jewish high priest was fulfilled in Christ.

(1) Instructing the people—typical of Christ's earthly min-

istry as a divine teacher; (2) to offer sacrifices—typical of

Christ's offering of himself as a sacrifice; (3) to act as

mediator—typical of Christ's present work before the Father

(Verse 24). He perfectly understands us, he loves us and he

is touched by the feeling of our infirmities. 4: 15. . . . "Of
good things to come". This perfect high priest of Christianity

is a promise of glorious things. The very keynote of the

writer's argument is "Better". See how he multiplies the

glory of the prospect. "A better hope" 7:19; "A better

testament" 7: 22; "A better covenant" 8:6; "Better Prom-
ises" 8: 6; "Better substances" 10: 24; "A better country"

11: 16; "Better resurrection" 11: 35; "Better things" 12: 24.

. . . "By a greater and more perfect tabernacle". The heav-

ens into which he entered, passing behind the veil of cloud

(Acts 1: 9), in contrast with the puny dimensions, about

15x45 feet, of the sacred tent first erected by Moses. . . . "Not
made with hands". As was the Mosaic tabernacle (Exod.

25: 9), but this one by the Lord himself. Chap. 8: 2. . . .

"Not of this building" meaning not of the earthly order of

creation.

Verse 1a. Contrasted Sacrifices. "Blood of goats and
calves" referring to the yearly sacrifice of brutes for an atone-

ment, and which secured to those who participated an out-

ward purity and a place among the people of God. . . . "But
by his own blood". One cannot give more than blood, it is

the life (Lev. 17: 11). A sacrifice so precious (1 Peter 1 : 19)

worked on the heart and life of all for whom it was made

;

it is continuous to this day. . . . "Entered in once". So great

and perfect was this sacrifice that one offering sufficed for-

ever ; the Jewish high priest's offering, repeated yearly,

showed its incompleteness. . . . "Into the holy place". Into

the presence of God, the true holy of holies, where the sera-

phim cry one to another, "Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of

Hosts". Isa. 6: 3; Rev. 4: 8. . . . "Obtained eternal re-

demption". The redemption obtained in type was for a year;

the redemption in Christ for eternity. The power of his sacri-

fice never ceases to act, it is eternal as the spirit, and as is his

own nature. Verse 14.

Verse 13. The Argument. "For if the blood of bulls

a*d of goats". If this availed with God for ceremonial re-

sults, how much more must the blood of Christ avail for

spiritual results as affecting character unto holiness. ...
"Ashes of heifer to purifying". A purifying commanded
for removing ceremonial defilement, incurred by contact with
the dead. Num. 19: 2, 17-21. In our contact with the spirit-

ual dead we also have need of the cleansing power of blood,

which, by thfe grace of Christ, is available. . . . "Purifying
of the flesh". The sacrifices of the Old Testament had to

do with external ceremonial defilement (Num. 19: 2-20; Luke
17: 14, 16), and thus serve as a type of the better, inner

purifying.

Verse i4. Power of Blood. "How much more". If the

forms of religion helped poor, depraved mankind toward

Q,p& feftffc much more the true sacrifice would impart divine

strength a#d"power. It is a question bearing upon sinful man's
access to his holy maker. This differed in a progressive or-

der. (1) In the ages before Moses, Paul tells us, death reigned,

with but a few like Melchizedek and Abraham among mil-

lions, that offered sacrifices, indicating that the functions

of the priesthood were not popularly applied. (2) In the

Mosaic dispensation more common provision for man's ac-

cess by sacrifices through an imperfect priesthood was made.
(3) Now in the Christian dispensation, our apostle shows
there is complete provision for salvation and access to God,
open to all men who will accept. . . . "The blood of Christ".

Nothing else so clearly expresses the highest degree of love,

heroism and self-sacrifice as the pouring out of one's blood
for any cause. Greater love hath no man than this that a

man lay down his life for his brother. John 15: 13; Acts
21 : 13. In any case, the blood with which noble men have
sealed their devotion to a great cause, has not been without
far-reaching power and influence ; how much more, then,

the blood of him in whom dwells all the fulness of God
bodily (Col. 2: 9). . . . "Through eternal spirit offered him-
self". By the Spirit's power in contrast with offered brutes

that had no spirit or will to consent in the act of sacrifice.

His was a voluntary service. We, too, should hold ourselves in

readiness for a voluntary offering of ourselves. Rom. 12: 1.

. . . "Without spot". The typical victims had to be without
blemish. Num. 19:2.... "Purge your conscience". Purge
the conscience defiled by sin. Taking away the life of sin

and giving forgiveness and the peace of heaven where all is

purity and holiness, when our guilt is purged away. . . .

"From dead works". Works done in a natural state, lacking
life and the holy spirit. . . . "To serve the living God". We
are cleansed unto—made meet for—living, spiritual service,

which God, a living spirit, must needs require. John 4 : 24.

Verse 24. Our Heavenly Priest. "Not entered into holy
place made with hands". Enlarging on the thought of verse
12. He as the true high priest avoided the place and condi-
tions of the Jewish type and shadows. John 4 : 24 ; 1 Tim.
6: 16. . . . "Figures of the true". That is, pictures or rep-

resentations of the true holy place, which is heaven. . . . "Into
heaven itself". Through and beyond the created heavens
into the immediate presence of God in the spirit realm. . . .

"To appear in the presence of God" or before the face of
God for us as in the revised version. Jesus stands as God
and man in the heavenly courts, his very presence an eloquent
plea for the last one that calls upon him. The character
of these intercessions no doubt is seen in John 17: 9-20 also
in Luke 22: 31-32, which latter contains the blessed thought
that while we, like Peter, are falling, we have help that we
do not fatally fall away from God. Some of the results of
the presence of Jesus in heaven are (1) the gift of the Holy
Spirit to abide with and to strengthen us. John 16: 7. (2)
The changes wrought within us by our Priest's perpetual
agency. Gal. 2: 20. (3) We have boldness of access to

the very presence of God. Heb. 4 : 16. . . . "For us". It was
for our offenses that he died. Our cause is his cause. He
gave himself a propitiation for our sins and he will stand
by us before God to the end.

Verse 25. Needing No Renewal. . "Nor yet offer him-
self often". The offering Christ brings needs not renewal,
being possessed of the imperishable nature of his own person
now forever freed from death. . . . "As the high priest every
year". Because necessary in the oft-repeated, insufficient

Levitical atonement.

Verse 26. Sufficiency of Sacrifice. Then must often

have suffered". Since the continued sins of man from the

creation, would entail continued suffering and offering of his

blood if one offering did not satisfy. . . . "Now once". The
offering is so meritorious that its influence reaches from the

beginning to the end of time. Its efficiency is proven by the

changed lives of men as found in every church. . . . "To put

away sin". To deliver from the guilt and power of sin. The
Lamb of God came to do away absolutely (Jno. 1 : 29) and
beyond need of being supplemented by any similar manifesta-
tions. His sacrifice is the greatest known power for taking
away sin and the love of sin. . . . "Sacrifice of himself". He
was both priest and sacrifice.

Verse 27. Death Not the End. "Once to die". Notice
the aspect of finality repeatedly brought out in this lesson. As
men have "once" not many times, to die, so Christ "once"
offered himself for the sins of many (Verse 28; Isa. 53: 12) ;

entered "once" into the holy place (verse 12) ; appeared
"once" to put away sin (verse 26). It is ours to accept Christ

and the benefits of his salvation; have we done so? . . . "To
die". Disease, violence and natural decay are the apparent
causes of death, for the reason that our Lord works by second
causes. The key is certainly in his hands. . . . "Judgment".
Let us reflect that a judgment awaits every man for deeds
committed before death.

Verse 28. Completed Salvation. "To bear the sins".

An evident allusion to the scapegoat, which in a figure car-

ried the sins of the people far away. Comp. Lev. 16: 5-10;

20-22 with Psalm 103: 12. . . . "Appear the second time".

As he entered into the heavenly holy of holies in our behalf,

so he will come forth again in our interest. . . . "Without
sin," or better, as the revised version, "apart from sin". At
his first appearance our Lord came as a sin bearer ; at his

second coming he will have completely done with sin, a

glorious state to contemplate. . . . "Unto salvation". To
bestow the complete fruits of his redeeming mission, the ful-

ness of eternal happiness ; he shall receive us to be forever

with him. 1 Thess. 4: 17. In the gospels we were permitted

to see Jesus, as it were, within the sphere of the visible ; many
seem never to get much beyond that. Let us by the help of the

enlightening word (Psa. 119: 130) train our spiritual eyes

to see him within the veil, first as dwelling unseen in our own
hearts our constant companion, second as our heavenly inter-

cessor. Let us make the keynote of this epistle our own:
Looking unto Jesus.

"God pity them both, God pity us all

Who vainly the dreams of life recall

:

For all sad words of tongue or pen.

The saddest are these : 'It might have been.'
"
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P'RAyE'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

LITTLE HELTE'RS.
Prov. 20 : ii ; Zech. 4: 10; John 6: 5-1 1 ; Matt.

21: 15, 16.

What a poor and desolate habitation this world

would be without these little helpers—the children.

We are just commencing to value them at their true

worth, and learn from them some of the deepest les-

sons of life. Where did the Master show greater wis-

dom than when he took a little child and set it in the

midst of his disciples and taught them that beautiful

lesson of humility. That person who does not love

and is not led by children will become a cynic if he
does not reform. The smile from a child is worth
more than the applause of the multitude, for it is more
genuine and sincere. As we study the child (and to

modern psychology we are greatly indebted for the in-

terest it- has awakened in a better understanding of

child life), so we shall be able to solve the world's

great problems. We may know books, but not until

we •

.-.••'.. I"

•.••' Knotov the Child. -< r

Will we know how to teach. The parent is at times'

almost overcome by the willfulness and perverseness

of the child ; but this is due not to original sin, but
to some inherited characteristics of not far distant

ancestors, which is allowed to find expression and is

greatly aggravated because so little is known of the

real nature of the child. Perhaps we want to treat

it as a mechanism, but not so, it is a living organism,

holding within its being great possibilities for good
or evil. "The fragile beginnings of a mighty end."

The marvelous thing is that this world has made the

advancement that it has when we take into considera-

tion "the hit or miss fashion" in which the child in

most instances has been reared. Is it any wonder
that they are not all angels? Much empirical wisdom
has been developed which is now being supplemented
by some of the greatest thinkers of the age, in such

a way that the child is becoming a great helper in the

civilization and Christianization of the race. At first

the little one wants to "help mamma," when it seems
that it would be a hindrance, but it is helping the

mother to patience and love, to realize the

"Di-Oinity of ZSrue Motherhood.
The rulers of Judah turned a deaf ear to the cry

of the children as they took up the refrain,

"Hosanna to the Son of T>a-Vtd"

And made it resound through the temple. They had
no other motive than to help; their little hearts were
stirred with the purest love; had those in authority

but understood the sweet, innocent child nature, they

might have been spared something of the awful suffer-

ing which later befell the nation.

If they are but guided in a kind and loving way,
how quick are they to respond to the higher impulses
and to work into the plans of God ! Perhaps they
can supply but a "few barley loaves and a few small

fishes," but in the mighty hand of God their small

contributions are made to multiply until a flame of

enthusiasm is kindled within the hearts of God's peo-
ple.

What a stimulus the crusaders received from the

children as thev offered their young lives so willingly.

But a

Far JVobler WorK.
Lies before us at present ; not the rescuing of the

tomb of the risen Christ, but the heralding of the

news of a glorified and present Redeemer to the na-
tions who know not of his love. The children are
doing much to arouse the church to greater activity,

to educate the church of the future, and to bring sal-

vation to the home. They have given their little of-
ferings, which only amounted to a small sum at first,

but has grown until it has reached far into the thou-
sands of dollars. How they vie with each other to do
their best ! If wise and intelligent leadership can be
secured the problem of the world's redemption . is-

largely solved. Let us not dispjse the day of small
things. Let us not fail to see the great possibilities

in this movement of the children. Neglect everything
else, if you must, but don't neglect these little ones,

the tender plants, the rare buds of the home ; "the liv-

ing jewels dropped unstained from heaven."

CHUISTIAJV EJVDZAVOP^
Charles Blanchard.

HOW TO GET HIV OF'SIfT.
[Topic June 2. ReL I. John 1 : 5-10.]

The saintly J. S. Lamar, in the series now running.
in the Christian Evangelist, under the general head-
ing, "What Most Interests Me Now," writes on the

"Mystery of Sin. " -

The article is thoughtful and Scriptural, but the
mystery of it is beyond the limited knowledge and
poor reasoning of man. . It is the pathetic fact in all

this old world's history, and in all the earth-bound
lives of its earth-born myriads. But, after all, the
real, serious, practical problem, for philosopher and
plowboy, is not the mystery of sin, but the

Mastery of Sin.

Briefly stated, Brother Lamar's reasoning is that

God permits the presence and power of sin, the'^ceas'e-

less conflict of the "flesh" with the "spirit," in order
that man may become the manlier and the more spirit-

ual through the mastery of sin. This reasoning finds

its justification and its convincing proof in the life of
the Lord Jesus. "Though he were a Son, yet learned
he obedience by the things which he suffered (being
tempted, yet without sin), and being made perfect, he
became the author of eternal salvation unto all them
that obey him."—Heb. 5 : 9.

Christ is the author of eternal salvation by his per-

fect mastery of self and thus of sin. He is also set

forth to be a propitiation for the sins of the whole
world. John the Baptist declared to the multitudes
who came out to the Jordan to be baptized of him.
"Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of

the world!" With this the writers of all the Gospels
agree, and Peter and John and Paul all add explicit

emphasis. It is the

Mystery of the Atonement.
The two profoundest problems for all thoughtful

minds concern these twofold mysteries of sin and
its atonement. We speak of the "pimple Gospel," and
in our quest of simplicity we have well-nigh relegated

the atonement to the myths. Am I wrong in this?

How many of our young people are seriously grap-
pling with the great doctrine of grace? This is out
of place in the young people's society, and in an article

for the Christian Endeavor column? I think not. I

believe the church and the young people in their so-

ciety must grip these great problems of the atone-

ment and of salvation by grace. In swinging away
from the theological doctrine of election and reproba-

tion (both Scriptural questions), we have come prac-

tically to almost disregard the deeper and profounder
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problems of our justification and salvation from sin.

It is, the problem which ought to interest all

—

"Hotv to Get *Rid of S'in"

And it is a serious, solemn consideration. It is not

simply a question of ; faith, repentance, confession and

baptism, as too often presented and understood. Let

us have the "simple Gospel." Yes, and let us have

the sublime Gospel! The glorious Gospel has to do

with "all things pertaining to life and godliness,

through the knowledge of him that hath called us

to glory and virtue. Whereby are given unto us ex-

ceeding great and precious promises, that> by these

we might be partakers of the divine nature, having

excepted the corruption that is in the world through

lust!"-*-!. Pet. i : 3, 4. This—this only—is salvation!

HOW TO STWDy THE EPISTLE
TO THE HE'B'REWS.

^; By I. J. Cahill.

In Two Parts : Part One.

1. This "word of exhortation" (13: 22) was writ-

ten to
; Jewish Christians. Its purpose was to prevent

them from abandoning the faith and going back to the

old Jewish religion.

The author, whose name is unknown (see Guide to

Bible Study, p. 120), seeks to accomplish this pur-

pose by alternating argument and appeal. For ex-

ample, th6 first chapter is an argument based on the

Scriptures of the Old Testament for the superiority

of Christ, who introduced the Gospel, over angels,

who were the agents in introducing the law. Imme-
diately, in the first verses of the second chapter, is the

appeal : since the Gospel is thus superior to the law,

do not apostatize. This is the burde nof all exhorta-

tions : do not apostatize.

2: The pressure brought to bear on these early

Jewish Christians was very great. In becoming Chris-

tians they ceased to be in the fullest sense Jews. They
still clung to the old service of the temple. Its gor-

geous ritual pleased their oriental love of display; its

antiquity called forth their reverence ; its Mosaic origin

gave it still something of the awe-inspiring power felt

by, their fathers at the mount. So they clung to the

old worship. They were children of Abraham. They
were disciples of Moses. They were also disciples of

Christ, believing him to have come to complete the

glory of the old institutions.

3. But little by little a breach grew between these

Christian Jews and the unbelieving Jews, so that the

Christians were deprived of the temple service. It is

probable that the epistle was written at a time when
Christians had been driven out of Jerusalem.

It became a question of choice between Christianity

and Judaism. They could no longer hold both.

If they retained the new faith it meant the giving
up of the splendor of the temple service; the parting
from associations, sacred and lifelong; the forsaking
of traditions instilled into them from childhood and
reverenced by many generations ; the losing of a
place in the succession of the Old Testament worthies,

Abraham, Moses and the prophets. In return for

this they would have a religion of unaccustomed sim-
plicity. There was no temple; there were no sacri-

fices, no priests. It was a religion without ritual, with-
out traditions and with a doubtful future.

4. It was to show the perfection of the new cove-
nant as against the ostentation of the old that the
author wrote.

The key-word of the epistle is "better." Christ has

a better name (1:4); there is a better hope (7 : 19) ;

there are better sacrifices (9: 23) ;' a better country

(11: 16); a better resurrection ( 1 1 : 35); better

things are reserved for us (11: 40); the blood of

Christ speaketh better things than the blood of. Abel
(12: 24). Equally important and having the same
significance is the frequent recurring of the words
"perfect" and "perfection." (See 7: 11, 19, 29; 9: 9,

n; 10: 1, 14, etc.). The force of the argument is

augmented by the phrase "by how much more" (d. 4;
3:3; 7: 20, 22; 8:6; 9: 27; 10: 25), which also

sets forth the impregnable position of the author that

the new is the better covenant.

The careful student will not fail to see the same
thought permeating every part of the epistle and
breaking forth in such expressions as "eternal," "for-

ever," "once for all" and "a kingdom that cannot be
shaken," all showing the permanent character of the

new in contrast with the transitory nature of the old.

EXPOSITOR HIJSfTS.
A Forebvord.

The word "exposition" means "laying open." The
true end of exposition is to lay open the thought of

God enlivened in the words of Scripture. A celebrat-

ed anatomist was wont to say to his pupils before be-

ginning a demonstration, "Let us try and find out
God's truth in this matter." To find out God's truth,

to think his thoughts after him, will be the one object

sought in this department of Bible study..

When gross darkness covers the people, gross im-
morality follows. For lack of knowledge the people
are destroyed. Let the Bible be prohibited and a regu-
lative force is removed from society. On the other

hand, when the vision of God and of his will is known
and obeyed, social order and happiness ensue. "He
that keepeth the law, happy is he" ; and happy are
those who live with him. J M. C.

Reconciling a World in Christ.
—

"All are from
God who reconciled us to himself through Christ, and
gave unto us the ministry of the reconciliation, how
that God was reconciling in Christ a world unto him-
self, not reckoning unto them their trespasses, and
hath put in us the message of the reconciliation."

—

(II. Cor. 5: 18, 19.)

This translation differs from other translations in

that it omits the definite article "the," which has been
unwarrantably inserted before the word "world." The
Greek text has no article; hence the definite article

should not be inserted unless it is absolutely necessary
to make good sense. Such a necessity does not appear
hire. The frequent insertion of this article is one of
the most serious defects of our English translations.

Paul desires to show that God is not reconciling a few
Jews, or a few Gentiles, or all of the Jews and Gentiles,

but a world. The omission of the definite article brings
out this thought (Cf. Rom. 8.22).

Another striking difference is this : It is the recon-
ciling that is in Christ rather than God. Paul has
not taught to the Corinthians the idea of God in Christ

;

consequently he may not be teaching it here. In the
previous verses (v. 18) God is said to have reconciled
men through Christ as an agent. We are reconciled

to God when we come into Christ by faith. In Christ
we are "a righteousness of God," hence we are recon-
ciled (v. 21). The translation which I have given
harmonizes with the use of such periphrastic phrases
elsewhere in the New Testament. (Cf. Tn. 2: 6, etc.).

Prof. R. R. Lloyd, Berkeley, Cal.
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THE QVIET HOVTt.
THE CHEAT COMMISSION.

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

(The International Bible Reading Association, Daily

Readings.)
"Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the

world."—Matthew 28 : 20.

Monday—Matt. 2 8.16—20.
On me, if I know Jesus as Savior and Master, there

is laid the burden of other souls : not on the ordained

minister alone, not on the recognized missionary and
evangelist alone. There is none in the church, the true

church of the redeemed and regenerated, who is not

embraced in Christ's imperative. "Go ye," he says to

all his people, "and make disciples for me." He ex-

pects me to be an ambassador for him.

If I am lifting the burden, I must feel it heavy and

crushing in its weight. The work is too great for me.

I am overwhelmed by its magnitude and difficulty.

Ah, but let me remark how Christ places his lofty

commission between two blessed assurances which are

full of soothing and succor and strength. He bounds

it both on the north side and on the south side by

good words and comfortable words.

For he tells me that he is on the throne, and has

all power in heaven and earth. And he tells me that

he is at my side, with me all the days, even unto the

end. Nothing is impossible to me, when I remember
these things.

Tuesday—Isa. 52. 7 -12.

Christ does not want me to think of religion merely

as something which brings peace and rest to my own
weary heart ; something which mat es me a king and
a priest unto God, white-robed and golden-crowned

;

something which will secure for me the glories of

heaven at last. Nay, he wishes me, constrained by his

love and impelled by his spirit, to conquer new sub-

jects for him.

Up in the heavenly places, he knows every outcast

woman, and every neglected chil i, and every poor
drunkard, and every sad heart in tie glitter of society,

and every dark heathen soul awa}' in the regions be-

yond. He seeks my love, my sympathy, my service,

for these. He desires that these tl rough me may find

his salvation. He counts me resp >nsible for them.

Too often, what I crave is a pi :asant and comfort-

able spiritual life, which will mak< me forget all about

trouble and wretchedness. But that is to overlook

the purpose for which I have bet n saved—to glorify

God on the earth, and to rescue m ;n who are speeding

down to destruction. "How beau iful upon the moun-
tains are the feet of him that br ngeth good tidings,

that publisheth peace !" Mine 1 ; these swift and
eager feet in ' days to come.

Wednesday. Acts lth 9—lb.

If the government of Jesus CI rist is universal, his

grace is minute and particular. He suits himself to

the circumstances and the wan s of every separate

individual. He forgets npbpdj . He counts none
common or unclean.

There are no two faces in t( e world exactly the

same, no two minds, no two hi tories. What a dif-

ference to the fate of man it malt ;s whether he is born
in heathendom, like Cornelius, or in Judaism, like

Peter; in the heart of Africa, or in the capital of

England : under the great wall < f China, or in a God-
fearing Scottish home ! What a difference wealth
or poverty makes ; the opportui ity of a good educa-
tion, or the denial of such an opportunity: the sur-

roundings which lift upward to holiness and God, or
the surroundings which drig downward in the oppo-
site direction ! What varieties of temperament there

are—hopeful, melancholy, passionate, calm

!

But Christ knows all abo it it He speaks the right

word at the right moment in the right tone. He un-
derstands the peculiarities of each man and each
woman. He meets each on his own ground. He ad-
dresses Peter in one accent and Cornelius in another.
And he has room in his rec miption, his love, his home
for me.

Uhursday. Acts IO. 34—4-3.
"The Son of God goes J jrth to war, a kingly crown

to gain." But he does net travel out alone. Behind
him his faitheful soldiers must march—they help him
to the attainment of his purposes. "We are wit-

nesses," the apostle says, 'and he charged us to preach
unto the people."

Am I anxious to be of use to Christ ? It does not
matter where I am found. It may be in the humblest
sphere. It may be in the most unpromising neigh-
borhood. It may be in the hardest and stoniest soil.

But I yearn to be serviceable to him. I commend him
by every means in my power. I pray for help to live

every day, so that my life may be a consistent testi-

mony in his honor and praise. I ask for wisdom and
grace to speak for him to those who are in sorest

need of him.

Then, though I am one of the "foolish things" of

the world, mine is a sublime dignity. I am bringing
him nearer to the hour of his final triumph. I am
bidding him persevere, until men fear his name from
the west and his glory from the rising of the sun.

Friday. Acts IO. 44—48.
In these Gospel days Jesus has a new fulness of

the Holy Spirit to impart. "He hath received gifts

for the rebellious," the psalm says. And best of all.

his gifts is that of the Divine Spirit, who convinces

of sin, who converts the ungodly, who awakens the

better life, who quickens the kingdom of God in the

souls of men.
Unquestionably the Spirit was given long before

Jesus died and rose and ascended. Holy men of old

spake as they were moved by him. In all ages the

saints have been saints simply because he made and
kept them so. But how comparatively small the gift

was in these far-off times ! Over how narrow and
confined an area the energies of the Spirit extended

!

How little he could have to say to those who lived

before Bethlehem and Calvary—how much more he

has to say to me

!

May he, who came in the infancy of the church on
circumcision and uncircumcision. visit and inhabit

and fill me ! May he take of the things of Christ and
show them to me. glorifying my crucified and exalted

Lord! "Soft as the breath of even." victorious as the

tongue of fire, may he bless and transfigure my soul

!

Saturday. "Rom. IO. 1—13.

Here is a door opened to its widest. "Whosoever"
—that is the broad, far-reaching, all-embracing Bible

word. It includes me. It brings God's message of

grace to me. It bids me rise and enter the inheritance

prepared for me.
And here is a method of acquisition reduced to its

simplest. "Shall call upon the name of the Lord,"
the verse goes on. Just a cry from my desperateness

and need ; just an appeal to him who is mighty, and
as willing as he is strong: just the telling my case

to his open ear and his tender heart—there is nothing
more elaborate, more arduous, than that asked of me.
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And here is a treasure expanded and sublimed to

its richest. "Shall be saved," the text concludes.

Saved—it is one of the inexhaustible terms of God's

Book. There is pardon in it, and admission to the

household, and acceptance with the King-

. There is

holiness, too, transformation, power, hope. There is

heaven by-and-by, when the race is ended and the

fight is fought.

Was ever such wealth to be had so easily? Was
ever an El Dorado bestowed on beggars and sup-

pliants before? Now, may I "claim my part in all

raptures of the skies."

Sunday. "Rom. lO. 14—2,1.

Does not God still provoke me "to jealousy with

that which is no nation?" Does he not anger me still

"with a nation void of understanding?"

Amongst the heathen I find that the message of the

Gospel finds child-like acceptance and belief. It sure-

ly is a rebuke to my tendency to cavil, to carp, to

suspect, to deny.

Amongst the heathen I find that the disciple soon

becomes a preacher, the convert a missionary, the be-

liever in Christ a herald of Christ. The vast majority

of those who are publishing the Evangel in the dark

lands of the earth once sat themselves in the very mid-
night of death. Ah, it reproves me for my strange

backwardness to proclaim the good news of God.
Amongst the heathen I find that the martyrs of

Jesus are not dead. In China, in New Guinea, in Af-
rica, men and women are ready to die for their faith.

I wonder whether, if the sleet and hail fell as piti-

lessly on me, I should come through the tempest as

well. God grant that these strong soldiers of Christ

do not condemn me in the day of sifting and sentence.

OVR WLVIT.
THE MESSAGE, OF THE MlJVIST'R.y OF

TOT)A.y.

By Dr. F. W. Gunsaulus, Chicago.

Text: "Seeing we have this ministry, we faint

not." II. Corinthians, iv., i.

"The true minister is the true minstrel of the hu-

man soul—the words minstrel and minister have a

common root. He organizes the vagrant and appa-

rently opposing sounds, the devious wafts of melody
and the split and recalcitrant currents of tone about a

common and regnant center. The center is the all-

supreme and embracing theme. It alone co-ordinates

and compels each aimless shiver of a. chord and each

stubbornly isolating tonic energy into harmony.
"It is of first importance to note that only the power

which commands our admiration can lift us up. 'We
live by admiration.' We are made erect and manly by
adoration. Before a merely beautiful character, a

profound moralist, a true philosopher, a heroic mar-
tyr, we do not fall to earth in obedience, as did Saul

or Tarsus, neither do we rise to our full height at his

command as did the new man, Paul. Divine enough
must be that power which endows the minister of men
—divine enough to make our unhelped humanity lie

full length upon the common earth which is our fate

and home if we try to live without that power, and yet

divine enough that power must be on the other side

to lift man into the image of God and place him per-

manently on his feet before the problem of life.

Jesus 4
Belie*)ed in Man.

"Jesus believed in man, because he believed in God.
He revealed man in revealing God. No one ever so

depended upon God to re-enforce man at his best. No

one ever stayed so faithfully by man at his worst. He
would not even save himself at Calvary from man's
fury. He would rather trust that man would come
again to Calvary, age after age, to find if one drop of

his blood still quivered there. But this trust of his in

man was fundamentally a trust in God, his father and
man's father.

"This, then, is the meliorism which must be Christ's

gift to the man who is his minister. It is far from
that pessimism which says that the world is as bad as

it can be, and is far from that optimism which says that

the world is as good as it can be. It is meliorism, as

it has been called, and its assurance is in Jesus Christ

when it says that this is not the worst possible world,

nor is this the best possible world, but, by the certain

victory of Jesus, it shall be the best possible world.

This hope keeps the minister from fainting.

"Let us be honest with God and conscience and the

fact that it is a hopeless world without this Lord of

man unfurling his blood-stained banner of hope. The
only pulpit that men respect permanently pours forth

the music of the redemption. It is tremulous with
the minors of Good Friday. Golf is better than a
meaningless gospel. Men scorn to squander an other-

wise pleasant hour of their Sunday where two things

are not believed—first, the fact that humanity, un-
helped from God, is prostrate and despairing; second,

the fact that with Christ there come hope, self-respect

and manhood.
"People were never as willing—nay, so desirous

to go to church as they are now, if Christ is there to

get them on their feet. Without him they will not
stay to hear your dream of a better day, and with
him they will not tolerate any depreciation of humanity
or any defamation of the soul of man.

"Bread Tetter Than Gems.

"It is a fearful thing to fail to tell men of Christ

in an age both as misanthropic and aspiring as our
own. Dr. Roswell Hitchcock mentions a Bedouin in

the desert whose piteous condition was this : He had
been without food so long that he was starving. His
hope was that some other traveler who had already

gone that way might have left, by chance or provision,

a pocket containing food. Away beyond, near a foun-
tain, he spied what he took to be a traveler's bag, and
to his hunger it must contain bread. Slowly and
hardly he pulled himself over the hot sand to the little

pouch. He took it up and poured out before his vacant
eyes a stream of glorious gems. As they wooed the
sun by their splendor his famished body fell over, while
he murmured: 'Oh, it is only diamonds, only dia-

monds !'

"Merciful heaven, that this should be an honest
description of so much that is called preaching! 'Dia-

monds, only diamonds !' It is a piteous thing for the

preacher and the people. Both are disappointed sadly.

Diamonds ! And he, the preacher, works so long to

find them, and so hard to grind them well, and so
unceasingly, perhaps, to set them in a golden paragraph
—and they, the people, want only the bread of life.

One mouthful of plain bread and you may have the
polished dogmas, the glittering periods, the flame-like

phrases, the splendid tenses.

2>© Not Waste Gime.

"Let the preacher say at each year's dawn : T have
fifty-two precious Sunday moraines before me. I can

waste not. I will not take these fifty-two hours from
you for any less sublime task or privilege. I do not

know enough of politics, sociology, art, literature,
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music or science to justify your coming to hear me
speak on these topics. I know here but one thing, and

if I am true to it you will never weary of my use of

your time and the expending of my limited strength.

My theme has the breadth of God's love and the many-
sidedness of his abundant goodness. It is perennially

fresh and beautiful. I will not attempt to vie with

your other sources of intellectual and spiritual vitality

in furnishing you delightful information or high enter-

tainment. If they are valuable to you, it is because

each to whom you give your attention is a specialist.

So, also, am I."

A HEA*RT TOEM.
William Canton is an English poet whose name is

not very familiar to American readers. His little

volume entitled "W. V. ; Her Book," is as "ointment

poured forth." "The British Weekly," in a recent

issue, says: "Many readers will hear with a thrill of

true personal sorrow that Miss Winifred Vida Canton,

the 'W. V.' of her father's beautiful book, died sud-

denly of peritonitis. She had been ill for only three

days, and till the morning of her death there was every

hope of her recovery. She was a dear child, bright and
beautiful, never to be forgotten by those who knew
her. For the rest, the story of her sweet, brief life

has been enshrined by her father in 'W. V. ; Her Book.'

It was her book in a very special manner, though she

never knew it. For her father and mother an unusual-

ly deep and wide sympathy will be felt in their great

sorrow and sore bereavement." We quote from the

book a beautiful and touching poem, entitled, "Crying
Abba, Father"

:

Abba, in thine eternal years,
Bethink thee of our fleeting day;

. . We are but clay;

Bear with our foolish joys, our foolish tears,

And all the willfulness with which we pray.

I have a little maid who, when she leaves
Her father and her father's threshold, grieves,
But, being gone, and life all holiday,
Forgets my love and me straightway.
Yet, when I write,

Kisses my letters, dancing with delight,

Cries "Dearest father!" and in all her glee
For one brief, livelong hour remembers me.
Shall I in anger punish or reprove?
Nay, this is natural ; she cannot guess
How one forgotten feels forgetfulness

;

And I am glad thinking of her glad face,

And send her little tokens of my love.

And thou—wouldst thou be wroth in such a case?

And, crying Abba, I am fain

To think no human father's heart
Can be so tender as thou art,

So quick to feel our love, to feel our pain.

When she is forward, querulous or wild,
Thou knowest, Abba, how in each offense
I stint not patience, lest I wrong the child,

Mistaking for revolt defect of sense,
For willfulness mere spriteliness of mind

;

Thou know'st how often, seeing, I am blind

;

How when I turn her face against the wall
And leave her in disgrace,
And will not look at her or speak at all,

I long to speak and long to see her face

;

And how, when twice for something grievous done,
I could but smite, and though I lightly smote,
I felt my heart rise strangling in my throat

;

And when she wept I kissed her poor red hands.

All these things. Father, a father understands

;

And am I not thy son?

Abbas, in thine eternal years,

Bethink thee of our fleeting day;
From all the rapture of our eyes and ears

How shall we tear ourselves away?
At night my little one says nay,

With prayers implores, entreats with tears

For ten more flying minutes' play

;

How shall we tear ourselves away?
Yet call and I'll surrender
The flower of soul and sense,

Life's passion and its splendor,

In quick obedience.

If not without the blameless human tears

By eyes which slowly glaze and darken shed,

Yet without questionings or fears

For those I leave behind when I am dead.

Thou, Abba, know'st how dear
My little child's poor playthings are to her

;

What love and joy
She has in every darling doll and precious toy

;

Yet when she stands between my knees
To kiss good-night, she does not sob in sorrow,
"Oh, father, do not break or injure these!"

She knows that I shall fondly lay them by
For happiness tomorrow;
So leaves them trustfully. And shall not I?

Whatever darkness gather
i O'er coverlet or pall,

Since thou art Abba Father,
Why should I fear at all?

Thou'st seen how closely, Abba, when at rest

My child's head nestles to my breast

;

And how my arm her little form enfolds,

Lest in the darkness she should feel alone

;

And how she holds
My hands, my hands, my two hands in her own?

A little easeful sighing
And restful turning round,

And I, too, on thy love relying,

Shall slumber sound.

TLEASAfHSIUES.
A little fellow who had his wits about him when

the contribution plate was passed at church, admin-

istered a rebuke to his mother, who, on the way home,
was finding fault with the sermon. "Well, mother,"

he said, innocently, "what could you expect for a

cent?"

An old Missouri farmer, coming home from the

weekly prayer meeting, awoke his spouse with, "I tell

ye, Mandy, 'twas a glorious meetin'." "Why, Si?"

grunted Mandy. "Because I spoke," returned the

elated Si.—Club Woman.

Here is a story from the Baptist conference at

Leicester. A minister found himself at chapel one
morning without his sermon. "My dear brethren," he
exclaimed, "I can only give you now what God will

send me; but to-night I will come back better pre-

pared."—Pall Mall Gazette.

Dear old Father Taylor made liis meaning clear

when he supplicated something after this fashion

:

"Lord, let those in authority over us be clean men, just

men, goldly men; but, O Lord, what is the use of
beating about the bush

; give us George N. Briggs for

governor
!"

A Scotch divine, somewhat "off color" in his theol-

ogy, met one of his parishioners who was "making
his way home somewhat deviously. He thus accosted
him: 'John, John, I thought you had taken the pledge.'

'Sae I did, sir,' replied the culprit, 'but it's ae thing to

tak' the pledge, and quite another thing to keep it.

as ye ken weel enough \vi' respect to the Confession o'

Faith.' "—Press.
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1 M I BOOKS... 1

'BOOK TtEVIEtefSr.
"Gomforting Thoughts, Spoken by

Henry Ward Beecher, with an Intro-

duction by ' Newell Dwight Hillis.

Fords, Howard & Hulbert, N. Y.,

Publishers," is the title page of a

book beautiful within and without.

These extracts from Mr. Beecher's

sermons have been made with fine

discrimination. They are like a hand-

ful of violets wet with the dew of the

morning. Every page reveals not only

the touch of transcendent genius, but

the outflowing of a heart Christlike

in. its, sympathies.. It, is difficult for

anyone who has come under the spell

of Mr. Beecher's power to speak of

him with- measured words. His in-

fluence grows as he recedes from us.

His words have in them a suggestion

of immortality. He spoke for all

time. We can think of no better gift

to put into the hands of a sick or sor-

rowing friend than this dainty vol-

ume, the contents of which are like

the precious ointment which Mary
poured from the broken alabaster vase

upon the feet of the Master.

"Back to Bethel" is the title of a

little book from the prolific pen of F.

B. Meyer, and published by The Col-

portage Association of the Chicago
Bible institute. Its chapters are com-
posed of addresses delivered by Mr.
Meyer during his recent visit to this

country. It is a kind of book of

which we can hardly have too many,
It contains the best fruitage of the

Keswick school; and is replete with
striking interpretations of texts, and,

with pungent appeals to the con-„

science. No one can read its glowing
pages without having a heightened
sense of the glory of the Christian

life; and no one can yield to its in-

fluence without being led into a life

of closer fellowship with the Master,

and more complete consecration to

his service.

Christian Life and Theology, or The
Contribution of Christian Experience
to the System of Evangelical Doctrine
by Frank Hugh Foster, Ph., D., D. D —
Fleming H. Revell Co.

This is the work of a plodder; and
in spite of manifold imperfections and
limitations, is a useful book. It

evinces a somewhat extensive ac-

quaintance with the literature of the

subject, but it handles its material in

rather a commonplace manner. From
a literary point of view it is lacking
in grace and finish, and is often slip-

shod. There is an absence of that
note of distinction which belongs to

good literature; hence it makes rather

heavy reading. Yet the theme of

which it treats is one of absorbing in-

terest, and the reader keeps turning
over its pages in the hope that perse-

verance may find its just reward. Our

author finds the tap root of the Chris-

tian life in "the permanent choice of

duty as such." Had he been defining

religious experience rather than Chris-

tian experience even then the defini-

tion would have been defective; for the

Supreme Choice of religion is the

choice of God, as the supreme choice of

the Christian is the choice of Christ.

Christ does not say "Follow duty;"

he says "Follow me;" and it is this

personal note that is the distinctive

thing in his teaching. The necessity of

the translation of the abstract into the

concrete our author admits; but his ad-

mission is fatal to his original defini-

tion. Dr. Foster is altogether right

also in making individual experience

a ground of certainty but not of abso-

lute certainty—something which has

to be verified by the collective experi-

ence of the Christian Church, and by
the teaching of the word of God. All

the book and its lack of the modern
spirit because with its general aim
we are in entire agreement.

The Soul of a Christian. A Study

in the Religious Experience, by

Frank Granger, D. Lit, M. A.—The
MacMillan Co., N. Y,

According to Professor Granger, the

soul of a Christian is a deep, mysteri-

ous thing. No plummet line can

sound its depths profound. Its expe-

riences are illusive. They are as

changeful as the colors in a kaleido-

scope. All we can do at the best is

to catch glimpses of its passing moods.

The book itself is interesting as pre-

senting in a series of dissolving views,

variations of the Christian life; but it

fails to present in clear relief the ele-

ments that.are basic, and eternally per-

manent. In a great deal of what is

given we have the soul of the abnor-

mal Christian, rather than the soul of

the normal Christian.

The table of contents will sufficient-

ly indicate the scope of the book.

After a preliminary chapter on Method
the themes touched upon are: The
Depths of the Soul; The Oversoul;

The Soul's Awakening; Ecstacy; The
Dark Night of the Soul; Visions and
Voices; Human and Divine Love;

Symbol and Ritual; Prophecy and In-

spiration; Illumination and Progress;

Direction, Confession and Casuistry;

and Mythical Theology.

The doctrine of the oversoul is the

center of our author's thinking. To
this doctrine it is his expressed aim
"to try to give a quite positive mean-
ing." In this he seems to have suc-

ceeded to his own satisfaction, but his

thought is nebulous and intangible.

The oversoul is said to be "something
beyond personality; the one process

of which personality is like an aspect

repeated at different centers." There
may be those to whom this definition Is

plain as a pike staff; unfortunately for

himself, no doubt, the present review-

er is not among the number. It would,

however, be unfair to produce the im-
pression that this book ought to be put

aside as of no value. Running
through it there is a rich philosophi-

cal, or rather metaphysical, vein. It

also takes into account the most re-

cent discussions touching the new
psychology. Parts of it are very sug-

gestive. In the midst of a haze of

words there are many luminous points

shining out like the lamps of a city in

a fog. Among these take the follow-

ing: "The man who has to deal suc-

cessfully with the souls of others,

must first understand his own."
"Whenever the soul aspires beyond
the commonplace it shares in the life

of the spirit." "Erasmus has this true

mark of inspiration: he rose above the

mere partisan." "The austere sects ex-

cite the most enthusiasm at first, but
the temperate sects have always been
the most durable." "The possession of

a single true thought about Jehovah
not derived from current religious

teaching, but springing up in the soul

as a word from Jehovah, is," says Rob-
ertson Smith, "enough to constitute a

prophet." "The prophet is a nobler

figure than one who is a priest and
nothing more; but nobler than either,

stands the "man who out of unfeigned
love towards his fellow men, shares in

the burdens like Francis of Assisi or

Vincent de Paul." "The mere pictorial

representation of the life of Jesus, un-
less it is suffused with moral ideas,

has no permanent effect upon the

soul." "It is one of the conditions of

religious faith that what it contains in

thought should be represented as pres-

ent." "The spirit which has reached
the standpoint of complete toleration

in matters of thought, and of impartial

pursuit of the truth, serves no longer
under the banner of partisan religion,

but has reached the standpoint of*

quietism, and of the scientific method."

"The Story of Eva," by Will Payne. 8

vo.; $1.50. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,

Boston.

A character study of rare interest,

which holds one's attention from be-
ginning to end, and is a helpful les-

son in life to the reader who comes
to it—mature in mind and competent
to discriminate, but a dangerous pit-

fall for the crude, the immature mind
or the young. Eva is quite an ordi-

nary girl, as to birth and education,
but develops an unsuspected depth and
decision of character, under trial. She
is good and pure and noble throughout
the story—but scarcely so much can
be said of the hero, Philip Marvin. It

is indeed a question whether it is pos-
sible for a man to live as he did, con-
trary to the generally accepted stand-

ard of right, having, or growing to

have the feeling of fear of discovery

—

therefore the knowledge of wrong-
doing—without deteriorating in moral
strength, and integrity beyond re-

demption. The book is well written
and shows a knowledge of the strug-

gles of the "other half," and yet shows
the bright, cherry side even of that
unhappy condition.
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Commencement exercises of Garrett

Biblical Institute at Evanston will be

held May 26 to 29. The baccalaureate

sermon will be preached Sunday morn-
ing, May 26, by Dr. Milton S. Terry.

The annual address will be delivered

Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock by Rev.

F. D. Gamewell of Peking, China.

Tuesday is alumni day. The alumni
orator is Rev. Dr. W. A. Spencer, class

of '69. The graduating exercises are

set for Wednesday afternoon.

Rev. C. C. Willett of Elkhorn, Wis.,

has accepted a call to become pastor of

the Irving Park Baptist Church.

At the Congregational ministers'

meeting Monday last Professor R. R.

Lloyd of Pacific Seminary discussed

the topic "Vessels of Wrath."
The Presbyterian church at La

Grange welcomed its new pastor May
9. An unusual attendance and deep in-

terest marked the occasion.

At the First Presbyterian church
communion, May 5, Rev. Dr. Chiches-

ter welcomed accessions to the mem-
bership, fourteen by profession.

The Rev. Kittredge Wheeler has just

concluded the eighth year of his pas-

torate of the Fourth Baptist church of

Chicago.

Announcement is made that Bishop

C. C. McCabe will preside over the

Rock River conference this year. The
session will begin Oct. 9 at the First

Methodist church in Evanston.

The sixty-fourth annual convention

of the Episcopal diocese of Chicago

will be held in the Cathedral of SS
Peter and Paul, Washington boulevard

and Peoria street, May 28 and 29.

Rev. R. E. Fleming, pastor of the

South Side Tabernacle (Presbyterian)

has recovered from serious illness so

far as to be able to resume pulpit

duties.

The Morgan Park Presbyterian

church was filled with an interested

congregation on Thursday evening,

May 9, to witness the ordination and
installation of the new pastor. Rev.

Sherman L. Divine.

Rev. E. M. Fawcett of Elgin has

been elected rector of St. Bartholo-

mew's Episcopal church in Englewood,
to succeed Rev. B. F. Matrau, resigned.

He probably will accept.

Rev. James Tompkins, D. D., of Chi-

cago, secretary of the Illinois Home
Missionary society, in reviewing the

work of this society for the seventy-

five years, says: "There were no Con-
gregational churches in the state when
the laborers appointed by the Home
Missionary society commenced opera-

tions. Now there are 359, with a mem-
bership of 49,852. Eighty-one of these

receive aid, showing 278 self-support-

ing churches. With rare exceptions

these churches have been organized
and nourished to a period and position

of vigorous life as a direct result of

home missionary operations—the fruit-

age of home missionary benevolence.
And even the exceptions are the indi-

rect result of the same benevolent
forces."

Epworth leagues of Chicago cele-

brated the twelfth anniversary of the
society's organization at the Auditori-
um Tuesday evening.

Dr. H. L. Willett has been engaged
to supply the First Congregational
church of Evanston, for the next six

months, while the pastor, Dr. Loba, is

absent as a deputy for the- American
Board Examining for Mission Work in

India.

Rev. William Reid Cross, rector of

Grace church, Hinsdale, has resigned
and accepted a call to Atchison, Kan.
Ground was broken for the new

church building of the Third Congre-
gational church, Oak Park, with inter-

esting services, May 1. Dr. W. E. Bar-
ton and Dr. Sydney Strong, pastors of

the First and Second churches, gave
addresses on "The Value of a Building
to a Growing Church," and "The Value
of a Church to a Growing Commun-
ity." The new building is to be a
comely structure of modern design,

well adapted to the expanding work of

this church. Rev. H. W. Stough is

pastor.

The North Side Church of the Disci-

ples is having, in place of conventional
prayer meetings, a series of ten or

twelve sermons by prominent brethren,

on vital subjects.

The quarterly meeting of the North-
eastern Deanery (Episcopalian) was
held May 7, at Highland Park, and was
made the occasion of congratulatory
greetings to the Rev. H. C. Kinney
on the fortieth anniversary of his ordi-

nation, and to the Rev. P. C. Wolcott
on the completion of the new church
at Highland Park.

Dr. Edwin A. Layton and wife, of

Chicago, missionaries of the Foreign
Christian Missionary society, sailed

from New York on April 27th in the

"Umbria," for Bolengi, Africa, their

new field of labor. Dr. Layton stands

high in the medical profession and is

also a preacher of the gospel. Mrs.

Layton has spent a number of years

teaching in the Chicago schools. They
will be associated with E. E. Farris

and Dr. and Mrs. Royal J. Dye. at Bo-
lengi. Africa, which is in the Congo
Free State, about 800 miles from the

mouth of the Congo river. On his way
Dr. Layton will spend a few weeks in

London in some special medical prep-

aration.

The fifth anniversary of the Church
of the Ascension was observed on As-
cension Day. May 17th. An orchestra

of twelve pieces assisted the choir at

the High Celebration, when Bishop
Anderson preached.

The new Presbyterian Social Union
was successfully launched on Tuesday
evening. May 7, at the Palmer House,

there being an attendance of nearly
three hundred ministers and laymen
at the banquet. The number was un-
expectedly large and the interest arose

to marked enthusiasm.
At St. Paul's Universalist Church on

Prairie avenue an offering of $2,600

was made at the morning service May
12 to the twentieth century fund of

the Universalist Church. Dr. Joseph
K. Mason, the pastor, now begins the

second year of his pastorate.

A charity concert was given at the

Second Baptist Church by the women
of the congregation Tuesday evening,

the proceeds being devoted to estab-

lishing a free bed in the Chicago Bap-
tist Hospital.

The Young Peoples' Baptist Union
will hold its annual convention at the

Coliseum, July 25-28. The expected
attendance is estimated at 10,000.

The Chicago presbytery of the Unit-

ed Presbyterian body held its semi-

annual convention at Aurora, Ills.,

May 15. One hundred delegates were
in attendance. Mr. M. D. Brown of

the Second church. Chicago, was elect-

ed president, and Miss Mary Glenn of

the Seventh Church, Chicago, secre-

tary.

Twenty-eight new members were re-

ceived into the First Baptist Church
May 5.

The Rev. Ernest M. Stires, rector of

Grace Church, has been elected to the

rectorship of the large and important
parish of St. Thomas, New York City.

Chicago men were much in evideuce

in the elections at the Western Uni-
tarian conference in St. Louis May 16.

Morton D. Hull was elected president.

Rev. J. R. Effinger, vice president;

Rev. F. C. Southworth, secretary; H.
W. Brough, treasurer. The Sunday
School society elected as its president

Rev. John R. Effinger; vice president.

Rev. W. H. Pulsford; secretary and
Church building is progressing

among our brethren of the Disciples.

Monroe Street Church has begun the

erection of what will be the hand-
somest edifice of that body in the city.

Douglas Park Church will break ground
soon. Englewood Church has decided

to build a church costing $30.-

000. Humbolt Park will get into their

house in time for a summer or early

fall campaign. Austin also expects to

occupy its own house "before the snow
flies," while Irving Park is confident

of building its auditorium within a

year. Then will follow closely Garfield

Boulevard Church, Evanston. and Six-

ty-third Street Church in rapid suc-

cession, since they all have encourag-
ing building funds of several hundred
dollars each.

"Bapt st.

Rochester Theological Seminary held

its annual commencement exercises

May 5-9. President Strong was given

leave of absence for one year until

May, 1902. He will devote the time to

revising his compendium of system-
atic theology, which has passed
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through six editions, and to the visita-

tion of theological seminaries in this

country and Europe. The productive

assets of the seminary have increased

$64,162.76 in the last year.

The Eastern Minnesota Association

met in St. Paul May 7 and 8. The
gain in baptisms over last year is 122

per cent.

Eighty-seven people received the

hand of fellowship in the St. Paul
churches May 5.

Central Church, Minneapolis, has re-

ceived seventy-one members during

the year; present membership, 671.

The churches of Seattle have organ-
ized "The Baptist City Missionary So-

ciety."

Rev. Otto S. Russell has been called

to the pastorate of the First Church,
Canandaigua, N. Y.

Rev. J. W. Weltner of South Park
Church, Kansas City, has asked his

people to release him from the pastor-

ate there in order that he may accept

the financial secretaryship of Webb
College.

Dr. W. W. Dawley, pastor of Central

Baptist Church, Minneapolis, baptized

twenty converts on Sunday, May 12,

making a total of twenty-six for that

week.

Rev. Rufus C. Burleson, D. D., LL.
D., president emeritus of Baylor Uni-

versity, Waco, Texas, died May 14, in

the 78th year of his age. At the age
of twenty-five he consecrated his life

to the cause of religion and education
in Texas, and no considerations of

honor or pecuniary reward induced
him to swerve from this aim. He lived

to see Texas the greatest Baptist state

in the union except one.

Unification of the seven missionary
societies is proposed, each to be repre-

sentative delegated bodies to one cen-

tral organization. One missionary
magazine is also favored. Appeals for

specific objects are condemned, and
every church is asked to recognize its

obligation to the general missionary
society, which is for men, women and
children.

Southern "Baptists.

Foreign missions was the chief topic

under consideration at the convention
held in New Orleans,, La. It was the
sentiment of that body to accept in-

demnity for destruction of mission
property in China was unchristian,

treasurer, Albert Scheible, all of Chi-
cago.

The Woman's Home Missionary
Union convened at the same time and
place and made plans for vigorous
prosecution of its work, especially in

the Sunday Schools. "More schools
and better schools" is to be its watch-
word. Seventy thousand dollars was
appropriated for home and foreign

missions, and $100,000 is to be raised

for the building of new churches.

Congregational.
Yankton College is planning to es-

tablish several academies throughout

South Dakota. Arrangements have
just been completed for the accep-

tance of the building formerly used by
Pierre University for the first of these

academies.

The Illinois State Association con-

vened at Galesburg, 111., May 21 and
22. The annual meeting of the Illinois

Woman's Home Missionary was held

at the same time and place. There
are now about 375 churches in this as-

sociation with a membership of 60,-

000.

The Diamond Jubilee of the Congre-
gational Home Missionary Society was
held in Boston May 14 and 15. Dr. J.

B. Clark read a historical paper en-
titled "Genesis of Congregational
Home Missions and Part of the Acts."
General O. O. Howard has resigned as

president of the society and the Rev.
Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis has been
elected to succeed.

Rev. Charles O.- Day, secretary of the
Congregational Educational Society,

has been elected president of Andover
Theological Seminary, and Bartlett

professor of homiletics and practical

theology in the same institution. Dr.

Day is a graduate of Yale and of An-
dover Seminary.

The Rev. Ezra Hoyt Byington, D. D.,

died suddenly at his home in Newton,
Mass., May 16.

The State Association of Indiana met
at Fort Wayne May 16.

Pastor Chalmers, of Elgin, Ills., re-

ceived 114 into church membership last

Sunday, which with 136 March 3, and
77 Jan. 6, makes 327 since the first of

January.

At the May Communion in Plymouth
Church, Brooklyn, eighty-two persons
were received upon confession of faith.

Only once since 1874 has there been
such a large accession of members. The
two years during which Dr. N. D. Hil-

lis has been pastor of this church
have been years of steady growth.
About one hundred delegates at-

tended the annual meeting of the Be-
loit district auxiliaries of the Wiscon-
son branch of the Woman's Board of

Missions of the Interior.

Uhe Disciples.

A somewhat remarkable series of

evangelistic meetings were held in

Des Moines, Iowa, during the past
weeks by Charles Reign Scoville. In
three separate meetings there were
over 1,000 additions. The first was
at the Central Church with nearly 400,

next was at the University Place
Church, where there were 573 addi-

tions—said to be the greatest meeting
ever held by any church in that body
—then at the East Side Church there
were nearly 300. In each of these
meetings extensive plans were laid by
the pastors and carried out in detail

by the evangelist and his workers.

The semi-annual meeting of the

Western Pennsylvania Missionary So-

ciety opened at Uniontown May 21.

The annual convention of the

churches in the Sedalia (Mo.) district

met May 13 at Warrensburg, Mo., for

a three days' meeting.
Christian College, Columbia, Mo.,

matriculated 240 students this year.

During the month of April there was
a gain in the regular receipts for for-

eign missions of $4,002.67. The receipts

for the month amounted to $21,512.99.

The Ministerial Institute of the sev-

enth and eighth districts of Illinois

was held in Centralia, Ills., May 6 and
7, with an attendance of nearly thirty

preachers.

A new $3,000 church at Alva, Okla..

was dedicated May 5 by Rev. L. B.

Myers of Wichita, Kan. More money
was raised than was asked for. There
have been 31 additions at Alva in the

last four months.

A joint meeting of the official boards
of the churches in St. Louis was held

recently at the First Church, under the

auspices of the Christian Church Cir-

cle, to devise ways and means for a

closer unity. It is expected to form a

central association which will express

their essential unity in the city, and
that all matters which affect vitally

any church or churches will be con-

sidered by this association, such as the

calling or dismissal of a pastor, the

opening of a mission, incurring of a

debt, erecton or improvement of a

building, etc.

The following is the report of the
Church Extension Fund for the month
of April, 1901: Receipts from churches,

$67.16; from individuals, $366.59; from
bequests, $6,347.69; from annuities, $3.-

000.00. Total, $9,781.44.

Harry Walston writes as follows

from Knoxville, Iowa, May 12: "On
March 29, 1901, 21 of us organized the

First Church of Christ of Knoxville,

Iowa. We have grown since then to

56 members. We took our first offer-

ing of $26.59 to-day for missions. We
are making all preparations to observe

Children's Day, and expect to raise not

less than $15. Sister Newcomer will

be with us next Lord's Day to organ-

ize a C. W. B. M. Brethren, pray for

and rejoice with us."

A one rate for the round trip has

been secured from the Western Pas-

senger Association for the First Twen-
tieth Century Missionary convention

to be held there next October.

On Thursday of this week a delega-

tion of prominent Minneapolitans ar-

rived in Chicago with instructions to

secure the one fare rate for the round
trip. The brethren of Minneapolis

have succeeded in enlisting the inter-

est and co-operation of the entire city

to make the convention a grand suc-

cess. They are devoting to it a degree

of enthusiasm, hustle and general

management that is bound to win. The
Western Passenger Association grant-

ed the rate asked for and it is expected

the Central Association and trunk

lines will do the same.
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Episcopal.

The Rev. Peter Voorhees Pinch, rec-

tor of St. James Church, Greenfield,

Mass., died suddenly May 3. He had
been in the ministry forty years.

Bishop Huntington recently con-
firmed thirty-two persons at Trinity

Church, Elmira, N. Y., the Rev. Dr. G.'

H. McKnight, rector.

St. John's parish, Jacksonville, Fla.,

lost its church, parish house and rec-

tory, valued at $46,500, and most of its

families lost their homes, many of

them their business places and goods,

in the conflagration of May 3.

The second annual meeting of the
Sunday School Commission of the dio-

cese of New York was held May 20.

This Commission has done valuable
work since its foundation in awaken-
ing thought in regard to the method
of Sunday School teaching. Papers on
"The Present State of Sunday School
Education," "The Obligation Upon the
Pastor to Know Child-Nature," "The
Desirability of a Comprehensive and
Systematic Order of Study for Our
Sunday Schools," "The Child, the
School and the Church," were read.

The Most Rev. John Travers Lewis,
D. D., LL. D., archbishop of Ontario,
and metropolitan of Canada, died on
his way to England May 4. He was
suffering when he embarked from the
results of pneumonia. His diocese
was immense and called for long jour-

neys and frequent hardship.

The diocese of Pennsylvania report-
ed at its annual convention, May 7,

3,161 persons confirmed during the
year.

The diocese of Massachusetts held
its annual convention May 7 and 8

and reported 2,065 persons confirmed
last year. Action was taken looking
towards division of the diocese.

Bishop Satterlee of Washington con-
firmed 898 persons during the last con-
vention year.

African Methodist-Episcopa I.

A district conference was held in
Milwaukee, Wis., May 14-16. Bishop
Grant, whose jurisdiction covers Illi-

nois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, North and South Da-
kota and Ontario, and who was him-
self once a slave, lectured on "Africa,
Its Future, and the American Negro."

Methodist Episcopal.
Calvary Methodist Episcopal Church,

Minneapolis, Minn., has introduced a
vested choir of eighty voices.

The St. Paul. Minn., Epworth League
Union held its twelfth anniversary at
the Central Park Church May 12.

The fifth annual convention of the
Epworth League will be held in San
Francisco July 18-21.

The thirty-third semi-annual session
of the Dubuque conference was held at
Earlville, la., May 13-16. Some of

the subjects discussed were "The Im-
portance of Doctrinal Preaching," "Im-

portance of Business Methods in

Church Finances," etc.

Statistics of the North Indiana con-

ference show an increase of $2,800 for

missions. Muncie district has brought
its collections up to the $2,000,000

standard.

Rev. Dr. George W. Carter, who has
ranked as one of the foremost preach-
ers of the South, passed away May 11

at his home, Washington, D. C.

E-Vangelical-Lutheran

.

The annual meeting of the Iowa con-
ference, Augustana synod, held a four
days' session at Ottumwa, la., May 9-

13.

Rev. Henry Frederick Sprengeler
will complete on July 30 a pastorate

of twenty-five years in Trinity Church,
Milwaukee. Progress and prosperity
have been marked features of the
work under his care. The communi-
cants now number 1,435, and the pa-
rochial school has 300 pupils.

Rev. A. O. Swinehart has resigned
the pastorate of Immanuel Church,
New Orleans, on account of his wife's

health, and accepted a call to Fort
Wayne, Ind.

Presbyterian.

The General Assembly is in session
in Philadelphia. A historic and mis-
sionary exhibit of the progress of the
church is being held in the Academy of

Fine Arts. Dr. Charles A. Dickey, of

Philadelphia, the retiring Moderator,
preached the opening sermon May 16.

Rev. Henry Collin Minton, D. D., of

San Francisco, has been elected to suc-

ceed him as Moderator. The subject
of creed revision will not be taken till

more routine matters are out of the

way, probably about the middle of this

week.

The twenty-second annual meeting
of the Woman's Board of Home Mis-
sions met May 16, in Philadelphia.

The treasurer reported receipts for the

year $357,201, an increase of $6,862

over last year.

A conference on foreign missions
was held in the same city May 15. Dr.

Evans reported that 80 per cent of the

churches in St. Louis had contributed

during the last year 20 per cent more
to foreign missions than in the pre-

vious year.

Marcus Dods, the distinguished

Scotch theologian, is delivering two
courses of lectures at Bible College,

Montclair, N. J., on the Epistle to the

Hebrews and the Gospel of John. They
are attracting much attention outside

the Presbyterian communion.
The Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions passed this year in its re-

ceipts the $1,000,000 mark. This is a

record-breaker for ordinary contribu-

tions. Where the million mark was
reached in previous years it was effect-

ed by extraordinary windfalls. Besides

this $1,000,000 for missions, $500,000

has been raised to clear off the debt on
the Presbyterian building in New

York. The board finds officials in China
more than anxious to settle all indem-
nity questions without waiting for the
government behind the missionaries to

collect them. Almost all claims of the

board are now adjusted, and the Gov-
ernor of Shan Tung has invited the
missionaries to return, saying their

presence will help to allay feeling. The
board has responded by sending back
the men but not the women mission-

aries.

Cumberland "Presbyterian.

The seventieth annual session of the

General Assembly convened in West
Point, Miss., May 16. There was an
attendance of 400 commissioners, rep-

resenting the states from Pennsyl-
vania to California and from Iowa to

Louisiana.

The twenty-first annual Women's
Missionary convention was held in

Marshall, Mo., May 5-8.

Southern Presbyterina.
The forty-first General Assembly

was held in Little Rock, Ark., May 16.

X/nited Presbyterian.

The forty-third General Assembly
will meet in Des Moines, la., May 22.

The outcome of the year's work is not
encouraging. The net gain in mem-
bership is 1,033, less than one per cent.

Contributions for all purposes, how-
ever, are greater than last year by
$114,000. The receipts for home mis-
sions are $3,036.52 less than last year.

At the annual meeting of the direc-

tors of the Allegheny Theological Sem-
inary, held May 15, Rev. Dr. J. C. Wil-
son of Erie, Pa., was elected president;

Rev. Dr. Jesse Johnson of New Con-
cord, Ohio, vice president; Rev. Dr. W.
H. McMillan of Allegheny, secretary.

The quadrennial conference has been
in session at Frederick, Md., and on
May 14 went to Baltimore for the cen-

tennial celebration of their church. A
handsome new church edifice was ded-

icated in honor of the event. The
topics on the centennial program were
indicative of the thought of the times;

such as "The Imperative Need of a

Cultured Ministry;" "The Next Step in

Sunday School Progress," etc.

The total membership of the United
Brethren in Christ is, in round num-
bers, 250,000.' The missionary offer-

ings have increased $25,000 over those

of the previous quadrennium. The
membership of the Y. P. C. U. B. is

now 76,103.

The Women's Missionary convention

convened at Monmouth. Ills., May 15.

New Wilmington, Pa., was chosen for

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIGAKBTTKPUKO TO MURDKRVIIXIB,
Tie Lagerton, Bowdytown, TopersvUle, Moonshine
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the location of a home to educate the

|
children of missionaries in foreign

fields. The report on the Junior So-

ciety of the church showed a total

(membership of 6,670; total contribu-

tions, $5,599, and total thank offerings
!of $39,600, being an increase of $18,-

000 over last year. The total receipts

for foreign mission work were $37,480,

and the disbursements $31,708.

Vn i*)ersalist.

I
Rev. Di\ John Coleman Adams, pas-

tor of All Soul's Church, Brooklyn, has

received a call to the Church of the

'Redeemer, Hartford, Conn. The Brook-

lyn Church has prospered greatly un-

jder his administration.

!

X/nitarian.

j
The Western Unitarian conference

met in St. Louis May 15. Eighty-three

churches were represented. The sec-

retary's report showed a gain in new
churches and increased membership in

the old churches. The contributions

during the year have been the largest

since 1869.

General.

As a result of the Salvation Army
"self-denial week," in England, £47,181

has been ecollected, £4,336 more than
last year. London gave £10,693. A
sign of devotion and energy well di-

rected.

It is reported that 200 Russian stu-

dents have addressed the synod, ask-

ing to be excommunicated along with
Tolstoi. Tolstoi, it is reported, has

been warned that he may not live in

Moscow, and he is watched also to

prevent his leaving Russia. He is

practically confined to his country seat

at ITasmaya Polyama. He seems to be

in some senses stronger than the Czar.

Dr. H. K. Carroll, who had charge of

the United States Census of Churches
in .1890, estimates that during the nine-

teenth century the number of churches
was multiplied by fifty-four; and that

the number of communicants was mul-
tiplied by seventy-three. During this

time the population of the country was
multiplied by only fourteen. This is

certainly an enormous gain, and is a

hard fact for the pessimists to account
for. The gains in the last ten years,

according to Dr. Carroll, appear in the

following summary:
The largest gains in communicants

betweeen 1890 and 1900 were made by
the Catholics—2,508,212. The Method-
ist (17 bodies) stand second with 1,-

327,065; the Baptists (13 groups) third,

with 803,434; the Disciples of Christ

fourth, with 508,931; the Lutherans (21

bodies) fifth, with 429,095; the Presby-
terians (12 bodies) sixth, with 306,068;

and the Episcopalians (2 bodies) sev-

enth, with 179,129.

Changes tending to greater dignity

in public religious worship are nota-
ble. Central Congregational Church,
Brooklyn, has a service which takes
up exactly one hour before the sermon

is reached. Much of it is borrowed
from the old liturgies. A Baptist

church in Pittsburg confines its music
wholly to English composers. Presby-

terian congregations in all parts of the

country are elaborating their forms,

and the number of vested choirs

among the Lutherans is now so great

as to excite no comment. In New
York the third vested choir has been
introduced into Methodist churches.

The last one is in Calvary, the largest

Methodist congregation in New York
in point of membership and one of the

largest in America. The vestments
worn are exactly like those worn by
choristers in Episcopal churches, and
there is the same processional and re-

cessional hymns. The Fourth Presby-

terian Church, New York, the Rev. Dr.

J. Wilbur Chapman, the well-known
Evangelist pastor, is to introduce a
chancel into its auditorium during the

coming summer, in order to admit of a
boy choir.

Dr. William S. Ament, the mission-
ary, speaking upon "The Present Sit-

uation in China," said: "It is a re-

markable fact that in this great Chi-
nese nation, one of the oldest among
the civilized, the very home of con-

servatism, the natives are beginning to
realize the need of new ideas and mod-
ernism is fast gaining a foothold.

Only a few days before I left China
a prominent Chinese gentleman said

to me, 'We Chinese know that we need
many things, but first of all we need a
new religion.' Christianity now has
more friends among the Chinese than
it ever had; thousands of Chinese ap-

preciate the Christian religion more
than they did a year ago. The church
is by no means exterminated, or even
weakened; it is still full of vigor and
I look forward to a bright and glorious

future for it in the Chinese empire."
A writer in the Springfield Repub-

lican reports that a Japanese review,

the Tetsugaku Zasshi, has lately ad-
dressed a series of questions to the
students of the Japanese universities

and leading colleges, and received an-
swers from about 1,000 young men;
66 per cent declared themselves
to be atheists, although of that

number some professed regret that

they were unable to accept any
religious creed, and others said

they had had no time to study the
question. About 200 reported that they
have rejected all religious belief be-

cause of philosophical and scientific

studies: and, being questioned as to

what should replace religion, a major-
ity of the young men declared in favor

of subjective as against objective

ethics. Nearly all agreed that the dic-

tates of conscience should be the basis

of morality. Commenting on the an-
swers received, the prominent Japan-
ese men of learning who conducted the

inquiry for the review concluded that

the time is ripe in Japan to elaborate

an ideal system of ethics which should

embody the best principles in all the

leading religons of the world.
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o
Woman and Home.

Q
THE HAJVT) OF T*RO\TI-
DEffCE IJV OVR MIS-

TAKES.
By Margaret E. Sangster.

The hand of Providence in our suc-

cesses, our accomplishments, our de-

liverances is easily recognized by our
quickened or grateful perceptions, but
less easily and readily, as a rule, do we
acknowledge the same kind and wise
hand in our mistakes. Yet in most
lives the latter equal, if not exceed, the
former in the experiences of the pass-
ing years. Our motives are so curi-

ously mixed, our foresight is so short,

and our limitations are necessarily so
many that we are constantly blunder-
ing, now turning in this or that direc-

tion when another would be the better
one to take, now remaining in a place
when we ought to leave it, and chang-
ing a place when we ought to remain
in it, until, as we draw near the sun-
set, we are fain to bewail our lack of

judgment, and wish in vain that we
had our lives to live over again. After
the event it is often quite plain to us
that we should have acted in another
way, and we see clearly where we were
wrong and what would; have been the
wiser course of action. But at the time
our eyes were holden and we did not
perceive the indications plainly.

Especially when our mistakes affect

the lives of others, as when parents by
a certain decision modify or entirely
change the circumstances and future
position of children, or as when, at a

turn in the road, our stepping to this
side or to that arrests our fortunes and
gives us the downward push instead
of the upward, we are apt to cast the
blame wholly on our fatuity and to
leave Providence quite outside the
reckoning. And, taking this view, it

is not strange if we grow cynical and
morbid and eat our bread in bitterness
and look with envious wonder on the
comrade who has outstripped us in the
march.

If, however, we accept the sweet and
comforting doctrine that our whole
lives, from the beginning to the end-
ing, are under God's sovereign control,

that while we are free to choose still,

for reasons infinitely kind and far-

reaching as eternity, the love that out-
lasts time and sense permits our er-

rors, we shall escape the danger of
complaint or weak chagrin. True, we
did on some occasions act on impulse
and with childish precipitancy, and
again, on another, we suffered mere-
tricious reasoning to mislead us, but
all the while we were God's dear chil-

dren and he had not let us go, and
there was some need in our nature
which even he could not have supplied
unless the discipline of life had made
us aware of it. There are characters

which cannot be developed except by
contact with pain and disappointment.

There are strong and noble souls

which arrive at their full estate only

by wrestling against wind and tide.

There are exceptional temperaments
which would never find God unless

driven to his arms by stress of sor-

row and desolation of defeat.

Again, it often happens that the last

result of an apparent mistake is hap-
piness for the very persons who
seemed most disastrously influenced by
it at first. Wealth flies and luxuries

are abridged, but the sons and daugh-
ters, bravely facing poverty, are better

equipped for the struggles before them
than they would have been had the

path been altogether smooth. By a cer-

tain decision, regretted and lamented
in solitude and silence, we have closed,

at one or another period, a door of our
lives which we can never open again.

When we locked that door we lost the

combination, and never in all our im-
mortality can we discover that for-

feited secret.

And yet, where for us there would
have been, perhaps, joy and ease, there

has been instead blessing and the abil-

ity to bless, a wider field of influence,

a surer sense of power and the going
on to a firmer and higher vantage
ground. In our mistakes, and, being-

finite and sinful, we are always mak-
ing them, let us not be utterly dis-

heartened, since back of them and
back of us is the guiding hand of one

whose love and wisdom never err.

Beyond the smiling and the weeping,

Beyond the sowing and the reaping,

as Bonar's lovely hymn puts it. we
shall be soon. But even more con-

solatory is the reflection that beyond
these varied experiences, while we stay

here, are God's tender care over us,

God's purpose for our benefit, God's

clear sight for our blurred vision and
God's never-slumbering providential

love.

HEA VEJV'S *REMET>y FO*R
TIHET) SOX/LS A/fD

"BO"DIES.
Louisa S. Weightman.

Weariness of body is simply an ef-

fect and not a cause, and any good
physician should seek at once to find

the real root of the trouble and deal

with that. Perhaps all of us would

be greatly surprised to find ou f
. what

a number of apparently contradictory

symptoms can be traced back to one

and the same cause.

Mrs. Look-a-head is overwhelmed
with household cares; Mrs. Work-a-
day spends too many hours at the

sewing machine; Mrs. Good-all has so

many church duties to perform that

she is on the verge of nervous pros-

tration; Mrs. Bustle has no time to

read the church papers or helpful

books; Mrs. Fretful never gets time to

rest. She is certain it is not her fault,

she would be glad to pause once in

awhile, but what with all there is to

do. and the children nagging all the

time, she can find no stopping place.

RoVal
Baking Powder

Makes the bread
more healthful.

Safeguards the food

against alum*

Alum baking powders arc the greatest

menacers to health of the present day.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YO**.. _

All these symptoms point to one dis-

ease—an unrestful soul externalizing

itself in an unrestful body. Mrs.

Look-a-head is trying to crowd the

future into the present, forgetting that

"sufficient unto the day is the evil

thereof." She needs the sedative which
is found in the promises "As thy days
so shall thy strength be" and "My
peace I give unto thee." Mrs. Work-
a-day is caring too much for outward
appearances; following the world's

standard and forgetting the rule.

"Whose adorning, let it not be the out-

ward adorning of putting on apparel."

Mrs. Good-all needs to learn the lesson

taught by the Master to Martha which
was not that of the absence of service,

but of restful unworrying service.

In answer to the great heart-cry of

humanity for rest comes the divine

offer of peace and so to Mrs. Work-a-
day, Mrs. Good-all, and all who are

letting their work chafe and fret them
is the promise given "I will keep him
in perfect peace whose mind is stayed

on me, because he trusteth in me."
And now comes Mrs. Bustle who has

too much self confidence—of the kind

that gives out suddenly. She is con-

stantly saying to herself "I can do all

things" but forgets to add "through
Christ who strengthened me" and so

she is always beginning tasks which
she never finishes. She is in a con-

stant rush, and not until she hears the

voice of him who alone can stay the

raging waves 'of human passion will

she grow restful or useful. And how

I ^ I _ff .1 TKIAX.TREATMENT rhEE.
1*1' ^/H w<? wiU forfeitMO for any case of

I H I *> I Internal.External or ItchtiiitLMlp^M Pile* the Uerm Pile Cure fails
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about Mrs. Fretful? Well, she also

sorely needs peace. Not the false peace

of indifference, but that calm, stead-

fast, patient, enduring peace which
grows out of love and unselfish

thought for others.

"In quietness and confidence shall

thy strength be." With God's own
peace enfolding and filling us, none of

us can ever feel fretful, worried or dis-

couraged. How well the Great Physi-

cian knew the human heart when he
gave to the world of unrest his pre-

cious legacy "Peace I leave with you,

my peace I give unto you." This is the

cure for all the restlessness of the

human heart.

me if he can and will. I have spoken
my mind once and for all on a matter
on which I have held the same views
for more than twenty years."

OJV &ETTIJVG.
By the Rev. Charles Kingsley.

The following letter was written by
the Rev. Chas. Kingsley to his son:

"My dearest boy—There is a matter
which gave me much uneasiness when
you mentioned it. You said you had
put into some lottery for the Derby
races, and had hedged to make safe.

Now all that is bad, bad—nothing but

bad. Of all habits, gambling is the one
I hate most and have avoided most.

Of all habits it grows most on eager
minds. Success and loss alike make* it

grow. Of all habits, however much
civilized men give way to it, it is one
of the most intrinsically savage. His-
torically it has been the chief excite-

ment of the lowest brutes in human
form for ages past. Morally it is both
unchivalrous and unchristian. It gains
money by the lowest and most unjust
means, for it takes money out of youi*

neighbor's pocket without giving him
anything in return. It tempts you to

use what you fancy is your superior
knowledge of a horse's merit—or any-
thing else—to your neighbor's harm.
If you know better than your neigh-
bor, you are bound to give him your
advice. Instead you conceal your
knowledge to win from his ignorance;
hence come all sorts of concealments,
dodges, deceit—I say the devil is the
only father of it. I'm sure, moreover,
that the headmaster would object seri-

ously to anything like a -lottery, bet-
ting or gambling. I hope you have not
won. I should not be sorry for you
to lose. If you have won I shall not
congratulate you. If you wish to please
me. you will give back to its lawful
owners the money you have won. If

you are a loser in gross thereby, I will
gladly reimburse your losses this time.
As you put it, you could not in honor
draw back until after the event. Now
you can give back your money, sayinp;
that you understand that the head-
master and I disapprove of such
things, and so gain a great moral in-

fluence. Recollect always that the
stock argument is worthless. It is

this: 'My friend would win from me if

he could, therefore I have an equal
right to win from him.' Nonsense.
The same argument would prove that
I have a right to maim or kill a man if

only I give him leave to maim or kill

Queer Customs Among "Passen-

gers.

In cold weather all Japanese travel-

ers carry rugs, for the cars are heated
merely by long steel cylinders filled

with hot water and laid on the floor.

Spreading his rug out on the seat

—

a Japanese never sits on anything not
perfectly clean—the passenger shakes
off his geta or wooden clogs, and curls

his feet beneath him. The next move
is a smoke, in which both men and
women indulge. A tiny pipe is -com-
monly used, which never contains more
than a wisp of tobacco the size of a
pea and affords not more than one or
two puffs to the smoker. The ashes
are then knocked out on the floor

and another wisp stuffed in and lighted

from the smoldering ashes just re-

jected. At every station there are

venders of the little mandarin or-

anges. Every passenger buys a dozen
of mbre and eats them in a short time,

throwing the skins about the floor.

Boys pass by with tea in tiny earthen
pots, a cup placed over the top. The
price is three sen (a cent and a half).

The teapot is left in the car. The
Japanese throw all sorts of refuse

about and the car soon presents a very
untidy appearance, or would do so if

it were not for the porters, who come
in at odd stations and clean up.—New
York Sun.

XOO'RTHV OF ITSCROWJV.

The editor of the Kansas State Ad-
vertiser, of Wichita, Kan., has this to

say about Dr. Peter's Blood! Vitalizer:

"We take this opportunity of paying
a tribute of well-deserved praise to a
remedy which owing to its superior

excellent, has gained a wide fame and
brought relief and cure to thousands
of suffering people. In Dr. Peter's

Blood Vitalizer, prepared by Dr. Peter

Fahrney, of Chicago, 111., we have
found a remedy, which, as a nerve
tonic and health-giver, is unrivaled.

It is very seldom that we recommend
a proprietary medicine, but, as this

remedy seems to stand alone of its

kind, we make an exception from our
rule and recommend it to our readers
in the highest terms. The Blood Vi-

talizer is our best friend, and we can
but acknowledge its valuable ser-

vices."

Unlike other medicines, Dr. Peter's

Blood Vitalizer is not to be had in

drug stores. It is placed with the
people direct, through special agents,

by the proprietor, Dr. Peter Fahrney,
112-114 S. Hoyne avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Announcement for 1901-02, Now Ready.

CHILDREN'S DAY
For Heathen Missions

The First Sunday
in June 1901,

Will certainly be a Great Day.
The Foreign Society will furnish the

following, free of charge, to schools that
observe the day in the interests of this
work.

1. Children's Day Exercise, The Better
Day, by Prof. P. H. Duncan.

2. Missionary Pockets.

3. Children's Day number of the Mis-
sionary Voice.

Give the number in your school and all

the necessary supplies will be furnished.
Address at once,

F. M. RAINS, Cor. Sec'y,
Box 884, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AGEffTS WAJVTEV.
Ministers unemployed or desiring to

vary their work, students wlsking fee

earn money during summer vaeatisa
or any lady or gentleman -who desires

profitable employment can do no bet-
ter than to communicate at once wltfe

us. We desire to arrange for a lim-
ited number of good field agents sad
will give a very inducing contrast
Write us for full particulars.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn street, Chicago.
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ChristiaLiv Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I

have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect; neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-6imile op Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
HELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures

not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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Largest Foundry j>n Earth malting

CHURCH BELLS i"JB&
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

<¥lcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore. IWd.

©WI1CH SweetTonbd,
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Big Bargain

In Railway

Travel
Only $30 for a ticket from
Chicago to San Francisco or
Los Angeles, and $27.50 from
St. Louis, Tuesdays, February
12 to April 30<

Through tourist sleepers and
chair cars.

Bee California's citrus groves,
oil wells, ranches, vineyards,
big trees and mines.

Santa Fe Route
' Utwmt Sea. Pus. Office, A. T. * 8. F. &'j, Ckleara.
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BETHANY
BEACH

The new summer resort for the Disciples of Christ is on

the Atlantic Coast, near Ocean View, Delaware, being

10 miles south of Rehoboth, Del.,

2<T miles southwest of Cape May, N. J.

90 miles east of Baltimore, Md.

130 miles south of Philadelphia, Pa.

A charming sight it is to behold the merry bathers leap o'er the
white crested waves whilst in the distance can be seen the great ocean
grey-hounds racing from the frozen north to the sunny south.

1. Bethany Beach has a bathing ground that cannot be surpassed.

The sandy bottom is like a velvet carpet. No holes to terrify the timid
bather. No treacherous undertow to swallow the unwary.

2. Bethany Beach is 1}£ miles from Indian Bay, a magnificent stretch

of placid water. Here will be a paradise for lovers of boating and fishing.

3. Bethany Beach will also have a park in which will be courts for

lawn tennis, croquet, base ball and other games, whilst last, but by no
means least, will be swings and merry-go-rounds. A great resort it will

be for the young.
4. Bethany Beach will have no saloons or gambling hells.

The Assembly Grounds
will be within 300 yards of the ocean. In the auditorium will be con-
ducted the great revival meetings, lectures, musicals and concerts. The
season will begin about July 4th, the program will be announced later

—

Rev. F. D. Power, of Washington, D. C, is chairman of the program
committee.

Read the following extracts from testimonials

from people you know:
"I was reared within four miles of the place and feel that I know

nearly every foot of land . I know of no location on the coast better
fitted for a summer resort and I have visited a number of popular resorts.

There are no swampy places near the site. "—Rev. G. B. Townsend,
Troy, N. Y.

"It will be an ideal spot for rest." * * * It is the purpose of the
management to make it worthy of the patronage of our brotherhood.

—

Rev. F. D. Power, Washington, D. C.

"I have bathed many times in its surf and doubt that a more desira-
ble selection of a point for a summer resort could be made."—Rev. W. J.
Wright, Washington, D. C.

"A delightful place."—Mrs. L. Wheeler, Baltimore, Md.

Lots are selling rapidly, 150 sold within 3 months. They are exceed-
ingly low in prices which average $100. Terms of payment very
easy. You ought to own one. By thus doing you secure best terms and
and choice location. To those who purchase NOW, the following offer

is made regarding payment:—25 per cent down, balance within a year.
No restrictions made as to time you must build. Think of purchasing a
lot at a seaside resort for $100 or $150! Lots similar to these at Atlantic
City sold ten yeais ago for $100. They cannot be purchased today for
less than $2,000.

Bethany Beach will grow—mark this statement.

Railroad rates to Bethany Beach are about the same %i ^ ntic

City. For further information write either

J. W. BROWNING, Secretary,

305-6 Mear's Building,

Scranton, Pa.

R. R. BULGIN,

or Traveling; Representative,

Millville, Delaware.



COMPLETION OF THE GREATEST NEW TESTAMENT COMMENTARY

The Biblical Illustrator
Edited by REV. JOSEPH S. EXELL, M. A.

Joint Editor of the "Pulpit Commentary."

We have prepared for your consideration a most remark-
able offer. Years of patient and careful study and research,

by a small army of students under the veteran editor, Rev.
Joseph S. Exell, M. A., whose "Pulpit Commentary" is sec-

ond only to this work, have been given to the preparation and
publication of this Commentary of Commentaries, The Biblical

Illustrator. As the volumes appeared one by one the enor-

mous outlay precluded the placing of the price sufficiently low
to be within easy reach of all. Notwithstanding this fact, the

work is most popular and is the source of much comfort to

thousands of busy pastors and workers. As an economizer of

time and labor it is without a peer. The New York Observer

tells the whole story when it says: "No matter how full his

library may be, and how empty his pocket-book, the minister

who sees this work will want it.
'

'

We have perfected a plan for supplying this set at Half

Price, the terms of payment involving an immediate expendi-
ture of

Only Two Dollars
The set will be sent for your examination upon receipt of this

nominal sum. Nor need the fact that you already possess

some of the vo'umes in the set debar you from participating

in the advantages of this offer.

Full details of the plan are published in a separate book-
let showing size and style of page and giving very complete
information. This booklet is FREE and will be sent to all

applicants. Please fill in blank and forward and complete in-

formation will reach you promptly.

To Fleming H. Revell Company.
Gentlemen:—Please send me full descriptive matter re-

lative to your special offer on "The Biblical Illustrator."

Name

Address

Postoffice

State

rmwHwwiM

A COMMENTARY
OF COMMENTARIES

ANECDOTES

SIMILES

EHBLEMS

ILLUSTRATIONS

EXPOSITORY

HOHILETIC

GEOGRAPHICAL

HISTORICAL

Twenty-eight Royal Octavo

Volumes of 650 pages each

The Methodist Review says:

"The author has put the condensed

substance of many commentaries in

one, giving the results reached by

many learned experts."

The Outlook says:

"The tireless patience of Mr. Exell,

with his rare good, judgment, makes
this book invaluable to the student.

It is a library condensed. It is a hive

full of honey, every cell dripping with

its treasure."

FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY
CHICAGO: 63 Washington Street. NEW YORK: 158 Fifth Avenue.

TORONTO: 154 Young Street.
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CDc Christian Century Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, fl.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1 00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. List is re-

vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances-
Ail subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address-
in ordering change of address be «ure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances-
Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given on applica-
tion.
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—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand words and should be in our of-

fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear. News letter*

should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and should be sent
in promptly.
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Round-trip tickets from New York

to San Francisco for the International

Convention of the Epworth League,

which will be held in that city July

18th to 21st, will be issued by the

Lackawanna Railroad for $67.00. This

fare for the round-trip.

West of Chicago or St. Louis tickets

for this occasion may read, going any

direct route and returning any other

direct route if desired; and other vari-

able routes may be used for small ad-

ditional amounts—such, for instance,

as going direct to San Francisco and
returning via Portland and St. Paul,

$9.00 extra.

Tickets will be on sale July 4th to

12th inclusive, limit for return, Au-
gust 31st. This same rate will appiy

from all points on the Lackawanna
Railroad east of Scranton. For rates

from other points write T. W. Lee,

General Passenger Agent, 26 Exchange
P..ace, Ne* York City.

BETHANY
BEACH

The new summer resort for the Disciples of Christ is on

the Atlantic Coast, near Ocean View, Delaware, being

10 miles south of Rehoboth, Del.,

27 miles southwest of Cape May, N. J.

90 miles east of Baltimore, Md.

130 miles south of Philadelphia, Pa.

A charming sight it is to behold the merry bathers leap o'er the
white crested waves whilst in the distance can be seen the great ocean
grey-hounds racing from the frozen north to the sunny south. \

1. Bethany Beach has a bathing ground that cannot be surpassed.
The sundy bottom is like a velvet carpet. No holes to terrify the timid
bather. No treacherous undertow to swallow the unwary.

2. Bethany Beach is \ x/z miles from Indian" Bay, a magnificent stretch
of placid water. Here will be a paradise for lovers of boating and fishing.

3. Bethany Beach will also have a park in which will be courts for

lawn tennis, croquet, base ball and other games, whilst last, but by no
means least, will be swings and merry-go-rounds. A great resort it will

be for the young.
4. Bethany Beach will have no saloons or gambling hells.

The Assembly Grounds
will be within 300 yards of the ocean. In the auditorium will be con-
ducted the great revival meetings, lectures, musicals and concerts The
season will begin about July 4th, the program will be announced later

—

Rev. F. D. Power, of Washington, D. C, is chairman of the program
committee.

Read the following extracts from testimonials

from people you know:
"I was reared within four miles of the place and feel that I know

nearly every foot of land. I know of no location on the coast better

fitted for a summer resort and I have vkited a number of popular resorts.

There are no swampy places near the site."—Rev. G. B. Townsend,
Troy, N. Y.

"It will be an ideal spot for rest." It is the purpose of the
management to make it worthy of the patronage of our brotherhood.

—

Rev. F. D. Power, Washington, D. C.

"I have bathed many times in its surf and doubt that a more desira-

ble selection of a point for a summer resort could be made."—Rev. W. J.

Wright, Washington, D. C.

"A delightful place."—Mrs. L- Wheeler, Baltimore, Md.

Lots are selling rapidly, 150 sold within 3 month? They are exceed-
ingly low in prices which average $100. Terms of payment very
easy. You ought to own one. By thus doing you secure best terms and
and choice location. To those who purchase NOW, the following offer

is made regarding payment:—25 per cent down, balance within a year.

No restrictions made as to time you must build. Think of purchasing a
lot at a seaside resort for §100 or $150! Lots similar to these at Atlantic

City sold ten yeais ac;o for $100. Thev cannot be purchased todav for

less than $2,000.

Bethany Beach will grow—mark this statement.

Railroad rates to Bethany Beach are about the same %% . s fltic

City. For further information write either

School !<• lis. f ^end fo
HKI.l.l ()., IU.UI...IO.*'

W. BROWNING, Secretary,

305-6 Mear's Building,

Scranton, Pa.

R. R. BULGIN,

or Traveling: Representative,

Millville, Delaware.
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If I could live to God for just one day,

One blessed day, from rosy dawn of light

Till purple twilight deepened into night,

—

A day of faith unfaltering, trust complete,

Of love unfeigned and perfect charity,

Of hope undimmed, of courage past dismay,

Of heavenly peace, patient humility,

No hint of duty to constrain my feet,

No dream of ease to lull to listlessness,

Within my heart no root of bitterness,

No yielding to temptation's subtle sway,

—

Methink, in that one day would so expand
My soul to meet such holy, high demand
That never, never more could hold me bound
This shrivelling husk of self that wraps me round.

So rrtight I henceforth live to God alway.
—Susan E. Gammons.

THE BIBLE OF JESVS.
O ONE who has any fair acquaintance with

Nthe Christian religion will doubt for a

moment the importance of the Old Testa-

ment in its relation to the faith of the

church, nor can question the influence of a

man's views of the Old Testament upon
his conception of Christianity as a whole.

Various sentiments regarding this portion

of the Bible have prevailed in the church
at different times. There has been in cer-

tain instances the tendency to regard it as

the most essential part of the divine revelation. In
widely scattered communities, again, the Old Testa-
ment has been considered of equal importance with the

New, and texts have been chosen from it to support
doctrinal positions with the same freedom which char-

acterized the examination of the New Testament. On
the other hand, there has been at certain times and in

certain sections of the church the disposition to regard
the Old Testament as of small value, because it has
been superseded by the New, and to look upon it as

a collection of works interesting only as related some-
what remotely to the beginnings of our holy faith.

Value of the Old Testament-

It is true that the Old Testament is not of equal
authority with the New, as binding upon Christians

and constituting the source of information regarding
our Lord or the authoritative statement of truth for

Christian guidance. Nevertheless, any disposition to

overlook the rich treasures of Old Testament litera-

ture can only be attended with a distinct loss of vision

and of power on the part of one who thus confines

his view exclusively to New Testament fields. And
when the influence of the older book upon the church
is considered, this fact becomes more prominent.
The Old Testament was the Bible of Jesus and the

apostles. It was the only Scripture they knew, and
our Lord is the sufficient example of the immeasure-
able help that came from a knowledge of this great
storehouse of divine revelation. His acquaintance with

such books as Deuteronomy, the Psalms, Isaiah, Hosea

and Daniel is constantly evidenced in the pages of the

Gospels. That he found in it not only satisfaction but

support and consolation, as it portrayed the struggles

and triumphs of that line of predecessors who had

prepared for his ministry, there can be no question.

Similar was its value to the writers of the New Testa-

ment. They quote it not only as fortifying their state-

ments concerning the Gospel, but as the legitimate

ground of appeal in all matters requiring an authority

which they recognize as greater than their own. In

the history of the church the same fact is patent.

Some of the greatest theses in Christian literature

have rested upon the imperishable foundations of Old

Testament truth. Dante's "De Monarchia," Ruther-

ford's "Rex Lex" and Milton's "Defense of the En-

glish People" appealed to the Old Testament for con-

firmation. The Puritans, both of England and New
England, lived in the atmosphere of the old Scriptures,

and took far more frequently their great watchwords

from the Old than the New Testament. A book that

has had such influence in the world needs constant

study, and no greater mistake could be made than to

neglect it as unworthy of careful consideration, or, on

the other side, to use it in such fashion as to misin-

terpret its great purposes and promises and make it a

taskmaster where it should be an inspiration.

Sources o_f Misconceptions.

Such reflections naturally grow out of reflections

upon recent movements in Old Testament study, which

have tended to make these Scriptures assume new
aspects and afford new values for Christian teaching.

There is no doubt that in former days the use of the

Old Testament for pulpit material was lessened in

no small degree by the growing feeling that its ideals

were unsuited to a Christian age, and that the only

employment that could be given it was likely to lead

rather to misinterpretation of Christ than to a proper

understanding of his spirit and aims. Such a mis-

conception was indeed inseparable from the traditional

views regarding the Old Testament. While it was un-

derstood that the characters of the eminent men of

that former time were to be regarded as models for

our imitation the minister of the Gospel or the Sunday
school teacher who had the least moral sensitiveness

could but find himself embarrassed by the necessity

of justifying conduct so inconsistent with the ideals

of our Lord. Moral difficulties which seemed even

to implicate the divine character were found in the

Old Testament in such numbers as to make its study

perplexing and its use for hortatory purposes impossi-

ble. And in this field lay the chief difficulties of the

Christian apologist. He was compelled evermore to

meet the sneering assaults upon the Scriptures by those

who, finding on the one side that the Old Testament
contained moral blemishes and frankly stated im-

perfections of human character, and on the other that

the church, under the spell of the old orthodoxy, was
disposed to defend these as morally justifiable and
praiseworthy, made strong their weapons of attack

and placed the defender of the faith in the position of

one who had either to give weak excuses or fall back

upon an assumed authority which denied all right of
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question. It was this state of affairs which drove
many men into frank disavowal of any belief in the

inspiration of the Bible. There were so many points

of contact between it and the merely ethnic literatures

urged in support of other religions that a distinction

seemed well-nigh impossible if the Old Testament
was to be included in the investigation. It was this

partial and intemperate view of things which led Mr.
Goldwin Smith to his crass and wooden judgment,
when he pronounced the Old Testament "the mill-

stone about the neck of Christianity."

"Benefit of Criticism.

It has been the splendid task of modern Biblical

criticism to remove the greatest of the difficulties

which have been encountered in the use of the Old
Testament by revealing clearly the progressive charac-
ter of the Jewish religion as rising from lower to higher
moral levels, at every stage of which the service of
men more or less guided by the divine Spirit, as their

natures rendered that guidance possible, prepared
the way for the coming of the full truth of our Lord
himself. Modern criticism has taught us to distin-

guish clearly between fact and figure in Old Testament
literature; to see that many expressions are to be
taken as the forms of speech common in a time when
anthropomorphic statements of truth were the only
means of impressing men with the actual work of God.
In this disclosure it has taught us the freedom and
the privilege of opening every question of date and
authorship; and the joy of finding ourselves at liberty

to use with unreserved enthusiasm all apparatus by
means of which the Old Testament is made a living
reality, rather than an ancient and mysterious litera-

ture, of equal value in all sections, and equally bind-
ing upon the conscience.

Perhaps the most memorable service of criticism is

to show that even the prophets were partial
teachers of truth, not always clearly distinguishing
between their own views and those of the divine mind.
To the traditionalist this statement seems full of dan-
ger,and-the opening of the door to all possible 'diminu-
tion of value in prophetic teachings, and it is easy
for such a questioner to say, "Then wherein lay the
value of any prophetic message?" Fortunately the
source of appeal is not the prophet, but the Christ.
There is no word that needs to be sounded so insist-

ently in these days as that of the sufficiency and finality

of the message and teachings of Jesus as the standard
of truth and the source to which appeal is to be made.
This is the significance of the transfiguration scene and
its voice from the cloud. Moses had spoken, and
Elijah had spoken ; and with them a multitude of holy
men moved by the divine Spirit; but these had been
partial and fallible teachers, and now it was the divine
announcement that their messages were no longer to
be heard, since the final prophet and Savior had ap-
peared.

Investigation Confirms Fatth.

With all the searching investigation which has fixed
its attention upon the Old Testament in these last years
has come to the careful student an immeasurable con-
firmation of his faith in the progressive revelation of
God to man, and increasing appreciation of the essen-
tial teachings of the great prophets as their effect is

traced step by step through that preparatory history
which led to the coming of Christ. It is no doubt true
that many people who have heard something of criti-

cism without understanding its purpose or its results

have been frightened, and in some cases, perhaps, have
been led to abandon faith in the Scriptures. If such

cases appear, and it is believed they would be found
to be very few in number, it must be remembered that

even these hard experiences are the price which the

church must be willing to pay in order that it may
gain the larger truth and the firmer ground. On the

other hand, the multitude of men and women whose
faith has been strengthened, whose joy in Biblical

study has been multiplied, and whose enthusiasm in

Christian service has been increased by a just concep-

tion of the real method and purpose of holy Scripture,

cannot be estimated. Only those who are in positions

where they touch the lives of young men and women
passing through the moments of crisis, compelled by
the attempt to adjust themselves to the popular views
concerning the Old Testament, can know the immeas-
urable relief that comes when its difficulties are seen to

melt away in a just appreciation of the imperishable

value-of its true revelation of the character of God.
The uplift of Christian faith that has come with mod-
ern criticism is simply beyond computation, and every

teacher and pastor who deals frankly and tenderly

with this type of mind knows this to be the fact. Hun-
dreds of men today are preaching the Old Testament
with a new joy because they have found in it, not

indeed the final teaching of the Scriptures, but ele-

ments of greatest value as aids to faith. Its characters

live as never before. The figures on Sargent's great

, panels .are. not. mere dim cloudland outline^, butJiving
men with flesh and blood. The Old Testament be-

comes the embodiment of divine truth in process of

fuller expression, and is seen to be the work of holy

men of old who spake as they were impelled, pushed
on, by the divine Spirit. They did not see the whole
truth. If they had the fuller revelation of Christ

would have been unnecessary. But they saw as be-

holding things that were afar, and left their messages
for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the earth

are come. One is always reluctant to see doubt awak-
ened in the minds of any by the modern process of

Biblical' study, yet "when he considers the immeasur-
able uplift to faith and the multitude of those whose
doubts have been set at rest by this very means, he feels

that the gain is all on the side of the enlarging truth.

Dr. George Adam Smith has recently said : "Any one
who has had practical dealings with the doubt and re-

ligious bewilderment of his day can testify that those

who have been led into unbelief by modern criticism

are not for one moment to be compared in number
with those who have fallen from faith over the edge
of the opposite extreme. The dogma of a verbal- in-

spiration, the dogma of the equal divinity of all parts

of Scripture, the refusal to see" any development,

either from the ethnic religions to the religion of Israel,

or any development within the religion of Israel itself

—all these have had a disastrous influence upon the

religious thought and action of our time. They have
not only produced confusion in some of the holiest

minds among us. They have not only paralyzed the

intellects of those who have adopted them, as every
mechanical conception of the truth must do, but they

have been the provocation to immense numbers of

honest hearts to cast off religion altogether!"

It is the satisfaction of the preacher and the Chris-
tian teacher to know that the foundation of divine

truth stands assured, not only in spite of critical theo-

ries, but even by reason of the very scholarship which
has so patiently undertaken afresh the task of investi-

gation.
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THE GODDESS OF CHAfifCE.
ALL street has recently presented us with

Wthe strange spectacle of twentieth century

American citizens worshiping the ancient

goddess Fortuna. The picture is full of

humiliation for us all. We recall the words
of an ancient prophet of Israel addressing

those who, in his day, were "preparing a

table for Luck and filling up mixed wine
to Fortune," and we wonder what he would
have said about the wild scenes in a mod-
ern stock exchange. When the wine of

gambling has mounted to the brain and Luck has

caught their reason away, blinding their conscience,

these worshipers of Chance are in a frenzy like that

of ancient idolaters at the altar and in the celebrations

of their vile gods.

That there is and must be a certain amount of chance

in all the activities of a complicated commercial sys-

tem is obvious. We take our lives in our hands even

as we cross a Chicago street! But the sensible citizen

looks both - ways in crossing, and seeks by his own care

to reduce the danger to a minimum. Just so does the

conscientious and earnest man try to reduce—if he
could he would eliminate—the risks in his business

undertakings. It is the work of our life to cast out

chance, to control the winds and seas, to regulate rail-

road signalling, to master the laws of the seasons,

in order that we may be more sure of our results.

Commercial Speculation, ...

The business gambler is made after another spirit.

Like the man who stakes his money at a roulette table,

this man goes into the pit to feed his appetite for one
of the most thrilling excitements of life. He specu-

lates. That is, he stakes his money upon the chances
of fluctuation in the market price of commodities or

shares. He produces nothing except disorder and
excitement. It is, indeed, said that speculation helps

to regulate prices, but that assertion, though boldly

made, has never been substantiated in a scientific man-
ner. ...And it is obviously untrue, when we are con-,

sidering such events as the "Northern Pacific" craze

in New York, or the dreadfully disastrous mania over
"Kaffirs" in London in 1895. The men who live for,

and who live or die by, speculation are simply living,

or dying, on "chances." This is the most intoxicating,

the most selfish, the most deadly kind of life which
a man can pursue. In certain countries the commercial
conditions are such as to make the worship of Chance
very alluring ; and America is one of these. Here
it is possible by the discovery of oil wells or gold mines
or in other,chance, ways .to become a millionaire in a

day. The stories of sudden wealth are trumpeted
over the country in the newspapers and warm the

blood of myriads of young, ambitious men. In their

hearts the burning wish becomes a mighty temptation
to become rich suddenly, without prolonged and solid

labor, without work done for society.

Main "Roots of Commercial Gambling-
Now, this wish to become rich rapidly, without solid

and valuable service, is one of the^ main roots of com-
mercial gambling. It is the heart's worship of the

heathen, goddess of Chance, instead of the living God,
and leads naturally to the craze of mere speculation.

(1) This wish is unhealthy for personal character;

because it creates restless dreams, weakens the will,

•distorts the whole moral vision of the man in whose
heart it reigns.

(2) This wish is socially immoral ; for it means that

the man who has it desires to command the labors of

his fellowmen, far beyond any return of true service

which he has rendered. It is implicit theft.

(3) This wish is ungodly. The Bible has no room
for chance, because it is so full of God. "The lot is

cast into the lap," it says ; "but the' whole disposing

thereof is of the Lord." The man who yearns for a
lucky chance to make him rich is, while in the midst

of that yearning, far from a living faith in the living

Father. To turn again to God with love and trust is

to awake from his fascinating dream, is to crush his

passionate craving.

Laborfor True Fortune.

Christ said: "My Father worketh hitherto and I

work." Wherefore let the church of Christ bid its

men in the very name of God, to cease from attending

the altars of Fortuna, and to worship in their very

hearts the Father of all, the only giver of true for-

tune, which is peace and a pure heart, in honest work.

THE VISIGOH.
|UR late poet laureate, in giving to the world

his "Dream of Fair Women," recalls the

fact that an earlier bard,
"Dan Chaucer, the first warbler, whose

sweet breath
Preluded those melodious bursts that fill

The spacious times of great Elizabeth

With sounds that echo still,"

had written "The Legend of, Good Wom-
en" long ago. One begins to feel in these

days that a third cycle should be written,

"The Story of Brave Women," for the

materials begin to grow abundant for such a narrative,

and those materials lie most thickly in the field of

missionary labors. The lives of saintly women, who
made New Testament story bright with their presence,

have been familiar for centuries to the thought of the

church. The Old Testament, with its splendid names

of Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, Huldah, Ruth, Esther,

to be followed presently by Judith and the heroines of

theMaccabean days, pales into second place in the light

of the splendors that gather round the Marys of the

New Testament, the Mother of Jesus, Mary of Mag-
dala, Mary of Bethany, Mary, mother of John Mark,

and the long list, including Martha, Dorcas, Lois,

Eunice of Lystra, Lydia of Philippi, Priscilla of Cor-

inth, Phoebe of Cenchraea, Tryphaena, and Tryphosa

of Ephesus, Persis the Beloved, the unnamed mother

of Rufus ;
Julia, the sister of Nereus ; the four daugh-

ters of Philip the Evangelist, and many another who,

although unwritten, played the part of heroines in the

story of the advancing faith. Not less alluring are

those recitals of early missionary heroism, which link

the names of women with those of men in the con-

quests of Europe for Christ.

"As unto the bow the cord is,

So unto the man is woman."
Bridget of Kildare will be known wherever the name

of St. Patrick is revered. Hilda at Whitby is the

friend and helper of Columba, and Walpurga stands by

the side of Boniface, as almost equally the messenger of

good to the German people. And what shall one say

of the women whose names have become household

words wherever missionary enterprises are known?
Mary Moffett and Fidelia Fisk, the wives of Judson,

Mary Reed and many more, are jewels that shine with

increasing luster as their labors are known by the

world. The tasks which they have accomplished in

penetrating places to which men could not go have
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made possible the opening of hitherto inaccessible

regions of darkness to the advent of Gospel light.

Modem Missionary Heroism.

Missionary heroism does not lie in the past alone.

We are thrilled in these days with fresh recitals which
tell us that the earlier generations have labored, and
that the women of today are entering into their labors,

not only as reapers where they have sown, but as

sowers where others are yet to reap.

The Visitor had only just laid down the book giving

the story of Irene Petrie, as told by her sister, Mrs.
Carus-Wilson, giving the recital of only forty-five

months of missionary labor which ensued between her
departure from England in October, 1893, and her
death in the region of Cashmere, to which she had
given her life, when he had placed on his table an-
other book, the story not of a life early cut off, but
of one which, through heroisms most unique in their

character, has been preserved to enter upon still wider
ministries in the far fields of the world. Irene Petrie

died just at the threshold of the missionary career that

promised abundant results and unfailing blessings

for the field she had chosen. Like David Brainerd,
who died at the age of thirty ; Henry Martin, who was
but thirty-two; Keith Falconer, thirty-one, and Mc-
Kay, who reached only the opening of his fourth
decade; George Pilkington, dying at thirty-three;

Harold Scofield, at thirty-two; Henry Watson Fox,
at thirty-one ; William Freemantle, at twenty-nine and
Graham Wilmot, at twenty-seven, she seemed only to

have begun a brilliant and beneficent career.

Mrs. Susie Carson Rijnhart, whose book, "With
the Thibetans in Tent and Temple," has just been is-

sued from the Revell Press, is the survivor of a tragic

missionary experience in a land hitherto almost un-
known and which has proved inaccessible to most mis-
sionary efforts made in its behalf; and she abides to

tell the story of her wonderful journey into the in-

terior of this forbidding country, and to assure us that

in spite of all she has suffered she proposes to return
to complete the task which lies as yet incomplete be-

cause of the disasters which came upon her in that

first memorable attempt.

Story of an \/nKnobvn Country.

Our knowledge of Thibet is but slight, because, for
the most part, it has been considered an inaccessible

country, whose people are jealous of intrusion from
without, and quick to resent any efforts to plant either

the Gospel or our modern ideas on that soil. Travelers
now and then have penetrated this country, some of
whom have perished mysteriously, and others have re-

turned to tell something of the land. Of these, per-
haps the most familiar names are those of Mr. W. W.
Rockwell, an American traveler ; Mm. Hue and Gabet,
who made their journey something more than a half
century ago, and Dr. Sven Hedin, who, as late as

1897, made a journey of exploration through this re-

gion, meeting the Rijnharts at their own home in

Tankar. For all this, however, the country may be
said to be unknown, and any attempt to penetrate it

in despite of the opposition of the natives and their

devotion to their customs and religion, may be re-

garded either as an act of the greatest heroism or as,

perhaps, lacking little of sheer madness. Mrs. Rijn-
hart's book is the recital of the story of one such effort

made by her husband and herself, accompanied by a
single companion, Mr. William Neil Ferguson. Mr.
and Mrs. Rijnhart were members of the Church of the

Disciples of Christ, having united with this people in

Tacoma prior to their journey. Mr. Rijnhart had
visited the country previously, and had lived for ten

months in 1892 at Lucar, making the acquaintance

of the lamas, or priests, of that district, whose kindness

afterward enabled him to carry forward his work on
the second journey. It was in the autumn of 1894
that the party left the United States, and, reaching

Shanghai, started on the long journey into Thibet.

Only a reading of the book can convey an impression

of the experiences through which they passed on the

journey, which grew more difficult as they proceeded.

We have become somewhat accustomed to the nar-

ratives of travel in regions where roads are totally

uncared for, and where the so-called conveniences of

travel are of the roughest sort. The narrative gives

an account of experiences at Kumbum during the

great Mohammedan insurrection, and the narrow es-

capes from death incident to such times, together with

the growing friendship of the lamas in the sacred

school or temple at that place, which proved of such

service to the missionaries. But the real interest of

the narrative begins with the journey farther inland,

undertaken by Mr. and Mrs. Rijnhart and their little

boy, when they started to find a point closer to the-

city of Lhasa, the center of all Thibetan religion and
politics, and guarded with boundless jealousy by the

natives from all intrusion. No foreigner is even per-

mitted to come within sight of the towers of this sac-

red place. However, the journey was begun under
favorable auspices, and it was not until they had pene-

trated too far to return that the appalling character

of the undertaking made itself apparent. Their guides

forsook them, their beasts of burden gave out or were
stolen, the little boy, nervous and of delicate constitu-

tion, was unable to endure the hardships of the high

altitudes and the cold, and, in spite of all the tender-

ness of parental care, died one day in a lonely district,

where they were compelled to give him burial in such

rude fashion as their belongings afforded. Reduced
presently to almost total isolation by the departure

of the last remaining guide, with equipment diminish-

ing and surrounded by hostile tribes of roving natives,

the climax of the tragedy was reached when, in the

midst of bitter cold, Mr. Rijnhart was compelled to

leave his wife and go in search of assistance. His de-

parture toward the camp of a group of nomads who
had been seen in the distance is graphically described

;

but that was the last she ever saw of him. The next

two days of growing hopelessness and despair can

better be imagined than described. Even when she

had finally concluded it was impossible to hope longer,

she was only sustained by the thought of carrying for-

ward the task left thus unaccomplished, and through

dangers that would have appalled most men she, a

solitary white woman, many hundreds of miles from
even the comparative civilization of China, was com-
pelled to make her way, under the guidance of evil-

minded men, who would at a moment's notice have

murdered her for the little silver she carried, had she

not, with sleepless vigilance, guarded herself with the

weapons happily saved from the loss of almost every-

thing with which the little party started.

A Personal IntertJiekv. >

The Visitor had, a few weeks since, the privilege of

meeting Mrs Rijnhart at the home of friends, and con-

versing with her regarding the experiences of this

missionary attempt. But the reading of the book was a

revelation, as it is sure to be to all who give them-

selves the privilege of its perusal. Perhaps the most
interesting fact with regard to Dr. Riinhart is her
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firm determination to return to Thibet and take up the

task which she now feels "has "fallen solely upon her

as the survivor of the ill-fated attempt of three years

ago. The Visitor is glad to learn, even as he writes,

that Mrs. Rijnhart is likely to be sent, in company with

suitable companions, to undertake once more the work
cut short in earlier days. The Foreign Christian Mis-

sionary Society is now favorably considering the en-

terprise. It is this spirit which makes a heroine—to

count not one's life dear, but that one may finish his

task and accomplish the purpose which he believes God
has given him. By the side of "The Legend of Good
Women" and "The Dream of Fair Women" needs to

be set "The Story of Brave Women," and in this list

the name of Dr. Susie Rijnhart will not be wanting.

FOVffDATIOJ* OF SVCCESS.
NE who watches the slow progress by which

Othe preparations are made for one of the

great buildings in Chicago will be im-

pressed with the necessity and value of

quiet work in preparing for the superstruc-

ture of human character in the adequate
making of a life. The men who are put-

ting in foundations for the new Marshall
Field building labor in small shafts ninety

feet below the street levels and build pillars

of concrete on which the structure is to

rest. If one could see the entire building, foundation

and all, he would see a colossal fabric whose immense
height is almost equaled by the depth to which its

foundations reach
;

yet all this preparatory work is

unseen and scarcely reckoned with by the observer of

the finished product.

Similar is the impression made by a great work of

art, a book or a discovery in science. It seems like a
sudden flash of genius, whereas perhaps years of silent

labor have prepared the way for its accomplishment.
People who look upon one of Mr. Sargent's canvases
marvel at his wonderful skill in portraying character,

but fail to reflect that thirty years of patient sketching
lie behind that canvas. Those who read of the dis-

covery of a new planet by some astronomer think of
the good fortune which fell upon that solitary ob-
server in the lone fields of night; but they fail to

remember that many years of patient scanning of the
heavens have been the prelude to this one flashing

moment of success. The discovery of a new method
of applying the storage battery system of electricity

brings fresh prominence to the name of Mr. Edison,
and it looks like a sudden piece of good fortune. But
for the past ten years he has been working almost night
and day to accomplish this very end, and every step

of his progress has been the result of mathematical
approaches.

Thus character ever builds itself grade by grade,
its issues perhaps appearing only after length of days,
but all the silent work of preparation is the appro-
priate preface to the results with which alone the world
cares to concern itself. The man who is unwilling to
pay the price of the preparation is not likely to be re-

warded by the applause that awaits the consummation.

The work which we count so hard to do.
He makes it easy, for he works, too

;

Thedays that are long to live are his,

A bit of his bright eternities,

And close to our need, his helping is.

—Susan Coolidge.

ffOTES A//2) COMMENTS.
Jealousy of the Sultan.

The Turkish censor refused to allow Dr. Clarke's

Outlines of Theology to go into Turkey because it con-

tained reference to the kingship of Christ. He is evi-

dently afraid that Christ, whom the Christians worship

as king, is in some way a rival of the Sultan.

The Supreme Test.

The supreme Christian test is unwavering obedience

to Christ. "Ye are my friends if you do whatsoever

I command you," says the Master. But while we yield

unquestioning obedience to the Lord we will not im-

pose our personal convictions upon others. Our pri-

vate judgment is to be always respected. Nothing but

Christ's word is absolute. The door of the church is

to be wide as his love and narrow as his law.

"Destructi-Oe Criticism.

What a heartless business is that of the destructive

critic, who takes from people the very things that are

the source of comfort and hope, without putting any-

thing in their place ! It has well been said "To build

up should ever be the end in view and criticism should

not stop with undermining structures which furnish

more or less comfortable shelter to those who are

homeless without them."

Hazing.

It is satisfactory to know that the law passed at

the last session of congress against hazing in our mili-

tary schools is not to remain a dead letter, but is to

be unflinchingly enforced. The eleven cadets who
mutinied against Colonel Mills, superintendent of the

academy of the West Point, are to be either suspended

or dismissed. Hazing is a barbarous custom and ought

to be unrelentingly stamped out.

Hades -Vs. Hell.

The action of the quadrennial conference of the

United Brethren church substituting the word "hades"

for the word "hell" in the Apostle's Creed, is signifi-

cant. This action has been characterized as "a con-

cession to the refinement of etymology or to the feel-

ing of that weak-kneed party whose teeth chatter every

time the preacher points to a lurid picture of the in-

ferno." It is rather a laudable effort to be fair to the

meaning of the original. Nothing is finally lost by ac-

curacy and honesty.

Marriage of "Dr. Herron.

Dr. Herron, after allowing himself to be expelled from
the Grinell Congregational Association without pro-

test, has married Miss Carrie Rand, the young woman
for whom he had abandoned his wife and children.

Few careers have been more full of dramatic element

than that of Dr. Herron. One would think that there

could be no other sensations in reserve, but there is no
telling. Dr. Herron is nothing if not explosive and
spectatular. The public has heard enough, and more
than enough, about him of late, and he could not do a

wearied and disgusted public no greater service than

to pass into a life of long oblivion.

Pulpit Sensationaltsm.

Bishop Leonard of Ohio, in his annual address to the

clergy at the opening of the convention of the Epis-

copal diocese at Cleveland, had some strong and wise

words to say against pulpit sensationalism. He main-
tained that the world of busy toilers and tired-out men
and women, after six days of labor in merchandise,
want on the Lord's day instruction, guidance and in-

spiration. They do not desire politics, civic questions,

social themes and ethical theories brousrht to them
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Sundays by men who know little of what they are
talking. They want Christ for the feeding- of their

souls. They want religion and not rubbish. They
want the helpful instruction of the perfect man, Jesus
Christ, for spiritual uplifting. The bishop is right.

The people need and want the comfort and inspiration

of religion. They will not be caught with chaff. The
preacher who deals out the bread of life will find eager
souls awaiting his ministry.

"Death of John "R. Tanner.

The news of the sudden death of John R. Tanner,
the former governor of Illinois, comes as a shock.
Few men have of late been so prominently before the
public eye in the northwest as ex-Governor Tanner.
However much he might be disliked as a political fac-

tor, he could not be ignored. He was a man of un-
doubted vigor and resourcefulness, and by sheer
strength of nature he virtually became the political

dictator of his party in the state. Unscrupulous in his

methods and self-seeking in his aims, he leaves behind
him a memory the opposite of fragrant. His life is a
beacon light, rather than a guiding light.

Jubilee of y. M. C. A.
The anniversary exercises in connection with the

jubilee of the American branch of the Y. M. C. A.
will take place in Boston June 11-16. About two thou-
sand delegates are expected to be present. An inter-

esting event will be the unveiling of the commemorative
tablet in the old South Church meeting house, where
the first American society was organized in 185 1. The
International committee is making every effort to have
the meetings worthy of the occasion. Several promi-
nent speakers have promised to be present, among
them Bishop Potter of New York and Bishop Maurice
S. Baldwin of Montreal. There will be a large delega-
tion from abroad and almost all the European coun-
tries will send delegates.

O-Ver-'Rigid Literalism.

Great confusion of thought often arises from not
distinguishing between what is important and what
is vital in the teachings of Scripture. All parts of the
Bible are important, but all parts are not vital. The
loss of some parts would be something like the loss

of a finger, an arm or a leg; the loss of other parts
would be like the loss of the heart or the lungs. If
certain portions were taken out of the Bible, Chris-
tianity would survive ; if other parts were eliminated,
it would die. Such truths as the deity of Christ, his

incarnation, his vicarious sacrifice and his resurrection
constitute the very essence of revelation. They form
the living core of Christian thought, the foundation
of the Christian system itself. They are essential to
Christianity, essential to its very existence. Take them
away and Christianity has perished!

Opening of "Buffalo Exposition.

The Buffalo exposition is opening with splendid
promise of gratifying results to commerce and the
artistic and useful professions. Each of the great
expositions has been unique. It is ungracious even
to compare them one with another. The visitor who
has seen the expositions at Chicago and Paris may be
tempted to form hasty opinions regarding the Buffalo
exposition, but such will be found to be unjustified
in the light of the special task which the exposition
managers have set themselves. It will be freely con-
ceded that the electrical department at Buffalo is su-
prior to anything ever before beheld, and the service
rendered by this gathering of fabrics and forces near

the great natural storehouse of power, Niagara Falls,

cannot but prove instructive and inspiring to the tens
of thousands who will attend during the summer.

Ohio's Anti-Lynchinq Lata.

In 1896 the Ohio legislature passed a law making
the counties responsible for damage done to persons
as well as property by mobs. The law has just been
tested and upheld by a decision of the Supreme Court
last week. A negro at Urbana was lynched about a
year ago for the usual crime. His heirs brought suit

against the county and recovered $5,000 damages. It

seems that a fairer law could scarcely be made. At
the same time it will contribute not a jot or a tittle

to the abatement of the lynching evil. Abolish the
saloon, abolish vagrancy, abolish technicalities and
medieval methods and long-drawn-out processes ins

court, abolish lawyers who have more cases than' con-
science, and abolish the animal nature of the negro
and the bloodthirstness of certain types of white peo-

ple to Christian education, and the lynching crime
will be abolished.

A "Bloody Strike.

The strike of the street car operators in Albany,.

N. Y., has been one of the fiercest for a long time.

The militia—ever accessible to corporations and al-

ways appealed to quickly—was called out and in fir-

ing into a crowd killed two of the citizens who were
standing in the doors at their business places. The
chief cause of the- strike was the .refusal of- the street

car company to discharge some non-union men in

their employ. The company also refused to recognize

the union. A strike in the heart of a civilized com-
munity is an anomaly and a disgrace. Rather than

call out military companies to shoot men to death
and foment a bitterness that may live for years, how-

much easier to compel both parties to go before a

tribunal of arbitration. The workingmen are always
willing to arbitrate, the companies. are never. It is

likely because the quarrel of the latter is usually, if

not always, unjust.

A "Royal Gift.

Carnegie's munificent gift of $10,000,000 to the four

Scotch universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen
and St. Andrews, which is to be applied to paying
expenses of Scotch students of good character and
ability, is not regarded by some of the Scottish people

as an unmixed blessing. A hard tussle with adverse
circumstances on the part of students who have come
from the ranks of the peasantry has developed the

firmest muscle; and it is feared that if the conditions

of student life are made too easy, some of the old-time

virility which has characterized the Scotch people, may
disappear. The Scotch people themselves are more
than willing to take the risk, and are thankful for the

gift, which is characterized as "disconcerting for its

very munificence." Nothing is more significant than

the change wrought in public sentiment concerning

this matter in the past decade. The old type of selfish

millionaires is becoming impossible as the responsi-

bilities of wealth are forced upon public attention.

The millionaire of the Vanderbilt, Jay Gould and Astor

type is giving way to the philanthropic man of millions,

and this is a stepping stone to the better time approach-

ing when there shall be less disposition to gather mil-

lions, and indeed fewer opportunities, with a larger

desire to make all one's possessions minister to the

public good.
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CHICAGO NOISES.
Life in the city is intense. The shadows are deep

just because the light is bright. Nowhere are lines

more clearly drawn, and nowhere are the forces of

good and evil more pronounced and more aggressive

than in Chicago.

The most notable thing in this pushing, driving,

mercantile center is the university. Not only is the

University of Chicago becoming a seat of learning

for specialized scholarship, but it is becoming more

and more a source of light and leading for the people.

The announcements which have been made for the

summer quarter contain a list of open lectures of ex-

ceptional interest. The first course on the Crane

foundation will be given by Professor Ma'xime Kov-
alevsky upon "Russian Institutions." The lectures

-upon Biblical literature and theology will be of prac-

tical value. President Harper will give a course of

six lectures on "The Prophetic, Priestly and Wisdom
Elements of the Old Testament." Chancellor E. B.

Andrews of the University of Nebraska will give

twenty lectures upon "Practical Ethics." Dr. Marcus
Dods of New College, Edinburgh, will deliver a

•course of ten lectures on "The Teachings of Paul,"

Professor Shailer Mathews six on "The Social Teach-

ings of the Apostles," and Professor H. L. Willett

two courses of lectures of six each upon "Phases of

the Psalter" and "Studies in Apocalyptic Literature."

The Pacific Garden mission, on the corner of Van
Buren street and Fourth avenue, is one of the most
"helpful agencies in the city. The history of this res-

cue mission, which was founded by Col. George D.
Clarke, and has since his death been carried on by
his devoted wife, forms one of the most striking

•chapters in the ever-extending record of "The Acts
of the Apostles." The story of what it has done for

the reclamation of the abandoned and desperate

classes would read like a series of thrilling romances.

Scarcely a meeting passes without testimonies be-

ing given of a saving change wrought in some heart

and of a new purpose being formed in some life.

'Quite a dramatic incident occurred the other eve-

ning, a report of which we cull from one of the daily

papers

:

"Laying upon the altar a revolver and his kit of

hurglar tools as evidence of his good faith, William
Hill startled the 300 persons who were attending re-

ligious services at the Pacific Garden mission, 100

Van Buren street, last night, by confessing that he
was a thief, but now desired to turn from evil ways
and live a Christian life. The Rev. J. S. Detwiler

of St. Paul and Assistant Superintendent Harry Mon-
roe of the mission had been preaching, and the latter

had just finished his address when the self-confessed

hurglar walked to the altar.

"Friends," he said, "I have been cracking safes,

robbing stores and picking pockets a good many
years for a living. I have served terms in Sing Sing
and Joliet. But tonight I am going to end my crim-

inal career and start out on a new life. I was walk-
ing along State street tonight when I heard the men
speaking from your Gospel wagon. They said some-
thing that seemed to touch me. I followed the wagon
here and entered with the crowd. The more I heard
the more I became convinced that this is the time
tfor me to reform. I want you people to help give

me a start in the right direction. I have found it

easier to steal than work, but now I want to work
for my living, and if you will help me I will work
for your mission."

This significant conversion was received with the
greatest enthusiasm. The man left at the close of

the meeting, first promising Mr. Monroe to return
today, when an effort will be made to get him work.

True to his promise, Hill appeared at the office of
the Pacific Garden mission today and declared that

he had not repented his resolution, but was rather
more firmly determined to gain an honest livelihood.

Mr. Monroe started out with the new convert at once
to see if he could get him some employment."

Chicago is what is called "an open city." All forms
of social immorality have free course. One of the
most debasing agencies is the Sunday theater. Few
people have any idea to what extent this institution
is being patronized. The suburban trains are crowd-
ed with people who on the Sabbath day are leaving
the church for the play house. Dr. J. W. Conley of
the First Baptist church, Oak Park, speaking of this

growing evil, says

:

"Twenty-five years ago Sunday theaters in this
country were practically unknown, but today they are
in full operation in nearly all our large cities. I bring
the following charges against the Sunday theater

:

"It robs the actor of his rights. The life of an
actor is a hard one, the nervous strain is intense.
The Sabbath rest is greatly needed. He has rights
and ought to be protected in them. The Sunday
theater is a large contributor to the growing corrup-
tion of the modern theater. No one can fail to ob-
serve the moral decline of the theater. Lovers of
the drama are among the foremost to deplore this

fact. Scandalous plays and immoral actors are be-
coming uncommonly popular. I believe that this

moral degeneracy is in no small measure the result
of violating science and despising the law of God by
running Sunday theaters. But I go a step farther
and urge that the Sunday theater re-enfqrces the ele-

ments of lawlessness in our cities. It lowers the
moral sentiment in a community. It stands in with
Sunday saloons and other haunts of vice. It draws
crowds of people to the heart of the city and fos-

ters revelry and debauchery."

There are many signs at present of an awakening
of civic pride. The creation of a park on the lake
front; the enlargement of our libraries; the rapid
development of our educational institutions are
among the things that give evidence that there is

not a total absorption in material interests and pur-
suits. Dr. H. W. Thomas, speaking recently on
"Making the City Beautiful," said:

"Nature lays the foundations of cities ; man comes
along and builds. On the highway of the earth, at

the head of a long chain of lakes, central in a vast
continent, Chicago is destined to be the largest city

in the world, the financial and commercial center in

our country. All this means the presence of millions

of human beings, and it is important that we begin
to think more of making Chicago a city of homes,
not a place to simply stay, but a place to live. Com-
mercial greatness alone is not enough; it should be
a means to an end, the greatness of man."
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If the Lord should come in the morning
As I went about my work,

The little things and the quiet things

That a servant cannot shirk,

Though nobody ever sees them,
And only the dear Lord cares

That they always are done in the light of the sun,

Would he take me unawar'es?

If my Lord should come at noonday,
The time of the dust and heat,

When the glare is white and the air is still

And the hoof-beats sound in the street;

If my dear Lord came at noonday,
And smiled in my tired eyes,

Would it not be sweet his look to meet?
Would he take me by surprise?

If the Lord came hither at evening,

In the fragrant dew and dusk,

When the world drops off its mantle

Of daylight like a husk,

And flowers in wonderful beauty,

And we fold our hands and rest,

Would his touch of my hand, his low command,
Bring me unhoped-for zest?

Why do I ask and question?

He is ever coming to me,
Morning and noon and evening,

If I have but eyes to see.

And the daily load grows lighter,

The daily cares grow sweet,

For the Master is near, the Master is here,

I have only to sit at his feet.—British Weekly.

n

TIMES OF 'REF'RESHIffGFUOM
THE T*RESEJVCE OF THE

LO*RT).

By James M. Campbell.

In his sermon in Solomon's porch, Peter drove home

the truth that the presence of the Messiah, for which

the Jews were looking, would bring

blessing only by being spiritually pre-

pared for. To the impenitent and dis-

obedient it would prove "a day of ven-

geance," to the penitent and obedient

it would be a day of favor. "Repent

ye, and turn again that your sins may
be blotted out so that there may come
seasons of refreshing from the pres-

ence of the Lord." (Acts 3: 19.) The force of this

appeal lies in the fact that what was promised lay

within the range of possible experience in the present.

The Lord's presence was at hand ; it was something

that might be enjoyed ; hence it was something that

was to be prepared for.

The presence of the Lord is conditional upon his

coming back. The times of refreshing were to come
from the presence of the Christ whom the heaven
had received, but not until he was given back. "Re-
pent ye, and turn again that your sins may be blotted

out in order that there may come seasons of refresh-

ing from the presence of the Lord ; and that (as the

final end) he may send the Christ who hath been ap-

pointed for you, even Jesus ; whom the heaven must
receive until the times of restoration of all things."

(Acts 3: 19-21.) The first point, then, to be settled

is whether or not the heaven which received the Christ

has restored him. If he has not returned he is not

present, and if he is not present the better times which

he was to bring are still in the future. And not only

that, but if he is still withdrawn; if the church has

been looking for his return throughout the centuries

in vain ; if he is departing further and further from
sight as we get further away from the time of his

ascension, his power over men must of necessity be

diminishing.

As we have already seen, the whole trend of New
Testament teaching conveys the impression that the

early Christians were waiting for the speedy revisita-

tion of their Lord. They expected that the heaven
which had received him for a brief season would soon
open and give him back. They believed that all that

hung upon his return was about to be realized. In the

general expectancy of the speedy appearing of the

Messiah the Jewish people shared. With his coming
a happy era was to dawn upon them. From his pres-

ence would come times of refreshing or revigoration.

National prosperity would be revived. New life and
strength would be breathed into the nation's withered
heart. The dry bones which the prophet saw in the

valley of vision would start into life, and would be-

come a conquering host. With times of refreshing

would come times of restoration, for these are linked

together, or more properly are identical as one. An-
cient wrongs would be redressed. The glory of the

former days would be restored, and Zion would again
become the joy and praise of the whole earth. Now,
the object of the apostle is to show that in a far

grander sense than they had ever dreamed of the

great consummation "whereof God spake by the mouth
of his holy prophets which have been since the world
began," was about to be realized in Jesus the Christ.

And because he was the true Messiah, in him all inter-

est ought to be centered ; upon him all hope ought to

be fixed; and to him, with glad acclaim and with
spiritual preparedness, acknowledgment of his Mes-
sianic sovereignty ought to be made.
To what dire straits are those commentators driven

who hold that the words before us refer to the return

of the Lord at the end of the world. "The apostle,"

says Hackett, "enforces his exhortation to repent by
an appeal to the final coming of Christ, not because
he would represent it as near in point of time, but be-

cause that event was always near to the feeling and
consciousness of the first believers." That is to say,

the apostle would have them feel that the Lord was
near, he would have them conscious of his nearness,

for practical effects ; although he himself knew that

they were hugging to their hearts a delusive hope. A
needless slight upon the apostle's honesty, to say the

least of it

!

A. Short "Persped it)e-

In their survey of the future the early Christians did

not take a long perspective. They were too deeply

impressed with the things which were near to give

much thought to the things that were distant. They
did not look forward to the coining of the Lord at the

end of the world, so much as to his coming at the end
of the age—namely, the Jewish age, which was fast

drawing to a close. They looked upon his coming as

imminent. And since Pentecost they had begun to

have a glimmering sense of the nature of his kingdom.
They had begun to look for the quickening of the

spiritual life, rather than for the reviving of national

prosperity ; for a heavenly rule, rather than for a

heavenly realm ; for the restoration of the world into

harmony with the divine order, rather than for the

restoration of national <rlorv. Thev had. in fine, be-
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gun to look at the things of Christ from the Christian,

rather than from the Jewish, point of view.

And we who live in the new age, upon the threshold

of which they stood, will utterly fail to understand

its significance, if we do not see that Christ, the quick-

ener and restorer, has come and is now at work. Ever
since his return he has entered into new and closer

relations with men. From his presence come all the

influences which are making for individual and social

reconstruction. He is here, bringing a dead world
back to life; restoring to the divine unity a world
disordered by sin. As the head of a new creation he

is bringing earth into everlasting reunion with

heaven.

And as due preparation was to be made for the

presence of the Lord, which was imminent in apostolic

days, due preparation is to be made for his presence,

which is imminent in the present day. The question

then was, how to prepare for the presence which was
near so as to get the greatest possible blessing out of

it; the question now is, how to prepare for the pres-

ence that has come so as to get the greatest possible

blessing out of it. To obtain blessing from any divine

approach preparation is needed. The exhortations,

"Prepare ye the way of the Lord," "Prepare your
hearts to seek God," are founded upon an abiding

law. Clean hands and submissive spirits are indispen-

sable conditions of spiritual blessing. When the

proper connection is made the electric spark flies along
the wire ; and when the proper conditions are sup-

plied times of refreshing and restoration come from
the presence of the Lord.

THE MA*RTy"RS OF CHIJVA.
By William Remfry Hunt.

The year 1900 will be known in the history of Chris-

tian missions as the "martyr year." Never in all the

history of missions has there been
such sacrifice, such tragic ;events,

such seed-sowing and such heroism.

Madagascar and Japan furnish only

comparative parallel incidents.

Since the "Boxer uprising" there

have been no less than ninety-eight

British, fifty-six Swedish and thir-

ty-two American citizens martyred
in the provinces of Shansi, Man-

churia, Chili, Chehkiang and Shantung, making a
total of one hundred and thirty-four adults, fifty-two
children and a grand total of- one hundred and, eighty-
six persons martyted "for the Word of God and the
testimony of Jesus" in the middle kingdom.

These devoted and honored souls were connected
with the following societies : China Inland Mission,

78; Christian and Missionary alliance, 36; American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mission's, 18;
English Baptist Missions, 16 ; Sheo Yang Mission, 13 ;

American Presbyterian Mission (North), 8; Scan-
dinavian alliance (Mongolian), 5; Swedish Mongo-
lian Mission, 4; Society for Propagation of the Gos-
pel, 3 ; British and Foreign Bible society, 5 ; number
of the slain, 186. The legacy these beloved coworkers
of all who are "workers together with God"- have left

the church is a precious one. They counted not their

lives dear unto themselves. They died for their faith.

They overcame by faith. They triumphed in the
faith. Such magnificent heroism is the final answer
that the age of chivalry and glorious deeds for Christ
and his cause is not'past. It is the supreme vindication

of the Christian's standing today before a wondering
world. Via lucis, via crucis is the Christian signpost.

To the native church in China the sacrifice, patience,

long-suffering, constancy, trust, resignation and joy

with which the missionaries, both men, women and
sweet little children, bowed beneath the executioner's

axe and fell beneath the Manchu sword and spear, is

and will be our inspiration and a witness along the

ages yet to be. They "were tortured, not accepting

deliverance ; that they might obtain a better resurrec-

tion ; they had trials of cruel mockings and scourg-

ings
;

yea, moreover, of bonds and imprisonment

;

they were stoned . . . were slain with the sword

;

they wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins ; be-

ing destitute, afflicted, tormented ; of whom the world
was not worthy ; they wandered in deserts and in

mountains, and in dens and caves of the earth."

The most pathetic and heart-breaking letters

were written by Mrs. Lizzie Atwater just before they

were led forth to be slain. The following extracts

show with what resignation and courage this family of

the Rev. E. R. Atwater, wife and two children, yield-

ed up their lives

:

Fenchowfu, July 30, 1900.

Dear Ones at Taiku : The last news from you, con-

firming our fears concerning the dear ones at Taiyuen,

was hard,* God knows how hard, God knows how
hard, for us to bear, but I cannot write of it yet. We
passed a terrible night, and in the morning there was
a very severe proclamation ordering us out almost at

once. I could do nothing but cry to God; it seemed
as if I could bear no more in my present condition.

No one talked at meals. We seemed to be waiting for

the end, and I, for my part, longed that it might come
speedily. H^ Kow went like a brave fellow to the

yamen to ask if we could not have an escort to the

river. We could hire nothing unless the official helped
us. . . . Although an escort has been promised,
I feel very uneasy. ... We are in the Lord's
hands. . . . May God keep each one of you. He
is our only help. Ever lovingly,

Lizzie Atwater.

Later, August 2.

Our plans are upset ; we do not think we can escape
from the city. Several of the church members are

planning to conceal us if we divide up. It is hard to

do that. Mr. Lei wishes to conceal me in his home
right here in the city, but I want to stay with my dear
husband while life is given unto us. . . . Heaven
seems very near these last hours, and I feel quite calm.

There will be a joyful welcome for us all above. I

am fixing my thoughts more and more on the glorious

hereafter, and it gives me wonderful peace. God bless

you all. Yours in blessed hope, L. A.

"Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling gloom.
Lead thou me on.

The night is dark and I am far from home,
Lead thou me on.

Keen thou my feet ; I do not ask to see
The distant scene

—

One step enough for me."

*The three ladies to. whom this letter was written
were killed the day after the above letter was written
to them. All knew of the terrible massacre of the mis-
sionaries at the governor's palace in Taiyuen Fu,
where forty-five were publicly beheaded, their hearts

torn out and their heads placed in baskets and stuck
on poles in front of the yamen.
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On the following day our dear sister Atwater gath-

ered strength to write again :

Fenchowfu, Aug. 3, 1900.

My Dear, Dear Ones : I have tried to gather courage

to write you once more. How am I to write all the hor-

rible details of these days ? I would rather spare you.

The dear ones at Sheo Yang, seven in all, including

our lovely girls, were taken prisoners and brought

to Taiyuen in irons and there, by the governor's or-

ders, beheaded, together with the Taiyuen friends,

thirty-three ' souls. . . . We are now waiting our

call home. We have tried to get away to the hills,

but our plans do not work. Our things are being stol-

en right and left, for the people know that we are

condemned. Why our lives have been spared we can-

not tell. The proclamation says that whoever kills

us will be doing the governor a great service. . . .

Dear ones, I long for a sight of your dear faces,

but I fear we shall not meet on earth. I have loved

you all so much, and know you will not forget the one

who lies in China. There never were sisters and

brothers like mine. I am preparing for the end very

quietly and calmly. The Lord is wonderfully near

me, and he will not fail me. I was very restless and

excited while there seemed a chance of life, but God

has taken away that feeling, and now I just pray for

grace to meet the terrible end bravely. The pain will

soon be over and, oh, the sweetness of the welcome

above. My little baby will go with me. I think God

will give it to me in heaven, and my dear mother will

be so glad to see us. I cannot imagine the Savior's

welcome ! Oh, that will compensate for all these days

of suspense! Dear ones, live near to God and cling

less closely to earth. There is no other way by which

we can receive that peace from God which passeth

understanding. I would like to send a special message

to each of you, but it tries me too much. I must keep

calm and still these hours. I do not regret coming

to China, but I am sorry I have done so little. My
married life, two precious years, has been so very full

of happiness. We will die together, my dear husband

and I. I used to dread separation. If we escape now

it will be a miracle. I send my love to you all, and

the dear friends who remember me. Your loving .sis-

ter,
Lizzie -

The last will and testament of these, the noble army

of martyrs of 1900, is duly declared in the lives of

such witnesses. With our sainted Charles E. Garst,

who sleeps in the "land of the rising sun," each of

these glorified workers could say, "My life is my mes-

sage." Yes! the legacy is left with us here. How
we should have read with reverent tears the wishes of

these brave and heroic souls, and while we read recon-

secrated our own lives afresh to the service and honor

of our King.
"Their blood is shed

In confirmation of the noblest claim,—

Our claim to feed upon immortal truth.

To walk with God, to be divinely free,

To soar, and to anticipate the skies."

The inheritance which our martyred have be-

queathed unto the church is still a blood-stained one.

It has been so from the cross until now. Those who,

down the Christian centuries, have followed "in his

train," have attested the same in adding new seals and

more signatures to the sacred covenant. This places

a new and deeper emphasis upon the meaning of the

great commission, and as the church of the new cen-

tury claims the precious heirloom of the faithfulness,

endurance, sacrifice and devotion of its own saints.

shall not our own hearts and lives be stirred and
quickened in us?
The tragic events of 1900 must not and will not keep

back any of the Lord's own witnesses ! Who will come
over and help us? Though the smoke of battle has
scarcely lifted, or the confusion of opposing forces
be not yet ended—there is a rift in the clouds, and we
read by faith from the new light on the horizon some-
thing of the meaning of these sacrificial offerings. Let
the whole Church of Christ be given to prayer and
effort in behalf of this storm-swept land. It is time
for action ! The day is at hand ! Our opportunities
are supreme ! What shall we do in and for the new
China that is to be?

Nanking, China.

A 'BETTE'R CITIZ,EJ*SHIV.
Mrs. A. M. Harrison.

N HIS memorable address on "The Twen-
tieth Century City," before the recent Con-
gress of Disciples at Lexington, Ky., Dr.
Josiah Strong said that the most vital point

in the city was the character of the citizen.

A backward look over the century just

closed shows superb progress in art, sci-

ence, invention and discovery; in our land

the citizen is the ruler, and we would
naturally expect that good citizenship

would have kept pace here with mental
and material improvement ; but can any one claim that

our twentieth century citizenship has reached its full,

consummate, flower, or that the ideal of duty to city,

state or nation is any higher now than in the days of
Washington or Jefferson??

Among many other things that stand in the way of

a better citizenship, I would mention two points which
seem to me to be at the base of much of our public

corruption and misrule

:

1. The indifference of the better class of people

to public duties.

2. The pervalence of differing standards of conduct
for public and private life.

Apathy in Social and Political Obligations.

President Andrews, in his admirable address on the

"Duty of a Public Spirit," says that the greatest dan-

gers that threaten our democratic institutions are not

anarchy or unchecked emigration or a number of other

evils that he enumerates, but "Head and front of all

our dangers is the apathy among our best people to-

ward social and political obligations." Professor

Drummond, in his farewell speech before leaving our
land, said that one of the surprises to him in the United
States was the indifference of the average Christian

to his public duties. We are beginning to see signs of

promise on this line in the past few years. It has

been a common thing for men to say. "Politics is un-

clean—therefore I will not soil my fingers with it."

I believe it is becoming more common for men to say,

"Politics is unclean—therefore I must do my duty as

a citizen and help to make it clean." And we are being

taught, moreover, that religion and politics are closely

allied—that the religious life of. today, has to do with

the life that now is, as well as with the life that is to

come.. We .are beginning to feel, dimly as yet, that

any divorce of religion and politics is an unnatural

thing—that duty to church should but quicken our
sense of duty to state. A hopeful sign in the winter

just past was the open and aggressive attitude of

Bishop Potter toward certain shameful abuses of pub-
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lie officials of New York city ; and his attitude is not

an isolated one; all over the land Christians are

awakening to a sense of responsibility to public duties,

and the feeling is growing that "the patriotism of our

day must rally around the ballot box as well as rally

round the flag."

Fallacy of T>ual Standard of Life.

I expect that most of us have at some time in our

lives innocently asked why such and such an outrage

in public life went unpunished, or such and such a

piece of official duplicity went unrebuked, and have

been met with the baffling answer, "Oh, that is poli-

tics !"

—

as though that were a full and sufficient reason

for it. It is not only the commission of such outrages,

but it is the tolerant attitude of the average politician

toward them, as voiced by a late senator who said

that "Parties had no use for the ten commandments,

and principle in politics was an iridescent dream," that

makes the gravest menace to good citizenship. It

seems as though many of our citizens carried out the

theosophical doctrine of a dual personality ; in private

life, in the home, the church, the business office, they

were upright Dr. Jekylls, while in the caucus, the con-

vention, the voting precinct, they were transformed

into ruthless Mr. Hydes. A recent speaker said at a

great mass meeting in Louisville, "Men high in our

churches, men honest in their private dealings with

other men, men who fear God and do the right in all

else, lend aid to bribe voters, to bribe councils and leg-

islatures, to put unfit men in office, to prey upon the

public purse, to corrupt justice and corrupt the whole

administration of the law."

We talk of a single standard for men and women in

moral matters, and that is well-—but it, is only t^ie, be-

ginning of a single standard of conduct. My dream
of good citizenship—and it may be an iridescent one

—

sees the citizen of the coming years governing his pub-

lic duties by the same standard of conduct that he ap-

plies to his private life.

When this ideal is clearly before us, then we may
claim that the century upon which we have just en-

tered is pre-eminently the Christian century.

Lexington, Ky.

THE *RELIGIO\/S OVTLOOK.
Carey E. Morgan.

The unity of Christians is beyond question essen-

tial to the evangelization of the world. We believe

this because of what our Lord said

when he had that solemn talk with the

Father the evening before he was be-

trayed. He never used any idle words
;

he was far too serious and too busy
for that. Surely, standing so near the

end, with the shadow of the cross al-

ready falling across his path, making
an appeal to the Father in behalf of

those whom he had taught and for whom he was about
to die; surely he would not then depart from his

custom and use a phrase that was not full of serious
significance. Yet he said in that prayer recorded in

the seventeenth chapter of John : "Neither pray I for
these alone, but for them also which shall believe on
me through their word; that they air may be one;
as thou, Father, art in me, arid I in thee, that they also
may be one in us; that the world may believe that
thou hast sent me." In this he explicitly makes the
faith of the world depend upon the unity of his dis-

ciples. Every man who honestly loves the church and

the world must care about this, and must be willing

to make sacrifices to bring it about.

"\/nity of the Spirit."

What unity is it that is necessary to the winning
of the world to Christ ? It is the "unity of the Spirit,"

which must be kept in the "bonds of peace." I do
not understand that this unity is necessarily organic. It

is probable that we will never all belong to one church,

if by church is meant a huge heirarchy or ecclesiasti-

cism that has absorbed all the others. I question

whether .this is desirable, or whether the world would
as soon be won to the Lord in that way. There are

two ways of getting flocks that are in adjoining fields

into the same field ; one is to make gaps in the fences

through which to drive the various flocks into one
enclosure ; the other is to tear down the fences. I

do not expect that people can be led or driven through
gaps, however wide, out of the various churches into

one, church, but I do. confidently expect that the fences

will be torn down, or at least that we will outgrow
them so as to be able to step over them easily. It is

not one great ecclesiastical organization having a tem-
poral head, called pope or cardinal or archbishop, that

I look forward to ; but rather one great fellowship in

which the unity of the Spirit shall be kept in the bond
of peace.

JVot /Necessarily X/niformity.

Nor do I understand this unity to mean uniformity.

It is likely that there will always be differences of
opinion as to church government. This is a question
of method and expediency, and does not in the least

affect one's relation to the Christ. It may be that

some will always prefer a government by bishops;
others government by presbyters ; while still others

will continue to elect the congregational polity. What
difference does that make? We are not saved by any
form of church government, but by faith in Jesus
Christ. The fact that some congregations of believ-

ers prefer to have the oversight of bishops, or that

others decide to have elders and government by pres-

byters, does not in the least affect my relation to them,
nor would it for one instant make me desire to with-
hold fellowship from them. "Where the Spirit of
the Lord is there is liberty," and this liberty in the:

Holy Spirit surely leaves each body of believers free
to determine for itself whether it will have bishops
or elders or deacons.

It is probable, too, that there will continue to be
different forms of worship. This belongs to aesthetics

rather than to essential faith. If some of our brethren
prefer a ritual, why should we object? If we prefer
to worship without a ritual, why should other brethren
object? Surely, the Spirit of the Lord gives us all

that liberty. I am a minister in a non-ritualistic

church, but I have worshiped with deep satisfaction

and profit with churches that used a ritual. Surely,
the highest churchmen will be willing to admit that
one may worship in spirit and in truth without the
aid of these established forms. For myself, I much
prefer the simpler form of the non-ritualistic churches,
but in the light of our Lord's prayer, and in the
knowledge of the world's need, I am not willing to
make my preference a test of fellowship.

I believe that in proportion as men are converted
to Jesus Christ by the Holy Spirit, and in the measure
that the Holy Spirit dwells in fullness in the churches,
he, the "Spirit of truth, will," as uor Lord declared
in the thirteenth verse of the sixteenth chapter of
John's Gospel, "guide us into all truth," so that dis-
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ciples will reach an agreement concerning essential

truth and agree to disagree in peace as to the things

that are non-essential. Why should the church trouble

itself, much less be rent in twain, concerning a matter

the acceptance or rejection of which does not affect a

man's relation to the Savior, and which it is admitted

on all hands will neither let him in or keep him out

of the city of the great King ? It must come to this

:

No doctrine will be made a test of fellowship in the

church that is not an absolute condition to salvation.

No doctrine must be allowed to keep a man out of the

church that will not keep him out of heaven. The
Sermon on the Mount, the new commandment, the

Golden Rule, the necessity of faith in God and Jesus

Christ, his Son, of sincere repentance, of obedience to

the Gospel, of communion with the Holy Spirit and
fellowship with the saints, the binding obligation to

live the life of faith—this is common ground, and the

Spirit of the Lord, who "maketh intercession for us

with groanings which cannot be uttered," will lead us

to stand together here, I certainly believe.

"The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-

suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-
perance." "By their fruits ye shall know them." If

the church shows fruit other than this—contentions,

bickerings, disputings, schisms—it must be the fruit

of some other than the Holy Spirit. He brings forth

after his kind.

Sin is our common enemy ; we must love each other

and hate it. When the battle of Trafalgar was about
to begin, Nelson called two of his officers, between
whom there was ill-will, and, pointing to the French
fleet, said : "Yonder is the enemy ; shake hands and
be friends."

Richmond, Va.

readers are through with them. You get just the book
you ask for, and get them promptly and in the best

of condition. If you are not in the library center,

your books are delivered by the express company and
returned by the same free of charge. The service in

places some distance from the center is monthly.

THE -BOOKLOVEWS LIB'RA'Ry-
HE average minister never succeeds in se-

T curing all the books he would like to read
at the time he would like to read them

;

and especially does one who has for any
time had access to the largest libraries,

where all the latest books are supplied
promptly, feel his loss when he is deprived
of them. A few ministers can buy every
book they need or desire to possess ; but a
very large number cannot, for it takes a
good-sized bank account to be able to do

that. The Book Lover's library comes as a boon to
those who have not access to libraries which can fur-
nish them the latest works, or who cannot or do not
care to purchase. It is of greatest benefit to one who
is building up his library, as it gives opportunity to
peruse a large number of books, and select from the
same what he would like to have upon his shelves.
The fee for membership is not large, and besides hav-
ing access to the best and latest literature, it permits
you to know just what you are buying. The Book Lov-
er's library was started in March, 1900, and has had
a phenomenal growth. It originated in Philadelphia,
but has extended to nearly all the larger cities of the
east and will soon be established in all the larger
cities of the west and south, the ultimate object being
to extend the service to every town in the United
States. The plan upon which it has been run is to
furnish members with the latest and best books—de-
liver them at their door—allowing them to keep them
as long as they wish, and collecting them when the

TO THE 'BOOK. LOVEH.
My Dear Friend

:

I am glad that my first letter to you will ask you to

read two books of an inspiring character. Their sub-

ject is "Faith," the most inspiring of all subjects, be-

cause the most inspired of alb human experiences.

The two books with such similar titles are

both by Congregational ministers. They have sig-

nalized the opening of the new century by drawing
attention to the fact of faith; by which is meant, of

course, Christian faith, for that is the only thoroughly

consistent and completely developed system of faith.

They find that our generation, far from being hostile

to, is really deeply committed to faith. As Dr. Gordon,
with strong philosophic grasp, repeatedly insists, the

faith that reasoned goodness is at the root and is the

heart of all history has more to say for itself today
than any other conceivable theory. This faith, as it

illumines the age—long processes of the past with a
glorious Presence and a supremely worthy purpose,
inspires men with new energy and limitless hope when
they turn themselves for action toward the future.

The presence of faith, thus intellectually triumphant
and morally impulsive, will naturally quench the dark
lantern of pessimism which some have used to guide
them through life as through a dreadful night. It

will put fresh oil into the lamps of the optimists who
await the coming of the Bridegroom with contented
and unanxious joy.

The method of Dr. Bradford is the simpler and
narrower. He takes for his starting point the doc-
trine of the universal fatherhood of God. This being
thoroughly established, it is used as the key to every
one of the great practical and doctrinal problems which
confront us today. In these chapters Dr. Bradford's
style seems to have ripened and clarified beyond any
degree of excellence attained in his previous works.
The reader is carried on as on a smooth-flowing stream
from which many a pleasant vista is seen. Dr. Brad-
ford knows how and when to be pointed and epigram-
matic, but recognizes that these adornments must not
be made the substance of a style. Even Bacon's es-
says, which can never become popular, are for oc-
casional eating, careful mastication and slow assimi-
lation. Dr. Bradford wishes to deliver a message, and
therefore clothes it in the bright and swift style which
will attract attention and open the heart.
One of the testing places for every book like this,

which would use one key for all problems, is its dis-
cussion of pessimism. For Dr. Bradford the solution
here is as easy as everywhere else. The immanence
of God and his Fatherhood give him the shortest and
best road to peace and hope. "Jesus teaches that life,

death, judgment, time, eternity, all men, all

things—everything is pervaded' by God." And
again, "a household in which the father
watches over his children, works for them,
serves them, sacrifices for them, dies for them, is the
world in miniature." (Page 94.) Far be it from us
to take away confidence in "that divine fatherhood.
But it is necessary to point out that, while Dr. Brad-
ford uses it as a major premise from which all his
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conclusions are deduced, it is itself a conclusion drawn

from other facts. And those other facts are not used

enough by our author. It appears to us as dangerous

to build a whole system upon the fatherhood as upon

the sovereignty of God. The dangers are different,

but they are real. And the method is in each case a

purely dogmatic process, which applies to the eternal

a title drawn from temporal relations, and which pro-

ceeds, from the application of that title to God, to

define what must be 'the relations of the eternal to the

process of time.

On the specific problem of pessimism, for

example, we feel that no discussion has gone to

the depths, which does not deal at close quarters with

the cross of Christ. No event in history is so calcu-

lated to destroy our faith in man and all our hopes

of his reaching up to the love of pure goodness. If

nothing happened after that crucifixion, then assuredly

in his grave all the high prospects of man are buried

forever. No wonder that men who reject

him drift into cynicism, which is the

attempt of despair to smile. But when we
find that in that cross another presence must

be seen, the presence of one to whom Jesus spoke from

that fearful tree, and of one who in three days raised

him from the dead, declaring him to be the Son of

God, then we see in the cross the cure, and the only

final cure, of the pessimist's cancer. The sacrifice of

Christ, the manifested and realized sorrow of God
himself, his proven sympathy and power, this alone

can justify a suffering world. For let us be sure that

when we think rigidly through to the end, our spirits

demand to believe not only that we shall be delivered

from our world's woe, but that God can justify the

existence of that woe. This deeper and most solemn
factor in the argument of the ages we miss from Dr.

Bradford's pleasant paragraphs.

Dr. Gordon's book takes a different line. It is his

conviction that the key to the deeper thinking of our
day is to be found in the "discovery of humanity,"
which, he maintains, is the chief glory of the nine-

teenth century. The fruit of that discovery the new
century shall garner. The argument comes from the

pen of a good scholar and a deep, original thinker.

The style promises to become a remarkable one. It

needs chastening. Dr. Gordon's wide reading, re-

tentive memory and remarkable power of seeing
analogies, tempt him to the sin of making too many
allusions. This must always spoil the literary quality

of a book. But Dr. Gordon has a richness of thought,
a wealth of vocabulary, an energy of argument and a
passionate conviction, which combine to make him a
remarkable writer. ' Some of his paragraphs sweep one
on as almost no contemporary writer can.

The principal chapters are entitled, "The Advent of
Humanity," "The New Appreciation of Christianity,"
"The Discipline of Doubt," "The Return of Doubt,"
"The Return of Faith," "The New Help from His-
tory." In all these there is much fresh, vigorous and
suggestive thinking. Dr. Gordon betrays his New
England atmosphere at times, in his passing, some-
times half-hearted, compliments to Unitarianism, and
in his tremendous onslaughts upon Calvinism. Each
is a bete noir to be dealt with in a different way. The
latter is crushed with a bludgeon, the former is petted
like a wayward child. Dr. Gordon's hatred of the one
is balanced by his smiling contempt for the other. For
Dr. Gordon knows history and shows that alike the
hyper-Calvanism of Edwards and the thin theories
of the Unitarians grew from the use of logic upon a

few theological theories, without the criticism and

insight and breadth of a wider knowledge of the his-

tory of philosophy, theologv and religion.

Dr. Gordon rightly lays much emphasis upon the

incarnation, but the absence of a deep grasp of the

meaning of the death of the Son of God is again sig-

nificant. Though Dr. Gordon believes in the God-

man, his book does not indicate that he has felt the

spell of that question which Anselm put and which the

literature of the* atonement attempts to answer, "Cuv
Deus Homo?"
One of the most delightful portions of this soul-

stirring book is the little essay in chapter 6 on "History

and Humor." It is fitting that a Scotchman should

have dealt with this as he does. He means to prove,

and does it, that humor "works through the annals of

the race, in favor of possessions that are precious to

the race." Would that many Americans, tempted by

Christian science and Dowieism and theosophy and
other humorous phases of contemporary "thought" ( !)

could read these pages and kill their temptation with

a healthy, hearty, human, God-inspired laugh. This is

one of the most practically valuable bits of writing

we have seen for a long time. Dr. Gordon should ex-

tend it—apply it to modern instances, and publish it

separately. The historical allusions in it might be
easily extended; but we cannot understand his omis-

sion of the book of Proverbs in his description of Old
Testament humor. Think of the place which the

"fool" occupies in those sayings, now playful, now
grim, now sardonic, now passionate. An allusion to

the first Quaker, with his laughable eccentricities

—

refusing for conscience' sake to doff his hat—would
have been in place.

Chicago, May 21, 1901. A Bookman.

"The New Epoch for Faith," by George A. Gordon,
Minister of the Old South Church, Boston. Boston
and New York. Houghton, Mifflin & Company.

"The Age of Faith," by A. H. Bradford, D. D., of
Montclair, N. J. Boston and New York. Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Company.

THE BOW OF VROMISE.
"1 do set my bow in the cloud."—Gen. ix. 13.

Yes, it is in the clouds that thou hast spanned the
gulf between earth and heaven. Nature can span
it in our sunshine ere we have learned the dark shade
of the soul's sin and sorrow. But when the shadows
appear within, it is in vain that the sunshine gleams
without. Nature has no bow for the clouds. It is

beautiful to the beautiful, it is joyful to the joyous,

but it has no bow for the clouds. It has no arch
of triumph to glitter through tears of sorrow, to tell

the eye of sorrow that earth is somewhere joined

to heaven. But thou art luminous where nature is

dark—in the clouds. Thy revelation is the world's

mystery; thine appearing is the world's cross. I

never see thee till the cloud has overshadowed from
my sight all the proud trophies of myself. My sense

of night is thy day. When I ask to build a tabernacle

to thee, in answer thou sendest me a cloud. I ac-

cept thine answer, Lord. I will not fear to enter into

the cloud. Thy bow is in it. Thy promise is in it.

The pledge of all possible promises is in it, for I

see in the midst of it one like unto the Son of Man,
and in companionship with him I shall have all

things.—Dr. Matheson.
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By Peter Ainslie.

*I was not disobedient unto the heavenly vision.

—

Acts 26: 19.

A few days ago I took up a New Testament which
belonged to one of the little girls in my church, whose
years reached a little beyond a dozen, and on the first

leaf was written in her own handwriting: "Please the

Lord first ; keep his commandments. Pray. Love."
Such was the simple exhortation, and it was a fitting

introduction to the study of the great book. This was
the life of Paul, who speaks the words of my text.

When he met Jesus on his way to Damascus, how
quickly came the question, "Lord, what wilt thou have
me to do?" He was seeking to please the Lord first.

Too frequently we make our pleasure first. It is all

wrong. Jesus himself said, "Seek ye first the kingdom
of God," and the first step toward God is faith, and
thus goes that familiar passage, "Without faith it is

impossible to please God." The pleasure of God is our
happiness, and there is no happiness without a realiza-

tion of our giving God some pleasure. It is the be-

ginning in the life of consecration. We come to some
difficulty and we worry. What must I do? We hesi-

tate. Then the question, What would please God most
in this matter? It will not be difficult to find the an-
swer and the result will be our own pleasure.

Right by the side of this is "keep his command-
ments," and Paul shouts out, "I was not disobedient."

Doing what God has told us to do secures God's pleas-

Tire. "If you love me, you will keep my command-
ments." That is an easy settlement. Has God com-
manded this to be done ? Do I love him ? Then I must
do. The conclusion is as simple as four and four make
eight. It applies to all things with which we have to

do. Everything can be settled by this simple rule.

Here is one who refuses to pay a debt that he knows
is fair and honest. God has said : "Owe no man any-
thing." Do you love God? and the bill is settled. An-
other is unforgiving. You know that God has com-
manded you to forgive if one sins against you four
hundred and ninety times. Then the simple question

;

is, Do you love God? All difficulties are removed
when we take God's plan of doing things. Keeping
his commandments is another way of saying walking
'in God's paths.

Then to pray and to love means victory here and
hereafter—pray continually is the apostle's exhortation
-and love personally and intensely. Paul saw and
heard. He first sought to please God. He was ready
to obey his commandments both in going immediately
into Damascus and forthwith getting up to be bap-
tized as soon as Ananias mentioned it. He was then
praying and from then till the sunset of his life he
"loved as few human hearts ever loved. Some people
are perhaps capable of loving very much more than
•others, but whatever may be our lack God is able to

supply. "My God is able to supply all your need."
Whatever God reveals to use in his blessed word, do
it. See Paul in his wonderful obedience ! He has been
conquered and his surrender is proven by his perfect

obedience. Is not this God's call to you and to me?

Let us then do with all our might what the Lord has
laid upon us to be done.

Blessed father, thou are good and gracious to for-
give and forget our sins. Oh, save us for Jesus' sake.
Amen.

'BltLE SCHOOL.
JES\J3? ATTEAHS &O PAVL.

Lesson X, June 9, 1901. Acts 22: 6-16.

Golden Text: I was not disobedient unto the
heavenly vision. Acts 26 : 19.

G. And it came to pass,
that, a s I made my jour-
ney, and was come nigh
unto Damascus about noon,
suddenly there shone from
heaven a great light round
about me.

7. And I fell unto the
ground, and heard a voice
saying unto me, Saul, Saul,
why persecutest thou me?

8. And I answered, Who
art thou, Lord? And he
said unto me, I am Jesus
of Nazareth, whom thou
persecutest.

9. And they that were
with me saw indeed the
light, and were afraid; but
they heard not the voice
of him that spake to me.

10. And I said, What shall
I do, Lord? And the Lord
said unto me,. Arise, and go
into, Damascus; and there it

shall be told thee of all

things which are appointed
for thee to do.

11. And when I could not
see for the glory of that

light, being led by the hand
of them that were with me,
I came into Damascus.
12. And one Ananias, a de-

vout man according to the
law, having a good report
of all the Jews which dwelt
there.

13. Came unto me, and
stood, and said unto me.
Brother Saul, receive thy
sight. And the same hour
I looked up upon him.

14. And he said, The God
of our fathers hath chosen
thee, that thou shouldest
know his will, and see that
Just One, and shouldest
hear the voice of his
mouth.

15. For thou shalt be his
witness unto all men of
what thou hast seen and
heard.

16. And now why tarriest
thou? arise, and be baptiz-
ed, and wash away thy
sins, calling on the name
of the Lord.

This is the golden text for the S. S lesson for June
•9, 1901.

A CHICAGO GEA.CHE7l'S JVOGES Off
&HE EESSOJf.

Ellas A. Long.

Time. Reckoned as May 23, A. D. 58; about 21

years after the Savior's crucifixion.

Name. In Hebrew it was Saul, in

Greek Paul.

Occasion. Paul is making a volun-

tary statement to an excited mob of

Jews and others in the outer court of

the temple, at Jerusalem. 21 : 26, 27.

On the false charge that he had pol-

luted the temple (21 : 28, 29) he had
been shamefully handled and beaten

(21 : 30, 32) until rescued by the Roman soldiers. Hav-
ing asked and gained permission to make a defense for

himself (21 : 37: Vs. 1) he does so in a dignified man-
ner, in the holy Hebrew tongue (Vs. 2) and thus at

once meets respectful attention. He begins his speech

by giving the soft answer that turneth away wrath
(Prov. 15: 1), lovingly calling his hearers "Men,
brethren and fathers" (Vs. 1.) Then he sets forth a

touching narrative of his life and conversion, laying

emphasis on his surpassing zeal as a persecutor, even

unto death (Vs. 4). He had stood precisely in the

position now occupied by themselves. He makes also

an appeal to the High Priest, at whose bidding the

expedition was made to confirm the truth of his storv.

(9: 1 J Vs. 5.)

The lesson is still on the great theme of Christ as

a risen savior. Last week we saw him as our high

priest in heaven interceding for us ; in this is shown
his work in the world changing the hearts and lives of

men and leading on the work of his kingdom. Let us

notice that the appearance of the ascended master to

Paul receives the emphasis of tliree different accounts

(Acts 9: 1, 22; 22: 6, 21 ; 26: 12, 21) as in the gos-
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pels there are repeated- records of our Lord's earthly

acts. The strongest argument for the Christian re-

ligion is its power to change the lives of the Pauls

among men, down through the ages.

Verse 6. Chief of Persecutors. "As I made journey." I

Paul chief of sinners (i Tim. 1 115) because the leader of fierce

persecution. His zeal was shown by this tedious journey, of

five or six days, the distance to Damascus being about 140
miles, to arrest, bind and take back to Jerusalem Christians

at Damascus. We may assume that on this long, slow jour-

ney the scenes of his victim Stephen's triumphant death, were
passing before his mind and that the voice within made itself

heard preparing his heart for meeting Jesus. * * * "Nigh
unto Damascus." Damascus the oldest city of the world.

Gen. 15 :2. Ananias and other disciples were there filled

with terror at the coming of this chief of persecutors. Acts
9:21. * * * "About noon." The broiling, oriental, midday
sun did not deter this fiery zealot. The time is mentioned to

show that there could have been no deception in what fol-

lowed. * * * "A great light" above the brightness of the sun

(26:13) ; the light of the glory of the Sun of Righteousness,

the Light of the World. Paul tells us in 1 Cor. 15:8 that he
saw Christ.

V. 7. The Vilie and Branches. "I fell unto the ground."
The great light caused the fall of himself and his companions.
26:13, 14. * * * "Heard a voice saying." The voice was in

Hebrew 26:14. It was the good shepherd's call to a lost sheep.

Matt. 18:12. * * * "Saul, Saul." The name is impressively

repeated. The tender remonstrance in the tone must have
been a first convincing of sin. * * * "Why persecutest thou
me." The question was not why persecutest thou my fol-

lowers as you thought you were doing, but "Me" the very
Messiah, whom the nation long had been waiting for; who
when he came unto his own, his own received him not (John
1:11). So every act of ours is for or against our Messiah.
Can any person give one good reason for fighting against

God? * * * "Me." Every blow struck at the branches is

a blow at the vine in which the branches abide. The branches
are a part of the vine. So we are a part of Christ. So Paul
became a part of Christ. Gal. 2:20. See Isa. 63:9; Matt.

25 =40, 45-

V. 8. Our Living Savior. "And I answered." Prostrate,

with face upturned the startled persecutor cries for light.

His ignorance at this stage is pathetic, and of which he per-
haps speaks in Romans 7:15. "That which I do I know not."

He was "exceedingly mad against them." 26:11. What he
had done he thought he ought to do. Acts 26 :g. He was fol-

lowing a mistaken notion, instead of the word of God, a com-
mon fault today. It is not enough to think we are doing
right (2 Cor. 3 :5) ; we must be certain. The word is our
guide. Psalm 119:105. .

* * * "Who art thou Lord"? Saul
must have recognized none other than Jehovah in that awful,
felling flash from heaven, but it still remained for him to

know that it could be Jesus of Nazareth. * * * "I am Jesus."
The one slain, buried, and ascended now a living person be-
yond the power of death. * * * "Jesus of Nazareth." While
Saul used the exalted term "Lord," the heavenly speaker sets

himself forth neither as the glorious Messiah pictured in

the Jewish mind as the fulfillment of the sacrifice and psalm
and prophecy, or as the Son of God divine, but as the humble
man of hated Nazareth, the horny-handed carpenter, the
lower of the common people, the friend of sinners. * * *

"Whom thou persecutest." Emphasis on thou. A home thrust
of the two edged sword of truth (Heb. 4:12) that pierced
Saul's' heart for days to come. How had he persecuted him?
By persecuting his followers ? How do we manifest our love
or hatred toward Jesus? By our love or hatred towards his

followers. It is now that Jesus added: "It is hard for thee
to kick against the goad" (26:14 R. V.).

V. 9. Hearing Shall Not Hear. "They that were with
me." People of the persecuting crusade. * * * "Saw and
were afraid." All fell in fear (26:14) as did the enemies of
Jesus when they sought to arrest him. John 18:6. * * *

"Heard not voice." Some see here a contradiction of Acts
9 :7, which says they heard the voice. In all interpretation of
language the ; rule is to take words for what they mean. Here
the obvious meaning is that they heard the sound, as in John
12:28,29, but not understandingly. They had not been ad-
dressed. We say of a public speaker "we cannot hear him,"
when we plainly hear but not understandingly. The case of
hearing and yet not hearing is not uncommon. Matt. 13:14.

"TDo we hear when we hear?

V. 10. Change of Masters. "What shall I do, Lord-"
Or according to Luke's account (Acts 6:9), "what wilt thoii

have me to do." Not now what will the high priest nave
Trie to do, but a new request for a commission. It is the nat^

ural question of a truly changed man. He is ready to do.
* * * "Arise and go." As a kingly savior and guide, having
all authority in heaven and earth, he speaks as a king to a
servant. * * * "Unto Damascus." Not back to Jerusalem but
keep right on, to the very place for which he was headed

;

and to the very people on whose destruction he was bent,

but now from them to receive loving, christian favors. Here
was a severe test of Paul's sincerity. As Peter must show
love to enemies, by beginning work among enemies in Jeru-
salem, so Paul must receive instructions from those to whom
he had been an enemy. * * * "It shall be told thee." Paul's
conversion dates from the moment he changed masters (Matt.
6:24), but knowledge must come to him, as always, step by
step. Here enters the human agency that figures in all con-
versions ; exalting every common Ananias to be a co-laborer
with God. Humble Andrew brings a Peter (Jno. 1:40, 41) ;

humble Ananias instructs a Paul. Possibly you and I may
have a part in influencing others who will be used of GoJ
far beyond our own ability.

V. 11. Damascus Is Reached. "I could not see." For
three days Paul was blind, which period was spent in fasting

(9:9) and prayer, (9:11). Thus by God's loving provision the
world was shut out and Saul is alone with him. So often
God graciously takes us from worldly occupations detaining
us by bodily ailments, that he may stop and think of our soul's

interests. God will be praised through all eternity for some
afflictions allowed. * * * "Being led by hand." What a pic-

ture of subjection. He indeed enters Damascus but instead
of the fiery persecutor to triumph in an enterprise by taking
prisoners, he himself becomes the helpless, humble prisoner
of the Lord.

V. 12. • he Human Helper. "One Ananias." An obscure
disciple of whom nothing is known except in connection with
this event. And yet in a few words there is sketched a like-

ness of his faithfulness under difficulties, which is most in-

spiring. It does make a difference to God what kind of helpers
he uses. (1) Ananias was timid (9:13, 14), belonging to that
small band of Damascus christians who had trembled at the
approach of this bloody persecutor (9:21). (2) He was
humble not being an apostle nor had he any pastoral office.

* * * (3) "A devout man." Ananias was holy and filled

with the spirit of Christ. * * * (4) "Good report of all the
Jews." A beautiful example of a disciple so gracious, so
filled with true Samaritan love that those possessed, as were
these Jews, of the bitterest, sectarian spirit, had naught but
good to say of him. Do we so live that those with different

ideas of creed and church have a good report of us ?

V. 13. Brotherly Love for Enemy. (5) "Came unto
me." In this verse we see other good qualities of faithful

Ananias, who was obedient : "He came * * * stood * * *

said." For notwithstanding the alarm of his brethren he went
directly where God led even to face the bloody Saul * * *

(6) "Brother Saul." Terrible as was the very name of Saul
to Damascus christians, he is met with the sweet greeting of
"brother." Ananias showed Christ's spirit of love. (7) Ana-
nias was helpful, he instructed and baptized Saul. 9:18. * * *

"I looked up upon him." Instead now of a raging persecutor
Ananias found in Saul one out of whom the devils of hate
had been «cast and clothed with a penitent, prayerful mind
(9:11) inquiring the way of truth (verse 10). So mountains
before us in the path of duty, are cast into the sea. Matt.
21 :22.

V. 14. God's Choice. "God of our fathers." Wisely
linking the new economy with the old. * * * "Hath chosen
thee." God chose Saul because Saul had now chosen God.
Verse 10. He might have refused Christ as the rich young
ruler, Judas and other had done. So today the seemingly
fickle Peter or the hateful-acting Paul in our classes may, if

we like Ananias are faithful, turn out to be God's great power
unto the salvation of souls, 1 Cor. 1:27, 28.

* * * "And saw and HeaTd Just One." The other apostles
had seen and heard the "Lord (1 John 1:1), and this, too, was
essential in the case -of Paul's special call to the apostleship.
1 Cor. 9:1 ; Gal. 1 :i. ,-, j

V.jj.5. The Changed Life. "Witness unto all men." . From
a bitterest gospel foe, conversion had changed this strong
man into art humble, self-denying slave of Christ constrained
by' 'cords of love. Before conversion, cruel ; afterward, the
tenderest ;pf men, and finally rnartyred under Nero. This
shows what a mighty Savior indeed is ours. * * * "Of what
has seen and heard." The final answer to the World's unbe-
lief must be the argument of experience in the changed life:

We too are to be a witnessing people (Acts 1:8), showing
others what God can do for them, by what he has done for us.

;

V., 16. God's Question, "Now why tarriest thou." The
great sense of unWorthihess w'hlch must have weighed upon
"ill Was' to be" 'no reason' for delay. "Now" is the accepted
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time for every one to arise and follow Jesus. * * * "Be bap-
tized." Proving his sincerity by a public profession of his

faith in Christ. He was to be baptized by an ordinary be-
liever, showing how official distinctions were wiped out. * * *

"And wash away thy sins." Indicating that water baptism
is the visible seal of the remission of sins. (Acts 2:38). It is

a token of our separation from the old life and of our union
in newness of life with Christ and his people. It likewise is

a type of our becoming inwardly pure. Is this what baptism
means to us? Saul immediately entered upon the work of
Christ by proclaiming Jesus as the Messiah, the Son of God.
9:20 R. V. In his first Corinthian letter (11 :i) he commands
others on this wise, "Be ye followers of me, even as I also
am of Christ." We can have no better watchword than this.

V'RAyE'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

\Z7*LIFTIJVC TOtOE'R OF CWRIST.

John 12: 32. References, John 3: 14-17; 8: 28-30.

How grateful we should be that there is one who
knows us far better than we know ourselves ! He
knows the frailty of our human form. He knows
the aspirations of our souls. Throughout all ages

past God has been very near unto man, for it is in

Him we move and live and have our being; and yet

man has been feeling out after him if haply he might
find Him. Here and there some noble soul would
attain to heights beyond ; whole nations would make
startling progress for a time along a certain line,

but there was no symmetrical development, so that in

the height of glory a marked decline became evident.

The world had enjoyed the^ instruction of great teach-

ers, but there was a lack of inner harmonization be-

tween their teaching and their personality. The
world needed some one, not only with the lever which
teaching afforded, but a place upon which to rest

the fulcrum, which only incarnate truth could sup-

ply. He who is armed only with knowledge, like

Paracelsus, goes forth to meet with the bitterest

disappointment. There must be a new motive and
a new force infused into society. There must be
some higher power, some diviner means than any
man himself had attained unto.

The great monarchs had attracted their subjects

to make of them vassals and slaves. Instead of lift-

ing them up, they had trodden them down. The
ruler must be exalted though thousands should
perish.

Ecce Homo-
In the midst of this world-strife we see Jesus. He

comes with an assurance that only oneness with

the Father could give. As he proclaims himself as

the attracting, uplifting and unifying power of man
he sees the cross with all its woe and shame. He is

to be lifted that the gaze of centuries might rest

upon him. To him it is not final defeat, but the surest

way to victory. The Jewish nation pronounced sen-

tence upon him, not knowing that at the same time

the whole race—nay, more, the world, was being
judged. "His death presents in a dramatic and a

compact form the very devotedness which is diffused

through every part of his life." He is more than a

martyr, more than a hero; he is a lover of the un-
lovely. He uplifts in his death because the very
heart of God was laid bare. Here the Father's love

was made conspicuous. "Sin was suspended harm-
less and dead : it has been absorbed, as it were, into

his person."

His was a complete human life ; freely exposed to

temptation. He had done what no other man had

ever done; withstood the prince of this world at

every point.

LcVe x>s. Force.

There is no outward compulsion. It is an inward
drawing. A divine wooing. Men may not be con-
vinced by argument addressed to the intellect, buc
love overpowers them and uplifts them. He is the

satisfying potion of the human soul. By his name,
by his claims, by his person, he uplifts. In him we
find a worthy object of choice and one upon whom
we can bestow our hearts' warmest affection. In him
the will of God is disclosed and made attractive. He
uplifts men in their individual ideals and attainments.

He makes it possible for one to live in a very large

degree above the petty cares of life, while they are

continually surrounded by them. He uplifts men
into right social relations, giving to the race a new
and abiding solidarity. Yet we can so insulate our-
selves that he cannot draw us. What is our attitude ?

Are our hearts open and receptive? Are we willing

for this divine dynamic to take hold of us? If we
would become a power for good in the world, let us

exalt him within our lives ; for he alone can give us

an influence which is abiding and eternal.

CH1USTIAJ* EJVVEAVOP^
Charles Blanchard.

HOW TO EJVTE71 CH'RIS&'S' FAMILY.
(Topic for June 9: Matt. 12: 46-50.)

There is in this the emphasis of the spiritual rela-

tions of those who compose Christ's household. While
Jesus recognized his earthly relations to his mother
and brethren, the time had come to put himself before

them and before the world, in the larger relations of

spiritual brotherhood.

Chrul J"iot Clannish.

It is just this fact of spiritual brotherhood which we
are slow to learn. Our modern sectarianism and de-

nominationalism are the outgrowth of the old clannish-

ness of our ancestors, in which, with all our boast of
freedom, we are not far behind. In fact, it seems to

me that clannishness is one of the marked character-

istics of this age. Do you ask for proof? The or-

ganization and constant multiplication of so-called

fraternities indicate the spirit of the age. It is of a
piece with the sectarianism of the churches. There is

little genuine fraternity. This is not pessimism, or, if

it is, we may as well confess the pitiful truth. There
is hope even in the midst of much confusion. Federa-
tion must follow, from dire necessity, if not from the

better and broader spirit of universal brotherhood. So
I regard fraternities and federations among various

classes as steps toward the better and broader brother-

hood—toward the "parliament of man, the federation

of the world." But it may hasten the coming of the

golden day, to recognize that it is yet a long way off.

Therefore we need to hasten.

Z5he tsrue 3or/j.

It will not be fleshly nor yet fraternal, but spiritual.

My objection to all fraternal societies, of whatever
name and order, is that they are not spiritual, but es-

sentially materialistic, and hence selfish. They are

simply anti-Christ, because the basis of all human
fraternities is the dollar. This is not disparaging any
good they may do, nor belittling the idea of brother-

hood and of benevolence. But they are insufficient be-

cause of the selfish basis. There is no salvation in

them for the individual nor for societv. This is the
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solemn truth for the hour. I am speaking this to En-

deavorers, because I know the attractions and distrac-

tions are strong, by reason of the mutual and social ap-

peals of the numerous fraternal orders of the day. It

is a touchy subject, perhaps, but the pulpit and the

religious press must dare to speak the unwelcome

word in loyalty to the larger interests of Christ's king-

dom.
XShe " Whosoe-Oer" of Lo-de.

"Whosoever shall do the will of my Father which

is in heaven, the same is my brother and sister, and

mother." This is the "whosoever" of love, of faith,

of devotion. It is spiritual, broad enough for all good

men and women—all families, fraternities. Not the

dollar, but the doing of the will of our Father
_
in

heaven, is the true basis of fellowship, of fraternity,

of freedom. Not creeds but deeds; not degrees, but

steadfast devotion to duty, in the delight of service,

unselfishly, unfailingly, is love's living way.

HOW TO STVVy THE EPISTLE
TO THE HE'B'REWS.

By I. J. Cahill.

Supplementary to the C. E. reading coures.

In Two Parts: Part Two.
5. &/>e Epistle Admits of Varying Analysis.

A simple way is to divide it into two sections, the

dogmatic (i. 1 io: 18) and the hortatory (x. 19

13: 25). Hard and fast lines cannot be drawn,
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for there are numerous exhortations in the first sec-

tion, and the purpose of the whole epistle is hortatory.

Yet the analysis is a fair one for the main teaching

is contained in the first section and the second is a

last mighty sweep of exhortation.

The theme is stated in the first four verses of the

first chapter : Christ is God's final and complete reve-

lation of himself to man; or, in other words, Chris-

tianity is the ultimate and perfect religion.

The new religion is superior to the old, both in the

agent by whom it is represented and in the nature of

the blessings it confers.

(a) The old was ordained by angels, but Christ

is greater than angels (chapters I and 2). He has a

better name than they. He is a Son ; they are min-
isters. The law was given by Moses, but Christ is

far above Moses (3 and 4).
Moses, indeed, was faithful in all God's house, but

faithful as a servant, whereas Christ is a Son.
The author regards the priesthood as the heart of

the old religion. In the priesthood also does the new
show its superiority. Indeed, this point is elaborated

and urged with great force (v. 8) . He is a priest

forever after the order of Melchizedek (v. 6), who,
being greater than Abraham (8: 4, 7), is therefore
also greater than the Levitical priests who have de-

scended' from Abraham (7: 9, 10). They were con-
secrated to the priesthood without an oath, but he
with a great oath (7: 21). They were subject to

death, and the priesthood passed from one to an-
other, but in his priesthood there is no succession,
for he is ever living (7: 23-25). The high priests

needed to offer sacrifices for their own sins before
they could offer sacrifices for the sins of the people,
but our High Priest is sinless (7: 26). The Mediator
of the new is greater than the mediators of the old

—

greater than angels, or Moses, or the priesthood.
(b) Its blessings also are better (ix. 10: 18).

The former high priest went into the holy of holies
but once in the year, a fitting custom, since the wav

into the holy place had not yet been made manifest

(9: 8) ; but Christ has entered into the holy place

once for all, since now the vail is rent and the way
is manifest. The old sacrifices could not make the

worshiper perfect (9 : 9) ; but Christ has offered his

own blood, a perfect sacrifice that brings eternal re-

demption (9: 12). His high-priestly ministry is not

in a mere symbolic holy place made with hands, but

in heaven itself (9 : 23, 24) ; he has to do not with

the symbol, but with the reality, not with earthly, but

with heavenly blessings.

E,jchorttaion to Steadfastness.

The first section has shown with overwhelming
force the superiority of the new covenant, and has al-

ready interwoven numerous and fervent exhortations

to steadfastness. It culminates in a statement of the

perfect remission of sins in Christ, and from this point

begins the great exhortation which forms the second

section: "Having (since there is perfect remission

of sins) boldness to enter into the holy place by the

blood of Jesus, let us draw near with a true heart in

fullness of faith." The tenth chapter closes by as-

suring these trembling disciples who fear to fall out

of the succession of the Old Testament worthies, that

"we are not of shrinking back unto perdition, but of

faith unto salvation." The inimitable eleventh chapter

is an array of those old heroes who were men of faith

—just as Christians are—so that by clinging to the

faith, and only so, shall they retain a place in the suc-

cession of these heroes of faith. In a masterly man-
ner the author makes use of the hortatory force of this

marshalling of the facts of history when he comes to

the climax of his appeal in verses eighteen to twenty-
nine of the twelfth chapter. To lead up to that climax
he urges on them (12: 1-13) that their experience
is the experience of the faithful of all time—patient

waiting through suffering for the recompense of re-

ward. They are thus in the line of succession from
Abraham, Moses and all the great servants of God
in olden time who form a great multitude of examples
(12: 1), whose heroism and patience they should
emulate. These hardships do not indicate that the

favor of the Father has been withdrawn from them

—

on the contrary they are to regard their sufferings as

the wholesome chastising of the Father, whose love
will bring them through this discipline into a par-
ticipation of his own holiness. This being the end de-

signed for the faithful, let them be careful to foster

a growth in holiness both in themselves and in others

(12: 14-17). It has been said above that verses
eighteen to twenty-nine of the twelfth chapter form
the climax of the author's appeal. In them he urges
that the very nature of the New Covenant should lead
them to persevere in the endeavor for holiness. The
old was earthly, sensuous and terrifying; the new is

spiritual and heavenly. It brings into fellowship with
angels and the spirits of just men and into communion
with God himself.

Therefore, rather than apostatize and go back to

the mountain of blackness and darkness and tempest,
let them receive with thankfulness the kingdom that
cannot be shaken.

6. If Hebrews were a treatise and not an epistle,

no doubt it would close with the twelfth chapter.
However, being a letter, the author takes advantage
of the opportunity to append some exhortations of a
general nature and some personal salutations, together
with such items of news as would be of interest to the
readers.

Dayton, Ohio.
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&HE QVIE& HOVR.
By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

JESVS ASCEJVDS IJVTO HEAVEJV.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]
"And it came to pass, while He blessed them, He was parted

from them, and carried up into Heaven."—Luke 24:51

Monday—LuKe 24, 4-4-53.

That day of the ascension Christ's prayers on earth

were ended: in the act of blessing his disciples, while

he lifted priestly hands in benediction, he was parted

from them.
But was this the last of his prayers? Are his lips

closed now, so far as the utterance of request and en-

treaty is concerned? No, no. He has taken up the

old activities again. He has gone into the heavenly

places as a Suppliant. The benediction of the ascen-

sion day simply marks the transition from one stage

of his life as Mediator to another.

If John and Thomas and Nathanael and Matthew
were comforted and strengthened when Jesus prayed

for them, how much I should rejoice to know that

he pleads for me before the throne!

I thank him that he has resumed his life of prayer

in that better world.

Uuesday—Acts 1, I'll.

From me, as from the Eleven, there may be the

withdrawal of the enjoyment of Christ's presence,

because I have to go out from the secret place to

speak and labor for him.

They had had Jesus with them hitherto. They
could sit by this Well of Love, as Samuel Rutherford

says, "and drink and sing, and sing and drink." Now
they were to travel forth into an unfriendly world,

to preach repentance and remission of sins in his

name. The happy days were over when they rested

at his feet. I, too, have my seasons of near commun-
ion, and I cannot dispense with them. But there is a

world lying in the wicked one, which demands my
witness-bearing and my toil. I must be apostle as

well as disciple, missionary as well as learner, servant

as well as friend.

But the men, who had bidden Christ farewell in one

sense, retained him always in another. He did not

leave them orphans ; he came to them, he was always

coming, in, the enlightenment and grace and power
of his holy spirit. And when I pass out of my king's

chamber, to carry on his warfare and to buttress his

throne, I must not imagine that the king himself

has forsaken me. Unseen, he is beside every soldier

in his army. Lo, he is with me all the days, even to

the end.

Wednesday—Acts 5, 24-32.

Do not let me mourn over the withdrawal of my
Lord's bodily presence. It is the beginning of his

heavenly reign.

From his throne on high, Jesus has wrought greater

miracles than he could accomplish here, those mira-

cles of grace which he achieves through the agency
of the Holy Ghost—secret, noiseless, loving, trans-

forming. Every conversion of a sinful heart is the

work of the exalted Christ. So is every revival of a

drooping and languishing church. So is the opening
of every new door into the regions beyond. In his

majesty he rides on prosperously.

It was good to have him in this world; it is bet-

ter to have him in the City of God. He can enrich

his people more effectually by his outward absence
than by his outward presence. He guides each move-
ment of the kingdom: he inspires each endeavor; his

hand is on the secret spring of each enterprise.

It is my blessedness that meantime he has gone
away.

^Thursday—John 14, 1-11.

There was a man who dreamed a dream. He
thought he stood at the gate of heaven, and saw an
army march up, bearing the banners of victory. He
asked who the soldiers were. "The goodly fellow-

ship of the prophets," he was told. And he sighed,
"I am not one of them." Then came another band,
robed in white ; and they were made welcome. "Who
are these?" he said. And the answer was, "The glor-

ious company of the apostles." "I am not among
them," he mourned. Nor could he go in with the
next troop, that of the noble army of martyrs ; he
had no right to wave their branches of palm. But, at

length, as he waited, he saw a larger host than any
of the rest. In front walked the woman who had
been forgiven much, and Zacchaeus, the grasping tax-

gatherer, and the robber who died on the cross. He
thought there would be no shouting over these. But
all the trumpets sounded for them on the other side.

And the angels said, "Those are sinners saved by
grace." And he cried, "Thanks be to God, I can go
in with them !" So he awoke, and his sleep was sweet
to him.

"I am the way," said Jesus ; "no one cometh unto
the Father but by me." Yes, but "him that cometh,"
let him be who he may, "I will in no wise cast out."

Friday—Ephesians 1. 15-23.

Jesus came to the river whose streams are icy cold.

It was part of his commission, it was involved in the

redeeming work he was fulfilling for me and for the

world, that he should make acquaintance with the
waters of death.

But it was only momentarily fatal, the chill which
came from the frosty and frowning stream. For
what followed? Resurrection, revival, ascension, do-
minion.

So I am glad for Christ's sake that he tasted death.

It was the commencement of his reign as Savior.

Today the crown of redemption glitters on his brow.
Today the government of his redeemed rests on his

shoulder.

And I am glad for my sake. His experience is the

pattern of the spiritual revival God gives me, 'ac-

cording to that working of the strength of his might
which he wrought in Christ." Yes, and it is the

prophecy of what is waiting for me in the future,

when I shall hear my Master's voice, and shall awake
to life and glory.

Saturday— Ephestans 4, I-IO.

Christ is ascended on high, say psalmist and apostle,

to lead captivity captive and give gifts unto men.
His is a universal beneficence. He passes from

country to country, from continent to continent ; and
he is everywhere at home. He has a message, a

bounty, a salvation, suited to all. He addresses himself

to what is most characteristic in our human nature,

and there is none who may not be redeemed and glad-

dened by him. Other religions have appealed to se-

lect sections of the community; but it is his glory

that he seeks the lost, to whatever class or land they

belong.

And yet his is a particular grace. He adapts him-
self to the circumstances and wants of each individual.

My sins, my difficulties, my needs, my battles, are

not the same as those of my neighbor; so his good
news means one thins: for that neighbor, and another
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thing for me. Jesus loses no humble heart in the

crowd. Jesus has received for me the gift I require.

I am thankful that he is king of all the earth, and
king no less of my unworthy soul.

Sunday—"Philippians 2. /-//

Every knee should bow to Christ. Every tongue
should confess him Lord.

I rejoice that the face of the world has already been
changed by him. I breathe a different atmosphere
from that of those who lived before Bethlehem and
Calvary. A new order has conquered the old—and
an order sweeter, nobler, holier, less selfish, more di-

vine. Hiems abiit, moestaque crux.

And I can see the blessed process in operation in

my own time. Before the light which his gospel

brings, and the life which it creates, and the love

which it fosters, the evil customs are fleeing discom-
fited. Peoples who were sunk as low as they could

be are stepping , forth, into liberty and dignity and
peace.

But how many victories my king of grace and glory

has still to win, even where his throne has been es-

tablished longest—victories over intemperance and
impurity, over class jealousy and the lust of gain,

over skepticism and indifference ! When I think of

them this is my consolation, this alone, that his re-

newing virtue is as potent and abundant as ever it has

been.

And I must help him to the hour when he shall be
crowned Lord of all—help him by prayers, by gifts,

by services, by showing the shining light.

OV3* TX/LTIT.
THE MESSAGE. OF THE MIJVIST'R^ OF

By Rev. Frank W. Gunsaulus, D. D., Pastor of Cen-
tral Church, Chicago.

"And the glory which thou gavest me I have given them
that they may be one, even as we are one."—John xvii., 22.

HIS is the method our Lord adopted in

T order that the church might be and re-

main after his death as the perpetual

witness unto a divine humanity.
The church of God on earth is the per-

petual testimony to the fact that of God's
fatherhood of man and man's essential

sonship unto God. Its holy business in

the world is to quicken and comfort the

sense-enslaved and world-bound sons of

God with the inspiring and liberating fact

of their essential sonship unto Jehovah. The church
is the body of Christ—the Christ in whose atone-
ment we cry: "Aba, father!"

This is the swift-flowing current of power in the

person and life of Christ. He came into the world
that men might be born, truly born again, born spir-

itually, born from above. The great doctrine in the

forefront of the church's creed is the doctrine of re-

generation—the new birth through Jesus Christ.

He comes to find men in darkness and in sin—the

man in the creature all hidden and inclosed. This
creature—all creatures are "Waiting for the mani-
festation of the sons of the sons of God." He comes
to rouse this unborn possibility, by and through the

Holy Spirit. He so gloriously and powerfully mani-
fests the perfect sonship of a man unto God, in his

own life, and, above all, in his death, indeed, he so

takes our humanity up to God and brings God's deity

down to us, in himself, that man is easily persuaded
that he is God's child, and the native man in the sin-

ning creatures rouses, comes forth, is born, at the
sight of the cross, on which God's fatherhood was
brought so near to man, and man's sonship was lifted

up in the deity of Jesus so close to God that every
eye may see it. It is the man's birthday—a day in

which all that makes him a man is delivered and
made possessed of the privilege and responsibilities

of divine life.

The church of Jesus Christ is, in these and in many
more ways, to be the birthplace of manhood. It is

the continual witness on earth of the fact that man is

God's child, that wrong and sin and ignorance and
the narrow world have no right to him, but that this

latent, Godlikeness, in which he was created, must
be touched and invited forth, that, as the apostle puts
it, the creature must wait for and at last must realize

the "manifestation of the sons of God."
The day of God's revelation of himself in human

beings as he revealed himself in Jesus will be the
day of unity among all men. When that day shall

dawn the visible church will be the embodiment of
the invisible ; the true and the good, and the Christ-

like shall be less divided and more united in every
work which shall bring the kingdom of God upon
earth. The sacred and the secular will be less sep-
arated and separable. The church will claim every
human soul as God's child. Before its unborn des-
tiny it will so keep the cross, in its resistless beauty
and grandeur, that the soul must burst forth, and'

the' man "be born. Ay, more, if will furnish an at-

mosphere in which every noble sentiment, every stal-

wart conviction of truth, every generous reform,,

every advancing impulse of goodness and faith shall

feel the mother's proud kiss of love and her smile of

benediction. Give us a manly religion ! Let us give
ourselves today to the great idea that the church
shall more and more become really God's church.
Then, surely, it will be the real church of humanity
—the birthplace of manhood.

THE CHEAT MASTER
"I am my own master !" cried a young man proud-

ly, when a friend tried to persuade him from an en-
terprise which he had on hand. "I am my own mas-
ter!"

"Did you ever consider what a responsible post
that is?" asked his friend.

"Responsible—is it?"

"A master must lay out the work which he Wants
done, and see that it is done right. He should try

to secure the best ends by the best means. He must
keep on the lookout against obstacles and accidents,,

and watch that everything goes straight, or else he
must fall." . , . .

"Well."
"To be master of yourself you have your con-

science to keep clear, your heart to cultivate, your
temper to govern, your will to direct and your judg-

ment to instruct. You are master over a hard lot,

and if you don't master them they will master you.'
r

"That is so," said: the young man.
"Now, I could undertake no such thing," said his

friend. "I should fail, sure, if I did. Saul wanted to
be his own master, and failed. Herod did. Judas
did. No man is fit for it. 'One is my Master, even
Christ.' I work under his direction. He is regular,

and where he is Master all goes right."
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| M I 'BOOKS... 1

"Christian Theology, A Concise and
Practical View of the Cardinal Doc-
trines and Institutions of Christiani-

ty," by Jonathan Weaver, D. D.,

Dayton, Ohio. United Brethren Pub-
lishing House, 1900. pp. 380. Price

$1.50.

The author of this volume is one of

the bishops of the Church of the

United Brethren in Christ, and has

aimed to give a somewhat popular

statement of his views of the current

themes of theology. The titles of the

various chapters will indicate what a

further examination of the book re-

veals, the standpoint of the writer, in-

cluding as they do the familiar themes
of the old dogmatic theology, such as

"The Existence and Attributes of

God," "The Divinity of Christ," "Hy-
postatic Union," "The Personality and
Deity of the Holy Ghost," "The Trin-

ity," "Man, His Origin and Fall," "The
Existence of Angels, "The Personal

Existence and Evil Influence of

Devils," "The Future State of the

Wicked," "Hell," etc. The treatment
is less an investigation of the teach-

ings of the Holy Scriptures than it is

the buttressing of a theological posi-

tion by the appeal to proof-texts, which
was the resource of the outgoing theol-

ogy as over against the attempt in

modern times to find out upon the basis

of an adequate Biblical criticism, and
Biblical theology, the real teachings of

the Bible. The book is rather an illus-

tration of an obsolescent theological

method than a contribution to present

day theological literature.

Among the many signs that point to

a great forward movement in soul win-
ning is the increased zeal in Bible

study.

No one can enter heartily and sym-
pathetically into the study of God's
word without being impressed with the

thought of personal responsibility for

the souls of men.
How many earnest pastors desire to

serve and to reach souls for Christ and
yet their aspirations are dissipated and
their energies are unutilized because
they feel that they have no aptitude
for evangelistic work?

Supt. R. A. Torrey of the Moody In-

stitute has anticipated this, and
through the publishing house of Flem-
ing H. Revell has recently brought out
a book, "How to Promote and Conduct
a Successful Revival." To the subject
matter is appended about seventy-five
suggestive outlines of evangelistic
sermons that when preached by some
of the most eminent soul winners of
the age have been owned and blessed
of God.

In the production of this book Mr.
Torrey has been ably assisted by some
of the greatest specialists in Christian
work.
One feature that is particularly re-

freshing Is the constant appeal to the
Scriptures and reliance upon the Gos-

pel as God's power unto salvation. All
things considered, it is the most com-
plete, helpful, healthful and suggestive
book we have seen on the subject.

Roland A. Nichols.

"An Highway There," by William
Campbell Scofield. Fleming H.
Revell Co., Chicago, 1901. pp. 418.
Price $1.25.

The author informs us in the preface
that the work is an application of the
prophecy regarding the simplicity and
plainness of the "Way of Holiness"
(Isa. 35). The book is divided into
chapters on "The Highway," "Ran-
som," "Growing," "Praying" and "Last
Things." It is full of excellent Chris-
tian truth, and while not striking, it

will be found profitable reading. It is,

however, an illustration of a total mis-
understanding of some texts. While
all the points made regarding the
highway are true, they are not taught
in the prophecy to which reference is
made in the title and throughout the
book. The statement is not that the
highway of holiness is so plain that
even fools cannot make a mistake, but
just the opposite, that no ravenous
beasts, nor mere travelers, nor fools,
shall go in that way, but it shall be
for the ransomed of the Lord. This is
very different teaching, though it is
certainly a fact that the Gospel high-
way is simple enough to be unmistak-
able.
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Scripture. The plan is that of investi-
gating the Scripture in order to find
the methods of its interpretation, de-
rived from comparative examination of
different passages in the light of the
total and general meaning of the Word
of God, and from such examination to
derive certain axioms or rules in ac-
cordance with which all interpretation
must proceed. The themes treated oc-
cupy twelve chapters dealing with such
subjects as the value of laws of inter-
pretation, axioms of Hermeneutics, the
meaning of words and expressions, the
use of parallel passages, figurative lan-
guage, poetry, prophecy, types, and the
interpretation of books, and the Bible
as a whole. One of the most interest-
ing chapters in the book is that on fig-
urative language, the comprehension
of whose characteristics is absolutely
essential to the interpretation of a
book so full of figures of speech as is
the Bible. One could have wished
that the treatment of this particular
subject might have been extended fur-
ther, but no doubt the purpose of the
book imposed limitations. The vol-
ume is not only valuable for use in the
class-room and in Bible classes, but
would be found of interest to all stu-
dents of the Scriptures, and might well
find its place in circles for Bible study,
in connection with the prayer meeting!
the Young People's Society, or family
devotions.

"The Everlasting Harmony, God Our
Father," by Rose Porter. Fleming
H. Revell Co., Chicago, pp. 120.
Price $1.

- A- book- of suggestive reflections on
the divine Fatherhood. Devotional in
character, and an excellent companion
for the quiet hour.
"The Lady of Nations," by Richard
Hayes McCartney. Fleming H. Revell
Co., Chicago, pp. 114. Price 10 cent^
This is an attempt to set forth in

meter a system of theology, based
upon the statement that "the blood-
bought, blood-washed believers in our
Lord can rest assured that all the
prophecies in the Old and New Testa-
ment not yet fulfilled, shall yet be ful-
filled in the most liberal manner, in the
most minute detail as recorded". "The
Lady of Nations" is the city of Baby-
lon, which the author supposes will be
rebuilt as the center of a world-wide
empire of evil, in opposition to the
Kingdom of God.

"Critique on Higher Criticism," by
George T. Smith, Winfield, Kan. In-
dustrial Free Press, pp. 323-48 Price
$1.25.

The author has gathered a large
amount of material from many sources
in this volume, and has discussed the
principal problems of Old Testament
criticism, with constant assertion of
the necessity for an unbiased and ju-
dicial view, but with strong leaning to
a conservative position on nearly all
points. The book cannot fail to be
informing and suggestive to that large
to more ambitious works on the sub-
ject. The general impression made is
that of a somewhat scrappy method
class of readers who have not access
of writing, but perhaps this was un-
avoidablejn view of the writer's pur-
pose, and the limitations which he set
himself. It is not free from errors of
form, and lacks a list of books which
would afford further information on
the subject.

"Princip'es of Interpretation," by Clin-
ton Lockhart, A. M., Ph. D. The
Christian Index Publishing Co., Des
Moines, la., 1901. pp. 288. Price'$l.
The volume here presented has grown

out of the class-room work of Profes-
sor Lockhart, who is professor of
Semitic and sacred literature in Drake
University. The volume is a treatise on
the "Laws of Interpretation," treated
as a science, derived inductively from
an exegesis of important passages of

"Cupid's Garden," by Ellen Thorny-
cloft Fowler, pp. 296; $1.50. D. Ap-
pleton & Co., New York.

The preface of this book is the best
of it. It is a really superior essav
on the art of writing short stories,
which, if it had been fully carried out
in the volume, would have made it

much more interesting than such col-
lections usually are.

Some of the stories are very inter-
esting, and all are written in the au-
thor's usual happy vein.
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General ^
J£ Church NeWs\1

The Christian News Department will be made a
prominent feature in The Christian Century. Our
aim will be p to give a comprehensive view of the

things which are deemed of vital interest. In the
collection of news we invite the co-operation of our
friends in all parts of the country. An indispensable

quality of these items will be brevity. A book worth
one dollar or upwards will be given each week to the

person sending in the best list of news items of gen-

eral interest for this department. The book offered

this week is Dr. Trumbull's Yale Lectures on the

Sunday-school, the regular price of which Is 82.

CHICAGO AJSfD VICIJilTy
Leavitt Street Congregational

Church, Sunday, May 19, raised $10,-

000 of its $13,000 debt.

Professor S. Ives Curtis of the Con-

gregational Theological Seminary has

gone again to Syria to complete inves-

tigations begun by him last summer.

The forty-third annual convention of

the Illinois State Sunday School Asso-

ciation is in session in the First Meth-

odist Church of Bloomington this

week.

Rev. Isaac W. Higgs, for two years

pastor of Trinity Congregational

Church, Seventy-first street and Nor-

mal avenue, has tendered his resigna-

tion to take effect June 1.

These officers for the year have been

chosen by the Presbyterian Ministers'

Association: President, Rev. Joseph

A. Vance; vice president, Rev. L. P.

Cain; secretary and treasurer, Rev. L.

A. Barrett.

"Why Be a Christian?" will be the

subject of an address to men by Rev.

J. W. Conley, D. D., of the First Bap-

tist Church of Oak Park at the Central

Y. M. C. A. Auditorium tomorrow at

4 o'clock.

President John Henry Barrows of

Oberlin College gave the fourth of his

series of lectures, this one on "Spir-

itual Worship," in Kent Theater, Uni-

versity of Chicago, last Sunday after-

noon.

Union services of the West Side and
Monroe Street Christian churches were
held at 1010 West Jackson boulevard.

Rev. Charles Clayton Morrison of the

Monroe Street Church preached.

The third annual rally of the Inter-

mediate Societies of Christian En-
deavor in the Chicago Union will be

held at 2:30 p. m. next Saturday in Re-
cital Hall, Auditorium. Representa-
tives from every Sunday school in the

city are expected to attend.

The Chicago Methodist Social Union
held a reception and banquet Thurs-
day evening, May 23, at the Park Ave-
nue Methodist Episcopal Church, Park
avenue and Robey street. Addresses
were delivered by D. D. Thompson, ed-

itor of the Northwestern Christian Ad-
vocate; Rev. C. C. Stratton, Col. Henry
L. Turner and others.

The principal officers of the Illinois

Woman's Home Missionary Union
(Congregational) are from this neigh-
borhood: President, Mrs. Sydney
Strong, Oak Park; corresponding sec-

retary, Mrs. A. O. Whitcomb, Chicago;

recording secretary, Miss Belle Pres-

ton, Hinsdale; treasurer, Mrs. Mary
Booth, Chicago; auditor, Mrs. H. W.
Chester, Chicago.

At the Forty-first Street Presbyte-

rian Church, Grand boulevard and
Forty-first street, last Sunday evening,

a union service for men was held un-

der the auspices of the young men's

Bible classes of the Presbyterian

churches, of Chicago. Cleland B. Mc-
Afee, president of Park College, ad-

dressed the meeting.

By unanimous vote the official board

of the Ravenswood Methodist Church
has granted its pastor, Rev. W. E. Til-

roe, a three months' vacation. It will

be spent traveling with friends in

England and on the continent. The
fifth year of a successful pastorate is

closing with the church in excellent

condition and with bright promise for

the future.

Marshall Field has given to the Chi-

cago Home for - Incurables ten lots in

Greenwood avenue, northwest corner

of Fifty-sixth street. The land adjoins

the ground now occupied by the home,
and the acquisition of it gives the

trustees almost an entire block. It is

understood that plans for the enlarge-

ment of the home are being consid-

ered.

The Woman's Society for Foreign
Missions in Chicago Presbytery cel-

ebrated its silver anniversary May 9 in

the Fullerton Avenue Church. The
treasurer reported the receipts during
the year $17,641. In the quarter cen-

tury the society has raised $347,470,

not including the contingent fund. The
young people's societies contributed
over $2,200 last year.

A vacation exchange of two minis-
ters in congregations separated by the

breadth of the ocean is unusual. Such
an exchange has been planned and will

be carried out by Rev. Robert Ander-
son, M. A., of Castlewellan, County
Down, Ireland, and Rev. David Creigh-
ton of Christ Presbyterian Church,
Chicago. The exchange embraces the
manse as well as the pulpit, and cov-
ers the period of four months.

The fiftieth anniversary of Grace
Episcopal Church was celebrated May
19. Bishop McLaren made an address
and Dr. Clinton Locke, the rector for

thirty-six years, preached the sermon.
It was the first time since he retired

from active duty six years ago that he
has been heard from his old pulpit;

he has been suffering from a chronic
and aggravated throat affection. Rev.
E. M. Stires, the present rector, con-
ducted the service.

Following are the officers elected last

week at the annual meeting of the
Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
of the Chicago Presbytery: President,
Mrs. A. L. M. Trowbridge; recording
secretary, Mrs. S. A. Sterne; secretary
of literature, Miss Helen A. Dounan;
corresponding secretary, Mrs. G. R.
Pike; secretary of young people's work,
Miss Helen Thomson; treasurer, Mrs.

Capron; field secrettary, E. B. McCus-
key.

The heirs of the late J. M. Williams
of Evanston have agreed to give Pro-
fessor Taylor $12,000 for the comple-
tion of the residence part of the Com-
mons, provided $8,000 given by Mr.
Williams during his lifetime, and used
in the erection of the church wing, be
released and put into the front now to

be erected and named the Williams
Residence Hall. The new building

will be forty feet square, five stories

high and contain settlement quarters

for twelve or fifteen people, reception-

rooms and an office.

The reported gifts to Home Missions

in the Chicago Presbytery, $44,122, fall

$8,650 below last year's record, and the

Foreign Missions offering, $32,398, is

also short $3,^60. The largest amount
for any one board is that accredited

. to Chicago Aid, $110,033, which in-

cludes the twentieth century offering,

made special to Lake Forest Univer-
sity. The grand aggregate of outlay

for all purposes, including these gifts,

is $622,828, against $575,693 reported

last year, a net gain of $47,135.

Of special interest to ministers is the

announcement of three conferences on
practical religious work, to be held at

the University of Chicago the after-

noons of June 19, 20 and 21. The sub-

jects of these are "Revivals," "Prayer
Meetings," and ' me Sunday School."

The speakers in these conferences will

be well-known pastors in Chicago and
other cities. The celebration of the

decennial of the University of Chicago
the same week will bring together a
large number of alumni of the Divin-
ity School as well as other depart-

ments.

For the year closing April 1, Chicago
Presbytery lost by death 233 church
members, and by other causes 1,813,

gaining 1,559 on confession and 1,443

by letter. The disbanding of the Fifth
and Sixtieth street churches added to

the reported loss, as less than half

of the 260 members in these have yet
found homes in other Presbyterian
churches. In the place of these two
now appear the Garfield Boulevard
Church with 98, and Hope and Joliet,

with 102 members. The Sunday-school
total of 27,667 is 250 less than last year.

Of the 87 churches, 66 have setttled

pastors and 19 are regularly supplied,

leaving only two to be reported as real-

ly vacant.

The Chicago Theological Seminary
(Congregational) graduated twenty-five
young men this year. The Alumni In-

stitute occupied three days and proved
very profitable. In an address on New
Wine in Old Bottles Rev. Fred Staff

raised the question of the right of a
minister to use words which mean one
thing to the average hearer and an-
other to the speaker, and illustrated

his meaning by reference to the doc-
trine of inspiration, sin and the atone-
ment. The most attractive feature of
the three days were the lectures on
English Congregationalism, by Dr.
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Alexander Mackennal of England. Dr.

J. H. George of Montreal was chosen
president of the seminary.

The Chicago Federation of Religious

Workers has been permanently organ-
ized. Its objects are the establishment
of a bureau of information concerning
the religious and social forces of the
city and the laws and ordinances relat-

ing thereto, and the promotion of com-
bined efforts for the general good, ir-

respective of church organization. Prof.

Graham Taylor is chairman of the
committee in charge, which includes
the names of Rev. Drs. J. A. Rond-
thaler, J. R. Grosser and W. P. Merrill,

Bishop Fallows, Prof. Henderson, W.
N. Slater, Revs. R. A. White, L. B.

Mercer and David Beaton and other
prominent workers in the cause of re-

ligion and good morals in Chicago. The
secretary is H. F. Ward, 4648 Marsh-
field avenue.

Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus preached at
Central Church Sunday morning, May
19, on "American Womanhood," the
death of Mrs. Lyman J. Gage and the
illness of Mrs. McKinley having occa-
sioned the sermon. Dr. Gunsaulus took
for his text verses 11 and 12 o* Mat-
thew xxv. He said, among other
things: "In a sense, differences found-
ed in sex have departed in fact, as they
have in legislation and society. There
is the deepest possible significance in
the old statement of primitive Chris-
tianity. 'There is neither man nor
woman in Christ Jesus.' That means
this: In those realms of life where
God fills our human nature with him-
self and makes it great, there is no
such thing as sex."

The First Congregational Church,
corner of Ann and Washington streets,
has been holding a series of services in
commemoration of its semi-centennial.
On Sunday, May 26, Prof. Chamberlain,
the acting pastor, read the twenty-fifth
anniversary sermon of the Rev. E. P.
Goodwin, who resigned last summer
after a pastorate of over thirty-two
years and whose death occurred a few
months ago. The daughters of this
mother church—Covenant, Warren
Avenue, Grace and the Tabernacle-
united in a fellowship service with her
on Sunday afternoon. A rally of Con-
gregationalists of Chicago and vicin-
ity was held on Monday evening in
connection with the gathering of the
Congregational Club.

The eighth annual May festival con-
cert under the auspices of the Cook
County Sunday School Association was
given at the Auditorium Friday even-
ing, May 24. The principal feature was
a chorus of 1,000 young women from
the Sunday schools of Chicago and vi-
cinity. The program included "How
Lovely Are the Messengers," from St.
Paul"; "Grand March," from "Tann-
hauser"; "The Lost Chord," by Arthur
Sullivan, and other works of high mu-
sical character. Interest centered in
a new cantata written by Miss Bertha
Frances of the Hyde Park High School.
The work is entitled "The Passing of

the Swan." The concert, as in former
years, was under the direction of H.
W. Fairbank.

Among Christian Endeavorers there
will be several rallies during the lat-

ter part of May and the early part
of June. That of the North division

was held May 21 at the Fullerton Ave-
nue Presbyterian Church. The "Q" di-

vision will rally May 31 at Downers
Grove, while the Englewood division

the same evening will hold its annual
reception at the Emerald Avenue Pres-

byterian Church; an orchestra will fur-

nish the music. Saturday, May 25, the

Northwestern Juniors held a rally at

Norwood Park, and the Hyde Park Ju-
niors are arranging a similar division

meeting in June. June 8 the general
annual Junior rally will be held in the

Association Auditorium at 2:30 p. m.,

under the direction of the city junior

superintendent, Miss Anita Earle.

The open lectures for the summer
quarter at the University of Chicago
promise to be of exceptional interest

and importance to Chicago ministers.

The first course on the Crane founda-
tion will be given by Prof. Maxime
Kovalevsky upon "Russian Institu-

tions." President Harper will give a
course of six lectures on "The Pro-
phetic, Priestly and Wisdom Elements
of the Old Testament." Chancellor E.

B. Andrews of -the University of Ne-
braska will give twenty lectures upon
"Practical Ethics." Dr. Marcus Dods
of New College, Edinburgh, will de-

liver a course of ten lectures on "The
Teachings of Paul," Prof. Shailer Mat-
thews six on "The Social Teachings of

the Apostles" and Prof. H. L. Willett
two courses of lectures of six each
upon "Phases of the Psalter" and
"Studies in Apocalyptic Literature."

Adt)entut—S,

et)enth "Day-
At the recent general conference it

was decided to remove the college at

Battle Creek, Mich., to South Haven.
The twenty-fifth commencement of the
college occurred May 20, when a large

class graduated.

"Baptist.

The Rev. J. W. Carr, for the last

fourteen years pastor of the Second
Baptist Church, Indianapolis, Ind., the

largest colored congregation in the
city, has accepted the pastorate of the
First Baptist Church at Savannah, Ga.,

which has a membership of 4,750 per-
sons, and the largest colored congrega-
tion in the country. The call comes as
the result of a recent visit to Savannah
during which over 200 persons were
added to this church in a series of
meetings. About $50,000 has been
raised by Mr. Carr during his pastorate
of the Second Baptist Church. He has
increased the membership to 1,800 per-
sons.

The annual meeting of the Minneap-
olis Association was held at North-
field, Minn., May 10 and 11. A very
able address was delivered by Rev.
W. B. Riley on "The Evangelization

of the World in this Generation." The
association, representing 4,5u0 Bap-
tists, expressed its disapproval of the
"so-called Faribault plan of education"
in the Philippine islands as being un-
American, un-Christian and unconsti-
tutional, and respectfully urged Presi-

dent McKinley to veto this or similar
legislation. The association heartily

approved of the act of Congress which
discontinues the use of the army can-
iten. Addresses were made on "Our
Churches in Their Relation to Philan-
thropic Movements and Civic Re-
forms," "The Missionary Spirit," "The
new Age and the Men It Needs" and
"Religion; an Inward Life."

The Women's National Baptist Home
Missionary Society held its annual
meeting in New York City May 18.

Mrs. J. N. Crouse of Cnicago, presi-

dent of the national organization, stat-

ed that there are at present loa mis-
sionaries in 34 states and territories

supported by the society; these are em-
ployed among Europeans, Asiatics, In-

dians, Jews and negroes. The latest

station to be opened is in Cuba, where
there are three teachers one oi wnom
is suported by the young women of
the Baptist church, ine • Onuy uaua,

"

with its 4,817 enrolled members, pays
the expenses of a kindergarten among
the Chinese of San Francisco, and one
in Mexico. There are 2,807 auxiliaries.

During the 24 years of existence of the
national society $1,034,103 has been
raised, $69,796 of the amount being last

year's income.
The May anniversaries of the Baptist

organizations are being held at Spring-
field Mass.

The past year has been one of great
prosperity for the Southern Baptist
Church. It has increased largely in

membership, has built many new edi-

fices, improved many old ones, and ex-
tended both its domestic and foreign
work very largely. For foreign mis-
sion work $156,000 was raised, an in-

crease of $1«,000 over the fund
for the previous year. The committee
on missions has asked for $200,000 with
which to push its work in Cuba, and
it will undoubtedly be provided. The
convention just held sent $3,000 to the
Jacksonville sufferers.

The Glenn's Creek Baptist Church,
five miles west of Versailles, Ky., cele-

brated its centennial anniversary Sun-
day, May 19, with appropriate cere-
monies. The centennial sermon was
delivered by Dr. J. R. Sampey of the
Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary. Louisville.

Congregational.
Seven men were graduated from Ob-

erlin Theological 'Seminary, May 9, of
whom one goes to South Africa, one to
a Hungarian church in Connecticut and
one to A. M. A. work in the south.
Rev. Dr. Edwin B. Webb died at Wel-

lesley. Mass., May 20. He has held the
offices of chairman of the prudential
committee of the American Board,
president of the trustees of Hartford
Theological Seminary and member of
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the executive committee of the Con-
gregational Home Missionary Society.

Miss Abbie G. Chapin, one of the

American Board missionaries in Chi-

na, has received a medal from the

British government for hospital serv-

ices rendered during the siege of Pe-

kin.

The Ohio State Association took for

its topic "The Gospel of Jesus Christ

in the Twentieth Century." Dr. Glad-

den spoke on "The Gospel to Non-
Church Goers—What It Ought To Be
Shown To Mean." Dr. Tenney took for

his subject "Ohio's Place in the Work
of the New Century."

President Franklin Carter of Wil-

liams College has resigned on account

of his health. He has held the office

for twenty years. His presidency has

been a successful one. Several fine

buildings have been secured during his

administration. He has steadfastly

held to the idea that the college is a
place for laying broad foundations

rather than teaching specialties.

Compton Hill Church, St. Louis, has

a remarkable work going on amongst
the pupils of its Sunday-school, which
the pastor, Rev. W. W. Newell, attrib-

utes in part to stereopticon services on
the Life of Christ, on Sunday even-

ings, closing with the resurrection and
ascension";" 200 pupils have signed cards

expressing their desire to lead a Chris-

tian life, and wish to unite with the

church. An analysis of these cards

shows that there is an increase in the

number each year from 9 to 12 years

old, and then a decrease each year from
12 to 18 years old. This Sunday-school
had an attendance of 419 on Easter
Sunday. Hyde Park came next with
415. Olive Branch took the lead in ad-

ditions to the' church, receiving. 17 by
confesssion and 2 by letter.

Dr. Lyman Abbott preached the ser-

mon at the Diamond Jubilee of the

Congregational Home Missionary re-

ferred to in our last issue. The num-
ber of missionaries under the society

last year was 1,863, employed in 46

states and territories. Sunday-school
and Bible-class scholars in organiza-
tions under .Hie society's care, 147,274;

new schools organized, 183; additions

to the churches, 8,115; 5,113 on confes-

sion. The society began the year with
a debt of $108,544, which has been re-

duced to $63,698. Receipts by auxiliary

societies, $203,731; total receipts for

Home Missions by national and auxil-

iary societies, $538,986.

The semi-centennial of Hanover
Street church, Milwaukee, was cele-

brated May 19, and the pastor, Rev. H.
H. Jacobs, was formally installed May
20.

Congregational churches in Indiana
number sixty-one, with a membership
of 6,000; Y. P. S. C. E. membership,
1,400. There are 6,000 scholars in the
Sunday schools.

The General Association of the
churches in Massachusetts held its

ninety-ninth annual meeting at An-

dover, May 21-23, taking for its theme

of thought and discussion "The Church

at the Dawn of the New Century."

"The Opening of the Bible," "Modern
English Versions of the Scriptures,"

"Our Missionary Problems," "The
Preaching for the Times," "The Enlist-

ment of Men," "The Church's Care of

Its Young People," and "The Modern
Prayer Meeting" were some of the sub-

topics.

The benevolent contributions of Il-

linois Congregationalists as reported

at the State Association meeting at

Galesburg, showed a gain, the total be-

ing $131,391.

The fifty-eighth annual meeting of

the Illinois association opened with a

banquet, 300 being seated. The leading

address the first evening was by Rev.

Nehemiah Boynton, D. D., on "Nation-

al Conquest." Prof. Wm. Douglas Mac-

kenzie spoke on Wednesday on "The
Theology of the Conquering Church,"

and Prof. Graham Taylor on "Her
Sociology," Prof. E. T. Harper of Chi-

cago Theological Seminary spoke on

"Better Teaching in the Sunday
School," and Mr. E. H. Duff on "The
Spiritual Training in the Sunday
School."

At the General Congregational As-

sociation of Illinois held last week in

Galesburg, the . central idea was the

Conquering Church. This idea ran

through all the program, giving to it

unity and cumulative power. Begin-

ning with conquests in Illinois, the

range of thought expanded to national

conquests, and from that to world-wide

conquests. In a survey of home mis-

sion work the unconquered elements

were discussed, and an entire session

was given to a discussion of the liquor

traffic as one of the chief organized

.forces opposed to the church. The
subject of the theology of the conquer-
ing church was presented by Prof. H.

D. Mackenzie, while Prof. Graham
Taylor spoke of its sociology. The So-

ciety secretaries emphasized the mis-

sionary function of the church, and in

a series of interesting addresses pres-

ent day organized religion was discuss-

ed in studies of the prayer meeting,

Christian Endeavor societies, the fed-

eration of benevolent societies, the

Deaconess movement, and the Sunday
school. Special interest was mani-
fested in the securing of better meth-
ods of teaching in the Sunday school.

It is evident that we are on the eve of

great changes in this department of

Christian work. There is a loud de-

mand for text books in the place of

the present Imperial lesson leaves.

There is also a demand for improved
pedagogical methods in harmony with
the new psychology, and with the ad-

vanced ideas which obtain in connec-
tion with our public school system.

The Central Congregational church,
in which the state association was
held, is a handsome cathedral-like

building, and has all the latest ap-
pointments for Christian work. It is

moving steadily forward under the
leadership of its present pastor, Rev.

KH>JVEy AJ*T> 'BLA'D'DE'R.
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A Sample "Bottle Sent Free
by Mail.

Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the won-
derful new discovery in medical

science, fulfills every wish in promptly

curing kidney, bladder and uric acid

troubles, rheumatism and pain in the

back. It corrects inability to hold

water and scalding pain in passing it,

or bad effects following use of liquor,

wine or beer, and overcomes that un-

pleasant necessity of being compelled

to go often during the day and to get

up many times during the night. The
mild and the extraordinary effect of

Swamp-Root is soon realized. It stands

the highest for its wonderful cures of

the most distressing cases.

Swamp-Root is not recommended for

everything, but if you have kidney,

liver, bladder or uric acid trouble

you will find it just the remeay you

need.

If you need a medicine you should

have the best. Sold by druggists in

fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes. You
may have a sample bottle of this won-

derful new discovery and a book that

tens all about it and its great cures,

both sent absolutely free by mail. Ad-

dress Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,

N. Y. When writing, mention that you

read this generous offer in the Chicago

Christian Century.

Clarence A. Vincent, D. D. Its present

membership in 800.

The Illinois Congregational State As-

sociation was organized at Farmington

in 1844 by nine ministers and delegates

from five churches. At present it num-
bers 359 churches, with 49,852 church

members. Its benevolent contributions

amount to $130,000 annually.

Uhe Disciples.

The Church of Christ at Canton, 111.,

celebrated its tenth anniversary on

May 19. The present membership is

about 400.

The convention of the Central dis-

trict of Iowa will be held at Pleasant-

ville, May 27-29.

In order to reach the $200,000 mark
by September 30, a gain of $15,000 for

the receipts of the Foreign Society

must be made in the next four months.

The twenty-seventh annual meeting of

the South Kentucky Christian .Mission-

ary and Sunday School Association will

be held at Owensboro May 28-30.

Rev. Charles S. Earley has resigned

the pastorate of the Central Christian

church at Pueb'.o, Col., to enter the

University of Chicago. The church

has paid the debt which has hung over

it for several years and is in a prosper-

ous condition. There have been addi-

tions every Sunday recently.

The Church of Christ at Gillespie,

111., was dedicated May 19, by Rev.

George F. Hall. A large audience was
present and more than enough money
was raised. There were five additions
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to the church on dedication day. The
work is prospering under the able

ministrations of Rev. John G. M. Lut-

tenberger.

The Church Extension Board receiv-

ed some large gifts last month: $5,000

from the estate of John W. Cassell of

Hopedale, O.; $1,347.69 from the estate

of Dr. Gerou'd of Cleveland and an

annuity of $3,000 from Nicholas J.

Wirebaugh of Prairie Depot, O. The
total receipts for April were nearly

$10,000, a gain of more than $1,600 over

last year. The total amount of the

Extension Fund, on May 1, was $292,-

754.71.

The union church of the Christian

and Baptist congregations at Dixie,

Mo., was dedicated May 19. Fully 2,000

people were present and about $800

was raised, this being the entire

amount remaining due.

A two weeks' meeting at Clarkville,

Mo., resulted in fifty-nine additions

to the church there.

Add-Ran University is the only in-

stitution in Texas that is owned and
controlled by the Disciples of Christ.

It is situated just out of the limits of

Waco. It has two brick buildings. The
main building is one of the finest and
largest school buildings in the south.

It cost about $120,000. The second
building is the "Ladies' Home."

The annual convention of the South-
ern Illinois Ministerial Association will

be held in Cairo, July 22-26. The en-

tire convention will be devoted to an
examination of the following ques-

tions: "The fundamental principles

upon which New Testament restora-

tion is attempted; Is it a practicable

work? Are its ideas new? Is a re-

statement needed? Can there be prog-
ress in using them?" "In what sense
is the Bible our creed more than that

of other bodies, and how does our
practice differ from that of others in

regard to the use of the creed?" "What
is the meaning, scope and application

of 'Where the Bible speaks we speak,
where the Bible is silent we are si-

lent'?" "What should be our relation

to other religious bodies? To what ex-

tent can we work with them?"

Cotner University aims to secure

during 1901-1902, "$25,000 endowment
and 350 students." The raising of en-

dowment is being pushed by two
plans: Endowment Notes, for a term
of years, bearing interest, which will

go in the end to the permanent en-

dowment, and Endowment Pledges, the
interest on which is to be paid for an
indefinite term of years unless the
p'edge is recalled by the subscriber.

In the last fortnight over $3,000 has
been pledged by these two methods.
This has been on the whole a prosper-
ous year for Cotner. The new Dental
Department opened last year has pros-

pered and this year is organized as one
of the independent colleges of the
University. Kushi KumamotO, its first

graduate, returns to his native country,
Japan, to practice bis profession. The
Medical college more than doubled its

enrollment this year and sent out

twelve graduates. The total enroll-

ment of the University for the year in

a 1 departments has been 230, an in-

crease of 35 per cent over last year.

Ihe annual convention of the Ohio
Christian Missionary Society was held

last week at Akron, enjoying the hos-

pitality of the High Street church and
its pastor, J. G. Slayter. In this hospi-

tality the Second, Third and Fourth
churches shared, and their pastors, G.

W. Moore, Luther Moore, and W. D.

Van Vooris assisted. The report of the
active and successful corresponding
secretary, S. H. Bartlett, showed sub-
stantial progress in the work of evan-
gelization in Ohio during the past

year. The missionary enterprises were
never so prosperous in that state, and
the outlook never so hopeful. The con-
vention was the largest in the history
of the society. C. W. Huffer was the
efficient president and on the pro-
gram appeared among others the
names of J. M. Van Horn, L. G. Bat-
man, J. E. Pounds, W. A. Harp, Mrs.
Susie Rijnhart, Mrs. Mary Graybiel, T.

W. Pinkerton and Herbert L. Willett.

The convention goes next year to Co-
lumbus.

Episcopal.
Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart of the Berk-

eley Divinity School at Middletown,
Conn., was elected to the professorship
of pastoral theology of the General
Theological Seminary in New York
city, May 21, at the annual meeting of

tht Board of Trustees.

A special session of the synod of the
diocese of Springfield, 111., has been
called to meet at St. Paul's pro-cathed-
ral, Springfield, June 25, to decide upon
a division of the diocese into the set-

ting off a missionary diocese.

Ground was broken for the new ca-

thedral, at the corner of Euclid avenue
and Perry street, Cleveland, O., May 21.

Rev. Frederick W. Taylor, D. D., of

Springfield, 111., has been elected coad-
jutor for Bishop Burgess of the diocese

of Quincy. He has been rector of St.

Paul's, Springneld, for the last thirteen

years.

Rev. Cosmo Gordon Lang, the son

of Principal Marshall Lang, of the

University of Aberdeen, in his thirty-

seventh year, has been chosen to suc-

ceed Bishop Ingram as Canon of St.

Paul's and Bishop of Stepney, East
London. He has lately published a

volume upon "The Miracles of Christ,"

which has attracted deserved and fav-

orable comment. From his entrance

into the church of England Mr. Lang
was a marked man, and young as he is

he w s one of those invited to take

part in the late conference at Oxford
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between churchmen and non-conform-
ists upon the priesthood and sacra-

ments, which conference was promoted
by Dr. Sanday.

Friends,
The yearly meeting was held in Phil-

adelphia May 14-15. Much satisfaction

was expressed with the report of the

incorporated trustees and their man-
agement of the large amount of money
entrusted to them. The various edu-

cational funds are all in nourishing

condition.

Lutheran.
The fortieth biennial convention of

the general synod is being held in De?,

Moines, la., opening May 29 and con-

tinuing ten days. The membership of

the Lutheran church has grown rapidly

in the United States during recent

years by reason of the large immigra-
tion from Germany and the Scandina-
vian countries, bringing this church up
to a position ranking thirci in strength

among the Protestant churches in this

county. The Lutheran population, ac-

cording to the latest figures, amounts
to 7,386,746, of whom about 2,500,000

are actual communicants of th Q church.

The general synod, which meets in

Des Moines this year, is composed
chiefly of English-speaking churches,

and is the most distinctively American
of any of the Lutheran organizations.

These organizations differ only in de-

tails of administration, and in some
church customs. They all have the

same doctrinal basis and subscribe to

the same creed, the Augsburg confes-

sion, though some of the churches have
made additions to it. This convention

will be composed of 264 ministers and
lay delegates with about 60 officers,

missionary secretaries, and chairmen
of committees.

Methodist.

Rev. John Wesley Solomon died May
17 at Seale. Ala. With one exception

he was the oldest member of the Okla-

homa conference, and was one of the

best known ministers in the state.

The funeral of Rev. Dr. John Dew
Gilham occurred May 17. He had
served as pastor at Gillespie. Litch-

field, Kane, Upper Alton. Edwardsville,

Nashville, Centralia, Belleville. Car*

bondale. He had been presiding elder

of the Lebanon district and delegate

to the General Conference in 1891.

Two of the Detroit, Mich., churches
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are tc be consolidated—the Oakland

Avenue and the North Woodward Ave-

nue. A new church edifice will short-

ly be built at the corner of Woodward
avenue and Melbourne street. Rev. C.

L. Adams Will be pastor, and Rev. Mr.

Shaw, of the Oakland Church, associate

pastor. The old Woodward Avenue

Church will be used for the united

congregations until the new edifice is

erected, while the Oakland Church will

be maintained as a mission and Sun-

day school. The combined churches

will start with a membership of 350.

New Orleans Methodists are taking

steps towards organization of city mis-

sion work.

A missionary mass meeting of all t'ie

Methodist churches in Nashville, Tenn.,

was held May 20. There was much
missionary enthusiasm.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY.

Presbyterian.
May 11, the pastor at Wayne, Neb.,

the Rev. D. C. Montgomery, received

into the church fifteen new members,

making a total of twenty-four during

the past month. Twenty-one of these

were received upon profession of tbeir

faith in Christ.

The church at Bluffton, Ind., held its

semi-annual congregational meeting

Monday, May b. Reports were most

encouraging. During the year fifty

have ueen added to membership,

thirty-six being on profession. Present

membersjurp is 400. 'A debt of ?14,000

on the new building is all paid or pro-

vided for but $1,900. By unanimous

vote of congregation $150 was added

to the pastor's salary. Dr. C. G. Mil-

ler has been on this field seven months.

At Pasadena, Cal., forty-five united

with the church May 5; twenty-one

upon profession of faith.

The amount given by foreign mis-

sion work in the United Presbyterian

Churcn last year was $162,727.92.

The Board of Aid for Colleges and

Seminaries of the Presoyterian Church

has aided seventy-eight institutions,

scattered over twenty-nine states and

territories. Thirty-six schools have

been founded. The board desires

$150,000 for the coming year in order

to do its work adequately.

The Woman's Board of Home Mis-

sions re-elected its old board of offi-

cers, Mrs. D. R. James of Brooklyn be-

ing its president, and ue treasurer,

Miss S. P. Lincoln of New York.

The Presbyterian Church has a for-

eign missionary force numbering 715,

of whom 299 are men and 416 women.
The native force numbers 583 or-

dained preachers and licentiates, and
1,258 other helpers, making a total of

1,841. There are now 636 native

churches, with il,559 communicants

—

4,481 having been added during the

year—and 817 schools are maintained,

with 25,910 pupils. There are in sab-

bath schools 38,137 pupils. Eighty-four

students are preparing for the ministry.

The board has 117 mission stations and
1,182 out stations, distributed through
thirteen different countries.

Eads
Clothes

v>' If your wa.shii\g

medium does that, what matters

its cheapness or its working
power? Isitsaie? That's the

first thing. Some imitations of

PEARLINE are not safe. They
eat the clothes, slowly, b\i1

surely. Don't experiment. Yoi:

are sure of PEAR.LINE ; stick

to it; it is standard, tested,

proved, by years of \ise and
millions of women. 638

On the question of revision of the
creed the votes show that sixty-three

Presbyteries favor some revision of the
confession of faith and eighty-eight

Presbyteries favor some form of a sup-

plemental statement of the doctrines

Announcement is made of the death
at Naples of the Rev. Dr. Maltbie D.

Babcock, who succeeded Dr. Henry Van
Dyke as pastor of the Brick Church,
New York. He was one of the most
popular men in the Presbyterian
Church.

Under the Presbyterian Board of

Home Missions there are 1,342 mis-

sionaries, including twenty-eight Mex-
ican and Indian helpers.

The annual report of the executive

committee of the Home Missions for

the Southern Presbyterian Church
made to its General Assembly in ses-

sion at Little Rock, Ark., showed re-

ceipts of $55,356. Seventy-nine presby-

teries are represented in this assem-
bly, by about 200 clerical and lay com-
missions.

Sunday Schools to the number of 767

have been organized by the Presby-
terian Board of Publication in its mis-

sionary department during the year;

304 schools were re-organized. Total

memberships of teachers and scholars

in these schools, 38,269. This board
issued 46,541,512 publications for the

year. .The net profits were $23,881.

\Jnitarian.

Rev. C. W. Wendte, pastor of the

Church at Newton Center, Mass., has

been elected secretary and supervising

minister of the Parker Memorial
Church in Berkeley street, Boston,

which is to be made an institutional

church, a headquarters of home mis-

sionary and liberal religion endeavor.

The American Unitarian Association

of Boston has purchased the Lithia

Springs grounds at Shelbyville, 111., for

$8,000, and has leased the Chautauqua
Assembly meetings.

Anniversary meetings commenced in

Boston May 20, with prayers in King's

Chapel. On the 21st the annual meet-
ing of the American Unitarian Asso-

ciation opened in Tremont temple, Rev.

Edward Everett Hale conducting the
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service in the evening, and Rev. Chas.

G. Ames preaching the sermon. In

the afternoon addresses were made on
"Hopeful Aspects for Our Work. '

Wednesday was crowded with anni-

versary gatherings of various organi-

zations, and a Unitarian festival was
heui in -Tremont Temple. On Thurs-
day morning there was a communion
service at King's Chapel, followed by
the annual meetings of the Moral Edu-
cation Society, the Unitarian Historical

Society, Unitarian Sunday School So-

ciety. The Massachusetts Evangelical

Missionary Society held its annual
meeting on Friday and the Society for

Aged and Destitute Clergymen.

General.

The fiftieth anniversary o£ the or-

ganization of the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association in the United States

will be celebrated June 11-16 in Bos-
ton. During these years 6,192 branch-
es have been established, with 521,000

members, among fifty nations speak-
ing thirty-fiYe different languages.
Fourteen hundred secretaries are em-
ployed, two schools for training officers

conducted, and 5)40,000 per year con-
tributed for Association work in for

eign lands, where twenty secretaries
are stationed. A building has been
erected every nine days during the
past year and the total valuation of

property exceeds $24,000,000.

Dr. layman Abbott, speaking in Ply-
mouth pulpit, Brooklyn, May 19, on
tne necessity of brotherhood, said: "It
is our duty to make a nation so per-
vaded by the spirit of Christ that it

shall be a witness of the power and
grace of God. This we Americans have
done, in a measure. We have treated
the foreigners who have come to us as
no nation has „ ever^ done. - We have
granted to them land and have opened
to them our factories and schools, uur
country is a revelation of the way the
poor and the lowly are to be treated.
Nothing is so inspiring as the way the
Southern states have endeavored ^o

uplift the negro race. The reports that
come to northerners of cruelty and
injustice are not representative, for the
South has indeed done nobly." After
citing our nation as an example for

other nations, Dr. Abbott said this was
not inspired by mere national pride.

"I thank God that this one American
nation stood for the rights of even a
hostile China, that the government did
not transgress upon their right, and
it was the first to withdraw its troops."

An organization of clergymen has
been formed in Atlanta, Ga., for the
purpose of enforcing the Georgia Sun-
day law under which a person may be
fined $1,000 and made to serve a year
in the chain-gang for working on Sun-
day. Everything, excepting churches,
hotels, and restaurants, is to close on
Sundays in Omaha in future.

The Labor Secretaret. an organiza-

tion formed by trades unions, is watch-
ing butchers, bakers, barbers and oth-

ers in New York for violations of Sun-
day laws. One hundred bakeries were
watched on a recent Sunday. In Phil-

adelphia warrants were issued against

38 barbers for plying their avocations
on Sunday, and 18 otners were unde^
bonds at the time on the same charge.

In London, England, an agitation is in

progress against Sunday concerts and
other forms of "Sabbath desecration."

Tne Sunday closing law is now a fixed

and probably permanent city regener-

ation of Bangor, Me.

An unusual national convention will

be held in Madison, Wis., July 5-7, it

being the second annual session of the
Gideons, a religious organization oi'

traveling men. It is expected to bring
here fully 300 Gideons, and their wives
are expected to add 2Q0 more. At the
first national gathering, held in Wau-
kegan, 111., there were 600 traveling

men enrolled as members. The or-

ganization is the result of some earnest
endeavor of a few traveling men who
felt the spiritual and social need of pro-

tecting the good name of their calling.

Arrangements are being made for a
"Christian workers' conference" at

Wheaton, 111., July 22 to 28. The
preparations are well under way and
the prospects are unusually bright for

a memorable gathering. W. R. Moody
has sent word that the Rev. G. Camp-
bell Morgan will speak several times^,

during the meetings. Addresses will be
delivered by the Rev. R. A. Torrey,
pastor of the Chicago Avenue Church,
and superintendent of the Moody Bible

Institute. The Rev. Johnston Myers,
pastor of Immanuel Baptist Church,
will speak on Monday, July 22. Prom-
ises have been received of missionary
addresses by the Rev. Dr. Roy of the

American Missionary Association; the

Rev. Dr. Lounsbury of the Baptist Mis-
sionary Board, and Harry Monroe of

Pacific Garden Mission. The Rev. Mil-

ford H. Lyon, superintendent of the

evangelistic work for the Illinois Chris-

tian Endeavor Union, is expected to

give a number of evangelistic address-

es. L. Wilbur Messer of the Young
Men's Christian Association of Chicago
has promised to speak for the Young
Men's Christian Association or send a

representative to do so. The singing

will be in charge of Mr. Williams, the

evangelistic leader. His wife will be

with him during the week. Messrs.

Excell and Bilhorn may be with the

conference for a part of the time. The
afternoons will be reserved for rest,

excursions and athletic sports.

The American Bible Society has laid

out a costly and extensive plan of work
in the Philippines, according to Dr.

John A. Pearson, field agent of the so-

ciety. He says: "It is variously es-

timated that there are between twenty-

four and eighty-four different lan-

guages and dialects in the islands, and
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from correspondence with workers in

the field I have learned that it will take

ten different versions of the- bibre- to

reac.x them. It is estimated that trans-

lations will require all of one man's
time for ten years, together with that

of a native teacher as assistant.

The twelftn annual convention of the

Brooklyn Christian Endeavor Union
was very inspiring and very largely at-

tended.

Official reports submitted at the con-

vention of the Kansas State Christian

Endeavor convention here today show
that 540 senior and 271 junior societies

reported with a membership of 9,870.

The estimated membership of the state,

including societies not reported, is 20,-

000. During the year the societies re-

ported gave $3,340 to missions and

$3,598 to other benevolences. The
junior societies gave -about $1,000 -to

missions.

A JLIVIJVG THB'RMOME-

The human system is constituted like

a thermometer—climate, weather and
seasons affect it and bring about var-

ious bodily conditions. The blood is

the "mercury, sometimes at the. point of

fever heat, again far down the scale,

lifeless and sluggish in its circulation.

We can tell by our pulse-beats, by our

feelings, whether or not our blood is

hea*aiy and life-giving. Pure, rich

blood is the jewel of health. If our

blood is right, all the vital organs are

nourished by it, and we are well. If

it is wrong, the first, thing needed is a

blood cleanser and strengthening tonic

to set it right again.

Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer has stood

the test of more than a century's con-

stant use. It eliminates all impurities

from the blood and invigorates the en-

tire system. Unlike other medicines,

it is not to be had in drug stores. Spe-

cial agents sell it. If there are none

in your neighborhood, write to Dr.

Peter Fahrney, 112-114 S. Hoyne Ave.,

Chicago, 111.
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v
Woman and Home.

MATETUVAL FOUECAST/JVCS.
This is the dress that my baby will

wear;

Touch it with care, for my heart lieth

there.

Filmy and white like a garment of

mist

—

Show me the fold that I have not yet

kissed.

Give to my needle a song and a

prayer;

This is the dress that my baby will

wear.

This little sleeve with its ru^e and
lace

Soon will encompass in tender em-
brace

Baby's wee arm, and the little pink

hand.

Waving good-by back to shadowy
land

—

Waving farewell to the sweet angels

there;

This is the dress that my baby will

wear.

-Here in my room—in my temple—

1

pray,

Sewing and dreaming, a peace to the

day.

Each tiny band is a band round my
heart.

Each bit of lace makes the fond tear-

drops start;

Every stitch is a stitch and a prayer;

This is the dress that my baby will

wear. —Selected.

OJVE WA.y OF "RBVEJVCE.
H. Rea Woodman.

One lazy June day a beautiful white
butterfly idling in the sunshine, lit on

a Red Rose and sat

there, slowly fanning
himself with his big
white wings, just en-

joying himself, think-
ing of nothing in par-
ticular. After awhile,

the "Red Rose, who
was very beautiful and
vain, grew tired of the

silence. She thought the Butterfly
ought to admire her.

"Go 'way," she said, crossly. "I
don't want you here!"
"But I am fanning you—it is a very

hot day," said the Butterfly, waving
his yellow-tipped wings gracefully, "I
think it will rain."

"But I don't want to be fanned! Go
'way!" impatiently.

"Then I'll shade you," and the
broad wings lay still, like tiny sails,

fipread to the breeze.

"I don't want any shade, thank yoii.

1 am not in the least warm," snapped
the Red Rose.
A rose on the other side of the bush

laughed merrily.

"Why, you were just fussing about

the heat!" she said, "Before you

came," turning politely to the Butter-

fly, "she really was."

"Well I didn't say I wanted a

worthless Butterfly to shade me!"
scornfully tossing her crimson petals.

"I am not worthless!" cried the But-

terfly. "Nobody ever called me that

before! What are roses good for, if

you please?"

"Why, we're good for lots of

things!" replied the Red Rose, think-

ing very hard and talking very fast.

"We go to funerals and make the ugly

black coffins look beautiful—every-

body says so! And we go to hospitals

where sick people are, and cheer them
up. And brides always wear us at all

the big weddings, and we go to balls

and parties and—and—everything!

Roses are lots of use!"

The Butterfly laughed unpleasantly.

"Yes, but you—you have never gone

to a funeral or a hospital,—you've

never cheered anybody up. What are

you good for—anything special?"

"Oh, go 'way—you are too stupid to

talk to!" Then, turning languidly to

another rose, "I don't care for butter-

flies—they're so stupid, you know."
The Butterfly's wings grew still

again—quite still—and he said, quiet-

ly, "You don't like butterflies—honest

now?"
The Red Rose was really very ig-

norant and silly, or she would never

have answered as she did.

"No, I don't! So there, now! They
think they're so smart and pretend to

be so learned and traveled!" ,

The Butterfly did not answer this

unladylike speech. He sat very still,

his wings waving slowly and his

bright eyes fixed absently on a Daddy-
Long-Legs, who was solemnly striding

along the top of a distant trellis. The
white Butterfly was thinking very
deeply, for after the Daddy-Long-Legs
had dropped out of sight, the Butterfly

continued to stare at the place where
he had been, as steadily as before.

After a few minutes' profound cogita-

tion, the Butterfly smiled a philoso-

pher's smile, poised his wings daintily,

and serenely floated away. With ven-

geance in his heart and a smile on his

face, he divulged his scheme to a great

red-gold butterfly, whom he found
asleep on a crimson poppy. Then they
told a tiny yellow one. who had noth-

ing to do and was delighted to assist

in any sort of a scheme. Then they
found three more in the pansy bed,

talking and flirting with the golden-

eyed pansies. It took considerable elo-

quence and persuasion to get these

three, but they were finally prevailed

upon and tore themselves away.

An hour later, a fluttering brilliant

cloud of butterflies settled on the Red
Rose. No word was spoken, but each
butterfly seized a petal, pulled it out
and dropped it on the grass. The dis-

cipline was excellent: in two minutes,

nothing remained of the beautiful Red
Rose but a green waxen calyx, and an
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irregular circle of crimson petals, like

drops of blood on the green grass.Each
butterfly, having pulled out two petals,

quietly retired to a leaf to hear the

official announcement and indication.

From every direction birds and bees

came flocking, attracted by the excla-

mations of fear and dismay from the

roses. The butterflies waited calmly,

and, when he considered the audience

large enough, the white Butterfly, sit-

ting on a white rose bud, surrounded
by a brilliant and attentive audience

—

birds, butterflies, flowers and bees,

made a speech.

"Doubtless, my friends," said the

white Butterfly, sitting very erect and
looking very judicial, that is, as erect

and judicial as possible, for the white
rose bud trembled from fear, "Doubt-
less, my friends, you are all shocked
at the way we have treated the Red
Rose. It is only right that we ex-

plain our action to you. The Red Rose
was impolite—yes, impudent to me.
Impudent, my friends, actually impu-
dent. She said that butterflies were
useless and stupid—stupid—she used

that obnoxious word, she did indeed!"
Here the little yellow butterfly broke

into wild applause, but was instantly

silenced. The white Butterfly went on,

"As was my plain duty, I reported the

slander to the other butterflies in the
garden. Upon consultation, they de-

cided upon this course of action."

(Cries of "No, No!" "Go on!" "Mis-
take!" from the butterflies and
"Hear, hear!" from the bees.) "I my-
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self," continued the speaker, when the

excitement calmed sufficiently, "I my-
self consider the plan at once digni-

fied and conclusive. For what respect

could you have for us butterflies if Ave

allowed a rose to call us stupid? The
Red Rose has at last accomplished
something in the world"—here the

white Butterfly's voice grew deep and
sarcastic, "she has attended a funeral."

A burst of applause, mostly from the

butterflies, followed these words. The
roses were sobbing softly, and the bees

mumbled, threateningly, among them-
selves. A tiny Wren talked excitedly

with a big Blue Jay, or rather, talked

at him, for the Jay was too mad to

hear. All was confusion. From a
bunch of bees, a big black-and-yellow
Bee, with a voice like a toy drum,
buzzed up to the white Butterfly.

"I don't care!" he bumbled, loudly,

"It was a mean trick!" ,

"You're just saying that because you
wanted the Red Rose yourself! " retort-

ed the white Butterfly.

"No, that isn't it!" cried the Bee.

And it really wasn't. ,

"Well, the Rose deserved it, any-
way," said the Butterfly. And he hon-
estly thought so.

Perhaps they both were right—it is

a queer world.—Drake University.
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T'RA.yE'R.
A prayerful soul, brothers, through the face,

Like perfume through a rose

;

No art can imitate the grace
Of spiritual repose.

The heart that talks with God in prayer
Unconsciously imparts

Some portion of the truths learned there

To other minds or hearts.

It needs no utterance of a word,
It needs no page or book

;

What God speaks to the heart is heard
In every act or look.

Pray much ; in pleasure, toil or rest

Call on that Unseen Force,
And let your heart kneel in your breast,

Communing with The Source.
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

THE SPIRIT OF 'B'REAVTH.
OTHING is more tempting than the de-

Nsire to be classified theologically as well as

socially. We have men all around us who
hunger to be known as "broad" or as "or-

thodox," as of "the new theology," or as

"Bible Christians," and so on, according
to their varying interests and associations.

Of all their inclinations the one which is

most alluring is undoubtedly the title

"broad." That word carries with it such
an atmosphere of freedom, of life, of sym-

pathy, of genial energy that very few men indeed
have not felt its attractiveness. And of course this

feeling is sharpened by the universal desire to escape
the terrible alternative of being called "narrow." In
fact, there are many people who use the word "broad"
as if it were an equivalent for the word true. We wish
to ask, and it may be, to answer the question, what
ought we to understand by the word "broad" and to

what class of theological leaders is it appropriately
applied ?

In ordinary circumstances a man's breadth is sup-
posed to be shown rather by the doctrines which he
denies than by those which he affirms. Thus a Uni-
tarian, or a man moving in that direction, is said to be
broader than a man convinced of the Deity of Christ
and holding some form of Trinitarianism. But if a
man goes further off than Unitarians like Channing or
Martineau, if he names our Lord easily and comfort-
ably alongside and in the midst of Plato and Shake-
speare and Goethe, he will most certainly claim to be
"broader" than those who still give the unique suprem-
acy to Jesus Christ. So, with the doctrine of the
atonement a man who has given up the position that
Christ is in any sense a substitute for mankind as he
dies on the cross receives the honor of being called

"broad" as compared with the man who holds to a
vicarious sacrifice as the ground of forgiveness. The
latter may be a more learned man, a more sympathetic
soul, a deeper thinker, but he is not so broad as the
former. In relation to the Bible the same distinction

is apt to be made. The man who classes the Bible with

the Koran and the sacred books of the East, is

"broader," we are to understand, than he who, it may
be, again with wider scholarship and wider vision,

believes in the Bible as the word of the living God.

Undoubtedly there is something wrong here in our

use of words and a prejudice is excited against some
men which they do not deserve and an honor is given

to others which they have not earned. It must be per-

fectly obvious the moment it is said that if God lives

then the convinced Theist is a much broader man in

his actual grasp of truth in the relation of his mind to

the facts than the man who is in doubt on that subject.

If the law of substitution underlies all history alike of

nature and of man, and if on the cross God himself has

come under the sweep of that law in sheer love for

man, then the man who holds this with heart and soul

and mind is really a much broader man than he who
cannot see it and merely hates it.

Look at it as we may the word "broad" ought not to

be applied to the opinions which a man holds unless

we believe that they are true. Only to deny what the

majority in the church have held is not in itself a sign

of breadth of mind ; for if the majority have been right,

then they are the broad church. Pilate was not a

broader thinker than Jesus because he was able to

sneer at the profound convictions of his august Pris-

oner. The judge who called Paul mad because Paul

had very definite things to say about the new gospel

did not prove his own breadth thereby. Neither is

the Theosophist broad because he smiles superciliously

at the Theist, nor is the Theist broad because he says

it is unscientific to believe in the miracle of the resur-

rection, nor is the Universalist broad because he says

that all men ought to be saved and therefore all men
shall be saved.

Origin of Term '"Broad."

The fact is that the word "broad" was at first used

in relation to certain exclusive claims made by certain

sections of the Christian church. The first men to

wear the title, and very unwilling they were to be so

labeled, were men like Arnold of Rugby, Frederick

Maurice, Charles Kingsley and Dean Stanley. They
were so called because they refused to acknowledge the

ecclesiastical pretensions of the High Churchmen on
the one hand and of the Low Churchmen on the other.

It was not theological conviction against which they

directed their battle but the narrowness of sectarian

claims. On fundamental matters of the faith Maurice
held tenaciously to the central positions of the Church
catholic. He defied the spirit of exclusion, of intol-

erance, of prejudice. It is a matter of history that the

word "broad" which was first applied to these men
against their will was gradually assumed by various

groups of men on the ground that they denied certain

doctrines and affirmed others. Thus it came about

that a man's breadth is now measured by his capacity

to deny or his incapacity to believe what ordinary

Christians affirm and accept.

It is the Spirit of Breadth which is attractive. It is

because that Spirit is pure and kind and keen and
strong that so many men are fascinated by the name.
We admire it wherever we find it, in a Luther or in a

Spinoza, in a Martineau or in a Bushnell, in a Henry
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Drummond or in a D. L. Moody. It is, therefore, an
impertinence for any man to claim that he is "broad"
merely because he does or does not profess to hold a

certain opinion. That he arrogates the title for himself

and his group makes us suspect that he neither under-

stands nor possesses the Spirit of Breadth.

What Is the Spirit of "Breadth?

What is that Spirit? We shall name just three

qualities by which its presence in any man may be
discerned.

In the first place he must hold his own conviction

definitely, firmly and sincerely. The man whose faith

is all a haze, is not broad; he is nothing. The basis

of all spiritual life must be at last connected with cer-

tain powerful, clear beliefs, grounded in an ultimate
authority and grasped as a prize that must be kept
forever.

In the second place the "broad" man must seek to

understand and even sympathize with the man who
doubts or denies what is dearest to him. TJiis is a
gift of God's grace. It can only be won on our knees
and in the school of Christ, and his apostles, in the
atmosphere of the real New Testament. It must not
imply or create weakness in one's own convictions ; it

must grow out of the memory of one's own battles for
the truth and not of insight into the complexity of the
human mind. The subtlety of the influence of sin on
all man's life and chiefly upon his opinions is the
dread and deadly fact which the man of the broad
spirit will always hold in view for his own humbling
and the stirring of love in his heart toward all men.
And in the third place the Spirit of Breadth will

keep a man from taking action against his brother
man on doctrinal grounds. This is the hardest lesson
for the narrow mind to learn. The narrow man thinks
he is doing God service when he persecutes a heretic
out of his own fellowship. To him exclusion is the
immediate duty and a possible effort to enlighten and
save his brother must come second. The Spirit of
Breadth is the spirit of the Savior who would even
die to save his brother from a false belief, and who
sees that to shut that brother out of fellowship is the
way to make his conversion infinitely harder to
achieve.

In fact the Spirit of Breadth ought to fill those who
hold with most conviction the profoundest truths of
the gospel salvation through Jesus Christ, and to fill

them more than any other. He is of the broad church
who believes these highest things about the Son of
God and goes forth in the might of love and truth to
convince the world by the power only of the Spirit of
God.

Duties are pressing on me,
And the time for work is brief

;

What if with purblind vision
I neglect the very chief?

What if I do with ardor
What a thousand could, maybe,

And leave undone forever
What was meant for only me ?

From that, O Master, save me!
Move my hand, thought, voice, and pen,

To their peculiar service
In this world of needy men

!

And, oh ! whatever labors
Are not finished with my day,

Let them be for self—for others
Grant the doing, Lord, I pray

!

THE -PLACE OF THE VOC-
TIUJSTE OF THE HOLy STITUT
If* THE DEVELOPMENT OF
CHUISTIAJV TUVTH.

HE Holy Spirit is no longer "the neglect-

ed term of the Trinity." Xor is the doc-

trine of the Holy Spirit any longer passed

over in silence by the pulpit. No themes
awaken more interest at religious gather-

ings than these which relate to the extent

and nature of the Spirit's work. They
are among the living issues of the day to

the study of which many minds are turn-

ing.

That the elucidation of this vital doc-

trine should have been left to the present age is only

what might have been expected. In the development
of truth the revelation of God in the Spirit comes last.

"The succession indicated in the terms Father, Son
and Spirit is a philosophic and progressive culmina-

tion," says Dr. Parker. "The holy man is followed by
the holy Spirit," says Bishop Andrews.
Looking at the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in its

relation to the law of development which is the only

way in which it can be intelligently viewed—we learn

that the Spirit is now speaking to the church, giving to

her an ever-enlarging revelation of Christian truth.

He is leading her into all the truth, correcting her

errors, dispelling her darkness, and giving to her a
clearer knowledge of the ripening purpose of redemp-
tion that runs through the ages. He causes new light

to break from God's Word and works, as fast as she is

able to bear it. He has nothing essentially new to

teach. The truth into which he leads the church is

not the truth as it is apart from Jesus, but the truth as

it 's in Jesus. His specific mission is to reveal Christ

;

tounfold the glory of his nature ; to bring to light what
lays hidden in the depth of his consciousness ; to make
known something of the fathomless meaning of his

words ; to take the things of Christ and show their real

significance to his people ; thus leading them into all

the truth which Christ seminally revealed alike in

what he said and in what he did. His progressive

revelation is a progressive revelation of Christ. All

that he makes known is what has been hid in Christ

as the flower is hid in the seed waiting for the time of

unfolding.

A. Grotuing Gospel.

And because the revelation of Christ which the

Holy Spirit is now giving is a growing revelation, the

gospel to be preached is a growing gospel. Although
ever the same in its essential elements, being in this

sense "an everlasting gospel," it is constantly enlarg-
ing in the thoughts of men, and in the circle of things

which it embraces. We come to the end of many
things, but we can never come to the end of the sav-
ing knowledge of the risen, living, reigning, conquer-
ing Christ whom the Holy Spirit is constantly re-

vealing. The light which the Holy Spirit causes to

break upon this benighted world from his teach-

ing, from his cross and from his life is the light in

which all men are to walk ; a light which shineth more
and more unto the perfect day.

The Holy Spirit is also imparting to the church an
ever-increasing measure of the life of Christ. He
is the agent by whom Christ is fulfilling the purpose of
his earthly mission as expressed in the words, "I am
come that ye might have life, and that ye might have
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it more abundantly." The coming of the Spirit at

Pentecost marks the beginning of a new creative epoch

in which Christ works from the center of personality

to the circumference of the social circle, until he be-

comes the indwelling life of the world. He gives to

the world not a new ethical code but a new life. He
breathes upon his people, saying, "Receive ye the Holy
Spirit" ; receive ye the breath of my life ; let my Spirit

dwell within you as the animating power in your lives.

""The Holy Spirit," says Archer Butler, "lives in the

soul under this dispensation as the Spirit of Christ."

In Christian experience the Spirit of Christ is the spirit

of man. So that "if any man have not the Spirit of

Christ he is none of his."

Influence on Inner Man.
Signs of a power at work upon the inner man ap-

pear in every Christian life. The Holy Spirit in the

heart works out objectively into holy, Christlike char-

acter. Those who have the spirit of Christ repeat the

life of Christ. It was said of Dr. Scott of the Blan-

tyre Mission in Africa, "To see him, and the Holy
Spirit working in him made one as sure of the third

person of the godhead as of the existence of Arthur's

Seat." There is a kind of life which nothing, save the

presence of the Holy Spirit of Christ in the heart, can

explain. Christ is not dead—it was only his flesh

that died. Quickened in the Spirit he lives again in

the world. The new evangel in which his life is be-

ing written is the life of him in whom his Spirit dwells.

He ascended upon high that he might fill all things

with his affluent life ; he descended again in the power
of the Spirit as he had promised, that he might carry

out this purpose by giving himself more and more for

the life of the world.

That the Holy Spirit is giving to the church an ever-

increasing measure of spiritual power means that he
is giving an ever-increasing measure of himself. For
he is the power of God in its highest form. He is

Heaven's ultimate gift of power—a gift, moreover, not
simply offered, but given. There is more of the Spir-

it's power yet to be got, but there is not more to be
given. The fulness of his power ever waits for the

readiness of man to appropriate and use it. The prob-
lem of utilizing reserved resources, which modern sci-

ence is tackling with such marked success is the prob-
lem with which the modern church stands face to face.

Now it is reasonable to assume that the resources of
the spiritual world which are held in reserve for the
children of God are just as ample, and just as ade-
quate to the ends to be gained, as the reserved re-

sources of nature. And if there was never a time
when men drew so largely upon the stored-up forces of
nature and made such an extensive use of them, never
was there a time when the church drew so largely

upon spiritual forces and used them for a greater va-
riety of practical ends. The limit of the Holy Spirit's

power is not yet reached ; the possibilities touching
what he can do for us and by us are not yet exhausted.
For the larger work to which the church of to-day is

called a larger measure of power is needed, and what is

needed is provided. In the spiritual kingdom there
is a perfect correlation between supply and demand.

ZShe "Day of the Lord's Potoer,

In view of the false judgments which are formed in

reference to the place which the dispensation of the
Spirit occupies in the plan of redemption, it is well to
remember that the dispensation of the Spirit is the
day of the Lord's power. The risen Christ is now
accomplishing through the Holy Spirit what he failed

to accomplish in the days of his flesh, which were the

days of his weakness. He is gradually gaining the

place of supremacy in the world's affairs which be-

longs to him by right. His kingdom is coming with
inward power if not with outward pomp. From him
originates a power which is constantly at work oppos-
ing and overcoming all the forces of wickedness, and
working steadily towards an ideal righteousness. His
Spirit is the source of all the moral progress of the

age ; as it is also the power by which the redemption
of the world is yet to be accomplished. All expecta-

tions regarding the coming to earth of the kingdom
of heaven that are not based upon the inworkmg of

the Holy Spirit upon human souls, are vain. Unless
the sociological movement of to-day is born of the

Spirit it can never see the kingdom of God 1 he only

power that can regenerate human society is the power
that can regenerate human souls; the only power that

can bring into unity the discordant elements in hu-
man life is the power that can bring discordant lives

into oneness with God. When at length the work be-

gun at Pentecost is completed and a great multitude
whom no man can number out of every nation and of

all tribes and peoples and tongues are seen standing
before the throne and before the Lamb a new human-
ity has been formed around a spiritual center, a new
kingdom has been established by the operation of a

spiritual power. The center of that new humanity is

the Lamb, the power by which the kingdom is estab-

lished is the power of the Holy Spirit.

UHE TQLITICIAJSf.
HE passing away of Ex-Governor Tanner

Tof Illinois recalls his political passing,

which occurred only a few months ago.

The career of a man like Mr. Tanner is an
interesting study, exhibiting as it does all

the elements of a successful politician who
scrupled at nothing to gain partisan and
personal ends. No one ever questioned the

political ability and diplomatic skill of this

man. Without, perhaps, a single element
of real greatness, he was still one of those

characters around which the interests of a rather selfish

grade of political organizers naturally revolved ; be-

cause, however lacking in true leadership, he had the

ability to become indispensable to those who were seek-

ing to make use of the public interests for their own
promotion or enrichment. In all the arts which make
the typical politician of the time, he appears to have
been accomplished.

And yet the administration of Mr. Tanner and his

continuance in power have for so long a time con-

stituted one of the most serious blemishes on the fair

name of this great commonwealth, that not even the

disposition to say nothing evil of the dead could silence

the impulse to point the lesson of such a life as this.

It is from such leadership that the Republic may well

pray to be delivered. The universal sigh of relief

which went up from the people of Illinois when at the

last election of the chief executive of the state, the op-

portunity was presented for the first time in many years

to make choice between men whose names were not

synonymous with either dangerous political expedi-

ents or disreputable methods is an interesting com-
mentary upon some of the burdens which the citizens

of free states permit themselves to carry. Our
politics is still too much controlled by men
of this class to be the true expression of

popular will. Not even the most ardent
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friends of Governor Tanner would, for a moment, have
contended that his administration was in the interests

of honesty, or that he was the real choice of the peo-

ple. The utmost that could be pleaded was that he

was popular with the men who were able to control the

elections, and better satisfied the political interests of

his party than any other man in sight.

The overwhelming rebuke administered to him in

the senatorial elections, and the rapid decay in the po-

litical machinery of the state is one of the cheering
notes of our present public life, and may be believed

to herald the day when men of honor and integrity

will be the only ones who shall dare aspire to places

of trust within the gift of the people. This time can
only come as the people appreciate their political duties,

and assert themselves with unflinching loyalty, not to

party, but to principle ; not to the rule of the politician,

but to righteousness in the conduct of public affairs.

SATAft IJSf THE GVISE OF
A CALL.
By the Visitor.

HERE are three stages in the work of a

T successful minister of the gospel. One
needs to say a successful minister,

because there are other sorts. It

is not of them I am speaking at

this time. The three stages may be char-

acterized as, first, that of obscurity, the sec-

ond that of popularity and calls, and the

third that of a fixed and permanent work in

which life comes to its richest fruitage. A
ministerial career that is marked by these

three stages may be said to be successful whatever
may be said of those of different sort. Some of the

characteristics of these three periods may be pointed

out with especial reference to the dangers of the sec-

ond.

Entering \/pon the Work, of the Ministry.

When a young man starts out in his life work as a
minister of the gospel there is always a certain timid-

ity and hesitancy and wistfulness in his bearing. He
is full of hope not unmixed with apprehension as to

the results of his work. He has for the most part

a fitting appreciation of his own merits and hopes that

he may have sufficient modesty and wisdom to merit
the good approval of his people. Of course he feels

that he has not yet reached the place for which he was
intended. He has taken a small church because it was
the best thing offered since leaving college and he is

saying to himself that he proposes to make his mark
here in such fashion that he will be noticed and needed
in a larger field ; nevertheless he is not impatient to

get away. Indeed, like John Carmichael, he tells him-
self that he hopes he will not receive a call to a large

city church before the expiration of his first pastoral

year. If he is a wise young man he will understand
that the opportunities offered him by a small pastorate
are of the very highest value and that he will be likely

to do more solid and extensive reading in the first year
or two of his ministry in the small church where he
has providentially been placed than in any subsequent
year of his life. Happy is the man who knows this

occasion and can use it to his highest advantage. From
the stress and difficulties of a city pastorate a young
man just from college or seminary ought to pray to

be delivered as from a dread misfortune. He will prob-
ably not understand tbe reasons for this attitude at first,

but his work will soon prove the value of two or three

years of quiet study and reading while he is win-

ning his spurs in his first pastoral experience.

The Turning Point.

Then comes one of the turning points of his life.

His work has been noticed by a larger church and as

they are without a minister they send him a ten-

tative call which throws him into a state of mind.

His work is prospering where he is and he himself is

growing in self-command and ability to do the best

work of his life, yet there is a fascination about this

call which he can hardly describe. It is the beckoning
of a hand that invites him to a wider field, ampler
financial rewards, and, withal, there is that subtle flat-

tery implied in the call which persuades him that his

talents are too conspicuous to remain in the obscure

place he now holds.

If he is a wise man he will carefully consider the

meaning of this experience. Even a tolerable success

is sure to bring him calls repeatedly, and many of these

will be to fields which allure him with the promise of

larger work and greater conspicuity. He may for

ample and sufficient reasons decide to accept in due
season one of these invitations to a more ambitious

ministry. The probability is that such will

often happen in the life of most min-
isters, but what the Visitor is anxious

to affirm with emphasis is that the success of a

man's life lies in inverse ratio to the changes in his pas-

or three propositions. First, that if his work is at all

successful there are many churches that will wish his

services. There is nothing in this fact to flatter or

unduly puff his pride. It is the experience of every

man of fair success. Secondly, he must remember
that the difference between a strong and weak man is

the ability to regard these calls as the commonplaces
of his work and the price which good service is likely

to command in any field, but at the same time as the

most subtle and dangerous temptation of his ministerial

career. The call offers him an opportunity of evading

the problem which is confronting him in his own min-
istry. There are some factors in his congregation with

which he finds it difficult to deal. New demands are

constantly made upon him and the friction of the ma-
chinery brings him at times to the verge of departure.

It is just in such moments as this that the true metal of

the minister is tested. The difference between the long

pastorate and the short one lies in this ability of the

truly strong man to grapple quietly and modestly with

the difficulties of his position and surmount them while

the weak man confronted by a hard situation grows
peevish and impatient and is tempted by a call received

at that moment to abandon his work and start in afresh

with the whole foundation of a truly successful minis-

ter to be laid elsewhere.

Changes Sometimes Necessary.

I am not denying that there are reasons why a min-
ister should change his field of operation at times.

There are now and then misfits of men and place even
where the man is a strong man and the place is ordi-

narily considered advantageous. But usually a man's
reputation with thoughtful people is made upon the

basis of the permanency of his work. I know several

men who are considered excellent preachers, but of

whom it is likely to be said, "Yes, he is a good man, but

he doesn't wear." Such men become religious "round-

ers." They stay for a period of a year or even three

or four years at a church and then leave because they

haven't depth of root or power of adjustment or self-
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restraint sufficient to give them the joy of permanence
and the results that wait upon it.

Permanent Ministry.

There comes a third period in the life of a really

great preacher, and this third period marks him as

great. Circumstances deny this experience to some
who may be in true senses strong men. But there is

one experience that shows that a man may be consid-

ered a really strong and effective minister of the gos-

pel. This comes to pass when his ministry settles it-

self into such permanent form that it is taken for grant-

ed that he is a fixture. I know of no more honorable
place to which a man might aspire than that which is

recognized as no longer a matter of question or doubt,

but fixed and unchanging with a life tenure, and such a

man has reached the point where he no longer receives

calls. It is not because he is not greatly appreciated,

for there are probably few churches that would not

consider themselves honored by believing that they

could secure him as a pastor, but he has been able to

impress himself upon his own people and upon the

church to which he ministers as a man who is not to

be tempted away from the field where he believes God
has placed him, and his work increases in geometrical

ratio of value every year of his lengthening ministry.

What church would have ventured to extend a call to

Mr. Spurgeon to leave the Metropolitan Tabernacle, or

to Phillips Brooks to leave Trinity or to Mr. Beecher
to leave Plymouth, or to Frederick William Robertson
to leave his small field at Brighton? It was not that

these men had reached the highest place to which they

could aspire, but it was because they felt they were in

a situation which offered them amplest opportunity for

service. Nor is the generation of great preachers of this

class extinct. Who would not feel disappointed if he
learned of the propable departure of Joseph Parker
from the City Temple, London, or Washington Glad-
den from Columbus, or Frederick D. Power from
Washington, or E. L. Powell from Louisville, or Geo.
Darsie from Frankfort, or P. S. Henson or W. M.
Lawrence from Chicago. Indeed, one would feel that

there was a sort of insult in asking such a man to

abandon his field and go elsewhere. The men and the
place have become identified in some true sense. This is

only a partial list of names that might be mentioned
which have come to be effective most of all by the com-
munity of service in a single field.

/Numerous Calls ffot Greatest Flattery.
If then a minister is tempted to feel flattered by

numerous calls to change his pastoral relations let him
understand once for all that the highest compliment
that delicacy of appreciation of a work which
has become so fixed that it no longer per-
mits any man to trifle with what is under-
stood to be the greatness and permanency of
the ministry in which God has set him. I never meet
one of these "long-time" men without feeling an ad-
miration for the greatness of their patience and cour-
age which has led them steadily to decline all induce-
ments to abandon under any stress of provocation a
ministry which must at many times have been difficult

and perplexing and yet which has grown richer to its

fullness of value by the very passing of the years and
is destined to leave itself on record not as a mere ripple
on the surface of the water, to which so many minis-
ters doom their lives by impatience or foolish ambitions,
but to be a well-marked line upon the shore indented
by increasing waves of power and purpose through a
series of years that closes only with the passage to
the highest ministry in the presence of the King.

J^fOTES AffT) COMMENTS.
"Dr. StalKer on E-dangelistic XtJorK-

In answer to a query touching his attitude toward
evangelistic work Dr. Stalker is reported to hsve said:

"I believe in the diversity of the operations of the

Spirit, and in the widest diversity of experiences.

I work for long results and also for immediate ones

;

and I believe equally in catastrophic and educative de-

velopments."

Conscience of "Politicians.

Dr. Guinness Rogers tells of a certain politician to

whom he had made an appeal on the ground of con-

science. "When I have to manage an election," said

the politician, "I take conscience and everything of

that kind and lock it in a box until after the affair

is over." "And are you able easily to find it again?"

was the pertinent retort.

/legation and Doubt.
The end of theology is knowledge, the end of re-

ligion is character. The first thing demanded of a

religious teacher is that he have a definite and posi-

tive message. Hunger-bitten souls turn away with

disgust from those who attempt to feed them with

the husks of negation. Carlyle once said to a preacher

who was airing his doubts before him : "I have plenty

of doubts of my own, and have no desire to have their

number increased. If you have anything to say that

will help and strengthen me, I will listen to you, but

if you have not, for God's sake hold your peace."

'Bottomless Bathos
What consummate asses some men and preachers

can make of themselves ! At the wedding of Dr. Her-
ron and Miss Carrie Rand, Rev. Wm. T. Brown, the

officiating clergyman, is reported to have said : "This

is the time for the muse of a poet and the speech of a
god." Rather was it a time for the scorn of men
and the weeping of angels. To call that compact of

companionship entered into "a sacrament
5
' and "a

divine event" is the sheerest nonsense. Nothing is

more calculated to dissolve the bonds of our social

order than such an open disregard of the sanctity of

the marriage relation.

Cuba and the Piatt Amendment.
The Piatt amendment, giving the United States the

right to interfere in Cuban affairs when it is necessary

to preserve "Cuba libre" from destruction, has been

adopted by the constitutional convention, but in such

a way and under such comments and understandings,

that it may make the path of the president very diffi-

cult. So thinks the New York Times. In other words,

it may mean a war with Cuba or that the United States

will have to give up entirely the oversight of that

little island. This is not a reassuring view of the sit-

uation, but did we not go into the war with Spain that

we might set Cuba free? We common folks who
know nothing technically about the ways of politicians

and latter-day statesmanship so understood it, and
we are also of the opinion that truth and right do not as

quickly change their nature or their obligation as

politicians change their minds.

X5he "Roman Church and Marriage.
Not with any sectarian feelings, but with profound

regret, should we think of the Romanist views of

marriage. While claiming to stand for such a high
ideal of marriage, and practically claiming that mar-
riages outside of their fold are irregular, in countries

where the church has had full sway they have brought
about a very deplorable state of affairs with regard to

the subject. When the light was turned on in Cuba
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people beheld a sickening sight. The following dis-

patch in the dailies shows the state of the case in our

possessions in the Paciric

:

"The monks in the Philippines are accused of all

kinds of atrocities. It is reported that the spread of

concubinage is due to their refusal to perform the

marriage service without large remuneration."

This is the fruit of a system which usurps the place

of a definite revelation given from heaven, and places

men and women, body, soul and spirit, in the hands of

mere mortals. The church is not the guide of the

human race. Christ is. The Bible is a record of

revelation. It is the light by which we look upon the

face and heart of the Master. The church is a body
of witnesses to the living and ever-present Christ. It

is no little sin, as the fruits of it show, for even the

church to stand between Christ and the people.

Creed "Re-Vision.

A substantial advance was made at the Presbyterian

General Assembly in the matter of creed revision.

The position taken is that a new statement of doc-

trine is to be issued which will be supplementary to

the Westminster Confession. It will be of the nature

of a declaratory statement. In view of all the circum-

stances in the case, this is on the whole a wise decision
;

but it will be a difficult matter to get up a state-

ment of doctrine which will harmonize with the ultra

Calvinistic theology of the Westminster Confession.

When this same work was undertaken in the United
Presbyterian Church of Scotland some one suggested
that the words of the preamble "consistently there-

with," which referred to the supposed harmony be-

tween the declaratory statement and the confession,

be changed into "inconsistently therewith." There
is good authority for saying that it is never advisable

to sew a piece of new cloth upon an old garment.

Is England Decadent?

An article in the May Contemporary review on "The
Economic Decay of Great Britain" says that country

is on the downgrade and that she will be bankrupt in

ten years, economically and politically, unless there are

greater energy and genius than have yet appeared. "It

is," says the writer, "perhaps the grandest and at the

same time the saddest, spectacle in the world to watch
the decay of a mighty empire. This spectacle is at

present afforded by Great Britain, with the whole
world as spectators." This vision is surely disquiet-

ing enough, even to England's relatives, but the possi-

bility of it cannot be denied. Nations get their growth
and serve their purpose in the world like individuals,

and then other nations take the lead. The lights of

English history are the brightest and its shadows
among the darkest in the annals of the world. But
should the nation even be blotted out, like the hypo-
thetical blotting out of the fixed star, her light will

shine on the pathway of the human race for ages to

come ; her shadows will be remembered as warnings.
In the meantime let us remember that the pallbearers

have not yet been selected for the funeral.

&he "Battle of the Giants.

Hon. Henry Watterson and William Jennings Bryan
are trying to adjust their political differences before

the court of public opinion—at least Mr. Watterson
comes forward with a long statement of their differ-

ences. For that fact in itself we have no concern, but

some of Mr. Watterson's utterances are decidedly in-

teresting. We infer that he would divorce morality

from statesmanship and put success—which with him
seems to mean °ettinp- into office—above all other con-

siderations. He says : "The baby Jonathan grown to

manhood is going the gaits. It may be wrong. But
moral platitudes will not stop him. * * * This
may be good enough moral philosophy of the copy-

book variety, but it is mighty poor statesmanship."

A majority of the American people think Mr. Bryan's
views of political questions wrong—about that we do
not care now—but Mr. Bryan is right when he insists

on taking morality into account in public questions.

And in the long run that will prove to be statesman-
ship.

An English Millionaires Viebvs.

An English millionaire is reported to have declared

that the sweetest thing about having money is the

power to tell anybody else "to go to the devil." Which
makes one think of an incident in France. Foulon,
possibly in the heat of excitement, said : "The people

may eat grass." The remark was not forgotten, and
later he was lynched ; and to quote Carlyle's account of
it, "His body is dragged through the streets ; his head
goes aloft on a pike, the mouth filled with grass ; amid
sounds as of Tophet from a grass-eating people."

It is very interesting to know what men of vast

means are thinking. They have immense influence on
the ideals of the nation, and when we know a people's

ideals and methods of attainment it is easy to guess

what they will finally come to unless turned aside by
some new and unexpected force.

The JVetv 'Re-Vi-Val.

That the air is tremulous* with the near approach

of some great spiritual movement is a very general

belief. But let us be careful not to circumscribe the

action of God's free Spirit. The Lord's thoughts are

not always our thoughts, neither are his ways our
ways. The blessing which is already on its way may
be coming in a form in which we do not expect it.

We may be looking for it in one direction while it is

coming in another. God never repeats himself. The
manifestations of his redeeming power are always

more or less of the nature of a surprise. Hence the

day of his visitation is seldom recognized when it

comes.
More important than looking for the new revival is

getting into the attitude that will bring it. When
the conditions are supplied the blessing comes ; when
the water-pots are filled to the brim the miracle is

wrought ; when the church is upon her knees the holy

fire descends. This was the attitude of the disciples

prior to Pentecost. To quote the words of Dr. Alfred

Cave, "They all continued in prayer—their prayer

was persistent. They all continued in prayer—there

was united petitioning. They all with one accord con-

tinued steadfastly in prayer—to the external associa-

tion they added internal union. They all with one

accord continued steadfastly in prayer—the difficulties

in the way, and the absence of response did not shake

their resolution." They believed in God and waited

;

and while they waited they set themselves in order.

The "Presbyterian General Assembly.

The sessions of .the general assembly of the Pres-

byterian church are being watched with great in-

terest, not only by Presbyterians throughout the

country, but as well by students of religious thought

in all the churches. It is the ever-renewed struggle

of venerable pronouncements of the past with the

advancing and emancipating thought of the present,

and as well with a larger vision which comes from

the better acquaintance with the holy Scriptures

themselves. There is, of course, the recognized di-
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vision of sentiment which may always be expected

in such debates. There are those who have no diffi-

culty with the Westminster standards and advocate

their maintenance unchanged. There are those, on

the other hand, who wish them modified in such

manner as to express the present views of Presby-

terian scholarship regarding the teachings of holy

Scriptures. Between these two forces there can be

no acceptable middle ground, even though a com-

promise is finally reached. The whole situation is

a commentary upon the inability of the church to

formulate a human creed that can be more than tem-

porarily satisfactory. The most simple solution of

the matter would be the continuation of the West-

minster creed as it now stands, regarding it as a ven-

erable historic symbol of the church, giving at the

same time full liberty of personal modification of

views to the ministry of the church. This would

save debate on the creed itself, which is not only

inevitable as long as it remains, but would obviate

the necessity of renewed discussion, at some future

time, of any'modified creed which might be formulat-

ed today.

CHICAGO NO&ES.
Whatever else may be said against Chicago, it can-

not be charged with dullness. As the Pittsburg

Chronicle-Telegraph put it recently:

O, there's always something doing
In Chicago;

For sensations they keep brewing
In Chicago;

There is always some one posing,

And in some new way disclosing

That the freaks are seldom dosing
In Chicago.

Meeting of Theosophists.
The convention of the American section of Theo-

sophical society, which met last week in the Athenaeum
building, was full of enthusiasm. The interest was
deepened by the presence of Col. H. S. Olcott, the

president-founder of the society. Those who think

that the interest of people in the study of the occult

is on the wane are mistaken. Man does not live by

bread alone; he hungers for the spiritual, and if the

church fails to supply it he will seek for it else-

where.

"Dr. Debute Again.
John Alexander Dowie, "the divine heeler," as the

Philistine wickedly dubs him, manages to get a great

deal of free advertising, and here we are helping to

swell the general result. The net of the law seems
to be closing upon him. A true bill has been returned

against him, and he has been indicted for. trial before

the grand jury for criminal neglect in connection with

the death of a patient at Zion Home. It is to be hoped
that a quietus will in some way be put upon him.

The Annual May Festi-Val.

The annual May festival of the Sunday schools of

Chicago and vicinity, held last week in the Auditorium
under the auspices of the Cook County Sunday School
association, was a great success. H. N. Fairbank led

the chorus of a thousand voices, and the presentation

of flags was made by Rev. P. H. Swift of the Wesley
M. E. church. The time of this "gathering" raises

the question why Chicago should not be made the

center of a series of great May meetings such as are

held in London. Centralization is the order of the day.

Endobved City Churches.
Fifty years in the life of a Chicago church goes

back very near to the beginning of things. The First

Congregational church is now celebrating its fiftieth

anniversary in a series of meetings. Last Monday
evening it entertained the Chicago Congregational

club. Among many noteworthy features of that meet-

ing was the prominence given to the consideration of

the problem of the down-town church. The move-
ment of population has left the old historic First

church in the midst of a shifting population composed
largely of working people. It must either move west-

ward or change its methods of work so as to adapt

itself to changed conditions. There is a growing con-

viction that it ought to stay where it is and widen its

work so as to become more or less of an institutional

church. The problem of city evangelization unques-

tionably demands the creation of large, strongly en-

dowed churches in the congested districts, and with

a multiplicity of philanthropic agencies for the relief

of distress.

A JVo-Oel Mo-Vement.
A novel movement is under way to unite in an or-

ganization the young men's Bible classes connected
with twenty-one Presbyterian churches throughout the

city. The object of this society is to further the ma-
terial and spiritual welfare of young men. Among the

helpful things contemplated is the establishment of

employment and boarding bureaus. The work of the

society will be along the lines of the Y. M. C. A.

ZShe Olympic Games in Chicago.

Chicago is rejoicing in the decision of the com-
mittee on the place for the celebration of the Olym-
pian games ; their deliberation a week since resulted

in the choice of this city for the Olympian celebra-

tion in 1904. This is an interesting event, as it is the

first time in the history of the games that they have
been brought to this country, and indeed the Paris

celebration of last year was the first time they had
ever been held outside of Greece. The games date

from 776 B. C, the days when Greece was strug-

gling into unity, a period contemporary with the

reigns of Uzziah of Judah and Jeroboam II. of Israel,

and with the ministries of the prophets Jonah, Amos
and Hosea. The games soon assumed a panhellenic

character and included contests of strength, chariot

races, horse races, wrestling, leaping, throwing of

the discus and of quoites, the hurling of the javelin

and other athletic features. The event will be one of

extraordinary interest, and will have a unique char-

acter, making it almost as important as a world's

exposition.

ZBhe Army Canteen.

The struggle to keep the canteen out of the army
is not without its difficulties. Having once secured
the abolition of this legalized infamy in army cir-

cles, there is, of course, a renewed effort on the part

of all interested in the liquor traffic to reinstate it,

and the efforts employed to accomplish this purpose
embrace the wide-spread employment of the press

in the attempt to create the opinion that the can-

teen cannot be wisely excluded from army posts, and
that more harm is accomplished by this exclusion

than by what is supposed to be its regulated use.

We are sorry to see that even ministers of the Gos-
pel are lending themselves to the propaganda of res-

toration. It is not easy to secure an ideal condition

as long as men's appetites are depraved, but it is

far better to run the risk of some violations of law

than to have the law itself openly defiant of moral
principle and pledged to the interest of the worst
elements of our civilization. Christian people can
scarcely contemplate with tolerance the agitation to

restore this iniquity to an official position.
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CONTRIBUTED.

THE "DEVIL.

By Alfred J. Hough.
Men don't believe in a Devil now, as their father's used to do

;

They've forced the door of the broadest creed to let his Maj-
esty through.

There isn't a print of his cloven foot, or a fiery dart from his

bow
To be found in earth or air today, for the world has voted so.

But who is it mixing the fatal draught that palsies heart and
brain,

And loads the bier of each passing year with ten hundred
thousand slain?

Who blights the bloom of the land today with the fiery breath

of hell,

If the Devil isn't, and never was? Won't somebody rise and
tell?

Who dogs the steps of the toiling saint and digs the pit for

his feet?

Who sows the tares in the fields of time wherever God
sows his wheat?

The Devil is voted not to be, and, of course, the thing is true

;

But who is doing the kind of work the Devil alone should do?

We are told he does not go about like a roaring lion now

;

But who shall we hold responsible for the everlasting row
To be heard in home, in church and state, to the earth's re-

motest bound.
If the Devil by a unanimous vote is nowhere to be found?

Won't somebody step to the front forthwith, and make their

bow and show
How the frauds and crimes of a single day spring up? We

want to know.
The Devil was fairly voted out, and, of course, the Devil's

gone.
But simple people would like to know who carries his business

on? —The Independent.

WHE^RE A*RE WE TO LOOK.FO'R
THE T'RESEJSfCE?
By James M. Campbell.

In the recently discovered "Logia" are the words,

"Raise the stone and there shalt thou find me ; cleave

the wood and I am there." These
words have been variously interpreted,

the three most plausible interpretations

being (a) that they refer to the find-

ing of Christ in the sacrificial offer-

ing; (b) that they afford a suggestion

of his immanence in nature; (c) that

they refer to his presence in the com-
mon things of life. Dr. Henry Van

Dyke, contending for the last of these interpretations,

represents a young man as having made a fruitless

quest for Christ in the church and its ceremonies,

when Christ himself appears to him and says

:

"Where the many toil together, there am I among my own

;

Where the tired workman sleepeth, there am I with him alone;

I, the peace that passeth knowledge, dwell amid the daily

strife

;

I, the bread of heaven, am broken in the sacrament of life.

Every task, however simple, sets the soul that does it free

;

Every deed of love and mercy done to men is done to me.
Thou hast learned the peaceful secret; thou hast come to me

for rest

;

With thy burden, in thy labor, thou art, Felix, doubly blest.

Nevermore thou needest seek me ; I am with thee everywhere

;

Raise the stone and thou shalt find Me ; cleave the wood, and
I am there."

In emphasizing the idea that Christ is to be found
in the common life of man it is not necessary to ig-

nore or undervalue his Presence in other things. That
he is to be found in the sacrificial offering: is one of

the commonplaces of religion. The altar has always
been the meeting place between God and man. To
the Jews as they entered the door of the tabernacle

was the pledge given by Jehovah, "There will I meet
with the children of Israel, and the tabernacle shall be
sanctified by my glory." (Exod. xxix, 43.) And in

the Christian assembly the worshipers take up the
song:

"The King himself comes near,

And feasts his saints today;
Here we may sit and see him here,

And love, and praise, and pray."

Christ in JVature.

That he is to be found in nature is implied in the
declaration, "All things were made through him, and
apart from him was not anything made, that hath been
made." Nature is the expression not alone of his cre-

ative energy, but also of his redeeming purpose. Its

message is one of propitiousness. Its undertone is

judgment against sin, but its overtone is mercy tri-

umphing over judgment. Nature is the original ver-

sion of the gospel of Christ. It is his hand-writing
that is seen in the clouds ; his voice that is heard in the
winds ; his smile that is made visible in the flowers

;

his goodness that is revealed in the harvests that re-

ward the labors of the husbandman. The grace of

nature is none other 'than the grace of the cross. The
truth, however, to which special attention is now de-

manded is that the unseen Christ is to be found to-day
where he was to be found in the days of his flesh,

namely, in the haunts of men, and in the things of
common life. With his love for man unchanged how
could he remain in heaven listening to the harpings of
the angels when he was sorely needed down here
among the sinning and suffering children of earth?
The place to find a Savior is at the side of a sinner.

A gentleman once called upon a celebrated physician.

"Is your father at home?" he asked the little boy who
answered the door. "No," was the reply. "Where do
you think I could find him?" "Well," he said, with
a thoughtful air, "You've got to look for some place

where people are sick or hurt, or something like that.

He is sure to be somewhere helping somebody." And
where are we to find the Savior of sinners but down
here among them in the midst of the strife ; their friend

in loneliness, their consoler in sorrow, their helper

in temptation, their inspirer in the hour when the
path of duty is trod with leaden feet; their faithful

ally when bankrupt of hope because the door of hon-
est toil will not open to their most importunate knock-
ing. He is by no means absent from them in their

happier hours. He is present at weddings as well as
at funerals ; but it is where there is want and woe that

he is principally to be found.

" 'Tis here, O pitying Christ, where thee I seek

—

Here where the strife is fiercest, where the sun
Beats down upon the highway thronged with men
And in the raging mart. —Richard W. Gilder.

When we turn to the distinct statement that at the
opening of the new age the Son of man was to be
seen "coming in his kingdom" (Matt, xvi, 28), we are
led to inquire if mistaken views do not continue to ex-
ist regarding the nature of his coming. Because his

coming was to be dispensational was it on that ac-

count to be any the less personal? Because it was
to take place in a kingly way, was it on that account
to be different from his coming in the common life

of men?
JJetv Idea of K_inghood.

One of the contributions which Christ made to the
world's thought was a new idea of kinghood. King-
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hood in the world-sense was a thing of pageantry and
pomp ; according to Jesus it was a thing of moral su-

premacy. Jesus tried to have it clearly understood

that his kingdom was not of this world. It was a

spiritual, not a political dominion. Its insignia was
not a scepter of gold, but a scepter of righteousness.

The power by which it was upheld was not force of

arms, but the power of love. In his wonderful series

of paintings representing the principal scenes in the

life of Christ, Tissot has caught the conception of the

moral majesty of his peasant life. His life is regal

throughout, but it is regal in a new way. Destitute

of all the trappings of worldly greatness, it is made to

stand out in all the matchless glory of its moral great-

ness. In the peasant king the life of the common
man is glorified.

Jesus was the strangest king the world had ever

seen. It was a strange kind of sovereignty that be-

gan in a manger and ended upon a cross. What is

called his triumphal entry into Jerusalem was in real-

ity his progress to the cross ; but the way to the cross

was the way to the kingdom. The idea of his king-

dom was never taken seriously by his enemies. They
treated it with ridicule because it was too unimportant
to be treated with scorn. A king without a visible

court, or throne, or army, or empire, what did Caesar
care about the rivalry of such a monarch? When
Pilate asked Jesus, "Art thou a king?" he answered,
"Thou sayest it, because I am a king; to this end
have I been born, and to this end am I come into the

world that I might be a witness to the truth." A poor
sort of a king this, a king whose empire was founded
upon truth. Against such a well-meaning enthusiast
Pilate had nothing to say, and he would have released

him at once, had he not feared the people. The brutal

soldiers, catching the mood of the hour, put upon
Jesus a crown of thorns and a purple robe, and kneel-
ing before him in mock homage, exclaimed, "Hail king
of the Jews!" A sorry king! And yet of all the
kings of earth the kingliest and the mightiest. The
empire of the Caesars has perished, but his kingdom
remains and grows. Before the throne of the Cruci-
fied the whole world bows in homage.

Christ's Kjngdom In-Visible.

The nature of Christ's kingdom is still unchanged.
It is a kingdom of spiritual power humanly exercised.
"The king eternal, immortal and invisible" is not seat-

ed upon a throne remote ; he does not dwell apart "pa-
vilioned in splendor." His presence chamber is more
likely to be found in a humble attic than in a lordly
palace. He comes to his people to-day in the same
lowly ways in which he came to them in the days of his
flesh. If then we are to see him as he has come, or as
he is coming in his kingdom, we must get rid of all

preconceived ideas of royalty. For this is a new kind
of king. We must beware of falling back upon the
old Jewish conception of his kingdom as a kingdom of
outward power and glory. His kingdom cometh not
with pomp and show. It is a spiritual thing. "The
kingdom of heaven is among you, said Jesus to the
people of his day. Alas that many in the present day
should still be ignorant of its coming. Influenced by
a narrow literalism they look for a kingdom that is

yet to come, whose center is to be found in ancient
Jerusalem. They forget that it has been said to the
saints of the new age, "Ye are come unto the heaven-
ly Jerusalem" (Heb. xii, 22). The walls of that holy
city are slowly rising before our eyes ; but it is an
inevitable thing that those who look for a kingdorn af-
ter the flesh, shall fail to see them.

The Emperor of China is kept out of the sight of

common mortals, but he is seen in his kingdom—and
just at present he is seen in his kingdom in a somewhat
tragic and pathetic way. Christ is now as completely

concealed from sight as he was before he became in-

carnate. But he has come in his kingdom and in his

kingdom we may see him. His kingdom is a greater
thing than many dream. Professor James Orr, in his

recent volume on "Neglected Factors in the Study of

the Early Progress of Christianity," contends that

Christianity had a larger extension laterally, that is,

in point of numbers ; vertically, that, is, in respect to

the strata of society, and intensively or penetratively,

that is, in its effect upon the thought and life of the

age, than is generally acknowledged." In every direc-

tion the power of Christ extends beyond what men
have dreamed. His influence extends outside the

church. His spirit pervades society. He is king of
the only real world-wide empire. Upon his head are
many crowns. The universal dominion which is his

by right he is coming to possess. To see the coming
of his kingdom is to see the coming of the king.

May this word be added, that where Christ is to be
found, there his people ought to be found? The
words, "Where I am there shall also my servant be,"

were originally applied to the participation with Christ
in his glory. They are equally applicable to participa-

tion with him in his service and suffering. A follower
of Christ is one who goes where Christ goes. Christ's

leading and the Christians following are both pres-
ent acts. Where sin and sorrow abound, where the

pale, pinched face of want bends over unrequited toil

;

where the bitter cry of the outcast is heard; where
there are heavy burdens to unbind; where there are
bleeding hearts to comfort; where there are fainting
souls to succor, there the true Christian will be found.
Where you find the Master you will find the disciple,

and where you find the disciple you will find the Mas-
ter.

THE MAKE* AJVZ) THE
T'RADE'R.

W. D. MacClintock.

NE can love only those who produce things—mothers, farmers, miners, artists. The
hunter we should dislike, and the trader
and arranger we may scorn. Even the
teacher can barely be endured, and that not
that he handles other men's ideas, but that
he very earnestly endeavor to produce
trained persons. The healer is merely a
necessary evil and not in the perfect world.
The producer has so few, such inde-

pendent elements to work with—raw and
common material, his love of making and some skill.

The first is everybody's, unlimited in quantity and al-

ways at hand. His love is his inspiration, his delight,
and it creates a skill. He is the only one who can love
things for themselves, because his love is in them
and speaks out to him. It can be quiet and contem-
plate the thing he makes. He does not grow tired
feeling its face, bending down his mind over and into
its curves, indentations, edges ; he goes over in fancy
the moments of its making, reproducing the thrills of
discovery or skill. He needs no other things to make
this one a joy and never regards it as a means to an
end or merely part of a whole or a syllabus. The con-
templation of his work gives perfect satisfaction, be-
ing a joy both as a subject movement and object
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product—the mind flying back and forth between

them, never feeling a disharmony in size or fit.

Mothers, poets and farmers know ; all others are

both shallow and inexact. They can tell you the

daintiest shapes and most intimate needs. Every in-

stant the face of child and crop changes, but love

follows as fast as change. This discipline of the

hand and eye, this absolute knowledge of the

physical detail, this flexible awareness of the quick

changes of life in the growing child or verse—this is

the only absolute liberality. The traders' ease is mere

indifference. Should his work fail or perish, the

producer leaves with it or follows it with a large

share of his own tender feeling; his love makesit

immortal. Never while love lasts can the child

still-born or early dead, the song that could not find

expression, the wheat blighted by late frosts fade

from memory and wistful regard.

The trader, the manipulator, does not love the things

he handles. He regards them only as indifferent means

to a further end; that end gained, he hurries it into

another series and so forever. He but counts them for

correct numbers, judges quickly their grades and sees

them placed for catching the eyes of consumers. His

child is but a member of a "large and respectable"

family, for whom he savagely works, not with whom
he closely lives.

His cattle suggest to him only the market. He
thinks of books as property. This man instinctively

forever rearranges, destroying all natural associa-

tions. If the lady-slipper is dainty in its pink pecu-

liarity there in the deep woods,- your trader must make

it grow in his staring city lawn. Nothing must grow

old with him ; he occupies his days seeing something

new. He is the executive officer—he makes all things

move, dispart and recombine. He proves his

greatness by the number of startling combinations he

can effect. Hand him your dear thing, produced with

love, he flashes it into a scheme with things before

and after, it becomes one of fifty points. Your child

sinks into the school, your idea into a many-headed

syllabus, your personality into his corps.

This man thinks, he does not contemplate or love.

Meditation is idleness to him and mystic jugglery. He

delights to startle, he uses precious stones and precious

hearts as balls to see how many he can keep in the air

at once. As production runs from the maker to the

user, this man falls upon it, delays, deflects, uses it for

his own advantage, enhances its price, delights in mak-

ing all depend upon him, and out of it all plays the

benefactor to the race. In this situation he speculates,

produces disharmony, refuses distinctions natural,

sends things to wrong ends, now and again discover-

ing a peace which is only his relenting. In the garden

two were given plats, one for flowers and one for

fruit. They were bidden exchange them at a spreading

tree by a brook. A third lazy one stole under the

tree, first as a humble helper of their exchange, soon

as a trading despot. Since then the two work harder

and never meet.

This trafficker in hearts makes nothing, loves noth-

ing, learns nothing. The earth produces, the plants

bloom, the children refine without him. Immortality

grows not in a convenience. The wavelet in the ocean

is dearer to love than he. The peasant's song at labor

makes all his show and bigness idle. For all the beauty

his hands have touched, all the pathetic or happy labor

wrought into its texture, all the love still lingering

there^ all fail to make him love, consider, bend to their

several selves. He is the sentient but eccentric and

arbitrary lock upon the stream, on whose stony face the
water leaves no impress, except of its height

University of Chicago.

"SUPPOSE THE CHVRCH
SHOULD *BE SWEPT

A WAy?"
W. H. Matlock.

One meets with this pessimistic supposition in per-

haps an otherwise healthful book. It is heard in an
otherwise good prayer meeting, where
some devout disciple of Jesus re-

sponds to the maker of it, that the dis-

appearance of the church would be fol-

lowed by horrors and calamities, her-

alding the judgment of God on a wick-
ed world and over a forgetful insti-

tution of his own founding. It may
be read in otherwise good family jour-

nals whose editors are not exempt from sick head-
ache. It may be read also alas ! in the faces of many
preachers of God's word and believers in the preached
word, who have forgotten the "immutable things" of

God, and whose anchor drags like that of a ship that

has broken from its moorings. Let all such do as the

poet Heine did when he felt his faith in God return-

ing: "Quit herding swine with the Hegelians." Par-
don, philosophers.

How many there are who shiver and shake, who
quiver and quake whenever such possibilities are sug-

gested. They seem to see the skyscrapers of New
York city tumbling into the harbor ; they seem to hear
trumpets of destruction on every hand. The faith

that remains calm is treated as sinful indifference. The
true disciple, true because his faith in God is serene

and inviolable, is mistaken by his more imaginative,

feverish brother for a heretic ; as if spiritual ague were
a better test of faith in God than serenity of soul. At
whose feet have they learned this ? Certainly not

at the feet of him who thought a grain of mustard
seed a suitable symbol of a faith sufficient to put wheels
under a mountain.

Uhe Church Indistructible.

Is it possible to suppose that the church can be swept
away? No. The church is not chaff. Nobody has a

broom big enough. Nor does the man live that is

herculean enough to do the sweeping. It can not be

done; therefore, fearful soul, be consoled. Is it possible

to imagine that the church can be burned away ? No

!

For it is not a barrier to human progress, in spite of

everything which might be said to the contrary. I

have nothing to say in defense of the wood, hay and
stubble ; but the church will not be burned. It is not

a wall between men and truth that they should tear it

down. It is not a bastile for the human intellect, that

men should raze it to make way for a statue of liberty.

Its courts are large ; its windows and doors and gates

swing open toward the future and toward the light.

The soul that flees from the beautiful temple of God
and from the presence of Jesus will return to confess

with shame its flight from the home of the soul, sweet

home of the soul. Therefore be consoled.

Is it possible to imagine the church washed away?
Now, if the theory of Thales is true, as many excel-

lent minds maintain—with reference to the church at

least—then there is indeed some danger that the

church may ultimately return to its "first and essential
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principle." I have no hesitancy in asserting the suffi-

ciency of faith against even the possibility of the

church being washed away. It withstood fire, another

principle of early Greek philosophy, through long ages,

in spite of the persistent efforts of good men to burn

up the best that was in it. To the disciples of Her-

aclitus the church owes its long list of martyrs. The

Hyhcists have withdrawn from the field. The church

has been victorious in the past. It will withstand and

overcome all that now opposes it. It will not be wash-

ed away. God did not build it upon the sand.

"PesstmUm "Rest-r \/pon Fallacy.

The widespread pessimism as to the future of the

church is deplorable. It seems to rest on a fallacy.

Where else, pray, could pessimism find soil and nour-

ishment? The fallacy is, men too readily identify the

raiment with the body, the unreal with the veritable,

the insignificant with the all-significant, the passing

fancy of the age in which they live with the eternal

fact that was, and is, and ever shall be. Will men ever

cease to identify their own opinions with God's veri-

ties? This is the stupidity of the centuries. Natural-

ly, since men grow pessimistic when God does not

honor their opinions, when he allows what seemed to

them to be an eternal verity to fall into disrepute, to

reveal itself as a passing fancy. Form is but another

name for fashion. The history of the church is its

fashion plate. Fashions are transient. Religion, pure

and undefined, never changes except in the manner
of its manifestation. It will animate and perpetuate

any institution that is a suitable expression of its

known realities. The church in so far as it is identi-

cal with pure religion, is indestructible ; but the

church, in so far as it is the form of religion, will suf-

fer great changes in the future as in the past. Its

forms, its ceremonies, may suffer violence. Attached
to these because they are more palpable, many souls

will be often distressed. But why identify the pos-

sibly transient with the surely permanent? Why iden-

tify first forms with first principles? Why mourn be-

cause the perishable passes? Mourn, if you must,-

but do not doubt the future over which God reigns.

The permanent is the true source of joy. God is more
than systems of theology. Rejoice in him. "Our lit-

tle systems have their day, they have their day and
cease to be." Because they cease men are pessimists.

If they are swept away it is because God does it. He
always leaves the permanent intact. Be satisfied with
what he leaves on the threshing floor. He left the

wheat of Jewish morality when he swept the chaff

Jewish ceremonialism away. He left a purer wor-
ship when he destroyed the temple with its altars. It

becomes men, even the most intelligent, not to chal-

lenge his judgment as to what shall be kept and what
shall be cast forth.

The supposition with which this article began can
have little meaning for a man whose trust is in the true
God. The chaos is not any worse now that it was in

the beginning. God still reigns and religion is still

practical among men. The source and animating
principle of the church still remains. The personality
of Jesus dominates the imagination and intellects of
tens of thousands of virtuous men and women. As
long as human need and divine love exist contempo-
raneously in the world, some God-inspired institution

will represent the one and live by the alleviation of the
other. Pure religion will never be in disfavor. The
institution that is the highest expression of it will be
approved of God and men.
Norman, Oklahoma.

THE K.IJVGVOM OF GOV.
By J. S. Hughes.

Adolph Harnach gives a summary of the teach-

ing of Jesus. He sums them up under three heads,

one of which is "The Kingdom of

God." At one important point he
seems to fail in comprehending the

/ • lb**-* B subject. I have heard pastors' as-

sociations of the leading denomina-
tions discuss this subject, and al-

ways with the outcome of a very
confused understanding of its whole

meaning. Harnack says : "The proclamation of this

kingdom * * * culminates in the announcement
that this kingdom is now coming in the hearts of the

people. The proclamation of the kingdom therefore

presents two phases according to one of which this

kingdom is represented as something entirely in the

future and according to the other it is a present pos-
session. The central thought of Christ's teachings,

namely,"The Kingdom of God," is not therefore a sin-

gle idea. For us these contrasts, or these two phases,

are hard to bridge over; to find the higher unity in

this diversity must be the work of future generations."

This "higher unity," as the great German scholar

calls it, is fully developed and illustrated in the reve-

lation of the prophet John, given about the close of
the century, the book which Prof. Harnack and all

his school unwittingly abuse.

To say that the kingdom of God is in you and
is with you and is to come to you in the future is per-

fectly consistent with John's conception of things.

The same "higher unity" is seen when in John's teach-

ing we read that "he that believes has eternal life and
then that "we shall be like him for we shall see him
as he is." Eternal life is both a present and a future
possession and these are the two phases of a great
single truth to be understood when John is compre-
hended. Many other seemingly incongruous teachings
of holy scriptures are by this last and greatest teacher
crystallized into a "higher unity." The church and
the kingdom stand as substitute and substance. They
are not coequal. The church of Christ is temporary
and is a stepping stone to the kingdom of God. Those
in whom the kingdom was, that is in whose hearts the
kingdom of God was regnant, had to be cared for and
preserved as a peculiar and elect people and as the
church originated among the Jews the idea of sepa-
rateness which had been the divine provision by which
Israel had been saved from the contact with heathen
nations it prevailed in constituting the church. Hence
in all we see from Paul as well as from Peter has
this ecclesiastical idea prevailing. This was charac-
teristic of the whole movement from the day of Pente-
cost up to and beyond the middle of the first century,
but after the fall of Jerusalem and the waning of the
Jewish Christian church, John writes a last message,
in which we find him preaching again the kingdom as
Christ did at the beginning and when John reveals the
conditions of the kingdom come as he saw it in vision
one of the startling changes is that he "saw no temple
therein." "The temple" is one of John's symbols for
the church.

The light which the church gives is the light of can-
dlesticks or of stars and "the kingdom come" is like

the sun rising, which puts them out by its greater
glory.

The church, as commonly understood, will never
convert the world. It is in its own self-defense sep-
arated from the world to sanctifications in Christ and
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when it essays to go back at the world with a vast

load of ecclesiastical machinery and baggage of doc-

trines, ordinances, ancient, mediaeval, modern, an
army of straggling, conflicting sects, saying to the

world, "We have each come to save you ; come and

go with us and help save us from each other."

When the kingdom comes there will be no church.

The ministries of Paul and of John were dominated

by two different ideas. Paul's whole thought was
"Come out of the world and into the ecclesia," while

John's thought was not so much that we are to come
out of the world as that Christ has been raised up
over the world to rule it. That the world will be con-

verted in the usual sense, that is, that all will become
the spiritual children of God, seems out of the ques-

tion ; but that the children of God will some day get

their eyes opened and will become active and aggres-

sive instead of creeping around under the huge legs

of mammon only to get themselves tolerated, is cer-

tain. They will rule the world in righteousness. Then
will com*1 "the kingdom of God."

The unbelieving and sinful will live the outward life

of the Christian, which so many church members are

doing now, because they will find it is so much better

even for this world than the old earthly regime.

We have all seen the kingdom of God prevail in

spots for a time at least. The sons of God were happy
in the true life of God and the outside people were
respectful, orderly and prosperous and set a high
value upon Christ as a civilizing agency. The king-

dom of God on earth means this condition of society

throughout the world. Its inside is the faith in God
which rules in the hearts of believers. Its outside is

all who are walking under the righteous government
of God administered by his people, without them-
selves being necessarily inwardly purified for eternal

life.

It is the dual reign which John so well brings out

by showing that the kingdom of God can be in you
and in the world ; a present and yet a future king-

dom. The greatest change will transpire when Chris-

tians shall cease to regard their position in the world
as one of mere toleration and shall arise and take on
the characteristics that belong to the last age of the

world and become active, positive and aggressive and
take the thrones from under the world-power and
place Christ upon them. The kingdom of God must
compass two widely diverse conditions, its entrance

into and its victory over the World.

From the first purity of its proclamation it swerved
in the hands of its trustees and took on ecclesiastical

infirmities, but at the close of the century John brings

back its elementary status as the ideal and outcome
of the struggle not yet understood by believers. On
this plane the churches seem to move and the rapid

rise and growth of Christian science and Dowieism
and the like tell us plainly that the kingdom is larger

than the church and that we are not equal to our op-

portunity nor to the spirit of progress. Christianity

had to take root in the negative virtues, meekness and
humility, it must blossom and fruit in aggression and
victory. He who was shepherd will be "Lord of lords

and king of kings in the kingdom of God.;
'

Four things a man must learn to do
If he would make his record true

:

To think without confusion clearly

;

To love his fellow-men sincerely

;

To act from honest motives purely

;

To trust in God and Heaven securely.

—Henry van Dyke.

A GLIMTSEA T THE SOCIOLOG-
ICAL &EACHIJVGS OF UHE

JSTEW TESTAMENT.
M. B. Ryan.

SOCIAL 'DEGEJVE'RATIOf*.
While the New Testament has a social ideal, it

recognizes that the ideal is not the real. It contem-
plates society as degenerate. It re-

cognizes the causes and the fruits of
degeneracy, and reveals the means and
the way of Redemption. Its message
is "Salvation." And that salvation
is a social salvation, as well as an
individual salvation. Society cannot
be bright while man is wrong. Sinful
man implies a degenerate society.

The New Testament surpasses all sociological litera-

ture in its insight into the cause of social corruption.
It deals, not with secondary causes, but with the foun-
tains of social life. It begins at the beginning. In
the light of its teaching social evils are laid bare at
the root. This is an inestimable service, absolutely
indispensable to any true social salvation, and for

which the world must ever be dependent on this old,

but ever new, book.

Sin is here. The whole compass of social degenera-
tion is tersely indicated in Paul's statement, "Sin
entered into the world, and death through sin."

Sin is a social disturber. We might say also that it

is a social disturbance. Sin perverts the individual.

It works thus on the very factors out of which society
is .o be constructed, and it works to destroy their so-
cial fitness. The moral integrity of the individual is

a necessity to a true social structure. Sin upsets the
moral balance in life. It institutes a moral schism.
The moral nature becomes a battlefield where antag-
onistic forces contend for the mastery, and where the
better impulses are often overcome by the baser. "Not
what I would, that do I practice ; but what I hate, that
I do. * * * To will is present with me, but to do
that which is good is not. For the good which I would
I do not ; but the evil which I would not, that I prac-
tice. * * * For I delight in the law of God after

the inward man ; but I see a different law in my mem-
bers, warring against the law of my mind, and' bring-
ing me into captivity under 'the law of sin which is

in my members."

"Beginning a Social "Ruin.

Here is social ruin in embryo. The social factor is

here being rendered unfit. How can the structure re-

main secure when its timbers are worm-eaten?
Out of this moral schism in the individual proceed

all moral wreck and ruin, all social disturbance and
destruction. The works of the flesh, "fornication, un-
cleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, sorcery, enmities,

strife, jealousies, wraths, factions, divisions, heresies,

envyings, drunkenness, revelings and such like," all

of them anti-social, spring rankly from this seed-bed.

Men become "lovers of self, lovers of money, boast-

ful, haughty, railers, disobedient to parents, unthank-
ful, unholy, without natural affection, implacable, slan-

derers, without self-control, fierce, no lovers of good,
traitors, headstrong, puffed up, lovers of pleasure
rather than lovers of God ; holding a form of godli-

ness, but having denied the power thereof." They are
"filled with all unrighteousness, wickedness, covetous-
ness, maliciousness ; full of envy, murder, strife, deceit,

malignity, whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, inso-
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lent, inventors of evil things, without understanding,

covenant-breakers, unmerciful.." •

T>Uin1egralion of Socteiy.

Here is not alone the ruin of the individual. Here is

also the disintegration of society. This is social an-

archy that we see here. And all possibilities of social

evil are in it. In the sweep of this dread circle of in-

iquities, there is room for all social baseness, all civil

misrule, all political perfidy, all commercial dishon-

esty, all economic heartlessness and cruelty, all mili-

tary aggression and oppression, that have ever blight-

ed this fair earth. Out of this Pandora's Box spring

all social evils, in whatever guise the passing ages

may bring them to us.

Social degeneration is due to a loss of the truth.

This, in the individual, means a divided life, with the

evil in the ascendency. In the social structure it means
disintegration of its elements, the reign of selfish-

ness, strife, ruin. With reference to God, it means
that society has lost its center, and is the sport of ma-
lign influences, being plunged evermore into deeper

helplessness.

Erie, Pa.

THE ItELIGIOVS OVTLOOK..
Carey E. Morgan.

This department has had something to say concern-

ing the reported shocking condition of immorality into

which the Americans have suffered

Manila to lapse. It is only fair to give

currency to the testimony of the gen-

eral in command as to the facts as he
observes them. In reply to a remon-
strance from the W. C. T. U., for-

warded through Secretary Root, Gen-
eral MacArthur writes :

"1 am con-

vinced that the city of Manila may
to-day challenge comparison as to its moral and orderly

condition with any city in the United States. This con-
dition is the more remarkable in view of the general

lack of moral tone pervading the seaports of the east

;

the fact that the government of the Philippines since

American occupation has been necessarily one of

emergency ; that Manila is the headquarters of an army
of sixty-five thousand men, the city through which
this army must come and go; and that these many
thousands of men are in the prime of life and are re-

motely removed from the restraining influences that

might be exercised over them by their home surround-
ings." He calls attention to the fact that the care of
the soldiers' health is almost the first duty of the offi-

cers, denies specific charges of having licensed or en-
couraged vice, and suggests that a committee should
be sent at the government's expense to examine the
conditions, stipulating only that for purposes of com-
parison they should also examine into the moral con-
ditions of other oriental seaports. The issue between
General MacArthur and his critics becomes one of fact.

For my part, for the sake of decency and the reputa-
tion of everybody concerned, I hope that the general
is right and his critics wrong.

The recent Missionary Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church South, held in New Orleans, was a
notable gathering.

Booker Washington made an eloquent appeal for
his race, and is said to have won assent to its main
contentions to a degree that a few years ago would
have been impossible.

After a searching address on "Lessons from the

Lives of Master Missionaries," by Bishop Galloway,

the delegates made personal pledges to the amount of

$51,000 for the endowment of a college at Soo Chow,
China.

Mr. John R. Mott made an appeal which led thirty-

three young people to offer themselves for mission

service.

The Conference decided to send out twenty new
missionaries a year for five years, and to raise $500,-

000 in addition to the regular annual offerings. In or-

der to carry out this resolution and to prevent the dis-

sipation of the Conference's influence, arrangements

were made by which a corps of one hundred writers

from among the delegates were appointed to write ar-

ticles about the Conference for the denominational and
secular press, during five weeks subsequent to the ad-

journment. Also a force of three hundred speakers,

including thirty missionaries, were selected to go out

among the churches to follow up the impressions made
at the Conference and to make the "forward move-
ment" a reality.

This looks like business, and will furnish inspira-

tion and some hints on methods to other churches

that are trying to raise a special twentieth century

fund.

The tragic death in Italy of Rev. Maltbie Daven-
port Babcock, pastor of the Brick Presbyterian

Church of New York city, last week, was universally

regretted by American Christians of every commu-
nion. He had done a great work in Baltimore, from
which city he went about two years ago to become the

successor of that princely preacher, teacher and author,

Dr. Henry Van Dyke. One of his members told me
of the profound impression he was already making up-

on this historic church. He delivered a notable ad-

dress at the Ecumenical Conference in New York city

last spring. He was young and had a sunny disposi-

tion, and gave promise of long years of splendid use-

fulness.

A German paper, as quoted in the Interior, says that

during the three years around 1895, three hundred and
twenty Armenian churches have been converted into

Mohammedan mosques. Five hundred and sixty-eight

churches and seventy-seven Greek monasteries have
been destroyed, and the priests and monks either forced

to accept Islam or put to the sword. Fully one hun-
dred thousand Christian Armenians, men, women and
children, have been murdered, ten thousand more per-

ished from hunger, cold and typhus fever, and five

hundred thousand were driven from their homes and
their property was seized by the Mohammedans.
As many as two thousand four hundred and ninety-

four Armenial villages were destroyed by the murder-
ous fury of the Kurds and Turks.
Richmond, Va.

COJVSCIEJVC £AAB 'REMO'RSE.
"Good-bye," I said to my conscience

—

"Good-bye for aye and aye."
And I put her hands off harshly,
And turned my face away;

And conscience, smitten sorely,

Returned not from that day.

But a time came when my spirit

Grew weary of its pace;
And I cried : "Come back, my conscience,
For I long to see thy face!"

But conscience cried: "I cannot;
Remorse sits in my place!"

—Paul Laurence Dunbar.
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Jit the T CHURCH B
FIVE MIJSTVTES' SEHMOJV.

By Peter Ainslie.

*Jesus Christ the same yesterday and today and
forever.—Heb. 13: 8.

This is one of the greatest passages of Scripture.

The sentence that stands before this doubtless refers

to those two early martyrs, James, the brother of our
Lord, and James, the brother of the apostle John.
These two men were the teachers and leaders in the

church at Jerusalem. For their belief that Jesus was
the Christ, they had paid the penalty of death. The
writer of my text simply calls to remembrance their

service and fidelity, and then reminds his readers that,

to these two men, Jesus was all and in all—he was the

soul of their existance. As he had helped those two
martyrs, he would help all who trusted him, for he
is the same yesterday, today and forever. He stopped
to hear the prayer of a blind beggar. He did this

once, and he has done it ten thousand times since.

However humble we may be, Jesus hears us. It is

not our poverty nor our ignorance that interferes

with God hearing us or his fellowship with us, but
seven hundred years before the birth of Christ Isaiah

said, "Your iniquities have separated between you and
your God, and your sins have hid his face from you,

that he will not hear." God hears the cry of his peo-

ple. There is not a sigh that escapes your lips, not

a weight that bears down your heart, not a tear that

falls upon your cheek, but that God knows it all and
that same Jesus that heard the blind beggar stands

be tore you as a common and personal benefactor.

When the woman was brought in the very act of sin

before him, Jesus forgave her and rebuked her ac-

cusers. He forgives all sin now and he rebukes those

who are continually talking about the sins and faults

of others. The scene in the temple in Jerusalem is

not alone, but the same Jesus still lives, with forgive-

ness for the penitent and scorn for the self-righteous.

It is difficult to understand that he was the friend of

sinners and every one who loves him proves their

love by their likeness.

The very model that the apostles and early disciples

had we have. The last painter before whom Louis
XIV. sat has a much more difficult subject to paint

than when, in his twenty-third year, on the death of

Cardinal Mazarin, he assumed the prime ministry of

his own administration, but it is not so with us. The
same Jesus that Paul modeled his life after, the same
Jesus that Stephen so willingly died for, is the same
Jesus before us today—as merciful, as gracious, as

lovable and as powerful as in the days when he was
the Son of Mary. Not only now, but he will forever

be the same. God has shown us what eternity is and
what heaven will be. That Jesus of the cross will

be the same lesus of the throne.

Our Father, we have seen more than we can un-
derstand. Draw thou closer to us and teach us tbat

we may know thee better and love thee more. Amen.

*This is the golden text for the Sunday school les-

son for June 16, 1901.

Let us be like a bird, one instant ligbted

Upon a twig tbat swings

;

He feels it yield, but sings on, unaftrigbted,
Knowing he bath wings.

*BI-BLE SCHOOL.
JEJTX/^r ATTEA'RS TO JOHJV.

Lesson, June 16,

9. I, John, who also
am your brother and
companion in tribulation,
and in the kingdom and
patienoe of Jesus Christ,
was in the isle that is
called Patmos, for the
word of God, and for
the testimony of Jesus
Christ.

10. I was in the Spirit
on the Lord's day, and
heard behind me a great
voice, as of a trumpet.

11. Saying, I am Alpha
and Omega, the first and
the last; and, What~thou
seest, write in a book,
and send it unto the
seven churches which are
in Asia; unto Ephesus,
and unto Smyrna, and
unto PergamoSj and unto
Thyatira, and unto Sar-
dis, and unto Philadel-
phia, and unto Laodicea.
the voice that spake with

12. And I turned to see
me. And being turned, I
saw seven golden candle-
sticks.

13. And in the midst of
the seven candlesticks
one like unto the Son of
Man, clothed with a
garment down to the foot
and girt about the paps
with a golden girdle.

14. His head and his
hairs were white like
wool, as white as snow;

1901, Rev. 1: 9-20.

and his eyes were as a
flame of fire;

15. And his feet like un-
. to fine brass, as if they
burned in a furnace; and
his voice as the sound of
many waters.

16. And he had in his
right hand seven stars:
and out of his mouth
went a sharp two-edged
sword; and his counte-
nance was as the sun
shineth in his strength.

IT. And when I saw him
I fell at his feet as dead.
And he laid his right
hand upon me, saying
unto me, Fear not; I am
the first and the last;

18. I am he that liveth,
and was dead; and, be-
hold, I am alive for ever-
more, Amen; and have
the keys of hell and of
death.

19. Write the things
which thou hast seen,
and the things which are.
and the things which
shall be hereafter.

20. The mystery of the
seven stars which thou
sawest in my right hand,
and the seven golden
candlesticks. The seven
stars are the angels of
the seven churches; and
the seven candlesticks
which thou sawest are
the seven churches.

JVOGBS' OJVA CHICAGO UEACHE'R'S
&HE LESTS-OJV.

Ellas A. Long.

In the last lesson we saw our ascended Lord ap-

pearing unto a persecutor of Christians ; in this his

appearance is to, and in behalf of, per-

secuted ones.

The "BooK. Its "Purpose.

The Revelation was written by John
to brethren and companions in tribu-

lation (Chapter 1:9). Tribulation

means hard blows, as upon wheat in

threshing. The book applies, among
other things, to a period of distress

"such as was not from the beginning of the

world to this time, no. nor never shall

be", language used by Jesus as he foretold

evils to come. Matt. 24: 16, 19. Whether this terri-

ble ordeal occurred in the Neronian and Jewish perse-

cutions and in the destruction of Jerusalem (A. D.

64-70), or during the second general persecution of

Christians under Domitian. about A. D. 96. is not

certainly known. The preponderance of opinion now
is for the earlier date. In any event, that dark hour
found Rome and Jerusalem deluged with massacre.

Chapts. 11: 8; 6: 9; see also 17: 6; 18: 24.

Christians were flung to wild beasts or suffered mar-
tyrdom in pitchy torches that lighted the emperor's

gardens. The apostle Peter was among those cruci-

fied ; Paul had been beheaded ; and agent John alone

of the twelve was suffered to remain, and he is in exile.

In such a time as this the present Revelation or Un-
veiling seems graciously to have appeared. Its pur-

pose was to inspire hope by showing that Christ the

Mighty One still lived to succor his children and to

turn the tremendous conflict, between the powers of

good and evil, into glorious victory. Chapt. 11: 15-

17. In one place we hear the Master's "Fear not."

and again and again "Behold, I come quickly," end-

ing all in a magnificent assertion of hope, indicating

the complete fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy,
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regarding the glorious Messianic reign on earth, and
which no temporary darkness could extinguish. See

Chapt. 2: 7, n, 17, 26, etc.; 18: 1; 19: 6, 16; 20:

9, 10; Chapts. 21 ; 22.

The Symbolism,
But writings designed for comfort to Christians,

while the same writings predicted the downfall of ene-

mies, could never be spread under the reign of fierce

rulers like Nero or Domitian, unless the language was
effectually veiled. As Christ had taught by the use of

veiled language in parables (Luke 8: 9, 10), so here

the use of symbols, seemingly for a like purpose, was
adopted. A kind of imagery is employed, which, while

it must have appeared grotesque and obscure to

heathen informers, would, it is assumed, not be with-

out plain meaning to those addressed. The style of

the symbols used is for the most part colossal. See
Psalm 36: 6; Chapt. 21 : 16, etc. It is well to note

that the writings were designed for Christians in

places such as Ephesus (2: 1), where the cry "Great

is Diana of the Ephesians" (Acts 19: 35) was on the

lips of overpowering heathen, hence the need of show-
ing that the living Christ and the things of Christ

were supremely great. See Luke 1 : 46 ; Psalm 34 : 3.

In the interpretation of the symbols it is necessary to

observe that the oriental mind required that separate

details should have separate symbols, without regard

to anything like a harmonious picture of a combina-
tion of symbols. The figures do not so much stand

for forms and substances as for ideas, a point which
must be recognized in interpreting every part of this

rich and helpful book. Numbers in the Apocalypse
also are invariably symbolical.

Verse 9. Tribulation in Exile. "I. John." The last of

the apostles. To him alone could Christ's suffering followers
turn in these days of persecution for counsel and comfort.
Under such circumstances he plainly asserts his own name
in a way that was uncalled for in his calmer writings—the
fourth gospel and the epistles. . . . "Your brother."
Not now apostle, but brother and companion, member of

God's family. Mutual tribulations draw us closer one to

another. . . . "In tribulation—kingdom—patience." The
persecution under the Roman Emperors were unspeakably
awful. There are indications all through the gospels and
epistles of the increasing current of tribulation which found
its climax in those days. See Matt. 24:15-22; John 16:2, 33;
Acts 9:16; Eph. 6:11, 12; 2 Tim. 2:3; 4:10-18; 2 Peter, 2;

John's Epistles, Jude. It is indeed a "kingdom"—the reign
of Christ in the heart—in the midst of terrible "tribulation"
and of "patience." The kingdom is raised by patience in

tribulation. See Chapts. 2:2, 19; 3:10; 13:10; 14:12. . . .

"In island called Patmos." This island, about 70 miles
southwest of Ephesus, was used by the Romans as a place
of banishment for criminals. It was a mass of barren, bleak
rocks, some rising nearly a thousand feet, and with a sur-
rounding coast line of about 20 miles. . . . "For word

—

for testimony of Jesus Christ." Fidelity to God- brought on
bitter persecution under the reigns both of Nero and Domi-
tian. Scholars who fix the date of this book in the days of

the former compare this statement with Chapt. 6:9, "Slain

for the word of God", etc.; also Chapt. 12:17, as indicating
that John's life was spared from slaughter through exile.

He may voluntarily have fled to this island for safety. Matt.
24:16.

Verse 10. The Comforter Present. "In the Spirit." In
the midst of tribulation John was not alone. He was filled

and quickened by the Comforter. John 14:16-18. "In the

Spirit may also refer to a special spiritual experience, such
as Paul speaks of in 2 Cor. 12:2, 3. He elsewhere in this

book uses the expression repeatedly. . . . "On the Lord's
day." Seemingly the first day of the week, and which meant
so much to followers of the risen and ascended Lord then
even as it now does. If we are not full of the Spirit on the

Lord's day we never can be. Had the Hebrew Sabbath been
meant it would have been so designated. . . . "Great
voice as of a trumpet." See "The Symbolism" in introduc-
tion. Here we come to the great vision of our lesson. The
trumpet was a token of the majestic voice of Him now

glorified who when in the flesh spake as never man spake.

It is not now "the still small voice" of God.

Verse 11. riighty Trumpet Voice. "Saying." Now the
great voice speaks with loud and far-reaching trumpet
sound, filling John with awe. . . . "Alpha and Omega."
Omitted in the R. V., where it appears in Verse 8 and
Chapt. 21:6. These are the first and last letters of the
Greek alphabet, meaning that he is the beginning and the

end, or as we would say, from "a to z." . . . "What
thou seest write." As Paul and Silas testified through songs
of praise to their companions in prison, so John in his

island prison is to testify to all the world through the in-

strumentality of visions. This command to write appears
twelve times in the book. We are to proclaim such truths
as we learn. . . . "Send unto seven churches." These
churches actually existed. There were many other churches
in Asia Minor at the time, but these seemingly were taken,
as representative of the church of Christ in that and every
age; and not of church alone, but of Christians who com-
pose churches. Two groups of churches are named. The
first three were those whose faith had remained pure through
temptation and persecution. The remaining group of four
comprised those whose spiritual life had been invaded by
the worldly influences of the times unto weakness and cor-
ruption, sunken to the line of compromise with the world.
Matt. 24:12.

Verse 12. Precious Light Bearers "Being turned I

saw." For the first time now his eyes beheld the marvelous
picture which, part by part, portrayed the characteristics of
the glorified Christ and his church. In the seven messages
to the churches used in this book a different portion of the
picture of Verses 12-16 appears in each address. This might
indicate the separate impression which the different features
of the divine majesty as here set forth made upon John's
mind. . . . "Seven golden candlesticks." The candle-
sticks "are the seven churches," as shown by verse 20. The
most beautiful and costliest metal is used as a symbol of the
church, and this is deeply significant of the church's
preciousness in the sight of God. Rom. 10:15; Isa. 52:7.

Verse 13. The Glorified One. "In the midst of the
candlesticks." Walking in and out among them (2:1).

Compare Matt. 28:20; 18:20. . . . "Like unto Son of
man." Christ's human kinship is emphasized to show that
he is the same sympathizing, helpful, suffering Jesus who
had lived and died on earth. It may have been necessary to
state this, otherwise his glory as revealed to John might
obscure his humanity and his sympathy for earthly brethren.
. . . "Clothed to the feet." Not now stripped and naked
bearing the world's sin (Matt. 27:28; John 19:23), but
clothed with a high priest's robe. See Exod. 28:6-8, 31, etc.

. . . "Girt with golden girdle" "around the breast" R. V.,
the girdle of royal righteousness and faithfulness, Isa. 11:5.

John the Baptist wore a leathern girdle, Matt. 3:4.

Verse 14. Magnify the Lord. "His head and hair
white." See "The Symbolism" at head. Indicating celestial

purity and glory. The transfiguration robes were "white as
the light." Matt. 17:2. White hair was not a sign of age,
for, as our Golden Text shows, he is the same yesterday,
today, forever. . . . "Eyes as flame of fire." All pene-
trating as fire or light is penetrating. He is the light of the
world, the revealer of all things. To every one of the seven
churches he said, "I know thy works." And so he says of
all churches; so of all individuals. Acts 9:6.

Verse 15. Hear AH People. "Feet like fine brass."
Brass denotes stability and strength; it was one of the most
useful and valuable metals of that day. . . . "His voice."
In verse 10 it was spoken of as a trumpet, here as the sound
of many waters. Symbolic of the idea that he will make
himself heard even to the ends of the earth. . . . "Sound
of many waters." One of the local colorings of the Apoca-
lypse, perhaps incidental to John's being within hearing of

the wild billows and tides of Patmos. Local coloring pecu-
liar to the island, such as "mountains," "rocks," "sea," are
frequent throughout the book. In Chapt. 14:2 the voice of

many waters is spoken of as great thunder.

Verse 16. Sublime Sign*. "In right hand seven stars."

The right hand is an emblem of power. Stars are angels

—

that is, ministers or any sent ones. See verse 20. This with
other passages like John 18:8 show how dear to Christ are
those who labor in his cause. Deut. 33:3; John 10:28. . .

. "A sharp two-edged sword." The word of God, especially

as pronouncing blessing and executing judgment, is here
meant. Chapt. 2:12, 16. This symbol elsewhere is used to

indicate the searching power of the word, even "dividing
asunder of soul and spirit." Heb. 4:12. . . . "As the
sun shineth in strength." He is the Sun of righteousness.
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The churches are but lampstands shedding forth the reflec-

tion of his light. Our own faces glow with the light of
love when Christ's spirit dwells within us. He is the true
light. John 1:9. He is the all-sufficient light. Rev. 21:23.
He is the Light of the world. John 8:12; 9:5.
Verse 17. Reassuring One. "I fell at his feet." It was

not the first time that mortal man was overpowered by the
supernatural glory of the heavenly. Ezek. 1:28; Dan. 8:17;
Acts 9:4. . . . "Laid his right hand upon me." The
same sympathetic, helpful right hand which touched the
leper and gave sinking Peter support. . . . "Fear not."
On an occasion years before when John was present, the
sound of many waters brought forth alarm that called out
the same words of comfort (John 6:16, 21). It is an expres-
sion that often fell from the Master's lips. He still utters

the same "Fear not." Do you in tribulation hear this sweet
voice?

Verse 18. Resurrection Hope. "I am he that liveth

and was dead." It was the same Jesus you saw die on the

cross, thus again setting forth his humanity. . . . "Alive
for evermore." As a King he had conquered Death. One
way in which Jesus now is occupied is shown by Chapt. 2:1,

he walks in the midst of his people. . . . "Keys of hell,"

not Gehenna, but Hades (R. V.), the unseen world place

of the departed.
Verse 19. The Commission Given. "Write the things."

As usual a human helper is called to proclaim the comfort-
ing, heavenly message. He was both to write and send.

Chapt. 2:1. The things are the vision, already seen, the

letters to the churches, the later visions that John beheld.

. . . "Which are" actually present conditions. . . .

"Which shall be" in the future of the church and in the

glorious hereafter.
Verse 20. Mysteries Cleared. "Stars in right hand."

Referred to in verse 16; the explanation here is that they are

the "angels of seven churches." The number seven repre-

sents the whole number of ministers, that is, sent ones, for

that is what "angels" mean. As the stars were in the right

hand, so the idea is that all who minister in the church, all

instrumentalities that are a help to the church, are in the

sustaining hand of Christ, in his hand of power. . . .

"Seven candlesticks are the seven churches." Referred to

in verses 12 and 13. Seven in scripture is the complete
number. It here means Christ's churches in their complete-
ness; his precious light bearers (Phil. 2:16), to whom is en-
trusted the great commission; the success of which is

Christ's greatest concern. The church's success likewise
should be our greatest concern. He promises that the gates
of hades shall not prevail against it. Christ is always in the
midst of the churches. Verse 13; Chapt. 2:1; Matt. 28:20;
18:20. Each individual Christian is a part of that church
and as such is an angel, a sent one. (Chapt. 22:17.) As
stars were the symbols of living, working forces that com-
prise true churches, so faithful individuals who turn many
to righteousness shall shine as the stars forever and ever.
Dan. 12:3. Shall we be of that blessed number?

V'RA.yE'R MEETING.
Frcd'k F. Grim.

LIGHTS IJV THE, XOO'RL'D.

Matt. 5 : 14-16. References, John 5 : 32-35 ; Phil.

2: 14-16.

As in nature, so in the realm of the spirit there are

lights of different order. All have an important func-

tion to perform. But without the light of the sun

—

the center of our solar system—this would be a dark
and cheerless world ; but not more so than if the name
and memory of Christ could be forgotten, and the

light of his presence was extinguished. What would
the Bible be if Christ were removed? He it is that

illuminates the whole world, and if we but follow him
we shall have the light of life. He speaks of John
as a light in whose presence they were willing to

rejoice for a season. But how deeply his first disciples

must have been stirred when he said to them, "Ye are

the light of the world. . . . Let your light shine

before men." They are not words to be wrangled
over or conjured with; they are of universal applica-

tion. We shall not forget to pause in the midst of the

hurrv and bustle of this work-a-dav life, and in medi-

tation ask ourselves : Am I a light in the midst of
darkness, gloom and despair? Is the world brighter,
happier, and has it more of the heavenly joy because
I am living?

A'Void Ejctremes.
Great temptation besets us to put our light under

a bushel if it is going to involve us in difficulty. How
many people reason in this fashion: "It is going to
cost me something. I can't conduct my business just as
I want to. It's a great annoyance, so I will just turn
my light low for a few years or keep it hid, and then
I can go along about as I please. If I am not too
busy or too tired I will go to church when some "big
preacher' comes along." Sometimes you will find these
people at the conventions. They don't know much
about what is going on, but then they join the pro-
cession and are found on dress parade. You may
deceive yourself, and possibly you may deceive the
world for a brief time, but be assurred you cannot de-
ceive your Lord and Master.

Just let your light shine constantly and steadily.
Don't wave it about and cry out : "Look here and see
me."

_

Light does not make any noise. It just shines.
If a light burns low and gets to "sputtering," we get
just a little concerned, and well we may, for there is

something wrong. Your light will be' turned into
darkness and many will stumble and fall.

feature and "Purpose.
It is giving forth of itself. It is sacrificial; and

only in this way can its purpose be accomplished. If
the sun would refuse to shine it would be turned into
darkness. We must keep in close touch with the
source of divine power. We must "practice the
thought'' of the divine presence, and constantly hold
communion with him who can supply our every want.
The reason why so many are giving such poor fights is

that the connection is not good, or it has been broken
somewhere. Let us be careful not to find ourselves
in the situation of the foolish virgins. They had their
lamps, and alas! that is all some people have today.
Their religion is in a book, or at best it is something
to be apprehended intellectually, to be argued about
and disputed over. Truth must be vitalized. "It must
glow in human hearts, born on human tongues and
shine in human lives." <

Let us remember that the purpose is not self-glory,
but to give light to dispell the darkness, to glorify
God. What the world knows of the Bible and of Jesus
is not what they have read, but what they have" seen
in our lives. Their eyes are blinded, so that they can-
not see Jesus only as they see him through us. With a
determined purpose let us hold forth the word of life,

that our labor may not have been in vain, and that
we may have whereof to glory with the apostle Paul,
in the day of Christ.

CH*RISTIAJS( EJSfVEAVOP^
Charles Blanchard.

-REVE"REJVCE EOT* SA>CRET> THINGS'.
(Topic for June 16. Ref. Ex. 3: 1-6.)

This story of the manifestation of the Divine Pres-
ence to Moses, while he kept the flock of Jethro, is

suggestive of several things, from which we may get
a needed lesson.

"The "BacK-ttde of the "Desert."

"And he led the flock to the backside of the desert,

and came to the mountain of God. even to Horeb."
Finding God at the backside of the desert is one of
the things that we may learn from this. Thus Moses
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found God. Perhaps he never would have realized the

Divine Presence had he continued to live in the palace

of Pharaoh, as the son of the princess. "By faith,

Moses, when he was come to years, refused to be

called the son of Pharaoh's daughter, choosing rather

to suffer affliction with the people of God, than to

enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season ; esteeming the

reproaches of Christ greater riches than the treasures

of Egypt, for he had respect unto the recompense of

reward." By faith Moses made his choice—and it

was a heroic thing to do. But it required yet greater

faith, and the sternest stuff of genuine spiritual hero-

ism, to continue forty years in the mountains of

Midia, there to find God at last

!

What we need is more of the backside of the desert

sort of faith, that we may realize, as we do not, the

Divine Presence, and be made strong, as Moses, the

servant of God, to endure as seeing him who is in-

visible; and as Paul, who was three years in the des-

ert of Arabia, that he might come to know the deep

things of God and the mystery of grace.

God in Common things-

"And the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in

a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush." Finding
God in common things, in out-of-the-way places, is

another thing we may gather from this simple narra-

tive. It is a beautiful symbol, this burning bush, of

the Divine Presence. It tells us we may find God
anywhere ! O, how slow of heart we are to learn, as

Moses was, as the disciples were, from the parables of

the Lord. I'm glad God appeared to Moses in a bush
—the very commonest of objects—and not in the pal-

ace of Pharaoh. Will we ever learn that God is not

worshiped nor reverenced alone in temples made with

the hands ; neither in this mountain nor in yonder

;

but they that worship the Father must worship him in

spirit and in truth ! It is the question that perplexed
the Master's life. It is the old problem that Paul met
on Mars' Hill. We are terribly in the toils of tradi-

tion and temple service still.

Curiosity JVot 'RexJerence.

Another thing we have to learn is that curiosity is

not reverence. "And Moses said, I will now turn

aside and see this great sight, why the bush is not

burned." It was necessary for Moses, the man of

God, to be stopped and reproved. "Draw not nigh
hither; put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the

place whereon thou standest is holy ground." O,
that we had eyes to see the glory of God in the burn-
ing bush, and ears to hear the solemn word of warn-
ing against our almost universal lack of reverence ! In

reverence is one of the awful sins of the age..

HOW GO S&WDy 6HE EVIS-
&LES OF JAMES, JWDE

AJSfV VE&E'R.
[Supplementary to the C. E. reading courses.]

Marion Stevenson.

The Epistles of James and Jude are unique treas-

ures. They were written by two sons of Mary, the

mother of Jesus, therefore by the brothers of our Lord.
This fact invests them with a fine sentiment.

Before you study the writings, study the men. The
home training of Jesus was the home training of James
and Jude. These three boys had the same parents,

just, devout, pious and pure. They shared the same
privations, helped one another in the same tasks,

climbed the same hills, loved the same valleys, learned

the same lessons, studied the same Scriptures, heard

the same traditions, went to the same synagogue on
the Sabbath, traveled in the same companies to the
great feasts.

When Jesus began his public ministry they did not
believe on him. They did not understand him. They
joined in the attempt of the family to put their insane
relative under restraint. From bis trial and death
they stood aloof and hid themselves from his shame.
They were not present at his cross, they left his burial

to strange hands. We can understand how his bap-
tism in shame overwhelmed their grief.

James a Slat)e to His Lord.
After his resurrection he appeared unto James.

From that moment James became "the slave of the

Lord Jesus" and rose to apostolic dignity in the church
in Jerusalem. We may also believe that he spent

some time in traveling and preaching the good news of
the risen Lord.
He writes to the Jewish Christians scattered abroad.

He is a Christian, but ever a Jew. His epistle is the

word of the most primitive stage of the development
of Christianity. Its sympathies are scarcely less nar-

row than the spirit of the old religion. It is concerned
about proper outward conduct. Newer and more spir-

itual ideas of relation to God are scarcely hinted. It

reads like the wisdom literature of the Old Testament.
It is the literature of the first stage. Peter is the

prophet of a wider view and a better purpose of

Christ. Paul proclaims a still wider conception,

John is the seer with clear vision of the perfect spirit-

ual purpose and power of the only Begotten of the

Father. Read the Epistle of John when you have
finished the Epistle of James. We rise to the plane

of John, however, only from the plane of James. No
better guide to Christian conduct has ever been writ-

ten for the beginner than the Epistle of James. It

should be hid in the heart.

Study the epistle with the help of the Revised Ver-
sion with marginal references. As you read make a
note of the references to the books of Job, Proverbs,
Psalms, the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Amos, and to various
Old Testament persons and events. The Old Testa-
ment was the text book in the Nazareth home. James
was acquainted also with the Wisdom Literature of
the Apocrypha, Ecclesiasticus and the Wisdom of

Solomon.
The marginal references reveal numerous allusions

to the Sermon on the Mount. Doubtless James was in

the audience when it was delivered. He makes more
frequent reference to its teaching than to any other

part of the Scripture. James has the same love of

nature and the same fondness for the parable that

characterized the teaching of his brother Jesus.

Complete the study of the epistle by making a table

of contents of its teachings. Note what he has to say

about conduct in trial, the relation of the word to con-

duct, respect of persons, the use of the tongue, true

and false wisdom, strife and worldliness, oppression of

the poor, encouragement for the oppressed, miscella-

neous precepts, instruction to the sick. The every-

dayness of the epistle impresses us. It is indispensa-

ble to us.

(To be Continued.)

As I walked by myself, I said to myself,

And myself said again to me,
Look to thyself, take care of thyself,

For nobody cares for thee.

Then I said to myself, and thus answered myself,
With the self-same repartee,

Look to thyself, or look not to thyself

'Tis the self-same thing to me.
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UHE QVIEU //OVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.

J

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

The Holy Spirit Ci-Oen.

"When He, the Spirit of Truth, is come, He will guide

you into all truth."—John 16, 13-

Monday. Acts 2, 1-11.

Very wonderful and very blessed were the effects of

Pentecost. The recital of these mysteries and por-

tents—is it nothing but a history? Is it the reminis-

cence of a vanished age of gold? Did Christianity

set out on its course attended by miracles of uplifting

and salvation which were never meant to be perma-

nent? Must we look for "shades of the prison-house"

closing about the church of God, which was born

among those splendors and triumphs ?

To ask these questions is to answer them. If my
life is nerveless and ineffective, if the army of the liv-

ing God is working a mournfully small deliverance

on the earth, if there are few conversions of sinners

into saints and of enemies into friends ; it is not be-

cause the fire is quenched or the power withdrawn.

It is because I and others are not receiving and em-

ploying the immeasurable resources of heaven which

are freely placed at our disposal. God has not revoked

the baptism of Pentecost. The endowment of the first

century remains the endowment of the twentieth.

To-day I may enjoy the overflowing benediction of

the Upper Room. To-day I may go forth to the bat-

tles of my Lord, strengthened with that unearthly

might which dwelt in the Apostles.

Tuesday, Acts 2, 12-21.

The Holy Spirit can quicken me into a witness for

Christ, as he quickened Peter. Yesterday you might

have named Peter Mr. Ready-to-Halt. To-day, pos-

sessed by the truth and valiant for it, he has become

Mr. Standfast.

I can guess with what sort of message the Spirit

of Jesus will send me forth.

It will be one in which there is a grave and thor-

ough-going doctrine of sin—sin which, in its guilt and

blackness, deserves the wrath of God. There is need

for the doctrine when a too-sanguine optimism is as

popular as a too-despairing pessimism.

It will be one which holds Christ up for the accept-

ance of men, and, most especially, Christ crucified, the

Substitute, the Sin-bearer, the Lamb of sacrifice and

propitiation.

It will be one through which there quivers the pas-

sion to redeem. And it will be one in which the speak-

er forgets himself altogether, and is conscious merely

of the Redeemer he seeks to commend, and the lost

he seeks to gain.

Would that I were a prophet after this fashion

!

Wednesday. Acts 2, 37-4-7.

People tell me that the era of miracles is gone. No
more melancholy word could be spoken, if it were a

true word. But it is false. Conversion is the stand-

ing and perpetual miracle of all the Christian genera-

tions.

The era of miracles ended ! But when was its lat-

est hour? When did the wonder-working God take

his departure from the world? In the sixteenth cen-

tury, in the time of the Reformation, I see multitudes

pressing near to his throne and his gracious Face.

In John Wesley's day, and George Whitefield's, I dis-

cover that sleeping souls are being roused and regen-

erated from Cornwall to Cumberland, and from the

lifework of Charles Spurgeon and Mr. Moody ; and

from many a mission field in Africa and India and
China and the islands of the Pacific.

"There were added unto them in that day about
three thousand souls" ; not of the Pentecost in Jeru-

salem only is the record true.

Thursday, Acts 4, 23-31.

Give me this boldness, my Lord, to speak for Jesus.

Never was Biblical scholarship more exact than in

my time, more anxious to arrive at the truth regarding
the sacred books, more abundantly justified by the

striking discoveries which it has made. Never was
there a more painstaking endeavor to communicate to

all who will listen the real meaning of Scripture. Never
was work in Christ's harvest field more carefully and
more systematically organized. Never in the history

of Christianity were philanthropy and self-sacrifice

more zealous in seeking to win the sceptical and the

outcast both at home and far away.
But I crave something more. I would fain speak

the word with a boldness born from above.

Ah, well, the Divine Power, which made the Apos-
tles ambassadors in deed and in truth, is waiting to

equip me, so that my words, like Luther's, will be half-

battles—no, not half-battles but complete and absolute

triumphs. Let me receive the Holy Spirit in the quiet

of the Upper Room, and in public my Master will win
his captives and his citizens through me.

Friday. Joel 2, 28-32.

The Mystics said that there were three stages on
the road to sainthood—Purification, Illumination, Un-
ion. Up to each of these stages it is the task and the

joy of the Holy Spirit to conduct me.

He purifies. He disciplines me, he ennobles me,
until I am changed into the image and the stainless-

ness of my Lord.
And he illumines. He makes the Bible shine as with

the light of a transfiguration.

And he unites. It is the crowning mystery and the

consummate gladness. He infuses into me a life which
is nothing lower and nothing less than the life of Jesus
Christ. I think my Master's thoughts. I throb with

my Master's purposes. I bring my Master back in

miniature to the world.

Saturday, John 14-, 15-26.

Once, in a time of sickness, sickness that led him to

the gates of death, John Woolman, that sweet and
sublime soul over whom "the Dove seemed visibly

brooding," had a vision. He forgot his own name

;

his separate identity was lost. Then he heard the an-

gels sing, "John Woolman is dead," and he wondered
greatly what these celestial voices might mean. But
at last he felt a divine strength prepare his mouth, so
that he said, "I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless

I live
;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." And then

>the vision was opened to him. He perceived that there

was joy in heaven over a sinner who had repented,

and that the language, "John Woolman is dead," sig-

nified the death of his own will.

May God the Spirit unite me thus with Christ my
Lord ! May I know that I am in Christ, and that

Christ is in me, manifesting himself to me in another
way than he does to the world. Till I am a new man,
a new creation, a child in the blameless family of God.

Sunday. John 16. 1-14.

It is not easy to describe that Power from on high
which is within my reach. Power, even on its lower
levels, eludes and escapes exact definition. Light and
heat, the storm and the sea, the living seed and the

permeating leaven, the wind rooting up the forest trees
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and the dew refreshing the face of nature and the lit-

tle child in the home—every one of them is invested

with the mysterious quality of power; and yet who
shall explain in what the quality consists? But, if its

secret baffles my discovery, I am a witness of its ef-

fects ; I can study it in the results which it brings

about ; I know it by its fruits.

I crave the witness of these things, the presence of

the Paraclete, in myself. Through me may he convict

the world of sin and righteousness and judgment.
May he guide me into all the truth.

OVR TVLVIT.
A JVOTAVLE STE'RMOJV.

Synopsis of a sermon preached at the Diamond Jubilee of

the Congregational Home Missionary Society, by Dr.
Lyman Abbott.

Text—''After this manner therefore pray ye, Our Father
who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name, Thy kingdom
come, Thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven."—Matt.

vi., 9-10.

OR something like nine centuries the church

of Christ has been praying this prayer,

and yet I wonder how much the church of

Christ has really believed in the prayer

—

how much it has really believed that the

kingdom of God was to come in the earth,

and the will of God to be done in the earth,

as it is in heaven. Take your concordance

and examine the phrase "Kingdom of God"
and set down in array the scripture texts,

especially those uttered by Jesus Christ con-

cerning the kingdom of God. This kingdom of God
is at hand. It is one which the poor in spirit, the hum-
ble, the children easily enter. It is one which is open
to the pagan nations. They will come from afar to

enter it, while some of the children of Abraham will be

shut out. It is a kingdom which it is difficult for the

rich to enter and impossible for the self-satisfied and
the self-righteous to enter. It is growing up on the

earth ; it is like a seed planted and growing secretly,

men know not how. It grows from little beginnings to

a great consummation. It grows under difficulty, and
its growth depends upon circumstances. Sometimes it

grows rapidly, sometimes slowly, sometimes it grows
a little while and then fails and falls back again. Oth-
er things grow as well as the kingdom of God, evil as

well as good, tares as well as wheat ; and yet it is here.

It is like a feast; the rich, the noble, the aristocratic,

the educated, the cultivated are invited and they make
excuses ; one is too much occupied with his business

;

another is too much occupied with his property,

another is too much concerned with domestic affairs;

then the highways and hedges are sought for the
poor, the lame, the halt, to come in. But to all the

message is the same. The table is ready ; all things
are ready. Come ! It is here

; you have not to wait.

Invisible Kjngdom.

And still, though it grows up here, and is here, and
the message given to the disciples is to tell men that

it is here, they cannot see it ; they cannot say, "Lo here,

lo there, look at it !" It is invisible ; men cannot see it

unless a new power of vision is given to them. It is

not ostensible ; it is not palpable. It is earthly, be-
cause it is on the earth, and yet it is celestial, because
it is spiritual. It is human, because it is made up of
men ; it is divine, because it is the kingdom of God.
And when the consummation of human history is ac-

complished, the consummation will be written in this

sentence: "The kingdoms of this world have become
the kingdoms of Our Lord and of his Christ." The
kingdoms of this world—still world kingdoms, the

politics still human politics, the rule still human rule,

and yet transformed so that the kingdoms of this world
themselves are the kingdoms of our Lord and of his

Christ. We are not to wait until the drama is over;

we are not to wait until some great surprises are made
in some future state; we are not to wait for the king-
dom of God to be seen in the celestial city. The new
Jerusalem is coming down out of heaven among men.
"Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done, in earth as it

is in heaven." The -ideal celestial, the realization earth-

ly. The subject, men ; the center and source and power
divine.

I must assume what I should like to attempt to

demonstrate, that the kingdom of God is to be on the

earth, that Jesus Christ came to establish that king-

dom of God on the earth, to found here upon this

globe, out of living men, a new social order, and that

he has appointed his church to take this work up and
carry it on. We, his followers, are to herald this king-
dom on the earth, organize this kingdom on the earth,

suffer for this kingdom on the earth, and by our teach-

ing, our organization and our suffering, build up this

kingdom of God on the earth.

Essential Elements of Faith.

There are five points of Calvinism and there are five

points of Christianity. Perhaps the five points of
Christianity which I shall specify are not the five points

some of you would specify, nor will I pretend to say
that the five points of which I shall speak are sufficient-

ly adequate and comprehensive to include Christianity.

But I think you will all agree with me that they are at

least essential elements in the Christian faith, and they
are expressed by these five words : Revelation, redemp-
tion, regeneration, atonement and sacrifice. These five

words have their individual and personal meaning,
and on that great stress has been laid in the past, and
not too much stress ; but they also have a corporate or
social meaning, and it is to these five words that I want
to direct your thoughts.

i. In the first place, revelation is a personal word

—

the unveiling of God through Moses and David and
Isaiah and Paul to you and to me, one by one. But
this is not all that revelation means, and this is not
even chiefly what revelation means. Says Dr. Samuel
Harris of Yale Theological Seminary: "The Bible is

not a collection of truths which God from time to time
whispered in the ear to be communicated to the world
as the uncharging formulas of thought and life for all.

Revelation is God's majestic march through history,

redeeming men from sin." The revelation of God
is the revelation of a God in history as much now as

at any former time.

2. Redemption has a personal meaning. It is the
saving of the individual soul, and souls must be
saved, one by one. But redemption is more than per-

sonal ; it is organic, it is corporate. Christ is the

Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world,
not some sins from some men in the world. He is the

God who is majestically marching through history,

redeeming not individuals merely, picked here and
there, but redeeming the world.

3. Regeneration is an individual matter. Each
individual soul must be born into the spiritual life as

each individual soul must be born into the-earthly life.

But regeneration is more than an individual matter;
it is a corporate matter, it is social. The nation is to

be born anew ; the community in its industry, its gov-
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ernment, its social order, is to be born from above.

Socialism and Christianity are alike in that both of

them seek a new social order. They are unlike in the

method by which they propose to secure the new social

order.

The method of Christianity is that of regeneration.

Christ was not a reformer ; he was a regenerator. That

is to say, Christ said very little about the forms of so-

ciety, and a great deal about the spirit and the life

which was to animate society. Life involves a spirit

and an organism, the organism through which it acts,

the spirit which acts through the organism. The re-

former wishes to change the organism ; Christ left the

organism almost wholly untouched, and devoted him-

self to changing the spirit. Government was despotic

;

he did not preach republicanism. Slavery was univer-

sal ; he said nothing about slavery. He sought to put

into the existing forms a new life that the new life

itself might create new forms or use the old ones.

4. Atonement is individual and personal. Each soul

must be brought into harmony with God. But atone-

ment is more than individual and personal ; it is or-

ganic, it is corporate. In that unity of the individual

soul with God is the secret of the unity of the human
race in itself. "God was in Christ," says Paul, "recon-

ciling" the world unto himself," and because he was
reconciling the world unto himself he was reconciling

all parts of the world to one another. The secret of

unity is the recognition of God's fatherhood, and of

Christ's redeeming work in the world. Christ has told

us what is the secret of the unity of the human race.

"Call no man your father upon the earth, for all ye

are brethren," and again, "Own no man your master

oh the earth, for one is your master, even Christ."

5. Sacrifice is personal. Christ suffered and
died once for all, for the sins of the whole world.

Sacrifice is individual; it is personal. Christ died for

me—you cannot state that so strongly that I will not

say amen to it. But sacrifice is generic and corporate

and continuous. I will not enter into the debated ques-

tion whether we are to say that Christ died on our be-

half or that Christ died in our stead, but this I will

say—and I am sure you will agree with me—his death

is idle for us unless we take up our cross and follow

him. His death is idle for us unless we die with him,

and his crucifixion is ineffective for us unless we also

are crucified and rise with him. It is written all over
the gospels ; it is written all over the Pauline writings.

The Roman Catholics are right in their statement that

the sacrifice is a continuous sacrifice ; they are wrong
in thinking it is a mere show of sacrifice—the wine and
bread upon the altar. It is a sacrifice in the home, in

the store, in the shop, a sacrifice day by day by every
man for his fellow men.

EJTTOSITO'Ry HIJSfTS.
"Perfection in Sevdice.

"He gave some to be apostles, and some prophets,

and some evangelists, and some pastors and teach-

ers ; for the perfecting of the saints unto the work
of ministry, unto the building up of the body of

Christ."—Eph. 4: 11, 12. These words plainly teach
fliat the multiplied agencies within the church exist

for a practical end. That end is stated to be "the
perfecting of the saints unto the work of minister-
ing." Means of grace have for their end preparation
for work. They are the food which is to give strength
for the work of ministering.

The common version is misleading. There an

official class, called "the Christian ministry," has
been substituted for a ministering church. In the

New Testament equality of responsibility is connect-
ed with equality of privilege. There is no priestly

class. Of all believers it is said "ye are a royal
prietshood." There is no official class called "the
Christian ministry." Every Christian is a minister or
servant of Christ. The offices and ordinances of re-

ligion are for the perfecting of all the saints unto
the work of serving. It is not enough that Chris-

tians live decent lives. They are to live useful lives.

It is not enough that they are good, they are to be
good for something. They are to be the ministering
body of Christ; they are to serve him by serving
others; they are to fill up that which remains of his

service to the world.
Through service comes edification. The saints are

perfected in the work of ministering "unto the build-

ing up of the body of Christ." Service has a reflex

influence upon the individual. It is a condition of

spiritual growth. It is also the condition of church
growth. In order to grow the church must put her-

self into vital and practical relation with the world,
ministering of what she has to the whole circle of

human needs, but ministering especially to those deep
spiritual needs which it is her peculiar mission to
supply.

Uriumph in Christ.

"Thanks be unto God who always leadeth us in

triumph in Christ."—II Cor. 2 : 14. Two views have
been taken of this verse. The first view is based
upon the opinion that the figure contained in these

words is that of a Roman triumph given to a success-

ful general upon his return to the Imperial city. In
the brilliant pageant he leads his captives through the

gates in triumph. According to this view, God is

represented as leading his people in triumph as tro-

phies of his saving power ; exhibiting those who
were his former foes as willing captives overcome by
love.

The other view represents God not as triumphing
over his people, but ^s triumphing through them.
Working in them mightily ; making them strong for

the conflict; transforming them from cowards into

heroes, he leads them forth as his conquering legion.

These two views are not antagonistic. The triumph
of God over his people and through his people is said

to be "in Christ." God conquers us through Christ

;

he makes us conquerors through Christ. Christ is

the medium through whom divine power reaches us.

Our triumph is constant. God is to be thanked
because "he always leadeth us in triumph in Christ."

His conquest over us is continuous ; our submission
to him is unbroken. His conquest through us is also

constant. He makes us successful in every conflict,

leading us on, through the power of Christ, from vic-

tory to victory.

By his triumph over us and through us God
"makes manifest through us the Savior of the knowl-
edge of Christ in every place." The life in which God
rules and reigns makes the name of Christ fragrant.

For, since from him is the power, to him is the glory.

I asked the roses, as they grew
Richer and lovelier in their hue.
What made their tints so rich and bright

;

They answered, "Looking toward the light."

Ah ! secret dear ! said heart of mine

;

God meant my life to be like thine.

Radiant with heavenly beauty bright.

By simply looking toward the Light.
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"Constructive Studies In the Life of

Christ, An Aid to Historical Study,

and a Condensed Commentary on

the Gospels," by Earnest DeWitt

Burton and Shailer Mathews, Uni-

versity of Chicago Press. 1901, pp.

295. Price ?1,

The makers of this volume have had

in mind needs of students in acade-

mies and colleges, and in the advanced

classes of Sunday schools. The vol-

ume is a contribution distinct and help-

ful to that higher type of Sunday

school and Bible class work which is

demanded at the present time and is

certainly destined to displace the mis-

cellaneous and unpedagogical Bible

study so largely in vogue even yet, in

spite of the protests of those who feel

its inadequacy. The advantages of the

volume lie in its introduction, on the

subject of of Palestine during the last

two centuries before Christ, its careful

division of the life of Christ and dis-

cussion of the various portions of our

Lord's career, with full references to

helpful literature, both permanent and

periodical, and suggestions for teach-

ing. It is a book whose value will not

depend upon the arrangement of any
mere concerted course of studies in

the life of Christ, but can be taken up

at any time and carried forward by the

appropriate section of any school or by

a single class.

"What Is Your Life? or Aims and Aids

to Success and Happiness," by W. J.

Russell, St. Louis Christian Publish-

ing Co., 1900. Price $1.

The table of contents of this volume
indicates its scope and range, dealing

as it does with such questions as

"The Value of Time," "The Bad and
Good Life," "Character Building,"

"The Business Life," "Christian Citi-

zenship," "Amusements," etc. The es-

says are suggestive, and numerous ref-

erences are made to standard and help-

ful literature. The book is not ambi-

tious in its purpose, and it will be

found excellent in its spirit and fre-

quently suggestive.
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millenarian, and shows conclusively

the unsubstantial foundations of pre-

millenial arguments and interpreta-

tions of Scripture. Perhaps the great-

est defect of the work lies in its lit-

eralism, which fails to separate be-

tween figure and fact in Biblical teach-

ings regarding the last things.

"Satan, His Kingdom and Its Over-

throw," by W. E. B. Fleming H.
Revell Co., Chicago, pp 51. Price 10

cents.

Mr. Blackstone is the author of sev-

eral books dealing with eschatology

from the ultra pre-millenial point of

view. The effort of this booklet is to

rehabilitate the doctrine of Satan,

which the author conceives to be in

danger of neglect.

"Messiah's Second Advent, A Study in

Eschatology," by Calvin Goodspeed,
D. D., LL. D., Toronto. Wm. Briggs,

1900. pp. 284. Price $1.

The author is professor of sys-

tematic theology and apologetics in

McMaster University, Toronto. The
work is an able statement of the post-

"Parliamentary Rules Made Easy," by

Mrs. Emma Lord Langan, Kansas

City. Hailman & Co. 25 cents.

A convenient presentation of the

principles of procedure that should

regulate deliberative bodies. Any who
are called upon to preside over or who
have anything to do with gatherings

of the kind would find this book of

value.

A book by Wm. Boyd Carpenter,

Bishop of Ripon, on "The Religious

Spirit in the Poets," has just appeared.

It is fortunate in not being an attempt

to formulate the theology of the poets.

This would be an entirely gratuitous

undertaking. It is not impossible that

a poet may be a theologian—but his

theology is neither his power nor his

charm. The probability is that he is

not a theologian at all. The true the-

ologian has such a care for consistency

as to clip the wings of fancy; the true

poet must be free.

Theology aims to enclose all truth.

It analyzes, systematizes, classifies and
labels. It must be all-inclusive and its

parts mutually consistent. This task

is interesting, but has not yet been ac-

complished.

Such a habit of thought stifles free-

dom. It quenches the muse. If this

were done in furtherance of truth, it

would be well—but there is more truth

in our best poetry than in our best

theology. There is more truth than

poetry in the best poetry. There is

more truth in poetry than in logic.

Spiritual truth is more a matter of

insight than of syllogisms. Spiritual

truth is warm; logic is cold. Truth
is a circle; logic is a square. Logic

attains to demonstration of truth. It

is the instrument of reason. Poetry is

the article of faith.

Bishop Carpenter is right in main-
taining as he does with force the kin-

ship between religion and poetry. He
is also just in holding that there can

be poetry without religion and re-

ligion without poetry. As a matter of

fact, however, such instances are rare.

The book opens with the suggestive

remark of Benj. Jowett to a young girl

whom he found reading a semi-theo-

logical book, that Wordsworth would
be more suitable. This is the key-

thought of the first chapter and, in-

deed, of the book.

After discussing general principles

in chapters on "Kinship Between Re-
ligion and Poetry," "Religion and Lit-

erary Inspiration," and "The Genuine
and Superficial Religious Element," the

author treats of the religious spirit

in selected poets and poems. If it shall

succeed in impressing the wisdom of

28

Jowett's advice upon its readers it will

prove a useful book.

Preachers will be wise when they
recognize that it is more profitable for

them to feast on the poets—the real

poets—than upon the theologians, that

is, if they care that their thoughts
should have in them the breath of life.

Poetry is not mere sentimentalism. It

can be as robust and as invigorating to

the mind as logic. Perhaps it is well

to say that both logic and theology

have a useful place, and there is no
intention to decry the latter. But they
are not everything, even in invigorat-

ing mental training of the preacher.

The zeal for Kipling was a tribute

to the vigor and virility with which he
has declared his vision of things as
they are.

Tennyson is gentler and not so rug-

ged, but he, too, has a vision. He sings

of the problems of life. He feeds us.

No doubt a theology might be ex-

tracted from his works but he has not
done it. It would not have been ar-

tistic. It would not have been accord-
ing to the analogy of nature or revela-

tion. His thoughts are not labeled;

they are living.

F'RESTH AT JVIGHT.

If One 1/j-ej- the "Right Kind of
Food.

If by proper selection of food one
can feel strong and fresh at the end
of a day's work, it is worth while to

know the kind of food that will pro-
duce this result.

A school teacher of Media, Kan.,

says in this connection, "I commenced
the use of Grape-Nuts Food five

months ago. At that time my health

was so poor that I thought I would
have to give up my work altogether.

I was rapidly losing in weight, had
little appetite, was nervous and sleep-

less, and experienced, almost con-

stantly, a feeling of exhaustion. I

tried various remedies without good
results, then I determined to give par-

ticular attention to my food, and have
learned something of the properties of

Grape-Nuts for rebuilding the brain

and nerve centers.

"I commenced using that food and
have since made a constant and rapid

improvement in health in spite of the
fact that all this time I have been en-

gaged in the most strenuous and ex-

acting work.
"I have gained twelve pounds in

weight and have a good appetite, my
nerves are steady and I sleep sound.

I have such strength and reserve force

that I feel almost as strong and fresh

at the close of a day's work as at the
beginning.

"Before using Grape-Nuts I was
troubled much with weak eyes, but as

my vitality increased the eyes became
stronger. I never heard of food as

nutritious and economical as Grape-
Nuts. Please omit my name from
print." Name can be given by Postum
Careal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
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General ^
M Church NeWs\

The Christian News Department will be made a
prominent feature in The Christian Century. Our
aim will be to give a comprehensive view of the
things which are deemed of vital interest. In the
collection of news we invite the co-operation of our
friends in all parts of the country. An indispensable
quality of these items will be brevity. A book worth
one dollar or upwards will be given each week to the
person sending in the best list of news items of gen-
eral interest for this department. The book offered
this week is Dr. Trumbull's Yale Lectures on the
Sunday-school, the regular price of which Is $2.

CHICAGO AM) viajviry
Rev, Frank W. Gunsaulus, D. D.,

preached the baccalaureate sermon to

the senior class of the Chicago Law
School June 2 in Studebaker Hall.

Immanuel Baptist Church, Elgin,

has received fifty-three additions dur-

ing the year and a quarter of the

pastorate of Rev. H. P. Wright.

Rev. Dr. William Fawcett, pastor of

the Methodist church of River For-

est, will dedicate a church at Winni-
peg June 9, and deliver the ordination

sermon before the Methodist confer-

ence of Manitoba.

The First Congregational church of

Elgin, being now entirely free from
debt, was dedicated May 12, on the

sixty-fifth anniversary of its organiza-

tion. The dedicatory sermon was
preached by President Blanchard.

Rev. J. W. Conley, D. D., of Oak
Park delivered the alumni address at

the Cedar Valley Seminary, Osage,

Iowa, May 25. He also is to preach
the baccalaureate sermon at Denison
University, Granville, Ohio, June 9.

The pulpit of the Forty-first Street

Presbyterian church was filled by the

Rev. Cleland B. McAfee, D. D., pastor-

elect, Sunday, May 26, a large congre-

gation gathering to hear him. He ex-

pects to begin his pastoral work about
July 1st.

The remaining indebtedness of $3,-

500 on the Forty-seventh Street Meth-
odist Church was paid this week. This
was accomplished through the gener-
osity of G. F. Swift, who added $1,750

to his previous contributions, making
over $6,000 paid by him.

Alumni of the Western Theological
Seminary (Episcopal), 1113 Washing-
ton boulevard, have elected the follow-

ing officers: President, Rev. J. C.

Sage, Dixon, 111.; vice president, Kev.
H. R. Neeley; secretary. Rev. A. B.

Whitcombe; treasurer, Rev. J. C. Cole.

At the General Lutheran general

synod meeting in Des Moines Rev.
F. W. Meyer of Chicago urged the
importance of taking advantage of the

opportunities in Chicago with its large

German population and the growing
demand for Lutheran churches.

The seventeenth yearly commence-
ment exercises of the Danish-Norwe-
gian Theological Seminary of the Uni-
versity of Chicago took place in the
Scandinavian Pilgrim Church May 10.

There were six graduates. The sem-
inary during the last year has been
attended by twenty-seven students.

The forty-fifth annual commence-
ment exercises of Garrett Biblical in-

stitute were held May 2 in the chapel

in Memorial hall in Evanston. Six

orations were delivered by members
of the graduating class. The resigna-

tion of Dr. C. F. Bradley as a mem-
ber of the faculty was accepted.

Young Men's Christian Association.

—Commencement exercises of the Sec-

retarial Institute and Training School
took place May 31. There were
twelve graduates. The annual state-

ment of the institute showed rapid

strides in the last year and promised
still greater improvement.

Rev. Austin K. de Blois, Ph. D., pas-

tor of the First Baptist church, El-

gin, has been given a three months'
vacation, which he will spend abroad.

His church has subscribed $3,300 for

repairing and decorating the church
building in addition to raising $1,000

more for annual expenses this year
than in any previous year.

Rev. P. S. Henson, D. D., pastor of

the First Baptist church, Chicago,
and Mrs. Edith Boyden are to be mar-
ried July 2. After this Dr. Henson
will take his vacation during July and
August. He will address some Chau-
tauqua assemblies and is one of the

preachers at the Delaware Avenue
church, Buffalo, during the Pan-Amer-
ican Exposition.

The thirteenth annual rally of the

Young Ladies' Missionary Societies

and the Societies of Christian En-
deavor of Chicago and vicinity was
held in Pilgrim Congregational
church June 1. Dr. Emily Dillman
Smith, appointed to Foochow; Miss J.

Arnott, under appointment to Africa,

and Rev. Dwight Goddard of Foo-
chow made addresses.

Rev. Alfred C. Kelly, late pastor of

South Chicago Baptist church, but

now of the Central Baptist Orphanage,
was presented May 23 with the four

volumes of the autobiography of

Charles H. Spurgeon. The gift came
from some fifty or more German
brethren and sisters, who united with
the church during the last year of

Mr. Kelly's pastorate.

The corner stone of the new Grace
Episcopal church, Oak Park, was laid

June 2. Addresses were made by
Bishop McLaren, Bishop Coadjutor
Anderson and Rev. E. V. Shayler, rec-

tor of the church. There was a grand
choir of 200 voices, made up of the

choirs from St. Barnabas', Calvary,

the cathedral, St. Martin's (Austin),

Holy Communion (Maywood), and
Grace Church (Oak Park).

Lake Forest University.—The Rev.

James G. K. McClure, D. D., who has

notified the Board of Trustees of the

Lake Forest University that he wished
to be relieved as president of the in-

stitution served four years in that po-

sition without pay. The Rev. Richard
D. Harlan of Rochester, N. Y., has
been offered the presidency. Dr. Mc-
Clure prefers to resign the presidency
rather than retire from the ministry.

He is pastor of the Lake Forest Pres-

byterian Church. Since he became
president the university has secured

$190,000 in interest-bearing endow-
ment and four large buildings have
been erected on the campus. They are

Lois Durand Hall, the dormitory for

women, erected at a cost of $30,000;

Alice Home, the hospital, the cost of

which was $10,000; the Arthur S. Reid
Library, costing $34,000, and the Reid
Chapel, costing $34,000.

Presbyterian Ministers' Meeting.

—

The ministers' meeting on May 27 had
for its topic the paper of Rev. S. M.
Campbell on "The Problem Before the

Smaller City Churches," which was
discussed with interest. Rev. Dr. C.

B. McAfee, by request, gave an out-

line of the proposed plan of federat-

ing the Bible classes of young men in

city Presbyterian churches. The plan
involves a central office and a paid

secretary. A combination of the

young men seems desirable for mu-
tual strengthening and for promoting
the Christian welfare of newcomers to

the city. The scheme provides also

for social privileges and aid in var-

ious directions.

Diocesan Convention.—The sixty-

fourth annual convention of the Epis-

copal diocese of Chicago convened at

WHEHE'S' THE X/S'E ?

"Druggtng tvitb Coffee and K.eep-
tng SicK. All the Time.

A coffee drinker is liable to a smash
almost any time and without much
warning. A New York man, C. W.
Bedford, 1065 Lex. Ave., says that

when he was in apparently perfect

health, weighing about 185 pounds,
with good appetite, he suddenly had a

severe attack of gastritis. He lost his

appetite and the doctor put him on a

rigid diet and gave him remedies, but
all ^to no purpose. He says, "Every-
body I met had a cure and I tried a

lot of them. I lost weight until I

reached 144 pounds. I had those nasty
gastric staggers.

"About the middle of the summer,
when on a vacation, a friend asked
whether I drank coffee or not. Being
told that I did, he suggested that I

quit it and take Postum Food Coffee

and Grape-Nuts breakfast food. I

laughed at him and told him that I was
through with special articles of diet.

"One day the nerves had another bad
smash and I concluded to quit coffee

and see if that was really the cause

of the trouble.

"Next morning I had Postum for

breakfast and it was well made, and
tasted good. I also had Grape-Nuts
for breakfast, and from that day my
troubles begade to fade away.

"I am steadily gaining in flesh, can
sleep naturally, and can eat whatever
I want. What is the use of a man's
drinking an article like coffee that

poisons him, and causes such troubles

as I have had when you can have a

delicious Food Coffee like Postum that

builds up instead of tearing down?"
Health is worth more than all the cof-

fee on earth.
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the Cathedral May 28. Bishop Mc-
Lean preached the annual sermon. A
scathing denunciation of the munic-
ipal government of Chicago closed the

address. The officers elected are:

The Rev. Luther Pardee, secretary;

the Rev. J. M. Ericson, assistant sec-

retary; F. F. Ainsworth, treasurer.

In the Diocese of Chicago there are

fifty parishes and about forty mis-

sions.

The committee appointed by the

presbytery of Chicago (United Pres-

byterian) to organize the congregation
at Evanston, 111., completed its work
May 22. Twenty-six members were
received, five on profession of faith.

Two elders were ordained and in-

stalled, Adam Tait and Wm. R. Wil-
son. The outlook is encouraging.

A council representing eighteen

Baptist churches met with Bethel

Church, Chicago, May 23, to advise

concerning the recognition of its pas-

tor, Mr. D. B. Jones, as a regular Bap-
tist minister. Until three years ago
Mr. Jones was a member of the Meth-
odist Episcopal church. The council

approved his recognition.

Bohemian Conference.—Thirty-five

ministers from all over the United
States attended the opening session of

the First Interdenominational Bohe-
mian convention May 29 at Bethle-

hem Congregational church, Loomis,
near Eighteenth street. The object of

the meeting was to discuss the relig-

ious needs of people of Slavonic ex-

traction and plan an extension of

church work among them. Represen-
tatives of the Presbyterian, Methodist,

Baptist and Congregational churches
were in attendance.

Woman's Auxiliary of Chicago Dio-
cese.—Representatives from every
Episcopal parish and mission in the

city attended the seventeenth annual
meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary at

the Church of the Epiphany. All the

officers were re-elected. They are:

President, Mrs. John Henry Hopkins;
treasurer, Mrs. James T. Hoyne; cor-

responding secretary, Miss Mary L.

Banks; recording secretary, Miss Flor-

ence Beckett; vice presidents, Miss
Katherine D. Arnold, Mrs. V. B. Ful-
lerton, Mrs. W. D. C. Street and Mrs.
Eleanor M. Duncombe.

"Baptist,
Women's Home Mission Society.

—

The year's receipts were $69,976.79,

with a deficit of over $4,000. Last year
seventeen young women graduated
from the Missionary Training School
at Chicago.

One hundred and fourteen new mem-
bers have been received into the First

Church, Cedar Rapids, la., since the
Rev. Henry Alford Porter became pas-

tor two years ago; forty-one by letter

and seventy-three by baptism and ex-

perience.

At Bay City, Mich., the First Church
closes its year with a record of seventy
new members received, thirty-eight by
baptism, twenty-six by letter and six

by experience.

The semi-annual meeting of the

Quincy Baptist Association was held at

Plainville, 111., May 23-25. The first

day was devotetd to Sunday school

work and the next to the young people.

Rev. Dr. William Dandridge Thomas,

one of the most widely known Baptist

ministers in Virginia, and for the last

twenty years professor of philology in

Richmond College, died in Baltimore

May 21.

Rock River Association.—The annual

associational meeting is being held

with the First Church of Sycamore,

June 5-6. This meeting marks the

sixty-first anniversary of the organiza-

tion. The association includes thirteen

churches of the denomination. In this

number are three Swedish churches.

The total membership represented is

about 2,750.

At the Anniversaries.—The "Sunday

School Problem of the Twentieth Cen-

tury" was the title of an important

address delivered by Dr. C. R. Blackall.

He asked and answered the questions:

Is the Sunday school what its name
implies, or does it merely afford op-

portunity for personal exhortation and
spiritual application? Have the meth-

ods employed in management and
teaching been so effective in results as

to warrant their continuance? Rev.

James Edmunds urged suitable train-

ing courses for Sunday school teach-

ers. On the matter of co-ordination

of the missionary societies, the action

taken favored closer co-operation by
an annual meeting of the executive

boards of the several societies for con-

sultation, and recommended that dele-

gates to the annual gatherings shall,

so far as possible, be identical, uni-

form qualifications for Voters being

adopted by each society.

The Missionary Union.—For a num-
ber of years there have been annual
deficits, but this year the report shows
the turning of the tide. There has
been a decrease of debt, the year hav-

ing paid its own expenses and $7,300

on past deficits. The donations from
churches and individuals amounted to

$361,000, and the grand total of re-

ceipts from all sources has been $687,-

70C.13, exclusive of famine funds. Dur-
ing the year nine men and eight wom-
en have been sent to the foreign field.

Home Mission Society.—The year be-

gan with a debt of $32,200.90, but the

receipts have been sufficient to liqui-

date the debt, carry on the work on
an enlarged scale, and leave a balance

of $203.41 in the treasury. This grat-

ifying result is made possible by the

very large receipts from legacies

amounting to $159,323.65, which is al-

most $50,000 more than the annual av-

erage for the past ten years. The to-

tal receipts for actual working pur-

poses were $684,910.71.

Seventh Day Baptists.—The quarter-

ly meeting and ministerial conference
of the churches of Southern Wisconsin
and Chicago was held at Milton Junc-
tion, Wis., May 24-29.

Congregationalist.

There are now 601 Congregational
churches in Massachusetts, with 113,-

235 members, a gain in membership
of 269. During the year 3,385 joined

the church on profession and 3,022 by
letter. The Sunday schools number-
ing 600, report 120,286 members, a gain

of 5,075.

During the nine years of labor of

C. B. Moody as pastor of Pilgrim
Church, Minneapolis, Minn., 442 have
been received to membership, a large

proportion on confession, 49 of the

number uniting in 1900. The pres-

ent membership is 445.

Dr. J. F. Dudley.—During his six

years' pastorate of the First Church,
Dak., the number of families con-

nected with the church has doubled,

nearly a hundred members have been
added to the church, a floating indebt-

edness of $3,000 has been cared for,

and the college carried through a fi-

nancial crisis. Dr. Dudley will round
out with this pastorate nearly forty

years' service in the Northwest in

Minnesota, Wisconsin and North Da-
kota. His ministry has been spent

with four churches, and has been one
of the most notable in these years of

the making of the Northwest.
The Minnesota Congregational Club

had a spring outing at Lake Minne-
tonka and elected the following offi-

cers: A. C. Anderson, St. Paul, presi-

dent; Rev. R. P. Herrick of Minneap-
olis, first vice president; Rev. T. M.
Edmunds of Mankato, second vice

president; Rev. W. A. Snow of Min-
neapolis, secretary; Walter N. Carroll

of Minneapolis, treasurer and W. B.

Geery or St. Paul auditor.

Iowa Association.—The sixty-sec-

ond annual meeting began at Burling-

ton May 21. A review of the past

century and a forecast the signs of

promise were among the topics pre-

sented. A new departure, a Sunday
school convention, occupied one after-

noon. "Education at the Turning
Point of the Centuries," "The State of

Religion," at this same point, and
"Type of Piety the New Century
Needs," were the live subjects of ad-

dresses delivered by Prof. Fairbanks
of the State University, Rev. A. L.

Frisbie and Rev. Mr. Smith. Prof.

Graham Taylor spoke on "The Church
for the Twentieth Century." "The
Church and the Laboring Man" was
the subject of a reasonable discussion

by the newly elected president of the

State Federation of Labor.

Michigan Association.—The state

reports a net gain of thirty-eight in

church membership for the decade, but

a small reduction in the membership
for the year due to the obliteration

of little churches or decay of towns
where lumbering interests have fallen

off. There is a corresponding de-

crease of 1,000 in Sunday school mem-
bership. The benevolences have
greatly increased, however; they
amount to $107,000, a large part being

gifts for Olivet College. The Home
Missionary Society has come to the

end of the year with its bills paid
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and $6,000 in the treasury, but the re-

ceipts from the churches have fallen

off steadily for seven years. There
would have been a deficit this year
but for a legacy of $5,000. For the

first time in many years the Home
Missionary Society has been able to

undertake new work in the Northern
Peninsula, where a general mission-
ary, Rev. F. Bagnall, is pushing
things, and in the new portion of the

Lower Peninsula where emigrants are

settling up land recently stripped of

timber. For the first time state con-

tributions for Home Missions have ex-

ceeded local needs.

South Dakota.—The thirty-first an-
nual State Association meeting had
two very practical and hopeful fea-

tures: two open parliament hours.

One was led by the State H. M. Super-
intendent on Pastoral and Ministerial

Work. A question drawer called out
such questions: How would you act

in visiting at homes where the church
affinities are doubtful and the condi-

tions sensitive? Is it wise for a pas-

tor to join secret societies? If a pas-

tor marries on his own field, is it wise

for him to remain? When should a

pastor leave a field? Are short pas-
torates injurious to a church? Should
a pastor ever withdraw a resignation?
Should a pastor take money for fun-

erals? How should the invitation to

the Lord's Supper be given? The
other hour was given to the recom-
mendations of the "Committee of

Nine."

The Disciples.

Summer Bible School.—The school

will meet for the first time in Hop-
kinsville, Ky., June 16 and will con-
tinue thirteen days. J. B. Briney of

Missouri is principal and instructor in

Christian Evidences. Chas. A. Young,
a professor in the University of Vir-

ginia, will lecture on The Great
Teachings of Certain Books of the Bi-

ble. Prof. Young will also preach to

a great mass meeting on "The Divine
Christ." W. H. PinkeVton of Paducah
will give three lectures on as many
periods cff Church History. J. L.

Hill of Madisonville will lecture on
Homiletics. A profitable feature of the

program will be a series of confer-

ences on Sunday school and Endeavor
work, the prayer meeting and other
practical problems.

Children's Day.—Last year 182

schools in Kentucky gave $2,935.04 for

Foreign Missions. In Kansas there

are only about one-half as many
churches. In Kansas 229 schools con-
tributed; in Iowa 296 schools; in Mis-
souri, 374; in Illinois, 397; in Ohio,

383.

Morris St. Church, Indianapolis.

—

The meetings still continue. Up to

May 22 there had been thirty-six ad-
ditions during the meeting, twenty-
nine of these being by primary obedi-

ence. Since January 1 there have
been sixty-two added to this congre-
gation, and many more are "almost
persuaded."

The Church of Christ at Canton,
111., is ten years old and has 400

members. They recently celebrated

their tenth anniversary.

Rev. S. D. Dutcher, of Oklahoma
City, Okla., has had 65 additions to

the congregation during his first three

and a half months' work. This is a

great field and he is building up the

church rapidly.

The annual convention of the North-
eastern Iowa Christian Churches
closed on May 23 a successful session

of three days at Marshalltowh, la.

Bethany, Mo.—The new church is

very satisfactory. Toward the house
$11,000 has been paid in one year,

leaving only $350, and that is provided.

The school membership has increased

its average attendance more than 300

per cent, all under the efficient lead-

ership of Pastor F. J. Stinson. En-
rollment now 225, the best in the his-

tory of the church.

Fort Smith, Ark.—The meeting con-

tinued for eight weeks, and 163 per-

sons came forward. About 125 were
candidates for baptism. At the begin-

ning of the present year lots were pur-

chased for a new building, and this

enterprise will now be vigorously

prosecuted. Since the meeting closed

13 have been added, all but one by
confession. The membership is now
about 450.

The Church of Christ at Lincoln,

Neb., in two months has received

twenty-seven new members and
raised a building fund of $2,100, and
secured a good site for building.

Growth of The Disciples Church.

—

The missionary conventions of this

church body, outside of the Interna-

tional C. E. conventions, have been
the largest, so it is claimed, of any re-

ligious organization. The member-
ship in Illinois is reported very strong,

numbering 124,000. Missouri leads

the states for membership with 168,-

000, then follow Kentucky, 115,000;

Indiana, 114,000; Texas, 76,000; Ohio,

75,000; Iowa, 56,000, and a total of 1,-

250,000 in the Untied States.

The programme for the convention

at Minneapolis includes Professor H.

L. Willett of the University of Chi-

cago, Rev. F. D. Powers of the Presi-

dent Garfield Memorial Church of

Washington, D. C, and J. H. Garrison

of St. Louis, well known to Christian

Endeavorers generally as one of the

trustees of their united societies.

School of Pastoral Helpers.—Held

its first commencement at the Central

Christian Church, Cincinnati, May 12-

14. The class sermon was delivered

by J. A. Lord, editor of the Christian

Standard. An address was delivered

by Dr. H. L. Willetet. A. M. Har-
vuot, who more than any one else

'may be called the founder of the

school, presented the diplomas to a

class of eight graduates.

The baccalaureate services of Chris-

tian College, Columbia, were held in

the Christian Church, graduating class

numbering thirty-one. The institu-

tion excels in its musical training,

both vocal and instrumental.

Bro. Geo. L. Snively of Jacksonville,

111., has resigned his pastorate in that

city to become general secretary of

the Benevolent Association of the
Christian Church, whose expanding
work, including the maintenance of

three Homes, has come to demand the

services of such a man in the field.

Episcopal.
Central Pennsylvania.—The thirtieth

annual convention of the diocese was
held May 21 and 22. The reports

showed a year of gratifying progress.

Confirmations have been larger in

number than usual, and a number of

new churches have been built or com-
pleted.

The 200th anniversary of the or-

ganization of the parish of St. Paul's,

Edenton, N. C, was celebrated May
22, in connection with the eighteenth

annual council of the diocese of East
Carolina.

Sunday School Graded Instructs

For two years past the diocese of

Florida has had a committee at work
for the purpose of finding or prepar-

ing a practicable system of graded in-

struction for Sunday schools. At the

fifty-eighth annual council this com-
mittee presented a scheme for graded

Sunday school study covering a period

of six years. This was approved by
the council, and the committee con-

tinued, with instructions to give spe-

cial attention to the selection of text-

books, or the preparation of lessons,

where not otherwise obtainable, suited

to the teaching of the system. When
the scheme has been perfected it will

be offered to the consideration of the

church at large.

Diocese of Iowa.—Encouraging prog-

ress was reported at the forty-ninth

annual convention held May 21 in Des
Moines. There is evidence of a thor-

ough awakening throughout the dio-

cese and of a "mind to work" on the

part of clergy and people. A beautiful

new church has been built at Charlton,

costing $22,000. New churches are con-

templated at Oskaloosa and Albia. The
foundation of a new church is laid and
paid for at West Union. Lots have
been paid for at Britt; one nearly paid

for at Shenandoah and West Union.

Sunday School Conference.—The sec-

ond annual meeting of the Sunday
School Commission of the diocese of

New York was held at the Cathedral

of St. John the Divine, New York
City, May 20. The Holy Communion
was celebrated and the opening ad-

dress made by Bishop Potter. The
topics treated were "The Present State

of Sunday School Education." by Rev.

Fascal Harrower. chairman of the

commission: "The Obligation Upon
the Pastor to Know Child-Nature," by-

Rev. Dr. Alford A. Butler of Faribault,

Minn.; "The Desirability of a Compre-
hensive and Systematic Order of Study
For Our Sunday Schools." by Rev. Dr.

Lawrence T. Cole, warden of St. Ste-

phen's College. Annandale. N. Y.;

"How Shall Such an Order of Study
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Be Co-ordinated with the Development

of the Child-Mind?" by Prof. S. T.

Dutton of Columbia University.

Long Island.—In almost every de-

partment of diocesan life and endeavor

there has been a steady and

constant growth. In thirty-two years

the number of communicants has quad-

rupled, the number of clergy in-

creased twofold and the number of

parishes doubled. In the past conven-

tion year 2,000 have been confirmed,

making a total of 50,000 in thirty-two

years. The missionary work of the

diocese is exceedingly gratifying. For-

ty-four mission stations are being

maintained at a cost to the diocese of

only $10,000.

New Cathedral for Ohio.—During the

past year $300,000 has come into the

hands of the trustees, which, with the

sale of the site of the old cathedral

property, will enable the great enter-

prise to be begun at once. Some years

ago a large and beautiful site was se-

cured, at the corner of Euclid avenue

and Perry street, in Cleveland. On the

rear of this property a fine stone parish

building, three stories high, has been

already erected, with a chapel, church

club rooms, school rooms, gymnasium,
dormitories, and with modern improve-

ments and facilities for all kinds of

church work. The plans of the cathe-

dral show it to be one of the most
beautiful structures of this character

in all the middle west, to cost $600,000.

At "Wabasha, Minn., May 23, Bishop
Whipple consecrated a new church ed-

ifice of stone costing $20,000, a memo-
rial of Mrs. Thos. Irving given by her

husband.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY.

League held its sixth convention May
27 in St. Mark's English Evangelical

Lutheran Church, North St. Paul. Lu-

theran literature and "Practical Work
for Our Young People" were among
the subjects presented.

Lutheran.
Fortieth Biennial Convention.—Rev.

W. S. Freas, D. D., of Baltimore, was
elected president. An address of wel-

come was delivered by Governor Shaw,
the Mayor of Des Moines, etc. The
synod will be in session ten days. June
1 the convention celebrated the twen-
tieth anniversary of the establishment

of a western superintendency of home
missions and the appointment of Dr.

Samuel B. Barnitz of Des Moines as

western secretary.

The annual session of the Franckean
Lutheran Synod opened May 23 at

Troy, N. Y. It continued over Sunday,
June 2.

The Rev. J. A. Treas, who resigned

his work at Red Wing, Minn., to ac-.

cept a call to Portland, Ore., has en-
tered upon his duties. He is a gradu-
ate of the Chicago Lutheran Seminary.
Rev. Louis Zahn, pastor of St. John's

Evangelical Lutheran Church and vis-

iting elder of the Quincy Synod,
dropped dead while making an address
at the laying of the corner-stone of a
new school building.

The new Orphans' Home at Waverly,
la., of the Lutheran Synod of Iowa and
other states, recently completed at a
cost of $35,000, was formally dedicated
May 30 in the presence of 5,000 people.

The Twin City Central Luther

Methodist.
The next semi-annual meeting of the

Board of Methodist Bishops will take

place in Cincinnati in November.
The Iowa state Methodist camp meet-

ing will be held on the old Methodist

grounds at Clear Lake, la., July 17 to

28, and will be conducted by Rev. Dr.

R. N. McKaig of Minneapolis, Rev.

Dr. C. W. Blodgett of Cincinnati as-

sisting during the closing week.

The Ministerial Conference for the

Indianapolis district has held a three

days' session at Mooresville, Ind., from
May 19 to May 22.

A quarter of a million converts are

alleged to have been made and added
to Methodist Episcopal Church mem-
bership during the last winter. This

statement is made by Secretary Cooper
of the Methodist Forward Movement,
and by him is based upon returns from
150 Presiding Elder districts.

Rev. H. S. Abbott, who is president

of the Georgia Conference of the Wes-
leyan Methodist Church, and superin-

tendent of the Southern District of that

church, has resigned his position and
will remove to Marion, Ind., where he
will take a year's vacation.

The St. Paul district Epworth League
of the Methodist Episcopal Church
opened a convention at Stillwater,

Minn., May 25, to continue through
June 2.

The members of the First German
M. E. Church of St. Paul, Minn., cele-

brated the fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of the church May 24.

The fiftieth anniversary of the Wes-
ley M. E. Church of Trenton, O., was
celebrated by jubilee services through
the week beginning May 26. Dr. John
S. Heisler, the first pastor of the
church, preached the evening sermon.
The Iowa Conference Twentieth Cen-

tury Convention was held at Ottumwa,
la., May 28 and 29, for the considera-
tion of advanced work along Methodist
lines.

"Presbyterian.
The first church at Pasadena, Cal.,

has had another large accession of

forty-five members. Of. these twenty-
one were upon confession of faith.

Ihe pastor, the Rev. M. J. McLeod,
has certainly great cause for encour-
agement.

Since the last quarterly communion
the Third church, Sioux City, Iowa,
Rev. C. F. Ensign, pastor, has added
to its roll twenty members, eighteen
being on profession. There were six

baptisms of adults.

Cumberland Presbyterian.—At the
general assembly session at West
Point, Miss., the committee on cen-

tennial education endowment move-
ment reported $203,000 raised for col-

Jl

lege and theological seminary endow-
ment since the inauguration of the

movement two years ago; this in ad-

dition to the million dollar James
Militon University being established

in Decatur, 111. Six colleges and the

theological seminary are named as the

only objects of the endowment funds

being raised.

Southern Presbyterian.—Dr. N. M.

Woods of Memphis was chosen mod-

erator of the forty-first annual session

of the general assembly at Little Rock,

Ark. Rev. S. L. Morris of Macon, Ga.,

was made secretary of home missions.

The assembly divided the synod of

Mississippi and Louisiana on state

lines. The synod of Memphis was di-

vided and the synod of Tennessee was

created.

Church Extension.—At a meeting of

representative Presbyterians held in

the Second church, St. Louis, recently

it was decided to raise $100,000 for

church extension. Dr. Frank W. Sneed

pledged his congregation for $25,000

if the other churches made up the

other $75,000. The fund is to be raised

in shares of $10 each, payable annual-

ly at 10 per cent. Rev. Dr. C. A. Dick-

ey addressed a mass meeting of Pres-

byterians in Washington-Compton

Avenue church on the following Sun-

day evening in the interest of the

movement, the result of which, to-

gether with the efforts of the members

of the Twentieth Century fund com-

mittee and the pastors of the city,

was the raising of nearly the entire

amount.
Presbyterianism in Minnesota.—The

growth, especially in southern Minne-

sota and in Mankato Presbytery, has

been phenomenal. Thirty-eight

churches have been organized in this

one presbytery in the last ten years.

The church membership has grown

125 per cent, and the population has

increased 35 per cent. Sixty-eight per

cent of all additions were by confes-

sion of faith. The actual loss by death

and removal has been 41 per cent of

all additions.

Topeka, Kas—Four years ago the

Rev. J. D. Countermine, D. D., was in-

stalled pastor of the First church.

During that time he has baptised sixty-

three infants and 134 adults; received

into the church, 625; present member-

ship, active, 1,152; reserved roll, 150.

Raised for benevolences, $19,314; for

congregational expenses, including re-

pairs and payment of old debts and

mortgages, $35,838; total moneys

raised for all purposes, $55,152.

First Church, St. Louis.—While near-

ly every church in St. Louis presby-

tery has given toward benevolences,

the First church, Rev. W. J. McKit-

trick, pastor, deserves special mention.

The total amount raised for all pur-

poses during the year just closed was

$44,549, of which amount only $12,000

was used for congregational expenses.

Ministerial Changes.—During the

past month three Presbyterian pas-

tors in St. Louis resigned their

charges. Rev. Dr. J. M. Spencer left
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the People's church (South) to become
the president of Westminster Female
college in Fulton, Mo.; Rev. H. M.
Campbell closed his work at the Cote

Brilliante church and is to go to the

Mesa church in Pueblo, Colo., and Rev.

Dr. William H. Bates resigned the

Webster Grove church owing to poor

health.

Creed Revision.—The general assem-
bly adopted the following: "That a

committee be appointed and instructed

to prepare and submit to the next gen-

eral assembly, for such disposition as

may seem to it wise, a brief statement
of our reformed faith, expressed as

far as possible in untechnical lan-

guage, the purpose of this statement

being to give information and a bet-

ter understanding of our doctrinal be-

liefs and not with a view to being a
substitute for or an alternative of our
confession of faith."

"That this committee be instructed

to prepare amendments of chapter 10,

section 3; chapter 16, section 7; chap-

ter 22, section 3, and chapter 25, sec-

tion 6, of our confession of faith,

either by modification of the text or

by declaratory statement, but by a de-

claratory statement so far as possible,

so as more clearly to express the
mind of the church, with additional

statements concerning the love of God
for all men, missions and the Holy
Spirit. It being understood that the
revision shall in no way impair the

integrity of the system of doctrine set

forth in our confession and taught in

tne Holy Scriptures."

The United Presbyterian Church.

—

The board of church extension reports
receipts for the last year as $81,846.96.

Of the 909 congregations in America,
172 have not contributed to this work.
The board of ministerial relief reports
an endowment fund of $116,090; the
year's receipts, $36,415, and expendi-
tures $31,517. Five thousand dollars

by the general assembly was appro-
priated for the establishment of a
mission at Dolaib Hai, Soudan. Steps
were ordered to be taken for the es-

tablishment of colleges at Asyut,
Egypt, and Gordon, India. Ten thou-
sand dollars was appropriated for min-
isterial relief and $100,000 for home
missions. The Women's General Mis-
sionary society reported that contri-

butions during the year were $31,478

and disbursements $31,707. The so-

ciety supports thirty-nine women in

the missionary field and maintains a
boarding school for girls in upper
Egypt.

General.

CHURCH FEDERATION. — Under
the name of "The Federation of

Church and Christian Workers in

Toledo and Vicinity," a close union
has been formed, the object of which
is to extend religious work into every
home in Toledo, O. Nearly all evan-
gelical bodies in the city were repre-

sented at the meeting, May 29, and

even greater interest than expected was
shown in the organization. The gov-

ernment of the federation is vested in

a council, composed of the pastor and
two delegates from each church and
one delegate from each organization

other than a church. The council will

have no authority over the churches

or over any society, its powers being

simply advisory and executive. The
following were elected to serve for one
year: President, Rev. Dr. R. W. A.

Powell, First Presbyterian; vice presi-

dent, Thomas Tracy, St. Paul's Meth-
odist Episcopal; secretary, Rev. G. B.

Wiltsie, Monroe Street Methodist Epis-

copal; treasurer, Alfred Milmine, First

Baptist; executive committee, T. F.

Randolph, Central Congregational; J.

T. Jones, St. Paul's Episcopal; Rev.

E. D. Wettach, Grace Reformed; Rev.

F. P. Rosselot, Memorial United Breth-

ren; and the Rev. H. F. MacLane, Nor-
wood Avenue Church of Christ.

State Sunday School Convention.

—

. The forty-third annual convention of

the Illinois Association opened May 28

in Bloomington, 111. There was a very

large attendance, every county in the

state being entitled to twelve dele-

gates, except Cook, which is not lim-

ited. The principal speaker was Dr.

J. Wilbur Chapman of New York City.

His leading address will be on Wednes-
day evening on "The Bible and the

New Century," and Thursday evening

on "The Work of the True Preacher."

Prof. H. M. Hamill and Mr. Marion
Lawrence were also among the speak-

ers. The convention elected the fol-

lowing officers: President, Knox P.

Taylor, Bloomington: first vice presi-

dent, L. B. Vose Macomb; second vice

president H. H. Rassweiler, Naperville.

Executive committee W. S. Rearick,

Ashland; I. W. Schill, Polo; W. B.

Rundle, Clinton; H. O. Stone, Bloom-
ington; H. L. Lay, Kewanee; R C.

Willis Toledo. Knox Taylor elected

president, is a noted evangelist of the

Christian Church.
Brooklyn Sunday School Union.

—

The seventy-second anniversary was
celebrated Friday, May 24, by a parade
of 90,000 children, in nineteen divi-

sions each with its own line of march.
The parade was noteworthy for its re-

markable display of patriotic emblems
—whole platoons of children were ar-

rayed in the national colors; flags and
sashes were worn by the elders.

The Dunkards.—Eight to ten thou-

sand persons attended the biennial

conference of Dunkards which opened
May 24 at Lincoln, Neb. The confer-

ence was held on the State fair

grounds and the seventy-acre tract

was covered with tents, in which the

members made their homes during
the week.
The twentieth international Chris-

tian Endeavor convention will be held

in Cincinnati July 6 to 10. Arrange-
ments are made for six meetings to be

held simultaneously, in Music Hall, the

Odeon, the two exposition halls and in

adjoining churches.

Salvation Army.—A tract of land

valued at $25,000 has been given for

farm colony purposes. Efforts are be-

ing made in Cleveland to raise $25,000

for the extension of colony work.

There are twenty homes for fallen

women in this country, with accommo-
dations for 500 girls. Last year 1,500

women passed through the rescue

homes. "This of itself means a great

deal," says Col. Booth-Tucker, "but

the true significance of this work lies

in the fact that 80 per cent of the wom-
en who entered the Salvation Army
homes came out good women, have
remained so, and. with the help of

God, will continue to live pure and-
useful lives."

Moody Bible Institute.—The summer
school which opened June 4 offers free

to both men and women courses for

the study of the Bible and practical

methods of Christian wcrk including

instruction in music. Rev. James M.
Gray, D. D., of Boston will conduct a
synthetic study of the Old Testament
books and General Epistles. He will

also give practical instruction in the

preparation of Bible readings and ad-

dresses and conduct a weekly teacher's

meeting in the International Sabbath
school lesson. Associated with Dr.

Gray will be Prof. N. Fay Smith of

Mt. Hermon, Mass.; Rev. Wm. Evans
of Rogers Park, 111.; John H. Hunter.
Rev. R. A. Torrey and J H. Todd of

Chicago, and Rev. G. Campbell Mor-
gan of East Northfield. Mass., who has

just arrived in this country to promote
the Northfield Extension Movement.
The Winona Bible Conference will

be held at Winona Lake. Indiana.

August 17-27. Rev. John McNeill of

Scotland, whom Mr. Moody counted
one of the greatest preachers in the

world, will preach every evening dur-

ing the conference. Rev. George T.

Purves, D. D., LL.D.. of New York:
Rev. James M. Buckley. D. D.. editor

of the Methodist Christian Advocate;

the Rev. Cornelius Weelfkin. D. D..

church of Brooklyn: Rev. W. G. Moor-
head. D. D.. United Presbyterian The-
ological Seminary. Xenia. Ohio; Rev.

George L. Robinson. D. D.. McConniek
Theological Seminary. Chicago. 111.;

Bishop J. W. Hott. D. D.. of the United

Brethren church, Dayton. Ohio: the

Rev. L. W. Munhall, D. D.. the dis-

tinguished Evangelist: Mr. S. D. Gor-

don of Cleveland. Ohio: Mr. S. H. Had-
ley of the McAuley Mission. New York
city: Mr. Todd H. Hall, the Detective

Evangelist, and very many others will

make addresses. A conference for

pastors and church officers will be held

daily under the direction of a success-

ful pastor. The Young People's Con-
ference will be under the direction of

Mr. John Willis Baer. secretary of the

United Society of Christian Endeavor.

The children's meetings will be held

daily under the leadership of the Rev.

J. W. Van DeVenter of Scotland. A
conference for evangelists directed by
Rev. L. W. Munhall. D. D. will be held

and also a Missionary's Conference
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Woman and Home.
Q

MO'RE. LOX/E GO CHUISU.
More love to thee, O Christ!

More love to thee!

Hear thou the prayer I make,
On bended knee;

This is my earnest plea

—

More love, Christ! to thee,

More love to thee!

Once earthly joy I craved,

Sought peace and rest;

Now thee alone I seek,

Give what is best;

This all my prayer shall be

—

More love, Christ! to thee,

More love to thee!

Let sorrow do its work,
Send grief and pain;

Sweet are thy messengers,

Sweet their refrain,

When they can sing with me

—

More love, Christ! to thee,

More love to thee!

Then shall my latest breath

Whisper thy praise;

This be the parting cry

My heart shall raise

—

This still its prayer shall be

—

More love, Christ, to thee,

More love to thee!

Elizabeth Payson Prentiss.

E.A'RI^y COJWE"RSIOSfS.
A farmer on a cool afternoon was

gathering his sheep and lambs into

the barn, to shelter them from the

weather. His minister asked him
why he was so anxious to get the little

lambs in. He replied:

"If they stay out all night they will

freeze to death before morning."
"But," said the minister, "why cot

let them stay out several nights to

see if they are going to live, and then
take them in?"
The farmer's child had recently pro-

fessed conversion, and he had said she
was too young to join the church,
that she had better wait to see if she
was going to be pious. His own con-
duct about the lambs convinced him
of his error, and he consented for his

child to be taken into the fold.

A little girl was refused admission
into the church because they thought
her too young. She leaped upon her
pastor's bosom and uaid:

"Jesus did not treat, me so when I

went to him; he received me, and
now you turn me away."
The pastor clasped her to his bosom

•and said:

"No, my child, we will not turn you
away." And she was received.

Some of the most consistent and
useful Christians that ever lived were
converted at seven, nine, ten and
eleven years of age. And the Lord
says, "I love them that love me, and
they that seek me ear'.y shall find me."

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY.

Rev. Charles Garrett, but soon after

broke it. Conscience-stricken and

ashamed, he tried to keep out of th3

way of his friend; but Mr. Garrett w-;s

net to be rut off. One day he founJ

the poor, miserable nan, and, taking

hold of his hand, he said:

"John, when the road is slippery,

and your cab-horse falls down, what
do you do with him?"

"I help him up again," rep ied John.

"Well, I have come to do the same,"

said Mr. Garrett, affectionately; ' the

road was slippery, I know, John, and

you fell, but there's my hand to help

you up again."

The cabman's heart was thri led.

Ke caught his friend's hand in a vice-

like grip, and said:

"God bless you, sir; you'll nsvsr

have cause to regret this—I'll never

fa 1 again."

And to this day he kept his wo d.

Am I to thank God for everything?

Ami to thank him for bereavement,
for rain, for poverty, for toil? Must
l lift up my hands over my dead and
say: "Father, I thank thee that thou

Last taken away my f;iend?" Is it

pleasing to my Father that loes shcu d

be pleasant to me? Is it good that I

should be told to give thanks in

everything? Be still, my soul, thou
hast misread the message. It is not

to give thanks for everything but to

give thanks in everything. It is not

to praise God for the night but to

bless him that the night is not deeper.

I have read of the Son of Man that

he gave thanks over the symbol of his

broken body. Not for the pain, but

for the mitigation of pain, did the Son
of Man give thanks—not that his b d/
was broken, but that it was broken
for me. In thine hour of sorrow give

thanks like Jesus.—Matheson.

29

Illustrating the fact that Jesus sym-
pathizes with and seeks to he'p the

poor and needy, one tells of a visit he
once made to a doctor's home: "Is

your father at home?" I asked a

small child on our village doctor's

doorstep. "No," he said, "he's aw y
"

"Where do you think I could fnl
him?" "Well," he said, with a con-

sidering air, "you've got to look for

some place where people are sick or

hurt or something like that. I don't

know where he is, but he's helping
somewhere."

A cabman signed the pledge for

GIVE XOHA T COSTS.
Another time the mother told them

that it was nearing Christmas, and
asked them what they could spare for

the children who had no playthings.

The one who did not like to give,

said: "Mother, you know I like to

keep my things. I love my things."

"Yes," said his mother, "but as you
have a new rocking-horse, I thought
maybe you would like to give your
small one to some poor little boy." A
short time after, to the mother's sur-

prise, she found the little fellow with

a hammer, striking the horse as hard
as he could. His mother exclaimed:

Baking Powder

Makes the bread
more healthful.

Safeguards the food

against alum*

Alum baking powders are the greatest

menacers to health of the present day.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO , NEW YOO*. ^^

"What are you doing?" "Oh, mam-
ma," the child replied, "I am break-

ing my horse, because it will be easier

to give it after it is broken." In that

moment it came to me, how many of

us find it easier to give when life is

going and we can no longer use the

money, or we give ourselves to God
when broken by sickness. It is easier

then— but is it noble? Is it the grand

way to give that which costs us noth-

ing? There was a deep lesson in this

to me. The noble Psalmist of old

said he would not give to God that

which cost him nothing. The joy is

in real self-sacrifice—to give what we
love—to give what we value. I am
very much afraid it is with some of us

as I heard it was with a congregation

—among a people who used to say

Amen. The minister said in prayer:

"Loid, we give thee our hearts," and
the people said Amen. "Lord, we give

thee our lives," and the people said

Amen. "Lord, we give thee our

money," but there was no Amen!

WHy NOT?
There is nothing more inspiring

than the story of a triumphant life;

a ife that overcomes great difficul-

ties, works itself clear of sharp limi-

tations, and issues at last in a large,

free activity. It is an old story, but

it remains the one story of which
men never tire, but which seems to

assuage a thirst of the soul. For the

end of life is freedom and power, and
those of us who miss these supreme
results of patience and toil and char-

I.1II4J TRIADTREATMENT FKtt.
I *l I ^7| We will forfeit 850 for any case of

I wF\ J Internal. External or ItchingLHXJ^M Piles the tierm Pile Cure fails

to cure.
-" Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.

derm medical Co., 215 K. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor. Catarrh. Piles, Fistula. Ulcers.
Eczema and all Skin and Womb Diseases. Writ*
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address .,

DOYE, 8£85£ Kansas City, Mo.
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acter feel that we have been defrauded
of that which was our due. The old

stories of magic carry a deep mean-
ing under their wild extravagances;
they betray the mighty passion of

men for supremacy ever things ma- -

terial and over inferior orders of life.

The man with genii at his command
could build palaces in a night, and
rejoice in a marvelous mastery over
the forces against which so many of

his fellows seemed to measure their

strength in vain. These magical suc-

cesses are only dreams of the real

successes which all men and women
crave; which the noblest and most
aspinng must conquer, or lose ut-

eri}' the joy and sweetness oi living.

Those successes are, fortunately, not
external, though they are generally ac-

companied by visible trophies: they
are achievements of character, and
are independent of conditions and
largely of human recognition. The
man whose life, outwardly all defeat,

is steadily expanding in its interests

and sympathies, steadily growing in

power to bear and suffer and be
strong, has the blessed consciousness
of coming into his kingdom. No out-

ward disaster, no external obstacle or
limitation can ever defeat a true life;

it can escape all these things as the
bird escapes the perils of the snare
and the net by flying above them.
This highest of all successes lies

within the grasp of every earnest man
and woman, and it is rarely without
attestations of its presence and value,

even in the eyes of those who take
small account of spiritual things.

There is a force which streams from
a noble nature which is as irresistible

and pervasive as the sunlight. The
warmth and the vitality of such na-

tures, while they invigorate the

strongest men and women about them,
penetrate to the heart of clouded and
obscure lives, and minister to their

need. There is no success so satisfy-

ing as that which is embodied in one's

character, and so cannot be taken
from him, and the influence of

which, embodied in the character of

others, is also indestructible.

THE VJJTIOJV OF CH'RIST.

"O Christ, dear Master, if I could

but see thee face to face, and feel the

reality of thy blessed life!" 1

prayed. . . .

But at that moment my servant

came to me with a broken cup, much
prized, and now useless; and after

coldly remarking that she ought to

have had more care, I bade her go
away and not disturb me; so she went
away, unhappy and unforgiven.

"O Christ, dear Master, if I could

but hear thy blessed tones speaking
to me!" I prayed yet again. . . .

But a little disturbing voice cried

loudly and sadly at my door for a
broken doll, and I bade the baby go
away and not break in upon my quiet

hour.

"0 Christ, dear Master, if I <x>uld

but have a token of thy personal love

for me!" I prayed yet a third

time. . . .

But no voice or vision came to me,
so I rose from my praying, and went
about the house. My servant sang
not as usual over her work, nor did

she greet me as I passed; and there,

in a corner, asleep with the recent

tears on the little pale cheek, lay the

child and her broken doll, and her

first great grief.

And somewhere in my heart a voice

spoke out clear, so that I could not

choose but hear: "Forever, and for-

ever, I, the Christ, am that which
asks for love and compassion. These
asked for both from thee, and thou

gavedst not. Thou shouldst have
looked for Me in them, and they would
then have found Me in thee. Thou
canst not find Me until thou art able

to lose thyself in love and compassion.

If thou wouldst know Me, thou must
be Me."

So I picked up the baby and her

broken doll, and spoke words of ten-

der good cheer to my servant, and led

them both out into the sweet garden,

and the afternoon sunshine, to gather

flowers and fruit; till, by-and-by, the

air was full of laughter, and smiles

were on all our faces.

Oh, then I knew that behind our

smiles was the face of Christ, and in

our happy tones his voice.

For Christ is the love that redeems,

and the compassion that heals, and
the unselfishness that brings joy, and
makes man happy, even as God is

happy.—L. Ormiston Chant, in Wom-
an's Herald.

When a man declares to me, "I can-

not believe in miracles," I reply, "I

can, because I have witnessed them."

"When and where?" "On a certain

street in this city is a man who was
a week ago given over to every form
of vice and brutality, and who is now
a good citizen, an honest workman, a

kind husband, a loving father, a pure

upright man. Surely, that is such a

miracle as makes me forever believe

in the possibility of miracles.—Prof.

Drummond.

For Sleeplessness

Ta\e Horsford's Acid Thos-
phate.

Dr. Patrick Booth, Oxford, N. C,
says: "It acts admirably in insom-

nia, especially of o'.d people and con-

valescents."

Lost on the "Prairie.

Fenimore Cooper, the celebrated

American novelist, describes in one of

his tales of frontier life, the experi-

ence and trials of a wanderer, who
strayed away from his companions and

was lost in a vast prairie; how he

wandered about, and at last lay down
to die.

This episode brings to mind the con-

dition of many unfortunates, who, sick

and miserable, try one thing and an-

other in their search for health, and
failing to find it, sink down in des-

pair, into an early grave.

Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer brings a

message of hope and good cheer to

the sick and ailing. One bottle taken

strictly according to directions will

promptly demonstrate its efficacy. Un-
like other medicines, it cannot be ob-

tained in the drug stores. Special

agents sell it. If there is none in your
neighborhood, address Dr. Peter Fahr-

ney, 112-114 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago,

111.

WANTED—A position as stenogra-

pher and typewriter or as instructor

of shorthand and typewriting, by a

lady who has had three years' exper-

ience. Can furnish the best of refer-

ences. Address Box 227, Griswold, la.

Grand Oriental cruise, Feb. 8th, by

specially chartered S. S. "Celtic," the

largest steamship in the world, 74

days at $400 up. Some choice $60 and

$75 berths for sale on City of Rome
June 29. F. C. Clark.

CHILDREN'S DAY
For Heathen Missions

The First Sunday

in June 1901,

Will certainly be a Great Day.

The Foreign Society will furnish the

following, free of charge, to schools that

observe the day in the interests of this

work.

1. Children's Dav Exercise, The Better

Day, by Prof. P. H. Duncan.

2. Missionary Pockets.

3. Children's Day number of the Mis-

sionary Voice.

Give the number in your school and all

the necessary supplies will be furnished.

Address at once,

F. M. RAINS, Cor. Sec'y,

Box 8S4, Cincinnati, 0hjo
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Individual Communion
Outfit c Send tor free catalogue"U LI I US. and list of users.

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO.,
Box K 1

} Rochester, N. Y.

THE RICHMOND DISPATCH,
Richmond, Va.,

ts the leading Democratic paper In the state. Sub-

scription per annum. Daily, 86 j Weekly, 81 ; SuDday $1 .51

DD17APT-T1712Q Do you need a Sermon noternDnyniinj book? We make them.

A 288 page blank book, specially puled, Indexed, and
bound In pebble black leather. Opens flat; size of

your teacher's bible. Every preacher needs one.

Prepaid to any address, 81.00. Satisfaction guaran

EVANGELIST PUBLISHING CO.. Atlanta, Ga.

DR. A. W. TOTTEN.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Hestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

50=, and Sl.uOat Druggists

Gold Fillings. • 81 up
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Broken plates repalred,81
Teeth extracted with-
out pain, local anes-
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Cleaning teeth, 75c
Teeth extracted, with,

gas, - - - 50c

Baltimore

West Virginia

Christian
Newsy--Practical—Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D. Power, BO. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published every two weeks; 16 pages; so
cents a year. Samples free.
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4,000 ORDERED IIN ONE DAY

DITED by A. J. Showalter and E. G. Sewell. 320 pages;

322 songs, retaining the best of the old, to which have

been added many new compositions by authors of

note. Highly commended by all who have examined it.

Sample sheets to any address on application £•£•£•£>£•£<£<&

MUSIC EDITION.. BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid $ 50
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Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Prof. Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.
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THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar st3*le. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
flELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best "songs. This insures

not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is whv peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per do/., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.
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Round-trip tickets from New York
to San Francisco for the International

Convention of the Epworth League,
which will be held in that city July
18th to 21st, will be issued by the

Lackawanna Railroad for $67.00. This
fare for the round-trip.

West of Chicago or St. Louis tickets

for this occasion may read, going any
direct route and returning any other
direct route if desired; and other vari-

able routes may be used for small ad-

ditional amounts—such, for instance,
as going direct to San Francisco and
returning via Portland and St. Paul,
$9.00 extra.
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gust 31st. This same rate will appiy
from all points on the Lackawanna
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A Rare Opportunity

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY
...AND...

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

A High-Class Monthly Magazine, Conducted in the Interests of the Higher Life of the Household

Two Good Journals for the Price of One

r
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING occupies a position peculiarly its own, in that

it is conducted in the interests of the higher life of the household, for it

is devoted not only to practice, but to inspiration—to telling how the
everyday affairs of life may be conducted, but alwa3rs leading upward.

Its departments, regular and special, are as numerous as the varied phases of
the life of the household. It appeals tc either sex, whether of young or of
advancing years, and not only helps but gratifies the physical, mental and
aesthetic natures of all its readers. The contributors' list for the coming year
is a long one, and contains the names of many writers who are already familiar
to the public. The following topics and lines of research are samples of what
Good Housekeeping is doing for the dwellers in the homes of America:

Successful Kitchens
Solutions of the Domestic Help Problem
The I,atest Hygiene
Home Handicraft of Various Kinds
Homemade Christmas Gifts, Illustrated
Truth about Dishonest and Adulterated Food
Famous Cooking Schools Described
People Who Have Uplifted Home I,ife, Il-

lustrated
New Sources of Income
Tasteful House Furnishing, Illustrated.
' Good Housekeeping Babies"
Disadvantages and Advantages of Country

Girls

Advantages and Disadvantages of City Girls
Women's Exchanges
"The Best Way," in all kinds of Housework
Mistakes of Young Housekeepers
Original Recipes from Famous Cooks and

Cooking Teachers
The Four-footed Cousins
Fathers and Sons
Household Economics
New Ideas in Fancy Work
Changes and Tendencies in Home I,ife
New Fashions and Their Wearers
Diseases of Children, etc., etc.

The whole magazine is dominated by a high purpose to be an ever-ready

help and inspiration toward making "\he higher life of the household" a prac-

tical and delightful reality in every family, and a force in social and civic affairs.

Each number consists of 96 pages filled to overflowing with original and inter-

esting reading, including many handsome and striking illustrations.
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Our Absolutely Unparalleled Offer

By an arrangement iust perfected we are enabled to offer this most useful

and interesting magazine on the following special and remarkably liberal terms:
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Total, $2.50

We thus offer the two ablest and most representative journals of their class

at the price of The Christian Century alone, thus giving our readers an op-

portunity never before offered. Think of it, a handsome illustrated magazine,

a year's numbers of which make an elegant volume of over 1150 pages, all of

which may be had for a nominal sum by every subscriber, old or new. under
this most remarkable offer. This is surely a rare opportunity, and no one
should delay or fail to take advantage of it.

A sample copy of Good Housekeeping will be sent to any address on
receipt of eight cents in stamps, which should be sent to the publishers at

Springfield, Mass., or Chicago, 111. Remit bypostoffice or express money order,

check, draft or registered letter to

THB CHRISTIAN CENTURY COflPANY, Chicago, III.
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A CALL FOU MEJV.

"God give us men. A time like this

Demands strong minds, great hearts, true
Faith and ready hands

;

Men whom the lust of office does not kill

;

Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy;
Men who possess opinions and a will

;

Men who have honor ; men who will not lie

;

Men who can stand before a demagogue,
And scorn his treacherous flatteries without winking;
Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog
In public duty and in private thinking;
For while the rabble with their thumb-worn creeds,
Their large professions, and their little deeds,
Mingle in selfish strife."

THE BIBLE F*ROM JESl/S.
T REQUIRES only a cursory investigation

of the Holy Scriptures to determine the

fact that the outstanding personality re-

vealed therein is that of our Lord. Perhaps
it cannot be said exactly in the phrase
of the old theologians that on every page
of the Bible Christ is revealed; but cer-

tainly his personality makes itself felt in

both Old and New Testaments. It is per-

haps from the point of view presented in

the New Testament that this can best be
observed ; for here it is a commonplace that he is the

central figure of every situation. The Gospels declare

their purpose of portraying his character as a means
of producing faith in the readers. They are the record
of those things which the early disciples of Jesus were
accustomed to say in their public proclamations of his

life. Indeed the Gospels are made up apparently of
just those sayings regarding Jesus which were in cur-
rent use in the early church, and which had come thus
to be common property as appearing first in the utter-

ances of the apostles who had companied with Jesus
and knew of His work. The book of Acts is the contin-
uation of this narrative with emphasis upon the things
which Jesus continued both to do and teach through
the ministry of the apostles guided by the Holy Spirit.

Everywhere the motive of obedience to Jesus is appar-
ent and it is in his name that every word is spoken by
the preachers whose figures are drawn with such artis-

tic skill. In the Epistles also the motive is that of
bringing Christian believers to an apprehension of the
mind that was in Jesus, and thus reproducing his life

in the world. The Apocalypse is the revelation of
Jesus as the King of Kings in a time when the weak
and despairing church needed a word of power to
hearten it for its struggle with a persecuting Rome.
Certainly it does not require long examination of
the New Testament to determine the centrality of
Jesus. He is its motive and object. It all springs from
his life. Without him it would have no meaning or
value; and, indeed, that it could not have had
existence may be affirmed in the most sweeping sense.
But the Old Testament is from Jesus also in a sense

which may be overlooked by one who is guided solelv

by the historical or critical motive in his examination

of its pages. It was the confident affirmation of the

old theology that the Old Testament was full of Jesus,

and upon this hypothesis it proceeded to read the events

of his life indiscriminately into all sections of the

older Scriptures. So thoroughgoing and enthusiastic

was this supposed labor of love that when simple his-

torical passages seemed to afford no ground for refer-

ence to the life of Jesus resort was had to allegory,

and it was affirmed that the chief value in Scripture lay

not in the simple meaning but rather in those implied

and suggested teachings which lay in the circle of

symbol and figure. Under this treatment any possible

meaning could be extorted from a text of Scripture;

and men apparently supposed themselves to be honor-
ing their Lord when they thus disfigured his word by
attempting to reduce it to a dead level of allegorical

theology. It only remained for a closer and more rever-

ent scholarship to discover the fallacy and the violence

which inhered in this forced method of exegesis. When
one after another the passages confidently quoted as

referring to Jesus were found on closer perusal to

yield no allusions to him by any just method of inter-

pretation, the question naturally arose whether it could

be truly affirmed that there was in the Old Testament
any reference to him whatsoever.

The reaction which thus resulted from a fantastic

exegesis of the Old Testament has carried far as all

reactionary movements are likely to do
; yet there has

been much gained in the process. However destruc-

tive it appeared at first to be it was certainly worth
while to know how much weight the ground on which
we are now standing will sustain. One does not wish
to be walking over bridges which are liable to break
beneath him, however well they may have supported
previous generations. It is therefore one of the satis-

factions of present methods of Old Testament study
that they bring the student to a fresh examination of

the claims of Jesus as voiced in the Old Testament,
and that the tests which present scholarship applies to

these ancient Scriptures more and more vindicate the

claims of our Lord to a presence and possessorship in

the Old Testament which if less fantastic than the old

apologists believed is certainly more convincing and
abiding. The presence of Jesus in the Old Testament
does not lie in the domain of mere prediction, though
this has its place, and an important place. Time will not
permit present entrance upon this alluring theme, but
it may be said in passing that the argument from Mes-
sianic prophecy is not only unimpaired but vitalized

and strengthened by the processes of modern criticism.

It is lifted from the domain of mere details, and shown
to be a providential movement issuing appropriately in

the life of our Lord.
But what engages us here is the fact that the Old

Testament, like the New, has its motive and purpose in

the life of Jesus aside from the fact that the prophets
predicted a coming Deliverer and Savior. The whole
of their work demands him as its appropriate end and
explanation. The evolutionary process postulates a
goal to be reached ; and he is but a dull student of Old
Testament history who does not perceive that process
unfolding under the eye of the beholder, and through
the guidingpower and presence of the divine life in that
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history, as nowhere else manifested. It would per-

haps be enough to say that the prophets expected the

Messiah to come, and looked forward to the days of his

advent ; but when to this we add the fact that their

own work formed an ascending pathway along which
Israel was led toward some great culmination yet

unseen, it is felt that the progress was not meaning-

__
less nor random. It was direct, precise, methodical.

The prophets were working toward an ideal whose
exact terms they were never able to state. That peer-

ing, wistful look of theirs as they sought to know the

meaning of times and seasons which God had in his

own keeping is one of their most striking characteris-

tics. We can see as they could not how the ministry

of the Messiah was to complete their expectation.

.

Without that life the story of Israel would be a narra-

tive without a sequel, a torso without a head. In Jesus
Christ Hebrew history found its appropriate climax
and consummation. What is true of the historical

books of the Old Testament is equally true of the

psalms, of the law, of the wisdom books, and of the

apocalypses. They were all gravida Christi, heavy
with Christ, and thus finding their motive in his an-
ticipated work they were the products of that provi-

dential movement which culminated in him ; and of

which he in the spirit of his work was the author and
director.

The Church is not therefore the maker of the Bible

as is so frequently affirmed. It can no more be said

that the Church has produced the Bible than that the

Bible has produced the Church ; for Christ is the auth-
or of both ; and while they have acted and reacted upon
each other, sometimes almost in the relation of cause
and effect, yet deeper than either have been those

springs of power from which both have issued. The
Bible is the human expression of that Eternal Word
of God which found partial expression in prophets and
sages of the olden time, partial expression in

the apostles of our Lord, partial expression in the

books of holy Scripture, but full and absolute expres-
sion in the life of Jesus. The partialness of the other
expressions, to-wit, those of prophets, apostles and
holy Scriptures, was as necessary and indispensable

as the completeness of expression in the

life of our Lord. Without that partialness

these mediators of divine truth could never have ac-

complished their purpose of reaching humanity. With-
out that completeness our Lord would have been ex-
cluded from the high tasks for which he was prepared.
Inspiration could never have been a process of galvan-
izing imperfect material into an instant perfection,

whether limited or permanent. To so affirm would be
to discredit the very utterances of holy Scripture. Our
Lord's voice is alone the perfect medium ; our Lord's
life and message the only perfect revelation, of divine
truth. God who at various times and in fragmentary
ways spoke in time past unto the fathers in the
prophets, in the last days spoke unto us in his Son. It

is this fact which gives to Jesus the unique position

of possessor and author of the Word of God. From
him we receive disclosure of his nature and of those
processes by which a particular people was prepared
for his coming. To him, however, dimly seen and
partially understood, the Old Testament writers make
their appeal. The kingdom of God, to which they
looked as the embodiment of divine purpose in the
world could be realized only iri him ; and this in vary-
ing degrees they dimly foresaw. The writers of the
New Testament appeal to him constantly as their Mas-
ter and authority. He recognized both as his posses-

sion and heritage. Upon the Old Testament Scrip-

tures he laid his hand with a sense of possessorship,

saying "This day is this Scripture fulfilled in your
ears." He sent forth his disciples, commanding them
to speak everywhere in his name and to interpret and
apply those truths which he had uttered. Both old and
New Testaments therefore are from Jesus and are to

be judged in the light of his possessorship and of that

unique authority which he claimed for himself, and
by virtue of which he was greater than prophets,

apostles, or Scriptures. Their partialness resulted

from their human elements. His completeness lay in

his perfect blending of the human and the divine. That
unique ministry which began with the incarnation

and closed with the cross and the resurrection, has
proven the divine life and power to be resident in him.

LETTERS TO THE BOOK'
LOVE'R.

THE 'DISTASTE'RS OF SWBTILTy.
My Dear Friend:
You are of course an admirer of that most fascinat-

ing literary artist, Mr. J. M. Barrie. You have laugh-

ed and wept as you sat at "A Window in Thrums."
You have been carried, astonished and yet abashed
through the sudden changes of "The Little Minister."

You have looked with reverence into the beauty of

motherhood and sonship as you heard him speak to

you, his hand on your arm, about "Margaret Ogilvy."
But it is "Tommy" I am concerned with to-day,

the Tommy, whom it took two large volumes to bring
into the world and carry through his brief career to

his humiliating end. Some men and all women hate

Tommy, and I cannot pretend to love him. But at

the same time I have a profound interest in him, and
that because he is so true to life. This of course is not
what you believe, but I must ask you to listen to me
for a while. That there are many people who answer
directly and completely to Mr. Barrie's picture of

"Tommy" is not what I mean. But it is certain to my
mind that there are many of us who correspond to that

type and whose chief task in life has been to escape

becoming Tommies. A most remarkable corroboration

of this came under my own experience the other day.

A friend was discussing the character and history of

a man whose name has been much in our mouths re-

cently. This friend had known him intimately for many
years and his analysis was that of a keen student of

character. As he described that man I, silently and
with utter amazement, found him using one after anoth-

er nearly all the terms under which Mr. Barrie has de-

picted "Tommy."
It is true, of course, that in Mr. Barrie's picture there

is an element of exaggeration. It is one of Mr. Bar-
rie's little weaknesses that he likes, now and again, to

use pretty strong colors. We feel this in some of the

descriptions of Pym, in such an event as Tommy's
proposal to Mrs. Jerry, and in the picture of Tommy
when he "ricked his foot" to hide the fact that he had
been shamming lameness. But even these criticisms

we state with fear such as Tommy's teacher, Cathro,

felt whensoever he dared to find any fault with that

subtle hero.

There are two words by which more than any oth-

ers, the working of Tommy's mind is set forth. These
are "sentiment" and "artist." Tommy was horn with

the artistic nature. He had an instinctive love for the

process of idealizing, whether in the use of words, or

in the reconstruction of past history or in the con-
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templation of nature and of human life around him.

He perceived as the true artistic nature does the value

of form and color and sound. He could not have de-

liberately destroyed a bird or crushed a lovely flower,

nor could he be content to use a word which did not

exactly and exquisitely fit into the feeling or the fact

which he wished to identify and to name. To write

down an inexact word was like breaking a lark's wing
or throwing a fresh Marshal Niel rose with dew drops

on it into the fire.

It is one of Mr. Barrie's most powerful devices that

he begins his study of this artistic sense in Tommy
while he is yet a child, and long before he is able to

bring his use of it under the criticism of conscience or

the control of judgment. Along with the enjoyment
of this artistic view of things Tommy came into the

possession of that most subtle and dangerous of all in-

ner experiences, the sentimental view of life. The
sentimental is not identical with the artistic mind, but
it can enter into a very close alliance with it. Tommy
unawares had the Greek notion that the virtuous is the

beautiful ; all events therefore that were heroic or
pathetic, where virtue of any kind shone upon his sen-
sitive soul, made him quiver with emotion. Now
Tommy enjoyed this emotion, found that by merely
imagining such events he could stimulate it, and pro-
ceeded to do so. Then he formed the habit of valu-
ing every fact in the light of these feelings ; and then,

alas ! every other person came to be valued in the light

of their subjective feelings as well as his own. To
see them happy made him happy, and he would at last

do anything to save himself the pain of seeing them
in pain. When, in London, as a young lion of society,

he found himself talking mournfully to a lady, he
thoroughly enjoyed the whole complex of interacting

forces in that experience. He pictured himself as a
mourning lover, for example, and threw himself so
truly into the situation that some glamor of a lover's

woe swept over his heart. But he saw that this fancied

woe of his was evoking the sympathy of his fair con-
fidante and the sight of her tender feelings made an-
other chord of tender feeling resound in his own heart.

This dramatizing habit grew upon Tommy from his

earliest years and it led to all his ruin. The power of
course belonged to his artistic nature and it fed with
fierce flames his sentimental valuation of all things.

Sir Walter Scott tells us in his "Journal" that he had
formed in early life this habit of living through all

kinds of purely imaginary scenes and events where
he himself was supposed to be an actor. With a smile
he adds that whether dangerous or not, this habit had
enabled him to give all the pleasure for which the read-
ers of his novels were in the habit of thanking him.
But some poison had entered into Tommy's soul which
made his imaginary dreams corrode his power to deal
with reality. For him the supreme law of life was to
do the wonderful, the dramatic, the thrilling thing;
when he sacrificed himself for others he did it in order
to save other people's feelings, not their rights. He
would pretend to know or not to know, to be or not to
be anything, if only he could give pleasure to some
other heart. This was his sin, the essence of his ter-
rific distortion of the moral nature in him. Even
when Elspeth announced her engagement he deceived
her in order to make it easier for her. The supreme
crisis came, and Mr. Barrie dwells on that with almost
appalling thoroughness, when he proposed to Grisel.
Sentimental attitudinizing made him accept her, pre-
vented him from undeceiving her, kept him hovering
round her when she had found out his loveless heart,
made him at last marry her with the resolve to be true

to her, and with the conviction that it was very noble

to make that resolution ! It may be said that throughout
this book Mr. Barrie has not been studying merely
the artistic self-consciousness, nor the sentimental

valuation of life, that cancer of the modern world,

which is corrupting religion and philanthropy, govern-

ment and literature, philosophy and art. He has stud-

ied the subtle mind as it enjoys its own subtilty. The
sentimental mind tries to be heroic even in its dreams
and cries with Tommy, "Am I not a wonder?" But
the subtle mind, again with Tommy, sees that this

is unheroic and then praises itself and feels itself safe

because it can see that fact. The subtle mind is that

which watches the inner life of self for the mere
pleasure of that sight. It is very intoxicating. Further,

the subtle mind by playing with its own motives learns

to play upon the motives of others. Hence Tommy's
unearthly power of managing other people. Corp said

that he would always "find a wy," and he always did.

He startled poor old Aaron Latta, as if he wielded an
unearthly gift, when he told him many of his secret

thoughts and interpreted his moods. Even Grisel,

keen and true as her insight was, could not escape the

control of her "magerful Tarn." His subtilty outwit-

ted her. This is a most dreadful power. It is seldom
wielded in this way by good men for good ends. It

is the property of the mind that has deceived itself to

deceive others and to drag them down to destruction.

And, then, for I must add one word more, Tommy's
doom came upon him when neither he nor any one else

knew or could know whether he loved or did not love

another woman than Grisel. Mr. Barrie's genius

reaches his height when he depicts that dreary and
most awful collapse of the moral consciousness.

Tommy had lost the power to distinguish between
reality and pretence in his own mind. Sentimentality

and the enjoyment of the subtle mind made him at

last the prey of that uncertainty and that passion which
must be on the verge of insanity. Why does the world
unanimously resent the close of Tommy's life? If

our interpretation of that last scene is right, then after

that there could only be a despairing shame or a grad-

ual redemption to tell of. But how can a human soul

be redeemed which has come to such complete self-

sophistication as that? Where is reality to get in and
touch the real man buried somewhere there under the

rubbish of a sentimental conscience and an intellectual

sensuality? If Mr. Barrie could answer that he might
have shown us the redemption of Tommy, otherwise it

was better to kill the body in any contemptible way
when the soul, the moral capacity, was dead already.

For Mr. Barrie is quite merciless to the dead soul. "His
last reflection before he passed into unconsciousness

was, 'Serves me right.' Perhaps it was only a little bit

of sentiment for the end." We hear much of the

psychology of religion nowadays. There is much of

it in this book for those who have eyes to see. I have
written to you about it because I am profoundly in-

terested in that deep, deep psychological question, How
can the subtle mind, the sentimental conscience, the

self-deceiving deceiver be redeemed? There is one
very beautiful passage where Mr. Barrie approaches

the problem. "The accursed thing to me is not the

accursed thing to you, but all have it, and from this

comes pity for those who have sinned, and the desire

to help each other springs, for knowledge is sympathy,

and sympathy is love and to learn it the Son of God
became a man."

But, then, ah, me ! poor Tommy was not saved, and
his biographer says that the last judgment he passed
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on himself, although it was true, was uttered not for

truth's sake, but for sentiment ! Yours truly,

Chicago, June 6, 1901. A Bookman.

'BELIEF AJVD AC&IOJSl.
It is often asserted that it does not matter what a

man's beliefs are if his life is right. Beliefs are held
to be not merely of secondary importance, but of hard-
ly any importance whatever. The life, it is said, is

the only thing worth speaking about. Now, it must be
admitted that conduct is more important than creed,

that life is more important than the thing which sus-
tains it. There is a sense in which everybody can en-
dorse the words of Pope

:

"For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight.

He can't be wrong whose life is in the right."

But the bottom question in all this is : How is a man
going to live right if he does not believe right? "A
man without a belief," says Beecher, "is like a bird
without a tail. A bird's tail feathers are for him to
steer by, and if he has no tail he cannot steer himself."
A man's beliefs control his actions. As a man think-
eth in his heart so is he."

Break up the word belief, and you will find it com-
posed of two old English words, bi lief—by-life; a
man's belief thus being regarded as the thing by which
he lives, the mainspring of all his activities, the soul
of his soul, the life of his life.

Carlyle says : "The fearful unbelief is unbelief in

yourself," and Emerson adds, "Self-trust is the essence
of heroism." It is not so. The most fearful unbelief is

not unbelief in self, although that is in one respect bad
enough ; but unbelief in God, and the essence of hero-
ism is not self-trust, but trust in God.
The very reason why faith is made indispensable to

salvation—the very reason why it is made the hinge
of the soul's destiny, is that it connects the soul with
the source of saving power. Unbelief is separation
from God, and separation from God leads to godless-
ness. Unbelief is the sin of all sins because it is the
breaking of the chain which binds man to the Infinite.

There is no strength in unbelief. It takes away the
inspiration to holy living, and makes moral dutv a dead
lift.

The development of certain words in common use
shows the close connection between belief and action.

Infidelity meant at first a want of faith ; and a want of
faith came to be looked upon as a want of faithfulness.

One who is faithful, is literally one who is full of faith,

and the common use of the word implies the growth
of a conviction that one who is full of faith will be
faithful to every trust reposed in him. The Norman
word miscreant originally meant unbeliever, and the
changed meaning of the word is evidence that ex-
perience has shown that one who is an unbeliever is apt
to degenerate into a scoundrel.

We thus see that a man's beliefs are of prime im-
portance. They are practical, operative forces in his

life. It is this that makes faith in God, and in God's
Christ such a vital thing. It is the root of righteous-
ness, the source of every grace. A holy life lies en-
closed in the act of Christian faith as the oak lies en-
closed in the acorn. St. James declares that "faith

without works is dead." Is is a dead pole stuck in the
ground and not a living tree. Living faith and good
works are inseparable. They are like the famous
Siamese twins who were bound together by a ligament
that could not be cut. Those who say they have faith,

and have not works are guilty of the same kind of fic-

tion as the gentleman who said that he knew one of the

Siamese twins, but did not happen to enjoy the ac-

quaintanceship of the other. Wherever faith is found
his twin brother works is found also. They exist to-

gether, they grow together, they decay together, they

die together. In life and death they are undivided.

Merry in God.

Sir Thomas Moore writing to his wife when news
reached him that the great mansion of the Chelsea with

its offices and granaries had been destroyed by fire,

said : "I pray you, Alice, with my children to be merry
in God," and he adds, "Find out if any poor neighbors

have stored their corn in the granaries, and if so, re-

turn to them what they have lost." To be merry in

God one must make others merry.

The Li-ding tZJord.

It is possible to strangle the life out of the Scripture

by the over-rigid principle of literal interpretation.

We may rack the Scripture simile beyond the true in-

tent thereof, and instead of sucking milk, squeeze

blood out of it. What boots it to hold possession of the

casket if we lose the jewel it contains. The Word of

God is more than sounds which strike the ear or signs

which strike the eye ; it is living message from a
living Being. "The words that I speak unto you,"

said the Christ, "are more than words ; they are spirit

and they are life."

Cfhe "Restraining "Potver of Truth.

"Where there is no vision the people perish."

—

Prov. 29: 18. A more correct rendering of this text

would be, "Where there is no vision the people are

lawless." The revised version reads, "Where there is

no vision the people cast off restraint." That is un-

doubtedly the meaning of the words. If the vision of

God and of his holy law be taken away the sense of

moral accountability is weakened and the tiger of

man's sinful nature is unchained. The . open vision

checks rebellious passion. Anarchy is the legitimate

offspring of atheism.

Z5he Mystery of Life.

We are surrounded with mystery. The inexplica-

ble meets us on every hand. If left unaided and alone

we find ourselves most pitiable ; the lonesomeness of

despair would encompass us. When viewed from
the standpoint of this world, life with many must be
felt to be a series of failures. Without some guiding

star of hope we would find ourselves breathing the

miasma of cynicism and pessimism. The awful
weight of the world's burden of sin and woe must of

necessity bear heavily upon us at times if we have
entered into the fellowship of Christ's sufferings.

There comes the impulse to get out of it all and
live our own life in peacefulness and. serenity. But
we know the futility of that, and moreover it is cow-
ardly. What we need is to get away from the mad-
dening strife of this world, just for a few moments
each day and then occasionally for a few hours, that

we may commune in a very personal way with an
ever-present and living God. May he become so

real to us that we will be conscious of this Divine
Comforter in all the conflicts and discouragements
of life.
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/VOTES Ajsn> COMMENTS,
"Reform in Sunday School Help s.

As some good, wide and careful reading of the re-

ports of recent religious gatherings reveals the fact

that one of the prominent questions before the churches

is the necessity of the reconstruction of our methods
of Sunday school work. Great changes are eminent.

Sooner or later lesson helps must go and in their place

will come permanent text books. There is also com-
ing a graded system closely resembling that of the

public schools.

Uhe Gifts of the Presbyterians.

The gifts of the Presbyterians for all purposes
amounted last year to more than $15,000,000. They
closed the year with their missionary treasuries free

from indebtedness. Their 20th century fund, to be
applied to different branches of church work, has

risen above $3,500,000. This is an encouraging show-
ing. The Presbyterian church has a rich constit-

uency and they are liberal. Their ministers are faith-

ful in presenting the doctrine of stewardship and that

is bearing fruit. When money is consecrated to the

cause of Christ it will become truly one of the great-

est forces in the world.

"Progress in Municipal Governments.

Dr. Albert Shaw comments in the May Review of

Reviews on the meaning of the recent municipal elec-

tions. He takes the view of an optimist and thinks

there are many good signs that cities are working
toward higher ideals. There are on the whole better

methods of technical organization
;
partisanship is

being banished from elections and appointments, the

independent vote in several large cijties being tht

determining factor; more attention is being paid to

schools and buildings ; fine new asphalt pavements
are displacing the old ones ; and public buildings and
parks are receiving attention never before given

them. Some day we may know how to build a "city

beautiful."

15he "Bishop of "Rhode Island on DitJorce.

Bishop William Neilson McVicker of Rhode
Island has written an interesting letter on the divorce

question. He assails the clause in the divorce laws

which makes non-support ground for' divorce and
points out that many who get divorce on such a plea

are at the same time rolling in wealth. Some of these

petitioners drive on Bellevue avenue, Newport, in

regal style and preside at feasts, the price of which
would keep an ordinary family in luxury for a year.

It is certainly a piece of technical irony to grant a

divorce in such a case for non-support. Along with

the repeal of this clause, or at least its modification,

should go another, and that is partial divorce, and
divorce with alimony. In our opinion, if not essen-

tially immoral, these statutes contribute to immor-
ality.

"Reconciliation of the 'Booths.

There are rumors in the air of a possible reconcilia-

tion between Ballington Booth and his father, General
William Booth. This on many grounds would be a

good thing; but it is difficult to see how there can be
a union of two organizations so diametrically opposed
to one another as the Volunteers of America and the

Salvation Army ; the former being democratic and the
latter being autocratic. The rise and prosperity of the
Salvation Army is one of the marvels of modern his-

tory ; the work it has done among the «x)or and dis-

tressed is beyond all praise
;
yet its organization is a

strange anomaly in a day in which the idea of free-

dom and equality prevail. It is not a brotherhood, but

an absolute monarchy ; and an absolute monarchy
which can be prevented from becoming a despotism

only by the tactfulness and good sense of the man in

whose hands all ultimate authority is lodged.

Ejcit "Dr. Herron.

The deposition of Dr. Herron from the Congrega-
tional ministry was a quiet and dignified proceeding.

The only bit of theatrics in connection with the af-

fair was the reading of Dr. Herron's letter of protest

and defence. In the main it was a tirade against

"the coercive family system," and when stripped of

its glittering rhetoric it was an unequivocal plea for

free love. It arraigned the leaders of the church for

their "pitiless digging at the roots of the sacred sorrow
and tragedy of a life, in order to get at its secret, and
prove thereby that its teachings are false, and its deeds
evil." Nobody will be hoodwinked by this sophistical

reasoning. Ordinary people will still persistently

maintain that "a tree is known by its fruits" ; nor will

they be turned aside from the unvarnished fact that the

man who has posed as a prophet of righteousness has

trampled under foot the most sacred principles of

morality. The cold-blooded, heartless way in which,
after deserting his faithful wife for his "intellectual

affinity" with whom he was to "scale the heights," he
repudiates all responsibility for his children, is the

crudest cut of all. A man that can do this— but we
forbear. Let the curtain be rung down on this pathe-

tic domestic tragedy.

Al ffett) Question in Life Insurance.
The question is being discussed by some insurance

companies whether any discrimination ought to be
made against Christian Scientists, Faith Healers, and
people of that ilk. Opinion is divided ; officials of some
of the leading societies holding that there is a much
lower death rate among this class than among those

who depend upon material remedies. Others are

equally confident that those who discard surgery and
medicine constitute what insurance men call bad risks.

The question in dispute can be settled only after a wide
and careful induction of facts. While incalculable

injury is often wrought by the rejection of medicine,

the therapeutic power of these cults must not be over-

looked or Undervalued. But there is nothing in them
of therapeutic value that is not found in a still larger

degree in Christianity. God is the health of the good
man's countenance ; and Christ is the healer of all the

ills of humanity.

Pan-American Bible .Study Congress.
Plans for the Pan-American Bible Study Congress

to be held in Buffalo July 17-31, in connection with the

Pan-American Exposition, are progressing rapidly and
a splendid program is already announced. The Con-
gress is to be held at City Convention Hall, Virginia
street and Elmwood avenue, in forenoon sessions, 9 :30
to 1 p. m. Opportunity for discussions will be given at

each session. Sunday services will be held at Conven-
tion Hall, commencing at three o'clock. The subjects

considered include The Present Status of Bible Study,
The English Bible and Its Different Versions, Bible

Reading and Study in the home, in the church, in

schools and colleges, and in seminaries ; distinctive fea-

tures of Sunday school work in the United States and
other countries ; the study of the Bible as literature

;

the Bible and the stage ; the Bible and the child ; the

power of the Bible, and the future of Bible study.
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In addition there will be presented the various methods
of Bible study as used by the different organizations

which have this end in view. Among those who are

scheduled to speak are Prof. Frank K. Sanders of

Yale University, Prof. Shailer Matthews and Prof.

Herbert L. Willett of University of Chicago, Prof. W.
W. White of Montclair, N. J. ; Rev. E. Blakeslee of

Boston, Prof. H. M. Hamill of Jacksonville, 111. ; Miss
Finie Murfree Burton of Louisville, Ky. ; Rev. J. E.
Gilbert of Washington, D. C, and Rev. C. R. Blackall

of Philadelphia, Pa.

XOoman and the "Bible.

Some people are unconscious humorists. In asking
for an expurgated Bible, with all references to the "in-

feriority of woman" and all suggestion of blame at-

taching to woman as the "author of sin," left out, Mrs.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton takes her place among this

class. What a strange book the Bible would become
if every one cut out of it the things they do not like.

It is true that in the Old Testament the Hebrew idea
regarding the inferiority of woman obtains; but the
Bible is a progressive revelation, and in the New Tes-
tament the inequality of sexes vanishes ; for in Christ
Jesus there is neither male nor female, for all are one
in him. The trouble is that many of our mannish
women reformers not content with the obliteration of
sex equality would also blot out sex distinction, claim-
ing for woman the right to occupy the same sphere
as is occupied by man. The modern woman ought to
remember that she owes her exalted position to Chris-
tianity. In knocking away the ladder by which she has
risen she at the same time knocks away the ladder by
which she is to rise.

"Professor Gilbert's "Book-

Speaking of Professor Gilbert's book entitled "The
First Interpreters of Jesus," which has just been pub-
lished, the Christian Register, the organ of the Uni-
tarian denomination, says: "While in many particu-
lars Professor Gilbert's teaching is as orthodox as
that of any other leader of the new theology, parts of
his interpretation of the writings of Paul, Peter and
others could not be called orthodox after any recog-
nized standard. In regard, for instance, to the na-
ture of Jesus he quotes the language of Paul as if

he meant exactlly what he said, and no more. His
method is that of any Unitarian theologian, and brings
him to the conclusion that Paul regarded Jesus as in
every respect a true man, or, as in derision it was once
phrased, 'a mere man.' " The Register quotes approv-
ingly the words of Professor Gilbert : "Hence we say
that Paul ascribes to Jesus a human origin, and that
this include both body and spirit," and it sums up
by saying of his teachings, "We do not see how, by
any stretch of interpretation, they can be called ortho-
dox, using that word in its accepted meaning." There
cannot be the slightest doubt that, with regard to the
doctrine of the person of Christ, Professor Gilbert
stands squarely upon Unitarian ground.

To Get "Rid of the Tt amp.
The number tramps is so considerable in many sec-

tions that the matter has been taken into serious dis-

cussion by those responsible for the public weal. A
recent convention in Philadelphia representing about
sixty towns and cities decided to drive tramps out
of the state. The means to be used are very simple.
It is proposed to force the tramp to work. This will

do good, but how much like worldly wisdom is such
a solution of so grave a problem. Merelv applying

the lash may only aggravate the situation. Would
it be a solution of the problem to drive the tramps
out of every state and drown them in the ocean?
Would not the same causes that have produced the
tramps we have produce annually a like crop? Why
not hunt for the causes and thus pluck up the root
of the matter? One of the causes will be found to

be a lack of discipline in childhood; another, such
defects in our industrial system as compel some men
to be idle and beg for bread ; another, inherited ten-

dencies which it may take generations to eradicate;

another, imaginary stories of romance and adventure
which take too strong hold of youth of certain tem-
perament and lack of equilibrium of personality ; but
by far the greatest cause of tramps is the saloon.

Close the saloon and you have practically solved the

tramp problem.

SCO&CH CAVTIOJST.
Scotch caution has become proverbial. There was

no lack of that national characteristic in the country-

man, who, when asked if he could play upon the fiddle,

warily answered that "He couldna say, for he had
never tried." An admirable example of this same
quality is furnished by the answer given at a catecheti-

cal examination to the question from the Shorter Cate-

chism, "What are the decrees of God ?" " 'Deed, sir,

he kens that best himself." To the question, "Why
did the Israelites make a golden calf?" the safe and
shrewd reply of a litfle girl was, "Because they hadna
ye' re breaking something there besides the stanes!

!>

What consummate tact and grace are contained in

the sly, covert rebuke administered by a shepherd to

an eminent geologist who was thoughtlessly making
use of his pocket hammer one Sabbath morning. "Sir,

ye're breaking something there the stanes
!"

The following example of juvenile shrewdness and
caution has a flavor all its own. A little boy when
asked how he stood in his class at school, invariably

answered, "I'm second dux," meaning in school par-

lance, I am second from the top. The members of his

family being well aware that his habits were the oppo-
site of studious, at length interrogated him as to the

number of scholars" in his class, when he hesitatingly

answered, "Ou, there's jist me and anither lass."

For the subtle blending of dry humor with coolness

and caution what can excel the following? An Eng-
lishman in the company of Scotchmen was enlarging

upon the wonders he had seen in India from which
he had lately arrived. Among other marvelous things

he mentioned the fact that he had seen and shot a tiger,

forty feet in length. Not to be outdone, a Scotch gen-

tlemen present said that in his own country were to be
seen things no less wonderful, and instanced the recent

capture of a skate-fish, which exceeded half an acre in

extent. The Englishman, stung by this bit of pointed

sarcasm, left the room, and afterwards demanded sat-

isfaction for the insult which had been offered him.

To the friend who had acted as mediator the author of

the skate story very coolly replied : "Weel, sir, gin yer

freend will tak' a few feet off the length of his tiger,

we'll see what can be dune about the breadth o' the

skate."

"I find the great thing is, not so much where we stand, as
in what direction we are moving. To reach the port of
heaven, we must sail sometimes with the wind, and sometimes
against it—but we must sail, and not drift, nor lie at anchor."
—Oliver Wendell Holmes.
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CHICAGO JVOTES
temptations of Ministers.

At the meeting of the Congregational Ministers'

Union last week the subject discussed was the tempt-

ing of ministers. The chief temptations were said to

be laziness, self-seeking, and insincerity.

Free Tejct "BooKs.

The question of free text books is now before the

Board of Education. The movement is opposed by
advocates of economy, by Roman Catholics and by
publishing firms that have vested interests in the pres-

ent order of things. Something like a plebiscite is

being taken among the parents. It seems to be doubt-

ful whether there is any great demand for it outside the

board itself. There is much to be said on both sides

of the question. Few, however, question the desirabil-

ity of providing text books for indigent pupils.

The Hoot of the Matter.
In his report upon the state of religion Dr. Percival

laid special emphasis upon "pleasure seeking" as a

cause of spiritual indifference. He said that the an-

swer now practically given to the first question in the

Shorter Catechism, "What is the chief end of man?"
is, "Man's chief end is to have a good time." There
is too much truth in the indictment. Equally pertinent

was the answer of a little boy who, blundering better

than he knew, said man's chief end is to glorify God
and to annoy him forever. Certainly some people do
give God no end of annoyance.

Causes of JLotef "Death "Rate.

Surprise is sometimes expressed at the low death
rate in the city considering its overcrowding and its

unspeakable filthiness. Two reasons may be given for

this. In the first place the population of Chicago is

largely made up of young and vigorous foreign-born

people, and in the second place—being a new city

—

the soil has not been impregnated with the accumulated
filth of generations. But let things go on as at pres-

ent— let there be no civic repentance and purification

and Chicago will become one of the world's pest holes.

tenement Conditions in Chicago.
The City Home Association has just issued a re-

port on tenement conditions in Chicago which presents
a startling picture of the filthy and unsanitary condi-
tion of large areas of the city. Referring to the con-
gestion of population in the residence districts the re-

port says : "Considering the size of our dwellings, our
density of population is most appalling. It is very
probable, if we would compare the height of the dwell-
ing and its density of population in the Jewish, Italian,

Polish and Bohemian districts with the like in dis-

tricts elsewhere, the real density would equal the worst
in the world." An English reformer, after studying
at first hand the condition of the city, declared that
he found in it a depth of squalor and of destitution not
to be matched anywhere else.

The S'tvearing Habit.
The action of a prominent Chicago firm forbidding

swearing among its employes—not on moral grounds,
but because it breeds dissension and lowers the effi-

ciency of the workmen—has led to a discussion of the
habit of profane swearing. That it is a growing habit
is but too apparent. One can hardly walk along the
street without having his sensibilities shocked. It is

confined to no particular class. The children at play
imitate their elders, and give expression to language
so horrible that we must in charity presume that the
little ones do not know its meaning. Swearing is often

thoughtless, mechanical. It is not always an indica-

tion of the lack of moral principle, but it always shows
a lack of sense. It is a foolish and profitless habit.

"He knew not what to say, so he swore," is often the

only explanation that can be given for indulgence in

this habit. But it is more than senseless, it is sinful.

It is the empty froth of perverted speech that marks
out the perverted heart as the slime on the path marks
out the reptile. An important part of the work of re-

demption is the purification of the tongue.

C. M. Sheldon Coming to Chicago.

The Rev. C. M. Sheldon of Topeka, Kansas, author

of "In His Steps," and other popular books, is to

supply the South Park Congregational Church during
the month of July. Mr. Sheldon attracted wide atten-

tion by his attempt to edit the Topeka Capital for a

week, as Jesus would have done. Despite the exploita-

tion he has received, Mr. Sheldon is a modest man.
His great success and popularity have not spoiled him
in the least. He is an earnest, hard-working pastor;

and his visit to our city will be looked forward to with

interest.

A Xifell-Tlaced Gift.

It was. a disappointment to many people that P. D.
Armour left so little in his will to benevolent objects.

He evidently followed the more excellent way of leav-

ing it to his family to continue his work of philan-

thropy by personally dispensing his garnered wealth.

Mrs. Armour has just decided to add $250,000 to the

recent gift of $1,000,000 made by her and her son,

J. Ogden Armour, to Armour Institute. This supple-

mentary gift is for the erection of a school of engi-

neering, to which is to be attached a model workshop.
It has been announced that Dr. Gunsaulus is about to

resume the Presidency of this institution. It is fortu-

nate that he will continue to give it the touch of his

guiding hand.

Death of Edkvard Kimball.

Edward Kimball, who died at the home of his son in

Oak Park on Wednesday last, was a somewhat re-

markable man. He was known all over the United
States for his success in raising church debts. He is

credited with raising over fifteen million dollars. His
services were given to churches of all denominations.

He was a striking personality and was possessed of

great tact and persuasiveness. But perhaps his great-

est work was that of molding the life of D. L. Moody,
the evangelist. He was the instrument of Moody's
conversion, and started him in his evangelistic career.

While somewhat erratic he seemed to fill a niche
peculiarly his own.

SEJVSI TI VEJVESS.

Time was, I shrank from what was right,

From fear of what was wrong;
I would not brave the sacred fight,

Because the foe was strong.

But now I cast that finer sense
And sorer shame aside

;

Such dread of sin was indolence,
Such aim at Heaven was pride.

So, when my Savious calls, I rise

And camly do my best;
Leaving to Him, with silent eyes

Of hope and fear, the rest.

I step, I mount, where He has led

;

Men count my haltings o'er

;

I know them
; yet, though self I dread.

I love His precepts more. —Cardinal Newman.
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THZ5 LIVING VOICE.
It seemed like the gardener's- footstep

—

His dress like the gardener's dress;
For her eyes were filled with weeping,
And her heart with heaviness.

But O! at that sweet word, "Mary!"
Doth the soul within her rejoice;

It may be the gardener's semblance

—

But the voice—it is Jesus' voice!

Forgotten the nights of vigil,

Forgotten the dawns of tears;

Her Lord is standing beside her,

His greeting in her ears!
Could mine be a bygone rapture,
The moment—the place—my choice,

I would be the maid in the garden,
When she knows it is Jesus' voice!

THE PHESEfTCE Iff THE
CHVRCH.

By James M. Campbell.

HAT is the church ? Inwardly, it is a spirit-

Wual fellowship composed of those who have
seen the risen, living Christ and have made
personal and absolute surrender to his

authority. Outwardly, it is the body of

Christ, the society in which he perpetually

abides, and through which he is manifest-

ing himself to the world.

The vital core from which the church
ideal and actual has grown is found in the

words, "Where two or three are gathered

together in my name, there am I in the midst of them"
(Matt. 18: 20). Ubi Christus ubi ecclesia, where
Christ is there is the church. Equally true is it that

where the church is, there is Christ. He is ever in

the midst of those who gather together "into his name,"
making it the center of common attraction, the sphere

of mutual fellowship.

These words are not a promise for the fulfillment of

which we are to wait, but a pledge in the fulfillment

of which we are to rejoice. Jesus does not say,

"Where two or three are gathered together in my
name there shall I be in the midst of them" ; but "there

I am in the midst of them." Where two or three draw
together and are drawn together unto Christ, he is

beside them, making himself one of the number, and
making himself one with them in all they seek to

attain. How he does this we need not stop to in-

quire. It is enough to know that the divine Christ is

an omnipresent Christ. The theory of the ubiquity

of his glorified body, which Luther propounded to sup-

port his view of the eucharist, is far from satisfactory.

By intruding an element of bald literalism into the

realm of the spiritual, it substitutes a greater mystery
for a lesser. There are some things which lie beyond
the reach of human comprehension, and this is one of

them. The mystery of the universal, personal presence
of Christ we can never hope to fathom ; but the fact

itself need not on that account be to any of us the less

real. That he is everywhere, and at all times present
with those who meet to call upon his name, Jesus him-
self declares ; and surely in his word we have suffi-

cient ground for faith. And seeing that he is present
in all the assemblies of his saints, instead of praying
to him to fulfill his promise and meet with them, they

ought to fall back upon the absolute and unrepealed
pledge of his presence, and say, "How blessed is this

place ! Surely this is none other than the spirit's

meeting place with Christ—the house of God and the
gate of heaven

!"

A "Distinguishing Churacteristic.

The presence of Christ in his church is that which
marks it off from all other organizations. Of his un-
seen presence it is the living embodiment. Its very
existence is a proof that he has risen from the dead
and that he has returned to dwell with his people. Its

continued existence is the proof of his continued pres-

ence within it. He is its indwelling life. All its vital

movements of thought and activity are from him. All

its power for good is from him. In all its gatherings
he is present. And yet of his presence there is no
outward sign whatever. No shekinah appears in the

Christian meeting house as an aid to faith. The pres-

ence that so profoundly moves the hearts of the wor-
shipers is unseen, yet of its reality they are no less

fully assured than they are of the presence of their

fellow worshipers. Into the ear of the listening Christ
they direct their prayers ; by his sympathy they are

soothed ; and as they come from his secret chamber,
others, detecting on their garments the aroma of

heavenly grace, take knowledge of them that they have
been with Jesus.

According to the New Testament representations
of it, the church is a very simple thing. It is not some-
thing that Christ instituted so much as it is something
which grew from the seed which he planted. The
word which Jesus used for church is, in the margin of
the Revised Version, translated "congregation." And
that is what it means—the congregation or assembly
of those who, impelled by the need of fellowship, have
come together upon the confession of his name. In the
Catechism prepared by the National Council of Free
Churches of England, the church is defined as "that

Holy Society of believers in Jesus Christ, which he
founded, of which he is the only Head, and in which
he dwells by his Spirit." Accepting this definition

—

than which a better could hardly be given, the ques-
tion is forced upon us, In what relation does Christ
now stand to this Holy Society which he has founded,
and in which he dwells ? The reply to that vital ques-
tion is that he is its enlightener, guide and ruler.

1. Enlightener. He still walks in the midst of the

seven golden candlesticks keeping the light of truth

burning. It is the presence of his Spirit which makes
the Bible, which otherwise would be a dead letter, glow
with light, and pulsate with life. By his Spirit Christ
keeps in connection with every member of his church,
speaking to him, interpreting to him his will, and
leading him into all the truth. All the light that shines

in Christian hearts ; all the light that shines from
the church, comes from the Presence of Him who is

"the sun of righteousness"
—"The light of the world."

2. Guide. According to Lightfoot, the Rabbins
say that when two or three are sitting in judgment She-
banai is in the midst of them. And so where two or
three meet in the name of Christ to consider the inter-

ests of his kingdom he is in the midst of them to guide
them in their deliberations. Absolute dependence up-
on Christ ; belief in his unseen Presence ; confidence
in his unerring guidance are essential to the highest
life of the church. When these things are surrendered
the gravest evils follow.

It is commonly said that Newman was driven into

the Roman Catholic church from a deep distrust of
reason. There was another and deeper cause. What
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he really doubted was not only the sufficiency of reason

as a guide ; but the sufficiency of the unseen Christ as

a guide. He could not see how it was possible for

Christ to control the affairs of his church without some

outwardly imposed form of authority. An advance

movement from the Anglican half-way house of cen-

tralized authority to the final goal of a single and su-

preme authority in the Roman church became inevit-

able if the premise he had accepted was to be carried

to its logical conclusion. The same battle between

spiritual and temporal authority is being fought to-day

in the Church of England. And well will it be, if in

the midst of the smoke of battle, the momentous issue

involved is kept clearly in view; for it is none other

than that of sight versus faith ; bondage versus free-

dom ; visible leadership versus invisible leadership ; the

headship of a fallible man versus the Headship of the

infallible Christ. The substitution of temporal head-

ship for spiritual headship is the great apostasy and it

can come only as the result of the atrophy of the faith

of the church in the Presence and leadership of her

unseen Lord.

3. Ruler. The unseen Christ is the actual ruler of

the church. For the larger recognition of his sover-

eignty he patiently waits. He has made himself de-

pendent upon his church for the exercise of his sov-

ereign power. The authority given to him he has dele-

gated to them. Into their hands he has put the keys

of the kingdom. They are to sit down with him on his

throne; they are to declare his judgments; they are

to administer the affairs of his kingdom; they are to

do his works ; they are to be to him hands and feet and
mouth ; they are to go for him into the abodes of pov-
erty and vice ; they are to put themselves at his service,

allowing him to make what use of them he pleases

;

thy are, as his representatives, to aim to express his

mind, to do his will, and to make his kingdom real and
visible on the earth.

"Recognition 0/ the "Presence.

One of the things demanded of the church of to-day

is a more definite acknowledgment of the Presence of

her reigning Lord. It is not enough to rest in a his-

toric connection with the Lord of the past ; the church
must live in actual connection with the Lord of the

present. It is not enough to see what he has done
for the church in ages past, or what he is going to

do for it in the ages to come, the question is what is

he doing for it now ? Is he its actual ruler and leader

in the present? To lay hold anew upon the strength
of her unseen king, to see him at the head of his sac-

ramental host leading it on to victory, will bring the

church a new influx of conquering power. When the
noble four hundred Scotch ministers surrendering their

livings, marched out of the Assembly Hall in Edin-
burg, taking as their watchword "The crown rights

of Jesus Christ," and reaffirming the original position

of the Scotch church, that "the Church of Christ is

spiritual, not having a temporal head on earth but
only Christ, the one king and governor of his church,"
they kindled a fire of evangelical life in Scotland,
which, by God's grace, burns until this day.

Speaking of the deeper movement of spiritual life in

the Nonconformist churches of England, Dr. A. Mac-
kennal recently said : "There is a sense of dependence
upon the unseen presence and effective grace of Christ,
which promises a spiritual awakening of large and en-
during results." No more hopeful sign could any-
where be seen in the ecclesiastical sky than a return to
a simple faith in the Presence of the unseen Christ
in the midst of his church, as her enlightener, guide,

and ruler—a faith which, just in proportion to the

hold which it gets upon Christian hearts, transforms

the church somnolent and discomfited into the church
militant and triumphant. A recognition of the living

Christ will make a living church ; a recognition of the

working Christ will make a working church ; a recog-

nition of the conquering Christ will make a conquering
church.

Lombard, 111.

EWCATIJVG VOWE*R OF THE
LIFE AJSfl) CHA'RACTE'R

OF CHTUST.
J. A. Beattie.

N the school of Christ as in every other

there are three factors—the persons to be
taught, the teacher and the subject-matter.-

The educational influence of the teacher

also depends upon three things : the kind of

subject-matter employed, the teacher's ac-

quaintance with it and with the persons
to be taught, and the teacher's spirit and
purpose, life and character.

In the light of these three factors taken

separately and as a product, let us ask what
is there in the life, conduct and character of Jesus that

gives him influence over the minds and hearts of men ?

Considered negatively by the educating ability and
guiding influence of Christ are not to be understood
the fame, the reputation of the Savior for the reputa-

tion of any one has very little to do with ability in

education only in so far as it gives confidence, the hear-

ing ear, the attentative mind and the understanding
heart. While reputation in general—his reputation

and yours and mine—is valuable, it is not character.

On the other hand, it is character which gives all the

reputation that is worth having and all that any one
can hope will endure. This is the case because charac-

ter is within and of the man—a part of the being him-
self—while reputation is without. Character is a plant

of so slow a growth that it requires time to develop.

Reputation, good or bad, may come from a single act

and within a day or week.

The Distinction Dratvn.

Character is in fact what is, while reputation is what
seems to be. Character is the true measure of a man
to himself, to the church, to society and to the state,

while reputation is the estimate others have made of

him in these relations. Character is not an effect, or a

result of which accident is the cause. Rather it is

that stamp upon the moral nature of the man which
makes such an impression upon him, when good, that

he recognizes his relation to truth and righteousness,

to manliness of bearing and to nobility of conduct

—

yea, that he is in the world with the opportunity to

secure divine approval and to accomplish for himself

and for others divine ends. It was not, therefore, the

fame of Jesus in any large measure which gave him his

power among the people, but rather his character which
gave him his reputation.

Neither was it the Savior's ability to work miracles

and to exhibit signs of divine relationship which gave
his life, teaching and character influence and educat-

ing force. The wonders he wrought, the signs he ex-

hibited and the many manifestations of God's presence

which he made to the people had their place, their

meaning and their influence then and have now, but
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they are not the things in Christ and in his teaching

which draw us to him and cause us to put ourselves

under his tuition.

Christ's Qualifications as Leader.

Turning from this negative side to the affirmative

let us ask: What are some of the positive qualities

which commend Christ to us as the one to be chosen

as friend and guide, as teacher and example ? i. Jesus

knew and appreciated every element, every want, every

capacity and every aspiration of man. The body with

its need of food and clothing ; the mind in all its won-

derful powers and almost divine capabilities ;
the moral

nature in all its longings for fellowship with kindred

beings and the spiritual being in its deathless yearnings

for immortal life and endless glory are all recognized

by this great Teacher as parts of the complex unity we

call man. Not only so, but Jesus makes provision for

man's development, for his cultivation in appreciation

and training in apprehension that his social nature may

find nourishment and gratification in the exercise of

those graces and virtues which beautify and ennoble.

Yea the way is opened through such teaching and we

find 'in the golden rule and elsewhere for the exercise of

those things which fit us in mind and disposition, which

form the habit and character, and which inspire the

thought and purpose for the greatest usefulness and

fullest enjoyment and that not simply for the present,

but for all the future.
"

2 The Savior is to be accepted as our great
_

i each-;

er because he taught the truest and purest principles

with regard to life and conduct and because in all re-

soects his own life conformed to that which he desired

his followers to become. Two or three illustrations

from the Savior's teaching will make this statement

perfectly clear. Take, for example, the sayings m the

first part of the sermon on the mount and what do

we find? Compare these utterances with every known

thought and act and we find that they are not only in

harmony with each other and with all that is genuine

in human life, but also, that they are the expression

of the Savior's own life and character. Study tor a

few minutes the seven of the nine beatitudes, as they

are called, which relate to personal motives and in-

dividual conduct and what is the result? They furnish

not only some general principles by which conduct may

be measured; the key to the divinely constructed

scheme of redemption ; the frame work about which the

system of Christianity has been built ; the guiding prin-

ciples of the Apostles in their efforts among the peo-

ple and in their letters to the churches, but they are

also so far as Christ was of man and a partaker of

man's nature, the elements which enter into the high-

est ideals it is possible for us to have of manly qualities

and worthy motives, of human sympathy and helpful-

ness, exhibited on the part of the Savior to the high-

est and best possible degree of perfection.

Character Emphasises Teaching-

It is this embodiment of principles in character and

this setting in action and conduct which give such

emphasis to the teaching of Jesus when he says:

"Blessed are the poor in spirit"; "blessed are the

meek"; "blessed are they that mourn"; "blessed are

they that hunger and thirst after righteousness
>

;

"blessed are the merciful"; "blessed are the^ pure in

heart"; and "blessed are the peace-makers." Two

things in this illustration from the Savior's teaching

giveus the lesson as it relates to the educating force

and benign influence of his character.

I. The value which is placed upon these graces and

upon their possession.

2. The condition of the individual members of so-

ciety and of society itself when these virtues are want-

ing. He who is adorned with these seven graces is

promised the kingdom of heaven ; an inheritance in the

earth ; comfort in sorrow
;
perfection in righteousness ;

fullness of mercy, and to be called a child of God.
The value of these graces is indicated also by a con-

trast with the opposite qualities
;
proud in spirit, arro-

gant in behavior, pleasure in sin, hating righteousness,

impure in heart, despising mercy, and disturbing the

peace. These elements, or qualities, last named, when
found in the life, conduct and character of any one
so destructive in action, so deadly in tendency and so

terrible in results that their presence puts an end to

peace and happiness, to truth and industry, to thrift

and progress, to culture and refinement, to joy and
satisfaction, yea, to all things worthy of manly efforts

and womanly attainments. Another illustration of the

comprehensive nature of Christ's instruction, of the

pure and lofty character of the principles he taught

and of the fact that every excellence in precept was
exhibited in his own life as an example for man is

found in what is usually called the Lord's Prayer.

An analysis of it will show how fully this lesson is

taught and to what extent the conduct and character,

the heart and purpose, the spirit and mission of Jesus

set forth its meaning. "Our Father who art in

heaven," which shows our reliance upon God and our
need of his ever-present and protecting care. "Hallow-
ed be thy name," which teaches us not only that God's
name is holy, that reverence is to be upon our lips.

and that we are to stand with uncovered heads in his

presence, but also that we are to exalt his name by
growing into the likeness of his divine image. "Thy
kingdom come," which assumes that the inhabitants of

the earth have not all become subjects of his divine

government and recognizes the fact that not all pro-

fessed citizens of the kingdom of God are loyal to

their pledges of citizenship. "Thy will be done, as in

heaven, so on earth," which accepts God's presence
everywhere and realizes that the desires of God should

be the life and delight of men. "Give us this day our
daily bread," which implies that we are dependent up-
on God ; that it is from his bounty we are fed : and
that his hand provides the growing corn and the stand-

ing harvest. "And forgive us our sins," which ac-

knowledges that we have come short of the glory of

God ; that we need his pardoning mercy ; and that

we rest in his love and confidence. "And lead us not in-

to temptation, but deliver us from evil," which places

our weakness in his strength ; which realizes that temp-
tation is on every hand : that we need some one to make
for us a way of escape—some one to show us the cleft

rock of safety and the high tower of defence.

"Tommy," said the visitor, "have you read the

books in your Sunday school library?" "Some of

them," he replied, rather doubtfully. "Can you tell

me what happened to the boy who went fishing on
Sunday?" "Yes, he caught three cattish and an ell."

"How do you know that?" " 'Cos T was with him."
—Washington Star.

Somebody once said to D. L. Moody: "Have you
grace enough to be burned at the stake?"

"No," was the reply.

"Do you wish you had ?"

"No, sir, for I do not need it. What T need just

now is grace to live in Milwaukee three days and
hold a convention."
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A GL1MTSEA T THE SOCIOLOG-
ICAL &EACHIJVGS OF UHE

JSfEW TESTAMENT.
By M. B. Ryan.

Social "Redemption.

Of all the schemes for social redemption, that pre-

sented by the New Testament is at once the simplest,

the amplest, the most consistent and
the most sublime. Of the necessary

elements, none are lacking; all are

here in their highest perfection.

Christ the Agent.
Christ is the Savior of society. In

person and position he is eminently

fitted to this mission. He is the Truth.

A loss of truth lies at the basis of all

social disorder. Social redemption requires a recovery

of the truth,the enthronement of the truth in human life

and relations. Christ makes this possible. Christ's

enthronement in human hearts is the key to social sal-

vation.

He is the ideal individual. Sin has perverted the in-

dividual, thus spoiling the social factor. Christ is the

perfect individual, in whom there is no moral schism.

To have Christ formed within us is to be restored to

moral. wholeness, consequently to social fitness.

He is the "Son of Man." Sin has shattered the so-

cial bond. The race is distracted. Social antagonisms

have supplanted social peace. Jesus springs out of the

race. The race is summed up in him. He is its one
perfect representative. The race finds a meeting place

and a ground of reconciliation in him.

He is the God-man. Sin has divorced man from
God. Society is thus set adrift. Jesus invites the hu-

man and the divine in himself. In him society once

more finds its center. On him the structure has a

foundation. The essential feature of social degenera-
tion is a loss of unity. Christ is a uniter. He brings

the sheep of different folds and makes one flock. He
breaks down the middle wall of partition and makes
one new man of the separated factions.

The K.ingdom ©/" Hea-Ven—The Agency.
The kingdom of heaven is the regnancy of the Truth.

It is the agency for social redemption, as well as the

outcome of it. It is a renovating force, heavenly in

its origin, silent yet aggressive in its progress, sup-
planting evil with good, impelling reformation, foster-

ing a superior life, ushering in social reconstruction.

Under its influence society swings into the orbit of

Truth, and social order takes the place of chaos.

The Gospel—The Instrumentality.

The preaching of the truth is the instrumentality
for social salvation. Social redemption is not a thing
of swords and cannon ; nor is it wholly a thing of bal-

lot-boxes and legislatures, of judicial benches, and
executive chairs. It is a spiritual thing, that must
take place first of all in the heart. All false ideas,

ideals, practices, institutions, must be counteracted,
overcome, destroyed, by the truth. Sin itself must be
driven from the heart by getting Christ, who is the
Truth, into it. The truth must, to this end, be pro-
claimed.

Hence the command, "Go ye into all the world and
preach the gospel to the whole creation." "Preach the
word !" Hence Paul's determination to know nothing
else among men save Jesus Christ and him crucified.
"For seeing that in the wisdom of God, the world

through its wisdom knew not God, it was God's good
pleasure through the foolishness of the preaching to

save them that believe."

The Methods.

The New Testament pursues a logical method in so-

cial redemption. It begins with the individual. It

does not attempt to build a good society out of bad
men. Individual regeneration is the condition of

social reconstruction. The birth from above is a pre-

requisite to entrance into the kingdom of heaven. No
superficial readjustment of social conditions can restore

society to its lost wholeness. There must be a vital

change in the social factors. The beginning point in

social redemption is with the individual, as this is also

the beginning point in social degeneration. Society is

neither lost, nor saved, in the mass. Christ, preaching
to one woman, suggests a basic principle in social re-

demption. "Everyone," "whosoever," are keywords
in social methods.
The product of the new birth is a "new creature in

Christ Jesus." Here is new stuff for the new social

fabric. With the social factors redeemed, a redeemed
society is possible. Two things are apparent in this

new society.

i. New social ideals and aspirations. The prayer
which Jesus taught his disciples is but the breathing
of new social desires, in which selfishness has disap-

peared, and good will to men on earth, as well as glory
to God on high, is the burden of the petition.

2. Social readjustment. Anti-social practices are
discarded. Social qualities are fostered. Falsehood is

replaced by truth, anger by good will, theft by honest
labor, corrupt speech by that which edifies. "Let all

bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamor, and rail-

ing, be put away from you, with all malice." These
are all anti-social. "And be ye kind one to another,
tender-hearted, forgiving each other, even as God also

in Christ forgave you." Here is the true social attitude

Here nationality is forgotten, class distinctions are in

abeyance, selfishness dies, swords are sheathed.
By such a process as this are social antagonisms

to be eliminated. Before its silent march strife shall

cease, armies shall melt away, sceptres shall fall,

thrones shall crumble, and warring factions shall give
place to the brotherhood of man.

THE SEKEJSTITy OF JES VS.
By David Beaton.

HE disease of our age and country, even

T among religious people, is anxiety, fever-
ish eagerness and unrest. It is found
among all kinds of religious workers; the
merchant who tries all church work by com-
mercial standards, and the preacher whose
spiritual energies are consumed by sensa-
tional tricks. The purity, sweetness and
energy of Christian character are being
wasted or enervated by this false fire.

Contrast the serenity of Jesus with all

this tumult of the spirit and vain striving. His seren-
ity was not the result of indifference to the woes and
agony of men ; for he carried the cares and burdens of
the world on his heart, he was vexed with its errors
and follies as no other heart had ever been. Yet he
moved without haste, he spoke without passion, he
knew neither the anxiety of failure nor the ambition of
success in the carrying on of the mightiest work ever
given to man.
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The secret of the serenity of Jesus lay in his absolute

confidence in and identification of himself and his work
with God, so that amid the wildest passions of men and

the wrath of the elements he could be at rest. This

characteristic astonished his disciples as when they, in

the midst of the storm, found him asleep on a pillow.

He had the mental and moral confidence in God which

gives sound nerves and calm, sweet thoughts of life,

even amid the conflicting moral confusion of the world.

But his serenity did more than this. It did not al-

low the moral evils around him to warp his judgments

of men, and his sympathy with their common interests,

and the beautiful and helpful aspects of nature. As
Harnack says: "His whole life and thoughts and
feelings were absorbed in the relation of God, yet he

did not talk like an enthusiast or a fanatic who sees

only one red-hot spot and so is blind to the world and
all that it contains. He is possessed of a quiet, uni-

form, collected demeanor * * * and his speech,

in picture and parable, exhibits an inner freedom and
cheerfulness of soul in the midst of the greatest strains

such as no prophet ever possessed before him."

This trait of the character of Jesus affects us as the

mighty current of the Mississippi at its mouth. We
know that such a river must be fed from the peren-

nial sources of the eternal snows ; we know that only

a mighty continent could produce it and carry it. So
the serenity of Jesus is fed and sustained by the ex-

haustless energy and expansiveness of the life of the

spirit.

This comes, however, not merely by faith, but by the

identification of his own life and work with the power
of God; for whatever views we may hold of the

nature of Christ we cannot conceive of him as relieved

of the necessity of the exercise of such confidence in,

and dependence on, God as the source of all power.
This quality of spirit, then in Jesus, reached to the

height of absolute identification of himself with the

divine power. This was the measure of his serenity,

and points to the secret of his sway over the forces of

life. As the measure of man's physical power to-day is

his yoking himself to the elemental energies of steam
and electricity, so the measure of the Christian's power
is his yoking his soul to the elemental truths of the

Spirit. Power goes forth from him as from Jesus. If

we can not give men rest and peace it is because our
hearts are fearful and ambitious. He had rest and
peace in his own soul and so could give it to others.

Chicago.

COMPRESSED T*R\JTH.
By B. O. Aylesworth.

Mercy sometimes carries a whip.

The divine palmistry—keep your hand open.

Logic has proved more lies than truth.

Keep your brain "cells" unlocked.

A reckless driver lacks "horse sense."

Some folks mistake vivacity for vitality.

"Bug-juice" is a good thing if applied to bugs.

The religious quack does his share of advertising.

A trick mule isn't of much account in a weedy
cornfield.

Humpty-dumpty on a wall is nobler than genius in

a ditch.

When Homer nods all the sleepy heads wake up.

If you are unhappy don't hang around the morgue.
Always be baby enough to play with a patch of

sunshine.

Progress has at least a by-path through the grave-
yard.

A soldier of the cross does not look well in "fatigue

dress."

Even a pig knows there are acorns under the dead
leaves.

The dude stares and sees not; his friends stare and
see naught.

The man with short legs must move his feet faster.

Pictures in the brain are finer than pictures on the

wall.

One thing money cannot buy—the grace to do with-

out it.

The iconoclast goes to his cellar when the children

begin to sing.

Time is a strange thing ; the more one has of it the

less one has.

The crack of doom is sometimes the bugle-note of

opportunity.

The effort to be comfortable is very uncomfortable.

To flirt with opportunities means to be wed to none.

Some Christians sing loud merely because they have
big mouths.
To some men in the pulpit the symbol of the Bible

is Q. E. D.
Since the world has taken to wheels it has fewer

in its head.

Charity begins at home, but gets the yellow jaundice
if it stays there.

When an honest man must hunt for work he is "a

man without a country."

Whistling through a graveyard must seem funny
to the spooks.

A book on your own shelf is worth twenty in the

public library.

Rule for church builders : Don't build the pulpit

more than two feet above the pews.
We buy of God on credit, but we must pay the

devil in advance.

A good many Christians are trying to frighten the

deWl by wearing their sword belts.

Credulity is the door-knob of the unlocked heart.

Anybody can turn it and go in.

Hunger sharpens £he animal instincts ; unspent
wealth dulls the spiritual. God is opposed to both.

Don't trust to luck. It is like an avalanche, it goes
the wrong way. You can't slide up hill.

If "whom the gods love die young," it is most un-
fortunate that the divinities have been so limited in

affection.

Two hard lessons to learn : That "time and tide

wait for no man." and that every man must often

wait for both.

The stars still shine though the streets be ghastly

with electric lights. Have you stood in the shadow
and looked up?

Ft. Collins. Colorado.

A. SMILE'
W. H. B.

Upon its downy cradle-bed

A sleeping little child

Lay dreaming of its mother dead,

And in its slumber smiled.

An angel took the baby's smile

And. bearing it to Heaven,

He placed it in the crown of her

To whom it had been given.
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THE SPIRIT THAT DEFIES.
James Norval Crutcher.

In Goethe's wonderful "Tragedy of Faust," Mephis-

to, in the garb of a traveling scholar approaches Faust,

and in reply to the question as to who he was, says:

"I am the spirit that denies." The answer is signifi-

cant. It describes the attitude which many in every

age have taken toward the truth. In the beautiful

story of Eden, we are told that God assured the woman
"the day that thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely

die," but the spirit of evil, the tempter, the adversary

of all souls denied the statement, not by mild insinua-

tion, but by bold assertion, "thou shalt not surely die."

He has, throughout all the years, held out that false

hope to the children of men, causing souls to waste

their substance in sinful pleasure, believing that death

is in the far away future. Whatever be the situation

Mephisto is ready with a denial, frequently "quoting

Scripture for his purpose." If the soul has long dwelt

in, "that far country," away from the Father's house,

and would make an attempt to return, hearing the

whisperings of God's love," catching a glimpse of him
who is able to save even unto the uttermost," this spirit

confronts him with a bald denial, saying, "You are an

outcast, there is no place for you in the Father's heart

or in the Father's home." He uses question marks
with apparent prodigality, and adds a "perhaps" to

every truth. He is an iconoclast. He is censor and
critic. He is cynical, he is truth-hating; he is, in a

word, "the spirit that denies." You immediately recog-

nize in him the adversary of all good, of virtue and
truth to doubt until men deny the possibility of unself-

ishness and the dawn of a well-earned immortality.

The result is a paralysis of noble sentiment, higher im-

pulse and earnest endeavor. The spirit that denies

may come in the garb of a scholar, or with the charm
of an orator, but he is the same Mephistopheles still.

When the man "comes to himself" and adjustment
takes place, then the realization comes that negation
is powerless, that it leaves the. soul weak and nerve-
less. Every forceful, helpful, victorious man has pos-

sessed positive moral convictions. The best, the great-

est, the truest men have ever been positive in their chac-

acter, and affirmative in their spiritual attitude. Every
great movement toward "the brighter age to be" has
been led by men who believed in something with all

their "soul and mind and strength." The church is

strong in proportion as it is affirmative, and has a posi-

tive program and does not treat life on the negative
side, but lives to rebuke the spirit that denies. For "this

is the victory that overcometh the world, even your
faith."

St. Louis.

Off HAVIJSfG AXES TO CRIJVD.
By W. T. Moore.

Is there really such a thing as altruism? The word
itself has an awkward derivation. It is scarcely
legitimate English. Still, it has probably come to stay.
The old word love is far better, but it does not express
exactly the same idea. Probably we shall have to put
up with the former until the later comes into use ac-
cording to its significance as it is found in the thir-
teenth chapter of first Corinthians.

Nevertheless, we are half persuaded that most of
the acts of even Christian people are influenced largely
by selfish considerations. If we were to take away

the winning card most of our public enterprises would

lose interest in the eyes of many people. This is why
it is true that "nothing succeeds like success," and that

nothing fails like failure. "Everybody feeds the fat

goose, and everybody kicks the poor pig." While we
are rising, all forces help us up; but when we begin

to go down hill everybody gives us a push.

Selfishness is evidently fundamental in many of our

actions ; even our altruism, in its last analysis, is

tinged with selfishness. We help others largely be-

cause it is our self-interest to do so. I do not say

that this is as it ought to be. From an ethical point of

view the "is" and the "ought" are widely different.

I am dealing with what actually exists, and what evi-

dently shows a very low standard of action. And yet,

if the selfish incentive were removed, we should prob-

ably have no benevolence at all worth considering. So
in this case, it is perhaps better that we should "bear

the ills we have than fly to others we know not of."

I have been led into this line of reflection by some
things that have recently come under my notice. I

have attended a number of conventions, conferences

and congresses, and have been impressed by the

ubiquity and persistence of the ax-grinders. I find

them at all our public gatherings, always ready to get

in their little word for selfish ends. They usually work
the program committee for all they are worth ; but

then, if they cannot get a place for advertising their

wares, they will, by hook or crook, in some adroit way,

manage to get in their business before the convention

adjourns.

Now I protest against this ax-grinding habit. It

makes no difference how good the cause may be which
is to receive advertisement. There is not only a time

for everything, but also a place for everything. Op-
portunism may not always be wise, but in the case un-

der consideration it cannot receive too much emphasis.

The ax-grinding business ought to cease. Indeed, it

must cease if our great public gatherings are to be

beneficial in the highest sense. Let the program com-
mittees make a note of this fact. But if they will not

do this, then let the presidents of the conventions ex-

tinguish every man who has an ax to grind.

Columbia, Mo

"How can any sensitive and thoughtful man per-

manently possess good health?" Longfellow once asked.

"Outside I laugh," said Dr. Holmes, "but inside I

never laugh. The world is too sad."

The late Dr. Norman Macleod of the Barony
church, Glasgow, once told the writer a good story.

When minister of the parish of Dalkeith, and in the

course of his ordinary visitation, Norman called at

a cottage one day about two miles distant. The only

occupant was a lad of about six years of age. The
father was at the coalpit, the mother at the harvest

field, and the other members of the family employed
one way or another. The minister was rather taken
with the sharpness of the boy, and entered into con-

versation with him. Amongst other questions the

following were put: Q.
—"Do you go to school?"

A.—"Sometimes." Q.
—"Can vou read?" A.

—

"Yes." O.—"Do you read the Bible?" A.—"Some-
times." Q.—"Can you write?" A.—"A little." Q.—
"Do you pray at night and morning?" A.—"Not
often." Q.—"Do you say grace before meals?" A.

—

"Yes." Q.—"Well," said Norman, "let me hear you
say grace." A.

—
"Let's see some meat first."
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CH'RIST THE OBJECT OF THE SOX/JL'Sr

Q\7EST.

W. Douglas Mackenzie.

,ROM the first moment of intercourse with

Jesus Peter found that his faith and his

knowledge were henceforth always grow-
ing together. The more he knew of Jesus,

the more he trusted him. The more he

trusted him, the more he knew. For at

its deepest all your knowledge is not infor-

mation, but experience. Everything that

you really know is acting upon your char-

acter, every fact that is a big fact, worth

taking into your soul, is changing the qual-

ity of that soul. All knowledge is soul knowledge.

When Peter found himself following Jesus and learn-

ing more and more about him, he found that knowing
him more was to trust him more and that to trust him

more was to open his heart to fresh influences, so that

he could say, increasingly, as time went on, "I believe,

and the more I believe the more I know that thou

art the Holy One of God. And the more I know and

experience that thou art the Holy One of God, the

more deeply do I give my soul in fealty and in trust in-

to thy keeping."

"We have believed and have known." What is it

they had believed and known? Peter says "that thou

art the Holy One of God." I suppose there are people

to whom the word "holiness" has been so despoiled of

its true glory that it means cant and hypocrisy and
superficiality and the use of ordinary religious phrase-

ology. If you think for a moment what holiness means
you will get right down to the very heart of humanity,

you will get right down to reality itself. To get to

what we mean by a holy man, a holy will, is to pass

through all shams, all hypocrisies, all outward phrases,

is ro get in within a man's words and a man's profes-

sions and a man's living, right into the soul of the

man—and to find God there. When a man has come
in contact with the very idea of holiness it changes

his days for him. He can not think of life as he used

to. He can not think of himself and his career as he

used to do. He can not think of society and its prob-

lems as he used to do. He can not think of the church

and its world-wide, age-long task as he used to do.

After he has looked into the very heart and found out

for himself the real meaning of that word, "the Holy
One of God," it means nothing less than a human life

in which God himself is living. All the words which
that man utters are the very truth of God ; all the looks

which pour from that man's eyes are the looks of the

spirit of God ; all the inward emotions and impulses

and desires of that man are formed in him and con-

trolled in him, moment by moment, by the indwelling

of God himself, so that you can not distinguish between
that man's life and the will of God, so that you can not

draw any line between the man's own energies and the

spirit of God himself. All that the man is and all that

tbe man does is filled full with the very God. That is

to be "the Holy One of God." Now, you and I find it

hard to think of it because we are so far from it our-

selves and have never seen any one of whom we can
say that was fully true. But Peter had seen him,

those disciples had come upon the fact. Does it not
almost make you leap up to think what they were dis-

covering as they walked and talked with Jesus and
gradually found that there was only one word that

could describe him, because every word of his bore
upon it the stamp of divinity and every look of his was
a message from the heart of the Eternal—upon sin

the burning scorn of God, upon the sinner the eternal

saving pity of the Eternal Father. Gradually there

formed in their hearts and minds this one inevitable

conclusion : This is the Holy One of God.
That is one of the hundred and the thousand rea-

sons why Christianity is immortal and inexhaustible,

why it can never pass away from our earth and why
its influence must increase until it covers the earth with
the knowledge, this inward soul knowledge, of the

Lord—because in Jesus we find the Holy One of God.
When you go to any other teacher you always take the
liberty of differing from him, do you not? It is your
prerogative to judge what he says, to weigh what he
urges and to decide for yourself upon the expediency
of following out his suggestions. If you go to the

wisest of all the teachers of mankind you are bound
at some point or another very seriously and profoundly
to differ from them. What one of the great moralists

of the centuries has not said words that now are com-
pletely out of date ? The men who wrote for the mid-
dle of the last century, into the '50s and '60s, are be-

coming effete writers for the new day that is dawning
and passing. But who is there, when he comes to the

Holy One of God, who does not find that from Him
there comes an irresistible influence, that in his words
there is a majesty before which he does not argue but
fall down to worship? When we and all the genera-
tions read the words of Jesus, we feel it is woe to the

man who attempts to differ from him. We feel that

the man who criticises Jesus opens himself to the criti-

cism of the world. The world knows and feels with
that feeling and that knowledge which is deeper than
analysis and inexpressible to its full extent in words,
knows and feels that in the Holy One of God we have
the final authority for our conscience and our lives.

"We have believed and know that thou art the Holv
One of God."
Observe in the next place that the Apostle Peter says

also, "Thou hast the words of eternal life," and yet,

when he wants to speak fully about the matter he
comes to the person of Christ himself, saying, "To
whom shall we go ?" Christ stands in the Christian re-

ligion, to the Christian heart, in a relation in which no
other teacher and no other man who has attempted to

found a religion stands towards that religion. Even-
other man who has ever founded a religion has been
a teacher and said that he had the words of truth

—

words of eternal life, if you will. But every man
who has taught a religion has known that he would
pass away ; that if they followed him for generations
it would be by remembering him afar off ; that when he
was dead they would talk about him, the time when he
lived and the importance of treasuring his sacred
words. When a man has thus been the founder of a
religion, of a system, he has always known that his

own person must be less than his system, if his system
had any good at all ; that his own character fell below
his teaching, if his teaching had any value in it ; and he
has told men, therefore, of the heights which lay be-

yond himself. He has urged them to travel up "those

heights and find the truth, scale those mountain tops

and behold the clear heavens uninterrupted above
them. "I die here at the bend of the hill. I am to be
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buried here half way up the mountain. The genera-

tions are coming that shall stand yonder, the charac-

ters are yet to be formed that shall, away on those dis-

tant peaks, find nothing between themselves and the

perfections of eternity." So have they all felt, so some
of them have spoken. Is it so with Christ? Was he

buried at the bottom or half way up in a valley, seclud-

ed and beautiful ? Or where, where did he stand ? Up
on the mountain top. And hence his message to the

world is and can only be, "Come, come unto me."
Christianity is the person of Christ and our relations

to him. Christianity for Peter is not the number of

sayings that he can remember and write down on a

bit of parchment and show to his friends and say,

"There is our religion." That is not his religion. His
religion is to go and bring those men to Christ and
say, "Now, look at him, the Holy One of God. At-
tach yourself to him, the Holy One of God. God and
open your heart to him who opens his heart to you,

the Holy One of God."

"Thou hast the words of eternal life," the apostle

said. Christ had lived before them, the Holy One of

God, and they had come gradually to discover that the

Holy One of God has an eternal life in his very person.

You can not conceive of the Holy One of God as a

perishable quantity. You can not for a moment con-

ceive of the Holy One of God being cast back by God
into nothingness and oblivion. The idea is impossible,

ungraspable! It shocks our moral sense. It puts

nonsense into history, darkness upon the name of God
who is light himself.

There is then this other amazing and thrilling fact

concerning those disciples and their discovery, that

when they came to apprehend that Jesus was the Holy
One of God, they came gradually to behold him as the

eternal life. Where did he come from? Up from
the fountains of human life? Can you account for

Jesus by ordinary evolution? Can you trace him
back in the holiness of his spirit to the beast and the

brute and the tiger? Can you go back there and find

the roots of the being and person of the Holy One of

God in those "resident forces ?" Can you confront the

law of heredity that has reigned over our race and
will reign over it to the very end, and say that the

Holy One of God came entirely out of a race that was
corrupt and sinful and degraded, that the conscience
which never had a stain was inherited from the con-
sciences that were stained through and through ? That
would be a most astonishing miracle. The miracle of
unbelief at that point is far harder for me to believe

than the other miracle that Christ came out of the

presence of God and that there was that demerit in

his life which is the eternal life itself. When those
men walked and talked with him and began to look
in, as it were through the windows of his words, up-
on the secrets of his soul, the inner chambers of his life,

they beheld it glistening and flashing with the Eternal
itself, and they knew that he was the Holy One of God
because in him there was—there is—eternal life. Now,
what must come from that man? All the words that

flow from that man come out of this holy, eternal self.

They come out of this conscience of his, this mind of
his, this inner life of his which is all God and from
God and is going unto God, so that his words are
words that pulsate and are filled with eternal life.

"Thou hast the words of eternal life," the apostle
says. "We believed and knew and have come to know
more and more that thou art the Holy One of God."
No wonder that the apostle cries, "To whom shall we

go?" Could Peter dare to go back now to the syna-

gogue and listen to a scribe teaching about phylacteries

and sacrifices and the tests for the spotless lamb and
the methods of purification and that sort of thing?

Would it be tolerable for the men who had lived with

Jesus to go away and listen to any other kind of teach-

er and worship in the presence of any other kind of

religion than that given to them by the person of Jesus
Christ? To go away from Jesus is to go away to

emptiness ; it is to go away back to fishing and mer-
chandise. To onewho has been driven away from Christ

the heavens have grown black above and the fair earth

a desert, for there is no teacher to tell him of any God
in whom he can believe as he believed awhile in Jesus.

Religion to him has become empty and meaningless.

That is a reason why I always stand in utter amaze-
ment in the presence of people, of whom there are a

good many around us, who are seeking after other re-

ligions. When I see a man or a woman with some gift

of intelligence and some education going in for the-

osophy as a religion—and I shall not name any others

—going in for any one of these dozen or more at-

tempts at religion that people profess to be founding,
or seeking rest in, it always comes back upon me as a

kind of shock when I say to myself, That man, that

woman is exchanging that for Jesus Christ, is prefer-

ring that to Jesus Christ. That man, that woman, is

actually imagining that these people, who, without
being crucified, are founding new religions, have some-
thing to say that is deeper, greater than Jesus Christ,

something to do for a man which he has failed to do.

Oh ! the pity of it ! There is only one way of account-
ing for it ; and that is the simple and obvious one that

these people could not use the words of Peter, "We
have believed and know that thou art the Holy One
of God." To the man who once has had that experi-

ence and over whose life since it has shed something
of its light, it is like a burning shame even to consider

the possibility of going anywhere else to Mr. or Mrs.
So and So, with an address in Boston or Chicago, in

exchange for Jesus Christ.

My friend, I want to ask you whether you in your
own character and heart have made his acquaintance.

You know a great deal about him or a very little about
him, but you know all that he wants to teach you just

now if you know him, the quality of his person, of his

character, with your own heart ; if you know that he is

the holy one of God, your Lord and your Savior. Do
you know that? Is it an experience to you that be-

longs to your conscience, to your affections, to your
will, to all that is real in your human nature? Then
you know the defiant and 'the despairing meaning of

those words with which Peter first met the question
of Jesus, "To whom shall we go?"

Because the world is very stern

;

Because the work is very long

;

Because the foes are very strong,

Whatever side I turn

:

Because my courage ebbs away

;

Because my spirit's eyes are dim

;

Because with failures to the brim
My cup fills day by day.

Because forbidden ways invite;

Because the smile of sin is sweet;
Because so readily run my feet

Toward paths that close in night:

Because God's face I long to see;
Because God's Image stamps me yet

;

Oh! may Thy Passion, Christ, forget
Me not, who fly to Thee! —British Wcwkh
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BIBLE SCHOOL.
A JVEW HEAVE/* AJVT> A JVEW EA'RTH.

Lesson for June 23

:

Text: Rev. 21 : 7.

Rev. 21 : 1-7, 22-27. Golden

And I saw a new heaven
and a new earth; for the
earth were passed away;
first heaven and the first

and there was no more sea.

2. And I, John, saw the
holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down from God out
of heaven, prepared as a
bride adorned for her hus-
band.

3. And I heard a great
voice out of heaven saying,
Behold the tabernacle of

God is with men, and he
will dwell with them, and
they shall be his people,and
God himself shall be with
them, and be their God.

4. And God shall wipe
away all tears from their
eyes; and there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow,
nor crying, neither shall
there be any more pain; for
the former things are
passed away.

5. And he that sat upon
the throne said, Behold, I

make all things new. And
he said unto me, Write; for
these words are true and
faithful.

6. And he said unto me, It

is done. I am Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and
the end. I will give unto

him that is athirst of the
fountain of the water of
life freely.

7. He that overcometh
shall inherit all things; and
I will be his God, and he
shall be my son.

22. And I saw no temple
therein; for the Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb
are the temple of it.

23. And the city had no
need of the sun, neither of
the moon, to shine in it;

for the glory of God did
lighten it, and the Lamb is

the light thereof.
24. And the nations of

them which are saved shall
walk in the light of it; and
the kings of the earth do
bring their glory and honor
into it.

25. And the gates of it

shall not be shut at all by
day; for there shall be no
night there.

20. And they shall bring
the glory and honor of the
nations into it.

27. And there shall in no
wise enter into 'it anything
"that defileth, neither what-
soever worketh abomina-
tion, or maketh a lie; but
they which are written in
the Lamb's book of life.

FIVE THEMIJ*\7TES' SE*RMOJ* Off
GOLT>EJf TEATS.

By Peter Ainslie.

He that overcometh shall inherit all things and I

will be his God, and he shall be my son.—Rev. 21 : 7.

Life is a contest. Obstacles lie about us on every

side and the straight path is not the smooth path. Life

seeks to be supreme, but every step for supremacy is

contested. The weak, like a worm surrounded by a

ring of fire, shrink back and die ; the brave cut their

way through the fire. God has said : "When thou walk-

est through the fire thou shalt not be burned ; neither

shall the flame kindle upon thee." A child entering

school is studying to overcome ignorance and in every

undertaking in life one must overcome something in

order to be something. Battle grounds must always lie

in the wake of the victor and wrecks must mark his

pathway—not his wreck, but the wreck he has made of

obstacles. There is a star-shaped flower in Siberia that

blooms only in January. Its white petals are covered

with glistening specks that look like diamonds. A Rus-
sian nobleman took some of the seeds to St. Petersburg
and planted them and on the coldest day in the year

they pushed aside the snow and ice and burst into full

bloom. There are people that this world has tried to

freeze out and snow under, but by the grace of God
they push aside every obstacle and burst forth the

sweetest bloom right in the face of their enemies. They
are set to overcome and their obstacles are apparently
steps to higher things. What ordinarily would defeat

others they turn into success. They do not stop to

murmur, to pick a quarrel, to get even with somebody
or set their tempers wild. They know only one thing,

and that is to overcome. Most people are like a dog I

knew once that rarely started on a fox trail but that

he would start up a rabbit and he would leave the fox
for the rabbit trail, or, if he treed a squirrel, and noticed

the ground being raised by the boring of a mole, he
would immediately leave the squirrel and start scratch-

ing for the mole, and that flog was of very little con-

sequence. I know hosts of people who spend enough
time on their feelings, conditions and pride to conquer
every sin that they meet in daily life, but they leave off

contesting to overcome in order to nurse their pride

that has some way been hurt, which was the very thing
that ought to have been hurt, and they spend days
in trying to restore it to its former eminence. These
are those who are daily contending for dignity, person-
al justice and respect—just like the dog scratching up
the mole. None of these things are worth contesting

for. God wants us to overcome the heart sins, to put
down self, to throw out pride and to bring in humility,

kindness and service. If we are hurt, if things do go
wrong, if we cannot have our way—that is all right. If

we belong to God and are trying to overcome self,

everything that happens in our pathway, both the pleas-

ant and the unpleasant, shall be for our good, for God
himself has said so. Care for none of these things,

but only care to overcome, not others, but ourselves,

and then the promise is "I will be his God and he shall

be my son." It is certainly worth working for and
God is able to perform what he has promised.

Our Father, as we contend for personal righteous-

ness, stand by us and give us thy strength or we shall

not overcome. Amen.

A CHICAGO UEACHE'RS JVOSES' Off
SHE LESSOff.

Ella* A. Lobs.

For time and symbolism see notes on previous les-

son. In no part of this book must we lose sight of the

prominence given to the figurative over the literal.

Purpose af the Lesson.

This sublime portion of Scripture relates to heavenly
conditions. It is not necessary to spend much time

discussing an unimportant question that meets us at

the outset. Does the horizon of the lesson take into

view the ideal life in Christ on earth ; or is it limited to

the glorified state beyond the bounds of time ; or does

it include both? What this Scripture does present is

a glorious insight into new conditions that attend the

descent of heavenly things and correspondingly the ab-

sence of sin and its awful fruitage. That it contem-
plates the ultimate good of our noblest Christian as-

pirations cannot be doubted. It can hardly be over-

looked that no intimation is given of one thought per-

taining to the life beyond, which is treasured with the

sweetest anticipation in every Christian heart. It is

that of the future meeting of our own precious ones
who have gone before (2 Sam. 12: 23), and the per-

sonal recognition of all the faithful saints now be-

yond the grave. To these heart longings Jesus him-
self responded. (Matt. 17: 3; Luke 13: 28; 2^: 43.)
Such absence may give some strength to the view, that

the lesson primarily is designed, to afford but a clearer

conception of the first or earthly stage of heavenly ex-

istence, and as such to serve as a type of the "far bet-

ter" (Phil. 1 : 23) things beyond. It must be true that

every previous object of earth (Chap. 21 : 18. 21) and
especially the beauty of holiness, is a type or foretaste

of the eternal felicity. May we not. then, without les-

sening by a fraction, the ultimate heavenly idea associ-

ated with these verses, receive therefrom help to so
augment our present-day. heavenly experiences that we
shall be eternally richer thereby? There can, moreover,
be only profit in observing another remarkable fact. It
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is that of the harmony,existing between this lesson and

those other parts of Scripture, which teach that the

heavenly life truly begins when we receive the

Heavenly One, even as God "hath blessed us with

all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ."

(Eph. i: 3;Heb. 3: 156:4.)

V. 1. Heavenly Newness. "I saw." It is John who is

speaking of what he saw in vision. * * * "New heaven and
new earth." The subject of a renewed heaven and earth is

not a new one in the Scriptures. Heaven as well as earth

had been polluted with sin. Chap. 12:7, 9; Jude 6. In

Isaiah 65:17-25 there is a nearly parallel description to this;

with the scene laid where common occupations of life go on.

See also Isa. 66:22; 2 Pet. 3:13. But this theme of heavenly
newness in various aspects is one in which the Bible abounds.
Christ taught of a new commandment (John 13:34), and a

new birth (John 3:3-5). We also are taught about a new
spirit (Ezek. 18:31; 11:19; Rom. 7:6); the new creature (2

Cor. 5:17; Gal. 6:15) ; new man (Col. 3:10) ; new life (Rom.
6:4) ; new tongues (Mark 16:17) ; new hearts (Ezek. 18:31) ;

new song (Psalm 40:3; Rev. 14:3) and in to-day's lesson

of a new heaven and earth. Can we wonder that the in-

spired apostle can say, "Behold all things are become new?"
2 Cor. 5:17. As Jesus the source thereof is the same yester-

day, to-day and forever so this newness will continue for-

ever. * * * "First heaven and earth pass away." In the pre-

vious chapter, verse II, the heaven and earth are referred to

as having "fled away." Always when heavenly newness is

possessed "old things are passed away." 2 Cor. 5:17. In the

Revelation "new" refers not to time but always to a new
aspect or character. * * * "There was no more sea." A sym-
bolic expression, doubtless, for Chapter 22:1, 2 implies the

presence of a large area of water. The sea is an emblem of

the unruly and troubled peoples of earth. Isa. 57:20. It is

the source from which the blasphemous beast of Chapter 13
had its origin.

V. 2. Bride of God. "Saw the holy city." The earthly

Jerusalem is spoken of as the holy city in Neh. 11 :i. Let
us in our classes think of a city that is filled only with people
who are "new creatures in Christ Jesus" and who "hate every
false way." Psa. 119:128. * * * "Holy * * * New Jerusa-
lem." Writers of all schools of interpretation are agreed
that this new Jerusalem is a figure of the true church; as

such, without spot or wrinkle, it is Christ's bride. Eph.
5 :23, 27. * * * "Coming down from God." The text indi-

cates that this holy city is to be established under divine rule.

From the Gospel of John we learn that Jesus came down
from heaven (John 3:13); from James, that heavenly wis-
dom, and every good and perfect gift cometh down from the
Father of lights. James 3:17; 1:17. So here is indicated the
same source for the new Jerusalem. Elsewhere it is stated
that we even now "Come unto the city of the living God the
heavenly Jerusalem." Heb. 12 :22. See Gal. 4 :26 ; Heb. 10 :22 ;

Rev. 3:12. * * * "Prepared as a bride." A familiar and
striking figure of that which represents the best that eager
love can prepare. In Psa. 46, the bird's attire is symbolic of
the purity of character belonging to the church. * * *

"Adorned for husband." The relation of the Lord to human-
ity under the figure of bridegroom and bride is common
throughout the Scriptures. See Chap. 19:79. It indicates
relations the closest, tenderest, and most harmonious possible

;

the very reverse of the sinners' rebellion against God: A meek
and Christlike spirit is the adorning that is acceptable with
the Heavenly Bridegroom. 1 Pet. 3 14.

V. 3. God's Dwelling Place. "A great voice out of
heaven." A voice repeatedly mentioned in this book. The
heavenly voice always is great for its themes and aims are
great. * * * "Behold tabernacle of God is with man." See
Ezek. 37:27. A picture taken doubtless from the conception
of Jehovah, as a resident of the old Jewish tabernacle. * * *

"He will dwell with them." In the completest sense for sin-
fulness will no longer separate from God. Isa. 59:2. But
God dwells with us now ; we are his temple, as shown by 2
Cor. 6:16, etc. Too often our imperfections of vision, and of
flesh, obscure the fact. John 14:23. * * * "Shall be His
people." The word "people" here is plural (R. V.) denoting
nations. * * * "And shall be their God." For God to be our
God, dwelling with us, that truly is heaven; for "they that
know not God" to be punished with separation from the
presence of the Lord, that is hell. 2 Thes. 1 :g.

V. 4. Devil's Works Destroyed. "Shall wipe away all

tears." All sin and tears have their source in the devil,
whose works Christ came to destroy. 1 John 3 :8. When sin
is gone all tears will be wiped away. They that sow in tears
shall reap again in joy. Psa. 126:5. 6; Isa. 25:8; 65:19. * * *

"There shall be no more death." This truly is a mark of the
eternal abode. But shall we say the words apply only to a
time beyond the grave? With the Christian there is no more
death in the true sense. Jesus says, "If a man keep my say-

ings, he shall never see death" (John 8:51) because he "is

passed from death unto life" (John 5 124) ; such a one "shall

never die. Believeth thou this?" John 11:26; 1 John 3:14.
* * * "Neither sorrow nor crying." Mourning for the dead
as in the experience of acts of violence mentioned in Chap.
13:10, 17; 2:10; see also Exod. 3:7, 9; Esther 4:3. One ob-
ject of Christ's coming was to remove the cause of tears.

Luke 4:18; 7:13; 8:52. * * * "Neither any more pain." Pain
is another accompaniment of sin. That disease and pain even
now are disappearing we all know. The time was, for in-

stance, when smallpox depopulated almost entire cities ; to-day
there are few deaths from tWs cause. Thanks to the discov-
eries of Christian civilization pain now is almost wholly with-
in the control of physicians.* * * "Former things are passed
away." The devil, the author of all evil, is a bruised and
conquered foe (Gen. 3:15) ; at the worst his power is shorn,
has passed away. He may war against the saints, afflict them,
persecute them, kill them, but their true spirit life is beyond
his reach. Already they have passed through the first or
spiritual resurrection (Chap. 20:6) into the spirit life.

V. 5. Commission Repeated. "He that sat upon throne."
The "throne of God and the Lamb." 22 :i

; 3 :2i. He now con-
firms that which the heavenly voice, in verse 3, had proclaimed.
* * * "Said behold, I make all things new." Probably the
change implied is as that of the new plant or tree from the
seed. 1 Cor. 15 -.37, 38. * * * "Write for these words are
true." A statement in substance several times repeated in

this book. See Chap. 1:4. * * * "True and faithful." True
refers to the statement ; faithful to its fulfillment. As we look
upon all that was written, doing so in the light of a symbolic
picture of the conflict between truth and error, this book con-
tinually fulfills its noble mission as a book of hope and com-
fort to the church.

V. 6. The Invitation. "He said * * * it is done." The
Throned One speaks. On the cross Christ has said "it is

finished" ; that was the beginning of the heavenly blessings in

Him. * * * "I am Alpha and Omega." Christ is the begin-
ning and end of heaven to human beings. * * * "Will give
unto him that thirsts." "Blessed are they that do hunger and
thirst for they shall be filled." Mat. 5 :4. And again, "If any
man thirst let him come unto me and drink." John 7:37-
This was beautifully illustrated in the case of the Samaritan
woman. John 4:14, 29. * * * "Fountain of the water of life."

What is this fountain? It is the exhaustless supply of "joy
unspeakable and full of glory" (1 Pet. 1:8) given to all who
truly have "passed from death to life." 1 John 3:14. * * *

"Freely." Beautifully set forth in Isa. 55 :i, 2.

V. 7. Condition and Promise. "He that overcometh."
John is the "overcometh" apostle. He shows that Christ
"overcome the world" with its tribulation. John 16:33. He
writes, "Whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world."
John 5 -.4, 5. Again unto young men, strong, because the word
of God abideth in them "ye have overcome the wicked one."
1 John 2:13, 14. * * * "Shall inherit all things." "These
things" R. V. Are you lacking many seemingly desirable

things in life? It is yours in Christ to advance to the enjoy-
ment of all the things here set forth.

As in our last lesson the church in tribulation was repre-
sented by golden candle sticks, so in verses 8 to 22 we see the
glory of earthly treasures is exhausted, in order that the
thought of the beauty and splendor of heavenly conditions may
be impressed. By Isa. 54:11-14, there is seen the employment
of earthly treasures to set forth the righteousness, peace and
joy in God. See Job 28:15, 19.

V. 22. God Is a Spirit. "No temple therein." Spiritual
worship, apart from temple and ritual, is clearly illustrated in

John 4:20 ,24. * * * "For the Lord God and the Lamb." The
name "Lamb" symbolizes the meek and innocent character and
the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ. In the coming of the
Hope of Israel every aspiration and longing of the human
heart was accomplished and all the glorious prophecies of
Messiah's triumphs in the Old Testament were fulfilled. * * *

"Are the temple of it." This new city was all temple; a
temple not made with hands. Acts 7:48; 17:24; 2 Cor. 5:1.

V. 23. The Heavenly Light. "No need of the sun * * *

moon." It is not said that these were absent. When Paul
and Silas were suffering sore tribulation in the Roman prison,
even that place was conformed into a heavenly place. Eph.
1 13. The gospel dispensation is the dispensation of light. 1

John 1 :5, 7. God is light. 1 John 1 :5. Jesus is light. John
8:12. The true church is a light. Phil. 2:15. True Christians
are lights. Matt. 5:14. * * * "And the Lamb." Christ in an
especial «ense is the Light of the world. He is light for all
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darkened lives ; the light of civilization ; of political freedom

;

of missionaries in the slums and among the darkest heathen
lands.

V. 24. I Am the Way. "Nations shall walk in it."

The words, "All they which are saved," are not found in the

best manuscripts. Shall walk represents an active state. In
Chap. 22 13, 4 it is said "They shall serve him and shall see

him. * * * And the kings of earth." John informs us in

Chap. 1:6; 5:10 that Christ hath made all believers kings

and priests. The kingdom over which we reign is within our-

selves. Luke 17:21. Earthly kings who become possessed

of this heavenly newness will be included in the heavenly state.

* * * "Bring their glory." As did the Queen of Sheba and
others to Jerusalem. The glory of our own true living can
add to the glory of the Celestial City.

V. 25. No Darkness. "The gates shall not be shut."

As in the case of Jerusalem, to keep out robbers and ene-

mies. Christ himself represents the door into the heavenly
city, a door now always open. John 10:7, 9. * * * "No night

there." Symbolic language and which may have no reference

to an actual absence of the splendor and glory of the night.

The Scriptures repeatedly convey the idea of stars in the

world of glory. Dan. 12:3; 1 Cor. 15:41. * * * "No night"
of the soul more likely is the meaning. Darkness is the

Scripture emblem of sin, sorrow, trouble, pain and death. See
Col. 1:13; Heb. 12:18.

V. 26. Glorious Gospel. This verse is largely repeti-

tional of verse 24. The evangelical prophet had foreseen the

time when "the Gentiles shall come to thy light and kings to

the brightness of thy rising." Isa. 60:3.

V. 27. God's Pledge. "No wise enter * * * anything
that defileth." There is in it no sin ; this and its source and
action were destroyed. Chap. 20:10, 15. * * * "Maketh a

lie." The lie is specified as if it was the very synonym of
defilement and abomination. And so it is. There can be no
good conscience or character or salvation to the makers of
falsehood. Lying is an awful sin. * * * "Written in the
Lamb's book of life." The eternal record of character. Con-
trast this with Chap. 20:15. God desires that all names shall

be written there. John 3:17.

The verses that follow show by symbol the presence of
positive elements of happiness. The volume of a flowing
river ; the frequency of fruit-bearing, not once a year, but,

"every month" ; the variety, of twelve manner of fruits. The
book ends with the prayer, "Even so, come, Lord Jesus, come
quickly." Let this prayer never die from the lips of man or
child.

CHTUSTIAJV EJSfVEAVOF^
Charles Rlanchard.

WHAZ5 TBMPE'RA.JVCE WILL "DO.

(A Temperance Service.)

Topic for June 23: Ref. Rev. 21 : 1-7.

T seems odd enough to find this revelation of

the new heaven and the new earth given as

our Scripture lesson for a temperance serv-

ice. Yet it is suggestive.

**JVo More Sea."

If the expression, "No mere sea" only
read "No more saloon," the reference

would be more in point. There is some-
thing striking in the statement that there

shall be no more sea. The ocean is symbol
of instability, of unrest. These things shall not be in

heaven. In another place the revelator speaks of be-

holding a "sea of glass" before the throne. This is not
a contradiction, but a confirmation. It is symbol of
peace—-perfect peace.

"JV0 Saloon in HeatJen!"

The very thought of a saloon in heaven shocks us,

Doubtless the most degraded keeper of the vilest den
on earth would have a qualm of misgiving at the sug-
gestion of a saloon in heaven. The very thought is

enough to show us the abnormal state of the individual

and public mind which causes multitudes to regard

the presence of the saloon on earth with such little con-

cern. The total separation of earth and heaven in our
thought accounts for much of our lack of private and
public conscience on the saloon question. We need a

readjustment of our spiritual vision. We need a
quickening of our moral sense to see the inconsistency

of countenancing the saloon on earth, while seeking

to bring in the better conditions which John foresaw.

Heax)en Here.

This Scripture has always seemed to me to intimate

that heaven—our heaven—is to be on this sphere. The
new heaven and the new earth take the place of the

first, which "were passed away." This is confirmed in

the words : "I, John, saw the holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a

bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great

voice out of heaven, saying, Behold the tabernacle of

God is with men, and he will dwell with them, and they

shall be his people, and God himself shall be with them,
and be their God."

A Hint to "Reformers.

The new city is to come down from God out of

heaven. Municipal reform must come down from
above. It is like the new birth. In fact, it will come
just as fast and no faster. There is just one cure for

sin—regeneration. But, like Nicodemus, we are slow

to understand what that means. Redemption will come
to society when regeneration comes to the individual. I

have less and less confidence, with every fleeting year,

in reformatory measures. I am not a pessimist. He
can not be such who reads, albeit with tear-dimmed
eyes, this twenty-first chapter of Revelation. But what
we need, dear brethren, in the ministry of the Gospel

of God's grace, and dear endeavorers, in our blessed

band, is not more organization and plans and methods
—not reformation for the individual, for the church,

for the city, for society—but regeneration. Life

!

Life! It is the Gospel way, it is God's way. "Behold,

I make all things new !" It is the voice of him that

sitteth upon the throne. And because he has spoken
it I believe it will be. But when will it be, and how
will it be? It will be when the former things have
passed away.

"CT/>e Former Things."

"There shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there be any more pain." These
are among the former things. And along with them
will go the saloon—one of the chief sources of the

world's utter wretchedness and unuttered woe. With
them will go also, "the fearful and unbelieving, and
the abominable and murderers and whoremongers and
sorcerers and idolaters and all liars." While we oppose
the saloon, let us make a clean sweep of the whole busi-

ness ! This is regeneration. Thus the former things

shall pass away, and all things shall be made new.
This is worth living, striving for!

Christ's heart was wrung for me. if mine is sore;
And if my feet are weary. His have bled:

He had no place wherein to lay His head

:

If I am burdened. He was burdened more.
The cup I drink. He drank of long before

:

He felt the unuttered anguish which I dread

;

He hnungered Who the hungry thousands fed.

And thirsted Who the world's refreshment bore.

If grief be such a looking-glass as shows
Christ's face and man's in some sort made alike.

Then grief is pleasure with a subtle taste

:

Wherefore should any fret or faint or haste?
Grief is not grievous to a soul that knows

Christ comes.—and listens for that hour to strike.

C. Rossettl
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HOW GO SUVVy 15HE ETIS-
&LES OF JAMES, JWE

AJVV TEUE'R.
[Supplementary to the C. E. reading courses.]

(Continued from last week.)

S"tory of Jude.

The story of James is also the story of Jude as to

his relation to Jesus. He became a traveling evangelist

of the new faith. A plausible suggestion as to the des-

tination of the epistle is that it was written to church

in Syrian Antioch. It is a burning protest and warn-
ing against the heathen impurity that seemed to threat-

en the life of the church. He gives examples of the

dangers of sin and faithlessness, 5-7, rebukes the dar-

ing impiety of the men who were troubling them, 8-10,

and pronounces their doom, 11-14. He exhorts his

readers not to be like them but to be built upon the

true foundation, 16-21. He closes by commending
them to God. These unique epistles bear a needed mes-
sage to the individual and to the church of to-day.

[Peter's Vision "Broader.

Peter had a wider and a clearer view of the new
faith than James had. Peter was a Jew, but with the

advantage of Joppa visions and Gentile associations.

His loyalty to his Lord led him far from his Jewish
narrowness. His epistle marks a great advance from
the spirit of James.

Peter is always a picturesque character, as a man,
a disciple, an apostle, an apostolic writer. His epistle

sparkles with memories of the days he spent in the

company of the disciples with Christ. You are read-

ing the Revised Version with references. It will be

a part of your study of these epistles to note this char-

acteristic.

He writes to his brethren who are scattered abroad.
They are in great trial. Note the references in the

different chapters to the sufferings they are bearing.

Do not hesitate to use the pencil in marking your
text. In each chapter reference is made to the suf-

fering. Make a catalogue of the sufferings.

He comforts them with the thought of fellowship

with the sufferings of Christ. Note this in two pas-

sages, one in the second, and one in the fourth chap-
ter. He also refers to it in the third chapter. The
purpose of the suffering of Christ is the explanation
of the suffering of His scattered people, scattered in

the midst of a hostile world as Christ, they might ex-
ercise a ministry. This is the thought in the second
chapter.

The unfolding of the character of this ministry in

the second chapter reveals at once the Jewish feeling
of Peter and his grasp of the worldwide purpose of
God through the followers of Christ. Christ's people
are dispersed as the Jews were once dispersed, to be
ministers of the truth of God to strange peoples who
otherwise would never be touched by it. As the Jews
were to be a priestly nation, so we are to the world a
royal priesthood. This is the thought of the second
chapter. Here you will notice in the margin, refer-
ences to the Book of Leviticus. This was the ritual
of the Jewish priest. We can not well understand our
priesthood if we are ignorant of the teaching of the
Book of Leviticus. Holiness was enjoined upon the
Jewish priest. It is also the first qualification of our-
selves as royal priests.

The best commentary on the First Epistle of Peter
is the Book of Leviticus. I wish you to read it in con-
nection with this epistle. That you may do so intelli-

gently, I give you the outline of the book as given in

the Modern Readers' Bible. Law and Ritual of Of-
ferings, Chs. 1-7. Law of the Consecration of the

Priests, Chs. 8-10. Law of Purification and Atone-
ment, Chs. 11-16. The Covenant of Holiness, 17-26.

Vows and Tithes, Ch. 27. In the nineteenth chapter,

holiness is the characteristic of every relation of the

life of the Jew. It is not surprising, then, to return

to the epistle and note admonitions to holy living on
the part of Christians in relation to rulers, servants to

masters, wives to husbands, husbands to wives, broth-

er to brother.

What an exalted conception of our calling in Christ.

Scattered in the world yet not of it. Suffering, striv-

ing to realize holiness, that we may be royal priests

on behalf of those without the sanctuary, as was the

ancient priest, as was the Jew to the nations, as was
Christ "for the world. How near to Christ it brings

us. How worthy it makes us to understand the name
"Christian," and how we should "glorify God in this

name !"

The Second Epistle of Peter may best be studied

with the help of two words as an index to the thought

of the writer, warning and exhortation.

Decatur, 111.

A POIJVT FO'R SVJVDAy
SCHOOL TEACHERS.

C. Percy Leach.

I listened on a recent Sunday morning to the an-

nual report of the United Church of New Haven, ren-

dered by their venerable pastor, Dr. T. T. Munger.
The report for the most part was not especially re-

markable ; but Dr. Munger made one point, in speak-
ing of the Sunday school work in his parish, that struck

me as being very timely indeed.

The Sunday school showed a slight decrease in aver-

age attendance compared with the previous year. The
pastor explained that this decrease was due to the

disbanding of the men's class. The class disbanded,
to use his own words, "because the leader explained
rather than taught the lesson.".

I consider that a correct diagnosis of a prevailing

malady. Many a leader will find in that statement
the explanation of waning and sporadic attendance.
It is a comparatively easy thing to explain, but it is

exceedingly difficult to teach. A lazy, listless person
may explain ; a lazy teacher is an impossibility. It takes
diligent, painstaking study to be a teacher. We are
pressed for time during the week ; on Sunday morn-
ing we rush into Sunday school, not knowing what
the lesson is, but assuring ourselves that we can say
something. If everything else fails we can fall back
upon a description of the temple, an explanation of
some Jewish custom ; or we can give a section of

Jewish history.

So much time is often wasted in explaining the set-

ting of the truth that the truth which ought to be
explained and enforced is neglected.

The few moments a teacher stands before a class

are inestimably precious. Let them not be wasted in
considering the husk of truth. Get at once to the ker-
nel

;
give to the old truth new flavor from your own

experience. Teach more and explain less. Nothing
will help more to increase attendance and interest in

the Sunday school. Explanations are from the head,
teaching is from the heart.

Yale University.
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THE QVIET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

JES\ZS ATTEA'RS UO GHE ATOS&LES
Monday—John 20, 19-29.

In the room where the disciples were gathered, the

doors being shut for fear of their enemies, Jesus show-

ed Himself to them ; and, standing in their midst, he

said, "Peace be unto you !" It was no empty greeting.

Along with his salutation went his gift. A twofold

gift it was, and a double peace—the peace of his fin-

ished work, the peace of his abiding presence.

So, at conversion, he comes into the chamber of my
heart, his blessed fingers undoing the bars which have

kept him out too long. Perhaps he needs to break the

door down, so rebellious the soul is which is lurking

behind. But one thing I know, Jesus is here. He is in

the midst of my being and life. And I am glad because

I see my 1 .ord.

Tuesday—LuKe 24, 36-4-8.

"A spirit hath not flesh and bones," and Jesus has

both. Having passed through death, and emerged on

the brighter side of it, he keeps my human nature still.

There is a world of strong consolation in the thought.

It tells me that he has lost none of his comprehension

of my needs. When I am tried and troubled he feels

it. When I am in pain he is not oblivious of my sor-

row. When I require succor he knows exactly the aid

to send. He is my kinsman.

And it tells me that my humanity is capable of the

highest things. Not only in his estate of humiliation

does Jesus clothe himself in my bodily nature, but in

his estate of exaltation, too. He is not ashamed, in the

midst of the celestial glories, to be my brother. Ah,
surely, there are the greatest things in store for me.

Wednesday. 1 Corinthians 1. 1-11.

"Some," says Paul, "are fallen asleep." It is a

beautiful conception. It is a fine phrase.

If I only fall asleep, my heart will live on. The man
who slumbers has not ceased to be the man he was.

And when life is over here I do not sink into nothing-

ness and forgetfulness. My Lord lives, and I live in

fellowship with him. •

If I only fall asleep my hands will have a pause and
relief from labor. It is not that I am tired of my
Master's work, but often I am tired in its prosecution

and fulfilment. It will not be an unwelcome moment
when Jesus bids me rest awhile. And, during my sleep,

he will refresh body and spirit in wondrous ways, so

that, when I awake, I shall run and not be weary.
And if I only fall asleep, my eyes will open and will

see the King in his beauty. Sleep is merely a paren-
thesis—it is nothing more than that. I shall be up
again in the everlasting morning, and Christ will be
the first sight I see, and the best.

Thursday—1 Corinthians 15. 12-22.
The resurrection of the dead may be a profound

mystery, but it is no less a certain and glorious truth.

There is the assurance of reason. Something within

me tells me that I was not made to die. God, I feel,

would not have endowed me with such capacities and
aspirations, would not have led me so far along the
paths of knowledge and achievement, would have made
me contented with smaller things, if there were no fu-

ture world and no eternal life.

And there is the assurance of promise. Old Testa-
ment and New alike bring me many satisfying words
about the "country afar beyond the stars." They say
to me, "Thy dead men shall live," "At thv right hand

are pleasures for evermore," "He that liveth and be-

lieveth in me shall never die."

Best of all, there is the assurance of fact. Christ is

raised from the dead. Christ has passed through the

grave, and has come forth into that land where there

are no graves. And when I link myself with him, I

share in his glory and honor and immortality.

Friday—Acts 2. 22-36.
It is sad to live in a world where death is so rife. I

see its dark depths swallowing up my dear ones. I

know that before long I shall pass into its shadow. Life,

with all its temptations, all its anxieties, all its pains,

is good and pleasant to those who know the riches of

God's love. It has many golden gates that open into

the eternal light. There is the Sabbath. There is the

worship of the church. There is the Bible. There is

secret prayer. There is the comradeship of kindred
souls. There is all that inner spiritual power which the

Holy Ghost gives. Death is terrible because it snatches

me from these.

But there is a divine deliverance. My flesh, even in

the grave, shall tabernacle in hope. My soul, like my
Lord's human soul, shall not be left in Hades. I may
die, I ought to die, not as a captive taken prisoner

against my will, but as an invited guest going forth to

meet my Bridegroom. I should have within me, clear

and vigorous, the hope of the world beyond the sepul-

chre. And so for me the last enemy should be de-

stroyed.
Saturday—Acts 13. 26-37.

Christ suffered, and Christ reigns.

He drained the cup of grief and shame. "Though
they found no cause of death in him, yet asked they of

Pilate that he should be slain." But what followed?

Resurrection, revival, ascension, dominion. "He whom
God raised tip saw no corruption."

Very blessed for Jesus himself was his tasting death.

It was the beginning of his rule as our Savior. Before
he came to our world at all he had been a King, King
in virtue of his inherent Godhead and majesty. But,

now he is King in a new sense and over a freshly

acquired realm. He has gained a people for himself.

He has purchased me. and tens of thousands more, for

his possession. To-day the crown of redemption glit-

ters on his brow.
And very blessed it is for me that he tasted death,

and passed through it to victory. His experience is the

pattern of the spiritual resurrection he gives me from
the sepulchre of my sins. He endows me with the new
life of acceptance, of holiness, of trust and joy—the

new life whose goal is heaven and the sight of himself.

Sunday -1 "Peter 1. 1-9.

To "strangers" St. Peter writes his Epistle—to those

who confess that they have no continuing city here, and
who seek one to come.

It will be well if I feel that the Epistle is designed for

me. Do I cultivate the spirit of the stranger ? Are my
interests elsewhere? Is my home elsewhere? When
the soldier of the Swiss Guards hears in another land

than his own the rude melody which gathers the cows
back from their pastures on the lower slopes of the

Alps, he is so filled with what the Germans call the

Heimweh, the yearning for home, that he casts down
his sword, and tears off the foreign livery, and re-

nounces his claim for wages in order to hurry back to

his beloved mountains. It will be a good thing if, whe
Peter speaks to me about the incorruptible inheritance.

I see its towers and palaces rising above the mists of

time, and embrace it with outstretched arms, and call

myself a wayfarer and a pilgrim until T reach it, for

here.
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jST books... 1

Jesus Christ and the Social Question.

An Examination of the Teaching of

Jesus in its Relation to Some of the

Problems of Modern Social Life; by
Francis G. Peabody.—The MacMillan
Co., N. Y.

This book is distinguished alike for

maturity of thought; for clearness of

insight; and for practical suggestive-

ness. It is one of the sanest treatments
of the social question that has yet ap-

peared. The framework of the book
is simple; as is seen from the table of

contents, which is as follows: 'The
Comprehensiveness of the Teaching of

Jesus;" "The Social Principles of the
Teaching of Jesus;" "The Teaching of

Jesus Concerning the Family;" "The
Teaching of Jesus Concerning the
Rich;" "The Teaching of Jesus Con-
cerning the Care of the Poor;" "The
Teaching of Jesus Concerning the In-

dustrial Order," and "The Correlation

of the Social Questions." The follow-

ing are some of the leading thoughts
of the book: The prime purpose of

Christ is the redemption of the indi-

vidual, and the redemption of the in-

dividual, the method of the redemption
of society. The social order is the
product of personality; and personality

when renewed always fulfills itself in

a new social order. In the life and
teachings of Jesus the ideal social or-

der is disclosed. The phrase which
designates this ideal social order is

"the kingdom of God." The kingdom
of God is in the world, but not of it.

It originates within a change of heart;

it is realized in love working for right-

eousness. On the inner side it is a
divine rule, on the outer side it is a
divine realm. Professor Peabody is an
opportunist. The opportunist as he
describes him, "is not necessarily a
time-server; he may be simply a re-

former who uses each opportunity as
it arrives. The opportunist has no
definite or final program, but is ready
to use any means which for the mo-
ment appears practicable. He feels his

way through what is immediately pos-
sible toward the end which he de-

sires."

"The Gospel of the Atonement," by
Archdeacon Wilson; MacMillan & Co.,

N. Y., is a last year's book, but it is not
very widely known in America, and
attention is now called to it because
it presents a thorough-going attempt
to interpret the atonement of Christ
in harmony with the doctrine of the
divine imminence. Beginning with the
principle that "all that is essential in

religious belief can be sufficiently veri-

fied by ethical experience" the writer
goes on to show that all theories of a
transactional atonement, founded upon
the divine transcendence, being outside
the sphere of consciousness cannot be
verified. The position taken is that
the only adequate doctrine of the
atonement is that which tells us how

Christ saves us by giving us his life.

Revelation authenticates itself in ex-

perience by the transmission of life

through truth. The fact that "Christ

has infused new power into the world
which has enabled myriads to strug-

gle more successfully with sin in

themselves" is a fact true to human
experience, and it is this fact which
is the central thing in the atonement
of Christ.

The point for which Archdeacon
Wilson contends so forcefully is true,

but it is not the whole truth. A sat-

isfactory theory of the atonement can
no more be built up upon the doctrine

of the divine imminence alone than
upon the doctrine of the divine tran-

scendence alone. In the past almost
exclusive regard was given to the doc-

trine of the divine transcendence, now
the pendulum of thought is swinging
to the other extreme, and we are in

danger of giving too much regard to

the doctrine of the divine imminence.
Archdeacon Wilson discards every sys-

tem of theology which makes the

atonement a transaction which has as

its end the disposing of God to forgive

—which is well; but he discards also

the connection between the atonement
and forgiveness—which is not well.

The God who interpenetrateth all is

the God who is above all; the God who
is the indwelling life of man is also

the God who holds personal relations

with man; and any theory of the

atonement is defective which leaves

out of account either one of these

modes of divine self-manifestation.

Archdeacon Wilson's book, although
onesided, is valuable as giving em-
phasis to the aspect of truth which in

the past has been too much overlooked,

but which is happily in the present

day, receiving a large measure of at-

tention. It is a thought-provoking

book, and is well worth reading and
pondering.

"The Lady of the Lily Feet, and
Other Stories of Chinatown," by Helen
F. Clark; The Griffith & Rowland
Press, Philadelphia; is a collection of

short stories; seven in number; which
gives an inside view of the life of the

Chinese in San Francisco and New
York. It is hardly conceivable that

such a condition of things exists

among us as that depicted in these

pages. The stories are told in a sim-

ple, artless manner; and carry with

them an air of reality. They show the

unspeakable degradation of women
among the Orientals, the peril to our

civilization from the transportation of

eastern customs, while at the same
time they reveal the need and the de-

sire for the healing, cleansing gospel

of the Christ of God, and the Redeemer
of man.

of the religious and social reformation
wrought in one of the slums of Glas-
gow, by the labors of two earnest
young men, one whom became the

pastor of this regenerated district. The
methods of work and the theology
taught are somewhat conventional,

and the purpose of the story to glorify

the "dipper folk," as the Baptist's of

Scotland were formerly called, is not
concealed; yet the realism and
straightforwardness of the tale gives

to it an element of interest. Grace of

form it has none, but it has the charm
of reality, and of the presence and
power of a holy and commanding pas-

sion.

"The Divine Creed, or The Only Ground
of Union," by W. H. Willyard, Mur-
physboro, 111. 25 cents.

A concise statement of the Biblical

grounds on which Christians may
unite.

TX/TS THE "GIJVGE'R" JJV.

"The O'erturning 0' Botany Bay, or

Dipper Folk Idylls," by Alethera;

American Baptist Publication Society,

Philadelphia; is the unvarnished story

The K_ind of Food \/sed by
Athletes,

A former college athlete, one of the

long distance runners, began to lose

his power of endurance. His experi-

ence with a change in food is inter-

esting.

"While I was in training on the track

athletic team, my daily 'jogs' became
a task, until after I was put on Grape-
Nuts Food for two meals a day. After

using the Food for two weeks I felt

like a new man. My digestion was per-

fect, nerves steady and I was full of

energy.

I trained for the mile and the halt

mile runs (those events which require

so much endurance) and then the long

daily 'jogs,' which before had been
such a task, were clipped off with ease.

I won both events.

The Grape-Nuts Food put me in per-

fect condition and gave me my 'ginger.'

Not only was my physical condition

made perfect, and my weight increased,

but my mind was made clear and vig-

orous so that I could get out my
studies in about half the time formerly
required. Now most all of the Uni-
versity men use Grape-Nuts for they
have learned its value, but I think

my testimony will not be amiss and
may perhaps help some one to learn

how the best results can be obtained.

Please do not publish my name."
There is a reason for the effect of

Grape-Nuts Food on the human body
and brain. The certain elements in

wheat and barley are selected with

special reference to their power for re-

building the brain and nerve centers.

The product is then carefully and
scientifically prepared so as to make
it easy of digestion. The physical and
mental results are so apparent after

two or three weeks' use as to produce
a profound impression. The food can
be secured at any first-class grocery

store.
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General ^
M Church NeWs

The Christian News Department will be made a
prominent feature in The Christian Century. Our
aim will be to give a comprehensive view of the
things which are deemed of vital interest. In the
collection of news we invite the co-operation of our
friends in all parts of the country. An indispensable
quality of these items will be brevity. A book worth
one dollar or upwards will be given each week to the
person sending in the best list of news items of gen-
eral interest for this department. The book offered
this week is Dr. Trumbull's Yale Lectures on the
Sunday-school, the regular price of which Is $2.

CHICAGO AJ^fD vicijviry
Lake Forest University commence-

ment exercises began June 9.

The Woodlawn Presbyterian church

received twenty-six new members
Sunday, June 2.

Dr. F. W. Gunsaulus has accepted

again the presidency of Armour Insti-

tute, continuing his work with Central

church as before.

In the Episcopal diocese of Chicago

there was a total of 1,530 confirma-

tions during the past year, an increase

of 193 over the previous year.

Rev, W. J. Hawthorne, for several

years rector of the Episcopal church

at Wheaton, has resigned to accept a

call from Grace church at Galion, O.

He will assume his new pulpit at once.

Rev. Thomas Campbell, who has re-

cently resigned as pastor of the Park

Manor Congregational church, sails for

his home in Europe, June 1, accom-

panied by his wife, returning Septem-

ber 1st.

Since Rev. John T. Christian as-

sumed the pastorate of La Salle Ave.

Baptist church it has enjoyed a steady

growth. Total addition of new mem-
bers, 107—fourteen during the month
of May, ten by baptism.

The Right Rev. Samuel C. Edsall, D.

D., bishop of North Dakota, but well

known in Chicago, where he was rector

of St. Peter's parish for some ten years,

has been elected bishop coadjutor of

the diocese of Minnesota.

Rev. Dr. E. M. Stires, rector of Grace

Episcopal churcb, is endeavoring to

raise an endowment fund of $400,000

for that church before he leaves it in

September to become rector of St.

Thomas' church, New York City.

The Desplaines Methodist camp
meeting opened June 10. Addresses
were delivered by Rev. F. A. Hardin,

D. D., on "The Origin and Work of

Camp Meetings," and Rev. H. I. Ras-
mus, D. D., on "The Baptism of the

Holy Ghost for Service."

Rev. Niklaus Bolt, who has been
obliged to give up the work of St.

James' (German) Congregational
church, because of a throat difficulty

brought on by the severe climate, re-

turns to Switzerland, his native land,

having accepted a call to Lugano. Mr.
Bolt has done an excellent work and
greasy endeared himself to his people.

The West Side church of the Dis-

ciples has secured Rev. I. J. Spencer as
its pastor. This church was organized
in 1873 and since then has swarmed

three times and given up members to

work in nearly every mission church
organized in this city. They now have
a membership of 500 or 600 people, who
are earnest, active and true to the plea

for apostolic Christianty.

Rev. P. A. Hjelm, who for thirteen

years with great success has preached
the gospel to his countrymen, the

Swedes, in Chicago, eight years as pas-

tor of the First Swedish Baptist

church and five years as pastor of

the Second, has resigned his charge,

having accepted a call from the church
at San Francisco. The former pastor

at San Francisco, Rev. Chas. Palm,
will come to Illinois as Sunday school

missionary.

Christian Endeavor rallies are an-

nounced as follows: Oak Park, June
11, at First Congregational church, the

address to be delivered by Rev. Henry
W. Stough, South division, June 13, at

Christ Reformed Episcopal church,

Michigan avenue and Twenty-fourth
street; the evening will be devoted

'

largely to a social program. Evanston
division, June 17, at the Rogers Park
Congregational church, Morse and
Forest avenues.

Among the Methodisi churches of

Chicago an energetic campaign has
been undertaken to pay debts and to

remove all mortgages. In 1875 there

were fifteen English-speaking Metho-
dist churches in Chicago. Now there

are three English-speaking Chicago
districts, and within the bounds of one
of them eighteen new churches have
been dedicated within the last three

years and three others are being built.

Most of these new edifices already are

paid for.

The Epworth Children's Home, situ-

ated at Ravenswood the last eight

years, and the Methodist Deaconness
Orphanage at Lake Bluff have been
united, and will be at Lake Bluff,

where the orphanage already owns a

block of land and buildings valued at

$30,000. The institution, which is to be
known as the Methodist Deaconess
Orphanage and Epworth Children's

Home, will have 100 children, and this

number will be increased as soon as

accommodations can be provided. Sev-

eral new buildings are being planned.

The Swedish Baptist Theological

Seminary at Morgan Park had its

commencement May 15. The exercises

at these commencements are followed

year after year with increasing inter-

est. The presence of a great

number of members from the

different Swedish churches of Chi-

cago was an evidence of this fact.

There have been twenty-six students
during the school year; of these three

graduated. They were already elected

pastors before their graduation, respec-

tively by churches at South Chicago,

Des Moines, Iowa, and Daggett, Mich.

The report of the thirteen churches
and missions aided by the Chicago
Christian Missionary society for the

past six months, is worthy of study.

It shows 991 days' work in the field;

G1S sermons, 92 baptisms, 45 added by

letter, and 64 other additions, making
a total of 201 additions. They now
have a membership of 749, with 1,875

in their Sunday schools. They have
paid in rentals $883.50, and now have
about $3,000 in their various building

funds. The entire receipts of the so-

ciety since Nov. 1, 1901, were $1,-

949.78; the disbursements were $1,-

959.83.

The Baptist church at Maywood gave
a reception May 21 to the new pastor,

Rev. H. E. Norton, late of Batavia,

111. A large and enthusiastic com-
pany were present. F. E. Roberts, the

superintendent of the Sunday school,

presided. Deacon Alder gave a warm
welcome on behalf of the church, fol-

lowed by Deacon Read, who gave a

brief history of the church since the

late Pastor Anderson left them for

Austin, Minn. Dr. J. W. Conley, the

father of the church, made a happy
closing speech of congratulation. The
indications for good are very promis-

ing in every department of the church

life.

Dr. H. W. Thomas of the People's

church, has taken steps towards the

organization of a national federation

of churches which stand for freedom in

pulpit utterances and religious liber-

ty for congregations. This federation

IU SL X/GST.

£fen Harder than a Prize
Fighter-

A newspaper man is subject to trials

and tribulations the same as ordinary
mortals. Coffee "slugs" a great many
of them.

D. Beidleman, on the Wilkes Barre
Record, says, regarding his experience

with coffee, "A little over two years

ago I was on the verge of collapse su-

perinduced by the steady grind of the

newspaper office. For weeks I did not
have a night's sound sleep and the
wakeful nights wrere followed by de-

spondency and a general breaking up
of my constitution. I ran down in

weight My family physician insisted

that I leave off coffee and take on
Postum Food Coffee but I would not
hear to it.

One day I was served with a cup of

coffee, as I supposed, that had a pecu-
liarly delicious flavor. I relished it,

and when drinking the second cup I

was told that it was not coffee but
Postum Food Coffee. I was dum-
founded, and for a time thought I was
the subject of a practical joke. How-
ever, I became a firm believer in, and
a user of Postum from that time, and
almost immediately I began to sleep

nights and the irritableness disap-

peared, and in less than three months
I was completely well and in seven
months my weight increased up to 19S

pounds. I can now do the work of two
ordinary newspaper men."
There is a great big lot of common

sense in leaving off coffee and using
Postum Food Coffee.
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will be called the People's Church of

America. It will devote its best efforts

to gathering into the theaters of the

various cities of the United States con-

gregations of men and women who are

devoted to Christianity, but independ-

ent of sectarian dogma and practice.

The Church of the Mediator, Mor-
gan Park (Episcopal), was consecrated

June 9. Rev. Harold Morse is priest

in charge.

SWEDISH BAPTISTS.—The annual
conference of the Swedish Baptist

churches of Illinois will be held at the

Englewood Swedish church, Emerald
Ave. and Fifty-ninth street, June 13-

16. There are thirty-one churches,

twenty pastors, and 3,721 members in

this conference. The Swedish Baptists

in this country number 21,309. They
have 314 churches, 190 pastors and
ninety-nine other ordained ministers;

1,159 persons were baptized during the

past year. They have Sunday schools

with a membership of 20,217. The
fiftieth anniversary of the beginning of

Swedish Baptist missions in the United

States will be celebrated in Chicago in

September, 1902.

EPISCOPALIAN PROGRESS—Debts
have been paid off or reduced at Mor-
gan Park, Streator, Chicago—Epiphi-

any, St. Andrew's , St. Chrysostom's,

St. James, St. George's—Emmanuel, La
Grange; St. Alban's, Norwood Park;

new churches have been erected at

Kankakee, Glen Ellyn and Highland
Park; parish houses have been built or

are in course of erection at West Pull-

man, St. Barnabas. Atonement and St.

Peter's, Chicago; work on the new
churches of St. Paul, Chicago, Good
Shepherd, Lawndale, and Grace, Oak
Park, has been resumed; the debt on
St. Paul's, Savannah, paid and the

church consecrated; lots purchased
for St. John's, Chicago, St. Margaret's,

Windsor Park, Emmanuel (Swedish),

Chicago; work on a new church at

Austin has begun; rectories have been
purchased or built at St. Mark's, Evan-
ston, Winnetka and Dixon.

The A d-Venlists.

About one thousand Adventists were
in conference last week in Des Moines,
la. They are a missionary people. The
last general conference recommended
that each member of the church lay
aside ten cents a week for foreign mis-
sions. This pian has largely increased
the contributions.

Peter H. Vance, the last charter
member of the Baptist Church of Dan-
vers, 111., which was organized in 1838,

died on May 17. Mr. Vance was su-

perintendent of the Sunday school of

his church for forty years.

Rev. Edmund F. Merriam, for 20

years connected with the Missionary
union, much of the time filling the of-
fice of editorial secretary, has volun-
tarily retired from the work. He has
written several valuable books and
tracts on missionary themes, besides
contributing to the weekly papers. He
becomes one of the editors of the
Watchman, Boston.

At the Baptist anniversaries it was
stated that there are 43,959 Baptist

churches in America, 29,810 preachers,

4,233,226 members, who contributed

last year $14,000,000. There are seven
theological seminaries with 999 stu-

dents; 105 universities and colleges,

with 27,241 students, and 90 academies,

seminaries and institutes, with 11,127

students.

The annual Baptist ministerial con-

ference held in connection with the

commencement exercises of Shurtleff

college began June 3, in College Chap-
el in Upper Alton, and were in session

five days.

Six chapel cars for home missionary
work are supported by the Baptist de-

nomination. They contain living apart-

ments for the ministry and a chapel.

The railroad companies, recognizing

the value of religious life in the de-

velopment of an industrial community,
are very willing to haul these cars on
their trains and to keep them in re-

pair without expense. In this enter-

prise the Baptists have $100,000 invest-

ed, and, as a result of ten years' work,
they report the organization of 100

congregations, 182 Sunday schools, and
the building of eighty churches—prim-

itive affairs most of them, but still

houses of God.

A Great Gift to Brown University.

—

The second commencement of the yet

new administration of President W. H.
P. Faunce, D.D., will be signalized by
the record of a great gift within the

year, amounting to three-quarters of a

million of dollars. It is made by the

friends of the late John Carter Brown,
consisting of his wonderful library of

Americana, together with $650,000 in

cash. Of this sum, $150,000 is for a

new building and $500,000 for a library

fund. This will perpetuate the name
of the earliest donor, Nicholas Brown,
whose original gift is said to have been
mly $5,000.

Line of
Life

Congregational.
The First Congregational Church,

Detroit, has decided not to c'ose its

Sunday school during July and August
ibis year, as heretofore, out the super-

intendent and assistant superinten-

dents will be given a rest and some
one person will teach the lesson from
the rostrum, thus relieving the teach-

ers as well as the superintendents.

Rev. T. T. Holman and wife of St.

Louis are going to Bulgaria under the

American Board. He has been pastor

for five years of a city missionary
church, which, under his care, came
to self-support two years ago.

The church at Spring Valley, Minn.,

celebrated its forty-fifth anniversary
May 24. All but three of the original

fifteen members are dead.

Rev. Franklin B. Doe entered into

rest May 23, aged 74. For ten years

he was home missionary superinten-

dent for northern Wisconsin, and for

five years more had charge of the mis-
sionary work of the entire state. In

1883 he was appointed superintendent
of Home Missions for the southwest,

on PEARLINE
users' ha.nds should

be deep a.nd long. PEARLINE
lengthens life by removing the
evils of the old way of washing
cramped bending to lub, long
breathing fetid steam, weary
standing on feet, over-exertion,
exhaustion. Doctor Common
Sense tells you this is ba.d
With PEAPLL1NE you simply
soa.k, boil a.nd rinse. Quick,
easy, sensible, healthful
proved by millions of users. 639

a position held for ten years. He was
identified with many important relig-

ious activities in Wisconsin.
The new Sunday school house of

Pilgrim Church, Seattle, was dedicated

May 29. It cost $10,000.

Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick has re-

turned to her school, the American In-

stitute for Girls, in Biarritz, France.

She hopes soon to transfer it to some
Spanish city, where it can do a work
even greater than that accomplished

for so many years at San Sebastian.

She has succeeded in raising about

$75,000 for the work. She is a nobl°

woman.
The American Missionary Associa-

tion has acquired the J. S. Green Col-

lege at Demorest, Ga., a chartered in-

stitution with $30,000 worth of proper-

ty and over 500 students and includes

an infant theological school with twen-

ty-eight students the first term and
the promise of seventy-five in the fall.

This will be a great advantage for the

training of young men for the southern

work.
The First Church, Alexandria, Minn.,

has had a revival. The attendance at

the two weeks' meetings reached 1,000.

Thirty-two new members were re-

ceived at the May Communion.
Seventeen members were received on

confession into the Red Jacket Church
at Calumet, Mich., at the May Com-
munion, a part of the fruit of revival

meetings conducted by Rev. F. A. Mil-

ler of Elgin, 111.

More than 150 persons have made
public confession of faith at the meet-

ings held in Rev. C. W. Carroll's

church, Cleveland, Ohio.

Uhe "Disciples.

Columbus, Ohio, has now four

Churches of Christ, the West Broad
Street Mission being organized May 12.

These people have had an Endeavor
Society for more than a year. They
have a good Ladies' Aid Society, which
has already nearly $100 in the treas-

ury to apply toward a new church

home; and they have a Bible school

which has averaged in attendance

more than sixty-five thus far during

1901, and has been self-sustaining for
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more than a year. It is a missionary

school also, having given twice, at

least, a generous offering for missions.

A new church has been dedicated at

Lexington, Ohio. The membership of

the church is now about 150, and apart

from $100 of assistance from our state

board, the work has been self-sustain-

ing from the beginning. The work
shows every mark of stability.

South Kentucky Missionary Conven-
tion.—The twenty-seventh annual
meeting was held May 29, at Owens-
boro. Tbirty thousand Disciples are

reported in this district, seventy-four

churches have been organized and 140

Eible schools. The amount raised for

the work is near $150,000. The work
for the last year indicated that three

churches and thirteen Bible schools

were organized; there were 676 addi-

tions to the Church, and a total of

$11,794.94 was raised. To the work
of Rev. J. W. Gant these results are

largely due. During the coming year
Rev. E. J. Willis is to be associated

with him.
The church in Jacksonville, Fla.,

was destroyed by the recent fire and
many of its membership rendered
homeless. Aid is of course needed to

rebuild. The First Church of Christ

there had, in less than three years,

grown from 150 to 350 members, and
the Bible school from thirty-six to an
average attendance of over 200.

New Church at Centerville, Iowa.

—

Twenty-three thousand dollars was
raised June 2 in less than thirty min-
utes for the construction of a new
church. Ex-Governor F. M. Drake
headed the donation with a subscrip-

tion of $12,500, Dr. J. L. Sawyers fol-

lowed with an offering of $6,500; other
members gave $500 each. Thirty thou-
sand dollars is necessary.

The fiftieth anniversary of the Sun-
day school of the Christian Church at

Independence, Mo., was celebrated

June 2.

The conventions of the Foreign,

Home and Women's Missionary Socie-

ties are to be held in Minneapolis
next October 10-17. The Commercial
Club has generously provided the Ex-
position Hall, holding 6,000 persons
and capable of being heard in for

speakers of even moderate voice.

Dr. H. L. Willett of the University
of Chicago delivered the address at

the commencement of Christian Col-

lege, Columbia, Mo.

At Elwood, Ind., 148 have been add-

ed to the Christian Church since Jan.

1, 1901. It now has over 600 members.
The Mothers' and Babies' Home, a

department of the work of the Benevo-
lent Association of the Christian

Church, has found it necessary to rent

a larger house and establish a training

school for nurses. Last year they
cared for 188 babies, gave temporary
shelter and employment to 100 women
and sent thirty-five babies into good
homes. The home is located at 2821

Chestnut street, St. Louis.

The receipts for Foreign Missions

from October 1 to June 1 amount to

$101,279.21. or a gain over the corre-

sponding eight months last year of

$4,436.03.

A Great Gift to Christian College

Mo.—Two years ago the trustees made
over the college property to Mrs. W.
T. Moore and Mrs. L. W. St. Clair

upon consideration that they should
expend certain moneys in the con-
struction of new buildings. When this

was done the property was to become
absolutely owned by them. These
buildings have now been completed,

these two women, out of their own
private resources, having expended or

provided about $75,000 in improve-
ments, making the whole property
worth about $100,000. They have now
redeeded the entire property to the

trustees, and have assumed all out-

standing obligations.

Rev. J. M. Van Horn preached his

farewell sermon to the church at War-
ren, Ohio, two weeks ago. He has
been with its congregation for eleven

years. During this time the congrega-

tion has grown from 450 to 994 mem-
bers, has paid off all debts, and has
now no outstanding financial obliga-

tions. Mr. Van Horn goes to Worces-
ter, Mass.
The Fourth Church of Christ of Ak-

ron, Ohio, Rev. W. D. Van Voorhis,

pastor, will dedicate its new house of

worship June 16. The present build-

ing, which is but the Sunday school

room of the permanent structure, will

cost about $5,000, and is located on
one of the most desirable sites in the

city.

Episcopal.

The Rev. A. G. E. Jenner, rector of

St. Andrews' Church, Ashland, Wis.,

has accepted a call to the Church of

the Intercession, Stevens Point.

Canon Theodore S. Richey will re-

sign the rectorship of St. Stephen's

Church, Milwaukee. He takes this

step, it is understood, in order to ac-

cept an offer from Bishop Nicholson to

become a member of the faculty of

Nashotah Theological Seminary. His
labors at St. Stephen's will end on July

1st.

In the recent diocesan conventions

some questions of broad and general in-

terest were discussed. The diocese of

Long Island urged a free and full dis-

cussion of the subject of marriage and
divorce at the coming general conven-

tion in October. Bishop Paret of

Maryland objected to the envelope

system for contributions, as he

thought it a great promoter of paro-

chial selfishness and a damper upon
missionary enthusiasm and charity.

Sunday school improvement was
sought and planned for in some of the

conventions.

The General Theological Seminary
class of 1891 marked its decennial re-

union by the offer of an annual prize

of $100 to matriculate members of the

seminary for an essay on "The Rela-

tions of Sociology to Theology and to

the Practical Work of the Ministry."

Throughout the diocese of Missouri

there has been a solid and gratifying

growth and development of the mis-
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sionary spirit, one of the evidences of

which is the fact that although the

convention of 1900 relinquished the

$1,000 appropriation of the general

board, contrary to expectation there is

an increase instead of decrease in of-

ferings for general missions.

The Society for the Home Study of

the Holy Scriptures, founded by Miss
Sarah F. Smiley, who is still its direct-

or, organizing secretary, treasurer and
general manager, has completed an-

other year of usefulness, marked espe-

cially by additions both numerous and
rare to its now valuable library. This

now comprises 3,500 volumes, and is in

much need of a fireproof structure for

its safe-keeping. It is used in part

locally in Washington, in part by
means of traveling libraries of twenty-
five volumes each, in part by loans as

individual studies may require. Dr.

Body is head examiner, and. so far

as one may judge from the report, the

work is of a scholarly character.

The semi-centennial of Trinity par-

ish, Portland, Ore., was celebrated re-

cently. That of the diocese was in-

cluded, and offerings were taken for a

fund of $50,000 for support of diocesan

missions.

Rev. E. W. Hunt has resigned as

rector of St. Paul's Church. Lansing.

Mich., because the conservative ele-

ment will not tolerate the preaching

of religious truths according to mod-
ern thought.

Rev. George L. Neide. rector of

Grace Church, Jefferson City, has ac-

cepted a call to the pastorate of Holy
Trinity Church. St. Joseph. Mo.

Rev. Irving Peake Johnson, rector of

St. Martin's Church of South Omaha,
has been called to the rectorate of

Gethsemane parish. Minneapolis. Minn.,

to succeed Rev. Dr. Faude, recently de-

ceased.

Lutheran.

The Norwegian Lutheran Free

Church, claiming a membership of 40,-

000. began its fifth annual convention

June 5 at Willmar. Minn.
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The twelfth annual meeting of the

United Norwegian Lutheran Church of

America opened June 12 at Minneap-

olis. The local congregation associat-

ed with this church is about 1,150, and

the total membership, including the

children, is close to a quarter of a mil-

lion, 135,000 of whom are communi-
cants. During the year $150,000 has

been raised for a dormitory for St.

Olaf College, Northfield, Minn., and a

residence for the president and a theo-

logical seminary building at St. An-
thony Park, with capacity for 100 stu-

dents.

The general conference of the Unit-

ed Danish Lutheran Evangelical

Church opened June 6 at Albert Lea,

Minn. Four hundred delegates, in-

cluding sixty ministers, were expected.

The Minnesota conference of the

German Evangelical Synod of North
America closed June 4 after a four

days' session at Wadena, Minn. An
increased membership in the churches

of over 1,500 was reported, besides the

building of several churches and great

gains in the Sunday and parochial

schools. Benevolent contributions were
large, one of $22,198 was given for the

golden anniversary of Eden Theolog-

ical Seminary of St. Louis, Mo.
Lutheran General Synod.—The meet-

ing at Des Moines expressed itself

against maintaining the Muhlenberg
mission in West Africa, which has

cost so heavily in the lives of the mis-

sionaries. The foreign missionary

board has authority to turn the Afri-

can mission over to natives principal-

ly, who can endure the climate. The
reporter of the board of church exten-

sion showed a total of gifts amounting
to $122,250, an excess of $21,941 over

the past bi-ennium, an increase of 24

per cent, making the finest record in

the church history. The present re-

ported communicant memberships is

198,428, an increase over the last bi-

ennium of 629. A comparison of the

losses and gains shows a net increase

of 11,324. The number of Sunday
schools reported is 1,631, an increase of

94, with a scholarship of 196,035, an
increase of 8,340. The grand total of

contributions from the congregations
was $3,333,739, an increase of $110,-

832.

Methodist.
Dr. J. D. Barbee, for fourteen years

the senior book agent of the Methodist
Episcopal Church South, will not ac-

cept a re-election. Under his manage-
ment the publishing house has in-

creased its capital twofold, and out of

its net earnings has paid to the super-

annuated preachers and widows and
orphans of deceased preachers $167,500.

The Methodist Episcopal Church of

Bridesburg, Pa., celebrated its semi-
centennial last week. The services

were largely historical and were par-

ticipated in by many clergymen who
have been connected with the church
in the half century. Of the fifteen

members who organized the society but
one is now living, William McMillan of

Norristown, Pa.

Because of alleged heretical teach-

ings, the trustees of the Kansas Wes-
leyan University have refused to re-

elect Professor Frank D. Tubbs to the

chair of science.

News has been received of the death

of Rev. W. C. Dandy, D. D., aged 80

years, May 29, at his residence in Los

Angeles, Cal. He was pastor of the

Methodist Church in Lexington, Ky.,

in 1853-4, and later a resident there

for ten years. The remains will be

buried in Chicago.

The church at Oskaloosa, Iowa, has

relieved itself of debt, $10,000 being

subscribed June 2.

The St. Louis Methodist district con-

ference recommends the establishment

of the Order of Deaconesses in the

Southern Methodist Church.

The cornerstone of the new church

at Great Falls, Mont., was laid May
30th.

The national convention of the Ep-
worth League will be in session from
July 18 to July 21 at San Francisco,

Cal. From 30,000 to 50,000 visiting

members are expected.

"Presbyterian.
The congregation of the Princeton,

N. J., Church has just celebrated the

forty-first anniversary of the pastorate

of Dr. J. Addison Henry. Nearly 750

of the Sunday school scholars and
teachers participated in the exercises.

The first brick Presbyterian church

west of the Missouri river was erected

in Nebraska City, Neb., in 1856. It

has been used as a house of worship

ever since, but is now in course of

demolition to make room for a new
and modern structure. William Bu-

chanan, who was one of the two orig-

inal elders of the church, is still an

active member.
The Omaha Theological Seminary

has had a good year. During the year

an old debt of $1,500 that had been

a gr?at weight was paid off; a six-acre

site purchased at a cost of $20,000 and
paid for; several hundred dollars de-

ficit for a former year debt paid and a

closing of this year without debt and
all bills paid. This year's graduating

class numbered five, one of whom goes

out to Siam under our board of foreign

missions. The executive committee

was empowered to proceed in securing

plans and erecting a seminary build-

ing and also a residence for the presi-

dent.

The dedicatory services for the new
and beautiful church at Neenah, Wis.,

were held June 2. The church is of

white stone, and cost between $35,000

and $40,000.

The net gain in the membership of

the United Presbyterian Church in

America during the last year was nine-

tenths of 1 per cent—1,394 in member-
ship; and in the Sunday schools a gain

of 2,017 scholars and 121 teachers. The
contributions of the Sunday schools

amounted to $112,041, or $11,430 more
than ever before.

A new church for the United Pres-

byterian body at Gayly, near Pitts-

burg, Pa., was dedicated June 9. It
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cost over $25,000. It has a seating

capacity of 500 and Sunday school ac-

commodations for 600. This is the

fourth edifice built for this parish

during 106 years of existence.

The Southern General Assembly
voted against any change in the West-
minster Confession, whether in the

form of explanation, summary or state-

ment. The minority would have liked

a declaration against the possibility of

infant damnation, but the majority re-

fused to make it, and further rescinded

the order of the last Southern General

Assembly to print in every edition of

the Confession of Faith an explana-

tory note in this regard.

Mackay of Formosa.—The famous
missionary is dead. For nearly six

months he had been suffering from
cancer of the throat. An operation

was performed at Hongkong two
months ago, but it gave no permanent
relief. Thirty years ago Dr. Mackay
left Canada and went to Formosa as a
missionary- On only two occasions has

he returned to his native land. , He
has been very successful in his work,
having been the means of establishing

between sixty and seventy churches,

a hospital, schools and a college for

the training of a native ministry and
the higher education of the girls of the

island. He married a Formosan lady,

and his two daughters married China-
men. When he landed in Formosa in

1871 he had to make his home in a

stable. He was a man of unbounded
courage.

Committee on Revision of the Con-
fession of Faith/—Rev. Dr. Henry C.

Minton, California; Rev. Dr. Charles
A. Dickey, Pennsylvania; Rev. Dr.

Herrick Johnson, Illinois; Rev. Dr. S.

J. Niccolls, Missouri; Rev. Dr. D. W.
Fisher, Indiana; Rev. Dr. William
McKibbin, Ohio; Rev. Dr. George B.

Stewart, New York; Rev. Dr. S. P.

Sprecher, Ohio; Rev. Dr. Henry Van
Dyke, New Jersey; Rev. Dr. John De-
Witt, New Jersey; Rev. Dr. J. Ross
Stevenson, Missouri; Rev. Dr. D. W.
Moffat, Indiana; Rev. Dr. S. B. Mc-
Cormick, Iowa; Justice John M. Har-
lan, Baltimore; John W. Foster, Bal-
timore; John E. Parsons, New York;
Daniel R. Noyes, Minnesota; B. W. C.

Humphrey, Kentucky; Dr. William R.
Crabbe, Pennsylvania; Elisha A. Fra-
ser, Michigan; Charles T. Thompson,
Minnesota.
As a memorial of the Rev. Maltbie

D. Babcock, a magnificent church
house, to cost half a million dollars,

is planned, and a wealthy friend of the
beloved pastor of the Brick Presbyter-
ian Church, New York, has contributed

$50,000. There is also in contempla-
tion the raising of a fund, the income
of which shall be devoted to Dr. Bab-
cock's widow during her life.

The Reformed Presbyterian Church
General Synod began its sessions May
29 in Pittsburg.

General.
Mission Friends, a Swedish religious

association, claiming 4,000,000 adher-
ents in the United States, have decid-

ed to locate their university at Mc-
Pherson, Kas. Over $50,000 will be
spent. A fine site has been secured
and work will be rapidly pushed. The
prospects of assistance for the college

are so flattering that it is the inten-

tion of the committee to provide for

a full university course. The mother
church in Sweden has a membership
of 5,000,000. Foreign missions have
been established in China, Japan, In-

dia, Africa and Alaska. Democratic
rule prevails in the management and
conduct of the church affairs. Having
no creed, their doctrine is liberal, and
all believers are accepted, but none
but converts can become members of

the church.

The Minneapolis Pastoral Alliance

has been organized, to be composed of

"all ordained ministers of this city and
vicinity." The officers of the new al-

liance are: President, W. W. Dawley,
Central Baptist; vice-president, Stan-

ley B. Roberts, Bethlehem Presbyter-

ian; secretary and treasurer, Charles
Fox Davis, Bloomington Avenue Meth-
odist; executive committee, C. F.

Swift. Park Avenue Congregational;
C. J. Tannar, Portland Avenue Church
of Christ; William Fielder, presiding

elder, Methodist.
There is a noticeable falling off in

the supply of pastors for Protestant
churches in both England and Ameri-
ca. There is also a prospect of a sim-
ilar deficiency in Germany, for while

ten years ago out of every 1,000 stu-

dents who entered the German univer-
sities 206 were students of theology,

in 1893 the number was 150 for each

1,000, while this year it is only 101.

Changes in the Holy Land.—The
modernizing of Palestine proceeds
apace. The railway from Joppa to

Jerusalem, already a commercial suc-

cess, is sending out branches north
and south, up and down the valley of

the Jordan. Jerusalem has now elec-

tric lights, telephones, phonographs,
sanitary plumbing, in short all the

ORACLE—GAL 14

modern improvements, the comforts
and the discomforts of civilized life.

Trolley lines are projected in various
directions, to Bethlehem, Jericho, Naz-
areth, Samaria, and the Lake of Gali-

lee. American windmills dot the

plains. Commercial travelers find

ready sale for all sorts of American
machinery and manufactures, from
watches to flour.

The Woman's National Sabbath Al-

liance held its last public meeting for

the season May 27. in the assembly
room at 156 Fifth avenue, New York
City. Mrs. Stephen Smith presided
over the business session, where re-

ports were given showing advancement
in the good work of the Alliance. The

rarsoi ftnpft Experiences
his ups and downs, are being printed in each issue of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religious paper packed full of Rood things for all
Bible lovers. It goes to i"> states. Canada. England
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Alliance is affiliating with other or-

ganizations for the enforcement of

Sunday laws, and the spread of the

Saturday half-holiday.

An Interdenominational Mission.

—

Plans are on foot for the conversion
of the present mission property at

Seventh and Gratiot streets, St. Louis,

into a large institutional mission. It

is planned to use the entire block, in-

cluding the present site of the Open
Door Mission. There will be a home
for fallen women, another for work
among boys, which will include a home
for newsboys and for boys who work,
and an attractive home for women,
bath houses, laundry and a chapel.

Five structures are to be included in

the group. This district is one that
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affords opportunities for mission work,

as there are many factories near. It

is an evangelical, but interdenomina-

tional work. If the funds do not per-

mit of new buildings, it is proposed

to alter and refit the structures that

now stand there, which can be done
at a comparatively small outlay. A.

Lichtenstein and Charles A. Forse are

the promoters of the plan.

Northfield Summer Conferences.

—

The Northfield dates this year begin

June 14 and do not end until Septem-
ber 2. There is a school for Bible

study, to include all the conferences

and lectures, and the general confer-

ence of Christian Workers will, as us-

ual, take up the first twenty days of

August. Rev. G. Campbell Morgan is

to be assisted in the student confer-

ences by President Low of Columbia
University, Robert B'. Speer of the

Presbyterian foreign board, the vener-
able Dr. Alexander McKenzie of Corn-
bridge, and Dr. Howard Taylor of the

China Inland Mission, and in the gen-
eral conference by President Weston of

Crozer, Rev. T. S. Hamlin of Wash-
ington, Rev. Dr. A. C. Dixon, the new
pastor of Ruggles Street Church, Bos-
ton, and Secretary Mabie of the Bap-
tist Missionary Union, who has been
ill, but is now much better.

American Society of Religious Edu-
cation.—The annual business meeting
of the American Society of Religious
Education was held last evening in

the parlors of the Colonial Hotel,
Washington, D. C, Associate Justice
John M. Harlan of the United States
Supreme Court, the president, occupy-
ing the chair. The Bible College at

Home, it was stated, has reached a
registration of 2,531 students, and the
Sunday Teachers' Normal College, 10,-

291 students. The School of Christian
Motherhood, designed to elevate the
ideals of mothers and prepare them to

be teachers of their own children, and
the College Bible Union, intended to

introduce the Bible into colleges, were
represented as making progress in

their work. During the past year four
Biblical assemblies have been held, in
which lectures and addresses have
been given. The treasurer's report
showed a total expenditure of $4,838
for all purposes. Officers chosen were:
President, Justice John M. Harlan;
vice-presidents, Rev. J. E. Rankin, D.
D.; Rev. A. Mackay Smith, D. D.; W.
S. Shallenberger; general secretary,
Rev. J. E. Gilbert, D. D.; treasurer,
William Oscar Roome. A Bible stu-
dents' alliance was established, and
Rev. D. S. Gregory, D. D., of New
York, editor of the Homiletical Month-
ly, was appointed chairman of the
department. It is proposed to present
a series of lectures on the history,
doctrines and government of seven of
the leading denominations of Protes-
tants.

Pan-American Bible Study Congress.
—Representatives of fourteen religious
faiths, Jewish and Christian, from six-
teen states or provinces, thirty-eight
in ail, are to be the speakers at the
Pan-American Bible Study Congress

in Buffalo from July 17-21. It will be

non-partisan, non-sectarian, non-ec-
clesiastical and non-polemic. The pur-

pose is strictly educational—to con-
sired modes of Bible study and teach-

ing, compare opinions as to their prac-

tical and relative merit, etc. The pro-

gram is a full one, and includes as

speakers Professor Sanders of Yale,

President Stewart of Auburn and Pro-
fessor Rogers of Drew Seminary, Pres-

ident Harper of Chicago, Principal

Rexford of Montreal, Dr. J. M. Gray or

Boston, Warden Butler of Seabury Di-

vinity School, Faribault, Minn., Pro-
fessor Holmes of Swarthmore, Dean
Willett of the Disciples Divinity

House, Chicago University, Brigadier
Brengle of the Salvation Army, Dr.

Torrey of the Moody Bible Institute,

Chancellor Berkowitz of the Jewish
Chautauqua, Dr. Halsey of the Presby-
terian Board of Missions, Dr. Ashmore
of China, Principal White of the Bible

Teachers' College, Montclair, and oth-

ers.

The Roll of Missionary Martyrdom.
—The sorrowful tabulation of the for-

eign missionary martyrs of the Boxer
outbreak in China has been made by
Rev. G. W. Stephenson, director of the
China Inland Mission, to which the
largest number of the heroic dead be-

longed. Ninety-eight British, fifty-six

Swedish and thirty-two Americans,
women and children are known to

have laid down their lives for the

faith. In this roll of honor the China
Inland Mission stands first, with a

total of seventy-eight, followed by the

Christian and Missionary Alliance with
thirty-six, and our own American
Board with eighteen, ten organizations
in all, having lost from seventy-eight
to three each. Fifty-two children are
included.
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for the Pan-American Exposition. Tic-
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1 tl liiiiftimlLd Piles the Uerm Pile Cure fails

to cure.
-" Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.

derm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati. O.

Individual Communion
OlltfitS. ^1 i s

f

t°o/„7ers.
atal°Sn9

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO..
Box g«j Rochester, N. Y.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTH IH^, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor. Catarrh, Piles, Fistula. Ulcers.
Eczema and all Skin and Womb Diseases. Writ*
for Illustrated Book. Sent frea Address &

DOYE,^^?, Kansas City, Mo.
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Woman and Home.

Q
77>c Boj' Who Li-Ves JVe^cf Door.
Oft I've envied goodly people who

could boast a model boy,
The kind that will not fight, nor shout,

nor break each costly toy;

Who never tracks the mud about the

tidy house, nor slings

His playthings round the parlor floor

—my boy did all these things!
But whenever I would scold him, and

his heedless ways deplore,

I would always bid him pattern by the

Boy That Lives Next Door.

Yet the playthings would get broken
in the careless little hand,

And my head came nigh to bursting
when he brought his pirate band

To tear the house to atoms, while I

talked and talked in vain
To keep the small, warm fingers from

my polished window pane,
Still, whene'er his brand new trous-

ers or his ruffled shirt he tore,

He would say "he didn't care to hear
of that Good Boy Next Door."

Now at last I've perfect quiet—there
is stillness every day,

And my window panes so grimy are

grown clean and white for aye;
And I strain mine eyes to catch the

smallest mud print on the floor,

But alas! my home is spotless as the

Boy's That Lives Next Door.

Now I listen—till my yearning ears do
ache to catch a sound,

And if only I could find a shoe or

broken toy around!
But ah, no! 7 only hearken, hearken

vainly evermore,
And I only hear the laughter of the

Boy That Lives Next Door.

—Harper's Bazar.

ODBVBT>.
The boy who obeys his mother, even

when the day is warm and his book
is unusually good, may not have his

reward quite as soon as Teddy; but
he will generally have "good feelings

about it," as one little fellow expressed
it.

"Teddy, dear!" called mamma.
"Yes'm," replied Teddy. He was busy

over his book on the cool shaded piaz-

za, and it was a warm August after-

noon.

"I want you to take Victor down to

the river for a bath. The dog is so hot
in the cellar."

"But, mother, at sundown."
"Who promised to play the hose for

Patrick at sundown?"
"I did," said Teddy, a little smile re-

placing the sober pucker over his nose.

"Dear me, mamma," he remarked,
pulling on his cap, "what a thing it is

to be the man of the house!"
"Yes," returned mamma, "it is a

beautiful thing to be a cheerful little

man of the house."

Presently she loosened the big St.

Bernard; and he came leaping toward
Teddy, eagerness in every movement;
for his freedom usually meant a bath
these hot days.

"Come on, Vic!" called Teddy.
"You're more bother than you're

worth, old fellow!" he declared, fond-

ling him. "Just think of me, a two-
legged boy, waiting upon you, a four-

legged dog!" Victor could not think

about it; but he licked Teddy's hand
lovingly, as if to acknowledge the con-

descension, and they started off.

"It seems to me," said mamma to

Betty, when they sat on the porch lat-

er, with their fancy work, "that Teddy
and Victor have been gone a long

time."

"They're coming this minute, mam-
ma!" murmured Betty, peering

through the creeper.

"Why, Ted, how flushed you look!

Charge, Victor! That's right. Did he
have a cool swim, dear?"
"Did he?" cried Ted, excitedly. Then

his round face sobered. "Mamma," he

said, "how strangely things happen!
If I had not promised to play the

hose— Why, you see, mamma," he con-

tinued, breaking off and plunging into

the heart of his story, "when we got

down to the water, there was Patrick's

old father trying to swim for his straw
hat, which had blown into the river.

He's old and feeble, I thought it queer

he should be swimming for his hat so

wildly, with all his clothes on. So I

sent Victor in for it; and what do
you think?"
"What?" cried Betty, breathlessly.

"He never went near it, but straight

for Patrick's father instead, and
brought him to shore. A wise thing,

too; for the old man had given out.

I pulled him ashore, dripping; and
then away went Victor after the hat,

and brought that! The poor fellow

grabbed it, and pulled a ten-dollar bill

out from under the leather. He had
drawn it from the bank, and thought
he had lost it; and they're so poor! He

cried over the money! Vic and I took
him home, and his sick old wife cried

over him. Oh, I tell you 'twas a wet
time!" he finished winking oddly him-
helf.

Mamma and Betty both looked sus-

picious also; and Ted said: "Come
here, Vic, till I apologize. You darling

old dog, I am proud to wait on you,

sir!" And he buried his arms in the
damp fur of the noble fellow's shaggy
neck.—Youth's Companion.

Learned and Li-Oed,
Religion may be learned on Sunday,

but it is lived in the week day's work.
The torch of religion may be lit in

the church, but it does its burning in

the shop and on the street. Religion

seeks its life in prayer, but it lives its

life in deeds. It is planted in the

closet, but it does its growing out in

the world. It plumes itself for flight

in songs of praise, but its actual flights

are in the works of love. It resolves

and meditates on faithfulness and it

reads its Christian lesson in the Book
of Truth; but "faithful is that faithful

does." It puts its armor on in all the

aids and helps of the sanctuary as its

dressing rooms, but it combats for the

right, the noble and the good in all

the activities of practical existence and
its battleground is the whole broad

field of life.—John Dougherty.

"Record of Twenty-Three year*
In the twenty-three years since the

College Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation was started as an intercolle-

giate movement, more than 3,000

young men have been led through its

influence to enter the ministry. The
American and Canadian Students' As-

sociation movement is represented in

624 societies in institutions of learn-

ing, and has between 33,000 and 34,000

members. Its voluntary Bible classes

number 12,000 students engaged in

daily devotional study. Over 35,000

persons have been "converted"

through its instrumentality.
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Summer School of Greek of Drake University

JUNE 17 TO AUGUST 15, 1901

There are not many places where an opportunity is afforded to do work in

Greek during the summer vacation. Our summer school of Greek gives to high
school graduates and college students an opportunity to make up back work in

this study. If you intend to enter college next }
-ear. you will need at least one

year's work in Greek. Courses will be offered in the first three years' work as

usually offered in academy and college.

Course 1—Completes White's First Greek book, first of Xenophon's Ana-
basis and work in composition.

Course 2—Includes books second and third of Anabasis, with composition
based on the text read; four orations of Lysias and books first and second of the
Iliad or Odyssey.

Course 3—Will include one or two of Plato's works, the oration on the
Crown by Demosthenes and one of the tragedies of JEsehylus or Sophocles.
Lectures on Old Greek Life, Art and Literature will supplement the text for

advanced students. For further information, address

SHERMAN KIRK, Professor of Greek Language and Literature

2830 University Avenue DES HOINES, IOWA
^^•^^^^^^^•^.^^•^^^•^^^^^^•^•^•^A^A^AAA^
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CHURCH BELLS ^ffi
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore, Md.

Vl"H!KVO ^1 far Soun ding,

eBELLS/^4^ DURABLEV
. ^S- ?_1"A"""^ ' «» CATALOGUE FREE.

American BELLPouNDRY^g^i^'

Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis

Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent. 30/ /I

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, Ili, 272 <

All Points

West

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Through trains Chicago to Des

Moines, Mason City, Sioux City, Omaha,
The Black Hills, Denver, Salt Lake, San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Ashland and

Copper Country. Call on any agent for

tickets or address

461 Broad -lay, - New York

601 Ches' .St. .Philadelphia

368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., • - Buffalo
212 Clark St., - Chicag

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smithf Id St. .Pittsburg

234 Superior St., Cleveland
77 Campus Martiue, Dstroit

2KingSt.,East,Toronto,Ont.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures sealp diseases & hair falling.

fiOc,and$U)l)at Druggist!

PP17 AP.rfFRQ Do you need a Sermon noternLAtnrjnO b00k? We make them.
A 288 page blank book, specially puled, indexed, and
bound in pebble black leather. Opens flat; size of
your teacher's bible. Every preacher needs one.
Prepaid to any address, $1.00. Satisfaction guaran-

EVANGELIST PUBLISHING CO., Atlanta, Ga.

West Virginia -

Christian
Newsy—Practical— Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D.Power, B.Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published evervv two weeks; 16 pages; 50
cents a year. Samples free.

L
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w.
Box 213

VA. CHRISTIAN CO.
Cameron, W. Va.
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GOSPEL PRAISE
-4 ,-•—

,

I I I I

4,000 ORDERED IIN OINB DAY

DITED by A. J. Showaltcr and E. G. Sewell. 320 pages;

322 songs, retaining the best of the old, to which have

been added many new compositions by authors of

note. Highly commended by all who have examined it.

Sample sheets to any address on application ^•^^•^•^•^•^^

m
MUSIC EDITION.. BOARDS

Single copy, by mail, prepaid $ 50
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid. . 4 80
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 5 90

WORD EDITION.. BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 20
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid- • 2 00
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 2 30

MUSIC EDITION. .CLOTH

Single copy, by mail, prepaid $ 60
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid ..600
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 7 10

WORD EDITION. .CLOTH

Single copy, by mail, prepaid 25
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid ..275
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 3 00

PUBLISHED IN BOTH ROUND AND SHAPED NOTES

ADDRESS ALL
ORDERS TO GOSPEL ADVOCATE PUBLISHING CO.

NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE



Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his lifetime, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

.etodfe
1

CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
CHICAGO.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm, J. Kirkpatbick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar st3Tle. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
flELODlES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including onty the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

ox binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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CEJVTU1&
• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

CDC Cbristian Centurp Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1 00 extra

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. J_ist is re-
vised ouce a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages art
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be sure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify as at once.

Remittances-
should be sent by draft or money order pay
able to The Christian Centurv Company,
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given oa applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand words and should be m our of
fice one week previous to date of pane? in
which they are to appear News ietnert
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and should be sent
in promptly.

EVET* MAT>E CHE ZS'RIT?

While it has always been a beautiful
trip over the Lackawanna Railroad to
Buffalo, yet the fact has not been so
generally known as it has of late, and
tbe result is that the increase of t'raffie

is very large. One of the most talked
of pieces of scenery is the Delaware
Water Gap, and it would pay any one
who has never made the trip to Buffalo
by way of the Lackawanna to take it

?nd view this beautiful spot. Another
great advantage is the shortness of the
route. It is a fact that the Lacka-
wanna is the shortest road to Buffalo.
—Insurance Times.

LO?V "RATES' TO 'B\ZFEA-
EO EJTPOSITIOJV.

Via the Nickel Plate Road. Three
through trains daily, with vestibuled
sleeping cars and excellent dining car
service, meals being served on the
American Club Meals plan ranging in

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Chicago
Depot, Van Furen street and Pacific

avenue, on tb« Elevated Loop.
Write Jo',.:. T. Calahan. Oeneral

Agent, 111 Adams street. Chicago, for
full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the Expo-
sition Buildings and Grounds

A Rare Opportunity

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY
i

...AND...

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

A High-Class Monthly Magazine, Conducted in the Interests of the Higher Life of the Household

Two Good Journals for the Price of One

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING occupies a position peculiarly its own, in that
it is conducted in the interests of the higher life of the household, for it

is devoted not only to practice, but to inspiration—to telling how the
everyday affairs of life may be conducted, but always leading upward.

Its departments, regular and special, are as numerous as the varied phases of

the life of the household. It appeals tc either sex, whether of young or of
advancing years, and not only helps but gratifies the physical, mental and
aesthetic natures of all its readers. The contributors' list for the coming year
is a long one, and contains the names of many writers who are already familiar
to the public. The following topics and lines of research are samples of what
Good Housekeeping is doing for the dwellers in the homes of America:

Successful Kitchens
Solutions of the Domestic Help Problem
The L,atest Hygiene
Home Handicraft of Various Kinds
Homemade Christmas Gifts, Illustrated
Truth about Dishonest and Adulterated Food
Famous Cooking Schools Described
People Who Have Uplifted Home I,ife, Il-

lustrated
New Sources of Income
Tasteful House Furnishing, Illustrated.
' Good Housekeeping Babies"
Disadvantages and Advantages of Country

Girls

Advantages and Disadvantages of City Girls
Women's Exchanges
"The Best Way," in all kinds of Housework
Mistakes of Young Housekeepers
Original Recipes from Famous Cooks and

Cooking Teachers
The Four-footed Cousins
Fathers and Sons
Household Economics
New Ideas in Fancy Work
Changes and Tendencies in Home I,ife

New Fashions and Their Wearers
Diseases of Children, etc., etc.

The whole magazine is dominated by a high purpose to be an ever-ready

help and inspiration toward making "the higher life of the household" a prac-

tical and delightful reality in every family, and a force in social and civic affairs.

Each number consists of 96 pages filled to overflowing with original and inter-

esting reading, including many handsome and striking illustrations.

Our Absolutely Unparalleled Offer

By an arrangement iust perfected we are enabled to offer this most useful

and interesting magazine on the following special and remarkably liberal terms:

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY, One, Year, $1.50)

GOOD HOUSEKEEKING, One Year, $1.00 I

Total, $2.50 )

BOTH only $|.
50

We thus offer the two ablest and most representative journals of their class

at the price of The Christian Century alone, thus giving our readers an op-

portunity never before offered. Think of it, a handsome illustrated magazine,

a year's numbers of which make an elegant volume of over 1150 pages, all of

which may be had for a nominal sum by every subscriber, old or new. under
this most remarkable offer. This is surely a rare opportunity, and no one
should delay or fail to take advantage of it.

A sample copv of Good Housekeeping will be sent to any address on
receipt of eight cenl» lii Siaiups, which should be sent to the publishers at

Springfield, Mass., or Chicago, 111. Remit by postoffice or express money order,

check, draft or registered letter to

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COHPANY, Chicago, III.
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EDITORIAL
SOME 'BETTE'R THIJVG.

Some better thing. It is GooVs way
Of giving to His children. Every day
We crave for things against His will.

He giveth not the things we ask
But in their stead things better still.

The types and shadows of the past
Were by the substance far surpassed

;

The glories of the ages gone
Were but the twilight of the rising sun.

So all of life a progress is

To higher life and purer bliss.

The flower fades, the fruit appears,
The freshness and the bloom of youth
Are followed by the riper years.

Each stage of life but brings the soul,

Some nearer to the final goal

;

And death itself is but the door
To glorious things that lie before.

Through all the years with all they bring,

God ever gives some better thing.

THE DECREASE OF THEO-
LOGICAL STWEJSTTS.

N a recent number of the Biblical World
there appeared a most significant edito-

rial discussion of the fact that the num-
ber of candidates for the ministry has de-

clined in recent years. The writer seemed
nervous lest the opponents of the higher
criticism should turn round with an in-

dignant, "I told you so," and attribute this

falling off to the wickedness of the critics.

Without being able to reach any definite

conclusion, he tried hard to meet and
crush that method of attack upon the spirit or teach-
ing of modern biblical scholarship.

The fact that the number of students at theological
schools has dropped down is not peculiar to America

;

it is being confronted also in Scotland, to some ex-
tent also in England and in Germany. Of course it

may be that this is simply a wave somewhat larger
than usual, such as all institutions experience. The
causes may be as fleeting as they seem to be obscure.
In that case we may expect that without much dis-

cussion or effort the matter will be corrected in the
next few years. But on the other hand this evident
avoidance of the ministry, or at any rate of theo-
logical schools, may be due to causes of a deeper
kind, causes which will abide and do their dread work
until they are discovered and destroyed by the might
of the Church's will.

If we wish to identify these causes we must look in

two directions. They will be found among the eco-
nomic or social conditions and among the religious
conditions of our day. We propose to look at each
of these briefly.

i. During the last twenty-five or thirty years the
three great Protestant countries named above

—

America. Great Britain and Germany—have enor-

mously increased their material wealth. The career

of almost any young man of ability may now bear

him up to the heights of fabulous wealth. With
wealth goes power, and with power, fame, and with

all these that most alluring prize, social distinction.

The prizes which commerce and science, the hand-
maid of commerce, now offer surpass in number and

apparent amount those to which young men could

look forward fifty years ago. It was one of the acute

observations of the late Archbishop Whately, a pio-

neer of formal logic and political economy in Eng-
land in the first half of the last century, that the

church could only hope to secure the services of the

best university men if its highest prizes reached very

high in the social and economic world. We should

be sorry to admit this ; but we cannot doubt that

what he said contained a practical truth. Undoubt-
edly social and pecuniary prospects do exercise a cer-

tain strong influence over the imagination, and
through it over the conscience, of even earnest young
men at the age of decision. In Germany itself this

has been felt. In the end of the eighteenth and the

first half of the nineteenth centuries almost the su-

preme place was given in the public esteem of Ger-

many to the universities. Not much money was to

be made in the Germany of those days in any direc-

tion ; so that the poverty of teachers, professors, and
pastors did not count against them in the minds of

men. The result was that into the universities and
church there ran the hurrying feet of the most am-
bitious and gifted youths. But Germany has since

then become a greater military empire and is also gal-

loping into the mad career of the wealth makers of

the world ; and now he would be bold indeed who
would maintain that German universities stand as

high in intellectual and moral influence as they did

two generations ago.

This, then, we must recognize as a fact whose force

is now telling as never before upon the number and
the quality of those who seek the ministry. The
prospects seem socially and economically more bril-

liant for those who go into other careers.

2. We aje prepared to hear an indignant retort to

all this. We shall be asked whether these considera-

tions ought to weigh against the sacred and weighty

motives which have impelled the noblest men to enter

the service of the Gospel in the past. And our an-

swer is, Of course not. We, too, believe that the

ministry of Christ can be presented to men in a fash-

ion that ought to call out the most ardent devotion of

the most ambitious and gifted men. But this must
be done in a religious atmosphere that is intense, by
appealing to religious motives that are mighty, and

by describing religious results that are sublime. We
of the church cannot match the attractions of the

world by any mere social or economic arguments or

prizes. It is the religious atmosphere against the

worldly ; the loftiest views of the ministry must out-

shine the loftiest peaks of social attainment. Then
only can we hope to receive into the patient and
strenuous life of the Christian ministry the ablest and
most eager young spirits of the rising generation.

Scholarship, whether it calls itself higher criticism

or anything else, can only justify its claims to make
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the Bible more real, if it makes those sacred pages
shine for the simplest soul in Christendom. It is re-

ligious aims and motives that create and sustain the

Church of Christ ; and it is only when these are most
clearly defined and most warmly and passionately

urged that we can expect to win the loyal devotion of

the best minds and the noblest hearts. And those

motives and aims are not far to seek. They cannot
be different from those which brought the Son of God
into the world and made his great apostles go into

all the world and preach his Gospel. The world has
no greater reason today for the lifelong devotion
of men to the ministry than the salvation of the lost,

the manifestation of the redeeming love of God, the

determination to make the cause of our only Lord
and Savior triumph among men. In those churches
and communities where strong men are living on
these divine impulses and pursuing these divine ends,

we still find that young men of great promise enter

the career of the ministry. But diminish the eternal

momentousness and immeasurable glory of the Chris-

tian Gospel, and out of that chilled atmosphere and
commonplace experience no such devotion can be ex-

pected.

THE SOVEIlEIGJVTy OF THE
CHWRCH.

NE of the signs of the times is a lessened

O appreciation of the value of the church.

It does not occupy the high place in the

estimation of men that it once did. For
this the church itself is largely to blame. It

has been too apologetic—too much on the

defensive. It has not asserted itself—it

has not always taken the high place to

which it has a right as the representative of
Christ in the world.

To Christ the church is an object of
special love and regard—the most precious thing on
earth. He uses the words "my church" much as a
man uses the words my wife, my child, my home.
The glory that belongs to him belongs to his church.

He says "All authority has been given unto me in

heaven and on earth
; go ye therefore as my delegates,

and speak in my name, calling upon men to do what-
soever I have commanded them."
The kingly power which belongs to Christ belongs

in some measure to his church. Now Christ gave to
the world a new idea of sovereignty ; he brought in

a new imperialism. He was a king without a crown,
without a court, without a scepter, without an army,
without a visible kingdom. When the accusation was
brought against him that he declared himself to be
the King of the Jews, Pilate asked with a sneer, "Art
thou a king then?" His reply was, "Thou sayest it;

a King I am." Was ever such a King seen before?
His was a new form of sovereignty ; and it is this
new form of sovereignty that belongs to the church.
The sovereignty of the church, like the sovereignty

of Christ, is moral sovereignty. We are in danger of
falling into the mistake of the Jews and looking for
a kingdom which comes with outward pomp and
show. The Church of Rome does this ; and every
Protestant church that glorifies outward success does
this.

Christ says "My kingdom is not of this world."
The kingdom of the church is founded upon moral
power. To the question of Pilate, "Art thou a King?"
Jesus answered "A King I am, for to this end was

I born that I might bear witness of the truth." His
kingdom was to be established not by the power of

the sword, but by the power of truth.

To found the kingdom upon truth is to found
it upon love—for in truth love is revealed.

Love is the power by which the church is to conquer.

Before she can rule, the church must be crowned with

thorns. Her scepter is the scepter of love—her sov-

ereignty the sovereignty of sacrifice. She wins regal

power by the shedding of sacrificial blood.

The sovereignty of the church is not a future at-

tainment, but a present reality. She is called upon
to exercise sovereign power now. Looking forward
to this Christian age Jesus said, "Do ye not know
that the saints shall judge the world?" They are as

the representatives of Christ to lay down for men the

rule of life. They are to speak with authority on moral
questions because they speak in the name of Christ.

They are to pronounce moral ultimatums. To them
has been given binding and losing power. "What-
soever sins ye remit they are remitted unto them, and
whosoever sins ye retain they are retained." This
power is declarative. The church has this power only

when she speaks as the mouthpiece of Christ.

The church is to represent Christ as King. Christ

has been set forth crucified among us ; has he been

set forth enthroned among us ? We have held him up
as a prophet—a teacher sent from God ; we have held

him up as a priest who has offered up the sacrifice of

himself; have we been equally careful to hold him
up as a King? Through the church the moral majesty
of Christ—the true Kinghood of Christ—ought to be

expressed.

Moreover, the church is to set forth Christ, not as

the future King, but as the King who is now reigning.

She is not to keep listening for the sound of the chariot

wheels of the approaching King, but to recognize the

King as in the midst. "Cry aloud and shout, thou
inhabitant of Zion, for great is the Holy One of Israel

in the midst of thee."

The sovereignty of the church is a growing reality.

The question is often asked. Is the church losing

ground? The fortunes of Christ and of his church
are bound up together. Christ and his church increase

and decrease together.

Professor A. B. Bruce on his last visit to America
said that he was optimistic as to Christ and Christian-

ity, but pessimistic as to the church. It is hard to see

how any one can be optimistic as to Christ and pessi-

mistic as to the church, when it is through the church

that Christ is to carry on and complete his redemptive

work.
The sovereignty of the church, like the sovereignty

of Christ, is to become more and more visible. Visi-

bility belongs to the final stages of the kingdom. In-

ternal at first, it gradually becomes external. First it

is like leaven, afterwards it is like a mustard tree.

We are to see the Son of Man coming in his king-

dom. Through the church the King is to be mani-
fested. The aim of the church is to lead men to ac-

knowledge the authority of Christ : to accept him as

their King ; to bow before his scepter ; to make him
the center of social authority; to look to him to put
down everything that opposes the will of heaven, and
to establish among men the righteous reign of God.
The church is the nucleus of the kingdom. The

church is to pray for the kingdom, labor for it. to be
the main agency by which it is to be realized. Let
the church be joyful in her King, let her make the

kingdom her main issue, and she will at once be re-

enthroned in her rightful place of sovereign power.
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THE A*R15 OF QVIETJSTESS.
By the Visitor.

HE master-word of our age is haste. Its

T motto is "Faster, faster" ! Its smybol is

the lightning express. To speak of a thing

as "slow" is to give it the lowest possible

assessment. To increase speed is the am-
bition of the race. The world is looking

for the man who can reduce the schedule

of an ocean trip by hours, of an inter-

urban train by minutes, of a racehorse

by seconds. Values are measured in

terms of speed. The time-rate of postal

delivery is a matter of greatest importance. Special

delivery letters have laid the government under bonds

to hasten them to their destination. The telegraph

is displacing the post as a means of business, so neces-

sary has rapidity of communication become ; and
even now the telegraph is rated too slow and the

long-distance telephone is the ordinary instrument of

intelligence in most of the leading commercial houses.

There was a time when a letter was rapid enough.

Now not even the telegraph will do. The telephone

with its facilities for instant and personal conver-

sation is the only adequate instrument. It is not enough
to say that we are a restless and unquiet people : we are

actually cultivating restlessness and unquiet. We
cannot content ourselves with the modest ways of our
fathers. We are dissatisfied with the limitations of

country life, and are rushing to the already over-

crowded cities, and this because life is more rapid

and restless there.

Characteristic of Americans.

This is especially true of our American life. In

England a business man gets down to his office at

nine or ten o'clock, and after a lunch period of an
hour or more at noon, he returns home at four or

five o'clock, content with his day's work. The Ger-
man is even less ambitious. But the American is astir

by seven; at eight he is deep in his business, and by
noon has completed fifty important business trans-

actions. Then he snatches a twenty-minute interval

for lunch, and rushes back to his desk to continue his

tremendous mental strain till six o'clock or later.

Max O'Rell, our genial French visitor and critic,

says that in the year two thousand the American
business man will awake in the morning, enter his

dressing cabinet, and by touching a button be bathed,
shaved, breakfasted and deposited at his office door,
all in the space of a minute and a quarter.
Money? Of course he makes money—no wonder

he sells his steel in Sheffield and Birmingham, his

cotton in Liverpool, his bicycles in Coventry and his

shoes in London. Like the Pharisee of old, he has his

reward. The only question is, whether he may not
be paying too high a price for his success.

Our spirit of haste produces everything which can
be made or secured except manhood and woman-
hood. Does it help or hinder them? I need not
show how this tumult of things renders impossible the
cultivation of family life. The household starts in

the morning with a rush. The father must be off to
business and the children to school. There is no
time for conversation or for worship. There was a
time when they read a bit of Scripture and had a
brief prayer, or joined in the Lord's Prayer; but one
day there was no time, they thought, and they let it

go, and then the habit grew, and now they have out-

grown the wish for these things ; and the family life,

that was once guarded as by walls of fire by this sim-

ple service, goes on unprotected and careless. Then
what has the evening for them? The rush of the

day has wearied them all. Reading is impossible,

the concert or lecture too dry, and the result is that

something more exciting like the theater or the

card table is the only relish of such a life. In this the

children can have no part, and the family is but a

name.
This spirit of haste is responsible as well for much

of the irritability, nervousness and illness of our age.

We are not so organized as to be able to live in a

rush of events and maintain our poise without train-

ing and caution. The penalty falls upon men in the

form of nervous prostration and collapse, and upon
women in the shape of worry, vexation, nervousness
and such debilities as are their common burden in this

age.

The "Remedy Suggested.

It is of no value to rail at the world, and grow
pessimistic. The only virtue in the discussion of the

subject lies in the discovery of a remedy. That
remedy lies in a simple, yet much neglected apostolic

word, "Study to be quiet." This does not imply

withdrawal from the world, but a certain mastery of

spirit that saves one from the ceaseless fret and care

of an unquiet life. More time is wasted and more
power lost in the consciousness of a pressing host of

duties than in their actual performance. It is worth
while to take time quietly to consider one's work and
plan for its best doing. That was the principle on
which Martin Luther acted when he said he needed
to pray the longer as he had more work to do. The
art of quietness, like all other arts, is to be obtained

only by cultivation. There is always the impulse to

panic when one feels himself smothered under a

cloud of pressing duties. It is the wild anxiety that

comes to one who arrives at the station at the last

minute, and has ticket to get, baggage to check and
a score of other things to do, all apparently in a

moment. To such a disordered soul the calm, in-

different quietness of railroad servants is little less

than maddening. But on reflection he knows that

they are right, and he is wrong. If he misses his train

it will be because he does not catch the suggestion

of their calmness and take things one at a time.

\/seless Friction.

It is our disposition to rave at delay, to worry at

possibilities, to cross bridges that we shall never

reach, to wear out the machinery of life by frantic

and useless reversals of levers which only rend and
crush. He would be an unwise engineer who treated

his machine as we treat ourselves. The quiet steadi-

ness of an ordered and poised life, where calmness is

searched for as hidden treasure, is not only self-

rewarding in its consciousness of power, but gives to

life an artistic value which is impossible to a nature

that allows itself to be carried about by every wind
of temper, worry or fear. To "abide steadfast at the

heart's core," as the French proverb has it ; to "study

to be quiet," as the apostle enjoins; "in nothing to be

anxious, but in everything by prayer and supplica-

tion with thanksgiving to let your requests be made
known unto God." This is one of the paths into the

mountain of the Lord, where his glory abides, and
where "the peace of God that passeth understanding

shall guard your hearts and minds through Jesus
Christ."
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JIOTES AJSTT) COMMENTS.
An Audacious "Proposal.

The audacious proposal of President Harper of the

University of Chicago to establish branch schools in

Europe for the special benefit of the children of Amer-
icans who may be traveling abroad, takes away the

breath of English educators. They think that he
ought to confine his schemes of expansion within the

limits of the United States. And at any rate they do
not envy him the task involved in such an under-

taking, inasmuch as they regard the children of

"globe trotters" as very poor educational material.

The Spiritual on the Top.

Professor James of Harvard, in his Gifford lec-

ture in the Edinburgh University, said: "Few of us

are not in some way infirm or even diseased, but there

remains the consolation that our infirmities may be-

come the unexpected occasion of religious experi-

ences that might .otherwise be impossible The
physical process does not invalidate the spiritual re-

sult." This is a valuable testimony to the truth that

the physical exists for the spiritual, not the spiritual

for the physical. Though the outward man perish

the inward man may be renewed day by day.

On the Way to Independence.

The unreserved and unconditional acceptance of the

Piatt amendment by the constitutional convention of

Cuba brings to the people of the United States a sense

of relief. This action does not secure independence,

but it heads Cuba in that way; it constitutes the Cu-
bans candidates for independence. They have acted

upon the principle the half the loaf is better than no
bread. Cuba has virtually been declared a foreign

country under the American sovereignty. If that

means much for Cuba, it means more for us. It

marks a further step in a new national policy. Whither
it shall lead no one can foretell.

An Englishman's Estimate of America.

Referring to his recent visit to Chicago Frederick
Harrison, the English critic, records that he finds that

"the citizens were bringing their extraordinary enter-

prise to bear quite as much on social, intellectual and
artistic interests as they confessedly were on grain,

ham, steel and lumber." And he says further that

"they will have to do so if they are to hold their own
in the future civilization. For the manifest destiny
of Chicago is to be the heart of the American con-
tinent." He adds that life in the United States "is

one perpetual whirl of telephones, phonographs, elec-

tric bells, motors, lifts and automatic instruments. To
me such a life would not be worth living and the mere
sight of it is incompatible with continuous thought.
But business seems to be done in that way. And I

did not learn that the percentage of suicide or in-

sanity was very seriously increased by these madden-
ing inventions."

"Death of Tbuo "Distinguished Men of Letters.

Sir Walter Besant, who has just passed away, was
thoroughly English and got to the heart of English
life. His writings are strong in the element of hu-
man interest. Being purpose novels, they may not
take highest rank as literary art, but they throb with
life and they stir the heart with generous emotions.
The People's Palace of East London was erected as
the result of his book entitled "All Sorts and Condi-
tions of Men." Sir Water Besant was not onlv ad-

mired as a leader of the English people, but was loved

as a man. His death is a public loss.

Robert Buchanan is another literary celebrity who
has passed over to the majority. He was a virile and
versatile writer ; somewhat belligerent in tone, and
apt to have his judgment darkened by prejudice. His-

dislike for Kipling was unbounded, and the severity

of his criticisms led to something of a reaction in

Kipling's favor. But in spite of his unpleasant self-

assertiveness he was a distinct and wholesome influ-

ence in the realm of letters.

Missionaries and "Politics.

In an article on "The Missionary in China," by H.
C. Thompson in the Contemporary Review, a high

tribute is paid to the value of the missionary work
which has been accomplished in that difficult field.

But it is added, "the future evangelization of China
would be more rapid and complete if the missionaries

could free themselves entirely from the assistance of

the various governments and would trust solely to-

the persuasive nature of their doctrine. External
force is a Upas tree which, in the far east, withers all

belief in the sincerity of the Christian avowals and
paralyzes them as nothing else can. This policy might
not seem to many to be worldly wise, but if followed

out a noble lesson of Christian forbearance and un-
selfishness would be presented. Mr. Thompson is of

the opinion that the claims for indemnities ought not

to be pressed. For the heathen Chinese to identify

the Christian missionary with a policy of "aggressive

worldliness" would, he thinks, be a misfortune to the

cause of missions.

President Patton's "Baccalaureate.

There is an element of truth in what Pres. Patton of

Princeton has to say about the decadence of the sense

of sin. But it is well to remember that the convict-

ing work of the Holy Spirit has respect to righteous-

ness as well as to sin ; and it is the conviction of

righteousness that is receiving special emphasis in the
present age. Never was the sense of the need of

righteousness, individual and social, more keen ; and
never was the call to righteousness more clear and
loud. There is a pessimistic note in President Pat-
ton's baccalaureate which is not in keeping with the

belief in the progress of Christianity. He says : "We
ask ourselves if we see the nations armed to the teeth

and making war upon weaker nations whether we are

living in the 20th century of the Christian era. We
see that the nations foremost in the service of the

Prince of Peace are not studying things that make
for peace nor things wherewith they should edify one
another, but are studying the things that make for

war, and the means by which they may destroy one
another." It is true that war has not yet ceased ; but
never before was war so heartily deplored ; never be-
fore did man recoil more from its horrors ; and never
did the nations of the world feel under such a strong
obligation to justify themselves in having recourse to
the arbitrament of the sword.

Jubilee Day at the y. M. C. A. Contention.

Jubilee Day, which was celebrated on Thursday last

at the International convention of the Y. M. C. A.,

now being held in Boston, was marked with the high-

est enthusiasm. Among the interesting features of

the occasion was the receipt of a telegram from Em-
peror William of Germany, which ran as follows

:

"Transmit to the brotherhood of Young Men's Chris-

tian Association of America, assembled for the jubilee
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convention my hearty congratulations. With pride

the brotherhood may look back on its past life, which
promises further to flourish and increase. May this

expectation be fulfilled in a rich measure. With
satisfaction I see that the German associations, active

in the same endeavor, take part fraternally in this sol-

emn gathering. May the American associations also

in the future train, for their great fatherland, citizens

who are sound in body and soul and of earnest convic-

tions of life, standing on the only unmovable founda-

tion of the name of Christ, whose name is above ev-

ery name. Wilhelm I. R."

CHICAGO JSTQ&ES.
A Faithful "Public Ser-Vant.

The record of over half a century of faithful service

belongs to Denis J. Swenie, chief of the Chicago Fire

Department, who now retires from office to enjoy a

well-earned rest at the end of an active and strenuous

life.

Uhe "Death of "Dr. Fatvcett.

In the sudden death of Rev. William Fawcett, D.
D., ptomaine poisoning resulting from the eating of

canned salmon—the M. E. Church of Chicago loses

one of its best-known preachers. Dr. Fawcett was
especially prominent in evangelistic work.

Free Tejct "Books.

It has been finally decided that the first four grades

of the public school in Chicago will be supplied with

free text books. The effect of this action will be

watched with interest. The Board has already ap-

propriated $91,000 for the purchase of new books.

"Ruinous Agencies.

It is believed that there are 1,000 men in the city

who make it their business to allure young men to vile

resorts, and not fewer than 50,000 men—that is about
one man in every nineteen of the population—are en-

gaged in occupations which tend to the ruin of young
manhood.

The E-Vening Service Versus the Theater.

While the smallness of the evening services in our
churches is being deplored, in seventeen theaters on
a recent Sunday evening the aggregate attendance of

men from 15 to 41 years of age were 17,160, and it

was found that relatively the larger audiences of mew
were in the cheapest and most degraded places.

A J^etv President of Late Forest X/ni-Versity.

Rev. Richard B. Harlan of Rochester, N. Y., has
accepted the presidency of Lake Forest University.

He comes into office on a rising tide. The financial

outlook is promising and steps are being taken to

centralize the affiliated departments. Dr. J. G. K.
McClure, who has been acting president for the past

four years, will now devote all his time to the interests

of Lake Forest Presbyterian Churcn, of which he has
been pastor for the past twenty years.

An Important MoxJemen'.

An important announcement was made at the Lake
Forest University commencement to the effect that
$I2,0C"' '" ,i -"- available from the Bross fund, and
with this money the trustees have purchased from
the heirs of Dr. Mark Hopkins, late present hi Wil-
liams College, the right to publish "Ev-dcr.zrs of
Christianitv." This volume will be the first of a

series to be known as the Bridgewater series and
to be sold in accordance with the wish of the founder

of the fund at a minimum price, so that they may
have as large a circulation as possible. In connection

with this fund a lecturship on Christian evidences

will be established.

A Startling Statement.

On a recent Sunday evening a careful count was
made of the men in a Madison street saloon at seven

o'clock. The number was 524, and during the next

two hours there were 480 more. At one of the bil-

liard tables young men six feet deep on all sides were

eagerly engaged in open gambling. Private stairways

connect this saloon with the vilest theater of the city.

Surely this condition of things calls loudly for reform-

atory and preventative work among the young men of

the city.

The 'Religious Condition of young Men-

In his interesting book on the above subject, which

is reviewed on another page, Mr. Oates states that of

the thirteen millions of young men in the United

States and Canada it is estimated that not more than

one million are members of evangelical churches.

There is no doubt that at least seven millions of them

habitually stay away from all churches. Not more

than one-third of the boys remain in Sunday school

after they reach the age of fifteen. It is safe to say

that 50 per cent of the young men do little or nothing

in an aggressive way to promote the organized Chris-

tian work of the churches.

SOJVG OF THE GWEJV&IETH CEJVTVRy.

"Christ in the heart, and his love in the nation, is the only

cure for the ills which threaten us to-day."—ExPresident

Harrison at the Ecumenical Conference in New York.

"Christ in the heart, and his love in the nation

Stronger are these than the gun or the sword

;

Dawns the new day of our country's salvation,

Cleansed from her sins by the might of the Lord.

Christ in the human heart,

Teach us the better part,

Save us from treachery, battle, and greed.

Love be the nation's word,

By every people heard

—

Love for humanity in its great need.

Angels of Bethlehem, sound your glad chorus,

Thrilling our souls by its message divine.

Warfare and carnage no more shall rule o'er us,

Brightly the star of our Saviour shall shine.

Star of the Prince of Peace,

Bring to us swift release,

Let hot our brothers their brothers destroy.

Lead us to truly pray,

Show us the higher way,

Teach us that living for others is joy.

Flag of our fathers, float on in thy glory

!

Always thy red stand for justice and law,

Ever thy white tell the sweet gospel story,

Never thy blue in its truth show a flaw,

And every lustrous star

Shine from thy folds afar,

Over a people united and free.

Guarding this flag above,

Keep us, O God of Love,

Loyal to country, to manhood and Thee.

—Elizabeth Lloyd.
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DAHK. A.JVDJESX/S HAD JSfOT COME.
By Theodore G. Soares, Ph. D.

Dark on the stormy lake.

He tarries on the Gilead shore,

While in the boat they quake,
They twelve, and bend the useless oar.

Dark, a lonely dark,
And Jesus had not come.

Dark in the world to-day
In dens of vice, in haunts of crime,

Where self and greed hold sway,
In heathen lands of every clime.

Dark, a hideous dark,
And Jesus has not come.

Dark in the human soul
That's barred from God, great longings crushed,

Set on its own control,

Till e'en the still small voice is hushed.
Dark, a wilful dark,
And Jesus has not come.

Light of the world, he came.
Let none in darkness walk, and death

Become a shadowy name.
"I am with you to the end," he saith.

Light, universal light,

And Jesus now has come. —5". S. Times.

THE T*RESEJ!CE OF CH1UST
If* THE EVCHATUST.

By James M. Campbell.

HAT a change in the meaning of the Sup-

Wper was to be introduced by the coming
of Christ is evident from the words, "As
often as ye eat this bread, and drink the
cup, ye proclaim the Lord s death till he
come" (i Cor. x:26). These words

—

which are thought by many to be part of

a ritual which came into use in the early

church in connection with the observance
of the Supper—can be taken to mean that

the Lord's Supper was to be ob-
served up to to the time of his coming, and then
discontinued ; or that the Lord's death was to be
shown forth by it up to that time, and thereafter it

was to have a new significance. These are the only
possible interpretations ; and we will hold to the one
and reject the other just as we put the emphasis upon
the Lord's coming, or upon his death. That is, we
must hold that in celebrating this ordinance, those
who lived before the coming of Christ were to show
forth his DEATH till he came, or they were to show
forth his death TILL he came. The latter view seems
to fall in with the apostle's teaching.

By the coming of the Lord, Paul meant his second
advent. Of that there cannot be the slightest doubt.
The speedy coming of his Lord was the uppermost
thought in his mind. His words seem to mean
that by the Lord's coming a new "revelation value"
was to be given to the ordinance of the Supper.
Henceforth it was to proclaim not the death of the

Lord who had gone, but the Presence of the Lord
who had come. By his coming again the end for

which he died was .to be completed. The shedding of

his blood upon the cross would have availed nothing
had it not been followed by his resurrection and re-

turn. When he returned the Supper was to become

the expression of his continued life, rather than the
symbol of his death. No longer was it merely to
refresh the memory concerning the Christ who once
lived and died on the earth, but it was to be the token
that the Christ who lived and died had come again
to live forever with his people. No longer was it to

be the memorial of an absent Christ, but the means
of contact and fellowship with the living Christ. In
a word, it was henceforth to be a sacrament of life,

rather than a festival of death.

It was his failure to see the changed significance

of this ordinance which led Emerson to reject it. He
could not believe that Jesus meant to impose a me-
morial feast upon the whole world. Had he seen in

this simple rite not an audacious attempt on the part

of Jesus to perpetuate his name, but a helfpul way of
perpetuating fellowship with himself, the reason for
its observance would have been more apparent.

At present the position is taken by a certain class

of Christian scholars that Jesus did not formally in-

stitute the Supper as a perpetual ordinance, but that

its continuous observance is due to the natural

promptings of the love and loyalty of his disciples to
express themselves in symbols which Jesus himself

had employed. Others coming nearer the truth,

think that its perpetual observance "is due to dis-

closures made by our Lord after his resurrection."

Its formal institution is evidently implied in the words
"This do in remembrance of me," but new reasons
were undoubtedly given for its observance after his

resurrection. When first celebrated it was a parting

meal in which Jesus himself participated. To his dis-

ciples he said, "With desire I have desired to eat this

Passover with you before I suffer." The meaning
which it had before he suffered it was to retain until

he was glorified. During his absence it was to keep
green the memory of his death, but after his return

it was to be transformed from the memorial of his

death to the sign of his real and abiding presence.

At the very time when the Supper was instituted

Jesus intimated in the plainest terms that it was to

assume a new significance in the future. That was
not to be the last occasion upon which Jesus was to

meet with his disciples. Death was not to rob them
of him. Although about to leave them the fallen

threads of their fellowship would again be taken up.

The Supper of which they partook together was
something more than a farewell feast ; it was also

the pledge of future reunion, of restored and con-

tinued fellowship. The parting cup of which they

drank together was to give place to a cup of unend-
ing communion. Foreseeing his resurrection and
return Jesus says to his disciples, "I will not drink

henceforth of this fruit of the vine until the day
when I drink it new with you in my father's kingdom"
(Matt, xxvi :29). By the Father's kingdom he does

not mean the final abode of the blessed which lies

beyond the grave, but the kingdom which was about

to be established upon earth. In the Father's king-

dom fellowship would be resumed on a higher plane.

The eating and drinking of the present would pass

over into spiritual communion. The Lord's return

would be the occasion of festal joy. With his disciples

he would drink the new wine of the new age ; thus

bringing the Supper to its final fulfillment, in the re-

union and fellowship of the church with her restored

Lord. It was this sublime assurance that made the

farewell feast the "bread of comfort, and the cup of

consolation" to the sorrowing disciples.

The memorial idea, although not altogether elimi-
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nated from the Supper, is not the prominent one.

The central idea is not commemoration but com-
munion ; not the remembrance of the dead Christ, but

communion with the living Christ who' once vis-

ited this earth in the guise of mortal flesh, but the

looking up into the face of Christ who has returned

in the Spirit, and who is present in the bread and
wine, that in them and through them he might give

himself to us.

That this was Paul's view is evident from the

words, "The cup of blessing which we bless is it not a

communion (literally a participation) in the blood of

Christ? The loaf which we break is it not a com-
munion (a participation) in the body of Christ" (i

•Cor. x: 16). Apart from the Presence how could

there be communion? If Christ is not risen, and if

he is not personally present, fellowship with him is

impossible.

The Supper was founded upon the Passover, but it

is something more than a "transfigured paschal feast."

When the Passover was taken over into Christianity

it received a new and enlarged meaning. It stood
not for national deliverance through the blood of the

paschal lamb, but for spiritual deliverance through
Christ, the Lamb of God, who was sacrificed for us.

In the Parousia the glorious fulness of its spiritual

significance was revealed. From that time forth it

was to be a great object lesson to the world, teach-
ing men that the one who died for human sin is now
present to deliver; that from being a precious mem-
ory he has become a living and life-giving presence.

This is also the view which John presents in his

Gospel, which contains the latest development of
•Christian thought. The blood of jesus is not merely
something shed for us, but something received by
us. "Unless ye eat the flesh of the son of man and
drink his blood, ye have not life in yourselves" (John
vi:53). Christ himself is to be received, not cor-
poreally, but spiritually ; not by the mouth of the body,
but by the mouth of the soul—namely, by faith. He
is to become the life-blood of the soul ; the present life

of all who receive him.
The practical conclusion, then, to which we are

brought, is that since the coming -of Christ in the
Spirit it is our privilege to enjoy through the Supper
the sense of his actual presence. The value of this

rite, as an aid to faith, is that it brings the reality
of his presence into view. It proclaims that he is

really here, that his presence is not figurative nor
imaginary, but real and efficacious ; that the bread and
wine instead of being mere signs to assist the mem-
ory, are the forms under which Christ offers himself
as the true food of our souls. In a word, it is not a
funeral feast, but a feast of joyous fellowship; not a
commemorative rite, but an operative rite; not a
memory but a faith; not a memorial of an absent
friend but the outward seal of his unseen presence;
not the act of mourning over the dead, but fellow-
ship close and personal with the living. In the words
of Dr. R. W. Dale, "The ordinance represents a per-
manent relation between Christ and those who trust
in him, a perpetual participation in the divine life, so
that he becomes the life of our life, the sinew of our
strength, the inexhaustible fountain of our joy."

If Christ has come he is present, and if he is pres-
ent we may find him at his table; but if he has not
come, how can he be present, and if he is not pres-
ent how can we find him at his table, or anywhere
else on this desolate earth ? That he has come is the
only valid ground that exists for the belief in his

presence ; that he is present is the reason why we may
now meet with him and receive the fulness of his

sacrificial life. There is a sense in which the presence
is in the believing soul.

"Such ever bring him where they come
And going take him to their home."

The presence becomes a reality to the individual

only so far as faith looks through the symbols in

which Christ is presented, and seeing him, receives

him by an act of spiritual appropriation.

The idea of the present must not, however, be lim-

ited to the Supper. The presence of Christ in the

Eucharist has been called the Real Presence" ; and so

it is in a distinctive sense ; but the Eucharist itself

derives its significance from the wider truth of the

real and abiding presence of Christ in the church, and
in the world. And for this truth it stands. In the

Roman Catholic church where the preaching function

is not made prominent, and where the Gospel story

is not freely circulated, the celebration of the mass is

an acted parable which keeps before the minds of the

people the thought of the presence of the Lord who
was crucified. In this pictorial Gospel is found the

popular power of the Roman Catholic church. But
when in a mysterious and magical way the presence

of Christ is made conditional upon a priestly act, and
his presence in the mass is made the only real pres-

ence, truth is perverted. For the presence of Christ

is just as real at any common meal as it is in the

mass or in the Supper; although because it is there

made a matter of distinct expression and impression,

there we are more likely to find him. The fact of our
finding him in the mass or in the Supper will, how-
ever, fail to yield its deepest lesson unless by that

hallowed moment of fellowship the truth of his abid-

ing presence is confirmed.

E'Dl/CATIJSTGI'POWE'RWF THE
LIFE AJSfV CHA'RACTE'R

OF CHTUST.

J. A. Beattie.

|ESUS showed himself to be the Wise, the

True, the Great Teacher by the choice of

the things through which he led men away
from that which they were and induced
them to become that which he desired them
to be.

The poet puts this ability and effort of
Christ in this form:
He spoke of lilies,"vines and corn,
The sparrow and the raven,

And words so natural, yet so wise
Were on man's heart engraven

;

And yeast, and bread, and flax, and cloth,

And eggs, and fish, and candles

;

See how the whole familiar world
He most divinely handled.

To the same end and teaching the same lesson, al-

though there is another point involved, are the words
of Whittier when he says

:

Our common Master did not pen
His followers up from other men

;

His service, liberty indeed,
He built no church, he framed no creed,
But while the saintly Pharisee
Made broader his phylactry,
As from the synagogue was soon
The dusty-sandaled Nazarene
Through ripening corn fields lead the way
Upon the awful Sabbath day.
His sermons were the healthful talk
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That shorter made the mountain walk;
His wayside texts were flowers and birds,

While, mingled with his gracious words,
The rustle of the tamarish-tree,

The ripple-wash of Galilee.

Again, Jesus showed himself to be the True Teacher

by his recognition of the majesty of law and the duty

of obedience to authority.

Christ invites all to become really free by a ready and
willing subjection to the law and yoke of liberty.

This lesson of the supreme importance of law and of

our relation to rightful authority and divine com-

mand Jesus teaches most clearly and pointedly by

his words and he gives the lesson special significance

by the obedience of his own life.

Late.' the Guardian of Liberty.

His life and words, his tone and spirit, his conduct

and character teach that respect for authority and sub-

jection to law are the guardians of liberty and that

without obedience to law liberty is but an empty name.

Obedience was the watchword of Jesus for thirty years

while he was subject to Joseph and Mary.

Obedience is the import of his active life among
the people and obedience is the meaning of every act

connected with the judgment seat of Pilate and the

cross of Calvary.

Again the life and character of Christ exhibit true

educating force because he places a just estimate upon

all things and comprehends the relation and impor-

tance of each.

He taught constantly that purity and injustice; that

truth and righteousness ; that virtue and integrity ;
that

faith and genuine character are rewarded with a har-

vest of blessedness. Moreover, Jesus recognized that

good and evil, that truth and error are in a constant

warfare—each striving for the mastery of the world

and with the knowledge which comes from seeing the

end from the beginning he promised the final triumph

of truth and righteousness. The constant presence of

evil, the great power of error, the desolation sin has

wrought in the earth, and the seeming success of

wicked and unprincipled men often cause us to forget

that right and that truth gain in the end the victory.

We often hear quoted the words, Antony is made
to say over the body of Caesar: "The evil that men
do lives after them, the good is oft interred with their

bones," and they are made to express the final issue in

the struggle between good and evil. Good is repre-

sented as going down to the darkness of the grave and

to the night of forgetfulness while evil rises to place

and power, to life and influence.

That this utterance of Antony is but the form of

seeming reality—the words of the orator of the day

and nothing more, even in Caesar's own case history

abundantly proves. For one person in an audience like

this, who knows or cares anything about the evil

Caesar did fifty know "Caesar, the world's

great master and his own, know the genius and gen-

eralship and the glory and greatness of his reign."

For one, to give another example, who has heard that

Bacon was ungrateful, was grasping for power, was
thirsty for gain, was a receiver of bribes, was an un-

just judge, was fined by the "King's Bench" to the

amount of 40,000 pounds, was imprisoned at the

king's pleasure by the same high authority, fifty per-

sons know of his work in science and literature

—

know that he was the wisest of his time, the profound
of his day, the most scholarly of his age. It is as a

philosopher, as an establisher of laws and as a dis-

coverer of principles that his name is as immortal as

the laws he formulated and as undying as the principles

upon which they rest. For one person who has heard
that John Bunyan was a reckless and dissipated youth
forty know that he was imprisoned for twelve long

years in Bedford jail for preaching Christ and an hun-
dred have been made wiser and better by his Pilgrim's

Progress.

More than this : The teaching of Jesus in its insight

and comprehensiveness carry us beyond greatness and
men and women of greatness back of the life and
character which make true greatness possible. They
take us to the goodness of heart, to the honesty of pur-

pose, to the integrity of motive and to the devotion of

life which ennoble the soul and ornament the head
with the crown of righteousness. Greatness is recorded
in history, it is preserved in story, and it is handed
down in song, but the goodness and the perfection to

which we are invited by the Gospel of the Great Teach-
er are embalmed in the memory and enthroned in the

heart of the good and true of all ages.

Because this is the case the men and the women of

God live on in immortal youth and in unfading beauty.

It is as true during the opening days of the twentieth

century and it will be as true when it reaches its meri-

dian splendor as in the days of Daniel, the prophet,

that "they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of

the firmament and they that turn many to righteousness

as the stars forever and ever." The Savior is to be ac-

cepted as the guide to follow, as the truth to be believed

and as the life to be lived, because he presents true

motives, proper incentives, worthy ambitions, real ob-

jects and because his teaching and example lead to

the fullest development, point to the greatest useful-

ness, insure the largest amount of happiness and re-

ward honest life and earnest effort with such certainty

and richness as God only can bestow. Hence it is that

the apostles of Jesus who were imbued with his teach-

ing and were guided by his inspiration present the

highest ideas and ideals of life, reaching to the very
purposes of the heart on the one hand and on the other

the fullest measure of usefulness and achievement.
It is in this spirit and in this confidence that Paul

writes as quoted in the beginning : "Watch ye, stand

fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong."

It is the light of the inseparable connection which
Paul knew subsists between motives, and conduct, be-

tween character and success that he wrote to Timothy

:

"Take heed unto thyself and to the teaching: con-
tinue thou in them, for in doing this thou shalt both
save thyself and them that hear thee." We have, as

young people and as endeavorers. in Christ a guide
who is not mistaken in the way; who errs not in judg-
ment, who fails not to reward merit, to appreciate

earnest effort and honest purpose, and who holds in

perpetual memory every noble desire and even- loving

act. We can follow no other leader who is so worthy.
We can be a citizen of no other faultless government.
We can render ourselves most useful to this busy, ac-

tive world by yielding implicitly to his authority and
by governing our lives by his divine principles and
example. We can have no higher motive, no more
worthy ambition, than to become in heart and purpose,
in conduct and character, day by day. more and more
fullv conformed to his divine image and teaching.

What a development is before the Christian. Savs
Victor Hugo: "I am immortal. I know it. I feel it.

T am but a stammerer of what I shall be. I am the

tadpole of an archangel." May every young Chris-

tion aspire in Christ to his highest possibilities.
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A GLIMTSE AT THE SOCIOLO-
GICAL TEACHINGS OF THE

JSfEW TESTAMENT.
M. B. Ryan.

THE SOCIAL IDEAL.

S was stated in an earlier article, the social

ideal of the New Testament is to have

the truth regnant in human life. And this

would result in the moral integrity of the

individual, in right relations between indi-

viduals, and the true rela'tion of all to God,
which would mean a perfect society.

In the Church of Jesus Christ the social

ideal is in process of realization. At least

this is true in the degree in which the

church is fulfilling its mission.

The church is composed of regenerated individuals.

Here'are fit social factors. These are built, not upon
partisan foundations, which would perpetuate disunity

and breed antagonisms, but upon Christ the unity,

the uniter, than whom no man can lay other founda-

tion. They are also reconciled in one body to God
through the cross, the enmity having been slain

thereby.

Here are all the great factors in social redemp-
tion—individual regeneration, social reconciliation,

union with God.
Here, too, are the evidences of salvation—the fruits

of a redeemed social state. Love is the law, and is

''without hypocrisy." Tender affection is shown one
toward another. Evil is abhorred. Good is cherished.

One in honor prefers another. Benevolence grows
apace. Hospitality abounds. There is mutual sym-
pathy in joy and in sorrow. Retaliation is unknown.
Peace is fostered. Forgiveness takes the place of

vengeance. Evil is overcome with good. The black

shadow of social discord is dispelled. The selfishness,

which is the essence of all sin, is displaced by the

brotherhood which is the outcome of all salvation.

The works of the flesh give place to the fruit of the

Spirit. The truth binds the elements together into

a harmonious social whole.
Such is the ideal for the Church which the New

Testament sets before us, unhappily but poorly real-

ized in the actual present life of the Church.

Uhe Ideal in "Prospect,

But that the ideal is yet to become the real is in-

dicated by the vision which John saw, "the holy city

Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God,
having the glory of God."

It is worthy of note that this crowning picture

in the visions of the future is the picture of a social

state. It is significant, too, that it "came down out
of heaven." It is not in heaven that this is seen,

but coming down to earth. It is a coming state of

society among men. It is the social ideal made real..

Here is the city, the place where the strain is heav-
iest on social principles and institutions ; the place'

where virtue shines the brightest only because the
background of vice is here the darkest ; the place
where a thousand battlefields are crowded into one.
If here we can see society redeemed we need not
despair.

"Jerusalem which is from above," presents a re-

deemed society. Here, first of all, is the perfect moral
integrity of the individual. The only disqualification

for citizenship here is moral unfitness. "The fearful,

and unbelieving, and abominable, and murderers and
fornicators, and sorcerers, and idolators, and all liars,

etc." are not here. These are unfit social factors.

In a perfect society they must be eliminated. There
is no place here for them. They "shall in no wise

enter here."

Here too, is "social solidarity." There are no
"classes" in this city. The things that divide men,
that estrange men, that breed antagonisms, are here
eliminated. Private ownership, that vantage-ground
of pride and oppression, out of which grow so many
and such terrible social evils, has passed ; here all

things are in common. The gold, instead of being in

the pockets of the few with its differentiating power,
is in the pavement of the street, where all have the

same and equal use of it. The precious stones, in-

stead of glittering on the persons of the few, thus

marking them off from their fellows as belonging
to a more fortunate and powerful class, are built

into the walls and gates, where every one can enjoy
them equally and have an equal possession in them,
with every one else. There are no splendid avenues
for the rich and squalid alleys for the poor. There
is one street for all where all meet on an equality.

There are no Dives and Lazarus, with but a gate be-

tween gluttonous abundance and slow starvation.

There is the tree of life, whose ever-ripening and
abundant fruit is for all alike ; while the river of the

water of life, controlled by no corporation, but issu-

ing from the throne of God, the Great Giver of all

good, flows free for all. There are no cathedrals
for the nobility and mission chapels for the serfs.

"The Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb are the
temple thereof," and every man has free access to
their presence. All social discrimination is absent.

A common level has been reached by the elevation of

all into the likeness of the great type, Jesus the Christ.

Here, also, is unity with God. "Behold the taber-

nacle of God is with men, and he shall dwell with
them, and they shall be his peoples, and he himself
shall be with them and be theiir God." Society has
here found its center. And here it has realized its

ideal. The perfect unity which sin disturbed, and
whose loss brought all individuals degeneration, and
all social evils, is here restored. Here are the per-
fect conditions for that flower and fruit of human
life, the promise of which is in the fact that man is

made in the image of God.

CIVIC P'RO'BLEMS.
By Andrew Wilson.

"Reduction of the War "Re-Venue.

July first next the law changing revenue taxes will

go into effect. It is estimated that the reduction will

amount to $41,000,000 annually. This is a reduction of

one million dollars more than the estimate based upon
the bill as passed by the House of Representatives and
four million dollars less than the estimate based upon
the Senate amendments.
Some of the detailed estimates of reduction are as

follows : Promissory notes, $3,500,000 ; certificates

of deposits, $?oo,ooo ; bank checks, $7,000.000 ; in-

surance, $3,000,000; telegraph dispatches, $800,000;
telephone messages, $315,000; express receipts, $800,-

000; conveyances, $1,750,000; mortgages. $500,000;
money orders, $602,000; proprietary medicines, cos-

metics and chewing gum, $3,950,000; legacies, $500,-
000; cigars, $3,100,000: tobacco, $7,000,000: small
cigars and cigarettes. $500,000; beer, $9,800,000;
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leases, $200,000 ; warehouse receipts, $250,000.

The law removed some of the most irksome of the

taxes The campaign promises to the brewers were

faithfully kept, though they are not satisfied.

Our 'Relations to Cuba.

After a long period of waiting Congress has de-

clared the purpose of the nation in regard to Cuba To

avoid an extra session amendments were added to he

army bill defining the status of both Cuba and the

Philirmines The demands made upon Cuba are
P P

Cuba to make no foreign treaty affecting its in-

dependence and to allow no foreign power to colonize
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ntract no debt for which provision

cannot be made as to interest and sinking fund out of

the revenues after defraying current expenses.

.The United States may intervene to preserve

independence, safety of life and property, and the dis-

charge of obligations assumed by the United States in
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the United States in Cuba during its

military occupation to be ratified and validated and

Si lawful rights acquired thereunder to be maintained

^ P
Cubals'to maintain and extend the plans of sani-

tation now begun, or others as good.
,ration now g
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by the Constitution, but left for future adjustment by
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'Coaling or naval stations to be sold or leased to

the United States at joints to be agreed upon with the
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All' these provisions to be embodied in a treaty.

The Cubans are not pleased with the terms laid

down, although the constitutional
.

convention has

adopted them Congress made a mistake when it de-

clared that Cuba "is Ind of right ought to be independ-

ent
" Cuba was not independent and a war was fought

to destroy Spanish rule. The limitations now to be

Pkced upon Cuban action are of vital importance to

the Cubans, and a mistake by our government will

cause us embarrassment in the future.

In his inaugural address March 4th the President

CJ51Q * »

"The principles which led to our intervention re-

nuire that the fundamental law upon which the new

government rests should be adapted to secure a gov-

frnment capable of performing the duties and dis-

charging the functions of a separate nation, of observ-

ing its international obligations of protecting life and

property, insuring order, safety and liberty and con-

forming to the established and historical policy of the

United^States in its relation to Cuba

"The peace which we are pledged to leave to the

Cuban people must carry with it the guaranties of per-

manence. We became sponsors for the pacification of

the island, and we remain accountable to the Cubans

no less than to our own country and people for the

reconstruction of Cuba as a free commonwealth on

abiding foundations of right, justice liberty and as-

sured order. Our enfranchisement of the people will

not be completed until free Cuba shall 'be a reality, not

a name ; a perfect entity, not a hasty experiment bear-

ing within itself the elements of failure.

Washington, D. C.

We are wont to look forward to troubles with fears

of what they will inflict, but back on them with won-

der at what they have saved us from.-Samuel John-

son.

TO
L E TTETtS

THE BOOK.LOVE'R.
MAGAZ,IJ*ES FO'R MIJVISTE'RS.

My Dear Friend: There is nothing which the

minister needs and sometimes longs for more than the

stimulus of companionship with fellow students.

Only a very strong love for books and study can cope

successfully with the enmity of modern pastoral con-

ditions. These conditions tend to dissipate energy

and distract attention. They make it hard for a man
to keep himself closely at work upon the deepest and

hardest problems of the Christian faith. But many a

man might be helped to maintain a high standard
_

of

intellectual labor if he had some companionship with

those who are working in the fields which he oughr

to till so' earnestly and constantly. It is this compan-

ionship which he longs for and cannot easily find. If

he is in a small town he looks with envy towards the

big cities with their libraries and ministers' meetings

and other institutions which he supposes, from afar,

to be powerful sustainers of the intellectual life. But

the minister in the big city has this hunger no less

acutely than his country brother. He knows how sel-

dom he can journey down to the libraries, and that

the ministers' meetings, while they do some good, are

not noted for the ardor of their pursuit of scholarship.

There is a form of companionship which, having

found it most useful myself, I wish to recommend

very heartily to others. It is found when one has

subscribed to a first-class theological or biblical or

philosophical magazine. Most ministers take in one

or more religious weeklies, some of which may be

said to have become less or less religious and more

and more weakly. And I understand that many min-

isters take in periodicals which aim at making the

work of sermonizing easier, homiletical things which

provide texts, divisions, illustrations and applica-

tions. But I am thinking of a class of periodicals, of

which, alas! there are far too few, which deal with

Biblical doctrinal, and philosophical subjects in a thor-

oughly competent manner. I say deliberately that

every minister who wishes to maintain an intelligent

interest in scholarship ought to subscribe for one or

more of these. Personally I cannot estimate the

amount of inspiration which from the beginning of

my ministry I received from such periodicals.

"Benefits of Such a Course.

The following are the chief benefits which one may

hope to receive from such a technical or scholarly

magazine: In the first place, he will be kept abreast

of the current discussions of his special field. He will

be able to discover from the run of the papers, and

the debates to which they sometimes happily lead, the

direction in which the main problems are moving, and

something of the solutions which are being offered.

In such a perodical the minister will often, of^ course,

find articles on subjects which do not specially in-

terest him; but he ought to make it a rule to read

even the most technical and abstruse of these. That

will strengthen his mind and give him a feeling for

scholarly "method and the scholarly spirit as nothing

else can, except his own thorough work in his own

line. In the next place, the minister who reads in

such a periodical will be brought frequently and more

familiarly in contact with the chief workers and theo-

logical writers of his own day. The best of these

magazines gather about them an elastic fraternity of

writers andreaders who come to feel as if they knew
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each other through their pages. The man in a lonely

parish finds himself on a friendly footing with men
whose books he may seldom buy and whose names he

admires from afar. Here, in this magazine he can

count on hearing them several times a year, as they

think aloud as it were ; for here they may discuss

many things rapidly, and yet thoroughly, and some-

times in the delightful self-revealing process of a

lively controversy. And by the reading of such a

magazine he not only learns what the main problems of

today have become, and who the men are who are

working at them ; for, lastly, he learns also much
about the best literature on many subjects from their

formal reviews, literary summaries, lists of the best

recent books and articles, etc.

Magazines "Recommended.

In Biblical and theological circles there are

probably five magazines which I ought to name
Three of these are monthlies—viz., The Exposi-

tor, The Expository Times and the Bibli-

cal World. The first named consists al-

most exclusively of articles, which discuss all

manner of subjects connected with the Old and New
Testaments. Articles of a more general nature are

occasionally admitted. It was founded by a Dr. Sam-
uel Cox of Nottingham, England, a Baptist minis-

ter of singular accomplishment as an expositor of

Scripture. When the publishers took his labor of

love from him, it passed into the hands of Dr. Rob-
ertson Nicoll, the brilliant founder and editor of that

most notable weekly paper, The British Weekly. His

conduct of The Expositor has been very successful.

In its pages such men as Sanday, W. M. Ramsay,
Fairbairn ; A. B. Davidson, Cheyne ! Geo. Adam
Smith, besides Geo. Matheson, John Watson and
others are very frequent contributors. The Exposi-

tory Times is a younger monthly paper, founded by
Dr. Hastings, the editor of the most useful Dictionary

of the Bible. It contains a larger variety of matter

than The Expositor, but is no less thorough and au-

thoritative in its workmanship. Besides most inter-

esting editorial paragraphs on leading events in cur-

rent Biblical study, it provides for the answering of

questions in Biblical interpretation, and gives also

some valuable homiletical assistance. The Biblical

World is maintained chiefly with a view to aiding

Sunday school teachers and those pastors who pay
much attention to that department. The range of its

articles and editorials is, therefore, rather more re-

stricted than the two magazines already named; but
its standing is very high within its chosen field, and
its spirit admirable. There are two quarterlies. The
Critical Review confines itself in the main to philo-

sophical and theological literature. One can, from its

learned and well-managed pages, obtain a wide sur-

vey of the field with which it deals. The American
Journal of Theology is the largest in bulk and the

most obviously ambitious of these magazines. Four
times a year it publishes long and often very impor-
tant articles by leading men in Germany, Great Brit-

ain and America, on all kinds of Biblical and theo-
logical questions. It also surveys a large mass of

literature in a long series of reviews written by many
different men. It is not likely, as yet, to be pop-
ular, but it ought to be to those who take it, a most
useful periodical. There is room indeed in America
for two or three more theological magazines. If you
hear of any new ones, encourage them as best you
can. But my observation leads me to say that those

who would start them must not make the fatal mis-
take of opening their pages to all the schools of
thought around us. It is magazines, like men, with
a character that we most need; and they alone are
likely to make for themselves a large constituency.
Definiteness of conviction always wins confidence and
effectiveness even for a magazine. The magazine that

tries to be hospitable to all the most opposite kinds
of thought is treated as we treat a man without a con-
science ; it is left severely alone.

I am yours faithfully,

Chicago, June 14, 1901. A Bookman.

TLEASAJSf TORIES.
Among the anecdotes told by Moritz Busch in his

latest book is the following : "When the present Em-
peror of Germany was a little boy, his governess one
day found it necessary to inflict bodily chastisement.
She said, however: "Believe me, your Highness, it

pains me as much as you?" "D—Does it h—hurt in

the same p—place?" inquired the victim of her disci-

pline.

A young man once said to the Bishop of Winches-
ter (Wilberforce) : "My lord, have you read Darwin's
last book on the Descent of Man?" "Yes, I have,"
said the bishop. The young man continued: "What
nonsense it is, talking of our being descended from
apes! Besides, I can't see the use of such stuff. I

can't see what difference it would make to me if my
grandfather was an ape." "No," the bishop replied, "I
don't see that it would ; but it must have made an
amazing difference to your grandmother !" The young
man had no more to say.

Mrs. Fadde, Christian Scientist: "How is your
grandfather this morning, Bridget?"

Bridget: "He still has the rheumatics mighty bad,
mum."
"You mean he thinks he has the rheumatism. There

is no such thing as rheumatism."
"Yes, mum."
A few days later:

''And does your grandfather still persist in his de-
lusion that he has the rheumatism?"

"No, mum ; the poor man thinks now that he is dead.
We buried um yisterday."—Selected.

A story of quick wit turned to apologetic uses is

going the rounds of the English papers. A Salvation
Army lassie was being tormented for her belief in the
truth of the story of Jonah. "When I get to heaven
I'll ask him for an explanation," she said. "But sup-
pose he is not in heaven," said the tormentor. "Then
you can ask him."

A bald-headed professor, reproving a youth for the
exercise of his fists, said : "We fight with our heads
at this college." The youth reflected a moment and
then replied : "Ah, I see, and you have butted all vour
hair off."

A gentleman lately dismissed a clever but dishonest
gardener. For the sake of his wife and family, how-
ever, he gave the man a character and this is how he
worked it : "I hereby certify that A. B. has been my
gardener for over two years, and during that time he
has got more out of my garden than any man I ever
employed."—Dundee Weekly News.
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W. Douglas Mackenzie.

" "We have not a high priest who can not be touched with the feeling of

our infirmities."—Hebrews 4: 15.

ORROW is that pain which comes

S
naturally from the disturbance of the re-

lations around which our affections have

gathered, out of which they have grown.

If there is any man to whom no sorrow

has come it means, therefore, that none

of his relations have been disturbed. He
might as well be a clod of earth, or a rock

buried in the heart of a mountain that has

never been moved. We feel that a man's

life has had no movement in it, no real

meaning unless there has been some disturbance of

his relations. If his relations have been disturbed in

this direction or in that, if change has come upon
him, carrying him hither or carrying him thither,

then we say that man must have felt sorrow ; the dis-

turbance must have brought pain to him. Or again

he has never lived, we say, and is incapable of feeling.

While then we regard sorrow as that which we wish

to get rid of, we despise or look down upon or even

pity and condemn the human heart that never had it

to get rid of.

When sorrow comes it has a strange double influ-

ence upon us. It at once makes us feel our relations

to the race and yet isolates and individualizes us.

No man ever felt himself to be himself so deeply,

never recognized himself so directly as when he went

into his darkest hour. And yet that is the time when the

man felt most deeply his connection with humanitv

and when his place in the midst of the race of man-
kind came to him with a new light upon it. Sorrow
at once universalizes a man, so to speak ; it gives him

a broader outlook upon man, takes him out to think

of mankind, to feel with the feeling of mankind in his

heart, and yet, also, at the same time and under the

same momentous power gathers himself back upon
himself to find himself and to name himself over and

over again. "Oh," a man says to himself at such a

time, "you are in this darkness now; that valley you

saw other men pass into is your own path. You
could not follow them ; you only called to them and

said, 'Brother, be of good courage in the darkness.

Sister, hold a high heart as you go into the valley.'

Ah! Now you are there yourself, how do you feel?

How do you recognize yourself?"

Disturbed "Relationships.

The relations that can be disturbed are, of course,

of various kinds, but I think we may group them
mainly under three heads : First of all there are

those relations in which we stand towards our fellow-

men,—the relations of the family and of friendship

;

those relations in fact wherein certain individuals

become bound up in the bundle of life with us after

such a fashion that we identify the continuance of our
happiness, somehow, with them and of their happi-

ness, somehow, with us. We do not want to think of

them as complete without us. We would despise

ourselves if we could ever again be complete without

them. They are—because we loved them, called them

friends of our souls, beloved of our spirits—forever
bound up with us in the bundle of life, in the unity of

one experience which we want to be ours and theirs

through all eternity.

Then there are those disturbances that come in

upon the relations we have with the outer world,

with our places of abode and our position. When a
man leaves the city that he loved, when a man leaves

the home that he built and where his children were
brought up, when a young man finds himself going
out into a strange city, when he turns to the old house
and the trees and the lawn and the fruit garden and
bids it all farewell, a man knows that somehow or
another this natural world also has entered into his

heart and has twined its affections around it
; yea,

the very stones are dear. But he knows that hence-
forth he is to carry, into all the years that lie before
him, the love that he had for the home that was his.

He made it, or it was made for him, but he must
love it as long as he lives. It is one of the things

that steadies a man for life, that gives the family a

feeling of unity as nothing else can, to have had one
home for many years. It is one of the awful curses

of shifting about from house to house that it makes
it impossible for children to keep forever the sacred
and beautiful feeling that one home was their home.

Thirdly, there are those other relations which we
all have to our personal ambitions and ideals. A
man goes out into life to make something of himself

and his life. He fashions the ideal of a life that he
would like to live. Now, it is a hard thing to have
that plan disturbed, to have that dream broken. But
many a man has passed through this hard experi-

ence. Very few men can really keep at the career
which they marked out for themselves and learned to

love amid the dreams and idealizations of generous
and enthusiastic youth. Very few men can keep to

that all their lives and say in their old age, "I have
fulfilled the highest ambition and purpose of my
youth." Something comes in to disturb a man's re-

lations to his cherished object and ambition in life.

And then, of course, that which applies to the am-
bition in general, applies also and is especially true

of all the detailed purposes in life. There is a great

deal of sorrow in our city, a great deal of unspoken
pain which comes to myriads of people from the dis-

appointment that has borne a keen edge of pain upon
their souls, amid the separations and the defects and
perplexities and the changes of their business life.

Darkened Faith.

When one inquires into the meaning of all this and
what it does for mankind one finds, of course, that the

effect of sorrow in all its different forms is to darken
men's hopes and to darken men's faith. Their hopes
are darkened. "If there are all these disappointments

and defeats and separations then what am I to look
forward to? Upon what can my hopes fasten them-
selves that I may live a man's life henceforth with

rest in my heart? And on what am I to fix my faith

amidst all this change ? I cannot interpret these

things. I cannot see why this has come and why that

has gone. I cannot tell the meaning for me, or for

anybody else, of the thing that has happened. Why
has it happened? On what can I fix my faith so as

to possess an assurance that everything shall at last

work together for good?" When sorrow has thus

broken down our hope and our faith, it has begun to

disintegrate our character. There are a few select,

heroic souls that can keep their honor when they
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have no hope and can maintain some measure of self-

respect when they have lost all faith in the meaning
of the universe, but these are rare, rare souls,—one

to be found in a century or half a thousand years, one.

select soul here and there groping in antiquity, stand-

ing peerless amid the dark flow of the generations, a

soul that was able to resist the disintegrating effect of

sorrow and despair upon character. For character is

that which a man builds out of his hopes, is that

which a man builds upon his faith. Take away the

faith and take away the hopes and a man has only

despair, a man has only self-will and self-dependence

to build on. How can you have aught of a noble and
lofty and a generous character made out of founda-

tions and materials like that?

How, then, are we to face this wide, wide, terrible,

constant pressure of sorrow upon the race and upon
the individual? What are we to do? How shall we
master it?

False Cures.

In the first place I do not think we ought to go
over and over the question as to the origin of evil, nor
as to why this sorrow must come and that sorrow
must come. I never found anybody yet who got any
betterment of their faith or any purification of their

character by any answer that they ever discovered to

those questions ; except when a man found out that

some definite sin had exacted some definite penalty.

Then he ought to know it and to face the fact. But,

in the next place, I do not think that any imitation

of the ancient Stoics will help us to confront the

power of sorrow. The Stoic said, "I do not explain

the presence of evil in the world, but I will simply

with a perfect heart endure it. I will depend upon
myself and the best thoughts I can win." Stoicism

produced a distant, high, self-respecting character,

but it only maintained itself by keeping itself away
from the world. Stoicism is not philanthropic, is not
pitiful, is not sympathetic. Although it is serene and
admirable, Stoicism stands apart from the flow of

things and can only maintain itself by looking dis-

tantly upon the sorrow of the world in order, if pos-
sible, to put its own at a distance. Nor will mere de-

nial of the reality of the thing make the best of sor-

row. I do not think it will help us to say, "There is

no evil ; there is no sorrow." I do not think it will

cure the matter to try and live it down by denying
it ; for, in the first place, it is a lie, and, in the next
place, the attempt that many of our friends are mak-
ing to cure it after this fashion is really going to leave

those in a helpless sorrow who must carry the bur-

dens which cannot be cured. Nor will it do to say,

to wish in our hearts that a divine miracle should
abolish it. I do not know anything that would de-

stroy character more certainly than the instant aboli-

tion of sorrow by a miracle. The man who loses

ail faith because sorrow is near, loses his character,

as I have tried to show. No less certainly would that

man lose his character upon whom some divine mi-
racle should be exerted to deliver him from all sor-

row. He could never build up a noble, sympathetic,

serene, generous, pure and true and trustworthy
character who lived in an atmosphere prepared for

serenity continually.

It is the message of our text concerning Christ

which alone comes with a true meaning and a true
power to the heart of man. Our God has made
known to us here that he is like a high priest who is

touched with the feeling of our infirmities. Priests

were often bad people, priests were often tyrants,

priests were often greedy and selfish ; but there is no
more beautiful word in all the ancient world, when
you come to study and understand its inner meaning,
than that word priesthood,—than that word priest

;

And in the Old Testament the priest is so described

that, apart from the failures of the individual men
to fulfill the ideal, we ought to feel our hearts turn to

the priests. There is no more glorious figure in all

the history of the ancient world than that of the high
priest on the great day when he went in within the

holy veil carrying the blood of the lamb and gave
it up to Jehovah as and for the life of the people.

How they loved the man, as taking their life, he dis-

appeared with their life and entered into the pres-

ence of the eternal ! And after he had prayed there

for the whole congregation and when he came out
and lifted up his hands and delivered the message of

God to the people, how they must have loved him

!

Out from the fellowship of the Eternal he
seemed to them to have come to speak the message
of the everlasting heart unto them all. When he went
in it was with the humility of the people ; when he
came out it was with the pity and the mercy of God.
When he went in he carried their sorrows upon his

heart, pleading for them before God ; when he came
out he was still thinking of their sorrows but also of

the power of Jehovah to deliver his people from their

travail and their distress.

The Great High Priest.

Here we are told that the Son of the Eternal God,
the Son of his love, is the high priest of all mankind,
touched with the feeling of our infirmities. So we
turn, of course, always back to Christ, always back to

that life which He lived, and we say to ourselves, "The
Son of God was the Man of Sorrows and acquainted
with griefs. The Son of Man was the greatest, purest,

wisest heart that ever lived ; therefore He sorrowed
most. The one that aimed highest, the one that took
the deepest grasp of the meaning of life, loved even
the world most. The heart that was most sensitive of

all hearts to every stroke of opposition and evil upon
its quivering, sensitive cords, the heart that of all

hearts knew the intensest agony of the spirit of man,
He is the Son of God. The Son of God is the Son of

Man, then, sorrowing, entering into griefs, sounding
hitherto unplumbed depths of woe, going into the

abyss of darkness out of love for Men !" So we say

to ourselves : "We have in the heart of God Himself
a heart that knows our woe, that feels our sorrows."

I am not to think of God as one waiting at the end of

my long journey to say, "Well done, you bore your
sorrows bravely. I was watching you from afar. Now
enter into my joy." Something infinitely oetter thai:

that is ours. It is a heart that has proved its own
real sympathy for man in the wonder and mystery of

the incarnation and the sacrifice of Jesus Christ. This
is the one great message the world has been able to

live on. It surpasses every other message that can
be delivered to the sorrowing. I have never heard of

anything that ever approached it for the power that

lies in the very heart of it, namely, that God has felt

the woe of man, God has Himself entered into it.

And God has Himself proved this share in our sorrow
to be His, has evidenced it to us in the most absolute

and real form conceivable. Any man who wants to

know whether the end of all his sorrow is to be joy
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may think of the heart of God in Jesus Christ. Any
man who wants to know whether anyone can under-

stand him, to whom he can go with all the darknes..

he can not speak to men and all the bitterness he can

not describe to himself—to him the message of this

gospel is now given. Yes, he can come here into the

presence of this living Son of God, this High Priest

touched with the feeling of our infirmities.

No verse of the New Testament, even on the lit-

erary side of it, is more exquisitely turned than that

verse. We would not give up for much fine gold

to be able to think of God, of the Son of God, the

Eternal Christ, and to say, "He is touched with the

feeling of our infirmities." The anguish you writhe

under goes to His heart. Your sorrow is His sor-

row. Your disappointment reaches Him. If He sees

what is the origin and outcome of it all, because He is

wiser than you, that does not for a single moment in-

terfere with the fact that your dull pain burdens Him,
that the quivering heart of the High Priest is touched
with the feeling of your infirmities. He knew what
was coming when He approached the grave of Laz-

arus ; He knew that there was in Him from His

Father the power to raise that man from the dead;

He knew that He was about to wipe away the tears

of Martha and Mary and make smiles of radiance

break over those eyes, and yet, looking into the sor-

row of Mary, looking into the anguish of honest

Martha's heart, He wept ; He Himself burst into tears.

A man may know why his child is suffering thus, he

may know why his little one must undergo this opera-

tion, may know that the little one will be better all his

life for it ; but when that little one is laid on the table

the strong man's heart quivers, the man's eyes are

filled with tears. So it is with the great High Priest. He
knows what is coming to you out of that sorrow of

last week ; He knows what is coming to others out of

their disappointments and their separations and their

dull and heavy loads of despair. He knows it all,

knows the best and the most glorious that can be
made out of it all. And yet at this moment, looking

down upon your heart that He loves so much, look-

ing down into your love which He cherishes in His

own deep, everlasting love, He feels for you, carries

you before the face of God. He is touched—touched

today—with what touches you. Amen.

TO COWSTA.JVCE.

By F. A. Noble.

Fairer far than any flowers

Ever made by sun and showers

;

Delicate beyond the traces

Of the penman's studied graces.

Are the words my Constance wrote

In her sweet and cherished note.

Evermore 'tis words like these,

Writ with sole intent to please;

Evermore 'tis kindly deeds

Speaking louder than the creeds,

Which so help us on our way
As we journey day by day.

Thanks, dear Girlie, for your thought,

And the joy your flowers brought,

In my heart a song is singing;

In my home is gladness ringing;

Fragrance floats upon the air;

Skies are bluer everywhere.

*BI*BLE SCHOOL.
"REVIEW.

Lesson for June 30: Read 1 Cor. chapter 15. Gold-
en Text : "God hath both raised up the Lord and will

also raise us up by his own power." 1 Cor. 6:14.

A CHICAGO UEACHE'R'S
Z5HE LESSOR.
Elias A. Loner.

JtOXSES OJi

ILL of this quarter's lessons have dealt with

A the sublime theme of the resurrected, the
ascended and the ever-living Christ. They
help us to see our Lord after his earth life

as teacher and example has ceased (John
20:29). Now he stands forth in the more
glorious aspect of our perpetual Compan-
ion, Helper, Comforter and Advocate, for

"we look not at the things which are seen,

but at the things which are not seen; for

the things which are seen are temporal, but

the things which are not seen are eternal" (2 Cor.

4:18). We need continually to train our spiritual eyes

to discern Jesus in this more glorious aspect.

Lesson I—Resurrection of Jesus. Luke 24-. 1-12.

Golden Text: Now is Christ Risen.— 1 Cor. 15:20.
Topic : The Risen Christ.

Verse Topics : 1—To complete Embalming. 2—Obstacles
Removed (great difficulties always yield to the combined
power of love, active faith and God's angels or sent ones). 3

—

The Forgotten Lamp. 4—Dumbfounded Women. 5—The
Great Fear. 6—To the Testimony. (If we will but remember,
believing how he spake unto us, many things that now are
perplexing will be made clear.) 7—Words Fulfilled. 8—
Awakened Hearers. 9—Telling Others. 10—First Gospel
Preachers. (Women were the first divinely commissioned
preachers of the gospel of a risen Christ.) 11—Skeptics for
Hearers. 12—Proofs Demanded.

Lesson II—Jesus Appears to Mary. John 20.
11-18,

Golden Text: Behold, I am alive.—Rev. 1:18.

Topic : The Revealed Christ.

Verse Topics: 11—Tears of Unbelief. (Lack of faith in

God's word brings us to gloom and tears.) 12—Joyful Visi-
tors. 13—Reproving Question. 14—Grief's Blindness. (How
prone we are not to see that Jesus is standing up ready to
take away our sorrows.) 15—Women's Prominence. 16—The
Lord Disclosed. 17—Joy to Others. (Many Christians are joyless
because they would in self satisfaction cling to the things
Christ provides and not go to carry his joy to others.)

Lesson III—The 'COalK. to Emmaus. Luke 24-.

13-35.

Golden Text: Did not our heart burn?—Luke 24:32.
Topic : The Christ of Prophecy.
Verse Topics: 13—Woe-begone Disciples. 14—Talking

About Jesus. (To think or talk about Jesus always brings
him to our side and into our hearts.) 15-16—Jesus with
Them. 17—The Questioning Teacher. iS—Astonished
Cleopas. 19—Power of Character. 20—Recital of Facts. 21

—

Fading Hopes. 22-24—Perplexities Reviewed. 25-26—Unin-
telligent Ones. (They had missed the real point of the Scrip-
tures, warning to all who follow.) 27—First Sunday School.
28-29—Entreating Jesus. 30—A Serving Master. 31—Jesus
Revealed. 32—Enlightened Hearts. (No earthly experience
is more blessed than that which comes when our hearts are
warmed with the power of the enlightened Word.) 33-35

—

Witnessing for Christ.

Lesson IV—Jesus Appears to the Apostles. John
20. 19-29.

Golden Text: Blessed are they that—John 20:29.
Topic: The Convincing Christ.

Verse Topics: 19—Precaution in Fear. (They allowed not
even fear to prevent their assembling.) 20—Convincing
Proofs. 21—Startling Commission. 22—Symbol of Commis-
sion . 23—Effectual Effort. 24—Notional Absentee. (Thomas
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fancied he had a good excuse for staying from the assemblage
of the saints, and thus he missed the greatest conceivable

blessing, that of meeting the risen Christ. 25—Witnesses Dis-

credited. 26—Unhappy Days. 27—Practical Evidence. 28

—

Adoring Exclamation. 29—Faith Without Sight. (Faith

based on Christian testimony and not on sight, has been
fruitful of the largest blessings of the world.)

Lesson V—Jesus and Peter, John 21, 15-22.

Golden Text: Lovest thou me?—John 21:17.

Topic : The Christ of Love.
Verse Topics: 15—A Decisive Test. (Christ's question

aimed at the root of things. Love is the true test of our
devotion.) 16—The Greatest is Love. 17—Impressive Repe-
tition. 18—Martyr for Love. (With all of Peter's short-

comings his heart was right and his spirit became Christ-like

even to martyrdom.) 19—Glory in Suffering. 20—Voluntary
Following. 21—Prying into Future. (Ours should not be

Peter's question, but rather that of Paul's
—

"Lord, what wilt

thou have me to do?") 22—The Present is Ours.

Lesson VI—The Great Commission, Matt. 28,
16-20.

Golden Text : Lo, I am with you.—Matt. 28 :20.

Topic : Christ Our Companion.
Verse Topics : 16—The Farewell Assemblage. A Moun-

tain Retreat. 17—The Royal Appearance. 18—Kindly Dec-
laration. The Powerful One. (The growth of Christianity

in the world from its small and humble beginning is most
convincing proof of the power of its leader.) 19—The Far-
reaching Orders. (It is a personal command applying to

"every one that heareth."—Rev. 22:17.) Seal of Discipleship.

20—Instructions for Subjects. Perpetual Presence. (What
an inspiring thought that with every "go ye" there is a power-
ful "Lo, I am with you alway"!)

Lesson VII—Jesus Ascends Into Hea-Ven, LuKe
24, 44-53: Acts I, 1-11.

Golden Text: While he blessed.—Luke 24:51.
Topic : The Ascended Christ.

Verse Topics: Acts 1 :i. The Continued Ministry. (Christ's

ministry began in person, is continued in the spirit through his

obedient followers.) 2—Holy Spirit Dispensation. 3—Pat-
tern Conversation. 4—Promised Power. (The waiting of the

disciples was not a season of idleness, but of preparation by
prayer and service.) 5—Cleansing unto Holiness. 6—Asked
Amiss. 7—Unanswered Prayer. 8—Abounding Power. (God
wants us to be strong, not in our own strength, but in the
Lord and in the power of his might.) 9—Passing from
Earth. 10—Angel Visitors. 11—The Returning Christ. Luke
24:52—The Ten Days' Waiting.

Lesson VIII— The Holy Spirit Gi-Ven, Acts 2,
1-11.

Golden Text: When he, the Spirit.—John 16:13.

Topic : Christ's Return Through Spirit.

Verse Topics : Disciples in Readiness. (The way to

receive a blessing is to be in readiness for it serving the
Lord.) 2—The Hurricane Sign. 3—The Sign of Fire. 4

—

Divine Power Transferred. (The Holy Spirit is the very
spirit of God. We all may possess this personal power.) 5

—

World in Readiness. 6—Astounding Effect. 7—The Changed
Lives. 8—Question of Surprise. 9, 10—Rule of Nations.
(The harvest truly was great, but the laborers were few.)
11—New View Dawning.

Lesson IJC—Jesus Our High "Priest in Hea-Ven,
Heb. 9, 11-14, 24-26.

Golden Text : He ever liveth.—Heb. 7 125.

Topic : Christ's Work in Heaven.
Verse Topics: 11—The Glorious Outlook. "Looking unto

Jesus," the very keynote of this book, is more joyous than the
looking unto aught else in the universe.) 12—Contrasted
Sacrifices. 13—The Argument. 14—Power of Blood. (Re-
call various causes besides that of Christ's service, in which
persons have given their blood for the betterment of others;
and the glory of such service.) 24—Our Heavenly Priest.

(He will stand by us before God to the end.) 25—Needing
no renewal. 26—Sufficiency of Sacrifice. 27—Death Not the
End. 28—Completed Salvation.

Lesson JT—Jesus Appears to Paul. Acts 22,6-16

Golden Text: I was not disobedient.—Acts 26:19.
Topic: Christ's work on earth.

Verse Topics : 6—Chief of Persecutors. 7—The Vine and
Branches. 8—Our Living Savior. (We manifest our love or
hatred toward Jesus by our love or hatred toward his chil-

dren.) 9—Hearing Shall Not Hear. 10—Change of Masters.

(Do we, like Saul, choose Jesus as our master as soon as we
truly learn to know about him?) 11—Damascus is Reached.
12—The Human Helper. 13—Brotherly Love for Enemy.
14—God's Choice. 15—The Changed Life. 16—God's Ques-
tioning. (A sense of unworthiness is no reason for our del.ay

in accepting Christ.)

Lesson JTI—Jesus Appears to John, "Re-V- 1, 9-20
Golden Text: Jesus Christ the same.—-Heb. 13:8.

Topic : Christ's present glory.

Verse Topics : 9—Tribulation in Exile. 10—The Com-
forter Present. (When earthly tribulation was present then
heavenly comfort came.) 11—Mighty Trumpet Voice. 12

—

Precious Light Bearers. 13—The Glorified One. (Jesus here
still shows himself to be the son, and brother and sympathizing
lover of man.) 14—Magnify the Lord. 15—Hear All People.
16—Sublime Signs. 17—Reassuring One. 18—Resurrection
Hope. He simply speaks of that which shall be true of all

who are partakers of his resurrection.) 19—The Commission
Given. 20—Mysteries Cleared.

Lesson JCII—A JVeiu Hea-Cen and a JVetet Earth,
Re-d. 21.

Golden Text : He that overcometh.—Rev. 21 :y.

Topic : The Heavenly Renewal.
Verse Topics: 1—Heavenly Newness. (If any man is in

Christ he is a new creature and contributes to new heavenly
conditions.) 2—Bride of God. 3—God's Dwelling Place. 4

—

Devil's Works Destroyed. (We are safe in associating every
evil thing in the world with the devil ; every good and truly
joyous thing with God.) 5—Commission Repeated. 6—The
Invitation. (Blessed are they that do thirst for the good
things that our Heavenly Father can give.) 7—Condition
and Promise. 22—God is a Spirit. 23—The Heavenly Light.
24
—

"I am the way." 25—No Darkness. 26—Glorious Gospel.
27—God's Pledge. (Our Heavenly Father wants your name
and my name to be written in the book of life. Our names
will be there if we are willing. Are we?)

FIVE, THE.MIJV\7TES' SE'RMOJ^l OJV
GOLDEJV TEATU.

By Peter Ainslie.

HERE is no more fascinating theme in the

T scriptures than the resurrection. Like
many other New Testament doctrines, it

has not as large a place in our present-day
thoughts as it deserves, but it is the crown
of all things. It is the one tune of the
ages and all Divine music has been set to

it. It was the consummation of the Mas-
ter's earthly service. In Him we have
read our possibilities. God raised up
Jesus from the dead and he has promised

to raise us up. The grave is naught beside the resur-

rection. We may weep at its silent doors, but the

day is not far distant when those doors shall be flung
flat into the dust and this corruptible shall put on in-

corruption. God can gather up this wasting body and
form it into perfect beauty more easily than are old

filthy rags gathered up and transformed into beauti-

ful and spotless paper. All things of worth have their

resurrection. I hold in my hands a sapphire. Where
did it come from? Once it was clay and formed a

beaten footpath, but by freeing itself from foreign sub-
stances it became white and then clear and then
caught in its bosom the blue rays of the run and at

once it became valuable—its resurrection ! Here is

an opal. Once it was sand as worthless as the clay,

but it arranged itself in parallel lines and caught the
blue, red, purple and green of the sun's light and was
increased ten-thousand fold in value. This diamond

;

where did it come from ? Once it was soot, but by its

own process it exchanged its blackness for the power
of reflecting all the rays of the sun at once and it be-
came the most valuable thing- in the world. Now if out
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of such mean things as filthy rags man can bring

spotless paper, and if out of clay sand and soot God
can bring a sapphire, an opal and a diamond, it ought

not to be thought incredible that out of corruption

God can bring incorruption. Our resurrection will

be like the resurrection of Jesus save that His resur-

rection was alone and ours will be a great host getting

up from their narrow beds together to go to meet the

king. He will put robes upon us and with His hand

He will set crowns upon our heads. Now we are like

soldiers fighting in. the battle; then we will be like

victors receiving the applause of the populace. Only

a night intervenes between us and the resurrection

—

a little further contest, then a night in the grave and

we are up in the morning for a joy that knows no

abatement. This body shall live again and then it will

be without form or hunger or fear, for the heart will

not know how to sorrow nor the eyes to weep and

there shall be no more death and the grave shall be

absolutely destroyed. Many wonder what kind ol

bodies we shall have. That is a small thing to be con-

cerned about. God will provide a body of such per-

fect beauty as we have never dreamed of ; and He has

thrown already pictures of that body from His royal

art gallery into this world ; and to be like the raised

body of Jesus is enough or like the transformed body

of Elijah. Read what Paul wrote—there is

a spiritual body, for the material things shall have

passed away. Beautiful morning for which the Chris-

tian looks

!

Our Father, thou hast redeemed us and we trust

to thy favor both for keeping and our resurrection

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

T'RAyE'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

THE SOLID FO\fJ^T>AUlOJ^l.

Eph. 2:20. References, Isa. 28:16; Matt, 7:24, 25;

21:42; 1 Cor. 3:10-15.

It is generally supposed that we Americans don t

have time to build foundations. We are absorbed in

the practical, in the finished product. Whatever may

have been true in the past, this charge cannot well

be sustained at the present time. The hard-headed

business man is learning that the most practical thing

is a solid foundation. The truth of this proposition

was not at first determined by reflective thought. Dis-

aster, wreckage, in a word, experience tells the story.

In this we have the latest conclusions of psychology

that "action precedes knowledge." A great building

was condemned in one of our large cities recently be-

cause the foundation was not sufficient for the weight

of the building. The venturesome spirit which is

alright when held in proper check, costs us very dear

sometimes. In order to save trouble there is an or-

dinance in most cities which requires that each build-

ing shall have a foundation (specifying in detail) which

corresponds to the structure which is to be erected.

Walking down one of the principal thoroughfares

in Chicago you will see a group of men working away

in a most prosaic fashion. You wonder why the

passerby stops and gazes in wonder at them. Upon
inquiry you will find that it is something that he can-

not see which holds him. Ninety feet below the sur-

face there are workmen busy building pillars of con-

crete upon which the great building is to rest.

"Wiser Than the Children of Ltght."

Ts this still true? Alas, I fear that it is with most

people ! And yet we should not despair and grov.

pessimistic. Many men who would not think of al-

lowing material to go into the foundation of a build-

ing which had not been thoroughly tested seem 10

have but little concern about the groundwork of the
municipal life. They know but little about the teach-

er who is helping their children to lay the foundation
stones of their future career. Or perhaps he makes
adequate provision for his social and intellectual

wants, but neglects the moral and religious founda-
tion. He will find that he has rejected the corner
stone and sooner or later the weakness of the entire

superstructure will be most evident.

The city of Galveston was built upon a receding
coast, and for over fifty feet there is nothing but silt.

But in rebuilding they are taking every possible pre-

caution. The time is coming when we will exhibit the

same wisdom with reference to the immaterial, the

eternal interests of life.

A "Practical Uest,

"Hearing and doing we build on the rock; hearing
alone, we build on the sand." We may admire Jesus
and give him intellectual homage as one of the great

sages of the world, but unless we allow him to take

hold of our moral and religious nature we have built

our life upon the sand. We may prophesy in his

name. We may do many wonderful works, as meas-
ured by the world's standard, but the great test is

doing the Master's will from the heart.

Paul says other foundations can no more lay than
that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ. He knew;
he had made the test. Some have tried to build a

church upon great reformers. But we see the folly

of that. It was not in keeping with the spirit of these

great men. Some would build their life upon self-

righteousness, but such a character is unsecure and
disappointing. If we but build our life upon Christ

it will be secure from every wind that blows and ev-

ery storm that beats for it is founded upon the eternal

"Rock of Asres."

CH1USTIAJV EJSIVEAVOP^
By Charles Blanchard.

DOIJVG AS CH'RIST tVOX/LT).

Topic June 30; John 15:7-16.

"If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye

shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you."

We have in this simple statement the conditions of

Spiritual L-tfe,

and the conditions are analogous to those in natural

life. The Master uses the vine and the branches to

illustrate his meaning. Henry Drummond's "Natural

Law in the Spiritual World" is an application and am-
plification of this fact illustrated by Jesus. They are

natural and therefore reasonable. Yet strange and

sad it is to find that multitudes regard the spiritual

life as something wholly apart from the natural laws

of physical existence and growth. I judge it is in part

the result of a misapplication of that Scripture. "The
natural man revieweth not the things of the spirit of

God, for they are foolishness unto him : neither can

he know them, because they are spiritually dis-

cerned." So many have come to consider the con-

ditions of spiritual life as entirely distinct from the

natural, and as therefore unreasonable. The spirit-

ual is associated with the miraculous ; and hence the
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conditions are something without the individual, and

without which he has little or nothing to do, only

to receive. This is the old doctrine of "salvation all

of grace"—very comforting to our spiritual laziness

!

Abiding in Christ.

The spiritual life is not passive, but intensely active.

We see this in the Master's own self-abandon for the

sake of others, of whom we have this briefest of all

biographies—he "went about doing good." Still

many hold, or seem to hold, this passive idea of

spiritual life. To guard against this notion, Jesus

adds: "Heaven is my father glorified, that ye bear

much fruit ; so shall ye be my disciples."

The spiritual is not selfish; but our conceptions of

it, or our exemplifications of it, ofttimes appear so.

Practically men ask, "What is there in it for me?"
The majority do not ask, "What would Jesus do?"
Or, with startled and subdued soul, "Lord, what wilt

thou have me to do?" It is an encouraging sign

that many in the churches are coming to ask these

questions. Charles M. Sheldon's book, "In His
Steps," or "What Would Jesus Do?" has served its

best purpose, perhaps, in quickening the Christian

conscience by this pertinent inquiry. While there

we must abide in Christ and let his words
abide in us, for our own salvation and spirit-

ual life as of all life, is fruit-bearing. The Mas-
ter does not ask of his disciples what he did not re-

quire of himself. He imposes on us the same con-

ditions. "As the father hath loved me, so have 1

loved you : continue ye in my love. If ye keep my
commandments, ye shall abide in my love ; even as

I have kept my father's commandments, and abide

in his love." And, "This is my commandment, that

ye love one another as I have loved you."

The unselfishness of the spiritual is emphasized in

this: "Greater love hath no man than this, that a

man lay down his life for his friends." "Even as

Christ laid down his life for us, so we ought to lay

down our lives for the brethren," is the apostolic

comment.

JVot Servants "But Friends.

Jesus puts the spiritual on the- nobler basis of

friendship, intimate companionship, self-revelation.

"Henceforth I call you not servants; for the servant

knoweth not what his lord doeth : but I have called

you friends ; for all things that I have heard of my
father I have made known unto you." This is the

true basis of the spiritual life. It is true that John
and Peter and James and Paul call themselves the

servants (slaves) of Jesus Christ; but it is in the

sense of unreserved self-surrender and utter devotion
of love—the holiest of all friendship—that of self-

surrender and self-revelation.

Spiritual Choice.

"Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you,

and ordained you, that ye should go and bring forth

fruit, and that your fruit should remain." While this

applied especially to the apostles, yet it is true that

the worthiest and best in friendship, in love, in the

spiritual, is not so much our own choice as that of our
friends for us. It is love's way.

STVVIES IJSf MISSIONS.
By Chas. S. Medbury.

THE DE'PLO'RA'BLB IGJVO*RAJ*CE, COJV-
CEHJVIWG MODEHJV MISSIONS.

[Supplementary to the C. E. reading courses.]

T HAS been well said that "information is

Itlie panacea for apathy and antipathy" as

to the great work of world-wide evangeli-

zation. It is the natural thing for human
hearts to respond eagerly to the call to

partnership in such a work when they
know what the work is and the possible

outreach of their own lives in it. When
men are taught let none be surprised that

they give liberally. Rather let us marvel
when they do not, for this is the unnatural

thing and indicates a stifling of the better impulses
common to us all. Underneath all other phases of

the missionary problem there is this point of teach-
ing. A people who know of the work and the work-
ers will love it and them and those who love will give

!

Nor is there a more thrilling theme for the preacher
or greater romance for the reader than the unfolding
of the work of God through the lives of noble heralds

of the cross in the dark lands of the East and destitute

portions of our own fair land.

if the churches could but see the fields, understand
the difficulties of the workers and share in the joys

of gospel victories it does seem that the response to

the call for the work would thrill the hearts of Chris-

tians.

But let none blame the brother or sister who does
not know. Rather censure him who knows and then
withholds the information that would thrill the heart.

Call to Conquest of Stations.

Let preachers speak with voices with the ring of

old-time prophets when they bring before their peo-
ple the assured conquest of the nations ! No weak
and halting—but please-let-me-take-a-collection atti-

tude rather, proudly and in the confidence of the most
exalted mission of the eath sound forth the proclama-
tion of the King! The message has dignity—it in-

volves the world's uplifting; it has tenderness—the

workers at the front and the souls in darkness with

whom they labor cry out for the cheer we may give

;

it is full of promise—the records of triumph in all

lands may well be linked with achievements of the

apostles

!

God bless the efforts being put forth for the en-

lightenment of the younger generation. They will

surely come to the morrow with more adequate con-

ception of the world-wide obligation of the followers

of our Lord. One generation thrilled through and
through with the truth that the business of the church
is the evangelization of the world would do the work
within its day. We have not yet asked or God would
give the uttermost parts of the earth for the posses-

sion of our Lord.
Angola, Ind.

A certain religious paper has for the heading of

one of its departments, "Religion in general." Some-
body says "Religion in particular is what is wanted
among the people."

Those who have lost an infant are never, as it were,

without an infant child. The other children grow up
to manhood and womanhood and suffer all the

changes of mortality. This one alone is rendered an
immortal child. Death has arrested it with his kind-

ly harshness and blessed it into an eternal image of

youth and innocence.—Leigh Hunt.
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THE QX/IET i/OVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

JESl/S OX/Tt. HIGH VRIEST IJV HEA. VEJV.

Monday—Hebrews, 9, l-lO.

NEED no earthly tabernacle to assure me
of the interest of the Most High in my
conflicts and joys and troubles. God Him-
self has become a partaker of my flesh and

blood. He was tempted in all points as 1

am, though without sin.

I need no golden altar of incense to re-

remind me that my worship and petitions

are acceptable to Him. I have heard it

from the lips of His Son that "whatsoever

I ask in His name" shall be given, and that

"the Father Himself loveth" me.
I need no cherubim to tell me of the majesty of

God. I have seen Him myself; and the splendor of

the heavens has become pale, sun and stars have lost

their light, in the presence of His glory as revealed in

the face of Jesus Christ.

I need no afk of the Covenant to publish to me the

good news that between the Lord.and me lasting re-

lations have been established. In my Saviour, God
and man are one—His love and mercy are mine ; my
love and obedience are His.

So the shadows of heavenly things have disap-

peared ; for the fullness of time has come. Inarticu-

late symbols have given place for me to the Word
manifest in the flesh.

Tuesday—Hebrews, 9, 11-18.

The design of my Redemeer's sacrifice is that I may
be free to "serve the living God."
When I come into that Holy Presence, when I know

that He is near, when I feel that I am face to face

with the High and Lofty One, the consciousness of

sin oppresses and paralyzes me, and I sink into the

dust at His feet.

But I remember Christ's humiliation for my sake,

and Christ's blood shed for me, and my fainting spirit

is restored. I am unclean ; but the great offering of

Calvary was presented that I might be able to wor-
ship God. Thus my fears are scattered. If my in-

tellect cannot fully explain the Atonement, my con-
science and my heart confess its power.

Jesus did not die simply to deliver me from the pen-
alty of my sin. By His Cross I am purged from dead
works and all my filthinesses ; and now I can serve

His Father and mine.

Wednesday—Hebretvs, 9, 19-28.

Now once at the end of the ages hath Christ been
manifested, to put away sin by the sacrifice of Him-
self. This great Epistle insists on the expiatory char-

acter of the death of Jesus.

And not this Epistle alone. To the Corinthians, St.

Paul writes that "God hath made Him to be sin for

us who knew no sin, that we might be made the
righteousness of God through Him" ; to the Ephes-
ians, that "we have redemption through His blood";
to the Thessalonians, that "Christ died for us." St.

Peter declares that Jesus "bare our sins in His own
body on the tree," and suffered "the just for the un-
just." St. John gives glory to Him who has "washed
us from our sins in His own blood."

In heaven itself they sing a new song, saying "Thou

wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God out of every

kindred and tongue and people and nation."

Yes, the death of my Lord in my room is the ever-

lasting reason of my peace with God. When I was
yet the chief of sinners, Christ died for me—that is

the answer to the deepest need, the anodyne for the

most agonizing distress of my heart. Simply to His
Cross I cling.

Thursday—Le-Viticus, 16, 11-91.

I cannot suppose that the slaying of the one goat

and the sending of the other into the wilderness

actually expiated the offences of the whole people of

Israel. Often individual men and women brought far

costiler sacrifices for single transgressions, for invol-

untary transgressions, for transgressions against the

merely ceremonial law.

I am driven, as surely many in Israel must have
been driven, to recognize and confess its symbolic
character. It pointed forward to something better,

nobler, fuller, more satisfying ; something which could
expiate for transgressions innumerable as the sand on
the shore and the stars in the sky. Jesus Christ

is the Reality of which both of these goats were the

shadows. He is the victim slain for me, the sacrifice

offered once in the end of the world and never need-
ing to be offered again. Moreover He carries into

the wilderness all my iniquities—carries them far and
for ever away from me.
Why should I fear ? It is a full salvation I have in

Him.
Friday—Hebretvs, 7, 15-28.

"He ever liveth to make intercession."

When Christ was on earth He lived for others and
not for Himself. It is the same with Him in His
glorified state. His thought, His care, His labors,

His prayers, are for me. Heaven would scarcely be
heaven to Him if He were not permitted to carry on
there His work on my behalf.

And what intercession can equal His ?

It is based on a perfect knowledge of me and a per-

fect sympathy with me. My experience is not strange
to Him, He has passed through it. He has trodden
the winepress alone.

It asks the best gifts for me. Let me read the

seventeenth of St. John, most wonderful chapter in a

wonderful gospel, and I shall know what Christ seeks
;

my keeping, my holiness, my consecration, my union
with other disciples, my home-coming at last to be-
hold His glory.

And its power springs from the atonement He pre-

sented for me. The cry of my sins may be for my
punishment ; but the cry of His blood is louder still,

and it is all for my forgiveness, my "sight, riches,

healing of the mind."
"I dread the prayers of John Knox," Mary of Scots

said, "more than an army of ten thousand men." But
who will say for how much the prayers of Jesus should
count ?

* Saturday—Hebretvs, lO. 11-22.

I am afraid that I do not think enough of the end-

less life of Jesus Christ. It is right to dwell often on
the cross. It is right to make much of the atoning
death. But I must not separate the cross from Him
who endured it, the death from Him who bore it;

and though He died once. He is alive for evermore.

It is not the tree of sorrow and of glory, viewed by
itself, that saves me. It is not the transaction of Cal-

vary, considered as an event of the past. It is the
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person, once crucified, but now exalted, who loved

and loves mc more than I can tell. It is Christ Him-
sefl, delivered for my offences and raised again for my
justification.

If death had ended all His activity, what real hope
could have been mine? The cross only gave His sav-

ing energies larger scope and range. He lives. He
always lives. At no instant, in no emergency, am I

without a Redeemer, an Advocate with the Father.

Therefore let me draw near with a true heart, in

fullness of faith.

Sunday—Hebretvs, 12, 18-2.9.

God revealed Himself to the fathers on the wild

heights of Horeb ; but I draw near to Mount Zion

and see the towers of the temple of the Most High.
He approached them in the solitudes of the desert

;

but I come to the cities of the living God, where the

nations of the saved walk in white raiment. At Sinai,

the angels were in chariots of fire, awful, appalling;

for me they gather as on a day of triumph, their faces

bright with love. The men of old had lofty privileges,

but I belong to the church of the first-born, and how-
ever poor I am my name is enrolled in the archives

of heaven. The Lord wrapped Himself in cloud for

them ; but I am brought close to God the Judge of ail

and I wait without dread before His face. And the

spirits of saints gone into the world of light, saints

made perfect at last, are round about me. And in-

stead of Moses, Jesus ; and instead of the old cov-

enant, the new and the better; and instead of the

blood which cries for vengeance, the blood which
appeals to God for grace and mercy and peace.

Who is so favored and so rich as I? What a

strength, what a joy, what a spiritual triumph should

be mine

!

EXVOSITO'Ry HIJSTTS.

Professor R. R. Lloyd.

"That is which is begotten in her is of a holy spirit."

(Matt, i : 18-20.) Joseph, as the narrative clearly

shows, believed that Mary had been controlled by "a
spirit of fornication." (Hos. 4: 12; 5:

4). The angel, however, assures him that

such is not the case. The child is conceived of a spirit

that is holy' ("a holy spirit"). We must remember,
when we come to translate this verse that this epithet,

"holy spirit," was not, at this time, the proper name of

any particular spirit. It is not used as a proper name
anywhere in the Old Testament. Josephus and Philo
never use it as a proper name. This being true, we
have no ground for believing that Joseph could have
accepted it as such. And this angel would undoubted-
ly use on this occasion words which Joseph could read-

ily understand. Besides, every careful Greek scholar

knows that whenever a person or thing is introduced
for the first time to the reader's attention the normal,
descriptive epithet of that object is employed. In proof
of this read Mark 3:1: "And straightway there was
in the synagogue a man in an unclean spirit." Later
in the chapter this evil person is called "the unclean
spirit" (lit. "the spirit, the unclean," v. 26). Neither
of these epithets is a proper name. The former is an
indefinite phrase, describing the nature ("spirit") and
the ethical character ("unclean") of the person desig-
nated.

In accordance with these indisputable facts we ought
to render Matthew 1 : 18 and 20, as I have done. The
reader will undoubtedly feel loath to accept this hint

because he has been so long under the domination of

the English versions, which have assumed that this is a
proper name. None of these translators have ever

given us a single evidence in support of their assump-
tion. Bishop Wescott claims that this phrase "marks
an operation, or manifestation, or gift of the spirit, and
not the personal spirit" (cf. Ju. 7 : 39 ; 1 : 33; 20: 22;
Mt. 1: 18, 20; 3: 11). Bishop Lightfoot, Dean
Vaughan, Prof. Samuel Green and Meyer agree with

him. Prof. Bruce says that "Baptize in holy spirit"

(Mt. 3:11) means baptize in "a stormy wind of judg-
ment." (Expositor's Greek Testament.) These schol-

ars clearly see the impossibility of translating the Greek
epithet in question by "the holy spirit." But they did

not see that the parallel epithets, "an evil spirit"

(Judges 9: 23; 1 Kings 16: 14, 15, 16), "an unclean
spirit (Mk. 1: 27,; 3: 30), "a dumb spirit" (Mk. 9:
17), are our only sure guides in this case. These teach

us that "pneuma hagion" (Mt. 1 : 18, 20) should al-

ways be rendered "a holy spirit." The meaning, then,

of these verses is this, Jesus was begotten in Mary by
a spirit—an invisible, thinking being—that is holy.

It is worthy of notice that this epithet is only used
three times in Matthew's gospel (twice by the author,

1 : 18, 20 ; and once by the Baptist 3 : 11).

"'He shall baptize you in holy spirit (or 'in a holy
spirit') and fire." (Mt. 3: 11.)

The English versions read "the holy spirit." The
Greek text has no article, hence we must not insert

one in our translation unless it is absolutely necessary
to make good sense. Such a necessity does not con-
front us here.

As I wrote in a previous hint, we have no evidence
that the Greek words which we translate here con-
stituted a proper name in the Old Testament, or in the
days of the Baptist. He would not, therefore, use it

as a proper name to these Pharisees and Sadducees.
We must also bear in mind the fact that John

had no knowledge of the conception of Jesus through
"a holy spirit" (Mt. 1 : 18, 20) ; consequently he could
not refer to that spirit in the words under consideration.

Our present translation makes John teach that Jesus
was going to baptize this "brood of vipers"—the Phari-
sees and Sadducees—in his own Father. Jesus was
conceived of "the Holy Spirit" (1 : 18, 20), and he is

going to baptize these hypocrites in "the Holy Spirit."

If this is a proper name of the same person, then Jesus
was going to baptize men in his own Father. Such a
thought never dawned upon the horizon of either

Matthew or John. And we are delivered from such
an unintelligible thought by simply adhering to the
language of this gospel. All that John teaches is this

:

These persons will be baptized in a spirit that is holy

;

hence they will become under its power. Whether this

is "a stormy wind of judgment" (Bruce), or some in-

visible person, may be disputed. The settlement of
this matter has nothing to do with my present purpose,
namely, to direct attention to the correct translation
of the Greek phrase ("pneuma hagion").
The reader will not fail to observe that "holy spirit"

is compared to a liquid element.
Berkeley, Cal.

The universal self-delusion is this : when a man has
a good thought he fancies he has become what he
thinks for the moment. Good thoughts are very
good, but, unaccompanied by the difficult processes
of character, they are often no better than soap bub-
bles.—Mozoomdar.
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M I BOOKS... 1

A Century of Baptist Achievement,

edited by A. H. Newman, D. D., LL.

D., professor of Church History in Mc-
Master University, Philadelphia; Amer-
ican Baptist Publication Society, 1901.

Professor Newman's thought of a ret-

rospect at the close of a great century

was a very happy one. Not the Bap-

tists alone, but the general intelligent

public' will appreciate this valuable

chapter in church history. The work
could hardly have been done better

—

either intensively or extensively.

Its thirty chapters may be divided

into three parts, as follows: 1st. Intro-

duction. This consists of two chapters

—A Survey of Baptist History to 1801

by the editor, and A Survey of Amer-
ican Baptist Forces at the Beginning

of the Nineteenth Century. In this first

chapter Professor Newman has shown
concisely, but clearly, how the denom-
ination has made its way in the face

of the fiercest persecution by Roman-
ists and Protestants alike from Ref-

ormation times to the opening of the

last century.

2nd. The central part in which many
competent writers show how starting

with the almost universal contempt of

the wealthy and cultured classes the

Baptists have steadily made their way
until at the opening of our new cen-

tury they command universal recogni-

tion and almost universal respect.

3rd. A conculsion consisting of a

general survey of Baptist achievement
and Baptists and the Twentieth cen-

tury. The prospect is that the present

achievement is only a beginning—

a

vantage ground for miraculous feats in

the future.

But here and there a note of warn-
ing is sounded out. If Baptists become
intoxicated with success, become self-

reliant and allow themselves to be led

aside from their great ultimate purpose

of evangelizing the world they will suf-

fer humiliation and loss.

The book throughout is characterized

by a justifiable enthusiasm. But this

zeal has sometimes led to statements

that will be called in question by cold-

hearted outsiders.

Very properly denominations closely

allied with the Baptists are included in

the general statistics, making the ag-

gregate more than six and a half mil-

lions. Among these kindred denom-
inations are especially the Free Will
Baptists and the Disciples of Christ.

Old Fort Schuyler, by Everett T.

Tomlinson—The Griffith and Rowland
Press, Philadelphia—is a romance of

the Mohawk valley. It is full of stir-

ring events which culminated in the
storming of Fort Schuyler by Barry St.

Leger in 1777. Col. Gansevoort, who
was in command of the fort, made a
gallant defense, and in conjunction
with other patriots helped to establish

the independence of the United States.

This story is full of movement and col-

or. It has very little plot, and not

much artistic skill in the handling of

materials, yet it gives a vivid picture of

an important historical epoch in the

history of our country.

The Religious Condition of Young
Men, by James F. Oates and published

by Central Department of the Y. M. C.

A. of Chicago, is a praiseworthy effort

to study the young man from the

standpoint of the new psychology.
Young men are classified according to

age, nationality and occupation. The
differences between Christian and non-
Christian young men in reference to

church attendance, religious beliefs and
personal habits are set forth in a series

of tables. It lies outside the scope of

the book to suggest solutions for the

problem; all it attempts is to furnisn

data which enables one to see what is

needed. The array of facts presented
affords scope for reflection. The vast-

ness and complexity of the problem are

set forth in a very vivid manner.

Prof. George A. Coe, who writes the
preface for this little book, truly says
that "Christian workers need definite

and special knowledge of the class of

persons to which they minister." Mr.
Oates ought to follow up this fine bit

of diagnosis with a companion volume
on the treatment of the case. Having
shown what is to be done he should
give us the advantage of his practical

experience in the work for young men
and try to tell us how to do it.

Birds of the Bible, by Madison C.

Peters, D. D —The Baker & Taylor Co.,

New York—is a fresh, unhackneyed
and suggestive little book of a hun-
dred and nineteen pages. The general
reader will find in it much that is in-

teresting and profitable, and the
preacher will find in it many apt illus-

trations and many faithful homiletical

suggestions. We quote from it else-

where.

Dr. Peters has another book pub-
lished by the same firm. It is entitled,

"Why I Became a Baptist." In this

book we have no interest whatsoever.
The fact that Dr. Peters became a Bap-
tist and the reasons for his becoming
one do not concern us in the least.

Our curiosity regarding the subject has
not been strong enough to lead us even
to open the book. Had the author un-
dertaken to tell us how he became a
Christian that would have been an-
other matter.

The Chief's Daughter—A Legend of

Niagara, by Paul Carus—The Opeu
Court Publishing Company. Chicago

—

is a dainty little volume of 54 pages.
The illustrations, which are tasteful

and striking, are by E. Biederman. The
story itself, although brief, is full of
color and movement. At the heart of

it. is a deep lesson. Lelawala, the
daughter of Eagle Bird, the chief of the
Oniahgahrahs and the Ruler of the
Cataracts, in obedience to an ancient
oracle, gives herself in sacrifice in the
thundering wafers. Father Hennepin

had taught her that the Lord sought
not the sacrifice of life, but a living

sacrifice. Disturbed in soul, she goes

on to her fate, believing that, although
her sacrifice would be the last of its

kind, it would not be in vain. That
not the form, but the fact of sacrifice

is the eternal thing, is the lesson

which is taught.

People will marry, and when they
marry certificates of marriage is in'

order. Of marriage certificates there

is an almost endless variety. Tastes
differ, and happily tastes improve. The
large illuminated, loudly decorated

scroll with which the newly wedded
pair were wont to be presented by the

officiating minister has been relegated

to the obscure country districts. Pub-
lishers are vying with one another to

meet the demand for something that

be- at once ornate and simple. Few
attempts to meet this demand have
been more successful than that of

Mrs. Dora E. W. Spratt in an illustrat-

ed booklet entitled "Husband and
Wife," which comes from the Griffith

& Rowland Press of Philadelphia.

"Chaste" is the word that describes it.

The illustrations are subdued and
tasteful, and the poetical selections

whch make up the volume have been
fitly chosen.

LABORATORY AND PULPIT—The
Relation of Biology to the Preach-
er and his Message. By Wm.
L. Poteat, M. A., the Griffith

& Rowland Press, Philadelphia. The
object which this book seeks to ac-

complish is not the gratuitous one of

mediating between science and re-

ligion, for happily the author does

not look upon them as at variance. Its

object is the saner one of seeking to

lead others to see the harmony which
exists between these two branches of

knowledge. That the task is still

necessary in some quarters is but too

apparent. There is no. bugbear of

which some scientists are more afraid

than theology; and there is no bugbear
of which some theologians are more
afraid than science; but devout scien-

tists and scientific theologians are not
as scarce as they once were. The three

lectures of which this volume is com-
posed, and which were delivered be-

fore the Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary at Louisville, Ky.. are the

attempts of a scientist to relate some
of the generally accepted results of

modern science with religious truth.

The style of the lectures is clear and
crisp, their spirit is eminently candid

and fair, and their reasoning satis-

factory and convincing. It is a good
omen to find such a modern book com-
ing from the center of Southern con-

servatism.

"Christian Unity," The A, B, C of Bap-
tism and Higher Lessons on Baptism,
by J. T. Glover, Portland, Ore. 25

cents.

A defense of affusion.
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CHICAGO AMD VICIJVITy
Rev. A. M. Ringland, D. D., was

installed June 17, as pastor of the

Presbyterian church at Berwyn.

Since January 1, Washington Park

Congregational church has received

thirty-seven persons into membership.

Bishop Edsall of North Dakota has

accepted his election to the office of

bishop-coadjutor of the diocese of Min-

nesota.

The North Shore Congregational

church has voted to increase its pas-

tor's salary and is planning for the

erection of a church edifice.

Emmanuel Methodist church, now
-worshiping in the railroad depot on

Randolph street near Forty-fourth ave-

nue, is to occupy the edifice formerly

belonging to the Episcopalians.

Children's day was observed in the

Sunday school of the Fifth United

Presbyterian church, Ravenswood,

June 9. The attendance was over 600

and an offering exceeding $100 was

taken to assist the new work in Evans-

ton.

The Rev. M. Edward Fawcett, rector

of the Church of the Redeemer, Elgin, .

111., has resigned to accept the rector-

ship of St. Bartholomew's parish in

Chicago, the resignation to take effect

not later than the first of September

and sooner, if possible.

South Congregational church, Rev.

Willard B. Thorp, pastor, raised on

June 9, the last $4,133 of their four-

year-old debt, with a surplus of $333,

and more pledges to be recorded. The

whole amount has been raised since

Easter.

Wesley Hospital, erected by the

Methodists of Chicago, was informally

opened June 17. The building has cost

$210,000 and stands at the corner of

Dearborn and Twenty-fifth streets.

There will be a formal dedication when
the last dollar due on it has been paid.

The first patients will be received in a

few weeks.

The North Side Christian church,

Rev. T. S. Tinsley, pastor presents an
interesting program of services for this

month. On June 23 President McGar-
vey will ordain the church officers and
in the evening will preach on "Are We
a Denomination?" On June 27 Prof.

H. L. Willett will lecture on "The
Right and Wrong Use of the Bible."

The Sixty-third Street Christian

church has had encouragement after a

season of trial and disappointment. The
work was almost broken up, but thsy
moved away a few blocks and it began
to grow again. Then they learned that

the lots they had wanted for over a
year were to be had at half their value.

But the only money in sight was $9,

raised by a Sunday school class. This

inspired them so that on June 2 they

lacked only $75 of the $700 required

to pay for the lots.

The decennial celebration of the

University of Chicago was observed

June 15 and days following. The
founder, Mr. John D. Rockefeller, and
his wife were present and, of course,

were enthusiastically received by the

students. The cornerstone of the Press

building was laid followed by same
ceremony for Hitchcock Hall.

The trustees of the German Hospital,

a charitable institution maintained by
the German Lutheran churches of

Chicago, have decided to enlarge the

present hospital building on Larrabee
street, near Grant place by an addi-

tion of seventy-five feet front, which
will take up the vacant ground up to

the corner. The improvement will

cost $40,000.

While on his way to dedicate a

church at Winnipeg, Rev. Dr. William
E. Fawcett, pastor of the Methodist
Episcopal church at River Forest, was
taken suddenly ill and died. For five

years he was minister of Grace M. E.

church on La Salle avenue, later of

the First Methodist and the Park Ave-
nue churches, so that he has been long
known in Chicago.

The Methodist Woman's Home Mis-
sionary Society of the Chicago district

held its second annual meeting at the
Woodlawn Park M. E. church, Wood-
lawn avenue and Sixty-fourth street,

June 12. These officers were elected:

Mrs. John Lattimer, Oakland church,
president; Mrs. V. Emerson, Engle-
wood church, vice president; Mrs.
Monroe, South Park church, secretary,

and Mrs. Hubbel, Oakland church,
treasurer.

The Rev. Camden M. Cobern of Trin-
ity Methodist Episcopal church, Den-
ver, has received a call to the pas-

torate of St. James' Methodist Episco-
pal church to succeed the Rev. Robert
Mclntyre, who resigned the pulpit of

St. James' church some weeks ago on
account of ill-health. His throat has
troubled him seriously, and on the ad-
vice of physicians he proposes to rest.

He agreed to continue his work till

fall, to give the church time to find a
successor.

The sixty-second session of the Rock
River annual conference of the Meth-
odist Episcopal church will be held at

the First church in Evanston, from
October 9 until October 15. Evanston
Methodists have entertained the con-

ference but once, that was in 1886.

Bishop C. C. McCabe, who has recently

returned from a missionary tour

through South America, will preside.

It is expected that more than 350 dele-

gates will attend the conference. The
Rock River conference is the second
largest in the country, and is the larg-

est in the state. There are more than
300 churches with a membership of

53,250 in the conference. In addition to

the regular pastors there are 555 local

preachers. The value of the church
property runs into the millions, and
the salaries of the pastors exceed $300,-

000. The conference has partial con-
trol of Northwestern University, Gar-
rett Biblical Institute, and Wesley Hos-
pital.

The A dt)enlists.

The thirtieth annual meeting of the

California conference of Seventh Day
Adventists convened June 5 at Oak-
land, Cal. There has been a material

growth in membership and increase

in offerings. Over $21,000 has been ex-

pended during the year in home and
foreign mission work, besides the $40,-

000 or $50,000 paid to the conference
laborers in this conference. Elder W.
T. Knox, president of the California

Medical Missionary and Benevolent As-
sociation, reported on the various in-

stitutions operating under the charter

of that concern. The principal of these

is the St. Helena Sanitarium. Institu-

tions and departments have also been
established at San Francisco, Sacra-

mento, Los Angeles and Eureka. The
Volume of business reported for the

year is the higehst in the history of

the institution, something over $180,-

000. The publishing business amount-
ed to over $300,000 for the year. Ne-
gotiations are now under way prepar-

ing to open another branch publishing
house in Mexico, where books and
publications will be printed in Span-
ish.

"Baptist.

Six hundred and three students ha^e
been enrolled at Ottawa University
during the year. The Baptists of Kan-
sas have subscribed $30,000 for an en-
dowment, and $15,000 more has been
pledged in the city of Ottawa toward
completing the new building. This
secures to the college the $15,000 prom-
ised by Mr. Rockefeller. Seventeen
young men and women graduated
June 5.

The Atlanta, Ga., Baptist Woman's
Union met June 4 and elected officers

for the year. Arrangements have been
made to put a matron at the railroad

depot for the protection of women and
girls arriving in the city alone. Lady
missionaries from China addressed the
meeting—Mrs. C. W. Pruitt and Miss
Lula Whilden. They are soon to re-

turn to China and were each presented
with a red-letter Testament bearing
the inscription, "Lo, I am with you
always."

The annual meeting of the Illinois

Baptist Education Society, the oldest

of its kind in the state, was held at

Upper Alton, June 4. The society is in

a flourishing condition.

A ministerial conference was held in

connection with Shurtleff College an-
niversary. One of the principal ad-

dresses was by Rev. E. W. Hicks of
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Toulon, 111., on "The Training for the

Ministry Needed For the Present Age."

The forty-third annual conference of

ministers and delegates of the Swedish
Baptist church in Minnesota was held

at Minneapolis, June 6 and 7; 200 dele-

gates were present. The Swedish
Lutheran church (Emanuel) was open-

ed for the use of the conference in a

mass meeting and this kindly and lib-

eral action was much apprepciated.

The total adult membership in Minne-

sota is 5,742 and the Sunday school en-

rollment 4,865. Treasurer V. E. Hed-
berg reported that the various churches

had raised $46,957.35.

Congregational.

Seventy-five years of church life was
-celebrated in May by the Trinitarian

Congregational church of Concord,

Mass. Inclusive of the original six-

teen charter members 670 persons have

been connected with the church. Dur-
ing the pastorate of Rev. Geo. A.

Tewsbury, the present pastor, there

have been 140 accessions.

The church at Wahoo, Neb., cele-

brated the thirtieth anniversary, May
25-27. Two hundred persons have been
in its membership; $15,000 has been
raised for home expenses and $3,000

for benevolence.

A unique honor has been received

by Rev. Justin G. Wade of Oneida, 111.,

in a birthday gift, presented by the

united Sunday schools of all the de-

nominations of the place. Mr. Wade
is a graduate of Chicago Theological

Seminary.
Sixty-six persons were admitted into

fellowship at the First church, Man-
istee, Mich., June 2, as a result of the

pastor's, Rev. A. M. Brodie, classes

and the special services held.

Rev. C. R. Stockwell received thir-

teen into the membership of the church
at Vicksburg, Mich., at the last com-
munion, a partial result of ten days'

services led by Evangelist C. C. Smith.
Central church, Topeka, Kas., re-

ceived fifteen new members at the
June communion. Rev. Chas. M. Shel-
don wrote a hymn for the occasion,

which was sung by the congregation.
During the four years' pastorate of

Rev. W. D. Clark at Billings, Mont,
114 have been admitted to fellowship.

On Children's day six children were
baptized and eight received into the
church.

There has been a great revival in
Tyler, Texas. A tent was used and the
attendance ranged from one to four
thousand. Forty-seven persons have
joined the Congregational church;
some will unite with other churches.
The Congregational pastor and people
are raising money to buy a lot on
which to build a church. They are
now worshiping in the court house.
Rev. W. H. Hopkins was installed

pastor of the Third church, Denver,
May 31. From May 29-June 2, a series
of services marked the twentieth an-
niversary of the church.

Rev. Henry Matson, for thirteen

years the librarian of Oberlin College,

died May 21, in his 72d year. Presi-

dent Finney's famous autobiography
was entirely dictated to him.

The cornerstone of a new edifice for

Plymouth church, Des Moines, la., was
laid June 15. The cost of the church
will be about $80,000 and the building

will be one of the finest in Iowa. Rev.

F. J. Van Horn, D. D., is pastor of the

church, and Rev. A. L. Trisbee, D. D.,

is pastor emeritus.

The Year Book is just out and shows
a total of 5,650 churches with 635,791

members. The additions during the

year have been 48,602, 27,101 of these

being on confession. The Sunday
school scholars number 743,634. Be-
nevolent contributions for the year

were $2,212,536, and for home expend-
iture $7,497,930.

The "Disciples-

Rev. H. C. Kendrick, who has been
in charge at the Ninth Street church,

Logansport, Ind., for nearly four years

has resigned to accept a call to the
church at Hagestown, Md.
Rev. F. O. Fannon of the First

church, St. Louis, Mo., has resigned in

order to accept a call to the First

church, Sedalia, Mo.
The Christian church just completed

at Parkersburg, W. Va., is unique. The
ground-floor auditorium has a seating

capacity of about 600. Just back and
above the pulpit is located a gallery

with considerable capacity, which can
be used as a place of prayer. On a
level with the pulpit is the baptistry,

and on each side robing-rooms and
library-rooms, which are separated
from the main auditorium by curtains.

On the top of the church is the roof-

garden, where the Sunday school will

be held, and where, during the warm
weather, the regular services, both
morning and evening, will be held. The
lot, building, furnishing, everything
complete, cost $8,000. It was dedi-

cated May 26.

Rev. F. D. Draper has just held a
twelve days' meeting at Carbon Hill,

Ohio, resulting in twenty-nine acces-

sions.

The church at Kankakee, 111., where
Rev. W. D. Deweese, ministers, reports

for the year ending May 31, 1901: In-

crease by conversion, 74; by letter and
statement, 40; total, 114; present mem-
bership, 210.

Rev. A. B. Cunningham, minister at

Alexandria, Ind., started in upon his

second year's work, with the church
there out of debt. During the past year
a debt of $1,000 has been raised by the
congregation, and the mortgage lifted

on the parsonage.
One peculiarity of the Vermont Ave-

nue Christian church of Washington,
D. C, is the attention given to moral
reforms. The church is known as "The
White Ribbon Church." From the pul-

pit and in the Sunday school and the
three Christian Endeavor societies spe-
cial and frequent emphasis is placed
upon temperance and good citizenship.

Patriotism is taught as a Christian vir-

tue. Over the pulpit the Stars and
Stripes are always seen. It is perhaps
the only church in the country where
"Old Glory" is in evidence fifty-two

Sundays in the year.

The returns from Children's day are

gratifying. The six days of June show
receipts amounting to $7,939.06, or a
gain of $35,549.91. There is also a gain
of 283 contributing schools.

Vine Street church, Nashville, Tenn.,

has added fifty to its membership as

the result of the three weeks' preach-
ing by Rev. Z. T. Sweeney. About
5,000 persons attended the concluding
union service.

The Michigan state convention met
at Detroit the last week in May. The
report of the work done during the

year was encouraging. A number of

churches are erecting buildings.

At Taylorville, 111., Mrs. Caroline

Davis has purchased the residence

property adjoining the church and has
made a gift of it to the church as a
parsonage. The church building was
the gift of her husband, Henry Davis.

During the four years' patsorate of

Rev. W. Walters at Bedford, la., 214

FOOD FO"R ME.MO'Ry.
The Kind That 'Builds Vp the

"Brain.

It is hard to believe that certain

kinds of food will strengthen the mem-
ory, and, yet under the condition of the

brain depends the character of the
mind, and its power to remember, and
to exert itself in various ways and a
healthy brain can only be maintained
by well-selected food.

Now we know that daily use of the

brain uses up certain parts that are

thrown out through the pores to the

outer surface of the skin. This waste
is natural and must be made up from
food.

Grape-Nuts Food was made especial-

ly to rebuild the brain and nerve cen-

ters. An experience in Chicago will

illustrate.

Mrs. G. H. Baber, 528 South Paulina
st., writes: "I had a terrible siege of

gastritis, my stomach refused every-

thing in the way of food until I got

hold of Grape-Nuts. It was perfectly

wonderful and marvelous to see the dif-

ference. I began to improve at once.

I weighed niyself about that time and
found that I had 118 pounds to my
credit. I gained in weight, strength
and health steadily and rapidly, and
now weigh 160 pounds and am strong
and in better health than ever in my
life.

I Lave lately had a seven months'
course of vocal instruction and have
memorized 58 songs and most of the ac-

companiments besides several piano
pieces. When I started in it seemed
difficult to memorize one. but my mem-
ory has been growing better every day
and I now find it easy to commit to

memory without difficulty.

"I have taken no medicine, but my
steady diet of Grape-Nuts Food has
given me strength, health and mem-
ory."
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persons have been added to the mem-
bership, and $16,000 raised.

The congregation at Richmond, Ind.,

will begin at once the erection of a
$15,000 house of worship. The old

church property has been sold.

The Texas Christian Missionary con-
vention began its sessions June 6 at

Waco. The Woman's Board made its

report, and the young people's work
was shown to be very encouraging as

well as that of the women.
The Endeavor convention of the

Christian church, meeting in Sedalia,

Mo., closed at noon June 12, and in the
afternoon the twenty-sixth annual con-
vention of the Missouri Christian Bible

School Co-operation began its first ses-

sion at the First Christian church.

Episcopal.
The name of the diocese of Indiana

has been changed to "the diocese of
Indianapolis."

A beautiful Episcopal ring has been
presented to Bishop Francis of In-

diana by the clergy and several lay-

men.
During the year 870 persons have

been confirmed in the diocese of Min-
nesota, 100 more than in any year since
its division.

The Brotherhood of St. Andrew, at
its annual convention in Detroit next
month, proposes a Sunday afternoon
mass meeting, at which the principal
speaker will be Vice-President Roose-
velt. The formal charge to the Broth-
erhood is to be given by the new bish-
op of Maine. Emphasis is to be laid

upon conferences for boys. Other young
people's organizations are discussing
the holding of conventions only bien-
nially, the Christian Endeavor having
already taken that step, but St. An-
drew men cling to the annual plan.
Canada brotherhood men unite with
the Americans at Detroit this year.
Bishop William Rufus Nicholson of

the Reformed Episcopal church in

Philadelphia died June 7. He was born
in Greene county, Mississippi, in 1822,
and was successively rector in Protest-
ant Episcopal churches in New Or-
leans, Cincinnati, Boston, and New-
ark, N. J. In 1874 he became a mem-
ber of the Reformed Episcopal church,
and was consecrated a bishop in 1876.

He was also dean of the Reformed
Episcopal Theological seminary, Phil-
adelphia.

Lutheran.
The Lutheran Hospital Association,

composed of all the Luthern churches
of the synods of neighboring states,

have decided to establish a training
school for nurses in St. Paul, Minn.,
in connection with the magnificent
hospital now being constructed by
them. The hospital is to be completed
in a few months.
The English Evangelical Lutheran

Synod of the Northwest held its tenth
anniversary meetings at Memorial
English Evangelical Lutheran church,
St. Paul, commencing June 12, and con-

tinuing until the following Monday
night. The seventh annual Sunday
school convention was held June 15

At the annual convention of the Nor-
wegian Lutheran Free church, at Will-

mar, Minn., the revision of the liturgy

was discussed. It is desired that the
necessary changes be made to conform
with the requirements of a free church
under a republican form of govern-
ment, especially as regards baptism,
confirmation, communion and the
church prayer. Resolutions were adopt-
ed commending Augsburg seminary
and its work and congratulating Prof.

G. Sverdrup on the occasion of his

twenty-five year jubilee as president.

The Iowa general conference of the
German Lutheran synod of North
America ended a four-days session
June 10 after long discussion of the
divorce question. The result was strong
resolutions denouncing separations, de-
claring that, according to the Scrip-

tures, wedlock cannot be dissolved;

that divorced parties may not remarry
unless cause of divorce is the statutory
offense, and then only the innocent
person may marry again. Members of

the synod cannot remain members of

the church if they transgress this rule,

and ministers of the church are for-

bidden to perform marriage ceremonies
for divorced persons, except in the
case mentioned.
The Danish Lutheran conference in

session at Albert Lea, Minn., received

reports showing ninety charges in the
conference, with 114 church buildings

and fifty-one parsonages; the total

value of the church property amounts
to $292,400, and the collections for

missions last year, including the edu-
cational institutions and orphanages,
amounted to $13,836.

The Norwegian Lutheran Free
church in conference assembled re-

solved that Charley Carmien, a French
teacher; P. Vien, a practical farmer
missionary, and two deaconesses be
sent to the missions of the Free church
in Madagascar.

Prof. J. L. Naydahl reported from
the Free church book concern that

130,000 copies of books, tracts, etc., had
been printed and that the sales

amounted to $11,284.80, of which $216.97

represents the profits.

Methodist.
Hale Memorial Methodist Episcopal

church at Peoria, 111., was dedicated

June 9 with an elaborate service con-
ducted by Bishop C. H. Fowler, assist-

ed by the Methodist pastors of the city

and a number of visiting clergymen.
The new house of worship has just

been completed at a cost of over
$25,000.

A large number of Methodist
churches are providing vested choirs

as aids to worship. Among these are
the First, of Augusta, Ga.; the First,

of Omaha; the Walton Avenue, Pitts-

burg; the Centenary and the Wabash
Avenue, Chicago; St. 'Luke's, Du-
buque, la.; the Memorial of Reading
Pa., and the First, of Jersey City

Heights and First of Stockton, Cal.

Calvary, Trinity, Tremont, Metropoli-
tan Temple, the Sixty-first and the

Church of the Savior, Indianapolis. The
aim is greater dignity in public wor-
ship. Adults and children of both
sexes are employed, and the vestments
are practically the same as are worn
by choristers in the Episcopal church.

The board of church extension of

the Methodist Episcopal church, South,
at its recent annual meeting, reported
receipts from collections and for spe-
cial cases amounting to about $84,000,

and contributions to the loan fund
amounting to $7,539, making the ag-
gregate of that fund $191,096. Special
pleas were made to the denomination
for help for the Jacksonville (Fla.)

churches recently burned, and for the
new property purchased in Havana,
and for prospective purchases in

Brazil. A call was made for $11,000 for

this cause next year.

The cornerstone of the new Meth-
odist Episcopal church of Scottdale,

Pa., was laid June 9. Among those
who took part in the ceremony were
the pastor, the Rev. C. L. E. Cart-
wright, the Rev. Dr. J. A. Ballantyne,
of Tarentum and the clergy of the
other denominations at Scottdale. The
new church is one of the prettiest in

the district and, when completed, will

cost $27,000.

The Broadway Methodist Episcopal

THEy "DO IT.

"People Quit Coffee and Get
tifell on Postum Food

Coffee.

A man in Milford, Ind., says he did

not quit drinking coffee because he
thought it hurt him, but because he
found a morning beverage he liked bet-

ter in Postum Food Coffee, but to his

wonder and surprise he found in a few
weeks all of the old symptoms of sick-

ness had left him.
He had been greatly troubled with

his stomach and heart, also with what
is called "water brash," and dull head-
aches "which made me very irritable

and quick tempered."
All of these symptoms disappeared

and he discovered, in spite of all his

previous theories that coffee was real-

ly the cause of his troubles, and the
leaving off of coffee and taking on Post-

um Food Coffee brought about a per-

fect cure.

He speaks, also, of Mrs. Josephienfe

Kelly, living at Elkhart, Ind. Says
she was afflicted much as he was, but
had become more emaciated than he.

So she quit drinking coffee and took on
Postum Food Coffee. She is now a
healthy and robust lady and willing to-

make affidavit that Postum Food Cof-

fee saved her.

The gentleman from Milford speaks
also of Thomas McDonald as having
recovered by using Postum. It can be
had at all grocers. A good cup of Post-

um cannot be made unless it is boiled

long enough to bring out the flavor and
f^od -< ralue. then it is delicious.
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church society in Pueblo will sell their

present house of worship and erect a

new building to cost $20,000.

Prof. H. M. Hamill has resigned his

position as international secretary of

the Sunday school field work. He- will

take charge of the teacher training

work of the Southern Methodist
church, with headquarters at Nashville,

Tenn. Mr. Hamill will do primary
work in the same field.

Rev. Richard Fickenscher, pastor of

the First German Methodist church of

St. Paul, Minn., died June 7, aged 67.

The Methodist Episcopal churches of

St. Louis are planning for debt-paying

and church extension.. The plain in-

volves the expenditure of at least $100,-

000, and among other things will in-

clude the construction of a portable

chapel for use by a mission until they
are ready to erect a permanent struc-

ture. Carondelet, Goode Avenue, Har-
lan Place, Fry Memorial, Maple Ave-
nue and the Swedish churches, whose
debts range from $1,000 to $4,000, will

be assisted substantially in wiping out

said indebtedness. The churches which
will be assisted in rebuilding or build-

ing anew are: Maple Avenue, Tower
Grove, Bowman and Trinity.

Presbyter tans.

The Presbyterian Church of Clay

Center, Kas., has just celebrated its

thirtieth anniversary. It has now 200

members.

Twelve new members have recently

been received into the First Church,
Emporia, Kas., Rev. F. J. Sauber, D.

D., pastor. It has been decided to place

a large pipe organ in the church, which
is one of the finest buildings of its kind
in the state.

The annual report of the church at

Davenport, la., shows a membership
of 458. For benevolences $7,383 was
given, of which $5,000 was an in-

dividual gift. For expenses $25,011

was raised.

The First Church, Kansas City, re-

ceived thirty-six new members at the

last communion, making a total of sev-

er, ty-six in the year just closed. The
total offerings of the church amounted
to $7,681, of which $1,661 were given

to the boards. Dr. Carter's salary was
increased. During his pastorate of a

year and a half 165 persons have been
admitted into fellowship.

The Presbyterian Church in Rock Is-

land, 111., was rededicated after re-

modeling May 26. The expense of the

improvement, $2,000, was met within a

few minutes at the service.

On Children's Day at Effingham, 111.,

thirty new members were received,

twenty-four being on confession, large-

ly from the Sunday school, but several

were heads of families. Eight children

were baptized. No special services have
been held, but the pastor and Sunday
school teachers have been praying con-

certedly for the conversion of the

young, and some spiritual help was re-

ceived from a meeting in a sister

church. An increased interest and ac-

tivity prevails in all departments of

church work.

The trustees of the Central Church,
Joliet, have sold the old church prop-

erty for $15,000, applying the money
on the debt incurred in building the

beautiful edifice in which the congre-
gation now worships. Through the
zeal and enterprise of the ladies the

debt has been reduced $1,000 in the last

six months. At the June communion
sixteen members were received, repre-

senting five new families added to the

congregation.

Dr. S. R. Lyons has resigned as pres-

ident of Monmouth College. During
the three years of his administration

$100,000 was added to the college en-

dowment fund.

The thirteenth annual convention of

the Young People's Christian Union of

the United Presbyterian Church will

meet July 24 at Winona Lake, Ind.

Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, D. D., will

give the address of welcome.
The Rev. Dr. J. Milton Greene of

Iowa, the pioneer missionary in Porto
Pico under Presbyterian auspices, is to

lead the Presbyterian effort which is to

be made in Cuba. The Rev. Dr. Greene
built up a strong church in San Juan,

electing there the first Protestant

church on the island since American
occupation. The success of Dr. Greene
has been so marked in Porto Rico that

there was a general demand that he go

to Cuba. Presbyterians, while late in

entering that island, are so interested

in it that they are sending more money
to their board in charge of the work
than that board is able to expend. The
Cuban Presbyterian plan contemplates

missions in all principal centers. Ac-

. . New Idea .

.

Old and Revised Versions of the Bible in One Volume, Without
Increasing Size or Weight, or Diminishing Size of Type.

COMBINATION, SELF-PRONOUNCING

Teacher's Reference Bible.
At last a Teacher's Bible enabling Sunday Schools to use and
study the changes embodied in the Revised Version, (heretofore
only made possible by using a large Parallel Family Bible. ) A
Teacher's Bible which, without omitting a feature or disturbing
the text, points out all words and passages wherein the two Ver-
sions differ, giving the Revised Version of each at foot of page.

First and Only Bible in the World So Arranged.
Standard Helps to the Study of the Bible,

Prepared by the Most Eminent Biblical Scholars',

Embellished With a Complete Series of Fifteen New naps.

Illustrating the Geography of Palestine and the surrounding Countries from the
Earliest Times a ad fcimbadving the Most Recent Discoveries, Together With a

Very full Concordance of over 4.0,000 References; History and Summary
of the Books of the Bible; Historical, Chronological and Geograph-
ical Tables; New Subject-Index to the Bible; a Dictionary of Script-

ure Proper Names ivith their Pronunciation and Meaning; Tables

of Miracles, Parables, Etc.

LARGE TYPE. ELEGANT PAPER. SUBSTANTIALLY HADE

No. 94,--Extra French Seal, Divinity Circuit. Round
Corners, Red under Gold Edges, Flexible Back, Regular Price - $5-5°

This Bible and The Christian Century, one year for $2.50
Fine Art Bible, same as above cut handsomely illustrated, reg. price $6.50

This Bible and The Christian Century, one year for $3.00
(Same book with Common Version only if desired.!

Patent Index, 50 cents extra. Leather Lining, 25 cents extra.

The Christian Century Co.,
358 Dearborn Street, - - CHICAGO.
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tive work is to begin in September in

Havana.
Dr. J. H. Wiggins of Bonham, one of

the most prominent ministers in the

Presbyterian Church in Texas and a

member of the board of trustees of

Austin College, died June 7 at the home
of Prof. B. F. Eagleton, a member of

the faculty of Austin College.

General.

The eighth annual report of the John
Crerar fund shows what great results

have been achieved with the $50,000

bequeathed to the Sunday School Union

by the Chicago philanthropist. The
following is a partial summary of what
has been done with the income ema-
nating from this source: It has planted

400 new Sunday schools, reorganized

169 Sunday schools, distributed 4,463

bibles and testaments and $5,231 worth
of religious reading, held 5,904 religious

meetings, made 60,693 visits to families

and traveled 223,750 miles. Some of

the immediate results are 2,351 pro-

fessed conversions, the developing of

forty-three churches from the Sunday
schools formed and 162 young people

going from some of the little Sunday
schools to institutions of learning for

higher education.

Presbyterians, Methodists and Bap-
tists seem to be doing the most of the

Protestant work in the Philippines, co-

operating with harmony and avoiding
ail conflicts. Presbyterians and Meth-
odists, having been the first on the

field, practically do all of the work iu

and near Manila, while Baptist work is

confined to other islands. The Rev.
James B. Rodgers, the first regular

missionary to reach the Philippine

field, is holding services every night in

Tondo, the native quarter of Manila.

His congregations are about 1,000 each
night. Methodists hold eighteen serv-

ices weekly for natives, and twelve for

soldiers. The average weekly attend-
ance at the native services is 3,000.

Presbyterian services have also been
established at Iloilo, on Panay Island,

and at Dumaguete, the largest town
on the Island of Negros. Baptists have
missions in the northern part of Pan-
ay, at Jaro and in other parts of that
island and Negros. Missionaries of

that body are working on the transla-

tion of the New Testament into Visay-
an, and two-thirds of the books are
translated and ready to be printed.

A summary of the annual expendi-
ture for the churches of the United
States and England shows the follow-
ing:

In the United States

—

Maintenance of all churches.$137,362,200

Education and literature... 32,723,000

Hospitals and orphanages.. 28,300,000

Improvements, missions 43,000,003

Miscellaneous '

54,466,103

Total $256,057,303
In England

—

Church of England offer-

ings % 37,222,170

Church of England rev-

enues 28,772,785

important Announcement

Our R u) mail Order Book Dcpr.

Boohs at
Special Net

Prices

The Christian Century Company in order to increase its useiulness and
make it the headquarters of the brotherhood for good literature, has opened a
mail order book department to supply its patrons with good books at Great
Reductions from the publisher's regular prices. Where heretofore you have had
to pay full prices for your books, you can now get any book you want at our
special net prices.

Note the net prices on the few sample bargains we offer. No old books,
but the newest and best books from the best publishing houses in the country.
We will supply any books you may want at a special net price—at a great
reduction from the publisher's list price. Write us about the books you want
and get our price before you order.

IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS AT OUR SPECIAL NET PRICES

Early Christianity. A Study of Beginnings. By Herbert L. Willett, D. D.,
Dean of the Disciples' Divinity House and Assistant Professor of Semitics at the University of
Chicago.
12mo, cloth, gilt top. trice $1.25. Our special net price 94c, postage extra, lie.

In connection with a series of University Extension Lectures, Prof. Willett has prepared these studies of
the Christianity of the First Century. The enthusiastic reception accorded the lectures wherever delivered
and the countless demands for th>Mr publication, has Impelled the author to make a thorough revision and
issue them in their present form.

The Fact of Christ. By P. Carnegie Simpsom, M. A.
12mo, cloth. Publisher's Price, 81.25. Our special net price, 94c, postage extra, lie

It is the best statement of the claims of Christianity to put in the hands of young men and women who
may be sceptical or honestly inquiring, that I know. ... I do not know any book that can touch It In its

adaptation to the needs of students. . . . There are thousands of young men who are in doubt who will

be helped by It.

How to Promote and Conduct a Successful Revival. Edited by R. A. Torret.
12mo, cloth, 352 pages, gilt top. Publisher's Price, $1.50. Our special net price $1.12, postage
extra, 14c.
It may confidently be asserted that never before within the cover of any one volume has there been

brought such a wealth of material bearing upon Revival work. A glance at the contents and authors assures
one of the extraordinary value of this book.

R. A. Torrey Personal Work, R. A. Torrey
Open Air Meetings, Rev. William Evans
The Use of Tracts and Other Literature to
Promote a Revival, Rev. H. W. Pope

Music in a Revival, Prof. D. B. Towner
Advertising the Meetings, A. F. Gaylord
How to Make the Work Permanent,

Rev. E. P. Goodwin, D. D.
Miscellany
Outlines of Revival Sermons from Eminent
Evangelists, Specially Selected by Mb.
Torrey.

The Holy Spirit in a Revival,
The Pastor as an Evangelist,

Rev. William Patterson
Revival Preaching, Rev. Louis A. Banks
Organizing for Revival Work,

Rev. L. G. Broughton
The Place of Prayer in a Revival, R. A. Torrey
The Conversion of Children,

Rev. E. P. Hammond
The Sunday School Teacher as a Soul Winner,

Marlon Lawrence
Decision Day in the Sunday School,

Rev. H. W. Pope

The Teachings of the Books, or the Literary Structure and the Spiritual Inter-
pretation of the Books of New Testament, bv Herbert L. Willett and James M. CampbelL
12mo, cloth. Publisher's Price, $1.50. Our special net price $1.12, postage extra, 13o.

For the Pastor'B study and the Normal class It Is a work of great value. As an aid to private devotion and
study It is fully worth the price.

Three Years With the Children. By Amos R. Wells
12mo, cloth, 232 pages. Publisher's price, $1.25. Our special net price 94c, postage 9o.

The book gets its title from the fact that It contains exactly 156 talks, or one for every week of three
years. Variety abounds. There are talks for every season of the year from New Year around to Christmas,
temperance talks, object lessons, stories, exercises for the children, plans for the primary Sunday-school
class, Illustrations on Bible events. Any one having anything to do with children will find the book usefuL
A full topical index adds to Its value.

The Old Testament and the flonuments. By Prof. Ira M. Price, Ph. D.
12mo, cloth, 321 pages. Publisher's net price $1.50. Our special net price $1.35, postage extra 15o,

A valuable and readable summary of all we know of the Monumental Records of Old Testament History,
arranged chonologlcally so as to be read along side of your Old Testament History. Easily the best book
on the subject.

Two Thousand Years of Jlissions Before Cary. By Lemuel Barnes.
12mo, cloth, 504 pages. Publisher's net prices $1.50. Our speoial net price $1.35, postage extra 15o.
An exhaustive treatise and comprehensive survey of Christian Missions before Cary. A very Important

book.

Religious Movements for Social Betterment. By Josiah Strong.
l£mo, cloth, publishers price 50 cents; our special net price 38 cents; postage extra 6 cents.
"Those churches are shown to have the most vigorous growth which have been most enterprising In

adjusting their activities to the various needs of the new social environment. Contains an excellent account
of institutional church work."

Constructive Studies in the Life of Christ. By Ernest DeWitt Burton and
Shaller Mathews of the University of Chicago.

8vo, cloth, 320 pages; publishers price $1.00; our special net price 75o; postage extra 14c.

A scheme of Bible Studies especially designed for students. It serves as a compendious commentary on
the gospels.

A Dictionary of the Bible. By Dr. Wm. Smith American edition edited by
N. B. Hackett, D. D., Dr. Ezra Abbott, LL. D. D.
4 volumes, boxed. 8vo, cloth, 36(37 pages, 596 illustrations. Publisher's former prioe $20.00,
now $10.00. Our special net price $7.50, express extra $1.00.

Every reader of the leading writers on the Holy Scriptures, has noticed the frequent references to this
Dictionary. It has been for years the standard book of its kind. Till very recently the price of these four
volumes was $20, and many who desired to own them had to be content with abridgements—usually a very
unsatisfactory sort of book to the student. Every such student of the Scriptures who has hungered for this
book In Its completeness now has it brought within his reach.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO

The Christian Century Company
MAIL ORDER BOOK DEPARTMENT

358 DEARBORN STREET <- CHICAGO
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Free churches 25,832,500

Catholic 'churches 11,411,282

Education and literature

—

43,445,682

Hospitals and orphanages.. 29,121,200

Improvements, missions.... 18,850,765

Total $194,656,384

A tabulated statement of the ex-

penditures of the churches in all other

countries brings the grand total up to

$1,009,369,494.00.

The Northwestern University held its

commencement this week. Dr. Daniel
Dorchester, Jr., of St. Louis preached
the baccalaureate sermon.

The First Congregational church of

Oak Park will hold outdoor services at

5:30 p. m. in place of the usual Sunday
evening service in the church.

Extensive preparations are being
made for the convention of the Baptist
Young People's Union next month. A
large chorus is being trained.

The Lexington Avenue Baptist

church will erect a new house of wor-
ship this summer. The church was or-

ganized in 1890. During its eleven

years of life it has acquired about
$12,000 worth of property.owning free

of dept the splendid corner where its

temporary building stands, and 724

people have been received into its fel-

lowship. The present membership is

497. The church has subscribed about
$11,000 toward a new building, and of

this $3,500 has been paid in cash. Rev.
Melbourne P. Boynton is the present
pastor.

The Englewood division of the Chris-
tian Endeavorers of Chicago and vi-

cinity will hold its rally June 20 at the
Cumberland Presbyterian church,
Stewart avenue. There will be a chorus
of 100 voices. Mr. and Mrs. Strickland
are to tell of the Cook County Hospital
work. The North division societies

met June 18 at the Church of the Cove-
nant.

Central Baptist Orphanage has re-

ceived a legacy of $1,000 from the Hon-
eysett estate of Janesville, Wis., and
other donations, so that $1,225 has
been paid of the indebtedness on the
building, leaving a balance of $275 and
a mortgage of $5,000.

The new Episcopal church of the
Good Shepherd, Lawndale, will be
opened for service June 30. The new
parish-house of the church of the
Atonement Edgewater, is rapidly
drawing to completion.

Pledges for missions show an un-
varying increase in Episcopal churches,
those from St. Peter's, after an appeal
by Rev. Dr. Rushton Trinity Sunday,
aggregating nearly $700.

The Pilgrim Congregational church,
Harvard avenue and Sixty-fourth
street, has undertaken to wipe out an
old debt of $6,000. June 8 $5,000 was
subscribed, and the contributions Sun-
day, June 9, amounted to $1,400, all of
which is payable not later than next
March. The pastor, Rev. Frederick E.
Hopkins, began the second year of his

pastorate by encouraging the move-
ment to cancel the debt.

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIGARETTEBURG TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Kowdytown, Topereville, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Slplngton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
Siding and Devil's Curve. Other lines are illustrated
with zinc etchings, showing the dangerous places in
life. A new and popular book, just oft the press.
Send 25c for a copy, or Eend a SI bill for six copies and
circulate them. . Circulars free. Write CHAS. J.
BUKTON, Christian University, Canton, Mo.

A cetylene-Gas
You want to know all about it

Send for free sample copy of the spicy
newsy, neutral Acetylene -gas Journal
324 Dearborn St., Chicago Popular ir

style, meaty as a nut, handsomely illustra.

ted. 50 cts. a year ; 25 cts. tot six months.

CANCER CUREDWITH SOOTHING, LM.MY OILS
Tumor. Piles, Skin andWomb Diseases, Fistula, Ulcer,
etc. The result of 30 years experience. Convincing
book sent free. DR. I>. M. B1E, Box 325 Indian*
apolts. Inil. (The Originator of the Oil Cure.!

BLYWIYFI? A&^ TOLIEE0TEE2 BELLSITI I 6f\ fgSFkZ77ZZ"2, M0EE DU3-

CHURCH ZMMi -B-- '-'"- ki:z
,ZT1 I: V-7 «S^0;72 FEES CATALCS73EIjIjS.^ T2LLSWET.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Cincinnati, 0.

DR. A. W. TOTTEN.
Gold Fillings, - 81 up. Amalgam and silver, 50c up
Crowns, - - $3 to 88: Plctes, - - 85 to 88
Broken plates repaired,81i Cleaning teeth, • 75c
Teeth extracted with-

I
Teeth extracted, with

.

out pain, local anaes- gas, - - - 50c
thetic, - - 25cl
1430 W. Lombard St., Baltimore.

TO THE DEAF
A rich lady cured Deafness and Noises In
the Head by Ds, Nicholson's Artleiciai. Eab
Dettmb, gave 810,000 to this institute so that deaf
people unable to procure the Ear Drams may have
them free. Address, No. 14176-c.

The Nicholson Institute. 780 Eighth Avenue,

Grand Oriental cruise, Feb. 8th, by
specially chartered S. S. "Celtic," the
largest steamship in the world, 74

days at $400 up. Some choice $60 and
$75 berths for sale on City of Rome
June 29. F. C. Clark.

AN UF-TO-DATB
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,

up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leadiug Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured

forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods

in Sunday School Work.
with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the bus)- superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can stud}- this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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XT
Woman and

Q
Home.

whejv i was a ^oy.
Up in the attic where I slept

When I was a boy—a little boy!

In through the lattice the moonlight
crept,

Bringing a tic\3 of dreams that swept
Over the low red trundle bed,

Bathing the tangled curly head.

While moonbeams played at hide and
seek

With the dimples on each sun-browned
cheek

—

When I was a boy—a little boy!

i

And, oh, the dreams, the dreams I

dreamed
When I was a boy—a little boy!

For the grace that through the lat-

tice streamed
Over my folded eyelids seemed
To have a gift of prophecy,
And to bring me glimpses of times to

be

Where manhood's clarion seemed to

call,

Ah, that was the sweetest dream of

ail-
When I was a boy—a little boy!

I'd like to sleep where I used to sleep

When I was a boy—a little boy!
For in at the lattice the moon would

peep,

Bringing her tide of dreams to sweep
The crosses and griefs of the years

away
From the heart that is weary and faint

today,

And those dreams should give me back
again

The peace I have never known since

then

—

When I was a boy—a little boy!
—Eugene Field.

1DIOGEJVES. J*R., AJVT> HIS
&X/-B.

In the little white mission building,

located in the dirtiest and wickedest
portion of the city slums, a free sup-
per was in progress. At the long ta-

bles sat the mission children, eating as
only these ragged, half-starved chil-

dren of the street can eat.

The door opened, a boy came in, and
stood gazing wistfully at the scene be-
fore him. A more forlorn bundle of
rags I never saw.

"Are you hungry?" I asked. .

"Bet yer life!" answered the boy.

The new-comer was soon seated at

one of the long tables. And eat! How
that boy did eat!

The next Sunday found "Joe" in the
mission school. Bright-eyed and rest-

less he sat in his seat, taking a lively

interest in everything around him.
The opening prayer puzzled him ex-
tremely. The others bowed their heads,
so Joe bowed his. But the minister
prayed with uplifted eyes, and soon
Joe glanced slyly up to the ceiling.

There he spied an open scuttle hole.

"Who is der feller up there that the

preacher is a-talking ter?" asked Joe,

in a loud whisper.

But in spite of the ignorance, rags

and alley slang Joe proved an earnest

pupil and always meant well even if

his answers were sometimes queer. I

remember one day asking the school

to tell me something about Zaccheus.

"He shinned up a sycamore tree."

shouted Joe.

After a few weeks I noticed a change
in Joe. His face was clean. Even his

clothing had begun to improve. Swear-
ing was also a thing of the past. But
Joe's slang was as pictureque and var-

ied as ever. One day a starchy theolog-

ical student visited our school and was
called upon to pray. The neat broad-

cloth and shining patent leathers

caused a buzz of disapproval. And
when the young man, after a glance

at the somewhat dirty floor, began to

pray standing, it was too much. With
bright, indignant eyes, Joe sprang
from his seat. Leaning forward, he

pointed straight at the young man
and hissed:

"Hay, mister! Git down on your
prayer bones! I say, git down on your
prayer bones."

In the back yard of a grocery, and
securely hidden from prying eyes by
old boxes and other rubbish, lay an
ancient molasses barrel. This was Joe's

castle, and here he had slept for sev-

eral months. Rather cold quarters for

a winter night, was it not?

Fortunately, the winter had thus far

been mild. But one evening it turned

desperately cold and a blizzard set in.

I awoke in the night to think of Joe.

I determined he must not sleep in his

queer bed-chamber again. The next

morning I fought my way through
wind and snow to the mission school.

But Joe was not there; and with an
anxious heart, as soon as my duties

were over, I set out to look him up.

The short winter day was already

drawing to a close when I reached the

place I sought. There what a sight met
my eyes. The yard was drifted literal-

ly full of snow. Boxes and barrels of

rubbish of all kinds had disappeared

from sight, and in their place was
deep, drifted whiteness. I looked across

to where the snow lay highest and
deepest.

"Is Joe under there?" I asked my-
self. "And if there, what of him? Per-

haps"—and my soul grew sick at the

thought "perhaps he is there—frozen

—

to death!"

Fortunately, two men with uni-

forms were passing. Quickly we dug
our way through the drifts to the bar-

rel. My heart stood still. Within, half

hidden in straw and an old piece of

canvas, lay two children. Joe and an-

other boy much smaller than he. The
face of the latter was hidden; but he
seemed a mere baby, and his curly hair

lay in tangled rings all over Joe's face

and shoulders. At that moment Joe
opened his eyes.

"I say," he cried at sight of me. "I

v7"OUR cleaier in lam ,,

chimneys— what does

he get for you ?

You can't be an expert in

chimneys ; but this you can

do. Insist on Macbeth'

s

"pearl top" or "pearl glass"

whichever shape you require.

They are right in all those

ways ; and they do not break

from heat, not one in a hun-

dred. Be willing to pay a

nickel more for them.

Our "Index" describes all lamps and their
proper chimneys. With it you can always order
•he right size and shape of chimney for any \a..n

t
>

We mail it FREE to any one who writes for i..

Address Macucth, Pittsburgh, Ta

couldn't git ter the mission ter-day.

Me and Tommy started, but de kid

cried and we had ter come back here.

'Twas cold at first, you bet; but I put
up a board to keep de wind out, an'

v;e hugged up close together, and after

awhile went to sleep.

The little boy was now awake. He
was a handsome little fellow, scarce-

ly five years of age.

We thought best to carry the chil-

dren to the mission. A rude bunk was
soon constructed, and there the chil-

dren spent the night. The black-eyed
boy, poor baby, was to pay dearly for

his exposure to wind and snow. Before
morning he was very sick, and weeks
passed before he was quite strong and
well again. He was then adopted by a
nice family, ana now has a pleasant
home.
Who was he? Joe had found him on

the street and could tell us little more.
But soon we learned that Tommy's
parents were dead, and that a poor
woman had befriended him. But her
husband drank, and one night he had
beaten the child and turned him out-

of-doors. There Joe had found him,
crying bitterly and half-dead with
cold.

S13 ISO BX/FFALO AJVT>

Via Nickel Plate Road from Chicago,
for the Pan-American Exposition. Tic-

kets on sale daily, good leaving Buf-
falo up to midnight of tenth day from
and including date of sale. Also tickets

on sale daily Chicago to Buffalo and
return at $16.00 for the roundtrip, with
15-day limit, including date of sale.

$21.00 Chicago to Buffalo and return
good for 30 days.

On all through tickets to points east

of Buffalo, privilege of stop over at
Buffalo for ten days may be granted
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent
and payment of fee of $1.00.

Write John Y. Calaha^, General
Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago, for

full particulars and folders showing
time of trains, etc.
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"Yer said at the mission," exclaimed
Joe, "that de Feller up in heaven puts
down as done ter him every Kind thing
that we does ter other folks in his
name. So I divides chat barrel and my
grub wid him every chance I gits. One
night 'twas a darkey kid as I took in.

Once, though, I divided with a yaller
pup. How them angels up there must
have laughed!"
Joe chuckled at the thought; and as

for me, I wished for hundreds of Chris-
tians like Joe. The world needs them.
Winter is over now, but I have no

fears for Joe. He is earning three dol-
lars a week in a store, and sleeps un-
der the counter. Affixed to the molas-
ses barrel are the words: "To Rent."
—The Boy's Friend.

'"Birds of the "Bible."

In Deut. 32:2, we read, "As an
eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth
over her young, spreadeth abroad her
wings, taketh them, beareth them on
her wings, so the Lord alone did lead
him." Just as soon as the eagles are
strong enough to fly the mother eagle
induces them to leave the nest by flut-

tering over them and showing them
how to use their wings; and if this
does not succeed she will compel them
to fly by catching them up and tossing
them in the air; if they are in any
danger, or if they become exhausted,
she will quickly dart beneath them and
bear them on her outstretched wings
back again to the nest. Then they are
thrust out to try their own wings. At
first they suffer some rough falls

against cliffs and treetops. But ere
long the eaglet can fly like the mother
bird. There is many a home where
the brood so fills the nest that they
cannot all nestle there. So the pru-
dent parent stirs up the nest and the
sons and daughters must fly out and
scratch for themselves. Do not bring
up your children to shiftless self-in-

dulgence. Teach them that life means
service and that upon the "do-nothing"
the stain of dishonor rests. "He who
does not teach his son a handicraft
trade neglects his parental duty" is an
old Talmudic saying well worthy of
practical obedience. Benjamin Frank-
lin says: "He that hath a trade hath
an estate." Give your sons the best
education you can afford. Intelligent,

educated mechanics can always find

employment at higher wages, for ex-
perience has shown that the most suc-
cessful manufacturers are most care-
ful to secure intelligent workmen. The
faculties developed by mental cultiva-
tion make the nervous system more
vigorous, the touch more sensitive and
there is a greater activity in the hand.
One of the crowning marvels of Amer-
ica to all travelers of judgment is the
fact that so many of our mechanics are
intelligent and well read in literature.

Train your daughters to do some use-
ful thing well enough to support them-
selves if necessary. The rich of today
are often tomorrow's poor and the
helplessness of many a woman of re-

finement is something sad to contem-

plate. W. D. Howells has thrillingly

depicted the struggles of an educated
and accomplished woman suddenly left

penniless. She sets bravely to work to

turn her accomplishments to account
for self-support. First she tries dec-

orating pottery, but her work is not
finished enough to bring her the needed
income; then she tries coloring photo-
graphs, then writing for magazines,
then fine millinery—always with the
same result. She can do many thingi
fairly well, but nothing well enough to

be well paid for it, till at last she comes
down to making cheap bonnets for ser-

vants and by that coarser work she

manages to eke out a precarious exist-

ence, till the novelist, as the only way
of extricating her from so trying a sit-

uation, is compelled to marry her off.

New this may be fiction, but it is not a

stranger to fact. Our great cities are

full of heroines of this sort. Let ev-

ery woman, no matter in how comforr-
able circumstances her parents may be,

master some one thing—and know that
one thing clear through—no matter
what; let her make her services val-

uable somewhere; let her know some-
thing of what Burns was pleased to

call "the glorious privilege of being in-

dependent;" how calmly she could then
face misfortune. She would not be
compelled to marry for a living or to

be a burden taken off the hands of par-

ents. A marriage for convenience, a
marriage for aught but love—a free

and joyful surrender of the heart—is a
humiliating stoop to the dust—a mock-
ery that brings a blush to angels.

—

From "Birds of the Bible," by Dr. M
C. Peters.

A Trait of Harrison.

Benjamin Harrison had opiniont
about things, lie expressed them free-

ly. Rarely would he discuss men,
their records, characteristics or their

motives. The only exception to this

rule was when duty compelled him to
learn the fitness of a candidate for of-

fice. From his six years in the senate
and four years in the White House
there is presereved not one recollection

of a harsh or bitter remark of personal
character. It might be added that
complimentary mention of an indivi-

dual was almost as unusual with him.
It was simply a trait with him not to

talk about men. There were times,

crises, in Benjamin Harrison's career
when sharp rivalries or antagonistic
relationships might have given provo-
cation for an expression of personal
resentment. Whatever Gen. Harrison
thought of other men he did not say.

The disinclination to talk about a per-

son amounted to almost positive pro-
hibition. It was more marked in Gen.
Harrison than in any other public man

of the generation. On one occasion

when at a public gathering the speech-

es took a eulogistic character of some
man, Gen. Harrison, who had not yet

spoken, was seen slipping out of the

door. A friend followed and said, "We
want you to say something." "I can't,"

was the reply, and he didn't. Yet Gen.

Harrison drew a line sharply and dis-

tinctly between the public acts and the

personal character of a man. The for-

mer he considered legitimate subjects

of discussion and criticism. This was
illustrated in the speech made to the

senate upon the veto messages of the

then President Cleveland. That speech

is still remembered as one of the most,

if not the most notable of the congress.

It was far-reaching in its conse-

quences. It was unsparing. But It

contained not one word reflecting per-

sonally upon the president.—W. B. 3.,

in St. Louis-Globe-Democrat.

IMPOSSIBLE &HIJVGS
are rot claimed for Dr. Peter's Blood

Vitaiizer, but the experience of thou-

sands who have tried this remedy ren-

ders one safe in saying that it is un-

excelled as a blood and constitutional

medicine. Mr. J. M. McCourtney of

Clarksburg, Mo., says. "I will be sev-

enty-four years old on my next birth-

day.- I have been troubled with kidney

ailment, rheumatism and chronic stom-

ach trouble for over twenty years, but

through the Blood Vitaiizer and the

blessing of God 1 now enjoy good

health."

The first bottle will demonstrate the

peculiar efficacy of this preparation and
bring you on the road to health. Un-
like other medicines, it is not to be

had in drug stores. It is placed with

the people direct through local agents,

by the sole proprietor, Dr. Peter Fahr-

ney, 112-114 S. Hoyne ave., Chicago, 111.

KlIIJiJ TBUULTKEATMEST Ha).
I \J I ^,>| We will forfeit 850 for any case of

9 58 ^T> I Internal. Exit inul < r lulling
I 11 1 tin m <t Piles the t.. rni Pile Cure fails

to cure.' Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
Worm medical Co., 215 K . 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

WARE & DUKE,'
P.O. Box BI. 1208 E. Main St., RICHMOND. Va
All classes of Books and Tob Printing neatly

executed. Mail orders receiTe prompt attention
Write for estimates.

THE RICHMOND DISPATCH,
. Richmond, Va.,

U the leading Democratic paper In the state. Sub-
scription per annum. Dally. #6 ; Weekly, »1 ; Sunday * l .50

Steel Alloy Church and School Bells. ftWSend to.
Catalogue Tin- C. S. PEI.L.CO., Uillsboro.P

Pfl AAA CHURCHES
H$0\W^\W\W\W Li ?hted by the FR1NK System of Reflectc

7 with Electric. Gas. Welsbach. Acetylene or CLICENSED to manufacture electric and combinatii ...

[gas and electric fixtures. Send dimensions fur estimate.

ors

. AcetyleneorOil

ID FDIrtilt SM Pearl St.
• wrm Clr^lltj NEW YORK.
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PUUR NlfiHT TRAIN
Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars.

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment SleeiungCars.

See that vour ticket between Chicago and bt. .Louis

Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, IB,
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largest foundry >/n Earth making

CHURCH BELLS «?"&%
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

ABELLS
•UP*™* CVilogue FREE.

BELL FOUNDRY CO..

all kinds big ana
little— for Church
& School, for Fire.

Fa.tory and Farm
AMERICAN

NorthviUe, Wol>

All Points

West

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Through trains Chicago to Des

Moines, Mason City, Sioux City, Omaha,

The Black Hills, Denver, Salt Lake, San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, St.

Taul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Ashland and

Copper Country. Call on any agent for

tickets or address

461 Broar1
'ay, - New York

601 Ches St., Philadelphia

368 Washington St., Boston

301 Main St., • - Buffalo

212 Clark St., - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati

507Smithf'ldSt., Pittsburg

234 Superior St., Cleveland
II Campus Martiua, Detroit

2KinqSt.,East.Toronto.Ont,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the halt.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Tails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair failing.

50c, and g 1.00 at Druggist*

PREACHERS Do you need a Sermon note
book? We make them.

A 288 page blank book, specially puled, Indexed, and
bound In pebble black leather. Opens flat; size of

your teacher's bible. Every preacher needs one.

Prepaid to any address, $1.00. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. Address,

EVANGELIST PUBLISHING CO., Atlanta, Ga.

West Virginia

Christian
Newsy—Practical—Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D. Power, B.Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published every two weeks; 16 pages; 50
cents a year. Samples free.
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4,000 ORDERED IIN ONE DAY

DITED by A. J. Showalter and E. G. Sevvell. 320 pages;

322 songs, retaining the best of the old, to which have

been added many new compositions by authors of

note. Highly commended by all who have examined it.

Sample sheets to any address on application <£><£<££•<£<£•<£•<&

1
MUSIC EDITION. .BOARDS

Single copy, by mail, prepaid % 50
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 4 80
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 5 90

WORD EDITION..BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 20
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 2 00
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 2 30

MUSIC EDITION. .CLOTH

Single copy, by mail, prepaid £ w
Per dozen, by express, not prepaiu
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 7 10

WORD EDITION. CLOTH
Single copy, by mail, prepaid — 25

Per dozen, by express, not prepaid 2 75

Per dozen, by mail, prepaid ..... 3(0

PUBLISHED IN BOTH ROUND AND SHAPED NOTES

ADDRESS ALL
ORDERS TO TENNESSEE



Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his lifetime, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

(1
IJBfl

1
CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY

CMICAGO.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm, J. KlRKPATBICK.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which m ake

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
11ELOD1ES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures

not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shov\s such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

CDc Christian Ccnturp Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions

—

Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Cxpirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. Eist is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address-
in ordering change of address be "tire to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay.
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given oa applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand words and should be in our of-
fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear. News fetter*
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and should be seat
in promptly.

1MP'RES'ST EZ> X/POJV HIST
JVOTICE.

The various features for which the

Lackawanna Railroad has become not-

ed are involuntarily impressed upon
the notice of the passenger, who real-

izes the luxury of hotel or club ap-

pointment in the electric lights, the

smooth-running journals of the wheels,

the extraordinary cleanliness made
possible by the use of anthracite coal,

avoiding all dust and nauseating

smoke, the consciousness of being al-

ways on time—which comforts force

an ease of mind and body most favor-

able to the enjoyment of the unsur-

passed scenery through which its lines

pass. It is but the natural sequence
that the Lackawanna is prosperous in
like degree to its excellence of service
and its warm friends are equal in
number to its whole list of patrons, for
once to test its service means an ardent
admirer and friend earned for the
road.—Van Etten Breese.

Steel Alloy Church and School Bells. j6®=Send for
Catalogue. The C. S. BELL. CO., HUUboi ... o.

A Rare Opportunity

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY
...AND...

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

A High-Class Monthly Magazine, Conducted in the Interests of the Higher Life of the Household

Two Good Journals for the Price of One

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING occupies a position peculiarly its own, in that
it is conducted in the interests of the higher life of the household, for it

is devoted not only to practice, but to inspiration—to telling how the
everyday affairs of life may be conducted, but always leading upward.

Its departments, regular and special, are as numerous as the varied phases of
the life of the household. It appeals tc either sex, whether of young or of
advancing years, and not only helps but gratifies the physical, mental and
aesthetic natures of all its readers. The contributors' list for the coming year
is a long one, and contains the names of many writers who are already familiar
to the public. The following topics and lines of research are samples of what
Good Housekeeping is doing for the dwellers in the homes of America:

Successful Kitchens
Solutions of the Domestic Help Problem
The Eatest Hygiene
Home Handicraft of Various Kinds
Homemade Christmas Gifts, Illustrated
Truth about Dishonest and Adulterated Food
Famous Cooking Schools Described
People Who Have Uplifted Home I<ife, Il-

lustrated
New Sources of Income
Tasteful House Furnishing, Illustrated.
' Good Housekeeping Babies"
Disadvantages and Advantages of Country

Girls

Advantages and Disadvantages of City Girls
Women's Exchanges
"The Best Way," in all kinds of Housework
Mistakes of Young Housekeepers
Original Recipes from Famous Cooks and

Cooking Teachers
The Four-footed Cousins
Fathers and Sons
Household Economics
New Ideas in Fancy Work
Changes and Tendencies in Hom<_ I^xfe

New Fashions and Their Wearers
Diseases of Children, etc., etc.

The whole magazine is dominated by a high purpose to be an y^r-ready

help and inspiration toward making "the higher life of the household" a prac-

tical and delightful reality in every family, and a force in social and civic affairs.

Each number consists of 96 pages filled to overflowing with original and inter-

esting reading, including many handsome and striking illustrations.

Our Absolutely Unparalleled Offer

By an arrangement just perfected we are enabled to offer this most useful

and interesting magazine on the following special and remarkably liberal terms:

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY, One Year, $1.50)
GOOD H0USEKEEKING, One Year, $1.00 I

Total, $2.50 )

BOTH only $|.
50

We thus offer the two ablest and most representative journals of their class

at the price of The Christian Century alone, thus giving our readers an op-

portunity never before offered. Think of it, a handsome illustrated magazine,
a year's numbers of which make an elegant volume of over 1150 pages, all of

which may be had for a nominal sum by even,- subscriber, old or new, under
this most remarkable offer. This is surely a rare opportunity, and no one
should delay or fail to take advantage of it.

A sample copy of Good Housekeeping will be sent to any address on
receipt of eight cents in stamps, which should be sent to the publishers at

Springfield, Mass., or Chicago, 111. Remit by postoffice or express money order,

check, draft or registered letter to

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COriPANY, Chicago, III.
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EDITORIAL.
E&EHJVA.L LIFE.
By Matthew Arnold.

Foiled by our fellow-men, depressed, outworn,
We leave the brutal world to take its way,
And patience in another life, we say,

The world shall be thrust down and we upborne

!

And will not, then, the immortal armies scorn
The world's poor routed leavings? or will they,

Who failed under the heat of this life's day,
Support the fervors of the heavenly morn?

No, no ! the energy of life may be
Kept on after the grave, but not begun

!

And he who flagged not in the earthly strife,
From strength to strength advancing—only he
His soul well knit and all his battles won,
Mounts, and that heartily, to eternal life.

—Selected.

in those
has taken

THE TEACHING TASTO'R.
ROM the beginning it has been under-

F>
stood that he who occupies the position

{
of a bishop, or, as we call him, a pastor,
should be "apt to teach." And great in-

deed has been the influence of the Chris-
tian ministry as one of the great educa-
tional forces in every Christian land. Not
only are there countries where the func-
tion of public or general education is ex-
ercised by the clergy, or is under their

immediate supervision and control ; even
Protestant lands where a separation
place between the organized church

and the work of secular education, the church
still maintains an attitude of sedulous watchfulness
over the character, spirit and direction of that work.
Hence the ministry of the Church of Christ is com-
pelled to be profoundly and unweariedly interested
in the art of teaching.

But this interest in general education is the out-
growth of a special interest. The pastor is himself
a teacher. There is a specialized field which has been
definitely put under his charge. It is his. life work
to teach Christianity to his people. It is true that

as a preacher he is supposed to pay much attention

to the arts of the public orator and to be engaged
in a task which is conceived of usually as exhortation
and inspiration. In the pulpit he is supposed to be
competing at once with the theater, the daily news-
paper, the monthly magazine, and the lecture plat-

form, where, by the by, he sometimes becomes his

own rival.

Hence it is understood that he must cultivate those

powers and arts which will compete with each and
all of these counter-attractions. Nevertheless, it re-

mains true that the supreme task of the Christian

minister is to be a teacher. In the end, through the

long years of struggle, it is the teaching power of

the ministry that alone can tell against all the so-

called rivals of the pulpit. If the people be uncon-
vinced that the Christian life ought to be, must be,

the supreme interest of every rational being, all

struggles after pulpit attractions will be in vain. In
the end it is the convinced men and women who are
kept at church. And the convinced men and women
are those who have been taught. They have learned
and they know the Holy One of God, the claims and
the truths of the Christian faith. If, then, the Church
of Christ is to maintain its position ot majestic su-

premacy over the conscience and the heart of man-
kind, it will be because the pastor of every parish

is a teaching pastor.

The "Pastor a Student.

It is needless to dwell on the fact implied here, that

such a pastor is himself a student pastor. His semi-

nary course did not end, but began, his real student life.

It only taught him to study and put into his hands
the instruments which all his lifetime he must wield

for the discovery of the truth by which his own soul

lives, and which he turns into bread for his people.

It is almost impossible for a man who is a true stu-

dent to fail of teaching his people. The system oi

acquisition will, inevitably almost, become a system of

instruction. There are, I believe, three directions in

which the true teaching pastor will seek to carry on
his work.. First of all, he will try to make his pulpit

work a means of real instruction to his people. His
own mind will dislike the constant change of subject

which is implied in choosing scattered themes and
texts all over the Bible, and all over the universe al-

most, at haphazard. He will attempt to interest his

people by means of courses of sermons on consecu-

tive subjects, expounding to them the Bible and doc-

trines of the church. He will find that, if his method
is wise, warm., clear, convincing in argument and

proof, illustration and application, his people will de-

light to learn from him.

But he will find that the work of teaching from

the pulpit has natural limitations. It never can be as

thorough, as minute, as scholastic in method as that

teaching can be made which is carried on in a class.

Every pastor, therefore, who wishes to leave his mark
upon his parish, will seek to form a Bible class for

the study of Scripture, of doctrine, of church history,

of Christian evidences and so on. In some countries

nearly every minister, and in this country every min-

ister of some denominations does work of this kind

regularly and earnestly. Here the pastor has his su-

preme chance as a teacher. He will find always a

few, it may be a very few, whom it will be worth

his while to work with on some thorough and am-

bitious plan. The further he can carry them in their

grasp of Christian truth, the stronger will be his own
hold upon the entire congregation.

"Disastrous "Results of Injudicious Methods.

It is understood, of course, that we are speaking of

the teaching pastor who, in addition to an adequate

scholarly training, has enthusiasm and diligence, and

above all common sense. There are some men whose
entire lack of common sense is ruining their whole

ministerial career. They think that to teach Scrip-

ture is to discuss higher criticism, to advocate it or
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to decry it with unmitigated hostility or intolerant

approval. They are insufferably conscientious about
teaching their people that David did not write any
Psalms, that the traditional interpretations of the

prophets must be discarded; they wound their peo-
ple's hearts, shake their people's faith, until they hate

the very words science and critical scholarship and
modern investigation—words which they ought to

love. And then these blunderers tell us in self-de-

fense that they believe in teaching and want to teach

their people the latest truth ! The ideal teaching pas-

tor is abreast of criticism, a fearless investigator, but
after his own fight is over and his own victory won,
he is made gentle and tender in the method by which
he seeks to lead his people forward. They can be,

they wish to be led, but it must be by one who knows
that the pedagogic method of the pastoral teacher is

as clear in its distinctive principles as that of the

kindergartner or the leader of a learned seminar
in a university.

Intimate "Relation of "Pastor to Sunday School.

The teaching pastor will, of course, live close to

his Sunday school. Both scholars and teachers, es-

pecially the teachers, will be his friends. If he be
not the superintendent in name he will be in spiritual

reality and real effectiveness. He will seek to have
the teaching powers of the school so elevated that

as the children pass on into the church in their riper

years they will rejoice in the fuller and riper in-

structions of the pulpit.

But here we come upon a fact which is of vast im-

portance for the chUrch and for many a pastoral

career in this and other countries. It is quite clear

that in the larger churches of all denominations the

work of the Sunday school is growing more elaborate

and the grade of teaching is making a higher de-

mand upon both scholars and teachers. As the

standard of general intelligence in the community
rises the Christian intelligence of the church must
also rise. As the public schools give our children

deeper grasp of facts, the church must see that the

deeper grasp of the Christian facts is put within their

reach. But this, in a church of any size, in a com-
munity of any intelligence, demands that the teachers

of the Sunday school be no less skillful, eager and de-

termined than those of the day school*. Ultimately

the responsibility for all this high grade of work
depends on the superintendent of the school; and
we mean to say that in all our large churches he ought
to be a fully trained, an ordained, teaching pastor.

If one allows his imagination a little freedom to

dream over the might be, please God, the is to be,

in Bible work, he will see in the forefront of his pic-

ture the arrival of the teaching pastor. He is the col-

league of the man who preaches, but has found out
that his own powers and his own likings go in the

direction of teaching rather than preaching. We
know of such men, and are persuaded that they
abound more and more. Such an one will

have, like his pulpiteering brother, much else to

do in parish work. But he will give himself
mainly to the task of teaching. A thorough
scholar, trained in college and seminary, and if pos-
sible abroad, he will have studied the psychology of

childhood and the best modern theories of pedagogic
method. He will know every child as well as every
teacher. He will guide and inspire the teachers in

their work, he will visit the homes of the children.

He will find that, to do it thoroughly, it will need as

much work to be the teaching pastor of a school of

300 scholars as to be the ordinary general pastor of

a church of 200 members. His attention will be con-

centrated upon two departments—viz., the organizing
of as earnest and competent a body of teachers as

he can possibly secure, and the personal contact of

himself and the teachers with the children in their

homes.
Hcbir the Church XOill \Jltimately Conquer.
Ultimately the church is going to conquer the

world by conquering the home ; and it can only

conquer the home by going there more than it does,

holding the hands of little children. If Christian

nurture is ever to take the place of spasmodic evan-

gelism it can only be in this way. The lambs must be
fed with tender, individualizing solicitude. They
must be taught and loved and watched and trained

by men and women who see and understand that for

them this is the loftiest service which they can ren-

der to the human race, and the deepest proof of their

own devotion to the Savior of the world. If all

Christian parents, the parents of the average Chris-

tian home, and of those homes which fall below the

average in faith and intelligence, are to be taught to

train their children, we all see and know that it can-
not be merely through general rebukes and exhorta-
tions from the pulpit. Some one must do what the

pastors of former days did in Scotland and in New
England—some one must go into the homes as the

teaching pastor of the children. We know that the

general pastor of a large church cannot do this. He
must preach his powerful sermons, he must fulfill

many public functions, he must supervise the general

policy and work of the church; give him as his col-

league the man who is trained and has consecrated

his life to be the teaching pastor. This is the next
step in church organization and method, which has

been already taken by some congregations and which
promises more than one can say for the future nur-

ture of the children of the church.

CONVOCATION AT THE V^/-
VE*RSITy OF CHICAGO.

By the Visitor.

The University of Chicago is the youngest of the

great schools ; and yet is rapidly taking its place in

the foremost rank of academic foundations. When
one stands on the quadrangles and looks about on
the score of massive stone structures already erected

;

when he marks the influence of the university upon
the educational life of the west and the entire land

;

when he sees the rapidly growing number of its alumni,

its increasing volume of publications, and the widen-
ing of its plans to take in activities beyond the sea, it

is difficult to believe that he sat one day in a car of

the Ferris wheel during the World's Fair and. look-

ing down upon a single building which seemed from
that height rather diminutive, was told in answer to a

question that it was the University of Chicago. Yet
much more than these outward changes have been
wrought in the ten years since the first corner stone

was laid, much that cannot be put into figures, dealing

with buildings, faculty, libraries, apparatus, students

or alumni. It must be set down in that indefinite

column of influence, effect, atmosphere, in which so

much that is valuable in human life must be regis-

tered.

The past week was one of special interest among
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the gothic buildings on the Midway. It was the

decennial celebration and was held in connection with

. the thirty-eighth convocation. The University has
a way of gaining on her contemporaries in the mat-
ter of commencements by a plan of quarterly convo-
cations, which answer to the same need, and afford

opportunity to confer the usual degrees. The num-
ber of these degrees conferred last week ran up to

two hundred and fifty-eight ; and when one recalls the

severity of the examinations for such honors and the
fact that three other opportunities for graduation are
offered during the year the amount of work done in

the big school may be imagined.

As on the fifth anniversary, five years ago, the
founder of the university was present. Mr. Rockefeller
seems to have changed but slightly in appearance
since that time. The raising of the Founders' flag

on the tall campus mast Saturday morning was the
signal of his arrival on the grounds. From that time
till his departure on Wednesday he and Mrs. Rocke-
feller were the honored guests of the institution ; and
the modesty and graciousness with which they bore
themselves won them a welcome everywhere.

As on the occasion five years ago, a mammoth con-
vocation tent was spread on the lawn between Kent
and Haskell halls ; a smaller one to the south served
for several of the conferences and for the congrega-
tion dinner. On the former convocation day the
heat in the tent was most oppressive and the presi-
dent's feeling allusion to the urgent need of a suit-

able hall for the purpose was regarded by the audi-
ence as a gentle hint to the guest, only less humorous
than Mr. Rockefeller's naive remark that he hoped
some good friend of the institution would come for-

ward with the funds for the hall. But the five years
havebrought no hall, and the tent once more did serv-
ice, on a much cooler day, happily.

But there was one most encouraging feature about
stones of new buildings laid. These were the Uni-
versity Press building, Hitchcock hall, an extension
of the Snell undergraduate dormitory, the University
Commons, the University Bell Tower, the Students'
club house, and the Leon Mandel assembly hall. It

was, indeed, a feast of corner stones. As some one
remarked, the motto of the university appears to be,
"When in doubt, lay a corner stone." In addition it

must be noted that the Nancy Foster hall for ladies

has been enlarged of late and that the men's and
women's gymnasiums are about to be begun. These
structures, all sorely needed, will be completed before
the opening of a new year, and will solve several
pressing problems of adequate housing which have
perplexed the authorities of the university. Most
important of the new buildings will be the Mandel
assembly hall, which will at last provide a fairly

adequate chamber of session for the large university
bodies and will serve the purpose of a public ren-
dezvous until the great chapel is erected, which is to

be the crowning feature of the quadrangles. Nor
must mention be omitted of the dedication of Scam-
mon court, two blocks east, on which ground was
broken for the University School of Education by
Colonel Parker.

The addresses and conferences on different scien-

tific and literary themes brought to the university a
long list of distinguished men and women: Teachers
and students eagerly listened to men whose names
were classroom possessions and whose text-books
they had long employed.
The convocation exercises on Tuesday were a

fitting climax to the gathering of the week. After a

few corner stones had been laid in the morning the

long procession formed in front of Walker museum,
and after defiling about past the president's house,

where the senate, trustees and official guests were
picked up, along with the founder and the president,

the convocation tent was reached and the exercises

took place. The heraldry of a university procession is

various and puzzling to all but the initiated. The
blacks and blues of the doctors of philosophy, the

purples of the doctors of laws, the reds of the doc-

tors of divinity and the greens of the medics would
afford a sufficiently varied assortment without the

university colors, which add the charm of contrast

and of association. Here the crimson of Harvard, the

blue of Yale, the green of Amherst and the maroon
of Chicago mingle with the orange of Paris, the tri-

colors of the German universities and the blazonries

of Oxford and Glasgow. Perhaps nowhere more
than in architecture and university dress does the

conservatism of the past maintain itself in our pres-

ent life, and no one who enters at all into the real

academic spirit would wish these memorials forgotten.

The address of the founder, full of quiet humor and
friendly counsel, was followed by the president's state-

ment. Dr. Harper is not an orator, yet no public

speaker who appears on convocation platforms has

the art of holding attention that the president pos-

sesses. His is the eloquence of fact and of forceful

statement. Like Mr. Gladstone, he has a way of

making even a budget thrilling. These convocation
statements have insistently struck the great educa-
tional notes to which a city like Chicago needs to list-

en, and it has gotten into the habit of listening.

The climax of the great day was reached when the

university followed its solitary departure from the

plan of conferring only degrees in course, made when
President McKinley two years since received his hood
from the university by bestowing upon some eight or

ten of the distinguished visitors the highest honors

within its gift. The glad acceptance of the honorary
degrees of the University of Chicago by such repre-

sentatives of the conservative institutions of Europe,

as Dr. Dods and Professor Van'l Hoff, at the very

moment when Oxford was conferring her honors

upon Dr. Briggs and Professor Brown is a gratifying

proof of the comradeship of education which knows
no dividing sea.

At five o'clock the congregation banquet was over,

the spring quarter was ended and the summer quarter

had begun. As twilight deepened into night the

echoes of the decennial died away and there remained

only the evensong floating across the quadrangles

:

The City White hath fled the earth

;

But where the azure waters lie

A nobler city hath its birth

—

The City Grey that ne'er shall die.

For decades and for centuries,

Its battlemented towers shall rise

Beneath the hope-filled western skies

;

Tis our dear Alma Mater."

An old colored preacher was asked to define Chris-

tian perseverance. He answered, "It means, firstly,

to take hold ; secondly, to hold on ; thirdly and lastly,

to nebber leave go." Good experimental theology.

It is a strange meteorological fact that the sun
never shines so hot on a baseball ground as on the

harvest field.
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JSfOTES AJVV COMMENTS.
The Missing LinK. Still Missing.

To say that the address of Dr. Winfield S. Hall on.

evolution delivered before the meeting of the Y. M.

C. A. in Boston was sensational is to put it mildly.

Dr. Winfield finds in some unknown creature the

common ancestor of man and of the anthropoid ape

;

but he has no new information to impart regarding

this missing link. Meanwhile he builds his evolution-

ary system upon conjecture.

The Core of the Matter.

In his commencement address at the University of

Chicago Dr. Marcus Dods did not a little to clear the

air on the question, "What is religion?" He got to

the heart of the matter in the words : Religion among
men is apt to drift into a sentimentalism that delights

in its own emotions and is far more deeply concerned
in itself than in the advancement of the world around
it. What Christ asks us is not the acceptance of any
mental proposition, but simply allegiance to himself.

"Race Prejudice.

In his commencement address at the University of

Chicago Rabbi Hirsch deprecated the loose talk

which is prevalent in the present day, regarding the

distinctions of blood and race. Men are being judged
not by inward character, but by the color of their skin

or the shape of their nose. But to all these outward
distinctions the philanthropy of today is happily giv-

ing the lie. Philanthropy laughs all bonds of race

and color to scorn.

Is the Higher Education Anti-Christian in Its
Tendency?

It is sometimes affirmed that our higher institu-

tions of learnings are saturated with infidelity and
that their atmosphere is unfavorable to the growth of

Christian faith. But what are the facts? According
to Dean Hulbert of the University of Chicago, five

per cent of the young men in the United States are
church members, while the percentage among col-

lege men exclusively is fifty-two. This gives the lie

to the oft-repeated charge that the educated classes

are the foes of religion. It is the ignorant and un-
educated who are irreligious. Education and college

training do not encourage infidelity.

&heolog"y Should Be Free-

Dr. William Newton Clarke, author of "An Outline
of Christian Theology," uttered a timely word on
the same occasion. He said that theology in order
to be free must not be expected merely to defend the
heritage of truth which has been received from the

past, but to seek after new truth. The theologian
has been expected to confirm and conform. He has
been expected to defend old positions, to seek for

proofs for the things that have been accepted, instead
of making fresh investigations to find out what is

true. His one business is to discover the truth that

he may hold it up for the illumination of the whole
field of life.

&he A.tvaKjng of a Giant.
The recent war with, China has served as a shock

to arouse her from the slumber of centuries. She is

rubbing her eyes and looking around. When she
comes to realize her power and bring it into opera-
tion things will happen which will fill the world with
wonder and dismay. The Russian savant, Jean de
Bloch, has this to say on the subject: "China will be a
mighty world power within a generation and the pow-

ers have themselves to thank for the prospect. The
allied invasion of the Chinese empire has accom-

plished but one tangible and abiding thing. It has

federated that great and patriotic people as indis-

solubly as Bismarck united the states of the German
empire. It has awakened in them a sentiment of ag-

gressive nationalism that bodes ill for the civiliza-

tions that have held them in contempt."

A "Ruinous Tendency.
Referring to the tendency, very observable in many

recent baccalaureate addresses, to eliminate from
Christianity its supernatural elements the "Record-

Herald" remarks that "if such a tendency becomes
universal it must cause profound alterations in church

activities. The missionary now goes forth by direct au-

thority of the Divine. That gives him his enthusiasm,

his resolution, his persistence, his willingness to meet

martyrdom. But there is no demand for such mar-

tyrdom in a scheme of universal toleration, and if

the new religion should resolve itself into a simple

deism the revolution would be felt from turret to

foundation stone."

These are significant words. Empty Christianity

of its supernatural elements, take from it its special

and uncompromising claims, and you rob it of its

power as an over-mastering motive in Christian ex-

perience, and as the divinely ordained agency for the

world's redemption.

Death of Ejc-Uox)ernor Pingree.

The death in London of H. S. Pingree, former gov-

ernor of Michigan, removes from public life a pic-

turesque figure. Governor Pingree had upon him
the stamp of a strong personality. His political

rivals might dislike him. but they could not ignore

him. He was a man of tremendous force. To his

native force of character was added purity of mo-
tive. His sympathies were with the working classes,

from whose ranks he had himself sprung. He served

for several terms as the mayor of Detroit and was
successful in accomplishing important civic reforms.

His opposition to trusts and combinations which had

for their object the oppression and robbery of the

people, was relentless. Although at times willful and
erratic, as a man of noble and generous spirit, as a

lover of his fellowmen, as a hater of organized in-

iquity, a pioneer in the path of social progress, he has

left behind him a name that will be fragrant in the

memories of those whom he lived to serve.

\Jnton and Subdt-vtsion of Forces.

Speaking at the Y. M. C. A. jubilee Dr. Francis E.

Clark, president of the Young People's Society of

Christian Endeavor, said: "I have little sympathy
with the cry that the church is broken into fragments

when it does its work through the best means at its

disposal or assigns to its membership different tasks.

Organization and subdivision of the forces of the

church have not yet gone far enough to accomplish

the largest results." Subdivision of labor within the

church, federation of forces among the churches,

seems to be the order of the day. The day of division

is passing away, and the day of union is dawning.

Even if the splitting of the church into fragments

served some useful ends in the past in the way of

emphasizing neglected truths that service is done,

and now the spirit of God is leading the church into

oneness of aim and action. But with wider and
closer union among the churches must go greater

variety of activity. The church must develop inten-

sively as well as extensively.
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CHICAGO JVO&ES.
Circus Methods.

Rabbi Hirsch charges some of the Chicago
churches with adopting "the methods of the circus

and continuous variety performance." There is too
much truth in the charge.

A Just Tajc.

The ruling of the board of assessors to tax all

property not in actual use for religious or educational
purposes is eminently just. No property from which
revenue is derived ought to be exempt from taxa-
tion.

"Resignation of "Dr. JVoble.

After a pastorate of twenty years Rev. F. A. Noble,
D. D., of Union Park Congregational church, tenders
his resignation and a dismission council is called for

the 25th inst. Thus closes a pastorate of more than
ordinary influence and fruitfulness.

A Church Trust.

The Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones advocates the appli-

cation of the trust principle to religious work. He
says that unless churches combine they will continue
to wage a losing battle against iniquity and vice.

Combination is all right, but are they waging a losing
battle?

Chicago Commons.
The formal opening of the new quarters of the Chi-

cago Commons at Grand avenue and Morgan street

will take place July 1st. To complete the building it

will be necessary to raise $10,000 by September. A
kindergarten, a mother's club and a small residence
will be maintained near the old home, 140 North
Union street.

Pulpit "Buffoonery.

At a church door on a fashionable avenue there is

to be seen a large poster announcing that "The Mark
Twain of the Pulpit" will hold forth on certain even-
ings during the week. Then follows the exhortation
"Come and be saved." "Come and laugh" would
have been only less appropriate than "Come and
weep." A comic preacher is a melancholy object.

"Rapid Grattfth of the \7n -Versity of Chicago.

It is difficult to believe that such a large institution

as the University of Chicago has been built up in ten
years. The conditions of the times have made this

result possible. We live in a fast-moving age. But
the marvelous thing is that along with such rapid
growth has gone the development of dignity and
strength.

"Baptist \Jnion.

The eleventh international convention of the Bap-
tist Young People's union will be held July 25 to 28
in this city. The Coliseum has been secured for a
meeting place. A large attendance is expected.

This meeting will mark the close of the first decade
in the history of the organization. A four days' pro-
gramme has been arranged, the addresses and exer-
cises being based upon the keyword "Kingship."

A temperance Victory.

In Hyde Park, as elsewhere, eternal vigilance and
effort are the price of protection from the encroach-
ments of the liquor traffic. Hyde Park is a prohibi-
tion district, but in every possible way the saloon
has attempted to invade it. The Protection Asso-
ciation has just won a signal victory, the Supreme
court of Illinois having decided in the most emphatic

manner to uphold the prohibitory law as binding and
operative.

\/nion of "Domestics.

One of the most recent movements in the way of

the organization of labor is the formation of a union
by the sixty thousand domestics employed in the

homes of Chicago. The leaders in that movement
declare that "the time has come for the girls to throw
off the yoke of slavery and fight for privileges en-

joyed by other women." Various opinions have been
expressed regarding the practicability of this move-
ment ; to laugh it out of court, as many seem inclined

to do is not wise. It is a sign of the times, and there

is no telling to what it may yet grow.
A ffebv Society.

Every new movement crystallizes into a society.

One of the latest is the H. P. E. society, which, writ-

ten in full, reads the Higher Practical Educational
society. Its promoter is J. W. Gossard and its ob-

jects are: 1. To co-operate with God in practical

relations. 2. To bring out the latent good existent

in every man. 3. To inculcate cleanliness as a moral
right. 4. To show that present failure is largely

due to lack of opportunities to associate with suc-

cessful people. 5. To emphasize the necessity of

economy and business method. 6. To strengthen

and uphold good physical, mental and moral habits.

7. To readily take up a wholesome occupation.

There is nothing startling or strikingly original in

all this, but everything helps.

{she Pastor's Bible Class.

Prof. Marcus Dods, the famous Scottish preacher,

author and teacher, said a few remarkable words at

the University of Chicago the other day on this sub-

ject. Practically every minister in Scotland conducts

his own Bible class, whose members are from sev-

enteen to seven or eight and twenty years of age.

He usually values this as much as any part of his

work. Dr. Dods gave his own striking experience

during his Glasgow ministry. In his class he had
many men who were extremely sceptical and would
not join the church; but in time, and through the

work of that class, they were all brought in. He
spoke also of the experience of Dr. Alexander
Whyte, the greatest Scottish preacher living. He
values his Bible class above his pulpit. He meets

with 800 men on Sunday and 800 women on Tues-

days. He takes in a wide range of subjects, not

confining himself to Bible study. When he takes a

bag of books away with him on his vacation it is to

prepare not for his pulpit, but for next winter's Bible

class.

LIFE'S FIELD.
We must not hope to be mowers,
And to gather the ripe gold ears,

Until we have been sowers,
And watered the furrows with tears.

It is not just as we take it,

This mystical world of ours

;

Life's field will yield, as we make it,

A harvest of thorns or flowers.

"If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain

;

If I can ease one life the aching,
Or cool one pain,

Or help one fainting robin
Unto his nest again,

I shall not live in vain."
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CONTRIBUTEDtJ
/MTA-RB FIHES.

My heart would sing for joy!

A friendly hand is re'ached,

And lights earth's dull annoy!
Kindness is at me flung,

Better than song e'er sung
Or sermon ever preached.

'Tis not the gift I prize

:

It is the heart behind.

O men and women ! rise

To understand how more
Is Love than golden ore

!

Too long men's souls are blind.

With nobleness meet all

!

Thou hast undreamed return

In lifting feet that fall,

In rescuing the faint

:

No artist-hand can paint

The fires that inward burn.

And inward fires alone

Are those that warm lis long.

Nought outward can atone

For sinking .in the sea

Love's opportunity !

—

Thus sings my heart its song.

James H. West.

"AT THE DOOH."
By James M. Campbell, D. D.

HE story is told of a man who went toTa certain fashionable church and met with
a cold' welcome. Every one seemed to
look at him askance and make him feel

that he was an intruder. "Whose church
is this ?" he timidly asked a gentleman who
sat near. "Jesus Christ's," was the reply.
"Oh, is he in this morning?" was the re-
joinder. Alas, that the absence of the
spirit of Christ from those who confess
his name should so often afford ground

for questioning whether or not he has a place within
his own church

!

In the book of Revelation there is a striking rep-
resentation of Christ as outside of his professing
church. Making his final appeal to his slumbering
church before the breaking of the storm- which the
book of Revelation describes, the risen Christ ex-
claims: "Behold I stand at the door and knock;
if any man hear my voice and open the door, I will
come in to him and will sup with him, and he with
me." (Rev. 3: 20.) The force and meaning of this

text are completely lost if it is taken to describe the
approach of Christ to the individual soul. The pic-
ture represented is that of Christ as the door of his
church. He finds the door shut and barred against
him. The Laodecean church, with all its loud pro-
fession and self-conceit, had denied him a place in
its midst. A Christless church ! a church from which
Christ is excluded ! A church in which Christ's will

is not consulted nor his ways followed, a democratic
church, in which the spirit of independence has de-
generated into independence of Christ; a worldly
church, outwardly prosperous but spiritually impo-

tent; a self-satisfied church, which wanted nothing
and needed everything—such is the church before
whose closed door Christ is represented as standing.

His action bespeaks his interest. He takes the
initiative. With condescending love he comes to
the church from which he has been expelled and sues
for readmission. He is urgent and importunate. To
wake his slumbering church he uses hands and voice.

He knocks and speaks. He calls attention to his

presence and then tells his errand.

But, great as is his desire to get inside his church,
he will not force an entrance. The bolt has been
fastened from within, and the hand that placed it

there must withdraw it. A free response must be
given ; and to obtain it Christ appeals to every mo-
tive. For, as he will not stay in any church where
he is not wanted, he will not come to any church
where he is not welcomed.
From the church he turns to the individual. When

the church as a whole will not receive him he says:

"If any man hear my voice and open the door, I will

come to him and sup with him, and he with me."
The opening of the heart is man's, the entering into

it is his. He enters the spirit-home the moment its

doors are thrown open, bringing with him spiritual

entertainment. The guest becomes the host. For
when Christ comes he comes as a king, bringing his

own rich entertainment with him and sharing it with
us.

In times of spiritual declension seldom is there a
concerted movement on the part of the church to re-

ceive Christ. A work of revival generally begins
with the coming of Christ into the lives of solitan

saints. And happily, if there are churches that can
be satisfied with everything but Christ, there are

always to be found souls who cannot be satisfied with
anything but Christ. They pine when he is absent

from them. They long for a realizing sense of his

presence. They want him in their business, in their

pleasures—they want to make him regnant in the

whole circle of their social activities. And when in

response to the appeal of Christ they open the door
and let him in, their spiritual life receives instant

enlargement, and they bocome new centers of spirit-

ual power within the church to whose fellowship

they belong.

The overshadowing idea in this dramatic represen-

tation of the present attitude of the unseen Christ

is his unquenchable desire to gain possession of his

church, that he may make it pure, unselfish and
fruitful, by filling it with the fulness of life. He
knows how beggarly will be its condition without
him. For its own welfare he seeks to control its life.

He seeks to bless it and to use it, or rather he seeks
to bless it by using it for ends the highest and
noblest. With the same longing desire with which
he seeks to get entire possession of his church, which
he has purchased for himself, he seeks to get entire

possession of the hearts which he has formed for

himself. Happy the church, happy the heart that

opens to him. Heaven begins when he is received.

HOW EHEy EAK.E IT.

The pessimist stubs his toe
Or bumps his pate.

And raises a wail of woe
And curses fate.

The optimist views the hod
That struck his head

And rises and praises God
That he isn't dead.
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WHy flOT A 'REVIVAL?
William B. Millard.

HE first and greatest need of the church of

T to-day is a great revival of religion. This

one need includes all others ; for when a

wave of Christian enthusiasm sweeps over

a church, quickening its members into new
life, all problems find immediate solution

and all difficulties are swept aside.

In view of the fact that there is tre-

mendous need of a revival why is it that

the office of revivalist seems to have fallen

into disfavor among our churches?

The answer to this question, I believe, lies in the

fact that we have made great progress in theology, but

have not made a corresponding advance in our evan-

gelistic methods. Modern scientific study has thrown

a flood of light on the sacred writings, so that we un-

derstand them and their teachings better than our

ancestors did ; but the ordinary evangelist of to-day

takes little or no heed of this increase in knowledge.

He preaches as his fathers preached. He is trying to

win men whose minds are filled with twentieth cen-

tury ideas by addressing to them an eighteenth cen-

tury appeal.

Within the limits of a newspaper article it is possi-

ble only to mention, without stopping to discuss, a few

of the points at which the theology of the study has

outstripped the theology of evangelism.

The popular conception of God has been greatly

modified within the last fifty years. The old-fash-

ioned preaching represented God as seated in the

heavens upon a great white throne, judging the quick

and the dead. This conception was thoroughly an-

thropomorphic. Now we emphasize the words of

Jesus that "God is a spirit." We believe with Paul

that "in him we live and move and have our being."

We believe that Tennyson is a true teacher in saying,

"Closer is he than breathing, and nearer than hands or

feet."

While no school of thought ever intentionally placed

limitations upon the idea of God, the old school em-
phasized his transcendence, while the new school em-
phasizes his imminence. The old theology was filled

with imagery which often conveyed the impression that

God was a kind of great man, with limitless powers,

who was localized somewhere in the universe. Mod-
ern theology declares that God is a spirit, filling all

space. One view represents God as external and su-

perior ; the other as internal and all-inclusive.

Our understanding of Jesus and his work has been

enlarging. The old view was that he came to save

his people from the consequences of their sins ; now
we are beginning to appreciate the far larger fact that

he came to save his people from their sins. Formerly
the thought was made prominent that he came to pro-

vide the undeserving with a passport to heaven ; now,
without denying the former, we urge the view that he
came to help us to live "soberly, righteously and god-
ly in this present life." We used to say that Christ

came to save man's soul ; now we say, rather, that he
came to save the whole man, body and soul.

Another point at which our views have undergone a

modification is in regard to punishment for sin. Pun-
ishment used to be regarded as an infliction ; now we
look upon it as a consequence. The old theology rep-

resented God as wreaking vengeance upon the guilty;

now we believe that the sin itself, when it is finished,

bringeth forth death. Jonathan Edwards produced

a tremendous impression when he preached his famous
sermon on "Sinners in the hands of an angry God,"
for he voiced the prevailing belief ; but such a sermon
would get no response to-day, for people no longer

believe that God, in a fit of anger, casts his erring

children into hell.

In place of the old, mechanical view of punishment,

imposed and inflicted from without, modern theology

believes punishment to be the natural consequences of

sin. If a worm devours the heart of a tree the tree

perishes without any special edict from God. If the

worm which dieth not, which we call sin, eats into the

heart of one's life the life becomes blasted and with-

ered in the natural order of things. Punishment, then,

is not a special visitation of God's displeasure, but the

unerring consequences of violated law.

Our belief in the inspiration of the Bible is not

what it once was. According to the old view the Bible

being the direct utterance of God, through holy men of

old, every part was considered of equal importance and
equal value. In every dispute if an appropriate text of

Scripture could be quoted it was supposed to close

the discussion ; for when God has spoken who shall

gainsay it? But the church found that this claim

proves too much. If isolated texts, removed from
their setting, are to be regarded as oracles of God a

man can prove anything in the world by a judicious

shuffling together of texts. Indeed, our Lord found
that "the devil can cite Scripture for his purpose."

Do we believe that the Bible is inspired? Most as-

suredly. It is the inspired and inspiring record of the

wonderful way in which God has led and educated

and developed his people. It is rich in great truths

which the still small Voice has whispered into the

hearts of saints and prophets. But the divine message
comes through humane channels ; it is given "in divers

portions, and in divers manners," and it is given pro-

gressively along the line of an historical development.

In the Old Testament we have only the rudiments of

the truth. The final word comes from the lips of the

Christ.

The observation and experience of the Christian

people of this generation will bear out the saying that,

in our evangelistic efforts, we have made our appeal,

almost exclusively, from the old point. of view; God,
the great, far away Judge, to whom we must render

up our account at the close of life
; Jesus, the Advo-

cate, who will, on the Judgment Day, intercede in our
behalf; fire and brimstone, the means of punishment
which is to be visited upon the guilty. In support of

these points, a string of proof texts is quoted with an
air of absolute finality.

The trouble with that kind of an appeal is that men
have come to feel that it is not an accurate statement

of the case. It does not exactly square with the facts

as we now understand them. And when we so frame
our appeal as to arouse reasonable doubts the power
to convince and persuade is Jost. Too long have we
been trying to apply our new theology through the old

evangelism, and we have secured about the same re-

sults which our Lord predicted for those who put

new wine into old bottles.

As the first and greatest need of the church is a
great revival, so our first and most important duty is to

prepare ourselves for a revival. Let us take down the

harps of our evangelism from the willows, where they

have been hanging, and tune them up into harmonv
with the celestial music as we hear it to-day. Let us

stop the discord between the truth that is addressed to
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the understanding and the exhortation that is addressd

to the heart.

The new appeal must have a heroic note running
through it. Let us not merely say, "Jesus paid it all,"

let us not tell men simply to jump into the ark, that it

is all easy, without money and without price ; for that

may be made an appeal to selfishness, and selfishness

is the root of all sin. Rather let us call on men to come
and suffer for righteousness' sake ; to sacrifice money,
time and ease for the kingdom of God. Let us preach

a gospel for the living rather than for the dying; a
gospel that shall be heroic and unselfish, rather than
comfortable and easy. Let us tell men that they must
work out their own salvation with fear and trembling,

and not encourage them to think that Christ will do
all the work. Let us tell strong, healthy people that

"every man must bear his own burden," and not mere-
ly declare the comforting thought that they may cast

their burdens on the Lord. When the central thought
in our appeal is to give, and help, and sacrifice, expect-

ing nothing in return, then we will be appealing to the

Christ-like instincts which slumber in the human
breast. And then will our revival come.

Geneseo, 111.

HIGHER CRITICISM AJSCD THE
S VffDAy SCHOOL LESSOR.

Chas. M. Fillmore.

N JULY the Sunday schools will begin
their regular seven-year course of the

study of the entire Bible, starting with the

first chapter of Genesis. Since last the

Sunday schools studied Genesis, Biblical

criticism—higher and lower—has come
into public notoriety as never before.

Beyond doubt, in July tens of thousands
of people will ask, "Who wrote the book
of Genesis?" and "When was it written?"

What shall we answer? Some will say

that Moses originally wrote every word and every

syllable at the direct dictation of God. Others will

affirm that, while Moses is the author, his work, un-

der the guidance of God's spirit, was somewhat in

the capacity of an editor, since it was entirely original,

because he incorporated into the text some docu-

ments which he found already in existence. Others
will affirm that, while it is Mosaic in substance and
spirit, it is composite in character, the original Mosaic
document having been edited, revised and modified

in various ways during various periods subsequent

to Moses. A very few may go to the extreme of

asserting that it is wrong to call it a Mosaic docu-
ment at all, because it is uncertain whether Moses
wrote any of it, or even any of the Pentateuch, unless

it be the ten commandments, and even that is doubt-

ful.

The next question that has been brought into dis-

pute by modern criticism is concerning the his-

toricity of events and personages in the patriarchal

age. Were Adam and Eve actual individuals, or are

they idealized characters, typical of primitive hu-

manity ?

Are the sketches of Noah, Abraham and other

patriarchs real biographies, or are they somewhat
uncertain and mythical? Is it true, in the language

of a noted critic, that these biographies contain only

"a substratum of actual personal history," that "the

sacred writers aimed at something higher than the

hare production of primitive history," that "the

sacred authors of these stories" must be granted "a
license of dramatic and ethical expansion" of the bare
and meager facts concerning the patriarchs handed
down by tradition, so long as they use that license

in achieving "the creation of types of character es-

sentially historical?"

Another question analogous to this pertains to

the literary character of at least the early chapters of

Genesis : Is the third chapter plain, historic narra-

tive, or is it figurative? Did a snake maintain an
argument with a woman, or is this a parabolic or

poetic creation similar to the stories of "The Good
Samaritan," "The Prodigal Son" and "Dives and
Lazarus"?

Question of Inspiration.

Finally, the question concerning the inspiration and
revelation of the book must come under discussion.

It will be claimed by some that if Moses did not

write Genesis ; if all the details recorded concerning
Abraham are not actual facts in the personal life

of that individual ; if the serpent did not really talk

with Eve—then there is no inspiration or revelation

in Genesis—if discredited in part, it is wholly dis-

credited. In answer to this the critics maintain that

it is altogether a matter of definition of terms—that

they believe in inspiration and revelation, though not

of the kind advocated by the conservative traditional-

ists. The traditionalist virtually asserts that "All

Scripture (meaning everything found in the generally

accepted canon from Genesis to Revelation) is given

by insipration of God and is profitable for doctrine,"

etc. The higher critic says "Every Scripture in-

spired of God is profitable," etc., and asserts that

there are some things in the commonly accepted

canon which have no right to claim the authority of

the impelling power of God's spirit.

On the question of revelation, the difference stated

in a sentence is, "Does the Bible contain numerous
revelations from God?" or "Is the Bible itself, as a

whole, in each and every part, a revelation from
God?" The higher criticism claims that the historic

and scientific statements in the Bible, as well as

many other things in it, are not matters of revelation,

but that "by revelation is meant a truth or truths

received from God into the minds of men, not by the

ordinary methods of inquiry, such as observation

and reasoning, but by a direct operation of the

Holy Spirit." "Revelation, in the strictest sense of

the term, is that body of truth which is made known
to man in a special way, because the ordinary meth-

ods of finding truth would not suffice. Broadly
speaking, then, the revelation in the Bible is pre-

cisely that which, apart from the Bible, not only

would not, but could not, have been known."

Uhe "Proper Altitude.

This, we believe, is a brief statement of at least

some of the matters that are> likely to come before

many of us in the discussion of the Sunday school

lessons during the next six months. A most prac-

tical question for us, then, is: "What shall be our

attitude with reference to these questions raised by
the critics?" Various positions are possible:

1. The questions raised by critics may be ignored

entirely.

2. Their teachings may be mentioned with only

contempt and ridicule ; and the critics, one and all,

be branded as agnostics, rationalists, atheists and
dangerous men generally, to be carefully avoided.

3. Their claims may be accepted and promulgated
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as the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the

truth.

4. Their deductions may be treated as partially

true and partially false.

What is the right attitude to assume? The mat-

ter cannot be wholly ignored. In this day of the

general spread of knowledge, there are certain to be

some people in the Sunday schools, especially in the

Bible classes and other adult classes, who have
learned of these things from the papers or magazines,

from the. pulpit .or lecture platform, or from some
other of the numerous avenues of public information.

The would-be teacher who ignores them will fiml

himself ignored as an ignoramus.
The time has also passed, if it ever existed, for

treating the matter lightly. There are earnest, in-

telligent young people in our congregations whose
inquiries concerning ihese matters cannot be brushed
aside by a wave of the hand, a knowing arch of the

eyebrows or a contemptuous shrug of the shoulders.

Nor will a sneer, a joke, mere ridicule, nor vociferous

denunciation take the place of calm reason. Thought-
ful, cultured, men and women will require more than

somebody's ipse dixit to convince them that Moses
wrote every .word of the Pentateuch as a steno-

graphic amanuensis of Jehovah. One must be able

to give a good and satisfactory reason for the faith

that is in him if he contends that the third chapter

of Genesis is literal rather than allegorical, and that

Eve held a conversation with an actual snake. Nor
will it do to bunch the critics in an indiscriminate

mass and label them all as infidels, atheists, agnostics

and iconoclastic subverters of the faith. In the first

place, it is not true, for some of the most devout
men of faith and piety are among the critics. In the

second place, it is the height of folly to make an im-
pression upon a community that the scholarship of

the world is tending toward infidelity or agnosticism,
when the opposite is the real truth.

On the other hand, we must beware of the Athenian
itch. The newest theory is not per se the truest

reality. Novelty is not an infallible criterion of truth.

The converse is more likely to be the case. He who
shuts his eyes and swallows everything the higher
criticism drops into his mouth will be likely to suffer

from mental indigestion.

G7>e &rue Attn.

The true disciple of Christ has but one aim, that
is to know the truth that he may do it. If criticism,

higher or lower, shall discover any truth, it is the
imperative duty of every follower of Jesus to accept
that truth and walk in its freedom. Truth, like gold,
often lies hidden deep, and can only be dug out by
great labor and severe sacrifice. But it is worth all

it costs of study and toil. Healthful mental food
must be obtained by the sweat of the brain

—
"Study

to show thyself approved unto God," and to your
intelligent fellowmen; and study also to keep your
own self-respect. Place first principles first; put
faith in Christ before belief in the existence of Jonah.
One of the best things about the place of the study

of Genesis in the present scheme of lessons is that
it is begun immediately after eighteen months' study
of the life of Christ. The correct place from which
to study the Old Testament is on the mountain top
at the feet of Jesus. From the very necessity of the
case too much of our Sunday school study is like

that of a miner, prospecting a little at one spot, then
moving on to another and another. Occasional nug-

gets of truth may thus be found. But all truths are

correlated. The isolation of a truth is the misap-

plication of a truth. He who studies only single facts

and does not see the sequence of events will not

understand the providence of God. He who spends

his life farming a ten-acre tract of some barren moun-
tain of Kentucky will have a meager conception of

the beauty of its blue-grass region or of the great-

ness of the world outside that state. If one would
understand any part of the Bible he must first of

all get a right conception of the Bible as a whole.

The book of "Revelation" completes the circle be-

gun at Genesis. The first Adam is an unsolved
mystery without the second. The story of the- gar-

den of Eden is a fable containing no moral without

a Paradise to come. The third chapter of Genesis

pictures a long, dark night, without a star or hope
of dawning, till we find the fourth chapter of Mat-
thew. The blood of righteous Abel would cry from
the ground in vain but for the blood of the atone-

ment.

Independence of opinion and freedom of discussion

should not be lamented or suppressed, but rather en-

couraged, so long as those who differ are honest
and candid, sincere seekers after truth, who keep
their minds open to conviction. Let us be slow about
casting the odium theologicum upon all who differ

from our own opinions.

We need not fear for the safety of the Old Book.
It has withstood many bitter, determined attacks

from all kinds of enemies without and traitors within,

and today it is more impregnable than Gibraltar. Do
not defend it. It needs no defense. It is its own
best defense. Your duty is to teach it. But be care-

ful lest in your mistaken zeal you sow seeds of dis-

trust in the hearts of your pupils.

&ACCALA WREAUE WISDOM.
The \/nix>erffty of Chicago.

"Religion and the Higher Life" was the theme of

Dr. Harper. He urged the graduating students to

adopt an individual religion broader than any
church—a simple, reasonable, tolerant, idealistic,

ethical and comforting religion to meet the demands
of the higher life. He recommended the essence of

Christianity as such a religion.

"In my use of the word religion," he said, "I am
not thinking of the church. The church is only the
outer shell, which takes on a different form and can
be destroyed, while religion is imperishable. Posi-

tively we may say that religion may be ealled the
elder sister of art, science, philosophy and ethics,

constituent elements of the higher life. In art the
imagination and the emotions have fullest sway; in

science, the intellect and judgment; in morality, the

will. In religion these faculties must be held in

even balance."

Of the religion best adapted to the needs of those
whose sympathies are. in harmony with the newer
life he said: "It will be simple. It must be reason-
able. .-, It, must stand the test of investigation. It

must make no false and pretentious claims; : It must
be a religion of toleration. It must be characterized
by idealism, or the artistic soul cannot endure it. It

must be ethical. It must also be a religion capable
of furnishing comfort in time of trouble, for this is

what art and science cannot do, and this, after all,
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is the greatest demand of the human soul. The re-

ligion of Jesus answers all these tests."

Armour Institute of Uechnology.

Dr. Gunsaulus spoke on the subject "The Evolu-

tion of Human Character and the Evolution of Ma-
chinery."

"In some profound way," he said, "what occurs in

the development of human character may be found

to occur in the evolution of that machinery which is

part of the expression of human character and career.

Life's engine is character. It is character after all

that draws the train of human influence along. The
almost inexplicable thing called character is both en-

gine and engineer. It is both the operator and the

instrument.

"Every human being finds himself called upon to

carry heavy loads from one period of life to another

as soon as he begins life as a responsible being. Each

man has to repeat within himself in the development

of his life engine what the mind of man did by experi-

ment and study on those coarse beginnings which are

today in force in the locomotive.

"We do not know how much progress we make in

doing a noble thing, no more than did the inventor

know how he helped on the steam engine. We do

not know how far we go when we make a step in

character. We only know that we go farther than

we think and God goes with us. In the growth of

private character the idea to be aimed at is to get the

greatest result from the least expense of effort. But

it takes long years to get that. Character building-

goes by slow but steady advancement."

The \Jni-Versity of Michigan.

President Angell of the University of Michigan

chose for his theme "Environment and Selfhood,"

and in opening his address he said that during the

last half-century two very different ideals of life have

been cherished. One idea made man a kind of

creative thing, capable of shaping his environment

and not to be shaped by it. With regal will he is

to choose his path and trample down all obstacles be-

tween him and his goal. He is to mold society if

strong enough and to be a virile, independent per-

sonality.

This ideal comes in part as a reaction from certain

stern theological and philosophic dogmas, which vir-

tually made man the helpless victim of destiny or fate

and doomed him to grind day by day in a prison

house of a world.

The second ideal—man adapting himself to en-

vironment—he said, substitutes prudence for hero-

ism, though it may save us from serious mistakes.

But it does not always attain such heights of achieve-

ment and glory as are reached sometimes by the un-

calculating and self-reliant audacity of the man who

sets out with unquailing spirit to carve his way ovei

or through all barriers.

Young men are not to be swept away by the dream

of a day or the temporary gust of public opinion.

Man has a higher function than to be a weather-

cock. He may be called upon like our Lord to_ con-

front his age rather than to be subservient to it, to

defy the terrible power of hostile public opinion at

all cost, to die as a martyr to truth and a friend to

mankind.
Harvard.

President William De Witt Hyde of Bowdoin col-

lege delivered the baccalaureate sermon to the senior

class of Harvard University. His sermon was full

of advice to young men, and helpful in every way.
In it he showed the difference between life in the
college and life in the outside world, outlining the dif-

ficulties which young graduates will meet and giving
them rules by which their lives may be guided suc-

cessfully.

"First," he said, "give your best. Show yourself

to be better than all others who are working with

you. Don't seek for snaps or try to fill a govern-
ment position which a hundred other men could oc-

cupy as well as you.

"Secondly, don't take anything that you can't pay
for at the full price. In college words, 'don't swipe.'

"Thirdly, be brotherly. When you go out into the
world do not make the mistake that some swell-

headed fellows do when they come to college. Get
in touch with the rank and file. Never look with in-

difference or condescension upon those in lower
walks than yourselves.

"Fourthly, be self-sacrificing. Model your lives

after Christ. The Christ of the twentieth century is

not the same as the sectarian Christ of the nineteenth

century or the dogmatic Christ of the seventh or the
official Christ of the thirteenth, of the metaphysical
Christ of the fourth, or even a Christ after the flesh

which Paul had already outgrown in the first. He is

pre-eminently the social Christ, and as such is greater

than all that has gone before. Consecrate your lives

to him and renew day by day your devotion to what
is generous, brotherly and best in life."

fforth XOettern X/ni-Versity.

The Rev. Daniel Dorchester, Jr., of St. Louis,

speaking on "Individuality," said, in part:

"Everything in this world is a part of something
else. Mutual dependence is everywhere. In society,

for example, there is a binding force which brings

people together for mutual help and protection. No
man can live by himself and grow better, for develop-

ment is a matter of association.

"Strictly speaking, no man is self-made. That is

a popular phrase that is incorrectly used. Every
man is made partly by the society in which he moves.
"Members of this graduating class will find that the

goal of life is a shifting one. You will not always
strike where you aim. You will find it a difficult

matter to attain any high object you may aspire to.

External influences are acting on us continually. But.

above all, remember you must be yourselves before

you are anybody. You must have an individuality

before society will want you to be a part of its ma-
chine. A great personality will always include the

multitude."

Urotvn X/ni-Versity.

The 121st annual baccalaureate sermon at Brown
University was preached by William H. P. Faunce,
D. D., president of the university. His text was
from a portion of Genesis i., 28: "Replenish the earth

and subdue it and have dominion over every living

thing that moveth upon the earth."

Dr. Faunce said that the class of 1901 was for-

tunate in entering upon practical life at a wonderful

period of the world's history, when great events are

transpiring, great problems need solving and when
educated men are more than ever needed to take

the places of leadership. He spoke of the difference

between the old-time college education, which strove,

to turn out men of one pattern only and ruined many
in the effort. The modern college tries to assist its

students along the lines of their special aptitude.
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Every college graduate should be a minister. And
a minister does not necessarily mean a clergyman.

His ministry should be an endeavor to help all man-
kind.

Oberlin.

President John Henry Barrows, D. D., of Oberlin

College delivered his third baccalaureate sermon.

His subject was "The Nobility of Man" and the text

Matthew xii., 12: "How much, then, is a man better

than a sheep?" He said in part:

"No one but Christ can fully answer this question

and show the immeasurable superiority of him who
was created in God's image. The question was orig-

inally put to bring assent to the benevolent teaching

that it is lawful to do well on the Sabbath day. It

even a scrupulous Pharisee would on that day pull

out of a pit a sheep that had fallen into it he ought
to deem it right to help a fallen man at that or any

other time.

"The working principle of Christianity is the su-

periority of man to laws, forms, service doctrines, ex-

ternalities. Christianity puts the highest possible

estimate upon personality, upon the individual's soul.

It is for the purpose of building man up into mental

and spiritual power and fullness that churches, days,

truths, colleges have been given or organized.

"It is important to emphasize in these days of

opulence and luxury the fact that man with his in-

tellectual and moral greatness is akin to God and
that his personality is more sacred than things and
institutions."

Wt-fconsin X/ni-Versity.

"The University and the State" was the subject of

the baccalaureate address by Acting President E. A.
Birge. Dr. Birge briefly reviewed the progress of

the university since its establishment fifty years ago.

Among other things he said:

"There are those who sneer at technical studies as

furnishing bread and butter education. Surely, of

all ignorant sneers, this displays the deepest ignor-

ance. If the growth of the doctrine of evolution

during the past forty years has impressed any truth

upon the mind, it surely should be that the winning
of bread and butter, that the struggle for the ma-
terial conditions of living has been the force behind
the long and slow development of life and civiliza-

tion. Out of it have come those powers of the senses

and of the mind which in turn underlie our spiritual

existence."

Cornell.

At Cornell the baccalaureate sermon was preached
by Rev. B. L. Whitman of Philadelphia. He said in

substance that man is a part of a world of reality. In

this world each constituent part is called to do its

work, and hence man must do his share. Man de-

sires to live not so much because he fears the uncer-

tainty of the life beyond as that he desires to live this

life out. In the struggle for existence he is always
looking to his own betterment and he secures this re-

sult in two ways—viz. : by the process of addition and
of subtraction. The former is the usual method
employed and frequently the process of subtraction

is neglected. Man should subtract all the animalism
from him. He should be able to determine what to

leave' behind and what is the best in life to take with
him for his own good. The personal element is the

strong factor in determining in each individual case

what this world shall mean. Each man will judge it

from his own standpoint of view.

Hillsdale College.

The sermon was delivered by President G. F.

Mosher, who spoke on "The Enlargement of Life."

He said in part:

"Jesus Christ said he came that we might have
life and have it more abundantly. His coming was not
for a religion or a creed primarily, but to give life.

Christ came to give a larger physical life.

"It is a strenuous age and strong men are needed.

We are exhorted to present our bodies as a living

sacrifice. He came to give a larger political life.

Not larger in territory, necessarily, but larger in its

real purpose and scope.

"Christ came to give intellectual life. The highest

ideal of life is in advance of a mere pursuit of riches.

Man cannot live by bread alone. Intellectual de-

velopment tends to broaden and elevate the man.
We must know the truth, stand for it, live for it, and
die for it if necessary, but have positive convictions."

"Beloit College.

President Edward D. Eaton took for the text of

his baccalaureate address John 8: 32: "The truth

shall make you free."

He said: "Truth made man free because it re-

moved all unbelief and superstition. It gave a

broader outlook of thought and thus opened up to

the mind a view of unexpected brilliancy. Truth of-

fered an inner harmony with the universe and
brought man to a realizing sense of his place and
part in it.

"If truth is to make us free it must be loved with

passionate ardor for itself and not for what it may
bring us. It must also have a moral tendency, for

the good only are sure of God's full revelation of

truth. No man who blurred his vision with evil can
ever hope to receive the blessing vouchsafed by
truth."

Ohio State \Zntx)eisity.

Rev. Charles S. Murkland preached the twenty-
fourth annual baccalaureate sermon to the graduat-
ing class of the Ohio State University. Rev. Mr.
Murkland's topic was "Ye Are the Salt of the Earth."

He referred to the admirable way in which the pro-

gressive education of the present day fits young
men and women to meet the requirements of life, but
impressed upon his graduating auditors that it does
not do to rely entirely upon it for a successful busi-

ness or professional career. Education, he said, must
be re-enforced by earnest and intelligent effort and
must be guided at all times by a thorough Christian

spirit. Otherwise the graduates who leave college

with the confidence and hope of youth will find them-
selves trampled under foot by the nervous energy
of those whose vigor and constancy of purpose keep
them always in the front ranks of industry, commer-
cial and professional pursuits.

fforthtvestem College.

President Kiehoefer delivered the baccalaureate

sermon at Northwestern College, saying in part

:

"The human life is founded in faith. Objectors to

faith do not understand their position nor the won-
derful element of life they would conceal. Faith is

the implication of life ; without faith life is impossi-
ble. Knowledge is the apprehension of reality. We
are constantly translating faith into knowledge

;

mind translates what it has believed into knowledge.
Faith is not a mystical element, but is implied in our
very constitution. All our mental powers stand and
act by faith."
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THE T'RO'&LEMS OF HX/MA.JV T>ESTIJSry.

M. E. Harlan, LL. D.

2 Tim. 4:7. "I have fought the good fight. I have kept the
faith."

John 18:37. "To this end was I born and for this cause came
I into the world, that I should bear witness to the truth."

That we are here in the world for a purpose is

evident. That we are going somewhere is equally

certain. These two facts make en-

chanted ground of the whole battle-

field of life. During this brief period

between the "coming" and the "go-
ing" man acts his \,art of a deathless

drama "with suns for lamps and eter-

nity for the background." To Robin-
son Crusoe there was no impressions

on the sand half so interesting as the

footprints of his man Friday. There are no foot-

prints like the footprints of the race. There are no
heart hungerings like those of man. There are no
wrestlings like the wrestlings of human affection.

There is no destiny like the destiny of the soul. The
greatest created thing is man—half dust and half

deity. To neglect either half is suicidal. The anarchy

of self is the maddest insanity. Of all earth's crea-

tures, man is the only one that will never cease to

be. The lower forms of life scarcely breathe till they

pass on and out forever. Their birth and death are

so close together that they join hands in the mad
revelry of mortality. The robin is born in the spring

and matures and leaves for his winter home in three

short months ; but man is so wonderful in destiny

and is in possession of such endless capabilities that

it takes thirty years to mature him. And then he

is not completed, for when you remove the scaffold-

ing you then learn that what you saw was only the

unfulfilled prophecy of what he really was to be.

That youth who climbed high up the natural bridge

in Virginia and carved his name above all competi-

tors found it impossible to descend the tortuous way,

and was forced to climb out over the dizzy top, was
much like those climbing the mountain of life. There
can be no stepping downward. It is either to heaven

as the goal or an irreparable crash and wreckage in

the abysmal depths. Even one pause to look at the

bottomless abyss may be the first movement in the

descent to death. To be privileged to live and get

the most out of life should move to matchless melody
the divinest chords of human gratitude. Any man
who is content to fall even one degree behind his

best endeavor is unfit to rule in the kingdom of man-
hood. To fail is the fiercest hell. To succeed is the

supremest joy. As Joseph Cook has said, "Life is

no joke, but a reality from the cradle to the grave."

On life's stage are acted tragedies too serious for

laughter—tragedies which cost the life blood of the

soul. Golgotha is the pivotal point in ev.ery human
history.

Every young man and woman stands at the thres-

hold of a mighty kingdom, ,acr,oss whose, border there

is more than Paradisical splendor. The first Paradise

was a location. The true Paradise is a condition.

To live up to the limits of our possibilities is Para-

*Sympsis of Baccalaureate Sermon delivered at Drake University Com-
mencement.

dise. To exist is not to live. A stone exists but
patient it becomes the vampire of death. Sometimes
does not live. To live is unrivaled exultation. "To
know, to love, to achieve, to confer happiness, to
alleviate misery is rapture. The greatest crime and
the severest penalty known to human law is the sac-
rifice and forfeiture of life." In living purpose and
direction play a more important part than rate of
speed. Many people go fast enough, but in the wrong
direction. We measure our time in motives, not
months

;
in heart throbbings, not by the ticking of

the clock. Says Emerson, "We do not count man's
years till he has nothing else to count." If this is life,

then how to live becomes a most serious problem.
The V/etv Point.

In the solution of life's problems much depends
upon the viewpoint. High on the dome of an Italian
cathedral are some noted paintings. They are a
standing witness to the genius of the man who drew
them. Without knowledge of art, however, those
beautiful designs may appear to the untrained eye
but coarse paint spread by the clumsy hand of
some careless student. There is but one spot under
the great dome where you can catch the master's
idea. That spot is marked on the richly laid floor

by the cross of Christ, in whose honor the paintings
were designed. So, compared with what it might be,

life will be but a coarse daub unless you view it from
the cross of Christ. Viewed from the cross, there is

just enough shading of the dark and discouraging
to give the jewel of hope the most gorgeous setting.

Before you take another step forward ponder the
problem well, or your seeming forward step may
be the beginning of an endless retreat. You stand
today where in your lives prophecy and history meet.
If thus far you have been true to yourself, then there
is no reason why you should be either a croaker or
a pessimist. If you are either, you are in the wrong
world and will fail. This is love's fair morning, and
you will be left to beat out your life against your own
self-imposed relentless gates of gloom, or sit un-
heeded through your long chilly night of a living

death. Briefly stated, the pessimist's theology is

this : This is the worst possible world, and this is

the worst possible moment of this worst possible

world. He finds his greatest pleasure in being miser-

able, and is happy only when he is most unhappy.
Back into the face of God's holy harbingers of hope
he throws with rash impiety all the prophecies of

victory, and substitutes his god of dust and despair.

With foul breath he would extinguish the light of

the world, and then from out his dark abyss would
cry aloud, "All is darkness and I must grope my
way alone." He would drive from all the great thor-

oughfares of life the chariots of love, and then com-
plain that he must go a solitary way.
The life of the pessimist is a long nightmare. He

laughs at virtue and says it lias its price. Kindness

and courtesy he calls hypocrisy and deceit. He curses

law as organized infamy and the tool of tryanny, and
brands the church as organized greed.

"Count o'er the joys thine hours have seen,

Count o'er thy days from anguish free.

And know, whatever thou hast been,

'Twere something better not to be."

Pessimism has no encouraging dividend to declare

on any of life's investments. It is the child of de-

clining hope. It is a contagious disease, to scatter

the seeds of which is a crime against humanity. To
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the normal mind it is an affectation. To the chronic

it ripens into that nameless character that by self-

appointment becomes a kind of town clock, by which

all are to regulate their consciences. Sometimes it

appears as a well-developed crank who is so narrow

between the eyes that, when he holds before him the

smallest truth, he cannot see around it on the vast

ocean, from whose expanding beach he has gathered

but one grain of sand.

Christ an Optimist.

Over against these deformities we are glad to

place the religion of Christ. Christ was an optimist,

not of the kind that would not see evil, but seeing

it and fighting it, he threw his shining lance of truth

straight as an arrow at the mark. When Christ en-

tered the world, all forces had combined to make it

one of the darkest periods of history. Think of it

!

He who had not an evil thought stood under a storm

swept sky made lurid with the lightnings of dire

disaster that for 4,000 years had been gathering-

force, and there, friendless and alone, became the

chief character in the sublimest and yet most pathetic

tragedy known to man. It was a time when desola-

tion and despair had become drunken in the wild

carnival of blood. Herod, the ruler in Christ's own
city, not satisfied with slaying the "innocents" at

Bethlehem, ordered that at his own death his nobles

should be slain that there might be universal grief

at his departure. Prisoners were forced on the stage,

dressed most gorgeously, and in the midst of their

acting flames would burst forth from beneath their

feet and leave them writhing in the agony of death

on the stage, to the delight of the assembled multi-

tudes.

But even at such a time, when the very clouds

seemed to rain defilement and the earth oozed out

the slime of death; when virtue was the exception

and vice the rule, Christ stood in calm serenity and

sang the song of victory. He told his followers

that truth would yet free the world and that the

kingdoms of this world would become his kingdom.

And as an optimist facing the future, he heard the

muttering of the receding storm, and saw the radiant,

cloudless morning; and with a word of good cheer

on his guileless lips, he wrapped his robes about

him and quickly swept from the gloom of Golgotha

to the sweet serenity of an endless victory. Behold
the march of victory through these 1,800 years and
believe your God! We have just closed the most
eventful century in the world's history. Through the

fight of faith we have been winning territory for

our King.

None but a jaundiced mind can read the eventful

history of the perseverance of God in trying to make
something of man and be a pessimist. Some of us

have been so busy with the perplexity that lies next

to us that we have failed to see the gradual ascent of

the race. Some small peninsula may have sunken,

but the great continent has risen. And in the rarer

atmosphere of the altitude of faith our horizon broad-

ens and we at least begin to catch the inspiration of

his view, into whose kingdom all the kingdoms of

the world will eventually be merged. If man did

begin with his ladder resting in the mire, its top

presses the stars. If history can trace the descent of

man from Eden, faith, with unerring certainty, can
trace our journey to the future Paradise that "awaits

the people of God." It is ours to have hearts large

with the hopes of Christ, the greatest optimist

known to man.

History and experience are replete with the fact

that the best fruit from the tree called manhood can
be raised only near the temples of Christ's religion.

Faith is the keen eye of purpose, without which the

soul is blind and cannot see afar off. Christ's words
are to become our working motto : "To this end was
I born." In the midst of all our work or play let

us ask the question: "Was I born to this end?" If

not, then struggle back to some high purpose before

you become a failure, for, like Christ, you should
ever be about your Father's business. Your mind,
your brush, your pen, your voice, your muscle, must
not be prostituted, but used for the same general

purpose for which Christ used the cross—to bless

and glorify man. Let your every act lend force to the

thought that

:

"Every hope that rises and grows broad

In the world's heart, by ordered impulse

Streams from the great heart of God."

In all your plans do not forget that life itself

is much greater than your life work. Your profes-

sion should be a contribution to your life. Your pro-

fession is incidental. Purpose is everything. Be-
tween Saul—the mere intellectual student of Gamaliel
—and Paul—the great apostle to the Gentiles—was
the holy vision of an inconquerable purpose.

In solving life's problems infidelity cannot aid you,

for at best it is but a negation. Agnosticism is a

kind of Job's comforter, for, according to its own
admission, it does not know, and, as if in mockery,
it grimly shakes its empty and purposeless head and
says: "Nothing!" Every laudable aspiriation hu-
man hearts crave has been answered in the life of

the Galilean Commoner. If you ask me for the com-
plete solution of your life's problems, I point you to
him who, by the well-known process of elimination

and inclusion, leaves man in the full possession of his

best estate.

Here in the United States, where lies the sphere

of your life labor, is to be built up one of the world's

greatest empires. In this work of empire-building

you are called to take a part. You stand today fac-

ing hitherto undreamed-of possibilities. The prize r\
^

within your reach is well worth every effort it will

cost you to gain it. Never before has the world
called so loudly for educated men and women. I

congratulate you on your privileges. Seize hold of

your golden opportunities. Fight the good fight

of faith. Press forward to your appointed place in

life's broad realm and be thankful that you have such

a goodly heritage for the taking.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

People make a great mistake when they attempt to

estimate the guilt of sin by the painfulness of its pun-
ishment. The most painful diseases are not always
the most fatal ; nor are these sins which are most
quickly followed by the sharp stroke of suffering

necessarily those which war with most fatal effect

against the soul. Rather those sins are to be feared

which act upon the moral nature like a dull narcotic,

robbing it of its power to discern the evil, and to feel

that pain and abhorrence which a pure nature must
feel at the touch of what is morally loathsome.—S. S.

Times.
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'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
GOD ZBHE, C'REAUO'R OF ALL &HIJVGS.

Lesson for July 7, 1901.

Golden text: Gen. 1:1. In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth.

A CHICAGO UE,ACHE,'RS JVO&ES? OJV
Z5HE, LESSOJV.

Elias A. Long.

Studies in the Old Z5e*tament.

Let us not think, after our long series of lessons on
the life of Christ, that in Genesis we are taken from
the realm of the eternal Son. The same apostle who
throws much light on our Lord's work, when he had
taken the form of flesh, gives knowledge of him "be-

fore the world was" (John 17: 5), when he "was in

the beginning with God," and stating that "without

him was not anything made that was made" (John
1: 2, 3).

The "BooK of Genesis.

Genesis is a Greek -word, and means origin. This

book contains a distinct statement of the orderly pro-

gression of creation, setting forth not a framework of

scientific truth, but clothing in common language
adapted to common minds the story of the beginning
of the world and of the human race.

"Purpose of the "BooK.

Let us fix in our minds the purpose of Genesis.

It was not to impart scientific knowledge or general

history, but to set forth an intelligible account of

God's relation to the human family in order that

man might become "wise unto salvation" (II Tim.

3: 15). This is made plain if we will but observe
the remarkable narrowing process shown in the book.

The heaven and earth at first appear, but the earth

alone is taken as the scene of the Bible story. Chaos
passes from view, the waters shrink, life in its lower

forms become but an incident, and man, dear to God
because like him, stands forth single and alone in

the account. The fall is given with great minuteness,

because it relates to salvation from sin ; while the

history of a thousand years is summed up in a bare

catalogue of names. By the same process of elimina-

tion Cain, Ishmael, Esau were passed over with a

word, while faithful Noah and Abraham are given

prominence, the latter as the father of a nation in

which the hope of a world in a Redeemer was to be
fulfilled. The same discriminating process is appar-

ent throughout the sacred record to the last book,
inspired writers choosing the essential fragments,

avoiding much. See John 20:30, 31.

Authorship.

By the Jews the authorship of Genesis has always
been ascribed to Moses. Yet there are plain internal

evidences that portions are made up .from very an-

cient documents written by different authors. This

is not difficult to perceive by any reader of the En-
glish Bible. The most simple mark of such diversity

of documents is found in the use of the name of the

Most High and a difference in style and method. In

what is known as the "first document," chapter 1

and to chapter 2, verse 3, the term in Hebrew is uni-

formly Elohim printed "God" in our Bibles In the

"second document," taking in from chapter 2: 4 to

the end of chapter 3, and containing a second narra-

tive of creation, the term in Hebrew is Yehovah Elo-
him rendered "Lord God" in English. Chapter 4
is the "third document," and here the term is Ye-
hovah only, and rendered "Lord" in our Bibles.

For Moses, as compiler, to quote from pre-existent

documents, no more invalidates his inspiration than

similar quotations in the New Testament, for example
as in Acts 17: 23, 28, 29.

V. I. Creation of Matter. "In the beginning," the mean-
ing is "of old, in the former duration." The reference is to

an indefinitely remote period, possibly millions of years in

past eternity, when the Son had glory with the Father, John
17 :$. * * * "God," from the same Saxon root as good. The
existence of God is assumed as being more patent to the rea-

son of man, who instinctively acknowledges a supreme being,

than is the origin of the universe. Do we find the eternal Son
whom Thomas recognized as "my God" in this verse? Most
plainly so, by Col. 1 :i6, 17; Heb. 1:2; John 1:2; 1 Cor. 8:6.
* * * "Created." He did not produce His creations whether
matter (as here), life (verse 21) or spirit (verse 27), out of
anything outside of His own fullness. Creative power with
God may have been like a man's power to produce sound with
the vocal organs, or to move the eyes or to use the hand. God
spake the word and it was done. Heb. 11:3; John 1:2; Ps.

32 :6. * * * "The heaven and the earth." "Worlds." Heb.
11 :3. Doubtless the whole system of which our earth forms a

part—sun, planets with their satellites. See Job 38 14-7.

V. 2. Chaos and the Spirit. Earth was waste and
void" (R. V.). It is the stage of the mineral, not the organic,

kingdom, preparatory for the next higher plane of the vege-
table system, which alone is capable of feeding on inorganic
matter. * * * "Spirit of God." The spiritual, not the natural,

is the great source of all power and existence. God is spirit.

* * * "Moved" or brooded over, wooing to order and beauty.

Adapting the creative material of the earth by successive steps

to the uses of living creatures. The secret of the unfolding
earth is found in one word—motion. Light, heat, electricity,

are modes of motion.

V. 3=5. First Day. Divine Days. And God said." In-

asmuch as every one of the six days' works opens with "and
God said," it is widely assumed that the first day's work
should begin with verse 3. Between the created matter and its

adaptation to created life there is a chasm representing untold
ages in the narrative, clearly perceptible in the Hebrew. * * *

"Let there be light." These are the first recorded words of

God. God, who is "light" (1 John 1 .

-

5), is the source both of

material and spiritual life forever. Neither the word "cre-

ated" nor "made" are used, inasmuch as "light" obviously had
a previous existence. The dense mists and clouds surrounding
the globe may now have been diminished to show the presence
of light where darkness before had brooded. * * * "And the

evening and the morning." Evening is mentioned first because
the darkness preceded the light. * * * "Were the first day."

The term "day" is frequently used to designate indefinite

periods of time. 2 Pet. 3 14 ; Luke 19 -.42
; Joel 2 :2 ; I Sam. 3 .2.

The seventh day of God's rest from creation continues yet.

Day may have been understood to be a natural day of 24
hours to the men of the Mosaic age, but the natural day will

serve to illustrate the idea of an incomprehensible period.

V. 6=8. Second Day. Separation of Waters. "The firma-

ment." The expanse of air above us. * * * "Waters above the

waters." Evaporated waters which rise as atmospheric moist-
ure or float in the form of clouds. The quantity of water
thus suspended is beyond calculation. It is the source of

rivers. * * * "Waters. . .under the firmament." God spake.

"Thus far shalt thou go and no farther, and here shalt thy

cloud waves be stayed." Job. 3S:ii.

V. 9=13. Third Day. Clothed Continents. "Earth...
seas." The dry land appears and is clothed with vegetation
for man and animals. The psalmist possibly hints at the

process in Ps. 104:6-8: * * * "Grass. . .herb. . .tree."

The next stage in the preparation for man—the vegetable
kingdom—was a preparation for the higher animal kingdom

;

growing plant organisms living on mineral products on which
animals cannot live. * * * "Yield after its kind." Indi-

cating the doctrine of species.

V. 14-19. Fourth Day. The Clearing Skies. "Lights
* * * to divide it from night." It is assumed that with
the rising of the heavy mists the air was so fully cleared that
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light and darkness and the heavenly bodies, appeared in their

natural order. In our own time clouds preceding a storm are

heavy sometimes so as to make it difficult to believe there can
be a bright sun overhead. * * * "He made two great

lights." Not "created" but "made." This word is frequently

used to signify appointed. The rainbow was later made or
constituted a sign, though it existed before. * * * "The
stars also." They are referred to as signs in the heaven.

V. 20=23. Fifth Day. Origin of Life. "Created." The
same word as in the first verse now is used for the second
time in the narrative. * * * "Let the waters bring forth
abundantly." The earliest life was that of the marine or
reptilian age. It included fish and mollusks, as well as
great sea monsters, of which latter, bones remain and are
shown in museums in this day.

V. 24=31. Sixth Day. Age of Mammals. The waters and
the air are new peopled ; earth animals alone are wanting.
The order is first, the creation of the higher animals of the
dry land ; second, the creation of man.

V. 26. Divinity Reproduced. "Let us make man in our
image." A plurality of persons is indicated. This was the last

and crowning act of creation by which the earth and eternity
were to be peopled with true sons and companions of God,
partakers of the divine nature (2 Pet. 1 : 4) and to share the
glory of God with the first begotton Son forever (John 17) :

*. * * ..jn our image _ _ .likeness." As God is a spirit this

likeness cannot refer to physical appearance. The likeness is

one in the realm of intellect to conceive of God and receive a
revelation from him, memory, will power, moral power, con-
science, immortality. No greater honor can be thought of
than that which God put upon us in making us above all his

other creatures, children in his own image. * * * "Have
dominion over." Man is the crown of creation.

V. 27. Superlatively Favored. "So God created man."
While man truly was formed out of dust, his essential nature,
which was Godlike was created by divine inbreathing. The
glory of Christ is that He and the Father are one ; the
glory of man is that he is made in the divine image. * * *

"Male and female." The narrative of woman's creation
appears in chapter 2:21-24. * * * "Created he them."
The plural pronoun is used to show that woman is included in

man's creation in God's image.

V. 28. The Family. "God blessed them." He blessed
them far beyond any of his other creatures. * * * "Be
fruitful and multiply." If it was "very good" that man was
created, it likewise was good that the human species should be
multiplied. * * * "Replenish. .. Subdue earth." This is a com-
mission to man ; and has been called the Colonists Charter.
Man is to master the earth's forces. All progress is in har-
mony with this law. The subduing of the wild parts of the
earth has been the basis of the right of property. * * *

"And have dominion." Supremacy among God's inferior,

although stronger, creatures. The horse and ox are stronger
than man. What, then, has man for defense and power
among creatures that are stronger and specially armed?
He has the spirit of God within him ; therefore, all others obey
him. Ps. 8 : 6-8.

V. 29. Divine Gift to Man. "Behold, I have given you
. . .herb. . .fruit." It is observed that flesh food is not men-
tioned here. See Chap. 9:3 and Rom. 14:1-6; 1 Tim. 1:4.
One of the unexplained mysteries is the relation of man and
brutes under the sinful conditions of earth. See Isa. 11:6-9;
Rom. 8:21. * * * "It shall be for meat"—this means for

food. But the providence of God, in giving perpetual seed
time and harvests, is essential ; if these for one year were
withheld all mankind would perish.

V. 30. Provision for Animals. "To every beast. . .green
herb." The food supply of all animals is based on vegetation.

V. 31. Divine Approval. "Very good." It has been
good in detail; in the sum total it is superlatively good, being
perfectly adapted to the end designed.

Chap. II., V. 1. Completed Work. No chapter division
should appear here, but at the beginning of the "second docu-
ment," at verse 4. The present arrangement of the Bible
into chapters and verses is not according to the original,
neither is the chronology in the margins authoritative, but is

the guesswork of scholars. * * * "Were finished." The
work of creation was complete. Now begins the seventh day,
the work of redemption. * * * "All the host of them."
The phrase indicates orderly arrangement, as an army.
V. 2. The Hallowed Rest. "Seventh day ended his

work"—had carried out his plans of creation. He had still to
exercise his developing and sustaining care. * * * "He
rested on the seventh day." The first thing appointed after

man's creation was the day of rest. Of this day only it is not
said, "and the evening and the morning were" ; an indication

that the seventh day, like the others, is a long period in

which we now are living and the end of which is known to

none but God. See Heb. 3: 18 to 4:11, relative to the "rest

of God."

V. 3. Sabbath Blessing. "God blessed the seventh day."
Hallowed it to the good of the soul he now had created and
for its religious development. In our own day the day of
rest is one of spiritual activity for ourselves and in behalf of
others. It is necessary for spiritual health. It is the soul's

chance. But besides, physical law demands that we rest one
day in seven. Moses spake in Ex. 20 : 8 of the Sabbath as an
old institution to be remembered and observed. The observ-
ance of one day in seven through thousands of years as a rest

day is a remarkable testimony to the influence of- God's word
and law in guiding the affairs of men. * * * "Because in

it he rested." If God the Father thus rested and commands
his favored children to rest, how can we disregard his desires

and be true children?
As we contemplate the process of creation through period

after period, covering millions of ages doubtless, and all in

preparation for the one creature made in God's own likeness,

can we fail to see the importance of our existence here? And
with a future in preparation as momentous in results as the

past has been, shall we not have the greatest regard to share
in such results which are to be ours if we choose?

FIVE, MI/WTES" SE'RMOJV OJV THE
GOLVEJV TEJT&.

By Peter Ainslie.

ITH this text we stand under the archwayWof beginnings. It is the morning of the

world. There was the first poem and God
was its author. The sky, with its blue

and gold, and the earth, with its mountains
and rivers and its carpets of emerald, did

not spring into existence without a maker
any more than the poetry of Virgil or Dan-

% te or Shakespeare or Milton could have
sprung into existence without those poets,

or if similar poetry, it could not have been
written without similar poets. There is no place to

talk about chance here. No man has ever said that

Shakespeare's plays sprung upon pages of white pa-

per and a mind did not conceive neither did a hand
write ; they have tried to say that Bacon wrote some
of his plays, but why should Bacon have written

such masterpieces under Shakespeare's name and
have left upon his own doorsteps deformed children?

The claim is absurd. Yet men look daily upon the

master poem of the world, which is creation, and
deny that they was even so much as a Master Poet.

They do not say that there was some other person
than God who created. That would be more rea-

sonable, but they deny that there was a creation, and,

if a creation, that some things fell together and out

of them some others were made. It reminds me of a

man convicted of crime and in his despair he tries

to prove that the judge and court are greater crim-

inals than he is, and he plays the part of a fool—just

as every other man does when he blurts forth that

things came by chance and there is no God.
God is the creator and all the things he made were

good. He made not a single bad thing and when
his good is turned into evil it must be remembered
that not God, but Satan, has turned the color and
brought decay. Satan tried to capture the entire

world and his ambition almost reached the goal, but

God redeemed his handiwork and the creator became
the Redeemer, so that up under the very eaves of

creation stands the cross and the open door of the

tomb, declaring that although creation may decay
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and find a grave, that grave has been opened and
its door has been left open and no man can fasten

it. Not only shall there be a resurrection of the

body, but there shall be a new heaven and a new
earth. The beginning of the end is the resurrection

of the body. Paul tells us clearly in his letter to the

Romans the order of the restoration. Man was the

last that was made and he is the first that is re-

deemed. His redemption is a guarantee of the re-

demption of the heaven and the earth. The Re-

deemer, who is God, is as great as the creator, who
likewise is God. The poem of the beginning shall be

restored in its perfect beauty and then we shall read

:

After ages God re-created the heaven and the earth.

O Lord, we are still thy handiwork and some day

we shall be thy glory through Jesus Christ. Amen.

V'RAyE'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

OVR CO\7fiT'Ryr
.

Psa. 147: 20. References: Psa. 144: *5J 33 : * 2 ;

16: 6; Deut. 32: 7-13.

I

HE time was when it took courage and

T| an enlarged vision to speak of this, now

I the queen among the nations, as "my
country." But today more than twenty

million people are proud to be members

of this great commonwealth. We occupy

a unique place among the nations. Though

the youngest, we stand erect with the

sinews of the giant
—

"time's noblest off-

spring in the last." God's overshadowing

, presence has been with us from the land-

ing of the Mayflower until the present day. "He hath

not dealt so with any people." The supreme desire

of our forefathers who laid deep the foundation of

our nation's greatness was to worship God and do

his will. Hear them as they give their pledge
:
"With

firm reliance upon the protection of divine Provi-

dence we mutually pledge to each ^ other our lives,

our fortunes and our sacred honor."

"Resources.

While we would not overestimate the value of

large areas and a vast domain, yet it is a very im-

portant factor in the building of a great state. Lit-

tle did Malthus know of the latent resources of the

new world when he sounded the note of alarm in his

"Law of Population." The lamented W. E. Glad-

stone said that we have "a natural base for the great-

est continuous empire ever established by man." If

we could take up America and lay it down on the

face of Europe, the latter would be almost if not

wholly concealed from view. Our soil is not ex-

celled in productiveness and our mines are the rich-

est in the world. We are sending our manufactured

products to every quarter of the globe. We are

"becoming the mighty workshop of the world." It

has been estimated that with our agricultural re-

sources fully developed we could sustain and enrich

a population of 1,000,000,000 people. "America holds

the future."

Perils.

Most people are familiar with that powerful book

by Josiali Strong bearing the same title as our sub-

ject". It should be read and reread. We cannot do

better than give the title of a number of chapters:

"Immigration," "Romanism," "Mormonism," "In-

temperance," "Wealth," "The City."

America has been an asylum for the oppressed of

all nations. In this we rejoice. But she has also

become a dumping-ground for the nations of the old

world. The paupers and criminals of the most men-
acing type have been brought here. It is the old

question of the lion and the ox. Too much ox means
a sick lion. More foreigners than we can American-
ize and Christianize means our dissolution.

Passing over three of the greatest perils, we are

confronted with the problem which wealth and the

city present. What a commentary is our present

grasping, greedy civilization upon the words of Jesus

:

"How hardly shall they that have riches enter into

the kingdom of God !" We have been charged with

being "too beastly prosperous."
Master and slave in the old sense has passed away,

but that we have these two classes in a different form
and under another name we cannot deny. And es-

pecially do we see this in the city. The slum and
the boulevard are the complements of each other.

They must rise or fall together. The city is the

strategic center. Here vice of every kind flourishes,

and here Christianity is put to the test.

Our 'BultvarKf.

What of the future? Which is our means of de-

fense? Is ours a rising or a setting sun? When we
see the storm cloud which threatens us we cannot
but ask these questions. While there is cause for

alarm we cannot despair so long as we have faith in

an ever-present God. The home, the school and the

church—these are the bulwarks of a free people.

Guard well the home life of the republic ; make the

public schools the best in the world, and work and
pray for the union of God's people with Christ as the

head and the future is secure.

CHTUSTIAJ* EJVVEAVOP^
By Charles Blanchard.

GOT) AffD COX/JVT-Ry.
Topic July 7. Ref., Deut. 4:5-10; Ps. 22:4, 5.

EHOLD I have taught you statutes and

Bl judgments, even as the Lord, my God,
commanded me, that ye should do so in

the midst of the land whither ye go in to

possess it." These are a part of the pa-

triotic words of Moses before he resigned

his leadership to Joshua. No nobler ut-

terances can be found on the pages of his-

tory than the words of our lesson. Read
them ! Read what I may say in commenda-
tion or comment if you find time, but take

time to read over again the lofty appeal of Moses, the

prophet, patriot, statesman, the law giver of the

civilized world.

"In the Midst of the Land."
We are living in the midst of the goodly land of

our inheritance. We are the heirs of the ages. The
ends of the earth are looking into us to show the

possibilities of a government of the people, for the

people, by the people. Our grandfathers endured

the unequal conflict of a seven years' war that the

principle of a government by representatives chosen

by the people themselves might be instituted among
men They triumphed by the might of right, en-

throned in courageous souls of patriotic soldiers and
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statesmen with loyal womanhood behind them. They
wrought with wisdom from above. The God of

Freedom laid bare his arm to war for the welfare of

the human race. Let us firmly believe this—as who
that reads the romantic story of the American Rev-
olution does not? Yet in the glamour of the gold-

en age in which we live, with its material marvels and
its mulliplied wealth of worlds at our command, we
may be puffed up with pride and forget the day of

"small things" with large meanings. We are grow-
ing away from the events of our early history. We
are in danger of forgetting the humble, yet patriotic,

origin of our institutions of freedom. We may for-

get the high destiny which is ours—a chosen nation,

as I most surely believe, for the working out of the

problem of the world's redemption.
Our fathers of a generation gone gave up a sac-

rificial offering upon the altar of human freedom that

slavery might be abolished, and that the government
by a free people should not perish from the earth.

Free twentieth century has dawned upon an ex-

pectant world. The morning stars of destiny are

singing together. Let the sons of God, who are also

the sons of freedom, shout aloud the nation's anthem,
prophetic and full of praise

:

God grant that we may be such men as they,

And stronger, in the freedom which we hold,

On whom the burden and the heart of day
Are fallen to bear aloft the starry fold

!

"For this is your wisdom and your understanding
in the sight of the nations, which shall hear all these

statutes, and say, Surely this great nation is a wise

and understanding people. For what nation is there

so great, that hath God so nigh unto them, as the

Lord our God is in all things that we call upon him
for? And what nation is there so great that hath

statutes and judgments so righteous as all this love

which I set before you this day? Only take heed to

thyself and keep thy soul diligently, lest thou forget

the things which thine eyes have seen, and lest they

depart from thy heart, all the days of thy life ; but

teach them unto thy sons and thy sons' sons ; special-

ly the day that thou stoodest before the Lord thy God
in Horeb, when the Lord said unto me, Gather me
the people together and I will make them hear my
words that they may learn to fear me all the days

that they shall live upon the earth and that they

may teach their children." This, I believe, is

God's Message to W,
not less than to Israel of old, when they were about

to enter into the goodly land of promise. We need,

especially, to remember the day of our nation's birth,

as Israel the day when they stood before the Lord
in Horeb to receive the law.

The Declaration of Independence is one of the

loftiest utterances of the mind of man, aspiring after

the freedom which is the birthright of the race. We
can ill afford to forget the day forever consecrated to

freedom by our ancestors. Not in noisy demonstra-
tion only, but with reverence and gratitude shall best

be kept sacred the holy day of the world's new birth

of freedom.

What use for the rope if it be not flung

TJH.'lijf-JSwinimer's grasp to the rock has clung?
'what use is eulogy's blandest breath.

When whispered in ears that are hushed in death?
No! No! If you have but a word of cheer,

Speak it while I am alive to hear.

Margaret Preston.

STVVIES IJ* MISSIONS.
[Supplementary to the^C E. reading courses.]

'REASONS FO'R MISJ?IOJ*fA'Ry INTEL-
LIGENCE.

By W. J. Wright.

OD has ordained that the world should be

G saved through missions and missionaries.

He has not provided that men should
know him and Jesus Christ whom he sent,

save through the "foolishness of preach-
ing." A heathen philosopher once said

that nothing which was of interest to man
could be a matter of indifference to him.
Missions, however, are of interest to God.
Every Christian should therefore inform
himself concerning them.

The risen Christ having "all authority in heaven
and on earth," himself a Missionary, made his dis-

ciples the same. "Go, preach, teach," said he to his

followers. No Christian can afford to be ignorant
of his Master's will and commands.

Missions are the best application of the "Golden
Rule" to be seen in our times. Fancy yourself in

the heathen's place when rumors of the blessings of

the Gospel had reached you, but as yet no direct

tidings of him had come. Times innumerable the

heathen have appealed to us and challenged us to

send the Gospel to them. But because they need it,

whether or not they want it, we should send it.

Missionary enterprise is an effort to induce the

entire church to act the Good Samaritan. Ignorance,
superstitution, priestcraft, cruelty and filth constitute

the robber band which has stripped, robbed and
wounded two-thirds of the human race. In their

condition lies our chief opportunity. We ought not

to be ignorant of it.

Missions civilized Europe, and her progress to-

ward general enlightenment is due to the story of

the cross. With such mighty success and far-reach-

ing results already to their credit, none can afford

to be ignorant of missions. The best parts of Amer-
ican civilization came from Europe and are the direct

results of missionary effort. To know our own his-

tory aright we must be informed in missionary his-

tory.

Missions represent the heroic element of Christian-

ity. From the time of the apostles to the present,

the aggressive, out-reaching force of the church as

displayed in missions produced the heroes. To know
a great host of those "of whom the world is not

worthy," study missions.

We are debtors to this movement for practically

all that is valuable in or about us. Take from us all

that missions have directly and indirectly brought to

us and you put us on a level with the savages of

central Africa. To see the pit from which we were
dug, and to get a clear vision of those who did the

work, we must study missions.

Missions appeal to the best that is in man. They
enlarge his vision and thus prevent him from be-

coming self-centered; they teach us the practical

aspects of the "Fatherhood of God and the brother-

hood of man" ; they give new impetus to the Gospel,

new purpose to prayer, new motives to service ; they

enlarge the gifts of the church ; they tend to make
us "grow up into him in all things who is the Head,
even Christ."

They develop the church at home. Think of the
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work being done at home through mission bands
and other agencies for the redemption of the world.

And notice that those who are the workers in these

societies are they who are developing in ability to

do all kinds of Christian work. They are the workers
in all departments of church life, and their leavening
power tends to leaven the entire lump.
The mightiest movement in the world today is the

missionary movement. No matter what is being
done with armies and navies ; no matter what legis-

lation is seeking to prevent or to bring about; no
matter what schools, colleges and universities are

doing at home, or what are the triumphs of the crow-
bar and spade amid the scenes of ancient civilizations

in other lands ; no matter what our inventions, en-

terprises, pleasures ; no matter how vast the com-
binations of capital and stupendous the commercial
undertakings growing out of them—greater than all

these, as the sun is greater than a tallow candle, is

the business and "divine enterprise of missions."

which aims at the subjugation of all men of our own
and all future times to the will of God through the

Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Washington, D. C.

THE Ql/IET HO\/X
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

JJEJVJAPPEA^J* TO PAX/L.

Monday—Acts 22, 1-16.

Paul bases his argument on personal experience.

He does not reason the matter theologically. He
does not adduce from Old Testament Scripture proof

after proof of the divinity of the Nazarene. He does

not overwhelm his hearers with his eloquence. He
chooses a different mode.
And a better. Simply and clearly he tells the story

of the change which made him a new man. That
was his message to his countrymen. That was the

method by which he sought to gain their souls for

his Master.
He was right. The Christian is the best evidence

for Christianity. He is its fruitage, its result, its

workmanship. I may not be able to point to a con-

version so striking as that of St. Paul. I may not

have entered the kingdom by the same gate. But is

my soul filled with a new hope? Is my life rescued

from sin ? Then I am an epistle of Christ.

Tuesday -Acts 9, 1-9.

I cannot gauge the Savior's love. Saul the Phari-

see was alienated in thought and will and love from
the Son of Mary, who is the Son of God. He hated

Jesus as an impostor, a charlatan. But though he
had reviled the Nazarene and turned his back on
him, he could not provoke Christ to cease caring for

his soul. And neither can I provoke him. There will

come a time, no doubt, when "the wrath of the

Lamb" is kindled. But not yet, not yet. The Re-
deemer still "shows forth all long-suffering." And
thus he wins me for himself and for his Father.

It is just as impossible for me to set boundaries
to the Savior's power. What could revolutionize

Saul the persecutor but Almightiness itself? What
can revolutionize me but the energy of a supernatural

Hand? Outward reformation will not do. nor the

most careful discipline and training. It is the Lord
Testis Christ alone, through his Gospel and Holy

Spirit, who can give me a spiritual beauty and a
spiritual health which spring from within.

Wednesday—Acts 9, 10-22.

The true Christian alone is able to feel the pro-
foundest compassion for those who are perishing.

So soon as Paul is himself the captive of Jesus Christ

he becomes a chosen vessel, to bear his Savior's name
"before the Gentiles and kings, and the children of

Israel." So soon as his own heart is at rest,

"straightway in the synagogues" he proclaims the
Son of God.

Outsiders have noticed often that an evangelical

theology prompts men and women to the most un-
tiring efforts for the salvation of Others. Why is

that ? It is because those who have that theology,

not in their hands but in their hearts, understand best

what they are in their shipwreck and poverty, and
what Christ is in his restoring grace. They judge of

their brother's need from their comprehension of

their own. They are eager to press Jesus on his ac-

ceptance, because they feel what great things he has
done for themselves.

Thursday—Calatians 1. 11-24-,

I learn that the Christian takes the lowest view
of himself. Think of Paul, years after his conversion,

still remembering how he persecuted the church of

God, and made havoc of it. So William Carey chose
to portray himself as "a guilty, lost and helpless

worm." So Andrew Bonar, within a few months of

his death, wrote, "I was in pain because of the dis-

covery of my shortcomings." Let me be as humble.

I learn that the Christian never ceases cleaving

intensely to Christ. Not with flesh and blood does

Paul confer, but with his Lord ; with him it must
be faith, strong, whole-hearted, unfaltering, all the

days of his life. So, because there are fearful possi-

bilities of evil in me still, let me confess that I re-

quire the omnipotent strength of Jesus to keep me.
"

And I learn that the Christian loves Jesus passion-

ately. He preaches the faith he once destroyed. He
belongs in every faculty and power to the Lord his

Healer. Let me know myself ruined and dead with-

out Christ, let me think of him yearning over one
leprous and polluted, and I shall never weary crown-
ing him who has redeemed, and is renewing me, with

the crown of my devotion and my obedience.

Friday—Ephesians 3, 1-12.

Conversion introduces to service. When the mys-
tery is made known to Paul, he preaches among the

Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ. Now he

cannot refuse to go into the city and through the

wilderness and over the sea. Now he is ready to

spend and to be spent. Now he will fight the good
fight, and will keep the faith which his Savior and
his King has committed to his care.

Before any word is spoken for Christ, or any work
is done, before I set out to run his errands and to

advance his kingdom, I must have an experience like

that of Paul. I need to come into personal contact

with the Lord, and to be summoned by himself to aid

his cause. First, the interview with the Master, and

then the undertaking of labor for him and the carry-

ing of his cross—that is the only true order.

Saturday—I. Timothy 1. 12-17 . ;.:.„-

The son who appears to stay at home with' God,

may really be worse than the prodigal in tlje far

country. Saul the Pharisee was now in his own judg-

ment, as he had always been in his Lord's, a more
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blameworthy man than the publicans and harlots

with whom once he would not have exchanged a

word. He was "the chief of sinners."

It may well be that I am guiltier than the drunkard
and the profligate. Everything has been against

them, and everything has been in my favor. Their
inherited constitution, their present circumstances

and surroundings, their deep-rooted habits—these

things fight, like the stars in their courses, in opposi-

tion to them.
But Jesus, accomplishes most wonderful changes.

The blind receive their sight ; the dead are raised up.

He renews even me.

Sunday—Acts 16. 16-34.

An American naturalist says that the human brain

is full of birds. The song-birds, he holds, might all

have been hatched in our hearts, so well do they ex-

press our feelings. Robin, thrush, lark, mocking-
bird, nightingale—they give utterance to our love and
sadness and hope and joy. It is very beautiful to find

my nature tenanted by these sweet minstrels of the

air. But God pictures it more sadly. He shows me
that it is a nest of every unclean and hateful bird.

The fierce hawk, the croaking raven, the devouring
vulture, the birds of tempest and discord and death
—these are typical of my passions; these brood
within me; these fly forth from me to pollute and
injure and kill.

But Christ, who changed the heart of the jailer of

Philippi, makes all things new. He expels the evil

tenants and invites the songsters in. He throws the

arch of the rainbow across the cloud so big with

storm. Since I cannot save my own life, he takes

the task on himself. And how blessedly he achieves
it ! Let me be an heir of death before I am an
heir of the City of God afterward. He is the Lord
my Righteousness, the Lord my Everlasting Light.

A SAMTLE Ol/ULIffE 'BI'BLE

As an illustration of the thorough work that is

being done in some churches in Bible study, we pre-
sent the following outline, prepared by the Rev. Jo-
seph Selden, D. D., of Greenwich, Conn., for use in

his midweek service. It is of interest for its own
sake as a piece of scholarly work and it is of special

value as supplemental to the Sunday school lessons
in the Old Testament which begin on the first Sun-
day in July.

OV&LIJVE JFVDy OF THE LIUEHA-RV
HIS&0"R3? OF UHE OZ,2> GESUAMEffT.
i. As indicating the date of composition, note ref-

erences in the Old Testament to earlier writings, as
the source of the sacred history. Num. 21 :i4; Josh.
10:13; I Kings 14:19; I Chron. 29:29.
Such references to historical writings earlier in date than

the books of the Old Testament are frequent.

2. Incidental allusions, showing the record to have
been made long subsequent to the events narrated.

Gen. 36-31—written after the establishment of the monarchy
in Israel. Gen. 14 : 14—compared with Judges 18 : 29. I Sam.
27

:
6—There were no "Kings in Judah" until after the seces-

sion of the northern tribes. II Kings 25 : 8-30—compare with
Jeremiah 52: 12-34. Evil Merodach began his jeign B. C. 561.

3. A study of the historical books shows:
U] There are no allusions to the Levitical system in

Judges, Ruth. I Sam., II Sam. In I Kings 2:3 is found the
earliest mention of a written law subsequent to the death of
Joshua. The story of the discovery of the Book of the Law

of God in the day of King Josiah [II Kings 22:8] shows that
a complicated system of religious rites was at that time

—

B. C. 621—unknown. [2] The forms of worship observed by
the spiritual leaders of Israel throughout the entire period
previous to the exile, are seen to disregard the explicit terms
of the Levitical statutes. During the earlier period, there was
no central sanctuary to which the people came for worship

;

Gilgal and Shiloh were as sacred as Jerusalem. In I Sam.
3 :

3 the boy Samuel is pictured as sleeping at night in the
Temple of Jehovah in Shiloh where "the Ark of Jehovah
was."
The prophets utter frequent protests against the priestly

claim of sacredness for Levitical system, and disclaim its

ancient origin. Amos 5-25; Jeremiah 7:21-23.

4. The earlier historical books show unmistakable
evidence of their composite structure. Examples of

duplicated narratives:

The Story of Creation. Gen. * : 1-2
:
3 and Gen. 2 : 4-25.

Gen 20 compare Gen. 26.

The Record of the Flood. Gen. 6:5-8; 7:1-5; 8:20-22;
9 : 18-27. Compare Gen. 6 : 9-22 ; 7 : 6-8 : 19 ; 9 : 1-17, 29. Each
group of passages gives a fairly complete account of the flood,

the accounts in general running parallel, but compare 6 : 19-20
and 7 : 2-3.

In the Book of Judges compare 1 : 1-2:5 and 2: 6-23 [Josh.

24:29-31]. Note that Judges 1:11-15 places the capture of
Debir after and Josh. 15: 15-19 before the death of Joshua.
Analysis of the earlier books of the Old Testament shows

their composite structure, the sacred writings making free

use of ancient historical documents distinguished by such lit-

erary peculiarities as the exclusive use of the divine name
"Elohim" in one and "Jehovah" in another, and still more
clearly by the prophetic or priestly point of view of their

writers.

5. The following conclusions may therefore be re-

ceived in confidence, as established by the consensus

of the Biblical scholars of the first rank in Europe and
America.

[1] The books of the Old Testament are, as a rule, com-
posite literary structure—that is, they are not the work of a
single group of writers. And, while they contain authentic
records and traditions reaching back to remotest antiquity,

they evidently received their present literary form late in the
history of Israel.

[2] The most authoritative spiritual messages of the Old
Testament are to be found, not in the Levitical statutes, but in

the utterances of Jehovah's special representatives—the

prophets.

[3] The supreme and imperishable value of the Old Testa-
ment, for us, is not in its formal rules of life, but in its dis-

closure of the power, truth and grace of Jehovah, the holy
character of God being progressively revealed to us as we
'study this story of his dealings with men. In a word, the

Old Testament is not only the record of a revelation made to

men long ago; it is the medium of a personal revelation to

ourselves to-day.

"BoofQe of 'Reference.

On the literary structure Old Testament : Gladden's "Who
Wrote the Bible?" "Ladd's "What is the Bible?" Bruce's
"The Chief End of Revelation," Lyman Abbott's "Life and
Literature of the Hebrews," Smith's "Modern Criticism and
Old Testament."
On the history contained in the Old Testament: Kent's

"History of the Hebrew People," Willett's "The Prophets of
Israel," Price's "The Monuments and the Old Testament."

When Henry Timrod, the poet, lay dying his sister

whispered to him, "You will soon be at rest." "Yes,"

he answered, "but love is sweeter than rest." In spite

of the weariness of the way, in spite of death, the

stout heart clings to its own. It is not rest that we
crave ; it is the good the soul gets glimpses of. it

is the dearest dreams come true. We pant for ful-

ness of life. Thought wants its own ; the heart wants
its own, and is distraught till its purest desires are
met. Everywhere, through all. the. degrees of being,

there is a trembling into life, as a harp is responsive
to every breeze. Brave Timrod, with the last darkness
rushing on him, knew full well that "love is sweeter
than rest."
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LITE'RATWRE.
'RO'BB'RT LOX/IST STEVESfSOJ*.

I

HOSE who become acquainted with the

man Stevenson through the writer Steven-

son come to cherish for him something
akin to personal affection. No man ever

revealed himself more fully in his writings

and no man was ever more successful in

converting his readers into personal

friends. The writings of Stevenson are a

commentary on his life. But his life was
greater than anything he ever wrote. No
romance he ever penned is so full of in-

terest as his own brave and beautiful life. The closer

men came to him and felt his human touch the more
were they drawn to him.

When at Mentone he met and made the acquaint-

ance of Andrew Lang. Referring afterwards to this

first meeting Mr. Lang says : "I will not deny that my
first impression was not favorable. He looked as in

my eyes he always did look, more like a lass than a

lad, with a long, smooth oval face, brown hair worn
a greater length than is common and large lucid eyes.

Here, I thought, is one of your aesthetic young men,
though a very clever one. He had just written his

essay, "Ordered South," on reading which I at once

saw that here was a new writer, one who could do
what none of us could rival or approach. I was in-

stantly sealed of the tribe of Louis, an admirer, a

devotee, a fanatic if you please." Notwithstanding

the fraility of his health he never showed any sign

of depression or discouragement. Edward Gosse,

speaking of him at this time, says : "The gaiety of

Stevenson was his cardinal virtue. A child-like mirth

leaped and danced in him ; he seemed to skip on the

hills of life ; he was simply bubbling with quips and

jests; his inherent earnestness and passion about ab-

stract things were incessantly relieved by jocosity. I

cannot recall any of his jokes and written in cold

blood they might not be funny if I did. They were
not wit so much as humanity, the many-sided outlook

upon life. He never complained ; this, no doubt,

though we were not aware of it, added to the charm
of his presence. He was so bright, so keen and witty .

In 1879 his health visibly began to run lower and
he used to bury himself in lonely French and Scotch

places "tinkering himself with solitude," as he used

to say. His pen, however, was not allowed to He idle.

Tales, essays and magazine articles followed each

other in quick succession and brought him into favor

with the public and the critics. But he was not satis-

fied with the result of his work. His ambition was
to write a novel. He says : "I had written little books
and essays and short stories and got patted on the

back and paid for them, though not enough to live

upon. I had quite a reputation ; I was the success-

ful man ; I had passed my days in toil, the futility of

which would sometimes make my cheek to burn, that

I should spend a man's energy upon this business and
yet not earn a livelihood, and there shone ahead of

mt an unattained ideal. Although I had attempted
the thing with vigor not less than ten or twelve times
I had not yet written a novel. All—all my pretty

ones had gone for a little, and then stopped inexor-
ably like a schoolboy's watch. In McClure's Maga-
zine for September, 1894, he gives an interesting ac-

count of the writing of "Treasure Island." It was in

1888 that he set himself to this work. It was to be a

boys' story. His stepson, Loyd Osborn, was home

from school for the holidays ; he had a boy at hand to

try it on. It is a pleasant picture he draws of his

reading aloud each day to the family his morning's

work. Perhaps the most pleasing thing is the inter-

est shown by his father in the progress of his work
considering how bitterly opposed he was to his son's

choice of a profession. Stevenson writes : "I counted

on one boy, I found I had two, in my audience. My
father caught fire at once with all the romance and
childishness of his original nature. His own stories,

that every night of his life he put himself to sleep

with, dealt perpetually with ships, roadside inns, rob-

bers and commercial travelers, before the era of steam.

He never finished one of these romances, the lucky

man did not require to ! But in 'Treasure Island' he

recognized something kindred to his own imagina-

tion ; it was his kind of picturesque ; and he not only

heard with delight the daily chapter, but set himself

to collaborate. When the time came for Billy Bone's

chest to be ransacked he must have passed the better

part of a day preparing, on the back of a legal en-

velope, an inventory of its contents, which I exactly

followed ; and the name of Flint's old ship, the Wal-
rus, was given at his particular request." All went
well for a time until the volume was half written;

then the material seemed to run out; he had nothing

more to say. It was being published as a serial in

"Young Folks." The proofs of the first chapters

were already coming in. What was to be done ? To
quote his own words : "I was more appalled than I

can depict in words. I was thirty-one ; I was the head

of a family; I had lost my health; I had never yet

paid my way ; I had never yet made two hundred
pounds a year. My father had quite recently bought
back and cancelled a book that was judged to be a

failure ; was this to be another and last fiasco ? I was
indeed very close on despair ; but I shut my mouth
hard, and during the journey to Davos, where I was to

pass the winter, had the resolution to think of other

things. Arrived at my destination, down I sat one

morning to the unfinished tale, and behold it flowed

from me like small talk; and in a second tide of de-

lighted industry, and at the rate of a chapter a day, I

finished 'Treasure Island.' I passed a landmark I

had written "The End" upon my MS., which I had

not done since 'The Pentland Rising' when I was a

boy of sixteen, not yet in college."

For the next few years he led a nomadic life, leav-

ing everywhere in his wake devoted hearts that had
become irresistibly fascinated by this bright, graceful

humanist and artist. Perhaps no one was quicker to

make deep friends when the true metal was found, or

surer to grapple them with hooks of steel. A witty,

ever-ready talker, a charmingly responsive listener, he

was the best of company even when he was in his bed
prison. California, southern France, the Adirondacks

were each and all visited in search of health, but gave
only temporary relief to the invalid. In 1888, when
the air of the latter place proved too harsh for his

weak lungs, he chartered the yacht Casco and sailed

away for the South Seas with his wife and stepson,

Loyd Osborn, never to return. After trying Hawaii
and other groups, he chose a home on a mountain
side several miles from Apia, the chief city of Samoa.
Here he busied himself with his art and with the man-
agement of his plantation and the natives whom he
employed and who formed part of his house-

hold. He exercised the same fascination over

the natives of Samoa that he did over all

with whom he came into contact. He enjoyed
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a singular degree of authority among them,

owing to his kindness, justice, and a sympathetic

understanding of their ways and characters. He was
a man whose versatility and extraordinary sympathy
made him immediately an intimate with the most alien

humanity. He saw the familiar where other people

would have discovered only the preposterous ; and

he was always not only observer, but friend.

The Samoans are said to hate work and to

change masters very often. Stevenson's men
not only stayed with him, but worked well and
took less wages than most. His explanation of this

is that the Samoans rather enjoy discipline; they like

however to be treated as gentlefolk. They like to be

used with scrupulous justice; they like a service of

which they can be proud. This, he says, we endeavor

to give them by "trying" all cases of misdemeanor in

the most serious manner with interpreters, forms of

oath and so forth. We have a tree at Christmas for

all hands, a great native feast on my birthday, and
try in other ways to make them feel themselves of

the family. No Samoan works except for his family.

The chief is the master: to serve another clan may
be possible for a short time to get money for a spe-

cific purpose. To insure permanent service in Samoa
I have tried to play the native chief with European
variations, just now it looks as if I was succeeding."

In the missionary work which is being done among
the Samoans Stevenson was especially interested. The
Rev. W. E. Clark of the London Missionary Society,

who from the first was one of the most valued friends

of Stevenson in Samoa, says of him : "He was an ob-

servant, shrewd, yet ever generous critic of all our
religious and educational organizations. His knowl-
edge of native character and life enabled him to un-

derstand missionary difficulties, while his genial con-

tact with all sorts and conditions of men made him
keen to detect deficiencies in men and methods, and
apt in useful suggestion." He lived a busy life in the

far-away land, but he found time to keep up a con-

stant correspondence with loved friends in the home
land. He loved his native country ; he once wrote
that to be born a Scotsman he thought was the hap-

piest lot on earth. How hard it was for him to be an
exile comes out occasionally in some of his letters.

To Sydney Colven he writes: "The truth is I was
far through (if you can understand Scots) and came
none too soon to the South Seas, where I was to re-

cover peace of mind and body. No man but myself

knew all my bitterness." Again he writes : "Did you
see a man who wrote the 'Sticket Minister' and dedi-

cated it to me, in words that brought tears to my
eyes every time I looked at them? 'To R. L. Steven-

son of Scotland and Samoa I dedicate these stories of

that grey Galloway land, where above the graves of

the martyrs the whaups are crying, his heart re-

members how.' Ah, God knows it does ! Singular
that I should fulfill the Scot's destiny throughout and
live a voluntary exile and have my head filled with the

blessed beastly place all the time." In another letter,

in which he urges Colven to visit Samoa, he says,

"And then you will see Vailima, for it is beautiful,

my home and tomb that's to be ; though it's a wrench
not to be planted in Scotland, that I can never deny.
If I could only be buried on the hills under the heather
and a table tombstone like the martyrs where the
whaups and plovers are calling." One of the most
potent lessons of Stevenson's life lies in the fact that
life for him had been a fight, not only towards gratify-
ing an ambition to be a literary man, but for very

existence itself. Courage to work when work meant
exhaustion, courage to hope when hope seemed to

go ever further before, and courage to go on without
a moment's begging of quarter were his; and while

he found at Vailima that his physical power was at its

best, even then to most men the bitterness of the

struggle would have warped and nullified the best of

talents. Not so with Stevenson. Nothing seemed to

daunt him. Four novels came to the world from his

tropical home and his letters to his friends were brim-
ming with startling literary projects and astounding
tasks he had set himself.

In January, 1893, he was laid up with a severe at-

tack of influenza complicated with hemorrhage of the
lungs. It was during this sickness that he began St.

Ives, dictating it to his stepdaughter, Mrs. Strong.
In a letter to Mrs. Strong's little son, Austinthen, at

school in California, he wrote how he had to play

dumb man for three days and dictate a story in the

deaf and dumb alphabet. In August of the same year
in one of his lively humorous letters to Colven he
makes mention of having "a smart but eminently brief

hemorrhage" and then goes on to tell of his begin-

ning "Weir of Hermiston." In June he writes of a cold

which prostrated him for two weeks, but adds cheer-

fully : "I have never borne a cold with so little hurt."

During the next few months, however, his letters

seemed to give his friends just cause for anxiety. He
seemed at times to feel painfully the strain of literary

work, which was wont to be his chief delight and pas-

time, the old invincible spirit of inward cheerfulness

was in some measure beginning to give way, although
to those around him his charming habitual sweet-
ness and gaiety of temper were undiminished. His
last day on earth was a fitting conclusion to his life.

After a morning of happy work and pleasant cor-

respondence he was seen gazing wistfully at the
mountain summit he had chosen to be his burial

place. Towards the evening he was talking gaily

with his wife and trying to reassure her under the
sense of coming calamity which oppressed her when
the sudden bursting of a blood vessel laid him almost
in a moment unconscious at her feet and in two hours
there passed away in the forty-fourth year of his age
one of the most loving and loveable, one of the ten-

derest and bravest men that ever lived, who, while
here, endeavored by pen and presence to make the
earth brighter for his being in it. A band of sorrow-
ing natives cut a way through brush and forest

to the high tomb and bore to it their loved Tusitala,

their story teller, now forever silent. His friend, the
Rev. W. Clark, read the service at the grave, at the
head of which now stands a stone on which is en-
graven the following epitaph written by himself:

"Under the wide and starry sky
Dig the grave and let me lie

;

Glad did I live and gladly die,

And I lay me down with a will.

This little verse you grave for me,
'Here he lies where he longed to be,

Home is the sailor, home from the sea,

And the hunter is home from the hill.'
"

A Bookwoman.

Ties which bind us to Christ.—These seven "to-

gethers" are seven links of a chain which bind us
indissolubly to Christ : Crucified together

;
quick-

ened together ; raised together ; seated together in

heavenly places ; sufferers together ; heirs together
and glorified together with Christ.
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ASSOCIA TIOJV.

.Several features of interest com-

bined to make this great gathering of

men unique and inspiring. The at-

tendance of delegates and correspond-

ing members numbered 2,000, and the

general attendance was very large. At
one session Mechanics' Hall, Boston,

which seats 4,600, was filled to over-

flowing, and at another there were
not less than 4,000 people. The dele-

gates came from all the countries of

Europe, and from India, Japan, Austra-

lia, Hawaii and South Africa. A re-

markable historic and educational ex-

hibit occupied a large hall adjoining

Acres of wall space were covered with
photographs and charts showing the

progress and development of the vari-

ous activities connected with the work
of the association, physical, social,

reading rooms, work for boys, employ-

ment bureaus, etc., in addition to the

definite religious work and Bible

study. The history and growth of

each state and local association was
likewise illustrated.

The opening service held in Trinity

Church, Boston, was stately and im-

pressive. A significant feature was
the co-operation in such a place of

four or five denominations in the lead-

ing parts of the service—Bishop Mal-

lalieu of the Methodists, Samuel Capen
of the Congregationalists, a representa-

tive of the Baptists, and the sermon
delivered by Chas. Cuthbert Hall, a
Presbyterian. The session devoted to

the Army and Navy work of the Y.

M. C. A. was undoubtedly the most en-

thusiastic. The great hall was pack-

ed. General Joe Wheeler, Admirals
Watson and Higgins, and Lieut. Hob-
son were among the speakers, and Miss
Helen Gould and Mrs. Russell Sage,

who have been active in the Ladies'

Auxiliary, were present. The college

evening was another notable event.

Booker T. Washington, Patton of

Princeton, and Northrop of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota made addresses.

The young men's meeting on Sunday
afternoon, led by Fred B. Smith of Chi-

cago, was such as is rarely witnessed.

It was one that those present will not
forget. Two thousand five hundred
men were present, one hundred and
fifty of whom made confession of their

acceptance of Christ as their Leader
and Lord. The farewell meeting on
Sunday night was devoted to the for-

eign work of the association. Young
men are sent into the key cities of

South America, Ceylon, Japan, India
and China, and the work done through
them was set forth with such effect

that within the space of twenty min-
utes $15,000 was subscribed for this

branch of the work alone. A thrilling

forecast of the day when "all men shall

know the Lord" was given when rep-

resentatives of nineteen different na-

tionalities gave each in his own tongue
the same verse of Scripture. A fitting

close to this celebration of the found-

ing in the United States of this great

work for men was the visit on Monday
to Plymouth, the birthplace of the na-

tion. Dr. Alexander McKenzie of

Cambridge, Mass., then made a mag-
nificent address, and fresh inspiration

for future work was drawn from the

place of those early struggles for re-

ligious truth and freedom to worship
God.

CHICAGO AJVD VICIJVITy
Rev. Maurice Grigsby was installed

pastor of. the Presbyterian Church at

Elwood, June 12.

Twenty-six persons united with
Bethel Congregational Church, Wind-
sor Park, on June 2, fifteen on confes-

sion.

Rev. J. P. Courtney has been re-

leased as pastor of Garfield Boulevard
Church (United Presbyterian) on his

own request by Chicago Presbytery.

Knox College has conferred the de-

gree of doctor of divinity upon Rev.

Stuart M. Campbell, pastor of the Em-
erald Avenue Presbyterian Church.
The Congregational church at Wau-

watosa, Wis., one of the oldest of the

denominations in the Northwest, has
called Rev. A. R. Thain, D. D., of Oak
Park, to its pulpit.

St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Ken-
wood, is being removed by the purchas-

er of the lots to the rear, but will be

used for services till the new edifice

is ready for occupancy in the early

fall,

The North Englewood Congregation-

al Church is about ready for dedica-

tion. About fifty have been added to

the church membership and the Sun-

day school has grown steadily during
the building period.

A farewell reception to Rev. F. A.

Noble, D. D., and wife, was given June
21, by the Union Park Congregational

Church, to mark the closing of his pas-

torate of twenty-two years. Dr. Noble
was presented with $5,000 as a part-

ing gift.

The First Presbyterian Church of

Austin, having paid off all its indebted-

ness, celebrated its thirtieth anniver-

sary by dedicating its beautiful stone

building Sunday, June 23. The Rev.
John Henry Barrows, D. D., preached
the sermon.

Rev. C. E. Morse of the Millard Ave-
nue Congregational Church has re-

signed and accepted a call to the Cov-

enant Congregational Church, West
Polk street and Claremont avenue. He
will enter upon his new duties imme-
diately.

During the summer months the serv-

ices of the First Unitarian Society of

Chicago will be held at Memorial
Chapel, corner of Fifty-seventh street

and Woodlawn avenue. During these

months the Church of the Messiah at

Twenty-third street will be closed.

Mr. Edward Goodman, who for forty-

eight years has been actively connect-

ed with "The Standard," the Baptist

organ of the city and the Northwest,
has retired from further service Since

1895, Mr. Goodman has been presi-

dent and treasurer of the corporation

publishing the paper.

Regular services with weekly ser-

mons by a "university preacher" be-

gan last Sunday at the University of

Chicago. For the first six weeks Dr.

Marcus Dods of Edinburgh will

preach. E. Benjamin Andrews will

have charge for the second six weeks
of the summer quarter.

Rev. Jesse J. Kolmos, pastor of

Bethel Congregational Church, Chi-

cago, takes twenty-six into membership
the first of the month. Fifteen come
in on confession of faith

In the Rock River Methodist Con-

ference the conversions during the

past winter are stated to be 2,293 and
the accessions to the churches 1,757.

The pastor of the South Side Taber-

nacle (Presbyterian), Rev. Reuben E.

Fleming, though recovered from seri-

ous illness, finds it necessary to take

a few months' rest. He has gone to

Hillsdale, Mich, to remain until Sep-

tember 1. The pulpit will be supplied

by Mr. R. D. Kearns, a student in

the McCormick Seminary.
The annual meeting of the Baptist

Church at Evanston, held a week ago,

showed a good condition of affairs.

The church now numbers 403 mem-
bers, the largest in its history. Re-

ceipts for all purposes, exclusive of

benevolence, were nearly $7,000. In-

cluding the amount paid for support
of the Sunday school, the beneficences

exceeded $2,100.

At the Baptist ministers' meeting
Jenkin Lloyd Jones, pastor of All

Souls' Church (Unitarian) gave an in-

teresting and convincing address June
17, on the need of co-operation among
Christians of all denominations and
types of belief in the common war
against civic evils, the saloon, immor-
ality, the materialistic spirit, indiffer-

ence to spiritual things, and other en-

emies which all encounter.

At the present time the Salvation

Army operates in Chicago eleven Eng-
lish-speaking corps, seven Swedish
corps, one Norwegian and one German
corps, three slum posts, four working-
men's hotels and one working-women's
hotel, one home for fallen women, one
slum nursery, one salvage warehouse,
three salvage stores and one bureau
for tracing missing relatives and
friends.

A host of delegates is expected at the

eleventh international convention of

the Baptist Young People's Union of

America, which meets in the Coliseum
July 25-28. This gathering marks the

close of the first decade of the organ-

ization. The addresses and exercises

are to be based upon the keyword,
Kingship. In the list of speakers ap-

pear the names of Rev. William M.
Lawrence. D. D.. Rev. John L. Jack-
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son, D. D., of Chicago, Rev. J. B Gam-
brell, D. D., of Texas, Rev. 0. W. Van
Osdel of Washington, Prof. C. L. Wil-

liams of Ohio, Rev. H. C. Applegarth,

D. D., of Massachusetts, Rev. R. J.

Willingham, D. D, of Virginia, and
Rev. F. P. Haggard of Assam. The
convention sermon will be preached

by the former general secretary, Rev.

B. B. Chivers, D. D., now of New York
city. The president of the organiza-

tion for the past ten years has been
Mr. John H. Chapman of Chicago.

Organization of the People's Church
of America was completed last week
by the election of a board of seven di-

rectors as follows: Dr. H. W. Thom-
as, president; Professor John F. Eber-

hart, vicepresident and treasurer; Per-

cival Hunter, secretary; John P. Alt-

geld, George W. Bowman, W. W. Orms-
bee and Jenkin Lloyd Jones. Work
will be begun in September toward es-

tablishing people's churches through-
out the country.

Five of the city Presbyterian church-

es, West Division Street, Olivet, On-
ward, Avondale and the Eleventh, have
joined in the tent movement, and each
will have two weeks' use of the tent

secured for services during the sum-
mer months. At the first Sunday
evening service, June 9, at least 500

attended the meeting under the care of

Rev. F. R. Rosebro and the West Divi-

sion street congregation, more than
five times the average attendance in

their church across the way.

At the First Methodist Church, Clark
and Washington streets, Dr. J. P.

Brushingham has decided to depart
from the usual summer custom of

downtown churches and to remain
with his charge and fill his pulpit dur-

ing the heated term. Last Sunday he
began a series of special Sunday
morning discourses upon "Great Prob-

lems of Life." The first topic will be
"Bishop Merrill's Doctrine of the Di-

vine Fatherhood: Can We Accept It?"

The church quartet will continue with
Dr. Brushingham, taking no vacation
during the summer.

Convocation Sunday in connection
with the decennial anniversary of the

University of Chicago, was a notable

day. Dr. Harper's baccalaureate ad-

dress on "Religion and the Higher
Life" was fitting and helpful. A Bible
service at 8:30 a. m., was devoted to

the wisdom literature of the Scrip-

tures, with addresses by President
Harper, Prof. R. G. Moulton and Prof.

Shailer Matthews. A prayer service

for candidates of degrees and mem-
bers of the faculties was held at 10:30.

The vesper service had an elaborate

program. The music was furnished by
the university band, choir and chorus,
the Quandrangle Chorus, and singers
from the choirs of the following Bap-
tist churches: Immanuel, Normal
Park, Lexington avenue, Englewood,
Hdye Park and Calvary and the Engle-
wood, St. James and Oakland Methodist
churches, with three soloists. The ad-

dresses were devoted to the general

theme, "Is Religion Progressing?" dis-

cussed by Dean E. B. Hulbert, Dr.

Marcus Dods, Dr. E. G. Hirsch, and
Dr. E. B. Andrews. The Sunday serv-

ices closed with a union meeting of the

Christian associations of the univer-

sity, with thoughtful addresses by Rev.

Ernest M. Stires and Miss Jane
Addams on "The Obligation of the

Christian College Student."

"Baptist.
The sixty-fifth annual conference of

north Indiana Baptists opened June
17 at Mishawaka, Ind. Three hundred
delegates were present. Rev. Messrs.

J. W. Conley, D. D., of Oak Park, 111.,

E. W. Lounsberry, D. D., and C. E.

Hewitt of Chicago were among the

speakers.

Rev. D. A. Brown has just entered

on his work as pastor of the First

Baptist Church of Salt Lake City.

The Milwaukee association met in

Wauwatosa and had a helpful meeting.

The Sunday School problems and pos-

sibilities were discussed. Some of

the other subjects under consideration

were: "The Training of Young Chris-

tians," "Ought Our Churches to Make
a Distinction in the Form of Letters of

Dismission?" "Is Committee Organiza-

tion Helpful?" "The Prayer Service of

the Church," "What is the Greatest

Need of Our Country Churches?" "The
Attitude of the Churcn Toward Re-

form Movements."
At Red Oak, la., one hundred per-

sons have united with the Baptist

Church during the three and a half

years' pastorate of Rev J. A. Shaw.
The prayer meetings are well attended.

Forty-seven have been received into

the church at Eau Claire, Wis., during
the year, thirty-eight by baptism.

The German Baptists are not strong

in Minnesota, numbering about 800,

yet in the last ten years they have
gained over fifty per cent.

Three schools are now operated in

Indian Territory by the American
Baptist Home Mission Society, ex-

pending on them $10,668.24. Addition-

al equipment is much needed.

The American Baptist Education
Society offered a gift of $15,000 to Ot-

tawa University on condition that $45,-

750 be raised in the state. It has been
done, with a good margin.
Wilson Avenue Church, Cleveland,

O., was dedicated June 16. Three serv-

ices were held. President Strong of

Rochester, N Y., preached in the morn-
ing. The church is a beautiful struc-

ture, built after the English gothic

style of the Tudor period. It was
erected in front of the old chapel with
a cruciform outline. The auditorium
is a spacious one, being about fifty feet

square. The cost of this edifice was
$20,000, exclusive of furnishings and
fixtures.

The First Russian Baptist minister

was ordained June 3 at Anamoosa,
N. D.

The Seventeenth annual meeting of

the Red River Valley Association met

at Cavalier, N. D., June 4-6. "The
Apostolic Mission Spirit" was the

topic of the sermon and there was a
valuable discussion of "Evangelistic

Methods, What Shall They Be?"
Rev. E. P. Tuller, the newly elected

pastor of the First Church, Detroit,

Mich., preached his last sermon as pas-

tor of the Second Church, Lawrence,
Mass., on May 26. He gave the hand
of fellowship to eleven persons, eight

of whom had been baptized the pre-

vious Sunday evening. Mr. Tuller thus

ended nine years of fruitful ministry,

during which 481 persons had been
received into the church, 290 of them
by baptism, making the present mem-
bership of the church 796, the largest

in its history. During this pastorate

the church debt has been entirely re-

moved, and nearly twice . as much
money has been given for benevolent

purposes as during the twenty years

previous.

The annual conference of the Free
Baptist Church of South Dakota and
Minnesota concluded June 16 at Sioux
Falls, S. D. The subject of discussion

was "Applied Christianity," and ad-

dresses were made by Rev. S. E. Very,

Deleron, Minn.; Rev. J. J. D. Batson,

Crystal, Minn., and T. H. Smithers,

Huntley, Minn. Rev. R. R. Keenan,

FAMILY FOOD.
Crisp. Uoothsome and "Requires

JVo Cooking.

brought to her attention on a visit to

A little boy down in N. C. asked his

mother to write an account of how
Grape-Nuts Food had helped their fam-

ily

She says Grape-Nuts was first

Charlotte, where she visited the mayor
of that city who was using the Food
by the advice of his physician. She
says, "They derive so much good from
it that they never pass a day without

using it. While I was there I used

the Food regularly. I gained about

15 pounds and felt so well that when
I returned home I began using Grape-

Nuts in the family regularly.

"My little 18-months-old baby short-

ly after being weaned was very ill

with dyspepsia and teething. She was
sick nine weeks and we tried every-

thing. She became so emaciated that

it was painful to handle her and we
thought we were going to lose her. One
day a happy thought urged me to try

Grape-Nuts soaked in a little warm
milk.

"Well, it worked like a charm and
she began taking it regularly and im-

provement set in at once. She is now
getting well and round and fat as fast

as possible and on Grape-Nuts.

"Sometime ago a number of the
family were stricken with LaGrippe at

the same time, and during the worst
stages we could not relish anything in

the shape of food but Grape-Nuts and
oranges, everything else nauseated us.

"We all appreciate what your fa-

mous food has done for our family."
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editor of The Free Baptist, reported

the circulation increasing, and a gift

of $2,000 toward a permanent endow-
ment, which will be increased to $10,-

000 as soon as possible.

The members of Bales Avenue Bap-

tist Church, Kansas City, called a

mass meeting of Baptists of the city

for Sunday afternoon, June 16, to pro-

test against Rev. W. J. Williamson, the

pastor of the Bales Avenue Church,
accepting a call to the Third Church,

St. Louis. As an inducement for Dr.

Williamson to remain,
(

the congrega-

tion decided to build a large, new
church edifice. Dr. Williamson has
built up from small beginning a
church that is now the largest Bap-
tist congregation in the city and the

second largest in the state.. It has
founded five missions, two of which
have become churches. Bales Avenue
Church has now fully 1,000 active mem-
bers. The church building at Twelfth
street and Bales avenue, which the

congregation acquired in 1895, has been
twice enlarged. It is frequently

crowded to standing room at the hours
of worship Sunday morning and Sun-
day evening. Dr. Williamson has, how-
ever, finally decided to resign and ac-

cept the call to St. Louis.

Congregational.
The Rev. Frank Fox, pastor of the

First Church, Kansas City, Kan., has
been elected mediator of the Kansas as-

sociation and president of the State

Endeavor Union. He is a graduate of

Chicago Theological Seminary.
At Lee Center, 111., where Rev. W. C.

Barber is pastor, the attendance at the

services is growing to such an ex-

tent that the capacity of the present
church is overtaxed.

Dr. C. W. Hiatt, pastor of the Euclid
Avenue Church, Cleveland, O., has
been presented with $1,000 by his peo-

ple to defray the expenses of a trip

abroad for himself and wife.

Rev. F. D. Kelsey, Central Church,
Toledo, O., plans to have the church
endowed with $200,000, and so en-

abled to do its downtown work. The
workers needed besides the preacher
are, according to Dr. Kelsey's plan, an
assistant to do pastoral work, a woman
visitor, a Sunday School superinten-
dent who should give his entire time to

the work, and a private secretary.

Rev. C. H. Seaver of Garden, Mich.,

travels nearly thirty miles and preach-
es three times each Sunday. He is the
only Protestant pastor in a territory

of more than twenty miles square in

which there are a dozen hamlets. His
work is proving a blessing.

On Children's Day Rev. Victor F.

Brown, pastor of the First Church,
South Milwaukee, received eleven
young people into the church from the
membership of the Sunday School, all

on confession, making a total of twen-
ty-nine additions to the church since

the first of March.
Rev. Mr. Murman of Forest Heights

Church, Minneapolis, devotes the last

Sunday evening of each month to a

question service, which is proving very
popular.

The church at Plainview, Minn.,

received into membership on Chil-

dren's Day nine persons, making
thirty-four received during the first

year of the pastorate of Rev. Frank
H. Anderson; twenty-four on confes-

sion.

At Round Prairie, Minn., the people

live, on an average, more than three

miles from the church building, and
yet ordinarily more than fill it. In the

last month twelve have been received

into the church, mostly on confession.

During Dr. J. F. Locke's pastorate the

membership has increased from nine to

sixty-nine. There is a strong C. E.

Society and a growing Sunday School.

Plymouth Church, Des Moines, la.,

has voted to invite the National Coun-
cil to meet with them in 1904, and the

invitation is unanimously endorsed by
the State Association.

Rev. Miner W. Fairfield entered into

rest June 2, aged 78. He had been in

ministerial service forty-five years,

having been pastor of the Second
Church, Oberlin, First, Oak Park, 111.,

and in Romeo, Lansing, Ypsilanti and
Muskegon, Mich., and other places. He
was for ten years president of Olivet

College, Michigan.

Rev. Campbell Morgan arrived from
England June 19, to take charge of

the Northfield extension work. He will

reside in Baltimore.

June 11, 1901, at Genoa Junction,

Wis., Mr. Alexander E. Cutler was or-

dained to the Congregational ministry.

Sermon, Prof. W. D. Mackenzie, D. D.

Other parts, Rev. W. W. Sleeper, Rev.
P. M. Snyder, Rev. H. W. Carter, D. D.

Yankton College has just closed the

nineteenth year of its history with a

most successful commencement pro-

gram. Twenty-five took diplomas
from the academy and twelve from the

college course, each class being the

largest thus far in its respective de-

partment. The baccalaureate sermon
was delivered by President H. K. War-
ren. Rev. Thos. J. Dent of Aberdeen
gave the annual address before the

Christian associations, and Rev. F.

Newhall White, D. D., of Sioux City,

gave the commencement address, his

seven years of missionary labor in

Japan yielding him much of the mate-

rial for his masterful handling of his

subject. The college has every dollar

of indebtedness paid. Plans are al-

ready on foot for the erection of a com-
modious gymnasium building. Four
South Dakota pastors were made new
members of the Board of Trustees of

the college. Two of these—Rev. D. J.

Perrin and Rev. E. Fenn Lyman—are

sons of the college; another is Rev.

Geo. S. Evans, who recently closed a

very successful pastorate at Hudson,
and has sought a more difficult but
strategic field of labor at Centerville;

the fourth is Rev. L. E. Camfield of

Ward Academy fame.

The "Disciples,

Rev. F. M. Rains, treasurer and fi-

nancial secretary of the Foreign Chris-

tian Mission Society, purposes a trip

abroad, sailing from San Francisco
August 2, to be gone five months.

Burris A. Jenkins of Buffalo, N. Y.,

has accepted a call to the presidency
of Kentucky University.

Rev. W. W. Denham of Mishawaka,
Ind., has been called to remain there

another year. During his ministry
with that congregation the mortgage
indebtedness has been reduced from
$3,000 to $1,250, which is now fully

provided for, and the church property
has been greatly improved.

Rev. H. L. Willett delivered a series

of six lectures on the Bible, at Ada, O.,

last week under the auspices of the

Y. M. C. A.

At the state meeting at Waco, Texas,
it was reported that the new girls'

home at Add Rann University was
built and paid for. Mr. T. E. Shirley

gave up a salaried position as a rail-

road man, to work for this university

without recompense, but his road re-

fused to give him up and granted him
temporary leave of absence till his

work was done.

Disciples of Christ in the East have
organized the Atlantic Christian

League. It is a part of the plan of

the Disciples to gain a foothold in

the eastern cities. Members of the

league are to pay $1 toward the erec-

tion of each new church which is made
possible by these efforts. The pro-

SVB-TIIOTICAE *RAM-
'BEES.

Uhe Author's Experiences.

U. S. Consul Pike, of Port Louis,

Mauritius, has written a charming
book upon this gem of the ocean, the

home of Paul and Virginia.

Col. Pike, whose New York address

is 43 Exchange Place, had a curious

experience with coffee and the bever-

age almost destroyed his eyesight.

He says, "Speaking of coffee, my
first warning against its use was in-

somnia followed by depression, and
despondency. The nervous system
was in such a condition that I could

not attend to business, and to my dis-

tress I discovered that my eyesight

was becoming more and more imper-

fect every day. From my knowledge
of the symptoms of coffee poisoning, I

concluded to leave off the coffee and
take up Postum Food Coffee in its

place.

The results were astonishing. Grad-

ually my eyesight recovered, and the

nervous condition and depressed feel-

ing disappeared. I have now been

using Postum in place of coffee for

several years and am in perfect health.

"My family of six persons discarded

coffee some time ago and use Postum.

I would not be without it It is a

most valuable addition to the break-

fast table and should be in every

household."
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moter of the plan is E. L. Kelland of

Newark, and the headquarters of the

organization are to be there. As a rea-

son for such league it is pointed out by
its officers that fully one-fourth of the

100 largest cities are within this At-

lantic territory and not a Disciples'

Church in one of them.
The Fourth Christian Church of St.

Louis, Mo., was dedicated June 23.

The seating capacity has been almost
doubled by the recent enlargement,
which cost $5,000.

The forty-second commencement of

Kentucky University was held June
7-13. There were twenty-six gradu-
ates from the Bible College. An endow-
ment of $27,000 has been raised for

this college and it is hoped to make it

$50,000 by January 1. During the past
session 1,100 pupils were enrolled in

the different colleges of the university.

The Bible School convention at Se-

dalia, Mo., was a successful one. The
report of the board showed faithful

work in the field and the treasurer's re-

port showed a larger amount of money
raised than ever before. The program
was a very good one. Both the board
and the secretary were continued for

another year of service. The first day
was given to the Endeavor Society.

The report of Claude E. Hill, the super-
intendent of the Endeavor work, indi-

cated that there were now 400 socie-

ties with 14,400 members. These gave
$8,400 for church work and $2,900 for

missions. There were 400 additions
from the associate members to the
church and there was a gain of nine
new societies. Following is the record
of the Bible School work for the year:
Bible schools organized, 68; churches
organized, 20; protracted meetings
held, 48; additions, baptisms, 279, by
letter 306, otherwise 261, total added
846, and $4,296.65. The evangelists also

raised $7,023.65 for church building,

making for the two purposes, $11,-

960.11. There was also $5,461.79 for

various other purposes. These five

evangelists visited 446 places to do
this work, were employed 1,703 days
and preached 1,606 times. This, if

not the largest year's work, is one of
the best ever reported at a Bible
School convention.

Episcopal

At the diocesan convention of Cen-
tral New York the report of the com-
mittee on Sunday School work was re-

ceived with much interest. A very
general effort has been made to intro-

duce the graded system, but only with
partial success, on account, princi-
pally, of the difficulty of securing a
proper series of Sunday School les-

sons adapted to that purpose, and the
impossibility of finding a sufficient

number of competent teachers. About
fifty per cent of the confirmation
classes comes from the Sunday School.
Sixty-eight schools report forty-eight
different text-books or leaflets in use.
There have been 1,564 confirmations

in the diocese of Connecticut during

the past year, an increase of 200 over

the year previous.

The Rev. Walter C. Clapp, rector of

St. John's Church, Toledo, O., and the

Rev. A. L. Byron-Curtiss, rector of St.

Joseph's Church, Rome, N. Y., have
accepted their appointments as mis-

sionaries to the Philippines. Their

work will be done under the direction

of the Bishop of Shanghai, who has

the oversight of the Philippine work.

St. Clement's Church, Philadelphia,

for the first time in its fifty years of

life, has no debt upon its building, it

having been wiped out by the efforts

of Rev. Geo. H. Moffett, who has, be-

sides, raised some $23,000 for the pur-

chase of the Sisters' Houses and re-

pairs to the church and clergy house.

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the

founding of the parish of the Church
of Our Savior at Mt. Auburn, Cincin-

nati, was celebrated May 26. The
parish has changed rectors but twice

in that period. The Rev. Z. R. Phil-

lips has recently accepted a call to the

rectorship.

The vestry of St. James' Church.
Fresno, Cal., have adopted plans for a

new church to cost $12,000, of which
$3,000 has been subscribed. It will be

of brick, to seat between 400 and 500

people, and the people, under their

new rector, the Rev H. S. Hanson,
hope to raise the necessary funds by
July 1.

The Bishop of Duluth visited the
Indian mission at Twin Lakes June
10, and consecrated the little church.
Six persons were presented for confir-

mation June 12, 13 and 14 the bishop
was in attendance at the Indian convo-
cation at White Earth. In the same
missions on the previous Sunday he
preached and confirmed five persons.

Beginning with this fall, the diocese

of Los Angeles will have a diocesan
school for boys located in the Monte-
cito valley, about two miles from San-
ta Barbara. The school will be under
the direction of the Rev. Alfred H.
Brown, and will be a boarding and day
school. Only a small number of boys
will be admitted during the first year.

A faculty of four masters, all gradu-
ates of eastern universities, will as-

sist the 'head master.

Minneapolis Episcopalians have ar-

ranged to provide a residence for
Bishop Edsall in Minneapolis; this will

not be his personal property, but the
house of the coadjutor bishop of the
diocese.

Lutheran.

The English Evangelical Lutheran
Synod of the Northwest, meeting in

St. Paul, closed June 18, after an un-
usually busy session. The committee
on synodical statistics reported 21
congregations with 2,223 communi-
cants and a gain of 148 communicants
outside of River Falls and Ellsworth,
which had made no reports. There
had been 252 confirmations and 253
baptisms, of which 232 were infants

and 21 adults. There are 30 Sunday
Schools. The congregational gain dur-

ing the past ten years has been .333

per cent. The congregational expen-

ses for the year were $27,329.84.

Salem English Evangelical Luther-

an Church, Minneapolis, was dedicated

June 17.

Upwards of 3,000 people gathered

June 16 to witness the laying of the

corner stone of the Theological Semi-

nary at St. Anthony Park, Minn, for

the United Norwegian Lutheran

Church. The building is already un-

der roof, but a big hole had been left

for the block of granite. Sixteen men
were ordained the same day. Prof.

M. O. Bockman has been elected presi-

dent of the seminary for life.

The United Norwegian Lutheran
conference reports a total membership
of 252,176, of which 134,309 are com-

municants. There were 3,427 Sunday
School teachers and 42,518 Sunday
School children. During the past two
years the church has raised $262,000

for various purposes, including its

contributions to foreign missions and
the charitable institutions.

Methodist.

Rev. Dr. William A. Quayle enters

this week on his new duties as pastor

of the Grand Avenue Church, Kansas
City. It is probable that a new edi-"

fice will be erected several blocks fur-

ther south and east.

The Centenary Southern Methodist
Church, St. Louis, will make repairs

and improvements in its edifice to cost

$30,000. In the parsonage adjoining

the church on the west the wall will

be torn out and it will be made an in-

stitutional meeting place. Halls, rooms
where poor children can be taught
sewing parlors and meeting chambers
will be put in so as to make the con-

gregation better prepared to cope with
the downtown evangelist and mission-

ary situation. Murray Carleton, pres-

ident of the transit company, one of

the stanch supporters of Centenary
Church, has agreed to duplicate every
dollar contributed, and as a result of

this stimulus a neat sum has been
raised.

Trinity Methodist Episcopal Church,
Albany, N. Y., was recently destroyed
by fire, but other churches offered the

use of their edifices to the homeless
congregation, among them the Jewish
Temple Beth Emeth, where on a re-

cent Sunday ten children of Christian
parents belonging to the Methodist
Church, were baptized. This is worthy
of note as an indication of a broad,
kindly spirit.

The corner stone of the new African
Methodist Episcopal Church at Butte,

Mont., was laid June 10. The pastor,

Rev. Jordan Allen, by his own exer-

tions, secured the greater part of the
stone for the foundation by working
in the quarry, and he also did a great
portion of the work of excavation.
The McTyeire Church at Jackson-

ville, Fla., is to be at once rebuilt.
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The Methodist Church South is

building an edifice for the Foochow
University in China. Its probable cost

will be $30,000 and subscriptions for

this school amount to $100,000 includ-

ing the cost of the building above
named.

It was announced at a meeting held

June 17, in Manhattan, that the sum
of $275,000 had been raised as the re-

sult of the movement in aid of metro-
politan Methodism, whereby it is ex-

pected $1,000,000 will be obtained to

pay off the mortgages and other bets

of the various Methodist churches in

Greater New York. The movement was
started two months ago.

Presbyterian.

Presbyterians have built a fine

church in San Juan, Porto Rico, and
have worshiping in it a congregation
that completely fills it. They are now
to undertake the erection of churches
at Mayaguez and Aguadilla, at both of
which points there are pastors sta-

tioned with flourishing congregations
and Sunday Schools. They report
marked interest in religion on the part
of Porto Ricans, Bible sales being the
largest ever known in proportion to

population.

The Presbytery of Winnebago cele-

brated its fiftieth anniversary in the
Memorial Church, Appleton, Wis.,

June 25.

The Rev. D. Irwin Conkle of Clyde,
O., is rejoicing that the debt of $1,400
has been lifted. Seventeen have been
added to the church on profession in

the past year. The Sunday School has
a net gain of thirty.

The work in the church in Chippewa
Falls, Wis., is very encouraging under
the charge of the Rev. J. George, D.
D. Two years ago the church was in

debt over $1,200. This has been nearly
all paid.

Rev. Herbert W. Reherd became pas-
tor of Bethany Church, Detroit, Mich.,
March 1, 1901. Since then twenty-
nine have united with the church.
A joint conference of Alton and

Springfield Presbyteries was held at
Blackburn University Carlinville, 111.,

June 10-11. "The Church and Educa-
tion" was one of the topics discussed;
"The Pulpit Seen From the Pew," an-
other.

One of the oldest ministers of the
United Presbyterian Church, Dr. An-
drew Morrow Black, entered into rest
June 13 at the age of 87. Forty-two
years of his life were spent in teach-
ing.

Rev. W. C. Somers, for over fifty

years a minister of the Gospel, passed
away June 14. For some thirty years
his home was in Kansas.
Rev. W. H. Patterson has resigned as

pastor of the Second United Presby-
terian Church, Des Moines, la., after
seven years of service there.

The United Presbyterian Church at
Sparta, 111., the largest congregation
of the denomination in the state, hav-
ing 500 members, has called to its

pastorate, Rev. J. Knox Montgomery
of Charlotte, N. C, who was its pas-

tor five years ago.

The quarter-centennial of the United
Presbyterian Church at Burlington, la.,

was celebrated June 12. The present

membership is 109.

General-

The American Sunday School Un-
ion announces that since March 1 the

missionaries of this society in the

northwestern district, with headquar-
ters in Chicago, have accomplished
the following in the needy places and
for the children who were not being
cared for by any other agency: They
organized 157 new Sunday Schools,

having 3,991 scholars; reorganized 195

schools, having 5,983 scholars. They
aided other and old schools in 229

cases, where there are 17,321 scholars;

delivered 2,248 addresses, distributed

680 Bibles and Testaments, made 21,-

989 visits to families, circulated $1,079

worth of religious literature and trav-

eled 99,910 miles.

The twelfth session of the college

students' conference began June 21

at Lake Geneva, Wis. The gathering
is modeled after the Northfield confer-

ence and is annually growing larger.

The attendance at Lake Geneva in

1900 was 433 students with professors

from 160 institutions in fifteen states.

These men represented thirty-two

church denominations, and the insti-

tutions from which they came enroll

not less than 45,000 students. One
hundred and fifty of them are prepar-

ing for distinctively religious callings.

The annual meeting of the Actoes'

Church Alliance at the Berkeley Ly-
ceum, New York, was well attended.

Bishop Potter presided. The second
year of the society's existence has been
most prosperous. It counts now 1,573

members, and has grown sufficiently

important to attract attention wider
even than its membership.
"Broadly religious rather than in

any sense distinctly theological" con-

siderations moved the consistory of the
First Reformed Church, Brooklyn, to

invite the Sunday School of the Jew-
ish Temple Beth-Elohim to partici-

pate in a Sunday School parade. There
was an exchange of courtesies between
these two congregations at the recent
jubilee celebration of the Temple, to

which many Christian clergymen were
invited, some delivering addresses.

The comity shown here is significant,

says the Churchman, of a growing
feeling of religious brotherhood and
community of ethical effort, even
among those of widel divergent faith.

The Y. M. C. A. of Cleveland, O., has

mm rtoimiipoiTs Expemces
his ups and downs, are being printed in each issue of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religions paper packed full of good things for all

Bible lovers. It goes to !:"> states. Canada, England
ami Scotland, and has 6,000 circulation. Send 23c for
it one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS. .1. BURTON, Editor, Canton, Mo,

just been enabled by some generous
gifts to extinguish its debt of $68,000.

This association is doing a splendid

work. The past year 629 services were
held with a total attendance of 42,463,

an increase over the previous year of

26,059.

The Bible classes are well attended
most striking feature of this work is

the Shop Bible classes; these are held

in many of the large factories at the

noon hour; 280 classes with a total

attendance of 17,475 is the record for

the year. In the educational classes

were 1,116 men; 436 boys are enrolled

in the junior department.

I

Stead it forward
Stead it backward

OlivilO
A Foamy, FrstgraLnt.
Toilet and Bath Soap
Made from imported olive oi> -om=
bine.i with lanolin and cocoa butter.

Price ioc. at all Dealers

Allen B.Wrisley Co. (Makers) Chicago

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURES
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Bachaehe,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make yon

comfortable, buoy-
ant,happy—giveyon
ability to work and
enjoy life. It is

simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,000 letters like this«
Chandler, Okla., July T,, 1S99.

Tonr Brace did all you said about it aud more for
me. It has saved ruo a big doctor's bill and brought
me good health, which I had not had before in 25

years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, luns
disease, stomach and other ills to which women art
subject. MKS. L. B. DICKINSON.
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free iu plain sealed envelone. Address
The Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salioa, Kansas.

Every woman should hare tnis Brace.

Bl
VHJIVEM? ^**< r>~IiS:7iIE3 SELLS

a- 1 nri i &rv /^3?^s7rE"i3, k:sx rtJS-

rklEIRPH "fi-a. ASLE. LC^TS PfilClVTiurt^n ^g^crsFsrscirALoatn
EXjIiS.^'' TELLS WHY.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Cincinnati, 0.
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o
Woman and Home.

Q
ONJLy A "BABy'S CRAVE.

Only a baby's grave,

Some foot or two at the most,

Of star-daisied sod, yet I think that

God
Knows what this little grave cost.

Only a baby's grave,

Strange how we moan and fret

For a little face, that was here such a
space.

O, more strange could we forget.

Only a baby's grave.

Could we measure grief by this.

Fresh tears were shed on our baby
dead,

I know how they fill on this.

Only a baby's grave,

Will this little life be much
Too small for His diadem,
Whose Kingdom is made of such?

Only a baby's grave,

Yet often we come and sit

By the little stone, and thank God to

own
We are nearer heaven for it.

Cinders and Gears.
Fanny and I were hurrying through

the dusty streets. She was carrying
a bundle of laundry; I was taking a
bundle of copy to the editor.

Suddenly I stopped short in the

wind, blinded by a flying cinder that

had struck full against the eyeball and
then tucked itself away under the lid.

The pain was intense. Instinctively

my hand went up, but it was arrested

on the way and firmly held.

"Please, Miss Hester, just let it be a
minute."

"But it hurts—awfully! Maybe L
can turn the lid and get it out," I cried,

trying to unclasp her fingers.

"No, you can't. Of course it hurts,

I know. But just stand here a minute
and keep your eye shut—the tears are
coming. Be patient, Miss Hester; just

a minute now, and it will be out."

And she was right. After a brief

space of intense pain, tears flowed,

and with them the cinder flowed out.

We gathered up our bundles and went
on.

"A simple remedy, Fanny. I never
did that before."

"And you 'most always have trouble,

don't you?"
"Yes, indeed," calling to mind sev-

eral occasions when "something in my
eye" nad caused me much misery and
inconvenience.

"Mother taught me that ever since I

was little. She used to hold my hands
until I was able to control them for
myself. It counts for more things
than eyes, too."

"What things?" I asked, willing
enough to draw out my friend, whose

homely, practical illustrations had
been of service to me before.

"Oh, hurts and things I don't sup-

pose you get many of them, miss; but
any one who works as I do gets many
little cuts. People don't mean to be
unkind. But there are mean things

—

sharp words and cross looks—like cin-

ders, flying about 'in the air,' people

say, and now and then I catch them,
through my eyes and ears, into my
heart."

"And then what do you do?"
" 'Rub my eyes with my elbows,'

you know. Keep my hands away
from the hurt. It is easier

to get angry when people

find fault or snub you just because
they don't know any better. If I'd

let you rub that cinder in, Miss Hes-

ter; you might be blind still. So moth-
er taught me to be patient, to shut my
eyes, stand still, keep my hands down,
let the tears come, and then—why it's

all over, you know."—Michigan Ad-
vocate.

Judicious "Letting Alone."

"Tell me," I said to one of the most
charming women I know, who seems
to have made a wonderful success of

her ten years of married life, "how
you manage to do everything so easily,

and to do so much more than other

people, and to make every one around
you comfortable and happy?"
She blushed at my praise, as she

answered: "I am so glad to hear you
say that: for, if I am successful now,
I have had to buy my knowledge with
some bitter experience. You know what
a nervous man my husband is. How
could it be otherwise, with the strain

he is under in his professional life,

when from the beginning he had to

do everything for himself and make
his way by hard work and struggle?

Well, when we were engaged, I didn't

understand him at all. People may
say what they please about the en-

gagement being the happiest time of

one's life; I argue it isn't I was al-

ways worrying John with little exac-

tions, demanding of him reasons for

this and that, interfering with him
and not respecting his time or his in-

dividuality. Fortunately for me, his

love stood the test of my tactlessness

during our engagement, and the first

year or so of our married life, but his

health didn't. He was nervous and
restless—poor thing! He had so little

rest or freedom with me. Then Doro-

thy came, and during those early peace-

ful weeks of her life, when I had time
to think, I began to see things in

their true light, and I made a few
resolutions, which I have tried hard
to keep ever since. Certainly things

have been happier since I determined
to let John alone.'

"

I waited for her to go on, and watch-

ed the pretty little wifely light in her
eyes.

"I don't think there could ever be

a real difference of opinion between

*mmm

Talked
into talking chea.p
wa.shing powders
in the belief that

i x^jtv they are equal
'V\W to PEAR-L-

INE ! Grocers
who want to

l work off unsa.Ia.ble goods;
* peddlers, prize-givers, etc., all
» sa.y "This is just as good,"
• "much cheaper," "same
I thing," Don't be deceived.
I The most effective, most eco-
I nomical, best ma.de, is 649

^Pearline. unequaled

John and me on the big things of life;

but one doesn't have to confront big

things very often, and it is in the lit-

tle things that the rub is apt to come,
and where a wife can worry her hus-

band to death unconsciously by her
pettishness. Well, this was the re-

sult of my resolutions: I try not to

interfere in any way with John's busi-

ness, not to demur when he is obliged

to go away often and to be often late

at meals, and not ask him why, fret-

tingly, when he finally makes his ap-

pearance, but to wait until he chooses
to tell me. When he chooses to sit up
late, as he does night after night, read-

ing or writing, when I feel he is not
prudent, according to my standpoint,

I make myself keep quiet and not nag
him with advice to go to bed, and I

try not to worry him about his par-

ticular economics and extravagances.

Very often he does what seems to me
foolish and unnecessary, but I have
learned to respect his judgment enough
to give him the benefit of the doubt,

or, at any rate, to keep from telling

him my opinion when it is not asked.

I have also learned never to ask him to

do errands down town, or take any
time from his business for me; and,

more than all, I try never to worry
him with any of the tiresome domestic
problems that are continually aris-

ing.'

"Wise little woman," I murmured,
thinking of the many men who come
home from a wearying day down town
to find a wife who is waiting to pour
out a tale of woe of the day's grievan-

ces, which are exaggerated as they are

related;- and yet these same wives
would feel it hard if they had to listen,

night after night, to the recital of their

husband's business troubles and be
shown his incapacity to manage his

business as they show their lack of

ability to regulate theirs.

"Yes, it works well in many ways,"
she went on; "for on his side John
shows the same respect for me. At the

beginning of each month he puts a
sum of money into the bank in my
name for all household expenses. I

never have to account to him for a

cent of it; he never questions the wis-

dom of any change I choose to make
in my department; in fact, he leaves
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me alone in my domain as absolutely
as I do him. Consequently, when we
are together, we always talk about
things outside of the house, of inter-

ests that are educating, and we are
very good company to each other, I

assure you."—Harper's Bazar.

Farmer John.
By Charlotte Archer Raney.

"My dear Mary, there is perfect ac-

cord between Farmer John and my-
self," said the white-haired old wife,

swaying softly back and forth in the

sweet morning sunshine and smiling

as she rocked.

"We are of one mind on all funda-

mental questions, and in no case do we
come to an open difference of opinion.

Now, you seemed surprised a few mo-
ments ago when I gave the advice John
asked for and he went promptly out
and did the very opposite thing. You
see, my dear, he did not really want ad-

vice—he simply wanted help to make
up his mind. I did not care in the

least on which side of the yard he
planted that May cherry-tree, but I

see now that it is going into the one
spot on the whole lawn that exactly

suits the needs of its being," and the

old lady glanced complacently out at

her husband as he firmed the rich soil

around the roots of the young tree.

The young matron had opinions of

her own on most questions—opinions

which she felt were as good as any
one's opinions, and there had been
times in her life when the quiet ignor-

ing of her opinions had caused fric-

tion of wills in the household, and
some heartache besides. This the old

lady knew and grieved over.

"Mary, all men are alike in a gen-

eral way. I accept as a token of love

and respect my husband's sweet little

habit formed early in our married life

of conferring with me about all the

small affairs of the home. The great

affairs of the farm he is able to man-
age without my help. He knows just

what is wisest and best to do, and does

it promptly. But it is a great pleasure

to Farmer John to go through with the

form of consulting me, and I should

miss something very pleasant out of

my life if he were to suddenly stop

coming to me with all the sweet and
varied interests of the home."
"But why do you advise him, auntie,

when you know you can give him no
help?" said the young woman with
some asperity.

"Oh, but, my dear child, I do help

—

I help him to make up his mind! And
after all," an earnest look taking place

of the mischief in her eyes, "I think

his plans are nearly always better

than mine, anyway. Where my ad-

For JVer-Votis Headache
ford's Acid "Phos-

phate.
Dr. F. A. Roberts, Waterville, Me.,

says: "It is of great benefit in ner-

vous headache, nervous dyspepsia and
neuralgia."

vice is really best, Farmer John is

swift to see and take advantage of it.

And where he can not see, why make
myself and him, too, uncomfortable
by insisting on my way. There are
very few women who get their own
way and happiness at the same time."

^/I CLEAJW-CX/U OTIJtIOJV.
William J. Long, County Judge of

Thayer County, Nebraska, thus ex-

presses his views: "I have used Dr.

Peter's Blood Vitalizer in the family
for about twenty years. We have rais-

ed thirteen children, and never had a
doctor bill except for the setting of a
broken limb, which the Blood Vitalizer

could not set. It meets, however, all

other emergencies, and my wife says
she cannot keep house without it."

Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer has dem-
onstrated its merits in thousands of

happy homes. It relieves the mother
of many anxious hours and wakeful
nights when kept on hand as a family

remedy. Not to be had in drug stores.

Special agents sell it. If there are

none in your neighborhood write to

Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114 S. Hoyne
Ave., Chicago, 111.

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

Ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, llgthed by
electricity and having a fine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-
ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association
building, erected five years ago at a cost of S30,000.
Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-
plied with moderu conveniences. Music buildingfor
the accommodation of our large and growing music
department. A library and observatory building just
completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-
mately $5000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories. Physiological and Physical.

A well selected library; large additions to this library
will soon be made. A good museum, A large and
well furnished gymasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary
Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.
Five Special Courses—Music, Oratorical. Business,
Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.
Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special Interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for $2.00 per week, club board for$1.25 to $1.75.

Room rent for 50 cents to $1.00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent
oiay be reduced to about $125.00 for the college year
of 38 weeks.

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. riiillips

- Loan fund
an Industrial department, is being established thai

will assist about fifty voung people. It is believed

that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuition,

to about $90.00, and those who do considerable work
mnv reduce expeuses to sixty or seventy dollars. Send
for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLAKS, Hiram. Ohio

Individual Communion

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO,
Box cy} Rochester. N. Y,

LOW "RATES TO "BUFFA-
LO EATTOSITIOJ*.

Via the Nickel Plate Road. Three
through trains daily, with vestibuled

sleeping cars and excellent dining car
service, meals being served on the
American Club Meals plan ranging In

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Chicago
Depot, Van Puren street and Pacific

avenue, on the Elevated Loop.
Write JoLr 1". Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago, for

full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the Expo-
sition Buildings and Grounds.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.
This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

Special Free Hlustratefl

Epworin League Fomer

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not only information re-

garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see. and what to "wear after you reach the

Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for tbe

intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

I ^ I _f .1 TRIAX,TREATMENT FREE.
I

* J I I ^.N We wiU forfeit 850 for any case of

I H I ** 1 Internal.External or ItchingL&L^M Pile* the Herm PiloOnre faile

to cure |
Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.

ticrm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., tincinnall. O.
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CENTRAL

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

^5>\ VTT/ /@~^

DMlfi|!PEClAL

Free Eeolining Ohair Oars, Parlor Oars. Dining Cars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, Ilk
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x<argest FonnUry <*n Earth making

CHURCH BELLS t
0H
ffi

Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

•AcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore. Md.

All Points

West

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Through trains Chicago to Des

Moines, Mason City, Sioux City, Omaha,
The Black Hills, Denver, Salt Lake, San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Ashland and

Copper Country. Call on any agent for

tickets or address

461 Broad'iay, - New York\436 Vine St., • Cincinnati
601 Chet' . St., Philadelphia\507 Smith/' Id St., Pittsburg
368 Waehington St., fioston 234 Superior St., Cleveland
301 Main St., • Buffalo\l7 Campua Martiue, Detroit
212 Clark St., - Chicago\2KingSt.,Eait,Toronto,Ont.

DURABLE^
CATALOGUE FReE.

American BELLFouNDRY.^.g?;^"5

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures ecalp diseases & hair falling,
60c,and$l.UUat Druggist*

PPT? A PW17RQ Do you need a Sermon noternJi/n»/iir<no b00k? We make them
A 288 page blank book, specially puled, Indexed, and
bound In pebble black leather. Opens flat; size of
your teacher's bible. Every preacher needs one.
Prepaid to any address, *l.O0. Satisfaction guaran-

EVANGELIST PUBLISHING CO., Atlanta, 6a.

West Virginia

Christian
Newsy—Practical—Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D.Power, B.Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published ever^r two weeks; 16 pages; 50
cents a year. Samples free.

A NEW SONG BOOK

GOSPEL PRAISE
j. f r* *—•>—-<•>—4> --«>-|-<5'---4> i-a> -= a (-.—

I

.

4,000 ORDERED IIN OINE DAY

DITED by A. J. Showalter and E. G. Sewell. 320 pages;

322 songs, retaining the best of the old, to which have

been added many new compositions by authors of

note. Highly commended by all who have examined it.

Sample sheets to any address on application ^jZ^jZjZjZ&j*

1
MUSIC EDITION. .BOARDS

Single copy, by mail, prepaid % 50
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid.. 4 80
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 5 90

WORD EDITION.. BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 20
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 2 00
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 2 30

MUSIC EDITION. .CLOTH

Single copy, by mail, prepaid £ 3^
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 7 10

WORD EDITION. .CLOTH
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 25
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid -2 75

Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 3 00

PUBLISHED IN BOTH ROUND AND SHAPED NOTES

ADDRESS A
ORDERS TO

LL GOSPEL ADVOCATE PUBLISHING CO. t^nnessVe



Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor fm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and hest known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm, J. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
flELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including onty the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive stjle

ot' binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Chcistian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

CDc CDristian Ccnturp Company
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I,ist is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
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THE FATHETRLAJW.
"Know ye the land?—On earth's 'twere vainly sought

—

To which the heart in sorrow turns its thought;
Where no complaint is heard, tears never flow,

The good are blest the weak with vigor glow,
Know ye it well?

For this, for this

All earthly wish or care, my friends, dismiss

!

"Know ye the way—the rugged path of thorns?
His lagging progress there, the traveler mourns

;

He faints, he sinks—from dust he cries to God

—

'Relieve me, Father, from the weary road!'
Know ye it well?

It guides, it guides,
To that dear land, where all we hope abides.

"Know ye that Friend ?—In him a man you see

;

Yet more than man, more than all men is he;
Himself before us trod the path of thorns,
To pilgrims now his heart with pity turns.

Know ye him well?
His hand, his hand

Will safely bring us to the Fatherland."
—From the German of Claus Harms.

"RESIDENT FO'RCES WITHIJV
THE CHWRCH.

|0 ACCOUNT for the continuous and pro-
gressive changes observable in nature sci-

entists have to posit the existence of resi-

dent forces. In like manner, to account
for moral progress the existence of resi-

dent moral forces has to be assumed.
But in both cases, instead of speaking of

resident forces, it would be more correct

to speak of a resident force. The force

resident at the heart of things is God ; and
the name given to that aspect of God

which represents his power and energy is the Holy
Spirit.

The Holy Spirit resides in the world; but in a
special sense he resides in the church. He makes the
church his home—his permanent abode. Believers

are the temple of God ; and the church is the habita-

tion of God in the Spirit.

Mark, the Holy Spirit is a resident—not an oc-

casional visitor tarrying only for a night. We do
not require to plead with him to come ; he is always
with us. At the time of his departure Jesus said:

"I will make request of the Father, and he shall give

you another Comforter that he may abide with you
forever."

Electricity is a resident force. It has always been
present in the world, but until recently men did not
know of its existence. There was just as much elec-

tricity in the world in the days of Abraham as there

is today ; but men knew nothing of this mighty force,

and hence were not able to use it. God has always
been in his world, but men did not know of his pres-

ence. They thought of him as dwelling apart in some
distant heaven. Christianity is the manifestation of

a present God. It tells us that God is here ; and that

he is available to us.

Now the abiding presence of God is realized

through the Holy Spirit. When we say that God is

here we mean that he is here in the Spirit; and
when we say that Christ is here we mean that he
is here in the Spirit ; and when we say that Christ

is in his church we mean that he is present in his

church in his Spirit. It is in this way that we must
interpret his words, "Where two or three are met
together in my name there am I in the midst of

them." "Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the

end of the age." The risen, living Christ is with

us in the Spirit. The Spirit gives us not a dead
Christ, but a living Christ who is with us day by
day. The Spirit makes his presence real. The Christ

is ever with his church; the source of its life and
power. All the forces for good within the church
come from his living and life-giving presence. In
the Book of Revelation he is represented as walking
in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks. The
seven branched candlestick is the church—and in its

midst Christ ever walks, replenishing it with the oil

of his grace that it may burn brightly and give light

to those who sit in darkness and in the region of the

shadow of death.

An ActinJe Operating Force.

The Holy Spirit is present in the church as an
operative force. He is not latent but active. He is

ever working in and through his church. After

Pentecost the disciples went everywhere preaching

the Word, "the Lord working with them."

When the church is at work the Holy Spirit is at

work. The church is his agent, and possesses some-
thing of his ceaseless energy. The end for which
the church is indwelt and controlled by the Holy
Spirit is that it may carry to completion the work of

Christ.

In the Vatican of Rome there is a Gothic facade

which represents the church as a ship into which
men are being brought that they may be saved out

of the world. The church is the instrument for sav-

ing the world itself; and it is a flexible instrument,

being ever ready to change its methods to the chang-

ing conditions of human life.

The Holy Spirit is present in the church as a

dynamic force—a force that drives or propels all

its machinery. The promise of Jesus was "Ye shall

receive power after that the Holy Spirit is come upon
you." The object for which the disciples were to

tarry at Jerusalem was that they might be imbued
with power from on high.

The church as a dynamic force possesses redemp-
tive energy. It has from the Spirit, who dwells with-

in it, power to bless, power to heal, power to cast out

demons, power to deliver men from the slavery of

sin. The fount and origin of its redemptive activity

is the Holy Spirit; and just in proportion as it is

filled with his presence and quickened by his power
does it fulfill its real mission.

The Holy Spirit is present the church as a vital

power. He is the soul of the church, the structural
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power that shapes its outward life as the brain shapes

the form of the skull. As there is a power resident

in the seed which produces the future plant, so there

is a power resident in the church which accounts for

all its growth and development.

Poiafer of 'Personality of the Church.

The church is not an organization, but an organ-

ism. It is the body of Christ, the medium through
which he manifests himself—the medium by which
his glory is unveiled before the eyes of men. The
power of the church is the power of the living per-

sonality that dwells within it. It has vital power
because Christ has vital power ; it has creative power
because Christ has creative power. It possesses the

life of its founder ; it is filled with the qualities which
he possesses. It is a living and life-giving force;

through it the divine life flows into the world.

The Holy Spirit is present in the church as an
ethical force—a power working for righteousness.

He inspires to spiritual aims and activities. The
church in which he dwells does not expend its en-

ergies in material ministries—it does not suffer

from divided interest. Upon the redemption of men
all its energies are centered. The secularization of

the church is the greatest evil of today. The church,

by seeking to gain the world, has lost its soul.

The measure of the power of any church is the

measure of its dependence upon spiritual forces. If

it depends upon outward attractions it will fail—as

it ought to fail. The more unworldly the church is

the greater is its influence over the world. "The
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but spiritual."

Mrs. Browning has said that it is folly to think of
public baths doing for the souls of men what only
the blood of the Lamb can do.

A church is not weak because small numerically;
it is weak only when it leans upon an arm of flesh.

A church is strong just in proportion as it uses the
divine power resident within it. When a church is

weakest then it may be strongest; for it may be
strong in the Lord and in the power of his might.
God often takes weak churches to confound the
mighty, and churches that are not to put to nought
churches that are, that none should glory in his pres-
ence.

THE VISIUOH.
UNE is the month of roses and brides ; and

J
through the entire thirty days the air is

filled with the fragrance of marriage flow-

ers and the sound of wedding bells. It is

a world-old story that of growing affec-

tion, plighted love, a bridal gathering, old

shoes and rice, a journey somewhere—any-
where to be away and alone—and then the

quiet settling down to the serious business'

married life—serious, yet delightful, and
when rightly begun and happily carried on,

growing more delightful with advancing years.

The Visitor has had the privilege of attending sev-

eral weddings of late, and has been impressed with
several things. One is that the man is a most insig-

nificant part of the machinery of a wedding ; necessary,

perhaps, but a sort of necessary evil. He has nothing
to say about the arrangements. That is the bride's

business. All he is to do is to stand around and look
pleasant, and be ready at the appropriate moment to

play his inconspicuous part in the transaction, of which
the bride is the bright and fascinating center. It is

her day, not his. He may have been a very agreeable

creature before, and may as a husband prove all that

his most admiring friends predict. Nevertheless he
sinks into eclipse beside the central attraction. Then,
too, it may be confidently affirmed that he will be

scared within an inch of his life, while the woman will

be the picture of calmness and confidence. He has

been told repeatedly to walk in quietly and slowly when
the Lohengrin March begins, but he strides in all ob-

livious of orders, and looking like a mutineer about to

be shot. When the bride arrives and the final moment
comes, he pulls himself together with the air of a den-

tal patient who has refused to take gas, and awaits

the worst. If there is a response of any length which
he repeats after the minister, he usually makes a mess
of it, and if the ring is used, he generally fumbles it

and makes a false pass, like a rattled quarter-back.

But a woman never does any of these things. She
walks in slowly with an air which distinctly informs

the public that she is fully prepared, and has thought
out every part of her program. She knows just

what to do ; she steadies the man by her quietness, and
when he tries to put the ring on her thumb she helps

him out with a grace that saves him from confusion.

The Visitor was charmed the other day with the self-

possession of a bride whose husband-elect, in his dis-

traction, had taken her right hand in his left and was
standing in the attitude of a small boy holding the hand
of his sister and looking anxiously for some one to

tell him what to do next. The bride saw the blunder

and repaired it with a deftness which left not above
three or four aware that all had not been in accord

with the rubric. The Visitor is willing to concede
that he would do no better on a like occasion. Indeed,

he remembers the time when he played the part, or

at least so much of it as consisted in going through
the preliminaries. But what happened after that is a
blank. He only knows that when, like the prodigal

son, he came to himself, he was told it was all over.

This proves how easy it is to practice upon a man in

such moments of aberration. Once let him be gotten

into this state of mind, and he will promise anything.

It was touching to read but a few days since of a

young man and woman who made one of an indefinite

number of couples going from Chicago to that much-
sought Gretna Green across the lake—St. Joseph. The
account stated that on the way from the boat to the

preacher's house the young man broke down and
begged to be taken home to his mother, and it required

the combined and resolute efforts of the girl and a

policeman to bring him to the fatal spot.

Another feature which interests the minister is the

fact that the bride always wants a long service, the

groom a short one. He knows that it will be at best

a sufficiently hard ordeal ; but she rejoices in prolong-

ing the service. Every part of it is a source of

enjoyment to her, from the "Dearly Beloved" to the

benediction. She wants the long service, with intro-

duction, explanation, admonition, questions, responses,

sponsor, ring, pronouncement, prayer and all. The
man would be glad to escape with a tithe of it. He
wants her, and accepts the wedding as the means of

securing her. She wants him, but she wants the wed-
ding, too, and she wants it just as impressive as pos-

sible. In this she is right. And he respects her

wishes, because he feels that her judgment is better.

Besides, he is helpless.

Another interesting thing is the desire each woman
expresses for a service that is "different." They all

inquire if you use the Episcopalian service, and say

that they like that, only they want it somewhat modi-
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fied. What they mean is, that they like the fine old

forms of that church, which has given most attention

to forms, but they do not like some things in that ser-

vice, and they rather wish a personal and individual

note to be struck in the form used in their particular

case. Most wish to have the charge beginning "I re-

quire and charge you both" modified so as to be robbed
of what seems an element of harshness, and all with-

out exception insist that the minister shall omit the

"obey" from the promise. Just why this last should

be so it seems hard to see. The fact that it has been
but a harmless fiction for a century should have made
the women generous enough to allow it to remain as

a sop to Cerberus. Why not allow a man that one
small privilege? It costs nothing and he will soon
enough find the real seat of authority, but he might
at least be given the privilege of cherishing the legal

fiction till the awakening comes.

But the wedding, after all, will mean even more to

the older ones who witness it than to those whose
union it celebrates. Only those who have known
through years the rare joys of that elect comradeship
which a happy marriage brings can understand the

solemn joy foreshadowed in the answer to the simple

words, "Do you take this woman to be your wedded
wife? Do you promise to love her, to cherish her,

to care for her in sickness and in death, and, forsaking
all others, keep you only unto her so long as you both
shall live?" The Christian ideal of married life is

the holiest possible in the human experience and the

appropriate symbol of the union of Christ and the

church. Only as this ideal is realized can marriage
be the holy covenant it was designed to be, and the

"honeymoon" be lengthened into a cycle of years

marked by deepening love, truer unity of heart and
brain, the adjustment of natures to each other by ex-

periences of prosperity and adversity, of joy and sor-

row, and most of all, united by the hands of childhood
stretched to each for protection and love. The torch

of Hymen may thus light an altar fire of affection, de-

votion and blessing, which shall give both warmth and
light, the light that groweth more and more until the

perfect day.

JOSEPH COOK.
HERE have been few more picturesque

T characters before the public eye in the pres-

ent generation than Joseph Cook, who has
just passed away at his summer home in Ti-

conderoga, N. Y. He was known as plain

Joseph Cook ; for like Beecher and Spur-
geon he discarded titles. He did not need
them.

Joseph Cook was a mighty man of valor.

To him might be applied the description

which Carlyle gives of Cromwell, "a battle-

axe of the Almighty." The giant blows which he
dealt against vaunting unbelief resounded through the
land. Physically he was a Colossus ; temperamentally
he was "a galvanic battery on two legs ;" intellectually

he was a Niagara. Before the impetuous onrush of
his oratory everything had to give way.
The greatest achievement of his life was the Boston

Monday Lectureship, from the platform of which he
discussed from year to year the questions of the hour,
dealing especially with the supposed conflict between
science and religion. He felt himself to be appointed
by the grace of God Defender of the Faith; and he
was taken very largely at his own estimate through-

out the English-speaking world. His name became a

household word, and his oracular utterances were re-

ceived in religious circles as final statements of truth.

It is not difficult to account for his marvelous influ-

ence. He was what Dr. Chalmers would have called

"a man of weight." His force was tremendous.

Added to that he was spectacular and dramatic

—

somewhat bizarre and bombastic, it is true, but never

small even in his extravagances. A ponderous man,
his gambols were the gambols of an elephant and were
of great interest to the spectators. His oratory was
somewhat florid, and his emphasis was often the em-
phasis of overstatement, but there was no discounting

the power of his orotund voice. In its gentler tones it

was like the rumbling of the approaching strom ; in its

louder tones it was like the artillery of heaven in full

play.

A marked element in his power was his ability to

sense "the psychological moment." He had the knack
of alighting upon the very themes which were calling

for solution in the popular mind. He had also a way of

arousing in his hearers the anticipation of still more
wonderful things than those which he was announcing.
Hence his utterances were always waited for with the

keenest interest. But the expectations which he awak-
ened were never quite fulfilled.

It was of necessity that he should break down before

his time. He worked at high-pressure speed. He was
prodigal of his energy. In his Boston Lectureship he
exhausted himself physically and mentally, bringing on
utter bankruptcy. Perhaps it is just as well that it was
so. His spirit of abandon was the secret of his power.
By losing his life he saved it.

As might have been expected his fervent utterances

did not stand the test of cold type. His written word
was not equal to his spoken word. His message was
for the moment, and had to be taken as it effervesced

in public speech. But it was honor enough that he
should have reached such a vast multitude of minds by
the way of Ear-gate. It is given to but few to be great
writers as well as great orators.

It is hard to sum up the influence of such a man as

Joseph Cook. He was one of those large figures which
demand perspective to take in their proportions. The
impress which he made upon his day was profound.
And it was wholesome. The singleness of his purpose
and the purity of his motives were never questioned.

His heart qualities were scarcely less conspicuous than
his head qualities. He was a zealous reformer; the

champion of every good cause ; a fearless preacher of

righteousness. Above all, and as explaining all, he
was a devoted servant of Jesus Christ. His passion
for humanity and for truth was second only to his

passion for Christ. He was good as well as great ; or
rather he was great because he was good ; for good-
ness is after all the highest greatness.

A LITTLE PA.'RA'BLE.

I made the cross myself whose weight
Was later laid on me.

This thought is torture as I toil

Up life's steep Calvary.

To think mine own hands drove the nails

!

I sang a merry song,

And chose the heaviest wood I had
To build it firm and strong.

If I had guessed—if I had dreamed

—

Its weight was meant for me,
T should have made a lighter cross
To bear up Calvary.
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THE WO^RV MADE FLESH.
HEN the fulness of the time came"—the

Wtime to which all the ages ran up—the

time in which all past times attained their

completion
—"God sent forth his Son, born

of a woman, born under the law, that he
might redeem them who were under the

law." The coming of Christ in the flesh

was the center point in the world's his-

tory. It was the greatest event in all time,

the event in which the divine purpose of

grace brightened into full noon.
The incarnation was not a sudden irruption of the

divine into the human; it was not something which
took place as a strange incident in the history of re-

demption. It was the culmination of an organic

process of spiritual development ; the ripening of

the fruit of the tree of revelation ; the widening of the

channel of communication between heaven and earth

which had already; been' established, that room might
be made for the outflowing of the rising tide of

divine love and life which could no longer be kept
back.

All that is essential in Christianity existed as an
unseen spiritual force before it was crystallized into

historic form. Upon the incarnation historic Chris-
tianity is founded, but Christianity as a spiritual life,

as the life of God in man, is founded upon the ex-
istence of the mediating Word, through whom, before
the incarnation, God kept himself in unbroken con-
nection with the children of men. The redeeming
love which dwelt eternally in the heart of God before
descending to earth in the garments of flesh found
secret inlets into the heart of man. Many a step was
taken in the approach of God to man before the cre-

ative Word became the redeeming Word. The Word
was made flesh, not to express God for the first time,
but to give to the character, the love, the saving pur-
pose of God, full and perfect expression.

All previous revelations of God to man presupposed
the incarnation. To that goal they led up. Mani-
festations of God to man suggested as their climax
the manifestation of God in man. Until that end was
reached God could not bring himself into vital con-
tact with humanity. The incarnation was necessary
to the perfect self-revelation of God, and would in

all probability have taken place if man had not
sinned; but sin gave to it a new purpose and end.
The revelation of God in humanity became urgently
necessary for the redemption of humanity. Christ
became man that he might redeem men. He was
born a Savior. The aim of his advent was to wm
a rebel world back to divine allegiance, to reunite
man to the source of his true life ; to restore in man
the defaced image of God; to lead man out of the
dark cave of evil into the sunshine of righteousness
and joy. The incarnation is therefore something
more than an important part of the continuous reve-
lation of God in humanity. It is a special revelation
of God through a human life, for the special purpose
of saving the world.

Stripped of theological mystification, the doctrine
of the incarnation is in substance this: The descent
of the divine into the human ; the visible manifesta-
tion to humanity, and through humanity of the in-

dwelling Deity. In the Incarnate Christ God comes
under the conditions and limitations of human life,

bringing himself within the little horizon of our
knowledge, advancing within speaking distance, put-

ting himself within easy reach, making his presence

tangible and his help available. Jesus is lmmanuel,
God with us, and God for us, God beside us, and God
on our side. In him the Absolute receives a cen-

ter. The unknown is disclosed, the invisible becomes
visible, the incommunicable is communicated. In

outward form the Eternal Life is expressed, in a living

person the infinite glory is focalized, in a glowing
sun the Universal Light is centralized. He who had
communicated himself to man now communicates*
himself as man; he who had revealed himself in the

common life of humanity now reveals himself in a

common human life. Through every word and deed
of Jesus the Christ the Eternal Father makes himself

known. When Jesus speaks it is God who speaks

through human lips ; when Jesus weeps it is God
who weeps through human eyes. WT

hat is Jesus in

the totality of his human life but the Word of divine

communication, the manifestation of God to the

world and for the world? What is he but a great

tear-drop from the Infinite Heart? What is he but
the visible hand which the invisible God reaches down
from heaven for man's deliverance? What is he but
God's great and growing gift of himself to the world?
"In that sweet name of Jesus, lmmanuel, God with

us," exclaims Gerard Tersteegen, "the tender and
overflowing love of God has made for itself a new
way into the very depths of our hearts, and has come
unspeakably close to us poor children of Adam. Since

then the kingdom of God is so near at hand, nay,

has come within us, we need make no wide circuit

through much knowledge and laborious effort to get

thither, but we may enter at once by this new open
and living way into the sanctuary of inward and eter-

nal communion with God."

JVOTES AJVT> COMMENTS.
&he 'Religion of Amity.

From his retreat in Brighton, Herbert Spencer, the

eminent philosopher and scientist, brooding over the
warlike spirit of the times, exhorts the nations to cul-

tivate what he calls "the religion of amity." He says
that "whatever fosters militarism makes for barbarism

;

whatever fosters peace makes for civilization. There
are two fundamentally opposed principles on which
social life may he organized—compulsory co-operation
and voluntary co-operation—the one implying coercive

institutions, the other free institutions."

DarK things.

The cloud burst in the Pocohontas coal region in

West Virginia on Sunday last was not attended by the

large loss of life which was at first reported. The total

number of the dead will, however, reach ioo; and
that is surely a terrible calamity. Regarding these de-

vastations of nature it is not wise to dogmatize. Dis-
pensations of Providence we dare not call them. All at-

tempts to trace these catastrophies to moral grounds
in those upon whom they come are checked by the

words of the Master, "Think ye that the eighteen upon
whom the tower in Siloam fell and killed them were
sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem? I tell

ye nay ; but except ve repent ve shall all likewise per-

ish."

An Assumption of Authority.

The annual message of Mrs. Eddy, the founder or

"mother" of Christian Science, is a literary curiosity.

It contains many pious platitudes to which almost
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everybody would assent, but its peculiar features put

a tax upon human credulity. The claim is made that

"the greatest discoverer of this century" is a woman

;

and that upon her discovery hangs "the hope of the

race." Her word is as the word of God, "the Bible

and science of health, with the key to the Scriptures

is the pastor of every church." What an assumption

of authority ! And as to the declaration "Sin is a false

entity, it is a lie, and unreal like a mirage," what shall

we say ? Perhaps we had better say nothing.

A ^fettt Standard of Character.

President Hadley, of Yale University, speaking of

the changed ideals with regard to character, pointed

out the significant fact that moral qualities have come
to be the determining factors by which the value of a
life is estimated. He says : "We live in a world
where the man who would be successful in serving him-
self must at the same time be occupied in serving oth-

ers. We no longer respect the pirate, the libertine, or

the soldier of fortune. The careers which appeal to

ambitious men are careers of large public service, what-
ever may have been the underlying motive with which
such service was rendered."

Self- "Reservation.

In a recent number of Harper's Monthly the cele-

brated artist, J. J. Benjamin-Constant, writing under
the title "My Portraits," tells of his experience in

painting the portrait of Jay Gould, the New York mil-

lionaire. During the execution of the work Mr.
Gould never displayed the least curiosity concerning it.

When it was completed he gave it about two minutes
of attention. Says the artist: "He posed in silence,

his eyes fixed on a paste button as the center of his

attention. I could feel the entire abstraction of vision

in his sombre, preoccupied mask, whose lines and fea-

tures betrayed the burden of the man's colossal for-

tune. He had a pale, yellowish complexion, dark eyes,

square forehead, and beneath the beard one perceived

a firm mouth with a jaw of iron. Over all this hov-
ered that haunting expression of sorrow. The poor
envy the rich ; with this image before them they might
bear more easily the weight of their poverty. Wealth
here below is not always synonymous with happiness."

How true ! We know what a man possesses and we
envy him ; if we knew how little he enjoys we would
pity him.

them, namely, a heart-felt religion. It is on the spirit-

ual side that our religious life is weakest.

CHICAGO ftO&ES.
At the close of the school year over 13,000 graduates

went out from the public schools of Chicago. Of these

1,200 were from the high schools. The value to the

community of such educational results is beyond com-
putation.

Derby Day in Washington Park has come to outrival

the English Derby in Epsom Downs. It is to those
that constitute "the feathery foam of fashion" the great

social function of the year. Betting, extravagance in

dress, display of equipages, lavish expenditure of
money are its predominant features. Its growth in

popular favor is not a hopeful sign.

Rev. Johnston Meyers, of Chicago, is undoubtedly
correct in asserting that one reason why many people
in our churches are going after Christian Science,

Theosophy, and other strange doctrines, is that they
are looking for something the church is not affording

Newberry Library secures a treasure trove in the

form of philological library of 15,000 volumes, col-

lected by Prince Lucien Bonaparte, and recognized as

the finest of its kind in the world. This collection rep-

resents not only a vast outlay of money, but the life

work of one of the most renowned philologists of the

day. The books are in many languages, and cover a

wide range of subjects. The price paid for this collec-

tion has not been divulged.

The surest way to win popular sympathy for a new
religious movement is to make martyrs of its adher-

ents. The four emissaries of Dowie's Zion who were
pelted with rotten eggs in the classic town of Evanston
while delivering their message of woe, left declaring

that it was the wickedest city on the face of the earth.

They were wrong. There are worse places than Evans-
ton ; but it is not wise for any town to allow its hood-
lum element to repress free speech.

Preaching on "The Religion of Play," at the Stew-
art Avenue Universalist Church on Sunday last, Rev.
R. A. White made the statement that every modern
church ought to have pool tables, tenpin alleys and
billiard tables for the use of the members. He con-

tended that "the most vital problem before the church
to-day is its attitude toward amusements, and that the

good theater offering amusement and instruction ought
to receive the support of the pulpit and church peo-
ple." Modern amusements, he claimed, "are educat-
ing the people for good or evil ways faster than the

churches or schools." What a travesty upon the

church ! The impression conveyed is that the church
is an amusement shop, a rival to the theater, that its

business is to provide entertainment for the commu-
nity. The prevalence of this idea has helped in no
small way to drag the church down from its place of
power. That innocent, wholesome amusement ought
to be provided goes without saying. That the influ-

ence of the church ought to be given to the meeting
of this want also goes without the saying ; but that the

church itself should go into the amusement business
is a different matter. Amusement ought to be pro-
vided by the home and by the regular social agencies
in the community. The business of the church is to

provide religious instruction and inspiration ; and to

do this as it ought to be done will task its energies to

the utmost.

Moodyisms.—Many a backslider never slid very

far forward.—Everything in the world but the hu-

man heart obeys God.-—A man can do more business

if his head is cleared by prayer every morning.

—

Many think it is the Bible that says "Do as the Ro-
mans do."—A purpose in the head and not in the

heart doesn't last long.
—

"Policy" was not in the dic-

tionary that Daniel studied.—A man cannot live for

God in any age or country without enemies.—Many
people seek an experience instead of Christ.—If I

could understand the Bible, I should give up the idea

that it was divine.—Satan gets people into the cradle

of an excuse and rocks them to sleep.—God doesn't

whisper into the ear of an infidel the secrets of

heaven.—Many join the church who never joined

Christ.
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My path is dark; thick-crossed with thorn and brier,

My cheeks are bleeding, and my hands are torn

;

The morning sun drops, free, his golden fire,

But I, hidden, apart, am chill, forlorn.

Oh, why could I not other way have gone?
But here my feet are set—I will press on

!

The sound of laughter and a rippling tune
Greet me from neighboring path, just out of sight;

And fragrance as of dewy fields in June,
Steals now to taunt me, then takes sudden flight,

In scorn of air the sun shines not upon

;

Yet Wisdom placed me here—I will press on!

I will press on, through shadows dark and cold,

With heart and hands aching from wounds unhealed,
For maybe soon—ah, is desire too bold?

—

My path may open into blossoming field.

But if this way breaks not till sun is gone,
Since Love has led me here, I will press on!
The glory swift departeth, the light will not last

:

The summer soon is ended—the harvest soon past.

A drought is on the beauty, it dims and grows old
And the pilgrim feels a pining that never may be told,

Crying, O for my country—its breath and its bloom!
Now blessed are the homesick, for they shall come home

!

THE T*RESEftCE VJSTHECOG-
F1Z,ET).

By James M. Campbell, D. D.

,

EEKING to awaken the curiosity of the

S people who thronged around him John the

Baptist said, "In the midst of you standeth
One whom ye know not." (John 1:24).
"Who is he?" they would naturally ask.

"Do you refer to Jesus of Nazareth ? We
know all about him. He is the carpenter,

the son of Mary, and brother of James and
Joseph, and Judas, and Simon ; and are not
his sisters here with us?" (Mark VI :3.)

They thought that they knew him ; and
yet they did not, for they saw him only from the out-
side. It is not strange that so many failed to recognize
him when he was on earth, seeing he lived so much
above the common thought of men? Every great
man, just in proportion to the measure of his great-

ness, is unrecognized.
Even those who were the beneficiaries of his grace

did not always recognize him. The impotent man
whom he healed at the pool of Bethesda wist not who
is was that healed him. Sometimes we recognize him
only after the vision of his Presence has fled ; and look-

ing back upon an experience the full meaning of which
we did not understand at the time, we exclaim with
Jacob, "Surely the Lord is in this place, and I knew
it not." How many priceless blessings have come to

the children of men from the hand of the unknown
Christ? He has been moving through the centuries

scattering blessing broadcast over this sin-cursed earth.

He is now in our midst. He is not merely looking at

us out of the pages of the New Testament, or looking
at us over the battlements of Heaven, but standing be-

fore us looking deep into our souls. It is his voice

that speaks through conscience ; it is his touch that

opens our blinded eyes, and heals our wounded hearts

;

it is his hand that dispenses the mercies manifold which
we enjoy ; it is his power that directs and controls the

great spiritual movements of this age. The living,

the eternal Christ even now "standeth in the midst of

us." Alas, that we should ever be blind to the glory

of his presence

!

But whether we recognize his Presence or not, noth-

ing can alter the fact that he is really here. Not long

ago the presence of electricity was unrecognized. Men
lived in the presence of that mighty force ; they saw its

effects ; and yet they did not suspect its existence.

What good did it do them in their ignorance? Con-
sciously none; actually much. Though they knew it

not, that beneficent force was in constant operation

on their behalf. One day they woke up to the recog-

nition of this omnipresent force, and what happened?
They saw that the powerful friend who had been
working unweariedly on their behalf could be made
still larger use of. And so they said, we will harness

this power and make it serve us. We will make it

light our dwellings, propel our cars, drive our machin-
ery. And now electrical experts like Edison and Tesla

fill our minds with wonder and awe as they tell us of

the hitherto undreamed of possibilities which lie within

this newly-discovered force. Electricity was as truly

here in all the fulness of its power when men did not

know of it as it has been since they have known of it.

But what a difference even a slight knowledge of its

presence, and nature, and of the laws of its operation,

has made? And so, if men would only wake up to a

sense of the Presence of Christ, and put themselves

into right relation with the mighty moral power eman-
ating from him, what marvellous things would follow

!

It is not for the Presence, but for the revelation of

the Presence that we are now to wait.

" Present we know thou art,

But O! thyself reveal."

Open mine eyes to the vision of thy glory, which is be-

fore me for the seeing

!

A revelation of the Presence will bring two tilings

:

It will bring a sense of the soul's immeasurable need,

together with a sense of Christ's infinite help. A sense

of the divine Presence is always accompanied by a

sense of sin. When a sinful man is brought into the

Presence of the pure and merciful Christ, he will abhor

himself in dust and ashes, even when rejoicing in the

light of hope which shines through the gloom. Not,

however, unless he is unprepared to change guilt into

penitence will he seek to hide himself from the Pres-

ence of the Lord in the trees of the garden. The God
who is revealed in Christ is not an awful Presence be-

fore which the sinner quakes with fear, but a gracious

Presence before which he rejoices with trembling.

In the doctrine of the Presence the manifestation of

God in a human way is extended into the present.

The greatness of God makes the thought of his per-

sonal interest in the events of our daily life a difficult

thing to grasp ; but in Jesus Christ God is seen pitch-

ing his ent among us, that he may be near to help.

A clergyman trying to console a hard-pressed man
ventured to say something about God's help. The
man looked him sharply in the face and asked, "Does
God know ?" Whereupon one who stood by asked

with blended bitterness and scorn, "Does God care?"

Yes, he both knows and cares. The gods of Olympus
lived in perpetual sunshine looking down with supreme
indifference upon the strife and tumult of life. The
God who is manifested in Jesus dwells among us, suf-

fering with us in our afflictions, and rejoicing with us

in our joys. There is nothing concerning us which he

does not know ; nothing in which he is not interested

;

nothing in which he does not share. He does not
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come to us merely in startling providences, but also in

the ordinary events of life ; he is not with us merely

upon great occasions, but also in the most colorless ex-

periences ; he is not with us merely in times of spiritual

elevation, but also in times of deepest depression. Dr.

Doddridge dreamed that he was transported into the

spirit world, and taken into a room the walls of which

were adorned with a series of frescoes in which his life

was delineated from infancy to old age. What aston-

ished him most was the discovery that the whole of

his life had been spent under the supervision of his

Lord : and that in all the good that had befallen him
all the way he had traveled, and in all the work he had
done, Christ had been his constant guide and protector,

his inspiration and his strength.

What comfort is his who, having come to recognize

the immediate action of Christ upon his life, can say,

"Thou hast beset me behind and before and laid thy

hand upon me." (Ps. CXXXIX:5.) "Thou hast been

behind me in my past; thou wilt be before me in my
future ; thou art in contact with me in the present."

It is well to look back to Christ; but more important

is it still to look up to Christ, and see in him a present

helper and Savior. The recognition of his Presence
is the dawn of spiritual life.

A 'BASKET OF SEHMOJflC
CHITS.

Rev. Sydney Strong, D. D.

LIKE now and then to do a little think-

ing that is not for preaching. I set out
the other day to think about the birth of

the soul. I had read Jesus' rebuke to

Nicodemus : "Art thou a teacher of Israel

and understandest not these things?" and
I said, "I have been a preacher for six-

teen years and am I able to tell others

about the birth of the soul ?" So I turned
away from scholars and sought to ascer-

tain what I actually knew about spiritual

birth.

George Eliot once said: "It is wrong to say, T
have a soul' ; it is correct to say, T have a body.'

"

She would have us say, "Men are souls and have
bodies." I think it is nearer the truth to say that

men are bodies and souls. Body and mind and soul

are ail curiously and wondrously woven together to

make the man.

What is the soul? Tell me what the body is and I

will tell you what the soul is. Roughly stated, the
body is the organized physical life; the mind is the
organized intellectual life ; the soul is the organized
spiritual life. A soul is born when spiritual life takes
on a definite, organized, individual form.

There are four births which should occur. A
man ought to be born physically, mentally, morally,
spiritually. Here are four men, A, B, C, D. All

four are born physically—on that day when physical

or animal life took on a definite, organized, individual
form. In a few years a mental birth should occur.

But D does not make it—i. e., his scattered intellec-

tual life does not become organized. He is non
compos mentis, an imbecile. In a few years a moral
birth should occur. But C does not make it. He

will not conform to the rules of righteousness as

found in society. He is non compos moralis—i. e.,

an incorrigible. In a few years a spiritual birth

should occur. A and B are left in the race, but in

only one, A, do the signs of life, faith, prayer, belief

in God, take on a definite, organized, controlling

form. He is the only one that has passed success-

fully through the lower births and now is a spiritual

creature. He still has physical, mental, -moral life,

but, differing from the others, is controlled by the

Spirit of God. He has entered and lives in the king-

dom of God.

Nicodemus had reached the moral birth. He heard
the solemn word, "Except a man be born again, born
spiritually, he cannot see the kingdom of God." The
life processes that issue in birth begin far back, in

childhood, in babyhood, in the cradle, yes, are pre-

natal. The child-prayers taught, the atmosphere of

peace and love in the home, the work of Sunday
and day school teachers, all these influences have
been at work, through the years. Then comes the

day—if happily it comes—when all the spiritual life

that has been floating about in solution comes, as it

were, to a head, and issues forth a separate, indi-

vidual, organized, spiritual life.

The evidence of birth is control. We know that

the soul is born when the controlling power in the

man is spiritual, when the Spirit of God, in love and
unselfishness, reigns.

The birth of the soul is brought about by the union
of two lives. The heart of man is opened in faith and
the love of God is allowed entrance. This union
brings forth a new creature, a spiritual man. The
love of God assumes control and the spiritual—not
the physical, intellectual or moral—is in command.

Our theologians are sharply divided on the ques-
tion "Are all men sons of God?" They are, and they
are not. There is no man born of woman but what
has in him the signs of promise of divine life ; no
man sunk so low in brutality and vice who has not
some spark of the life divine ; no man beyond the

hope of redemption. But no one can put his hand
upon the inheritance of sonship before he has passed
through the gates of spiritual birth. Every one is a

son, but he may be a prodigal son, without the riches

of the inheritance.

No sooner does a birth occur than a struggle to

retain the birthright begins. This is true of every
birth. Hands are reached up from below to pull

down and destroy. Paul felt it. He must strive to

keep his body under, lest he become a castaway. The
problem of life is partly to secure the spiritual birth,

but chiefly to retain the advantage gained. Con-
version to Christ is easy compared to following him
up the heights. The hardships and trials and tempta-
tions and battles come after enlistment. Many start,

few hold fast. Many are called, few chosen.

Reversion to former stages is our temptation. Of
the millions who today are living the life of animals,

nearly all have walked the celestial heights, have seen

God ; but they have been dragged downward, have
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reverted to their first birth. It is the mighty power
of temptation we need to fear.

The soul-life must have proper environment to

grow and prosper. Environment is generally given

a material significance. To my mind "environment"

and "grace" are synonymous. "By grace ye are

saved" means ye are saved by a spiritual environ-

ment. God must be round about us. Our food must
be the "bread of life." The atmosphere must be pure.

Entertainments, amusements, companionships must
be calculated to edify—i. e., to build up the soul-life.

Grace is the same as environment, and it is the source

of saving power.

How may the birth of the soul be brought to pass?

"I desire it," says a man. "My heart is not at peace,

my sins overwhelm me, the sorrows of death compass
me about. Tell me how I may enter through the

gates of birth in the kingdom." Let me give you a

word : You know you are more than animal. No
matter how much you have wallowed in mire, some-
thing within calls you higher. You now and then

catch a glimpse of spiritual life. Hope of immortality

stirs your bosom. When Daniel says that only one
thing is needful—viz., to possess God, you give as-

sent. What to? Why, summon and bring together

at the very heart of your being all the spiritual life

you have, then open that heart to God. Turn from
the lower to him and his spirit that broods over us

and within us will meet your spirit and in you will

begin the new creature. That is birth.

The parable of the sower I sometimes call the par-

able of the four births. Some seed fell upon the

roadside ; it came to naught ; some fell in shallow

hearts ; it sprang up, but quickly fell back. Some
fell among thorns ; it grew, but after a while cares

of the world, etc., choked it. Other seed fell in good
ground and brought forth abundantly. He that hath

ears to hear, let him hear.

Oak Park, 111.

THE WO'RTH OF A MAft*
Prof. John E. McFadyen.

MAN is worth what he is, not what he

A has; and that is true both of this world
and of that which is to come. While he
lives he may win and lose everything but
one—his own personality. That is always
his ; ultimately it is all that is his. In that

lies his worth, if he have any ; not in the

abundance of the things which he pos-

sesses and can lose. And when he dies

he loses what he has, but he remains what
he is. He who is unjust will be unjust

still ; he who is holy will be holy still ; but he who
is wealthy will be wealthy no more. It is a painful

tribute to the commercialism of our age that a rich

man is said to be worth so much when he dies. If he

is worth no more than what he left he is worth noth-

ing; and in the other world which, with all his fore-

sight, he has forgotten or ignored, he will start a

bankrupt, if he start at all. Or will he not rather

be too weak to start on this new, strange journey,

too weak even to stand ; able only to vanish like the

•From "The Divine Pursuit," a forthcoming volume by the

Fleming H. Revell Company.

chaff which the judgment wind of God drives to and
fro—his withered soul shriveling up before the fierce

heat of God's judgment fire? All the gold of all the

mines will not purchase him peace or pardon, or re-

deem him from the fate of those who have trifled

away their gifts or opportunities.

Worth so much ! to whom ? Who was the better

for what he was worth? Society? Was he himself

the better for it, or was he only the richer? Could
he face the silence? Could he see the Unseen? Did
his presence lighten and darkness, cheer any loneli-

ness? Was any heart sorer for his passing? Was
"his soul well knit, and all his battles won"? Unless
there was some divine idea in him, which he repre-

sented and incarnated, unless he was a worthy man,
unless, that is, ther ewas something in him we could
worship—for worship is tribute to worth—he was
worth nothing, though he had billions.

"Retovard _for Service.

Will there ever come a day, we sometimes ask,

when men will get what they deserve? The dream-
ers of dreams comfort us with the vision of a world
to come in the distant days, when inner worth will

be fairly measured, and fitly rewarded with its due
share of the world's good things, its honor, fame and
gold. Is that God's way? Not always have the bene-
factors of religion won their $5,000 a year. Many of

the greatest of them weie roasted alive, had their

tongues slit and their heads hacked off; "others had
trial of mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover, of

bonds and imprisonment ; they were stoned, they
were sawn asunder." Great poets have received for

little poems a blank check, to be filled in as avarice

prompted; and greater poets have received for last-

ing work the indifference, even the scorn, of their

own generation. Great painters have received thou-
sands for devoting their genius to trivial and un-

worthy themes ; and greater painters have given the

world their finest work for nothing. There may be
some world where worth and wages correspond and
the genius is the millionaire; but it is not ours.

Fools have been made emperors and cowards gen-
erals ; knaves have presided over the administration

of justice, and traditionalists over schools of learn-

ing and religion. Folly and wickedness have reaped
wealth and power and fame. While philosophers have
been laughed at, philanthropists have been mobbed,
explorers have lost their lives in swamps and snows,

inventors have been ridiculed, reformers have been
pilloried, apostles have been beaten with rods, stoned,

shipwrecked, "in perils of rivers, in perils of robbers,

in perils in the city, in perils in the wilderness, in

perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren, in

hunger and thirst, in fastings, in cold and nakedness."

"Often," says St. Paul. Yet worth is worth, as God
is God. "It cannot be valued with the fine gold of

Ophir," nor need it be ; for every man has what he

deserves just in being what he is. A true man's

native power, his goodness, his worth, is his dearest

satisfaction ; he craves no more than the privilege

of exercising the gift that is in him. of doing his work
and being himself. Let us see that our hearts and

minds are set upon the unseen things, which alone

will stand the shock of death and the ruin of worlds.

Knox College, Toronto.

As the firefly only shines when on the wing, so it is

with the human mind—when at rest it darkens.
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LE TTE*RS
TO THE -BOOKLOVEIl.
tefO'RK.S^ Or THE LATE JOSETH COOK.

My Dear Friend:

Those of us whose memories as students and read-

ers go back to the seventies remember with peculiar

feeling their discovery of Joseph Cook. Let me give

you my own memory. I was a student at a well-

known university, and passing through that fierce con-

flict which for a certain class of minds is inevitable.

Living in a quiet Christian home, where religious

weeklies had not yet arrived, and where even the

echoes of controversy did not often enter, I found my-
self in my college life surrounded with controversy.

The air was thick in that dark old quadrangle with the

battle cries of young warriors. The amazing confidence

of those who swore by Darwin and Spencer, Tyndall

and Huxley, who accepted frankly the destruction of

the Christian faith, is amazing to look back to, but it

was hard to meet and fight at the time. The drift of

thought among the leading minds of the day seemed

to us to be against Christianity. It looked as if the re-

ligion of our fathers stood behind us defeated and
discredited. One of the most brilliant and widely read

men of my own year said that he did not think Chris-

tianity could live among educated people longer

than twenty-five years. In spite of all this, something
held some of us in the grips of the faith which was
being despised and rejected all round us. We read

our Spencer and Fiske, our John Stuart Mill and Mat-
thew Arnold, our serene Emerson and turgid Carlyle,

and yet dared to believe that Jesus Christ had been
raised from the dead. There came to our succor two
men whose works, though very different, united in

confirming our faith. The one was D. L. Moody and
the other was Joseph Cook. It is of the latter I wish
to write a word or two to-day.

I remember the circumstances quite well under
which the first copy of the Boston Lectures reached
my hands. We students were soon all reading them
and getting our own out of them. We were, of course,

amazed at the form in which the argument for Chris-
tianity was put. Nothing exactly like that can be
found in the history of public discussion. The rhet-

oric was unusual, to put it mildly ; the purple patches
were sometimes a little dazzling, and the favorite catch-

words were not always made more telling by repetition.

Then the bold printing of the argument in numbered
sentences and paragraphs, exactly as they had been
delivered, at once gave an appearance of scholasticism

and a flavor of popularity to a kind of discussion
which, when scholastic, has not been interesting, and
when popular has too often not been scholarly. In
spite of, and partly by reason of, the unusual form of
these lectures they arrested attention everywhere.

It is possible, of course, to claim too much for Mr.
Cook. He was not an original thinker, although he
expressed his thinking in a most original way. He
was not a specialist in any one line of scholarship, al-

though he had studied with considerable thoroughness
in several of the most important branches of theolog-
ical and philosophical science. But it is also possible
to make much too little of him. He was a man of very
great intellectual gifts. His was a keenly analytic
mind, quick to seize the main points in an argument.
And hiswas avivid imagination which put him in sym-
pathy with the human and practical element in religion.

The vocabulary which his wide reading had put at

his disposal was used with true American dash and

freedom. Deeper than all these there lay his religious

experience, which was at once fervid and practical,

evangelical and mystical. Thus qualified by nature and

grace, Joseph Cook, after a period of prolonged study

in Germany, appeared in the prime of life in Boston.

After an experimental year, which, however, revealed

his power, he was taken in charge by a large committee

of ministers and laymen. Under their auspices he con-

tinued for nearly twenty years to deliver his Monday
lectures through the winter season. A large number
of them were published in successive volumes by
Houghton, Mifflin & Co. This week I have reread a

number of these lectures, some of which I had not

looked at since I read them over and over till I could

almost repeat them in those far-off student days. I

was not disappointed. Allowing for the distance of

time, and the discussions which have intervened, I

could not but admire the boldness and the resourceful-

ness with which the lecturer met the peculiar conditions

of his day. Take, for example, his courses on the re-

lation of science and religion
—

"Biology" and "Hered-
ity.'' It is true that the debate has now swept past

most of the points with which he was so much con-

cerned. But we must do full justice to the fact that

at that date Joseph Cook, in the heat of the contro-

versy, did not denounce Theistic Evolution. And we
are glad to see that he was one of the first to note

and emphasize the most vital fact that the Darwinian
theory of evolution was from the first opposed by many
leading evolutionists. He puts very clearly the man-
ner in which Darwinism was beginning to be spirit-

ualized even by Darwinians themselves. I also dip-

ped again into the volumes on "Orthodoxy" and
Transcendentalism." One of the strongest things

which Joseph Cook did was the very thorough demo-
lition of that most inconsistent thinker and brilliant

writer, Theodore Parker. Some of the most damag-
ing criticism known to me in the history of literature

is contained in this discussion on Parker. With cer-

tain of Professor Paine's pages in his "Evolution of

Trinitarianism " in mind, I turned to his lectures on
the doctrine of the Trinity. I was not surprised to

find that Professor Paine's account of Joseph Cook's
position is unreliable and his criticisms fall away from
a close scrutiny. Joseph Cook did indeed define the

use of the word "Person" in reference to the Trinity

so as to make it much less than the word individual.

But he did not go to the length of denying that there

is any real and eternal distinction between the Father,

Son and Holy Spirit. He took special trouble, in

view of the accusations made by Freeman Clarke,

which were exactly those reproduced by Prof. Paine
to mark his position out in distinction from Unitarian-
ism on the one hand or modalism on the other. My
own feeling is that Joseph Cook was at his best

on ethical subjects. His volume on Conscience is the

most original and the most convincing. Some things
in it deserve to live as permanent contributions to the

literature of that supreme topic.

Altogether when I survey Joseph Cook's work I

thank God and take courage. He did much to per-
suade the men of our generation that Christianity is

too glorious in its fundamental doctrines, too real in

its present living power, too evidently the greatest work
of God—the very salvation of mankind—to be over-
whelmed by a change in scientific interpretations of
nature or by the supercilious cynicism of a few cul-

tured men of letters in New England. He, in his last

hours, made very solemn and real that contact by the
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individual soul with God in Jesus Christ, which is the

final assurance of the truth of Evangelical Chris-

tianity. To him this work of the Divine Spirit upon
the conscience at the cross was the wonder of wonders,

the most sure work of God himself, the most clear

testimony to the Person of Jesus Christ.

To many booklovers in America, Joseph Cook gave

a wider outlook. His habit of running over the great

names of those who in various lands and many genera-

tions had stood for the life of faith, was itself an in-

spiration, even if it was not of final value as an ar-

gumentative method. For it is good to know how
great the book world is, and how mighty is its power
over the higher, the real life of men. Hence my joy

in calling myself,
Ever yours,

A Bookman.
Chicago, June 30, 1901.

THE 'RECOVE'Ry OF SVI*R-

ITl/AL TOWE*R.
By Rev. Joseph H. Selden, D. D.

IHE fundamental problem of the church in

T| the present day is the recovery of spiritual

I power.
We must not leave out of view the out-

reaching work of the church. The sweep

of the Master's command is world wide.

The great commission is the fundamental

law of the church. The less favored

classes have a special claim upon us.

Were our Lord visibly present in our

midst, occupied, as of old, in the ministry

of personal salvation, none of us would move his great

heart with a deeper and more tender concern, and I

verily believe among no other class would he find a

more cordial welcome, than would be given by the self-

respecting toilers, so seldom represented in our congre-

gations.

However, the work that lies immediately before us

and is most urgent in its claim is intensive rather than

extensive. There can be no satisfactory spiritual ad-

vance for the community until the church herself finds

a new life. "Tarry ye in Jerusalem," was Jesus' com-

mand to the little group gathered about him on the

summit of Olivet—the world their field, the discipling

of all nations their divinely appointed task ; "Tarry ye

in Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power," the first

business of the church, confronted by grave responsi-

bilities, is to secure a more adequate equipment for her

work of ministry. Speaking from the standpoint of

the preacher, two counsels may here be given.

If we are wise we shall concentrate our endeavor

upon the reawakening in our hearts and the hearts of

those whom we seek to win to Christ of an apprecia-

tion of the value of spiritual things. I have been re-

peating here the familiar excuse for the shortcomings

we lament. "We are a very busy people." But the

essential difficulty is not the want of time ; it is the

want of a due sense of proportion. In the ceaseless

stir and bustle of these crowded days we have almost

lost our perception of what is really worth while.

j\ Scriptural Iltus\ ration.

There is a story in scripture pertinent to our discus-

sion. It tells of a certain king of Israel, who, after a

hard-fought battle in which he was called to contend

against superior forces, was returning homeward vic-

torious, rejoicing over the unlooked for success of his

arms. His attention was arrested by a strange figure

at the roadside. A man crouching in the dust, with
torn garments stained in blood, lifted his wounded
arm pleading for pity. In answer to the king's ques-

tions he told his story. In the thick of the con-
flict a soldier entrusted a prisoner to his care,

bidding him guard him as his life. "While thy
servant was busy here and there he was gone."
The judgment of the king upon the flagrant dere-

liction from duty was instantly rendered. In stern-

est accents he defines the penalty for such folly

and sin. The crouching figure arises, bares his face,

uncompromising in its severity. Lo, the prophet of

Jehovah! "You have spoken your own condemnation,
O King, your victory is dearly bought ; engrossed in

the conflict, elated by the greatness of your success,

the commands of the Most High have been forgotten,

and that which is of supreme importance overlooked
and neglected."

The men of our generation are open to a condemna-
tion no less severe. The warning words of Christ

have been forgotten
—"A man's life consisteth not in

the abundance of the things he possesseth." Material

comforts we have a right to desire ; we have no right

to make things the goal of life. God has put within

us rare capacities—of knowledge, of friendship, of un-
selfish devotion, and in the development of these spirit-

ual capacities our life finds its end. The men of our
generation are not too ambitious. The cardinal error

is found in the material standards by which they

measure success. Here lies the explanation of that en-

croachment of business on the spiritual life which has
brought about the conditions we are here considering.

JVeed of JVobler Ideals of Life.

What is needed, therefore, is a quickening of the ap-

preciation of spiritual values. We must in some way
be delivered from the "Despotism of Mammon" and
be brought face to face with eternal realities. We
must learn the truth of Christ's words that none is rich

save he that is "rich toward God," and that for every

man the spiritual life is supreme in importance and
claim. We are agreed that a new and nobler ideal of

life is a primary condition of spiritual efficiency for

the church. How can the adoption of such an ideal be

effected ? The only motive power competent for such

a spirit transformation is found in the personal influ-

ence of Jesus.

Christ's K.ingdom E,jctending.

The enthronement of the Son of God over all the life

of the world, in my heart of hearts I believe to be a

task not beyond achievement. Everywhere may be
seen tokens of a turning toward him ; many who scout

the claims of the church, many who refuse to credit

her with the capacity to deal in any large and helpful

way with the evils that vex the peace of society, speak

the name of Jesus in the accent of loving confidence.

Men of affairs impatient of impractical subtleties, are

deeply impressed with the clearness of Christ's vision,

and his comprehensive grasp of the principles of right

living. Theology, as Fairbarn has shown so convinc-

ingly, reveals "a new feeling for Christ.", The masters

of this "greatest of all sciences," discarding the tradi-

tional interpretations of scripture, are making their

way back of the doctrinal formula framed in the ages

of controversy to the simple gospel of Christ.

It is the hour of the church's opportunity—she owes
the world of our day spiritual leadership. The time

has come for a fresh study of the life and words and
works of the Master of us all. The church must show
that she has not forgotten the meaning of "disciple;"
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that she has broken with the rule of mere tradition, and
with open mind, untrammeled by prejudice, is seeking

a first-hand knowledge of the gospel ; above all, that

she is not repeating the unspeakable folly of those who
say, "Lord, Lord," yet refuse to obey his explicit com-
mands.
The conditions we have been studying are very se-

rious, but the solution is not far to seek. During the

first missionary conference at Northfield a body of
Christian Japanese assembled at Tokio sent their greet-

ing and this message, brief but inestimably rich in sug-
gestion

—"Make Jesus King!"
That word from men born in gray twilight of a

heathen land furnishes us our watchword.
Make Jesus King ! The spiritual power we need,

the spiritual power we crave waits on the enthronement
of Christ in the hearts and lives of those who bear his

name.
Greenwich, Conn.

THE HELIGIOVS Ol/TLOOK,
Carey E. Morgan.

PROPOS to the tardy arrival of so many

A people at the church services, it might
be well to recall the Unitarian divine of

the last generation, in Boston, famous for

his lack of punctuality, of whom a brother
minister once said : "Dr. G. is a good
man and will undoubtedly have a part in

the second resurrection, but it is very
certain that he will not be in time for the

first."

Maltbie Babcock, whose silver tongue
will never again plead the Gospel of righteousness,

life and love, in his Carnegie hall speech before the
Ecumenical Conference in New York city last spring,

raised the question as to where Paul would be today
if he were here with us. "He would be in the thin

red line in the foreign field, at the forefront of the

battle, where it meets the great black broad line.

Paul did not say it that way, but in effect he said:

"It is my ambition to fight where no one else has ever
drawn the sword; let me be the first runner to go
ahead with the news of life. Let me build where no
one else has ever built." In the midst of an eager
and impassioned plea for breadth of love and loyal

obedience to the great commission of Jesus Christ,

Dr. Babcock made a telling and tremendous impres-
sion with this admirable sentence : "See Jesus before
he goes to his Father's side, with his hand out-
stretched and pointing to the uttermost parts of the

earth. Let the church never forget that gesture. To
the uttermost parts of the earth ! I tell you, fellow

Christians, your love has got broken wings if it can-
not fly across the ocean."

Those who think that everything in the Old Testa-
ment and in all heaven and earth besides is a type
of some spiritual reality must have been represented
at Chautauqua, when Dr. J. N. Buckley, who was in

charge of the question box, was asked: "Do you
think the great pyramid a prophecy of the coming
Christ?" Dr. Buckley's reply, which was followed
by prolonged applause, was: "I answer with the
speculation of a man who found a boot on the shores
of the Mediterranean marked 'J-' ar,d concluded that
it belonged to Jonah and was cast off by him in his

struggles when he got on shore."

I was once asked by one of these mystic inter-

preters what Jacob's staff stood for. I felt safe in

telling him that it stood for a walking-stick. If the
Christian religion were not divine it would have
been overwhelmed long ago by the crudities and
irrational theories and speculations that have been
put upon it.

Bishop Leonard gave the clergy of the diocese of

Ohio his opinion concerning the preaching of civics,

economics, politics, etc. "The world of busy toilers,

tired out men and women of six days labor in the
marts of merchandise want on the Lord's day some
instruction, guidance and inspiration on the subject

of sin-fighting and sin-killing. I am strained to
think that the plain men and women of today are
like their progenitors and ancestry; that they want
Christ for the feeding of their souls."

The Record-Herald, speaking on the same point,

said: "Unless the Christian religion is for the soui

of man, for his spiritual uplifting, there is nothing to

it. No church can long subsist upon biology, litera-

ture or art. Lectures on geology never called forth

the gentle ministrations to the poor and lowly that

mark the earthly career of the Master. We can find

no solace for bereavement, no consoliation for the

vicissitudes of life from the Silurian or Devonian
ages. There is little food there for man's spiritual

nature. The pulpit must preach hope, faith, charity,

love, unselfishness, immorality. If it preach not these

things, but wanders away after bugs and boulders

and sensationalism, it is of no service to Chris-

tianity."

The editor of the Interior, commenting on this,

points out the fact that the Author of Christianity

found texts in birds, flowers and stones. It seems
to me, though, that this fact does not annul the

contention of either the bishop or the Record-Herald
editor, for our Lord made use of these things not

to teach science or politics or art, but religion. That
is a legitimate use to make of them, and is not found

fault with by anybody so far as I know.
Richmond, Va.

IS IT WO'RTH WHILE?
Is it worth while that we jostle a brother,

Bearing his load on the rough road of life?

Is it worth while that we jeer at each other,

In blackness of heart that we war to the knife?
God pity us all in our pitiful strife.

God pity us all as we jostle each other

;

God pardon us all for the triumph we feel

When a fellow goes down 'neath his load on the heather,
Pierced to the heart. Words are keener than steel,

And mightier far for woe than for weal.

Were it not well, in this brief little journey
On over the isthmus, down into the tide,

We give him a fish instead of a serpent,

Ere folding the hands to be and abide
Forever and aye in dust at his side?

Look at those roses saluting each other,

Look at the herds all at peace on the plain

—

Man, and man only, makes war on his brother,
And laughs in his heart at his peril and pain,

Shamed by the beasts that go down on the plain.

Is it worth while that we battle to humble
Some poor fellow mortal down into the dust?

God nity us all ! Time oft soon will tumble
All of us together, like leaves in a gust,

Humbled, indeed, down into the dust.

—Joaquin Miller.
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THE VlCTO'Ry OF FAIUH.
By Prof. W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D.

John 16 : 33. These things have I spoken unto you that in Me ye might
have peace. In the world ye shall have tribulation, but be of good cheer, I

have overcome the world.
I. John 5 : 4. This is the victory that hath overcome the world, even our

faith.
I. Cor. 15 : 57. Thanks be to God who givetb us the victory through our

I,ord, Jesus Christ.

Man Is Engaged in a \7ni-Versal "Battle.

Christianity is in line with every other religion in the

world when it assumes that man is engaged in a war-
fare that lasts a lifetime. Christianity

does not create the warfare, but finds

it and deals with it. The kind of war
in which men engage may be misun-

derstood, the tactics employed by the

human spirit may be very poor, the

prospects of victory may be swallowed
up in the terror of the assaults of the

enemy; but, however all that may be,

the central and fundamental fact is that man, as soon

as he becomes religious, becomes conscious of war.
This war is something more than a struggle con-

ducted by him in the effort to obtain food for the sus-

tenance of his daily life. It may include the struggle

for existence ; it may deal with it ; but this war, of which
man's spirit is conscious, does not merely consist in the

effort to obtain food and to live as comfortably, and as

long, as possible in the animal life. If that were the

case the ideal man would be represented, for instance,

by the South African Zulu under the British Govern-
ment. The South African Zulu, as under the control

of a strong hand, is released from the terror that filled

him when he lived in his simple tribal life, when a club

might shatter his skull at any moment, when he was
sent out year after year to carry on a warfare with

neighboring tribes that might end his life. Now he is

prevented from indulging in any pastime that involves

his life in danger. He is allotted garden ground of the

richest kind. He is allowed to have his flocks and his

herds as large as he can make them, and the soil is so

fruitful and the flocks and herds so productive that he
has no care. If the victory of life is to have enough
to eat and enough of sunshine to keep warm, and
enough of this kind of comfort to live easily as long as

possible, the great victor in this life is the South Afri-

can Zulu. But we all at once recoil from that view.

There is something that shocks our moral sense, our
feeling of the fitness of things, if we for a moment dare

to say that that is an ideal human existence. We all

know that that is just the existence of the animal and
that there is that in man which must engage in another
warfare and obtain an altogether different victory.

The real battle in life, then, is not just the ardor of

your daily effort to maintain your business. That may
be simply a higher development of the Zulu's effort to

stretch out his hand and pluck the ripe fruit and enjoy

its luscious juices. The real battle of life consists in

the intentions, the spirit, the motive, the ideal which
you take to your daily business. It is the self-sacrifice,

the devotion, the diligence, the entire spiritual life

which you carry into that ardent pursuit of your busi-

ness. That is the region of the battle with which your
manhood is concerned ; that is the battlefield where you
are gaining or losing the day, where victory is to be

yours, or defeat written across the whole vears of vour
life.

The great difficulty, in a city like this where the bat-
tle for physical existence appears to be the main one,
is to get people to look upon the other and see what is

the real and chief struggle of their daily life. As they
go down town in the morning hanging on to the straps

of their street-cars and go out in the evening hanging
on to the straps again, they find that in hanging on to

the straps and holding on for dear life they are en-
gaged in another struggle than the physical, and their

attitude even to the neighbor who is jostling against
them, or who is driven against them, the very feelings

with which they regard him are the signs of the other
battle, the conditions of the other victory and the other
defeat. That is the real battle where the real victory
or the real defeat is to be met. Jesus recognized this

and said : "In the world ye shall have tribulation."
The Apostle John recognized this and the necessity that

we must, as he says, overcome the world. The Apos-
tle Paul recognized this over and over in his terrific-

ally deep insight into the facts of the case and gave
thanks that the victory is secured on certain conditions.

What, then, are we to say about this warfare that is

said to be between us and the world ? It is said to be
between us and the world because every man wakes up
to find himself in a condition of things where he seems
to be drawn on to lose his faith in God and to lose his

sense of honor. Somehow or another the constitution

of things is against us from the beginning. The little

growing child finds that there is something in the very
body it has inherited, in the very home it lives in, in

the very school it goes to, in the very demands that are

made, or the temptations addressed to it day after day,

something which is drawing it into evil impulses, evil

thoughts, evil words, into selfishness, into gloom of
spirit. The little child finds itself guided by its Chris-
tian parents in this warfare from the very beginning,
and as the child passes into youth the area of the battle-

field simply extends itself. As his own nature expands
he knows that there are other mighty impulses and
appetites within, him whose strength and power he had
never dreamed of. He finds that out into the world
they carry him, making the world a larger world and
the battle a fiercer battle. All the strain of it is heavier

upon his will because there is more to fight against.

As the youth passes on, carrying all the world that sur-

rounded him in the child forward into manhood, again
it brings an extension of the battlefield. He must feel

as if there were a kind of organizing of the very condi-

tions of life for the purpose of drawing and driving

him on into the defeat which is sin and which is the

loss of God.

Christ the First Victor.

Jesus says that He has met this enemy ; that He has

engaged in this warfare, and he says: "I have over-

come the world." There you and I may listen to the

voice of the only one that ever fought that battle and
came out able to say those words. Never in the his-

tory of man did there arise any other spirit that con-

fronted the world with the depth, with the cincerity,

with the devotion, with the intelligence, with the

strength of Jesus Christ, for none ever saw so fierce a

struggle and won the right to say: "I have overcome
the world." In what way had He overcome it? In

two ways : One of those He refers to in the preceding

verse in the Gospel of John, where He says : "Never-
theless I am not alone. The Father is with Me."
"The Father is with Me." The man who manages to

live through life and at the end savs "The Father is
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with Me" has gained the victory. The man has won
his fight who, after all, looking back over the extent of

the battlefield and the stages of the fierce struggle,

finds that it has not dragged him away from God. If

he has moved nearer and nearer and nearer to the liv-

ing God Himself and at the end can say, in the very

hour of his dying : "I am not alone. I go alone into

the darkness ; alone down the valley ; nevertheless, I

am not alone. The Father is with me ;" that soul has

gained the victory for which life is worth living and
death is worth facing. Jesus gained the victory, say-

ing, "The Father is with Me," and the Apostle John
echoes those words when he says, "This is the victory

which has overcome the world, even our faith." Jesus
Christ maintained that faith in His Father ; a faith of

intimacy, a faith of inward reconciliation, a faith of

permanent love, a faith of constant service, a faith

which feared not that it would ever pass beyond the

reach of the Father's arm into a darkness where the

Father's eye could not follow, a faith which never
feared lest anything should intrude between itself and
the living God. If only a man's faith is strong enough
it is beyond the reach of the enemy. The man with a
faith like that of Jesus lives in a region far beyond the

range of the enemy, gains the victory because the

enemy cannot reach the citadel where his faith is—in

the heart of God ! Jesus gained the victory not only
because He thus lived in the continuous possession of
that undying faith in His Father, but because He went
on giving Himself in love unto men. He was open to

all the race temptations arising from social circum-
stances. He had to face the temptations—when He
went out into His own unexampled and marvelous
career—to go into the wrong paths. He has Himself
told us in that wonderful story of the wilderness of
temptations how fiercely the battle went in His soul

time after time, when it seemed as if He must go in

this direction and saw it was wrong and must go in

that direction and saw it was wrong. Against the
wrong He had His own battle ; as against the wrong
you and I have our battles. But He went right on in

that straight road of the humblest love for his fellow-

men, and went on in that love even after it met the
very hate of those upon whom it was directed. He
went on loving to the very end. All hate he met with
the patient serenity of that supreme faith, because only
the man who has the uttermost faith in God can ever
give the uttermost love to the hearts that hate him.
Jesus went on with that uttermost faith in God, giving
that unsurpassable and invincible and unwearying love
unto men. He was willing to love those men and
loved them in the very hour when they put Him to

every form of injustice and ignominy ; and as He lay
upon the cross, lay there being nailed to it, looked at

the men who did it and the darker faces of the men
who willed it, standing beyond the circle made by
the military officers, and prayed, "Father, forgive
them; they know not what they do." Do you think
that prayer came out of a heart that did not supremely

and perfectly and most patiently love those men in the
very height and consummation Of their hatred and its

purpose ? He loved them unto the end, even the ene-
mies that made an end of Him. I have overcome the
world, He says, I have overcome the world. It has
matched its strength against my faith in God ; it has
matched its strength against my love for man, but I

have overcome the world. The first human spirit that
ever won that victory said these words when Jesus,
with the cross drawing near, knowing all that was
without Him coming upon Him, and all that was with-

in Him going out to His sure victory, said to his dis-

ciples, "1 have overcome the world."
There is, then, a battle ; it is a universal battle, and

Jesus alone of the sons of men has gained the victory.

Christ's Victory Our Victory.

Christianity, Christian experience, is the share which
we have in the victory of Christ. So Christ, alone of

all the sons of men, won this battle of a human life

and triumphed in the possession of this victory, and
we all share in his victory. He is ours ; we are His.

To the man who has faith in Him and goes out to live,

to pray, to work, to be in earnest about everything with

that faith in Jesus Christ, Jesus says, "In Me ye have
peace.- In me ye have the victory." The man who has

that faith in Jesus Christ is one with Jesus Christ.

This Christ is now the universal life and Lord of the

world, available for every human soul, present within

the heart's speech of every human spirit, ready to arm
us for the fight, to arm us with the victory already

gained. "Thanks," the Apostle Paul says, "be unto

God, who giveth us the victory through our Lord Je-

sus Christ." And, "This is the victory which over-

cometh the world, even our faith," says the Apostle

John, the faith that we have in Jesus Christ. Across
the hot brow of the world, it has been said, Christ has

passed His cooling hand. Ah ! but also right down
within the weak heart of the world Christ has poured
His spirit's strength. Out a man can go from the pres-

ence of that Christ armed with His power. "In Him
I have my life's victory." "Be of good cheer," said

Jesus, "I have overcome the world." "Thanks be unto

God," let us reply, "who giveth us the victory through

Jesus Christ, our Lord."
My friends, I do not know that there is any other

way of conducting this warfare ill which you and I are

every day engaged except by asking ourselves, Can I

go forward with an absolute and unwavering faith in

my Father? Can I go forward in an ever-widening

and deepening love for my fellowmen ? The man who
goes forward with these principles of life growing in

his heart is already victorious. The enemies are flee-

ing every day and he can watch the temptations recede.

He can watch the disbanding hosts turn their backs

upon him. He can say to himself, "I love and I trust

and my soul is kept secure ; I love and I trust and the

foes are growing weaker ; I love iny fellowmen and I

trust my living God and I know that the man who
loves and trusts is invincible." There is nothing in

the universe that can destroy that man's life. God
made the universe to produce that very victory, to

reach that very result. Out of all history God gathers

the one richest treasure ever His heart thought of and
His eye foresaw; the rich treasure of hearts like yours,

my dear friends, hearts like yours, that say, "I trust in

the living God and I love my fellowmen." That is

what God has been working for all through the ages

;

what He is looking for all through the years. As they

die He gathers the treasures to Himself, as their life

story passes into the soil of the past He gathers that

which shall remain forever, His own wondrous and
choicest joy, the soul that trusts to the very end and
loves to the very depths, in Jesus Christ.

A true Christian living in the world is like a ship

sailing on the ocean. It is not the ship being in the

water which will sink it, but the water getting into

the ship. So the world, with its love of pleasure, get-

ting into the hearts of Christians, has ruined its mil-

lions.
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'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
BEGIJVJVIJVG OF JTIJV ANT> liEVEMP-

TIOJV.

Sunday-school Lesson for

Golden Text: Where sin

more abound. Rom. 5 :2c

1. Now the serpent was
more subtil than any beast
of the field which the Lord
God had made. And he said
unto the woman, Yea, hath
God said, Ye shall not eat
of every tree of the garden.

2. And the woman said
unto the serpent, We may
eat of the fruit of the trees
of the garden:

3. But of the fruit of the
tree which is in the midst
of the garden, God hath
said. Ye shall not eat of it,

neither shall ye touch it,

lest ye die.

4. And the serpent said

unto the woman. Ye shall

not surely die:

5. For God doth know
that in the day y eat there-
of, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as
gods, knowing good and
evil.

6. And when the woman
saw that the tree was good
for good, and that it was
pleasant to the eyes, and a
tree to be desired to make
one wise, she took of the
fruit thereof, and did eat,

and gave also unto her hus-
band with her; and he did

eat.

7. And the eyes of both
were opened, and they
knew that they were naked;
and they sewed fig leaves
together, and made them-
selves aprons.

8. And they heard the

voice of the Lord God
walking in the garden in

the cool of the day: and

July 14, 1901.

bounded, grace did much

Adam and his wife hid
themselves from the pres-
ence of the Lord God
amongst the trees of the
garden.

9. And the Lord God
called unto Adam, and said
unto him. Where art thou?

10. And he said, I heard
thy Toice in the garden,
and I was afraid, because I

was naked; and I hid my-
self.

11. And he said. Who
told thee that thou wast
naked? Hast thou eaten of
the tree whereof I com-
manded thee that thou
shouldest not eat?

12. And the man said,
The woman whom thou
gavest to be with me, she
gave me of the tree, and I

did eat.

13. And the Lord God
said unto the woman, What
is this that thou hast done?
And the woman said, The
serpent beguiled me, and I

did eat.

14. And the Lord God
said unto the serpent, Be-
cause thou hast done this.

thou art cursed above all

cattle, and above every
beast of the field; upon thy
belly shalt thou go, and
dust shalt thou eat all the
days of thy life:

15. And I will put en-
mity between thee and the
woman, and between thy
seed and her seed; it shall

bruise thy head, and thou
shalt bruise his heel.

A CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S ftOGES? Off
X5HE L.ESSOJ*.

Elias A. Long.

"Purpose of the Lesson.

The main lesson here is the very practical one of

self-control. It is a picture of the working of evil

longings in the human heart. How good it was of

our heavenly Father, at the very beginning of his

Word, to set forth with the utmost clearness this in-

valuable lesson. Every one is surrounded by "that

which is good" and "very good." Chpt. 1 : 31 ; Matt.

5 : 41, Jas. 11 : 17. Yet in the midst of this, we, too,

as in the case of our first parents, are tempted by that

which is not good and a choice must be made. Even

Jesus was tempted. Several things stand out clearly:

First, Satan approaches man from the standpoint of

friendly concern and never in his true hideousness.

He approaches through others. He shows himself

interested in that which is along the line of our de-

sires and which seems to be for our good. He ap-

peals to our sense of sight and of taste and to our am-

bition. The lesson especially shows that Satan is

cunning and gains the souls of men step by step.

No time need be wasted over a question that en-

gages some Bible students, as to whether that part

of the lesson regarding the serpent and some other

features is actual history, or whether it is in the nature

of a parable like that of the Ten Virgins. Enough to

say that the main object for which this story was
given was that it might cover spiritual instruction. It

is a picture not only of the moral genesis of the race,

but of the moral genesis of every individual soul. Its

moral teachings he that runs may read.

Time.

Satan's plot to ruin man through temptation, seems

to have been carried out soon after man's creation.

The date in most of our Bibles is put at about 4000
B. C, but this is a human calculation, which must not

be accepted as authoritative. The place of the tempta-

tion was the beautiful Garden of Eden mentioned in

Chapter 2.

Friendly Tempter. "The serpent." _ The real tempter
could not be an animal. The serpent obviously was used by
the devil as his tool ; or else is brought into the narrative to

illustrate the devil. Sin existed in some rebel spirits before
it blighted Eden. Jude 6 ; John 8 144. * * * "Serpent was
more subtle." Temptation comes like a serpent. It lies by
our path low and hidden lie a serpent. A serpent approaches
noiselessly and is not easily seen. It finds its way everywhere,
over or under every barrier, into every secret place. The
serpent is the symbol of earthly wisdom. Matt. 10:16.
* * * "He said unto the woman." The woman instead of
resisting the temptation (James 4:7) listened. Right there

was the devil's entering wedge. Notice that she listens to

words which show the speaker is a foe to God. To listen

to the offers of sin is to be lost. * * * "Hath God said

. . . shalt not eat?" As love to God is the basis of our
devotion to him, the tempter would begin his attack by de-

stroying this love, through making God appear to be a tyrant.

Observe that he adroitly lays stress upon the exception in-

stead of the rule—his object being, even as in this day, to

make obedience seem unreasonably hard. An appeal to bodily
wants and appetites is still Satan's most common course of

attack. Prov. 20:1; Matt. 4:2,3.

V. 2. Parleying with Evil. "We may eat." Eve's inten-

tion by referring to the largeness of her opportunity seemed
to be good ; but merely to listen to temptation and to discuss

it is dangerous. This is because we are dealing with one who
is a liar, and a deceiver, and weak human flesh with its nat-
ural inclinations towards evil, is certain to come out the

worse for the parleying. There was no lack of good in the

garden ; life was large and free and the really needful things
abounded. It is so now. But we are to practice self-control

in the use of that which is good.

V. 3. Restriction. "But of fruit . . . midst of garden."
The tree of knowledge of good and evil is mentioned in

chapter 2 :g. It was evidently a moral test. Moral choice
implies two alternatives. Man can be trained in virtue only
by resisting evil. Satan not God tempts us ; God tests us.
* * * "Ye shalt not eat." This was God's command. It

was the best for their welfare as all of God's commands to

us are best for us. Every life has its forbidden trees. It often
is for man's spiritual gain that he is deprived of that which
he desires. Deprivation teaches self-control. * * *

"Neither touch it." They were neither to "touch, taste or han-
dle." The only safe course is to take eyes and thought off

from that which is evil. Prov. 23:31; Isa. 55:7. * * *

"Lest ye die." God had said (2:17) : "Thou shalt surely die,"

or more literally "dying thou shalt die" ; thou shalt begin to

die. Notice how Eve, influenced as she was by evil, greatly

modified God's truth. How common that practice is to-day.

V. 4. The Lie: No Harm. Serpent said, "Thou shalt

not surehr die." His aim was to destroy faith in God by
declaring his word a lie. Without remonstrance the woman
listens. The words uttered were a half truth and the more
delusive on that account. Death was not to be instant, but
gradual. Yet it was to come surely. The most immediate
result was death of the spirit. Sin worked a separation from
God the source of life.

V. 5. "All These Give Thee." "For God doth know."
The woman continues willingly to hear God defamed as if

unwilling that man should have the best. "Your eyes shall

be opened." He comes to everyone precisely as he did to

Jesus (Matt. 4:9) with his great false promises, "all these
things will I give thee." He excites his listener's curiosity

with visions of knowledge and happiness now unknown. How
this tallies with Satan's ways toward every human heart.
* * * "Shall be as God's." Here the concealed fangs
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strike in the poison of pride, promising elevation almost

equal to deity. * * * "Knowing good and evil." An offer

of the good that he may win to that which is evil.

V. 6. Self-Gratification. "When the woman saw." She
had listened, gazed, considered instead of controlling and re-

sisting the evil desire in her heart. What a lesson in this

for us. * * * "Was good for food." An appeal to the

animal side of human nature, like many a present day tempta-

tion "which seemeth right." Prov. 14:12. * * * "Pleas-

ant to the eyes." Now the aim is toward the higher sense of

beauty, "the lust of the eye," a most common form of tempta-

tion. * * * "To make one wise." Appealing now as in

verse 5 to ambition, "the pride of life." 1 John 2:16. * * *

""Took and did eat." She chose to gratify self, a root from
which all evil proceeds. We do not mean to fall into evil

ways but only to taste; if Satan can work on our curiosity

to that extent he wins. * * * "Gave also to husband
... he did eat." Another step in the fall is that of leading

others to sin. Now Satan, instead of a serpent uses a person

—his common course—to cause the fall of another. But
Adam was more to blame than Eve. He sinned with eyes

wide open. 1 Tim. 2:14. Perhaps this was because he saw
that death did not instantly follow the eating.

V. 7. Shame in Sin. "Knew were naked." Spiritual

nakedness, for their innocence was gone; they had lost the

soul's garment of righteousness. * * * "Sewed fig leaves

together." But sin is something real and deep ; no easy proc-

ess, no mere covering of leaves can effect a restoration, noth-

ing but pain, suffering and blood. However, a sense of sin is a

step towards the light. * * * "Made themselves aprons."

They sought by their own efforts to cover their sin and shame.
How fruitless is such an attempt, yet how often tried.

V. 8. The Evil Conscience. "Cool of day." Some think

from the original reading that a fearful tempest took place

with the fall filling Adam and Eve with alarm. Verse 10;

Job 37:4,5. * * * "Hid themselves." They tried to hide

from their Father and best Friend. So Jonah ran way from
God. John 1 13. Sin separates from God ; and evil conscience

creates coldness toward God. In Rev. 6:16 there is an awful
picture of sinners seeking to hide from the Lamb.

V. 9. Love Calling. "God called unto Adam." Adam was
now lost. God was seeking him for the living spirit is not
come to condemn the world but that the world might be saved.
* * * "Where art thou?" A question like that to Cain,

Chap. 4 :g, designed to awaken conscience. It is a question to

everyone of us.

V 10. From Peace to Fear. "I was afraid." There is

no confession of sin but an evasion pointing merely to his

fear and shame Was that a happy feeling? * * * "I was
naked." Have we no reason to be ashamed of our nakedness
before God? Have we gladly done his will and his work?
Have we loved him with all our heart, and soul, and strength,

and might as is His due?

V. 11. Seeks Confession. "Who told thee." God gra-

ciously would open the way for confession, repentance and
a return to him.

V. 12. Excuses for Self. "The woman whom thou gav-
est." How easy to bestow blame on everyone but on self.

First God and circumstances are blamed. Adam blames the

woman, blames the Giver of the woman ; and the woman in

verse 13 blames the serpent. How clearly this shows the pro-
gressive nature of sin. Almost every prisoner claims he is

innocent and a victim to adverse circumstances.

V. i3. 'he Truth Out. "And the woman said." She,

too, lays the blame on another. * * * "Beguiled me." He
beguiles, by presenting to our face only that which seems fair

and good, and never showing the evil that is sure to follow
(Prov. 23:32), lest everyone would flee.

V. 14. A Horror to Han. "Cursed above all cattle." In
a lower sense the words seem to imply that some change was
to come upon the serpent because it had been made the instru-

ment of evil. Sin degrades everything it touches.

V. 15. Promised Victory. "Enmity between." As we
are taught that the flesh lusteth against the spirit and the
spirit against the flesh (Gal. 5:17). There is an inveterate

dislike by the human race for the serpent, the symbol of man's
curse. Even a hunter who is fearless before a panther or a
mountain lion will shrink at the sight of a serpent. Accord-
ing to Dr. Todd in India alone in 1877, 16,777 persons died
from serpent bites. * * * "Between thy seed and her
seed." The children of the wicked one and the children of
the kingdom as shown by our Savior, Matt. 13 :38,3g. The
conflict is constantly on. It is a warfare in which evil spirits

and wicked men are against Christ and His church. * * *

"Shall bruise thy head." It is not a warfare without bruises

and suffering; the trail of sin is marked all through the

Bible with blood. In this conflict man shall receive injury but

in the end the serpent's head shall be bruised. The final vic-

tory shall be with man through self-control by help of the

Son of Man. * * * "Shalt bruise his heel." The serpent

wounds the heel that crushes him. This was true in the life

of Jesus ; it is true in every victorious life. Christ came to

show us how to win the battle against temptation. Matt. 4.

To succeed we must be filled with His fullness (John 1 :i6)

and hide His word in our hearts, Ps. 119:11. The redemption
of God is a redemption by incarnation that is the divine life

living in our lives. 2 Pet. 1 -.4. Jesus says, "I am the life."

Christ in you is the hope of glory. Col. 1 :27 ; John 15 '.4.

FIVE THEMIJVX/TEJ?' SE'RMOJV Off
GOLVEJV TEJT&.
By Peter Ainslie.

E know sin by the establishment of law ; we

W! know grace by the exercise of pardon. Sin

has played havoc with the human race and
we have but to lift up our eyes to read its

traces in all life—the saddest picture that

ever hung upon this old world ! But by its

side comes grace. Sin abounded, but grace

has superabounded. Grace does not sim-

ply restore mankind to what they formally

were in the Edenic garden, but it goes far

beyond that. Mankind were placed in

their primeval innocence—the garden was only the

starting point—and then they were to go upwards, but
sin entered and they went downwards. Now then, by
grace—by God's own favor—mankind is not only to

be restored to their former purity—not only to be with-

out sin, but to be glorified unto the Father. Like this

:

My friend steals from me one dollar and he has sinned.

He is a rogue. He has wronged me and made himself
despised in his own eyes, and he has broken up our
friendship, for having wronged me ; he avoids me and
my confidence in him is shaken. In course of time
he acknowledges his wrong and asks my pardon. Sev-
eral years ago he took from me a dollar; now I give
him a thousand dollars. The one dollar represents sin

and the one thousand dollars represents grace, and
yet the disproportion is far greater than that of this

illustration.

Sin had its garden of Eden and redemption had its

garden of Gethsemane. The entrance into Eden was
beautiful—perfect purity, perfect beauty, perfection in

sky, on earth and human life, but the way out of that

garden was with tears and heartaches and hasty foot

steps were made beneath bent shoulders. The way
into Gethsemane was under the dark shadows of the
night, and its darker shadows of the cross with tears

and sobs that almost broke the heart of Jesus, but they
led him out of the garden and unknowingly to take the
sting out of the world's heart of pain. The world's
curse begun in Eden ; the world's triumphal procession
begun in Gethsemane. In the former, the lights went
out and man's pathway went out into the dark ; in the
latter, the lights were made ready for the world-wide
illumination.

If man could write—but no man ever can write—the
history of sin, it would make up the saddest lines that

ever came from human pen. All our pains, sorrows,
fears, disappointments, sadness, tears—everything that
makes us uncomfortable, up to death itself, is the right-

ful product of sin. Sorrows, tears and death have cer-

tainly abounded. Now then, all that is good, that par-
tial peace, that living hope, that loving joy, that sense
of happiness, that realization of pardon, that ever-liv-
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ing life with God, that practical love among us, that

unsuppressed sympathy, and everything that is good in

this world is the rightful product of God. These are
but the seeds that shall some day make a world-wide
harvest to the glory of him who hath brought life and
immortality to light through the Gospel.

Our Father, we can only thank thee. Thou art so

good and gracious, and praises be to thy name forever.

Amen.

P^AXEU MEETIJVG.
FredTc F. Grim.

*RECR\/ITIJVG FO'R JESX/S".

John 1:40-42. References, John 1:35-51; 4:29;
Luke 19 : 5 ; Acts 16 : 13-15.

What a beautiful scene is this in the early life of

Jesus' ministry as he summons his first disciples The
people were in expectancy. There was a vague feeling

throughout the world that a deliverer was soon to come,
and that a new era as to be ushered in. John the

Baptist had announced his coming. He had pointed

him out as the lamb of God, who should take away
the sins of the world. He had come with a Divine
commission. His purpose was not to give men a sys-

tem of theology, but to give them life. He founded
no institutions; he left no written record, only as it

was deeply written in the experiences of those who
loved him. It was his personal touch—the impartation

of new life—that lifted men up and drew them to him.

Who XOere There.

He was supremely interested in men and women.
It made but very little difference what their previous

occupation or habit of life had been, if they had willing

minds and receptive hearts. As individuals he chose
them out of the mass in order to establish a new so-

ciety, a social order wherein dwelleth righteousness.

His first choice was Andrew, a fisherman. He was
never a conspicuous character in the apostolic college.

So far as we have any record the most important work
that is accredited to him was the finding of his brother

Peter, who became the "first among equals." Andrew
became convinced in his own mind that Jesus was the

Messiah. His next thought was to find his companion
in the flesh. Knowing his strength as well as hisweak-
ness, he doubtless felt that Jesus could find an import-

ant place for him in his kingdom. At least, Christ

saw in him one who was capable of a great work. He
gave him a new name and set before him a high ideal.

He who was the impulsive and impetuous was to be-

come the bold and courageous, the rock apostle. In

Zacheus, the despised tax-gatherer, Jesus saw one who
could become of great service to him. There were
many things against him ; his stature, his business, his

reputation. But Jesus looketh not upon the outward
appearance, but upon the heart, and he alone judgeth

righteously. The people said that man is a sinner, but

it was the lost that Jesus came to seek and to save.

Women played no unimportant part in the king-

dom that Jesus came to make real. He took every

possible opportunity to proclaim his mission and call

people away from their sordid self to their "soul-self."

He cared little for his reputation. His only thought

was the doing of the Father's will. The Jews and the

Samaritans were "at outs," but this did not influence

Jesus in the least. He first talked with a woman that

much of our pharisaical Christianity would scorn to

notice. He did not hurl anathemas against her, but he

enriched her life with spiritual truth. Doubtless the
later work of Philip among the Sumaritans was very
largely due to the seed sowing of Jesus.

In the vision Paul saw a man calling from Mace-
donia, but his first recruit was a woman. She was in
business away from home, but had time on the Sabbath
day to go aside that her spiritual nature might be sat-
isfied. The result was that she received a far greater
blessing than she could have hoped for ; not only she,
but her household became obedient to the faith.

If we are but willing to be used by Jesus in whatever
way he may. chose our life cannot be a failure. We
may be forgotten, but what of that, if we can lead one
soul to him like PeW, or if we can form the nucleus
of church like unto that which was at PhillipL

CHIUSTIAJf EfTDEAVOP^
By Charles Blanchard.

Usrvivnyx/AL wouk ro'R chuist.
Topic July 14 : Ref . Acts 8 :26-40.

"Uhe Angel of the Lord."

HE expression "the angel of the Lord" oc-

Tcurs frequently in the Scriptures, especially

in the Old Testament. It indicates some
manifestation of the Divine Presence, not
always in the same form. The word angel
means "messenger." Remembering this,

we can better understand the meaning of
this somewhat familiar expression.

The Bible makes little of the messenger,
but much of

C/>e Message.
Let us note several things in the message to Philip.

It is direct, explicit, imperative. "Arise, and go to-

ward the south unto the way that goeth down from
Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is desert." Nothing could
be more explicit than this. Yet how short and simple
it is. God leaves some things to the wisdom of his

servants. He reserves something for future revelation.

Let us be glad and hopeful in this. It is one of the in-

spiring things in all true evangelization. Surprises of
grace come to all His faithful ministers. Heralds of
the hope of the Gospel, take courage ! The desert road
holds its surprises still for all who, like Philip, arise

and go

!

"He Arose and Went."
I like that. Philip was a model evangelist—and en-

deavorer. He could be depended on. He didn't have
to be coaxed or coddled. He didn't know just what
the Lord wanted him to do, but he arose and went.
All who walk by faith and work by faith, and all wmo
do any worthy thing must do it in the divine way

—

must be willing, like Abraham, to go out not knowing
whither they go ; or like Moses, who endured as seeing
him that is invisible; and like Paul, who went hound
in the spirit unto Jerusalem not knowing the things
that should befall him there save that the Holy Spirit

witnessed in every city that bonds and afflictions re-

mained.

Walking by Faith tvith Eyes Open.

But while Philip went by faith, he kept his eves wide
open. There is no premium on spiritual stupidity

—

or any other sort ! Who would do the Lord's work
must be alert, active, "wide awake." is the world's
way ; nor should the children of this world be wiser or
more wide awake than Christians called with a holy
calling, yet called to use whatever of power or wisdom
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or strength may be theirs for the defense and confirma-

tion of the Gospel. Paul says, you remember, that he

was set for the defense and confirmation of the Gospel

;

and he also tells us that he became all things to all

men that by any means he might win some. We must

be wise, wide awake, winning. Such men were Peter,

Philip, Paul. Let us learn the secret of personal work
from this story of Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch.

Open Eyes and Open Ears.

Philip not only had open eyes but he had open ears.

His ears were open to hear the eunuch read, and what

he was reading. At the same time his ears were open

to hear what the Spirit said. We need the double

sense of hearing. No man can do his best work who
does not cultivate the sense of spiritual sight and

sound. At the same time we need to keep our ears

open to know what men think and say, what they read

and how they understand. This is the human side of

salvation. And for us it is perhaps the more important.

The angel of the Lord commands, the spirit directs;

but Philip is left largely to his own consecrated com-

mon sense as to how to approach the rich man from
far Ethiopia—a stranger, riding in his chariot, busy

with the perplexing problem of the prophet's meaning,

and with the still more serious problem of his personal

salvation.

"A Hopeful Subject."

This Ethiopian eunuch was what is called "a hopeful

subject." The phrase means something. He had been

up to Jerusalem to worship. He had the spirit of rev-

erence and regard for religion which is the first condi-

tion of salvation.
,
He was a serious, reflecting man.

He was a reader of the Scriptures. There is little hope

for those who will not read and reflect. He confesses

freely, humbly, almost passionately, his ignorance. He
wanted help, guidance. No marvel he was saved!

God will send his angels and his servants a thousand

miles and along desert roads to save such a man. He
does it ! Our man is worth saving. Let us learn this.

Go to him
;
join ourselves to him ; listen to him

;
ques-

tion him ; teach him ; begin with him where he is ; lead

him up to the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of

the world ; take his confession ; baptize him ; let him go
on his way rejoicing ! You can trust such.

STWDIES IJSf MISSIONS.
[Supplementary to the C IJ. reading courses.]

WHO SHOX/LT) "BECOME MISSION-
ARIES ?

A. McLean.

LL are not qualified for this service. All do

A not have sufficient health and education and
linguistic ability and other indispensable

qualifications. They can render the work
efficient service, but not on the mission

field. They can send and support those

who go. A missionary should have

—

i. Robust health. The climate and the

work are more trying than at home. After
reaching the field one has to take several

years to prepare for the service. This in-

volves the expenditure of a considerable amount of

money. It follows that whoever goes out ought to

have a reasonable prospect of remaining on the field

for a term of years. Besides, one's usefulness depends
very largely upon one's physical condition.

2. Ability to master a new language. This is very
necessary. The natives are certain to discredit anyone

who cannot speak their language easily and accurately.

Men who are unable to master a new tongue are a

hindrance to the mission. A missionary should be

able to hold his own in the use of the vernacular in any
discussion that may arise.

3. Scholarship. The missionary is certain to en-

counter scholars in India and Japan and China. If he
cannot meet them on their own ground he will not be
able to command their respect and to win them to

Christ. Furthermore, he must be able to start and
carry on training schools. Evangelists and teachers

and helpers of various grades must be prepared. The
most effective missionaries from the time of Paul to

the present time were men of liberal culture.

4. Faith in God and in the Gospel. The world is

lost. It cannot be saved by education or by commerce,
or by intercourse with a so-called Christian nation.

The one divinely-appointed instrument for this purpose
is the Gospel. If one does not believe this most thor-

oughly one ought not to become a missionary. The
nations need the Gospel more than they need anything
else. Every other blessing follows its acceptance.

5. Common sense. The missionary has to deal with
all classes and conditions of men. He has to deal with
government officials, with other missionaries, with na-
tive helpers, and with converts from heathenism.
With the wisest management there will be more or less

misunderstanding and conflict. New problems are
ever arising. In many cases one has no precept or

precedent to guide him. One needs all the practical

wisdom that one can command.
6. Love. The missionary must love the people

among whom and for whom he is to labor. If he feels

no genuine interest in them, and no earnest desire to

do them good, he will not be able to render them much
assistance. He should love those for whom Christ
died. Not only so, but he should have the warmest
affection for those with whom he is joined as a yoke-
fellow. He should be willing to take the second place

;

to prefer his associates in honor before himself.

7. Ability to lead. The mission field needs many-
sided men. It needs wise master-builders to lay found-
ations. The work must be carried on very largely by
the natives. The most that the foreigner can do is to

make some converts, and train the best of them for the
work of the ministry. From the very first the thought
of self-support and self-propagation must be kept in

mind. The notion that anyone will do for this service,

provided he is pious, is a mistake. The best are none
too well equipped for this divine enterprise.

8. Consecration. The work on the mission fields is

difficult. It is far more difficult than the work at

home. It is a perpetual conflict with ignorance and
superstition. The romance soon wears away. If the
missionary is not constrained by the love of Christ, so
that he does not count his own life dear to him, he will

soon grow weary of the task and desire to abandon the
field. If he has the apostolic spirit he will find the
work one of the most joyous ever committed to man.

Cincinnati, O.

Not long ago a popular preacher in the course of his

sermon said that, after surveying the cross on which
Jesus died, and all that it revealed and implied, he felt

constrained, in deepest sincerity, to pray the prayer,
"God be merciful to me a Christian !" This is a prayer
not a few can offer and should offer to the prayer-hear-
ing God. Christians need mercy as well as those who
have not as yet given themselves to the Lord.
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Monday— "Ret). 21, 1-14-.

It is good to meditate at times on immortality and
heaven ; good to ponder these glowing chapters of the

Revelation
;
good to look forward to the eternity in

which the first things, the dark things, the sad things,

shall have passed for ever and ever away.

Thus I know that my beloved dead, who left me
trusting in Jesus, have not fell into an endless and un-

breakable sleep. They live just now unto God. They
will live by and by with God, body and soul linked to-

gether once more ; and He shall wipe away every tear

from their eyes.

And thus I am convinced that I too, if my hope is in

Christ, can never be permitted to sink into nothingness.

it is God's will that His children should be with Him
in His heavenly house. Therefore let me lift up the

head ; the hour of redemption draws nigh.

Guesday—'Re-V. 21, 15-27.

In the last city, the city of God, all will be worship-

pers. The inhabitants will look up and will recognize

God's existence, His government, His watchfulness,

His faithfulness, His grace. They will breathe contin-

ually the atmosphere of the spiritual, the divine, the in-

finite, the eternal. Skepticism, and unbelief, and for-

getfulness of Father and Son and Holy Ghost, will be

gone.

In the last city, the city of God, all will be brothers.

It will be a society in which there is a new spirit and a

new law—the law and the spirit of love. Antagonisms,
burdens, tears, will have vanished ; selfishness and
greed will be unknown ; the sorrow which man causes

man will never be felt. It is a picture surpassing

fable ; but it is true.

In the last city, the city of God, all will be saints.

Its foundations are precious stones, sapphire and sar-

donyx and amethyst and emerald, the qualities which
are pure and just and Christlike.

Am I one of the heirs of God's city? Am I striving

to make others its citizens too ?

Wednesday— "Re-V. 22, 1-9.

If I am to see His face there, I must be sure that I

have seen it here. If His name is to be on my fore-

head erelong, it must be in my innermost soul just

now!
It is my best hope for many who have been taken

away from earth that they have been "saved so as

through fire." So feeble and flickering was the lamp
of grace, so tentative the hold on the great verities of

the gospel, so faltering the testimony of the conduct for

Christ, that the abundant entrance is utterly wanting.
For these men and women I can only trust, dimly,

wistfully, that they have reached the throne in some
scanty and furtive and precarious way.

But for myself let me rest in nothing but the bright

hope and the sure promise. Let me know in whom I

have believed. Let God and the Lamb be my supreme
portion here, in this present time. So, at last, I shall

have nothing more to do but to commit my departing
soul into the hands of my Lord Jesus, strong and ten-

der hands which will not let the soul slip from their

embrace. Yes, I would leave nothing on the consci-

ence, nothing in the life, to be an anxiety in the hour of
death.

Thursday— "Rex). 22, 10-21.

"Blessed are they that keep washing their robes, that

they may have the right to come to the tree of life."

So my Christian history is to be a perpetual washing
of my robes.

There is the washing for pardon ; that should be re-

peated every day. Nothing can be more dangerous
than to fall into the habit of letting any committed sin

pass in silence. There is to be no morbid self-scrutiny

indeed. But yet the tablets of memory and the tablets

of conscience must be cleansed every evening. And I

can do this in one way only, by what the Bible calls

"the blood of the Lamb"—by the application of my
Savior's atonement in earnest faith to my individual

heart and soul.

And there is to be the washing for purity ; that will

follow and result from the other. When I see that the

clouds' and stains are removed my whole life is made
holier and better.

And this is the road by which I travel to Paradise
with its Tree of Life.

Friday—Isaiah, 65. 17-25.

"The child shall die a hundred years old"—the verse
is a puzzling one. But none the less it is a true one.

For, however many my years are, I may continue, in

the best and most desirable sense, a little child. The
more Christlike men and women become, the nearer
they grow to absolute childlikeness. It is with them as

it is with the ripe corn in the autumn ; the corn bends
its head down again to the ground out of which it

sprang in the spring. Just so the saints of God, in

their maturity, in their noblest and wisest and heaven-
liest estate here on earth, resemble most the children

—

resemble them in their trustfulness and teachableness

and lowliness. Though I should be a hundred years

old, I can covet and possess no sweeter and wholesomer
heart than the child's heart.

Saturday— 'Ret). 7. 9-17.

Professor Milligan says that the Apocalypse is the
revelation, in the case of the members of Christ's body,
of the three ideas which St. John had already beheld
exemplified in Christ himself—the ideas of conflict, of
preservation, and of triumph.

There is conflict. I read of armies and battles, of
the bow and the sword and the warhorse, of mighty
struggles between light and darkness. The Christian-

ity of these chapters conducts me through tears and
blood, through suffering and the cross.

But there is preservation, too. Out of the great trib-

ulation the soldiers come. The servants of Jesus are

protected by Him who walks among the seven golden
candlesticks.

And there is triumph at the close. "Therefore are

they before the throne of God, and He that sitteth on
the throne shall spread His tabernacle over them."
Death and Hades and Satan are cast into the lake that

burns with fire. But the saints—and may I be of them
—shine as the sun in the kingdom of their Father.

Sunday— "Ret). 20, 11-15.

This vision of all the dead come to life once more

—

how solemn it is, how impressive, how awful ! I shall

stand before that great white throne, to be judged ac-

cording to my works. And how shall I fare at His bar
from whose face the earth and the heaven flee away ?

It will all depend on my relationship to Him now.
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Is it a relationship of distrust and opposition? Or is

it a relationship of faith and obedience and love?

In the one case, the future is summed up in that

word of inexpressible sorrow and untold gloom—"the

second death." I may not, cannot meanwhile, pene-

trate into such a horror of great darkness. May the

very thought of it impel me to flee from the terrible

reality to the Savior who will in no wise cast me out.

Then over me the storm will never break.

But, in the other case, the future is "the life which is

life indeed." The life of happiest thraldom ; for "His
bondmen shall do Him service." The life of undim-
med and unbroken vision ; for "they shall see His
face." The life of perfect likeness; for "His name
shall be on their foreheads." The life of noblest roy-

alty ; for "they shall reign for ever and ever."

Ah, Lord, let this life be mine.

EXVOSlTO'Ry HINTS.
THE SPITUT.

Prof. R. R. Lloyd.

"Then Jesus was led up into the wilderness by the

spirit." (Mt. 4:1.)

The phrase "the Spirit" is not a proper name of the

spirit that descended upon the Savior. It is, however.
a sample of the usual mode of referring to an object

that has already been introduced to the reader. When
an object is first presented to his attention its normal
descriptive epithet is used ("a spirit of God"). The
second reference to it usually omits the modifying
epithets ("of God") and in their place it uses the def-

inite article ("the"). This usage may be seen in 12 :28

("if I in a spirit of God") and 12:31 ("but the blas-

phemy of the spirit").

This epithet ("the spirit") is used in 5 13 of the spirit

of any believer. ("Happy are the poor in respect to

the spirit.")

In 26:41 it denotes the individual spirit of each of

the eleven apostles ("the spirit indeed is willing, but
the flesh is weak") and in 27:50 it designates the hu-
man spirit of Jesus ("But Jesus gave up the spirit").

We now clearly see that this phrase is used three

times of the human spirit and once of a spirit that

was given by God to Jesus. The reader will observe
that Matthew does not give us any information re-

specting the relation of the human spirit of Jesus to

the spirit which descended upon Him at His baptism.
We would iike to know what became of this spirit.

Had he left Jesus before he gave up his human spirit

(Mt. 27:50; Mt. 15:37)? When he came Jesus al-

ready possessed a human spirit. Did the other leave

him before Jesus cried, "My God, my God, why hast

thou forsaken me" (Mt. 2.J '.46 ; Mk. 15 :34) ? Was the

departure of this spirit "in" whose power Jesus
preached (Mt. 12:17-21; Lk. 4:18-19) and cast out de-

mons (Mt. 12:28; Lk. 11:20) the occasion of his ut-

tering this great cry? To his enemies He seemed an-
other Samson shorn of his power. They reviled Him
as one who had possessed power and had lost it.

("Others he saved, himself he cannot save." "Let
him descend from the cross and we will believe upon
him.") Were his arrest and crucifixion made pos-
sible by this departure? And is Jesus represented
by Matthew and Mark as believing that the absence
of this spirit is the evidence that Gad had "forsaken"
him ? There are many things in their narratives that

might favor this. The reader will recall the fact that

only these two evangelists record this cry; hence it

is unscholarly to interpret their records by the data

peculiar to John or to Luke. John has some thoughts

which make it difficult to harmonize his narrative of

the last days of Jesus with those of Matthew and
Mark. This difficulty is no doubt due to the meager-
ness of our information rather than to any inherent

imperfection in the narrative.

TLEASAffGIUES.
Professor met an individual of weak intellect.

"Pray," said the scholar, "how long can a person live

without brains?" "I dinna ken," replied Wull,
scratching his head; "how auld are ye yoursel'?"

"Pretty children you are for a minister to have!"
reprovingly exclaimed a Somerville minister to his

children, who were misbehaving at the table; and
four-year-old Dorothy spoke up, "Better change your
business, pa."

" Ah," sighed the poet, "I shall be satisfied if I can
produce but one line that will make the world better."

"Say," said the poet's wife, "just come back here and
try your hand at stringing this clothesline, will you?"
—Richmond Times.

"Here, my little fellow," said a benevolent old gen-
tleman to a weeping boy, "I wouldn't cry that way if

I were you." "How did you cry when you were a
little boy?" asked the weeper during a temporary ces-

sation of tears.

Perry Patetic (in the road) : "Why don't you go in?

De dog's all right. Don't you see him waggin' his

tail?" Wayworn Watson (at the gate): "Yes, an'

he's growlin' at the same time. I don't know which
end to believe."

The Unenlightened Goat.
—

"Oh, my dear daughter"
(to a little girl of six), "you should not be frightened
and run from the goat. Don't you know you are a
Christian Scientist?" "But, mamma" (excitedly),

"the billy goat don't know it."

Lawyer.—Well, aunty, what can I do for you?"
Aunt Ebony.—"I want a deevo'ce from ma husban'."
"What has he been doing?" "Doin'? Why, he done
got relig'n, an' we ain't had a chicken on -de table foh
a month."—New York Weekly.

It is reported that Pope Gregory XVI. offered his

snuff-box to a cardinal, who declined it, saying, "No,
your Holiness, I have not that vice," to which the Pope
replied, in a thoroughly human way, "If it had been a
vice you would have had it."

Madge Got Things Twisted.—The pastor of a cer-

tain church in Sixteenth street, on leaving his study,

which is in the rear of the church, one day last week,
saw a little girl friend of his talking to a stranger.

"What was that man saying to you, Madge?" he asked,
as he came up to her. "Oh," said she, "he just wanted
to know if Dr. C. wasn't the preacher of this church."
"And what did you tell him ?" asked the pastor. The
little girl drew herself up with an air of great pride.

"I told him," she answerd with dignity, "that you was
the present incumbrance."—Washington Post.
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"Reconstruction in Theology." By
Henry Churchill King, Professor in

Oberlin Theological Seminary, • New-

York. The Macmillan Company. This

is a very bright and attractive state-

ment of the case written with excel-

lent judgment and good taste. We
needed to have from one who is in the

main sympathetic towards historic

evangelicism an account of the circum-

stances in which evangelical theology

finds herself today—and no one has

faced the task as bravely and success-

fully as Professor King. In the first

part our author is careful to describe

the existing need for what he calls "re-

construction in theology." Here he is

very careful to make it clear that it is

not mere radicals or rationalists that

feel this need, but practically all ear-

nest Christian men who are aware of

the changed intellectual viewpoint of

our day. He goes on to summarize

these changes for us and to account for

them in the light of science, philosophy

and historical investigation. This

leads Professor King to discuss mira-

cles, evolution, higher criticism, the

doctrine of Scripture, on all of which

his language is cautious and nis tone

judicial. The last hundred pages or so

are concerned with the one idea which

seems to have most influenced Profes-

sor King's own mind, and from whose

influence he expects most for theology.

This is the "interpretation of all strict-

ly theological problems in terms of per-

sonal relations." That evolution can-

not explain personality is of course af-

firmed; and our author very carefully

explains the guiding principles under

which "personal relations" must be fol-

lowed into all the theological mys-

teries.

In the last part of this discussion the

hazardous task of applying this idea is

attempted. The ideal of human rela-

tions to God is shown to be "friend

ship." This is not a strong part of the

book, though very carefully worked

out. Then the person of Christ is ap-

proached again with this guiding

thread in hand. Here it becomes clear

to the student of Professor King's very

earnest pages that he has learned

much, and much of the very best, from

the followers of Ritchl. Their magnifi-

cent apologetic method he has made
his very own, as the frequent apt quo-

tations from Hermann abundantly

show. But it is surprising to see where

he stops. It is impossible to assume

that our author has here given us his

full statement of the person of Christ.

That could only be given in connection

with a doctrine of sin and atonement.

We hope that Dr. King will some day

show us how his very fruitful concep-

tion of personal relations really works

out into an evangelical statement even

of the person of Christ. Especially do

we hope that he will show us what

forensic relations are if they are not

personal, and how personal relations

between man and God in Christ can be

described for theology without what is

nicknamed "metaphysics."

The fact is that a good many are try-

ing to persuade us that an ethical in-

terpretation of the person of Chrisi

is possible without a so-called meta-
physical interpretation. We believe

that the doctrine of personality is met-
aphysical, and that we canot affirm

ethical personal relations except on
the basis of prior personal relations

which are named metaphysical. We
expect one who is at once a philoso-

and an exegete,—alas! not a com-
mon combination in our country—as

Dr. King is, to work through this prob-

lem for us.

"The Mormon Monster, or the Story

of Mormonism, Embracing the History

of Mormonism; Mormonism as a Re-
ligious System; Mormonism as a So-

cial System; Mormonism as a Political

System; With a Full Discussion of

the Subject of Polygamy," is the com-
plete title of a portly volume of 372

pages by Edgar E. Folk, A. M., D. D.,

and published by Fleming H. Revell

Co. It is a perfect storehouse of infor-

mation regarding the Mormon prob-

lem. While unsparing in its exposure

of the evils of Mormonism it is singu-

larly free from rancor or prejudice.

The author of necessity occupies the

position of a prosecuting attorney, but

he evidently tries to be fair to the ac-

cused. What the accused would say
on this point is another matter.

Twenty-eight illustrations lend inter-

est to the book. The cover is "deco-

rated" with a frightful looking octo-

pus.

"The World Nearing Its Final Catas-

trophe," written by John Williams, and
published by F. W. Thorp, Whiting,

la., is a pamphlet of 24 pages in which
is sounded a clarion note of warning
to this present evil age. One section is

entitled "The Sovereignty of Satan."

We would have liked the pamphlet bet-

ter had its note been the Sovereignty of

Christ; but despite its rather gloomy
outlook it is earnest and well meant,
and has in it many good and useful

thoughts.

"The Old Evangel and the New
Evangelism," by Charles Aubrey
Eaton, Fleming H. Revell Co., is a

passionate plea for a return to the old

paths. Every page glows with zeal.

The writer feels upon him the burden
of the Lord to testify against a worldly

and slumbering church. The back-

ground of his picture is too dark, and
the spark of hope which is kindled in

the first chapter on "The Church Ex-
pectant" soon fades out. This is the

kind of book which one dislikes to

criticise—for it is a heart book, and
there are in it many helpful and quick-

ening thoughts—especially along the-

line of "the need of a revival"; but

when "the revival we need" is dis-

cussed the treatment is disappointing.

Too little regard is paid to the changed

conditions of thought and life. The
distinction seems to be forgotten be-

tween preaching the old evangel with

the old accent, and preaching it with

a new accent. We can no more go back

to the old forms of statement than we
can press the oak back into the acorn.

Before the old evangel can bring the

new evangelism it must be translated

into the terms of the present. But if

the zeal of God which the WTiter dis-

plays be not always according to

knowledge, the zeal itself is a good
thing, and it will pay to read the book
in order to experience something of its

contagiousness.

"The Ten Commandments," by Rev.

G. Campbell Morgan—Fleming H. Rev-
ell Co.—is a series of studies which
were written at the request of D. L.

Moody. And they were well worth the

writing and printing. They are pun-
gent and searching, and grapple with
the conscience. What they lack in

largeness of sweep they make up for

in intensity of feeling. They contain

occasional strained and fanciful inter-

pretations of Scripture, but in the

main the interpretations given get to

the heart of the matter. Often there

are flashes of spiritual illumination

which reveal hidden depths of mean-
ing in familiar texts. No one can read

and ponder these studies without spir-

itual profit.

ZSrue Gentleman.
"I beg your pardon!" and with a

smile and touch of his hat, Harry Ed-
mon handed to an old man, against

whom he had accidentally stumbled.

the cane which he had knocked from
his hand. "I hope I did not hurt you."

"Not a bit," said the old man. "Boys
will be boys."

"I am glad to hear it," and lifting

his hat again, Harry turned to join his

playmates.

"What do you raise your hat to that

old fellow for?" asked Charley Gray.

"He is old Giles, the huckster."

"That makes no difference, said Har-
ry. "The question is not whether he
is a gentleman, but whether I am one;

and no true gentleman will be less po-

lite to a man because he wears a shab-

by coat or hawks vegetables through
the streets."—A True Republic.

If fate has denied to any woman a

home, a husband and a baby, let her

take up art. or medicine, or black-

smithing, as she chooses, and try sin-

cerely to make the best out. of her life

that she can. But to claim that these

are nobler occupations than her own
craft—the high calling of wifehood and
motherhood—is the most shallow and
dangerous of cant.—Ladies' Home
Journal.
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The district rally of the West Side

Baptist Young People's Union at the

Fourth Church was not so largely at-

tended as some have been, but a high

spiritual tone characterized the meet-

ing. "Co-operation, the Need of the

Hour," was the theme, addresses be-

ing made by Dr. J. K. Wheeler, Rev.

Messrs. C. H. Snashall, V. S. Aber-
nathy and H. E. Norton.

The Baptist and Presbyterian min-
isters and their friends had their

ninth annual excursion July 2 on the

steamship "Christopher Columbus."
The topic of the program on the out-

ward bound trip was "The American
Republic in the Twentieth Century."

Dr. J. H. Hollingsworth has accepted

a call to the Columbia Church, Ohio,

and is on the field. The Columbia
Church dedicated a $16,000 edifice last

summer and has a fine parsonage.

Dr. D. B. Purinton has resigned the

presidency of Denison University to ac-

cept that of the University of West
Virginia, at Morgantown.
July 1 the Methodist and Congrega-

tional ministers and their families and
friends went to Milwaukee on the

"Christopher Columbus."
Dr. C. R. Henderson of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, and Mrs. Henderson,

sailed for Bremen June 25. They hope,

after a restful voyage, to settle at Leip-

zig for six months' study.

The Tenth Presbyterian Church, the

Rev. D. E. Long, pastor, continues its

record of accessions, sixteen having

recently been received to membership.
The Rev. Henry Alfred Duboc,

priest-in-charge of St. John's mission,

died suddenly, after a very brief ill-

ness, in St. Luke's hospital, June 11.

He was ordained deacon by Bishop

Coxe in 1873 and priest . by Bishop

Watson in 1890. He was sometime rec-

tor of St. Philip's and Trinity

churches, Trenton, Mo.

The Church of the Covenant has en-

gaged the Rev. W. E. Biederwolf to

preach during the summer absence of

the pastor, the Rev. Dr. W. S. P.

Bryan, beginning July 7. Mr. Bieder-

wolf preached during the special serv-

ices conducted in March by the noi'th

side group of churches, after which
more than one hundred and fifty per-

sons united with these churches. The
Church of the Covenant has received

about sixty-five persons into member-
ship in the past two months, and by
a generous gift has been enabled to

extinguish the last remaining in-

debtedness contracted in the erection

of the church twelve years ago.

The Disciples Divinity House, Uni-
versity of Chicago, has received $5,000

from Mrs. Ellen M. Thomas, of Frank-
fort, Ky., for the endowment fund to

be known as the "Ellen M. Thomas
Endowment Fund."

The First Methodist Church at River-

side was dedicated June 30. It is a
frame structure of attractive design

and cost $7,000. Rev. F. C. Taylor is

the pastor.

Rev. Dr. William Fawcett in his last

will, made at Albert Lea, Minn., where
he died suddenly while on his way to

Winnipeg, Canada, left $5,000 to the

Methodist worn-out preachers' fund
and $1,000 to Upper Iowa University at

Fayette, la.

The North Shore Congregational
church will occupy one of the finest lo-

cations on the Sheridan Road. Nearly

$18,000 has now been raised and ground
for the new building will be broken
next fall.

Secretary A. N. Hitchcock has lately

received for the American Board of

Foreign Missions (Congregational) a
fine property in Chicago valued at

$150,000, subject to an annuity which,

however, by the average of the last

seven years will be fully covered by
the income.

At a meeting of the board of trustees

of Grace M. E. church of Kensington
the name of the church was changed
to St. Stephen M. E. church of Chi-

cago. This step was taken because of

the confusion arising from two Metho-
dist churches in Chicago bearing the

name Grace.

The receipts of the treasurer of St.

Peter's parish last year, $22,000, in-

clude a present of $5,000 from Mrs.

Potter as the nucleus of an endow-
ment fund. It is somewhat remarka-

ble that this fifteen-year-old parish

has the largest Sunday school in the

Chicago diocese, with eleven officers,

sixty-three teachers and 710 enrolled

pupils, an average attendance of 80

per cent, and a Lenten offering of $251.

At the South Park Avenue M. E.

church the Ladies' Aid Society has

just liquidated a floating indebtedness

of $3,500. The current expenses of this

church are met each month and no

deficit is expected at the close of the

conference year. The net increase in

the membership has been about sev-

enty-five and benevolent collections

are up to requirements. At its last

session the official board extended to

the pastor, Rev. Dr. Henry Irving Ras-

mus, a vacation of six weeks, which he

expects to spend on the Pacific coast

and in attendance at the Epworth
League convention.

Rev. Arthur J. Francis, pastor of

the Congregational church is south re-

covering from a prolonged illness. He
is to have two months' leave of ab-

sence for a trip to England.

A Sunday school building in mem-
ory of Sidney Evans, son of Henry J.

Evans, is to be erected by the Warren
Avenue Congregational church. Mr.

Evans has given the church $10,000

toward the building, which is to cost

$17,000. The site of the Sunday school

structure will be west of the church.

Work will be begun early next month.
The new Church of the Goodi Shep-

herd, Lawndale avenue and Twenty-

fourth street, was formally opened for
worship June 30. The Rt. Rev.
Charles P. Anderson, bishop coadjutor
of the Episcopal diocese of Chicago,
preached the sermon in the morning.
The church is built of vitrified brick
and after the Gothic style of architect-
ure. It has a seating capacity of 500
and cost $20,000. Work on the struct-
ure was begun a year ago.

Summer work at the Moody Bible
Institute is under full headway. The
special feature for July and August
will be the 11 o'clock lectures from
Tuesday to Friday of each week by
Rev. James M. Gray, D. D., of Boston,
on the Old Testament major prophets
These lectures are expository, dealing
not with questions of authorship, but
with the text itself. Music work,
both vocal and instrumental, always
emphasized by Mr. Moody and under
the general charge of Prof. D. B.

Towner, will be conducted by a corps
of three teachers.

Official announcement has been
made of the gift of $1,000,000 to the
People's Church of America for the
purpose of extending religious work
throughout the country along the lines

followed by Dr. H. W. Thomas in

Chicago. One of the requirements of

the donor was that taxes be paid by
the People's church the same as secu-
lar institutions. The plan is to estab-

lish preaching services in the opera-
houses and theaters of the cities, to

have services under the care of a set-

tled minister and to have as occasion
may offer the great preachers of the
different denominations give sermons;
and when it is best, or possible, to or-

ganize permanent or independent Peo-
ple's churches; not to weaken, but by
increasing the general religious inter-

est, to help all the churches. It is said

that it will not be the purpose to an-
tagonize the old theology, but to teach
the larger and better faith and hope
of the new for those who cannot ac-

cept the old. The executive committee
is composed of George W. Bowman,
John F. Eberhardt and Jenkin Lloyd
Jones.

The Kedzie Avenue Norwegian-Dan-
ish Methodist Episcopal church was
dedicated June 23.

Rev. Washington Adams Nichols,

for thirty-seven years a resident of

Lake Forest and one of the oldest Con-
gregational ministers in the United
States, died June 25, in the hospital,

aged ninety-three. He was a graduate
of Amherst College and Andover The-
ological Seminary, and in 1885 became
pastor of the First Congregational
church of Chicago. Later he Gpened a
school for boys in Lake Forest.

During Dr. F. A. Noble's pastorate of

Union Park Congregational church he
received into the church 2,400 persons
and dismissed about the same num-
ber. It had 600 members when he
came to it. He leaves it with 800. He
has married nearly 1,000 couples.

When Dr. Noble assumed charge the
church was burdened with a $55,200
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debt. During the twenty-two years of

his pastorate the average contribution

of the church has been $30,000 a year

for current expenses and benevolences,

or $660,000 for the whole time. In

1893 the church gave $33,000 for benev-

olences alone. Today there is not a

cent of indebtedness standing against

the church. Two missions have been

established.

Baptist.

During the past twenty years the

Baptists in Iowa have increased their

membership nearly 50 per cent. They
have added three associations and
thirty-three churches to their number,

and the value of their church property

has about doubled.

The Mayfield Sanitarium is rejoicing

over the payment of its debt of $18,200.

A praise service was held by the Bap-

tists of St. Louis June 17, when the

mortgage notes were burned.

Rev. R. H. Kerfoot, D. D., corre-

sponding secretary of the Home Mission

Board, died June 23 at his home in At-

lanta, Ga. He gave up his professor-

ship in the Southern Baptist Theolog-

ical Seminary in Louisville to serve

the Board of Missions.

At the University of North Carolina,

an institution 112 years old, the grad-

uates march to the chapel on com-
mencement day at 9:30 a. m. and hold

a half hour's service of prayer and

consecration. An unique feature at

this university is the presentation of

a bible with the diploma to each grad-

uate. Governor Ayeock, who is a Bap-

tist, presented them this year. No
wine or intoxicant of any kind is

served at either the president's recep-

tion or the alumni lunch. According

to the law, no liquor can be sold with-

in four miles of the university.

A somewhat unusual and unique ser-

vice was enjoyed in the First church,

Racine, Wis., Sunday evening, June 2.

Rev. D. B. Cheney baptized ten men,

among the number were two brothers

and a father and two sons. A large

number of men were present at the

service, and at the close of the sermon

several requested prayer for them-

selves. Several other young men are

awaiting baptism. June 2 Pastor

Cheney entered/ upon the nineteenth

year of his ministry.

Rev. A. H. Dent of Carroll, Iowa,

has accepted the call of the First

church of Osceola, Mo., and began his

work there June 16.

The First church of Ogden, Utah,

has just celebrated its twentieth anni-

versary. Over 500 persons have been

baptized in it, and as many more re-

ceived by letter. It has many pastors,

but has never been long without one.

Rev. W. G. Evans is now closing his

third year's pastorate with this

church, the influence of which has been

marked in the city's growth because

of its steadfastness to principles and

the positive character of its leading

members.

The First church, Grand Forks, N.

D., has been reaching a large number
of young men during the past six

months; five were baptized during
May. Rev. J. F. Mills and his wife
have made much personal effort to

get in touch with the young people at

the university.

There are now twenty-six organized
Baptist churches in New Mexico with
an approximate membership of 1,000.

The Home Mission Society has spent
$100,000 in New Mexico. There is

scarcely a self-supporting church there
yet, but as with other frontier states,

the bread cast upon the waters will re-

turn an hundred-fold. The Mexicans
are very ready to accept the truth.

Three Baptist churches are now build-

ing houses of worship.
A revival meeting at Silver City, N.

M., has resulted in about twenty-five
additions to the church membereship.
Cloudcroft church, New Mexico, is

propably one of the highest in the
world, being at an elevation of 9,000

feet. The church has bought and paid
for two lots and is raising money for

a new building.

Rev. James L. Ryan has been with
the church at Fairbury, 111., one year,

has baptized twenty-one persons, and
thirty new members have been added
to the church.

Congregational.
Rev. James G. Merrill, D. D., has

been chosen to succeed Dr. Cravath as
president of Fisk University, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Commencement at Beloit College was

notable for two announcements: The
addition to the endowment fund of

$550,000, of which Dr. D. K. Pearsons
said, "No college ever did such quick
work in my day;" and President Ba-
ton's decision to stay with the college,

which was received with universal joy.

He is to have a year's leave of absence
in Europe.

The church at Saratoga Springs, N.

Y., has just completed its new edifice

at a cost of nearly $40,000. Of this all

but $8,000 have been raised. It is

hoped to have the church free of debt
before its dedication in August. It is

a very attractive building.

The one hundred and seventy-fifth
year of the church at Merrimac, Mass.,

was completed May 19, when the new
pastor, Rev. James W. Flagg, was in-

stalled. The church has 400 members.
Over 300 have been added to it during
the last three pastorates covering a
period of twenty-five years.

After an active ministry of thirty-

five years, Dr. James G. Vose retires

from the pastorate of Beneficent

church. Providence. R. I., on the in-

stallation of his successor, Rev. Asbury
E. Krom.
The Education Society has elected

Rev. E. S. Tead to the secretaryship

vacated by the election of Rev. C. O.

Day to the presidency of Andover
Seminary. Ho has been pastor at

Prospect Hill, Somerville, Mass., for
seventeen years and an active director

of the American Missionary Associa-

tion for several years.

Joseph Cook, the well-known lectur-

er and orator, has entered into rest.

He died at Ticonderoga, N. Y.
;
where

he was born. He studied theology for

four years at Andover Seminary and
was licensed to preach, but was never
ordained.

Carleton College closes its year with
$150,000 added to its endowment.
President Strong desires the trustees

to find a successor for the presidency,

though he will retain it until such
search is satisfactorily concluded. Prof.

A. H. Pearson, for more than fifteen

years connected with the college, has
resigned and taken up missionary
work at Guadalajara, Mexico.

Minnesota Congregationalists have
raised $7,000 for home missions dur-

ing the current year. A large part of

this, however, went to pay the debt of

the National Home Missionary Society.

The First church of Walla Walla,

Rev. Austin Rice, pastor, supports a
home missionary worker in its own
country and stands ready to help by
personal work wherever needed. By
such means three church buildings

have been erected outside of the city

limits, two other churches have been
organized and are worshiping in school

houses, and six Sunday schools at oth-

er points have been maintained for

various periods. The first church has

constructed for its own use a beautiful

$10,000 edifice.

The trustees of the Bible Normal
College have decided to transfer its

location from Springfield, Mass.. to

Hartford, Conn., so that it may be

near the Hartford Seminary, and each

institution, while retaining its individ-

uality and management share in the

advantages of the other's equipment.

The Bible Normal College is now un-

der the presidency of Rev. David Allen

Reed and has five university trained

instructors in bible study, pedagogics

and psychology, practical Sunday
school work and missions.

The Andover anniversaries had some
notable features this year. The ne-

crology presented at the alumni meet-

ing included no less than thirty-three

names, beginning with Dr. Elias Riggs

of the class of 1832, the veteran mis-

sionary, and ending with a member of

last year's class, Mr. Flood. A bronze

tablet of Prof. Park was presented and

placed in the seminary chapel. Of

the graduating class two are under ap-

pointment for Turkey and Japan and

two for home missionary service in

Nebraska, and Florida. The Society of

Inquiry celebrated its nineteenth an-

niversary; over 200 of its members
have become missionaries.

The new Congregational church

building at Nome, Alaska, has been

opened, and is very satisfactory. The

volunteer labor has been given so

freely that it has saved many hundreds

of dollars. On several occasions men
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going past on the street have stopped
and said, "I'll work," and have fallen
into line for a hard day's labor.

A gift of $400 for the Home Mission-
ary Society was made recently by a
member of the church at Morris, 111.,

on the pastor's solicitation, and an-
other gift of like amount for the
American Missionary Association. Rev.
T. S. Oadams, pastor of this church,
delivered an illustrated lecture on
"Bonnie. Scotland" June 20, and there-

by raised $100 for a widow and five

children of the church.

The church at Wilton, Conn, cele-

brated its one hundred and seventy-
fifth anniversary June 12. At roll call

all but eleven of the 176 members re-

sponded.

The T)ir a <»<•.

A summer institute lasting nearly
three weeks, Aug. 5-24, will be held
at Bethany, Neb., under the auspices

of- the Nebraska Christian Ministerial-

Association. Rev. C. A. Young of

Chicago will lecture twice daily

throughout the session, giving studies

in the major and minor prophets.

W. P. Aylesworth, chancellor of Cotner
University, will conduct a class in

homiletics and pastoral theology, and
there will be special lectures by Rev.
Messrs. Sumner T. Martin, L. A. Hus-
song, F. W. Emerson, L. P. Bush, J.

W. Hilton, W. T. Hilton, D. A. Wick-
izer, Prof. Alvin Evans and others.

Rev. A. B. Houze of Riverside, Cal.,

has accepted a call to the church at

Little Flat Rock, Ind., where he was
pastor three years before going to Cal-

ifornia. During his two years' min-
istry at Riverside 125 have been added
to the church and missionary offerings

increased.

The District Christian Woman's
Board of Missions convention held

Friday, June 21st, at the West End
church, St. Louis, was well attended

and well managed. There are eleven

auxiliaries in the city, 'With a total

membership of 304. All of them main-
tain Junior Mission Bands, circulate

the Missionary Tidings, and seek to

leaven the churches with missionary

zeal and knowledge.
Rev. O. A. Bartholomew has ac-

cepted the work of city superintend-

ent of missions in St. Louis and will

enter on his new duties as soon as

the West End church can be supplied

with a pastor in his place.

In several places in Texas meetings

are being held with large attendance,

resulting in many additions to the

churches. At Greenville, ninety; Sher-
man, forty-one; Gainesville, fifty, and
Waxacachie almost a hundred.

The fourth annual camp meeting of

Northwest Texas begins July 25 at

Seymour and will continue eleven
days.

In Carter county, Kentucky, a twen-
tieth century movement has been made
for mission work. A joint stock com-
pany, to evangelize the country, has
been formed, shares being fixed at $5
each. Over ten shares have already

been subscribed.
Benjamin L. Smith, corresponding

secretary, reports 4,500 additions to

the various mission churches this

year and forty new churches organ-
ized.

The West Jefferson Street church,
Fort Wayne, Ind., has just paid off

$5,700 of its indebtedness.
A meeting held at Lewisville, Minn.,

resulted in thirty-eight confessions and
baptisms.

At Bowling Green, Ky., the year end-
ing June 1 showed a record of ninety-
nine additions during the year, sixty-
five by confessions; $1,000 expended
for repairs; over $3,000 given to mis-
sions and benevolences; all this above
running expenses. A $600 lecture

course was successful. A woman's
missionary society of eighty members;
three C. S. societies; three children
supported in India; a young people's

bible class well attended; good Sunday
school and prayer meeting. -

Des Moines churches are stirring.

The Central church has raised the pas-
tor's salary $600. The pastor of Uni-
versity Place church received from his

congregation a horse and buggy and
road cart, and is to have an assistant

pastor. The East Side church paid off

a $1,200 debt and raised the pastor's

salary $200.

The Woman's Board of Foreign Mis-
sions convened at Asheville, N. C,
June 6-12. For the work in Korea,
where a new missionary is to be sent,

$4,700 was appropriated. Four women
are already working there. It was a
thrilling sight to see twelve women on
the platform, all going out for the
first time to missionary work—four to

China, three to Brazil, two to Mexico,
two to Cuba and one to Korea. This
year shows the largest offerings yet

—

$118,809.67, $40,000 of which is to be

used in the schools abroad.

In connection with the forty-sixth

annual commencement of Butler Col-

lege were held the inaugural exercises

of the Bona Thompson Library build-
ing. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Thompson hav-
ing presented to the college a beautiful

triangular lot, 206 feet on each side,

will erect upon it a stone, fire-proof

library building as a memorial to the

deceased daughter, who was a member
of the class of '97.

At Franklin, Ind., an appeal has
been made for a new church building

and $15,000 was pledged June 9. A
$20,000 building will be erected in a

more central location.

Meetings lasting for a month at the

Morris Street church, Indianapolis,

have brought sixty-five additions to

that church and twenty-six new mem-
bers into the Christian Endeavor So-

ciety.

The camp meeting at Dayton, Wash.,
ended June 17, after a ten days' ses-

sion. The average attendance every

evening was 500 to 600 and 1,500 on
Sunday. Most of the preaching was
by Rev. Mr. Eshelman of Tacoma,

formerly state senator. Twenty-two
additions to the church are reported.

Episcopal.
The diocese of Massachusetts is to

be divided on condition that a fund of

$100,000 is presented to the western
half for the endowment of the bish-

opric. Half of this sum is already
pledged.

The corner-stone of the parish house
of Grace church, Orange, N. J., was
laid June 17, by the bishop of the dio-

cese of Newark, with impressive cere-

monies. It is being erected by Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Broome in memory of their

daughter and will be known as the

"Alice Broome Memorial. The build-

ing will be 100 feet long and thirty-six

feet wide and will be devoted to the

work of the Sunday school and of the

missionary and charitable societies of

the parish.

The Rev. Preston G. Nash, secretary

of the Diocesan Missionary Society

and editor of "Our Diocesan Work,"
died at Richmond, 'Va., June 10. He
was ordained deacon in 1882 and priest

in 1883, by Bishop Whittle. He be-

came rector of Christ church, Rich-

mond, in 1891. For four years he had
charge of the mission chapel of St.

Paul's church, Richmond.
Trinity church, Irvington, N. J., was

consecrated June 29, the fifteenth an-

niversary of the ordination to the

FOOT> j\JVD WEA&HE'R.
temperature Increased or "Re-

duced by Food.

The old army ration for the tropics

has been very sharply criticised for

the reason that it consists of articles

of food that any person even slightly

acquainted with the elements of food

knows is not adapted to the needs of

the human system in hot weather.

Nature shows forth in the selection of

food by inhabitants of various coun-

tries; for instance, the Esquimaux in

a cold climate selects heavy, carbona-

ceous foods, tallow, bacon and such;

while the Hindoo and inhabitants of

hot countries turn to the cereals for

sustenance.

We should follow this hint of nature,

and particularly in hot weather should

avoid much butter, meat or any of that

class of food. Perhaps a little meat
once a day is not amiss, even in hot

weather, but the breakfast and lunch-

eon should be made of fruit, one or

two slices of entire wheat bread and

some Grape-Nuts and cream. Grape-

Nuts are mentioned because they fur-

nish the ideal cereal food in a most
palatable and delicious form, in addi-

tion to which, they are ready cooked

and require no attention whatever
from the cook.

A person can pass through weather

that may be intensely hot, in a com-
fortable manner, if the food be proper-

ly selected, and the above suggestions

can be put into practice with most ex-

cellent results.
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priesthood of the venerable rector of

the parish, the Rev. William T. Webbe,
D. D.

The Rev. Willis H. Barris, D. D.,

died at his home in Davenport, Iowa,

June 10, aged eighty-three years. He
was graduated from Allegheny College

in 1839 and from the General Theo-
logical Seminary in 1850. He was set-

tled at Iowa City and at Burlington,

Iowa, and in 1866 became professor in

the theological department of Gris-

wold College, holding the position un-
til the closing of the college.

The Rev. John Adams Jerome died

at his home in Philadelphia June 18.

On Sunday, June 16, he officiated

morning and evening at St. James'
church of Kingsessing. He was born
in Boston, Dec. 3, 1824; graduated from
the Alexandria Seminary in 1851. Dur-
ing the years of his ministry Mr. Jer-

ome had many charges in the New
England and Middle states, and was
for three years during the civil war
chaplain in the U. S. A., stationed at

the Fairfax Seminary hospital. About
twelve years ago he became assistant

secretary of the Evangelical Educa-
tional Society and faithfully performed
his duties to the last days before his

death.
The endowment of St. Ann's church,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has now reached the

sum of $68,707.10. An offering of $10,-

000 has lately been received from an
unnamed donor.

The Bishop Coxe Memorial Hall was
dedicated June 18 at Geneva, N. Y.

It is for the use of Hobart College.

There are now seven colored priests

and one deacon at work among the

colored people in the diocese of Wash-
ington, D. C, with two deaconesses

from the New York Training School.

Lutheran.
A conference of the Norwegian

United Free church and the synod of

the Norwegian Lutheran synod was
unable to reach a satisfactory basis of

agreement on doctrinal matters. Ac-
cording to Prof. Schmidt, the repre-
sentatives of the United church held

"divine grace to be conditional," while

those representing the synod, on the

other hand, emphasized "God's prom-
ises of absolute, unconditional grace.''

The Evangelical Lutheran synod of

Wisconsin, Northern Michigan and
portions of Minnesota and Nebraska
opened June 19 at Winona, Minn. The
annual report of President Von Rohr
showed prosperous growth during the

past year. Not only without exception

had every congregation in the synod
grown in membership, but twenty-five

new churches had been formed and
the ministry increased by fifteen. Mr.
Von Rohr reported a total of 143 stud-
ents in the Northwestern University

at Watertown, Wis., and thirty-five in

the Theological Seminary at Milwau-
kee. The synod was reported to be

doing a good work among the Arizona

Indians, where three missionaries are

in the field. The schools at San Car-

los and Fort Apache are regularly at-

tended by a great number of Indian

children. Much missionary effort has

been put forth in Wisconsin and
Northern Michigan by twenty-one mis-

sionaries. In the South negro schools
have been organized and eighteen mis-
sionaries are constantly employed.

The debt on the institutions of the

synod has been reduced from $46,000

to $20,000. The book concern in Mil-

waukee is solidly established, and the

synodical paper, the Gemeindeblatt,

has a circulation of 10,000. The pres-

ent number in the ministry in the syn-

od includes 218 ministers and profes-

sors and 90 male teachers in the pa-

rochial schools. The number of con-

gregations is 340.

The Minnesota district of the Nor-

wegian Evangelical Church of America
met in synod at Twin Valley June 22.

The district has 109 pastors, 407 con-

gregations and numbers in all 54,200

souls, of which some over 30,000 .are

communicant members. Seven church-

es have been dedicated during the past

year and twelve new ministers in-

stalled.

Methodist.

The church at Mattoon, 111., erected

in 1872 has been entirely destroyed by

fire. It was valued at $10,000, but had
an insurance of $5,500 A new church

will be erected at a cost of $30,000.

There will be about 600 hymns in-

stead of 1,100 in the new Methodist

hymnal now being prepared by Mat-

thew Simpson, son of Bishop Simpson;
Prof. C. T. Winchester of We^leyan
University, Middletown; Prof. C. M.

Stuart of the Northwestern University,

and others.

The new church at Brazil, Ind., cost-

ing $40,000, was dedicated June 23.

Two thousand people were in attend-

ance, many coming from Terre Haute
and other neighboring cities and
towns. The amount due on the build-

ing was readily raised by subscription.

An attempt was made to blow up the

First Methodist Church at Manhattan,

Kan., June 22. It is believed to be

spite against the pastor, Rev. J. M.

Miller, who was elected mayor last

spring and who secured the conviction

and imprisonment of six men who kept

saloon joints.

Rev. John Edwards has withdrawn
from the M. E. Church, resigning his

charge of Snyder Avenue Church, Phil-

adelphia, and intends to accept a pas-

torate in the Reformed Episcopal

Church.

"Presbyterian.

The Winona Assembly and Summer
School opened June 30. From that

date to August 9 this school will offer

forty-eight courses, presided over by

twenty-two instructors from eighteen

universities.

The Presbyterians have thirty-nine

missionaries in Mexico, 150 congrega-

tions, nearly 5,000 church members
and upwards of 10,000 adherents. The

mission press, located in the City of

Mexico, issued last year three and a
half million pages of Bible literature.

A theological seminary has been estab-

lished in the suburbs of the capital,

Mr. W. B. Jacobs of Chicago having
presented it with a site, two acres in

extent.

Rev. R. B. Taylor has just welcomed
another large accession to the First

Church, San Diego, Cal., thirty in all,

thirteen of them by confession of faith.

This makes a total addition of eighty-

six since January 1, when Mr. Taylor
first took up this important work.
The Rev. Aquila Webb has just been

installed as pastor of the First Church
of Los Angeles, Cal.

At its recent meeting the Presbytery
of Cairo appointed a committee on a
Forward Movement within its bounds.
It was felt that something quite special

should be done during the first year of

the new century to increase the inter-

est, add to the power, uplift the spirit-

ual life, and, if at all possible, add to

the number already in the church. The
committee was instructed to consider

the whole matter of special meetings in

the several fields, the use of a tent, and
act in the meantime, if the way should
open up.

Twenty-two members were received

into the church at Estherville, la., at

the last communion, eighteen of them
on confession of faith and four being

baptized. Special meeting were held

A STIMl/LAJVT.

And a Sorry Friend to Some
Systems,

"Coffee acts as a stimulant to me.
I can for a time accomplish consider-

able more work, but then I am dull,

spiritless, nervous, weak and irritable.

Coffee acts like a slow poison on my
father, giving him inward pains and
a feeling of being generally upset
Continued use always used to make
him ill.

"He used to be very fond of the bev-

erage and was in the habit of drink-

ing it two mornings, say, then skip-

ping a few days and taking it two
mornings again. If he took it the third

morning, he was invariably sick. It is

two years now since we had the first

package of Postum. We have been
using it ever since to our very great

benefit.

"A lady friend who is the wife of a

prominent clergyman in New Haven
(whose name I am not at liberty to

give) was a complete nervous wreck
from the use of coffee. About a year

ago she began the use of Postum and
continued in it. Six weeks after start-

ing she had lost all her former ner-

vousness, had grown plump in the face,

and her health better than it had been

for years. She is a splendid walking

advertisement and is most enthusiastic

in the praise of Postum, telling all of

her callers of its merits and urging

them to try it."—Kate Austen, Ham-
den, Conn.
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the last two weeks in May. Since

January last this church has received

seventy-one members.
Dr. McLeod, pastor of the Pasadena

church, Cal., is to have an assistant in

the person of the Rev. Benjamin V.

Bazata of the Alhambra church, where
he has been pastor five years and has

done good work.
Taikio College, Mo. (United Presby-

terian) rejoices in another handsome
gift from David Rankin, Esq., who has

given it $50,000 and offers a like sum
provided $50,000 be raised by the col-

lege within two years.

Rev. Chas. F. Richardson has re-

signed as pastor of the First Presbyte-

rian Church, Great Falls, Mont., to ac-

cept the position of synodical mission-

ary.

General.

It has been decided that the move-
ment for the federation of churches in

Detroit, Mich., shall include only

evangelical churches. It was felt that

if the object of the federation was only

moral and civic purity, all churches
should be included, both evangelical

and unevangelical, but when that was
voted down and it was determined to

include spiritual work, the vote stood

53 to 29 to limit the membership to

evangelical churches. A constitution

was adopted and referred to the

churches.

The growing demands of the Society

of Christian Endeavor necessitate the

calling of the Rev. C. E. Eberman to

the office of field secretary for the

United States. Since 1893 Mr. Eber-

man has been pastor of the church of

the Movarian church at Lancas-
ter, Pa.; he is president of the
state C. E. Union and a trustee of the

united society.

Y. W. C. A.—The conference for

young women in colleges and cities of

the middle West is to meet for the

eleventh time at Lake Geneva, Wiscon-
sin, July 2-12, under the auspices of the

American committee of Young Wom-
en's Christian Associations. The pro-

gram this year includes Dr. Charles
Cuthbert Hall, Mr. Robert E. Speer,

Mrs. Howard Taylor of China, Dr. W.
F. Oldham, Miss Annie M. Reynold,
world's secretary of the Young Wom-
en's Christian Associations; Miss Ag-
nes Gale Hill, national secretary of

India. The Bible teachers will be Dr.
W. W. White and Miss Mary Babcock.
Last year 400 young women gathered
at this conference.

Mrs. Ballington Booth, in a recent

address, gave some particulars of the
work of the Volunteers of America
among ex-prisoners. The work began
five years ago, and nearly 1,700 men
have passed through the two homes
where released men may stay until

they obtain employment. Seventy-five

per cent, to her knowledge, are leading
honest lives, and only 5 per cent of the
remainder, so far as she knows, have
returned to - criminal life and been
again imprisoned.

Gospel services are being held again

this season in the Boston and Maine
Railroad station at Haverhill, Mass.,

under the management of Mr. Tapley,

the ticket agent. At the opening serv-

ice 250 people were present. The local

livery keepers offer to drive clergymen
to the station free. Congregational,

Baptist, Universalist and Methodist

pastors took part at the first service.

Y. M. C. A. men and the Salvation

Army corps were present. Good music,

including organ, cornet and violin, as

well as the voice, was a prominent
feature.

Rev. Campbell Morgan desires that

he be not regarded as the successor of

Mr. Moody. He expects to be in this

country at least six years. His en-

deavor will be to create new centers

for Bible study by persons already

members of churches. He will speak
at the Christian Endeavor convention
at Cincinnati, then returns to North-

field for the conferences, after which
he will come West.

TRAINING FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL
TEACHERS. — The Bible Teachers'
College at Montclair, N. J., is helping
to meet the need for Sunday school

teachers better trained in Knowledge of

the English Bible and more competent
to teach it. Many from distant points

are taking the full course of lectures.

Dr. Marcus Dods, Presidents Patton of

Princeton, Weston of Crozer and Bar-
rows of Oberlin have been among the

speakers. A feature of the school so

far has been Dr. Wilbert W. White's
prelude each day on some phase of

prayer or Bible study.

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.—The
eighty-fifth annual report states that
during the last year this society dis-

tributed 580,000 volumes in the United
States and 973,000 in foreign lands,

maintaining branch printing offices in

Syria, Turkey, Siam, China and Japan.
The Boxer outbreak in China involved
the destruction of over 100,000 of its

publications; nevertheless the distribu-

tion of Bibles (or portions of it) has
fallen off less than one-eighth in a year
of trial.

Foreign Missionary Items.

The China mail brings word of the

safe arrival at Shanghai of the Rev. L.

J. Davies (Presbyterian), returning
from Lake Forest to Chinanfu. Cable-

grams from the West Shantung Mis-

sion have announced the complete pay-

ment of the indemnity for loss of prop-

erty at Chinanfu, $4,000 in gold; also a

payment of one-half the indemnity at

Wei Hien, with promise of complete
payment there also, these actions being
those of the governor, Yuan Shih Kai.

The far-famed Moravian mission in

Greenland, established in 1733, a tri-

umph of faith and patience, has been
transferred to church of Denmark, as
being in a better position for carrying
on the work. At the farewell service

800 Greenlanders, conveyed by 250

boats and rayaks, assembled at Lich-

HOtO TO FIJVD OX/T.
Fill a bottle or common glass with

your water and let it stand twenty-

four hours; a sediment or settling in-

dicates an unhealthy condition of the

kidneys; if it stains the linen it is evi-

dence of kidney trouble; too frequent

desire to pass it, or pain in the back is

also convincing proof that the kidneys

and bladder are out of order.

WHAT TO "DO.

There is comfort in the knowledge

so often expressed that Dr. Kilmer's

Swamp-Root, the great kidney and
bladder remedy fulfills every wish in

curing rheumatism, pain in the back,

kidneys, liver, bladder and every part

of the urinary passage. It corrects in-

ability to hold water and scalding pain

in passing it, or bad effects following

use of liquor, wine or beer, and over-

comes that unpleasant necessity of be-

ing compelled to go often during the

day, and to get up many times during

the night. The mild and the extraor-

dinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon

realized. It stands the highest for its

wonderful cures of the most distress-

ing cases. If you need a medicine you
should have the best. Sold by drug-

gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.

You may have a sample bottle of

Swamp-Root and a book that tells

more about it, both sent absolutely

free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer &
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing

mention that you read this generous
offer in the Christian Century.

f|LYfiflYB?
ffl CHURCH

TOLIEEOTHEE BELLS
SWEETEE, MOEE DUB-
'ABLE, LOWES PEICE.
07BFSEECATAL0QUS

TELLS WBT.
write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Cincinnati,

Special Free nmtcf

Epworll leap Folfler

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not only information re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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tenau for public worship, and 423 com-
municants sat down at the Lord's table.

There are six missionary stations and
thirty-three out-stations, which had
eight missionaries and thirty native
helpers.

The annual report of the Marattu
mission (Congregational) in India
says a total of 8,662 persons are receiv-

ing instruction and training in the 158
schools of all grades. The 162 Sunday
schools report a total attendance of

9,544. A staff of 499 Indian Christians,
including twenty-eight ordained, set-

tled pastors, are laboring day and night
among their countrymen. A baptized
community of 8,714 converts is scat-

tered in 373 villages.

King Khama, the Christian chieftain
in Africa, is still holding his own in

his tribe of Bamangwato, but he has
been strongly beset by many of the
chieftains near him because of his res-

olute hostility to the drink traffic. His
enemies have affirmed that he was
"destroying his town for the sake of
forbidding the drink." Khama has
challenged his enemies to prove this,

affirming that his government is wise
and prosperous, and that those who
have tolerated the drinking customs
have lost their independence and their
towns are demoralized. He writes to
them, "Have you any towns, or have
you any people, or have you any coun-
tries? Answer me. I am happily a
government man and I have seen noth-
ing to hinder me in my own country.
Can you show me a great town of
drunkenness which is either rich or
righteous?"

Here is good news from Japan: "At
the beginning of the year it seemed
that Tokyo would be the last place to
expect a revival. But we are now wit-
nessing such an awakening as wag
never seen here before. Simultaneous
meetings have been held nightly since
the 12th inst., in six different churches
and at the beginning of this week a
seventh church was added within the
ward and on the same night a spon-
taneous revival, unplanned and unex-
pected, began in a church in another
district, the preacher finding his audi-
ence room crowded as he entered for
his Sunday evening service, an unprec-
edented thing at that place. After the
sermon thirteen men and three women
confessed their faith in Christ as their

Saviour. The seven churches are filled

every night. Unbelievers are flocking

to hear the Word of Life. From the
very first night conversions have oc-

curred in increasing numbers. On
Sunday night, May 19, 104 persons de-

clared for Christ. At present writing
(May 20) nearly 400 souls have been
gathered into the Christian ranks."

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIQARETTEBURO TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytown, Topersville, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Slplngton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
Siding and Devil's Carve. Other lines are illustrated
with zinc etchings, showing the dangerous places in
life. A new and popular book, just oft the press.
Send 25c for a copy, or oend a 81 bill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write CHAS. J.
BURTON, Christian University, Canton, Mo.

important Announcement

Our lt*w Iflail Order Book D*d?.

Books at
Special Net

Prices

The Christian Century Company in order to increase its usetulness and
make it the headquarters of the brotherhood for good literature, has opened a
mail order book department to supply its patrons with good books at Great
Reductions from the publisher's regular prices. Where heretofore you hare had
to pay full prices for your books, you can now get any book you want at our
special net prices.

Note the net prices on the few sample bargains we offer. No old books,
but the newest and best books from the best publishing houses in the country.
We will supply any books you may want at a special net price—at a great
reduction from the publisher's list price. Write us about the books you want
and get our price before you order.

IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS AT OUR SPECIAL NET PRICES

Early Christianity. XV Study of Beginnings. By Herbert L. Willett, D. D.,
Dean of the Disciples' Divinity House and Assistant Professor of Semitlcs at the University of
Chicago.
12mo, cloth, gilt top. Price $1.25. Our special net price 94c, postage extra, lie

In connection with a series of University Extension Lectures, Prof. Wlllett has prepared these studies of
the Christianity of the First Century. The enthusiastic reception accorded the lectures wherever delivered
and the countless demands for th>Mr publication, has Impelled the author to make a thorough revision and
Issue them in their present form.

The Fact of Christ. By P. Carnegie Simpsom, M. A.
12mo, cloth. Publisher's Price, 81.25. Our special net price, 94o, postage extra, lie.

It is the best statement of the claims of Christianity to put in the hands of young men and women wh*
may be sceptical or honestly Inquiring, that I know. ... I do not know any book that can touch It In Its

adaptation to the needs of students. . . . There are thousands of young men who are hi doubt who will
be helped by it.

How to Promote and Conduct a Successful Revival. Edited by R. A. Torbet.
12mo, cloth, 352 pages, gilt top. Publisher's Price, $1.50. Our special net price $1.13, postage
extra, 14o.
It may confidently be asserted that never before within the cover of any one volume has there been

brought such a wealth of material bearing upon Revival work. A glance at the contests and authors assure*
one of the extraordinary value of this book.

Personal Work, B. A. Torrey
Open Aib Mebtikos, Rev. William Evans
The Dsb of Tracts and Otheb Literature to
Promote a Revival Rev. H. W. Pope

Music in a Revival, Prof. D. B. Towner
Advertising the Meetings, A. F. Gaylord
How to Make the Work Permanent,

Rev. E. P. Goodwin, D. D.
MlSOELLANT
Outlines ok Revtval Sermons from Emsnri
Evangelists, Specially Selected bt Me.
Torret.

The Holt Spirit in a Revival, R. A. Torrey
The Pastor as an Eva-NQELIst,

Rev. William Patterson
Rettvax Preaching, Rev. Louis A. Banks
Organizing for Revtvax. Work,

Rev. L. G. Broughton
The Place of Prater en a Revival, R. A. Torrey
The Conversion of Children,

Rev. E. P. Hammond
The Sunday School Teacher as a Soul Winner,

Marlon Lawrence
Decision Dat eh the Sunday School,

Rev. H. W. Pope

The Teachings of the Books, or the Literary Structure and the Spiritual Inter-
pretation of the Books of New Testament, bv Herbert L. Wlllett and James M. Campbell.
12mo, cloth. Publisher's Price, $1.50. Our special net price $1.12, postage extra, 13c.

For the Pastor's study and the Normal class It Is a work of great value. As an aid to private devotion sad
•tody It is fully worth the price.

Three Years With the Children. By Amos R. Welxs
12mo, cloth, 232 pages. Publisher's price, $1.25. Our special n«t price 94o, postage 9c.

The book gets Its title from the fact that it contains exactly 186 talks, or one for every week of three
years. Variety abounds. There are talks for every season of the year from New Year around to Christmas,
temperance talks, object lessons, stories, exercises for the children, plans for the primary Sunday-school
class, Illustrations on Bible events. Any one having anything to do with children will nnd the book useful
A full topical Index adds to its value.

The Old Testament and the Honuments. By Prof. Ira M. Price, Ph. D.
12mo, cloth, 321 pages. Publisher's net price $1.50. Our special net price $1.35, postage extra 15o,

A valuable and readable summary of all we know of the Monumental Records of Old Testament History,
arranged cbonologically so as to be read along side of your Old Testament History. Easily the best book
on the subject.

Two Thousand Years of Hissions Before Cary. By Lemuel Barnes.
12mo, cloth, 504 pages. Publisher's net prices $1.50. Oar special net prioe $1.86, postage extra 15o.
An exhaustive treatise and comprehensive survey of Christian Missions before Cary. A very Important

hook.

Religious Movements for Social Betterment. By Josiah Strong.
limo, oloth, publishers price 50 cents; our speoial net price 38 cents; postage extra 6 cents.

"Those churches are shown to have the most vigorous growth which have been most enterprising la
adjusting their activities to the various needs of the new social environment. Contains an excellent account
of institutional church work."

Constructive Studies In the Life of Christ. By Ernest DeWitt Bubton and
Shailer Mathews of the University of Chicago.

8vo, oloth, 320 pages; publishers price $1.00; our speoial net prioe 75o; postage extra 14c.

A scheme of Bible Studies especially designed for students. It serves as a compendious commentary oa
the gospels.

A Dictionary of the Bible. By Dr. Wm. Smith American edition edited by
N. B. Hackett, D. D., Dr. Ezra Abbott, LL. D. D.
4 volumes, boxed. 8vo, oloth, 3667 pages, 596 illustrations. Publisher's former prioe OB. 00,

now $10.00. Our speoial net price $7.50, express extra $1.00.

Every reader of the leading writers on the Holy Scriptures, has noticed the frequent references to this
Dictionary. It has been for years the standard book of Its kind. Till very recently the price of these four
volumes was »20, and many who desired to own them bad to be content with abridgements—usaally a very
unsatisfactory sort of book to the student. Every such student of the Scriptures who has hungered for this
book In its completeness now has it brought within his reach.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO

The Christian Century Company
MAIL ORDER BOOK DEPARTMENT

358 DEARBORN STREET • CHICAQO
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—T>
Woman and Home.

/\

WOMAJV AJVD HOME.
Yes, God has made me a woman,
And I am content to be

Just what he meant, not reaching out

For other things, since he
Who knows me best and loves me most

has ordered this for me.

I am not strong or valiant,

I would not join the fight,

Or jostle with crowds in the high-

ways
To sully my garments white;

But I have rights as a woman, and
here I claim my right.

The right—ah, best and sweetest

—

To stand all undismayed
Whenever sorrow or want or sin

Call for a woman's aid,

With none to cavil or question, by
never a look gainsaid.

The fleet foot and the feeble foot

Both seek the selfsame goal,

The weakest soldier's name is writ
On the great army roll,

And God who made man's body strong,

made, too, the woman's soul.

—Susan Coolidge.

A "Bright "Prospect.

By the late Bishop W. X. Ninde.

Why, friends, the very glory of ex-

istence here springs from. its connec-
tion with a future life. And the high
distinction of Christian revelation is

that it sweeps away the mists from
that future life; that it makes the com-
ing world thrillingly real, filling it with
life and beauty. When a man thor-

oughly enters into this thought and
faith—feeling about him more and
more the breath of that higher world
and more and more growing in its

blessed anticipation—then will his

manhood burst the cerements of that
stifling tomb where worldly or infidel

thought had prisoned him, and find

freedom, expansion and power un-
known before. I do not wonder that
millions have found in this faith the
grandest impulse and the sweetest so-

lace of their lives.

For myself I may not complain of

this present world. The world has
dealt gently with me. I dread it, but
I cannot hate. God has made it beau-
tiful. With all its sorrow and sin, it is

a glorious world. We call our earth
"a vale of tears," but still we love it.

I love its sunny days and its calm, re-

freshing nights. My heart clings to its

happy homes and its genial friend-

ships; but ah, my eye has caught the
bloom of that enchanted isle that
Chalmers speaks of. I've had Pisgah
views of the promised inheritance, and
now, like the old Scotchman, "I'm
wearing awa' to the land o' the leal."

From the neighboring heights Ma-

homet looked down on Damascus, rest-

ing like a pearl on the bosom of the

desert. He turned sadly away. "Man,"
said he, "can have but one paradise;

mine is above."

And so when the bowers of earthly

delight would tempt our runaway
souls a voice within startles with the

cry: "Away, away! for this is not
your rest." And why should we listen?

We have talked of a perfect life. The
land we seek is the very realm of

perfection. Perfect purity is there:

"There shall in no wise enter into it

anything that defileth, neither what-
soever worketh abomination or maketh
a lie." Perfect joy is there: "In thy
presence is fullness of joy; at thy right

hand there are pleasures forevermore."
Perfect beauty is there: "Out of Zion,

the perfection of beauty God hath
shined." The waters of the river of

life are clear as crystal. There's not
a withered leaf on the trees of life and
their fruits shall never fail. Vhe
blight of disease and death's rude sum-
mons are unknown in those favored re-

gions, where
"Age hath no power o'er the fadeless

frame,

Where the eye is fire and the heart is

flame."

Politeness.

It has been customary to give the
French the credit of being the politest

people on earth. I am not willing to

allow them this distinction.

It may be that in their own social

circles there will be more bows, forced
smiles, regulation gestures, etc., than
among any other European people. But
there is also more rude pushing and
scrambling for advantage in public

places, thrusting aside the old, weak,
and poor, than is to be seen elsewhere.
In the city of Lyons, when I was

riding after dark in a horse-car, a
pretty, modest young girl came in
alone. She looked to me like a day
governess returning home after her
day's work. No sooner was she seated
than a young man arose, walked the
length of the car, and sat down beside
her. At once he began a style of re-

mark really insulting, coming as it did,

from a stranger. The young girl was
distressed, shrank away from him as
far as she could, and answered not one
word.

I looked to see some gentleman or
lady rebuke the man and protect the
young creature, but no one seemed to

notice. The man's talk became worse;
I could endure it no longer; so I

sprang to my feet, pointed to the place
he had left, and said in French: "Go
back to your place! Leave my daugh-
ter in peace!" I felt just then as if I

was mother to every unprotected girl

in the world.

I sat by the young girl. She thanked
me, with eyes full of tears. When she
left the car, as she did very soon, the
man made an apparently involuntary
movement to follow her; but my look

was fiercely upon him and he sub-

sided.—Mary Clement Leavitt, in The
Christian Endeavor World.

The 'Right to Sleep.

A certain infidel not long ago re-

ferred to the Christian as being the

one who lived in the constant fear of

death and hell. The fact is, he is the

only man in the world who hasn't any
reason to fear either one. While the

Christian can't waste his time, be-

cause he alone has discovered its pos-

sibilities, he is the only one who
knows what actual rest means. The
virgins whose lamps were well pro-

vided for lay down and slept. They
could afford it. To know that the fu-

ture is provided for is to know what
it means to rest in the Lord.

What a vast proportion of our lives

is spent in anxious and useless fore-

bodings concerning the future, either

our own or those of our dear ones.

Present joys, present blessings, slip

by; and we miss half their sweet fla-

vor, and all for want of faith in him
who provides for the tiniest sunbeam!
. . . Why cannot we, slipping our
hand into his each day, walk trustingly

over that day's appointed path,

—

thorny or flowery, crooked or straight,

knowing that evening will bring us

sleep, peace, and home?—Phillips

Brooks.

If you LacK. Energy
ISaKe Horsford's Acid Phos-

phate.
It vitalizes the nerves, helps diges-

tion, and refreshes and invigorates the

entire system.

LOW -RATES TO "BUFFA-
LO EJTPOJTITIOJV.

Via the Nickel Plate Road. Three
through trains daily, with vestibuled

sleeping cars and excellent dining car
service, meals being served on the.

American Club Meals plan ranging In

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Chicago
Depot, Van Furen street and Pacific

avenue, on the Elevated Loop.
Write Jotz Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago, for

full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the Expo-
sition Buildings and Grounds.

WHEJV yOV SEE A MAJV.
rise out of a chair with his hand on
the small of his back and a strained

look on his face, you can put it down
that he has a touch of kidney trouble.

Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer is a recog-

nized specific for ailments of that kind.

A century's constant use has demon-
strated its merits. Not a drug store

medicine. To be had of special agents
or the proprietor direct. Address Dr.

Peter Fahrney, 112-114 South Hoyne
avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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Christi&iv Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few ver}' good songs. In CHRISTIAN
flELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of stj-le. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

oi binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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CENTRAL

VALLEY

WPlli SHTtRAlN
Free Keclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.

It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.
A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, In,
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nargest Foundry >n Earth making

CHURCH BELLS £%'s
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.
McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

Ca'ilogue FREE
BELL FOUNDRY CO

. nniuB 'iig ana
little for Church
& School, for Fire,

Fa lory and Farm.
AMERICAN

Northvilie, Mich.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale July 6 to 13; return limit

August 31, 1901, via

Chicago & North-Wester

n

Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the luxurious

every-day train, leaves Chicago 6.30

p. m. Only three days en route. All

meals in Dining Cars; Buffet Library Cars
(with barber). Two other fast trains 10.00

a. m. and 11.30 p. m. daily. The best of

everything. Call on any agent for tickets

or address

461 Broadway, - New York
601 Ches'tSt.. Philadelphia
868 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., - Buffalo
[212 Clark St., - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smithf'ld St. , Pittsburg
234 Superior St., Cleveland
77 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KingSt., East, Toronto. Ont.

PARKLZR'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hall.
Proniotel a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Bestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling,

50c, and $1.00 at Druggist*

PU17APWT7RQ Doyou need a Sermon noternHAtniinO b00k? We make them.
A 288 page blank book, specially puled, Indexed, and
bound In pebble black leather. Opens flat; size of
your teacher's bible. Every preacher needs one.
Prepaid to any address, 81.00. Satisfaction guaran-

EVANGELIST PUBLISHING CO., Atlanta, Ga.

West Virginia

Christian
Newsy—Practical— Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D. Power, B. Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published every two weeks; 16 pages; so
cents a year. Samples free.
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VA. CHRISTIAN CO.
= Cameron, W.
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4,000 ORDERED IIN OINE) DAY

DITED by A. J. Showaltcr and E. G. Sewell. 320 pages;

322 songs, retaining the best of the old, to which have

been added many new compositions by authors of

note. Highly commended by all who have examined it.

Sample sheets to any address on application <££><££>£>&&£•

1
MUSIC EDITION.. BOARDS

Single copy, by mail, prepaid $ 50
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid.. 4 80
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid -

"- 5 90

WORD EDITION.. BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 20
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 2 00
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 2 30

MUSIC EDITION. .CLOTH

Single copy, by mail, prepaid * 6^
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 7 10

WORD EDITION. .CLOTH
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 25
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 2 75
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 3 00

PUBLISHED IN BOTH ROUND AND SHAPED NOTES

ADDRESS ALL
ORDERS TO GOSPEL ADVOCATE PUBLISHING CO. ?^esse
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Facts that Speak Louder than Photographs of Authors or

Long Drawn-out Eulogies by the Publishers.

The Greatest Song Book of the 20th Century.
201 Songs and Hymns.

192 pages.

Every song writer in the U. S. did not contribute to
this booh. But the BEST American authors

are represented.

We Could Print Thousands of Testimonials, but Prefer Tbat You Send for Sample Copy (25c) and Examine it for Yourself.

Facts to be Read
i. "20th Century Songs" was used by Scoville

and Smith in the great DesMoines meetings which

resulted in over 1200 accessions to the three

churches. It was used by Wilson and Huston in

the Dayton, O. , meeting, which resulted in 496
accessions. It is used, also, by H. A. Easton, Chi-

cago; J. Walter Wilson, Indianapolis; E.W. Kerr, A.

O. Hunsaker, R. A. Givens, and a large number of

successful and praiseworthy Evangelists and singers.

Facts That Tell the Story

2. "20th Century Songs" will be used at Betn-

any Beach, Ocean Grove, Del. ; Bethany Encamp-
ment, Lincoln, Neb.; Bethany Assembly, Brooklyn,

Ind.; Maxinkuckee Assembly, Culver, Ind. ; Foun-
tain Park, Remington, Ind. It was used at National

Convention at Kansas City, and at State Conven-

tions in Ohio, Indiana, Arkansas, Illinois, Ken-
tucky, Iowa, and will be used in State Conventions

in Kentucky, Iowa, Missouri, New York, Nebraska,

Michigan and Kansas.

Chas. H. Gabriel, J. E. Hawes and W. E. M. Hackleman.

192 Pages—201 Songs and Hymns.

This book contains 125 new songs, and a large collection of
Popular Songs, together with many Standard Hymns. Its editors
have edited books that have reached a sale of many million copies.
Their songs are sung around the world, and their latest and best
appear in this book. Send 25 cts. for Sample Copy.

Facts to be Remembered

Prices and editions.
Per Copy. Per Dog.

Full Cloth {Postpaid) $0.30
Board " 25
Flexible Cloth'- 25

EXPRESS NOT PREPAID.

$3.00
2 50
2.25

•S^-V^V^^^Nw^V

3. *2oth Century Songs" is not a cheap hand-
sewed book. It is wire-stitched and additionally

strengthened by Hackleman's Patent Cap and
Rivet. If you buy this book, you will not find, in

a few weeks, the leaves and cover separated—the

leaves being all over the church.

WB ABB PUBLISHERS OF

Per 100.

825.00
jeo.oo

17.50

SEE

THAT CAP

AND RIVET?-

Silver and Gold.
Gospel Call JWo. 1.

Gospel Call 2Vo. 2.
Gospel Call JSos. 1 and

2 Combined.
Tidings of Salvation.

Special A.nthems 2Zo. I.

Special Anthems ^So. 2.

Concert JMale Quartette Book.
Sacred Alale Quartette Book.
Gems of Vocal ilfusio JVo. I.

Gems of Vocal Music JVo. 2.

> All our Books Except Cloth
/ Editions are Bound With

> HACKLEMAN'S
\ PATENT CAP AND RIVET.

Leaves cannot come out,

nor Covers come off.

Several million copies of books by above authors have been sold.

SEND for our 40-page Catalogue of Church and Sunday-School Books, Male Quartette
Books, (Sacred and Secular,) Anthem Books, Anthems in Octavo Form, Sheet Music, Etc., Etc.

L AM.KESS Hackleman Music Co., V,

2 Majestic Bldg.,

Indianapolis, In.I.
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$1 00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I,ist is re-
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Discontinuances

—
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BELLS
Steel Alloy Church and School Bells. fltTTPend f"r
Catalogue. The C. S. BELL. CO., HilUboio, u.

This entire building and two annexes are required
to accommodate the i,8oo students attending Ce

Conservatory
OF MUSIC

Accessible to musical events of every nature. The
best masters in music, elocution and languages
that money can command.

Geo. W. Chadwick,
Musical Director.

Prospectus

A REMARKABLE BOOK.
THE COHBINATION

$elf=pronouncin&

CeacDers' Reference Bible.
Greatest Premium Ever Offered.

BOTH KING JAMES AND REVISED VERSIONS COHBINED
on the same page, but in such a manner as not to increase the bulk of the book.
The King James version is the basis, and this version is read straight along from
the text, while the Revised Vtrsion is readfrom the text in combination with
foot notes. These notes give all the words and passages of the Revised Version
where it differs from the King James Version. This combination feature is ex-
ceedingly valuable, as it gives all the advantages of two separate books with
the convenience of one and also saves time as the two readings are always right
before the eye. It contains all the

Standard and Latest Helps
to the study of the Bible prepared by the most Eminent Biblical Scholars. It

is embellished with a complete series of fifteen New Maps—the newest and best
edgraved maps of Bible Lands, embodying the results of the most recent in-

vestigations and discoveries. It is printed from large, beautiful, clear, new
type and all proper names are divided into syllables and even- vowel is marked
and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds and accents as they are given
in every standard dictionary, thus enabling the rtader to properly pronounce
every word. This feature is a great improvement and a strong recommenda-
tion for this Bible over others. This is t tie only Self-Pronouncing Combination
Teachers' Bible and is unquestionably the best edition of the world's best book.

Our Fine Art Combination Bible.

This Bible is the same as the one described above, having the Self-Pro-
nouncing and Combination features and all other helps and in addition is

profusely illustrated and embellished with numerous phototype engravings
from the paintings of the world's greatest masters, all drawn and engraved by
the best artists, to illustrate the teachings of our Lord. They are printed sepa-
rate from the text and make one. grand panorama of pictorial embellishments
that are as instructive and pleasing as the}' are ornamental and accurate.

The growing demand for a wisely and faithfully illustrated student's Bible
has been fully satisfied by the introduction of our fine art edition of the
Teachers' Bible. It combines every valuable feature of the usual teachers'

Bible, with a wealth of descriptive and pictorial illustrations so superb as to

distinctly separate this Bible from all others and place it in a class by itself.

In artistic beauty it stands without a rival.

Each illustration is a speaking sermon, a gem of art, the handiwork of a
master. The wonderful pictures not only beautify this sumptuous volume,
but actually interpret and make more clear the grand old truths of the Sacred
Word. This beautiful edition of the Bible is indispensable to all students and
teachers.

Notice the Prices.
This incomparable galaxy of Illustrations has cost the publishers many

thousands of dollars, and the preparation of this Combination Bible, with all

its " New Helps," has involved the labor of a large number of the most emi-
nent Biblical scholars and scientists of the world.

This beautiful, large type, Self-Pronouncing, Combination Teachers' Bible,

French seal, " Divinity Circuit," linen lined, round corners, carmine under gold
edge, extra finish, publisher's price, $o. This Bible and The Christian Century
for one year for onl}' $3.

The Fine Art Combination Self-Pronouncing Teachers' Bible, same bind-

ing and style as above, publisher's price $<>. an^ The Christian Century, for one
year, for only $!}.50.

The Christian Century Co., 358 Dearborn st.chicago.
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€2£d3 COD SAVE &HE TEOTLE.

When wilt Thou save the people?
O God of mercy, when?

Not king and lords, but nations,

Not thrones and crowns, but men

!

Flowers of Thy heart, God, are they

;

Let them not pass, like weeds, away

—

Their heritage, a sunless day.

God save the people

!

Shall crime bring crime forever,

Strength aiding still the strong?
Is it Thy will, O Father,
That men shall toil for wrong?

"No," says Thy mountains ; "No," Thy skies.

Man's clouded sun shall brightly rise

And songs ascend instead of sighs.

God save the people

!

When wilt Thou save the people?
O God of mercy, when?

The people, Lord, the people,

Not thrones and crowns, but men

!

God save the people; thine they are,

Thy children, as thine angels fair

;

From vice, oppression and despair,

God save the people

!

—Ebenezer Elliott.

THE DIViptlTy OF CHTUST.
HE perpetual problem of the Christian re-

ligion is the person of its founder. It is a

mistake to suppose that the Church can ever

get beyond that controversy. As long as

there is a hostile world, as long as the in-

tellect of man is swayed by a changing ex-

perience, so long will there be in the Church

and outside of it a hundred, a thousand,

differing estimates of Christ. This is no

mere tribute to the greatness of Christ, it is

the result of it. Because the Christian life

is most real and most divine, and because Jesus Christ

is its constant creator and sustainer, it is inevitable that

about his name the inquiring minds of men should

gather, fascinated though they differ, unwearied with

the problem, though long generations have bent over

it a patient brow.

To-day much of the discussion has been made ob-

scure by confusion over the use of the word "divinity."

Many now maintain that they believe in the divinity of

Christ and not in his deity, as though these words were

originally different in meaning. They maintain also

that belief in his divinity is all that the Church has any

right to demand. What is meant by his divinity?

The theory rests upon the premise that all that goes

out from God as his creation may be viewed on one

side as possessing in its very nature something of his

nature, and on the other as bearing upon its character

the impress of his character. So far as it does this,

any portion of the universe or of history ought to be

called divine. This leads to a doctrine of degrees of

divinity. The flower is more divine, as we may hold,

than the molten lava. The human child is more divine

than the fledgling in its nest. Humanity is more di-

vine than all the rest of nature because man has more

of God's nature and character in him. But Jesus was

the first and only perfect man in whom the divine ideal

of a human life v/as attained. Him God "sent" and

selected and anointed with his spirit to be the clearest

manifestation of himself. To him therefore the title

"Divine" can be given in a unique and lofty manner in

which it can be applied to no other son of the human
race.

There are differences, very great differences, too,

among defenders of this theory of Christ's divinity as

to the way in which God is revealed in or through

Christ. The differences seem to arise partly from dif-

ferences of religious fervor, and partly from the intel-

lectual thoroughness with which this view of the per-

son of Christ has been grasped and thought through.

Such a writer as Herrmann of Marburg in his beauti-

ful book, "Communion with God," dwells almost

wholly on the single fact that God is revealed in

Christ ; that to see and know, to trust and love Christ

is to see and know, to trust and love God. On the

other hand, we have the position of one like Prof.

Paine of Bangor, who says of Jesus, that "He pro-

fessed only to be, just what he was, a plain unlettered

Galilean peasant, learned only in the holy scriptures of

his own Jewish people, and using these scriptures only

to enforce and illustrate the religious intuitions that

absorbed his soul." Pie was and is the mediator

through his example and his teaching. "The parable

of the prodigal son has been the mediating bridge over

which many a soul has crossed to find itself at home in

the Father's house." That is to say, Jesus was divine

because he surpassed the rest of men in his own knowl-

edge of God and personal goodness ; and he became

the mediator of this experience through his teaching.

Men learn from him how they may go and kneel with

confidence at the Father's feet.

We acknowledge, of course, the wide space that

separates Herrmann from Prof. Paine, but they hold

in common the general view of Christ's divinity which

we are describing. If we press upon such writers the

further questions that arise regarding the person of

Christ, we shall find some remarkable and suggestive

facts. Two theological writers are known to us who

accept the historical reality of the miraculous birth of

Christ, but say that the miracle has no meaning for

them and no place in their view of Christ's person!
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This is one of the most curious and interesting intellec-

tual tangles in which any writer or thinker ever found

himself involved.

But as a rule those who adopt the view of Christ's

divinity which we have tried to describe fairly, main-

tain two defensive position's as against the catholic or

evangelical doctrine. They believe in an ethical and

not a metaphysical union of Jesus with God ; and they

decline to consider the fact of Christ's pre-existence as

having any bearing upon his mission. Whether he

existed in any real fashion before his birth at Bethle-

hem, is, they say, a matter which may be omitted from

our consideration of his work and his gospel. The
key words to their position are "ethical" and "metaphy-

sical." Any inquiry regarding the character, the per-

sonal experience of Jesus as a man upon earth is said

to be ethical in its scope. Any inquiry as to his rela-

tions to God other than those of trust and obedience,

love and service, are said to be metaphysical. And any

inquiry as to whether he began to be only when he was
born as a man, or whether he really came into our

world from outside it, is also metaphysical. Because

they are metaphysical these inquiries are said to have

nothing to do with religion, which is concerned only

with personal, ethical relations. Let us keep, we are

told, to the concrete, to the historical, to the exper-

iences of actual persons, and within those limits let us

be content to find the whole of religion, the entire gos-

pel of the grace of God.

Our objections to this whole way of putting the

question of the divinity of Christ may be summed up
in two statements: (i) It is impossible to think on

religion without metaphysics, and there is no religion

without thinking. The very doctrine of "divinity"

which we have seen defended as being non-metaphy-

sical, rests on certain metaphysical assumptions re-

garding the relations of God to his universe and to

man. Even Prof. Paine has things to say about the

personality of God, which are saturated with meta-

physics. Any one who is familiar with investigations

into the origin of religion knows how deeply meta-

physical thinking is embedded in even the feeblest ef-

forts of primitive man to feel after, if haply he might

find, the Most High. The cry that we must not have

any metaphysical doctrine of Christ either means that

we must limit his person to his highly-en-

dowed humanity, or it is impotent because an

inconsistent cry. Moreover, we might ask why,
if Christ existed before his human birth, we are asked

to accept the preposterous statement that that is a mat-

ter of small account. If there is positive evidence in

the New Testament, and there is, that he was conscious

of having literally entered into our humanity, of hav-

ing come forth from the Father into the world, who
shall dare to say that he can treat this fact as a matter

of indifference? We do not say for his theology, but

first of all and last of all for his religious attitude to-

wards Jesus Christ, this fact that Christ pre-existed in

relations of real being to God and the universe must be

of transcendent importance to any man of any age.

(2) Our last statement brings us to the fact that

the New Testament is built upon or grew out of the

view of his person which if by some called metaphy-

sical. Take his eternal personal relations to God out

of the picture of Christ which Paul, and John, and

Peter, and the writer to the Hebrews have set forth,

and how completely must everything else be altered

!

If any one doubts that the difference would amount to

the abolition of the distinctive features of Catholic

Christianity, let him read any recent description of

Christianity from the other standpoint. With Prof.

Paine's book on "Trinitarianism" or Harnack's "The
Essence of Christianity," let him compare an expo-

sition of Paulinism or of the Johannine theology. He
will soon see that with the doctrine of the Incarnation

the age-long views of redemption and sin, of pardon

and renewal, must be most profoundly and thoroughly

transformed. At last all new views have to stand the

test of the Christian consciousness. That conscious-

ness has been formed for nineteen centuries by the

faith that Christ existed in eternal relations to God

;

that when the Son of God was sent into the world in

the likeness of sinful flesh, the most sublime act of con-

descension which we can conceive was performed;

that when he became obedient unto the death of the

cross he bore our sins, or was made sin for us, who
knew no sin ; that this overwhelming act of his at

once established forever his righteousness and re-

vealed most perfectly his unspeakable love.

Any change in our statement of the divinity of

Christ, which aims at being more than a personal

vagary, which would convert a world to God, the liv-

ing God, must deal then with something far more pro-

found and far more sure than the individual scholar's

idea of the philosophy of history. It must face that

conception of an incarnation, a redemption, a pardon,

which has ruled the mind and heart of man for all

these generations and rules it to-day more widely than

ever.

And lastly, any interpretation of the divinity of

Christ which would compel us to read the New Testa-

ment with the constant feeling that its central teach-

ing about the person of Christ, which is the central

fact, is wrong, has a tremendous task before it, for it

must be able to justify itself by arguments not only

fitted finally to shake the authority of these records,

but fitted also to raise a new authority before the

world more august, more convincing, more evidently

the voice of God than these ancient pages. But who
has found that authority?

Calvin objected to the use of the terms "person"

and "trinity" in reference to the Godhead ; and when
his orthodoxy was impeached for not using these

terms, he defended himself by saying that he had

sworn to the belief in one God, and that he preferred

the simple scriptural expressions to those of the school-
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OWR SCOTTISH GVEST.

By the Visitor.

E have had in the past few years several em-

Winent men from the land of the thistle and
the heather, who came to bring us mes-
sages of good will and to tarry with us for

a night. Among such one easily recalls

the names of Principal Fairbairn, Henry
Drummond, A. B. Bruce, Professor Denny,
Dr. Stalker, George Adam Smith and Dr.

John Watson ; and though of this number
the first and last are living out of Scotland,

Dr. Fairbairn being the honored head of

Mansfield College at Oxford, and "Ian Maclaren" the

. popular pastor of a Liverpool church, yet Scotland

claims them both, and they repay the claim with loy-

.alty and affection. With the memory of such names
fresh in mind, one is likely to have a high standard set

for all visiting Scots, but our latest guest from beyond
the Tweed is worthy of high honor, even in such dis-

tinguished company, and both in his own land and
with us has proved himself a master workman as a

Biblical teacher and preacher.

Marcus Dods is best known on this side through
his frequent contributions to the Expositor, the British

Weekly, the Bookman (the English journal of that

name), and other leading British publications, and by
his contributions to permanent Biblical literature, in

such volumes as the Genesis in the Expositor's Bible,

the smaller volume on Genesis in the Handbook Se-
ries, and the recently issued commentary on John in

the Expositor's Greek Testament. Upon the face of a

man who has not only taught a wide circle through
such instruments, but holds the chair of New Testa-

ment Exegesis in the historic Free Church College in

Edinburgh, it is a pleasure to look; and the privilege

has been granted at last by the recent visit of Dr. Dods
to this country, during which he has delivered lectures

in Harvard and the University of Chicago, and which
he is just closing with a short engagement at Chautau-
qua.

Hobv He Look?,

In build and appearance Dr. Dods is typical of the

"best class of Scotchman; tall, broad-shouldered, a man
who must have been unusually strong and athletic in

"his youth, and who maintains still a bearing that speaks

of matured force of body and intellect now coming
to its ripest value with years that streak with gray the

thick, waving hair and the side beard, shaved back
far enough to reveal the fine, firm mouth and strong
-chin. One notices also the strong accent, and the half-

closed eyes which produce at first the impression of

languor , but that soon passes into recognition of keen
discernment concealed behind the kindly glance that

combines often with a smile of singular sweetness to

win the close attention and regard of his hearers. It

is a face whose lines would be called severe ; but which,
like a Scottish lake, will lose the last suggestion of
ice in the smile of spring. It is that mingling of

strength and sweetness, suggesting a strong nature
made tender and graceful by splendid discipline, and
withal illumined by a master passion, the love of

Christ and of mankind, that makes Dr. Dods an ideal

teacher and preacher, a veritable prophet of righteous-
ness. Such a man always has a theme that finds his

-hearers. He reaches them with the certain instinct of
a searcher of consciences.

Source of "Pobver.

I had repeated opportunities of watching his audi-
ences, and they were of all classes, sometimes young,
sometimes mature

;
yet the manner and effect were al-

ways the same. It might be a formal lecture on the

teaching of Paul, or a Bible narrative—the sick man
at the pool, the woman who touched the Saviour's
garment, the Last Supper, the parable of the vine—told

with the utmost simplicity and applied with marvelous
power to the living present, with constant appeal to

the soul to waken from whatever sleep held it fettered.

It made us wish to be ever a preacher, standing be-

tween two worlds, speaking the quickening words of

the cross, from the living to the dead.and the effect was
no less interesting. Whatever the audience, the ap-
peal was felt. The response was instant. The word
was like a flame of fire, and it lighted in many hearts

altar fires that will not soon die out.

Estimates of Men.
Dr. Dods is «one of that great company whose re-

ligious life comes out of the struggles which issued

ecclesiastically in the disruption a half century ago,

and intellectually in the new thought on the Bible and
theology, which is even a later product on the same
northern soil. Of this second movement William
Robertson Smith was the leader, the champion and the

master, but the price he paid in the loss of favor and
place because of his belief in the newer learning re-

garding the Word of God was not too much to pay for

the splendid results since attained and the rare body of

men who have entered into his labors. Dr. Dods holds

in highest reverence the three men whose names have
been familiar in Free Church circles in recent years:

William Robertson Smith, Professor A. B. Davidson
and Principal Rainy. In speaking to me of Bruce,

whose work was so similar to his own in many ways
and who has just entered into the larger life, he used
words of warm appreciation. Bruce was an exegete

and an apologist ; Dods has not gone into apologetics,

but is a rare biblical interpreter. Bruce was a strong

preacher, as is Dods, and the last published work of

Bruce was his commentary on Hebrews, while Dr.

Dods has now on the blocks the volume on Hebrews
in the Expositor's Greek Testament, that work of

scholarship which is destined to do for this generation

what Alford did for a former one. His comparison of

Bruce and Davidson was to me most significant.

"Davidson," said he, "was always right; Bruce was al-

ways suggestive." I spoke to him of the disappoint-

ment felt by many that the article by Bruce on Jesus
in the Encyclopaedia Biblica was so negative, and asked

him if he thought it was possible that the editors, Canon
Cheyne and Sutherland Black, had used only a portion

of what was written, taking the parts that would best

harmonize with Schmiedel's radical treatment of the

same theme. All he would say was, "It is possible."

j\.s Touching ^Biblical Criticism.

In matters relating to biblical criticism and theology

Marcus Dods is in line with the majority of scholars

in those disciplines. He feels that criticism is inevita-

ble and necessary, and sees no reason why any should

oppose the method or be thrown into panic by it. He
remarked on the surprise he felt at finding American
thought so much slower to accept the valid results of

biblical criticism than British, and that some religious

papers in this country thought it necessary to warn
their readers 'against a method as inevitable and desir-

able as daylight. Nevertheless, he believes criticism,

like every other process, is liable to run to fantastic and
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violent extremes, and of such tendencies he regards
some of the articles in the Encyclopedia Biblica, above
referred to, as examples. He regrets that a work of

such admirable scholarship in most regards should be
marred by elements of radicalism and conjecture from
which there is sure to be well-nigh universal dissent,

and which largely modify' the value of the work as a
whole. He expressed himself as strongly of the opin-

ion that the preaching and journalism needed to-day,

and proving their value by the growing demand for

them, were of the sort which combined the scholarly

foundation and the scientific temper with a vital em-
phasis upon the great verities of the Gospel, and issued

in an evangelical and urgent message to men to accept

the authority, the teaching, the character, and the pro-

gramme of Christ.

THE COJ*Q\/E'RIJ*C CHRIST
AJV2) A COJVQX/E'RIJVG

CHWRCH.
HE world needs leaders ; the Church has aTl leader. Of him in whom the hope of

Israel was fulfilled it is said: "Behold I

have given him a leader and commander to

the people"—one to plan the campaign
and to animate with courage for the con-
flict. The thought that we have a skillful,

resourceful and efficient' leader is inspir-

iting. Napoleon at the head of his army
was considered by the Duke of Wellington
to be equal to 50,000 men. Some one has

said that an army of sheep led by Napoleon would have
been transformed into an army of lions. With the

captain of salvation at our head we ought to march to

battle with shouts of victory.

Christ is leading his Church out to scenes of conflict.

The Church is not an army of occupation, it is not to

act forever on the defensive. It is an army of aggres-

sion, and when the trumpets sound is to go forth to

battle against the hosts of sin.

We have lingered upon the text, "He leadeth me
into the green pastures and beside the still waters

;"

we have thought of. our privileges until we have for-

gotten our duties ; we have forgotten that we rest for

a time in green pastures that we may recruit our
strength for active service. We are not merely to en-

joy religion, we are to spread it ; we are not merely to

live respectable lives, we are to live useful lives. We
are to find in the worship of God inspiration and
strength for the service of man.

Christ not only leads his people out from the fold

to the field of battle ; he leads them on from one con-

flict to another. He does not want us to close our
eyes to difficulties ; he does not want us to underesti-

mate the strength of our antagonists ; he does not want
us to imagine that we can go on without opposition or

without temporary checks. He wants us to count the

cost ; he wants us to remember that the redemption of

the world is no easy matter ; that as it cost him the

cross it will call for much sacrificial blood from us,

but he wants us also to remember that the final issue

of the conflict is sure—because at his command and in

our possession there is power adequate for the redemp-
tion of the world.

Enough has already been done to give ground for

hope. Christian optimism is based upon an intelligent

appreciation of what Christ has already accomplished.
In spite of all opposition his kingdom advances. "In
to-day already walks to-morrow." Turning prayer

into prophecy we can say, "His kingdom will come and
his will be done on earth as it is done in heaven."
The Church of to-day has to regain the element of

hope. It has again to become a waiting Church; its

posture, however, is not to be that of waiting for

Christ, but that of waiting on Christ. It is to expect

great things from him. It is not to falter in the face

of difficulty and opposition. When the command
rings out, "Speak to the children of God that they go
forward," every soldier of Christ is to grasp his sword
and hasten to the fray.

Christ is leading his Church to victory. It is going
forth with him conquering and to conquer. Some one

has divided the Church into the Church militant, the

Church triumphant, and the Church somnolent. The
Church somnolent is the Church defeated ; the Church
militant is the Church triumphant.

"Sure I must fight if I would win y

Increase my courage, Lord."

Nor can we fight by proxy ; we cannot purchase sub-

stitutes. Each one must go to battle, and there is no
discharge in this war. We yield up our swords when
we yield up our spirits.

The promise that we are to go forth conquering and
to conquer—victory succeeding victory—does not im-
ply that we shall win at once. The struggle against

evil will be fierce ; it will have to be renewed again and
again, but at the last it will end in victory.

In the Epistle to the Hebrews Christ is represented

as seated on the right hand of the Father, "from hence-

forth expecting until his enemies be made his foot-

stool." Upon what is his hope of ultimate triumph
based ? Upon three things : ( 1 ) Upon the promise
of the Father, who says, "Sit thou on my right hand
until the victory be secured." (2) Upon the power
of his mediatorial sacrifice. "This man after he had
made one sacrifice for sin forever, sat down from
henceforth expecting, etc." His expectation of ulti-

mate triumph lay in the power of his sacrifice to con-

quer the souls of men. (3) Upon the co-operation

of his people. His expectation can be realized

only through the agency of his Church. He is

calmly waiting until his Church, by the proc-

lamation of that gospel which tells of his sac-

rifice, will conquer the world, bringing it into sub-

jugation to his sway. Shall he wait in vain? Shall

his expectation in us be disappointed? What are we
doing to fulfill his expectation? In the words of the

popular hymn may each one answer

:

"Surely the Captain may depend on me.
Though but an armour bearer I may be."

A tremendous drag has been put upon the wheels

of human progress. Care has been taken that the

world will not move forward too fast. Good is sel-

dom done without some harm accompanying it. The
tares grow with the wheat. There is no gain without

loss. Every improvement in machinery throws some
workman out of work. Through much tribulation

the kingdom is entered.

Man reaches the fulness of his power and dies. Af-
ter he has learned to do some particular thing he is not

permitted to do very much of it. When Thoreau
learned to make a good lead pencil, he said, "Why
should 1 make any more?" He was about half right.

While he ought, of course, to have used the skill which
he had acquired for useful ends ; yet after all the great-

est thing is the development of power. Life is more
a school of training than it is a work shop.
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JVOTES AffT) COMMENTS.
"Dokvn Grade!

A bull fight in America ! Such is the humiliating

fact. Omaha has the unenviable notoriety of intro-

ducing this brutal sport which has done so much to

disgrace the Spanish nation. Let us hope that the

expression of public condemnation will be so emphatic
that such a cruel and barbaric spectacle shall never

be repeated.

June Gifts to Colleges.

It takes more than money to make a college or uni-

versity, but it takes money and a good deal of it. Dur-
ing the month of June the amount of money given to

educational institutions in the country was unprece-
dentedly large, amounting in all to over twelve mil-

lion dollars. The largest sum, $5,000,000, was given
for the founding of Washington University, St. Louis

;

Brown received $2,000,000, Yale $1,667,000, Harvard
$1,462,070, and other twenty-one colleges sums rang-
ing from half a million to twelve thousand dollars.

While the lion's share of endowments has gone to the

big schools a fair proportion has gone to the smaller in-

stitutions. With increase of wealth will come increase

of equipment, and with increase of equipment ought to

come increase of efficiency.

"Vacation 'Religion."

Speaking on the above subject, Dr. Minot J. Savage
said in a recent sermon: "I have not a word to say
against Sunday amusements. There is no reason
whatever in the Bible or in ecclesiastical history, or
anywhere else, for the existence of the puritanical or
ordinary American Sunday. It is absurd and childish

to think that there is anybody up in heaven who is go-
ing to be angry with you for doing on Sunday any-
thing that it is right to do on any other day in the
week. Set apart Sunday morning for communion
with God. Then use the rest of the day for recreation,

walking, sailing, driving, playing golf or anything that

will make you better physically. Do not dissipate,

however, for that is not recreation."

The answer to that is, "Remember the Sabbath day
to keep it holy." Break down the sanctity of the rest-

day by transforming a holy day into a holiday and the
rest-day as a social institution will not long survive.

"The Ethics of Loot."

In the Forum for this month there is an article by
Rev. Gilbert Reid, D. D., an American missionary, on
the subject of "The Ethics of Loot." It is one of the
kind of utterances which mantles the cheek of a self-

respecting Christian with a blush of shame.. Its tone
is jaunty, its ethics low. Evidently Dr. Reid has been
encouraged by the defense that has been made of loot-

ing the Chinese to deliver his soul on the subject.

"Personally," he says, "I regret that the guilty suf-

fered so little at my own hands." He goes on to say,

"Owing to the fact that two of the missions, both con-
nected with the American Board, succeeded in occupy-
ing the palaces of two princes, there arose an oppor-
tunity—the only one of a lifetime—to put up for sale

looted goods." "The troops of the different nationali-
ties secured their rest through 'change of occupation.'
To them the question was not so much which China-
man was the worst, but which house was the richest."

The characterization of this article by the Record-Her-
ald as "ill-timed and ill-toned, and as utterly helpless
in its insensibility to moral obligations" is too true. Oh,
the pity of it

!

CHICAGO JSTO&ES.
From one of the city pulpits on Sunday last came the

exhortation, "Oh, editors of America, let me entreat

you, be more kind, gentle and considerate to our public

men. Empty the vitriol from your ink-stands and pour
in the milk of human kindness and love." Good ad-

vice ; albeit lacteal fluid would make rather poor writ-

ing material.

The University of Chicago has enrolled a larger

number of students this quarter than during the open-
ing week of any previous summer quarter. The total

reaches 1,468, and in as much as a large number of

students enter the University at the beginning of the

second half of the summer quarter, the number will be

considerably increased before the close of the session.

A Chicago Board of Trade man has surprised his

friends by retiring from business when only fifty years

of age. Having accumulated a fortune he has decided

to give the younger men a chance. For a man to re-

tire from business in middle life is a mistake. Every
man should make the most of his powers. And it is

better to wear out than to rust out. The happiest men
are those who die with the harness on.

Something stronger than lacteal fluid would be

needed properly to characterize the following an-

nouncement which appeared last week in one of our
dailies: "Pie-eating contests, apple ducking, greased

pole climbing, and kindred sports are to be the attrac-

tions this evening at an entertainment to be given by
the choir of church." When a church can-

not be run without this sort of foolery, it had better

close its doors.

The coming of Rev. G. Campbell Morgan to Chica-

go to take up evangelistic work along the lines pur-

sued by Mr. Moody has been looked forward to with

the keenest interest. His opening services in the Chi-

cago Avenue Church have produced an excellent im-
pression. Mr. Morgan belongs to the moderate wing
Keswick school of preachers. As a speaker he is

graceful and forceful. As the friend and successor of

Mr. Moody he will receive a warm welcome.

Full of years and honors Rev. Franklin W. Fisk,

D. D., president of the Chicago Theological Seminary,
"fell on sleep" yesterday morning. For forty-three

years he was connected with the Seminary as profes-

sor. He was a man whose presence radiated sun-

shine. His influence upon his students was pro-

found. Many of them will read of his going with
moistened eyes. Not into the Seminary only, but into

the life of the city, he put the strength of a rich and
ripened manhood.

At the pastors' conference held last week at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, one of the subjects discussed was
"Revival Services." The Rev. P. H. Swift, while de-

ploring the use of the professional evangelist and main-
taining that the revival ought to be developed from
within the Church itself and be led by the pastor, ad-
vocated the free use of advertising and special music.
The Rev. Francis Perry did not believe in the emo-
tional phase of the revival so much as in the ethical.

All wanted a revival, but each one wanted it to come
in his own way.
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HlST'RAyE'R.
The way sometimes is dreary
And the gloom sometimes is deep

;

The cup is often bitter,

And the path is often steep

;

But there's one who kneels at night,

In his little robe of white,

And asks the Lord to bless me,
Just before he goes to sleep.

The burden oft is heavy,
There is little chance to rest;

Through the day I hear the murmurs
Of the weary and oppressed

—

But at night he still is there

To repeat his little prayer,

To appeal to God to bless me

—

And I know that I am blessed.

— S. E. Kiser.

CULTIVATING THE T*RES-
EJSTCE.

By James M. Campbell, D. D.

tIE Practice of the Presence of God the

TBest Rule of a Holy Life" is the title of a

little book which is made up of the

thoughts and letters of Brother Lawrence,
a lay monk of the seventeenth century.

This godly man endeavored to walk
habitually as in the divine presence. His
office as cook in the monastery of the bare-

footed Carmelites at Paris was one for

which he had a natural aversion
;
yet he

made drudgery divine by importing into it

a heavenly spirit. He applied himself diligently to

outward things, and while his hands were busy with
uncongenial tasks his spirit sat in heavenly places with
Christ. Imbued with a habitual sense of God's pres-

ence he seldom felt the need of stated prayer. Al-
though he retired to pray according to the direction of
his superior he did not want such retirement, nor ask
for it, because his business did not divert him from
God. ''The time of business," said he, "does not differ

from the time of prayer, and in the noise and clatter

of the kitchen, when several persons are at the same
time calling for different things, I possess God in as

great tranquility as if I were upon my knees at the

blessed Sacrament." To one who lived thus in the

presence of God communion was unbroken, and the

whole of life was a prayer.

The sense of the divine presence is something that

has to be cultivated. It comes to those who eagerly
long for it. Here as elsewhere the promise holds
good, "Seek and ye shall find."

"Transfigured in his glory, fair

The whole world stands, one house of prayer—
One anteroom of heaven

;

For surely though we know it not
His presence is in every spot,

To those that seek it given."

"If a man love me," says Jesus, "My Father will

manifest himself to him, and we will come and make
our abode with him." Love makes the vision real.

The vision is given to them "who love his appearing."
The question now before us is how can we come

into full and vital realization of the presence of Christ,

so that we may enter into oneness with him and find

in him the well-spring of our strength, and hope, and
joy.

i. By meditation. Meditation must alternate with

activity. We must go apart from the multitude,

breaking connection with the external world, separat-

ing ourselves from outward things which divide the

attention and disturb the mind, "entering the silence"

and opening the soul to the spiritual and the eternal.

"Separate yourself," says William Lawr
, "from all

common thoughts and make your heart
%
as sensible as

you can to the divine presence." Let nothing inter-

pose between your soul and the world of spiritual reali-

ties. Enter into thy closet and close the door, shut-

ting yourself out from the noisy world and shutting

yourself in with God, so that you may be alone with

him. "Be silent before him ;" be all ear and his voice

will be heard in the stillness.

Profitable meditation does not consist in going apart

by ourselves, but in going apart with God. Recogniz-

ing the need for seasons of pause in busy lives, Jesus
said to his disciples, "Come ye apart and rest awhile,"

not "Go ye apart by yourselves," but "Come apart with

me." He wished to accompany them that they might
commune together upon the things upon which the in-

ner life is nourished. He wished also to commune
with them. "When I have drawn thee into the desert

place there will I speak to thy heart."

Meditation implies the fixing of the mind upon a

definite object. The mind must not be allowed tt>

wander into vacancy. The Old Testament saint who
said, "I have set the Lord always before me" knew
something of the resolute effort required to keep up
to the highest level of meditation. The presence is

illusive, but it grows upon those who believe in it and
make it the object of their devout contemplation. It

is an increasing light to those who keep their gaze
fixed upon it. Dwell upon it intently and steadily

and it will burnTtself into the soul and reflect itself in

the life!

?. By prayer. That is, by the conscious outgoing1

of the soul to Christ, "winged by desire, and impelled

by a sense of need." Prayer is something more than

meditation. It is the reaching up of the heart to one
who is bending over us, that we may hold open and
direct communion with him, and that he may make
communications of himself to us. The time when
man holds personal intercourse with the Lord has well

been called "the bridal moment of the soul ;" or, as a
Jewish mystic puts it, "It is the time when heaven and
earth kiss each other." It is the time when the spirit

of man finds its true centre of harmony and rest in

"the Father of spirits."

Prayer implies divine accessibility. For if God be

so far away that we cannot reach him, why should we
pray to him? Direct access is possible because he is

near. He brought himself near to us through Christ.

He is bringing himself near to us in Christ. His pres-

ent method of approach is in Christ, through the

Spirit. The Spirit is called the Paraclete, which liter-

all)' means one who is called to the side of another, to

act for him, and Lo help him in every way possible.

Through his mediumship God is revealed in Christ as

the great All-Presence to whom we are to pray.

The doctrine of the presence accentuates not only

divine accessibility, but also divine personality, thus

establishing a rational basis for prayer. For whatever
else prayer is, it is personal contact with a personal

God. We cannot pray to an abstraction or to a divine

principle, but only to a living being who holds to us

the relation of personal friendship. This is the God
whom Christ reveals ; a God who knows and loves ; a

God who hears and answers prayer. How greatly the

blessings which he bestows are enhanced in value when
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received directly from his hand. They are the tokens

of love that nothing can exhaust. "Grandly he offers,

meanly we receive." He gives according to his great

love, we receive according to our little faith.

As prayer grows from an emergency act to a habit

and from a habit to an attitude of the soul, there may
be less formal petition than there once was, but there

will be a more distinct sense of divine presence, a more

abiding confidence in the divine goodness. But even

when prayer is occasional rather than habitual, the

soul that prays, the soul that walks and talks with

God, the soul that has communion with the source of

life, the soul that opens itself completely to God is

filled at once with his peace, and joy, and strength.

Speaking out of a glad experience all praying souls can

say with Archbishop Trench:

"Lord, what a change within us one short hour
Spent in thy presence will avail to make!
What heavy burdens from our bosoms take!

What parched grounds revive us with a shower!

We kneel, and all around us seems to lower;

We rise and all the distant and the near

Stand forth in sunny outline brave and clear;

We kneel, how weak! We rise, how full of power!"

Prayer availeth ; therefore, "let us pray."

3. By developing the pozver of spiritual apprehen-

sion. Faith is spiritual vision. It is "the assurance

of things hoped for, the proving of things not seen."

We see what we want to see; what we are prepared

to see. The artist sees things in nature which from

other eyes are hid. The spiritual man has a revelation

of things which eye sees not, and ear hears not, and

which enter not into the heart of man. When Mary
brought her first-born son into the temple for "purifi-

cation and redemption," the aged Simeon saw in the

helpless babe the one whose hand was to break the

fetters of sin and bring deliverance to the race. There

was nothing in the appearance of the babe to arrest at-

tention. There was no nimbus of glory around his

head. To look at he was just an ordinary peasant

child, yet the anointed eyes of Simeon saw in him the

Prince of Peace, the King of Glory. He saw what he

was prepared to see. It was not the sunset of life that

gave him mystical lore. The vision came not from

age, but from the anointing of the Holy One. So to

those who look for him, and long for him, and hope

for him, Christ now appears. The soul's eyes grow
strong by looking, and to those that tarry for it the

vision comes.

4. By cultivating the habit of referring everything

to Christ. We are all influenced by the unseen dead.

The dead yet speak. We are often swayed by their

judgments. We find ourselves trying to solve our

knotty problems in the light of their superior knowl-

edge. With more certainty we turn to the unseen

Christ, seeking to know his will, asking him to solve

our doubtful questions. We "inquire in his temple."

We sit at his feet anxious to be taught. We want to

know his mind about everything. Assured that in

some way he can communicate his mind to us we ask

when in perplexity, "Lord, what wouldst thou have
me to do?" What a great privilege it would be es-

teemed to meet one of the master minds of the world
and ask him questions. How much would we prize

one hour with the Apostle Paul to propound to him
some of the questions which vex and perplex us ! Do
we realize sufficiently that the way to Christ is always
open, and that we can go to him at all times and con-

sult him about the things which baffle our wisdom?
Abraham Lincoln once said, "I have been driven many
times to my knees by the overwhelming conviction

that I had nowhere else to go. My own wisdom and

that of those about me seemed insufficient for that

day." When we come into this condition, how
blessed it is to know that Christ is anxious to guide us.

Our communication with him is direct. He is ready

to give, and we are capable of receiving, definite in-

struction. If all outward voices are stilled that the

inward voice may be heard, we shall hear him say,

"This is the way, walk ye in it."

We must also cultivate the habit of bringing our-

selves into the clear light of his presence, that we may
hear his verdict upon our lives. Our work must be

held up for his inspection and approval.

"The long bazaar will praise—but thou,

Heart of my heart, have I done well?"
—Kipling.

What boots it who may praise if the "well done"
of the Master be not won

!

5. By obeying the heavenly vision when it comes.

The vision that waits for us as we return from the call

of duty is always a brighter one than that which we
left. Never does the face of Christ look so beautiful

to us as when we come to lay down at his feet the

sheaves which we have gathered in the harvest fields

of life. Because he was not disobedient to the heaven-

ly vision of which he could speak, which came to him
at the beginning of his Christian career, Paul after-

wards was caught up into the third heavens, "and
heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a

man to utter." Unto those who improve what they

have, shall more be given. To those who do his will

as far as they know it, the deeper mysteries will be re-

vealed. It is not sufficient to be receptive, we must
also be responsive. Standing within call, ready for

orders, is the most advantageous position in which to

see the face of the King, and to hear his voice. Doing
the things which he has bidden is the best way to gain

a clearer and stronger sense of his presence.

THE CHIEF EJVD.
By Edward Scribner Ames.

HE strictly scientific spirit puts great stress

Tupon the discovery and description of mat-
ters of fact. It purposely refers the ques-

tion of the value and ultimate meaning of

the fact to philosophy and theology.

Science has been so prolific of facts in the

last half century that the philosophers have
not been able to properly assort, classify

and organize the materials. In the mean-
time there is much confusion for everyone
and not a little despair. Science in its

marvellous achievements has wrought with wonderful
disinterestedness. No phenomenon in nature is too
small or remote or obscure to escape its patient, minute
and repeated observation. The scientist lingers for

months and years over the structure of the earth worm
or the spectrum of a single star, and in the end is sat-

isfied to tell simply what he has seen. This spirit has
extended also to the treatment of history and literature,

but with growing consciousness of its limitations. It

is important to pursue the study of words, of grammar
and syntax, and all the means and externalities of ex-
pression, but when literature is held to these processes
alone it looks like a dissected flower. How surprised
Shakespeare or Milton would be to see himself under
these linguistic microscopes.

This matter-of-fact spirit shows its inadequacy more
clearly in literary products. It sets for the task of
the writer the mere description of people and events by
the photographic process. In order to escape the dull-
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ness that must follow the application of such a rule to

the commonplace, the writing of our day has turned to

fields sufficiently exceptional to hold attention by their

very novelty. The extreme has been reached in the

realism of the French school, where the last resort was
to treat disease, abnormality, degeneracy and immoral-
ity in minute and vivid description. This substitution

of the fact for its meaning has eliminated the older

standards of value and introduced no others. The di-

verse civilizations—religious and social customs of the

world are presented "just as they are" and with the im-

plication that it would be unartistic for any one to ven-

ture an opinion as to their relative worth. Side by
side with the aggressive missionary policy in the

Church and expansion in the state there is a strong

protest from cultivated people that it is proper merely
to understand foreigners, not to reform them. In this

view there is no conviction of ultimate truth, of

standards of right and wrong. It is based upon the

lingering agnosticism which assumes that only pheno-
mena can be known, but nothing final or absolute.

Pessimism is its natural accompaniment.
There are many signs of protest against this color-

less view of the world. Wordsworth anticipated the

tendency and prescribed a remedy. Poetry and re-

ligion shall be taken as interpreters of the facts of life.

It is necessary, he held, that the student should com-
plement his narrow analytic view of portions of the

universe by a wider imaginative grasp of it, so that the

man of science may command a vision

—

"Through all the mighty commonwealth of things,

Up from the creeping plant to sovereign man."

To the poet the world is not a chaos, but an ascend-

ing order crowned at its summit by humanity. To
physical science there is no scale of values because it

is devoid of spiritual judgments. It is only for the

sentient, moral being that a world of values exists.

The watch is no unity to itself. If thrown under a
hammer or cast into a furnace or scattered part by part

round the earth, there would be no violation of physical

law. It would be only the owner's loss. In the same
way the physical universe is nothing good or bad,
great or small, to itself, but to its sentient self it is shot

through with longings, hopes, fears, joys and sorrows.
This sentient nature appears most clearly to man in

man himself. Whatever skies, landscapes, fossils,

flora and fauna may be, the supremely interesting thing
to mankind is man himself. Therefore, man is the ex-
planation of nature, its interpretation and its inter-

preter. Not man as animal, but man as revealed in the

poets, sages, heroes and saviors of the race, and in the

social order which they advance.
In spite of its impartial attitude the results of scien-

tific inquiry have given man a loftier station in the

world and confirmed his supremacy more certainly

than theology was ever able to do. It has shown his

superiority to the lower forms by proving that in the

stages of his growth he embodies every one of those
forms within himself, and transcends them all. Tt re-

veals his kinship with every phase of animal life and
also his emergence into far higher realms. In the

progress of history it reveals an unfolding society

whose explanation is only to be found in the spiritual

ensigns borne aloft in its art, philosophy and religion.

The best spirits of every age have joined with Plato in

conceiving the true hierarchy of the self, and therefore
of society, when he said: "The right way is to place
the goods of the soul first and highest in the scale, and,
in the second place, the goods of the body, and, in the
third, those of money and property." The science of

ethics, which from Socrates to the present time has
made the question of the chief end of life, or the high-

est good, its central problem, has in all its variation of
detail held fast by one supreme ideal, namely, the wel-

fare and furtherance of human life. Socrates made
the discovery—the greatest ever made—that human
nature is universal as well as individual. By his

searching questions he found that when men think

round a problem they disclose a common nature and a

common system of truth. In modern ethics the human
interest is still supreme. Mill and Bentham formulate
it as happiness, Kant as duty, Green as self-realization,

Spencer as development, Paulsen as purposeful activ-

ity. The common and essential element in all these

views is that the world gets its meaning and interpreta-

tion through the inner and spiritual nature of man.
Even pessimism identifies the problem of life with
man's well-being. It is because the world seems to

him not to further that end that the pessimist despairs

and inveighs against the order of things.

It is in the progressive realization of this supreme and
comprehensive idea of human well-being that modern
culture is to find its true value and inspiration. If it

seems too vague or too distant one may reply that it is

not so indefinite as the end upon which the strict scien-

tific spirit relies. Science commends itself on seeking

no end beyond itself. Knowledge for knowledge's sake

is its motto. And yet is there not a lingering hope
that the scientist's task will prove useful or ornamental
to some human interests ? Think of the paleontologist

at work in the sandstone beds of the Connecticut val-

ley. He discovers certain three-toed foot-marks which
he says were left by a gigantic animal walking the

shore of the sea there in the mesozoic age, millions of

years ago. But is that all he cares to know? Does
not his weary search gain a tinge of color from the

thought that those foot-prints might enable him to find

some hint of the path along which for countless ages
the forms of life on our earth have been ascending ? It

is likely that there are about as many scientists who
literally pursue science for its own sake as there are

Christians who are willing to be damned for the glory

of God. It has been said that this old test of piety was
never really accepted, "except by those who felt sure in

their heart of hearts that God would 'credit' them with
their willingness, and set more store by them thus

than if in his unfathomable scheme he had not damned
them at all." In like manner probably he who pursues

knowledge for its own sake cherishes a lingering hope
that at last, perhaps when he is dead, science will re-

turn to human life with a blessing, bearing in its genial

warmth the memory of the scientist himself. Bacon's
insight was true when he declared, "knowledge is

power." His dream that by the mastery of nature's

secrets this world would become a veritable paradise

for human society is to-day in process of fulfillment.

His error was not in the conception itself, but con-

cerned rather the time and toil necessary to realize it.

The motives are already at work in the new idea of so-

ciety, which promise to direct the vast attainments of

learning, mechanical inventions and industrial develop-

ment toward the alleviation of human suffering, the

training of human wills and the beautifying of human
character. These motives are seen in the movements
for associated charities, for prison reform, for public

and private education and for artistic and religious

culture. They demand that every one shall duly re-

gard the personality which is in the slave, or criminal,

or child, or in one's self, and prize it as of more worth
than the whole world. Such an ideal includes both
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egoism and altruism. It lifts classicism above cyni-

cism, saves a narrow scientific spirit from social and

moral anesthesia and rescues commercialism from ma-
terialism.

THE 'RIVE'R OF GOD:
Prof. John E. McFadyen.

HE great lyric, which we call the forty-

sixth Psalm, presents us with magnificent

confusions, and with a no less magnificent

order. First, a world in ruins; the earth

dislodged from the pillars on which she

rests, the mountains torn up by their roots

and flung into the heart of the sea, the sea

itself raging and foaming, its proud

swelling shaking the very mountains ; sea

and land have left the bounds appointed

for them, and have crossed into each

other's domain; in all nature, nothing but confusion

confounded. Then comes a confusion worse con-

founded. Instead of angry nature, there are cruel,

threatening men ; instead of foaming seas there is the

roar of nations, foaming out their warlike fury against

Jehovah and his people; instead of mountains hurled

into the sea, there is the blustering of worldly king-

doms. They come to the fray 'with cruel weapons of

war—bow, spear, shield, chariot—armed with deadly

hate and pride. Was it any wonder that in the midst

of such turmoil Israel should feel in distress? Will

such a proud sea not sweep away everything which it

overwhelms ? But there is a river whose streams can

make glad, as well as a sea whose waters can devas-

tate.

Israel stands firm in a world where everything else

is in flux : stands, because her confidence is in Jehovah.

Though distressed, she is not in despair; so

far from being in despair that she looks out

to the future with the sublimest confidence. "We
will not fear." The God whose grace has saved her

from these furious floods can save her from anything.

"Jehovah sat as king at the flood
;
yea, Jehovah sitteth

as king forever." So "we will not fear," not even

though the mountains that are round about Jerusalem
-—-mountains whose fixity another Psalmist took as the

symbol of the security Jehovah was to his people—be

torn up and hurled across the plain into the depths of

the great sea. Whence came this brave paean of joy?

Was it not from the certainty of God's grace, the cer-

tainty that "there was a river whose streams made
glad the city of God"?
The beauty and the insight of this verse are not

truly felt till we realize how destitute the Holy City

was of everything that could have given birth to such
a thought. In the words of a German traveler,

"While other famous cities owe their power to natural

conditions, such as commanding sites on seas and
rivers, Jerusalem is distinguished precisely by the ab-

sence of all such natural advantages. She stands

there alone in the wilderness, built on hard, rocky soil,

with no rich pastures, with hardly a field, without a
river—indeed, with hardly a spring—far from the

great paths of commerce. She is what she is, without
a peer, only through the divine revelation of which she
was the scene."

This riverless city has become the city "without a

peer" because of her unseen river, the river of the

grace of God, the river of the water of life. The
desert, with its monotony and dreariness, was never

far away. Rocks and bare hills stare at you every-

where. Through the dusty city ran no refreshing

streams—none but one, the river of the God who was
in the midst of her ; a stream that could only be seen

by the eye of faith, a very powerful faith, for there was
nothing in the landscape to suggest it. But if there

was nothing in the landscape, there was in the history

—in the recent deliverance. For the song is supposed

to be a triumphal ode on the deliverance of Jerusalem

from Sennacherib and his Assyrians. The river of

God that flowed all unseen through the town had saved

it from destruction. Those who had eyes to see it,

and who were refreshed by the breezes that blew from

it, feared not though the mountains plunged into the

sea. Mountains might reel ; but the people were safe

so long as the river was there. That was the pledge

that the night was already far spent, and God would
help them "at the turning of the morning."

Oh, the joy of the eyes which see the sights that they

saw ! That, in the dreary, dusty city—under siege, it

may be—within whose walls is so much pain and
misery, and on whose streets walk anxiety and sorrow,

yet see through it all the silver line of the river of God.

It is from the far days of the world's infancy that the

tale has come down to us of a beautiful garden with

trees many and fair, and a river flowing through it.

The time of cities was not yet: and when they came,

they brought so much siege and weariness that it was
the fewest who could see God's river there. But the

river is there, and one day—how far away we know
not—river and city will alike be fair. Every gate of

the city will be a precious stone, and in the midst of

the street thereof will be the river of the water of life,

and there shall be no curse any more.

Knox College, Toronto.

PLEASAJV&'RIES.
"Once in a while," said Uncle Eben, "a man compli-

ments hisself on habbin patience when he's simply too

lazv to make a kick."

"I don't like our minister's sermon last Sunday,"
said a deacon who had slept all sermon time to a

brother deacon. "Didn't like it, brother A.? Why I

saw you nodding assent to -every proposition of the

parson."

One of the church letters read at the annual meeting
of the Philadelphia Association contained this: "We
are spiritually dead, but we thank God that things are

with us as they are." The Rev. Dr. Murdock turned

to the Rev. J. T. Beckley, D. D., and said : "That re-

minds me of a young man who arose in my meeting
when I was a young pastor and said : 'Brethren, I

am a great sinner, and I am determined to hold out to

the end.' "—Richmond Religious Herald.

*From the Divine Pursuit," a forthcoming volume by Flem-
lg H. Revell Co.

When Dr. Creighton had been offered the bishopric

of London, he hesitated some time before accepting it.

One of his faithful Peterborough parishioners grew so

anxious to learn his decision that one day she asked Dr.

Creighton's daughter what he had decided to do.

"Well, I don't know," the young lady replied ; "all I

can say is that papa is in the study praying for guid-
ance, and mamma is upstairs packing the trunks."

—

Standard.
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AMO^ THE PEASANT-
VROVHET.

Frederic E. Dewhurst.

HERE are three types of men who_ have

Tmost profoundly influenced the spiritual

history of mankind ; the priest, the prophet

and the philosopher; sacerdos, seer and

sage. The first is the defender of the ex-

isting order; he accepts institutions asthey

are; venerates those customs and ideas

which have the touch of antiquity upon

them; dreads innovation; hates to see a

profane hand placed upon the sacred and

venerable things. He does not scrutinize

over-closely their present character or usefulness, but

loves them for what they enshrine and perpetuate, and

feels himself living in all the past of the race with

them.

The prophet is the seer ; seer, not into the future, so

much as into the heart of things, into the elemental

center of the universe, penetrating the incrustations

of civilization, and predicting the future only as he

sees that future along the lines of fundamental and

eternal law. He is the engineer following a vein of

precious gold; his only question being—Where does

the vein lead? He will follow up or down, put his

pick to the rock and blast an opening anywhere if only

with undivided attention he may follow the one thing

which is to him of worth. Adamantine walls of cus-

tom, layers of tradition, stratified accumulations of

venerable ideas may go, if only he do not lose the

clew to the precious vein.

The philosopher gives a hand to each of the two
;
he

deliberates and reflects; he says—"This is good, but

that also is good." He reveres what the past has ac-

cumulated and preserved, but not because he is a con-

servative. He hails the signs of progress, but not

because he has an inborn passion for the elemental

things. His province is to find the tokens of the uni-

versal in the thoughts and deeds which march through

history and to place on theuniversal quality in each of

them the seal of value and permanence.

Each of these types has its distinguishing virtue and

its corresponding vice. The virtue of the priest is his

reverence for the past ; his vice is an excess of caution

running into cowardice and resistance of progress.

The virtue of the prophet is his courage and boldness

;

his vice, iconoclasm and failure to grasp the historic

spirit. The virtue of the philosopher is liiscalmness,

his serene spirit, his judicial wisdom ; his vice, a fre-

quent lack of interest in the concrete, throbbing reali-

ties of life. But taken altogether, the conserving of

the past, the progress out of the past into the future,

the selective judgment which sees the universal in the

moving pageantry of life—these are the influential

forces in human history. Therefore, some are called

to be priests, some to be prophets and some philoso-

phers.

Of these three types, the prophetic is by far the most

interesting, just because it represents that boldness

of innovation and that fearless courage which effect

changes in human history. And of all nations who

have had a great history none has been so profoundly

and constantly affected" by the prophetic influence as

was Israel bv her prophets. That peculiar and

precious possession which we know as spiritual mon-
otheism was the outgrowth of Israel's experience un-
der the hand of the prophets. They evolved that re-

sult out of the nation's life by centuries of eager,,

severe and even drastic teaching. In some instances
these prophets represented the culture and education of
their time ; they were "university men," whose culture

had not flattened out their courage or their instinct for

reform. Sometimes they worked within the lines of
the priestly guild, were themselves "ordained," or had
"taken orders," but more frequently they had not, for

the good priest is not likely to be the great prophet.

Sometimes, again, the prophet was self-appointed, or
shall it be said, God-appointed, remembering the say-

ing of Emerson that in the highest sense "self-reliance

is reliance upon God"?
To this latter class belonged Amos, the peasant-

prophet, the herdsman of Tekoa, whose story is told

in the booklet which bears his name. In the

northern kingdom of Israel, ruled over by the dynasty
of renegade kings, was Bethel, the religious capital,

the residence also of many of the wealthy people, the

center of luxury and of ease. Samaria was the politi-

cal capital, but Bethel was the point fo which the Is-

raelites came for their periodical religious festivals.

"Religious" festivals they were ; but we must not im-
port this term "religion," which is itself a product of

history and spiritual experience, into the seventh cen-

tury B. C., without a word of explanation. Upon
what were the throngs of people, gathering at Bethel

for the great religious festivals, intent?

By the confession of her own historians and prophets
these festivals were occasions of mirth and jollity

;

the sacrifices offered were not as solemn atonements
for the purpose of propitation, but rather as gifts

which the Deity shared, eating with the people who
were "the guests of God." Therefore, the wine flowed
freely, the dancing waxed in merriment and license

and the religious festival became a mad riot of sensual

and licentious extravagance, and all this by the ex-

press sanction and direction of the priests and in the

name of Jahveh, whom they worshipped at Bethel,

and the other centers, under the form of a bull.

We will, therefore, imagine ourselves present at the

autumn festival at Bethel in the year 760, a

year that marks the zenith of Israel's political

supremacy, of her material prosperity and suc-

cess. She is at the flood-tide of her glory.

Jahveh, her divinity, has been good to her ; he has been
her God of battles and has overthrown her foes. She
was now again the ruling nation between the Nile and
the Euphrates. Her rich men were getting richer, that

sure evidence of the favor and blessing of God ! They
dwelt at Samaria in houses of hewn stone and palaces

of ivory. They reclined upon couches of ivory with

damask curtains and ate daily "lambs from the flock

and calves from the midst of the stall." The festival

would be kept, therefore, with more than usual fervor

and hilarity. The din of the merriment, the shouts of

the feasters, the dancing, the drunkenness and the

carousals reach an excess undreamed of before. The
welkin rings with the lusty merriment of this religious

festival, when lo ! a stranger in peasant's garb and with

an austerity of countenance ill-befitting the hilarity

around him, forces his way through the crowds and
hushes them to silence almost before they know what
has happened. In the cadence of a familiar funeral

dirge he begins a series of prophetic "dooms;" he

intones judgment against the surrounding nations.

Damascus, Gaza. Tvre, Edom. Amnion and Moab in
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turn fall under the dirge-like sentence of this stranger

with the solemn face. And the Israelites are stirred

to sympathetic approval of this divine judgment on

their foes.

But all this is to Amos but as the prelude to the

great funeral requiem. The lightning of his wrath
touches the neighboring nations only to strike Israel

at last with the full intensity of the gathering storm.

Thus saith Jahveh:
For three transgressions of Israel

And for four I will not reverse it;

Because they sold the righteous for money,
And the poor for a pair of sandals;

Who pant for the dust of the earth on the head of the

poor
And turn aside the way of the afflicted.

They stretch themselves upon pledged garments,
Close to every altar,

And drink the wine of the amerced
In the house of their gods.

And what is the effect of all this upon the religious

revellers ? What could it be but consternation, amaze-
ment and wrath? What greater evidence of atheism

than the denunciation of the land which Jahveh loved

and which he defended with tutelary care ? And Ama-
ziah, the priest, whose preserves were encroached upon
and whose occupation gone, if such insane charges as

these of Amos were believed, was the natural mouth-
piece of the popular thought. With ill-concealed sar-

casm he approaches Amos and exclaims : "Oh, Seer

!

Go flee to the land of Judah and there eat bread and
prophesy there; but prophesy not again at Bethel, for

this is the King's chapel and the royal court."

But Amos, nothing daunted, pitting his prophetic

mission against the priestly unction and authority, de-

clares: "I was no prophet, neither the disciple of a

prophet ;but I was an herdsman and a gatherer of syca-

more fruit and Jahveh took me from following the

flock and said to me, go prophesy to my people Israel."

Amaziah is compelled to listen to the peasant with
his divinely appointed mission to the bitter end. This
mission may be summed up mainly in the one word,
ethical. It charges the religion of Israel with injus-

tice and inhumanity. With the material idea and wor-
ship of God which Amos saw at Bethel, the utterly un-
spiritual, even sensual expressions of the religious life

he does not primarily concern himself. It is the social

injustice, the wrongs inflicted by the rich and luxurious
people who flock to the festivals and are counted by the

Amaziahs, it is this which gives the sting to the ar-

rows of the Tekoan prophet. He declared that Israel

was like a basket of summer fruit, ripe for destruction.

Hear this! ye that pant after the needy
That ye may destroy the poor of the land,

Saying, When will the new moon be over
That we may sell corn?
And the Sabbath
That we may open out grain?
Making the ephah small,

And the shekel great,

And falsifying the balances for deceit.

That we may purchase the poor for money.
And the needy for a pair of sandals
And sell the refuse of the grain.

It is noteworthy that this clear ringing word of the

peasant prophet, unsophisticated and uncorrupted by
king or priest, is one of the earliest influences in Israel

toward the transformation of her religion into a relig-

ion of righteousness. The ethical wedge was driven
mightily by him into the gaping crevices of a cult which
differed little from the nature-cults around it. These
messages uttered at Bethel at different times with
fervor, indignation and inspired earnestness were, af-

ter his return to Tekoa, written out and preserved in

the form in which they still exist among the minor
prophets.

There is no testimony or record of the effect of these

messages of Amos upon the men of his time. No one

knows whether any of the rich revellers at Bethel was
moved to reform. Seldom is the prophet "acceptable"

in his own day and place. But the influence of Amos
in the history of religion is assured. In that vast evo-

lution of religion from a sensuous worship of the cre-

ative forces of nature to that religion which recognizes

God as spirit, and worships him in spirit and truth,

Amos, the peasant prophet, holds a place which makes
the world debtor to him forever.

BIBLE SCHOOL.
JVOAH RAIZED IJV THE AUK-

Sunday-school lesson for July 21, 1901. Gen.
8: 1 -22.

Golden Text : Noah found grace in the eyes of the

Lord. Gen. 6 : 8.

A CHICAGO &EACHE*R'S JVO&ES^ OJW
GHE LEJTS'OSf.

Elias A. Long.

HSime and ZSimes of JVoah.

According to dates in most of our Bibles the flood

ended 1,650 Years after the creation of Adam. This,

chronology is not authoritative. We know, however,
that the world grew populous chiefly in western Asia
and perhaps in northern Africa. Along with the in-

crease of inhabitants the earth was filled with increas-

ing violence, of which the murder of Abel was the

forerunner The description of the wickedness reached
in Noah's time, as given in Chap. 6:5, is amazing:
"Every imagination of the thought was only evil con-

tinually." Although these were days of the striving

of the Spirit of God (Chap. 6:3) it is evident that

there was little or no mixture of good present, save as.

found in one line and family, that of Noah. A few-

names only of the holy seed are distinguishable down
the ages amidst the growing wickedness. Even the

godly race seems to have been led away by intermar-
riage with the irreligious (Chap. 6:2), the former-
doubtless, according to the usual rule, sinking to the

level of the ungodly. True worshipers grew fewer and
fewer in numbers until at last but one family of the
righteous remained. But God determined to give the

race a new chance. This he did by withdrawing his.

gift of life from the wicked, through the means of the

destroying flood, and by preserving as the leader in the
purified world, Noah, the best man in the world.

Form of the ^farratixte.

Common methods of speech are used for conveying-
spiritual ideas. The hand, the eye, and the heart of
God, for instance, are spoken of as if he were a man.
God is a spirit but his attributes could hardly be ex-.

pressed except in the terms of flesh and be under-
stood. Where the account speaks of "All the high hills

that were under the heaven were covered," this does
.
not necessarily imply that the whole earth was sub-
merged in water. When Jesus said that the Queen of
Sheba "came from the uttermost parts of the' earth,"
it does not mean that there were no parts beyond. As
every Bible student knows the word translated earth
(Chap. 7: 19) often appears in a limited sense, as in
Ex. 10: 15, Gen. 41 : 56. That language is an accom-
modation to human weakness of comprehension is.
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the very principle at the bottom of the Savior's

parabolic teaching. As to the universality of the flood,

doubtless it extended as far as the earth was in-

habited. But we have to remember that it is

primarily and distinctively with mankind in his rela-

tion to God, and not with a physical creation, that

Genesis is concerned.

V. i. Ark of God's Grace. "God remembered."
Speaking after the manner of men, for God never forgets.

Even the sparrows are not forgotten before him. Luke 12:6.
* * '* "Noah." Noah, like his ancestor Enoch, walked in

righteousness with God. Chap. 7 : I. That was the secret of

his strength in an age of unspeakable wickedness. He was
like a tree planted by the rivers of water when all around was
withered or dead. Ps. 1 : 3. He was a preacher of righteous-

ness (2 Pet. 2:5) and he is called just and perfect. Noah
was a man of faith (Heb. 11:7), obeying God, pursuing a

course through 120 years (Chap. 6:3-22) wholly contrary to

human experience and public opinion. He dared to stand

alone in the right regardless of the ridicule and hate of men.
Still, he was not faultless (Chap. 9:20, 21) ; but we who live

in the light of God's full revelation and the pattern of his

Son should not judge him severely. Rather let us ask, Do
we live up to our light as well as Noah did? His children

were his converts. * * * "Every living thing. ..in the

ark." Noah had made the ark when commanded. Chap. 7 :"$.

Along with the idea of relief for Noah is conveyed the awful

penalty upon the wicked. Because God's sentence against sin

had been long delayed it was none the less certain. * * *

"Made a wind." A wind that promoted rapid evaporation.

Every farmer understands the power there is in even an

ordinary wind for absorbing the earth's moisture.

V. 2, 3. Abatement of Water. "Rain was restrained."

He who caused the water to flow and the fountains of the

deep to give forth, could by his word cause them to cease.

V. 4, 5. Deliverance in Sight. "Seventh month, seven-

teenth day." This was the day when the ark rested on the

mountains. The beginning of the rain was in the second
month and the seventeenth day. Chap. 7:11. * * *

"Mountain of Ararat." A region nearly in the middle of

Armenia. It is not supposed that the ark rested on either of
the peaks now called Ararat, as Ararat was a country, not a

mountain.

V. 6, 10, Winged Messengers. The story of the flying

birds, verses 6-12 inclusive, is most charming, even
to little children. Let it be read to them. * * *

"Sent forth a raven." How the faith and patience

of Noah must have been tested while waiting for the

end of his sojourn in the ark. * * * "Went forth to and
fro." From the marginal note it appears that the raven con-
tinued to return to the ark, but was not taken in. * * *

"Sent forth a dove." The dove was sent forth several times.

The first flight was of short duration, as no land was in sight.

Verses 8, 9. On the second flight, seven days after, the olive

leaf was found. Verses 10, 11. The third time the bird did

not return. The dove may be likened to the soul which finds

no rest or satisfaction until it return to the ark of God from
which it sat out. The raven has been compared to the carnal

heart which takes up the world and feeds on the pollution it

finds there.

V. 11, 12, The Olive Leaf. "An olive leaf." The leaf

showed that the waters had subsided sufficiently to permit
vegetation to spring forth. It was a sign that the earth had
been restored to man, and this became an emblem of peace
between God and the world. The olive branch has since been
taken as the symbol of peace, and the dove the symbol of the
Holy Ghost, the Comforter. * * * "Returned not again."
At last the waters had so fully abated that the dove returned
not to the ark.

V. 13, 14. The Dry Ground. "Second month." By com-
paring this date with that of Chap. 7: 11 it appears that Noah
was in the ark a full solar year and ten days.

V. 15. God's Silence Broken. "And God spake." Noah
often had talked with God. He was constantly listening for
the divine voice, which seems to have been silent for above a
year. During his long imprisonment in the ark Noah was
awaiting a heartening message. How God spake we do not
know. We can always hear God's voice as he speaks to us in

his written word.

V. 16. The New Command. "Go." How full of sig-
nificance is this little word! For Noah to receive a command
was to obey. Christ left a standing "Go" before he ascended
on high. Mat. 28:19; Rev. 22:17. * * * The ark was a

large transport made for floating rather than a ship. It had
neither sail nor rudder. Assuming twenty-one inches for the
cubit the ark would be 525 feet in length, 87 feet 6 inches in
breadth and 52 feet 6 inches in height. The ark is frequently
taken as a type of Christ. It at least furnishes an illustration
of spiritual truth. (1) -It was the one hope of the world.
(2) It was a refuge from a danger in which the world did
not believe. (3) There was but one ark. (4) The ark stood
for full salvation from the flood as Jesus stands for full

salvation from sin. Mat. 1 : 21. (5) It was a divinely planned
refuge. (6) It had but one door. * * * "Thy sons."
These were Shem, Ham and Japheth, of whom the last named
appeared to have been the eldest. Chap. 10:21.

V. 17. Animals for Use. "Every living thing." When
created they had been called good and they still were needed
by the new race. Later (Chap. 9:3) the use of animals was
permitted for food.

V. 18. Disembarkment. "Noah went forth." His heart
filled with gratitude and his mind with admiration for God's
marvelous dealings. What a clean place the new earth must
have been, now that all the wicked had been swept away.

V. 19. The Released Herds. "Went out of the ark."
Instinctively seeking the earth from which they had been so
long absent.

V. 20. A Life of Worship. "Noah builded an altar."
Here we have an insight into Noah's character. His first

thought when he finds himself once more on solid ground is a
thought of God. He built an altar before he built a house.
He sought God before he explored the land. He sought first

the kingdom of God and his righteousness. Matt. 6 : 33. Do
we? While sacrifices had been offered long before, this is the
first record we have of the erecting of an altar. * * *

"Burnt offering." Noah realized that he was sinful. His
offering was an acknowledgment of guilt, but it was pri-
marily an expression of thanksgiving for his great deliverance.

V. 21. God's Solemn Pledge. "The Lord smelled a sweet
savour." The meaning is that the act of sacrifice was well
pleasing to him. The offering presented was accepted. It
was pleasing to God because it was an expression of love and
gratitude. * * * "Said in his heart." An inward resolve
of his will. In the next chapter (verse 8-17) we have an
account of the Rainbow Covenant which God made with Noah.
* * * "Will not again curse." The minds of Noah and
his children could be free from the fear of another deluge.
* * * "Neither smite. . .everything living." The world
has never been so wicked since the flood as it was before, for
new influences have come in working for redemption. The
rainbow was appointed as a perpetual token of divine pro-
pitiousness. When we look upon it we ought to remember
his covenant of mercy.

V. 22. A Bright Picture. "While the earth remaineth."
Out of the fatal deluge grows the beautiful picture of the
fruitful earth. But we have an intimation that the earth shall
not always remain. 2 Pet. 3:7. * * * "Seed time and
harvest." Providing for the needs of man. If the earth's
seed time and harvest should fail but once all mankind would
perish. But here is God's assurance that fills us with rest
aiud certainty as to our daily bread. The future of the world's
food supply for unknown ages to come is not locked up in a
delicate little seed, but in God's promise. God's covenant
stands between the world and starvation. Seed time and
harvest carry with them lessons of opportunity and responsi-
bility in the spiritual realm. In the New Testament the
seasons frequently are so applied, and the seed and its bread
serve to illustrate the seed of the Word and the Bread of Life.

FIVE MIJVX/TES" S'EHMOJV OJV THE
GOLVEJV TEATU.

By Peter Ainslie.

One of the loneliest men that ever lived in this world
was Noah. Perhaps Jesus suffered most from loneli-

ness, because He was more divine, but Noah had less

sympathy from men than even Jesus;, for a few did

gather around the latter in simple faith ; but, excepting
his own household, Noah did not make a single convert

during his one hundred and twenty years of continuous
preaching. He grew away from the world as he grew
toward God. Things that bound him to this world
were broken as new motives and deep experiences
bound him to God—a lonely man on the earth because
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he had found companionship in heaven ! I think it was
Fairbairn who said : "The man who stands up and
speaks for God ought to spend his days in company
with God." Noah was God's messenger. He found
favor in God's eyes. He lived in God's company. His
life is a lesson in service. It was very simple and it

may be written out in one word—just this : Obedience.

He obeyed God, and that man who obeys God now
transfers his citizenship from earth to heaven. Paul
said that "our citizenship is in heaven." John urges us

not to love the world, and then declares that if we do
love the world, the love of the Father is not in us. Jesus
taught that we can not serve both—this world and God.
Then it was the unworldly life that made Noah prevail

with God. But now was not that faith? He believed

and so he obeyed. Religion after all is very simple. It

is just taking God at what he says and doing what he
commands and willing to do things his way.

From the worldly point of view, Noah did a very
foolish thing to build that great ark and take his family

and all those wild animals in there, but God could cer-

tainly keep one man and that man's family on an earth

that God himself created. It was no more difficult for

God to keep Noah in the dangers of the flood than a

hundred years before the flood came. God is able to

keep a man anywhere. He has proven that often

enough without even raising the question. Paul said

:

"I know that he is able to keep that which I have
committed unto him." Are you timid about God's
ability to keep you ? Is he not keeping you now ? No
one of us can keep ourselves. We cannot increase our
stature nor lengthen our days. We are in God's hands,
and our chief lesson is "Thy will be done in me."

For his obedience, God gives to Noah the whole
world—a world washed from sin—and Noah at once
sets up a sign board that pointed to Calvary. He built

an altar and the blood of the beasts was a type of the

blood of Jesus. Outward cleansing was not enough

;

only the blood of the Son of God could cleanse the

human heart. But the world, new as it was, repre-

sented the promise, "Blessed are the meek, for they
shall inherit the earth"—not this sinful earth, but the

new earth that shall come forth in the consummation of

all things. It shall be owned absolutely by those who
obey. Then we learn that to give up what we have, to

believe God and do what he has told us to do, will

enable us to find grace in his eyes through the blood
of Jesus Christ, our Lord.

Thou art good, O Lord. We bless thee for thy
love. Save us by thy grace, through Jesus. Amen.

PltAyE'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

SEEKING FO"R HIGHE'R UHIJVGS.

Col. 3:1. References: Matt. 6:31-34; Matt.

6: 19-21 ; Luke 10: 38-42.

It belongs to the common-place to say that we can-

not have everything we want, and yet there is no more
significant fact in human experience than the necessity

of choice. Many people are absorbed in the lower
things of life, thinking that when the time comes they

can instantly transfer their affections, forgetting that

where their treasure is—where they have made their

sacrifice—there will the heart be also. If a man is

concerned in ministering unto his body and forgets his

soul, he will find that his spiritual nature will become
atrophied and waste away.

It would seem that argument or persuasion should
not be necessary in order to induce a man to seek the
things of eternal worth ; but the passion for the things

of this earth-life are so strong that oftimes he does not
appreciate the hold that they have on him until it is

too late.

What Is the Stgntficance?

It is well that we remind ourselves that seeking
for higher things doe? not imply that we are to get out
of the world and live the life of an ascetic or a stylite.

Seeking for higher things means to seek the Christ life.

If we have died to the world and been raised together
with him, surely we should seek only those things

which are like unto him. It would seem that, viewed
from purely a commercial basis, it would appeal to

more men. And yet no man can attain unto it who is

not moved by some higher motive. We must seek first

the Kingdom of God and his righteousness. We must
seek for eternal interests. We must lay up for our-

selves treasures in heaven. God has given us the fun-

damental law of the moral and religious life. This is

the life that he would have us live in order that store

and shop, factory and farm, may become permeated
with his spirit and his teaching.

A Life of Trust and S^elf-Forgetfulness.

How few of us are willing to put God's promises to

the test r Our way seems to be wiser than his. How
have we been reading the plain declarations of God's
word, "Seek ye first ease and comfort, houses and
lands, and stocks and bonds, and then if you have any
time or inclination, seek the kingdom of God" ? This
is the most dangerous rationalism to which the Bible

has ever been subjected. A change of emphasis is

needed. The very genius of the Christian religion

demands that we get to the very heart of the social

and ethical teaching of Jesus. Behold, the sublime

self-forgetfulness of the harbinger as he points to Je-

sus, saying: "He must increase, but I must decrease."

We sometimes become alarmed at the great power of

evil, and that we are doing so little to stop its ravages.

The explanation is to be found, not in our inability,

but in the fact that we are setting our affections on
things which are below.

W'tiling to "Be Consumed.

Variety was once introduced into a prayer meeting

by representing the Church as an engine. And the

members were given opportunity to tell which part

they would like to be. One desired to be the whistle

to wake up the sleepy land ; another would be the bell

to clang out, "Ail-aboard ;" another, the drive-wheel

;

some, the safety-valve, and still another the head-

light. The man who did most (he was giving $1,200

out of a $2,000 salary) was not saying anything. The
pastor turned to him and asked what he would prefer

to be : "Oh, anything," he said, "if the fireman wants

a shovelful of coal let him throw me in." How many
in our churches are willing to be consumed for the

glory of God? We must be willing to spend and be

spent that this world may be saved.

All that man needs will be bountifully supplied when
he orders his life in accordance with the divine will.

It will be a life of blessedness, because it is Christ-cen-

tered, spirit-filled life. The gift of the Holy Spirit will

no longer be a figment of the imagination in a tingling

of nerves, but a divine and ever-present reality.
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CHTUSTIAJ* EJSTVEA VOP^
By Charles Blanchard.

A S&T'ROJVG, WEAK MAJV.

Judges 16: 20-30. Topic, July 21st.

HIS story of Samson, the strong man, is

Tone of the folk-tales of Israel. It has in

it the elements of romance, dear to the

hearts of children and primitive peoples.

Samson was one of the judges of Israel.

We are told that "he judged Israel twenty
years." His name is also mentioned
among the heroes of faith, in the eleventh

chapter of Hebrews. So, notwithstanding
the glamor of romance surrounding his

name, and which is clearly revealed in the

Bible narrative, he stands out as one of the remarkable
historical figures of the early history of Israel. We
need to read beneath the surface to get the deeper
meaning of the story. The romance is simply the set-

ting. There is nothing inconsistent with right rev-

erence for the Bible in recognizing this element of the

romantic in the early records of the race. It helps us
to get into the atmosphere of the story and of the

times.

Nor is this higher criticism, but plain common
sense, applied to the reading of the Bible, just as we
read any other record of the romantic period of the

world's history. Don't make over-much of the ro-

mance, neither rob the story of half its charm by too

literal interpretation of its marvelous: statements.

There is even a playful element in the story. Samson
was something of a joker. Perhaps, however, this was
from bad association with Delilah. And herein lies

much of its moral value, as of its romantic interest.

Wherein 1S£/a-r Samson's Strength?

It was not in his hair, as the narrative may lead one
to understand. This is the surface idea, and the popular

notion. His strength was in his religious fidelity.

He says he was a "Nazarite unto God." In his faith-

fulness to the vows of the Nazarites, which included

total abstinence from wine and strong drink, lay the

open secret, in part, of his great physical strength.

When he, after much persuasion and playing with
temptation, permitted the coquettish Delilah to cut off

his seven locks of hair, his strength went from him,

because he had broken his vow to God. This is the

lesson for all strong men or weak men, for us as Chris-

tians and endeavorers. Fidelity to religious convic-

tions, in the keeping of pledges and the performance
of our religious obligations, is one of the sources of

true strength. To trifle with sin, to dandle with duty,

to permit ourselves to sleep in the lap of the Delilahs

of delight, however sweet or fascinating or flattering,

is to play with destiny and to lose at last.

Strong in the Spirit of the Lord.

Samson was strong in the spirit of the Lord, which
moved him at times to deeds of daring and valorous
achievement. In that age physical strength was the

one thing beyond all else that could be appreciated.

So the spirit of the Lord was manifest in that way.
But we should have better conceptions of spiritual

things. Samson's temptations were sensual. So are

ours, in varied forms. Most men have one or more
Delilahs, especially in the middle of July ! To perish

with our tempters or tormentors is not a noble ven-

geance. The spectacular is not spiritual.

. STWIES IJSf MISSIONS.
[Supplementary to the C. E. reading courses.]

sicjvincASfcE or the stwdejvt
VOLUNTEER MOVEMEJVT.

By Charles A. Young.

All great movements for the amelioration and sal-

tation of the human race are to be traced to God. The
significance of the Student Volunteer
Movement cannot be grasped unless

we realize that God guides and gov-

erns history. The roots of this move-
ment strike deep amid Calvary's rocks,

at the foot of the cross. To under-

stand its visible historic sources we
must study modern missions and
evangelism from the time of Carey,

the cobbler missionary, to Moody, the evangelist. It

was inaugurated at Northfield, Mass., in 1886. At
that time one hundred young men signed the follow-

ing pledge : "I am willing and desirous, God permit-

ting, to become a foreign missionary." Mr. Steven-

son says the four-fold purpose of this movement is

:

1. To awaken and maintain an intelligent and ac-

tive interest in foreign missions among all Christian

students.

2. To enroll a sufficient number of properly-quali-

fied student volunteers to meet the successive demands
of the various missionary boards of North America.

3. To help all intending missionaries to prepare for

their life work and to enlist their co-operation in de-

veloping the missionary life of the home churches.

4. To lay an equal burden of responsibility on all

students who are to remain as ministers and lay

workers at home, that they may actively promote the

missionary enterprise, by their intelligent advocacy, by
their gifts and by their prayers.

The Student Volunteer Movement is a recruiting

agency to all our mission boards.

The Student Volunteer Missionary Union of Great

Britain was organized in 1892 as an outgrowth of the

Student Volunteer Movement. The purpose of the

movement on both sides of the Atlantic is the same.

They both have the same pledge for the students : "It

is my purpose, if God permit, to become a foreign mis-

sionary." In America the movement has enrolled

about five thousand volunteers. When it is remem-
bered that the policy is conservative, no one being en-

rolled who does not feel impelled by the spirit of the

Master to offer his services, and that this number rep-

resents the very flower of educated young manhood
and womanhood in the best colleges and universities

of America, it is quite significant. Equally, if not

more significant, is the fact that fully one-third of

these volunteers have alreadv gone to the foreign

field.

In Great Britain about two thousand students have

enrolled. Of this number nearly six hundred have
already gone to the foreign field under fifty different

missionary societies. The famous Cambridge seven

has multiplied marvellously, like the loaves and fishes

in the hands of Christ. Only the divine missionary

who taught us to pray the Lord of the harvest that he

would "send forth laborers" can measure the signifi-

cance of the Student Volunteer Movement.
1. Our higher institutions of learning are becom-

ing permeated with the spirit of missions wherever
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there are volunteer bands. Even the non-volunteers

feel the glow of their enthusiasm for evangelizing the

world and carry some of it to their home churches

2. It means more intelligent service in missionary

effort. Information means inspiration; inspiration

means consecration, and intelligent consecration means
whole-hearted service.

3. It is significant that we no longer have to beg

for competent missionaries for the foreign field. Dr.

George Smith said : "Missionaries rather than money
has been the great want up to the present generation."

Now one board testifies : "We have ten offers for ser-

vice in the foreign field where we had one previous to

the organization of this movement."

4. The volunteers have greatly increased the

liberality of the churches. A noble band waiting for

the boards to send them out is a constant stimulus to

larger giving.

5. More significant, however, is the fact that the

churches are learning through these volunteers that

they must send their noblest and best, their most con-

secrated and highly educated sons and daughters to

the foreign field.

University of Virginia.

EXVOSlTO'Ry HIJSiTS.
"And he saw a spirit of God descending as a dove coming

upon him." (Mt. 3:16.)

HIS revised translation is justified by

Tthe fact that it is a literal and exact render-
ing of the Greek phrase. There is no evi-

dence here to indicate that "spirit of God"
is a proper name. The writer evidently de-

sires to teach that this was "a spirit that

came from God" ; hence belonged to him.

The language is fully honored when thus

translated and interpreted. The precisely

analogous phrase, "an angel of the Lord"
(Mt. 1 :2o) favors my claim. Had our

author desired to write "the spirit of God" he could
have easily inserted the article as he did in writing

"the angel of the Lord" (Mt. 1 :24; cf. 1 :2o).

The reader will observe that Matthew makes no
effort to identify this spirit with the being called "a
holy spirit" in 1 :i8, 20, and he leaves no tenable

ground for cur identifying them. By thus following

the evangelist we shall relieve our thoughts of many
needless perplexities. This spirit comes upon Jesus
at this time because he is about to begin his service

for God in public places. He therefore needs the

wisdom and power which only such a being can give.

"The beloved son" of God (3: 17) must be able to

speak divine thoughts with divine unction and au-

thority. Divine deeds in a godlike temper and man-
ner he must perform.

The spirit, after coming upon him, enters into him,

and thus governs his whole being (Mt. 4:1) from this

hour onward. Inasmuch as the Savior is not said to

have been filled with the spirit from his birth, the

"spirit of God" descends upon him at this auspicious

moment. Baptized by the most godlike man of his

age, crowned by a spirit from God, and attested by
the voice of God himself (three witnesses), Jesus
starts forth on his sublime mission.

Observe that, while this "spirit" rests in dove-like

form upon Jesus, God himself is represented as still

in heaven (3:17) and speaking therefrom. What
bearing has these facts upon my interpretation, and
upon the relation of this particular spirit to Goi D

SAyiJVGS OF JESVS JSfOT 'RE-

CO'R'DE'D IJV THE GOSTELS.
An American scholar, Mr. J. H. Ropes, has pub-

lished at Leipzig a very careful book on the sayings

of Jesus not embodied in the canonical gospels, but

preserved either in oral tradition or in some of the gos-

pels which are no longer extant. The Guardian gives

an account of Mr. Ropes' results, and the following is

a list of the sayings which he retains as genuine, with

their authorities

:

i. Acts xx. 35. ii. St. John vii. 53; viii. II. iii.

I Thess. iv. 15-17. iv. Rev. xvi. 15.

v. "In whatsoever state I find you, in that will I

also judge you." (Justin Martyr.)

vi. "Ask for that which is great, and that which is

little shall be added to you." (Clem. Alex., Origen.)

vii. "Prove yourselves tried money-changers."

(Clem. Alex. Apelles, Clem. Horn. Didascalia, Pistis

Sophia.)

viii. "(Woe to him) who has saddened his broth-

er's spirit." (The gospel according to the Hebrews,

as quoted by Jerome.)
ix. "Never be joyful save when you look upon your

brother in love." (lb.)

x. The Lord saith
—"Ye shall be as lambs in the

midst of wolves." But Peter answering saith unto

him, "But what if the wolves tear the lambs in pieces?"

Jesus said to Peter, "Let the lambs not fear that the

wolves can hurt them after their death ; and do you not

fear those who kill you and can do no more to you, but

fear him who, after you are dead, hath power over soul

and bodv to cast them into hell." (Clem. Rom. ii. c.

5-)
.

xi. This consists of a long insertion in the history

of the rich young man

:

"The Lord said to him, How sayest thou, I have
kept the law and the prophets, for it is written in the

law, thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself, and lo,

there are many brothers of thine, sons of Abraham,
covered with dung and dying of hunger, and thy
house is full of many good things, and yet not one goes

out from it to them." (The gospel according to the

Hebrews as quoted by Origen.)
xii. "I shall select for myself the good, those good

whom my father which is in heaven hath given me."
(The gospel according to the Hebrews as quoted by
Eusebius.)

xiii. "She hath gathered it from the hire of a har-
lot, and to the hire of a harlot shall it return, (c f.

Micah i. 7, Deut. xxiii. 18.) From folly has it come
and to the place of folly shall it return." (The Tal-
mud, where the context implies that the meaning is

that Christians are to have nothing to do with the price

of sin, or with anything that is evil.)

xiv. This is an addition of several verses in Codex
Bezae and the Latin and Syriac versions to St.

Matt. xx. 28. In the main they correspond in thought
to St. Luke xiv. 8-1 1, but they contain one verse not
found there.

"Ye seek from being small to grow great, and so
that from being greater ye grow less."

Here is an actual pleasantry. When my youngest
boy was quite a cub, he came into the house, crying.
"What is the matter?" said the oldest sister. "That
fellow out there hit me in the nose." "Well, why
didn't you hit him back?" "I hit him back first,"

quoth the little pagan.
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THE QUIET HOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M, A.

JBS\/S AT'PEA'RS GO JOHJW.
"Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever."—Hebrews 13, 8.

Monday— "Re-V. 1: 1-8.

He "loveth us." I thank the Revisers for the pres-

ent tense. The love of the past, of Bethlehem and
Calvary and the Resurrection, lives on unexhausted
and unlessened. There is no change in the tender af-

fection of my Lord. As truly, as strongly as he loved

St. John, he loves me, who am less than the least of

all saints.

He "hath loosed us from our sins by his blood." It

is a wonderful emancipation, an ineffable enfranchise-

ment, which his sacrifice has procured for me.
He ''made us to be a kingdom." So he is not con-

tent when he has broken my fetters. He might have
left me, liberated indeed, but a pauper, a beggar, a

bankrupt. But that is not his way. He clothes me in

the purple robes of royalty. He sets on my brow trie

crown of righteousness, the crown of life, the crown
of glory.

ZSuesday—'Re-V. 1: 9-20.

It was the Lord's Day on the lonely island of Pat-

mos, washed by the surging waves of the Egean
Sea. Perhaps St. John's memory was carrying him
back to the golden days when Jesus had been with

him, enriching him with his peace. The present

seemed poor in comparison with the past.

But John was to have more than happy reminis-

cences. Christ met him again. His bodily eyes saw
him. His ears heard the Master's words and tones.

At first it appeared a changed and more distant Jesus,

marvellously transfigured. But there was no change
in reality.

Is not the story filled with precious significance for

me? I have my barren and rocky Patmos deserts.

In my life there are dreary places, quiet intervals,

episodes of dullness and drudgery, insipid tasks I am
loth to renew, trodden paths I am weary to walk.

There I can feel the powers of the world to come, and
see the images of glory, and hear the eternal music.

Wednesday— "Daniel 7 : 9-14-.

Here is the religious philosophy of history. The
four great beasts emerge from the sea, and reign in

succession. What they have in common is that they

are beasts—brutal, rapacious, destructive. But they

have their day ; the dominion they exercise is taken

from them ; it is transferred to one like a Son of Man.
The brute kingdoms are followed by a human king-

dom ; the rule of selfishness and violence by the rule of

reason and love ; and this last is to endure forever.

The lion, the bear, the leopard, the terrible beast with

the iron teeth—at length each of them disappears, each

of them is vanquished, before the Son of Man.
So Jesus is bearer of victory to our beaten company.

He is the prince who overcomes all that overcomes us.

He fulfills the assurance on the smaller scale when
he saves me. Then the sceptre is wrested from the

brute. Then the new man commences to reign. The
weight is lifted from conscience. The will is liberated

from slavery.

But the assurance has a larger fulfillment. One in

my nature is destined to be judge and king of all. The
government of the beast will be gone everlastingly,
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and men and women will bear the likeness of him who
is both their brother and their Lord.

Thursday— "Daniel IO: 1-9.

Sometimes the coming Lord is painted in the Old
Testament as the bearer of good tidings, the Saviour
who scatters blessings far and near.

But sometimes, as in this vision of Daniel, the com-
ing Lord is painted not as benefactor, but as soldier,
who has enemies to face and a fierce fight to endure.
There are hosts marshalled against him. His face, as
he goes to battle, is as the appearance of lightning.
The voice of his words is as the voice of a multitude.
And it is with the disciple as with the Lord. While

I keep a glad face, because I have been marvellously
blessed, I must see with clear eyes the antagonism I

shall encounter. Opposition and hostility will meet
me, exactly in proportion as I am -faithful'to the cap-
tain of my salvation. Christianity has its soldierly
qualities, and I must contend earnestly for my king.

Friday—MarK. 1: 1-9.

For a little, during that supreme night on the spur
of snow-clad Hermon, the divine nature of Jesus
shone through the veil of his flesh. Peter and his
brethren no longer saw the bondservant ; they saw the
King in his beauty. And I, too, need to look on the
countenance of the King.

Just now the tendency is to lay stress on the human-
ity of the Saviour. Many books are written, which re-

produce him as he lived and moved and taught on
earth ; and there is roused in me as I study them a ten-
der sentiment and emotion.
But I require a helper who is none else than God

—

my case is so desperate, my burden so heavy, mv sin

so great. 1 enter into life only when I behold the
glory of the Lord, glory as of the only-begotten from
the Father.

Saturday—Hebrews 1: 1-12.

Higher than the angels, cherubim who know and
seraphim who burn, is my Lord Jesus Christ. He de-

scends to me from the throne of God—the throne
which is for ever and ever. He is in the world but not
of the world. He is God manifest in the flesh.

And if that is the creed of my heart as well as of
my head, what joy there is in it ! My deepest, saddest,

uttermost necessities are met by him. Power to for-

give sins? Yes, beyond question, that is his. Able to

ransom many, and to ransom me ? Yes, I may be cer-

tain of it. Mighty to rid me of every corruption, and
to purify me as God is pure? Yes, he who carries the
sceptre of uprightness will see to my ultimate corona-
tion. I should be singing Luther's hymn

:

Sunday— "Rex). 4.

For St. John a door was opened in heaven. He had
foretastes of the joys reserved for him, the full and
everlasting and passionless renown. So, too, St. Paul
was caught up into Paradise, and heard words which
it is not lawful for a man to utter. And other Chris-

tians since have had their moments of ecstasy and de-

light, when the gates of the Celestial City seemed to be
opened to them and they trod the streets of gold.

But from all such prelibations and prophecies God
will lead me, if I am his child, to the transcendent
reality itself. It is a reality which may be summed up
in one word, the word "Christ." I shall cast my
crown before his throne. I shall say, "Worthy art

thou, O Lord !"

Christ should fill my whole horizon in the present

world. He will do so most unquestionably in the

world bevond the crave.
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"The Body of Christ. An Inquiry

Into the Institutions and Doctrine of

Holy Communion," by Charles Gore

Canon, Westminster, New York.

Charles Scribner's Sons.

Any work by Canon Gore is sure

to deserve the attention of students

and even of devout Christians gener-

ally. This latest book has grown out

of controversies which are raging in

the Angelican church regarding the

priesthood, the Lord's Supper and the

forms of public worship. It is with

£he Lord's' Supper that Mr. Gore is

dealing here. As a high churchman he

has been supposed by some to go a

long way with those Episcopalians who
would fain see the mass restored, and

who take Romanist views on transub-

stantiation. But this work shows him
to be a very clear-headed thinker and
careful scholar on this as on other sub-

jects. He repudiates the authority of

the mediaeval church, which he be-

lieves to have witnessed a great doc-

trine in this theological work. He
attaches great importance to the jus-

tice and teaching of the early Fathers

down to Augustine. And he would use

them as giving us the background
against which we may most accurately

interpret the references to the Lord's

Supper in the New Testament. This

method leads him to begin his study

with the famous description of the

celebration, which was given by Justin

Martyr. It is interesting to note that

our author attaches importance to the

witness of Comparative Religion. For
it is true that ideas of sacrifice, of

communion, gathers from the very

first, even from the life of Jesus about

this central ceremony of the church's

life; and we cannot hope to under-

stand these unless we understand

what sacrifices meant to the ancient

world out of which both the Old and
the New Testaments arose. The bat-

tle must be waged over Mr. Gore's

second chapter on "The Gift and Pres-

ence in Holy Communion." It is the

very life of Christ and that in His

human nature, which is communicated
to us in this ceremony. It is His body
which we receive, "only not now in its

material particles, but in its spiritual

principle and virtue." This is at-

tached to or identified with the ele-

ments of bread and wine, when these

have been consecrated by the act of

the church's faith. They become truly

His body and blood, but not so that

there is local identification. Canon
Gere here makes one great point,

which upsets him completely from the

modern Romanist position when he
sees that the consecration is the act

the community. And when he dis-

cusses the possibility of the elements
becoming in a real sense Christ's body
end blood he makes splendid use of

the philosophical doctrine of tech-

ology. Of course the elements are not

to be worshipped as being Christ, for

Christ is already present apart from
these. In the early church, Jesus-

worship had not arisen as it did later

and lasts to our day, so that the Fath-

ers knew nothing of the adoration of

the elements. Having given up or

denied so much that has been dear to

Romanist theorizers, Canon Gore
might have been expected 'to depart

also from the notion that the Lord's

Supper is a sacrifice. It is true that

he finds the fact of sacrifice first of all

in the giving of the elements and in

the accompanying offerings by the

people, and, above all, in the presenta-

tion of themselves as living sacrifices

tc God. But he seeks about for some-
thing more, and at last he is persuaded
that it is found by putting it in the

following way: "What, according to

this teaching, especially constitutes

the eucharistic sacrifice is the fact

that the eternal sacrifice is made pres-

ent to faith in the midst of the

worshiping church."

The book before us can hardly indi-

cate Canon Gore's final position. He
is evidently moving and moving, it

would seem, away from the distinc-

tively sacerdotal towards the far

deeper and far higher view identified

with the name of Calvin. But when
one has read such discussions one
fee^ again how inadequate is that

view of the Lord's Supper which
makes it only a memorial celebration.

Canon Gore has put his finger on the

living fact when he insists that

it is the faith of the community wor-
shiping which consecrates these ele-

ments, and that for the faith of the

receiver they must be the channel of

divine grace.

Modern Criticism and the Preaching

of the Old Testament," by George

Adam Smith, I). D., L.L. D., New-

York, A. C. Armstrong & Son, 1901.

Pp. 314. Price, $2.00.

The eight lectures covered in this

volume constituted the Lyman Beecher

lectures at Yale university for last year,

and with certain additions which could

not well be given in their delivery, they

are now given to the public. The task

which Professor Smith sets himself

is the consideration of the place which
the Old Testament occupied formerly

in the preaching of the church as com-
pared with the neglect which it suf-

fers to-day. It is not difficult to see

wherein this fact finds its cause. The
Old Testament is less akin to the

Christian spirit, and finds by no means
so ready a response in the heart of

the church as does the New. This

would perhaps be sufficient to cause

the New Testament to receive larger

consideration at the hands of both

ministers and Biblical students; and

ye.'-, it is not the sole, nor most import-

ant, reason for the neglect of the older

portion of the Scriptures. The main
cause for that lies in the uncritical

character of the study which has baen
given to these earlier books, and the

promise which criticism holds out of

making intelligible and useful the Old
Testament to a degree not hitherto en-

joyed is the reason for such a subject

as that which Dr. Smith has chosen.

He does not attempt a defense of crit-

icism. Such a defense is unnecessary.
Those who understand its purposes do
not require that it should be defended;
and for those who do not understand
it, and whose attitude is that of per-

sistent and unreasoning antagonism,
no defense would be worth the while.

He sets himself rather the much more
necessary task of showing the par-
ticulars in which criticism has made
the Old Testament of real and perma-
nent value, such as could not be appre-
hended under the old methods of its

study. This is done in the review of

the place which the Old Testament has
occupied in the work of the great
preachers of the past, and then in the
consideration of such themes as the
proof of the divine revelation in the
Old Testament, the spirit of Christ in

the Old Testament, the hope of immor-
tality in the Old Testament, the
preaching of the prophets to their own
times, and their influence upon the so-

cial ethics of Christendom, concluding
with a chapter on the Christian
preacher and the books of wisdom.

Professor Smith always writes inter-
estingly. No one who has read his

"Historical Geography of the Holy
Land," his volumes on "Isaiah and the
Minor Prophets," or his "Life of Hen-
ry Drummond" will need to be assured
upon this point. It is much to say
that a man who has written so well
does not fall below his standard in the
present work, a standard including
both the elements of careful, laborious,
accurate research and of high literary
strength and beauty, which gives the
message a larger impressiveness and
a greater sense of urgency. These
are the characteristics of the work,
which is now attracting the attention
of preachers and scholars the wor!d
over. It reveals what perhaps nont
of his earlier works have so well set

forth—his own deep interest in the
problem of preaching as related to the
life of the church and to the social and
political questions of the times.

To those who have read Black Rock
and the Sky Pilot, a book frcm Ralph
Connor will be looked forward to with
feelings of delight. After appearing iu
serial form in the Outlook, "The Man
of Glengarry" will be published in Au-
tumn by the Fleming H. Revell Co.
The plot of the story is laid in the re-
gion between the Ottawa River and the
St. Lawrence. The story itself will
deal with frontier life.
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Rev. Charles A. Young of Chicago

has been called by Eureka College

Disciples to the position of Bible In-

stitute Conductor.

The Roseland Presbyterian church

has paid for its new site, and $4,500

has been subscribed towards the erec-

tion of the new church.

Humboldt Park Christian church

have decided to build a neat little

chapel at once. They have one of tha

most desirable lots in the community.

Rev. N. A. Porter of Frederick, Kan.,

has been named pastor of the Hamlin
Avenue Methodist Episcopal church,

and will enter upon his new work
July 14.

Rev. Dr. Franklin Woodbury Fisk,

D. D., founder and late president of the

Chicago Theological Seminary (Con-

gregational), entered into rest July 4,

at the age of eighty-one.

Irving Park Christian church has

secured a grant of $3,500 from the

Church Extension Board, which will

enable them to complete their build-

'

ing. They now have the Sunday School

room.

Dr. E. Y. Mullins, president of the

Southern Baptist Theological Semin-
ary, who is visiting in Chicago, spoke
before the weekly meeting of Baptist

ministers last Monday on "Tha Twen-
tieth Century Ministry."

The Disciples church at Austin has
decided to erect an edifice which will

be used as a church and a Y. M. C. A.

headquarters. It will contain four

storerooms, which will be rented, and
prove a source of income.

The church at Franklin, Ohio, was
dedicated June 30. During the last,

eight years an indebtedness of $33,000

has been paid off and now the only
obligation is on the site, for $5,000. The
church was built in 1893.

North Division Christian Endeav-
orers will ho d a rally July 16 and a

picnic Aug. 3. The former will be in

the Gross Park Congregational church,

and the subject will ba "Conventloi
Echoes." The picnic will be he'd in

Lincoln Park. St. Paul Division an-

nounces its rally for July 30 at tha

Cragin Congregational church Fif-

tieth street and Armitage avenua.

The West Division Christian En-
deavorers are using a large tent at

West Adams and Morgan streets for

evangelistic purposes. Milford H
Lyon, state evangelistic superin'end-

ent, is the speaker, and G. H. W.l-

liams conducts fche singing. The tent

seats 1,200, and meetings are held

every evening except Sundays, when
they will be in the afternoon at 4

o'c ock. Bicycles will be checked free

Dining the last month Mr. Murray,

superintendent of seamen's work, dis-

tributed 500 magazines, 800 papers and
10 libraries.

Six chapel cars are now in use and
by their use ninety churches have been
organized and seventy-five pastors set-

tled. The library of each car is

stocked with Bibles printed in all the

various tongues which are spoken by

the foreign settlers of the West. This

supply generally includes Bibles in

about a dozen different languages, and
they are freely distributed. Each car

has a good organ. Some have phono-
graphs which will reproduce the voice

of Ira D. Sankey singing "The Ninety-

and-Nine," or perhaps some pulpit

orator.

The forty-second annual camp meet-

ing at Des Plaines will open July 17,

and continue in daily session until

Monday, July 20. The services will ba

in charge of Presiding Elders H. G.

Jackson, C. E. Mandeville and J. M.

Caldwell and Evangelist D. W. Potter.

Among the speakers at the gather-

ings are Bishop Merrill, Bishop Tho-

burn, Dr. Charles J. Little, Dr. M. S.

Terry and Joseph H. Smith. Rev. T.

K. Gale will conduct the children's

meetings and Rev C. V. LaFontaina
the young people's services. Profes-

sor E. Miller will have charge of the

music.

The Second Congregational church

of Oak Park, two years ago, undertook
the support of Rev. and Mrs. C. A.

Nelson, missionaries at Canton, China.

Finding their work in China much
hindered for lack of proper buildings,

the church has within the last few
weeks raised $2,500, which the Ameri-
can Board will duplicate, to provide

the necessary equipment for work
The Woman's Board of Boston will

prcb-b'y add $2,000 to the amount
raised. The Rev. Sydney Strong re-

joices that he is the home pastor of a

church which takes such good care o*

its foreign pastor.

More than 6,000 Presbyterians. Bap-
tists, Methodists and Congregationa'-

ists attended services at the s^co-id

annual camp meeting of the Pente-

costal Union of Chicago at Stawart
Ridge, One Hundred and Twenty-
third street, in West Pullman. Sevan
services are held each day. They will

continue until the close of tha m eting,

Sunday, Ju'y 14. The morning ser-

vices were conducted by D. W. Potter,

president of the Des Plaines Camp
Meeting Association. The afternoon

services were in charge of Rev. G. A.

McLaughlin, editor of the Christian

Witness, and the evening sermon was
preached by Rev J. S. Glasscock.

"Baptist.
Rec. C. G. Cressy, pastor of the

church at Hastings, Minn., has re-

signed.

Rev. J. R. Harrison, a minister for

forty years, passed away June 25, in

Virginia. He held pastorates at Hoi-
lins Institute, Roanoke and Richmond,
Va., and St. Joseph, Mo. He was the

founder of the Southwest Virginia In-

stitute of Bristol, Tenn.

Rev. W. D. Bolton, who for the last

two years has been pastor of the Car-

ondelet Baptist church, St. Louis, has
resigned that charge in order to ac-

cept a call from the Baptist church
at Bowling Green, Ky. Mr. Bolton's

new congregation has 325 members.

The thirty-fourth annual meeting of

the Church and Sunday School Con-
vention of the Missouri Valley Baptis;

Association met with the Norborne
church, June 28-30. Topics discussed

were: "How Can Our Weak Churches
Be Strengthened?" "The True Mis-

sion of the Sunday School"; brief talks

by the Sunday School superintendents

on "Our Success the Past Year—How
Can We Hope to Improve in the Com-
ing Year?" "Why Should I Be a Mis-

sionary Worker?" and "The Duty of

(a) a Pastor, (b) a Superintendent, (c)

a Deacon, and (d) a Church Member."

Congregational.

Fourteen children were baptized in

the church at Charlevoix, Mich., on
Children's Day.

2. The church could not hold the

number who sought admission in the

evening.

The twenty-eighth anniversary of

the pastorate of Rev. Josiah Sims at

Nevada City, Cal., was celebrated June

Services in commenoration of the

fiftieth anniversary of the Sunday-

School of the First church of Port-

land, Ore., were held June 24.

Rev. N. S. Bradley begins his sev-

enth year of service at Cadillac. Mich.,

with a $200 increase of salary, with the

church out of debt and the outlook

hopeful.

Prospect Avenue church. Kansas
City, is much encouraged by a pledge

of $5,000 given by sister churches. It

expects to raise a similar amount on
its own field.

The three years' pastorate of Rev.

W. H. Medlar of Alexandria. Minn.,

shows outward results in ninety-four

additions to the church; net increase

76; benevolent offerings, $4.01S: raised

for all purposes, $13,192.

Rev. W. B. Williams, first pastor of

the First church of Charlotte Mich.,

who is over eighty years old. but still

preaches occasionally, has had the de-

gree of doctor of divinity conferred

upon him by Olivet College.

The fiftieth anniversary of the or-
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ganization of the First church, Port-

land, Ore., was celebrated June 15-23.

About 1,642 people have been members
of the church, 700 uniting on profes-

sion. The present membership is 625.

The Congregational churches in

Kansas City have bought a tent seat-

ing 400. It will be pitched near each

church a few weeks at a time, the lo-

cal pastor to have charge, but the

workers to be drafted from all the

churches.

At Webster Groves, Mo., the Sun-
day School has added a second wag-
onette to the one already employed to

collect children for the Sunday School.

An interesting feature of Children's

Day was the giving of twenty-three

Bibles to children who had reached

seven years of age.

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the

pastorate of Rev. Wm. Edward Park,

D. D., at, Gloversville, N. Y., was cele-

brated June 16-23. During the twenty •

five years the church has -raised for all

purposes $199,000. Dr. Park has re-

ceived into the church 633 persons of

which 351 were by confession.

The handsome church at Petaluma,
Cal., was dedicated June 28. Its cost is

$10,000, and it is free from debt. The
interior is finished in white cedar and
Oregon pine. The church was built

during the pastorate of the Rev. Dr.

Goodell, who recently became pastor ol

the Market Street Congregational
church of Oakland.

An occasion of unusual interest to

Congregationalists in Lincoln, Neb.,

and vicinity was the gathering at But-

ler avenue June 25 for the double pur-

pose of celebrating the release of the

church from all indebtedness and the

ordination to the work of the minis-

try of Miss Laura H. Wild, who has
been supplying the church for some
time.

The American Missionary Associa-

tion is about to erect a church at Fa-
jardo, Porto Rico, to seat about 300.

The association has educational work
at Santurce and Lares, designed to

train teachers for the public schools,

but its special missionary effort is in

the extreme eastern end of the island,

with headquarters at Fajardo, the larg-

est town on the coast, and mission sta-

tions at Humacao, Luguillo, Naguabo
and one or two other places. It is

expected that a fine state normal
school will be located at Fajardo,

hence its selection for the new church,

for which a fine site has been secured,

and upon which work will begin at

once. The region is very thickly pop-
ulated. Two new missionaries are to

be sent in September, both Spanish-
speaking, making a Congregational
force on the island of eighteen.

C/»c "Disciples.

Mitchell Park church, St. Joseph,
Mo., has had additions every Sunday
since May 1.

The church at Grand Junct'on, Colo.,

where Rev. M. A. Thompson ministers,

is contemplating building a new $8,000

house of worship. The plans have been
drawn up.

Rev. Howard Cree of Kentucky will

succeed Rev. James McAllister as pas-

tor of Central church, St. Louis, on
Oct. 1st.

Rev. J. B. Sweeney has been in

Gainsville, Texas, a little over two
years, and during that time an even
500 have been added to the church.

Rev. W. B. Hanna and wife will sail

July 29 from San Francisco for Manila
as missionaries of the Christian

church.

At Mattoon, 111., 304 persons have
been received into the Christian

Church in the space of two years and
three months.

About $5,000 was raised in cash and
pledges on Dedication Day at Wilk-
ingsburg, Pa. The building which was
bought from the Presbyterians, will be
remodeled somewhat.

A beautiful frame church building

was dedicated June 23 at Central

Park, Mont. It cost $1,541.80, and is

for the Christian congregation or-

ganized last January.

The South Dakota state convention
was held at Sioux Falls June 20 and
21. W. S. Lennon, state evangelist,

spoke on "The Needs and Resources of

South Dakota."

The Foreign Missionary Society has
400 orphan boys at one of the mis-
sion stations, Damoh, India. The
Christian Endeavor societies have as-

sumed the support of nearly all of

them.

Eureka College has received from
Mrs. Deborah Bandy of Danville, 111.,

property valued at $25,000, which in-

cludes a farm of 200 acres and her city

residence property. This is for the
endowment of a Bible Chair.

An endowment of $10,000 has been
given by Mrs. M. M. Blanks of Lock-
hart, Texas, to endow a Bible Chair
in connection with the University of

Texas. It is expected that a building

will be erected for this purpose in the

fall.

Rev. Joseph Lewis has entered upon
his second year at Bakersfield, Cal.,

with a generous increase in salary.

During the past year twenty-five were
added to the membership, and seventy-

five to the Sunday School. All depart-

ments prosper.

The Board of Church Extension has
helped to build, thirty-five churches in

Washington and Oregon at an expend-
iture of about $20,000. Dr. G. W.
Muckley has been national secretary

of the board eleven years and has lift-

ed its funds from $35,000 to nearly

$300,000.

The Central Christian church, Terre

Haute, Ind., with their pastor, Rev. Q.

E. Sellers, have established two mis-

sions in the suburbs and have just

closed a meeting preparatory to or-

ganizing a third. Nineteen were add-
ed to the church as a result of this

meeting.

At Isadora, Mo., a neat church edi-

fice was dedicated June 30. Last De-
cember a church of forty-^wo members
was organized by Rev. T. W. Cotting-

ham of Kansas City. The new build-

ing cost $1,500; the last $200 was
raised on the day of dedication, with a
surplus of $36. There have been eight

new members added to the church
within two weeks.
Another church organization is be-

ing built upon the north side of the
river in Spokane. Dr. J. M. Allen, for-

merly pastor of the Central Christian

church in that city, will be pastor of

this new work. A lot has been pur-
chased and the old building of St.

Joseph's Catholic church, which will

be removed to the new site. This will

be called the Dean Avenue Christian

church. For the present, services are
being held in the Swedish church on
Broadway.
The Christian churches of Polk

county, la., unitea in an annual con-

vocation at Chautauqua Park, Des
Moines, June 30. Some twenty
churches were represented. The pro-

gram- began with a model Sunday
school, presided over by H. H. Slay-

ton. The orchestra of the Central and
the University churches were united

for the occasion. The attendance was
over 1,000. A communion service fol-

lowed the Sunday school. The after-

noon service was largely attended. Dr.

Charles Reign Scoville preached.

ACTIVE, 'B'RA.Iff.

Must Ma-Ve Good Food or
JVevOous Tros1ra1ton Surely

Follows.

It is a lamentable fact that Ameri-
can brain workers do not, as a rule,

know how to feed themselves to re-

build the daily loss occasioned by ac-

tive mental effort. This fact, coupled
with the disastrous effects of the al-

kaloids contained in tobacco, coffee and
whisky, makes a sure pathway towards
nervous prostration.

The remedy is simple enough. Em-
ploy the services of a food expert, who
knows the kind of food required to re-

build the daily losses in the human
body. This can be done by making
free use of Grape-Nuts, the famous
breakfast food, which contains exactly

the elemental principles which have
an affinity for albumen and go directly

to rebuild the gray matter in the brain,

solar plexus and nerve centers

throughout the body. Follow your se-

lection of food up with a dismissal of

coffee, tobacco and whisky for fifteen

days and mark the difference in your
mental ability, which means every-
thing to the average hustling Ameri-
can, who must have physical and men-
tal strength or he falls out in the race
for dollars.
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Episcopal.

A clericus of the clergymen of the

Northwest was held June 25-27. Some
forty visiting clergymen were in at-

tendance, mostly from the jurisdiction

of Spokane and the dioceses of New
Westminister and British Columbia.

Discussions of important topics alter-

nated with pleasant social gatherings

and excursions.

An Episcopal church is to be built

in Manila this summer. A site has
recently been purchased. There is in

hand toward the building $10,000. Epis-

copal services in Manila have been thus

far more largely attended by army and
navy officers and the American of-

ficial class. Some natives have been
reached.

The synod of the dioce.se of Spring-

field, meeting June 25, decided to pe-

tition the general convention to divide

the diocese along the line of the Illinois

Central railroad. The diocese of

Springfield after the proposed division

will contain twenty-eight counties,

with a population of 851,622, seventeen

parishes and 3,252 communicants. The
missionary district will comprise thir-

ty-two counties, with a population of

729,901, four parishes and 874 com-
municants.

St. Mark's parish, Berkeley, Gal., is

to commence at once the erection of a
church as a memorial of Bishop Kip.

It is to be built in the style of the

Spanish Renaissance after the cathe-

drals of old Spain. The materials are

to be cement on expanded steel. It

will have a seating capacity of 800 and
will cost $15,000.

Rev. Otto J. Scoville, an Episcopal

clergyman who was educated as a

Presbyterian at the McCormick sem-

inary, Chicago, and filled pulpits at In-

dependence, Iowa, and elsewhere in

that state and Wisconsin, died recent-

ly at Salem, Ore., aged forty-three.

St. Peter's church at North Lake,

Wis., has been rebuilt by the family

of the late Col. Joseph McC. Bell as a

memorial of their father, and was
consecrated June 29 by Bishop Nich-

olson.

The twentieth anniversary of the

ordination to the priesthood of Rev.

William Elmer, rector of St. Philip's

church, St. Louis, were held July 7.

Lutheran.

Rev. Socrates Henkel, D. D., widely

known throughout the south, died at

his home in New Market, Va., June 20.

He was pastor emeritus of Emanuel

Evangelical Lutheran church, New
Market, Va., at the time of his death,

having been in active service forty-five

years. He was editor-in-chief of "Our

Church Paper," the recognized organ

ol the Evangelical Lutheran church in

the south.

Rev. Ingvold Esteinsen, one of the

most widely known pastors of the

Norwegian Lutheran church in the

Northwest, died at the family resi-

dence, in St. Paul, June 27, after an
illness of about two months.
Rev. William A. Passavant of Pitts-

burg died suddenly of apoplexy July
1 at Jumonville, Pa. He was widely
known as a philanthropist, having de-

voted his life to the endowment of hos-
pitals. He established Passavant hos-
pital in Pittsburg; Passavant hospital,

Chicago; Passavant home for epilep-

tics, Rochester, Pa.; Passavant Me-
morial hall, Jacksonville, Fla.; Mil-

waukee hospital, Milwaukee, Wis., in

all of which he was a director. He
was buried at Pittsburg.

The Danish Lutheran congregation
at Albert Lea, Minn., have granted
their pastor, Rev. J. J. Kildsig, a four
months' vacation, which he will devote
to the raising of funds to pay off the
indebtedness of the denomination's
educational institutions.

Methodist.

A new Methodist church at Bluffton,

Ind., was dedicated June 30 and freed

from debt by subscriptions of $7,000

made at the service of dedication

Rev. A. A. Whitman, pastor of Allen
Temple, Atlanta, Ga. (African M. E.

church), and one of the best known
negro writers of the state, has just

died of typhoid fever. He was the

author of a volume of poems which
has attracted attention. The member-
ship' of his church was over 600.

The First M: E. church of St. Paul,

Minn., rejoices over the payment of

the debt incurred in building improve-
ments. The Rev. Dr. uowgill, the pas-

tor, secured most of the subscriptions

in the course of his pastoral visita-

tions.

"Presbyterian.

The North Avenue church of Atlan-

ta, Ga., was dedicated June 23. It is

one of the handsomest church edifices

in the city and cost $50,000. The con-

gregation was organized as a church
in December, 1898, with 115 members,
and the Rev. Richard Orme Flinn

called as pastor.

The Rev. Charles 0. Powers, a mem-
ber of Platte Presbytery of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church and pas-

tor of Mount Zion church, South St.

Joseph, Mo., and the Green Valley

church, died at his home June 26.

For Bellevue college, Neb., a new
building was dedicated June 12. It

was named after Walter Lowrie, secre-

tary and treasurer of the Board of

Foreign Missions, and built by the

gifts of two friends of the college, as

a home for girl students.

The Old First church, Springfield,

Ohio, Dr. John Clark Hill, pastor, at

the June communion, received twenty-

three persons on confession. This is

the result of the personal work cam-
paign that the church entered upon
about eight weeks ago. There were no

extra meetings, but there was quiet,

earnest, direct, personal work done by

a band of workers, each of whom made
a pledge to endeavor to add one on
confession at this communion. The
plan of work was that pursued by the
Central church, Rochester, N. Y., and
given in detail in literature furnished

by the National Gospel Campaign com-
mittee, New York.
The Sunday school annex of the

First Presbyterian church of Guthrie,

Okla,, was dedicated June 30. Rev. C.

S. Miles, pastor of the church, officiat-

ing. The Sunday school, the largest

in the territory, having outgrown the

church building, three months ago de-

cided to build an annex, containing
primary and other class rooms and
gallery, and completed and furnished

it at a cost of $1,000, dedicating it free

of debt.

Rev. John Copeland has resigned as

pastor of the First Presbyterian

church, St. Paul.

JVEW H\/S&AJ*T>.

Quite an Improvement on the

Old,

"I have been compelled to stop

drinking it." I said to the friend who
asked me to strengthen up on a cup

of her good coffee. "Well," she sa^d,

"that needn't bother you, for

I nave Postum Food Coffee

here, which completely cured a

friend of mine of sick head-

aches." 1 tried her coffee and it was

very gcod, but when I tried to make
it at home, I was disappointed. I soon

found that I was not making it cor-

rectly, but by putting in two heaping

teaspconfuls of Postum for each per-

son and letting it boil twenty minutes,

it wi'o delicious.

I had at that time been an invalid

for several years, but did not know
my trouble was caused by coffee

drinking, of which I was very fond. I

immediately began to feel better after

leaving off coffee and using Postum,

and stuck to it. One day I met a lady

who was troubled the same as I was,

and whose appearance on the street

really shocked me, for she was so ema-
ciated. She exclaimed in surprise at

my improved appearance, and wanted
to know what I had been doing. She
asked me if I had had a healer of any
kind. I said, "Yes. I have allowed

Postum Food Coffee to work the al-

most complete miracle of curing me."

My husband has been absent in

Georgia for some time, and has been

in wretched health, having been in the

hospital twice for indigestion. I wrote

him to stop using coffee and try

Postum. told him also just how to

make it. Yesterday I received a letter

from him in which he says. "I am feel-

ing very much better, thanks to you

and Postum. I sleep better, eat bet-

ter, and in fact, my dear, am quite an

improvement on the old husband."

Alice L. Gilson. 805 Park avenue. Salt

Lake City. Utah.
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AN UP-TO-DATE

SUNDAY SCHOOL
A WORKER'S MANUAL.

TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

EL. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on

the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,

up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured

forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods

in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your

Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,

358 Dearborn Street, .... CHICAGO.

The Teachings of the Books

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journals
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many classes or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bible stu-
dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it in normal
classes on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-
vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to The Christian Century.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Rev. R. S. Inglis of Jackson, Mich.,

has received a call to become pastor of

the Ninth church of Newark, N. J., a
strong church with a membership of

nearly 600.

Rev. Otis A. Smith of Bay City,

Mich., has been invited to become pas-

tor of the First church of Seattle,

Wash.

General.

Thirteen Sunday schools in Sedalia
Mo., took part in the annual June fes-

tival. A chorus of 3,000 voices sang
under the leadership of Rev. F. L.

Cook, pastor of the Bast Broadway
Christian church, addresses were de-

livered and a game of baseball be-
tween city and county officials was
played.

There are now about 6,000 Young
Men's Christian association members
in India, of whom 4,000 are natives.

The National Woman's Christian
Temperance association of Cuba, af-

filiated with the World's W. C. T. U.,

has just been organized at Havana.
Delegates from ten local unions from
different cities and towns representing
over 400 members, were present.

Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens and Miss
Anna A. Gordon, president and vice-

president at large of the National W.
C. T. U., have just completed a south-
ern trip of over eight weeks' duration.
They traveled over 6,000 miles, deliv-

ered seventy-eight addresses and at-,

tended eight state conventions and sev-
eral conferences. They found encour-
aging conditions in all the states vis-

ited, great advance in the work was
apparent and life and activity every-
where.

The Protestant churches of all de-

nominations engaged in missionary
work in the Philippines have recently
organized an "Evangelical union" for

the promotion of harmonious effort

and the prevention of double occu-
pancy of the ground. A devision of the
territory has been amicably arranged.
The Central Federation union, New

York, has decided to co-operate with
the Actors' church alliance in having
all work done away with in the thea-
ters on Sunday. Among those inter-

esting themselves in the movement are
Bishop Potter, Rev. Father! Ducey and
Rabbi Silverman.

At the college students' conference
at Lake Geneva, Wis., which closed

June 30, there was an attendance of

488. Sixteen states and 170 institu-

tions were represented. Illinois had
the largest delegation, 79; Ohio, 61;

Iowa, 59; Indiana, 43; Kansas, 35;

Wisconsin, 33. Of colleges Wisconsin
University sent the largest delegation.

Other leading institutions represented
were Northwestern University, Illinois

University, Beloit College and North-
western college at Naperville. The
representations by denominations
were: Methodists, 136; Presbyterians,

63; Congregationalists, 55; Baptists,
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53, and 16 others. Eighty-nine of the
delegates purpose to be teachers; 81

plan to enter the ministry. Foreign
missions will take 30; medical profes-
sion, 29; law, 23; Y. M. C. A. work, 22;

agriculture, 10; medical missionaries,

6; journalism, 1, while over 100 are
undecided.

The thirtieth annual convention of
the McLean County (Ills.) Sunday
School association opened June 27 in
the Cumberland Presbyterian church,
Danvers, hi. The attendance was very
large. Mrs. M. F. Bryner gave an ad-
dress on blackboard talks, and State
President Mills of Decatur spoke on
"Sunday School Grit" and "The Sun-
day School Teacher's Opportunity."
The ministers of Bay City, Mich.,

have formed a committee of one hun-
dred to see that the laws and ordi-
nances governing the city are en-
forced. It was an open secret that ev-
ery saloon was to remain open July 4
in spite of the liquor law. Evidence
against open saloons was to be taken
with a view to prosecutions later.

Foreign Missionary Items.
After his return from England the

native pastor at Yenije, Turkey, en-
listed his congregation in the building
of a public bath, to be a source of in-

come for the support of evangelical
work in the village. For several years
the young men had been collecting
money from the culture of silk worms
so that a fund of $600 was ready in

hand, generous subscriptions from the
Yenije people swelled the sum, and in
addition these same young men
pledged themselves to provide all the
stone and sand that might be neces-
sary. They nobly redeemed their
pledge, often working far into the
night and with lanterns on the moun-
tains after a day of hard labor in their
fields. "The villagers too caught the
enthusiasm and united with our peo-
ple in drawing the heavy carts of stone
through the streets, often keeping ev-
erybody awake far into the night by
their vociferous shouting."

Henceforth students of private

schools in Japan, as well as of govern-
ment schools, can enter the higher
government schools on competitive

examination. Rev. George E. Albrecht,

D. D., says that "this last step of the

educational department renders void,

the 'department instruction' passed
two years ago discriminating against

religious schools. In fact, this in-

struction still stands, but it has no
actual force. Christian schools have
now all the privileges they have askefl

for, and we can well thank God and
take courage."

E. M. Gordon from Mungeli, India,

writes: Twenty-eight were sd-

mitted to the church recently. Of
this number six were lepers, six were
from among the orphans and the re-

maining sixteen were people from the

neighborhood,whom we had assisted in

the famine, but who are now independ-

Important Announcement

Our Hew mall Order Book Depr.

Books at
Special Net

Prices

The Christian Century Company in order to increase its usefulness and
make it the headquarters of the brotherhood for good literature, has opened a
mail order book department to supply its patrons with good books at Great
Reductions from the publisher's regular prices. Where heretofore you have had
to pay full prices for your books, you can now get any book you want at our
special net prices.

Note the net prices on the few sample bargains we offer. No old books,
but the newest and best books from the best publishing houses in the country.
We will supply any books you may want at a special net price—at a great
reduction from the publisher's list price. Write us about the books you want
and get our price before you order.

IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS AT OUR SPECIAL NET PRICES

Early Christianity, A Study of Beginnings. By Herbert L. Willett, D. D.,
Dean of the Disciples' Divinity House and Assistant Professor of Semltics at the University of
Chicago.
12mo, cloth, gilt top. Price $1.25. Our speolal net price 94c, postage extra, lie
In connection with a series at University Extension Lectures, Prof. Wlllett has prepared these studies of

the Christianity of the First Century. The enthusiastic reception accorded the lectures wherever delivered
and the countless demands for th>'lr publication, has Impelled the author to make a thorough revision and
Issue them in their present form.

The Fact of Christ. By P. Carnegie Simpsom, M. A.
12mo, cloth- Publisher's Price, $1.25. Our special net price, 94c, postage extra, lie

It Is the best statement of the claims of Christianity to put in the hands of young men and women who
may be sceptical or honestly inquiring, that I know. ... I do not know any book that con touch it In Its

adaptation to the needs of students. . . . There are thousands of young men who are in doubt who will
be helped by It.

How to Promote and Conduct a Successful Revival. Edited by R. A. Torrey.
12mo, cloth, 352 pages, gilt top. Publisher's Price, $1.50. Our special net price $1.12, postage
extra, 14c.
It may confidently be asserted that never before within the cover of any one volume has there been

brought such a wealth of material bearing upon Revival work. A glance at the contents and authors assures
one of the extraordinary value of this book.

Personal Work, R. A. Torrey
Open Ale Meetings, Rev. William Evan*
The Use of Tracts ajtd Other Literature to
Promote a Revival, Rev. H. W. Pope

Mosio in A Revival, Prof. D. B. Towner
Advertising the Meetings, A. F. Gaylord
How to Make the Work Permanent,

Rev. E. P. Goodwin, D. D.
Miscellany
Outlines of Revival Sermons fbom Eminent
Evangelists, Specially Selected by Mr.
Torrey.

R. A. TorreyThe Holy Spirit in a Revival,
The Pastor as an Evangelist,

Rev. William Patterson
Revival Preaching, Rev. Louis A. Banks
Organizing foe Revival Work,

Rev. L. G. Broughton
The Place of Prayer in a Revival, R. A. Torrey
The Conversion of Children,

Rev. E. P. Hammond
The Sunday School Teacher as a Soul Winner,

Marlon Lawrence
Decision Day ln the Sunday School,

Rev. H. W. Pope

The Teachings of the Books, or the Literary Structure and the Spiritual Inter-
pretation of the Books of New Testament, bv Herbert L. Wlllett and James M. Campbell,
12mo, cloth. Publisher's Price, $1.50. Our special net price $1.12, postage extra, 13c
For the Pastor's study and the Normal class It is a work of great value. As an aid to private devotion and

study it is fully worth the price.

Three Years With the Children. By Amos R. Wells
l2mo, cloth, 232 pages. Publisher's price, $1.25. Our speoial n«t price 94o, postage 9c.

The book gets Its title from the fact that it contains exactly 136 talks, or one for every week of three
years. Variety abounds. There are talks for every season of the year from New Year around to Christmas,
temperance talks, object lessons, stories, exercises for the children, plans for the primary Sunday-school
class, Illustrations on Bible events. Any one having anything to do with children will find the book useful
A full topical index adds to Its value.

The Old Testament and the ITonuments. By Prof. Ira M. Price, Ph. D.
12mo, cloth, 321 pages. Publisher's net price $1.50. Our special net price $1.35, postage extra 15o.

A valuable and readable summary of all we know of the Monumental Records of Old Testament History,
arranged chonologlcally so as to be read along side of your Old Testament History. Easily the best book
on the subject.

Two Thousand Years of Hissions Before Cary. By Lemuel Barnes.
12mo, cloth, 504 pages. Publisher's net prices $1.50. Our speoial net price $1.86, postage extra 15c
An exhaustive treatise and comprehensive survey of Christian Missions before Cary. A very Important

book.

Religious Movements for Social Betterment. By Josiah Strong.
ISmo, cloth, publishers price 50 cents; our special net price 38 cents; postage extra 6 oents.

"Those churches are shown to have the most vigorous growth which have been most enterprising In
adjusting their activities to the various needs of the new social environment. Contains an excellent account
of Institutional church work."

Constructive Studies in the Life of Christ. By Ernest DeWitt Burton and
Shaller Mathews of the University of Chicago.

8vo, oloth, 320 pages; publishers price $1.00; our special net price 75o; postage extra 14c

A scheme of Bible Studies especially designed for students. It serves as a compendious commentary om
the gospels.

A Dictionary of the Bible. By Dr. Wm. Smith American edition edited by
N. B. Hackett, D. D., Dr. Ezra Abbott, LL. D. D.
4 volumes, boxed. 8vo, cloth, 3007 pages, 596 illustrations. Publisher's former prioe $20.00,

now $10.00. Our special net price $7.50, express extra $1.00.

Every reader of the leading writers on the Holy Scriptures, has noticed the frequent references to this

Dictionary. It has been for years the standard book of its kind. Till very recently the price of these four
volumes was $20, and many who desired to own them had to be content with abridgements—usually a very
unsatisfactory sort of book to the student. Every such student of the Scriptures who has hungered for this

book ln Its completeness now has It brought within his reach.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO

The Christian Century Company
MAIL ORDER BOOK DEPARTMENT

358 DEARBORN STREET .... CHICAGO
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ent of our aid. Quite a number of

promising young men are coming for-

ward. The conditions here are more
encouraging than they have been be-

fore in the history of the station. The
church now numbers about 130, and is

increasing continually. The church

is slowly and surely taking

hold of the idea of independence and
self-support. The members are paying
their own minister and take great

pleasure in doing this. The fact that

we have so many young people in our
church here is a matter of special

thankfulness, for they are much more
susceptible to Christian teaching and
more able to adapt themselves to new
conditions than those who have spent

the first part of their life in heathen-
ism and ignorance.

Church-Going in Scotland.

One of the important subjects dealt

with by both Presbyterian assemblies

in Edinburgh during the month of May
was the increasing aversion shown by
•the people generally to attend church.

The non-church goers are mostly
found at both ends of the social scale,

the wealthy and the working classes;

the great supporters of the church,

now as always, are the middle classes

of the community. The recent gov-

ernment census returns show that

none of the churches in the land are

increasing in membership in the same
ratio as the population, and the church
reports deplore a great decrease in

church attendance and in the number
of Sunday school teachers and schol-

ars. Dr. Howie of Glasgow, the con-

vener of the home mission committee
of the United Free church, states that

the estimated best church attendance
in all denominations in Glasgow per

10,000 of population is 1,711; in Dun-
dee, 1,635; in Aberdeen, 1,751. Apply-
ing this to the present population, Dr.

Howie brings out in his report that

there are in Glasgow and its suburbs
at this time no fewer than 462,000 peo-

ple who do not go to church; in Dun-
dee, 82,000, and in Aberdeen, 72,000.

Figures of the same kind are not avail-

able for Edinburgh, but the propor-

tions would probably be not very dif-

ferent from those of the other large

towns of Scotland.

/AD/A LETTER,
This is the "dull season" in India

—

about like August in America. From
May 1 until the monsoon sets in,

which at most of our stations occurs

about June 15, we have the hottest sea-

son of the year. During the day the

thermometer gets up to 110 degrees or
120 degrees in the shade, and the
nights are correspondingly hot. Dur-
ing this period all the schools are
closed and everyone who can, goes on
a vacation. The heat is very trying
even to those born in the country.

Consequently, all new missionaries

who are not yet acclimated, and all the

old ones who are unwell or who can

get away, leave the plains for a short

vacation.

Landour, Mussovrie, may be called

the summer headquarters of our mis-

sion in India. Just now there are

twelve missionaries and missionaries'

wives assembled here for periods rang-

ing from six weeks in the case of older

missionaries to several months for the

new ones. It is safe to say that the

older missionaries have the better time.

To them it means a complete cessation

from their work for a short time. But
to the new ones it is only a change
of location, for their chief work, the

study of the language, must go on
with increased energy, that they may
be prepared for more work when they

return to the plains.

The scenery is indescribably beau-

tiful. The station is about 7,000 or 8,000

feet above sea level, on a spur of the

Himalayas—"the abode of snow." Off

to the south may be seen the compara-
tively low-lying range known as the

Siwalik Hills, whose name is familiar

to all students of geology. In the op-

posite direction are lines of snow-clad
peaks, towering 28,000 feet or more in

height. Among them are the moun-
tains in which the sacred Ganges and
Jumna have their origin. The nearest

ranges to the north are dotted over,

clear up to their summits, with native

villages and with fields of wheat just

ready to harvest. Six or seven miles

away, to the south, extends a broad
flat plain, about 4,000 feet lower than
we are.

Many of the missionaries here have
seen long years of service. The Rev.

I. S. Woodside, of the Presbyterian

Church, has spent half a century in In-

dia. Dr. Valentine has been here for

a generation. His work now is the

carrying on of a medical school for the

training of native physicians. One of

our helpers, John Punna, at Timurnl,
near Harda, is from Dr. Valentine's

school. Dr. Valentine says that he is

exceedingly hopeful concerning the

prospects of mission work in India.

Old missionaries, he says, are the most
enthusiastic. Those who have newly
come out, seeing the tremendous power
of heathenism and the smallness of the

Christian force contending against it,

are sometimes almost dis'couraged. But
those who have spent years in the

country have seen conditions far worse
than they are now, and knowing what
has already been accomplished, are

confident in the ultimate triumph of

the Gospel.

News comes from Damsh that Bro.

Rambo has succeeded in obtaining a
tract of 400 acres of land to ' be used
for orphanage purposes. Most of this

land is jungle,—grown up with bushes
of from six to twenty feet high—such
as an American farmer would probably
call brush. Part of the land is suited

for agricultural purposes and will be
farmed by some of the older boys in

The Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway
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Ail Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.
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CHICAGO, ILL.

HIRAM COLLEGE
A BCliool for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a tine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-

ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association
building, erected five years ago at a cost of 930,000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-

plied with modem conveniences. Music buildingfor
the accommodation of our large and growing music
department. A library and observatory building just

completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-
mately $5000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological and Physical.

A well selected library ; large additions to this library

will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial. Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary
Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.
Five Special Courses—Music, Oratorical, Business,
Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-
oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.
Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that
contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for $2.00 per week, club board for $1.25 to $1.75.

Room rent for 50 cents to S1.00 per week. Tuition for
four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent
iiiay be reduced to about S125.00for the college year
of 38 weeks.

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that
will assist about fifty young people. It is believed
that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuition,

to about $90.00, and those who do considerable work
may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollars. Send
for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram. Ohio
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the orphanage. Two of the boys farmed
a small tract of land last year.

Miss Mildred Franklin of Harda, has
been suffering from malarial fever for

more than a year. She is now in Lan-
dour enjoying the benefits of its

spring-like climate, and hopes to re-

turn to the plains free from the dis-

ease. Mrs. Lohr of Bilaspur, is also

here on the same mission,—recovery
from malaria. She had not planned to

come here, but at the close of the school

season was so run down by fever that

the change was necessary. She has
lately taken charge of some village

schools near Bilaspur and is meeting
with much success. She hopes that

some of those in attendance may be
led to Christ.

While we are all here, we are not
neglecting the assembling of ourselves

together. There is a Union Church
here, whose pulpit is supplied during
the season by missionaries present

from the plains, but in addition to its

services we are having two meetings
of our own each week; a Thursday aft-

ernoon prayer meeting, and the observ-

ance of the Lord's Supper on Sunday
morning. These meetings are a source

of much joy and spiritual blessing to

us all. In a few weeks our little as-

semblage will break up, and each will

return to labor in his own vineyard.

Geo. W. Brown.
May 29, 1901.

For Impaired Vttaltty
ZSaKe Horsford's Acid P/jos]

phaie.
Half a teaspoon in half a glass of

water when exhausted, depressed or

weary from overwork, worry or in-

somnia, nourishes, strengthens and im-
parts new life and vigor.

THE VE'R'DICT STAJWDS.
There seems to be but one verdict

about Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer, and
that is, "It's a grand medicine."

Thousands have so testified, and
thousands are to-day making the same
discovery. Clear minds, happy dispo-

sitions, with restored health, tell the

story. Not a drugstore medicine. Only
special agents handle it. Address the

proprietor, Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114

South Hoyne avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

£13.OO TO -BX/FFALO AJVD
'RETX/'RJf £13.OO

via the Nickel Plate road from Chi-

cago, for the Pan-American Exposi-

tion. Tickets on sale daily, good
leaving Buffalo up to midnight of the

tenth day from and including date of

sale. Also tickets on sale daily Chi-

cago to Buffalo and returE at $16.00 for

the round trip, with 15-day limit, in-

cluding date of sale; $21.00 Chicago to

Buffalo and return, good for 30 days.

Tickets Chicago to New York and
return at special reduced rates. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams street, Chicago, for full par-

ticulars and folder showing time of

trains, etc.

T'RA'DE.
I have a magnificent spectacular pro-

duction, consisting of fifty-two fine-art

oil paintings, each painting 10x15 feet

in size, covering 8,000 feet of canvas
(canvas if bought today would cost

over $1,500). These paintings were
painted by a great European artis!:,

costing $75,000. They are the original,

only ones of the kind on record. It

took five years to complete this won-
derful work. They are easily placed

in position, moved by light machinery,
easily handled, and make a fine pre-

sentation to the audience. It's a draw-
ing entertainment; instructive and
most pleasing. People give it the high-

est praise. These paintings are mag-
nificent in the extreme. It is neces-

sary to see them to realize their beau-

ty and grandeur. The subject of this

great work is, "St. John on the Isle of

Patmos," starting with the twelve

apostles, life size, going through fifty-

two immense paintings, which are

thrilling, most beautiful and beyond
comparison. They were given in the

principal cities of Europe and some
cities of America. Fourteen nights in

one of the opera houses of Chicago,

the last night the proceeds being

$1,159. They can be handled by any-
one, and are a fine business enter-

prise. It brings large profits, draws
great crowds. Fine advertising matter
goes with them. They are checked as

baggage on railroads, with some ex-

cess. They are nicely boxed and weigh
about 600 pounds.

I will trade for land or good town
property. Good reasons for trading.

Please address F. Howard Sweetman,
Singing Evangelist, Sioux City, la.

DarK. "Day in JVebv England.
The "dark day" in New England oc-

curred on May 19, 1780. The day dawn-
ed as usual, but about 9:30 a. m. the

darkness came on, the cattle returned

to their yards and the fowls went to

roost. The people ^ook their mid-day
meal by candle light, and later in the

day the darkness grew less. The leg-

islature of Connecticut was in session

and one member moved to adjourn, as

to him it was evident that the judg-

ment day had come. Another member,
before this motion was put, remarked:
"The judgment day is coining, or it

isn't coming. If it isn't coming, we
have nothing to fear; if it is coming.

I wish to be found doing my duty.

Therefore I move that the candles be

lit."

rarson ftonserapofl's Experiences
lils ups nud downs, are being printed in each issue of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religious paper packed full of good things for all

Bible lovers. It goes to 45 states. Canada, England
and Scotland, and lias 6,000 circulation. Send 25c for
It one year. Sample copy free. Write

CUAS. J. BUIITOX, Editor, Canton, Mo.

Individual Communion
OUtf itS . andliifo/^^r

Cata ' 0fft19

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO.,
Box %,-. Rochester, If. %.

WSF^i, A Montlly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor. Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year. 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South 10th Street,
Philadelphia.

Stead it forward
Stead it backward

OlivilO
A Foamy, Fracgra.nt,
Toilet and Bath Soap
Made from imported olive oil com =

bine.t with lanolin and cocoa butter.

Price ioc. at all Dealers

Allen B.Wrisley Co.(M ikers) Chicago

Michigan Central
Tk< Niagara Ffctfa Botrte.

Van-jimerican Special
A Magnificent New Train.

Lv. CHICAGO 6 00 p. m.. daily.

Ar. BUFFALO T.45 a. in.

Send 4c. postal for "Pan-American Souvenir"
and other beautifully illustrated publications.

O. \V. Rnirsles « ; e»"' t**tr D Tkt. high, { hio.ico.

J
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Woman and Home.
O

My Father's House.

My Father's house has many rooms,

And each is fair;

And some are reached through gather-

ed glooms
By silent stair;

But he keeps house, and makes it

home,
Whichever way the children come.

Plenty and peace are everywhere
His house within;

The rooms are eloquent with prayer,

The songs hegin,

And dear hearts, filled with love, are

glad,

Forgetting that they once were sad.

The Father's house is surely thine,

Therefore why wait?

His lights of love through darkness

shine,

The hours grow late.

Push back the curtain of thy doubt,

And enter—none will cast thee out!

—Marianne Farningham.

"I have lived to know that a wiser

hand than mine has guided my life,

and that I have never had a prayer

which was unanswered. But God may
answer No as well as Yes. You have
to say No to the wee tots in the kinder-

garten when they ask for favors which
would not be good for them. I can
truly say as I look back over the years

of my pilgrim way that God has always
chosen the very best things for his

child. My favorite song is,

" 'I know not the way I am going,

But well do I know my Guide;

With a childlike faith I hold the hand
Of the mighty Friend at my side.'

"

—Mrs. Margaret Sangst^r.

At the commencement of Columbia
University President Low announced
the gift of $100,000 for the purpose of

endowing a chair of Chinese language
and literature. The gift was anony-
mous and was accompanied by a letter

which was, in part, as follows:

"For fifty years or more I have re-

frained from whisky and tobacco, and
enclose you a check which represents

the interest on my savings, without
condition, except that I reserve the

privilege of increasing the amount. In
making the gift I am moved chiefly by
the appreciation of the importance of

the object to be attained. Take it as

an old man's view of the costs of the

habits mentioned."

The ever-recurring problem of do-

mestic service is to meet another effort

at its solution in the establishment of

an industrial school for the training

of the mountain white girls on practi-

cal lines that shall fit them to be train-

ed help in our homes. At Monte Vista,

amid the foothills of the Alleghenies

this new venture is inaugurated. The
tuition is free, and to cover this and
other expenses (school buildings, fac-

tories, etc., etc.), life memberships are

being sold, which entitle the purchaser
to the privilege of getting girls from
the school and a free lot of one-quarter
of an acre for a building site, as it is

the purpose of the board of directors to

open a winter and summer resort as

one means of support for the school;

other means will be the erecting of

canning and preserving factories, knit-

ting mills, poultry and dairy farms.

Grobving Abvay From Our
Lo-Ved Ones.

Not going away from them, but
growing apart from them, which is

surely the sadder experience! When
those we love leave us for a journey,

for an exile, or for heaven, our hearts

bridge the chasm between us with a

hope of future gladness when we shall

meet again. But when there comes
"the little rift within the lute, that by-

and-by shall make the music mute,"

we have no such consolation. What so

unsatisfactory as a patched-up friend-

ship? What so impossible as the heal-

ing of an intangible, unconfessed

wound?
Love can survive a good honest quar-

rel, and flourish more thriftily some-
times when a summer storm has clear-

ed the sultry atmosphere and
swept away the cobwebs, but
woe to love when the frost

of indifference settles blightingly

upon it, or when two who started by
being all the world to each other end
by revolving, like ivory balls, in orbits

of their own.

Sometimes this torpor of love, which
is simply a slow death, falls upon wed-
ded hearts, and then the home suffers.

Sometimes brothers and sisters allow
the crowding cares of life to separate

them. Sometimes friends give each
other up, and lose the strength and
help and mutual support which comes
of congenial intercourse, simply
through sheer indolence, inertia, or

selfishness. It takes a little time and
trouble to go and call or make a visit.

To write a letter requires exertion. So
the friend is neglected, and naturally,

after a while, the friendship becomes
like a worn-out tree, which no longer

offers sweet fruit for plucking.

It is inevitable that as we go on in

life changes shall come to ourselves,

our homes, our fritnds, and our work.
Youth is full of fiery impulses, of gen-

erous ardor, and of quick decisions.

Middle-age moves more cautiously and
with less enthusiasm. The evening of

life is calm, serene, tolerant, and pa-

tient. As a rule, we make friends eas-

ily and often when we are young. In

maturity we are apt to grow
cautious and careful. But we
need, as we advance in years, to

cultivate our friends, to be careful to

show them attention, and to prize at

their true worth dear ones who have

Dollars
Saved

by using
PEAR.LINE.
You save a
few cents by
buying some
cheap wash-

ing powder, but you
lose a hundred times

I

as much in damage to your
clothes. Where's the econ-
omy? They are entirely dif-

ferent from PEARL1NE,
which is absolutely harmless,
and cheapest to use. 650

Pea^i-line— Salving

stood loyally beside us in sorrow, in

joy, and through evil and good report.

Joe's Way and "Bob's.

"If something would only turn up,"

sighed Joe,

"I could make a success of life I know.
And I wouldn't live just for myself

—

Everybody should have a share of my
wealth."

He might have won both wealth and

esteem,

But he wasted his time in an idle

dream.

"I'll turn something up," said Bob,

with a smile,

So he tramped o'er the city for many
a mile;

Asking for work at office and store,

Until, at last, he reached the right door.

The work was hard and the pay was
slim,

But hard work meant promotion, and

that suited him.

The time that Joe was dreaming away
Bob kept on working, and made it pay.

Joe feels that Dame Fortune has cheat-

ed him,

For Bob's cup with good things she's

filled to the brim.

With the poor and needy he shares his

cup,

As Joe will do—when something turns

up.

—The Boys' Industrial School.

Filipino Wings.

When General Young's cavalry took

San Fernando de Union, they defeated

there several hundred insurgents under

Tino. The enemy retreated, leaving be-

hind their dead and wounded, the

American soldiers pursuing them for

some distance picking off stragglers.

Suddenly some of our men saw, as

they themselves afterwards told me, a

mounted insurgent officer galloping af-

ter fleeing men. A volley from the

American cavalrymen brought down
the Filipino's horse, but the rider re-

gained his feet unhurt. So sure were

the Americans of his capture that they

ceased firing, expecting him to sur-

render at once. But to their surprise
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he ran towards a stone house on the
beach and therein disappeared.
From this building a sand embank-

ment extended for at least a mile up
the beach, finally losing itself in a
thicket of bamboos. This was one of

the numerous trenches thrown up by
the insurgents.

Suddenly the head and shoulders of

a man were seen to move rapidly along
the ridge of this embankment. So
great was its speed that before the sol-

diers had time to open fire the figure

shot out of sight into the distant bam-
boos.

A thorough search of the house was
instigated, but not a soul was found
within. The insurgent officer could
certainly not have escaped by means of

a horse, for the Americans had passed
through that same house but ten min-
utes before, and any horse would have
been seen. Besides, no native pony
could ever have attained the speed
with which that figure had shot along
the beach behind the trench. The mys-
tery remained unsolved.

Some months afterwards as I was
telling this story to my native friend,

Ignacio Villamor, whose brother Bias
I knew to have been Tino's adjutant
at San Fernando, he commenced to

laugh immoderately.
"Yes," he said, "my brother told me

of that incident. Your soldiers were
certainly outwitted that time."

"But how did the man escape?" I

asked. '

"On a bicycle," laughed Villamor.

—

Albert Sonnichsen.

A Siberian "Picture.

Describing her recent journey across
Siberia, Mrs. F. E. Clark says, in The
Christian Endeavor World: "If the
Siberian village was of any size, there
was always a little church painted blue
and green, a combination of colors
which theoretically you would disap-
prove of, but practically, among the
green trees and under the blue skies,

the little blue and green churches were
very picturesque, harmonizing prettily

with their surroundings, and brighten-
ing up the little villages with a touch
of color.

"Often the steamer stopped at one of

these little villages; and then every
man, woman and child would come
down to the shore to see the travelers.

The women and girls brought their
arms full of bottles of milk or kvass,
loaves of bread, eggs, sour cream, and
other delicacies. The men stood ready
to catch the rope that was thrown
ashore and tie to a post, or to help put
the gangplank ashore, or to stare at the
boat and its occupants, or to help with
the wood which the steamer burns in-

stead of coal; while the old parish
priest with his long gown and his cruci-
fix, and his long curly hair hanging
over his shoulders, stood superintend-
ing the whole business with a benevo-
lent expression, as if he were just wait-
ing till the hubbub should be over to

say, "Bless you, my children!"

Mother Goose in •School.

According to the Chicago Chronicle,

Professor McClintock, of the Chicago
University, has been telling the teach-

ers of his city that the Mother Goose
rhymes are a scientific vehicle for

conveying knowledge. It is with no
disrespect to him that we quote what
the funny man of the Chronicle pro-

ceeds to suggest as adaptations of some
familiar verses.

"Tom, Tom, the banker's son,

Stole a million and off he run;

He epent the rocks

0_i £ilt-edged stocks,

And now he owns five city blocks."

The following, it is suggested, would
impress on the plastic mind a com-
mercial tendency of our age:

"Sing a song of six bits,

dockets full of 'dust,'

Four and twenty oil-wells

Joined into a trust;

When the trust was ready,

The wells began to spout,

And those who put their money in

Began to take it out."

Or this, to inculcate careful deal-

ings in the markets:
"Baa, baa, black sheep,

Have you any wool?
vv^ell, I should say so

—

A warehouse full.

But I don't care who
Sells or buys

—

I am going to hold it

Till the prices rise."

Faithful Ser-Vtce-

"High hearts are never 'long without

hearing some new call, some distant

clarion of God, even in their dreams;
and soon they are observed to break up
the camp of ease and start on some
fresh march of faithful service." This
is one of the fine statements not often

quoted, of the late Rev. James Marti-

neau. It is the privilege of the Christ-

ian teacher to sound this new call and
to create the inspiration in the "high
hearts," now resting in the "camps of

ease" and quickening them for the on-

ward march. The responses are oft-

times encouraging to the faithful min-
ister, and he rejoices when his leader-

ship is acknowledged and followed.

Every faithful mininster has the assur-

ance that the divine voice of duty,

voiced by one who would sincerely and
prayerfully do good to his fellows, al-

ways finds an answering response in

due time. No voice, however feeble,

lifted up for the truth, ever dies amidst
the confused noises of time. Through
discords of sin and error, woe and
death, it rises a deathless melody to

blend with the great harmony of a rec-

onciled universe.

In answer to the question, What is

the difference between Elijah and
Dcwie? someone has wittily replied:

That whereas the former was fed by
ravens the latter is being fed by gulls.

"RET)\/CE7> "RATES TO
jvew yonK. ciTy.

From July first till further notice the
Nickel Plate road offers round-trip

tickets Chicago to New York City, re-

turning same route or going and re-

turning by different route, at option

of passengers. No excess fare is

charged on any of its trains. Meals
served in up-to-date dining cars, rang-
ing in price from 35 cents up, but not

exceeding one dollar for each person
served. Secure tickets and sleeping

car berths at City Ticket Office, 111

Adams street. 'Phone 2057 Central.

LOW HATES TO "BUFFA-
LO EJTTOSITIOJ*.

Via the Nickel Plate Road. Three
through trains daily, with vestibuled

sleeping cars and excellent dining car

service, meals being served on tb»

American Club Meals plan ranging in

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Chicago
Depot, Van Furen street and Pacific

avenue, on the Elevated Loop.
Write JoLr Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago, for

full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the Expo-
sition Buildings and Grouuds.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.
This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

I 111 J.l TRIAXTREATMENT FKIX.
I *l I ^W We will forfeit 850 for any ease of
I I 1 ^v I InternaI.External or ItchingLAXUb^I Piles the Uerm rile Cure fails

to cure 'Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.

Genu Medical Co., 215 E.3d St., Cincinnati, O.

m;ooo CHURCHES
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Where It "Really Is Hot.
Away down South in Georgia they

are having hot weather, but they don't

get mad about it. Prank L. Stanton ex-

plains the case thus in the Atlanta
Constitution:

Too hot for thinking,

Too hot to write,

Too hot to quarrel,

Too hot to fight.

Too hot for talkin',

For ridin' or walkin',

But the world's out o' sight—out o'

sight!

Too hot for dreamin',

By day or by night;

Too hot for schemin',

For wrong or for right;

Too hot for sighin'

—

For livin' or dyin',

But the world's out o' sight—out o'

sight!

Feminine "Dress.
Women are more like flowers than

we think. In their dress and adorn-
ment they express their nature as the
ffowers do in their petals and colors.

Some women are like the modest dai-

sies and violets—they never look or
feel better than when dressed in a
morning wrapper. Others are not
themselves until they flaunt out in gor-
geous dyes, like tulip or rose. Who has
not seen women just like white lilies?

There are women fit only for velvets
like the dahlias; others are graceful
and airy like the azaleas. Now and
then you see hollyhocks and sunflow-
ers. When women are free to dress
as they like, uncontrolled by others
and not limited by their circumstances,
they do not fail to express their true
characters, and dress becomes a form
-of expression very genuine and useful.

"I need oil," said an ancient monk.
So he planted him an olive sapling.
"Lord," he prayed, "it needs rain that
its tender roots may drink and swell.
Send gentle showers." And the Lord
sent a gentle shower. "Lord," prayed
the monk, "my tree needs sun. Send
sun, I pray thee." And the sun shone,
gilding the dripping clouds. "Now
frost, my Lord, to brace its tissues,"
cried the monk. And behold, the little

tree stood sparkling with frost. But
at even-song it died. Then the monk
sought the cell of a brother monk and
told his strange experience. "I, too,
have planted a little tree," the other
monk said; "and see! it thrives well.
But I entrusted my little tree to its

God. He who made it knows better
what it needs than a man like me. I

laid no condition; I fixed not ways or
means. 'Lord, send it what it needs,'
I prayed; 'storm or sunshine, wind,
rain or frost. Thou hast made it, and
thou dost know.' "

LOW *RA TEST TO B X/FFALO
EATPOS'ITIOJV

via the Nickel Plate road. Also spe-

cial reduced rates Chicago to New
York and return. Three through daily

trains with vestibuled sleeping cars

and excellent dining car service, meals
being served on the American-club-
meals plan, ranging in price from 35

cents to $1.00. Chicago depot, Van
Buren street and Pacific avenue, on the

Elevated loop.

Write John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams street Chicago, for

full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the exposi-

tion buildings and grounds.

\LYMfER
CHURCH

KSW23TEE, MOEE BUS-BABLE, LOWES PEICE.
r—.— _ „ •araB&CUBFBZ2CATAL0GJ3

•-•r\ „.-*"I*S - v TELL3WH7.
write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Cincinnati

1MP-RESS-ET} \7TOff HIS"
JVOTICE.

The various features for which the
Lackawanna Railroad has become not-

ed are involuntarily impressed upon
the notice of the passenger, who real-

izes the luxury of hotel or club ap-

pointment in the electric lights, the
smooth-running journals of the wheels,

the extraordinary cleanliness made
possible by the use of anthracite coal,

avoiding all dust and nauseating
smoke, the consciousness of being al-

ways on time—which comforts force

an ease of mind and body most favor-

able to the enjoyment of the unsur-
passed scenery through which its lines

pass. It is but the natural sequence
that the Lackawanna is prosperous in

like degree to its excellence of service
and its warm friends are equal in

number to its whole list of patrons, for
once to test its service means an ardent
admirer and friend earned for the
road.—Van Etten Breese.

pajst-ame'ricajv ejfpo-
s-i&iojv.

Nothing since the World's Fair, at

Chicago, in 1893, has elicited the wide-
spread interest that is manifest, all

over the world, in the Pan-American
Exposition, which is to be held in Buf-
falo from May 1 to November 1, 1901.

The purpose of the Exposition is to

illustrate the progress of the countries
of the Western Hemisphere during a
century .of wonderful achievements,
and to bring together into closer rela-

tionship the people composing the
many states, territories and countries
of the three Americas. Acting under
proper authority the President of the
United States has invited all the re-

publics and colonies of the American
Hemisphere to join in commemorat-
ing the close of the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth century by
holding this international exposition
on the Niagara frontier.

For this important event, the Nickel
Plate Road has issued an attractive,

descriptive folder pamphlet, elaborate-
ly illustrating the Pan-American Ex-
position, the buildings and grounds.

The Nickel Plate Road is the short
line between Chicago and Buffalo, and

affords competent train service from
Chicago to Buffalo, New York City,

Boston and all points east, with trains

of modern equipment, on which no ex-

tra fares are charged; also dining car

service of the highest order. It af-

fords meals in its dining cars on the

individual club plan, ranging in prices

from 35 cents to $1.00.

Call on any ticket agent for Pan-
American folder of the Nickel Plate

Road, or address John Y. Calahan,
General Agent, 111 Adams street, Chi-

cago.

Parties desiring hotel or rooming
accommodations at Buffalo or Niagara
Falls, during any period of the Pan-
American Exposition, are invited to

apply by letter or otherwise to F. J.

Moore, General Agent, No. 291 Main
street, Buffalo. N. Y.

Wm0Mi£%iMWM
CURES
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant, happy—giveyon
ability to work and
enjoy life. It is
simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,000 letters liUe thist
Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1899.

Tour Brace did all you said about it and more for
le. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and brough

rae good health, which I had not hud before in £

years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lun
1 isease, stomach and other ills to which women ar
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON.
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed envelono. Address
The Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salina, Kansas

Every woman should have tnis Brace.

Special Free Hlostralcn

pworm League Folfler

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not offi, .^formation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Our Great Combination Offer.
A UNION OF POWERFUL CHRISTIAN AGENCIES.

The Christian Century
and Christian Melodies

THE BEST CHRISTIAN PAPER
For the Home Education. 4 BEST CHRISTIAN SONO BOOK

For the Church Inspiration.

TW O of the most potent agencies affecting the condition and work of a church, in addition to the personal work and
influence of the pastor, are religious papers in the homes and inspiring song services in the congregation. The relig-

ious paper is the pastors' ablest assistant. A good Christian paper in the homes of the church relieves the pastor of

more than half his burden. Every wide-awake pastor recognizes the value of religious papers and gladly aids every effort to

place them in the homes of the congregation for which he ministers.
The plan of churches supplying their members with religious papers is becoming quite popular and is destined to be a

great boon to the churches that adopt it. We desire to encourage this plan. No paper in the brotherhood has made such
rapid strides and come into prominence and favor so rapidly as has THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY. It is wide awake, newsy
up-to-date, helpful, and has the most scholarly and well chosen editors and conributors of the brotherhood. It is the peer of
any paper among us, and is recognized by many as

The Best Family Christian Paper.
Church Services, Sunday Schools and Endeavor meetings should be made attractive and delightful. Nothing adds

more to the interest and effectiveness of these services than the inspiration and power of new soul-stirring songs. No song
book has ever been produced that so completely and admirably fills the requirements of our churches as does Christian Melo-
dies. It has songs suitable for every occasion and for every department. It is especially well adapted to Evangelistic, Sun-
day School and Endeavor services, as well as for regular church purposes. It contains many fine solos, quartetts, etc. has
many of the most popular hymns that have been in use, besides the large quota of up-to-date songs by the ablest writers. Its

extraordinary merit is attested by its unprecedented reception. Everyone who uses the book is delighted with it. From
every quarter come words of highest praise and commendation. The testimony of musicians, singing evangelists, and all who
have used it, is unanimous in pronouncing it without exception or reservation the best all purpose book that has been pro-
duced. It is mechanically perfeet, neat, artistic and durable. The selling price is $25;00 a hundred, $3.00 a dozen, not pre-
paid. Single copy, post-paid 30 cents. Already hundreds are enjoying the benefits of these powerful agencies in Christian
work, and we hope to supply a still larger number and add IO.OOO new subscribers to THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY
through our most Remarkable Premium offer, whereby churches may obtain

...Christian Melodies Absolutely Free...
Until further notice we will send Christian Melodies FREE as a t>remium with clubs of subscriptions to THB

CHRISTIAN CENTURY in accordance with the following schedule:

100 copies of Christian Melodies for 25
75 copies of Christian Melodies for 20
50 copies of Christian Melodies for 15
30 copies of Christian Melodies for 10

New Subscribers.
New Subscribers.
New Subscribers.
New Subscribers.

HOW TO INCLUDE RENEWALS.
The above offer is for NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. So man}' appeals have been made to allow renewals to count

in the club, we have decided to present here conditions upon which old subscribers may be included: All Arrearages

Must Be Paid in Full, at the Regular Arrearage Rate, and One Year in Advance, And For Every Renewal
Subscriber Included 25 Cents Must Be Added.

This is by far the greatest offer ever made by any of our publishing houses and enterprising churches will

not be slow in taking advantage of this rare opportunity to supply their membership with such a high grade, help-

ful and inspiring paper as THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY and at the same time equip themselves with such delightful

new song books as Christian Melodies. Those interested should notify us at once, and send 30 cents for a sample

copy of the song book. Papers for distribution will be sent free to those working for clubs.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO.,
358 D
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Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song 'writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I

have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
HELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures

not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1 00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
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scription account.

Discontinuances-
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—
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organ of no party; the advocate of no ism.
While welcoming the ascertained results of
modern Christian scholarship it stands for
the great evangelical verities which are the
foundation stones of the Christian system.
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NewEngland
Conservatory

OF MUSIC

Though " New England " in name,
it is national in reputation—yes, inter-

national, for it has proved the fallacy of
the necessity for foreign study to make
a finished musician or elocutionist.

GEORGE W. CHADWICK, Mus. Direc.

Alt particulars and catalogue will be sent tj
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A REMARKABLE BOOK.
THE COHBINATION

Seir=pronouncingt

CeaeDers' Reference Bible.

Greatest Premium Ever Offered.

BOTH KING JAMES AND REVISED VERSIONS COHBINED
on the same page, but in such a manner as not to increase the bulk of the book.
The King James version is the basis, and this version is read straight along from
the text, while the Revised Version is readfrom the text in combination zcith

foot notes. These notes give all the words and passages of the Revised Version
where it differs from the King James Version. This combination feature is ex-
ceedingly valuable, as it gives all the advantages of two separate books with
the convenience of one and also saves time as the two readings are always right

before the eye. It contains all the

Standard and Latest Helps
to the study of the Bible prepared by the most Eminent Biblical Scholars. It

is embellished with a complete series of fifteen New Maps—the newest and best

edgraved maps of Bible Lands, embodying the results of the most recent in-

vestigations and discoveries. It is printed from large, beautiful, clear, new
type and all proper names are divided into syllables and every vowel is marked
and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds and accents as they are given
in every standard dictionary, thus enabling the reader to properly pronounce
every word. This feature is a great improvement and a strong recommenda-
tion for this Bible over others. This is the only Self-Pronouncing Combination
Teachers' Bible and is unquestionably the best edition of the world's best book.

Our Fine Art Combination Bible.

This Bible is the same as the one described above, having the Self-Pro-

nouncing and Combination features and all other helps and in addition is

profusely illustrated and embellished with numerous phototype engravings
from the paintings of the world's greatest masters, all drawn and engraved by
the best artists, to illustrate the teachings of our Lord. They are printed sepa-
rate from the text and make one grand panorama of pictorial embellishments
that are as instructive and pleasing as they are ornamental and accurate.

The growing demand for a wisely and faithfully illustrated student's Bible

has been fully satisfied by the introduction of our fine art edition of the
Teachers' Bible. It combines every valuable feature of the usual teachers'

Bible, with a wealth of descriptive and pictorial illustrations so superb as to

distinctly separate this Bible from all others and place it in a class by itself.

In artistic beauty it stands without a rival.

Each illustration is a speaking sermon, a gem of art, the handiwork of a

master. The wonderful pictures not only beautify- this sumptuous volume,
but actually interpret and make more clear the grand old truths of the Sacred
Word. This beautiful edition of the Bible is indispensable to all students and
teachers.

Notice the Prices.
This incomparable galaxy of Illustrations has cost the publishers many

thousands of dollars, and the preparation of this Combination Bible, with ail

its " New Helps," has involved the labor of a large number of the most emi-
nent Biblical scholars and scientists of the world.

This beautiful, large type, Self-Pronouncing, Combination Teachers' Bible,

French seal, " Divinity Circuit," linen lined, round corners, carmine under gold
edge, extra finish, publisher's price, $5. This Bible and The Christian Century
for one year for only $3.

The Fine Art Combination Self-Pronouncing Teachers' Bible, same bind-

ing and style as above, publisher's price $<>. an<^ The Christi-n Century, for one
year, for only $3.50.

The Christian Century Co., 358 Dearborn st.cnicago.
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EDITORIAL.
A

THE Al/DACITy OF JESl/S.
O feature of our Lord's work is more as-

^^ tonishing than its boldness. His was a

solitary voice, unheralded by any words

save those of the rough prophet of the Jor-

dan, who had spoken of "the coming One."

But this constituted the slight introduction

to the world into which Jesus came. His

home was in a remote part of the country,

distant from the center of intellectual and

religious activity at Jerusalem, and while

he had received the training of the home

circle and the synagogue school at Nazareth, he was

without that experience in the university at Jerusalem

which would have entitled him to the bearing of a

rabbi and the reverence of his countrymen. He came

as a peasant, with none of the insignia of authority,

and yet he spoke with confidence of himself and taught

with a self-assurance which must have been astonish-

ing to a degree in the eyes of those who were accus-

tomed to see all pretense of teaching power buttressed

by citation of authorities and exhibition of creden-

tials.

Jesus' audience consisted actually of the few people

who were gathered by his work and whose numbers

increased until he was pressed on every side by eager

listeners. In that following of his, however, there

were represented the three great national factors of

the world's life in that period, the Jew, the Greek and

the Roman, and it was to these three types of mind,

and all that they represented, that Jesus addressed

himself. Above the heads of the actual audience,

made up of peasants, fishermen, tradesmen, women and

children, Jesus saw the far-stretching horizon of the

world, with all of its social and spiritual needs, and to

it he addressed himself, though he spoke apparently

only to his immediate hearers. When we consider this

larger audience, the wonder grows that he should have

used such authoritative tones. He might indeed have

assumed to teach the simple minds of casual listeners

in Judea and Galilee, but when one thinks of the wait-

ing world to which he was apparently evermore con-

scious of speaking, the wonder grows that he should

have dared so much.

For there was the Jew, with his ancestral pride and

prejudices growing out of the splendors of the temple

and the law. An illustrious line of prophets, priests,

sages had prepared him to believe in the superiority

of his faith to that of all others. He was essentially

concerned with religion, not because that was a primi-

tive impulse of the Semitic race, but because the cir-

cumstances of Israel's life had led to the narrowing

of all activity to the religious field in times subse-

quent to the loss of the old and cherished political

power. Since the exile the Jews had been a church

rather than a nation, and a church it was which em-

phasized with increasing insistence the glories of the

Building and the Book. The orthodox Jew practiced

his austerities, performed his ablutions, paid his tithes

and offered his sacrifices in the spirit of a man who
had found the ultimate way of holiness, and was sure

that no man could teach him further. He was proud

of his position and of himself, and least of all was
he likely to listen to a Galileean peasant, speaking with

reproving tones and demanding repentance.

But the Greek was also in that audience, and the

few of his race who listened from time to time to the

words of Jesus were only representatives of a large

and influential circle, whose relation to the life of the

times was close and commanding. The Greek was

the lover of truth for its own sake. His was

the life of the intellect. His was the privilege of

lighting not only the fire of his own mind, but of

carrying the torch which illumined the intellectual

life of the world. All that pertained to human thought

he regarded as his possession. Human thought has

never reached sublimer heights of power than in the

age of classic Greece. If it be true that an earlier

age had exhausted the resources of human develop-

ment on the physical side, it was equally true that the

Greek touched the outermost points of intellectual

expansion. For clearness of thought, keenness of

perception, analytic ability and artistic skill he re-

mains unapproached among the nations. Philosophy,

poetry, art and architecture were his passion. His

language was the crowning triumph of the art of ex-

pression. It was the language of the philosopher, the

poet, the orator. If the Jew was proud of his an-

cestry and his religion, the Greek was proud of his

eminence in the realm of thought and beauty. On
the surface of things he had nothing yet to wish for.

All things were his own.

By his side stood the Roman, the most commanding

figure of the three, though the latest to appear. He
had little whereof to boast in those fields that made the

Jew and the Greek respectively conspicuous. All that

Rome possessed of philosophy, art, literature or even

language, he had borrowed from abroad, because he

was the world-ruler of his time. It was his to organ-

ize and command. He had laid his hands upon the

dismembered fragments of the world and had wrought

them into an articulate unity that is the marvel of
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history. His was the passion for order and law, and

even war itself was subordinate in his program to the

symmetry and discipline of an ordered state. What
had the Galileean to offer him ? His life was apparent-

ly complete. That which he could not devise for him-

self he could secure from subject nations. He need

not mourn that his was not the genius of invention

or intellectual creation. The world could do his work

and was glad to receive in return his approval. He
was proud of his place and of his history, and it was

a pride not less than that which burned in the hearts

of Jew and Greek.

It was to these three men as representing the organ-

ized and active world of the age that Jesus addressed

himself, and it was in tones of perfect authority and

perfect quietness that he spoke when he said to them

"Come unto me." The boldness of such an invitation

becomes more astonishing as one reflects upon this

representative and far-lying audience. If it could have

been maintained that the Jew or the Greek or the

Roman was unsuccessful in their respective quests,

there might have been ampler justification for the atti-

tude of Jesus, yet each had obtained his wish. He
was successful in his own way. Each had attained

the end of his ambition.

But Jesus knew that which has become the open

secret of the world, that neither the Jew, the Greek

nor the Roman could be satisfied with the things pos-

sessed. Neither the formal religion of the first, the

intellectual supremacy of the second, nor the political

power of the third was enough to give satisfaction to

a human life. It was the very fact, perhaps, that each

had reached the end of his appointed course and found

that he had exhausted his specialty that made tragic

that brooding sense of inadequacy which was stealing

over the world. It was not that any of these peoples

were fully conscious as yet of their limitations. Re-

ligious revival still made itself felt in Pharisaic cir-

cles. New intellectual pursuits were constantly de-

vised among the Greeks, and fresh opportunities of

conquest presented themselves to Roman eyes. Never-

theless, the field was practically exhausted. Already

they were rattling their staves against the sides of a

universe apparently explored to its utmost limit.

In this fact lies the significance of Jesus' call to all

these men. He knew the limitations of their creeds

and programs. He understood that they could not be

satisfied with their schemes of perfection, and from

all these fields of activity in which their life had de-

veloped he called them away, not to another scheme,

but to himself ; to his full and perfect life, to his vision

of truth and beauty, to his consciousness of power.

And in this fact lay the justification of his seeming

audacity. Nor is that boldness less striking or less

justified in our own day. The Jew, the Greek and the

Roman are with us still in their modern representa-

tives. The Jew of the first century is once more seen

in the formalist, legalist and religionist of any creed

or cult that rests in forms or symbols, orthodoxies and

definitions, whether Buddhist, Mohammedan or Chris-

tian, so called. From all these Jesus calls men to him-

self, and the vital power of his redemptive life. The

Greek of today is the intellectualist, with his scheme

of culture, his small philosophy, his dialects and criti-

cisms. From these brilliant but arid levels Jesus calls

men to himself, not to a new philosophy, but a new life.

And the present-day Roman, the man of affairs, the

organizer of trade and promoter of vast industries,

the artisan building his life into this majestic modern

world, Jesus speaks in the same imperious tones. It

is to these ruling spirits of the time, proud of their

success yet at heart proud of their limitations and un-

satisfied purposes, that he presents the sublime motive

of a complete and rewarding service.

THE 'Bl'RTHVLACE OF MAN-
HOOD.

E know vaguely that the highest views of

*\T^ human nature are the gifts of the Chris-

tian spirit. But it is well for our faith

that we should sometimes make our vague

and commonplace assumptions clear and

definite. Can we put our finger upon the

time and place where the final value of

each human being for God was first strong-

ly grasped by a human mind ? It was when

Simon Peter startled himself and Corne-

lius with the two great words : "Stand up

;

I am also a man," and "I perceive that God is no re-

specter of persons." In the one saying he affirmed

his own sense of fellowship with Cornelius in a com-

mon humanity; in the other he affirmed that every

righteous man stood on a level before God with every

other righteous man ; he disclosed the fellowship of

all men in the grace of God. Peter did not see it all,

all at once, that day, any more than Saul of Tarsus

understood everything in the very hour when the

scales fell from his eyes in Damascus. But the door

was opened and he had passed out forever from the

atmosphere of exclusiveness into the freedom of the

new humanity

There are three facets to that one saying, "I also

am a man," each of which may flash upon us in the

hour of the distinct moral and spiritual experience.

The first comes when some one who has lived in a

fancied security of an isolating superiority suddenly

sees all differences vanish. Down he falls among other

men, and the words are forced, at first, with bitter-

ness, from his lips, "I also am a man." Perhaps he is

found in some sin which the ordinary run of men com-

mit, but from which he thought himself exempt. Per-

haps it is the still deeper discovery that some privi-

lege, national or ceremonial, on which he rested his

religious hopes, has no value before God. The letter

is the experience of the Jew, the Mohammedan, some-
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times of the more ignorant Romanist, when the con-

sciousness of sin has seized him. Down he must come

among us all, kneel beside us all and cry aloud with us

all, "I also am a man, a sinful man, O Lord."

The second experience comes upon those who have

been living at the opposite end of the human scale.

They may have belonged to some submerged section

of society, serfs and slaves in America or Africa, low-

born outcasts of India, to whom the rights, perhaps

even the name of man has been denied. Dogs they

were, accursed and despicable, ashamed to stand in

the same sunshine with those who scorned and crushed

them. When the gospel messenger comes to them his

wondrous word is this : "Thou also are a man." "God
is no respecter of persons," such an one is told, and

behold he begins to live with a new consciousness. The
upper castes complain, as they do, for example, in

India, to the missionary, that these dogs now look

and walk and work like men ! It is the birth hour of

manhood that has come upon them. Each has learned

the magic saying, "I also am a man," and the glorious

truth has thrilled him with a new joy, a new confidence,

a new outlook over time and into eternity, which make
his conscious manhood shine out. before the eyes of

all.

There is a third deep, solemn hour into which some

men pass, when these words are their main comfort.

When shame has swept over their hearts, when dread

and doubt have darkened their sky, and they feared

to name the love of God, some men have suddenly

remembered that they belong to the race. There is

such a thing as belonging to a guilty race ; there is

such a thing as crying out with the despair of one

who finds himself enmeshed in the history and the

fate of mankind. But here, just at hand, is the spring

which flings open another door and all heaven's light

bursts upon the soul. For God's gift of life, of love,

of salvation, is to the race ; Christ is the Son of Man

;

he died for all ; therefore all died. "I also am a man"
means not only that we have sinned, but that we are

redeemed, not only that fear has seized, but that life

may fill us.

It is a great plea to make before God, "I also am
a man," and it is a great claim with which to go out

among men, giving us inexhaustible rights and laying

on us endless responsibility. Out of this consciousness

all manliness may arise before God, and among men,

the manliness which stands for self-respect, sincerity

and love.

Dr. James Martineau, in his book entitled "A Way
Out of the Trinitarian Controversy," gives the follow-

ing excellent definition of the Trinity: "What God
is in himself ; what he is as manifested in the universe

and history brought to a focus in the drama of redemp-

tion; what he is in communion with our inner spirit;

these are the points of view described in the persons of

the Trinity,"

THE CHUISTIAff ESfDEAVOTl
COJSTVEJVTIOSf.

By the Visitor.

T IS twenty years since the first convention

of Christian Endeavor was held in Port-

land, Maine, and the story of these years

reads like a romance. From a single so-

ciety to a vast organization with sixty

thousand societies and nearly four millions

of members is the record of a period only

long enough for a boy to come to his major-

ity. Nor does this phenomenal growth

show signs of ceasing. During the past

year there have been added to the list two

thousand new societies with one hundred thousand

members, or as many as the organization gained in the

first seven years of its existence.

When one says that the convention held in Cincin-

nati last week was a great gathering, perhaps the best

in the history of the Endeavor movement, he must

remember those wonderful conventions of former years

with their hosts of enthusiastic attendants, ranging in

numbers from forty to sixty thousand, as at Boston,

Cleveland, Washington, and even San Francisco,

where not less than twenty-five thousand wearers of

the "C. E." pin registered, and double that number of

pilgrims assembled. But while the numbers at Cin-

cinnati did not reach these levels, for reasons among
which the chief was unquestionably the severe heat,

yet the entire history of the movement may be scanned

without finding a convention superior in spirit, earnest-

ness and results. From the first there was a pervading

expectation of great things, and in this no one was

disappointed. It was not in vast throngs, nor magnifi-

cent decorations, nor thrilling addresses that this

quality inhered, though all these were features of the

occasion. It was the consciousness of the divine

presence and blessing in an unusual degree which made

appropriate the patriarch's words, "This is none other

than the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven."

Christian Endeavor is changing somewhat in char-

acter, and this is well. Growth involves change. A
boy does not grow in size alone; he changes in char-

acter. There are those who complain that Christian

Endeavor is not what it used to be ; that it is losing its

enthusiasm, and is about to decline. It is probably

true that a certain hilarity and noisiness which it was

once known to possess are giving place to more sober

and vigorous elements of character. A boy gets over

his shouting period. When he becomes a man he

puts away childish things. Christian Endeavor is

passing through the normal changes that mark any

living organism. There is first the blade, then the

ear, then the full corn in the ear.

Important Changes.

Among the changes that have taken place in the

past year is one of great importance. Objections have
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been made to the pledge as involving obligations

which not all would care to take. While it has been felt

among the workers in the society that the pledge was
one of the distinctive and most effective features of

the plan, yet it has been decided that any group of

young Christians may adopt any form of pledge or

covenant which contains the essentials of loyalty to

Christ and the Church, and use this instead of the his-

toric pledge of the Society. This is an important step,

and is -wise at this time, after experience has shown the

value of the original covenant. Liberty may be accord-

ed now, where it would have been unwise at first.

Another new feature is the principle of inclusion and
unity, whereby societies of other names and character

may be received into the ranks of Christian Endeavor,
retaining their old name and adding the new. Thus
in Canada a large number of Methodist societies which
before maintained a separate existence, '. owing al-

legiance only to the denominational organization, have
now become "Epworth Leagues of Christian En-
deavor," and as the result of this change the Methodists
actually stand first in the Endeavor ranks in the

province.

A third feature is the biennial convention. Here-
after the international conventions will be held once
in two years and will alternate with the state conven-
tions, which will also be biennial. This change has
long been in contemplation. A fourth is the employ-
ment of a field secretary, who will devote his entire

time to organization and convention work. At the

same time the World's Christian Endeavor Union is

sending out a missionary secretary to labor in Europe
and Asia. These are all signs of growth and promise
great things for the future.

The convention met in Music Hall, where two years

since the great jubilee convention of the Disciples of

Christ was held, and many remembered, while Presi-

dent Clark was delivering his convention address on
Saturday night before a vast audience that packed the

great building, that he had spoken from the same
platform two years before to an equally large gather-

ing. This great central hall, usually called Springer
Hall, was named for the occasion "Auditorium En-
deavor." The south wing, usually called Floral Hall,

was known as "Auditorium Ohio," while the north
wing, commonly called Power Hall, was designated
"Auditorium Williston." In addition several of the

largest churches in the vicinity were called into requi-

sition for overflow and special meetings. If any
names in the long list of speakers were to be singled

out for particular mention perhaps they would be G.
Campbell Morgan, Floyd W. Tompkins, Chas. M.
Sheldon, W. S. Ament, Samuel B. Capen, and Booker
Washington ; but all who had part, men and women
alike, deserved equal honor, and exemplified the

familiar words, "One is your Master, even Christ, and
all ye are brethren."

That was a rather pointed story that the Rev. Dr.
Parkhurst told in his pulpit recently to illustrate the

fact that no man could come into close contact with the

universe without having the idea of the maker come
into his mind. The late Robert Ingersoll, while in

Mr. Beecher's study, at one time, saw a large globe
standing on his table—a globe that showed in elegant

outlines the contour of the earth's continents and seas.
" That's a fine globe you have there, Mr. Beecher?

Who made it?" was Mr. Ingersoll's inquiry.
" Oh, nobody," answered Mr. Beecher.—Boston

Transcript.

JVOTES AffV COMMENTS.
Uhe Christian EndeatJor Con-Vention.

At the Christian Endeavor gathering held last week
in Cincinnati the leading thought was "The Twentieth

Century Christian Endeavor Society." The look of

the young people was wisely turned not to the past

but to the future. There was an absence of the spirit

of self-satisfaction which puts a fatal arrest upon all

progress. No time was wasted in bandying compli-

ments, or in cackling over what has been accomplish-

ed. The pressing problems of to-day and to-morrow
absorbed all the interest and attention. The program
was bewildering in its extent and variety ; but the key-

note of the whole series of meetings was found in

President Clarke's address on "Advanced Steps for

the New Year." This great society with nearly four

million members has to be counted in among the

mightiest of the forces that make for the world's bet-

terment.

The Cost of XVar.

War has become such a terrible thing that civilized

nations are bound to give greater pause in the future

before entering upon it.

Before the war was declared between the Boers

and the British Oom Paul predicted that "all the world

will shudder at the butcher's bill," and the English

people are beginning to appreciate his meaning. The
total number of casualties to the British army in

South Africa up to the 31st of May was 66,197, of

whom 19,648 died
; 369 officers and 3,819 men were

killed in action; 116 officers and 1,288 men died of

wounds ; 241 officers and 9,426 men died of disease, and
nine officers and 714 men are missing, their bodies

never having been recovered. The remainder have

been discharged for wounds, sickness and other dis-

abilities.

The financial cost of the war up to the 31st of May,
in round numbers, was $755,000,000, which is an aver-

age of nearly $1,500,000 a day. The public debt of

Great Britain has been increased $575,000,000, and the

revenues have been increased $275,000,000 a year

by adding to the tax on incomes, on sugar, molasses,

glucose, coal and other articles.

"Death of "Professor John FisKe.

The death of John Fiske,the famous historian, at the

age of 59, takes from us one of the foremost men in

the realm of letters. His versatility was remarkable.

He was conspicuous as a linguist, as an art critic, as a

student of science, philosophy and history. But it was
in these two last named fields that he won his laurels.

His work as Professor in Harvard was secondary to

his work as an author. His books as they came from

the press were eagerly waited for by a number of

thoughtful people who looked to him for light and

leading. In his scientific and philosophic books there

was a steady development from agnosticism to theism.

But in theism he could not rest. The heart hunger of

the man cried out for what science and philosophy fail-

ed to give. In his last book "Through Nature to

God" in discussing "the everlasting reality of religion"

he bases his belief in a future life upon the correlation

between human needs and divine supplies.

Wonderful things are told about his precosity as a

child ; but fortunately he was not one of those preco-

cious children who burn out early and disappoint pa-

rental hopes. He is said to have read Shakespeare

through before he was eight ; to have completed Euclid

and trigonometry at twelve ; to have acquired a read-

ing knowledge of Greek, Latin. German, French, Span-
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ish, and Italian by the time he was seventeen, and
passed on to Sanscrit and Hebrew at eighteen. These
marvelous endowments continued in exercise to the

very end.

Professor Fiske was an imposing personality. He
stood over six feet high, and weighed upwards of 300
pounds. In his personal habits he was somewhat
lawless ; for physical exercise he had neither time nor
inclination ; dietary restrictions he set at nought ; and
there can be little doubt that his disregard of natural

laws helped to shorten bis days.

Large as was his literary output, one cannot but
regret that he did not concentrate his vast energies

and affluent stores of learning upon the production of

a continuous history of the United States. No man in

our day was more fully equipped for this important
task. Yet for what he has given us wre are profoundly
thankful. The world is richer for the treasure which
he has left us.

Future of "Religious Journalism.
In the Forum for July, H. W. Horwill discusses the

future of religious journalism in America and Eng-
land. He seeks to find out from a study of present

tendencies whether the increasing attention given by
secular journals to religious questions will be likely

to lessen the influence of the distinctly religious jour-

nal. He rightly holds that the religious journal will

always have a place and mission of its own ; not as a

news gatherer, but as an interpreter and leader of

religious thought. Mr. Horwill is convinced that the

hour of opportunity for religious journalism in Ameri-
ca has come. But the opportunity will be missed un-
less there is a radical modification of traditional meth-
ods. The day of the denominational journal is gone.

The tendency to inter-denominational fellowship cre-

ates in itself a demand for a medium of inter-denom-
inational fellowship. A free religious press, a press

which is not under the dictation or control of any
ecclesiastical party, a press that can afford to be out-

spoken on the burning questions of the hour is certain-

ly a disideratum. Worthily to fill that place will be
The Christian Century's best endeavor.

CHICAGO JVOUES.
Out of deference to public sentiment the La Grange

Golf Club has refused permission to play on its links

on Sundays. This recognition of the rights and con-
victions of others is commendable. As some one has
said, the right of a man to swing his arm stops where
another man's nose begins.

At a meeting held on Sunday last in Quinn Chapel
Mrs. Josephine Yates took the position that the col-

ored people must work out their own salvation, heav-
ily handicapped as they are in the race of life by social

prejudice. This is also the position of Booker T.
Washington of Tuskegee Institute. They will win
only what they merit. But in their upward struggle
they need and ought to receive the sympathy and
help of the more favored race to which they were so
long in subjection.

In addition to the extensive work which it is now
doing throughout the city the Visiting Nurses' Asso-
ciation has just established a new home for crippled
and convalescent children in Winnetka. Here the
sick children will get freedom and fresh air. In con-
nection with this organization there are fourteen regu-
lar nurses, and a score more of emergency nurses who
have been kept exceedingly busy during the recent hot

spell. The work of this association is limited only by

the means placed at its disposal. It is never able fully

to meet the enormous demands made upon it. No-
where could a better opportunity be afforded for an

investment of money than in this noble charity.

A sporadic and foolish movement which has received

more notice than it deserves has found expression in a

new organization entitled the "White Boxers." The
aim of this new organization is to deprive the alien

and lower orders of men, especially the Mongolians
and the Ethiopians of advantages that will finally

place them in a position superior to that of the Cau-
casian. The colored people of the city appear to be

excited over this new display of racial discrimination.

But without cause. This country is not going back on

the doctrine of equal rights. And in the great race

struggle the law of the survival of the fittest will deter-

mine the final result.

Apropos of the hot weather, Professor Alexander

Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone, believes that

from a scientific point of view it is as inexcusable for

people to be prostrated or killed by heat as it would
be to suffer from cold. He holds that it is as prac-

ticable to construct a house to keep out the summer
heat as the winter cold. We place furnaces in the

basements to expel the cold from the rooms above

;

why not place refrigerators in the attic to drive out the

heat from the rooms below? The theory looks plausi-

ble ; but why do not some of our inventive geniuses

hurry up? For some of us this new ministrant to

physical comfort may come too late; yet we are glad

to be assured that it is on the way.

One of the younger city pastors, the Rev. Edgar B.

Wylie of Summerdale Congregational Church, has

given up his life as a sacrifice to the cause of Christ.

He had a hard field. Ten years ago he began preach-

ing in the railroad station house. Gradually he gath-

ered around him a group of Christian believers. A
church was formed, consisting principally of working
people. After years of heroic struggle a comfortable

church was built costing upwards of $10,000. That

building, with the living body of believers which it

houses, is the preacher's monument. Worn out with in-

cessant toil he became an easy prey to pneumonia,which

hurried him to the tomb. While we mourn the short-

ening of such a useful life we rejoice that it was so

grandly sacrificial. Worldly men show the same con-

suming zeal in business. "They do it to obtain a cor-

ruptible crown ; we an incorruptible."

Vacation School work has been resumed. And a

blessed work it is. The children that are gathered into

these schools are from the densest portions of the city.

No books are used, but the little ones are taught such

practical things as physical culture, manual training,

sewing, drawing, singing, and simple gardening. Bath-

ing facilities are provided ; and there is an excursion

to the country once a week. In one department there

are thirty blind children who are instructed in nature

studies through the sense of touch ; in another depart-

ment are twenty-four deaf mutes under competent

teachers ; a third department consists of crippled chil-

dren. These unfortunates are gathered up in a bus

every morning and taken home in the same way at

the close of the day. The saddest thing about this

good work is that only a small proportion of those

who clamor for admission into these vacation schools

can be taken care of.
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THE LA."RGEH. LIFE.

Let there be many windows in your soul,

That all the glory of the universe
May beautify it. Not the narrow pane
Of one poor creed can catch the radiant rays
That shine from countless sources. Tear away
The blinds of superstition : let the light

Pour through the windows broad as truth itself

And high as God . . . Tune your ear

To all the wordless music of the stars

And to the voice of nature, and your heart
Shall turn to truth and goodness, as the plant

Turns to the sun. A thousand unseen hands
Reach down to help you from their peace-crowned heights,

And all the forces of the firmament
Shall fortify your strength. Be not afraid

To thrust aside half truths and grasp the whole.
—E. Wheeler Wilcox.

LIVING Iff THE THESE JSTCE.

James M. Campbell, D. D.
T is our privilege to live continually in the

I
Presence. But let the distinction be care-

fully noted between living in the Presence,

and living in the consciousness of the

Presence. To live in the continuous con-

sciousness of the Presence is a sheer im-

possibility. The mind must necessarily be
taken up with a multitude of mundane
things which compel us to withdraw our
thought for the time from a contemplation

upon the things of the unseen realm. And
just in proportion to the diligence which we give to the

daily tasks which are concerned with outward things,

will the distinct consciousness of the Presence be ab-

sent. Are we therefore to conclude that the Presence
is fitful, and that it has gone from us? By no means.
As we breathe the atmosphere without being aware of

the fact ; as we walk in the light of day without think-

ing of the sun, so we may breathe the atmosphere
of the Lord's Presence, and walk in the light of his

countenance without thinking distinctly of him. The
Indian sage, Ramakrishna, exclaims, "Thou seest many
stars at night in the sky, but findest them not when
the sun rises. Canst thou say that there are no stars,

then, in the heaven of day? So, O man, because thou
beholdest not the Almighty in the days of thy igno-

rance say not that there is no God." God is just as

near when his presence is obscured as when we re-

joice in the light of his countenance.
Modern philosophers speak of a sub-consciousness

in which past experiences are treasured up. If we be-

lieve in the existence of this deeper region lying be-

low the line of ordinary consciousness we can see how
the experience of the past may become the conservator

of the faith of the present. The Christ who has once
manifested himself to us may still be with us, although
we are not conscious of his presence. It is a great

advance when we walk by faith rather than by feeling.

We can then live in the Presence even when the

thought of the unseen Christ does not rise distinctly in-

to consciousness. There is no reason to utter the wail,

"Sometimes I catch sweet glimpses of his face.

But that is all;

Sometimes he looks on me and seems to smile

But that is all.

Sometimes he speaks a passing word of peace
But that is all,

Sometimes I hear his loving voice
Upon me call." —Bonar.

What more ought one who walks with Christ by faith

to expect? If moments beautiful and rare are given

when the vision breaks upon us, let us rejoice; but

when the vision fades, and fade it must, let us not

mourn. It is good to be on Tabor, but it is not good to

tarry there too long. When we come down from the

mount we are to remember that the reality of which

we caught a glimpse never changes. And having

seen the glory of the Lord we are henceforth to shape

our lives according to the pattern shown us on the

mount. The experience of Christ's presence which

came to Jonathan Edwards as he was meditating one

day in the woods was never repeated, but its influence

upon his after life was as pronounced as was the vision

of the risen Christ upon the life of Saul of Tarsus;

but by that experience his faith in the perpetual Pres-

ence was confirmed, and his whole after life was
shaped.

Bearing in mind the distinction between living in

the Presence and living in the consciousness of the

Presence, let us now consider some of the things which

come from living in the Presence.

1. A restraint will be put upon wrong doing.

Those who live in Christ's sight will live carefully.

They will check the unkind word before it leaps from

the lips ; they will repress the cruel criticism before

it drops from the pen. Like Moses they will endure

things otherwise unendurable, "as seeing him who is

invisible." A single look into the face of Christ will

break the spell of temptation, and shame us out of

sin. In his presence unholy passion will be quenched

;

unholy ambitions will be withered up ; unholy pur-

poses and desires will perish. To keep evil in heart,

Christ has to be kept out of the thoughts.

2. The deepest springs of holiness will be un-

sealed. Those who enjoy the satisfying and sanctify-

ing companionship of Christ will become like him. By
the transforming touch of his personal influence they

will become assimilated to his holy character. They
will receive from him a new conscience, and a new
heart. Nourished by his grace their inward strength

will be constantly renewed—the battery being re-

charged as fast as the power is used up, the lamp re-

plenished as fast as the oil is consumed ; bathing in

his lcve they will be made clean ; experiencing the vir-

tue and efficacy of his outflowing and inflowing life

they will be made whole ; dwelling in his presence

they will reflect his image. Their whole life will af-

ford evidence of their responsiveness to the divine

appeal, "Be ye holy, for I am holy."

3. The soul will find a fixed center of rest in the

midst of the storms of life. When the storm rages

the sweet assurance of the Savior's brooding pres-

ence will bring the peace which passeth understand-

ing. Under the shadow of his wing the fluttered soul

will nestle down securely. In the sunshine of his love

no trouble can long prevail. "In his presence is ful-

ness of joy." All foreboding is quelled in the heart

of him who believes the promise, "My presence shall

go with thee, and I will give thee rest." (Exod. 23:

I4-)

It is said that when the monk who opened for Dante,

the wanderer, the doors of the monastery of Santa

Croce, asked him, "What seek you here?" he gazed

around with restless, hungry eyes, and slowly an-

swered, "Pacem !" When Christ is found, peace is

found. Listen to him as he says, "In this world ye

shall have tribulation, but in me, peace." "Come unto

me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest." For the weary heart of man there is

rest in his love, rest in his will, rest in his service.
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At the time of his departure Jesus said : "I will not

leave you orphans, I will come unto you." "Forlorn

and desolate you will not be ; for although you see me
not I will be near to comfort you." "A little while

and ye behold me no more, and again a little while and

ye shall see me." "Now ye have sorrow, but I will

see you again, and your heart shall rejoice, and your

joy no man taketh from you." The soul that believes

that these words of promise have been fulfilled has

found its true haven of rest.

4. The soul will be filled with the inspiration of

hope. The time when the presence of Christ seems

most real; the time when he lives most clearly in our

thoughts, and desires, and choices, is a time when
all things seem possible. The blessed hope of the

world's redemption burns brightly when the Presence

is kept in view, but it speedily expires when the Pres-

ence is lost sight of. If, instead of waiting for Christ,

we were to wait upon him ; if, instead of trying to

read the signs of his coming we were to begin to

read the signs of his presence, the hope that now burns

low would be fanned into a soaring flame. If Christ

be present why should not the heart bound with hope ?

Are not all agreed that in his presence hope is to find

its long-delayed fulfillment?

5. The soul will be roused to strenuous endeavor.

The Presence is dynamical. It is both an impulse and

a power. It urges and it enables. It is impossible

for those who live in the Presence to live in idleness.

They will be allowed no rest until they go forth to min-

ister to others. And it is impossible for those who
live in the Presence to live at a "poor dying rate."

Strength will be given them for every duty. Paul, at

the time of his first trial before Caesar, when forsaken

by friends, said, "The Lord stood by me, and gave me
power" (II Tim. 4: 17). The Lord gave him power
not only to pass through that ordeal, but to prevail

over every difficulty, and go on fulfilling his mission

of proclaiming to the world the message of salvation

which had been committed to his trust. To live in the

Presence is to live within the sphere of Christ's vivi-

fying influence, to be inspired by his example, to be en-

dured with his strength and patience. Those who live

with Christ, live in him, and from him, and for him.

In them he is made visible and operant. In them his

life is continued. For them to live is for Him to live.

THE WRMAL CHVRC//.
A. B. Jones.

N the New Testament, Christian life and
activity are presented to us in three phases

—the individual, the congregational and
the corporate. The sacred writers empha-
size the individual and the corporate, but

not the congregational. We emphasize the

congregational but not the corporate ; and
herein obtains a notable difference between
us and the New Testament.

In our individual capacity we are ex-

horted, each man for himself, to exercise a

personal faith and to render unto Christ a personal

obedience. We are called upon to "work out our own
salvation," to "make our calling and election sure."

We are warned that "every one of us shall give ac-

count of himself to God." So direct and personal are

the appeals made to men all through the Scriptures

that we are made -to feel that every man is left to

struggle for salvation just as if he were the only

Christian on the earth ; and, within certain limitations,

this is the case. There is opportunity here for great

diversity in the development of individual peculiarities,

and of original gifts in man. These personal differ-

ences are as marked in men, in Christian men, as are

the differences in the trees of the forest. The oak,

the walnut, the ash, the cedar—how diversified their

forms, and yet how typical of the diversities in men

!

Corporately considered, these men are put into rela-

tion with each other as the children of the Lord, and

associated organically as the church of God. Viewed
simply as Christians, as members of the body of Christ,

these differentiating peculiarities disappear, and we
no longer see men as trees walking, but rather as the

stars of heaven smiling down upon us, all looking

alike ; the accidental differences, whatever they may
be, are all lost in the presence of the blaze and glory

of a sublime unity.

The dominant law of the universe, and that which
constitutes this system of things by which we are sur-

rounded a universe, is the law of unity. This law as-

serts its supremacy, and at the same time declares the

wisdom of a supreme intelligence in the following

points : Unity in variety, unity in liberty, and unity

in glory.

X/nity in Variety.

A superficial view of this material world gives to the

mind an impression of a boundless diversity and end-

less confusion. But it is here the scientist finds his do-

main, and the sphere of his operations. With a dis-

cerning and penetrating eye he looks beneath the sur-

face, and discovers amid this great variety a "law of

unity," and establishes those classifications of objects

that give birth to the various sciences of material

things. Under his magic touch individuals group
themselves into species, species aggregate into genera,

and genera by the same principle form higher and yet

higher associations until we reach the lofty concep-

tion of the universe, made radiant by the presence and
the glory of God.

The simpler forms in which this law of unity in va-

riety manifests itself are familiar to us all. By its au-

thority we speak of a swarm of bees, a school of fishes,

a flock of birds, a herd of cattle, a tribe of Indians, the

English, German and French races. While every bee

and bird and fish and man is definitely stamped with

his own individuality, of which, in some form or oth-

er, he is sensible, yet his very life and being are so

dominated by the law of unity that he clings to his

fellows with the same tenacity that he clings to life

itself.

This tendency manifests itself in the higher forms
of civil society when men voluntarily associate them-
selves together under the compact of governments.
Unity of citizenship is the ideal toward which a pro-

gressive civilization is tending. In this respect our
own government is projected upon a grand scale and
is a model for the world. Men of every variety and
type of nationality, language, and complexion are here
made homogeneous as citizens by the force of those

immortal truths enunciated in the Declaration of In-

pendence
—

"all men are created equals, and are endow-
ed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights"

The unifying power of these principles breaks down
all the accidental and artificial distinctions previously
existing, and secures unity of citizenship to that

heterogeneous mass of humanity that is immigrating
to our shores. The duty to pay taxes, the right to

vote, the right to seek office at the hands of the people,

the right to seek redress of wrongs in the courts, the
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right to choose our own vocations, and all that prop-

erly enters into a just idea of a citizen of a righteous

government, are here meted out alike to every man.
Had we some sort of an optical instrument for view-
ing solely the citizenship of a man—an instrument that

would so operate as to exclude every element of char-

acter except those that make the man a citizen of this

government—looking through this instrument all men
would appear precisely alike. And could we photo-

graph them as they pass under view, and place these

photographs in a gallery there would be no differences

;

to the most artistic eye they would be pictures of the

same identical object—the American citizen. The law
of "unity in variety" is here operating upon the higher

plane of man's social nature.

But there is yet a still higher plane on which this

law operates. The highest form of corporate life

is found in the moral and religious sphere. Chris-

tianity is a great moral force intended to revolutionize

mankind. Its work is radical and thorough. It turns

darkness into light, sin into righteousness, death into

life. Its effects on fallen human creatures are styled

in the Holy Scriptures "Conversion," a complete turn-

ing around ; "regeneration," being born again ; "new
creation," something wholly different from the old

man. The idea of gathering from the hedges and
highways of the world the lost and fallen of every

moral type ; of cleansing and purifying them by the

gospel of Jesus Christ, of associating them together in

the common fellowship of the church under the in-

spiration of the "Fatherhood of God and the brother-

hood of Man," is the sublimest illustration of the great

law we are now considering, the law of "unity in

variety," of which we can conceive. "There is neither

Jew nor Greek ; there is neither bond nor free ; there

is neither male nor female" ; all national distinctions

are dropped, all social irregularities are forgotten, and
all sexual differences are lost, "for ye are all one in

Christ Jesus." We shall dwell on this thought in our

next article with a view to giving it the emphasis which
its importance demands.

Liberty, Mo.

HOW JOSETH COOK. SEEMED
TO ME.

Simeon Gilbert, D. D.

iOSEPH COOK was one of the unique per-

Jsonalities of his generation. He was one

who had given him a distinctly providen-

tial mission. The consciousness of this

mission wakened and utilized all there was
in him and of him. "This one thing I do,"

he could say of himself as truly as Paul
did. He had conferred on him, I believe,

all the customary academic degrees. Yet
no one ever thought of applying them to

him, any more than to Henry Ward Beech-
er or Phillips Brooks. He made for his own name
his own "degree." And in his public address he never
appeared at his normal advantage except before the

largest audiences and on the most magnificent occa-

sions.

That Joseph Cook's phenomenal physical strength

did not break down sooner, in view of the tremendous
strain put upon it during those twenty years of his

great public Lectureship, is the occasion for wonder.

The Boston Monday Lectureship was only the begin-

ning of it. WT

hile those lectures, as published in full

or in part in various newspapers, were being read by
the million, he was rushing up and down the land, east

and west, repeating these and other lectures to large
audiences all over the country.

There had been from boyhood to his full-orbed
young manhood, something prodigious in the passion
with which he gave himself to the all-consuming busi-
ness of preparation. Though aware all those eager
years of strange powers stirring within him, this fact

impelled the more strenuous endeavor.
The well-selected school library which came into

his possession when about ten years of age was, at the
time, an oye-opener to him. However beyond his

years some of the books were, he devoured them, and
henceforth let his mind and spirit grow by that which
it fed upon.

But the soul of the precocious and dreamy boy did
not feed on the books alone. He had been born on
a farm in the same house where it was his happiness
to spend his last days. It was in a singularly beauti-

ful and picturesque valley, with mountains on either

hand and just between two lakes, Champlain and Lake
George. From the first Nature, with her infinitely va-
ried aspects of power and beauty, had held his sus-

ceptible spirit in her kindest keeping. It is easy to

discern in the outcome of his later life lessons of deep-
est import which he then learned from the beautiful,

the tender, the august moods of nature there under
the shadows of his own "sky cliff," from whose point

of outlook he loved to watch both the lakes at their

times of greatest loveliness. The boldest wing of the

boy's imagination had its own verge and room for

growth.

While still a student in Phillips' Academy at Ando-
ver, his distinction was unmistakable. There was a
splendid physical basis, the perfect health and whole-
someness, the broad, ruddy face, the superb brow and
the wonderful eyes of the boy, and such high principle

withal, pointing clearly to rare achievement, along
some line of original action.

Joseph Cook's years of study in Yale and in Har-
vard, at Andover and in the German universities con-
stituted the grand preliminary battlefield of his life.

In them he was tested to the very foundation of his

being. He never needed that any one should bid him
"tarry in Jericho till his beard was grown." He did

not run until he was sent. When he did go, it was
because from his inmost soul he felt that he had to.

God's own ordaining hand, he knew, was upon him.

After a few years in the work of preaching. Joseph
Cook presently felt, as John Wesley had said, that

"the world was his parish."

The creation of Joseph Cook's Boston "Monday
Lectureship" must be accounted one of the most origi-

nal individual achievements of the time. To have suc-

ceeded in maintaining it as he did every winter
throughout those nearly twenty years was something
to wonder at. It is not likely that there was any other

man in America who could have done it. Nor could

he ever have done it except at just that particular point,

that peculiar juncture in the evolution of scientific and
religious thought. He had the spiritual sense to see

the hour, and with the power of the Highest conscious-

ly upon him he boldly strode forth to meet the chal-

lenging exigency.

Joseph Cook's mission was that of a tremendously
forceful and thought-compelling emphasis. The origi-

nality of it was in the timeliness of it. And in the

strategic timeliness of it was the secret of its effective-

ness and value. Just then the "two seas" of modern
thought met. The new thought of evolution was pro-
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during a revolution. The supreme danger was that

while the new thought was still in its partialness and

immaturity, from its first connection with material

facts and forces, the spiritual would be overriden,

pushed aside, ignored.

It was Joseph Cook's sublime, devout and cour-

ageous championship of the Spiritual in Man and in

the World which gave such memorable distinction

to his mission and his message.

No doubt there was a hugeness in his manner. Some-

thing that was mammoth in his method. It is not im-

portant either to affirm or to deny that he may have

had a personal foible or two of his own sort. The

fact remains that after all the thunder and the light-

ning of Joseph Cook's wholly unique lecture career, the

atmosphere of modern thought was perceptibly clear-

er, broader, more rational, more truly scientific., as it

was more spiritual.

Looking forth upon the entire life just now finished,

it is again clear that the child was father of the man

;

that the man was the child of his own age, and one

of the elemental factors in the new and larger-minded

epoch of human thought which signalizes the new
century.

Pre-eminently Joseph Cook was a man who was not

afraid- The contagion of his manful, spiritual courage,

touched into power alike by his conscience and his

faith, was among the wholesomest dominating influ-

ences of the time.

A MOVERS* TA*RABLL.
Wm. H. Matlock.

k»0bs|I1) you never, in walking in the fields, come
I ^^ across a large flat stone, which had laid,U nobody knows just how long, just where

you found it, with grass forming a little

hedge, as it were, all around it, close to its

edges

—

?' d have you not, in obedience to a

kind of feeling that told you it had been ly-

ing there long enough, insinuated your

stick or your foot or your fingers under its

edge and turned it over as a housewife

turns a cake, when she says to herself, "It's

done brown enough by this time?" What an odd
revelation and what an unforeseen and unpleasant sur-

prise to a small community, the very existence of which
you had not suspected, until the sudden dismay and
scattering among its members produced by your turn-

ing the old stone >ver. Blades of grass, flattened down,
colorless, matted together, as if they had been bleached

and ironed ; hideous crawling creatures, some of them
coleopterous or horny-shelled ; turtle-bugs one' wants

to call them ; some of them softer, but cunningly spread

out and compressed like Lepine watches * * *

black, glossy crickets with their filaments sticking out

like the whips of four-horse stage coaches ; motionless,

slug-like creatures, young larvae
;
perhaps more hor-

rible in their pulpy stillness than even in the infernal

wriggle of maturity. But no sooner is the stone turn-

ed and the wholesome light of day let upon this com-
pressed and blinded community of creeping things,

than all of them which enjoy the luxury of legs, and
some of them have a good many, rush round wildly,

butting each other and everything in their way, and
end in a general stampede for underground retreats

from the regions poisoned by sunshine. Next year you
will find the grass growing tall and green where the

stone lay ; the ground-bird builds his nest where the

beetle had his hole ; the dandelion and the buttercup

are growing there, and the broad fans of insect angels

open and shut over their golden disks, as the rhythmic

waves of blissful consciousness pulsate through their

glorified being."—From "The Autocrat of the Break-

fast Table," by Dr. Holmes.
It would make an interesting literary and religious

puzzle to stop right here and ask the reader to inter-

pret for himself the meaning of the stone incident;

but Holmes relieved us of this necessity, and of all

blunders, by noting down the moral value of the im-

ages. He has declared unto us the parable of the stone.

Uhe "Parable Explained.

"There is meaning in each of these images—the but-

terfly as well as the others.

"The stone is ancient error.

"The grass is human nature borne down and bleach-

ed of all its color by it.

"The shapes which are found beneath are the crafty

beings that thrive in darkness, and the weaker organ-

isms kept helpless by it.

"He who turns the stone over is whosoever puts

the staff of truth to the old lying incubus, no matter

whether he do it with a serious face or a laughing one.

"The next year stands for the coming time. Then
shall the nature which had lain blanched and broken

rise in its full stature and native hues in the sunshine.

Then shall God's minstrels build their nests in the

hearts of a new-born humanity. Then shall beauty

—

Divinity taking outlines and color—light upon the

souls of men as the butterfly, image of the beautified

spirit rising from the dust, soars from the shell that

held a poor grub, which might never have found wings
had not the stone been lifted.

"You never need think you can turn over any old

falsehood without a terrible scattering and squirm-

ing of t he horrid little population that dwells

under it."

It was not my intention to comment on the images
of the parable ; they are sufficiently striking. Ancient

error, weighting down and crushing blind, struggling

humanity would make a masterpiece on canvas or in

marble. Only Angelo's imagination could reproduce
it vigorously. But of what period of human history

was the poet thinking that he should see humanity
so overcome and like unto a dead body, bleached of all

its color? Was the struggle ever quite so hopeless?

But there is nothing pessimistic about the general im-
age. Holmes sees the "blanched and broken nature

rise in its full stature and native hues in the sunshine."

He hears the songs of God's minstrels coming forth

from the heart of a new-born humanity. The ultimate

picture is that of victorious humanity bearing aloft

the staff of truth, which it used to pry its way out

from under the oppressive mass of error heaped upon it

by the preceding generations.

San Francisco, Cal.

THE LITTLE HIFT.
In Love, if Love be Love, if Love be ours,

Faitb and unfaith can ne'er be equal powers

;

Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all.

It is the little rift within the lute

That by and by will make the music mute,
And, ever widening, slowly silence all

;

The little rift within the lover's lute

Or little speck in garnered fruit,

That, rotting inward, slowly moulders all.

It is not worth keeping, let it go.

But shall it? Answer, darling: answer no;
And trust me not at all or all in all.

—Alfred Tennyson.
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'RELIGION AJSfID THE WEATHE'R.

Edward Scribner Ames, Ph. D.

If the things we talk about reveal our interests, then

it is evident we are deeply concerned with the weath-

er. It is an unfailing point of depart-

ure for our conversation. With strang-

ers it is good parleying ground upon

which to prepare for more serious

social and business transactions. A
non-committal salutation, such as

"Fine day, isn't it?" may elicit a re-

sponse which determines whether to

present the purpose of one's mission

then or to wait for a more propitious day. It frequent-

ly happens, too, on such days as these of July that the

weather rises to a prominence worthy of independent

treatment. An extreme of heat or cold, of wind or

flood, makes the elements conspicuous on their own

account and leads to the gravest problems of science

and religion. The past week has achieved that distinc-

tion. In the thunder-storm on Monday eleven persons

in our city were killed by one stroke of lightning.

Every day has recorded a long list of those dead or

prostrated by the heat. On Tuesday in New York city

alone there were two hundred and seventy-two deaths

and four hundred prostrations.

Events like these, as well as the more normal and

constant phenomena of the weather, have always ap-

pealed to the religious consciousness of man with great

power. Indeed it is held by many scholars that it was

precisely these phenomena which first awakened that

consciousness and thus gave rise to religion. Early

man, it is said, saw that the sun and rain and wind

helped or hindered him in his search for food. The

sun set his plants growing or burned them up, the

thunder-storm revived them. Therefore he sought the

favor of these powers by making known his wishes

through prayer, and by offering propitiation in sacri-

fice. There arose for him also the intellectual craving

to understand these heavenly powers, and the aesthetic

desire to enjoy them, and the moral need to league

himself with them. In this way, to the child race,

the sky, sun, rain and wind became divine beings able

to supply his wants or to defeat his plans.

The highest form of religion to-day presents .the es-

sential element of that first thought of the powers of

nature, for Christ himself teaches us that God ani-

mates and guides them all. In Matt. 5 : 45 Jesus says

:

"Your Father which is in heaven maketh his sun to

rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain

on the just and on the unjust." These words are used

in this passage to emphasize the fact that God loves

all men impartially for he sends the sunlight and the

showers upon the bad as well as the good, but it re-

veals just as surely the conviction of our Lord that

these phenomena are the agents of the Divine Will.

It would certainly be very difficult for us to believe

that God had anything to do with any part of this

world if he had no hand in such an important factor

as the weather. Scarcely any other feature of man's

environment is more significant. God has used the

climate as the means of differentiating the races of

man. The ancient writers accounted for the color of

the Ethiopians by saying that the sun had burnt them

black, and modern anthropologists support that view-

by showing that the main line of black races stretches

along the hot and fertile regions of the equatoi
A writer in the current issue of the Journal

of Kthics shows how the weather affects con-
duct. His observations are based upon the statistics

of New York City. It is, of course, admitted that

many things enter into the cause of any event, but
when there is constant and corresponding fluctuation

between two sets of phenomena, some casual rela-

tion may be held to exist. We cannot for a moment
suppose that a low state of barometer ever drove a man
to suicide, but it is a fact that suicide is three times
as prevalent during conditions of low barometer as

during high. Suicide and drunkenness are much more
frequent at 10 degrees (Fahrenheit) than at 85 degrees.

The saloon evidently gets its victims in large numbers
not only because human nature is vicious and wicked,
but also because it enjoys warmth and comfort. Bet-

ter-heated tenements, warmer clothing and more nour-
ishing food would certainly be good agents of the

temperance cause. The effect of temperature and
humidity upon the nervous system is familiar to school

teachers. They can often trace the change from a
docile, studious school to a fretful noisy one in the

change of weather. In our practical affairs we expect
fair days to make men accessible and generous and
open to consider new problems favorably. Sidney
Smith went so far as to say that very high and very
low temperature establish all human sympathy and
relations. "It is impossible," he said, "to feel affec-

tion above 78 degrees or below 20 degrees Fahrenheit."

In view of all these diverse effects which depend
upon the weather, the saying of Jesus that God sends

the sunshine and the rain becomes more difficult to

understand. It is easy to ascribe fair weather to God,
but what about cyclones, and hail, and water spouts,

Galveston floods and the drouth which causes Indian
famines? The days seem divine enough which smile

upon us to make us happy and generous and eager in

life's pursuits, but what of the heat and cold and
damp and wind which drive men to insanity, suicide,

and drunkenness?

There seems to be but one answer : God sends all

the days. He sends the sun and the cloud. He is all

in all. The ancient psalmist ascribed all the powers
of nature to him. The thunder is his voice, the wind
his breath, the clouds his chariot, and the light his

garment. " To the Hebrew, the one supreme power in

the universe is God. He causeth the grass to grow for

the cattle, the young lions seek their meat from God.
"Thou openest thine hand," said the psalmist, "and
they are filled with good. Thou hides.t thy face, they

are troubled ; thou takest away their breath, they die.

and return to their dust." And again, "God looketh on

the earth and it trembleth ; he toucheth the hills and
they smoke." The conviction at the heart of all this

imagery and metaphor is that Jehovah is the one and
all-inclusive, eternal reality. In his providence all

events transpire. His hand is in all our ways whether
they be in the light or under the cloud.

But although God sends all the sun and the rain, the

effects which these produce in our lives are not inde-

pendent of ourselves. We are co-workers together

with God in determining how the seasons and incidents

of nature shall affect us. The man who has foresight,

carefulness, and energy learns to turn God's rain and
sunshine and even his lightning into benefits. The im-

provident, thoughtless man, the really bad man. fails

to gather a crop even in a good season under favorable

skies. The temperate man who has proper food and
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sleep and exercise and who uses properly the shelter

and resources which thrift and watchfulness afford, can

endure the extremes and vicissitudes better and gain

from the even course of nature far more than one who
is improvident, ill-kept, over-worked and dissipated.

What is food to one may be poison to another, and the

reason is found in the character and conduct which

have been slowly acquired. How the heat affects me to-

day depends on what I did yesterday or last winter or

perhaps years ago. Our world of nature is determined

very much by what we are, by what we have made
ourselves. If we have neglected the physical system

until it has lost vigor and resistance, a little rise in

temperature or a drink of lake water may be sufficient

to bring prostration or typhoid fever. If one has

worked his brain and nervous system to exhaustion,

the summer heat may cause insanity or suicide. God
maketh his sun to shine upon all alike, but its effects

are as varied as the things it touches. Upon the sensi-

tive plate of a camera it makes a picture, through a

burning glass it lights a flame. It makes the rose

red and the lily white. It purifies the running brook

and upsets the stagnant pool. The sun and rain fall

alike upon all classes of people. Some always find

the weather good, good for something, others always
find it bad. The latter class never find a day which
just suits. There seem to be some Christians like that.

Sundays are particularly bad for weather. In the fall

it is too windy ; in winter, too cold ; in spring, too

wet, and in summer, too hot.

But, after all, in order to appreciate with Jesus the

providence of God in nature, one must free himself

from his own personal whims and selfish interests. He
must take a larger and more disinterested view. It is

a mark of the child and savage to suppose that the

whole world is subject to his wish or fancy. The
savage seeks to gain the favor of the gods for his per-

sonal comfort. Alas ! how much savagery and childish-

ness lingers in human nature still. Our prayers are

yet too individual and self-seeking. We are like the

two countrymen of whom Lucian tells in one of his

dialogues. One pours into the right ear of the god
a petition that not a drop of rain may fall before he has

completed his harvest ; while another peasant, equally

importunate, whispers into the left ear a prayer for

immediate rain, in order to bring on a backward crop
of cabbages.

One cannot appreciate nature so long as he is con-

scious of himself and of his petty personal interests

merely. He must learn to lose himself in pure artistic

or scientific contemplation. He must think of the heat

and rain as they affect not only the city but the grow-
ing corn in the field; as they affect not this or that

farm or crop alone, but all the agricultural interests

of the world ; as they affect men not on this day or that

but through the years and centuries. When nature is

viewed thus in cycles and in her vastness, her blessings

are more apparent. The sunlight enables all to live.

Very few perish in the heat. The rain brings the har-

vests to the world. Very few die in the flood. The
wind purifies the air for all. Very few die in the

tempest. God's ways are not intelligible when judged
only by individual days or moments, but the poet with
larger vision truly sings :

"The year is with thy goodness crowned.
Thy clouds drop wealth the world around
Through thee the deserts laugh and sing

And nature smiles and owns her king."

This large comprehension of nature teaches many of

his best spiritual lessons, such as resignation, depend-
ence and reverence. We often understand life best in

disaster and defeat. Success and power have a tend-

ency to blind us to the true proportion of things. The
history of Israel is typical. Each time the nation came
to prosperity, they became proud and self-sufficient.

They lost sight of God. But when famine and mis-
fortune overtook them, then, says the psalmist, "they

returned and inquired early after God. They remem-
bered that God was their rock and their redeemer."
In the storm with its darkness, in the winter with
its frost, in the summer with its drouth, man
through all his history has felt that anxious
awe and utter helplessness which belongs to

his weakness when opposed by the superior powers
of nature. But through all that long-checkered history

of the race there has been growing up the confidence
that these powers of nature are at heart friend!v and
worthy of trust. For civilized man the terrors w'lich

appalled his ancestors have largely vanished, while the

assurances of good will and sympathy between nature
and himself have multiplied. Primitive man, as his

mythology abundantly shows, saw in nature a con-
stant war between the demons and the heavenly pow-
ers. He trembled at the raging forces of the elements
and at the titans piling up their cloud-castles against
the sky as if to storm the heavens and destroy the
earth. He saw the weapons of the heavenly warriors
flashing and heard in the thunder their cry of battle.

Then the dark army of the clouds dissolves, the fruit-

ful rain streams forth, the bright heavens grow clear

again, and the bright and living powers have vic-

toriously held the field against the destructive powers
of darkness and death. Because these beneficent pow-
ers seemed to fight for him and for his world as well
as for their own, he trusted them, sought their pro-
tection and longed to league himself with them in

mutual friendship and helpfulness. They became to

him his guardians and masters, the ruling power of
his life and action. Today these heavenly warriors are
seen to be marshaled under one great commander
and guide. The world for us has become far more
than ever before a world of order and law. Its secrets

have been discovered and their terrors laid. The calm
eye of knowledge surveys the eclipse, and cloud, and
gathering darkness, and there is no fear. But has the
charm of nature faded with the passing of its giants
and sprites? Rather has it come to be truly seen as
the manifestation, the "garment" of God. There are
still mysteries in nature, but no evd spirits ; th^re are
tragedies and struggles, but no utter hopelessness.
The light in the cloud has been discovered, and men
cannot forget the vision. The beauty of the rainbow
arches over the flood, and the calm joy of the presence
of God spreads over the west at sunset. Christ slept

in the storm at sea. Was not that restfulness the ex-
pression of his complete trust in that presence

"Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns
And the round ocean and the living air" ?

In conclusion, let us recognize how this Christian
view of nature may aid in the cultivation of the re-

ligious life. Jesus clearly saw in the sunlight and rain

the providence and moral character of God. What a
fascination the mountains and lakes had for him. Like
the lily and the sparrow, they spoke to him of God.
How constantly we miss that message ! We allow our
physical comfort and common interests to come be-
tween us and the deeper joy of communion with the
spiritual life of the world. We fret and worry lest the
storm keep us from a day of pleasure or for fear the
heat may turn the markets against us. But can
pleasure or wealth compensate us for the loso of
spiritual vision ? Happy is he whose windows catch
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the changing glory of the evening sky, whose soul

bounds upward at the majestic movement of the storm

cloud, whose heart is quieted in holy calm at the sound

of the gentle rain. Happy is he who finds in the

changing moods of the outer world the same restless,

moving, aspiring, living presence which is also in the

mind of man. He alone truly knows the meaning of

the sun which shines and the rain which falls over all

the earth.

Hyde Park, July 7, 1901.

B/BLE SCHOOL.
GOD CALLS' ADK.AM.

Sunday-school lesson for July 28, 1901. Gen.

12: 1-9.

- Golden Text : I will bless thee, and make thy name

great ; and thou shalt be a blessing. Gen. 12:2.

1 Now the Lord had ten in Haran; and they
said unto Abram. Get went forth to go into the

thee out of thy countryi
hand of Canaan; and into

and from thy kindred, the land of Canaan they
and from thy father'3 came.
house, unto a land that g And Abram passed
I will shew thee: through the land unto

2 And I will make of the place of Slchem, un-
thee a great nation, and to the plain of Moreh.
1 will bless thee, and And the Canaanite war
make thy name great; then in the land.

and thou shalt be a
7 And the Lord ap_

blessing. peared unto Abram, and
3 And I will bless them sajj un t thy seed will

that bless thee, and curse T give tr,i s land: and
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U.me.

Reckoned as B. C. 1996, about half way between

Adam and Christ. Noah lived to within 72 years of

Abraham's emigration from Ur, which it is assumed

occurred four centuries after the deluge. Abram was

70 years old when he migrated.

Uhe Centuries After the Flood.

After the deluge, Noah's descendants left the high-

lands of Ararat and settled on the fertile plains of the

Euphrates and Tigris. Here they increased rapidly,

cities were built (Chap. 10: n) and civilization flour-

ished, as archaeological remains abundantly show. But,

with time and prosperity, the world again grew wicked

as is seen in Chapter 11. Instead of obeying God's

command to subdue the earth (Chap. 1 : 28) by spread-

ing over its surface, the people in time wickedly con-

spired to unite in open rebellion against God, by build-

ing to their own glory a city and a tower. "Let us

build * * * let us make us a name," said they.

Chap. 11:4. God broke up their evil confederation,

dispersing them by the confusion of tongues. After

this they fell wholly away from worshiping the true

God, arid bowed down before natural obj« cts. The

power manifested in the storm, the sun, the moon, the

stars and other objects was deified. The name of

Ur or Hur, Abram's hirthplace, signified fire or light,

and this place became a center of idolatrous worship.
The land was wholly given over to polytheism, and
shocking immoralities were associated with the wor-
ship of the innumerable gods, the offering of

human sacrifices being not unknown. Observe that

idolatry, whatever be its form, is the religion of sight

and sense in opposition to that of faith. The condi-

tions and surroundings in Ur when Abram was born,

and in which he lived until the age of 70, therefore,

were hostile to monotheism. His own family no doubt
was infected with the idolatry of the times.

A Great Lesson in Faith.

But even in Ur witnesses for the true God were not
wanting. The Eternal Word with his promise of re-

demption ; the influence of Noah's godly life ; the

strivings of the Spirit of God ; direct theophanies, Acts

7:2; the witness of nature (Ps. 19:1-6); all these

were present as lights in the darkness. They testified

of God. To Abram, therefore, even as unto us, "faith

came by hearing and hearing by the word of God."
Rom. 10 : 17. Day by day he heard in his soul what he
recognized as the divine voice, saying "Follow me,"
"Get thee out of thy country." When the time of

choice and action as set forth in today's lesson full)

came, his grand decision was made intelligently, de-

liberately, and promptly. He heard the call, and he

believed God regarding the unseen advantages which
the future presented. In his case, as in every other,

faith lent substance to things future. Heb. 11 : 1.

As Dr. Dodd says, "Faith makes even eternity as real

as time and gives substantial existence to that new
and limitless future." Abraham's faith was counted
unto him for righteousness ; he rejoiced to see Christ's

day, and he saw it and was glad (John 8:56). He
recognized the one true God when no one else did.

and denied himself to follow the divine leading.

V. 1. The Call of God. "Lord said unto Abram."
This first call we are told came before Abram had left Ur.
Acts 7:2; Neh. 9 : 7. God is constantly calling his people
to action in righteousness. Every inspiration felt by man
to a higher life, or to some righteous act, is a call of God.

* * * 'Abram." God called Abram to found a family
and a select nation because he was the best man for the

purpose. As his after life showed he possessed besides faith,

humility, courage, self-sacrifice and gentleness. God always
calls those whom he can use for great things. * * *

"Get thee out of country." Abram was tested as to whether
he loved his worldly surroundings, better than he loved
God. This is the test that comes to us all. Matt. 4:8, 9.

* * * "From thy kindred." Besides turning from his

country he must leave friends and relations, who do not
choose to go with him. His brother Nahor stayed back in

Haran and became the father of the Arab tribes. * * *

"I will show thee." This was the first of seven promises
which follow.

V. 2. Inducements to Faith. Now follow six "exceed-
ingly great and precious promises." 2 Pet. 1 : 4. The first

of these refers to temporal blessings, the others to spiritual.

* * * "Of thee a great nation." How improbable that

must have sounded seeing Abram was now 75 and childless.

He lost a country but gained a better. We have the promise
of a hundredfold recompense when, for Jesus' sake, we give

up things dear to us. Matt. 19:29. * * * "I will bless

thee." Of Enoch it is said he "walked with God" ; of Noah, he
"found grace in the eyes of the Lord." but of Abram alone the

expression of intimacy "he was the friend of God." Isa. 41 :S:

Jas. 2:23. But we, if we are found faithful, are called

"brethren." Heb. 2: II. * * * "And make thy name
great." To millions of Christians. Jews and Mohammedans
few names have been so widely regarded as great. God
honored Abram by devoting more space to his personal his-

tory than to the whole world's previous history through cen-

turies. His name is great not because of military, or legis-

lative, or literary deeds but because of his simple religious
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influence, as the breathing type of faith in the one true God.
* * * "Thou shalt be a blessing." Through his example

and influence Abram has been a medium of blessing to the

world for thousands of years.

V. 3. Partnership of Faith. "I will bless them that

bless thee." The cause of Abram and of God was one.

They were partners in the redemption of the world, We,
too, are partners with God. I Cor. 3:6, 9. Acts 9:4. * * *

"Curse him that curseth thee." His enemies were God's
enemies. * * * "In thee." Through Abram's line the

Savior was to appear. * * * "All families be blessed."

This crowning promise is fulfilled in the coming of Christ
and in the blessings he was to bring. Luke 2:10, 11. But
from being the chosen race through whom the world's
redeemer was to come, the example of the Jewish race in

industry, morality, literature, law and religion has been an
inestimable benefit and blessing to the world. Not the family
of Shem, Abram's ancestor, alone ; but in the end the fami-
lies of Noah's other sons, Ham and Japheth, were to be par-

takers of the benefit.

V. 4. Faith's Venture. "Abram departed." "By faith

he obeyed and went out not knowing whither he went."
Heb. 11:8. That was the proof of the faith of Abram,
which the Scriptures from Genesis to Revelation so warmly
commend. He was willing hereafter to walk by faith rather
than by sight. 2 Cor. 5 : 7. He was willing to forsake home,
country, father, to make and venture on an entirely new
course of life. His was unlike the faith of the rich young
ruler (Mark 10:22) who would venture little in following
Jesus. Is our faith that of Abram's ? * * * "And Lot
went." Lot was Abram's nephew. His father Haran was
dead. Chap. 11:27, 28. After the company made its start

from Ur it stopped for some years at Harau (Charran, Acts
7:2) far from the promised land. Why this was done is not
clear. Here an affliction came in the death of Abram's father

Terah. After that he was ready to go. Chap 11:31, 32.

Some Christians who make a good start in following the
divine call get no farther than Haran, and there they stay.

But sometimes affliction moves them on. * * * "Seventy
and five years old." Abram lived to be 175 years old. Noah
lived to be 950 years. The limit of life seems to have rapidly

lessened.

V. 5. Rewards of Faith. "Abram took Sarai his wife."

Sarai, meaning "My princess," afterwards changed to Sarah,
"a princess"; a broader term. * * * "Lot his brother's
son." Adopted by Abram who up to this time had no chil-

dren of his own. * * * "Substance . . . had gath-
ered." This indicates that there had been activity during the

stay in Haran. Taking his substance with him would tend
to make Abram more contented in the new abode. He was
blessed temporarily. With Paul he found that "godliness is

profitable in all things." The Gospel does not lead to poverty.

It is the prodigals who become poor. See Ps. 37 : 25 ; Matt.

6:33; Luke 15:14. * * * "Into Canaan they came."
Canaan was named after a son of Ham, some of whose
descendants settled here. Although a fair land it was filled

with wicked people who defiled the land, and for this reason
were cast out to make room for the chosen family. Lev. 18:

24, 25. His near neighbors in Sodom were wicked and sin-

ners before the Lord exceedingly. Chap. 13 : 13. If God in

wisdom made choice of Abram as leader of his people, he
no less in wisdom chose Palestine as the land that was to

become the seat of sacred events. This strip of land was
unique in being central to the world yet in a sense isolated.

It lay at a corner near where three continents and six ancient
states met, yet was shut off by deserts, mountains and sea
from such contact with other nations as must have proven
injurious. Thus all things pointed towards the one issue,

the crowning blessing: The seed of the woman.

V. 6. Trials of F/ith. "Passed through." The actual
toil and discomfort of a great journey of some 450 miles
overland now took place, which must have been in strange
contrast with the ease of life in the fertile old country of
Ur. * * * "Unto Shechem." A city in the very center
of Palestine built by the Hivites. Its situation was between
Mt. Ebal and Gerizim, a most beautiful spot even in this day.

* * * "Plain (or Oak. R. V.) of Moreh." Probably
an oak grove in the fertile valley, owned by one Moreh.

* * * "Canaanite was then in the land." Here was a
fresh trial of faith, in the presence of things that defiled. The
Canaanites were more wicked and idolatrous than the people
of Ur. The Christian convert also finds the Canaanites
in his promised land. These must be subdued and cast out.

2 Cor. 10:3-5.

V. 7. The Gift Outright. "The Lord appeared." A
different expression from that in verse 1. It would indicate
a special appearance. The Lord always appears in the hour
of need. Isa. 41:8-10; Acts 16:25; Rev. 1:10. * * *

"Unto thy seed will I give this land." To Abram's descend-
ants. First God did "shew" Abram the land (verse 1) ; now
it is to become a gift. * * * "Builded an altar." Abram
took his religion with him when he traveled. A godly man's
first thought is of an altar. Matt. 6 : 33. Abram allowed
neither his riches nor his ungodly neighbors to interfere

with his devotions. It was a grand sight in the heart of
old heathendom : one man against the world. Thus he
declared his faith in God's promises.

V. 8. Tent and Altar. "He removed." The meaning
is "he plucked up his tent pegs" in repeated encampments as
the journey proceeded, after the manner of Bedouins. * * *

"Bethel," or Luz, a place ten miles north of Jerusalem.
* * * "Pitched his tent." The spot chosen was a few
miles removed from Shechem near Bethel, or Luz. Hai was
five miles southeast of Bethel. * * * "Builded an altar."

The second one referred to. Wherever Abram had a home
for shelter God must have an altar for sacrifices. * * *

"Called upon . . . Lord." The sacrifices offered were
accompanied with prayer. Abram communed with God.

V. 9. The Journey. "Journeyed . . . toward the
south." The South appears as a proper name in the R. V.,

meaning South land, the Negeb, or dry region, on the road
to Egypt. Abram found anything but smooth living in

Canaan. Besides the iniquities of the Canaanites, there now
was famine in the land which caused him to change his

abode to Egypt where plenty prevailed. God's friends are

sure to find a way from the land of famine to the land of
plenty.

FIVE MIJWTES' SETlMOff OJV THE
GOLVEJSf TEJTU.

By Peter Ainslie.

HATEVER God promises to do, he will do.WHis word cannot be broken. He is always
faithful. It is enough for him to say that

he will do a thing. To take up his prom-
ises and then to question whether he will

keep them is a step toward infidelity. The
danger part of the contract is our end, not

God's. "I will bless thee" bears all the

comfort that the heart needs. He may not

bless us as we expect or as we want. Un-
less we are very spiritual, his blessing will

come in just the opposite from what we expected,

for God's ways and our ways are very different. It is

only by a large knowledge of God that we get to

know his ways, really a lifetime companionship. It

takes us a long time to learn the habits of man, whom
we associate with constantly. With some it takes

years. Now God cannot be found out in a day, espe-

cially is this true, since in nearly everything we are

opposite from God. We have to give up our former
thought and start into a new line of thinking. It is

the new creature that begins to know God. Pain and
joy are mingled in the same cup. In everything God
blesses his children.

His promise to Abraham was that he would make
his name great. This was so in the lifetime of Abra-
ham and it is marvelously true today. We need not

mention the 200,000,000 Mohammedans, who hold his

name with tender sacredness, for God hardly included

these in his promise. Their esteem for Abraham adds
nothing to God's glory. It is all a mockery, but

for nearly two thousand years Abraham's name was a

tower of strength for Jewish fidelity, and on the estab-

lishment of Christianity his greatness rose to nobler

heights. His name shall yet be a great factor in bring-

ing all Israel to the knowledge of Jesus as the Christ.
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Alexander, Csesar, Napoleon and Frederick may have
had "great" affixed to their names, hut such greatness
passes away like mists and shadows. Abraham was
really great, made great by simple faith in God and
obedience to his commandments.
God gives to us that we may give to others. "Go

home to thy friends and tell them what great things the

Lord hath done for thee" was the order of Jesus. You
have been blessed. Now bless your friends. Blessings
cannot be kept within our own hearts. Unused they
rot within us. Let the roses bloom every year and
never cut them and they will gradually become in-

ferior, but cut them when in full bloom—use them

—

and each year they become more beautiful. Words-
worth said that we live by admiration, hope and love.

Nurse the opposites of these and you become narrow
and mean and unhappy. Put all yourself to work. Use
all that is in you. Jesus emptied himself. Hold back
nothing. Remember the Master's example and that we
are his. One of the prayers in the French monasteries
ran like this : "O, my God, grant that I may be of
some use to some one." If you carry the light, hurry
to light all the lamps that have gone out around
you. This is the mission of the Christian.

Our Father, in mercy thou hast remembered us and
thy blessings upon us we desire to bear to others
through Christ. Amen.

T^RA^E'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

THE TEHMS? OF DISCIPLESHIP.
|HE importance of this question can not be
overestimated. The answer to it—how
simple ! And yet with all our progress and
advancement of which we so proudly boast

how inadequate is our appreciation of fun-

damental spiritual truths. If we are to an-

swer this question in a formal way we
must enrich the content so as to make it

dynamic in our present work-a-day life.

I fear that some of the most vital things

in Jesus' teaching are so flippantly spoken
that they become "mere phrases" without meaning any-
thing of eternal worth to us. We talk about self-denial,

cross bearing, following Jesus and rendering obedience

tmto him. Are they so many words made up of so

many letters or do they carry with them something
of the potency of their historic association ?

Meaning of "Discipleship.

Discipleship can only be fully understood as the real,

living, personal Christ takes hold of us. We must
do something more than copy Jesus. He is more than

an example. He is not an abstraction, a theory, or

even a principle, but he is a person incomparable in

the life of the world. In him we find the freest, fullest

and most perfect expression of the life of God. We must
have participation in God as he is present in this great

central character of history so that his life may take

Toot and grow within us.

That which constituted him a Savior is necessary in

order to discipleship. Had he been overcome by the

temptation of the Evil One ; had he turned away from
a life of sympathy and service; had he avoided Cal-

vary we could not conceive of him as the world's Re-
deemer. How, then, can we become members of his

Kingdom if We do not become free channels of the

Divine grace?

Uhe La'ce.) of the "Perfected Life

is a paradox. We save by losing and we lose by sav-

ing. There must be a denial, a losing of the lower,
sensuous, unreal self which thrives best in the atmos-
phere of pride and self-glory and hungers after pleas-

ure and power. But he who is willing to give up these
external goods, to sacrifice the carnal desires, he it is

who saves the true self and finds the abundant life.

The transitory and insufficient must be given over if

we would have that satisfying portion, that inner
blessedness.

There may be instances where God would have a
rich man give up his all and engage in some humble,
serviceable work. But the normal Christian life is the

complete giving of self, and the holding of whatever
we have of talent, time, or money as stewards ready
at any time to give an account of our stewardship. We
must take up our cross and follow him. And it has
been wisely said that a cross is not only to be borne
but it is to be crucified upon. The old man must be
crucified and buried in order that there may be a res-

urrection of the new man, with new aspirations and
iiew powers.
Too many have stopped on the threshold ; others

have thought of Christianity as most beautiful—that

is to be dreamed about. But when we come to talk

about continuing steadfast in the apostles' doctrine and
fellowship or about living soberly, righteously, godly in

this present world, they beg to be excused. They did
not understand that these belonged to discipleship. In
the early church closeness to Christ made them close

to one another. What a charming picture we have of
pure, sweet fellowship in the second chapter of Acts.

The peculiar expression belongs to the past, but more
of that spirit of brotherliness and love one for another
is the great need of the world to-day.

CHTUSTIAJST EJVVEAVOP^
By Charles Blanchard.

THX/E PHILAftTHTlOPy.
Topic July 28. Ref. Gal. 6: 1-10.

IRUE philanthropy is based on the recog-

T| nition of brotherhood. There is no real

I benevolence without it. Paul recognized
this when he said: "Brethren, if any man
be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spir-

itual, restore such an one in the spirit of

meekness; considering thyself, lest thou
also be tempted."

ZShe Heal "Problem.

The real problem of philanthropy is the

restoration of the weak and fallen

—

not the giving of dole to the poor, or the

feeding of the tramp at the back door. The
latter is much easier done, and the trouble

for us soon over. But it does not help, but

rather hinders, in the solution of the problem of the

restoration and reformation of the pauper and criminal

classes. Most of us feed the tramp because it is the

simplest way to rid ourselves of the responsibility we
feel toward the unfortunate, and it salves our con-

sciences, and in a measure satisfies our religious sense

of duty toward the weak brother. There is a sort of

fellow feeling in this that does some credit to our
common humanity. There is some real religion in

doing good unto another because we remember our
common weakness. Paul says we are to consider our-

selves lest we also be tempted. Brotherhood is largely
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based on this sense of our human weakness, and our

mutual need of sympathy and of support.

The self-sufficient man is about the meanest and
most useless man in society—or in the church. He is

the one the apostle has in mind when he says : "If any
man think himself to be something when he is nothing

he deceiveth himself." He is the one who says of the

poor and unfortunate and weak brother, "It's his own
fault. He isn't to be pitied. I don't believe in up-

holding such folks"—and he doesn't. He is the mod-
ern pharisee—just like the ancient. He thanks God,
if he ever is thankful at all, that he is not as other men.
He is sufficient of himself and in himself. He comes
as nearly living unto himself and dying unto himself

as it is possible in this world. When he does get into

the church and try to do anything it usually takes the

form of censor of the community in general, and the

weak members of the church in particular.

Uoe "Double Latet.

The law of Christian activity is two-fold. "Bear
ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of

Christ." This is the law of love and of unselfish

benevolence ; of that love that seeketh not her own

;

that recognizes the mutualneed of sympathy and help;

that does good unto all men ; but especially unto them
that are of the household of faith. It is the law of

true Christian brotherhood. It is the law of Christ,

and can never be improved. It is the basis of all real

brotherhood. All others are mere travesties of the

idea of fraternity. But there is another part to this

law of Christ. "Every man shall bear his own bur-

den." There is noble independence in this. It is a part

of the law of liberty. Freedom and fraternity are

the basis of brotherhood. Right recognition of our
own moral and spiritual obligations, along with the

spirit of genuine philanthropy toward all men, is the

Christian conception of life. The millennium will come
with the practical working out of this two-fold law of

the Christian life.

STWDIES IJSf MISSIONS.
[Supplementary to the C. E. reading courses.]

THE A'RMy JVOW IJV THE FIELD.
F. M. Rains.

HE whole missionary army now on the for-

T| eign field from Christian lands numbers
15,440. This consecrated host is Chris-

tianity's standing army on the frontiers of

the world. Students of missions have
classified this army as follows

:

1. Ordained Missionaries. Meaning,
of course, those who have been formally
ordained by some Christian body for the

Christian ministry. Many were ordained

wM for the special work of foreign missions.

Others were regularly ordained for the ministry in

Christian lands and were afterwards sent to the for-

eign field. The whole number of regularly ordained
missionaries in all lands is 5,063.

2. Medical Missionaries. The whole number is

702. Of this number 484 are men and 218 are women.
These give themselves to the healing of the bodies of

men, that they may eain an open door to the hearts

of the people. It has been said that "China was opened
to the gospel at the point of the lancet."

3. Lay Missionaries. That is, unordained men in

the field. Some of these preach. Some are teachers.

Many are valuable assistants in different departments

of the work. Many are colporteurs and do effective

missionary service in the distribution of Bibles and
Christian literature. Large printing establishments

belonging to mission stations are manned by this class.

4. Married Women. Without question, these are

entitled to numbers on the muster rolls of the mission-

ary forces of the world. They have joined their hus-

bands in a work of peculiar consecration. Side by
side they labor with their husbands and bear a notable

share in effective service. Home-making is one of the

most valuable missionary agencies in the presence of

a heathen community. This division of the army
numbers 3,567.

5. Unmarried Women. Their work is chiefly

evangelistic and educational. They can enter zenanas
and harems where men are not permitted to go. Their
work tells mightily among women and children. They
do their work chiefly in connection with some Christian

family. The number enrolled is 3,403.

This aggressive army of the Lord is recruited from
different countries, as follows: England, 5,136;
United States, 4,110; Germany, 1,515 ; Scotland, 653 ;

Scandinavia, 332; Australia, 313; all other coun-
tries, 1,548.

The five great mission fields of the world are China,
India, Japan, South America and Africa. The army
is scattered on these chief battlefields as follows

:

China, 2,461 ; India, 1,865 ; Japan, 723 ; South Amer-
ica, 778; Africa, 1,168.

These five fields contain nearly one-half of the whole
force. The others are stationed in smaller fields and
in the islands of the sea.

Besides the army of missionaries gathered from the

four quarters of Christendom the whole force will not
be complete without mentioning the native home-
guards or native workers in the foreign mission fields

of the world. This auxiliary army now outnumbers
the great standing army. They have been converted
from the worship of idols and trained in efficient

service in all the activities of the Christian life. They
may be tabulated as follows

:

1. Ordained native workers, numbering 4,053.
2. Unordained native workers—preachers, teach-

ers, Bible women, and other helpers, who number 72,-

999 1 a grand total of all native workers of 77,338.
This homeguard on the foreign field will prove a
mighty factor in the future evangelization of the
world.

The whole amount of money raised annually for the
support of these two wings of the army is $19,126,120.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

" What means the lugubrious wail that too often

bursts from the circle of the Missionary's friends?

Pathetic plaints are penned about laying their bones on

a foreign shore by those who never thought of making
aught of their bones at home. ( Bone dust is dear no-

where, we think.) And then there is the never end-

ing talk and wringing of hands over Missionary 'sacri-

fices.' The man is surely going to be hanged, instead
of going to serve in Christ's holy gospel : is this such
service as He deserves, who, though rich, for our sakes
became poor? Bipeds of the masculine gender assume
the piping phraseology of poor old women in presence
of him before whom the Eastern Magi fell down and
worshipped, ay, and opened their treasures, and pre-
sented unto Him gifts—gold, frankincense, and myrrh.
Thev will five their 'mites.' as if what they do'
were their 'all.'

" give
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THE QUIET //OVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M, A.

"REVIEW.
Monday—Luke 24. 1-12.

The angels in the sepulchre—they are symbolic of

the blessings which Jesus by his death and resurrec-

tion has brought me.

Here is buoyant vitality where I expect powerless-

ness and lethargy and slumber. The angels are always

young, always strong, always ready and eager and
obedient. So Jesus, who died and rose again, girds

me, when I trust in him, with fresh vigor and energy.

Here is good hope where I expect despondency and
gloom. The angels never despair; even in a grave

their faces are bright and their message is one of

courage and cheer. So Jesus, who has emerged a

conqueror from the trouble and darkness, dispels the

shadows and sadnesses which haunt me. He puts

a new song on my lips, a new light in my eyes, a new
hope in my heart.

Tuesday—John 20. 11-18.

There stood the Lord of death and life, with Mary
in the garden. He had come fresh from bearing her

sins, and mine. He had come from those unfathom-

able and unknowji sorrows of his soul, which went to

make the ransom of my soul. He had come out of the

unseen world "in the power of an endless life." And
he was "that same Jesus."

He is the same in his personality. He keeps the

very body which was torn by the Roman scourges and

nails, the very soul which was exceeding sorrowful

unto death. He is today the old divine-human Savior

whom Galilee and Jerusalem knew.
And he is the same in his character. He remains un-

alterable in faithfulness, in patience, in love. During
the three years of his ministry he was very tender

with his doubting and mistaking followers ; after his.

resurrection he was just as tender; at this moment he

is governed by the ancient compassion and grace.

How good it is for me that I deal with such a Lord

!

He forbears and forgives. He suffers long and is

kind. He crowns me with his love.

"Wednesday—John 20, 19-29.

I cannot set free by my own act and word my broth-

er's soul. For a week the apostles had reasoned with

Thomas. But it was of no use. He remained an ob-

stinate doubter, a stubborn questioner of the manifold

witness to the great fact of joy. Mere evidences may
be convincing in the abstract, but I cannot sway the

heart and will of others by them. Let me take home
the solemn thought that only divine grace can bless my
friend.

Yet, let me go on bearing my witness, unshaken,

unceasing. My certainty will insensibly touch and

move him, even if it is insufficient to vanquish him.

My happiness will stir and kindle his longings, even

when he persists most steadfastly in clinging to his

needless gloom.

Thursday -John 21. 15-22.

Let me quote the words of one of the greatest of

modern preachers, Adolphe Monod : "No other re-

ligion presents anything which resembles this invita-

tion to give God the heart. Give me thy observance,

says the" God of Pharisaism. Give me thy personality,

says the God of Hegel. Give me thy reason, says the

God of Kant. It remains for the God of Jesus Christ

to say, Give me thy heart. With him, to give the heart

to God is not merely an obligation of piety ; it is its

root, its beginning, its middle, and its end. It is the

unmistakable feature of a genuine conversion. Faith,
works, grace, holiness, the new creation all are there."

Friday—Matthew 28, 16-20.

Every revelation Christ gives me is meant to be com-
municated. He does not show himself to me that I may
understand abstract truth. He shows himself that his

light may guide my feet, that his lessons may shape
my practice.

One error which has haunted the Church is that of
an impractical orthodoxy. I take Christianity as a sys-

tem of truth to be believed ; I accept all the articles of
the creed ; I find in Scripture the food of real and sweet
feeling. But there I stop. Nay, but such knowing and
such feeling are not enough. Having received, I must
give—I must be always giving.

And, of course, there is the opposite error—that of
an unintelligent practice. People say, "You need at-

tach little importance to Christian doctrine ; the only
thing worth minding is Christian life." But again I

am wrong. I am pitting the child against the parent.
I am wrenching the blossom from the stem. My life

must be based on doctrine. I must learn in order to

do, and to be, and to teach. I cannot be an apostle till

I have been a disciple.

Saturday—LuKe 24. 4-4-53.

The disciples were right ; they returned to Jerusalem
with great joy. Joy is the only temper which befitAne,

when I think of my exalted and glorified Lord.
For now I have an advocate in the presence of the

Father. "Day and night my Jesus makes no pause."

He takes my feeble and unworthy prayers, and removes
from them whatever is faulty and sinful, and infuses

into them his own surpassing grace ; and then presents

them to God. And they are a sacrifice of a sweet smell.

fragrant, welcome, victorious.

And now I have an unfailing benefactor at the right

hand of the Majesty on high. And he teaches me in

my ignorance, strengthens me in my conflicts, comforts

me in my sorrow, empowers me in my service, bears

witness with my spirit that I am a child of God.

Sunday—Actj 2. 1-11.

May the Holy Spirit teach me to speak with new
tongues.

Sometimes the tongue of instruction. There are many
round about me who need to be enlightened in divine

and eternal things—the children, the young disciples,

the men and women who have not had my opportuni-

ties, those both at home and abroad who are perishing

for lack of knowledge.
And sometimes the tongue of admonition. For there

are souls in danger of going down to death I should

reprove faithfully and yet tenderly, with earnestness

and with love. But I must be helped for the work by
the Divine Spirit—for no task is so delicate and so

difficult.

And often the tongue of consolation. Always there

are multitudes requiring to be comforted—hearts

weary, heavy-laden, breaking, broken. Let me be a

succorer of such ; let me speak to them the word in

season.

These are the tongues I covet from him.

The material part of us ought to keep growing
thinner to let the soul out when its time comes, and the

soul to keep growing bigger and stronger every day,

until it bursts the body at length, as a growing nut

does its shell.

—

George Macdonald.
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LITEHATWRE.
LOJVGFELLOtV AJVD HIS SOJVGS'.

E. L. Powell.

Additional beauty and attractiveness are given to

the productions of Longfellow by the purity of the life

he lived—the loveliness of his Chris-

tian character. Mr. George William
Curtis, once wrote : "It is the felicity

of our first great literary epoch which
is ending, and among whose beloved

names are Irving, Bryant, Hawthorne,
Emerson and Longfellow, that the

lives of its masters were irreproach-

able. And so must be the lives of the

masters of the literary epoch next fo come. The days

have gone by when a great author, a real leader of

thought, can live the life of a Marlowe, Wycherly
or Byron. The Rosettis and Swinburnes and Whit-
mans were born a century too late to succeed in turn-

ing us backward to the caves and ditches which beset

our ancestors."

Another writer, in an essay truly admirable, says

:

"The world has ever refused to crown with its choicest

laurels the brow of genius alone, unless it were as

pure as it was broad. The writers whom history to-

day names its greatest are not its Lucians, Voltaires,

Heines or Byrons, despite their power and brilliancy,

but its Virgils, Dantes, Schillers and Miltons, be-

cause of their purity and moral elevation." The soul

of Longfellow was a hallowed temple in which dwelt

holy images—ennobling thoughts—a temple guarded

by the true, beautiful and good. His was consecrated

genius, his were sanctified talents. From the altar

of that genius ascended no strange fire, but the light

of heaven ; his talents were glorified by using them
for the happiness and cheer of his race. We delight

to commune with one so gifted and yet so good ; so

grand, and yet so simple ; so rich in mental treasure,

and yet so humble in spite of his spiritual affluence.

Milton tells us "that he who would not be frustrate

of his hope to write well in laudable things, ought him-

self to be a true poem, that is, a composition and pat-

tern of the best and honorablest things." We admire,

then, Longfellow's songs all the more because his own
life was a poem so tender and beautiful, so strong and
grand. The influence of that life is with us at this

hour. To use his own verse

:

"Were a star quenched on high,

For ages would its light,

Still traveling downward from the sky,

Shine on our mortal sight.

So when a great man dies,

For years beyond our ken
The light he leaves behind him lies

Upon the paths of men."

Such, then, is the character of the man whom, as a

poet, we wish to study, and some of the characteristics

of whose writings we wish to consider.

It is impossible to read very many of his poems be-

fore observing that he is pre-eminently the poet of

the heart. The human heart with its hopes and fears,

its joys and sorrows, its aspirations and despondency,
is the sanctuary which he seeks to consecrate and
glorify with the incense of his genius. He does not
enter into the realm of metaphysical poetry ; he is not
one of those "bards sublime" whose "mighty thoughts
surest life's endless toil and endeavor," but his are

"simple and heartfelt lays." gushing from his heart

as "showers from the clouds of summer, or tears from

the eyelids, start." His thoughts pass through his own
heart, gathering beauty and strength by their passage,

and so enter into our hearts as comforting angels.

Hence it comes to pass that Longfellow's poems are

:

"Such songs (as) have power to quiet

The restless pulse of care,

And come like the benediction
That follows after prayer."

As we read, the jar of nerves ceases, discord passes

into harmony, and the darkness with which life robed
itself is scattered by the "light which never shone on
land or sea." He soothes the wounded heart with
strains which seem to come from the silent land, so full

are they of hope and cheer. With his simple lay of

"Resignation," he enters the house of mourning, and
tells the sorrow-stricken ones that "what seems to them
but sad funereal tapers may be heaven's distant

lamps" ; and with all the warmth of a loving nature
bids them be "patient and assuage the feeling they

may not wholly stay." He speaks in inspiring strains

to the faint-hearted, bidding them

—

"Fear not in a world like this,

And you shall know ere long.

Know how sublime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong."

He pours a flood of sunshine into the despondent
heart, causing it to look up through its tears at the

splendor which is about to dawn. He brings relief to

the burdened heart by giving utterance to its pent-

up emotions—thus expressing for us those feelings

we could not express for ourselves. Who that

has read his poems has not felt this quieting, stilling

influence upon his emotional nature ? His are songs of

hopefulness, songs of healing, songs of helpfulness, be-

cause they come from his heart and reach our hearts.

In youth we love him for he kindles within us the

desire to be "heroes in the strife," which is being waged
"on the world's great field of battle." When we grow
old, and the hand becomes palsied, and the cheeks
hollow, and the voice broken, and the knees tottering

the cheerful strains of the poet sound in our ears in

his "Morituri Salutamus," telling us,

"That age is opportunity no less than youth itself,

Tho' in another dress, and as the evening twilight fades
away,

The sky is filled with stars, invisible by day."

And when our faces are turned to the lonely ceme-
tery, he transfigures its gloom by the power of Chris-
tian imagination, into "God's acre," causing us to re-

gard it as a place of sunshine, beauty and rest—tem-
porary residence for the body, made lovely by the pres-

ence of the angel of the resurrection.

"Into its furrows shall we all be cast,

In the sure faith that we shall rise again,

At the great harvest when the archangel's blast

Shall winnow like a fan the chaff and grain."

Yes, sweet poet of the human heart, thou dost en-

rich our natures with hope and cheer and help. Thy
presence with us is sunshine. We love thy compan-
ionship because thy words "drop as rain and distil as

dew" on the troubled hearts of us all. With thy Chris-

tian wand, thou dost place an aureole on the brow
of every sorrow and evoke an angel of light from the

bosom of every cloud.

The poet of the heart, he is also the poet of the

home. Not only in the bustle and business of the

world do we hear his voice, but in the quiet of the home
circle, when the world is shut out, and we commune
with our hearts and are still.
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"When the day is done, and the darkness falls from the

wings of night,

As a feather is wafted downward, from an eagle in its

flight,"

and there comes to us "a feeling of sadness and
longing," then when the troubled heart yearns for

something "to soothe its restless feeling, and banish

the thoughts of the day"—then we turn to Longfellow
and bid him welcome to our firesides as "dear guest

and ghost." No poet so truly belongs to the home.
The lamps are lighted. The shadows from the "fitful

fire-light dance upon the parlor wall." Then we gaze
with him into the cheerful fire, and "the forms of the

departed" rise before us—dear forms clothed with all

the sacredness of absence and long separation. We
see their faces in the blazing coals, we hear their voices

coming from the dim unknown, and the very room be-

comes sanctified by their presence. Or perhaps it is

"The Children's Hour," and we open the door of our
chamber that in communing with them we may com-
mune with that "heaven which lies around us in child-

hood." Or we stand with our poet in the "ivied case-

ment" and watch the glorious stars climbing the

heavens, choosing with him the "bright planet, Mars,"
witli whom we hold sweet converse:

"O star of strength, I see thee stand

And smile upon my pain ;

Thou beckonest with thy mailed hand,
And I am strong again."

And so the poet comes near to us in our homes, sit-

ting with us by our windows as we look up at the

glorious face of nature, imparting to us his spirit of

communion, or looking on us with loving eyes as

we frolic and romp with "grave Alice and laughing
Allegra, and Edith with golden hair," or with pensive

countenance gazing with us into the memory-awaken-
ing fire from which spring the forms that have gone
out from among us, but are yet of us. Surely Long-
fellow is the presiding genius of the pure, hallowed.

and consecrated home-circle, and we should give him
I lie central place on our parlor tables. Well may he

present the modest request

:

"Therefore I hope as no unwelcome guest,

At your warm fireside when the lamps are lighted.

To have my place reserved among the rest,

Nor stand, as one unsought and uninvited."

It is a natural consequence that the poet of the hu-

man heart should be a universal poet, one who does

not sing for a nation merely, but for the world. The
human heart is the same in all climes ; and all hearts

not devoid of sensibility and emotion respond to the

touches of the poet, even as a well-tuned instrument

to the skillful touch of its master. The vibrations

from the chords struck by our poet echo around the

globe, for the chords he strikes are those of human
life, and in the issuing music all will join who have
longings and yearnings, hopes and joys. What a

grand proof it is of the brotherhood of man, when a
master hand can touch a chord to which the heart of

universal man becomes responsive. Longfellow is not
an American poet more than an English poet, nor
an English poet more than a poet belonging to the

race. Because of this fact, England honored him, as

well as America, giving to his bust a place in West-
minster Abbey, among those illustrious ones upon
whose brows have been placed the only crown of im-
mortality which history can bestow—the immortality
of fame.

Having said thus much with reference to Longfellow

as a poet, let us notice some of the prominent charac-
teristics of his writings. They are marked, most as-
suredly, by gentleness and tenderness. If it be legiti-

mate to contrast the productions of two men whose
spheres of thought scarcely touch each other, as they
move in their respective orbits, I may say that Milton's
verse rolls like a grand organ peal, echoing and re-

echoing through the chambers of our souls, while the
verse of Longfellow suggests the music of the aeolian
harp, soft, and sweet and low. Milton's strains are
the notes of roaring, dashing cataract, as it goes
thundering on its way, while Longfellow weaves into
his songs the music of the murmuring brook to which
we love to listen in hushed stillness. Longfellow's
poetry was written to comfort and heal. It was need-
ful, therefore, that his touch should be tender, that
his music should be like the waves "breaking on the
strand, soft and low." Hence, in reading Longfellow,
the quietness of the home-circle is needed, or the deep
stillness of night, or the lovely repose of a summer
evening, when, like Isaac, we go out into the fields to
meditate. To use another's language, "His notes
were not the 'warlike sound of trumpets loud and
clarions,' but rather The Dorian mood of flutes and
soft recorders.'

"

We observe again that his writings are characterized
by a profusion of beautiful imagery. Both in his
prose and his poetry we meet with many instances
of glowing analogy, and striking symbolism. Under
the power of his imagination the beautiful is robed
with greater beauty, and the commonplace is glori-

fied, for imagination can change "the bearded goat
to a bright capricornus—no longer an animal on earth,

but a constellation in heaven." It would be very easy
to adduce many instances of his imaginative wealth.

Speaking of the "vapory clouds," he says "their snow-
white skirts were often' spotted with golden tears,

which men call stars" ; or again, "the cloistered stars,

that, nun-like, walk the holy aisles of heaven," or still

again "the stars, like living cars of light, for gods
to journey by." And who does not remember that

most felicitous allusion in one of his longer poems,
where he sings of these same heavenly hosts ?

"Silently, one by one, in the infinite meadows of heaven.
Blossomed the lovely stars, the forget-me-nots of the angels."

Flowers are transmuted by his touch to "stars in the
firmament of earth," graves to the "footprints of an-
gels," blushes to "luminous escapes of thought." The
thundering avalanche becomes "the sermon of the

Alps," and the Alps themselves the "apostles of Na-
ture." The wind through the mountain passes he
compares to the "inextinguishable laughter of the

gods." Throughout all his writings these gems are

scattered with the utmost prodigality. What images
of beauty in that one masterpiece, Evangeline ! The
old man of seventy winters—strong, hearty and hale

—is "the oak that is covered with snowflakes." Evan-
geline's beauty is most strikingly expressed by the

statement : "When she had passed, it seemed like the

ceasing of exquisite music." Nothing to this poet

was commonplace. Even the owl became to him "the

hooded monk who chants the midnight mass of na-

ture." In communing with every aspect of nature he
found pleasure, for to him every aspect suggested
images of loveliness and beauty.

We can but notice the deep religious tone which
pervades his writings. Especially do we mark this

in his communings with nature. Like Wordsworth.
Longfellow felt the presence of a spirit in nature

—
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"Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns
And the round ocean, and the living air."

Nature to him was the garment in which the In-

visible robed his mysterious loveliness. God was
everywhere, and nature, in all of its aspects spoke to

his soul of the Great Creator. Hence to him nature

was a loving teacher whose lessons were for healing

and comfort:

"If thou art worn and hard beset
With sorrows that thou wouldst forget,

If thou wouldst read a lesson that will keep
Thy heart from fainting, and thy soul from sleep,

Go to the woods and hills. No tears

Dim the sweet look that nature wears."

To the religious poet, there is a soul in every flower

and every star. All the world gives to him eloquent

teachings.

"Oh what a glory does this world put on
For him who, with a fervent heart, goes forth

Under the bright and glorious sky, and looks
On duties well-performed, and days well-spent

!"

To him every sound is melody, every mood of nature
is joy-giving, and all the world about him is a mirror
reflecting the glory and greatness of nature's God.
Who is the poet?

"He walks with God upon the hills

!

And sees each morn the world arise

New-bathed in light of paradise

;

He hears the laughter of her rills.

Her melodies of many voices,

And greets her while his heart rejoices.

"She to his spirit undefiled,

Makes answer as a little child;

Unveiled, before his eyes she stands,

And gives her secrets to his hands."

Only he who is in communication with God can
pluck out the heart of nature's beauty. Without God.
nature is a blank on which is written a language hard-

er to interpret than Egyptian hieroglyphics. Long-
fellow was a Christian, and he saw everything in the

light of the Father's beauty and love, and hence

"All the many sounds of nature
Borrowed sweetness from his singing

;

All the hearts of men were softened

By the pathos of his music."

And now we take leave of this sweet singer whose
strains we may well feel assured will continue to cheer

and happify the sad and weary-hearted of all ages,

whose presence will ever be a benediction, and the in-

fluence of whose life "no tongue nor pen can tell."

"Dying, he left a memory like the breath
Of summers full of sunshine and of showers,
A grief and gladness in the atmosphere."

Louisville, Ky.

PLEASA/teHIES.
"This one," said the old critic of the young ministers,

'he's na sound ! But that one he's a' sound
!"

Do your part, and Christ will do his. Do not lie

back in the devil's lap, and expect that any good will

ever come to you there, but spring up and out, and
away and forward, and Christ will meet you. He is

always going about looking for you. Have no doubt
about that. He "came to the place, and looked up, and
saw him." It is the same to-day, My hearer, you are

getting a personal call to a personal Saviour. He said

to him, "Zacchseus, be quick, and come down. I am
wanting to stay with you." That is the Gospel.—Tohn
M'Neil.

Doctor : "I will leave you this medicine to take af-

ter each meal."
Mike: "But, docthor, will yez be koind enough to

leave the meal, too."

"I presume you carry a memento of some sort in that

locket of yours ?"

"Precisely, it is a lock of my husband's hair."

"But your husband is still alive?"

"Yes, but his hair is all gone."

At a dinner of the Literary Society, Lord Hough-
ton once said, with reference to a statue that had been
lately found near Athens, that, when the Demarch tele-

graphed to the Lord Mayor of London, "Phidias re-

covered," the latter replied, "Glad to hear it, but didn't

know he had been ill."

A speaker at the Free Church temperance demon-
stration said the petty quarrels of temperance work-
ers reminded him of a little boy he had heard of, who,
when saying his prayers, happened to have his eyes

open, and, looking over to the corner of the room, saw
his brother misbehaving himself; whereupon he con-

tinued his petition as follows: "And now, O Lord,
will you kindly excuse me till I go and kick my little

brother
!"

Old Gentleman.
—"Do you mean to say that your

teachers never thrash you?"
Little Gentleman.

—
"Never! We have moral sua-

sion at our school."

Old Gentleman.
—"What's that?"

Little Boy.
—

"Oh, we get kep' in, and stood up in

corners, and locked out, and locked in, and made to

write one word a thousand times, and scowled at, and
jawed at, and that's all

!"

A minister had a negro in his family. One Sunday
when he was preaching he happened to look in the

pew where the negro was, and could hardly contain

himself as he saw the negro, who could not read or

write a word, scribbling away most industriously. Af-
ter meeting he said to the negro, "Tom, what were you
doing in church?" "Taking notes, massa ; all de gem-
men takes notes." "Bring your notes here and let me
see them." Tom brought his notes, which looked more
like Chinese than English. "Why, Tom, this is all

nonsense." "I thought so, massa, all the time you
were preaching it."

Mr. Moody sometimes came off second best in an
encounter. He did so with his daughter on the sub-

ject of dancing. Mr. Moody, as may be imagined,
heartily disliked the ball room ; but he seems to have
been unwilling to deprive his daughter of this means
of amusement. One morning, however, when the

young lady came down rather late for breakfast, and
looking perhaps just a little tired after the previous
night's terpsichorean delights, she was greeted by her
fond parent with a rather quizzical "Good morning,
daughter of Satan." With a merry twinkle in her
eyes she replied demurely enough, "Good morning,
father." Mr. Moody went on reading his morning
paper.
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CHUISTIASf EJVT>EA VOU.
With greetings from President Mc-

Kinley, Governor Nash, and other

prominent men, expressed by tele-

gram or letter, the international con-

vention opened in Music Hall, Cincin-

nati, amid the brilliance of electric

lights, national flags, and the Endeav-
or colors of red and white.

The keynote of this great gathering

of the young people of the various de-

nominational churches was unity of

purpose, unity of effort, for Christ and
his Church. Dr. Francis E. Clark, its

founder, in his opening address, em-
phasized this thought. "The Church
of the twentieth century," he said,

"needs to be more united. Not only

are the great industrial forces of the

land uniting, but the devil is marshal-
ing his forces at the beginning of the

twentieth century as never before. The
saloonkeeper and the distiller are clos-

ing up their ranks and combining their

evil geniuses to debauch the youth of

our land. The spirit of gambling and
speculation was never so rampant, and
this evil never presented a more united

front. Political corruption in some of

our states does not even think it nec-

essary to apologize when it steals the

people's money, so united, so powerful,

and brazen has it become. Who will

stem this tide? Who will oppose the

united front of evil? Surely an or-

ganization which has found its way
into forty denominations, and into

every country beneath the sun, an or-

ganization which has united 3,500,000

young people of every kindred and
tribe and people and tongue and color

and . creed, has some reason to think

that it was called into being by God for

this purpose.

"The Church of the twentieth centu-

ry needs more strenuous religious obli-

gation; it needs the testimony and pe-

tition of the prayer meeting; it needs

more complete and perfect organiza-

tion; it needs larger brotherhood and
more substantial unity. These are not

local and temporary needs. They take

in the sweep of the century and the

width of the world."

John Willis Baer, the general secre-

tary, in his annual report said: "In

1891, the close of the first decade of

Christian Endeavor, there were 16,274

societies. In this year, 1901, we must
employ the same numerals, though dif-

ferently arranged, to tell our Numerical
strength, for the 16,274 societies have
become 61,427. The nearly 1,000,000

members have become nearly 4,000,000!

This growth Is marvelous, and nothing
comparable to it can be found in his-

tory.

"The interdenominational fellowship,

which has been from the first a blessed

fruit of Christian Endeavor, has dur-

ing the last year been fostered as never

before. The Presbyterians lead in the

United States; then come the Congre-
gationalists, Disciples of Christ, Bap-
tists, Cumberland Presbyterians, Meth-
odist Protestants, Lutherans, in order

named, this list supplemented by a

large number of other denominations,
forty in all. In Canada, with its more
tban 5,000 societies, the Methodists
lead, almost all their local societies be-

ing called Epworth Leagues of Chris-

tian Endeavor; the Presbyterians are

next, and Baptists third. The largest

number of the more than 7,000 Chris-

tian Endeavor societies in Great Brit-

ain are Congregationalists, with the

Baptists only a few behind, and the
Presbyterians coming next. In Aus-
tralia the Wesleyan Methodists lead in

numbers the 4,000 societies under the

Southern Cross.

"One of the most gratifying facts to

report is its steady growth in foreign

and missionary lands. Nothing shows
the adaptability of Christian En-
deavor to every climate and country
more than the fact that there are
national Christian Endeavor unions
in the United States, Canada, Eng-
land, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Aus-
tralia, France, Spain, Germany,
South Africa, India, China, Mexico, and
Japan, and that Christian Endeavor
leaflets and constitutions may now be
found in Chinese, Japanese, Malagasy,
Persian, Arabic, Turkish, Bulgarian,
Armenian, Siamese, German, French,
Italian, Greek, Spanish, Swedish,
Dutch, Norwegian, Welsh, Australian,

Hungarian, Coptic, Mexican, Portu-
guese, Indian, the many dialects of

India and Africa.

"More and more is Christian Endeav-
or becoming an evangelistic agency for

Christ. In all, 160,000 young people
have in the last twelve months joined

the Church from the ranks of our so-

cieties."

Among the "best things" accom-
plished during the year, Secretary Baer
reported that a larger number than
ever of the societies have adopted some
systematic and proportionate plan for

giving money to the cause of missions,

to their home churches, and to other

benevolences. The two-cents-a-week
pledge plan for each member works
well wherever it has been tried. From
8,526 societies $504,461.88 has been con-

tributed to the Lord's work.

Sunday and each succeeding day of

the convention opened with "quiet

hour" meetings conducted by Rev.
Floyd Tomkins of Philadelphia and
Rev. Cornelius Woelfkin of Brooklyn.
Evangelistic and temperance meetings
for men, women and children were held

simultaneously Sunday afternoon. One
of the points of interest on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday were the ad-

dresses of Rev. G. Campbell Morgan
at the Central Christian church on
Grayer. At noon each day evangelistic

services were held in the tenement and
factory districts of Cincinnati. Work
for Endeavorers during the twentieth

century was the main topic of the even-
ing meetings on Monday, Samuel B.

Capen of Boston speaking in relation

to their duty in municipal politics, Rev.
Frank Dixon of Hartford, on the saloon
problem, and Rev. Chas. M. Sheldon of

Topeka on "The Daily Paper of the
Twentieth Century." "The standing
question in its business and editorial

management," he said, "should be,

What is the best thing for the best in-

terest of the city? What will pro-

mote the welfare and happiness and
morality of the entire family?' " He
asserted that goodness is news, and
could be made intensely interesting

news.
Tuesday was largely given to de-

nominational conferences, but the three
great auditoriums were open for dis-

cussions on "The Twentieth Century
Church." Dr. John Henry Barrows of

Oberlin, Dr. Gunsaulus of Chicago,
Amos R. Wells of Boston, Rev. Wm. P.

Hall of New York, Booker T. Wash-
ington of Tuskegee, Rev. Johnston
Myers of Chicago, and Rev. Wayland
Hoyt of Philadelphia were the leading
speakers.

The closing day, July 10, was occu-
pied mainly with the topic, "Twenty
Years of Christian Endeavor." Its in-

terdenominational character was em-
phasized by Rev. Harland E. Freeman,
who said:

"Other evangelical agencies have
done much in arousing Christian fel-

lowship, but the Endeavor movement
has had this as one of its distinctive

features and has attained to a splen-

did success. It has been discovered that

K^BET CCOL.
From Troper Hot Weather

Food.
People can live in a temperature

which feels from ten to twenty degrees
cooler than their neighbors enjoy, by
regulating the breakfast.

The plan is to avoid meat entirely

for breakfast; use a goodly allowance
of fruit, either cooked or raw. Then
follow with a saucer containing about
four heaping teaspoonfuls of Grape-
Nuts, treated with a little rich cream.
Add to this about two slices of entire

wheat bread, with a meager amount
of butter, and serve one cup of Postum
Food Coffee.

If one prefers, the Grape-Nuts can
be turned into the cup of Food Coffee.

giving a delightful combination. By
this selection of food the bodily ener-

gy is preserved, while the hot. carbona-
ceous foods have been left out. The re-

sult is a very marked difference in the

temperature of the body, and to this

comfortable condition is added the cer-

tainty of easy and perfect digestion,

for the food is readily worked up by
the digestive machinery.
Experience and experiment in food

and its application to the human body
has brought out these facts. They
can be made use of and add materially

to the comfort of the user.
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a far deeper interest in one's own
church and a more willing service is

secured by agreement in essentials

rather than a disagreement on non-
essentials." At the farewell meetings

in the evening, Rev. J. Campbell of

Baltimore and Rev. Floyd Tomkins
of Philadelphia were the speakers.

effect or ijvte'R'de-

Sf OM I JV A TI O JVA L
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The day: of harvest have indeed be-

gun in Japan. Five hundred conver-

sions in ten days are reported from

Tokyo, forty at Kobe in connection

with one series' of meetings and small-

er numbers elsewhere. The claims of

Christianity are quietly but steadily be-

ing recognized in vital fashion.

It is interesting to note that this in-

gathering in Japan is the result of

special evangelistic services planned

by the Japanese Evangelical Alliance

and heartily approved by the General

Missionary Conference when it met last

October. The movement has been car-

ried on by the co-operation of Bap-
tists, Congxegationalists, Episcopalians

(English), Methodists and Presbyteri-

ans. American Episcopalians held

aloof. The purpose was to make a

special effort to preach the gospel in

all parts of the empire during the first

year of the new century. It was not

intended to supersede the ordinary

services, but to make one united inter-

denominational effort to carry the gos-

pel to as large a number as possible. It

was' confidently believed that, as "in

union there is strength," such a move-
ment would be more powerful and ef-

fective than the separate work of each

body.

The first four months of the year

were occupied in organizing for work
in the various parts of the empire. In

Tokyo, the campaign began May 12 in

a great business section of the city. It

was widely advertised. The daily pro-

gram was usually a prayer meeting at

3 p. m., whence went out bands of

workers for street services and for in-

viting the people into the meetings. At
six special services were held for chil-

dren and at seven o'clock, the general

preaching service began, in seven or
eight different churches or chapels.

May 26, at a special prayer meeting,

over 700 people were present, mostly
Christians. It was a remarkable meet-
ing.

One most encouraging feature of this

movement is the fact that so many of

the converts have heard the truth for

two, five, ten or even twenty years, and
are therefore, not yielding to some sud-

den impulse on hearing the truth for

the first time. The names and ad-
dresses of the converts and inquirers

have been taken, so that they may be
properly guided and instructed, and
may become themselves helpers and
guides of others.

-BAVT1ST WJO'RK. IJV
JWO^RTH -DAKOTA.

Fargo, the metropolis, was the gath-

ering place of the Baptist workers of

the state, and June 26-30, the time.

The Ministerial Union discussed "Pas-

toral Visitation," as a fruitful and
practical topic, the laymen adding their

word. "The Preaching for the Times"
was the subject treated by Rev. L. A.

Clevenger of Minneapolis, Minn., who
said, "The preacher must meet the

needs of the times, rather than the

supposed wants of the people."

A.t the State Convention "Baptist

Expansion," the theme of an earnest

talk by Rev. J. F. Mills, of Grand
Forks, excited a lively discussion. The
consensus of opinion favored the rapid

self-support of churches which for

many years had been receiving support

from the state convention treasury, so

that the money might be used for new
work.
Reports of the foreign work within

the state were particularly interesting.

Rev. William Paul, of Fessenden, a vet-

eran German preacher, brought greet-

ings from the German Baptists of the

state, of whom there are 1,000.

Dr. O. A. Williams gave an inter-

esting account of his visit with Dr.

Shanafelt to the Russians of the state

and of a gift of $1,000 from New York
with which to alleviate the material

want among these poverty-stricken

people. A church has been organized,

called "The First Russian Baptist

Church of Liberty."

In the report of coznmittee on state

missions it was stated that the num-
ber of baptisms was greater than for

any previous year except one. About
$200,000 have been expended in the

state by the Home Mission Society. It

was stated that "the fundamental prin-

ciple of Baptist state missions is not
the establishment of Baptist churches,

but to preach the gospel."

The Sunday school and the home and
foreign work of women for women
each had its time and place on the pro-

gram, as also did the Young People's

Union.

CHICAGO AJVD VICIJSlTy
At the regular Friday morning mis-

sionary meeting of the Presbyterian

Woman's Board of Foreign Mis-

sions, two ladies' who are go-

ing out as missionaries were
introduced: Miss Ricketts who goes to

China, supported there by the Hyde
Park church of which she is a mem-
ber, and Miss McPherson who goes to

Brazil under the care of the Lake For-

est church.

Rev Charles M. Sheldon of Topeka,
Kas., well known as the author of "In

His Steps," is to preach at the South
Congregational church, on the re-

naming Sundays in July.

Doremus Congregational church, Rev
Charles R. Ashdown, pastor, has re

oeived twenty-three new members in

the last six months, mostly men. The
treasurer's report for that period shows
an increase in regular contributions' of
sixty per cent, besides gifts to foreign
missions and $150 spent in alterations
and decorations. The pastor's salary
has been increased.

Rev. Henry W. Stough has resigned
the pastorate of the Third Congrega-
tional church, Oak Park, to take effect

October 1. He will take up the work
of Rev. Harold Sayles as an evangelist,
the latter having gone abroad for a
year in the interest of mission work.

Some weeks ago the Rev. H. C.
Scotford, D. D., pastor of the Engle-
wood Union Evangelical church, was
asked to take charge also of Trinity
Congregational church. He did so, and
union services are now held each Sun-
day at the Evangelical church. The
plan seems to be working well and the
congregations are increasing.

Rev. Chas. Scadding, of Emmanuel
parish, La Grange, recently completed
the fifth year of his rectorate, and at
a reunion commemorative of the event,
interesting details of the parish's
flourishing condition were given.
Among other things, it was stated that,
in that period, $45,000 had been raised;
and so much of the debt paid off, that
only $8,000 of mortgage, drawing 5 per

HA'R'D TO 'B'REAK..
"But the Coffee Habit Can "Be

Tut Off.

"I was a coffee user from early child-
hood, but it finally made me so ner-
vous that I spent a great many sleep-
less nights, starting at every sound I

heard and suffering with a continual
dull headache. My hands trembled and
I was also troubled with shortness of
breath and palpitation of the heart.
The whole system showed a poisoned
condition and I was told to leave off
coffee, for that was the cause of it. I

was unable to break myself of the
habit until some one induced me to
try Poetum Food Coffee.

"The first trial, the Food Coffee was
fiat and tasteless and I thought it was
horrid stuff, but my friend urged me
to try again and let it boil longer. This
time I had a very delightful beverage
and have been enjoying it ever since,

and am now in a very greatly improved
condition of health.

"My brother is also using Postum in-

stead of coffee and a friend of aurs,

Mr. W., who was a great coffee user,

found himself growing more and more
nervous and was troubled at times Avith

dizzy spells. His wife suffered with
nausea and indigestion, also from cof-

fee. They left it off and have been
using Postum Food Coffee for some
time and are now in a perfect condi-

tion of health."—Grace C. M., Cuya-
hoga Falls, Ohio.

Put a piece of butter in the pot the

size of two peas, to prevent boiling

over.
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cent interest, remained on the splendid

plant, valued at $80,000, and including

church, parish house and rectory all

of them fine structures of stone or

brick.

The Tabernacle church Sunday
school (United Presbyterian), Ravens-

wood, celebrated its eighth anniversary

July 10. One hundred and thirty-

seven scholars are on the Golden Roll

of Honor for one year of perfect at-

tendance.

The third quarterly meeting for the

fiscal year of the northwestern branch

of the Woman's Foreign Missionary

society of the Methodist church was
held at Emmanuel church, Greenwood
and Oak boulevards, Evanston, July

12.

Rev. Edgar B. Wylie, the earnest,

young pastor of the Summerdale Con-

gregational church, succumbed to an

attack of pneumonia, July 6. The com-

pletion of the new building was ac-

complished largely by his untiring ef-

forts and it is probable that he over-

taxed his strength. Mr. Wylie had

been pastor at Summerdale for ten

years, having more than once refused

offers of preferment because he

thought he was needed where he was.

High testimony has been borne to his

devotion, zeal and perseverance.

"Baptist.

The baptisms reported by the Minne-

sota associations for the past year

aggregated 1,200, 100 more than the

preceding year.

In less than four years, twenty pas-

tors in Cleveland have moved. During

the last ten years the Cleveland Bap-

tist Association has grown from 4,300

to 6,000, a net increase of 170 a year.

The church at Princeton, 111., has re-

cently dedicated its house of worship

and cleared itself of all indebtedness,

$2,610 having been raised since April

1 Five years ago this church aban-

doned all methods of raising money ex-

cept by praying, giving and tithing.

There are over 70,000 Swedes in Wis-
consin and the Baptist work among
them is vigorous and successful. They
have twenty-six churches now and

over 1,200 members.
Rev. F. A. Beyl, of the Divinity

School of the University of Chicago,

has accepted the call of the church at

Mason City, 111.

Superior Street Baptist church,

Cleveland, was struck by lightning and
burned on the evening of July 4. The
property was valued at $20,000.

Rev. P. W. Longfellow, has resigned

the pastorate of the church at Eau
Claire, Wis., to accept the call of the

Wauwatosa church. He leaves the

church united and in good condition.

During his three and a half years' pas-

torate there have been 155 additions,

and $2,200 have been raised for mis-

sions. Two well established missions

have been maintained. The church and
missions are entirely out of debt.

The First Baptist church of St. Paul,

Minn., has called Rev. B. P. Stout as

assistant pastor. He is at present do-

ing evangelical work at Hazelton, Pa.,

but will take up his new duties in St.

Paul, October 1.

The eleventh annual convention of

the Young People's Union of Texas
opened July 9 at Bonham. Thirty-

seven new unions have been organized

during the year.

Rev. W. L. Casnett, pastor of the

Second Baptist church of Clarksburg,

Mo., died July 8. He had been the min-

ister fifty years.

Congregational.

A noteworthy piece of history is that

of the little church at Colesburg, la.,

which, having but one remaining mem-
ber, had added to it by his efforts

forty-two others on confession.

The largest gain in membership by
the Congregational churches in Iowa
for the year past, was that of Ply-

mouth church, Des Moines, which re-

ceived ninety-nine new members. The
church at Woden added nineteen to its

eleven members', while the Mclntyre
church grew from thirty-five to sixty-

eight.

Since 1892 the contributions of the

Iowa churches to the national home
missionary work have been over $27.-

000.

During the present year four home
missionary churches in the state of

Washington have come to self-support.

By a unanimous vote the members
of the Congregational church of Leav-
enworth, Kas., have refused to accept

the resignation of the Rev. Ralph New-
man, pastor of the church.

At Marseilles, 111., the problem of a

Sunday evening audience during the

summer has been solved by the as-

sistance of an orchestra of seven in-

struments.

Rev. D. Leppert, pastor at Olmstead,

111., received twenty-eight into fellow-

ship at the last communion service.

More than 1,000 people were present.

The young people of Westminster
church, Kansas City, are assisting in

the maintenance of the Mattie Rhodes
Day Nursery and the women are sup-

porting a lady missionary of the Wom-
an's Board of the Interior, auxiliary

to the American Board. The benevo-
lences of the church members have ag-

gregated over $60,000 the past year.

Rev. William P. George is pastor.

In the two years during which Rev.

H. H. Cole, now resigned, has been
pastor at Douglas Island, Alaska, the

debt on the church has been raised, a

comfortable parsonage built and paid

for, the Sunday school enlarged by four

new classes, the Boy Cadets and Jun-
ior Society of Christian Endeavor or-

ganized, seventeen new members re-

ceived into the church, and over a ton

of books, magazines and papers dis-

tributed to miners and families.

Congregations continue up to 400

in the new and substantial church

building at Nome, Alaska. The care

of the hospital has been assumed by
a corporation formed for that purpose.

Governor Leslie M. Shaw and Min-

ister Edwin H. Conger took part in the

laying of the corner stone of Plymouth
church, Des Moines, la., July 3. The
Governor spoke on "The Influence of

Religion Upon the State." He said

that the responsibility resting on the

Church of Christ "is enough to bring

every believer in the Book of books,

every follower of the Man of Galilee, to

his knees." Minister Conger cited th^

telling fact that during the siege of

Peking, the only man who gave up all

hope of rescue was an atheist.

Rev. Milo N. Miles who had been

active for many years in home mission-

ary fields in Illinois and Iowa, entered

into rest July 4 at Des Moines.

Z5he "Disciples,

Rev. R. F. Thrapp of Pittsfield. 111..

has been called to the pastorate of the

church at Jacksonville, 111.

Rev. Walter S. Priest has been re-ap-

pointed as chaplain of the Soldiers'

Orphans' Home at Atchison, Kas.. for

a two-year term, at an increased sal-

ary. There are about 160 children in

the Home.
Thirty-eight persons have been added

to the Compton Heights church, St.

Louis, since May 12 when Rev. James
N. Crutcher began work there.

The church at Carrollton, Mo., re-

ports by Rev. E. H. Kellar, pastor. 1 29

received during the year—sixty-five by
baptism; present membership is 474.

Total receipts for the year, $3,259.18.

of which $503.94 wTas for missions.

Rev. Charles B. Newnan, pastor of

the Central church, Detroit, Mich., for

the past eight years, will give his en-

tire time after September 1 to Bible

teaching at the Bible College. Colum-
bia. Mo.

The department of music in the Wil-

liam Woods College for girls, at Ful-

ton, Mo., has received $2,500 from Mrs.

Mary Dulany of Hannibal, for the con-

struction of rooms for the music

classes. This will increase the ca-

pacity of the school so that more than
100 girls can be accommodated in the

boarding department.

The Adams Street Christian church,

Jacksonville. Fla., has secured a lot on

the corner of Clay and Church streets

and will soon remove to a temporary
building erected on that lot. The name
of the church henceforth will be the

Church Street Christian church.

Rev. I. J. Spencer will remain v itb

the Central church. Lexington. Ky..

which has almost finished paying off

its debt of $27,000. The congregation

felt that his going would be a hind-

rance to its work.
The church at Lovington. 111., is

building a new edifice at a cost of

$1 0.000. It is to be completed Novem-
ber 1.

The summer School of Bible Stidy
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at Santa Cruz, Cal., began July 16. The
state convention follows.

Rev. Chas. Reign Scoville has been
holding services at Bloomington, 111.,

which have resulted in 246 additions to

the church.

Rev, A. L. Piatt has resigned his

charge at Brazil, Ind., after a two
years' pastorate during which an $18,-

000 church has been built and 248

added to the church.

Rev. John M. Helm who has been at

Vanceburg, Ky., for several years, has'

accepted a call to the Clifton Street

church, Louisville.

Rev. F. M. Tinder, pastor at Carlisle,

Ky., was elected state president of the

Kentucky Christian Bndeavorers last

week.
The church at Sac City, la., of which

Rev. D. F. Snider is pastor, had the

pleasure of burning the mortgage on
the church building, June 30. The in-

debtedness was $1,450—a good deal for

150 people to raise.

After long and faithful service, Rev.
W. G. Conley has resigned his profes-

sorship in Kentucky University .n or-

der that he may give his entire tune to

his work as pastor of the Chestnut
Street church, Lexington, Ky.
The Platte district meeting was held

at Weston, Mo.; about 100 delegates were
in attendance. It vas decided that the

different churches of this district shall

assist in the undertaking to build a

new church for the Mitchell Park
Christian church congregation ot St.

Joseph, Mo., of which Rev. Mr. Mc-
Kenzie is pastor. A lot was recently

bought for $1,500 near the present site

and it is hoped to begin work on the
new building by fall. It will require

about $5,000 to build the church.

The summer Bible school at Hop-
kinsville, Ky., was very successful and
had a good attendance. Rev. J. B.

Briney was the principal. He delivered

a series of ten lectures on "Evidences
of Christianity" and two on "Evolu-
tion." The lectures of Rev. C. A.

Young of Chicago on the minor proph-
ets were much appreciated. There were
many good things on the program.

Episcopal.

The Good Samaritan hospital, estab-

lished by the Episcopalians of Oregon,
has treated 1,417 patients during the
year, 229 entirely free. The Nurses'
Training school has forty pupils. A
home for nurses is now being built,

which will be fireproof and will ac-

commodate fifty nurses.

Rev. D. E. Loveridge of Oregon has
just completed fifty years as a clergy-

man. He has never had a vacation,

and in all that period has never been
one week without a parish.

The fiftieth anniversary of the ordi-

nation to the priesthood of five clergy-

men: Rev. Drs. Thos. Gallaudet, Wm.
W. Olssen, Philander K. Cady, and
Rev. Messrs. J. S. Spencer and W. S.

Coffey was commemorated at the Gen-

eral Theological Seminary, New York,

June 29, by a service and a dinner.

Silver loving cups, subscribed for by

the clergy of the diocese, were pre-

sented to the five clergymen who were

all ordained at the same time, in the

same place and by the same bishop.

At a service held in St. Matthew's
church the same day Dr. Gallaudet,

who has been the founder in this coun-

try of church services for deaf-mutes,

was presented with an illuminated ad-

dress and $1,200 in gold.

A new and beautiful two-story open
pavilion has been erected on West
Coney Island at a cost of $5,000 for the

reception of sick mothers and babies

St. Peter's parish. St. Louis, the Rev.
William Short, rector, has just com-
pleted the renovation of its church,

badly damaged by fire last December.
Immediately after the fire the rector-

called the congregation together in the

church with its scorched timbers and
blackened walls and made an appeal
for $35,000 to raise the debt of the

parish. To the surprise of all, the

amount called for was quickly pledged.

Within sixty days over two-thirds of

this amount was collected and paid on
the mortgage. Today, the church
stands renewed, more beautiful than
before, with new carpet, new cush-
ions, and practically clear of debt. The
insurance amply covered repairs.

Rev. Dr. E. T. Perkias, rector emeri-

tus of St. Paul's church, Louisville,

Ky., died July 6.

The Rt. Rev. Thomas March Clark.

Episcopal Bishop of the diocese of

Rhode Island, celebrated his eighty-

ninth birthday on July 4. He is the

presiding Bishop of the House of Bish-

ops, and, while he is somewhat feeble,

be stil' retains his intellectual vigor

and activity and keeps close watch
upon church affairs.

Methodtst.

Rev. H. M. Hamill has resigned his

position as field secretary of the Inter-

national Sunday School Association, to

take charge of the teacher training

work of the M. E. Church, South, at

Nashville, Tenn.

Rev. William Court, pastor of the

Cabanne church, St. Louis, Mo., will

sail next October for Japan, as a mis-

sionary of the Southern Board of Mis-

souri. His appointment is to the teach-

ing staff of the Palmore institute

—

named in honor of Dr. W. B. Palmore,

of this city—and the Kwansei Gakui
college, in Kobe, Japan. Mr. Court
graduated from the Vanderbilt univer-

sity a year ago, coming directly to St.

Louis to become pastor of the Ca-

banne church. His efforts in building

up the congregation and in providing

for a new church building have been
so successful that a brilliant future as

a pastor was predicted for him. He
and his wife are, however, enthusiastic

in the cause of foreign missions and
greatly rejoice in their new appoint-

ment.

The Methodist Episcopal church at

Brighton Beach, N. Y., has instituted

a free omnibus service between the ho-

tels at Brighton Beach and Manhattan
Beach and the church, believing this

will induce some of the guests to at-

tend church, as the walk is a long and
sunny one.

The South Dakota Epworth Assem-
bly which met at Huron, July 5, was
a helpful one. Prof. E. L. Parks, D. D.,

of Atlanta, Ga., conducted a Bible

study and preached. Mrs. Anna E.

Smiley of Lowell, Mass., superinten-

dent of the Junior League, gave a talk

on the work being done by the mercy
and help department, and also con-

ducted a school of methods. The jubi-

lee singers gave a concert and Prof.

Pearson of the Cumnock School of

Oratory, Evanston, 111., gave a lecture

recital. A missionary conference was
conducted by R. E. Diffendorfer.

Bishop McCabe has just returned

from six months' travel in South

America. He traveled over 19,000 miles

and visited the presidents of Uruguay
and the Argentine republic, pleading

for religious liberty. He considers that

the spirit of intolerance is being wiped

out in South America.

Presbyterian. •

The United Presbyterian congrega-

tion at Prosperity, 111., have taken

down the large brick church erected

thirty-four years ago, and will rebuild

at Tilden, a mile distant from the for-

mer site.

At New Jefferson, Ohio, Rev. W. H.

Clark has recently received fourteen

new members into the church, twelve

by profession, and has baptized ten. A
new parsonage has recently been pur-

chased, and the church has been newly

painted and repaired.

On the evening of July 2 the Rev.

A. P. Higley was installed as pastor of

Knox Presbyterian church, Cincinnati.

Mr. Higley was a graduate of McCor-
mick Theological Seminary in this

year's class. He is also a graduate of

Wooster University.

Dr. Frederick J. Tooker of East

Orange, N. J., has been selected by the

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mis-

sions to go as medical missionary to

the Province of Honan, China. He will

sail about the middle of August. Dr.

Tooker is a graduate of Princeton in

the class of '94.

Occidental College at Los Angeles

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIQARETTEBliRQ TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytown, Topersville, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro. Slplngton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
SicN-.s and Devil's Curve. Other lines are Illustrated

witt« - etchings, showing the dangerous places in

life. A new and popular book, just oft the press.

Send 25c for a copy, or cend a si bill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write CHAS. J.

BURTON, Christian University, Canton, Mo.
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has secured $40,000 of its proposed en-

dowment of $100,000.

At Immanuel church, Los Angeles,

Cal., Rev. Dr. H. K. Walker welcomed
fifty-seven to membership June 23,

eighteen being on confession of faith.

Rev. John Gordon, D. D., has been

elected Dean and acting President of

Tabor College, Rev. Richard C. Hughes,

D. D., having resigned to accept the

presidency of Ripon College.

Dr. John Leroy Taylor has notified

the church at Wyoming, Ohio, that on
the completion of the twelfth year of

his pastorate, August 25, 1901, he will

ask them to accept his resignation. He
has been remarkably successful in this'

church, having received 289 new mem-
bers during the past twelve years. The
Wyoming church ranks first in its be-

nevolence as compared with any other

church in the Cincinnati Presbytery,

and during the past two years has paid

off its entire indebtedness.

Rev. W. H. Jordan has just com-
pleted a pastorate of five and a half

years at Grundy Center, la. During
that period 130 persons have been re-

ceived into the church, and a new edi-

fice has been erected at a cost of $15,-

000, making this one of the best

equipped fields in Iowa. The congrega-
tion gave the pastor and his wife a
farewell reception and presented him
with a purse of $51 and Mrs. Jordan
with a set of solid silver spoons.
The First church, Sioux City, la.,

Rev. J. C. McClintock, pastor, has
cleared off a debt of $13,700 which ex-
isted at the beginning of the present
pastorate, five years ago.

Rev. Charles P. H. Nason, D. D., pas-
tor of the Second church, Germantown,
Pa., has been appointed consul to

Grenoble, France, and his resignation
of the pastorate will go into effect Sep-
tember 1. In 1899 he served as acting
pastor of the American church in

Paris.

Rev. Dr. D. C. Hossack who for the
last two years has been editing the
Presbyterian Review, has just entered
on the pastoral charge of Central
Presbyterian church, St. Louis. His
previous pastorates have been in Can-
ada, the last at Parkdale, Ontario,

—

the largest Presbyterian church in that
country, with a membership of 800 and
a Sunday school having an enrollment
of over 1,000.

A Presbyterian synod has been or-

ganized in Mexico of the missions un-
der the boards of the Northern and
Southern Presbyterian churches of the
United States. This Mexican synod
will be independent of the synods in

this country, although the missionaries
laboring there will still be supported
by the boards. As each church is or-

ganized, it will belong to the Mexican
synod and be under its control.
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The Teachings of the Books

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journals
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many clatses or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bible stu-

dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it in normal
classes on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-

vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to The Christian Centuky.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

EL. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on

the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,

up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured

forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods

in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and j-our

Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,

358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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General.

The Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion of Kansas City, Mo., is being in-

creasingly felt in the community as a

spiritual force. Within two years it

has added to its membership over a

thousand young men.

Union revival services have been held

in Harlan, la., a great blessing result-

ing. W. A. Sunday of Chicago was the

preacher. On the last night of the

meetings ninety-three, mostly adults,

confessed Christ. Five churches united

in the services.

At Andover, Ohio, a union service

has been held on the first Sunday even-

ing of each month during the year,

all the churches joining.

At the first of the Northfield confer-

ences no less than 600 young men from
seventy colleges and schools were in

attendance, the largest delegation Be-

ing from Yale. John R. Mott was the

director of proceedings and Rev.

Campbell Morgan gave daily addresses.

President Seth Low of Columbia uni-

versity and Dr. Alexander McKenzie
were among the prominent speakers'.

Classes for Bible and missionary study

were under the supervision of Prof. B.

I. Bosworth and Rev. Harlan P. Beach.

Federation is rapidly progressing

among the churches. New York,

Ohio and Rhode Island have ta-

ken it up as states and organized, and
the New York State Association of

Congregationalists sent $100 from its

treasury to advance the work of the

state federation, while a similar gift of

$50 was made by the Reformed Synod
of Albany. Local federation has been
accomplished in Jersey City, Troy, Al-

bany, Schenectady, Amsterdam, Syra-

cuse, Toledo, Detroit and Chicago.

Other cities are moving in the same di-

rection.

Foreign Missionary Items.

The first news from the members of

the Shaowu station of the Foochow mis-

sion, China, since their return to their

station after the outbreak of last year,

comes in a letter from Miss Frances
K. Bement. She says: "Some people

objected to our coming on the ground
that there would be no place for us to

live. We found the East Gate house
in even better condition than we had
hoped. We were very thankful for the

three feet of floor across one end of two
rooms on which we ladies were able,

with the addition of a few boards, to

put up our beds and be quite comfor-
table even if we had no doors, win-
dows and not all of the wall. With
the thirty or forty workmen who are

here every day there is quite a hum of

industry, and the house is very nearly
as good as it was before the trouble,

and promises to be a little better in a

few respects. In spite of the pouring
rain, thirty of the Christians came five

miles down the river to meet us and

sang hymns as we passed by, assur-

ing us that Christianity still had a

foothold in Shaowu. I found my girls'

school in good working order, the forty

girls have had five added to their num-
ber, making a school of forty-five, over

thirty of whom have unbound feet.

We think this unparalleled anywhere
in China, where unbinding the feet is

not compulsory. There seems to be

more interest in education in every di-

rection. The boys' school here has

over forty pupils who are coming very

regularly and the boys' boarding school

has nearly thirty boys. Some of the

women have been gathered into a Bi-

ble class which meets five afternoons

in the week. Over twenty come very

regularly and are learning to lvad the

Bible."

On the Nile at Asyut, is the only

Protestant Christian college in Egypt,

sustained by the United Presbyterian

church of the United States. "It be-

gan," says a correspondent of the

United Presbyterian, "thirty-six years

ago in a donkey stable, the boys at one
end and the donkeys at the other."

The college now shows' an enrollment

of seven hundred students from all but

one of the fourteen provinces of Egypt,

and last year fifty candidates for ad-

mission were turned away for lack of

room. The whole record of the United

Presbyterian mission in Egypt is a no

table one. Forty-seven years have
passed since the first missionary
landed; now there are 6,500 church
members, fifty native preachers, and
14,000 pupils in the schools. The
Egyptian churches raised last year $75,-

000—or $1.14 for every dollar con-

tributed by the churches in America
for the expenses of the mission.

Stead it forward
Stead it backward

OlivilO
A Foamy, Fragrant,
^oilet and Bath Soap
Made from imported olive oil rom=
bined wiih lanolin and cocoa butter.

Price ioc. at all Dealers

Allen B.Wrisley Co.(M ikers) Chicago

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick. Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South 10th Street,
Philadelphia.
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I Woman and Home. 1

L_ n )

Most of us are tempted to wait for

some great occasion in which to give

ourselves in heroic sacrifice for the

world's blessing. But it is not to such
emergencies we are usually called. It

is in the common highway of human
experience in ordinary shop, or street,

or home we have our chance to be he-

roes. The British Weekly recently

quoted a stray poem clearly enforcing

this truth:

Not on some lone and lofty hill apart

Did Christ the Savior render up His
heart

For man upon the cross of love and
woe;

But by the common road where to and
fro

The passers went upon their daily

ways
And, pausing, pierced Him with indif-

ferent gaze.

And still the crosses by life's highways
rise

Beneath the blinding glare of noonday
skies;

Still with the wrestling spirit's an-

guished cry

Blends the light mockery of the pass-

er-by.

While scorners, gathered at the mar-
tyr's feet,

With railing tongues the olden taunts

repeat.

We may not go apart to give our life

For men in some supernal, mystic
strife.

Beside the common paths of earth doth
love

Look from its cross to the still heav-
ens above.

Getting on in Life.

Twenty years ago a discouraged

young doctor in one of our large cities

was visited by his old father, who
came from a rural district to look aft-

er his boy.

"Well, son," he said, "how are you
getting along?"
"I'm not getting along at all," was

the disheartened answer. "I'm not
doing a thing."

The old man's countenance fell, but
he spoke of courage and patience, and
perserverance. Later in the day he
went with his son to the "Free Dis-

pensary," where the young doctor had
an unsalaried position and where he
spent an hour or more every day.

The father sat by, a silent but in-

tensely interested spectator, while
twenty-five poor unfortunates received

help. The doctor forgot his visitor,

while he bent his skilled energies to

this task; but hardly had the door
closed on the last patient when the old

man burst forth:

"I thought you told me that you were
not doing anything," he thundered.
"Not doing anything! Why, if I had
helped twenty-five people in a month

as much as you have in one morning
I would thank God that my life count-

ed for something."
"There isn't any money in it,

though," explained the son, somewhat
abashed at his companion's vehe-

mence.
"Money!" the old man shouted, still

scornfully. "Money! What is money
in comparison with being of use to

your fellow men? Never mind about
money; you go right along at this

work every day. I'll go back to the

farm, and gladly earn money enough
to support you as long as I live—yes,

and sleep sound every night with the

thought that I have helped you to help

your fellowmen."
"That speech," I said to a friend of

mine—one who has spent many years

as a conspicuously successful teacher—"went into the bones of the young
doctor's life and strengthened him for

a life of unselfish usefulness."

"Ah!" said the professor, "that one
speech was worth years of text-book

teaching. And yet it was made with-

out an instant's preparation."

"Far from it," I answered quickly.

"It had taken sixty years of noble liv-

ing, struggling against sin and self,

pressing forth in paths of righteous-

ness, bearing the cross, following hard
after the Perfect Man, to prepare that

old Christian to make this speech.

Then the moment came, and he was
ready to teach the glorious lesson."

—

Sunday School Times.

Honoring Her S?on.

Perhaps the first person to believe in

the genius of Robert Louis Stevenson

was his mother. She was devotedly

attached to him throughout his life,

and realized his value to the world
long before the _ world gave him a

hearing. It was her lot to live to

mourn his death, but she was comfort-

ed in her trouble by the sympathy of

the whole English-speaking world.

Some time after his death a great

memorial meeting was held in Edin-
burgh. For his mother, says the au-

thor of "Stevenson's Edinburgh Days,"

it was a gala day. She started for the

Music Hall not too early, feeling sure

of a seat with a "reserved ticket" in

her hand. She had declined to sit on

the platform and preferred to be a

simple unit in the audience.

The crowd was beyond expectations.

Mrs. Stevenson arrived to find every

passage blocked and a mass at the

main entrance clamoring for admit-

tance.

She feared that she, with them,

would be turned away, but as a for-

lorn hope she appealed to a policeman.

"It's nae use, it's fu\" he said, "the

reserved seats were a' ta'en an hour

ago by folks that had nae tickets and
they wadna gang oot."

"I must get in!" cried Mrs. Steven-

son, roused out of her usual calm.

"I've a right to get in. I am Robert
Louis Stevenson's mother."

"Ay, you've the best richt," the po-

liceman replied, and turning to the

crowd he cried:

"Mak' way, there. She maun get

in. She's Robert Louis' mither."

People who had thought themselves

packed too tightly to move somehow
packed closer and let Mrs. Stevenson

squeeze past.

Breathless, hustled, and for once

with her mantle and bonnet a little

awry, much against her will, the crowd
pushed her to the platform. There
she hastened to take a back seat, and
a few minutes later she heard the or-

ator of the day, Lord Rosebery, say

with an emphasis which the audience

understood well, "His mother is here."

Anna "Blade's Missionary WorK.

Anna Blake read carefully two or

three times the slip of paper in her

hand: "After these things the Lord
appointed other seventy also, and sent

them two and two before his face,

whither he himself would come."
"Miss Hammond must have made a

mistake. She surely did not mean
that for my verse. I don't see what
I am to do. It doesn't seem to teach

anything."

She read the verse again, and as she

slowly repeated the last words a ray

of light came.
"Why—yes—perhaps that is it. I'm

sure I've read that verse dozens of

times, but I never thought of getting

any practical lesson out of it. Jesus

sent his dsiciples before Him to those

places whither He Himself would
come. Perhaps He sends us that way
now; perhaps He'll send me into some
place to prepare the way for His com-
ing."

"I think, wife," said Mr. Blake that

afternoon, "we ought to let Anna go

to Colorado this summer. Too close

application at school is taking all the

roses from her cheeks, and a few
months among the pines up in the

mountains would freshen her up
amazingly. I imagine it is rather a

rough life these ranchmen lead, and

she may not find everything congenial

at Cousin John's; but as they seem
willing to have Eer come, I guess we
can spare her this summer. She has

too much good sense to fret much over

uncongenial surroundings," concluded

the fond father.

"I have felt all along that it would

be well for her to go," said Mrs. Blake:

"and yet I have felt some hesitation

about sending her alone to such a

place. They seem to have no Sunday
or anything else that is good in the

vicinity of Cousin John's. Still, if you

think it best we will let her go."

"Anna will always carry Sunday
with her wherever she goes," replied

Mr. Blake. "She may be able in a

quiet way to do missionary work, and

at the same time to drink in health

with the mountain air."

So it was settled between her pa-

rents that Anna's summer would be

spent among the Colorado mountains;

and two weeks later found her at the
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mountain ranch of her father's "Cous-

in John."
How strange everything appeared to

the eyes of the girl whose life before

this time had been bounded only by
Illinois prairies! Cousin John's house
was built out of logs. It was papered
with old newspapers, and the only pic-

tures that adorned the walls were
such cuts as happened to be in these

papers. The outbuildings were small

low affairs, the two horses almost fill-

ing their little box of a stable. But
here were the mountains and huge
boulders, and apparently limitless

acres of pine trees, and not far from
the house a mountain brook famous
in that region for its trout.

"It's the nicest place to dream in!"

Anna wrote to her mother the day
after her arrival. "One can't help

"seeing visions and dreaming dreams'
amid such surroundings. I am sure I

shall have a very happy summer."
But when Sunday came she longed

for the home church, and Miss Ham-
mond's helpful teaching.

"Don't you ever have any kind of

service here on Sunday?" she asked
of Mrs. Wheeler, Cousin John's wife.

"Sometimes a preacher comes along
and has meeting up to the school-

house, but there's nothing regular.

Some of 'em started a Sunday school

once, but it didn't last long. There's

children enough in the neighborhood,
but nobody seems to know much about
Sunday schools up here, and the school

kind of died out after a while."

Anna took her Bible and walked
down to the brook and seating herselt

on a large rock turned to the lesson

which she knew Miss Hammond and
the girls were busied with at home at

that hour. After an hour of faithful,

prayerful study, she closed the book,

and leaning back against the old pine
which grew beside the rock sat thus
for some time thinking. Suddenly
her verse came to mind.

" 'He sent them into the places

whither He Himself would come.' I

wonder if He sent me into this neigh-
borhood because He wants to come
here, too. What can I do for Him
here?"

"Is it your father you're talking
about, miss?"
Anna started at the sound of an-

other voice than her own, for she had
thought herself quite alone. Turning
•quickly she saw four little ranch chil-

dren who had approached unobserved,
standing not far from the rock, their

curious eyes fixed on her face. The
•eldest, a bare-footed, bare-headed, sun-
browned boy who carried an immense
bouquet of mountain lilies, proved to

be her questioner.

"Why, no," she answered, smiling,
""it was not my father. Come and sit

down here and let me arrange your
flowers for you. How lovely these
mountain lilies are! Will you give me
a few of them to press?"
"Have 'em all, Miss, if you want. 1

Jest piek&d 'em 'cause I didn't have

much of anything else to do. Bushels

of 'em up yonder if you want more."
"Thank you," said Anna. "Are thesb

three little midgets your sisters?"

"Two of 'em is. That littlest one's

Mr. Grover's Susie."

The little gypsy-like children were
all seated on the rock by this time.

"And have you any brothers and
sisters, Susie?" Anna asked, as she

threw one arm about the little figure

that had nestled close beside her.

"Only just baby, and he's a brother,

and I'm all the sister he's got."

Anna smiled at this quaint reply,

and then the children were further

questioned, until soon all were talking

as familiarly as if they had never met
as strangers. By and by, when Susie

had concluded a long story of the

wonderful acts of her baby brother,

Anna told the story of the Infant Je-

sus—all about the star and the wiso

men, the wicked king and the flight

into Egypt.
"That's a good story, Miss," said the

sun-browned boy, when the shadows
had lengthened and Anna said she
must go home. "Tell us some more,
some time, if we come here again?"

"Certainly. I want you to come
every Sunday afternoon this summer,
and bring just as many other little

folks with you as you want to."

Good-bys were said, and Anna went
home with a full heart.

"If that is what papa calls mission-

ary work," she said, as she crossed the

flower-dotted field, "I am sure it is

very sweet to be a missionary."

And so the Lord found an efficient

helper in Anna Blake that summer in

His work in the Rocky Mountains.

The little ones came Sunday after

Sunday all through the warm months,
to the old rock, and Anna met them
there with Bible stories and sweet
songs until every child in the neigh-

borhood was brought into the circle,

and many went to their homes to sing

the Gospel to the older people, some
of whom seemed to have quite forgot-

ten that ever a Savior died for them.
"I can't keep the tears from my

eyes whenever I hear Susie sing, T
think when I read that sweet story of

old,' " said Mrs. Grover to a neighbor
one day. "It is one of the songs I

used to sing when I was a girl and lived

in the States. Seems like I've forgot

all them things since I came out here,

and just turned to an out-and-out
heathen. I am glad that ever Anna
Blake was sent here to teach Susie

what I ought to have taught her long
ago."

In the early autumn Anna went back
to her Illinois home, but the Christ

had come into the mountain neighbor-
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HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a line system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-

ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association

building, erected live years ago at a cost of 830,000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-

plied with moderu conveniences. Music buildingfor

the accommodation of our large and growing music
department- A library and observatory building just

completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-

mately $50IX), the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological and Physical.

A well selected library; large additions to this library

will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary

Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.

Five Special Courses— Music, Oratorical, Business,

Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.

Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for $2.00 per week, club board for $1.25 to $1.75.

Room rent for 50 cents to SI 00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about $125.00 for the college year

of 38 weeks.

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that

will assist about fifty young people. It is believed

that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuition,

to about $90.00, and those who do considerable work
may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollars. Send
for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram, Ohio
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hood before she left it, and some who
had long turned from Him received
Him gladly.

And so He sends His disciples before
Him today as He did in olden time.

Not only men and women who have
trained themselves to do His work at

home and abroad, but every boy and
girl who can tell a Bible story or sing
a gospel song.—Christian Union.

Father's K_neeling "Place.

The children were playing "hide the
handkerchief." I sat and watched
them a long while, and heard no un-
kind word and saw scarcely a rough
movement; but after a while little

Jack, whose turn it was to hide the
handkerchief, went to the opposite end
of the room and tried to secrete it un-
der the cushion of a big chair. Fred-
die immediately walked over to him
and said in a low, gentle voice,

"Please, Jack, don't hide the handker-
chief there, that is father's kneeling
place."

"Father's kneeling-place!" It seemed
like sacred ground to me, as it did to

little Freddie; and, by and by, as
the years roll on, and this place shall
see the father no more forever, will

not the memory of this hallowed spot
leave an impression upon the young
hearts that time and change can never
efface, and remain as one of the most
precious memories of the old home?
Oh, if there were only a "father's

kneeling place" in every family! The
mother kneels in her chamber and
teaches the little ones the morning
and evening prayer, but the father's

presence is often wanting; business
and the cares of life engross all his
time, and though the mother longs for

his assistance and co-operation in the
religious education of the children he
thinks it is a woman's work and too
often leaves it to her alone.—Sydney
Advocate.

Sophia had been praying for twelve
years to become a foreign missionary.
One day she had so prayed and the
heavenly Father seemed to say:

"Sophia, stop; where were you
born?"
"In Germany, Father."
"Wrlere are you now?"
"In America, Father."
"Well, are you not a foreign mis-

sionary already?"
Then the Father said: "Who live on

the floor above you?"
"A family of Swedes."
"And who above them?"
"Why, some Switzers."

"Who in the rear?"
"Italians."

"And a block away?"
"Some Chinese."

"And you have never said a word to

these people about my Son? Do you
think I will send you thousands of

miles to the foreigner and heathen
when you never care enough about
them at your own door to speak with
them about their souls?"

"/ HAVE CROXVJ* KIKE.
EVETWGHIJVG

since mamma gave me the Blood Vi-

taiizer," is the quaint expression used
by Theresa Syll, a little girl in Gard-
nersville, Nevada, in a letter which she
personally wrote to the proprietor of

Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer. It seems
that even the little ones realize when a
remedy possesses merit and does them
good. Not a drugstore medicine. Sold

only by special agents or the proprie-

tor direct. Address Dr. Peter Fahr-
ney, 112-114 South Hoyne avenue, Chi-

cago, Illinois.

EOtO "RATES TO "BUFFA-
LO EJTPOSTITIOJV.

Via the Nickel Plate Road. Thret

through trains daily, with vestibuled

sleeping cars and excellent dining cai

service, meals being served on the

American Club Meals plan ranging 1l

price from 35 cents to ?1.00. Chicago

Depot, Van Furen street and Pacific

avenue, on the Elevated Loop.

Write John Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago, for

full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the Expo-
sition Buildings and Grounds.

Wanted.—A location by a dentist,

young man, graduate of the Chicago
College of Dental Surgery, with experi-

ence, Prefer to practice for or with

some established dentist in a city

where there is an active Christian

church. Good references. W. H. Land,
407—153 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.

GOOT> HOX/SEK.EETIJVG
OFFE'R WITH'D'RAXVJ*.
Our liberal offer of the Good House-

keeping Magazine in connection with

subscriptions to The Christian Century
can not be continued longer. The fa-

vorable rate secured from the publish-

ers of this magazine was for a limited

time and has now been withdrawn. If

any are disappointed in this re-

member that these special offers must
be accepted while they are open.

The following note is from Brother

Lowell C. McPherson of El Vedado,

Havana, Cuba, dated July 9: "My
Dear Brother: I enjoy reading the Cen-

tury. As I read the Sunday school

notes by Brother Elias A. Long, I re-

call to memory the large Bible class

he conducted so efficiently in my
cnurch in Buffalo, N. Y., where he was
a constant blessing and strength to me,
his pastor. But he was a pastor to his

pastor in those days. I often crave for

the church of Christ an increasing

army of business never such as has

been my pleasure to know. They have
made many a preacher strong in his

work by standing by him in prayer and
counsel. May God bless the consecrat-

ed, sensible, Christian uusiness men,
and may our preachers appreciate

them more and more. We have recent-

ly baptized 13, making 26 baptisms in

Havana. We have many friends among
Cubans and Spaniards."

*R£Z>VCEZ> "RATES TO
jvew yon*, ciry.

From July first till further notice the

Nickel Plate road offers round-trip

tickets Chicago to New York City, re-

turning same route or going and re-

turning by different route, at option

of passengers. No excess fare is

charged on any of its trains. Meala
served in up-to-date dining cars, rang-
ing in price from 35 cents up, but not

exceeding one dollar for each person
served. Secure tickets and sleeping

car berths at City Ticket Office, 111

Adams street. 'Phone 2057 Central.

SI300 TO "BX/FFALO AJSfT>
'RETVRJ* S13.0O

via the Nickel Plate road from Chi-

cago, for the Pan-American Exposi-

tion. Tickets on sale daily, good
leaving Buffalo up to midnight of the

tenth day from and including date of

sale. Also tickets on sale daily Chi-

cago to Buffalo and returt at $16.00 for

the round trip, with 15-day limit, in-

cluding date of sale; $21.00 Chicago to

Buffalo and return, good for 30 days.

Tickets Chicago to New York and
return at special reduced rates. Write
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

BADIES •
B9 "Mrs. Pout's Talk to

ladies on the New Hygiene " is

replete with valuable informa-
tion and n"w snecesii.-ns on
PHYSICAL FORM and BEAUTY.
which every woman, married
or single, wants to know.
Write for the booklet—Its free.

MRS. PUTTER, Suite 6*. Gro-
tou Building, Cincinnati, O.

Ihe Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.

Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Hinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket 4gents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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CENTRAL

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

route:

Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars, Dining Cars,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, I1V
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CHURCH BELLS i
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Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore,Md.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale July 6 to 13; return limit

August 31, 1901, via

Chicago & North-Western
Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the luxurious

every-day train, leaves Chicago 6.30

p. m. Only three days en route. All

meals in Dining Cars; Buffet Library Cars
(with barber). Two other fast trains 10.00
a. m. and 11.30 p. m. daily. The best of

everything. Call on any agent for tickets

or address

461 Broadway, - New York
601 Ches'tSt.. Philadelphia
368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., - - Buffalo
212 Clark St., - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smithfid St., Pittsburg
234 Superior St., Cleveland
77 Campus Martius, Detroit
2KmgSt., East, Toronto. Ont.

ABELLS
mfiisf^-Pl CsMlogue FREE.

BELL FOUNDRY CO.

all kinds big and
1 ittie — for Church
& School, for Fire,

Factory and Farm.
AMERICAN

Northvilie, Mich.

PARKLt?'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifieB the hair.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Bestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

60c, and $1.UP at Druggists

PREACHERS Do you need a Sermo_. noti.

book? We make them.
A 288 page blank book, specially puled, Indexed, and
bound In pebble black leather. Opens flat; size of
your teacher's bible. Every preacher needs one.
Prepaid to any address, $1.00. Satisfaction guaran-

EVANGELIST PUBLISHING CO., Atlanta, Ga.

West Virginia

Christian
Newsy—Practical— Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D. Power, B. Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published every two weeks; 16 pages; so
cents a year. Samples free.

A NEW SOINO BOOK
+—'
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GOSPEL PRAISE
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4,000 ORDERED IIN OIVB DAY

DITED by A. J. Showalter and E. G. Sewell. 320 pages;

322 songs, retaining the best of the old, to which have

been added many new compositions by authors of

note. Highly commended by all who have examined it.

Sample sheets to any address on application £•&£•£•£•<£•&<£•

MUSIC EDITION..BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid $ 50
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 4 80
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 5 90

WORD EDITION.. BOARDS
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 20
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid.. 2 00
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 2 30

MUSIC EDITION. .CLOTH

Single copy, by mail, prepaid * G<*

Per dozen, by express, not prepaid
Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 7 10

WORD EDITION. .CLOTH
Single copy, by mail, prepaid 25
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid-. 2 75

Per dozen, by mail, prepaid 3 00

PUBLISHED IN BOTH ROUND AND SHAPED NOTES

ADDRESS ALL
ORDERS TO GOSPEL ADVOCATE PUBLISHING CO. ?e
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Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Win. T. Ktrkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I

have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
CHICAGO.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. FboF. WM, J. KtRKPATRICK.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
rfELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their
cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,
such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single! copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO



LEADING FEATURES.

The Tides of the Spirit

A New Form of War
The Presence Unveiled

Subjective Barriers to Truth

Sermon by Dr. Charles M.
Sheldon

Doctrine and Poetry

The Quiet Hour

Books
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• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY INS NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

CDc Christian Ccnturp Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions—
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I,ist is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be iure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances—
Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given om applica-
tion.

Communications—
Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand words and should be Sn oar of
fice one week previous to date of pane* in
which they are to appear. News lettert
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and ahould be send
in promptly.

Statement of Principles—

The Christian Century is published in the
interests of essential Christianity. It is the
organ of no party; the advocate of no ism.
While welcoming the ascertained results of
modern Christian scholarship, it stands for
the great evangelical verities which are the
foundation stones of the Christian system.
It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical in
aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all
the present day problems of religious
thought and life. It also aims at being at
once a clearing house and medium of com-
munication between the different denomi-
nations, .so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better
acquainted with one another and may be
led to join forces in more aggressive work
for the advancement of the Redeemer's
Kingdom.

^BELLS
Steel Alloy Church and School Bells. «3rRend for
Catalogue. The C. S. BULL CO., Elillsburo, O.

The Music cf cur Churches
would be greatly improved if more
organists and singers knew the
methods of the

NewEnjIand ,
Conservatory

OF MUSIC

We will send to any one inter-
ested an illustrated catalogue and
all particulars relating to our School
of Music and Elocution.

George IV. Chadwick , flfus. Direc.
Address all correspondence to

FRANK W. HALE, Gen. Man.. Boa ton, Mai*.

A REMARKABLE BOOK.
THE COHBINATION

$elf=pronounciii&

Ceacbers' Reference Bible,
Greatest Premium Ever Offered.

BOTH KING JAMES AND REVISED VERSIONS COHBINED
on the same page, but in such a manner as not to increase the bulk of the book.
The Kiug James version is the basis, and this version is read straight along from
the text, while the Revised Version is readfrom the text in combination 2vith

foot notes. These notes give all the words and passages of the Revised Version
where it differs from the King James Version. This combination feature is ex-
ceedingly valuable, as it gives all the advantages of two separate books with
the convenience of one and also saves time as the two readings are always right
before the eye. It contains all the

Standard and Latest Helps
to the study of the Bible prepared by the most Eminent Biblical Scholars. It

is embellished with a complete series of fifteen New Maps—the newest and best
edgraved maps of Bible Lands, embodying the results of the most recent in-

vestigations and discoveries. It is printed from large, beautiful, clear, new
type and all proper names are divided into syllables and every vowel is marked
and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds and accents as they are given
in every standard dictionary, thus enabling the reader to properly pronounce
every word. This feature is a great improvement and a strong recommenda-
tion for this Bible over others. This is the only Self-Pronouncing Combination
Teachers' Bible and is unquestionably the best edition of the world's best book.

Our Fine Art Combination Bible.

This Bible is the same as the one described above, having the Self-Pro-
nouncing and Combination features and all other helps and in addition is

firofusely illustrated and embellished with numerous phototype engravings
rom the paintings of the world's greatest masters, all drawn and engraved by
the best artists, to illustrate the teachings of our Lord. They are printed sepa-
rate from the text and make one grand panorama of pictorial embellishments
that are as instructive and pleasing as they are ornamental and accurate.

The growing demand for a wisely and faithfully illustrated student's Bible
has been fully satisfied by the introduction of our fine art edition of the
Teachers' Bible. It combines every valuable feature of the usual teachers'
Bible, with a wealth of descriptive and pictorial illustrations so superb as to

distinctly separate this Bible from all others and place it in a class by itself.

In artistic beauty it stands without a rival.

Each illustration is a speaking sermon, a gem of art, the handiwork of a

master. The wonderful pictures not only beautify this sumptuous volume,
but actually interpret and make more clear the grand old truths of the Sacred
Word. This beautiful edition of the Bible is indispensable to all students and
teachers.

Notice the Prices.
This incomparable galaxy of Illustrations has cost the publishers many

thousands of dollars, and the preparation of this Combination Bible, with all

its " New Helps," has involved the labor of a large number of the most emi-
nent Biblical scholars and scientists of the world.

This beautiful, large type, Self-Pronouncing, Combination Teachers' Bible,

French seal, " Divinity Circuit," linen lined, round corners, carmine under gold
edge, extra finish, publisher's price, $5. This Bible and The Christian Century
for one year for only $3.

The Fine Art Combination Self-Pronouncing Teachers' Bible, same bind-

ing and style as above, publisher's price $'5. an^ The Christian Century, for one
year, for only $3.50.

The Christian Century Co., 358 Dearborn st.chicago.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests
of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^j

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different
denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join
forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE TIDES OF THE SVI1UT.
E borrow this phrase from Dr. James Mar-

Wtineau. It is used by him to express the

ebb and flow which characterize the move-

ments of God in his self-manifestation to

the children of men. Out of the silence of

eternity rise up waves of energy which

come rolling in upon this world. These

tidal waves of divine life sweep through

nature and through history. Their prog-

ress is not constant; they advance and re-

cede; and, as Dr. Martineau remarks, "the

more spiritual they are the more marked is this fluc-

tuating character."

In nature there is constant flux and reflux. The
laws of nature are uniform, but her operations, yea,

her very moods are changeful. Winter succeeds

summer, day changes into night and night into day

;

drought is followed by flood and calm by storm.

The same is true with regard to the movements of

God in history. The tides of the Spirit swing back

and forth through the centuries, making fluctuations

in the moral life of man. The sons of God marry

the daughters of men, the race degenerates and a flood

comes to cleanse the sin-stained earth. This repre-

sentation is set at the beginning to the Bible as an il-

lustration of the usual way in which new moral epochs

are brought in. The Jewish nation forgets God.

Their religious life becomes hollow, their light grows
dim, their testimony for righteousness grows faint,

they become an unfruitful and unprofitable vineyard;

the judgment of God falls upon them ; their holy city

is destroyed and they are scattered to the ends of the

earth. But their fall proves to be "the riches of the

world," for with the destruction of the old comes the

inauguration of the new ; with the ebbing of the tide

of Judaism comes the inflowing tide of the Spirit at

Pentecost. Later on we have the dark ages when
Christian forces got to the lowest ebb, but these were
followed at the Reformation by the tide of the Spirit,

the force of which is still unspent.

So it has ever been and so it ever shall be. We
know that God is always present; we know that his

energy is in constant operation. We are accustomed

to speak of him as immanent, as the indwelling life

of the world ; not coming upon it from without, but

working upon it from within. His glory is ever

breaking through ; his outflowing power is ever cut-

ting for itself new channels, and it is these tides of

his Spirit, these outgoings of his power, which con-

stitute the great epochs of history. They are the new
starting points from which the progress of the race

is measured.

In a very marked degree ebb and flow have char-

acterized the life of the Church from the beginning

to the present. Many will have it that we are now
at ebb tide ; that a time of reaction has set in ; that

there is a general decline of interest in religion.

While questioning the latter statement we have to

admit that there is a very perceptible decline of in-

terest in some forms of religion. The church has

lost its grip upon the working classes. The services

of the church are not as largely attended as they were

a few years ago.

In the general assemblies of the United Free church

and of the Established Church of Scotland, held in

May last, the decrease in attendance upon public

worship was deplored. The statistics showing the

extent and ratio of decrease were regarded as alarm-

ing. Some measure of comfort was taken from the

fact that the condition of things a century ago was

inconceivably worse, but the tide of the Spirit swept

over the land, reviving dormant life and leading to

the taking up of neglected duties. And we know
something of the spiritual deadness which prevailed

in England before the tide of the Spirit swept over it

at the time of Whitfield and Wesley. In this coun-

try, too, when religion had become formal—partly

from the enforced attendance in church in the colonial

days, partly from the influence of the modern French

infidel school, and partly from the Socinianizing in-

fluence which found expression in the Unitarian

movement under the preaching of such men as Ed-

wards, Nettleton and Finney the tide of the Spirit

flowed over the land and the heritage of th? Lord was
revived.
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The present reaction is only temporary. No re-

action can be permanent while the Spirit of God lives

and works. Power to react belongs to the present

order of things. The momentum that causes the

pendulum to swing in one direction causes it, when
it comes to the point of rest, to turn and swing in

the opposite direction. The sap that recedes to the

root of the tree in winter will come surging up again
in spring and will find its way to every branch and
leaf bud, and not more certain is this return of life

in nature than is the return of life to the soul of man
and to the Christian Church.

It is in the spiritual realm as it sometimes is in na-
ture; the inflowing tide is "too deep for sound or
foam." Or it is as it is in this land of ours in spring.

Up from the Gulf of Mexico comes a soundless tide

of new life ; wave after wave of living green, of flow-

ers and of, fruit. This tide of life keeps moving on-
ward and upward until it breaks upon the coast of

Labrador. And just because the tide of the Spirit

comes in this same quiet way its movement is some-
times unobserved.

When the tide is on the ebb some things that we
prize may be carried out to sea; but let us not be
afraid. This flux and reflux is better than stagnation.
It is God's way of purifying the thought and life of
man. As we wait and pray and work, the time for
the turning of the waters may be at hand ; and before
we know it the insweeping tide of the Spirit will lap

the shores of life, bringing freshness and beauty and
making the desert places blossom as the rose.

A JVEW FOUM OF WAH.
NOTHER conflict between labor and cap-

Aital has been precipitated. There were
certain preliminary skirmishes which have
culminated in what promises to be a strike
of vast dimensions. That it will be fraught
with commercial disaster and with much
suffering among the working classes in-
volved no one doubts. Already the men
are losing in wages about $150,000 a
day. A further question is, Will the re-
sult be worth the struggle? Evidently

those who have entered upon the struggle think so.
The two parties in the struggle are the United

States Steel Corporation on the one hand, and the
Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin
Workers on the other. The number of men who have
already gone out is over 70,000, and it is estimated
that if the strike goes on it will ultimately involve
218,000 men.

While the smoke of battle lasts it is difficult to de-
cide as to the merits of the points of dispute. Both
parties make their appeal to the bar of public opinion.
The officials of the Steel Corporation say that their
conferences with the men failed "because the Amal-
gamated Association did not recede from its original
position, which was that the three companies inter-

ested should sign for all the mills without regard as
to whether these mills had in the past belonged to the
Amalgamated Association or not." The reply of the

Association is that the scale should have been signed
for all the mills owned and controlled by the company

;

that concession being regarded as reasonable and
just.

In connection with this "eternal" labor question there

are many things upon which we will conscientiously

differ, but there are a few fundamental principles

upon which we ought to be in practical agreement.
And first we ought to recognize the equality of

human rights; that is, the rights of men, as distin-

tinguished from the rights of the privileged classes.

That there has been too much class privilege and class

legislation we must all admit. If capital has its rights,

so has labor; if labor has its rights, so has capital.

And these rights are not antagonistic or exclusive.

All men are bound together by common interests. In

the framework of society each part is necessary to the

welfare of the whole. The war of labor against cap-

ital is insane. The hand needs the head, and the head
needs the hand. They are interdependent ; and never
will there be harmony between them until each recog-

nizes the rights of the other.

There must be also a recognition of the principle of
individual freedom. Today we are in danger of drift-

ing back into the rudest and crudest form of despot-

ism—the divine right of the strongest. For the old

exploded doctrine of the divine right of kings we are

substituting the doctrine of the divine right of ma-
jorities. Now, despotism is despotism whether yielded

by one man or by a million of men. And of all the

forms of despotism the world has ever witnessed, that

of the mob is the worst.

There are two things for which we. must strenu-

ously contend : ( 1 ) The right to freedom of con-

tract. This is an essential principle in business.

No man, or combination of men, has a right to say to

another man whom he shall employ or discharge or

how he shall conduct his business. As well might the

members of one household claim the right to regulate

the affairs of another household. We claim for the

employer of labor liberty to manage his own enterprise

without the interference of those who are without.

We boast that this is a free country ; but if freedom
of contract be taken away, one of the pillars of a true

democracy is removed, and the very existence of our

national life is brought into jeopardy. The walking
delegate must go; and with him that relic of barbar-

ism—the boycott. (2) We claim for the zvorkingman

freedom to work at ivhat price he chooses, and for

whom he chooses. It is inconsistent with the doctrine

of personal liberty that any combination of laborers

should interfere with individual laborers, and dictate

to them the terms upon which they are to work, or

prevent them from working at all. Every man has

the right to dispose of his labor as he may think fit

;

which is only another way of saying that he has the

right to think and act for himself.

Mark, we have nothing to say against Trades

Unions as such. They have their legitimate uses. They
have justified their right to be in the good which they

have accomplished, for they have undoubtedly helped

to keep up wages. Labor has an undoubted right to

combine to protect its' own interests. We have no
fault to find with labor organizations so long as their

members concern themselves with their own affairs

;

they have a right to say what terms they will refuse,

and what terms they will accept; but when they go
outside of their own ranks and coerce others to come
to their terms, when they have recourse to intimida-

tion and force they become instruments of tyranny.
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To forcibly prevent a man from working on terms

which he is willing to accept, is to reduce him to

bondage ; and this country has shed too much precious

blood already in the sacred cause of freedom, calmly

to allow this new form of industrial slavery to con-

tinue in its midst.

But because we believe in God we believe in prog-

ress, and full of suffering as the present industrial

war is, and must needs be, we believe that its final is-

sue will be the completer emancipation of man.

THE VISITOR.
NE of the curiosities of our time is the large

and apparently growing use of initials as

abbreviations of the names of societies, or-

ganizations and people. One hardly knows
whether to regard this as due to the pres-

sure of time which makes it impossible to

go the length of writing or pronouncing
the full name, or only a certain careless

indifference to. correct usage, which will

be outgrown as better standards of proper
procedure prevail. The difficulty in most

cases arises from the easy confidence with which peo-
ple fancy that all the world is as much concerned in

their particular organization as they are, and is there-

fore fully informed as to its character, name and pop-
ular designation. Yet there are some of us who have
not that encyclopedic knowledge which gives immunity
from perplexing doubts when we are confronted with
a list of initials rather than a proper name.
The Visitor picks up his daily paper and is greeted

with the cheerful intelligence that the A. O. U. M. is

to hold a picnic at Frog Lake, that the Y. W. C. T. U.
is planning an excursion to Milwaukee, that the S.P. C.
is about to unite forces with the S. P. N. C. A. and the
S. P. C. C. in an organized forward movement, that
the M. W. V. held a reunion last week, that the A. S.
C. E. A. is rapidly enlarging its membership, that the

J. C. E. session of the Y. P. S. C. E. was unusually
interesting, that the Y. M. C. A. has joined with the
Y. W. C. A. in an effort to form an S. C. U., and that
the A. B. H. M. S. is to imitate the methods of the
A. B. C. F. M. in its extension work. Now all this is

most interesting, and one should not complain after
such a graceful array of alphabetic variety if he is

inconvenienced by so small a matter as total ignorance
of what is meant. Yet there is a certain element of
disquiet in it after all. What assurance have we that
some of these mysterious orders of people may not
be about to break loose and do us grievous injury?
Who will arise up and allay our fears that in our ordi-
nary business in life we may not suddenly run against
an F. A. M. A. or find ourselves in the street car sit-

ting right beside a B. Y. P. U. ? It is this reflection
that gives us pause. Mysterious crimes are so fre-
quent now that one cannot be too cautious about asso-
ciating with G. A. R.'s and C. L. S. C.'s.

Then, too, the Visitor is compelled to consider an-
other aspect of the matter. If he could be content to
take the I. O. O. F. and the W. C. T. U. for what they
appear to be upon the surface, and accept the mystery
as one of the necessary evils of a universe only partial-
ly ordered by divine Providence, it would not be so
bad. But unfortunately he is so constituted that one of
these sections of the alphabet acts as a challenge to
him, and he forthwith finds himself hurried off into a

frantic effort to solve the puzzle. There is not only the

baffling character of the signs, but the boundless op-

portunity for ambiguous decision. Does S P. C. C.

stand for Society for the Promotion of Christian Cul-

ture, or Society for the Prevention of Chronic Com-
plaints? Does A. B. C. F. M. mean the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, or the

Aerated Bread Company's Family Market? Does

U. P stand for the United Presbyterian church or the

Union Pacific railroad? This is really a serious mat-

ter, and the Visitor ventures to affirm that a closer

inquiry into the causes of insanity will disclose a large

percentage of the cases as due to this species of alpha-

beticism. In the case of titles bestowed upon men
the matter is not so trying. You may be at a loss

to know what A. O. Q. M. G. or F. R. S. L. or K.

S. M. S. G. signify when they follow a man's name.

But it is a comfort to feel that they are located in this

manner, that the man is responsible for them, that he

alone must bear the burden, and that in cases of ex-

treme perplexity you can write to him and ask him

what his trouble really is. Moreover, we grow familiar

with these titles thus bestowed, so that they no longer

wholly elude us. The Visitor has now ceased to mis-

read "D. D." as "drunk and disorderly," and he pre-

sumes that we shall content ourselves with the abbre-

viations of academic and honorary degrees. But the

other question is more serious. The Visitor never

sees the letters W. U. T. C. without wondering

whether it is the Western Union Telegraph Company
that is meant, or it is merely a dislocation of the Wom-
an's Christian Temperance Union.

The same practice prevails in church notices. We
read that at the N. W. M. E. church the S. S. will be

held at 9 a. m., the J. E. L. at 3, the W. M. E. M. S.

at 4:30, and the P. M. on Wednesday evening. This

is no doubt comforting to the saints, but perplexing or

even exasperating to the sinners. An institution if

it be of any value should be worthy of a name
;
and

to call a Sunday school an S. S. and a prayer meeting

a P. M. is to exhibit not merely a careless irreverence

but a total misapprehension of good usage.

The same thing may be said of propei names. It is

the general custom in America for men to initial their

given names and sign themselves J. H. Smith, G. W.
Thompson, or H. M. Brown. Yet if a name is worth
wearing at all it should have the courtesy of recogni-

tion. Names should have a value as memorials. Some
association, family or otherwise, has dictated their

bestowal. Frequently the family name is perpetuated

in the Christian name of a child. Between the brevity

and carelessness of writing J. B. Black and the fitness,

taste and courtesy to the public involved in signing

oneself habitually James Bothwell Black, or even

James B. Black, there can be no comparison. The cul-

tured man writes his name ; the careless man signs his

initials ; the illiterate man makes his mark. As a peo-

ple grows older and more refined it esteems less the

short and easy shifts of language, and cultivates not
indeed the useless survivals, but the large considerate-

ness which honors language as a necessary instrument

cf thought, and as possessing certain rights which not
even the most rushing and heedless age has the license

to disregard.

Wm. Pitt in Parliament said: "I have no fear for

England, she will stand till the day of judgment."
Edmund Burke answered, "What I fear is the day of
no judgment." •
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UHE T*RESE]SICE.
The series of articles from the pen of Dr. James M.

Campbell on the doctrine of the Presence, which have
been running in the pages of the Christian Century
for the past few months, will be concluded in the
present number. The opportuneness of this subject
is our justification for the large space which we have
given to it. For whatever view may be held touch-
ing the manifestation of Christ in the future, the loss

will be irreparable if the fact of his Presence be ques-
tioned, or the sense of his Presence be weakened. No
greater need presses upon the Church of today than
that of gaining a realizing sense of the real and abid-

ing Presence of her living Lord. Questions regard-
ing the inspiration and infallibility of the story of

his earthly life are of secondary importance in com-
parison with the question of his spiritual Presence.

Has the Christ who dwelt for a time among men gone
away leaving only a fragrant memory of his fleet-

ing visit? Or, has he come back "in another form"
to dwell among us as our living, reigning and re-

deeming Lord?
What answer has Christian experience to give to

these momentous questions? Is it not the testimony
of every Christian that he has found Christ ; that

he has had personal dealings with him ; that the un-
searchable riches of his grace into the possession of
which he has come, have been ministered not by a

dead, but by a living hand? However he may have
reached it, the conviction within him is deep and un-
shakable that the Christ he has come to know is not
in a distant heaven; but that he is with him in the

thick of life's battle ; that he is ever breathing into him
the breath of his own life ; and that it is by his effica-

cious help that he is enabled to walk in the Christian

way. Back of every possible experience of the sav-

ing and sustaining grace of Christ is the implicit be-

lief in the reality of his Presence. For before he can
be received he must be seen ; before he can live in us

he must be discovered as the living Christ ; before we
can live in him he must stand before the soul as the

object of our adoring faith. As the Christ of his-

tory he is the objejct of devout contemplation, as the

Christ of the future he is the object of hope; as the

Christ of the present he is the object of faith, and
hence the source of experience.

A considerable amount of interest has been mani-
fested in the articles of Dr. Campbell and several in-

teresting communications have been received on the

subjects which they discuss. They are, however, held

over for the present, inasmuch as it is our intention

before long to have a symposium upon the general

subject of the second coming of Christ.

MEW BIBLE *REVISIOJV.
After nearly six years of painstaking labor a com-

mittee of Bible scholars, consisting of five bishops

and five priests of the Protestant Episcopal church,

has presented, in a pamphlet of upwards of 300 pages,

what is practically a new revision of the Holy Scrip-

tures. This committee was appointed in 1895 "to

consider and report what marginal readings in its

judgment it would be well for the general convention
to authorize for permissive use in the public reading
of the Scriptures that the people may have larger

and more accurate knowledge of the Word of God."
The object of the commission has been to give an

intelligible meaning to every part of the Bible. Even

in minor corrections the element of instruction has
been the primary thought. The hope is cherished

that this work will aid in encouraging regular private

study of God's Word, as well as in promoting edifica-

tion in the public services. The translation of the

original and the St. James' version are placed side

by side, so that "the church will have a Bible which
on the one hand retains a version around which the

loving regard of the people so largely centers, and
which at the same time contains all such alterations

in the rendering of the text as are necessary for its

intelligent use."

With regard to only three passages in the New
Testament has the commission felt called upon to

make any critical note. In these cases the commission
has simply stated the fact, now universally recog-

nized, that the passages in question are not found in

some of the earliest manuscripts. These passages
are the verses explaining the healing water of the

pool at Bethesda (St. John v., 41), the Ethiopian
eunuch's profession of faith before his baptism (Acts
viii., 37), and the doxology at the end of the Lord's

Prayer in St. Matthew vi., 3. St. John v., 7-8, is

given in the commission's margin without the clause

as to the three heavenly witnesses, which clause is

absent from all but the latest Greek manuscript, and
is generally recognized to be no part of the original

text.

Among the changes which, it is believed, will excite

discussion in certain circles is the 19th verse of the

2 1st chapter of Job, speaking of the evildoer = In the

original it reads : "God layeth up his iniquity for his

children ; he rewardeth him and he shall know it."

The revised version reads : "Doth God lay up a man's
iniquity for his children? Let him recompense it unto

the man himself that he may know it." This win-
nowing, sifting process with regard to the written

word is sure to go on. But let no one be alarmed as

to the final result. The good wheat of truth is there

;

and that will remain, and in it men will forever find

the true food for their souls.

THE JVATIOJVAL COl/JSfCIL OF
EWCATIOff

The National Council of Education, which has just

adjourned, made sundry important deliverances. In

the first place it reaffirmed its position in favor of a

national university ; the report of the committee in

favor of a non-governmental institution at Washing-
ton for the advanced study of the sciences and the

liberal arts, which was presented by Dr. Wr

illiam R.

Harper of the University of Chicago, having been

voted down. But perhaps its most revolutionary de-

liverance came from Dr. G. Stanley Hall, which was
to the effect that "women should be educated for wife-

hood and motherhood." In that simple matter-of-

fact statement there was surely nothing essentially

revolutionary. It was the way in which he put the

matter, and enforced it, that did the mischief. The
point which evoked the strongest protest was the dec-

laration that "it is the physical and not the intellectual

woman who is the leader of the world." Among
other things he said

:

There are some species of animals the distinctive features of

which are that the females grow and the males deteriorate.

Might not this be so among human beings if our girls are not

trained for wifehood and motherhood?
Against the suggestion that the higher education of

woman unfits her for wifehood and motherhood there
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was a loud and somewhat angry protest. And the

protest was well taken. But the point which lay at

the bottom of the whole discussion, and which should

not be lost sight of is—What is the kind of intellectual

training which will best fit the woman of today for

her true place in life? That is one of the most vital

questions which the leaders in education can consider.

CHICAGO JtOTES.
Chicago is one of the places that has not reported a

shirt-waist preacher. It has follies enough without
that. In a neighboring town a preacher is said to have
appeared in his pulpit in a shirt waist, which was "a
dainty creation in white without unnecessary frills."

The philosophy of clothes would be a profitable study
for some preachers in the present day.

It is well for people like the Board of Trade man
who spoke of giving up business in mid-life,

to remember that very few men who spend an
active life in business pursuits, have resources
in themselves with which it is possible to oc-

cupy the fag end of life. It is not enough to have
something to retire on, one must also have something
to retire to. Besides, to give up business is to kill the

cow that gives the milk with which others may be fed.

We publish today an authentic report of a sermon
by Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, of Topeka, Kansas, de-

livered on Sunday last in the South Congregational
church. Dr. Sheldon is in the city for a few weeks
studying some aspects of the social problem in order

to gather material for a new story. He is deeply in

sympathy with the mission of the Christian Century
and is interested in its success. He has promised to

contribute to its pages.

The location of the Field Columbian Museum in

its temporary quarters in Jackson Park has dimin-

ished its value very much to the public. It is a Sab-
bath day's journey to get to it. It is gratifying to

know of the possibility of its early removal to the

Lake Eront Park, the park commissioners having
given the founder of this institution the liberty to

select any site he chooses within their jurisdiction. The
exhibits of this museum are of great educational and
historical value and they ought to be put within easy
access to the people.

A useful and graceful gift was made last week by
Marshall Field, Chicago's leading merchant, to his

native town of Conway, Mass. The gift consisted of
a $100,000 library building, 6,000 volumes of books and
an endowment fund of $52,000 invested in gilt-edged
securities. The building is a memorial to Mr. Field's
parents. Tt is fifty vears since Mr. Field left his na-
tive town and his return to it on this occasion he de-
scribes as one of the most pleasant events of his whole
life. No doubt of it. What pleasure can be com-
pared to the luxury of doing good ! And this, thank
God, is not confined to millionaires.

It would be interesting to know how much worse

off spiritually the Lake Forest Episcopal church was
by its connection with that affair. But there are those

who think it quite a legitimate thing to take even the

devil's water to turn the Lord's mill. Still the ques-

tion will arise, Does the Lord want it?

One of our dailies reports

:

Amid the blare of bugles, the rattling of artillery accoutre-
ments and the cheering of the society folk who filled the boxes,
the Lake Forest open-air horse show ended its two days' run
last night just as the sun passed below the edge of the trees
that surround Ferry field, and the building fund of the
Episcopal parish of Lake Forest was more than $3,000 better
off than it was three days ago.

A beginning is being made to utilize the excellent

bathing beach which stretches from Lincoln Park to

South Chicago by erecting a chain of bath houses at

suitable points for the children of the poor. A plunge

in the cooling waters of the lake is surely one of the

things to which the tens of thousands of the boys and

girls who live in the crowded parts of the city have a

right. The summer days ought not to be allowed to

pass without ample provision being made for their

relief and comfort. Health Commissioner Reynolds,

who is interesting himself in this good work, believes

that if the people of the city only knew of the im-

portance of this enterprise the means would be forth-

coming at once to carry it out.

A movement is on foot to extend the usefulness

of the public school buildings, by making them the

centers of the social life of the neighborhoods. It is

proposed to throw them open to the public, usi.ng their

assembly halls for lectures and other educational pur-

poses in the evenings ; making them, in a word, the

centers of neighborhood guilds, and providing them
with gymnasium apparatus, and whatever will min-

ister to the physical and mental well-being of the

people. This is a good idea, and the experiment is

well worth trying. But many people will wonder
why greater use cannot be made of our costly church

buildings which remain closed up six days of the

week. We have yet to learn that churches were made
for the people, not the people for churches.

An opportunity to make application of the above
principle is offered by the appeal which has just been

made by the officers and members of the recently or-

ganized Christian Builders' Union to the churches of

the city for the use of rooms in which regular meet-

ings can be held. The members of the union all be-

long to the churches ; and they believe that the hold-

ing of their meetings in church buildings, instead of

in unsavory halls connected with saloons, would con-

duce to the moral advancement of their members.
The response to this appeal ought to be hearty and
immediate.

But lest Chicagoans should be exalted overmuch
here comes Dr. W. T. Harris, United States commis-
sioner of education, who at the National Educational
Association held last week in Detroit said

:

Chicago is the great storm center of the country. It is

the place of the whirlwind, tornado and fire. It has a morbid
tendency that is always manifesting itself in trying to find

something disturbing and threatening in things as they are.

It amounts to a hysterical mania.

This characterization is not to be taken too serious-

ly, yet in the main it may be accepted as a left handed
compliment. Chicago cares little what is said of her,

so long as she is allowed to occupy "the center of

the stage." And, besides, she has the saving grace
of being able to laugh at her own foibles. She knows
that she will outgrow them in time.

The Presbyterian Hospital is being seriously ham-
pered in its work for want of room. Its growing
reputation draws to its doors scores of patients who
are either turned away or put upon the waiting list.
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New buildings are imperatively needed if this noble

institution is to fulfill its purpose. For the past three

months none of its 250 beds have been vacant. Its

capacity ought to be doubled to meet the increased

demand. The board of managers ask for two fire-

proof structures which will cost $225,000. Of this

amount Mrs. Cyrus McCormick has offered to pro-

vide $40,000. The Presbyterian Hospital has made
for itself such a good name because of the excellency

of its medical staff, and the efficiency of its nurses,

that the money necessary for this enlarged equipment
will no doubt soon be forthcoming.

Among other visitors who are making a study of

the social conditions of Chicago are Professors Macy
and Wyckoff of Iowa College. Things are not as

bad as they expected to find them. Everywhere are

evidences of a remarkable reformation. They say:

"When we came here we expected to see something
like what we saw in London, Paris and other Euro-
pean cities ; but wherever we turn we find better con-

ditions. Chicago has been maligned. It should be

proud of its institutions, proud of its police force.

The levee which we expected to find does not exist.

The great problem is the saloon. To it crime and
evil conditions generally are to a great extent to be

directly traced. But the fact that the saloons are in a
great measure regulated by the police shows that

Chicago is on the high road to improved civic and
social conditions."

The Monday Ministers' meetings have always been
looked upon as of value as religious clearing houses.

They have also been supposed to register the religious

thought and life of the city. Evidently the Rev. J. A.
Rondthaler, pastor of the Fullerton Avenue Presby-

terian Church, looked upon them as an overworked
institution. He surprised his ministerial brethren at

last Monday's meeting by saying

:

If ever there comes into existence a society for the preven-
tion of cruelty to ministers, one of its first missions should be
to prevent herding them on Monday morning and dosing them
with the epsom salts of theology and the ipecac of philosophy.

It is right that the ministers should get together every week,
but Monday is a poor day to listen to heavy arguments. If a
minister is not tired on Monday, he has not worked as hard
as he should on Sunday. We should come together on Monday
in a spirit of loving fellowship and talk about simple subjects.

Over the doorway of the meeting-room should be written

:

"No shop talk allowed here." Condemnation comes easy on
Monday. Things that are quite passably orthodox on Tuesday
and Wednesday are rank heresy on Monday.
He is partly right. Besides being a place for the

swapping of sermons the Monday meeting ought oc-

casionally to afford some rebound from the tension of

the previous Sunday.

Professor Maximovitch Kovalevsky of the Univer-
sity of Moscow is delivering a course of lectures on
Russian history and institutions at the University of

Chicago. These lectures are delivered on the recently

established Crane foundation, and will continue on
Wednesdays and Fridays until July 26. The ground
covered includes a preliminary sketch of the develop-

ment of Russian political institutions ; a birdseye view
of the different people inhabiting the empire ; the in-

ner state of old Moscow under the first dynasty ; the

Russian Czardom under the first two Romanofs

;

the reforms of Peter the Great and the state of Russia
under his immediate followers ; Catherine the Second
and the reordering of Russian provinces and city or-

ganizations ; the reforms of Alexander I. and the

creation of the council of state and ministers ; the

emancipation of the serfs under Alexander II. ; the

system of provincial districts and city self-government

as created by Alexander II. ; Russian universities and

press legislation—how far the freedom of conscience

is recognized in Russia ; the political situation of

Poland and Finland in the Russian Empire.

The literary and historical congress of the African

Methodist Episcopal church is now in session in

Quinn chapel. About sixty ministerial delegates are

present. Among them are some of the leading edu-

cators and preachers within the color line A single

look at the intelligent faces of many of the delegates

would convince the most skeptical that the colored

race is rising. At the close of the opening session

Bishop Abraham Grant, as presiding officer, gave

the keynote of the assembly in the words

:

There are several important matters for this congress to

take up. We must consider our relation to the industrial con-

ditions in the country; our condition as compared to other

days; and whether the progress made by the race is at the

bottom of the antagonism which is just now at its highest.

Thelngersoll Memorial association has been formed

for the purpose of erecting to the memory of the

famous agnostic a temple and hall, costing not less

than $100,000. The movement does not seem to

awaken any marked enthusiasm. Agnosticism is not

very prolific in the building of temples. Why should

it be? Why should people be expected to make sac-

rifice for a negation ? In the man Ingersoll there was

much to admire. He was genial and generous, he

never took himself half so seriously as his opponents

took him. The Christianity which he first caricatured

and then lampooned was a Christianity which most

Christians repudiate. And the 'cardinal virtues"

which he upheld were precisely those for which Chris-

tianity stands. He plowed with a stolen heifer. We
have no objection whatever to a memorial temple be-

ing erected in Chicago to his name if, as its pro-

moters say, it will "encourage morality, disseminate

knowledge, popularize science and education, advance

the cause of free thought and secularism and promote

the cardinal truths and virtues." Substitute religion

for secularism and you have in these words the pro-

gram of the church. Many would think better of the

church if they knew it better.

'B'ROTHE'RHOO'D.
By E. S. Martin.

That plenty but reproaches me
Which leaves my brother bare.

Not wholly glad my heart can be

While his is bowed with care.

If I go free, and sound and stout

While his poor fetters clank,

Unsated still, I'll cry out,

And plead with Whom I thank.

Almighty : Thou who Father be

Of him, of me, of all,

Draw us together, him and me,

That whichsoever fall.

The other's hand may fail him not

—

The other's strength decline

No task of succor that his lot

May claim from son of Thine.

I would be fed. I would be clad.

I would be housed and dry.

But if so be my brave heart is sad

—

What benefit have I ?

Best he whose shoulders best endure

The load that brings relief.

And best shall be his joy secure

Who shares that joy with grief.

—Scribner's Magazine.
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IJV-VtOELLIJSfG LIFE.

Thou life within my life, than self more near,

Thou veiled Presence infinitely clear,

From all my nameless weariness I flee

To find my center and my rest in Thee.

Take part with me against these doubts that rise

And seek to throne Thee far in distant skies

!

Take part with me against this self, that dares

Assume the burden of these sins and cares

!

How can I call Thee, who art always here?

How shall I praise Thee, Thou of all most dear?

What may I give Thee, save what Thou hast given,

And whom but Thee have I in earth or heaven?
—Eliza Scudder.

THE VRESEJVCE VftVEILET).
James M. Campbell, D. D.

EAVEN is the unveiled presence of Christ.HTo be absent from the body is to be pres-

ent with the Lord. When Paul expressed

a desire to depart and be with Christ, in-

stead of relinquishing the hope by which
his spiritual life had been nourished, he
merely pushed the time of its fulfillment a

little farther forward, transferring it from
this side to the other side of the river. His
hope in its essence was undestroyed ; it

only changed its form. He believed that

death would bring him into the presence of his Lord,
all the future manifestations of whose glory he would
behold, and all the future triumphs of whose kingly

power he would share.

The changed aspect of death which has come in vir-

tue of the completion of Christ's redemptive work, is

one of the things which Christians seem slow of heart

to believe. When the conquering Christ ascended up
on high, leading captivity captive, death was abol-

ished, Hades emptied and closed, and heaven opened.
There is now no long term of waiting in the gloomy
underworld. - At the moment of death the beatific

vision breaks upon the soul. Sudden death is instant

glory. The words, "Blessed are the dead who die in

the Lord from henceforth," imply that a change for

the better has taken place with respect to death.

"From henceforth" it is a blessed thing to die in the

Lord. Since Jesus died and rose again, and became
the first-fruits of them that slept, death is not what
it was before. It is a vanquished foe, stingless and
harmless.

It is a privilege inexpressible to be living after the

resurrection and return of Christ. We who live in

this Christian age enter into the possession of all the

benefits of his victory over death. Death is no long-

er going into exile ; it is going home—going to the

Father's house of many mansions which Christ has
gone to prepare. It is falling asleep in earth and
waking in heaven. It is not going dozvn to the clods

of the valley, or going out to wander through the pale

realms of shade, but going up to be forever with the

Lord.

"There is no death, what seems so is transition."

"Whosoever liveth and believeth in me," says Jesus,

"shall never die." He shall merely be "changed."
Death shall be "swallowed up of life." Death in-

stead of being destruction will be the sprouting of the

seed, the bursting of the chrysalis, the emergence of

the soul out of the bondage of the flesh into the

glorious liberty of the heavenly life. It will be the

exchange of the earthly tent for the heavenly man-
sion, the exchange of the natural body for the spir-

itual body, the exchange of drags for wings. Every
one who feels this resurrection life already stirring

withm him can say with Victor Hugo, "I am tadpole

of an archangel."

Our friends who have fallen asleep in Jesus have
not gone to be tenants of the tomb ; they have gone to

be with Christ, and are now in his keeping. The new
life which they have attained is one of unending and
unclouded fellowship with their exalted Lord. Be-
cause he lives they live. Why then should we go
to the grave to seek them there? Why seek the liv-

ing among the dead ? The place to find the living is

among the living.

There is no friend of mine
Laid in the grave to sleep

;

No grave, or green or heaped afresh,

By which I stand and weep.

Who died ! What means that word,
Of man so much abhorred?

Caught up in clouds of heaven, to be
Forever with the Lord.

Thank God ! for all my loved,

That out of pain and care

Have safely reached the heavenly heights,

And stay to meet me there.—The British Weekly.

And thank God for the hope of sharing in the self-

same heritage, the hope of beholding with open face

the blessed Presence "whom we now obscurely see,

through a veil that hangs between." In the unveiling
of the Presence Christian hope culminates. To see

Christ is to see the glory of God. To be with Christ

is to be in heaven.

The unveiling is sometimes gradual. That the

transition may not be too sudden the veil is partially

lifted before death seals the eyes. The dying saint

exclaims

:

I hear a voice you cannot hear,

Which says I must not stay;

I see a hand you cannot see,

Which beckons me away. —Tickell.

Wlio shall say that he is deluded when, with the

light of heaven in his eyes, he declares that he has
seen the Lord? When the silver cord is loosening,

the two worlds mingle into one, and the dying Chris-

tian is partly in heaven before he is altogether out of

earth. As the things of the world recede, the things

of heaven draw near. A sphere is entered into which
earthly friends cannot follow. And what more nat-

ural than at this point of separation there should
come to the departing soul a vision of the glorified

Redeemer such as was given to John %
in Patmos ?

The unaccountable thing would be that Christ should
not come to receive his own unto himself.

A familiar example of the manifestation of Christ

to a dying saint is found in the case of Stephen, the

first Christian martyr. It is said that "he being full

of the Holy Ghost looked up steadfastly into heaven
and saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing on the

right hand of God" (Acts 7:55). But think of
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the crass literalism that sacrificing the spirit for

the letter, attempts to draw from these words an ar-

gument for the absence of Christ. Stephen saw Jesus

in heaven at God's right hand. Where is heaven?

Where is the right hand of God? In some distant

star, or in some spiritual sphere which touches close-

ly upon earth? It is clear that from the council

chamber where Stephen stood, heaven's open gate

was not far distant. So near was heaven to earth,

and so near was the glorified Christ to his suffering

servant, that immediately after Stephen was able to

commit his departing spirit into his hands. As the

stones thrown by his murderers fell upon the martyr

like a shower of hail, muttering the prayer, "Lord, re-

ceive my spirit," he fell asleep in the arms of eternal

love. A moment more and he was with the Lord in

Paradise.

To one who sees the face of Christ the face of

death loses its terror. Death is not to him a dark

valley, but a shining pathway leading up to the

heights upon which rests the light that never fails.

When the Psalmist said, "Though I walk through the

valley of the shadow of death I will fear no evil ; for

thou art with me" (Ps. 23:4), he was not thinking of

death at all. John Bunyan is right in representing

the valley of death-shade not as death, but as one of

the dark and dangerous places this side of death,

through which -every pilgrim must pass on his way to

the celestial city. In the margin of the Revised Ver-

sion the expression, "the valley of the shadow of

death," is rendered "deep darkness." The Christian

in dying does not always, does not generally, pass

through "deep darkness." This is oftener the lot of

those who are left behind. He passes out of darkness

into light. He passes from twilight into nconday

;

from faith to sight ; from hope to fruition ; from tribu-

lation to rest ; from defeat to victory ; from humiliation

to glory ; from the veiled to the unveiled presence of

his Lord.

THE WRMAL CHVRCH, II.

The whole body fitly joined together and compacted.—Eph.
4:16.

A. B. Jones.

ITH every man who duly considers and re-

Wspects the authority of the New Testament

Scriptures, Christian unity must be held

essentially in these three particulars:

"Unity of the body," "Unity of the faith,"

and "Unity of the spirit."

1. Unity of the body. By this is meant
that the visible Church on earth should be

organically associated together as one

body. In discussing the subject of Chris-

tian unity the Apostle Paul, in his Epistle

to the Ephesians, fourth chapter, says, "There is one

body." And again he says, "The whole bodv joined

together and compacted." If this does not mean that

in the normal church all Christians are corporately

associated in one church, and as he elsewhere says,

"members one of another," then some new code of

laws for the interpretation of Scripture must be dis-

covered. Of the correctness of this interpretation the

New Testament abounds in corroborative proofs. Its

positive inhibition of "schims" and "divisions" as dam-
aging and sinful, as well as its positive injunctions

of unity in "the Church which is his body," all point

plainly to this conclusion.

The Savior said, "On this rock I will build my
church," not churches. And the Divine One prayed

"For them which shall believe on me through their

word, that they all may be one," and he is said to be,

"The head over all things to the Church." Concern-
ing this unity of the Church the inspired writers speak

in terms that cannot be mistaken. "From whom the

whole body fitly joined together and compacted by
that which every joint supplieth, according to the ef-

fectual working of every part, maketh increase of the

body." Let us give attention to the style of this lan-

guage
—

"fitly joined together and compacted." Stones

loosely thrown together in a heap have neither strength

nor beauty; but when "fitly joined together and com-
pacted" by the hand of a skillful mechanic they have
both. "Fitly framed and knit together" is the way
the Revised version puts it. Humanity as a thread

is knit together, stitch by stitch, soul by soul, into one
seamless body, the "Church of God." The idea of

this unity in the normal, corporate existence of the

body of Christ is also intensified by the Apostle Paul
in his Epistles to the Corinthians and the Romans
where the Church in the aggregate is compared to

the human body and its members, the eye, the ear. the

hand, the foot, etc.
—"So we being many members.

are one body in Christ, and every one members one of

another."

Violations of \7nity.

That this principle of unity is violated by the de-

nominationalism of the day is too clear to call for

argument ; and that it is violated in the intense form
of democratic church government, which widely ex-

ists, is equally clear. What is the difference between
the sin of denominationalism—denominations without
organic, co-operative function and life, and the sin of

democracy—independent congregations without or-

ganic, co-operative function and life? It is only the

difference between a hundred large divisions in the

body of Christ and a thousand small ones. Let us be

understood. It is not denied that the New Testament
presents to us the congregational feature of the

Church, but this is only an incidental fact. We read

of the "churches of Asia," and of the "churches of

Galatia," and in a still broader view, of the "churches

of Christ."

As a matter of convenience in meeting together for

worship it is necessary to have these separate con-

gregations ; but the Scriptures nowhere emphasize this

congregational idea as an essential and fundamental
one in the life of the Church. We are nowhere ex-

horted to "maintain the congregational idea." to

"guard the independency of the separate congrega-

tions," to "be jealous of the idea of associated church
work." Had it been practicable for all Christians to

have held membership in the first church in Jerusalem
and to have gone up to Mount Zion every Lord's day

to worship, I suppose there would never have been

another congregation. This incidental, congregational

feature of the Church of Christ, in the style of New
Testament thought, is entirely lost in the broader and
grander lesson of the "one body" which obtains in the

sacred writings, and which is emphasized with great

force and in great variety of forms. We make no
plea for an ecclesiasticism, but only for the unity of

the Church of Jesus Christ as set forth in the Scrip-

tures of the New Testament.

In the nature of things, as well as in the Word of

God, the individual Christian has reserved personal

rights and liberties in matters which in nowise affect
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the interest of the local congregation of which he is

a member ; and the local congregation, in like man-
ner, has reserved rights and liberties in things lying

strictly within its own limits, and which, in the nature

of the case, do not involve the interests and the stand-

ing of other congregations or of the Church at large.

But in all questions of a general character, in all

public enterprises, institutions, and agencies repre-

senting the common faith and the common liberality

of the Church of Christ, both the individual and the

local congregation should be subordinated to the idea

of the "unity of the body."

The X/nity of the Faith.

"There is one faith," says the Apostle Paul ; and we
are exhorted to "contend earnestly for the faith once
delivered to the saints." What is that "one faith?"

This is an important question
; probably there is none

more so in the line of our discussion. The outward
life depends largely, if not wholly, on the inward con-

victions ; hence the "unity of the body" depends upon
the "unity of the faith ;" and without the latter we
cannot hope to realize the former.

By the "unity of the faith" we understand a oneness
of belief ; that is, all Christians must believe the same
things. There is a certain faith essential to Christian

character, and without this a man cannot be a Chris-

tian, in the New Testament meaning of that term,

whatever else he may be. And it is to the Scriptural

idea of this subject we must come. What then are

these necessary things of Christian faith ? Here
again we need our optical instrument, an optical in-

strument for the mind's eye, an instrument that is so

constructed as to exclude every foreign element and
bring clearly to view the items and only the items of

necessary Christian faith. Looking through such an
instrument into the souls of men, we would in every
case see precisely the same objects ; and could we
photograph this Christian faith in a thousand different

men no man could distinguish one from the other.

They would be as identical as are the several pictures

which the artist makes from the same negative.
In that picture neither the peculiarities of Episco-

palianism, Presbyterianism, Methodism, Baptistism
nor any other ism could ever be found ; nor would any
question of mere human expediency ever obtrude itself

there. All questions, too, of speculative theology, all

denominational dogmatics concerning the mysterious
nature of the Godhead; concerning the atonement;
concerning the operation of the Holy Spirit—whether
before or after the word, or concurrent with the word

;

concerning the remission of sins—whether before or
after or concurrent with baptism, would be forever
excluded. While correct notions on all these subjects
are desirable, and would bring their reward, yet that
they are essential items of the "one faith" cannot be
accepted without rendering the sublime, scriptural idea
of the "unity of the faith" an impossibility and an
absurdity. In essentials there must be unity, in non-
essentials there may be differences. What a splen-
did optical instrument that will be that will bring
out in clear outline these essential items of Christian
faith and exclude the differing non-essentials! The
world is waiting to applaud the inventive genius who
will produce such an instrument.

Liberty, Mo.

Success don't consist in never making blunders, but
in never making the same one the second time.

—

Bil-
lings.

"SWBJECTIVE 'BA'R'RIE'RS TO
T*RVTH."

Geprge Luther Cady.

T HAS been one of the beautiful dreams
of those who possessed truth that all that

was needed for its acceptance was that it

might be perceived. The dream is as false

as it is beautiful. The young propagandist
starts out with a truth which he knows
to be resting on God as its foundation, but
he finds that the world is not tumbling
over itself in a mad scramble to possess it.

Many a man has had the heart taken out
of him and his faith in humanity shaken

because he has found that truth has no easy path to

victory, but must fight for its life through interminable
and almost insuperable obstacles. The cynicism he
is often cursed with as the only result of his labors

would have been prevented if he had taken a good
course in psychology, for he would find that truth

must not only be "perceived," but "apperceived" or
classified with the knowledge which he already pos-
sesses or rather possesses him. Here stands. a body
of truth and here stands the mind—the problem would
be very simple if the mind were only a tabula rasa, but
that mind is already written upon from infancy—nay,
from before infancy ; the door to that mind is already
crowded with facts, and supposed facts, through which
every new truth must run the gauntlet. Truth comes
to every man not as from an open heaven, but as

through highly-colored windows—colored by the ideas,

prejudices, opinions and customs which make us just

what we are. No man sees face to face, but all through
a glass darkly. Truth is judged not by its objective

value, but by the subjective state of the mind. The
subjective element is the ultimately determining fac-

tor against which the forces of truth or error, how-
ever great, are massed in vain. Prof. Patrick in an
article on "The Psychology of Prejudice" (Pop. Sci.

Mo., 36, p. 633) says: "All knowledge is the result of
the union of two factors, one objective and one sub-
jective. To know anything is to refer it to some-
thing known before. Knowledge is classification.

The class is within us; the thing to be classified is

without. We see things not as they are, but as zve
are."

The reason that no two men see alike is that no
two men have the same set of ideas alreadv in the
mind with which to "apperceive" the new idea which
presents itself. A group of men are looking at Pike's
Peak; one thinks of the silver and gold that fills its

bosom—he is a mineralogist; another of the strata of
rocks and wonders at the upheavals of the unmeasured
past which made it possible—he is a geologist ; an-
other is amazed at the skill of the cogwheel railroad

—

he is an engineer; another sees only the light and
shade which cover it and the varied colors which the,

others could not see probably even if they were pointed
out-—he is an artist; another sees behind it the hand
of its Maker and is silent before the majesty of such
a power—he is a theologian and a worshipper; each
has seen the thing which his mind has been trained to
see and which the facts of his mind are most able to
classify.

Here is a man who has been raised among beer-
drinking parents and you could just as easily con-
vince a cow that it is wrong to eat grass or a dog that
it is wrong to gnaw a bone as to convince that man
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that it is unethical for him to follow the customs of his

ancestors, while I, raised among total abstainers and

with a mother who never went out without the white

ribbon on her breast, could never be convinced but that

the whole liquor business is born of the devil, and I

shall probably go down to my grave hating it and pray-

ing God for an ever-increasing capacity for hatred

Or here is an old soldier who carries in his body the

scars of the great conflict, in his veins the fever, and

in his bones the rheumatism, still remind him of the

damp nights out on the southern fields and bid him

never forget the cost of defeating a party of men
who were bent on destroying the Union. It is next

to impossible to convince him that there can be any

virtue in the Democratic or any vice in the Republican

party. I well remember hearing old Prof. Barrows

(father of President Barrows) in Olivet, while speak-

ing in a prayer meeting on the night of Cleveland's

first election. His great, deep voice filled the room,

his dimmed eye lighting up flashed out from under

his shaggy eyebrows, as he said, "If Cleveland is

elected this country will run red with blood!" The
dear old man had been through those trying days when
Democrat stood for disloyalty, and he, always one of

the most uncompromising of abolitionists, had suffered

for the sins of his country, and the thought of a Dem-
ocratic president refused to be classified or to be as-

sociated with the facts that had made up his past.

The bubbling buoyancy and irrepressible optimism

of Emerson is to be charged not more to his faith than

to his good digestion. He says : "In good health the

air is a cordial of incredible virtue. Crossing a bare

common, in snow puddles, at twilight, under a clouded

sky, without having in my thoughts any occurrence

of especial good fortune, I have enjoyed a perfect

exhilaration. I am glad to the brink of fear." But

let another man with poor digestion, with nerves all

on the outside, with constant fear that feet wet from

these same snow puddles will precipitate ancestral lung

disease, how much of the "exhilaration" or gladness

will he experience ? Many a time have I studied over

the problem of life and evil until the brain was all

in a whirl, hope languished and faith limped : then I

have dropped my books, taken my golf sticks, breathed

my lungs full of God's good ozone, felt the blood

coursing through every vein, saw the sunset casting

its halo over the hills, and when I came back it was

easy to sing with Browning,

"God's in His heaven,

"All's well with the world
!"

Nowhere is the subjective element more prominent

or persistent than in religion. What with self-in-

terest, inherited convictions and prejudices, religion

has a sad fight for life! Simply because it is the

province of the Christian religion to make old things

pass away and to make all things new, religious ap-

perception is most weak. Prof. Romanes gives an ex-

planation of the fact that women are in the majority

in the Church. He says: "Women as a class are in

all countries much more disposed to Christianity than

men. I have no doubt that the larger part of the ex-

planation would consist in the passions of women be-

ing less ardent than those of men. Now nothing is so

inimicable to Christian belief as un-Christian conduct.

This is essentially the case as regards impurity; for

whether the fact be explained on religious grounds or

on non-religious, it has more to do with unbelief than

speculative "reason. Consequently woman is, for all

these reasons, the 'fitter' type for receiving and re-

taining Christian belief."

If one were to ask the average church member why
the Gospel proceeds so slowly in its triumph he would
be met with a criticism of the pulpit. However much
may be said (and more than enough could be said)

about the weakness and worldliness of the ministry, no
one would be so rash as to point to the minister to ac-

count for the failure of the immediate ministry of Him
who cried "How often would I—but ye would not!"

Jesus himself refused to rest under such an explana-

tion and spoke that marvelous parable on the barriers

of the subjective life and "apperception"—the Parable
of the Sower and the Soil. Jesus knew that He sowed
the good seed in vain in soil hardened by preconceived
notions of how the Messiah must come, or corrupted
by passions, self-interest and prejudice already in

full possession. Even the preaching of Him who
could say "I am the Truth" was powerless when con-
fronted by such subjective barriers. Ought not this

to make us more patient in the sowing and more self-

scrutinizing lest we nullify the truth ?

I thought the shining sun was dark,
And dark the bending skies

;

Alas, I find the darkness all

Is in my blinded eyes.

I thought my fellow men were cold
And from me stood apart

;

Deceived was I—the coldness all

Is in my frozen heart.

No music in the rippling brook
Nor in the breeze I find

;

The brook and breeze are not to blame

—

No music's in my mind.

No beauty beams in all the fields,

In flowers, shrub or tree

;

Yet not in them, but in myself
Is the deformity.

I ask not that the outer world
Another face may wear";

But that myself, myself be changed,
I make my daily prayer.

Iowa City, Iowa.

Strange coincidences sometimes occur in the choice

of texts for sermons. Rarely does a preacher find his

selection more incongruous and more an occasion of

laughter than in the following instance

:

Dr. Dale, of Birmingham, during a July outing on
the island of Ventnor, had arranged to preach there on
a certain Sunday. The Thursday before his engage-
ment, while on an excursion to Carisbrooke. he fell

from one of the old castle walls, broke an arm. and
dislocated his elbow. He, of course, could not meet
his appointment, and Rev. Dr. Halley preached in his

stead.

Not knowing the nature of Dr. Dale's illness, he in-

nocently anounced as his text Psalm 34:20, "He keep-

eth all his bones ; not one of them is broken."
This was too much for the gravity of the congrega-

tion. A ripple of laughter ran through the congrega-
tion. The reverend doctor was made uneasily

conscious that something was wrong, but he could not

discover the cause of the merriment until he had fin-

ished his sermon and left the pulpit. He was acutely

distressed on learning what he had done, especially

when he found that some of the people supposed the

choice of his incongruous text had been intentional.
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LE TTE*RS
TO THE -BOOKLOV E *R.

DOCT'RJJVE AA» VOE.T'Ry,

My Dear Friend:

I have just laid down the daily paper which contains

the report of some things which Prof. O. L. Triggs

of Chicago University has said. This is the teacher

who some months ago made himself famous by com-

paring the brain power of Rockefeller with that of

Shakespeare. The report says that on this occasion

he disparaged the entire hymnology of the church as

being unpoetical, and asserted that orthodoxy and

poetry are incompatible with one another.
_
As these

assertions are made now and again by various kinds

of people and as they deeply concern every Christian

man who is a true book lover, I think it worth whde

to consider the two main positions thus described.

In the first place, Prof. Triggs apparently asserts

that pure literature and especially poetry ought not to

be appreciated by orthodox people; or conversely

orthodox thinkers cannot produce pure literature or

poetry. He seems to have said after naming half a

dozen modern poets that "all are heterodox or Uni-

tarian in their teachings." My first impulse would be

to suggest to any one who makes this
_
assertion a

course of reading in the biographies of literary men.

One might recall such names as Milton, Samuel John-

son, DeQuincey, Wordsworth, not to speak of Brown-

ing' and Tennyson, and ask whether these bright stars

in the firmament of pure literature are accurately de-

scribed as "heterodox or Unitarian." One would much

liked to have heard an impromptu opinion from Sam-

uel Johnson on Prof. Triggs and his doctrine It is

true indeed that John Foster wrote an elaborate essay

inquiring why evangelicalism was disliked by men of

taste. But the evangelicalism of which he thought is

not to be confused with the fundamental orthodoxy

which one would ascribe in spite of Prof. Triggs to

such a man as Browning.
There can be little doubt that poetry of the higher

kini has always depended upon the possession of faith,

the enjoyment of an outlook towards the infinite.

The men who believe that all reality is included with-

in the reach of the five senses and is traversed within

the span of a human life have never proved themselves

inspiring teachers nor thrilling poets. I need only

to remind you of the pitiable poetry of modern pes-

simism; it is forceful, passionate, full of imagery.

It has many of the claims to permanent value which

belong only to best literature, but it is not true in its

fundamental teachings. It is narrow in its conception

of man ; bitter in its reflections upon the history and

the destiny of man; and therefore it fails and must

fail to hold the attention and the admiration of man-

kind. But some one will say, is it not true that

orthodox doctrines cannot be made the subjects of

poetical consideration? On this I might easily write

a separate and long letter for I believe it could be

fully proved that some of the noblest poetry in the

English language has been quickened by the con-

templation of those facts which orthodox doctrines de-

scribe. I suppose it is orthodox to believe in the

dogma of immortality, and one thinks of Wordsworth's

Ode. I suppose it is orthodox to believe in Incarna-

tion, and one thinks of Milton's ode on "A Nativity."

I suppose .it is orthodox to believe in the Deity of

Christ, and one thinks of Browning's "Epistle of

Karshish." And as one believes in the atonement and

thinks of the cross, of all the allusions to it in a world

of poetry, of the emotions it has quickened and the

lyric outbursts which have arisen in the contemplation

of it, one feels convinced that even the dogma of

an atonement has proved itself a fountain of sweetest

song.

In the second place I have space only for a few
words on the opinion attributed to Prof. Triggs re-

garding the element of poetry that is to be found in

the hymns of the Christian Church. He seems to hold

the very narrow opinion that unless a verse can be

called thoroughly poetical, it ought to be named dog-

gerel. The one hymn which he seems to have dis-

covered as possessing poetical element is Newman's
"Lead, Kindly Light." Of course he condemns Watts

;

and yet that Watts had his high moments I must main-
tain. I think it was Matthew Arnold who said that

the famous hymn "When I Survey the Wondrous
Cross" was the finest hymn in existence, and true

poetry. To think for a moment only of the great

hymns in the light of their poetical quality is to recall

one after another which moves in a very atmosphere
of feeling and imagery; and these are the two essen-

tials of poetry. Read over such hymns as "O Worship
the King" or "Dismiss Me not Thy Service Lord" or

"Here, O my Lord, I See Thee Face to Face," and
tell me whether these hymns which the church loves

are not also poems of the purest water.

The fact is that a hymn is written not for the sake

of poetry, but the poetry is sometimes used in a

hymn for the sake of the hymn. There are many of

the greatest hymns which will outlast all the poetry

—

all the love lyrics that our literary epicures can pro-

duce next year—which have not a single metaphor in

them, but they serve the sublime end of a hymn which
is to express or to create a religious emotion. It may
take the form of a prayer or of a meditation ; it may
be hortatory or it may be didactic ; but if in fitting

and musical language it stirs or utters a religious act

of the soul, it is a true hymn. Some of us "ministers"

who desire to exercise literary taste sometimes em-
ploy false canons of criticism upon the hymns we
select for our congregations. In some churches the
tendency in recent years has been very strong to-

wards the use of hymns which are called poetical, but
which in their vagueness, in their sentimental weak-
ness, cannot compare for power with the grander and
more rugged doctrinal hymns of the church.

I am yours faithfully, A Bookman

On me nor Priest, nor Presbyter, nor Pope,
Bishop or Dean may stamp a party name

;

But Jesus, with his largely human scope,

The service of my human life may claim.—John Stuart Blackie.

Rev. James Learmouth says : "I like the story that

is told about two frogs. They found themselves in a
pail of milk, and they could not jump out. One
turned faint-hearted, and said to the other: 'Good-
bye. I sink, I die.' Said his chum : 'Brace up, you
duffer, keep jumpin,' and see what turns up.' So they
kept on jumping up and down all night, and by morn-
ing, so the story says, they had churned the milk into

butter, and so they escaped safe to land. I do not say
that is a true story, but the spirit of it is true. The
frog was right. If you realize that you are working
for God, when you are at school or running the er-

rand, you will also feel that you must never give in,

nor give up—you must 'overcome.'
"
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Charles M. Sheldon, D. D.

**And Jacob was left alone; and there wrestled a man with him
until the breaking ot the day."—Genesis xxxii., 24.

"And Jacob said I will not let thee go (verse 26) except thou
bless me."
"And he blessed him there." (Verse 29.)

Iii the entire realm of literature there is perhaps

no more strange, exciting, dramatic picture than this

which we have just read from the

thirty-second chapter of Genesis. Jacob

had just left his father-in-law, Laban.

He had been with him twenty years.

In that time by his industry and
shrewdness he had become a rich

•man in the wealth of those days

which was counted by flocks and

nerds more than by cash money.

There had grown up a feeling of jealousy on the part

of Laban at the sight of Jacob's success. When
Jacob noticed it he made his plans to leave the coun-

try of Padan Aram, where Laban lived, and go back

to his old home in Canaan.

He was afraid- to let Laban know of his plan and

went away by stealth. On the third day Laban found

out his departure, and in anger, because Rachel, Ja-

cob's wife, had stolen the idols out of her father's

tent, he pursued after Jacob and finally overtook him.

Then followed a scene between these two rugged

herdsmen, a scene which at one time almost prom-

ised to become a conflict of blows as well as words.

Finally Laban agreed to a treaty or covenant of peace

which was signed after the manner of those days by

the erection of a heap of stones and the swearing of

the oath. "The Lord watch between me and thee

when we are absent one from another."

After this had been done., Jacob offered a sacrifice

and there was a feast of reconciliation. Early the

next morning Laban and his people took peaceful

leave of Jacob and went back home.

So far all had gone well with Jacob, in spite of the

fact that he had not always been a man of high and

•noble principle. The age in which he lived accounts

for some of the transactions of those times—trans-

actions which now in the light of Christian teaching

would be characterized as decidedly shrewd, even to

the verge of business dishonesty, and no doubt there

are plenty of shrewd, cunning Jacobs today. How-
ever, the now wealthy herdsman had escaped from
his father-in-law, who had certainly made Jacob work
for his wages, and Jacob had avoided a battle with

him. But a greater danger confronted him. Years

before Jacob had wronged his brother Esau. In plain

English, he had, by a trick in which his mother had
assisted him, cheated his brother Esau out of his

rights as the first-born son. When Esau realized

what had been done he made his plans to kill his

brother. So Jacob was obliged to run away from
home in fear of his life. For twenty years he had
been an exile in Syria. During all that time he had
mot dared sfo home for fear of Esau. Now, then, as

he lurned his face southward and drew nearer the

scenes of his boyhood, and the recollection of the

great wrong he had done Esau came upon him with
greater vividness, he was terribly afraid. He re-

membered Esau's wild, lawless character. He thought
what a revenge Esau would have in capturing, after

the fashion of those times, all the hard-earned cattle

and the property so painfully acquired during those

twenty years of labor, and even Jacob's wives and
children, after killing him and his followers. With
this fear in his heart he sent messengers on ahead
to meet Esau, who, Jacob had ascertained! was only

a few miles distant. The messengers returned with
the alarming news that Esau was coming on to meet
Jacob and four hundred men with him.

"Then Jacob was greatly afraid and distressed"

(verse 7). What could be expected from this wild
Arab Bedouin of the desert with his company of four
hundred lawless followers except an onslaught that

would result in certain death for him and his small

body of servants. But he was not so terrified that

he did not do what he believed would pacify " his

brother. Like a prudent general he divided his lit-

tle company. Then he prayed to Jehovah for pro-

tection. Then he picked out a large number of cat-

tle, and camels, bunched them in droves and sent them
on 1 ahead as a present to Esau. After that, he took
his wives and servants and sons and sent them across

the ford, or ravine, which probably had a stream of

water running through it at the time. But Jacob
himself remained on the bank of the ravine. The
night was already partly spent. The narrator of this

romance of the early life of the human family gives

us no glimpse ofthe outward features of that memor-
able scene. Whether it was starlight or cloudy,

whether it was a night of profound stillness, or hoarse
with chilling winds that swept through the ravine, the

writer does not stop to tell us. The narrative goes on
simply to say, "And Jacob was left alone ; and there

wrestled a man with him until- the break of the day."

Around this verse and the account which follows

learned men have written much to explain what the

story means. Some think Jacob fell asleep and
dreamed that he wrestled with a man. Others think

that his fear of Esau caused him to imagine that one
of Esau's men stole upon him in the night and at-

tacked him, and hence the story. Still others, while

accepting the spiritual teaching of the narrative, deny
that Jacob actually wrestled with a real being. Others
again stick to the literal statements and believe that

in some way, not explained, Jacob actually had a

struggle that night with a real person and that this

person was the Divine Being, called in our text "a
man," in verses 28 and 30 "God," and in Hosea 12.

3rd, "the angel." My own opinion is as follows:

First of all we must remember this was a great

crisis in the life of Jacob. It makes little difference

that he had been a bad man in some ways, at present

he was in sore distress and fear and he had repented

him of the evil done his brother and asked the Divine
Being for help.

In the second place we must remember it was the

age of the childhood of the race, when God was still

teaching men certain great truths through outward,
physical object lessons.

In the third place we need to remember that the

divine power may adapt itself to any form of expres-

sion in order to make an impression on the heart and
mind of a man, and that because it is unusual it is no
evidence that it could not occur.

In the fourth place we must remember the end
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which God had in view in subjecting Jacob to this

test. The means employed are not the subject of dis-

cussion so much as the end attained. As long as we
are finite we shall always wonder at God's use of

means. The end in view in this case, it seems to me,

is so plain, so necessary, so far reaching that the

mind which stops to criticise the means loses the very

kernel of the entire truth, misses the whole teaching

of this remarkable story of the wrestling Jacob.

So, then, it is my opinion, that on that night by

the ford Jabbok back in the early annals of human
history the man Jacob really did wrestle with a real

being, who was in a real sense the divine Person,

known in Old Testament language as "a man," or

"the angel of the Lord," and even as "God" him-

self. It was, I believe, the Divine Being, who after-

wards was manifested to the world as Jesus Christ,

the incarnate God, who wrestled with the man Jacob

that night. And the whole object of that struggle

which went on until day began to break over the hills

of Moab, was to teach, not only Jacob, but the en-

tire race for all time, that divine blessing sometimes

comes out of persistent, long continued, faithful, cour-

ageous struggle with the divine power. And Jacob
said, "I will not let thee go except thou bless me."

"And He blessed him there."

In passing on, therefore, to an application of this

great truth of "blessing the result of wrestling with

God," let us bow our hearts in thanksgiving to Him
who thus early in the history of mankind left us so

great a witness to the fact of the power which man
has to prevail with the Almighty.

i. First of all let us notice the fact that God some-
times tests men to find if they are worthy to endure
and struggle. He lets them get into trouble and per-

plexity and when the crisis comes He sometimes
seems to fight against the man instead of for him.

The Christian is not miraculously delivered out of

sorrow and trouble and anxiety. The test comes for

him when at the crisis of his life he seizes on the

Divine and wrestles with him for victory.

After men have come up to difficulties, or they have
faced doubt and the dark waters have seemed to go
over their souls—then in the dark they are aware of

one who is testing their strength and courage and
persistence. Will they hold on until the blessing

comes ? Ah ! That is the test supreme ! The divine

power has seized on them. Will they grapple with
it to prevail, to claim the blessing, to demand it and
so win the struggle? I say it is the man who has
come out of this wrestling with the Divine, where
just they two have been alone, who goes to meet the

enemy of his soul when day springs, with peace and
courage in his heart. As a prince, such a man has
power with God and men and will prevail. The test,

the test of a man that God sometimes uses ! He
knows best. Purest gold comes out of the fire.

Strongest hearts come out of struggling for the bless-

ing, not content until the blessing is bestowed.

2. There is a lesson here for men who are fight-

ing for the victory over tremendous sins and evils in

their lives. If they will only keep at it they will

prevail. Men give up too easily. They do not claim
the blessing long enough and hard enough. They do
not wrestle until the break of day. They give up in

despair and go down to defeat in the dark. If there
is a soul here this morning who is in the clutches

„of some great fear or evil, remember, dear soul, the
divine power is mightier than your trouble. Do not
let him go until the blessing is given. Oh, how easy

men give up! How lazily they fight their besetting

sins ! How quickly excuses are made for wrong-
doing! How shamefully men fall back on the sins

of their grandparents and even go back as far as

Adam and blame him for their own weakness and er-

rors ! Shame on us that we do not use the power
we have with God ! Is it not true that no matter what
weakness and imperfections we have, we can over-

come them with the help of the Almighty? How far

have we a right to blame our tendencies, our sins,

on our ancestors, or our surroundings? It is a ques-

tion whether too much of that has not been done.

Take our criminal population. It has been the teach-

ing and training of men for years that the hereditary

influence to crime and sin was so great that very lit-

tle, if any, blame could be attached to the law breaker.

And so he was in many cases almost entirely let out

of responsibility for his actions. There is at the

present time, I am happy to believe, a swing of the

pendulum away from this teaching. A recent notable

contribution to medical and criminal science flatly

contradicts much of the sentimental, weakly teaching

along the line of transmitted tendency. It says that

by far the larger proportion of all criminals have a

definite, fixed purpose and method in their crime, and
could, by the exercise of the will, which has been

theirs to use, rise above this environment and become
useful and honest citizens. That is, in other words,
as Bishop Vincent says, in his lecture on "Tom and
His Teachers," the human being can seize on a divine

power outside of himself and outside of his environ-

ment and by dint of struggle compel for himself a

blessing from the divine in the world. How much
better it is for us to teach this doctrine to the world
than the old, depressing, hopeless doctrine of survival

of the fittest, that left men largely at the mercy of

their ancestors and their local surroundings, and cool-

ly and heartlessly left God all out of the account.

Here is a young man just beginning to drink and in-

dulge in some small vice that will ruin his health.

Don't say to him, "Poor fellow, you can't help it.

You must sow these wild oats and get over it in

time perhaps." Appeal to the power that lies all

outside of his weakness—the divine power that will

test the wrestling powers of the young man's man-
hood, but will also give the blessing of victory. If

a boy is thrown into bad company he can be better

than his company. If he is exposed to great temp-
tations he must be taught that there is a way of escape
provided. If his surroundings are peculiar he must
remember that so are his advantages. If the night
is dark he must feel the presence of the strength of

God and wrestle until the break of day. O friends,

we don't claim the blessing that might be ours. With
all heaven on our side, we let hell march in and spike

our guns and take our fortress and make us prison-

ers, and we never call upon the reserve troops. Shame
on the world for shrinking behind its weaknesses and
its inherited vices and its easily besetting sins, when
if it had wrestled mightily with God it had before this

have prevailed and gone singing over the ravine as

the sun rose.

3. There is a lesson here for the Christian disciple.

It is a lesson of hope. God wants us to keep at it.

There are certain things which nothing but time can
accomplish, nothing but persistency can bring about.

It takes time to see results. It takes time for things

to grow. "We must not weary in well doing, for in

due season we shall reap if we faint not." There is

not a single promise in the Bible for the lazy Chris-

tian or the Christian who takes a Sunday school class
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for two or three months and then gets discour-

aged and gives it up, or the church member who has
a spasm of good resolutions about the first of the

year and then loses his temper the first time he is

asked to do something hard for someone in need, or
the Christian disciple who is all the time finding fault

because everything is not all right at present. But
there are plenty of promises for the patient, the long-
suffering, the persistent, the faithful, the every -day-in-

the-year Christians. God has always blessed effort

that had a definite end and aim. Your nervous, ir-

ritable, changeable, fickle, never-do-anything-long-at-

a-time Christians always miss the blessing. They
have not learned to say, "We will not let thee go ex-

cept thou bless us."

What is the lesson taught the church of Christ?
Are we putting out our greatest strength? President

Gates, formerly of Iowa College, recently said that

Christianity is as yet only playing at the problems
of the world. And I believe he is right. The church
is not in earnest yet. Christianity has not yet braced
itself with persistent, not to be denied struggle with
the Divine for the blessing. We do not claim the

full stretch of the promises. We do not ask God for

great enough things. We do not mean it when . we
pray. How many members of this church have been
as eager this last week to save some lost soul, or re-

lieve some desponding creature, as they have been to

make money, or avoid the loss of it? What is it that

most of us are eager for? What is it that we will

give most time to ? Where are we willing to sacrifice

the most in order to accomplish the most? What are

the most valuable things in the thought of the disci-

pleship of this church? I am only raising the ques-

tion. Do we want the blessing? Do we want it

enough to fling our whole strength into it? And can

we expect God to bless us untiil we do? In this

struggle with the Infinite we get what we ask for

if we are in earnest, and we don't get it unless we
are. Oh, for the church of Christ to rise to her op-

portunity and privilege ! There never was so great

a need of prevailing with God. He ever stands ready

to grant our great desires. The little, insignificant,

trivial remedies which men are suggesting for the

reliei of the world's want and trouble and despair and
unrest and sin would be laughable if the whole situa-

tion was not so terrible. We prescribe remedies for

indigestion when what ails us is heart disease. The
trouble with this old world is its awful selfishness.

The remedy for it does not lie in a few legislative

enactments, but in the regeneration of human nature,

the complete union of the human and the divine in

sympathy and purpose to build up the kingdom of

God on earth. And this regeneration cannot be

brought about except through the Spirit of God as

men are willing to have him work in them. And this

Spirit is given to those who ask. "Ask and it shall

be given you." But we don't ask. It is not yet su-

preme with us. What do you think could resist the

pressure we could bring to bear if, as a Christian

community, we would unite to .say to God we will not

be content until our son, our neighbor, our friend, our
companion, our city is saved? We will not cease

our importunity until our desire is granted. "We
will not let thee go except thou bless us." Yes, there

is the test. Do we want the blessing enough to wres-
tle for it with all our might? Are we ready to en-

dure? Do we care to sacrifice ease and physical

pleasure and indulgence in order that souls may be

saved? If we do, the blessing is ours.

The prevailing power of man with God is the most
hopeful fact in the world today. The church that

wants a blessing can get it. The man who wants a
blessing can get it. The world is waiting again as it

waited in the times of the Reformation for the holy
arm of the Most High to be made bare in the sight

of the nations. Still, now, as then, he works through
men to save men. He is testing. And sifting. And
in the process of his wonderful designs he is longing
to have the church fling herself, with eager fury of
desire, into the wrestling that prevails like a prince.

Is she ready to do that? Is this church prepared to

wrestle with the Angel of Jehovah and prevail?
Again I would place the picture of the wrestling

Jacob before you. Do we want the blessing? Do
we feel the awful need of it? Do we really mean it

when we pray for the salvation of men? Will we
sacrifice time and money and pleasure to get it? Are
we ready to struggle through the darkness alone?
Then, if we are, the time will come when the east

shall begin to pale with the coming Sun, and the An-
gel who has tested our strength, with infinite con-
descension for our weakness, but with mysterious rev-
erence for our humanity, will say, "Let me go, for the

day breaketh." Then we will reply, with him who
cried out luminous years of history ago, even after

feeling the great power of God, "I will not let thee go
except thou bless me." And, as then, for he is the

same forever, the Lord will bless us there, and as

we pass over to meet our enemy the Sun shall rise

upon us and we shall go our way in peace.

Topeka, Kansas.

"BIBLE SCHOOL.
A'B'RAHAM AffD LOT.

Lesson for August 4, 1901, Gen. 13: 1-18.

Golden Text: Whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them. Matt. 7 : 12.

And Abram went up out
of Egypt, he, and his wife,

and all that he had, and Lot
with him, into the south.

2 And Abram was very
rich in cattle, in silver, and
in gold.

3 And he went on his jour-
neys from the south even to

Beth-el, unto the place
where his tent had been at
Beth-el and Hai;

4 Unto the place of the
altar, which he had made
there at the first; and there
Abram called on the name
of the Lord.

5 And Lot also, which
went with Abram, had
flocks, and herds, and tents.

6 And the land was not
able to bear them, that they
might dwell together: for
their substance was great,
so that they could not dwell
together.

7 And there was a strife

between the herdmen of
Abram's cattle and the herd-
men of Lofs cattle; and the
Canaanite and the Periz-
zite dwelled then in the
land.

8 And Abram said unto
Lot, Let there be no strife,

I pray thee, between me
and thee, and between my
herdmen and thy herdmen;
for we be brethren.

9 Is not the whole land be-
fore thee? Separate thyself,
I pray thee, from me: if

thou wilt take the left hand,
then I will go to the right;
or if thou depart to the
right hand, then I will go to
the left.

10 And Lot lifted up his
eye, and beheld all the plain

of Jordan, that it was well
watered everywhere, before
the Lord destroyed Sodom
and Gomorrah, even as the
garden of the Lord, like the
land of Egypt, as thou
comest unto Zoar.

11 Then Lot chose him all
the plain of Jordan; and
Lot journeyed east: and
they separated themselves
the one from the other.

12 Abram dwelled in the
land of Canaan, and Lot
dwelled in the cities of the
plain, and pitched his tent
toward Sodom.

13 But the men of Sodom
were wicked and sinners be-
fore the Lord exceedingly.
14 And the Lord said unto

Abram, after that Lot was
separated from him, Lift up
now thine eyes, and look
from the place where thou
art northward, and south-
ward, and eastward, and
westward:

15 For all the land which
thou seest, to thee will I

give it, and to thy seed for
ever.
16 And I will make thy

seed as the dust %t the
earth; so that if a man can
number the dust of the
earth, then shall thy seed
also be numbered.
17 Arise, walk Through the

land in the length of it and
in the breadth of it; for I

will give It unto thee.
•IS Then Abram removed

his tent, and came and dwelt
in the plain of Mamre,
which is in Hebron, and
built there an altar unto the
Lord.
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A CHICAGO GEACHETt'S JVOGEST OJ4
GHE L.ESSOJ1.

Elias A. Long.

Ghe /Nations: Abram in Egypt.

The time of this lesson is commonly reckoned at

about B. C. 1918. Chaklea and Mesopotamia, Ab-
ram's native place, as well as Assyria, were at this

time ruled by an Elamite dynasty. (Chapt. 14: 1,4.)

Egypt is of especial interest from the fact of Abram's
recent return from that land. Egypt is supposed to

have been ruled at this time by the famous Hyksos or

Shepherd Kings who appear to have been invaders

•from Canaan and Arabia. For 500 years or more
they had held the Egyptians in bondage. Abram evi-

dently needed no interpreter before the reigning king,

and this by some is taken as indicating that the king

was of Semitic blood like himself.

A Lesson on Moral Choice.

The present lesson is one of the most practical in

the Bible. It treats of human choices ; and of their

significance and influence on the chooser and on others.

Shall we, like Abram, make our choice to keep close

to God and his altar or like Lot shall we choose to

pitch our tent towards worldly Sodom? Each of us,

young and old, is called continually to make some
such decision. Let us from this lesson learn to dis-

cern the consequences of choice whether of com-
panions, of pleasures, of business or any other matter.

Let us be warned by Lot's choice, that what may ap-

pear "as the garden of the Lord" (V. 10) may turn

out to be the very seat of Satan (Rev. 2: 13), and
destructive to that which is most precious and eternal.

Let us not forget that we are liable to deception in

the great decisions of our lives.

V. 1, 2. In Egypt. "Up out of Egypt." Up from the

lands of the Nile near the sea-level to the hills of Canaan.
The length of Abram's residence in Egypt is unknown. But
Egypt brought special temptation to Abram ; it was his first

altarless experience, for it is not said that he there erected an
altar. Abram had yet to learn some lesson about clinging close

to God. Fearing for his life, which doubtless was in great
peril from the fierce shepherd kings (Chap. 12:12), he was
"overtaken" (Gal. 6:1) by the sin of making a deceptive state-

ment about his wife, who in fact was his half-sister. Gen.
20:12. His sin is recorded, but it is not condoned. We
should not forget, however, that Abram had been raised in

idolatry. The whole of his life was a struggle against un-
righteousness, and he conquered and grew in holiness. Let
not Abram be judged by our light, but by his. * * *

"Abram was very rich." Not as the world to-day counts
riches, but as compared to neighboring sheiks. The account
in Chap. 14:23 shows that Abram had a certain aversion to

earthly riches, even when ihey came to him by right. To pos-
sess a hundred tents and a thousand each of sheep and goats
was, for an Arab sheik, considered rich. See by verses 8-9 the
kind of a rich man Abram was. His prosperity certainly did
not interfere with his growth as a saint of God.

V. 3, 4. Return to the Altar. "Even to Bethel." Abram's
return direct to Bethel is a seeming admission that his Egyptian
trip was a mistake. * * * "Place of altar." The altar

appears to have been fir^t in his thoughts. He loved it. He
would rather be a doorkeeper in the house of his God than to

dwell in the tents of wickedness. Psa. 84 : 10. By means of
the altar he proclaimed the one true God to all who were
about him. * * * "Call on... Lord." This implies that

public worship was reestablished, for Abram now had a numer-
ous camp. It also may indicate a condition of humility and
contrition for his acts in Egypt, with a desire for a closer walk
with God.

V. 5, 6. Rival Shepherds. "Lot also." Lot, Abram's
nephew, had many good traits, but his conduct was too much
influenced by the company he kept. When he was near
Abram and God's altar he appears to have been safe. Lot's
great peril was in not fearing evil surroundings. * * *

"Land was not able to bear them." With increasing flocks the

shepherds had to spread out; there was a shortage of pasture

and water. Prosperity breaks more saints than adversity.

Luk. 8: 14.

V. 7. Works of Flesh. "A strife." Prosperity, without
spiritual guidance, tended as it often does, to strife about
property rights. "Now, the works of the flesh are manifest. ..

variance, emulations, wrath, strife." Gal. 5:20. Privation

could not separate uncle and nephew, but prosperity did.

* * * 'Canaanite and the Perizzite." Canaanites were
descendants of Canaan, the fourth son of Ham. The origin

of the Perizzites is obscure. These people are mentioned to

show why the vicinity of Bethel was crowded. They must
have been pleased to see strife between the new comers.

Jas. 3 : 16.

V. 8. The Walk of Faith. "Let there be no strife." The
true child of faith is always a peacemaker. Abram had never
heard of the Sermon on the Mount, with its blessings for the

peacemakers and its golden rule, but he had received wisdom
from above (Jas. 3: 17) that was "peaceable, gentle, easy to be

entreated without partiality." This was his guide. * * *

"Between me. . .thee. . .herdmen." When the voices of the

herdmen were raised in strife, Lot began to regard himself as

an injured man. How easily quarrel is fomented by others.
* * * "We be brethren." Then let us act like brethren, for

we need the love and the strength that grows out of union.

Abram also felt that he was a light in the heathen world
before the Canaanite and Perjzzite. Through faith he set his

affections on things above. He sought "a city which hath
foundations." Col. 3:2; Heb. 11 : 10. Just as we have faith in

God's pledge to provide all needful things, it is impossible for

us to be greedy and selfish. How is this applicable to those in

the church and in the Sunday school?

V. 9. Fruits of the Spirit. "The whole land before thee."

Abram now willingly offers to give up his rights for the larger

good. To a man of faith in God's exceedingly great and
precious promises, nothing in this world is large enough to

afford a basis for strife. He that kneels conquers. All things

work together for good to them that love God. Rom. 8 : 28.

* * * "I w ill go to the right. . .to the left." Abram walked
by faith, not by sight. He was unselfish, generous, and con-
descending to one younger and less deserving than himself.

He had the best of grounds for taking first choice. (1) He
was the head of the tribe or clan. (2) To him. not to Lot, the

whole land had been promised. (3) Lot went with him (v. 5),
not he with Lot. (4) He had been the making of Lot.

V. 10. Walking by Sight. "Lot lifted up his eyes." Lot
walked not by faith, but by sight. Seeing the well-watered
Jordan valley to the east, it did not take him long to size up
its value for his purposes and to make that his choice. * * *

"Well watered everywhere." The Jordan wound its way
through meadow lands and groves. This river is here men-
tioned for the first time. * * * "Before. . .destroyed Sodom
and Gomorrah." The reference to these cities would indicate

that their location was north of the Dead Sea and easterly

from Bethel. * * * "Garden of the Lord." The fame of

the paradise of Adam lingers in the memories of the race.
* * * "Egypt." The land resembled the fruitful Nile
valley in Egypt, the richest and most fertile land then known.

V. 11. A Ruinous Choice. "Then Lot chose." Lot
wanted to make money; to do this he was willing to trade on
his uncle's generosity by selfishly choosing the best. Common
decency and gratitude should have led him to refuse his uncle's

liberal offer. The opportunity to grasp a "good thing" was too
tempting. With it came visions of wealth, luxury, ease, while,

as too often is the case, he minimized the perils of sinful and
worldly surroundings. The choice was made perhaps twenty
years before Sodom was destroyed. * * * "And journeyed
east." It is a sad thought that he journeyed away from God'>
altar and the influences of the godly. We nowhere read of
his erecting an altar to show that he was a follower of God.

V. 12. Moral Risks. "Dwelt in the cities of plain." He
dwelt where his choice took him. With eyes set on wealth he
risked the moral consequences. * * * "Pitched tent

toward Sodom." From disregarding his benefactor Abram and
moving away from the altar, his next step was to form associa-
tions with the wicked. This he did, not because he really loved
wickedness, but evidently because the cities of the plain
afforded him a good market. His course of ill-doing was pro-
gressive. First he settled toward Sodom. Soon we find him
living in his own house within Sodom. Chap. 19:2. After he
had lost all, as recorded in Chap. 14 : 12. he again returned to

Sodom. At last we see him as a prominent man (Chap. 19:9),
having a place as judge in the gate of Sodom. Chap. 19:1.
Still, it is due to him to say that no stain rests against his
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personal purity in early life. After a while his moral sense

seems to have become blunted. We see by Chap. 19 : 9-10 that

he risked his own life for the sake of the laws of hospitality.

He is indeed counted as "righteous," although we would never
know as much had not an apostle told us. 2 Pet. 2 : 8. With
others of the ancients Lot is to be judged by his own light, not

by ours. For us to keep bad company and to indulge in doubt-
ful pleasures is to pitch our tent toward Sodom. This God has
commanded us not to do. 1 Cor. 5:9-11; 2 Thess. 3:6-14;
Psa. 1:1; Prov. 1 : 10-16.

V. 13. Contagious Conditions. "Wicked and sinners

exceedingly." Here we have the full truth regarding Lot's

peril. He did not hesitate to subject himself and family to

moral contagion more hazardous than leprosy or smallpox.

He allowed, as so often now is the case, the supposed advan-
tages of time to influence him more than the certainties of

eternity ; did not sufficiently think of the dangers to his family.

He little dreamed that soon his wife would be a victim to the

conditions in Sodom and that his daughters would marry men
in that wicked city. The causes of the sins of Sodom are stated

by the Prophet Ezekiel as "pride, fullness of bread and abund-
ance of idleness," those modern parents of vice. Not ten

good men could be found in Sodom, including Lot himself.

Gen. 18:32. * * * "Vexed his righteous soul." The sad
part of this history is that Lot meant no evil. Personally he
had been a man of good intentions and felt secure against the

dangers of sin for himself, but as after history shows, he was
mocked by his own family and his soul day by day was "vexed
with the filthy conversation and unlawful deeds of the wicked"
—the very men whom his daughters had married. 2 Pet. 2 : 7-8

Like many prosperous men in modern times, he was blind to

the awful effects of his crime on his own children.

V. 14, 15. Reaping as Sowed. "After that Lot was sep-
arated." Of what Lot lost in that separation from Abram, as

he and his family reaped the snares of the world, the record is

terrible. (1) He lost the company and influence of Abram
and of the altar. (2) He lost his property, first by war, then
by flame. (3) He ruined his family, his daughters having
married Sodomites. Chap. 19 : 14. (4) Lot was taken pris-

oner and carried to the east (Chap. 14:11-12), later to be
restored by Abram. (5) He became despised and dishonored.
Chap. 19:9. (6) He nearly lost his own life by violence in

Sodom. Chap. 19:9. (7) He was unable to shield his family
from corruption and violence. (8) He suffered torments of
mind from the filthy deeds and language of his neighbors and
sons-in-law. 2 Pet. 2:7-8; Gen. 19:14. (9) He was over-
taken by gross sin. (10) He became the dishonored father of
a race that were enemies to God. Chap. 19:37-38. (11) His
name sinks out of sight. (12) Instead of obtaining "an
abundant entrance into the everlasting kingdom" (2 Pet. 1 : 11)
he was "saved as through fire." * * * "Lift up now thine

eyes." As for Abram, so far from losing anything by his

generosity, G-od gave him assurance that the whole land would
be his. "Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth."

Matt. 5:5. * * * "All the land thou seest." The promise
first given at Shechem is now renewed. * * * "To thee
will I give it." Abram seemingly got the worst of his bargain
with his nephew, and probably he now needed the comforting
promise from God to support him against the murmuring of
his own shepherds, who may have upbraided him for the
liberality shown towards Lot. * * * "Forever." This
was a part of the promise not before stated. It shows the
greatness of God's promise.

V. 16. Incredible Increaes. "Seed as the dust." The
Hebrews are numbered by millions today and Abram's spiritual

children no man can enumerate. Gal. 3 : 7-29.

V. 17. Gift Confirmed. "Walk. . .in length. . .breadth of
it." Lot looked only to the east, making a narrow choice

;

Abram looked in all directions and made a choice of all that
was in sight—for his posterity. Let us endeavor to see the full

extent of our promised possessions by the eye of faith. The
apostle Paul could do this. Rom. 8: 28; 2 Cor. 4: 18.

V. 18. The Hebron Altar. "Removed his tent." This
was the first act after God had confirmed his promises. * * *

"Hebron." A place twenty miles south of Jerusalem. Here
Abram made for himself the nearest approach to a home which
God permitted him to make in this world. Here he died and
was buried. It likewise became the home, and the tomb, of
his family in future days. * * * "Built altar." This is the
third altar mentioned as having been built by Abram. Wher-
ever he settled he built an altar as a monument to his faith
in the true God. Thus all along his pathway he became a
light-giver to the world.

FIVE MIJWX/TES^' SEHMO/f O/tf THE
GOLDEJV TEJT&.

By Peter Ainslie.

E call this the golden rule and . certainly itWis a very happy way of living, but it is

harder to work every day actions by it

than to work the most difficult problem in

geometry by the printed rule. Human
actions cannot be added, subtracted, multi-

plied or divided near so easily as we can
figures. Living acts are harder to get into

line than dead numbers. We say that such
a thing ought to be done a certain way.
If it were a sum in arithmetic, a few min-

utes would decide it and done once it is all right there-

after. But it is not so in life. We may know that

this is right and the other is wrong and we may go
the right way today, but tomorrow we go in the oppo-

site. The goodness of yesterday is largely undone by
the folly of today. We reply by saying, "I meant to

do it that way," but the fact that we did it the other

way makes it frequently as though we had intended

to do it just the way we did. So, after all, human life

is hard to set to the correct standard. However, be-

cause it is difficult is no reason that we should cease

to try, for all things of worth are attained through
difficulty.

The rule is very simple. It is this : Everything
that you would like people to do to you, you do to

others. You appreciate people's thoughtfulness for

you, are you as thoughtful of others? You appre-
ciate courtesy and common politeness extended to you.

Do you always extend these things to others? You
would like for some one to carry your market basket,

but would you carry another's basket? You would
like for some one to loan you a little money for a few
days ; would you willingly loan your money to an-

other? You like for people to always speak to you
kindly, but do you always speak to others kindly?
When you ask a favor of a friend you object to that

friend complaining, but do you ahvays keep from
complaints when friends ask favors of you? You
are perhaps in trouble and you think it strange that

people do not come to see you, but do you go quickly
to see others when they are in trouble? The world
treats us just about the way we treat it. If you love,

you will be loved ; if you serve, you will have servants.

They may not be the same people always and fre-

quently you may be disappointed in misplaced confi-

dence, but love and service will come back to you at

some time and in some way, and perhaps from a
source that you did not expect. We are our own
standards and we must not complain if things go
otherwise, but we must first ask, what have I given,

what model have I set up? The tides will have
brought us what we bid for. Love and serve and see

\f these things do not come back to you in great
measure.

O Father, it is thy strength and we ask for it that

we may do for Jesus' sake. Amen.

Lord, let me not be too content

With life in trifling service spent

—

Make me aspire

!

When days with petty cares are filled,

Let me with fleeting thoughts be thrilled

Of something higher.

—Maltbie D. Babcock.
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T'RA^E'R MEETING.
Fred'k F. Grim.

THE -BOT>y OF CWRIST.

Rom. 12: 4, 5. Reference I Cor. 12: 12-31; Col.

I

HE prevailing Jewish conception of society

was that of a kingdom; not spiritual and

democratic as Jesus proclaimed it, but ma-

terialistic with a Hebrew aristocracy and

all other peoples as their subjects. Jesus

was compelled to use the common class dis-

tinctions of his times, but never as their

defender; rather to criticise and revolu-

tionize. He gave a new content to their

old forms and current phrases, which saved

them from desuetude and decay. His pur-

pose was to bring the individual into a new social re-

lationship, with love for God and love for man as a

common bond of fellowship; "to put the saved soul

back into a saved society for whose salvation he him-

self had been saved." In both his teaching and his

life he maintained the most delicate poise between

the individual and the group, recognizing the rights

and duties of both and beholding them in their true

relationship.

JVot An Aggregation hut An Organism.

The organized means for bringing in the reign of

the kingdom ; of peace on earth and good will among
men is an ecclesia, a church. Paul with his usual

keenness of intellect has represented "the called out"

under the figure of the body, with Jesus Christ as the

head. If the Church is but an aggregation of individ-

uals, atomistic in its character, as some would have

us think, then it is doomed to foreseen and inevitable

failure. While Christ saves us as individuals he saves

at the same time and of necessity as members of so-

ciety.

An appreciation of the Church as a structural or-

ganic unity is the great need at the present time. In

breaking away from ecclesiasticism we are liable to

the same danger as were those who rebelled against

political despotism. With a recognition of the rights

of the individual came the usual perversion through

the centuries until in the time of the French revolution

we see it in its wildest extreme. Religious anarchy,

an intense individualism, which we see at least in

many local congregations is no more to be justified

than political anarchy.

The mere bringing together of certain kinds, of food

will not constitute a man ; they must be taken into the

body, digested and assimilated. So the mere bring-

ing together of certain individuals will not constitute a

redeemed society, of which the body of Christ is the

visible expression. They must be brought in contact

with the Nezv Life, transformed and made to articulate

one with another as a part of the organism.

"Relation of a Member to the "Body

or of an individual to the whole must not be over-

looked. We are members of the body of Christ, each

having a different office—an untitled office for the most
part, but none the less an office—all are one in Christ

and members one of another. Consequently one mem-
ber has no right to do anything that will injure another

member. How absurd it would be even to attempt to

think of one hand in conflict with the other, or one
foot attempting to go in one direction and the other

in the opposite. Perchance the foot thinks it has too

much to do ; it has to bear the whole burden so it re-

fuses to move. The eye becomes proud and refuses

to co-operate with the organ of hearing. Suppose that

different members of the body take sides ; a first-class

quarrel ensues and the result is a total destruction

of the body. How foolish you say ; and so it is. The
members of our physical bodies do not do anything

of the kind, only members of society, only "church

members."
Paul has not failed to remind us that if one member

suffers, all must suffer. One member may do much to

raise or to lower the spiritual vitality of the entire

body.

If Christ but dwell within our hearts by faith; if we
recognize that he is the one who should guide and di-

rect us in all things ; if all that we do in word or. deed

be done in his name, then shall we have a new heaven

and a new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness.

CWRISTIAJV EJVVEAVOK.
By Charles Blanchard.

GAIJVIJVG By LOSTJJVG.

Uopic Aug,. 4-: *Ref. Marf^ 10:28-30. "Peter's

Question.

ETER'S question is ours, only we cannot

Psay as he did,"Lo,we have left all, and have
followed thee." "What shall we have?"
It is a fair question. We have a right to

ask it. And Jesus has given an explicit

answer. "Verily I say unto you, there is

no man that hath left houses or brethren,

or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife,

or children, or lands, for my sake and the

gospel's, but he shall receive an hundred
fold now in this time, houses, and 'breth-

ren, and sisters, and mother, and children, and lands,

with persecutions ; and in the world to come eternal

life."

Many ask "Will it pay to be a Christian?" It is not
the highest motive. But I believe, truly, it pays to be
a down-right, four-square and face-to-the-front Chris-

tian. I don't think it pays to be any other sort. Yes,
I believe it pays financially. The really in earnest dis-

ciple will rejoice, with the great apostle, to "spend
and be spent" for the Gospel's sake ; and with Paul
can say, "I have all and abound." And again, "I

have learned in whatever state I am therein to be
content." To have learned this is to be rich, since

contentment with Godliness is great gain. And then
the one who is genuinely Christian will have less

thought of self, will spend less on self, and
will have more to give for the cause of

Christ. Those who have practiced tithing testi-

fy that it pays financially, in the system it begets
in keeping accounts, and in the economic habits it cul-

tivates. To be a Christian means to be temperate in

all things, and nothing pays so large dividends, in

money saved as the habit of temperance. So it is not
an accident that Christians are ordinarily more pros-

perous than those who are not Christians, as a class,

are better off physically, financially, morally, spiritual-

ly. To be sure, many who are not Christians, some
who are anti-Christians, are prosperous in business.

They fare sumptuously every day. But multitudes

—

much more than the "submerged tenth"—do not pros-
per, largely from the lack of habits of temperance and
economy which the Gospel instills. Nothing would
pay the laboring classes so large dividends on earn-
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ings saved, or well spent, as to become actively and
practically Christian in character and conduct.

It Costs Something.

I would not have you think otherwise. There is

nothing good but costs a good fair figure. The one
who will not give, who will not work and save that

he may have to give, is simply not Christian. Many
break down in the beginning of their Christian life

by failing to form fixed habits of systematic giving.

Not a few fall away when they find it costs continual-

ly to be a Christian and an endeavorer. It costs some-
thing—many things—houses, lands, fathers, mothers,
wife and children, brothers and sisters ; but we gain
more in enlarged association—redeemed fellowships

—

with eternal life

!

STWDIES IJSf MISSIONS.
[Supplementary to the C. E. reading courses.]

WHy I "BECAME, A MISSIOJVA'Ry.

By M. D. Adams.

BECAME a missionary as the consequence
of my becoming a subject in the kingdom
of Christ. Note that it is subject and not

citizen, and kingdom and not republic,

democracy or commonwealth. In an earth-

ly government I never want to be any-
thing but a citizen ; but in things heavenly
I can never be anything more than a loyal

subject. Jesus is my king—I am his un-
worthy subject. His parting order was,

"Go ye and make disciples of the nations."

There is no alternative, for loyal hearts, but to obey.

It is the passion of my heart that King Jesus should
triumph over all his enemies, and the boundaries of

Lis kingdom be widened to the uttermost parts of the

habitation of man. This is desirable not simply for

the sake of a hero's dominion, but because of the

righteousness of Jesus' reign. The nations of the

earth are his. They belong to the travail of his soul.

Shall he not have the dominion which he has pur-

chased with his blood ? There are thousands of men
at the present time, in arms and upon battlefields, and
many thousands of new graves have just been made
and thousands are maimed for life, and women
widowed and children made fatherless, for the sake of

the triumph of their sovereign. In this struggle for

conquest no price has seemed too high to pay for the

end sought. The sacredness of home and country
have been violated, and justice and mercy forgotten,

and human history stained by the cruelty of men to

men, and treasuries poured out unstintingly. All this

great price has been paid that one country might tri-

umph over another. I too have a king. His crown is

the brightest and best of the ages. His dominion is

by right unquestionable. His conquest brings no tears

of bereavement, no forgetting of justice and mercy,
no violation of country and homes ; but, on the other

hand, blessings unspeakable come from his reign. He
has put down infanticide and sutteeism in India. He
is dispelling the darkness of idolatry by the light of

the worship of the living God. He is destroying the

narrow bigotry of caste, and establishing the brother-

hood of man. He is ennobling womanhood and sav-
ing the childhood of India, and how many rescued
from famine can now call him blessed. A transformed
India, redeemed from horrors unspeakable, is now
being produced by the power of my King Why

should I not become a missionary if thereby I may in
any measure hasten the day of his triumph ?

I may not stay to see the day
When the great Saviour shall bear sway
And earth shall glitter in the ray
That cometh from above.
But come it fast, or come it slow,
'Twill come at last, I surely know,
And heaven and earth shall feel the glow,
And men shall call it Love.

It has been a conviction of my life that the preaching
of the Word was essential to the enlightenment and
conversion of the heathen. This Word, I have been
taught, is the sword of the Spirit—the seed of the
kingdom. With confidence in the vitality of the seed,
I became a missionary that I might sow it in the soil

of heathen minds.
I also had a conviction that the heathen needed

Jesus, and were lost without him. This conviction has
now become knowledge absolute ; for I now know
that men are lost, for time, to God's glorious purpose
in creating them ; and I do not believe there is any
transforming power used in the world to come that
will save him for eternity. I therefore became a mis-
sionary that men might, be saved through Jesus
Christ.

While these great truths, the authority of Christ,

the triumph of Christ over all his enemies, and the
Gospel the divinely appointed means of conquest, and
salvation only through Jesus, have been the predomi-
nating influence, I also recognize that the missionary
spirit among my brethren had much to do in causing
me to become a missionary. I remember when this

missionary spirit did not exist to any great extent.
I have seen and felt its rising tide. It has worked as
a transforming leaven. I have now been in India
nearly 18 years and am soon to return to America;
but not because I would not be a missionary, had I

my life anew to choose again, this most blessed calling.

Bilaspur, C. P.

THE QVIET //0VR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M, A.

GOT* THE CREATOH OE ALE THINGS'

Monday—Genesis 1, 1—12,

"In the beginning' God created the heaven and the earth."—
Genesis 1., 1.

That God is the Creator gives weight to every

communication which he makes to me.

Suppose I am still careless about him and opposed

to him. He reproves me in his holiness. He con-

demns me as my righteous Judge. And yet he pities

me with all a father's unquenchable compassion. He
is my counsellor and my friend. These are the ac-

cents in which he addresses me. But how powerful

and how moving his voice should be, when I remember
that it is my maker, and the maker of all things, who
is bidding me turn and live !

Or suppose that I am one of his saints, and yet am
disquieted and cast down. But why should I be so?

My help comes from the Lord, who made the heavens

and the earth. The very things which seem most hos-

tile and most perilous to me have been called into

existence by him. Sickness, pain, poverty, distress

—

they come at his bidding; they are his creatures and
his servants. I need not be afraid, whatever alarms
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or threatens me; he who is my Saviour has formed

and can control evil as well as good.

Tuesday—Genesis 1. 14—25.

What sacredness the thought that God is the Creator

should stamp on every object in nature!

I go forth amid all the glories and the beauties of

the earth, which he has so marvelously framed. He
is there; it is with him I walk; in his works I see

something of himself. Thus there is a tongue in every

breeze; there is a voice in the song of every bird;

there is a silent eloquence in every green field and

quiet wood. They speak to me about my God. In

a measure they reveal and interpret him. He made
them. He made them what they are. He made them
for me. Thus the sights and sounds around me should

be means of grace.

And, if he is Creator, I must be careful how I use

nature's gifts and bounties. The wheat, the corn, the

vine, this piece of money, this brother or sister. He
formed them, and formed them for gracious and holy

ends. My hand should be arrested, my mouth should

be shut, my spirit should shrink back in awe, if ever

I am tempted to abuse and wrong them. Let me tell

myself: "They came from God, and they are meant
to be employed for God; for his pleasure they are,

and were created." I move through a world mystic,

wonderful.

Wednesday—Genesis 1. 26—2. 3.

Man is the crowning work of God. It only ac-

centuates the miserable issues of my sin, to think that

the Father intended me to be the very climax of his

creation.

How guilty I am ! I was made, not to be a slave,

not to be a servant, but to be the dear and cherished

son of God. But I have taken my own way, and
trampled his wishes under foot, and broken his bands
asunder. How heinous and black is my rebellion

!

"How sharper than a serpent's tooth" for him to have
so thankless a child

!

And how degraded I am ! I was meant to carry

God's lineaments on my face, God's knowledge and
righteousness and holiness in my character. But I

am altered terribly for the worse. I have wandered
far enough away from Paradise. The fine gold has
become very dim. The image of the Lord has van-
ished.

And how wretched I am ! I have banished myself
from God, who is my home. I am an exile in a dreary
foreign land. I can find nothing to compensate me
for what I have forfeited. God made me for himself,

and I am restless without him—restless and weary
and ill at ease.

Thursday—"Psalm 8.

I was made to have dominion over the works of
God's hands ; over the fish of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the
earth.

It looks liker a poet's dream than a narrative of
what once was actually true. In the savage parts
of the world my fellows today maintain a desperate
struggle with wild beasts and with the unfriendliness
of nature. I, too, am often made to feel that nature
is too strong for me. What can I do, face to face with
the tempest, with the earthquake, with the icepack,
with the tropical sun? I am at their mercy; I am
helpless in their hands. It may be an ignorant tri-

umph which they win over me, but it is a triumph all

the same.
Ah, but if I trust in Jesus Christ, I shall have the

ancient government restored. Meantime I have the

assurance that all earthly things are working together

for my good ; and mine is the promise that, in the end

of the day, I shall sit down with him on his throne.

Friday—lsaah 40, 21—31.

If' God is Creator of all, how foolish and how sinful

is idolatry ! Let me have no idols in my heart, no

substitutes for him who fashioned me and who de-

serves alone my loyalty and my worship.

If God is Creator of all, how vain and how ineffec-

tual is the pride of man ! The strongest cannot con-

tend with him. The wisest cannot outwit him. The
loftiest must bend and bow to him. He "bringeth

the princes to nothing; he maketh the judges of the

earth as vanity." Let me cast away every weapon
of rebellion.

If God is Creator of all, how safe and how happy is

the heart that leans upon him ! "They that wait upon
the Lord shall renew their strength ; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles ; they shall run, and not be

weary ; they shall walk, and not faint." Let mine be

this consummate security and sublimest joy.

Saturday—Job 38. 1—14.

Humility should be one grace which springs up in

my heart, as I think of the majesty and might of

my God. Where was I when he laid the foundations

of the earth, when he determined the measures there-

of and stretched the line upon it? And who am I

that, face to face with him, I should exalt and uplift

myself? Mine should be the meek and quiet spirit,

which takes the lowest room, which confesses that its

very victories are impotence, and its very righteous-

nesses filthy rags, which acknowledges that I can

never walk, or work, or war alone.

But trustfulness should be another grace which
flourishes in the soil of my heart, as I think of the

greatness and glory of my God. He who shuts up the

sea with doors, he who stays its proud waves, he who
commands the morning and causes the dayspring to

know its place—he is my Father, my Saviour, my
Comforter. Since he is my Shepherd, I will fear no
evil, I will go from strength to strength.

Sunday—Psalm 104. 1—12, 19—24.

Let me walk through the world with an open eye.

So many there are who never see its wonders and its

delights. They live in a palace furnished with a vari-

ousness, a magnificence, a sweetness, which throw
Nero's Golden House on the Palatine, and Boabdil's

Alhambra in Granada, altogether in the shade. But
they are blind to its marvels. I would have my vision

purged and enlarged.

And let me walk through the world with a believing
mind. Some there are who are atheistic and sceptical

in the universe which carries the print of God's finger

everywhere—on each grain of sand, each blade of
grass, each beam of light. They are as senseless as

one who should go through a factory, with its looms
and wheels, and should say, "I do not believe in man."
I would be wiser than they.

And let me walk through the world with a joyous
soul. Too many there are who are filled with un-
certainties, misgiving*, and glooms, doubtful in heart
and sad in face. But God feeds the young lions which e

roar after their prey, and he will not forget either my
temporal or my spiritual needs, he will give me richly
all things to enjoy. So I would be strong and of good
courap-e.
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STA TES.
Plans are now being made for a

united effort, at the beginning of next
year, for the presentation of the gospel

by special services in as many of the

cities of this country as possible. The
movement is similar to that in Eng-
land last winter and has been endorsed
by leading ministers. Excitement is

to be avoided.

One man will have charge of the

meetings in one city and with him will

be associated a prudential committee.
Each city will be divided into districts

and a church well located in the cen-

ter of that district will be chosen.

Local organizations will be perfected

in each of these districts. For evan-

gel'sts, some of the city ministers and-

others from neighboring cities will be

s:lected in order to save expense and
also to emphasize the belief—a late

one—that there are ministers in local

pastorates everywhere who can do
quite as good evangelistic work as the

professionals. For the general work
there will be a few well-known evan-

ge'ists. Among them will be Rev. Dr.

G. T. Purves, Rev. Dr. J. Wilbur Chap-
man, Rev. G. Campbell Morgan, Rev.

Dr. A. C. Dixon Rev. R. H. Conwell
and some are coming from England,

among them Rev. John McNeill.

So far Presbyterians, Methodists,

Baptists, Congregationalists and the

Disciples of Christ have come into the

plan. Boston, New York, Philadel-

phia, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, and
a number of smaller cities are at this

date included in the plans. The meet-

ings will be held in the churches and
not in halls as in England, the condi-

tions being different there, owing to

the distinction between the churches of

the Established Church and those of

the Dissenters.

IJVTE'RDEJVOMUVATIOJV-
AL. CO-OTE'RATIOJV IJ*
FO-REIGJV MISSIOJVS.

In southern India there is an asso-

ciation which includes in its member-
ship 350 missionaries, representing all

the different missionary societies work-
ing in that land. Much advantage ac-

crues therefrom, as in the multitude

•of counsellors there is wisdom and
united action can accomplish that

which would not be feasible for one
society working independently. Op-
portunity is afforded also for inter-

change of information and compari-
- son of methods. Committees are ap-

pointed to do certain work and make
particular investigations which will be

of value to all the missionaries, ss, for

instance, the preparing of a common

statistical form that the returns of the
different missions may have a uniform
basis, inquiries into the disabilities to

which native Christians are subject

under the laws, different laws being in

force for Hindus, Mohammedans and
Christians, regarding marriage, di-

vorce, guardianship of children, use
of wells, tanks, etc.

A board of management composed
of representatives from several differ-

ent missions, conducts examinations
of new missionaries in the Tamil and
Telugu languages and in centres more
than 600 miles apart, which are found
to be more impartial and satisfactory

than when conducted by one mission
alone.

There is also a board of arbitration

to assist in settling differences be-

tween missions or individuals repre-

senting different missions. Such
names as those of Dr. Jacob Cham-
berlain, Dr. William Miller of the

Madras Christian college, Rev. E. Sell

of the Chuch Missionary society, and
Dr. McLaurin of the Baptists are

guarantee of satisfactory results.

Annual missionary conferences are

conducted by the association while the

missionaries are recruiting during the

hot season. Practical topiGs and meth-
ods are discussed, and the experiences

exchanged are a fruitful source of

helpful suggestion and inspiration.

The days are well nigh past when men
and women on foreign fields work in-

dependently and in a spirit of rivalry

with Christians of other names than
their own. Tney have grown wiser

—

shall we not say, they have learned

more of the spirit of the Christ. "One
is your Master and all ye are breth-

ren."

CHICAGO AJVD VlCIJVITy
The Sunday school of Chicago Ave-

nue church has a membership of about
1,900. Last year they contributed

nearly $900 for the famine sufferers in

India besides supporting twelve boys
in mission schools, one Bible reader

and three other missionaries.

The Fourth Baptist church has now
reduced its debt from $25,000 to $12,500.

Seventy-five members have been re-

ceived since October 1. Dr. Kittredge
Wheeler is the pastor.

On Sunday, July 7, the Avondale
Presbyterian church, Rev. C. B. Beckes
pastor, observed "Honor Day," at

which time a class of seven graduated
in the first series of the "Loyal Sun-
day-school Army Normal Work.''

There were two hundred graduates in

this new scheme of Sunday-school en-

deavor in the state of Illinois this

year, and this was the only class in

Cook county.

The Episcopal diocese of Chicago is

taking its place among those conspic-

uous for the staying powers of its

clergy; and thus doing its share in re-

moving the stigma of changeableness.

Of the ninety-six clergymen upward of

forty have been in this diocese ten
years or more; sixteen for fifteen

years or more; six from thirty to

thirty-five years; while three have for

more than forty years been canon-
ically connected with Illinois. And
yet the Rev. E. A. Larrabee, ordained
twenty-five years ago this month, in

the first year of Bishop McLaren's
episcopate, is the only clergyman who
has been a city rector for fifteen years.

Ingleside Avenue Methodist church
contemplates erecting a $10,000 build-

ing. Rev. A. D. Traveller preached in

the old church Sunday morning and
evening, July 14, and raised $5,000 to-

ward the new edifice.

Rev. D. K. Campbell has completed
his first year as acting pastor of the

South Chicago Presbyterian church.

Thirty-nine have been received into

church fellowship, twenty-six on pro-

fession of faith. During the year pro-

vision has been made for a debt of

$1,700, the Presbyterian League com-
ing to the rescue. Plans are made to

raise the basement floor and make the

rooms acceptable for use, at a cost of

several hundred dollars.

Rev. Roy B. Guild of the Leavitt

Street Congregational church is

preaching at the East Los Angeles

(Cal.) church, having arranged a six

weeks' exchange with Rev. Chester P.

Dorland, pastor of the last named
church.

Emmanuel Methodist Episcopal

church, Oak Park, will dedicate its

new place of worship August 11.

Meanwhile the railroad station at S.

44th ave., and W. Randolph st.. is

being used for services. Rev. John G.

Armstrong is the pastor.

GOOD CWRE.
Nature's XOay to "Regain

Health.
A man may try all sorts of drugs to

help nim get well, but after all the

"food cure" is the method intended by
Nature.

Anyone can prove the efficacy of the

food cure by making use of the fol'ow-

ing breakfast each morning for fifteen

or twenty days.

A dish containing not more than
four heaping teaspoonsfuls of Grape-
Nuts, enough good, rich cream to go
with them, some raw or cooked fruit,

not more than two slices of entire

wheat bread, and not more than one
cup of Postum Food Coffee, to be sip-

ped, not drank hurriedly. Let this suf-

fice for the breakfast.

Let one meal a day consist of an
abundance of good meat, potato and
one other vegetable.

This method will quickly prove the

value of selection of the right kind

of food to rebuild the body and replace

the lost tissue which is destroyed ev-

^ry day and must be made up. or dis-

ease of some sort enters in. This is an

age of specialists and the above sug-

gest'ors are given by a specialist in

food values, dietetics and hygiene.
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Dr. Manley S. Hard of Chicago has
been making a tour of Ohio, Illinois,

Michigan, Indiana and New York in

the interest of the Methodist Church
Extension society. He has received

enough money to build five churches
on the westei n frontier.

The Washington Park Congrega-
tional church, Michigan boulevard and
Fifty-fourth street, Rev. Frank D.

Burhans, pastor, is heading a move-
ment for the establishment of the first

church for colored Congregationalists

in Chicago. The first meeting was
held in the auditorium of the Wash-
ington Park church Sunday afternoon,

•July 21.

The foity-second annual camp meet-
ing of the Chicago, Chicago Northern,

and Chicago Western districts of the

Methodist Episcopal church opened at

Desplames July 17 and will continue

until Monday, July 29. The presiding

elders of the three districts—Rev. Drs.

H. G. Jackson, C. E. Mandeville, and
J. M. Caldwell, with D. W. Potter,

evangelist, have general charge of the

religious services. Bishops Merrill and
Thoburn and other noted preachers

take part.

The Evanston Avenue Methodist
Episcopal church celebrated its tenth

anniversary, July 16. A thank offer-

ing of $500 was raised as a nucleus for

a $16,000 fund with which to build an
addition.

The ministers of the fourth episco-

pal district of the African M. E.

church have been holding a congress

at Quinn chapel, Wabash avenue and
Twenty-fourth street. Bishop Abra-
ham Grant presided and Bishops

Benjamin F. Lee and Evans Tyree
were also present. Quinn chapel is the

second oldest church organization of

any kind in the city of Chicago.

Thirteen persons were welcomed to

membership in the Garfield Park
Methodist church Sunday morning,
July 14, among them five young men.
Current expenses are all provided for

to date and $2,700 has been raised on
the debt since conference.

It is announced that Mr. John D.

Rockefeller during his recent visit to

Chicago, promised $15,000 to Olivet

Baptist church, Twenty-seventh and
Dearborn streets, on condition that

$8,000 is raised by the congregation.

Rev. Dr. J. H. George of Montreal,

formerly pastor of the First Congre-
gationel church, St. Louis, has accepted

the invitation to become president of

the Chicago Theological seminary.

"Baptist.

Rev. Charles H. Holden has re-

signed the pastorate of the church at

Freeport, Ills.

The new Baptist church at Salem,
Ina., just completed at a cost of $10,-

000, was dedicated July 14 by Rev.
Myron Haynes of Chicago, assisted by
visiting ministers. The church has a

seating capacity of 500. Rev. J. L.

Matthews, the pastor, closed his labors

there July 21.

The Baptist church at DeKalb, Ills.,

is to be remodeled at a cost of $5,000.

Seats will be provided for about 500

persons in the church and class rooms
for the Sunday school.

Rev. C. Marion Murphy, pastor of

the church at Berlin, Ills., was or-

darned June 13.

* ourteen churches in the Dixon
(111.-.) Association report 1,682 mem-
bers, amount given for beneficence

$1,372; home expenses $12,000.

The Baptist cnurch at Harlan, la.,

has gained much from the union re-

vival services reported in our last is-

sue. Congregations have more than

doubled and attendance at prayer

meeting has increased three-fold. A
Young People's Union has been organ-

ized with twenty-five active members.

Rev. J. W. Keltner has resigned the

pastorate of South Park church, Kan-
sas City, to become financial secretary

of Webb City college.

During the past six months the pas-

tor of the First Baptist church of Den-
ver has received 107 persons into mem-
bership—fifty-two by letter and fifty-

five by baptism.

Rev. W. E. Powell has been in

charge of the church at Colorado City,

Colo., for the last eight months. Dur-
ing that time the membership has

grown from about sixty to more than
100; a debt of $400 has been paid off,

and improvements are now being made
on the building including a new carpet

for the auditorium.

Dr. Thomas S. Barbour, one of the

secretaries of the Missionary Union,

will start on a tour of the foreign mis-

sions of the Baptist church, accom-
panied by Rev. A. E. Isaac. They go

for the purpose of informing them-
selves and those at home who support

the work, as to the conditions and
needs of the work being done.

Dr. H. M. Wharton has been con-

ducting tent meetings daily for a week
at Marshall, Mo., and a large number
of people have confessed Christ,

among them some of the leading busi-

ness men. It is worthy of note that

every county officer and nearly every

deputy in the court house here is a

Christian and a member of some
church.

Rev. Emory. W. Hunt, who succeeded

to the Boston pulpit left vacant by the

death of Dr. A. J. Gordon, has been
asked to take the presidency of Deni-
son University, Texas.

Rev. Mr. Bates, pastor of the church
at Kirkwood, Mo., has resigned to take
effect September 1. He leaves the
church in good condition financially,

a debt of long standing, contracted in

building a mission chapel, having been
paid. The number of additions to the
membership exceed those of any
former pastorate.

Congregational.
The St. Paul Congregational Union

is planning aggressive city missionary
work and the establishment of mis-
sions in outlying districts. Rev. Alex-
ander McGregor of Park church is at
the head of a sub-committee having
the matter in charge. One of the first

principles of the new missionary work
will be to keep out of the districts in
which other Protestant denominations
have established missions.

Rev. George E. Bates of Smith's
Falls, Ontario, Canada, has been called
to the pastorate of the church at
Maplewood, Mo., vacant by the ap-
pointment of Rev. T. T. Holway as a
missionary of the American Board in
Turkey. Mr. Bates has oeen engaged
in mission work at Smith's Falls.

Rev. A. A. Stevens, D. D., for twen-
ty-seven, years pastor of the First Con-
gregational church of Peoria, Ills.—
from 1856-1882—entered into rest, July
16. His influence in the development
of that city was large. He was suc-
cessful as a man of affairs and was an
a«Je scholar and preacher.

The comer-stone of the Church of
the Martyrs for Armenian Congrega-
tionalists, was laid at Worcester,
Mass., July 14, under the auspices of
the Congregational City Missionary
society. About 300 were present. This
Armenian church was formed in 1892
and now has a membership of sixty
and an average attendance of 150, rep-
resentmg seventy families. Rev. H.
G. Benneyan is pastor. Other Armen-
ian ministers were present. Addresses
were delivered in both English and
Armenian.

A nine days' series of meetings has
been held at Silver Bay, Lake George,

S^IGJVS; Or TA-RA.LVSIS.
Can "Be Disco-Vered in Tim e.

"Numbness of the hands and arms,
With premonitions of paralysis, kept
by me while I was using coffee. I fi-

nally discovered it was caused by cof-
fee. When I quit the coffee and began
drinking Postum Food Coffee the
numbness ceased entirely and I have
been very well ever since. At that
time I was unable to sleep, but now
I sleep perfectly.

Husband was also troubled from
lack of sleep while he was drinking
coffee, but now he uses Postum Food
Coffee with me, and we both sleep per-
fectly. Our little boy had peculiar ner-
vous spells and I stopped the use of
coffee with him and have been giving
him all the Postum Food Coffee he
cared for. He is perfectly well now.
My sister was troubled with nervous

headaches while she used coffee. She
found how greatly improved we were
from discontinuing it and using
Postum Food Coffee, so she .made the
change, and is now rid of her nervous
headaches. We are naturally strong
advocates of Postum." Mrs. J. Wal-
ford, Castalia. Erie Co., Ohio.
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in the interests of the Forward Move-
ment of the American Board of For-

eign Missions. Sixteen states and
Canada also were represented. More
than half the delegates were men and
nearly one-half were college gradu-

ates or students. A score of pastors

and thirty-five persons engaged in ed-

ucational work, with a generous supply

of business men, one or two mission-

aries and not a few women made up
the conference. Prof. E. I. Bosworth
of Oberlin, Rev. Harlan Beach, Drs.

Daniels and Creegan, Rev. Doremus
Scudder, and J. Campbell White of

Calcutta were among the speakers.

The home missionary work was rep-

resented by Secretary Washington
Choate and President F. G. Wood-
worth.

Dr. Washington Gladden has been
appointed Lyman Beecher lecturer in

Yale Divinity school for next year.

The First church at Atlanta, Ga.,

celebrated the first anniversary of the

pastorate of Rev. H. H. Proctor on
July 7, and 8. During these years

there have been 500 conversions, 250

additions, and $10,000 contributed for

all purposes, the church assuming
self-support within that period.

The Illinois Home Missionary so-

ciety has arranged to begin services in

the southwestern part of Dixon, Ills.,

where there are fully 2,500 inhabitants,

a'nd 600 children who do not attend

any Sunday school. The chairman of

the Home Missionary Committee for

Bureau Association has generously de-

voted his vacation to the establish-

ment of a church and Sunday school

in that open field, donating his ser-

vices to the Home Missionary Society.

He is assisted by a good singer who is

a practical personal worker. Both
these men are trained in pastoral work
and in the most successful methods of

reaching all classes and conditions of

men.

The Home Missionary Society has
voted the sum of $28,000 for work in

Illinois exclusive of the city auxili-

aries. Another general missionary is

to be put in this field, to be designated

Field Secretary, and Rev. John H. Wil-
son, D. D., now of Mattoon, Ills., has

been chosen for that position.

Rev. James Hayes, "the Coal Mine
Missionary," reports that the new
building at Kelleyville, Ills., is aboul

completed. It is a matter of interest

to r.dd that this makes eight church
buildings erected under his super-

vision and largely as the result of hi?

arduous labors.

Ghe Disciples.

The Christian Woman's Board of

Missions has seventeen missionaries in

Jamaica, two in Porto Rico, four in

Mexico, thirty-six in India and eighty-

four in the United States, making 143

in all; fifty-nine in foreign lands.

Ten years ago there were four con-

gregations and 1,129 members of the

Church of Christ in St. Louis. There
are now twelve churches and 3,784

members.
The report of the corresponding sec-

retary, B. B. Sanders, to the Texas
state convention shows a very fine

growth in the mission work. There
were in all 1,417 additions, thirty-four

churches and forty Sunday schools or-

ganized. They raised $8,457.50 for

state missions.

The corner-stone of the new Chris-

tian church at Shelbyville, Ind., was
laid July 15. The church will cost

$20,000. It will seat about 900.

A meeting neld at Chariton, Iowa,

by the pastor, Rev. C. F. Sanderson,

and Evangelist Harlow has brought
twenty-eight additions to the Christian

church there.

Central church Denver, will be ded-

icated in September. The property

represents an actual cash value of over

$60,000.

Rev. B. B. Tyler has been elected

president of the Union Ministerial Al-

liance of Denver, for the coming year.

At Elwood, Ind., Rev. L. C. Howe
expects soon to close a five years' pas-

torate. In that time the church mem-
bership has grown from a small num-
ber to over 600, the fruit partially of

three revivals bringing respectively

sixty-three, 119 and eighty-six addi-

tions. The congregation now occu-

pies a commodious new structure

erected two years ago.

C. D. Boyd, a conductor on the Bur-

lington railroad, is a member of the

Central Church of Christ, Denver. He
found it necessary either to give up
his position or run a through train on
Sunday. He decided to try to hold

Sunday services on the train. He be-

gan by inviting all the passengers on

his train to assemole in one of the

parlor cars for a sacred song service.

Tne manager of the road gave his en-

dorsement. Ministers or church work-
ers are asked to conduct services. Re-
ports say seventy-one passengers held

services last Sunday while the train

was flying through Nebraska.

Rev. C. P. Leach, of Moulton. Iowa,

has accepted the pastorate of the

Church of Christ at Iowa City.

About October 1 Rev. M. F. Ingra-

ham will close a ministry of seven

years at Wapello, Ills.

The Franklin Street Circle church,

Cleveland, 0., has opened an annex of

three rooms on the second floor of an

adjoining building, which it will use

for Sunday school purposes and which

will be connecteu with the church by

a bridge.

Episcopal.
The institutions at Gambier. Ohio,

have been getting some good things

lately: $12,500 to endow the library, a

$2,500 scholarship, the $100,000 endow-
ment raised and the gift of $50,000

from Mr. Samuel Mather of Cleveland;

$50,000 from Senator Hanna for a new
dormitory and the Dr. Benson Fund

of $25,000, to maintain the chair of

Latin.

The Rev. Edward S. Doan, priest-in-

charge of St. Andrew's mission, Cleve-

land, has begun an effort to raise

$5,000 for a new church-building for

the colored people of the city. He
hopes that sufficient contributions will

have been received to enable the work
of building to be begun in the fall.

Rev. Lawrence S. Stevens has just

completed fifty years since his ordina-

tion to the ministry. The event was
celebrated June 26 by the Detroit Con-
vocation. The parishioners of Zion

church, Pontiac, Mich., of which he is

rector, presented him with a purse of

$200 for a trip to the General Conven-
tion, and the choir gave him a gold

cross, handsomely engraved.

There have been during the past

year 257 confirmations in the jurisdic-

tion of Duluth, 59 in the Indian mis-

sions, and 198 in the parishes and mis-

sions of the white race. Two new
churches have been built, and are free

from debt and ready for consecration.

Two other churches are in process of

erection. A new Indian mission

church has been built on Leech Lake;

another mission has been begun at

Lake Winnebagoshish, and a new mis-

sion is planned among the Indians on
the north shore of Red Lake. In the

white field five new missions have been
organized; two parishes have become
self-supporting which hitherto have

needed assistance from the mission

fund.

The new building for St. Luke's hos-

pital, Duluth. will be completed this

autumn at a total cost of $75,000. Of

this amount, $40,000 has been raised

in Duluth and rather more than $10.-

000 has been given by generous friends

of Duluth in response to an appeal

from the bishop. The hospital will

provide accommodation for about 100

patients; it will be fireproof, and will

provide the most modern accessories

that medical skill demands to accom-

plish the best results.

Services were held iu St. Paul's

church, Indianapolis, on July 14, in

commemoration of the thirty-fifth an-

niversary of the parish.

The Protestant Episcopal "Commis-
sion on Marginal Readings in the

Bible" have just completed their work

after six years of labor. The aim has

been to supply a "Bible which on the

one nand retains the version around

which the loving regard of the people

so largely centers, and which at the

same time contains all such altera-

tions in the rendering of the text as

are necessary for its intelligent use.

There is a class of passages in scrip-

lure which, owing to changes in taste

and feeling, need some paraphrase to

give the meaning of the passage with-

out suggesting to the modern reader

associations of a distasteful or dis-

tracting character."

Rev. George S. Mead, rector of Trin-
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ity school, San Francisco, died sud-

denly June 19 in Guatemala, S. C.

Rev. Benjamin H. Latrobe, a retired

cleigyman of the diocesa of Washing-
ton, died July 7 in his sixty-first year.

He was rector in Baltimore, Owens-
boro, Ky., Philadelphia and Wilming-
ton, Del., successively, his last charge
being Trinity, Baltimore.

Grace church, Detroit, Mich., is re-

joicing in the extinction of its debt
of $3,500. Rev. Dr. McCarroll, the rec-

tor, made it a special effort to get it

cleared off this year.

Ten years of successful work of the

rector of St. Andrew's memorial
church, Detroit, the Rev. W. O. Wat-
ers, was completed June 30. Work is

now to be resumed on the unfinished

church, and it will doubtless be en-

closed before cold weather. More
than $17,000 has been subscribed for

this work.
The consecration of Archdeacon

Frederick W. Taylor, of St. Paul's

pro-Cathedral, Springfield, Ills., as

bishop-coadjutor of Quincy, will take

place Tuesday, August 6.

Meihodist.

Rev. J. W. Franklin, for thirty-two

years a Methodist minister, has en-

tered into rest. His funeral at Pinck-

neyville, Ills., was very largely at-

tended. The ministers of the adjoin-

ing towns acted as pall-bearers.

The Tyler Place M. B. church, St.

Louis, having built a new edifice and
abandoned the old one, has also

changed its name. It is now the Shaw
Avenue M. B. church.

Centenary church, St. Louis, has re-

ceived 180 new members during the

conference year.

The Homer church at Winona,
Minn., is to have a new edifice. The
cost will be about $1,500 and the build-

ing is to be completed by October.

The new M. E. church house at Val-

ley Falls is completed, except the seat-

ing, and they now expect to be able

to dedicate it the first Sunday in Aug-
ust. It is a very neat, commodious
house, costing $3,000.

"Presbyterian.

'i he corner-stone of a new edifice for

Calvary church, San Francisco, was
laid July 4. Dr. Minton in his address,
said: "It is a truth that goes in the
east without much contradiction that
few cities offer more stubborn obsta-
cles to church work than San Fran-
cisco. There are unique conditions
that only the deepest piety and most
consistent perseverance can survive.

Old Calvary church has been for many
years an important factor in main-
taining moral standings, uplifting in-

dividuals and preserving here the best
possible social conditions."

The First church, Minneapolis,
Minn., will celebrate in the fall the re-

cent extinction of the debt which has
existed twelve years and has cost the

The Teachings of the Books

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell.

^
It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journals

of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many clabses or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bible stu-
dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it in normal
classes on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-
vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to The Christian Century.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

#
This bright little book had an interesting origin. The

author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.
This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured
forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using
them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent
and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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church more than $12,000 for interest.

The last $16,200 was raised within the

past year by the united efforts of the

pastor. Rev. J. B. Helwig, D. D., and
the members.

Rev. Francis E. Smiley has resigned

the pastorate of Twenty-third Avenue
church, Denver, to enter upon the

work of an evangelist.

By the will of the late William T.

Grant of Louisville the Louisville

Presbyterian Theological Seminary is

bequeathed $200,000, with the proviso

that his widow be paid an annuity of

$5,000.

Since Rev. George S. Swezey became
pastor of the church at East Palestine,

Ohio, eighty new members have been
received and enougn money has been
raised to build a new room to be used
by the Boys' League and the Sunday
school.

The United Presbyterian congrega-
tion of College Corner, Ohio, has just

completed a new church at a cost of

over $10,000. Rev. J. C. Warnock, the
pastor, preaches in Ohio, but lives in

Indiana, as the parsonage, though sep-
arated from the church by only the
width of the street, happens to be in

that state.

The Woman's Board of Home Mis-
sions includes 6,000 auxiliaries, and is

said to be the largest denominational
society in the world. The field from
Pt. Barrow to Porto Rico maintains
138 boarding and industrial schools
and missions, supports ministers and
synodical missionaries in other fields,

and in order to carry on the schools,

erects buildings and keeps them in re-

pair. The property value is estimated
a. $760,000; thirteen new schools were
opened during the year, and eleven
buildings erected. Societies have also

contributed to the support of fifty-nine

schools and 109 teachers under the
Board for Freedmen. Gifts have
amounted to $357,201.88 the past year;
438 conversions are reported on the
fields.

The Woodland Avenue church,

Cleveland, Ohio, has called Rev. Wil-
liam T. Wilcox of Rockford, Ills., to

its pastorate.

Rev. J. Budman Fleming of Ham-
mond, Ind., has accepted a call to

Westminster church, Fort Wayne.
During the last five years the First

church, Wichita, Kas., has not only
cleared itself of debt, but has also

contributed $20,000 to benevolent and
missionary enterprises. More than
$50,000 have been realized for all pur-

poses. The membership has been in-

creased by 607 new members, the total

now being over 1,100. On the home
field the church now supports a pastor,

an assistant pastor and a city mission-

ary. On the foreign field the church
supports three foreign missionaries

and a large number of native pastors,

Bible women and scholarships in Che-
foo, China. Last year the church con-

tributed $13,230; $8,000 of this went to

benevolent and missionary work; thus

$3,000 more was given for others than

was spent by the church on herself.

Rev. C. E. Brandt is the pastor.

At Paola, Kas., 150 persons have

united with the church during the

eight years' pastorate of Rev. H. A.

Cooper—thirty-three during the last

year.

Homes for their pastors have been

acquired by several congregations late-

ly—notably Monett, Mo., Second

church, Springfield, Mo., Wilmot
Volga and Parker, S. D. Fort Dodge,

Iowa, has just broken ground for a

new one costing $6,000.

Forty have been added to the church

at Armstrong, Iowa, since Rev. J. R.

\ance became pastor, one year ago.

The tent meetings at Eighth and
Carroll streets, St. Louis, have been

largely attended. Different ministers

have preached each night.

Arlington Hill church, St. Paul,

Minn., is beginning a new edifice on

Case street, between Edgerton and
Payne avenues. It will be a frame
structure and will cost about $5,000.

Rev. J. E. McGhee of Louisville,

Ky., has accepted the pastorate of the

Cumberland Presbyterian church at

Butler, Mo.

General.

The Rev. -Dr. Richard Morse Hodge,
once pastor of Westminster Presby-

terian church, Milwaukee, and until re-

cently instructor in the English Bible

at the Bible Institute, Nashville, is

going to New York in September,

where he will undertake a new work
for laymen that is to be inaugurated

by Union Theological Seminary. The
scheme is primarily for the instruction

of Sunday school teachers. The in-

structors are to be President Hail of

the seminary, Professor Hodge, and
the Rev. William D. Street, at present

an assistant in a local Reformed
church. Extension lectures are to be

undertaken, to be given in churches

in Brooklyn and perhaps in some near-

by New Jersey city.

The changing of troops in the Philip-

pines from one part to another, and
always through Manila, causes an

enormous demand upon Young Men's
Christian Association quarters in that

city. Larger accommodations are to

be provided as soon as possible. At
Iloilo a new building has just been

secured, and work on Subig bay and at

Dagupan has been put upon a better

basis.

Land has been set aside within the

legation enclosure in Peking. China,

for a Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion building, and workers are to be

sent there at once.

A conference of Christian workers is

being held at Wheaton. Ills., July 22-

28. Rev. Campbell Morgan leads sev-

eral of the meetings; others taking

part are Drs. James W. Fifield and
Johnston Myers of Chicago, Rev. R.

A. Torrey and Rev. Milford H. Lyon.

These meetings are free and open to

any one who cares to attend.

Interdenominational co-operation is

certainly in evidence during the sum-
mer in the vicinity of Boston: Win-
throp Congregational church, Charles-

town, unites its services with Trinity

Methodist Episcopal church; Pilgrim
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Congregational, Dorchester, holds ser-

vices with the Baptists and Methodists,

two weeks in each church; Maverick
Congregational church, East Boston,

unites with the Baptists from the mid-

dle of July through September, each

pastor preaching five Sundays; Central

Congregational, Jamaica Plain, accepts

the hospitality of the Baptists during

July and reciprocates in August; St.

John's Methodist Episcopal and Phil-

lip's Congregational, South Boston,

unite for the summer; so do Harvard
Street Methodist and Prospect Street

Congregational, services being held in

the one church for July and in the

other for August. Several others

might be named who are following

similar plans.

Foreign Missionary Items.

Rev. Arthur J. Brown, D. D., writes:
"This entire trip through the villages
of Korea has been a revelation to us.

We have journeyed by so circuitous a
path in order to see as many of the
outstations as possible that we have
covered 350 miles. Everywhere, the
Christians have been hospitable and
affectionate, while in several places the
evidences of the Holy Spirit's trans-
forming power have been wonderful.
In Eul Yul, for example, a town of

4,000 inhabitants, there were no Chris-
tians three years ago. Then one of its

prominent men went to Seoul to buy
an office. He met Dr. Underwood, was
converted, put his money into Bibles
and tracts instead of an office, returned
and distributed them among his fellow
townsmen. The Spirit of God had evi-

dently prepared them for they re-

sponded at once. Now there are
eighty baptized Christians in Eul Yul
and a considerable number of catechu-
mens. The people have built unaided
a neat little church, pay all their con-
gregational expenses and have donated
half the cost of the native house set

apart for the use of the visiting mis-
sionary.

A learned Moslem convert to Chris-

tianity, Sheikh Michaiel, is conducting
preaching services every Wednesday
night in Boulak, near Cairo, and Mos-
lems attend in large numbers. He
has published three volumes in vindi-

cation of Christianity as superior to

Islam in many fundamental particu-

lars.

Latest reports from Japan state that
the new converts number several thou-
sand. The revival of churches and
pastors is thorough. Public men,
Christian and non-Christian, are being
moved by the upheaval to more rever-

ence for the gospel and for the work
of the Church. The missionaries are
curbing the extravagant native expec-
tation, and planning for such supple-

mentary action by churches and pas-

tors as shall make the period of re-

vival one that will bring about per-

manent good rather than temporary
exa'tation.

Ga-ve Good Ad-Vice.
A young doctor who had recently

commenced practice in a new neighbor-
hood, one day had brought to him an
uncommonly unwashed infant in the

arms of a mother equally unwashed.
Looking down upon the child for a

moment, he solemnly said: "It seems
to be suffering from hydropathic hy-
drophobia."

"Oh, doctor! is it as bad as that?"

cried the mother. "That's a big sick-

ness for such a mite. Whatever shall

I do for the child?"

"Wash its face, madam," replied the

doctor. "The disease will go off with
the dirt."

"Wash its face—wash its face, in-

deed!" exclaimed its mother, losing

her temper. "What next, I'd like to

know?"
"Wash your own, madam; wash your

own!" was the prompt rejoinder.

Bishop Whipple says that when he
went into the West to preach he was
exceedingly anxious to reach artisans

and railway operatives, of whom there

were hundreds in Chicago. He called

upon Wm. McAlpine, the chief engi-

neer of the Galena railway, and asked
his advice as to the best way of ap-

proaching the employes of the road.

"How much do you know about a

steam engine?" asked McAlpine.
"Nothing."
"Then," said McAlpine, "read 'Lard-

ner's Railway Economy' until you are

able to ask an engineer a question

about a locomotivce and he not think

you a fool."

The clergyman had the practical

sense to see the justice of that advice.

So he "read up," and in due season

went to the roundhouse of the Galena
railway, where he found a number of

engineers standing by a locomotive
which the firemen were cleaning. He
saw that it was a Taunton engine
with inside connections, and asked, at

a venture:

"Which do you like best, inside or

outside connections?"

This brought out information about
steam heaters and variable exhausts,

and in half an hour he had learned

more than his book had ever taught
him. When he said good-by, he added:

"Boys, .where do you go to church?
I have a free church in Metropolitan
hall, where I shall be glad to see you,

and if at any time you need me, shall

be glad to go to you."

The following Sunday every man
was in church.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.
This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

nres for ailments peculiar to women

and'ghis, and for abdominal weakness,
backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning
which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.
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Luther and the German Reforma-
tion, by Professor T. M. Lindsay, D. D.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

This is one of the volumes in the

series devoted to "the world's epoch-

makers." Professor Lindsay had al-

ready long ago proved his mastery of

this period in Christian history by his

capital handbook on the Reformation.

In this brief volume of less than three

hundred pages, he gives a clear and
most attractive account of Martin Lu-
ther. The modern spirit is shown in

Dr. Lindsay's very careful attention to

the sociological aspects of the Refor-

mation movement. That Luther power-
fully influenced and yet only half un-
derstood these extra-religious forces,

has long been well-known; but the

facts are brought out with great dis-

tinctness by. the author. Another ad-

mirable feature in th'is book is the em-
phasis put upon the fact that Luther
discovered no new doctrine. "If we look

into the matter," he says, "the Refor-

mation did not bring to light many
truths which was absolutely unknown
in the mediaeval church. The spiritual

life of the mediaeval Christian was fed

on the same divine thoughts which are

the basis of the Reformation theology.
* * * This Reformation which Lu-
ther led was the outcome of the old

family piety which had flowered dur-

ing all the previous centuries." (p. 14.)

The whole passage is worthy of careful

pondering, for that Christian con-

sciousness from the time of the apos-

tles to our own has been more stable.

more self-consistent, than a mere sur-

vey of our technical theologies would
indicate, and it rests on or rises from
a theology which, if it were discovered

and adequately set forth, would be the

final statement of truth.

"The True Story of a Revival," by a
pastor's wife—Fleming H. Revell Co.

—

is one of those books which disarms
criticism. It is a simple narrative tell-

ing "how one town arranged for spe-

cial evangelistic meetings, with a rec-

ord of the outcome." The personality

of the evangelists in question is made
too important and obtrusive—their
modus operandi is unconsciously made
to reveal the skillful manipulations
of men who had learned to adjust

means to ends so as to secure definite

results; yet one is made to hope that
the wheat exceeded the tares. At the
heart of the movement described there
was doubtless a goodly measure of spir-

itual reality. It will not do, however,
to hold up this very highly individual-

ized form of evangelistic work as a
model. "There are diversities of op-
erations, but the one Spirit." We have
the impression that this "true story of

a revival" has gained greatly in the
telling of it. The "Pastor's Wife"
yields a facile pen; her soul is on fire;

she magnifies her subject and gilds

with glory - commonplace events and
commonplace men. To those who are

prepared to benefit by them her glow-

ing pages will be suggestive of possi-

bilities in church life. There are no

doubt communities in which a similar

work might be successful, but there are

others in which it would be abortive.

Junior Bible Lessons by W. J. Mutch
—Christian Nurture, New Haven,

Conn.—is a book of special interest be-

cause it is along the line of reconstruc-

tion work in Sunday school helps. It

consists of twenty-six brief chapters

and deals with the Patriarchs. When
it came to our table we opened it with

avidity; for in no department of re-

ligious literature is there such a need

and demand for something new as in

our Sunday school lesson helps. We
wish we could honestly say that it met
our expectations. Although written

from our modern point of view in a

clear and simple style, with an evident

intent to make prominent the ethical

teachings in the lives of the patriarchs,

its material is not very thoroughly

digested. The general character of the

work is scrappy. Yet it is so much bet-

ter than much that is published that

many will no doubt find it of great

value. And it has, moreover, the great

merit of being something of a pioneer

book in the reconstruction period in

Sunday school literature upon which

we are entering.

"The Messages of Jesus, According to

the Synoptists; the Discourses of

Jesus in the Gospels of Matthew,

Mark and Luke; Arranged as far as

Feasible in the Order of Time, and

Freely Rendered in Paraphrase," by

Thomas Cumming Hall, D. D., New
York. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901.

Pp. 236. Price, $1.25.

Dr. Hall was formerly the pastor of

the Fourth Presbyterian Church of

Chicago, and is now Professor of

Christian Ethics in Union Theological

Seminary. This volume belongs to the

series of messages of the Bible, edited

by Professors Sanders and Kent of

Yale University. Its scope is indicat-

e 1 by its title. In a suggestive intro-

duction, the synoptic question is re-

viewed and its different factors char-

acterizd. The remainder of the book

is devoted to the consideration of the

materials presented by the synoptic

gospels, with a somewhat careful

treatment of the form of the narratives

and of the teachings of Jesus contained

in them. The volume will be found a

helpful addition to the apparatus for

the study of the gospels.

rarson i
his ups and downs, are benng printed In each Issue oi'

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religious paper packed full of good things for all

Blblo lovers. It goes to 45 states, Canada, England
and Scotland, and has 6,000 circulation. Send 25c foy
\t one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS. J. BUKTOX. Editor, Canton, Me.

The literary Era for July gives a
wide survey of the field of literature.

One of its surprises is the statement

that "Elizabeth Stoddard is the one
woman in America who has revealed

the profoundest depth of genius." She
is called the Charlotte Bronte of Amer-
ica. Her three books of fiction "The
Morgesons," "Two Men/' and "Temple
House" which were originally written

about forty years ago, and which are

said to be strangely modern in spirit,

are about to be issued in a uniform li-

brary edition.

Under the title of "The Making of an
America," Jacob A. Riis is giving in

"The Outlook" a sketch of his eventful

life. No romance could be more thrill-

ing. The plucky way in which he

hewed for himself a path to a life of

honorable usefulness presents to young
men an example worthy of emulation.

JVEW WA'BASH EQX/JP-
MEJVT.

The Wabash Railroad has just re-

ceived and placed in service on its

lines running out of Chicago the fol-

lowing new equipment: Eight combi-
nation baggage and passenger coaches,

thirty palace day coaches, ten reclin-

ing chair cars,, three cafe cars and two
dining cars. The majority of these

new cars are seventy feet in length,

and fitted with the latest style wide
vestibules. They have six-wheel

trucks with steel wheels. The cars

are finished in the finest selected Jago
mahogany. The lighting is by Pintsch

gas with the exception of the cafe,

dining and some of the chair cars,

which are unusually well lighted by
electricity, the fixtures being especially

designed for these cars. The dining

cars will seat twenty-nine persons and
have ample kitchen space. The cafe

cars will seat eighteen persons in the

cafe, and have a library and smoking
room in the observation end of the

car which will seat fourteen persons.

These cars also contain a private cafe

with seating capacity for eight persons.

These new cars represent the highest

stage of the development of modern
car building. Nothing has been omit-

ted and no expense spared that would

add to their luxurious elegance, or to

the comfort and convenience of the

patrons of the Wabash road.

No line is now better equipped than

the Wabash for handling business to

the Pan-American Exposition. Write

for a copy of Pan-American folder con-

taining a large colored map of the

Exposition grounds and zinc etching

of the principal buildings.

F. A. Palmer, Asst. Gen. Pass. Agt.

Chicago, Ills.
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TaKe Horsford's Acid
Phosphate.

It is a wholesome tonic for body,
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in its action.
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She pronounced in sounding platitude

Her universal gratitude,

For men of every latitude,

From tropics to the poles;

She felt a consanguinity,

A sisterly affinity,

A kind of kith and-kinity,

For all these foreign souls.

For Caledonian Highlanders,

For brutal South Sea Islanders,

For wet and moist and dry landers,

For Gentile, Greek and Jew,

For Finns and for Siberians,

For Arabs and Algerians,

For Tierra-del-Fuegians,

She was in a constant stew.

0, worried Miss Sophronia
Lest the men of Patagonia

Should die with the pneumonia,
"With the phthisis or the chills,

Yes, indeed, she worried daily,

Least a croup or cold should waylay
Some poor Soudanese or Malay,

Dying for the lack of pills.

And she toiled on without measure,

And with most unstinted pleasure,

For the good of Central Asia,

And the pagan people there.

But meanwhile her little sister

Died of a neglected blister,

But Sophronia hardly missed her,

For she had no time to spare.

Hudson (N. Y.) Gazette.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY.

The Acorns and the OaK.

H. Rea Woodman.
Under an old oak tree—a grand old

oak, that for a hundred years had

stood firm, straight as a marble statue

—the little acorns were discussing

their prospects in life. The discussion

had been brought about by an old man,

an old man with a pale, patient face,

who walked with a cane, putting an

acorn into his pocket and saying,

"Come, little oak tree, you be mine!"
The acorns had said nothing, they were
naturally very polite, until the old

man was quite out of hearing. Then
one little acorn who sat on a bit of

projecting root and looked quite lordly,

laughed and said:

"What a funny old man! Did you
see him?"
"Yes," replied Somebody, "called an

acorn an oak! Must be crazy!"

"Maybe it was a joke," piped up a

olemn little acorn who never knew
a joke, but who was always looking for

one, "it might be, don't you think so?"
anxiously.

The Acorn of the Lordly Air laughed
disdainfully.

"No, we'll tell you in time to laugh,
when there is a joke! The old man
1« childish, I presume," and he turned

to talk to a dancing-eyed daisy who
grew near him.

"But why," commenced an earnest

acorn, whom they called "the Judge,"

because he was so grave and always

so much in earnest, "why did the old

man take the acorn? If we are so

worthless why did he want one of us?

He did not look like a foolish old man,
and I don't believe he was. We must
be good for something. Oh, I wish I

knew, I wish I knew!" and "the Judge"
almost groaned.

"Of course, we are good for some-
thing—it is something just to be!"

cried out an acorn near the Judge.

"What do you mean?" queried the

frivolous acorn, with an uncomfort-

able shiver, "It doesn't sound very nice,

anyway."

"I mean," the little acorn had heard
the remark somewhere, and hadn't the

remotest idea what it meant, "I mean
we ought to wait and see what we're

good for."

"I do not mind waiting, only I'd

like to know,' said the Judge. Then
he added, sadly, "We really know
nothing but what we are now. I want
to know what I am going to be."

"Umph! Listen to the Judge!"
sneered the Lordly Acorn, "takes it for

granted he's going to be something."

The Judge's sensitive little face

flushed. But before he could answer
the Old Oak, who had been listening,

said quietly, "The Judge is right, he is

going to be something. His wanting
to be means that he shall be. Years

ago, little acorns, so many years ago
that the children who knew me have
been dead a long, long time, I was a

little acorn, lying on the ground as you
are, wondering and hoping as you do.

Nobody told me, as I now tell you, that

little acorns grow to be great oaks;

nobody told me that I, an humble lit-

tle acorn, had something to do in the

real world. I was very anxious and
worried about it, and asked a great

And then one day, when a man buried

me in the earth, so cold and damp, all

alone, my heart almost broke, for then
I was sure there was nothing more
for me, that 1 would just die there,

never amount to anything or be any-
body. But as T lay there, so sad and
alone, in the dreadful ground, I began
to grow, and I grew right up into the

sunlight, and then I wanted to lift

myself into the blue of heaven, I felt

so glad and thankful. You see all my
hope came back and helped me grow.
So day after day, year after year, I

many questions, but nobody told me.
grew and grew, glad and happy, trying

to reach Heaven, trying to be bigger
and stronger and better. I was very
proud when the storms of winter raged
about me, for I did not falter nor shiv-
er. And when the birds sang in my
branches and the children rested in my
shade, I was contented, because I was
of some use in the world. I am an old

oak now, but my heart is still young.
People say I am dying—I do not know,
perhaps I am. But I want to say to

you all, be patient and hopeful, for

little acorns are of use in the world.

That is what the old man meant

—

that you are the beginnings of mighty
trees which bless and protect men."
Some of the acorns were not listen-

ing. All the time the Old Oak was talk-

ing, the Lordly Acorn was flirting out-

rageously with the daisy. But the

Oak saw that the restless little heart

army of business men such as has
he rustled his leaves softly and smiled.

For, being a wise old Oak, he knew
that it is worth while to comfort one
little heart, to quiet one little soul.

A "Piece of His Mind.
Abraham Lincoln said a great many

wise things, but perhaps he never
gave better advice than at one time
to Secretary Stanton. Mr. Stanton, it

seems, was greatly vexed because an
army officer had refused to understand
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an order, or, at all events, had not
obeyed. "I believe I'll sit down," said

Stanton, "and give that man a piece of

my mind." "Do so," said Mr. Lincoln,
"write it now while you have it on
your mind. Make it sharp; cut him
all up." Stanton did not need anoth-
er invitation. It was a bone-crusher
that he read to the president. "That's
right," said Abe, "that's a good one."
"Whom can I get to send it by?"
mused the secretary. "Send it?" re-

plied Lincoln, "send it! Wry, don't
send it at all. Tear it up. You have
freed your mind on the subject and
that is all that is necessary. Tear it

up. You never want to send such let-

ters; I never do!"—Christian Work.

What a Small Vice Costs.

"How can you afford all these
books?" asked a young man, calling

upon a friend; "I can't seem to find

spare Qhange for even the leading

magazines."

"Oh, that library Is v2-
1? m? <one

cigar a day,' " was the reply.

"What do you mean," inquired the

visitor.

"Mean? Just this: when you advised
me to indulge in an occasional cigar

several years ago, I had been reading
about a young fellow who bought
books with money that others would
have burned in cigars, and I thought
I would try to do the same. You may
remember that I said I should allow
myself one cigar a day?"

"Yes, I recall the conversation
but don't quite see the connection."

"Well, I never smoked, but I put by
the price of a five-cent cigar every
day, and as the money accumulated, I

bought books—the very books you
see."

"You don't mean to say that your
books cost no more than that! Why,
there are dollars' worth of them."
"Yes, I know there are. I had six

years more of my apprenticeship to

serve when you advised me 'to be a
man.' I put by the money, which at

five cents a day amounted to $18.25

a year, or $109.50 in six years. I

keep those books by themselves as a
result of my apprenticeship cigar

money; and if you'd done as I did you
would by this time have saved many
many more dollars than I have, and
would have been better off in health
and self-respect besides."—Success.

"Pobuer of a W*Oman's Word.
He was only an Italian fruit-vender.

There was nothing about him at all

likely to inspire the beholder with
feeling, one way or another. He was
not ragged enough to call for especial

sympathy, nor unkempt enough to pro-

voke disgust. Yet to the policeman on
his beat he was the object of consid-

erable aversion. This was shown by
the unrelenting vigor with which the
fruit-seller was pursued from corner
to corner by the zealous guardian of

the law.

The other day, in a too hurried re-

sponse to the everlasting order to

"move on," the peddler's cart was up-

set, and his peaches and pears were
scattered over the ground and across

the street-car track. The enraged po-

liceman could barely restrain the im-
pulse to use his club.

"The dirty loafer!" he exclaimed

"He did it on purpose—just trying

to excite sympathy!"
"He has succeeded, then," said a soft

voice at the officer's elbow, and a neat

little woman stooped and began to

gather up the scattered fruit.

The officer's face reddened. He hes-

itated a moment, and then he, too,

joined in the work of restoration.

—
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Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song •writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I

have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Fbof. Wm, J. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principall}'

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
riELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems."' It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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A REMARKABLE BOOK.
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Ceacbers' Reference Bible,

Greatest Premium Ever Offered.

BOTH KING JAMES AND REVISED VERSIONS COHBINED
on the same page, but in such a manner as not to increase the bulk of the book.
The King James version is the basis, and this version is read straight along from
the text, while the Revised Version is readfrom the text in combination with
foot notes. These notes give all the words and passages of the Revised Version
where it differs from the King James Version. This combiliatio?i feature is ex-
ceedingly valuable, as it gives all the advantages of two separate books with
the convenience of one and also saves time as the two readings are always right
before the eye. It contains all the

Standard and Latest Helps
to the study of the Bible prepared by the most Eminent Biblical Scholars. Tt
is embellished with a complete series of fifteen New Maps—the newest and best
edgraved maps of Bible Lands, embodying the results of the most recent in-

vestigations and discoveries. It is printed from large, beautiful, clear, new
type and all proper names are divided into syllables and every vowel is marked
and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds and accents as they are" given
in every standard dictionary, thus enabling the reader to properly pronounce
every word. This feature is a great improvement and a strong recommenda-
tion for this Bible over others. This is the only Self-Pronouncing Combination
Teachers' Bible and is unquestionably the best edition of the world's best book.

Our Fine Art Combination Bible.

This Bible is the same as the one described above, having the Self-Pro-
nouncing and Combination features and all other helps and in addition is

profusely illustrated and embellished with numerous phototype engravings
from the paintings of the world's greatest masters, all drawn and engraved by
the best artists, to illustrate the teachings of our Lord. They are printed sepa-
rate from the text and make one grand panorama of pictorial embellishments
that are as instructive and pleasing as they are ornamental and accurate.

The growing demand for a wisely and faithfulty illustrated student's Bible
has been fully satisfied by the introduction of our fine art edition of the
Teachers' Bible. It combines every valuable feature of the usual teachers'

Bible, with a wealth of descriptive and pictorial illustrations so superb as to

distinctly separate this Bible from all others and place it in a class by itself.

In artistic beauty it stands without a rival.

Each illustration is a speaking sermon, a gem of art, the handiwork of a

master. The wonderful pictures not only beautify this sumptuous volume,
but actually interpret and make more clear the grand old truths of the Sacred
Word. This beautiful edition of the Bible is indispensable to all students and
teachers.

Notice the Prices.
This incomparable galaxy of Illustrations has cost the publishers many

thousands of dollars, and the preparation of this Combination Bible, with all

its " New Helps," has involved the labor of a large number of the most emi-
nent Biblical scholars and scientists of the world.

This beautiful, large type, Self-Pronouncing, Combination Teachers' Bible,

French seal, " Divinity Circuit," linen lined, round corners, carmine under gold
edge, extra finish, publisher's price, $5. This Bible and The Christian Century
for one year for only $3.

The Fine Art Combination Self-Pronouncing Teachers' Bible, same bind-
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The Christian Century Co., 358 Dearborn st.chicago.
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EDITORIALn
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The. Christian Century is published in the interests
of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities
which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life

'

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different
denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join
forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE CALL OF THE MASTEH.
HEN Jesus spoke to his audience in Galilee

the significant words, "Come unto me,"
he did not mean to call men to several of

the things which have been supposed to in-

here in that broadly extended invitation,

nor did he address himself merely to the

small group of people who made up his im-
mediate audience. Speaking to the larger

circle of men and women represented by
those who were his hearers, he issued a

call which is at once the most imperative
and stupendous demand ever uttered by any
teacher. All possible constructions have been
placed upon these words, but it is apparent that
many of the things which have been associated with
them were not in the mind of our Lord. He did not
demand a fixed method of worship as the Jew would
have done, nor a formulation of truth, as would the
Greek, nor the construction of an organization, in
which the Roman would have been interested. Far
deeper and wider were his purposes.

Jesus did not call men to an order of worship which
was different from that to which they had been ac-
customed. Liturgy, ritual, the splendid and stately

services of the temple and altar were already familiar
to the world, and Jesus apparently did nothing to add
to this catalogue, nor indeed does he seem to have con-
cerned himself with such a programme. He was him-
self a Jew, obedient to the law in all of its great re-

quirements, and ignoring nothing of its ancestral sanc-
tion save those useless formulations which had grown
out of the speculative efforts of scribes and phariseesT

and which laid upon the people .burdens too great to be

borne. From these, Jesus dissented in emphatic terms ;

and questioned the right of any group of teachers to

burden the consciences of men with obedience to such

external and mechanical observances. For himself and

his followers, Jesus accepted no stereotyped plan of

worship as essential. To the questioning woman at the

well of Samaria, he gave the outline of his idea of

worship by saying that the historic distinction between

Gerizim and Jerusalem as the places where men ought

to worship God was immaterial ; that place and time

and circumstances were all non-essential, but that the

vital element in worship was the true purpose, the as-

piration of the soul to companionship with God, and'

"the upright heart and pure." In these words, Jesus

asserted the perfect equality of all places as sanctua-

ries ; the splendid cathedral with its historic glooms

and graves, the small and plain conventicle in which

only the simplest service is held, the groves which

"were God's first temples" and where the soul rises to

God on the wings of reverent adoration, inspired by

the beauty and power of nature, or the chamber in

which the devout and prayerful soul shuts itself in the

wish to enter the Holy of Holies and gaze upon the

ineffable splendor of the presence of God. The thought

that a formal service of this or that kind is necessary

was essentially Jewish, and wherever the ideal per-

sists, it is the survival of Judaism. The spirit of the

gospel permits the use of all forms of worship which

accredit themselves to Christian experience and which

are helpful and uplifting. If they meet the needs of

the worshipper, they are means of grace. In so far as

they are substitutes for the worshipping heart and the

consecrated life, they are but "sounding brass and

clanging cymbal." Jesus calls not to a particular kind

of worship, but to worship itself as the communion of

the soul with God, and the preparation for the life of
service.

If the Jewish spirit essentially expressed itself in

certain forms of worship, not less did the Greek mind'

exercise itself upon formulations of truth. The repre-

sentative Jew as he accepted Christianity, was in dan-

ger of making it a new ritual. To the Greek it became
a new philosophy. To take the splendid essence of
Christianity and to throw it into the speculative forms

of a system of thought, was, to the Greek, the highest

use to be made of the new principle. But Jesus did'

not invite men to a new philosophy. Indeed, he gave
his teachings to the world in no such ordered and num-
bered forms as could be fitted into a system like those

which had been set forth by other teachers before his

day, and have been the delight of the schools in all the

years. Jesus did not ask men to accept a body of
truth, nor even any single proposition. It is often said;
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that this or that fact of our Lord's life, or some par-

ticular statement of his, is to be taken as the embodi-

ment of Christianity. Such can never be the case, so

long as we keep the true proportion of things in mind.

The difference between Jesus and other teachers lay

deeper than the small distinctions which were to be

drawn between their teachings and his. Indeed, it is

often affirmed that Jesus spoke nothing that was new
or original. If one cared to take up the challenge, the

proofs are ample that this thesis could not be main-

tained; yet for the sake of showing the unique su-

premacy of our Lord as a teacher, one might be will-

ing to accept the consequences of this statement.

Granted that Jesus taught nothing new, that his words

were mere repetitions of those which had been uttered

by Confucius, Plato, Aristotle, Hillel and Shammai

;

yet the wonder lies in the fact that these very words

uttered by Jesus aroused men as no other words to

which the world has ever listened. Other teachers

had come and gone and had left great or less influ-

ence upon the thought of their age, but Jesus, by the

spirit that was in his teaching, made men "hunger and

thirst after righteousness," and sent them away with

a strange yearning after holiness and a mysterious

reverence for him, not as a great orator, but as one

who "spake as never man spake." The call of Jesus

was, therefore, not to the acceptance of a proposition,

not even the proposition of his own Messiahship or

divinity, much less any formal truth of his utterance.

An ordered statement, embracing all the teachings

which Jesus gave to the world, would not be the ob-

ject whose acceptance Jesus commanded. There is no

vitalizing power in the acceptance of a proposition,

however true, in the embracing of a creed however

rich, or the submission to a testimony however time-

honored and revered. It was to a more vital object

that Jesus called men.

Nor did he invite them into an institution. The
Roman found his interest in framing governments,

laws, institutions, as the Jew in forms of worship and

the Greek in dialectic. The world was full of organ-

izations with various objects and characteristics, but

it was not to the number of these that Jesus wished to

add. He took no thought during his earthly ministry

to formulate a scheme of organization for any set of

people who might accept his invitation and regard

themselves as his followers. He appeared to give no
attention to the enterprise of fashioning for himself a

church, in so far as related to an external organization

with methods of procedure and rules for its regula-

tion. Indeed, Jesus, so far as we have record of his

teaching, never but once mentioned the church, but

continually spoke rather of the Kingdom of God, as

the rule of the Father in human hearts, the new social

order in which the divine ideals were to be realized.

The constant emphasis of our Lord was placed upon
this idea, and his habitual theme was the Kingdom.
It was the apostles in later times who, gathering up

the results of Jesus' teaching, concerned themselves

with the organization of the church. It may be affirm-

ed with certainty, therefore, that Jesus knew that bis

teachings would cause men who were like-minded with

himself to associate themselves in a visible organiza-

tion, and that the welfare and growth of this organiza-

tion would be the chief concerns of his apostolic fol-

lowers in the period following his departure
;
yet this

organization, the church, apparently lay only in the

outer circle of his thought when he gave to men his

invitation to fellowship with himself. The church

may be regarded rather as the natural consequence of

his work than its object. It was a means rather than

a direct end of his thought. The church was to be-

come the power by whose means the Kingdom should

be extended. The Kingdom is the totality of redeemed

souls and redemptive forces in the universe ; the church

is the visible means by which the enterprises of the

Kingdom are carried forward ; it is the group of men

and women in whom the Kingdom has already found

partial realization. Jesus called men to enter the

Kingdom, and he knew that this would lead them to as-

sociate themselves in the church ; but there was some-

thing more vital than this organization of a church

which lay implicit in his words of invitation.

Passing by any new scheme of religious worship into

which the Jew would have been concerned to turn

Christianity, leaving aside the philosophic and specu-

lative forms into which the Greek mind strove to

cast the new faith, and remembering that it was not to

be merely an organization such as the Roman was so

well able to construct, one asked himself, To what,

then, did Jesus call men? The answer is found in his

own words, "Come unto Me." He called men to him-

self, not to a form of worship he proposed to unfold,

not to a scheme of thought which centered in himself,

nor to an organization of which he was to be the head.

He knew full well that worship would take forms

adapted to the Christian spirit, that the truths of which

he was the center would properly group themselves

into Christian theology, and that the association of be-

lievers in him would issue in the Church which should

spread throughout the world
;
yet these were the remot-

er issues of his great call. He invited men rather to

himself, to his point of view, to the acceptance of his

methods of looking at life, to his attitude toward God,

to his faith in men, to his great horror of sin and all

estrangement from God, and his love for all who
bore the divine image. He invited men to come into

the atmosphere of his life, to come and find how simple

and yet how glorious a thing life is, to come and learn

the fine art of living. He did not ask men to accept

the Jewish scheme of legalism, nor the temple wor-

ship nor the formalities which lay in that field of out-

ward religion. He called men to the love cf God and

men, which Ju*iai«ii never realized. His own patient

devotion to human life is shown in his relation to

Zacchaeus the Publican, the Syro-Phoenician mother,
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the Roman centurion, and sinners of every name and

degree. He wished to bring-

to men life, and that life

in greater abundance. He did not ask men to accept

the Greek ideas, or the distinctions of the schoolmen,

nor the lore of the academy, yet he gave them in him-

self a truer view of life than all the porches had fur-

nished ; a view so satisfying and a life so complete

that they asked wistfully for nothing more. And,

again, he led men away from the love of mere power

and mere organization, such as the Roman revered and

prized, into a power and accomplishment new to the

world. He laid his hand on the best possessions of Jew
and Greek and Roman and said, "These are mine, and

something far better is mine, which I will give to you

;

and that is Life ; come unto me, you who are restless

and unsatisfied, even in the success that you have at-

tained, and I will give you the satisfaction which you

seek elsewhere in vain ; not in indolence, but in service,

not in negation, but in larger acceptance of truth. That

truth is myself. Come unto me, and find rest; come
and eat that which is good, and your famished soul

shall live."

This is still the call of Christ ; not to a form of wor-

ship, not to a theology, nor to an institution, but to

himself. In his presence worship will become satisfy-

ing, truth will be full and rewarding, and the Church

the life-giving force it was intended to be. But these

derive their value only from him, who is the giver of all

life, the fulness of him that filleth all in all.

'"BECAX7SE OF THE AJVGELS.''

I

HE words quoted above suggests a guiding
principle in the matter of Christian deport-
ment. They present a reason or motive for

observing the strictest propriety in the
smallest details of social life.

" Because of the angels" the Corinthian
women were not to violate the prevailing
customs among Eastern women, or over-
ride the prevailing ideas of womanly mod-
esty, disregarding the distinctions of sex

—

the abolition of which would lead to social

confusion. They seem to have claimed the right to do
all that men did, the right to appear unveiled in public,
and to pray with heads uncovered—in imitation of the
pagan priestesses ; the right, in a word, to set aside all

the established laws of social decorum.
But "because of the angels" they were bound to pay

regard to the proprieties of life, so as to prevent scan-
dal, and keep dishonor from coming upon the name of
their Master, Christ.

There have been almost as many meanings put upon
the words "because of the angels " as there are com-
mentators. These we need not recount. The practi-
cal truth which lies at the core of the words is, how-
ever, self-evident. One feasible explanation is this:
Because of the unseen angelic witnesses, who are pres-
ent in religious assemblies as spectators of their deeds,
the Corinthian women were to be careful to do nothing
irregular or indecent. They were not to incite bad
angels to wantonness, nor grieve good angeia oy their
unseemly behavior.

Another view which may be advanced, and which

we, upon the whole, regard as the most reasonable,

is this: The word "angels" is here to be taken in

the modified sense of messengers or spectators. Into

Christian gatherings came messengers from the world
to take notes, to criticise, to spy out the liberty which
Christians had in Christ, and to report what they saw
and heard to those who had sent them. So, because

of the messengers or angels who would be glad to

blaze abroad any evil report, it behooved the Christian

women of Corinth to observe the rules of social life,

so as not to expose themselves to the scorn, contempt
and ridicule of the world.

These words taken thus teach the practical lesson

of watchfulness. Christians are to remember that the

eyes of the world are upon them ; nor are they to com-
plain that those eyes are too keen, too critical, too re-

lentless. To be under the scrutiny of others is a sa-

lutory thing. Public sentiment is a mirror in which
every man can see a reflection of himself.

We need the restraint of knowing that others are

looking on. We often fancy that we are unseen when
our smallest act is being accurately weighed and meas-
ured. It is a wholesome thing to have a regard for

the opinion of others. How many Scripture exhorta-

tions are based upon the value of social judgments.
"Give no occasion of stumbling, either to Jews or

Greeks, or to the church of God ; even as I also please

all men in all things, not asking my own profit, but

the profit of the many that they may be saved." "Give
no occasion of stumbling in anything." "Convince the

gainsayers." "So is the will of God that with well-

doing ye may put to silence the ignorance of foolish

men."

A special application of this principle may be made
to vacation experiences. When Christian people go
off on their summer holiday they are apt to relax vig-

ilance, and let down high principle. Because of the

angels they ought to be careful. The little church in

the woods which has been struggling along all the

year hears that some Christian families prominent in

religious work in a distant city are coming to spend
the summer in the vicinity. They are cheered at the

prospect of the re-enforcement of strength. But what
is their dismay and mortification to find that these

Christian workers scarcely ever come near them.

They spend the Lord's day in idleness and frivolity,

swinging in hammocks and reading light literature as

the humble worshipers go past them to church. What
will the unchurched onlookers think of this, and what
effect will it have upon them ? Because of the angels

Christians are to be watchful. They are to show that

their religion is portable ; that it can stand the heat of

summer, and the enervating influences of vacation ex-

periences.

" The Church needs to-day not only more men, but

more man."

Retribution seldom descends swiftly as an avalanche,

but generally moves forward slowly as a ponderous,
irresistible glacier.

We have no right to lie down in the pastures of ten-

der grass unless we have wearied ourselves bending
our backs to the sickle in the harvest fields of life.

We are sometimes so impressed by a fellow man's
estimate m his importance that we tremble at the
mere suggestion of what might have been if the Lord
had forgotten to make him.
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THE QX/IET HOWR.
E all know that the Christian life needs to beW tended and watched over with great care.

Our own human will and intelligence are

essential factors in the experiences of God's
grace and the keeping of God's peace. His
best gifts come to us and remain with us
not as a mere matter of course, mechanical-
ly; they need to be seen and chosen, pon-
dered and held fast by us. All the best

theologians of all schools agree that in or-

der to make progress in Christian charac-
ter and in the knowledge of God, the co-operation of
the will of man with the will of God must be freely and
constantly rendered. Hence the great need and un-
told value of the daily "quiet hour." It may be less

or more than an hour that we are able to spend in the
search for hid treasure; but there ought to be, there
must be, some time every day which we use in Bible
reading and in prayer.
What most of us need is some guidance in the use

of the time and some direct stimulus to devotion. For
this all kinds of manuals of devotion, books of medi-
tation, are to be had. And there are also the great
classics of the Christian life. It would be interesting
to know how many of the earnest people in our church-
es—pastors, Sunday-school teachers, elders, deacons,
and others, possess and have read these great and im-
mortal books. They can now-a-days be had for almost
nothing

; they are great enough to be plain to the com-
mon sense of the ordinary man, and out of them the
water of life is flowing generation after generation.
We refer to such books as Augustine's "Confessions,"
Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress" and "Grace Abound-
ing," "The Imitation of Christ," by Thomas a Kempis,
and William Law's "Serious Call." There are many
more. But these are certainly among the deepest and
richest. To live with these great hearts awhile is to
be brought daily nearer God.

It is the purpose of The Christian Century to do
what it can in the furtherance of the devotional life.
It recognizes that there is much more needed in a true
religious paper than earnest discussion and widely-
harvested church news, and literary criticism and
pleasant sketches and stories. All these we hope to
provide for our readers with increasing excellence and
variety as time goes on. But we desire much to pro-
vide help also for those whose feet are moving or
would move swiftly towards the still waters and the
green pastures of the devotional, the praverful and
deep-souled life. We plan to do this, first of all, by
means of the columns entitled, "The Quiet Hour." Our
readers have already discovered that Mr. Smellie, who
writes those columns, is a man religiously gifted for
that delicate task. His brief comment on a brief por-
tion of Scripture selected for daily reading has three
remarkable qualities: It goes to the main point in
each passage with a scholar's skill, it speaks in lan-

guage at once simple and full of literary grace, and it

does teach the heart and conscience of the reader who
through it is feeling after some message, some move-
ment, of the Spirit of God. These brief paragraphs may
be read not only in the secret places of individual pray-

er, but at the family altar. They have been so used
with, comfort and delight. To read the passage named
at the heading of each paragraph and then Mr. Smel-
lie's comment, and then to offer a brief prayer ending
with the Lord's prayer, this would surely make a beau-
tiful daily service in many a home where now there

It is the intention of The Christian Century to do
more than this for the "interior life" of its readers.

We propose to have articles written by well-known
men on the entire history of this subject. We hope to

describe the books, some of which we named above,

giving an account of their authors and the place which
these books hold in the life of the Church of Christ.

We will watch for every opportunity to address our

readers on subjects and in a manner that shall lead

them to walk with firmer step and heart afire in the

sacred and blessed "world of prayer." In this way
we confidently desire and hope that The Christian

Century will occupy a unique place in the personal

affection of its readers. For we know that none are

loved by us like those who minister to that which is

the central hunger of the soul of man, the yearning
for the fellowship of God.

is none.

JSfOTES AJSfT) COMMENTS.
A. Literary Iconoclast.

FRENCHMAN, Henri Vigneaud, first sec-

retary of the United States embassy, de-

clares that "Columbus was a fraud of the

first magnitude." M. Vigneaud, who has

the reputation of being the greatest living

authority upon the early period of Ameri-
can history, has written a book to show
that the letter and map which Loscanelli,

the great Florentine astronomer, is said to

have forwarded to King Alphonso of Por-
tugal, and to Columbus, was not sent to

them at all. It seems that Columbus committed this

literary forgery to make people believe that he was in

communication with the savants of his time. But most
of us would never have heard of the great Florentine

Loscanelli, but for his connection with Columbus.
And at any rate Columbus got there. He discovered

America and that is glory enough for any man. Over
the blemishes in the life of Columbus let charity draw
the veil. To call attention to the wart on the face is a

poor business.

Funeral Sermons.

Funerals and weddings are tests of ministerial tact.

Many a poor preacher has made for himself a strong

place in a community by his ability to give dignity and

grace to these occasions. Sometimes a preacher by

some act of indiscretion ruins his influence. A flag-

rant violation of good taste is reported in the case of

an Indiana preacher who, a few days ago, at the bier

of an ex-congressman, passed severe judgment upon

his life. He meant to be honest, but he was merely

fooiish. He had no right, to take advantage of the

occasion to harrow the feelings of the dead man's

friends and relatives by telling all the truth. There are

times when silence is the truest eloquence. The old

saying, "Speak good only of the dead" may sometimes

be carried too far, but it affords a safe rule to go by.

Besides the function of a preacher at an open grave

is to speak words of consolation to the living.

E,pU)or1h League Contention.

A Methodist gathering is nothing if it is not enthu-

siastic. For the first few days of the great Epworth

League Convention in San Francisco, things moved on

rather quietly. The delegates were occupying too

much of their time sight-seeing. Dr. Berry, general

secretary of the League, reminded them what they had

come for and admonished them to "get to work and

pump salvation into the people." The tide was in-
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stanily turned. The young people forsook the allure-

ments of the Coast and gave. themselves up to an ag-

gressive religious campaign. Open-air meetings were
"held in half a dozen widely-separated districts. Evan-
gelistic services were also held in the music stand in

Golden Gate Park, and in the court of the Palace Ho-
tel. These extemporized services were in addition

to the regular meetings of the convention, which were
held in the Alhambra Theater, the Metropolitan Tem-
ple, and Central and Howard Street Churches. That
the city was moved ; that the Epworth Leaguers made
their presence felt cannot be doubted. From sunrise

till evening the meetings were crowded ; and religious

fervor seems to have been at white heat. The pro-

gramme had in it many excellent features, and some
•of the papers read were of high merit, but the prevail-

ing note of the convention seems to have been the

evangelistic one. The delegates gave themselves up
to the work of saving souls. With the aim and spirit

of such work we have the profoundest sympathy, but

its methods are too suggestive of machine-made relig-

ion—something gotten up to order—something that is

more suggestive of hypnotism than of the Holy Spirit.

It is easy to work up young, susceptible souls into a
tempest of passion ; but a reaction is sure to come.
That hotbed form of piety is apt to wilt. Instruction

in divine truth and guidance in the practical matters
of Christian life ought to occupy all the time in gath-
erings of young Christians.

"Prayer for "Rain.

Prayer for rain was offered in the churches of Kan-
sas. On the following day the rain came. It fell in

torrents. People stood in the streets to get the bene-
fit of the cooling shower. They rejoiced with shout-
ing. Finally they marched in procession into the
churches and extemporized a thanksgiving service.

They felt, and rightly so, that God had sent the rain.

The faith of many in the power of prayer was con-
firmed. But suppose the rain had not come. Sup-
pose that the heavens had remained as brass and that

the shrivelled grain had been burned up; would that

have been evidence that God had failed to answer
prayer? This is a hard question ; but of one thing we
are sure ; it is never safe to ground our faith in prayer
upon specific answers to requests for temporal bene-
fits. This world is conducted for spiritual ends ; and
these may be better served by withholding than by
giving. Prayer for temporal blessings is never to be
absolute. Subtending every petition there is the im-
plied condition, "If it be thy will." We must allow
God some margin. To pray is not to dictate. God
does hear prayer alike when he gives the special tem-
poral benefit asked for and when he denies' it ; for he
does what is best, and that is at bottom what the
praying soul wants him to do. Are we, then, to thank
God for the rain? Certainly. But we are not to

imperil our faith in prayer by hanging it upon some-
thing being done which we in our shortsightedness
may have considered the right thing for God to do.
What we regard as an answer to prayer may be sim-
ply a coincidence. The rain might have come any-
way. "There is no use praying for rain so long as
the wind is in that quarter?" said an irreverent
sceptic to a humble believer. But cannot God change
the wind? There is the case of Elijah, which has
been given to fortify our faith. But in Elijah's case
the change in the weather was made to conserve spir-

itual ends; and we may be sure that it will be the same
in every instance in which God . interferes wJih the
established order of things.

CHICAGO jsfOTES.

In spite of the official inspection of milk and food

supplies by the health department, adulteration goes

on. By a mere accident the discovery was made of

the impurity of the milk used at the Cpunty Hospital.

To preserve it formaldehyde had been used. The same
deleterious substance is being used by some merchants

to keep fruit and vegetables from decaying. A more
rigorous and scientific inspection of our food supplies

is evidently required.

Professor Triggs of the University of Chicago keeps

floundering in the mire, sinking deeper into it all the

time. He seeks to defend his statement regarding the

worthlessness of hymns by saying that in the privacy

of the class room he had spoken playfully and para-

doxically.
.
That might be allowed to pass ; but when

he goes on to say that "a teacher is not required at all

times to tell the truth," he shows a lack of moral sense

which is simply deplorable.

The resignation of Rabbi Hirsch and Julia C.

Lathrop from the State Board of Charities because of

the appointment of Mack Tanner as secretary of the

board upon purely political grounds, is cause for gen-

eral regret. To find Governor Yates eating up all his

fine promises regarding the appointment of men of

high character and unquestioned qualifications to pub-

lic offices is disappointing and discouraging.

Our old-time friend, Charles T. Yerkes, speaks well

of London as compared with Chicago in the matter of

street railway franchises. He says with us nine times

out of ten the granting of a franchise is a blackmailing

scheme, and the parties have to be bought off. The
indictment is too true. There is no more important

thing to which the reforming energies of the church
can be directed than the purification of our civic and
political life.

The establishment last week of the shrine of St.

Anno at St. Joseph's French Roman Catholic Church,

California Avenue, drew crowds of devout pilgrims

from all over the city and from surrounding districts.

The special attraction is a piece of bone from the wrist

of St. Anne. This sacred relic rests in an altar special-

ly built for its reception. Before this shrine throngs
of sick people prostrate themselves crying to St. Anne
for help. It is a pitiful sight. And to think of such

gross superstition flourishing in our midst in the be-

ginning of the twentieth century!

The Roman Catholic Church believes in the power
of the spectacular. In the Cathedral of the Holy
Name is about to be witnessed one of the most gorge-
ous ceremonies which has ever taken place in this

country. The occasion is that of the consecration of

Father Muldoon to the bishopric of Chicago. Two
"thrones" have been erected within the chancel rail to

be occupied by Cardinal Martinelli and Archbishop
Feehan. The vestments to be worn by Father Mul-
doon when the purple is conferred, will cost about
$10,000. They have been made specially for this occa-

sion, and are of the finest silk from a stock held in

Peking for the use of the pope. Elaborate embroidery
is worked upon the miter and chasuble. To the sim-
plicity which is in Christ Jesus all this pomp and dis-

play is utterly foreign.
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ECONTRIBUTEDy
THE HOME "BEA.\/TIF\/L.

W. H. Bagby.

I am building a beautiful temple

—

A house for the Spirit of Love

—

I am building it after the pattern

Brought down by the Lord from above.

I am building a beautiful temple

—

A house that forever will stand

—

For I'm building it on "the Foundation,"
And not on the loose, shifting sand.

I am building a beautiful temple

—

A house that the Father will own

—

For the truth is its solid foundation
And Christ is the chief cornerstone.

I am building a beautiful temple,

Whose glory can never be told,

For it shineth with brightness supernal

—

Its stones are more precious than gold.

I am building a beautiful temple

—

A house that will ever be new.
For the beautiful temple I'm building

Is character lasting and true.

Salt Lake City.

ideals

ideals

A/fGE'R OF JESVS.
Edward Scribner Ames, Ph. D.

NGER belongs to our instinctive life. It is

A a sign and means of defense. The dog
growls over his bone, the hen fluffs her

feathers and flies at the enemy of her

brood. A man is nettled at insult to his

home or his honor. He becomes angry at

that which threatens what he loves. It

may be his political principles, or religious

creed, or scientific view which is attacked,

but in each case the feeling is essentially

the same. The impulse to defend a set of

is peculiarly human, and the higher the

the more justifiable is the enthusiasm
with which they are pursued and defended. It

is the nature of his principles and his ardent
devotion to them which makes the anger of

Jesus so interesting and suggestive. Nothing could
emphasize his humanity more strongly and nothing
could reveal more uniquely his deepest motives. St.

Paul gives the precept, "Be angry and sin not," but
Jesus gives the example of virtuous anger.

That precept is well illustrated in the life of Christ,

not only by those rare moments in which he showed
burning indignation, but also by those more numerous
occasions when to us he seems to have had cause for

anger and yet remained perfectly benign and com-
passionate. His prolonged temptation is a striking
illustration. His circumstances might well have made
him irritable. Hungry, alone, filled with power which
he dared not use, he nevertheless maintained his calm
judgment and resiita^c? The opposition of the
Scribes and Pharisees began early in his ministry and
increased in tantalizing cunning and craftiness
throughout, yet there are few instances where he did
not meet them with dispassionate argument or un-

perturbed silence. They ascribed his power to Beelze-

bub, but he only said: "How can Satan cast out

Satan? If a kingdom be divided against itself, that

kingdom cannot stand." The people laughed him to

scorn when he said, "the damsel is not dead but sleep-

eth," yet he went on in his kindly way to perform the

miracle. In his home town they taunted him with his

lowly birth, but he only marveled at their unbelief and
continued with his teaching. At his trial the witnesses

testified falsely. Pilate confessed the lack of evidence,

the soldiers struck, spit upon and mocked him, but

he answered nothing. To most men such treatment

would justify the extremest anger, but Christ had risen

above resentment. There are other occasions when
we are not sure just what his mood was. It might
naturally have been anger, as when he cursed the bar-

ren fig-tree—so suggestive of the barren nation of

Israel with its professions of religion, mere leaves

without the fruit. Or again when a sign was asked

as a guarantee of his mission, he answered, "a wicked
and adulterous generation seeketh for a sign." That
sounds like the accent of a lofty indignation as does

also the ringing denunciation of the Scribes and Phari-

sees, "hypocrites !" in the twenty-third chapter of

Matthew.

But there are three ciear and specific instances of the

anger of Jesus. The most dramatic is the earliest, and
stands at the beginning of his ministry. Jesus had
gone to Jerusalem with the throng of pilgrims for the

passover. In his soul burned the zeal of a pure and
lofty devotion. The spiritual meaning of the great

national feast was clear to his religious and patriotic

nature. Along the way his imagination had been

quickened by the sight of pilgrims, at first little groups
of neighbors and then strangers and foreigners in. vast

numbers as they converged upon the ancient city

—

the city of David, the city of the great Temple. In

that Temple was embodied the tokens of the national

life and history, the evidences of the living God ever

mindful of his people. It would not be strange if

Jesus idealized it all in his religious enthusiasm so

that he would be little prepared for the scene which he
actually beheld. To one who thought of it as the

house of God, and had brooded over the sight of

smoking altars and the odor of incense and the sound
of priestly chants and prayers, what a shock it must
have been to see in the very court of the temple the

market for sacrificial animals and doves, to hear the

money changers round their tables weighing the
coins, arguing, disputing, bargaining, and to realize

that the temple authorities in avarice and greed were
in the name and authority of religion, taking advan-
tage of the devout worshiper who came to purchase
sacrifices or to have his coin exchanged for the shekel

to pay the temple tribute. The utter corruption and
blasphemy of it all is best expressed in that righteous

wrath in which Jesus with his scourge of small cords,

"drove them all out of the temple, and the sheep and
the oxen ; and poured out the changers' money and
overthrew the tables," and said to them "It is written,

My house shall be called the house of prayer ; but

ye have made it a den of thieves." The sensitive soul

of Jesus was outraged at the use of the sacred place

and things for selfish and corrupt ends. The temple
officials had perverted a great trust for the sake of

money. It was a terrible example of the corruption to

which men descend in their lust for wealth. Many
times Jesus attacked that spirit, as when he said, "How
hard will it be for rich men to enter the Kingdom of
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God," and when he told the rich young ruler to give

away all that he had in order to become a disciple.

The second recorded instance of the anger of Jesus

concerned the observance of the Sabbath. One Sab-

bath day, upon entering the synagogue, he found a

man there with a withered hand. The Pharisees

watched Jesus, seeking to catch him in a violation of

the law. He asked them, "Is it lawful to do good on

the Sabbath day, or to do evil? To save life or to

kill?" They were silent and it provoked him. Mark
says Jesus "looked round about on them with anger,

being grieved for the hardness of their hearts." These

Pharisees illustrate how possible it is to be very re-

ligious in a way and yet be very bad morally They
were so conscientious in observing the letter of the law

of Moses that they had missed its spirit. They had

magnified the Sabbath until its observance was worse

than its desecration. They had made it of more im-

portance than human life, to which it was intended to

minister. To them the healing of a diseased man
was of no consequence as compared with the main-

tenance of an institution and ordinance of the Church.

Their hearts had become hard and blind to the real

put poses of religion. Is it not a very suggestive thing

that Jesus was moved to anger by that exaltation of

an element of the creed above the welfare of men ?

Alas, how often the Church, Christian as well as Jew-
ish, has justified the righteous indignation of her Lord
by emphasizing the externals of religion until the

heart has become hardened and blinded to the real

needs of the world.

The other example of the sinless anger of Jesus is

found in that touching scene where the little children

were brought to him. The disciples rebuked those

who brought them. But when Jesus saw it, he was
much displeased—the Greek word is very strong and
is nowhere else applied to Christ—and said unto them,
"Suffer the little children to come unto me and forbid

them not." Then he expressed his deep feeling in his

characteristic way, by a word and by a deed. The
word contained a fresh revelation concerning the

Kingdom of God. No one may enter that Kingdom,
except as a little child. And the deed—it was one of
the tenderest in all his ministry. "He took them up
in his arms, put his hands upon them, and blessed
them." That was the most human expression of anger
of which we know anything in the life of our Lord.
It was directed toward his best friends, the disciples

;

and it passed away in a moment, as he looked into the
innocent faces of the children and caressed them.
The disciples would have observed the conventional
proprieties, for to bring the children to Jesus was ut-
terly contrary to all Jewish notions and incompatible
with the supposed dignity of a Rabbi- The Master,
however, resented the courtesy based upon the artifi-

cial distinction of learning or traditional authority,
because he recognized in the humility, receptiveness
and meekness of the child the more genuine qualifica-
tions for the Kingdom.

These incidents are exceedingly suggestive con-
cerning the mind of Christ. His anger was never that
of an irritable, diseased or narrow soul. It arose only
where the noblest principles of love and sympathy
were outraged or perverted. Other things made him
sad

;
lonely and discouraged but not angry. His indig-

nation was called for only by the conscious and mali-
cious violation of the law of love or by the blindness
of heart which prevented the realization of it. The
desecrators of the temple had lost their love to God in

their worship of money ; the Pharisees overlooked the

love of neighbor in zeal for the ordinances and forms

of religion, while the disciples themselves failed to

discern the essential qualities of the kingdom of God
even when presented in their purest form, in the hearts

of little children. No personal insult, no cunning

craft of his enemies, no doubts or misconceptions of

his disciples ever moved him to such intense vexation.

CA THOLICISMIJSf THE THILIP-
TlftES.

Herman P. Williams.

T IS not necessary to justify supremacy over

such kingdoms and domains (the Philip-

pines) especially among vassals of kings so

just and Catholic (the Spanish) and such
obedient sons of the supreme apostolic au-

thority, with which warrant these regions

were occupied." In this language the Span-
ish historian, Concepcion, stated to his

countrymen their theory of colonial posses-

sion. The reasoning is simple : The Pope,
Christ's vice-gerent ; the King of Spain,the

Pope's loyal agent ; the Spanish soldiers and friars, di-

vinely commissioned to subject the heathen for an in-

heritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for a
possession. Similar notions of piety had possessed
Philip II, when he launched his Armada against heret-

ical England. He it was who gave his name to the

Philippines ; and with the christening, the islands were
devoted to a fanatical, belligerent religiosity.

But before this, in the year of our Lord 1521, the
archipelago received its first incursion from Christen-
dom. It was Easter week. Hernando Magellan and
his sea-worn adventurers had rounded South America,
crossed the Pacific, and were skirting the shores of
Mindanao. They found harbor in the mouth of the
Butnan, and there landed to attend the sacrifice of the
mass. Sailing northwestward from there, Magellan
made port at Cebu. This was, even then, a city ; and
was ruled over by a king. The native royalty were
overawed by the stately, mysterious worship of their

white visitors ; and seeming disposed to receive the new
religion, were accorded baptism. But instruction by
pantomime, of only a few days, could not make their
conversion very profound ; and two weeks after, King
Hamabar showed that he was still in the gall of bitter-

ness, by massacring twenty-six of his guests. Ma-
gellan had been killed before this by a hostile tribe ; and
the expedition withdrew, completing the voyage around
the world, under the captaincy of Elcano.
A half century later Cebu was permanently occupied.

Legaspi was the soldier; Urdeneta, the priest. That
was m 1565, the year St. Augustine was founded in

Florida. What a contrast between America and the
Philippines through succeeding years ! Six years after,

Manila was occupied and constituted a Spanish city

—

built up with barracks and churches among the nipa
huts. Then five years more and Manila was made a
bishop's see ; and history was well begun.
Those were years of spiritual awakening and mis-

sionary activity through all Christendom ; and the Latin
Church especially was fired with a zeal for foreign
missions. It was not long until Manila was infested
with mendicant friars ; and, indeed, all orders were fast
crowding to this field, rich for spiritual exploitation.
The question was up, whether heathen missions should
he conducted by apostolic suasion or by military power.
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The Augustinians were vehement for coercion. They
were first on the field, foremost in the colony, and al-

though antagonized by some of the other orders, won
their point. Sanchez was sent to Europe and per-

suaded Philip to grant the clergy 20 per cent of the

tribute money, to consent to armed expeditions for con-

verting the natives, and to make other provisions fa-

vorable to the Church's interests—among them, that

forty additional Austin monks be sent at once to the

islands.

From the first, Manila was the scene of ecclesiastical

jealousy and intrigue. There were bitter rivalries

among the friars and violent contests with the civil

power. Such strife so dwarfed and enfeebled the col-

ony that in 1621 the king was advised to abandon it.

Urgent representations of the Church, however, rela-

tive to the interests of heathen missions decided him
to continue his control.

But the contentions waxed and waned. Now the pre-

lates triumphed, and now, again the royal governor.

In the seventeenth century Corcuera humbled and fin-

ally deposed the archbishop for insisting on the right

of sanctuary to civil fugitives. Later, Salcedo led

Archbishop Poblete a sorry, troubled life; and at his

death forbade the De Profundis, and ordered a feast

because so vexatious a prelate had been called to his

reward. But the Inquisition got hold of Salcedo ; and
he died a prisoner, disgraced and heart-broken. Then
in the next century, one of the governors imprisoned

the archbishop. Thereupon the friars fomented a holy

riot. Austins, Dominicans, Recollets, Franciscans,

with the populace, mobbed the governor, beat him,

stabbed him, and threw him into the common jail. The
archbishop being released, graciously took the reins

of government, and for nine years thereafter executed

the royal authority. Succeeding ecclesiasts were not

so fortunate, though they were hardly less ambitious.

The Cavite conspiracy of 1872 is attributed to the

friars. Not that they took up arms against the govern-
ment; but fomented a false revolution for the sake of

further intrenching themselves in power. Spain's colo-

nial system throughout has been paralyzed by the in-

cubus of ecclesiastical intrigue.

Common cause was not always made by the clerical

orders against the civil government ; they combated
one another quite as heartily. An attempt to evangelize

Japan from Manila brought the Jesuits and Francis-

cans into violent clash. Through Xavier Japan had
been alloted to the former order by papal decree ; and
a number of the Jesuits had settled with the Portu-
guese at Nagasaki. But Frey Bautista, with his Fran-
ciscan brothers, also essayed the conversion of the

Japanese. At first they were received with honor by
the Emperor, and permitted to build a church at Osaka.
Then the jealousy of the Jesuits and Portuguese poi-

soned the mind of the Japanese sovereign. The Fran-
ciscans were forbidden to enter the country ; and for a
century and a quarter they suffered martyrdom with
their native converts by crucifixion and burning.

The tables were turned against the Jesuits in Manila,
however. In 1768 they were expelled from the islands

and permitted to return only in 1852, for the sole pur-

pose of educational work and missions among the Mo-
hammedans. The Austins seemed particularly bitter

against them, and have referred to their teaching as "a
different religion." The Dominicans at one time raised

a tempest in the cathedral because they must pass
through territory of the Recollets in order to reach
their own province of Pangasinan. The unity of the

Catholic Church is hardly the unity of the Spirit, and
truly at times has not been unity at all.

The first native friar was admitted to the Austin or-

der two hundred years ago. Such recognition was not
widely accorded the Filipinos, and has been virtually

refused during the last half century. Since 1872 no-

native priests have been allowed to hold vicarages, and
have occupied only the most subordinate offices.

That friars should hold benefices was contrary to the-

decree of the Council of Trent, but was allowed under
claim that the regular clergy were not sufficient in

numbers for the work. Such a state of affairs was-

carefully perpetuated, and most of the parishes were
administered by friars. The orders have been able to-

control political policies, to amass enormous estates,

and to build magnificent churches and convents. The
budget of 1888 granted the church eighteen cents of
every poll tax, and kindred provisions have augmented
the clerical treasuries. These funds were discreetly in-

vested outside the colony.

There are schools in Manila, Jaro and Cebu, where-
instruction was given especially in Latin and divini-

ties. But in the provinces it has been the policy of the-

friars to keep the natives in ignorance and submission.

The laws provided that religion should be taught in
the Spanish language. But the native languages were-

more frequently employed ; and Spanish was taught
only superficially, if at all. Other more helpful in-

struction was avoided. Even in the most intelligent

districts after three centuries of opportunity, the Cath-
olic Church has done little enough to lead her children

out of the slavery of ignorance into the freedom of
the truth of God.

Jefferson, la.

THE FORMAL CHWRCH, IIU
The whole body fitlj- joined together and compacted.—Eph. 4:16.

A. B. Jones.

\7nity of -the JSptrit.

NDEAVOR to keep the. unity of the spirit

in the bond of peace," is the scriptural in-

junction. This topic is worthy of a con-
spicuous place in this discussion, more so

than it will be possible to give it. There is

nothing more pleasing to contemplate than
that of the "unity of the spirit;" nor more
delightful in its realizations to the heart.

Justwhat the Word of God intends to com-
prehend in this expression, its fulness of
meaning, we do not undertake to state in

the present rapid survey of the mere outlines of the

subject. One thing, however, we hold as certain ort

this point, that whatever the phrase, "the unity of the

spirit" may mean, it involves, as its most essential and
important factor, the idea of the spirit of unity With-
out the spirit of unity there can be no "unity of the
spirit." A desire for union and fellowship, whether
in domestic, social, civil or religious life, must pre-

cede any true realization of the blessings. The great-

est obstacle now in the way of Christian unity is the
fact that men do not desire it. Sectarians prefer a
divided Christendom to a united one. Whenever and
wherever the spirit of unity burns in the heart of man,
the imaginary mountain barriers to Christian unity
diminish into mole hills. Within every body, whether
material or moral, there resides normally a spirit of
unity, restrained and perverted in some instances it
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may be, and without this the body could not exist.

The massive stone squared and dressed by the hand

of the mason and lying in readiness for its place in

the building is held tenaciously together, particle by

particle, by the presence of an invisible and imponder-

able force called, scientifically, cohesion. Without this

spirit of unity disintegration and dissolution would set

at naught our confidence in the solidity and consequent

utility of the stone. The starry hosts of heaven, scat-

tered, diversified, and multitudinous as they are, mov-
ing with inconceivable velocity in every direction, are

all pervaded and filled with the same spirit of unity, the

great law of gravitation, without which chaos and
confusion would reign supreme everywhere; but, by
the presence of which is given to us that wonderful

harmony, styled in poetic conception, the "music of

the spheres." The gregarious tendency in every form
of animal life, and the social nature of man, are the

unseen power which groups together the lower ani-

mals, and creates associations among men, holding

them together by a kind of unity of the spirit in the

bonds of peace.

High above all this there is another force, another

spirit, the Spirit of God, which is the spirit of unity

dwelling in the hearts of Christians. "Know ye not

that ye are the temple of God"—a building, one build-

ing, "fitly joined together and compacted," and that

"the Spirit of God dwelleth in you." "As living stones

ye are built up a spiritual house." Wherever the Holy
Spirit dwells in the hearts of men, and is permitted

to have its due influence, there will be found the "spirit

of unity," and the consequent "unity of the spirit;"

and Christian men, wherever they may be, "like kin-

dred drops mingle into one body." Only the presence

of some foreign element produces irritation and alien-

ation.

But we are met here by the objection that our re-

ligious liberty is put in jeopardy by this doctrine of

Christian unity ; and that it should be guarded with a

watchful eye in view of its abuses in the past history

of the Church. Some men seem never to know they

have any liberty except when they are doing wrong.
They must somehow break away from the established

order of things to create in their own minds an assur-

ance of personal freedom. To move along in the quiet

sphere of a harmonious, righteous and godly life,

alarms them with the idea of slavery. This brings us
to another division of our theme.

\Jnity in Liberty.

While unity in diversity is a grand principle assert-

ing itself everywhere about us, unity in liberty is a

grander one—grander because it operates upon a
higher plane. The former may be the result of some
external pressure compelling its recognition, while the

latter is necessarily the outcome of man's free but

sanctified volitional nature. The possibility of this

scriptural idea of Christian unity being perverted and
abused is not to be denied ; but the possibility does
not imply necessity, and a remote possibility of con-

tingent evil can never justify us in withholding our
hands from the imperative right, or violating the Word
of God. And that the extreme views of both personal

and congregational independence as well as that ab-

normal denominational independence and dissociation,

are incompatible with the doctrine of the New Testa-

ment Scriptures is most firmly believed and declared

here. The religion of Jesus Christ is pre-eminently a

free religion and a religious freedom. So unique is it

in this respect that it is styled in the Scriptures, "The

perfect law of liberty." But liberty is not licentious-

ness, nor does unity exclude the idea of liberty; it is

rather the result of the wise and normal exercise of

liberty Each single bird, or bee, or fish is free to

have the company of its fellows, and lead a life of

solitude, but it uses its liberty in another direction.

Man is socially free and can exclude himself from so-

ciety and become a hermit of the mountain cave, but

he chooses rather to enjoy the blessings of social life.

Christian liberty finds its freest exercise, and its high-

est enjoyment in associated spiritual life and activity;

and in the very nature of the case there can be no real

unity among intelligent, moral beings, except it be a

free and voluntary one.

That very impulse of man's regenerated nature

which inclines him to seek the fellowship of God's chil-

dren, carries along with it evermore the essential idea

of liberty.

\7nity in Glory.

This is probably the grandest of all the laws that

reign in the normal, corporate life of the Church

—

grandest because it so operates as to blend all indi-

vidual achievements and all individual honors accru-

ing from them into one corporate result, thus com-
pletely eliminating every vestige of selfishness from a

common gratified humanity. While every individual

bee bears a part in the toils of the hive, yet the fellow-

ship of toil and of reward is so complete that it is im-

possible as well as undesirable to determine what part

of the sweet product was created by this one or that.

"The honey and the honeycomb" is the glory of the

corporate family.

Those beautiful coral reefs of the tropical seas are

a striking illustration of the same principle of united

effort and of united reward. Myriads of polyps con-

tribute their individual parts, and while the product of

each by itself is quite insignificant, yet when joined

together we have the wonder and the glory of that

unity which obtains in this form of corporate life.

As Christian men and women we meet, together in

our annual conventions, and place under contribution

whatever we have in the way of talent and money and
influence, of faith and hope and love. The moral results

in the way of Sunday-schools and churches organized

or revived, of colleges and benevolent institutions es-

tablished and endowed, of agencies supported and mis-

sions fostered at home and abroad—in short, of souls

converted and saved, shall so blend in "the general as-

sembly and Church of the first born," that no one of us

shall desire or be able to know the metes and bounds of

his own work, or even of one's own self. What a sub-

lime conception when this thought is applied to the nor-

mal Church of Christ, in its great corporate life, where
all denominational names, and pride, and competitions
are lost in the mighty tide of the "unity of the body,"
the "unity of the faith," and the "unity of the spirit

!"

As each separate stone contributes to and shares in

the corporate glory of the building, so we, simply as

Christians, are living stones built up a spiritual house"—"a glorious Church not having spot or wrinkle or any
such thing." In his intercessory prayer our Lord Jesus
says : "The glory which thou gavest me I have given
them, that they may be one even as we are one ; I in

them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect

in one." Corporate unity, corporate glory! Unity in

variety, unity in liberty, and unity in glory!

Liberty, Mo.

In every parting there is an image of death.
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THE VRESEJSfT STATl/S OF
CHVRCH FEVE'RATIOfl.

Rev. Chas. H. Small.

HERE was a time when Church Union was
much talked about and strongly urged.
Various platforms of union were adopted
by ecclesiastical gatherings which received

more or less endorsement by others, but
that is as far as they went. Now federa-

tion, which is more desirable and more
practicable, is commanding attention.

Church union, as Dr. Cuyler once said, is

"an irridescent dream," but federation is

being realized. Church union calls for a
surrender of that which denominations hold to be im-
portant and they are not ready for that ; federation re-

quires no surrender but co-operation, and this the

churches are ready for, and are willing to consider.

This willingness is evidenced by what has been done.

Active and efficient local federations have been form-
ed in various parts of the country, and under various

names. To describe all these would require too much
space, and is not necessary. Cities like New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Chicago, Hartford,

have their federations of Christian workers, Other
cities like Detroit, Toledo, Rochester, are organizing.

Small cities have their federations that have done more
or less work. States are organizing. Maine, Vermont
and New York have well organized federations "to

prevent waste of resources and effort in the smaller

towns, and to stimulate missionary work in the desti-

tute places." Ohio has a committee representing four-

teen denominations presenting the work, and a conven-
tion for permanent organization is called for Dec. 3d.

Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Illinois, and
Nebraska are falling into line and preparing for active

work.
At a convention in Philadelphia, Feb. 5-6, 1901, a

National Federation of Churches and Christian Work-
ers was formed, with J. Cleveland Cady as president,

and Rev. E. B. Sanford, D. D. (83 Bible House, N.
Y.) as secretary. The tact, energy and perseverance

of Dr. Sanford has had much to do with the progress

of the movement, both national, state and local. He
has traveled far and wide.

We learn with gratification that in our new posses-

sions, Porto Rico, Cuba and the Philippines, the mis-

sionary work is being federated in a very practical

way The various co-operative endeavors in church al-

liances and federations that have existed for some time
are being brought into the common and growing move-
ment. All this is only the outward manifestation of the

spread of federation. It indicates the need of co-opera-

tion, the growing desire for it and the possibility of its

accomplishment.
Federation is manifesting to the community that

there is a unity among Christians that is real and not
a sentiment ; it is securing co-operative action where
it is much needed, both in cities and in sparsely-settled

communities ; it is encouraging and helping to promote
the evangelization of every community wisely and
without friction. The watchword of federation is,

"Every church a geographical limit and every geo-
graphical limit a church." The carrying out of this pur-

pose means not only that churches will not unwisely
and unnecessarily encroach upon each other, hut that

neglected places will be looked after. This latter is

fully as important as the former and should not be
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overlooked as one of the greatest benefits of federation.
The movement is spreading and the desire for federa-
tion is growing because its good works are being made
manifest and its practical efficiency is apparent; be-
cause it is being understood that no denomination will
be interfered with, and that, as the spirit is evangelis-
tic, greater gain will result for all. By federation the
denominations will not suffer, loyalty is just as impor-
tant as ever, but the cause of evangelical Christianity
will be the stronger and will command and deserve
greater respect from the community.
The national organization proposes to publish a

quarterly in the interests of federation, the first issue
of "The Federation Chronicle" has been widely circu-
lated.

A TWELVE HOVRS9 T>Ay.
By John E. McFadyen.

HAT shall we say to our Lord when He
Wasks us, as He asked of old, "Are there not

twelve hours in the day?" Shall those
searching words not strike us dumb, as we
think of the follies that fill most hours of
every dayPAre there twelve hours in any
day, are there six, is there even one, of
brave work or patient fidelity, of loyal
service or strenuous endeavor.' of resolute
purpose or honest battle? Powers seen
and unseen conspire to rob us of the hours

as they slip by, and vigilantly must we buy them back
from the callousness and sloth that would" destroy us
Every day, seem it long or seem it short, comes

laden with its own twelve hours. How often has it
to go away again, weighted with trifles and siijhs, in-
stead of with achievement that will endure, when "the
fire shall prove each man's work of what' sort it is."
Every living soul, however harassed by work or aban-
doned to indolence, has his twelve hours in the day,
none more, none less; though in insight into their
meaning and grasp of their possibilities, man differs
from man as heaven from hell. Time hangs on the
hands of some. So they say. Oh, mystery of mys-
teries ! that, in a world where there is so much to 'do
and know and fight and conquer, any man should think
he had time enough and to spare, others thrill on the
threshold of a new day, as they that look for the salva-
tion of God. They see in every hour a gift and a call

;

a gift to be used for growth in all that is worthy, a
call to prepare for the rest that remaineth. No man
can have more time than he needs ; the longest life is
not too long for the solemn tasks that are laid on
every one. Nor is any man's day too short; has not
God put twelve hours into it? and onlv for those
twelve hours, though indeed for them all, will He call
him to judgment.

"And if indeed there be twelve whole hours in the
day," says the sluggard, "may not one little hour be
spared -for folly?" Nay, verily, for every hour has its
own claims, and will bless us or curse us^ according as
we let it. The hour gone is like the word spoken ; you
cannot call it back again. Twelve winged hours came
yesterday from God and sped across our day and
hasted back to the God who sent them. Would we
have blushed could we have listened to the tale they
told Him? Did they tell of kindnesses undone, of

From "The Divine Pursuit " tc
Fleming H. Revel] Co.

published shortly by
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passions unsubdued, of prayers unsaid, of holiness un-

sought? Or did they tell of temper sweetened and
sins slain and graces won? Every day should build

us up, set us higher, in faith or knowledge or power.

The tragedy of many a life is that time is not felt

to be a a trust ; it is not seen to be the stage on which
issues of eternal moment are wrought out. What are

we doing with the hours today ? They are bearing us

inexorably on nearer to the night, when no man can

work ; are they bringing us nearer to God or to the

outer darkness, where there is weeping ? Do the days
leave us better or only older? Are we drifting or

marching? Are we driven about by every wind of

indolence or frivolity, or are our faces set steadfastly

toward some good thing? Heaven aids the man who
listens to the voices of eternity calling across the dull

routine of daily toil. The sun humbly stands still

for all who will nobly dare in the great battle for

righteousness or man or God. The day will be long
and the sun will shine on brave and weary warriors
and light them into eventide. In this light of God
may we all walk and work and pray, not now and then,

but the long day through. For are there not twelve
hours in the day? and the night is coming.
Knox College, Toronto.

GOD'S FAITH TESTS.
H. T. Morrison.

OD does not always give a reason for his

commands. Had he done so the desired
end would not have been reached. If he
had stopped to explain the reason for all

his requirements, there could not have
been such a thing as faith. Faith has to

do with things "not seen" by the natural
eye, or fully comprehended by the human
mind. It grows and develops by going,
as Abraham did, "not knowing whither he
went."

God pursues much the same course with us as a
certain man did in hiring a servant. The first one
who sought the place was set to removing a pile of

rocks from one place to another in the man's yard.
When this was done he was ordered to remove them
back again, and to keep on in this way until he was
ordered to stop. The man, however, in a short time,
became disgusted and left the job. A second man
came and was set to removing, back and forward, the
same pile of rocks. Patiently he continued. at the
monotonous task until the day was ended, when the
man, calling him to his office paid him for his day's
work, and then informed him that he was the kind of
man he had been looking for. He was given a per-
manent job, because he obeyed orders without asking
the why and the wherefore. This incident faintly illus-

trates God's methods with his servants who wish
to enter the heavenly kingdom.

God has given what may be fitly termed moral and
positive commands. In those that belong to the
moral class we can always see an underlying reason
for the command. But with respect to those that are
positive we may not be able at the time to see a moral
reason for their being given, simply because they are
intended as faith tests. They are intended to prove
us and develop in us a higher order of faith, that we
may be bound more closely to our Divine Father, and
thus become more loval to Him.

The command to Abraham to offer up his son was,
from a purely human standpoint, most unreasonable;

and had the command been given to some other man
than the patriarch Abraham he would, in all prob-
ability have refused to obey. But Abraham's pre-

vious schooling in the ways of God enabled him to

stand the test, and by it reach the highest altitude of

faith possible for sinful mortals.

The command to Adam and Eve, when placed in the

garden, was of the same nature. Although perfectly

innocent, they, as yet, were mere children and had to

be schooled in the ways of God. Through the simple

command not to touch the fruit on a certain tree they

were to receive their first lesson in loyalty to God.
So with respect to the command to wash seven times
in Jordan, given to Naaman. When he obeyed thi&

positive, and to him reasonless command, he not only

went away healed, but went away a wiser and better

man.
King Saul lost his crown by failing to fulfill one of

these test commands. When sent utterly to destroy
the Amalekites he failed to carry out the command to-

the letter and was rejected by God.
Christian baptism and the Lord's supper may, as

commands, be classed among tests of faith. By them r

when properly observed, we are not only giving to the

world a strong expression of our loyalty to Christ,

but are performing acts that go far in helping us to
cultivate that spirit of loyalty that all created beings

must have iv order to enjoy the favor of the Creator.

PLEASA NT*RIES.
Mr. Hilton : "Have you opened that bottle of cham-

pagne, Bridget?" Bridget: "Faith, I started to open
it, an' it began to open itself. Sure, the mon that filled

that bottle must 'av put in two quarts instead of wan."
—Philadelphia Record.

A teacher in civil government had told his pupils

that once in ten years the State of Massachusetts takes
a census. Little James, who is an attentive scholar,

upon being called up to recite, said : "Once in every
ten years Massachusetts comes to its senses,"—New
York Tribune.

Blomfield, bishop of London, presided at a meeting
of a debating society where the students were all dead-
ly in earnest. One strong, indignant young gentleman
inquired oratorically : "What, sir, would the apostle

Paul have said, could he have seen the life of luxury
led by our present race of prelates and church dignita-

ries, riding about in their carriages and living in their

palaces? What, sir, I repeat, would he have said?"
"I think," said the bishop, interrupting the speaker, in

a meek and mild voice, "that he would have said,

'Things in the church must be looking up !' "—St.

James Gazette.

A stretch of road, running past Sam Rawson's
house, was in notoriously poor condition, although
Sam declared that he had paid liberally to have it put
in good order; and there was general interest when
Sam rose to make his statement before the selectmen
at the town meeting. "I'd just like to say one thing,"
he drawled. "I don't want to make any fuss, but I'd

just like to ask the honorable board of highwaymen"

—

That was as far as he could get. A roar of laughter
swept over the town meeting, and showed its effects
in the red faces of the "highwaymen."
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OVR TVLTIT.
THE STI'RIT OF LIFE.

W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D.

Text: Romans 8: 2. "The Law of the Spirit of Life in

Christ jesus made me free from the law of sin and of death."

HE Epistle in which these words occur is

remarkable for the frequency and the va-

riety with which that word "spirit" is used.

It is a very rich word. It allies itself now

with the name of God and again with the

name of Christ. It is "the Spirit of God"

that dwelleth in you ; it is the "Spirit of

Christ" a man may have; and yet, again, it

is just simply the Spirit, the living, ever-

lasting Spirit ; or once more it is the Spirit

of Life, the Spirit that belongs to the new experience

which Christ has brought into the world. Now, it is

one of the most delightful facts connected with the

Christian religion that its most difficult doctrines have

their roots in historical facts. As there is no doctrine

that some people feel to be so abstract, so difficult, so

unrelated to life, as the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, let

us for a moment look back and see where they got

their ideas of the Spirit.

/. Pentecost.

They were waiting, after the resurrection of Jesus,

meditating upon His life, meditating upon the dread,

the. shame and disaster of His crucifixion, and then

upon the wonderful, inexplicable glory of His resur-

rection,—waiting, as He had commanded them to do

at Jerusalem, powerless, unable to do anything but to

wait. They rejoiced, indeed, but vaguely. They hard-

ly knew what they were rejoicing about. They went

on praising God and being happy, and yet all was still

indefinite. They kept to themselves, having no mes-

sage to the world. They seemed to be merely feeling

after a consciousness, a life, that had not fully taken

possession of them. Yet there was no power, no life,

no real preaching, no forthgoing of energy from that

community. It was hardly yet a real, living, self-con-

scious community at all. All at once as they were
gathered in one place there came that sound as of a

rushing, mighty wind. Once more, as at the birth of

Christ, once more as in the miracles of Jesus, once

more as in the resurrection of Jesus from the dead,

once more God has taken hold of nature and
made nature the medium of His wonderful self-

revelation. The sound passes on and fills the

city streets with awe. As the people rushed

toward the center of the sound they came
upon a gathering of people that seemed mad. They
seemed to be taken hold of by some alien power. They
were all speaking and miscellaneously shouting. No
man could make any order out of the strange, terrific

scene before them. Some of them began to laugh,

savingthat they were drunk,—so inexplicable were the

events that took place there in that strange excited

gathering. Gradually a stillness comes over them. One
man rises and shouts tor silence. A quiet spreads

through the Christian community and the great gath-

ering beyond, and one voice begins to speak out. It is

the voice of Simon Peter. There has flashed upon him
by the inspiration of the Living God,—there has

flashed upon him now out of the memories of his Old
Testament readings allied with the reality and wonder
of this new event,—flashed upon him its truth. He
tells the people that this u the fulfillment of an ancient

prophecy which they have all often read and all often

longed to see fulfilled within the experience of Israel.

This is the outpouring upon human beings of the very
Spirit of God Himself.

You see then, that it was an historical event, an
event that seems to have attracted the attention of

others, to have drawn to it the excited and concen-

trated interest of those who were not otherwise spe-

cially interested in the Christian community ; and it

was an event so strange, so momentous, so definite, so

overwhelming, that it remained in the memory of the

Church, and has taken its place in the faith of the

Church forever, as the incoming of the Spirit of Life

upon humankind.

2. &he Spirit of Life.

The new Presence that had come into the hearts of

those people, manifested itself in so many ways that

after we have used the name of God, or of Christ

Himself, I know of no other term that more fitly de-

scribes this Spirit than that wonderful and glorious

word "Life," the Spirit of Life. Life is the richest

fact that nature knows. Think of the life that comes
surging up at springtime through the earth, the irre-

sistible tides of life breaking through ! Think of how
you struggle with your gardens and the weeds that

you wish to get rid of; and you struggle in vain, for

there is life in that soil somehow, and, do as you will,

it breaks out day after day. It is various, full, beau-
tiful, attractive. It is musical and colorful because it

is life itself. All nature has conspired at springtide

to express itself in living forms. And in that young
community, amongst those Christians, there now be-

gan to work a force so rich, so various, so irresistible,

so full of energy that only the word "life" could ade-

quately express it. It is the Spirit of Life.

Think of what that community, hitherto so helpless,

began to accomplish. Those men no sooner began to

preach than the life that was in them took hold of

their auditors. Even when the authorities began to

persecute and scatter them, they were like the wind
which drives and like the birds and bees which carry

the seed away to different parts of the world. Per-
secution became the servant for scattering the life

that was in this community wherever they went.

—

east and north and south and even across the seas.

Wherever these people went they carried life with
them. They became the seed of the Kingdom, so that

when they settled in any community there began to

work in it this strange new force, called the Spirit

of Life. They went to Antioch, the great metropolitan

city, the emporium of the east, and this life began to

manifest itself and a strong church grew up. They
farther went to Corinth, and to Philippi ; in simple,

rude, soldierly Philippi. or in corrupt Corinth, or in

Imperial Rome, herself,—wherever these people went
the irresistible life within them took hold upon the

community around, manifested itself with energy and
with glorious beauty. It was life that was in them.
It spread everywhere. It rejoiced everywhere. It
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broke into the flowers of the Christian graces. It

grew into the fruits of Christian deeds. Everywhere
a new beauty took hold of the imagination of men
when they looked upon the community of the Chris-

tians. Historians, who are students of the first and

second century of the Christian era, all bear witness,

as does, for instance, Mr. Lecky, and even Gibbon
himself, to the marvelous energy of the Christian

Church and to the attractive beauty of the character

which it manifested. These people showed to the

world a new kind of manhood, a new ideal of purity,

a new sense of honor, a new pity for the weak, a new
forgiveness of their enemies. The world around saw
that there was something new in these men and it was
beautiful as God himself. It was the Spirit of Life,

it was the Divine Life, the Life of God, that had taken

hold of them.

5. The Labu of the Sprit.

Now, this Spirit of Life is described to us in this

passage in a way which I think deserves a few mo-
ments' consideration a little more closely. Especially

in this verse we are told that "the law of the Spirit of

Life in Christ Jesus made me free from the law of

sin and of death." What does that mean? I wonder
if we can make it a little plainer to ourselves this

morning.
First, that word "law"—how variously we use it.

We think of it sometimes as a formal enactment that

is addressed to a set of intelligent beings and enforced

by certain sanctions with pains and penalties attached.

We think of a law that is thus the definite announce-
ment of what may or may not be done under definite

circumstances, by definite individuals. And the Apostle
Paul frequently uses the word in that sense. The law
for him is often the announcement of the will of God,
the enactment which God has made concerning human
conduct definitely in the law of Moses. Sometimes,
however, for Paul is a great master of literary free-

dom, he uses the word in a slightly different sense, as

when we speak about the law or principle of a certain

movement in history. We speak about the law govern-
ing the growth of some institution, or the growth of
some animal, of some plant, or some new development
in the world of nature. We mean that there is a prin-

ciple, a force, at work which can be defined and which
controls all the history of the individuals brought with-
in its influence. That is another use of the word "law"
very closely allied with the former and yet different.

Now, when the Apostle Paul speaks here of the law of
the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus, he means that this

Spirit of Life is itself now a principle which is con-
trolling the experiences of men and directing them
towards certain issues.

What, then, are the issues towards which this Spirit

of Life in Christ Jesus is directing men ? What kind
of experience does it give to men ?

4-. JVo Condemnatton.

First of all, there is that wonderful experience de-
scribed in the first verse of the chapter: "There is,

therefore, now no condemnation to them that are in

Christ Jesus". The Spirit that has come upon men
has swept condemnation away. Condemnation ! It is

one of the most awful words in human language.
Sometimes we can see that it is worse than death just
to be condemned. Death ends misery. Condemnation
is utmost misery. To be righteously condemned, to be
condemned by the supreme authority, and to be con-
demned as a being unworthy of his moral approval,
to have it said, to have it known to myself, known to

yourself, oh, 'human soul ! that the living God looks

through me, through you, down into the unsearched
depths of conscience and imagination and desire and
impulse, to have it said that he sees it to be all wrong,
and to have it said that thus we are under his con-

demnation ! The first lesson many a man has to learn

is just that he is condemned.

We sometimes weaken the matter for ourselves. We
say, "I am condemned by my own ideals." That is

perfectly true if your ideals are true and high enough.
"I am condemned by my own conscience." That is

true and dreadful enough if your conscience is alive

and quick and intelligent enough. "I am condemned
by the standards of society around me." That also

is dreadful enough if true, and if they are pure enough.
If even they condemn me I am condemned indeed I

But is that the highest and worst that can be said?

What about the Supreme Intelligence who rules over
all history, whose insight and wisdom penetrate every
fact, who goes deeper than any conscience, who has
higher ideals about yourself than you ever dared to

cherish, and who knows more about what you ought
to be than society? What can it be if He looks in

upon you and condemns you!

The Apostle Paul says condemnation is past. "There
is, therefore, now no condemnation." Can you im-
agine any message that ought to thrill human nature
more wonderfully than that? Is there any word, any
gospel, that could be spoken that would mean more
to you than to say that the Supreme God has passed
His condemnation away? Is there any fact, any ex-
perience, that is conceivable, higher than that ? Is there

any ambition to be cherished that will overpass that

ambition? Any loftier word than this when it is said

that there is now in the mind and heart of the living

God no possible condemnation of yourself? "There
is, therefore, now no condemnation." Why? Because
the Apostle Paul says, "The law of the Spirit of Life
has made me free from the law of sin and death."
I have hitherto been working and living under the con-
trol of one kind of force and energy. It has worked
towards sin. It has worked towards death. But now
there has taken hold of me another principle. It is the
Spirit of Life. It is working towards life. And what
is the first fact which must follow from the incoming
of that Spirit into a man. It means that he is re-

leased from that former law, released from the con-
demnation it brought upon him, released from the
wrath that belonged to that condition, released from
all that should have been his shame and terror when he
was under its tyranny. Now he is living under the
power,—the free, glorious, inspiring power,—of the
Spirit of Life. That is the first thing, then. Paul
calls it the Spirit of Life because where that Spirit

comes into a man, one word he may read across all the
years that are to come and all the years that are past ;.

he may read it across his whole nature up and down

—

"No condemnation !"

5. 'he JVet& Mind.

But then, in the second place, the Apostle Paul
means that the coming of the Spirit of Life upon a.

man confers a new mind, which he calls the "mind of
the Spirit". Now, if we would understand that, we
must go back to speak of the seventh chapter, that
wonderful bit of psychology and ethics in one, and
religion through and through both, that most keen
and subtle analysis of the inward experience of a man
struggling with the law of righteousness and the law
of sin, of two principles that are working and warring
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in his nature. In that chapter we find that the Apostle

Paul says, I know that I have something in me which
approves the law of God. I know it is right. I know
it is true. I feel its authority. I feel that is what I

ought to do. With my mind, with my conscience, with

that better life in me, I take pleasure in it when I

think about it. Yet I find a force in me that draws
me in the opposite direction, and this force or law
within me carries me away in gusts of passion, away
into the doing of what is foul and what my own con-

science condemns. What I would not that I do. I

continually feel myself dragged, like a slave in chains,

to the doing of a task that is loathesome in the ex-

treme and yet I go and do it again and again. The
law of sin is powerful within me. And it must be

the law of death, for as I look into that experience very

deeply, as I try to understand what its only issue can

be and must be, I know that if that goes on longer,

and indefinitely, it will finally drag me down into the

abyss ;—that I must be killed by the working of that

force. It is the law of sin and of death in me.

But now, the Apostle Paul tells us, to the Christian

man something new has come. He says it is "the mind
of the Spirit." The Spirit of Life comes and makes
him free from the law of sin and of death. God gives

him power over it. "I feel that that is not my master;

that this demon that holds me in chains and drags me
to my doom has met his conqueror. I know that now
there is something new stirring in my heart. My im-

agination is being cleansed. My heart seems to feel a

power of resistance and it grows, and I feel that the

chains are being snapped and I can almost hear the

•clanging of them on the ground as they fall and I stand

a free man in Christ Jesus." The result is that the

man upon whom the Spirit of Life has come power-

fully, knows that he henceforth minds the things of the

Spirit. It means that he looks at everything from the

eternal point of view. It means that henceforth the

flesh,—the sensual, the worldly, the external,—is not

the criterion for judging the value of things. He
knows that now he must not,—in order to decide what
he ought to do,—measure his plans by just what is

visible, what is pleasurable, what is momentary. He
"has got to the eternal point of view. That is the mind
of the Spirit. A man, as it were, becomes seated on

the throne of God. He gives law to himself, plans for

himself. He now looks forward upon his own career

and it is from the point of view of God Himself. He
gives his life to this sort of thing. He says, "I must

read about this. I must fill my imagination with this.

I must plan for this, labor in this way about it. This

must become the supreme task of my life, the law that

is to rule my business, the principle that is to glorify

my home. This is the wonderful, glorious Spirit that

is to animate all my friendships. I am henceforth to

look at everything from the point of view of the

eternal." That is the mind of the Spirit. The Spirit

of Life confers the mind of the Spirit upon a man.

Then, in the third place, the Apostle Paul goes on

in later verses of this chapter to show that the power
of the Spirit of Life in a man takes hold of the whole

man forever! of the whole man forever! The Spirit

of God is not just concerned with your new thoughts,

your new imaginations. The Spirit of God is the

Spirit that fills all nature. The little birds sing by the

Spirit of God. It is in those green and rustling trees

there. And the flowers are blooming and fragrant by

the indwelling power of the Spirit of God Himself.

The wonder of the stars at night is the majesty of the

Spirit of God Himself. When, therefore, God takes

possession of you He takes possession of your whole
self, body, soul and spirit. He takes possession of you
not for today, tomorrow ; He takes possession of you
forever. He is now the Divine working force in your
personal life and everything that is to happen to you
henceforth is under the control of this wonderful
Spirit of Life itself. Hence, there is no such thing as

death. He shall "quicken also your mortal bodies".

There shall be a strange transformation wrought by His
energy upon your entire being. He takes charge of

you unto the end, as it seems, which is the beginning of

something more glorious still, for, as the Apostle tells

us in that wonderful eleventh verse: If the Spirit of

Him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwelleth in

you, He that raised up Christ Jesus from the dead shall

make your bodies that are liable to death—shall make
them alive through His Spirit that dwelleth in you.

"We are children of God and if children, then heirs,

heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ, if so be that

we suffer with Him that we may be also glorified with
Him."

Lastly, let it be observed that this is the Spirit of

Life in Christ Jesus. The ancient religions all had a

vague feeling that something of what I have been
saying is true. They all searched for that Divine Spirit

whom they felt somehow to be pervading them with
His presence. They knew, as sometimes men have
known when they come upon certain regions, that there

were untapped sources of life or wealth below the arid

soil. As these have looked around to see where they

could make the openings from which the water should
flow or where they could begin to dig up wealth from
the bowels of the earth,—so those ancient, wonder-
ful, pathetic religions, have felt that somehow, some-
where, near to human nature, just above their heavens,

or just within their souls, there were wells of light and
life, and that if they could just open them they would
find that which would fill them with Divinity itself.

At last it was disclosed,, and the one well which God
opened for all men is Christ Jesus. All men who are

in Christ Jesus have this light and life welling up
through Him into their souls. What all those pa-

thetic mystics of the east sought for and^ sought in

vain, Christians find, and possess with the joy of a

living consciousness, the Spirit of Life, the Spirit of

God Himself in Christ Jesus.

Go, and ask for the Spirit of God, my brother,—the

Spirit of Life, my brother ; but ask it not as if God sent

that Spirit to you simply out of empty heavens or

vague spaces. Know this, that the Spirit of God, of

Life, is given to men in Christ Jesus. It is the prom-
inent experience of the Church that the more a man
loves Christ, the more a man understands Christ, the

more a man reverences Christ, the more a man obeys
Christ, the more a man puts his whole confidence in

Christ Jesus, the more a man makes Christ Jesus his

world in which he lives and moves and has his being,

the more mightily he knows that the Spirit of Life has
taken possession of him. There is no gospel in the world
like this. TJiere is no religion that can for a moment
be compared unto this. There is no power measurable
with the power of the Spirit. There is no certainty

more clear than this that if you love Jesus Christ, the

Spirit of Life is in you and the law of the Spirit of Life

has made vou free from the law of sin and of death.

There is no self-delusion more fatal than that which
makes the conscience dreamy with the anodyne of

lofty sentiments, while the life is grovelling and sen-

sual. T. R. Lowell.
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-BIBLE SCHOOL.
GOV'S VROMISE. TO A"B"RAHAM.

Lesson for Aug. n, 1901. Gen. 15:1-18.

Golden Tejct: I Am Thy Shield and Thy Exceeding Great

"Rebvard, Gen. 15:1.

CHICAGO UEACHE'R'S
UHB LESSOJV.

Elias A. Long.

JVOGES OF

Selling of the Lesson.

Time : Probably five or six years after the events of

the last lesson. The place was Hebron, twenty miles

south of Jerusalem.

Z5he Co-Venanl of Faith.

The center of the present chapter, as almost of the

entire Old Testament, is the covenant referred to in

verse 18. The covenant of Noah had been based on

nothing higher than material blessings on earth; this

one with Abram, marks an advance to spiritual bless-

ing and to eternal interests as conditioned on faith.

The immediate design was to stimulate Abram's faith

in view of the trials and disappointments which he had

experienced. It was necessary for Abram to learn the

great lesson that trials are inevitable, that God's child,

although guided by wisdom and ways as much higher

than his own, as the heavens are higher than the earth

(Isa. 55: 9), is certain to meet with many delays and

vexations. The fulfillment of the heavenly Father's

promises cannot be marked by haste. He is dealing

with the eternal standpoint; he is training character

for eternal issues : 2 Pet. 3 : 8.

It is a mistake to assume, as sometimes is done, that

the Old Testament covenant is identical with Mosaism,

or that the principle of righteousness had its basis

primarily in obedience to the law of Mt. Sinai. Both

our present lesson (verse 6) and Paul's argument in

Rom. 4; Gal. 3: 6-14, show that the true righteous-

ness before the Lord, in both dispensations, is right-

eousness by faith and not righteousness through works

of obedience to law. Obedience is a fruit of faith.

Fatth's Disappointments.

The first words of our chapter show Abram's need

of special encouragement following upon his experi-

ences set down in Chap. 14. His love and concern for

Lot, his adopted son, did not cease when the latter

chose Sodom as his home. Can he not yet win him

back to a place by his altar ? One result of Lot's folly

in getting into bad company is brought out in Chap.

14: 11, 16. ' He, with other Sodomites, had been cap-

tured by a band of soldiers from beyond the Euphrates

and carried into captivity. Immediately upon hearing

of his beloved nephew's plight, as if hoping he might

now regain his alienated heart, he arms his trained

servants and, starting in pursuit, gains a great vic-

tory over the Elamite leader and rescues Lot and oth-

er Sodomites with their goods. Verse 16. But if he

had hoped to bring Lot back into a righteous commu-
nity he was doomed to sad disappointment. Lot un-

gratefully returns to Sodom and its associations. Al-

though Abram had been successful in his heroic at-

tack on the troops of Chedalaomer, the thought would
naturally arise : May not this powerful Elamite gather

overwhelming forces and, returning, sweep him from
the land? This we gather from Verse 1 of to-day's

lesson had a disquieting effect on Abram's heart.

Added to such forebodings would be the feelings of

disappointment pathetically expressed in verses 2 and

8 of our lesson. Upwards of ten years had passed

since the promise, so dear to his heart, of a child had

been made. Yet here he is a lonesome old man, sur-

rounded in his camp by many shouting children, but

they his servants ; he remains childless. "Why does

God make me wait so long? Will his promises fail?"

Such it would appear were the sore perplexities that

bore upon Abram's mind at the time our lesson on
God's new covenant opens.

V. 1. Shield of Jehovah. "After these things word of

the Lord came." God first draws nigh by his spoken word,
leading up to the covenant. No fewer than eight times in

this chapter is the voice of God to Abram indicated. He has
revealed himself to all mankind in his spoken word. At last

the Word became flesh. For God to speak to one whom he cre-

ated in his own image is most natural. * * * "Fear not, Abram,
I am thy shield." In the hour of fear God comes with this

definite assurance so oft repeated in his world. If Jehovah
is his shield why fear what man can do. God wants us to

be strong behind the shield he furnishes, as against the fiery

darts of temptation, doubts, fears, passions, evil suggestions,

enemies seen and unseen. Eph. 6: 10-16. * * * "Thy exceed-
ing great reward." Not only the rewarder but the reward.
Abram had just refused the earthly rewards of the King
of Sodom. (Chap. 14: 23.) The true defense of the soul

against fear and the true recompense for sacrifice is God him-
self. God is greater and better than his gifts. To have God
is to have all things. 1 Cor. 3: 21-23.

V. 2, 3. Trials of Faith. "I go childless." Abram's
faith had been tried by long delays. Perhaps nine years had
passed since God's promise that a child should be borne to

him. (Chap. 12: 7.) He could not understand why he was
kept waiting. Have you waited many years for a promise to

be fulfilled and not wondered over the delay? Has your
confidence in God's perfect love and care been lessened, when
you was receiving not present reward and peace but instead

possibly anxiety or bodily pain? If so, then Abram's lesson

is for you. * * * "Stewart, this Eliezer." Abram re-

volved in his mind whether after all it was meant that Eliezer,

his steward, and he as Damascene, was to be his heir.

V. 4. Wait on the Lord. "This shall not be thine heir."

Not Eliezer, but a natural son shall be his heir. This was to

be fulfilled years later in Isaac. But did Abram gain any-
thing through these long-delayed expectations? Yes, step by
step he was led (1) from idolatry in Ur, to be (2) a colonist

with thoughts set on a land and home in Canaan and then

(3) to be the "Friend of God," and at last (4) he is drawn
close to the Father, to understand that not land, nor prop-
erty, nor houses, nor father, nor brother, nor children (Matt.

19: 29), but God himself was to be his exceeding, his "hun-
dred fold" great reward. "Wait on the Lord; be of good
courage and he shall strengthen thine heart; wait, I say, on
the Lord." Psa. 27: 14: Isa. 40: 31.

V. 5. Sign of the Stars. "Look now toward heaven."
Look up. There is no discouragement in that direction. The
heavens declare the glory of God. Ps. 19: 1. If he who
made the countless stars and controls them in their sweep
has promised, be assured, Abram, he will fulfill. * * *

"Stars. . .able to number them." To Abram the stars became
a sign of posterity. To us they' are blessed signs of another
promise. "They that turn many to righteousness shall shine
as the stars forever." Dan. 12: 3; 1 Cor. 15: 41. * * *

"So shall thy seed be." As the stars were numberless so
Abram's posterity should be. The present number of Jews
is computed to be above seven millions; multiply this by all

the generations since Abram, for vastness of numbers ; then
there is left out the vastly greater Arabian line as well as
Christians, Abram's spiritual children.

V. 6. Faith's Deeper Renewal. "He believed in the
Lord." God's word was enough. He will go on trusting and
waiting for the blessing to come in God's way and God's
time. The English "believe" is not strong enough ; the origi-

nal means that Abram was supported, built up. He accepted
what God said as solid, divine substance (Heb. n: 1) and
of which it only required time to prove the truth. He will

walk by faith, not by appearances. * * *"Counted to him
for righteousness." Righteousness stands for Tightness. It

means that Abram's heart was right. On Abram's part there
was neither act nor work, but a mere acceptance of God in his

heart through believing. "With the heart man believeth unto
righteousness." Rom 10: 10. His faith brought him—as a
right heart now brings us—to the ground where God can re-
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mit our sins and where we are justified before God, not of
our own merit or works, but, because we accept God's prom-
ised grace. Here we have the doctrine of justification by
faith the very center of revealed truth. But justifying faith

is fruit-bearing faith.

V. 7. Deliverer from Idolatry. "Brought thee out of
Ur." I that make these promises have shown my care for

you all through life. I will not fail you now. It is almost
the identical language addressed to Israel many years later

(Ex. 20: 2) and showing God's perpetual guidance of his

people. * * * "To give thee this land." How about
previous ownership? Some would argue that the first pos-
sessors are the owners. God the Supreme Possessor does not

say that.

V. 8. Inquiring Faith. "Lord God." God is here pre-

sented in capitals because the word in the Hebrew represents

Jehovah. Compare with Gen. 2:4. * * * "Whereby shall

I know." His second question. It shows not doubt but ac-

ceptance of the promise. God grants to us some visible sup-

port of our faith in (1) his past dealings, in (2) his present

providences (Gen. 8: 22) and (3) in his ordinances. * * *

"Inherit it." He means simply to take possession of.

V. 9. Condescending Response. "He said unto him."
Now, in auswer to Abram's questions, the great promises are

ratified most impressively. In this God shows great conde-
scension by accommodating himself to human weakness. H<
solemnly goes through the form of an oriental covenant, as ii

he and Abram stood on terms of equality. The covenant was,
like our oaths, one of the many devices men have fallen upon
to make sure of one another's words. Abram shall know, by
the Most High God's binding himself, in a pledge, to per-

form that promise. This is only one of many ways in which
God has condescended to pledge himself by alliance with
men that he may bless them. * * * "Take thee an heifer."

As usual in such ratification of a covenant * * * "three

years' old," full grown and perfect. * * *"She goat, ram,
etc." See Lev. 1 : 1, 10, 14.

V. 10. Fruits of Faith. "He took unto him all these."

Abram's faith was marked by the works of immediate obedi-

ence. Faith without works is dead. Jas. 2: 14-18. * * *

"Divided them in midst." The animals were slain and cut in

two and each half laid over against the other, a narrow
passage being left between them. The idea seems to have been
that the contracting parties passing between the pieces, indi-

cates that the compact bound them under the penalty of the

jame fate as the slaughtered animals. See Jer. 34: 18-20.
*- * * "The birds divided he not." Being small a whole
one was probably laid against a corresponding one.

V. 11. Ravenous Birds. "Fowls came down." Birds of

prey, R. V. These abound in the east and would be attract-

ed by the scent of the slain creatures. * * * "Abram
drove them away." Thus we should drive away birds that de-

vour the seed of the word from our hearts and the hearts

of others (Mat. 13: 4, 19) ; all devouring worldly and unclean
thoughts and cares, temptations, pleasures, or whatever would
destroy our close relation with God.

V. 12, 13. Egyptian Bondage. * * * "A deep sleep."

A disclosure affecting the future of Abram's posterity was
now to be revealed. * * * "A horror of great darkness."

Abram was brought under a heavy cloud to hear of the dark
experience that was to come to his seed after his death.
* * * "Thy seed shall be a stranger." A sojourner, a

transient resident. * * * "Shall serve them ... afflict

them." Be as slaves under hard and cruel bondage. * * *

"400 years." Perhaps speaking in round numbers. So
Stephen quotes the words Acts 7 : 6, while Paul, Gal. 3 : 17,

speaks with the greater definiteness of Ex. 12: 40, 41. These
dates and periods have led to unprofitable dispute over Bible

chronology.

V. 14. Brighter Prospects. "That nation. . .will I judge."
Remarkably fulfilled in the plagues and destruction of Egyp-
tians. * * * "Shall. . .come out with great substance."

They were not to go forth as fugitives, but as conquerors,
their servitude of many years should be recompensed. In
the passages reciting the history, Ex. 3: 21, 22; 12: 35, 36,

the "borrow" and "lend" should be "ask" and "let them have,"

as in the R. V.

PV. 15. Hope of Immortality. "Go to thy fathers." To
go to a place or person implies a continuance of existence,

seeming an intimation here of the doctrine of the soul's per-
petual existence. * * * "In peace." Abram died in peace
and happiness. "The path of the righteous is as a shining

light that shineth more and more unto the perfect day.'
r

Prov. 4:18.
V. 16. Growth in Sin. "The fourth generation."

Rather the fourth age; four times the length of a man's life.

Generations then were longer than now. * * * "Come
hither again." Taking possession of Canaan. * * *"In-
iquity...not yet full," pointing to the growth of sin among
the Amorites, a general name for Canaanitish tribes. They
still had some four hundred years of grace. To show that
there could be present a remnant of holy seed in those idola-
trous tribes we have but to take the case of Abram in Chal-
dea (Chap. 12: 7) and of Melchizedek in Canaan (Chap.
14: 18). Some people's measure of sin fills faster than others.

V. 17. Covenant Ratified. "When it was dark... smok-
ing furnace." This may have signified the affliction of the
children of Israel in Egypt. * * * "Behold flaming
torch." R. V. The luminous symbol of the divine presence.
Its first appearance since man left Eden. It afterwards was
seen by Moses in the burning bush and later. The flaming fire

in the midst of darkness must have greatly impressed Abram.
Acts 26: 13, 14. * * * "Passed between those pieces."
Thus before the eyes of his human friend and ally, it pleased
Jehovah, in his condescension, to bind himself after the man-
ner of man, forever to the promises of his grace. This sol-

emn and impressive ceremony between God and weak, sinful

man cannot but have given Abram, as it ought to give us, new
thoughts of God and of man. It is, however, but an intima-
tion of the kindness that man, through God's condescension in

Christ, would experience.

V. 18. Conditions. "Made a covenant." A covenant
merely means an agreement between two. As for Abram's
preparation and part, all that had preceded in his faith, obedi-
ence, self-renunciation had been but preliminary steps to this

meeting with God. * * *. "Unto thy seed". . .given this

land." The deed was executed, the coming into possession
was to be deferred. * * * "River of Egypt." This may
mean the Nile. Israel's domain never reached exactly to

that river, although virtually such was the case. Such exten-

sion of the domain was only realized in the prosperous reign

of Solomon. 1 Kings 4: 21. Had Israel's faith been equal

to God's promise, it might have been gained sooner and held
longer. God truly has stood by that covenant, and this should
teach us that He surely will stand by every one of his prom-
ises.

{FIVE-MIJVX/TES S'E'RMOJV OJV THE:
GOLVEJV TE.2CT.

By Peter Ainslie.

OD is something to us—something to every

person. He is most to those who know
him best, but even to those who know
him least he is something. The infidel

sees God in some remote cause and to him
God is only that, whatever that may be.

To the believer God is a shield and a great

reward. He becomes a person, and a per-

son of intense affection, as we approach
him. Afar off, our knowledge is second
hand. We have to quote some other's ex-

perience. We name Paul or Peter ; we say some of

the fathers said this and felt something else ; we cite

the case of a neigbbor and that is as far as our
knowledge goes. God is afar off to us and our ex-

perience is a second hand thing ; but if we want him
for our shield and our great reward, we must move
up towards him. We must not be contented at be-

holding afar off. We must get so bid in him that

in wbatever direction Satan approacbes us. be will

find that God is there as our shield. The Lord knows
them tbat are his and bis angels encampeth around
about them that fear him. We sometimes think we
are doing a great deal towards our salvation, but see

what God is doing. He is making a hiding place for

us, for he knows our weakness. He is defending us

more bravely than ever a mother defended her child.

The bleeding Savior tells the marvelous storv of our
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God's defense. The defense is still kept up. We
need all the re-enforcement we can get. The battle

is a hot one. Hear this: "No man shall pluck you

out of my hand." The safety is more than the heart

realizes. If it were not a daily defense, we could not

hold out. He fed his people in the wilderness jour-

ney, but he fed them day by day. It is so now. He
gives us grace for a day's supply and in his sacred

heart we are shielded. By the side of the defense is a

reward. This is the strangest thing in all the world.

I have seen men pay others for saving them, but

here is a case where the Savior pays the saved. You
will find nothing like this in all the world.

_
God

saves the sinner and God gives eternal life to this ob-

ject of his love. Beneath it all and above it all is one

master passion and that is love—just love for the lost

world. God will surely get the victory and a great

host shall rise up and shout to him eternal glory.

Our Father, we are satisfied in all that thou hast

done and give thee thanks in the name of Jesus, our

Lord. Amen.

P'RAXE'R MEETING.
Frederick F. Grim.

LOOKING CH'RIST'GVA'R'D.

Heb. 12:2. References, Isa. 45:22-25; Acts 4:11,

12; Rom. 14:8-11.

T MAY seem on first thought to be a mat-

Iter of smaj^l importance to get a man to

fix his gaze upon a certain object. But it

is upon these apparently minor details

that the destiny of men and nations has

oftimes depended. By looking at some
unsightly scene for a moment the faint-

hearted may swoon and become uncon-

scious ; by looking at some peculiarly

bright object we become hypnotized; we
behold some beautiful picture or scene of

grandeur—the whole life may be uplifted and trans-

formed. The writer of the Hebrew letter has pic-

tured the Christian life under the strong and virile

figure of a race. The runner at the Olympian games,

having put aside every hindrance would fix his

eye steadily upon the goal. He must look neither to

the right nor the left, not allowing anything to dis-

tract his attention. How much more necessary is this

in the Christian race! The great cloud of witnesses

are not the mere spectators who paid their fee, but

they are those who have run the race and obtained

the prize, and they are now encouraging us by their

presence. But there is one great champion.

Why L00K. \Jnto Him?

He is our Captain and standard bearer on the path

of faith. He is courageous, never asking us to go
where he himself has not first gone. How fortunate

we are that we have one to whom we can look, who
knows our every temptation and can sympathize with

us, but he can do more—inspire us to redoubled ef-

fort. He has been pre-eminently successful, although

his success has been the world's greatest paradox. He
was the stone which the builders rejected, but he has

now become the head of the corner. In all the ages

past he is incomparable. There is a charm, a power,
a vitality in his name that there is in no other. He
is the great ethical and religious teacher. He is the

realized ideal of humanity. He is the Savior of lost

and sinful men. He stands at the goal to beckon us

on, assuring us that if we are faithful unto the end

we shall receive a crown of life.

What Does it Mean?
Where are we to look that we may see the Christ?

Some would belittle the historic Jesus ; others suffer

as great a loss by forgetting that there is a living and
ever present Christ. Let us look to him whose life

issued from the throne of God as a stream of purity,

sweetening the bitter waters of Phariseeism, Sadu-
ceeism and paganism.
Towards Palestine the whole world was looking

with wistful gaze. The wise men from far-distant

lands were moving Christward, and at Bethlehem
they saw the object of their quest. See him in the

humility of his earthly life ! How calm and yet how
majestic he is! Let us never lose sight of him who
spake as never man spake. We see him as he min-
isters in loving helpfulness unto those who are in

need ; as he weeps at the grave of Lazarus ; as he ap-

proaches Jerusalem; as he wrestles in the Garden of

Gethsemane; as he is crucified on Calvary and is

raised again to live forevermore. New forces have
been set at work in the world which have changed
the current of history and made all life more sweet
and joyous. If we would see Christ today let us

not turn with some far-away look into the skies above,

hut among the poor and lowly ; and there we will see

the images that we have made of him ; and there we
will be able to minister unto him; "for in as much
as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, my
brethren, ye have done it unto me." Let us cultivate

the sense of his presence that we may see him in all

the greater disclosure of God's power and goodness
in the world.

CHIUSTIAJV EJVVEAVO'R.
By Charles Blanchard.

ENEMIES AJVD A'RMS.
Topic, Aug. 11. Eph. 6: IO-18—Spiritual Strength

INALLY, my brethren, be strong in the

F|
Lord and in the power of his might." Spir-

I
itual strength does not come by chance. It

is no miracle of divine grace. We can be
strong in the Lord only in the strength of

his might. We must will to be strong. It

is not enough to want to be. We are to be
filled with the Spirit. There is something
imperative and imperial in this language.
It strikes the soul like the hand of a master
the keys of the great organ. It sweeps the

spirit like a strong wind from the mountains of the
morning. There is hope, possibility, inspiration! We
may be strong! Let us get this. I fear too many of
us sre weak because we do not realize that strength
may be ours. We tremble in our weakness, blunder
in our blindness, and stumble in our ignorance, when
we might be wise, when we might have spiritual sight,

when we might truly and triumphantly reign as kings
and priests unto God. It is almost mean to apologize
for our spiritual weakness, as for our downright mean-
ness. But how shall we become strong? "Put on

The "COhole Armor of God.

Many are weak because they are unarmored and un-
armed. It is astonishing to find how many there are,

who, confessing their weakness, refuse to put on any
part of the armor of God. Some actually plead their
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weakness as sufficient excuse for refusal and failure

to put on the divine armor. There are any number of

so-called Christians, and endeavorers in name, who
simply sit in silence, or shirk every duty and spoil all

true delight in service, by inexcusable laziness and in-

difference. These seem not to have any conception

of what it means to be good soldiers of Jesus Christ.

They are simply camp followers, or "contraband"

Christians. They will not fight and they will not work.

What to do with those who will not do anything for

themselves is the problem of church management. For

there is this about the armor of the Christian—no one

can put it on us but ourselves. The best teacher or

preacher or leader in the world can not put the armor
of God on you. You must "take up," "take unto

you," "put on" this armor. You must gird your loins

with truth ; no one else can do it for you. It is a per-

sonal matter between your soul and your Savior. It

is your liberty, your life. You must put on the breast-

plate of righteousness. Every soul must stand in its

own integrity. Having no righteousness of our own,
we must put on the righteousness of God which is by
faith—and whatever is by faith is an individual mat-

ter. We must shoe our own feet with the preparation

of the gospel of peace—a difficult thing to do. We
must take up the shield of faith—which some of us

let slip down too easily, or let go entirely, because it is

heavy at times. We must take the helmet of salva-

tion and the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of

God. Read all these in the Revised Version and get

this thought, that we are to do these things for our-

selves and not wait for some one to do it for us. It's

an inspiring lesson. But this we can do: We can

pray in the Spirit, at all seasons, watching thereunto

in all perseverance and supplication for all saints.

EXVOSITO'Ry HIJSTTS.
A FI'RE-T'ROOr CHA'RACTE'R.

SINFUL character is combustible. It is

A fuel for the fires of judgment. Its end is

to be burned. "Wickedness burneth as a

fire." Men are consumed by the fires of

passion ; they are destroyed by their burn-

ing lusts. On the other hand righteous

character is fireproof. Upon it the fires of

judgment have no power This is the

thought of the text which is quoted above.

The double question, "Who among us

shall dwell with the devouring fire? Who
among us shall dwell with everlasting burning? has for

its answer, "He that walketh righteously and speaketh

uprightly, he that despiseth gain of fraud, that shak-

eth his hands from holding of bribes, that stoppeth his

ears from hearing of blood, that shutteth his eyes from
looking upon evil ; he shall dwell on high ; his place

of defense shall be the munition of rocks." The man
who walketh in righteousness shall stand unhurt in

the midst of the most fiery trials ; he shall walk through
the devouring fire of persecution uninjured; he shall

dwell in everlasting burnings of national judgment
untouched by harm.

Ordeal by fire, to which reference here seems to be
made, was a very ancient custom. It has been prac-

ticed by nations widely separated. When the guilt

or innocence of a person had to be decided, an appeal

was made to the judgment of God. The accused had
to pass through a fire, or carry a piece of red-hot iron

for some distance in his hand, or walk blindfolded over
red-hot plowshares. If he escaped unhurt he was pro-

nounced innocent, if he could not endure the ordeal
he was pronounced guilty.

After a time, ordeal by fire came to be adopted by the
Church. There is the well-known case of Savonarola
the Florentine monk, who, when excommunicated by
the pope, "challenged an ordeal. Standing on the bal-

cony of the cathedral in Florence he asked God to de-
stroy him by fire if he had preached or prophesied lies.

A Franciscan monk accepted the challenge. Two pyres
were lighted in the market-place ; but while the Fran-
ciscans and the Dominicans were discussing whether
the combatants should carry the host or the cross

through the flames, a rain storm extinguished the fires-.

Ordeal by fire, although a perversion of truth, sug-
gests a moral lesson. It symbolizes faith in the pro-
tecting power of God over the righteous This is the
thought which lies at the heart of the story of three

Hebrew youths who were preserved in the midst of
a burning fiery furnace. They had in them those
moral elements which no fire could destroy. "By faith

they quenched the violence of fire."

After a building has been destroyed by fire the safe,

containing money and valuable papers, is taken out
unharmed. So many a man comes forth from the

fire of trial unscathed. He may hold firmly by princi-

ples in' the devouring fire of business rivalry, he
may dwell in safety in the everlasting burnings of pub-
lic misrepresentation and abuse.

The test of fire is applied to character in this life.

The purgatorial fires by which character is tried and in

which it is purified, lie this side of the grave. "Beloved,
think it not strange concerning^the fiery trial which
is to prove you as though some strange thing happened
unto you." "Now for a season ye are in heaviness
through manifold temptation, that the proof of your
faith being more precious than gold that perisheth,

though it be proved by fire, might be found unto praise
and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ."

"And who shall stand when he appeareth ? for he is like

a refiner's fire, and he shall sit as a refiner of silver,

and he shall purify the sons of Levi and purge them
as gold and silver, and they shall offer unto the Lord
offerings in righteousness."

Some one has said that "the business of religion is

not to insure a man against fire in the other world, but
to create an insurable interest in him." That insur-

able interest which makes him worth saving is the cre-

ation within him of a spirit and principle of righteous-

ness. To make a man fireproof you must make him
righteous. Nothing but righteousness is indestructible.

Paint and pretence will melt away in the fire of divine

judgment. When "the fire shall try every man's work
what sort it is," the wood, hay, stubble shall be burn-
ed up, and the gold, silver and precious stones shall

sparkle in the flames. O, my soul, what wilt thou do
when tongues of flame lap around thee, and search thee

to the core? If within thee sin be found thou hast

everything to fear ; if righteousness, nothing. Let the

fire scorch if only it will preserve and purify. When
the fiery ordeal must needs be met listen thou my soul

to the voice which says, "When thou walkest through
the fire thou shalt not be burned, neither shall the

flame kindle upon thee ; for I am the Lord thy God. the

Holv One of Israel, thy Savior."

Looking at the surface of things we see mighty
forces of good and evil at work. They are too powerful
for our control Whither are they leading on ? To de-

struction or to redemption? To believe in Christ is to

believe in a Christianized society as the final coal.
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THE Q\71ET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M, A.

THE -BEGIJVJVIJVG OF SIJV AffO *RE-
-DEMVTIOJ*.

"Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound."—Ro-
mans 5, 20.

Monday—Genesis 2: 8-17

:

It seems more like a story of mythology than a recital of

truth and fact—this record of the garden eastward in Eden.
I have wandered far from its blessedness and innocence.
Yet I like to believe in that golden past which lies behind

me. It may be a long distance behind. It may be separated
from me by many more years than I am able to reckon. But
once it was a reality. In the infancy of the world there

was a Paradise where nothing but what was fair and gracious
grew.
And why am I glad to remember this? Because what has

been may be again. I delight in the thought of that old
Eden, remote as it is, impossible as it sometimes looks. It

tells me of the lofty levels on which humanity has walked,
and may walk. It assures me that there is no iron necessity
which makes me a sinner simply because I am a man. It

opens the door of a golden future as well as of a golden
past.

Tuesday—Genesis 3: 1-15.

Sin comes to me like the serpent.

There is the vitality of it. For months the serpent will lie

apparently dead. But, once it is roused, it can, as a natural-
ist says, "outclimb the monkey, outswim the fish, outleap
the zebra, outwrestle the athlete." So it is with sin. When
I think it dead, lo, it leaps into life, and strangles me.
There is the omnipresence of it. I cannot keep temptation

out of my life. It appears where I least expect it. It conquers
me when I think myself secure.

There is the fascination of it. The serpent is the most
subtle beast of the field. It mesmerizes its victims. It fastens
them with its eye. It steals on them with its noiseless ap-
proach. It perplexes them with its circling folds. And thus
does sin bewilder me. I am confused by it. I am led an easy
captive.

And there is the awful power of it. The serpent can crush
the tiger. Its coils gather rapidly round its prey. Its stroke
flashes poison through the blood. Against sin I am helpless.
Yes, till he comes who bruises the serpent's head.

Wednesday—Genesis 3: 17-24-.

Here is the measureless sorrow of sin.

Adam and I have banished ourselves from our Father's
presence. I do not say that we are fatherless. Such is

God's unconquerable compassion that, though I am a prodigal,
He continues to count me His child, He longs for my return,
He loves me still. There is no grace like His.
But I am shut out by my sin from that friendship with

Him which I might have had, and there is a dread possi-
bility of my losing altogether His favor and the light of His
face. There are moments when the question stirs in me of
which the poet writes :

—

"Thou art so full of misery,
Were it not better not to be?"

It is a mournful ruin. I am sorry for the beggar, who is

born a beggar, dependent on the charity of others. Let me
be sorrier for myself. I was born a King's son, and from
such a height I have sunk to such a depth. That is a thou-
sand times sadder and worse.

Thursday—"Psalm 14-.

I am godless, until Christ redeems me. "The fool hath
said in his heart, There is no God."
What a rebellion mine is! The door of my heart has to

be unlocked by myself, that He may enter in and abide with
me; and I will not unlock it. The government over my
life has to be surrendered by me to Him; and I will not
surrender it—I boast that I am my own master. The Throne
of His grace should be the best-loved spot on earth to me,
to which I am resorting continually ; and I have no gladness
in seeking it out. In simple fact I have no God who deserves
the name. I am atheistic in practice, if not in creed.
Ah, and what a sadness mine is ! I am in the wilderness

without a guide. I am on the sea without a harbor or a
pilot. I am in sickness of spirit without medicine or physi-

cian. 1 am hungry without bread, and weary without rest.

I am an orphan in an empty house, "cold in that atmosphere
of death."

If Jesus has given me a God who supplies all my need,

can I thank Him too passionately?

Friday— "Romans 5: 12-21.

Where my sin abounds the grace of God much more
abounds. "O that some one would stretch down a hand!'
Seneca cried in his despair. Some one has stretched down z

Hand, and that Someone is the Lord, supernatural, almighty,
divine.

Jus i. because my case is desperate, and my need extreme,
He interposes. If my sin had not wrought such a destruction,

if it had left any part of me unsmitten and untainted, if there

was a veslige of possibility that I could recover myself, the
agony and the shame of Calvary would surely have been dis-

pensed with, and the special intervention of the Holy Ghost.
But, when I know myself lost and dead, the Lord comes

down to redeem me. Across the cloud, so murky, so big with
storm, I see the arch of the rainbow. Over the yawning
chasm, which my skill and endeavor cannot span, I see the
bridge, whose Builder and Maker He is. Since I am helpless.

He hastens to my help. He becomes my Healer, my
Righteousness, my Everlasting Light.

Saturday—1 John 1: 1-22.

My God meets my far-reaching ruin with a redemption
which reaches every whit as far.

A great load of past guilt lies on me with a crushing weight-
guilt for which I deserve His wrath and curse. But "the
blood of Jesus Christ, His Son, cleanseth me from all sin."

There is a virtue in that precious blood to pacify the loudest
demands of the law and the sharpest accusation of conscience.
There is a power in this Saviour to snatch from Satan his

most abject captives and lead them into glorious liberty. I

will rejoice that, through Him, I am pardoned, justified, ac-
cepted, set free.

My present life is helplessly weak. But "we have an Advo-
cate with the Father, Jesus Christ the Righteous." He who
died lives, and lives to intercede for me. He gains every
good gift for me. He sends me His Holy Spirit. Thus,
through His prayers and blessings, I rise above the depraved
nature which is my inheritance ; I shake myself clear from
the fetters of circumstance; I overcome the tyranny of habit.
In the habitation of dragons shall be grass.

I have destroyed myself, but in Him is my help.

•Sunday—John 3: 9-17.

Not the individual soul merely does God compassionate,
but the whole family of sin-poisoned and death-doomed men.
He "so loved the world"—let me emphasize it, the wide
world—that He gave His only begotten Son.

It is the race that has fallen. Yes, and it is the race for
which salvation is furnished in the Lord Jesus Christ. The
succor is as far spread as the sickness ; the- medicine is as
universal as the malady. "As in Adam," St. Paul says, "all
die, so in Christ shall all be made alive." "By one man's
disobedience," he says again, "many were made sinners,
and by the obedience of one shall many be made righteous."
What a hope it opens before me ! There are souls to whom

the offer is made, and they reject it; but that is contrary to
His design and desire—it is His will that all should be saved.
I thank Him that He means grace to reign wherever sin has
been the usurper and the hard taskmaster.

Z>/V/2>EZ> DESIHES.
We wish to come back with as fond a desire
As ever we wish to depart

;

"I want to go somewhere," "I want to get back,"
Are the shuttlecock cries of the heart.

When the high tide of summer breaks over the year,
We float on its flowery crest

Till it leaves us adrift on the pine-covered hills

Or the beautiful valleys of rest.

But the sad winds of autumn, like wandering cries,

Seem the voices of spirits that roam,
And they echo our thoughts through the deepening skies,
Our longing and hunger for home.

And blessed are they who return to their homes

—

As blessed as they who depart

;

"I want to go somewhere," "I want to get back,"
Are the shuttlecock cries of the heart.

The British Weekly
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cBOOKS jg?

The Chief Things, by the Rev. A. W.
Snyder: Thos. Whittaker, p. 195, $1.

The dedication of this book is "to that
important, but much forgotten creat-

ure, the Average Man." The author is

of the opinion that "the Average Man"
reads the newspapers and very little

else save works of fiction. He fights

shy of a theological book, handling it

gingerly and putting it quickly aside if

he finds it dull or deep. He wants to

have his theological pabulum cut into

small pieces, and rather prefers to

have it masticated for him. To meet
the demands of this multitudinous in-

dividual—the average man, is the aim
of our author. In twenty-six brief

chapters he discusses in a plain and
simple fashion the leading doctrines of

the Christian faith. His views

are moderate and sensible, and if

the party for whom they are specially

intended can only be induced to read

them he cannot fail to receive benefit

from them. Yet we canot help think-

ing that the average rnan might have
been more readily enticed to taste the

good things here prepared for him had
they been served up with more literary

grace. The style of the book, like the

thought, is plain and substantial. A
daintier dish would have helped things

out greatly.

Bible Facts. By Calla Scott Willard.

Fleming H. Revell Co., Chicago,

1901. Pp. 100. Price 25 cents.

Mrs. Willard is a teacher of thirty

years' experience in a prominent
church in Chicago, and is admirably

equipped to prepare such a little hand-

book as is here named. Its purpose is

to bring out the leading facts of the

Scriptures and to prepare teachers and
students of the Sunday school, Young
Peoples' societies, and home circles

for more thorough work in the study

of the Bible. It presents the material

usually found in handbooks and nor-

mal school works on the Bible, includ-

ing its divisions and books, the geog-

raphy, history, institutions, versions

and character of the Bible, and sug-

gestions for the organization of

classes. It is accompanied with four

maps.

Tyne Folk; Masks, Faces, and Shad-
ows. By Joseph Parker. F. H.

Reveil Co., Chicago. Pp. 200; 75

cents.

Everyone knows that Joseph Parker
is a noted London preacher, but few
have learned, perhaps, of his social

sketches, of which this book furnishes

a collection. They are interesting

studies of country and towr people,

alter the style of those found in the

books of Barrie and Ian Maclaren.

This volume of 200 pages contains a

dozen sketches of this sort, and those

who know something of Dr. Parker's

work in other directions will be inter-
ested in reading these studies.

Christian Science Examined respect-
ing its theism, its doctrine oi reality,

and the atonement, by Rev. J. R.

Kaye, Ph. D. of Hudson, South Da-
kota, is the title of a pamphlet of 32

pages which contains a careful, .schol-

arly and convincing argument against
one of the most seductive errors of the
present day. As Dr. Kaye turns upon
this new cult the white light of rea-

son and common sense he reveals at

once the hollowness of its philosoph-
ical pretensions, and the harmfulness
of its practical tendencies.

IJV THE LITE'RA'Ry
WOULD.

The American Standard edition of

the Revised Bible is to be published
in August by Nelson & Sons, New
York.

One hundred and twenty-six British
and American novels and seven plays
have taken their titles from Shakes-
peare's words.

The Eternal City, by Hall Caine,
will be published by the Appletons
early in the autumn. To prepare him-
self for this work Mr. Caine has made
a lengthy sojourn in Rome, making
himself master of all the details that
are woven into the fabric of his story.

"The Life and Letters of . Thomas
Huxley," by his son Leonard Huxley,
has just been published by the Apple-
tons. It presents the eminent scientist

in an attractive light, as a man of

sweet and sunny disposition, who did

not allow his exacting studies to dry
up his human sympathies.

Joseph Cook and John Fiske died

within ten days of each other. Fiske
relegated Cook's books to the alcove
of eccentric literature. On the morn-
ing of Mr. Fiske's funeral the Boston
Journal said he was an eccentric his-

torian. Would it not be a striking

irony of fate if some day in the near
future Fiske's books should get into

the same alcove?

It is always interesting to know one
novelist's estimate of others. General
Lew Wallace, so well-known as the

author of "Ben Hur " considers that

the six greatest English novels are

"Ivanhoe," "The Last of the Barons."

"The Tale of Two Cities," "Jane
Eyre," "Hypatia," and "Tarry Thou
Till I Come." The last-named has been
out of sight and mind for a time, but
in a new edition is again attracting

attention.

The "Annals of the American \cad-

emy of Political and Social Science" for

July deals with "America's Race Prob-
lems." It is seldom that a magazine

has packed into it such an amount of
valuable information. Those who wish
to know of the peoples of our new pos-
sessions will find here first-hand in-

formation which it would be difficult

to find elsewhere within the same
compass. It is a special number and
should be kept for reference.

Some years ago a series of novels,

evidently from the pen of a skilled

church historian, appeared under the
nom de plume of "George Taylor." The
writer was Professor Adolf Hausrath,
of the University of Heidelberg. The
series has been continued, and a new
addition recently made to it, in his

"Potamiaena." The theme is the con-
flict between Christianity and edu-

cated heathenism in the third century
aiter Christ. The historical back-
ground and action are drawn with
scholarly correctness.

Among all the books Sir Walter
Besant read in his boyhood he put
The Pilgrim's Progress first. He said

of it once: "It still seems to me the

book which has influenced the mind of

Englishmen more than any other out-

side the covers of the Bible. While it

survives and is read by our boys and
girls, two or three great truths will re-

main deeply burned into the English

soul. The first is the personal re-

sponsibility of each man: the next is

that Christianity does not want, and
cannot have, a priest. I confess that

the discovery, by later reading, that

the so-called Christian priest is a per-

sonage borrowed from surrounding
superstition, and that the great

ecclesiastical structure is entirely built

by human hands, filled me with only

a deeper gratitude to John Bunyan."

A. Strengthening Tonic.

Horsfcrd'j Acid "Phosphate.

Especially recommended for the re-

lief of nervousness and exhaustion so

common with the grip patient. Nour-
ishes and strengthens the entire sys-

tem by supplying the needed tonic and
nerve food. Induces restful sleep.

IN CHICAGO
HOW TO GET A JOB

New book -will be
issued in a few
davs. Orders will

filled in the order they are received. If you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE, "S^ 1

MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND PHAKMACY|
taught bv 59 teachers.

2 Hospitals, a Dispensaries,
|6lectu»emlls, 9 laboratories

For 100-page Catalogue, address The Proctor.
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General
Church NeWs

THE "BAPTIST yOl/JVG
PEOPLE'S- X/JVIOJV.

The third great religious gathering

of young people that has met this

month in this country assembled in

the Coliseum, Chicago, July 25-28. The
occasion was the eleventh annual con-

vention of the Baptist Young People's

Union. Rev. Dr. J. W. Conley, chair-

man of the Board of Managers, reports

that it has been a wonderful year for

the societies and that there has been a

steady gain in membership in every

department of the Union.

The Second Baptist church of this

city was the place where the Union
had its beginning July 7, 1891, and a

reunion meeting was therefore held

there on the evening of the 24th. The
next morning prayer services were

held in Immanuel Baptist church, the

Second Presbyterian church and the

Open church, Wabash avenue and
Fourteenth street. Later, a praise ser-

vice in the Coliseum opened the con-

vention led by the chorus of 800 voices

directed by Edward T. Clissold, with

orchestral accompaniment. Col. Fran-

cis W. Parker gave the address of wel-

come from the citizens of Chicago;

Louis A. Crittenton, in behalf of the

young people and Rev. John L. Jack-

son for the churches. President John
H. Chapman made the opening address

and emphasized particularly the Bible

educational work which is being done

in the Union, 15,000 having this year

filled out examination papers in the

Bible course.

"Kingship" was the theme on which

all the leading addresses were based

and to which the thought of all was
constantly directed. Rev. J. A. Ben-

nett of Philadelphia made an address

on the sub-topic, "Christ's Conception

of His Kingdom."

Rev. G. Campbell Morgan's address

on Friday was the great point of at-

traction. He asserted that "the new
atheism of indifference is fearfully

alive. We find it even in our churches.

Hundreds of thousands of outwardly

respectable people are atheists in prac-

tical life. They may come to church

and repeat the creed, but in their busi-

ness and in their pleasures they get

along without God. It is you, young
men and women, who must fight

against this. You must become a new
race of Puritans. Everything that is

best in this country came from the

Puritans, and the evil of the future

must be fought by Puritanism. You
do not need to wear the somber garb,

but in spirt and life you must be Puri-

tans. Argument will not overcome
the new atheism. The only thing that

will conquer it is the spiritual power in

life—in your lives. Along with the

atheism goes animalism and material-

ism, which you must fight and defeat."

At the morning session the following

officers were elected for the Union for

the coming year: President, John H.

Chapman; Recording Secretary, Rev.

H. W. Reed; Treasurer, Henry R. Clis-

sold, all of Chicago. Prof. C. L. Wil-

liams and Rev. W. W. Weeks spoke of

the "Kingship of Christ," the former

in the intellectual realm, the latter in

the spiritual. In the afternoon, be-

sides Mr. Morgan's address, there was
an open parliament on the work of the

Union.

The evening addresses discussed

"Recreation, Business and the State,"

the speakers being Rev. W. J. William-

son of Kansas City, Isaac W. Carpen-

ter of Omaha, and Rev. G. L. Morrill of

Minneapolis. Dr. Morrill said: "The
triumph of municipal misrule has not

been because bad men have been bold,

but because good men have been cow-
ards. The primaries should be attend-

ed as regularly as the prayer meeting.

Christ sits over against the ballot box
as he did over against the treasury

of old to see what is cast therein."

The leading topics on Saturday were
"In the King's Garden" at the Juniors'

meeting, and in the evening "Enlarg-

ing the Kingdom." Addresses were
made by Rev. A. P. McDiarmid of

Manitoba; Rev. R. J. Willingham of

Richmond, Va., and Rev. Fred P. Hag-
gard of Assam.

"Thy Kingdom Come" was the main
topic of the Sunday morning services.

In the afternoon the annual conven-

tion sermon was delivered by Rev. E.

E. Chivers of Boston, and the conven-

tion closed in the evening with a con-

secration service led by Rev. William
H. Geistweit, Rev. Dr. James B. Cran-

fil delivering an address.

The attendance was not equal to that

of former conventions, probably owing
to the heat. It was about 8,000, but

the lack in numbers was made up in

enthusiasm.

IJVTE'RJVjX tiojva.e cojv-
VEJVTIO/f Or THE EP-
XOO'RTH LEAGX/E.

Keynofes of the fifth international

convention, held July 18-21 in San
Francisco, were civic righteousness,

temperance and missions. The music
was furnished by the Park Sisters, cor-

netists of New York, a chorus of 2,000

voices and the Stanford Memorial or-

gan loaned by Mrs. Stanford Memorial
church, attached to Leland Stanford,

Jr., University. The attendance at this

convention was the largest in the his-

tory of the organization.

The Epworth League was born May
14, 1889, in the Central Methodist
Episcopal Church of Cleveland, Ohio,

Dr. B. F. Dimmick, the pastor, invit-

ing to a meeting there the represent-

atives of various Methodist organiza-

tions among the young people. The
idea of union was proposed and was ac-

cepted with enthusiasm. The mem-
bership now is 2,225,000. The avowed

The Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.

There is a disease prevailing in this

country most dangerous because so decep-
tive. Many sudden
deaths are caused by

|~Hfe it— heart disease,

pneumonia. heart

failure or apoplexy
(— are often the result

of kidney disease. If

kidney trouble is al-

lowed to advance the

\Z. kidney-poisoned.
blood will attack the

!>ERa*H. vital organs or th&
kidneys themselves break down and waste
away cell by cell.

Bladder troubles most always result from,
a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is

obtained quickest by a proper treatment of

the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp=Root, the great kidney, liver and
bladder remedy.

It corrects inability to hold urine and scald-

ing pain in passing it, and overcomes that:

unpleasant necessity of being compelled to

go often during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and the
extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon,

realized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.

Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold:

by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar

sized bottles. You may
have a sample bottle of

,

this wonderful new dis- pii:

covery and a book that

tells all about it, both Home of Swamp-Root.

sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention
reading this generous offer in this paper.

objects of the League are: "To pro-

mote intelligent and vital piety in the
young members and friends of the
church; to aid them in the attainment
of purity of heart and in constant

growth in grace and to train them in

works of mercy and help." A wide and
practical plan of work centers about
this declaration of spiritual intention.

It is a religious' organization, first and
foremost, and neglects no chance to

win followers for Christ, but helpful,

educative and charitable work is by no
means neglected.

The convention opened with com-
munion services in three of the
churches. In the afternoon the Me-
chanics' Pavilion, which will hold 15,-

000 persons, was crowded to hear the
addresses of welcome. The principal

theme of the three meetings held in

the evening was "The Young People's

Movement in the Twentieth Century."

One of the speakers on this subject,

Rev. G. W. Kerby, of Montreal, said:

"The twentieth century will be the
period of achievement. We are set-

ting up our banners today. The first

bears the inscription, 'My Life for

Christ'; the third, 'My City for Christ';

the fourth, 'My Country for Christ, and
the fifth, 'The World for Christ*."

Each succeeding day Of the conven-
tion began with sunrise prayer-meet-
ings, largely attended. Noon prayer-

meetings for business men were held
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in the rooms of the Chamber of Com-
merce and the court of the Palace Ho-
tel. "The Church and the Liquor
Traffic," "The Church and the Work-
ingman," and "The Church and the

Young Man" were the subjects of ad-

dresses by Rev. Messrs. Wm. H. An-
derson, of Springfield, Ills.; E. J.

Helms, of Boston, and T. E. E. Shore,

of Toronto. Rev. James B. Buckley
of New York spoke on "The Church
and the Newspaper" and Rev. J. B.

Scott of New Orleans on "Our Im-
perilled Sabbath." "A man's most
dangerous foes," said the last-named
speaker, "are those of his own house-
hold. The members of the church
are often the leaders in that pleasure-

seeking spirit which sacrifices princi-

ple and tramples sacred things under
foot." On the topic, "The Church and
the Workingman," Mr. Helms made
the suggestions that we seek to "short-

en hours of labor so we may not only
have a day of rest but a rested man
for the day." "Workingmen readily

respond when the Church sincerely

seeks them and their welfare." Rev.

G. R. Turk of Toronto urged that:

"The church must prove to the work-
ingman that she is his friend. She
must help him in his fight for a week-
ly rest day. The church must lock

shields .with the workingman to put
down the liquor traffic. The places of

worship must be within easy reach of

the workingman. The church must
banish the dress circle from the sanc-

tuary and abolish the pew rent system,

which is a monstrous barrier between
the rich and the self-respecting poor."

The same topics were discussed by
other speakers at a simultaneous meet-
ing in the Alhambra theater.

'Forward Movements in the

Church" was the afternoon topic; Bi-

ble study, systematic benevolence, mis-

sions, and personal work for Christ

were its subdivisions. A missionary
mass meeting was held at night in the

Pavilion.

Conferences on practical lines of

work in the various departments of

the League occupied Saturday. On Sun-
day, the closing day, Bishop Joyce,

president of the League, preached elo-

quently to an audience of 10,000, on
Faith in Christ." Several other ser-

vices were held at different hours and
places. The committee on resolutions

emphasized in their report, a great

campaign for missions and benevo-
lence in the coming year, increased

study of the Bible and missionary lit-

erature, Christian stewardship, per-

sonal evangelism and unalterable op-

position to the liquor traffic.

-RMS L I G I O V & CO Jf

-

CRES-^ES- AT 'BVFFALO.
Following the idea of the Chicago

Parliament of Religions, held in con-

nection with the World's Fair in 1893,

a Congress of Religion was held at

Buffalo from June 26-July 1. The av-

erage attendance was scarcely more

than 100, yet the names and topics on
the program were attractive. Among
the speakers were Professors Jenks of

Cornell University, Walter G. Everett
of Brown, William N. Clarke of Col-
gate, and D. G. Duvall of Wesleyan
College, Mrs. Florence Kelly, secretary

of the Consumer's League, and others
of equal merit. The topics were prac-
tical and of current interest, concern-
ing religion in the home and school,

in the business world, in the church
and in the state. In the last-named,
more interest was manifested than in

any other. It was discussed by Hon.
Bird S. Coler and Hon. John A. Tay-
lor of New York, and Prof. Frank Par-
sons of the Boston Law School. It is

admitted even by those not in sym-
pathy with these congresses that in

this one there was much that was
helpful and inspiring and little to of-

fend the most orthodox.

The Bible Study Congress has been
in session the past week. Methods of

Bible study have been the subject of

consideration and it is to be regretted
that so strong and well-proportioned
a program should not have received
larger attention, yet the attendance
was more encouraging than that at

most of the numerous conferences held

at Buffalo this year. No less than six-

teen different Christian bodies were
represented on the program. The pro-

gressive scholarship of the day was
there in the persons of Professors
Frank K. Sanders, Shailer Matthews,
and Herbert L. Willett; noted workers
along Sunday school lines, as Rev. E.

Blakeslee, Dr. James M. Gray, Wil-
bert W. White, of the Bible Teachers'
College at Montclair, N. J., Charles G.

Meigs, and Rev. E. Morris Ferguson.
Prominent educators also took part,

among tnem, Walter L. Hervey, exam-
iner for the New York Board of Edu-
cation and formerly head of the Teach-
ers' College, New York City, Principal

Boone of the Cincinnati public schools,

and President Stewart of Auburn Sem-
inary. The objects considered were va-

ried and many of them carefully and
effectively presented, and the congress

is an excellent testimony to the high

value placed upon the Bible' and the

breadth of interest now being shown
in the methods employed in its study.

Beginning August 6, four days are

to be given to special meetings for

the presentation of the religious de-

velopment of the country during the

nineteenth century. The Baptists, Con-
gregationalists, Methodists and Pres-

byterians will participate in this ar-

rangement. Tuesday, Aug. 6, will be

designated as Baptist Day. In the

morning President A. C. Osborn. Presi-

dent George Sale and Mrs. William
Scott will speak on the work among
the negroes; in the afternoon Prof. R.

A. S.chwegler and Rev. W. H. Sloan

describe the work among Indians and
Mexicans, and Dr. T. J. Morgan will

deliver an address on "Home Missions

and National Stability,"

Wednesday will be Congregational
Day. In the morning the work of the
Home Missionary Society will be pre-

sented by the Rev. Franklin S. Fitch,

D. D., C. W. Shelton, G. W. Puddefoot
and Miss M. Dean Moffatt. In the
afternoon the work of the American
Missionary Association will be pre-

sented by Professor Hoyt, President J.

G. Merrill, D. D., C. J. Ryder, D. D.,

Secretary of the A. M. A., and Miss
Jennie L. Blowers.

Thursday, the Methodist Episcopal

Church will be represented in the
morning by addresses by the Rev. S. L.

Baldwin, D. D., Recording Secretary

of the Board of Domestic Missions,

and the Rev. J. T. Gracey, D. D. In

the afternoon Rev. T. C. Iliff, D. D.,

will lecture on "Thirty Years Among
the Mountains."
Friday is to be Presbyterian Day. In

the morning, Rev. John Dixon, D. D.,

will speak on "Evangelization in the

West," and Rev. J. Milton Greene, D.

D., on "Our New Possessions." In the

afternoon there will be an address on
"The New York Indians," by Rev. H.

F. Trippe and another on "A Century
of Honor," by Rev. Charles L. Thomp-
son, D. D., Secretary of the Board of

Home Missions, and a closing address

by Rev. E. P. Cowan, D. D., Secretary

of the Freedman's uoard.

CHICAGO AJWD VICIJVITy.
Rev. Artemas J. Haynes, former pas-

tor of Plymouth Congregational
church, has accepted a call to the pas-

torate of the United Congregational
church, New Haven, Conn. His health

is now completely regained.

The number of campers at the Des-
plaines camp meeting has been the

largest since the National Holiness
Convention in 1889. The number of

converts has been about 300. which ex-

ceeds all previous records. D. W. Pot-

ter was elected president of the asso-

ciation and John S. Date, secretary.

A union vesper service is held on
Sunday afternoons on the lake front

in Rogers Park.

The Chicago Tract Society has vis-

ited people speaking twenty-one dif-

ferent languages. It does an important
evangelistic work.

After four years of litigation, the

Chicago Baptist hospital is to receive

the $35,000 endowment left it by Mrs.

Maria M. Foster's will. The total re-

ceipts of the hospital for the first six

months of this year have been $18.-

S05.70; 439 patients have been treated

and there have been but twenty-six

deaths. Six more rooms are to be add-

ed before September 1. and some other

improvements. Thirty-five nurses are

in the training school.

For the summer quarter at the di-

vinity school of the University of Chi-

cago 173 have thus far been enrolled,

drawn from twenty-four different de-

nominations, the Baptists. Disciples.

Methodists and Presbyterians furnish-

ing the largest contingent. The lee-
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tures by Professor Dods made a deep
impression; and the attendance upon
the other public lectures has been
large. The preachers under the new
system have been Dr. Dods, President

Little of Garrett Biblical Institute, and
Dr. Gunsaulus. President Andrews
will be the university preacher during

a portion of the second term, when he
is to give a series of twenty public

lectures.

Forty-five new members have been
received during the present year at

Morgan Park Baptist Church, twenty-
one of these by baptism and experi-

ence. Rev. A. R. E. Wyant, Ph. D., is

pastor here. Union out-door Sunday
evening services are being held during

July and August.

The new parish house of St. Barna-
bas', on Washington boulevard, west
of Garfield Park, is nearly completed.

At Kenilworth, a northern suburb, a

new Episcopal mission is now hav-

ing regular Sunday services conducted
by a lay-reader.

The Free Methodist camp meeting at

Glen Ellyn opened July 24 and will

continue one week.
At Irving Park Baptist church eight-

een persons were received into mem-
bership during last month.
Lexington avenue Baptist church has

adopted plans for a new edifice. The
Young Men's League organized March
25 with seventeen members, has now
forty-five on its rolls. It has pledged

$250 for the church building fund.

Rev. Cleland B. McAfee, D. D.,

was received to membership in the

Chicago Presbytery July 15. He has

accepted the call to the Forty-first

Street church and a committee has

been appointed to arrange for his in-

stallation.

The Lake Forest Academy will have

for head master, in place of Professor

Hibbeler, Professor Joseph Curtis

Sloane, a graduate of Princeton Uni-

versity and for several years connected

with the DeLancey Boys' School, of

Philadelphia. He is a brother of Will-

iam M. Sloane, a well-known author,

whose history of Napoleon was the

leading article in the Century for a

number of months recently.

Contracts are being let for the erec-

tion of a new church, more centrally

located than the old one, for the Epis-

copal parish of the Annunciation, Au-
burn Park, of which the Rev. John
Cole has charge, with the Incarnation,

Fernwood, and Holy Cross, on Fifty-

fifth street, where a lot costing $1,000

is secured and paid for.

"Baptist.

The church at Carlinville, 111., has
grown rapidly this year under the
care of Rev. O. E. Moffet. There have
been nearly fifty additions. July 9 the
Baptist Young People's Union of this

church presented diplomas to thirty-

seven members of the Christian Cul-
ture Class. The Sunday school has a

growing home department of over 100

members and two mission schools.

The Rev. L. N. Call will close a five

years' pastorate at Sac City, Iowa, Oc-

tober 1. Over 100 members have been
received during this period, more than
half by baptism. The entire interior

of the house has be6n renovated, and
a new 800-pound bell will soon be in

position.

The Crawfordsville, Ind., church is

rejoicing in freedom from a debt of

$3,000 cleared in eighteen months un-

der the leadership of the pastor, Rev.

A. W. Runyan.
Akron, Ohio, reports that attendance

at prayer-meeting has doubled in the

last six months. One-half of the debt

has been paid in two years—$4,000.

About $1,000 has been expended in

renovating the church building.

The Ohio Baptist Assembly held at

Mount Vernon so planned its program

that good things were not crowded,

but sufficient time for rest and recuper-

ation was given, a plan resulting in

good attendance atBible study lectures,

etc. Drs. Hulley and Torrey did some
of their best work in their lectures on

"The Life and Epistles of Paul," and

"The Character of Christ." Professor

F. W. Shepardson, Ph. D., of the Uni-

versity of Chicago; Rev. Dr. J. W. Car-

ter of West Virginia, and Rev. R. S.

Mac Arthur, D. D., LL. D., of New
York, were among the speakers.

At the sixty-third annual State con-

vention of Mississippi, held at Mc-

Comb City July 18, the report of the

board showed, in spite of financial dis-

tress during the past year, a remark-

able increase in the amount of money
given by Baptists to missions, both

foreign and home, also improvements

in the Baptist colleges of Mississippi.

Governor Longino was one of the ac-

tive delegates at the convention. Over

$8,000 was subscribed for Mississippi

college towards the $45,000 to be raised

for an endowment fund.

The Louisiana State convention,

which met at Baton Rouge July 19,

devoted considerable time to the dis-

cussion of missions, both home and

foreign. Dr. Penick referred to the

fact that there are 550 churches in the

State, yet one of these contributed

about one-fourth of last year's gifts for

foreign missions. The extension of

home mission work was emphasized,

especially within the State.

Three new churches have been or-

ganized in Nebraska within the

month.
Since October 1 eighteen have been

received into membership by Dr. Wal-

ter M. Walker of the First church,

Des Moines.

The Baptist Home Missionary So-

ciety reports an income of $581,609.06

for 1900, and sustains 1,180 home mis-

sionaries. The Congregational Board

of Mome Missions for 1900 reports an

income of $533,172.49; they maintained

1,787 missionaries. The Disciples gave

their National Board of Home Mis-

sions $63,634.99; it maintained 189

missionaries and reported 6,029 addi-

tions in church membership through
their work. The Presbyterian Board
of Home Missions had an income for

1900 of $733,124.42; 1,371 missionaries

were maintained.

Congregational.
The corner stone of the new audi-

torium of the First Congregational
church, Springfield, 111., was laid on
Sunday, July 14, at 7 p. m., with ap-

propriate ceremonies. Rev. Archibald
M. Hall is pastor there.

Washington Street Congregational
church, Toledo, has extended a call to

the Rev. Ernest B. Allen of Lansing.
Mich., to become its pastor.

Kansas City churches are showing
marked signs of progress: Beacon
Hill, having been worshipping for five

years in a rented hall, is looking for-

ward to the completion of its church
building September 1. Dr. J. H. Crum
has been its leader from the beginning-

Prospect Avenue, six months old, with
more than 100 members, feels the need
oi an adequate church building. Thir-

ty-five persons have united with Oli-

vet church since the spring. It is

steadily gaining under Rev. G. Edwin
Crossland. Westminster, originally

Presbyterian, came into Congrega-
tional fellowship last January. It has

received 233 members within six years.

Rev. William P. George is pastor.

Rev. H. W. Jamison received twen-
ty-two into the church at Beresford

S. D., July 7, nineteen being adults.

At Harlan, Iowa, the Congregational

church received seventy-five into mem-
bership, July 7, seventy being on
confession. Twelve were boys between
the ages of twelve and sixteen. Twen-
ty-eight were men, eight being heads

of families.

The church at Seward, 111., one of

the historic churches of Northern Illi-

nois, has moved its edifice, which stood

one-half mile north of the station, into

'

the village and added improvements.
The cost was nearly $1,000, the last

$400 of which was raised July 14 with
the help of Rev. James Tompkins, the

superintendent of Iillinois home mis-

sions, with $75 surplus.

At Platteville, Wis., seventeen were
received into the church at the July

communion, fifteen on confession of

faith, nearly all adults. A brief series

of lessons on the basis of Scudder's

"Our Children for Christ," has been

given by the pastor, Rev. W. H. Short,

At Plymouth church, Minneapolis,

the usual Sunday evening service gives

place during the summer to a meeting
conducted by the Endeavor society.

The "Sunshine Committee" finds a

helpful work in bringing together the

lawns and carriages of well-to-do peo-

ple and the children from the down-
town tenements.

The Tabernacle church, St. Joseph,

Mo., has been making steady progress
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in all departments of its work. It has
raised $3,000 to remove the debt. Thir-

ty-five have united with church since

Rev. W. W. Bolt came to it last Oc-

tober. The Senior Endeavor society

supports a Bible woman.
A church of ten members was or-

ganized at Gainesville, N. D., July 11,

the first church of any name estab-

lished in Oliver County.
The ladies of the First Church of

Prospect, N. Y., impose a fine of fifty

cents upon any member of their so-

ciety who at a public meeting indulges

in a word of village gossip.

Rev. Richard Bushell is pastor of

McMurray and Black Diamond
churches, Washington, 101 miles

apart; supplies Edison church, at pres-

ent without a pastor, with Thursday
service, and preaches at five other out-

stations, week-day services; making a
circuit of his field, about 250 miles,

every two weeks. At only one place,

out of eight regular appointments is

there any other service. There are
six Sunday schools connected with his

appointments. This pastor has en-

joyed one month vacation, July, 1898,

during the past fourteen years.

Rev. Nathaniel Alden Hyde, D. D.
(

of Indianapolis, Ind., died July 19. His
mother was lineal descendant of John
Alden and Priscilla. He was pastor

of Plymouth church, Indianpolis, for

ten years. In 1867 he became Super-
intendent of Home Missions for In-

diana, and in 1871 assumed charge of

Mayflower Congregational Church, In-

dianapolis. He was secretary of the

Congregational State Association from
its origin in 1858 till the present, a
service perhaps unequaled in the an-

nals of the Congregational body. He
was president of the Home Missionary
Society of Indiana, secretary, for the

state, of the Church Building Society,

a corporate member of the American
Board, trustee of Chicago Theological

Seminary, and Wabash College, presi-

dent of the Indianapolis Art Associa-

tion, president of the Board of Chil-

dren's Guardians, and of the New
England Society of Indianapolis since

its origin.

ZSh e Discip les.

Church work is suffering in Nebras-
ka in consequence of the drouth, for

with the failure of crops there comes
financial inability to build churches
needed at several points to make the

work permanent and strong.

The Nebraska state convention will

be held at Bethany August 19-24. The
usual railroad reduction on fares has
been granted—full fare to Lincoln and
one-third fare return. Ministers can-

not claim this unless they pay full

fare.

An evangelistic congress will be held

at Maxinkuckee r'ark, Culver, Ind.,

August 7-8. Addresses will be made
by Rev. Messrs. Chas. Reign Scoville.

W. E. Harlow, and Allen Wilson.
There will be a Round Table Talk on

"Some Evangelistic Problems." The
assembly banquet will be on Wednes-
day evening.

In connection with the Bracken
County (Ky.) Christian convention
held in Brooksville July 11-14 an aux-
iliary of the Christian Woman's
Board of Missions was organized and
Christian Endeavor societies, Senior

and Junior, also. P. 3. Cook was elect-

ed county superintendent of Sunday
schools.

Rev. John E. Pounds, national su-

perintendent of Christian Endeavor
work for the Disciples, urges on every

society the observance of Forefathers'

Day. Benjamin L. Smith, Y. M. C. A.

building, Cincinnati, Ohio, will sup-

ply literature for meetings on applica-

tion.

The alumni of Kentucky University

are making a special effort to increase

the number of students for next year.

The attendance last year was 1,100.

Great things are hoped for under the

new president, Burris A. Jenkins.

Rev. J. H. Stottler, who has been
pastor at Mount Carmel, 111., for five

years, has accepted a call to Centralia,

111.

At East Side Church of Christ, Des
Moines, Rev. E. W. Brickert, pastor,

there have been 298 additions in nine

months.
The Church Extension Board organ-

izes 300 new churches each year.

The American Christian Missionary

society, the home mission body of the

Disciples of Christ, is doing its most
active work in Porto Rico, where it was
the first Protestant body to establish a

mission after the war. The Christian

Woman's Mission board has just es-

tablished an orphanage at Bayonne,
which is said to be the first institution

of its kind under Protestant control

on the island.

The Rev. Mr. Irwin, one of the first

missionaries sent to Porto Rico by
the Disciples, has been appointed

United States District Judge by Gov-
ernor Allen. Judge Irwin was edu-

cated for the law, and his long resi-

dence on the island has peculiarly fit-

ted him for the position.

The Disciples' Club, New York City,

has changed its name to the Disciples'

Union of Greater New York and vi-

cinity. Two new features for next sea-

son's work are to be the creation of

two funds: one to be an evangelistic

fund and the other for the purchase of

lots and erection of buildings for

church purposes. The conditions in

New York are such that the Church
Extension Board could not possibly

supply sufficient assistance to meet the

need.

Sunday, July 14, completed the fifth

year of Rev. A. F. Sanderson as pastor

of the Christian church at Keokuk.
Iowa. In that time the congregation

has raised $18,500. has received 4S4 ad-

ditions to its membership, built one of

the handsomest churches in the city,

increased the Sunday school from an

attendance of thirty to 206, and the
membership of the Christian En-
deavor society from four to 120.

Rev. Dr. L. H. Stine has resigned the
pastorate of the church at Quincy, 111.,

to take effect in September. He went
to Quincy from Paris, Mo., nearly

three years ago and his ministrations

there have been highly successful. He
announces that he will retire from the

active ministry and in the future will

devote his time to literary and busi-

ness pursuits.

Episcopal.

A $10,000 church is to be built for

the Episcopalians of Ishpeming, Mich.

There are about fifty workers in the

Episcopal hospital mission, St. Louis,

which seeks to reach the insane asy-

lum, poor house, city hospital and fe-

male hospital. Services are held each
Sunday by Rev. h . W. Cornell. A
refuge for convalescent men and wo-
men is maintained, flowers are pro-

vided for the sick, clothes are given to

those who are discharged from the

city institutions without anything to

wear, letters are written for the un-

fortunates and often employment and
homes found for them.

The Washington cathedral open-air

services have been imitated by Grace

church, Georgetown, on its spacious

lawn and churchyard. Here services

are held at seven every Sunday even-

ing, and are received with such favor

that the idea seems likely to spread. It

is interesting to note the co-operation

of an instrumental quartette from the

famous Marine band.

St. Paul's church, Indianapolis, held

the thirty-fifth anniversary of its

founding, July 7, with splendid impres-

siveness. It has had a memorable his-

tory. The earlier Bishops of Indiana

—

Upfold, Talbot and Knickerbacker—
were borne to the tomb from its walls,

and here Bishop White, now of Michi-

gan City, was consecrated. For four-

teen years it was the cathedral church

of the diocese, and its chancel every sug-

gests that honorable designation. The

parish plant with its commodious par-

ish house represents an outlay of $100.-

000. The present rector of the parish,

the Rev. Lewis Brown, took charge

February, 1900. Statistics are elo-

quent: Offerings. $399.761.S3; bap-

tisms. 95S: confirmations. S91; mar-

riages. 199. and burials. 485.

Methodist.

Rev. David Edwards Blaine, who
died the other day in Seattle, was the

founder of Methodism on Puget Sound

and one of the earliest pioneers of Se-

attle.

The Rev. J. P. Morley, pastor of the

Methodist Episcopal church at Cam-
bridge, Iowa, has been awarded a spe-

cial scholarship worth $200 by Harvard

University.

The official board of the First Meth-

odist church of Spokane, Wash., has
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asked that Rev. Dr. Cool be continued

as their pastor for next year.

At Charlotte, Mich., the Methodist
congregation is to bund a $25,000

church.

The new church at Hudson,: Mich.,

was'-dedicated July 21. The dedicatory

sermon was preached by Rev. Dr. B. I.

Ives, of Auburn, N. Y. The church,

including the organ, has cost $22,000,

an indebtedness of $8,000 remaining on
the structure was raised by subscrip-

tion at the morning service, leaving

the society entirely free from debt.

The church is the most imposing

structure of its kind in southern Mich-

igan.

Bishop Hamilton dedicated July 18

the new Oriental Home at 721 Wash-
ington street, San Francisco, recently

erected by the Woman's Home Mis-

sionary Society of the Methodist Epis-

copa* church. With the completion of

this building, the headquarters of the

rescue work has been transferred from
the Chinese Mission House just' across

the alley. The original building is re-

quired for mission work among men.

The present site and home represents

an expenditure of $16,000. Among the

speakers at the dedication were Con-

sul-General Yo How, who thanked the

women for their interest in the unfor-

tunate girls among his people and said

that the time would come when the

question involved would have to be a

part of the practice of both religion

and politics. He explained that there

were laws in China that covered traf-

fic in family girls and that where the

laws were enforced a man paid with

his life for the crime. Other speakers

who told something of the significance

of the work and extended congratula-

tions were: Rev. Eli McClish of the

University of the Pacific; Dr. J. A.

Gardner, Rev. G. B. Smyth, Mrs. E. C.

Gibson, widow of Rev. Otis Gibson,

who established the Chinese Mission in

this city; and Mrs. Masters, whose
husband, the late Dr. Masters, took up

the work after the death of Dr. Gibson.

Miss Lake, the Methodist deaconess

who has been untiring in rescue work,

was presented, and some of the chil-

dren of the home sang.

Presbyterian
,

Four Presbyterian educational insti-

tutions in Kentucky have been con-

solidated and henceforth will be under
one management, viz., Central Uni-
versity, Center College, Danville Sem-
inary, and Louisville Presbyterian

Seminary.
The Presbyterian Evangelist Com-

mittee of Philadelphia have erected

seven tents in as many sections of the

city, and well-known evangelists are
holding meetings in them. The at-

tendance was so large last year that

the number of tents has been increased
by two.

Compelled by ill health, Rev. E. C.

Jacka has resigned the pastorate of

Grace church, St. Louis. He had

striven arduously during the winter
to collect funds for the building of a
new church, and a short time ago en-

tered on the new enterprise of hold-

ing tent services every night during

the summer. The tent was erected

near the church, and Mr. Jacka offici-

ated for several evenings, but he soon
found that his strength was insuf-

ficient. Grace church has prospered
in every way under his ministry. The
Sunday services, and the responsibility

of carrying forward the plans for

building the new church, have been
handed over to Rev. Dr. J. B. Brandt,
pastor emeritus of Tyler Place church,

whose health has now so far recovered

as to permit of his performing light

pastoral work.

Rev. Charles E. Schaible has been
with the church at Creston, Iowa, for

four years. When he came there were
182 members; 142 have been received
since. At a cost of $9,000 the church
building has been completed and a pipe
organ, the only one in the city, placed
within it. To the boards of the church
$775 has been given, and a mission,

started seven miles away in the coun-
try, has developed into the Zoar
church with a good congregation and
a building costing $2,000 paid for with-
out debt.

The Presbytery of Denver in accept-
ing the resignation of Rev. Francis E.

Smiley, pastor for eight years of the
Twenty-third Avenue church, passed
resolutions highly appreciative of the
work done by him. Seven hundred
new members were added to the
church during his pastorate, 300 being
on confession of faith. The church
debt has been reduced and the various
departments have been well organized
under his leadership. He has served the
work at large as moderator of the
Presbytery and chairman of its Home
Mission Committee; as president of

the Colorado State Sunday School As-
sociation, and of the Inter-denomina-
tional Ministerial Alliance, and as di-

rector of the evangelistic effort of the
United Young People's societies.

Los Angeles, Cal., has fourteen Pres-

byterian churches.

Rev. Henry W. Crabbe has been in

charge of the Second United Presby-
terian church, Los Angeles, for six

years, during which time it has been
cleared of debt and has secured a

church building with ground suf-

ficient for enlargement when needed.
July 10 Mr. Crabbe was formally in-

stalled as pastor of the Second church.

Baden Mission, St. Louis, conducted
for several years by the North church,

has just been organized into a church.

Church debts are being paid off in

St. Louis. West church has raised

$25,000 for the Twentieth Century
Fund, half of which pays off a debt
on its own property. Walnut Park has
raised by real sacrifice $900 to cancel

a debt of five years' standing. The
pastor of this German-American

church. Rev. F. H. Auf Der Heide, M.
L., has served since its organization

without a salary, depending on his

medical practice for support.

Mizpah church, Portland, Oregon, is

developing well under the guidance

of Rev. Jerome R. McGlade. Twenty-
six persons have united with the

church since January 20, and a build-

ing fund is well in hand.

At the Schenley Park pavilion, Pitts-

burg, Pa., Rev. Edward S. Young, pas-

tor of the Second church, preaches ev-

ery Sunday evening, and the congre-

gations average, according to the local

press, about ten thousand. The Schen-
ley Park services are believed to be

the most largely attended Sunday ser-

vices in the world. The excellent or-

der and marked attentiveness are pro-

nounced features.

A STX/TIT) CHILT>
may not be so naturally. Many a child

that is naturally bright seems stupid

and dull in school, because its blood

and system are out of order. The key
to the situation lies in a course of

treatment with Dr. Peter's Blood Vi-

talizer. Its mild, yet active properties,

are especially adapted for the little

ones, and persons of weakened consti-

tutions. Not a drugstore medicine.

Special agents sell it, or the proprietor,.

Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114 South
Hoyne avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

elP RACKS #

EXAS^
Effective March J 0th, 1901,

the r

Announces the Opening of its

a* Red River Division
...To...

Denison and Sherman,
Texas. & £>

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

Gty over the <£ J* ^

Shortest Line to Texas
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Four-Leax)ed Clo-Ver.
I know a place where the sun is like

gold,

And cherry blooms burst like snow,
And down underneath is the loveliest

nook,

Where the four-leaved clovers grow.

One leaf is for hope, and one is

for faith,

And one is for love, you know;
And God put another in for luck;

If you search, you will find where
they grow.

But you must have hope, and you must
have faith;

You must love and be strong—and
so,

If you work, if you wait, you will find

the place

Where the four-leaved clovers grow.
—Selected.

"The possible stands by us ever fresh,
Fairer than aught which any life hath

owned."
So sings Jean Ingelow. And it is

true. Hidden even in the most hum-
drum actual there is a radiant possible.

Anyway, there is the possible of no-
ble character through doing one's very
best amid a depressing actual. Never
let yourself despair.

One of the first flowers to bloom in

the spring is the hepatica or liver-

wort. The chill, «of the winter was in

the air, and the snows were hardly
gone, when I saw some beginning their

growing amid the dried leaves my stick

had poked away. The sturdy hope of

the plant moved and helped me.
Never give up; keep alive and alert

«ven amid the dreariest scenes and
times. Chance will open somehow if

you are getting ready for it by the
faithful daily duty, and are looking
out for it.—Rev. Wayland Hoyt, D. D.

Face Them.
Prof. Henry Drummond gives the

following illustration of a boy's temp-
tations: "You have heard of the old

castle that was taken by a single gun,
The attacking party had only one gun,
and it seemed hopeless to try to take
the castle; but one soldier said, 'I can
show you how you can take the castle,'

and he pointed the cannon to one spot
and fired, and went on all day, never
moving the cannon. About nightfall

there were a few grains of sand
knocked off the wall. He did the same
thing the next day, and the next. By
and by the stones began to come away,
and by steadily working his gun for
one week he made a hole in that castle

big enough for the army to walk
through. Now with a single gun fir-

ing away at everybody's life, the devil

is trying to get in at one opening.
Temptation is the practice of the soul,

and if you never have any temptation
you will never have any practice. A
boy who attends fifty drills a year is

a much better soldier than one that
drills twice. Do not quarrel with your
temptations; set yourself resolutely to

face them."

An Ejcpenst-Ve Hodge.
A young man in a London omnibus

nouced the blue ribbon total absti-

nence badge on a fellow-passenger's
coat, and asked him in a bantering
tone "how much he got" for wearing
it.

"That I cannot exactly say," re-

plied the other, "but it costs me about
£20,000 a year."

The wearer of the badge was Fred-
erick Charrington, son of a rich

brewer, and the intended successor of

his father's business. He had been
convinced of the evil of the ale and
beer trade, and refused to continue in

it, though it would have brought him
an income of £20,000 a year.

He preferred a life of Christian phil-

anthropy to a career of money-mak-
ing; and his activity soon made him
known through the kingdom as a most
successful temperance evangelist. His
work, organized in the tent meeting
on Mile End Road, has grown steadily

for twenty years, and now fills "the
largest mission hall in the world."

—

The Children Record-

A JVebvj-boy'-r Gratitude.

A newsboy, months after he had
eaten a Christmas supper, insisted on
paying the kind journalist who pro-

vided it. On Christmas night I stepped
into a cheap restaurant in Park Row
for a cup of hot coffee. As I took my
seat at one of the small tables a
ragged little boy planted himself on
the stool opposite. There was a wolf-

ish glare in the boy's eyes as he fum-
bled a nickel and said: "A plate of

beans."

I sipped my coffee and watched the

boy ravenously devour the beans.

Whispering to the waiter, I told him
to bring a plate of corned beef, some
bread and butter, and a bowl of coffee

for the boy.

The little fellow stared for a mo-
ment and began his meal. In a few
minutes the beef, bread, and coffee had
disappeared; yet the boy's appetite

was not satisfied.

"What kind of pie do you like?" I

asked.

"Most any kind; they's all good,"

replied the boy.

"Bring him some mince pie and

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIOARETTEBURG TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagorton, Rowdvtown, Topersvillo, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Slnirjton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
Sic1 '.,* and Devti'a Curve. Other lines are Illustrated
wltt« -~ etchings, slicing the dangerous p.ooes In
life, a now and popular hook, .fust oft the press.

Send 25c for a copy, or ceiul all hill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write C1IAS. J.
BUKTON, Christian L'nnerelty, Canton, Mo.

The boy gazed at the two pieces of

pumpkin pie," said I to the waiter,

pie in wonderment and then looked up
shyly and pushed his nickel toward
me.

"What's that for?" I asked.
"To pay for the spread; it's all I've

got," he said.

Taking a quarter from my pocket, I

laid it on the boy's coin and pushed
them both across the table.

"Is them for me?" said the boy,

with his mouth full of pie. "Am I to

have all that?"

"Yes; this is Christmas night, you
know."

"Yes, I remember; but I had no
money for my lodging, so I didn't get

any of the dinner down at the News-
boys' Lodging House. Thank you,

mister; you is good ter me."
Months passed. One day a boy

stopped me near Brooklyn Bridge.

"Say, mister," said he, "I owe you a
quarter. Here it is."

Recognizing my Christmas guest, I

gently refused the money, telling him
that he had better keep it.

"No. you take it," he perflated.

JSTEW WAVASH BQX/IT-
MEJVT.

The Wabash Railroad has just re-

ceived and placed in service on its

lines running out of Chicago the fol-

lowing new equipment: Eight combi-
nation baggage and passenger coaches,

thirty palace day coaches, ten reclin-

ing chair cars, three cafe cars and two
dining cars. The majority of these

new cars are seventy feet in length,

and fitted with the latest style wide
vestibules. They have six-wheel

trucks with steel wheels. The cars

are finished in the finest selected Jago
mahogany. The lighting is by Pintsch

gas with the exception of the cafe,

dining and some of the chair cars,

which are unusually well lighted by
electricity, the fixtures being especially

designed for these cars. The dining

cars will seat twenty-nine persons and
have ample kitchen space. The cafe

cars will seat eighteen persons in the

cafe, and have a library and smoking
room in the observation end of the

car which will seat fourteen persons.

These cars also contain a private cafe

with seating capacity for eight persons.

These new cars represent the highest

stage of the development of modern
car building. Nothing has been omit-

ted and no expense spared that would
add to their luxurious elegance, or to

the comfort and convenience of the

patrons of the Wabash road.

No line is now better equipped than

the Wabash for handling business to

the Pan-American Exposition. Write

for a copy of Pan-American folder con-

taining a large colored map of the

Exposition grounds and zinc etching

of the principal buildings.

F. A. Palmer. Asst. Gen. Pass. Agt.,

Chicago, Ills.
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"That supper and the quarter you gave
me brought me luck, and I have not
been so hungry since. You was so

good that night, and I want you to

take the quarter now, so you can give

some other boy a Christmas supper."

I took the coin, and many a poor
newsboy has had a good dinner with it

since.—H., in New York Recorder.

Speakjng Hands

•

The hand is a true expression of per-

sonality. The way we do things is

shown by the hand; is it roughly or

gently done, is it done with care and
precision or is there no finished execu-

tion? This means that a mind con-

trols the hand. The training of the

hand and mind must go together.

We sometimes say of a person, his

fingers are all thumbs, and that im-
plies a certain mental lack. There
has been no proper co-ordination be-

tween the inward thought and the out-

ward expression of it. Our gestures,

our way of taking up any -given bit

of work, the postures of our body, ab-

solutely unconscious as they are, pro-

ceed from the thing that is our real

self—the underlying self from which
the act of volition springs. How im-

portant, then, to cultivate the mind as

far as we can, as far back as we can
behind the external effects so that

what we do may proceed from a right

and pure source. This is the only

fount of good manners, of gentleness

and propriety of conduct and action.

The highest ideal of all is expressed

in Albert Durer's "Praying Hands."
Do you remember that beautiful draw-
ing of his? The hands are old and
knotted hands that have seen work
and have served their day and genera-

tion, put together in the attitude of

prayer. One can feel the devotion, the

trust and the aspiration in the very

posture of these wonderful hands. It

is the hand that can work and the

hand that can pray which is our high-

est ideal for each one of us to pursue.

It is the same hand that works and
that prays, not a different one, unless

it can do both it has not fulfilled its

highest opportunity; and it is given

to you to train such hands that they

in their turn may go into the world
with the spirit that dignifies labor and
that brings worship into everyday life.

—Caroline Hazard, President of Wel-
lesley College.

Hoi- Weather "Philosophy.
A caller at a pleasant cottage home

one sultry afternoon in August found
the daughter of the house in the par-

lor, from which the sunshine had been
carefully excluded, a glass of ice-water

at her left hand, and a palm-leaf fan
clasped in her right.

"How could you venture out on such
a day?" was her unconventional greet-

ing. "Since breakfast I've done noth-
ing but think how hot it is, and it has
grown worse every minute."
The visitor, an energetic little wom-

an with many cares and many inter-

ests in life, laughed by way of answer.

"Of course it has," she said. "Now,
I've had s- ch a host of pleasant things

to think of, that really I haven't had
any energy to spare for being uncom-
fortable."

This bit of hot-weather philosophy
can be stretched to cover numuerless
experiences in life. How many dis-

comforts we exaggerate by resolutely

fixing our thoughts upon them, when
they might be borne easily if the mind
was only occupied with other things!

How long the way seems to the trav-

eler who counts the milestones, while

another who occupies himself with

reading or conversation, or with doing

some helpful kindness for which even
a brief journey affords opportunity,

finds the time passing with surprising

rapidity, and even wonders that he
reaches his destination so soon! A
schoolgirl once told us that the long-

est term she had ever known was that

in which each morning she counted off

on her calendar the days which must
elapse before she could go home. By
the next term she had grown wise

enough to devote herself to her work,

without any special thought of how
the time was passing, and as a result

the vacation was upon her almost be-

fore she could realilze the fact.

The beautiful advice some one has

given, "Make yourselves nests of pleas-

ant thoughts," seems to apply in this

connection with special force. There
will always be plenty that is disagree-

able and annoying to which we can give

our attention, if we choose, but by so

doing we multiply our discomforts and
our anxieties, without any compensat-

Michican (Central
'lhe Niagara Falls Itoute.

Pan=^imerican Special
A Magnificent New Train.

Send 4c. postage for "Pan-American Souvenir"
and other beautifully illustrated publications.

0. W. Ruggles, Uen'l l'ass'r & Tkt. Agt., Chicago.

IADIES •
H9 "Mrs. Potter's Talk to

la. lies on tlie New Hygiene '' is

replete with valuable informa-
tion and new suggestions on
PHYSICAL FORM and BEAUTY,
which every woman, married
or single, wants to know.
Write for the booklet—Its free.

MRS. POTTER, Suite 6rt, Gro-
ton Building, Cincinnati, 0.

Madison Institute
RICHHOND, KY.

J. W. McGarvey, Jr., Principal

A First Class Boarding School for Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institutions of

America and Europe, and have made brilliant

records as instructors— every one a specialist in

her department, and with an admirably
equipped buildins", we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions

of the east. Music department especially

strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-

tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-

tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12years.

Good table fare No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other fir-t-class schools. Send for

catalog.

THE LADIES' FRIENI>
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloves
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine, Tan, ami Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning, Gardening, Driving,
Wheeling, (Hiting, (Inlf, etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9. Write for terms to agents.

Hopkins Glove Co., B Apollo, Cincinnatl.0.

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a tine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-

ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association

building, erected five years ago at a cost of 830,000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-

plied with moderu conveniences. Music buildingfor

the accommodation of our large and growing music
department. A library and observatory building just

completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-

mately S5000, the gift of Latnrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological and Physical.

A well selected library; large additions to this library

will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary

Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.

Five Special Courses—Music, Oratorical, Business,

Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and ReJigious Organizations.

Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for S2.00 per week, club board for S1.25 to S1.75.

Room rent for 50 cents to si .00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about 8125.00 for the college year

of 38 weeks.

) INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that

will assist about fifty young people. It is believed

that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuitior,

to about 890.00, and those who do considerable zo\&
may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollar* .'and

for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram, Ohio

CHURCHESflfMl)^W^W^W L 'ghted by the FRINK System of Reflectors
with Electric, Gas, Welsbach. AcetyleneorC'J

,,ICEWSED to manufacture electric and combination 1 E% W-f%91^S4 ^l Pearl S'.

J gas and electric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimate. • "• I KII^IRy .NEW YORki.
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ing gain. Out of the innumerable

pleasant things God has given us, let

us fashion these nests, to which our

tired hearts can go for rest and refuge.

The little grievances and vexations

can not find us here, and even the

great storms of suffering or trial reach

us with diminished severity when hid-

den in these cozy shelters.—Selected.

"Put-Off &otun.

Did you ever go to Put-Off Town,
Where the houses are old and tumble-

down,
And everything tarries and everything

drags,

With dirty streets and people in rags?

v

On the street of Slow lives Old Man
Wait,

And his two little boys, named Linger
and Late,

With unclean hands and tousled hair,

And a naughty little sister named Don't
Care.

Grandmother Growl lives in this town,

With her two little daughters, called

Fret and Frown;
And Old Man Lazy lives all alone
Around the corner on Street Postpone.

Did you ever go to Put-Off Town
To play with the little girls, Fret and

Frown,
Or go to the home of Old Man Wait,
And whistle for his boys to come to the

gate? \i
'=% m

To play all day in Tarry Street,

Leaving your errands for other feet;

To stop, or shrink, or linger, or frown,
Ts the nearest way to this old town.

—Christian Observer.

•Start at the Bottom.
Two boys left home with just money

enough to taKe them through college,

after which they must depend entirely

upon their own efforts. They attacked
the collegiate problem successfully,

passed the graduation, received their

diplomas from the faculty, also com-
mendatory letters to a large ship-

building firm with which they desired

employment. Ushered into the wait-

ing room of the head of the firm, the
first was given an audience. He pre-

sented his letters.

"What can you do?" asked the man
of millions.

"I would like some sort of a clerk-

ship."

"Well, sir, I'll take your name and
address, and should we have anything
of the kind open will correspond with
you."

As he passed out he remarked to his

waiting companion. "You can go in

and 'leave your address.' "

"What can you do?" was asked.

"I can do anything that a green hand
can do, sir," was the reply.

The magnate touched a bell which
called a superintendent.

"Have you anything to put a man
to work at?"

"We want a man to sort scrap iron,"

replied the superintendent.

And the college graduate went to

sorting scrap iron.

One week passed, and the president,

meeting the superintendent, asked:

"How is the young man getting on?"

"Oh, said the boss, "he did his work
so well, and never looked at the clock,

that I put him over the gang."

In one year this man had reached

the head of a department and an ad-

visory position with the management
at a salary represented by four figures,

while his whilom companion was
maintaining his dignity as "clerk" in

a livery stable, washing harness and
carriages.—Selected.

I saw a sweet young mother stand

Where snow had drifted o'er the land.

A babe was lying on her breast.

Its fragile form
Against herself she pressed

To keep it warm.

In later years I passed once more
And saw her at the cottage door;

A boy was lying on her knee,

Her look was grim,

And, suffering Joshua! how she

Was warming him!
Chicago Times-Herald.

GOO 7> HOVSEKEE "PIJVG
offe*r wiTHWRAwsf.
Our liberal offer of the Good House-

keeping Magazine in connection with

subscriptions to The Christian Century
can not be continued longer. The fa-

vorable rate secured from the publish-

ers of this magazine was for a limited

time and has now been withdrawn. If

any are disappointed in this re-

member that these special offers must
be accepted while they are open.

LOW "RATES TO "BVFFA-
LO EJTPOSITIOJV.

Via the Nickel Plate Road. Three

through trains daily, with vestibuled

sleeping cars and excellent dining cai

service, meals being served on the

American Club Meals plan ranging iu

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Chicago

Depot, Van Furen street and Pacific

avenue, on the Elevated Loop.

Write Jots Y. Calahan, Genera)

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago, for

full information and beautifully illus-

trated descriptive folder of the Expo-
sition Buildings and Grounds.

"RE"D\7CE"D "RATES TO
JVEW yO"RK CITy.

From July first till further notice the

Nickel Plate road offers round-trip

tickets Chicago to New York City, re-

turning same route or going and re-

turning by different route, at option

of passengers. No excess fare is

charged on any of its trains. Meali
served in up-to-date dining cars, rang-

ing in price from 35 cents up, but not

exceeding one dollar for each perBon

served. Secure tickets and sleeping

car berths at City Ticket Office, 111

Adams street. 'Phone 2057 Central.

II I J J TKIAJL TREATJLE> T FREE.
I *J I

; Jk/1 We wû forfeit 850 for any case of
I I iT*

J
Internal. External or ItchingLBLXm Piles the Berm Pile Care faili

to cure.
-" Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.

derm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onYj .urormation re-

garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.

Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Hinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO. ILL.
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CENTRAL

.MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

JA^T^j^JjSllN

Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. B. E., Chicago, Ift.
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, III.

largest Fonndry /n Earth making

CHURCH BELLS£%
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

•flcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore. IWd.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale July 6 to 13; return limit

August 31, 1901, via

Chicago & North- Western-

Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the luxurious

every-day train, leaves Chicago 6.30

p. m. Only three days en route. All

meals in Dining Cars ; Buffet Library Cars
(with barber). Two othfr fast trains 10.00

a. m. and 11.30 p. m. daily. The best of

everything. Call on any agent for tickets

or address

461 Broadway, - New York
601 Ches'tSt., Philadelphia
368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., - - Buffalo
212 Clark St., - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smithfid St. , Pittsburg

234 Superior St., Cleueland
17 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KmgSt.,East,Toronto.Ont.

J. Z. Tyler's New Pamphlet
ENTITLED

"Recollections

of My Richmond

Pastorate''
IS FRESH FROM THE PRESS

It is handsomely printed and il-

lustrated, containing photos of

many of the early members of

the Richmond Churches. Its

nine chapters embrace the fol-

lowing;

1. My Entrance upon the Work.
2. A General Survey.
3. Deep Poverty and Abounding Liberality.
4. The Varied Experiences of a Pastor.
5. Some Outside Enterprises.
6. The Beginnings of Our Other Churches.
7. In Memoriam.
8. The Closing of My Richmond Pastorate.
9. Subsequent 1'aslorates.

Chronological Notes on J. Z Tyler's Life.

Price 50 cents, Post-paid.

Address J. Z. TYLER,
798 Republic St., Cleveland, Ohio, or

CHRISTIAN nONTHLY, Richmond, Va.

A cetylene~Gas
You want to knew all about it

Send for free sample copy of the spicy
newsy, neutral Acetylene-gas Journal
324 Dearborn St., Chicago. Popular ir

style, meaty as a nut, handsomely illustra

ted. 50 cts. a year ; 25 cts. for six months

ABELLS
ffltfl""^ C?'-Aloj;ue FREE.

BELL FOUNDRY CO..

all kinds hi? and
little -for Church
& School, for Fire,

Factory and Farm.
AMERICAN

Northville. Mich.

PARKLk'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses ami beautifies the htitk
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures Bcalp diseases & hair tailing,

50c, and $ 1 .00 at Druggistt

West Virginia

Christian
Newsy--Practical—Scriptural

Published in the interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, P.
D.Power, B.Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published ever.v two weeks; 16 pages; 50
cents a year. Samples free.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South 10th Street,
Philadelphia.

UNLIKE OTHEB BELLS
i SWEETEE, MOBE DU2-
a
ABLE, LOWEB PEICE.
*0U3 FBEE CATALOOUa_'EIjXjSS.^^^ TELLS WET.

Vrite to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati, 0.

jLYMYEf?
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Christiaav Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. T. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as.a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
riELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a collection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of st)Tle. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style

or binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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THE CH%&Tia]V\
CEffTUW-

• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

CDc Christian Century Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Cxpirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
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tEDITORIALa
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming:
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thougfht and life ?

It also aims at being- at once a clearing- house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE,A\/THO'RITy OF JESIZS.
|HE first impression made by the words of

Jesus must have been one of surprise and

incredulity that such authority as he

claimed could be exercised by one who
came with none of the credentials sup-

plied by position or education. But as the

audience listened, that surprise must have

passed into admiration, that incredulity

into conviction and yearning to know more
of one who spoke with such convincing

possession of an authority that rested not

upon external guarantees, but in himself alone and in

the ministry which he was undertaking.

The authority of Jesus is one of the most important

factors of his ministry, and one over which there has

been no end of debate. Wherein lay the imperative

which men recognized in all of his utterances ? What
authority did he have, and who gave it to him ? Jesus

refused to discuss this question, and when pressed

for an answer, turned upon his questioners with a de-

mand so disconcerting that they abandoned the inquiry.

In the near circle of the disciples, he spoke with more
freedom upon this theme, but left it still unexplained,

though fully realized in the experiences of his follow-

ers. They knew he was possessed of a power which

sought them and compelled their obedience, with a

strange and blessed compulsion, an urgent solicitation

which they felt in better moods, powerless to resist.

Yet it was not the outreaching of a mere arbitrary and
assumed prerogative, but the recognition on their part

of an imperial life and a supreme and righteous de-

mand.

The authority of Jesus has been proclaimed in a

variety of distorted and repellant forms. He has been

represented as a king, whose word is law by the very

fact of his kingship ; to disobey whom is the highest

crime, certain to be visited with condign punishment.

This was a conception which entered into the Church

in days when it writhed under persecution and felt its

impotence to combat the vast aggregation of force

represented by the Roman empire and the hostile

powers of the world. In such a moment the Church

cried out for a king who should vindicate his sov-

ereignty by acts of supreme redemptive power in the

physical realm. The cry of the martyrs in all ages

has been for the disclosure of kingly might in the

kingdom of God, and the adjustment of human affairs

to divine standards. The apocalyptic literature of both

Testaments is full of this idea, and it is not strange

that in periods of persecution the Church has eagerly

grasped at the thought of the kingship of Jesus in its-

most arbitrary and autocratic form, delighting to be-

lieve that, as the psalmists had said, the messianic king

should rule with a rod of iron and dash his enemies in

pieces like a potter's vessel. From this has proceeded

that type of preaching which magnifies the kingship

of Jesus, and demands unquestioning obedience to him

because of his supreme rule in heaven and on earth.

From this grew all of the grotesque and terrifying

proclamations with which the fiercer Puritan utter-

ances were filled, in which Jesus was represented as a

king taking summary vengeance upon his enemies,

and the New Testament figures of speech which lent

color to these views were pressed to their utmost
limit.

Still another type of authority is claimed for our

Lord by those who magnify the priestly idea, and

emphasize the forms of teaching found in the Epistle

to the Hebrews. According to this view, Christianity

is a system of priestly intercession in which Jesus takes

the part of a great mediator between God and'

man, and his authority is that of a pontifex maximus,

dispensing ex cathedra sentences and appealing to

human life through the splendid features of his ma-

jestic office. To still others, Jesus has the authority of

a prophet, the successor of the men of hairy mantles

and words of fire, but greater than them all, rebuking

with sternness the sins and follies of humanity and

announcing the swift doom that shall follow all un-

righteousness.

Another view of authority makes it resident in the

Bible as an infallible book, inspired immediately of

God, and, therefore, containing no error, but embrac-

ing all needed truth, and vindicating its right to an ab-

solute dominance over human life. In this book the

authority of Jesus is contained. It holds his ere-
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dentials, it guarantees his utterances. His authority is

bound up with it, and in a certain measure, it takes his

place as an interpreter and guide.

Once more, there is another view which makes au-

thority resident in the Church, in its officials, its or-

ganization, its ceremonial and its utterances. The
Church is understood to be the living embodiment of

the Spirit of Christ, and as such, it has the right to

revise former judgments, to change the ordinances

and activities of the Church, and even to supersede the

Bible with what is regarded as fresher and more au-

thoritative truth.

All these views of the authority of Christ and these

varying definitions of the media of that authority must
be viewed in the light of his own teachings and per-

son, and when this effort is made it is seen that none
of them stand the test of experience. The authority of

Jesus does not lie in kingship, arbitrary, autocratic and
irresponsible. His own statement concerning his king-

ship lies wholly within the realm of his sovereign ad-

ministration of truth. "To this end was I born, and
for this purpose came I into the world, that I might
bear witness to the truth." Herein lay his answer to

Pilate's question, "Art thou then a king?" Jesus is

a king absolute and final, but a king whose kingdom is

not of this world and whose authority is not of the

arbitrary sort which has been the bane of all human
governments. He rules through the truth; that is,

through the appeal which his own life and words make
to the human spirit. The only authority which he ever

claims is that of one who brings to light the absolute

verities of the universe and reveals the pathway of

man's perfect adjustment to God. All declarations of

Jesus' kingship which do not rest fundamentally upon
this conception are disfiguring, grotesque and mislead-

ing, repellent to human consciences rather than ap-

pealing. It may be possible to bring men into the

Church by terror-striking portrayals of the power of

our Lord and the awfulness of the punishments he will

inflict ; but those supposed to be converted by such ap-

peals must be kept in a perpetual state of alarm if

their conversion is permanent.

Nor is Jesus' authority that of the priest in the sac-

erdotal sense. The world's great High Priest he is

indeed, carrying the sins of men up along the world's

great altar stairs to God, and by the offering of him-

self once for all making a way of approach to the

Holiest. But his authority as a priest lies in the per-

fection of those ministries of grace which he has

brought to humanity, and not in ecclesiastical office

whose functions he performs. Nor is he indeed a

prophet of the Old Testament type, who by warn-

ings and denunciations brought men to the sense of

their duty. Far higher is his authority than this.

Again it may be said that the authority of Christ is

paramount to that of either Bible or Church. The
Bible is the product of the Spirit of Jesus working in

the hearts of men. The Church is the embodiment of

the forces of the kingdom resident in human life.

As such, Bible and Church are subordinate to the great

author and creator of both. The Bible has supreme

authority in the realm of spiritual teaching because it

is our only authentic means of access to the historic

Christ. But its authority is that of a means and not

of an end. It is itself an inspired servant to be used

for the high purposes of spiritual life. It is not a mas-

ter for there can be but one Master in the kingdom

of God. So of the Church, it is a means by which

Christ is accomplishing his work in the world, and

all its ministries, when permeated by his Spirit, are

helpful to this end. But it is not an authority save as

it reflects his thought, and its very imperfections are

themselves the proof that it needs constant correction

under the guidance of his teaching.

The authority of Jesus consists in none of these

things. And yet it is an authority perfectly recog-

nized by those who heard him then and those who
follow him today. It is the authority of the perfect

life, revealing the character of God in terms of human
experience. It is the authority of teachings so ad-

mirable and convincing that men bow before them

as the answer to their deepest needs. The authority

of Jesus is not arbitrary, and yet it is the most im-

perial the world has ever known. Like the authority

of the physician in whom confidence is felt and whose

commands are implicitly obeyed because it is believed

that he knows best; like the authority of the sea-

captain in the time of storm, whose commands are

implicitly followed because one has confidence that in

this course alone is there safety, such is the authority

of Jesus, and such the reason why no soul escapes or

resents this wide-reaching imperative. Jesus spoke

little of his authority, simply because he displayed it,

and needed not to claim it. Like a master in the lab-

oratory, who uses with a sense of supremacy the appa-

ratus which is only mysterious and terrifying to the

novice; like a painter who has produced a master-

piece, and to whom men come with passionate eager-

ness to acquire something of '.us power, Jesus needed

net to prate of authority, simply because men felt it

wherever he went. It was the authority of a supreme

personality, the authority of divine teachings,

the authority of a complete ideal. In pro-

portion as the Church loses the sense of its

power it talks of its authority. In proportion as

the true purpose of the Bible is missed do men make of

it a text book and a law. In proportion as the divine

character of Jesus' life is obscured, with its touch-

ing and convincing appeal to the human spirit, do men
liken him to a king, a priest or a prophet of the past.

King, priest and prophet he is, but much more than

this ; the Son of God, the incarnation of the highest

in human life, the one supreme and final appeal of

God to humanity. Men may argue against his author-

ity as they might argue against light, but when the sun

rises the arguments fade; and when Jesus appears,

doubt, scepticism and reluctance fade away, and a

great passion of enthusiasm and loyalty awaits him,

because his is tl e authority of the life which finds men
and leads them into the perfect life.
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possesses.

THE VISITOR.
TTENTION has recently been called in an

A unusual degree to the question of hymnology
by a discussion which is going the rounds
of the papers regarding a statement sup-

posed to have been made by a professor

at the University of Chicago. The dis-

cussion of this question cannot fail to do
good. Of course everybody took it for

granted at the start that the professor had
said exactly what he was reported to have
said. This is a liberty which every one
It may be tak^n for granted by the un-

initiated that any report which professes to give a
statement made by a professor in his class room is

to be received with a grain of salt. Teachers are not
infallible. They sometimes make mistakes. Yet it is

highly improbable that universities possess a corner
on fools, or that the inane and senseless utterances
which are credited to instructors in the daily press have
any foundation in fact.

But in this instance it is interesting to give the re-

port the full benefit of the doubt. The Visitor has not
yet learned that the statement alleged to have been
made by the professor in question was ever made at
all, but he believes that it might reasonably have been
made long ago, and he is prepared to say that only
such a broadside statement as this could possibly ac-
complish any desired result. If the professor had said
in a commonplace and ordinary fashion, that many of
the hymns used by the Church were mere platitudes
and inanities, containing only the shallowest sentiment
expressed in the poorest verses, everybody would have
said "quite true," and each would have gone his way
and straightway forgotten what manner of statement
it was. But he evidently felt the need of expressing
an ordinary truth in an uncommon way so as to com-
pel attention. Our Savior understood this method
when he used the most abrupt and startling words
in which to express his teachings. Therefore, the
statement that all hymns are rubbish gets itself in-
stantly considered, and the result cannot fail to be
good. It is a good thing for the most satisfied and
conservative lover of the hymnbook just as it stands to
be jostled a bit by a rude thrust of this kind. He is

likely to be somewhat more careful hereafter in the
selection of hymns, or to be more sensitive to their re-
ligious teachings and their literary form. By this
means, as time goes on, the trashy, foolish, sentimental
and platitudinous kind of poetry such as has been
lugged into the hymn books under cover of spiritual
value will be banished to the limbo where it belongs.
One of the satisfactions of the Visitor at the recent

convention of Christian Endeavor at Cincinnati was
the notable improvement in the singing as compared
with former conventions. Some people complained
that there was not as much of it on the street cars
and on the streets as there had been in former years.
This was true, but there were good reasons for it.

One of these was that the movement is growing more
mature and less exuberant in its manifestation of en-
thusiasm. The other is that it is acquainting itself

with a stronger and more permanent type of music,
which lends itself less easily to the choppy and dash-
ing sort of employment suggested by the average
street car or public thoroughfare. There is great
question as to whether these are the proper places for
the use of hymns. But leaving that question open, it

is certainly true that the hymns in the sessions of the
convention were an immense improvement upon those

of tormer years. This, the Visitor believes, was due in

large measure to the new collection of hymns re-

cently issued by a special committee of the United
Society, in the preparation of which the lighter and
less valuable music was left out. One may hate to

part with such selections as "Hold the Fort," "Only
an Armor-bearer" and "Let a Little Sunshine In,"

but it must be seriously affirmed that the interests of

sensible and artistic Christian worship dictate their

rigorous excision. The Visitor well remembers the

facetious remark of a trustee of the United Society

on the way to the San Francisco convention, who
said, that if there was one particular abomination in

his list, it was that song about "a little sunshine." It

made no difference where he was or what he was
doing, what the time of day, or the state of the weath-
er, he was sure to be greeted with the strains of that

hymn, "Let a Little Sunshine In." At night when he
was trying to rest, he was tortured by those jaunty

lines, and in the morning after a troubled sleep, he
awakened in the darkness, to find a group of En-
deavorers standing outside the window of

his sleeping car, singing "Let a Little

Sunshine In." It is not strange that a

certain sentimentalism and weakness has come to

be identified with the young people's work in the

minds of those who, from a more sober and consider-

ate point of view, get their impressions of such organ-
izations from the music they dispense in public.

But at Cincinnati this was changed. The new book
used had been carefully prepared, with the clear pur-

pose of preserving the great hymns of the Church,
whether old or new, and of using no others. There
was little in it to which exception could be taken. One
might regret the the absence of some old favorites, be-

cause no collection can be great enough to include

all good things, but there was certainly an absence
of the frivolous, the trivial, the gushy and the doggerel
sort, and not one of them went to the extravagance of

some of the old theological notes struck in such hymns
as "Oh, for a Thousand Tongues," or "This World's
a Wilderness of Woe." On the other hand, the state-

liness, the depth and power, the sobriety and the artis-

tic beauty of the hymns used were apparent. Such
songs as "The Church's One Foundation," "The Son
of God Goes Forth to War," "Hark, Hark, My
Soul," "Purer Yet and Purer," "Still Will We Trust,"

"Savior, I Follow On," Phillips Brooks' "Oh, Little

Town of Bethlehem," Newman's "Lead, Kindly
Light," Kipling's "Recessional" and Tennyson's
"Crossing the Bar" were freely used and splendidly

appreciated. A book like that will make an epoch in

the life of a group of young people, and will distinctly

elevate their tastes both for religious sentiment and
good poetry.

The Visitor believes that a very large per cent of

the hymns in any of the hymn books now in use would
be found far above the line of doggerel. Especially

is he inclined to this opinion, when he looks over the

list of authors and finds that our most commonplace
collections include such names as Addison, Milton,
Southey, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Mrs. Browning,
Lowell, Goethe, to say nothing of the great poets of
the Middle Ages who have left the imperishable glor-

ies of their hymns on the pages of our modern an-
thologies. But the Church needs to clear her garments
of the charge of harboring foolish, inane and inartistic

hymn work, and this she can only do by giving pre-
cedence to those collections which aim at dignity and
power, qualities which are just as fully appreciated by
young people and children as by maturer minds. The
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ideal hymn book has not yet been issued, but we are on
the way to such a desideratum in several high-class

works of recent years.

THE LI&E'RATl/'RE OF
ATOJVEMEJSIT.

THE

ANY centuries passed before the Church

M awoke to think earnestly and systematically

about the awful and most glorious work
of Christ upon the cross. But since the

great Anselm tried to sound the depths of

this mystery much has been done, and
the consciousness of the Church has trav-

elled far. All the great theologians have
wrestled with the problem, some clumsily

and without getting to close grips, and
others with splendid courage and spiritual

skill. There have been pauses, of course. The mind
of the Church, like the mind of the individual, must
grow by resting and rest by changing the direction of

its intellectual interests. But in spite of pauses the

progress has been very remarkable. We stand today
in a position—we dare not say for experiencing the

power, but for understanding the spirit and method
of the Atonement—where no earlier generation has
stood, since the apostles of Christ. Nearly thirty years
ago, in the early seventies, Bushnell on this side and
Dale in England produced their famous books on the

Atonement. They have powerfully moulded the his-

tory of the subject. But while they created ardent dis-

cussion they were not met by any writings as profound
and strong as these were. Then came a pause. Dis-
cussion seemed for a time to set more strongly in other
directions. But for some time signs have not been
wanting that "the Atonement" is coming up again for

fresh treatment. May God give his Church new life

and sweeping victories, if it is being led back to the

Cross. Most of these signs come to us from across
the water, from Germany and from England. Scot-
land and America are not yet openly and directly at

work upon the matter. Professor Denney of Glasgow
has indeed said some trenchant things, but he has not
given proof of having thought the matter through yet.

And Mr. Walker in his very original study of the

Person of Christ (The Spirit and the Incarnation) has
only shown that there is a problem to which his study
brings him.

But the most important writers in English are from
England herself, and from three different branches of

the Church of Christ. Dr. Fairbairn has not yet writ-

ten at length on the subject, but in his book on The
Place of Christ in Modern Theology, he discusses it

briefly and has dealt with the materials for it in various
scattered articles and chapters. Dr. Simon, in his two
books, The Redemption of Man and Reconciliation
Through Incarnation, has made a remarkably complete
contribution. In the former work he deals with the Bib-
lical material in an exceedingly fresh and instructive

manner ; and in the latter reaches the Cross through a

prolonged and earnest grappling with metaphysical
problems which undoubtedly lie behind. One learns

from Dr. Simon's method at least this, that our inter-

pretation of an event so remarkable, a power so funda-
mental, as the death of the Son of God, must depend
very largely upon the philosophical presuppositions

which we bring to bear upon it. These two are Con-
gregationalists. Then we have Mr. Scott Lidgett of

the Wesleyan church, whose book was written amid
the cares and distractions of the large social settlement

at Bermondsey, London, of which he is the warden.
It is entitled The Spiritual Principle of the Atonement,
as a satisfaction made to God for the sins of the world.

And, lastly, we may name Canon R. C. Moberly's

book, which he has called Atonement and Personality.

This, Professor Sanday of Oxford recently reviewed
at length ; and he ventured to speak of it as comparable
for significance and power with Butler's Analogy. The
very titles of the last two books must be noted. They
indicate at once the judgment which their authors

have passed upon previous theories of the Atonement
and the direction in which they are looking for new
light. Let it be said positively that there seems to us

to be two conditions observed by the authors of these

very important works, without which no real advance
can be made at this time in the study of the Atonement.
They both assume that the New Testament teaches

that the ground of our forgiveness lies in the sacri-

ficial death of Christ. Since the rise Ox the science of

Biblical theology, it should be impossible for any

believer in the authority of Scripture to adopt any

other starting point. Thirty years ago, as Mr. Lidgett

points out, Dale demonstrated clearly that the apostles

found the forgiveness of their sins, not only an-

nounced, but made possible by that Cross. The task

of the theologian, and every educated Christian must

be something of a theologian, is to discover why and
how Christ was able to die for all so that all died.

That brings us to our next point. Both Mr. Lidgett

and Canon Moberly see that the forensic or legal view

does not cover all the facts. To say that Christ en-

dured the penalty of sin and therefore we escape it,

because the legal requirements are satisfied, to say

this is either to misrepresent the whole event or it is

to fail by not saying enough. Accordingly each of

our authors has set himself to seek for some underly-

ing principle, which shall at once explain the relation

of Christ's death to our forgiveness and show why
the apostolic explanations and illustrations rise natur-

ally out of it. Mr. Lidgett announces therefore that

he is in search of "the spiritual principle'' of the

Atonement, and Dr. Moberly, in his title, boldly an-

nounces that this must be found through a scrutiny

of the modern doctrine of personality.

This is all most hopeful, is it not ? Hopeful that is,

for the deepening of our faith and the enkindling of

our zeal. For the Church is ever at its humblest and its

mightiest when it is gazing into the supreme mystery

of love. That gaze into the sorrow of the Son of God,

sorrow laid on him by our sins, sorrow endured by him

for our deliverance, always will make the Church both

wiser and purer, and send its soldiers to their work

with a passion which only his passion can create.

*REV. G. CAMVBELL MOHGAJV.
T the Wheaton Christian Conference, held

Tuly 22d-28th, the center of attraction was

Rev. G. Campbell Morgan, who has just

resigned an important pulpit in London.

England, to take up evangelistic work in

the United States. Mr. "Morgan utterly

discards the statement that has gained cur-

rency that he has come to succeed Mr.

Moody. He has come to do a work which

Mr. Moody outlined for him several years

ago. Mr. "Moody left no successor. The

work of Mr.Morgan is perfectly distinct.

Mr. Morgan is" a striking personality. He is tall,

slim, willowy. His intense" physical energy is focal-

ized in his mobile, smooth-shaven face. He has
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Welsh blood, and he shows it, but his face has a Jew-
ish cast, his profile strongly resembles that of Disraeli.

He is not a broad man physically or intellectually.

His faculties, like his face, are sharpened to a point.

His words cut like a rapier ; they are always searching,

sometimes severe. Yet he is not lacking in tender and
generous sentiments.

Exaggeration is not the smallest element in Mr.
Morgan's power. He paints his pictures large and in

strong colors. Take, for instance, his statement that

there is no place where the devil is more firmly in-

stalled than in church choirs. This is hardly true.

There are many places where the devil has a much
firmer footing. Or take the statement, "Do not take

care of yourself ; let God take care of you. When some
one comes and says, 'Take care of your health,' an-
swer 'Get thee behind me, Satan.' " We have always
supposed that it was the duty of every man to husband
his energies, and expend them frugally so as to get the

most out of his life.

But these things are only as the fine dust on the

balance ; they amount to very little in comparison with
the great truths which form the staple of Mr. Mor-
gan's preaching. In the five addresses which he gave
at the Wheaton Conference he dwelt on the founda-
tion truths of the Christian life. He began with the

new birth, going on from that to consider the soul's

health and growth in service. He gave special empha-
sis to the thought that Christianity is a life, and that

apart from life there can be no growth in holiness, no
acceptable service. Christ did not come merely or
mainly to give us a new ideal, or a new ethical code

;

he came to give life, to give new capacity or power by
which sinful men would be enabled to follow in his

steps.

Mr. Morgan's insight into the deeper meaning of
Scripture is very marked. He throws sudden flashes

of light into dark places. But his interpretations,

while always interesting, are often fanciful. The least

satisfactory part of his expository work was when he
came to deal with the subject of the Second Advent.
Here he floundered fearfully. He expressed his per-
sonal hope of the Lord's visible return, yet he said
that he did not spend his time gazing up into heaven.
He admitted that Paul expected Christ to return in

his day; but denied that Paul changed his mind on
the subject. What Paul regarded as imminent in his

day he looked upon as still in the future. Yet we
dared not fix the day of the Master's coming, for that
would be to put him away from us. What a muddle

!

The best thing said in this connection was that Christ
himself fills the whole horizon of our vision. He is

here, and he is here because he has come. Paul was
not mistaken about his speedy advent.

But about the convention. It was a success.
Through all its services flowed a warm gulf stream
of evangelical thought. The hunger of the people
for the gospel was evident. Christians were quicken-
ed ; and many a discouraged worker went back to his
hard field reinforced in faith and courage. The hos-
pitality of the friends of Wheaton College was warm
and gracious, and a strong desire was expressed that
the Conference be made a permanent institution.

Has not the time come when the West may have a
Northfield founded upon the broadest evangelical
lines? The world is waiting for the new evangelism
of which Professor Drummond wrote—an evangelism
which in the substance of its message is as old as the
Cross of Calvary, but which in the form of its mes-
sage is fitted to the thought and conditions of the
present hour.

CHICAGO JVOTES.
Dr. Gunsaulus is reported to have said that "the

only pulpit that men respect permanently pours forth

the music of redemption." This is emphatically true.

From the bruised and burdened heart of man comes
the cry, "Tell me the old, old storv of Jesus and his

love."

There is an old legend of a boy in the East who,
when about to start out on a journey to the West, con-

cluded his prayer by saying, "Now, good-bye, God, I

am going to Chicago." Chicago is bad enough—in

spots, at least, but God is in the midst of it, ' and
heaven is just as near to it as to any other place.

It would astonish many people to know the inroads

which church parochial schools are making upon our

public schools. In the discussion upon this point at

the meeting of the National Educational Association at

Detroit it was pointed out that, at a large increase

of expense to themselves, many parents are withdraw-
ing their children from the "godless" public schools

and sending them to the "religious" schools. To
check this tendency the instinctive desire of parents

for the inclusion of moral instruction in the school

curriculum will have to be met.

In the Century for August, President Harper of the

University of Chicago has an article on "Alleged Lux-
ury Among College Students," in which he declares,

that he has seldom seen extravagance in its worst
phases among college-bred people, their educated

tastes forbidding such a thing. He admits that there

is an increasing expenditure of money by college stu-

dents, but thinks that this is less in proportion than

the general increase in the rate of expenditure among
the wealthy. He maintains that the college is demo-
cratic in spirit, is a social leveler, and puts a check

upon luxurious living.

According to Mrs. Marie Owens, the child labor law
on the statute books of the State of Illinois is not a

dead letter. During the twelve years in which she

has been acting under the Board of Education as de-

tective sergeant, there has been a marked improve-
ment regarding the enforcement of the law which for-

bids the employment of children under fourteen years

of age in factories. The sights which were to be wit-

nessed ten years ago in the slums of the city when
frail children, some of them not more than seven years

of age, worked for the pittance of seventy-five cents

to a dollar a week, are no longer to be seen. The cry

of the children has not been altogether unheeded.

The annual report of the Chicago Public Library
shows that 1,164,320 books were distributed from the

branch stations, and 608,421 from the main building.

The number of volumes in the library has risen to

272,276, making a net increase of 13,778 for the year.

English prose fiction is credited with forty-five per
cent of the circulation, juvenile literature with twenty-
eight per cent, history and biography with six per cent,

geography and travels with five per cent. This ratio

of difference between fiction and solid reading is, we
presume, about the same as that which obtains else-

where. It shows an undue proportion of condiments
to substantial food.
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MX/TE WITNESSES.
The soft lamp gilds my desk to-night;
My books stand all-arow.

I turn them o'er, and to my sight

They seem to sorrow so

!

The ancient rhymes of love and death,
That were such comforters,

Seem to know some living breath
That all about them stirs.

Story and fable, quaint and good,
They speak so bitterly

!

Not as the hand that penned them would
That they should speak to me.

A little comment scribbled fine,

A finger-print, a bit

Of folded paper at some line,

Tells how we talked of it.

Alike the poet and the sage,

Gold-edge and russet-brown

—

A penciled word upon a page,
A corner folded down

!

The glamor of the verse is flown
;

The cut leaves seem to bleed.

In the dim light I read alone
The books she loved to read.

—From "Love in a Mist," by Post Wheeler.

us now.

FICTION AJVV THILAJST-
\TH*ROPy.

Mrs. A. M. Harrison.

HE passing of the Reform Bill in England

Tin 1832, instead of being an end of reform,

was but the beginning of a new era of re-

form. The people were like the lion

which has tasted man's blood; they had
had a taste of righting political wrongs,
and it but whetted their appetite for right-

ing the innumerable social wrongs they

saw on every side. There were indeed
in those early days of the century things

permitted by law which seem incredible to

A leading writer says, "There were other

slaves in those days than the negroes—slaves at home,
condemned to a servitude as rigorous as that of the

negro, and who, as far as personal treatment went,
suffered more severely than the negroes on the better

class of plantations. These were the workers in the
great mines and factories. No law at this time regu-
lated the hours of labor ; a commission was appointed,
and soon brought an immense amount of evidence to
show the terrible effects, moral and physical, of over-
working women and children."

\ law was passed in 1833 forbidding them to work
more than twelve hours a day and forbidding night
work to children. Those were the days when Clark-
son and Wilberforce were rousing the nation to white
heat over the condition of the slave in the West Indies,
and yet at that very time women were harnessed like

horses to coal cars, and dragging them deep down in
the mines of Merry England, and little children suf-

fered abuses that were crimes against civilization. It

was such a state of things as this that made a woman's
generous heart burn within her, and made her brave
pen write the Cry of the Children:

Do you hear the children weeping, O my brothers?
Ere the sorrow comes with years,

They are leaning their young heads against their mothers,
And that cannot stop their tears

;

They look up with their pale and sunken faces,

And their look is dread to see,

For you think you see their angels in their places

With eyes meant for Deity
But the child's sob curseth deeper in the silence

Than the strong man in his wrath.

And another poet as generous championed the cause

of the poor women who were the slaves of the needle,

in his Song of the Shirt.

But poetry was not the medium in which to attack

abuses; the sceptre was passing from verse as the

popular literature—in the Georgian era verse was in

the ascendency, in the Victorian the supremacy passed

to prose. The novel was to be to this generation what

the drama had been to the age of Elizabeth, and the

periodical essay to the clubs and breakfast tables of

Queen Anne. The function of the English novel

previous to this had been purely to amuse ; but with

the awakening of the nation to the outrages against

humanity that were protected by law in their midst,

and with the awakening sense of their power to cor-

rect such vicious legislation, came the novel with a

purpose.

Now I know that many consider the novel with a

purpose as inartistic and inadmissible, and I hardly

marvel at the conclusion when we consider the absurd

lengths to which it is sometimes carried. For my
part, I believe fiction, which is the most powerful lit-

erary weapon of our day, to be a legitimate means
of exposing the needs and wrongs of humanity.

Everything depends on the subject and the treatment.

One of the masterpieces of the world's literature is

Cervantes' great work
;
yet it was a romance with an

avowed purpose—to expose the absurdities of knight

errantry, and it laughed it out of existence. Yet no
one will presume to say that Don Quixote is inartistic.

I think I may say that Charles Dickens was the pio-

neer in the English purpose novel. He began to write

in the early thirties, and partook of the spirit of the

framers of the Reform Bill. He came from the com-
mon people, and had felt himself the hardships of

poverty, of prison and of child labor. The wrongs
and needs of the common people appealed with special

force to his sympathetic heart, and he has clothed

them with immortality. Even in joyous Pickwick
Papers, there is a blow at imprisonment for debt. His
next book, Nicholas Nicklcby, may be called the first

of the long list of novels dealing with social questions

which has been so marked a feature in modern litera-

ture. It was aimed at the cruelties inflicted on boys

—

boys generally whose parents were ashamed to own
them—in the cheap boarding schools in Yorkshire.
Before writing it, he went down to Yorkshire like a
government commission and secured facts on which
the sorrowful state of the pupils of Dotheboys' Hall
were based. The publication of the book raised a
storm of indignation throughout the island : a parlia-

mentary investigation followed ; the main facts as set

forth by Dickens were clearly established, and such
remedial measures were taken as to insure for the
future the suppression of such institutions as Dothe-
boys' Hall, and the punishment of such small monsters
as Squeers. Since then he has set his lance in rest
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against many a social evil; he may be sometimes

wrong, but can hardly be accused of want of honesty

of purpose. He is one-sided, in that he is always for

the poor and oppressed—but it is a generous partisan-

ship. In Oliver Twist he exposed the evils of the

poorhouse system, and the training of boys to crime.

Investigation verified many of the pictures of low

criminal life, and much good resulted from the true

state of the case being known.

It is in one of his later novels, however, that he

makes his most determined and elaborate attack on

existing evils—I mean in Hard Times. Though it is

not go popular as his other works with the general

reader, yet no less a critic than Ruskin calls it the

greatest he has written, and says it should be studied

with close and earnest care by all students of social

questions, and that Dickens' view was the right one,

plainly and sharply told. It is a picture of the manu-

facturing town of smoke and mud, of the cruel fac-

tory system which rates laborers as figures in a sum,

or power in a machine—without loves and likes, with-

out memories and inclinations, without souls to weary

and souls to hope. He also deals here in a masterly

way with the broad question of the true function of

education, and proves the folly of the utilitarianism

which would degrade it to a mere economic question,

and elevate a so-called practical education above the

spiritual evolution of the race.

Dickens was the first great English student of Froe-

bel, the first Englishman of note to advocate the kin-

dergarten. He gives more attention to child training

than any other novelist, or any other educator, except

Froebel. He made school masters prominent charac-

ters in six of his books, and deals with nineteen differ-

ent schools. He shows us the abuses of education in

the brutality of Squeers and Creakle, in the cram-

ming system at Dr. Blimbers', in the teaching of

naught but hard facts by Mr. McChoakumchild—but

these are offset by the dear old schoolmaster in Old
Curiosity Shop, and by Dr. Strong in D-avid Copper-
Held. Childhood has never had a more loving cham-
pion than Charles Dickens. Mr. James S. Hughes,
inspector of schools of Toronto, Canada, has just pub-

lished a book on Dickens as an Educator, in which
he says that he took the most advanced position on
every phase of modern educational thought, except

manual training, and when he is thoroughly under-

stood will be recognized as the Froebel of England.

Charles Reade worked so much with Dickens that

it is not astonishing he should have written novels for

the purpose of exposing wrongs, even if his own bent

of mind had not led him that way.; in point of fact,

though, he naturally leaned very much toward reform
and philanthropy. He was a great student of current

social problems ; he devoured newspapers, and many
of his books were based on facts he gleaned from
them ; he compiled great scrap books from newspaper
clippings and made great use of them in his writings.

In Never Too Late to Mend he began a series of

novels, each written to illustrate some social or public

wrong. This one drew attention to the dreadful "si-

lent system," as well as to other brutalities of English
prison life, and was instrumental in effecting their

amelioration ; it also plead for the possibility of re-

form in a criminal. Hard Cash called attention to the
abuses of lunatic asylums, and so forcibly did he put
the facts he had gathered that it awakened official in-

vestigation, and lead to a change of English lunacy
laws. Put Yourself in His Place is an exposure of

the system of terrorism practiced by labor unions on

non-union men in manufacturing towns. He deals

with the fallen women in the New Magdalen, gives a

helping hand to advocates of woman's rights in the

Woman Hater, and treats of vivisection and various

other things in various other books. His writings

have been the means of much good, though some-

times they carry the spirit of reform to excess.

Chartism was an aftermath of the Reform Bill, and

was a radical movement for uplifting the laboring

classes. One of its most earnest advocates was
Charles Kingsley. He worked with Maurice among
the poor, and their ideas and labors crystalized into

what we know as Christian Socialism. He threw him-

self heart and soul into the Chartist movement, and
used the pulpit, as well as the platform and the press,

to proclaim its principles. He spoke from the pulpit

of a brother clergyman on the text : "The Lord hath

anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor," and
preached freedom, equality and brotherhood to rich

and poor alike ; at the close of the sermon, the in-

cumbent rose and denounced Kingsley's doctrines as

false and mischievous. For a Church of England
minister to do a thing like that, and endure a public

rebuke like that, showed the heat of his convictions.

Out of these convictions, of the wants of the poor
and the injustices heaped on them, grew his famous
novel, Alton Locke, Tailor and Poet. It was written

while the Chartist movement was at its height, and
just before its collapse, and was a plea that no man
should be condemned from his birth to physical dis-

ease and mental despair. The hero, Alton Locke,
tells his own story, and paints the dreadful, unsani-

tary conditions under which tailors plied their trade

—conditions as deadly to the mind as to the body.
It is said that co-operative associations among work-
men were largely the result of Kingsley's labors and
writings.

I think I may say that, the novel with a purpose
reached its zenith during the fifties; Kingsley and
Reade wrote their fervent fiction then, and Dickens
wrote Hard Times in that decade.; and it was at this

time that there came out the novel that stands with
many for the loftiest achievement of philanthropic fic-

tion—I mean Uncle Tom's Cabin. Its admirers claim
for it, with truth, the widest circulation of any novel
ever written ; and claim also that it did more to awak-
en the world to the condition of slaves in the South,
and to put into activity forces that culminated in the
Civil War and the emancipation of the negro than
all other books ever written, and all the eloquence
of Beecher, or Garrison, or Phillips. I do not impugn
the motives that impelled Mrs. Stowe to write the
book, and I do not question that there may be a par-
allel for most of the sad things she tells—yet grant-
ing all that, I do claim that it is essentially false as
presenting a picture of the slave in the South—false,

because it presents what is rare and exceptional as
normal and typical. If any one would take the trou-
ble to collect every instance he could find of cruelty
and neglect of children and mass them together, he
could make out a respectable argument against the
authority of parents over children; or if he would
write up the Chicago man who made sausage of his
wife, and the daily other instances of marital infelicity

that we find in the daily press, he could denounce the
marriage state as unjust to woman. The fact, that
while all the men, even the boys, of the South were in
the army, the negroes were left as protectors and
breadwinners for the women and children, that not a
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single instance of misuse of their power is on record,

but innumerable instances are known of their fidelity

and devotion to their helpless charges—those facts, I

claim, are a complete vindication of my statement

that the picture of slavery in Uncle Tom's Cabin is

unfair and unfortunate. I yield to no one in joy and

gratitude that the burden and shadow of inherited

slavery is lifted from our land, but I sorrow unspeak-

ably that the emancipation of the negro had to come

in the ruin and bloodshed of civil war. And so,

warmly as I approve of the philanthropic novel, and

firmly as I believe in the good accomplished by its

means, yet I wish from my heart that this novel with

a purpose had never been written.

While we have had innumerable novels dealing

with social questions in the past forty years,

yet few of them can be classed under the head

of philanthropic fiction in the same definite way

that we can those of Dickens and Reade and Kingsley.

Even that greatest novel of the century, Les Miser-

ables, can hardly be called a novel with a practical

purpose. It is more a psychological study of the rise

and growth of a soul—of the transformation of a con-

vict and an outcast into a hero and a savior of his

kind. George Eliot gives us a picture of radicalism in

Felix Holt, Mrs. Ward presents studies in social

Christianity in Robert Ellsmere and David Grieve,

of paternalism and socialism in Marcella and Sir

George Tressady, but they are more problem novels

than novels with a philanthropic purpose; you find

the cool philosophic head in them, but you miss the

warm beat of the humanitarian heart And what is

true of these two great women is true also of the mul-

titude of lesser literary lights who have written on

that line.

Sir Walter Besant, who has just passed away, has

left us a distinct addition to philanthropic fiction in

his All Sorts and Conditions of Men; it is not re-

markable from a literary point of view, but it presents

a much needed reform wisely and strongly. The
heroine, Angela Messenger, a very rich woman, is

anxious to do good with her money ; she decides that

in order to help the poor she must live among them

and see for herself what they need. So she goes

among poor sewing girls, works with them and

helps them in various ways. Finally, the conviction

forces itself on her that one of the most imperative

needs of these poor toilers is amusement. She finds

in the East End of the great joyless city where they

live, schools, chapels, hospitals, almshouses—but no
gardens, no art galleries, no libraries, no amusements
of any kind. In this dreary place she dreamed of

planting a Palace of Delight, where she would awaken
in dull and lethargic minds a new sense—that of pleas-

ure. There the people would cultivate a noble discon-

tent, they would learn to be critical, they would cease

to look on life as merely a downsitting and an upris-

ing; they would learn to cultivate the sense of pleas-

ure, which is in itself civilizing. Such was her dream,

and by means of her great wealth and her clever arti-

zan lover, the Palace of Delight was built. It was a

place where tired workers could come and find music,

dancing, singing, acting, painting, reading, games,
companionship, light, warmth, cheer, comfort.

Surely a wise and healthful plea for a need of toil-

ing humanity that we do not often have presented to

us. Food, raiment, regular work do not supply all

the craving of their complex natures. The longing
for change, for amusement, is just as imperious with

them as with our wealthy leisure class, and the lack

of it, I doubt not, often drives them into the excite-

ment of vicious dissipation. Angela's Palace of De-
light was not only built in the novel—it has been built

in reality. In East London a People's Palace has been
erected, after the plan outlined in this book, and it is

said to be a means of blessing to the neighborhood
where it stands.

I have only presented a few of the abuses exposed
by fiction, and a few of the reforms it has accomplish-

ed. In this day, when the brotherhood of man is felt

to be a corollary of the Fatherhood of God, there are

numberless agencies for philanthropic work ; but I

believe there are few which can accomplish more good
than the novel with a purpose—if the writer of it have
a wise head, and a warm heart, and a ready pen.

Lexington, Ky.

TO
LE TTE*RS

THE 3 O O K.L O V E *R.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF M'R. JOHJV
FISTKE.

My Dear Friend

:

We all heard with much regret of the death of John
Fiske. Always an interesting personality, he had in

recent years won for himself the gratitude and the

confidence of a large circle of readers. He had come,
like Lord Beaconsfield, to stand "on the side of the

angels." Like Saul among the prophets, he created

amazement among many of his old philosophic sup-
porters. But he gained new friends and admirers.
Of John Fiske's value as an historian I cannot

speak with any authority. His Short History of
America seems to me a model of its kind, alike in its

clear and yet ample style and in the proportions which
are observed in the plan of the work. I am more fa-

miliar with the other side of his productive life. I

well remember the joy with which his Cosmic Philos-

ophy was discovered at a time when a life's task seemed
to loom up in the duty of mastering the synthetic

philosophy of Mr. Herbert Spencer. No great and or-

iginal thinker could have had a more sympathetic dis-

ciple or a more lucid and persuasive exponent than Mr.
Spencer found in John Fiske. At the close of the sec-

ond volume of his fascinating description of the evo-

lutionary philosophy Fiske seemed to take an attitude

towards religion which was more favorable to faith

than that of his master. But I say "seemed" because
Fiske himself, as he afterwards confessed, was not

clear on the main features of the religious problem. In

his Cosmic Philosophy he really did no more than

leave the door open. He did not enter the unseen
and describe it to us as firmly and confidently as he

did in after years.

It was ten years after the publication of this large

work which made him famous on both sides of the

Atlantic, that Fiske sent out in 1884 his little book on

The Destiny of Man. In the following year he fol-

lowed that with another entitled The Idea of God as

Affected by Modern Knowledge. These were brought

to what is, alas ! the last stage of development, in that

most interesting volume, Through Nature to God. In

these books Mr. Fiske, while maintaining in a half-

hearted way, that he had not altered his opinions since

the writing of his Cosmic Philosophy, yet acknowl-

edges that he had gained much light upon the central

problems with which he was concerned. The first of

these great truths seems to have been that which the
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learned people call the "teleological." He came to see

that evolution makes man the crown and therefore the

rational "end" of all the long historic process which
produced him. Man is "the terminal fact in that stu-

pendous process of evolution whereby things have
come to be what they are. In the deepest sense it is

as true as it ever was held to be, that the world was
made for Man, and that the bringing forth in him of

those qualities which we call highest and holiest is the

final cause of creation." He says this had been vaguely
in his mind when he wrote Cosmic Philosophy, but he

adds : "After long hovering in the background of

consciousness, it suddenly flashed upon me two years

ago," and "it came with such-vividness as to seem like

a revelation."

Another truth on which Fiske rests his faith is de-

scribed in the close of Through Nature to God. Briefly

and in my own words it is this, that man's powers of

perception and knowledge have been proved to be con-

nected with external or objective realities because they

have been built up into his whole orderly experience.

History, or experience, rests on the reality of the

things which man believes to be there. Now put that

conversely, and it comes to this : In man's history we
find the constant belief that he is in contact with

spiritual realities ; this belief has also resulted in the

growth of the noblest and highest parts of man's
nature, of his moral and religious history ; therefore

those spiritual realities in which he has believed are

real. Concerning this John Fiske says: "So far as I

am aware, the foregoing argument is here advanced
for the first time." As to that claim of originality I

must make a slight demur. The argument has been

familiar to my own mind for many years and I am
quite sure I did not invent it. It is with fear and
trembling before the superior people who despised

Joseph Cook, that I dare to write down my own con-

viction that Joseph Cook promulgated that very argu-

ment over and over again in Boston itself. Far be it

from me to draw the conclusion that John Fiske got it

from Joseph Cook. Of that I know nothing. But if

he read the Monday lectures, I would incline to think

that Joseph Cook sowed the seed which John Fiske

watered.

John Fiske's theism never became fully ripe. It is a

great question whether it rested on a sound philosophic

basis ; my own feeling being this, that his theism did

not grow from the same root as his Cosmic Philosophy

but was grafted on to it.

And John Fiske left us in ignorance, alas ! as to his

real attitude, in those last years, towards Christianity.

He republished in 1876 in The Unseen World several

articles, including two on the Person and Life of

Christ, which show that at that time he had not dis-

covered Christ. He adopted outright the conclusions

of the Tubingen school in Germany, many of which
he must have discarded in his last years. He said then

(1876) that he hoped to write a full volume on "Jesus
of Nazareth." And he referred to this lifelong desire

in one of his last works. But we have no means of

knowing what his development in this matter had been.

It is amusing and yet sad to read those earlier essays

and note one after another of the positions which he
claims to have been put beyond all doubt by "scien-

tific criticism" in Germany, and to recall that they have
been exactly reversed by radical critics even in Ger-
many. For example, that John most certainly wrote
the Apocalypse in A. D. 68 but an unknown man pro-

duced the fourth gospel in A. D. 165-180 ; that Mark's
gospel is most certainly the latest of the other three

and Matthew the earliest ; that Luke's gospel has less

of theEbionitic spirit than Matthew's; that the Acts of

the Apostles gives us "a garbled account" of the rise

of the Church—are all positions which almost no one
with a reputation to make or to save would attempt
to defend today.

If there is one fact which stands out clearer than
any other from John Fiske's religious speculations it

is this, that philosophy may give you good grounds
for being a theist, if you already believe in God, but
that theism is not Christianity. The warm confidence

in a Mind which directs all, is not the same thing, is

not in the same world, with the consciousness that has
found God immediately in Jesus Christ.

Yours faithfully,

A Bookman.

P'ROTESTAJSfTISM IJSf THE
PHILIPPINES.
Herman P. Williams.

ROTESTANTISM is not a defined system

Pof belief. It is rather a negation of tradi-

tional church tenets, and a refusal to be

bound from propagating that negation. At
the second Diet of Spires, 1529, the papal

party had a majority over Luther's adher-

ents. They were therefore able to pass a

decree forbidding the extension of the re-

formed religion in those states that had not

accepted it, and granting full liberty to

loyal Catholics in those states that were
dominated by the new teaching. The elector cf Sax-
ony, with several other princes and fourteen cities,

whether for political or evangelical reasons, or both,

joined in protest against such an edict, which fortified

Romanism and bound and gagged the Reformation.
By this act they gave name to subsequent reformers.

The same mental and spiritual tendencies that de-

veloped sixteenth century Protestantism in Europe
have been manifested in miniature among the brown
people of the Philippines. For three centuries the

Catholic Church has given them a great deal that is

good, and has also imposed upon them a great deal

that is bad. They have received, more or less imper-
fectly, the good ; and have learned to rebel against the

bad, with varying sincerity. They have been living, in

point of time, three hundred years behind the world.
The form of Christianity they first received was
mediaeval and they have been kept in an essentially

mediaeval atmosphere. But the last half century has
seen the Orient opened to trade ; and has brought also

to these islanders gleams of modern thought and stir-

rings of liberty. Their reformation has come—not
like Germany's, national, ponderous, obstinate—but
like the islanders themselves, untutored, vehement, in-

coherent. The rebellion of 1896 was a distinct revolt

against the Church. Though it was itself apparently
ineffectual, yet from another source the immediate in-

terests of the people have been safeguarded, and now
the question is, Will the religious element in their

protest develop in them a new, healthful, growing spir-

itual life ; or will the freer civic conditions glaze over
the former issue and make them content with the old

system of priest-craft.

Bojol is an island in the Visayan group. Here the

Jesuits held sway in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. As is sometimes the case with religious

orders, their priests were not always humane or just

;
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and Bojol gives us an early example of Philippine
Protestantism. In 1622 some of the natives in the
mountains erected an oratory to a heathen deity. They
declared they were tired of the rule of the priests,

and proceeded to sack churches and demolish
shrines. This revolt, it is true, was promptly quelled
by troops; but a century and a quarter afterwards a
more serious one was provoked in the same island.

A priest named Morales tried to coerce the natives in-

to attending mass ; and among other punitive measures
refused one time to permit a burial service, and left

the corpse to decompose in the sun. The brother of
the deceased headed a party, killed the priest, and, act-

ing upon the principle, "a tooth for a tooth," left him
unburied. For thirty-five years the natives maintained
their independence of Spanish power. Finally, the

Jesuits were expelled, and the Recollets came to Bojol.

A peace was patched up on condition of full pardon
to the rebels.

But these instances were hardly indicative of any
national trend. The real awakening has taken place

throughout the throbbing years of the last half cen-

tury. Thus 1872 exhibited a serious though insuffi-

cient protest against clerical government. Intelligent

natives recognized the evil of a policy that filled all

their parishes with Spanish priests to the exclusion of

native clergy; especially, too, when these priests were
all friars, confederated in political schemes by secret

vows. A number of malcontents planned an uprising

in Cavite and Manila ; but their plans miscarried, and
their leaders were executed on the Luneta.

From this trouble arose the immediate causes of the

last rebellion. On pretext of preserving the peace,

the mere word of the parish priest was employed to

imprison, deport and dispossess, under the gentle

auspices of the guardia civil, all who invited the covet-

ous or malevolent attention of the friars. It was false

doctrine that gave issue to Luther's protest ; it was
tyrannous power that crowded the Filipinos to revolt.

In the one case the pope liberated souls from purga-
tory at his own caprice ; in the other case the friars

imprisoned their parishioners at will. The Germans
resorted chiefly to logic ; the Filipinos to arms ; the

nature of their respective grievances recommended
these different remedies.

It was a pitiful inauguration of their cause, when
the natives tried to capture the powder house at San
Juan del Monte, Aug. 30, 1896. They were but peas-

ants, innocent of the arts of war. Their leader was an
honest rope-maker, who conducted the battle from
the upper story of a house, by vociferously waving his

hands. He and scores of his followers were mowed
down by Spanish mausers. And it was rather a cheer-

less ending for their adventure when thirty-two of

their leaders were duped and bribed into abandoning
the cause a year and a quarter later. But their pro-

test against religious abuses was not dead ; and hap-
pily by God's providence, it has been given wise and
beneficial advantage.
When the Filipinos had tried to capture Santa Cruz

from Spanish soldiers, they raised a battle cry signifi-

cant of their desires. It was : "Long live Spain ! Down
with the friars !" When, later, they published their

platform of demands from the Spanish government,
their first article was this : "Expulsion of the friars

and restitution to the townships of the lands which the
friars have appropriated, dividing the incumbencies
held by them, as well as the episcopal sees, equally be-
tween peninsular and insular secular priests." The
prime motive of their armed protest was, like Luth-
er's, not schism, but reform.

_

They have made the just and essentially Protestant
discrimination between the truth of religion and its
perversions. An intelligent Mestizo near Iloilo spoke
vehemently against the immoralities of the friars, but
not against religion, though such ministers, of course,
made him indifferent to their ministrations. A promi-
nent citizen of Negros Island, himself a faithful Catho-
lic, while on a church mission to Manila, made free
to condemn the friars, and even Archbishop Chapelle
himself, as unworthy leaders, and he represented the
animus of many. Chaplain Pierce found prompt re-
sponse when he sought to assemble a little group of na-
tives m Malate for Protestant worship, and the mis-
sionaries discovered men who, independently and se-
cretly, had worked out for themselves essentially
Protestant beliefs. Now word comes that hundreds
in and about Manila are allying themselves with the
mission classes, especially of the Methodist Church.
And a widespread secession from the Roman fold was
reported as threatened by Buencamino. This last
movement may be modified by the announcement of
Archbishop Chapelle that the friars will be withdrawn
from the archipelago. But however that event, the .

Philippines have come to their "Reformation," and
the adherents of evangelical truth can do no better
thing than press the issue.

A MOVE*/! VE*RSIOJ* OF THE
T'ROVIGAL SOJV.

By Hamish Mann.
AVID GORDON was the foremost scholar
in the village school of Argyle, a Scotch
settlement in northern Illinois. William
Murdock, the hunchback teacher, who had
for a generation taught the young idea
how to shoot, predicted for him a distin-
guished career. His oft-repeated prophe-
cy was, "He will never need to take off
his coat and work for a living, as his
father had to do before him; but will be
able to live like a gentleman"—exemption

from manual labor being the little dominie's mark of
a gentleman.
Through the influence of an uncle, who had become

wealthy by engaging in wild-cat banking schemes,
touching which uncomplimentary rumors were afloat,
David got a situation in Chicago as a bank clerk. A
cleaner or more guileless boy never went from a coun-
try home to push his fortune in that modern Babvlon.
He carried into it an untarnished soul. He feared
no evil because he did not know of any evil to fear.
He had a frank and open look which inspired every-
body with confidence. With his bank associates he
became a general favorite. His promotion was rapid,
and no one grudged it to him, for it was fairlv won.'
At the time of his leaving home his mother had

said to him
: "My laddie, alfthat I ask of vou is that

youcome back to me wi' the een wi' which ve leave
me." His flying visits to his rural home were' marked
events. For all of his old friends and neighbors he
had a hearty word of greeting. "He's not a" bit stuck-
up" was the general verdict. When he rushed up to
his mother to receive her kiss of welcome she would
take his face into her two hands and say: "Let me
look at your cen, Davie"; then gazing into their blue
depths, a smile would break over her face as she said

:

"Ye will dae, Davie."

_

But a time came when David dreaded his mother's
kiss and searching look. He tried, however, to brave
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it out, and lightly said : "Ye need not be afraid about

me, mither; I am all right." She knew better. Her
mother love gave her intuitive power approaching

omniscience. The tears which fell upon his cheek

burned to his very soul. Sorrowfully she turned

away, saying: "I hae lost my pure and noble boy."

And so she had, although he would not own it. He
had fallen into evil ways. His was the warm, im-

pulsive, changeful Celtic nature that either soars or

sinks. This time it sank ; and that not gradually, but

by a headlong plunge. Deterioration took place quick-

ly, as it often does in the purest natures—on the same

principle that the sting of an insect which will scarcely

make an impression upon hard, gnarly fruit, will

poison and spoil fruit of the finest quality.

Outwardly his conduct was as circumspect as ever.

The recoil of sated desire had not yet come; the

delirium of the new life into which he had been in-

troduced had not exhausted itself; the gildings had

not yet been rubbed off his stolen pleasures, reveal-

ing the pewter beneath; the apples of Sodom which

he had eaten had not yet turned to ashes in his mouth

;

their taste was still sweet.' Inwardly a silent revolu-

tion was going on. He had begun to throw off paren-

tal restraint, and to act for himself; he refused to

be tied any longer to his mother's apron strings

—

which, by the way, is the safest place to which any boy

can be tied; he began to think that his father and

mother were too strict and old-fashioned, and that

they did not know anything of the world ; their ideas

of what was proper for a modern young man being

altogether out of date; and as every person must

sooner or later try to adjust his beliefs to his life, he

began to be skeptical on the subject of religion. He
had not, however, got the length of saying things out

loud, for he had not yet succeeded in hoodwinking his

judgment or silencing his conscience or stifling his

better nature. His mother, who read his heart like an

open book, surprised him by turning round and an-

swering his unspoken thoughts : "O Davie, my laddie,

ye think that the ways in which ye have been brought

up are too strict; ye think that ye hae at last found

your liberty, but gin ye keep on in the way upon which

you have entered, you will find that there is a way
that seemeth good unto a man but the end thereof is

death. Rejoice, O young man, and walk in the ways

of thine heart, and in the sight of thine eyes; but

know thou that for all these things God will bring thee

into judgment." David winced under his mother's

searching words and remained silent. The judgment

day came sooner than either of them expected.

His week's holiday was about over. It had not

been a satisfactory time either to himself or to his

familv. He had been restless and unhappy. Some
secret trouble seemed to be gnawing at his heart. He
did not care to visit his old companions and neighbors

as had been his wont, but wandered over the farm,

the faithful old collie trotting at his heels. He was

to return to the city on the morrow. He wanted to

go away, but dreaded to go. The day had been sultry

;

there was a preternatural stillness in the air, presaging

a storm ; the muttering of distant thunder was heard

;

the clouds were rolling up. David, under the excuse

of a headache, had left the harvest field, where he had

been rendering temporary assistance in binding grain.

He walked slowly to the barn, where, ascending the

loft, he flung himself upon the mow of new-made hay.

A groan that was half a prayer escaped him. Rover

looked into his face and whined.

"Poor old fellow," he said, "I know you would help

me if you could ; but this is something beyond you."
Like the disciples of Christ who, in an hour of great

strain, fell asleep for sorrow, David, after tugging
at the problem of his life until his feelings became
numb, fell asleep from sheer exhaustion. Neither the

storm, nor the voice of approaching wheels, had
availed to waken him. He slept on until he was sud-
denly aroused by the sound of the dinner horn, which
was evidently blown at an early hour to summon his

father from the field. A presentiment of coming
calamity overpowered him, and he lay still until he
heard his father's voice calling him to the house.

Two men had meanwhile driven up in a buggy and
had taken shelter in the barn from the approaching
storm. They inquired for Robert Gordon, saying
that they wanted to see him upon urgent business.

It was in answer to their inquiry that he was sum-
moned from the harvest field.

As he stood in the doorway, hat in hand, his strong
Scotch face fringed with a circlet of gray hair, he was
an imposing figure. His bearing, if a trifle awkward,
was dignified. He was a taciturn man, to whom words
were precious things, not to be wasted upon small

affairs. Turning his eyes toward the strangers, he
said with a native courtesy : "I am Robert Gordon

;

what do you want with me?"
There was a pause, as if they hesitated to answer;

then one of the gentlemen said : "Mr. Gordon, I may
as well tell you at once that I am a representative of

the bank at which your son is employed, and I am
afraid that I have bad news for you. A check has
been passed to which the signature has been forged,

and it looks as if your son were the guilty party. I

hope for your sake, and for his own, that he may be
able to clear himself. Is he at home ?"

"I think he is."

"Then will you please call him in ?"

When David saw the bank officer, whom he at once
recognized, he felt that his day of judgment had in-

deed come. He grew deathly pale ; his knees trem-
bled ; he inwardly prayed that the earth might open
and swallow him up; but no such thing happened.
When his father, who was eagerly scanning his face,

saw his guilty look the very springs of life broke
within him. He gasped for breath, and only by gath-

ering up his strength by a supreme act of will was
he able to keep himself from falling off his chair.

"Oh, my God, to think that it should come to this

!

My God, has such an evil befallen us?"
Then turning to David, he said : "If you have done

this thing, I beseech you, my son, not to add sin to sin

by denying your guilt. Be honest with your soul and
make complete confession."

"I am guilty," he stammeringly replied.

Then followed the story of his fall. It was a com-
mon tale of bad companions, of gambling, of so-called

debts of honor, of money taken to pay the tax which
Satan levies upon his dupes, of efforts at concealment,

of vain attempts to refund the money which had been
taken—and all leading up to the common end of ex-

posure and ruin.

"Mr. Gordon," said the bank official, "we are heart-

ily sorry for you ; and as this is evidently a first of-

fense, the bank directors have agreed beforehand that

if confession was made, and thereby all further trou-

ble avoided, and if you would make good the loss sus-

tained by the bank, the matter would be hushed up.

But, of course, your son will lose his place, as we
could never trust him again."

(To be continued next week.)
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OWR TX/LTIT.
UHE HOLy CRA.IL.

By Rev. Richard Fotheringham.

Text—"Seek and ye shall find" (Matt. vii. 7).

I

HE legend of the Holy Grail, interwoven

with much of English literature, has re-

ceived a new and spiritual interpretation in

the writings of Lord Tennyson.

I may tell you that I have chosen this

subject of set purpose to-night. I often get

very weary of the topics of the day. The
noise of the world is always in our ears;

and there is a danger of our losing the

sweeter voices that would always speak to

us if we had ears to hear; and I want to

carry you, if I can, for a moment into the regions of

beautiful thoughts and beautiful words.

First of all, let me relate the legend of the Holy
Grail. It has several forms, but the most beautiful is

that adopted by Tennyson. The Holy Grail was the

cup out of which our Lord drank, and gave his dis-

ciples to drink at the last supper. This cup passed into

the possession of Joseph of Arimathea, and to him it

was the most precious treasure which he possessed.

He journeyed much and journeyed far, preaching the

gospel of his Lord, and everywhere he went he car-

ried with him the sacred cup. At last he came in his

wanderings to England, and here he found a lodgment

for his treasure in the Abbey of Glastonbury, and, as

the story goes, whoever could touch or even see it was
healed at once of all his ills.

But then the times

Grew to such evil that the holy cup

Was caught away to heaven and disappeared.

And now for Tennyson's story of how Sir Percivale

one of the best and bravest knights of the court of

King Arthur, sought to find again the grail that had

been thus lost in heavenly light.

He heard of it first from his sister, a holy nun, who,

having heard of it, prayed that she might see it, and,

after much fasting and prayer, did see it in sacred

vision. So great was her joy that she told her brother,

and bade him also seek to see it, and bid his brother-

knights seek to see, for nothing else in all the world

could compare with that vision. Do you not see what

that means? To drink of this cup, to "know him
and the fellowship of his sufferings" is the highest

and most perfect thing that man can attain to. It is

difficult ; it is hard beyond description. But it is great.

It satisfies.

Well, Sir Percivale tells his sister's story to all his

fellow-knights, and, being a good man, fasts and prays

in hope that the vision may come to him, and other

knights follow his example.

They meet each evening in the wondrous Hall at

Camelot, where Arthur loves to feast with his fol-

lowers. There is always by the board an empty chair

made long ago by Merlin the wizard, who has said

concerning it, that whosoever sits in it will be lost.

One night Arthur is absent from the board, delayed

by an errand of mercy, and Sir Galahad, the virgin

knight, the youngest and the purest of them all, ap-

proached this chair and, saying, "If I lose myself I

save myself," seats himself in it. Instantly a thunder
storm breaks over the hall.

And in the blast there smote along the hall

A beam of light seven times more clear than day.

And down the long beam stole the Holy Grail.

No one saw it save Sir Galahad, but they heard the

thunder and saw the light, as St. Paul's companions
heard and saw on the way to Damascus, yet did not
participate in his vision. Then many of the other

knights swore a solemn vow that they would journey
until they too saw the Holy Grail. To-night I can
only tell you about the experiences of Sir Percivale.

King Arthur arrived before the feast was ended
and asked Sir Percivale the meaning of the excite-

ment in their midst, and was told the story of the

vision and the vows. The king's brow clouded. Most
of them he feared only "followed wandering fires,"

yet since their vow was sacred they must go.

Next morning there was a tournament in which
Sir Galahad and Sir Percivale carried all before them,
and then our hero departed on his quest of the Holy
Grail.

What follows is a wonderful allegory, and as I tell

you the story I will try also to make its meaning plain.

The first thing of which our knight became conscious
was a burning thirst. "I was thirsty even unto death,"

he says. Do you understand that thirst? Have you
ever felt it? Is it possible that you feel it now?
"Blessed are they that do hunger and thirst after

righteousness," said our Savior. Oh ! but some of us

do. We would give all that we possess to be Sir Gala-
had, who never lost the vision of the Holy Grail by
day or night, who could have said like the apostle,

"God forbid that I should glory save in the cross of

our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified

unto me and I unto the world."

But we shall find out that all other cisterns save one
are broken cisterns which can hold no water. And
this lesson our poem teaches.

I. Sir Percivale, aching with this thirst, came sud-
denly upon a sight which filled him for the moment
with delight.

Deep lawns and then a brook ....
And o'er the brook were apple trees,

And apples by the brook,

and to himself he said:
I will rest here,

I am not worthy of the quest.

I know very well that this is as far as many of you
have yet come. There have indeed been strange stirrings

within you—a deep desire for the very highest, a very
wistful yearning to be Christ's ; and you have come to

the lawn and the brook, and the apple trees. This
world is full of pleasures, and for some strange rea-

son the devil is allowed to make them baits to lure

souls away from God. Now, there is no harm in

pleasure—in any innocent pleasure. I would not, if

I could, turn life into a convent for any one of you.

I know life too well, and I hope I know God too well

for that. The cloistered life was a false life—an un-
natural life—and those who sought it found it did not

save them from their sins.

But pleasure, though it has its own sweet place in

life, cannot satisfy the soul or take the place of the

highest. And so Sir Percivale. when he had drunk of

the brook and eaten the goodly apples, tells us, "All

these things at once fell into dust, and I was left

alone." That is true, is it not?
TT. But there is one thing which, to the young
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mind, seems to promise satisfaction. To have a home
of one's own with love and trust ; to gild its walls and
make its safeguards sure appears the very crown of

life. To that I say, Yes, in a way. There is nothing

in this world more heavenlike than a home where
love dwells. The marriage service—I know you will

call me heretical—is to me more sacred than the com-
munion service, and I rejoice always over "The hearts

united ; the two in love made one." But even human
life, however true and tender, can never take the place

of the love of Christ. Sir Percivale in his wander-
ings met his first love. She was more beautiful than

ever. She was a princess in her own right. She had
a kingdom to offer him, which she was ready to lay

at his feet, and which her subjects were eager that he

should accept. But he dare not because of something
he had seen. He had beheld in his wanderings a

beautiful house with a fair woman outside spinning at

her wheel who rose to welcome him, but when he

alighted she faded from his sight. Then the house

became in his vision "no better than a broken shed,"

and in it a dead babe, and this, too, faded and he was
left alone.

Now, I want to speak of life as I find it, and I am
convinced that what the poet says here is true. If you
are in quest, as the good knight was, of what is high-

est in life, no earthly love which is only of earth can

satisfy you. God means you to love. God means you
to have a home, but the only foundation on which a

perfect earthly home can be built is Jesus Christ.

"Can ye drink of the cup that I drink of?" he asked
his disciples. "We can," they answered, and they

were right. But the only home in which there is true

happiness and lasting peace is the home where "the

cup of Christ" stands always on the board.

III. A strange thing now happened to Sir Perci-

vale. A yellow gleam suddenly flashed across the

moon. "I thought," he says, "the sun was rising, yet

the sun had risen." The ploughman left his plough,
and the milkmaid left her pail as the light shone upon
them, yet they fell down crushed before it. The light

was the glitter of gold. To Sir Percivale it came as

it comes to all of us—as a picture of his own line of

life. "A knight in golden armor and with a crown
of gold upon his head, and his horse in golden armor,
jeweled everywhere." But when he touched him, he
tells us, "he fell into dust, and I was left alone."

That incident in the story has a very real message for

an age which seeks gold more than it seeks God. There
are few among you who do not want to make money.
Make it by all means. Make as much of it as you
can if you are making it honestly. But I have this to

tell you. When you have made it—made it even be-
yond your utmost dream—you will be the poorest of
the pc^r if there is nothing behind it. The man who
is rich in gold is not necessarily the man who is rich

in happiness. The only truly happy man is the man
who is rich toward God.

IV. Presently our hero found himself climbing a
great hill, on the top of which was built a wondrous
city, and as he climbed a great crowd gathered by the
city gate, crying, ''Welcome, Sir Percivale, the might-
iest and the purest among men." Glad was Sir Perci-
vale as he heard that shout, and pressed up higher that
he might meet the crowd ; but when he reached the
summit, lo ! the crowd had gone. Nothing was there
but ruins, and one aged man, who in response to his
inquiry, "Where is that goodly company that so cried
out upon me ?" answered in amaze, "Whence and what
art thou ?" and disappeared.
What does it mean? Why, this—the applause of

men is nothing and less than nothing. Popularity

fades in a day. To be liked or disliked by those around
you counts not at all. The fashion of this world and
its applause pass away, but you and I are pilgrims to

eternity ; and like Sir Percivale, we ought to be in

quest of the Holy Grail—in search of the Highest,

seeking to find the secret of Christ's life on earth, of

which that holy cup was but the symbol.

V. And now let me tell you of how Sir Percivale's

quest ended in success. He left the mountain top

—

he went down into the valley—the valley which Bun-
yan calls that of humiliation, and there he found a

holy hermit's dwelling, who told him where he was
wrong.
"Thou hast not true humility," said this good man.

And then he saw a wonderful thing—a thing that

makes me marvel, every time I read it, at Tennyson's
insight into human nature. "Thou thoughtest," said

he, "only of thy prowess and thy sins." There you
have it in a sentence. We are all a mixture of pride

and humility. We think of our good points and our
bad ones and balance one against the other, when all

the while Christ waits to be, what he alone can be, our
Savior; but he can only be that when we make an
utter surrender of our life and of our will and let him
be all in all.

"My grace is sufficient for thee," he says, but he
adds what it is hard to realize, "my strength is made
perfect in weakness."

VI. The way in which the vision comes at last to

Sir Percivale is in itself a gospel. Sir Galahad, the

pure and the holy, to whom the vision of the Highest
is clear by night and day, comes by chance to this same
hermit's cell, and to his comrade says, "Come with me
for thou shalt see the vision where I go." And so Sir

Percivale goes with him. He watches him as he pass-
es over the black blank swamp and beyond it enters

on the great white sea which means eternity, and above
his head there gleams the vision of the Holy Grail.

To me that vision means more than I can tell you. I

have never seen Christ so clearly as I have seen His
presence brooding like a holy Dove over the lives

of those I loved, and for Christ's sake almost adored.
To have seen him in the lives of good men and pure
and holy women is to know beyond a doubt how real

and near he is. But to have seen him as he is, is best of
all. And sometimes as I have lingered over this ex-
quisite poem, I have thought that Sir Galahad, the
spotless knight, was the poet's thought and image
of Another. Oh, I have watched him cross the dark,
black swamp of this world's wickedness—I have seen
him pass into the shining sea of God's Eternity. I

have sworn that I would follow him. Will vou come
too?

London, Eng.

Bishop Wilberforce used to tell a story of a clerk at

a village church of the old style who deliberately took
half-a-crown out of the offertory plate as he brought
it up to the communion table, and slipped it into his
pocket. "I distinctly saw him take it," said the Bishop,
"and intended to charge him with it at the end of the
service ; but, carried away by the sublimity of the ser-

vice, I forgot all about it. Next day I remembered,
and spoke about it. 'Oh, sir,' said the old clerk, 'never
you fash yourself about that! That half-crown has
done good service for many years. I keep it to put
down first ; then the gentry, when they see a poor man
like me put 2s. 6d. in the plate, cannot for shame give
a less sum themselves

!"
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-BIBLE SCHOOL.
A'B'RAHAM'S 1/tTE'RCESSIOf*.

Lesson Aug. 18, 1901. Gen. 18: 16-33.

Golden Text: The Effectual, Ferx>ent "Prayer of a "Righteous

Man A-Oaileth Much—Jas. 5; 16.

A CHICAGO &EACHEHS JVOT5ES OJV
UHB LESSOff.

Elias A. Long.

Setting of the Lesson.

Place : Abraham on the plain of Mamre at Hebron.

Lot in Sodom. The location of the destroyed cities is

in dispute, with a majority inclining to the view that

their situation was north of the Dead Sea. What
agencies God used to destroy the cities is unknown.

We know that in later history towns have been swept

away by fire, wind, water, earthquake.

Time: About fifteen years after the last lesson,

usually ascribed to B. C. 1897. Abraham was 99
years old.

Main Teaching of the Lesson,

This lesson gives us a new glimpse into the heart

of God. He who "in divers manners spake in times

past" (Heb. 1:1) now manifests himself to Abraham
in a way more familiar than any yet narrated. In the

last lesson Jehovah's visible presence was shown by

the mysterious smoke and flaming torch. Ch. 15: iy.

Now he condescends to appear in the likeness of man,

as to a friend. 2 Chron. 20: 7. Indeed, so familiar

becomes the conversation between Gtjd and the pa-

triarch, that our thought is carried back to Eden and

the communion there. This theophany was suggestive

of that perfect revelation when God was manifest in

the flesh. Matt. 1 : 23. This lesson also shows the

patience of God as he receives the petitions of his

creatures ; the value which God places on righteous

living (V. 17-19) ; his wrath against sin (V. 20, 21) ;

the doom of the wicked (Ch. 19: 15) ; the efficiency of

prayer (V. 26) and man's need of an intercessor (V.

23)-
Jehovah appeared at this time, as the previous verses

show, to convey a new assurance, that within a year

Sarah was to have a son, who was to be named Isaac.

The simple narrative relates also the admirable grace

of Abraham in entertaining three strangers, who
proved to be angels. Ch. 19: I ; Heb. 13: 1. That
these visitors were of superior rank is indicated, (1)

by their approach to the chief Sheik's tent, which in a

camp like Abraham's was always distinguishable; (2)

in that Abraham "bowed towards the ground;" (3)
in the offer of the best of the flock

; (4) in his act of

respect in standing while the guests were eating. Vs.

2-8. That one of the angels was none other than our

Lord, the Eternal Son, who existed before Abraham
(John 8: 58), and whose day Abraham rejoiced to see

(John 8: 56), many have believed. He is the same
exalted personage who under the name of "angel" or

"angel of Jehovah," or "Angel of the Covenant" fre-

quently appeared to the patriarchs in human form.

V. 16. Entertaining Strangers. "The men rose up."
The angels whom Abraham had graciously entertained. Ch.
19: 1. They arose after the hospitality bestowed by their

host. * + * "Abraham." Not now Abram, for his name had
been changed, as a new and distinct pledge that be should
become the "father of a multitude" the meaning of his new
name. Ch. 17: 4, 5. * * * "Went with them." He honors
his guests by accompanying them as guide. There were no
public roads at that time. Two proceeded on to Sodom,
where they passed the night at Lot's house (19: 1-3); the

third one, after listening to the entreaties of Abraham, later

joins the others in Sodom. This is the Angel of Power as

shown in Ch. 19: 17, 18, 24.

V. 17, 18. Secret of the Lord. "The Lord said." The
chief angel discloses to Abraham the awful doom that await-

ed the cities of the plain. * * * "Shall I hide from Abra-
ham." The secret of the Lord is with them that fear him.
Ps. 25: 14. What was hidden from worldly-minded Lot was
disclosed to God-fearing Abraham. The cares, riches and
pleasures of the world may blind the soul to dangers very
clear to God's friends who have spiritual sight. Beginning
at V. 20, Abraham speaks to God, and God to Abraham, as

friend speaks to friend. God proves to be indeed a God of

all comfort now sustaining him as with a shield (Chap. 15:

1); now giving the pledge of a new covenant; now a new
name of hope; now his condescending presence. * * * "A
great and mighty nation." The change of name specially

guaranteed this.

V. i9. Ideal Patriarch. "For I know him." God knew
Abraham, as he knows us altogether. Ps. 139. It was be-
cause God knew Abraham's great fitness, that he chose him
for his high purposes. He will choose us for duties in pro-
portion to our fitness and willingness. * * * "The way of

the Lord." Here we have an exquisite picture of a right-

eous man whose fervent prayer availeth much. Jas. 5: 16.

* * * "He will command his children . . . household." Ex-
ercise parental authority as well as offer parental prayers
and precepts. Patriarch means: the father-ruler. His house-
hold included the many shepherds and other servants of his

camp.
V. 20, 22. Beloved Lot's Danger. "Cry of Sodom and

Gomorrah." Because their sin was grievous. In Sodom
there were not ten righteous persons. These cities were
given over to forms of vice and crime the basest, meanest
and most violent. The worst slums of modern cities could
not be so utterly fallen as was the entire city of Sodom.
That God resolved to destroy this city is apparent from V.

23. * * * "I will go down and see." Speaking after the

manner of a righteous earthly judge who bases justice on
evidence. * * * "If not I will know." The destruction of

these cities was to stand as a monument of the doom of

wickedness, to all future ages, hence it must be apparent
that the decree was just and not rash nor excessive. * * *

"Turn their faces towards Sodom." Two of the three
strangers proceed, after the manner of men, to witness the
evidence of sin before punishment should fall. * * * "Abra-
ham stood yet before the Lord." Before the person of the
third angel to intercede for Sodom. So one stands before
God to intercede for us. 1 John 2: 1; Heb. 7: 25.

V. 23. Friend of Sinners. "Abraham drew near and
said." Abraham, the friend of God, has a tender, sympa-
thetic heart that reminds us of Christ's; for like Christ, he
was the friend of publicans and sinners. With all his loath-

ing for the city's wickedness, he yet could pray and we as-

sume, weep "O, Sodom, Sodom," as the master prayed and
wept over Jerusalem. Luke 13: 24. He was his brother's
keeper. Gen. 4: 9. Fifteen years before he had, by strong
and heroic stroke, redeemed the city from the slavery of

Chedorlaomer and now he pleads that it may be saved from
severer doom. We, too, will pray more earnestly for those
for whom we have labored. Abraham here pleads for "the
righteous," "the place" and "all the city." V. 23, 24, 28.

Vain and unrighteous people little know of the care and
concern which the devout entertain for them. * * * "Wilt
thou destroy the righteous with the wicked." Lot was rela-

tively righteous. With all his imperfections he was incom-
parably better than his neighbors. The fact that he grieved
at the sinfulness around him (2 Pet. 2: 7, 8) shows some
good in him. From Ch. 19: 9 it appears that he was a

judge who interfered with the people's sins. Like his uncle
he was a hospitable man (19: 2, 3); he, too. had entertained

angels unawares. For Lot's narrow, selfish prayer, see Ch.
19: 18-20. God sometimes throws to worldly men the gifts

they crave. They have their reward in this life. Matt.
6: 2, 5, 16.

V. 24. "Sin Very Grievous" "Not spare the place."

The moral condition of the cities was hopeless. V. 20.

They had been steadily growing worse until the "cry" of

their sin (Y. 21; Ch. 19: 13) ascended to heaven. They
were like a gangrened limb which required to be amputated.
The' cities treated the death warning of the angels, and of

Lot, as a false alarm and perished. Ch. 19: 13, 14. Later
the Canaanites also were exterminated for their wickedness.
Lev. 18: 24, 25.

V. 25. Righteous Judgment. "To slay the righteous
with the wicked." Often in this world the righteous suffer
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with and lor the wicked. This shows that we must look

to another world, for a complete carrying out oi the jus-

tice of God. Rom. 8: 28. * * * "That be far from

thee." This fervent prayer availed much. By its means

Lot and his family had timely warning and escaped the

city's doom. * * * "Shall not the Judge of all the earth

do right?" To Abraham God is not the idol of a tribe, one

of gods many, but the one true God of all the earth. It

was this faith in the one true God that gave Abraham his

great distinction and influence in the ancient world. Abra-

ham believed that God would judge righteously, but how,

was not clear— a matter ever puzzling to his children. But

it is a great satisfaction to know, in this world with its

mysteries of sin, that whatever else happens, God will judge

the world in righteousness. Ps. 96: 13.

V. 26. Salt of the Earth. "If I find ... I will

spare." Here Abraham receives a definite answer to his

petition. It shows the power and value of prayer. God
does spare the wicked lest the righteous be injured. Matt.

13: 29, 30. * * * "I will spare . . . for their sake."

From this we learn that the wicked are constantly receiving

benefits from the righteous. God continues to preserve the

earth, for the sake of the leaven of goodness, which is

working for leavening the whole lump. Matt. 13 : 33.

God delighteth in mercy. Micah 7: 18; Lam. 3: 22.

V. 27. Holy Boldness. "I have taken upon me to

speak." Humility is the key note of Abraham's prayer as

it must be of all true prayer: Having faith in the grace

and condescension of God he makes bold to speak as a

friend to a friend. Jas. 2: 23. But each one of us can

come boldly to the throne of grace. (Heb. 4: 16). * * *

"Am but dust and ashes." He recognized the truth of his

origin and thus to make him the more deeply humble.

V. 28, 29. Enlarging Vision. "Peradventure fifty . . .

forty." The Lord's gracious response to his friend makes
Abraham bold to further importune for Sodom. In him
were all nations to be blest, why should he not pray for

Sodom. In various attempts to reach Lot's heart he had
failed. That we should cultivate earnest and untiring

prayer is later taught by the parable of the importunate

widow. Luke 18: 1-8. Notice that Abraham prays for

others, Lot only for himself. Chapt. 19: 18-20.

V. 30, 31. Constrained by Love. "Let not the Lord be
angry." Love "constraineth" Abraham to repeat his peti-

tion. 2 Cor. 5: 14. In praying that the Lord be not angry,

how far he yet was from understanding the mercy and
grace of; the Lord. Nothing can better please God than

when we show our interest in his great work of redemp-
tion by working and pleading for sinners. It was to that

end God himself worked (Jno. 5: 17) and suffered, by send-

ing his Son into the world to die for sinners. Abraham's
pleadings were but the echo of divine love. * * *

"Thirty . . . twenty . -. . ten be found." Abraham
had first' reduced by fives and then by tens. As a disciple

and learner of God by his importunity, he gains, as do we,

a clearer and larger vision of the mercy, patience and
judgment of God.

V. 32. God's Patience. "Let not the Lord be angry."
He repeats the language of verse 30. Abraham was upright
in his pleadings and, far from causing anger, the prayer of

the upright is God's delight. Prov. 15: 8. In truth it was
Abraham who ceased asking before God ceased granting.

Eph. 3: 20. Sometimes we incline to pray, as if we thought
ourselves really better and more liberal than God; and that

he must be won over to our high ideals. That is very
wrong. * * * "But this once." Abraham's intercession

was limited, but, God be thanked, with Christ's intercession

for us there is no limit. He ever liveth to make intercession
for us. Heb. 7: 25. * * * "I will not destroy it for

ten's sake." A whole city would have been spared for the

sake of ten righteous men. As this number was lacking
the city was destroyed. There was only one "righteous"
and he, from the circumstances of his being there, might
without injustice and but for Abraham's prayer would have
perished in the general overthrow.
As to the answer to Abraham's fervent prayer this fol-

lowed to the extent that Lot, the best man in Sodom, his

wife and two daughters escaped. For their sakes God even
spared one of the five cities, Zoar. Ch. 19: 21, 22. Let us
be reminded that every true prayer is answered, if not by a
"yes" it is none the less answered if the response be a "no."
That Sodom was not spared, was due to the incorrigible
condition of its people. The will of man can thwart the
loving purpose of heaven, and make void the prayer of the
righteous. _ !

"
:
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EIVE-MIJVWTE SE-RMOJV O/sf THE
GOL.DE.A TEJTT.

By Peter Ainslie

KAYER is the mightiest power in all the

.—^ I
world today. So far as achievements are

w* I concerned, there is nothing that can he

mentioned by the side of it. 1 know that

men talk about electricity and its achieve-

ments and I do not deny that they are

wonderful, but when and where was there

any power in men's hands to divide instant-

ly a sea seven miles wide, to throw a

transparent dam across a rapidly flowing

river so that a great host passed over on
dry land, to make wild lions pillows for God's prophet,

to bring water out of a rock, to play with the stars so

that they fought against the enemy and to make the

sun and the moon stand still ? These achievements are

so old that we forget them, but we can lift up our eyes

to-day and see what prayer is doing. See George
Muller praying up an orphanage and Hudson Taylor
praying up an army for the conversion of China. From
a worldly point of view, they represent an ordinary

type of men, but they believed God and the Almighty
heard them. The Bristol orphanage cares for twelve

hundred children and the China Inland mission has

more than eight hundred missionaries and only God is

back of these enterprises. "If the Lord be for us,

who can be against us ?" Both Testaments are full

of examples of effectual, fervent prayers and all along
through the ages, God has let shine great examples to

remind us of the power that belongs to the Christian.

You can go down too into the obscure places and you
will find men and women who will tell you when and
where God heard them. These cases may never get

into print, but God makes the record of them. Prayer
is the mightiest power against sickness, poverty and
defeat. Out of all these fields vast armies
of men and women can stand up and say

that at such a time, if God had not heard
our prayers, we would have suffered a complete
overthrow, "but the Lord delivereth us out of them
all." Has he not said : "The eyes of the Lord are

upon the righteous and his ears are open unto their

cry?" By the side of all promises, write, "The word
of the Lord cannot be broken." Many possibilities lie

within our grasp. God has given to us the power and
he has named the cost, which is piety. From unworldly
lips prayer is limitless. God wants his children to

exercise the power. Pray to God. Talk with him
frequently. He hears it all. Trust to his power rather

than to your piety, to his grace than to your power,
and he will bring it to pass.

Our Father, thou hast heard us often. Hear us
always for Jesus' sake. Amen. ,,

I can imagine a man who says, "It is of no use for
me to make an effort ; I am too weak, and the chain too
strong." Give a good tug, my brother. Put out your
best. Rise, weak and all as you are, only rise, and
God almighty will rise with you and in you and for
you. Although Alps were piled on Apennines, God
the Lord will lay them in dust. Thy feet shall stand
in heaven, if thou wilt but begin. That is how we are
saved. God is the bottom of it and the top of it, but
He works along these natural, human lines of self-de-

termination.—John M'Neil.
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FTtAyE'R MEETING.
Frederick F. Grim.

THE WISE DECISIOJV.
Z,ech. 8:23: "Reference Jer. 50: 4-, 5: Isa. 2; 2. 3.

HERE upon canvas or with the pen haveWwe a truer portrayal of human experience

than that which is given us by the proph-

ets? They knew life and have reflected

it with a sincerity that becomes at times

painful. They were idealists ; they were

realists ; but above all they were true to

the truth as it was given them to see it.

As long as encouragement and hope were

the best tonic for the people they did

not hesitate to give it ; but when necessity

laid upon them to administer that which was bitter

and distasteful they did it with the calm assurance

of having acted the part of a faithful physician. Like

a wilful and half-spoiled child the people insisted on

following their own way. The result was they must
learn the most important lessons of life from the

tragedy of the captivity.

We think how foolish they were ! But after all, they

reflect universal experience. How many there are

who do not learn the deep things of life until they

have passed under the rod of affliction. The prodigal

son came to himself and faced about when he had
spent all and become disgusted with his manner of

life. The wise decision did not precede, but follow-

ed, his renegade career. So it is with us largely to-

day ; the rainbow of hope appears through the tears

of disappointment

Our First Inquiry.

Where is God and who are the people who are with

him? for that is where we wish to be found. To
those whose faith is fixed in the living God, triumph

and victory are sure to come.

We are the spiritual inheritors of all the past

—

as a nation and as Christians. The world is looking

to the Anglo-Saxon people for the solution of the

great questions of individual and social duty. Are
we living up to our opportunities? Are we fulfilling

the expectation of far-distant lands as they send up
their cry for life and love? Can we convince these

people that God is with us and that he has a fatherly

care for all men, if we, his children and agents, are

so controlled by the commercial spirit of the age that

we traffic in souls, delivering them to the adversary?

Is it not well that we pause and ask ourselves the

question—how long will he be the protector and
sponsor of this nation if we do not more earnestly take

heed unto our ways? Let us study the life of this

great people of the past that we may not err as they

have erred ; finally to reap a fate like unto theirs.

Though all the world should be against us, if God is

with us victory will crown our efforts.

Wise or Foolish.

It would seem that many men are unwise or else

they doubt that God is interested in our behalf.

Ofttimes our own lives lack the potency and sweet-

ness of the divine presence. Too long we have been
engaged in endless strife over genealogies and ques-

tions which do not satisfy the hungering of the starv-

ing soul. The accompaniments of true religion have
been emphasized to the neglect of the essence. We
have tithed mint, anise and cummin and neglected

the weightier matters—the fundamental verities. It

is not a question in science, a pure intellectual propo-

sition that we are asking men to decide ; but it is one
which must appeal to the ethical and religious sense
of man, giving to his life a new curve. With urgency
we should proclaim the living, loving Christ as the
sinner's best friend.

Let us build upon the rock; let us have our lamps
trimmed and burning, that we may be the promoters
of the most genuinely spiritual type of religion that

the world has seen.

CH*RISTIAjyr EJSTVEAVOH.
By Charles Blanchard.

GOT>S 'REQ\JI'REMEJ*TS.
Uopic Aug. 18; "Ref. "Deui. 10:12-14-.

There is in this an affectionate appeal to reason.

The great requirements of the law of Moses are based
on the fundamental principles of morality. Let it be
declared everywhere and always that religion is a
reasonable matter. I never could see any sense in

decrying the moral man, or trying to exalt the spiritual

at the expense of the moral. There is no separating
the moral and spiritual. God's requirements are rea-

sonable.

Uhe "Prophet's Summary.
"He hath shown thee, O man, what is good; and

what doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly,

and to love mercy, and to walk numbly with thy
God?"—Micah 6:8. This splendid summary of the

divine requirements must appeal to the reason of all

right-thinking men. And you will notice the appeal is

to man—to all men. I cannot understand the attitude

of opposition or passive indifference in which many
men put themselves. It certainly must grow out of a

misapprehension of the great divine and human re-

quirements of religion. That there is a persistent ig-

norance, wilful or otherwise, on the part of great

masses of men, of all classes and conditions, is appar-
ent to any one who observes men. It may be partly

owing to the failure on the part of many professed
Christians to exemplify these three great principles

of all true religion—justice, mercy, humility. There
has been in the past an unwise emphasis of the theo-

logical requirements, which has resulted in confus-

ing the popular mind, and led -to the conclusion that

religion is a sort of supernatural something which
practical people cannot understand and cannot afford.

I believe profoundly in the supernatural in the re-

ligion of revelation, but the moral and spiritual, the

practical and supernatural, go together and help us to

understand the deep things of God. Jesus said: "If

any man will do his will, he shall know of the doc-

trine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak of

myself." The religion of Christ is practical and can
be proven by trial. The Master waits the world's

supreme test. He has given the challenge, and it

abides the centuries. Christ summed up the law and
the prophets in the two great commandments: "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and
with all thy soul—and thou shalt love they neighbor
as thyself." So we find the great divine requirements

are the same for all time and for all men.
"For Thy Good."

This is the final proof. "For thy good" Moses
gave the law ; the prophets warned ; holy men of God
spake, as they were moved by the Holy Spirit ; the

Master spake as never man spake, lived as never man
lived, and died as never man died. O believe it. obey

it and live

!
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THE QX/IET HOVR.
[The Internationa] Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By the Rev. Alexander Smellie, M, A.

GOT> CALLS' ABHAW.
"And I will make of thee a great nation, and I will bless thee,

and make thy name great; and thou shalt be a blessing."—Gene-

sis 12: 2.

Monday— Genesis 12. 1-9.

Abram yielded an unquestioning obedience to God's

call.

He went out, not knowing whither he went. A
homeless wanderer, he pitched his tent to-day by the

side of the well, and he could not have told you where

his invisible Guide would bid him stretch its cords to-

morrow. He submitted himself absolutely to the will

of the heavenly Lord.

I must be like him, if I am to be a servant of God.

Conversion is his call; and what is conversion? It is

unspeakable grace on the divine side ; but it is sim-

ple and unquestioning obedience on the human side.

There is an untried God who must be followed with-

out the shadow of a doubt. There is a country, "afar

beyond the stars," which must be sought through

good report and through bad.

Conversion is the richest blessedness ; it is the com-
pletest sacrifice also.

Tuesday—JVehemiah 9. 5-10.

Mr. Ruskin writes in one of his little books, "The
Crown of Wild Olive," "All good men know their

captain ; where he leads, they must follow ; what he

bids they must do. Without this trust and faith,

without this captainship and soldiership, no great

deed, no great salvation, is possible to man." I hope

that I understand from experience the truth of these

wise words.
Abraham did. When God "brought him forth out

of Ur of the Chaldees," he "found his heart faithful."

How the command reached him I cannot tell. But
Abram embraced it, and carried it out, although it

meant even more of mystery and hardship and loss

than he could have dreamed.
Still there are glorious compensations. God "made

a covenant" with Abraham, and "performed his

words."
Wednesday—Acts 7. 1-7,

Abraham not only "obeyed God's call ; he waited

Ion 7 for the fulfilment of God's promise. The land

flowing with milk and honey. God "gave him none
inheritance in it, no, not so much as to set his foot

on." Abraham lived and died an alien in his own pos-

sessions.

I am asked not only to obey the call of God, but to

hold fellowship with him, and to stifle all distrust of

him, although his dealings with me are very mysteri-

ous and very painful. I have the assurance of the

inheritance, but the assurance tarries long for its

realization. Meanwhile I must be content to be a

stranger and a pilgrim. Meanwhile I must be pre-

pared for apparent disappointment and failure, for

separation from those who surround me, for inter-

course with a God who is unseen and who is likely

to prove my patience and my tenacity to the utter-

most. But,

"To the hour of death, after this life's whim,
When the heart beats low, and the eyes grow dim,
And pain has exhausted every limb

—

The lover of the Lord shall trust in him.

God bade Noah build an ark to the saving of his

house from a deluge which was coming on the earth.

And Noah obeyed, though present circumstances seem-
ed to pronounce him a foolish and credulous man.

But the ark itself was a help to his trust.

Enoch walked with God in communion, and never

doubted. So far as I know, Enoch's confidence was
subjected to no supreme trial.

Abel offered to God an excellent sacrifice. He
approached him with the ruddy lifeblood of one of the

lambs of his flock. He sought peace with the right-

eous Lord. He yearned for the remission of his sins.

But Abraham transcended them all. He "believed

God," though he was without the external helps which
Noah had ; though his sorest distresses, unlike

Enoch's, came to him from the procedure of God
himself; though he had to bring a costlier offering

than Abel's to the altar. My Lord, create in me Abra-
ham's triumphant faith.

Friday—Hebretu* 11. 6-10.

Abraham looked for the city which hath the founda-
tions, whose Builder and Maker is God. Indeed, he
was a citizen of it, all the while he tabernacled in

Canaan ; for he had laid firm hold on the things which
last, and the life which is life indeed.

When I do the will of God, I have the abiding home.
And this is his will, that I believe on him whom he
has sent. This, too, that I should be a saint, a holy

man. And this, that I should glorify him on the earth,

and should finish the work he has given me to do.

If these desires of his are fulfilled in me, then mine
is already the life eternal, and before I reach heaven,
I dwell in the city which hath foundations.

Saturday—Mark 1- 14-20.
Who are the souls whom Jesus uses most? Who

are they whom he can make "fishers of men"? They
are those who have left all and followed him.
He gains from them implicit faith. Other voices

used to influence them, to charm, and instruct, and
sway them. But now his voice carries the supreme
and satisfying message. They listen to him with
absolute trust. His words are sweet to their taste.

And have not these the true evangel to proclaim to

others ?

And he gains from them a glad obedience. Duty is

not frigid and austere in their belief; it is the doing
of his will who fills their whole horizon, and whom
they esteem before all beside; it "doth wear the

Godhead's most benignant grace." And have not
these the sweetest and noblest life to expound?
May mine be this faith, this love, this obedience.

For thus only shall I be a true fisher of men.
Sunday—MarK lO. 28-31.

"He shall receive a hundredfold now in this time."

How true it is

!

Trial endured for God enlarges my knowledge of
divine truth. In the dark days I take a special inter-

est in his Word. I grasp with a firmer hand his prom-
ises. I apprehend more richly his mind and his pur-
pose. If "on the one side there is a darkening world,"
then, "on the other side there is a brightening Bible."

And I should welcome the gloom which leads to such
an issue.

And trial endured for God purifies my character.

By it I am delivered from the undue love of what is

seen and temporal.

And trial endured for God brings him very near.

Sometimes he finds it hard to get a quiet season of
communion with me. I have so much work to do;
I have so many engagements to keep ; I live in such a
constant whirl. But he withdraws me from these into

the wilderness, and he has leisure to speak to my
heart, and I learn his power to soothe and sustain.

A hundredfold—yes, indeed !
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The Theology of Albrecht Ritschl,

by Professor Albert Temple Swing of

Oberlin, together with "Instruction in

Ritschl, translated by Alice Mead
Swing, A. B..

It is a misfortune that the Ritschl-

ian theology became generally known
in Britain and America at first mainly

through hostile criticism. Professor

Swing in this volume seeks to supply

the Christian Religion" by Albrecht

a corrective to that one-sidedness. If

these pages sometimes have the appear-

ance of special pleading, the reader

cannot but be pleased with the enthu-

siasm, the first-hand knowledge of

Ritschl, and the clear exposition of his

views which they contain. The trans-

lation of Ritschl's famous "Unter-

richt," one of the most crabbedly writ-

ten of all his works, will be very wel-

come, even to scholars. Per-

haps especially to them, for

it seems unlikely that even

a translation will make it palatable

to many others. We welcome this

book very heartily and would urge

those who wish to know the other side

in the Ritschl controversy to peruse its

pages.

"The Story of Nineteenth Century

Science," by Henry Smith Williams,

Harper & Brothers, publishers, is a

portly volume of 475 pages. It is print-

ed on heavy calendered paper and has

about a hundred illustrations, most of

which are portraits of eminent scien-

tists. Its price is $2.50. The table of

contents includes all of the more im-

portant branches of science, and the

manner of treatment while thorough-

ly accurate is not above the level of

the ordinary reader. After a descrip-

tion of the condition of science at the

beginning of the century, there follows

a review of the century's progress in

astronomy, paleontology, geology, me-
teorology, physics, chemistry, biology,

anatomy, physiology, scientific medi-

cine, and experimental psychology.

Some final suggestions are also made
touching some of the unsolved scien-

tific problems. This book presents in

an interesting and popular way the

evolution of modern science. It gives

also the most recent findings of mod-
ern research. To the general reader

it will prove a source of valuable in-

formation, while to the preacher it

will supply a rich store of illustrative

material. The interest of the book is

enhanced by brief sketches of the men
whose scientific achievements are re-

corded.

"The Progress of the Century" is a

companion volume to the "Story of

Nineteenth Century Science." It is

published by the same firm, and sells

at the same price. But instead of be-

ing a continuous story—the work of

one writer—it is a collection of separ-

ate treatises, the work of a number of

eminent specialists. The table of con-

tents is as follows: Evolution, by Dr.

Alfred Russel Wallace; Chemistry, by
Prof. William Ramsay; Archaeology,
by Prof. William M. Flinders-Petrie;

Astronomy, by Sir Joseph Norman
Lockyer; Philosophy, by Prof. Edward
Caird; Medicine, by Dr. William Os-

ier; Surgery, by Dr. W. W. Keen;
Electricity, by Prof. Elihu Thomson;
Physics, by President Thomas C. Men-
denhall; War, by Sir Charles W. Dilke;

Naval Ships, by Captain Alfred T. Ma-
han; Literature, by Andrew Lang; En-
gineering, by Thomas C. Clarke; Re-
ligion, by Cardinal James Gibbons,
Prof. A. V. G. Allen, Prof. Richard J-.

H. Gottheil and Prof. Goldwin Smith.
These papers, which are as far as pos-

sible stripped of technical phraseology,

give the results of scientific investiga-

tion without overburdening the reader

with the processes. They contain a

mass of valuable first-hand knowledge
not easily obtainable elsewhere.

In the opening chapter on Evolution
Dr. Wallace takes the position that

'Evolution, as a general principle, im-
plies that all things in the universe, as

we see them, have arisen from other

things, which preceded them, by a pro-

cess of modification, under action of

those all-pervading but mysterious
agencies known to us as 'natural

forces,' or more generally 'the laws of

nature.' " This naturalistic position

may be defensible when we limit our
view to things as we see them; but we
must not forget that when we have
discovered the physical basis of life we
are still a long way from the basis of

physical life. Life proceeds from life,

and behind all things is the living God.

In the chapter on Religion there is a

four-cornered discussion by represen-

tatives of Roman Catholicism, Protest-

antism, Judaism and Free Thought.
Such discussions are profitable, for

"truth is a torch, and the more 'tis

shook it shines." The whole book is

provocative of thought and will prove

a valuable possession.

Up from Slavery; An Autobiog-

raphy, by Booker T. Washington;
Doubleday, Page & Co., New York;

330 pages; price, $1.50.

This is a notable book. It has three

outstanding features. First, the hu-

man interest in it is strong and perva-

sive; second, it incidentally throws a

flood of light upon a great race prob-

lem: and third, it is written in a nat-

ural, simple style, which has all the

charm of the; highest art. But inter-

esting as this book is, as showing the

upward struggles of a heroic human
soul against fearful odds, it has a still

higher value as showing the possibili-

ties of the negro race. In what has

been attained by the individual, we
have a promise and prophecy of what
may yet be attained by the whole. The
work of social regeneration among a

people little more than a generation

ivn.ijved fio^u o.-Vuluc. a^.d but few
gen.r„;ions removed ux>-i b»r.jari=m,

must necessarily be slow. A nation
may be born in a day, but its develop-
ment is the patient work of centuries.

But whatever may be our impression
of the progress of the negro race since
their emancipation, we are forced to
admit that a people that can produce
such a splendid specimen of humanity
as Booker T. Washington are not
without hope.

The crowning achievement of Mr.
Washington's life—and the one with
which this book is largely taken up

—

is the founding of the Tuskegee Nor-
mal and Industrial Institute. This
work has given Mr. Washington the
foremost place as educator among the
colored people of the world. Follow-
ing along the lines of Hampton Insti-

tute, where he was educated, he has
built up a large training school which
is being accepted as the model in the
education of the negro youth. Mr.
Washington sees that before the ne-
gro can rise he must become an in-

dustrial factor. He admits that too
many educated negroes have become
lawyers, doctors and clergymen. The
first thing upon which he insists is

that the negro must have a trade; and
the second is that he must have a
good moral character. His plan for

solving the negro problem is eminent-
ly sensible, and has the highest en-
dorsement of the Southern people. To
get this bright view of the negro char-
acter and this hopeful view of the
negro problem, read this absorbingly
interesting book.

"Latin America," by Hubert W.
Brown, M. A., illustrated. Fleming H.
Revell Co., Chicago, 1901, pp. 308.

Price, $1.25. The five lectures of which
this book is composed were first given
before the students of Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary, and their purpose as
stated by the author is to awaken an
interest in Mexico and Central and
South America as missionary fields.

Mr. Brown was for sixteen years a

missionary in Mexico. The subjects

treated cover the history of the South
American countries, dealing in alliter-

ative fashion with the Pagans, the
Papists, the Patriots, the Protestants,

and the Present Problem. The
aboriginal situation is described in the
first chapter with the illustration of

pagan beliefs and customs, and espe-

cially the resemblances of the early

South American religious practices to

many of those prevalent in Romanism.
Under the second head, the splendid

work of the early Catholic missiona-

ries is described with the consequent
wealth and power of the church, and
the corruption and failure which iol-

lowed. The political situation in these

South American countries, which has

led to such repeated revolutions, is the

theme of the third chapter, which sets

forth the causes of the awakening, the

fight for independence, and the strug-

gle for religious liberty. These earlier
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chapters lay the foundation for the

discussion of the real problem of Prot-

estantism and its present missionary

methods and duties. The writer be-

lieves that far greater interest ought

to be taken in South and Central

America as mission fields than is at

present evident, either on the part of

the missionary societies or of the

Church at large. In the entire book,

the author appears as an advocate. At
the same time, he is eminently fair to

Romanism, whose many virtues are

not to be overlooked in the condemna-
tion of its faults. No one can fail to

be struck on reading this book with

the fact which every student of the

original races of the country has ob-

served, namely, that Romanism invari-

ably takes the practices of paganism
and employs them, using only a differ-

ent nomenclature, so that the feasts of

the pagan gods become the feasts of

the saints and the virgin, while the old

sun dance is rechristened under the

name of St. John. Almost every ele-

ment of the old pagan faith can be

found in Romanism with a change of

label and a slight adaptation to Catho-
lic ideas. The work closes with a

number of excellent suggestions for

missionary work and with a bibliog-

raphy.

"With the Tibetans in Tent and
Temple," by Susie Carson Rijnhart, M.
D.; Fleming H. Revell company. Not
since Livingstone recorded his travels

in Africa has a more interesting book
of its kind appeared than that of Mrs.

Rijnhart, with the above title. It is a
narration of fact surpassing fancy.

The art of book-making consists in

having something to say and saying it

simply. Dr. Rijnhart had a most ex-

traordinary experience to relate and
tells it with a simplicity that is the

very artlessness of art. If she has any
fault at all it is that of telling an ex-

traordinary story too modestly. Many
a thrilling incident is compressed into

a short paragraph. As her expedition

to the lone, wild inner-land of that

least known of all countries was un-
dertaken with a transcendent purpose,

the reader soon discovers that purpose
revealed in the narrative. It is made
abundantly evident that Dr. Rijnhart
never sought adventure for advent-
ure's sake.

Tibet lies on a high plateau in Cen-
tral Asia. It is a nominal dependency
of China, paying tribute to the "Son of

Heaven," making a show of yielding

to her authority on the border, but act-

ing independently under the sway of

the Grand Lama in the interior. This
high potentate is a sort of Buddhist
pontiff and the sacred city of Lhassa,
where he lives surrounded by great
Lamaseries of monks, is not allowed
to be desecrated by the foot of unbe-
lieving foreigners. The people of the
inner-land are nomads and trade with
China is carried on by means of great
caravans. Every trader is a robber
when away from home.

After a few years of residence on

the border, Mr. and Mrs. Rijnhart un-

dertook a pioneering missionary trip

into the interior and succeeded in

piercing almost to the sacred capital.

It was a picturesque country through
which they traveled, with great moun-
tains, rolling plains, blue inland seas

and wild, roving peoples. Hospitality

is a sacred virtue among them, and all

would have gone well but for the prev-

alence of brigandage, which is a sort

of by-occupation. In quick succession

came the loss of all their goods; the

death of their child; the desertion of

their guides; and then the climax of

tragedy, the murder of Mr. Rijnhart.

After that followed two months of

sleeplessness and hardships and dan-
gers, rendered doubly perilous by the

position of a woman in a country
which forbids her not only considera-

tion, but even courtesy.

Interwoven throughout this interest-

ing volume are pen pictures of land-

scapes, dwellings, strange peoples, and
customs, these serving as a most effec-

tive background for the moving dra-

ma. The description of battles during
the Mohammedan rebellion; of a resi-

dence within the walls of a great Lam-
sery; of the religious beliefs and cere-

monies of the far-famed Buddhist
Lamas, and of numberless remarkable
things in connection with a land so

little known, are of themselves suffi-

cient to make the volume well worth
perusing. Every reader will lay it

down impressed with the heroic ele-

ment in Christian missions. He will

also have his hope fortified in the fu-

ture of missions, even in such hard
fields as Tibet. He will marvel at the

consecration of one who could give

herself to a people who had despoiled

her of the chief treasures of her life.

Dr. Rijnhart's desire to return to Tibet
in spite of all the tribulations endured
is of the spirit of Christ. It was this

spirit of ready sacrifice that rendered
the early Christians gloriously trium-
phant.

Bible Characters; Joseph and Mary
to James, Brother of Jesus, by Alex-
ander Whyte. Fleming H. Revell Co.,

Chicago, 1901, pp. 245. Price, $1.25.

Dr. Whyte is probably the^best of all

Bible character students, and is the
author of several volumes of studies

similar to those which the present book
contains. Earlier volumes have given
studies in characters from Adam to

Achan, from Gideon to Absalom, and
from Achitophel to Nehemiah. Th<3

present one deals with such characters

as Joseph and Mary, Simeon, Zacha-
rias and Elizabeth, John the Baptist,

Nicodemus, Peter, John, Matthew,
Lazarus, Mary Magdalen, and several

of the people met in the ministries of

Jesus' life, such as the widow with the

two mites, the woman with the issue

of blood, the penitent thief, Annanias
and Sapphira, and the Ethiopian
eunuch. Dr. Whyte has an admirable
faculty of getting at the heart of a

character and interpreting it to us.

The studies are both historical and de-

votional and furnish admirable mate-
rial for private perusal or family de-

votion.

No surer way could be found to<

make glad the heart of a boy than to
put into his hands the dainty book
entitled "Everyday Birds," by Brad-
ford Torrey. It is a square 12 mo.
volume of 106 pages, and is published
by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., which is

guarantee for the excellency of its

workmanship. It sells at a dollar.

The twelve colored plates with which
it is illustrated are copies of Audu-
bon's famous pictures. The text of
the book consists of elementary studies
of bird nature by one who has the eye
and the heart of a naturalist. It is

just the kind of book to slip into one's
traveling bag when starting out on a
vacation. It ought to be read when
lying prone on the grass in some shady
grove, listening to the songs of the
birds.

"The Jewish Encyclopedia" is the
title of a large and important work
which is being issued by the publish-
ing house of Funk & Wagnalls Co. It
will consist of ten volumes and when
completed will be a monument of mod-
ern scholarship. Some 400 American
and European scholars are engaged in
us preparation. The esumated cost
will not fall short of $750,000. In its

scope the book includes the history,
religion, literature and customs of the
Jewish people from the earliest times
to the present day. The first volume
has just been issued.

"From the Dream of My Youth," by
E. P. Tenny, Lothrop Publishing Co.
We make two quotations, which are
sample bits of practical wisdom,
strung upon a slender thread of nar-
rative.

"It is as wicked to worry as to blun-
der. It is as foolish to look behind
despairing as to fail in foresight."
"The world much begrudges the

space to record its woes; but he who
has joys to tell finds room enough.
Our world is so made up that sorrow is

not artistic unless the cloud be
turned to the sun to show the silver
lining."

"The Tempting of Father Anthony"
is the title of a new novel by George
Horton which A. C. McClurg & Co. an-
nounce for publication Oct. 1. It is an
idyllic love story, the scenes of which
are laid in Argolis, where Mr. Horton
spent his summers during his resi-
dence in Greece. The illustrations are
being made by Otto J. Schneider of
Chicago.

With the present widely diversified
endeavors of the settlement Miss Jane
Addams finds her life largely full. She
has written and lectured widely, how-
ever. Just now she is writing a book
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upon "Democracy and Social Ethics,"

and her publisher already has made
the announcement of it. She is a con-

tributor to the magazines and has de-

livered courses of lectures at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, at the University

of West Virginia, and at the Univer-

sity of Iowa. In university extension

work she has appeared on the plat-

form in numerous cities.

"A Religion That Will Wear" is the

title of a book which is attracting con-

siderable notice in England. It is a
"layman's confession of faith, address-

ed to agnostics by a Scottish Presby-

terian," whose identity is as yet un-

known. An American edition of the

book will be issued by Thomas Whit-
taker.

LlTE'RA'R.y JVOTES".
Adjustable Authors.—The most

cheerful author, Samuel Smiles; the

noisiest, Howels; the tallest, Longfel-

low; the most flowery, Hawthorne; the

holiest, Pope; the happiest, Gay; the

most amusing, Thomas Tickell; the

most fiery, Burns; the- most talkative,

Chatterton; the most distressed, Aken-
side.—Chicago Times-Herald.

Marie Corelli is said to be the liter-

ary lion of Stratford-on-Avon. She

lives in a large and extremely pretty

house. She is very popular in the fa-

mous little Warwickshire town, and
there is little doubt, one of her admir-

ers says, that a great many of its peo-

ple are far better acquainted with

"The Mighty Atom" than with "Ham-
let."

Responding to the toast of "The La-

dies" recently at the Authors' club

dinner in London, Mrs. Humphrey
Ward asserted that there was some-
ttiing to be said for the "novel with a

purpose" and confessed to belonging

to that denomination of writers that

did not always bear a good name. She

said that the artist is no worse, but

better, for stepping outside the limita-

tions of art sometimes for the sake of

social service.

In the new Encyclopedia Biblica

Professor George Adam Smith ex-

presses a "hope that nobody will go

to Beersheba looking for the seven

wells which gave name to the place.

But recently Professor George L. Rob-
inson of McCormick Theological sem-
inary has found the seven wells and
prints in the Biblical World a descrip-

tion of six of them with photogravures
of them.

In a letter to a friend in 1893 Huxley
wrote regarding certain honors which
he had been assisting to bestow on the

memory of a departed Englishman
whom he did not particularly care for

"Whatever the man might be he did a

lot of first-rate work, and now that he

can do no more mischief he has a right

to his wages for it. If I only live an-
other ten years I expect to be made a
saint myself. 'Many a better man
has been made a saint of,' as old David
Hume said to his housekeeper when
they chalked up 'St. David's street' on
his wall."

Mr. Winston Churchill announces
that he has about completed another
historical novel, and that Abraham
Lincoln, U. S. Grant and William Te-
cumseh Sherman are to figure in it.

Mr. Churchill would doubtless have
chucked Jeff Davis, Robert E. Lee and
Stonewall Jackson in it if he could
have had a little more time. It is re-

ported, however, that he received the
following telegram from his publishers

a few days ago:

"Chop it where you are. Mob out-

side howling for the new book. We
can't hold out much longer. First edi-

tion, 960,000 copies."

The author of "The Helmet of Na-
varre" is a young lady who is only a
little more than 20 years old. The
story has an average of two bloody
fights to the page. It is alleged that

Miss Runkle fainted the other day
when her mother's cook cut her thumb
with the potato knife.

Some publisher is missing a golden
opportunity in neglecting to bring out
"The Love Letters of Brigham
Young."

Mary E. Wilkins has written a lore
song containing this stanza:

"The honeysuckle is red on the rock;
The willow floats over the brook like

a feather;

In every shadow some love lies hid,

And you and I in the world to-

gether."

The latest report from New Jersey
says, however, that the doctor is still

impatiently waiting.

A New York publisher of novels
gives some points of interest. He
thinks that 40,000 to 50,000 is a good
sale for a novel. A book is worth
having if it sells a clear 2,500 copies,

and the ordmary book is not a loss

to the publisher, save in time and
trouble, if it sells a thousand copies.

It is now rare in America to buy the
copyright of a book. An average num-
ber for a first edition is 1,500, and
when a book reaches a sale of 5,000 it

is well worth advertising.

Mr. Benjamin Kidd, who has main-
tained a long silence since the publi-

cation of his successful book, is en-

gaged upon another, which he hopes
to have ready for publication in the

autumn of next year.

A. Henry Savage Landor, the author
of "In a Forbidden Land," has written

a book on the recent disturbances in

China. He was in Tientsin when it

was taken, entered Pekin with the re-

lieving forces and was the first Euro-
pean to enter the forbidden city as a
guest by the side of the Russian gen-
eral.

Tolstoi is finishing a new novel to

be called "Who Is Right?" It will be
highly sensational and a sort of com-
plementary work to "Resurrection."

"Impostors Among Animals" are so

numerous and so clever that Professor
William M. Wheeler's illustrated ar-

ticle on their tricks and devices will

probably be a revelation to most read-

ers of the July Century. Some insects,

it seems, could give points to Sherlock
Holmes.

Mr. Morley's life of Gladstone is so

far advanced that the American pub-
lishers have been able to decide on the

form in which they are to issue it. The
American edition will be in two vol-

umes, while the English one may be in

three, though the point is not settled

The lapse of copyrights is causing a

boom in George Eliot's works. Three
new editions of "Adam Bede" have ap-

peared in barely more than as many
weeks, and there are more to follow.

A new book by Andrew Lang will be
published. It is entitled "Magic and
Early Religion," and contains a series

of criticisms of recent speculations

about early religion. Other essays deal

with the latest anthropological re-

search in the fields of religion and
magic.

Messrs. Frederick Warne & Co., New
York, will issue during the coming
season:

A new and powerful romance by Si-

las K. Hocking, "The Fate of Endil-

loe," a Cornish story written in this

author's best style.

"Kitty's Victoria Cross," a new story

by Robert Cromie, author of "A Plunge
Into Space," "For England's Sake,"
"The Crack of Doom," etc. The inci-

dents of this bright and vigorous story

take place principally in a little coun-
try town in the North of Ireland.

A new edition of "Booties' Baby; a
Story of the Scarlet Lancers." and
"Houp-la!" by John Strange 'Winter.

Profusely illustrated. In one volume.
8vo., paper covers.

"The 'Bridge' Manual." by the fore-

most English authority and expert.

John Doe. An illustrated practical

course of instruction and complete
guide to the conventions of the game.
With illustrated hands of actual play

printed in red and black.

"The Queen: Her Life and Reign."

By the late L. Valentine. Brought up
to date and profusely illustrated.
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At Winona Lake, Ind., July 24-29,

gatnered in thirteenth annual conven-

tion the Young People's Christian

Lnion of the United and Associate Re-

formed Presbyterian churches. The

attendance was about 2,000. There

was much satisfaction in the fact that

Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman had so far re-

covered from his recent serious illness

as to be able to give the address of

welcome. He also spoke on "Prayer"

on Thursday evening, attracting the

largest audience of the convention, and

on Friday evening on the value and

joy of a spirit-filled life. These efforts

were apparently too much for his

strength, as after the latter service Dr.

Chapman suffered from another attack

of heart trouble.

The BiDle Studies of Dr. Wilbert W.
White of Montclair, N. J., were par-

ticularly helpful. The "Quiet Hours"

were conducted by Mr. S. D. Gordon

of Cleveland with such themes as

"Keeping Tryst," "The Greatest Out-

let of Power," and "The Passion for

Winning Souls." A series of morning

addresses on Bible examples were

given by Dr. Joseph i_yle of Xenia

Theological Seminary.

The official reports showed that the

Union had 1,100 societies, with a mem-
bership of 40,000 United Presbyterians

and 20,000 from the Reformed Pres-

byterians, principally in the southern

states. Nearly five thousand members
of the societies have pledged them-

selves to give to religious work and
benevolence one-tithe of their incomes.

Treasurer B. K. Marquis reported a

total of $38,600 pledged toward the

tenth anniversary fund of $50,000. Of

this amount $32,700 has oeen paid.

The following national officers were

elected: President, Millard McMur-
dock of Marissa, 111.; recording secre-

tary, Mary J. Stewart of Philadelphia;

press secretary, John A. Craford of

Chicago; treasurer, B. K. Marquis of

Indianapolis; junior chairman, J. A.

Crosby of Aurora, 111. W. C. Nicoll

retired as president, and will soon

leave for Rawal Pindi, India, as one

of the faculty of the Gordon Memorial
college, the donors of which are Miss

Ina Law Robertson and Miss Eleanor

C. Law of Chicago.

"Missionary Night," the principal

address was by Dr. Alexander Gil-

christ, at the close of which a special

offering of $800 for mission work was
made. Thursday afternoon was de-

voted to the subject of temperance,

Rev. Chas. F. Wishart of Allegheny,

Pa., and Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts making
powerful addresses. The latter'e was

entitled "National Hopes and Perils at

the Crossing of the Centuries." A
college jubilee convocation with sev-

eral speakers, and various conferences

on Sunday school work, parish prob-

lems, tithe giving, etc., were helpful

features of the convention. The cli-

max was reached on Sunday night in

the address of J. Campbell White, just

returned from five years' work in In-

dia as international field secretary of

the Y. M. C. A. The devotional and

spiritual tone of the convention was
particularly noted. After next year

the meeting will be held biennially.

THE 'B'ROTHE'RHOO'D OF
ST. AJWREtO.

It was unfortunate that the first ex-

periment of a midsummer convention

for the Brotherhood of St. Andrew
was tried in such an unusually heated

season as the present has proved to

be. It was hardly a fair test as to its

success. Hitherto the convention has

met in September or October. An-
other unfortunate circumstance was
the coincidence in time of the celebra-

tion of the two-hundredth anniversary

oi the founding of the city of Detroit.

Yet this very fact demonstrated the

fidelity of the Brotherhood men. To
attend closely to business on hot days

and nights when unusually attractive

floral and electrical parades were pass-

ing in the streets, at least indicated

the earnestness of their purpose.

To some the showing at this con-

vention appeared discouraging because

its membership roll is not as large as

formerly. But in quality it is strong-

er than before for dead material has

been cut off and the spiritual growth

is noticeable. Fifteen years have de-

veloped strength of purpose which re-

cognizing certain weaknesses set itself

in this convention to devising and
working out remedies.

A new statement of the Brotherhood
object was accepted and will be sub-

mitted for discussion and for final ac-

tion next year. It reads as follows:

"The sole object of the Brotherhood

of St. Andrew is the spread of Christ's

Kingdom among men, especially young
men, and to this end every man desir-

ing to become a member thereof must
pledge himself to obey the Rules of

the Brotherhood so long as he shall be

a member. These rules are two. The
Rule of Prayer is to pray daily for the

spread of Christ's Kingdom among
men, especially young men, and for

God's blessing upon the labors of the

Brotherhood. The Rule of Service is

to make at least one earnest effort

each week to lead some man nearer to

Christ through his Church."

Bishop Codman of Maine gave the

charge and it fitted the neeu of the

hour. His topic was "The Call of

Jesus." Here are one or two of his

points: "If the cause of Jesus is to be

our cause we must learn to look at

the world as Jesus sees it In a

real sense you as well as the clergy

are mediators between God and your

fellowmen. If you do not keep up
your prayers for your particular man,
be prepared to fail. You will lose your

man, you will be false to him, and
you will grieve the heart of the Mas-
ter."

"The Brotherhood Need" was
strongly dealt with in an address by
Mr. Edmund Billings of Boston and
Mr. N. Ferrar Davidson, president of

the Brotherhood in Canada. Some
pointed questions were put by the first-

named: "Do you know anything about

the questions or the conditions which
are keeping hundreds of thousands of

men and women out of the Church?
Do you consider these questions as
outside your consideration as Chris-

tians and Brotherhood men? Let no
man persuade you that in any depart-

ment of life, there is no room for

Christ and his example. Business is

business only as it is God's business.

Politics is politics for you only when
the example of Christ is applied to its

regeneration." Mr. Davidson drew
lessons of humility, persistency and
personal touch from the life of St.

Andrew, who kept himself informed
about local circumstances and when
the occasion arose was the man for

the hour; he had a workable sugges-

tion.

Bishop Hall gave the address in

preparation for the celebration of the
Holy Communion which was at 6:30

o'clock Friday morning. There was
something thrilling in the sight of

such a number of men—sufficient to

fill every pew in St. John's church,

participating at this sacred service.

The business session was a long and
thorough one. Difficulties were faced

and discussed. Failure of a large

number of the Chapters to report to

headquarters so that it is not known
whether they are alive or dead re-

sulted in the decision to cut off 442 of

them with their estimated 4,000 mem-
bers.

"The \oung Man's Way" was a live

subject in the hands of Mr. James H.
Houghteling and Rev. Dr. W. C. Rich-
ardson. In a talk on "Responsibility

for the Boy," Rev. Endicott Peabody
of Groton, Mass., indicated consider-

able practical knowledge of his sub-

ject. He said the curse of today
among boys is loafing. The annual
sermon was delivered by Rev. Dr. J. H.
Mcllwaine of Pittsburgh, in which
perhaps the most telling sentence was
this: ".You cannot lift another on to

the rock unless your own feet are al-

ready planted there." Brotherhood
work in Japan and the West Indies

occupied one afternoon and special

work such as "Visiting," "Bible Class-

es" and "Prison Work" took the time
on Saturday evening. In between
tbose we have mentioned were several

other good addresses of which we can-
not make specific record. H. D. W.
English remains president of the
Brotherhood in the United States and
N. Ferrar Davidson in Canada..
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CHICAGO AJVD VICIJVITy.
Rev. William A. Bartlett of the Kirk

Street church, Lowell, Mass., has been
called to the pastorate of the First

Congregational church, as successor of

-the lamented Dr. Goodwin. Mr. Bart-

lett was born across the street from
tne First church edifice and has known
its history well.

The fifth annual session of the Illi-

nois School for Primary and Inter-

mediate Sunday School Workers has

been held at the Second Presbyterian

church during the past week. Prac-

tical subjects were discussed and
model lessons given.

Mrs. Cyrus H. McCormick has prom-
ised $30,000 to establish a fellowship

fund in McCormick Theological Sem-
inary, wnich will be used in sending
members of the senior class to Europe
to continue their studies. Mr. Stanley

McCormick gives $15,000 for library

purposes.

Rev. Dr. Adam Miller, one of the

oldest Methodist ministers in the

United States and president of the "Old

Guard," a band of physicians in which
eligibility to membership depended
upon thirty years of active practice,

entered into rest July 29.

Work has been begun on the new
church for the Presbyterians of Oak
Park. The seating capacity will be

600 with provision for another 600

when needed. In the basement will

be a dining room, kitchen, toilet and
cloak room. In the rear of the main
auditorium will be Sunday school, lec-

ture and class rooms. The pastor's

study will be on the same floor. The
total cost will be about $50,000. Rev.

Chas. Hoyt, D. D., is pastor.

Plans have been completed for the

new Baptist church at Chicago
Heights. The pastor, Rev. George Ar-

mour Fair, considers that they pro-

vide for a church specially adapted to

the need of the town. The auditorium
"will seat 600. Lecture room, pastor's

study, secretary's office, reading rooms
and library, baptistry, etc., will be on
the first floor. In the basement will

be Sunday school rooms, arranged to

accommodate four classes in the even-

ing night schools, which will be

opened in connection with the church
work this fall for the benefit of the

young men and women employed in

the factories during the day. The
basement will also comprise kitchen

and dining-room and gymnasium sup-

plied with latest appliances, locker-

rooms, and baths.

The first of a series of night gospel

meetings, which will continue for

thirty days, took place July 28 in a
big tent at Western avenue and Lubec
street, under the auspices of the four

leading churches of the vicinity. In

spite of the rain, fully 800 persons as-

sembled under the canvas.

The new Bethany Presbyterian

church, Humboldt boulevard near

Cortland street, Rev. Charles A. Wil-
son, pastor, was opened to the public

for the first time Sunday, July 28, ser-

vices being held in the basement. The
worK on the auditorium will be com-
pleted in a few weeks.

The tent meetings of the Avondale
Presbyterian church have drawn large

congregations and the pastor, Rev. C.

B. Beckes, expects good results. On
August 11, the Ridgeway Avenue
church will begin a series of tent meet-
ings.

Immanuel Baptist church, Rev. Dr.

Johnston Myers, is now sustaining six

missions and has about 2,500 Sunday-
school scholars enrolled; sometimes
more than 1,700 are present on a single

Sunday. The pastor has baptized

aDOtit 150 since Jan. 1st. The church
building is kept open every day in the

year.

Rev. John T. Christian has received

125 into the membership of the La
Salle Avenue Baptist church during
the year. It is understood that the
People's church of London, England,
has invited Mr. Christian to preach
there for two months at some future

date, not yet determined.

Rev. Camden M. Cobern of Denver,
Colo., is to succeed Rev. Robert Mc-
Intyre at St. James' Methodist Epis-

copal church. It is a somewhat sin-

gular fact that this is the second time
Mr. Cobern has succeeded Mr. Mcln-
tyre in the pastorate.

Covenant Baptist church has had a
good year. Besides paying all ex-

penses and having a balance on hand,

$1,300 has been paid off on the mort-
gage, and a similar amount has been
contributed for benevolent purposes.

The interior of the building has been
renovated, the walls frescoed, and a

new carpet laid.

Chicago was represented at the St.

Andrew's Brotherhood convention in

Detroit; by eight of the clergy and by
about forty lay delegates, foremost
among them James L. Houghteling,
father of the organization; E. P. Bay-
ley, ex-president of the Chicago
Church club; B. F. Tuttle, the present

president; and Major Taylor E. Brown,
its secretary.

Rev. W. S. Braddan, for five years

pastor of the Second Baptist church
at Detroit, has accepted a call to the

Berean Baptist church, 4811 State

street.

Grace English Lutheran congrega-

tion has rented a hall at 330 West Six-

ty-third street, half a block west of

Wentworth avenue, where services

will be conducted hereafter Sunday
morning and evening. The church is

in charge of Rev. Guido Scbuessler.

The Ravenswood Y. M. C. A. is to

have a new $50,000 home. Mr. R. J.

Bennett has offered $15,000 toward it.

and a lot has been bought at Wilson
and North Hermitage avenues. The
new structure will be of brick, with

stone trimmings. On the ground floor

there will be one or two stores, the

rentals of which will go toward the

general expenses. Gymnasium, baths,

a swimming pool and an assembly hall

w.th a seating capacity of 800 will be
included. On the third story will be
a dormitory for members of the asso-

ciation. Sixty men will oe accommo-
dated, and the income will probably
more than pay the running expenses.

The corner-stone of a church for the
Mission of St. John, an off-shoot of

St. James' parish, was laid by Bishop
Anderson July 21. For the lot, at the

corner of Vine and Reese streets, $4,500

has been paid, and the building will

cost nearly $8,000. The situation, just

off Clybourn avenue, offers great op-

portunities as a mission field. The
congregation owes much to tne deep
interest taken in the work by prom-
inent laymen of St. James's, notably
Messrs. Arthur Ryerson and W. Mills.

The priest-in-charge is the Rev. H. C.

Granger.

"Baptist.

The 118th session of the Dover Bap-
tist association met July 24 at Rich-
mond, Va. The report of the commit-
tee on the state of the churches con-

cluded thus: "We find that in sixty-

eight churches there have been during

the last twelve months forty pastoral

changes. Ten churches that were pas-

torless a year ago now have pastors.

So far as we can find, only five are at

present without pastors. We do not

see how it is possible, with such fre-

quent changes of pastors, to materially

strengthen the churches."

Rev. Ray Palmer has resigned his

pastorate of the Second church, Port-

land, Ore., having been there five

years. Under his pastorate a large

church debt has been paid, the audi-

CRATE-JVVTS
CREAM.

AJVD

An Idea! Hot XOeather "BreaK-

/or'.

The selection of food for hot weath-

er is an important question. We should

avoid an excess of fats, cut down the

butter ration and indulge more freely

in fruits and food easy of digestion.

One meat meal per day is sufficient

during hot weather.

An ideal breakfast is Grape-Nuts,

treated with a little cream (which, by
the way, supplies the necessary fat in

a very digestible form) a cup of Pos-

tum Cereal Food Coffee, hot. or if cold,

it should have a little lemon juice

squeezed in: then some fruit, either

cooked or raw; also perhaps two slices

of entire wheat bread with a very thin

spread of butter. A breakfast of this

sort is so perfectly adapted to the

wants of the system that one goes

through the heat of the day in com-

fort as compared with the sweaty, dis-

agreeable condition of one improperly

fed. Once put in practice, the plan

will never be abandoned during the

hot days, for the difference in one's

personal comfort is too great to be

easily forgotten.
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torium of the new house beautifully

furnished, and a pipe organ bought
and paid for. This church numbers
354 members, united, spiritual-minded,

and aggressive. Mr. Palmer goes to

Chillicothe, Mo.
The First church, Quincy, Ills., re-

ports 100 additions since October 1.

Congregational.

The forty-ninth anniversary of the

First church, Saiem, Oregon, was cele-

brated by the annihilation of a debt

of $550. Additions to the church dur-

ing the seven years' pastorate of Rev.

W. C. Kantner, number 199.

Large congregations have been
gathered in street meetings in the

neighborhood of Hyde Park, Union,
Plymouth, and Memorial churches, St.

Louis.

Congregational academies are a vital

force in developing Christian charac-

ter. Iberia Academy graduated the

last two years classes of which all the

members but one were Christians.

Kidder Academy has graduated a total

of 175 students, ninety per cent of

whom were professing Christians.

During the school year there were
twenty conversions. About fifty per

cent of the students become school

teachers and ten per cent enter the
ministry. Twenty-six per cent of the
men graduates of Drury college have
entered the ministry.

Pacific Theological seminary has
been removed from Oakland to Berke-
ley, California.

The quarterly meeting of the Cin-
cinnati Congregational Union had
some fine after-dinner addresses on
"What the Pew Has a Right to Expect
from the Pulpit." As one against
three, Rev. F. E. Bigelow spoke of

""What the Pulpit Has a Right to Ex-
pect from the Pew." The pastor of

Berea college, Ky., Rev. G. A. Burgess,
gave the principal address on "Some
Other Pilgrim Fathers"—those of the
Appalachian mountains.
Tne Rev. Samuel Scoville, son-in-

law of Henry Ward Beecher, has re-

signed as pastor of the First Congre-
gational church of Vineland, N. J., to

accept a call to become associate pas-

tor of Plymouth church, Brooklyn. His
pastorate at Plymouth church will be-
gin on the first Sunday in September.
At Rochester, Wis., the building

erected by the Universalists thirty

years ago, has been purchased by the

Congregational church and will be en-
larged and remodelled.

The experiment at Wabasha, Minn.,
of holding vesper services on the
church lawn, with short addresses and
good music, proves to be a great suc-
cess.

Since Rev. E. S. Lynd took charge
of the church at Zumbrota, Minn.,
there has been manifested a happy
spirit of co-operation and activity.

Many essentials for effective work
have been generously supplied. The
Endeavor society takes entire charge

of the evening service until September
1st.

Before leaving for his vacation the

pastor of the First church, Dubuque,
Iowa, Rev. Frank G. Smith, sent out a
mid-summer greeting to his people in

which he outlined the work of the

coming year. He proposes to decline

all outside calls the coming year, giv-

ing his whole time and strength to the

church. Among his plans for work
are efforts to reach men, organization

of the forces by wards, special meet-
ings and systematic Bible study.

Since the going of Rev. F. W. Dean
to Red Cloud, Neb., over three years

ago, forty-five have been added to the

church, $357 given to benevolence,

$3,475 raised for home expenses. The
pastor has made 1,033 pastoral visits,

has preached 476 sermons, had thirty-

one funerals, eleven weddings and
nineteen baptisms, and has driven

over 1,800 miles in carrying on the

parish work.

Rev. S. S. Mathews recently enter-

tained the sixty-three persons who
have united with the church at Dan-
ielson, Conn., during the two years and
a quarter of his pastorate. Of the

sixty-three thirty-one had come on
confession. The ages ranged from
twelve to eighty-five. Twenty-six
were males, thirty-seven females. It

was resolved by the assembled com-
pany that they would seek to live as

if they were alone responsible for the

progress of the kingdom of God in

the town. They took for their motto,

"Be filled with the Spirit."

CT/>e "Disciples.

About $500 in pledges has been se-

cured for a church building at Olney,

forty-three miles east of Pueblo, Colo.

The Mesa church, Pueblo, is happy
over the prospect of a permanent
church home. They have bought the

Broadway M. E. church, completely
furnished and carpeted, for $4,500.

They are to secure possession in one
year from time of purchase, in May.
Meanwhile the church will be raising

money to make a large payment. The
newly purchased property is admir-
ably located.

The Southern Illinois convention

was held at Cairo, Ills. Among the

topics discussed were the following:

Rev. W. L. Crim of Frankfort, 111., de-

livered an address upon the topic,

"Have the Churches of Christ Any
Creed But the Bible?" and Rev. Clark
Braden made an address upon "The
Relation of Churches of Christ to

Other Religious Bodies." Rev. G. W.
Tate of West Salem, 111., addressed the

convention upon the subject, "What
Constitutes a New Testament Prece-

dent That Is Now Binding on Chris-

tians?"

The congregation of the North Side

Christian church Kansas City, Kan.,

has extended a call to Rev. J. O. Davis
of Hollister, Cal. Mr. Davis accepted

L-e call. He succeeds Rev. T. J. Dick-

son, who has resigned to prepare him-
sen for examination for army chap-

plain, to which he has received an ap-

pointment.

Rev. E. S. Muckley of Bellefontaine,

Ohio, has accepted a call from the

church in Honolulu.

The new house of worship at Al-

fordsville, Ind., was dedicated July 21.

This is the second Church of Christ

in this town.

Rev. Walter Scott Priest of Atchi-

son, Kans., completed twenty-one
years in the ministry on July 21. Dur-
ing this time he has preached 2,457

sermons, has received 1,200 persons

into the church, married 234 couples

and conducted 267 funerals.

Rev. Paul H. Castle has been called

to the pastorate of the West End
church, St. Louis.

Dean Van Kirk of Berkeley Bible

seminary, has been giving two courses

of lectures at Garfield Park, Santa
Cruz, Cal. The topics are: "The Rise
of the Prophets" and "The Teachings
of Jesus."

An evangelistic meeting at Lancas-
ter, Texas, led by Rev. Messrs. Wilson
and Huston nas resulted in seventy-

five additions to the church there.

Rev. W. B. Crewdson of Council

Bluffs, Iowa, reports 100 added to the

JV«£ TO ASK..

&he Kind of Coffee XUhen
Postum Is XUell Made.

"Three great coffee drinkers were

my old school friend ana her two.

daughters.

They are always complaining and
taking medicine. I determined to give

them Postum Food Coffee instead of

coffee when they visited me, so with-

out saying anything to them about it,

I made a big pot of Postum the first

morning, using four heaping teaspoons

to the pint of water and let it boil

twenty minutes, stirring down occa-

sionally.

Before the meal was half over, each

one passed up the cup to be refilled,

remarking how fine the coffee was.

The mother asked for a third cup and
inquired as to the brand of coffee I

used. I didn't answer her question

just then, for I had heard her say a

while before that she didn't like Pos-

tum Food Coffee unless it was more
than half old-fashioned coffee.

After breakfast I told her that the

coffee she liked so well at breakfast

was pure Postum Food Coffee, and the

reason she liked it was because it was
properly made, that is, it was boiled

long enough to bring out the flavor. I

have been brought up from a nervous,

wretched invalid, to a fine condition

of physical health by leaving off coffee

and using Postum Food Coffee.

I am doing all I can to help the

world out of coffee slavery, to Postum
freedom, and have earned the grati-

tude of many, many friends." Myra J.

Tuller, 1023 Troost Ave., Kansas City,

Mo.
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church during the year he has been

with it.

The church at Canton, Ohio, is

building a tabernacle to hold 3,000 peo-

ple, in wnich to holu an eight weeks'

meeting, commencing August 25.

During the five years Rev. J. H.

Stottler has been pastor at Mount Car-

mel, Ills., 300 were added to the con-

gregation, and 232 under his preaching

at other points in the country.

The auditorium at Bethany Beach,

Del., has been dedicated and is well

adapted for assembly purposes. It is

an octagonal building, ninety-six feet

across each way, and about the same
height at the center, seated with com-
fortable chairs, with a capacity for one

thousand, and so arranged that several

thousand may hear. The meetings

Uiere will continue several weeks.

Mrs. Scott of Alexandria, mi, has

recently given the Foreign board $500

to be used in enlarging the dairy at

Damon, India. The dairy gives em-
ployment to several of the orphanage
boys.

A new house of worship is in process

of construction in Joplin, and, when
completed, the property will be worth
$25,000.

About 200 ladies gathered August 1,

at Bethany Park, Ind., for the opening
o± the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions.

Mrs. W. E. Atkinson of Wabash was
unable to be present and her paper on
"The Relation of the Church of Christ

to Missions" was read by Mrs. Boor of

New Castle. An excellent address on
"The Relation of the C. W. B. M. to

the Church of Christ," delivered by
Mrs. W. H. Williams of Lebanon, re-

ceived warm commendation and ap-

plause. There are 156 auxiliaries of

the C. W. B. M. in Indiana. The state

and general fund has received $10,-

196.55. Mrs. Lizzie W. Ross of Ed-
wards, Miss., talked entertainingly on
"The Southern Christian Institute."

The Rev. Burris A. Jenkins gave an
informal talk in the evening.

Episcopal.

Rev. A. W. Mann, himself a deaf

mute, has for twenty-six years labored

among the "silent people" of the towns
and cities of the northwest and inter-

ior. He has preached 4,000 sermons,

baptized 1,000 persons, visited nearly

100 deaf mute schools and united in

marriage ninety couples wiio could

neither hear nor speak. His "silent

congregations" are small as he states

that there are only about one deaf

mute to 1,600 hearing people. They
run from two in small towns to sev-

enty-five in large cities.

On the Leech Lake reservation, Mrs.

Mercer, wife of the acting agent, Cap-
tain W. A. Mercer, Seventh U. S. cav-

alry, has erected, with the Ltielp of

some friends, a beautiful house of

worship, capable of accommodating
about 300 persons. The cost has been
about $2,500.

A church tent has been in use for

the last two months in northern In-

diana, and has been found to be a

very successful means of reaching the

people. It has been moved from one

small town to another as needed.

At Jefferson City, Mo., the rectory

of Grace church has been sold for

$3,200, and a lot has been purchased

by the vestry adjoining the church on
Adams street, where a new rectory

will be constructed at once.

Methodist.
The Epworth Training assembly

opened for its eighth annual session,

July 25, at Ludington, Mich.

At Galva, 111., a class of fifty-five

probationers has been received into

full connection. Thirty-five have been
baptized. There are accessions at

nearly every service. The congrega-

tions are large and the spiritual inter-

est keeps up. The membership of the

church is now over 400. The benevo-

lences are provided for and the fin-

ances are in good condition. Rev. Al-

exander Smith is the pastor.

New church buildings are numerous.
Just finished or in process of erection

are those at Middleton, Ind., West
Madison, Minn., Sargent, Neb., Eddy-
ville, Iowa, Greenfield, 111., West
Union, Iowa, Pearl City, 111., and
Geddes, S. D.

Announcement is made of the death

of Rev. George W. Gue, D. D., of Port-

land, Oregon, and formerly pastor of

the First Methodist church of Omaha,
Neb.

"Presbyterian.

Calvary and St. John's Presbyterian

churches, San Francisco, have been
consolidated under the pastorate of

Dr. Hemphill, pastor of Calvary. The
Rev. George G. Eldredge of St. John's

church has been called as an assistant

to Dr. Hemphill.

The Dayton Avenue church, St.

Paul, Minn., has been cleared of all

indebtedness, $16,000 having been

raised in the last five months. A
chapel is soon to be built at a cost of

$20,000. Fifty-three have recently

been added to the membership on con-

fession of faith. Rev. Maurice D. Ed-

wards is the pastor.

Bethlehem church, Minneapolis, has

begun work on its new building. Only

the chapel, costing $6,500, will be erect-

ed this year. It will contain parlors

and Sunday school rooms with a large

primary and kindergarten department.

A large dining-room and kitchen will

be in the basement.

Rev. A. J. Berger who resigns his

charge at Anna, His., this month, and
becomes financial representative of

Blackburn university at Carlinville.

111., has done good work in this pas-

torate in various ways, especially in

the removal of a debt of $5,000.

The Rev. Dr. Henry Collin Minton

of California, moderator of the Pres-

byterian general assembly, has de-

clined the call to the pastorate of

Chambers-Wylie Memorial church in

Philadelphia.

The First church, Dixon, 111., under

the care of Rev. S. S. Cryor, is grow-

ing rapidly; over fifty have been re-

ceived since January.

Rev. David Street is building up the

Presbyterian interest at Deshler,

Ohio. The Sunday school has been

doubled since he went there, eighteen

months ago, and eighteen have been

added to the church this past year. A
manse is being built.

The Monona Lake assembly has had
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a good attendance in its sixteen days'

session. A new feature is the minis-

terial conference each forenoon in

charge of Rev. J. A. Worden.

During the pastorate of Rev. Chas.

jf. Richardson at the First Presby-

terian church, Great Falls, Mont.,

which has lasted somewhat over two

years, ninety-three members have been

added to the church, increasing the

membership from 176 to 256. He has

baptized 63 persons, and the Sunday
school has increased from 140 to 253.

The two missions have doubled in at-

tendance. A debt of several thousand

dollars was also lifted the first year

and the church is now clear of debt.

Besides this there has been over $9,000

subscribed toward the erection of a

new church edifice, the first contract

for which has been let. To the credit

of Mr. Richardson it may be said that

of this amount $7,493 was due to his

efforts.

The consolidation of the Presbyter-

ian Theological seminaries at Louis-

ville and Danville into one institution

at Louisville and the consolidation of

Centre College, Danville, and Central

University, Richmond, into one univer-

sity at Danville, has been completed.

Rev. W. C. Roberts, the present presi-

dent of Centre College, has been chosen
president of the new university. A
strong faculty has been selected.

General.

Christian unity and co-operation are

being manifested this summer in Man-
hattan and Brooklyn. In Harlem, one

Congregational, one Baptist and two

Presbyterian churches have united in

Sunday services for ten weeks. Each
of the four pastors preaches two Sun-

days while outsiders supply for the

other two. The services are held in

the two Presbyterian churches, five in

each. In Brooklyn six neighboring

congregations have joined forces for

six Sundays—the Reformed Presbyter-

ian, Congregational, Baptist and Meth-

odist. Services are held in St. John's

Methodist church and the preachers

are Dr. Nehemiah Boynton of Detroit,

Dr. Clifford of Buffalo and Dr. Patti-

son of Rochester seminary.

Trinity and Christ Congregational

churches, together with the Presbyter-

ian and Baptist organizations, all of

Tremont, New lork city, have made
an arrangement covering a period of

four years, which insures that the pas-

tor of one of the churches will remain
in Tremont during August of each

year to meet the demands of the com-
munity for pastoral services.

At Independence, Iowa, eight

churches are holding union evening
services in Gas Park. They are very
well attended.

The missionaries in India are real-

izing that the 25,000 famine children

now in their care must be taught such
industries as will render them self-

supporting. Already in the one hun-

dred homes established for these chil-

dren the sound of the saw, the anvil,

and shuttle are to be heard. Mr. D. C.

Churchill, a graduate of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, has

just sailed for Bombay. He is to found

a system of model trade schools at

Ahmednagne. Dr. Hume, one of the

Congregational missionaries, has

raised $25,000 for this purpose and the

government will pay half the salaries

of the teachers employed. An expert

agriculturist, Mr. J. B. Nice, accom-
panies Mr. Churchill. The movement
is entirely undenominational.

The annual report of Anatolia Col-

lege at Marsonvan, Turkey, gives the

number of students as 252, of whom
178 are Armenians and 74 Greeks.

Nearly a hundred of these students

are, to a greater or less extent, meet-
ing their expenses by labor in the self-

help department. The report says:

"No institution enters upon the new
century with a more open door before

it than Anatolia College. It has not

far from half of Asia JMinor for its

proper field, while pupils come also

from Greece and other regions as dis-

tant. As concerns the number of can-

didates for admittance, nothing re-

mains to be desired; the number of ap-

plicants has for several years been be-

yond the capacity of the buildings.

The people of the land are more and
more eager for education.

Two hundred ministers and mission
workers from all parts of the country
gathered at Indianapolis, Ind., July 22,

for the national revival and camp
meeting of the Pentecost bands of the

United States.' The services began at

daylight and lasted till midnight, not-

withstanding the heat.

Secular concerts and their con-
comitants were displaced in all the
great parks of the Pittsburg region,

Sunday, June 30. The Rev. S. Edward
Young, pastor of the Second Presby-
terian church, enlisted seven pastors

of the Methodist, Presbyterian, Episco-
palian, Baptist, Dutch Reformed, and
United Presbyterian denominations, to

preach at the various meetings, and it

was estimated that forty thousand
people, mostly non-church-goers, heard
the Gospel. The plan is to be carried

out more minutely in September.

The fifteenth annual convention of

the Christian Missionary Alliance

opened July 19 at Beulah Park, near
Cleveland, Ohio. Devotional and work-
ers' meetings, Bible teaching, chil-

dren's and women's meetings, mission-

ary addresses and meetings for inquiry

and decision and preaching and evan-

gelistic service on the program. Many
noted speakers are taking part: Rev.

A. B. Simpson, the president of the

alliance; Rev. Henry Wilson, D. D.,

of New York; Rev. F. H. Swift of Phil-

adelphia, Rev. Messrs. W. E. Shepard
and W. F. Meminger of Chicago and
others, with several returned mission-

aries.
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A. Urip to Uoy-Land.
And how do you get to Toy-land?

To all little people the joy-land?

Just follow your nose

And go on tip-toes,

It's only a minute to Toy-land.

And ho! but it's gay in Toy-land,

This bright, merry, girl-and-boy land,

And woolly dogs white,

That never will bite,

You'll meet on the highways in Toy-
land.

Society's fine in Toy-land,

The dollies all think it a joy-land;

And folks in the ark
Stay out after dark

And tin soldiers regulate Toy-land.

There's fun all the year in Toy-land,'

To sorrow 'twas ever a coy-land;

And steamers are run,

And steam-cars, for fun,

They're wound up with keys down in

Toy-land.

Bold jumping-jacks thrive in Toy-
land;

Pine castles adorn this joy-land;

And bright are the dreams
And sunny the beams

That gladden the faces in Toy-land.

How long do you live in Toy-land?
This bright, merry, girl-and-boy-land?

A few days, at best,

We stay as a guest,

Then good-by, forever, to Toy-land!
—Eugene Field.

CHINESEMOTHEH GOOSE
There are probably more nursery

rhymes in China than in Europe and
America together. Prof. Isaac T.

Headland of Pekin University has
gathered six hundred in two out of

China's eighteen provinces. Many of
these he reproduces in a "Chinese
Mother Goose."
Mother Goose, he says, is an omni-

present old lady. She is an Asiatic as
well as a European or American. I

have rhymes from her in India. I

have rhymes from her in Japan. She
is in China. Chinese nursery rhymes
have never been printed in the Chinese
language, but they are carried in the
minds and hearts of the children.

Could any version of "Ladybug" be
more delicious than this from the Chi-
nese:

Ladybug, Ladybug,
Fly away, do;

Fly to the mountain,
And feed upon dew;

Feed upon dew,
And sleep on a rug;

And then run away,
Like a good little bug.

' There is no language in the world,"

says Prof. Headland, "which contains

children's songs expressive of more
keen and tender affection than the

Chinese nursery rhymes. They pre-

sent a new phase of Chinese home life,

which will lead the children of the

west to have some measure of under-

standing of and sympathy with the

children of the east."

As examples, take these rhymes:

Steteeter Than Sugar.
My little baby, little boy blue,

Is as sweet as sugar and cinnamon,

too.

Isn't this precious darling of ours

Sweeter than dates and cinnamon
flowers?

Grandpa Feeds the "Baby.
Grandpa holds the baby,

He's sitting on his knee,

Eating mutton dumplings,

With vinegar and tea.

Then grandpa says to baby,

"When you've had enough,

You'll be a saucy baby,

And treat your grandpa rough!"

THE Wj\JVT>EHIJVG STJS.'R.

A Lo-Ve Storyfor Children.

H. Rea Woodman.

Once upon a time, in the waters of a
mighty river, there lived a beautiful

golden sunfish. All day long, he dart-

ed in and out of the sunshine, in and
out of the shadow, the gayest little

fish in all that mighty river. All night

long, under the watching stars and
the silent willows, he glided through
the slumberous liquid silence. He was
a contented, happy little fish, who con-

sidered the sparkling water the most
beautiful of homes and the fishes the

truest of friends. But one day—one
day when the June silence lay over the

broad-breasted river—a young girl, out
boating with her lover, dropped a red

rose on the water,—a beautiful rose,

like a hundred velvet lips caught in

one crimson kiss. The little fish, who
was shyly watching the lovers, saw
the rose and forgot everything else in

his curiosity.

"I wonder what it is," he said to

himself. "What a beautiful color! And
so soft, like the shadow of willows!

How gently it floats on the water! It

does not swim, as I do; it has no eyes,

nor no beautiful tail! I guess it is

only just color—only just lovely

color!"

Then he asked all the fishes about
it, but they did not know. One said.

"It is music," and another, "It is love,"

and another, "It is a little child." And
one little fish, for whose opinion no-
body cared, but who was always talk-

ing, said, "It is heaven, because it is

beautiful and we have never seen it

before!" Then said an old catfish,—

a

big, solemn mud-cattie, who knew
everything but never told anything,

and who lived in the mud and was
wretched—"You little sillies, that is a
rose, a red rose. They grow on love-

you get with
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ly green bushes and smell very sweet,

but mey have dreadful thorns and
they wither very quickly, and then, of

course, they are nothing."

All day long the little fish thought
of the beautiful rose and wondered;
all night long he wondered and
thought. And he wished that he might
be a red rose and live in the world and
see things.

"How dismal water is, to be sure,"

he said aloud, "and how pokey it is to

be always swimming! I wish I were
a rose—or a star! I am tired of being

a fish and seeing but water!"
Then, as he was looking up into the

star-set sky, very disconsolate and un-

happy, a star dropped down on the

water.

"Did I hear you say," asked the star

in a sweet little voice, "that you wish

you were a star?"

"I wish I was," said the sun-fish,

with a sigh. "Yes, you did."

"Do you really mean it?" asked the

star, slowly.

"Yes, I really mean it. I am tired

of this stupid life,—of this great big,

lonesome river!"

The star was silent a moment. Then
he said, rather sadly, "If you feel that

way about it, you won't do any good

here. So come with me."

And suddenly the little fish felt him-
self in the air, as if he were going up,

up, up, right into the cool, dark sky.

"Where are we going?" he asked.

"Up above the clouds, up among the

stars," answered his guide. "How do

you feel?"

"Oh. it is delightful! I feel very

light and happy. And it's splendid

flying so fast!"

"Yes. if you want to call it flying.

We call it shining. Now, this is heav-

en, I hope you will like it. If you

farm tosempi's Experiences
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don't come to me and I'll change you
again."

The little fish, whom we had better

now call the Gold Star, could not tell

whether his friend went away or dis-

appeared. He only knew that he was
surrounded by millions of stars, and
so couldn't tell which was his friend.

It didn't matter. How delightful it all

was! The broad, deep darkness, the

whizzing comets, the great, majestic

planets! And, oh, what wonderful
music! The Gold Star had never
heard music, so he called it "the red

•color" because it was very beautiful,

like the red rose. The red color came
swelling and rolling from everywhere;
he could not tell where it came from
Lor where it went; it never com-
menced, never ended—just seemed all

through heaven! The Gold Star looked
and listened and wondered and was
very happy. After awhile a great light

flooded the sky and, as it came, all

the shining stars disappeared. He
looked around—not a star in heaven!
And though he waited and waited, the

--tars did not return to their places. The
red color was all around him and the

golden sunlight, dancing and gleam-
ing. He tried to talk to the sunlight,

but it would not answer. Then the

Gold Star was very lonely and felt

himself badly treated. He wondered
what the fishes were doing and if there

were any red roses in heaven; why
his star friend had left him and if the
sunlight never grew tired of shining?

Presently, a great storm arose. The
red color grew loud and threatening,

and the sunlight went very far away.
The beautiful clouds grew black and
heavy and clashed together. Then it

grew very dark and the Gold Star

could see nothing and could hear only
the clouds clashing together. So he
trembled alone in the darkness, and
wished that he were a fish again, in

the still, quiet water. That night, by
the time the stars came back to their

places the Gold Star was very fright-

ened and tired of heaven. He deter-

mined to find his star friend and be
turned into a sun-fish again. He de-

termined to ask every star until he
found his friend—his friend who had
deserted him in heaven! It would,
perhaps, take a very long time, and
the Gold Star sighed as he thought of

the red rose. So he started right away,
anu, flying to the nearest star, he said,

"Did you make me into a star?"

"Who were you?" asked the star,

pleasantly.

"I was a sun-fish," replied the Gold
Star, dolefully.

No," said the star. "I make only
lilies into stars."

Then he asked another, who said,

"No, I turn beautiful thoughts into

stars." And the third said, "It is my
du ry to turn generous deeds inco stars.

I have nothing to do with fishes."

"Do you know where the star who
turns fishes into stars can be found?'
inquired the Gold Star, politely.

"No, I don't. It's very queer; 1

didn't know anybody did. But I sup-

pose he's somewhere around."

Now, it was thousands of years ago
that the poor little lonely Gold Star

began his search. He is searching
still, every night, always searching.

He is never weary, for he remembers
the red rose and takes courage. He
goes so fast in his impatience and
longing, that the children who do not
know his story call him "shooting
stars." But. he is really the Wander-
ing Star,—the only star who is tired

of heaven. He may search for thou-

sands of years yet, for he has to go to

every star, until he finds the right

one, and are there not many millions

of stars?

The Chaperoned.
Polly and Molly came out to play

one morning, and brought with them
their dolls, their garden tools and their

twin kittens. These last were exactly

alike, only Molly's wore a red neck-

tie, and Polly's a blue one.

Polly and Molly were very much
alike, too; and so were their dolls.

They usually played together very
happily. But today Molly wanted to

p.ay party, "with me for a sham-
prone," she said.

"What is that?" asked Polly, much
surprised.

"Well, the minister's wife came to

see mamma yesterday, and she said

she was shamprone for some girls at a

picnic. They kind of look after 'em, I

think. Anyway, it must be nice, or the

minister's wife wouldn't be it. I'll

shamprone Arabella and Rose, and
you can dig in the garden."

"I want to be shamprone for Rosa,

my own child, myself," said Polly, de-

cidedly.

"You can't, child," said Molly firmly,

and with a superior air. "You don't

know how."
Polly fired up at this.

"You always want to be the best of

everything! And you are as selfish as

the lions in Daniel's den," she cried,

stamping her feet.

"You are the greatest child to get

things twisted," said Molly laughing,

while Polly got very red in the face.

"Daniel didn't have a den, poor

child." '

There is no telling what would have
happened next if Polly's kitten hadn't

growled and spit at Molly's, and then

the two rushed across the lawn to a

hole in the fence. Po'ly's kitten jump-
ed through this, and Molly's looked

through anxiously from the other s"de,

when—slap! came a soft gray paw
through the hole, and struck Molly's

kitten, who instantly slapped back.
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"Well, will you look at Fly!" said

Molly.

"And Spy, too," said Polly.

Then they ran and caught them, and
sat down on the grass to give them a
good lecture.

"Twins fighting! Whoever heard of

such a thing?" said Molly. "It's per-

fectly scandelabrous!"
"I'm as 'shamed as I positively can

be,' said Polly, rubbing Spy's pink nose
against Fly's.

"Kittens are very silly sometimes, I

think, don't you, sister?" said Molly,

dimpling at Polly.

"Kind of; exactly like girls some-
times," answered Polly, dimpling, too.

Then they looked straight ahead and
blushed a little.

"I'll tell you what, let's play we're
both shamprones. There's dolls enough
and kittens, too, for that matter,"
said Molly, presently.

"Well, let's," said Polly, cheerfully.

And then they leaned over and kiss-

ed each other.

There was a tall woman weeding a
flower bed near by who had, been look-
ing sorry, but now she smiled and
looked glad.—L. E. Chittenden, in the
Churchman.

The following version ot a famous
parable was told to a Punjab congre-
gation by a native evangelist:

"There was a man going along a
road, he was attacked by robbers, loot-

ed, ill-used, and thrown to the side of

the road half-dead. A Mulla came by,

but paid no attention to him, similarly
a Pundit, but a Christian followed, he
helped him; being a Christian he had
liquor with him (! ! !) and restored
him to consciousness."

It would be interesting to trace the
psychological process by which the na-
tive evangelist arrived at this version.

It would be interesting also to know if

he made any converts.

LOW "RAGES' cTO BUF-
FALO PAA-AME1?/-

CAJV.
The Nickel Plate Road are selling

tickets at exceptionally low rates to

Buffalo and return, good for 10, 15

and 30 days. For particulars and Pan-
American folder of buildings and
grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
'Phone Central 2057. City Ticket Of-
fice 111 Adams St.

"A "BIG 'D'RX/M-
is not needed; it commends itself,"

says Mr. Arthur Krause of Lorraine,
Ohio, in speaking of Dr. Peter's Blood
Vitalizer, "and whoever used it once
will use it again should occasion re-

quire. It is not only a valuable medi-
cine, but one of the actual necessities

of life."

A hundred raars of constant use has
demonstrated the merits of this rem-

edy. Not to be had at drug stores;

sold only by special agents or the pro-

prietor, Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114

South Hoyne avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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yO'RK.h
Via Nickel Plate Road. Through
trains to New York City without

change. Vestibuled sleepers Chicago

to Boston. Dining cars on all trains.

Meals served on American club p'.an,

at from 35 cents to $1.00. Write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for particulars.

OA TO BX/FFALO.
Those who are planning an inex-

pensive trip to the Pan-American Ex-
position will be interested to learn

that the $9.00 excursion tickets fiOJi

New York to Buffalo and return which
the Lackawanna Railroad has bee.i

selling on Tuesdays only will hereafter

be sold on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
This rate is only $1.00 more than the

regular one-way fare. Tickets aie

good to return any time within five

days.

For those who wish to remain longer

there is a $13.00 ticket which is sold

every day and is good to return with
in fifteen days.

Neither of these tickets will perm t

a stop-over. The stop-over privileged-

may be had, however, on the $16.00 ex

cursion tickets which are good for re-

turn until October 31st. These same
rates apply to Niagara Falls, so that

by purchasing tickets to the latter

point, visitors may enjoy a trip to the

Falls without additional charge.

The New York stations of the Lack-
awanna Railroad are at the foot of

Barclay and Christopher streets. They
are reached by surface cars connecting
with practically every surface line in

the city. Sixth and Ninth avenue e'e-

vated lines are within a few minutes'

walk.

A beautiful guide to the Exposition

is issued by the Lackawanna Railroad,

which will be mailed on request ac-

companied by four cents in postage

stamps. Write for one to T. W. Lee,

General Passenger Agent, New York.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co..

Salina, Kansas, in another column.

This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.
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garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.

Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Hinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO. ILL.
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Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.
See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, Ift,
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$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale July 6 to 13; return limit

August 31, 1901, via

Chicago & North- Western
Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the luxurious

every-day train, leaves Chicago 6.30

p. m. Only three days en route. All

meals in Dining Cars ; Buffet Library Cars
(with barber). Two other fast trains 10.00
a. m. and 11.30 p. m. daily. The best of

everything. Gall on any agent for tickets

or address

461 Broadway, - New York
S01 Ches't St., Philadelphia
368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., - - Buffalo
212 Clark St., Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smith/' Id St. .Pittsburg
234 Superior St., Cleveland
7 7 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KingSt. .East, Toronto, Ont.

J. Z. Tyler's New Pamphlet
ENTITLED

"Recollections

of My Richmond

Pastorate''
IS FRESH FROM THE PRESS

It is handsomely printed and il-

lustrated, containing photos of

many of the early members of

the Richmond Churches. Its

nine chapters embrace the fol-

lowing:

1. My Entrance upon the Work.
2. A General Sjurvey.
3. Deep Poverty and Abounding Liberalit}-

.

4. The Varied Experiences of a Pastor.
5. Some Outside Enterprises.
6. The Beginnings of Our Other Churches
7. In Memoriam.
8. The Closing of My Richmond Pastorate.
9. Subsequent Pastorates.
Chronological Notes on J. Z. Tyler's Life.

Price 50 cents, Post-paid.

Address vJ. TYLER,
798 Republic St., Cleveland, Ohio, or

CHRISTIAN nONTHLY, Richmond, Va.

Acetylene*Gas
You want to know sill about it

Send for free sample copy of tne spicy
newsy, neutral Acetylene-gas Journai
324 Dearborn St., Chicago Popular ii

style, meaty as a nut, handsomely illustrs-

ted 50 cts a year , 25 cts. tor six months
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SweetToned,
Far Sounding,
DURABLE
CATALOGUE FREE.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the halt.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling,
COc, and $1.00 at Druggieti

West Virginia '

Christian
Newsy—Practical— Scriptural

Published in tne interest of the churches
of Christ in West Virginia. B. L. Smith, F.
D.Power, B.Q. Denham, W. J. Wright and
A. McLean are among its contributors.

Published ever.r two weeks; 16 pages; 50
cents a year. Samples free.

Box 2

W.
3

VA. CHRISTIAN CO.
- Cameron, W.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South 10th Street,
Philadelphia.
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Extraordinary! The CMstian

Propositionsrsfsf | Century Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

Does This Interest You?

The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly-
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.

It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
L,. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription
to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till January 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,ddd^ddddd^ Chicago, Illinois.
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The label on the paper shows the month to
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vised once a month and change of date on
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discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be «ure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
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—

Nothing but clean business »nd s-eliable

firms advertised. Rates given on applica-
tion.

Communications

—
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A REMARKABLE BOOK.
THE COHBINATION

$elf=pronouncin&

Ceacbers' Reference Bible.
Greatest Premium Ever Offered.

BOTH KING JAMES AND REVISED VERSIONS COHBINED
on the same page, but in such a manner as not to increase the bulk of the book.
The King James version is the basis, and this version is read straight along from
the text, while the Revised Version is readfrom the text in combination zaith

foot notes. These notes give all the words and passages of the Revised Version
where it differs from the King James Version. This combination feature is ex-
ceedingly valuable, as it gives all the advantages of two separate books with
the convenience of one and also saves time as the two readings are always right
before the eye. It contains all the

Standard and Latest Helps
to the study of the Bible prepared by the most Eminent Biblical Scholars. It

is embellished with a complete series of fifteen New Maps—the newest and best
edgraved maps of Bible Lands, embodying the results of the most recent in-

vestigations and discoveries. It is printed from large, beautiful, clear, new
type and all proper names are divided into syllables and every vowel is marked
and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds and accents as they are given
in every standard dictionary, thus enabling the reader to properly pronounce
every word. This feature is a great improvement and a strong recommenda-
tion for this Bible over others. This is the only Self-Pronouncing Combination
Teachers' Bible and is unquestionably the best edition of the world's best book.

Our Fine Art Combination Bible.

This Bible is the same as the one described above, having the Self-Pro-
nouncing and Combination features and all other helps and in addition is

profusely illustrated and embellished with numerous phototype engravings
from the paintings of the world's greatest masters, all drawn and engraved by
the best artists, to illustrate the teachings of our Lord. They are printed sepa-
rate from the text and make one grand panorama of pictorial embellishments
that are as instructive and pleasing as they are ornamental and accurate.

The growing demand for a wisely and faithfully illustrated student's Bible
has been fully satisfied by the introduction of our fine art edition of the
Teachers' Bible. It combines every valuable feature of the usual teachers'
Bible, with a wealth of descriptive and pictorial illustrations so superb as to
distinctly separate this Bible from all others and place it in a class by itself.

In artistic beauty it stands without a rival.

Each illustration is a speaking sermon, a gem of art, the handiwork of a
master. The wonderful pictures not only beautify this sumptuous volume,
but actually interpret and make more clear the grand old truths of the Sacred
Word. This beautiful edition of the Bible is indispensable to all students and
teachers.

Notice the Prices.
This incomparable galaxy of Illustrations has cost the publishers many

thousands of dollars, and the preparation of this Combination Bible, with all

its " New Helps," has involved the labor of a large number of the most emi-
nent Biblical scholars and scientists of the world.

This beautiful, large type, Self-Pronouncing, Combination Teachers' Bible,

French seal, " Divinity Circuit," linen lined, round corners, carmine under gold
edge, extra finish, publisher's price, $5. This Bible and The Christian Century
for one year for only $3.

The Fine Art Combination Self-Pronouncing Teachers' Bible, same bind-
ing and style as above, publisher's price $<i. an^ The Christiru Century, for one
year, for only $3.50.

The Christian Century Co., 358 Dearborn st.cnicago.
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ZE.EDITOR.IAID
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming^
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian

system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life?

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE EVOLl/TIOJV OF AJSf

EVANGELIST.
HIS striking phrase occurs in the preface toTi the new life of Henry Drummond. This

biography has been written by Mr. Cuth-

bert Lennox, a young writer of great prom-

ise, whose name has become familiar in

London and Edinburgh. His book is much
smaller than the "official" life of Drum-
mond by Dr. George Adam Smith; but it

is safe to say that no one who admired that

unique personality can afford to miss read-

ing this interpretation of his career.

Mr. Lennox very happily lays most emphasis upon

the fact that Drummond was supremely an evangelist.

If the average man were asked for the ground of

Drummond's fame, he would no doubt think at once of

his teaching regarding science and religion and espe-

cially his interpretation of the doctrine of evolution.

Possibly he might think also of those booklets by which

Drnmmond became famous throughout all the land.

But Mr. Lennox has put his finger upon the real mean-

ing of Drummond's life as Drummond himself would

have wished it to be understood ; and this book is most

valuable for the clear light in which it sets this pre-

dominant passion of Drummond's heart. While Drum-
mond was still in his theological course, Mr. Moody
and Mr. Sankey arrived in Edinburgh. Drummond
was swept into the current of enthusiasm, was immedi-

ately discovered by Moody and persuaded to step

out of his course for a year, and give himself to

evangelistic work. From that time onwards the bring-

ing of individuals to Jesus Christ was Drummond's
chief joy in life.

It is no doubt a remarkable fact that Drummond
could work with Moody, quite as remarkable as the

fact that Moody could work with Drummond. For

from the beginning Drummond aimed at a certain

class of persons and believed that to reach them he

must employ certain and in some senses peculiar meth-

ods. He was aware that amongst educated people and

especially young people everywhere there was a shrink-

ing from certain forms of doctrinal teaching and a fear

of certain conventional methods of religious speech

which savor of cant. He was also aware, as from first

to last he unweariedly insisted, that the main obstacle

to conversion is sin. His aim therefore was so to de-

scribe the claims of religion, the experiences peculiar to

the Christian consciousness, the motives and purposes

which lead to the great decision that he might win the

attention of this large class of intelligent people. His

addresses were unconventional in form while con-

ventional, being simply Christian, in the result at

which they were aimed. He once said to a gathering of

workers, "In talking to a man you want to win, talk to

him in his own language," and no man more sedulously

set himself to find out the words that conveyed life to

the consciences around him. Again, his biographer,

and very rightly, emphasizes the fact that Drummond
did not trust simply to the power of public address.

His addresses, we are told, "only served as sweepnets

to bring 'likely fish' within his reach. The personal

encounter with the individual, the unraveling of the

skein of a man's life, the attack in detail upon the ob-

stacles between allegiance to Christ and a bad record

and a sin-entangled or a doubt-distracted present

—

it

was in these that he found his opportunity and did most

enduring work for his Master." It is in the gentlest

manner that Mr. Lennox refers later to a class of

university men with whom Drummond's method failed

to produce the fruit he expected. These were the men

who had been brought up with prejudices against or-

thodox Christianity. They, it is feared, "imagined that

they were adopting a new and less exacting form of

Christianity when they accepted Drummond's advice,

and rose to their feet in witness of their willingness

and intention 'to go in for Christ.' " In such cases

permanent results could hardly be looked for.

The three chief notes of Drummond's evangelistic

teaching were : First, the terrific power of sin as a

working force in the hearts of men. Drummond has

sometimes been accused of passing lightly over the

fact of sin. No accusation seems wider of the mark.

He knew, as few evangelists have known, the inner

story of shame in many hundreds of lives ; and he was

able to say with a confidence and an insistence which
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•could hardly be surpassed that in all cases of resistance

to Christ the real cause is not only sin but some one
sin, which is loved and preferred to him.

Drummond's cure for sin was the power of the living

Christ. Without attempting to discuss theologically

the person of Christ and without emphasizing, even as

we should think in an adequate degree, the atonement
•of Christ, Drummond yet spoke of Christ as of one
now living close to human kind, omnipotent in every
human life which yielded itself to him. It is a perpetual
inspiration to read his own words or a description of
his manner and enthusiasm, when he spoke of this abso-
lutely sure cure for sin. He sought moreover so to

speak of Christ as to stir in the hearts of young men a
feeling of loyalty to him. Christ, as it were, put them
on their honor, commanded them to be heroic, expected
them to be what he would make them, soldiers worthy
•of himself.

And lastly, Drummond demanded decision for Christ
from all men. Whether he spoke to a gathering of
noblemen in a London ducal palace, or addressed intel-

ligent working men in a Glasgow mission hall, or
faced his own beloved 'medicals' at Edinburgh Univer-
sity, his addresses always bore down upon the will of
the individual. Men were made to feel that they must
act, act for their life, and act in relation to Jesus Christ.

There is a widespread desire for what many call a
new evangelism. No one knows exactly what is meant
by these words. There is room in our wide and varied
world and there will be a constant demand for all kinds
of evangelism. When God raises up the leaders of the
next great movement and a wave of revival sweeps
over America, no doubt the chief messenger will, like all

his predecessors, have a distinctive note of his own;
•and after all he will probably leave untouched large
classes of people who await their own messenger whom
God will send them. But it is safe to say that no move-
ment will ever be known as evangelism, nor will any-
one ever succeed in leading men and women into life

•eternal, unless there be made supreme and definite and
overwhelming these three features of the evangelism
of Drummond, the deathly power of universal sin, the
greater power of the living Christ, and the urgent need
of individual and instant surrender to him.

THE BVK/£» VOVJsCD.
S IN all of the parables Jesus had one sin-

/L gle point to impress by this apt illustration

of misused possessions. The men who pos-

sessed more were an essential part of the

picture, to furnish a contrast for the man
who possessed little, but it is upon him that

the attention is focused. His sin was in

supposing that the thing committed to him
was too small to be worth while. He evaded

responsibility by digging into the earth and
burying his pound. His judgment came

swift in the day of his returning lord.

It is the single-pound people who give most trouble

in the kingdom of God. They underestimate their own
importance and the value of their services. Such a

person may be a member of a family where an almost

infinite variety of service could be rendered such as

would prove helpful to the entire group, but the incli-

nation to evade responsibility under the plea of small

abilities grows tempting, and the family life goes un-

enriched of those numberless forms of service which

it might otherwise have enjoyed. A church member
regards himself as a man of one talent. He recognizes

that there is a vast amount of work to be done in the

Church, but he is always thinking of those whom he

regards as more prominent and more competent. In-

stead of looking for the specialty which he can do bet-

ter than any one else, he loses his life in evasions and

excuses and brings nothing to maturity. The Church

today is cursed by the indifference of the one-talent

people. All the brilliant successes of more richly en-

dowed or faithful souls are rendered only partially

effective by reason of this inert and supine negligence

in those who fancy that their limitation of power con-

stitutes an excuse for indolence.

The great enterprises in which the Church and so-

ciety seek to engage for the betterment of the world

are attended with the same loss of power under the

same plea. A man faces the obligation to use his

efforts in behalf of a much-needed reform, temperance,

social purity, good literature, the adequate housing of

the poor, public parks, proper city government, the wise

administration of public trusts, or whatever else lies

at hand. He sees the need of effective service, and

there are certain moments when the impulse rises with-

in him to exert himself in the needed cause. But he

comforts himself with the thought that he has but one

talent, and that limits his power. He has only one vote,

and he does not believe the cause can win with that

alone. He therefore consents to complicity with wrong
under the impression that it would be impossible for

him to bring in the reform which he, in a general way,

favors. He does not want to lose his vote, and he

therefore consents to lose his principle in order that

he may save his vote for an unrighteous majority who
are trampling on his principle every day. He has not

learned the lesson that no man ever loses his vote who
votes in accordance with his convictions, and that he

who votes otherwise is sure to lose, not only his vote,

but his manhood. The one-talent men who are hiding

behind what they conceive to be the larger abilities of

others, or the larger powers of majorities, could win

any of the greatly-needed reforms in a single year if

they would take their pound out of the napkin in which

it is buried.

Nor must the one-pound man forget that the parable

unconsciously flatters him by intimating that he can re-

turn his talent undiminished. This is impossible in

the moral universe. An unused power shrinks. An
unemployed faculty shrivels. The unemployed pound

disappears. No fate can be worse, no rebuke too se-

vere. Moreover, one needs to remember that the world's
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best work is done by one-talent people. There are few
geniuses ; there is a smaller number of real leaders, but
the great majority of men are only ordinary folks at

best, and yet they are the very ones that are accom-
plishing the world's noblest work. While we should
pray that those men of genius by whom the world is

enriched may "mount up with wings as eagles," and
those who are true leaders of society may, by the grace
of God, "run and not be weary," we should also not
forget to pray for ourselves, the one-talent people, that

by the power of the indwelling Christ and the ever-
living Spirit, we may be enabled to "walk and not
faint."

THE ELECTRIC CITy.

BY THE VISITOR.

NE'S first impression at the Buffalo Ex-
position is of a charming architectural

group tastefully displayed in a park
which is itself a sort of miniature para-

dise, whose natural beauties would suf-

fice without the adventitious help of art.

To this natural loveliness the architect

has added the glories of a noble series of

structures which produce their own de-

sired effect upon the beholder and tell

the story of the design upon which the
Exposition is constructed. It ought to be said at the
very first that one does any great display of this kind
grievous injury by persistently comparing it with other
expositions in the past. The beholder needs to divest
himself of every memory of other sights of the cosmo-
politan order and let the picture before him tell its own
story. It is natural, to be sure, that one should wish
to compare what he sees with what he has seen, but it

is only to do injustice to the one or the other, for each
exposition possesses or is supposed to possess a unique
and specific purpose, in accordance with which its con-
struction has proceeded, and its impression is to be
sought. There are no doubt features in which the
Philadelphia Centennial, the Paris Expositions of 1888
and 1900, and the World's Columbian Exposition at
Chicago in 1893, excelled this one at Buffalo, but the
Pan-American has also its own points of superiority to
all these, and the visitor must surrender himself to its

unique and peculiar charm as though it were the first

of its order.

Upon second thought the impression of the Buffalo
Exposition is that of a Greater America displaying it-

self in this small space to the eyes of an interested
world. We naturally give to the word "American" a
certain provincial meaning, and can hardly understand
the resentment which follows this limitation when its

use is reviewed by our neighbors to the north and the
south. The Canadian believes himself unjustly de-
prived of his rights when the Yankee speaks of himself
as an "American," as though that were a differentiating
title. Similar wrong is done the Mexican and the Cen-
tral and South American, who are as much entitled to
it as we are. It is only when we are face to face with
these neighbors of ours, both in person and in the arts
and industries of which they are the masters, at some
such moment as that in which they are gathered with
us in common fellowship at a meeting place like the
Pan-American, that we recognize the expansion of
American ideas to embrace all this far-stretching,
double-shouldered continent. When the first bizarre
sensation has left us as we enter the fine buildings at

Exposition Park, we catch the hint of a composite civ-

ilization whose dominant elements are the noble Latin

type of building, enriched by the wonderful color

schemes which made the earliest type of American ar-

chitecture, as seen in Mexico and Peru, the marvel of

the first European visitors. It is, indeed, a Greater

America that expresses itself in this Exposition, and its

appropriate text finds inscription on the Propylaea in

the hope "that the century now begun may unite in the

bonds of peace, knowledge, good-will, friendship and
noble emulation, all the dwellers on the continents and
islands of the New World." It is this sentiment like-

wise which has decorated these noble structures with
inscriptions to the memory of explorers, navigators,

hunters, trappers, guides, missionaries, warriors, teach-

ers, students, inventors, artisans, artists, builders, scien-

tists and all others who have discovered, settled, civil-

ized, protected, beautified and enriched this great land

beneath the rays of the westering sun.

The Exposition has the value of a compact and unified

whole. One need not wander far and wide as at other

times to see so rich and suggestive an assembly of

buildings and products. In this respect the Exposition

at Buffalo is like a small but exquisite piece of work-
manship. Paris and Chicago were both stretched over

far greater territory, and the ensemble was difficult to

obtain ; but at Buffalo all is unified, and set in a fine and
satisfying frame. Perhaps, from an artistic point of

view, the least engaging feature is the color scheme of

the buildings. Historically it is justified; and one in-

clines to the belief after reflection that even esthetically

the same may be said ; nevertheless the impression

lingers from the first glance that there is something
barbaric, not to say barbarous, in that strange and ap-

parently inextricable confusion of reds, blues, browns
and greens on buildings that one feels sure would be
masterpieces of beauty if only allowed a covering of

simple white. Still, even here one confesses that he is

under the glamor of the White City at Chicago, that

marvelous creation, the like of which has never been
seen elsewhere and perhaps will never be seen again.

There was something so mysteriously beautiful and en-

thralling about that white vision of the Court of Honor
that one felt it to be a kind of architectural prophet,

suddenly appearing, like Elijah of old, to speak its

message to a degenerate age, and then, like Elijah, tak-

ing its departure in a chariot of fire. But one cannot
demand that buildings which are intended to be Amer-
ican in their type should conform to the color plan of
the classic Greek structures which formed the flanks

and facing of the Peristyle. Certain it is that with ac-

quaintance the colors at Buffalo grow less distracting.

It is unfortunate that they cannot last in their primal
beauty. I remember to have seen these buildings in

the winter months, when they were just emerging from
the hands of their decorators, and the colors were fresh
and vivid. It is perhaps something of that memory
which helps me to appreciate the buildings now, though
I cannot but regret they should have lost something of
their freshness by the fading of the pigments.

Of course one finds here what he has found at every
similar place. The exhibits of the Government, includ-
ing the various departments, the mint, the postoffice,

the army, the navy, ethnology, forestry and fisheries.

Perhaps among these none attracts more attention
than the fisheries exhibit, where three seals and an enor-
mous sturgeon occupy the central tank, surrounded on
all sides by squaria with a great variety of fish life dis-
played. In the Court of State and Foreign Buildings
there are the structures erected by most of the Amer-
ican governments, and in these are interesting displays.
The Machinery Exhibits, the Horticultural Hall, the
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Graphic Arts and Mines Buildings, the Manufactures
and Liberal Arts are all elaborate and rewarding.
Music has not been forgotten, and a handsome struc-

ture has been erected for the holding of concerts and
is one of the most artistic buildings on the grounds,
containing one of the largest and finest church organs
in the world. Here bands of music from both sides of

the Atlantic give concerts daily, and numerous organ
recitals serve as a rest and inspiration for the throngs
who are constant visitors. A novel feature has been
added at Buffalo in the erection of a Stadium for

sports. This is beautiful in design, with a quarter-mile
track and a ground area ample for the requirements of

all the popular sports of the day. It has a seating

capacity of 12,000, and in it college sports, such as

baseball, football and lawn tennis are flanked by the

less collegiate recreations like the Marathon race, cross-

country runs, lacrosse, cycling, basket ball, shooting,
Caledonian games, military manoeuvers, turning,
cricket and bowling. This will make an excellent intro-

duction to the Olympian games which are to be cele-

brated in Chicago two years hence.

Of course no exposition is supposed to be complete
in these days without a Midway, and certainly the
Buffalo managers have amply justified any expectations
on this score ; indeed, probably the Midway attracts the
majority of the visitors. Perhaps the less said about
these shows as a whole the better. Some of them are
worth the seeing, and some are worthless, and more
than this, vicious, not so much in their actual exhibits
as in that which they promise. This matter of the
Midway is getting to be a bit overdone. Every expo-
sition, from a world's fair to a street fair, labors under
the impression that it must have something correspond-
ing to a Midway show. At Buffalo, apparently, the
idea has been carried out to the limit, and what fails to

get in under the direct control of the managers has
nestled as close as possible to the grounds, under the
protection and by the license of the city of Buffalo, and
if reports are to be credited, outdoes all decency in its

vileness. It is strange that the Christian sentiment of
so fair and progressive a city as Buffalo does not de-
mand the suppression of such plague spots as can only
do discredit to the municipal name and cause a feeling
of outraged decency in every visitor who finds the trail

of the serpent so close to this beautiful scene.

But one is glad to turn from this phase of things to
the crowning glory of the Exposition in its electrical

display. It was to be expected that recent years would
bring new wonders in electrical art, and the world is

not disappointed as it gathers to behold this new marvel
of the age. If the grounds are beautiful by day, they
are a dream of paradise at night. Thousands of bril-

liant electric lights outline the entire series of buildings
and form themselves into a frame, within which rises

in almost spectral beauty the tall electrical tower, blaz-
ing on every side with its myriad lights, and pouring
forth its apparently illuminated waters like a smaller
Niagara. Indeed, that tower is a veritable pillar of fire

by night, leading the hosts of progress in this new and
wonderful century. And more mysterious and impres-
sive still becomes the sight when one remembers that
yonder, twenty miles away, plunging in the darkness
of_ the night, there is that mighty cataract, the real
Niagara, which, with tireless energy, is putting forth
the mighty strength which finds expression in these far-
flashing splendors. That power which was useless be-
fore and only served to amaze by its weird and awful
grandeur is now harnessed and set to work, lighting
the night, the sure prophecy that all the forces of nature
are yet to be trained to do the will of man.

FOTES AJV2) COMMENT,
It seems to have been the protests of the churches

which influenced the legislators in Virginia to put the

word "Christian" back into the Bill of Rights of that

state. There was fear lest the constitution might fail

of ratification if the wishes of so large a constituency

were ignored.

Summer schools are well-nigh as thick as leaves in

Vallombrosa this season. Even Porto Rico is up-to-

date in this respect. A normal school to last ten weeks
was opened July 15, and before that date 500 pupils

enrolled their names. The acme of their ambition is

said to be the holding of positions under the American
administration.

Hull House is to be duplicated in Paris. One of the

foreign delegates to the recent convention of the Young
Men's Christian Association, Senator Siegfried, with

this purpose in view, made a special study of the Chi-

cago settlement during his stay in this country. Prom-
inent statesmen and educators are supporting this

movement, desiring for Parisian artisans the advan-
tages such an establishment offers.

Those who seek to further the trade in liquors are

realizing the force of the temperance spirit and the im-
petus it carries. The Wine and Spirit News says that

"as illustrating how fanatics work along temperance
lines it is but necessary to refer to the published re-

ports of the work done by the Kansas State Temper-
ance Union. During 1900 its expenditures for tem-
perance work reached nearly $60,000, as against about

$600 in 1896. Last year it printed and circulated

1,200,000 pages of literature, as against some 3.000

pages five years ago. It sent out over 14,000 written

communications, instead of the 1,500 of five years ago."

More and more in high quarters is the value of tem-
perance being recognized. Now the Treasury Depart-
ment finds it necessary to forbid the admission of dis-

tilled spirits on board vessels of the revenue cutter ser-

vice, except for medicinal purposes, and even this ex-
ception is carefully guarded, the order just issued re-

quiring that all such shall be placed in charge of the

medical officer, or if there be none, in charge of an
officer selected by the commanding officer, who shall be

responsible for its use and safe keeping. And in the

Philippines, General Kobbe has rigorously prohibited

the sale after August 1 of all beverages containing al-

cohol. He states that "the object of this order is to

shield all native people in the department—almost ex-
clusively Morros and Mohammedan or Pagan—from
contact with habits from which they are yet free and
from the class of persons that saloons attract ; and to

provide against disorders and, perhaps, hostilities, in

the future." If such action had been taken by other
military commanders, much of the reproach now lying

on Christian nations for the curse which, with their

civilization, they have carried to heathen races, would
be removed.

Over the triple doorway of the Cathedral at Milan
there are three inscriptions spanning the splendid
arches. Over one is carved a beautiful wreath of
roses, and underneath is the legend "All that which
pleases is but for a moment." Over the other is sculp-

tured a cross, and these are the words: "All that

which troubles us is but for a moment." Underneath
the great central entrance in the main aisle is the in-

scription : "That only is important which is eternal."
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CHICAGO WORK AND WISDOM.
Chicago is soon to have another "new religion"

!

The latest new religion is called "The Church of
Man," and its doctrine is "Manology," to distinguish it

forever from theology or "Godology."

The creed of "Manology" may be summed up in the

one word, "justice," which contains all the principles

of the golden rule. The constitution has been drawn
up and officers appointed. "Any person who believes

in a personal or supernatural God is barred from hold-
ing office in the board of the church."

This is, even for Chicago, deliciously naive and frank.

But the list of officers is also a delightful surprise. It

is to consist of the "minister," two "cardinals," one
"bishop," and one "elder," who is a lady—which sounds
rude. And yet the perfect humor of the whole thing is

crowned by the announcement that the foundation of
the new religion is postponed till September 15 at 7
p. m. ! It is not announced who is to be crucified.

The public is aware in a vague and general way that

Mormons are very active throughout the country.

No Gentile probably knows what their real aim is. The
political power which they are beginning to exercise in

states around Utah is very great indeed.

There are no less than twenty-two Mormon mission-
aries at work in Chicago at present. They profess not
to advocate polygamy, nor to induce converts to go to

Utah. They wish their church to be strongly estab-
lished in Chicago itself.

Dr. Cyrus Northrop, president of the State Univer-
sity of Minnesota, recently addressed the Chicago Bap-
tist Social Union and said some strong things about
"the state of thought in the Church itself in reference
to its own thought."

Dr. Northrop named four changes which, he said,

have a common root in the "doubt as to whether God
has ever had any communication with man." These
changes were: First, a decay of belief in the super-
natural. Second, the disintegration of the Bible.

Third, new views respecting inspiration. Fourth, loss

of the sense of accountability.

The theological seminaries in and near Chicago are
almost all facing changes and taking steps forward.
The McCormick family have been again very good to
the Presbyterian school ; and Professor Zenos ought to
bring home some valuable additions to the library.

Professor Charles H. Bradley has resigned his New
Testament chair at Garrett. His refined presence will be
much missed. The University School of Divinity is

anxious about the health of its brilliant Professor Bur-
ton. The Congregationalists are about to welcome their
new president, Dr. J. H. George, of Montreal.

The Social Settlements in Chicago always find sum-
mer time hard as well as hot and perplexing. The num-
ber of their resident workers is necessarily lessened,
and yet the needs of the neighborhood remain constant.

Small bands have continued at work at the two leading

settlements, the Chicago Commons and Hull House.
In each case much interest and energy have been ab-

sorbed by the harassing task of building. Professor

Graham Taylor hopes soon to see his fine structure com-
pleted, in which there will be room for all the Settle-

ment's workers and their ever increasing departments

of effort, as well as for the operations of the Tabernacle

church.

Miss Jane Addams and her many helpers are adding
considerably to the already extensive "plant" of Hull

House. Under the gymnasium workshops are being

built. The space for the Labor Museum, which has at-

tracted so much interest and done good already, is be-

ing erected. An apartment house is also being built

which will consist of fifteen houses. It ought to serve

as an ideal for the property owners in that ward.

It appears that«there has been great demand for relief

work in the river wards this summer. The intense and
prolonged heat produced much sickness among the

very old and the very young. The beautiful grounds

and buildings of Rockford College, our best western

woman's college, have again been placed at the disposal

of Miss Jane Addams and one hundred city young
women have been living there, receiving instruction

and enjoying rest in the beautiful city on the Rock
river. It is good to know that while they pay board

they belong to a class for whom this opportunity is a

great boon.

Camp Good Will at Evanston is one of the happiest

spots to be found anywhere during this vacation sea-

son. Its twenty-six tents accommodate about a hun-

dred campers, who are taken out from the crowded city

in relays once a week. One of the Evanston churches

takes charge of the camp each day, furnishing the

principal part of the food, and, what is still more im-

portant, giving to the tired mothers and the restless

children the touch of personal interest.

The pleasure of the summer vacation will be en-

hanced if something has been done to secure an out-

ing for the women and children who are sweltering

in the overcrowded tenement districts. The Bureau
of Charities, the Daily News Fresh-Air Fund, the So-
cial Settlements, and various other agencies are en-

gaged in this good work, and they are limited in their

operations only by the amount of money which
benevolently-disposed people put into their hands.

The sermon of Rev. W. B. Leach of Wicker Park
M. E. Church on an "Adamless Eden" has given rise

to a good deal of diversified comment. Dr. Leach is of

the opinion that he will find heaven a very lonesome
place because of the scarcity of man. He can sympa-
thize with Sydney Smith, who, on looking upon a con-

gregation composed largely of women, announced
as his text the words, "O, that men would praise the

Lord for his goodness." This will do well enough for

a bit of pleasantry, but although men are not quite as

much addicted to attendance upon religious services as

women, they are not on that account necessarily less

interested in religion. There are many things which
account for their diminished attendance upon the
services of the church, not the least being the absence
of the manly note in much of the preaching of the day.
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Some day, some day, or you, or I alone,

Must look upon the scenes we two have known,
Must tread the self-same paths we two have trod,

And cry in vain to one who is with God,
To lean down from the Silent Realms and say,

"I love you," in the old, familiar way.

Some day—and each day, beauteous though it be,

Brings closer that dread hour for you or me.
Fleet-footed Joy, who hurries time along,

Is yet a secret foe who does us wrong,
Speeding so gaily, though he well doth know
Of yonder pathway where but one may go.

CURISTOLOGICAL TENDENCIES OF
THE TIME.

-

W. J. LHAMON.

JVo. l.—Uhe Inducft-Ve Method.

N Plato's opinion man was made for philoso-

phy; in Bacon's opinion philosophy was
made for man." This is one of the preg-

nant sentences of Macaulay. It is indica-

tive of the great gulf between the deductive

method of Plato and Aristotle among the

ancients and the inductive method of Bacon
and Faraday and Herschel and Humboldt
among the moderns.
The deductive method assumes its pre-

mises and draws its conclusions in logical

form, the conclusions being valid if the premises are

well taken, and if also they contain no more and no less

than is assumed. The conclusions may become premises

for further conclusions, and these likewise for still

further ones, indefinitely.

The inductive method, on the other hand, seeks facts,

and collates them, and draws its conclusions from their

significance. It is the method of all sciences, and of

history and of criticism. It does not presume to say
what ought to be on preconceived premises and logical

conclusions, but reverently seeks to know what actually

is. Facts are legal tender with it.

The deductive method is speculative; the inductive

is practical. The deductive has borne fruit in philoso-

phies that have perished one by one, or that have been
modified out of recognition by further applications of

the same method, so that Socrates felt constrained to

say, "Men philosophize only that they may prove the

futility of philosophy." The inductive method has
borne fruit in a myriad of practical ways ; it is the
mother of scientific progress, and historical criticism,

and industrial development. It is made for man ; it

seeks the good of men. Its outcome is to place man
over all the works of God.
"The ancient philosophy," Macaulay affirms, "was a

treadmill, not a path. It was made up by revolving
questions, of controversies which were always begin-
ning again. * * * Every trace of intellectual cultiva-

tion was there except a harvest. There had been plenty
of ploughing, harrowing, reaping and threshing; but
the garners contained only smut and stubble."

For centuries Christianity suffered by reason of the
ascendancy of the deductive method. The old Greek
philosophies brought their fruitless questions to it and

forced them upon it, while the spirit of their specula-

tions ran riot all through and through the sweet and
holy mysteries that had once been the objects, not of

idle theorizing, but of a reverent and working faith.

Bacon himself speaks of "the ill-starred day" in which
"an alliance was stricken between the old philosophy

and the new faith."

"In the fifth century Christianity had conquered
Paganism, and Paganism had infected Christianity."

This is true to the extent that theology, as it is called,

is in reality the application of pagan philosophy to

Christian mysteries, while dogmatism, the concomitant
of theology, is the application of pagan ideals of gov-
ernment to Christian polity. This has been admirably
stated in a recent work by Dr. George C. Lorimer, espe-

cially in its application to the system of Augustine.
"To him," Dr. Lorimer says, "Jehovah was essentially

an infinite Caesar, to question whose proceedings would
be rebellion and blasphemy. The whole earth lay at

the feet of the dread sovereign, sinful and helpless,

devoid of all rights, and justly doomed to everlasting

punishment. If he therefore should choose any, be
they many or few, to be rescued from this awful con-

demnation, it would solely be of his compassion ; and if

he passed by others, or 'if the rest be hardened,' he

would be within the bounds of his absolute authority

and would commit no wrong against any one."

Let, therefore, a thorough disciple of Aristotle in

philosophy and of Caesar in government (Augustine
was both) take hold of Christianity; let him assume
that it is an unbaked clay in his hands, and that it is his

province to fashion it into a vessel after his own ideals,

and Augustinianism, with all its repulsivensss, more
recently called Calvinism, is the result. And over the

centuries from Augustine to Calvin, and Hodge, and
the last Pan-Presbyterian Assembly, this system has
brooded like a nightmare.

We have brought Augustinianism forward simply as

an example in theology of the workings of the old

Greek philosophical spirit and the old Roman govern-
mental spirit. For the full result of their work we
must turn to the Roman Catholic Church. There is

perfection of speculation and perfection of dogmatism.
In this perfection Christ is reduced practically to a

nonentity. He is worshiped less than Mary and the

saints, and is obeyed less than the Pope.
With the advent of the inductive method came our

reverence for facts as against theories, for history as

against speculation, for investigation as against tradi-

tion, and for Christology as against theology. With
the advent of the inductive method we have made a

complete "about-face" and we have hit upon a whole
new world. We have dethroned tradition and we have
enthroned investigation. What we call historical criti-

cism is but the inductive method applied to history, and
what we call literary criticism is but the inductive

method applied to literature, and what we call biblical

criticism is but the inductive method applied to the

Bible.

Today the inductive method is paramount in every
department of study and investigation. Its significance

as regards the religious tendencies of our day is simply
this : it deals with the realm of facts. It seeks what has
been and is, and it aims to make the whole world of

ascertainable fact and truth subservient to the interest

of man. It is adapted to a humane and brotherly and
practical age, and such an age can be but slightly influ-

enced by any other system. It hungers for reality; it

thirsts for the actual. Its demand is for that "which
has been seen, and heard, and handled of the Word of

Life."
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Now Christ is a fact in our human history, the

supreme man among men, and holier and mightier than

man. In teaching he is matchless; in works he is

miraculous ; in character he is faultless. His sinlessness

is a fact ; his death is a fact ; his resurrection is a fact

;

his commission is a fact; his Church is a fact. The

Gospels and Epistles are facts, and they bring to us

such a character as is unapproachable in any other

literature and inimitable in any age or nation. His very

presence commands attention. His supremacy in char-

acter is a challenge to the serious scientist and the

honest historian, while the saintly seeker after utmost

holiness in human form halts before him and proclaims

that his quest is done.

The inductive method is compelling a return to

Christ. Let it be granted that Jesus is such a fact as

stated above; then history, laboring to know and to

use for human good what has actually been in the

world, cannot and will not ignore her mightiest man
and holiest treasure. Social science, slowly working

out better political and industrial conditions for men,

cannot and will not turn away from her highest sym-

bol of brotherliness and her chiefest champion of

human rights. And above all, religion, striving to

enrich the souls of men with the joy of forgiveness and

a sense of an eternal fatherhood, cannot and will not

release her hold upon the One who poured out his

blood in benediction and pardon, and who in his resur-

rection has shown us that

"Life is ever Lord of death
And Love can never lose his own."

If the triumph of the inductive method is assured,

the triumph of Jesus is assured. If history succeeds,

Jesus must succeed. If science fails not, Christ will not

fail. If faith and forgiveness and prayer and a per-

sonal God are among the facts of religious science, and
if they are necessities to the soul, then Jesus must for-

ever stand as the object of faith, the forgiving One,
the answerer of prayer, and the revealer of our Creator

in the character of our God and Father.
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LIGHTS AJVD SHADOWS Iff

IJSfVIA.
W. M. FORREST.

T WAS the last day in the old year. A trav-

Ieler was enjoying, for the first time, a jour-

ney upon an Indian railway. There had
been no room for his family in Calcutta

when he arrived there in the midst of the

crowded season, so they had sought the

friendly shelter of the Christian .Women's
Board of Missions' bungalow at Deoghur.
And now he was improving the last days of

the Christmas holidays by journeying over
the two hundred miles that lay between the

capital and Deoghur, in order to spend his first New
Year's Day in that strange land with his own family

and friends.

A railway journey in India has its peculiarities. The
cars are divided into compartments, like those in Eng-
land, and are entered by a door at the side. The trav-

eler usually has to search the station diligently before

he can find any one to tell him what train is the one he
wants. Then he calls the troop of coolies who are car-

rying the various articles of baggage made necessary

by the exigencies of oriental travel, and bestows him-
self and his goods in the car. If he is going over a
strange road, and there is no one in his compartment

able to give him needed information, he proceeds upon
his way in an uneasy frame of mind. No one comes to

announce the names of the stations, and if the name is

called out upon the station platform it is drowned in

the din of the noisy crowds of natives. Hence the trav-

eler anxiously endeavors to read the names of stations

displayed upon the sign boards, if he thinks he is near-

ing his destination. And failing in that effort, he leaps

out of the car and runs wildly about the station to find

some one with English enough and sense enough to tell

him where he is. It breaks the monotony of the trip,

at least.

The traveler now under consideration had started

early in the morning, and understood that he was to

change cars about noon at a place where he could get

lunch before proceeding on his way. His only com-
panions were two children of the soil who had no com-
mand of his mother tongue ; he had no railroad guide
from which to learn what station should follow an-

other. Hence, it was after much anxious watching
that he finally saw the place where the first stage of the

journey ended. Aided by the indispensable coolies, he
removed himself and his belongings from the car.

Then he began a protracted search for some one who
could tell him when his train would leave. White
faces were not numerous ; competent informants were
few ; authorities seemed to differ. It was only after

repeated and persistent inquiries that the pilgrim finally

found that the train he had left was the one which must
carry him to his destination. With what grace he could

command he motioned his coolies to return his luggage
to the car.

Then he looked at his watch and rapidly calculated

how much time was left for needed refreshments. The
dining-room was far away across the tracks. Out of re-

gard for life and limb, it was permitted to cross only by
the long and lofty bridge. The hungry man found that

he might possibly get to the dining-room and back
before the train would leave, but would certainly not
have even a moment to tarry there. With a sigh that

came from the depths of an empty stomach he resigned

himself to his fate, and looked longingly about for

some chance peddler of refreshments. Alas ! only one
man was descried, and his stock consisted of diminu-
tive bananas and decayed oranges. The oranges con-
jured up visions of cholera; so the traveler bought a
bunch of bananas and sadly retired to his compart-
ment as the train moved off. Those sixteen bananas
soon disappeared. Yes, sixteen ; but hold, gentle read-

er, before you cry out against the voracity or veracity

of the Indian missionary. That fruit cost four cents,

and no piece of it exceeded the size of a man's finger

!

It was late in the afternoon when the train rolled into

Baidyanath Junction, where it was necessary to change
cars for Deoghur. To the vigilant watcher "a sign was
given" this time ; he caught sight of the name of the

station boldly displayed. To get to the ticket office,

buy a ticket for the remainder of the journey, and in-

quire when the train would be in, was the work of a few
minutes. The polite Indian-English of the agent gave
the information, very welcome indeed, that the train

would arrive in twenty minutes. But when fully half

an hour had gone there was still no train. Then the
station master came out of his office and invited the
impatient traveler in to a seat. Anxious inquiry about
the train brought the response that its coming was un-
certain, that it might not arrive that night, that it

sometimes failed to appear for two or three days. The
traveler was startled and demanded why fhe agent had
been permitted to give false information. The station-

master replied that the train had been due at the time
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indicated, but being a single train on a narrow gauge
local line, its ways were past rinding out. Impatient

questions accomplished nothing beyond the suggestion

that it would be best to wait awhile, at least until after

the passing of the next regular train, and then it could

be seen what would be best to do. So the fat, brown
body of the station-master conveyed away his unper-

turbed soul.

Rain had begun to fall ; dusk was coming on apace.

After a long time the ticket agent appeared and was
soundly upbraided by the waiting tourist. He bore it

meekly, but said he would return the price erf the ticket,

and seemed to think that should allay all disquiet of

spirit. How far was it to Deoghur? Was there any
road, and any kind of a conveyance? These questions

elicited the information that it was four miles to

Deoghur ; that there was a road ; that there had been an

ox-cart about, but it was gone. But was there no way
of getting over those four miles that night ? The agent

bethought him of a palkey that could sometimes be pro-

cured, and agreed to send out a search party for it.

Now a "palkey" is a palankeen, and a palankeen is a

cross between a coffin and a hearse, and is carried by

four men by means of a long pole protruding from each

end of it. It seemed to the traveler better suited to the

conveyance of the dead than the living, yet he hoped it

would be forthcoming.

Another weary wait, during which the rain and the

oncoming darkness tarried not. Then the agent ap-

peared with the news that the palkey men had just

returned from a trip, too weary to go out again.

Grumbling and reproaches only led the agent to con-

clude the traveler an unreasonable creature. He showed
signs of taking himself off as he suggested that the best

thing to do was to rest quietly in the waiting room for

the night. Then the traveler adopted a mollified tone

and besought aid in finding a coolie who could serve

as a guide and carry the luggage. And the agent agreed

to try to find one.

By that time it was quite dark, but fortunately the

rain had nearly ceased. The traveler's umbrella was
in Calcutta ; why should it not be, when he understood

that it never rained in India except during the "rainy

season" of the summer? At last a coolie came upon
the scene. He was willing to go, but must have double

pay. Yes, to travel four miles through the dark and
rain, guiding a stranger and carrying some sixty

pounds of luggage for him, and then to trudge back
home, the man had the hardihood to demand eight

annas, or sixteen cents! As money was no object to

the stranger, and getting on to Deoghur in time to

begin the new year with his wife and son was an object,

he took the man at his own price.

Down the dark and muddy road they went, the coolie

leading the way with the luggage on his head. He
surely had rested all that day, for he trotted along at a

most unoriental rate of speed. The man found it diffi-

cult to keep near him on the rough, dark road, but he
knew not how to tell him to go more slowly. One of

the first words a man learns in India is that for "hurry,"

but whoever heard of needing to tell a child of the East
to go slow? The unexpected always happens. So in

silence strode they on.

Once the coolie stopped, and indicated by a grunt
and a motion that he wanted assistance in removing the

luggage from his head. Then he took his upper gar-
ment, and wrapping it about his head, resumed his

load and his journey. That left him quite naked, ex-
cept for a loin cloth. The traveler reflected that there

was small likelihood that such a man should be dan-
gerous on account of concealed weapons. But he did

not find an overcoat too heavy, despite the rapid walk,

and wondered how the man endured the damp, cool

wind. Again the guide stopped and uttered some un-
intelligible words, but his companion shook his head
and waved him on. The next time he paused, the

traveler understood, for he cried, "Pawnee, pawnee!
(Water, water!)" and there was a river right across

their path. It was discomforting. But the coolie was
a man of resources. Motioning his comrade to stay

where he was, he himself plunged into the river.

Splash, splash, he went, and after a little he was heard
clambering up the opposite bank. Then he reappeared
and motioned the traveler to mount his back. It was
not a "pig-back" but a "bare-back" ride that night. The
darkness was kindly ; there was no kodak fiend at hand.

But what a picture they would have made—that very
long traveler bestriding the bare shoulders of that very
short coolie and clutching his head to maintain an equi-

librium ! Had the coolie been a little shorter, or the

river a trifle deeper, the man would not have passed
over dry shod. But the lithe little fellow, as slender-

waisted as a girl, did his duty, and the river was soon
left behind.

Then they entered the outskirts of Deoghur, but only

to face a new difficulty. The town was asleep; the

coolie could not be made to understand where to go.

Two chance comers were appealed to in vain. Then a
light was seen streaming through an open door. With
reviving hope the traveler approached it and addressed
his remarks to a military-looking little chap sitting be-

hind a table. At the first word the little black fellow

jumped up, nearly overturning the table, and ran across

the room to seize a musket. Having secured it, he stood

presenting arms in so perturbed and apologetic a man-
ner that the traveler decided not to run away. But in-

quiry elicited nothing.

The weary man turned away feeling quite faint.

Those sixteen bananas had been making a brave stand
at some lonely outpost of his stomach for many a long
hour. At last they signified that they must capitulate

unless reinforced at once. But just when it seemed that

nothing was left but to pass the remainder of the night
under some tree, a new man came upon the scene. The
traveler and the coolie both talked at once for some
time without making any impression. The coolie did

not know where the traveler wanted to go, and the lat-

ter could not make the man understand. All his scant

vocabulary was called into requisition to no purpose.
At last the word for church was used in desperation,

though he knew there was no church. But it struck a
spark of intelligence ; voluble directions were given the

coolie and off the pair started again.

It was but a little after that the traveler might have
been seen in the cheerful light of the mission bungalow.
The faithful coolie was sent on his way enriched by
double the price he had asked. A hasty "watch night"
repast was soon prepared. As the traveler sat down,
surrounded by cordial friends and his wife and little

boy, and hurried on reinforcements to the heroic six-

teen, do you think any one could have persuaded him
that foreign missions are a failure?

Calcutta, India.

A motion to have the choir change the litany to

"Have mercy upon us miserable singers !" could be
carried in almost any congregation. The account of a
mother who gave her baby paper and pens because he
had swallowed a bottle of ink—she wanted him to feel

write inside—suggests the origin of some of the holi-

day novels.
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A MOVEIV* VE*RSIOJV OF THE
T'ROVIGAL SOJV.

HAMISH MANN.

(Continued from last week.)

OU mean well by us," said Robert Gordon,

Y"but we darna cover up wrong. Davie has

made his bed and he must lie in it; God
himself does not allow sin to go unpun-

ished, and why should we?"
"Then, officer, you will have to do your

duty," said the spokesman to his compan-

ion, who had up to this time remained si-

lent.

He took from his pocket a pair of hand-

cuffs and began to fasten them upon the

boy's wrists.

"Ye needna dae that, he will go wi' ye without re-

sistance," said the father.

"Then I will take the bracelets off," said the officer

of the law.

The storm, which had lasted during the interview,

had now spent itself like a sudden burst of passion;

the sun was shining; there was a rainbow in the sky,

and the birds were singing as if there were no break-

ing hearts in the world.

The men put the boy into the buggy between them
and were about to drive off, when Mrs. Gordon, who
had listened at the door of the parlor and had fallen

on the hall floor in a swoon, recovered herself, and,

rushing out, reached up to her boy and drew him down
toward her, saying: "Oh, my puir Davie, your judg-

ment day has come ; God hae mercy upon us a'."

The boy did not speak; but never did the mother
forget the look of shame and sorrow upon his face,

and never did the boy forget the look of suffering love

upon the face of his mother.

The two old people tottered into their desolate

house. In a few minutes years had been taken out of

their lives. Never had such a bitter cup been pressed

to their lips.

"The cup which my Father giveth me to drink shall

I not drink of it!" exclaimed Robert Gordon.
"We have had many troubles, guidwife, but nane

like this one. We buried our five bairns ; but dead
sorrows are naething tae a leeving ane. God help us

in our day of trouble!"

Instinctively they drew together and knelt down in

prayer, the wife's arm resting upon her husband's
shoulder.

"Oor Faither, which art in heaven," began Robert
in broken accents. "We understand ye better noo.

We hae often wrung your heart wi' anguish as our
bairn has wrung oors today. Yet thou hast loved us,

and been merciful to us, and hast not given us up.

Help us to love our bairn while we hate his sin, and
by showing him thy patience win him back to a guid
life."

Bad news travels fast, and it was not long before
the news of David Gordon's crime and arrest spread
through the little community. Everybody was shocked.
One or two ill-conditioned people were not surprised.

They had been expecting something of the kind ; they
had seen signs of extravagance and pride; and they
more than suspected that the elder's son was no better

than the children of other folk. But most of the peo-
ple felt as if a personal calamity had overtaken them.
They knew better, however, than to obtrude themselves
upon the stricken pair. They were left alone, cur-
tained in with their grief and with their God. When

they, met them they took their hand and gave it a
hearty squeeze, looking away from them the while.

No one ever spoke to them directly of their trouble,

being afraid lest they might touch the wound with an
unskilful hand.

David was sentenced to a year in the penitentiary

—

the lightest punishment that could be given for his

offense. He told in a simple, straightforward way
how he had been tempted, not so much from a love of

evil as from a desire to know what it was like. He
had been lured on to break through the hedge of

restraint by a curiosity to see what was on the other

side of it. Fellow clerks, whose names he would not

divulge, had helped to lead him astray. If he had
sinned he had also been sinned against. The judge
in sentencing him was deeply affected.

It was the common verdict in the community that

Robert Gordon did right in giving his son up to

justice. For, would he not have been condoning the

offense if he had allowed it to go unpunished? No
one seemed to think that punishment could come in

any other way than through the course of law. They
were really, had they only known it, more concerned
about the honor of the law than about the salvation of

the boy.

Afterwards, when Robert Gordon and his wife went
to see their boy in the state's prison, they were per-

plexed in mind. "Better leave him to himself," they

said, "and make him feel the enormity of his misdeed."

They did not think that his wounded heart might need
healing and soothing.

A greater astonishment awaited them when the

time drew near for David's release. Robert Gordon
called together a meeting of the church session and
delivered to them the longest speech of his life.

"My brethren," he said, "I hae something on my
hairt about which I want to speak to you. Ye wadna
accept my resignation a year ago, when I thought
that I ought to step down from my place as elder of
this church because of the blot that came over our
family name. I appreciate your confidence in me, and
now I want to make a larger draft upon your sym-
pathy and help. My laddie, as ye ken, will be let oot

o' prison next week. I believe that the iron has en-

tered into his soul, that he has come to himself, and
that he is truly penitent. I do not mean to defend
him or to make light of his sin. But oh, he was sair

misguided His very simplicity regarding toil was
his ruin. He seems determined to begin a new life,

and I want him to begin it right here among his auld
friends, who have kenned him since he was a baby.

Noo, what I want to know is this : Will ye welcome
him back among ye, in the New Testament way?"
The minister who was presiding asked, "What do

you mean, Robert, by the New Testament way?"
"I mean," replied he, "the way laid down in the fif-

teenth chapter o' Luke."

"Would not that be a somewhat dangerous experi-

ment ?" inquired the minister.

"Surely God does not think so, seeing it is the way
he follows wi' us."

"I have no sympathy with all this soft-hearted fool-

ishness," spoke up Malcolm McPhail, who had driven
more than one of his children from home by the sever-

ity of his discipline. "Robert Gordon, you will do
your laddie harm if you do not make him feel the fire

of your indignation, or if you keep him from reaping
the full harvest of his iniquity."

"I would like to know," said Walter Keith, the
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apostle John of the kirk session, "I would like to know
if we are a body of Christians."

"I hope so," said Malcolm McPhail.

"Then let us act in a Christian way toward this

puir laddie who comes back to us frae the far coun-

try."

"And kill for him the fatted calf?"

"Why not? There is good authority for that."

There was a division among them, and when re-

ports of the meeting of session circulated in the com-
munity the same division of sentiment was extended

over a wider area.

On the day of David's release his father met him
at the gate of the prison. He hurried him to a hotel,

where he dressed him in a new suit of clothes which

he had provided beforehand. Then he took him to the

depot and boarded a car.

When David recovered himself he asked, "Where
are you taking me, father?"

"I am taking ye hame, my bairn. Where else should

one who has fallen go wi' his bruised heart but to his

ain mither?"

"Oh, I cannot go home; I have brought disgrace

upon all—disgrace that can never be wiped out. I can

never look my old friends in the face again. Let me
go away where nobody knows me, that I may hide

my shame and begin life over again, and when I have

proved myself worthy of respect I will come back to

you. I promise you that. God helping me, you will

never more have cause to be ashamed of me."

"Na, na, my laddie, ye must fight your battle oot

where ye lost it. It will be hard for you and for us

;

but your mither and I would never have an easy day

if ye were to leave us. Besides, we want the joy o'

helping ye in your struggles."

His father's wish had always been law to him; so

he simply said: "I will do just as you say."

When they arrived at the village of Argyle, David

was greatly agitated. "Father, let us go home by the

back way, round by the south road," he whispered.

"Na, na, my boy, nae round-aboot roads for us

;

the straight way is best."

To the credit of the people of the Scotch hamlet be

it said that they did not stand at their doors or win-

dows staring at the returning prodigal. With a fine

sense of propriety they kept discreetly out of sight.

When the house was reached David was startled to

find that every window was lighted, and to see evident

signs of life.

"If there is company in the house, I cannot go in

and face them ; let me stay out in the barn until they

go away."
"You must come ;

your mither is waiting for you."

The meeting between the mother and her newly re-

covered child was almost too sacred for relation. She

took his face into her hands and, looking steadily into

his eyes, said : "Ye hae washed away your sin in the

waters of repentance; your een is getting clear and

true again." Then, breaking out into the language

of Scripture, she exclaimed, "This, my son, was dead

and is alive again ; was lost and is found."

When David was led into the parlor he found a

number of his old friends and companions waiting to

receive him. Their greeting was kindly ; but their

joy was of a sober and chastened sort. The old pas-

tor was there. It was rumored that after the meeting

of the church session Walter Keith had a long inter-

view with him, and had convinced him that the Chris-

tian way of dealing with a penitent prodigal, although

somewhat uncommon, was well worth trying. There

were those who objected to his being present and giv-

ing countenance to such unheard-of proceedings ; but
when his course was once made clear he was not the

man to turn aside. The modern descendants of the

Scribes and Pharisees were, of course, conspicuous for

their absence.

Without saying a word, Mrs. Gordon brought the
family Bible and laid it on the table before the min-
ister. He read, with great tenderness of tone, the
fifteenth chapter of Luke's Gospel ; and merely added

:

"We are here tonight because we want to make an
application of this parable to a particular case. We
want to show that it is not impossible to follow

Christ's teaching; we want to try for once the novel
experiment of making the divine method of dealing

with sinful men the rule of our action."

It is many years since this incident took place. Al-
most all the actors in it have gone hence. David still

lives. None of the evil prophecies regarding the harm
which he was sure to receive from the reception given
to him when he returned from the far country have
come to pass. Nobly has he redeemed the past. What
a comfort and stay he was to his parents in their de-

clining years ! And what a friend and helper he has
been to tempted and fallen men ! "When you bury
me," he is wont to say to his friends

—"when you bury
me, put upon my headstone the words, 'Here lies a
prodigal who was loved back to a better life.'

"

6HE GHIftGS OF &HE FA SHE'S..
Rev. E. Fenn Lyman.

N the words "Know ye not that I must be
about the things of my Father" (Luke
2:49), trie emphasis falls upon the word
must. But of what compulsion did Jesus
speak when he said "I must" ? Was it the

dogged facing of a severe and heavy task,

or was it something else? Man feels the

irksome mandate of the moral law, and he
says "I must," and in given determination

he sets about his joyless task. He seeks

to force himself toward his goal as the

Spitzbergen glacier moves toward the sea. a slowly
creeping, crushing, grinding valley of ice, whose pro-
gress is so slow and labored that the advance of a year
must needs be measured by inches. Surely not such
was the compulsion that Jesus felt when he said "I
must." His was the warm compulsion of divine love,

the joyous compulsion that the snow fields of the up-
per Missouri feel when the warm sun of April smiles
down upon them, and the icy shackles fall off, and
the trickling streams leap with joyous song down the
mountain sides and the foothills, and in murmuring
chorus sweep through the great plains, filling the vast
river bank-full with an irresistible power. That is the
invincible must of the divine life, and it was the surg-
ing of that strong constraint of love that Jesus felt

when at this moment of his soul's awakening he con-
sciously bared his heart like a broad continent to catch
the full shining of his Father's sun-like nature, till

each separate hill-top and valley of his being was
streaming forth in unshackled responsiveness to that
love. Here lay a thirsty barren world. His Father's
business was to make it a garden. His nature was
crying out in that word must to join with all his pow-
ers in that glorious work. How noble the enthusiasm
of the divine boy Jesus as he stands at this moment
of broadening vision

!

But when we look upon this picture of Jesus' divine
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love expressing itself, we sigh that ours is the human
and not the divine love; ours the mortal and not the

God-like "must." But we who are "made a new crea-

tion in Christ Jesus" are partakers of his divine na-

ture.

"O soul of mine! I tell thee true,

If Christ indeed be thine,

No more makes he himself thy kin

Than he made thee divine."

And this deep new-born nature yearns to throw it-

self open to its Father, God, and to his sweet liberating

influences. When the must of divine love—the com-
pulsion of God's own nature thaws us out, it is worth

more in a minute than all the prying and pushing and
crowding of a million tons of the glacial drift of hu-

man effort exerted for a generation of time. Our hu-

man wills must still be set with all their powers to do
God's will, but this compulsion of the divine nature to

which we are made heirs by God's grace should catch

us up in its own strong current and bear us joyously

on to our Father's business. What a difference there

is in acting through the "must" which moves the

glacier, or through the "must" that speeds the merry,

singing brook

!

Alcester, South Dakota.

'BLVffVE'RS MADE *By
FAMOVS Al/UHOHS.

Milton tn Error.

Till the dappled dawn doth rise,

And at my window bid good-morrow
Through the twisted eglantine.

Thus ends the forty-first line of Milton's "L'Alle-

gro." The eglantine does not "twist," and Milton was
mistaken in giving this name to the honeysuckle. The
eglantine is the prickly sweet-briar of our gardens.

Where Shelley XOas Brotouned.

Drowned by the upsetting of his boat in the Gulf of Spezia.

So reads the epitaph on Shelley's monument erected

at Christ Church, Hants, by his son, Sir Percy, and
Lady Shelley ; and dictionaries and encyclopaedias

also perpetuate the error. The boat really foundered

in the roads of Viaregio. The seaport of Viaregio is

only fourteen miles northwest of Pisa, while the Gulf

of Spezia, following the coast line, is distant not far

short of fifty miles.

"Byron''s Blunder.

The last line of Byron's "Marino Faliero" reads

:

The gory head rolls down the giant steps.

The steps alluded to are in the courtyard of the Ducal
Palace, Venice, and are known as the Giant's Stair-

case, because of the colossal statues of Mars and Nep-
tune on its summit ; and by the "gory head" is meant
that of Marino Faliero, one of the doges of Venice. Un-
fortunately this sovereign was decapitated before this

stairway had been built; but it is a fact that he was
beheaded in the palace.

Scott Makes a Mistake.

What purports to be the true scene of the murder of

Amy is one of the chief points of interest at Kenil-

worth Castle : the ruins of Mervyn's Tower. Here
Amy was lured to death by Varney, at the instigation

of the earl. But in connecting the unfortunate Amy
with that splendid ruin, Sir Walter Scott has given it

an importance which is mere fiction. It is even very

doubtful whether Amy ever saw the place ; at any
rate, Kenilworth was not given to Leicester until three-

years after her death (1560).

Victor Hugo's Mathematical "Blunder.

Victor Hugo lays the scene of one of his novels iris

England, but makes the drollest blunders in regard

to English life and customs. Like almost all French-
men, he mis-spells English proper names. For in-

stance, he transforms the Firth of Forth into the First

of Fourth

!

The .Story of Baron Munchausen.

The German soldier, Baron Munchausen, was not'

the author of the book of travels named after him.
The absurdly exaggerated fictions in this book were
written by an expatriated countryman of his, named'
R. E. Raspe, who published them in England in 1785.
Raspe made the Baron the putative author, having be-
come acquainted with the false stories which this offi-

cer related, and for which he became notorious, after
returning from his adventurous campaigns in the Rus-
sian service.

Some of Shakespeare's Slips.

"Then our ship has touched the deserts of Bo-
hemia," says Shakespeare, in "The Winter's Tale."
The ship bearing the infant Perdita is thus pictured as
being driven on the coasts of Bohemia, but Bohemia,
has no seaboard at all.

The couplet:
Peace, count the clock

—

The clock has stricken three,

is found in the dialogue between Brutus and Cassius,.
in Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar." Yet clocks were not-

known to the Romans, though sun-dials were; and'
striking clocks were not invented till some hundreds-
of years after Caesar's death.

Uhe Heal Story of "Robinson Crusoe.

Readers have formed an idea that because an un-
willing dweller on his island through shipwreck, there-
fore Selkirk, the Scottish sailor, on whose marvelous
adventures Defoe founded his fascinating story, must
have landed there through like circumstances. The
exact contrary is true. Selkirk had been roving about
the Southern seas as sailing-master of one of the ships
that set out on a privateering expedition under the
famous navigator, Dampier, and being dissatisfied with
his ship, desired to be put ashore. A few others joined
him and they remained on the island of Juan Fernan-
dez for several months until their vessel returned for
them. But Selkirk's life-long aversion to discipline

again manifested itself, and the next time his ship
touched at Juan Fernandez he was put ashore by his

own request, in 1704. All things that could be spared
to make him comfortable were freely given—food,
tools, clothes, weapons and ammunition. After the
expiration of four years and four months, he was taken
off by another privateer, the "Duke and Duchess."
His sea-chest, cup, gun, etc. (which Crusoe saved from
the wreck), created some sensation when they were
exhibited in London on his return, in October, 171 1.

They are now in the Society of Antiquaries' Museum,
Edinburgh. Robinson Crusoe, on the other hand,
must have landed on some island east of Panama, and
there is good reason to believe that it was the Island
of Tobago. But Defoe blunders in locating Juan Fer-
nandez Island on the eastern side of South America..
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CHUHC

OWR TVLTIT.
UHE 'B'REA'D OF LIFE.

WM. DOUGLAS MACKENZIE, D.D.

Text—John 6 :11. Jesus, therefore, took the loaves and hav-

ing given thanks he distributed to them that were sat down

;

likewise, also, the fishes, as much as they would.

The story of the feeding of these thousands of men

by Jesus is the only miracle that is told in all the four

Gospels ; and the writer of this fourth

Gospel evidently recounts it because

there grew out of it that teaching

which he describes to us in the last

part of this chapter. Before his read-

ers could understand how Jesus came

to speak of himself as the bread of life,

and what he meant by it, they must

hear the story of the event on which

that teaching was founded and which made that teach-

ing relevant for the people to whom it was given.

He describes first the compassion of Jesus as he

looked out upon the multitude that had hurried after

him to see him do more miracles. Jesus at once under-

stood the situation. These men were away from where

they could obtain provisions ; and if they were longer

there, detained by him, they would indeed be in want

and distress. So he turned to his disciples and spoke

especially to Philip, saying: "Whence are we to buy

bread that these may eat?" "This he said to prove

him," to test him, and not only to test him, but to test

the other disciples also.

l.—Uhe Test.

It was a kind thing to test those men. Only when
they were tested could they take in the lesson which he

was about to teach them. Only by first showing them

how helpless they were, only by bringing them face to

face with the impending calamity for those people,

could Jesus then proceed to work that which should be

full of real instruction for them ; not a mere dark,

meaningless sign, but an event full of meaning, out of

which they would receive fresh light upon the great

problem of religion which they were constantly work-

ing upon at this time in their hearts and minds. Jesus

said it to prove Philip, we are told ; and the answer

would indicate that there was some need for Philip to

be proved, for Philip turned and said: "Two hun-

dred pennyworth of bread is net sufficient for them

that every one may take a little." He makes a rapid

calculation, and seeing the great multitude of people,

knows it will take all that and more to buy bread. He
does not think of where they are to get it, which is what

Jesus asked, but thinks of the cost, which was not what

Jesus was concerned with. But he is a practical man,
possibly what we would call a business man, who looks

at the practical or business side of this transaction. He
does not, first of all, consider whence this is to come,

but how much it will cost ; which seems to a great

many people always the first and middle and the ldst

question to ask about a thing. He is, then, a man of

this practical business temperament, and that kind of

business man who evidently has very little faith. Now,
nowhere is faith more needed than in business life, on
the part of those who would go far or build up large

business concerns. A large number of men have great

ability and yet occupy positions of mediocrity or infe-

riority in the business world, because they do not have
faith enough. The man who goes forward and far is

the man who has a living faith—faith in himself, faith

that comes out of a careful study of the situation. This
faith is not that gambling spirit that takes any risk,

ignorantly, without calculation. That is a different

attitude altogether. That is sin and immorality; it is

sheer wickedness for any man to go and run plain,

meaningless risks. Faith always has a reasonable ele-

ment in it. Faith knows why a risk must be run and
faith wants to reduce the risk. Faith looks in upon a
man's own self and says, "I can meet the difficulty. I

can disentangle the complexity of relations that have
grown up around me. I know this man ; that man I

can count upon ; I believe it can be done." The gam-
bling spirit thinks : "I will risk it ; I will risk the chance
that it will come out all right." The man who makes
business in the latter way ought to be put out of busi-

ness altogether for the sake of the honest, faithful men,
the men of faith and intelligence, who want to reduce
the risks and who want to have as clear a certainty and
as straight a path before them as possible in business

life. The business man who has a living and a healthy

faith is the man who knows himself, ^and knows the

situation and the circumstances, and then goes forward
with an earnest and humble confidence that, taking all

the circumstances into consideration, and his own
power and manhood, he can work the thing rightly.

2.—ZShe Omitted Fact.

Now this man Philip did not take all the circum-
stances into the situation. He had not counted in

everything that was to be counted in. He counted the

multitude, then he counted up the number of loaves,

then he counted up how much they would cost, then he
thought of the man who was the treasurer of their

little company, and of the few pence he had in the bot-

tom of the bag, and said, "I suppose this will take per-

haps (in modern terms) seventy-five or eighty dol-

lars. We have not got that." He counted in the

twelve men and the pence and the bag and the multi-

tude and the loaves and remembered the distance to the

nearest village. He forgot Christ ! He forgot to take

that circumstance into calculation, and accordingly his

judgment could not be for that moment a safe and
sound and businesslike judgment. He had not counted
in all the facts ; nay, he had missed out the greatest of

them all. Jesus wanted to show that to them ; that

they had not learned how to count him in. This was
the main matter to prove, to test, to find out—to see

whether in their own hearts and minds, now. they had
learned to count in himself into the very circumstances
of their lives ; if they had learned, when they were
mapping out their plans, to take him into consideration

and to see what difference he would make upon the

whole vista of action that opened up before them. And
Jesus, having tested them, teaches them in a very sim-
ple and a very glorious way, reveals himself as the

active creator at work before their eyes.

3.—The Totver of ThanKs.

We are told that Jesus took the loaves and gave
thanks. And gave thanks ! I wonder if that is what
worked the miracle. Gave thanks ! He did not merely
plean and ask and beg from God, but gave thanks. At
the Last Supper, before he broke the bread he gave
thanks. When he stood before the tomb of Lazarus,
knowing what he was going to do and before he spoke
the words that woke the dead to life, while the hush
fell on that crowd also, he lifted up his voice to h'"s
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Father and said, "I thank thee." He gave thanks !
Be-

fore Christ did anything great he seems always to have,

in his spirit, given thanks. When the battle was still

before him he gave thanks for the victory. When the

task was still to be done he gave thanks that it was

done. Before the dead woke to life he gave thanks

that the life was there to wake the dead and call him

forth. He gave thanks! You and I do not know
much of the power of giving thanks. It is always

that, that indicates a mighty and invincible faith, when

we can give thanks.

Now, there are many people who in our own day

are being put to the test by Christ ; and in these two

ways, I think : As to whether they are taking him into

account, and as to whether they are giving thanks.

For instance, I think in your own daily life, in your

business, God is putting you to the test every day. Do
you take God into account? He is putting you to the

test each time that you make a new venture, each time

you feel a fresh emotion. Are you taking God into

account ?

Even churches have to learn this lesson. I have

heard of churches,—I have seen them in several coun-

tries and could name them to you,—that once were

strong, and then they grew weak, and then when they

were weak they got down into despair. They said:

"We cannot do anything. There are only a few of us

and the people around us do not want the Gospel. Re-

ligion is at a discount and there is no hope. We can

not do anything. It would take a tremendous lot of

money,
—

'two hundred pennyworth of bread !'—to be

put into this affair to carry it on." They have said, "We
wiil need to get a great preacher from some great cen-

, ter, a man who is known all over the country, or who
would speedily become known, a man who would be a

mighty organizer. A large figure, 'two hundred pen-

nyworth of bread :'—we have not got it." I know
churches like that. They counted their members,
summed up their subscriptions and looked with sink-

ing hearts at the great, indifferent, dying mass of the

world and said, "We can not do it."

What was the fault in those churches? What was
wrong? These were the facts: they did not have that

miserable two hundred pennyworth of bread and they

had that vast, indifferent and yet soul-unfed, hungering
multitude. What had they omitted? Did they take

Christ fully, heartily, frankly, into consideration ? Did
they believe that the very power of the Son of God
was in their midst? Did they believe that the spirit of

Jesus, the crucified and eternal One., their Saviour, their

Lord, who can raise men from the dead, was in their

midst? Did they have hearts hot with the love of him?
The world needs its Christ, and "Christ to the world we
bring." In what mood were they? With what meas-
ure of faith were they at work? I have known one or

two of these churches that today are full. They began
to fill when they discovered that Christ, the giver of

bread, the multiplier of a few loaves, was in their

midst. When they discovered that the multitude
around were hungering for the very bread he gives,

then Christ made them the distributors of it, and the

twelve men that doubted could feed thousands that

were hungering. Today songs of rejoicing fill those
buildings because they are giving thanks out of
full hearts that the living bread is being broken to mul-
titudes of hungering men and women. But you see
they needed to take Christ into account.

4-.— The Miracle.
How can I believe that this miracle ever took place ?

Not merely because the man who writes the description
was an eye-witness of the scene, though that is a tre-

mendous fact: not merely because we have two or

three descriptions of the fact by eye-witnesses, with

minute differences, which show that they are all remem-
bering actually the same thing. The strongest reason

of all is this : That the miracle is ascribed to Christ, the

Son of God; not to a man but to Christ, the Son of

God. He goes on in the last part of the chapter tO'

describe himself, and his relation to this miracle, by
calling himself the "bread of life," calling himself the

"living bread." And he says that he came down from
heaven. Now, if I am not going to believe that, then

I differ from Christ and his own witness about himself;

and that is about the hardest thing in the world to do.

For myself I cannot do it ; I believe his witness about

himself. When he who lived so, and taught so,

amongst men, who gave men the noblest truths and
the holiest impulses, who gave to the human race the

loftiest power it has ever found of a spiritual and
moral kind, when he says, "I came down from heaven,

I was sent from God," then I feel that it would be the

height of rashness, the height of insanity in me to sayr
"I differ from you, O Christ, regarding your own ori-

gin." The Church has ever said, "We cannot doubt it

and live."

5.—The Li-Vmg 'Bread.

He came down from heaven, he says, and therefore

speaks of himself as the "bread" and the "bread of

life," the "living bread." He contrasts himself with'

that manna of old, that manna of Moses which was con-

nected in their thoughts with the story of the wilder-

ness, when Moses was their leader and prophet. Moses-

did not give it to them ; it was His Father that gave it

to them. That was not living bread; it just barely

gave men life from day to day. But this is the bread
of life. It comes from heaven in order to enter into*

and become the property of men and in so becoming
their inward property and endowment, this bread is to

them the bread of the everlasting life. He speaks of
himself as the bread of life in order, I think, to show
that he is to become the foundation of every man's per-

sonality, the foundation of every man's soul life. He
uses, to illustrate his relation to man, this bread which
we have come to call the "staff of life" ; the simplest,

commonest form of food, the basis, after all, of all'

social life, without which everything else is but orna-
ment and extraneous, but which is itself the essential

thing in every form of human society everywhere.
When the ordinary bread that we eat is received by us
it becomes the basis of our physical life. It enters into

and becomes ourselves. We assimilate it into our very
blood. It passes through our veins and nourishes
every part of our physical self. It becomes the very-

basis of our personal life. Christ says that he, him-
self, is necessary to every man as to his eternal life,

as to his soul's life, just in that way. He is to become
the basis of our personal life. Can anything be more
complete than that which is the basis of your life?

6.—Hota> to Eat this Bread.
But how is this bread of life to be received by us?"

How does a man come into possession of it? Christ,-

towards the end of the discussion, says that men re-

ceive this bread of life when they believe on him ; that

is, when they take him into account ; when they give to
his claims the assent of their intellect, the homage of
their will ; when they give to his claims, to himself, the
love of their hearts ; when they give to him the com-
plete submission of their whole self, their whole nature.
In this act of believing on him, a man is taking him'
into account in everything. Then Christ says, he has-

been received, he has been taken into the very sub-
stance of that person's life. He is then as intimately
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united with that person as the bread that I eat is united

henceforth with my physical self. It seems to me that

there is no more compact, solid, vivid way of putting

it this morning than by just saying that it is to take

.him into account.

But, then, what does believing on Jesus Christ mean ?

It means understanding the fact that he had come down
from heaven and that he was able and willing to give

that bread, and taking that into account. That is faith
;

that is believing on him. Jesus Christ means to say

that the man who in this way takes him into account,

helieves on him in this way, does receiveth him into the

very depths of his being. There is nothing at once
more sublime, more awful, more glorious, more in-

spiring, and, just because it is all these things, there is

-nothing more absolutely sure than this, that when you
and I thus take Christ into account, he—ah ! think of

it,—the very God enters into our very self and hence-

forth we no longer live but he in us. The divine and
the human bound up in this wondrous union,—he, the

"basis of our life, our life the flowering out of his energy
in our soul

!

Brethren, let me in his name this morning say to you,

"Oh ! brother, friend, believer in Christ, fellow-

tnember in this church, open your heart ! Take
him into account. Count him henceforth into your life,

always, in everything. Believe that he is already in

you ; that he is already there where your affections have
their springs, there where your thought has its root,

there in the dark machinery of the soul where the will

•carries on its mighty operations. Take him into ac-

count, receive him to your trust and, behold ! he is

already living in you."

'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
A'B'RAHAM AJVD ISAAC.

Lesson for August 25, 1901 : Genesis 22:1-14.

Golden Text: By faith, Abraham, when he was tried,

offered up Isaac.—Heb. 11 :iy.

A CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S JVOGEST Oft
UHB LESSOff.
ELIAS A. LONG.

Time and Place.

The time is commonly reckoned at B. C. 1871. Isaac,

who had been born within a year after the destruction

of Sodom, is now a young man. Abraham is 125 years

old. Abraham at this time lived at Beersheba, a place

some forty-five miles south of the present Jerusalem.

Here there was a fine well, which gave the place its

name.
Trusting Cod to the \/tmost.

Sometimes we think our faith in God is perfect until

there comes a great, mysterious wave of trial leading

us to cry out : If God is love, why does he permit this ?

To so trust him that faith holds true, in the extreme
test, is the hardest lesson we have to learn. It was just

here that our Master in his last great struggle in

Gethsemane was the weakest; yet in which he tri-

umphed in that profound expression of faith, "Never-
theless not my will but thine be done." Abraham must
learn—we must learn—to sum up every prayer with
these words. The old patriarch had given up much
for love and faith in God. He had parted with home
and nation in Chaldea. He had given up kindred in

Haran ; lands in Canaan to Lot ; rightful money to the

king of Sodom ; ease of body and mind to the rescue of

his nephew, but his self-surrender must be put to a
severer test than any of these. Here is his precious

long-waited for son Isaac, dearer to him than life itself,

the joy and solace of his declining years ; would he
trust God in a supreme test in which love for this one is

cast into the balance through offering him as a sacri-

fice? It is none other than such an extreme trial to

which Abraham now is put, and which forms the basis

of today's very interesting lesson.

God XOants LixJ.ng' JVot "Dead Sacrifices.

To Abraham came a command which was discerned

as meaning that his late won gift, Isaac, was to become
a sacrifice on the altar of burnt offering. God indeed
meant that Abraham was to offer his son, but not as a

bloody, material sacrifice. What he designed to teach

was that the offering which is acceptable to him is the

body, will and heart as a holy, living sacrifice. Rom.
12: 1. That Abraham in his day should have under-
stood the call as demanding the death of his son, was
not unnatural. God ' often permits our ignorance in

spiritual, as in material, things to lead us into the. sever-

est trials and the most helpful discipline of our lives.

Ps. ji)'- 22 5 I Tim. 1: 13. Abraham now for "many
days" was situated with abundant leisure, ease and
prosperity. Ch. 21 : 34; 24: 1. He had ample time for

meditation in the things of God. The thought presses

upon him : "What shall I render unto the Lord for all

his benefits towards me?" Ps. 116: 12. "How are all

the families of the earth to be blessed in me?" "Have
I done enough for God in the daily offerings which
out of my plenty have cost me so little?" With such
thoughts the news must frequently have reached him
of some Canaanitish neighbor offering his first born
as a sacrifice to propitiate the wrath of the terrible fire

god. 2 Kings 16 : 3. It was an age when the idolatrous

idea of human sacrifices prevailed and was commended
by public opinion as the highest token of religious devo-
tion. See 2 Kings 16:3; 17:17; 21:6; Judges 11:30,

31 ; Micah 6:7; etc. How natural that to Abraham's
conscience there should have come the "accusing
thought" (Rom. 2: 15) "Am I not willing to do as

much for the God of love as my neighbors do for their

detestable dieties?" Can I do less than give that which
is most precious to me?" Then comes the command,
perhaps as the still small voice of conscience—which is a
voice of God—and accepted by Abraham as requiring

him to offer up Isaac in death. While he thus is moved
to stop not short of making an offering as bloody as

those of his neighbors, God's real design was different.

"Lay not thine hand upon the lad" vs. 12. And in that

unmistakable mandate there was set forth once for al-

ways a protest against human sacrifices, while the spin't

which prompted the giving up of all to God was com-
mended and accepted.

V. 1. At Ease in Zion. "After these things." After
the departure of Ishmael and the covenant with Abimelech,
as related in the previous chapter, leading down to Ahra-
ram's prosperous, peaceable settlement for "many days" at

Beersheba. But to be "at ease in Zion" (Amos. 6:1") often is

a condition when the discipline of trial most is needed. * * *

"God did prove Abraham" R. V. Abraham "was tried" the
inspired apostle says. Heb. 11:17. God tries us to bring out
the good (Deut. 8:2); but he never tempts any man to do
evil. James 1 113. Temptation proceeds from the malice of
Satan. This whole life is a testing and an education in test-"

ing.

V. 2. Test Assumes Form. "And he said." Just
how God spake we do not know, but plainly it was not by
clear command as in verses 11 and 12. Possibly it was the

"still, small voice." (Kings 19:12: Rom. 2:15) which his

children even now plainly hear urging them to duty and to

sacrifice, and these sometimes not unmixed with mistakes and
discipline. * * * "Take . . . thine only son Isaac."

The name Isaac means "laughter." He was the only son of

promise: the only son by Sarah; the only son left to Abra-
ham in his home. * * * "Land of Moriah." The moun-
tainous portion of Jerusalem then known as Jebus or Salem,
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the city of Melchizedeck. * * * "Offer him there."

Abraham thought that to offer Isaac meant to kill

him, but as verse 12 shows God meant differently.

The force of this awful test as accepted by Abraham
is seen as we consider that in obeying it he had to contend

(1) against his own devoted parental love; (2) against reason,

for would not this be to slay the future blessing to mankind?

(3) against faith, the very "substance of things hoped for"

(Heb. 11 :i) in this son of promise. Yet this man of faith

offered neither argument nor excuse. If Isaac must die he

"counted that God was able to raise him up even from the

dead." Heb. 11:19. He trusted, that "somehow or other God
will provide." V. 8. Sometimes in our greatest trials we
can observe no sign of divine love, no reason, no good pros-

pect, but only can say "I know in whom I have believed."

2 Tim. 1 :i2.

V. 3. "Me Staggered Not." "Abraham rose up early."

To not a single soul dare he confide his purpose. Gal. 1:16,

17. He started early, a necessary course to avoid the oppres-

sive heat of the Oriental midday. * * * "Saddled . . .

ass . . . clave the wood." The ass was loaded with the

wood required for the offering. * * * "Went unto the

place." In that terrible journey doubtless again and again

as the hours wore away Abraham rehearsed all of God's past

dealings with him, but only to find strength in his purposes of

faith. Rom. 4 :20.

V 4. The Mountain. "On the third day." The time re-

quired to pass over the 45 miles to Moriah. A day's journey

in the leisurely pace of the east is from 16 to 20 miles ; a Sab-

bath day's journey 2,000 yards. Acts 1 :i2. * * * "Saw
the place afar off." Beheld the mountains round about

Moriah. Ps. 125 .2.

V. 5. Abraham's Gethsemane. "Abraham said . . .

abide ye here." Like Christ in Gethsemane he would be apart

from his attendants in his agony and communion with God.
Matt. 6 :6. * * * "Will go yonder and worship." Isaac

alone goes with him, but not yet to share this great

sorrow. * * * "And come again to you." Abraham
fully expected to perform the awful act of slaying

his son, but his clear faith as fully expected that

God would raise him from the dead. Heb. 11:19. 1°

confidence therefore he says to his servants that they will

"come again." His faith tells him that God's promise con-

cerning the increase of his family through Isaac cannot fail.

Acts 2 :24. But Abraham's experience helped him ; had not

God, after his many doubts, given Isaac as promised? Do our
experiences help our faith?

V. 6. 7. Heroism of Faith. "The wood . . . and
laid it upon Isaac." The father was very aged ; the son young
and strong, so he could tug up the hill with the fagots. * '* *

"He took the fire . . . and a knife." The vessels containing

live coals as they had no matches in those days. * * *

"Where is the lamb?" The tenderness of this scene is only

to be surpassed by that of Calvary.

V. 8. o. flountain=Moving Faith "God will provide."

All ahead must have looked dark and forbidding to the

father's eyes, save the one bright star of faith that shined

above the great "mountain" in his path. The words in answer
to Isaac's question could hardly have been spoken evasively,

for the crisis was drawing too near to attempt further evasion.
* * * "So they went both together." Isaac, reposing in the

faith of his father, said not another word. "He is brought as a

lamb to the slaughter and as a sheep before her shearer is dumb
so opened he not his mouth." Isa. 53 -.7. * * * "Bound Isaac

and laid him on altar." The scene changes from words to

action, which indicates more forcibly than words that Isaac

himself is to become the victim. Had there not been the most
perfect harmony in the faith of the aged father and of his

strong young son in submitting, the trial could not have gone
through. No one could dwell in the atmosphere of Abra-
ham's trusting heart without being infected with his faith.

Ch. 18:19. Faith kindles faith as fire kindles fire. So our
faith and love and virtue and heroism have the power to in-

fluence others. Every person is made either stronger or

weaker for his contact with others.

V. 10. Hope Thou in God. "Abraham stretched forth

his hand." As the last crucial moment for action comes a voice

within must have said, "Hope thou in God, for I shall yet

praise him for the health of his countenance." Ps. 43 :5. All

can yet be undone and pass away like a dream. * * *

"Took the knife to slay." Then instantly he is thrilled by a

voice out of heaven, such as never before had met his ear.

V. 11. Voice out of Heaven. "Angel of the Lord." It

was the voice of the Lord himself, even of Jesus, as we may
see by V. 16 comparing with Acts 2:25, 36; Phil. 2:11.
* * * "Called . . . out of heaven." Now with a dis-

tinctness and directness that could not be mistaken. Matt.

3:17. Abraham is notified that it is enough. His offering of

the heart's best, this living sacrifice, is regarded as a complete
offering. See Golden Text.

V. 12. The Stayed Knife. "Lay not thine hand." The
voice from heaven interposes at just the right instant. The
Lord's angel forbids the deed of murder. He forever con-
demns the inhuman superstition towards which all ancient

ceremonials of sacrifices perpetually tended. Both father and
son truly shall return to the waiting servants, as Abraham in

faith had intimated. V. 5. * * * "Now I know thou fearest

God." Abraham was tried, not to convince God of what he
already knew (Chapt. 18:19), but that he might show to

others to the end of time, how by faith he had honored God
with that which was dearest. * * * "Not withheld son from
me." Here was the actual demonstration that nothing in the

. world was dearer to Abraham than God and here was the death-
blow forever to the offering of human sacrifices. No sinful

flesh can serve as a sacrifice to redeem from sin. The Sinless

One, the Lamb of God, alone could do that and until the full-

ness of his time the Mood of sinless brutes, without blemish,
could serve through continual repetitions as substitutes. Heb.
7:27.

V. 13. Substitution. "A ram caught . . . and of-

fered him." At the opportune moment God provided a beast,

which he would accept as a burnt offering at the hands of
Abraham; a principle amplified under the Mosaic economy of
the acceptance of animal sacrifices for human sins." All such
represented "the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world."
Rev. 13 :8.

V. 14. The New Name. "Jehovah-jireh." In memory
of his deep experiences Abraham called the place by this new
name which means "God will see" or "God will provide."
God had provided. Abraham's trial gave him a new name for
God. In applying the name to the place he erects a memorial,
which all may read, to the deeds of the true God. * * *

"Of the Lord it shall be seen." Abraham learned that when his
limited vision could not see the spiritual vision of God saw. So
when we cannot see, the Lord not only will see, but as we offer
our bodies a living sacrifice he will provide. As we offer our
time he sees to it that a day in his service is more satisfying
than a thousand spent in the pleasures of sin. As we offer
our talents he sees to it that we are fitted to become rulers
over cities. As we offer our money or lands he provides that
we get a hundredfold more of that which satisfies the soul.

Ps. 107:9.

V'RAyE'R MEETING.
FREDERICK F. GRIM.

HEAVEJVLy MAJVSIOJVJT.

John 14: 1-3; I Cor. 5: 1-10.

iET us picture for ourselves the scene of
gloom and sadness in that upper chamber
where Jesus had met for the last time to eat

the Passover with his disciples. At this

time he taught them the lesson of humility,

and in a very striking and powerful way
symbolized the significance of his life work
by instituting "the Communion." Judas
had gone out into the darkness of the night.

The traitorous deed was soon to be accom-
plished. The crisis in the life of the Master

was fast approaching; nay more, was at hand. Defeat
was facing him, but its consummation was victory.

Shame and ignominy were to be turned into glorifica-

tion. The cross leads but to the crown.
His disciples were agitated. Their hearts were filled

with fear and terror. He must needs speak to them of
his departure. Peter was unable to understand why
he could not follow him at once. He insisted that he
was ready. But alas ! Peter's impulsiveness does not
have in it the quality of endurance. If he could not
stand, what was to happen? The treachery of Judas
adds darkness to the scene. If their trusted leader

—

the head of the kingdom—was to leave, what was left

for them? No institution, no prestige, no influence, no
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army ! Ignominious defeat, as far as human eye could

see, alone awaited them.

The Ditfine Comfort.

"Don't give up. To be sure I am going away, but

then just trust me. Don't be troubled and dismayed;

God still reigns and I am one with him. You believe

in him, why not believe in me? Don't worry and vex

your soul, but cast all your care upon him." "Why
art thou cast down, O my soul? And why art thou dis-

.

quieted within me ? Hope thou in God ; for I shall yet

praise him, who is the health of my countenance and my
God."

It was not for some selfish purpose that he was to

leave them. He was not to live in luxury while they

were left to struggle and toil. But he was still to work.

He was to make all ready for them.

With a filial relationship comes the idea of a

home—a house with many mansions—a most beautiful

figure in which to express the heavenly idea. "The

image is derived from those vast Oriental palaces in

which there is an abode not only for the sovereign and

heir to the throne, but also for the sons of the king,

however numerous they may be." John in his Apo-

calvptic vision has given us a picture of wondrous

beauty—shall we say of the renewed earth? If that

be true, heaven cannot be less glorious.

If so much loveliness is sent

To grace our earthly home,

How beautiful, how beautiful

Must be the world to come.

With Him Foreifermore.

Without doubt this "building of God eternal in the

heavens" will satisfy our esthetic taste. And yet all

this is but the feebleness of our earth-born speech.

External attractions cannot constitute heaven. How
many a palace adorned with all that luxury can afford

is a veritable hell on earth. It is Christ's presence that

makes heaven. He can transform a cottage into a

"paradise regained. " The great discovery of the pres-

ent time is that Christ is here, giving us glimpses of

that which is to be. What a family reunion it will be

!

Heavenly companionship is ours to enjoy if we but ac-

knowledge a Father's love and a Father's care. Eye
hath not seen, ear hath not heard, neither hath it en-

tered into the heart of men what God has in store for

them who love him.

CH1USTIAJV E/fDEAVO'R.
CHARLES BLANCHARD.

"DAlI*y T'RAyE'R.
Topic for August 25, Psalms 34: 1-22.

WILL bless the Lord at all times ; his praise

I
shall continually be in my mouth." The
best part of prayer is praise. I fear we
often forget this. We need to turn back to

the Psalms of God's ancient people to learn

this lesson of praise. There is no hymnal
that can compare with the Hebrew psalm-

ist's scroll of song.

The criticism of our modern Church
hymns, by a certain Prof. Somebody,
which has been going the rounds of the

secular and religious press recently, is so sweeping in

its assertions that it needs no answer, but if it shall

bring us to a fresh comparison of our modern Sunday
school and Church songs with the best of Israel's sweet
singer, it may serve to show us the superiority of the

book of Psalms. Not that I would advocate the use of

the Psalms in singing, not exclusively at any rate, but

I would advocate a much more general use of the

Psalms in our devotional reading. And I certainly

would not advocate the use of Watts' paraphrase, but

the much more beautiful rendering of the Revised Ver-
sion, or the old King James version.

But how shall we pray continually, or without ceas-

ing? I think the true secret of prayer is in what may
be called

r The Altitude of the Soul.

This is possible even with very busy people, and
without this attitude of the soul there is no real prayer

or praise. It is in cultivating this condition of mind,
and establishing the attitude of the spiritual nature,

that the "quiet hour" serves its chief purpose. It is

possible to read the Bible and pray every day without
much cultivation of the spiritual attitude, and there-

fore without making any very perceptible progress in

the divine life. The praise that is continually in the

mouth must have a continual supply back of it in the

hidden springs of the spiritual life. And it is this

hidden and eternal—this attitude of the soul—this con-

tinual turning of the heart and life to God, that con-

stitutes true prayer. The attitude of the body and the

environments of life have little to do with cultivating

and maintaining this spiritual state. Most of us

imagine they do, and excuse ourselves on the ground
of cur environments ; but the spiritual is superior to the

merely local if we will have it, so that we may bless the

Lord "at all times" and have his praise continually in

our hearts. I know the difficulties of maintaining this

spiritual attitude, and I count not myself to have at-

tained, but I have caught a glimpse of the glory of
the presence of the Lord, possible for even' believer.

What we need is to cultivate the mind of the spirit.

Prayer JVot Selfish.

I wonder sometimes if we are not selfish in our
prayers. Prayer ought to expand the soul. This is one
sort of "expansion" that I think we need not fear. "O
magnify the Lord with me, and let us exalt his name
together." It somehow exalts us to exalt the name of

the Lord together. I like that familiar expression,

"Let us unite in prayer." Do we really thus unite in

prayer?" Prayer desires for others what we ourselves

have found. "O taste and see that the Lord is good."
The spiritual mind cannot be satisfied with enjoying its

blessings alone. The cloister and the cell are no part of

the true spiritual worship of the Church of Christ.

Jesus went into the mountain apart to pray, but only
that he might gain quiet and bodily rest for further

service, for we are told that they pressed upon him
so that he had not time to eat or sleep. We need the
mountain stillness and the morning hour as a prepara-
tion for service.

THE QX/IET HOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.}

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A

jWRAM ajwd lot.
"Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do

to you, do ye even so to them."

—

Matthew 7 :V2.

Monday—Genesis 13: 1-9.

The choice of Sodom for his home was Lot's greatest

mistake. He is the type of that class of men, always a
large class, who are determined by one rule alone, by
the consideration of worldly advantage. He saw a
quick road to wealth, and that was enough for him; at

once he turned aside into Bypath Meadow.
But this was a perilous road. Lot must shut his eyes

to the moral risk, if he would grasp the material advan-
tage. He must endanger his soul. So it will be. if I
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am governed by the greed of gain. Spiritual disaster

lies inevitably in front of me.

And this was a selfish road. Lot recognized no duty

to Abraham, no gratitude, no modesty. He was

prompted by nothing higher than the eager wish to

benefit himself. May I be kept in mercy from forget-

ting others in my anxiety to do myself good.

Tuesday—Genesis 13: 10-18.

If I make Lot's choice, I cut myself off from all that

is best in life. Of my own accord I enter a society in

which there is nothing that will really satisfy. The men
and women round me now are shallow, superficial,

worldly. These are not the associates who should be

mine. But I shall despise myself more than I despise

them. I shall think with sorrow of the high thoughts

which visited me once, and of the hopes that now I

have no means of fulfilling. I am in bondage to the

circumstances I have myself chosen. It is my disap-

pointment, my bitterness, my shame, that I have lost

my old comrades, my old ideals, my old homelier and

godlier ways. I have sacrificed what is best to what is

lowest. I have gained the world, but I have forfeited

the health and prosperity of the soul.

Therefore let me stay with Abram in the tents up

among the hills, and do not let me descend into the

enervating and contaminating Cities of the Plain.

Wednesday—Genesis 14: 5-16.

The attack, the capture, the captivity, are God's

warnings to Lot that he should never have made Sodom
his home. But see how Lot neglects the warnings. For,

instead of returning with Abram and abandoning the

district of his adoption, he goes back to Sodom.

So it is too often with me. Because the admonitions

of God are not very loud, I pay little heed to them. I

tell myself that Chedorlaomer might have come to the

tents on the hillside as well as to the house in the

city. I silence the unobtrusive voice which speaks to

me for my good. I assure my heart that I am not

being rebuked and condemned at all. And I continue,

persistently, rebelliously, in the wrong course.

But I should be influenced by God's whispers as well

as by God's thunders. Conscience, quick, tender, sen-

sitive, taught by the Holy Ghost, should be as mighty

and royal a power as any angel set in my path with a

flaming sword in his hand. If only my eyes were

single, my whole body would be full of light.

It is my own truest interest to hearken to every sol-

emn counsel of my Lord. If I will not be profited by

his lesser chastenings, he has more awful judgments in

store. If Chedorlaomer does not drive me from Sodom,
heaven's fire and brimstone will.

Thursday—Tsaim 1.

At first I content myself with walking in. the "coun-

sels of the wicked." It is an occasional companionship.

It is a meeting only now and again. For awhile I was
with them, and then some better influence calls me
away—the remembrance of my mother's prayer, a sen-

tence in a letter from a friend, a verse of the Bible sud-

denly shot into my mind. But by and by I "stand in

the way of sinners." They have gained a greater

power over me. I love them too well. I linger in their

society. The poison is working; my condition is more
fixed and hopeless by far.

And, at last, where do you see me? T am "sitting in

the seat of the scornful,"—at home with those who
laugh at God and Christ and heaven and hell. I have
joined their ranks ; I am one of their number. Their
resorts are mine ; their jeers are mine : their seared con-

science and withered heart are mine. O dreary ending
of a dreary journey

!

Friday—Hebretus 11: 25-26.

The pleasures of sin last only for a season. They

have no solid foundation. Ignorance is one of their

foundations ; I do not see them in their real character,

or I should take little delight in them. And careless-

ness is another ; I will not pause to consider. And false

and flimsy hopes are a third ; I imagine that all will go

well though I am far from God and far from righteous-

ness.

Then, too, these pleasures are dependent on my
circumstances. In the bright summer they may be

sufficient. But the winter comes. I fall sick. I lose

my bosom friend. My property is suddenly snatched

from me. The fig tree does not blossom, and there is

no fruit in the vines. Do they satisfy me now ? Nay,

I know them for tinsel and fraud.

And they will be torn to shreds at last. They are like

the ice palace of the Czars. It glitters in the frosty

sunlight of the short days. It looks a desirable home.

But with the return of spring it "vanishes into naught."

The pleasures of sin cannot abide the day of the Lord's

coming, and, if my home is among them, I am house-

less and orphaned in that day.

Saturday—Matthebu 6: 24-34-.

Without the kingdom of God and his righteousness,

I am poor, though all else should be mine. I recall the

Caesars of Rome. They ruled from the Euphrates to

Gibraltar, and from Scotland to the sands of the

Sahara. They had slaves, soldiers, palaces, wealth

which I could not count. Were they happy? No.
Augustus grew morose and melancholy in his age.

Tiberius fled from Rome to conceal himself in the little

island of Capri. Nero had to hide at last from his

enemies in a miserable hut outside the city. My heart

is restless without God.
But with the kingdom of God and his righteousness,

I am rich, though nothing else should be mine. Here is

a slave of one of these emperors—a boy captured by
the legionaries in the pinewoods of Britain. He is in a

foreign country. He is destitute of human friends.

He is the chattel of a hard taskmaster. But he goes
singing about his work. Why? Because God is his

Father, Christ his Elder Brother, the Holy Spirit his

Teacher and Comforter. His are "the pure lilies of

eternal peace." I had rather fill the slave's menial
place than be imperial Caesar on his throne.

Sunday—2 Corinthians 6: 11-18.

Let me make the severance utter and complete be-

tween myself and the kingdom of unrighteousness and
darkness and Belial.

Perhaps I omit to keep guard over my inner life on
one particular day ; I am advanced now in my Christian

course, and I imagine that I may relax my carefulness

somewhat. But just then temptation presents itself,

and after years of consistent and gracious living I go
down.

Perhaps there is a duty I leave unfulfilled for once—

a

service which I might have rendered, but from which I

shrink. I plead that it is dull, uninteresting, tiresome;

I must have something gayer and brighter once in a
while. And thus I rejoice the enemy, and make sad my
Saviour and Master.

Perhaps I forsake my attitude of expectant waiting
for my Lord's appearing. I do not bring all my
thoughts and words and ways into the light of His
Throne, before which I am to stand. But when I have
laid myself down to sleep, and my lamp is not burning,
there is a cry, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh !"

"Who would fail for one step withholden ?" _To the

last step of the last clay let me run the race and fight

the good fight.
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CHRIST 1JST UHE LITE'RATV'RE
OF THE 20TH CEJVTWRy.

Prof. Edwin Mims, Ph. D.

Synopsis of address at Epworth League Convention, San Fran-
cisco.

S poetry becomes more and more the expres-

Asion of the spiritual life, poets will find in

i

Christ the best material for artistic pur-

poses. Within the nineteenth century a

larger and fuller interpretation of Christ

has come. He is no longer a limited or cir-

cumscribed being ; rather he is the richest,

fullest personality of history. In such

books as Henry Van Dyke's "Gospel for an
Age of Doubt," and Dr. Gordon's "Epoch
of Faith," one can see that men have a

finer vision of Jesus than ever before. Science and
criticism have to be accepted in so far as they prove

facts, but they have not obscured the face of the Mas-
ter which decomposes but to recompose.

There was a time when Christ was the subject of art

and literature ; the Pre-Raphaelites in art, and Dante
in poetry formed in the Christian religiou the most
beautiful and truest art.

But the Christ of mediaeval art lacks humanity,

lacks richness. With the triumph of the Renaissance

and the Reformation has come a new sense of the

value of humanity and the dignity of human reason.'

We are beginning to see with Phillips Brooks, how-
ever, that the interpretation of all modern movements
is found in the human and divine Christ.

One poet of the nineteenth century points the way
to the future. Wordsworth, Shelley, Carlyle, Tenny-
son and Emerson have all contributed to the spiritual

interpretation of man and nature, but Browning is the

author who has put into art the beautiful idea of the

Incarnation. In "Saul," "Cleon," "Death in the Des-

ert" and a dozen other poems, he has expressed in art

the central truth of the world

—

"I say the acknowledgment of God in Christ

Accepted by the reason, solves for these

All the problems in the world and out of it."

Durham, N. C.

A'BOl/T LITE'RA'Ry CELEE-
*RITIES.

Sir Edwin Arnold, the author of "The Light of

Asia" and many other works, has become practically

blind. Perhaps few men can show such strong indi-

viduality and strength of mind as the talented editor

of the London "Daily Telegraph." While he was
taking honors at Oxford, he found time to learn San-
scrit, "for a personal pleasure," he said, and when he

left college and became a teacher in a school at Birm-
ingham, he made up his mind to go to India, where he

obtained the appointment of principal to the Govern-
ment Sanscrit College at Poona. Before he was thirty

he had been through the Indian Mutiny. He loved

India, he reverenced Orientalism, he was a mystic, but

at the same time a man of the world.

Tennyson was fond of telling stories in the Lincoln-

shire dialect. The following examples are from his

lately published "Life," a work of absorbing interest:

A Lincolnshire farmer, coming home on Sunday after

a sermon about the endless fires of hell, and talking

to his wife, said : "Noa, Sally, it woan't do, noa consti-

tootion cud stan' it." Another was of a Lincolnshire

minister praying for rain : "O God, send us rain, and
especially on John Stubbs' field in the middle marsh,
and if thou doest not know it, it has a big thorn tree

in the middle of it." Yet again : Speaking of Ameri-
can poets, Tennyson said : "I know several
striking poems by American poets, but I think
that Edgar Poe is, taking his poetry and prose togeth-
er, the most original American genius." When asked
to write an epitaph of one line for Poe's monument
in Westminster churchyard, Baltimore, he answered

:

"How can so strange and so fine a genius, and so sad
a life, be expressed and compressed in one line?" And
this : On Mr. Lowell asserting that "Wordsworth was
no more an 'artist' than Isaiah," Lord Tennyson an-
swered : "I consider Isaiah a very great artist—every-
thing he says is complete and perfect."

Browning was a good poet, but an exceedingly bad
reader, and not a good conversationalist. Augustus
Hare, in the last volume of "The Story of My Life,"

says of Browning: "I never heard any one, even a child

of ten, read so atrociously. It was two of his own
pieces, "Good News to Ghent,' and 'Ivan Ivanowitch,'
the latter always most horrible and unsuitable for

reading aloud, but in this case rendered utterly unin-
telligible by the melodramatic vocal contortions of the
reader." Very few authors are able to read their own
writings in public. It was painful to hear even Dick-
ens when he appeared first in public ; but, in his case,

he knew his inability and mastered the art of public

reading, until he was a passably good reader.

ILL l/ST^RA TIOJVS.
A little child was one day playing with a very valu-

able vase, when he put his hand into it and could not
withdraw it. His father, too, tried his best to get it

out, but all in vain. They were talking of breaking the

vase, when the father said: "Now, my son, make one
more try ; open your hand and hold your fingers out
straight, as you see me doing, and then pull." To their

astonishment the little fellow said : "Oh, no. pa,

I couldn't put out my fingers like that, for if I did, I

would drop my penny." He had been holding on to a
penny all the time ! No wonder he could not withdraw
his hand. How many of us are like him ! Drop the
copper, surrender, let go, and God will give vou gold.

—John MacNeil.

A charming story is told of the child of a well-

known French painter. The little girl lost her sight in

infancy, and her blindness was supposed to be incur-

able. A famous oculist in Paris, however, performed
an operation upon her eyes and restored her sight.

Her mother had long been dead and her father had
been her only friend and companion. When she was
told her blindness could be cured her one thought was
that she could see him. and when the cure was com-
plete and the bandages were removed she ran to him,
and, trembling, felt of his features, shutting her eyes
every now and then as if to make sure that it was he.

The father has a noble head and presence, and his

every look and motion was watched by his daughter
with the keenest delight. For the first time, his con-
stant tenderness and care seemed real to her. If he
caressed her or even looked upon her kindly, it brought
tears to her eyes. "To think," she cried, holding his

hand close in hers, "that I have had this father for this

manv vears and never knew him."
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[General ^ I

Church NeWs j
CONFE'REffCE OF CHIIIS-

TIAJ* tX/O'RKE'RS'.

Realizing that there is always advan-

tage to be gained by the Christian worker

in looking through some one else's eyes

and from another standpoint than one's

own, a conference has been planned, to

meet it Sea Cliff, on the north shore of

Long Island, at the beginning of Sep-

tember. It is hoped to bring together

in this way those engaged in Christian

work of any kind, who seldom have op-

portunity to meet and exchange news and

methods, and who know but little of the

work outside of their own fields.

Bible study will be given a place each

morning, and for the first three days

will be in charge of Professor Frank K.

Sanders, of Yale. Twilight services sim-

ilar in spirit to those on Round Top,

NorthfieJd, are to be held at a spot re-

markable for its natural beauty.

At the opening session, August 31, Rev.

Russell H. Conwell, D. D., will speak on

"The Unused Missionary Power in the

Churches." Sunday, September 1, is to

be young people's day, when it is hoped

Rev. Francis E. Clarke will make an ad-

dress. Sunday-school work occupies Mon-
day, and on Tuesday brotherhood work;

Wednesday is to be given to the consid-

eration of practical work in the city

—

rescue, settlement and kindred forms of

Christian activity; Thursday, the closing

day, will be devoted to world-wide mis-

sions. Rev. Arthur T. Pierson, D. D., is to

speak on that day. On Wednesday Hon.

Samuel J. Barrows makes an address

on the topic, "Jesus as a Penologist."

Among other speakers announced are to

be found the names of Rev. Philip S.

Moxom; Rev. Madison C. Peters, D. D.;

Rev. A. H. McKinney, Ph. D. ; Rev. Les-

ter Bradner, Ph D., etc. Ample accommo-
dations, including board and lodging,

will be arranged for at $1 to $1.50 per

day on application to Rev. George W.
Carter, Ph. D., at Sea Cliff,~N. Y.

THE 'B'ROTHE'R OF THE
K.IJVCDOM.

From July 21 to August 2 was held

in Marlborough, N. Y., the ninth annual

conference of the organization bearing

the above title. It is interdenomina-

tional, and is formed upon the following

basis: "The Spirit of God is moving men
in our generation toward a better under-

standing of the Kingdom of God on
earth. We form ourselves into a Brother-

hood of the Kingdom in order to estab-

lish this idea in the thought of the

Church, and to assist in its practical

realization in the world."

The scope of this brotherhood is indi-

cated in its program for this conference.

There were four series of addresses, one

on "Present-Day Questions of Reform,"

in which Arthur W. Milbury spoke on
"Tenement Improvement" and Hon. S. J.

Barrows, of the Prison Association; an-

other on "The Church in Modern So-

ciety," its institutions and life, cate-

chetical instruction, etc. ; a third dealing

with such questions as "Ihe Place of

Christ in Modern Theology" and "The

Kingdom of God as a Christian Cosmol-

ogy," and a fourth using as object les-

sons the sociological experiments of the

early Anabaptists and of the Pilgrim

Fathers. A twilight, devotional service

on the hilltop closed each day.

At a business session the principles

of the brotherhood were formulated and

discussed, and then submitted to a refer-

endum of all the members. A public

meeting is to be held during the winter

in order to bring the purpose of the

brotherhood before a larger constituency.

Co-operation with the Brotherhood of An-

drew and Philip was arranged for, and

correspondence is to be entered into with

leaders of the Kingdom movement in

England, France and Germany.

The work of this brotherhood in the

past ten years gives promise of helpful-

ness for the future.

ACCROSS THE XOATE'R.
A great loss has befallen New Testa-

ment scholarship in the death of the

Rt. Rev. Brooke Foss Westcott, bishop of

Durham, whose writings have long been

accorded deference as the work of an ac-

knowledged authority on the subjects of

which they treat. Among his best known

books are "The Bible in the Church,"

"The Gospel of the Resurrection," "Chris-

tus Consummator," "The Historic Faith"

and commentaries on the Gospel and

Epistles of John and the Epistles to the

Hebrews. With Dr. Hort he edited what

is regarded as the standard text of the

Greek New Testament. He was a mem-
ber of the New Testament Revision Com-

pany.

Sunday schools in Great Britain have

only of late years reached an attendance

which compared at all favorably with

that in the United States. In 1818 there

were less than 500,000 enrolled in the

Sunday schools there. Now the number-

is 6,000,000. To stimulate the work of

the teachers and to bring the young peo-

ple in larger numbers to enter on a Chris-

tian life, a national mission is to be held

during the first three months of next

year. The British National Sunday

School Union is making the preparations

for this movement, of which great things

are hoped.

Methodism will have in London next

September the most representative gath-

ering it has ever had. It is peculiar-

ly fitting that such an assembly should

meet in the historic Wesley Chapel, City

Road. Nearly 300 delegates from the

United States and Canada are expected

to attend this Ecumenical Conference;

thirty of them are bishops, nine of whom
are connected with the African M. E.

church. The opening address at the con-

ference will be given by Bishop Charles

B. Galloway.

The Baptist Union of Wales will not

enter the National Free Church Union

so long as united communion services are

held by it. The place where specially

they meet their Lord is the one place

where they cannot fraternize with other

Christians.

Rev. John Spurgeon, father of C. H.

and James Spurgeon, and grandfather of

Thomas and Charles Spurgeon, celebrated

his ninety-first birthday recently, deliv-

ering an address at the laying of the

corner stone of a new wing of the Baptist

church in South Norwood, near the home
of the late C. H. Spurgeon. Another

grandson, Mr. Spurgeon Page—recently

returned from a mission in Africa—de-

livered an address at the same time, "re-

joicing that he was permitted to proclaim

the glories of his grandfathers God."

"Ian Maclaren" (Rev. Dr. John Wat-
son) delivered recently an address before

the Manchester Baptist College on "Clin-

ical Theology." He thought it not enough

that the candidate for the ministry be

instructed and become proficient in what
are known as theological studies, but he

should have a familiarity with the prac-

tical work of the ministry—the pastorate

—before being thrust into it. He urged

that when a student has finished the pre-

scribed course of study he should attach

himself for one or two years to an older

and an experienced pastor, and thus learn

what is to be done in the ministry, and
how to do it. This pastora. work he

called "clinical," since it contemplates

helping those who are sick in mind and
soul as well as in body. Dr. Watson be-

lieves that the churches are less disposed

than formerly to seeK a pastor who is

simply a great preacher. They demand,
more and more, pastoral work, and seek

men who will do it, even though they

may not be so great in the pulpit as are

some who are of no account elsewhere.

CHICAGO AJVJ> VICIJVITy.
The Presbyterians of Maywood will

soon break ground for their new church.

It will be of brick and will cost $10,000.

Their former building was burned last

March. The pastor, Rev. George A.

Campbell, expects the new edifice to be

ready for occupancy by the first of No-
vember.

St. Andrew's Methodist Episcopal

congregation are erecting an attractive

edifice at the corner of Wabash avenue

and Fiftieth street. The exterior design

is being executed in plain brick of a dark

chocolate color, with broad white mortar
joints, terra-cotta. ornamentation, and
slate roof. The interior will be finished

in oak and have a seating capacity of

750. The chapel parts will be finished in

Georgia pine and have a seating capacity

of 450. The entire structure will cost

about $18,000.

Rev. J. Knox Montgomery, of Char-

lotte, N. G, has accepted the call of the

Garfield Boulevard (Eighth) United
Presbyterian church, and will enter on

If you Are Tired 1/j-e

Horsford's Acid "Phosphate.

Dr. M. H. Henry, New York, says:

"When completely tired out by prolonged

wakefulness and overwork, it is of the
greatest value to me."
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his new duties on the first Sunday in

September.

Dr. J. H. George, the new president of

the Chicago Theological Seminary (Con-

gregational) will also occupy the chair

of homiletics, assisted by Rev. William

M. Lawrence. Dr. Warren J. Moulton,

instructor in biblical studies at Yale Uni-

versity, and Professor Shailer Mathews

of the University of Chicago will divide

the work formerly in the hands of Pro-

fessor George A. Gilbert.

Emmanuel Methodist church, at Forty-

fourth and Park avenues, is holding ded-

icatory services August 11-18. The

church was organized in 1897 as a mis-

sion Sunday school.

The installation of Rev. C. B. McAfee,

D. D., as pastor of the Forty-first Presby-

terian church, is announced for Septem-

ber 24. The moderator of the presby-

tery, Rev. W. P. Merrill, will preside.

Rev. Dr. H. A. Johnston, former pastor,

will preach the sermon and Rev G. W.
Wright will offer the prayer of installa-

tion. The charge to the pastor will be

given by Rev. J. A. Vance, D. D., of the

Hyde Park church, and that to the peo-

ple by Professor J. Ross Stevenson of

McCormick Seminary.

"Baptist.

Ruggles Street church, Boston, has

been compelled from motives of economy

to give up the male quartet which for

twenty-three years has sung regularly in

that church. During the last ten years

not one member of it has been absent

a single Sunday. The quartet has been

favorably known even beyond New Eng-

land.

Contributions in the state of Missouri

for home and foreign missions show

marked improvement over last year. For

the ten months of the fiscal year ending

October 1 there is an advance of $1,500.

Rev. Thomas Stephenson has decided

to return to the pastorate of the First

church, Pueblo, Colo., and give up the

work of state secretary and general mis-

sionary.

Thirty have united with the church in

Janesville, Wis., since Rev. Richard M.
Vaughan took charge May 19, and others

are awaiting baptism.

Rev. C. D. Case, Ph. D., has received

seventy-five new members during the

first year of his pastorate with the First

church at Terre Haute, Ind. The mem-
bership has now reached nearly 900.

The annual report of the Baptist Mis-

sionary Union shows that 579 of the

native churches under its care are self-

supporting. Of these Burma has 495,

Assam 57, India 14, China 6, Japan 1

and Africa 6. The number of outsta-

tions is 1,335 and of schools 1,347, with

36,428 pupils. The denomination has

479 foreign missionaries, with a church

membership of 112,103. Baptisms on
the foreign field in the last year num-
bered 12,099.

West Park Baptist mission, St. Louis,

held services in its new chapel August
11. The building and ground cost $10,-

000. It will not be dedicated until the

return of the Rev. Dr. Williamson, pas-

tor-elect of the Third church.

Rev. Fred D. Hale, pastor for five

years of the Third church, Owensboro,

Ky., has accepted a call to Bales chapel,

Kansas City. With the church he is

leaving 885 persons have united during

the five years.

Congregaional.

The Center church, Torrington, Conn.,

has made a net gain of ninety resident

members for the year, and heads the list

of Congregational churches in the country

in this respect. The total additions for

the year were 109. This is in spite of the

fact that Rev. Dr. Chamberlin, the pas-

tor, his been out of health for a large

part of the year.

Special meetings held in East Tallas-

see, Ala., in May have shown results in

a doubling of the membership of Liberty

church. The Sunday school, organized

in April with forty-eight attendants, has
grown to 148, with an average attendance

of 115.

The North church, Columbus, O., has

long been under a burden of debt. Ef-

forts to remove it were not very success-

ful, so the pastor, Rev. W. Leon Dawson,
left his pulpit to the care of his deacons

while he undertook the canvass. The
necessary amount—$4,000—has now been
subscribed.

Three Congregational pastors were on
the ground at the county seat of Kiowa
county, Oklahoma, to get lots and com-
mence church work. They have a tent.

Home Missionary Superintendent Da-
ley of South Dakota does not stop work
on account of the heat. He organized

two Sunday schools July 20 after a drive

of forty-five miles with the thermometer
at 103 degrees in the shade.

Bethlehem church, Los Angeles, has
public baths connected with its institu-

tional department, thus supplying a great

want. For the month of July 3,000 were
admitted to them. Second-hand cloth-

ing is given to those in actual need, but
to those having employment it is sold at

low rates.

At Wardner, Idaho, a series of meet-
ings were begun July 1 on the street in

front of the largest saloon and billiard

hall in town, from 7:30 to 8:30 o'clock

every night, A baby organ was used.

Two or three hundred men gathered
round the speaker at each service—90
per cent non-church-goers. There is evi-

dence of good results. The meetings
have since been held in other places.

At Lawton, Okla., during the opening
of the Indian lands, Rev. C. H. Bente, of

Seneca, Kas., was on hand with a. large
number of his former Kansas parishion-
ers—a nucleus for the first Congrega-
tional church at Lawton ( Fort Sill ) . A
large new tent bore the words, "Congrega-
tional Headquarters." There was a choir

of young men, and Chaplain Hammond
gave a large number of hymn books for

their use.

The North church, Columbus, O., has
been enabled, by the aid of sister

churches, to cancel an indebtedness of

$4,000.

Rev. E. Munson Hill, D. D., pastor of

Calvary church, Montreal, and a grad-

uate of Beloit College and Andover Sem-
inary, has accepted the position of prin-

cipal of the Congregational College at

Montreal, just vacated by Rev. J. H.
George, who comes to Chicago as presi-

dent of Chicago Theological Seminary.

Fifteen new Sunday schools have been

established in North Dakota since the

beginning of the year, and at least six

church organizations are already under

way.

&he "Disciples.

The Disciples are active in Colorado.

One is conducting the Bible studies at

the Rocky Mountain Chautauqua, fifty

miles south of Denver, and another pre-

sides at the Boulder Chautauqua. Three
union Sunday-school teachers' meetings

are held each week in Denver, for Bible

study, under the auspices of the Super-

intendents' Union, and are conducted by
a Disciple. The president of the Minis-

terial Alliance of Denver is a Disciple,

and so is the treasurer of the Arapahoe
County Sunday School Association.

Miss Madge L. Kent, of Chagrin Falls,

Ohio, a graduate of the School of Pas-

toral Helpers in last year's class, has
been employed as assistant to Rev. G. H.
Farley, of Pleasantville, Ky., who
preaches for three country churches.

Rev. W. W. Warren died July 31 at

his home in Osceola, Mo. He served in

the state legislature as representative

of St. Clair county.

Christian Memorial church of Rock
Island has extended a unanimous call

to the Rev. Thomas J. Shuey, of Val-

paraiso, Ind., to become its pastor. It

is believed that Mr. Shuey will accept
the call.

St. Louis will soon have four new
pastors in the churches belonging to the

Disciples: John L. Brandt, of Val-
paraiso, Ind., at the First church; G.

B. Ireland, of Wabash, Ind.. at Caronde-
let; Paul H. Castle, of Centralia, 111.,

at the West End, and Howard T. Cree,

of Maysville, Ky., at Central church.

Michigan has 1,000 members in the
Christian Women's Board of Missions.

The Church Extension Board is aiming

A CHAJVGE, BREAKFAST.
Getting "Ready for Warm

Weather.

As the warm days approach it is well
to give some thought to an easy way
to prepare breakfast. A food that is

already cooked and simply needs to be

treated with a little cold milk or cold

cream, is ideal on that point, and such

a food can be found in Grape-Nuts, at

15 cents per package.

It is sold by all grocers, and is so

highly concentrated that not more than

three or four teaspoonfuls are required

for the cereal part of the meal. This

makes the food very economical and does

not overtax the stomach with a great

volume.
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at "a half million by 1905." This board

assists congregations in obtaining a

church edifice by timely loans at a low

rate of interest—just enough to cover

the cost of handling. At the present

time there are about 2,700 homeless con-

gregations needing buildings.

Since 1875 the members of the Church

of Christ in Southern California have

increased from 1,000 to 5,000, with

thirty-three church buildings and prop-

erty valued at nearly $200,000.

At the Christian convention at Santa

Cruz, Cal., a committee from the Baptist

convention at Twin Lakes proposed co-

operation between the Baptists and

Disciples, so that in small towns and

villages duplication of church plants may
be avoided. They also proposed that the

two bodies unite in upbuilding a col-

lege and seminary so as to have one

strong institution instead of two lesser

ones. A committee of five was appointed

by the Christian convention to confer on

these points with a similar committee

from the Baptists, to be appointed by

their state association in the autumn.

Rev. M. L. Bates, who resigns at

Newark, Ohio, to accept a call to War-

ren, has built up a strong church in the

five years he has been at Newark. From
forty members it has increased to 450,

the Sunday school from twenty-five to

300, and the debt has been reduced from

$7,200 to $3,000.

Extensive preparations are being made
for the missionary convention in Min-

neapolis in October. This embraces the

Foreign Christian Missionary Society,

the American Christian Missionary So-

ciety, the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions and the Church Extension

Board.

Mrs. Phcebe C. Dunn, of Marion, Iowa,

has left by will $1,000 to Drake Univer-

sity, $1,000 for church extension, $1,000

for the Home Missionary Society, $500

each to the Home for Aged Women and
the Home for the Friendless, Cedar Rap-

ids, la., and $200 for the Christian

church at Hammond, La. Property in

Marion, valued at $3,000, is deeded to

the Christian church in Marion.

Rev. Cecil J. Armstrong has resigned

the pastorate of the South Side church,

Lexington, Ky. The membership has al-

most doubled in the nearly two years

he has been there.

The Central and First churches of Lin-

coln, Neb., have united. Rev. T. J.

Thompson is pastor.

Episcopal.
Rt. Rev. Dr. Abram Newkirk Little-

john, Bishop of Long Island, died very

suddenly from apoplexy August 3, at

Williamstown, Mass. He was conse-

crated bishop in 1869. The year previ-

ous he had been elected Bishop of Central

New York, but declined the office. He
was 76 years old.

Rev. H. Percy Silver, rector of St.

John's church, St. Louis, has been ap-

pointed as a chaplain in the regular

army and assigned to the 30th infantry,

stationed at Manila.

The Episcopal church has made good

progress in Montana the past year. There

has been a net gain of fifty-nine baptisms

and an increase of forty-seven confirma-

tions and 155 communicants. The Sunday

schools have gained twenty teachers and

242 pupils. There his been an increase

of $150 in gifts for missions in Montana

and $100 in gifts for general missions,

while returns for parochial purposes have

grown $5,335. There is an increase of

$27,891 in the value of church property.

Rev. Frederick William Taylor, D. D.,

of Springfield, 111., was consecrated Au-

gust 6 as Bishop Coadjutor of the diocese

of Quincy. Six bishops participated in

the ceremonies.

The Lenten offerings of Episcopal Sun-

day schools for missions amounted this

year to $101,247.42.

Methodist,

Saloons have been driven out of James-

town, O., by a vote of 223 to 106. Rev.

U. G. Humphrey, pastor of the Methodist

Episcopal church, led the fight.

The Campbell Avenue M. E. church,

Detroit, has exerted a beneficial and re-

fining influence over the neighborhood

by the work of its members in turning

an unsightly vacant lot adjoining its

building into an attractive flower garden,

laid out in the form of a Maltese cross.

It is said that not a single chud has

injured or picked flowers from it.

Rev. Frost Craft, pastor, of the First

church of Decatur, 111., has been chosen

as pastor of Trinity church, Denver, to

succeed Rev. Camden M. Cobern, who
comes to Chicago.

During the past year Methodists in

Cleveland have paid off indebtedness on

their churches to the amount of $150,-

000. There are thirty-one Methodist

churches in Cleveland. There is still

$92,700 to be raised to clear them all of

debt.

"Presbyterian.

Jefferson Avenue church, Detroit, has

secured the Rev. W. H. Culver, of Brigh-

ton, Mich., as "boys' " pastor, a new plan

of work among the boys and young men
of the congregation.

In Michigan the Presbyterians have in-

creased their membership in the last six

years from 29,725 to 31,747. Alma Col-

lege has an endowment of $250,000 and
an attendance of over 300 students. Mich-

igan Seminary, at Kalamazoo, has about

100 young lady students, and is well

equipped with buildings.

The Minutes of the General Assem-
bly show that the additions to the Pres-

byterian church by profession of faith

during the past year were 54,252, a trifle

lower than the average, and the net in-

crease 17,699, which is considerably

more than usual and more than double

that of two years ago. The total mem-
bership now is 1,025,388. Sunday school

enrollment also shows a slight gain, and
stands at 1,058,110. Every board is out

of debt. Gifts to Home Missions reached

a little over the million and a quarter

mark; those to foreign missions a little

over $900,000. The most notable increase

was in the gifts to schools and colleges.

Rev. J. D. McCaughry, Ph. D., of Ot-

tawa, has accepted a call to the Park
church, Streator, 111., which has a mem-
bership of 550 and a Sunday school of

750.

At Stout, Iowa, a church has been or-

ganized and an edifice costing $2,000

erected.

The church at Clinton, Iowa, under the

care of Rev. J. K. Fowler, D. D., is mak-
ing good progress. Twenty-four new
members were received at the last com-

munion, nineteen by profession of faith.

A home department has been organized

in connection with the Sunday school.

The Young People's Christian Union
of Eighth Church, Allegheny, Pa., re-

cently voted to expend $100 to start a

reading room and gymnasium in the base-

ment of their handsome new church, for

the use of the young men of the church

and vicinity. It will be ready for use in

a few weeks and be open each week day
evening.

Rev. Albert A- James has been pastor

of the Fairforest church, S. C, since

1851. No less than five churches have
been organized within the bounds of this

church, and he has the care of all of

them. Although 77 years old, he preaches

usually at two places every Sunday, ^.e

has never taken a vacation. He has had
many calls to more remunerative par-

ishes, but has declined them all. In all

these years his salary has not averaged
over $500 or $600 per annum, with no
manee.

Eev. Ira C. Tyson, D. D., of Pueblo,

BK£AJCFAJT OJV T>HIJVK>

Coffee MaKes Many Dyspeptics

"Coffe and I had quite a tussle. Two
years ago I was advised by the doctor

to quit the use of coffee, for I had a
chronic case of dyspepsia and serious

nervous troubles, which did not yield to

treatment. I was so addicted to coffee

that it seemed an impossibility to quit,

but when I was put on Postum Cereal

Food Coffee, there was no trouble in

making the change, and today I am a

well woman.
"One of the lady teachers in our pub-

lic schools was sick and nervous. Fre-

quently the only thing she took for

breakfast was a cup of coffee; I urged

her to try leaving off the coffee and
use Postum instead. Went so far as to

send her a sample from my box and
give her directions. She now uses noth-

ing but Postum Food -Coffee and told

me a short time ago that she was per-

fectly well.

"It is easy to make good Postum, once

a person becomes accustomed to it. Put
four heaping teaspoons to the pint of

water and after it comes up to a boil,

see that from that time on it boils

fifteen or twenty minutes, then use good
cream and you have a drink that would
be relished by the Queen. Be sure and
put a piece of butter size of a pea in

the pot to prevent boiling over." Mrs.

Lizzie Whittaker, Kidder, Mo. Postum
is sold by all first-class grocers at 15
and 25 cents per package.
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Col., died July 22. His active ministerial

life covered thirty-eight years. In 1881

he was moderator of the Synod of New
York.

Bellevue College, Nebraska, is to have

a new hall for boys, a duplicate largely

of the Lowrie hall for girls. Vvhen the

new one is completed this college will

have four residence halls, capible of ac-

commodating 150 students. A Bible school

is to be held there from August 12 to

August 19, Rev. Drs. William J. Erd-

man of Philadelphia, Matthew Lowrie,

Joseph J. Lampe, Alex. G. Wilson and

Stephen Phelp^being the instructors.

Open-air meetings were held by Pres-

byterian ministers and laymen at JM

Reno, 0. T., during the registration rush.

On Sundiy, July 21, twenty persons ex-

pressed their desire to begin a new life,

and six confessed that they had back-

slidden, but wished to make a new start.

FO'REIGJSf MISSIO/fA'RV
ITEMS.

A co-operative measure among the

Congregationil, Presbyterian and Baptist

bodies of Japan is that of a union hymn
book. Rev. George Allchin, who has just

come to this country with his family on

furlough, had the satisfaction of seeing

this plan well advanced before leaving.

He has been an earnest advocate of the

idea of making a common list of hymns

a help to a larger Christian sympathy.

There has been a marked increase in

the circulation of the Scriptures in Japan

during the pist year. The total circula-

tion for 1900 was 137,422 copies of Bi-

bles, Testaments and portions, an in-

crease of 39,000 copies over- 1899. The

increase in the sale of books on commis-

sion, as distinguished from colporteurs,

is also gratifying. There were 4,264 sold

in the country last year, and 1,402 dur-

ing the first quarter of 1901. As regards

the printing of the Scriptures, Japin has

already come to take a high place among
the nations. Within the past few years,

besides the large editions printed for use

in Japan, many thousands of copies of

the Scriptures have been printed for cir-

culation in other lands. These issues

represent the Chinese, Korean and Thi-

betan languages, besides two of the dia-

lects of the Philippine Islands.

More than 600 people attended the

funeral of Mackay, the pioneer mission-

ary of Formosa, and of these more thafi

200 were non-Christians who respected

him. All the Europeans in north For-

mosa were present, including diplomatic

agents. The mourning and lamentation

of the native converts, and especially the

pastors whom he had trained, are de-

scribed as being most extreme.

The 3,400 children now in the care

of the missionaries of the American Mar-
athi Mission cost $68,000 a year. The
American Board, while in sympathy with

this labor of love, does not hold itself

responsible for this money. The burden

of the $68,000, therefore, falls on the in-

dividual members of the small band of

missionaries connected with the Marathi
Mission. Men and women with salaries

just sufficient for their own needs have

therefore assumed an expense twice as

great as the American Board gives that

mission for its general work.

Encouraging news comes from China

as to the change of feeling towards the

missionaries. Dr. McCartney, a mission-

ary of the Methodist Board, reports that

during a journey of 2,000 miles through

the interior he had not once heard the

epithet "foreign devil," a remarkable

fact, for it was in constan. use before

the Boxer uprising. Rev. J. W. Lowrie,

of the Presbyterian Board, writes of a

great chance at Pao-Ting-Fu, which was

one of the centers of the recent uprising.

Here the Boxers destroyed the mission

property and caused the dea-Ui of sev-

eral of the missionaries. ^x. Lowrie re-

cently held a memorial service on the

ruins of the mission buildings, and the

Chinese officials expressed to him great

regret for the destruction of property

and the murder of the missionaries. They
also offered the mission sixteen acres of

land for the establishment of a new sta-

tion. Encouraging reports come from

other missionaries, though disorder still

prevails in some quarters.

General,
The Illinois Christian Endeavor con-

vention will be held at Danville October

3-6. Secretary John Willis Baer of Bos-

ton, John R. Mott of New York, Rev.

Cleland B. McAfee, D. D., Professor Her-

bert L. Willett and Dr. S. A. Wilson are

on the program.

The Hebrews of New York laid the

corner stone of another edifice for the

Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York city

recently, and the address of the day
was delivered by a Christian, President

Seth Low of Columbia University. He
said: "I hail with joy everything that

brings men of different creeds together in

a world so full of mystery and so hedged

about by the unknown. Men cannot

always see eye to eye, even as to the vital

things in life, but at least they can recog-

nize that, however much they differ,

it is a human eye that looks and a hu-

man soul that is troubled or illumined

by the vision. I count it not the least

of the services which our hospitals have
rendered to this community that not

one of them asks., when a sick or wound-
ed person is brought to its doors, whether
he is Jew or Gentile, Protestant or

Catholic."

The pastors of the Baptist, Congre-

gational, Episcopal and Methodist

churches of Hingham, Mass., have been

holding an out-door conference on the

extension of the Kingdom. Addresses

were given on Bible Study, Home, and
Foreign Missions, and Young People's

Work.
A practical plan of union for the

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

ClOARETTEBURG TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytown, Topereville, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Slprojrton, Gamblers' Don, Saloon
Sld.1^5 and Devil's Curve. Otlicr lies are lllustnted
with 2?-^. c'tclilngs, shewing the dangerous p«.ces in

life. A new and popular hook, just oft the press.
Send 25c for a copy, or oeiul asi bill forslx copies aud
circulate them Circulars free. "Write CHAS. J.
BUKTON, Christian University, Canton, Mo.

THE LABIE8' FKIENB
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloves
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine, Tan, and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning. Gardening, Driving,
Wheeling, Outing. Golf, etc. Sizes, 3, i, 5,

6, 7, h. 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Glove Co.,*B Apollo, ( incinnatt.0.

Madison Institute
RICHHOND, KY.

J. W. McGarvey, Jr., Principal

k First Class Boarding School lor Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institutions of
America and Europe, and have made brilliant
records as instructors— every one a specialist in
her department, and with an admirably
equipped buildine, we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12 years.
Good table fare No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send for
catalog.

This entire building and two annexes are required
to accommodate the i,8oo students attending- the

Conservatory
OF MUSIC

Accessible to musical events of every nature. The
best masters in music, elocution and languages
that money can command.

Geo. W. Chadwick,
Musical Director.

Prospectus
sent

free.

*£ RACKS ^s

EXASe^

Effective March 10th, J901,

the

Announces the Opening of its

& Red River Division

Denison and Sherman,
Texas. <& J>

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

City over the *?* & &

Shortest Line to Texas
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summer work of the churches is adopted

by the First Eeformed church of Brook-

lyn, the Memorial Presbyterian, Grace

Methodist and the Sixth Avenue Baptist.

These churches unite to hire a resident

pastor to attend to parish duties, and
noted pulpit talent is engaged for the

Sunday services, held in one of the

churches.

Union twilight services under the

auspices of the Congregational and
Methodist churches are held in the

park at Gowrie, Iowa, with a union
young people's meeting immediately
following.

The Forest Avenue church, Kansas
City, Mo., is freed from debt. The
amount was I^IOO. A jubilation meet-
ing was held July 7. Rev. A. W.
Kokendoffer thus concludes his ten

years' work there.

A new church has been recently

dedicated at Pond Creek, Oklahoma.
The Mt. Vernon, Mo., church, Rev. C.

E. Brown, pastor, has received fifty-

six additions from a series of meetings
held in a large tabernacle, H. C. Pat-

terson being the evangelist. From 800

to 1,000 people gathered every night to

the services.

A home mission rally was held in a
tent one mile east of Ladoga, Ind.,

July 7. Two thousand people were
present and over $100 was given for

home missions.

There have been thirty additions to

the church at Battle Ground, Ind.,

within the past eight months, under
the ministry of Rev. A. W. Jackson.

Rev. Mr. J. H. MacNeill, who has

been pastor of the First Church of

Christ at Muncie, Ind., for about three

years, has tendered his resignation. It

will take effect tne last Sunday in

September.

After twenty-five years of labor the

Church of Scotland's mission at Blan-

tyre, south of Lake Nyassa, Africa, has

a most encouraging state of things to

report. In addition to the admirable
industrial, medical and educational

activities, the spiritual outlook is

gratifying. In the native church at

Blantyre there are 367 communicants
and 164 Christian children, making a

total of 531 native members, and no
less than thirteen schools and 729

scholars. In the church, which is a
handsome modern structure, not sur-

passed, if equaled, by any similar erec-

tion between the Cape and Cairo, and
is entirely the workmanship of the

African converts, the whole mission,

teachers and schoJars, Europeans and
natives, gather for prayer daily. Be-

sides worship on the Lord's day, com-
munion is celebrated monthly, when
natives and Europeans sit down to-

gether—a spectacle rarely seen else-

where in Africa.

Dr. John G. Paton has returned to

the field of his life-work in the South
Pacific, after a vacation of two years

spent mainly in pleading the cause of

missions. In twenty-two islands of the
New Hebrides the people are now un-
der Christian instruction, but there are

still from 40,000 to 60,000 cannibals

left in other islands of the group, as

against 18,000 Christians and 3,000

church members. A hindrance to the

work is the traffic in laborers for the

plantations in Australia and New
Caledonia, which is often a form of

kidnapping and slavery.

Open-air Sunday evening services, in

which the Methodist, Baptist and Pres-

byterian churches of Rolfe, Iowa, unite,

are held on the lawn of the Presbyterian

church, and are well attended.

Five churches in Marshall, Mo., have

united in a series of meetings led by Rev.

Dr. H. M. Wharton for four weeks in

July. Some 200 persons have been added

to the membership of these churches.

Every night the great tent was crowded

with' from 2,000 to 2,500 people, and

this when the thermometer reached 110

degrees during the day. There was no

excitement.

Several of the central city churches of

Syracuse, N. Y., unite during August
and are supplied by President Stewart of

Auburn Theological Seminary, who
preaches in the different churches by
turns and presides at the mid-week pray-

er meetings of the church where he

preached the previous Sunday. He also

attends to cills for visiting the sick or

conducting funerals.
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Via Nickel Plate Road. Through
trains to New York City without
change. Vestibuled sleepers Chicago
to Boston. Dining cars on all trains.

Meals served on American club plan,

at from 35 cents to $1.00. Write Jdhn
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for particulars.

Special Free Illustrates

Epwonn Leap Folf

PUBLISHED BY THF,

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"Tie Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onVy .-.irortnation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Eureka College.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds. Convenient
Buildings, Athletic Park, Gymnasium, Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-
ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES;
Full Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible School, P.eparatory and Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIERONYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.

Michigan (Central
The Niagara Fn.' 1^ "V*. e.

"Pati'JlmericttT. Special
A Magnificent New Train.

Send 4c. postage for "Pan-American Souvenir"
and other beautifully illustrated publications.

O. W. Ruggles, (ien'l l'as^r & Tkt. Agt., Chicago.

aJ
The Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.
Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Hinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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EZSh'M/one An Hu Glory.

. (From the Washington Star.)

A New York man, who has written
a book, was telling about it the other
day to a friend who had once done him
a service.

"By the way," said the author, "I

would be delighted to give you a copy
of my work if you care for it."

"I should be more than pleased to

have it," was the reply; "especially

if you will write your name in it."

"All right. There is a bookstore
just around the corner. If you will

accompany me we will go there and
get it. I don't happen to have a copy
in my office just now."
After they had stopped to glance at

some of the new things in the book
I store the author hailed a clerk, and,
pushing his chest out very far, asked

, for the novel that he had written.
i "Yes, sir," the clerk said. "We have
: it around here somewhere, I believe,

but you are the first one who has ever
1 asked for a copy, and it may take some
time to find it. Wouldn't something
else do just as well? We have a great
many better books at the same price."

Some Boston people and certain
Englishmen who are afraid our lan-
guage is being corrupted by unedu-
cated Americans think "kick," when
it is used as a synonym for object or
complain is slang. In the First Book
of Samuel, second chapter and twenty-
ninth verse we may read:

"Wherefore kick ye at my sacrifice

and at mine offering, which I have
commanded in mine habitation?"

Mr. Miyaki, who came as the repre-
sentative of the Y. M. C. A. in Japan
to the jubilee convention, spoke of his

country as "the empire of the rising
sun," emphasizing the work of Chris-
tian women in that country, and pay-
ing a beautiful tribute to his own
mother, who was one of the first

fruits of Christian instruction in Oka-
yama, where the Pettees and Carys
have labored so faithfully. "It is a
blessed thing to have a good Christian
mother" seemed to mean more from
Japanese lips than when spoken by an
English voice. He has been for ten
years pastor of a church in Osaka, a
city of 75,000 souls, where there are
four Kumiai churches, all self-sup-

porting. He is also principal of the
girls' school in Osaka, now twenty-
three years old.

OJV TO "BUFFALO.
Those who are planning an inex-

pensive trip to the Pan-American Ex-
position will be interested to learn

that the $9.00 excursion tickets from
New York to Buffalo and return which
the Lackawanna Railroad has been
selling on Tuesdays only will heivafter

be sold on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
This rate is only $1.00 more than the

regular one-way fare. Tickets are

good to return any time within five

days.

For those who wish to remain longer

there is a $13.00 ticket which is sold

every day and is good to return with-

in fifteen days.

Neither of these tickets will permit
a stop-over. The stop-over privileges

may be had, however, on the $16.00 ex-

cursion tickets which are good for re-

turn until October 31st. These same
rates apply to Niagara Falls, so that

by purchasing tickets to the latter

point, visitors may enjoy a trip to the

Falls without additional charge.

The New York stations of the Lack-
awanna Railroad are at the foot of

Barclay and Christopher streets. They
are reached by surface cars connecting
with practically every surface line in

the city. Sixth and Ninth avenue ele-

vated lines are within a few minutes'

walk.

A beautiful guide to the Exposition
is issued by the Lackawanna Railroad,

which will be mailed on request ac-

companied by four cents in postage

stamps. Write for one to T. W. Lee,

General Passenger Agent, New York.

AS WE CROXa OL'DE'R.
We begin to notice irregularities in our

bodily functions, which we have never

noticed before. Rev. Jos. Moss, of Lick

Creek, Illinois, himself an octogenarian,
says: "I was down with kidney disease

and general debility. The Blood Vital-

izer has completely restored me to

health. I am thankful to God for this

wonderful medicine. Although past

eighty-one years old, this remedy has

helped me wonderfully. Dr. Peter's

Blood Vitalizer rejuvenates the old and
makes the weak strong. Special agents

sell it, or the proprietor, Dr. Peter

Fahrney, 112-114 South Hoyne avenue,

Chicago, Illinois.

LOW HAGES GO -BUF-
FALO PAJV-AME'RI-

CAJV.
The Nickel Plate Road are selling

tickets at exceptionally low rates to

Buffalo and return, good for 10, 15

and 30 days. For particulars and Pan-
American folder of buildings and
grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

'Phone Central 2057. City Ticket Of-

fice 111 Adam? St.

ITTnrjrj TRIALTREATMENT FREE.
I \i I ^.>t We will forfeit 850 for any case of
I n I ^rk 1 Internal.External or Itrhlng
IMLJLm^J^^i Piles the Uerm Pile Cure fails

to curej" Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
CJcrin Dledical Co., 215 K. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE, gg
MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND PHARMACY

taught by 59 teachers.
2 Hospitals, a Dispensaries,
6 lecture Halls, 9 laboratories.
For 100-page Catalogue, address The Proctor.

I ADIESB9 "Mrs. Potter's 1„ Talk to

billies on the New Hygiene" is

replete with valuable informa-
tion and new suggestions on
PHYSICAL FORM and BEAUTY,
which every woman, married
or single, wants to know.
Write for the booklet—Its free.
MRS. POTTER, Suite 66, Gro-
ton Building, Cincinnati, 0.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by-

Dp. Drummond's Lightning Remedies
The internal remedy is pleasant to take, acts imme-

diately, does not disturb digestion, and is for rheuma-
tism only in all its torturing forms. The external
preparation restores stiff joints, drawn cords, and hard-
ened muscles. If your druggist has not these remedies
in stock, do not take anything else. Send 85 to the
Drummond Medicine Co.. New York, and the full

treatment of two large bottles mill be sent to your ex-
press address. Agents wanted.

Bethany College.
Founded in 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany. W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

J. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty.

HOW TO GET A JOB
New book will be
issued in a few
days. Orders will

filled in the order they are received. If you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

IN CHICAGO

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram. Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a line system of water-works.

OOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-

ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association

building, erected five years ago at a cost of 830.000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-

plied with moderu conveniences. Music building for

the accommodation of our large and growing music
depai tmeut. A library and observatory building just

completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazev's nine Inch telescope, costing approxi-

mately 85000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological and Physical.

A well selected library; large additions to this library

will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfuruished gymnasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary

Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.

Five Special Courses—Music. Oratorical. Business,

Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
TfC have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors twenty-four in number. They are for the most

part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.

Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. G-ood table board can

be had for 13.00 per week, club board for si.25 to 81. 75.

Room rent for 50 cents Co 81.00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about 8125.00 for the college year

» INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that

will assist about fiflv young people. It is believed

that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuitloi\

to about 190.00, and those who do considerable *o\S

may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollars ^end
lor catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram. Ohio
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Lonely? JVo. Jfot Lonely.

Lonely? No, not lonely

While Jesus standeth by;

His presence fills my chamber,

I know that He is nigh.

Friendless? No, not friendless,

For Jesus is my friend.

I change, but He remaineth

True, faithful to the end.

Tired? No, not tired

While leaning on His breast;

My soul hath sweet possession

Of His eternal rest.

Saddened? Ah, yes, saddened,

By earth's deep sin and woe;

How can I count as nothing

What grieved my Saviour so?

Helpless? Yes, so helpless,

But I am leaning hard

On the mighty arm of Jesus.

And He is keeping guard.

Waiting? Oh, yes, waiting.

He bade me watch and wait;

I only wonder often,

What makes my Lord so late.

Happy? Yes, so happy,

With joy too deep for words,

A precious, sure foundation,

Cool and Happy in Summer,
"Oh, dear, is it not frightfully hot?

How do you ever stand it?" asked Mrs.

Brown one day at noon, as she dropped

into her neighbor's darkened parlor

on her way home from a "bargain

hunting" expedition down town.

"Take a fan," said her hostess, hos-

pitably, "and rest a while. You do

not find it warm here, do you?"
"No," admitted the other, wiping

her flushed cheeks, and fanning vigor-

ously as several bundles fell from her
lap on the floor, "it is cool here, and
you look it; how do you manage it?"

"Ah! that is my secret, but I will

be generous and give you the recipe."

"Please do, for you know that Mrs.

Jackson, Mrs. Jones and I were talk-

ing of you the other day, what a won-
der you are, and how you never fret

about the heat, but go on in the even
tenor of your ways, and seem to get

some good out of this hot old town."
"I see you have guessed the secret,

or part of it; that is, I never fret, or
rather I try not to do so. In the first

place, it worries poor Mr. Lee, and you
know since we iost our money, he is

very sensitive about keeping me and
the children in town in summer; but
I tell him we are well and are having
a pleasant time in spite of circum-
stances."

"Tell me more," again interrupted
the visitor.

"Well, to begin with, I never go out

in the hot part of the day, unless most
urgent business calls me, for you know
one need not go to the markets or

provision stores more than once a

week at most; orders left or sent on
Monday will be carried out for the re-

mainder of the week, the man coming
every day with the things, or to re-

ceive fresh commands. The same way
about the groceries, the butter, milk,

eggs and fruit—all are left here daily

so that no unnecessary journeys in the

hot sun are required, and besides such

a system of housekeeping, when you
have but one servant, is a comfort."

"But I always supposed that way of

keeping house was more expensive."

"No, I fancy not; that is, if you keep
yourself informed of current prices,

and that is easy enough, for a glance

at the papers, or an occasional trip to

the stores upon a cool day, usually

makes one up to date in what things

should cost."

"But the children, how do you man-
age them?"

"Fortunately, our little yard has a
tree in it, and we purchased two cart

loads of sand, and an old awning, and
now Billy and Kitty think themselves
at the seashore, and all day long they
revel in the sand with their spades
and buckets. I got the idea from the

Children's Play Grounds, and it works
like a charm."

"I have heard of it; my May has
been begging me for a sand pile late-

ly; she said all the children come in

and have larky times in your yard."

"That they do and are welcome to.

Send May and Edna in any day; they
are good little things and no trouble;

in fact they are all so amused I never
hear any but the happiest sounds of

laughter, through the windows, which
encourages me in my work."
"But their clothes."

"Clothes," the hostess laughed;
"they don't wear any to speak of. Kit-

ty has a couple of gingham frocks,

which have been washed so often
there is no more color left to come
out, and Billy a pair of overalls, these

they wear over their little drawers and
shirts, and they need no petticoats, or
even shoes and stockings. They are
bathed, of course, every afternoon, and
dressed like small Christians again,

and then after an early tea we take
them car riding, or sometimes we start

still sooner and take our supper along
and have an impromptu sail or picnic

in the country somewhere. In fact,

every evening we do this, and so the
children sleep well, and it is good for

their father and me, too."

"But your servant's day out?"
"That never worries me a bit. She

simply leaves out a little repast for us
after an early dinner, and you know
all my silver and valuables are in the

Safe Deposit in summer, so I do not
have to think of those things, and we
shut the house up in the most inde-

pendent manner and go where we
please."

Prizes
C^tch

many women.
What do prizes
amountto? Not

worth consid-
ering. Cannot
pay you for
poorer work,
greater ex-
pense a.nd
risk to clothes,

which you get with
an inferior wash-

ing powder. Any woman who
uses PEARLINE haLS a prize,
and will save enough to buy
more and better knick-knacks.

Pea.rline S©Lves?52

"How easy it sounds, as you tell it."

"No easier than it is; the great mis-

take we Americans make is never giv-

ing ourselves rest from our so-called

duties. Now, I let the house keep it-

self in summer, and have no rigid

rules, except that we shall eat only the

best and healthiest food for the sea-

son. You notice that my furniture, or-

naments and pictures are covered, so

no everlasting dusting."

"They look so cool, too, with your

pretty pink cheese cloth covers," sigh-

ed the visitor enviously.

"Yes, it is pretty, I think, and I

never pretend to keep down carpets or

rugs, either, in summer, and the mat-

ting you see is cheap, yet durable, and
is attractive looking."

"It is lovely," said the other more
admiringly, "and you yourself are even
more charming in your delightful sim-

ple little blue gown."

"Five-cent lawn I made myself, and
easily laundried, for you know I find

the conventional shirt waist even a
grasshopper's burden in the dog days;

therefore, all my gowns are on this

order, plain and cool in appearance."

"Just the kind men love."

The hostess smiled. "So Mr. Lee
says; he declares I am a picture when
he comes home from his office, and I

serve him with iced tea, or some cool

refreshing beverage. Is not that a

compliment for a ten-year-old husband
to pay?"
"Indeed it is, and I don't wonder you

deserve it; accustomed, too, as you
were, to have your lovely trips to

Newport and Bar Harbor, to be con-

tented now is a miracle."

"Oh, well, I dare say I would like a

bit of gay life again, but as I can't

have it just now, this town experience

is not half bad so long as we keep

well, and, at all events, poor Mr. Lee
is not at the mercy of his restaurant

or club. Besides, we both like the

Bohemian side of life occasionally, and
find it in these car rides, sails and roof

gardens, for sometimes after the young
ones are safely in their little 'downeys'

he and I go out for a regular spree and
discover out-of-the-way parks and
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queer streets, and thus see town from
different aspects."

"Then you must have a good maid
to leave your children in her care so

often."

"Indeed I have. Hannah is a treas-

ure, and I hope she, too, enjoys this

hot summer. I see that she has a car-

ride quite often, and we try to throw
in her way some little pleasure."

"Dear me, I must go, but you have
given me some useful hints how to

make the best of things," said Mrs.

Brown, gathering her bundles together

as she bade good-bye to her friend

who had discovered how to be cool

and happy in town.—Mrs. Russell Wet-
more in the Observer.

Epitaphs in a Tyrolean Church-
ward.

A German traveller has discovered

some quaint epitaphs in a Tyrolean cem-
etery.

On a tombstone in a valley of Tux
was this inscription: "In pious re-

membrance of the honest widow Anna
Kriedl, forty years long." A miller is

thus remembered: "In Christian mem-
ory of H , who departed this life

without human assistance."

A farmer whose initials only are giv-

en, and who appears to have been the

author of his own epitaph, has this me-
morial: "Here rests in God, F. K. He
lived twenty-six years as man, and thir-

ty-seven years as husband."
On the tomb of a man who fell from

a roof and was killed are these words,
"Here fell Jacob Hosennkopf from the
roof into eternity."

This wail of a desolate husband caps
the climax: "Tears cannot bring thee

back to life, therefore I weep."

"Bray's Enemy.
"Please, Mr. Joynes, there's a little

boy at the back gate to see you."

"At the back gate? Bring him in,

Peter."

"xle won't come in, sir; says he's aw-
ful busy, and hasn't got time."

"How big is he?"

"About as big as my fist, sir," said

Peter.

The good-natured gentleman went
out to the back gate. "Well, country-

man," he said, pleasantly, "what can I

do for you?"
The small boy—he was a very small

boy—took off a soft, dirty hat and held

it behind him. "I've come to tell you,
sir, that Bray's got to be killed."

"Bray, my big Newfoundland dog?
And who sent you here with that infor-

mation?" asked the gentleman, losing

all his pleasant looks.

"Nobody sent me," answered the boy,

stoutly; "I've come by myself. Bray has

runned my sheep free days. He's got

to be killed."

"Where did you get any sheep?" asked
Mr. Joynes.

"My sheep are Mr. Bansom's. He
gives me fifteen cents a week for watch-

ins: 'em."

"Did you tell Mr. Ransom that Bray

had been running them?"
"No, sir; I telled you."

"Ah, that is well. I don't want to

kill Bray. Suppose I give you fifteen

cents a week for not telling Mr. Ran-

som when Bray runs his sheep; how
would that do?"

As soon as the little shepherd got

the idea into his head he scornfully re-

jected it. "That 'ud be paying me for

a lie," he said indignantly. "I wouldn't

tell lies for all the money in the world."

When he said this, Mr. Joynes took

off his own hat and reached down and
took the small, dirty hand in his.

"Hurrah, herdsman!" said he. "I beg

your pardon for offering you a bribe.

Now I know that the keeper of Mr.
Ransom's sheep is not afraid of a man
four times his size, but that he is afraid

of a lie. Hurrah for you! I am going

to tell Mr. Ransom that if he doesn't

raise your wages I shall offer you twice

fifteen cents and take you into my serv-

ice. Meantime, Bray shall be shut

up while your sheep are on my side of

the hill. Will that do? All right, then.

Good morning, countryman."

—

Sunbeam.

It's His Customer.
A New York merchant called to a little

bootblack to give him a shine. The lit-

tle fellow came rather slowly for one of

his guild, and planted his box down
under the merchant's foot. Before he

could get his brushes out another large

boy ran up, and calmly pushing the little

one aside, slid:

"Here, you go sit down, Jimmy."
The merchant at once became indig-

nant at what he took to be a piece of

outrageous bullying, and sharply told

the newcomer to clear out.

"Oh, dat's all right, boss," was the

reply. "I'm only going to do it for him;

you see he's been sick in the hospital for

more than a month, and can't do much
work yet, so us boys all turn in and give

him a lift when we can."

"Is that so, Jimmy?" asked the mer-

chant, turning to the smaller boy.

"Yes, sir," wearily answered the boy,

and as he looked up. the pallid, pinched

face could be discerned even through the

the grime that covered it. "He does it

for me—if you'll let him."

"Certainly; go ahead"; and as the

bootblack plied the brush the merchant
plied him with questions. "You say that

all the boys help him in this way?"
"Yes, sir. When they ain't got no job

themselves, and Jimmy gets one, they

turns in and helps him."

"What percentage do you charge him
on each job?"

"Hey?" queried the boy—"don't know
what you mean."

"I mein what part of the money do

you. give Jimmy, and how much do you
keep ?"

"Bet your life I don't keep none ; I

ain't such a sneak."

"You give it all to him?"
"Yes, I do. All the boys give up what

they get on his job. I'd like to catch

any feller sneaking it on a sick boy."

The shine being completed the mer-

chant handed the urchin a quarter, say-

ing:

"I guess you're a pretty good fellow,

so you keep a dime and give the rest to

Jimmy."
"Can't do it, sir; it's his customer.

Here you be, Jim."

He threw him the coin and was off like

a shot after a customer for himself—

a

veritable rough diamond. There are many
such lids, with warm and generous

hearts under their ragged coats.

The House Mother's "Prayer. "3

A friend from the interior writes:

"In a little old book of daily readings,

'Bogatzky's Golden Treasury,' I have
read today, for the twenty-fourth year,

a delightfully simple and helpful

prayer. Long since it was copied upon
a card and placed in a corner of the

glass upon my bureau, and many times

I have copied it for my friends, espe-

cially for busy mothers, that they also

might be helped by its practical'

thought:
" 'Lord, preserve me calm in my

spirit.

" 'Gentle in my commands.
" 'And watchful that I speak not un-

advisedly with my lips.

" 'Moderate in my purposes.
" 'Yielding in my temper.
" 'And at the same time steadfast in

my principles. Amen.' "

Here is a suggestion from The Union
Signal that may be helpful to some one:

"Even though you do not live in the

crowded tenement in the stifling city, the

summer days find you feeling faint by

the way. You are so busy that your

pleasant home and surroundings cannot

help you. The King's business requires

such haste that you have hasted too

much and waste of your own powers has

ensued. For the work's sake you need

a dose of fresh air yourself. Listen:

For the next week eat at least two meals

a day out of doors. Do not make work
of it. It is play. Sandwiches, a dish

of peaches, some 'boughten' cookies and

lemonade is a delicious out-of-door menu.
In lieu of dragging out the heavy table

spread a small dry goods box with a

napkin or so. Plates, spoons, glasses,

napkins—a lap-lunch under the sky and

nerves responding to the balm of air

and trees and sky. Quite worth while

—for the work's sake, vou know!

£13.00 UO "BVrFALO TAJf.
AME'RICAlJV AJfT> "RE-

&X/-RJV £13. OO
Tickets on sale daily via the Nickel

Plate Road, good returning ten days

from date of sale. Especially low

rates for 15 and 30 days' limit Chicago

to Buffalo and return. Tickets at low-

est rates to all points east. John Y.

Calakan, General Agent. Ill Adams
St., Chicago. 'Phone Central 2057.

Chicago City Ticket Office, 111 Adams
St.
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Extraordinary! The Cbristim

Propositionsfsfsf | Cen tury Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

"Does This Interest You?

The Christian Cdltury is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly-

evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.

It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
L,. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription
to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till January 1, 1902, for 25
Cents, The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in
this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,^d^^d^d Chicago, Illinois.
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Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Win. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into
CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I
have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile of Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm. J. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
riELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures

not only a coMection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of st3'le. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their

cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,

such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive st}-le

of binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best ana cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

Free Reclining Ohair Oars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. .Louis

Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, TX
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NIcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore, Md.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale July 6 to 13; return limit

August 31, 1901, via

Chicago & North-Western

Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the luxurious

every-day train, leaves Chicago 6.30

p. m. Only three days en route. All

meals in Dining Cars; Buffet Library Cars

(with barber). Two oth"r fast trains 10.00

a. m. and 11.30 p. m. daily. The best of

everything. Call on any agent for tickets

or address

461 Broadway, - Hp.w Yorb

601 Ches'tSt., Philadelphia

368 Washington St., Boston

301 Main St., - - Buffalo

212 Clark St., - Chicago

V

435 Vine St ,
- Cincinnati

507 SmithfldSt .Pittsburg

234 Superior St., Cleuelanu
17 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KmaSr., Cast, Toronto. Ont.

J. Z. Tyler's New Pamphlet

v

ENTITLED

"Recollections

of My Richmond

Pastorate
IS FRESH FROM THE PRESS

It is handsomely printed and il-

lustrated, containing photos of

many of the early members of

the Richmond Churches. Its

nine chapters embrace the fol-

lowing:

1. My Entrance upon the Work.
2. A General Survey.
3. Deep Puverty and Abounding Liberality.
4. The Varied Experiences of a Pastor.
5. Some Outside Enterprises.
6. The Beginnings of Our Other Churches
7. In Memoriam.
8. The Closing of My Richmond Pastorate.
9. Subsequent Pastorates.
Chronological Notes on J. Z. Tyler's Life.

Price 50 cents, Post-paid.

Address J. Z. TYLER,
798 Republic St., Cleveland, Ohio, or

CHRISTIAN riONTHLY, Richmond, Va.

A cetylene-Gas
You want to know all about it

Send for free sample copy of tne spicy

newsy, neutral Acetylene-gas Journal
324 Dearborn St., Chicago. Popular u
style, meaty as a nut, handsomely illustr*

ted. 50 cts. a year ; 25 cts. for six months
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MDNDN ROUTE
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BIG FOUR
ROUTE
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LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-

paid. Publication office

200 South loth Street,
Philadelphia.
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DEAR MADAM:
We take the liberty once more to call your attention to that most remarkable plan we have of advertising

and introducing Solid Cuevee Silverware—namely, by giving away samples of it. As we told you in our last

letter, we believe that from a practical, common-sense point of view Solid Cuevee Silver is actually better than
Solid Sterling Silver— and it costs about one-sixth as much. We believe it with all our might. If we didn't

we wouldn't be startling the reading public with an offer that involves the expenditure of many thousands of

dollars for free samples. Solid Cuevee Silver is the same metal all the way through. We guarantee it to

wear for fifty years. It has the color of sterling silver. There is nothing else like it (with the exception
of sterling silver) and nothing else just as good. It is harder, will wear longer and will not tarnish as quickly
as sterling silver. We can't continue this sample distribution much longer, but once more we renew the offer

to you. Here it is: Select any pattern of Solid Cuevee Silver Sugar Shell shown below, and we will send it

to you free of charge. You don't have to buy anything to get it. The gift will be unconditional. With the
sugar shell we will include a full set of six teaspoons to match. Sell two sets like them and sample set of tea.-

spoons, as well as the sugar shell, is youis without the payment of a cent. If you fail to secure these two

These Illus-

trations are

about two-

thirds size

of the Sugar

Shells.

Helen Gould
Sugar Shell

Each, 55 cents
Teaspoons to match
Per set of six, $1.15

Victoria
Sugar Shell

Each, 55 cents
Teaspoons to match
Per set of six, $1.15

Marion Harland
Sugar Shell

Each, 55 cents
Teaspoons to match
Per set of six, $1.15

Geneva
Sugar Shell

Each, 55 cents
Teaspoons to match
Per set of six, $1.15

Beaded
Sugar Shell

Each, SO cents
Teaspoons to match
Per set of six, 9SC.

Tipped
Sugar Shell

Each. 50 cents
Teaspoons to match
Per set of six, 98c-

orders, retain the sugar shell as a gift in any event, and return the teaspoons at your expense—which will be six cents for post-
age. You don't have to ask your neighbors for any money in advance. We will ship the goods you sell and give jou thirty
days to collect and remit. We will also send you a catalogue, showing our full line of Solid Cuevee Silverware, and a copy of
"The Home-Furnisher," wherein we illustrate a grand assortment of valuable and substantial premiums for securing larger clubs
of orders, including Solid Oak Bed-Room Suits, Book Cases, Ladies' Desks, Dinner Sets, Couches, Cameras, Solid Gold Rings,
etc.—premiums that are in keeping with the Quaker Valley reputation. If you desire to work for any of these, we will give you
the sample set of teaspoons and sugar
shell in addition to any premium that A$$$$$^j^^^$$^^^i$j$$$^$^$$$$$$$$^$$^i$^$$^$$$$$$^^^^j^j&
you may earn. Now, please don't ™ This request was clipped from The Christian Century.

Sr -rn^rlS ?oToi
n
QSei°^Sy| REQUEST FOR SUGAR SHELL AND SPOONS. ]sen. 1 11 write to tnose yuaKer Valley* QUAKER VALLEY MEG. CO., 353-355 W. Harrison St., Chicago: Zpeople to-moi row. This is not an oppor-

j Shl lmmedlatelyi by mall , postpaid, per terms of your offer one $
tunity to put off and forget. Kindly$ State Pattern Wanted.

Remember, if you fail to secure any or-<l>

ders, you at least will have an elegant***

sugar shell worth 50 to 55 cents, for sim-2\
ply making the effort. <fe

Sincerely yours, Q

QUAKER VALLEY MFG. CO.J

agree to return the sample i

days after receiving them, and to retain the sugar shell 1

spoons
1 gift from you.

Name.
(WRITE NAME PLAINLY—MRS. OR MISS]

Post Office.

General Office:
County State

IrLKASE WRITE POST OFFICE. COUNTY AND STATE IN FULL. VERY. VERY PLAINLY.;

353 and 355 WEST HARRISON STREET. CHICAGO -^$$€€€^€^$€€^€$€$i€€€€^€€€€€^€$€€$$€€€^€€«€€$&€$€€$€€&-
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& WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

Cbc Cbristian Ccnturp Companp,
858 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions

—

Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I,ist is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be sure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to Thb Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given on applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand worOs and should be in our of-
fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear. News letter*
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and ahould be sent
in promptly.

WmhOS^sS,
!SemsWi ^DURABLE'*-

CATALOGUE FREE

American BELLFouNDRY.^ig?;^^5 '

J tl I .77] TBIAI.TREATMENT FREE.
I *J I ^.^1 We will forfeit 850 for any caBe of

I m T* I Internal. External or Itcbing
UB^*JUnJLri6 Piles the Ucrm Pile4'ure fails
to cure. Instant and permanent relief . Write at once.
Herm Medical Co., 215 J5. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE, W<»
MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND PHARMACY

taught bv 59 teachers.
2 Hospitals, 4- Dispensaries,
6 lecture Halls, 9 Laboratories.
For 100-page Catalogue, address The Proctor.

HOW TO GET A JOB
New book will be
issued in a few
days. Orders will

filled In the order they are received. If you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

IN CHICAGO

Bteel Alloy Church and School Bells. J8fS*Send for
Catalogue. The C. S. BELL CO., IIillsboro,0.

AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FQX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured
forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using
them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can stud}' this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.
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THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

000 CHURCHES
Lighted by the FRINK System of Reflectors

[Electric, Gas. Welsbach. Acetylene or C'l
,JCEi<SED to manufacture electric and combination 1 n pnijkl^

[gas and electric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimate.
551 Pearl S'.NEW YORK.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedies
The Internal remedy Is pleasant to take, acts imme-

diately, does not disturb digestion, and is for rheuma-
tism only In all its torturin.tr forms. The external
preparationrestores stiff joints, drawn cords, ami hard-
ened muscles. If your druggist has not these remedies
in stock, do not take anything else. Send $5 to the
Drummond Medicine Co.. Xew York, and the full

treatment of two large bottles will be sent to your ex-
press address. Agents wanted.

Bethany College.
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 83, 1901. PostofSce, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

J. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty.
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^EDITORIAL Jj
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests
of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. "While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and lifej!

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different
denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join
forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE PROMISE OF CHRIST.
HE words of Christ's invitation, "Come

*TP unto me," were addressed to a world which
*> he knew to be laboring with a certain meas-

ure of success, but which in the last issue

found no true satisfaction in its endeavors.

Wherever there is labor without sufficient

sense of compensation in the joy the work
produces, it is because the task is of less

importance than the worker. The great-

ness of the soul is such that the enterprises it under-
takes must adjust themselves to high ideals, or else

it soon becomes weary, as a child who tires of his

toys. Jesus understood that men were laboring in the

various realms of their activity and with certain con-

sciousness of achievement, but oppressed in reflective

moments with a consciousness of inadequate return,

of wasted time, of highest results unachieved, and of

supreme efforts not demanded by the task. This fail-

ure to find rewarding satisfaction in one's work, this

sense of a drag upon one's effort, this lack of adjust-

ment to one's ideals, is the secret of evil in human life,

for failure of adjustment is sin. It is. from this sin

that Jesus came to bring deliverance. His promise
is rest to the soul. That rest is to be found not in

ceasing to labor, but in finding a labor which brings

the reward of harmony between the soul and its task.

The consciousness of a labor so great that it is worthy
to occupy the highest faculties of our nature is in itself

a satisfaction and rest. This adjustment is the prom-
ise of Christ.

Without the leadership which Jesus introduces into

life, a man is out of harmony with himself and his

environment; that is, he is out of harmony with God.

In this condition he has violated one of the fixed laws

of all life, and these laws of life are only the methods

by which God is accustomed to work. The relation

of the soul to its environment is analogous to the

relation of the plant or animal to its surroundings.

In the proper soil and with the proper nourishment

the plant grows and produces its legitimate flower

or fruit. In suitable temperature and with the right

food the animal reaches a normal growth. But a

rose out of adjustment with nature, in a soil which

does not yield nourishment, or in a climate too cold,

fails of this adjustment and loses its life. An animal

fitted for the temperate or torrid zone misses its vital

articulation with its sources of life when removed to

the frigid zone, and perishes. A human life unnour-

ished by the springs of being which are in God pos-

sesses but a precarious and declining existence, for the

true atmosphere of the soul is God ; "ye are complete

in him." It is this failure of adjustment, this lack

of nourishment, which devitalizes human life. In

God we live, normally, and move and have our being.

Outside of the sphere of fellowship with him there is

no true and vigorous life possible. It is because men
seek to live without him that they limit their growth

and stunt their natures. They are seeking to feed

upon lower and unsatisfying things a nature which is

nourished only when allowed to thrive in the at-

mosphere of God. It - was this vital mistake which

Jesus came to correct. He called men to him, that

in the circle of his life they might breathe the at-

mosphere of God and grow into perfect stature and

power. Failure to obtain this vital connection with

God is sin.

In this very fact of separation from the source of

life lies the secret of that fact of human experience

which is clothed in such variety of figures in the Holy

Scriptures and which has been discussed in all theo-

logical inquiries regarding sin. Frequently in popu-

lar definition sin is made to consist in certain particu-

lar acts. Rather does it lie in the attitude of the soul

toward God, in its lack of touch, in its failure to find

itself nourished by the resources of being which lie

in him. It is not this or that particular act which

constitutes sin in human life. These acts are but

the expression of the dominant temper of mind. It is

the willingness which man displays to live apart from

God that constitutes sin. It is the failure of response

to the will and purpose of God which makes up the

fact of sin.

At first sight such a definition appears to remove
something of the spectacular terror which has been
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cast over the word "sin" in the popular theologies.

And yet it is rather a change of view-point than a

transformation of the essential fact. Whatever change

has come over the definition of sin within the past

few years has served at least to remove the ground

from under two mistaken views on the subject, widely

at variance with each other, but held with a certain

tenacity even yet.

The first is that the whole human race is by nature

depraved and rendered totally unable to apprehend

the purpose of God or to co-operate in its realization.

Man is born as a child of wrath, says this theory, and

until supernaturally regenerated rests under the dis-

pleasure of an angry God, in whose scheme of govern-

ment the eternal punishment of such sinning life would

be amply justified. Man can do nothing of himself.

He is totally depraved. He thinks no good thought,

and plans no righteous action until the divine energy

is imparted and he rises to his new task with a power
bestowed of God. He was helpless before his regener-

ation. His regeneration itself is of God, and therefore

moral responsibility is lessened if not obliterated. The
other view stands at the opposite side of the circle

and possesses the elements of a cheerful optimism

which, equally with the other view, disregards the

facts of life. The postulate of this type of thinking

is that sin is no serious fact in human life after all.

It is rather a misfortune to be easily condoned. Sin

is only a half step towards righteousness. Man sins

in the act of becoming good. God is too kind to con-

demn any one, and, for that matter, we are all of us

too good to be condemned. This loose, limp and

lavender conception of sin is as truly at variance with

the teachings of Holy Scripture as the implacable

theories of the darker Puritanism. Both views are

inconsistent with the teachings of Christ and with

human experience. Sin can only be understood in

the light of Jesus' teachings. His vision of sin

showed it to be an awful fact in the life of man, so

awful indeed that he exhausted the vocabulary in the

attempt to portray its blackness and its far-reaching

consequences.

The figures which Jesus used to describe sin are

the most lurid in the language. And its consequences

he portrayed in equally graphic terms, such as "the

worm that dies not," "the fire that is not quenched,"

"the outer darkness," "weeping and gnashing of

teeth." And certainly we must concede with all men
who give our Lord the slightest recognition as a

teacher of truth, that he knew more of the matter

than any one else who has ever spoken in the name
of God. To him sin consisted in the attitude of dis-

inclination to accept divine companionship and guid-

ance. The deliberate choice of the soul not to permit

God to have his way with it constitutes sin, and this

attitude can only have such consequences as persist

until the attitude itself is changed. These conse-

quences will be eternal if the free choice of the soul

does not intervene. It is not a question of specific

acts to be punished by severe chastisement, but rather

of eternal principles at work in the soul itself to fashion

its destiny in accordance with its own free choice.

The words, "Well done, good and faithful servant,"

are only the ratification of a determined and persistent

course of action deliberately chosen by the man him-

self. The words, "Depart from me," are equally the

confirmation of the will to depart registered in the

choosing soul.

The promise of Christ brings the vision of the life

of companionship with God made possible through

regeneration. But this regeneration itself is not the

mysterious thing which theology has been concerned

to make it. That there are mysteries in the spiritual

life, no one will doubt who has the slightest acquaint-

ance with the baffling problems connected even with

physical life; and yet the great facts of religious ex-

perience lie on the pages of the Holy Scriptures above

the line of misinterpretation. The regenerated life is

the highest form of changed experience which human

nature can enjoy. New life is mediated through new

affections. The regenerated man is so made by the

power of a new love working in the soul. The vision

of God in Jesus Christ is the method of winning him

to this new love. The Word becomes flesh in Christ

that we may see God living in terms of our own life.

That suffering and pardoning life of God expresses

itself through the life and death of Jesus, and that

life and death are one great redemptive fact. They

cannot be separated, for each interprets the other, and

both thus united constitute the vision of a life in per-

fect adjustment with God, and full of the most re-

warding experience. It is this life, both as an ideal

and as an object of affection, that allures and charms

the soul. The atonement is the adjustment of the

human life with God in the act of so falling in love

with the life of Christ that the possession of that life

and its incarnation once more in our own nature be-

come the supreme passion of the soul.

The life of service and of love is thus made the norm

of our own lives. And in this process the divine love

manifests itself and we follow it in the person of

our Lord, who draws us to him as he promised. We
love him because he first loved us, and that love con-

stitutes the fire that burns away the barriers that

have separated us from God. The love of God thus

revealed meets our answering love, and every act of

obedience is an act of love. Faith is love in the act

of apprehending and possessing God. Repentance is

love in the act of forsaking sin and choosing righteous-

ness. Baptism is love in the act of public consecration

and obedience. The acquisition of a Christian char-

acter is love in the process of becoming like the object

loved. Christian service is love in the act of carrying

out the purposes which the loved one holds as the

objects of his own life.

Thus regeneration is the genesis of a new life which
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is adjusted to God, and is the secret of peace and of

power. The new life is not merely a reformation but

a transformation. The soul is no longer conformed to

this world, but transformed by its own renewal. And
now for the first time it is able to prove in its own
experience what the good and acceptable and perfect

will of God is, his divine purpose for all human life.

With the regenerated life come new affections, slowly

perhaps, but surely. One wishes to be like Christ, and
he comes by gradual steps to acquire the tastes and
the affections that were in Christ Jesus. A new
standard of conduct is set up, not what the world ap-

proves, not what others approve, but what Christ ap-

proves, and it now becomes the norm of all behavior.

The tasks which Jesus undertook now become the

rewarding tasks of our own life. Rest, peace and
joy are elements which, not without patient and con-

stant effort, and yet with certainty as experience ma-
tures, come to be the real assets of the soul. Life is

in process of adjusting itself to God. The tasks which
had seemed unprofitable because they were less valu-

able than the soul itself are now transfigured as they

become the means for the achievement of the kingdom
of God. Seeking first that kingdom and its righteous-

ness, we suddenly discover that the commonplace tasks

have grown satisfying and have harmonized them-
selves in adjustment to a new center of things, related

to which they all have their legitimate place ; and
withal a consciousness of power is growing within us

because, vitally connected as we are with the source of

life, that life flows through us in resistless tides, and
we can do all things through Christ who strengthens
us. The will has thus been harmonized with the will

of God. It has not lost its freedom, it has rather

gained it by accepting the highest control. Liberty is

not freedom from restraint, but the consciousness of

working in harmony with the highest will. And thus

the life of Christ has all the elements that link God and
man and display each at his best. Christ is man at his

most divine point ; he is God in his most human aspect.

"Thou seemest human and divine,

The highest, holiest manhood Thou.
Our wills are ours, we know not how,
Our wills are ours to make them thine."

duke would have chosen for his castle." It is at any

rate a good place for a summer camp—pleasant, pic-

turesque and restful. It is pre-eminently a home re-

sort.

LAKJE GENEVA.
BY THE RAMBLER.

"Come forth, O weary denizen of town,
Bathe in the sunshine, breathe the balmy air,

Shake off the toils of traffic, and lay down
The life-long burden which you seem to bear.

Wait not for death to break thy prison bars,

And send thy ransomed soul to paradise;
But seek, betimes, the free glad life beneath the stars.

For thee Nature has spread a rich repast,

Ambrosia falls like manna from the skies,

And nectar flows in every wayside rill."

iAKE GENEVA is only two hours distant

v I from Chicago. It has won the title of "The
M j | Queen of Wisconsin Lakes," and Wiscon-

sin has lakes to the number of about ten
thousand. It is nine miles long and from
one to two miles in width. It has thirty-

two miles of clean, pebbly shore line, and
its clear, cool waters are fed from numer-
ous springs which flow into it from the
wooded hills by which it is surrounded.
Camp Collie, at which the Rambler so-

journed for a brief season, is described as "situated on
a promontory, built in the ice ages, and crowned with
ancient forest trees; just such a height as a Norman

The pet of the camp was "Baby." Baby is a Balti-

more oriole. A high wind pitched her out of her

nest when she was in the downy stage. A kind-

hearted lady found her and mothered her, giving her

undivided attention. She gathered grasshoppers for

her, dug angle worms and chewed peanuts, supply-

ing her with an elaborate cuisine. She got books on
birds and found out everything that was to be known
regarding the habits of orioles. Her untiring devotion

met its reward. Baby reciprocated her affection ; she

refuses to leave her ; although she has free range of

the woods she has fixed upon a roosting place upon
a tree near the cottage of the only mother she has ever

known and will come to her at call. She is perfectly

devoid of fear and will perch upon the shoulder or

outstretched hand of any one who speaks to her. Once
she flew on a passing steamer after a friend and was
carried around the lake. At another time when chased

by the hawks she took refuge on the shoulder of a

gardener, burying her head in his whiskers. He caught

her and put her into a cage, where she was found and
identified by one who returned her to her owner.

When the orioles left the woods a few days ago on
their southward journey they coaxed Baby to accom-
pany them, but she was satisfied with her present

quarters and refused to budge. Her foster parents

mean to take her with them when they return to the

city. She is to have the freedom of the house, and
one room containing a growing tree and flowers is to

be especially set apart for her use. Would that every

human baby were as well cared for as this baby oriole

!

The Y. M. C. A. camp (begging the Visitor's par-

don for the abbreviation) is the center of religious

life in the lake district. A succession of conventions

are held in it during the summer months. When the

Rambler visited it the Secretarial Institute and the Ath-
letic Association were both in session. It was a delight

to see eighty young men engaged in their sports, fin-

ishing up with a plunge into the waters of the lake,

where they seemed to be as much at home as on the

solid land. There cannot be much of the morbid about
the religion of these vigorous young fellows.

At this camp the Rambler heard two sermons, one
by a layman, an eastern secretary, the other by a St.

Louis pastor. The sermon by the layman, which was
on the subject, "Be ye doers of the word and not hear-

ers only," was simple, direct and practical. The
speaker struck out from the shoulder. His words
were like a bugle blast summoning the hosts of the

Lord to action. The sermon of the city pastor was
good of its kind, but the kind is not good. It had a

suggestion of the free use of commentaries or college

note books. The subject was, "The Means by Which
God Restores His Banished." It was handled in a

very conventional way. The atonement of Christ was
represented as being the means of securing God's
mercy, instead of expressing it. The one sermon made
the Rambler feel as if he could not preach again, the

other restored his. waning courage.

A visit to Holiday Home, or the Fresh Air Fund,
as it is generally called, had in it elements of uncom-
mon interest. There were eighty boys present. These
were gathered from the settlements and Sunday schools
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of the city. They stay at the home for two weeks.
When they arrive they are bathed and arrayed in a

new suit of clothes. They have a good time, boating,

bathing and playing. To see them put to bed in the

evening is a sight worth remembering. Some of them
at first hardly know the use of a bed, and to sleep

between its clean, sweet sheets is to them a foretaste

of heaven. The boys are followed by a relay of girls,

and these in turn by a relay of tired and sick mothers,
seamstresses, scrubwomen, some of whom have not
known what it is to have a holiday before in all their

hard, bare lives. The attendants say that great as is

the pleasure given to the boys and girls, it is, not to

be compared with that given to those hard-working
women in whose dull lives this outing is a green spot.

No less interesting was the visit to the encampment
of the McCowen Oral School for young deaf children.

This outing for these unfortunates is provided by
Mrs. M. A. Ryerson, president of the Society. The
improved methods in the education of dumb children

were illustrated in the class exercises at which the

Rambler was privileged to be present. The dumb are

literally made to speak. They watch the motions of

the lips and reproduce them. They also write down
on the blackboard the equivalents of these motions in

sounds. They are able to make fine discriminations,

some of them giving all the variations of the vowel
sounds with great exactness. These results involve

much patient, loving work on the part of the teachers.

Why should there not be as much patient, loving work
expended in the development of moral defectives?

A trip to Lake Geneva is incomplete without a visit

to the Yerkes Astronomical Observatory, which con-

tains the largest telescope in the world. It is situated

on a fine plateau on the northwest shore of the lake,

one hundred and sixty feet above the water. Its mas-
sive dome is a conspicuous figure in the landscape. The
observatory itself was erected in 1897 and is 326 feet

long: It is in the form of a cross. The dome is ninety

feet in diameter and is moved by a driving clock pro-

pelled by electricity. The telescope, which is forty

inches in diameter or about six inches wider than that

of Lick Observatory, weighs sixty tons ; the other

moving parts weighing twenty tons additional. The
observatory is part of the University of Chicago, and
is open to visitors on Saturday afternoons. An at-

tendant demonstrates the method of operating the tel-

escope, dome, and rising floor, but no permission is

given to make observations with the telescope.

Michael Angelo once went into the studio of a young
artist who had just executed a statue to stand in the

public square. Angelo saw its grave defects and point-

ed them out to his young friend. The exultant artist

did not appreciate the criticism of his work, and sup-
posed the greater man to be moved with envy. So he
told him. In the dim obscurity of his workshop he
could not see the defects which were so apparent to

the aged critic, and in passion sneered at the opinion
given. "Well," said Angelo, not the least disturbed,

"the light of the public square will test it."

"The light of the public square will test it." Ah,
yes! The light of the public square is to test every
human life. Eternal blaze shall pour upon it, and de-
fects unseen by the poorer light of earth will grow to

ghastly deformities. The light of the public square
will lest it!

A 'DECLARATION OF SVI*RIT-
VAL IffDETEJVVEJSTCE
OVT OF PLACE.

jHE sum of all earth-born philosophy is that

Tman is sufficient unto himself. In Stoicism

this philosophy reached high water mark.
Stoicism was the richest and ripest fruit

of paganism. In an age of universal decay
and corruption it found acceptance among
the nobler minds who sought to resist the

effeminating influences by which they were
surrounded. Of the Stoic it could be said,

"His mind his kingdom, and his will his

law." He was self-contained, self-restrain-

ed, self-reliant. He stiffened his will to meet with
stolid indifference the joys and ills of life. Happiness
was not necessary and might be dispensed with; pain

was an evil and ought to be triumphed over; senti-

ment was weakness ; weakness sin. With the Stoic the

end of discipline was apathy. Salvation was by sui-

cide.

As a tendency or force, Stoicism has always existed,

although it may not have been always taught as a
philosophy. It marks an upward movement of soul.

It shows what man at his best can attain. It shows
"how sublime a thing it is to suffer and be strong."

But it shows also the limitation of human strength;

it shows the folly of self-sufficiency and self-com-

placency. The three noblest Roman Stoics, Seneca,
Marcus Aurelius and Epictetus, all confessed that they
failed to gain the entire conquest of self. In the strain

of life's storms their philosophy gave way, and when
overwhelmed with a sense of weakness they knew no
source of strength higher than themselves.

From the lips of a finite, fallen mortal a declaration

of spiritual independence comes with poor grace. No
man is absolutely independent. The roots of man's
life are in God. The deepest fact in his nature is his

dependence upon the Unseen Power, from whom he
draws his life. It is not self-reliance that is needed so

much as it is reliance upon God ; it is not trust in na-
tive strength so much as it is trust in divine strength.

When the evil day comes it is better to open the heart

to the sunshine than to bare the breast to the blast.

When the storm of passion rages it is well to have a
stronger hand than our own upon the helm. When
the consciousness of weakness is most keenly felt then

is the time to keep ourselves in closest connection with
the unfailing source of strength. Happy are those

who, when they come to the end of their own strength,

are able to say, "When we are weak, then are we
strong."

It is cold comfort to say to the weak, "Be strong; for

to be strong is to be happy." A friend wrote to Cole-

ridge urging him to give up the use of opium. "You
bid me rouse myself," he answered. "Go bid a man
paralyzed in both arms rub them briskly together and
that will save him." "Alas," he would reply, "that

I cannot move my arms is my complaint and misery."

The struggling soul must be directed to look beyond
himself. Instead of rejoicing that his own mountain
stands strong; conscious of his weakness, he is to be

"strong in the Lord and in the power of his might."
Instead of hugging the delusion of his independence
he is to "Wait on the Lord and be of good courage;
and he shall strengthen his heart."

More helpful than all wisdom is one draught of

simple human pity that will not forsake us.
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I/f'DIFFE'REJVCE, TO CIVIC

OBLIGATION
There is nothing in which the ordinary citizen is so

remiss as in the performance of his civic duties. Every-
thing that involves sacrifice of ease and comfort he
sedulously avoids. He follows the line of the least

resistance. An illustration of this is furnished by the

action of the citizens of Columbus, Ohio, to whom,
under the system of "referendum," was submitted an
important proposition regarding the city sewers and
electric light plant. There are 35,000 voters in Co-
lumbus ; on the questions at issue only 6,000 votes

were cast. Dr. Washington Gladden, who is one of
the aldermen of the city, is well known as a student
of political and social problems. He has been giving
at great sacrifice a large part of his busy life to public

affairs. This lack of interest in things so important
has pained him. He has called attention to the fact

that, whereas "on the day before the election on this

•question from twelve to fifteen thousand persons at-

tended a horse race on a track near the city, only 6,000
voters would go to the polls when a question of the
gravest importance involving the finances, credit and
health of the city was to be decided at the ballot box."
There is no duty before the Church in the present
day more imperative than that of enlightening and
arousing the consciences of men so that, in the fear of

God, they will endeavor to discharge to the full their

social responsibilities.

VACATION 'RELIGION.
It is told of a certain professing Christian that on

one occasion when he was not walking in the straight

and narrow way he said in defence, "I have served the
Lord for twenty years, and it is a hard thing if I can-
not now take a day off." A true Christian does not
want a day off. He is an ear-bored servant who has
given himself to the Lord for ever. His religion is

portable ; he takes it with him wherever he goes. He
cannot leave it behind him for it is part of himself.

Of old, Christians were scattered by persecution and
they went everywhere preaching the word and dis-

seminating Christian influences. Today they are scat-

tered by the love of travel and the cities send their

population over the country, and even to earth's remot-
est bounds. This changed condition of social life sug-
gests the possibility of a new form of evangelization.

To this it is being more and more adjusted, as witness
the growth of summer assemblies. And many a strug-
gling country church is given heart of grace by the
thought of the reinforcement of strength which is sure
to come with the return of the summer visitors. The
scattering of forces is not all loss.

And, even when weary workers relax a little, and
forego some of the more active forms of Christian
service, the cause of Christ may be a gainer thereby.
Not only is strength recruited in times of pause, but
a new perspective is gained, new purposes are nour-
ished, and new plans are formed. The work which
was growing irksome is resumed with redoubled hope
and vigor. Knowing their need of rest the Master said

to his disciples, "Come ye apart and rest awhile." We
are to rest "awhile." Rest must needs be brief, and
to be enjoyed must be deserved and must be prepara-
tory to further and better service. But the secret of
true rest is found in the Master's word of invitation,

"Come apart, not go apart by yourself, but come apart
with me." In communion with him the soul finds

its true center of repose

CHICAGO JVOTES.
The project of running a line of steamers from Chi-

cago to European ports has been temporarily aban-
doned. The undertaking itself has been found to be
feasible, but the high rate of insurance, especially on
the St. Lawrence, has rendered it unprofitable. That,
however, is a difficulty which can be overcome. Noth-
ing can hinder our great inland city from achieving
its destiny and becoming a seaport. And with that

will come an increase of influence in the world's af-

fairs.

The tremendous power yielded by the confessional is

illustrated by a recent event. A robbery of jewelry
had baffled the police when a Roman Catholic priest

brought to the owners the looted treasure, amounting
in value to about $7,000. The thief troubled in con-
science had confessed his crime, and had made resti-

tution. Protestants have no use for the confessional;

they believe that while men ought to confess their

faults one to another, they ought to confess their sins

to God only
;
yet it may be questioned whether in their

system they have sufficiently recognized the instinc-

tive desire of sin-burdened hearts to seek relief by
pouring their plaint into a sympathetic human ear.

Frank Howard Collier, a well-known character, has

just died. He was a victim of what is known as "cir-

cular insanity," which resulted from a blow on the

head, received from a political antagonist several years

ago. An examination of his brain showed that there

was an extosis or bony growth on the inner table of

the skull. This was a source of irritation and account-

ed for the paroxysms of rage to which he was occa-

sionally subject. We are just beginning to learn how
intimate is the relation of the physical to the moral
nature. Moral conditions have often a physical root,

and physical conditions have often a moral root.

The attempt which is being made by the Business

Men's League of Chicago to stop bookmaking on the

Harlem race tracks is not prompted by any religious

motive, yet it is in favor of good morals all the same.

The president of the League says : "Most of the men
taking part in this fight are doing so in a spirit of self-

protection. Any number of us hire salesmen whom
we cannot afford to have betting on the races. We
have grown tired of shortages among our employes

and propose to make a business fight of it." If in any

way the gambling evil can be checked, all good people

will rejoice.

The ministry is not the only profession that is over-

crowded. In the city of Chicago there are 4,403 law-

yers or one for every 450 people. The average in-

come for members of the legal profession does not

exceed $750. Yet the rate of increase in the law
schools in the country is very large, being no less than

343 per cent from 1875 to 1899. It is a fact full of sig-

nificance that while there has been a large increase in

the number of law and medical students during the

past few years the number of theological students has

decreased. It behooves the Church to find out the

causes of this condition of things and the remedy.

It is not merely the individual, but society that suf-

fers by every idle, every selfish, every mean, unjust

man.
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HE'REDITy.
There is no thing we cannot overcome.

Say not thy evil instinct is inherited,

Or that some trait inborn makes thy whole life forlorn

And calls down punishment that is not merited.

Back of thy parents and grandparents lies

The Great Eternal Will ! That, too, is thine

Inheritance, strong, beautiful, divine,

Sure lever of success for one who tries.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

CIIKISTOLOGICAL TENDENCIES OF
THE TIME.
W. J. LHAMON.

J*fo. 2—*Reduclio Ad Abs-Vrdum.

T IS a well-known bit of history that the

I|
Romans shortened their sword that they
might lengthen their empire. Their un-
paralleled experience in the art of war
proved the long sword inefficient as com-
pared with the short one. The stern logic

of practice reduced the former to an ab-
surdity and proved the superiority of the

latter.

If the reader can be kind enough to in-

dulge an analogy so far-fetched, we are
bold to say that something of the same sort is taking
place among the creeds of Christendom. Constantly
of late we are shortening the creeds of the Church that
we may lengthen the kingdom of Christ. We have all

but proved the futility of scholastic and high-sounding
statements of faith as compared with "the simpler
statements of the Galilean fisherman and the beloved
disciple." This reduction to an absurdity (let us re-
peat the phrase) by the stern logic of practice is among
the most interesting and hopeful signs of a complete
return to the Christianity of Christ. It is a Christo-
logical movement not to be ignored by those who
would get the gage of religious thought at the junction
of these centuries.

i. Experience has proved the futility of creeds as
fashioned at length by human capacity. The statement
is very bold, and one must rely for its justification upon
facts that are patent and formidable. And here is such
a fact ; there is not one of the great doctrinal symbols
of the historic Church that commands the united al-

legiance of those whose allegiance Christ himself com-
mands. In other words, many loyal followers of
Christ reject one or other, or many or all, of these
historic creed formulas. There are Christians who
are and who are not Trinitarians ; the/e are Christians
who are and who are not Augustinians or Calvinists

;

there are Christians who are and who are not Armi-
nians ; there are Christians who are and who are not
Socinians. It is so of the whole circle of credal state-
ments. The time was when one must subscribe to the
Nicene creed or be denominated a heretic. Now one
may be a devout follower of Christ, and be so esteemed,
though he chooses to be reverently silent regarding

that ancient and sublime symbol. He may humbly
decline to enter into the mysteries of the Godhead
which it seeks to probe and to explain ; hernay find

himself ill at ease with it because of the questions it

raises and does not settle ; he may find fault with it be-

cause it goes so far and no farther, or he may feel

some disturbance because of a suggested pantheism in

it ; but in any case, it is generally conceded that he may
present himself a living sacrifice at the altar of Christ,

and be accepted there.

And as to Calvinism, how are the churches over

whose heads that symbol hangs to convince the world
of its utility when half of them do not believe it and
are seeking to have it revised into something less grim-
visaged and terrible? If there is one current fact

which above all others reduces the creating of creeds

to an absurdity, it is this present wrangle of the Cal-

vinists among themselves, some to retain the outgrown
creed, and others to get rid of "the old hard shell."

And to an onlooker it is one of the strangest conun-
drums, why they do not throw aside utterly that old,

entirely too long, and blunted and dulled relic of

mediaeval barbarism, and seize the short and vital and
"two-edged sword" of the Savior himself.

If a third example of the futility of lengthy formulas
may be cited, let it be (reverently spoken) Lutheran-
ism. The Augsburg Confession, the Smalcald Arti-

cles, and the Formula of Concord were children of the

storm. They came forth from the conflict with Roman-
ism. They are polemic. If ever they were useful they

are so no longer. Who among the devout followers of

Christ cares now to wield this long sword about total

depravity, and human incapacity of will to do God's
will, and transubstantiation, and progressive sanctifica-

tion, and vicarious sacrifice? The really vital factor in

the work of Luther was his Pauline doctrine of justi-

fication by faith, and his attempted return to the Chris-

tianity of Christ. "Luther's single aim," we read, "was
the reformation and revival of Christianity, and the

restoration of the whole Church in its universal form
to primitive and scriptural purity. Denominationalism
he knew not. His conception of the Church compre-
hended catholic Christianity." Luther was entirely too

great a man to be a Lutheran. He said : "I beseech

you above all things not to use my name; not to call

yourselves Lutherans, but Christians." In spite of

this, his followers lengthened their creed by the dog-
matic insertion of such doctrines as are named above,

and departed correspondingly from the creed of Christ,

so that in the very face of the great man's serious pro-

test, one of our most gifted Americans has cried out

:

"Lutheran, Papal, Calvinistic * * *

All these creeds and doctrines three extant are,

And still the question is where Christianity may be?"

2. It is well known that many of the Lutheran pul-

pits today refuse to be denominated by Lutheranism,
and many of the Presbyterian pulpits by Calvinism,

and many of the Anglican pulpits by the Thirty-nine

Articles. The necessary inference is that these doc-

trines have lost their hold upon the thought of the pul-

pit, and though the sacred desk stands nominally for

this or the other of them, the man has passed beyond
them. He quietly ignores them. He, being really

alive and thoughtful, and seriously seeking a message
to his age, has found something better to preach. Thus
many a denominational congregation finds itself really

married to Christ, but yet like a bride who has forgot-

ten to take the name of her husband.

3. The logic of all these centuries has its conclusion

in a reductio ad absurdum so far as the extra-biblical
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creeds can go toward unifying the body of Christ.

To our human, blundering way of progress something

is always gained by discovering how not to do things.

And surely so many long, long centuries of failure in

uniting Christ's followers through credal instrumen-

talities should teach us that it cannot be done that

way. He who prays for the union of Christ's own as

Christ himself prayed for it must long since have

ceased to offer up his supplications at the shrine of

Rome, or Augsburg, or Westminster, or New Haven.

There is not one single predominating ism today. In

the nature of the case there can be no such thing. The

ism, by very virtue of its being an ism, is presumably

under-done or over-done, or one-sided, or eccentric, or

somehow fragmentary, and whatever is fragmentary

can command but a fragmentary portion of men. To
command the allegiance of men universally the creed

must be universal like the equations of algebra and

the laws of the triangle. None but such a universal

creed as springs immediately from the life of the uni-

versal man, who called himself the Son of Man, can be

universally accepted, and can be therefore the center of

unity.

So far from uniting, the creeds have divided, and

they have perpetuated divisions. They have been the

apples of discord of the theological ages. In their

present age and decrepitude, with failing vitality, and

the proof patent that they are futile, they still do what

they can to hold apart the fragments of the Savior's

body. Even when men have learned philosophical

humility in the presence of the Infinite, and when out

of very reverence they would refrain from such dog-

matism about God, and the eternal decrees of God, as

Augustine and Calvin indulged in, they yet many -times

cling traditionally to the dogmatism which philosophi-

cally they repudiate, and so it comes to pass that tra-

ditionally the creeds live and perpetuate their mischief

though philosophically incapacitated for such service.

But the logic, the inductive logic, of their failure is

before us. The mischief of their fragmentariness is

patent. As hinted in a previous article, the philo-

sophical method by which they grew has been displaced

in practical ways by a more fruitful method. Their

history and the tendencies of the time are against

them. Their displacement as authoritative formulas of

faith bodes well for the future of the kingdom of

Christ. Their passing clears the way for a return to

the New Testament presentation of Christ. The re-

turn to the New Testament Christ means immediately

his presentation of man to man, of God to man, of

faith, repentance, forgiveness, sanctification, and life

eternal. This is Christology.

We are quite aware that the foregoing
'
would be

robbed of much of its force if Christianity were to be

considered (as too many, alas, seem to consider it) an

experimental science, or one among the various sys-

tems of philosophy. Then we might experiment as we
do in chemistry, or speculate like stoics or schoolmen.

But if Christianity is a revelation, if Christ is final, if

his yea is yea and his nay is nay, if his work is a per-

fection rather than a fragment, then our attitude must

be changed entirely. Then our mission is to declare

rather than to invent a Gospel. Then we have no busi-

ness to sit down to peculiar speculations of our own
liking, and to the framing of doctrines, and the declar-

ing of dogmas with anathemas quite unsweet, but our

whole business is to be the message-bearers of our

Christ and our King. The Church is his, the disciples

are his, the heralds are his, the message is his. The
King's runners are coming; they are beautiful upon

the mountains ; they bring good tidings of great joy.

Let the dogmas stand aside or they will seem more
impertinent henceforth than ever in the past.

THE CITy OF PALACES.
BY W. M. FORREST.

NDIA should be governed from a palace,

not from a counting-house ; with the ideas

of a prince, and not with those of a retail

dealer in muslins and indigo." So spake
Lord Wellesley more than a century ago,

and he proceeded to build the stately Gov-
ernment House which now ornaments the
capital of India. It was completed in 1804
at a cost of about $875,000. The grounds
occupy nearly six acres and lie at the north-
ern end of the spacious park which sepa-

rates the commercial quarter of the city from the
European residence section.

"Princely ideas" must have found congenial soil in

the minds of Briton's sons in Calcutta. Little by little

unsightly and noisome swamps were reclaimed and
transformed into the beautiful "maidan" or park that is

now so great a blessing to the city. Spacious buildings
for merchants and for government offices were erected,

while southeast of the park native huts were cleared

away, broad streets were laid out and lined with trees,

and many a truly palatial residence was built in its

beautiful grounds. There live the favored government
officials, the successful professional men, the prosperous
merchants of the city. There may be seen the preten-

tious English Cathedral, and the "Palace" where dwells

the "Lord Bishop." In various places may be seen

other spacious churches for the convenience of the

English-speaking populace. Everything betokens civ-

ilization, comfort, prosperity.

Passing from this beautiful district into the public

park in the cool of the day, one can witness a gorgeous
pageant. The park lies along the river bank for sev-

eral miles, and noble ocean ships and smaller craft are

seen moored or plying up and down near by. Along
the broad drives sweep hundreds of carriages, from
the gorgeous barouche of the Viceroy, and the almost

equally luxurious equipages of titled natives and
wealthy citizens, to the ordinary hired cab. All fash-

ionable Calcutta is there, and everybody else who is

able is glad either to ride or walk about and enjoy the

cool air and gay sights. In the beautiful Eden Gar-
dens, which lie at the end of the park nearest the Vice-

roy's palace, is a band stand and every evening there

is music to delight the throng of visitors. Noble trees

of many kinds, choice flowers in rich variety, sweet

music by skilled musicians, fashionably attired men and
women, high-spirited horses, and costly carriages

—

what need of missionaries here?

Come with me in the early morning. It is the cool

season and the morning air is chill. We begin our walk
northward. Soon all palaces are left behind and we see

only mud hovels lining the streets. Those wretched-

looking bundles of dirty rags by the wayside are men
who have lain there in the damp and chill all night.

The throngs that are met a little later and grow ever

thicker and thicker are men and women going to the

toil which will pay them a few cents a day. That build-

ing full of kneeling men is a mosque of the "False

Prophet." Yonder shrine before which so many stop

to do obeisance contains a debased and debasing sym-
bol of a Hindoo god ; those paint marks on ears and
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foreheads indicate his devotees. Many such will be

passed before you will find a native church.

And as the day advances, the sun pours its fierce

beams into the streets and lanes as we proceed north-

ward. You marvel at the dense crowds that block the

way, crowds such as you can see perhaps nowhere else

except in China. There is no fashion here; only half-

naked women, and three-quarters naked men, and four-

quarters naked children. There is no music here, only

the chatter and jabber of strange voices. There is no
fresh air here; only the stench of plague-stricken dis-

tricts.

By and by strange sights witnessed on every hand
call to mind scenes from an, old and familiar book.

Yonder goes a wretched paralytic, borne of four.

There is a man, blind from his birth, begging by the

way. Just now has passed a poor old woman having a

spirit of infirmity, bowed together and able in no wise

to lift herself up. Then you meet a sorrowing proces-

sion, bearing the dead body of a young man, perhaps

the only son of his mother, and she a widow. Next a

leper is seen, with his face eaten into a horrid semblance

of a jack-o'-lantern ; while on every side are the hungry

multitudes who are as sheep without a shepherd. Yes,

it is all so like what the Master saw in the streets of

Palestine cities, when he was moved with compassion.

And, even as in his day, it is so largely the result and

so wholly the symbol of sin's ravages and the soul's

deformity.

And it is to these lost sheep that the missionary must

go ; it is for these that churches and homes and schools

must be built. Multiplied are the Christian activities in

India's sin-cursed capital, but they cannot do a tithe

of the needed work. Many a missionary society in

America is truthfully told that all its income could be

profitably expended in the city of Chicago. How much
more, then, might the like be said of this city, with its

manifold miseries, its gross idolatries, its benighted

multitudes, its festering corruption ! None but Christ

could have the love to desire to make such a city his

own. None but the servant of Christ could have the

courage to undertake to win it for him. Naught but

the spirit of Christ in his Church will prompt it to

give the men and the money for the accomplishment

of the task. Happy the church and happy the people

who shall have a part in the regeneration of the city

of palaces and of novels.

Calcutta, India.

COWR&ESy.
THE REV. ARTHUR B. PATTEN.

E ARE known by the spirit we show. Cour-

Wj
tesy is one of the choicest marks of a gra-

cious and graceful spirit. It has recently

been defined as "politeness originating in

kindness and exercised habitually." Here,

then, is one of the loftiest standards of life.

To be courteous is to be polite, always, and

out of kindness of heart. So real courtesy

is not veneering of etiquette, but rather a

deep virtue of soul. And it is more than

adaptation to social usage; it is one of the

highest applications of social good-will. It is good-will

in manners. Only courtesy as thus defined can redeem

manners and make them a vocation as well as an art.

Surely manners can never become a fine art until they

fulfil a vocation of service. We are not to be courteous

for the sake of being polite ; we are to be polite for the

sake of being courteous. We must realize with Tenny-

son that true "manners are not idle, but the fruit of
loyal natures and of noble minds." True courtesy is

not a thing of spots or spasms. It is pervasive and
perpetual. It is always on its good behavior towards
all classes and conditions of men. To be polite to one's
superiors only is the mark of a snob or a spaniel. To
be polite within one's set only is to be clannish rather
than Christian in manners. To let one's politeness stop
anywhere short of universal and uniform courtesy
towards high and low, rich and poor, is to stop short of

being a gentleman. It is said that James Russell

Lowell was as courteous to a beggar as to a lord. He
was once seen holding an engaging conversation with
an organ grinder, reviewing scenes in Italy,, with which
they were both familiar.

A greeting, a pleasant word, a hand-shake, a "beg-
your-pardon," a kind look, sitting along to give some
one a seat on the cars, noticing a child, giving prece-

dence to an older person, saying good-morning genially

to a servant in your home—such trifling attentions con-

stitute courtesy. But let them become the prevailing

habit of the life, and trifles will have made perfection.

Courtesy is thoughtfulness in trifles.

"It was only a glad 'Good-morning!'
As she passed along the way;

But it spread the morning's glory
Over the live-long day."

Some of us, who are not too ungenerous to be cour-

teous at all times, are often too absorbed or absent-

minded. A preoccupied head will often cheat a

courteous heart of its opportunity. Courtesy must
become self-controlled thoughtfulness. Thou shalt

think of thy neighbor at the same time that thou think-

est of thyself ! Often we are not courteous simply be-

cause we are stupid. Not to be versatile enough to

think of yourself and somebody else at the same time is

to be stupid.

Then there are people, not ungenerous at heart, who
fail to be courteous because they are bashful. It is so

easy for diffident people to blunder. Nothing but the

sense of courtesy as a mission can overcome bash-

fulness. Nothing but the sense of courtesy as

a method of service can conquer diffidence.

Courtesy considered only as an art is likely

to render diffidence more diffident, if not confusion

worse confounded. For a person, who feels awkward,
to think of appearing beautiful, for beauty's sake, is

not at all easy. The bashful man must enter society

not to shine, but to serve. He must forget himself in

the sense of social good-will. Brotherly love must cast

out fear. To be born courteous is to be one of nature's

favorites ; but to become courteous against odds is to be

one of God's friends.

To feel courteous, we must keep sweet, always. To
make other people feel our courtesy, we must be

thoughtful and genial everywhere. And then, as Lord
Chesterfield once said, "A man's own good-breeding is

his best security against the world's ill-manners."

"How sweet and gracious, even in common speech,

Is that fine sense which men call courtesy;

Wholesome as air and genial as the light,

Welcome in every clime as breath of flowers,

It transmutes aliens into trusting friends,

And gives its owner transport round the globe."

So. Hadley, Mass.

"Yes, I consider my life a failure." "O, Henry, how
sad ! Why should you say that ?" "I spend all my
time making money enough to buy food and clothes,

and the food disagrees with me and my clothes don't

fit."—Life.
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MA*R*RIAGE.
HERE are some marriages which remind us

Tof the poor fellow who said, "She couldn't

get any husband and I couldn't get any

wife, so we got married." The proverb,

"All marriages are made in heaven," ought

to be changed into "All true marriages are

made in heaven." To put upon heaven the

responsibility ot those marriages regarding

which heaven was never consulted seems

hardly fair.

True marriage is the union of two lives,

the union of two hearts. It is a spiritual union, the end

of which is the perfecting of the natures of two people

who have made choice of each other as life companions.

Temperamental differences there will be, but the fusing

power of a common love will make discordant ele-

ments unite ; the friction of every-day life will smooth

down many angularities of disposition. Care should

be taken, however, that individuality be not rubbed out.

Oneness of sentiment upon all things is not desirable.

Variety is the spice of life, and enough individual dis-

tinctiveness should be left to save domestic life from

insipidity. A lady was once expatiating to Archbishop

Whately upon the singular felicity of her conjugal ex-

periences. She affirmed that in thirty years of mar-

ried life her husband and she had never once differed

in opinion about anything. To which statement the

good Archbishop compassionately replied, "It must

have been very stale, madam."

But love must not have too much to do in the way
of adjusting differences of temperament. The points

of agreement ought to outnumber the points of differ-

ence. The story is told of a preacher who asked John
Wesley what he thought of his marrying a certain

woman, well known to both. Wesley advised him not

to think of it. "Why," said the other, "she is a mem-
ber of our church !" "Yes," was the reply. "And you

think her a truly Christian woman?" "Yes," said

Wesley, "I believe she is." "Well, then, why not

marry her?" "Because," said Wesley, "because the

Lord can live with a great many people that you and I

can't live with."

Human nature is the same after marriage as before,

and yet the close relationship which marriage involves

is not without its risks. Some people, like gunpowder
and fire, are safe only when apart. A Scotch couple

had just repeated their chronic quarrel, when the wife

called the attention of her surly lord to the example

of the cat and dog slumbering peacefully before the

fire. "Aye, but tie them together and then see!" was
the ungracious reply.

There is something radically wrong when the poetry

of life is changed after marriage into commonplace
prose. The things that called forth love before mar-
riage will call it forth increasingly after marriage. The
common mistake of young people is that they expect

too much from each other. They are not angels, and
need constantly to bear and forbear, the one with the

other. Very wholesome was the Quaker's advice to

his son on his wedding day : "When thee went a-court-

ing, I told thee to keep thy eyes open ; now thee is mar-

ried, I tell thee to keep them half shut."

Mutuality, reciprocity, identity of interests are essen-

tial to the happiness of wedded life. When a clergy-

man once said to a happy pair whom he had just united

in matrimonial bonds, "You are now one," it was the

wife who inquired, "Which one?" Vain man boasts

that he has Scripture authority for being the head, but

as the old saying has it, woman is the neck by which
all the movements of the head are controlled. Said a

bachelor philosopher : "My friend conducted his future

wife to the altar—and there his leadership came to an
end."

Marriage has its laws, which, if kept, blessing fol-

lows, but which, if broken, entail a fearful curse upon
the transgressor. Because the ends for which marriage
was ordained are great and good, the consequences are

terrible in the extreme if it be perverted and abused.

No other relationship in life possesses greater power
to ennoble or to debase, to bless or to blight. "There
are two rocks in this world of ours," says Robertson of

Brighton, "upon which the soul must either anchor or

be wrecked ; the one is God, the other is the sex opposite

to itself." A step involving issues so important and far-

reaching as those involved in matrimony ought cer-

tainly to be taken "discreetly, reverently and in the fear

of God." But how thoughtlessly and wantonly do
many rush into this most sacred relationship. They
marry in haste and repent at leisure.

Sad indeed was the plight of that Scotch lad who,
after running his head into the matrimonial noose,

returned to the officiating minister and asked him if he
could not undo the knot. He was told that it was im-
possible to go back upon the step which had been
taken and that it must be for better or worse. The
youth insisted that the marriage could not hold good
for "the wife was waur than the deevil." The min-
ister demurred, saying that it was quite impossible.
" 'Deed, sir," said the poor lad, "the Bible tells ye that

if ye resist the de'il he flees frae ye, but if ye resist her,

she flees at ye." Said a minister to one similarly

afflicted, who was seeking the same remedy, "We
should be yielding and forgiving ; there are no divorces

in heaven." "That's the reason," said the sufferer,

"why I am so anxious to get a divorce here."

Look before you leap. "Be cautious ! Be cautious !

Be cautious, and evermore be cautious ! Be not too
cautious !" With these words a humorous old parson

was wont to preface the marriage ceremony: "My
friends, marriage is a blessing to a few, a curse to

many, and a great uncertainty to all. Do ye venture ?"

No objection being made to the venture, he then said:

"Let us proceed." Hamish Mann.

TEJVTECOSTAL 'BLESSINGS
JJV JA?A J*.

ENTECOSTAL blessings are following

the desire for Christian union in Japan,
which has materialized to the extent of an
enthusiastic interdenominational co-opera-

tion for the purpose of an evangelistic

movement co-extensive with the Empire.
The work has been progressing some
months, and after a brief respite during
the hottest months, will be resumed in the

fall.

One cannot but believe that a move
which has resulted in such immense profit to Japanese
and foreign workers alike, will have convincingly dem-
onstrated, to some extent, at least, how large a bless-

ing might be expected from the permanent "corporate

union" for which many have been praying.

In the capital city, Tokyo, the fourteen ku or wards,

with their almost one and one-half millions of people

have been thoroughly canvassed, house by house.

Fifty-two churches have co-operated; seventy-four
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workers in the capacity of leaders ; twenty-seven evan-
gelistic bands of 360 members ; bills, posters, tracts,

Bibles and song books have been distributed to the

number of 913,510; prayer meetings, preaching serv-

ices and street preachings have been attended by
100,000 people; collections have summed up yen 1,357;
converts and inquirers, 5,307. After meetings for the

thorough instruction of inquirers are being held.

Miss Wirick writes : "Thousands of people have
come out to these meetings every night. The houses
would not begin to hold them and they would rise

up dozens at a time, and profess a desire to become
Christians. At a thanksgiving prayer-meeting, 600
were present, and $100 given as a thank-offering. I

wish you could have seen the zeal of the young Chris-

tians,—boys and girls,—from all the churches, walking
the streets with flying banners, distributing tracts and
announcements of the meetings. It has been so beau-

tiful, so wonderful ! I wish I could make you feel the

depth of all the blessing we know and feel in this work.

From three in the afternoon till eleven and twelve at

night were the usual hours spent in work. The most
and greatest of this was done by the Japanese. They
are having what they call after-meetings, where all

inquirers are being taught, and daily many are being

added to the churches. No jeering and scoffing at the

meetings—men come to hear! We do rejoice and

praise the Lord for all these blessings and souls ready

to receive Him." L. D. G.

EJTTOSITOIW HlffTS.
"Drifting.

E ought to give the more earnest heed to the

things which we have heard lest haply we
drift away from them." (Heb. II :i.) We
quote from the Revised Version. The writer

of these words was evidently impressed
with the thought oi the possibility of the

soul breaking loose from its moorings and
being driven upon the rocks, or drifting out

into the ocean wastes of doubt and despair.

Hence he says : "Take heed ; hold on firmly

to the things of Christ ; see that the cable of
faith is strong; see that your anchor can stand the

strain of the storm ; see that it is cast into good holding
ground." The condition described is a very common
one.

(1) Many are drifting away from the simple faith

of childhood. The scientific, rationalistic spirit of the

present day largely accounts for this. We put a query
where our fathers put a full period. We seek to prove
things before holding fast to them instead of proving
them by holding fast to them. If in gaining knowl-
edge we lose faith, what doth it profit?

(2) Many are drifting away from the ancient faith

of the church in the zvord of God. They look upon the

old Bible as outgrown; and too often they give it up
without a struggle or without demanding a better one
in its place. And because spiritual life is nourished by
truth those who drift from Bible teachings sooner or
later drift from Bible morality.

(3) Many are drifting away from "the things of
Christ." They are being carried away from the sim-
plicity of the gospel by the desire for religious novel-

ties. "The things of Christ" may mean the things

spoken of by Christ or the things concerning Christ.

In either case the revelation of God which culminates
in Christ is forsaken.

(4) What is our duty in view of our danger? We
ought to give heed; to give earnest heed; to give more
earnest heed to the things of Christ. Whatever else
we may let go we are to hold on as with a death grip
to the things of Christ. The things of Christ are the
essential things. He is the living truth. Not from
his lips alone, but also from his life do we receive the
final revelation of God to man. Faith is often held
with difficulty. The gulf streams of this world are
strong and treacherous ; there are sudden gusts, deceit-
ful undercurrents, raging storms. Our ship will often
strain at its anchor, but if we are firmly fixed upon the
things of Christ our anchor will hold. It will neither
break nor drag, and we shall outride every storm.

CHINESE 7"ROVE"R-BS.

"A wise man adapts himself to circumstances as wa-
ter shapes itself into the vessel that contains if"

"Misfortunes issue out where disease enters in—at
the mouth."
"The error of one moment becomes the sorrow of

a whole lifetime."

"Diseases may be cured, but not destiny."
"A vacant mind is open to all suggestions, as

the hollow mountain returns all sounds."
"He who pursues the stag regards not hares."
"If the roots be left the grass will grow again."
"The gem cannot be polished without friction nor

the man be perfected without trials."

"A wise man forgets old grudges."
"Riches come better after poverty than poverty af-

ter riches."

"A bird can roost but on one branch."

_
"A horse can drink no more than its fill from the

river."

"Who swallows quick can chew but little."

"You cannot strip two skins off one cow."
"When the pond is dry the fishes will be seen."
"He who wishes to rise in the world should veil his

ambition with the forms of humility."

.
"The gods cannot help a man who loses opportu-

nities."

"Dig a well before you are thirsty."

"The full stomach cannot comprehend the evil of
hunger."
"Eggs are close things, but the chicks come out at

last."

"To add feet to a snake."
"To win a cat and lose a cow."
"I will not try my porcelain bowl against his earth-

en dish."

"He who toils with pain will eat with pleasure."
"Borrowed money makes time short; working for

others makes it long."
"Those who cannot sometimes be deaf are unfit to

rule."

"Early preferment makes a lazy genius."
"Large fowls will not eat small' grain."

The MSS. of various successful books have been
declined by publishers before finally reaching a rest-
ing place

;
but when one considers the natural fallibil-

ity of judgment regarding any matter of popular
taste and liking, it is really not extraordinary that
new writers should quite often make a success 'in one
publisher's hands even although others have hesitated
to make the venture.
A short time since, a young author whose book had

just been accepted was talking to his publisher, and
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Mr. John Habberton, the genial author of "Helen's

Babies," happened to be present. The publisher final-

ly turned to the young writer, saying, "Your book has

one great element of weakness, which, however, I

hope may not be fatal." "What is that ?" replied the

startled youth, with almost a gasp of consternation.

"Well, it has not been rejected by enough publishers;

it takes at least four or five rejections to make a phe-

nomenally successful book." The puzzled look of dis-

may on the young man's face gave way to a smile

as his critic turned to the veteran author at his side

and asked, "Wasn't that the case with 'Helen's Bab-

ies ?' " Mr. Habberton, with the courtly bow which

his friends knew so well, and which is only one of his

many charms, promptly responded, "It was rejected

twenty-one times
!"

Can any one of our readers give answers to the

following questions in authors' names ? For instance

:

Why does Frances Hodgson Burnett ? Just because

Robert Burns.

What drove Oscar Wilde ?

What gives you Bliss Carman ?

Where does John Strange Winter?
Why was Jonathan Swift?

What was Miss Edgeworth ?

Who gave Francis Bret Harte?
What did Leigh Hunt?
Through what land did Miss Glasgow?
Did "She" make Rider Haggard?
What exercise made Thomas Hardy?
Why does Edgar Saltus?

Where did Septimus Winner?
Why did Thomas Dunn English?
Whom did Hall Caine?
Who took John Ruskin?
For what does Anthony Hope?
What girl would not Lovelace?
What made Motherwell?
What made James Whitcomb Riley?

How much is Hezekiah Butterworth?

TLEASAJfTHIES.
He was about eight years old and was looking over

the bookshelves for something to read. A bound
volume in red attracted him. It was Pope's "Essay
on Man." He read it for a few minutes and then

threw it down. "It may be easy on man," he said,

"but it's hard on a boy."

A lady, well known as a writer of books on history,

told us a few days ago that she once sent to a girls'

school an examination paper, in which she asked,

"Why did Henry VIII quarrel with the pope?" One
girl wrote in reply, "Because the pope had command-
ed him to put away his wife, under pain of transub-

stantiation ."

—

Christian Life.

A public library in a London district has a custodian

who is devoted to literature, but not to fine white
linen. The other day a notice was posted up on the

door of the library as follows: This library will be
closed next week for cleaning the librarian.

In a few hours the period between "cleaning" and
"the librarian" had been deftly expunged.

published, the novelist, a good-natured man, wished

to meet the critic who had assailed him, and asked a
common friend to bring him up to dinner some even-

ing. When invited the critic replied : "I certainly

shall not go ! He simply wants to heap coals of fire

on my head ; and do you suppose I am going to hold

the scuttle for him?"

—

P. McArthur.

Sir Morell Mackenzie at an "at home" chanced to

converse with a celebrated authoress, who introduced

herself with these words: "I am John Strange Win-
ter." Sir Morell did not read novels and gazed at

her wonderingly. She added, " 'Bootle's Baby,' you
know." "Yes, yes, of course," he answered sooth-

ingly. He afterward remarked to his hostess that

the poor lady was very mad, indeed. First she had
told him that she was a man, then that she was some-
body's baby.

Annoyed by the injury done to one of his trees by
the driver of the local 'bus, Mr. Kipling recently

wrote a vigorous letter of complaint to the 'bus own-
er, who is also landlord of an inn. The landlord laid

the letter before the select company of the bar parlor,

who advised calm indifference. Also a Croesus among
them offered io shillings in cash for the autograph
letter. Both advice and cash were accepted. A sec-

ond and stronger letter followed; and this also found
a purchaser, this time at £l, as befitted its increased

violence. Boniface again said nothing. To him next
day entered Mr. Kipling, briskly wrathful. "Why
didn't I answer your letters, sir ? Why, I was hoping
you'd send me a fresh one every day. They pay a

deal better than 'bus-driving !"

—

Boston Times.

"What ten books would you take if you had to pass

the rest of your life on a desert island?" "Oh, I

wouldn't take books at all. I'd take things to eat."

"How do you get your books off that high shelf

over the door?"
"Oh, I fish them down with this hook-handled um-

brella."

"How do you put them up there again?"

"People who borrow my books never bring them
back."

The most amazing bull of all the list ever collected

or perpetrated is not Irish but English. It is that

which appears twelve times a year on the title page
of a London magazine, "The Fortnightly Review.
Published monthly."

A well-known critic recently wrote a bitter attack

on the work of a celebrated novelist. After it was

The late distinguished churchman and historian,

Dr. Stubbs, was a profound scholar, but possessed

withal of a fund of dry humor. Here is a story of

him in the Pall Mall Gazette: "Dr. Stubbs was once
addressing an audience of Reading high school girls

at a prize distribution (he excelled at a prize giving),

and expressed his regret that he no longer had leisure

to devote to general literature. 'Indeed, my dear

young friends,' he added, 'there is but one book which
I now find time to dip into at all. Its name begins

with a B. Perhaps you can guess at the title.' 'Bible/

came the instant response. 'No, Bradshaw,' gravely

replied the bishop." It was on Stubbs and his eulo-

gistic brother historian, Freeman, that Thorold Rog-
ers made an epigram

:

"While ladling butter in alternate tubs,

Stubbs butters Freeman, Freeman butters Stubbs."
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THE JTAMA'RIAS^ OF LIFE,
He must needs go through Samaria.—John 4 :4.

GLANCE at the map of Palestine will show

Ai that it comprised three provinces, Galilee,

!
Samaria, and Judea. Of these, Samaria

was the central province, Galilee lay upon

the north, and Judea upon the south. The

traveler in passing from Judea into Galjlee

had no choice but to pass through Samaria.

It was this necessity which confronted

Christ when he" formed the purpose to re-

tire for a season from Judea and inaugu-

rate his ministry in Galilee. The pious Jew

in making this journey would have taken a detour

through the hill country of Gilead and Bashan and by

a circuitous route would have reached Galilee without

passing through Samaria. But Christ, with whom time

was precious, had little desire to respect the trivial and

useless regulations of the Jewish ceremonial law. He
accepted the inevitable and passed through Samaria.

It is perhaps needless to enter into a full explanation

of the reason why Samaria was esteemed a land whose

atmosphere was considered contaminating. In large

part the enduring enmity between Jew and Samaritan

is to be referred to the bitterness which naturally ex-

ists between rival races in an uncivilized society. The

Samaritans were a conglomerate people formed from a

remnant of Jews which were left behind by Shalma-

nezer when he had taken Jerusalem and had carried a

considerable portion of the ten tribes into his kingdom

between the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. Palestine

then became a dependency of Babylonia and was

colonized from the mother country by a host of heathen

colonists. The new and foreign population in-

troduced new manners and customs and laws.

But in no respect was there observable
_

so radi-

cal a change as in religious faith and practice. The

polytheistic rites and ceremonies of the Assyrians be-

came grafted on to the monotheistic worship of Israel.

Eventually the Samaritans reared for themselves a

temple upon Mount Gerizim and the political and

religious rupture between them and the purer Israel-

ites of Judea became complete. Hence the Jew despised

the Samaritan. He considered him no better than a

dog, and many of those who were extremely pietistic

in their religious devotion declared that they would

sooner touch the vilest leper than the best Samaritan.

Hence the Jews had no dealings with the Samaritans,

and between Judea and Samaria there existed the bit-

terest enmity.

It was not in the declared province of Christ's mis-

sion to carry the gospel to any but to the lost sheep of

the house of Israel. Salvation's chiefest privileges

were for the Jew. But on the other hand, when

Christ's journey lay through a Gentile country he hesi-

tated not to pass that way and to preach as the oppor-

tunity came to him the gospel of the kingdom of God.

The geographical necessity which confronted Christ

did not appall him and he immediately planned to pass

through Samaria. Yet the text half intimates that the

journey was anticipated more with feelings of aversion

than of pleasure. Be that as it may, before Christ

there lay the heathen dissolute Samaria. He must
needs go through it. What does the necessity which
confronted Christ teach us? Christ's life was like our

life in respect to its necessities and sufferings and most
of its duties. He might have taken an angel's wings
and reached Galilee in a speedy flight. But as our
fellow man he accepted the inevitable and shouldered

his burden and entered Samaria.

The first lesson we may learn is that God often

guides his children through unpleasant places. Most
men have radically wrong conceptions of life. Success

in their thought and estimation is the laurel wreath
which rests upon the brow of the shrewd and sturdy

toiler for fame. Man is the architect of his own for-

tune and the carver out of his own earthly destiny.

Disaster is the ill wind which happens to blow against

him. Death is the hard and inexorable fate from
which he cannot escape. So life is with them ever in

the region of the improbable. Things happen to them.
They come by chance, and it is through chance that the

most terrible disasters of life are averted. Some are

able to rise a little higher than this into the region of

law. Things happen because in the nature of things

they must happen and it cannot possibly be otherwise.

Death must come, for man sees above and about him a

law which declares that man is mortal. Trials must
come, for they have been decreed to the human race.

Disasters and bankruptcies must come, for that is the

law of the financial world. So from the hardest trials

of life man can only gain the consolation that it could

not be otherwise. It is the hard fate of the world, the

common lot of humanity. Some Samaria of difficulty

lies before them. They see they must needs pass

through it. The best they can do is to strengthen their

limbs and lighten their load and plunge into their

Samaria, saying, "It must be so; it could not possibly

have been otherwise."

Now, all this is poor, wretched philosophy for life.

A man is something more than a machine which may
at any moment break its wheel and stop. He is better

off than the weather-beaten ship which scuds away
before the wind and may founder in mid-seas or strand

upon the reef, or eventually may make the shore in

safety. If life is a thing of chance, the only reason

why I live is because no falling stone has as yet

crushed me and no pestilential disease has as yet car-

ried me off. Such a theory takes all the soul out of

man and all the heart out of his work. And it is not

much better for me to say that things happen because

I cannot help them happening since they happen in the

nature of law. Such a view makes a man a prisoner

and we would all be awaiting the execution of the sen-

tence which rests upon us. At the most we would be

compelled to say: "It cannot be long before there will

be wrecked upon me the vengeance of law and before

me I shall behold the destruction of all that I hold as

nearest and dearest to my heart." Such thoughts make
life terrible in its present gloom and in its future antici-

pations.

And now I would turn to the human Christ and
would ask him why he went through Samaria. Does
he say that happened to be the shortest road into Gali-

lee—a matter of chance, or I had to go that way. for

there was no other road over which I had time to

travel—a matter of human limitation and law. Ah,

no, he says, I was guided that way. Behind the law,

behind the chance, there was the purpose of a heavenly

Father. He who set before me my life work bade me go
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through Samaria. My friends, with how much
grandeur does this thought invest life ! The unpleas-

ant places of life are in God's hand and under his con-

trol. Nothing can come to me in an accidental way.

Everything has some end in view. He has some pur-

pose which I cannot know. When Samaria lies before

me I may know that God has put it there, and from

him there will come grace to trudge on over its un-

pleasant ways and turn its desolation into a source of

strength.

There is another thought in this connection. In

these unpleasant places we are taught lessons of duty.

There is nothing so uncommon among us as to ask,

when unpleasant places lie around us, what is the

meaning of these? Why must I go through Samaria

at all ? We fancy at such times that to know the mys-

tery of God's leading would ease our pain, assuage

our grief, and give our pilgrim feet new strength. So

it would, my brother, and you need not remain in

ignorance as to why God is leading you over roads

which you would rather not travel. You may know
the enigma of human bitterness and grief by biding

God's time. Christ as omniscient knew why he must

go through Samaria. There was a woman there who
must be saved. She had found life to be a scene of

unrest. Heaven was anxious to rescue her from her

sinful past. So Christ passed that way with his gospel

message and on Sychar's well he met the anxious soul.

He spake to her and she listened and upon her troubled

soul there fell the sweet, harmonious music of heaven.

Our Samarias are to teach us lessons of duty. We are

not quite so eager to learn them as Christ was. Man's

unwillingness to do what God wants him to do is about

as comprehensive a definition as I know of sin. In

creed and in theory most men please God, but when it

comes to duty, what one of us is there who does not

most miserably fail ? We do everything but our duty.

God has to drive us sometimes to do that. There are

men and women as needy as she who sat on Sychar's

well, but how seldom do we exchange with them the

word of greeting and bid them journey with us up to

heaven.

Around about us there are scores of opportunities

that the best of us never use. And it is the sad fact

that most of us are compelled to go through some
spiritual Samaria before we will ever confess our

willingness to do God's will. Our friends are dying in

their sins, but we have never volunteered to point them
to the Lamb of God. One by one they must be taken

from us, and in mourning over our remissness we first

form the resolution to be a missionary to our own
household. Or perhaps in our pride we have said we
would not confess Christ before men. By-and-by the

crape is hung upon our door and we say among our

tears, I see it now, I will avow my discipleship before

men. Or we have been so busy in getting gain and
improving our business prospects that we have forgot-

ten about the better and greater interests of the soul,

and then mortgages have been foreclosed and our trade

has dwindled and we pass through the Samaria of

financial difficulty. But you come out the richer, for

though you should be penniless, God and heaven are

still your undoubted possessions. So we pass through
the Samaria of trial to enter the heaven of peace and
rest. Sensual souls may decry the trials which teach
us duty as being the inflictions of omnipotence. Not
so does the soul which has been in the furnace and
has come forth resplendent and purified. He is thank-
ful that there are Samarias of trial to hasten and glad-
den the day of eternal joy.

These Samarias are for our discipline. Christ had
attained to perfection and needed not to reach it by the

rough, hard path of discipline. Yet the experience of

that Samaria journey sent him down into Galilee with

a gladder heart. Nothing comes to us fortuitously.

The most mysterious suffering is not accidental. The
blackest clouds have God behind them. God means to

work for our good ; he smites to heal, he slays to raise

again. The Samarias into which he sends us mean for

us all discipline. We do not suffer because that is

fated by law to be our lot. We suffer because the pres-

ent suffering is working out for us an exceeding and
eternal weight of glory. To the Christian all the sad-

nesses of life are the subdued notes, not the discordant

ones, in life's true harmony. The disciplining influ-

ences of earthly providence are seldom appreciated at

the moment we experience them. "Thou shalt know
hereafter" is the law of all discipline. Therefore, the

boy who is to become a philosopher troubles his head
over words of one syllable. And the child imputes the

crudest motives to the father that chastises him, but

learns eventually that love was behind the most overt

exhibition of parental wrath. So it is not until the

Samaria has long been past that we understand why
we were led exactly that way.

The Scripture history fairly bristles with incidents

of those who have gotten grace and gained glory

through discipline. Take the life of Paul. You ask
why he was mobbed in Jerusalem and half killed at

Lystra and manacled at Caesarea. You ask why, when
he was hastening to Rome, the Euroclydon tem-
pest blew against him and on a broken ship he was
driven to a barbarous isle. You ask why, when Rome
was reached, he was hindered by Providence from thun-

dering in the Roman Forum about repentance of sins

and justification by faith, and was compelled to preach

with a tent-maker's bench for a pulpit to the few
curiosity seekers that chanced to resort to him. Read
as mere history, Paul seems to have been the object of
the vindictive wrath of some cruel fatality. But listen

to his glad refrain : "If I must needs glory, I will glory

in the things which concern my infirmities." The
meaning of all his trials was now seen. Such great

things Paul had suffered for God's sake and thereby

he became the mighty apostle of the Lord who speaks

to us by his life across the lapsing ages of time. You
ask again why Paul was not stricken down till he had
imbrued his hand in Christian blood and manacled the

best of men and women in chains and blasphemed the

Name to which he sang eventually his sweetest praises.

Again there comes the answer : For discipline. There
was to lie behind him the dark and ruined past, so that

by its remembrance he might be prepared for a better,,

grander future. And it is the same necessity which
confronts us. The Mount of Beatitudes, the Hill of
Transfiguration, the Holy City of Jerusalem, are only

reached via rough, trying, unpleasant Samaria. But
you need not repine, my brother. No hill shall be too
steep for you to climb, no way too rough for the ten-

derest feet. Follow in God's leading. A brighter land

than Samaria is just before you.

Finally, let me exhort you not to fear the Samarias
of life. If you fancy you stand upon the border of that

dreaded country, do not draw back from entering it.

It is God who presses you onward ; he will lead you
through. 'Tis not all of life to be free from trial and
to lead a happy-go-lucky existence of sunshine. 'Tis

not all of life to turn it into a way of sorrow, a march
to a crucifixion. It is all of life to make present sor-

row work out heavenly happiness and to prevent the
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somber joys of time from winning us away from the

sublimer joys of heaven. Rest can never be appre-

ciated without effort. The song in heaven has as its

prelude the tear on earth. Samaria leads to Galilee.

Marlette, Mich.

BIBLE SCHOOL.
ISAAC THE PEACEMAKER.

Lesson for September 1., 1901. Gen. 26: 12-25.

Golden text : Blessed are the peacemakers ; for they

shall be called the children of God. Math. 5 :g.

A CHICAGO GEACHEH'S JVO&ES Off
SHE LESSOR.
ELIAS A. LONG.

Isaac the Son of Promise.

|SAAC, the son of Abraham and Sarah, was
born at Beersheba, forty-five miles south-

west of Jerusalem, B. C. 1896, according

to the usual reckoning. He was a man of

many attractive qualities, but was lack-

ing in the rugged powers that gave Abra-
ham and Jacob great prominence. He may
be classed as a commonplace man, the least

conspicuous of the three Hebrew patri-

archs. Perhaps as a son of old age he was
not physically as strong as the usual plains

man type. We know that he was for many years afflicted

with feebleness and loss of eyesight. As a child Isaac

had been a rich blessing; his name, which means
laughter, showing this. His faith and patience were
manifest early in life as seen in his submission to be

offered by his father; likewise that he was not consult-

ed in the choice of a wife. Gen. 24:2. That he was
not destitute of heroism was shown by his willingness

to be offered at Mount Moriah, and equally in his dar-

ing to do right under the trying circumstances of

today's lesson. His was a devout, gentle and refined

mold of mind, indicated in part by his lonely medita-

tions at eventide (Ch. 24:63) and the highly poetical

strain of his blessing upon Jacob. Ch. 27 :27-20,. His

action in meeting his estranged brother Ishmael at the

funeral of their father shows commendable qualities.

Gen. 25 :g. That his influence was clearly on the side

of faith in God is indicated by a New Testament

writer. Hebrew 1 1 :20. Isaac persevered in faith and

at last gained the victor's crown. Math. 8:11 ; Luke

13:28.

The Lining Sacrifice Exemplified.

In the last lesson it was seen that the Lord accepted

the offering of Isaac as a living, not as a dead sacri-

fice. In today's Story of the Wells we find much in-

struction from the career of Isaac as indicating how
the bodies of God's children in the ordinary acts of

life may be offered as a sacrifice, holy and acceptable

to God, "our reasonable service." Rom. 12:1. By the

events reported we see that Isaac through self-denial

appears in the divine role of peacemaker. He sacri-

ficed inclinations dear to the natural man to become
such. He followed the steps of Abraham's dealing

with Lot. Ch. 13 :g. Indeed, he was walking in har-

mony with the Divine One who long before had de-

signed the Great Sacrifice, both living and dead, in

the interests of peace. How reasonable, therefore,

that Isaac, made in the divine image (Gen. 1 :26) and
in measure partaker of the divine nature (2 Peter 1 -.4),

should offer up the peacemaker's sacrifice observed in

our lesson. How greatly more valuable to the world
was Isaac's life and example of self-denial than ceuld
have been his bleeding body offered in idolatrous

fashion on Abraham's altar. Only as our lives are

presented as living sacrifices are they capable of yield-

ing the greatest blessing to the world and to ourselves.

Luke 9:23.

V. 12. Seeding by Faith. "And Isaac sowed." From
verse 1 we learn that famine prevailed in Palestine, the second
calamity of this kind recorded. Ch. 12:10. For self-pres-

ervation, seemingly, Jacob started for Egypt, a land free

from crop shortages. While on the way he received a com-
mand not to flee, but to remain in Gerar and there raise a

crop. Verses 2, 3. * * * "In the same year." In that year
of famine, Isaac with faith in the Lord's word sowed the land.

Thorough tillage conserves moisture; it would tend at that

time to help crops, where trusting to the rude tillage then in

vogue, would involve continued disaster. Famines are mostly
confined to heathen lands where improved culture is lacking.
* * * "A hundred fold," a general term for a great yield.

Matt. 13 :23. * * * "The Lord blessed." They that sow
as the Lord commands indeed find a joyful harvest. Psalm
126 :6.

V. 13. "Godliness is Profitable." "Waxed great and went
forward." He was getting ahead. Isaac in inheriting his

father's property did not become a prodigal son. Luke 15:12.

God blesses the labors of his true followers (Matt. 6:33).
* * * "Grew until became very great." His success gained
momentum. But he as well grew in grace and in the knowl-
edge of our Lord. 2 Peter 3:18. The verses which follow
show this. In his case the cares and riches and pleasures of
life did not choke the seed of God's word. Matt. 13 :22.

V. 14. "The World's Enmity." "Possessions of flocks

and herds." Isaac's wealth consisted of sheep and cattle.

He was very far from being a rich man in the modern sense.

Many of us are rich without appreciating it. Paul considered
himself a rich man. 2 Cor. 6:10. * * * "Philistines."

Dwellers of the plains of Palestine, which land derived its

name from this tribe. Like the Egyptians they were of
another race, the descendants of Noah's son, Ham. while
Abraham was of the line of Shem. * * * "Envied him."
Isaac's prosperity incited the envy of those less prosperous,
a common occurrence. Likely the cultivating of the soil was
taken as an indication of permanent settlement. With in-

creased riches, cares and anxiety increased ; most of the envy,
strife and wars of this world may be laid to the same cause.
Ch. 37:11; 1 Sam. 18:9; Prov. 27:4.

V. 15. Acts of Hatred. "All the wells." Good wells
possessed a value in that semi-arid land hard to be computed by
those who have water in abundance. To make improvements
by digging wells, in those early days of loose property rights,

conferred a sort of ownership. * * * "Philistines filled

them with earth," a common course in tribal warfare. Rather
than have these signs of previous occupation remain they would
rob the country of the much-needed water. One mark of
Satan's work is that which destroys things of inestimable
good. Note the vast destruction of useful food-grains in mak-
ing alcoholic poison.

V. 16. The Diplomatic King. "Abimelech." A Philis-
tine king of Gerar bearing this name as an official title. * * *

"Go from us." Instead of pursuing guerilla warfare with one
whose influence and power he feared, he comes with a diplo-
matic compliment to Isaac's greatness. Unenlightened as he
is, he yet knew enough of human nature to understand the
value of a kind #and courteous request. * * * "They are
mightier than we," because God had blessed his inheritance
and his industry.

V. 17. The Living Sacrifice. "Isaac departed thence
. . . dwelt there." Isaac had a right to dwell there, for Jeho-
vah had said "unto thee and unto thy seed I will give all these
countries." Verse 3. He had the power to dwell there, for
in battle his herdsmen surely could have conquered the Gerar
cowboys. But such success would have been the cause of
strife for years to come, and he was a man of peace. Here
then was presented the offering acceptable to God and blessed
of him. Rom. 12:1. Isaac "departed thence" giving up (1)
the human love of displaying power, giving up (2) home and
property rights, (3) his new farming prospects, (4) the profit

of his labor—all for peace. He indeed used weapons against
his neighbors but only such as are by us to be employed
against the world. 2 Cor. 10:4, 5. He learned that the meek
should inherit the earth. Matt. 5:5. Like Abraham, in deal-
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ing with Lot, he tried "giving up" and found that it worked
well. Dr. Bushnell said, "If I had my life to live over again,

I would not push." * * * "In the valley of Gerar." The
country around Gerar some miles to the southwest.

V. 1 8. Honoring His Father. "Digged wells again." At
first Isaac was permitted thus to improve the country unmo-
lested and until possibly his industry was accepted as a sign

of permanent location in Gerar. * * * "Philistines had

stopped them" in violation of th£ covenant of peace entered

into years before. Gen. 21 125-27. Even now men choke the

wells of spiritual truth by their traditions, thus damming back

the waters of everlasting life." * * * "Names by which

father called them." Probably renewed the names as a par-

tial security of title to them. Hiis right to those old wells

seems not to have been disputed.

V. 19. Living Waters. "Servants digged ... in the

valley." Isaac was wiser than to set his men digging wells on

the mountain tops. Valleys of humility offer richer wells of

blessing than the hilltops of pride. * . *
_
* "Found well of

springing water." To dig new wells is as important as to open

up old wells that have been filled up. The upspringing water

is a figure of the living water which Christ gives to thirsty

souls. John 4:14; 7'-3$>-

V.' 20-21. Trial of Faith. "Herdsmen of Gerar did

strive." Like the Philistines they did not want this improver

of the land with them. Doubtless, in part at least, it was a

case of race hatred, such as generally exists today toward the

sons of Abraham. All race hatred is wrong. But the world's

hatred extends to others besides the descendants of Isaac.

John 15:18-21. * * * "The water is ours." Yet Isaac had
the promise of the land (verse 3) and had made valuable im-

provements. * * * "Called the well Esek," meaning
"strife." As verse 22 explains, Isaac would rather give up his

claims and move than to strive. * * * "Digged another

well." The new well brought forth new opposition.
*

'

*' *

"Called it Sitnah," meaning hatred, spitefulness. The word is

from the same root as Satan, an adversary or hater. The
hatred of the men in Gerar seems to have grown into spite-

fulness.

V. 22, Faith's Reward. "Removed from thence," indi-

cating further self-surrender. Four times Isaac thus departs,

but instead of a trail of blood he left a trail of blessings, noth-

ing less than wells in a dry land. Some of these wells remain
unto this day. We, too, may open wells of blessing in life's

desert places. * * * "Digged a well and so they strove on."

He patiently went from well to well until he wore out their

hatred. He overcame evil with good. Rom. 12:20, 21. Peo-

ple very soon tire of quarreling with those who rather than

quarrel with them will walk away. * * * "Name of it

Rehoboth." The name means broad, vast, wide domain. Here
Isaac found room and rest before proceeding to his home at

Beersheba. So we as peacemakers may find sweet peace and
rest. * * * "The Lord hath made room." Isaac did not

forget the hand that guided. He did not say "my power and
my diplomacy hath made room for us" (Dan. 4:30), but he

recognizes in it the hand of God. * * * "We shall be

fruitful." An expression showing Isaac's faith in the prom-
ises.

V. 23, The Home Going. "Went up to Beersheba." He
traveled to the paternal home, the place of his birth and where
his father had passed his latter days. Around Beersheba clus-

tered many memories dear to the contemplative mind of Isaac.

Here he had passed his childhood, here he had married. This
place, located at the southern border of Canaan, was one of

the landmarks of the country, as Dan was at the north.

V. 24. The Comforter. "The Lord appeared." The
Angel of the Covenant ; the Messenger of Jehovah. Ex. 3 :2.

Isaac sought peace and righteousness and found the God of

all comfort in a sense more real than ever before. * * *

"The same night." We must recall what Isaac had given up
to those who had insulted him. Very likely his servants com-
plained of such yielding. But God brings him comfort and
without a day's delay. He never withholds his blessings from
the one who comes with a living sacrifice. Rom. 12 :2 .

* * *

"God of Abraham"—the same Almighty One whose care and
companionship for Abraham had already become a tradition.
* * * "Fear not." God's cheering word of comfort sounded
forth from beginning to end of the Scriptures. * * *

"For I am with thee." Here is an added assurance of the
bestowal of perfect peace to the mind of this promoter of
peace. But the same. "I am with you alway" comes no less

surely to us. Matt. 28: 20; Hebrew 13:5. * * * "Multiply
thy seed." A renewal of the covenant made with Abraham.
* * * "For my servant Abraham's sake." The influence of
men lives beyond their earthly lives. A man wants to think of

his future influence, as well as of the things of time or of a

monument of stone. We, too, have the power to send forth

waves of influence for good or evil that will continue to widen
out far beyond the limits of our earthly life.

V, 25. ''Sacrifice of Praise." "Builded an altar there."

The altar would carry with it the thought of forgiveness, con-
secration, prayer and worship. Like Noah and Abraham he
placed God and worship first and in so doing sets up his stand-
ard as a worshiper of the one true God. * * * "Called
upon name of the Lord." Isaac was a prayerful man. He of-

fered the "sacrifice of prayer and praise. Heb. 13:15. Prayer
and communion with God was the source of his moral strength.

Worship with Isaac was not a matter of externals, but one of
spiritual communion with the Lord. * * * "Pitched tent."

The tent is the symbol of the nomadic life. "We daily pitch

our moving tent a day's march nearer home." * * * "Ser-
vants digged a well." Their large herds and flocks needed
much water. Religion, in Isaac's case, included diligence in

business as well as fervency in spirit. He did not neglect
the wants of the body. In Isaac's scheme of things work went
with prayer. * * * "Let us make a covenant." V. 28.

Isaac won his enemies. He had blessed them by returning
good for evil, wells for strife ; and now his influence becomes
so great that in verse 28 we see them come seeking to make
a treaty. Truly "when a man's ways please the Lord, he
maketh even his enemies to be at peace with him." Pro. 16:7.

The main lesson is the duty of giving blessing instead of curs-
ing. May we be helped of the Lord to the end that we may
be peacemakers even at the cost of personal sacrifice.

FIVE-MIfi\JTE S?EHMOJV OJ"i THE
GOLDEJV TEAT.
BY PETER AINSLEE.

,ESUS CHRIST is the Prince of Peace and
all who belong to him must contribute to

peace-making. There is no choice in the
matter. The choice comes on our deciding
for Jesus Christ. Having decided, we ac-

cept his authority and become his servants.

Our hearts are a part of his empire and
we recognize him as the emperor of our
lives. His doctrines are accepted without
hesitation and his words are supreme. He
is our master and we are his servants. Our

dispositions may be opposed to peace-making, for
some people are naturally quarrelsome, but we must
practice the disposition of Jesus. Our's was necessa-
rily wrong at the start, but his disposition is the model.
Our disposition may be so deeply rooted that we may
become discouraged, but keep at it. Our way is wrong.
His way is right. We must give up all that is opposed
to Jesus. It is like taking an ignorant boy and teach-
ing him to speak correctly. His bad grammar cannot
be taken from him as you would a bad tooth, but it

requires constant practice to remove the wrong and
implant the right. The disposition of peace-making
has to be cultivated and that continually. You would
not take impure food to one who is sick, then why tell

one, who is easily irritated, some unkind remark that
has been made about him. Bad thoughts in your
heart do far more harm than bad food in the stomach.
The chief thing is to be a child of God and the chief

characteristic of a child of God is that he is a peace-
maker. We prove the first by the second. Nothing
has priority of this. The highest distinction in the
world is to be a child of God. This is not a thing of
words, but it is actual living. God lives and his chil-

dren must in some sense live like him. Nations quar-
rel and fight, and usually over a matter so small that

if it were individuals, the court would find them guilty

and perhaps give them thirty days in jail. We are
only semi-civilized yet and we are unable to see that

what is wrong for one man is wrong for ten thousand
or what is wrong in an individual is also wrong in a
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nation. Wars are wrong. Jesus taught "My Kingdom
is not of this world ; if my Kingdom were of this

world, my servants would fight, but my Kingdom is

from above," and again, "They that take the sword
shall perish with the sword." Christians had better

suffer, had better be wronged than to violate one of

the chiefest principles of the Master. There must be

individuals of peace before there can be a nation of

peace. Now we are nearer a nation of bull dogs, al-

ways ready to fight, but when Jesus gets hold of the

human heart we will count surrender a gracious thing

—an unconditional surrender to the Prince of Peace.

We become his and he becomes ours by our loyalty

to him.

Our Father hear us as we pray and help us as we
desire to live like Jesus. Amen.

CHIUSTIAJV EffVEAVO'R.
CHARLES BLANCHARD.

STIHITVAL ACQ\JAIJ*TA NCE.

Topic Sept. i. Ref. Job. 22:21-23.

HIS is a part of the great divine drama of

Tl human life. It has its problems, old as the

sufferings and sorrows of the race
;
yet new

and as perplexing as the unsolved myster-

ies of youth. How these old questions

beat up against the soul, like the ceaseless

surges of the surf along the shore. They
throb in the heart-beat of the world today,

despite our desperate commercialism. Mul-
titudes rush madly on, without pause to

hear or patience to heed. But still the old

problems meet men everywhere in the midst of the

busy mart, in the midst of abounding plenty and
blighting poverty. And sooner or later, unless the soul

has bartered its birthright for a mess of pottage, every

man must struggle with one form or another of the

manifold mystery of human existence.

Z?hree Great "Problems.

There are three great problems in this wonderful
drama of Job, the suffering saint and the servant of

God : The problem of sin, the mystery of human suf-

fering and the struggle after God. The first and sec-

ond we all have to meet practically, whether we will

struggle bravely and victoriously, or drift with the

current of environments, or the prevailing customs
of social and religious life. It is the sorrowful truth

that what appears to be the vast majority of mankind
simply accept things as they are, and go on sinning and
suffering, without seemingly much conscious effort to

stem the tides of evil, setting shoreward on the shoals

of time. Many have come to accept sin as a matter of

course, and suffering, if not as a consequence, as some-
thing simply to be endured. There is the element of

the pathetic in all this. It is just this that gives the

drama of this ancient Seer its intense human interest.

But it is not the larger truth. The problems of sin and
suffering find their only sufficient answer in the solu-

tion of the deeper and nobler problem

—

The Struggle After God.

This Eliphaz, the Temanite, was a conceited young
fellow. He assumed to settle off-hand the perplexing

problems of sin and human suffering. And spiritual

mysteries were very simple matters with him. He

says to Job, with vast assurance, as if he had settled

the whole business: "Acquaint now thyself with him
and be at peace; thereby good shall come
unto thee. Receive, I pray thee, the law from
his mouth, and lay up his words in thine
heart. If thou return to the Almighty thou shalt be
built up, thou shalt put iniquity far from thy taber-

nacles." All this is glibly spoken, and there is much
of spiritual truth in it. It is worth our while to heed
young Eliphaz, who would have been a leader in the

Christian Endeavor Society at Teman, down in Edom,
if he had known of the Endeavor movement ! Un-
fortunately he was born too soon. There are some in

these last times who are like Eliphaz—they have
sounded the deep things of the Almighty. The great

spiritual mysteries are spoken of with glib lightness.

They talk easily of things that the angels desired to

look into but were not able. They speak of the "sim-
ple Gospel," of the forgiveness of sins, of sanctifica-

tion, of the gift of the Holy Spirit, in the cant

phrases of the times, with wonderful confidence, but
often with little real evidence of spiritual knowledge
or acquaintance with the Master of men. They are not
insincere but superficial. Spiritual stupidity, unthink-
ing, seemingly utterly unconcerned about the pro-

foundest questions of spiritual life, is something ter-

rible. Spiritual superficiality is almost as bad—they

are characteristic of the age. I don't want to be pes-

simistic and a growler, but I make this appeal for

greater depth, humility, sincerity and nobler consecra-

tion, devotion—for better spiritual knowledge and
acquaintance with the Master, whose we are and whom
we serve.

Read Job's reply to Eliphaz in the next chapter and
mark the humility of the old Seer, while his soul cries

out in anguish : "O, that I might know him ! That I

might come even to his seat !" And again listen to

his cry of faith, in the midst of the mysteries : "But
he knoweth the way that I take ; when he hath tried me
I shall come forth as gold." May this be our prayer

and our assurance.

THE QVIET i/OVR.
[The International Bible Beading Association Dally Beadlngs.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

GOD'ST T'ROMISB TO AWRA.M.
"Fear not, Abram : I am thy shield and thy exceeding great reward."—

Genesis 15, L

Monday—Genesis IS: 1-18.

God is strangely condescending and tender. He
makes his covenant with Abram ; and a covenant is a

promise which is ratified by a sign or token. He sup-

ports his words, as men need to support theirs, by a

solemn religious sanction. And it is thus that he

stoops to tie himself with me, giving security that his

stipulations shall be kept and fulfilled. By the sacrifice

of Christ he confirms his greatest and sweetest assur-

ances.

But it may be necessary to wait patiently for God.
When Abram had slain the appointed victims, what
followed ? For a time, only silence and suspense. I

may have to pass through Abram's experience. I must
depend on God's sovereign grace with unreserved sub-

mission. I may need to wrestle long before the answer
comes. I may have to spend my tears apparently for

naught. Yet only apparently. •

For at last God's promises are fulfilled. Perhaps

through srloom and sorrow, like that thick darkness
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which girt Abram round, and which was symbolic of

the sufferings awaiting his family. But fulfilled ex-

ceedingly above thought and hope.

Tuesday—Genesis 17: 1-8.

"When Abram was ninety years old and nine"

—

thus long had he tarried for the execution of God's

word. Many a summer and winter had passed over

him since he bade farewell to his country, and yet the

hopes with which he entered Canaan seemed as far

as ever from being realized. No sign had appeared

of the fulfilment of the promise. Abram remained a

childless man. Had God forgotten his word? And
must the ownership of the land go to someone who
was no blood descendant of his own?

Nay, just when his perplexity is greatest, there

comes to him the definite and explicit assurance that

his deepest longings are soon to be carried out. "God
never is before his time, and never is behind." When
my perturbed spirit requires him most, when the bur-

den is heaviest to bear, when in the midnight neither

moon nor stars appear, the voice of the Lord reaches

me, a good and comfortable voice. Then he is a shel-

ter for me, and a strong tower from the enemy.

Wednesday—Deut. 1: 1-11.

So, at long length, Abraham's descendants enter the

good land and large. Why "at long length?" Why
does God keep me waiting for the incorruptible inher-

itance? Why does he not lavish its wealth on me at

once?
The delay ripens and confirms my character.

Through postponement, through hopes deferred,

through conflicts and storms, through the trials of the

pilgrim road, I learn to trust the higher strength, to

submit to the Divine will, to be strong, and of a good
courage. It is good for my soul to tarry the Lord's

leisure.

And the delay conforms me to the image of God's

dear and perfect Son. He reached his glory only by
the way of the Hill Difficulty and the Valley of Humili-

ation and the Valley of the Shadow of Death. It is

well for me to tread in his steps. It is an education, an
honor, a blessedness. And the delay brings me a larger

acquaintance with God's exceeding grace. I learn

more of him. Thus it is best for me to gain the Holy
Land only in the season appointed by the King.

Thursday—Tsalm 105: 1-15.

God is a faith-keeping God. He "remembers his

covenant for ever, his word to a thousand generations."

Then I need not fear that his Church and Kingdom
will suffer final defeat. Through temporary eclipses,

through days of storm, through winters of frost and
cold, his chosen may be led. But he is pledged to

conduct them to a wealthy place, and he cannot falsify

or forget his plighted troth. By and by his army will

be victorious, his cause will prevail.

And I should be sure that not one good word will fail

of all that he has promised my individual heart. I

sometimes question it. Perplexities, delays, tempests

of temptation, heavy and agonizing bereavements

—

these are allotted me. But he is sanctifying me all the

while. He is perfecting that which concerneth me. He
is bringing me nearer the House of God.
And I ought to repay his fidelity with my faith. To

God's Yea, simple, strong, sufficient, I should respond
with my Amen. I should stand rock-like on the im-
movable Rock of Ages. I should grasp firmly the firm

and abiding things. Mine should be a soul delivered

from unbelief, from dubiousness, from all unworthy
misgivings and fears.

Friday—Jeremiah 31: 31-37.
How blessed is the new covenant ! It speaks to me

of a religion which is spiritual. Not on tables of stone,
external, hard, its law is written, but on the inward
parts of the heart. God's will has the glad and ready
assent of my intellect, my conscience, my affection, my
will. He has enthroned himself in my very soul.

It speaks to me of a religion which is close and
tender. "I will be their God, and they shall be my peo-
ple," the King of kings says in these last days. In
his own Son he assumes my nature and descends to my
level. In his own spirit he comes and abides within
myself. "Nearer is he than breathing."

It speaks to me of a religion which is within the
reach of everyone. "They shall all know me," says
God, "from the least of them unto the greatest of
them." Let me be humble and unnoticed, my oppor-
tunities meager, my outlook limited, I may be dignified
and gladdened by Father and Son and Holy Ghost.
And it speaks to me of a religion which will not with-

draw its gifts and treasures. Like the ordinances of
sun, and moon, and stars, and sea ; even more perma-
nent and enduring than they are God's mercies in

Jesus Christ. When he forgives me, it is for ever.
When he loves me, it is to the ages of the ages.

Saturday—Hebrebus 6: 9-2 O.

"If George says Verily, there's no altering him," so
the neighbors were accustomed to think and say about
young GeorgeFox, when he was a boy at home in his

father's house. But there is only one person who has
the right to say Verily or Surely. And that person is

God. He is eager to say it to me this new morning,
"Surely I will bless you." "I myself will do it," he tells

me. What I cannot win for myself, he gives me freely,

for the sake of Jesus Christ his Son—the forgiveness
of my sins, the new heart, his own friendship, his own
love. "Surely, surely I will"—it is his strong assever-
ation to my doubting soul.

And once he begins, there is no finding out where he
will end. In what an expressive way he phrases his
promise, "Surely, blessing I will bless" ! It is just as if

he said, "When I commence to do you good, I will go
on and on, forever and forever. I will send you par-
don first, and then, afterwards, strength and holiness
and peace and victory and heaven, everything your
heart can desire. Surely one golden link will be joined
to another. Surely, blessing I will bless."

Sunday—Hebrett/s 8: 1-13.

May I make all things—my thoughts, my motives,
my words, my acts—after the pattern I have seen on
the Mount, the Mount where the Cross of Jesus stands.

This is the pattern which should regulate my idea of
sin. That God's own Son should need to spill and shed
his blood to wash out my stain ; what a light the fact

throws upon my malignity and foulness ! The horror of
my sin, the ill desert of it, the indignation it should
kindle—I see them all on the Mount where my Savior
dies for me.
And this is the pattern which should inspire my

assurance of pardon. The cross is the disclosure of
the saving grace of the Father, and the saving virtue
of the Son—Jesus has shunned no pain, no desertion,

no loneliness, that the river of salvation which flows
out to me may be a full and victorious flood.

And this is the pattern which should constitute my
model of obedience. Christ bore the will of God, and I

must seek grace to endure as he endured. Christ did
the will of God, finishing a great work on Calvary; and
the same passion of zeal for the Father must urge me
forward, the same passion of love for men.
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General
Church NeWs

CHICAGO j\JVD VICI/flTy.
Dr. T. W. Powell, of the Rogers Park

church, has gone to the Iowa assembly at

Iowa Falls, where he delivers a series of

normal lectures to Sunday-school teach-

After a week of special services the

new Emmanuel Methodist Episcopal

church on Park avenue was dedicated

August 18, the sermon being delivered

by Rev. A. D. Traveller, followed by the

formal dedication of the building by

the Rev. J. G. Armstrong, the pastor.

Memorial Baptist church, on Oakwood

boulevard, just completed, is on the site

of the old frame structure. The base is

of brown stone, with molded brick and

terra cotta for the superstructure, with

roof of red Spanish tile. The plan of the

auditorium is that of a Greek cross, sur-

mounted by a large square tower. The

cost of construction was $55,000.

The union tent meetings held during

the month of July at the corner of

Adams and Morgan streets, under the

auspices of forty-seven Christian En-

deavor societies, and in c'harge of Rev.

Milford H. Lyon, had a total attendance

of over 12,000, an average of 400 each

night. More than 300 persons responded

to the invitation to become Christians.

Under the auspices of the Disciples

of Christ in connection with the Univer-

sity of Chicago, a house for young wom-
en who are attending the University or

the South Side Academy has been estab-

lished. Miss Alice Lloyd, formerly prin-

cipal of Madison Institute, Richmond,

Ky., is at the head of it. It is intended

to give such oversight and direction to

those within this house as shall make it

a real Christian home.

Mr. James H. Todd has recently ar-

rived from New Zealand to occupy the

position of superintendent of the men's

department at the Moody Institute. Mr.
Todd is a graduate of the school, and on
leaving in 1894 went to China as a mis-

sionary. He has spent the last two years

in New Zealand, teaching the Bible and
evangelizing. He is the son of Rev. A.

B. Todd, a Presbyterian minister of na-

tional repute out there. In his new posi-

tion Mr. Todd will relieve Mr. Torrey

of detail work connected with the men's

department.

The attendance at the University of

Chicago for the year ending July 1, as

reported by the annual register, was
3,520. This shows an increase of 300

over the preceding year. The classifi-

cation shows 372 in the Divinity School

and 471 in the College for Teachers. Of

the total, 676 were women and 1,844

men. This record places the University

by the side of the University of Michi-

gan in the competition for second place

among American universities, Harvard

holding first place with an attendance

of more than 4,000. Yet the expense for

tuition at the University of Chicago is

much higher than that in the state uni-

versities.

The growing interdenominational com-

ity is finely illustrated in the announce-

ments made by the Chicago Theological

Seminary Quarterly, some of which we
mentioned last week. Dr. William M.
Lawrence, pastor of the Second Baptist

church, Chicago, will be associated this

year with the new president, Dr. George,

in the department of Homiletics, giving

a special course of lectures on preaching.

Prof. Shailer Mathews, of the University

of Chicago, will share with Dr. Warren
J. Moulton, of Yale University, the

work of the New Testament department

during the ensuing year. The foreign

field will contribute its important part

in training the ministry through the lec-

tures and personal intercourse of Rev.

C. N. Ransom, the seminary's represent-

ative on the South African field.

The first Sunday in September is rap-

idly coming to be identified in the re-

ligious calendar as Bible Study Sunday.
Several years ago the American Insti-

tute of Sacred Literature of Hyde Park,
Chicago, organized a movement for the

observance of one Sunday in the year
which should be devoted by pastors to

sermons upon Bible study, its necessity

and some methods for its pursuit. The
Institute has offered suggestions for dis-

courses upon this theme, and is willing

to send a postal card requesting it. If

the preacher has a plan for his people

to pursue, he will recommend it. If

there is a denominational plan which
can be used this will be set forth. In

case nothing of the kind offers itself, the

Institute supplies suggestions regarding

its own courses. But this matter is

subordinate to that of securing general

co-operation in the movement for re-

viving systematic BiDle study in all the

churches. It is not yet too late to secure

material and prepare for the observance

of the day. The last number of tne Bib-

lical World contains full outlines from
eminent preachers as hints toward the

preparation of sermons for Bible Study
Sunday.

The attendance of students at the

University of Chicago for the year end-

ing July 1 is reported by the Annual
Register as being 3,520. This shows an
increase of more than 300 over the pre-

ceding year. The registration in the dif-

ferent departments was: Divinity school,

372; Graduate school, 994; Senior col-

lege, 435 ; Junior college, 622 ; unclassi-

fied, 626; College for Teachers, 471.

Of the total, 676 were women and

1,844 men. This shows remarkable

growth in the attendance at the univer-

sity, and places it by the side of the

University of Michigan in the competi-

tion for second place among American
universities, Harvard holding first place

with an attendance of more than 4,000.

When it is remembered also that the ex-

pense for tuition at the University of

Chicago is much higher than that in

state universities, it will be seen how
large has been the gain in the student

list. There is nothing in these figures,

however, to alarm the friends of the

small college, for it is becoming more
fully recognized that the very work done
by the higher universities requires the

more careful attention to the work of

the small college as a prerequisite. But
the promise of an institution like the

University of Chicago with its growing

plant, equipment, faculty and student

body is significant of great things in the

educational future of America.

Ad-Ventut.
The Adventists have decided to raise

$10,000 to buy a new location at Battle

Creek, Mich., and erect a parochial

school building expressly for their chil-

dren.

The Adventists have bought and paid

for $19,000 worth of farm land near

Berrien Springs, Mich., and will at once

proceed to spend $150,000 upon new col-

lege buildings. The buildings will be

located on a high bluff within sight of

the village of Berrien Springs.

The Michigan conference of Seventh.

Day Adventists are holding a camp
meeting at Lansing. The development

of the Adventist faith has been very

rapid in recent years. At the World's

General Conference at Battle Creek in

March, 1901, delegates were present from

more than thirty conferences in the

United States, and from England, Eu-
rope, South America, Africa, the West
Indies and many other parts. At that

time many offered their lives for the

work in foreign fields.

"Baptist.

Rev. Dr. McMasters is doing a good

work at Tama and Toledo. Iowa; a debt

of $1,100 has been paid at the former and
a church to cost $3,500 is being built at

Toledo.

Dr. A. B. Chaffee has resigned the

presidency of the Forest Avenue church,

Des Moines. la., to become president of

Bishop College. Marshall. Texas, which

is under the fostering care of the Home
Mission Society.

A summer resort for the Baptists of

Michigan is to be located near Cadillac,

Mich., fifty-three acres of land lying be-

tween Big and Little Clam lakes, and
south of Idlewild. having been bought

by the Osceola Baptist Association.

The Good Will Home at East Fairfield,

Me., has been compared to the Muller
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orphanages of Bristol, England. Founded

less than twelve years ago .by Rev. George

W. Hinckley, it now includes eight cot-

tages for boys, with fifteen in each, un-

der the care of a matron. Many of these

are the gifts of individuals. A fine

brick and stone school building costing

$20,000 is a memorial of Charles E.

Moody of Chicago. A mile away is the

girls' department, having two fine cot-

tages and a school building. Half way
between is a stone chapel. In an adjoin-

ing pine grove there is an auditorium

set apart for an annual assembly, which

is attracting great interest in New Eng-

land. A large open space is devoted to

athletic sports. This year twenty-eight

tents were full of visiting boys.

The sixth annual meeting of the Pine

Lake Christian Culture Assembly, held

at the Baptist grounds near La Porte,

Ind., closed Aug. 4. Rev. E. S. Stucker, of

South Bend, Ind., gave five lectures upon

"The Story of the Establishment otf

Christianity as Told in the Acts and the

Epistles." His sub-topics were: "God's

Opportunity; or, The Fullness of the

Times;" "Beginning at Jerusalem; or,

The Jew First;" "Scattered Abroad; or,

The Beginning of Gospel Missions;" "The
Church in Antioch; or, The Gospel for

the Gentiles; and "Among All Nations;

or, The Gospel for the Whole World."

Much interest was aroused by Mr. Stuck-

er's valuable presentation of his subject.

Rev. J. E. Conant had charge of the

religious hour and spoke daily upon the

work of the Holy Spirit, and closed with

a sermon on Sunday evening upon,

"How We May Be Filled With the Holy
Spirit." Illustrated lectures were given in

the evenings by John Powell Lenox, "Ober-

ammergau, 1900—an Experience"; Miss
Mary G. Burdette, "Home and Home Life

on Home Mission Fields"; and by Rev.

E. S. Stucker, "A Trip to the Orient."

Miss Anna M. Philley, of Fort Wayne,
Ind., gave an evening of readings, and
a concert was given under the direction

of Clark R. Parker, of Indiana.

Congregaional.

At Bethany church, San Francisco,

six children belonging to five Christian

Chinese families were baptized Aug. 4.

At Durand, Mich., the congregations

are steadily increasing, over 250 people

attending the evening service August 4.

Rev. J. F. Fryer is the pastor.

Rev. E. B. Allen, for seven years the

pastor of Pilgrim church, Lansing,
Mich., goes to take up work at Washing-
ton Street church, Toledo, Ohio. Rev.

C. M. Burkholder of Waukegan, 111., has
accepted the pastorate of the Second
church, Toledo.

A mission among the Japanese at

Los Angeles was started in April by Rev.
W. C. Pond, D. D., superintendent of

California Chinese mission work. Miss

Alice G. Harwood, who had been for

several years a missionary in Japan,

was placed in charge of the work. It

has been quite successful.

The new town of Park City, Oklahoma,

situated at the head of the Wichita For-

est Reservation, has a Congregational

church started. Rev. Henry Hammer,
who was for five years a missionary in

Africa., has secured a fine location of

four lots for church and parsonage

buildings. The churches in this unique

town are all to- be located on one street,

called Church street.

Miss Mary Holbrook, a member of a

well-known family of Holbrook, Mass.,

has established a fund of $5,000, the in-

come from which is to help maintain

public worship in the Winthrop Congre-

gational church of that town. It is also

given to perpetuate Miss Holbrook's an-

nual gift, as she has been accustomed to

give yearly to the church an amount
about equal to the income from $5,000.

At the First church, Zanesville, Ohio,

the congregations have been large

throughout the summer, especially in

the evening. The services have been of

a varied character. During the last

month the pastor, Rev. J. Alex. Jenkins,

has been reading an original story and
giving brief addresses on the subjects

suggested by the incidents in the various

chapters. At the communion, August 4,

twenty-one adults were received into the

church, making a total of thirty-seven

during the present pastorate of three

months.

The Sturges Memorial church, South
Port Huron, Mich., which was organized

Aug. 1, has grown out of a Sunday-school

started in August, 1865, as part of a

system of local home missionary effort

devised by five consecrated men. This

special work fell to C. G. Meisel, who has

been superintendent most of the time.

The school was self-supporting from the

first, and the teachers have been chosen

from its membership. The society in

connection with it owns a church build-

ing, and turns over all its property to

the church.

The eighty-fifth annual report of the

Congregational Education Society shows
more money raised in the west than in

any previous year. Larger appropria-

tions have been made by the society this

year, but all outstanding claims are

paid and the society is clear of debt,

with a small surplus in the student aid

department. The number of men receiv-

ing scholarships has been 139. The year

TWO Christia Century Jenks
closes with twenty-one academies upon
the list of the Education Society, as

against seventeen last year. The four

which have been added are the Benzonia
academy, Michigan; Gates academy, Ne-
braska; Southern Collegiate institute,

Albion, 111,, and Weiser academy, Idaho.

IShe "Disciples.

Prof. Hugh McDiarmid of Hiram Col-

lege died rather suddenly August 15 of

typhoid fever.

Geary, a new town in Oklahoma, has

a Christian church just organized, a

Sunday school and a weekly communion
service.

Rev. W. T. Adams has been at Chanute,

Kas., for two years and has received

190 into the church there and at Yates

Center.

New church buildings are going up at

Springfield, Chambersburg, Georgetown
and Chapin, 111., and a $2,000 parsonage

at Lafayette is about completed.

The Salamonica church, Richmond,
Ind., the oldest house of worship in Jay
county, celebrated its sixty-second an-

niversary August 11. Two of the char-

ter members are still alive.

Forty-one accessions are reported at

Gravett, Ark.; twenty-three at Forest

City, Ark. ; twenty-two at Salem, la.,

and thirty-five at Buda, Texas—all the

results of special meetings.

Nineteen "meetings" are in progress

or have just closed at as many different

places in Kentucky. They are all re

ported as successful, the additions to the

<?hurches varying from seven to thirty-

one.

Rev. H. A. Northcutt has just closed

a two years' pastorate of the church at

Kirksville, Mo., during which time 290
members have been received into the
church and the building has been en-

larged at a cost of $6,500.

Rev. H. D. Williams, pastor of the
Christian church at Mankato, Minn.,
has refused, in response to the earnest

request of his people that he remain
with them, an advantageous offer of a
college position at Canton, Mo.

Rev. Thomas J. Dixon, of Kansas City,

has been appointed army chaplain in the
regular army. He hopes to be sent to

the Philippines. He has been pastor at
different times of the Sheffield, West-
port Avenue and Garfield Avenue
churches.

J. E. Parker, state evangelist, just
closed a meeting at Gilchrist, a mining
to-wn, Mercer county, 111., with forty-

four additions. He is now in a. meeting
at Aledo, same county. Both are new
points. A church will be organized at
the close of the meeting.

The daily press of Minneapolis, where
the national conventions of the Disciples
of Christ are to be held in October, are
publishing a series of articles written
by prominent members of that church,
dealing with various features of its life
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and work. This is especially valuable,

as the Disciples have only a limited

membership in the region of the Twin

Cities, and as they expect to have a very

large convention, this plan will secure

some knowledge of them to the people

of Minneapolis before they arrive.

Episcopal.

Rev. J. G. Barry, of Batavia, 111., has

been elected dean of St. Paul's cathedral,

Fond du Lac, Wis.

A new building is to be added to Beth-

any Home, Glendale, Ohio, which will

accommodate 100 more children. Hith-

erto the Home could only take care of

forty.

Rev. Frederick A. DeRossett, archdea-

con of Cairo and rector of the Church of

the Redeemer, Cairo, has been called to

the rectorship of St. Paul's pro-Cathe-

dral, Springfield, 111.

Through the efforts of Rev. William

N. Guthrie, rector of the Church of the

Resurrection, Fern Bank, Ohio, a parish

house has been erected for St. Andrew's

Mission, Addyston. The mill people will

be. benefited by this acquisition.

In the American branch of the Episco-

pal church the clergy have increased from

2,989 in 1873 to 5,011 in 1900; and the

communicants from 235,000 in 1873 to

712,997 in 1900, or at a ratio 40 per

cent greater than that of the population.

In 1877 this church had 365 mission-

aries in the domestic and foreign field,

with contributions amounting to 213,-

376. It has today 1,623 missionaries,

with contributions amounting to $596,-

105.

In Cuba, within three years, Episco-

pal interests have grown to a clergy list

of five, a lay workers' paid list of five,

five missionary stations, two schools, an
orphanage and one church. The orphan-

age is owned, a lot adjoining, and there

is one small chapel at Matanzas. In

the school are 205 children and in the

orphanage fifty-two girls. A lot has

been purchased for a new church in the

residence section of Havana and there

is $5,000 in hand toward its construc-

tion.

Methodist.

The Rev. John F. Goucher recently

gave $1,000 to Soochow University in

China, under the management of the

Methodist Episcopal Church South.

The Methodists of Anderson, Ind.,

have let the contract for the construc-

tion of a new church to cost $16,692.

Rev. Chas. Bayard Mitchell, who has

been pastor of the Hennepin Avenue
church, Minneapolis, for four and a half

years, will go to Cleveland in October,

after he returns from the Ecumenical

conference in London.

The German Methodist church of She-

boygan, Wis., celebrated the fiftieth an-

niversary of its organization August
9-11. The congregation has a very fine

church building, is practically free from

debt, and in a prosperous condition.

Rev. C. F. Neitzel is now in charge.

Rev. S. D. Hutsinpiller, D. D., of the

Central Methodist church of San Fran-

cisco, has accepted a call to the pasto-

rate of the Hennepin Avenue church,

Minneapolis. He is said to be the ablest

man in the Methodist body on the Pa-

cific coast, and has been much in demand,

having had many calls to other churches.

The i^pworth League of Roberts Park
church, Indianapolis, Ind., sustains a
gospel wagon which visits the worst

parts of the city regularly each week.

It contains an organ and seats for about
fourteen persons. The speaking and
singing are not noisy, but attractive,

and many even from saloons listen re-

spectfully.

The corner stone of the new St. John's

church, St. Louis, Mo., on Washington
avenue and King's Highway, will be

laid September 12, and the first annual
meeting of the reorganized Southern
Methodist Church Extension and City

Mission Society will be held the same
day. Bishops Hendrix, Candler and
Lane will take part in both events.

The new church building at Valley

Falls, Kas., was dedicated Sunday even-

ing, Aug. 4. In the morning the Rev. Ed-
win Gill, of Burlingame, Kas., preached

and made an appeal for money to enable

the house to be dedicated in the evening

free from debt. The amount called for

was $550, and the amount raised was
$570. Mr. Gill was a former pastor at

Valley Falls. He preached the dedica-

tory sermon in the evening. Rev. Mr.
Foresman, of Council Grove, Kas., an-

other old-time pastor, was also present.

Rev. G. W. Braden is the present pastor.

"Presbyterian.

Tent meetings held in Omaha under

the leadership of Rev. Merton Smith
have had a very good attendance. About
800 attended the first service, and sev-

eral, mostly men, expressed a wish to

lead a Christian life.

The tent meetings at Grace church,

St. Louis, have been held for five weeks
and the interest in them seems to be in-

creasing so that on the evening of Sun-

day, August 11, chairs had to be placed

outside the tent and were all occupied.

Rev. William Carter has just

completed the second year in his pastor-

ate of the First church, Kansas City.

During the two years 202 members have

been received; $4,000 given to benevo-

lences and $10,269 to church expenses.

Fifty-six persons united with the Sec-

ond Presbyterian church of Pittsburg in

July, forty-six being on confession of

faith. Almost nine hundred persons have

united with the Second church under

the pastorate of Rev. Edward S. Young,

and the net active membership of the

church now numbers about 1,300.

The Presbyterian church of Grand
Forks, N. D., has recently adopted, at

the suggestion of the pastor, Dr. Frank
Hays, personal work for its members
which has resulted in forty-six uniting

with the church. It is noteworthy that

almost every one who attends the Sun-

day school of this church outside of the

primary department carries a Bible to

school.

The Presbyterian Board of Home
Missions finds itself in need of men for

mission fields in the West. Six are need-

ed for New Mexico and Arizona, others

for stations in the Northwest. Men of

strong intellectual and spiritual power,

of tact, and judgment are wanted. The
fields are sometimes remote from rail-

roads and are often vast in extent, there-

fore requiring men of robust physique.

Men ready and equipped for such mis-

sionary service are invited to correspond

with the secretary, Rev. Dr. Charles L.

Thompson, of the Board of Home Mis-

sions in New York.

The synod of Mexico, the Presbyterian

body which has just been organized, con-

tains four presbyteries, with about forty

pastors. Three of the presbyteries were
formerly connected with the general as-

sembly of the Presbyterian church north,

while the other was under control of the

southern Presbyterian body. The Mexi-

can organization is now wholly independ-

ent of the larger bodies, although as a
matter of courtesy it will make annual

'REA'Dy COOK.BT) FOOT).

Famous Around the Camp Ftre.

People going into camp should not

forget to take along a goodly supply of

Grape-Nuts, the ready-cooked food.

This can be eaten dry and does not re-

quire any preparation by the cook, or the

food can be made into a variety of de-

lightful dishes, such as puddings, etc.

One of the favorite methods by old

timers is to drop three or four heaping

teaspoonfuls of Grape-Nuts into a cup

of coffee. The Grape-Nuts add a pecu-

liar and delicious flavor to the coffee

and give one a more piquant article of

food than even the famous doughnuts
and coffee of old New England.

People who cannot digest coffee should

not forget that Postum Food Coffee, if

properly made, furnishes a very delicious

beverage, either hot or cold, closely ap- '

proaching the flavor of the mild and de-

licious grades of Java.
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reports to both. Rev. Arcadio Morales,

who is by some called the Moody of Mex-

ico, was elected moderator of the new

synod and the standards of the northern

church were adopted. These the Cum-

berland Presbyterians will not accept,

and the churches of that body in Mexico

have not therefore entered the federa-

tion.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY. m

Three prominent teachers of theology

in the divinity schools of the denomina-

tion have addressed a pastoral letter to

the clergy and laity of the Southern

Presbyterian church, calling attention to

the steady decline in candidates for the

Christian ministry—from 402 in 1896 to

317 in 1900. The cause of the decline is

said to be "a low tone of piety. . . .Tem-

poral interests absorb attention; church

discipline is relaxed, family religion de-

cays. Parents prefer to see their sons

prosperous business men. .. .After the

desolations of the war and the loss of

fortune there is a return of peace and

prosperity. Riches begin to increase and

our people set their hearts upon them.

Any permanent and healthy change

must begin in distinct recognition of this

painful truth."

At Winona Lake, Ind., a large indus-

trial school and preparatory college for

poor boys is to be established under

Presbyterian auspices. The school, how-

ever, is to be strictly non-sectarian, and

is to follow decidedly new and original

lines. Work on the school structure is

to begin this fall. It is the intention

to open the institution next September

with at least 300 poor boys in attend-

ance. All that will be required of them

in exchange for their clothing, lodging,

food, and instruction, will be earnest la-

bor three hours every day in the factor-

ies that will be on the grounds. It is

estimated that it will cost $75 a year

above this labor to keep each one of the

boys. A hundred or more cottages on

the ground, the Inn, the Winona Hotel,

the Swiss Terrace and other hotels have

already undergone changes that will

make them good dormitories and homes

during the winter months. The facili-

ties are quite sufficient for 2,500 stu-

dents. Already several of the factories

have been pledged direct support. A
Warsaw man will equip the cheese fac-

tory and will contract for the output,

turning the plant over to the institution

in fee simple.

DAILy BJTCVR&IO JVS
VIA JflCKEL PLAUE

'ROAD.
Chicago to Buffalo and New York.

Special low rates and favorable limits

to all points east. Call on or address

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams St., Chicago.

General,

Religious services in eight different

languages are held every Sunday at St.

Agnes' Roman Catholic church at Chi-

cago Heights, 111.

At Ladoga, Ind., during a recent union

meeting, the stores, which are usually

open in the evening, were closed during

the hours of service.

The ministers of Chetopa, Kan., ar-

ranged to hold union open air services

during the hot weather and they have

proven a great success. Large crowds

attend, and they hope to reach many
who do not attend church.

There are about 600 Protestant

churches of all bodies in Mexico and the

progress making by Protestantism in

Mexico is rapid, as under the Diaz gov-

ernment many of the influential edu-

cators are selected from Protestant

ranks.

The famous Joe Jones is holding a

union meeting at Oskaloosa, Kas. A
large tent was procured and erected be-

side the Presbyterian church, and this

was filled Sunday evening, August 11, to

overflowing. He is arousing much inter-

est by the fearless way in which he

speaks and shows people their real condi-

tion.

The Christian and Missionary Alli-

ance at its annual collection day at Old

Orchard, Me., received over $40,000,

about $1,200 being in cash and the bal-

ance in pledges. The largest single con-

tribution was $5,000, and the smallest

fifteen cents. Volunteers for service in

the foreign mission field were called for

and 200 people responded.

American Roman Catholics contributed

during 1900 for foreign missions $71,230,

the amount being sent to the Central

Council of the Congregation for the

Propagation of the Faith. The head-

quarters of the propaganda are in Paris,

France, and from there the money is

sent to support weak missions in all

parts of the world. The American con-

tribution is much larger than previous

ones.

The Christian Workers' Conference at

Wheaton, 111., was attended by over 400

people, including about 100 ministers.

Many came long distances, such as Qma-
ha, Minneapolis, Memphis, Tenn., and

Oberlin, O. The various speakers, Rev.

G. Campbell Morgan, Rev. R. A. Torrey,

Rev. Milford H. Lyon, Rev. Dr. Johnston

Myers, and others have promised to as-

sist in a similar conference next year.

The Young People's Christian Federa-

tion has been organized in Alton, 111.,

consisting of all the young people's so-

cieties in the city. The objects of the

federation' as set forth are "the united

efforts of Christian young people in

Christian work, to do aggressive work to

crystallize sentiment in favor of better

citizenship, to assist the city administra-
tion in securing a better state of public
morals and to co-operate for the purpose
of bringing about mora.1 reforms."

The eighty-fifth annual report of the
American Bible Society shows a slight

increase in the receipts from individuals,

auxiliaries, collections, legacies and the
Bible house. The total issues of the
year, at home and abroxd, amount to

1,554,128. Of these 580,513 were dis-

tributed in the United States and 973,616
in foreign lands. The total issues of

the society in eighty-five years amount
to 68,923,434. The year's work in China
shows a loss of less than 60,000 in circu-

lation. During the eighty-five years of

its life the society received from the
Christian public of America $30,805,390,
including trust funds.

The Bible Study Congress in connec-
tion with the Pan-American Exposi-
tion at Buffalo was successful in many
ways. It brought out speakers from all

parts of the country, representing va-
rious points of view in Bible study, and
proved distinctly to those who were in

a position to attend most of the ses-

sions, that the purposes and methods
of those who are promoting Bible study
throughout the world are closely allied

and not vitally different. Such gather-
ings cannot fail to promote a greater
harmony of method in this most im-
portant field, and it may be hoped that
this is the first of a series of Bible study
conventions which shall be held annu-
ally and offer a platform for the con-
sideration of those matters which per-
tain to the study of the Bible and to
its popularization.

FOUEIGJ* Missio/fA'Ry
ITE.M3T.

Rev. George S. Miner, just returned
from ten years' service in China, where
he has been engaged in educational work,
explains the reason why the present is

SEJtSI'BLE TO Q\JIT.

Coffee Agrees With Some "Peo-

ple. "But JVot With All.
"Coffee has caused my son-in-law to

have nausea and pain in the stomach and
bowels.

In my own case I am unable to drink
coffee without having distress after-

wards, and my son, eleven years old, has
had dyspepsia, caused by drinking coffee.

We all abandoned the use of coffee

some months ago and have been using
the Postum Food Coffee since.

Each and every one of us have been

entirely cured of our troubles and we
are naturally great friends of Postum.
I have tried several different ways of

making it, but there's no way so good as

to follow the directions properly; then

we have a delicious drink."—Mrs. A. E.

Moublo, 331 Lynn St., Maiden, Mass.
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unprecedented as opportunity for for-

ward work in China. Thirty thousand

native Christians perished at the hands

of "Boxers." The fact that so many died

for their faith has gone through China

like an electric shock. While notorious-

ly careless of human life, Chinamen real-

ize that none among them would die for

Confucianism, Buddhism, ancestral wor-

ship or any form of religion recognized

among them. That so many died, often

gladly, for Christianity has impressed

the Chinese markedly and they are say-

ing that there is something in the new
western religion that they have not but

must have. Hence the opening for mis-

sionary effort at this time.

Mr. Wagner says of one of the col-

porteurs in the district of Hermosillo',

Mexico: He travels all over the country

introducing the Scriptures, from whence

start Sunday schools and churches. I

know of some fifteen places where

the work was begun through the intro-

duction of the Word of God by Sr. Flor-

entine Pina." Many interesting inci-

dents are recounted by Mr. Wagner as

witnessed by him in a recent trip. In

one place where they stopped they found

a woman engaged in reading her Bible,

who when she bought the Bible could not

read, but was then reading the New Tes-

tament through for the eighth time. In

another place five of the brethren formed

a mining company to develop a prospect.

They laid aside enough copper for a bell

and put an article in the agreement that

one-fifth of the proceeds of the mine was

to be used for the Congregational church

there. They have sold the mine since and

by the time all the installments are paid

will have about $2,700 for their church.

Here is an incident of the. revival in

Japan : A young son of the ancient and

well known Tobe family, being profound-

ly interested in the recent evangelistic

movement, devoted himself with all his

energy to the work of distributing an-

nouncements. One day at school a great

crowd of his companions began to ridi-

cule him. "Oh," they shouted, "you've

become a Jesus kozukai (a term signify-

ing the lowest kind of menial service )

,

haven't you? What a fool you're mak-
ing of yourself!" Yoong Tobe did not

show the least degree of shame. On the

contrary he bravely faced the crowd and

said, "Isn't that all right? The Jesus

doctrine is a doctrine which saves peo-

ple. I am very glad to be a

kozukai if I can help to save peo-

ple." This manly reply completely si-

lenced his persecutors. Not one of them
had another word to say. One of the

boys who heard this answer is the son of

a Christian who had been very remiss

in his Christian duty. The lad repeated

the incident in his father's hearing and
the latter was cut to the heart by a sense

of his own neglect of duty, and from that

day returned to his loyalty to the Lord.

from Bishop Warne urging that total

abstinence, which is the practice and

teaching of the missionaries and mis-

sions, be made universal. "Indian

Christians from all missions," says Bish-

op Warne, "are rapidly becoming a dis-

tinct community, and will more and

more intermarry and become more

closely related and associated. The fact,

therefore, that there are some missions

in which the Indian Christians are not

total abstainers is becoming a very seri-

ous question in various parts of India."

"We have a constant fight," writes one

of his correspondents, "to prevent the

custom of wine drinking at weddings

and baptisms from taking hold among
our people. The members of various

churches consider themselves one com-

munity and intermarry freely, and, while

we do our best, we are not always suc-

cessful in keeping wine from these

mixed marriage feasts. When one party

is from a church where wine is tolerated,

it is only natural that they should want
their church customs followed." "One of

the most difficult things we have to do,"

writes another, "is to guard our young
people against this infection from a sis-

ter church." Another says: "The drink

is creeping into the zenanas. We quite

frequently find the women are so intox-

icated that we are unable to talk to

them." Several cases where mission

workers have been wrecked by the drink

habit are referred to.

The Indian Witness publishes a letter

SX/ffDAV EVE/*IJVG
SE'RVICB.

Various plans are being tried this

summer with reference to the Sunday
evening services. In many cases the

churches dispense with a second service

altogether ; in others, it has been given

into the care and management of the

Christian Endeavor Society. This has

worked well in many instances, and fair-

sized congregations have attended. The
topics have been varied; there has been

plenty of music with good speakers on

special subjects. More frequently per-

haps the churches of the town have

united, holding the evening service in

each church by turns, the pastors or their

"supplies" likewise preaching by turns,

but always in one of the other churches

and not in their own. This plan does

not usually bring together a much lar-

ger congregation than would be found in

any one of the churches were the serv-

ices held separately, for people do not

feel a sense of responsibility for attend-

ance at a union service.

One kind of union service, however,

seems to bo meeting with more success

farson ffoisempoiTs Experiences
bis ups and downs, are being printed In each lssne aC

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religious paper packed full of good things for all
Bible lover*. It goes to 45 states, Canada, England
and Scotland, and has 6,000 circulation. Send 25c for
It one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS. J. BURTON, Editor. Canton, Mo.

Christian Melodies
By Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick

This popular new song book has been pro -

nounced by leading musicians an ideal book for
all church purposes. The author Is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers In the
world and has put the best productions of his life
time into this book. It also contains the choicest
selections from a large number of the principal
song writers of the country. This insures

A Bool of the Rarest Musical Gems,
"Wherever It has been Introduced it has given

excellent satisfaction. All responses from those
using it are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of
the kind I have ever seen." "The more we use
it the better we like It." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions re-
ceived. It la mechanically perfect, neat, artistic
and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.
If you want the best all-purpose church song
book get Christian Melodies.
PRICES—Boards 820, Limp Cloth 817.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 25c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., - Chicago, 111.

Conservatory
OF MUSIC

Though "New England" in name,
it is national in reputation—yes, inter-
national, for it has proved the fallacy of
the necessity for foreign study to make
a finished musician or elocutionist.

GEORGE W. CHADWICK, Mus. Direc
All particulars and catalogue will be sent by

FRANK W. HALE, Gen. Man., Boston, Mass.

iiiiiil in inn mm ibi Ml
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EXAS^
Effective March 10th, J 901,

thr

Announces the Opening of its

•9* Red River Division

Denison and Sherman,
Texas. & &

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

City over the J* Jt *<

Shortest Line to Texas
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than others, and that is the out-door one.

We have chronicled some of these in our

general news columns. There is general-

ly a park or other convenient place for

meeting, and many will attend such p.

service who will not. go inside church

walls. Regular churchgoers also are

attracted to an out-door evening service

in warm weather who otherwise would

stay at home, having attended one serv-

ice at their own church and feeling

therefore relieved of further responsibil-

ity during the vacation season. When
all the churches unite and the service is

made a town affair in which all alike

have a common interest, the attendance

is much increased. A special chorus

choir of volunteers, with one or two good

solos, helps to make the service attrac-

tive, and in some places the local band

gives a sacred concert for fifteen min-

utes. The sermons or addresses are short

and direct. Sometimes a collection is

taken for expenses.

yOVAG MEJV'S CHTtlS-
TIAJ* ASSOCIATION
tOO'RK.E'RSAT LAK.E,

GBffEVA. WIS.
The eighteenth year of the Young

Men's Christian Association encampment
at Lake Geneva will close September 1.

The attendance has considerably exceed-

ed that of any previous season. During

the latter part of June the ten days' con-

ference of students, modeled after the

famous Northfield college gathering, was
attended by four hundred and sixty stu-

dents and professors, representing one

hundred and seventy institutions and
fourteen states. Four different lines of

Bible study were carried on under Prof.

W. W. White, of Montclair, N. J. ; Jas.

W. Eaine, of Oberlin; Augustus Nash, of

Cleveland, O., and C. V. Hibbard, of the

Northwestern University. Addressee

were given by L. D. Wishard, E. T. Col-

ton, John R. Mott, Harry Monroe, H. P.

Beach, W. W. Cooper and others. The
subject of foreign missions occupied, a

prominent place in the program. At the

close of the session it was found that an
even one hundred students had enrolled

as missionary volunteers, declaring it to

be their intention "if God permit" to

become foreign missionaries. Another
interesting fact was that 158 leaders of

Bible classes among students were pres-

ent.

The Young Women's Christian Associ-

ation conference was held July 2 to 11,

the total attendance being five hundred
and twelve. Much the same lines of

work were carried on as in the students'

conference.

Then came the Conference of Volunteer
Workers in city, town and railroad as-

sociations. A noteworthy feature of

this conference was a strong series of

lectures and papers on what may be

termed the technique of Young Men's
Christian Association work. Notable
among these papers were a series of

three papers on "The Association as a

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, llgthed by
electricity and having a fine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-

ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association
building, erected Ave years ago at a cost of S3U,U()0.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-

plied with moderu conveniences. Music buildingfor
the accommodation of our large and growing music
department. A library and observatory building just
completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-

mately 85000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological and Physical.

A well selected library; large additions to this library

will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium.

COURSES OP STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary
Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.
Five Special Courses—Music, Oratorical, Business,

Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.
Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that
contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of
special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for 82.00 per week, club board for 81.25 to 81.75.

Room rent for 50 cents to 81.00 per week. Tuition for

four to live dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about 8125.00 for the college year
of 38 weeks.

» INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
TJnder the auspices of tne T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that
will assist about fifty young people. It is believed
that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuition,

to about 890.00, and those who do considerable worn
may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollars, "end
for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram, Ohio

THE LADIES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloves
Mado from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine, Tan, and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning, Gardening, Driving,
Wheeling, Outing, Golf, etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Glove Co.,*B Apollo, Cincinnatl.0.

Special Free isjraj

Einj League foist

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onYj »*irormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen, Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Eureka College.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds. Convenient
Buildings, Athletic Park, Gymnasium, Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-

ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES^
Pull Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible School, P.eparatory and Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIERONYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.

*s

Michigan Ontral
The Niagara FP.'Xr "°- • «.

Pan°Jlmericttt. Special
A Magnificent New Train.

Send 4c. postage for "Pan-American Souvenir"
and other beautifully illustrated publications.

O. W. Haggles, Gen'l Pass'r & Tkt. Ant., Chicago.

J
The Chicago

Milwaukee & St Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.

Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Ilinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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19th Century Movement," by Rev. Dr. W.
Douglas Mackenzie, of Chicago; a paper

on "The Model Association," by H. B.

Tileston, D. D. S., of Louisville, Ky. ; an
address on "Some of the Elements of

Christian Character," by Dr. Jas. G-. K.
McClure, of Lake Forest ; and two papers

on "The Association Polity" and on "The
Student Movement as It Relates to the

Entire Association Movement," by Dr.

John M. Coulter of the University of

Chicago. Considerable attention was
given to religious work among boys.

Papers and addresses were given by M.
C. Otto, of Milwaukee, and E. M. Robin-

son, of New York city. The Bible study
in this conference was under the direc-

tion of Dr. J. R. Sampey, of Louisville,

and consisted of daily lectures on the

Prophecies of Isaiah.

The summer school, which opened July
23 and continued one month, was at-

tended by eighty-six students, most of

whom are engaged in the work of the

Association, either as general secretaries

or as physical directors. Among the

subjects taught in addition to four differ-

ent Bible courses were Church history,

Association history and economy, Asso-
ciation work in foreign lands, Associa-
tion boys' work, anatomy, physiology and
hygiene, first aid to the injured, and other
courses relating to the theory and prac-

tice of gymnastics, athletics and aquat-
ics. An Athletic Meet of the central sec-

tion of the Athletic League of North
America was held on the grounds, Aug.
17. The meet was participated in by
teams from Chicago, Omaha and Ke-
wanee.

The summer work at Lake Geneva is

supplementary to the work carried on
in the Secretarial Institute and Training
School in Chicago during the fall, winter
and spring. A large number of visitors
have taken advantage of the outing fea-

tures of the encampment, in addition
to those who have enjoyed the education-
al program; the total number of stu-
dents and visitors for the season being
in the neighborhood of two thousand.

T>AIL& EJTCIS'RS'IOJVS- UO
"B\7FFA.LO, AJSfD JVEtV

"Via Nickel Plate Road. Through
trains to New York City without

change. Vestibuled sleepers Chicago

to Boston. Dining cars on all trains.

Meals served on American club plan,

at from 35 cents to $1.00. Write John

Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for particulars.

Hamilton College
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

The Leading College of the Christian Brother-
hood for the education of young women. Its
record, buildings, equipment, faculty, the best.
Opens thirty-third session second Tuesday in
September. Very reasonable rates. For partic-
ulars and catalogue apply to

B C. HAGERMAN, President.

The Teachings of the Books

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religions journal*
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many clauses or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bible stu-
dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it in normal
classes on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the hook in family and pri-
vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, 91.35. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to The Christian Centuby.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

W^»

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WA1. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wo. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN riELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few vers* good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers' have contrib-

uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of

the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected

because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.
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BOOKS jZ?

"The Fate of Endilloe," by Silas K.

Hocking. Frederick Warne & Co.: New
York; 334 pages. Price $1.50.

Silas K. Hocking occupies in England

as a novelist much the same place that

E. P. Eoe did in America. He is im-

mensely popular. Over a million copies

of his books have been sold. English

provincial booksellers are reported to

have at his publishers a standing order

of so many dozen of 'Oeking's next. The

popularity of Mr. Hocking's books is

merited. They are thoroughly whole-

some; they are simple and direct in

style, and while their plot is conventional

and their material homespun, yet in their

construction they show not a little dra-

matic instinct and art.

It would be hardly fair to Mr. Hock-

ing to say that in "The Fate of Endilloe"

he is seen at his best. His strongest

work is done where he reveals the heart

of Cornish Methodism, which he knows so

well. In this story he is upon his na-

tive heath of Cornwall and he works
with material which is plastic in his

hand. The interest is sustained by

touching here and there upon practical

social issues. The story if not profound

is interesting and useful. It is a good

book for the Sunday school library.

The Crisis, by Weston Churchill. The
Macmillan Co:. New York.

The historical novel is history made
pleasant and easy; and as most people

move naturally in the line of the least

resistance, the historical novel, if well

written, is sure of a wide constituency.

The Crisis is an historical novel. It deals

with the war of the rebellion. Its plot

is laid in St. Louis, which was one of

the storm centers of that eventful period.

The conflict of ideas which led eventually

to the conflict of arms is graphically de-

scribed. The color is put on the canvas

with a strong hand like the scenes on the

stage of a theater. There is a kind of

virility in the story which is closely al-

lied with coarseness. The story itself is

not organic, but is constructed in a car-

penter-like fashion. It is suggestive of

the diligent ransacking of old newspaper
files. It lacks the qualities which be-

long to enduring literature, being after

the order of good newspaper reporting,

but it is informing, interesting, dramat-
ic and popular—and these qualities are

certain to secure for it a wide and a de-

servedly wide acceptance.

"All Things New" is the title of a
booklet of thirty pages, by Rev. G.

Campbell Morgan, and published by
Fleming H. Revell Co.. It sells for ten
cents. In it are thoughts more precious

than the gold of Ophir. It is along the
line of Mr. Morgan's best work; and is

fitted to be of great benefit to "new con-

verts," for whom its message is specially

intended. It deals in a forceful and
practical way with the new fact, the

new responsibility, the new perils, the

new resources and the new activities of

the Christian life.

"Around the World in Bookland with

Missionary Guides and Interpreters" is

not the title of a book, but of Fleming
H. Revell Co.'s new missionary cata-

logue. In missionary literature this

publishing house easily takes the lead.

A glance at this catalogue of sixty-six

pages is sufficient to show how wide is

the field covered and how important are

the contributions which have been made
to missionary literature.

LITE'RA'RV JVOTES.
"How to Remember: By Memory

System and Without." By Eustace H.
Miles. A companion volume to the
popular "Art of Thinking."

"The Bunkum Book." An oblong 4to.

volume of drawings in color with fun-
ny verses, by Aubrey Hopwood. The
illustrations by Maud Trelawny.

"Gobbo Bobo: The Two-Eyed Grif-

fin." A new book of fairy tales by
Herbert E. Inman, author of "The
One-Eyed Grifnn," "The Owl King,"
etc. Introduces the legendary and his-

toric characters of old and new Lon-
don, who all come to life when "Big
Ben" strikes thirteen. A delightful

mix-up.

"Nonsense Songs," by Edward Lear,
author of "The Book of Nonsense." An
entirely new edition with very clever

drawings in color and in black and
white, by L. Leslie Brooke, who is fast

becoming recognized as a very able

delineator of humor for children.

Mr. Ernest McGaffey, the Chicago
poet, has been appointed by Mayor
Harrison to a city office which pays a
salary of $4,000 a year. We regret to

be compelled to add that Mr. Mc-
Gaffey's appointment was made not as

a recognition of his splendid merits as
a poet, but because he is a Democrat,
and as such has a considerable follow-
ing in his ward.

Professor Isaac Taylor Headland of

Peking university, who remained in

this country long enough to witness
the large appreciation shown to his

"Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes." the
most unique child's book ever pub-
lished, sailed recently from Vancouver
to resume his duties at the University
in China. It is understood that before
sailing he left in the hands of his pub-
lishers, the Fleming H. Revell com-
pany, manuscript of his new book,
"The Chinese Boy and Girl," which
will be published early next fall. It

is to be full to overflowing of "good
things" from the Chinese play ground.
In addition to the games played by
Chinese boys and girls, their toys,

shows and entertainments, stories told

to them, juvenile jugglery, and the

many pastimes are to be all described

and fully illustrated. The two books
will undoubtedly form the greatest

contribution to the folklore of any
country ever presented.

LOW HA&EJT UO 4B\/F-
FALO TAJf-AME'RI-

CAJW.
The Nickel Plate Road are selling

tickets at exceptionally low rates to

Buffalo and return, good for 10, 15

and 30 days. For particulars and Pan-

American folder of buildings and

grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-

eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

'Phone Central 2057. City Ticket Of-

fice 111 Adam* St.

A MAft IS" JVO OL'DE'R
THAJV HE, FEELJT.

Is an old saying in which there

is much truth. But how many are there

not who both feel and look older than

they really are, owing to some derange-

ment of the system? Dr. Peter's Blood

Vitalizer is a boon to the weak and ail-

ing. The first bottle will demonstrate

its health-giving properties. It contains

a surprise for those not familiar with

the merits of this old and time-tried

herb remedy. Not a drug-store medi-

cine. Special agents supply it, or the

proprietor, Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114

South Hoyne Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.

This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks

throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer

could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

£13.00 CO BX/FFALO VAJV-
AMETKICAff AffD TtE-

C\/*R./V £13.00
Tickets on sale daily via the Nickel

Plate Road, good returning ten days
from date of sale. Especially low
rates for 15 and 30 days' limit Chicago
to Buffalo and return. Tickets at low-

est rates to all points east. John Y.

Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago. 'Phone Central 2057.

Chicago City Ticket Office, 111 Adams
St.
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[ Ti aTHE HOME
The Sculptor's Vision.

"So common are my tasks," I said;

But as I spoke complainingly,

A quaint old legend I had read

Came back to me.

A sculptor,—runs the story sweet,

—

Sought marble without flaw or stain,

And tools for his high purpose meet;
But sought in vain.

In every clime, in every land,

He sought, but naught he found suf-

ficed;

For he would carve, with reverent hand,

The head of Christ.

No marble pure enough he found;

And worn, and spent, and spirit sore,

He gave the weary, toilsome round
Of journeying o'er.

Sadly he bowed in contrite prayer;
"0 Lord of love, forgive," he cried;

And lo! a vision passing fair

Stood by his side.

"Look up, dear heart, be comforted,"
The voice was strangely low and sweet,

"Thou needest not to carve my head,

'Tis far more meet

"That thou shouldst shape thy life by
mine,

And in thy daily ministry
That thou shouldst show my life in thine

Continually.

"Count no task common, if to me
Thou render it with willing heart;

True ministry I hold to be
Life's noblest art."

The vision passed; with holy aim
Upon his life the sculptor wrought,

Which like unto his Lord's became,
With service fraught.

'Tis but a legend, but it taught
This lesson passing sweet to me:

No service which for Christ is wrought
Can common be.—Edith Virginia Bradt, in Forward.

Perhaps nothing appeals more forcibly

in the way of benevolence to the minds
of most people than the call to aid in

fresh air mission work of one kind or

another. Not every one can give money,
but there are other ways in which an
opportunity may be given some tired

city worker to breathe fresh air and
rest heart and eyes by being in the
midst of green trees and grass with an
uninterrupted view of blue skies. Can-
not some suburban or country homes
admit for a week or two some one who
cannot afford to pay board in addition
to railroad or car fare? Are there not
other homes where the owners are them-
selves going away for a change and
meanwhile might let some city family

have a like opportunity for refreshment

of soul and body in occupying these

vacant houses? Even a city dwelling

would afford much comfort to many per-

sons compelled to live in cramped quar-

ters during the hot summer weather.

Let some of the weary clerks in our

stores who go home night after night

to stuffy little bedrooms in cheap board-

ing houses have the rest your pleasant

rooms will give them. It will be bet-

ter for your house than to keep it shut

up for weeks without airing and your

own vacation will be twice as enjoyable

in the satisfaction you will have as you

think of the pleasure' you are giving

some one else.

Prmature Maturity.
This paradoxical phrase expresses only

in a measure the conditions under which

all too many of our American boys and
girls are growing up to the estate of

manhood and womanhood. They are old

before the full heritage of youth is

theirs. They are paradoxes, child-men

and child-women, problems to themselves

and their elders, alarming problems to

men and women on whose hearts are laid

mighty desires for the welfare of the na-

tion.

There is a great deal said about the

New Woman. Here, in our midst, is

what might well be termed the New
Child. He is an unnatural, deeply to be

pitied little individual, who, with a

child's tender helplessness and a child's

embryotic judgment, combines the self-

directing will and choice of the adult, as

well as a heterogeneous acquaintance

with life-facts good and evil, minus any
wisdom concerning them. "There are no

children these days," mourned a grand-

mother in our hearing the other day. Is

it not true? Visit, haphazard, ten or

twenty American homes and take notes

of the behavior of the children, to their

parents, to friends, playmates. Do they

not in large measure conduct themselves

according to their own wills, eating,

dressing, playing, coming and going as

they desire?

The street education of thousands of

American children far outmeasures the

education of the home and schools. Walk
the streets of any of our cities out of

school hours. From babies just able to

balance themselves on their little feet up
to the older boys and girls, every child

who can possibly evade parental orders

to the contrary—orders too shamefully
scarce —is "out" and stays out, selecting

his own companions, living a life apart

from adult supervision. At 11 o'clock

at night on almost any of Chicago's re-

spectable streets, all through the sum-
mer, children and young people may be

seen romping about and visiting, not

even "in sight of the house," but off and
away whence fancy bids them. Of the

children of the poor, it may be said, this

street running is an inevitable result of

crowded, uncomfortable living rooms.

That is true. But do the spacious, com-
fortable living apartments retain the

children any better?

Thus, this education of the streets

Prizes
CaLtcK

many women.
What do prizes
amount to ? Not

worth consid-
ering. Cannot
pay you for
poorer work,
greater ex-

Ipense aLnd

A \M_aSr^ risk to clothes,

(; \fc-/ which you get withV^ an inferior wash*
ing powder. Any woman who
uses PEARLINE has a prize,
and will save enough to buy
more and better knick-knacks.

Peaa-line Salves 682

goes on. At unbelievedly early ages—at

twelve in one of the cases stated—these

children find themselves in a relation-

ship of sex which they do not compre-

hend. The rapids of life have the frail

little barks at their mercy and these ab-

normal lives, these premature maturi-

ties, are hurried to meet life-problems

that buffet and perplex their parents.

They are overwhelmed, dismayed, dis-

appointed. They thought that to live

was to have "such a good time!" When
the struggle overtakes them, is it very

strange that some of them seek escape

by the door of death—a door they might
have known but little of had they been

permitted their full heritage of baby-

hood and childhood. When our children

are prepared for maturity, when they do

not put away childish things before that

maturity comes, that they may lay them
aside naturally when it does come, such

things will not be.

—

Union Signal.

Stead it forward
Stead it backward

OlivilO
A Foamy, Fra.gra.nt,
xoilet and Bath Soap
Made from imported olive oil com-
bined with lanolin and cocoa butter.

Price ioc. at all Dealers

Allen B.Wrisley Co.(M ikers) Chicago
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"DicK^s Lesson.

"Dick, put on your shoes."

"Yes, mother, in a minute."

"No; do it at once."

"But, mother, can't you see I'm busy?"

And Dick looked up from a monkey

he was drawing on a slate.

"That's always the way with you,"

chimed in Dick's younger brother, Dan,

who was always being held up as a re-

buke to his brother's continual tardi-

ness.

"Never you mind," and Dick's good-

natured brow rumpled up for the mo-

ment. "I said I'd put them on in a

minute, and I will if you'll give me
time."

"My dear," interposed his mother,

quietly, "if an engine was coming along

the track at the rate of fifty miles an

hour, you could not take the time to get

out of the way, could you?"

Dick flushed, and had the grace to feel

ashamed. Procrastination was his be-

setting sin. His brothers plagued him
and his mother warned him, but all in

vain; Dick still continued to "put off,"

and as yet no serious accident or incon-

venience had arisen therefrom.

The minute went by, two, three and

four, and still Dick drew on his slate.

Mrs. Swain sighed, and was just about

to speak to him, when the door opened

and in bounded Harold, Dick's older and

favorite brother, panting and glowing

with excitement and quick running.

"Dick, the fox is out—broke loose

about five minutes ago. She and Brown's

dog are in a fight. Come quick or Top-

sy will be killed."

Topsy, the fox, was Dick's own especial

property, purchased for him when she

was only a few weeks old.

She was inclined to be vicious and sav-

age at times, and no one but Dick had the

» courage to interfere during her frequent

fights with "Brown's dog."

But that very morning he had locked

Topsy securely in her house, as he of

late had had occasion to do pretty often.

Now, how came Topsy to be out and in a

fight with that mean little cur of

Brown's ?

Dick dropped his slate, and was just

making for the door, when his mother
rose hastily and detained him by main
force.

"Dick, you are not to go out in your
stocking feet, do you hear? It was just

the way you were taken sick last spring.

Topsy can wait, and if she is killed, you
will be justly punished for your disobedi-

ence."

"But, mother, where are my shoes?"
And Dick nearly burst with impatience

and smothered rage, as here, there and
everywhere he looked; but all to no
avail—the shoes could not be found.

How was Dick to know that that
model of propriety, Dan, had carried off

the shoes and hidden them ?

So Dick fumed and raged, and at last

made a final dive for the kitchen, where
he happened to catch a glimpse of the
fighting animals from the window.
Then everything was forgotten—shoes,

mother and all—and seizing a heavy stick

Dick started out the door; then, regard-

less of consequences, he threw himself

between the enraged combatants, and,

with one blow, sent Brown's dog off,

howling dismally.

The victory was Dick's, and amid the

general applause of his brothers he led

off Topsy, who still showed her little

white teeth savagely.

It took some time and considerable

trouble to get her back into her house

again, for her blood was up, and she

showed a very evil disposition to fight

with Harold or Dan, who discreetly kept

at a safe distance.

She knew Dick, and became slightly

pacified, as before leaving her he patted

her several times gently.

"She'll be all right in the morning,"

he said, as he walked away briskly.

His shoes had quite suddenly entered

his head, and feeling rather anxious as

to what his mother might say, he started

on a run, and then, all of a sudden,

stopped with a cry of pain.

"Well, what now?" and his two broth-

ers joined him in some amazement.
"Oh, take it out, can't you?" groaned

poor Dick, sinking to the ground, "it's a

thorn, I guess, or glass. Oh, it's gone
clean through my foot!"

Harold stooped down, anxiously, and
tried to do as he was bidden, but Dick's

heel had come down on a good-sized thorn
with full force, and the sharp point broke
off and remained in the flesh even after

the principal cause of the trouble was
removed.

Dan felt rather conscience-stricken as

he saw Dick's distress, and kindly of-

fered to support him to the house, which
offer Dick accepted gratefully, and he
hobbled along on one foot.

It was on the tip end of Mrs. Swain's
tongue to tell Dick it served him right

for his disobedience, but she saw he was
really suffering, and instead laid him on
a sofa and examined the wounded foot

carefully and tenderly.

It was beginning to swell and looked
sore and inflamed where the sharp point
still remained hidden.

She tried to pull it out, but with no
success, and, greatly to Dick's disgust
and mortification, a doctor was s<jnt for,

who quickly removed it, but not with-
out forcing from Dick a sharp cry of

pain.

The wounded foot got well, of course,

in time, but the most wonderful thing
was that Dick actually profited by the
lesson.

He started out by keeping in mind the
old maxim, "Never put off till tomorrow
what you can do today," and Mrs. Swain
was agreeably surprised to notice how
fast he improved.

Even Dan, the "family paragon," con-

descended to speak a word of approval,
which was saying much for Dick's suc-

cess.

—

The New World.

If you want to be near to God in

prayer, do not go far from him the
rest of the time.

John S~btft/t. the "Rapid "Reader.

John Swift, the rapid reader, sat him
down to read;

Sermon, essay, poem, leader—what an
awful speed!

Such omnivorous absorption no good
end attains;

John Swift, the rapid reader, ignorant

remains.

A Wholesome Tontc
Horsford's Acid Phosphate
Dr. S. L. Williams, Clarence, Iowa,

says: "I have used it to grand effect in

cases where a general tonic was needed.

For a nerve tonic I think it is the best

I have ever used."

•Mrs. Potter's Talk to

ladies on the New Hygiene" i8

replete with valuable informa-
tion and new suggestions on
PHYSICAL FORM and BEAUTY,
which every woman, married
or single, wants to know.
Write for the booklet—Its free.

MRS. POTTER, Suite 66, Gro-
ton Building, Cincinnati, 0.

Individual Communion
Outfits. f*Sli.
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SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO-
Sox 5 Rochester, N. X.

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo—Returning.

Route No. 1, $35.00,
Going via Big? Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.00.
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.

Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return tiip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is

allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegheny and Blue Ridge mountains,
Shenandoah and Piedmont Valley and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
with the ocean trip of eighteen hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,

234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. CONKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.
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OLD AMD REVISED VERSIONS OH SAME PAGE.

COMBINATION SELF-PRONOUNCING
TEACHERS' REFERENCE BIBLE.

Gives every advantage of the complete parallel Bible without increase in size or bulk of book.
At foot of each page is shown every change made by the revisers. The letters R V in the text de-
note that the word or passage following is changed in the foot-note of same verse. The letters
R O denote that the word or passage following is omitted in the revised version as shown in
parentheses { ) in foot-note. When two or more changes occur in the same verse they are
divided by a dash in the foot-note.

lost Elegant lie pi Greatest Premim Ever Offered
All standard helps prepared by most eminent Biblicil scholars. Complete series of new colored

maps, fully index. Concordance containing over 40,000 references. History of books of the
Bible, etc. SELF-PRONOUNCING. Large, beautiful, clear new type. All proper names are di-
vided into syllables and every vowel is marked and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds
and accents, enabling the reader to properly pronounce every word.
FINE ART EDITION. The Art edition is the same book, but profusely illustrated and embel-

lished with numerous phototype engravings from the paintings of the world's greatest masters
to illustrate the teachings of Our Lord.

OUR REHARKABLE OFFERS
This beautiful Bible, French Seal, Divinity Circuit, leather lined, round corners, carmine

under gold edges, extra finish, publisher's price $5, and The Christian Century for 1 year for $3.
The Fine Art Edition of the same Bible, publisher's price $6, and The Christian Century

for 1 year for $3.50.

THE CHRISTIAN COMPANY, 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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the word

;

3 c It seemed good to me also, hav-
ing rv had perfect understanding
of all things from the very first, to

write unto thee d in order, c most
excellent The-6ph/I-lus,

4 J That thou mightest know the

j

certainty rv of those things, wherein
thou hast been instructed. >

5 fl
rpHERE was 2 a in the days of
JL Her'od, ro the king of Ju-

|
dse'a, a certain priest named Zach-a-

j

ri'as, h of the course of A-bl'a : and
rv his wife was of the daughters of
Aar'gn, and her name was E-lIs/a-

beth.

6 And they were both i righteous
before God, walking in all the com
mandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.

(7 Matt. 2. 1.

h 1 Chr. 24.

10, 19.

Neh. 12.4,17.

» Gen. 7. 1

;

17. 1.

IKin. 9. 4.

2 Kin. 20. 3.

Job 1. 1.

Acts 23. 1

;

24.16.
Phil. 3. 6.

k 1 Chr. 24.19.

2 Chr. 8. 14 ;

31. 2.

I Ex. 30. 7, 8.

1 Sim. 2. 28.

1 Chr. 23. 13.

2 Chr. 29. 11.

m Lev. 16. 17,

Rev. 8. 3, 4.

7i Ex. 30. 1.
•

o ver. 29.

JudK. 6.22;
13. 22.

Ban. 10. 8.

ch. 2. 9.

Acts 10. 4.

Rev. 1. 17.

pver. 60, 63.

<j ver. 58.

r Num. 6. 3.

Judg. 13. 4.

Ch. 7. 33.

10 m And the whole multitude of
the people were praying without at;

the rv time of incense.

11 And there appeared unto him an
angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of n the altar of incense.
12 And ru when Zach-a-ri'as saw
him, ° he was troubled, and fear fell

upon him.
13 But the angel said unto him,
Fear not, Zach-a-ri'as :

ru for thy
prayer is heard ; and thy wife E-Hs/-
a-beth shall bear thee a son, and
P thou shalt call his name J5hn.
14 And thou shalt have joy and
gladness ; and 2 many shall rejoice

at his birth.

15 For he shall be great in the sight

'

of the Lord, and rv r shall drink nei-

ther wine nor strong drink ; and he

3 traced the
course of all things accurately from the first, 4 con-
cerning the tilings wherein thou wast instructed.
5 (the)—he had a wife of 8 Now it came to pass,

while he 9 enter into the temple of the Lord and
burn incense. 10 hour of 13 Zacharias was I

troubled when he saw him, and fear 13 because I

thy supplication is heard, 13 he shall drink no
|

wine
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Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Oars. Dining Cara,
Pnllman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

k. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, Ifc.

Burlington

It costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

Leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. m. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

our Dining Cars have achieved

an international rev«r,ati*trfi.

P. S. EUSTIS, Cen'l Pass'r Agon* C. B. * Q. R. H.
209 Adams Street, Chicago, III.

Xiargest Fonnaiy On Earth making

CHURCH BELLS ffifs
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

VIcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore. Md.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale July 6 to 13; return limit

August 31, 1901, via

Chicago & North-Western
Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the luxurious

every-day train, leaves Chicago 6.30

p. m. Only three days en route. All

meals in Dining Cars ; Buffet Library Cars
(with barber). Two other fast trains 10.00

a. m. and 11.30 p. m. daily. The best of

everything. Call on any agent for tickets

or address

461 Broadway, - New York
601 Ches't St.. Philadelphia
368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., - - Buffalo
212 Clark St., - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati

507 Smith/' Id St. , Pittsburg
234 Superior St., Cleveland
17 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KingSt. ,East, Toronto. Ont.

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURES
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant,happy—giveyou
ability to work and
enjoy life. It is
simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,000 letters like this!
Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1899.

Tour Brace did all you said about it and more for
me. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and brought
me good health, which I had not had before in 26

years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lung
disease, stomach and other ills to which women are
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON,
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed enveloDe. Address
Tbe Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Sallna, Kansas.

Every woman should have this Brace.

Madison Institute
RICHriOND, KY.

J. W. McGarvey, Jr., Principal

k First Class Boarding School lor Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institutions of
America and Europe, and have made brilliant
records as instructors— every one a specialist in
her department, and with an admirably
equipped building-, we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12 years.
Good table fare. No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send for
catalog.
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BULLETIN

MDNON TRAINS §|

MDNDN ROUTE
\ C. H.lTb.RwY.

II THE DIRECT LINE BETWEEN is

1 CHICAGO, I

I INDIANAPOLIS I
AND

.

Ig

CINCINNATI.
I 4 Trains daily 1
I CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST. I
m ;-'

r
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BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. G. TUCKER, General Kortlern Agent,

234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South totb Street,
Philadelphia.
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Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati, a



Extraordinary! The CMstim

PropOSltionsfsfsf | Century Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

Does This Interest You?

The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com«
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.
It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
I,. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription

to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till January 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,dddddddd^d Chicago, Illinois.
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ft WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

ClK Christian Ccnturp Company
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions

—

Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1 00 extra.

Cxpirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I«ist is re-
7ised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be «ure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given oa applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand worOs and should be in our of-
fice one week previous to date o? paper in
which they are to appear News fetter*
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and should be sent
in promptly.

IRBELLS
^™^^»™ Cs'ilogue FREE.
BELL FOUNDRY CO.

all kinds, big and
little—for Cburcb
& School, for Fire.

Factory and Farm
AMERICA*

Northville, Mich

I TEIALTBEATMENT FREE.
We will forfeit 850 for any case of
Internal.External or Idling

I Piles the Oenn Pile Care fails
to cure." Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
derm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

PILES

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE, R

;fS,
N
A
D

l

MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND PHARMACY|
TAUGHT B/ 59 TEACHERS.

2 Hospitals, 4 Dispensaries, I

6 lecture Halls, 9 Laboratories.
For 100-page Catalogue, address The Proctor.

HOW TO GET A JOB
New book will be
issued in a few
days. Orders will

filled in the order they are received. If you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

IN CHICAGO

Steel Alloy Church and School Bells. joySend for
Catalogue. The C. S. BELL CO., Ilill»boro,0.

AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

EL. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured

forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can stud}- this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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THE LAOIES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloved
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine, Tan, and Chocolate, .lust the thing
for Housecleaning, Gardening. Driving,
Wheeling, Outing, Golf, etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, S, 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Glove fo.,*B Apollo, ( inclnnalLO.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedies
The Internal remedy Is pleasant to take, acts Imme-

diately, does not disturb digestion, and Is for rheuma-
tism only in all its torturing forms. The extern*]
preparationrestores StiffJoints, drawn cords, and hard-
ened muscles. If your druggist has not these remedies
In stock, do not take anything else. Send $5 to the
Drummond Medicine Co.. New York, and the fall

treatment, of two large bottles will be sent to your ex-
press address. Agents wanted.
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Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Ciacin.utj. O

Bethany College.
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

J. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty.
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^EDITORIAL T j
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming:
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE SERVICE OF CH1UST.
T first glance the words "Take my yoke

£L upon you", which follow the invitation of

Jesus, seem less gracious than the invita-

tion itself, for almost inevitably the yoke

suggests associations of servitude which

are disagreeable, and which would limit

the acceptance of the invitation to a com-
paratively small group. No one wishes to

be a servant. The social customs alike of

ancient and modern times render a posi-

tion of this kind undesirable in all but

extraordinary circumstances. And yet no acceptance

of the invitation can be considered which does not

include submission to this authority, the acceptance of

this yoke. One may seek in what way he pleases to

modify the severity of the- figure. He may turn from

the contemplation of the yoke as an instrument of

labor worn by beasts of burden and by slaves in car-

rying their loads, to the military custom of the Rom-
ans, who after victory set up spears in the form of an

arch, with two uprights and the cross-bar, under which

captives taken in war or inhabitants of conquered

cities were compelled to pass in token of their sub-

mission to the conqueror's authority. This was termed

"passing under the yoke" and implied submission to

the victors. This perhaps seems a less degrading fig-

ure than the other, and yet the authority is none the

less specific and exacting. In taking the yoke of Christ

one accepts the results of his atonement, consents to

receive his direction, and to conform to his method of

living. Nothing less than this can be thought of.

It is involved in the very nature of the new relation

which the believer sustains to Christ.

And yet it is not an ungracious subjection which

is thus imposed, but rather the yoke is the symbol of

an authority so rewarding and uplifting that he who
was before a slave to his own worse nature, though

apparently free, now becomes a free man by entering

the service of Christ. For liberty is not gained by

throwing off restraint. Men fancy themselves free

because they have refused all authority over their

lives, when not infrequently they are the most servile

of slaves, in bondage to the worst possible masters,

self and sin. But he is a free man who submits to the

highest master and finds in his service self-realization

and joy. A bar of iron lying useless in the foundry

yard might seem to a careless beholder to be free.

To. be sure it has no obligations. It is performing no

work, it is adjusted to no purpose; and yet it is not

free, because it has not attained the place for which

it was intended and is simply a useless bit of refuse.

But if it be grappled ' and fashioned into the shaft

of a great ocean greyhound, or into the driving-rod of

some Corliss engine, it attains its right, it enters its

true sphere, it finds its real freedom. A tree of the

forest felled to the ground and lying half-covered with

leaves, might seem at first glance to be free. It is ut-

terly irresponsible, it has no function to fulfill, and no

man is demanding of it any service. Yet it is in no

sense free. It waits to attain its freedom when the

hewer shall come to shape its rough body into lines

of symmetry, and the builder shall fling it across the

chasm that yawns roofless at the top of some cathe-

dral, where it can support with its giant strength the

arches that rear themselves upward to the ridge. Only

then has it found its true place, the liberty of a great

and noble service. So of man's life. It wastes itself

in the fancied freedom of unrestraint, until finding ad-

justment to Christ it learns its true place, its normal

function, and its true sense of happy service. This

happiness and freedom come with the acceptance of the

yoke of Christ, and they come in no other way. Only

when the soul is reaching upward to its highest en-

deavor does it feel the consciousness of rest and satis-

faction in the very labor it performs. He who is the

King of truth brings into our lives the sense of the

mastery of truth, and freedom in the tasks which it

prescribes. "Ye shall know the truth," said Jesus,

"and the truth shall make you free".

The whole of Christian life consists in such enrich-

ment of one's nature as shall permit him to render

the true service for which the Master and society

wait. There are various conceptions of Christianity

which prevail in the Church. There is the definition
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which makes religion the acceptance of a form of be-

lief
; that is the dogmatic. There is that which makes

it a method of worship, with definite forms and cere-

monies; that is the liturgic. There is that which
considers it a process of self-denial and abnegation,

in which the supreme business of life is to give up
that which is most desirable, and so mortify the flesh

;

this is the monastic. Again, Christianity is defined to

be a state of soul, an emotional apprehension of God
through love for Jesus Christ, the enjoyment of a

Christian experience, a possession of God through

pious reflection and meditation; this is the so-called

experimental. Still further, there is the understand-

ing that Christianity consists in such activity as con-

stitutes the business of the kingdom of heaven. It is

the out-putting of force. It is the undertaking of

affairs. It is the ceaseless accomplishment of tasks.

This is the active. Now, none of these definitions

express the whole truth, and yet all of them make ap-

proaches to it on various sides. Christian life must
include every element of this list in due proportion,

but none of them serves as a true definition or point

of exclusive emphasis. The real secret of the life of

Christ in the soul is that impartation of vitality which
constitutes a new life, a regeneration, and which en-

riches the nature by constant increments as the devel-

opment proceeds. Christ declared that he came to

give life and to give it abundantly. No meager,
starving, emaciated, scanty thing was this Christian

life which he brought, but a rich, full, exhaustless

fountain of vitality, a well of water springing up into

everlasting life.

Therefore the teaching of Jesus regarding the ob-

ligations of his followers to take his yoke, to bear
his cross and to follow him are only the counterparts

of his insistence upon the possession of a life which
is great enough and rich enough to pour itself out into

inexhaustible streams upon the parched and arid soil

of a social order cursed with commonplace and re-

ligionless living. The service of Christ can only be

done by one who is himself enriched by the indwell-

ing Christ. The Master calls us to himself and asks

us to accept his yoke that we may receive his offered

life, his imparted righteousness ; not for ourselves,

but for the sake of the world in which we live, and
which, groaning and travailing in pain, waits for the

revealing of the sons of God. A scanty and barren

life can never enrich others. The word of Christ to

us, following the imposition of his yoke, is "Be ye

enriched", "Receive ye the Holy Spirit", "Accept the

life eternal", which life we find to be a present and
vital force within us; "Seek first the kingdom of

God and his righteousness", "Follow me into the full-

ness and richness of my life, and then I can send you
forth as living examples of the truth, known and read
of all men". Christian service thus becomes a delight.
The soul searches for opportunities of service as for
hidden treasures, and finds at last the secret of the
Master's words, "My yoke is easy and my burden
is light".

OJSf THE SHORES OF LAKE
MICHIGAN.
By the Rambler.

HEN Chicago throws out a large part of

Wits population during the hot Summer
months it scatters a goodly number of

them along the shores of Lake Michigan.

The Rambler has recently been visiting

some of the resorts on the Western shore

and he has been struck with the heroic ef-

forts made by the people to have a good
time. It is sometimes quite pathetic to see

how they try to make themselves believe

that they are succeeding in their purpose.

They prefer to fool themselves than admit that they

have been fooled. In spite of mosquitoes, sunburn
and freckles, crowded quarters in tents and cheap
boarding house, poor fare and discomforts manifold,

they keep up the pleasing fiction that they are having a

perfectly lovely time. Who will say after this that

optimism is dead? Emerson says that life would be
tolerable if it were not for its amusements. Yet its

amusements serve a good end. They break up the

monotony of life. And if our holidays do not afford

much rest they bring change. And, what is more,
they bring a sense of freedom. For a man to have
the lake between him and his store, or factory, or of-

fice, and have one or two weeks of glorious freedom
when he can literally do what he pleases, is wrorth all

the price which he may have to pay for it. But what
a pity it is that he does not sometimes use his freedom
to a better purpose

!

One Sunday the Rambler dropped into a Methodist
class meeting. He had not been in one for many
years, and by closing his eyes he could imagine him-
self listening to the time-worn testimonials of years

gone by. The same old Shibboleths were repeated,

the same old stock phrases were employed to express

new experiences. If an untheological expression may
be allowed, it seemed to the Rambler that everyone

who rose up to testify tried to go one better than his

predecessor. Some told how long they had been per-

fectly sanctified. It was impossible to help wonder-
ing what their families and neighbors might have to

say about it. It is never well to profess too much.
The testimony of the life is more eloquent than that

of the lips, and it is more convincing.

On the same Sunday the Rambler heard two
preachers. One was a young man of the evangelistic

type. He chafed on the bits in the attempt to show
his mettle. His pace was killing. After a while he

will slow down and work with less friction. He may
not then be quite as interesting, but he will be more
useful. There is one thing he did which is not wise.

He scolded. He lashed his people with a whip of

scorpions. Perhaps they deserved it. but evidently

they did not like it. When the whip fell upon the

raw flesh they winced, and in their eyes was a look

which forbade the possibility of future retaliation.

It is strange what a long time it often takes a young
preacher to find out that more flies are caught with

honey than with vinegar.

The other preacher was a man in middle age. per-

haps a little beyond it. He represented that large

class by whom the bulk of the world's work is done

—

the two-talent men. On his face were lines which
spoke of battles fought and wron. His sermon, which
was of average ability, was constructive, practical and
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helpful. The Rambler heard the young minister

spoken of as a driver; this minister is a leader. And
as most people would rather be led than driven, the

older man has the wider influence.

When at Saugatuck the Rambler visited the sum-
mer camp of the social settlement of the Forward
Movement, which is under the direction of Dr. George
W. Gray. This camp is situated in a park of two
^hundred acres of beautiful timber land, which stretches

three-quarters of a mile along the shore of Lake Mich-
igan, and runs back to the Kalamazoo river. The
•camp itself consists of a large cottage with dormi-
tories capable of accommodating eighty people at a

time. The promoters of this camp believing that

what is given for nothing is not valued, charge the

boys and girls whom they bring from the settlement

a dollar and a half a week for board. As soon as one
outing is over many of the children begin saving their

pennies for the next. Those who are too poor to pay
the dollar and a half can pay their way by working
two and a half hours each day. But no one is assisted

who has not done all in his power to meet his neces-

sary expenses ; the motto of the camp being : "Help
to Self Help."
The Rambler touched at Macatawa Park in time to

hear echoes of the Assembly. The attendance this

year was not as large as usual ; but the interest in the

meetings was unabated. The leading feature was a

course of lectures by Prof. R. R. Lloyd of the Pacific

Theological Seminary on the subject of "The Teach-
ing of Jesus in the First Three Gospels." The sub-
topics were, "The Teaching of Jesus about God

;

about Himself; about Spirits, Holy and Unholy;
about the Kingdom of Heaven; about Man; about
the Gospel and the Old Testament." These lectures,

which were distinguished for their scholarly qualities,

provoked a good deal of discussion.

At the Macatawa Park Assembly each lecture is

followed by an open parliament, at which the audi-

ence has the opportunity of speaking back, an oppor-
tunity which is generally taken advantage of very
fully. Macatawa Park Assembly is somewhat unique.
It has an importance far beyond its numerical size.

It has been a sort of theological clearing house. The
freest possible discussion of religious questions has
been allowed. The right of private judgment has
been respected, and a fine spirit of toleration has pre-

vailed. It has been largely a preachers' assembly, and
its main value has consisted in the spirit of Christian
fellowship which it has engendered. Brethren who
have not been able to see eye to eye have learned to

respect each other's convictions and have come to see

that oneness of faith may exist where there is dif-

ference of opinion. One of the most noteworthy
things in connection with the Assembly is that the

representatives of the various churches present group
around new centers. The dividing line—if there is

such a thing—is between liberals and conservatives,
and that line runs through all the churches alike. But
the line is a very shadowy one after all. Of the pres-
ent-day movement towards Christian union that As-
-sembly is at once an expression and a producing cause.

"The ills we see

The mysteries of sorrow, deep and long,

The dark enigmas of permitted wrong
Have all one key:

This sad, strange world is but our Father's school

;

All chance and change His love shall grandly overrule.'

THE VIVIJVE CLOTHED WITH
THE HVMAJST.

N Judges vi : 34 it is said that "the Spirit

of the Lord clothed itself with Gideon."
This is an unusual form of expression.

The usual form would have been "the

Spirit of the Lord entered Gideon," thus

becoming entempled or enfleshed in him

;

or, "the Spirit of the Lord came upon Gid-
eon," enveloping him, enrobing him, mak-
ing him the medium of divine expression
and activity. The figure used is startling

in its boldness. The Lord does not clothe

Gideon with himself; he clothes himself with Gideon.
Gideon is the visible agent, the Spirit of the Lord is

the unseen actor.

In this figure the self-action of God is made prom-
inent. The putting on of Gideon is God's own act.

He makes Gideon what he becomes. When the figure

is that of man becoming clothed with certain moral
qualities it is generally the action of man that is

brought into view. When, for instance, the wicked
are clothed with shame, they clothe themselves with
shame ; when a good man becomes clothed with honor
or humility he clothes himself with these graces

;

when a man is clothed with power he clothes him-
self with power; and when he is clothed with God
he clothes himself with God. He himself puts off

the old man and puts on the new. This is the usual

way of stating it. There are exceptions, however

;

as where God is said to clothe his priests with

righteousness and with salvation. But here God does

not clothe man with something; he clothes himself

with man. He limits himself by covering himself

with a mortal body, and this he does that he may ac-

complish a practical, definite object. There is always
some reason why he wishes to clothe himself with

any particular man.
By clothing itself with Gideon the Spirit of the

Lord took possession of him and worked through
him. It became alive within him, moving him
inspiring him, strengthening him, endowing him
with wisdom and courage. Cromwell has been called

the battle ax of the Almighty ; that is, what Gideon
became when the Spirit of the Lord clothed itself with
him. What Gideon seemed to do alone he did through
the Spirit of the Lord working in and through him.

He was made of use because he was used of God.
By clothing itself with Gideon the Spirit of the Lord

became dependent upon him. If Gideon failed Je-
hovah failed ; if Gideon succeeded Jehovah succeeded.

The battle cry of Gideon's band, "The sword of the

Lord and of Gideon," shows how completely the hu-
man and the divine had become blended in their

thought. The Lord's sword and Gideon's sword
were one. Gideon could accomplish nothing apart

from the Lord, and the Lord could accomplish noth-
ing apart from Gideon.
Gideon was not a man of marked power or prowess.

When the angel of the Lord found him in the hollow
of a rock threshing a bundle of wheat while hiding
from the marauding Midianites and addressed him
in the words, "The Lord be with thee, thou mighty
man of valor," Gideon was confounded. His stam-
mering reply was, "Wherewith shall I save Israel?"

Then was given the divine commission, "Go in this

thy might and save Israel from the hand of Midian

;

have not I sent thee?" God's chosen instrument was
diffident and slow until he realized that God was with
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him and in him. Then he became strong and brave
as a lion ; for he knew that it was God's way to take
the "weak things to comfound the mighty and things
that are not to put to naught things that are."

But we are not to think that the Spirit of the Lord
clothed itself with Gideon against his will. He was
willing and anxious to be used of God. When he was
chosen as the instrument of God he was resting upon
his flail musing upon the vanished glory of Israel, and
praying for the return of better days. God will not
clothe himself with any man who is not ready to be
made his instrument in doing some hard things. Ev-
ery incarnation is for redemption ; and redemption is

through sacrifice.

ECHOES F*RQM THE CHICAGO
TVLTIT.

The Essential Life.

HE first of four weekly sermons delivered

Tby Dr. E. Benjamin Andrews of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska in the tent on the

campus of the University of Chicago was
on "The Essential Life." He said : "What
is the real reason for God's interest in the
human race ? It is this : Man is created in

God's image ; he has descended from
God and has in him the nature and the

blood of God Almighty. Man is the best

thing known in the universe. He is the
son, the child, the offspring of God and, being such,
he is near the Divine Maker. What does it mean for a
soul to be lost? To lose the soul is to lose the God
quality, the divinity out of it. What comes from get-
ting away from God and losing the soul is not pun-
ishment, as we are often taught, but rather ruin, and
ruin may be defined as the loss of ability to realize the
purpose and end of the structure God has created."

Criticises Christian Science.

Rev. John Wells Allen at the First Christian church,
Grand boulevard and Forty-seventh street, took occa-
sion in his sermon from Romans, i, 16, to discuss

Christian Science. He said : "There are multitudes
who have lost sight of this supreme purpose of Chris-
tianity. I was in a Christian Science prayer meeting
the other evening. There was a splendid audience
present, well-dressed, well-behaved, intelligent people.

Why it should be called a prayer meeting would be
hard to tell, for there were no prayers offered. There
were many testimonials given, but all about physical
healing. The Christian Science movement has no
vision of the spiritual ministry of Christianity. Deny-
ing the existence of matter, it keeps in sight always
the work done on the body. Christ's work is in the

sphere of the spirit. He 'saves his people from their

sins.' The power through which he saves them is the

gospel, the revelation of God's love to men. In the

gospel we have God's picture of his love for us, and
this is the mighty power he wields for the salvation of
everyone who believes."

Conversions Past and Present.

Rev. Pearse Pinch used as the basis of his sermon
at Forrestville Congregational church the conversion
of the 3,000 at Pentecost as the result of the first ser-

mon. He said : "They are saying scornfully now that

it takes 3,000 sermons to convert one soul. The fact

is that the situation has radically changed as regards

the hearing of the gospel. It came at first as the an-
nouncement of tremendous facts fresh in the world's
history. Today the preacher faces hearers who have
known the story from infancy. The habit of growing
up godless and indifferent over truth that can mean
no less for being known a long time is the fatal habit

of our Christian times. In some forms of death a
state of stupor and indifference is the index that the

end is near. We may grant that preacher and hearer
are under a common infirmity, but it is poor wisdom
and poor grace in those who hear out of ears grown
dull to truth, to gloat over the unhappy preacher who
cannot move them. The hearer, if he is wise, will

exert himself to shake off the sleep of death."

Christ the Imperishable Factor in Human
History.

Speaking on this subject, Dr. Henry I. Rasmus of

the Grace Methodist church said : "There is no intelli-

gent man who will call into question the great fact that

Jesus Christ is the supreme question of every age.

You can no more paint Christ than you can paint a
sunburst or a thunder storm on Mount Hood. Renan,
the brilliant French skeptic, declared that biographers
of Christ diminished rather than increased the luster

of his character, and this idealist, after dethroning
Christ, raised him yet again to the throne of ideality,

and said concerning him that among the sons of men
there should appear none greater than Jesus. Strauss,

the great German rationalist, said that you have to go
outside of the Jewish race to find an explanation of the
character of Jesus. He declared him to be the unique
character of history, the modeler of a humanity. Thus
have the greatest intellects of every age been compelled
to acknowledge the supremacy of Jesus. If you can
discover what the Christ of yesterday was, and what
constituted his mission, it is an easy matter to de-

termine what the Christ of the age must be and what
his mission is."

Christianity and the Labor 'Problem.

The steel workers were counseled not to strike by
the Rev. W. H. Carwardine in his sermon at the South
Chicago Methodist Episcopal church. "If you are

bound by contract to the Illinois Steel Company that

contract is a serious obligation," said he. "The right

of contract is a sacred matter that can only be broken
by the absolute failure of the one party to keep the

conditions. You all remember the sad lesson of the

Pullman strike. In the name of all that is good let us

not have another experiment of that kind. Capital

must be conciliatory and generous. Labor must go
slow before resorting to a national sympathetic strike.

That man has never lived who is safe enough to rule

another man. Monopoly is the violation of the just

principles of democracy. If democracy fails in Amer-
ica it will be monopoly that will give it the death blow.

The labor problem is a deep and many-sided one. and
requires to be handled with great care. We are grad-

ually approaching a crisis in the evolution of social

conditions. The whole fabric of human society is

based upon labor. Three steps have marked the up-

ward trend toward industrial freedom—slavery, vas-

salage, employment. What will the next step be? It

may be that embodied in the idea of the co-operative

commonwealth. It may be some form of modified

socialism. I hope it will be a system of society based

more than ever upon the application of the teachings

of Tesus Christ to social conditions."
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JSfOTES AJSTT) COMMENTS.
The death of Bishop Westcott, so well and favor-

ably known as a Biblical scholar of the front rank,

and co-laborer with Dr. Hort and Bishop Lightfoot

in notable Biblical enterprises, removes one who has

been conspicuous in the Christian world for a genera-

tion, and an author on Christian teaching and history,

not only in the Church of England, but throughout
the world. He was with Dr. Hort, the editor of the

Standard Greek New Testament, and was the author

of several works on New Testament introduction and
exegesis.

This time it is the Jews who want a university. It

is to be established in New York City and the location

is to be Washington Heights, so that students may
have the advantages of Columbia university if they

so desire. Lecture arrangements are being made and
temporary offices opened. The name of the new
institution is the "New York University for Jewish
Theology, History and Literature." Its projector is

Rev. Dr. Isadore Singer, who has a Jewish encyclo-

pedia so successfully floated as to make possible an
income of $60,000 a year for the starting of the new
university.

The convocation orator at the University of Chi-

cago on Thursday of this week is Professor Caspar
Rene Gregory of the University of Leipsic. This

honor is well deserved by Dr. Gregory, who, though a

native of Philadelphia and a graduate of Princeton,

where he was assistant to Professor Charles Hodge
for three years, has become one of the few American
professors in German universities, and the author of

several notable works on New Testament textual

criticism. Among these perhaps the most prominent
is a "Prolegomena to Tischendorf's Greek New Testa-

ment." The subject of Dr. Gregory's address will

be "Education and Labor." The convocation takes

place at 4 p. m. on the Quadrangles.

The latest development of the strike situation in the

vicinity of Chicago reveals a division of sentiment

among the workmen, some placing loyalty to the

union above the contract pledges which they have
made to their employers, and others, as in the case

of the most of the South Chicago men, believing that

the obligations incurred in the contracts made were
to be sacredly observed. Whatever may be one's esti-

mate of the situation as a whole, there can be no ques-

tion regarding the dangers involved in any breach
of faith, such as the one threatened in this instance.

No cause can flourish at the price of the good faith of

its advocates. It would be better for the workmen to

suffer some grievances rather than demonstrate their

low estimate of their word. There should be some
better way out of the difficulty.

We are glad to see that interest in the cause of tem-
perance is growing throughout the country. The
earnest efforts being made in Chicago to keep liquor

from being sold within the precincts of Hyde Park,
Evanston and other prohibition territory are paralleled

by endeavors elsewhere exerted to maintain and widen
the effects of prohibition sentiment. There can be

little doubt that this subject of temperance which has
too long been regarded as one of the by-products of

our civilization, to be taken up or dropped as other

issues might permit, is coming rapidly to occupy a

place so commanding and imperative that even po-

litical interests will be compelled to defer to it. One
of the encouraging signs of the times is the fact that

business corporations and mercantile houses are mak-
ing total abstinence one of the requisites for employ-
ment. Thus business sagacity combines with the

common moralities to dictate the necessity of a tem-
perate life and a purer city.

For a religious newspaper to reach its ideal is dif-

ficult ; for a new religious paper to reach its ideal at

once is impossible. In a letter received from a prom-
inent Canadian minister in which the Christian Cen-
tury is complimented for fulfilling the promise of its

promoters, the thing at which we are aiming is so

well expressed that we quote and adopt the words of

the writer. He says : "The work of today is not to

spend time proving that there is a spiritual kernel in

the Old Testament or in the New Testament. It is

to take the ideals of the two Testaments and make
them glow in modern forms of life. The people who
are interested in sifting from the Old Testament the

good grain are few compared with those who are

after the good grain itself. The crying need is to find

modern means of carrying it to them. It is the prob-

lem of spiritual transportation. By what conveyances

shall we carry to men eternal life in the midst of time?

To fulfill in some measure this work of spiritual trans-

portation is the mission of the Christian Century."

The strike situation is engrossing the attention not

only of this country, but of the industrial world. That
the results will be far-reaching there can be no doubt.

Dr. Washington Gladden, pastor of the First Congre-

gational Church of Columbus, O., in a sermon last

week said

:

"This country is watching a great struggle which

threatens to bring disaster and misery to great mul-

titudes. The capital of the steel corporation is more
than one-half the national debt, and its direct control

of the resources of civilization is unexampled. No
monarch in the world possesses a tithe of the power to

affect directly labor and the livelihood of the people

as that which has been placed in the hands of a few
men at the head of this great corporation.

"A startling evidence of their power is seen in their

threat to move extensive mills from places where pub-

lic opinion does not wholly approve their policy. The
punishment is something terrific. Consider what it

means to have an industry employing half the popu-

lation of a considerable city suddenly wiped out. All

other industries are paralyzed, and blight falls upon
the entire community. The corporation is strong

enough to sacrifice $5,000,000 or $6,000,000 to gain

an advantage of this kind. Its power to turn pop-

ulous cities into solitudes is an appalling fact. The
ruling motive of the corporation is self-aggrandize-

ment and gain, and the possibilities of injury are ap-

palling.

"We are all to blame for this stupendous conflict.

The foundation of order and prosperity in the nation

is unity, good will and mutual sacrifice, and until it

is thoroughly established such industrial wars as this

can hardly be averted."
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I CONTRIBUTED

THE HEAVEJVLy GIFTS.

Harriet Prescott Spofford.

What gifts, what myriad gifts, are given to all

As rains upon the just and unjust fall!

Blue sky, and winds that bear the breath of flowers,

Gray mists, and shining threads of summer showers,
Sunsets blown red from battlements of even,

Sunrises opening all the gates of heaven,

The emerald sheen of harvest-fields at hand,
Dark bloom of distant valleys rainbow-spanned,
Purple of mountain-forms that take the soul

Close to the stars where drifts their silver shoal,

Infinite seas that lead the thought away
Into a world of everlasting day,

The hope that lifts us like an angel's wings,

And makes us glad among immortal things,

Song, love, and sorrow, and the joyous tear

When delicately music meets the ear,

The beauty of the little child, the strength

That feeds the hero's arm, the happy length

Of summer days to lovers, and the night

When through the sleet the fires of home flash bright,

Then on our knees the will to bless the Power
That follows us with love from hour to hour,

While roars the storm with purifying breath

—

O lovely life, and just as lovely death!

CHRISTOLOGICAL TEJVDEft-
CIES OF THE TIME.

W. J. Lhamon.

JVO. 3.— 15HE, 'BI'BLE.

The recovery of the Bible is the recovery of Christ.

Whatever has helped to put this transcendent litera-

ature into the hands of the nations has
helped the Christward movement.
Gutenberg and his printing press

;

Luther and his German translation

;

Wycliffe, and Tindale, and Coverdale,
with their various English transla-

tions and editions ; the hundreds of

translations of recent years, and the

millions of copies in many languages
issued by the great Bible houses ; the wide-spread
study of the Bible in schools and colleges and uni-
versities ; and not the least of all, its sovereignty over
the pulpits of many lands—all these facts are impera-
tive in their Christological effects.

And they are imperative for this reason : The Bible
is not the literature of theology, but of Christ. From
Genesis to Revelation it is Christological. Such a
statement demands enlargement.
By theology is meant that body of speculative and

many times contradictory dogmas that have character-
ized the historic Church, first the Roman Catholic por-
tion of it, and thereafter the Protestant portion also,

since the various Protestant dogmas have their roots

far back in the method and spirit of Rome. Of this

body of beliefs erected into dogmas the Bible is en-
tirely innocent. It has indeed unwittingly furnished
proof texts for every clashing creed in the whole cat-

alogue of them, just as it has been distorted into the

proving of an innumerable company of conceits that

have never risen to the dignity of dogmas. But the

time is well nigh passed for even such forced con-

tribution from its sacred pages to the work of error.

We have measured the meaning of context upon text,

and we have discovered the difference between lit-

erary and scientific statement upon its sacred pages,

and we have learned that its wholesome exhortations

were never meant as the framework of pugnacious
disputations. The world is rapidly attaining to a

scientific rather than a fragmentary and distorted con-

ception of its teachings, and such a conception once
fully attained will be forever fatal to distracting

dogmas.

But the Christological tendency of the Bible is its

paramount tendency. From its earliest pages it deals

with sin and salvation, and therefore with the sinner

and the Savior. Its description of the fall embraces
the hope of recovery. "I will put enmity between
thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her

seed ; it shall bruise thy head and thou shalt bruise

his heel." This first promise, this protevangelion, is

the mountain rill from which there springs the ma-
jestic river of Messianic revelation. On down
through all the history of the Hebrew people flows

that stream. It is to be traced by the way of the

promises to Abraham, the typical worship instituted

by Moses, the songs of David, the fierce warnings
and winged promises of Isaiah, the lamentations of

Jeremiah, and the apocalyptical visions of Daniel, un-

til it issues in the cry of John the Baptist, "Repent,

for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." The Old
Testament throbs with the expectation of the Mes-
siah. Through the vision of the coming "One like

unto the Son of God," its varied books rise up into the

glorious unity of optimism ; and this is but the sublime

effect of that Hebrew spirit which, through all the

vicissitudes of history, remained unconquerable.

Jesus fills the Old Testament in prophecy as he fills

the New in History, and the wonderful influence of
the expected Redeemer upon Hebrew history is sur-

passed only by the influence of the Crucified Redeem-
er upon subsequent history.

One feels in turning away from the dogmatic liter-

ature of the historic Church to the Messianic literature

of the Old Testament that he has passed into a dif-

ferent world. Take, for instance, theology at its

climax and prophecy at its climax. Let us assume
that theology has reached its highest achievements ir>

its presentation of the Trinity; let us reverently sup-

pose also that the Nicene creed is true and final,

finite, and though it leaves problems unsolved quite

though it deals constantly with the factor of the in-

as many as it has solved. What we seek here is sim-

ply to exemplify the difference in literary atmosphere
between the Christ in prophecy and the Christ in the

creeds.

Here, then, are portions of the trinitarian state-

ment: "Whoever would be saved must first of all take

care that he hold the catholic faith. Which, except a

man preserve whole and entire, he shall without doubt

perish eternally. But this is the catholic faith, that

we worship one God in trinity and trinity in unity.

Neither confounding the persons nor dividing the

substance. For the person of the Father is one : of the

Son another; of the Holy Spirit another. But the

divinity of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit is one, the glory equal, the majesty equal.

Such as is the Father, such also is the Son, and such
the Holy Spirit. The Father is uncreated, the Son
uncreated, the Spirit uncreated. The Father is in-

finite, the Son infinite, the Spirit infinite. The Father
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is eternal, the Son eternal, the Spirit eternal. And
yet there are not three eternal beings, but one eternal

being. As also there are not three uncreated beings, or

three infinite beings, but one uncreated and one in-

finite being. In like manner the Father is omnipotent,

the Son is omnipotent, the Holy Spirit is omnipotent.

And yet there are not three omnipotent beings, but

one omnipotent being. Thus the Father is God, the

Son is God and the Holy Spirit is God. And yet

there are not three Gods, but one God only."

This is in part the dialectical statement of the doc-

trine of the Trinity from the school of Augustine.

Here in contrast are selections of Messianic prophecy.

Let us begin with this beautiful description of the

Messianic age:

"The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad

;

The desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose.

It shall blossom abundantly.

And rejoice even with joy and singing.

The glory of Lebanon shall be given unto it,

The excellency of Carmel an \ Sharon

;

They shall see the glory of Jehovah,
The excellency of our God."

And again

:

"How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him
That bringeth good tidings,

That publisheth peace,

That bringeth good tidings of good,

That publisheth salvation

;

That saith unto Zion, Thy God reigneth
!"

And again

:

"Who hath believed our report?
And to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed?

For he shall grow up before him as a tender plant,

And as a root out of a dry ground.
He was despised and rejected of men;
A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief

;

And as one from whom men are hiding their face,

He was despised, and we esteemed him not.

Verily he hath borne our griefs,

And carried our sorrows

;

Yet we did esteem him stricken,

Smitten of God and afflicted.

But he was pierced for our transgressions,

He was bruised for our iniquities

;

The chastisement of our peace was upon him,
And by his stripes we are healed."

Perhaps without further quotation the contrast is

sufficiently striking. The reader may pursue the con-

trast at any length, traveling far outside of statements

of the Trinity on the one hand and into other than

the Messianic portions of the Old Testament on the

other. What we assert is that he will find everywhere
in dogmatic literature a spirit foreign to that of the

Hebrew literature.

And if this is true of the Old Testament, it is, if pos-

sible, more emphatically so of the New Testament.
Contrast, for instance, the Calvinistic statements

with the sermon on the mount or with the parable

of the Good Samaritan, or the Prodigal Son ! Or
take the dialectical statements above in contrast with
the 5th, or the 14th, or the 17th, of John, or the 2nd
of Acts. Between them and these there is a great

gulf fixed.

By a practical, rather than a speculative, age there

is one thing that cannot be missed in the study of the

New Testament. The supremacy of Jesus is the

Alpha and Omega of that body of literature. From
its first word to its last it testifies to the unique and
transcendent position of the "Word that was made
flesh and dwelt among us." The Gospels, the Acts,

the Epistles and the Revelation have their reason for

being in the fact of Christ. These writings are
filled, just as their authors were, with the Spirit

which glorifies him. They present him as the only

mediator between God and man, and in this lonely

position they give him final values for both God and

man. He is the climax of man ; he is the revelation

of God. Anthropology and theology are to be studied

in and through him. He is the revelation of man
to himself and of God to man. In him the study of

man ceases to be anthropological, and the study of

God ceases to be theological, and both become Christ-

ological. Stated otherwise, the New Testament com-
pells a Christological view of both God and man in

their relation each to the other.

Should the above seem radical above measure the

writer begs to defend himself by the quotation which

follows, and which may be taken as indicating even

more emphatically than this paper the Christological

tendency of the times. It is from Dr. George A. Gor-

don's plea for the recognition of the consciousness of

Christ in its bearings on religious thought. He says

:

"As the case stands, theology is as vast and lurid a

denial of the objective worth of the mind of the

Master as the extremest form of modern scientific

speculation. Take any one of the great systems, from

that of Augustine to that of the latest champion of

New England theology, and compare it thought for

thought, position for position, with the consciousness

of Christ, and it will appear that if the one is true the

other cannot be. The result has been that in tradi-

tional orthodoxy, the highest in Christianity, the abso-

luteness of the Divine Love has always been under

the suspicion of unreality, while the terrible theology

has seemed the true version of the ultimate fact. The
consciousness of Christ as the authentic revelation of

the character of the Infinite is the great beginning of

theology. The present imperative call is for the fear-

less logic of this fundamental idea."

WITH CALCVTTA'S STV-
VEJVTS.
W. M. Forrest.

HEIR name is legion, for they are many.

TFrom all parts of India they come, and
from Burmah and Ceylon. But they are

most largely Bengalees, since Calcutta is

in that province, and the Bengalee has
shown himself the most apt of all India's

sons at intellectual pursuits. The Uni-
versity of Calcutta is only an examining
and degree-conferring body, like its proto-

type, the University of London. Hence
many men who do not pursue their studies

in any of the city colleges come up at examination
time. Altogether there are about ten thousand candi-

dates for degrees examined annually.

Of this number, multitudes do their regular work
in some one of the twenty odd colleges of the city.

These colleges are Christian, Brahmo, Mohammedan
and Hindu. Their students are chiefly adherents of

the two religions last named, and of these the Hindus
are doubtless largely in the majority. Bare-headed,
clad in their graceful Indian costumes, carrying their

books under their arms, standing or walking about
the streets in the college neighborhoods, they form
interesting groups. Generally intelligent looking and
cleanly, they are in striking contrast to the ordinary
throngs of coolies.

But they seem little like the young men who go
about the streets of our American university towns.
Their general bearing betokens a lack of that manlv
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independence and sturdy virility which are common
to the American youth. There is an equal want of
the effervescence of spirits and buoyancy of young
manhood that make a college community at home so
lively. Nor is there to be found in many of these men
that ardent pursuit of learning for its own sake which
makes possible the independent scholar. But there

are good reasons for all this.

These dark-faced, dreamy-eyed lads belong to a
race that has been held in subjection by one domineer-
ing conqueror after another for centuries. They and
their ancestors have always dwelt in a land of ener-

vating heat. Pernicious social customs have be-

queathed to them a bad legacy. Early marriages
have wrought such physical degeneracy that one of

their own countrymen has been constrained to admon-
ish them that "the children of children must ever be
the slaves of slaves." The "joint family system" has
tended to destroy all sense of individuality and all

power of initiative, leaving the man impotent to do
anything the whole family does not suggest and ap-

prove. Moreover, our Calcutta student is a heavily

burdened man. As a rule he belongs to a family

whose chief bequest to the rising generation is a
mountain of debt. And he will have numerous rela-

tives dependent upon him to his dying day. Since

he is part of a "joint family" and has, perhaps, been
educated chiefly to make him more useful to that fam-
ily, they have a legal right to a fixed part of his in-

come. And what an income ! Many B. A.'s are glad

to get a salary of thirty rupees a month ; fifty rupees is

good pay. How many American lads would feel in-

spired to toil up through common school, and high

school, and college, in the hope of earning from ten

dollars to seventeen dollars a month, and sharing it

with their worthless cousins? Who, then, can won-
der that such a student is not very aggressive, or

sportive, or original.

Yet it is on these very students that the hope of In-

dia's ultimate regeneration must rest. The people of

this land will never be led out of darkness until her

own sons become the leaders. And the college men
of any country are its natural thought-formers and
character-moulders. The foreign missionary's high-

est hope is to prove instrumental in raising up Chris-

tian workers from among the children of the land.

At this time, when India is preparing for a great

change, for better or for worse ; now when college stu-

dents are so accessible and impressionable, it is a rare

privilege to teach them Christian truth. Open con-

verts from among them may be few. All the facts

noticed above make it improbable that it should be

otherwise. On the one side stand immemorial cus-

tom, venerated systems, strong social ties ; on the

other, revolutionary practices, the alien religion of a

conquering race, the snapping of all the cords that

bind to the past and present. Between these stands

the lad who is weak in body, infirm in purpose, and

unfitted by nature and nurture to act as a unit upon
his individual judgment. Let him break with the

past, from pure love of truth, and all the terrific

anathemas and bitter persecutions of outraged relig-

ious and social forces will fall upon him. But let the

good seed of the kingdom be sown broadcast in the

minds of India's college men, let the forces of Chris-

tian civilization, education and evangelization con-

tinue to work throughout the land. Thus, little by

little, old prejudices may be worn away, new ideals

and purposes may become the property of all. Then
the approaching crisis will suddenly come, and the

cropped hair, and proclaimed them to be renegade

people, stirred by a common impulse, will no longer
need to tread the wine press of the wrath of their gods
alone, but may arise in the strength of a united multi-
tude and so be born to Christ, a nation in a day.
The bare hope of such a consummation is enough

to make it worth while to improve every opportunity
for labor among the students. The promptness with
which hundreds of them have already put themselves
within the reach of Bible teaching is a sign of prom-
ise. Believing that the entrance of God's Word giveth
light, both those who labor to teach that Word to In-

dia's sons and those who support the work should re-

joice in the knowledge that it is finding its way into

long-darkened minds.

Calcutta, India.

*THE CITy OF DESOLATION.
The streets of Jerusalem in every age have been

thronged with the same motley multitude ; cool-look-

ing, white-shirted market venders from the stalls; no
shirted sweat-hot artisans from the cellar workshops;
dyers, designated by their badges of bright-colored

threads ; tailors, in heraldry of ornamented needles

;

carpenters, wearing their symbol of square and com-
pass—of which. they were as proud as the scribe

was of the pen stuck behind his ear; fishermen from
Galilee and the coast jostling the fruiterers with great

baskets on their heads ; bare-legged, dirt-tanned la-

borers from the fields ; half-naked children of either

sex playing with equal carelessness, whether they

knocked over the piles of fruit and black bread that

stood upon the stone pavement, or were themselves

knocked over by the sharp hoofs of asses or the

spongy feet of camels. These exponents of common,
toiling humanity made way for the gay tunic-clad aris-

tocrats of the upper city of Sion, white-robed priests

from the Temple Mount, gray-sheeted women from
the Cheesemakers' street, and ladies in black silken

garments and caps of coins, who were borne in palan-

quins from the more fashionable Street of David.

But in the year 167 before our era all these had dis-

appeared.—as suddenly and completely as the sea-

mullets and blackfish are driven out of the shallows

in the bay of Joppa by an invasion of sharks.

The costumes and speech of the new crowd on the

streets were foreign, chiefly those of Greek and Syr-

ian soldiers, with broad-brimmed hats, loose-knit,

iron-linked corsage, tight leather leggings, and short,

stout cleaver-like swords hanging from their girdles.

Here and there one stood stock still, sentinelling his

corner of the street, with the point of his sarissa or

long spear gleaming ten cubits above his head, while

his broad circular shield held abreast made an eddy in

the living current as it swept around him. These were
the soldiers of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Mingled with them were many foreign civilians, as

their dress indicated ; merchants whose belts were well

filled with gold to purchase what the soldiers might

steal ; colonists to resettle the lands from which the

conquered people were expelled ; and hordes of huck-

sters and harlots who followed the armies of the time

as dust clouds come after chariots.

Nor were there wanting in the crowd those whose
curved noses contradicted the disguise of their newly

•Copyrighted by Fleming H. Rcvell Co.
By the courtesy of the Fleming H. Revell Company we have

received permission to publish a chapter from a forthcoming'
volume by Dr. James M. Ludlow, entitled "Deborah." We
have examined the advance sheets of this volume, and seldom
have we read a story so full of life and color, so full of dra-
matic interest and so true to its historical setting. WT

e have
selected for quotation the econd chapter of the volume with
the above title.
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Jews: men who preferred to retain their ancestral

property by denying the faith of their fathers.

One afternoon the crowd in the Street of David

became suddenly congested. Through it a man, ven-

erable with age, was vainly trying to make his way.

His long white locks, which curled downward in front

of his ears and mingled with the snowy beard upon

his bosom, betokened his Jewish race ; while the broad

fringes of white and hyacinth upon his outer garment

designated him as one of the Chasidim or Purists, who

preferred to part with their blood rather than with

their religion. The old patriot made no retort to the

jostling and gibes of the crowd, but his deep-set eyes

flashed hatred from beneath their shaggy brows, and

told of the tragedy in his soul even more eloquently

than if his lips had poured forth fiery speech.

"You can't swim up this stream, old man," said a

soldier, giving the frail form a twirl that made it face

the other way.

"It is the Nasi himself, Chief of the Rabbis," whis-

pered a young Jew in Greek cloak to a soldier. "Her-

akles club me, if you haven't caught the biggest rat

left in the hole. But Apollonius has given protection

to the Nasi's house. Be careful."

"Protection to his house! Why then did he come

out of it? Fetch him along. Strip him naked, and

warm his toad's blood in the new gymnasium."

With this insult the soldier tore the outer garment

from the old man's back. The Jew was dazed for the

instant by the Greek's audacity, and mumbled within

his sunken lips the words of the Prophet : "I gave my
back to the smiters, and my cheek to them that plucked

off the hair."

He then raised his eyes heavenword, apparently un-

conscious of a staggering blow between his shoulders

from the flat of a sword. He stood a moment until he

had completed the sacred sentence : "For the Lord God
shall help me; therefore shall I not be confounded;

therefore have I set my face like a flint."

" 'Face like a flint,' does he say? Let's see if it will

strike fire like a flint," shouted one, smiting the old

patriot on the mouth with the palm of his hand.

This dastardly deed drew blood which stained his

white beard. But it brought a quick retaliation from

an unexpected direction ; for a blow like that of a cata-

pult fell upon the assailant's head.

"By the thunderbolt of Zeus! that made you see

fire," cried a comrade, as the coward reeled into his

arms. "Captain Dion's fist is as heavy as the hammer
of Hephaestus, the blacksmith of the gods, and makes
the sparks fly as well. I'll wager, Ajax, that you saw
the sky full of stars, or else your head is harder than

an anvil."

By the side of the venerable Jew now stood a young
Greek officer. If Hephaestus had need of an assistant

blacksmith the shoulders of Dion would have attracted

his notice
; yet it is doubtful if the goddesses of Olym-

pus would have allowed so graceful a man to be con-

signed to the celestial workshop. His face, too, was
peculiarly attractive. Topped with a brush of light

hair and lighted by his blue eyes, it was beautiful, but

without a trace of femininity ; a blending of dignity,

intelligence, courage, and kindly feeling, though the

latter quality was just then outglowed by rage.

On his well-curled head was a chaplet of myrtle, for

he was returning as victor in the day's sports at the

new gymnasium which, as an intended insult to the

religious prejudices of the people, the Governor, Apol-
lonius, had recently built against the southern wall of
the Temple plaza.

11

"Bravo, Dion! If you had hit the Thebian boxer

yesterday like that, they wouldn't have called for an-

other round."

Dion faced the crowd, and with utmost detestation

in his voice, exclaimed : "If I had been here yesterday,

this crew of cowardly knaves had not hanged the babes

to their mothers' necks, and thrown them from the

walls. Let one of you garlic thewers dare confess any
part in that beastly business, and I will heave him over

the walls into Gehenna, where other carcasses rot.

Who touched those women?"
As Dion looked from face to face his blue eyes

flashed like the sword point of a fencer feeling for an
exposed spot in the breast of his antagonist. The
challenge was not taken, one venturing to say :

•

"It was done at the governor's orders."

"I pronounce that a lie. Who repeats it?" cried

Captain Dion.

A fellow officer suggested that it might have been

ordered by Apollonius, since the women had plainly

broken the new law and had circumcised their brats.

"Shame on you, comrade !" said Dion. "They were
women and mothers, and I would say as much to the

king's face."

The old Jew, hearing the reference to the scene

which he himself had been compelled the day before

to witness, turned boldly to the crowd of Greeks, and,

with uplifted hands, repeated this imprecation from
one of the Psalms of his people

:

"Let your children be fatherless and your wives be

widows ! Let your children be vagabonds and
—

"

But Dion's hand was firmly laid upon the speaker's

mouth.

"Nay, hold your breath, old man. If you give us

much of it that way this crowd will take the rest of it

with the hangman's rope."

Dion gently took the Jew's arm. "You must go
back to your house. Come, I will see you safely

within doors, if you will stay there."

"No, I will go to the house of the Lord and wor-
ship, for it is the ninth hour," replied the determined
man.

"That you cannot do," said Dion, kindly. "Don't
you see that the Temple gate is burned and that sol-

diers are guarding the opening? Your worship is no
longer permitted there. Your sort of priests are all

gone."

"Then," said the patriot, "I will be my own priest.

Surely the Lord will accept an old man's last worship
on earth before he goes hence."

"Nay, my good man, but the priests of the new re-

ligion are at the Temple. Tomorrow they celebrate

the feast of Bacchus. If you go there, they will crown
you with ivy and make you drunk in honor of the god.

You must go home and stay within doors."

"Then let me go—to my own house ! My God

!

Why was it not my sepulchre ere I saw what the

prophet foretold?"

Captain Dion led him safely along the street of

David, the crowd giving way as it gazed upon the

two and remarked the contrast between the half-

mummied saint and the strong-limbed, festive-

crowned youth.

"Old Elkiah is about the last of this damnable race

left in Jerusalem. It is a wonder that Apollonius has

given him tether so long."

"Perhaps Dion knows the Jew," responded some
one. "The captain is as good a Greek as ever drew
sword or loved a woman, but his nose isn't straight on
a line with his forehead. See, it has a Jewish twist."
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"A fine observation," laughed another, "for one al-

ways follows his nose, and that may account for Dion's

kindness to some of these rebels."

"Don't insult Captain Dion !" said one. "He's close

in with Apollonius. Besides, he's a good fellow. He
always gives a weaker man his handicap in the arena

without having it ordered."

"True, or you would not have won yesterday. But

I wish he wouldn't interfere with the sport of the

men. I know that it is cruel, but the sooner the bigots

are exterminated the sooner it will cease. Were it not

Dion's friendship for that Glaucon—as Elkiah's fool

of a son now calls himself—we would soon find out

what the old Jew's house has for us. They say his

cellar is as good as a gold mine."

"Better kill off Glaucon and let the old man die

himself. You saw that his life is about burned out,

and his old body only like a heap of ashes with a

spark in it," was the humane response.

Dion paused by the oaken door in the wall of the

Jew's house. He took from a little pouch at his belt a

pinch of aromatic sawdust of sandalwood and dropped

it upon a small square altar whose brazier emitted a

thin curl of white smoke, clouding the entrance. This

was an altar to Zeus, which the governor had com-

manded to be placed at all the houses which were still

occupied by the Jews. Just above the altar the lintel

had been torn by the destruction of the Mezuzah or

wooden box which, according to the Hebrew custom,

contained the sacred sentences from the Law, and

through the small apertures in which a visitor to any

Jewish home could see the word "Shaddai," the Al-

mighty One, and thus make the common salutation,

"Peace be to this house," into a prayer. Dion's wor-

ship at the little altar by the gate was marred by a

muttered curse upon Apollonius for the needless in-

sult perpetrated by this act of sacrilege.

The Greek had scarcely time to knock at the outer

entrance when the door flew open, and with the cry

"Father !" a young girl's arms were about the old man.

She drew him inside and stood with her left arm

supporting, while she raised her right hand as if it

were a shield to protect him.

Captain Dion was familiar with the finest statuary

in Athens and Antioch, but thought he had never seen

anything to match this—the white head and beard of

age shielded by the raven locks of youth and beauty.

He would tell Laertes, his sculptor friend, of this pose.

The girl was apparently about seventeen years of

age, tall and lithe, with sufficient muscle to give that

exquisite grace which only accompanies strength. Her

hair, bound about the temples with a single fillet of

silver, fell in wavy profusion of jet black upon a white

linen chiton. This was gathered at the shoulders, and

left fully exposed a neck which might have illumi-

nated a copy of Solomon's song. Beneath the breasts

the garment was girdled with a rope of golden threads,

and thence fell below the knees. Her ankles were

wound with long white sandal lacings, which were

in harmony with the silver band that bound her brow.

Her arms were bare. In her haste she had not put on

her outer garment, and thus stood revealed in a more

exquisite modeling of nature than she would have

chosen had she known that she was to be beneath so

critical an eye. Yet she could not have been more

charming had she practiced for hours before her mir-

ror of polished brass, and passed her proud old nurse

Huldah's inspection before she made her debut at the

gate-

Dion noted that the girl's features were perfect, but

strictly on the Semitic model. Her face might be a
hard one, for it well fitted the tragic feeling of the

moment ; or it might be sweet as any he had loved to

dream about, for it also fitted the intensity of filial af-

fection and solicitude she now displayed. The Greek
seemed transfixed by her eyes. These were enlarged
by her surprise, and their pupils gleamed from their

deep black irises with the fire of excitement.

"A Jewish Athena !" thought Dion, as in a brief

sentence or two he begged the girl to be more prudent
in the care of her father. Surely there was no scorn

of the Jewish race in the profound bow with which
he took his departure, nor in the hasty glance he stole

as the door was closing.

He plucked a leaf from his myrtle crown and
dropped it upon the altar. As he went away he sighed
a prayer for the maiden and grumbled another curse

upon the king's cruelty. Then he whistled a sort of
musical accompaniment to his thought, which ran
something like this

:

"That girl is Glaucon's sister. He never told me
that he had one." He shrugged his shoulders. "Well,
in that he was wise, since he only knows me for a
Greek adventurer, and thinks my honor like his own, a

spur on the heel, to be used or not according to one's

inclination. But, by the arm of Aphrodite ! what a
woman ! Beautiful as a lioness and as brave, too.

Strange that the Jew could be father of both her and
Glaucon—of a lioness and a jackal! Glaucon and I

must be good friends, though I despise the fool. Why
doesn't he fight for his house? I would—especially

with that woman in it."

Dion stopped and stood a long time looking at the

narrow strip of sky visible between Elkiah's house
and those which lined the opposite side of the street.

There were no angels in the blue ether ; but something
prompted him to take from his bosom a piece of onyx
enclosed in a casket of gold and to look at a sweet face

cut into the stone.

'T wonder if she was anything like Elkiah's daugh-
ter!"

He put the intaglio back into its pocket and went
away.

THE LAJWD OF STOHy -BOOKS.

At evening, when the lamp is lit,

Around the fire my parents sit;

They sit at home and talk and sing,

And do not play at anything.

Now, with my little gun I crawl,

All in the dark along the wall,

And follow 'round the forest track,

Away behind lhe sofa back.

There, in the night, where none can spy,

All in my hunter's camp I lie,

And play at books that I have read
Till it is time to go to bed.

These are the hills, these are the woods,
These are the starry solitudes

;

And there the river by whose brink

The roaring lions come to drink.

I see the others far away.
As if in fire-lit camp they lay.

And I, like to an Indian scout.

Around their party prowled about.

So, when my nurse comes in for me.
Home I return across the sea.

And go to bed with backward looks

At my dear land of story books.

—Robert Louis Stevenson.
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THE ATOJSTEMEJSTT,
Editor of Christian Century—
Dear Sir: A month or so ago you had an editorial

on necessity of a united church, in which you
indicated that almost every belief that was Chris-

tian ought to be united in one organized body.

I was much pleased with the tone of that

article, also with your claim that your special

work will be toward a united church. In this week
you have an article on the Atonement, however, with
which many Christians will never harmonize, and it

will be little use to work toward one church if all

of its members must believe in the atonement as out-

lined by you this week. If you will pronounce the

word as it really means—at-one-ment—that is, rec-

onciling man to God, then I believe in it. I do not

think the death of Christ made God any more willing

to forgive my sins than he was before ; but it draws
me to God, and this is done as much by his life as

his death. Jesus died, not to atone for my sins, but
he died because he was here, and it was necessary for

him to pass into the other life some way ; he might
have done so in a chariot of fire, without having tasted

death, but then he would not have brought life and
immortality to light; in order to do this, he must die

as other men ; be consigned to the tomb, and then issue

forth alive, and this in a way that the fact might be
established. His life was as much given for man
while he was living as when he died.

Then, again, you speak of the work of the Holy
Spirit as if it were a personality different from God,
and who had an especial part in the work of salvation.

I do not believe in a triune God. I do not pretend

to understand God's mode of existence ; but it must be
as one, whatever the mode. The words, pneumotis
hagin, translated holy spirit, seem to me sometimes
to be only another name for God himself, and at other

times those same words ought to be translated spirit

of holiness, and in no sense do the words indicate to

me a trinity of being. I believe in one God, and one
person in that God.
We shall never understand the mode of God's exist-

ence alike, and we shall perhaps never understand
Christ's place in the scale of being alike, and the only

ground upon which the church of the future shall

become organically one, will be through a loving spirit

of toleration for each other's views, held together by
love to God and love to man. The united church will

stand upon the New Testament, each member reading
and interpreting it as seems to him right and fair.

Hence, I should accord to you the right to believe the

atonement as you define it this week, and you should
accord to me the equal privilege to understand that

matter in my way. Perfect freedom should be the

ruling feature of such a congregation.
Henry, 111. J. M. Kirkpatrick.

We publish this letter alike for its own sake and be-

cause it gives us the opportunity of defining our po-
sition. Our correspondent has missed entirely the

thought of our article in question. We do not be-

lieve that the atonement of Jesus was the means of

changing God's heart and securing his mercy. The
atonement was the outcome and expression of God's
love, not the means of its purchase. Furthermore, its

object was not the reconciling of God to man, but
the reconciling of man to God. It is man who re-

ceives the at-one-ment. In this we are at one with
our correspondent. With regard to the ground of

organic union we believe that it is found only in the

one foundation. But oneness of faith may exist in

spite of diversity of opinion. Faith in Christ being
the essential thing in Christian experience, is also the

essential thing in Christian union.—Editor.

TLEASAJVTTUES.
The best definition of a trust is that given by Thom-

as B. Reed, who says that "a trust is a large body of
capitalists wholly surrounded by water."

—

Green Bag.

An author who was eulogizing his own works as

containing much "food for thought" was taken aback
by the remark of a friend, "They may contain food
for thought, but it is wretchedly cooked."

Overheard at the Salle des Capucines during the
delivery of a lecture by the famous X. : "How full he
is of his subject!" said one of the hearers. "Yes, but
how slow he is in emptying himself !" was the reply.

—

L'Intranssigeant Illnstre.

"I dunno how Bill's a-goin' to vote in this election,"

said the campaign worker. "I've hearn tell he's on
the fence." "He wuz thar," replied the neighbor, "but
one o' the canderdates let fall a dollar on the off side

o' the fence, and Bill got dizzy an' fell over."

"Did you ever hear the joke about the guide in

Rome who showed some travelers two skulls of St.

Paul, one as a boy and the other as a man ?" asked an
American of a German friend, who claimed that he
had acquired the real New England sense of humor.
"No," said the German, beaming in anticipation of a
good story. "Tell it me at once, mein friend, dat
joke."

McJigger—"I see you've got a parrot." Thingum-
bob—"Yes, and he's the wisest bird you ever saw."
McJigger—"Says a lot of clever things, eh?" Thing-
umbob—"No ; never says a thing. That's where he
shows his wisdom."

—

Philadelphia Press.

Little Maybelle had just returned from her first

child's party, looking particularly well satisfied and
contented. "Well, dear," said the fond mother, "did
you have a pleasant time?" Maybell heaved a long
sigh as she answered: "Just mejum. I bit one chil-

dren and scratched another."

Mr. Whistler once painted the portrait of a distin-

guished novelist. When the portrait was finished the
sitter did not appear satisfied. "You don't seem to

like it," Whistler said. The sitter said, in self-justi-

fication, "You must admit that it is a bad work of art."

"Yes," Whistler replied, "but I think you must admit
that you are a bad work of nature."

Field Marshal Von Moltke, in proposing the health
of the kaiser, rarely used more than eight or nine
words. In 1884 a wager was laid on the question of

his not exceeding this number. But it so happened
that for once he prefixed to his usual form of words,
"Meine Herren," ("Gentlemen"). The disconsolate
loser of the bet sorrowfully remarked : "He's aging,
is Moltke. He's getting garrulous."
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OWR WLPIT.
JX/jr&IFICA&IOJV BJ> FAIZSH, O'R Z5HE

STIIU&VAL AT>J\JS&MEff&
OF MAJSf.

Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D.

"Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with

God through our Lord Jesus Christ." Romans 5:1.

ITH a great many people the term "justi-

Wfication" has ceased to have any meaning.
To conserve the reality for which this term
stands the thought of the past must be
translated into the language of the pres-

ent. In attempting to do this the present

writer would suggest the advisability of

using the term, adjustment, as an equiva-

lent for justification.

The primary meaning of justification is

undoubtedly the act of Tightening or mak-
ing right with respect to the law. That it is general-

ly used in the New Testament in a legal or forensic

sense there cannot be a shadow of doubt. But it is

equally true that the essential idea of the word is

the complete adjustment of man in all his inner and
outer relations. Granted that the mould in which
that idea is cast is forensic, what of it ? The essential

thing is not the form of the figure, but the ethical

truth which lies at the heart of it ; and the ethical

truth which forms the vital core of the word justifica-

tion is unquestionably the spiritual adjustment of man.
An interesting and instructive use of the word "jus-

tify" is found in connection with typesetting. A
compositor is said to justify a line or column of type

when he spaces it properly or fills it out exactly, so as

to adjust it or make it even. In this use of the word,
which is evidently a survival showing the sense in

which the word was formerly understood, there is a

suggestion of its true ethical import. A justified per-

son is one who has been brought into proper align-

ment. He is completely adjusted in all his relations

Godward and manward, heavenward and earthward.

1. He is adjusted or put right in relation to God
and to God's law, which means that he is first of all

adjusted or put right with respect to sin. For sin is

a violation of law—a violation, in other words, of

that eternal principle of right and order which God
has established in his universe. Every sin brings

into the soul and into the world an element of disturb-

ance. It is like a harsh discord in music or like the

breaking of a wheel in a complicated machine. Every
sinner has times when he feels out of harmony with

the moral system of things under which he lives. He
is out of his place and he knows it. Even in his most
complacent mood he is haunted with the uneasy feel-

ing that there is something within him sadly out of

joint. And when he faces the situation he begins to

ask, How can I be put right? How can this disturb-

ing element be expelled from my soul? How can

my life be made to chime with the music of heaven?
It is the old question, "How can man be just before

God ?" How can a sinner be put right in the sight of

God?

The mission of Christ was to set humanity right,
and this he does by restoring the relationship between
God and man which sin had disturbed. He came to
make peace through the blood of his cross, not by
wiping out the consequences of sin, but by securing
its pardon. His cross awakens repentance; repent-
ance secures pardon, and pardon ends estrangement
and restores lost harmony. The forgiven soul does
not tremble at the thought of meeting God. He does
not shrink from God's presence with the shame of his
sin upon him. All is made right between him and
the Father. He is treated as if he had never sinned.
The Father's love flows out towards him unimpeded.
In that restored love he is happy. He tastes the
blessedness of "the man whose iniquity is forgiven
and whose sin is covered."

But not only is he put right in relation to the
law which he has broken, he is also put right in rela-

tion to the law which he now endeavors to keep. He
is inwardly rectified. A new principle of obedience
is implanted within him. A new power enters him
capable of producing righteousness. The righteous-
ness which law was unable to produce, the righteous-
ness to which he himself could never have attained, is

realized through Christ, who is "the end of the law
for righteousness unto every one that believeth."
Those who come into union with Christ and receive
his life become partakers of his righteousness.

Justification is no legal fiction. It is not the mak-
ing of a man out to be righteous in the sense of mak-
ing him out to be what he is not ; still less the making
of him out to be righteous on the ground of the righte-
ousness of another. When a man is justified he be-
comes a straight or righteous man, as distinguished
from a crooked man, which is the Old Testament de-
scription of a sinner. He is declared righteous be-
cause he is righteous. He is incipiently, germinally
righteous. The fountain of a new life has been
opened within him.

Justification or adjustment is thus a two-sided unit,

consisting of the forgiveness of sin and the imparta-
tion of righteousness. Forgiveness of sin or deliv-

erance from condemnation is everywhere ascribed in

Scripture to the suffering and death of Christ; while
the inward adjustment of the soul to the law as a.

standard of action is ascribed to the impartation of
the righteousness of Christ. Note the contrast in the
two following texts: "In whom we have redemption
through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses."
Eph. 5 :y. "Him who knew no sin he made to be sin

on our behalf that we might become the righteous-
ness of God in him," II. Cor. 5:21. This twofold ad-
justment which Christ effects brings peace with God.
"Being adjusted by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ," Rom. 5:1.

2. When a man is justified he is put right in rela-

tion to himself. The bitterness of man's guilt comes
from the fact that he has no one but himself to blame
for the disturbance which it has wrought. Sin is vol-
untary. It is something that might not have been,
that ought not to have been. It is evident, therefore,
that before inward harmony can be restored man must
be put right not only with God, but also with him-
self. An upbraiding conscience must be satisfied.

guilty fears must be hushed. From the censure of a
wronged soul there is no escape. What matters it if

men commend if the heart condemns? An accusing
conscience creates a storm in the breast which no
forthputting of will can quell. The mire and dirt are
being constantly cast up, polluting every joy and
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mixing with muddy impurity life's best experiences.

A man must get right with his conscience before he

can be at peace.

The adjusted soul is "made whole every whit." He
is "cleansed from all sin." The burden of his guilt is

taken away. Let it be noted that while the ground

of adjustment is objective, the adjustment itself is

subjective. It is something which takes place in the

court of the soul, and not in the court of heaven. It

is the man himself who is adjusted. In view of

Calvary's sacrifice which reveals the measure of divine

mercy and the method of its bestowal, his conscience

is set forever at rest.

The satisfying of the conscience leads to the sancti-

fication of character. Restoration to the filial rela-

tion begets the filial spirit. New motives, new pur-

poses, are awakened. God is loved, goodness is loved,

all that God loves is loved. Inner harmony is re-

stored. The soul is adjusted to the law as a moral

imperative resting upon the entire life. The com-
mands of the law are no longer grievous, its yoke is

no longer heavy. A new and powerful motive to

obedience is furnished. The bondage of fear is dis-

placed by the liberty of love. "Do we then make void

the law through faith ? God forbid. Yea, we estab-

lish the law."

A Salvation Army convert, tortured with the re-

membrance of a past delinquency, rose up in a public

meeting and said: "Some years ago I stole a sum of

money from my employer ; no one has known of my
sin but myself and my Lord. The burden of guilt

weighs heavily upon my conscience, and I have re-

solved to make instant restitution ; for I find that I

can never be right with myself until I make every-

thing right with the man I have wronged." This man
was seeking personal adjustment. No mere belief

in the general mercy of God could satisfy him. He
had been vainly trying to make himself out to be
right, now he sought to be made right; he had been
vainly trying to get on the right side of his conscience,

now he sought to be right with his conscience ; he had
been vainly trying to get right with the Lord while

he was not right with himself, now he sought to be

right with the Lord by being right with himself.

When a man is. adjusted in relation to himself he
has peace. For the disobedient there is peace only

in obedience; for the wrong-doer there is peace only

in doing right ; for the rebellious there is peace only
in submission ; for the impenitent there is peace only
in repentance. Adjustment of self and peace are

cause and effect. When the human will sinks into

the divine will ; when the mutinous spirit of man
bows before the sceptre of divine authority, man feels

at peace with himself, for he knows that he has done
what is right. The kingdom of God is first righte-

ousness and then peace. There is no peace, there can
be no peace for the wicked. "The work of righteous-

ness shall be peace, and the effect of righteousness
quietness and assurance forever." Isa. 32:17.

3. The justified soul is adjusted or put right in re-

lation to his fellow men. He looks upon them in a
new way ; he treats them in a new way. Formerly
his one thought was, what can I get out of them?
Now his one thought is, how can I serve them?
The root of social discord is selfishness ; and yet in

our competitive industrial system selfishness is tacitly

accepted as the legitimate rule of social action. It is

said to belong to the system. If that be so, then so
much the worse for the system. There is something
radically wrong when in the sphere of business it is

thought to be an unavoidable thing that man should

be set against man, and class against class. But is

it? Not unless Christianity is an unrealizable ideal.

Social adjustment is an integral part of the work
of Christ. Christ is the great reconciler. In him all

social jarrings and discords are harmonized. At his

cross the rich and the poor meet together. Master

and servant accepting his authority as supreme recog-

nize their mutual interests and rights ; they become ad-

justed to each other in all their social relations; they

act towards each other as brethren. When there is

love for Christ there is love for man ; and love is the

great social adjuster.

The problem of sociology, which is the adjustment

of man to his social relations, is at bottom a religious

problem. It is the social side of religion. The ques-

tion which all social reformers are asking is, How
can men be adjusted to each other so that they may
live together as children of a common Father ? Views
may differ as to the changes which must needs take

place before the social system is itself adjusted in all

its parts, but among Christian believers there can be

no difference of opinion as to the power that is to ad-

just man to things as they are, so that as the servant

of Christ he may serve the present age by lightening

his brothers' burdens, lessening their sorrows, increas-

ing their happiness, enlarging their life and sharing

with them in every way possible whatever he possesses

that may contribute to the general well being. Chris-

tianity, while working for the world's betterment, ad-

justs man to his social duties in every stage of human
evolution. It not only gives new light, it gives new
power. It puts man right and keeps him right in all

the complex relations in which he stands to his fellow-

men, enabling him to fill up the measure of his social

obligations.

4. The justified soul is adjusted or put right in re-

lation to the world in which it dwells. His wishes

harmonize with God's appointments ; the arrange-

ments of God's providence are joyfully accepted ; all

conflict with God is ended, his plans are followed, his

will is done.

R. S. Crockett tells the story of a Scotch minister

who "cast out" with his Maker. He was crossed in

love, and like many a fool in similar circumstances he
threw the blame upon God. He lived for years a
lonely and secluded life, "taking his revenge on God
for denying him the desire of his heart." Chancing
to meet the commonplace woman whom he had ideal-

ized he was disillusioned, and a disappointment

changed into a deliverance. Adjusted to the facts of

his life, "he made it up with his Maker" and became
a transformed man. To be out of adjustment with

one's environment is to be unhappy. Adjustment to

the divine will brings inward tranquillity. The fric-

tion and worry that wear out life are taken away when
we can say, "If I cannot bring my circumstances to

my will I can adjust my will to my circumstances."

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this com-
plete adjustment of man in the whole circle of his re-

lations is by Christ, through faith. Man has gone
wrong, but he cannot put himself right. He is with-

out strength to rectify himself. It is Christ alone

who can bring him into right relation to God, to him-
self, to his fellowmen, and to his surroundings. "A
man," says Paul, "is not justified by the works of the

law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ ;" that is, by the

faith which has Jesus Christ for its object. It is only

as a man comes into vital union with Christ, and has
his spirit living in him, that he can be spiritually ad-

justed. "In him all that believe are justified from all

things."
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Let every one who has come to see the utter futility

of trying to bring a sinful, ill-regulated life into har-

mony with the divine order offer the prayer, "Lord
Jesus, thou Divine Adjuster, I yield myself up into

thy hands. Make me right within and without. Put
me in my right place in the world. Enable me to do
the right things. Adjust me in everything to the

Father's will. Amen."

'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
JACOB AT -BETHEL.

Lesson for Sept. 8, 1901 : Gen. 28:10-22.

Golden Text: Surely the Lord is in This Place. Gen. 38-1 6.

A CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S JVO&ES Off
GHE LESSOJV.

Elias A. Long.

Jacob and Esau.

iACOB was the son of Isaac and Rebekah

J
and twin brother to Esau. Jacob, a home-
loving young man (Ch. 25:27), became
especially attached to his mother, while the

wild, daring life of Esau, a hunter, made
him a favorite with his father. The na-

tures of the brothers were quite different

;

to which we may attribute that remarkable

episode, the transfer of the birthright from
Esau to Jacob. Esau was inclined to look

more to present, material things, while

Jacob was more visionary, looking ahead. Hence it

was that present hunger tempted Esau to prize a

mess of savory pottage close at hand more highly than

a birthright in the distance. The birthright means
rights and privileges of the first-born, which include a

double portion of the inheritance (Deu. 21:17), and
the judicial authority of the father (2 Chron. 21:3).

Because Esau by shortsightedness despised his birth-

right (Ch. 25:34), he is styled "a profane person" in

Heb. 12:16. It was an extremely foolish act, yet

thousands made incomparably worse bargains by sell-

ing their eternal birthright. Jacob obtained this ad-

vantage through low, sinful measures. By his con-

duct he earned the title of Jacob the Cheater. Urged
on by his mother, Rebekah (Ch. 27:15-16), he had
taken unbrotherly advantage of Esau's hunger to gain

the latter's rights. Then he used deception to move
Isaac into irrevocably altering his will in his own
favor (Ch. 27:18-29). The time of this lesson was
probably about B. C. 1780. Beersheba, the family

home, was about forty-eight miles southwest of Bethel,

which latter place lay some twelve miles north of

Jerusalem.

A Great Lesson of Hope.

This is a lesson of surpassing hopefulness for the

race. It is an honest account of an eminent man who
was a great sinner and was remarkably rescued to a life

of godliness. If Jacob, the cheater, the lying trickster,

can be transformed into Israel, a prince with God,
what hope for sinful humanity. And what a cata-

logue of sin-transformed lives this case heads in Bible

history. There is the murderous David transformed
into a man after God's own heart; the despised pub-
lican Matthew changed to be the great evangelist

author to the Jewish race ; the cursing, lying Simon
converted to be the powerful Pentecostal preacher, and
the bloody Saul transformed into a meek and long-

suffering hero of faith. With such a record of God's

power unto salvation no sinner needs despair. It il-

lustrates the great lesson of "the riches of God's good-
ness and forbearance and long-suffering in leading

sinners to repentance" (Rom. 2:4). Amother lesson,

and indicated by the golden text, is that of the human
soul's greatest discovery ; the recognition of God's liv-

ing presence, his love, his personal nearness and his

guidance in the case of all who incline their hearts to-

ward him, as their Lord and Savior.

V. 10. Sin=Broken Home. "Jacob," the cheater, was
a sinner who knew not God's presence (v. 16). Had he
waited in faith he would have gained God's promised bless-

ing without resorting to lie and trickery. * * * "Went from
Beersheba." The real reason for Jacob's disgraceful flight

was his sin, which led to Esau's sinful hatred and retali-

atory threat of murder. Ch. 27:41. From the days of Eden
(Gen. 3:24) sin and its results have driven men from home
into sorrow and exile. Sin is the enemy of the home. The
pretended reason to Isaac for Jacob's departure was the

obtaining of a wife. Ch. 27:46. Notice that all the trouble

recorded at this stage can be traced to that common be-

ginning of evil in all ages, the giving way to appetite. Ch.

25:34. * * * "Toward Haran." Haran, the old family settle-

ment, some 450 miles northwest. Jacob went forth alone with
nothing but his staff (Ch. 32:10), a poor, spiritual prodigal,

whose soul had been feeding on the husks of sin.

V. 11. The Striving Spirit. "Lighted upon a certain

place." Leaving Beersheba with its hallowed memories,
the self-seeking Jacob was led to this place where, all alone,

he found room for reflection. This was at Luz, later known
as Bethel. And the Spirit of God striving with him (Gen.

6:3) made this to be a night of "distress" so deep that it

never was forgotten by Jacob. Ch. 35:3. It was his first

night from home, driven by the malice of his active brother,
who might yet overtake and slay him. In those hours of

solitude and terror he must have seen what a miserable
failure he had made of his life's prospects. Taking mean
advantage of his hungry brother, he finds himself a fleeing

outcast, in want of life's necessities. He who stole a bless-

ing has so soon become a poor wandering shepherd seek-
ing employment. * * * "Tarried there all night." Like
a common pilgrim of that land he slept out wherever night
overtook him. * * * "And he took stones . . . for his

pillow." Perhaps he only took one stone (v. 18), hard and
cold. This would add to the cheerlessness and distress.

V. 12. The Cry and Answer. "Answered me . . .

in my distress." See Ch. 35:3. That this poor man cried

and the Lord heard him (Ps. 34:6) is evident from this

reference to the present night's experience, macle many
years later. Jacob must first have called, so that God could
have "answered." * * * "And he dreamed." God's will was
not then embodied in his written word, hence he revealed
himself to men in various forms, including dreams, as here,

in answer to Jacob. Unlike Jacob, we have the light of the
word (Ps. 119:105), and the Light of the World for our guid-
ance, and dreams to us mean little or nothing. * * * "Be-
hold," a word indicating something remarkable, out of the
ordinary. * * * "A 1 dder." In mercy this beautiful emblem
appeared to Jacob, leading him to turn his thoughts upward
from things seen. Abraham in his hour of discouragement
was told to look upward at the stars. Christ commanded
his followers in similar circumstances to look up. Luke
21:28. Now in his desolution Jacob learned that heaven and
earth are not far apart, and are connected. He had passed
over many a mile to this spot, but the ladder suggests that

true progress is by slower method, step by step, in an up-
ward direction. * * * "Set up on earth . . . reached to

heaven." Jesus seems to have taught that this ladder
indicated himself. John 1:51, 3:13. 14:6. By Christ God
came down to man; by Christ man ascends to heaven.
* * * "Angels of God ascending, descending." The word
"angel" in the original means "one sent" and is em-
ployed to denote any agent used in executing God's pur-

poses and in ministering to the needs of his people. Heb.
1:14. Jacob saw what the eye of faith constantly sees in

angelic ministries Whenever the distressed soul reaches
up to God in prayer, in faith, in repentance, there is the

heavenly ladder.

V. 13. Love for Sinners. "Behold the Lord stood."
He stood in his loving kindness, not to charge with guilt or
to punish for sin. In mercy he makes no less than seven
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promises, designed to ht the case of this distressed seeker

for light. Men in their extremity are always more accessible.

* * * "And said." This was in dream language, but so

vivid was the impression made that Jacob could affirm he

heard God saying what follows. * * * "I am the Lord God
of Abraham, of Isaac." The one true God of all generations,

not one of many Gods, according to idolatrous notions.

While it is true that the lives of patriarchs are not signal-

ized by freedom from sin, yet it also is true that they turned

away from low deities, the embodiments of men's lusts and

present indulgencies, and chose at the price of self-denial

the one true and holy God far better than themselves, upon

which to center their love and hope. * * * "The land where-

on thou liest." The land long before promised to Abraham.
God's promises never wear out. * * * "To thee will I give

it." Of all Abraham's descendants, God saw that Jacob's

heart was fittest to be the channel through which the cov-

enant blessing should flow. The converted cheater becomes

the leading figure in sacred history, the partner of God in ful-

fillment of the divine purpose. God knew his heart. There

are many sinful Jacobs to whom it is a comfort to know
that of however poor stuff they are made by nature, God
can make of them, if they but yield to him, vessels unto

honor, meet for the Master's use. 2 Tim. 2:21.

V. 14. nidnight Promise. "Thy seed as the dust."

The old family promise of 160 years before to Abraham
now is repeated in detail. "As the dust" means beyond
computation. Already the figures, as the seashore sands and
the stars, had similarly been applied. * * * "Shall spread

west, east, north, south." Shall spread in all nations. This

in spite of race hatred has been most strangely fulfilled.

When any one questions the strength of God's promises,

point to the Jews. * * * "And in thy seed all . . . be

blessed." Jacob's descendants in prophets, priests and
people, with all their defects were, before the Christian era,

the best people the world had. Even as captives in Babylon
and Persia, leaders like Daniel, Ezekiel, Amos and others

were as a fountain of moral health and blessing. Christ

came of Jacob's seed. Jews became the first preachers of

the gospel and Jewish synagogues the first preaching places.

CjV. 15. Personal Nearness. "I am with thee and will

keep thee." What a cluster of precious promises came to

the needy, conscience-stricken Jacob in that night of awful

experience. If this solitary outcast will but accept God's
mercy the Lord will be close to him as a personal com-
panion. But God, through Christ, is nothing less than this to

us. Matt. 28:20 * * * "Will bring thee again unto this land."

Some forty years later this promise was fulfilled. Ch. 35:

67. * * * "I will not leave thee. A most gracious promise
to come now at the turning point of Jacob's life. So God
will be with us as we breqk from old associations to meet
new trials. His love, his compassion, his comfort, his pow-
er, his adaptation to our needs, through Christ will never
fail.

V. 16-17. The Great Discovery. "Surely the Lord
is in this place." That night there came to Jacob's soul its

greatest discovery. He found that God and his love were
as surely present as the very atmosphere which compassed
him about. It was an assurance that never departed from
him. It brought Jacob—as the same great discovery ever
brings us—into a new world and life, with new aspirations

and hopes. "Behold all things are become new." 2 Cor.

5:17. Only as we grow to be wiser, to live more with God,
do we come to the comprehension that he is in every place.
* * * "And I knew it not." "The Lord, all the while, had
been afraid." Jacob's great discovery leads to the further dis-

covery of himself (Luke 15:17), a poor sinner standing
naked before the Most High and Holy One. But godly
fear comes not from the terror, but from the excellency of

the Lord. * * * "How dreadful is this place." It is a fearful

thing for unclean flesh to stand before the living God. Heb.
10:31. * * * "This is the house of God." How consoling to

think of this desolate place and hard pillow converted into

the very dwelling place of God. In truth it was Jacob's
own heart that had become God's dwelling place. * * *

"This is the gate of Heaven," alluding to the ladder which
served the angels as an entrance to heaven.

V. 18. Pledge of Gratitude. "Rose up early in the
morning." He observed his religious duty promptly. Men
of Jacob's active inclinations and strong religious convic-
tions are early risers everywhere. See Gen. 19:27, 21:14,
22:3; Exod. 24:4, 34:4; Josh. 3:1, 6:12, 7:16, 8:10; Acts 5:21,
which contain a sufficient hint to modern followers of God.
i * * "Poured oil upon the top." In that land oil was used

for light, for food and for alleviating pain. In this symbolic

use it became an emblem of the Spirit who enlightens, re-

vives and heals. To pour such a precious article over any-

thing symbolized its dedication to a divine purpose.

: V. 19. In Remembrance. "Called the name of that

place Bethel." Jacob applied a name that through future

generations should say, This is the house of God. Bethel

means house of God.

V. 20. Vow of Consecration. "Jacob vowed a vow."
This is the first recorded vow. It shows the deepness of

Jacob's experience that he bound himself to certain religious

acts. This, together with his confession (v. 16), his con-
secration (v. 19), his offering of tithes (v. 22), may be taken
as ample proof of his conversion. True, his spiritual

growth henceforth was not rapid; he had yet many lessons

to learn, but the trend of his life was upward. * * * "Say-
ing, if God will." Not implying doubt or the maknig of

terms, but recognizing the great promises, which must have
come to him with stunning force.

V. 2i. Seeker of Peace. "Came again to my father's

house in peace." He left it in a storm, he longs to return
in peace. * * * "Then shall the Lord by my God," im-
plying that he now is a child of God.
V. 22. Faith with Works. "And this . . . shall

be God's house." Having marked the spot and conse-
crated it with a vow and offering of tithes, he can go on his

way rejoicing. He had opened his heart and his treasure to
God. "I will surely give a tenth unto thee." He offered
to God as Abraham before had offered to the priest of
God. Gen. 14:20. Our religion ought to be worth as much
to us as to Jacob. Then, because Jacob inclined his heart
toward higher things, God took him in training and grad-
ually he became Israel, the prince with God. He grew bet-
ter and better and rose higher and higher until we find him
at last a veritable saint, who, with Paul, could say, "By
the grace of God I am what I ?m." 1 Cor. 15:10.

FIVE-MIJSf\JTE SEItMOJV OJV THE
GOLDEJV TEJTT.

By Peter Ainslie.

|OD is here and everywhere. His presence
is not like the rising and the setting of the
sun, but it is perpetual. To flee from him
is folly. As I write he looks over my
shoulder, as I walk he is by my side, as I

sleep he is looking right into my face, as I

go about my daily duties he is with me.
He is my comfort, my joy and my salva-

tion. He keeps me from sin, breaks up
plans that are wrong and banishes all im-
aginations that are hurtful to the soul.

What a presence ! Surely he is here now, as I write
and as you read, and he becomes a living presence in-

deed to the extent of our recognition of him. He is in
a hand's touch. He wants your acquaintance. He
wants to hear your voice. He wants your confidence.
The apostle says, "Be courteous," and certainly it is

a very common courtesy to speak frequently with one
who is with us all the time. This was Paul's concep-
tion when he wrote, "Pray without ceasing." As my
companion, and I walk all the day through the rush-
ing tides of humanity on the streets, through the fields

or sit in a room, certainly I do not count it a burden to
occasionally make a remark to him. It comes as nat-
ural to say a word or two every few moments. May
it not be just as true as to our speaking with God,
who is ever with us? T wonder if he ever feels lone-
ly because we are so cold and formal in our talks with
him. With some of us a whole day and a night pass
and not so much as a word between us and our God.
Are we really acquainted? It is said that he knoweth
them that are his, but do we know him, who is ours?
You may say because he is unseen he is unreal, but

all friendship is based upon the spiritual, which can-
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not be seen. My friend and I really love, but I only

see my friend by his works, for the mere flesh and
bone is not my friend. With this as a beginning
point, are we not able to take hold of the personality

of our God ? The eye can not see him, but we can see

his works ; we know that he is, and, more, too, we
know that he is ever present, that he is the friend of

all friends and the chief of lovers. Then is not his

presence a benediction ? He is pure and holy and
altogether without sin and that which is most mys-
terious to me is that I, but dust and ashes, should be

taken into his friendship and sought after as a daily

companion. He loved the whole world and he will

love us unto the end. He is here and he is every-

where and his very presence is an unanswerable argu-
ment for his tender Fatherhood and his eternal love.

Our Father, thou art not far away. Forgive us of

unrighteousness and help us that wTe may recognize

thee always. Amen.

CH1USTIAJV EJVVEAVO'R.
Charles Blanchard.

HELP F*ROM A.'BOVE.

Topic for Sept. 8: 2 Kings 6:15-17.

WO of the most interesting characters in

T|
the chronicles of Israel are Elijah and his

successor, Elisha. Though differing great-

ly, they are strangely associated in the

stirring events of the period. The ele-

ment of the romantic is not wanting in the

history of each. Elijah was a bold, daring

prophet, facing Ahab and Jezebel in their

career of desperate wickedness until King
Ahab came to fear his presence more than

the enemies of Israel. He dogged the

miserable king until he cried out in fear and despera-

tion, "Hast thou found me, O mine enemy?" And he

answered, T have found thee, because thou hast sold

thyself to work evil in the sight of the Lord."

Elisha was more retiring in his disposition, though

not a whit less courageous. He depended more on

the manifestation of

Spiritual Forces.

His history is worthy the careful study of this

materialistic age, from the emphasis of the unseen

and spiritual. The chief point of the lesson is this

emphasis of the reality of spiritual presence and
power.
The heart of the king of Syria was sore troubled at

the mysterious manner in which his best-laid schemes
for entrapping the king of Israel miscarried. He ac-

cused his servants of treachery, demanding, "Which
of us is for the king of Israel?" And one of his serv-

ants answered: "None, my lord, O king, but Elisha,

the prophet, that is in Israel, telleth the king of Israel

the words that thou speakest in thy bedchamber." So
he sent to Dothan, and encompassed the city about
with a great host of chariots and horsemen. This
greatly frightened the servant of Elisha and he cried

out, "Alas, my master! How shall we do?" And he
answered, "Fear not, for they that be with us are

more than they that be with them." And Elisha

prayed and said, "Lord, I pray thee, open his eyes that

he may see." And the Lord opened the eyes of the

young; man and he saw and, behold, the mountain was
full of horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha."

O for more of this

Spiritual Vision!

I think we need to pray the prayer of Elisha for his

servant. Lord, open the eyes of young men ! It is

one of the sorest needs of our times. I am not pessi-

mistic when I affirm that what our young men lack

is spiritual vision. And when I say this I am not
forgetful of the great work of the Christian Endeavor
movement, of the Young Men's Christian Association,
of the Students' Volunteer Movement, and of the

large number of young men in Christian schools. Still

the vast majority of our young men, even those in our
churches, lack spiritual vision. They are so encom-
passed about with the occupations and pleasures of

the world that they forget the unseen and eternal God
of Elisha, reveal it unto us, and to our young men, in

the midst of the world's mad clamor, that they that be
with us are more than they that be with the enemies
of youth and young manhood ! Fathers, mothers, sis-

ters, brothers, preachers of the gospel of redeeming
grace, let us pray this prayer. Pray for spiritual

vision, for open eyes, that our young men may see

visions, as the people of Elisha prayed, and as the

prophet Joel foretold should be one of the evidences

of the reign of the Holy Spirit. The Christian En-
deavor movement will accomplish its greatest mis-
sion in inspiring our young men to spiritual vision,

and the recognition of the supremacy of spiritual

forces.

THE QM1ET //OVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By The Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

A'B'RAHAM'S IJVTE'RCESSIOJV.
"The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availetb

much."—James 5, 16.

Monday—Genesis 18. 1-8.

I may still have moments on the Mount such as

Abraham had when he entertained the visitants from
heaven.

At my conversion does not God seclude me from the

crowd, and whisper a word of grace into my ears,

which is meant for me alone, and give me the hidden

manna to eat, and greet me by the new name which is

known only to . Himself and myself ? At great and
thrilling seasons afterward in the spiritual life, when,
as I pray and meditate alone, I am filled with the

grace and enlightenment of the Holy Ghost, I am
admitted to a marvelous nearness of communion. And
other days of heaven there are on earth, when the

gates of pearl are open to me and I walk the streets

of gold.

If mv Lord cives me such foretastes of the better

country, may they enable me to live as its citizens now
and here.

Tuesday—Genesis 18. K>-22.

Sin brings sorrow and destruction in its train. It

is a law not for the city and community only, but for

the individual. Let me lay it earnestly to heart.

Sometimes I am deceived by the prophets who speak

smooth things. Men nowadays will hardly allow such

a word as "Wrath." The violation of the divine com-
mandments must be condoned and passed over. And
it is true that God is merciful ; but it is true, too, that

he is the God of retribution, and justice, and holi-

ness.

And sometimes I am deceived by the appearances

which promise escape and immunity. Circumstances
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seem favorable to the commission of what is evil and

wrong. But God's insight and foresight—ah, how
wide-reaching they are, how exact, how inevitable

!

I cannot foil One so wise.

And sometimes I am deceived by the delays of provi-

dence. It is for repentance that my day of grace is

lengthened out, it is not for carelessness and rebellion.

So let me improve the gracious respite. Meanwhile

there is forgiveness with God, and plenteous redemp-

tion. I would seek his mercy. I would claim his

pardon. I would enter the glorious liberty wherewith

he makes me free.

Wednesday—Genesis 18, 23-33.

My praying is conformed too little to the pattern

which Abraham has set me. It is too selfish. My
outlook should be much larger. My soul should be

less wrapped up in its own wants and its own sor-

rows. I belong to a kingdom of priests—priests who
are intended, who are set apart, to make supplication

for saints and for sinners, and for sufferers everywhere.

''Beloved, let us love one another; for love is of God;
and everyone that loveth is born of God and knoweth
God." And the language of love, its mother tongue,

is prayer.

"A frequent intercession with God," says William

Law, "earnestly beseeching him to forgive the sins

of all mankind, to bless them with his Spirit, and
to bring them to everlasting happiness, is the divinest

exercise that the heart of man can be engaged in."

It must be a divine exercise ; for not only did Abra-
ham, the father of the faithful, practice it, but my
Lord Jesus Christ abandoned himself to it often and
gladly. And let me seek to learn better the blessed

art.

Thursday—Genesis 19. 12-23.
In Jesus Christ is the City of Refuge, the way of

escape from death and sin. He is the revelation of

God's ceaseless and immeasurable and eternal love.

In him I have the satisfaction of sovereign justice.

My own conscience, once it has been thoroughly
aroused and awakened, feels what a difficult thing ab-

solution is. It demands that sin like mine shall not be
lightly passed over. It wearies itself to find an avail-

ing sacrifice and atonement. "What shall I do unto
Thee," it cries with Job, "O Thou Preserver of men ?"

Jesus is God's answer. I behold him, I flee to him,
I rest in him ; and my soul has life and peace. He is

the Lamb who takes my sin away.
And in him, too, I have the grace which brings me

into accord with the mind and government of God.
My imagination, my intellect, my will, my heart—he
renews them all. If he lays bare to me the ghastly
wound of my nature, he does it as a Good Physician
who can purge away that moral virus which is de-
stroying me.
Thus he gives me sweet and sure release. He is

my Zoar, my Shelter, my Home.

Friday—Bjcodus 32. 7-14.

Moses is the forerunner of Christ. He is so in

more respects than one, and, not least, in his interces-
sions.

Christ pleased not himself. The sins and sorrows
of others haunted him still. He bore them on his
heart before God. He besought for them mercy to
pardon and grace to help.

There were his own disciples and friends ; I am
sure he prayed for them individually. There were
the men of his country and time, the men whom he
was eager to save but whom he found it hard to win.

There was his Church in every age and land. He
saw the many obstacles and changes and defeats which

it would encounter. He saw how the patience of the

saints would be exercised, and how the unbelievers

would scoff, and how the little flock would be disposed

to yield to fear. He had a great deal to think of when
he knelt and prayed. He had a great multitude to

supplicate for, this Remembrancer of the Lord who
gave him no rest.

Perhaps I was in his thought and affection then.

Perhaps my face was familiar to him when he prayed

with strong cryings and tears.

Saturday—Job 4-2, I-IO.

Job, too, heralds and adumbrates Jesus, he prays

for his friends—his friends who have been forgetting

to act a friendly part towards him.

In that delightful little book, "A Day in Caper-
naum," Dr. Franz Delitzsch pictures Jesus, after the

toil of many hours in teaching and healing, climbing

upward in the evening by a stony and overgrown way
to a hill that sloped down to the margin of the lake.

His gaze swept over land and sea, and rested on the

towns round about with greetings of peace. By-and-
by he extended his arms, and pressed the whole world
to his heart, and fell down with it before God. Then,
after a long time of silent and intimate fellowship,

he rose and walked quickly back to the town, lying

now in profound sleep. The mother-in-law of Peter
opened the door for him when he knocked. "Again
so late, Rabboni, my Lord," she said, as she looked
into those deep eyes of his ; and he passed within, to

snatch the shortest rest before the labors of the new
day were begun.
That was not an occasional thing with Jesus, my

Lord and Savior. It was his manner of living during
all the months that he ministered here. And O that

I might follow in his steps ! O that I might learn

to intercede for my friends, and for my enemies as

well

!

Sunday—James 5, 10-20.

I have been reading the sermons of William
Guthrie, the old Covenanter of Fenwick. It is not a
sickly and slipshod godliness which he inculcates ; he
bids his hearers rise to something better than the con-
ventional religion of the crowd. "No almost," he says,

"can reach perfection, for it hath not the nature of
the thing." The saints must be "all in all or not at

all."

And there is nothing he condemns more sternly than
the prayers of most Christians. How pithless they
are ! how blunt ! how feeble ! lame of foot so that they
cannot run to God's Throne, palsied in hand so that
they cannot grasp his arm and hold him fast ! "They
have no bones, strength, nor edge ; they will never
pierce heaven." "See, sirs," he entreats the members
of his congregation, "that ye stay still at his door
until ye get an answer; be not like those who shoot
blunt-shot, and never look where it goes."

Nay, nay; like Abraham, like Moses, like Job, like

Elijah, like my Lord Jesus Christ, let my prayers be
"the supplications of a righteous man which avail
much in their working." Let me have done with those
poor and wingless petitions which can never make
their way to the presence-chamber of the King of
kinsrs.

"Though beaten back by many a foe,

Still freshening strength we borrow.
For where the vanguard halts to-day,
The rear shall camp to-morrow."
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General ^
Church Netos

THE JVO'RTHFIEL'D S\JM-
ME'R COJVEEHEJVCES:
The personality of Dwight L. Moody,

some have asserted, was the main fac-

tor in making the work at Northfleld,

Mass., a success. Particularly with ref-

erence to the summer conferences for

Bible study and Christian workers was
this believed to be true. Himself so

largely inspired of God he had the pow-
er to inspire others. His earnestness

and enthusiasm were contagious. He
had the faculty of "making things go."

But with his personal inspiration gone,

his forceful presence removed, the

question was raised whether people

would feel the same attraction to the

Northfleld conferences. That doubt has
been effectually removed by the evi-

dence the summer season now drawing
to a close has brought. The attend-

ance has been larger and the interest

deeper than on any previous occasion.

The stability of Mr. Moody's work is

a strong proof of the real greatness of

the man who built it up, not to make
himself famous, but on foundations for

the extension of Christ's kingdom In

the hearts of men.

The Northfleld Student Conference,

June 2<3-July 7, under the direction of

the International Young Men's Christ-

ian Association Committee, far exceed-

ed in attendance any previous year,

and the large number of representa-

tives from foreign countries was very
noticeable. This conference followed

out the usual course of training and
in the matter of Bible Study classes

formed a new and thorough course di-

vided into the freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior divisions. The Per-

sonal Work class was made more
prominent this year than hitherto.

Among those who addressed this con-

ference were Rev. G. Campbell Mor-
gan, Mr. Robert E. Speer, Rev. Alex-
ander McKenzie, D. D., of Cambridge,
Mass.; President Seth Low, LL. D., Co-
lumbia University, and Dr. J. Howard
Taylor of the China Inland Mission.

In due sequence, from July 12-22,

came the Young Women's College Con-
ference, embracing college, city mis-
sionary, and other workers connected
with the Young Women's Christian As-
sociation, and following similar lines

of study to that of the young men. It

had a strong list of platform speakers,

including Dr. Campbell Morgan. Mrs.

Margaret Sangster, Mrs. Lucy Water-
bury, Mrs. A. W. Montgomery, Prof.

W. W. White of Montclair, N. J., Dr.

and Mrs. J. Howard Taylor of the
China Inland Mission, and Mr. Robert
E. Speer.

The General Conference of Christian

Workers, in which Mr. Moody always
took a very special interest, having as

his aim for it, the deepening of Christ-

ian life and service, met for its nine-

teenth session August 1-18. Fully 3,000

persons attended it. The pivotal

thought for the conference was given
in the words from 2 Cor. 9:8: "God is

able to make all grace abound toward
you, that ye, having all sufficiency in

all things, may abound to every good
work." Rev. G. Campbell Morgan ex-

pressed the belief that "we are just

on the borderland of one of the most
marvelous spiritual movements the
world has ever seen." The opening
words of an address by Rev. A. T.

Pierson give the key note of his

thought: "There is no indwelling of

the Holy Spirit without the indwelling
of the Word of God, in connection with
spiritual faithfulness in all life's du-
ties." Rev. Samuel Chadwick of Leeds,

England, is prominent in the Wesley-
an body there and has had special suc-

cess in evangelistic effort. He is a
new speaker at Northfleld and was
found to be helpful and uplifting in his

addresses. In addition to the meetings
held morning and evening, institutes to

meet the needs of different classes of

Christian workers were held and
proved very popular. This new feature

consisted of a Young People's Insti-

tute under J. Willis Baer, a musical in-

stitute under Prof. D. B. Towner of

Chicago, and an institute on Christian

doctrines under Rev. R. A. Torrey of

the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.

The Missionary Day was an especially

interesting one. Meetings began at 6:30

a. m. and continued until 9 p. m. and
a large number of the missionaries

present gave addresses. There were in

attendance about ninety different mis-
sionaries who have been in the field,

both home and foreign.

A post-conference course was held

from Aug. 19-26, under the direction of

Rev. G. C. Morgan and Rev. Samuel
Chadwick, by whom lectures were de-

livered daily.

A noticeable feature of these North-
field gatherings is the obliteration of

denominational lines. The sermons and
addresses do not reveal the denomina-
tional affiliations of the speakers, and
these conferences therefore accomplish
much towards bringing the members
of the various religious bodies closer

together as in meeting here they dis-

cover upon how large an extent of

common ground they all stand.

tVIJVOJVA 'Bl'BEE COJV-
EE'REJVCE.

The seventh annual Bible Confer-
ence, which opened at Winona Lake,
Indiana, on Sunday morning, August
18th, with a record-breaking attend-
ance, still continues. The opening ser-

ron was preached by Rev. J. Wilbur
Chapman, who is director of the con-

ference. He is well known throughout
this and other countries and is a leader
of evangelistic work in the United
States. Although he has been sick the

greater part of the summer, he has
not lost interest in Winona, and the

result of his work is this large Bible

Conference. At least one thousand min-
isters are in attendance with hun-
dreds of Christian workers, including
home and foreign missionaries. Almost
every denomination is represented.

Lots are being sold and cottages erect-

ed. The Winona hotel has been remod-
eled and enlarged, but the growing at-

tendance makes it necessary to have
other hotels and boarding houses.
These will no doubt be erected during
the coming fall and winter.

On the grounds are the following
speakers: Rev. John McNeil of Scot-
land, who has preached every evening,
and will continue to do so until tl

close of the conference; Rev. George
T. Purves, D. D., New York; Rev.
James M. Buckley, editor of (Meth-
odist) Christian Advocate, New York
city; Rev. Cornelius Woelfkin, D. D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Rev. W. G. Moore-
head, D. D., Xenia, Ohio; Rev. George
L. Robinson, D. D.

(
Chicago, 111.; Rev.

L. W. Munhall, D. D.. Philadelphia,

Pa.; Mr. S. D. Gordon, Cleveland, Ohio;
Mr. S. H. Hadley, of the McAuley Mis-
sion, New York city; Mr. Todd B. Hall,

the detective evangelist, Baltimore,
Md.; Rev. A. A. Fulton, D. D., of Can-
ton, China; Rev. Alexander Patterson,

Chicago, 111.; Rev. R. A. Walton, D. D.,

Owingsville, Ky.; Mr. John Willis

Baer, of Boston; Rev. Arthur J. Smith,
of New York; Rev. Mr. Hotchkiss of
Africa; Rev. Mr. Fenn of China, and
many others.

A number of denominational meet-
ings have been held and steps will be
taken by those representing these de-

nominations to have buildings or

homes for each erected on the park, so

that they can come to Winona each
year and be as one family. It was the
unanimous vote at all these meetings
that Winona should be made a center

of inter-denominational power and in-

spiration that will tell on the evangel-
ization of the world. This is the great-

est Bible Conference ever held in the
West, and one of the greatest ever held
in this country. There are at last 5.000

people on the grounds.

THE CHTUSTIAJV MOTH-
ERS- VJVIOJV.

The National Christian Mothers'
Union is a department of the Ameri-
can Society of Religious Education, an
undenominational organization having
headquarters at Washington. D. C.

This department has for its specific

object the associating of American
mothers into local unions for the pur-
pose of reading, conferences, and dis-

cussions on themes pertaining to moth-
erhood. Especially does it undertake to

discover and make popular the best

methods for child culture, confident

that these methods must recognize the

value of the religious element in child

training. The scope of its work includes

affiliated organizations for young wom-
en, fathers and young men, and chil-

dren. The last named are the Nature
Study Circles of children which carry
on their work along lines laid down bv
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the Bureau of Nature Study, Cornell

University, Ithaca, N. Y. A Prayer Cir-

cle has been formed under the direc-

tion of a superintendent for purposes

of united and systematic prayer in con-

nection with the work of the organiza-

tion.

The second annual meeting of the

Christian Mothers' Union of New York
state was held August 1 at Round
Lake. Practical topics were treated in

the addresses, as "Vacation Play-

grounds," by Miss Anna B. Cairns of

Lansingburg, N. Y. ; "Girls and Their

Influences," by Miss Augusta M. Brit-

ton of Brooklyn; "Homeless Children,"

by Mrs. E. W. Simpson of Troy; "Re-
ligious Training of Children," by Rev.

L. J. Dean, D. D., of Troy; "The Child

of the Future," by George E. Gorham,
M. D., of Albany; "Advantages of a

College Education," by Prof. Jared W.
Scudder of Albany.

A Mothers' Conference was held at

the same place July 22 to August 4,

when the following topics were ren-

dered: "Home Ideals"; "Girls and
Their Friends"; "Health and Hered-
ity"; "Rewards and Punishments";
"How to Teach Temperance in the

Home"; "Right and Wrong Amuse-
ments"; "Industrial Training." Mrs.

C. W. Edwards of Albany is the secre-

tary of the union. She will gladly give

information to those desiring it.

CHICAGO AJVT> VICIJVITy.
The First Baptist church for colored

people has just been organized at Chi-

cago Heights through the efforts of

Rev. Mollie B. Craft, the first regularly

ordained woman minister for the col-

ored race. Mrs. Craft was ordained in

Milwaukee in 1898. She is a graduate of

the Howe Baptist Theological School
work began in the North, much of it

being in the mining and lumber dis-

tricts of northern Michigan.
Bethany Baptist church has a better

attendance at its Sunday school during
hot weather than some other city

churches. There were 198 on the morn-
ing of August 4. There were but few
empty seats at the evening service.

Ravenswood is to have a new Bap-
tist church. The contract has been let

for a brick and stone building to seat

700 and to cost $25,000. It will be in the
Grecian style of architecture.

Holy Trinity English Lutheran
church, Chicago, has secured as its

pastor Rev. D. W. L. Hunton, pastor
of St. John's Lutheran church, Wilkes-
barre, Pa.

The Christian Commercial Traveling
Men's Association will begin a two-
days' rally in the First Methodist Epis-
copal church, August 31. The object of
the convention is to establish a state
camp, which probably will be located
in Chicago. Several states have already
organized camps, Iowa being in the
lead. The national association was or-

ganized two years ago with only three
members. One year later it had a mem-
bership of 600 drummers, and now 1,700
are enrolled, thus showing the rapid

growth of the organization. National

President S. E. Hill and National Sec-

retary John H. Nicholson have prom-
ised to be present at the convention.

The pastors of the Rockford Meth-
odist Conference are largely in favor

of the appointment of Rev. D. M.
Tompkins of Belvidere, 111., as presid-

ing elder.

Rev. E. G. Sanderson, now resident in

Chicago, has recently been appointed

superintendent of the department of

agitation in the Illinois Anti-Saloon

League. He comes here from Ohio,

where he had charge of the Cleveland

district, and before that he had charge

of the Twin City district in Minne-
sota.

Professor Caspar Rene Gregory, D.

D., LL. D., of the University of Leip-

zig, Germany, will deliver the oration

at the summer convocation of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, on the campus, Au-
gust 29.

"Baptist.

The Central Mission Theological In-

stitute held its midsummer session in

the First church, Warrensburg, Mo.
Rev. Chas. Manly, D. D., of Lexington,

Mo., Rev. E. A. Leonard, Rev. C. A.

Buchanan and others were among the

speakers.

Calvary church Sunday school, Sioux

City, Iowa, is remarkable for the large

percentage of boys attending it. Since

Rev. Parker Smith became pastor,

nine months, the total increase in

membership has been seventeen.

One hundred members have been
added to the church at Fort Scott, Kan.,

during the past year, about half of

them the result of the special meetings1
.

Rev. Edwin M. Griffin, the pastor, has

gathered a fine band of young men
workers and the outlook is encourag-
ing.

At Independence, Iowa, a $1,500 pipe

organ is a new possession dedicated

August 25.

The Bay Creek Association, compris-

ing six small churches in Pike and
Calhoun counties, Illinois, reports for

the year 51 baptisms.

Clear Creek Association which cov-

ers the extreme southwestern portion

of the state, has had 275 baptisms du-

ring the year in its thirty-nine

churches.

Steps are being taken to establish a

Baptist Seminary in Kansas City, Kan.
Rev. George Finley of Battle Creek,

Mich., is going to the Philippines as a

missionary.

Rev. Dr. Augustus H. Strong, presi-

dent of the Rochester (N. Y.) Theolog-
ical Seminary, desires to remove the

institution to New York city. There
would be heavy financial loss on build-

ings. No definite action has yet been
taken.

Congregational.

Some Congregational churches in

Minnesota have discovered the advan-
tages of Sunday evening service held

out of doors. In Merriam Park, the va-

rious churches have united in a ser-

vice on the side of a hill. At Hopkins,
Rev. J. B. Richardson holds the service

in a lot, adjoining the church. Univer-

sity Avenue church, St. Paul, is using

a large tent.

Rev. Andrew M. Brodie, D. D., has
resigned as pastor of the First church,

Manistee, Mich., to accept a call to the

Congregational church at Hinsdale,

111. He is very highly esteemed in Man-
istee.

The church at Elliott, Iowa, was re-

opened August 11, after being repaired.

The Methodist, Christian and Wales
Congregational church people united

with the Elliott church in the services,

each of the pastors taking part. The
church is under the pastorate of Rev.
Owen Thomas, who was called to the

pastorate nearly three years ago from
Hiteman, la., where a strong church
was built under his care.

The Congregational Sunday school at
Kelleyville, 111., has been held under
the trees in summer and in some cab-
in, if anywhere, in winter. Recently a
building has been erected, and though
not completed, a service held in it. The
rough, scoffing crowd who gathered
were quieted by the singing of gospel

songs.

There was great rejoicing August 15

in the dedication at Williams Bay,
Wis., of the new house of worship—the
only English Protestant church in the
village. The members of various de-

nominations have worked together
with great harmony under the leader-

ship of the young pastor, Rev. W. R.

Dixon. Under his direction the music
on this occasion was plentiful and en-

joyable. The property cost about $3,000

and the church has pledges sufficient

to clear it of all debt.

Rev. C. H. Bente of Seneca, Kan.,
has closed a five years' pastorate to
take up work at Lawton, Oklahoma.
During this period about seventy-five

or eighty have joined the church. All

benevolences have increased. The par-
sonage has been repaired and enlarged,
and Sunday school rooms and a fine

pipe organ have been added to the
church. The church unanimously
adopted a resolution expressive of
their sense of loss, and of the love and
respect of all who knew him. Just
before his departure the church and
citizens presented him with a purse of

$150.

The Oklahoma Summer Bible school
held its second annual session at King-

LOW HAKES' GO -BUF-
FALO PAJV-AME'RI-

CAff.
The Nickel Plate Road are selling

tickets at exceptionally low rates to
Buffalo and return, good for 10, 15
and 30 days. For particulars and Pan-
American folder of buildings and
grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
'Phone Central 2057. City Ticket Of-
fice 111 Adam? St.
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fisher College, the last ten days of July.

The attendance this year was three

times that of last year. Most of the

Teaching was by Miss Fannie B. Wil-

liams, a former student of Northtield,

Mass. Others helped in the work.

A deputation from the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions is visiting India and Ceylon

in the interests of the Congregational

missions in those countries. It consists

of Rev. J. F. Loba, D. D., of Evanston,

111., Rev. James L. Barton, D. D., for-

eign secretary of the American Board,

and Mr. William F. Whittemore, Esq.,

of Boston. They will be in southern

India until September 1st, and there-

after in Bombay. They left May 1st,

and are expecting to be absent until

November.
Federation of the interests of the

various Congregational societies has

been most successfully tried in the Re-

publican Valley, Nebraska. A system-

atic presentation of the whole field of

Congregational benevolence was made
at each meeting and the offerings of

the churches were largely increased.

Z5he "Disciples.

There are 1,675 churches of Christ in

Missouri but nearly 1,000 of them have

no regular preaching, not even once a

month.
The Church Extension Board secured

lots in all the important towns at the

opening of the Indian lands. Rev. J.

M. Monroe of El Reno, Rev. A. B. Car-

penter of Norman, and Rev. V. Wil-

liams, the field superintendent, have
been located with tents at Anadarko,
Lawton and Hobart, respectively, and
are holding services and gathering

congregations. At Sickles also lots

have been secured.

Slida, Colo., is a town of 4,000 peo-

ple having eighteen saloons and four

large gambling houses. It is a difficult

field for church work, but the Church
of Christ there is self-supporting, and
at the mid-week prayer meetings the

attendance is seldom less than forty.

The Christian Endeavor Society con-

ducts a prayer meeting at the poor

house one Sunday afternoon in each
month, and has placed a Bible in each

room of the largest hotel, also in the

hospital and poor house. The Christian

Woman's Board of Missions Auxiliary

supports a teacher in a foreign land.

This church also contributes to the

state work.
As a result of a meeting at Troy,

Texas, eighty-two have been added to

the church.

The colored people at Waco, Texas,

have laid the corner stone of a $2,500

house.

Rev. Paul McReynolds says that the

membership of the church in Redlands,

Cal. has nearly doubled in the past

year, and they are building a beautiful

little church.

The Macatawa Assembly has en-

joyed some very helpful Bible Study
lectures by Prof. Lloyd of Oakland,
California.

Rev. Jesse Walden died August 17 of

pneumonia at the home of ex-Senator
Napier, Lancaster, Ky. For the last

ten years he had been engaged in evan-
gelistic work throughout the state.

The Northwest Ohio Ministerial As-
sociation of the Disciples of Christ held
two sessions, one at the Walbridge
Park, on the banks of the Maumee riv-

er, and the other in the Central Church
building, Toledo. The attendance was
good. Various ministers spoke on the
topic: "How to Get all the Members of

the Church to Work." Miss Shaffer of

St. Louis presented the needs of the

"Benevolent Association of the Chris-

tian Church," whose headquarters are
in that city. J. A. Lord of Cincinnati,

Ohio, delivered the afternoon and night

addresses on "The Freedom of the
Truth," and "Doctrines and Present
Conditions of the World."
Ocean View, Delaware, has the only

congregation of the Disciples in that

state. It was organized forty years ago.

They have just completed a new edifice

which was dedicated August 11. At the
morning service $500 was asked for to

remove all debt on the building. The
membership only numbers fifty, not
one of them worth over $2,000, and the
majority less than $500, yet $607 was
pledged at once, of which $200 was
paid on the spot.

The Disciples of Christ have rented

the Unitarian church building in Wi-
nona, Minn., and will hold services

there. Rev. William Boice is to be the

pastor of this new work which is under
the direction of the Minnesota Chris-

tian Missionary Society.

Episcopal.

The Girls' Friendly Society of Massa-
chusetts sustain summer homes for

women and girls who have not the

means for vacation expenses. "Broad-
view" has a family of fifty-eight per-

sons, and "Restcroft" one numbering
fourteen. These homes opened June 22

and will close September 18. A chapel

is attached, seating seventy.

Rev. Charles Trotman, rector of the

Church of the Redeemer, St. Louis,

has just completed three years of med-
ical study and has received the degree

of M. D. Rev. Mr. Higson, who is tak-

ing charge of Mr. Trotman's parish

while the latter is in Europe, is in the
midst of a similar course. Their object,

it is understood, is simply that they
may be more useful in their parishes
by relieving suffering among those who
cannot afford a physician's services.

The ladies of St. Paul's church, Al-

ton, 111., have cancelled the last of the

indebtedness on their church, having
paid up a mortgage of twelve years'

standing. The mortgage was made
when an accidental landslide caused the
whole east side of the rectory, adjoin-

ing the church, to cave in. The build-

ing was wrecked and has since been
out of the possession of the church. It

will now be turned over to St. Paul's

for the use of the rector, Rev. H. M.
Chittenden.

Methodist.

The deaconnesses connected with the
Methodist work in Milwaukee have ar-

ranged for a two weeks' outing for

twenty-five mothers and 100 children
from Milwaukee. The Wisconsin Cen-
tral furnished transportation to Wau-
paca, the Waupaca electric road and
the boat line on the Chain o' Lakes
gave free conveyance to Camp Cleg-

horn, which with hotel, tents and six-

teen acres of ground on the bank of

the Columbia Lake, was donated by
the Good Templars who own grounds,

for the visitors without a cent of cost

for the two weeks. The board of the

Wisconsin Veterans' Home, the people

of Waupaca and the farmers around
the camp unite in furnishing provision

for the company.

Rev. A. H. Henry of the First Meth-
odist church, Salt Lake, has accepted

a call to the Mountain View church at

Butte, Mont. His five years' pastorate

in Salt Lake has been very successful.

Rev. Dr. James F. Albritton, whom he
succeeds at Butte, will exchange places

with him, becoming his successor at

Salt Lake.

The Methodists are making a stren-

uous effort to secure the endowment of

a number of beds in the general hospi-

tal at Seattle which is under their care.

The institution is finely equipped and
conducted.

At the Utah Methodist Conference
held at Ogden, August 16, the work
was reported to be in a very encourag-

ing condition. There has been an in-

crease of 20 per cent in the member-
ship of the churches during the past

year and an advance of $420 in the

receipts from collections. Dr. W. A.

Spencer of Chicago delivered the prin-

cipal address of the evening. He stated

that the Methodist church membership
was equal to that of all the other evan-

gelical denominations.

The tent meetings being held in St.

Paul, Minn., are attracting large au-

diences. Bishop Joyce preached at the

opening of the series, but, for the most

A JVOVEL *OAy.
To K.eep Grape-JVuts Crisp.

A novel way of opening a package

of food is shown on the Grape-Nuts
package, where a line indicates that

a slit should be made with a knife,

and the package squeezed, which
makes it gap enough to pour out what
is needed for a meal, then the package
automatically closes, preserving the

contents from the moisture of the air.

As a rule, Grape-Nuts packages are

not kept on hand very long in any
family, but it is well to know how to

keep the contents of the package in

prime condition. Grape-Nuts Food is

ready cooked, very crisp, and can be

served immediately with a little cream
or milk. This feature is of great ad-

vantage to those who appreciate ease

and convenience in preparing break-

fast.
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part the preaching is done by the pas-

tors. The tent is placed in the heart of

the business part of the city and the

meetings will be continued until Sep-

tember 1.

"Presbyterian.

The Arlington Hills church, St. Paul,

Minn., laid the corner stone of its new
building, August 14. Rev. A. E. Dris-

coll, the pastor, has been active in the

forwarding of this enterprise which
was just started fifteen months ago.

The building is now partially complet-

ed and it is hoped that it can be dedi-

cated about December 1. Addresses
were made on the occasion of the cor-

ner-stone laying by Mr. D. R. Noyes,
who has done much to foster the

growth of the church, Rev. D. D. Mc-
Kay of Minneapolis, Rev. J. N. Mcln-
nis, Rev. F. H. Shedd and Mr. Thomas
Dixon.

The Philadelphia evangelistic cam-
paign has an average weekly attend-

ance of 15,000. Seven tents are being
used. One Christian worker is given

entire charge, in addition to the speak-
er, in connection with each tent, in

visiting from house to house and in

following up the inquirers. Some
workers have visited seventy-five

homes a day. In many of the homes
where the workers at first were not
welcomed, they are. now urged to visit

and conduct cottage prayer meeting.

The Rev. Malcolm J. McLeod of

Pasadena had the pleasure of welcom-
ing thirty-seven to membership at the

recent communion; of these fifteen

were by confession of faith.

Alma College, at Alma, Michigan, is

building a new hall, five stories high,

stone and brick. It will accommodate
100 young ladies with their teachers,

giving them sitting rooms and bed-
rooms.

Though a town of 500 inhabitants,

Summerland, California, has never had
an orthodox church until very lately,

when, acting under the authority of

the Presbytery of Santa Barbara, the

Rev. W. E. Dodge of Montecito organ-
ized Bethany church. The member-
ship is composed of people from tne

various denominations. The congrega-
tion has bought four lots, located on a

commanding site, and is building a

neat and commodious house of wor-
ship.

At the August communion service

twenty-two persons were received into

the church at Fremont, Nebr., eighteen

on confession of faith. The Rev. C.

W. Weyer took charge of the work
June 1.

The Second church of Lincoln, Nebr.,

is moving forward steadily under the

pastoral oversight of the Rev. B. M.
Long, D. D., who welcomed twenty-
eight new members at the July com-
munion, making nearly 200 accessions

since he took charge of the church two
years since. Two wide-awake mission
schools are in progress, one supported
by the Sunday school, the other by the

Senior C. E. Society. Nearly 900 are

enrolled in these schools. The pastor

teaches a class of seventy-five young
men and women.
The first church of Racine, Wis., has

received $1,000 as a memorial of Mrs.

M. B. Erskine, presented by Chas. Ers-
kine, Mrs. Miles and Mrs. Crosby. The
gift is to be expended immediately on
repairs about the church property. The
organ is to be entirely rebuilt and re-

modeled.
The fifteenth annual meeting of the

Cumberland Presbyterian Sabbath
school assembly of Missouri, in session

at Pei tie Springs, near Warrensburg,
Mo., is the largest that has been held

since the organization of the assembly
fifteen years ago. The attendance has
reached the 3,000 point. Professor Syl-

vester Burnham, D. D., of Colgate Uni-

versity, Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner, Rev.

Judson Smith, D. D., of Boston, Rev.
Z. T. Sweeney, late U. S. consul-gen-

eral to Turkey; Miss Frances Magbee
of Elkhart, Ind., and others have taken
part.

General.

Rev. Joseph Jones of the Jerry Mc-
Auley Cremorne Mission has been

been holding services in one of the

worst places in New York City—the

Haymarket dance hall. A band of loy-

al helpers from the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association and some of the large

missions have assisted him.

The Brooklyn Christian Endeavor
Union is sending a delegation of men
on the trolley cars making evening

trips to Coney Island, to sing hymns
on the cars to counteract the influ-

ence of the vile songs sung by the

young men who travel on that line.

Foreign Missionary Items.

Twenty-nine members of the adult

C. E. Society of the Bombay church,

India, are engaged in street preaching,

sixty-five in Sabbath-school work, and
a good number in tract distribution,

visiting hospitals and other efforts.

These responsibilities have led the

church to feel that the evangelization

of this country must be accomplished

by Indian Christians.

The twenty-fifth anniversary of

Central Turkey College (Congrega-

tional) and the plans for a summer
school to be held at the close of the

meeting of the conference drew a

larger attendance of college graduates

and delegates and visitors from neigh-

boring cities than usual, and gave spe-

cial importance to the educational in-

terests of the mission. Considerable

time was given to the discussion of the

establishment of a Home Missionary

Society, plans for which were formu-
lated a year since. One strong point

in favor of establishing this society is

the fact that over one-third of all the

churches in this field are already

wholly self-supporting, and that many
of these stronger churches have been
for a considerable time carrying on
small and independent missions in va-

rious places.

Mrs. W. M. Up.craft writes of some
work in Western China as follows:

Mr. Upcraft, with native colporters,

has visited and worked in many parts

of the district, including the Lalo field,

where he succeeded in getting into

closer touch with interesting and
needy people. Accompanied by native

women, I had also made visits—too

few and short—in several of the

country places. In some places inquir-

ies sprang up, one, two or three at a

time. But the largest number came
from a district practically unworked
by the missionary—Tien-chuan, a

mountainous region lying about twen-
ty miles northwest of Yachow. The gos-

pel first entered this field through col-

portage work. Gospel portions fell into

the hands of some of the men, who
read them eagerly and realized that

they had found something for which
they had long sought—a Savior who
could take away sin and give peace to

their hearts now and a sure hope be-

yond the grave. There were many hun-
gering souls who gladly received the

Bread of Life, both men and women.
The climax of numbers was reached in

the third month, when seventy or

HA'R'D TO TLEASE.

'Regarding the Morning Cup.

"Oh, how hard it was to part with
coffee, but the continued trouble with
constipation and belching was such
that I finally brought myself to leave

it off.

"Then the question was, what should

we use for the morning drink? Tea
was worse for us than coffee; choco-

late and cocoa we soon tired of; milk

was not liked very well, and hot water

we could not endure.

"About two years ago we struck

upon Postum Food Coffee, and have
never been without it since. We have
seven children. Our baby now eight-

een months old would not take milk,

so we tried Postum and found she

liked it and it agreed with her per-

fectly. She is to-day, and has been,

one of the healthiest babies in the

State. I use about two-thirds Postum
and one-third milk and a teaspoon of

sugar, and put it into her bottle. If

you could have seen her eyes sparkle

and hear her say "good" to-day when
I gave it to her, you would believe tne

that she likes it.

"If I was matron of an infants' home,
every child would be raised on Pos-

tum. Many of my friends say, 'You are

looking so well!' I reply, 'I am well;

I drink Postum Food Coffee. I have no
more trouble with constipation, and
know that I owe my good health to

God and Postum Food Coffee.'

"I am writing this letter because I

want to tell how much good the Pos-

tum has done us, but if you knew how
I shrink from publicity, you would not
publish this letter,—at least not over
my name."—Milford, O.
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more came in to spend three or four

days that they might hear the gospel

more fully. So wholly absorbed were
they that the parade of the city god,

which attracts thousands of country

people, failed to elicit any sign of in-

terest from them—they did not even
go to the end of the lane to see it go

by! Special meetings were held for

men and women. The latter seemed to

drink in the truth for which (to use

their words) they "had been seeking

for long years." And when, on Sunday
evening, some sixty or more men and
women arose on opposite sides of the

chapel, indicating thus their desire to

be saved and follow Jesus, do you won-
der that our hearts were full of a great

joy?
Another report from China says: Re-

cently two Chinese rai elders, accom-
panied Mr. Dodd on a week's pastoral

round of six villages in two sub-prov-

inces. It was a week of hard traveling

through mud and mire. It was also a

week of hard work. Six adults were ex-

amined, and they with eleven children

were baptized. The communion was ad-

ministered five times in as • many
places. Immediately following this

tour, two other elders spent two days
in a similar work, examining seven

adults and assisting in two commun-
ions. All this hard travel and hard
work was done by these four elders,

simply as a part of their duty as mem-
bers of the session, and without pay.

One of them is a carpenter, who would
have commanded twenty-five rupees

per month had he stayed at home. An-
other had planned to raise a building

to be used as a rice granary, on the

morning of the very day on which he
afterwards cheerfully went out on
church work. Surely the Kingdom is

coming.

HELP yOVR P'REA.CHE'R.
Many a preacher has utterly failed in

his work because of lack of support and
sympathy and encouragement from those

with whom he labors. He has a great

deal of human nature in him, just like

others, and appreciates kindness and
sympathy as much as any one else.

There are many things you can do that

will encourage him in his work, and
some things that will have the opposite

effect. The purpose of this article is

to show how you can help your preacher

make a success of his ministry.

First of all, he ought to stand very

close to you in his personal as well as

pastoral relation. If he is a little back-

ward in this respect try to show him
by your affable manner that you are

deeply interested in the success of his

work, and that you regard him as your
friend. Take him into your conndence,

advise with him and be free to tell him
your feelings, and it will not only help

you, but will place him in a position

where he can no doubt be a great bless-

ing to you. Don't repeat to him every
little criticism and slur that you may
hear concerning him and his work. He
knows he is not perfect, and he has his

faults, and to tell him these things con-

tinually will only annoy him and dis-

courage him the more in his work. But
when you hear any one speak kindly of

him tell him, for it will inspire him to

do his very best. Kind words are always

a helpful tonic. The beautiful senti-

ments expressed in the motto of the Elks

will always be productive of good: "The

faults of our brothers we write upon the

sands; their virtues upon the tablets of

love and memory."
Then always be in your place at all

the public services of the church. Don't

let your presence be determined by the

state of the weather, but remember it is

your duty to be present at these serv-

ices. You are neeued at Sunday school

and at the mid-week prayer meeting,

and jour presence will be an inspiration

to him in his work, for when he feels

that his people are deeply interested in

spiritual things and in the success of

the church he realizes that his work is

not in vain. You will also help your
preacher by giving him good attention

while he preaches, and you will help him
still more by praying for him before you
go to the house of worship. When the

services seem dull to you and his preach-

ing dry don't blame him always for it,

but remember that the fault may be

with you. Your physical condition may
be such that you are in no fix to enter

heartily into the worship. There are

very few men who can preach to a list-

less or a prayerless congregation. If

you can make him feel that you are in

sympathy with him and are praying con-

tinually for his success, it will go a long

way to bring out of him all the service

that he is capable of rendering you.

Don't expect too much of him. Don't

criticise him unnecessarily. Don't speak
unkindly of him to others. Don't blame
him for every little thing that goes

wrong in the church. But give him your
support, give him your encouragement,
and you will not only be a blessing to

him, but he will be a blessing to you.

Midway, Ky. George W. Kemper.

"How often people's books are better

than themselves, how often they are

better than their conversation! It is

not that these things are in fact the
souls of these persons, and what they
would be but for some contingent cir-

cumstances that make them otherwise;

these things are the men without their

persons and passions and personal
weaknesses."—Lord Houghton.

T>AILV EJTCVRSIOJVS GO
"BUFFALO AJVD JVE&S

Via Nickel Plate Road. Through

trains to New York City without

change. Vestibuled sleepers Chicago

to Boston. Dining cars on all trains.

Meals served on American club plan,

at from 35 cents to $1.00. Write John

Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St., Chicago, for particulars.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the h»<fT
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures 6calp diseases & hair failing,
50c, and g I £0 at Draggistj

The Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.
Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Hinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAGO, ILL.

^
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...To...

Denison and Sherman,
Texas. £> <£>

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

City over the <£ *** <£

Shortest Line to Texas
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The Practical Life Work of Henry
Drummond, With Bibliography, by

Cuthbert Lennox, and with an Intro-

duction by Hamilton W. Mabie. James
Pott and Company, New York. 227

Pages. Price one dollar net.

The author who writes under the

nom de plume of Cuthbert Lennox was
intimately associated with Professor

Drummond in the Edinburg Student

Movement. He writes in large meas-

ure from personal knowledge and gives

an inside view of Drummond and his

work. Very little is attempted in the

way of analysis of character. Drum-
mond is allowed to speak for himself,

and the works which he did are al-

lowed to bear witness of him. This

work is not a condensation of the

larger work of Professor George
Adam Smith. It has a place of its own.

In a measure it is supplemental to

that work. It furnishes a mass of new
material, and whereas Professsr

Smith's book gives Drummond as he

appeared to the circle of his chosen
friends, this book gives Drummond in

the many-sidedness of his rich and
eventful public life. It is hence a book
for the people, and ought to find a

large audience.

The personality that stands revealed

in these pages is altogether an attrac-

tive one. In Drummond's character

strength and beauty were harmon-
iously united. Men might question

his orthodoxy; no one ever questioned

his sincerity. He rung true. He was
free from cant and affectation. His
religion was natural and human.
No doubt he owned not a little to

birth and breeding. He came from a

good stock; but what nature began,

grace completed. The air of distinc-

tion which he carried with him was
not connected with social aloofness.

In his manner there was nothing of

condescension; he did not require to

come down to the level of the work-
ingman among whom he labored, for

he met them upon the common plane
of humanity. His touch was not offi-

cial, but brotherly.

With a wisdom that is rare he recog-

nized his own limitations, and in his

teaching and work kept to his own
chosen line. The burdfea of the Lord
which was upon him he carried joyful-

ly, but he did not believe in picking
up some other man's burden. He had
his own vision of truth and hence his

own message. - There were wide
regions of truth into which he never
sought to enter. As one of his inti-

mate friends said of him, "He had no
quarrel with the traditional evangel-
ism, but there were many points in the
traditional evangelism on which he
simply laid no emphasis. He found
the heart- of Christianity in a personal
friendship with Christ and it was his
ambition as an evangelist to introduce

man to Christ." In the same way he

restricted his activities, devoting him-

self to a limited number of special

causes. To one application for his as-

sistance he replied: "I have never had

time to make a specialty of Temper-
ance and am quite unable to lecture

on the subject." To a request that he

would give an address to business men
he sent the laconic reply, "I do not

know the species."

Of the varied aspects of his charac-

ter and work this book gives a realis-

tic picture. It throws light upon the

unreasoning opposition which he met
from the narrow evangelicals be-

cause of his views on evolution and in-

spiration. He saw, as he himself ex-

pressed it, that "if science is to become
religious, religion must become scien-

tific;" and he sought to mediate be-

tween science and religion; but the

world has a way of crucifying its me-
diators. The partisan gets the backing

of his party; the man of independence

stands alone. So in spite of his im-

mense popularity Drummond was a

lonely man. His friendship with

Moody was one of the most potent

influences in his life. This friendship

continued to the very last. The two
men had looked into each other's souls.

Drummond said of Moody that he was
the "biggest human" he had ever met,

and Moody, when the charge of heresy

was brought against his friend re-

fused to withdraw from him the hand
of fellowship. Now that they have
met where the strife of tongues is

never heard and the shadows have
passed away, they are both well satis-

fied that what God had joined to-

gether no man was allowed to pu"

asunder.

A Practical Treatise upon Christian

Perfection by William Law, Edited by
L. H. M. Soulsby, Longmans, Green
and Co., London and New York.

William Law, "the greatest of Eng-
lish mystics," is spoken of by the his-

torian, Gibbon, as "a pious man who
believed all that he professed and
practiced all that he enjoined." Ha
was one of the most important factors

in shaping the religious experience o*

Whitfield and Wesley. The latter

characterizes his best known book, "A
Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life," as one of the most remarkable
books ever written.

It is about two hundred years since

William Law wrote his books, yet they

still live. They have always had a

chosen circle of readers who have
prized them above all price. They are

written in a simple and direct style, i:i

English pure and undefiled. They
search the soul as with alighted candle.

They are unsparing in their condem-
nation of sin and hold up before the

Christian the loftiest ideals. Their
conception of the Christian life may
be a trifle too much after the mon-
astic fashion, their separation between
the secular and the sacred may not

be in harmony with modern thought,

yet there are in them elements of per-

manent worth which give them a place

among the masterpieces of devotional

literature.

The volume before us is one of Law's

most characteristic works. In this edi-

tion it has been somewhat abridged;

but in such a way as not to destroy

the continuity of its thought, or the

poAver of its appeal. It is gotten up
in a manner inviting to the eye, as a

devotional book should be.

DAlLy EJT C \/ 'RSIOJsfS
VIA JVICKEL TLAUE,

'ROAD.
Chicago to Buffalo and New York.

Special low rates and favorable limits

to all points east. Call on or address

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams St., Chicago.

SADIES #
Hm "Mrs. Potter's Talk to

ladies on tlie New Hygiene" is

replete with valuable informa-
tion and new suggestions on
PHYSICAL FORM and BEAUTY,
which every woman, married
or single, wants to know.
Write for the booklet—Its free.
MRS. POTTER, Suite 66, Gro-
tun Building, Cincinnati, 0.

Eureka College.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds, Convenient
Buildings, Athletic Park, Gymnasium, Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-
ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES:
Full Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible School, P.eparatory and Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIEROMYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.
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The "JVoisy Se-Oen."
I wonder if he remembers

—

That good old man in heaven

—

The class in the old red schoolhouse

Known as the "Noisy Seven."

I wonder if he remembers
How restless we used to be,

Or thinks we forgot the lessons

Of Christ and Gethsemane.

I wish I could tell the story

As he used to tell it then;

I'm sure that, with Heaven's blessing,

I could reach the hearts of men.

That voice so touchingly tender

Comes down to me through the

years

—

A pathos which seemed to mingle
His own with the Saviour's tears.

I often wish I could tell him

—

Though we caused him so much pain

By our thoughtless, boyish frolic

—

His labors were not in vain.

I'd like to tell him how Harry,
The merriest one of all,

From the bloody field of Shiloh

Went home at the Master's call.

I'd like to tell him how Stephen,

So brimming with mirth and fun,

Now tells the heathen of China
The tale of the Crucified One.

I'd like to tell him how Joseph,

And Philip, and Jack, and Jay,

Are honored among the churches,

The foremost men of their day.

I'd like, yes, I'd like to tell him
What his lessons did for me,

And how I'm trying to follow

That Christ of Gethsemane.

Perhaps he knows it already,

For Harry has told, maybe,
That we are coming—coming
Through Christ of Gethsemane.

How many besides I know not
Will gather at last in heaven,

The fruit of that faithful sowing,
But the sheaves will surely be seven.

—Selected.

Which "Duty.
Two neighbors were standing at the

top of the steps that led to Mrs. Ben-
son's broad, vine-wreathed veranda. Mr&.
McNair, who had just run in for a min-
ute's call, and was now taking her leave,

paused and looked to the east, where
the hills were glowing with autumn's
russet and gold, and beyond a rim of

blue water sparkled in the sun.

"How lovely!" she exclaimed, involun-

tarily.

"Yes," answered Mrs. Benson, "some
say it is a pretty view. I don't get

much chance to notice it myself. Tikes

most all my time looking after the in-

side of the house."

"Oh, but you musn't forget to look

outside now and then, too," laughed the

visitor. "One gets shortsighted living

in doors all the time."

"Well, I don't know; the work has

been given us to do, and I guess we're

intended to do it. There isn't much
gained by shirking or complaining."

"No, indeed ; but there are a good

many little things in a house, you know,

that have to be done over and over, and
one doesn't want to get little-minded

doing them."

"I often say to myself when I go

about my work, or when I settle down to

a heap of darning, 'This is what has

been given me to do—it is for the Mas-
ter's service, it is for the Master's serv-

ice,' and it helps to keep me contented,"

replied Mrs. Benson.

"But are you not afraid of becoming

too contented?" persisted Mrs. McNair.
"What do you mean?"
"Why, the Master might have some

other service for you to do, and you
would be so contented with the darning
that you'd never know it."

Mrs. Benson looked into the bright

face half smiling, half serious, with a

somewhat puzzled air.

"I try to do the duty that conies

first," she said, somewhat vaguely.

"But suppose the second one is the

more important," said the visitor. "You
know, people somefimes get holes in

their minds or hearts as well as in their

stockings, and I'm always afraid if I put

too much care on the one I may overlook

the other. I believe in doing our duty,

too; but I often have to stop and ask

myself, 'Which duty?' There are so

many, you know."
"But you surely do not think a woman

ought to neglect her housekeeping?" said

Mrs. Benson.

"Oh, no; we must be thorough house-

keepers; but, as we are more than ma-
chines, machine labor, it seems to me,
does not clear us of responsibilities."

Mrs. Benson looked off into space, and
a slight shade crossed the somewhat col-

orless face.

"My mother was a good woman," she

said, presently. "She was faithful to her

household duties and to her children.

She brought us up in the fear of the
Lord, and to do humbly and thankfully
the duty that was set before us. I don't

know that I can improve her way or serv-

ice."

"No," replied Mrs. McNair, heartily,

"we cannot improve on the spirit of our
mother's training, but the letter of it

may need some alteration. As times
change, needs change. Our children are
open to some dangers that our mother's
children were not—changes that come of

different social standards and aims, and
of less firmly rooted beliefs. We must be
alive to these things and to our increased

responsibilities, or we shall not have the

success our mothers had."

She ran lightly down the steps.

"Oh, may I have one of your pretty

pink asters? What a mere hint of color!

One cannot help wanting to smell it,

it looks so fragrant, but I suppose we
mustn't ask everything of one plant."

Mrs. Benton was more deliberate in

her movements. She followed her guest

down the steps, and, gathering some

pale-purple and pink asters, stood

thoughtfully with them in her hand.

"There must be something in what you

say," she began, "but it often seems to

me there's too much running after thi3

and that nowadays—conventions, and so-

cieties, and ladies' aid, and no knowing
what all. I often say I find enough to

do to keep things straight at home, and

I don't see how other women find time

for so much running about."

"I know," replied Mrs. McNair, "there

is danger both ways; but there is a

golden mean for everything, and I'm try-

ing to find it for this; and when I do,

I'm going to stick to it."

—

The Lookout.

On the 'Pan-American
Esplanade.

It was a hot, still evening on the Es-

planade; but round the Court of Foun-

tains a refreshing breeze played. The
cooling plash of softly falling waters;

wreaths of colored lights floating like

glorified water-lilies on the rippling sur-

face of the water; the regular, musical

dip of the gondolier's oar; and brilliant

illuminations beneath the quiet radiance

of a glorious full moon, lent a dreamy,

fairy-like witchery to the scene. Pros-

perous-looking men and gayly dressed

women, merry boys and girls, and bright-

faced young men and maidens passed

constantly to and fro, laughing and talk-

ing blithely, or pausing to listen to the

strains of melody floating forth from the

band-stands close at hand.

Around the stand where Sousa's per-

fectly trained men were playing, a large

and appreciative throng had gathered,

drinking in, spellbound, the exquisite

harmony of the combined instruments.

As selection after selection was rendered,

each was succeeded by a burst of enthu-

siastic applause. Suddenly upon the

evening air fell softly like a prayer the

sweet, familiar strains of "Nearer, my
God, to Thee." The effect was instan-

taneous and remarkable. Laughter and

talking ceased, and over every face stole

an expression of reverent awe. Young
and old, careworn and thoughtless,

worldly and spiritual, every listener was

deeply moved. Tears were in many eyes;

men's hats were silently removed; and

even the most frivolous and light-hearted

were brought beneath the magic spell as

the melody rose and fell in softly swell-

ing cadences.

When the third movement or varia-

tion began, the audience by a common

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIGARETTEBURG TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytown, Toper6ville. Moonshine
Hollow, Hecrboro, BlpUtgton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon

Stdliis and Devil's Curve. Other lines are Illustrated

with i'-~ etchings, sho-niop the dangerou* places In

life. A new and popular hook, just off the press.

Seud 250 for a copy, or cend » s 1 hill for six copies and
circulate them "Circulars free. Write CUAS. J.

BURTOX, Christian University. Canton, Mo.
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impulse began to sing, softly at first,

then louder and louder, until the volume

of song carried one irresistibly bick to

the days of a great Christian Endeavor-

er convention. As the last note died

away, a moment's hush succeeded; then

applause, fervent and long-continued,

filled the air,—applause such as not even

the loved "Star-Spangled Banner" or

"America" itself, the air so dear alike to

American and Briton, had power to

evoke. The old, familiar fireside hymn
had gone straight to the hearts of the

hearers, and awakened an instant re-

sponse.—Alice Miller Weeks, in The
Christian Endeavorer World.

SpeaK LtKe you "Do When you
Laugh.

A baby of three years, says a recent

writer, once preached me a sermon, and
I pass it on for the benefit of other

downcast and despondent ones who need

to learn to "rejoice evermore."

"How is the baby?" I asked, drearily,

standing at the foot of the staircase

leading up to a chamber where the little

one lay ill. I was tired, unhopeful;

my mood came out in my tone.

" 'Peak like you do when you laugh,"

called the weak little voice upstairs; and
if ever I felt rebuked by an angel, that

was the moment. .It has come to me a

hundred times since ; I hope I am bright-

er and cheerier for it.

"Speak like you do when you
laugh." That means sparkle and glad-

ness and good will. Those fretful lines

at the mouth-corner don't come from
laughing. The weiry ones around the

eyes have another origin. But the plain-

est outward sign of despondency is that

in the tone. The sick feel it; that is

why "visitors are forbidden." Little

children are infallible weather prophets;
they will not "take to" you. And you
and I—just common working men and
women, neither sick nor young nor old,

but busy and often tired—we love—yes,

that is the word—we love the bright, lov-

ing, laughing, happy voice. "Speak like

you do when you laugh."

—

Selected.

The Mother's Losing Eyes.

One of the greatest artists tells a
story of his school days. He was the
son of a widow, and he was sent to a
grammar school, and only once a
month could he see and speak to his

mother. But she loved him so dearly,

and so desired to be near him, that
she took a house which overlooked the
school play-ground, and every day,
when the boys were at their games,
she was watching at the window. He
soon found it out, and from that time
he was ashamed to do anything wrong
or mean. He always thought of those
loving eyes; they seemed to be watch-
ing him even in his chamber, and it

helped to keep him straight and true.

Boys, God's love is stronger than a
mother's, and if we were to go to Af-
rica or China, his love would still fol-

low us. He is always watching us.

Let us not do anything that we can
not ask his blessing on. It seems a

wonderful power, does it not, to know
and see all and hear all? One of the

grand attributes of our heavenly
Father is his omniscience; that is,

knowing all things. Another is his

omnipresence; that is, present in all

places. Another is his omnipotence;
that is, possessing unlimited power.

—

National Advocate.

Meaning of State /fames*

Alxbama is believed to mean "the land

of rest," though one authority claims

the name means a glade or thicket of

trees.

California bears the name the Fran-

ciscan monks gave to Cortez, and is ex-

plained as meaning calida for?iex, "hot

furnace." It i3 probable the name was
taken from a romance published in 1510

describing California as an imaginary
island abounding in gold and jewels.

Illinois took its name from the Illinois

tribe of Indians, who in turn were really

the Illini or Illiniwok, "the men."
Kentucky is a native name, and means

bloody ground. Many conflicts took

place there in early days.

Oklahoma means "the beautiful land."

Strange to say, it consists of prairie.

The name Oregon is derived from the

Spanish oregano, "wild marjoram," or

"wood sage," which grows abundantly
in that state.

Bhode Island may have taken its name
from the ancient island of Bhodes or
from the name of an early settler, but
it is probable the name came about be-

cause of the fine anchorage and road-
stead between the island and the main-
land.

Wisconsin takes its name from the
Wisconsin river, which was derived from
Miskonsing, "wild, rushing channel," be-

stowed on it by Joliet.

Montana means land of mountains.
Maryland was named in honor of Queen

Henrietta Maria, being called Terra
Mariae, in the charter first given.

—

Chi-
cago Neics.

If you Feel Irritable
Tal{e Horsford's Acid "Phos-

.-»\ phate.

It makes a refreshing, cooling bever-

age, and is an invigorating tonic,

soothing to the nerves.

&13.00 UO -BX/FFALO TAJW-
AMEBICAM AffD 'RE-

GX/'RJV S13.00
Tickets on sale daily via the Nickel

Plate Road, good returning ten days
from date of sale. Especially low
rates for 15 and 30 days' limit Chicago
to Buffalo and return. Tickets at low-
est rates to all points east. John Y.
Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
»*,, Chicago. 'Phone Central 2057.

Chicago City Ticket Office. Ill Adams

Ql/EHIES AJVT> AJV-
S'WE'RSr.

Do you wish to gather flesh, ac-

quire an appetite, enjoy refreshing

sleep and feel that every fiber and tis-

sue of your body is being braced and
renovated? If you do, commence treat-

ment with Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer.

The first bottle will demonstrate to

you the merits of this preparation, and
you will wonder why you did not get

hold of it sooner. Unlike other ready-

prepared medicines, it is not to be had
in drugstores. The proprietor places

it direct with the people, through spe-

cial agents. Address Dr. Peter Fahr-
ney, 112-114 South Hoyne avenue, Chi-
cago, Illinois.

Hamilton College
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

The Leading- College of the Christian Brother-
hood for the education of young women. Its
record, buildings, equipment, faculty, the best.
Opens thirty-third session second Tuesday in
September. Very reasonable rates. For partic-
ulars and catalogue apply to

B C. HAGERMAN, President.

Individual Communion
Outfits. Se5<l l°r /rce catalogue

and list of users.
SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO-

Box 53 Rochester, N. Y.

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. i, $35,00,
Going via Bigi Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33,00,
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.
Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.
Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return tiip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is
allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegheny and Blue Ridge mountains,
Shenandoah and Piedmont Valley and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
with the ocean trip of eighteen hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

1. C. TUCKER. G. N. A.. C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. CONKLYN. N. W. P. A.. C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.
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fomV "Bees.

Tom walked along the country road,

his hands deep in his pockets and
something on his mind which tied his

forehead into a perfect hard knot of

lines. He wasn't even whistling, which
was very unusual; he had tried to be-

gin, but his lips drooped down so at

the corners it seemed impossible to

pucker them.

If he had only begun to be anxious

a little bit sooner—but how could a

fellow keep letting things slip out of

his mind when other things so much
more interesting were everywhere
about him?
The trouble lay in a certain prom-

ise, made nearly three months before

and promptly forgotten—a promise to

pay one dollar into the King's Work-
ers' treasury at the end of the quarter.

Surely nobody ever saw three months
fly by so rapidly before, but the end of

the quarter had almost come and he

hadn't a dollar—nor a dime—nor even
a cent!

The worst of it was that he had
spent that much for things he didn't

really need, and his conscience gave
a twinge that made him jump as he
remembered his self-denial box as

empty as it could be. If he had
thought to tell mother sooner, she
would have helped him remember, but
as it was she only looked grave and
told him that a pledge was a very sol-

emn thing and that he must keep it

by all means. But she didn't say one
word about helping him, and Tom
knew that she had peculiar ideas about
boys giving their own money, not
somebody else's.

On the whole Tom felt so blue that

old Don walked beside him quite sober-

ly and sympathetically instead of cap-

ering over the fields as he usually did.

Tom spoke to him at last. "It's just

this way, Don, I'd pray for it but I'm
ashamed to. It looks so mean for a
fellow to use up everything on himself
and then ask God to give him something
extra to do good with. No, sir, the most
I'll do will be to ask him to show me
some way to earn it myself, and if he
will I'll promise not to shirk. Let's

crawl through that hole in the hedge,
Don, and I'll kneel down in the shade
and ask him about it."

A little later Tom and Don saw a

very queer object hanging from a bare
branch over in the field, and going
closer to examine Tom uttered a shout
that made the echoes ring. "Bees,
Don—a swarm of 'em. Come quick!"
Away they sped—the two brown feet

and the four black ones—over the
dusty road till home was reached, a

suitable box and an old window screen
procured, and then Uncle Bob hurried
back with his excited nephew and
Don. There it was, to be sure, a big
swarm, and they got it safely housed
and the screen over it almost before
the bees realized what was happening.
Tom had a rapidly swelling eyelid, and
a finger that smarted and burned, but

he didn't complain—it was part of the

price he had to pay for the privilege

of earning the money. "I promised I

would work fair and square, and I did,

Uncle Bob, didn't I?" he asked
anxiously.

"That's what you did, sir. Who did

you promise?" asked Uncle Bob,

shouldering the precious load.

"God," replied Tom reverently. "And
I think I ought to help carry it home,
please, Uncle Bob."

He sold the bees for exactly one
dollar, after he had kept them forty-

eight hours under the apple trees and
tramped several miles to find a pur-

chaser. He was much surprised, when
the screen was taken away, to find

on it several inches of honeycomb.
"If I'd begin things like they do,

right straight, I guess it'd be better,"

he declared.

That night he and mother had a
good talk about it. "I know God
helped me to see that swarm," he said

as he balanced the silver dollar on his

knee. " 'Cause I felt so sorry I hadn't

been looking at anything till I prayed.

Then I felt so good I lifted up my
head, and there was the answer to my
prayer!"

"Yes, laddie," said mother, "that is

always the best way out of trouble.

Ask God to help you, then lift up your
head and look for his answer."
The very next day Tom's dollar

clinked heavily down into the collec-

tion box to join several companions,
all bent on a mission of helpfulness.

The sting on his eye was pretty

sore, and his feet were blistered from
his long walk, but his heart was light

and his conscience clear, for he had
kept his promise.—Elizabeth Price in

The Christian Work.

Unless there is a reserve of enthus-

iasm stored on the hills the humblest
wheel cannot be driven in the valley.

He who contributes just this one rare

thing—self-sacrificing devotion—to his

cause has done his part. Six hundred
English dragoons once received a fool-

ish order and rode to their deaths like

heroes. "Magnificent," said a French
general, "but not war." It was magnifi-

cent, and perhaps it was war; for it

fired the imagination of England and
raised the standard of duty for a coun-
try One who can plan is good;

far better is the man who can stim-

ulate History affords at every
turn some impregnable fortress that
was a despair of the wise and prudent,

but was carried by some enthusiast
with a rush. He cast his reputation,

his life all into the breach, and his

body made the bridge over which the
race has entered into its heritage.

—

Ian Maclaren.

Former Judge Henry E. Howland
has a deservedly high reputation as an
after-dinner speaker. It is his practice

to connect five minutes of serious talk

with twenty-five minutes of story-

telling. All his stories are apropos
and most of them are new. At the

dinner of St. David's Society the other

night the judge was in a happy vein.

The anecdote which was received with
the greatest laughter was that of the

little boy who was considerably puz-

zled by the theory of evolution. One
day he said to his mother:

"Mamma, am I descended from a

monkey?"

"I don't know," she answered; "'1

never met any of your father's peo-

ple."—New York Mail and Express.

A DESIRABLE
^OPENING^
We are in need of field workers and can give a few excellent

positions to men or women of good business capacity. The

work is of a desirable character and terms most liberal. If your

present occupation is not satisfactory or if you wish to increase

your income write us at once. We can give you steady, per-

manent and profitable employment. Address

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street sf sf sf sf * Chicago, 111.
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Christian Melodies
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor ffm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the leading and best known gospel song
writers in the world today. His songs have been sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been
translated and sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician and song writer, and
has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best songs of the principal song writers of the country, into

CHRISTIAN MELODIES. This certainly insures- for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or examined this new and popular

song book. All responses from those using the book are enthusiastic praises. ' 'Best book of the kind I

have ever seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the time;" etc. These are
samples of expressions received. No other book on the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song
book. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic and durable. It contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Fac-simile or Cover, Reduced. Frof. Wm, <l. Kirkpatrick.

THE CHOICEST SONGS OF THE CENTURY
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards as his best—and which make

for the author his reputation. Every musician has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally

by one man does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but a few very good songs. In CHRISTIAN
flELODIES, eighty leading song writers have contributed their favorite or best songs. This insures
not only a coWection of the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why peo-
ple never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides its large number of the latest

songs it contains a great many of the old songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs were secured regardless of their
cost. Many very good songs were rejected because not good enough. No other book shows such care and
judgment .in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices or make shifts,
such as rivets were used in binding. It is a hand sewed book, which is the best and most expensive style
of binding. If you want the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book get
Christian Melodies, pronounced by all who have used it, "A Book of Gems." It is the best and cheapest.

Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per 100; $2.50 per doz., not prepaid; Single copy 25c postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, 358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
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Two Bibles In One!
OLD AND REVISED VERSIONS ON SAME PACE.

COMBINATION SELF-PRONOUNCING
TEACHERS' REFERENCE BIBLE.

Gives every advantage of the complete parallel Bible without increase in size or bulk of book.
At foot of each page is shown every change made by the revisers. The letters R V in tlie text de-
note that the word or passage following is changed in the foot-note of same verse. The letters
R O denote that the word or passage following is omitted in the revised version as shown in
parentheses; ) in foot-note. When two or more changes occur in the same verse they are
divided by a dash in the foot-note.

lost Elegant Bit and. Greatest Premium Ever Otterefl
All standard helps prepared by most eminent Biblical scholars. Complete series of new colored

maps, fully index. Concordance containing over 40.000 references. History of books of the
Bible, etc. SELF-PRONOUNCING. Large, beautiful, clear new type. All proper names are di-
vided into syllables and every vowel is marked and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds
and accents, enabling the reader to properly pronounce every word.
FINE ART EDITION. The Art edition is the same book, but profusely illustrated and embel=

lishf d with numerous phototype engravings from the paintings of the world's greatest masters
to illustrate the teachings of Our Lord.

OUR REHARKABLE OFFERS
This beautiful Bible, French Seal, Divinity Circuit, leather lined, round corners, carmine

undergold edges, extra finish, publisher's price $5, and The Christian Century for 1 year for $3.
The Fine Art Edition of the same Bible, publisher's price $0. and The Christian Century

for 1 year for $3.50.

THE CHRISTIAN COMPANY, 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.

the word

;

3 c It seemed good to mo also, hav-
ing ru had perfect understanding
of all thing3 from the very first, to

write unto thee d in order, e most
excellent The-Sph'i-liis,

4 /That thou mightest know the
certainty r v of those things, wherein
thou hast been instructed. <

5 1j rriHERE was 3 9 in the days cf
_L Her'od, ro the king of Ju-

dae'a, a certain priest named Zach-a-

ri'as, h of the course of A-bi'a : and
rv his wife was of th9 daughters of
Aar'on, and her name was E-Hs/a-

beth."

6 And they were both i righteous
before God, walking in all the com-
mandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.

q Matt. 2. 1.

h 1 Chr. 2-1.

10, 19.

N3h. 12.4,17.

i C*3n. 7. 1

;

17. 1.

1 Kin. 9. 4.

2 Kin. 20. 3.

Job 1. 1.

Acts 23. 1

;

24. 16.

Phil. 3. 6.

A: 1 Chr. 24.19.
2 Chr. 8. 14 :

31.2.
I Ex. 30. 7, 8.

1 Sim. 2. 2S.

1 Chr. 23. 13.

2 Chr. 29. 11.

m Lev. 16. 17

Rev. 8. 3, 4.

n Ex. SO. 1.

ver. 29.

Judg. 6. 22

;

13. 22.

Ban. 10. 8.

ch. 2. 9.

Acts 10. 4.

Rev. 1. 17.

;>ver. 60, 63.

q ver. 58.

r Num. 6. 3.

Judg. 13. 4.

1 ch. 7. 33.

10 '"And the whole multitude of
the people were praying without ab
the r v time of incense.

11 And there appeared unto him an
angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of n the altar of incense.
12 And rt, when Zach-a-ri'as saw
him, ° he was troubled, and fear fell

upon him.
13 But the angel said unto him.
Fear not, Zach-a-ri'as :

rr for thy
prayer is heard ; and thy wife E-lIs/-

a-beth shall bear thee a son, and
P thou shalt call his name J5hn.
14 And thou shalt have joy and
gladness ; and 9 many shall rejoice

at his birth.

15 For he shall be great in the sight
of the Lord, and r ° r shall drink nei-

ther wine nor strong drink ; and he

3 traced the
course of all things accurately from the first, 4 con-
cerning the things wherein "thou wast instructed.
5 (the)—he had a wife of 8 Now it came to pass,

while he 9 enter into the temple of the Lord and I

burn incense. lO hour of l'i Zacharias was I

troubled when he saw him, and fear 13 because
thy supplication is heard, 15 he shall drink no]
wine
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Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Oars.
See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louie
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, Ilk
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CHURCH BELLS»$
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.
McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

All Points

West

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Through trains Chicago to Des

Moines, Mason City, Sioux City, Omaha,
The Black Hills, Denver, Salt Lake, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Ashland and

Copper Country. Call on any agent for

tickets or address

461 Broadiau, - New York
601 Che*'. St. .Philadelphia
368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St.. • • Buffalo
212 Clark St.," - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smithf'ld St., Pittsburg
234 Superior St., Cleveland
17 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KinaSt.,East,Toronto.Ont.

Special Free Illustraietl

Epwonn League Foil

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"Be Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onV> .-»rortnation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Oen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

A cetylerve~Gas
You want to know all about it

Send for free sample copy of the epicy,
newsy, neutral Acetylene-gas Journal!
334 Dearborn St., Chicago. Popular in
style, meaty as a nut, handsomely illustra-

ted. 50 cts a year; 25 cts. foi six months.

^mmmmaOMMmmflM
BULLETIN

MONDN TRAINS M

MDNDN ROUTE
LEK €. D. Rwy.

|| THE DIRECT LINE BETWEEN M
I CHICAGO, 1

INDIANAPOLIS
ii AND ij

j CINCINNATI.;.
if 4 Train* daily §
9 CITY OFFICE 232 CLARrx ST. W

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C.,

And HOT SPRINGS, VA.
Cincinnati and the Chesapake

and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

Madison Institute
RICHriOND, KY.

J. W. McOarvey, Jr., Principal

k First Class Boarding School for Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institutions of
America and Europe, and have made brilliant
records as instructors— every one a specialist in
her department, and with an admirably
equipped building-, we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12 years.
Good table fare. No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send for
catalog.



Extraordinary! The CMstim

Pmpositionsr&sr j Cen tury Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

Does This Interest You?

The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.
It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
L,. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and. scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription
to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till J&nu&ry 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterpri.se. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,dddddddddd Chicago, Illinois.
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• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS. LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

Cbe Christian Century Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions

—

Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, fl.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days |2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1 00 extra.

Cxpirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I,ist is re-
rised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address -

In ordering change of address be mire to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given on applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand won's and should be in our of-
fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear. News letter*
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and should be sent
in promptly.

(Smmm SweetToned,
Far Sounding,

S^DURABLE^
. -=' —l?i*Sj"«' ^B^B^mm^mma CATALOGUE FREE.

American Bell Foundry,^.g^^-

ITTTB fUn TBtaJLTBBATMEJIT FREE.
I U I 3kl We wiU forfeit 850 for any case of

I m T» I Internal.Exlcrnal or Itching;
<JU«ia*rit I»il«-» the Uerm Pile Care fails
tocure. Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.derm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE!
OF MEDICINE, "fflSfS?'
MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND PHARMACY!

TAUGHT BV 59 TEACHERS.
2 hospitals, 4 Dispensaries. I

6 lecture Halls, 9 laboratories
For 100-page Cataloflue. address The Proctor.

HOW TO GET A JOB
New book will be
issued in a few
days. Orders will

filled In the order they are received. If you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.

IN CHICAGO

65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

OELLiIwS
Steel Alloy Church and School Bolls, WTTPend for
Catalogue. The C. S. BULL CO., Hillsboro, O.

AN UF-TO-DATB
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured
forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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THE LADIES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloves
Made from the Best (ilove-Kid in Black,

Wine. Tan, and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning. Hardening, Driving,
Wheeling, Outing, Oolf. etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Glove Co.,

- B Apollo, ( Inclnnntl.O.

CHURCH ^^cfirirErATAioaVj
XaXLlXjlS.^"TT" TELLS WET.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Dr. Orummond's Lightning Remedies
The. Internal remedy is pleasant to hike, nets Imme-

diately, docs not disturb digestion, and is for rheuma-
tism only In nil Its torturing forms. The external
preparation restores stiffjoints, drawn COrdS, and hard-
ened muscles. If your druggist has not. these remedies
In stock, do noLtake anything else. Send S5 to the
Drummond Medicine Co., New York, and the full

treatment of two large bottles will be sent, to your ex-
press address. Agents wanted.

Bethany College.
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, \V. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

J. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty.
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IEDITORIALn
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

POSITIVE VREACHIJVG.
NE of the questions constantly rising for

O decision in our church life relates to the

character of the preaching demanded in a

time like this. There are those who main-

tain that preaching is a lost art, or at least

a practice that is out of date. There are,

on the other hand, those who still concede

to it all the value it had in the times of the

reformers, when the pulpit was not only

the instrument of inspiration to a higher

life, but as well the platform of public

education and the forum of public debate. Neither of

these attitudes toward preaching is tenable today.

Preaching is good or bad as it adjusts itself to nor-

mal standards or fails so to do. Whatever else may
be said regarding it, there are two attitudes sometimes

observed in preachers which are unnecessary and mis-

chievous. One is that of the champion of newer

thought, who imagines that it is his business not only

to assure his people that he is up on all modern ques-

tions, but equally that he is determined to bring them
into line with the latest results of scholarship. This

he does usually in one of two fields—biblical criticism

or scientific study. Perhaps both of these disciplines

are championed by him. He is the vindicator of

criticism and takes frequent opportunity to explain its

character and merits and to denounce the reactionary

and conservative type of mind which does not accept

its results. Or, on the other hand, he is a professed

student of science. Evolution is a plain and simple

proposition to him, to which he has given complete

adherence and which he now seeks to propagate among

his people with an air of lofty possession, or of serene

contempt for any one whose views differ from his own.

He regards it as the function of the minister to cham-

pion all the new light that can come from these

sources, and he has no patience with men whose faith

is of that simple order which does not owe its origin

and growth to the latest teaching.

Such a man as this utterly mistakes his calling and

the needs of the times. Biblical criticism is a science

which finds its true place in the class-room and the

study. It is not for public use, save as its results in-

form and inspire helpful preaching. Nor does it re-

quire any support from such preachers as have been

named. They generally do the cause to which they

believe themselves devoted far more harm than good.

The raw and callow statements of half-fledged advo-

cates of any theory are far more likely to do it dis-

credit than the strenuous opposition of its opponents.

Neither higher criticism nor evolution demand any

such defence. As methods of study, they are both

with us and apparently they have come to stay. They

are being accepted by men of all types of thought in

the quiet and undemonstrative fashion in which any

truth adjusts itself to experience and research, but

neither of them lends itself to public discussion, simply

because they both form the inner framework of ex-

planations of the Scriptures and of human life whose

vitalization and value depend on much more important

elements. What the congregations demand of the

preacher is not the technique, but the life of his subject,

not speculation or theories, either partial or complete,

but the living message which has already become in-

carnate in his own life, and which he seeks to make

supreme in the lives of his people. Rightly under-

stood and used, biblical criticism and evolution are

aids to the proper understanding of the Bible and hu-

man life which are giving, and are still further des-

tined to give, vital and emphatic value to the Gospel

and to open the way for an evangelism and a pastoral

service such as the Church has never yet enjoyed.

But they are not subjects for pulpit discussion.

On the other hand the Church does not need min-

isters who are seeking to defend in the same dogmatic

fashion what they conceive to be the faith once for all

delivered to the saints. There are preachers, and per-

haps their number is almost legion, who imagine they

are called to defend the Scriptures against higher

criticism or the inroads of evolutionary science. These

men mistake their calling for two reasons. Biblical

criticism and evolution are not to be disproved by any

mere statements, however positive. In an atmosphere

of careful investigation they appear to have vindicated

themselves long since, and no one cares any longer in
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the manner of a debating school to discuss the ques-
tion of their validity and value. For this reason the
preacher who is opposed to them and takes that op-
position into his pulpit is simply wasting his time and
committing the same sin that his radical brother com-
mits who uses his preaching to propagate these mat-
ters. What the Church demands is a Gospel of posi-

tive conviction that has been inwrought into a life of
service. No preacher is ever able to deliver a sermon
greater than the sermon of his own life. If that life

has been enriched and vitalized by biblical criticism

and scientific study let him give his people the value
of his positive and aggressive faith in the verities of
the Gospel, without stopping to harass them by the
subtleties of the laboratory process. If, on the other
hand, he feels that he could not preach the Gospel in

any other fashion than as he first learned it, that every
other view is essentially wrong and pernicious, and
that criticism and evolution are both passing fads, let

him preach his message, throwing all his power and
earnestness into its positive proclamation, leaving all

questions of theory for his own private reflection.

Any other method fails of its results. Time is lost,

power is wasted, the people are unsatisfied, and the
Gospel loses its promised effect. The preacher with
definite convictions, with a strong and urgent message,
and with the spiritual needs of his people constantly
before his mind, is the one demanded by his age.

THE THACTICE OF
TA THy.
By the Visitor.

syM-

NE of the experiences which is often com-

Oing to an individual is that of appeals for
help from the unfortunate and dependent.
These calls are so numerous, especially

where the individual occupies a position
of prominence, such as is likely to be the
fortune of the pastor, teacher, physician or
successful business man, that there is likely

to grow up a disposition to resent any
such interference with one's time and pos-
sessions, and to experience a certain hard-

ening of the heart. Yet perhaps no discipline is more
needed than that of cultivating an attitude of sympathy
toward those who make such appeals, even though one
has come to realize that the majority of these requests
are misleading and fraudulent. One might far better
make several mistakes on the side of helpfulness than
to disregard one real appeal. And this is true both
from the point of view of the good to be done, and
from that of the results in the life of the giver. We
are set in a social order which is full of distress, and
cries for help are heard on every side. This is a
part of our training in Christian life. To be removed
from these demands would be to pass our lives in the
luxurious indolence of a Buddha before his awaken-
ing. A world shut in from the sufferings of humanity
is only a child's paradise, and a nature that has not
learned to respond with some true offers of help is

one that has not yet learned either the duty or the
satisfaction of sympathy.
Money is perhaps the smallest item that is demand-

ed by the social needs of our time. Very frequently
it would be the most harmful of gifts. What is really
essential is something much more valuable than this,

namely, one's self, one's time and earnest thought,

a careful consideration of the needs of the one who
calls for help, and a resolute determination to help

him think his problem through. It is a joy to feel

that such responses are being made every day and all

around us in forms of which we rarely hear and with
results the most gratifying. One generally finds what
he seeks. If we are looking for a world of hard-
hearted, indifferent and ungenerous people, we shall

be likely to find it and feel that the age of sympathy
is past. But if we really search for the kindly deeds
of our fellow citizens, we shall be astonished to find

how numerous and gracious they are, and shall our-

selves be stimulated to undertake similar tasks. In-

deed, it may be affirmed with confidence that no person
has learned the fine art of Christian living until he
has definitely determined with himself that he will

expend a certain amount of his time and resources

in the care of the unfortunate, the poor and the help-

less.

It is a joy to come unexpectedly upon instances of

this unheralded type of benefaction. They seem like

"rivers of water in a dry place, and as the shadow
of a great rock in a weary land". They restore confi-

dence in human nature, and sweeten the whole day's

experience. They lead us to believe that the kingdom
of God is really coming in the hearts of his people.

The Visitor was interested and astonished not long
ago to hear in a very quiet manner the story of one
of these simple yet costly acts of helpfulness on the

part of a friend of his, in whose nature the transaction

revealed an altogether new element of generous and
painstaking sympathy. This friend is a professional

man of wide acquaintance and unusual tasks which
require the employment of his whole time in the regu-

lar duties of his calling. There came one day totally

unannounced to his door a man who told him the story

of the long journey which he and his family, a wife
and several children, had taken from Britain to this

country and on to Chicago in the hope of finding em-
ployment. Resources were exhausted and the man
knew only two people in the city, and these simply by
report. Of these two the Visitor's friend was one.

By the merest chance he happened to be at home that

day, though he had expected to be gone by that time
on his summer vacation. He knew but little, if any-
thing, of his visitor, and was apparently under no
obligation to take up his cause. He was in the midst
of a most exacting literary task which demanded every

moment of his time. Yet, dropping all these obliga-

tions, forgetting the apparent folly of the man in un-
dertaking such a long and objectless ocean voyage to

an unknown country, with no adequate information
and without resources, he threw himself at once with

energy into the labor of securing a home, of raising

a small purse to defray present needs, and of getting

employment for his helpless caller. The Visitor knows
of at least two or three days' time totally given up
by his friend to this cause, which only the claims of a

common humanity and of the religion of Jesus could

have enforced. It was a joy to know such things were
happening, even though the story was reluctantly told,

and will probably never be known in its personalia

beyond a circle of ten or twelve.

Another instance comes to mind. A lady of refine-

ment and wealth recently spoke to the Visitor about
some of the perplexities of her life. She is fully aware
of her responsibilities and is generous to a fault, but
she said that the problems that most troubled her

were not those of money assistance to the needy but

that which cost far more, the giving of advice, of
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counsel and of sympathy where only these would avail.

In the conversation there came up the case of a poor

woman of her acquaintance who is even now passing

through days that seem almost unutterably sad and
dark. Deserted by her husband, reduced from cir-

cumstances of comparative comfort to the care of a

family, with no preparation for such experience, and
with debts already pressing for settlement, too proud
or too wise to accept financial assistance where no
repayment seemed possible, she had appealed to the

Visitor's friend, not for money, but for that which
it was much more difficult to give, sympathetic direc-

tion. And as the sad story unfolded itself, the Visitor

felt afresh the significance of the statement made
of our Lord that "virtue had gone out of him." These
experiences of attempting to put one's own life blood

into the veins of the despairing, the discouraged, the

unresourceful, are of the most difficult. It is literally

giving one's life for others, and where it is sympa-
thetically undertaken, it always leaves the double

consciousness of a great out-put of nerve force and a

supreme and rewarding satisfaction that one is thus

following in the steps of his Master, who went about
doing good, and who gave his life a ransom for

many.
Perhaps no one feels the pressure of such demands

more keenly than the sympathetic pastor and the

teacher in the college or university. They know of

troubles which never reach the ears of any other class

of people. Members of the congregation who have
met with reverses can only confide in their pastor, and
he must give that which is better than gold, sym-
pathy and advice. The teacher in the college or uni-

versity is even more closely pursued by such demands
as come through the experiences of young men pre-

paring for life work, who have been disappointed in

the arrival of funds, or who have met with unexpected
disasters in planning for their educational course.

Sometimes they need money, but more frequently they

need courage, which can only be supplied from some
other and stronger nature. Let no one think that these

demands do not take strength to meet and to answer
adequately. Usually it is confidence that must be re-

stored, hopes that must be revived, courage that must
again find its vacant place in the heart. But all the

time the value of the experience has been with the

man who rendered the help at the time of need. His
was the discipline, the culture, the rewarding con-
sciousness of life imparted and of success assured
by his out-put of faith and hope.

Such an experience, however trying and exhausting,
is worth all the effort and anxiety it costs. Its re-

wards are abundant in the individual soul. It opens
the door to a truer likeness to Christ than can be
found in any other service, and it brings its own
compensations in the life that holds forever precious
the memory of moments when the impartation of life

saved another from absolute despair. Every Christian

ought not only to accept the duty of sympathy when-
ever called upon by the unfortunate or the discour-

aged, but he ought to seek as for treasure the privilege

of following his Master in this the most characteristic

of his activities, and of learning the secret of that life

out from which went virtue to strengthen the world.

"The common problem- -yours, mine, every one's-

Is not to fancy what w^e fair in life

Provided it could be, bui, finding first

What may be, then find how to make it fair

Up to our means."

GOV-MAVE MEJt.

lS MAN the architect of his own life and
character? So it is often said. But has

God nothing to do with the shaping of hu-

man life and character? Very poor work
of it any man will make who takes the

shaping of his life into his own hands.

We hear a great deal about self-made

men. Many who pride themselves in this

distinction are forward, on all occasions, in

announcing to the world that they have
made themselves what they are. They owe

no one anything, not even God. Regarding a certain

person who had a weakness in this direction some one
wittily remarked: "Mr. So and So. is surely a very
devout man." "Why do you think so?" "Because
he shows such profound reverence for his maker."
This doctrine of human self-sufficiency has one ad-
vantage. It relieves the Lord of a great deal of re-

sponsibility.

Those who undertake the making of themselves have
a big job on their hands. The magnitude of the task

before them might well fill them with dismay. What
any one can do for himself amounts to little. It is

what God does that counts. As the work which the

sculptor expends upon a piece of marble converts it

into a thing of priceless value, so the transforming
work of God upon us and in us makes character valu-

able. In the picture galleries of Europe admiring
groups of art students may be seen gathering around
the works of the great masters. As they pass from
picture to picture they may be heard saying: "This is

a Raphael." "That is a Rubens." "That is a Rem-
brandt." How do they know? They know by the pe-

culiar touch of the master's hand, the distinguishing

touch of his power and genius. In the same way
Christian lives bear the marks of the hand of the

Divine Master. They give unmistakable signs that

the Heavenly Artist has been at work upon them. The
beauty of the Lord their God is upon them.

This was St. Paul's doctrine. "Ye are God's work-
manship," said he to his Ephesian converts. He
wished them to see that in the sphere of the spiritual

God was the worker, the world the workshop, and
Christian character the workmanship—the finished

article. His words mean that all that is good in man
is from God. Whatever gifts any one possesses he
has bestowed ; the new life in the soul is his creation

;

all heavenward impulses come from his inspiration;

all excellence of character is attained through his ef-

ficacious help. In spiritual attainments men are not
so much what they have made themselves as they are

what God has made them. A good life needs God for

its explanation. As well might we expect flowers to

bloom and fruits to ripen were the sun blotted out of

the heavens as expect the graces of a saintly character

without the brooding presence of God. Apart from
God man can do nothing. Apart from God he is

nothing.

The noblest specimens of human kind are not self-

made men, but God-made men ; men whose hearts God
has touched ; men whose characters God is moulding

;

men whose activities God is directing ; men with whom
God is having his own way ; men who are co-operating

with God in his grand design in their lives ; men who
are God's willing instruments in the accomplishment
of his purposes in the world.

A recognition of the part that God is playing in

the waking of life cuts at the root of spiritual pride.
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It leads a man to give God the glory for anything
good in his life. It makes him ready to say with
John Newton : "I am not what I ought to be ; I am not
what I wish to be ; I am not what I hope to be ; I am
not what I once was, but, by the grace of God, I am
what I am."

JVOTES AJVD COMMENT,
Plough Versus Gun.

Dr. R. J. Gatling, who invented the famous rapid-

fire gun bearing his name, has turned his attention to-

ward farm machinery and proposes to revolutionize

existing agricultural methods. Dr. Gatling is the in-

venter of a motor plow, which he asserts will accom-
plish from a comparative standpoint on the farm
what his gun did on the field of battle. The claim
is made by the great inventor that his plow, under the
guidance of one man, will break the surface of a thirty-

acre field in a single day. Dr. Gatling will do more
for the world by his plow than by his gun. It will

build up rather than destroy. May the day soon come
when guns shall be beat into plows, and men shall

rejoice in the victories of peace more than in the vic-

tories of war.

Is the Churcb Losing lis Hold \/pon the Worth-
ing" Classes?

We believe that there is a temporary abatement of

interest in the Church on the part of workingmen,
especially in the centers of population. But this is

not as deep or as wide as many suppose. The Church
is still close to the hearts of the people, and to it all

classes instinctively turn for sympathy and support in

the struggles of life. It is a great mistake, however,
to estimate the influence of the Church by attendance
upon her services. Many things not known before
are conspiring to keep people from going to meet-
ing with the old-time regularity. The demands of
business life are so imperious and absorbing that it

is simply a physical impossibility for some people to

give as much time as formerly to attendance upon
church or to church work. New adjustments require
to be made, especially with regard to the evening serv-

ice. The church exists for the people, not the people
for the church. The church is an agency and not
an end ; and in so far as she fulfills her work of social

ministry will she keep a firm grip upon the affection

of the common people.

Change in Church buildings.

The total value of church property in the United
States is estimated at $316,187,000. Of this sum $45,-

000,000 is said to go into steeples. Leaving aside for

the present the idea of the utility of the esthetic, this

vast expenditure of money in church buildings must
to people of a practical turn of mind seem out of all

proportion to what is given to meet the growing de-

mands for the support of religious and philanthropic

work. And the case looks still worse when we con-

sider the very limited use which is made of these

costly structures. For the most part they are open
only one day in the week. There is a growing con-

viction that this valuable plant, which often represents

not a little true sacrifice, ought to be made more pro-

ductive. One of the signs of the times is the com-
bination of the ecclesiastical and the social, which is

aimed at in the modern church edifice. The newly

awakened social consciousness, within the church, is

expressing itself in stone and lime. Still greater

modifications are demanded to make the house of God
the home of the people.

The Qutet Hour.

One is glad to notice in our day a growing appreci-

ation of the value of devotional reading as an aid to

private devotion and as well to family worship. Fre-

quently a brief passage of Scripture, illuminated by a

short paragraph by some one competent to speak

upon the theme, would encourage families to engage in

such well-timed and valuable group worship as should
prove an inspiration through the day and a help

throughout life. We are learning with pleasure that

this use is being made of the "Quiet Hour Notes" in

the Century, prepared by Dr. Smellie. Those who
have read these notes will appreciate their timeliness

and directness of suggestion regarding the biblical

passages to which they relate themselves. We shall

be glad to know that similar use is made of these pas-

sages by a much larger circle of our readers.

CHICAGO JSTQ&ES.
The Omaha World-Herald says : "Mr. Wambold of

Chicago has two hearts. And thus we note again the

uneven distribution of things. Here is a man with

two hearts while the steel trust hasn't any."

A joint meeting of the Citizens' League and the

Methodist Preachers' Union will be held in the audi-

torium of the Y. M. C. A. on Monday, Sept. 2d, to

plan a campaign against saloon-keepers who sell liquor

to minors and in other ways violate the law. This

is a movement in which all Christians ought to join.

President William R. Harper of the University of

Chicago has been decorated with the Cross of the

Legion of Honor by the French government. This

entitles him to rank among the greatest statesmen, sol-

diers and literary men of that republic. He also is

entitled to an invitation to every state function of

France.

The plan of Dr. M. M. Parkhurst, president of the

Anti-Saloon League, to establish a system of espionage

by employing Sunday school children to watch the

saloons is meeting with well-nigh universal con-

demnation. To turn the Sunday school children of

the city into spies would be to do evil that good might

come. In enlisting the young people against the

saloon the standard of school-boy morality must not be

lowered.

The customary account of Chicago brag comes in a

statement that a saving of $5,000 a year could be

made in ink alone if the people of the city would stop

dotting the "i" in the name of the city. But what

would Chicago be if it was not right on the dot? The
wit of the woolly west appears in the expressed desire

of some Montana gentlemen to start a bad actor down-

hill in a barrel—in order to have him appear in a new
role. So of a young eastern man who was hanged in

Nevada—he had to go away from home to get the

A series of meetings are to be held in Steinway

hall to further the Ruskin Hall movement in this coun-
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try. The motto of this movement is : "We depend
upon the helping hand backed by the righteous fist."

The object of these meetings will be to promote a re-

vival of interest in labor reform. Walter Vrooman,
founder and president of the co-operative colleges of

which Ruskin Hall at Oxford is perhaps the best

type, is the leader of this movement. His immediate
object is to establish labor colleges in this country and
to plant the seeds of co-operative industries.

Peculiar ceremonies marked the opening of the new
Hebrew synagogue on West 12th street. Certain

privileges were auctioned off to the highest bidder.

The privilege to open the door of the new synagogue
was sold for a hundred dollars. The privileges of car-

rying the volumes of the law, the gold and silver ser-

vice of the temple, also brought large sums. This ar-

rangement put the most coveted privileges in the hands
of men of wealth. It is strange how mammon is al-

lowed to invade the sanctuary. In Beecher's church
the best pews were sold by auction to the highest bid-

ders. '-'.

Harper's Weekly indulges in a fling at Chicago.
It says : "The musical taste of Chicago is improving.
The bandmaster in charge of the concerts at Lincoln
park asserts that ragtime no longer satisfies the souls

of his audience, and says that the people clamor wildly
for Bach fugues, selections from 'Parsifal' and 'Gotter-

daemmmerung' and other such light but refined enter-

tainment. This is interesting from a psychological
point of view. A western educator has recently writ-

ten at length on the efficacy of good music as a re-

formatory power. He claims that his statements are

based on results as well as theories. If music has
proved an effective means of reforming the criminal

classes, why should there not be hope for Chicago ?"

Few men are exposed to greater temptations than
commercial travelers. A few years ago it was a rare
thing to find a traveling man who did not drink and
gamble. Largely through the agency of "The Chris-
tian Traveling Men's Association" a wonderful change
for the better has taken place. These associations are
called Gideon's Bands. They wear a distinctive badge
and when they meet they strengthen one another in

the ways of righteousness. The Gideons of the state

of Illinois held a two days' rally at the First

Methodist Episcopal church Aug. 31 and Sept. I, to

which all traveling men and the general public were
invited. Regular meetings of the Chicago camp take
place every Sunday evening in some churches, and
noonday meetings in Willard hall every Saturday.
The speakers at the rally were traveling men.

The Faith Bible mission, which was opened in a
vacant store a year ago at 947 North 40th avenue, is

run upon the following principles : It is non-sectarian

;

the Bible is its creed ; it interprets God's Word literal-

ly
; it counts all God's promises faithful ; it passes no

collection basket ; it asks no human being for money.
And yet by the circulation of its reports among Chris-
tian people it makes its wants widely known. This
it finds to be an effective business method. In its re-

cently published circular its promoters say : "In former
years we engaged in all sorts of schemes to raise mon-
ey for the church and found it hard work. We have
during most of this year carried on four missions in

different communities by means of the unsolicited of-

ferings that God directed his children to give." What
charming simplicity ! And now the hint is dropped

that further "unsolicited offerings" would be accept-

able to provide a home for the mission.

STK'RMOJVJC HIJV&ST.

"Wordfor Tired "People.

At the Forty-first Street Presbyterian church Rev.

Cleland B. McAfee, D. D., preached on "A Word for

Tired people." He said : "Weariness is neither a curse

nor a sin. It is a sign of healthful effort, of laying out

of one's strength in service. The weariness that

comes from abuse of powers, from long days and
short nights, has no approval in the example of Jesus,

but the other sort has. He grew so weary at times

that he could sleep through a perilous storm. He
called the disciples aside not only for their own rest,

but that he also might rest;."

God's Way of S'atfing Men.

Referring to the trial of Abraham and to the part

which trial plays in salvation, Rev. R. A. Torrey of

the Chicago Avenue church remarked : "There are dif-

ferent ways in which men are tried. Some are tried

by Satan, some by circumstances of their lives, and
some are directly tried by God himself. The last is

the highest honor in the way of trial that can come
to man, and is reserved for those only who through

faith in Jesus Christ are on that spiritual plane where
other trials and testings would be no temptation to

them whatsoever. These trials are not required to

show God what is in the hearts of men toward him,

but are necessary for the development of the men
themselves, who are thus brought into new experiences

of the power and greatness and love of God."

ill x/s-tha tjojvs:
There is a line in nature which is called the line of

repose. There nature seems indifferent, absolutely

unmoral. You sink below this line of repose ; and, like

the drowning man who cannot swim, you seem to feel

hands clutching at you from the darkness to drag you

down. Nature seems hostile and demonic. Above the

line of repose, when you exert your efforts with na-

ture, hands seem to bear you up and on. Nature seems
to be, in principle, love. Jesus had risen to the height

of this, working with the forces of the universe, till he

felt that nothing was beyond his power ; he was at one
with the will of God ; he had overcome the world. He
felt even that he could lay down his life, and take it

again.

An iceberg stranded on the coast of Newfoundland,
and was two or three years melting, during which
time the trees bore no fruit. The iceberg was the

cause of the frost, not God's laws; hence the harm
done. If sin strands near the altar of God, there will

be a frost in the temple. Sometimes an individual is

the cause of such frosts, and until the cause is re-

moved there will be no fruitfulness. Such frosts can-

not be remedied by man. It is little use lighting a

bonfire and letting off fireworks to scare away winter.

Fires are good enough in their place; but not as a
means of bringing about the needed revival. Nor will

novel and patent appliances raise the state of the

spiritual atmosphere.
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CONTRIBUTED

They who tread the path of labor follow where my feet

have irod;
They who work without complaining do the holy will of

God,
Where the many toil together, there I am among my own;
Where the tired workman sleepeth, there I am with him

alone.

I, the peace that passeth knowledge, dwell amid the daily

strife;

I, the Bread of heaven, am broken in the sacrament of life.

Every task, however simple, sets the soul that does it free;

Every deed of love and mercv don to man is done to me.
—Dr. Henry J. Vandyke.

CHRISTOLOGICAL
CIES OF THE

TEJVVEJV-
TIME.

W. J. Lhamon.

JVo. IV. The Pulpit.

A great change has passed over our conception of

Christianity during the last hundred years. Its de-

termining factors were then supposed
to be such metaphysics as concerned

themselves about the eternal decrees

of God, original sin, renewing and
confirming and sanctifying and sus-

taining grace, the helplessness of the

human will, and almost any number of

associated questions, or corollaries

springing from them. Dr. Lorimer in

treating of the "regeneration of theology," a phrase
which he credits to Professor Dorner, speaks as fol-

lows : "A hundred years ago it was common for di-

vines to expound the glorious counsels of the blessed

Trinity in a sober, matter-of-fact way, and to refer

to motions and resolutions as though they were re-

cording the proceedings of a court of Arches or an
earthly Presbytery. Without any doubt or misgiving
they assured the people that Deity from all eternity

had enjoyed perfect blessedness in the contemplation

of his own perfection, but that presently he found
that he could get an additional revenue of glory by
creating rational creatures who should sing eternal

halleluiahs. Then followed a motion to this effect,

and eternity gave place to a parenthesis of time. Man
was made and the temptation ordained, and all that

everlasting peans might be sung to God. The fall

was described over and over again with extraordinary

ingenuity and its deplorable consequence summed up
in language such as this : God could not permit his

image to abide by the ugly effigy of the devil ; every-

thing done by an unregenerate man is a mere sham
and dead form of holiness. If the natural man should
begin to relent, to drop a tear for sin and repent, he
does nothing but sin ; for man, aye, even the new-born
babe, is a lump of wrath, a child of hell."

The author quoted assures us that such pulpit pre-

sentations are inconceivable today in enlightened com-
munities, and that should an angel visit the earth he
would have reason to modify the apocalyptic cry and
to proclaim aloud : "The Augustinian theology has
fallen, has fallen

!"

There comes to my table as fair a representation of

sermonic literature as comes perhaps to the average
man of the pulpit. I am not able to recall a single

distinctively theological sermon that has fallen in my
way during the last ten years. Volume after volume
of sermons may be taken up and examined with the

discovery that they are distinctively Christological.

Here is one by a Presbyterian, and the title of it, "For
Christ's Crown," is an index to the contents of it. I

am personally acquainted with the author of this vol-

ume of brilliant homilies, and once in a pleasant social

hour he told me his experience, how he had passed
from the faith of his childhood to infidelity, and from
infidelity back again to faith by the Calvinistic way
under the rigid discipline of Dr. Hodge. But, judg-
ing by this volume of sermons, his Calvinistic train-

ing is of the least consequence to his pulpit work.

Here is another volume of sermons by a leading

Presbyterian, entitled "Facts That Call for Faith."

And what are the "facts that call for faith"? They
are God, and Christ, and the Bible, and the Lord's day,

and prayer, and death, and the resurrection of Jesus,

and a longer catalogue of similar ones. In this vol-

ume of "facts" there is not one distinctively theolog-

ical sermon.

And here again are volumes of sermons by leading

Baptists. One after another they are taken up, and
upon examination they prove invariably to be Christo-

logical. "The Attractive Christ," by Dr. MacArthur,
is so; "A Year's Sermons," by Dr. Maclaren, is so;

and the works of Dr. Lorimer are well known to be

so. It would almost seem that the students trained

in Calvinistic seminaries have entered into a conspir-

acy to preach Christ and ignore Calvinism and its re-

lated speculations the moment they leave the seminary
threshold.

In further exemplification of the theme I take up
the last sermon magazine that happened to light in

my study, and this is what I find : Two sermons by
Methodists, three by Presbyterians, one by a Baptist,

one by a Lutheran, and one by a Disciple. Not one
of them is devoted to Calvinism, or to Arminianism,
or to hereditary depravity, or to consubstantiation, or

to any sort of scholastic speculation. These are some
of the themes : "What the Opening Century Demands
of Young Men ;" "The Force That Moves the

World;" "The Old Testament as Literature;" "The
Difference Between Law and Gospel ;" "The Bible and
the Christian Endeavor Life." These are practical

and ethical themes, and the treatment of them justi-

fies their promise. They find their inspiration in

Christ and in his revelation.

The great preachers and evangelists of the last gen-

eration have been Christological. Spurgeon was so,

though his Calvinism blazed out occasionally. Usual-

ly he forgot it and preached Christ with wonderful

power. Beecher was so, and if Talmage is logical

at all he is Christological. Phillips Brooks loved both

men and God as he saw them revealed in Christ, and
from that fountain of love came forth his sermons.

Moody was never spoiled by a theological course of

study, and Chapman preaches Christ directly, and

John McNeil is a canny Scotchman who couldn't

preach one hour with the metaphysical trammels of

the creeds knotted about his brain.

The pulpit can never go back to the hair-splitting

of a by-gone age. It may do many inadvertent

things ; it may yield to the demand for sensationalism

;

it may become radical in its championship of popular

movements ; it may even seek in a languid way here
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and there to revive some show of interest in the dis-

cussions of the thirteenth to the eighteenth centuries,

but it cannot go back to those centuries. The apostolic

and the pagan currents of thought can never meet in

the modern pulpit as they did in the ancient creeds.

The souls of men have escaped from the trammels of

Augustinianism, and never again will they suffer

themselves to be caught between the upper and nether

millstones of such discrepant teachings as those of

Christ on the one hand and those of Augustine on the

other. We have recovered Christ, and he has recov-

ered his pulpit. His apostles are once more sounding

out their story of him in a multitude of tongues far

greater than those that were emphasized by the Pente-

costal flames. And there is this peculiarity about the

modern mind ; while it refuses to be dominated by an

inexorable logic which conflicts with the logic of the

heart, and which by very virtue of its repellant con-

clusions raises suspicions of fallacy somewhere along

the borderland of infinite, it turns gratefully to the

fact and the personality of Jesus, and to all such facts

working in history and literature as have their sources

unmistakably in him. Jesus has thrown over the

modern pulpit at its best the spell of his truth and love.

And men are more and more clearly discovering that

when that spell is broken the power of the pulpit is

gone. If Christ is to be the Savior of men he must
first be the Savior of the pulpit, and the men out of

the pulpit are not among the last to make that dis-

covery. It will be well for the men in the pulpit to

have absolute convictions upon the need of a Christo-

logical attitude there.

We rejoice in the belief that Dr. Gunsaulus is right

when he says, "People were never as willing—nay, so

desirous to go to church as now, if Christ is there to

get them on their feet. Without him they will not

stay to hear your dream of a better day, and with

him they will not tolerate any depreciation or any

defamation of the soul of man."
Let the pulpit of this age be the pulpit that Christ

himself created, the pulpit of the mountainside and
seaside and fireside ; the pulpit of the day of Pente-

cost and of the home of Cornelius ; the pulpit of Mars
Hill and of Ephesus and of Corinth and Philippi and
Rome before St. Paul went hence to be with the Lord

;

let the pulpit be apostolic and Christological, and we
shall not soon be listening to the notes of its swan
song.

Alleghany, Pa.

XVB FOUCET.
So many tender words and true

We meant to say, dear love, to you

;

So many things we meant to do,

But we forget.

The busy days were full of care

;

The long night fell, and unaware

You passed beyond love's leading prayer

While we forget.

Now evermore through heart and brain

There breathes an undertone of pain;

Though what has been should be again,

We would forget.

We feel, we know, that there must be

Beyond the veil of mystery

Some place where love can clearly see

And not forget.

WHAT OF CHUISTIAfflTy
Iff IffVIA?

W. M. Forrest.

HE last century was one of continuous mis-

Tsionary activity in India. Christian work
prior to that time was so sporadic and in-

adequate that no one could expect any
wide-spread or favorable results from it.

But after the labors of the past one hun-
dred years some may be disposed to think

that the power of Christianity to conquer
India has been fairly tested. A bare

statement of what has directly resulted

from the presence of the missionary in this

great country may prove discouraging to those who
value only what can be exhibited in statistical tables.

But a better insight into the real merits of the case

is sure to result from a careful study of the general

effects and actual difficulties of Christianity in India!

The labors of the nineteenth century, added to the

desultory efforts of all preceding centuries, have gath-

ered together upwards of two millions of professed

Christians. Out of a population of nearly three hun-
dred million, that may seem little enough. Since the

greater number of them are Christians of the first gen-
eration, and have come out of the grossest idolatry and
superstition, they are perhaps even more imperfect

than were many of Paul's converts in the first cen-

tury. Moreover, they are. won largely from the low-
est castes, and become outcasts when they become
Christians, no matter what their previous condition.

Hence it need occasion no surprise if it is found that

their influence in the country at large is not even in

proportion to their small numbers.
To enliven this view of the situation there are, how-

ever, several matters worthy of consideration. The
last half of the century differed very much both in the

number and efficiency of its missionaries, and in the

number of converts won. Notable triumphs have
been achieved in the supplying of the missionary with
indispensable lexicons, grammars and other aids to

the speedy mastery of the vernaculars. A Christian

literature has been built up for the help of converts

and to influence others. Valuable experience has been
gained as to the best way to preserve the lives and
increase the efficiency of the missionaries, the wisest

manner of employing native assistants, and the surest

means of reaching the non-Christian and of training
the convert. From simply looking at these direct

results of past toil and experience it would seem most
reasonable to expect decades in the future to achieve
what required centuries in the past.

But the chief ground for hope must be found in

what are only indirectly the results of missionary
activity. No one who is familiar with the history

of India, and with the present trend of thought among
its educated men, can fail to see that a great change
is gradually coming over the land. Whether result-

ing from contact with western civilization or from
modern secular education, or from Christian evangeli-
zation, this gradual change can best be characterized
as the progressive Christianization of Indian thought
and life. It began so long ago that men can be found
in India who actually believe it always was so, and
is a native product. There are many who maintain
with apparent honesty that mothers never sacrificed

their babes by throwing them into the Ganges, where
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they were devoured by crocodiles. Yet both the prac-

tice and its prevention through the efforts of Chris-

tian missionaries are matters of no very ancient his-

tory. Hinduism, past and present, undoubtedly has

good mingled with its evil; many notable ethical and
philosophical insights are the products of its sages

and are enshrined in its sacred books. But the sys-

tem, as a whole, which in one form or another has

dominated India for more than three thousand years,

cannot bear the light of history, for it is condemned
by its fruits. The blasphemous conclusions of its phil-

osophy, the debasing developments of its popular

idolatry, the barbarous cruelties of its caste regula-

tions, bear present and lasting testimony to the fact

that whatever divine truth and power may be in it are

held down in unrighteousness. Many abominable
practices, such as widow-burning, it has given up only

under pressure of Christian laws backed by severe

penalties. Others, like the actual marriage of little

girls, which results in their torture and death at the

hands of their brutal husbands, are still struggling to

maintain themselves.

But the notable thing is that India's sons have

learned to blush and apologize for many things that

they have not yet the strength to abandon. Where it

is possible, they prefer to deny that they ever practiced

certain iniquities. When history testifies against them
they attempt to claim the credit for abandoning these

things. In other cases they attempt to harmonize the

practices with true morality. Meanwhile, there is

constant talk about the Fatherhood of God, the broth-

erhood of man, and numerous other matters foreign to

Indian thought and contradicted by immemorial re-

ligious and social practice. But these are all claimed

as the product of Hinduism, and the missionary is

further annoyed by the Hindu apologist's decking out

his gods in Christian virtues and setting them up as

the ethical and spiritual rivals of Christ.

It is doubtless both provoking and immoral to at-

tempt to save the honor of Krishna, the chief incarna-

tion of the supreme Hindu deity, by denying the

truthfulness of the gross stories told of him in the

Puranas. Nor is it pleasant to hear some Arya-Somaj
preacher declaring the God of the Bible a monster of

injustice and iniquity, while it is well known that

neither he, nor any other Indian, knew aught of the

inconsistency between immorality and deity until they

learned it through Christian teaching. All this indi-

cates that India is giving formal assent to the excell-

ence of Christian ethical teaching, while not yet suf-

ficiently advanced to make it all-controlling in its

life. But to the extent that they are trying to make
their religion moral, and endeavoring to give cur-

rency to ideas of divine fatherhood and human broth-

erhood, the Hindus are proclaiming the power of

Christ. And whether as foes or as friends of the

Nazarene, the various somajes, and reform societies,

and individual advocates of purity in religion, are pro-

claiming at least a part of the gospel of Christ. "Some,
indeed, preach Christ only of envy and strife. What
then ? Only that in every way, whether in pretense or

in truth, Christ is proclaimed, and therein I rejoice,

yea, and will rejoice."

This process of saturating India with Christian

sentiment may continue long before the land becomes
Christian. The East is proverbially slow, so slow in-

deed that some think it can never traverse the dis-

tance between Hinduism and Christianity. But wise
men know that it does move. The late G. W. Steev-

ens, in contemplating the scant results of British rule

in India, says : "Every loophole of optimism seems
closed—except one. When all is said and done, we
have been in India only a little over a hundred years

—

in many parts of it hardly fifty. To immemorial India

that is like half an hour. To move the East is a mat-
ter of centuries ; and yet it moves. In the East it is

especially fatal to say 'Too late' too soon. It is far too

early to despair of India yet. It is not only the land

of ironies, it is also the land of patience." With how
much greater truth may all this be said in relation to

our religion here. The work has been well begun. It

is especially encouraging now because of the oppor-
tunities for teaching the Bible to the thousands of stu-

dents at the universities. The regeneration of the land

may tarry long or it may come as a sudden revolution.

Who knows at what time there may arise from among
her own sons India's Paul or Luther unto whom shall

the gathering of the people be ? When a solution has
become saturated by the absorption of all of a salt that

it can take up, the slightest jar may instantly send down
the beautiful precipitate. So may any sudden shock
cause the progressive saturation of India with Chris-

tian thought to eventuate in the salvation of the whole
land. But whether it come speedily or linger long, it

becomes not the West, which received its Christianity

from the Orient, to draw back from the work until

it sees India clothed and in her right mind, sitting at

the feet of Christ. If it be God's will that for every
year of the Church's century-long neglect of India,

and for every dollar hoarded at the expense of mis-
sionary activity, another dollar be poured out here, and
the life of a soldier of the cross be laid down on this

alien soil—still, as of old, let it be said, "Thy will, O
God, be done."

Calcutta, India.

VOWJSf EAST AJV1) 'ROl/JV©
A-BOX7T.

Wm. H. Walker, Ph. D.

EW ENGLAND again ! It is always a de-

N: light to visit this sacred and picturesque

soil. Here are the same old shaggy hills,

tossing their pines and birches and maples,

the same elm-arched, Gothic aisles through
the country towns, and the train is always
crashing through the rocks or bending lov-

ingly toward the hazy valleys. The streams

are just as crystal, and their thicket-cov-

ered banks are just as verdant as ever, and,

alas! there are the same tufts of juniper in

the rocky pastures. I grow starved if I linger too

long in New England. I miss the generous fields.

Nothing but little strips of corn and potatoes cut on
the bias in the corners of the stone walk ! The crops

have a timorous air, as if they were apologizing to the

rocks and woods for growing at all. Of course, it is

different down on the broad reaches of the Connecti-

cut valley, but, unfortunately, the trimmest fields there

are given to tobacco ; bad luck to it ! I long for the

waving gold of a western wheat field. But then

again I look out at the tangled masses of feathery

fern and at the rocks and stone walls mantled with
gray lichens, and up the forest aisles of the hillsides

and down on the great peaceful farm houses, rambling
on and on and mer^ino- at last into diminutive barns.
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and my eyes moisten, and I realize that dear old New
England has its compensations, even if it cannot boast

a respectable wheat stack.

Illinois—why, you could chop a square mile any-

where out of the northern two-thirds of it, and use it

as a sample by which to sell any farm in that section.

Everywhere the same lazy swells, the same bunches of

poplars and orchard about the farm buildings, the

same endless files of corn, the same creeks too tired to

think it worth while to run. But the corn is stocky,

and it grows in a self-reliant way, as if life were worth

living, and all natural forces were there to be defied.

I wonder why farms always get tangled up and lost

in a flat, marshy country. There is northwestern In-

diana. The soil looks rich enough and vegetation is

rank. Crops grow well when they are cared for.

But there is a dejected, down-in-the-heels air about it

all. Poor farm buildings suggest poor farmers and

poor farming. The ague must get into the fields.

There are miles and miles of untutored swamp. I am
told that Chicago's chief fur supply is from down
that way. Perhaps the land is worth more given up

to trappers and skunks than it would be for corn

and potatoes. By and by the surface rolls up, the soil

grows sandy, generous farm houses appear and the

eye rejoices in evidences of prosperity.

There are disadvantages about through trains and

sleeping cars. Every now and then there is a hiatus

in the country as memory roams over it. That is what

Ohio is to me, excepting only its rim. Far out of

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania is too busy to let you think of

farming. Furnaces, factories, mills, mines, railroads

—

criss-crossing, climbing up, down, winding around

and boring through—the Conemaugh turbid, men in

squads and regiments, all working as if this were the

busy day of the year. One is well up into the Alle-

ghanies before the stray farms assert themselves and

the old log cabins come out here and there. On the

eastern side the fields sweep up to the summits, and

the farm houses looking out on the Juniata are ample
and homelike. But it is beyond Harrisburg that the

country becomes a veritable garden of the Lord. Nev-
er have I seen farms more exquisitely clean and beau-

tiful, nor farm buildings more tasty and inviting,

whether they be spick and span modern frame struc-

tures or ancient stone landmarks, hale and hearty ; and
over it all the golden splendor of ripening or garnered
grain—with the inevitable tobacco now and then.

New Jersey's chief crop is advertising boards. I

would like to mount a battery of naval guns on flat

cars and send it out for target practice on these abom-
inations. I vow I will suffer forever before I will "stop

pain with Omega oil" and every tooth in my head shall

go to ruin before I will resort to Sozodont. If we can-
not get rid of that chump of a boy in blue jacket and
white derby, spilling fine cut out of a white bag and
ogling the gander, we shall become a nation of idiots

by irresistible suggestion.

I wonder why that shank of Canada between the

Niagara and the Detroit is so tedious ! It used to be a

wilderness of stumps and stubs, but they vanished
many a year ago, without making it more interesting.

The soil is rich, though of an ochre cast. The coun-
try is flat, but no flatter than many another land that
the eye loves to linger upon. Crops are diversified

without giving the impression of variety. The monot-
ony must be due to the wretched farm buildings, un-
painted. unshaded, unkempt. People take no joy in

their farming. I leave it to some wiser student of

comparative psychology to determine why crossing a

river should make such a difference in the mental traits

of people as manifested in their cultivation of the soil.

Wilmette, 111.

SOME JVEW UES&AMEffU
XOO'R'DS.
"Mystery."

In common parlance, sanctioned by the dictionary,

the word "mystery" means something incomprehen-

sible through being above human intelligence. This

use is strengthened by the allied word "mystify,"

which is practically equivalent to "bewilder." Now,
it is safe to say that, in almost every New Testament

passage in which the word "mystery" occurs the full

significance of it will be lost by such an interpretation.

The mysteries of ancient Greece, the most famous of

which were at Eleusis, were religious gatherings to

which no one was admitted who had not undergone
certain initiatory rites. Under an oath of secrecy cer-

tain traditions respecting the gods and sacred things

generally were handed down from generation to gen-

eration within this privileged circle. In some respects

the institution of Freemasonry may be regarded as

the nearest parallel in the modern world. The es-

sential feature of the doctrines of the Mysteries was
that they were revealed to the initiated, but hidden
from outsiders.

For centuries before the time when the Epistles were
written, the word mystery had been in common use

in this connection. Accordingly Paul adapted it to

serve the ourpose of Christian theology. That it does

not mean something which cannot be known is clear

from i Cor. 13 :2. Its general meaning is "something
which has been hidden from some, but revealed to

others."

In several passages it refers to the teaching of sal-

vation through Christ, which had been hidden from
the ancients, but was now made known. It has this

reference in Rom. 16:25; 1 Cor. 2:7; Eph. 1:9; 3:9;

4:19; Col. 1:26, etc.; 2:2, 4:3, and Rev. 10:7. In

the last of these passages it denotes the complete ful-

fillment of this Divine purpose when Christ returns.

The teaching of God's good will toward the Gentiles

is included in some of the above passages and is ex-

pressed also in Eph. 3 13, etc., and Col. 1 126.

Occasionally the word is applied to things concerned
generally with the kingdom of God, as in Luke 8:10
and parallel passages. Certain single events relating

to that kingdom are denoted in Rom. 1 1 125, as also in

1 Cor. 15:51, which is often misinterpreted, as though
it meant the announcement of a difficulty which could

not be explained. "I show you a mystery," means
really "I make clear to you something which you would
not otherwise understand." The stewards of the mys-
teries are, of course, those who are entrusted with the

duty of making these revelations of hidden things.

In one passage the reference to the Greek Mysteries

is obscured by the translation of the authorized ver-

sion, though the revised gives some indication of it.

The literal rendering of Phil. 4:12 would be, "I have
been initiated into the mystery both of being filled,"

etc.

Said Adolph Monod, in his latest words, "One warm
blundering man will do more good in the Church than
a dozen frigid wise ones."
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'BLEJ^VED LIGHT.

Genu of Truth Cleaned from the Teachings of

All Denominations.

Many seek truth as a new mental diversion.

—

Rev.

Dr. Purves, Presbyterian.

In the olden times there was an idea that the body
was the mother of all evil.

—

Rev. Dr. Carter, Episco-

palian, Louisville, Ky.

One of the gratifying features of all Christian work-

ers today is the great demand for Christian reunion.

As a plea for Christian union the Disciples of Christ

as a religious body exist.

—

Rev. A. A. Smither, Chris-

tian church, Los Angeles, Cal.

Purity of worship comes only when human culture

has so far advanced that man's fear has been replaced

by love.

—

Rev. Dr. Utter, Unitarian.

Personal liberty is a sort of circle about the individ-

ual bounded by the laws which protect the rights of

others.

—

Rev. Dr. Crafts, Presbyterian.

A business without religion has no soul or con-

science and is not consistent with a man's expressed

religion.

—

Rev. George R. Stair, Baptist.

Impartiality is seen in God's demands of men. There

is one law for all men and one standard of holiness

for all men in every nation.

—

Rev. J. W. Quillian,

Episcopalian.

Grace will help us little if it is not re-enforced by

grit. Few men make their lives noble because they

dare not be singular.

—

Rev. Dr. Madison Peters, Bap-

tist.

Man should be a constantly enlarging and improv-

ing reality to the Christian. Sin and shame, pain and

gloom, should not blind the Christian to the perfect

man.

—

Rev. J. C. Youker, Methodist.

Never was there a time when so much might be

accomplished for humanity and never was the Church's

responsibility greater than now.

—

Rev. J. D. Rankin,

Presbyterian.

God has set bounds beyond which no man can go.

We are men and we have the capacity and abilities of

men only. The true attitude for one is one of hu-

mility.

—

Rev. Dr. Eaton, Universalist.

Almighty God reveals his truth, and it is an out-

rage and an insult to the Divine God to meet this rev-

elation with contention that we cannot understand.

—

Rev. Father Hoardman, R. C.

In this age the brotherhood of man needs to be em-

phasized. God has linked us together ; we cannot cut

these bonds asunder if we would.

—

Rev. S. B. Moore,

Christian church.

How many homes are sorely in need of religious in-

struction ! We spend fortunes to house and feed an

army of criminals and neglect to give attention to

children which would prevent crime.

—

Rev. L. M.

Zimmerman, Lutheran.

How many men there are who need help and sym-

pathy. Men need help when they are down. Any
man can find so-called friends when he is prosperous,

but let misfortune come and too often his friends are

gone when he needs sympathy.

—

Rev. G. B. Torvn-

scnd.

Faith in God for the saving of the soul and its ad-

mission into heaven is worthy our prayerful eonsid-

eration.

—

Rev. George Adams, Methodist.

No social organization which does not make not
only possible but necessary for all its citizens some sort

of useful employment is a tolerable condition under
which to live. And this work which a man is entitled

to have must be a reasonable work and suited to the

capacity of the worker.

—

Rev. Wm. T. Brown, Con-
gregationalist.

There is no personal devil—no inherent dualism of

good and evil. Through ignorance men misuse laws
and forces, and evil results. The evils of social life

outweigh all the evils they suffer from the forces of

nature. People born in evil surroundings, with crim-

inal tendencies, are not to blame.

—

Rev. R. A. White,

Universalist.

Man has the instinct which craves for God. Men
have thought that this new knowledge would wipe out

our faith, but it has not yet been digested and trans-

lated into the vernacular. When it is, men will find

that instead of faith being something you have to apol-

ogize for, it is the highest attribute of the human being
to thirst for God.

—

Rev. Dr. Rainsford, Episcopalian.

It is hard to find a materialist nowadays, and it is

true we are not as easily frightened by that word.
Men have circumnavigated the globe of thought
and are getting back to their ancestral position where
they can say, "We believe in God, the Father Al-

mighty, Maker of heaven and earth."

—

Rev. Dr. Pat-

ton, Presbyterian.

While thoughts are forces and men create from
within the atmosphere in which they move, it must not

be forgotten that life readily conforms to surround-
ings, and that the whole being, mental, spiritual and
physical, must be sought for in Christ in order that

the work of the Church may not be circumscribed.

—

Rev. D. E. Marvin, Congregationalist.

OVR Ottt/f.

If I had known in the morning
How wearily all the day
The words unkind
Would trouble my mind

I said when you went away,
I had been more careful, darling,

Nor given you needless pain
;

But we vex "our own"
With look and tone

We might never take back again.

For though in the quiet evening
You may give me the kiss of peace.

Yet well it might be
That never for me

The pain of the heart should cease.

How many go forth in the morning
Who never come home at night

!

And hearts have broken
For harsh words spoken

That sorrow can ne'er set right.

We have careful thought for the stranger.
And smiles for the sometime guest.

But oft for "our own"
The bitter tone,

Though we love our own the best.

Ah! lip with the curve impatient;
Ah ! brow with that look of scorn,

'Twere a cruel fate

Were the night too late

To undo the work of morn.
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TLEASA/fTORIES.
A Gladstonian Error.

Gladstone, in "Gleanings of Past Years," Vol. I, p.

26, causes Daniel to walk unscathed through the fur-

nace seven times heated.

"Bacon's Mistake.

In his essay on "Vain-glory," Bacon says : "It was

prettily devised of Esop, the fly sat upon the axletree

of the chariot-wheel and said: 'What a dust do I

raise.' " A writer in "Notes and Queries" points out

that the fable is by Laurentius Abstemius.

Eloquent "Rags.

Talking about the way boys were admitted to his

home, Dr. Barnardo said to an interviewer

:

"I was standing at my front door one bitter day in

winter, when a little ragged chap came up to me and

asked me for an order of admission. To test him, I

pretended to be rather rough with him.
" 'How do I know,' I said, 'if what you tell me is

true? Have you any friends to speak for you?'
" 'Friends !' he shouted. 'No, I ain't got no friends

;

but if these 'ere rags'—and he waved his arm about

as he spoke
—

'won't speak for me, nothing else, will.'
"

More &JorK, Fetuer Words.

"'Lots of folks who would like to do right, think that

servin' the Lord means shoutin' themselves hoarse

praisin' his name. Now, I'll tell you how I look at

that. I'm workin' here for Jim. Now, if I'd sit 'round

the house here tellin' what a good fellow Jim is, an'

singin' songs to him, I'd be doin' just like what lots

of Christians do, but it wouldn't suit Jim, and I'd get

fired mighty quick.

"But when I hustle among the hills, an' see that

Jim's herds are all right, an' not sufferin' for water

an' feed, or bein' off the range branded by cattle-

thieves, then I'm servin' Jim as he wants to be served."

—Presbyterian Review.

Which Foot Gets Ttred.

A lady was watching a potter at his work, whose
one foot was kept, with a "never slackening speed,

turning his swift wheel round," while the other rested

patiently on the ground. When the lady said to him
in a sympathizing tone, "How tired your foot must
be!" the man raised his eyes and said, "No, ma'am, it

isn't the foot that works that's tired, it's the foot that

stands! That's it."

If you want to keep your strength, use it. If you
want to get tired, do nothing. As a matter of fact, we
all know that the last man to give a helping hand to

any new undertaking is the man who has plenty of

time on his hands. It is the man and woman who are

doing most who are always willing to do a little more.

Only Half True.

The following is an opinion doubtless to be shared

by many Americans who heard Matthew Arnold
lecture during his. stay among us. After his return

to London, at the close of his first American tour, he

visited Mrs. Procter, the widow of "Barry Cornwall"
and mother of Adelaide Procter.

The lady was then eighty years old, and in giving

Mr. Arnold a cup of tea, she asked, with the pardon-
able frankness of age:

"And what did they say about you in America?"
"Well," said the literary autocrat, "they said I was

conceited. They said my clothes did not fit me."
"Well, now," commented the old lady, "I think they

were mistaken as to the clothes."—Youth's Compan-
ion.

Ecclesiastical Wit.

Probably no two ministers in the country are better

known than Bishop J. H. Vincent of the Methodist
Episcopal Church and Rev. Dr. P. S. Henson, for

many years pastor of the leading Baptist church of

Chicago.
Bishop Vincent was the leading spirit in the Chau-

tauqua assemblies and always on the lookout for at-

tractive speakers. Dr. Henson had prepared a lecture

entitled "Fools," and he was eagerly engaged to de-
liver it at Chautauqua.

There was an immense audience, and Dr. Vincent
introduced him, saying:

"Ladies and gentlemen, we are to have a great treat

this evening, in the shape of a lecture on 'Fools' by
one

"

Here there was a look of consternation in the faces

on the platform and a ripple of laughter through the
audience. Pausing until this subsided, the speaker
continued

:

"Of the brightest men in the country."
This witty surprise caused tumultuous merriment,

which did not subside for a moment after Dr. Hen-
son came forward. There was a gleam in his eye, and
everybody was curious to hear how he would treat

this unique introduction. He began

:

"Ladies and gentlemen, I am not half as big a fool

as Dr. Vincent
"

Here the laughter broke again with redoubled vigor.
Pausing, in his turn, until it had quieted down, he
continued

:

"Would have you believe."

The lecturer made a graceful bow to his introducer,
and the roar that greeted this ready sally was such
that it was some time before he could begin his lecture.

THE 2ABX.

Where did you come from, baby dear ?

Out of the everywhere into the here.

Where did you get your eyes so blue ?

Out of the sky as I came through.

What makes the light in them sparkle and spin?
Some of the starry spikes left in.

Where did you get that little tear?
I found it waiting when I got here.

What makes your forehead so smooth and high ?

A soft hand stroked it as I went by.

What makes your cheek like a warm, white rose?
Something better than any one knows.

Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss?

Three angels gave me at once a kiss.

Where did you get that pearly ear?
God spoke and it came out to hear.

Where did you get those arms and hands?
Love made itself into bonds and bands.

Feet, whence did you come, you darling things?
From the same box as the cherubs' wings.

How did they all just come to be you?
God thought about me, and so I grew.

But how did you come to us, you dear?
God thought about you, and so I am here.

George Macdonald.
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CHURC

OV« WLVIT.
T1TV OF COT> IJV CHTUJTT.

W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D.

TEXT: John 5:3. In these lay a multitude of them that
were sick, blind, halt, withered; and a certain man was there
who had been thirty and eight years tn his infirmity. When
Jesus saw him lying and knew he had been now a long time in

that case, he said unto him, Wouldst thou be made whole?

ESUS is the picture of God's pity. As you

J
see him moving across that distant land,

I

through those far-off days, you must clothe

him with pity as with a garment. Wher-
ever he goes he beholds distress, much of

it conscious, physical, bitter, crying out;

much of it unconscious, spiritual, dumb,
deadly. You must picture him looking

with his own eyes of clear insight, of melt-

ing tenderness, eyes that had the most roy-

al look in them, condemning wrong, and
eyes that had a yearning look as of one who would fain

get rid of all evil and see work done that is too great

to be done at once. You must behold him moving thus

as Pity among men, and ever as he moves you must say

to yourself, That is the revelation of God's pity. Ev-
ery movement of tenderness, every word of kindness,

is the movement and word of the Eternal Love. The
eternal, all-pervading pity of God has figured forth

once for all in that one Man's form, and moved with

holy power among the sinful, among the broken
hearts of Palestine.

When Jesus, we do not know why, perhaps drawn
only by his pity, came there where all that sick folk

lay around that pool of Bethesda, he found, with the

quick, searching glance of the Savior of mankind, the

one man who needed help most. It was a strange

scene he came to. I suppose you have heard others

speak of the depressing effects of living for a while

at some health resort where all the talk every day was
about ailments ; where this one recalled the symptoms
of yesterday and that one prophesied the symptoms of

tomorrow ; where nothing could be thought of but the

cure for this ailment and the value of that other rem-
edy. People who are in health are filled with dismay
when surrounded by conversation of this kind from
morning until night, and they say, "How depressing
this is." How depressing it must have been to see

those people who lay around Bethesda—the large basin

of spring water where they washed the sheep before
they took them up to the altar of God. Because this

pool was made by a spring that bubbled up at inter-

vals, troubling the surface of the calm waters, people
had somehow got it into their heads that if they could
plunge into it just at the moment when it was trou-
bled they would be cured. Perhaps this water had
produced real alleviation of some diseases, as many
waters have done, and the sick folk of those days im-
agined there was magic in it. They came to believe

that only a few could be cured if they plunged in at

the very moment the water was troubled. Some could
not move as fast as others, for the nature of their ills

prevented them, and there was one man who had not

been able to move fast enough for eight and thirty
years. For eight and thirty years he listened to that
talk, watched some arrive, be healed and go ; watched
others die there and saw them dragged off by officials
to be buried somewhere! He, himself, had tried time
after time in the earlier years,I hoping that he might
be there first and take the saving plunge into those
waters of life ; and the years passed, ten and ten and
ten and nearly ten years more ; and now, when Jesus
comes round and finds the man who has been there
longest, the man who needs help most, he asks him this
question, "Wilt thou be made whole ?" Does it seem
either a mocking or an unnecessary or a cruel question
to ask ? "You have been here a long time, my friend

;

do you really want to be cured ? You have haunted
this place for many years; do you really want to be
healed ?" Was it in mockery and in cruel derision that
the words were spoken? Nay, it was necessary to
ask them. A man who has been eight and thirty years
suffering and waiting has got into despair. He now
thinks the thing is impossible ; and because the thing
is impossible he does not think of it very much as a
personal matter now. The very desire, mayhap, has
grown weaker, the very anxiety has grown duller, and
now does he really yearn every day to be cured ? Per-
haps he does not. There are many cases where pro-
longed sickness has killed the very idea of cure ; where
prolonged ill-health has destroyed the very thought of
ever regaining health itself ; no condition can be more
sad than that, and, therefore, when Jesus asks him,
"Wilt thou be made whole?"—Ah! and there is that
look, a look that sometimes you think you see in some
people's faces if they are only good enough, but a
look that was never seen in perfection except in that
one face, the look that was itself a message of hope
from the very heart of God. That look, filled with
power, spiritual, pure and bright as heaven, would
thrill a man to whom he addressed a question like that,
and the man's heart would beat again, the old desires
awaken again, the long dead hopes suddenly shine
again, even the pulse would beat a little faster that
had been growing slow and slender for eight and
thirty years. "Wilt thou be made whole ?" The very
question aroused the passion for life. It was the kind-
est thing to say to the man; to make him whole by
first asking him that question, "Wilt thou be made
whole?"

Is it not the same in the spiritual life? For all
these stories are told in this gospel as signs, meaning
more than you see on the visible side, more than you
hear in the mere reference to external facts. There is

a spiritual side to them all. And is there not a ques-
tion like that that ought to be asked of every human
being now—the. question, "Wilt thou be made whole?"
There are sometimes coming about"*' church people
who have for a long time given up the hope of becom-
ing Christians, people who have felt that not for them
is the Divine cure, not for them were these experiences
that others speak of, not for them the light that comes
from above into the heart of man, not for them this
sense of forgiveness, this new hope, the joy of the
Christian soul ; they have given up desiring it because
they have given up hoping. A great many keep on
going to church partly because it is their habit to do
so, partly because they know they ought to do so,
partly because there is working underneath the dull
feeling, "Well, some day the light may break and I

will give it a chance ; I will always be at the pool." To
such people this is God's word today, "Wilt thou be
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made whole ?" Do you really desire to be made whole ?

If Christ could now ask you that question, looking in

upon your character, upon your heart, looking in upon

your conscience, upon your will, "Do you desire life

eternal? Do you desire to be cured?" what would

your answer be? Do not you feel the desire? Does

not the pulse beat a little faster? Do not you say,

"Oh, that I might behold his face and hear that voice

!

Oh, that 1 might feel that spiritual hand laid upon my
heart and that gift of the Everlasting poured into my
soul !"

;

Jesus asked the question and then gave the bless-

ing. He had suddenly said, "Wilt thou be made
whole ?" and then when the man explained to him that

his hope was gone, that he had failed through eight

and thirty years, Jesus, without further ado, said,

"Arise, take up thy bed and walk." Arise, take up
thy bed and walk! Do something! Do something!

There must have been a strange feeling of energy

which passed throughout that man's frame; for the

very word of Jesus conveyed the power. The Divine

Word is always creative; indeed, we know how, even

within the range of human experience, a strong word
of a strong person will sometimes give an access of

energy to another. That which we read in small print

in our life must be read in large print in God's life;

his word must have a mightier power, a power as

much greater as he is greater than we. If you will

take Christ at his word you will find that his word
is powerful. People are always looking for power out-

side faith, outside the very word of Christ, accepted by
the heart. They do not realize that the Spirit of God
flows along the channel of a man's faith. When a

man has this faith in Christ and acts on it, then there

may come at first only a tiny streamlet, a faint trickle

of new hope, but it grows ; and the late terrors are

being broken down, as doubt after doubt goes, as sin

after sin is given up, as one generous deed after an-

other widens the channel and hope after hope deepens

it. As a man's faith becomes larger because he is do-

ing more and yielding more, then more of the might
of the Spirit of God comes into his life. But you must
be content to have the Spirit of God in proportion to

the channel. Will you begin, then, this morning, you
who have wandered long and have often heard the

word of Christ and then said, "Is this for me?" just

begin by putting that in the opposite way—"This is for

me! This is for me!" Say it over and over until

you force the channel open. Say it over and over
until the first tiny tricklet of joy comes into your heart

and you know the waters of life are flowing from the

river that springs from the throne of God down to

your heart.

Jesus found this man afterwards in the temple. The
man had gone there, most likely and most rightly, to

give thanks. He may have expected to receive there

the congratulations of his friends. But he had gone
there because there was no other place for a man who
had been kept by his condition out of the temple and
away from God for eight and thirty years ; nowhere
to go first, but the very presence of Jehovah. As he
went he met one after another of his acquaintances,
no doubt, who looked at him and said, "Where did I

see that man before?" and the friend walking with
him said, "I thought I recognized that face." And
then they looked at each other with a sudden and
startling recollection.. "Is that the man we used to pity

and give coins to?" They ran after him and plucked
him by the arm and said, "Are you that man?" and
the face that was so changed said, "Yes, I am." One

after another of the human beings who knew con-
gratulated him, and one after another of those human
beings who hated Jesus cursed him. And he went to

the temple and there he gave thanks to the everlasting

God. While he gave thanks Jesus met him and spoke
to him, "Behold, thou art made whole. Sin no more
lest a worse thing befall thee." Worse than thirty-

eight years of prolonged sickness and hope deferred
and deep despair and a gradual loss of human con-
sciousness ! Worse than a return to the brutal life

because the man could not do anything human with
the poor, maimed, helpless body he had ! Could any-
thing be worse than that ? Surely, even death would
not be worse than that. If you had asked the man at

the beginning of the thirty-eight years he would have
said, "Rather would I die now and have it over with
than live all that time in utter misery and uncertainty
and gloom." What is worse than that? Jesus says
that worse things will come if the man does not
give up sinning. Usually interpreters make up their

minds that this suggests that the form of disease from
which he suffered was the result and penalty of sin.

There are, of course, various kinds of diseases which
come as the reward of sin, and it is true, also, that, in

any case, every form of sin works itself out in the

physical as well as in the spiritual world. But when
Jesus speaks to him about sin and says he must sin no
more lest a worse thing befall him, he surely is mak-
ing him think directly of God and his religious experi-

ence. He cannot have thirty-eight years of suffering

again. It is somewhere in another region, after an-
other form, that this worse thing may come to the
man if he persists in his sin. Jesus warns him, as
he faithfully and honestly warns every man, that sin

has its retribution in the spiritual and in the eternal

world, and that every soul which trifles with sin must
reckon with this fact and confront this inevitable real-

ity. Do not let us be deceived into a superficial care-

lessness in our own lives and characters. Do not let

us allow ourselves to think so superficially of God as

to imagine that we can mock him, choosing sin and
hoping at last to reap blessing all the same. Let us
remember that from the tender heart of Jesus, the
faithful heart of Jesus, came this warning, this terrific

warning of the worse thing. It must be the worst
conceivable that must come to the man who chooses
the worst kind of life to live.

But why did Jesus say that to the man? You see

he did not speak to the man about sin first. He was not
like some people you have heard of, who will always
preach to a man before they give him food if he is

starving and who will speak to a man about his sins

before they attend to his diseases. I do not myself be-
lieve in the existence of many such inhuman creatures.

But observe that Jesus has the very opposite plan

;

that Jesus, first of all, with his royal generosity, gave
that mercy to the man's physical life and then, when
he met him in the temple, he proceeded to deal with
the deeper danger. Perhaps the man was too glad, or
rather glad in a superficial way, merely elated without
humility, merely gratified without faith. Perhaps
Jesus saw that the man's character had not been
changed. Thirty-eight years of sin do not of them-
selves improve a man's character. There are sins that

people do not give up, although they suffer the evi-

dent retribution of them. They go on loving the sin

in spite of the fierce penalty which they have experi-
enced. There is nothing harder in the world than to
separate sin from a man's soul, to kill our love of our
special form of sin. It needs more than retribution
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to tear it from the heart, more than passing penalties

of this world's experience, to rid a man of that shame
which has been the secret root of his character and
the secret cause of his misery. It takes more than the

misery to cure the man. And Jesus, knowing all that,

comes close to him and says quietly, but firmly, "You
have been cured of that disease ; the great thing to be

attended to now is that sin of yours ; that sin that you
used to pursue and have not got out of your heart in

thirty-eight years of discipline ; that which today still

has its grip upon your affection and your will. You
must get rid of that. It must be separated from your

soul; for, remember, now, after this healing, if the

grasp of that foul hand upon your heart is still loved

and welcomed by your very soul, then not thirty-eight

years of lying at the pool of Bethesda, but something

worse must come."
Do you hear and see the pity of God speaking

through that warning of Jesus? Do you hear him
speaking to your own heart about your own sin, oh,

soul of mine? Do you hear it as it falls out of the

Unseen upon your spirit now and says, "My child, go
thou, sin no more"? It is God's pity for you that

speaks through another man this morning and warns

you and calls you and exhorts you and pleads with

you. Oh, listen to that pity and let it melt your heart

to penitence, for Christ's sake!

BI'BLE SCHOOL.
JACO'B A VRIffCE WITH GOT>.

Lesson for September 15, 1901 : Gen. 32:1-32.

Golden Tejct: Men Ought Altoays to Pray and JVot to Faint
LuKe 18:1.

A CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S ffO&ES Off
&HE LESSOfi.

Klias A. Long.

Time of Lesson-

HE date of this lesson is computed at B. C.

1739 or 1740. But all dates in Jacob's life

are uncertain. Some think from Gen. 31

:

38 and 31 141 that Jacob served Laban for

two periods of twenty years each. As gen-

erally reckoned ninety-seven years of Ja-

cob's life precede and fifty-seven years fol-

low the great interview at Peniel.

The Victory Ot)er Self.

This lesson is about yielding up self in

order to greater usefulness. Jacob was
a self-made man. He had left his boyhood home, a

poor wanderer ; he returns as a man who had greatly

prospered in his life occupation. Naturally of a

strong, rugged, crafty character, he, mentally and
physically, felt himself to be a match for any man.

It is well to be self-reliant, provided we recognize that

in God we live, and move, and have our being, and
accordingly subordinate all we are and have to him.

Jacob, like many of us, was slow in learning this les-

son. Realizing his ability to more than hold his own
in his dealings with men, he must learn that no man
can be a match for the strength of God. Chosen to

be a pioneer in the kingdom of God, until he can be

brought to a full surrender of self, he will be unfitted

for his great mission. If he will not sacrifice his ex-

treme self-confidence it must be wrested from him ; the

Jacob-nature must be broken before he can become the

initial link in God's broadening work for humanity.

This stage of discipline in Jacob's life closes with the

fervent prayers of the present chapter and the answers
thereto.

V. 1-2. Headed for Canaan. "Jacob went his way."
Towards the promised land as commanded. Ch. 31:13.
* * * "Angels of God met him." This occured at

Mahanaim as he proceeds to enter the land. The angels
are sent to encourage and assure him of the Divine Pres-
ence. Jacob recognizes them as God's host. V. 2. Others
in later ages have thus recognized the angels. Ps. 103:21;

148:2; Luke 2:13.

V. 3-5. Embassy to Esau. "Messengers to Esau."
No sooner does Jacob find himself free from Laban, his

father-in-law, than he realizes that he has another even more
formidable enemy to deal with, Esau. The meeting with him
is anticipated by dispatching an embassy before venturing
his caravan into the country. * * * "Unto the land of

Seir . . . Edom." The country lying east and south
of the Dead Sea occupied and permanently settled by Esau
an his descendants. Deut. 2:12. * * * "To tell my
Lord . . . find grace in thy sight." He will thus test

Esau as ±0 whether he may be favorably received.

V. 6-8. Alarming Response. "Esau . . . and four
hundred men." The wronged brother's answer came in

tones most terrible to this man of peace, as the words re-

garding Esau's formidable force could mean nothing less

than war and destruction. Instead of an angrel host as
at Mahanaim, it is the warlike host of an avenger that he
has to contemplate. * * * "Jacob . . . greatlv afraid

and distressed." Jacob has now to reap from the sin he
has sowed when he had cheated Esau many years before.
That sin had been the bitter curse of his lifetime. His sin

found him out. Num. 32:23. All his camp must have been
shaken by the alarming news of Esau's coming, for Jacob
even feared that his wives and children would be slaughter-
ed. V. 11. The anticipations were something awful.
* * * "Divided into two bands?" But Jacob will do his

best. He devises the scheme of breaking up his caravan
into two separate sections (V. 7) in the hope that at least

one will escape. V. 8.

V. 9-12. Prayer with Planning. "Jacob said." But
besides planning Jacob was driven to God in earnest pray-
er In his distress, as on the occasion many years before,

noted in our last lesson, he cries to the God for help. The
prayer in its profession of humility and reliance on God is

a model for all ages. It makes clear, that with all of Jacob's
continued faults, and his slowness of growth into a saint,

the state of his heart is such as to promise ultimate saint-

ship. It is the petition of a kind, devout husband and a
tender father. * * * "I am not worthy." He is amazed
at the grace of God so soon following his former sinful-

ness.

V. 13-20. Weapons of Peace. "The present for Esau."
True prayer, with humility of heart, leads Jacob to soften
towards his brother in the desire to leave nothing undone
for appeasing his brother in his long time grudge. In this

Jacob shows his shrewd, worldly wisdom tempered by a

kindly, peaceable heart. * * * "Every drove by them-
selves." The large offering tells us of Jacob's great fear

and distress, amounting to little less than a panic-stricken
state. The present consisted of 580 animals, a drove each of

goats, sheep, camels, cattle, and asses. Vs. 14-16. * * *

"Unto my lord Esau." Besides the present, which he wise-

ly planned to send in one detachment after another, he
sends words of lofty esteem indicating real humility to-

wards his brother, as before in his prayer he had shown
humility towards God. The humble spirit often proves
the entering wedge of relief in the troubles of life.

V. 21-23. A Busy Night. "So went the present over."

The droves were dispatched at once, even the same night,

for Esau then was on his way and no time can be lost.

* * * "Himself lodged that night." Taking a brief rest

before carrying out further plans. * * * "That night
took wives, servants, sons . . . sent over." All of these
must be forsaken in this close approach to God. Matt.

19 :2Q. "Passed over Jabbok." Jabbok was a

stream flowing west into the Jordan, emptying into it

about thirty miles north of the Dead Sea.

V. 24. The Seeming Adversary. "Jacob was left

alone." As on the occasion of his Bethel dream. Jacob
now, by God's grace, is to learn that not Esau, but him-
self is his greatest enemy. * * * "There wrestled."
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Jacob had lorg prided himself on his physical as well as

his mental strength in overc i-iing obstacles (Ch. 29:2, 10),

hence an actual physical encounter takes place, aimed at

the many-sided Jacob-nature. When we are strong, then

are we weak. Pride goeth before a fall. * * * "A man
wi:.i him." It was an angel, and none other than God mani-
fest in the flesh, as V. 30 shows. Doubtless, it was the Lord
Jes-'s himself who thus condescended to impart the needed
lesson to Jacob, demonstrating by an active parable God's
omnipotence and man's feebleness. It is no harder to be-

lieve that the An?el of God wrestled with Jacob for his

spiritual profit, than that the same angel should have visited

Abraham's tent. Let us not understand this wrestling as

being in the nature of "wrestling in prayer" either actually

or symbolically. We need to be impressed that God is al-

ways more eager to give truely good things, than we are to

receive them. But this wrestling led to true prayer (V. 26),

which followed Jacob's surrender in utter helplessness to

Got
V. 25. Fighting Against God. "He prevailed not." The

Divine wrestler allowed the contest to proceed, permitting

Jacob's confidence in his own power to continue for a time,

that the great lesson involved might be the more forcible.

Men now are often permitted to go on in seeming success,

fairly fighting against God, as if they had "flesh of brass,"

when in truth they are very frail. Job 6:12; Acts 5:29.
* * * "Touched ... his thigh." The sinew of his

thigh (V. 32), the strongest in the human body. * * *

"Out of joint as wrestled." At length Omnipotence is man-
ifested by a single touch, which renders Jacob perfectly help-

less. Persons full of vigor often are in mercy touched by in-

firmity, made helpless on beds of pain, to the end that they
may realize man's weakness; and be brought to consider
interests supremely greater than those of earth.

piV. 26. The Helpless Supplicant. "Let me go for day
breaketh." The first words are those of the Divine One
speaking to the truly helpless Jacob, now clinging to his

opponent in despair. To Jacob this evidently was a chal-
lenge to test his strength now entirely broken. * * * "I
will not . . . except thou bless me." Here we find

Jacob advancing from wrestling to prayer as now he real-

izes that his contestant is none other than God himself (V.

30), to whose mercy he appeals. This prayer, according to

Hosea 12: 4, was a most pathetic supplication uttered in

weeping. The strong Jacob at last reaches the end of his

conspicuous self-reliance. Body and heart broken, with the
fountain of his tears opened, the helpless man clutches his

strong victor and utters the true, although brief, prayer here
expressed. He at last finds the weapon of a meek and guile-

less spirit wherewith both God and man may be conquered.

V. 27. Confession of Sin. "What is thy name?" The
question means little less than, "What is thy character?" for
names in that day were bestowed as an indication of charac-
ter. Jacob—like Peter when he denied the Savior—although
he before had seen and knew the Lord (Ch. 28:16; Luke
22:32), yet his conversion heretofore had not been com-
plete. * * * "And he said, Jacob." The humble man
confesses his sin in freely acknowledging that name, Jacob,
"Supplanter" and trickster. If we confess our sins, he
is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness. 1 John 1:9.

V. 28-29. The Answered Prayer. "Thy name . . .

no more Jacob." Very promptly comes the asked-for bless-
ing; but only because Jacob's heart now was fit to receive.
Twenty years before God had come into the life of Jacob,
but had not yet been received to an extent that lead him

..to do away with all craft. At last the conversion is com-
plete; his character reaches a permanent change. Hence-
forth, in place of an ignominious name, he is to wear a
glorious one. If our names on the records of to-day are not
actually changed with conversion, we may obtain the good
name that is better than great riches. Prov. 22:1. * * *

"Israel." A spiritual hero of God. Be it said to the credit
of his descendants, this name, rather than that of Jacob,
was the ideal of the poets and prophets of the race. * * *

"As a prince . . . hast thou power with God and man."
He was to have power even with Esau. This power had al-
ready begun to manifest itself, after the prayer of Vs. 9-12,
in the sending of gifts and gracious messages instead of an
armed force. No one can stand against earnest, persistent
supplications, made in true faith by one who believes he
shall receive. No one can persistently show the love of God
towards even an estranged brother, without having power
to prevail with him. From this moment dates the true
patriarch in Jacob. But there were some later missteps.

* * * "And Jacob said tell me . . . thy name." We
all desire to know more of God. In the incarnation of the

Son is found the granting of the natural desire to look upon,
and better understand, the Infinite. * * * "Wherefore
ask . . . after my name." The knowledge of God's name,
as indicating the divine character, was too deep for Jacob's
capacity, then and there to be disclosed. Jacob, however,
was learning God's character through his experience with
the Divine acts. * * * "He blessed him." This blessing

was God's answer to Jacob's inquiry. The blessings of God
always increase with our increased knowledge of God's
adorable qualities. We have very many ways of knowing
God, which Jacob had not, chiefly in the person of his be-
loved Son, and through his completed word.

V. 30. Place of God's Face. "Jacob called the name
Peniel." The name means "The face of God." Years be-
fore Jacob named a resting place Bethel, meaning the house
of God. God had remained the same, but Jacob had been
led into new experiences and thus nearer to God. * * *

"I have seen God face to face." There are different ways
of seeing God. In some senses man cannot see God and
live. See in the case of Moses. Ex. 33:20. Yet in some
other manner Moses saw the Lord face to face. Ex. 33:11.
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God; shall
see him even now. Matt. 5:8.

FIVE-MIJVVTE STE'RMOJSf OJV THE
COLDEJV TEXT.

By Peter Ainslie.

THINK that it was Dean Alford who said,

I
"The earnest desire of the heart is prayer."

This is a prayerful state, but it could hardly
be called prayer. It is the normal con-
dition of the heart to so live that it would
not be out of place by conversation or act to

turn at once and say, "Let us pray." That
is continual prayer, if several times through
the day we have found a quiet place to

stop our thoughts from all things else and
pour out our best affection to God, and

then to keep in a spirit ready to pray whatever comes
upon us. We must pray continually.lt is not only our
privilege and chief duty, but we commit sin if we ne-
glect to pray. It is an insult to God. It is casting

indifference upon salvation, which he both wrought
out with such enormous cost, and taking the affairs

of universal government and individual destiny into

our own hands. A man who does not pray is con-
ceited and blasphemous in all his acts, but to pray is

not going to prayers. You may laugh at the Roman
Catholic counting his beads—you say that there is no
prayer in that, and yet if you say your prayers as in-

differently as the Roman Catholic counts his beads
there is no more in your prayer than in his beads. He
counts his beads and you say your words with just as
little concern. In many things Protestants are grad-
ually becoming Roman Catholics. They deny the
Catholic form, but maintain the Catholic spirit, which
is frequently pure formalism. Now, prayer is talking
to the Almighty—the most exalted position in this

world. To hold conversation with God is bound to
make men better. He promises to hear and to answer.
If the answer is longer coming than we think it ought
to be, remember that God knows more than the best
of us. We must not despair; we must not get dis-
couraged; we must not faint; we must remember it

is God to whom we are speaking and he has promised
to do for us as we need and his promise cannot be
broken. Impossibility is written there. In his own
time and in his own way he will do. It is far better
that that should be the case than that the answer
should come in our time and in our own way. He is
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looking ahead. He knows the heart and sometimes

there is no place for the blessing if it were to come—no
heart preparation, and it would be like pouring water

into a bucket without a bottom. God sometimes has

to wait a long time, not on his own account, but on our

account. It lays foundations. He builds from the

hidden depths. Then pray, pray continually
;
pray with-

out discouragement. Do not let God know that you faint

in your prayers, but trust him at his word.

Our Father, here we are again. Thou art so good

and we have said it a thousand times. Help us to be

courageous in our approach to thee. Amen.

CH'RISTIAfS E/S'DEAVO'R.
Charles Blanchard.

T'RX/B HOJ^fO'R.

Topic Sept. 15: Ref. John. 5 41-44.

N NOTHING is the superlative character

of Jesus indicated more strikingly than in

his renunciation of the honors of the world.

The Supreme Choice.

The temptation of Jesus in the wilder-

ness is impressive in its relation to this

matter of choice. The first form of tempt-

ation appealed to his physical appetite. It

is first because it is just here that ordinary

men are most easily overcome. Failing in

this appeal the tempter twice approaches
the Master in the most subtle form of temptation—the

appeal to his love of applause and honor. All noble

souls desire to be known and honored. Only the

ignoble can be indifferent to this natural craving for

the recognition and reverence of mankind. I do not

think that Jesus was indifferent to this, but he recog-

nized the supreme choice. That the temptation came
with great force is shown in the intensity with which
he repelled the approach : "Get thee behind me, Satan

;

for it is written, thou shalt worship the Lord thy God,
and him only shalt thou serve."

The temptation following appealed to the innate love

of the human heart for the spectacular. "Cast thyself

down from the pinnacle of the temple." This would
win instant recognition and the acclamation of the pop-
ulace. It is a lower form of temptation, but perhaps
the most subtle of all. Its appeal is to the desire for

quick recognition. The applause of the hour is more
attractive to some temperaments than the more endur-
ing honors of statecraft, or the exercise of kingly au-

thority.

The character of Christ is revealed in the manner
in which he resisted and repelled the temptations that

assailed him, in the solitude that surrounded his soul,

in the crisis of the beginning of his earthly ministry.

Out of the loneliness of the wilderness waiting came
the renunciation of the honors of the world, and the

supreme choice of his humanity and his divine sonship.

It was this victory that made it possible and easy for

him to say, in the midst of the popular demonstration
that greeted him later, "I receive not honor of men."
No one can truly say this, as the Master did, who has
not made the supreme choice of God and his service.

The True Life of Faith.

The relation existing between the true life of faith

and the choice of the world's honor is vital. "How

can ye believe, who receive honor one of anothelr, and
seek not the honor that cometh of God only?" And
we may still ask, "How?" Few, indeed, among poli-

ticians and professional men can make any just claim

to the true life of faith. The Scribes and Pharisees

of Jesus' time were politicians, with the law as their

party shibboleth. But they had made void its great prin-

ciples by their traditions, seeking the honors of men
and the emoluments of office. And for the same
causes they rejected the One who came in the Father's

name.

THE QVIET HOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings.]

By The Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

A'B'RAHAM AffD ISAAC.
"By faith Abraham, when he was tried, offered up Isaac; and

he that had received the promises offered up his only begotten son."
Hebrews 11, 17.

Monday—Genesis 22, 1—8.

"God will provide," Abraham said. And what does

God provide?
Bread when I am hungry ; it seems natural to begin

there. No doubt Abraham had something else in his

thought ; but I cannot lose altogether the promise of

bodily sustenance which so often has been drawn from
the words. My God will supply my daily need—it is a

staff for me to lean and rest upon, a staff which will

not break nor fail nor disappoint.

Help when I am helpless; that, also, is what God
provides. He did it for Abraham. He opened for him
a path to the discharge of a duty which seemed im-

possible. If I am ready in my weakness to do what-
ever he enjoins, I shall find that heaven itself furnishes

what is necessary for my burnt-offering. The work,
the battle, the sacrifice, which are too difficult for me,
are not too difficult for God.
And salvation when I am burdened by sin : that, too,

he provides. It was a lamb for the altar that he pre-

pared on the bare mountain-top of Moriah. On the

green hill of Calvary, not far off, in the end of the

days, he prepared a better Lamb, the Lamb without

blemish and without spot. I am healed by his stripes.

1 have rest by his sorrow and life by his death.

Thus all my wants are met.

Tuesday—Genesis 22. 9—19.

"In the Mount of the Lord it shall be provided."

Yes, in the Mount of the Lord. In the place where
I look to him, and plead with him, and wait for him.

Outside there is only a waste wilderness of famine and
death ; there, there alone, he is certain to meet with me.
But it is a happy thing that I do not require, as Abra-
ham required, to spend two slow days of footsore

walking, along rugged paths, up hill and down dale,

before I can arrive at the Mount of the Lord. Wher-
ever I am, the sanctuary may be where I cry and he
responds.

It may be the pew where I have often brought him a

cold and heartless worship, or the pulpit where I have
often failed to speak as his ambass-dor should. It

may be the home or the neighborhood or the situation,

in which everything seems to shut out from me the

lustre and the bloom and the fragrance of the skies. It

may be the corner of a field, to which I turned aside to

supplicate his mercy. It may be a sickroom, or the

darkened chamber of sorrow, within those walls for the

first time prayer becomes a living and prevailing force.
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Anywhere and everywhere I may discover the

Mount of the Lord. Anywhere and everywhere I may

be alone with him. But I must be there if I am to

enjoy the provision of his love.

Wednesday—Genesis 26, i—S.

The child is blessed for the father's sake.

If I have a godly ancestry, then the covenant of the

Lord is made with me. His love was not exhausted

with the life and death of my parents ; so profoundly

did he care for them that his love descends for their

sakes on my head. It would be hard indeed, to tell

how far it will descend, or when its influence will

cease; it seems unchangeable as God is himself.

And if I have a godly ancestry, I breathe from the

beginning the healthiest atmosphere. The very air of

a Christian land and a Christian household is salutary

and invigorating. When the divine commandments
and the gracious Gospel have been known for ages,

everything is leavened and elevated and ennobled by

them. I cannot be too thankful for the difference they

make.
And if I have a godly ancestry, I have had the best

teaching and the sublimest example. I can never esti-

mate how much I owe to the lessons of those who
have gone before me, to the holy lives which lie be-

hind me. It is a thought both inspiring and solemniz-

ing that I am the heir of such a heritage. Sparta is

my birthplace—nay, not Sparta, but Zion ; let me adorn

it.

It is a great responsibility, as well as a great bene-

diction to be the child of a good father.

Thursday—James 2, 14—23,
Out of my faith works must flow—such works as

Abraham's, when at God's commandment he was ready

to offer up his only son. Yet into the doing of these

works faith will continue to enter ; I can never perform

them unless I trust implicitly in the grace and power
of my sufficient Lord.

Is it the discipline of my own soul, and my growth
upwards to spiritual perfection? Is it the conquest of

other souls for my Savior and King? Is it the leaven-

ing of the world with his truth? I am powerless be-

fore such tasks. Some portions of the road are rough,

and some are steep, and some are dark, and some are

slippery; and my heart is discouraged because of the

way. The world is ever pressing on me, and the flesh

drains the life out of the spirit, and manifold conflicts

exhaust my strength.

Thus it is essential that even into my works I should

carry faith—faith in my Redeemer, and Keeper, and
Friend. When I go forward confiding in him, I dis-

cover that impossibilities are gloriously attainable. I

may say Farewell to fretfulness, and impatience, and
despair. The fountains of my refreshment are in the

heart of God, and they are perennial and inexhaustible

—fountains of an eternal youth.

Friday—"Romans 4, 1—13.

Let me carry Abraham's triumphant faith into the

matter of my salvation. In spite of the multitude of

my sins, in spite of the accusations of my conscience,

let me believe God in Jesus Christ. He will in no wise
cast me out.

What did William Guthrie say two centuries and
a half ago? Listen, my soul.

Thy sin can be no excuse to thee for refusing the
offer of peace and salvation through Christ, since any
man who will is allowed to come and take. . . . The
great God of heaven and earth hath sovereignly com-

manded all who see their need of relief to betake them-

selves unto Christ Jesus, and to close cordially with his

device of saving sinners by him, laying aside all ob-

jections. . . . Canst thou say that thy sins and
condition are such as that thou durst not adventure

upon Christ's perfect righteousness for thy relief, not-

withstanding of the Lord's own command often inter-

posed, and in a manner his credit engaged?"
Surely, doubting heart of mine, thou wilt not, with

all thy unbelief and fear, say that?

Saturday—Micah 6, 1—3,

Wherewith shall I come before the Lord ?

Not with the religion of observances. Ecclesiastical

forms and ceremonies, rites, and penances, and gifts,

feasts, and fasts, and sacraments—I can easily attach

an undue importance to them. I may put church-go-
ing in the place of Christ-going. I may rest in the

outward act rather than the inward surrender.

And not with the religion of moralities. That is

external, while God looks on the heart. That is careful

of human requirements, but often c?reless of divine.

That fails to satisfy the profoundest needs of the soul.

"It's all too little," as Thomas Chalmers said in the

days when he practiced it.

And not with the religion of emotions. I may have
much feeling, and yet not be a child in the family of

the Father. I may mistake my feeling for the work of

the Holy Spirit. I may put romance and yearning,

excitement and tears, in the room of saving grace.

Redemption is deeper than emotion.

It comes to this, that the religion which God ap-
proves is centered on Christ and not on myself. When
he is mine, observance and morality and emotion all

get their fitting recognition. Now I do justly; now
I love mercy ; now I walk humbly with my Lord—now,
but not until now.

Sunday—Hebrews 11, 13—19.

Abraham accounted that God "is able to raise up,
even from the dead."

I must understand my complete impotence ; I must
see and confess that there is no skill nor power, outlet

nor victory, in me ; I must find myself at my wits' end,
at the lowest extremity, on the verge of destruction

;

and then he will interpose. I am driven to the edge
of the precipice before his salvation arrives. It is not
that he has any pleasure in seeing me in desperation.
But he wants to take out of me every vestige of
self-reliance and self-righteousness. He wants to make
me depend wholly on himself. He wants to draw from
me the cry, "My foot slippeth," in order that I may
throw my whole soul into the thanksgiving, "Thy
mercy held me up."

So, if I would experience the riches of his goodness,
I must comprehend first how much I need them, and
how they must come to me of his pure love alone ; beg-
gared and bankrupt I must take them freely, as one
who has nothing to pay.

"Man's weakness, leaning upon God,
Its end can never miss."

WHAT GE/fTLE WILL MISSED.
If Shakespeare were on earth to-day
And writing those great works of his, no doubt

The critics would have something nice to say
Concerning each book, as he brought it out.

And this, or something like it, they would write:
"Will Shakespeare's 'Hamlet's' clever in its way,

But rather crude—still let him try ; he might
Write something that will be worth while some day.
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General
Church NeWs

^/iCTKOSS THE WATE'R.
A sign of the times may be noted in

the choice of Dr. W. T. Davison as

president of the English Wesleyan
Conference. For nine years he has
held the professorship of Biblical Ex-
egesis in Richmond College, and for

eleven years the chair of Systematic
Theology at Handsworth College, Bir-

mingham. In this country he will be
remembered by his delivery of a not-

able address on "Inspiration and Bibli-

cal Criticism," during the last Ecume-
nical Methodist Conference here. This
election by a church noted for its con-

servative and evangelical spirit, of a
leading biblical scholar who is in ac-

cord with the progress of modern
thought on biblical subjects, indicates

a recognition of the fact that an ac-

ceptance of the results of scientific

criticism is not incompatible with ear-

nest erfort for the saving of men.

Hugh Price Hughes, the famous
English Wesleyan preacher, has
broken down in health from overwork,
and absolute rest has been ordered for

at least six months. He represents the

"forward movement" in British Meth-
odism and has made The Methodist
Times a strong paper. The West Lon-
don Mission has been conducted by
him and Rev. Mark Guy Pearse almost
entirely, and his withdrawal from it

will be a great loss.

Thousands gathered at Keswick in

the Lake district of England, during
the last week in July, for the annual
meetings now so widely known. Three
main services were held each day in

the tents, one seating 2,400 and the

other 1,200, which were usually well

filled. Additional services were held

in halls and churches in the town.

Personal responsibility for the salva-

tion of the world and entire consecra-

cration to God were the principal

themes. Ten missionaries from va-

rious lands spoke at one meeting to at

least 3,000 hearers, and a large num-
ber of young men and women respond-

ed to their appeal for helpers.

Dr. George F. Pentecost, once pastor

of a Baptist church in Boston and later

of a Congregational church in Brook-
lyn and now in charge of a Presbyte-

rian congregation in London, proposes

to return to this country and take up
evangelistic work.

The "Christian Commonwealth" of

London, formerly edited by Dr. W. T.

Moore, and representing in general the

interests of the Disciples of Christ in

England, has been sold to Mr. Albert.

Dawson, and will be continued as an
interdenominational journal. Mr. Paul

Moore, who has been the acting edi-

tor and manager for some time past, is

on his way to this country to reside.

The only denomination which has so

far succeeded in raising its twentieth
century fund is the United Wesleyan
Free church of Great Britain. It has
even out-run its aim of $500,000, hav-
ing secured $9,000 surplus. It has good
cause to be proud of this showing, as

it gives an average of over five dollars

per member and only twenty mem-
bers failed to give something to the

fund.

Rev. F. B. Meyer has been elected

president of the London Sunday
School Union for 1902. Mr. Meyer's
energies and activities as pastor,

preacher, writer, organizer and leader

of religious movements seem to be

inexhaustible. His last Sunday eve-

ning service before his vacation was
the anniversary of the fourteen Sun-
day schools connected with his parish,

which enroll 4,700 children.

A message of high emprise was
that given by the late Bishop of Dur-
ham to the miners on July 20. Rec-
ognizing that it was probably his last

opportunity, he dwelt on the advance
in material prosperity, urging that

spiritual progress ought to be no less

rapid, and as his last word to them, he
testified that in a long and laborious

life he had found the love of Christ to

be the most prevailing power to sus-

tain right endeavor. It was the secret

of a nobler life. The watchword of

untiring service to God and man was
"the love of Christ strengtheneth us,"

and he asked his hearers to take these

words to the home, the club and the

mine, and act upon them.
The Methodist Ecumenical Confer-

ence to be held in City Road Chapel,
London, September 4-17, will have 500

members, 200 of whom go from this

country. The program contains the

names of many American and Cana-
dian Methodists, President Little of

the Garrett Biblical Institute, Evans-
ton, being amongst them. Bishop
Williams, the colored bishop of Aug-
usta, will read a paper upon "Meth-
odism and Christian Union." Rev. Dr.

C. B. Mitchell of Minneapolis is, we
believe, the only Methodist pastor of

the United States who will deliver an
address. His subject is "Is Methodism
Retaining its Spiritual Vitality?"

At the advent of the Australian com-
monwealth into legislative life, there

was much discussion whether the pro-

ceedings should be opened with

prayer. The churches were alive to

the importance of this initial action

and strenuously urged the affirmative

They carried their point. Standing or-

ders providing for an opening prayer

have been adopted by both houses of

the commonwealth parliament.

In New Zealand the Presbyterians,

Congregationalists and Methodists

have united in the production of a

single interdenominational journal. To
each denomination is assigned an of-

ficial section of the paper, which re-

dounds to the common benefit of al
1

the readers. The initial numbers are

said to give satisfaction, but how the

project will work in the long run is

yet to be determined.

A happy revival of old customs was
inaugurated recently when the Bishop
of London held a solemn service of

benediction on board the ship "Dis-

covery" for its band of explorers about
to sail for unknown Antarctic seas. He
gave a touching and inspiriting ad-
dress to the sailors and their friends.

The dome of St. Paul's Cathedral is

showing alarming cracks in its walls.

Dean Gregory will urge parliamentary
opposition to the proposed under-
ground road which might imperil the

foundations.

The Continental Mission Conference
has just held its tenth meeting in Bre-
men, Germany, in the garden house of

Mr. F. Victor, a Christian merchant.
Forty-six foreign missionary special-

ists were present, leaders and officers

of the great missionary societies—Ger-
man, French, Dutch, Danish and Scan-
dinavian. Some of the topics under
discussion this year were "Principles
and duties of Protestant Missions on
the ground of the experience of the
nineteenth century;" "Missions and
Transmarine Politics in their Reci-

procal Relations;" "The Financial In-

dependence of Native Churches in Its

special importance for the position of

the Native Trader" and "How to Meet
Romish Competition on the Mission
Field." Papers were read on "The Hu-
man Rights of Natives in the Colo-
nies;" 'How to Suppress the African
Liquor Traffic;" and "How To Provide
the Press with Mission Information."
This gathering meets once in four
years and does much to promote com-
ity and wise co-operative action. A
committee of German missionary soci-

eties has charge of all matters of com-
mon interest between the conferences.
During the six months ending June

3.0 there were 6,148 conversions from
Roman Catholicism to Protestantism
in Austria. These figures are pub-
lished by a German political leader
and the cause of such large defection

from the Catholic ranks is said to be
due largely to priestly interference

with racial aspirations.

In France also there is prospect of

decided increase in the numerical
strength of Protestantism. While the

Romish church still retains a strong
bold on the people and in many parts
of the country they know no other re-

ligion, yet over 200 priests have left,

the Church of Rome during the last

two or three years and most of them
have joined Protestant churches In-

creased success in the work of evan-
gelization is also evident.

THE TEMTEHAJVCE
CA \/SE.

Various happenings of late indicate

a steadily growing sentiment in favor

of temperance in quarters where it

certainly would not have been found a

Jew years ago.

At a recent meeting of the Minne-
sota Federation of Labor delegates
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from the retail liquor dealers' associa-

tion were refused seats by a twice-re-

peated vote, the second being made
even more emphatic than the first, be-

ing eighty-eight against admittance
with only eleven in favor. The first

vote was on the recommendation of

the committee on credentials, the sec-

ond, the next day, when an effort was
made througn the resolutions commit-
tee. The verbal expression of opinion

was strong to the effect that the busi-

ness was not a legitimate one.

An eaitorial in a Louisville paper
said recently: "It is plain that the

business conditions of today require

the services of sober men. No others

need apply." The New York Sun
says: "Even the Tammany general

committee, once called a collection of

red noses, is now full of total abstain-

ers; many of the great political lead-

ers are total abstainers, and the same
is true of the great leaders ih finance,

in trade and in the professions. Strict

abstemiousness is the rule among
them." The action of large corpora-

tions in refusing to retain in their em-
ploy men who drink or who smoke
cigarettes is doing much to deepen the

conviction that intemperance inter-

feres with business and must there-

fore be ruled out.

At the international convention of

the Roman Catholic Order of Foresters
just held at Dubuque, Iowa, there was
a strong sentiment in favor of shut-
ting the doors against saloon keepers
for the, reason that such persons are

considered to be very dangerous risks.

When the vote was taken there were
only nine votes lacking of the two-
thirds required to bar them out of

the order. The Catholic order of

Knights of Columbus at their conven-
tion at Put-in-Bay last month passed
a strict anti-treating resolution.

The Catholic Total Abstinence Union
of America, which numbers over 85,000

persons, closed* its annual meeting
August 9. Resolutions were passed
condemning the treating custom, re-

affirming a belief in total abstinence
as the best remedy for the evils of in-

temperance, and urging co-operative
effort with non-Catholic associations
against this common enemy. Arch-
bishop Ireland was eloquent in en-
forcing the advantages of total ab-
stinence. Rev. A. P. Doyle of New
York, the secretary, reported an in-

crease of nearly 100 new societies with
4,190 members.

The National Congress of the Wom-
an's Christian Temperance Union was
held at Buffalo, N. Y., this year. Nine-
teen states were represented. "Vice in
the Philippine and Other Islands and
our Duty to our New Possessions" was
the title of a paper by Mrs. Susanna
M. D. Fry of Illinois and a careful and
important paper on "The Relation of
the National W. C. T. U. to other Or-
ganizations" was given by Mrs. Kath-
erine Lente Stevenson of Massachu-
setts. "Doe? the New Century Call for

New W. C. T. U. Methods?" was the

question considered by Mrs. Cora Se-

berry of New York; a discussion fol-

lowed. Miss Anna Gordon gave a com-
prehensive paper on "A Quarter of a

Century of Results from the Crusade
Movement Through the National and
World's W. C. T. U." Mrs. Margaret
Dye Ellis of New Jersey opened up a
vital question of the day in her paper

on "The Anti-Canteen Law and the

Sale of Liquor in Soldiers' Homes."
This paper will be printed to help in

the campaign to be earnestly waged
this winter. On this subject the con-

gress expressed its sentiments very

definitely in the form of a declaration.

A conference of national temperance
societies followed the congress, at

which twelve national societies were
represented and many church organ-

izations. The body was thoroughly
representative. Resolutions were
adopted to petition Congress to pro-

hibit the sale of liquor on military

reservations and soldiers' homes, and
to discourage its use in the army, and
"to provide such an improved army ra-

tion, in quality, quantity, and efficien-

cy of preparation as will make it un-

necessary to resort to the profit on the

sale of liquor." Special attention is to

be given to law enforcement, and to

the securing of needed legislation to

fix responsibility on the proprietors

of saloons and the owners of real es-

tate on which liquor is sold, for all

illegal acts committed on such prem-
ises, and to forbid the selling of In-

ternal Revenue tax receipts in pro-

hibitory territory.

In Topeka two weeks ago a liquor

seller received the most severe sen-

tence for violation of the prohibitory

law that has ever been imposed since

the law was auopted. Convicted on
fifteen different counts of his indict-

ment, he was fined $7,500 and given

1,350 days in jail. A few examples like

that would stop the business of law
defiance in Kansas.

A significant movement is on foot to

remove the bars from the ferry boats

of the S. P. R. R. Co. on San Fran-
cisco Bay. It has been endorsed by
several of the strong churches of Oak-
land.

There is great rejoicing among tem-
perance workers over the passing of a

bill by the English Parliament forbid-

ding the sale of intoxicants to children

tinder sixteen years of age.

At a railway Y. M. C. A. meeting
held at Galesburg, Ills., in August,
Conductor W. R. Robinson of the Bur-
lington Railroad, said he remembered
years ago when there would be a case

of beer in the way car of the freight,

and engineers, brakemen and firemen
would drink on the trip. "Engineers,"

MO'RE, 'BOJTES? OF GOLD
And Many Greenbacks.

To secure additional information di-

rectly from the people, it is proposed
to send little boxes of gold and green-

backs to persons who write the most
interesting, detailed and truthful de-

scriptions of their experience on the

following topics:

1. How have you been affected by
coffee drinking and by changing from
coffee to Postum?

2. Do you know any one who has
been driven away from Postum because

it came to the table weak and char-

acterless at the first trial?

3. Did you set such a person right re-

garding the easy way to make Postum
clear, black and with a crisp, rich

taste ?

4. Have you ever found a better way
to make it than to use four heaping
tea9poonsful to the pint of water, let

stand on the stove until real boiling

begins; then note the clock and allow

it to continue easy boiling full fifteen

minutes from that time, stirring down
occasionally? (A piece of butter about
the size of a navy bean, placed in the

pot will prevent boiling' over.)

5. Give names and account of those
you know to have been cured or helped
in health by the dismissal of coffee and
the daily use of Postum Food Coffee in

its place.

6. Write names and addresses of 20

friends whom you bel'eve would be
benefited by leaving off coffee. (Your
name will not be divulged to them.)

Address your letter to the Postum
Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.,

writing your own name and address
clearly.

Be honest and truthful; don't write
poetry or fanciful letters; just plain,

truthful statements.

Decisions will be made between Oc-
tober 30th and November 10th, 1901, by
three judges, not members of the Pos-
tum Cereal Co., and a neat little box
containing a $10 gold piece sent to each
of the five best writers; a box contain-
ing a $5 gold piece to each of the 20
next best writers, a $2 greenback to
each of the 100 next best, and a $1
greenback to each of the 200 next best
writers, making cash prizes distrib-

uted to 325 persons.

Almost every one interested in pure
food and drink is willing to have their
name and letter appear in the papers,
for such help as it may offer to the
human race. However, a request to
omit name will be respected.

Every friend of Postum is urged to
write and each letter will be held in
high esteem by the company, as an evi-
dence of such friendship, while the lit-

tle boxes of gold and envelopes of
money will reach many modest writers
whose plain and sensible letters con-
tain the facts desired, although the
sender may have but small faith in
winning at the time of writing.

Talk this subject over with your
friends and see how many among you
can win prizes. It is a good, honest
competition and in the best kind of a
cause.
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he said, "used to start out with whis-

ky bottles in their pockets; dispatchers

used to stagger to their work. But
there is a great change today and the

life of the railroad man is vastly dif-

ferent and much better."

CHICAGO ^/U±p_
vici/firy.

The First Congregational church re-

ceived this week a letter from the Rev.

William A. Bartlett of Lowell. Mass.,

accepting its call to the pastorate. He
comes to a difficult field to take up the

work left by the beloved Dr. E. P.

Goodwin whom he counts it an honor
to succeed. Mr. Bartlett's work in

Lowell has been successful and it it

hoped he will be able to lead the First

church in an aggressive work in a

most needy neighborhood.

James W. Bashford, the president of

Ohio Wesleyan University, has been

called to the presidency of the North-

western University, Chicago.

Dr. H. C. Scotford finds encouraging

signs of prosperity in his work with
Trinity Congregational church. The
congregations and Sunday schools are

growing both there and at the Evan-
gelical church on Vincennes Road,

where he holds evening service, the

morning being given to Trinity. A
movement is on foot to secure a new
location for Trinity church half way
between the two churches and thus se-

cure the consolidation of the two in

one organization.

Rev. Dr. Marvin G. Hodge, in the

Baptist ministry since 1843 and long

pastor of the church at Janesville,

Wis., died at River Forest, August 26.

He had been a resident of Oak Park
for a year or more. In the church

there his presence and help were much
appreciated.

William A. Sunday, the former mem-
ber of Captain Anson's baseball team,

now engaged in evangelistic work, will

conduct special revival meetings at the

Sacramento Avenue Methodist Episco-

pal church from Sept. 1 to 16.

The largest summer convocation in

the history of the University of Chi-

cago was held in the tent on the cam-

pus August 29. Dr. Gregory of the

University of Leipsic delivered the

convocation address on the subject of

"Education and Labor." He had hoped

to have as many laboring men as pos-

sible in his audience and expressed

disappointment that the hour set pre-

vented their attendance. More de-

grees were conferred at the close of

Dr. Gregory's speech than at any other

summer convocation. Sixty-three

bachelors, fifteen doctors of philosophy

and' eleven masters' degrees were

given.

The annual announcement for the

season of 1901-1902 by the Young Men's

Christian Association has just been

tesued. The membership of the cen-

tral organization has been increased to

4 123, not including 245 members from

branch associations, who use the rooms

of the central body. The evening
school is the largest in numbers in the
country. Twenty-nine different na-
tionalities are represented, with 126

different occupations. The total en-
rollment is 1,797, and the day school
has 212 students. In the physical sec-

tion new bathrooms have been ar-

ranged, and the handball court is not
excelled in the country.

Rev. J. W. Ferner. pastor of the
First Congregational church. Sedalia,

Mo., has accepted a call to the Millard
Avenue Congregational church, Chi-

cago.

The Ridgeway Avenue Presbyterian
church closed its tent meetings Aug-
ust 25. The interest manifested has
been encouraging. Eleven persons
were received into church membership
Sunday, August 25. The pastor, Rev.
H. C. Buell, has been assisted in these

meetings by Rev. Messrs. G. P. Wil-
liams, Alexander Patterson, D. K.

Campbell, Dr. David B. Griegg, H. W.
Stough of the Third Congregational

church, Oak Park, and Evangelist W.
A. Sunday.
The Illinois Anti-Saloon League,

which has been represented in Chicago
by Rev. M. M. Farkhurst, D. D., as

superintendent of the Chicago district,

has opened a state office in Chicago at

830 Association Building, the present

headquarters of the Chicago district.

The new office will be in addition to

the one maintained at Springfield, and
will be in charge of Rev. E. G. Saun-
derson, assistant state superintendent,

formerly superintendent of the Cleve-

land district of the Ohio Anti-Saloon

League. The Chicago office will- have
control of the Agitation department of

the state work, and while all lines of

League activity will be pushed, special

attention will be given to promoting
the interests of the Illinois Anti-Sa-

ioon League Local Option bill which
attracted so much attention during the

last session of the legislature. The Il-

linois League is one of thirty-eight

state and territorial leagues which are

affiliated with, and constitute the

American Anti-Saloon League.

"Baptist.

Mrs. Johanna M. Lovelace of Tur-

ner, Kan., has made an offer to the

Kansas City, Kan., Baptist Theological

Seminary of a free gift of ninety acres

of land, valued at $50,000. lying just

outside the limits of that city. The
gift is made on condition that $5,000

be raised to purchase a building now
on the property to be used for semi-

nary purposes. Mrs. Lovelace also

agrees to give $2,000 toward the run-

ning expenses of the seminary the first

year. It is proposed to make' the in-

stitution the principal Baptist school

in the West. A charter was secured

recently.

Dr. B. H. Carroll, secretary of the

Texas Baptist Educational Commis-
sion, says that the denomination has
in three years expended in the corre-

lated schools $307,000, and that by No-
vember the last $50,000 of debt on the
entire Baptist school system of the

state will be liquidated. The total

valuation of Baptist schools in Texas
is $700,000.' Last year these schools
matriculated between 2,000 and 3,000.

iiiVery school is now so incorporated
that it is impossible to contract debt
in the future.

The Rev. Mr. Happell and the Fond
du Lac Baptists have promptly start-

ed work in the new community around
the railroad shops at North Fond du
Lac. They secured a lot from the rail-

road company, a chapel costing $600
has been built and dedicated, and reg-

ular preaching and Sunday school

sessions will be started at once.

The Iowa Falls Assembly was a suc-

cess. Rev. T. W. Powell, D. D.. was
among the lecturers, also Rev. J. W.
Cathcart, Ph. D., and Dr. A. B. Chaffee.

Rev. J. K. Richardson, D. D., of Des
Moines, conducted the outline studies

of the Bible. Rev. G. E. Gowdy gave
his three lectures, "In the Land of the

Pharaohs and Pyramids," "Five Hun-
dred Miles on Horseback Through Pal-

estine," "Wonders of Athens, Rome
and Pompeii." They were both val-

uable and entertaining. A new de-

parture this year was "Business Men's
Day." The stores in the town were
closed from two to four. The Iowa

HEALTHS SCHOOL-
MA A M.

Found Out Hew to Feed Her.
self.

Many school teachers, at the end of

their year's work, feel thoroughly ex-

hausted and worn out, physically and
mentally. The demand upon the nerves

and brain of a teacher is unusual and

unless they are weu fed and fed upon
properly selected food, it is natural

that they should run down.

A little woman teacher at Gobleville.

Mich., who has been teaching regularly

for a number of years, has always

found herself thoroughly exhausted at

the end of the season. -until within the

last year she has made use of Gr&pe-

Nuts Food with the result that she

closed the year as a robust, healthy,

strong, vigorous woman, having gained

in weight from 90 pounds to 126; her

nerves strong, face bright and cheery,

and really a wonder to all her friends,

who constantly comment on her color

and strength. She knows exactly to

what the change is attributed, for in

the years past, living on ordinary food

she has almost broken down before the

school year closed; whereas since using

Grape-Nuts, this change has been

brought about; evidence prima facie of

the value of Grape-Nuts Food for re-

building the brain and nerve centers.

The name of the teacher can be giv-

en by the Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd., Bat-

tle Creek. Mich.
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Falls band furnished the music.

"Woman's Day"' has always been one

of the best things on the assembly

program.
The best meeting in the history of

the Michigan Baptist Assembly was
that held at Orchard Lake, Mich., Aug-

ust 13-19. The attendance was over

600. On the program were the names
of Rev. Herbert L. Stetson, LL. D., for

eleven years president of Des Moines

College and now at Kalamazoo col-

lege; Rev. Edward Judson of New
York, Rev. J. W. Conley, D. D., and

Rev. R. E. Manning of Chicago, and
others.

A revival meeting held at Blue Fork,

Mo., resulted in sixty-one conversions.

Fifty-eight were added to the church.

Congregational.

Rev. Charles A. Riley of Moline,

Mich., has been called to the pastorate

of Barker Memorial church, Grand
Rapids, the present pustor, Rev. John
T. Walker, having recently resigned to

go to the church at Eaton Rapias.

A midsummer rally is a regular cus-

tom of Kansas City Congregationalists.

Olivet church was filled on this occa-

sion, Sunaay evening, August 18.

There was special music. Rev. J. B.

Toomay of Carthage presented "The
Weakness of Congregationalism," as

regards Missouri. His points were: an
inadequate ministry and the prevalent

idea that the Congregational church is

a "Yankee" church, for eastern peo-

ple only. State Sunday School Super-

intendent J. P. O'Brien spoke of "The
Strength of Congregationalism"— its

democracy and its supremacy of indi-

vidual conscience in matters of inter-

pretation. Dr. Judson Smith of the

American Board told the story of the

martyred missionaries of China.

The corner stone of the new edifice

for the Fort street church, Detroit,

Mich., was laid August 19. Nine of the

twenty-five charter members who or-

ganized the church twenty years ago,

were present.

Rev. Thomas R. McRoberts of St.

Joseph, Mich., absolutely refuses to

unite in marriage any couple who are

not permanent residents of the county
where the license to marry is issued.

A church exhibiting unusual inter-

denominational comity was recently

organized at Garfield Greek, Colo.,

where Rev. Royal L. Melendy has
preached for several months. There
were twenty charter members repre-

senting nine denominations. Eight of

these were immersed.
Pilgrim church, Kansas City, has

just closed a twelve days' tent cam-
paign. From 400-600 people heard the
gospel every evening and the commu-
nity has been stirred. Afternoon meet-
ings for boys and girls have had an
average attendance of 100 and have
done much good. Rev. Frank Fox of
the First church preached at the night
services.

At Edelstein, Ills., Missionary Van

Auken has been holding services. The
interest was so great that they were

continued twelve days. People who
had seldom been seen at church came
and the missionary drove over 150

miles to have personal interviews with

one and another. Sunday, August 18,

twenty-one new members were re-

ceived, fifteen upon confession. Ten
were heads of families.

Twilight services held at 6:45 on

Sunday evening at South Kaukauna,
Wis., have been an attractive and suc-

cessful feature of the summer's work.

A special musical program by the

choir, or the singing of familiar hymns
led by a cornet or violin, or just an

old-fashioned "sing" such as the peo-

ple enjoy in their own homes at the

twilight hour, occupies the time till

the room grows quite dusk. Then fol-

lows a brief practical talk by the pas-

tor, Rev Isaac B. Tracy, and after a

few moments of silent meditation and

prayer and without any formal dis-

missal, the people quietly rise and go

out. On several occasions the service

has closed with the singing of a so'.o or

quartet, without the lights being

turned on.

The "Disciples.

A movement is on foot in Iowa for

the organization of a co-operative work
among the Bible-schools for evangelis-

tic and educational purposes, similar

to the Bible-school co-operations which

have for many years been in success-

ful operation in Missouri, Nebraska,

Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.

Rev. Hernion P. Williams of Jeffer-

son, Iowa, announces the resignation

of his pastorate so that he may go as

a missionary to the Philippines.

Rev. Joseph F. Harter died August

26 at Salemonica, Ind.

The first ministerial institute of Ne-

braska preachers was held at Cotner

university, August 4-19. There was a

good attendance. Rev. C. A. Young, of

The Christian Century was the prin-

cipal lecturer from outside the state.

His topics were the Life of Christ and
Prophecy, and the strong, spiritual

teaching he gave was thoroughly ap-

preciated. The president of the uni-

versity, Rev. W. P. Aylsworth, treated

of homiletics and pastoral theology

in a very helpful way.
A very successful revival meeting

has been held at Ladoga, Ind., by Rev.

Allen Wilson. The attendance was
from 1.000 to 2,000. Thirty-one men
alone accepted Christ.

The Christian church, Little Rock,

Ark., a year ago established a home
for working girls. It was much need-

ed, for board at respectable places at

prices such girls could pay was very

difficult to obtain. The church rented

a house of nine rooms, furnished it

and secured a matron. Many appli-

cants had to be turned away for lack

of room. In March. 1901, a larger

house was rented and has now twenty-

five boarders. It pays all its running

The Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.

There is a disease prevailing in this

country most dangerous because so decep-
tive. Many sudden
deaths are caused by
it— heart disease,

pneumonia, heart

failure or apoplexy
are often ths result

of kidney disease. If

kidney trouble is al-

lowed to advance the

kidney-poisoned
blood will attack the

vital organs or the

kidneys themselves break down and waste
away cell by cell.

Bladder troubles most always result from
a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is

obtained quickest by a proper treatment of

the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer's

Swamp=Root, the great kidney, liver and
bladder remedy.

It corrects inability to hold urine and scald-

ing pain in passing it, and overcomes that

unpleasant necessity of being compelled to

go often during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and the

extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon-

realized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.

Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold

by all druggists '.n fifty-cent and one-dollar

sized bottles. You may
have a samp.e bo+.tle of ,

this wonderia; ne:v dis-

covery and a oock that

tells all aboci ,t, both

sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention
reading this generous offer in this paper.

Home of Swamp-Root.

expenses, which is all that was desired

or expected.

Rev. R. F. Thrapp, who began work
at Jacksonville, 111., September 1, has
been pastor at Pittsfield, 111., for over
three years. He leaves the church in

flourishing condition, 175 having been
added during his pastorate.

Rev. George L. Snively concluded a

pastorate of four years at Jackson-
ville, 111., on August 25. There have
been 400 additions to the church there
during that time. He now becomes
general secretary of the National Be-
nevolent Association, with headquarr
ters at St. Louis, Mo.
The annual convention of Christian

churches of Audrain County, Mo., was
held at Mexico, August 19-21. There
are sixteen congregations in the coun-
ty, with a membership of over 2,000.

The church at Mexico has 560 mem-
bers, 470 of whom are regular contrib-

utors to its work-—a good proportion,

surely. Among the speakers on this

occasion were Rev. Messrs. G. A. Hoff-

man and J. H. Crutcher of St. Louis,

For "Dysp epjia
Take Horsford'sA cidThosphate
Dr. T. H. Andrews, late of Jefferson

Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.,

says: "A wonderful remedy which gave
me most gratifying results in the worst
forms of dyspepsia."
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W. D. McCully, A. W. Kokendoffer, H.
F. Davis, J. W. Strawn, and J. H.
Thomas.

Episcopal.

Bishop Morris, of Oregon, has issued

a pastoral letter, taken from his an-
nual address to the convention, urging
the better keeping of Sunday, for

whose proper observance he suggests

four rules:

"First—With attendance at church
and the Holy Communion unless abso-

lutely prevented.

"Second—With rest and recreation

that is not only innocent in itself, but
in keeping with the worship in all

good conscience, and with carefulness

for example as well as for personal
duty.

"Third—In trying every Lord's Day
to make some other life brighter by
some specific good deed. Let not the

sun of Sunday go down upon a life

that has not let some of its Christian
light shine upon some one else.

"Fourth—In acting upon the spirit

of the canon which does not conflict

with innocent recreation and need by
no means be buried in the Book of

Canons, viz., 'All persons within this

church shall celebrate and keep the

Lord's Day, commonly called Sunday,
in hearing the Word of God read and
taught, in private and public prayer,

in other exercises of devotion, and in

acts of charity, using all godly and so-

ber conversation.' "

And he adds very cogently, especial-

ly in this season of summer holidays,

thai "we have neither Sunday nor
week-day to squander in idleness or

frivolity wherever we may be."

The Training School for Female
Church Workers in Boston will be
open early in November, when Miss
Clara Carter will take charge of the
preparatory dispensary class and also

deliver a course of lectures on the
Book of Common Prayer. Mrs. P. F.

Hall will speak every week on mis-
sions, with special reference to Indians
and colored people. Mrs. G. Lowell is

to lecture on "The Acts of the Apos-
tles," while the Rev. Messrs. A. P.

Greenleaf and G. A. Strong will ren-

der assistance by giving instruction on
Biblical subjects. The students who
have taken the preparatory dispensary
course are admitted during the months
of April, May and June to practical

work in the Boston Dispensary. No
fee is asked for the lectures. For stu-

dents living in the house the charge
will be $200, which covers board and
lodging.

Bishop Moreland of Sacramento has
been visiting the Hupa Indians in

Humboldt County, Cal. He says: "Up
and down the valley for miles we
drove, visiting the people in their

homes, and seeking to bring Christ

near to the hearts of these children of

his. A group of maidens came to us
seeking baptism, which, after careful

teaching, was administered. This

seemed to be but the first sheaves of

a great, ripening harvest. All next
day groups came voluntarily seeking
Holy Baptism. First was a band of

tall young Indian men. "We want to

be Christians,' they said; 'teach us to

love Jesus and to be like him.' Then
came boys in large numbers. At
length we chose out the brightest and
most forceful boys and girls, taught
them, and secured sponsors for them.

Many who wished to be baptized we
postponed until a priest can be sent to

prepare them and to follow up their

baptism. In all I baptized twenty-two
and confirmed two, marrying also with
the Church's blessing several couples

who had taken each other to man and
wife in Indian fashion or without cere-

mony. It was a satisfaction to admin-
ister confirmation to the agent himself,

for on an Indian reservation he is an
official whose example is potent for

good or evil. Our public services and
preaching were attended largely, and
the serious impressions deepened and
spread. God's Holy Spirit was plainly

at work in the hearts of his red-

skinned children, and I was impressed

with the rareness of this opportunity

to win a whole tribe to Christ. Much
of our success was due to the vigilance

of the agent in keeping corrupt white

men, liquor-sellers and panderers off

the reserve, so that the devil was not

permitted to debauch these child-like

hearts with his worst vices. Thus they

opened to the sunshine of God's love,

and responded naturally to the warmth
of Christ's great heart, brooding over

them and forming his image within

them. We gave each convert a cross

to wear, and a picture of the face of

Christ for his cabin walls."

Methodist.

Rev. George Voglesong, late of

Elyria, Ohio, and one of the pioneer

Methodists of the state, died August 19.

A series of camp meetings have been

held on Cedar street, St. Paul, from
August 19-30, under the auspices of the

Methodist Ministers' Association.

The Central German conference of

the M. B. church holds its annual ses-

sion September 4-9 in Detroit. Mich.

Bishop Andrews will preside. All the

ILLINOIS' T>j\y AT TAJV-
AMEHICAJV.

Lotv "Rates Via the Wabash.
On account of Illinois Day at the

Pan-American Exposition, the Wabash
will sell excursion tickets, good only

in coaches or chair cars, at $10.50 for

the round trip from Chicago. Good to

leave Chicago Sept. 14 and 15, and good
to leave Buffalo until Sept. 22, inclu-

sive. Four daily trains. Write for

Pan-Amerfcan folder. A copy of the

latest popular song with music, "Wake
Me Up at Buffalo," will be sent post-

paid for 6 cents in stamps. F. A. Palm-
er, A. G. P. A., 97 Adams street.

PARKER'S
„ HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the htjft
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color/

Cures scalp diseases & hair failing,
gQcand jl.Wat Druggist! _

The Chicago

Milwaukee & SL Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.
Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & Hinneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,

CHICAQO. ILL.

<£ I RACKS e*

EXASejs

Effective March JOth, J90X,

the

Announces tbe Opening of its

a* Red River Division

mTOm

Denison and Sherman,
Texas, j* &

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

City over the & J* J*

Shortest Line to Texas
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important business will be transacted

in tbe English language. German
Methodism was organized in 1839 by
Rev. Wm. Nast, D. D. It now has

1,000 churches valued at $4,000,000; 500

parsonages valued at $1,000,000, and
it numbers 58,000 communicants in

this country and 17,000 in Germany. It

supports one academy, two theological

seminaries, two orphan asylums, an
old people's home, several hospitals,

and over 300 deaconesses.

The Detroit union of Epworth
Leaguers has nearly completed pay-
ment for the Epworth Home at Lake
Orion. Many children and others have
been given an outing at the cottage

during the summer. One little girl

confidentially remarked to the matron:
"It's queer to be eating three times a

day. We never do at home."
Rev. Joshua Stansfield of Bay City,

Mich., has accepted a call to the Mer-
idian Street church in Indianapolis,

Ind.

One of the foremost men in the

Methodist church South, Rev. W. M.
Leftwich, D. D., died suddenly at Los
Angeles, August 21. He had been pas-

tor of several prominent churches

about St. Louis and since July had
held the pastorate of Trinity church,

Los Angeles. He was a very success-

ful evangelist, and was also something
Regret is felt by the congregation of

the Francis Street church, St. Joseph,

Mo., at the departure of Rev. W. F.

Packard, who has been their pastor for

four years. More than $33,000 has
been collected under Dr. Packard's di-

rection for benevolent purposes, and
the condition of the church's finances

is considered good; 220 members have
been added to the church during his

pastorate.

Presbyterian

.

At a meeting of the graduates and
friends of Lane Seminary, held at

Winona, Ind., a resolution was adopted
as follows:

We, the alumni and former students
of Lane Seminary, assembled in the par-
lors of the Moody Memorial Building, de-
sire to express our appreciation of the
fact that Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, a
graduate of Lane, has presented this
splendid building to the Winona Lake
Association for the use of ministers on
small income, and we hope it will stand
for many years as a monument to Dr.
Chapman and as a blessing to those who
may share in its hospitality.

Rev. Henry L. Dickerson, of Indian-
apolis, was chosen president, and Rev.
J. K. Gibson, secretary of the meeting.
The organization was made perma-
nent.

The Andrew Presbyterian Sunday
school of Minneapolis increased its at-

tendance during the month of August
by having special music each Sunday
and an address by some one from out-
side its own membership.
The revision committee of the Pres-

byterian General Assembly met at
Saratoga Springs August 28 to confer
on reports from the sub-committees
appointed June 18 on the three di-

visions of the work to be done.

Mrs. T. M. Sinclair has offered to

erect a new edifice for the Third Pres-

byterian church of Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, as a memorial of her husband,
who started the church some years

ago. She will spend $30,000 on the

building.

Rev. A. M. Campbell of Princeton,

Ind., has been called to the Wagoner
Place Union church, St. Louis, and
will enter on his new duties the last

Sunday in September.

Trumbull Avenue church, Detroit,

Mich., celebrated its twentieth anni-
versary by sending out Rev. James S.

Cunningham and his wife as its per-

sonal representatives in Africa. A
service of ordination was held August
25. The church assumes their support
and provides them with an outfit for

their work.

The United Presbyterian church of

Winfield, Iowa, has received from Mr.
John McCulley a fine farm of 429

acres, he retaining the use of it dur-

ing his life.

The United Presbyterians sustain a
missionary boat, "The Tidings," at a
cost of $1,500 a year. Its mission is to

visit with the Gospel message the isl-

ands in Puget Sound. That it is need-

ed is evidenced by the fact that Mrs.

Gerald of Gerald's Cove for five years

did not see the face of another woman
and during twenty years has only had
three opportunities of attending divine

service.

The Bohemian church in the coun-

try seven miles east of Tyndall, S. D.,

welcomed thirty-two young people

into communicant membership recent-

ly. This is some of the fruit of the

labors of Rev. John Linka, who has

been pastor there for eight years.

One of the most important meetings

held at Winona Lake, Ind., this year

was that of the evangelistic committee
appointed at the Presbyterian General

Assembly in Philadelphia last May,
the object being to formulate plans for

the holding of evangelistic meetings

all over the United States. A sub-

committee was appointed, Rev. J. Wil-

bur Chapman, D. D., of New York
chairman, to prepare a list of availa-

ble evangelists for churches. Rev. Dr.

Balcom Shaw was appointed chairman

of a sub-committee to suggest con-

ferences of ministers, arrange special

meetings of Presbyterians and to send

leaflets outlining such meetings for

ministers as were inaugurated by the

£13.00 TO BUFFALO TAJV-
AME'RICAff Ajsn> *R£-

TWRJV. £13.00
via the Nickel Plate Road, daily, with

limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 and 30-day tickets at $21.00 for

the round trip. Through service to

New York and Boston and lowest

available rates. For particulars and
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eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
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New York Presbytery at Riverdale.

Rev. George B. Stewart, D. D., presi-

dent of Auburn Seminary, was in-

vited to represent the committee in

visiting cities and to look after this

work at meetings of presbyteries and
synods. The committee will send a
communication to each presbytery
urging the appointment of a spe-

cial committee on evangelistic methods
and work. Rev. George T. Purves of

New York was appointed a special

sub-committee to prepare a call to the

whole church, and arrangements were
made to send this appeal to all

churches and also to the press. The
next meeting of the committee will be
held in Philadelphia December 10.

Pastors are to be urged to make espe-

cial preparation for evangelistic

preaching and to make special effort

to reach the unchurched by special

out-door meetings wherever such can
be arranged. The chairman of the

Evangelistic Committee is John H
Converse of Philadelphia. The other

members present were Rev. Dr.

Purves, New York; Rev. J. Wilbur
Chapman, New York; W. J. Chiches-
ter, Chicago; Dr. S. S. Palmer, Colum-
bus; J. Balcom Shaw, New York,
George P. Wilson, D. D., Washington,
D. C. ; James I. Buchanan, Pittsburg;

E. A. K. Hackett, Fort Wayne; Charles

S. Holt, Chicago; John Willis Baer.

Boston.

General.

The Wisconsin State Sunday School
convention is to be held at Waukesha,
Wis., September 17-19. A very strong
and practical program has been pre-

pared. Mr. Marion Lawrence is to

speak on "Organization for Evangeli-
zation" and "The Big-Boy Problem."
W. C. Pearce, Mrs. M. Jaeger, Alfred
Day, G. C. Haun and others are among
the speakers.

Among the many influences for good
started by Christian Endeavorers is

the Sailors' Home at Nagaski, Japan
It is the work of the floating society

of seventeen members formed in 1894

on the cruiser Charleston.

A colportage wagon was dedicated
Sunday afternoon, August 25, at Fargo,
N. D., to be used by the American
Publication Society. It will travel all

over the state for the sale of Bibles

and religious reading matter in all

languages. The children of the state

contributed the money for the harness.

Union tent meetings under the lead-

ership of Messrs. Williams and Alex-
ander were begun August 25 on the
West Side of Des Moines, Iowa. Most
of the churches have omitted their

evening services and joined in the

meetings.

The Evangelical church at Industry,

near Abilene, Kan., has just paid off

its debt with a crop of wheat. Last
autumn the pastor, Rev. Mr. Brunei',

together with a number of the leading

members, rented forty acres of the
ground near the church building. The

work of seeding and the seed grain

were contributed. At harvest this

year it was found advisable to hire

the cutting done, but the thrashing

was contributed. The yield was 950

bushels, of which one-third was paid

for rent and the remainder has just

been sold for enough to pay off the

$350 mortgage on the edifice. The
congregation is planning to sow an-

other field this year to raise funds for

improvements and church expenses.

rOHEIGSf MISSIOJVA'Ry
ITBMST.

Mrs. Boyce, missionary at Jalapa

Mexico, writes:

"In August, 1898, I took an Indian

woman from Las Vegas as cook. Petra

had not been in our house a month
when her mother wrote her to leave

the house of the Protestants at once.

Petra was well satisfied with her plac«

so did not obey. A second letter came
even more emphatic for her to leave

our house. As this order was un-

heeded, the old lady came down to

Jalapa to take her daughter away by
force. As good fortune would have it,

I saw her as she came in the front

door and recognized her as Petra's

mother. I received her most effusiv

ly and in my best Spanish put my
house at her disposition and insisted

on her staying in our house (or hers

in Spanish) as long as she was in

Jalapa. The reception I gave rather

disarmed her, and she stayed for din-

ner. In the afternoon Anita was
practicing. The piano was a novelty

to the woman. She went over on the

corridor and stood just outside the

door to listen. I went into the parlor

and told Anita to play a hymn, and we
sang it. One hymn followed another

in Spanish. I asked the old lady to

come in and sit down. She did so and

was delighted with what we sang.

We told her they were the hymns we
sang in our services; and as it was
Wednesday I asked her if she would

mm fwempofl's Experiences
his ups and downs, are being printed In each Issue of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religious paper packed full of good things for all

Bible lovers. It goes to 45 states, Canada, England
and Scotland, and has 6,000 circulation. Send 25c for
U one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS J. BURTON. Editor, Canton, Mo.

EATCVRJriOJV 'RATES' TO
-BX/FFAL.O

Via the Wabash.
Sept. 8 to 12, the Wabas^ will sell

excursion tickets Chicago to Buffalo

and return as follows: Good fifteen

days, $11.10; 20 days, $12.55; until Oct.

8th, $14.50. Four daily trains with

palace sleepers and free chair cars.

Write for Pan-American folder. Send
six cents in stamps and receive a copy

of the latest song, with music, "Wake
Me Up at Buffalo." F. A. Falmer. A.

G. P. A., 97 Adams street.

Christian Melodies
By Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick

This popular new song book has been pro-
nounced by leading musicians an ideal book for
all church purposes. The author is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the
world and has put the best productions of his life

time into this book. It also contains the choicest
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song writers of the country. This insures

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems.
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It the better we like It." "Gets better all the
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If you want the best all-purpose church song
book get Christian Melodies.
PRICES—Boards 820, Limp Cloth 817.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 25c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., • Chicago, 111.
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not like to go to service with us.

She assented, but ipoor Petra was in

consternation, as she feared some out-

burst on the part of her mother. She
accompanied us, however, and came
away so delighted that when she now
comes to Jalapa she comes on Wednes-
day so that she can attend service.

She bought a New Testament and
reads it faithfully. And now, stranger

yet, when Mr. Boyce went to Las
Vegas on May 29 he wrote to her two
days before that he was going. He
was surprised to find her waiting at

the train. She took him to her house
and while her daughter was getting

lunch she said she would speak to a
neighbor woman who was a believer.

In a moment she returned with the

woman, the wife of the judge of Re-
corder's Court. So greatly had she in-

terested the woman In the gospel that

she bought a Bible at once and sub-

scribed to our paper, El Faro. Serv-

ices were held the two nights Mr.
Boyce was in the town, in the old

lady's house, and almost all who were
present had become interested in the

gospel through this woman who two
years and a half ago came to our house
because she so hated the Protestants."

About eight years ago, when Chris-

tian Endeavor had little more than
come into existence in New South
Wales, there was a camp of aborigines

on the shores of Botany Bay, some
seven miles from the city of Sydney,
the metropolis of Australia. Degrad-
ed, neglected and despised, these

dusky children dragged out a miser-

able existence, subsisting on a mere
pittance from the government. Their
condition at once appealed to those

who had pledged themselves "to strive

to do whatever He would like to have
them do," and several Endeavorers be-

gan to visit the camp and to try to

lead the natives to Christ. It was
found absolutely necessary to be on
the ground on Sundays to protect the

aborigines from their white visitors

and to prevent the frequent and fear-

ful quarrels; so for months pairs of

young Endeavorers went out in turn
from the various societies interested

and used to sleep "on the cold ground"
under a protection manufactured out
of sacks, and at the tender mercies of

millions of bloodthirsty mosquitoes.
But they stood it until money was
raised for a church building with the
necessary accommodation to protect
the missionary pioneer from the ele-

ments and the mosquitoes. Then a
young lady was found willing to leave
home and take up her abode among
the blacks at the camp. The remuner-
ation was miserably pitiful, for the
Endeavorers were but few yet and
means were very circumscribed. But
she went with a heart full of love and
the results of all the efforts and
prayers were abundantly evident at
the next colonial Christian Endeavor
convention, the first in the great town
hall of Sydney, with five thousand
present, when in response to the roll-

call an aboriginal society of more than
twenty strong rose, most of them
active members, and sung "When the

roll is called up yonder, I'll be there."

Since then the work has gone steadily

on and has resulted in the formation
of an "Aboriginals' Missionary So-
ciety," the only one in New South
Wales, with a young and most en-

thusiastic Endeavorer at its head. It

now employs three missionaries; has
built several churches, plain and
rough, of course, but suitable; has
well-nigh all the camps along the cen-

tral coast evangelized; is sending out

the blacks themselves to carry the

gospel to their fellows, and is winning
as jewels for the Master's crown hun-

dreds of those who were thought to be

"too low down to possess a soul."

''Saying" and "Praying."

Mr. Moody once related this pretty

incident concerning his own little son:

"My wife came down one evening and
said she had had some trouble with
one of the children. He was not will-

ing to obey, and he had gone off to

bed without asking her forgiveness. I

went up and sat down by the side of

the little child and said, 'Did you pray
tonight?' T said my prayers.' 'Did

you pray?' T said my prayers.' 'Did

you pray?' 'Well, papa, I told you that

I said my prayers.' 'Yes, I heard you,

but did you pray?' The little fellow

was stuck; he knew he hadn't prayed.

How was he going to pray when there

was something wrong in his heart? He
could not do it.

" 'Well, now/ said I, 'are you going

to go off to sleep without praying?'

After a struggle he said, 'I wish you
would call mamma.' She came up and
was glad to forgive him, and then he
wanted to get out of bed and pray.

He had said his prayers, but now he
wanted to pray. Lots of people say
their prayers, just as a salve to their

conscience, and go out and do some
mean, contemptible thing after they

have said their prayers. But they
hadn't prayed, and that's the differ-

ence."
.
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Mission Problems and Mission Meth-
ods in South China—Lectures on Evan-
gelistic Theology—by J. Campbell Gib-

son, M. A., D. D., Glasgow. Fleming
H. Revell Co. Illustrated; 332 pages.

Price, $1.50.

The author declares that his work
is not "an apologetic of missions." But
that it undoubtedly in no small meas-
ure is. Nor is it any the less valuable

on that account. The description giv-

en of mission wora in South China
furnishes the material for the discus-

sion of mission problems and methods.
The author looks upon the mission

work in the Swatow district, to which
he has given his life, as a fair sample
of mission work in general. The evils-

due to the presence of "rival sects" in

mission fields have, he thinks, been
greatly exaggerated. Instead of look-

ing upon one another as rivals, mis-
sionaries have been wont to recognize
one another as helpers.

In trying to present a true science of

missions, our author proceeds to the
development of his theme in a logical

manner. His introductory chapter is

upon the proving of the Gospel. The
question, "Does the Gospel work?" is

answered with a decided affirmative.

The conditions within which the Gos-
pel has to work are next considered.
This calls for a careful study of Chi-
nese literature, pnilosophy, religion

and life. The first stage of mission
work is evangelistic. Then come the
founding and organization of the
church; after that the cultivation of

Christian life and character within the
church, together with the adjustment
of the church to her external relations

—that is, the adjustment of the church
to the heathen world, in the midst of

which it has been planted. The treat-

ment of all the points is characterized
by sobriety of statement, a careful

balancing of contending forces, and
an utter freedom from everything sa-

voring of special pleading. A more
fair and reasonable interpretation of
missionary facts it would be difficult

to find.

Dr. Gibson believes that all men are
fundamentally and essentially the
same. He has faith in human nature;
and he has faith in the Gospel of
Christ, and in its adaptations to the
manifold needs of human nature. He
maintains that the Chinese people,
though apparently immobile, have a
real plasticity, which in the past has
enabled them to adapt themselves to
the stress of changing circumstances.
He says: "China is now in a critical

condition. Her great powers and pos-
sibilities are being thrown into the
melting-pot, not, I believe, to be con-
sumed, DUt to be purified of their dross,
and recast ;n new forms, worthy of the

|

gold, silver and precious stones, which
shall stand the trial of the Great Day."

We predict for this volume a place

among the few standard works on mis-

sions.

Pitfalls of the Ballroom, by Geo. P.

Hall, author of "Tabernacle Talks,"

etc., with a preface by Sam P. Jones,

the Evangelist. Laird & Lee, Chicago.

This book, which is illustrated by a
portrait of the author, has the merit

of being easily understood. It is plain,

unvarnished talk. It handles the sub-

ject without gloves, and sometimes
without delicacy. Every rag of con-

ventionality is stripped off, and the

naked reality is made to appear just

as the writer sees it. Sam P. Jones

likes it, and he says in his introduc-

tion that every time the writer churns

he gets butter. The greatest defect of

the book is its overstatement. The
writer reluctantly admits that there is

dancing and dancing. Considered mere-
ly as the grace and rhythm of motion,

he says that he would be the last to

raise his voice against it. Nor would
he "object so strenuously to the old-

fashioned quadrilles, reels and cotil-

lions that our grandparents in their

simplicity and purity used to enjoy."

But the modern dance in all its forms
he cannot away with. It is evil and
evil only. He has evidently been un-

fortunate in seeing dancing only at its

worst. All that he says touching the

influence of the ballroom we heartily

indorse, even if we do not always like

the way in which he says it. In this

pleasure-loving age the Church has to

raise her voice with renewed emphasis
against the evil tendencies of the ball-

room. That way ruin lies. When mod-
esty is destroyed the enamel of virtue

is rubbed off; when the safeguards of

social purity are broken down, the soul

is imperiled; but as the author admits
the evil is not in dancing per se, but
in the associations wit'> which the
modern dance is frequently connected,

which means that our social amuse-
ments have to be purified rather than
destroyed. To do this is the work of

Christianity.

One thing which disfigures the pages
of this book, and aiscounts the force

of its burning plea, is the uncharitable

way in which tne author sometimes
allows himself to speak of brother
ministers who fail to see eye to eye
with him on the subject of dancing.

He says that many of them "fear to

open their mouths on the subject lest

they lose their position." "Thousands
of ministers are chicken-livered when
it comes to denounce sin at close

range." "For the most part the clergy

contents itself (sic) with the prepara-
tion and delivery of the good, o d-fash-

ioned expository or topical sermons,
attendance upon pink teas and chick-

en dinners, with now and then a lit-

tle dissipation in the study of higher
criticism." Not a very charitable view
of the class of men to which the wri-
ter belongs and which he still pro-
fesses to love! A little spice of charity

towards preachers who may be guilty

of mistaken opinion rather than of in-

vincible ignorance, and a little clearer

discrimination between the evils of a

custom and the custom itself would
have made this earnest plea for "what-

ever things are pure" more convincing

and effective.

In the Arena for September the lead-

ing place is given to an article by Dr.

George D. Herron, on "The Recovery
of Jesus from Christianity." It is pain-

ful reading and shows how a Christian

thinker when once he breaks away
from his moorings inevitably drifts

further and further out on the shore-

less sea of religious negation. After

saying some complimentary things

about Jesus as "the strongest and love-

liest figure that has ever come to be

our symbol and prophecy," he says:

"Yet Jesus cannot solve the problem
of economic and social freedom. He
is not equal to the socialist revolution.

We shall love him and understand him,

and he will abide with us; but it will

be by other forces than his that the

free age will be brought in. The work
that now lies before man must be done
in the name of men, and the common
life of the working class must become
the world's new savior." How un-

utterably pathetic are these words in

which faith in Jesus as a Savior is pub-

licly renounced. Our hope is that the

renunciation may not be final.

ILLINOIS' T>Ay AT THE
TA.JV-AME'RlCA.Jsr EJT-

POJr/TIOJV
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets for that occasion at rate as low as

$^J.50 for the round trip, good going

September 14th and 15th, and return-

ing to and including September 22d.

For particulars regarding tickets at

specially low rates, with longer limits,

available in sleeping cars, on same
dates, call on or address John Y. Cala-

han, General Agent. Ill Adams St.,

Chicago.

THEY'RE IS? A. CX/-RE

for every stomach trouble, including

all forms of indigestion or dyspepsia,

catarrh of stomach and flatulence in

stomach and bowels. This remedy
has never failed to cure the most dis-

tressing and stubborn cases.

This remedy will cure any case of

constipation, to stay cured, so that you
are free from that trouble in a week.

The name of this remarkable remedy
is Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine.

Any reader of Christian Century may
have a small bottle of Vernal Saw
Palmetto Berry Wine sent free and

prepaid by writing to Vernal Remedy
Company. Buffalo, N. Y. It cures ca-

tarrh, indigestion, constipation of the

bowels, congestion of the kidneys and

inflammation of tiie bladder. One dose

a day does the work quickly, thorough-

ly and permanently.
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O GOV FOUGIVE.
The little sins that, somehow, now

seem great,

The certain faults I have, yet wholly

hate,

The yielding to temptations that await,

My constant strayings from paths right

and straight,

O God, fcrgive!

The hasty words I did not try to check,

That in their train can oft bring ruin,

wreck,

The pages of my life with stain and
speck,

The months and years so full of flaw

and fleck,

God, forgive!

The deeds that ever loom up dark as

night,

And cloud my sky, e'en when the sun
is bright,

That are abomination in thy sight,

And on my coming days have caused

a blight,

O God, forgive!

The foolish murmurings, day after day,

Although thy goodness ever paves my
way,

The light and trifling things I often

say,

The many times I cannot even pray,

God, forgive!

—Mrs. Findley Braden in The Presby-
terian.

The Judge's Mother.
Mrs. Smith had a paper to write for

her club. The subject she had chosen
was: "How can women uplift the com-
ing generation?"

She was puzzled to choose the best

of the many ways which suggested
themselves to her. Should it be
through art, lecturing, literature or

general reform?
She confided her difficulty to old

Judge Adams, who was sitting with her
husband on the veranda.

"I can only give you my experience,"
he said. "I was one of five brothers.

All were men who exercisel a strong
influence in the world, and each one
of us owed his bent and force of char-

acter to our mother.
"Our father died when we were chil-

dren. Mother made us what we were.
Until we were gray-haired men we
went to her whenever we were in per-
plexity. 'Mother,' we would say, 'what
is the right thing to do in this case?'

She knew nothing of law or politics,

but she always knew the right. I

think," said the judge, gravely, "that
my mother influenced the next genera-
tion to her own more strongly than
any other human being I ever have
known."
"She no doubt had a powerful mind

and a broad education?" asked Mrs.

Smith.

"No." The Judge smiled. "She got

her hold on us in very simple ways.

I remember one of them. When we
came home from school on cold days,

mother was sure to be waiting beside

a big fire. Off came our wet shoes

and stockings; she rubbed the cold feet

warm with her own hands. Then there

was always a huge brown jug waiting

before the fire with roasted apples anu

sugar and hot water in it, and each

one had his mug of the delicious

stuff; and we sat and grew warm, and

joked and laughed, and no doubt

opened our little hearts to the dear,

wise woman. All day long she was our

comrade. We carried to her all our se-

crets and miseries when we were men,

as we had done when we were boys.

Two of us were ministers, two legisla-

tors who helped to form the laws of

new states, but I doubt if one of us

ever took an important step in life

without being influenced by the opin-

ion of that one good woman."
Mrs. Smith looked uncertainly at her

paper on which she had scribbled "ar-

tists, lecturers, civil and political re-

formers."

"You think, then," she said, "that

woman's strongest hold upon the

world is at home, through love and a

Christian life?"

The Judge's eyes twinkled. "I can

tell you only what I know. I cannot

decide for the world," he said.—Youth's

Companion.

The Missionary "Puzzle.

"I can't go out for a week!"
Master Johnny Amsden's face dis-

played a vast amount of disappoint-

ment.
"Not for a full week," said the doc-

tor, drawing on his gloves.

"Why, doctor, I've just got to go
out."

"What for, I'd like to know," de-

manded Dr. Maxwell, gazing down up-

on him, quizzically. "What is there of

such importance that you must disre-

gard my orders, eh?" and he pinched

Johnny's ear.

"Why, I'll tell you," said his youth-

ful patient, confidentially; "it's about
the missionary society."

"Ho, ho!" cried the doctor. "Do you
dabble in associations for the furnish-

ing of gingham aprons and silk hats

to the South Sea Islanders?"

"I guess you don't know much about
missions and missionaries, Dr. Max-
well," said the boy, with gravity.

"Maybe I don't. Do you?"
"Our society supports a missionary

in China and a native preacher in Bur-
mah," replied Johnny with pride. "It's

the Burmese missionary that the meas-
les interfere with."

The jolly doctor threw back his head
and- laughed again. "I guess these

measles of yours'll not hurt any mis-

sionary in Burmah," he said. "They're
not as contageous as all that. You've

got 'em pretty light, you know. You'll

be out in a week."

"But I've only got this week to earn

my dollar in."

"What dollar?"

"Why," said Johnny, seriously, "each

of us agreed to earn a dollar extra for

the Burmese preacher, and were to

have a meeting next week and tell how
we got the dollar. We're to earn 'em

ourselves, you know. I was troubled a

good deal about how I should earn

mine, so the time slipped by until this

week, and it's the last one."

"How are you going to earn it?" in-

quired the doctor, with a twinkle in

his eye.

"I promised to help Mr. Smith, the

market man round the corner, every

night for a week; he said he'd give me
a dollar. So you see, doctor, if you

don't let me go out, I can't keep m7
promise."

"Humph! haven't you a dollar of

your pocket money left?"

"Oh, yes, sir. But that wouldn't be

earning it.

1B\/rrALO TAJ*-^/lME,'RI-

15-day tickets for $i..00 via Nickel

Plate Road; 20-day tickets, $16.00.

Lowest rates to all eastern points.

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams St., Chicago. City. Ticket Office,

111 Adams St., Chicago.

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 85 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a fine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-

ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association
building, erected five years ago at a cost of 830,000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-

plied with moderu conveniences. Music buildingfor
the accommodation of our large and growing music
department. A library and observatory building just

completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-
mately $5000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological aDd Physical.

A well selected library; large additions to this library

will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary

Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.

Five Special Courses—Music, Oratorical, Business,

Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.
Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for 82.00 per week, club board for $1.25 to 81.75.

Room rent for 50 cents to SI 00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about $125.00 for the college year
of 38 weeks.

) INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an Industrial department is being established that
will assist about fifly young people. It is believed
that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuition,

to about S90.00, and those who do considerable vroik
may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollars. Jend
for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram, Ohio
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"It looks, then, as if I should have
to furnish you the means of earning

that dollar, as I am the one who keeps

you indoors. Of course, the measles
can't be blamed."
"Oh, no, sir! I don't mean that,"

cried Johnny.
"Of course you didn't," cried the

doctor with a wink. "You'd rather go
out and be assistant to a green grocer.

But as you're so fond of working in a

store, I'll give you a job that would
puzzle the best boy that Smith ever

had."

Johnny looked at him in some doubt.

"I'll pay you a dollar if you do it,

too," said the physician, smiling. "I'll

let you use your brains instead of your
hands. If you're bright enough you
can earn your dollar."

"But what is it?" cried his young
patient.

"It's a problem—a puzzle—and you're

to work it out, and here it is: 'There

was a groceryman who had an eight-

quart jug full of vinegar. The grocer

had an order for four quarts, but had
only a three-quart and a five quart

measure in his store. He told his boy
to get four quarts of vinegar for his

customer, and he was not allowed to

pour out and waste any of his vinegar,

and he had no other vessel to help

him out but the two measures. How
did he do it?'

"

Johnny looked at him blankly, and
the doctor laughed again.

"Well, that's a sticker," said the boy.

"Think so, do you? Well, the other
boy did it. If you want to be a grocer

some time, you'll have to learn to do
such things, maybe. Now, you've got
twenty-four hours to do that sum.
Good-by!"
The doctor started for the door, still

laughing. Mary, the maid, came to let

him out; but Johnny ran after him,

and asked just as the man was step-

ping into the vestibule: "Doctor! doc-

tor! it isn't a joke, is it? You can
really do it?"

"Of course, you can, if you're as

smart as that grocer's boy was."
"Just give it to me again," said Mas-

ter Johnny. "If one boy did it, I can
do it," and the doctor repeated the
problem.

But after he had studied over the
thing a good hour without arriving at

an answer, Johnny began to believe

that the grocer's boy was pretty smart.

"An eight-quart jug, a three-quart
measure, and a five-quart measure

—

and that's all! he did it! I'll go down
and see cook."

Now, cook was fat and jolly, and
didn't mind little boys "messing"
round in her kitchen if she wasn't
bothering about her dinner.

"Are you bothered today, cook?"
asked Master Johnny, looking in at

the door.

"No, honey; everything's doing
beautiful."

"I want to know how you'd measure
four quarts of vinegar if you had an
^ight quart jug full and only had a

three-quart and a five-quart measure
to turn it into? Or, no! I don't want
you to tell me; for that wouldn't be

fair. But I wan't to know if you think

it can be done."

Cook thought some time with great

gravity. "Laws, honey!" she said at

last, "I don't see how it can be done,

nohow. But I got an eight jug ye're,

an' measures. You kin play they ain't

graduated, and you can fill the jug

with water, an' try to do it. Warm
water, of co'se, so you'll not get cold."

"What's 'graduated measures?'

"

asked Johnny.
"See them lines on the tin there?"

said cook, holding up the measure.

"Those are for pints and quarts,

though that's a three-quart measure.

There's a five-quart one. There's the

jug. Now, don't spill the water on my
clean floor."

Johnny thanked her and set to work
on the practical working out of his

problem.

He had a jug full of water and two
empty measures to begin with. First

he poured the three quart measure full,

then emptied it into the five-quart

measure. Then he poured the three-

quart measure full again, and filled the

five-quart measure out of it.

The water stood thus: Five quarts in

the five-quart measure, one quart in

the three-quart, and two in the eight-

quart jug. He seemed no nearer the

solution of the problem than before,

but after a little cogitation he poured

the five-quart measure full back into

the eight-quart jug.

Then he poured the one quart he
had in the three-quart measure into

the five-quart measure. Next he filled

the three-quart measure again out of

the jug, and emptying it into the five-

quart measure, had solved the prob-

lem. There were four quarts in the

five-quart measure and four quarts in

the jug, and he hadn't wasted a drop.

When the doctor came the following

morning, Johnny was ready for him.

The doctor seemed to be greatly sur-

prised at his success, and parted with

the dollar for missions with apparent

regret; but Johnny thought after-

wards that maybe the physician knew
more and cared more about missions

than he appeared to.

Anyway, Johnny was well enough
the next week to go to the missionary

meeting and put tne puzzle to the so-

ciety, and they bothered their heads

over it half the afternoon, and Johnny
finally had to invite them to his house,

where he could illustrate the solution

with the jug and measure in question.

—S. S. Visitor.

Kaiserin, who is tne most motherly of

women, has paid special attention to

this custom, and on the occasion of lit-

tle Princess Victoria Louise's birthday,

which occurred some time ago, her
majesty packed with her own hands a
large case of dollies, picture books and
little dishes, all in a fair state of pres-

ervation and had them sent to the lit-

tle sufferers. The sick children are al-

ways told who sends the presents, and
in past years this has resulted in the

saving of some curious and interesting

relics. In this way the battered tin

soldiers which amused the children of

Old Kaiser William have been saved
from the wreck of time.—Sunday Aft-

ernoon.

There is a pretty custom in the im
perial family of Germany which dates

from time immemorial. On the birth-

day of one of the royal children the

empress goes through the stock of toys

which has been accumulating since the

child's last birthday and sends all, ex-

cept a few special favorites, to the sick

children in the hospitals. The present

A HAJVDSOME, FACE.
Is sometimes made disagreeably plain

by the presence of blotches, pimples
and skin eruptions. A poor complex-
ion is the bane of many a woman's life.

Miss L. Sanheitel of Manistique, Mich-
igan, says, among other things, in a
letter which space will not permit to

be published, "On account of my sal-

low complexion, pimples and skin

eruptions, I hated to go down town and
do my shopping, and even felt embar-
rassed when at church. Two bottles

of Blood Vitalizer removed all thq

eruptions." Pure blood means a good
complexion. Dr. Peter's Blood Vital-

izer is the remedy. Sold only through
special agents or the proprietor direct.

Address Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114

South Hoyne avenue Chicago, Illinois.

EJTTEJVSTIOJV Or LIMIT
on Buffalo Pan-American tickets via

Nickel Plate Road; $13.00 for round
trip, tickets good 15 days; $16.00 for

round-trip tickets, good 20 days. Three
daily trains with vestibuled sleeping

cars and first-class dining-car service

on American Club plan. Meals ranging
in price from 35 cents to $1.00. Ad-
dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams St., Chicago.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.

This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.
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.MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Oars. Dining Oars,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Oars.
Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A.. H. HAN80N, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, IB.
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c&rgest FoanUrj >n Earth making
CHIMES
& PEALS

Purest copper and tin onlv. Terms, etc., free.
HcSHANEBELLFOUNORV.Baltlmore.IWd.

All Points

West

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Through trains Chicago to Des

Moines, Mason City, Sioux City, Omaha,
The Black Hills, Denver, Salt Lake, San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Ashland and

Copper Country. Call on any agent for

tickets or address

467 Bread-lay, - New York
601 Chet' St., Philadelphia

368 Washington St., Boston
301 Main St., ' - Buffalo
212 Clark St., - Chicago

435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
507 Smithf Id St. .Pittsburg

234 Superior St., Cleveland
77 Campus Martius, Detroit

2KingSt.,East,Toronto.Ont.

Special Free istraiej

Epwonn leap Folder

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onV? .urormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
den. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

^ CHICAGO, ILL.

A cetylene-GasZm You want to know all about it.

Send for free sample copy of the spicy,
newsy, neutral Acetylene-gas Journal,
324 Dearborn St., Chicago. Popular in
style, meaty as a nut, handsomely illustra-

ted. 60 et8. a year ; 25 cts. fox six months.

mMmmmwwft^Mwjm
BULLETIN

J MONDN TRAINS g
1 Chv (7irrue^ >i B

MDNDN ROUTE
I C. H. cTb. RwV. |

HI THE DIRECT LINE BETWEEN

I CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS

AND 1

I CINCINNATI/
I 4 Trains daily
I CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST., W
|jl --A>^X^ CHICAGO. lH

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
UNE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

Madison Institute
RICHnOND, KY.

J. W. McOarvey, Jr., Principal

a First Glass Boarding School for Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institution^ of
America and Europe, and have made 5t&">$4i
records as instructors— every one a spevte'-'iSl lm
her department, and with an admirably
equipped buildine, we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12years.
Good table fare. No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send for
catalog.



Extraordinary! The CMstim

Proposition^!/ \ Century Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

Does This Interest You?

The Christian CentUVy is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.
It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
If. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription

to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till January 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,°r°rsr<r°r>r<rsr!fsrChicago, Illinois.
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The School of Christ

Not Wrestling But Clinging

Biblical Preaching
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A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS. LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

IU Christian Ccnturp Company,
358 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO,

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I,ist is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances-
Ail subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be siire to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify as at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company,
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
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AN UP-TO-DATE

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,

up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured

forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods

in Sunday School Work.
with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the bus}- superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can stud}' this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,

358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian

system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life'

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE SCHOOL OF CHRIST.
IGNIFICANT among the words which con-

Snected themselves with the invitation of

Jesus is the expression, "Learn of me."

In this utterance Jesus is revealed as a

teacher who calls men to himself to learn

the things which he is accustomed to teach,

and naturally the thought of the hearer

turns to this aspect of our Lord's work in

the three categories of his characteristics

as a teacher, the truths that he taught, and

the teaching quality of his life.

It has been affirmed frequently in late years that

Jesus was a teacher, with the apparent purpose of in-

cluding in this statement all the qualities of his min-

istry, and of divesting him of every attribute of power

which did not lie in the realm of his utterances. Fre-

quently the doctrine of the prophethood of Jesus is

of precisely this character. He is exalted as a teacher

for the very purpose of refusing him the elements of

Saviorhood and redemptive power which lie at the

heart of his ministry. Against this tendency no pro-

test can be too emphatic. It would be better to decline

to see any of those qualities which link Jesus with a

long line of the world's greatest teachers than to per-

mit him to sink to the mere level of a declaimer of

ethical principles and a fashioner of new maxims. We
need have no hesitancy in comparing Jesus with those

teachers who have enriched human life. We need not

fear to speak of him in the same breath with Buddha,

Confucius, Zoroaster, Mohammed, Moses, Samuel and

Isaiah, but it must never be implied that these names
rank as equals. Jesus retains his unique superiority

above them all, standing head and shoulders above the

inspired writers of Holy Scripture, as they tower over

the heads of the ethnic prophets.

Thus fortified against the danger of regarding Jesus

merely in the light of a teacher of ethics, we have

leisure to consider the aspects of his life as an instruc-

tor of men. And first, we naturally consider the char-

acteristics of his method of teaching. Here we are

astonished to find that he seems at first to have no

method, or rather, his teaching was so simple and

direct as to apparently elude definition by its very

naturalness. He used the simplest possible language.

His vocabulary was that of the common people. They

understood everything he said, even children might

fully comprehend most of his utterances, except as

he touched upon those mysteries of the kingdom of

God which have fascinated the maturest minds in all

the years. Jesus spoke in figurative language, using

constantly illustrations from daily life, which made

his words the more telling. In this he was thoroughly

oriental. Abstract terms were rarely employed. Truth

always had an added value through the instrument of

illustration. Even the most spectacular and startling

utterances of Jesus were in close keeping with the

methods of the time, and were understood by the peo-

ple as figures of speech, making plain the subtler

truths of a moral and spiritual order. Jesus accom-

modated himself as well to the life of the people in

his use of modes of thought with reference to nature

and history.

He never disturbed familiar conceptions regarding

the world or the Scriptures, except as these were at

variance with the purposes of the kingdom of God.

He described the operations of nature in terms not

scientific, but popular. He spoke of the Scriptures

as men were accustomed to use them. Yet where

popular ideas were at variance with the essentials of

his teaching, he never spared the ideas of his time,

nor the teaching of the schools. Sometimes he was

abrupt and almost harsh in his statements, apparently

choosing to startle his hearers by a statement almost

shocking in its character rather than permit them to

rest in ignorance or indifference. Withal, there was

a sense of urgency and deep moral purpose in him

which convinced his hearers that he was moved by a

passion to do the Father's will and finish his work.

It was not mere curiosity that drew men to him, but

rather the consciousness that he was sent from God,

and his influence upon their lives was that of a strong

and urgent will creating in them a new desire to live a

holy life and to realize the ends of the kingdom of

God.

The second inquiry leads to the substance of Jesus'
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teachings. And here a variety of themes present
themselves, though upon closer inspection they are all

seen to be related to his central theme, the kingdom of
God. Jesus came to reveal the Father. This was his

great message, and the kingdom of God is only the
form in which his teachings regarding God and his

plan for human life are set. Indeed it is the business
of any prophet or religious teacher to speak of God.
This is what we always expect from him. A preacher's
business is to reveal God to men, and if he has no
vital and thrilling message on this theme he may well
spare his speech on all things else. Jesus lived con-
stantly in the atmosphere of the Father's life, and
spoke out of the fullness of his own rich experience the

things which humanity needs to know. This teaching
he threw into the familiar form of discourses on the

kingdom of God, since that was the great theme in

Jewish minds in his day. The words had an inviting

sound. Men were everywhere discussing the king-
dom. Jesus chose the phrase because it secured at-

tention and enabled him to deal with the facts of his

ministry under the popular title. But his teachings
included most explicit and final statements on the
great themes of all prophetic discourse, such as sin,

the nature of man as responsible to God, the redemp-
tive possibilities which lie in human life submitted to

the authority of God, the attainment of righteousness
and holiness as qualities within the reach of all, the

persistent effects of sin or of goodness in human char-
acter, and the mission of Jesus himself as the re-

vealer of God and the redeemer of men. These were
the great themes upon which our Lord was constantly
speaking. They form a body of teaching which is a
source of appeal in all moments of doubt regarding
the final truths of our holy faith. It is to Jesus one
must go whenever questions arise as to the standard
of conduct. He is the final prophet of the world. His
teachings superseded those of Moses and Elijah, of
Isaiah and Jeremiah, since these were only partial

interpreters of the truth. The word of the transfigura-

tion mountain needs constantly to be sounded in the
ears of a generation apparently almost as willing to

claim finality for the words of other teachers as for

those of Christ, "This is my beloved son, hear ye
him."

JVOT WRESTLIJSTG BVT
CLIJSTGIJSTG,

N the struggle of Jacob by the brook Jabbok
the crisis of his life was passed. He en-

tered into the struggle as the supplanter

and came out of it as the Prince of God.
His life is divided into two parts—before

Jabbok and after Jabbok.
Jabbok must not be confounded with

Bethel. Bethel marked the beginning of

a new life. There Jacob, a lonely exile on
the way to Padanaram, prayed in trouble
under the stars, and had a vision of the un-

seen. The good work then begun in him was after
years of severe discipline consummated at Jabbok.
After that Bethel was revisited, and with a clearer
vision and a purer motive the covenant of his earlier
life was renewed.
The scene at Jabbok has come to be accepted as

the figure of prevailing prayer
—

" a symbol of prayer
that does not become weary until it wins the blessing."
We are enjoined to imitate Jacob and wrestle with
God in prayer, and keep wrestling with him until he

is constrained to bless us. Is this a proper attitude

to assume? That such an inference is based upon a

mistaken interpretation of this incident in Jacob's
life can, we think, be made clear. All that Jacob got
for %is wrestling with God was a strained thigh.

When he ceased wrestling and clung to God in weak-
ness his petition was granted.

Jacob's boldness and stubbornness are not to be
commended. He was a masterful man, self-willed and
perverse. He was one of those quiet, firm men who
will have his own way. Believing himself able to

force the fulfillment of the promise, he took things

into his own hands. The crisis came. A mysterious
person appeared to him clothed with divine authority,

demanding complete and irreversible submission.

Jacob resisted. The stranger wrestled with him until

the breaking of the day. Jacob continued unyielding.

For a time he seems to have been allowed to have the

upper hand in the struggle. Then came his needed
lesson. His divine antagonist, after asking him in

vain to let him go, "touched the hollow of his thigh

;

and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was strained as he

wrestled with him." A single touch of divine power
showed him that resistance was useless. At that

moment the scales fell from his eyes. He saw how
sinful he had been in contending with the Almighty.

He had come to an end of his own strength. He be-

came limp and nerveless. His wrestling ceased.

"Who am I that I can withstand God?" was the

thought that rushed through his mind.

Instantly he changes his course. Ceasing to wrestle

with Jehovah as an enemy to be mastered, and clinging

to him in weakness as a friend to be intreated, he cries

out, "I will not let thee go except thou bless me."
Then was it that he was blessed. Where strength

failed, faith prevailed ; where wrestling had wrought
defeat, faith brought victory. Jacob had no power
over God, but he had power with God. God did not

permit himself to be forced. In Hosea 12 : 4 it is said

that Jacob "wept and made supplication." His tears

were his weapons. He was successful not as a con-

batant, but as a supplicant. He wo* Knighted on the

field not for his prowess, but for his trust.

The thing that Jacob secured at Jabbok was not

victory over God, but victory over himself. He had
aspirations. His higher nature contended for su-

premacy over his lower nature. There was a conflict

going on in his soul such as his twin-brother Esau
never knew, hence in spite of his manifest imperfec-

tions he is taken as the type of the spiritual man,
while Esau stands as the type of the natural man. Out
of his long, hard struggle he came forth at the end

purified. Through much tribulation he entered the

kingdom.

After his experience at Jabbok, Jacob was a changed

man. His self-will and obstinacy gave place to docil-

ity and meekness. No longer did he try to be master

of his fate. He was willing to let God have his own
way with him. And for this he was honored. "Thy
name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel ; for

thou hast striven with God and with man and hast

prevailed." The Vulgate reads, "Thou hast had power
with God, and thou shalt prevail against men." Soon
afterward, in his meeting with Esau, trusting no
longer to cunning and intrigue, he prevailed against

his enraged brother by his gentleness and conciliation.

A noble victory!

Lessons from this incident:

1. Do not strive with God. There is no need to

wrestle with him to overcome his opposition ; no need
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to tease and worry him in order to wring a reluctant

blessing from his hand. He is willing to give, willing

to bless.

2. Cling to God in faith because you believe in his

love and grace. He is not like the unjust judge who
granted the request of the importunate widow in order

to avoid further trouble. Your loving Father delights

to answer your request. Go to him, therefore, with a

faith that will not be denied. Cleave to him with a

hold that will not be unloosened until the blessing is

bestowed. Say with Charles Wesley

:

Yes, I must maintain my hold,

'Tis thy goodness makes me bold

;

I can no denial take
Since I plead thy mercy's sake.

3. Be submissive. If you must wrestle, wrestle

with the devil, wrestle with yourself, but do not

wrestle with God. It is by the power of utter help-

lessness, and not by the power of native strength, that

any man prevails with God. When I am weak then

am I strong.

And when my all of strength shall fail

I shall with the God-man prevail.

The moment of self-despair and self-distrust is the

moment of victory, if then the soul will only cleave

to God, saying in humble trustfulness, "I will not

let thee go except thou bless me."

-BIBLICAL THEACHIJSTG.
T is a satisfaction to observe that the

preaching of the Bible is becoming more
common and popular. We hear on all sides

of men who are preaching series of ser-

mons on the books of the Scriptures or on
Bible characters, or are preaching straight

through a given portion of the Bible, and
the reports indicate that this type of

preaching is finding an acceptance on the

part of the audiences such as no other

preaching has secured. There is, no doubt,

a certain type of preacher who will still persist in be-

lieving that so-called sensational themes are the most
drawing. We may expect still to be afflicted by reports

of sermons on what are presumed to be the interesting

things of the hour, the latest literary sensation, the

discussion of some of those time-worn themes which,

under new guise, are constantly galvanized into a sem-
blance of life for the curiosity of seekers who wait

upon the ministry of men apparently incapacitated for

dealing with the great facts and experiences of our
holy faith. But it is a satisfaction to believe that those

preachers who are really serious in their attempts to

teach the Bible in their regular ministries are appre-

ciated by their people. Many instances of this kind
have come to light in recent days. We know of a pas-

tor who preached during the late spring and early

summer months on New Testament Books to audiences
that grew continually. Another performed a similar

service for different portions of the Old Testament.
Still another took up a careful and yet popular study
of Bible characters. A fourth gave a series of dis-

courses on the Gospel of Matthew, and yet another
dealt with the work of the prophets in historical se-

quence. From all these and many others, we have the

reports of eager attention and growing audiences.

It is unquestionably true that this kind of preaching
exacts a severer type of preparation from the preacher
than the ordinary methods of taking miscellaneous

themes, in many cases, already familiar to the preacher

from frequent repetition. The minister who sets out

to preach a series of sermons on the Holy Scriptures

from the standard of history and literature, and to

gain in this manner a platform from which to impress

the lessons of the Word of God, undertakes a task

which is truly ambitious, and which will demand from
him the most careful and laborious preparation, but

the rewards are ample, not only in the increase of

interest, but in the positive value to his people of such

a type of preaching. We are convinced that a return

to this form of tasks, which was much more common
a half century ago than today, but for which the

literary aids provided at the present time are im-

measurably beyond those of that earlier period, will

prove to be not only a vast improvement over the ordi-

nary type of preaching, but as well an intellectual and
spiritual stimulus for the ministry itself, whose con-

stant danger is that the Bible, the greatest source of

power in preaching, will be neglected in all regards

but those of the sheerest necessity for actual and limit-

ed pulpit preparation. Biblical sermons are indeed

demanded and appreciated. The price of their suc-

cessful presentation may be high in study on the

part of the minister, but he will be amply rewarded
bv the results.

IJSf WHA& SEJSfSE IS JESVS
OVR EXAMTLE?
A Question, and Ansttter.

If we say "I will do as Jesus would have me do,"

how may we find out what he would have us do ? Does
the Bible teach that Jesus is our example in everyday

business life? O. D. Maple, Cameron, 111.

It is the satisfaction of the Christian to believe that

Jesus is an example in every act of life. There is

no situation in which one cannot confidently turn to

the life of the Master and find in it the solution of

such difficulties as may arise. This solution does not

lie in the discovery of circumstances in his life just

like those in our own, but rather in the recognition of

the governing principles of his behavior, the ideals

which he taught and embodied, in correspondence with

which all conduct is to square itself. It is fortunate

that our Saviour did not give explicit instructions or

even illustrations of conduct upon all matters pertain-

ing to our life. We should have only been perplexed

by the multitude of things set down. The New Testa-

ment is not a book of rules or principles. A few illus-

trations are given, showing how Jesus conducted him-

self in accordance with the principles of his teaching

and life. Observing these we may carry the applica-

tion of the principles to every event of our own experi-

ence. Different minds may interpret with slight differ-

ence the application of these principles to the individ-

ual, but there can be no great difference arising out of a

sincere desire to follow Jesus. Nevertheless each must
face the problem for himself and determine what Jesus

would do in the given circumstances of his own career.

(See editorial in this issue on "The School of Christ").

The kingdom of Christ is the kingdom of the cross.

Those who attempt to take the cross from the Chris-

tian's shoulders do, in effect, aim to remove the crown
from his head.

—

Seeker.
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A JSfATIOJSfAL T'RAGE'Dy.
Like a thunderbolt out of a clear sky came the news

of President McKinley's attempted assassination. As
we write, his life still trembles in the balance, while

from a grief-stricken nation prayer rises unceasingly

to heaven for his recovery. It was a cruel fate that

struck him down in the heyday of his popularity, and
at the very moment when he was receiving the plaud-

its of a multitude assembled to do him honor. No
president since Lincoln's day has held a warmer place

in the hearts of the people. Not only has he worn
the flower of a blameless life, but he has ever been an
active, positive force on the side of social righteous-

ness. His love for his mother, his chivalrous devo-
tion to the wife of his youth have won for him the

tenderest regard. It is a dreadful reflection that our
modern social order could produce a wretch so base

as to have it in his heart to seek the death of such
a man. Yet this would-be assassin calmly and coolly

declared, "I am an anarchist and have only done my
duty." In contrast to his blood-curdling declaration

are the first words of the wounded President, "May
God forgive him."
From the heart of the nation comes the prayer,

"God save our President," and with it is joined the

prayer, "God comfort and sustain the sorely an-
guished wife."

A TEST OF CHA'RACTE'R.
In his letter to the Philippian church Paul says:

"This I pray, that ye may be sincere and void of of-

fense unto the day of Christ." (1:10.) The word
"sincere" literally means sun-tried, or sun-tested. The
figure seems to have been drawn from the familiar oc-

currence of taking a piece of cloth and holding it up
to the sun in order to test its quality. Paul was a
tent-maker, or rather a maker of goats' hair cloth, of
which tents were made, and in the manufacture of
which his native province of Cilicia was famed. In
taking the fruit of his looms to the merchants he must
therefore have seen them holding up the cloth to the
sun that they might examine its texture. So here
he prays that the Philippians might be able to stand
the test of the light and thus be "void of offense unto
the day of Christ."

Self-examination has not been thorough and com-
plete until the character has been sun-tried. We have
all to come to the light that our deeds may be made
manifest whether or not they have been wrought
in God. The light of day declares every man's work
of what sort it is. Character that will not stand the
test of light needs reforming.

COVJVT TOLSTOI AJVT> HIS VIEW OF
-DEA TH.

Count Tolstoi, the greatest of all the Russians, has
been sick. His sick room has been one of the world-
centers of interest. His death would be a relief to the

Russian government. Official Russia fears and hates

him, but the Russian peasantry love him tenderly and
passionately. They know that he is their friend. He
is not a professed revolutionist, but he teaches revo-

lutionary ideas—ideas before which every throne

founded upon unrighteousness would totter and fall.

His books are not for the Sunday school library.

They are strong meat which only the strong can

digest. The charge that they are purient is utterly

false ; but they are terribly realistic. They tear away
with a remorseless hand all disguises and conceal-

ments, and expose to view the festering sores of Rus-

sian social and official life. No wonder that they are

proscribed. The evils which they denounce demand
redress, and only by keeping them out of sight can

social revolution be prevented.

Count Tolstoi, now partially recovered from his ill-

ness, recently told a friend something of impressions

gained. "I did not recognize those around me dis-

tinctly," he said. "I seemed to be slipping softly but

surely into beatitude. Now there is the painful im-

pression of returning through bog? and quagmires

to terrestrial existence. I regret every moment of the

time between this world and the next."

To an interviewer he said : "I am feeling better,

and, to tell the truth, I am rather sorry for it, as I love

to be ill. Sickness and suffering destroy what is mor-
tal in man solely to prepare him for something better."

And, lowering his voice, he continued : "Don't let

Sophie Andrej evna (the countess) hear us. Between
you and me, I wouldn't like to get well again. If I

do I promise you to write down the thoughts on life

and death—if there is such a thing as death—that

have crystallized in my brain during the past weeks
wnile I lay here prostrate, undisturbed, happy. Their

upshot is that death is but an incident, an episode in

our present existence, while life itself never terminates.

Hence death has nothing terrible ; it portends only an
intermezzo in eternal life. As the slave looks for the

liberator so I look for death—look for it any moment,
would welcome it under all circumstances."

THE FAILVRE OF THE STEEL ST'RIK.E.

The effort of the Amalgamated Association of Steel

Workers to get their members who are employes of

the Illinois Steel Company to violate their contract

with the company and join the strike having failed,

the failure of the strike is inevitable. The strikers

have suffered from bad leadership. Arbitration is

now out of the question. The only course left is for

the strikers to resume work upon the proposed

terms and keep their powder dry for a juster issue.

Those who imagine that the collapse of this strike

means a death blow to trades unionism art greatly

mistaken. Trades unionism has its abuses, but it

grows out of the newly awakened spirit of brother-

hood which is characteristic of this age, and is one
of the agencies for social unification and progress.

It is really a conservative force, and constitutes one of

the most powerful bulwarks against social anarchy.

The principle for which it stands must continue to

grow, and upon the purification of its motives and the

improvement of its methods the welfare of society

depends.

One small life in God's great plan.

How futile.it seems, as the ages roll.

Do what it may, or strive how it can,

To alter the sweep of the infinite whole!

A single stitch in an endless web,

A drop in the ocean's flow and ebb,

But the pattern is rent where the stitch is lost,

Or marred where the tangled threads have crossed;

An ' each life that fails of the true intent

Mars the perfect plan that is Master meant.

—Susan Coolidge.
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Hetween \Ar.

In our next issue will be given the first of a series

•of symposiums on practical questions. The subject

of the symposium will be "How I Begin the Winter's

Work."

Another feature of our next number will be the first

installment of a story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent of

Galesburg, 111. The story, which will be in four parts,

is entitled "How John Wellman Commenced the

Twentieth Century."

The two following issues will contain respectively

symposiums on "The Young People and the Church,"
and "Revival Methods." Brief contributions on these

topics are invited.

In the present issue will be found the first letter

from our British correspondent, Dr. Wm. Adamson
of Windermere.

Multiplied testimonies of appreciation are reaching

us. But lest we should be exalted overmuch we are

reminded at times of our failure to reach the ideal.

We are, however, pressing on. If not yet an ideal

paper, we are a paper with an ideal, an ideal which
we intend unrestingly to pursue. In the arduous work
we have undertaken we bespeak the co-operation of

all those who with us seek the enlargement of the

kingdom of God. We invite attention to the special

trial offer referred to on the last page of the paper.

May we not confidently look for a hearty response?

Several American ministers have been traveling and
preaching in England during the summer. Among
these is Dr. Pentecost, who has returned for a few
weeks to his old church at Marylebone and expects to

go from London to Manila on a mission for the Amer-
ican Board. Another American in London is Dr.

Broughton of Atlanta, Georgia, the pastor of one of

the largest Baptist churches in the south. Dr. Lorimer
of Tremont Temple, Boston, has. been preaching at

Regent's Park Baptist chapel in London. Meantime,
several English and Scotch ministers have been to

America on similar journeys, though, unlike the Amer-
ican visitors to England, who for the most part remain
in London, the Englishmen who come to this country

are scattered widely and do more traveling.

CHICAGO JSTQUES.
The Congregational Ministers' Union was alone in

attempting to hold a meeting on Monday last. The
subject was vacation experiences; and the pale and
time-worn jokes of the brethren regarding the big
fish that got away failed to elicit much interest. Sure-
ly some more edifying topic might have been found.

Chicago public schools opened this week with a
large attendance. The enrollment will probably reach

275,000. No other city in the Union except New
York has a better showing. Last year the maintenance
of public schools cost $7,250,000, or an average of $25
per capita. Nine new buildings have been erected for

occupancy this year.

On Labor Day, Sept 2, an army of sixteen thousand
union men marched through the streets. A better-

dressed or finer-looking lot of workingmen it would be

impossible to find elsewhere. More impressive than

the display of banners and devices was the general ap-

pearance of physical vigor, manly independence and
marked intelligence displayed by the men themselves.

Merriment and good order everywhere prevailed.

The arrival of the steamer Midland Queen direct

from Manchester, England, last week, is an event of

some significance. This was the first foreign-built ship

to come direct from a European port to Chicago. It

will not be long before government will improve the

waterway between the lakes and the ocean, thus adding
another strand to that wonderful system of intercom-

munication by which the nations of the earth are being

bound together.

The meeting held in the Auditorium of the Y. M. C.

A. on Labor Day, under the auspices of the Citizens'

League, for the suppression of the sale of liquors to

minors and drunkards, was not largely attended, but

the interest manifested in protecting the boys and girls

of the city from the baleful influences of our 6,300 sa-

loons was apparent. Praise was given to the mayor
for his readiness to co-operate with the officers of the

society in the objects which they have in view. This

is a work in which there ought to be greater enthusi-

asm especially on the part of Sunday school superin-

tendents and pastors.

John P. Magrady, a Chicago photographer, claims

to have discovered a perpetual light. The secret of

this light is the combination of chemicals in a vacuum.
These chemicals, which are four in number, when
brought into contact in a glass or porcelain globe,

dissolve and throw out a strong and beautiful white

light. The globe will continue to give light so long

as it remains perfectly sealed. The inventor has had
one of the lamps burning steadily for seven months.
The light is of dazzling brightness, a test showing it

to be of thirty-six candle power. If the claims of the

inventor be fully substantiated a revolution will be

wrousrht in the methods of illuminatoin.

An interesting episode occurred at Trinity Re-
formed church on Sunday last, when Vice-President

Roosevelt occupied the pulpit.. He preached an im-

pressive sermon from the text, "Be ye doers of the

Word, and not hearers only." He pleaded for earnest-

ness, for openness, for steadfastness and for sincerity

in religion. "Heroism does not consist in doing strik-

ing deeds alone," he said. "It is in the little things

of daily life that the noblest heroism is proved. A man
might perform one famous, gallant deed and yet be a

coward in the worst sense. The greatest heroes are

those whose names are unknown of men but whose
thoughts and deeds, though small by the popular

measure, are mighty and unselfish in the eyes of God.
No man, not the best of you, lives out the best that

he learns in his church. If he but tries to follow the

Word, to do it, he has accomplished much. But to hear

it only, and then fall short of practice, is worse than

folly. I do not like to see a man slack in any of the

works of life. If a thing is worth doing it is worth
doing well, with all one's heart. That only will give

satisfaction. A sentence of Milton's has always ap-

pealed to me, 'A man that can stand the shock of con-

tact with the world can stand the contact of a Chris-

tian life and lead an active life in both.' The greatest

satisfaction in life is to look back upon duty well done."
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X/ntil XOe Die.

life, we know that some day it must be
Thy warm, dear sun shall set to rise no more,
And through the soul's unbarred and swinging door
The mist shall sweep that rolleth in from sea.

Yet from that hour of night we would not flee,

For sunset ever holds the dawn in store,

And death is life which leadeth still before,

After the opened gate hath set us free.

Nay, 'tis the unseeing eye, the unheeding ear, .

The hands that falter e'er the heart hath failed,

The heart that finds love's tasks too stern and high

—

'Tis shrinking life, not loss of days, we fear,

These things, not death, whereat our souls have quailed-

Life, grant that we may live until we die.

IS THE*RE A TLACE FO*R
DOVET AJVD A FOVJVDA-

TlOJSf FO*R FAITH?'
By George Luther Cady.

Part I.

R. VAN DYKE calls this an "Age of

M Doubt" and Dr. Bradford calls it "The Age
of Faith." It is both. They labor in vain

who attempt to abolish faith and make it

all doubt, and no less vain is the labor of

those who would crush out doubt and keep
it an age of faith. You cannot have one
without the other. If it were not pre-em-
inently a time of vigorous faith, doubt
would have no reason for existence, for it

is a parasite ; without doubt faith could not
thrive, for it would be an age of mere credulity, but
not of faith. Paradoxical as this seems, it is one of
the eternal antinomies of the human mind. Yet do
we not look upon every doubt as evil and every doubt-
er as willfully perverse, to be avoided as a case of

smallpox? All true men stand some time at the part-

ing of the ways and the sign-board is all blurred or the

vision is dimmed. They cannot honestly toss a penny
for the choice of the way, but must sit down and work
out their own salvation with fear and trembling.

Doubt is the signal the mind throws out to warn the

world that it is doing serious work. I do not mean
that supercilious, shallow-brained doubt which thrives

because it thinks it is smart, which shrugs its shoulders
because it does not care for truth, but that doubt which
doubts like Descartes in order to find truth. Men de-

spair of this age because it is an "Age of Doubt ;"

rightly viewed it. is the most hopeful feature about
it. Every age of doubt has been the messenger sent

before the face of truth to make straight the highway
and clear away the rubbish. The "Leben Jesu" of

Nathan Strauss fell upon the Christian Church with
almost paralyzing terror and men saw in it the great-

est foe of their faith that had appeared, but it opened
the way, or rather, forced the way open, for the most
magnificent study of the Man of Galilee since the Gos-
pels. The study of Christ is a modern study and our
bookshelves owe to Strauss the fact that they possess

a Geikie, an Edersheim and a Farrar. The second

effect was, as has been pointed out by Prof. Nash, the

modern eager and thorough study of the sources of

our knowledge of the Lord. There has followed all

the deep research of modern criticism; and while

many a devout soul has held his breath for fear his

faith in the Bible was being destroyed, today the Bible

needs less defence and apology than ever—it is more
usable, more believable, more available than it has

ever been in the history of the Church. Modern crit-

icism has made the Church its everlasting debtor—the

Bible needs no apology for its contents. So modern
philosophy owes its triumphs to the morning when
Descartes lay in bed and doubted everything that

could be doubted.

So it is with all true strong souls ! The man who
sits with mouth wide open and eyes shut like a young
robin swallowing whatever is brought to him, never
winking or making a wry face, has credulity, a few
half-masticated traditions, but no real faith. It is not

unreasonable to say that no man has a faith for which
he has not struggled or a religion over which he has

not agonized. Religion, like character, is not a gift

nor is it hereditary ; it is a victory—the crown given

only to the one who has scars. I like the young man
or woman who sees Doubt, big, brawny and brainy,

coming down the highway of life, and does not whine
nor whimper, nor allow the foe to see his back, but

buckles on his intellectual armor and wrestles for his

spiritual foundations and earns his faith. Browning
says:

You call for faith;

I show you doubt, to prove that faith exist?.

The more of doubt, the stronger faith I say
If faith o'ercomes doubt."

There are few strong men who have not an experi-

mental sympathy with Carlyle when the Everlasting

No had pealed authoritatively through all the recesses

of his being, and the Everlasting Yea had recorded

its undying protest, and he says : "It is from this hour
that I incline to date my spiritual New Birth

;
perhaps

directly thereupon I began to be a man."
Tennyson became the poet of faith only because he

knew the deeps of the sea of doubt and he sings of

himself as well as of his friend

:

"You say, but with no touch of scorn.

Sweet-hearted, you whose light-blue eyes
Are tender over drowning flies,

You tell me, doubt is devil-born.

I know not: one indeed I knew
In many a subtle question versed.

Who touched a jarring lyre at first..

But ever strove to make it true:

Perplext in faith but pure in deeds,

At last he beat his music out.

There lives more faith in honest doubt,.

Believe me, than in half the creeds.

He fought his doubts and gathered strength-
,

He would not make his judgments blind.

He faced the spectres of his mind.
And laid them; thus he came at length

To find a stronger faith his own."

The man who has seriously and honestly wrestled

with his doubts will have a sword of faith which does

not sound back with the dull thud of a stick when he

meets the foes of active life, but one which has the

true ring of a tempered steel. There is room for the

profoundest optimism for a ma'"1 ™* an age of doubt

if met with sympathy and not suspicion.

\Yhat was the difficulty with David in "The Reign
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of Law"? Granting that the book is a very beauti-

ful nature study, but a most superficial study of re-

ligious experience; that to put a young man fresh

from the hemp fields through Darwin, Tyndall, etc.,

in eighteen months is a little too swift pace for our

gravity, yet if David was not an intelligent, we must

concede that he was an honest and a representative

doubter. If the author had made a good study of

adolescence he would have known that his hero (?)

was characteristic of that period, but not of maturity.

What was his difficulty? It was not the dissensions

of the church, for a religion that is worth having

is worth keeping in face of church quarrels ; a man
may be forced to live without the church in such cases,

but he is not forced to live without Christ. Neither

was it the conflict of science and religion, for brighter

minds than his have found room for evolution and

the Bible, for Darwin and Christ in the same brain

;

all the leading men of science in the university with

which I am connected are firm believers in the Bible

and active workers in the churches. The difficulty

with David was that he found no sympathy. The
whole story reads like a tragedy of errors ; the abuse

of the pastor in his study, the cry of the thick-brained

mother, and the brutal kick of the father, but no one

to stand beside him as did the sweet girl later and say,

"You will need me all the more !" "You cannot cure

blindness by striking it across the eyes ;" neither can

you make men to know God by being godless toward
them ! There is no time in all life when a young man
needs help so much as when he stands in the valley

of decision, at the parting of two ways ; and it will

all depend upon whether he gets sympathy or ostra-

cism ho.w he will come out.

Starbuck closes his chapter on adolescent doubt

with these words : "Instead of trying to crush doubt it

would be wiser to inspire earnestness and sincerity of

purpose in the use of it for the discovery of truth.

If doubts are evil, it is because there is a wicked nature

behind them. Doubt is a means of calling up and
utilizing the latent possibilities of one's nature. If

there is a boundless substratum of healthy life on
which to draw, and if there is a high degree of earnest-

ness in the desire to know truth in order to use it,

doubts are rather to be met and mastered than to be

shunned."
Iowa State University.

JX/S-T "BE GLA.H.

O heart of mine, we shouldn't

Worry so.

What we've missed of calm we couldn't

Have, you know

!

What we've met of stormy pain,

And of sorrow's driving rain,

We can better meet again,

If it blow.
We have erred in that dark hour

We have known

;

When the tears fell with the shower,
All alone.

Were not shine and shower blent

As the gracious Master meant?
Let us temper our content

With His own.
For we know not every morrow

Can be sad

;

So, forgetting all the sorrow
We have had,

Let us fold away our fears,

And put by our foolish tears,

And through all the coming years

Just be glad.

J1AZ,A'RE15H OF TOVA^-A
MEMO'Ry.
F. M. Blatchford.

F you could only see it, and know that

I
through all those silent years of our Lord's

life he saw it, too. Yes, he saw the same
little town up in the hills of Galilee. It

does not crown the hill-top quite as a fort-

ress would, for the top of that hill is not a

point or a plateau, but a depression with-

in the hill itself like a deep saucer. You
must climb up from the town of Nazareth
to get the wide view of earth and sky and
sea. Jesus Christ must have taken that

climb many times to look off toward the setting sun

;

or to see the glories of a new day streaming up from
the east ; or in the star-light to be alone with God.
For in the stress of his after life he seemed to gain

rest from his arduous service by just this habit of his

boyhood, of communing with his Father on the heights

in the silence of night.

But listen now to this incident which happened to a

little citizen of the Nazareth of today, and realize that

there was something in this little Syrian maiden which*

suggests that she might have been a fellow-citizen of

the wonderful Child nineteen hundred years ago. This
little girl was at the Virgin's fountain. She was stand-

ing erect and triumphant, for she had just finished her
family washing! If you could have but seen her, with
her great, dark, glowing eyes, her abundant dark hair,

only half seen for the bright kerchief which in part

bound it in tidiness and in part covered it from the

hot Syrian sun. Her only garment was a striped, gay
cotton slip coming below her knees. She had but

nine or ten years in her age, but in spite of her ex-

treme youth she was swift and practiced and self-re-

liant in all her motions. Just why she was doing a

little woman's work there was no way of knowing.
Perhaps her mother was ill and depended upon her;

perhaps there was a sick baby who claimed all the

mother's care ; or perhaps there was no mother at all

in the home except this little embryo one.

But to go back from these imaginings to the real

little girl standing by the low stone parapet which
surrounds the hard flagging by the well. Her pot-

tery jar had been filled from the abundant living

water of the fountain, and was leaning against the

well. Her washing was done and the wet garments
patted and pressed into a blue cotton cloth by those

swift, tiny, brown hands. This bundle, rather larger

than an ordinary cottage loaf, was placed on her
shoulder. Then with one knee on the step, the little

unconscious athlete swung up to the top of her head
the jar of water. One could but watch in mute ad-
miration a feat so graceful in the beautiful child. No
plodding service dully and clumsily performed, but a

little girl radiant with life, doing a service because she
loved. A moment she stood still to find her perfect

poise, and then very slowly and carefully one small

foot was placed on the step below and then the other
until the stone pavement of the narrow oriental street

was safely reached. One could but love her more with
every new motion, and give her an affectionate fol-

lowing as her steps became faster and she was about
to disappear around the corner of the shadowed street.

But just at that moment came a swift figure—was it

a boy or a lurking spirit of evil ? He had a scarf in

his hand, and with a swing of his arm snapped it at the
little bare feet of the water carrier. One could not
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fly to catch that trembling jar! The instant of ar-

rested progress was enough to lose the wonderful
poise. The little clinging hands tried to save its fall,

but failed, and down it came with a crash. It broke
in a thousand pieces, splashing the water over the

damp stones. The destruction of the water jar was
complete, but was as nothing beside that broken-heart-

ed child. First, she was speechless with fright and
terror, then looking at the waste about her, she dropped
on her knees and sobbed bitterly. She was at once
surrounded by helpers, a new jar given her and sooth-

ing, sympathetic words. But the sorrow for what is

ruined had entered her heart, and she would not soon
be comforted. The poor little boy had not seen these

consequences. He was chagrined, and fearing the re-

venge of public sentiment, he flew like a bird of ill

omen down the nearest passage he could find.

Let us not forget that the heart of a little child can
break, and let us not forget that we have near us these

little fellow-citizens of Jesus Christ who need com-
forting. George Eliot has truly said : "These bitter

sorrows of childhood ! When sorrow is all new and
strange, when hope has not got wings to fly beyond the

days and weeks, and the space from summer to sum-
.mer seems measureless."

'B'RWISH CO'R'RESTOJsrVEJVCE.
By William Adamson, D. D.

GENERAL feeling pervades the Christian

Church on both sides of the Atlantic that

the New Century should be in a prominent
degree a Christian Century. In order that

it may be so, to the extent possible, the

two great Anglo-Saxon nations of the

United States and Britain must join hands
before the cross and him who died there,

reconsecrate themselves to his service and
pledge themselves to work for the exten-

sion of his kingdom. Such a union of

heart and effort would go far to the elevation of the

race and the advancement of those things which are

dear to the heart of our common Lord and Saviour.

It was therefore with no common feelings of gladness

that I saw the first number of your "Christian Cen-
tury," and I said to myself, "This is what is required

to give an impetus to the cause of humanity and of

God." May your expectation be more than realized,

and may thousands be, by your agency, raised to a

higher spiritual platform than that which they have
previously occupied, and be led to live more for the

glory of the Master, whose Spirit is ready to energize

every soul willing to receive a blessing. If we are

straitened it is in ourselves and not in God.

Uhe X/nited Free Church.
It may be ancient news to some of your readers to

tell them about the union of the Free Presbyterian

churches in Scotland. There may be some, however,
who do not understand the ecclesiastical condition of

the land of Knox, Chalmers, Guthrie, Wardlaw, and
Morison. Up to the end of last year there were three

large Presbyterian churches which had the same creed

and form of church government. There was first the

Established Church of Scotland, which, historically, is

the mother of us all. Secondly, there was the Free
church, which sprang out of the famous disruption in

1843, when Chalmers and his large following left the

State church and constituted a church which has had
a remarkable history. And thirdly, there was the

United Presbyterian church, formed b}' the union of
the secession and relief churches which originally broke
away from the Established church on matters pertain-
ing to the true headship of Christ, and the power of
Caesar in the ordering of the house of God. After
prolonged negotiations the two last-named denomina-
tions were united in October of 1900, and now are
known as "The United Free Church of Scotland."
Its churches and ministers are about as numerous as
those of the State church and the membership num-
bers very nearly half a million. It seems to me that

this body of Christians will constitute the church of
the future for the nation. It has within it the re-

sources necessary for consolidation and expansion.
On the human side its most important element of
strength is the men fitted and furnished for the work
of the ministry in its largest sense, devout, earnest,

scholarly, and withal humble. Amongst them are such
men as Principal Rainy, Professors A. B. Davidson,
Denney, Orr, Dods, Salmon and Geo. Adam Smith,
and the Rev. Drs. Alexander Whyte, Stalker, White-
law and Hastings. Besides those, who from age and
experience occupy the foremost rank as leaders of
thought, there is a large number of young men who
will make their power felt, and even now are com-
manding attention as preachers and writers on some
of the most fundamental doctrines of religion. I do
not attempt at present to give the reasons why I be-

lieve there never was a church more richly endowed
with able, erudite and devoted teachers and preachers
than the United Free Church of Scotland. My con-
viction is recorded all the more freely because I do not
belong to this communion.

It is also to be noted that a remarkable change has
passed over the professors and pastors of this church
as to doctrine within the last half century. They do
not stand doctrinally where they stood in 1843 and
after, and they are moving further from the stand-

ards year by year. The original leaders of the Free
church were firm and narrow Calvinists. Dr. Cand-
lish wrote with all his energy, which was not little, a
defense of a strictly limited atonement ; though before
his death he seems to have departed from this view of
the extent of the work of the Saviour. Principal

Cunningham—the theologian of the Disruption—was
a thorough and consistent adherent and expounder of
the doctrines of the Westminster Confession of Faith.

Professor Gibson's chief work was entitled "Man's
Natural and Moral Inability to Believe the Word of

God." And the doctrine that a sinner was regenerated

by the Holy Spirit through belief of the gospel was
looked upon as a heresy which demanded the expul-

sion of the pastor who held it. Very different ideas

and spirit are at present declared and manifested in

the pulpits of the same churches. The love of God
for all men is the burden of the message delivered,

and no one says that it should be anything else. To-
day the living faith of the church is not that of the

third chapter of the Confession of Faith, but that of the

Scriptures, as defined in the Declaratory Acts, by
which, as a minister said to me, they are now enabled

to preach without reserve from the words, "God so

loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth in him might not perish but

have everlasting life." The evangelical spirit and the

personal piety of the ministers of this section of the

household of faith have prevented some of their ablest

men from being diverted from the Cross by the move-
ment among many in sympathy with the theories of

the higher critics. Some of the professors and pastors
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have taken a foremost place as advocates of the ad-

vanced views, but at the same time they have held

fast to the great verities of the Lord's true divinity,

his Atonement, Resurrection, Ascension and Interces-

sion. Of other churches and matters I will, D. V., write

again.

Windermere, England.

THE T. S. A. IJV F. 2.
ME^EICS C//VRC//.

By Willard B. Thorp.

HE "Pleasant Sunday Afternoon" has be-

Tcome so well established an institution in

England that the letters P. S. A. in Sunday
announcements are as well understood as

C. E. among us. The organization appar-
ently corresponds pretty closely to what we
would call a Men's Club, and its work cen-

ters about a Sunday afternoon meeting for

men only. Having some little curiosity

to see what these meetings would be like, I

took the opportunity afforded by a Sab-
bath in London to attend the P. S. A. at Dr. Meyer's
church in Westminster Bridge Road. The interior

arrangement of the church is in what we would call

the Episcopal style, with stone arches, reading desk,

pulpit and choir. On entering the church at 3 130 I

found about 300 men assembled. They were plain

men with rough faces, most of them apparently from
the laboring classes. It was about such an audience
as might assemble at our Sunday afternoon Y. M. C.

A. meetings. From allusions made during the meet-
ing I judge the vacation season had somewhat reduced
the attendance. On the platform were half a dozen
officers and speakers, behind them a band of ten pieces,

and at the right a choir of perhaps sixteen male voices.

The chairman, apparently a minister, announced that

the choir would sing "Jesus saves." The singing

called forth a hearty round of applause, which was the

first feature of the service which would strike a vis-

itor as novel. The audience was evidently in a pleas-

ant mood and liked to hear itself applaud. It ap-

plauded pretty nearly everything except the prayers,

including some very indifferent solo singing and the

announcement of the amount of last Sunday's collec-

tion. It joined earnestly in the Lord's Prayer after a

brief prayer by a minister. It did not sing very well, al-

though the one or two gospel hymns were printed on
a leaflet. Some visitors were present from a P. S. A.
in Yorkshire, and at the suggestion of the chairman
they rose in their seats and were applauded. One of

the officers was asked to say a few words which "might
help the collection a bit," and managed to combine an
earnest religious exhortation with a good-natured plea

for funds. The band played with more noise than
music during the collection. Then a lawyer appeared
in the high pulpit, and after the hand-clapping had
ceased, gave a capital short talk of perhaps twelve
minutes in which one or two personal anecdotes and
bits of description were used to point a spiritual truth.

He dropped his h's badly, but his talk was interesting

and helpful. Then the minister who was supplying
the pulpit that day gave another brief talk from the

platform, in which he spoke of himself as coming from
a P. S. A. in Reading, 700 strong. At the conclusion
of his talk the limit of one hour had evidently been
reached and the meeting was dismissed with hymn
and benediction. I waited a little to see if there would

be any special evidence of attention to strangers, but
did not find any. The men dispersed quickly, and the
monthly paper of the P. S. A. was being cried in the

vestibule.

What, on the whole, was the impression produced
by the service? I have purposely described it with-
out any attempt to idealize, and perhaps have dwelt
too much upon the little infelicities that would strike a
critical visitor. But no one could be present without
feeling that it was a thoroughly wholesome and help-
ful meeting and that good was being done. In the
morning I had attended service in Westminster Ab-
bey. It was stately and beautiful, and Canon Gore's
sermon was a careful balancing of different sides of
truth. But of the two services I have no hesitattion

in affirming that the "brief, bright, brotherly" meeting
of the P. S. A. was calculated to do more good to those
who attended. There was something in the earnest

words of exhortation that might well serve to steady
a man amid the temptations of the great city. There
was a reminder that he was a soldier and that he must
make his life a battle. It struck the note of moral
appeal which every one of us needs to have struck
for him continually, and which the Abbey service failed

to strike, although I doubt not its congregation of
tourists needed it quite as much in their way as the

crowd of rough men and boys on Westminster Bridge
Road.
London.

AJV ILLVSTItATIOff.
R. W. Gammon.

|S I was returning from the city one winter's

day on a suburban train, a friend of mine
took a seat with me. Our talk drifted to

the events of the day, and he told me that

he had been down to help his sister to

change cars at Dearborn station. I gath-

ered from his conversation that his sister

had married some years before and had
moved to the far West. The day previous
he had received a telegram from the sister

announcing the death of her youngest child,

that she was taking the body to Michigan for burial,

that her husband could not come, would her brother
help her to change cars? He had done so, but was
prevented from attending her on her journey by sick-

ness in his own family.

After relating these circumstances he was silent for

a time and then made this remark: "Strange what
changes the Master can make in a human life ! My
sister was a laughing, harum-scarum girl, always ready
for fun, for a good time—the latter to her always
meant something out of the ordinary. When her
black eyes began to snap, father and mother, who are

staid Quakers, knew that trouble was brewing; my
sister was constantly doing something that outraged
their feelings ; between a good sober way of doing and
the outlandish one she generally chose the latter. Our
aunts, uncles, and grandparents predicted disaster for

Florence, the creature of moods and impulses. That
was fifteen years ago. How different she was today!
The circumstances were so depressing—that cold

northwest wind whistled mournfully through the car
sheds, the sky had a dull leaden hue portending a

storm, the rattle of the vehicles on the frozen streets

made me shiver. As my sister and I went down be-

tween the long lines of cars we passed a truck upon
which was a little box. A spasm of pain shook my
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sister's frame, a look of agony for a moment was on

her face, she murmured, There's Roger!' and I knew
that we had passed the body of her little one. The
tears sprang to our meeting eyes, but the look of pain

was gone and in the face where so often before fun

and outbreaking mischief had reigned supreme I now
saw peace, trust, and victory. When parting from her

in the car I told her I was glad she was so brave and

triumphant. 'Yes,' said she, 'the Master is with me
and one of the old hymns has been giving me comfort

all this day.' Then she spoke for me these comfort-

ing lines

—

Not now, but in the coming years,

It may be in the better land,

We'll read the meaning of our tears,

And then sometime we'll understand.

God knows the way; he holds the key,

He guides us with unerring hand,

Sometime with tearless eyes we'll see

;

Yes, then up there we'll understand.

"I left her there to continue her sad but triumphant

journey—triumphant because Jesus had transformed

her life."

My friend left the train at the next station, and as I

journeyed homeward I had a new view of Jesus,, the

Master of Life.

Pueblo, Colorado.

CHWRCH LETTERS.
D. A. Wickizer.

NE of the serious problems that confronts

Oour city work is how to save the people

\
who move from the rural districts into the

cities. Thousands of Christian people come

to our cities and never find fellowship with

Christian churches. Many times this is

because coming from smaller places they

are afraid of city churches. Others find it

so convenient to take a vacation, having

been in service for many years and never

before had a good opportunity for such a

luxury.

Can we not introduce among us a system of grant-

ing church letters that will save many of these people

to the cause of Christ, and spare our pastors of much

labor that is largely wasted? We understand that

many times it is necessary to spend more time with a

sinner who has in his possession a church letter, that

we may persuade him to place the same with a con-

gregation, than it would be to convert a sinner not in

possession of such an instrument.

Why can we not introduce among us the following

method : When a member moves to another place let

the church order that the pastor or clerk shall send

to the pastor or elders of the congregation where the

said brother has moved, a letter of recommendation,

and upon receipt of that letter they shall enter his name

upon their church records as a member with them.

Then they can send their calling committee to wait

upon this brother and welcome him to their work and

fellowship, and without intermission and without loss

to the cause he enters at once upon his Master's work.

Brethren, send a word to the Century concerning

this subject. If the above plan meets your approval

commend it; if you have something better let the

churches know what it is. The churches can not af-

ford our present system that furnishes so great an

opportunity for loss.

Beatrice, Neb.

CROWTH OF LI'B'RA'RIES.
IXTEEN million dollars were given to

Si American libraries in the year ending July
i. The gifts cover nearly every state of

the union, but they are by no means equally

distributed. Of gifts in money the north
Atlantic states, from Maine to Pennsyl-
vania, received five-sixths of all, and sev-

en-twelfths of the money for buildings. Of
what was left the lion's share fell to the

north central states, from Ohio to Kansas.
These absorbed four-fifths of the remain-

ing gifts for buildings and nearly half of the gifts in

money. To the south Atlantic states came only $637,-
000; to the south central only $275,000. The dis-

tinctively western states, from Montana to California,

showed gifts of $590,000. Of course Mr. Carnegie is

to be credited with a greater part of this beneficence,

more than $11,000,000 of the $16,000,000 coming from
him. Next in significance is the gift of the John Car-
ter Brown Library, with an accompanying endow-
ment, to Brown University at Providence. The whole
exhibition, however regarded, is one of which the na-
tion may well be proud, as indeed it may of the general

public library statistics for the year, for, according

to the reports of the Education Bureau, there are 5,383
essentially public libraries, with over 1,000 volumes,
in the United States, an increase of 25 per cent in five

years, coupled with a still greater increase in volumes,
from 33,000,000 to nearly 45,000,000. Here again the

north Atlantic division is far in the lead, with more
than half the books, and nearly half the organizations.

New York, as might be expected, has most, but Mas-
sachusetts presses her close in both regards, and in

proportion to wealth and population has a long lead

over any, save possibly her neighbor, Rhode Island.

AMETUCAft COLLEGES.
There are 629 universities and colleges and forty-

three schools of technology in the United States. The
total value of the property possessed by institutions

for higher education amounts to $342,888,361, a gain
of about $31,000,000 over the amount for the preceding
year. The endowment fund amounts to $154,120,590.
The total income for the year, excluding benefactions,

amounted to $27,739,154. The value of gifts and be-

quests during the year 1898-9 amounted to $21,925,-

436. Some $2,500 is invested for each student who is

now enjoying the advantages of any of the institutions

of learning.

Classical courses claim by far the greater number
of students in American colleges. In the college year

1898-9 in those courses there were 35.595 students

out of the 147,164. In the same year 21,860 were tak-

ing the general culture courses, 9,858 general science

courses, 2,593 instruction in agriculture, 4.376 in me-
chanical engineering, 2,550 in civil engineering and
2,320 in electrical engineering; 1,032 students were
studying mining engineering, 62y architecture, 9,501

pedagogy and 6,698 were taking business courses.

The number of degrees conferred during the year

for work done was 15,087—10,794 on men and 4,293
on women. Thirty-eight different varieties of degrees

were conferred and in some cases only one candidate

received a degree—musical doctor, for example. Seven
hundred and thirty-five honorary degrees were con-

ferred.

In 1872 the number of students to each 1,000,000 of
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population was 573; in 1880 it had increased to 770,
in 1890 to 850, in 1893 to 1,037, while in 1899 the

number was 1,196.

LEVROSy If* THE VJVITET)
STATES.

According to scientific investigations, directed from
Washington, which have been going on for several

months, there are about 275 reported cases of leprosy

in the United States. It is thought probable that the

real number may be nearer 1,000. For various reasons

physicians who have cases of this disease in many
instances either fail or refuse to report them. But the

number reported is sufficiently large to occasion some
alarm. Seventy-four of the known cases are in New
Orleans, chiefly among the Italian population. There
are twenty-three in Minnesota, mostly among Scandi-

navians in the rural settlements. There are fifteen cases

in North Dakota and two in South Dakota, among the

same people. So far as has been ascertained, there

are none in Michigan nor in Indiana ; Chicago has five

cases, and New York six. Boston has none.

It is noteworthy that nearly all of the two hundred
and seventy-five reported victims are foreigners. The
Scandinavians seem peculiarly susceptible to the dis-

ease. They either had it when they landed in Amer-
ica, or contracted it shortly after landing. Every one

of the cases in the Dakotas and Minnesota is located

in the country, in localities rather remote even from
small towns. The disease seems to be spreading most
rapidly in Louisiana, and for several years there has

been agitation there in favor of efficient supervision

and control of all leprous patients, either by the state

or by the government.—Boston Transcript.

TLEASA JSf TORIES.
"Brother Jones has sent us a mess of greens," writes

a Georgia editor. "May the good Lord send us some
bacon to boil with 'em."

—

Atlanta Constitution.

"Now, Sammy, have you read the story of Joseph ?"

"Oh, yes, uncle." "Well, then, what wrong did they

do when they sold their brother?" "They sold him
too cheap."

A little girl, being examined for admission into

the church, was asked : "Why did the Israelites make
a golden calf ?" The prompt reply was : "They had
na as muckle siller as wad make a coo

!"

Mike Donovan, when he visited the cemetery,

noticed on a tombstone the following inscription

:

"Sacred to the memory of a lawyer and an honest
man." "By the powers," said Mike, "that's a strange

custom, to bury two men in one grave!"

"And so, John, you ha' become an Independent?"
said the clergyman of the Established church. " 'Deed,
sir, that's just true." "Oh, John, I'm sure ye ken that

a rolling stane gathers nae moss!" 'Aye, that's true,

too, but can ye tell me what gude the moss does to

the stane ?"

During the discussion at a meeting of the Trinity
College Historical Society upon the slight considera-
tion attached to life by uncivilized nations, a speaker
mentioned the extraordinary circumstance that in

China if a man were condemned to death he could
easily hire a substitute to die for him ; "and," the de-
bater went on, "I believe many poor fellows get their

living by acting as substitutes in that way !"

—

London
Spectator.

Father (severely)
—"My son, this is a disgrace-

ful state of affairs. The report says you are the last

boy in the class of twenty-two." Henry—"It might
have been worse, father." Father—"I can't see how."
Henry—"There might have been more boys in the
class."

—

Boston Traveler.

They tell a story to the effect that when the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals proposed to

establish a branch in a leading city of Spain the
municipal body courteously accepted the proposal and
offered to hold a grand bullfight at once to furnish
the funds.

—

Troy Times.

The mother of one of our soldiers in the late war
was busy packing a box containing food to send to
him, and the servant was watching the operation.
Having put in the last article, the mother said : "I
guess that is all, Nora; we will now nail it up." "Ex-
cuse me, mum," said Nora, "but how will he ever open
it without we put in an ax?"

As a train was moving out of a Scotch station a
man in one of the compartments noticed that the por-
ter, in whose charge he had given his luggage, had not
put it into the van, and so shouted at him and said

:

"Hi! you old fool! What do you mean by not put-
ting my luggage in the van?" To which the porter
replied : "Eh, man ! yer luggage is ne'er such a fool

as yersel'! Yer i' the wrang train!"

People who "lay themselves out" to talk always
remind me of the delegate at the political convention,
the worthy whose enthusiasm was so contagious that

a reporter, weary of the dry bones of things, asked
him for a summary of his views on the burning ques-
tion. "What do you think of the situation?" he asked.
"What do I think?" exclaimed the vociferous one.
"Young man, you mistake my employment. I'm not
here to think; I'm here to holler!"

—

Philadelphia
Times.

A military Tory candidate for Parliament was ad-
dressing a meeting of voters in an English village at

a by-election which took place toward the end of
1892. The candidate was known to be strongly in

favor of flogging in the army, and this was being
used against him with damaging effect. Defending
himself, the orator urged that no necessary disgrace
attached to being flogged. "Why," cried he, "I was
flogged myself once, and it was for telling the truth."
"And it cured 'ee naw doubt," said a rustic in the
meeting.

The smallest service we can do,
With seal of love divine,

Will some one's fainting faith renew,
The heart to God incline;

We are not left to work alone,
But stand as servants true,

Each little kindly action known
By him we may not view.

—Cora C. Bass.
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OVR TMLTIT.
THE, PE'RFECTIJVG OF MAJSf,

W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D.

Text: Matthew 5: 48: Be ye also perfect as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect.

|VERY one who lives a rational life feels

that there is some meaning in it, and that

the meaning is not to be found merely in

its details. He cannot explain his man-
hood by stating the amount of money he
possesses, or the business he pursues, or

even what family relations he has. He
knows and we know that the meaning of

his life is more than the sum of these.

Every man knows that the meaning of his

life, if it is to be worth thinking of, can
only be described by the word that enters into the

above title—the perfecting of man. No man would
be content with a religion that does not promise to

perfect him. He knows that a religion which is to be

true and final, on which he can cast his whole strength,

must be one which aims solely, ultimately, at perfect-

ing his manhood. Accordingly, it is of great impor-
tance to us that Christ, our Lord, and his apostles

after him, do put this word in a significant way into

every part of their teaching and that they speak to us

about the perfecting of man. They will not trifle

with our affections, or our interests, or our impulses

in any direction whatsoever. They will not tell us

that we are to be content with anything else than the

best we can conceive. They will not allow us to sit

down satisfied with anything beneath the infinitude of

heaven itself. They tell us that we are to aim at the

perfecting of man. And the inspiration of the Gos-
pel, and the meaning of the religion of Jesus Christ,

is that it offers to us the perfecting of man.

/, XOhat U Perfection?

What do we mean by perfecting? No doubt the

word may be used easily and lazily in a negative way.
But the idea of perfection as applied to any fact ought
to be most positive and most noble. We shall find

then that two ideas which are very closely related to

one another are included in it. When the artist has

fashioned for us a noble statue and we stand before

it, saying, That is perfect, he has drawn us on to that

assertion because he and we cherish together a cer-

tain ideal. We see that what his hands have wrought
represents as fully as we desire the ideal that we had
in mind ; and we rejoice and are filled with gladness

because his mind and ours were at one and meet and
greet each other in his triumphant work. Accordingly
we call that perfect which fulfills its ideal.

Now, some one has an ideal of you and you will

never be perfect until you represent it concretely, ac-

tually, in the man you are. You may have, you ought
to have, some glimpse of that ideal in your own mind

;

and if you are worth anything, my brother, you know
that you do not come anywhere near it. But for us,

instructed in the Christian religion, there is something
more wonderful, more terrible, than that. We find

that even our ideal falls short of the real ideal. No man
yet has ever seen the beauty of his manhood as God
sees it. No man ever yet has proposed to himself to
become anything so glorious in strength, so perfect
in spirit, as that which God proposed when he fash-
ioned him and set him in the world with the nature
out of which it must be made. The idea of perfect-
ing, then, means on one side of it the embodying of
the ideal, the realizing of the most perfect intention
that could be formed, in some one individual fact.

But the word perfecting has a slightly different
meaning when we take an instrument in our hands
and say, That is a perfect instrument. The idea now
is of a practical end outside itself, some use to which it

can be put. A man who fashions a knife skilfully and
perfectly, makes a knife so perfect in shape and so true
in steel that it is perfectly adapted to the work of a
knife. If it is a good instrument, it will cut well,
last well, hurt less than any other instrument more
clumsily made. When a man builds a church we call

it a faulty church if it does not fit into the use that it

ought to serve as a place of worship, an inspiration
of worshipful feelings, and as aiding in every way it

can the worshipful attitude of mind and heart. In
the idea of perfecting any object we include then,
these two ideas, that it shall embody some ideal and
that it shall serve some true purpose.

2. The "Perfecxion of Man.

Now, when I speak of the perfecting of man, do I

mean merely one of those two things? No, I mean
both of them. There is an ideal somewhere, of perfect
manhood, and there is a wonderful use to which man-
hood can be put. That man only is being perfected
who is traveling towards that ideal, or who is becom-
ing useful for the end of his own individual manhood.
When, therefore, we speak about the perfecting of
man, when we hear Jesus saying, Be ye therefore per-
fect, even as your Father which is in heaven is per-
fect, when we are urged to cherish the idea of per-
fection by an apostle, and told that the ministers of the
church are to lead us towards a perfect or full-grown
manhood, let us remember that all this is meant. The
perfecting of man ! If God has formed the ideal of

me, what sort of a man should I be, and what a miser-
able thing have I become ! If God has formed his

ideal of you, what sort of man or woman ought you
to be ! And how do you feel yourself in relation to

God's ideal of you? On the other hand, if we are to

be perfect for the uses of God, how useful have we
been for God ? Has he obtained anything through us ?

His ideal of our perfection is not to end in simply the

fashioning of a beautiful statue, warm with the flush

of life upon it, for other spirits to surround with ar-

tistic admiration. If he has formed an ideal of you
and me, it is of us living and of us moving, of us ac-

tive amongst our fellowmen, of us as we shake hands
and greet one another, as we deal with one another in

business, as we pray alone, as we work in public. The
ideal is one of the uses to which you and I can be put
in our relations among men. The perfecting of the man.
therefore, must mean the perfecting of the individual

and the perfecting of the race at once.

J. The Command Which Condemn.

Our Lord gave to us this command. Be ye perfect,

and this ideal is held up to us by the Christian relig-

ion. Now, if that were all relig-ion had to say about
it, there is no command that could crush more cruelly

in despair than that. Be ye perfect as your Father
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which is in heaven is perfect! As perfect as he is,

who is removed above all temptation, above all change,

as he who dwells in the perfection of his everlasting

life, who is faultless, pure as light, who is ineffable

love, who is all power and all wisdom and all right-

eousness, so that you cannot think of anything, of any

form of perfection, in which God does not perfectly

surpass your conception of it. We are to be perfect

as our Father which is in heaven is perfect. People

talk sometimes of the Sermon on the Mount as the

program, or essence and summary of Christianity.

It would be the program of our doom if we had

no more. That sermon is the setting forth of the ideal,

the perfecting of man ; and if that was all, it had been

too much ; too much for the vitality, for the hope, for

the energy of the best men in the race. It is the best

men who despair mostly easily ; it is the loftiest souls

and most sensitive natures that would go down in

gloom if that only had been what Christ gave us—the

perfected man depicted in a divine sermon. He gave

a great deal more. He came to put within our reach

the instruments for the perfecting of man. Yes, Chris-

tianity is the force that sets this work in motion. It

is the energy that enters into a man and for the first

time makes it possible for him to live upwards to-

wards the ideal that is ever far off as long as he is in

this world, the ideal of himself as he begins to see it

away beyond in the heart of his God. It is the Gospel of

Jesus Christ that first of all arouses in men the desire

for this intelligible, practical, real, hope of becoming

perfect, and it is the same that provides for us the

ministries through which that is to be attained.

4. The Ministries of "Perfection.

Ordinarily when we speak of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ as being useful for the perfecting of man, we
mean the preaching of his redemptive work ; and that

is the soul of the thing. But, taking that for granted,

let us look at this fact, that when the apostle speaks

about our being led forward into a perfect manhood,
unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of

Christ, he is speaking of the ministries of the church,

he is speaking of those kinds of work about which
we are engaged here, he is speaking about the ways
in which men meet one another for their Christian

work.. He holds that these are means which are be-

ing employed of God for the perfecting of the indi-

vidual man. It is not in isolation that you will do it,

it is not in isolation you will be able to realize it. It is

not simply going home and sitting alone, refusing all

fellowship with others who have the same ideal, the

same faith, and going down to business tomorrow,
sturdily setting yourself to work to obey Jesus Christ,

that you will reach the goal—the perfecting of your
manhood. It can only be when you take to yourself

all the other social influences that you will make most
progress. They will help you, they will rebuke you,
they will comfort you, they will give you the best

dreams of yourself and put into you the best strength

for their realization ; and these influences can only be
found in the fellowship of Christian people. All the

churches of all denominations are in their different

ways aiming at this thing. Ask any one of them,
What are you aiming to secure for your people in this

world ? and they will tell you, Their salvation. When
a man is being saved, he is not only saved from some-
thing but unto something, saved to the perfecting of
life. All these institutions and labors are for this

one end, the perfecting of human beings, as many as
can be perfected, by bringing them into the fellow-

ship of God through Jesus Christ. That is the honest

desire of the church. Some churches are very cold,

some are very stupid about it. Some churches have

hypocrites among them, some are not very earnest.

But take the churches, as a whole, through the gen-

erations, through the various congregations, the vari-

ous denominations, and you will be amazed when you

come to measure it—amazed at the amount of force

employed week after week toward this one end of

lifting people up to look at what they ought to be, and

then putting some hope, some faith, some loyalty,

some energy into their souls to carry them toward

their ideal. And therefore it is that I urge

every young man that has come to Chicago, every

young man here tonight, as you value the

perfecting of your nature, to get into spiritual

fellowship with some community of Christian people.

You will have much to criticise, but go and be thankful

for what you get. You will have many faults to find,

but not so many in others as in yourself. Go and get

into fellowship with Christian people, for it is your

only safety and the only road on which, so far as

most of us are concerned—unless you are a genius of

the first order and then we shall soon find you out

—

the only road by which we are able to travel up that,

steep hill toward the perfecting of man.

5. The Momentous and Ine-ditable Choice.

Some will say, What right have you to command
me in any tone of authority to become perfect ? What
right has the Church to speak with such authority?

What right has a minister to do it ? Cannot I go away
and sit down and say, "I do not want perfection, do
not want anything of the kind, however attractive you
make it, however real and powerful you make it? I

do not want it because I have something else I like

better. I have got this habit, that indulgence, yonder
relationship. I am content with these, and I want
to go on with them. I do not want to cut any of the

cords of the heart that bind me to the living world

around me. I do not want your perfecting of man."
Jesus presented to men an alternative: Become

as perfect as your Father, or lost. With him there is

no third choice. Become as perfect as your Father,

or lost. That is why we speak so urgently, that is

why the Church feels its august authority when it

confronts a heathen world or a selfish heart with
the message of God: Be ye perfect as your Father.

That is your only alternative: Be ye perfect or lost.

Prof. James of Harvard has told us that alternatives

presented to people always contain within themselves

certain characteristics. For example, you may tell

me tonight when I start to go home, that I must walk
on one side of the street or the other. That is true.

The choice is an imperative or inevitable one. But
he would go on to tell us that, although it is an in-

evitable choice and I must make it, yet it is a trifling

choice ; it is not momentous. It does not matter very
much whether I walk on one side of the street or

the other. The choice is trifling, although it is in-

evitable. But there are choices which are both in-

evitable and momentous. Every man must choose his

career and it is momentous. So every man must
choose whether he will be a good man or a bad man.
If he do not choose deliberately to be a good man he
has chosen to be a bad man. There is no escaping the
choice ; every man must make it and does make it.

It is inevitable and it is, beyond all words, momentous.
It will mean everything to me ultimately whether
I choose to be a good man or a bad man. When Jesus.
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Christ says to every man and woman in this church

tonight, Be ye perfect—or lost, your choice is not

trifling; it is momentous. You are making a decision

that affects your very self at its very deepest. You
will go out of that door resolved to be perfect as your
Father and to use all the means toward that end

—

or lost. Having made the choice God may give you
another chance, for God is very merciful to us. He
has given us all many, many chances; but we have

made our choice so far as we have gone, to be perfect

as our Father or not ; to be on that road with Jesus

Christ, or else on the road of the lost. I do not know
of any other way of putting it. If I could soften it

for you I would fain do so. I dare not soften it for

myself. I would then be lost. If I by a hair's breadth

reduced the infinite value of goodness itself, I would
have taken a long step downwards to the lost for my-
self. Hence I dare not soften it for you!

But, my brethren, it ought to be in all tenderness

and love that this message tonight comes to its close.

It must be with that positive message, Be ye perfect

as your Father is perfect. Aim at the perfection

of your manhood. There is something you are good
at, is there not ? You are good at your business. You
are a good husband. You feel that you are among
the best, perhaps. You have been a good man as a

son and a brother; you are a good man as a friend.

But do you know that there are directions in which
you fail? You know that your manhood is not all

round reaching up to the perfection of God, and you
know now that you have no right to stop short of

anything but the perfecting of the whole man. To
do so is the fatal sin. But Jesus Christ, the perfect

man, is at your heart's door tonight, and the man
who admits Jesus Christ into his heart, like the boat
when heaven's breezes fill its sails, has begun to move
toward the perfecting of his manhood, the home of

his Father which is in heaven.

BIVLESCHOOL.
TEMTE*RAJ*CE LESSTOJV.

Lesson for September 22, 1901 : Prov. 23 '.29-35.

Golden Text: Wine ij a mockjer. strong drinK. ij raging; and
buhosoe-Ver is deceived thereby is not terije.— JVo*>. 20: I.

A CHICAGO GEA.CHE'R'S JVOGEJT OJV
UHE LESTJTOJV.

Klias A. Long.

Sacrificing to the God of Se If.

iECENT lessons have treated of denying

Rself for higher, nobler ends. Today we
have a lesson which contains impressive

warnings against sacrificing to self. This
is a kind of indulgence that is very com-
mon. We set up the idol of self, to which
we freely sacrifice money, time, talents and
very much else that is precious. The
chapter begins and ends with the habits

of men of whom Paul says "whose God
is their belly." Phil. 3 : 19. Here we

have pointed out the proneness to indulgence at great

men's tables (V. 1) ; the warning against striving for

riches, and their transitoriness (V. 4, 5) ; of extrava-

gance (Vs. 6-8) ; of violence to the weak (V. 10) ;

of licentiousness (V. 27, 28) ; and lastly to drunken-
ness, a close companion to every form of sacrificing

to self. This common sin of drunkenness is to be

considered today.

The Cup of Totson.

The reason why wine, Satan's choicest snare, is so

terrible in its effects is because it is a poison. As such

it destroys more lives than war, famine and pestilence

combined. The fact that it intoxicates indicates its

poisonous nature, for intoxicant means poison. The
word is from the Latin "toxicum," poison. A man
that is intoxicated is poisoned. Because the system is

tolerant to slow poisons makes such no less injurious

and deadly with time. A chemical analysis of liquor

used in America shows that besides alcoholic poison,

those who imbibe such take into the system arsenic,

alum, aloes, blood, chalk, copperas, gypsum, henbane,

lime, lead, logwood, nux vomica, opium, oil of vitriol,

turpentine, resin and many other harmful ingredients.

See golden text.

V. 29. Rum Has God's Hate. "Who hath woe?" Where
the gospel of self-worship is celebrated in the devil's deceptive
drink songs and in the maxim, "Let us eat, drink and be
merry, for to-morrow we die," (1 Cor. 15:32), the Eible
plainly points out the drunkard's woe, the drunkard's poverty
and rags (v. 21), and the grief upon grief of him who thus
sacrifices to self. Is. 5:11, 18, 20, 22. The Bible is wholly
against this sin which aims at the eternal damnation of souls.

1 Cor. 6:10; Gal. 5:21 ; Matt. 24:50, 51. We nowhere else have
characterizations of the awful consequences of drink that sur-

pass those of the Scriptures. So vicious was the example of

the habitual drunkard on the children of Israel, that God's
command required for the greater good nothing less than
that he be put away by death. Deut. 21 :20, 21. * * * "Who
hath sorrow?" One of the most common indications of alco-

holic poison is that found in the inevitable headache after

intoxication. In addition come the unstrung nerves, wasted
strength and depressed spirits that bring sorrow. With these
there is that which is even more tangible to others in the

loss of wages, of self-respect, often home ; for drink breaks up
thousands of homes every year; the sorrow of the discouraged
wife, the famished children, with their rags and poverty. This
is a picture repeated thousands of times in our fair land.

Every confirmed drinker sacrifices to this god of self time,

strength, health, money, clothes, pride, honor, conscience, self-

respect and at length God's most precious gift, the soul.
* * * "Who hath contentions?" The poison is the "wine
of violence." Ch. 4:17. It entices men and then unchains
the tiger of hate and contention. Of the quarrels, fighting and
murders committed under the influence of drink, the daily

newspapers make ample record. Judges tell us that nine-

tenths of all crime and pauperism is caused by the drink habit.
* * * "Who hath complainings?" R. V. The drunkard
in his misery at length complains against God, against society,

against his family, against circumstances, against everything.

It is the usual condition of the devil-deceived mind to lay the

blame everywhere but upon self, the one who breaks God's
commandments. * * * "Who hath wounds without cause."

Some wounds may be carried with honor, those of the soldier

for his country or the engineer at his throttle : but the drunk-
ard's bruises tell only of shame. Phil. 3:19. Physicians testi-

fy that drunkards in sickness have less chances for recovery
because of the poison in the system. * * * "Who hath red-

ness of eyes?" Red, blearing eyes that go with a fiery face,

changing that which God has made comely into the utmost
repulsiveness. Children shun, women fear, and everyone
loathes the drunken sot. With the repulsive face goes the

breath foul beyond expression and too often, as in the case of

the drunkards of Ephriam, the tables "are full of vomit and
filthiness." Isa. 28:8.

V. 30. The Questions Answered. "They that tarry long at

the wine." The ways are many, the answer is brief. The word
"tarry" expresses much. The snare of the winecup is set forth

in shops where lights and mirrors glitter and pleasant fellow-

ship is provided, to the end that both young and old may tarry.

The saloon tends directly to a waste of time, neglect of work,
diminished strength for work and the drunkard'.; lethargy.

In the tarrying place, too, is where the evils of treating, so

strongly condemned by the prophet of God. are promoted.
Habak. 2:15. The law would lay hold of the murderer who, for

pleasure or gain, propagated small pox or Bubonic plague,

but in propagating, by treating, the use of alcoholic poisons
that kill thousands, the laws are yet inadequate or ineffectual.

And at that, where diseases but kill the body, strong drink
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leads to soul murder. * * * "They that go." It is after

ail an act of one's own choosing. The drinker is personally

responsible. The Bible lays much stress on avoiding the first

steps, "Enter not in the path of the wicked, go not in the way
of evil men, avoid it, pass not by it, turn from it and pass

away." Ch. 4:14, 15. * * * "To seek mixed wine."

Drinks are combined in various ways to render them more
palatable or more attractive. They are made largely thus by
the addition of spices and drugs that are harmful. The man
unprincipled enough to sell that which kills, will not hesitate

to add to his gains by evil preparations.

V. 31. Palatable Poison. "Look not thou upon." The
wise man here advocates the only safe course. Indeed, his

words are a command; they prohibit. Let this injunction be
obeyed and the liquor business would be at an end. The
Scriptures implore men to avoid this common temptation.

"Be not among the wine bibbers" (v. 20 Ps. 1:1) ; "look not

thou upon." V. 31. "Forsake the thought of (Isa. 55 7),
consent thou not." Ch. 1:10; "Be not deceived thereby
(chap. 20:1); "enter not the path thereof" (Ch. 4:14}. for

thou canst not see the end. * * * "Red, when it giveth its

color." Its color and sparkle as it appeals to the sense of
sight. Besides the color of liquor, the place of its sales is fitted

to appeal strongly to the eye. Handsome mirrors, glittering

lights, fanciful glass work, globes and goblets, everything made
to sparkle and lead into the unseen snare. "And the harp and
the viol, the tabret and pipe and wine are in their feasts."

Is. 5:12. * * * "When it goeth down smoothly." R. V.
It refers to the delight there is to the toper in the flow of liq-

uor down the throat.

V. 32. 1 he Serpents Poison. "At the last." Three short

words, but of eternal moment. God in his love will bring
the mind to dwell on the end. Satan deludes by calling the
thing by other names; the evil "good." Is. 5:11,20; Gen. 3:6.

But God has recorded what should be a warning to the race.
* * * "It biteth like a serpent." Before the bite, however
comes nausea, pain and headache, that the drinker may be
warned to avoid the greater suffering. The drink serpent's

poisonous bite in the end produces misery and sorrow for glad-

ness promised. There may be agreeable excitement for an
evening, only to be followed by the long drawn misery of
mind and body. Is proof wanted on this point? Then visit

the alms houses, asylums and jails and see the wretched vic-

tims of the drink habit. The career may have begun by en-

joying the pleasure of sin for a season, but at last the stings

of physical pain, and the fearful looking for the judgment of
God, can only be expressed by the deathly wound of the ser-

pent. * * * "Stingeth." Injecting poison into the sys-

tem. * * * "Like an adder." The sting of creeping rep-

tiles is of all wounds the most dreaded. Whenever poisonous
serpents abound they are responsible for many deaths. This
is the Bible's truthful way of expressing the pain and terrible

consequences of alcoholic poison. But there is far more than
the terrible physical effects. After destroying the body, it

has power to cast into hell. Luke 12:5. "No drunkards shall

inherit the kingdom of God." 1 Cor. 6:10. Through drink
the soul loses the God quality, the divine image, and is brought
to that which is lower than the beasts. The career which had
enjoyed the possibilities of a Godly nature and eternal exist-

ence is brought to the utter ruin of hell.

V. 33. Horrors of Poisoning. "Thine eyes shall behold
strange things." R. V. The word "things" in the original is

in the feminine plural form of the participle. The reference
may be to the fact that drunkenness and impurity of thought
with unchastity go closely together. It doubtless refers espe-
cially to the horrible disorder of the imagination, delirium
tremens, at last reached in the drunkard's career. Nothing
can be more terrible than the suffering at this stage of alcoholic
poisoning. The vivid picturing of slimy snakes on the bed
and in the room, the mental terror and suffering is something
dreadful to behold. * * * "Thine heart shall mtter per-
verse things." The Hebrew, according to Dr. Taylor Lewis,
means "topsy turviness." The drunkard's heart dwells upon
evil imaginations showing the depraving nature of this sin

;

and the drunkard's tongue speaks wildly and incoherently.
Neither his will nor his words are under control. No reliance
is to be placed in his statements ; he easily commits that other
sin of lying. Any person with experience in rescue mission
work has often heard the statement, "I have not been drink-
ing," when the fetid odor of the breath plainly tells of the
spoken falsehood.

V. 34. The Reeling Sot. "Lieth down in the midst of the
sea." The picture of the giddy sickness and reeling walk is

the common mark of the drunkard. Dr. Neeley says r "They
are giddy and they are sick; they are much in danger, too.
The drunkard's mind reels like the landsman who tries to
walk the deck of a ship in a storm. Some scholars under-

stand the writer to mean that the man who indulges in in-

toxicants is like one unconsciously drowning."

V. 35. Contemptuous Speech. "They have stricken me."
This represents the drunkard as talking to himseif. He is

not willing to acknowledge his sin, but blames others. Sin
in its very nature is contemptuous. * * * "I was not sick."

In his stupor he satisfies himself that no harm has come to

him. * * * "Have beaten me, I felt it not." In his bestial

condition he is, after a manner, happy for the time. He con-
gratulates himself on receiving no injury, although carrying
bloody hurts that long will make his appearance repulsive.
* * * "I will seek it yet again." It is a stimulant for an
hour, but the fire never shall be quenched. When the drunkard
wakes the fierce craving for the poison is fiercer than ever

before. This of all the dangers of drink is the worst. Then
comes the devil's whipcrack, "just once more," and which no
man in his own strength can resist. He will, if it be possible

and at any cost, obtain more drink. He will buy, he'll sell,

he'll steal, he'll kill for the strong drink that is killing him.
Utterly losing all will power he becomes weaker than a child.

Even a babe if burned, shuns the fire, but the drunkard,
burned and scarred by the fierce fire within, will seek the

cause yet again. In that recurring condition is found the com-
plete answer to every pretty argument that is urged for

moderate drink The lowest sot living did not start out to be
a drunkard. He began as a moderate drinker. Let it be im-
pressed that the only safe course is never to touch the first

drop, or having begun never again to touch it. Every drunk-
ard at first was a moderate drinker. No one ever yet became
a drunkard who refused the first drop. Let this ruie of com-
bined Scripture precepts be fixed in every mind: Think not,

look not, touch not, taste not, handle not.

FIVE-MIJSfX/TE JTE'RMOJV Of* THE
GOLDEJV TEXT.

By Peter Ainslie.

INE makes fools of men and women.W Things look quite different from what
they really are. Wrong becomes right and
right becomes wrong. Reason becomes
unreasonable and folly becomes wisdom.
The man that was is not the man that is.

Wine has driven out manhood and the

animal becomes supreme. A drunken
man, otherwise upright and honest, will

lie and steal when under the influence of

wine. The meaner self laughs at all that

is holy in man and wine becomes a mocker. Intem-
perance sweeps the world like a fire. It is no stranger

wherever civilization is. No class is fortified against

it. I have seen young men in the very flower of man-
hood go down before it. I have seen old men, broken
in years, lie down in drunkard's graves. I have seen

women, the saddest sight of all, lie drunk on the

streets and the better class scarcely able to articulate

because their tongues were thickened by wine. Prop-
erty gone, homes broken up and hearts crushed, all

because of strong drink. It is the chief enemy of the

Anglo-Saxon. I cannot say of all the world, for there

are some nations who do not drink at all and some
very little, but the Anglo-Saxons are the chief of

drinkers, and wherever their civilization goes drunk-
enness goes with it. They work as hard to make
drunkards in foreign territory as the missionaries do
to make them Christians.

There is some conscience on this question and that

conscience is growing, but there are not enough Chris-
tians who follow it. "Do not look upon the wine"
must be the Christian's position. Total abstinence is

the high ground and safe stand. If one is not willing

to do that for his brother, he is a poor keeper and
cares little for Jesus, who taught us the holy lessons

of sacrifice and self-denial for our brother's good.
Christianity does not say so much in words as it
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proves a good deal in acts. Keep wine out of your
food. Keep it away from your table and keep your-

self in the company of Jesus that you may bear him
to the lost world. Put down every passion until all

passion shall burst forth in simple love for the Son of

God, whose we are and whom we serve.

Our Father, it is the self-surrender we want. Help

us to hate everything that contributes to the drink

traffic. Amen.

CHIUSTIAfH EftVEAVO'R.
Charles Blanchard.

THE JTALOOJV TOXOE'R DOOMED.
Topic Sept. 22: Ref. Ps. 37: 1-10.

HE constant note of optimism running all

T through the prophets and the psalms, and

speaking in words of marvelous good

cheer in the Gospel, is one of the things

that must impress the sympathetic reader

of the Bible. It is altogether worthy to

be called the Word of God from this pre-

vailing note of victory over evil. While
the actual record does not always, seem-

ingly not often, warrant this optimistic

strain, yet the everlasting hopefulness of

the prophets, and of the Master of men, thrills through

all the pathetic pages of this wonderful story of the

human race, fragmentary but strikingly true in its

outlines, to all the experiences of men, in all the ages.

I have to confess that it is hard to maintain this

optimistic spirit in reference to the saloon question.

In spite of all efforts at reform, it does seem that the

consumption of intoxicants is on the increase. At any

rate, statistics seem to indicate that fact. We cry,

"The saloon must go !" but it stays ! And back of it

is the most malignant combination of the forces of evil

that ever dominated the social and political life of any
people. It is the very embodiment of iniquity. We
all know this ; society understands this, and yet we sit

down helplessly and permit this octopus of the in-

fernal deep to suck the very life-blood of the nation.

We who call ourselves Christians and Endeavorers
do this supinely—shall we not confess the truth

—

sinfully? Now I have made my confession and yours,

and what of it ! You catch the note of pessimism in

this. It is the reflection of prevailing public sentiment.

What can we do to overcome the saloon power r

Create

A "Better Tublic Sentiment.

This is of first importance in all efforts at righteous

reform. You know the devil's chief weapon in the

mouths of Christians is "You can't do it !" That
creates public sentiment, and public sentiment makes
the political conscience of the times.

The saloon power is doomed whenever the popular
sentiment is thoroughly aroused to the economic con-
siderations involved in this problem. The materialis-

tic sentiment of the age will reinforce the moral and
political convictions of the nation. Then it will be
a struggle to the death ! Our modern industrial sys-

tem cannot tolerate this enormity. It means the saloon
power against the industrial systems of the world.
The problem is complicated and made doubly diffi-

cult by reason of the fact that the manufacture and
sale of liquors is a part of our great industrial com-
pact. But it is self-destructive in the very nature of

this anomalous condition. It is no legitimate part
of our industrial, social or political life. When we
come clearly to recognize this, the liquor traffic must

Let us strive to this end. Make public sentiment.

Reach man's moral conscience through their material

concern. Emphasize the economic aspect of the ques-
tion. But let us not forget that "no drunkard can
inherit the kingdom of heaven." Remembering this,.

let us beseech men as brothers who perish by the way.
Wapello, Iowa.

THE QVIET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

By The Rev. Alexander Smellie, M. A.

IS-A.AC THE "PEACEMAKER.
Monday—Genesis 26. 12-25.

"Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the
children of God."—Matthew 5, 9.

After Esek and Sitnah, Rehoboth. After Conten-
tion and Enmity, Broad Places and Room.
The wrathful man will not always strive. Two

sides are needed to make a quarrel ; and if I refuse

again and again to be angry, I shall by-and-by be left

in peace. Lord, implant in me the meek and quiet

spirit. In the long run it is best for myself—my
adversaries will cease to trouble me if they find it

impossible to pick a quarrel. And who knows but,

by suffering joyfully "the whips and scorns" to which
they subject me, I may win them in the end?
There is a spiritual lesson for me in Isaac's experi-

ence. Just now it is my Esek and Sitnah period; in

my own heart and life "Zion in her anguish with
Babylon must cope." How many are my antagonists,

and how far off sweet peace often seems to me ! But,

one day, I shall come to Rehoboth. One day, I shall

walk at liberty in the broad places of the heavenly
city. There, where sin has ceased to tempt, there is

nothing to hurt or to annoy.

Thus my golden age is in front of me.

Tuesday—Genesis 26, 26-.5.J.

Pleasant it is when there is no strife betwixt my
neighbor and myself. Let me love him with the love

of forgiveness, freely pardoning every hasty word
and every unkind and unbrotherly deed. Let me give

him the love of forbearance, remembering that his

point of view is different from mine, and that I can-

not expect him to travel always along my road. Let
me cherish for him the love of sympathy, for he has

sorrows which I can soothe, and burdens which I can
strengthen him to carry. And let me bring him, too,

the love of active helpfulness and co-operation, doing
with my might everything I can for his welfare. Thus
let there be a covenant betwixt me and my neighbor.

Still pleasanter it is, however, when there is no
strife between my God and myself. Is the breach
which my sin has caused healed and ended? For the

dear sake of Christ who died, has God sworn his oath

of friendship with me? Have I sworn my oath of

faith and obedience and consecration with him ? Is

there this Beersheba in the story of my pilgrimage?

Once an enemy, but now a loved and honored child

;

once in the 'far country, but now at the King's court

and in the Father's house—O that it may be so

!

Wednesday—Genesis 21. 22-32.
"God is with thee in all that thou doest," said

Abimelech and Phicol to Abraham. If mv life should
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convey the same impression, how happy shall I be

!

It gives dignity to character when God is always

present. Nothing is common or unclean. Every-
thing is on the altar. Outsiders, like these Philistines,

are impressed and awed. Then am I a priest of the

Lord, however humble my place may be in the

world.

It gives strength to character when God is supreme.

I am lifted above all care for human applause or

human dissent ; it is a small thing that I should be

judged of man's judgment. And onlookers note this

tranquility, steadfastness, courage; and wish to have
it themselves.

It gives joy to character when God is consciously

near. How constrained, how fettered, is the life which
is ever in a fret of anxiety about the world's ap-

proval ! But I soar into an ampler air, I live at ease,

when I refer everything to my Father in heaven.

And others envy me my gladness. "I sing to God,"

Jenny Lind said once to John Addington Symonds.
Whether I eat or drink, or whatsoever I do, let me do
all to God.

Thursday— Tro-derbs 16, 19-33.

Better it is, the wise man says, to rule one's spirit

than to capture a city. It certainly is more arduous.

Courage, strategy, resource—these enable the general

to prevail over the enemy, and at length to enter the

leaguered town. But nothing short of the grace of

God will empower me to conquer myself. A divine

wisdom is needed here, a supernatural strength, an in-

dwelling Holy Ghost, an omnipotent Lord.

. And it is more beneficent. With what loss and
misery to besieged and besiegers the city is overcome

!

Wounds and death and widowhood and orphanhood
—such is war's mournful harvest. But if I am master

of myself, "lord of myself though not of lands," my
heart is at leisure to soothe and sympathize. I can

be the succourer of many.
And it is more Christlike. He captured no city

—

Jesus, my King, of grace and glory. He did not come
to the world with pomp of arms and military retinue.

But he ruled himself. When he was reviled, he reviled

not again ; when he suffered, he threatened not. He
never lost his temper nor parted with his peace. I

would be like Christ.

Thus is it best to rule my own spirit.

Friday—Colossiarts 3, 9-17.

The love of neighbor and friend, the "charity which
is the bond of perfectness," is found only in the

household of the saints. It is a flower which does not

flourish in the gardens of the earth.

There is, let me thank God, abundance of kindness

outside the Christian family. There are courtesy, con-

sideration, generosity, graciousness, in many who do
not own allegiance to Jesus as Savior and King.
Sometimes the gentleness and the liberality of the

citizens of the world put me to the blush. They
outrun my own.

But the truest charity is discoverable only in those

who know the grace of God in Christ; they have
kindled their torches at those great altar fires. Now,
when I have been saved by a mercy I can never
fathom, do I seek the loftiest and most lasting bless-

ings for others. Now do I understand the priceless-

ness of their undying life. Now have I caught some-
thing of my Lord's passion and compassion, and
yearn, like him, over souls. Yes, I would love after

the fashion of Jesus.

This is the love which changes men. This is the

love which brightens the world. This is the love
which anticipates heaven itself.

Saturday—/ Corinthians 13.

Love is the transcendent thing. Love is the sum-
mum bonum. With all my getting, let me be sure I

get love. I cannot prophesy; the speakers, the mes-
sengers of God who move and thrill others, are few
in number. I cannot penetrate into hidden and recon-
dite mysteries ; the knowledge which is deep, and
broad, and high is the prerogative of the minority.
My faith may not be of the strong and prevailing, and
triumphant order. My hope may be a song bird which
often "trails a broken wing." But I can love; and
love is best of all.

Upward to God and Christ let my love soar, like the

lark which sings at heaven's gate. Round about to

my brothers and sisters in the Church of Jesus let it

travel unweariedly. Down to those who are wretched,
and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked, let it

descend with a willing heart.

Sunday—Matthew 5, 1-12.

Jesus blesses the graces which are quiet and un-
assuming. Their work and influence may be very
potent, but they make little noise. The poor in spirit,

the meek, the merciful, the pure in heart, are not
among those who sound a trumpet before them.

Jesus blesses the graces which the world dislikes.

It thinks highly of the merry-hearted, the forceful, the

successful, the men and women who are not hampered
by too tender and scrupulous a conscience. But teach

me, my Lord, to prefer before the commendation of

society and the applause of men thine own "Wei.
done

!"

Jesus blesses the graces against which my own heart

cavils and rebels. I am inclined to pride, to self-asser-

tion, to ride roughshod over opponents, to hanker
after darling sins, to love the sunny side of the hedge,
and to refuse all persecution for righteousness' sake.

But let the divine Spirit inhabit me, and I shall make
Christ's standards my own. Vl

There are no beatitudes like the beatitudes of jesus.

The Herald and Presbyter heard of a minister .who,

when asked at a higher life camp-meeting whether
he "had got holiness," replied, "None to speak of."

That minister was right. The more holiness a man
has the less he wants to speak about it. Humility is,

one of the undoubted fruits of the Spirit.—Presby-
terian (Canada.)

The Rev. Dr. Stalker once delivered an address
in Exeter Hall on "A Young Man's Religion," which
should be read and laid to heart by all men, young and
old. He said religion was (i) "Not a creed, but an
experience"

; (2) "Not a restraint, but an inspira-

tion"; (3) "Not an insurance for the next life only,

but a program for the present."

Who art thou that complainest of thy life of toil?

Complain not. Look up, my wearied brother. To
thee heaven, though severe, is not unkind. Heaven
is kind, as a noble mother, as that Spartan mother,
saying when she gave her son his shield : "With it,

my son, or upon it." Thou, too, shall return home in

honor. Doubt it not—if in the battle thou keep thy
shield.

—

Carlyle.
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General
Church Netos

VACATION "Bl-B L.E
SCHOOLS.

A new feature of summer work un-

dertaken by the city churches in the

east has been the vacation Bible

schools. At Elmwood Temple, Provi-

dence, R. I., Rev. E. T. Root has taugh

a • "vacation school" for two weeks,

taking up the geography of the Bible,

classification of its sixty-six books and
an analysis of Genesis. Map-drawing
was a leading feature. The engraving,

of "Picturesque Palestine" were used,

each view being located on the map.
Twelve pupils were awarded diplomas

at a public review Aug. 29. This is

the third summer that such a school

has been held by Epiphany Baptist

church, New York, and several other

New York churches have followed its

example this year. The Epiphany
school is held in the East Side Insti-

tute on East 74th street, and the chil-

dren are taught different branches of

manual training as well as the Bible.

Interesting occupation is combined
with instruction so that the children

are attracted and held.

Surely all our city and town
churches might do a most helpful

work by sustaining such schools as

these while the public schools are

closed. The children would thereby

be kept off the streets, where they are

receiving an education decidedly detri-

mental, and would be the happier and
the healthier for having "something to

do" during the long summer days.

Much variety of subject in connection

with Bible study might be introduce

along lines that are not touched in the

public schools.

B \ TTISTS IN MIJVJVE-
SOTA.

A delightful summer gathering place

does Minnetonka afford and the high

bluff overlooking Cook's bay, to which

has been given the inartistic name of

Mound, is excellently adapted for an

assembly meeting. The grounds occu-

pied by the Baptist assembly of Min-

nesota cover nearly 600 feet of lake

frontage, giving beautiful locations

for the tents. There is ample room
for athletic sports, which were by no

means neglected by those who gath-

ered there from August 15 to 31.

About 1,000 people enjoyed the meet-

ings. Devotional services were held

each day from 8:30 to 9, led by Rev.

F. C. Lovett and Rev. F. R. Leach.

Three periods of fifty minutes each

were filled by lectures, Bible study

and conferences. The afternoons were
left free for rest and sports, the even-

ings given to lectures, concerts and

camp fires. Among the lecturers were
Professor Shailer Mathews of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, whose topics were

"Jesus in the Light of His Times;"
and the Book of Galatians; Dr.

E. Y. Mullins, of the Southern
Theological Seminary, who spoke
on "How to Study the Bible,'

"The Church for the Twentieth Cen-

tury," and "The Apostle Paul as a

Missionary." Rev. E. M. Stephenson
of Chicago discussed Sunday school

methods, evangelism, etc. "Some Perils

of the Twentieth Century Church"
were discussed. One day was given to

the women's missionary work at home
and abroad, and one to the Baptist

Young People's Union. In connection

with the latter a discussion was held

on the question: "Resolved, That the

Young People's Society shall do awa
with the feature of its pledge," The
prevailing opinion seemed to be on the

affirmative side.

The Baptist mission work of the

state has been carried on on a larger

scale than for many years past, the

force of district missionaries in-

creased, a city missionary partly sup-

ported in St. Paul, work begun in

many new places and several churches
organized. Having done so much this

year, the theme at the state conven-

tion in St. Paul in October is to be

"Our Next Conquests."

CHICAGO AJSfD VICIJVITy
In connection with the Northfield

Extension movement a series of spe-

cial meetings will be held in the early

part of November. These meetings,

which will last for three weeks, will

be conducted by Rev. G. Campbell
Morgan. One week will be given to

Evanston, one week to the west si'

of the city, and one week to the south

side. At the noon hour meetings will

also be held in a down-town theater.

The Third Congregational church of

Oak Park has all the money—$8,000—
for the new edifice raised. Rev. H.

W. Stough, the pastor, has devoted

his vacation to a canvass for the last

$2,700 and the final success of his

efforts was gladly announced to the

congregation September 1.

Presbyterian ism has lost one of its

strongest lay members in the totally

unexpected death of Henry C. Durand,
president of the board of trustees r

Lake Forest University. A sudden at-

tack of apoplexy Sunday morning,
September 1, ended his life within

twenty-four hours. The Durand art

institute and the Lois Durand dor-

mitory are his gift to the college, also

the boys' dormitory of the academy.
His beautiful residence in Lake For-

est is eventually, by his will, to be-

come the property of the university.

These are only a portion of his many
beneficences. He was ever active in

the affairs of the kingdom of God.

Arthur B. Dale, assistant secretary

of the Central Y. M. C. A. of Chicago,

has accepted the position of general

secretary of the Y. M. C. A. at Evans-
ton. The West Side Y. M. C. A. has se-

cured the services of Mr. E. E. Davis

as assistant secretary. Mr. Davis is

a traveling salesman, formerly a stu-

dent at Northwestern University, and
a graduate of the training school of
the association in this city.

Rev. S. B. Dexter, who closes his

work at Humboldt Park Baptist
church September 15, has received into
the church during his three years'

pastorate i40 persons, baptizing 101.

The Baptist Chinese mission is find-

ing great encouragement in its work
lately. August 18 nine Chinamen ex-

pressed a desire to become Christians.

Between 200 and 300 Chinese gather
round the gospel wagon on the Sun-
day evenings.

Professor Robert F. Harper, Ph. D..

of the University of Chicago, has gone
to London for a year's study at the
British Museum.
Plymouth Congregational church has

greatly improved its edifice during the
absence of the pastor. Rev Joseph A.
Milburn. All the windows, except the
memorial window in front, have been
filled with modern opalescent glass;

new carpet and pew cushions in \

auditorium are of a soft, dark-green,
and the whole effect is one of much
beauty. Gas lighting has been re-

placed by electric lights, and the

KJVOtOLEDGE Or FOOT).

"Proper Selection of Great Im-
portance in Summer.

The feeding of infants is a very ser-

ious proposition, as all mothers know
Food must be used that will easily di-

gest, or the undigested parts will be
thrown into the intestines and cause
sickness.

It is important to know that a food

can be obtained that is always safe,

that is Grape-Nuts.

A mother writes: "My baby took the
first premium at a baby show on the
8th inst., and is in every way a prize

baby. I have fed him on Grape-Nuts
since he was five months old. I also

use your Postum Food Coffee for my-
self." Mrs. L. F. Fishback, Alvin.

Tex.

Grape-Nuts food is not made solely

for a baby food by any means, but is

manufactured for all human beings

who have trifling, or serious, difficul-

ties in the stomach and bowels.

One especial point of value is that

the food is predigested in the process

of manufacture, not by any drugs or

chemicals whatsoever, but simply by
the action of heat, moisture, and time

which permits the diastase to grow,

and change the starch into grape-

sugar. This presents food to the sys-

tem ready for immediate assimilation.

Its especial value as a food, beyond
the fact that it is easily digested, is

that it supplies the needed elements

to quickly rebuild the cells in the

brain and nerve centers throughout

the bod j'.
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acoustic properties have been im-

proved. Over fifty persons have been

-addea to the membership of the church
since Rev. Mr. Milburn entered on the

pastorate last April.

Mrs. Stewart, the wife of the pastor

of the Third United Presbyterian

church, Rev. E. B. Stewart, was in-

vited to address the parents and
friends of the children in the primary
department of the Sunday school Sep-

tember 2, and at the close of her re-

marks was surprised with the gift of

a handsome gold watch. She is the

superintendent of the primary depart-

ment.

Professor Willett, who is supplying
the pulpit of Dr. Loba, pastor of the

Congregational church at Evanston,
during his six months' leave of absence
in Europe, has had uniformly large

audiences from the first, the audito-

rium having been crowded even
through the heated term. After a va-

cation of two weeks he will resume
preaching there the 15th of the present
month.
Rev. R. N. Van Doren, pastor of the

Baptist church at Port Huron, Mich.,

comes to Chicago, October 1, to join

the editorial staff of The Standard.
Several years ago Mr. Van Doren was
pastor of the Baptist church in Oak
Park, so that he will resume now fa-

miliar relations with Chicago relig-

ious life and work.
Avondale Methodist Episcopal church

has requested the return of Pastor
Harlow V. Holt for the seventh year.

Rev. J. H. Whiteside, for four years
pastor of the United Presbyterian
church at Findlay, Ohio, has accepted
a call to Evanston, and enters on his

new charge this week.
Rev. Elijah A. Hanley of the Chi-

cago Divinity school has accepted a
call to the Logan Avenue Baptist
church of Cleveland, Ohio.

Association Men, the bright monthly
periodical of the Young Men's Chris-
tian Association, hitherto published in
Chicago, has been purchased by the
international committee from the pri-

vate corporation which has owned it

heretofore, and its place of publication
will in the future be New York City.
Mr. Frank W. Ober will continue as
its editor, assisted by Mr. Raymond
P. Kaighn of Holyoke, Mass. The pa-
per will be enlarged and further im-
proved.

"Baptist.

Rev. Mr. Valentine of La Crosse/Wis.,
is asking his people to select from a
list of fifteen sorts of service, that
special thing they will do; also to sug-
gest other kinds of work.
A feature of the work of the past

year in the Lorain, Ohio, Association
has been the organization of Men's
Bands in several of the churches for
evangelistic work.
There are now six Baptist churches

in Youngstown, Ohio. The First
church has nearly 600 members.

The Bethlehem church in the Au-
drain Association has had a series of

meetings through the month, which
has resulted in 100 conversions and
about seventy-five additions to the

church.

The Baptist Missionary Union has
a petition from 7,000 Filipinos in one
particular district of Panay, who have
petitioned the union's agents in the

Philippines to come and labor among
them. They live in seven villages,

clustered around the town of Janiway,
which would be the center of opera
tions should the union answer the
petition in the affirmative.

Congregatio nal.

The opportunity offered for educa-

tional work in the South by the ac-

quisition of the J. S. Green college at

Demorest, Ga., and three other build

ings, with more desirable land, is one
that has long been needed and de-

sired. The location is a very desir-

able one. It is 1,500 feet above the

sea level and is centrally located. The
college is chartered and the titles of

the property are being vested in the
American Missionary Association. The
students have already come from
Georgia, the Carolinas, Alabama, Flor-

ida and Texas. There have been 50

students the past year and the oppor-
tunity is large for the year to come.
The First Congregational church,

Sheffield, Ala., was organized August
25, with fourteen members. This mis-
sion was begun a few weeks ago by
Rev. R. J. McCann of Florence, Ala.,

and a few earnest workers in Sheffield.

They rented a vacant store and fitted

it up for services. One of their num-
ber put his cabinet organ in the meet-
ing house and the people contributed
liberally for the work.
A series of Bible Institutes have

been conducted recently in Los An-
geles and adjacent cities. The speak-
ers have been Rev. A. B. Prichard and
Rev. D. M. Stearns.

Rev. Andrew B. Chalmers has re-

signed the pastorate of the First
church, Saginaw, Mich., to accept a
call to the Grand Avenue Congrega-
tional church of New Haven, Conn.
A union meeting was held at Ply-

mouth church, Youngstown, Ohio,
August 22, to testify to the regard en-

tertained for Rev. P. W. Sinks, who is

leaving the pastorate of that church,
which he has held for three and a half
years. Rev. Mr. Lloyd of the Chris-
tian church, Dr. Frazier of the
Tabernacle Presbyterian church, Rev.
J. B. Davis of the Elm Street Congre-
gational church, and Rev. Chas. F.

Wiseman of Newton Falls, all gave
words of appreciation. Mr. Sinks has
rescued Plymouth church from an al-

most hopeless condition of debt and
helped to put it in a position for suc-

cessful work. He now goes to Ridge-
way, Pa.

Rev. Wm. B. Humphrey, son of Rev.
S. J. Humphrey, has been pastor of

Plymouth mission, Buffalo, for the last

five months, and during that lime
twenty-two have been added to the

membership. It is under the care of

the First church and this year assumes
$100 more of self-support.

Rev. Chas. F Allen became pastor

of St. Luke's church, Elmira, N. Y., a

year ago last July. He found a dis-

couraged church, with a heavy debt.

Under his inspiration the church has
itself raised $2,250 and outside friends

have contributed $1,500 for a pipe or-

gan. A gymnasium has been fitted up
in the bacement of the edifice, with
reading and game rooms. The deb;
has been placed on a no-interest basis,

and the Home Missionary aid received
has been reduced $100. All the ac-

tivities of the church have been stirred

up and are at work. Over fifty per-

sons have been added to the member-
ship during the year.

The only English-speaking church
in Oliver County, N. D., was organized
by the Congregational Home Mission-
ary superintendent in July. The near-
est church was 150 miles away; so
there could be no council for organi-
zation. The membership was of vari-
ous denominations. It contained tL ,

names of three school teachers, a m^ •

chant and several substantial ranch

MX/SCX/LA'R TASTO'R.

Muscles "Butlt up by Common
Sense Habit.

"For years I have not been able to
drink coffee, as it made me very ner-
vous' and gave me a headache. No
one loved coffee more than I and it

was a severe trial to abandon its use.
Nearly three years ago I saw Postum
Cereal Coffee advertised and con-
cluded to try it.

I have been so well pleased with it

and its healthful effects that I have
used it ever since. I carry packages
with me when I visit other places.
When I began to drink Postum, my

muscles were flabby, as my habits are
sedentary, but for the past two years
my muscles have been hard and I

never felt stronger in my life than
I do now at sixty years of age, and 1

attribute my strength of muscle to
constant use of Postum. I drink it

three times a day. I feel so enthus-
iastic about Postum that I cannot rec-
ommend it too highly wherever I go.
Wishing you great success, yours
truly," Rev. A. P. Moore, 474 Rhode
Island St., Buffalo, N. Y.

The reason Postum builds up the
human body to a prime condition of
health, is that when coffee is left off,

tht drug effects of the poison disap-
pear and the elements in Postum unite
with albumen of the food to make
gray matter and refill the delicate

nerve centers all over the body and
in the brain. This sets up a perfect
condition of nerve health, and the re-

sult is that the entire body feels the
effects of it.
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men. The meeting for organization

took place in the village blacksi

shop.

The "DUciples.

Dr. E. M. Berry of White Mills has

'become pastor of the 15th and Jeffer-

son Street church, Louisville.

The Christian church in Dayton,

Ohio, has a Chinese Sunday school

twelve persons. Two are faithfu

members of the church. A third was
recently baptized.

The convention of the Southern

California churches at Long Beach was

by far the best ever held. The reports

from the churches have shown very

decided increase in all lines of wor"

More money has been raised and e

pended in missionary work than ever

before. Professor Kirk's lectures were

highly appreciated, and Rev. F. D.

Power gave several addresses and ser-

mons that were very helpful.

A meeting recently held at Sunny
Side, Ky., in a tobacco barn, has re-

sulted in the organization of a church

with fifty-five members.
The ninth annual session of the

Christian churches in the Eighth Dis-

trict of Illinois convened August 30 at

Carbondale. The sixty-one churches

show a membership of 4,938. The cor-

ner stone of the new church at Car-

bondale was laid. Rev. H. G. Bennett

is the pastor. A copy of The Christian

Century was deposited within the

stone. The new edifice will cost $10,-

000 and will be a handsome building.

Miss Anna Hale organized at this con-

vention an auxiliary of the Christian

Woman's Board of Missions, with fif-

teen members.
Rev. I. J. Spencer has announced a

new program for the Sunday school of

Central church, Lexington, Ky. Its

sessions will be held for one hour, from
10 to 11 a. m., and will consist of sing-

ing, Scripture reading, prayer and
•class recitations. At 11 a. m., without
any intermission except for transfer to

the auditorium of the church, the

church worship will begin, participated

in by old and young, and followed by
a sermon on the subject of the morn-
ing lesson. In the grading of the

pupils, church attendance and what
they learn from the sermon will be

included, as well as the record of class

.lessons. The church choir will lead

the singing also during the school

hour. A kindergarten will be com
ducted in the parlor upstairs during
the church service hour.

Rev. W. T. Groom of Wabash, Ind.,

has accepted a call to succeed Rev. E.

S. Muckley at the Church of Christ,

Bellefontaine, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs.
Muckjey sail for Honolulu in a month's
time.

The State Ministerial Association

~and State Missionary Society of the

Christian churches of Minnesota were
held jointly at Austin, August 27. An
address on "The Preacher and His
Message," by Rev. T. J. Dow of Iowa

City, opened the convention. "The
Preacher, the Advance Agent of the

Kingdom;" "The Sunday School as a

Factor in Building Up the Church;"
"Minnesota Missions and the World's
Redemption," were among the other

topics discussed.

Episcopal.

The stone for the altar of the

Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul
at Washington, has been hewn from
the limestone rock of the "Quarries of

Solomon," the entrance to which is

just outside the Damascus gate.

Bishop Morrison laid the corner
stone of a new church at Oskaloosa,

Iowa, August 22. It will be one of the

largest in the city and will cost com-
plete $20,000.

The twentieth anniversary meeting
of the Woman's Auxiliary in Minne-
sota was held September 4 in St.

Clement's church, St. Paul. The ad-

dress was delivered by Bishop Morri-

son of Iowa. Bishop Edsall spoke in

the evening. A brass lecturn, given
by the members of St. Clement's
church as a memorial of Bishop Gil-

bert, was unveiled. There were 114

delegates of the Woman's Auxiliary
present, representing twenty-eight par-

ishes. Nearly three hundred women
were in attendance at the afternoon
session. Addresses were made by Miss
Sybil Carter, who has charge of the

work among the Indian women; Mrs.
C. B. Brunson, former president of the
auxiliary, who has charge of a school

for colored girls in Virginia, and Miss
Mary Milnes, archdeaconess of Michi-

gan. Mrs. Hector Baxter of Minne-
apolis presided. The united offering

for the year amounted to $1,229, and
the Red Mite chests yielded $670.

Rev. Dr. Morgan Dix, rector of Trin-

ity parish, New York City, has pre-

sided over the House of Deputies at

the last five General Conventions of

the Church, but he will not attend the

coming convention and the question

of his successor in this important office

is being discussed. Dr. Dix has been
a model presiding officer.

At a cost of $6,000 St. Paul's church,

Minneapolis, is to be moved from Hen-
nepin avenue and Twelfth street to

Bryant and Franklin avenues.

Methodist.

Rev. Edward Schell, formerly na-

tional secretary of the Epworth
League, has accepted a call to the

First Methodist church, Frankfort,

Ind.

Rev. W. M. Brown, pastor of St.

Paul's M. E. church, St. Joseph, Mo.,

baptized by immersion four persons

August 23. The ceremony was per-

formed at the bathing pavilion on the

lake shore. This was the first public

baptism by immersion by the Method-

ists here.

In these days when reverence for old

people is often lacking a good object

lesson was provided by St. Paul's

church, Indianapolis, September 1. A
special service was held for old peo-

ple and many over eighty even were
present. Rev. C. Claude Travis spoke

from the text, "The hoary head is a

crown of glory if it be found in the

way of righteousness." An old-fash-

ioned love feast followed. The ol

persons, as they entered the door of

the church, were met by a committee
and given a white card to which was
fastened a head of wheat, with a bow
of white ribbon, and on which was
written passages of Scripture appro-

A 'DESIRABLE
^mOPENING^
We are in need of field workers and can give a few excellent

positions to men or women of good business capacity. The

work is of a desirable character and terms most liberal. If your

present occupation is not satisfactory or if you wish to increase

your income write us at once. We can give you steady, per-

manent and profitable employment. Address

THE CHRISTUN
358 Dearborn Street

CENTURY
sT sT sT

COMPANY
Chicago, 111.
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priate to old age. It was an impres

sive service, and will be long remem-

bered.

The Central Conference of the Ger-

man M. E. church, in session at De-

troit, Mich., by a vote of 104 to 3, de-

clared against the adoption of the pro-

posed new constitution which permit-

ted women to become members of the

General Conference.

During the ten years of ministerial

service at Greenfield, Ind., of Rev. D.

W. Evans of the Methodist Protestant

church, he has admitted to member-
ship over 750 persons. There was an

interval of two years between his two

five-year terms. Two new church edi-

fices have been built under his care.

The annual Epworth League conven-

tion for the Greencastle, Ind., district,

which was held August 27-29, was de-

voted to the study of the Bible and the

-art of teaching from it. Dr. J. F.

Berry, editor of the Epworth Herald;

Dr. W. F. Oldham and Dr. C. H. Mor-

gan assisted. The latter delivered the

opening address on "The Present

Movement Toward Bible Study."

Rev. Robert Bagnell of the First

church of Sioux City, Iowa, has been

called to the chief pastorate of the

Metropolitan temple, New York City.

The fiftieth anniversary of the Nor-

wegian-Danish M. E. church in this

county was celebrated last week in

St PauL Bishop Fowler made the

principal address.

Presbyterian.

The congregation of the Shelby,

Ohio, church have a new church well

under way to take the place of the

one burned recently. The new edifice

will be on a main thoroughfare in the

center of the city, and will cost about

$25,000. Rev. E. M. Page, D. D., the

pastor, has had so much work on hand
that he has taken no vacation this

summer. Besides his city services he
has one each Sunday in the country,

going alternately to two places. He
frequently conducts revival services

in other parishes. During his three

years' pastorate he has added 150 to

his own church.

Rev. E. G. Mathena, D. D., pastor of

the Olivet church, San Francisco, died

very suddenly while preparing for his

morning service. He had one of the

largest Sunday schools and Christian

Endeavor societies in the city, being
specially successful as a pastor among
young people and children.

The committee on creed revision,

after satisfactory work at the session

in Saratoga, adjourned to meet De-
cember 4 in the Church of the Coven-
ant, Washington. It was agreed that
the results of their deliberations

should not be given to the public un-
til after the next meetings Of the en-

tire committee of . twenty-one only
Justice Harlan and Dr. Van Dyke were
absent.

President Stewart of Auburn Sem-
inary and a member of the General

Assembly's evangelistic committee has

held a conference with the pastors of

the Twin Cities and arrangements are

to be made for a series of special meet-

ings in the churches during the win-

ter, and if it seem desirable, tent

meetings will be held next summer.

St. Paul has lost a philanthropic

worker by the death of Wilford L. Wil-

son, a prominent member of the House
of Hope church, having been its first

elder in 1856. He was also president

of the Humane society, vice-president

of the Society for the Relief of the

Poor, an influential member of the

board of the Christian Home for Wo-
men, and was more or less intimately

connected with a number of other

charitable organizations.

Occidental College has recently had
purchased for it by Rev. Dr. and Mrs.

J. A. Gordon the beautiful tract of

land—five acres—just in front of the

present campus and building.

Rev. A. K. Caswell, who has charge

of the churches at Richland and Mt.

Olivet,Wis., nineteen miles apart, once

every month drives thirty-six miles,

and twice a month twenty-five miles

on a Sabbath. No house can be se-

cured near either of the churches in

which the pastor can live ; so he makes
his home at Olney, which lies in be-

tween.

Rev. A. H. Kaylor, United Presby-

terian evangelist, has just concluded

five weeks of open-air meetings at

Peebles, Ohio. Audiences were esti-

mated sometimes as high as 1,000, sur-

prisingly large for this neighborhood.

One day a special service was held

from 9 to 12; all places of business,

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago? III.
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including saloons, were closed. Over
fifty per cent of those who confessed

their faith in Christ were men.

General-
The annual Southern camp meeting

of the Christian and Missionary All.

ance was held near Atlanta, Ga., fo;

ten days in August. It is interdenom-

inational in character, and has several

hundred missionaries in the foreign

field supported by free-will offerin£

Several of these, returned from abroad,

were at the meeting. Last year $160

000 was contributed for the work of

the Alliance. The meetings were con

ducted by Rev. A. B. Simpson, presi-

dent, and Rev. W. P. Meminger, field

superintendent. Divine healing is one

of the strong points of belief by the

members, and the Scriptural custom
of anointing with oil is followed.

Denominational co-operation is work-
ing well at Terminal Island, Southern
California. Immanuel chapel has a

variety of evangelical preachers; a

Congregationalist superintends the

Sunday school, while an Episcopalian

"sees that the lights are trimmed and
burning."

The Hebrew women of Minneapolis
have organized for the purpose of pro-

viding free burial for destitute He-
brews who may die in that city. Ar-

ticles of incorporation have been filed.

The Bible Study Conference recent-

ly held in Buffalo is spoken of by The
Commercial of that city as "one of the

most remarkable religious conferences

in history." It considers that it should
be looked upon "as the first mile-stone

in the direction of a broad-minded, un-

denominational, united Christian

movement in this country- So success-

ful has the conference been, in fact,

that already there is a movement un-

der way to hold a similar gathering in

St. Louis during the Louisiana Pur-

chase exposition, which is to be held

in that city in 1903."

Mr. P. S. Brockman of the Young
Men's Christian Association at Hong-
kong was lately invited by the com-
mander of the Kentucky to come on
board that battleship and organize a

Christian Association among the men
serving their country there; and the

captain of the Newark forwarded a

similar request for his own command.
On one of the British battleships near
by, Mr. Brockman saw one of the best

known captains of the English navy
kneeling amid his men praying with
them and for them. Previously he had
been requested to visit the British

warship Hermione at Shanghai, where
he found revival services were being
conducted by two of the non-commis-
sioned officers. A meeting for Bible

study and prayer was held every night

on deck. These unusual events began
with the labors of certain missionaries*

who, cooped up in the seaports during
the troubles at Pekin, had devoted
themselves to Christian work among
their own countrymen lying on ship-

board in the harbor.

The tent meetings in Philadelphia,

which we have reported from time t(

time, have had a most successful ex-

perience. While Rev. John McNe
was there he spoke to ten congrega-

tions, averaging not less than 1,500

each service, and at the final service

professing Christians were requested

to give place that non-church goers

and inquirers might be accommodated.
A large number of his hearers came
out in open confession of Christ. By
the consent of the municipal authori-

ties open air meetings are now held
upon the steps of the city hall daily

at the noon hour. These services are

largely attended by business men and
working people.

The Missouri State Sunday School
Association meeting at Chillicothe,

August 29, put itself on record "as

standing squarely in favor of the use

of the Bible in the public schools of

the commonwealth," and the delegates

pledged themselves to use their influ-

ence to that end. A committee of five

was appointed to create and foster

public sentiment on the subject in the

various counties of the state. A sim-

ilar committee was chosen to co-oper-

ate with the St. Louis World's Fair
managers, provided the exposition is

not opened on Sunday. For the com-
ing year's work of the association

$5,000 was pledged. Among the speak-

ers were W. J. Semelroth, Rev. O. O.

Smith of Grinnell, la.; Marion Law-
rence of Toledo, Mrs. Millie M. Clark

and Rev. Davis Errett, who spoke on
temperance. Mrs. L. L. Allen read a

paper on "How to Prepare Our Chil-

dren for Church Membership."
The Young Men's Christian Associ-

ation are establishing a branch in

Leadville, Colo. It is said to be much
needed there.

A year ago a lady was living near a

town where fifty Italians came to

work. She became very much dis-

tressed at the heathenish way in which
they lived, for she discovered that they

never went to church and that the

nearest Roman Catholic priest had not

taken the trouble to look them up.

Most of them could speak no English

and she could speak no Italian, so she

was at a loss to know how to help

them. Discovering that almost all of

them could read in their native tongue

she purchased copies of the New Tes-

tament in Italian and gave one to each

man. It was not long before one of

the leaders came to her and asked if

there was a church where they could

go and hear that Book read. He said

most of the men were reading it, many
of them with much interest. She con-

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIGARETTEBURG TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytowu, Topersvtlle, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerbbro, Slplngton, Gamblers' Don, Saloon
Sldlug and Devil's Curve. Other lines are Illustrated

wlthz?— etchings, shewing tlie dangerous places in

life. A new and popular book, just off the press.

Send 25c for a copy, or nend a*l bill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write CHAS. J.

BURTON, Christian University, Canton, Mo.

ILLINOIS: T>Ay AT TAff-
AME.'RICAJ*.

Lotv "Rates Via the Wabash.
On account of Illinois Day at tLt>

Pan-American Exposition, the Wabash
will sell excursion tickets, good only

in coaches or chair cars, at $10.50 for

the round trip from Chicago. Good to

leave Chicago Sept. 14 and 15, and good
to leave Buffalo until Sept. 22, inclu-

sive. Four daily trains. Write for

Pan-American folder. A copy of the

latest popular song with music, "Wake
Me Up at Buffalo," will be sent post-

paid for 6 cents in stamps. F. A. Palm-
er, A. G. P. A., 97 Adams street.

Hamilton College
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

The Leading College of the Christian Brother-
hood for the education of young women. Its
record, buildings, equipment, facultv. the best.
Opens thirty-third session second Tuesday in
September. Very reasonable rates. For partic-
ulars and catalogue apply to

B C. HAGERMAN, President.

RHEUMATISM
Sciatica, Lumbago. Neuralgia and Kidney
Troubles are instantly relieved and quickly cured by
EASIXK. Acute Rheumatism cannot exist
48 hours when Easine is faithfully taken. Chronic
Rheumatism and old cases that do not yield to
other remedies always give way to the magic power
of Easine. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send a brief
description of your case when you write. Complete
treatment mailed, prepaid, on receipt of one dollar.
Easine Chemical Co., 101 Bell Block, Cincinnati, O.

OP RACKS *

EXAS^
Effective March 10th, 1901,

the

Announces the Opening of its

<£> Red River Division
...To...

Denison and Sherman,
Texas. J> £•

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

City over the & S J*

Shortest Line to Texas
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suited with her pastor and they ar-

ranged to have a man come from the

neighboring city and preach to them
in Italian. The men were so inter-

ested and grateful that other meetings

followed until now that church has

what might be called an Italian annex,

and the results of the work are most
gratifying. The priest, says the Con-
gregationalism is now indignant over

what he considers an encroachment
upon his territory.

Foreign Mifsionasy Items.
Mrs. Hubert Brown, a Presbyterian

missionary, writes from Coyoacan, a

suburb six miles from Mexico City:

"It was in January of '98 that we be-

gan to hold Wednesday night prayer

meetings in Coyoacan. In July of

that year we opened Sunday morning
services and since that time both have
been continued with growing interest.

In April, 1900, two young people made
a public profession of faith in Christ.

The second Sunday of this month sev-

en others took their stand. It costs to

be a Protestant even in liberal Mexico
and petty persecutions by the mem-
bers of one's family are frequent oc-

currences. But the work is growing.

We have nineteen young men with us

now. They have not very comfortable

quarters, are very much crowded,

sleeping two, three or five in a room.
Such a tning would hardly be possible

in the north, but from five a. m. to ten

p. m. they live with doors open and
mostly out of doors and they don't

mind close air at night. The material

is being hauled for a small dormitory;

we need also new class rooms and a

larger dining room. The building of

our own house will have to wait, much
as we wish it, for there are more
young men asking for admission to the

school and we would like to take fifty

if possible. Pray for God's blessing

upon our work."
Miss Ellen M. Stone says of the

work for women in the Salonica sta-

tion, Turkey: "In every place which
we have visited during the nearly 140

days of touring between April, 1900,

and July, 1901, there has been the

eager plea for a longer stay, that we
might enter more homes. At last the

wa'ls of opposition, which for two
years prevented us from reaching even
one woman in Mitrovitsa, have fallen,

and during our third yearly visit, last

spring, we were rejoiced by invitations

to five homes, and the opportunity to

meet many women." Varvaritsa, a
tiny hamlet of sixteen houses hidden
away among the hills, was occupied
last autumn for the first time by one
of the Bible women. The one Protes-
tant brother here returned to his home
last year at Easter after serving a
term in the prison of the "seven Tow-
ers" in Salonica, upon the accusation
of having fed brigands. Yd* soul was
filled with zeal for his neighbors ana
friends, and he gladly welcomed thi-

B'hle woman to his one-roor-iad house

for a month, while she taught the

women and children who came to her.

Schools were maintained last year for

the first time in two new places

—

Drama and Prishtina. In the latter a

young graduate of the Monastir Girls'

Boarding school, the daughter of the

leading Servian family in that place,

has carried on a school with thirteen

little Servian pupils. Miss Stone speaks

of their joy in this first Servian evan-

gelical school and in the tactful, suc-

cessful work of its young teacher.

EJTTEJVS'IOJV Or LIMIT
on Buffalo Pan-American tickets via

Nickel Plate Road; $13.00 for round

trip, tickets good 15 days; $16.00 for

round-trip tickets, good 20 days. Three
daily trains with vestibuled sleeping

cars and first-class dining-car service

on American Club plan. Meals ranging

in price from 35 cents to $1.00. Ad-

dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams St., Chicago.

Bethany College.
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

J. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty,

Madison Institute
RICHnOND, ICY.

J. W. McGarvey, Jr., Principal

A First Class Boarfling School for Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institution of
America and Europe, and have inade t?' '\ti

records as instructors—every one a speUGl ^A h'j

her department, and with an adml.ablj
equipped building', we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12 years.
Good table fare. No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send fo»

catalog.

Christian Melodies
By Professor Wm. J. Kirkputrick

This popular new song book has been pro
nounced by leading musicians an ideal book for
all church purposes. The author is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the
world and has put the best productions of his life

time into this book. It also contains the choicest
selections from a large number of the principal
song writers of the country. This insures

A BooK oi the Rarest Musical Gems.
Wherever It has been introduced it has given

excellent satisfaction. All responses from those
using it are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of
the kind I have ever seen." "The more we use
It the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions re-

ceived. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic

and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

If you want the best all-purpose church song
book get Christian Melodies.
PRICES—Boards *20, Limp Cloth SIT.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 25c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., • Chicago, 111.

The Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

The Pioneer Limited

Electric Lighted.

Famous Train of the World.

Five (5) fast trains every day
each way between Chicago,

St. Paul & ninneapolis

All Coupon Ticket Agents sell tickets via

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

F. A. MILLER, General Passenger Agent,.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journals
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many classes or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bible stu-
dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it in normal
classes on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-
vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to The Christian Centtjby.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

<yv»w
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Two Bibles In One
K9*Stt«X?K«>9=t>V*Wl-WK«i¥WW&<

OLD AND REVISED VERSIONS ON SAME PAGE.

COMBINATION SELF-PRONOUNCING
TEACHERS' REFERENCE BIBLE.

Gives every advantage of the complete parallel Bible without increase in size or bulk of book.
At foot of each page is shown every change made by the revisers. The letters R V in tlie text de-
note that the word or passage following is changed in the foot-note of same verse. The letters
R O denote that the word or passage following is omitted in the revised version as shown in
parentheses ( ) in foot-note. When two or more changes occur in the same verse they are
divided by a dash in the foot-note.

lost Elegant Bile mH Greatest Frail Ever Olferefl
All standard helps prepared by most eminent Biblicil scholars. Complete series of new colored

maps, fully index. Concordance containing over 40.000 references. History of books of the
Bible, etc. SELF-PRONOUNCING. Large, beautiful, clear new type. All proper names are di-
vided into syllables and every vowel is marked and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds
and accents, enabling the reader to properly pronounce every word.
FINE ART EDITION. The Art edition is the same book, but profusely illustrated and embel=

lishtd with numerous phototype engravings from the paintings of the world's greatest masters
to illustrate the teachings of Our Lord.

This beautiful Bible, French Seal, Divinity Circuit. leather lined, round corners, carmine
under gold edges, extra finish, publisher's price $5, and The Christian Century for 1 year for S3.
The Fine Art Edition of the same Bible, publisher's price $6, and The Christian Century

for 1 year for $3.50.

THE CHRISTIAN COMPANY, 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.

the word

;

3 c It seemed good to me also, hav-
ing rv had perfect understanding
of all thing3 from the very first, to

write unto thee d in order, e most
excellent The-opb/i-liis,

4 /That thou mightest know the
certainty r v of those things, wherein
thou hast been instructed. >

5 11 rpHERE was 2 ^ in the daya of
J_ Her'od, ro the king of Ju-

daB'a, a certain priest named Zach-a-

ri'as, h of the course of A-bi'a : and
rv his wife was of the daughters of
Aar'on, and her name was E-lis/a-

beth."

6 And they were both * righteous
before God, walking in all the com-
mandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.

fir Matt. 2. 1.

h 1 Chr. 2-1.

10, 19.

Nan. 12.4,17.

i G3n. 7. 1

;

17. 1.

1 Kin. 9. 4.

2 Kin. 2 J. 3.

Job 1. 1.

Acts 23. 1

;

24. 16.

Phil. 3. fi.

k 1 Chr. 24.19.

2 Chr. 8. 14 ;

31.2.
I Ex. 30. 7, 8.

1 S sm. 2. 28.

1 Chr. 23. 13.

2Clir. 29. 11.

m Lev. lfi. 17

Rev. 8. 3, 4.

?i Ex. 30. 1.

o ver. 29.

Jud?. 6. 22

;

13. 22.

Pan. 10. 8.

ch. 2. 9.

Acts 10. 4.

Rev. 1. 17.

pver. GO, 63.

q ver. 53.

r Num. 6. 3.

Judcr. 13. 4.

ch. 7. 33.

10 ,;l And the whole multitude of
the people were praying without at;

the r v time of incense.

11 And there appeared unto him an
angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of n the altar of incense.
12 And ru when Zaeh-a-ri/as saw
him, ° he was troubled, and fear fell

upon him.
13 But the angel said unto him,
Fear not, Zach-a-ri'as :

ri'for thy
prayer i3 heard ; and thy wife E-lis/-

a-beth shall bear thee a son, and
P thou shalt call his name John.
14 And thou shalt have joy and
gladness; and 9 many shall rejoice

at his birth.

15 For he shall be great in the sight;

of the Lord, and r v r shall drink nei-

ther wine nor strong drink ; and he

3 traced the
course of all things accurately from the first, 4 con-
cerning the things wherein thou wast instructed.
5 (the)—he had a wife of 8 Now it came to pass,

while he 9 enter into the temple of the Lord and
burn -incense, lo hour of 13 Zacharias was)
troubled when he saw him, and fear 13 because
thy supplication is heard, 15 he shall drink no

|

wine
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Truth Dexter, by Sydney McCall.

Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1901.

Cloth; pp. 375. Price $1.50.

This volume is by an author other-

wise, for the most part, unknown, and
yet it is attracting wide attention be-

cause of its sustained interest and its

admirable portraitures. The heroine

is a young and unsophisticated south-

erner, who is transplanted from the

quiet simplicity of an Alabama plan-

tation to the totally different atmo-
sphere of Boston, where she develops

with amazing rapidity and gains at

last the regard of the husband who at

first had married her to save her
grandmother and herself from a per-

plexing situation. The character of

Truth is fascinating if not always con-

vincing. Craighead, the husband, is a
sombre figure, around whom move the

rapidly shifting scenes of the story.

The most delightful portrait is that of

Mrs. Dexter, the grandmother, a fine

and high-bred southern lady, whose
delicacy of instinct and serenity of soul

stand in striking contrast to other

characters displayed. Not the least in-

teresting of the factors introduced is

the radical antagonism of northern

and southern ideas and the difficulty

of adjustment experienced .by the op-

posing opinions once brought into con-

tact. Craighead's father is the logical

embodiment of the most unmitigated

and persistent hatred of the South,

which finds reconciliation well-nigh

impossible. Mrs. Wiley's character is

that of the typical adventuress, forti-

fied by social position and wealth.

That she does not wreck the lives of

the young people is no fault of hers.

The time is the present, and state

questions of very recent interest are

freely discussed. Perhaps one's most
serious quarrel with the book is that

since it is so interesting it is not

stronger, and contributes nothing to

permanent literature.

Codex Christi, or What Would Jesus
Have Me Do?—A Digest of the Teach-
ings of the Lord Jesus Christ on Duty
to God, Duty to Pellowmen, and Duty
to Self. By William Edy Dawson, LL.
B. Fleming H. Revell Co., 171 pages.

Price, ?1.25.

This book is along constructive lines.

It is not an original book, but it is a
useful one. It is specially adapted to

supplemental Sunday school study, in

advanced Bible class work. It seeks
to apply that knowledge which is of

all forms the most valuable, namely,
the knowledge of duty. This, of course,

implies the knowledge of God, for

knowledge of duty comes as the reve-

lation of the Divine will. It also im-
plies the knowledge of Christ if duty
is to be looked at from tne Cnristiau
standpoint, as it is in this volume.
The two questions', "What would

Jesus do?" and "What would Jesus
have me do?" are brought again and
again to the standard, "What has he
by word or life said I ought to do?"
The book, as the title indicates, is

divided into three parts. In the first

part, on duty to God, the duties speci-

fied are faith, repentance, love, fear,

service, obedience, and worship. The
second part deals with duties to dif-

ferent classes of men. The third part

deals especially with the self-ward

duties which have to do with the de-

velopment of the intellectual and re-

ligious natures.

The classification of subjects is not

always happy. Things overlap. The
treatment can hardly be called scien-

tific, yet for practical purposes many
may find the volume suggestive and
serviceable.

God's Books, An Inquiry Respecting

the Books of Judgment, by John Wil-

liams; with Introduction by I. N. Mc-
Cash, LL. D. Printed for the author

by M. A. Donohue & Co., Chicago.

This is a maiden effort. There are

in it many signs of promise. It has

lofty aspiration and a clear purpose.

Its aim and scope is to discover in the

fields of nature corroboration of the

sublime statement of Holy Scripture,

so often and so variously enforced,

that an exact registration is made of

all we do and say and think, and that

those writings in God's books are pre-

pared against the day when every one

of us shall give account of himself to

God." Not only are the experiences

of man preserved in memory, but in

the world of matter the history of man
can be traced. All the forces of na-

ture are against evil and on the side

of good. The Bible and nature have

one author, and hence religion and

science are one in their teaching. This

suggestive booklet of eighty-two pages

can be obtained from the author at

twenty-five cents. Address Whiting,

Iowa.

For "Debilitated Men, Here-
ford's Acid "Phosphate.

Dr. J. B. Alexander, Charlotte, N. C,

says: "It ranks among the best nerve

tonics for debilitated men." Renews
the vitality.

£10.50 TO "BX/FFAL.O AA»
HETWRJV £10.50.

Account Illinois "Day
at Buffalo Pan-American Exposition,

via Nickel Plate Road. Good only in

coaches. Tickets on sale September

14th and 15th, good returning to and
including September 22d. Three

through trains daily, leaving Chicago

forenoon, afternoon and night. Spe-

cially low rates, with longer limits,

available in sleeping cars, on same
dates. Through service to New York
and Boston. For particulars, call on
or address John Y. Calahan, General
Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

"B\/FFALO TA/xf-^/IME'RI-
C^r7JV

15-day tickets for $i_.00 via Nickel

Plate Road; 20-day tickets, $16.00.

Lowest rates to all eanern points.

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams St., Chicago. City Ticket Office,

111 Adams St., Chicago.

OCEAN EXCURSION
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The llhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. 1S $35.00*
Going via Bigi Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.00.
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.
Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.
Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return tiip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is

allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegh-tiv and B'.ae. RiH^s r>*flintains,
Shenandoan a^rt -*.„„=iont \^..^y and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
with the ocean trip of eighteen hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER. G. N. A., C. C. C. &'St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street. Chicago.

W. E. CONKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.
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THE HOME
UHE SECOJV7> PLACE.

Unto my loved ones have I given all,

—

The tireless service of my willing

hands,

The strength of swift feet running to

their call,

Each pulse of this fond heart whose
love commands

The busy brain unto their use,—each
grace,

Each gift, the flower and fruit of life.

To me
They give, with gracious hearts and

tenderly,

The second place.

i

Such joy as my glad service may dis-

pense,

They spend to make some brighter
life more blest;

The grief that comes despite my frail

defense,

They seek to soothe upon a dearer
breast;

Love veils his deepest glories from my
face;

I dimly dream how fair the light

may be
Beyond the shade where I hold, long-

ingly,

The second place.

And yet 'tis sweet to know that, though
I make

No soul's supremest bliss, no life

shall lie

Ruined and desolate for my sake,
Nor any heart be broken when I die.

And sweet it is to see my little space
Grow wider hour by hour; and grate-

fully

I thank the tender fate that granteth
me

The second place.

—Susan Marr Spalding.

At the "Breakfast Table.
"Mamma! Where's my shoes?"
"I put them in their place in your

closet, dear. Make haste we're at
breakfast," called mamma from the
dining-room.

"I'll be late to school just because
folks don't leave my things alone,"
scolded Jack, hurrying in with his
shoestrings dangling and a scowl on
his face.

Mamma was discreetly busy with her
coffee cups.

"Hominy, Jack!" asked papa, cheer-
ily.

"0 dear! I don't like hominy. Why
don't we always have oatmeal?"
"Papa likes hominy best, so we take

turns," explained mamma, trying to
avert the storm.

"Might have 'em both," muttered
Jack, his voice muffled by a large
mouthful of the despised cereal. "Is
there griddle-cakes then?" he demand-
ed, presently.

"This is ironing morning. Katie

couldn't fry cakes to-day."

"What else is she made for?" sav-

agely.

"Jack!" Papa looked up suddenly
from his paper. His son subsided for

a few moments and table-talk went
pleasantly on.

"It looks like the beginning of a

hard storm," papa said, glancing at the

raindrops on the pane. "The young-
sters had better go to school prepared

for wet weather."

"Yes, the rubbers-and-umbrella bri-

gade to-day," smiled mamma.
"O need I wear rubbers?" com-

plained Jack. "Nobody but little kids

wears 'em a day like this. I won't get

wet. Need I?"

"O yes, dear, you always walk
through all the puddles, you know, and
you have a cold already."

"I think it's mean, I do! None of

the other big fellows have to wear rub-

bers like babies. Got my thick boots

all on. I think you're real mean, so

there!" with a burst of angry tears.

"Jack, leave the table," said his

father, sternly. "Go and put on your
rubbers without a word, and then come
and apologize to mamma for your rude-

ness. It's too bad, dear," looking at

mamma's sad face. "Your meals are

spoiled continually by such tantrums.

I will put a stop to them, if I have to

whip Jack twice a day."

"But the whipping would only make
his temper worse; you've tried that.

I've another idea simmering. We'll

talk of it to-night"—as Jack came sulk-

ily back.

"Good-morning!" cried Jack dashing
into the dining-room next day.

"Morning!" returned papa gruffly.

"What's this, Evelyn — oatmeal?
Haven't you learned that I don't like

oatmeal? I want hominy."
"We had it yesterday, John, if you

remember; but I'll see that it is made
to-morrow."
"That won't feed me to-day"—push-

ing away his saucer. "Well, what
next? Fish-balls? Umph."

"I thought you liked them," said

mamma, anxiously.

"Plenty of things I like better. Have
you mended those gloves of mine, Eve-
lyn?"

"Why, no, John; you didn't ask me
to. I'll do it now."
"No, I can't wait. I should think

you might keep my things in better

order. I'm behind time for the train,

anyway, breakfast was so late." And
off rushed papa without good-bye,

slamming the door angrily and leav-

ing a dark shadow behind him.

It had not lifted at dinner that night.

Papa grumbled at the cooking, found
fault with everything, and was so ill-

tempered that the meal, usually ac-

companied by much fun and pleasant-

ness, was more dismal than breakfast

had been. Jack held his breath in

dismay. His admired papa, always

cheery and courteous, so cross; and
worst of all, so rude and unreasonable

to gentle mamma. Finally affairs

reached a climax.

"Don't know where the key to my
desk is, Evelyn? And what am I to do

now without it? You must have mis-

laid it. Strange you can't leave my
things alone. I think it's a shame—'*

But mamma had suddenly covered

her face with her handkerchief and left

the table.

"Mamma," whispered Jack, stealing

into her room and her lap in the dark.

"Well, dear?" Her arms closed

around him.

"Mamma, what ailed papa? If I was
a man, I'd—I'd punch him!"
"Should ill-temper always be "pun-

ished,' Jack? Perhaps papa didnt

think; perhaps he was just cross at

everything."

A sudden recollection Lasnea

through Jack's mind. Were not those

his own excuses, often used?

"Papa is naturaly impatient, Jack,
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SENT ON 3 DAYS' TRIAL FREE!
The CO-RO-NA MEDICATOR

A natural evolution from E. J. Worst's famous Catarrh Inhaler that has
won a world-wide reputation. It is made of Nickel and will last a life

time; is so compact it may easily be carried in a vest pocket, or reticule.

Cures Diseases by destroying the Germs that produce them. The latest discovery for
treating Catarrh and all diseases of the Air passages by dry air inhalation.

Catarrh.
Don't take medicine into the stomach to kill germs of Catarrh in the head. If you will only

stop and think for a moment you will certainly realize that the germs of disease were carried
into your head by air, and that air is the only agency that will carry a medication to the dis-

eased passages capable of destroying such germs. Catarrh, Head Colds, Pains and Roaring in

the Head, Bronchitis, SoreThroat, Headache, Partial Deafness, La Grippe and all diseases of
the air passages yield as if by magic to treatment with the Co-ro-na Medicator. Science and
common sense can offer no improvement upon this little pocket physician. It is simple
In construction and may be used anywhere and at any time. It is the only positive

cure for the diseases named. I make it easy to prove this beyond all question by my
remarkable SPECIAL OFFER.

Cleveland, O., Marca 25, 1901.

E. J. WORST. Ashland, O.
Dear Sir :— My family and myself have used

one of your Catarrh Inhalers for several years
and always with prompt and pronounced effect.
It is a wonderful remedy which I feel fully
warranted in recommending to my friends.
We cannot do without it. Please send us two
new Inhalers complete, as one of our friends
wmtsnne also. Truly yours, (Signed)
S. P. SPRENG, EJitor Evangelical Messenger.

Not Sold by Druggists.

E. J. WORST,
I enclose price for the Medicator. It is the

best thing for Catarrh I ever saw. I have tried
many other remedies but yours is worth more
in three days than others are in three months.

Yours truly.
(Signed) J. D. S. ATKINS, Durham, N. D.

Hayes, Ala., 1901.

E. J. WORST. Ashland, O.
Dear Sir:—Enclosed find price of the Medi-

cator. I have been using it for two weeks and
would not take #1000 for it if I could not get
another, I can sing, something I have not
been able to do for tw.o years. I always had to
stop singing to clesir my throat. My husband
is surprised at my improvement. Yours truly,

(Signed) MINNIE COLLINS.

E. J. WORST,
I received your Inhaler Feb. 1st and am

more than pleased with it. It has done me
more good in three days than any other rem-
edy I ever used. I would not sell it at any
price if I could not get another. I enclose the
price for two more. Yours truly,

(Signed) W. H. BAKER, Richland, Kan.

AGENTS WANTED. SPECIAL OFFER
To demonstrate how easily, quickly and completely the CO-RO-NA Medicator will cnre you, we will mail to any reader naming this paper one of my new Scientific

CO-RO-NA Medicators complete with medicine for one year, and full directions for a quick home cure. If it gives perfect satisfaction after 3 days' trial and you are pleased in
every way, then send us $1.00 to pay for it. If not, return it at the expired time, which will cost you only 3c postage. In this way you can test this unequalled treatment absolutely
free ; then if you are not convinced that it will cure you. you still have your money. Can any offer be fairer? You're taking no chance. Address,

E>. J. \*TORS1% 126 E>lmore> Block, ASHLAND, O.
and if one lets a temper get out from
under control it is hard stopping it.

It grows worse every day, until it be-

comes stronger than a man himself,

and makes life miserable to the man
and everyone about him. Can't you
see for yourself how it would be?"
Jack meditated awhile. "Mamma,

did papa ever have a temper like

mine?"
"Very like, he says, though we can

hardly believe it, he controls it so

well. Perhaps he was willing for you
to see to-day what your temper might
become if you let it grow worse, as

you are doing now. Do you think we
have had a pleasant day, Jack?"
"Jiminy, I guess not! It's been aw-

ful!"

"And it all came from the unpleas-

antness of one person, Jack."

There was a long pause; then Jack
suddenly announced with conviction:

"Mamma, I believe papa was just put-

ting his temper on, and I know what
for. But if I am as ugly usually as he
has been to-day, I guess I'd better be-

gin to stop!"

And he did.—Congregationalist.

Her "Pleasure "BooK.-"

A helpful book was that kept to the
end of her life by a lovely old lady,

whose serenely beautitul countenance
was unmarred by lines of care or irri-

tation. So placidly happy was she that

a woman given to fretfulness, and al-

most annoyed by the unassailable

peace that shone from the other's face,

once asked her the secret of her con-

tent.

"My dear," said the elder woman,
"I keep a pleasure book."

"What?"
"Yes," a pleasure book. Ever since I

was a girl at school, I have kept a daily

account of all the pleasant things that

have happened to me. I have put

down only the pleasant things; the

disagreeable ones I have forgotten as

soon as possible. In my whole exper-

ience I can not recall a day so dark
that it did not contain some little ray

of happiness.

"The book is filled with little mat-
ters—a flower, a walk, a concert, a new
gown, a new thought, a fine sentiment,

a fresh sign of affection from my fam-
ily—everything that gave me joy at the

time. So if ever I am inclined to be
despondent, I sit down and read a few
pages in my book, and find out how
much I have to be grateful for."

"May I see your book?"
"Certainly."

Slowly the peevish friend turned the

leaves. How insignificant the entries

seemed! How much they meant! "Saw
a beautiful lily in a window." "Talk-
ed to a bright, happy girl." "Received
a kind letter from a dear friend." "En-
joyed a beautiful sunset." "Husband
brought some roses home to me." "My

boy out to-day for the first time after

the croup."

"Have you ever found a pleasure for

every day?" inquired the fretful

woman wistfully.

"Yes, for every day, even the sad

ones." The answer came in a low
tone.

"I wish I were more like you," said

the discontented woman, with a sigh.

Then she looked at her aged friend,

and a beautiful reverence grew in her

face. "I don't think," she said, as her

eyes filled, "that you need to write

them down any more on paper. Your
pleasure book is written in your face."

—Forward

ILLIJVOIS? T>AV AT THE
TA ff-AME1UCAJ-f EX-

POSITION
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets for that occasion at rata as low as

5-.J.50 for the round trip, good going

September 14th and 15th, and return-

ing to and including September 22d.

For particulars re»ardi-i tickets at

specially low rates, with longer limit*,

available in sleeping cars, on same

dates, call on or address John Y. Caia-

han, General Agent, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago.
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American Women as Inventors.
Miss Elizabeth L. Banks writes un-

der this title in the June number of
Cassell's Magazine. "In the early years
of the century," she says, "one notes
that most of the inventions had to do
with weaving, spinning, sewing, and
women's wearing apparel. After Mrs.
Kies invented her straw and silk weav-
ing apparatus, she was followed by a
Mrs. Brush with a new and improved
corset. Then came a process for whit-
ening leghorn straw, and a new work-
table. The years flew on and brought
curious devices in the way of hoop-
skirts, muffs, and methods for cutting
and fitting dresses. Afterwards came
devices for amusing children, then
time and labour-saving inventions for

the busy house-wife and mother. With
the advent of the sewing machine there
came suggestions and improvements
that only a woman could have thought
of, and when, about a quarter of a
century ago, women began to take
posts as clerks, .stenographers, typists,

etc., there rushed into the patent office

original pens and pencils and auto-

matic erasers, During the past ten

years American women do not seem to

have been devoting themselves to any
one particular line of inventions, which
means that their lives and minds have
broadened, and there is hardly a sub-

ject or a pursuit which in the last de-

cade the American woman has not con-

sidered when she has gone forth in-

venting. She has not only taken into

consideration the peculiar wants or ner

own sex or both sexes. She has gone

a generous step further, and given her

attention to patenting ideas design-

ed to benefit her mankind exclusively,

as witness the invention of a moustache
guard to enable a man to drink tea and
coffee comfortably and neatly; the

pantaloon tree, a continual blessing in

a man's wardrobe; a machine for mak-
ing cigarettes; a necktie clasp and
holder, and shirt-front protector."

Gi-ding Through 7*raj/er,

She was a girl who had just begun

the training for her life work. The
work that she had chosen was a noble

one; sometimes it commanded high

wages in the world's market; the girl's

thought about it was curious. "I nev-

er want to earn more than six hun-

dred dollars a year," she said. "I'm

afraid that if I had more than that I

should be too selfish with it."

"I don't see why you should feel

that," a friend argued; "the more you

earned the more good you could do

with it."

The girl shook her head. "I couldn't

trust myself," she replied briefly.

Ah, but can one ever t^ust one's self?

It .> %" easy to thini; ~nt it is the

narrow circumstances, not the narrow
soul, that shuts one in! It is so easy

to forget that one can be exactly as

selfish with six dollars as with six hun-

dred or six thousand.

''Ml my life," a woman said the oth-

er day, "I have longed to help. So
many, many things I could do if I had
only a little money; so many bits of

joy I could put into lonely and sorrow-
ful places; so many ways I could find

of lifting discouraged hearts. I have
dreamed it and planned it a thousand
times. But all my life I have had to

struggle to make ends meet. It seemed
strange to me often, as if God were
keeping from tired and heartsick ones
gladness that they might have had.

Then suddenly, in my prayer one day
I saw myself. It came to me with ter-

rible condemnation how, month after

month, and year after year, my prayers

were for myself and those dearest to

me—how seldom I remembered the

poor and sorrowful to whom I had
thought that I was ready to devote

my life. If I cared so little that I did

not even tell the Father about them,
how dared I think for one moment that

I was worthy the trust of money? I

don't ask it any more. I ask God to

cleanse me of selfishness."

Is not the lesson for all of us who
long to "help?" We sigh for strength

or money or talents or wider oppor-

tunities, and all the time the mightiest

power in the universe is within reach

of every one of us. In all the world
there is no soul so poor or so weak
that it may not, at any moment, have
access to the king of kings. Ours the

shame if we go into that great pres-

ence with our hearts full of our own
small wants.—Forward.

Mistakes of XOomen.

One of the mistakes of women is in

not knowing how to eat. If a man
is not to be fed when she is, she thinks

a cup of tea and anything handy is

good enough. If she needs to save

money, she does it at the butcher's

cost; if she is busy, she will not waste

time in eating; if she is unhappy, she

goes without food. A man eats if the

sheriff is at the door, if his work
drives, if the undertaker interrupts;

and he is right. A woman will choose

ice cream instead of beefsteak, and a

man will not.

Another of her mistakes is in not

knowing when to rest. If she is tired,

she may sit down, but she will darn

stockings, crochet shawls, enibioide:

doilies. She doesn't know that hard
work tires. If she is exhausted, sh.^

will write letters, or figure her ac-

counts. She would laugh at you i(

you hinted that reading or writing

could fail to rest her. All over the

country women's hospitals flourish b3-

cause women do not know how to rest.

Another mistake on the list is their

constant worrying:. Worry and hurry

are their enemies, and yet they hll v

them to their bosoms. Women cr s^

bridges before they come to them, a i

'

ven build bridges. They imagine m's

fortune and i-un out to meet it.

Women are not jolly enough. The -*"

make too serious business of life, and

laugh at its little humors too seldom.
Men can stop in the midst of perplex-
ities and have a hearty laugh. And it

keeps them young. Women cannot,
and that is one reason why they fade
so early. There are other reasons,

but we will pass them now. Worry
not only wrinkles the face, but it

wrinkles and withers the mind. Have
a hearty laugh once in a while; it is

a good antiseptic, and will purify the
mental atmosphere, drive away evil

imaginings, bad temper, and other ills.

—Buffalo Times.

THE,__ T"RAISE_OF_A 3 E T-
T\JAGE,JVA -RIA JSf.

Mr. Louis Schmidt, New Castle, In-

diana, is very enthusiastic about the

well-known herb remedy, Dr. Peter's

Blood Vitalizer. "There is no doubt

about its being an excellent remedy,"

he says, "because it cured me of that

terrible asthma and dropsy, which

troubled me for years. In spite of my
seventy-five years, I can now work in

the fields. My appetite is splendid, my
limbs are normal and not swollen as

before. I enjoy sound sleep, and need

not tramp the floor all night long look-

ing for rest." Dr. Peter's Blood Vital-

izer is no drugstore medicine. It is

sold by special local agents, or the

manufacturer, Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-

114 South Hoyne avenue, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

£13. OO TO 'BX/FFALO TAJW-
AME'RICAJV AJVD "RE-

TWRJV. £13.00
via the Nickel Plate Road, daily, with

limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 and 30-day tickets at $21.00 for

the round trip. Through service to

New York and Boston and lowest

available rates. For particulars and

Pan-American folder of buildings and

grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-

eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds. Convenient
Buildings, .Athletic Park, Gymnasium. Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-

ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES:
Full Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible School? P.eparatory'aud Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIERONYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.
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FAST DAY T^AIN

Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars, Dining Cars,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.
See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

k. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R.. Chicago, I&

Burlington

it costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other,

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

Leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. ra. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

our Dinino- Cars have achieved

an international rewrati^fi.
P. S. EUSTIS, Con'l Pass'r Agon- C. B. & Q, R. X.

209 Adams Street, Chicago, III.

largest Fonndrr >n Earth making

CHURCH BELLS ffiL
s
s

Purest copper and tin onlv. Terms, etc., free.
WIcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale Sept. 19-27; return limit

Nov. 75, 7907, via

Chicago & North- Western
Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the lux-

urious every-day train, leavss Chicago
6.30 p. m. Only three days en route.

Unrivaled scenery. All meals in Dining
Cars; Buffet Library Cars (with barber).

Two other fast trains 10.00 a. m. and
1 1.30 p. m. daily. The best of every-
thing. For tickets and reservations call at

Ticket Offices
j

2J2
„
CX%? St/iet and

\ Wells Street Station

Special Free Illustraien

Epwonn League Folder

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not on\^ .urormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

BULLETIN |'<2?

MONDN TRAINS §

1 Chv iJurrU^

MDNDN ROUTE
\P>-'C.H.€S

D

O.RwyHS
THE DIRECT LINE BETWEEN \S

CHICAGO I

INDIANAPOLIS:
.and;, j!

1 CINCINNATI, \
' 4Train} daily |

IH&&»r«PMn?
QttjCAGO.

JjSff^rSlmcS|

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

ncago
ianapolis

and al! points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call
on or address

234 Clark Streei, CHICAGO.

WLIZZOTHEE BELLI
kSWEEIEB, MOBE DtfB-

CHEJiSfiH
m
J&$& ABLE, L0WE2 PRICE.

>_1- _ - ^g^OUBFEEECATALOaUB'UJjXjS. ^ TELLS WHT.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., Cincinnati, O,

35c THE LADIES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Glovea
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine, Tan, and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning. Gardening. Driving,
Wheeling, Outing, Golf, etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 5,
6. 7, 8, 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Clove Co.," B Apollo, t'i m-iii ns ii.O.

URCHES

!

Lighted by the FRINK System of Reflectors

jr-B^Trnt* * * • *
with Electric, Gas, Welsbach, Acetylene or C ''

>JUlliVi>JlL) to manufacture electric and combination 1 g% mik.ll/ 551 PParl S'
; gas^and electric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimate. • **• I Kl t^illy NEW YORK.



Extraordinary! The CMstian

Proposition°r<f°r | Century Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

Does This Interest You?

The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.
It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
L,. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription

to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till J&nuSiry 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,dddddddd^d Chicago, Illinois.
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A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS. LITERARY INK NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

Cfce Christian Ccnturp Company
858 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations—
The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. List is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

discontinuances -

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be aure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and ffeliable
firms advertised. Rates given ©a applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Articles for publication should mot exceed
one thousand worOs and should be is oar of-
fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear. News fetters
should be condensed as srrach as passible.
News items are solicited aad sSsoffllffl be semfi

in promptly.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C.,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call
on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,
234 Clark Street. CHICAGO.
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AN UP-TO-DATFi

SUNDAY SCHOOL
A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the
leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured
forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using
them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.
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THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

HOW TO GET A JOB
mf| II IA g% f% New book will be

UniuAllli issue<3 in ft fewW111W***"W days. Orders will
filled in the order they are received. If you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

Steel Alloy Church and School Bells. *3-Send for
Catalogue. The C. 8. BELL CO., Hillsboro.O.

TITE LADIES' FRIEJfD
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloves
Made from the Best (ilove-Kid in Black,

Wine. Tan, and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning. Gardening. Driving,
Wheeling, Outing. Oolf. etc. Sizes. 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, S, 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Glove l'o,'B Apollo, I indnnaU.0.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedies
The internal remedy is pleasant to take, acts imme-

diately, does not disturb digestion, and is for rheuma-
tism only in all its torturiug forms. The external

preparation restores stiff joints, drawn cords, and hard-

ened muscles. If your druggist has not these remedies
in stock, do not take anything else. Send *5 to the

Drummond Medicine Co.. New Tork, and the full

treatment of two large bottles will 1)3 sv&t to your ex-

press address. Agents wanted.
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THE HOVR OF NATIONAL
ECLIPSE.

H nation's Dopes baoe been blasted.

Cbe dreaded blow bas fallen. Cbe

assassin's bullet bas done its fatal

work. Witb busbed bearts ux bou>

before tb inscrutable mpsterp of tbe

untimely deatb of a good and useful

ruler. Out of tbis dark event map

tbere come good issues, of tubicb ux,

in tbe sharpness of tbe present sor=

rou>, dare not dream. Cbe President

is dead: but tbe £ord lives and reigns;

and in bis bands are tbe destinies of

tbe nations.

THE TEACHING VOWE'R Of
JESX/S' LIFE.

HE most impressive element in Jesus'
* power as a teacher lay in his life ; for
* whatever Jesus did he was still teaching,

and the lesson of his life itself is as im-

portant an aid to faith as any of the doc-

trines he taught. To watch Jesus and to

gain a knowledge of his way of living is

to enter his school in the fullest sense and

££H to "learn of him." Jesus called men less

to a consideration of the things he taught than to the

study of his own life as normal and ideal, the pos-

session and imitation of which are to be characteristics

of his students. The quality of Jesus' life which con-

stituted its outstanding feature was his abiding con-

sciousness of the Divine Presence, which made the

life of God more real to him than any other experi-

ence. To him the reality of God's life was more im-

pressive than any argument which could be framed
to prove it. It was axiomatic; it was certain; it was
a fact of daily experience. To live thus in the pres-

ence of God is the privilege of the pupils in the school

of Christ. This sense of divine companionship re-

vealed itself in Jesus' constant use of prayer. Prayer
was to him not simply a petition for blessing, but it

was the enjoyment of companionship with God. Of
him it might have been said in far truer sense than of

Enoch of old, "He walked with God." Prayer was

the natural speech of this intimacy. Again, our Lord

loved and was saturated with the words of Holy

Scripture. The Old Testament was the subject of his

constant study and reflection. Its great words had

fastened themselves in his mind. Its most important

portions, like Deuteronomy, Psalms and Isaiah, were

known to him from childhood, and he frequently

quoted them in his conversation. He possessed the

Scripture with a consciousness of its value and of its

limitations. He used it as an instrument because of

its appeal both to his own life and to that of his fel-

low-men. As a product of the Spirit of God in the

hearts of Jewish saints and prophets, it had the prom-

ise and potency of new forms of spiritual teaching

yet to issue from that same Spirit in his work with

the generation of believers in Jesus. The Old Testa-

ment was yet to be completed by the New, and Jesus

was thus the center and inspiration of the whole,,

himself the possessor and lord of both covenants. It

was his to use and to reject, to approve and to con-

demn. That which "Was temporary and imperfect in

the Old Testament he quietly laid aside. That which

was abiding he impressed upon his hearers by con-
stant reiteration.

Once more, the student in the school of Christ,

studying his character, seeking its secret, observes his

serenity and calmness in all situations. This was not

alone a poise of temper or a mastery of himself,

though this self-possession and quietness was one of

the secrets of his extraordinary power with men.

But there is a still higher serenity which finds its-

place in our Lord's character. It is that calmness of

conscience in the face of the highest ideal, which as-

tonishes the world. Kant declared that the starry

heavens and the moral law filled him with amazement.

It was the demand of the moral law, with its majestic

imperative which allured and yet baffled him, that

made him believe in the future life as the only means

of attaining so august a standard of conduct. He felt

the appalling chasm between his ideal of righteous-

ness and his actual embodiment of it. Yet Jesus,

who possessed the clearest vision of the perfect life

which has ever been experienced among men, lived in

the serene and satisfied consciousness of complete at-

tainment. This thought is nothing less than thrilling

to any sensitive and eager mind, and makes Jesus the

moral miracle of the world. Then, too, his sympathy

for man, his love of every class, his power of inciting

men to noble purposes, his wonderful reserve force

which made him equal to every emergency, his inex-

haustible resources, the wholeness and sanity of his
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mental and moral life, his unfailing optimism in the

face of apparently appalling difficulties and the seem-

ingly hopeless task of securing the regeneration of

human nature—these things constitute some of the

outstanding features of our Lord's nature which make
him the supreme teacher of men, and draw the world

to him for the study of his life as the norm of all

human experience and the living embodiment of a

divine life in terms of human experience.

When men are asking the question, as so many are

doing, How can we know what Jesus would have us

do? it needs to be remembered that his teachings take

less the form of particular decisions upon matters

of daily life than of an attitude of soul which is itself

illuminating and illustrative of the will of God for

our human life. Those who would know what Jesus

would have them do may find an infallible answer to

•every question which arises in their own experience, by

appeal either to the things which Jesus taught or to

his own attitude and bearing when confronted with

the various problems of human life. It is fortunate

that he did not seek to give explicit instructions. The
variety of circumstances in which men are placed

would have made such a task impossible. He gave

rather an illustration of how a life in perfect harmony
with God adjusts itself to every human experience.

No one who studies attentively the life of Christ need

t>e long in doubt as to what he ought to do in given

circumstances. Each one must come to his own free

choice. Two men in a given situation might decide to

go in opposite directions, where it would be impos-

sible to tell in which path lay absolute truth. Where
the pathway is obscure one must follow his own de-

liberate and prayerful convictions as to what Jesus

would have him do. Two men might question as to

their duty in a time of national commotion, such as

the breaking out of war. One man decides that if he

does as Jesus would have him do, he must give his life

to the defense of his country, and so he enlists. The
other decides that the Spirit of Jesus is opposed to war
and that no cause can justify his taking up arms. He
therefore declines to enlist. For either to do as the

other does, would be wrong, since each by deliberate

attempt to submit to the will of Christ has reached his

own conclusion. Yet such instances of opposite

tendency are rare, and as the Spirit of our Lord be-

comes more prevalent they will grow rarer still, un-

til with the truly enlightened body of believers trained

in the school of Christ, public service and private con-

duct will alike be regulated by obedience to the mind
which was in Christ Jesus, and is also in those who
submit themselves to his Spirit and "learn of him."

Build a little fence of trust
Around today:

Fill the space with loving work,
And therein stay.

Look not through the sheltering bars
Upon tomorrow

:

God will help thee bear what comes
Of joy or sorrow. —Mrs. M. F. Butts.

COLLEGE DECREES.
By the Visitor.

OW and then the subject of academic and
honorary degrees is brought to mind by
the discovery of some unusually crooked

method by which they are being secured by
the unworthy but aspiring. In general

there seems to be but little conscience on
the subject in America, either on the part

of those who are seeking for them merel;

as ornaments, or of those institutions

which confer them for a price without ex-

acting from the candidate a suitable course

of study as a preparation for their reception. To be

sure, the reputable institutions in this country, as in

Europe, are careful to maintain a high standard of

scholarship and an adequate course of preparatory

study as prerequisites for the degrees given in course,

and only confer the honorary degrees on men dis-

tinguished in some particular manner by notable

service to science, literature or the public welfare.

But the zeal to secure and the willingness to confer,

when exhibited by cheap men and cheap schools, tend

to bring the whole matter of degrees into disfavor

and ridicule in the minds of the discerning.

Of course, the root of the evil lies in the inflated

airs assumed by small academies, who call themselves

colleges and universities, and arrogate to themselves

the right to confer university degrees. At first sight

it might seem that such institutions ought to be limited

by charter to the privileges that lie historically within

the range of academic function. But even the cheap-

ening of the entire scheme of degrees, which results

from this unregulated' assumption of rights on the

part of the small school, is less to be feared than the

attempt to restrict such offenders by law. The atmos-
phere of learning ought to be free and unhindered, and
wherever external authority limits the freedom of

either an instructor or an institution, greater harm is

sure to be done than can be compensated by the ad-

vantage gained. The only remedy to be hoped is the

growth of the institutional conscience and a certain

self-respect on the part of college officers, which, both

by recognition of what is respectable and fitting in

educational work and by a desire to uphold the sacred

traditions of sound learning, will prevent those

breaches of academic propriety so frequent in recent

years in American schools, in the bestowal of unearned
honors on unworthy men by unfledged institutions.

The fault no doubt lies primarily with the college.

It may be taken for granted that many men who lack

entirely the requisites will seek degrees. The college

and university have always been looked to as the up-

holders of academic propriety and the defenders of

the honors they have created. It is theirs to refuse

bestowments that degrade the fair fame of such de-

grees as bachelor, master or doctor. To see an insti-

tution which is conspicuous by its meagerness of

foundation and requirements conferring any or all of

these degrees is not only a travesty on education, but

a disgrace to both the school and the recipient. When
an institution which is scarcely more than a fair

academy persists in conferring the baccalaureate de-

gree, or a college with a course barely sufficient to en-

title its graduates to enter the upper classes of reputa-

ble universities, claims and exercises the right to dis-

pense the degrees of master and doctor, the value of

all degrees is cheapened in the minds of unacademic
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people, and in educational circles the school and its

beneficiaries are the objects of the contempt they de-

serve.

The Visitor heard the remark made, only recently,

by a young man who was unwilling to spend the time

demanded for a degree he wished. "Well, I don't

need to waste any such time to get that degree.

College will give it to me for five dollars and a quarter

of the residence you require."

The college named offered a course which by no
stretch of the imagination could be regarded as afford-

ing competency to confer any degree beyond that of

bachelor. Such schools gain for themselves an ill

name in educational circles, and subject even their

best and most industrious graduates to suspicion and
special scrutiny when they present themselves at the

doors of the higher universities. Some of the west-

ern states are particularly afflicted with this curse of

"inflation" in college catalogues and programs. It is

often the case that a school, the most prominent
feature of which is a "business college," or a "school

of oratory," or a "college of music," secures the addi-

tion of some linguistic, scientific and literary courses,

and an affiliation with a neighboring law or medical

school, and starts out in business as a "university."

Its dominant purpose being commercial, it regards its

so-called "honors" as commodities to be had at a fixed

price. In such an atmosphere one is likely to find

masters of arts, and doctors of laws and of philosophy

multiplying.

In one of our middle western states statistics show
that more doctors of philosophy were create^ '*s a

recent year than all the German universities combined
produced in the same period, and it is a recognized

fact that of the dozen schools thus responsible, not

more than one or two have the slightest academic
right to confer any degree higher than that of bach-

elor. Perhaps these schools may be said to "rise by
degrees" ; but their fall in educational esteem is far

more rapid.

The singular feature of this business is that the de-

nominational schools are the worst offenders. The
state institutions, for the most part, maintain a fair

standard of respectability in the matter of honors. It

is the church schools that transgress the line of good
usage. A member of the faculty of a denominational
college said to the Visitor not long since, "Yes, our
school is a great sinner in this regard. It seems to

be the rule that a minister who has preached for three

years after graduation without conspicuous scandal,

and can produce ten dollars, is entitled to the degree
of doctor of divinity." This no doubt explains the

fact that so many "D. D.'s" are let loose upon the

public. But any school which is an offender of this

sort is sure to pay the penalty in time.

Another short cut to degrees is by the correspond-
ence method. Men have learned the fact that the
honors are wanted. Not yet prepared to abandon en-
tirely the demand for study as a prerequisite, they
have devised the convenient makeshift of allowing
"non-resident" work—*. e., reading or study at home,
to stand as the full complement of a college course.
It need hardly be said that no degree given by corre-

spondence is worth the paper it disgraces, or would
receive the slightest recognition from any reputable
institution. Correspondence work has its place, and a
valuable one, in education, where it is the only means
at hand, but it can never be recognized as a substitute
for resident study, or as competent to earn a degree.
Yet only a few weeks have passed since the Visitor

met a man who had widely informed the little public

of his town that he was a doctor of philosophy of the

University of Chicago. When the statement was
made to the Visitor he doubted its correctness, and
took pains to inquire somewhat more fully into the

matter. When asked for explicit information the

"doctor" fell back upon the assertion that he had never

been in residence at the university, but had gotten his

degree by correspondence. Knowing this to be im-

possible, the Visitor asked for dates and facts, and the

confident recipient of the degree discovered that his

honors had come from an institution calling itself

"The National University, of Chicago," in which title

the "National" was sufficiently inconspicuous to leave

the misleading title to do its work. It turned out that

the only "correspondence" required was the inter-

change of business communications necessitated by the

acceptance of an advertised offer and the payment of

the small fee demanded. This bogus diploma mill is

now on the way to a final closure, and with it will go
one more source of fraudulent degrees.

There is no short cut to academic honors. If they

are earned in a reputable institution or are conferred

in recognition, of really meritorious service by a com-
petent school, they may be worn with a consciousness

of honesty and appropriateness. Otherwise they bring

only disrepute to the institution bestowing them and to

the man who wears them.

HOW TO *BEGIJ*.

E call attention to a symposium in this is-

Wsue on "How I Begin the Winter's

Work?" During the past two months
there has been a letting down of effort;

the grasp upon the serious work of life

has been loosened ; the bow has been un-

bent. Now the churches and pastors are

beginning to pick up the fallen threads;

they are trying to get a grip upon things

;

they are trying to get the machinery of

church activity set in motion.

15aKing V/p the WorR.

Some are taken up by their work. They are pushed
into it; they are carried along by it. They do things

because they are forced upon them. They come up
to them with shrinking; they are relieved when they

are over. Others take up their work eagerly and
gladly. They have been thinking about it, planning

for it ; and now with recruited energies and revived

hopes they enter upon it enthusiastically.

A. ffebu Purpose,

Like the artist who, when asked, What is your best

picture?" answered, "The next," many a pastor is

determined to make the next year's work his best

year's work. Divinely dissatisfied with past attain-

ments, painfully conscious of the discrepancy between
the ideal and the actual, he is determined to press on
to higher things. He wants to forget past failures

and successes ; he wants to outdo his past ; he wants
to be wiser, holier, more largely successful in his

work. To fulfil his high calling is his settled purpose.

A Condition of Success-

A prime condition of success is concentration. It

is impossible to be intensely interested in or intently

employed on a multiplicity of objects at once. Power
is lost in the measure in which it is divided. It gains

force when it flows in one channel. Preachers are
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not to be men of one idea, but they are to be men of

one work. They are to say, "This one thing I do."

They are not to leave the ministry of the Word to

serve tables; they are not to scatter their fire. Like
the racer in the Olympic games, they are to make a

straight course for the goal.

Methods of WorK-
To suggest methods of work for another is always

a hazardous thing. Nothing ought to be allowed to

hinder the free play of personality. Mechanical
methods are to be sedulously avoided. They are

always fatal to the truest success. Yet methods of

some kind are necessary. Work to be effective must
be reduced to a system. No general will succeed who
does not have a plan of the campaign ; and no preach-

er will succeed who does not map out his work with
care, and resolutely keep himself to the things he has
planned.

The 'Personal Equation-

That, after all, is the important thing. It is the

powder behind the ball ; it is the man behind the gun

;

it is the force that makes the method employed effec-

tive. Christianity is a life and it needs for its propa-

gation the service of living souls. Professional work
can never take the place of personal work. Every
Christian is to be a worker. The church is the pas-

tor's force rather than his field, and his highest suc-

cess will be realized not in doing the work himself but

in getting the entire church at work

THE 'REAL FOE OF THE tOO'RK.IMC-
MAJSf.

When addressing the union workingmen of Gales-

burg on Labor Day, Bishop John L. Spalding of

Peoria gave utterance to these bold and true words

:

"The foe of labor is not capital, but ignorance and
vice. In the whole English-speaking world at least

its worst enemy is drink. More than a combination of

all employers, the saloon has power to impoverish and
degrade workingmen."
We are simply beating about the bush when we

ignore the influence of the saloon as a breeder of pov-
erty and crime. It is a sad blot upon our boasted
civilization that an institution which works against

the welfare of society is legalized and fostered. The
saloon is a social anomaly, and ought to be rooted out.

MIJVISTE'RS' MEETINGS AffD
AJVA 'RCHy.

The ministers' unions of the city sent expressions

of condolence to Mrs. McKinley when her husband
was shot down. They also joined in prayer for the

President's recovery. And now, while mourning the
cutting short of a valuable and good life, they

are discussing the question of anarchy and are consid-

ering what can be done to stamp it out. To stamp
it out is an impossible task ; it can be brought to an
end only by supplanting it with something better. The
growth of brotherhood means the decay of anarch-
ism. While denouncing undue license of speech we
cannot afford to violate the principle of civil liberty

upon which our nation is founded. Drastic measures
may be needed, but they must not be allowed to im-
peril our free institutions. Nor will a spasm of re-

form avail much. When evils exist the only remedy
for revolution is reform. And when men are wrong,
the only way to save the state is by making them right.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM WKINLEY.
An Aopreciation.

It is too early to attempt an estimate of the character

and work of our late President. IVe need perspective

in order to measure public men. One thing is sure,

his place in history will be a high one ; and he will

hold a high place largely because of his heart qualities.

Few rulers were ever better loved. He lived for the

people. He kept his finger upon the nation's pulse. It

was not his to be a leader in the way of giving expres-

sion to the ideas and sentiments struggling to the birth

in the nation's heart. He waited until public sentiment

voiced itself before taking action. He felt that he was
the servant of the people, and his one great aim in

public life was to carry into effect the will of the people

as he interpreted it.

But above all, the influence of President McKinley
will be felt in the coming years because of his moral
qualities. He was a good man, an affectionate and
chivalrous husband, a high-minded gentleman, a hum-
ble and sincere Christian. Not only is his fame secure,

but his memory is blessed.

What an inexpressibly precious legacy has been left

to this nation in the words of Christian faith and hope
in which President McKinley breathed out his soul

!

He fully realized that his hour had come and his mind
turned to his Maker. He whispered feebly "Nearer,

My God, to Thee," the words of the hymn always dear

to his heart. Then in faint accents he murmured,
"Good-bye, all, good-bye. It is God's way. His will

be done, not ours."

With this sublime display of Christian fortitude the

President soon after lapsed into unconsciousness.

A remarkable scene took place Friday night in front

of the Inter Ocean office. A week had elapsed since

the shooting of President McKinley, and a great crowd,

massed in Monroe street and the adjacent alleys, was
waiting in silence for the last word from the room of

the dying President. The crowd grew larger instead

of smaller after midnight, but all stood in silence listen-

ing to the Inter Ocean bulletins from Buffalo. At last,

when the official message came announcing the Presi-

dent's death, some one started "Nearer, My God, to

Thee," and the crowd of thousands sang it through.

Then, after prayer, the people turned to "America" and

"The Battle Hymn of the Republic."

Theodore *Roose*)elt. Our JVetv President.

In the hour of national calamity it is no small com-

fort to know the reins of power have passed into safe

hands. Our new chief executive is a God-fearing man,

a man of indomitable courage and inflexible principle,

a man who has already given abundant proof of the

honesty of his purposes and of the purity of his patriot-

ism. He has never sought political honors : they have

been thrust upon him ; and the duties of the high posi-

tions which he has occupied have been discharged with

consummate wisdom and ability. He promises to be

true to the principles which guided Mr. McKinley in

his administration. That he will rise above partisan

influences and aims no one doubts. He will be himself,

and he will be President. He may not always satisfy

the politicians, but he will win more and more the con-

fidence of the people, and he will increase the respect

of the nations of the world for the government of which

he is the head. As he assumes the onerous duties of

his high office may he have the sympathy and prayers

of all good people.
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P'RA.yE'R.

It is not prayer,
This clamor of our eager wants

That fills the air

With wearying, selfish plaints.

It is not faith

To boldly count all gifts as ours

—

The pride that saith,

"For me his wrath he ever showers."

It is not praise

To call to mind our happier lot,

And boast bright days,
God-favored, with all else forgot.

It is true prayer
To seek the giver more than gift,

God's life to share,
And love—for this our cry to lift.

It is true faith

To simply trust his loving will,

Whiche'er he saith

—

"Thy lot be glad" or "ill."

It is true praise
To bless alike the bright and dark;

To sing all days
Alike with nightingale and lark.

—Christian Union.

HOW DO I 'BEGIJV THE
TERR'S WO*RK?"

WIJV-

I
EVER twice the same. The value of va-
riety in method cannot be overstated.
Ways of doing things quickly stale. That
which succeeded yesterday will fail to-

morrow. Successes are self-exhausting.
Two things, however, always face the
preacher. I. His own preparation. There
is the body preparation which, let us trust,

has been happily secured by a sane vaca-
tion—a vacation not spent in the distrac-
tions of a summer school, but by lake side

or in forest unvexed by academic fret or stir. Then
the mental preparation and spiritual girding are of
deepest concern. Fresh, stimulating books are to be
read and the idler quickened into the worker. Strenu-
ous church life must always wait upon the white heat
of the minister. 2. Having fitted himself for work
the preacher will then bestir himself to bring others
into the same fervor of enthusiasm and livingness of
endeavor. The how of it, as has been stated, must be
well nigh infinitely flexible.

Last year the circular letter, say, played a large part
in the call to work ; it may be used this year,, but no
large dependence can be placed upon it.

As to my own special plans, the emphasis will be
placed upon two undertakings : ( 1 ) Called meetings
of the regular guilds of the church, at which endeavor
will be made to awaken them to earnest work. (2)
Neighborhood meetings. The church having been
districted, the workers in each district will meet to go
over the situation carefully in that district, striving to
fall upon ways by which backsliding Christians can
'be restored to active lives and the unconverted brought

to Christ. These nuclei of workers should count for

much in the winter campaign and should be looked to

for hearty and intelligent co-operation in evangelistic

enterprise. Much else besides, but these hints will

serve. George H. Combs.
Kansas City, Mo.

I do not know that my methods are at all distinc-

tive. I first undertake to clear the desk. The sum-
mer brings a large accumulation of unforwarded mail

matter which must receive examination however
superficial. Nothing is worse than to begin the fall

impeded by the accumulation of the previous months.

Next to a clear conscience, for effective work, is a

desk with a clear top.

Some forms of pastoral work are immediately press-

ing. The aged, the sick, those who have suffered be-

reavement during the summer, I try to call upon as

quickly as possible. I usually plan a course of ser-

mons for the early fall during the summer vacation,

and have them fairly outlined, but do not begin

preaching them for the first few weeks of the early

autumn. The first fall meeting with the church com-
mittee and the deacons I count of importance for

the sense of co-operation which it brings, the value

of the suggestions made and the impetus which is

given the church work at the outside. To get every

one to work as quickly as possible, and not allow the

fall to drag along listlessly is the ideal of every earnest

pastor. The season of church work is much short-

ened by the growing habit of absence during the sum-
mer, and there is little time to waste in getting to

work in the fall, especially as the later months in

the season are sure to be hurried and broken in upon.

I try to plan for solid study, thoughtful preaching

and other pastoral work in the first months of the

new year, knowing well from experience how swiftly

the last weeks of the season slip away.
Oak Park, 111. William E. Barton.

Sept. 1st I send out a call to arms and insist that

each select individual work for the year.

Second, I hold a young people's rally with the

same end in view.

Third, I plan a series of morning sermons on great

themes and advertise same faithfully. The course

this year is on "Great Whats of the Bible."

Fourth, I plan house visitation for pastor and wife.

Fifth, I have the parish divided into fifteen dis-

tricts and appoint a pastor's assistant in each dis-

trict.

Sixth, I cuff the deacons and stir up the ushers.

Seventh, I let the choir severely alone.

Torrington, Conn. James A. Chamberlin.

1. I am back from my vacation fresh and feel

equal for any work. This is a good start.

2. I try not to live in a former, nor in a future

parish, but in my present one. Sufficient unto the day
is the work as well as the evil thereof.

3. I find out who have passed through trial during
my absence and at once call upon them.

4. I next walk around my parish and also through
my library and get a fresh general view of my field

and tools.

5. I call a meeting of the chief officers of each
department of the church. It was held last night.

I asked for a frank expression about the work in

hand. We talked for two hours. The value of some
methods tried was established; of others questioned.
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Chief result was in getting the attention of officers on
the work to be done. Emphasis was put upon the im-

portance of letting no stranger attend a service with-

out a friendly greeting and without ascertaining his

address, if he be a resident. They all favored a chil-

dren's sermon, a missionary concert, a monthly hymn
(to be committed), a course of daily Bible readings

for the whole church and more spirituality.

6. Already I am having a swamped feeling in view
of the multiplicity of demands on a pastor's energy
and sympathies, and I am praying that I may through
the year possess the peace and equilibrium of a well-

rested man, and cheerfully leave undone the things

I cannot do. I desire to keep physically, mentally and
spiritually sound this year, so as to better live and
preach the good news of God in Christ. I desire to

escape on the one hand mere wheel-turning methods
that passes for activity, and on the other hand a
morbid, introspective, judgment-passing pessimism
that passes for spirituality. I pray to live for the year
a sane, well-balanced, tireless life for Christ.

Oak Park, 111. Sydney Strong.

i. By rejoicing in the summer's victories.

2. By welcoming in love those who return from
vacations and not questioning their faith because of

this outing.

3. By careful filling of all gaps, in the. working
force.

4. By determined effort to strengthen every de-

partment.

5. By untiring work of eldership upon the church
roll—the prayerful considerations of each name and
appropriate action with regard to each.

6. By prayer and planning for winning souls to

Christ in local field and in the world.

7. By emphasis of the fact that "Christian service

is not a picnic, but a campaign."
Angola, Ind. Chas. S. Medbury.

Call on all members at once ; have a meeting of all

officers of the church and all presidents of organiza-

tions to consider policies and plans for coming year;

consult officers of various societies in order to tighten

up cords loosened in summer
;

preach two or three

rousing work sermons in the morning and evangel-

istic sermons in the evening; use cards, church paper

and daily papers to recall attention to the church

;

have rallies in Sunday school and elsewhere.

Terre Haute, Ind. C. D. Case.

Spirituality is the power of the church. There is

no large service apart from the manifestation of the

Holy Spirit within. We open our autumn work by a

recognition of our spiritual needs and seeking divine

wisdom and grace. Our longing is to have a season

of spiritual refreshing—our plan to learn the will of

God for our work. James W. Fifield.

Warren Avenue, Chicago.

We begin the fall work at California avenue with

a series of morning sermons on the "Life and Teach-
ing of Jesus," and with plans and good prospects of

clearing our edifice of all indebtedness.

Chicago. D. F. Fox.

I am planning a series of sermons on "A Twentieth

Century Christian's Theology." Congregations are

large. Interest enthusiastic. A "men's club" is to be

organized soon ; also a class for systematic Bible

study along the lines of the Institute of Sacred Litera-

ture, Chicago. Other aggressive lines of work are

being planned and carried forward.

Dubuque, Iowa. Frank G. Smith.

In beginning my winter's work I am governed
much by the conditions of my congregation. I gen-

erally do much visiting, trying to see every member
of my church, and as far as possible every member of

the congregation. I generally preach a series of ser-

mons at night, and make them as evangelistic as pos-

sible. In the mornings I preach on some fundamental
theme for awakening and inspiration.

Chicago. John T. Christian.

Personally I begin the winter's work with two series

of sermons. For the morning: "Encouragement for

Christians from Peter's Epistles" ; for the evening a

series to young people on "Some Stones in the Edifice

of Character." As a congregation we are right in the

thick of building a $50,000 church. We are "getting

busy." C. S. Hoyt.
Oak Park, 111.

"How do I begin the winter's work?" I hardly

know, except that the germ of things for a year at

least seems to grow out of a fresh perception of the

function of the human will in things- religious, as

well as all other things. Spiritual life, like all life, is,

as the psychologists would say, the "motor reaction"'

of ourselves on the world. This is just a key note.

Chicago. F. E. Dewhurst.

I begin my winter's work by keeping the summer's
work well in hand, thoroughly organized. Then fall

and winter finds the church ready to go forward at

the first command ; otherwise the church must spend

much time recovering what she has lost in summer.
Wichita, Kan. Chas. E. Bradt.

We begin our winter's work by a continuous effort

to deepen the Christian life of all the members so

that we may be workers together with God in ex-

tending the kingdom of his will.

Austin, 111. George A. Campbell.

I do not cease the summer's work, but simply merge

it into the fall and winter as naturally as the seasons

follow. -Roland A. Nichols.

Chicago.

From a symposium on the above subject in a min-

isters' meeting we give the following notes

:

The central aim of all Christian activity ought to

be to help people to know God.

Personal contact of soul with soul is the end sought

in all methods, and whatever can secure that best is

best.

Organization is good only as life works through it.

Channels are useful only as water flows through

them.

Every church is a problem by itself, and demands

study as a separate entity. The Procrustes method

won't work.

Aims have to be considered before methods. The

thing to be aimed at must be considered before study-

ing how to reach it.

If we listen to the whisperings of the Divine Spirit
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we will be directed in our work. God is ready to re-

veal his will to those who are ready to do it.

To compare notes with others and learn of their

methods is often suggestive, but each once must adapt

accepted and successful methods to special conditions.

More systematic Bible study in the Sunday school

is demanded. In some instances the second preaching

service ought to be dispensed with and some form of

Bible instruction be adopted.

Where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty.

Each one is to be free to use methods of work suited

to himself. To adopt another man's methods is to

repeat the folly of David when he tried to fight in

Saul's armor.

The preacher must not be expected to do all the

work Instead of depending upon an official class

called the Christian ministry, we ought to foster the

ministry of the whole body of believers. To every

man his work.

IS THE*RE A TLACE FO*R
-DOWBT AffD A F0VJVDA-

TIOJ* FO*R FAITH?"
By George Luther Cady.

Tart II.

HERE, then, shall we find faith's founda-

tion? It is strange that beside such a

superficial study of religious experience

given in "David" in "The Reign of Law,"
Mr. Allen should have also (unconscious-

ly?) given us one of the clearest insights

into real religion in "Gabriella." She, too,

had been caught in the nineteenth century

revolution ; for on the same day on which
Darwin, who swept many a David from his

feet, was born, there was born also Abra-
ham Lincoln. In the cataclysm of the great rebellion

her family and fortune were swept away, but like the

rose her life and faith were the sweeter for being

crushed. She caught up the sword which David had
flung aside and won the victory of a serene life. "As
staff to her young hands, cup to her lips, lamp to her

feet, oil to her daily bruises, rest to her weary pillow,

was reliance on Higher Help." * * * Religion, not

forms the spiritual life of women. In the whole his-

tory of the world's opinions no dogma of any weight
has ever originated with a woman ; wherein, as in

many other ways, she shows points of superiority in

her intellect. It is man who tries to apprehend God
through his logic and psychology ; a woman under-

stands him better through emotions and deeds. It is

the men who are concerned about the Urim and Thum-
mim ©f the tabernacle ; woman walks straight into the

Holy of Holies. Men constructed the Cross ; women
wept for the Crucified. * * * 'My church is the

altar of Christ and the house of God,' replied Gabriel-

la. And so is any other church. * * * What I

regret is that you should have thrown away your re-

ligion on account of your difficulties with theology.

Nothing more awful could have befallen you than
that. * * * I am sorry that you should have been
misled into believing that Christianity is nothing more
than one of the religions of the world, and Christ

merely one of its religious teachers. I wish with all

my strength you believed as you once did. that the

Bible is the direct revelation from God, making known
to us, beyond all doubt, the resurrection of the dead,

the immortality of the soul in a better world than this,

and the presence with us of a Father who knows our
wants, pities our weaknesses, and answers our pray-

ers.' * * * She had been drawn to that part of

worship which lasts and is divine ; he had been repelled

by the part that passes and is human."

Of course one is met at this moment with the callow

freshman who has an unfaltering belief in the tra-

ditional physiology and psychology which places

woman as the inferior in mental capacity and processes

and accords to man the time-honored chieftainship as

the normal race type. But the new psychology is

robbing man of his prestige and now is beginning to

view the child and the woman as the real type and
norm. It is returning to the deep psychology of

Christ when he affirmed, "Except ye be converted and
become as little children, ye shall not enter into the

kingdom of heaven." This has been brought out so

plainly by advanced psychologists that I must quote
from them.

Havelock Ellis says in his "Man and Woman" : "The
greater variability of men, while it produces many
brilliant and startling phenomena, also produces a
greater proportion of worthless or even harmful devi-

ations and the balance is thus restored with the more
equable level of women. Women, it is true, remain
nearer than men to the infantile state; but, on the

other hand, men approach more nearly than women
to the apelike and senile state. * * * Nature has

done her best to make women healthy and glad and
has been on the whole content to let men run some-
what wild!"

Likewise writes Prof. Patrick of this university in

the Popular Science Monthly, May, 1895 : "The
geniuses have been men for the most part, and so

have the cranks. Woman loves the old, the tried and
the customary. She is conservative and acts as so-

ciety's balance wheel. * * * From mental differ-

ences the doctrine of woman's inferiority receives no
support—inferior, no doubt in philosophy, science and
invention, and in her conception of abstract truth and
justice, but superior in intuition, in charity, in tem-
perance, in fidelity, in balance. Here woman ap-

proaches the child type. * * * If woman is more
like the child than man is, then she is more representa-

tive of the future being. The matter, in fact, reduces
itself probably to this, that woman, like the child, rep-

resents race type, while man represents those variable

qualities by which mankind adapts itself to its sur-

roundings. Every woman is, as it were, a composite
picture of the race. * * * If superiority consists

in adaptation to present environment—then man is

superior; but if it consists in the possession of those

underlying qualities which are essential to the race

—

past, present and future—then woman is superior."

It is a noticeable fact that all the characteristics

which distinguish the savage from the civilized man
and have marked the progress of civilized society, that

all the virtues which are held out as the terminal to-

ward which we strive, are childlike and feminine. We
are daily becoming more like women and it would be
hard to picture the perfect man except in child and
womanly terms. Is it not possible that the perfect

man and society will be that which most perfectly con-
forms to and incorporates the intuition and spiritual

insight which belong to woman? Perhaps the sneer
that is often made that the Church is composed of
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women is the most severe criticism that could be passed
upon men and the greatest compliment that could be

paid both to woman and the Church. What if all this

time we men have been deflecting from the true while

the woman has been truest to nature because most re-

ligious? What if the conceit which often surrounds
the scepticism of the callow freshman is as though a

man should boast of being a degenerate? What if

men are below and women are true to God's ideal of

the human race and never so true as when she points

us to God? Perhaps Goethe said a more profound
thing than he knew when he exclaimed

:

"The Eternal Woman leadeth us

Upward and On!"

And what if she never leads us so truly as when
in the image of the mother in simple childlike faith

we bow at her knee and learn to say, "Our Father" ?

The reason why woman is more religious and the

safer religious guide is that she founds her religion

on experience, while man appeals to his logical facul-

ties. In this she is unconsciously the more philosophic

of the two, for philosophy as well as religion makes
experience the supreme court of knowledge. Her "I

have felt" is amply sufficient to "melt the freezing rea-

son's colder part." She best represents that faith

which Dr. Bradford has defined as "the willingness

to follow the intuitions, the spontaneous convictions,

the affirmations of the heart, always with good reason,

but without waiting for the intellect to be convinced."

The person who in the hour of crisis can drop his

bucket down into a past and bring it up sparkling,

brimming full of a deep, rich experience, may be called

illogical and unscientific, but his experience is irrefu-

table and immovable. It is the only abiding founda-

tion of faith.

Iowa State University.

&HE SPIHIT OF THE LO*RV.

Prof. J. Edgar McFadyen.

N every art the master is free. He can

create and control. Rules do not deter-

mine him
;

precedents do not bind him.

Where the spirit of the master is, there

is liberty. He breaks old laws and makes
new ones. He even dispenses with laws,

not because he despises them, but because

he is a law unto himself. The law is in

his heart, and he expresses it as his will.

His fingers move across the organ keys,

and he fills the listening air with forms,

now soft as the moonlight, now wild as the storm.

They are born, not of rule, but of the spirit.

And as in art, so in life. Where the Spirit of the

Master is, there is liberty. Yet who enjoys it? Are
we not the veriest slaves, bound by our past and our
parentage, our habits and our sins, our education
and our society? From behind the thick walls and
the barred windows we look out upon a world of

moving life and beauty. But we cannot reach it

;

for we have not the Spirit of the Lord. Let that

Spirit but stir within the heart of any prisoner, and
the walls, be they never so thick, and the bars, be they

never so heavy, will vanish as before the breath of

God, and he shall be out in the open again, with the

blue above him, and the spacious kindly earth around
him, free to move whithersoever the Spirit leads him.

For the Spirit is sure to carry him somewhere, not
impossibly into yet untrodden paths, not improbab-
ably among wild beasts. But he* will walk and not
be afraid; for he is led of the Spirit, and the Spirit

knows.
The world with its social and international prob-

lems, the Church with her perplexities of creed and
organization, need now and ever men filled with- the

Spirit. Men there are, enough and to spare, of the
letter ; men who cannot take a brave step forward un-
less they see the footprints of a bolder man than they.

Not by such are the new heavens and the new earth

ushered in. The world is lifted and moved by men of

the Spirit, for they alone enjoy the freedom under
which progress is possible. They strike a blow as

the world needs and the Spirit bids, and do not trem-
ble though their blow should be the first; some blow
must be first. Meaner natures hide behind conven-
tion; will do nothing which cannot be supported by
precedent. Free men create precedent, and thereby

show the deepest respect of all for the past. To them
the past is not an incubus but an inspiration. All that

is best in it was created by men who looked at life

and Scripture with their own eyes and reached their

own conclusions ; and we do them the deepest of all

wrongs when we look or try to look through their

eyes and abide or try to abide by their conclusions.

All that is permanent in the work of the fathers is the

spirit in which it was done. Their institutions and
results are not final for us any more than are ours for

the man of the aftertime. The free man would
neither bind nor be bound.

Difficulties and doubts demand originality, and
that only the man of the Spirit possesses. He cannot

be commonplace, even if he would ; the Spirit will

not let him. He sees problems, many and hard
enough, in Church and state; learns for their solution

all that the past can teach, and trusts for the rest to the

Spirit within him. "If ye are led by the Spirit, ye

are not under the law." Christ was beside himself;

so said his own kin. He had a devil ; so said the

leaders of the Church. And all because his methods
were not conventional ; all because he was free, obey-

ing the impulse of the mighty Spirit within. So the

men of the Spirit have often been branded as fools

and heretics by a world which they turned upside

down—small wonder !—and oftentimes they have had
to fight single-handed ,with their back against the

wall, not counting their life or their reputation dear

to them, if only they were privileged to do what they

could for a thankless generation, and to testify to the

might and immortal presence of the Spirit, who
strengthened their heart when hosts encamped against

them.

Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.

Liberty, but not license ; for liberty is only possible

within the law. The free man is only free to act

in the Spirit of the Lord, to move within the world
of hopes and energies created by him. But what a

world! For all tilings are yours, and ye are Christ's.

1 f liberty is law, yet law is liberty. The heart made
free by the indwelling presence of Christ will express

her emotions, her hopes, her faiths, in language which
may send a thrill of astonishment through the con-

ventional religious world. There is so much un-

reality everywhere that the world will always marvel,

as it did of old, when it hears the voice of one who
sneaks with authority, and not as the scribes : and

it may seek to silence such a voice by ridicule, by ex-

communication, b\ the cross, according to the temper
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of the age. But till it is silenced the speaker must

speak, and the thinker must think, and the fighter

must fight; for the Spirit must fulfill itself. On the

face of dark and troubled waters the Spirit moves;

moves because it must. The Spirit—for wind and

spirit are alike in the Greek—the Spirit bloweth. And
to men, stifled in the atmosphere of precedent and

prejudice, welcome are the breezes that blow from the

Alpine heights of some strong nature in whom the

Spirit dwells. The Spirit bloweth where it listeth,

not in the wake of some other spirit, but where it will

;

for it is original and free. Jesus breathed his Spirit

upon twelve unheard-of men ; and ancient faiths

crumbled at their touch. He breathed upon a Ger-

man miner's son ; an old church tottered, and a new
world burst into being. If he breathe upon us, may
we not do things as great as these ?

Knox College, Toronto.

DISMEMBERING THE
CHVRCH.

Rev. Henry A. Bomberger.

HERE is some danger of a man's being

over-organized. Three legs, for instance,

would be to him a calamity. Such a thing

we should call "organization run wild."

A cow may have several stomachs, but

not a man. There are some branches that

only sap a tree's life, and add nothing to

its beauty. It may be so with a man. He
might be "organized to death," but not

likely.

On the other hand, a thousand times

more men are suffering and dying of disorganization

—if the books tell the truth, Here is by far the

greater calamity. Four-handed men (and churches)

are few; no-handed men (and churches) are numer-
ous. And as between four-handedness and no-hand-
edness give us the former.

This is a parable of the Church.
There are those who continue their cry for the

Church. As though God's temple and the God of the

temple were not in accord ! As though the owner of

a hand should say to the hand of the owner, "What
have I to do with thee?"

"The Church is sufficient in itself," they say.

"Away with these added organizations ; the Sunday
school, the Young People's Society, and such—away
with them ! Why must the Church drag along all of

these ? They are not the Church ; they but burden
her, and retard her progress. Away with them !"

Brethren, there is one body, but many members,
and all these are members of the same body.

You come to me and say : "Friend, you have my
pity and some rebuke. Why do you weary yourself
with carrying these legs of yours wherever you go?
They but burden you and drag you down. Moreover,
they are not you. They consequently detract from
your honor. Away with them !"

Sure enough ! Fine logic ! Off go my legs ! And
I?—am still here.

"And these arms, my brother ! It is time you as-

sert yourself. Why suffer such tyranny? Back to

Ego! These are not you! How long will you con-
tinue to drag them here and there? Away with
them !"

How true ! • The argument holds at every point.

Off go my arms! And Ego?—is still here.

Other instruments of my life follow—vehicles of

thought, weapons of will, tools of conscience—these

external things that are not me, until, alas ! poor

Ego ! What am I ? Such a man

!

The poor, suffering Church is often made to pass

through similar surgery, a narrow knife and keen of

edge, insidious and crafty, that pierces to the divid-

ing asunder of me and mine. These organs and in-

struments by which the Church is made real and

mighty, by which she actualizes herself, by which she

works out that which God has worked in, by which

she becomes a tangible realization, something with

pith and point and power, which are not the Church,

but which are essential to the Church, that she may
live and move and work, touching men, lifting men,

leading men—these are cut off and cast away.

There can be but one result—a disorganized

Church, legless, armless, headless, heartless, lifeless,

useless ! What a Church !

—

The Sunday School

Times.

GETTING STARTED.
NE of the great things in life is to get

O started. The shores are lined in every di-

\

rection with craft of all sizes which seem
unable to get themselves launched ; they

are eager for the water, but they fail to

reach it. A host of men and women are

in this position ; they are bewailing the

fact that they are not at work, and are go-

ing about in every direction seeking for

openings, but they find nothing to their-

mind. Now, while it is true that there is

nothing more difficult in many cases than to get a

start in life, it very often happens that the inherent

difficulty of the undertaking is immensely increased

by the lack of practical sense on the part of the man
or woman who is making the endeavor. Gasper
Becerra, in Longfellow's poem, waited a tedious time

for the wood fit to receive the image which he meant
to carve when the proper material came to hand.

Despairing at last of securing what he was waiting
for, he picked up the thing nearest—a piece of burnt

wood—and carved his image out of that. It was a

wise decision, but it would have been wiser if it had
been reached earlier. Too many men and women
wait for "just the thing" they want, not knowing
that just the things one wants are very difficult to

get, and when gotten, often turn out to be the very

things one does not want.
The true way to get a start in life is to take the

first chance of getting into the race. It may be a

very inferior and unattractive chance, but it is a

chance nevertheless. It takes one out of his sta-

tionary, waiting position, gets him into the field,

loosens his limbs, and puts him into training for what-
ever lies before him ; and it often happens that these

very unpromising chances are straight roads to for-

tune. No man ever succeeds who refuses to do any-
thing until he can do it on his own terms ; the man
who succeeds is the man who is willing to do the

thing on any honorable terms. We must begin as

servants if we wish to end as masters. We must take
what we can get if we hope finally to get what we
want. The first opportunity is the best opportunity
if it really opens a door into life.

—

Selected.
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A STWy IJSf CHA'RACTE'R.

HOW JOH/V WELLMAf* COMMEJ^fCE'D
THE TWENTIETH CEJVTVRy.

Clarence A. Vincent, D. D.

Chapter I—A "Birth.

|OHN WELLMAN is forty-five years old.

His life, thus far, has been spent in the

state of Illinois. His grandfather moved
from Massachusetts late in life and se-

cured a section of rich land. His father,

David Wellman, inherited these acres and
by the passing of time and successful hus-

bandry became a prosperous farmer.

Though cut off by long distances and
sparsely settled country from the privi-

leges of school and church, David did not

permit his household to grow up in heathenism. On
Sunday all but the necessary work of the farm was
laid aside, and at the usual hour of church a service

was held in the cosy sitting-room. A lesson from
the Scriptures was read and explained to the children.

The old songs of the Church of Christ were sung.

Then a sermon was read from a book of Emmon's
sermons, which David had secured from the East.

A prayer, in which all joined, and the singing of an-

other hymn or of the Doxology closed the service.

The remainder of the day was spent in a quiet but

happy way, in reading, in conversation and in rest.

Each weekday was full of work. David toiled early

and late at the varied and irksome tasks of a farm.

Sarah, his wife, had all the cares of the house, and
in addition, the education of the children. After the

morning's work was done, in which each member of

the household had his part, the children spent the

time till noon in study. The afternoon was for the

older children a time for work and for the younger
ones a time for play. After ine supper dishes were
washed and put away, while Sarah sewed and darned,

David and the children engaged in the simple yet

healthful games of that day. Then for a few mo-
ments the old Bible, "which the grandfather had
brought from the Massachusetts home, was taken

from a shelf and a lesson was read, with now and
then an explanation that interested the children and
applied the truth to their needs. The prayer that

followed was not a dry repetition of formal petitions

but the talking of a man face to face with God and the

bearing of each member of the family up before him.

At the close the gentle voice of the good wife and
the varying voices of the children joined in repeating,

"Our Father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy

name."
In such a home John Wellman grew up. He met

and mastered his tasks each day in the spirit of fidel-

ity. He was quick to learn and had, at the age of

fourteen, progressed as much in book learning as the

boys in the East with the advantages of school. He
was a boy of perfect health and was full of pranks.

He was kind-hearted and the large family of children,

though he was not the oldest, followed him as their

leader. He was sure in the saddle and quick with the

gun. He always seemed to know where the game was
and he usually brought back the largest bird for the

table. He was one of those strong-limbed, keen-

minded, manly fellows that grew up on many of the

farms in the new country.

Rut the time came when he was to leave home.

His father and mother had hoped that he would buy
a farm and settle near them, but he longed to be out
in the world of commerce. He had read an article
in a weekly paper several years before that spoke of
the opportunities for a young man in the rapidlv
growing cities of the West. This he had never for-
gotten. In the day-time he pictured himself as a
man of wealth and power, and the dreams of night
only repeated the thoughts of the day. He had told
his parents of his ambition, and they had promised,
at last, that if at his nineteenth birthday he still was
determined upon this course of life, they would give
him permission. That day had come and with it the
coveted assent. For months he had decided that he
would make Chicago the city of his choice. He had
read of its rapid growth. He had heard of boys who
had gone there from the farm and were becoming the
princes of trade. Chicago should be the field of his
victory. As the day of his departure drew near, his
heart grew faint. He had never half appreciated how
dear his home -was to him. The kindness and sterling
integrity of his father stood out in new clearness;
and the tender-hearted mother who had mended his
clothes, taught him his lessons, and at whose knee he
had learned to lisp his first prayer, how could he
leave her! It was the night before his departure.
The meal was eaten in silence. No games were plaved
that night. The clothes, carefully washed and mend-
ed, were packed in a satchel. The Bible was taken
down and John detected in his father's voice, as he
read the great promises, the wavering of a deep but
controlled emotion. It seemed to him, as his father
prayed, that God was in the room. The prayer was
full of thanksgiving for God's redeeming mercy, for
the precious promises of his Word, for home, for
children, for the joy of living. It was full of peti-
tions for special blessings, and when in turn he
prayed for John, the father poured out his soul for
his dear boy, that he might be kept in all his wars,
that the love of God and the grace of Christ might
ever abide in his heart, and that his life might be an
unselfish and useful one. When now and then during
the night John awoke, he could hear his father's and
mother's steps as they walked back and forth in the
sitting-room, or the sound of their voices in con-
versation, and he knew they were thinking and talking
of him. Over and over again that night" he declared,
withthe vehemence of Peter, that he would be true
to his training and would realize the hopes of his
parents.

,

Before light the household was astir. No one but
the younger children could swallow the inviting
breakfast. While David was hitching up the team;
Sarah was putting up a lunch for her boy. As the
sound of the wagon drew near the house, she put
her hands upon his shoulders and, looking with a
mother's love down through his eves into his very
soul, she said, "My boy, none but a'parent knows the
sadness and the anxiety of this hour. We shall miss
you at every turn. Your shout and laughter will no
longer cheer us. Your quick step will no longer set
our hearts beating. But it is best for you to go. We
would not have it otherwise. Night and dav our love
will be with you and our prayers for you. Remem-
ber your father's and mother's God ' and that the
greatest^ among men are those who do the Christliest
service." Pressing a kiss upon his forehead she
turned away. As the wagon bore him on. looking
hack at the turn in the road, he saw his mother stand-
ing in the door and caught sight of her waving hand.
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The ten miles to the village were passed with cheer

by all save David, for the future is the youth's world.

The girls were wondering where John would stay

in the big city, and the boys were imagining what
kind of work he would secure, and how long it would
be before he would be rich. And they were looking

forward to the time when they should visit him, or

perhaps some of them would go to the city also. Be-

fore they knew it, the station was reached. There

was just time to purchase the ticket, for, one of the

boys announced, "the train is in sight." When the

brothers and sisters had covered John with kisses

and had spoken words of farewell, David took his

boy's hand and held it for a moment, looking tenderly

at him, and leaving as he turned away, a kiss upon
his lips and a small package in his hand. Then the

train bore him away.

(To be continued.)

TLEASAJSTTIIIES.
" Ah, parson, I wish I could take my gold with me,"

said a dying deacon who was very wealthy, but very

selfish. "It might melt," was the minister's very con-

soling reply.

An intelligent farmer, being asked if his horses

were well matched, replied: "Yes, they are matched
first rate ; one is willing to do all the work, and the

other is willing that he should."

"Captain, we are entirely out of ammunition."
"What ! entirely out of ammunition !" exclaimed that

officer. "Yes, entirely out," was the reply. "Then
cease firing," was the prompt command.

Some people are born to be contrary, and they ful-

fill their mission with religious zeal. They are like

the Irishman's frog, who, he said, always stood up
when he sat down and always sat clown when he stood

up.

It is said that during one of Mr. Moody's meetings
a worker approached a young man with the question,

"Are you a Christian?" The young man looked up,

smiling good-naturedly, as he replied, "Oh, no, sir

;

I am one of the choir."

When the godless master, seeing that his boat was
drifting seaward, in sudden terror asked his negro

e: "Sambo, shall we pray, or shall we row?"
lbo gave the answer worthy of a Christian states-

i : "Master, let's mix 'em
!

'

m old darkey arose recently in one of the South-
prayer meetings and exclaimed : "Brithren and

ern, I've been having a drefful time since last we
re together. I've been chawing hard bones and
illowing bitter pills. I'm afraid I've broken every
: of the ten commandments, but, thank the Lord,
iaven't lost my religion!"

Mb matter how old some of the jokes in any book
y be, some new ones will be discovered in any such
rk as that appropriately named "American Wit and
imor." On the first page is what purports to be the
nouncement over the bar of the Van Ness house
Burlington, "If you don't see what you ask for,

int it !" This deserves consideration both for its

humor and its admirable philosophy of discontent. A
statement which is old enough, but still so new when
it gets around again that it deserves restatement, is

the remark of a man whose salary was smaller than
his family: "If pride goes before a fall I'd like to see

pride start a little ahead of the price of coal and pro-
visions."

Whether or no its theology, was up to high-water
mark, there is a touch of both humor and pathos in

the prayer of a Gloucester fisherman : "Make us as
good Christians as circumstances permit." We once-

heard an eminent doctor of divinity start out on his

long prayer with this utterance, "We thank thee, O
Lord, that we have not been as bad this week as we
might have been."

A long-winded convert rose in a Salvation Army
meeting to give his experience. Having spoken for
some time of his boyhood, he came on to a later phase,
when the captain, seeing he was tiresome, placed his

hands on his shoulders, and seated him with the re-

mark, "Now, brother, we'll take you in sections f

Your military history can come off tomorrow."

Rossini was one of the most indolent men that ever
lived, yet he wrote operas against time, as it were.
"The Barber of Seville," for instance, was written and
mounted in less than a month, which fact gave rise
to Donizetti's cogent witticism. Upon being told that
Rossini had finished his opera in thirteen days Doni-
zetti replied : "It is very possible ; he is so lazy

!"

FATE.
I feel that I am quite as smart
As Edward Bulwer Lytton, Bart.

I'm also every bit as bright
As Walter Scott, the Scottish knight

;

And in my own peculiar way
I'm just as good as Thackeray.

But, woe is me that it should be,

They got here years ahead of me.

And all the tales I would unfold
By them already have been told.

-J. K. Bangs.

WHO FOLLOWS CHUIST?
He calls not where the silver light

Lies on the waveless sea,

Where idly rock the pleasure-boats,
And summer winds move merrily.

His course is o'er the stormy deep,
He calls to stress and strain.

Who mans the life-boat for his sake
Must toil all night the wreck to gain.

Where wild winds rage and billows roar,
And death is waiting nigh,

The Christ calls, "Who will follow me?"
He must be brave who answers, "I."

Yet round about the Master stands
A group of hero souls,

And he is in good company
Who in that list his name enrolls.

No coward hearts, no wavering wills,

Are in that matchless crowd;
But those who lift the cross on high,
And serve their Master, meekly proud.

Is it too much to ask of thee
The labor and the loss?

Unworthy thou to follow him;
Heroes alone can bear his cross.

—Marianne Farningham.
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OVR TXJLV1T.
CH*RIST\S> VROVHECy OF HIS -DEATH.

W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D.

Text: Mark 8: 31-33.

ESUS was the most perfect teacher and

J
therefore he knew exactly when and how
to unfold each step of his revelation to

the minds of his disciples. He did not

tell them first what they could only under-

stand last. He moved toward those things

which they could not possibly grasp,

through those things that were more
familiar to their thought, more easily ap-

prehended by their hearts. If Jesus had
spoken to them of his cross when first he

called them to follow him, they had not followed him.

He must first win their confidence. He must first

have their love. So it is that Jesus does not begin

to teach them about his death until after they have
confessed with a loving enthusiasm that they believe

him to be the Messiah. Then he began to teach them
that he, the Son of Man, whom they had just called

the Christ, must suffer many things and be rejected

by the elders and chief priests and the scribes ; that

is, be cast out by Israel—the very Israel he had come
to save—and be killed, but after three days rise again.

Why was it necessary, as Jesus said, that the Son of

Man should thus suffer? The word which he used
is a very strong one

—

"must suffer." Rather should

it be translated, "It is necessary that the Son of Man
suffer many things and be rejected and be killed and
be raised after three days." Now why and whence
the necessity?

First of all, let us look at this fact. It was neces-

sary that the Son of Man should die because of the

character of the men with whom he had to deal. He
was to be rejected by the chief priests, the elders, the

scribes; Israel acting officially was going to reject

him. Jesus saw that the roots of their hostility were
so deep in their characters that it must result in a

final struggle between them and him. They would be

determined to carry out the purpose of their hostility.

They could not understand his spirit. In the first

place, they had that picture of an earthly Messiah.

It was too dear to them to give up. They would not

lose the hope of seeing the king on Mount Zion reign-

ing over the literal kingdoms of the world. They
would not soon give that up for the other spiritual

kingdom which he described and which seemed to

them so impalpable as to be unreal. The men that

were bound up in the earthly, the external, the institu-

tional, the temporal, the selfish, they had no appre-

ciation for that other form of religion which Jesus

was presenting to them, and so they hated him for it.

Such hate has roots so deep that it must issue only in

a final struggle that must mean his death.

His death! Why? Not every man who has ene-

mies has to die. Why, if he can work such wonders
as he has proved abundantly, cannot he overwhelm
those weakling rulers of Jerusalem? Why, if a

whisper that reaches the throne of God from his heart

so swiftly could bring legions of angels to his assist-

ance, why does he not bring them? Why does he
contemplate the possibility of his being overwhelmed
and crushed by those people of Jerusalem? If he has
in his heart that great consciousness of infinite power,
why does he say that they will succeed? Because it

would mean his defeat if he tried to defeat them in

that way. The kingdom which he is founding he
has described to others : "Blessed are the meek, for

they shall inherit the earth." If he crushed those who
were hostile to him, that would not be meekness, and
he would lose his inheritance—if his teaching be true.

He has taught men that they must love their enemies,
that they must bless them that despitefully use and
entreat them, that they must pray for them ; and
shall he who says that they must love and bless

and pray for their enemies, and that the

kingdom of God can never be established un-
til men learn to do that—can he who has said that

love so real, so self-forgetful, so omnipotent over all

the impulses of self-preservation, is henceforth the

law of human life, the force which shall reorganize
society and make the world the reflection of heaven

—

shall he go forth and break that law, dragging the

earthly powers of Israel into physical destruction?

If his own teaching be true, when the soldiers come
to arrest Jesus, he must not lift a finger, he must not

strike a blow, he must not summon a soldier. If his

own teaching be true and the kingdom he has pic-

tured be the real coming kingdom of the glorious God,
then he must consent to have his blood spilled, to have
his body broken, to have his name defamed, to have
his character blackened, to have all his love flung back
in his face and his very patience called weakness and
cowardice. He must deny, resign himself.

The Cross at the Heart of It.

But the necessity is also to be found elsewhere. It

was necessary that he should die, because only by his

supreme sacrifice could the kingdom of God be es-

tablished, the forgiveness of men granted. Some-
times, nowadays, people dream of new religions.

Sometimes men wonder if some other form of teach-

ing, some other kind of gospel, many not come to take

the place of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. There is one
reason why no other gospel is ever able to compete
with this, no other teaching match itself against the

teaching of the New Testament. There is no other

religion which the world has ever heard or dreamed
of that has a cross at its heart. If you think of the

cross simply as a symbol of cruelty ; if you think of

the cross as Peter did, merely as the symbol of humil-
iation and defeat ; if you think of it as suggesting
the hatred of men and the capacity of humanity to

ignore what is best and trample it in the dust, then

I grant you the cross of Christ is a sorry story on
which to found a gospel of redemption. But if the

cross of Jesus Christ came out of his own heart ; if

he spoke of it months before it came ; if he carried

the woe of it deep in his soul, as the hour drew nearer

to him ; and if, when his heart shrank and agony took

hold of his soul in the fixed contemplation of its hor-

rid oncoming, he looked round upon his disciples and
upon his enemies, and around upon the sick and sin-

ful
—"Oh ! for the love of these I must go forward

to that" ; if in the cross of Jesus Christ there shines

out the loftiest, intensest expression of the purest

love that ever man heard, or that ever God could utter,

then the cross of Jesus Christ can have no substitute

and no victor over itself. That which tells most of the
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holiest and mightiest love must be God's last, because

his greatest, message to the human soul.

Jesus knows that the world will never believe in the

love of God till God has paid the utmost cost of the

most perfect love. As long as God offers his love and

has not paid love's utmost cost there is a margin of

doubt left for the human soul ; there is the possibility

that the soul may be mistaken. There will be a haunt-

ing suspicion, arising from the depths of guiltiness

within, which says, "How can I be sure? How can

I risk everything upon God? How can I go down
to my death and say, I lean wholly, confidently, tri-

umphantly upon God? How can I be sure that there

is no chance of failure, no remainder of doubt, no
possibility that I may be wrong when I say God will

even take sin and blot it out? How shall I know it

unless the love on which I rest everything has proved

itself to the very utmost degree?"

That cross, then, is necessary. If God would have

the world roll its great heart upon his heart, it is

necessary. If God would have the man who knows
most of the bitterness of sin and the yearning of weak-

ness bring his sin and his weakness to him, it is nec-

essary. If God would have the widow with her

streaming eyes, the parents that have lost their chil-

dren, and the children their parents, come to him and
say, "We have unutterable peace in thee," it

is necessary. It is necessary that the Son of

Man should suffer many things and be rejected

and be killed, and be willing to endure it all

for his love of men. But when that is done ; when
love, the love even of the Infinite, has reached the ut-

most possibility of love's sacrifice, then the world shall

know God is sure, then it may come and rest all the

weight of its sins, its apprehensions of disaster upon
him; and he will change the dread into glad expec-

tancy, and fear of his wrath into confident love of

himself.

"Peter's Failure to \Jnderstand.

The apostle Peter could not understand it. That
one word, it is "necessary," did not convey its full

meaning to him at first. All the wealth of suggestion

that we now see wrapped in that intense phrase was
lost to him. He heard it only from the outside. He
thought that it meant simply the power of men to

kill him, the liability of Jesus to defeat and death.

He thereupon took, as it were, his Master by the

sleeve and led him aside. When they had gone a few
steps he began to protest in his Master's ears, and
to say, "Lord, this be far from thee. Thou must not

use language like that. Thou wilt destroy their faith.

Thou wilt cloud their expectation. Thou wilt make
their loyalty uncertain. Thou wilt bring to an end the

work that is just being begun in the new-found con-
fidence and enthusiasm of this group of disciples ; if

thou sayest thou art going to be defeated, how can we
believe that thou art the Messiah? This be far from
thee to speak in this way."

"Get thee behind me, Satan !" That word bursts

like a thunderbolt out of a clear sky. Why was it

spoken? Because the necessity of the death of Jesus
is not in the hatred of men, but in the love of the

Everlasting God. "Get thee behind me, Satan," for

thou wouldst cloud that love. "Get thee behind me,
Satan," for thou hast used my beloved apostle to

tempt me to stand back from the horror in front of
-me, and so dim the shining of the light of the love
of my Father, which is in heaven. "Get thee behind
me, Satan," for thou, Peter, thinkest not according

to the ways of God. Thou art judging of life and of

death, even of crucifixion, as men judge it, and not as

God intends it. Thou art not at his standpoint. Thou
art not where he issues his commands which my soul

hears and my soul shall obey. Thou art not in sym-
pathy with the love that has appointed me to die.

Thou only understandest the hatreds and the fears

and the defeats, and the burials of men and of all

their hopes. Thou thinkest not the things of God,
but of men.

Our S"in Made His "Death JVecessary.

My friends, his death was necessary, because you
and I had sinned. The world's sin is so terrific a fact

that it needed that of which we have been thinking.

Your sin and mine, do you see it not? Do you feel

it not? You and I need it all the more if sin has

so blinded us that we see it not, so dulled us that we
feel it not. Your sin and mine is so awful a fact

in the view of God that it needed that of which Christ

spoke to his disciples. But, on the other hand, your
forgiveness is so great in the thought of Go'd that it

is worth that. It was worth the while of the living

God to undertake a transaction which today astounds
the minds of men, and seems to large numbers of them
incredible because it is so glorious. Your forgiveness

was so great in his view that it was worth that sacri-

fice out of the depths of the heart of Jesus Christ.

Have you and I known anything, tasted anything, of

the glory of being forgiven? Have you and I ever
looked into the full depths of the love of God in the'

cross of Jesus Christ and said, "There, that is the

picture of my soul, of what my forgiveness means to

my Father which is in heaven itself. If I do not
appreciate it down here amid all this muddle and con-

fusion and contemptible littleness of my life ; if last

week I walked under the sky of this love and never
once beheld its glory ; if I walked on last week with
all the voices of God speaking to me of the wonder of

his forgiveness and his cleansing love, and I loved
other things far more, and something so much that I

chose it instead of that—oh, how dark my soul is

!

How half-killed, or more than half, this heart of

mine !"

Wake up, oh soul, this morning! Wake up to the

news, the greatest news in the universe ! Come, lis-

ten to the story of the perfect love, the world's dream,
the world's hope, God's deed, God's gift unto men.
Read the story as we shall read it together, not only
in the printed page, but in the loving act, when the

Church of Christ this morning breaks to us the bread
of life, pours out to us the cup of love and says, "Eat
of it, drink of it, all you who know the love of God.
Realize yourself that he thinks of you now, that he
looks in with a wondrous purpose upon your heart
now, and that he intends you this morning to receive

his love in this loving messenger, to go out to live

your life again saying, "I walk in a sacred world, for
all things are touched with the glory and the power
and the light of the love of God in Jesus Christ my
Lord, who for my sake suffered many things, and was
rejected, and was killed, and after three days rose
again.

"

"Who doeth good by loving deed or word,
Who lifteth up a fallen one or dries a tear,
Who helps another bear his heavy cross,
Or on the parched and fevered lips doth pour
A blessed draught of water, clear and cool,
Becomes coworker with the Lord of all,

Secures a rightful share in his success,
And the happiness that springs therefrom."
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'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
"RE VIE ?es.

Lesson for Sept. 29, 1901

:

Golden text : "The mercy of the Lord is from ever-

lasting to everlasting upon them that fear him."

103: 17.

Ps.

A CHICAGO &EACHE*R'S /VOGES OJV
&HE LEsrjrojv.

Elias A. Long.

The Quarter's Lessons.

Genesis is a Greek word meaning origin. Not only

Jiave we in this quarter's lessons the story of the

beginning of the world and of created things, but like-

wise we had an insight into the love of God as indicat-

ed in his revealing himself by uttered word, in order

that his creature man might become wise unto salva-

tion. Emphasis is laid upon the fact that man was
created in God's image, to become a partaker of the

divine nature, in order, as later revelation shows, to

share the glory of God with the first-begotten Son for-

ever. The workings of sin, the mistakes and discipline

of men, by God's mercy, are all brought in this quar-

ter's lessons.

.Lesson 1. God the Creator of All Things—Gen.
1: 1—2: 3.

Golden text: In the beginning God.—Gen. 1: 1.

Topic: Beginnings.
Verse topics: 1—Creation of Matter. 2—Chaos and the

Spirit. (The spiritual, not the natural, is the great source of

all power and existence. God is a spirit.) 3-5—First Day.
Divine Days. 6-8—Second Day. Separation of Waters.
.9-13—Third Day. Clothed Continents. (The vegetable

kingdom was a preparation for the higher animal king-

dom, as plant organisms can live on mineral products and
animals cannot.) 14-19—Fourth Day, the Clearing Skies.

.20-23—Fifth Day. Origin of Life. 24-31—Sixth Day. Age
of Mammals. 26—Divinity Reproduced. (This the last

and crowning act of creation involved the calling forth of

•true sons and companions of God.) 27—Superlatively Fav-
-ored. 28—The Family.

Lesson 2. "Beginning of S~in and 'Redemption.

Golden text: Where sin abounded.—Rom. 5: 20.

Topic: Human Choices.
Verse topics: 1—Friendly Tempter. (As love of God

is the basis of man's devotion, the Tempter would begin his

attack by destroying this love.) 2—Parleying with Evil.

3—Restriction. 4—The Lie: No Harm. (His aim was to

destroy faith in God by declaring his word to be a lie.

"Without remonstrance the woman listens.) 5—All these

Give Thee. 6—Self-Gratification. (We do not mean to

fall into evil ways, but only to taste.) J-—Shame in Sin.

(They sought by their own efforts to cover their sin and
shame. 8—The Evil Conscience. 9—Love Calling. 10

—

From Peace to Fear. 11—Seeks Confession. 12—Excuses
for Self. (Blame upon every one but self Adam blames
the woman, blames the creator of woman; the woman in

verse 13 blames the serpent.) 13—The Truth Out. 14—

A

Horror to Man. 15—Promised Victory. (It is not a war-
fare without bruises and suffering; the trail of sin is marked
"by blood all through the Bible.)

Lesson 3. JVoah Sa-Oed in the ArR_—Gen. 8: 1-22

Golden text: Noah found grace—Gen. 6: 8.

Topic: Divine Salvation.

Verse topics: 1—Ark of God's Grace. (Noah was like

a tree planted by the rivers of water. Ps. 1: 3; 2 Pet. 2: 5.)

2-3—Abatement of Water. 4-5—Deliverance in Sight. 6-10

—Winged Messengers. (The dove may be likened to the

soul which finds no rest or satisfaction until it returns to

the ark of God. 11-12—The Olive Leaf. 13-14—The Dry
Ground. 15—God's Silence Broken. (We can always hear
God's voice as he speaks to us in his written word.) 16

—

The New Command. 17—Animals for Use. 18—Disem-
barkment. 19—The Released Herds. 20—A Life of Wor-
ship. , (Noah's first thought is to build an altar! He does

this before he builds a house or before he explored the
land. Matt. 6: 33.) 21—God's Solemn Pledge. 22—

A

Bright Picture. (Here is God's assurance that fills us with
certainty as to our daily bread.)

Lesson 4. God Calls Abram—Gen. 12: 1-9.

Golden text: I will bless thee.—Gen. 12: 2.

Topic: God Calls Us.
Verse topics: 1—The Call of God. (Every inspiration

felt by man to a higher life or to a righteous act is a call

of God.) 2—Inducements to Faith. (We have the prom-
ise of a hundred fold recompense, when for Jesus sake we
give up things dear to us. Matt. 19: 29.) 3—Partnership of

Faith. 4—Faith's Venture. 5—Rewards of Faith. (The
gospel does not lead to poverty. As a rule it is the prodi-
gals who become poor.) 6—Trials of Faith. 7—The Gift

Outright. 8—Tent and Altar. (Wherever Abram had a

home, God must have an altar for sacrifices.) 9—The
Journey.

Lesson 3. Abraham and Lot—Gen. 13: 1-18.

Golden text. Whatsoever ye would.—Matt. 7: 12.

Topic: Life Decisions.
Verse topics: 1-2—-In Egypt. 3-4—Return to the Altar.

(We, like Abraham, make our choice to keep close to God
and his altar or like Lot we pitch our tent toward worldly
Sodom.) 5-6—Rival Shepherds. 7—Works of Flesh. 8—
The Walk of Faith. (The true child of faith is a peace-
maker. "We be brethren," then let us act like brethren,
for we need the love and the strength that grows out of

union.) 9—Fruits of the Spirit. (To a man of faith in

God's precious promises, nothing in this world is large
enough to afford a basis for strife. He that kneels con-
quers.) 10—Walking by Sight. n—A Ruinous Choice.
(He journeyed away from God's altar and the influences of

the godly.) 12—Moral Risks. 13—Contagious Conditions.
(Lot subjected himself and family to moral contagion more
hazardous than leprosy or smallpox.) 14-15—Reaping as

Sowed. (Lot reaped the snares of the world; he lost prop-
erty, family, honor, reputation; his life almost; he suffered
in mind; he was overtaken by gross sin and at last lives in

penury in a cave.) 16—Incredible Increase. 17—Gift Con-
firmed. 18—The Hebron Altar. (This is the third altar

mentioned. Abraham became a light to the world.)

Lesson 6. God's 'Promise to Abraham— Gen. 13:
1-18.

Golden text: I am thy.—Gen. 15: 1.

Topic: Faith's Trials and Rewards.
Verse topics: 1—Shield of Jehovah. (With Jehovah as

a shield, why fear what man can do. God wants us to be
strong behind the shield of faith. 2-3—Trials of Faith.

4—Wait on the Lord. 5—Sign of the Stars. (To Abraham
the stars became a sign of posterity. To us they are blessed

signs of other promises. "They that trun many to right-

eosuness shall shine as the stars forever." Dan. 12: 3.) 6

—

Faith's Deeper Renewal. (He will go on trusting and wait-
ing for the blessing to come in God's own way and in

God's own time.) 7—Deliverer from Idolatry. 8—Inquir-

ing Faith. 9—Condescending Response. (Abraham shall

know by the most high God binding himself in a pledge
after the manner of men to perform his promise.) 10

—

Fruits of Faith. 11—Ravenous Birds. (Thus we should
drive away the birds that devour the seed of the word.
Matt. 13: 4-19.) 12-13—Egyptian Bondage. 14—Brighter
Prospects. 15—Hope of Immortality. 16—Growth in Sin.

17—Covenant Ratified. 18—Conditions. (Had Israel's

faith been equal to God's promises, the promised land might
have been gained sooner and held longer.)

Lesson 7. Abraham'* Intercession — Gen. 18:
16-33.

Golden text: The effectual, fervent.—Jas. 5: 16.

Topic: Availing Power.
Verse topics: 16—Entertaining Strangers. 17-18—Secret

of the Lord. (What was hidden from worldly-minded Lot
was disclosed to God-fearing Abraham.") 19—Ideal Patriarch.

(Patriarch means: the father ruler.) 20-22—Beloved Lot's

Danger. (The worst slums in modern cities could not be so

utterly fallen as was the city of Sodom.) 23—Friend of

Sinners. (Abraham prayed and wept for Sodom as the

Master prayed and wept for Jerusalem.) 24—Sin Very
Grievous. (Sodom was like a gangrened limb which re-

quired to be amputated.) 25—Religious Judgment. 26

—

Salt of the Earth. 27—Holy Boldness. 28-29—Enlarging
Vision. 30-31-—(Nothing can better please God than when
we show our interest in the great work of redemption, by
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working and praying for sinners.) 32—God's Patience.

(Abraham ceased asking before God ceased answering.

Every true prayer is answered, if not by a "yes," it is none
the less answered, if by a "no.")

Lesson 8. Abraham and Isaac—Gen. 22: 1-14-

Golden text: By Faith, Abraham.—Heb., II : 17.

Topic: Living, not Dead Sacrifices.

Verse topics: 1—At Ease in Zion. 2—Test Assumes
Form. (Just how God spake, we do not know. It was
not as in verses II, 12. Possibly it was the "still small

voice.") 3—He staggered not. (God indeed meant that

Abraham was to offer his son, but not as a bloody material

sacrifice.) 4—The Mountain. 5—Abraham's Gethsemane.
6-7—Heroism of Faith. 8-9—Mountain-Moving Faith. 10

—

Hope Thou in God. n—Voice out of Heaven. (It is

enough. His offering of his heart's best, this living sacri-

fice, is regarded as a complete offering. Rom. 12:1.) 12

—

The Stayed Knife. (God thus forever condemns the in-

human superstition towards which all ancient ceremonials

of sacrifice perpetually tended.) 13—Substitution. 14—The
New Name. (As we offer our bodies a living sacrifice God,
too, will provide.)

Lesson 9. Isaac, the *Peacemaf(ei—Gen. 26: 12-25.

Golden text: Blessed are the.—Matt. 5:9.
Topic: Living Sacrifice Exemplified.

Verse topics: 12—Seeding by Faith. 13
—"Godliness is

Profitable." 14
—"The World's Enmity." 15—Acts of

Hatred. 16—The Diplomatic King. (Unenlightened as he
is, he yet knew the value of a kind and courteous request.)

17—The Living Sacrifice. (Here then was the offering ac-

ceptable to God. Isaac gave up the love of displaying

power; home and property rights; his new farming pros-

pects; the profits of his labor—all for peace. Rom. 12: 1.)

18—Honoring His Father. 19—Living Waters. ("In the

valley" oi humility richer wells of blessing are offered than
on the hilltops of pride.) 20-21—Trial of Faith. 22—Faith's

Reward. (Four times Isaac thus departs, but instead of a

trail of blood, he leaves a trail of blessings, wells in a dry
land.) 23—The Home Going. 24—The Comforter. (God
never withholds his blessing from the one who comes with
a living sacrifice. Rom. 12: 2.) 25—Sacrifice of Praise.

Lesson IO. Jacob Telhel—Gen. 28: 10-22.

Golden text: Surely the Lord.—Gen. 28: 16.

Topic: The Rescued Sinner.
Verse topics: 10—Sin-Broken Home. (From the days

of Eden sin and its results have driven men from home.)
11—-The Striving Spirit. 12—The Cry and Answer. (A
ladder, a beautiful emblem showing that true progress is by
slow course, step by step, in an upward direction.) 13

—

Love for Sinners. (The converted Cheater becomes the

leading figure in sacred history, the partner of God in

the fulfillment of the divine purpose.) 14—Midnight Prom-
ise. 15—Personal Nearness. 16-17—The Great Discovery.
(Jacob found that God and his love were as surely present
everywhere as the very atmosphere.) 18—Pledge of Grati-

tude. 19—In Remembrance. 20—Vow of Consecration. 21

—Seeker of Peace. 22—Faith with Works. (Our religion

ought to be worth as much to us as to Jacob.)

Lesson 11. Jacob a Prince tuith God—Gen. 32:
1-32.

Golden text: Man ought always.—Luke 18-1.

Topic: Victory Over Self.

Verse topics: 1-2—Headed for Canaan. 3-5—Embassy
to Esau. 6-8—Alarming Response. (Jacob has now to
reap from the sin he had sowed when he had cheated Esau
many years before.) 9-12—Prayer with Planning. 13-20

—

Weapons of Peace. (True prayer with humility of heart
leads Jacob to soften towards his brother in the desire to
make reparation to his brother.) 21-23—A Busy Night. 24
—The Seeming Adversary. (It was an angel and none
other than God manifest in the flesh as verse 30 shows. This
is an active parable teaching God's omnipotence and man's
feebleness.) 25—Fighting Against God. 26—The Helpless
Supplicant. (Jacob at last reaches the end of his conspicu-
ous self-reliance.) 27—Confession of Sin. 28-29—The An-
swered Prayer. 30—Place of God's Face. (Blessed are the
pure in heart, for they shall see God. Matt. 5: 18.)

Lesson 12. Temperance Lesson— "ProsJ. 23: 29-35
Golden text: Wine is a mocker.—Prov. 20: 1.

Topic: Sacrificing to the God of Self.

Verse topics: 29—Rum has God's Hate. (The Bible
is wholly against the sin of drunkenness which aims at the

eternal damnation of souls. Wine is a poison; intoxicant

is from the Latin "toxicum," poison.) 30—Questions
Answered. (Drunkenness is after all an act of one's own
choosing.) 31—Palatable Poison. (The wise man here
advocates the only safe course. Indeed his words are a

command; they prohibit.) 32—The Serpent's Poison. ("At
the last," three short words, but of eternal moment.) 33—
Horrors of Poisoning. (Delirium tremens in time is

reached. Nothing can be more terrible than the sufferings

at this stage of alcoholic poisoning.) 34—The Reeling Sot.

35—Contemptuous Speech. (This represents the drunkard
as talking to himself.) "I will seek it again." (All will

power is lost. Even a babe, if burned, shuns the fire, but
the drunkard, burned by the fierce fire within, will seek it

yet again.)

FIVE-MIJVX/TE SE.'RMOJV OJV THE
GOLDEJV TEXT.

Peter Ainslie.

|EW things are so sweet to us as the mem-

Fory of the mercy of the Lord. He is long-

suffering. He has compassion. He is

full of pity. He knows our weakness and
he is plenteous in mercy. That is our God,
and with such knowledge who would not
have such a Father? The point of differ-

ence with the whole world is that some de-
clare that he is such a God and others de-
clare that he is not. It is not an argument
I wish to raise, but I wish to set before

you this one question: What is he to you? You
know him and do you realize his mercy? It exists

and the fact is beyond dispute. How are the circum-
stances with you? The ability to see depends upon
fear. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowl-
edge. We look above us, we look around us and we
look within us and God's mercy is everywhere

—

beauty set in the world frame. For all our needs he
has brought a remedy and he gives to us
his best at the asking. We approach him
in his way, we wait before him and sometimes
unknowingly we receive the gift, or if it is delayed,
it is not because he does not love or care, but he is

building up in us a place for the promised grace or
such a blessing is not then the need of the heart. Be
willing to leave all things with him—just do, comply,
and he is always faithful.

His mercy is from everlasting to everlasting—the
richest rainbow in the world. Away back in the ages
he was full of mercy, he is now and he always will be.

The -stream, if you wish such a figure, never ceases to
flow—mercy widening like the river widens into the
sea. He is the Father and you are the child. You
may forget him, but he cannot forget you. He is al-

ways calling, always loving and his best is within a
hand's touch. He has spelled out his mercy into all

the languages of heaven and earth, and these shall

all blend into a universal harmony. Nature, science
and thought shall sit together as the trinity for the
everlasting adoration of him whose mercy is eternal.

A.JV IDOLA.TE'R.
The baby has no skies

But mother's eyes,

Nor any God above
But mother's love.

His angel sees the Father's face,

But he the mother's, full of grace;
And yet the heavenly kingdom is

Of such as this.

—John B. Tabb.
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CHUISTIAJSt BfipBAVOH.
Charles Blanchard.

THE CROWIJWG KINGDOM.
Topic Sept. 29: Ref. Ps. 72; 1-20.

HIS is one of the beautiful Messianic

T prophesies. No doubt it was a prayer for

Solomon in its primary intent, but its

marvelous sweep forbids the conclusion

that it referred wholly to the earthly king-

dom of Israel. It is a dream of world
empire beyond Nebuchadnezzar, or Alex-

ander, or Caesar, or Charlemagne, or

Napoleon. One of the striking character-

istics of the Hebrew prophecies is the dar-

ing dream of universal dominion. It is

the more remarkable from the small extent of area of

Palestine proper, and of the kingdom of David and
Solomon in its widest scope. Surely the seers of

Israel saw beyond the limitations of physical boun-

daries and forces, and caught some glimpses of the

glory of Messiah's kingdom, whose dominion is from
sea to sea and from the river unto the ends of the

earth.

There is inspiration in the thought of this universal

reign of Immanuel. Once this majestic idea enters

the mind and possesses the heart, the life is forever

lifted up thereby. This conception is the basis of

the true missionary spirit. It is in harmony with the

great commission of the risen Christ. O that all our

endeavors and all our churches might get this vision

of the glorious reign of our glorified Redeemer ! In

our talk of expansion and of commercial supremacy
let us not forget that the only true glory and con-

quest comes by way of the cross. Christ and him
crucified is still the wisdom this old world needs in

the commercial centers of America, Europe, China,

as in Corinth in Paul's time.

"An Handful of Corn."
"There shall be an handful of corn in the earth

upon the top of the mountains ; the fruit thereof shall

shake like Lebanon ; and they of the city shall flour-

ish like grass of the earth." It is suggestive that

Jesus used the figure of the sower of the grain to

represent the growth of his kingdom. It is to be

thus natural, quiet, yet marvelous in its increase. The
figure of the handful of wheat sown in the earth upon
the top of the mountains is most striking as a picture

of the wonderful development of Christ's kingdom.
The fruit thereof shall shake like Lebanon. It "is the

picture of waving fields of golden grain upon the

mountains, overflowing into the valleys, until all

should be blessed by the miraculous increase. The
cities should share in this general prosperity.

Mountain Top Blessings.

What we need—what our churches and Endeavor
societies need—are mountain-top views of Christ's

kingdom, mountain-top blessings of spiritual en-

thusiasm in his service. We need this as a prepara-

tion for the humdrum or hurry-flurry of our modern
diversified life. Spiritual vision is the greatest need
of the average church member today. We have com-
mercial vision, and talk of American commercial
growth and supremacy ; but our vision of Christ is

dimmed. O that David's prayer might become ours

:

"Blessed be his glorious name forever ! And let the

whole earth be filled with his glory ! Amen and
amen I"

THE Ql/IET HOVH.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings. J

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A

JACOB AT 'BETHEL.
"And Jacob awakened out of his sleep, and he said, Sure-

ly the Lord is in this place, and I knew it not."—Genesis
28: 16.

Monday—Genesis 28—1-9.

It has been said that Satan is not an independent
power, like God, existent from eternity. He is a
created being ; he is a fallen spirit ; he is an archangel
who has transmuted himself into an archfiend. There-
fore he cannot originate; he can only defile and in-

jure. He is, as the Schoolmen called him, Dei simins,
the ape of God; and all that he has ever done has
been a caricaturing and marring of what God has done
before him. His tares are his miserable copy of God's
fine wheat.

I see much the same thing in the way in which
ungodly men imitate many of the actions of the Chris-
tian. Esau does what Jacob has done, but does it in

a blundering and unsatisfactory fashion. The words,
the practices, the manner of life, of the child of God
cannot be assumed by the outsider ; when the attempt
is made—it is sure to break down—there will at best

be only a distortion and a parody. I must be inside the
family myself ; I must be taught from above ; I must
be inhabited and controlled by the divine Spirit. I

cannot trick myself out in the trappings and lineaments
of the saint.

Tuesday—Genesis 28—10-22,

A runaway from home, a self-banished outcast, a

clever and over-reaching schemer—he does not seem
a likely person to receive the benediction of the King
of kings. A rocky desert, a barren and forsaken spot

—it is not the place where I should expect God to

reveal himself in grace and mercy and peace.

Ah, but it is just when my heart is most consciously

guilty, is aware that by all its planning and skill and
effort it has only brought on itself misery and ruin,

is bewailing the exceeding sinfulness of its sin. is at

its wit's end, that he comes near, to pardon, to deliver,

to cleanse, to crown. When my night is darkest, and
neither moon nor stars appear, God is closest to me.
And is there any spot on earth where I may not see

the ladder and the angels ? No. In the bleak wilder-

ness, and down in the heart of the city slum, and in the

very midst of thronging temptations, and in the dark-
ened room where I sit beside my dead—anywhere,
everywhere, God may seek me out and bless me. And
then, I praise his name.

Wednesday— Genesis 27— 6-17.

Isaac and Rebekah are not blameless in the matter
of their children's sins. If their home is religious, it

is not thoroughly religious. The father is too easy-

going, the mother too crafty. God is not "a Presence
felt the livelong day, a wholesome Fear at night." Let

me give my children a home frankly and avowedly
Christian.

I owe it to the nation. The well-being of the com-
monwealth is broadbased on the love and the truth-

fulness and the purity of the family circle.

I owe it to the Church. Why is it that, with all

her activities, the Church does not make the progress

she should? One reason is that the life of her mem-
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bers in their own households is not always a godly

life.

And I owe it to the children themselves. I give

them strength for the conflict of faith, power over

temptation, brightness and joy, an invigorating dis-

cipline preparing them for wider fields of action, when
I teach them by my own example to find in God their

Friend. And certainly I owe it to Christ.

Thursday—Genesis 27— 18-29.

I would abhor Jacob's secret sin of deceit. I would
be true.

God in his grace has given me a great name, that of

Christian, and I must not stain it by anything mean
or unworthy.

I would be true to my friend. He expects it of me,

this honesty, this honor, this conscience, lie at the basis

of our relationship. He deserves it of me ; he has

treated me well, he has shown his love in a hundred
ways, and I make a shameful return if I mislead him.

I would be true to my God. I would not bring him
any shows and semblances, any tinsel and fraud. I

would not profess an affection for him which I do not

feel.

Friday—Genesis 27—30-40.

My heart bleeds for Esau : he has to be content with

a poor and paltry second-best. But he has himself to

blame. He has shown himself so crass, so earthly, so

blind to what is spiritual and holy.

Often there comes a time in a careless and godless

life when it is roused to understand the value of the

blessing which hitherto it has despised and neglected

and refused. Sometimes, alas ! the awakening is too

late. The blessing is gone. God, having been often

rejected, has passed on his way. His Spirit does not

always strive. His grace is not always available.

But many a time the awakening leads to good re-

sults. If I cannot, after turning away again and again

from what is high and heavenly, after bestirring my-
self only at the eleventh, or the ninth, or the sev-

enth hour, do everything for God I might have done,

and receive from him every gift I might have received,

still his pardon may be mine, his favor, his friendship,

his love.

Best it is when I am his from the outset. Best it is

to yield myself to God in his own Now—Now, the

acceptable time, the day of full and free and eternal

salvation.

Saturday— Genesis 35—1-15.

Jacob is sent back to Bethel—back to where he met
with God at first. My Christianity should be con-
tinually progressive. It should leave what is behind,

and reach forward to what is before. Today should
be better than yesterday, and tomorrow better than
today. I ought not to need the return to Bethel. I

ought to be perpetually advancing to new revelations,

new experiences, new achievements, new benedictions.

But—let me say it with regret and shame—it is not
so, I retrograde. I lose my first love, and forget my
first works. I turn aside into Bypath Meadow. I lin-

ger in the delicate plain called Ease. I fall asleep in

the Enchanted Ground. There are sad halts, relapses,

falls, in my progress.

Yet how good is my God to me ! Since I will not go
steadfastly forward in his name and through his grace,
he conducts me back to Bethel. He converts me a
second time. He restores my soul. He says to me,
"I heal thy backslidings, and now, my child, run the

race once more courageously and unfalteringly, look-

ing unto Jesus."

Sunday—Isaiah 41—8-14.

Jacob is not one of the sublimest and most heroic

of the chosen people; he does not stand on the same
level as Abraham or Joseph or Moses or David or

Isaiah. Yet here is God, many hundred years after

his death, still associating himself with him, and still

making gracious mention of his name. It is a lesson of

abundant encouragement to me.

Suppose that I have no dazzling genius, that my lips

stammer ana falter, that my home is in a quiet place,

that the offerings are small which I can consecrate to

the kingdom and the King, that my mistakes and sins

are many, he does not forget me, he keeps me in con-

tinual remembrance, he diadems me with a glory I do
not merit. "If there be first a willing mind," he as-

sures my heart, "it is accepted according to that which
a man hath."

GATHETIET) GEMS.
Better the feet slip than the tongue.

—

Old Proverb.

"Thoughts are so great—aren't they, sir? They
seem to lie upon us like a flood."

Sympathy is two hearts tugging at one load, be-

neath one sorrow.—Dr. Parkhurst.

When people's feelings have got a deadly wound
they can't be cured with favor's.—Geo. Eliot.

"If you want to get anger down, don't try to push
it down. Go to the other end, and pry up good na-
ture."

It is better to keep sarcasms pocketed if we cannot
use them without wounding friends.

—

Christmas
Evans.

Be sure to mend that in thyself which thou ob-
servest doth exceedingly displease thee in others.

—

Bishop Patrick.

There is no feeling, perhaps, except the extremes
of fear and grief, that does not find relief in music

—

that does not make a rrlan sing or play the better.

"He prayeth best, who loveth best

All things both great and small

;

For the dear God who loveth us,

He made and loveth all."

We shall not find the pathway clear

In which our feet must go

;

Where roses bloom thorns, too, appear,

—

Some sorrow angels know.

Only a man can be the express image of God's per-
son. Only through a man can there be a revelation,

only through a perfect man a perfect revelation.

—

F.
W. Robertson.

It is only through the morning gate of the beauti-
ful that you can penetrate into the realm of knowledge.
That which we feel here as beauty we shall know one
dav as truth.

—

Schiller.
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General
Church NeWs

^/I MISSIOfiA'Ryr COJW-
FE'RENCE IJV &HE

LEVAJVT.
An interdenominational missionary-

conference was held at Brummana
in Syria, August 13-18. Professor

Samuel Ives Curtiss of the Chicago

Theological Seminary who has been

traveling in the Holy Land, was pres-

ent at it and writes of having greatly

enjoyed the meetings. Over 200 mis-

sionaries were in attendance. They

came from Palestine, Syria and Asia

Minor. Some from Egypt were pre-

vented from coming by a ten days'

quarantine that was in effect at the

time.

The general subject of the confer-

ence was "The Privileges and Possi-

bilities of a Life in Christ." Rev.

F. B. Meyer preached with great pow-

er and blessing. Papers were given

by various missionaries on "The Ideal

Missionary," and "Missionary Contact

and Training of Evangelists," etc.

Bible work, Christian literature, Sun-

day schools and Young Men's Chris-

tian Association work received at-

tention. Rev. H. H. Jessup, D. D.,

spoke of the theological school for all

Arabic-speaking missions in the Le-

vant. One of the services on Sunday

was conducted in the Arabic language.

Devotional services were held at sun-

set each evening, led by different mis-

sionaries.

The inspiration for work and the

practical helpfulness of conferences

such as these between the representa-

tives of the various missions can

hardly be estimated. They are in-

valuable in their results, the sympa-

thetic co-operation engendered there-

by being particularly stimulating and

enjoyable to the more or less isolated

missionaries.

Rev. P. B. Meyer on his return from

this conference expressed the belief

that a great work is being accom-

plished by the missionaries in Syria

in the training of native Christians

to carry the gospel to their country-

men. The Beyrout Protestant Col-

lege has now 500 students and the city

itself has been transformed by the ef-

forts of American ,
missionaries.

_>tf SUGGESTIVE "BIHLE-
SCHOOL IJWSTITWTE,
A Bible-school institute of a week's

duration recently held at Toulon,

Ills., in the church of which Rev. E.

W. Hicks is pastor, was particularly

helpful. Several persons attended

from neighboring churches. Some de-

tails of the program will, we think,

prove suggestive to other churches

and schools.

At 9:30 a. m. each day there was
analytical study of the Book of Acts,

each person under the direction of the

leader making an independent study

so as to learn how to study any book
of the Bible. At 10:30 an hour was
given to lesson preparation and teach-

ing methods. Reasons why certain

methods are right or wrong were
shown. How to gain attention, to

make an impression on the scholar,

to question and to illustrate, were
considered, and correct principles

given. Especial attention was de-

voted to successful primary teaching.

At 11:30 a. m. there was an open
conference for general discussion and
miscellaneous questions.

Childhood and child nature were
the topics taken up at 2:30 p. m.,

especial use being made of "Picture

Work," by Prof. Walter Hervey and
"The Point of Contact" by Patterson

Du Bois. The purpose, organization,

management and program of the Sun-
day school or Bible school was next

considered, including the home class

department. Practical plans for grad-

ing, graduation and post-graduate

work were taught.

Each evening was occupied by a

consideration of some phase of Bible-

school evangelism for half an hour,

followed by a lecture. The topics ot

the lectures were as follows: "Jesus

as a Teacher"; "How We Got Our
Bible"; "What Manner of Child Shall

this Be?"; "Studying the Bible As a

Whole"; and "The Training of the

Conscience." There was a different

lecturer each evening.

The work of many Sunday schools

would doubtless be much stimulated

and helped by the attendance of its

teachers upon an institute similar to

this. There is a growing demand for

more fully trained Sunday school

teachers.

^/t GOOD SHOWING -By
ZSHE DISCITLES IJV

IOWA.
The annual meeting of the Iowa

Christian convention was held in Ce-

dar Rapids, la., September 10-12. It

opened with an address by Rev.

George L. Snively of St. Louis, re-

cently elected secretary of the Na-
tional Benevolent Association. It

was a masterful speech abounding in

quotations from sacred and profane

literature to establish the truth that

the Church must care for the aged,

the sick and the orphans in order to

carry out the principles of the re-

ligion of the Lord Jesus Christ. Ad-
dresses were also made by Rev. G.

W. Muckley and Rev. B. L. Smith
from full minds and hearts.

The work done by the convention

this year is evidenced in the follow-

ing statistics: Ten new congregations

organized; twenty-four churches ded-

icated; cost of same, $95,200; nine
buildings in process of erection; num-
ber of conversions, 427; accessions,

543; Bible schools organized, ten. This
is certainly a first-class showing of

work accomplished in one year.

A departure from the usual course

was the organization of a Bible school

convention; William Orr, of Clarin-

da, being made president, and Rev.
W. B. Clemmer, of Des Moines, secre-

tary. An evangelist is to be put in the

field; the fund for the support of his

work being raised by the Bible schools

of the state and individual gifts. Mr.
Bryan, a leader of Bible schools in

Missouri, was largely the inspirer of

this new movement. Drake Univer-

sity Bible school was requested to es-

tablish a correspondence normal
course for Bible school workers.

Another new feature in this con-

vention was the forming of an as-

sembly to be known as "An Assembly
of the Churches of Christ in Iowa."
Its principal object is to protect the

churches from unworthy members. It

is to be an incorporated body, with an
elaborate constitution and a corps of

very efficient officers: President, Rev.
J. M. Rudy; secretary, Rev. I. S. Car-
ter; and treasurer, Rev. J. H. Ragan.
The board of trustees consists of one
member from each missionary dis-

trict. The membership is constituted

of those preachers in the state who
pass muster, sign the constitution and
pay a membership fee of $1 per an-

num.

Drake University and its work was
the theme of speeches by Dean Hag-
gard, Prof. Lockhart and Chancellor
Craig. Ex-Governor Drake will give

the last $50,000 of the first $100,000

of the half million additional endow-
ment now being raised. The aim is to

TASTy FOOT)

Too Commonly \Zsed-

The use of pasty cereals is not ad-
visable. A physician says: "Pasty
cereals are very indigestiDie and a Da a
thing for the stomach, causing a de-

pressed feeling and quite a train ot

disorders, particularly of the intes-

tines and nerves.

Cereals, such as wheat and oats, can
be cooked long enough and well enough
to fit them for human use, but the or-

dinary way of cooking leaves them in

a pasty condition."

A gentleman from Evansviile, Ind.,

whose name can be secured upon ap-

plication to tne Postum Cereal Co.,

Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich., says: "My
physician prohibited the use of oats

and wbeat for I was in a bad condi-

tion physically, with pronounced dys-

pepsia. He said the heavy paste was
indigestible but that Grape-Nuts, be-

ing a thoroughly cooked food and
cooked in such a manner as to change
the starch into grape-sugar, could be

easily digested. I have become very

fond indeed of Grape-Nuts and all the

uncomfortable feelings have disap-

peared. I have gained nearly twelve

pounds in weight and none of the dis-

tressed, full feeling after my meals

ihat I had formerly. Grape-Nuts Food
has done the work."

.
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make this institution owned and con-

trolled by the Disciples, a great uni-

versity. The chancellor reported two
gifts of $10,000 each and a number of

smaller gifts. The convention ordered
ten per cent of all missionary money
paid to Drake and pledged its hearty
support, regarding this university as

the greatest missionary force of the

state.

The sermons of the convention this

year were given by Rev. L. H. Stine

of Quincy, 111., and were of high liter-

ary merit, spiritual and sound.

All in all the convention was the

best of many years.

The Christian Woman's Board of

missions reported contributions of

$6,729.88 for the year, with $806.28

from the young people. This is a gain
of $836.28 in the total over last year.

Thirty-five auxiliaries are on the Roll

of Honor, having averaged five cents

per month per member for state work.
The total amount of money raised in

the state for all purposes, including
subscriptions for the Tidings, local

expenses of auxiliaries and state fund,
makes a grand total of $9,400.81.

CHICAGO A/VB V/C/>V-
iry.

Rev. H B. Hazen, late pastor at

Beaver Falls, Penna., but now study-
ing at the Chicago Divinity school,

has undertaken the pastorate of the
South Park Baptist church.
Rev. William T. Meloy, D. D., pre-

sented Sunday, September 8, his resig-

nation as pastor of the First United
Presbyterian church, after almost
twenty-four years of service. He is

the second oldest Protestant clergy-

man in point of service in this city.

He was called to Chicago in April,

1878. He found the church deeply in

debt and with a membership of only
fifty-nine. He has since seen eight
churches grow from that seed. In all

his twenty-four years of service he
has had but one vacation, when he
made a three months' tour in Europe.
Several of the Chinese Sunday

schools of this city, including those of
the Eighth Presbyterian, First Con-
gregational, Covenant and Mrs. Wa-
ters' Mission, held a union picnic
in Douglas Park two weeks ago. About
one hundred Christian Chinamen,
with their wives and children, enjoyed
the outing.

Belden avenue Presbyterian church
held tent services on the church lawn
during the first ten days of Septem-
ber. Rev. Dr. Carrier, the pastor, con-
ducted the two Sunday evening ser-

vices and Dr. D. B. Greigg preached
on the other evenings. Many Chris-
tians were quickened and others
brought to recognize the claims of the
gospel.

The Rev. Messrs. Morrill, regularly
ordained Baptist ministers and grad-
uates of the Baptist Theological Sem-
inary at Rochester, N. Y., are carry-
ingon a unique work among the sailors
of the Great Lakes. They have built

a gospel ship out on the prairie which
looks like a stranded vessel. Inside

are a number of small rooms and one
large one which will seat nearly 1,000

people. Here services are held or in

summer weather on the deck. There
is a kitchen in the stern where free

meals are served to the needy. The
Morrill Brothers also have a gospel

wagon in which they visit the slums.

They have previously been engaged in

mission work in British seaports and
in the slums of New York.
The membership of the Lexington

Avenue Baptist church is now 489, a
fact which demonstrates the need for

the larger building which it is hoped
to begin this fall. The present edi-

fice only seats 300.

Rev. T. M. Colwell, who died Sep-
tember 4, was one of four brothers in

the ministry- He had been pastor of

I
Baptist churches at Barry and Men-
dota, 111., and in Lowell, Mass. The
valuable library of the American
Bible Union was donated by Mr. Col-

well to the Union Theological Semin-
ary at Morgan Park and is now treas-

ured by the Divinity school of the

University of Chicago.

The annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Missionary Association (Congre-
gational) is to be held in Oak Park,
111., October 22, 23 and 24. Oak Park
is an important and beautiful suburb
of Chicago, easily accessible by the
trains of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railroad and the Lake Street Elevat-
ed Railroad. The sermon will be
preached by Rev. S. Parkes Cadman
of Brooklyn, and the other speakers
are men of note or workers in im-
portant fields. Entertainment will be
provided for officers, speakers, life

members and duly elected delegates
from the churches. Applications for

entertainment should be made early

to Wm. Spooner, chairman of the en-
tertainment committee. Information
will be cheerfully given by Rev. Wm.
E. Barton, D. D., pastor of the First
church, and chairman of the commit-
tee of arrangements.

Rev. H. R. Neely has resigned the
charge of the Episcopal church at

Rogers Park and goes to Kokomo,
Ind.

Rev. H. E. Chase has been called to
the rectorship of Grace Episcopal
church, Hinsdale.

The Chicago Home Missionary and
Church Extension Society (Metho-
dist) during the last eleven years has
assisted in the erection of seventy-six
church buildings.

Through the persistent efforts of
the pastor, Rev. Frank Anderson, who
is a student at the Garrett Biblical
Institute, Evanston, 111., the last dol-
lar of indebtedness has been paid off

MO'RE, "BOJCE.S OK COLT},
And Many Greenbacks.

To secure additional information di-

rectly from the people, it is proposed
to send little boxes of gold and green-
backs to persons who write the most

interesting, detailed, and truthful de-
scriptions of their experience on the
following topics:

1. How have you been affected by
coffee drinking and by changing from
coffee to Postum.

2. Do you know any one who has
been driven away from Postum be-

cause it came to the table weak and
characterless at the first trial?

3. Did you set such a person right re-
garding the easy way to make Postum
clear, black, and with a crisp, rich
taste?

4. Have you ever found a better way
to make it than to use four heaping
teaspoonsful to the pint of water, let

stand on stove until real boiling be-
gins, then note the clock and allow it

to continue easy boiling full 15 min-
utes from that time, stirring down oc-
casionally? (A piece of butter about
the size of a navy bean, placed in the
pet will prevent boiling over.)

5. Give names and account of those
yen know to have been cured or helped
in health by the dismissal of coffee and
the daily use of Postum Food Coffee in

its place.

6. Write names and addresses of 2U
friends whom you believe would be
benefited by leaving off coffee. (Your
name will not be divulged to them.)

Address your letter to the Postum
Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.,
writing your own name and address
clearly.

Be honest and truthful, don't write
poetry or fanciful letters, just plain,
truthful statements.

Decision will be made between Octo-
ber 30th and November 10th, 1901, by
-three judges, not members of the
Postum Cereal Co., and a neat little

box containing a $10 gold piece sent
to each of the five best writers, a box
containing a $5 gold piece to each of
the 20 next best writers, a $2 green-
back to each of the 100 next best, and
a $1 greenback to each of the 200 next
best writers, making cash prizes dis-

tributed to 325 persons.

Almost every one interested in pure
food and drink is willing to have their
name and letter appear in'the papers,
for such help as it may offer to the
human race. However, a request to
emit name will be respected.

Every friend of Postum is urged te

write and each letter will be held in
high esteem by the company, as an
evidence of such friendship, while the
little ooxes of gold and envelopes of
money will reach many modest write. .,

whose plain and sensible letters con-
tain the facts desired, although ths
sender may have but small faith in
winning at the time of writing.

Talk this subject over with your
friends and see how many among you
can win prizes. It is a good, honest
competition and in the best kind of a
cause. Cut this statement out for it

will not appear again.
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the Glen Ellyn Methodist Episcopal

church on the Chicago Western dis-

trict.

The 77th Street Methodist Episco-

pal church has determined to pay off

its indebtedness of $1,500. Three men
have subscribed one fourth of the

amount. Rev. P. S. Lent is the pas-

tor.

Rev. C. C. Morse began his pastor-

ate at the Covenant Congregational

church September 8.

Rev. Dr. James W. Bashford, presi-

dent of Ohio Wesleyan University,

Cleveland, has declined the presi-

dency of the Northwestern Univer-

sity, Evanston.
Grace Episcopal church has been

presented with a new pipe organ,

given by Hon. Jesse Spalding as a me-
morial of his son. A valuable clock and
a set of chimes have been donated by
Mr. R. Floyd Clinch as a thankof-

fering for the recovery of his wife

from a severe illness. A tower is be-

ing added to the church for the re-

ception of the clock and chimes.

Rev. Albert H. Hall, a retired

Methodist minister, died at his home
in Evanston, September 5. He filled

various pulpits in Maine up to 1866,

when lie took up mercantile life.

"Baptist.

Under the leadership of Rev. A.

LeGrand, the church at Omro, Wis.,

has raised the funds necessary to

build a new edifice costing about

$4,500. It is hoped it will be com-
pleted so as to dedicate it this month.
Keokuk Association has just held

its sixty-third anniversary. The ser-

mons and addresses were spiritually

uplifting and tended to inspire great-

er earnestness and consecration. Rev.

Thomas Ratcliffe of Farmington,

Iowa, urged that "we get back to God
and stay there long enough to hear

him speak and to be moved by his

presence."

Eden Association met at Chariton,

la., and reports showed some advance-

ment of the work in the churches but

a decline in the offerings. Secretary

E. P. Bartlett stirred his hearers in

regard to state independence in sup-

porting its own work.

The district missionary plan for

Iowa was urged at the Southwestern
Association meeting, and an enlarge-

ment of the work voted for and in-

creased contributions pledged.

A resolution worth noting was that

passed by the South Central Associa-

tion, Nebraska. It reads as follows:

"Believing systematic beneficence to

be of vital importance, we deprecate

the practice of special and urgent ap-

peals for money at our associational,

state and national gatherings as being
contrary to the spirit of systematic

giving."

The church at Danville, 111., is

growing under, the leadership of Rev.

F. M. Mitchell. Eleven persons have
been received by baptism and forty

by letter since last September.

Sioux Valley Association, Iowa, re-

ports 142 baptisms during the year,

a gain of eighty-four. A strong de-

sire for more evangelistic work
among the weaker churches was
evinced. There has been a marked
falling off in foreign and state mis-

sion collections.

Rev. F. C. McConnell, pastor in

Lynchburg, Va., has been elected cor-

responding secretary of the Home
Mission Board of the Southern Bap-
tists, to succeed the lamented Dr. Ker-
foot.

Rev. Charles Sumner Brown, who
has been pastor of the First Baptist

church, Iowa City, for over eight

years, has resigned to accept a call

to the Walnut Hills church, Cincin-

nati. He has done much to advance
the church in Iowa City and has gath-

ered within it many young people.

The fiftieth anniversary of the Os-

kaloosa Baptist Association was a
great success. There was an interest-

ing discus'sion on "How Can Greater
Interest in Union Work Be Obtained
and Sustained?" Rev. E. P. Bartlett

gave an argumentative talk on "Is All

the Bible God's Word?" Rev. A. H.
Mitchell gave the history of the first

twenty-five years and Rev. L. A. Gar-
rison of the last.

Congregational.

The Illinois Home Missionary Soci-

ety has been holding tent services at

Dixon, 111., during the summer and
the result was the organization of a

church recognized by council Septem-
ber 5. Dr. Tompkins gave the right

hand of fellowship to sixty-two char-

ter members. More than 600 children

in the neighborhood were not attend-

ing any Sunday school, and the popu-
lation of the section is 2,500. The
church has now a Sunday school of

150, a catechetical class of thirty chil-

dren and a Young People's Society of

Christian Endeavor. Rev. Joseph G.

Brooks has become the pastor.

The new church organization at Fox

Lake, 111., has just dedicated its new
edifice which includes a parsonage.

This work has been established by
Rev. Arthur C. Logan, who is soon
to leave for missionary labors in

Guam.
Revival meetings at McLean added

twenty to the Congregational church,

and a large number to the other
churches. The church at Elwood,
Ind., has received thirty-five new
members as the fruit of a revival.

At Middleville, Mich., the prayer
meetings, in which one-half hour is

devoted to the study of the Sunday
school lesson, are more largely at-

tended than ever before, extra seats

having to be brought in each night.

During the three and a half years'

pastorate of Rev. A. B. Chalmers at

the First church, Saginaw, Mich., 400
have been received into the church
membership and a debt of $14,000 has
been wiped out.

Kev. James Parsons has been pastor

at Harlan. Iowa, one year; 117 have
been added to the church during that
period; eighteen by letter and ninety-

nine on confession of faith. Union
revival services have been recently

held in the town.

Rev. George Lloyd of the church of

the Redeemer, St. Louis, sent out
forty letters to young men who had
once been in the Sunday school. A
large number of them responded and
a club of twenty-six was organized.

Its purpose is to hold social and liter-

£13.00 TO -BX/FFALO TAJ*-
AMETUCAJV AJVT> *R£-

TWRJV, £13. OO
via the Nickel Plate Road, daily, with

limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 and 30-day tickets at $21.00 for

the round trip. Through service to

New York and Boston and lowest

available rates. For particulars ana
Pan-American folder of buildings and
grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journal*
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many classes or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bibb* stu-
dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it iv _^ ^=c£?
olasses on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are fol lowing
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-

vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to The Christian Century.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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ary meetings and increase the attend-

ance at the church services. They

took charge of the details of a recent

Sunday night service and secured a

good audience.

The pastor of the First church, Oak-

land, Cal., has instituted among the

young people, a class composed of per-

sons under 20 years of age. Fifty-one

met at the first session. The aim is

to g^e the young converts and oth-

ers such instruction as will develop

them into earnest, consistent Chris-

tians.

A third German Congregational

church in Lincoln, Neb., was rec-

ognized by council, September 3.

There were seventy-six charter mem-
uers, fifty of whom came on confes-

sion. Rev. S. F. Schwab of Zion Ger-

man church has done much to build

up this new work.
The Congregational church at Ed-

gerton, Wis., is bunding a parsonage

which will be modern in all of its ap-

pointments. Work is fairly under

way and the pastor, Rev. Frank L.

Moore, expects to be in it by the first

of the year. Recently a new cement
sidewalk was laid in front of the

church, and cement steps and a plat-

form were added, making a substan-

tial improvement. Work is opening

in all lines.

Miss Ellen Stone, who has been a

missionary in the Europer.n-Turkish

mission since 1878, under the Amer-
ican Board, has been seized by brig-

ands. It is believed that no harm
will be done to her but that she will

be held until a ransom is paid.

Z5he "Disciples.

The Ohio Christian Missionary So-

ciety of the 24th District held at Jack-

son one of the most successful con-

ventions it has ever held. The pro-

gram was good, one of the special ad-

dresses being by b. H. Bartiett on
"Forty-nine Years of Ohio Missions."

It was illustrated with maps, charts,

and pictures of many churches and
ministers, present and past.

Rev. Geo. C. Ritchey has resigned

at Keota, la., to accept the work at

Salem, Ore. He has had 112 additions

in his field in three months ana or-

ganized a new congregation at Well-

man, la., with forty-seven members.
L. E. Crouch has been holding a

very successful meeting at Blackwell,
Okla. There were nearly 50 added
and a new church is the result.

- Fifty-nine were added to the church
at Marshall, Mo., during August.
The average expense for doing the

business of the Foreign Missionary
Society during the past twenty-five

years has been only eight per cent.

The southern states are having
some good meetings this year. Troy,
Texas, eighty-two additions; Waxa-
hachie, Texas, ninety-three; Omer, Ga.,

forty-seven; Vine Street, Nashville,
Tenn., fifty; Bedford, Texas, thirty-

four; Campbell, Texas, thirty-five;

Sparta, Texa ninety-five; Detroit

Texas, 105, and a number of others

with equally good results.

At York, Neb., under Rev. G. J.

Chapman, there have been fifty-eight

additions since January 1, and a com-

modious house of worship is to be

built at once.

Miss Essie A. Gould, of Lawrence,

Neb., a graduate of the School of Pas-

toral Helpers, has been called as

helper to Rev. J. H. Hughes, of the

Second church, North Tonawanda,

N. Y.„ and has already entered upon
her work.
At the last meeting of the Ministers'

Alliance of Atchison, Kan., Rev. W. S.

Priest, pastor of the First Christian

church, was elected president.

Rev. R. H. Givens, of Anderson,

Ind., after a prosperous ministry of a

year and a half with the East Lynn
church there, has resigned. The
church edifice has been removed to a

better location, painted, papered, var-

nished and set in good order gener-

ally, and the membership has in-

creased to over 100. A Junior Endeav-
or Society, reorganized with a mem-
bership of thirteen, has grown to

seventy-six, and all departments of

the work are in good shape.

The Minnesota state convention

showed a good financial report, Min-
nesota Disciples naving given last

year over $11 per capita for the work
of the kingdom. Two new cnurches
were started—Seventn Street, St.

Paul, and Winona.
Rev. C. P. Smith of the First

church, Richmond, Mo., has inaugur-

ated a series of citizens' meetings to

be held once a month in place of the

customary Sunday night service.

Prominent citizens have been engaged
to speak. A liberal attitude of thought
and action will characterize the meet-
ings and the aim will be to make
them educational and beneficial to the
general public, and a stimulus to the

city administration in its work of

moral and municipal reform. The sub-

jects of the ten-minute addresses for

the first meeting were: "Public Pro-

fanity—How Shall We Stop It?" "The
Need of Heroism in Our Editorial

Rooms;" "Can a Richmond Business
Man Be a Christian?" "What Is to

Become of Our Boys?" and "The Duty
of Our Citizens as Jurymen."

T. E. Cramblet, for several years the

pastor of the East End church, Pitts-

burg, Pa., has accepted the presidency
of Bethany College, W. Va. He is a
graduate of the University of Ken-
tucky and has held some of the best

pastorates of the Christian church.

Ep scopa'.

In the diocese of Western Michigan
there have been 152 adult baptisms
during the year, indicating that these

persons have come from various de-

nominations into the Episcopal
church.

In two Denver parishes excellent

lay services were maintained by mem-
bers of the Brotherhood of St. An-

drew, while the rectors were away
on vacation.

For twelve years past the rector of

Holy Trinity, Pueblo, the Rev. E. P.

Newton, has been holding service

twenty miles east of the city for the

scattered ranch folk on the Huerfano
river. Services were held in a school-

house until, recently,- under his leader-

ship, the people undertook to build

RHEUMATISM
Sciatica, Luinlia.i}. ?miialsiii and Kidney
Troubles are instantly relieved and quickly cured by
EASISK. Acute Rheumatism cannot exist

48 hours when Easine is faithfully taken. Chronic
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a place of worship. With their own
hands they quarried the stone, and
when the walls were raised, carpen-

ters of the neighborhood put on the

roof and did the interior woodwork.
The roof is open, ceiled in pine. The
gifts in money for completing the

edifice amount to $500, and the re-

maining cost represents the personal

labor of the good people of the coun-

tryside.

The Bishop of Oregon has fitted up
for the rest and comfort of his clergy

the Clergy Retreat Cottage at the sea-

side. Each clergyman has the privi-

lege of remaining in it for two weeks
with his family.

At Mogollon, a mining village of

200 inhabitants, about ninety miles

from Silver City, New Mexico, the
work done by Mrs. Hammond, a dea-

coness, has resulted in a mission held

by Rev. H. W. Ruffner, the nearest

clergyman, at which seventy were
present at the first service, two-thirds

being men. The responses were more
than hearty; all kneeled at the
prayers. Thirty-two were baptized. At
the last service every foot of space in

the hall was occupied. The collection

was taken up in the cigar box in

which the poker chips were kept. The
young people of one family desired to

be baptized, but supposed there was a

fee of $10 for each baptism, so they

agreed to let the youngest sister, an
invalid, be baptized alone. They had
the money for her and they would
wait.

Rev. Fayette Durlin, rector of Grace
church, Madison, Wis., entered into

rest August 31.

Mehodr'st-

Announcement is made of the death

of Miss Isabella Thoburn, president of

the College for Women and Girls at

Lucknow, India. She is a sister of

Bishop Thoburn and the first mission-

ary sent out by the Women's Foreign

Missionary society. She went to In-

dia in 1869. Her death was due to

cholera.

Under the pastoral care of Rev.

Charles Bronson Allen, the Tabernacle

church of Detroit has had a net in-

crease of 123 in its membership during
the year.

The eighty-fifth annual conference of

the M. E. church south convened in St.

Joseph, Mo. Over 300 delegates were
in attendance. The report of the pub-

lishing house showed an increase in

sales over the previous year of $16,954.

A missionary publishing house is to be

established in Shanghai, China, at an
outlay of $50,000. Fourteen young
ministers were received as deacons.

The First Baptist church of St. Joseph
tendered a reception to the conference

which was much appreciated.

The semi-centennial of the Cincin-

nati conference met in Dayton. Bishop
Fitzgerald announced the sum of $612

from the book concern to be distribu-

ted by the conference to its needy
preachers and ministers' widows.

More than 1,000 women from the

Methodist churches of Cleveland and
vicinity attended the annual meeting
of the Woman's Home Missionary so-

ciety at Windemere church. The prin-

cipal address was by Mrs. H. M. Nay-
smith, matron of the Adaline M. Smith
Industrial home at Little Rock, Ark.,

the first established by the church for

the education of negro children. It

was opened in 1844, and now needs

enlargement.
The St. Louis Church Extension and

City Mission society has expended in

its work during the past 'year $250,-

000. While the population of St. Louis

has increased 27 per cent in the last

ten years, the Southern Methodist
church has gained through the efforts

of the Extension society about 58 per

cent in membership.

Tresbytcrian.

The average attendance at the tent

meetings in St. Louis is now about 830.

They will be continued through Sep-

tember. There have been forty addi-

tions to the membership of Menard
street mission as a result of these meet-

ings.

Gale college, Galesville, Wis., has
been transferred to the Norwegian Lu-
theran synod for $6,500.

At Monroe, Miss., is one of the old-

est churches in that state. There was
talk of dissolving it, it was so feeble,

but Rev. J. D. Fleming visited it and
forty-two were added to its member-
ship. This summer Mr. Fleming again

preached there and twenty-four were
added, thirty others expressing a hope
in Christ. The sum of $25.75 was
raised for home missions.

Forty-nine new missionaries under
the appointment of the Presbyterian

Foreign Board will leave this country

for foreign fields this fall.

Rev. Herbert McHenry has done a

large work during the ten years he
has been pastor at Delhi, Minn. There
were eighty names on the roll when he
went there; 119 have been added on
profession of faith and thirty-three by
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letter. The total of money contributed

has been $12,300, a manse has been

built at a cost of $1,200 and the church

enlarged. The elders and members of

the church have taken hold well with

the pastor. Mr. McHenry has organ-

ized in the country around five Sun-

day schools, some of which have de-

veloped into churches.

Rev. J. G. Tate of Cripple Creek,

Colo., will succeed Rev. F. E. Smiley

at the Twenty-third Avenue church,

Denver. He is an eloquent platform

speaker.

Trumbull Avenue church, Detroit,

Mich., Rev. H. T. Miller, pastor, has

received ninety-three new members
during the past year, making the mem-
bership 1,002, the second largest in

the state.

The Berean church, Philadelphia

(colored), maintains a building and
loan association. The pastor, Rev.

Matthew Anderson, emphasizes in his

visits the importance of securing a

home and by the aid of the association,

110 homes for colored people have been

secured. The assets now are over

$90,000.

General.

A home missionary work has been

undertaken for neglected districts in

Humboldt county, Cal., by the county

Endeavor union. A committee of nine

traveled over mountains and across

rivers to isolated points that are in-

accessible in the rainy season.

A church building has been provided

on the Fox and Sac Indian reservation

by the Endeavor societies of the High-

land Presbytery, Kansas. A Presbyte-

rian missionary is at work there. The-

president of the Presbyterian Chris-

tian Endeavor union is a missionary

among the Kickapoo Indians.

Two mission teachers of the Society

of Soul Winners, a little over a year

ago, opened a Bible school on the Ca-

noe, a little branch of the middle fork

of the Upper Kentucky river. During
the summer Dr. Guerrant preached in

that section under a tent. Fifty con-

fessed Christ* The Sunday school of

Rev. Harvey Murdoch's church in New
York city undertook to help build a
church for these people, giving $250
for the purpose. The building was
dedicated July 28. It was crowded.
After the sermon fifty persons came
forward to profess their faith in

Christ. The society has now six

promising missions or churches.

The World's Faith Missionary so-

ciety has its headquarters at Shenan-
doah, la., and was organized by C. S.

Hanley. It is an undenominational
movement and has 300 missionaries at

work, all of whom accept no salaries

but take free-will offerings, spending
only enough on themselves to pay
their living expenses.

An endowment fund of $8,000 has
been raised by the Unitarians in or-

der to secure forever the grounds at

Lithia, 111., for their annual encamp-
ments in the interests of "liberal

Christianity."

The Progressive Dunkards have

been holding a national conference at

Winona Lake, Ind. Five hundred
were present at the opening session.

The membership of this body now ap-

proximates 15,000.

By the will of Stephen Ballard, the

Brooklyn philanthropist, the greater

part of his estate is left to the Ameri-
can Missionary association and Berea
college, Berea, Ky. The estate is val-

ued at $150,000.

A class for Bible study, organized

twenty-five years ago in the Knox
Memorial church, Forty-first street,

New York, now has a membership of

1,200.

Foreign Missionary Items.

Rev. S. A. Moffett, of the Presbyte-

rian church (North), one of the mis-

sionaries at Pyengyang, Korea, says:

"We still continue to reap a rich har-

vest, and to all appearance our work
is gaining in solidity and strength as

it grows in extent. At our service

last Sabbath we baptized ninety-one

adults. We had a congregation of

more than a thousand, of whom 400

partook of the Lord's Supper."

In India, Rev. Satuba Ranoji Raub-
hise, a pastor in the Presbytery of

Kolhapur, received 327 members on
profession last year; Rev. Kali Churn
Chatterjee, of the Presbytery of

Lahore, received 170; Rev. Joseph M.

Goheen, of the Presbytery of Kolha-

pur, received 151; Rev. Henry For-

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatriek, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and brst known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

iiBook of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time, "etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.
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man, of the Presbytery of Ferrukha-
bad baptized 270 adults.

United States Consul Robert Mc-
Wade, in a report from Swatow,
China, dealing with the plague, pays
the following tribute to the Ameri-
can missionaries:

"It is due to our self-sacrificing

missionaries that I should report to

you that nowhere in any of the

plague-stricken sections, towns or vil-

lages, have any of them faltered in

their labors. When the awful pesti-

lence was doing its deadly work there,

they could be found ministering to

those in the early stages of the dis-

ease and comforting and consoling
the dying. I found the same condi-

tions, the same heroism, when small-

pox and cholera were epidemic. Lep-
rosy is always here—contagious and
repulsive. Its victims experienced the
same tender and solicitous care from
the fearless American missionaries of

all denominations. During my visits

to the leper villages or settlements on
the outskirts of Canton I invariably
hear of this good work and see many
evidences of it. We have every rea-

son to feel proud of our missionaries,

men and women."
Growth in the grace of giving is

noticeable in China among the Chinese
converts. Several months ago, Dr. Den-
man invited written questions from all

members of the Chieng Rai City con-
gregation. Of those submitted, the ma-
jority pertained to the matter of giv-

ing. These questions elicited a series

of sermons, and gave occasion for

many private talks on the subject of

proportionate giving. At first there was
some opposition, especially from the
oldest and only wealthy elder (wealthy
from the Laos standpoint). But grad-
ually he and the rest have been led
by the Spirit. When the matter of a
church building was agitated, this

elder agreed to be one of three to give
collectively as much as all the rest of

the congregation put together. In ad-
dition to this, an offering was made
for the India famine sufferers, to which
the native contribution was eight ru-

pees plus. A few of our members
tithe, and one man does more. Without
any missionary coaching whatever, he
recently brought Rs. 10 to the church
treasurer and said he wanted to pay
the Lord what he owed him; said he
had just sold six cattle, and had previ-

ously dedicated one of them to the
Lord. It is evident that it was not the
runt that was dedicated, for the whole
six brought only Rs. 51, while the
Lord's cow alone brought Rs. 10. As
this man is poor, having almost noth-
ing outside the money received for

For Loss of Appetite
Take Horsford's Acid Phosphate
Dr. W. H. Holcombe, New Orleans,

La., says: "It is particularly service-
able in treatment of women and chil-

dren, for debility and loss of appetite."
Supplies the needed nerve food and
strengthening tonic.

these cattle, and as his bright-eyed
|

but shy little girl brings bananas to

sell to us on Fridays and Saturdays

to get pennies to give to the Lord on
i

Sunday, it is evident that this man is

at least a double tither.

At Durban, Africa, in the Zulu mis-

sion the evening school is booming. In

two weeks the number on the roll

leaped from thirty and forty to 150 and
the average attendance is so large as to

require the employment of assistants.

One boy who bagan with the alphabet

was in two months able to begin read-

ing the Testament. Such a school la-

bors under two serious disadvantages.

The boys cannot come until 7 or 7:30

o'clock, and yet unless furnished with

a pass they must be in their barracks,

often a mile distant, by the 9 o'clock

curfew. Again having but one room
which must also be used for church

meetings, the school can be held but

three nights a week. The fees are

therefore necessarily low and do not

cover the cost of teachers. How the

deficit is to be met is a question; but i

there should be no question about plac- I

ing this department on a sure footing.

A beginning is reported in one of the I

outstations of Smichov, Austria,

through the agency of a yeast peddler,
j

an ignorant and illiterate woman, not i

a Christian, who, during the winter
|

months, used to borrow Christian

books and in the evenings her neigh- i

bors would gather, each contributing a

mite toward the needed kenosene, and
a farmer of the village would read

aloud. In such ways the seed is sown, i
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all forms of indigestion or dyspepsia,

catarrh of stomach and flatulence in

stomach and bowels. This remedy
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constipation, to stay cured, so that you
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Any reader of Christian Century may
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Christian Melodies
By Professor \Sm.J. Kirkpatrick

This popular new song book has been pro -

nounced by leading musicians an ideal book for
all church purposes. The author is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the
world and has put the best productions of his life

time into this book. It also contains the choicest
selections from a large number of the principal
song writers of the country. This insures

A BooK of the Rarest Musical Gems.
Wherever It has been introduced it has given

excellent satisfaction. All responses from those
using it are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of
the kind I have ever seen." "The more we use
It the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions re-

ceived. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic

and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.
If you want the best all-purpose church song
book get Christian Melodies.
PRICES—Boards $20, Limp Cloth SIT.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 25c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., • Chicago, Hi.
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358 Dearborn Street «/ <r <r j </ Chicago, 111.
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How to Work for Christ. A Com-
pendium of Effective Methods. By R.

A. Torrey. Fleming H. Revell Co. 518

pages. Price $2.50.

This encyclopedic work by the su-

perintendent of the Moody Institute of

Chicago has much to commend it. it

is plainly and incisively written; it

gives the results of a wide experience;

it does not deal with theories, but with
conditions; it affords specific directions

regarding things upon which many
wish to be informed, and about which
the writer has earned the right to

speak. Mr. Torrey is a sublime dog-
matist. He knows whereof he affirms.

No shade of doubt or hesitancy rests

upon his utterances. Perspective he
has none. That there may be another
side to tne question which he is dis-

cussing seldom occurs to him; and if

it does he brushes the thought aside

without ceremony. This makes his

method of presentation simple and
easy; but with thinking people it dis-

counts the value of his utterances as

a teacher and leader.

The title of the book is something of

a misnomer. It ought to have read
"How to Work for Christ Along Evan-
gelistic Lines," for that is the subject
of which it treats. As to the question
of how to work for Christ along the
quieter and humbler paths of every-
day life, it has nothing to say. There
are many devoted Christians whose
lives are filled to the brim with service

for the Master, who on reading this

book would be forced to say, "If this is

all that "is meant by working for

Christ, then we are not in it." They
have heard no divine voice calling

them off to evangelistic work. Their
field of service lies in other directions.

But within its self-imposed limits

this is a helpful book. It is a com-
pendium of methods which Dr. Torrey
has found effective, and which many
may find suggestive. It deals, how-
ever, too much with commonplace de-

tails, and has little or nothing to say
of underlying principles. The things
laid down with much elaboration are

generally the things which common
sense would suggest. This may, after

all, be a merit, as most people require

to be reminded of the value of the
common. The book is divided into

three parts. Part one deals with per-

sonal work and shows how to get hold
of different classes of people so as to

bring them to Christ. Under this head
something more ought to have been
said about bringing Christ to men; for

it is the kind of Christ who is preached
that determines the drawing power of

the truth, and the results which will

follow when men are brought to him.
Part two treats of methods of Chris-
tian work, such as house-to-house vis-

itation, cottage meetings, open-air

meetings, revival meetings, etc. Here
much sensible advice is given. Part
three deals with teaching and preach-

ing the Word of God. This is a treatise

on homiletics. It shows how to pre-

pare a sermon, and gives samples of

the kind of sermons which should be
prepared. In these sermonic outlines

there is little that is suggestive of the

modern spirit, or of the inbreathing

of the free Spirit of God. They are

narrow in their thought, and yet their

very narrowness gives them a sort of

intensity and power.
This book comes out at an opportune

time, when plans are being made for

the winter's work. And while many
will find it outside of the sphere of

things in which they live and work,
others will find in it stimulus and di-

rection. Like every other book which
deals with methods, it will be useful to

those who can use it.

The Divine Pursuit, by John Edgar
McFadyen, B. A., M. A., Professor of

Old Testament Literature and Exegesis,

Knox College, Toronto. Fleming H.
Revell Co. 209 pages.

This is a notable book. It consists

of a series of devout, thoughtful and
suggestive meditations which it is a
joy to read. Every page is rich in

poetic fancy and in spiritual insight,

and is fragrant with the spirit of true

devotion.

The first impression received from
reading this book is that in style and
in the general trend of its thought it

resembles the devotional works of Dr.

George Matheson. A comparison is

therefore inevitable, and no higher

praise can be given than that it does

not suffer by the comparison.
It is said by publishers that the de-

mand for devotional books is not as

large as it was a few years ago. This
is partly the result of the flooding of

the market with cheap and thin devo-

tional books, made up of pious plati-

tudes. The demand for devotional

books of the high quality of 'The Di-

vine Pursuit" is sure to return, for

what the Church needs, she will ulti-

mately want.

We have already enriched our pages

with several chapters taken from ad-

vance sheets of this book. We give

elsewhere in this issue one more ex-

tract, which will afford a fair sample
of the excellence of its contents.

"Romanizing Tendencies in the Epis-

copal Church" is the title of a trenchant
sermon by Rev. Thos. Dowling, D. D.,

of Los Angeles, Cal. Dr. Dowling does
not condemn ritualism in itself, but
its abuse. He notes with alarm the in-

troduction of the errors of Romanism
into a church which has been called

"the bulwark of Protestantism."

Here is one specimen among many
which is published by the League of

the Holy Cross, and circulated by thou-

sands in the Church of England, in

which the priest is put before the very
father and mother, and the child is

taught as follows: "It is to the priest

only that the child must acknowledge
his sins if he desires that God should
forgive him. Do you know why'r It

is because God, when on earth, gave to

his priests, and to them alone, the di-

vine power of forgiving sins. Go to

the priest, who is the doctor of your

soul and who cures you in the name of

God. I have known poor children who
concealed their sins in confession for

years; they were very unhappy; were

tormented with remorse, and if they

had died in that state they would cer-

tainly have gone to the everlasting

fires of hell."

The church that can tolerate such

teaching within its borders is in a bad

way.

-BUFFALO TAJf-^SIME'RI-
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Little Things.

'"Only a smile, yes, only a smile
That a woman o'erburdened with grief

Expected from you: 'Twould have
given her relief,

For her heart ached sore the while;
But weary and cheerless she went

away,
Because, as it happened, that very day
You were 'out of touch' with your

Lord.

"Only a word, yes, only a word
That the Spirit's small voice whispered

'Speak;'

But the worker passed onward un-
blessed and weak,

Whom you were meant to have
stirred

To courage, devotion and love anew,
Because when the message came to

you,

You were 'out of touch' with your
Lord.

"Only a song, yes, only a song
That the Spirit said, 'Sing to-night,

Thy voice is thy Master's by purchased
right;'

But you thought, ' 'Mid this motley
throng

I care not to sing of the city of gold—

'

And the heart that your words might
have reached grew cold,

You were 'out of touch' with your
Lord.

"Only a day, yes, only a day!
But oh, can you guess, my friend,

Where the influence reaches, and where
it will end,

Of the hours that you frittered

away?
The Master's command is, 'Abide in

Me;'
And fruitless and vain will your ser-

vice be
If 'out of touch' with your Lord."

—South African Pioneer and Link.

"All &here."
Perhaps the most valuable sugges-

tion that can be made here to the great
host of students about entering or re-

entering schools of various grades, is

that they gather up all their energies
for the one thing before them. If

young people begin their school work,
planning at the same time to be a
"social success," to have a great many
evenings for pleasure, or to be active

in all the games and recreations of

their companions who are not in

TThool, they will not likely make the
^<sar a very profitable one. Half-heart-
edness never accomplished much that
is worth while.

It was a saying of Goethe, in Ger-
man, "Wo du bist, sei alles"—"Wher-
ever thou art, be all there." Whatever
you are going to do give your whole
self to it. Some people never get more
into any work they do, even into their

than a fraction of their whole selves

play. It would be a good thing if ev-

ery pupil in any school this year
should determine to be all there—to

put all his life into his studies. This
does not mean that he must renounce
all pleasure, that he must be a recluse,

a dull bookworm, that he must miss
many good things he would like to

have. It means only that he will make
his school work the first thing, that he
will determine to master every prob-

lem, that he will falter at no hard
task, that he will not trifle nor loiter,

that he will shirk no duty, no respon-

sibility, that he will always do his best.

At the last commencement in one of

our colleges, there was one member of

the senior class who failed to receive

his diploma. It was said by the pro-

fessors and by his classmate that he
was by no means a dullard, that his

failure was not for want of capacity, but

that his dishonor was the legitimate

outcome of his indolence. From the

beginning of his college course he was
never "all there" in anything he un-

dertook. This was as- true of his so-

cial life and of his play as it was of

his studies. He never brought more
than half of himself to anything. If

he had failed after doing his best, sole-

ly because of his lack of natural abil-

ity, there would have been no dis-

honor in his missing the prize. As it

was, however, there was nothing to

palliate the humiliation of his failure.

What has been said about school life

applies as well to all kinds of work and

duty. Many people are taking a new
start this month. Many college and
university graduates are beginning

their life-work in the world. Indeed it

will do no harm to any one, young or

old, to make a fresh beginning, and

here is the lesson for all: Give your

whole self to it. Whatever may have

been possible a generation or two

since, it is not possible now, in this

first year of the twentieth century, to

make anything worth while of one's

life without putting all one's energy

into the striving. "Wherever thou art,

be all there."—Forward.

Any Other XOay.

"A telegram for Miss Archer."

Every head in the schoolroom was
lifted in quick surprise and expecta-

tion. Florence Archer left her desk

and went forward, with changing color,

to receive the yellow envelope whose

seal so often covers faithful messages.

The message was clear and concise,

but entirely inexplainable; "Take the

9 P. M. express on P. & B. Meet me
at Fluvanna Junction, 8 A. M. to-mor-

row, Thursday."
The rest of the day was spent in

hurried preparation. Many of Miss

Archer's friends opposed her going;

even Miss Hall, the principal, seemed
doubtful.

"Surely, my dear, your father did

not know the difficulties in the way.

or he never would have made such a

plan for you. Does he know that you

will have to drive twelve miles after

dark to meet this. 9 o'clock express?"

"Certainly, he doss, Miss Hall. Fa-

ther is perfectly familiar with all these

routes," answered Florence, who con-

tinued her preparations amid the pro-

tests of her friends.

"Please, girls," she cried at last in

desperation, "don't mention the sub-

ject again. My father is the wisest

man I know; he is the kindest man I

know; if there had been any other way
better than this, he would have chosen

that way. I am sure that he has made
the best plan that could be made for

me under the circumstances. Now you

must help and not hinder me."

This decided stand silenced Flor-

ence's troublesome advisers; it silenced

her own doubts and anxieties for the

time.

At last she was ready for the first

stage of her journey. It was very

cold and dark when she started for

her drive. Part of the way the road

was a narrow pass round the base of a

cliff on the right, with a deep gorge on

the left. Florence got out again and
again and walked over the most dan-

gerous places, while the driver led his

horses.

"How could my father give me such

a journey?" she thought and again she

settled it with the loving answer of

faith: "If there had been any other

way that was better, father would have

taken that way."

Altogether, it was a most uncom-
fortable and tiresome journey and it

was not until the lazy winter sun of

another day had gotten up, that Flor-

ence reached Fluvanna Junction.

Then from her father's strong, lov-

ing arms she was set down in a "Ves-

tibule Limited" and the first face to

greet her there was her dear mother's.

When the three were comfortably

seated, the father said:

"Now, little daughter, I am prepared

to answer questions without stint; but

first let me ask one: What did you

say when you read the telegram?"

"Of course I was surprised, father,"

she said.

"Of course."

"Of course I was perplexed."

"No doubt."

"I did wonder a little why you hadn't

told me more about it"

"Very naturally."

"Then"—Florence's sweet face was

as bright as the new day—"then I just

said to them all: 'My father has done

the best he could; if there had been

any other way for him to do that was

better, he would have done that

way!' "

Her fond father gave her a bear's

hug; then Florence heard the story:

Her mother, whose health was deli-

cate, had been ordered to Florida and

had agreed to go only on the condition

that Florence should go with her. But

the very day the decision was reached

word came from the weather bureau

that a big storm and a big drop in
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temperature were traveling in from
the west.

"We had to outrun that storm, you
see, Florence, for the mother's sake;

and the only way to get you in our
possession was to give you that dis-

agreeable night journey," said her
father.

"Was it disagreeable?" asked Flor-

ence, lying back in delicious repose. "I

had forgotten it. I would take a dozen
such journeys gladly, to go on such a
lark with you and mother."

"I might have explained the situa-

tion, but there was no time for a let-

ter," continued her father, "and even
a long and costly telegram would have
left you uneasy, for you would have
feared that I was keeping back some-
thing."

"I am sure I should."

"So my child, I deliberately chose
for you the physical discomfort and
the mental perplexity."

"Your way was the very best possi-
ble, father," said the happy daughter.
Florence accepted thankfully and

joyously her happy winter. But as
the years went on other trials and dif-

ficulties and doubts met her, as they
meet every human being. She could
not always see why they were sent;
but always there arose before her that
night's journey with its hidden mean-
ing and its happy end.

"Shall I not trust my Heavenly Fa-
ther, too?" Florence would ask her-
self. "Do I not know that if there
was any other way through life better
for me than this, that my Father would
have chosen that way for me?"
Then faith would whisper: "When

you see your Heavenly Father's face
you will say to him, too, 'Thy way was
the very best possible way.' " —Eliza-
beth P. Allen, in the Advance.

'"Be on the Watch."
A gentleman stopped suddenly before

a sign that told him messenger-boys
were to be had inside. He hesitated,
and then went in:

"How many boys have you in just
now?" he asked.

"Six," was the reply; "it's dull to-
day."

'"Then they're all here," said the gen-
tleman, looking around, while the boys
themselves were all attention, wonder-
ing "what was up."
"Boys," said the gentleman, eyeing

them scrutinizingly. "I suppose you
know there is an exhibition of trained
dogs to-night?"
The faces of the boys showed that

they were perfectly aware of that fact,
and that they might even give him
some points in regard to it.

"Well, I'm looking for a boy to take
a blind man to see it."

A titter was the first response: then
followed a variety of expressions, as:
"A blind man!" "You're foolin'!"
"What could a blind man see?" and
"You can't guy us that way!"
"I'm not guying; I am in earnest,"

said Mr. Davis, and then, looking at

one of the boys who had said nothing,
he asked:

"Well, what do you think of it?"

"I think I could do it," was the re-

ply. "Yes, I'm sure I could, sir."

"How do you propose to make him
see it?"

"Through my eyes, sir. That's the
only way he could see it."

"You're the boy I'm after," said Mr.
Davis, and he arranged for him to

meet the blind man.
The exhibition was in a large thea-

ter, and the blind man and his guide
had a box to themselves, where they
could disturb no one; but Mr. Davis,
from his seat in the audience, knew
that the boy was telling what went on
so that the blind man could under-
stand, and others in the audience be-
came interested in the messenger-boy
and his companion, who, though carry-
ing on an animated conversation,
seemed absorbed and excited over ev-
erything that went on. Indeed, no one
applauded more heartily than the blind
man himself.

The following day Mr. Davis again
appeared among the messenger-boys,
and after a few words with the man-
ager said:

"Boys, there was a chance offered

every one of you yesterday—a chance
for lifting yourselves up in the world
—but only one of you grasped it. My
friend, the blind man, has felt for some
time that he might get much pleasure
out of life if he could find some young
eyes to do his seeing for him, with an
owner who could report intelligently.

My stopping here yesterday was with
the thought that possibly such a pair

of eyes could be found here. It was an
opportunity held out to every one of

you, but only one understood and
grasped it. For the rest of you it was
a lost opportunity; for my friend is

delighted with the experiment—says
he is sure I hit upon the one boy in

town who will suit him, and has offered

him a good position with a fine salary.

Messenger-boys are easy to get, but a
boy who can make a blind man see is

at a premium. And yet you might

—

well, you see, that boy, although he
did not know it, was on the watch for

a good opportunity, and when it came
he knew how to manage it. It is the.

only way to keep good opportunities

from slipping away, boys; you must
be on the watch for them."—Anne
Weston Whitney, in Sabbath Recorder.

WHE/f My MOTHEH TVCK.ET)
ME 1ST.

Ah, the quaint and curious carving

On the posts of that old bed,

There were long-beaked, queer old

griffins

Wearing crowns upon their heads,

And they fiercely looked down on me
With a cold, sardonic grin;

I was not afraid of griffins

When my mother tucked me in.

I remember how it stood there,

With its headpiece backward rolled,

And its broad and heavy tester

Lined with plaitings, blue and gold,

And the great old-fashioned pillows

Trimmed with ruffles, white and
thin,

And the cover soft and downy
When my mother tucked me in.

Sweet and soft her gentle fingers,

As they touched my sunburnt face;

Sweet to me the wafted odor

That enwrapped her dainty lace;

Then a pat or two at parting,

And a good-night kiss between;

All my troubles were forgotten

When my mother tucked me in.

Now the stricken years have borne me
Far away from love and home,

Ah, no mother leans above me
In the nights that go and come,

But it gives me peace and comfort,

When my heart is sore within,

Just to lie right still and, dreaming,

Think my mother tucked me in.

—Bettie Garland, in New Orleans

Picayune.

ILLINOIS T>A& AT THE,
TAff-AME'RICAJV EJT-

TOSITIOJ*
The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets for that occasion at rata at low aa

?x^.50 for the round trip, good going

September 14th and 15th, and return-

ing to and including September 22d.

For particulars re'ardia.^ tickets at

specially low rates, with longer limits,

available in sleeping cars, on same

dates, call on or address John Y. Cala-

han, General Agent, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.

This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,
backache, lung troubles or general
weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning
which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the
Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest
that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

BLYWBYFP >*sftv tmLIZEOTHZEBZLIJb e ivi m en /Sajiz7rEETE3 uozi dub-

CHURCH ^SaTABLE, LOWZB PBICS.

„i.W"X!7 ffl»OUBFBZECATALWUI
ZESXjiXaJS. V TELLS WH7.

Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati, a
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ml Two Bibles In Onei
K9KMryf«5SWWt»*«KO>HSW«*

OLD AMD REVISED VERSIONS OH SAME PAGE.

COMBINATION SELF-PRONOUNCING
TEACHERS' REFERENCE BIBLE.

Gives every advantage of the complete parallel Bible without increase in size or bulk of book.
At foot of each page is shown every change made by the revisers. The letters R V in the text de-
note that the word or passage following is changed in the foot-note of same verse. The letters
R O denote that the word or passage following is omitted in the revised version as shown in
parentheses ( ) in foot-note. When two or more changes ' occur in the same verse they are
divided by a dash in the foot-note.

lost Elegant Bin ill Greatest Premii Ever DIM
All standard helps prepared by most eminent Biblicil scholars. Complete series of new colored

maps, fully index. Concordance containing over 40,000 references. History of books of the
Bible, etc. SELF-PRONOUNCING. Large, beautiful, clear new type. All proper names are di-
vided into syllables and every vowel is marked and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds
and accents, enabling the reader to properly pronounce every word.
FINE ART EDITION. The Art edition is the same book, but profusely illustrated and embel-

lished with numerous phototype engravings from the paintings of the world's greatest masters
to illustrate the teachings of Our Lord.

OUR REHARKABLE OFFERS
This beautiful Bible, French Seal, Divinity Circuit, leather lined, round corners, carmine iHFiiJ

undersold edges, extra finish, publisher's price $5, and The Christian Century for 1 year for $3. 1
The Fine Art Edition of the same Bible, publisher's price $6, and The Christian Century lii

for 1 year for $3.50.

THE CHRISTIAN COMPANY, 358 Dearborn St.,.Chicago.
ilM:|iiiili-ll'lli.:|M,, !;:i : . :
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the word

;

3 c It seemed good to me also, hav-
ing rv had perfect understanding
of all things from the very first, to

write unto thee d in order, c most
excellent The-5ph/

I-liis,

4 /That thou mightest know the
certainty rv of those things, wherein
thou hast been instructed. >

6 If
mHERE was 2 9 in the days of
J_ Her'od, r° the king of Ju-

dse'a, a certain priest named Zach-a-

ri'as, h of the course of A-bi'a : and
rv his wife was of the daughters of
Aar'on, and her name was E-Hs/a-

beth."

6 And they were both * righteous
before God, walking in all the com
mandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.

g Matt. 2. 1.

h 1 Chr. 24.

10, 19.

Neh. 12.4,17.

i Gen. 7. 1

;

17. 1.

1 Kin. 9. 4.

2 Kin. 20. 3.

Job 1. 1.

Acts 23. 1

;

24.16.
Phil. 3. 6.

k 1 Chr. 24.19.

2 Chr. 8. 14 ;

31.2.
I Ex. 30. 7, 8.

1 Sim. 2. 28.

1 Chr. 23. 13.

2 Chr. 29. 11.

m Lev. 16. 17

Rev. 8. 3, 4.

n Ex. 30. 1.

o ver. 29.

Judg. 6. 22;
13. 22.

Ban. 10. 8.

ch. 2. 9.

Acts 10. 4.

Rev. 1. 17.

pver. 60, 63.

q ver. 58.

r Num. 6. 3.

Judg. 13. 4.

, Ch. 7. 33.

10 m And the whole multitude of
the people were praying without at
the ru time of incense.

11 And there appeared unto him an
angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of n the altar of incense.
12 And rv when Zach-a-rT/as saw
him, ° he was troubled, and fear fell

upon him.
13 But the angel said unto him,
Fear not, Zach-a-i-T/as :

rt, for thy
prayer is heard ; and thy wife E-Hs/-
a-beth shall bear thee a son, and
P thou shalt call his name J5hn.
14 And thou shalt have joy and
gladness ; and « many shall rejoice

at his birth.

15 For he shall be great in the sight

of the Lord, and rv r shall drink nei-

ther wine nor strong drink ; and he

3 traced the
course of all things accurately from the first, 4 con-
cerning the things wherein thou wast instructed.
5 (the)—he had a wife of 8 Now it came to pass,

while he 9 enter into the temple of the Lord and
Jburn incense. lO hour of 13 Zacharias wasl

troubled when he saw him, and fear 13 because I

thy supplication is heard, 15 he shall drink, uo
|

wine
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Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Oars. Dining Oars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, IB.
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CHURCH BELLS ffis
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale Sept. '.9-27; return limit

Nov. 15, 1901, via

Chicago & North- Western
Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the lux-

urious every-day train, leaves Chicago
6.30 p. m. Only three days en route.

Unrivaled scenery. All meals in Dining
Cars; Buffet Library Cars (with barber).

Two other fast trains 10.00 a. m. and
11.30 p. m. daily. The best of every-

thing. For tickets and reservations call at

Ticket O^l^YAg^g

Special Free jsji

Eioj map Folder

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"Be Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not ont» ,j*ormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Ne"lMtaHll Tne lea<un& musical in-

fANCFRVATAnV stitution of America.IsONSEKVAIVKY Founded 1853. Unsur-
OF M1J5IC - passed advantages in cor.r

. Virion, vocal and instrumental music, and elocution.

George IV. Chadwick, Musical Director.
Pupils received at any time. For prospectus address
FRANK W. HALE, General Hanger, Boiton, Han.

mmLmmmmmmmwm
MONDN TRAINS

MDNON ROUTE
i«<*.C. H.€> >D. RwV
I! THE DIRECT LINE BETWEEN

I CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS

il and m

ICINCINNATI.1
4 Trains daily 1

11 .
' y ;if§;

11 CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST., §H
|| ::.^v*f?-^ CHICAGO. slii

IES
Mrs. Potter's Talk to

lailieB on the New Hygiene" is

replete with valuable informa-
tion and nnv suggestions on
PHYSICAL FORM and BEAUTY.
which every woman, married
or single, wants to know.
Write for the booklet—Its free.
MRS. POTTER, Suite 6rt, Gro-
ton Building, Cincinnati, O.

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo—Returning.

Route No. t, $35.00*
Going via Bigi Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New: York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.00.
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.

Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return trip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is

allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through
the Allegfc"*"' and B'ae Rir""^ ^mountains,
Shenandoati ar<c» *,„„<nont \».._y and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
with the ocean trip of eighteen hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. C0NKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.



ExtraordinaryA Tbe CMstim

Proposition*** \ Century Till

Jan. 1, 1902,

FOR ONLY
25 CENTS

Does This Interest You?

The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.
It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
L,. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scolland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg. 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription
to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till January 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptlj' in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable
paper for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Det us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1 . 50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dearborn Street,********** Chicago, Illinois.
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% WEEKLV RELIGIOUS. LITERARY UNO NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

5fce Cbristiati Ccnturp Company
858 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations—
The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I^istisre-
rised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

discontinuances —
All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address—
In ordering change of address be sare to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business *nd ^reliable
firms advertised. Rates given om applica-
tion.

Sommunications

—

Articles for publication should mot exceed
one thousand worOs and should be im our of=

fice one week previous to date of? paper im
which they are to appear. Hews letters
should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited aad should foe seat
in promptly.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call
on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Nortliern Agent,
234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.
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358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO. f

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the
leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured
forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and }-our

Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

HOW TO GET A JOB
mAUIAIAA New book will be

uliB&jHiUll issued '" a fewWlliWllvWW days. Orders will
filled In the order they are received If you
are not interested hand it to a friend

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian

system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

"Let his great example stand,

Colossal, seen of every land;

And make the soldier firm the statesman pure,

Till in all lands and through all human story,

The path of duty be the way to glory."

—Tennyson's Ode to Wellington.

AJSf AFTERMATH.
"^^^|UR country has been swept by a tempest of

/^^ | emotion. After the storm is beginning to

^^ come a calm in which the still small voice

of reason may be heard. A dramatic inci-

dent occurred in the Virginia Constitu-

tional Convention when Judge Berryman

Green arose and said,

"Ever since the days of King Alfred

freedom of speech has been the prerogative

of the English-speaking races, but one of

the strongest evidences of its abuse is the noble victim

now lying dead in the nation's capital, surrounded by

weeping thousands."

Carried away by the passion of the moment the

members voted to strike out the words, "free speech,"

from the bill of rights. This was a foolish act, which

will have to be repented of when passion cools down.
As ex-President Cleveland has pointed out, "the dis-

tinction between the use and the abuse of free speec

is already known to the law." And this distinction

requires to be strongly emphasized at present.

The Why of Things.

We have been struck dumb in the presence of an

inscrutable mystery. Tremulous lips have asked, If

God be for us, why has this evil befallen us? Let us

be careful how we involve God in this matter. The

distinction between what God permits and what he

sends must not be forgotten. But what mortal will

dare to draw the line between the two? The declara-

tion of a certain preacher that in the shooting of Presi-

dent McKinley "God manifested his displeasure and

was teaching an impressive lesson to the American

people," is monstrous. Not much better is the repeated

declaration that this was a divine providence. In this

way we cannot think of it. That it took place inside

the divine system of things, that God will take it up

into his general scheme and in a way unknown to us

bring good of it to this nation and to all nations we
heartily believe ; but the idea that he had a direct hand

in it we hotly repudiate. We call this an evil ; and so

it is ; but it is not an absolute evil. Only moral evil

is that. Physical evil may be relatively good. Good

may come out of it. Good often does come out of it.

Already we can see good coming out of this sad event.

Some one said when Garfield died that the moral effect

of his death was worth the sacrifice. Is it not so in this

case ? What higher use can a human life be put to than

by the power of sacrifice to become a redeeming influ-

ence to a whole nation ?

Rational \7ntty 'Realized.

The unity of the nation has been realized in *toe

experience of a common sorrow. The bullet which

pierced the president's body pierced the nation's heart.

All have been baptized with a common grief ; all have

been bound together in a common misfortune. Re-

ligious divisions have been forgotten—the line between

North and South, which was becoming dim, has van-

ished. Universal brotherhood has been brought a step

nearer realizat'on. Is any price too high to secure

such a result ?

Cool "Deliberation Coming.

Theswild justice of revenge is giving way to the dic-

tates of reason. The first impulse was to tear the

assassin limb from limb. The conflagration spread,

and even ministers of the gentle Christ were heard to

say, "Shoot down the anarchists in their tracks." Now
we are recalling the words, "Vengeance is mine, I

will repay saith the Lord, therefore if thine enemy

hunger feed him." "Be not overcome of evil, but

overcome evil with good." A hard command this,

when passion is at the boiling point. Yes, but our

sober second thought tells us it is right. And no

nobler object lesson did our dying president leave us

than when he said regarding his assassin, "Let no one

hurt him." The anarchist is our brother. His wel-

fare we are to seek. Instead of destroying him we are

to seek to cure him of his malformation.
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Majesty of Lata \7pheld.

We cannot be too profoundly grateful that in these

trying days the majesty of the law was upheld. There

were talks of lynching; but lynching is itself a form

of anarchy. It takes the underpinning out of society.

It leaves an indelible stain upon the fair name of the

country in which it is permitted. And besides, it al-

ways defeats its end. The lynching of negroes in the

South does not put a check upon the crime against

which it is specially directed. There is something won-
derfully impressive in the infliction of punishment

through the orderly processes of law. When rightly

administered law moves with the certainty of fate.

The "Real "Breeders of Anarchy,
Attention has been turned to the real breeders of

anarchy. Those who speak evil of dignities are to

blame ; their exaggerations and distortions leave a

false impress upon the public mind. Sensational press

is still more to blame. Cartoonists are perhaps most
of all blameworthy. Some restrictions ought to be put

upon the liberty to defame and traduce public charac-

ters. But to go to the root of the matter we must in-

culcate more respect and even reverence for office.

The two commands, "Fear God and honor the king,"

or in this case, honor the president, are to be forever

conjoined.

The S^tability of Government. .
<

Through all this great calamity confidence in- the

nation's future has remained unshaken. There has

been no panic, no upturning of affairs; no dream of

revolution. Changes have taken place without friction

•or disturbance. There is universal satisfaction with
the man who at the present juncture has come to the

presidential chair. He is a man of the Cromwellian
type, and can be depended upon to do his whole duty
in the fear of God.

©7>e "Prevalence of the "Religious Spirit.
This has perhaps been the most marked feature of

this occasion. The deepest springs of feeling have
been touched. The national life has been lifted up to

the heights. An impulse has been given to nobler
living. Lips unused to the songs of Zion have sung
the hymns which the president loved. And there has

been the deepest sincerity in it all. Never was the

power of a great personality more strangely' felt.

Death put Mr. McKinley upon a pedestal where we
could see him. People loved him for his heart quali-

ties
; they admired him for his moral qualities.

Not only has a high ideal of manhood been held

up before the nation's eyes, but the secret of a noble

life has been laid bare. The nation has been taken

into the holy of holies of the death chamber. Into

its ear have been whispered the dying words of faith

and hope of a Christian believer. Many have been
led to say, "Let me die the death of the righteous, and
lc" my latter end be like his."

Still, as of old,

Man by himself is priced

;

For thirty pieces Judas sold
Himself, not Christ.

11ELIGIOJV Iff THE HOME.
HE family rather than the individual is the

Ti social unit, and the family rather than the

! individual is also the unit of the kingdom

of God. Churches ought to be numbered

not by individuals but by families. We
forget that God is "the God of all the fam-

ilies of the earth." We forget that the

covenant originally made to Abraham, and

still unrepealed, reads, "In thee shall all

the families of the earth -be blessed."

Viewed from within the family, in its completed

form, is a trinity. Two loving hearts make a home

;

but the family chain is not complete until to husband

and wife is added the golden link of child.

When the child comes into the home-nest, the great

problem of home-religion begins. The first question

that starts up is, "What shall we do with the child?"

"How can we best secure his highest spiritual cul-

ture?" Generally we have an abundance of fine the-

ories to begin with, but as Mrs. Stowe somewhere

says, "One live baby will upset the best theories of

child culture that have ever been formed." Must we,

therefore, abandon our ideals because we fail to reach

them? Nay, verily! Our ideals may be none the

less true and beautiful and helpful because they have

been unceremoniously upset.

Along with the question, "What shall we do with

the child?" comes the question, "What will the child

do with us?" Make fools of us, in many ways, more

than likely. Some time ago a popular magazine dis-

cussed a new aspect of an old subject, under the title

of "The Training of a Father." We are prone to

think exclusively of the training of the child, but our

children train us about as much as we train them

—

and a sad business they make of it sometimes. In

every home baby is king ; in some homes baby is a

veritable despot, and the whole household his most

abject slaves. It is not the case that there is less fam-

ily government today than there used to be ; there

is quite as much of it as there ever was, only it has

changed hands. The child is father to the man in

a sense the poet never dreamed of.

The temper of the times does not incline us to take

kindly to the idea of authority of any kind : but au-

thority lies at the very foundation of all order and

harmony, in the home as well as in the state. Chil-

dren are wronged when they are allowed to grow up

untamed, following their own unsweet will ; for their

happiness and welfare they require to be under wise

and loving authority. Better that the band of parental

government be too tight than that it be too loose.

Undue rigor is safer, if not pleasanter, than undue

laxity. Beware, however, of going to the extreme of

attempting to break the child's will. What is a child

worth whose will is broken ? Better break his neck at

once and be dow with it, than break his will, crushing

out all his individuality and making him a weak,
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spiritless, good-for-nothing creature. The will is to

be controlled, not crushed, regulated, not broken ; it is

to be made flexible and pliable so that being accus-

tomed to bend to the authority of the earthly father,

it may not be slow in bending to the authority of the

heavenly Father.

In the development of religion in the home, next in

importance to family government is family worship.
This is the most primitive form of social worship;
it is something to which the Spirit of God invariably

prompts every converted soul, and the duties which
it involves are so obvious that anything like a posi-

tive command for their performance was evidently

deemed superfluous. Without family worship there
may be religion in the home, but there is no home-
religion. A recognition of God by the family in its

united capacity is certainly called for, and never is

parenthood so exalted as when performing the duties

of high priest within the charmed circle of the home.

The prime reason why the practice of family wor-
ship has fallen so largely into disuse in truly Chris-
tian homes is not because the sons are less devout than-
their fathers were, but it is because they have been
attempting to keep up old forms which are not always
suited to new conditions. In this fast age, when men
seem to be born in hurry, live in a hurry and die

in a hurry, the exercises of family worship ought to

be made as simple and elastic as possible; that they
ought also to be made as cheerful and bright as pos-
sible goes without the saying. If more cannot be done,
let the members of the family, before rising from the
morning meal, break together the bread of life by
repeating in turn a few texts of Scripture; then let

there be a few brief prayers, after the order of what
we have come to call sentence prayers, or let the Lord's
Prayer be repeated in concert. Let anything that has
life and reality in it be adopted, rather than that the
unity of religious life in the home be lost. If old
forms stand in the way cast them into the limbo of
dead things. Keep the altar-fire burning with what-
ever fuel there is at hand, and there is no fear that the
spiritual life of the home will lose its warmth, or that
the spiritual power of the Church will suffer decline.

After all, the most important thing in the religious
life of the home is atmosphere. The atmosphere of
some professedly Christian homes is pervaded by a
spirit of worldliness that makes it as stifling and
poisonous as choke-damp; the atmosphere of others
is saturated with a spirit of peevishness and fret-

fulness that makes it cold and chilling as an east wind
in March ; the atmosphere of others is warm and
genial, conducive to the production and growth of true
piety. The reason why the atmosphere or spirit of the
home has such a peculiar power in the moulding of
character is that we are all influenced more by the
secondary than by the immediate preaching of the
Word. In nine cases out of ten it is somebody's
practicing rather than somebody's preaching that is

the means of conversion. How many have been
brought to God by the indirect and unconscious influ-
ence of the consistent example of a devoted father or
mother! As the natural mediators between God and
the child, the parents are the main channels by which
the truth and grace of God reach the child. Because
of their close relationship to the child, because of the
strong hold which they have upon the child's affec-
tions, because of the deep interest which they naturally
feel in the child's welfare, God expects to find in them
willing and efficient agents in the work of raising up
a holy seed, who shall not be subjects for future con-

version, but shall grow up planted in the holy nur-

ture of the blessed Lord, to whom they already be-

long.

Into this work of holy nurture, to which Christian

parents are called as God's coworkers, ought to be

put the most and best of time, of thought and of self.

It is a work which cannot be delegated to others.

Each child is a problem by himself, and ought to be

studied separately as to his temperament and tenden-

cies, his aptitudes, tastes and needs. But alas, many
parents allow themselves to be so much occupied with

the grind of daily toil, or with the discharge of social

and public duties as to fall out of acquaintanceship

with their own children.

One of the crying evils of our modern social life

is that by the multiplication of all sorts of societies we
are imperilling the welfare of the home. The curse

of club life is that it robs the home of its social inter-

est. This, too, is the danger to which we are exposed
in the present-day development of our church work.

In too many instances we are guilty of robbing Peter

to pay Paul by neglecting the home in order to keep

up our multitudinous societies. Against the various

forms of associated Christian effort we have nothing

to say, they are providential movements, most of them,

which are abundantly justified by their usefulness;

but we respectfully ask if it is not high time for us

to call a halt in this society-making business ! We
must not forget that none of these societies are divine

institutions ; the only divinely ordained societies are

the home and the Church. Of these two the home is

the older; and perish the society, whatever its name
or standing, that in any way menaces the sacred in-

terests of the home! It at any time a sacrifice must
needs be made, let the society go that the home may
live!

The home is the fountain-head of our religious

life. As are our homes, so is the Church. When our

homes are sanctified, the Church is sanctified. It is

from homes that have been born again by the practical

power of Christianity and have become transfigured

into earthly types of the kingdom of heaven that the

most stable and useful Christians come forth. Al-

most all those who today are occupying the front ranks

in the Lord's army of conquest received their first

consecration at the home-altar. Whenever there is a

dearth of money or of men to carry on the aggressive

work of the Christian Church, if the evil be only traced

back far enough, it will be found to have its source

in unconsecrated cradles.

The revival most needed in the present day is the

revival of home religion, for this includes everything

else. Once a year the Aztecs of Mexico kindle watch-
fires on the mountain-heights to light the way of the

fair god Quetzal back to the halls of the Monte-
zumas. May we who watch and wait and pray for

the coming of our King Emmanuel kindle the ex-

tinguished fires of our home-altars that we may light

the way of his blessed feet as he cometh in triumph
into his kingdom

!

The world is wide

In time and tide

And—God is guide
;

Then do not hurry.

That man is blest

Who does his best

And—leaves the rest

Then do not worry.
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TWBX/TE TO T'RESIDEJSfT
McKlJVLEy.

The poverty of human language we never more
acutely felt than when the speakers who were chosen
io express the sentiment of a nation's heart tried to

utter themselves. The eulogies upon President Mc-
Kinley which were poured forth may sometimes have
been a trifle over-colored, but they were sincere.

We gather, almost at random, a few of these more
characteristic utterances

:

"His was the average American life in a glorified

form. He was pure, simple, genial and kind. So long

as he dominated our affairs he could be dealt with by
foreign powers with sincerity, and this is the secret of

the great influence of this nation in the administration

of foreign affairs."

—

President Angell.

"Even without the purple robe of office he was one
who in his character was a living comment on the

Biblical doctrine that man is created in the image of

God. The dead president was a husband who to the

last breath remained a lover and a courtier of his wife.

The pole-star of his life was duty. He did not hesi-

tate to change his opinions when fuller knowledge
pointed the way to new truths. Hatred was foreign

to his soul. He was a man whose heart was deeply
touched with religion. As a statesman he will live

in the annals of time, and together with Washington
and the other two martyred presidents, Lincoln and
Garfield, will be remembered as the highest type of

an American gentleman."

—

Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch.
"It is well with McKinley now, it is well with the

country now ; for a crime that in other lands and
times might have precipitated chaos has left us secure.

The overthrow of this great citizen has no more shaken
the republic than the fall of an oak. And by this sign

and the orderly succession of lawful officers we all

know that our country is greater than any crime and is

immortal to violence. Our government is the virtue,

the patriotism, the wealth, the strength of all its peo-
ple."

—

Gen. John C. Black.

"Himself a son of toil, his sympathies were with the
toiler. No one who has seen the matchless grace and
perfect ease with which he greeted such can ever doubt
that his heart was in his open hand. Every heart throb
was for his countrymen. That his life should be
sacrificed at such a time, just when there was abundant
peace, when all the Americas were rejoicing together,

is one of the inscrutable mysteries of Providence. Like
many others, it must be left for future revelations to

explain."

—

Dr. C. E. Manchester.
"Two things distinguished William McKinley;

justness to man and a reverent recognition of his obli-

gation to God. President McKinley was not the crea-

ture of circumstance. He was not lifted to his high
pedestal by a tidal wave of popular fancy, to be left

stranded on the subsidence of that wave. He took the
foremost place because he was the foremost citizen.

His was the highest type of American manhood in

physique, in mental training, in patriotism, in open-
mindedness and in piety. He was the noblest type of
Christian citizenship."

—

Dr. P. S. Hcnson.
"Sorrowing deeply at this time, we turn our faces

toward the heavens from whence light comes, trusting

and believing that for all time flowers will bloom and
fruits mature, despite the nettles and weeds that seek
to choke and destroy that which gives life and upon
whose existence the happiness of man all depends."—
Judge Waterman.
"The awful feature of this calamity is undisguised in

the fact that it is a stroke against the enterprise of

government, which is the noblest enterprise undertaken

by man. It was a dagger thrust at the heart of civil-

ization. It makes it all the more horrible and helps us

to see the ghastly features of anarchy more truly when
we reflect that the wound which it opened was through

the now stilled heart of a man at once so loving, so

loved and so lovable as the president."

—

Dr. F. IV.

Gunsaulus.
"Once more the shepherd has laid down his life for

the sheep. And with it once more must come the se-

quel of Calvary. For no such dying is ever in vain.

No such precious blood is ever spilt without some
redemption being wrought through it. The grave

never closes over such a man without the stone being

rolled away in a glorious resurrection. No such per-

sonal force is ever thus rudely torn out of the world
without some pentecostal outpouring of the Spirit of

God upon the hearts of the people. We cannot see it

today. We stand beneath the shadow of the cross.

But we shall see it hereafter. There is an illumination

of character which can only come when that character

is taken away from us. It is only when the earthly

portion has been destroyed that the inner ideal in its

beauty and purity is disclosed."

—

Willard B. Thorp.

"There was a singular and unique likeness in his

life to those other two men before him who met death

by the bullet of assassins. All came from humble
walks of life and won their way to the highest gift

of the American people by their honor and integrity.

In his private life Mr. McKinley has been more elo-

quent than elsewhere. There was but one higher place

than he had reached, and he has taken it. An un-

pleasant side of this tragedy is the causes that led up
to it. Chief among these is the undisciplined and un-

licensed press, which has persistently indoctrinated in

the minds of certain people a subtle and insidious

poison that President McKinley was the organizer and
protector of institutions that have oppressed the people.

When a man is chosen to the chief magistracy of the

country the position ought to exempt him from such

utterances and such attacks, which really are at the

bottom of this trouble."

—

Herbert L. Willett.

His Mother's Hopes.

It is said that the mother of President McKinley
had her heart set upon seeing her son become a min-

ister of the Gospel, for this she believed to be the high-

est vocation in life. His path in life led in a different

direction. Through a great variety of experiences he

was led to the highest place of power in all the land.

But in every situation in life he was a servant, a minis-

ter; and he was a servant of the people because he"

was first of all a servant of Jesus Christ.

"President McK_inley's Viebo of the Ministry.

Among the things said by Dr. C. E. Manchester.

the pastor of President McKinley, regarding his dead

parishioner was that "his faith in the Gospel of Christ

was deep and abiding." Christ and him crucified was
to his mind the only panacea for the world's disorders.

He said "we do not look for great business men to

enter the pulpit, but great preachers." There is a

world of suggestion in this thought. Too often

churches look for men of business capacity as minis-

ters. The church is looked upon as a large business

enterprise, and the successful minister is the one who
can make things go by keeping up the financial end

of things. "The supreme duty of the Christian min-

ister," said Mr. McKinley, "is to preach the Word."
And he was right.
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COJSfFIVEJVCE IJSf THE FEW
T*RESI7)EJVT.

T is a cause for profound gratitude that in

this hour of national anguish there should

be such firm confidence in the new leader,

into whose hands the reins of power have
passed. Theodore Roosevelt is not an
unknown man. He has already had a large

amount of experience in public affairs and
in every office he has held he has conduct-

ed himself in such a way as to command
the respect and honor even of those who
differed from him politically. The South,

which had learned to love and trust President Mc-
Kinley, has already transferred a portion of its love and
confidence to his successor. The wise action of Presi-

dent Roosevelt in retaining the cabinet of his predeces-
sor and intimating his intention of carrying out his

policy has won for him many friends both North and
South. The following are typical expressions of the
feeling of the hour

:

"I think Mr. Roosevelt will make an exemplary
president in every sense of the word. He has a great
many friends in the South, and has had them for years.

Since his declaration to the effect that he purposes to

enforce the plans formulated by the late President,
however, his friends there have increased many fold,

and the southern people generally are disposed to lend
him their hearty support."

—

Senator Prichard of North
Carolina.

"President Roosevelt possesses the executive faculty

in a high degree. He has had an experience in politics

and in the direction of affairs that will stand him in

good stead. Both his public and private life have been
above reproach. We believe that the confidence of the
people in him already so general and strong will be
strengthened by the manner in which he will meet the
requirements and discharge the duties of his exalted
office."

—

Atlanta Journal.

"We know of what our new president is made—

a

scholar, a soldier, a patriot and an outspoken follower
of Jesus Christ. He deserves the loyal support of
every true citizen. The youngest, if I mistake not, of
any who have come to hold his high office, Theodore
Roosevelt should be upheld and guarded by the fervent
prayers of all Christian men and women in the land."—Bishop Chas. E. Cheney.

Causes of Anarchy.

In discussing the causes of anarchy leading English
divines attribute largely to the denial of God, or to
false views of God. Dr. Wilberforce, archdeacon of
Westminster is on record as saying

:

"Anarchy is the fruitage of atheism, which when
based on thought always originates from a passionate
denial of the rudimentary and imperfect conception of
God advanced by shallow so-called believers. Men
have been driven into hostility to the church and exe-
crated as atheists when it is not God but man's false
view of God that they are rejecting. The remedy is to
be found in the ceaseless reiteration of higher and
nobler conceptions of God. The true conception of
God in his relation to man is the strongest incentive to
purity and self-control."

Dr. John Clifford, former president of the Baptist
Union, said : "The causes of anarchism are manifold.
One of the chief of the philosophical causes springs
from the false notion of God circulated bv some of the

churches. This has generated a false view of life and
thus has bred despair. Despair has produced anarch-

ism. The only way to overcome this lies in the per-

sistent proclamation of the conception of God given

by Christ as the Father and Savior of all, the faith pro-

claimed by President McKinley. Christianity, the

mightiest factor in the civilization of the world, con-

tains the principles that must be applied effectively to

deal with the problem of anarchism, which is not pri-

marily an American problem, but is a world problem."

The Chicago "Pulpit on Anarchy.

If we find that liberty has been turned into license,

let us not be afraid to impose those restraints which
are needful for the protection of the lives of our rul-

ers.

—

Rev. W . S. P. Bryan.
Surely when our fathers declared for freedom of

speech they never dreamed that such license would
be taken, giving encouragement to anarchy and re-

bellion.

—

Rev. William M. Lazvrence.

Has not the time come when we must realize that

there are limits to free speech? Liberty is not license.—Rev. J. K. Mason.
We cannot escape the humiliation that comes from

the fact that in this land, where liberty and security

of life are matters in which we feel so much pride

and assurance, such a deed could be possible. The
insinuation, too, that the inspiration for this foul

crime, as well as its suggestion, came from the pub-

lic utterances of one whose inflammable and ungov-
erned speeches have been tolerated in our country, is

startling proof of the danger of continuing such a

policy of leniency, and gives good ground for the

suspicion that there may be more license allowed than

is in keeping with the safety of the people or the good
name of the republic.—Rev. Johnson Henderson.

We are not yet in a mood to learn the lessons that

such an event thrusts upon our attention. But one

or two things seem clear. Among them are the need-

less exposure of valuable lives through the custom of

hand-shaking, the mischief of unlicensed and incen-

diary journalism and the need to wipe out every seed

plot of anarchism in this free land.

—

Rev. Wm. Mac-
afee.

yO\7}1G TEOTLE AJSfV THE
CHVRCH.

We call attention to a symposium in the present issue

on the above subject. The contributors have not been

restricted to any particular aspect of this wide and
fruitful subject. Hence they have approached it from
different points of view. Many wise and helpful sug-

gestions are made
;
yet little more has been done than

to break ground upon it. The subject is as wide as it

is inviting and important, and we welcome further

contributions from any who may have a word in sea-

son.

"Relation of Children to the K.tngdom.

Children are to be recognized as belonging to Christ.

"Of such is the kingdom of heaven." Irenaeus speaks

of the Lord as sanctifying every age by that period

corresponding to it which belonged to himself
—

"for

he came to save all through means of himself ; all,

I say, who through him are born again to God ; in-

fants and children and boys and young men and old

men. He therefore passed through every age ; be-

came an infant for infants, thus sanctifying infants;

a child for children, thus sanctifying those of that age;
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becoming at the same time to them an example of
purity, righteousness and submission."

The "Prophecy of youth.
Youth is prophetic. The future of the Church de-

pends upon the kind of young people that are now
under training. "What are boys good for?" was
asked. "To make men of," was the reply. The affairs

of the Church will soon be in the hands of those who
are now in our Sunday schools and Christian En-
deavor societies. It behooves us, therefore, to see

that the "godly seed" who shall soon take the places

of those who are now bearing the burden and heat of

the day receive the nurturing that will make them
valiant defenders of the faith, and efficient workers in

the vineyard of the Master.

ZShe Christian Endeat>or Society.

The Christian Endeavor society has been called the

half-way house to the Church. Too often it is a stop-

ping place; a church within a church. When it is

true to its mission, it is the Church's staunchest ally.

The leaders of the movement have always been careful

to keep in the forefront the motto of the society : "For
Christ and his Church," and just in so far as that

motto has been acted upon has the society been a bless-

ing to the church with which it was related. When
it has been made a substitute for the Church it has
stood in the way of the progress of the kingdom.

CHICAGO JVOTES.
The overshadowing events of the past few days

have been the death and burial of President McKinley.
The tribute paid by the people of Chicago to their lost

leader was sincere and profound. There was a sol-

emn pause in the hum of industry ; the silent city was
draped in mourning. Churches and theaters were filled

with grief-stricken worshipers, and more than 16,000
people marched through the streets to the dirge-like

music of the bands. It was a deeply impressive oc-

casion.

One little incident reveals the spirit by which the

people were possessed. The time had come for the

body of the dead president to be lowered into the

grave. When the clock showed that the half-hour was
five minutes old, the sound of singing voices coming
from the balcony of the Chicago Club intoned the
first line of "Nearer, My God, to Thee." Quavering
at first and thin, the chant arose. One by one of the

men and women in the streets took up the chorus till

the volume of song, piercing and strong by very con-
trast with the late silence, rose into a mighty diapason
of melody that was vocal with sorrow, worship and
hope. Along the marching column the bands caught
the spirit of the stately hymn, and the wave of music
that swelled in unison then was like the sound of a
great "Amen."

A proposition has been made by citizens of Chicago
to start a fund with which to erect a memorial arch
at Washington to President McKinley. The scheme
has met with the approval of a large portion of the
people. But we raise the question whether the mil-

lion dollars which it is proposed to raise for this pur-
pose could not be more wisely expended. Better than
a monumental arch would be an amply endowed
philanthropic institution which would be a benefit to

thousands of unfortunates. Such a memorial would

bz more in keeping vvith the spirit and wish of the man
whose name we delight tt_ honor.

The address of Superintendent Cooley to the pupils

of the Chicago public schools was practical and timely.

While dwelling upon the atrocity of the crime which
had been committed against law and government, it

showed the futility of all such attempts to overthrow
the present social order. Said Superintendent Cooley r

"Except for the grief of the people of this great

nation over the sad event there is no apparent change.

The assassin has not disturbed the general order of

things.

"Let us distinguish the difference between the kind

of liberty that was sought by the miscreant who shot

down our president and that liberty, liberty under law,

upheld and extended by President McKinley, and
which should be the ideal of every true citizen of this

great republic."

A course of lectures by Professor Casper Rene
Gregory is announced in connection with the opening
of the Chicago Theological Seminary. These lectures

will begin September 27th and will end October 6th.

They will be delivered at three o'clock in the afternoon.

Professor Gregory has the distinction of being the only

American scholar who was ever elected to a professor-

ship in a German university. After graduating from
the University of Pennsylvania and from Princeton

Theological Seminary, he received the degrees of Ph.

D. and D. D. from the University of Leipzig, and was
afterwards chosen to fill the chair of theology in that

famous seat of learning. In the sphere of New Testa-

ment criticism he takes the highest rank. To the study
of the Greek MSS. of the New Testament he has given
special attention, bringing to his task great wealth of

learning, great open-mindedness, and untiring indus-

try. An attractive personality, and a yivacous style as

a speaker render his lectures absorbingly interesting.

The Rev. S. B. Dexter has been forced to resign

from the pastorate, of the Humboldt Park Baptist

church because of the favorable attitude which he has
taken toward the army canteen. There was perfect

good feeling on both sides, but as his church disap-

proved of his position on this subject he felt it neces-

sary to withdraw. It is too much the fashion for

churches to look upon their preachers as echoes rather

than leaders. They are chosen to office to reflect the

sentiments of the people. And this is all right so far as

the fundamental things in Christian faith are con-

cerned ; but in minor matters there ought to be the

utmost freedom. A free pulpit alone can command
public respect.

The hasty judicial act of Judge Dunne the other day
in granting a divorce in less than ten minutes solely

on the ground of conjugal infelicity affords some
ground for the old fling that when railroad trains ap-

proach our city the conductors call out "Chicago!
twenty minutes for divorce." This case accentuates

the need for some reform in our divorce laws. The
United States has the unenviable notoriety of standing

at the list of nations in regard to the number of di-

vorces granted. In one year the divorces in England
were 508, in Russia 1,789, in Germany 6,161, in France

6,245, while in the United States they were 23,472.

This state of things will continue so long as divorces

are granted for trivial causes. There can be no radical

reform until we take our stand on New Testament
ground.
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Somewhere the sun is shining;

Somewhere the song birds dwell

;

Hush, then, thy sad repining;

God lives and all is well.

Somewhere, somewhere,
Beautiful Isle of Somewhere;

Land of the true, where we live anew

;

Beautiful Isle of Somewhere.
Somewhere the load is lifted,

Close by an open gate;

Somewhere the clouds are rifted

;

Somewhere the angels wait.

Somewhere, somewhere,
Beautiful Isle of Somewhere.

Land of the true, where we live anew

;

Beautiful Isle of Somewhere.

yO\/J*G PEOPLE AJ*T> UHE
CHWRCH--A SVMVOSIVM.

THE^PLACE OF yOWJVG PEOPLE IJV
THE CHVRCH,

ANY notable discoveries were made in the

M nineteenth century. None perhaps will be

of more far-reaching influence upon the

Church than the discovery of the child.

The -rallying cry of the children's crusade

nearly a decade of centuries ago was
"Deus vult." And surely God wills that

the young people of the twentieth century

shall join a crusade to restore the living

Christ to the Church, rather than guard

the sepulchre of dead dogmas. The
Church of today needs the young people. They are

hopeful and optimistic. The Church needs their for-

ward-looking, buoyant spirits. They are brave to

plan and quick to execute. The Church needs the

courage to pray for difficult duties and the energy and
fire of youth to answer her prayers through unwearied
service.

All departments of the Church need the young peo-

ple. It is a great mistake to train our children to

consider the Sunday school more important than the

church. If one of the two must necessarily be given

up by the young people, it should be the Sunday school

and not the preaching service. Young people at the

church service in large numbers would compel the

preacher to avoid hair-splitting theological polemics

and impel him to be simple and child-like in his posi-

tive preaching. The night service at church needs the

young people. Something is wrong when Christian

Endeavorers pray "Thy kingdom come" and then walk
away from the preaching service which is directed

especially to bringing men and women to Christ. It

is a spiritual tonic to see a large number of young
people at the mid-week prayer meeting. Their prayers
are so direct and trustful, their singing so vigorous
and voiceful. We feel that the very breezes from the

spiritual world have cooled our aching brows when
the young people modestly but cheerfully participate

in the prayer meeting. The young people are en-

thusiastic concerning missions, social problems, civic

righteousness and all of those larger ministries which
distinguishes the church of deeds from the church of

dogmas.
But if the twentieth century church needs the young

people, young people also need the Church. They need
the society which the Church furnishes them. The
life of a great city makes social privileges very im-

portant. Young people must have society. The
Church ministers to this demand of their ardent
natures. The young people need the Church as a
safeguard against temptation. A pastor of a city

church learned that a mere girl in his congregation
was contributing fifty cents to the Church every Lord's
day. She was supporting her mother and younger
sister on a small salary. Noticing that this girl's

cloak was old and worn, the pastor told her she must
not give so much to the support of the Church. "O
sir," she replied, "do not deny me the privilege of giv-

ing to the Lord through the Church. It is my safe-

guard against temptation." It is much easier for

young people to resist the assaults of the world, the
flesh and the devil when they are serving God and
man through his divinely appointed agency, the

Church. Finally, young people need the Church to aid

them in Bible study and in developing reverence.

But has the Church fulfilled its mission to the young
people in its fold when it has provided a half hour,
more or less, each week for Bible study ? And is there
not much in our modern Sunday school methods to

destroy rather than develop reverence in our young
people? Let the Church fulfill her mission to the

young people and they will bravely, faithfully, en-

thusiastically support the pastor and all tbe ministries

of .the body of Christ, which is the Lamb's bride.

Let the young people be "at home" in the Church and
the Church will be as beautiful as a bride and both
hopeful and heroic in her service under the leadership
of her Lord. Charles A. Young.

Chicago.

HOW CO MAKE VITAL &HE 'RELATION-
SHIP OF CHIL'D'RE/f GO

UHE CHWRCH.
|HIS question is one of paramount impor-

tance. Upon its successful answer de-

pends the Christ-likeness of the Church
of tomorrow. It touches also one of the

problems of the day. The revelations made
by child-study in these later years show
that there is good reason for the failure

of many methods to bring the desired re-

sult.

A vital relationship suggests one full

of life, fruitful, permanent and resulting
in true, earnest, Christian men and women. For this,

we must first be assured of one thing: a relationship

to be vital must correspond to God's laws ; so, in

this case, it must correspond to boy and girl nature.
All -our aims and plans should take this into account.

We are not dealing with miniature men and women,
but with boys and girls who at different ages need
different treatment. It is also true that one period
depends upon another, and if the right thing is not
done at the right time, there is loss forever after.

Let us illustrate: If reverence is not nourished in

the earliest days for the house of God as the meeting-
place of his people, it can never be revived with the
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same degree of good. If a dislike to the church is

once established there is a loss of vitality affecting the

individual character, and those under its immediate
influence.

To cultivate reverence, on the one hand ; to create

a love for the church, on the other, seem therefore

to be essentials. In infancy these may be awakened,
or—the church may become a common, ordinary sort

of place to the little child. The mother who stands

with her little one outside the church walls, listening

to the grand strains of the organ—as a preparation

for what is to follow later—does more to awaken won-
der and interest than the parent who indifferently

takes the child to "sit still" in a pew, from which seat

he is continually wriggling! Again, do we not de-

prive the boys and girls of a greater good when we
allow them to run up and down the aisles, or climb

over the seats?

But the suppression of natural activity while devel-

oping, perhaps, a form of reverence, will develop little

more. The spirit will be lacking, and a distaste for

all church connection is likely to be engendered if we
stop here. Natural activity must be made use of, not

suppressed. If it shows itself in unlawful ways

—

ways not simply forbidden, but harmful to the best

interests of the child—it needs to be turned into a

channel bearing wholesome fruit.

To meet this need Sunday church kindergartens

(so called) have been established. A warning at this

point may be of help. The "play-element" of the

week-day kindergarten needs to be eliminated, here.

In an attempt to use the child's activity, the spirit of

reverence peculiar to the day and place is almost lost

sight of. It is possible to have a truer balance through
an application of principles, rather than a use of

methods, belonging to the kindergarten. The primary
Sunday school, placed on a truly educational basis,

will cultivate reverence and utilize activity. It will

be rather a religious service for the little child than

a "school" in which he studies, and thus the first

vital relationship with the church will be made,
the church?
How shall it be strengthened as the boy grows

older? By the study of subjects that appeal to boy-
iife. The Bible is full of them, but the whole Bible

is not for him just now. By giving him something
to do—a responsibility fitting a child's need. Chil-

dren love to work if the work is of the right kind.

After a consideration of their every-day doings and
their natural interests, may we not make use of some
of these in the various lines of service connected with
the church
"Something to do" does not mean here leading in

prayer nor ".speaking" in prayer-meeting. The ques-
tion arises whether these meet the child's immediate
need. If not, his future will not be helped by their

use now. Analysis of feeling is unnatural to a child.

Introspection is bad. Either formalism or senti-

mentalism may result if these public word expres-
sions are urged before their time. In striving to an-
swer the question suggested in this topic, let us ear-

nestly and prayerfully seek to discover and put aside

that which belongs to a later Christian experience.

The words of Rev. Charles E. McKinley, quoted by
Dr. Forbush in his study of the "boy problem," may
well be reiterated : "Every method or agency used
in Christian work must give account to God not only
for the souls whom it wins and saves, but also for

all whom it alienates and destroys."

Oak Park, 111. Frederica Beard.

'P'RO'BLEMS' "BEFORE THE yO\/J^C
PEOPLE.

n^ HEN we consider the fact that the president
of the United States—though summoned
to office by the saddest event within a
generation—is but forty-two years of age,
we have fresh and vivid witness to the pos-
sibilities of youth. A cavalry officer who
had seen much hard fighting in the sixties
said to the writer that he would rather
have boys of eighteen under his command
than mature men, because of the dash and
courage and enthusiasm of the young.

The Church of our day has some problems be x ore it

to which our young people must set their faces and
lend their thought—problems and conditions which
will tax the best powers and employ the highest devo-
tion, enthusiasm and courage.

The first problem that presents itself to my mind is

that of the preservation of the Christian Sunday as.

an institution which Jesus consecrated to the highest
ends of rest, of worship and of service to humanit.-.
The young men and women of today will, in fifteen
years, find themselves living among thousands of peo-
ple who have never known the Sunday except as a
day of feasting and pleasure-seeking. They will have
as neighbors, especially in the large cities, whole fami-
lies who have accepted the imported continental Sun-
day wherein the laws of God are quite forgot, and
every man is a law unto himself. That is anarchy pure
and simple. Will you combat it, or coddle it and let it

grow? What are you doing, young people, by influ-

ence and by example, to preserve to the American
people that institution which lies at the foundation
ot much that is best and most enduring in the tradi-
tions of the land you love and live in ? May I suggest
a thing or two? Uphold the devotional services of the
day by regular attendance at the church of your choice.
So far as possible, avoid taxing the servants of the
public by demands upon them which are not really

necessary. Mail your letters so they need not be in

transit on Sunday if you can arrange otherwise.
Make it your aim to put into the day the best you can
cjmmand of thought, and of service and of com-
panionship, both with men and books. Visit the sick
and the afflicted. Don't be misled by the folk who talk

about being "broad," when they mean by that doing as
you please, regardless of God or man. Our glory as
a Christian nation will perish with the passing of our
highest uses of the Lord's day.

The limitations of this article oblige me to speak
only in passing of your attitude and influence touching
the question of social drinking and of the saloon,

in a word, let us urge the habit of total abstinence for

ourselves as the only safe course, and the minimizing
of saloon attractions by the establishment of social

centers which shall offer to men what at present they
can find, in general, only where intoxicants are sold,

is there enough enthusiasm and courage in the Church
<tmong her young people to inspire such a crusade ?

A closing word touching the most patent need in

some quarters. We talk about "drawing" preachers.
Let us talk a little more about "drawing" congrega-
tions

; and make your own particular church home
attractive by the genuine, cordial, unstinted welcome
you offer to the young men and the young women who'
come as strangers to your doors. This is something
that every society of young people can do and do ef-

fectively if they will. The love of Christ must con-
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strain them, else the effort will be artificial and inef-

fective. I fear the policy of exclusion. I hail the

policy of expansion. Frank M. Carson.

Chicago.

GHE IJVFLVEJVCE OF GHE CH'RIS&IAfr
EJVDEAVOTl SOCIETY IJV FO'RM-

}*sG CHA'RAC&E'R.

HIS society is comparatively new and

Thence we are warranted in requiring it

to prove its right to remain. If it is help-

ing the young people to live more like

Christ, it is a success and should have

oik earnest support ; but if not, it is a

piece of useless machinery to be unhesi-

tatingly set aside. We shall note in the

first place some of its favorable tendencies,

and later on tendencies of another sort

which are as tares among the wheat.

The Christian Endeavor has been valuable because

it has furnished a place of meeting for young people

of the same grade in religious experience. There is

a subtle something, which for want of a better term

we call sympathy, which makes it easier to achieve a

certain standard of conduct when we know that

others are with us. The Christian Endeavor Society

has gathered together many young people who were
finding the church a rather lonesome place and has

helped them to find in one another that fellowship

upon which Christian growth so largely depends.

The Society of Christian Endeavor has led to the de-

velopment of character by giving to the young people

an opportunity of trying their wings and taking their

first flights in public religious exercises.

Many a spiritual babe has perished for lack of the

sincere help of the Word, and many because they

were not trained in the habit of prayer. Our young
people are greatly helped by having the obligation

to read the Bible and to pray every day emphasized
bv the pledge. It is safe to say that very few who
live up to this pledge will ever wander far from the

fold of Christ. It is a recognized principle that young
life must have exercise in order to reach the highest

Infection. The Christian Endeavor Society there-

fore teaches its members to labor as well as to pray,

and directs the activities of its members into helpful

channels. At times very little may seem to be ac-

complished ; but when the honest effort has been
made, the labor has not been in vain. Another good
feature that is to be noticed is the educational work
of Endeavor societies. This work is only in its be-

ginning, and its importance can hardly be over-em-
phasized.

Thus far we have been speaking of the ideal society.

In some societies the pledge is a mere formality, and
when this is the case deterioration of character is sure
to ensue. In some cases the religious phrases are
repeated in parrot-like fashion, with little soul and
with little meaning. And it is not surprising that
under these circumstances the young people should
become insincere and artificial in their religious life.

In some societies the habit prevails of reading ran-
dom Scripture verses in the meetings without any
conception of their meaning or appropriateness. This
habit is certainly not conducive to edification. Some-
times officers are appointed who make no attempt to
accomplish the work entrusted to them. They take
pleasure in having their names printed on elaborate
topic cards, but do not put forth their hand to do any
active work. It is hurtful to the society to have to

carry so much of this dead timber. All the officers

and members should be held to a strict account for

the fulfillment of the duty to which they have pledged

themselves. They should be continually reminded of

their motto, "For Christ and the Church." To serve

Christ in any way is the highest honor and when the

young people appreciate the dignity of the service

which they are called upon to render for Christ and
the Church, then and not till then will the Christian

Endeavor Society fulfill its heaven-appointed mis-

sion. O. F. Jordan.
Rockford, 111.

THE T*REATMEWT SfEE7>E7> "By

yO\7J*G PEOPLE.

Editors The Christian Century—I am at this mo-
ment in mid-ocean, and while the fog-horn is sounding
forth, every minute, its note of warning, let me jot

down a few thoughts that crowd forward for utter-

ance.

i. The treatment needed by the American youth,

at this moment, is increased discipline. "Freedom and
discipline are essential factors in every scheme of

government." Our young people have abounding
freedom—and in this I rejoice; but they are not

blessed by sufficient discipline. Some of the boys
one meets in traveling would be shaped into strong
men, if they were knocked down three times a day,

for three months. The proverbial youngster who
bosses his father and mother is no myth—to the ruina-

tion of all concerned.

2. The treatment needed by the American church,

at this moment, is more Gospel-religion. I have just

finished reading Harnack's "What Is Christianity?"

What a wave of religious life would sweep over our
churches, if our Catholic-tending ministers should
digest this book ! How he cuts the foundation from
under the little ritualists, the bigoted ecclesiastics, the

narrow creed-signers, and pulverizes their claims into

dust! We are becoming more and more churches of

ordinance, doctrines and ceremony. How Harnack
makes the Gospel glow in contrast with these beggar-
ly make-believes ! Well—I'd give a good part of my
fortune to have the Catholic-tasting portion of our
churches read this Spirit-inspired message.

3. But what about the young people and the

Church? This—sincerity on the part of the Church,
in treatment of the young people ! A mother may
have a burning interest in missions, may enthuse over
Hull House and Chicago Commons, but if she is

selfish and ungenuine at home, her boys and girls will

go wrong. The Church ought to be honest and sin-

cere. I still feel angry when I recall how the Church,
in its explanations and commentaries and living, out-
raged my intellect and conscience when a boy. A
stingy, quarrelsome deacon, a selfish, ambitious min-
ister, will destroy the religious life of scores of
young people. I know a man, he is a power, a pillar,

he is orthodox and a great friend of missions, but I

feel—whenever near him—that he will bear watch-
ing. He is not genuine. My religious life is harmed,
not helped.

Methods that reach the young, I believe in. Boys'
clubs, ditto. Children's sermons, ditto, and all other
plans to hold the boys and girls. But sincerity that
is born of fear of God and love of man, that makes
young people realize that the inside is like unto the
outside, a religion that does not hide itself behind
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creeds or ritual or fine sermons—this is what creates

faith and holds the soul to God.

4. The teaching of the Church, in pulpit and Sun-

day school, ought to harmonize with that knowledge

of life and the world gained by the young people in

the high schools. The Church—in its ministers

—

often complains that its young people grow skeptical

on going to college. The blame is with the Church,

not the college. The one who withholds light, not

the one who bestows light, is the destroyer of faith.

The church whose young people turn skeptics when
subject to light and criticism, let it move on and

catch up, shaking off the moss.

Oak Park.
' Sydney Strong.

BOyj* AJVD THE, CHVRCH.
HE recognition of the fact that the boys

Tof today are the men of tomorrow, coup-

led with the knowledge that the men of

today are not found in the churches, raises

the question, than which none can be

more serious, What about the men of to-

morrow? The fact that we are losing

boys from the Sunday school and so from

all connection with the Church at the age

when they are most sensitive to religious

impression, suggests that this indicates the

most important problem which the Church faces to-

day. The more recently apparent fact that the de-

votional exercises and demands of the Christian En-

deavor movement do not make it attractive or suc-

cessful with boys beyond a certain age causes' us to

ask by what means we can regain their interest and

hold them for the Christian life. The greater success

of the Y. M. C. A. in this regard, instructive as those

wiser methods may be, cannot give entire peace to

those who feel that no one center of effort can thor-

oughly solve the problem for each individual parish.

A number of supplementary societies have risen of

late in the Church to attempt this work for boys.

There is in some places an effort to extend the work

of the Sunday school in the week days and to broaden

the scope of the Endeavor society, by emphasizing

Christian expression by deeds, for those who in the

sensitive middle years of adolescent doubt and tur-

moil hesitate to speak of the inner storm and stress or

to give testimony which shall seem unreal or dis-

honest.

The Alliance, of which I happen to be pres-

ident, while dealing with all the problems of

boy life, has given some especial attention in its litera-

ture and conventions to the boy problem in the

Church. At the approaching General Conference in

Boston, Oct. 29 and 30, one session will be very

largely devoted to this theme. It is my personal de-

sire to learn of wise efforts in various places in this

direction and to afford the resources of the Alliance

tc those who seek to make such endeavors.

My own conviction is that we need to extend the

class system of our Sunday schools in the form of

instructive and inspiring boys' clubs under the leader-

ship of manly teachers, into week-day sessions for

handicraft, athletics, instruction in missions and phil-

anthropy, and mutual works of mercy, thus giving

expression and affording nurture to youths in their

sincere but crude and somewhat boisterous desires

to live a natural and characteristic Christian life.

William Byron Forbush,
President of the General Alliance of

Boston, Mass. Workers with Boys.

The hope of the Church cannot be realized by let-

ting the children run wild until some revival shall

gather them up. The experience of every church
makes it unnecessary to argue this proposition. But
in the reaction against revival panics, there is danger
that we suppress all legitimate enthusiasms, and con-

tent ourselves with negative work. One finds that

he cannot gather the chickens home to roost with a

drum, and so he baits them with corn and silently

takes them with guile. It is the fashion now to lure

the children into the church with every blandish-

ment which is thought to be "taking," to remove or

gloss every object at which they might take fright,

and to meet them from one to six times during Lent
for the purpose of explaining what it is they are

about to do—a little more than a rehearsal. But the

church is more than a roosting place, and Christian

nurture is something more than the aHuring of chil-

dren into it, as every one has felt. But just what
more? That is the question. Wm J. Mutch.
New Haven, Conn.

Young men ! specially you who are plunged into

the busy life of our great commercial centers, and are

tempted by everything you see, and by most that you
hear, to believe that a prosperous trade and hard cash
are the realities, and all else mist and dreams, fix this

in your mind to begin life with—God is the reality,

all else is shadow. Do not make it your ambition to

get on, but to get up. Having food and raiment, let

us be content. Seek your life's delight and treasure

in thought, in truth, in pure affections, in moderate
desires, in a spirit set on God. These are the reali-

ties of our possessions. As for all the rest it is sham
and show. And while thus all without is unreal, it

is also fleeting as the shadows of the flying clouds,

and when God awakes it disappears as they before the

moonlight that clears the heavens. All things that

are, are on condition of perpetual flux and change
The cloud-rack has the likeness of bastions and tow-
ers, but they are mist, not granite, and the wind is

every moment sweeping away their outlines, till the
phantom fortress topples into red ruin while we gaze.

The tiniest stream eats out its little valley, and rounds
the pebble in its widening bed, rain washes down the
soil, and frost cracks the cliffs above. So silently

and yet mightily does the law of change work, that

to a meditative eye the solid earth seems almost mol-
ten and fluid, and the everlasting mountains tremble to

decay. Rev. Dr. Maclaren.

There should be no invidious distinction oetween
che young and old in the Church. Life is always
young, and whoever has the indwelling Spirit of God
will never grow old. Let our young people welcome
into their prayer meetings those who may be old in

years but young in heart and hope. We are all "one
in Christ Jesus." The ideal for Christian Endeavor
is the same as for the Sunday school—every member
of the church is to be included. Why not section the
whole church into Endeavor societies ? Some churches
already have three. Christian Endeavor is adapted
to every age and to every individual. Let us all be
Endeavorers, for there is room and need for our work.

T. S. Tinsley.

The young people are the hope of the Church.
From them the army of the Lord must be recruited,

from them the school of Christ must be furnished with
disciples ; from them must come the future statesmen
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and stateswomen of our country; from them must

come the heroes and heroines who shall meet and mas-

ter the problems of tomorrow. Of all the splendid

riches and products which Providence has vouchsafed

to our great Homeland, none con compare with the

boys and girls. They are the diamonds which the

Church must burnish for the crown of Prince Em-
manuel. H. Lawrence Atkinson.
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The church cannot live without young people. This

question has no place for other than an optimistic

viewpoint. My experience in a number of different

churches in country and city is that the church is

drawing her young people nearer her heart-beat than

ever before. I have no patience with the view that

the work of the young peoples' societies in the church

is rapidly approaching an end. We are just on the

threshold of the young peoples' movement. "Old men
for counsel and young men for war."

Elmira, N. Y. Charles Flint Allen.

a srvvy ijsr cha'racte'r.

HOta JOHJV WELLMAJV COMMEJVCE7>
THE TWENTIETH CEjVTWRy.

Clarence A. Vincent, D. D.

Chapter II: A "Death.

HIS was the first time that John had rid-

Tden upon the cars, and everything was full

of wonder. He almost held his breath at

first, so swiftly ran the train. He studied

the passengers and tried to decide who
they were and why they were going to

the city. Then he began to think what

he would do when the journey was fin-

ished. He had the address of the young

man who had told him of the city, and

had planned at home to find him and se-

cure, by his help, a place to board. As time wore

away, hunger reminded him of the lunch his mother

had given him, and unwrapping it, he was soon satis-

fying a ravenous appetite. Did ever anything taste

so good as that corn cake? Sometimes at home he

had wished for the delicacies which he had heard they

had in cities. But now with deep hunger and the old

home receding it tasted like angel's food.

His hunger satisfied, he thought of the package his

father had left him. Opening it he found ten five-

dollar bills in one paper, and in another a small copy

of the Bible and his mother's writing on the fly

leaf,

"A mother's present to her son,

O may he prize it high

;

In teaching him the way to live,

'Twill teach him how to die."

Long he sat there with his thoughts until the

buildings flying rapidly by and the call of the brake-

man brought him back to his surroundings. He
followed the passengers out of the car and was in

the city. He wandered forth to look for his ac-

quaintance. He could find no street by that name.
He asked several whom he met to direct him. Some
did not know and gruffly told him so ; others misdi-

rected him. He lost the direction of the station and
wandered at random. A sense of awful loneliness

stole over him. He could not keep out of his mind
the picture of the home he had so recently left.

Would it not have been better to remain there ? But he
had chosen and he would not turn back. At last he
was directed to the street, but found that the friend's

family, whom he sought, had removed some months
ago, where no one knew. Again he wandered on,

trying to decide what step to take. The night would
soon be on, and he must have some place to stay.

There was nothing to do but look, and so block after

block was walked in search of some sign of a lodging
house. He was rewarded at last and found himself
in a humble home for the night. In his room he fin-

ished the lunch of the forenoon. Tired in body, not
even the uncertainty of his position could keep him
from a long and restoring sleep. He arose refreshed,

and having arranged with the family to remain, he
hastened forth to secure some place that would insure
his future.

Day after day is was the old story of search and
failure. He had written home, telling of his journey,
and that he would soon have a good place to work.
But he would not write now. Money was nearly
gone and for very pride he would not let his brothers
and sisters know he was a failure. He had passed
by many a notice of firms that wanted a boy for some
menial work. He was not afraid to work, but he had
come to the city to win a fortune, not to sweep stores

or care for horses. A change, however, was coming
over him. He remembered reading that one of the

great New York merchants had started as an office

everlasting questions!" or just slips away and doesn't

next day he was looking among the manufactories and
saw on the door of a small concern the notice, "Boy
wanted." He entered and approached the proprietor.

The man looked him over from head to foot and
asked him many questions. He seemed struck with the
young man's candor and earnestness. John was duly
established as the errand boy of the office. The dreams
of a prince of finance seemed to have been realized

by contraries. There was no poetry in this position,

for the work was trying and the pay barely sufficient

to meet his board. But the spirit of the lad shone
forth.

Months passed by. John did his work with thought-
fulness and fidelity. He kept his eyes open and
learned all he could about the business. It seemed
to him that in one particular there was great waste
in material. He carefully weighed the waste for one
week and computed the loss for a year at that rate.

It amounted to $8,ooo. He approached the proprietor

one day and spoke to him of the matter. The owner
smiled at the suggestion of the office boy and replied r

"It doesn't amount to anything." John was not to be
rebuffed and showed him the figures. The man was
interested and astonished. He thanked him and told

him he would look into it. The weeks passed until

John thought the owner had forgotten it. But one
Saturday night, as he paid him his wages, he said:

"We shall not need you as an office boy any longer."

John's eyes filled with tears and a pallor stole over his

face. "But," said the owner quickly, on observing

the effect of his words, "if you have no objections, I

will put you in charge of a new department, which
will utilize the waste which you have discovered, with

a salary of $ioo per month; for it seems to me that

an office boy that could observe so carefully will be
more useful in another position."

John's letter the next day to his parents not only

described what he had discovered, but was full of

expressions of hope for the future. The father's and
mother's eyes, as they read the letter, seemed to say
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that they were not surprised, only gratified, and the
brothers and sisters talked for days of the riches that

had come to their brother.

John threw himself with all intensity into the new
tasks. Three years saw this department greatly in-

creased in the volume of business and the profit there-

from. John had suggested that they buy the waste
from other mills and this was followed. Each year
his salary had been raised. When five years had
passed, the proprietor called him into his private of-

fice one day and offered him a partnership and the

place of manager of the whole manufactory. "The
infirmities of age and the increasing volume of busi-

ness compel me to have a helper. I have found you
trusty and capable, and you can pay for your part

out of the profits year by year," said he. John had not

thought of the possibility of such a thing for years to

come, but a few weeks saw him in control. He kept

watch of everything. A suggestion here and a cor-

rection there gave new life to the business. In a few
years he established branch houses in other cities

until he employed 15,000 men.

Meanwhile, he had married a beautiful girl and a

little family was growing up around him. He oc-

casionally visited his aged parents between trains,

but he had little time to give to them or to his own
household. He paid for a pew in a church and usually

attended, but often his mind was upon his business.

His voice was never lifted in prayei in his home.
Had it not been for the mother, his children would
have been without any religious training. He paid

his men regularly and as much as others in his line of

work, but the Sermon on the Mount had no place in

his relationship to his men. They were to him as

the horses he hired, to be fed and clothed because they

were adding to his wealth. The homes of his men
might be unfit and unsanitary, but he did not even
know where they lived.

Each year saw his wealth growing, but there was
no purpose in its use. He gave occasionally to some
public charity, but not from any high or holy motive.

The commercial spirit of the age had crushed out

-every higher motive. He had not intended that this

should be so, when he left the farm, but it had grown
upon him gradually, until now it was his master.

The city needed men of standing and force to win it

from the rule of organized greed and unrighteousness,

but he did not need its appeals. Thousands grew to

millions and the passion increased. Men called him a

kind man in his family and just to his men and an
•upright citizen, and from a commercial standard it

was true. But the real things of his nature, of his

home, of his men, and of the community, meant noth-

ing to him. Like multitudes of others in this wealth-

loving age, life was a question of buying and selling.

Eternity had dropped out of his thought. God and
humanity had ceased to exist. Sometimes, during
these years, the thought of the spirit of his early

home and the farewell words of his mother would call

to him out of the past, but the call unheeded had been
less clearly heard at each repetition. Is this to be

another wasted life? Are all the prayers and teach-

ings of the early days to be of no avail?

One day he was at work in his office. The total

of the year's business and profits was in his hand.

One million dollars had been added to his wealth.

He was thinking how, if all his plans carried for the

coming year, the profits would be double those of

1900. There was no thought in his mind of putting

these profits to any helpful use. He was thinking only

of larger gains. The commercial spirit of the age was

incarnate in him. The moral and spiritual man was
dead. A knock upon his office door disturbed his
thoughts.

(To be continued.)

FLATTE'Ry.
NE of the ancients said that he would
rather be than seem to be a good man.
"The more a man deserves praise, the less

will he seek after it." To most men flat-

tery is pleasant, and if only skillfully ad-
ministered it is seldom refused. Honied
words are agreeable to the ordinary palate,

and "when a man's self-love meets with
another man's flattery, it is a high praise
that will not be believed." To fish for
praise is a mean business. "He that loves

to be flattered is worthy of the flatterer."

"Who flatters is of all mankind the lowest,
Save him who courts the flattery."

Between judicious, well-merited commendation and
flattery there is a wide distinction. "Honest com-
mendation is noble, flattery is base." Honest com-
mendation is helpful, flattery is harmful.

"No adulation—'tis the death of virtue."

Flattery strengthens imperfection; it is "the bel-
lows that blows up sin." Those who feed their vanity
upon undeserved praise are living upon empty husks,
which can yield neither satisfaction nor strength.
The root of flattery is selfishness. The flatterer has

always some personal end to gain, some ax to grind.
"His words are softer than butter, but war is in his

heart." Like the boa constrictor he licks his victim
over before swallowing him. "Of all wild beasts,"
says Dr. Johnson, "preserve me from the flatterer."

Flattery is a gun that recoils at the breach. No
man can indulge in the habit of flattering others with-
out destroying self-respect. Every insincere word
spoken lowers a man in his own eyes and saps the
foundations of noble manhood. He who flatters

ceases to stand erect ; he has become a creeping, crawl-
ing thing, scorned by all good men and despised even
by himself.

Few vices are more prevalent in social life than
flattery. Newspapers live by it; art is prostituted
to its service; the pulpit falls before its baleful in-

fluence, pronouncing fulsome eulogies over departed
wickedness. The very gravestones flatter. "Where
are the bad folk buried?" asked a little girl, "I can
find only the graves of the good."

Against the insidious wiles of the flatterer all men
require to be ever watchful. "When fortune comes
smiling she often designs the most mischief; when
she caresses a man too much it is apt to make a fool
of him." How many a virtuous youth has flattery

snared, first deceiving that it might afterward de-
stroy ?

"No visor doth become black villainy

So well as soft and tender flattery."

Although dressed in the livery of friendship, believe

it not. A sinister and an evil motive lurks in its

sweetest, smoothest words. "A man that flattereth his

neighbor spreadeth a net for his feet."

"O, that men's ears should be
To counsel deaf, but not to flattery.

J. M. C.
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OVR TVLVIT.
PJVREJWT ^/IJSfD CHILD.

Mary Traffarn Whitney.

'Honor thy father and thy mother."—Exodus xxii:i2.

HIS command should come first to the par-

ents and afterward to the children. Fath-

ers and mothers must lay the foundation

for honor if they expect children to honor

them.

The word honor, I believe, should be

taken, not in a superficial way, as though
it meant simply an outward, formal defer-

ence,' but in its real meaning, which is rev-

erence or respect paid to a person because

of true worth.
A representative of the commonwealth is properly

accorded a certain quality of honor because of the of-

fice he holds, whether or not he may be respected for

himself. So also there is a certain respect and honor
due to the office or position of the parent, and custom
should undoubtedly demand that every child conduct
himself in a respectful way to his father and mother,
if for no other reason than that they are his parents.

But when we come to talk about a child honoring his

father and his mother in any true sense, which is to

give them the genuine homage of his heart, it depends
entirely upon what they are in themselves, whether he
can do it or not.

Now consider what qualities always command re-

spect, for children are not so different from grown
people in this matter; they respect the same qualities

in human nature.

First, then, everybody respects power and has a
contempt for weakness. So, if we are to be honored
by our children we must be strong, and the stronger

we are the more honor we shall get, and every kind
of strength counts. Just as the child learns to rec-

ognize physical force, so he very soon learns to meas-
ure intellectual and moral force. ,

And right here is a very important thing for us to

consider. A child is of necessity weak. He is weak
physically and we have at the first to carry him gently
in our arms, then when he begins to creep we have
to guard him from danger, and when he begins to try

to walk we have to support him till little by little

his limbs acquire strength. Our strength of body
has to serve him in his physical weakness. Now why
is it we do not realize that we must be to him morally
and intellectually just what we are physically? A
child's mind and moral nature are weak like his body,
and until he is full grown he needs to lean up against
the superior wisdom and virtue of the parent.

What mother is there who would push her baby
over when he had climbed to his feet and stood smil-
ing up to her face in the joy of having done so much
for himself? But a little later that same little one is

making another climb. This time it is his mind that
wants to learn to walk, and he comes to her with an
eager question. And what does she do? Perhaps she
pushes him back with a falsehood, such "innocent"

falsehoods as some mothers do tell their children;

perhaps she says, "Oh, don't bother me with your

answer him at all, and leaves him to fall for want of

support.

The weak mind of the child just as naturally leans

up against the strong mind of the parent as its weak
body leans up against the strong body. His struggle

with the world has just begun. He is trying with all

his might to get acquainted with his environment and
to understand what there is about him.

Moral "Backbone.

Think, too, what it is for children as they grow
older to keep finding that their parents have misrepre-

sented things to them, and that the world and life are

quite different from what they have been led to be-

lieve. They need moral bracing from the strong

moral character of their parents, and here is where
parents have got to say : "You must and you must
not," and then be the unyielding force that compels
them to obey.

Sam Jones tells about a man "with a cotton string

for a back bone." Morally, children have such back
bones as that, and if their parents haven't any good
strong spinal columns for them to lean up against

there is little hope of their doing right. We discuss

the question of methods of punishment, but if parents
had more backbone—more strength of character as

a guide and support—there wouldn't be so much need
of punishment of any kind. The weaker the parent

the more punishment the child receives.

There is a weak sort of parental sentimentalism which
pampers and indulges children and handles them in a
lax way, and what does it lead to? It leads to law-
lessness and contempt on the part of the children,

and to a habit of threatening and hopeless despair on
the part of the parents. That sentimentalism isn't

love. Love is something stronger than that. It can
say "no" as well as "yes." It can command as well

as yield. The only kind of love that a child really

respects and honors is that which has authority back
of it, and weak people feel the need of being directed.

So let us never think we can gain the love or respect

of our children by indulgence and a weak manage-
ment. Nothing can take the place of strength.

Another thing that people honor is wisdom. Every
child begins by thinking that his parents know every-
thing. But while that first illusion must of necessity

be dispelled, yet there is no reason why we should sit

still and let our children go far ahead of us while we
are learning nothing. They may learn much that we
cannot have an opportunity to learn, but let us be
learning something all the time. If we are not we
shall find them very soon looking down upon us from
their superior knowledge and taking account of our
ignorance—and nobody has any respect for ignor-
ance. How many women give up their accomplish-
ments, largely, as soon as they welcome the first baby

!

How many men settle down to business and drop all

reading except the daily paper!

Then, again, everybody respects goodness, and by
goodness I mean a combination of all the virtues ; of
kindness and patience, and honesty and industry, and
truthfulness and all the rest. What we are speaks a
great deal more effectively than what we say, and the
thought of our children's regard ought to keep us
from falling into follies or faults or vices. The world
at large may never know what we have done, but if

the home kingdom is made heavenly by our goodness
our children will know it and do us honor. It pays
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when we have this thought :ti mind to cultivate all the

virtues for home use.

Again, we hear so much about the duty of children

to treat older people with respect that it probably
will strike some as absurd to talk about parents treat-

ing their children respectfully. And yet I am quite

sure that the children who are treated with the most
respect will most honor those who thus treat them.
The more children can be made to respect themselves

the more respect they will have for others. Remember
that self-respect is a very different thing from self-

conceit. The former is to be encouraged in every

way ; the latter to be nipped in the bud. We must
do our duty by them all along, that in the years to come
ihere will be that sweet and beautiful companionship
which is founded upon devoted love and unbounded
respect.

K_notving Hotv.

O how great this office of parentage is getting to

seem ! How we are beginning to study it and question

what its duties are

!

Much is said of motherhood—none too much—but

not half enough is said of fatherhood. They are

equal, and must rise together. The most stupendous
business of life is in the hands of fathers and mothers.

They are coworkers with God in the creation of the

race, and upon them very largely devolves the re-

sponsibility of its training. Should they not, then,

give infinitely more thought and study to the laws of

human development than they do? How can they

respect themselves when they take up this mighty
task thoughtlessly and carelessly ! All the great prob-
lems of the world must be solved within the home
circle. I believe we shall yet prove that, begin where
you will, everything good and everything bad can be
traced back to the origin of life in a good or a bad
parentage and good or bad homes. If we are to

cleanse the stream of human life from all its defilement

we must go back to its source.

We must learn the art of family culture as the

florist learns the art of floriculture. The questions of

marriage, of the rearing of children, of proper home
conditions, of food and dress and exercise, and
amusements, are all of the most vital concern to those

who have taken up or expect to take up the duties of

parents. Methods you will seek out for yourselves.

Books and periodicals are at your command full of

wise suggestions. Meetings for council are impera-

tive—mothers' meetings, if it must be so, but parents'

meetings are the ideal—genuine family-culture classes

they should be. And this work reverently and con-

scientiously done will bring you into the very pres-

ence of the infinite Father, and tmke your life a

psalm of praise.

Boston, Mass.

-BI-BLE SCHOOL.
JOSEPH SO!*T> IJVTO EGyTT.

Ltjjonfor October 6. 1901.— Gen. 37: 1 2-36.— Golden Tejet:

The Patriarchs. mo-Ved buith en-Cy, sold Joseph into Egypt.
Acts 7:9.

FATHERS CHILD.
My little girl to-night with childish glee,

Although her months had numbered not twoscore,

Escaped her nurse, and at mv study door,

With tiny fingers rapping, spoke to me.

Though faint her words, I heard them tremblingly

Fall from her lips as if the darkness bore

Its weight upon her: "Father's child!" No more

I waited for, but straightway willingly

I brought the sweet intruder into light

With happy laughter. Even so some night.

When, from the nursing earth escaped and free,

My soul shall try in her first infant flight

To seek God's chamber, these two words shall be

Those that will make him ope his door to me.

A CHICAGO UEACHE'R'S JVOGES" O/f
UHE LEsrjrojw.

KlvIAS A. L/ONG.

Location and &ime.

Jacob, the father of Joseph, dwelt near Hebron

;

his sons pastured their sheep . some seventy miles

northward at Dothan. The date of our lesson is com-
monly conjectured at B. C. 1729 and 1728. Joseph
was now seventeen and Jacob one hundred and eight

years of age. Isaac still lived, blind and feeble, at the

extreme age of 168 years.

"Di-Vine Character "Building.

The story of Joseph is one of the most charming
narratives in all history. Its importance is testified

to by its length in the sacred annals. It occupies one-

tenth of the book of Genesis. What this history has

taught to all ages since Joseph is that it pays to be
pure and true.

The life of Joseph contains an instructive applica-

tion of the ladder emblem, reaching from earth to

heaven, which appeared to his father Jacob many
years before, and which indeed rises before every hu-

man being. It is the ladder leading to the higher

life in God—the ladder of character building. As
Joseph learned and as every Christian finds out, the

ascending of this ladder is never a wholly easy task,

although one that leads to glory, honor, peace and
eternal life. Rom. 2 \J, 10. It is a narrow, not a

broad way. In it one must move and act, as did

Joseph, for himself. It is moreover a slow course,

step by step, looking up and lifting up. Joseph made
a right start by fixing his eye on higher things. The
first glimpse of him, with feet firmly set on this rising

ladder, shows him seeking to reform the evil ways
of his brothers. V. 2. His devotion to duty and to

high ideals (Vs. 5-1 1) carried him to the pit and to

prison, but at length he rises to a position conspicuous

above his family and the world, save the Pharaoh.

Vs. i2-i4. The Father's Anxiety. "Israel said." He
who had been Jacob is now known by his new name. *

"Unto Joseph," the elder of the two sons of Jacob by Rachel,

his best beloved wife. He was his father's favorite, perhaps

because he was an unusually good boy. Vexed by the evil

conduct of his elder brothers who, as their history shows,

were coarse and wicked men brought up under bad influences

(Ch. 35: 2.) he takes it upon him to report them to their

father (V. 2). This caused his brothers greatly to hate him.

Their later envy was the result of Joseph's telling his dreams
which pointed to high aspirations. * * * "I will send

thee." He would send Joseph to inquire after their well-

doing. No doubt the younger feared, as his father did not.

the reception that would be given him by the rough shepherd

brothers ; he knew their ways better than did his father.

* * * "Here am I." Not for an instant did Joseph shrink

from ascending the ladder of duty. Possibly he thought that

his long journey to reach them on a mission of love (V. 14)

would win their hearts. For such a lad the trip of many
miles across the plain was far from a light undertaking. It is

sad to think that this was the last time the dutiful youth

beheld his childhood home. * * * "Go, I pray thee." The
father heart was anxious for the safety of his sons.

Vs. 15-17. The Further Search. "I seek my brethren."

But Joseph did not find them at once. They had moved
some distance beyond Shechem. doubtless seeking for better

pasture. * * * "To Dothan." It was a long, weary trip,

seventeen miles yet further north, which loomed before him.
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Shall he extend his tiresome journey or shall he retrace his

steps homeward? He is on the ladder of duty; he will with

self-denial go forward.

Vs. 18-20, Brethren's Jealousy. "When they saw him."

Moved by envy (see Golden Text), because his father had
been especially drawn to his son's lovely character, the elder

brothers sought his injury. We recall that envy led the

Philistines to destroy much-needed wells in a dry land. In

this instance, where love between the brothers should prevail

for mutual strength and good, envy instead brings forth

malice, deceit, lying, murderous intent and slavery. Envy is a

soul poison. It is the very breath of the old serpent.

Vs. 21-22. Reuben's Intercession. "Reuben." This
brother, as Jacob's first-born son, had more reason to be
jealous of Joseph than the others, yet he proves his best

friend. It is his privilege to be used of God for saving the

life of his young brother and through him the life of multi-

tudes later from famine. A man with strong natural inclina-

tions toward evil, he yet possessed much true kindness of

heart. Years later he pledged his life and that of his son's as

sureties for Benjamin. Ch. 42:37. * * * "Said unto
them." Besides his present argument against evil, we have an
account of his charge, "Do not sin against the child." Ch.

42 :22. Reuben, possibly because of Joseph's good influence

over him, seems to stand next to Joseph (V. 22) in his

hatred of evil. That he was serious is shown by his grief in

V. 29, 30.

Vs. 23=24. The Desert Pit. "When Joseph was come."
The design in the brothers' hearts was to slay him (V. 20).

The mere intent to kill made them murderers in the sight of

God. God holds any kind of hatred towards brothers to be as

wicked as murder (1 John 3:15). * * * "They strip

Joseph of his coat." They took this sign of his high esteem
with his father. It was probably the sole garment worn by
Joseph and henceforth he, like any other slave, would be
carried in shameful nakedness into Egypt. Is. 20 -.4. * * *

"Coat of many colors," perhaps formed- of varied pieces of

patch work. * * * "Cast him into a pit." This was on
Reuben's suggestion. He thus hoped secretly to rescue him
and spare his life. The pits or cisterns of that land were
bottle-shaped, hence it was impossible for one imprisoned to

escape. * * * "The pit was empty." Joseph's life was not
to be taken by bloody murder, but evidently he must in that

pit suffer that which was far worse, starvation (V. 26).

V. 25. Historical Meanness. "They sat down to eat."

Perhaps the very dainties provided at home and which Joseph
carried to them, while their brutality let the bearer of good
will starve. From the confession of Ch. 42:21 we learn that

this torment of Joseph filled his soul with "anguish," and
although he pitifully entreated for release, "they would not
hear." Ages after the prophet of God refers to this hard-
hearted meanness : Amos 6:6. * * * "Lifted up their eyes."

But God never meant that Joseph should perish in that pit.

Even in thjs moment there draws nigh a caravan that led to

his deliverance from death. While the brothers had eyes for

the worldly chances of trade, they had no ears for a brother's
woeful pleadings for life. * * * "Tshmselites." In verse
28 they are called Midianites, in verse 36 Medanites. These
tribes were near relatives and neighbors, who probably com-
bined their caravans when carrying valuable commodities to

far-away markets. Descendants as they were of Abraham,
they likewise were relatives of Jacob's sons, but given to

idolatry and slave dealing, "their hand against every man and
every man's hand against them." Gen. 16:12. * *

.
* "From

Gilead...to Egypt." They were carrying spicery, balm and
myrrh from Gilead, which was noted for these products (Jer.

8:22). In the wealthy markets of Egypt these were much in

demand for embalming the dead, for idol worship, and for
personal delight.

V. 26. A Troubled Conscience. "And Judah said."

Judah, the fourth son of Jacob by Leah. He was a leader in

family affairs and "prevailed above his brethren." 1 Chron.
5.2. That Judah, at least, had been touched by the anguish of
Joseph's pleas for life is shown by Ch. 42 :2i. * * *

"What profit, if we slay." Judah asks from the standpoint of
self-interest. Aroused doubtless by Joseph's cries, he thinks
of slavery as being much milder than slaying. But in God's

'

sight sin is not graded as man sometimes calculates. Sin is

treason, and like treason against government it is not the act,

but the principle that condemns. * * * "Conceal his blood."
But blood is not so easily covered. As in the case of Abel's
blood, it would cry out of the ground unto God for judgment.
Ch. 4 :io.

V. 27. Appalled at Blood. "Let us sell." Slave trading
was then common, as many inscriptions on Egyptian monu-
ments show. The fact that within fifty years traffic in human

beings was upheld by press and pulpit in our land must make
us lenient in judging the people of that ancient time. This
act of wickedness God overruled "to preserve life in famine."

Ch. 45 :4, 5. * * * "He is our brother." The mere fact

that there was occasion to dissuade from taking the blood of

a brother, shows how Satan held men captive to his will.

They were as wicked as Cain. They denied that they were
their brother's keeper. * * * "His brethren were content."

At length they yield to the reasoning of influential Judah.

V. 28. I he Sale of Human Flesh. "Then there passed
by." That part of the train composed of Midianitish mer-
chant men, who did purchasing. * * * "Sold for twenty
pieces of silver." The bargain yielded two pieces of silver to

each brother. It is thought that each was worth about 55
cents in our money. Many years later a Hebrew was valued
at 30 shekels. Ex. 21 :22. But this act doubtless was primar-
ily done to destroy all chances of Joseph's dreams being
realized. He was sold for a slave that he might never be a

lord. He was sold into Egypt that he might never be lord

over their family. They could sell him away from their own
sight, but not away from God. "God was with him." Acts
7:9. Jesus was sold for 30 pieces of silver. Matt. 27:9.
* * * "Brought Joseph to Egypt." What an inexpressibly

hard and sad experience to this gentle youth, thus to be
ruthlessly carried by coarse, unfeeling masters far from father

and home. Yet this was the only road that opened to the

greatness to which Joseph aspired. No progress to spiritual

or material eminence is achieved apart from a hard, trouble-

some course. Tribulation developed, it did not alter Joseph's
character. It was as a prisoner that Paul was brought to his

great work in Rome. So Joseph's transfer to a contact with
Egyptian civilization in time led his people through a schooling
that fitted them to become a great nation.

V. 29. Reuben's Anguish. "And Reuben returned from
the pit." Returned from tending the flocks to release Joseph
as planned (V. 22) only to find that the brothers had taken
advantage of that absence to dispose of Joseph. * * *

"Behold Joseph was not." How sad a blow to the only
brother who was kindly disposed towards the unfortunate lad.

The rending of his clothes indicated his grief.

V. 30. The Missing Child. "Returned unto his breth-
ren." Reuben was ignorant of the deep iniquity of selling his

brother as a slave. * * * "The child is not." The allusion

to Joseph as a child adds to the pathos of the story. He was
perhaps small for his years. This impression on Reuben's
mind continued until the restoration in Egypt. Ch. 42:13, 36.
* * * "Whither shall I go?" With heart set on releasing

j oseph and restoring him to his father, how could he turn
back to that home with the pet of the family missing?

V. 31. Sin Begets Sin. "And killed a kid." The sin of
lying now is added to that of murder in their hearts. The
kid's blood was to serve in acting out the lie on their father.

It is the nature of sin to enlarge upon itself. * * * "Dipped
the coat in the blood." To be used to further the scheme of
deception. They felt doubtless that their father, by his par-
tiality, had given them cause for irritation. As God is no
respecter of persons, so we should always avoid showing
favor. This lesson is an impressive comment on the evils of
favoritism in the family.

V. 32. Dreadful Life's Secret. "And sent the coat... to
their father." Sent it by a messenger, as they dare not face
their father's first grief for his lost child. * * * "This
have we found." A falsehood direct. Crime begets crime,
one sin begets another. * * * "Thy son's coat." They
would cast the blame upon some wild beast. They were
worse than dumb beasts of prey. Later the brothers were
brought to admit their guilt. Ch. 42:21.

V. 33'34- 'It Is My Son's Coat." This the father's eager
eye would at once discern. * * * "An evil beast hath
devoured." Upon Jacob there now was visited the same kind
of deception he had committed against his own father. Very
likely, if Jacob had not lived the life of hard dealing with
Laban and others, his own sons would not so well have known
deceit. Jacob's sin visited him stroke by stroke for many
years. "Be sure your sin shall find you out." Num. 32:23.
* * * "And Jacob rent his clothes." He was inconsolable.
Even the passing of many years could not blot out his grief.
Besides rending his clothes as Reuben had done, he put sack-
cloth on his loins. He mourned for his son many days.

So much we miss,
If love is weak, so much we gain,

If love is strong. God thinks no pain
Too sharp or lasting to ordain

To teach us this.

—Helen Hunt Jackson.
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FIVE-MIJVl/TE SETIMOJV OJV THE
COLDER TEXT.

Peter Ainslie.

|F all the mean things in this world, envy

is the meanest. It is the parent of multi-

tudes of crimes. It plots and plans in the

dark and then, like Joab smiting Abner,

it does its work under the pretense of

friendship. Said Socrates: "Envy is the

daughter of pride, the author of murder

and revenge, the beginner of secret sedi-

tion, the perpetual tormentor of virtue.

Envy is the filthy slime of the soul; a

venom, a poison, a quicksilver, which con-

sumeth the flesh and drieth up the marrow of the

bones." Publius, one day observing the sadness of

Mutius, said: "Either some great evil has^ happened

to Mutius, or some great good to another," and who

has not seen men like this envious Roman citizen?

Out of envy Cain slew Abel, Saul persecutes David

and Caligula slew his brother because he was more

handsome than himself. Dionysius could neither sing

nor argue, but the music of Philoxenius and the

philosophy of Plato moved him to envy their excel-

lencies and execute punishment upon them. What
strange history this single passion has written! 1

take up the transactions of daily life and here and

there are actions so treacherous and vile that there can

be no excuse other than that character has reversed

itself and love lies murdered beneath the feet of envy.

It is found in every class and condition of society.

There is a man who does not like to hear anybody

else praised, especially if that man is in the same

business or profession as he is, or some woman
who dislikes to hear any other woman complimented.

*ou may not think that much of a sin, but the Al-

mighty has placed it right by the side of drunkenness,

lying and adultery. Wherever there is anything so

unclean, let the Word of God in that the heart may
be cleansed. None of us need glory that we are free

from envy until we are free from all sin, but every one

of us should contend against it and fight the symp-

toms in us as we would the symptoms of smallpox or

yellow fever. It has been the damnation of countless

souls.

Our Father, hear us and cleanse us from all envy

through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.

CHIUSTIAJ* EJVVEAVO'R.
Charles Blanchard.

UHE CRACE OF GIVING.
Topic Oct. 6. Ref . 2 Cor. 8 7-9.

HEREFORE, as ye abound in everything,

Tin faith, and utterance, and knowledge,

and in all diligence, and in your love to us,

see that ye abound in this grace also." We
have in this a summing up of the Christian

graces. Faith is first. Without faith it

is impossible to please God or benefit man-
kind. There is no abounding in anything

v
1§]lF

r

without faith. Out of the abundance of

^F 1 the heart the mouth speaketh. Doubt may
mmw!? sometimes be loquacious, but is always

heartless. And for the most part doubt is speechless.

There is little in a negation to give wings to words or

to make the lips move majestically. Faith has the

prophet's face, and speaks with prophetic voice.

Therefore let us abound in faith, that we may abound
in utterance and in all knowledge. But there must
be knowledge before utterance ? Yes ! But knowl-
edge can only increase as we give utterance to our
spiritual aspirations and convictions. The reason

so many make so little progress in the Christian life

—so little growth in grace and knowledge, is because
they do not give utterance to their faith and their

hope, their love and their longing. Hope dies in the

heart unless we speak. Love beats its breath out

against the prison bars unless they that love the Lord
speak often one to another. It is the human way; it

is the divine way. Abounding in utterance is still

the royal way to knowledge. The silent soul is self-

ish. One of the blessings of the spiritual reign of

Messiah was foretold in the words—"The tongue
of the dumb shall sing." "Let the redeemed of the

Lord say so." It is thus the knowledge of the Lord
is spread abroad. The Church is suffering from a

great overplus of dumb disciples.

Abounding in "Diligence.

"Diligent in business" is another expression of

Paul's. His own wonderfully busy life is the best

commentary on these words. We may learn from
Paul what his conception of diligence was, and what
he means by abounding "in all diligence." It is a

marvelously inclusive phrase. Perhaps it is the one
thing beyond all others in which we fail. "Diligent

in business" means in the Lord's work. The work
of the Church requires business tact, sense, diligence,

fervency, along with the faith that removes mountains
and the love that endureth all things, hopeth all things,

and never faileth.

"ZShis Grace Also/'

Paul adds this last as an exhortation "to prove the

sincerity of your love." It is to us as to the Corin-

thians. And it is needed today as then—in Chicago
as in Corinth ; in country hamlet as on Church ave-

nue. It was not added as an after-thought, but is the

very important thing that the apostle started out to

say. Abounding in everything else, if it were possi-

ble, would still leave the soul dwarfed and impover-
ished without "this grace also." It is, in Paul's

thought, the crowning grace of the full-rounded and
developed Christian character. It is the proof of the

sincerity of our love, of our devotion. There is no
real devotion without this sense of duty and of gen-

uine spiritual delight in giving—cheerfully, continu-

ously ; not of constraint, nor of commandment, but

of a willing mind ; taking joyfully the spoiling of our

goods, as the Hebrew worthies, knowing that we have
in heaven a better and an endurins: substance.

Oliver Wendell Holmes mourned that it was his

evil fortune to be born in a time when children were
neglected and older people made much of, and to grow
old in a time when the aged were neglected and chil-

dren received all attention.

Every boy and girl in the land would do well to

treasure the remarks of former President Cleveland.

when, in paying his tribute to the memory of President

McKinley, he said : "He was never ashamed to follow

through life the teachings of his mother." We realize

that not all boys and girls have a mother's guidance,

and here and there may be found a mother whose in-

fluence is not good, but in the main the lessons taught

by our mothers are worth making the foundation for

a whole life's action.

—

Rcccrd-Hcrahi.
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THE QVIET HO VR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

JACO'B A PHIJVCE XOITH GOD.

'Men ought always to pray and not to faint."—Luke 18.1,

Monday—Genesis 32, 1— 12.

HE angels of God met him." For me, as

Twell as for the patriarch, God has provided

the gracious ministry of the angels.

Since Jesus was born in my world, and
died, and rose again, I do not make so

much of the angels as the Old Testament
saints did ; and it is right that, beside him,

they should dwindle into subordination

and insignificance. Yet their solemn

troops and sweet societies are sent forth

to aid and succor me. The greatest of

them is ready to befriend me, so weak and poor. It

must be because God desires to extend the empire of

love and service and sacrifice as widely as possible,

and so he gives the cherubim and seraphim my im-

periled and helpless life for which to care. I can-

not tell how many are the stumbling blocks they may
remove from my path, how many are the temptations

they may strengthen me to overcome, how many are

the holy resolutions they may breathe into my soul.

The world of good spirits is present, not absent, not

distant. It is not above the sky nor beyond the grave.

It is now and here.

Uuesday—Genesis 32. 13—23.

Jacob has not come to his wits' end yet. He is

planning and scheming how he is to make his escape

from Esau. But there is no salvation for him or for

me along that road.

I cannot shape my own course. It is right that I

should exercise thought, discretion, foresight ; but

when everything has been done, there comes a point

when I have simply to trust. Without God I cannot

move forward a single step.

Much more is this true in my spiritual life. There
is mystery, there is divinity, in it from its commence-
ment to its consummation. I am unable to redeem
my soul. I am unable to sanctify and perfect my
nature. I am unable to win and secure my heaven.

If God is not for me, everything is lost, for I am help-

less and impotent.

X&ednesday—Genesis 32. 24—32.

Sometimes God's ancient people called themselves

Hebrews, sometimes Jews, sometimes Israelites. And
the last is the sublimest title of the three. The first is

the Pilgrim name, and the second is the National

-name, but the third is the Covenant name.
Would I be an Israelite? I must be humbled, as

Jacob was. I must be driven out from all self-con-

ceit and self-glorying.

Then I must cling about the feet of the Lord who
has conquered and abased me. I must weep and make
supplication to him. I must refuse to let him go ex-

cept he bless me. And on my ears and into my soul

must fall his message of forgiveness, restoration, up-

lifting. It is a Gospel for me alone
—"Fear not, I

have redeemed thee," "I give thee the white stone and
the new name," "I lift thee out of the dust, and now
thou art a prince with me."

{Thursday—Genesis 33. 1— 11.

Difficulties turn out to be nothing when first I have
met with God. Clouds that I feared break in bless-

ings on my head. Enemies are transmuted into help-

ers, friends, brothers indeed.

So are my fears dispelled. I have a hundred haunt-
ing anxieties about the natural life, about the spiritual

life, «about the everlasting life, about my own and
those of others. I cannot shake myself clear from
them. But let me try the plan of telling God about
them all, and the dreads and the misgivings will be

gone.

So is my progress secured. I am on the road to

the inheritance, the land of promise, the city which
hath the foundations. But obstacles are continually

starting up in the way, obstacles from within and
from without. There are lions in the path. But let

me pray, and the rough places will be made plain.

Prayer is a "breath that flits beyond this iron

world, and touches him that made it."

Friday—2 things 19. 14—20.

Here is a good man whose first thought in trouble

is to carry the distress to God. The temple and the

altar are Hezekiah's natural and inevitable refuge

;

he never thinks of going anywhere else. I would be
like him. I would flee to God before consulting with
any human helper, and before sitting down to ponder
the matter in my own mind.
Here is a good man who does not presume to dic-

tate to God how he is to act. Hezekiah spreads the

insulting letter of the Assyrian prince before the

heavenly King ; he explains his own sorrow and need
;

and there he stops. He does not prescribe to One so

much wiser than himself. Thus, having told my
Father everything, let me leave him to decide what to

do. He makes no mistakes. He will choose the right

path.

Saturday— Psalm 34. 1—10.

This poor man cried. Often my prayer must be a

cry direct, intense, agonizing. The clouds have over-

spread my sky. I am walking through the floods on
foot. I stand in the furnace which has been heated
seven times.

There is a fine old man, Thomas Crann, in one of

George MacDonald's books, who gives us a page of

his spiritual history. One evening, in a lonely peat-

moss, the sense of his sin came to him. He stood

looking west, where the sun had gone down and left

a red light behind. All night he stood, or lay, or

kneeled on the cold ground, calling to the Lord for

grace. And in the morning his face was toward the

rising sun, and he crept out of the bog and home.
Three days went over him, in which he tasted nothing
but a drop of milk and water. And on the fourth

day, in the afternoon, he rose and went to his work,
with his heart like to break for gladness. He knew
that he was one of the chosen.

Sunday—Mailhebu 15. 21—28.

She had everything against her. There was
her heathen upbringing. That she should
venture to the holy Presence and the gracious Face
tells me not to despair, even if against me "from my
cradle do fate and my fathers fight." Christ is

stronger than heredity and environment.
There were the delays and discouragements of

Jesus. And this was the sorest grief of all. He, who
was usually so tender, met this pleader with argument
and rebuff. But still she went on praying, for, if

he repelled her with one hand, she felt him uphold her
with the other. So let me do. My Lord may try my
trust, my perseverance, my whole-heartedness. But
in the end he is sure, sure, to bless.
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General
Church NeWs

Sunday School Contention.

The Sunday School Convention of

the State of Wisconsin met at Wauke-
sha Sept. 18th and 19th. There was a

good attendance. A song service was
participated in by the Methodist and

Baptist choirs under the direction of J.

B. Hayes. Rev. R. S. Ingraham of

Milwaukee presided. Rev. Ingraham

will preside at all the sessions, as he is

vice-president of the association. The
president, Rev. Willet, has removed

from the state. Attorney E. W.
Chaffin delivered the address of wel-

come and extended the delegates a

hearty greeting. Rev. Ingraham re-

sponded. Marion Lawrence was then

introduced as speaker of the evening,

and delivered an excellent address on

"Organization for Evangelization,"

giving a detailed history of the work

of Sunday school conventions since the

first one held in New York City in

1832. He spoke of the necessity of

good organizations in all things. The

session closed with "Pillow Texts," by

Rev. E. A. Potter of Mukwonago.

"If the city council will not clean the

city walls, then I say the city council

should be cleaned," were the words ut-

tered by Alfred Day, general secretary

of the Michigan State association, dur-

ing his address on "The Child in the

Midst," at the Sunday school conven-

tion last evening. He had been speak-

ing of objectionable theatrical pictures

being posted in conspicuous places on

city bili boards.

The State Sunday school convention

held its final session at the Methodist

church. It was opened by a short

song service under the direction of Mr.

Rockland of Chicago. The principal

speaker of the evening was Marion

Lawrance, who gave an interesting

talk on "The Big Boy Problem." He
urged that boys should receive more

help and sympathy from their parents,

as they were often neglected much
more than their sisters, although they

really ought to receive more attention

owing to the increased temptations to

which they are exposed.

'Religion in Summer.

Much has been said of late in regard

to the stagnation in church work by

reason of the long summer vacation

of pastors and people. There has never

before been so small an attendance in

the city churches as is reported for

this past summer. More than one note

of discouragement has been sounded,

and some have suggested that the ex-

ample of the few be followed by the

many in closing the church building

entirely for several weeks, for even

those who do not leave town seem to

think themselves excused from attend-

ance at church. It is encouraging in

the face of these experiences to note
that in some directions and in some
cities religious work has been pushed
with great vigor and that certain

forms of w^irk have brought exceed-
ingly good results.

It has been demonstrated very con-
vincingly both in city and country that
out-door services attract the people.

Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Pitts-

burg and Philadelphia have each had
their tent meetings, which have drawn
iarge crowds and have had their fruit

in conversions and in accessions to the
churches. On the West Side of Chica-
go over 12,000 people attended the
union tent meetings under the auspices
of forty-seven Christian Endeavor so-

cieties. More than S00 responded to

the invitation to become Christians.

Various churches in other parts of the
city have either separately or jointly

conducted tent services with propor-
tionately good results.

In St. Louis the Presbyterians have
had two tents the Menard street mis-
sion having from 400 to 500 people at

a service, and Grace Church receiving
sixteen into its membership as the
current result of its tent meetings. The
Congregationalists have conducted
from two to five open-air services a

week. In one case the announcement
of such a service was received by men
with a clapping of hands, and some
were on hand at 7 o'clock waiting for

the preaching that was to begin at 8.

In another case a far larger congre-
gation gathered weekly than was ever

assembled inside the church. The
Compton Avenue Presbyterian Church
Lad its evening service on the church
lawn, with an attendance of about 300

The Newell meetings at the Coliseum
have been attended by from 100 to 500

every night, except Wednesday, during
the summer. Pittsburg and Philadel-

phia have had several tents m use for

many weeks, with over a thousand in

attendance at a single service, and a

large number of conversions. Many
smaller cities and towns have like

stories to tell of good work done.

In the country grove meetings have
been held with great success. No
tents or other shelter than the trees

are used. From Wisconsin particular-

ly we hear of these grove services be-

ing held every night in the week, with

four on Sunday, and having large con-

gregations. Though held at the busiest

season of the year for the country,

people have come six miles regular^

on week nights. Many have Deen

brought to Christ. On Sundays th?

people bring their lunch baskets and
come prepared to spend the day, so the

four services have each a good attend

ance. And the experience of Sunday
• brings them back to the week-night

service. The churches in the neigh-

borhood have been greatly strength-

ened and built, up. In one region near-

ly every household for several miles

along a main road has come into

church and Sunday school relations.

Jubilee of Congregational Home
Missions in Minnesota.

The jubilee service of Congregational,
missions in Minnesota was the central
feature of the program of the forty-
sixth annual meeting of the Congrega-
tional General Association of the state.

This service was held on Wednesday
afternoon, Sept. 18, at the First Con-
gregational church. Minneapolis. Min-
nesota has been emphatically mission-
ary ground. As early as 1832 Rev. Mr.
Boutwell commenced Protestant work
for the Indians, under the American
Board of Foreign Missions. In '47 the
American Home Missionary Society-

came to the state with Rev. E. B. Neil
and Rev. J. C. Whitney as missionaries
at Stillwater, St. Paul and St. Anthony.
It will be remembered that this society

was fostering both Presbyterian and
Congregational churches. These two
men were Presbyterians and their

work followed on that line. Congre-
gational work in the state began with
the coming of Richard Hall and"

Charles Seccombe in 1850, and in No-
vember, 1851. the latter became the
pastor of the First Congregational
Church in Minnesota, situated at St.

Anthony. These early beginnings of
missionary work in the state may be
said perhaps to have shown their first

results in the serious tone and high
ideals of the first legislature of Minne-
sota. In resolutions passed, morality

and religion were regarded as of most
essential elements of education. A
knowledge of man's relation to the uni-

A X/JVIVE'RSA.L FOOT).

Follotving' feature's Footsteps.

"I have a boy, two years old, weigh-

ing forty pounds and in perfect health,

who has been raised on Grape-Nuts
and milk.

"This is an ideal food and evidently

furnishes the elements necessary for

a baby as well as for adults. We have
used Grape-Nuts in large quantities

and greatly to our advantage."—F. W.
Leavitt, Minneapolis, Minn.

One advantage about Grape-Nuts

Food is that it is pre-digested in the

process of manufacture: that is, the

starch contained in the wheat and bar-

ley is transformed into grape-sugar in

exactly the same method as this proc-

ess is carried out in the human body,

that is by the use of moisture and long

exposure to moderate warmth, which

grows the diastase in the grains and

makes the remarkable change from
starch to grape-sugar. Therefore, the

most delicate stomach can handle

Grape-Nuts and the food is quickly ab-

sorbed into the blood and tissue, cer-

tain parts of it going directly to build-

ing and nourishing the brain and nerve

centers.

Made at the pure food factories of

the Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle

Creek. Mich.
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verse was to be the aim of the educa-

tional work of the state.

At the end of fifty years the statisti-

cal results are 257 Congregational

churches in Minnesota, eighty of which
are self-sustaining. The Congregation-

al Church membership is 18,000. Year-

ly these churches give $50,000 to benev-

olence and expend for home support

about $140,000. The working capital

for this large missionary enterprise has

come mainly from the east and has

been under the fostering care of the

Congregational Home Missionary So-

ciety. The annual investment has been

as high as $25,000, and last year the

appropriation was nearly $12,000. Of

this $12,000, the churches of the state

have furnished to the mother society

over $6,000. Thus a percentage of one-

half has been attained, and the resolu-

tions, which were adopted with enthu-

siasm, indicate a purpose of further

progress in the direction of complete

home support of the missionary work
in the state.

For this jubilee service the Rev. Jas.

W. Strong, D. D., president for twenty-

three years of the Minnesota Home
Missionary Society, was in the chair;

the annual report of that society was
given by Rev. Geo. M. Morrison of St.

Paul. Rev. Richard Hall, the first

Congregational missionary, and Rev.

C. S. Harrison, who also came early

to the pioneer work, spoke of the be-

ginning in Minnesota. Miss C. W.
Nichols told of the woman's work.
Rev. S. V. S. Fisher, of the foreign

department, and the society's state su-

perintendent, Rev. George R. Merrill,

D. D., spoke with enthusiasm of the

outlook. Rev. Dr. L. H. Cobb, now of.

New York, but for seven years the

state's missionary superintendent, gave
the address of the afternoon. The
whole meeting was enthusiastic and
hopeful. What the Congregational
brotherhood has done for the southern
half of Minnesota in the past fifty years

must and will be repeated in even
larger measure for the northern half

of the state in the next half century. It

may he noted that this great state, con-
taining an area greater than all New
England, is but half settled, that at

present the frontier missionary work
is no farther north than Cass Lake,
and that already to the north of this

point there are 10,000 settlers and a
new and vigorous population pouring
in.

The services were continued after an
evening collation, provided by the la-

dies of the church, in an anniversary
service of the fifty years completed by
this first church of Minnesota—the
First Congregational Church of St.

Anthony, now the First Congregational
Church of Minneapolis—and with fit-

ting invocation, music and short ad-
dresses the happy occasion was com-
memorated.

The closing appointment of this

great day in the history of Minnesota
Congregationalism was an address to

the association by the Rev. W. Douglas

Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary, on "The Coming
Kingdom of Our Christ." In master-

ful sentences of deep devotion Dr. Mac-
kenzie stirred all hearts to a pro-

founder loyalty to him, the lowly Na-
zarene, the man of Galilee, the great

teacher who was above all the univer-

sal King of all men, all times, all cir-

cumstances, whose kingdom was of all

earth and all heaven without separa-

tion.

The nation's great loss in the death

of President McKinley, the fifty-year

commemoration, and the general theme

of the addresses—"Our Realization of

the Presence of God"—combined to

make this one of the most impressive

and useful meetings of the association.

H. B.

CHICAGO AJVV VICIMITy
The National Purity Convention will

meet in Chicago October 8-10 in the

First Methodist church, corner Clark

and Washington streets. Several well-

known speakers and writers are on

the program. Mrs. E. M. Whittemore,

founder of the "Door of Hope" rescue

homes, will be among these, Madame
Klerck, who is engaged in a similar

work in Holland also, with many oth-

ers engaged in the same lines of work.

The home and the responsibilities of

parents will be discussed by Dr. Mary
Wood-Allen, Mrs. Emma F. Drake,

Chas. A. Mitchell and others. Rev.

Frank M. Carson, Rev. Jenkin Lloyd

Jones, Dr. Carolyn Geisel are among
the Chicago speakers. "The Legaliza-

tion of Vice in the Philippines is to

be spoken of by Wm. P. Ferguson, ed-

itor of the New Voice. Municipal re-

lation to vice will be considered by

Maurice Gregory of London and oth-

ers.

Ground was broken for the new
Presbyterian church at Maywood on
September 8.' Rev. G. P. Williams,

presbyterial secretary of home mis-

sions, made the principal address. A
former pastor, Rev. H. R. Stark, Rev.

C. S. Hoyt, D. D., of Oak Park, and
Rev. W. W. Johnstone of River Forest,

also made addresses. The estimated

cost of the building is $10,000, includ-

ing furnishings. The seating capacity

will be 340. The -pastor is Rev. Ed-
ward Campbell.

Rev. H. S. Jenkinson will supply the

pulpit of the Presbyterian church at

Pullman. The Green Stone church, as

it is called, is the only church in that

suburb. It is owned by the Pullman
Company and rented by the Presby-
terians.

The First Baptist church of West
Pullman was recognized by council

September 12. Rev. Dr. Wm. Law-
rence preached the sermon.

Warren Avenue Congregational
church has raised the funds necessary
for the removal of its debt and the
erection of a new Sunday school build-

ing.

"Baptist.

Twenty-one missionaries sailed from
Boston for foreign fields under the
auspices of the American Baptist Mis-

sionary Union, September 18. Fare-

well services were held in the First

Church of Cambridge on the Monday
previous. Burmah, Assam and South
India are their respective destinations'.

A revival at the Bethlehem Baptist

church, nine miles from Centralia, Mo.,

has resulted in about 100 conversions.

Seventy-five have united with the-

church.

Rev. D. D. MacLaurin, D. D., who
has just left the Woodward Avenue
church, Detroit, Mich., for Rochester,
N. Y., after a nine years' pastorate,

has received into the church during
that time more than 900 persons. More
than $30,000 has been contributed by
the Detroit church to various enter-

LIKE OTIVM EATEHS*.

Coffee "DrtnKers "BecomelSla-Ve*

"The experience, suffering and sla-

very of some coffee drinKers would be
almost as interesting as the famous
'Confessions of an Opium Eater,' " says
a Boston man, W. J. Tuson, 131 W.
Newton St. "For twenty years I used
coffee at the breakfast table, and, in-

cidentally, through the day, I craved;

it as a whiskey drinker longs for his,

morning bracer. I knew perfectly wel
that it was slowly killing me, but Jj

could not relinquish it.

"The effect on the nervous system
was finally alarming and my general
health greatly impaired. I had dys-
pepsia, serious heart difficulty, and In-
somnia. When I would lie down, I

would almost suffocate. My doctor as-
sured me it was due <.o the action of
caffeine (which is the active principle
of coffee) on the heart.

"I persisted in its use, however, and
suffered along just as drunkards do.
One day when I was feeling unusually
depressed, a friend whom I met looked
me over and said: 'Now, look here,
old man, I believe I know exactly
what's the matter with you. You are
a coffee fiend and it's killing you. I

want to tell you my experience. I

drank coffee and it ruined my nerves,
affected my heart, and made me a sal-
low, bilious old man, but through a
friend who had been similarly af-
flicted, I found a blessed relief and
want to tell you about it. Try Pos-
tum Food Coffee, a grateful, delicious
beverage, full of nourishment, that will
satisfy your taste for coffee and feed
your nervous system back into health,
rather than tear it down as coffee has
been doing.'

"I took my friend's advice, and with-
in a week from that time my digestion
seemed perfect, I slept a sweet, refresh-
ing sleep all night, and my heart quit
its quivering and jumping. I have been
steadily gaining in health and vitality
right along."
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prises of the denomination while Dr.

MacLaurin has been its pastor.

At the meeting of the Springfield

Association held in Jacksonville, Ills.,

the reports from the twenty churches

constituting the association showed a

substantial growth in membership and
increased contributions to missionary

Work. The number of baptisms in six-

teen out of the twenty churches was
215, an increase of fifty over the last

year. The total membership of the

association is now 4,158, as against

1,981 in the year 1881. The Sunday
school attendance has also made cor-

responding advance from 1,246 to 2,950

pupils and the number of teachers has

increased from 130 to 340, showing a

continuous and growing interest in

this department of Christian service.

Among the resolutions adopted was an
emphatic one in which the association

"'Expresses its unqualified disapproval

of the efforts now being made to re-

store the system of army canteens."

Rev. John Brainerd Wilson, who has

been pastor for nine years of the First

church of Dorchester, Mass., becomes
assistant pastor now of the Washing-
ton Avenue church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. Sarah Potter, who has been the

church missionary for thirty years,

having resigned, the need of a strong

man as an assistant pastor was felt.

Besides assisting in pastoral work,
Mr. Wilson will have special oversight

of the young people's work and will

teach in the Sunday school and insti-

tute classes for Bible study.

The Burlington Baptist Association

at its meeting September 5-7 appointed
an educational commission, whose
work shall be to hold in each church
during the coming year an educational

convention with the purpose to awaken
interest and generate enthusiasm in

the great matter of Christian educa-
tion. The commission is a vigorous
one, having Pastor Bovell of Walnut
Street church as its head and by a
s,e,rjes. of addresses on higher educa-

tion in each church, it is hoped much
may be accomplished. The Sunday
school topic called forth earnest dis-

cussion, evidencing a desire for larger

^nd improved work.

The National Baptist Convention, a
missionary organization under the con-
trol of colored Baptists, held its ses-

sions in Cincinnati, with an attend-
ance of at least 1,800.

A great revival has been in progress
at Dry Ridge church, Ky.; the result

was 227 conversions, with 119 bap-
tisms.

For Impaired Vitality
Take Hosford's Acid "Phosphate

Half a teaspoon in half a glass of

water, when exhausted, depressed or
weary from overwork, worry or insom-
nia, nourishes, strengthens and imparts
new life and vigor.

Congregational.

Rev. D. D. Davis of Minneapolis,
Minn., has been called to the Second
Congregational church of Ottumwa,
Iowa. It is understood that he will

accept.

Tallmadge, Ohio, church has had a
recent gift of $4,000 towards an endow-
ment.

The First Polish Protestant church
building in Detroit, Mich., was dedi-

cated September 8. The church is a
branch of the First Congregational
church and was started in 1884, the
first work of the kind for Poles in

America. It has sixty-five enrolled

members. Rev. John Lewis, who
knows the Polish language, is the pas-

tor. The first church sustains also a

Polish lady missionary, who goes daily

from house to house, carrying the gos-

pel into the homes of the Polanders.
This is the first of four churches be-

ing built by the Congregational Union
of Detroit.

Fountain Park, St. Louis, has di-

vided its parish into eight sections and
formed a band of "church workers,"

a group having charge of each section.

At Osage, Iowa, Rev. B. C. Preston
received twenty-two to membership at

the last communion, sixteen on confes-

sion, among them several business

men.

A village with one church is some-
what of a rarity, but it has existed in

New Hampshire for a century and a
half. And it has not gone to sleep

either. During the eight years during
which Rev. Rufus P. Gardner has been
pastor, a parsonage has been built at

a cost of $4,600, the chapel decorated,

a furnace installed in the church, a
piano purchased, the edifice improved
and redecorated and a pipe organ pur-

chased.

The annual statement of the Amer-
ican Board of Foreign Missions for the

fiscal year was made public today. Re-
ceipts, applicable for current expenses,

reached $697,370, and total expendi-

tures $717,081, while the excess of ex-

penditures over receipts was $19,710,

which, added to the debt of a year ago,

makes the present debt $182,341. The
board is said to be in a much stronger
financial condition than a year ago,

notwithstanding the increased debt.

The Disciples.

Rev. J. H. O. Smith, formerly pastor
of the West Side Christian church of

Chicago, but lately engaged in evan-
gelistic work in Texas, has accepted a
call to the First church, Valparaiso,
Ind.

The corner-stone of the new church
in Springfield, 111., has been laid, and
it is hoped the edifice will be ready
for use in December.
At Riverton, Iowa, a five weeks'

meeting has added eighty-five to the
mission.

At Crockett, Texas, a church of fifty-

six members was organized lately and
a house of worship dedicated. The
latter cost $3,500.

Out of a members-hip of ninety-eight
in the Christian church at Hot Springs
eighty-three contribute to the support
of the church and seventy-two of these
made a definite pledge in advance and
paid the same in full during each
quarter.

Episcopal.
Bishop Whipple of Minnesota en-

tered into rest September 1"6 at his

home in Faribault, Minn., after only
a week's illness. He has been widely
known as the apostle to the red men
and was regarded by them with high

Madison Institute
RICHriOND, KY.

J. W. McGarvey, Jr., Principal

A First Class Boarding School lor Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teacb»rs
who were educated at the leading institution^ of
America and Europe, and have aiade !yr- \Ji
records as instructors— every oneaspevia \jtki
her department, and with an admL.'ablj
equipped building-, we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sickness in 12 years.
Good table fare. No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send for
catalog.

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram, Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a fine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-
ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association
Duilding, erected five years ago at a cost of 880,000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-
plied with modem conveniences. Music buildingfor
the accommodation of our large and growing music
depa\tment. A library and observatory building just
completed, the gift of Abram Teachout, and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-
mately 85000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories, Physiological and Physical.
A well selected library; large additions to this library
will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium.

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses -Regular.
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary
Courses—Regular, Ministerial, Legal and Medical.
Five Special Courses—Music, Oratorical, Business,
Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety.

CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in number. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.
Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board can

be had for 12.00 per week, club board for SI.25 to $1.75.

Room reut for 50 cents to si.00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term for each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about S125.00 for the college year

of 88 weeks.

i INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that

will assist about fiftv young people. It is believed

that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year. Including tuition,

to about 590.00, and those who do considerable jJOl!S

mav reduce expenses to sixtv or seventy dollars "and
for catalogue to E. V. ZOLLARS, Hiram, Ohio
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esteem and warm affection. He was

nearly 80 years old. The educational

institutions he has established will be

his best memorial.

The Sunday school commission of

the diocese of New York has nearly

completed a thorough register of Sun-

day school teachers and is ready to

act as a teachers' bureau wherein

teachers may register free when de-

siring positions, particularly as paid

primary and Bible class instructors.

Rev. Sydney G. Jeffords of St. Paul's

church, Peoria, 111., recently completed

the twelfth year of his reotorate. He
has baptized during that time 142

adults and 433 infants, and presented

for confirmation 390. The church has

raised for all purposes $94,207.35.

The annual convocation of South
Dakota showed a most successful con-

dition of affairs within its boundaries.

More clergymen are at work and more
money has been raised than during

any previous year. The Sunday schools

within the jurisdiction raised for gen-

eral missionary work more than $100,-

000.

A committee of the diocesan conven-
tion of Central New York on Sunday
school work reports four schools hav-
ing regular examinations on the cate-

chism, seven having examinations on
the general lesson, and fifty-two no
examinations at all. About 50 per

cent of the confirmation candidates of

the diocese are gathered from the Sun-
day schools. Twenty-two of them
give all their contributions to the sup-

port of their own work. There are
forty-eight different text-books re-

ported.

Methodist.

The report of the presiding elder for

the district of Grand Rapids, Mich,

shows that within the year there has
been a gain of three percent in mem-
bership. Under the ministrations of

the various churches the conversion of

700 persons is reported. Only two
churches in the district carry mort-
gages and one of these will be lifted

in December. Towards the endow-
ment fund some $50,000 in cash has
been raised and promises of $20,000

more. At the annual meeting of the
church temperance society Judge Grant
made a strong plea for the enforce-
ment of law, particularly in regard to

the liquor question.

Rev. Sherman P. Young of Salem,
111., is to exchange pastorates with
Rev. T. DeWitt Peake of Geneva, Wis.
Park Avenue church, Minneapolis,

has cleared itself of debt which has
been hanging over it for years.

The Norwegian-Danish Methodist
church in this country has now nearly
300 ministers and about 190 churches.
It owns over $1,000,000 worth of prop-
erty in churches and parsonages. The
next annual convention will be held at
the Maplewood Avenue church, Chi-
cago.

Presbyterian.

At Havre, Montana, a new church

has just been completed, costing $3,000.

It is very convenient and attractive.

Fifteen persons have recently been re-

ceived into membership and nine have

been baptized. Under the Rev. F.

Poole encouraging progress is being

made. The church has undertaken

this year $100 more of self-support.

A good beginning of the winter's

work was that made September 1 by

the First church, Wichita. Dr. C. E !

.

Bradt, the pastor, received twenty-six

new members, half of the number be-

ing on confession of faith.

The membership at Shawnee, Okla-

homa, has increased 100 per cent dur-

ing the eighteen months that Rev. S.

A. Fulton has been pastor. Self-sup-

port has been also attained.

The sixth annual synodical conven-

tion of colored Sunday schools was
held August 29 and September 1 at

Aberdeen, N. C. The eleven colored

missionaries of this body were all

present. Every one is a credit to his

vocation, earnest, wideawake and ag-

gressive. Eighty-four churches now
connected with the Northern church

have been the direct outgrowth of

Sunday schools planted by the mis-

sionaries of the Board of Publication

and Sabbath School Work.
The Christian League, Chinese Mis-

sion, of Philadelphia, had a mass meet-
ing one Sunday evening in August in

front of the mission house on Race
street. The gospel was preached in

both English and Chinese. A large

crowd gathered and the balconies and
windows of the Chinese dwellings on
both sides of the street were filled with
eager listeners. An interesting feature

of the service was the reading of the

Scriptures in Chinese by a young
Christian Chinese boy of fifteen years,

and the interest deepened as one aftei

another of the Christian members of

the mission stood up and before that

great heathen crowd of their country-
men joyfully testified to their love for

Christ, and urged their Chinese friends

to worship the true and living God.
At the close of the service, the Chinese
converts joined in singing, in their

native language, "Stand Up, Stand Up
for Jesus," and then in response to

a cordial invitation tendered to the
Chinese by Mr. Poole, they flocked in-

to the mission rooms, where devoted
Christian workers were kept busy
teaching these strangers from a dis-

tant land.

The First church of Boone, Iowa,
lately ministered to by Rev. William
Y. Brown, D. D., has called Rev. F. E.

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Past Line Express

CIQARETTEBURQ TO riURDERVlLLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytown, Topersvllle, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Siplngton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
Siding and Devil's Curve. Other lines are Illustrated
wltb 2t~.~ etchings, shoeing the dangerous places In
life. A new and popular book, just off the press.
Send 25c for a copy, or oend a SI bill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write CUAS. J.
BURTOK, Christian University, Canton, Mo.

"RFEJVCH LICK. S'PHIJVGS'.
In the Indiana Highlands, on the

Monon Route, excell all other mineral
springs in America in the treatment of
all blood diseases, cutaneous affections,

dyspepeia, alcoholism, etc. Hotel open
all the year round. Send for booklet.
Two trains daily from Chicago. City
Ticket Office, 232 Clark St., Chicago.

.5*7*. 'BEJHE'DICT. [IOWA.
Mr. Henry Depper of our town is the

agent for the famous herb remedy, Dr.
Peter's Blood Vitalizer. Mr. Depper
speaks very highly of the medicine,
having had occasion to give it a per-
sonal test. "For five long years I had
been ailing," he says, "doctors whom
I consulted seemed at a loss to know
how to treat my sickness. A visit to
a Chicago hospital had the same re-
sults. I went home again and com-
menced a regular treatment with the
Blood Vitalizer, which had been highly
recommended to me. Today I am as
well as I was when in my best years."
Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer comes as

a boon to the sick and ailing. It is,

however, not a drug store medicine,
and can be procured of special agents
only. Full particulars can be had by
addressing Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-114

South Hoyne avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

EJTTEJVjriOJV OF LIMIT
on Buffalo Pan-American tickets via
Nickel Plate Road; $13.00 for round
trip, tickets good 15 days; $16.00 for
round-trip tickets, good 20 days. Three
daily trains with vestibuled sleeping,

cars and first-class dining-car service-

on American Club plan. Meals ranging,
in price from 35 cents to $1.00. Ad-
dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams St., Chicago.

fTTTH JH TBIAXTREATMENT FREE.
I *J I Jk/I We wiU forfeit 850 for any case of

I ff T* I Internal.External or ItchingMBJ—Ib*** Piles the U«rm Pile Care fails
to cure. Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
(derm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati, ©»

Bethany College.
Founded in 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany W VaRailway Station, Wellsburg-, w. Va For catal
logue and particulars address,

•/. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty,

£13. OO TO "BX/FFALO PAJV-
AME'RICAJV AJVT> 'RE.

TWRJV. £13.00
via the Nickel Plate Road, daily, with
limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at
$16.00 and 30-day tickets at $21.00 for
the round trip. Through service to
New York and Boston and lowest
available rates. For particulars ana
Pan-American folder of buildings and
grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
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Smiley of Denver, Colo., to its pastor-

ate. During the pastorate of Dr.

Brown the church made marked prog-

ress. The annual report for the year

ending April 1, shows twenty-six per-

•sons received on examination and
eleven by letter, and 766 pastoral calls

.made. There were thirteen adults

baptized and thirteen infants. The
Sunday school numbers 542 and the

church membership is 406. There

were raised for the Twentieth century

fund $49,550, for congregational pur-

poses 13.961, and for benevolent pur-

poses $421.

The First church, Rochester, N. Y.,

has assumed the support of a mission-

ary in China. The Brick church in the

same city has within the past three

months assumed the full support of

two home missionaries and one foreign

missionary. The Central church also

has three missionaries, one in the

home field and two in the foreign field.

The Sabbath school of Westminster
church is responsible for part support

of a missionary in China.

Foreign Missionary Items.

Rev. Mr. Miyama, the widely known
temperance lecturer of Japan, has

made a tour this year of the Island of

Shikuku, arriving at Matsuyama sta-

tion May 17, and remaining six days.

During that time he spoke sixteen

times, not counting the talks to small

groups of people, and his set speeches

exceeded twenty hours. His visit

brought much good to the city, and
since his departure the work has been
exceptionally active and successful.

One result was the proposition to hold

a week of prayer meetings, this com-
ing from one of the older and usually

indifferent Christians, and the propo-

sition was carried out. Following this

week of prayer it was decided to hold

a week of preaching meetings, and as

an advertisement of these, a number of

the young men undertook street

preaching for the first time in the his-

tory of the work here. Mr. Gulick

considered it a sure sign of grace, for

hitherto the pastor and Christians have
said in response to any such sugges-

tion, "that it might be all right in

America and England, but was worse
than useless in Japan, as it would
make the people despise us." The
week of preaching was signally suc-

cessful, the average Sunday audiences
rose from 70 to 110 and the last night

to 145, while 30 or 40 stood up outside

during the two long sermons. As a
result of these meetings, three old
Christians, leading merchants who
have long done business on Sunday,
have now closed their stores and de-

cided to observe the Sabbath strictly.

Some old Christians have given up
their tobacco as they feel they cannot
glorify God by smoking. A temper-
ance society has also been formed of
about seventy members.

From Hainan, China, comes this

word: "We expect to hold communion
services in the Hospital chapel on next
Sunday. We examined six candidates

yesterday. Of three of these I would
like to speak individually. The first

is a woman who brought her little

daughter here to the hospital sick

with the plague; the girl died at the

hospital, but the mother, instead of

becoming bitter because her daughter
was not cured, began to inquire more
about the gospel, and has developed a

very lovable character. The second
one is a woman who, up to a year ago,

had bound feet, but she has since un-
bound them, and a few weeks ago took
the ancestral tablet and all the idols

out of her house and gave them to

Mrs. McCandliss. The third woman
has been until lately a maker of in-

cense sticks, but being convinced that

it was wrong, gave it up, though she
had no other prospect of making a liv-

ing, and when the opportunity was
given her of carrying earth, she was
willing to do that rather than work at

her former occupation."

The Y. P. S. C. E. has become firmly

established in Madura and is an im-
portant part of the work of the mis-
sion. Every station boarding school
in the mission is the home of one of

these societies while the society in

many village congregations assists the

catechist in the Christian work of the

village. At present there are 86 so-

cieties with 782 active and 1,494 asso-

ciate members. These societies are

scattering the seed, some in street

preaching, some in carrying on Hindu
Sunday schools and others in revival

meetings carried on at their own ex-

pense in their own church home. In

Melur after the Christian Endeavor
superintendent had talked to the boys
about volunteer service, he heard a
small boy's voice singing a Christian

song along the road. When he came
near he found one of the Endeavor
boys all by himself singing to a crowd
of men who were passing, and distrib-

uting tracts amongst them.

The Christian of London pays a de-

served compliment to the Girl's School

or Protestant College, which American
Methodists have erected in the city of

Rome. It occupies a fine building on
the Via Veneto, facing the present pal-

ace of Queen Margherita. Starting

five years ago with but ten pupils it

now numbers 165 students under twen-
ty professors and other teachers.

"Crandon Hall." as its new building is

called, was built especially for its use
and is admirably adapted to its needs.

It has drawn to its classes girls from
the best families in Rome, a grand-
daughter of Garibaldi being lately one
of its pupils. The institute is in the
highest sense a Christian school, with
daily morning prayer and Bible service

and preaching each Lord's day. It is

open to English-speaking students as
well, and before it is a future of un-
doubted usefulness and prosperity.
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General.

The American Friends' Board of

Foreign Missions, which will have its

headquarters at Richmond, Ind., has

just been incorporated. The object is

to push the mission work in the new
territory acquired by the United States.

Deeply serious congregations have

been attending the tent meetings in

Richmond, Va.; fully seventy-five have

been converted, nearly all of them
adults. Preachers of all denomina-

tions speak most highly of the good

work being done. Rev. George H.

Wiley and Rev. J. E. Cooke are con-

ducting the meetings.

The Evangelical Ministers' Associa-

tion of San Diego City and county,

California, in view of the alarming in-

crease of divorces and marriages,

adopted a strong resolution at its reg-

ular meeting, September 2, pledging

those present not to solemnize the re-

marriage of any persons who have

been divorced for any other cause than

the Scriptural one, and then only that

of the innocent party.

The New York Christian conference

which met at Sea Cliff, L. I., August
31 to September 5, and was intended to

bring together Christian workers in

various lines of effort for comparison
of methods, was not so largely attend-

ed as was hoped for, but perhaps all

that could be expected for a new ven-
ture. At least 1,000 attended one or

more sessions. The Bible study was
conducted regularly by Professor San-
ders of Yale. Among the speakers
were Dr. Russell H. Conwell of Phila-

delphia, Dr. Moxom of Springfield,

Mass.; Rev. J. H. Darlington of Brook-
lyn and Dr. I. L. Hurlbut.

The Disciples' Church is trying to

raise $200,000 for missions this year.

The total value of church property
in the United States is estimated at

§316,187,000. Of this sum $45,000,000
is said to go into steeples.

The statistical committee of the
Methdoist Ecumenical Conference in

London reported that there were 24,-

899,421 adherents of Methodism in the

.

world, and $300,000,000 of Methodist
property.

Help for missions never comes more
spontaneously than from missions. Of
this there is a recent and a touching
illustration in a letter from the Indian
women of Birch Coulee, one of the late

Bishop Whipple's stations in Minne-
sota, in response to an appeal for a
Sunday school library in San Juan,
Porto Rico. They sent $8, no small
offering for them, and with it a letter

to their ''Dear Friends in Porto Rico."
"We are Bishop Whipple's Indians,"
they said, "and live at Birch Coulee,
Minnesota. We have heard that you
are poor like us. We work hard in our
Guild every week, so that we can help
others. And because Bishop Whipple
was the first bishop to go to Porto

Rico and wanted a Sunday school

started, we think because we are poor,

too, and because our Guild is named
after Bishop Whipple, that we want to

send some money for your books. Our
dear Bishop Whipple always told us

to help others who were poor, and we
are sorry it is not more. We want to

help our bishop in his work, and then

God will help us if we love and trust

Him. Your loving Indian Sisters."

A writer in a Methodist magazine,

discussing the question, "Do Missions

pay?" makes the following statement:

"In the year 1899, according to the sta-

tistics of the Ecumenical Missionary

Report, $19,000,000 was spent on for-

eign mission work by the Christian

church. As a result of the labors of

the faithful men and women supported

largely by this money, the member-

ship of the church was increased by

84,000 in the mission fields. The fol-

lowing year, in our own Methodist

Church, in the seven central and west-

ern conferences, we raised and spent

within our own borders no less than

$2,269,700, and increased our member-
ship by 2,421. From these figures we
see that it cost us $937 for each mem-
ber added to our numbers at home,
while abroad it only cost $226 per

member. Considering the difficulties

of mission work, we may well say,

'Missions do pay.'
"

The above is about the average

showing in comparing the cost of con-

verts at home and on the foreign field,

and yet some of the fault-finders are

forever crying out about the great cost

and extravagance and poor returns for

money expended in foreign missions.

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

BBS

ff

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time, " etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such a? rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.
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"Reflections.

I. J. Cahill.

The great Ohioan is dead. Ohio

joins her sister states in mourning the

loss of the great and gentle man whom
she gave to be the servant of the fam-

ily of states. Ohio did not insist that

he should all the time be an Ohioan,

but freely yielded to the country at

large the pride of ownership in the

man who arose in the untried experi-

ences of the past four years and proved

himself a safe and wise guide

to the destinies of the nation. It was a

historic administration. The ship of

state had no chart of precedent by

which to guide her course in the stormy

days of his piloting, but grandly

ploughed through strange waters to

the harbor of national safety and pros-

perity. Principles have been estab-

lished and policies marked out that

commend themselves to the wisdom of

the citizens and to the world. No
doubt much is yet to be learned, but

much has been already accomplished

and that on a safe foundation regard-

ing the great new problems of national

expansion.

In his gentleness, his warm interest

in human life, his care for the lowli-

est, in his unselfish regard for the wel-
fare of his assassin, his wife and the

management of the Exposition, in the

first moments of being stricken he has
shown himself to be that type of

American Christian gentleman that

we are proud to claim as the normal
product of our civilization.

Czolgosz is not American in any
true sense. He is an excrescence. He
is of the kind that make the dead fly

in our ointment. I wish I could say
he is altogether unlike any other class

in our country—but I remember the
lynchings north and south and refrain.

And yet, the magnificent behavior of
our fellow citizens in Buffalo, who in
such exasperating circumstances yet
maintained their poise and allowed the
law to take its course, causes the
breast to heave with pride and makes
one rejoice when he remembers that
he is a man and an American. Popu-
lar government is not a failure. These
people were not indifferent to what
had been done. Far from it. But they
had regard for the sanctity of the law,
for the majesty of this power of the
sovereign people. In this they admin-
istered the sternest possible rebuke to
the spirit of anarchism.
The deed is done. The nation

mourns her noble son and looks up to
God for guidance. The President is

dead. Long live the President!

To All Readers of this Paper

suffering from

Wasting Coughs,

Bronchitis,

Catarrh,

Asthma,

Weak Lungs,

And All Diseases of Tubercular

origin which lead to

Consumption*
When a company is willing to send such an

expensive apparatus (as illustrated] with proper
medicines on trial—to be paid for if satisfactory

—

indicates that they have succeeded in doing what
others have failed in, namely, to cure Consump-
tion. Physicians of all schools have been un-
able to master this dread destroyer until made
possible by the works of Pasteur and the discov-
eries of Koch, Boynton and other scientific re-
searches, who gave to the world the discovery of
the Bacillus. With this foundation to build on,
it was but a question of how to get a product in
the Lungs and kill the Bacillus where the work
of destruction was going on. While some were
vainly trying to reach the Lungs by stomach
drugging, Dr. Boynton, of Cincinnati, was per-
fecting this wonderful apparatus and his mar-

velous Anti-Tubercular Solutions. With this
combination he has repeatedly proven that
the Germs can be killed in a few minutes, also
the secretions which multiply these Germs and
it will heal the Cavities and Mucous linings on
which they thrive. T^
Realizing that the profession cannot reach all

sufferers from this disease, a company has been
formed to place this treatment in the homes,
where by the use of this simple but successful
method the patient can cure himself at much less

cost. You are invited to lest this cure at the
company's expense—all you need is to write a
letter to the Boynton Medical Co., Box 767, Cin-
cinnati, O.. and they will send you full particu-
lars, directions and free trial 6f the above ap-
paratus with pioper medicines.

"A GOOD MAN WANTED"
To Advance for First Class

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
ED. AMHERST OTT. Dean Drake University College of Oratory. Des Moines, la
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The Teachings of the Books

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Wiliett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journals
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many classes or-

ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bible stu-

dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it i* _^.-j3CS*

olasses on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quartern
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-

vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers tc-THE Christian Ckntuby.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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BOOKS jg?

The Philosophy of History, by S. S.

Hebberd. Published by the author,

Lacrosse, Wis.

This book of 311 pages is the re-

sult of thirty years of patient brood-

ing. A book into which a strong

thinker has put a large part of the

forces of his life is not to be set aside

lightly. And this book will repay

careful study. The dictum upon which
its argument is founded is that think-

ing is not merely the apprehension of

the succession of phenomena in time,

but is a relating of cause and effect.

Every act of thinking, every precept,

concept and inference involves the idea

of causality. The terms, cause and

effect, are used in a wide sense as in-

dicating any kind of dependence, phys-

ical, mental or moral.

Beginning with self-consciousness,

which the author defines as the rec-

ognition of our mental activities as de-

pendent upon self, he goes on to show
that in all the great civilizations of

the world there can be traced an or-

derly sequence of ideas and events.

Special prominence is given to the

Reformation and to the genesis of sci-

ence, art, and social morality, which
followed. Two tendencies are traced

in the modern world, the one to the

emphasis of causality or dependence,

the other to the securing of practical

results. When there is too great sat-

isfaction with superficial results there

is retrogression; when the deep causes

and principles of things are searched

for there is progress. The thing that

man needs most of all to find out is

the great spiritual principle at the

heart of things, which is the basis of

unity. Religious unity must needs be

the last in the order of development.
Men rise from a lower solidarity to a
higher; they learn first that they are

members of an outward body, and at

last they see that they are members
of a spiritual body and thus possess a
spiritual unity.

These are the merest hints of the

scheme of thought which the writer of

this book has developed with much
wealth of historical illustration, and
with fine philosophical insight. It is

a thoughtful book, and has been writ-

ten for thoughtful people.

A Clean Life, by Katharine Bush-
nell, with an introduction by Mrs. Jo-
sephine E. Butler. Fleming H. Revell
Co.; 83 pages; price, 25 cents.

It takes a delicate touch to write
helpfully on questions connected with
the relation of tne sexes. This touch
Dr. Katharine Bushnell possesses. She
lifts her subject up to a high ethical

plane by showing that the law of puri-
ty is concerned with the soul as well
as with the body. Her plea for the
application of the principle of altruism
to marital relations is one the force

of which Christian husbands must feel.

This is a closet book, and for those

who need it, it is a word in season.

Back to Bethel, by F. B. Meyer.
Fleming H. Revell Co.; 127 pages;

price, 30 cents.

This little volume is made up of a
series of addresses delivered by Mr.
Meyer during his last visit to this

country. It has not the literary finish

of some of his writings, but it is not

behind any of them in point and pun-
gency. Mr. Meyer is a prince among
devotional writers and everything that

comes from his pen is stimulating and
helpful. We heartily recommend this

volume as an aid to the devotional

life. •

Christian Nurture is the title of an
interesting little quarterly edited by
Wm. J. Mutch, Ph. D., and published

at New Haven, Conn. Its yearly sub-

scription price is 50 cents. The table

of contents of the September number
will give a fair idea of the scope of

this useful journal. What is Christian

Nurture? The Church and its Chil-

dren; Religious Education, Ideal and
Practical; a Scheme of Class Work;
Home Nurture; Boyhood Meditations:

Finding your Pupil; Best Books Only.

THE, COMIJVG TOET.
Mr. Aleister Crowley is surely going

to be the next idol of the people who
have been worshiping Browning. Mr.

Crowley has already secured quite a

following in England, and i- is there-

fore a question of only a short time

when he will have people over here

guessing. The New York Evening
Post bas already spoken of his "in-

dubitable talent," and quotes the fol-

lowing as evidence of his "exceptional

lyrical gift":

The Spirit of Tragedy.
Here, in the home of a friend,
Here, in the mist of a lie,

The pageant moves on to the desolate end
Under a sultry sky.
Noon is upon us, and Night,
Spreading her wings unto flight,
Visits the lands that lie far in the "West,
Where the bright East is at peace on her

breast

;

Opposite quarters unite.
Soon is the nightfall of Destiny here;
Nature's must pass as her hour is gone

by.
Only another than she is too near,
Gloom in the sky.
One who can never pass over shall sever
Links that were forged of Love's hand;
Love that was strong die away as a song,
Melt as a cable of sand.
We are ready to admit right here

that Crowley is great. We can't un-
derstand what he is driving at, hence
it will be idle to question his suprem-
acy as an artist.—Chicago Record-Her-
ald.

RHEUMATISM
Sciatica, Lnniba^o, Neuralgia and Kidney
Troubles are instantly relieved and quickly cured by
EASISE. Acute Rheumatism cannot exist
48 hours when Easine is faithfully taken. Chronic
Rheumatism and old cases that do not yield to
other remedies always give way to the magic power
of Easine. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send a brief
description of your case when you write. Complete
treatment mailed, prepaid, on receipt of one dollar.
Easine Chemical Co., 101 Bell Block, Cincinnati, O.
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CHURCH

Christian Melodies
By Professor Wm.J. Klrip&trlck

This popular new song book has been pro -

nounced by leading musicians an ideal book for
all church purposes. The author is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the
world and has put the best productions of his life

time into this book. It also contains the choicest
selections from a large number of the principal
song writers of the country. This insures

A Boole of tie Rarest Musical Gems.
Wherever it has been introduced it has given

excellent satisfaction. All responses from those
using it are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of
the kind I have ever seen." "The more we use
it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions re-
ceived. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic

and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.
If you want the best all-purpose church song
book get Christian Melodies.
PRICES—Boards 820, Limp Cloth 817.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 2:1c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., - Chicago, 111.
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THE HOME
When I Was a 'Boy.

Up in the attic where I slept

When I was a boy—a little boy!
In through the lattice the moonlight

crept,

Bringing a tide of dreams that swept
Over the low red trundle-bed,

Bathing the tangled curly head.
While moonbeams played at hide and

seek
With dimples on each sun-browned

cheek

—

When I was a boy—a little boy!

And, oh, the dreams, the dreams I

dreamed
When I was a boy—a little boy!

For the grace that through the lattice

streamed
Over my folded eyelids seemed
To have a gift of prophecy,
And to bring me glimpses of times to

be

Where manhood's clarion seemed to

call,

Ah, that was the sweetest dream of

ail-
When I was a boy—a little boy!

I'd like to sleep where I used to sleep

When I was a boy—a little boy!
For in at the lattice the moon would

peep,

Bringing her tide of dreams to sweep
The crosses and griefs of the years

away
From the heart that is weary and

faint today,

And those dreams should give me back
again

The peace I have never known since
then

—

When I was a boy—a little boy!

—Eugene Field.

An Anonymous Letter,

Ella Beecher Gittings.

Mattie Mayhew was a timid little

soul, but she really wanted to lead her
friends and neighbors to Christ. She
knew that a good example counted for

much and tried to be scrupulously
careful that her daily life should be
above reproach. But she wanted to

do more. She wanted to tell some one
what Christ had done for her, to do
some active, aggressive work for the
master whom she served so loyally.

Yet whenever she thought cf approach-
ing any one upon the subject a great
dread of being obtrusive would over-
whelm her and her lips would seem
sealed. She confided this trial to her
pastor and his answer was:
"Don't trouble about it, little wom-

an. Just keep on praying for the peo-
ple you most want to reach and if God
has a message for you to deliver he
will show you how to do it and give
you the necessary courage. Perhaps
he did not mean you to preach at ail-

but only to live and pray for his king-

dom."

This comforted Mattie somewhat
and she prayed more earnestly than
ever, especially for her Uncle Jason.

He was her favorite uncle—so kind-

hearted, so jovial and every way lov-

able except—and to devoted Mattie the

exception was a momentous one and
gave her much secret sorrow—except

that he was a pronounced skeptic. Out
of regard for his wife, who was a

church member, he refrained from
working on Sunday and he was not
very profane—at least not in her pres-

ence. He prided himself on his scru-

pulous honesty and was often heard

to remark that he would scorn to use

the business methods of most church
members that he knew. Nothing
seemed to give him greater pleasure

than to argue against the Bible and re-

ligion with any one who would accept

a challenge. Surely timid little Mat-
tie could not approach him; he would
either laugh her into silence or crush

her at once with some learned argu-

ment which she did not in the least

understand and of course could not
undertake to answer. But for all that

she prayed and longed for Uncle Ja-

son's conversion.

One Sunday afternoon while looking

over a column of "Familiar Quota-
tions," she came across this:

"There is no unbelief;

Whoever plants a seed beneath the

sod

And awaits to see it push away the

clod,

He trusts in God."
Mattie thought at once of Uncle Ja-

son. She read it over and over and
then her face suddenly lighted.

"I will send it to him," she said;

"perhaps God will let it be a special

message."

Going at once to her desk, she took

out a dainty correspondence card and
envelope and copied the verse in her

neatest hand. Then she sealed it, un-

signed, and addressed it to Uncle Ja-

son. "I never wrote an anonymous
letter before—I've always thought

them disreputable—but this one can

do no harm, I am sure, for I can heart-

ily ask God's blessing upon it"—mused
Mattie as she posted it early next
morning.

Uncle Jason was a farmer and it was
planting time when Mattie sent her

message. The seed she thus planted

was slow in germinating, but it be-

came fruitful at last. The next winter,

to the surprise of everybody and to

the joy of his Christian friends, Uncle

Jason presented himself for member-
ship in the church to which his wife

and Mattie belonged. He gave the

credit of his conversion to Mattie's

anonymous letter. Telling the story,

he said:

"I might have seen that verse in

print a dozen times and given it no
heed, but coming as a personal mes-

sage and just as I was sowing my
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seed, it stuck to me like a burr. I

could not get away from it day or

night. It seemed to put everything in

a new light, and I saw—taught by the

Spirit of God—how utterly without
foundation had been my boasted un-

belief. I do not know to this day
whose hand penned the message, but it

came straight from the heart of God."
Happy Mattie!

Forest Grove, Oregon.

Mother's "Room-
By Ruth Cady.

"It is very pretty," said Mrs. Leslie,

looking at the newly arranged dress-

ing table that she had been called to

admire, and then letting her eyes

wander round the room with all its

dainty blue and white finishing. "It

all looks so cool and restful."

"Doesn't it?" answered Laura, well

pleased. "I call it the 'Blue Room.' "

"And mine is the 'Pink Room,'

"

laughed merry Beth, turning to her

father, who, passing through the hall,

had peeped in to see what the three

were about. "Laura catches at every

bit of pretty blue that she can lay

hands upon and bears it on* to her

bower, while I pounce upon all the

pink. Between us we are like Mr. and

Mrs. Spratt—we lick the platter clean."

"I believe you do. if the family pock-

etbook represents the platter," an-

swered her father, good-naturedly. He
was very proud of his bright, hand-

some girls. "And what might your

mother's room be called?"

"Dear, me! It hasn't any name,"

said Laura, with a comical twist of

her face, "but it might safely be called

the 'left-over room,' for dear, blessed

mother takes all the old things and

ugly things that 'can be made to do,'

and gives all the nice, fresh ones to

the girls."

All four laughed, as if the arrange-

ment so truthfully stated were the

most natural one in the world. Then

the mother turned <»way. She had
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some work that must be done before

supper, she said. Once in her own
room, however, she leaned back in her

•chair and rested a moment before she

drew the mending basket toward her.

It might have been because she was
tired or because she saw it in such

sharp contrast with the one she had
just left, but her own room looked

unusually plain, almost shabby, that

afternoon. She had taken the old sit-

ting room carpet, so faded and worn
that it had taken careful turning and
much study to make it even whole.

The furniture was all in odd, old-fash-

ioned pieces which, though comforta-

ble, did not harmonize. There were no
frills or dainty cushions, no little dec-

orative arrangements of any sort. She
had no time for these, and they would
have seemed hopelessly out of place

in the general homeliness. Yet she had
been a beauty-loving girl; she cared

for all bright and pretty things still.

"Only, of course, a mother cares

more for her children's enjoyment
than for her own," she said, as if an-
swering some secret thought, as she
slowly took up her work. Mother love

easily finds excuses for denying itself.

Money had not been very abundant;
there had been many little sacrifices

that somebody must make, and she had
taken these upon herself so quietly

that nobody noticed, and had pushed
the girls so constantly into life's pleas-

ant things that even her husband had
almost forgotten that she might care
for them herself. Neither did she
think of it. She only acknowledged
to herself that the days had grown to

seem rather monotonous, and that she
found it hard to shake off a feeling of

weariness and depression.

A spool of silk worked a revolution
—an innocent little spool of silk

dropped upon the stairs, on which the
mother, hurrying down to look after

the tea table, slipped and fell. The
frightened household were at her side

in a moment, and found her white and
unconscious.

"Carry her to my room," said Lau-
ra's trembling voice. "There's a light

there."

They laid her gently on the bed in

the dainty "Blue Room," and half an
hour later the pale face was smiling
again, and the bluff family doctor was
declaring that "it wasn't half so bad
as it might have been. But a lame
back and a sprained ankle must keep
her quiet for three or four weeks, at
least, and you young ladies will have
the benefit of running the establish-
ment yourselves."

"Oh! we will take care of the goods
and chattels, if you will only mend
mother up," decided beiii, ^2th s
laugh on her lip, but with tears in her
eyes.

No invalid could have had more ten-
der care; but the unwonted duties kept
the young housekeepers busy, and they
remarked regretfully on having to

leave their pati-jnt so much to her-

self.

"But I don't mind," she answered,
one day. "I'm not suffering now, you
know. I can read and think, and it

rests me just to be in this lively room
and look round me."
"There! that's what we ought to

have known long ago," said Laura,
as she went down stairs again. "She
never shall go back to that ugly, dingy
room again—never!"

"But you can't make her consent to

keep yours, Laura," said Beth, doubt-
fully. "You know she won't be happy
that way."
"Then we will make hers into a new

one," answered Laura, resolutely.

"Something shall be done."

And so the loving little plot began.

There was not much money to spare,

but Beth suddenly decided that she
could get along nicely without a new
dress, and Laura said that since moth-
er was sick she should not be able to

take her little trip to the country,

anyway. Those bits of economy gave
a small fund to. start with, and there

were ingenuity and skilful, willing fin-

gers to do the rest.

"It seemed as if the very vines in

the hanging basket knew that they

were intended for mother's room, and
grew accordingly," Laura said.

The father was taken into the se-

cret and lent his aid in carrying out

the plan, and the busy days were hap-

py ones.

"I am well enough to go back to

my own room, and give up yours to

you again," Mrs. Leslie had said sev-

eral times, and one day the proposi-

tion was accepted.

Was there just the faintest breath of

a sigh as they drew her chair to t\\e

familiar door? If there was, it was
lost the next moment in an exclama-

tion of pleasure as her eye caught
sight of the unfamiliar beauty of the

room before her.

"But I don't understand. What does

it all mean?" she said.

"It means," began Beth, "it means"
—and then she choked and left the

sentence unfinished.

"It means—do you remember those
rag carpets Aunty Dill used to make?"
asked Laura, dropping on a hassock
at her mother's feet. "Some of them
had the dark rags all in one stripe and
bright ones all in another, and some
of them were all mixed through, what
she called 'hit or miss!' Well, this

means that our family weaving after

this isn't going to put the darkness
all in one place and the brightness all

in another; it's going to be an even
'hit or miss/ mother, dear. God dIl .

you!"—Morning Star.

The Parents and the Teacher.

The parents' ability to aid the teach-

er does not cease when the boys and
girls have left kindergarten and
climbed from one grade to another till

high school life begins. Then, if ever,

the mother's gentle guidance and the

father's strong hand are needed to

help enforce school rule and counter-

act the affections and frivolities that

seem to come when the little daugn-
ter's frocks are lengthened and the

boy leaves knickerbockers behind.

Then, too, the friendship of the teach-

er and the parents makes itself felt.

I know a boy who was turned over

from one teacher to another with the

recommendation that he was hope-

lessly lazy, incorrigible and careless.

"He does not care whether he ha3
his lessons or not," said a teacher, who
was gladly letting him go from her

room. "He won't study at home and
he won't study at school."

"I shan't give him up," thought the

teacher to whom his future for one
year was being intrusted. "There's

something in the boy's face I like. I'm

going to try getting near him in his

own home. I mean to show him a

teacher lives for something more than

to scold and drum lessons into her

boys and girls."

She had a slight acquaintance with

the boy's mother; so one evening, when
she fancied her pupil would be at

home, she called. She found him deep

in a collection of stamps, and his

mother scolding because she could not

drive him to his lessons.

"I simply can't make him study at

home," she continued. "It is always

stamps or photography ahead of les-

sons."

"Never mind study tonight," said

the teacher, brightly. "I do not blame

him much, when stamps or developing

pictures comes up. Philately used to

be the worst fever I had myself, ten

years ago, and when it comes to a

dark room and negatives, I'm afraid

I would lose sleep for that."

In a moment she saw she had found

a new hold on her stubborn boy. He
had a really fine collection of stamps,

and he discovered she knew as much

$15.00 to $18.00 a Week
salary for an intelligent man or woman in each
town. Permanent position. 30 cents per hour
for spare time. Manufacturer, Box 1102, Chicago
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The Nickel Plate Road win sell tick-

ets for that occasion at rate as low as

%^ .50 for the round trip, gaod going

September 14th and 15th, .* return-

ing to and including September 22d.

For particulars rcjardi-^ tickets at

specially low rates, with longer limits,

available in sleeping cars, on same

dates, call on or address John Y. Caia-

han, General Agent, Hi Adams St.,

Chicago.
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about tbem as be did. Half an hour
later she was in the dark room, bend-
ing diligently over a developing pan,

watching a picture come up. Next
morning he had his first perfect les-

son, and he recited it with a pride

which was unmistakable. She discov-

ered later that his alarm clock was
set that night after sue leit for 5

o'clock—an event which occurred only

on the Fourth of July—and the boy
whom nobody could reach spent the

three morning hours over the lessons

he had hated, simply because his teach-

er had become his friend. His mother,
too, was taught a lesson. The teacher

had shown her a hitherto unexplored
way to her boy's heart and intellect,

and it was not long before he gradu-
ated from the position of the drone of

his class to that of a student with a

proper pride in doing the best work
he could.—Isabel Gordon Curtis, in

Good Housekeeping.

ZShe '"Personality" of Mrs.
"Rooseoelt-

An interesting fact in connection
with the nomination of Theodore
Roosvelt for the vice presidency was
the absolute lack of knowledge which
the public or the newspapers had of

Mrs. Roosevelt. All through his ten-

ure of the governor's chair of New
York state very little, in fact almost
nothing, has been heard of the gover-

nor's wife. This state of affairs was
not because either the newspapers or

public so willed it. Few women of the

present day have had greater opportu-
nities to occupy space in the public

prints.

It was not long after her husband's
part in the Spanish war that the news-
paper reporters sought out Mrs. Roose-
velt. Naturally, the wife of the hero
of the San Juan dash was an object of

interest to the public. In droves the

reporters went to see her. And they
were not denied. She met them—some
twenty of them. She was gracious: no
woman could have been more so. But
she explained to them her wishes in

the matter. She disliked publicity,

asked that nothing should be written

about her, and did it in such a man-
ner that every man and woman in that

aggregation of reporters went back to

New York without writing a word of

the woman they had met. And to any
one who has ever had experience with

the New York reporter that was a vic-

tory fit to rank with the taking of San
Juan. When the public called its hero

to the gubernatorial chair the report-

ers again went to Mrs. Roosevelt. And
again they were met. But not a word
of what was said was printed. And so

it came about that when last June the

latest honor came to the object of her

love and admiration, the public knew
practically nothing of the woman to

whom the hero of the Republican con-

vention hastened as soon as lie could.

In fact, so little did the vast public

know of her that not twenty persons

in that vast convention hall recognized

Mrs. Roosevelt until, as her husband
rose to speak amid honor and acclaim,

he turned his eyes and waved his hand
toward her.

"But has she no personality?" asked

a woman in a company that was dis-

cussing Mrs. Roosevelt.

"What do you mean by 'personal-

ity'?" was asked.

"Why, I mean hasn't she done any-

thing? Isn't she a woman of force?"

There happened to be another wom-
an in the party, and she commented:
"Why should we know anything of

Mrs. Roosevelt? She hasn't been nom-
inated for anything. I ean't see that

our lack of knowledge of her implies

a doubt of her having a personality."

And is it necessary for me to ask
which of those two women command-
ed the respect and admiration of all

the six men present in that company?
There could scarcely be anything

more convincing of the personality and
character of Mrs. Roosevelt than the

fact that she has been able to keep in

the background while her husband has

succeeded from one honor to another.

This sort of personality may be incon-

ceivable to my very lusty enemy, the

platform woman, but it nevertheless

remains the strongest proof of the true

character of Mrs. Roosevelt. Many a

woman in her position would have ta-

ken advantage of her opportunities and
made her husband ridiculous in the

eyes of the people, and herself an ob-

ject contributing to the gayety of na-

tions. But Mrs. Roosevelt has not
sought publicity by rantings or by as-

suming unwomanly attitudes. One of

her few public utterances was one of

the frankest and most fearless ever ut-

tered by an American woman. It was
when she declared that the family in-

come would not permit them to live in

Washington as the vice president of

the country should live, and yet prop-

erly look after the future of the six

children whose education must be pro-

vided for. If all the public utterances

of our women rang as true and clear

as that statement there would be fewer

occasions for us to hold our breaths

when a woman opens her mouth in

public. It was a brave statement to

make, but it was a mother's heart that

spoke. There was no intention there

to sacrifice the future of her children

for social prestige or glory. There was
no sham: no subterfuge there. It had
the true ring of an American woman:
a woman of strong character, possess-

ing a decided personality and a force

that many of the women with whom
wisdom will die might well envy.

It is high time some of our women
should learn that a woman may be re-

spected and loved for the things she

does not do, as often as she is for the

things she does do. Hundreds and
thousands of men and women respect

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt today because

she has chosen to keep her personal-

ity in the background, and refused to

stand in the glare of publicity. She
has no place there, and she knows it.

By her attitude she has won a warm
place in the affections of American
women and in the respect of American
men. Yet she might shine, instead of

keeping in retirement, if she so chose,

as every one who knows her will at

once concede. She has simply chosen

to be a wife, a mother and a woman,
and not a publicist. She has elected to

give the benefit of her talents and gifts

to her husband, her children and her

friends rather than to society in its

promiscuous sense. She has her work
to do in the world, but she does not

believe that work to be of a public

nature. She is content to leave that

to her husband. She remains in the

home, and one need only to hear Theo-
dore Roosevelt speak of that home to

discern at once how strong upon him
has been the influence which has radi-

ated therefrom.

Mrs. Roosevelt may not find favor

with the aggressive clubwoman or the

assertive female publicist. But that

will be to her credit. She will, how-
ever, be loved by the American wom-
an in whose mind she will have a per-

sonality—and a personality that is a

personality.—The Ladies' Home Jour-

nal.

Goodfor the Lungs.

Mr. Joseph B. Dunkie, Box 100, Love-

land, O., says if any sufferer from

wasting coughs, bronchitis, weak lungs,

catarrh or consumption will write to

him, he will gladly tell them how he

was cured by a home treatment at

very moderate cost. He says the sim-

plicity of the method will surprise you,

but best of all, it actually cures.
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15-day tickets for $i..00 via Nickel

Plate Road; 20-day tickets, $16.00.

Lowest rates to all eastern point*.

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams St., Chicago. City Ticket Office,

111 Adams St., Chicago.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds. Convenient
Buildings, Athletic Park, Gymnasium. Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-

ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES:
Full Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible SchooC P.eparatory and Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIERONYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Cars. Dining Oars,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Oars.
See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. B. R., Chicago, laV
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WcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

$50.00
California

AND RETURN

Tickets on sale Sept. '.9-27; return limit

Nov. 15, 1901, via

Chicago & North- Western
Union Pacific

Southern Pacific

THE OVERLAND LIMITED, the lux-

urious every-day train, leaves Chicago
6.30 p. m. Only three days en route.

Unrivaled scenery. All meals in Dining
Cars; Buffet Library Cars (with barber).

Two other fast trains 10.00 a. m. and
1 1-30 p. m. daily. The best of every-
thing. For tickets and reservations call at
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"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onY^ ^rormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

PARKER'S
• HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hftlft
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
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Hair to its Youthful Color.
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE, R
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MEDICINE, DENTISTRY AND PHARMACY

taught bv 59 teachers.
2 Hospitals, a Dispensaries,
6 lecture Halls, 9 laboratories.
For 100-page Catalogue, address The Proctor.

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning. •

Route No. t9 $35.00.
Going via Big* Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.00.
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.

Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return tiip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over of ten days additional is

allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through
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Shenandoati »-*«'' w,„--.;ont \» f and the
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Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in Ameri-a.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. C0NKLYN, N. W. P. A.. C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.
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Does This Interest You?

The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.
It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
If. Willett, Ph. D., of the University of Chicago. These men are known as leaders in modern
thought and scholarship. Some of the ablest scholars and writers of America and Europe will con-

tribute to its columns. On the list are such names as Dr. Marcus Dods of Scotland, Dr. Washing-
ton Gladden, Dr. Amory H. Bradford, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, Professor Graham
Taylor, etc. Dr. Wm. Adamson, editor of The Christian News, Glasgow, Scotland, will furnish

an occasional British letter, and an original story by Dr. Clarence A. Vincent, of Galesburg, 111.,

will appear in the early fall numbers. During the fall and winter months a series of special

numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to secure a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription

to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till January 1, 1902, for 25
Cents. The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
of such an enterprise. You can be of valuable service by securing among your friends as large a
number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable

pap^T for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is #1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Dem-botu tet<ztfd<rsr<r<rsr°r<r<rsrC>i''*3o, Illinois.
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X.
EDITORIAL

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests
of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life

'

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different
denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join
forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE IDEAL OF AJVAItCHISM.
UR country has not yet recovered from

Otlie universal shock produced by the assass-

in's bullet. It is hardly the time for calm

thought, but that time is coming. Then,

no doubt, some will begin to repent of rash

exaggerations and shallow judgments. It

is the duty of the Church of Christ to lead

in the process of reviewing and denning

the situation with calmness and wisdom.

The problems presented by the spread of

anarchism are religious as well as political, moral as

well as economical.

We may summarize the essentials of the anarchist

movement as follows: First, we have a criticism of

society as it exists at present ; the forces of the state

are controlled and used by the few for their own ad-

vantage at the cost of the vast majority of citizens.

The second is a theory of human nature. If you will

disuse repressive measures, or the use of force, to make
men good, the natural heart of mankind will pour itself

out in unselfishness and justice; the police-court and
the gallows-tree repress goodness instead of evil, and
stifle the generous instincts of the human spirit. Third-
ly, we have a doctrine of expediency, or of the means
by which society is to be led to abandon the use of

force and to employ absolute freedom for the crushing
of selfish ambitions and the culture of the noblest in-

stincts. Moderate anarchists of course hold that this

can be only done by a gradual process of education,
and Prince Kropotkin would have it understood that

this is his position. But the red anarchists have an-

other theory. They actually think that the state can be

terrorized into the abandonment of criminal legislation

and its administration by killing its leaders. So far as

the assassination of rulers is based on theory, so far

as it is not the outcome of blind and unreasoning pas-

sion, it proceeds from this theory that society can be

persuaded to give up the police-court and the gallows-

tree by making the occupancy of the magistracy of a

people fatal to the occupant.

On this foolish and wicked side of it, anarchism is

open only to the red-hot hatred of all clear-headed and

good-hearted men. There is no need to expound either

the insensate folly or the unspeakable wickedness of

the theory. Our readers see all that at a glance, when

the honest statement of the idea is before their minds.

But what of that other doctrine which, from the days

of Bakunin to those of Kropotkin, has lain at the foun-

dation of the anarchist movement, viz., that in a per-

fect society, towards which we must all strive, the laws

of love will be obeyed from the hearts of all citizens,

crime will have ceased and the use of force upon men

have been abandoned ? That surely is the very ideal of

the Church. That surely is the picture of the kingdom

of Christ, the perfected rule of God. The anarchist

believes that the natural man can reach that ideal state

without religion, as a mere child of earth and time.

The Christian believes that the same end can be reached

only as man comes under the power of Christ and lives

upon earth as a citizen of heaven. The Christian and

the anarchist spirits are therefore fundamentally and

inevitably hostile to one another at every point except

one. They both agree that the police-court and the

gallows-tree are not the final features of human his-

tory. These things can have no place in the golden

age of man's perfection, because all men will then find

within their own hearts all the motives and incitements

to goodness of life.

Having said so much, it is our distinct duty to say

more. The Church has a very positive task ever rest-

ing upon it, which the present wide study of anarchist

doctrine for the moment throws into clearest light

—

we must do justice to the first anarchist assertion ; we
must admit that the tendency of the past has been to

throw the spoils of power into the hands of the few.

The oriental despot who thinks that the kingdom ex-

ists for him and not he for the kingdom is the perfect

type, and in him, we all say, the anarchist has this ac-

cusation justified. But here we must remember that

the czar of Russia is in fact an oriental despot,whatever

his private and personal character may be; and that

his empire, Russia and Russian Poland, is the most
prolific mother of the anarchist brood. Wherever gov-

ernmental power falls into the hands of selfish world-

lings there it is always and perhaps necessarily, at least
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naturally, used as an instrument of oppression and pub-

lic robbery where that has occurred. The descendants

of the men who beheaded King Charles I. and arose

in the American Revolution against another king have

no right to say that violent oppression is to be endured

to the utmost and forever. There may come a time

when revolt against the misuse of power by the few

over the many is a solemn and a religious duty.

But the Anglo-Saxon race has always held, since the

days of Magna Charta, that such an act is justified only

by a public wrong which is seen and confessed by all,

which is deliberately and blindly continued by the op-

pressor against all argument and against the appeals

of the mass of the people. Red Anarchism waits for

no such hour and applies no such test. In a day of

peace and almost universal national prosperity, when
the very quarrels of industry are caused by increasing

wealth and success, the ignorant, furious heart of an

individual or a secret group of individuals plans the

death of the chief servant of his people.

In fact, red anarchism is an insult to every citizen of

a free republic. It has no place there. In such a na-

tion as this, the public determination is fixed to see that

no class legislation, no class tyranny shall be allowed

;

the public determination is fixed to see that the very

evils of which anarchism complains shall be abol-

ished. And in this land there is a fixed determination

to elevate men of honor and goodness, men like Wil-

liam McKinley, to the positions from which they can

do most to make this dream of a national brotherhood

real. In aiming at the life of these men, the foolish

and bad heart of the red anarchist wounds the whole
people and casts a slur upon their honor; he laughs

at their determination to secure freedom and justice

as both insincere and powerless.

But the Church can only make good its right to con-

demn the red anarchist, by proving its power and its

will to hasten the golden age of universal justice by
surer and better means. We, too, hope for the day
when the instruments of public penalty will have van-
ished from the earth. That will come when the hearts

of all men love righteousness and when laws are kept

by all through a loyal and pure heart and not through
fear of social punishment. But it can come only

through religion and only through the relig-

ion of Christ. This assassin by his treachery, his

cunning, his cruelty, disproved the anarchist

doctrine that the heart of man is naturally good.

He once more proved that there is needed a power
from without to transform this heart of man. And
that power is Christ.

Every preacher has to-day an opportunity of once

preaching the need for regeneration of the individual

as a fact vital for social progress. And every preacher

who sees with fresh vividness the need is commissioned
of God to proclaim the power of the Spirit of Christ

to do that work, and so lift us nearer the age of the

stainless kingdom vhere no crime and no passions

shall be found.

EJTPAJVSIOJST.

|N President McKinley's Buffalo speech are

the memorable words, "The period of ex-

clusiveness is past." He was referring to

the commercial relation of this country to

other countries. "Isolation," he said, still

further, "is no longer possible or desira-

ble." These sentiments mark in the case

of President McKinley an enlargement of

vision. His mind had grown. He had
risen above the narrowness of former years,

and had come to see that commerce must
not be built up upon selfishness ; that it must be made
a gospel of good will ; that, involving as it does an
exchange of benefits, it must overleap all artificial bar-

riers of national exclusiveness so that it may accom-
plish its God-given end.

Worthy to be written in gold are the words of that

memorable speech: "God and man have linked the

nations together. No nation can longer be indiffer-

ent to any other." "Business life, whether among our-

selves or with other people, is ever a sharp struggle

for success. . . . But, though commercial competi-

tors we are, commercial enemies we must not be."

"We must not repose in the fancied security that we
can forever sell everything and buy little or nothing.

If such a thing were possible it would not be best for

us. or for those with whom we deal. . . . Reci-

procity is the natural outgrowth of our wonderful in-

dustrial development under the domestic policy now
firmly established." In these wise words it is the

statesman and not the politician that speaks.

Our country has come, rather suddenly, perhaps,

to a place of pre-eminence and power. We have not
had time to make new adjustments. When the order

was issued to Admiral Dewey at Hong Kong, "Find
the Spanish fleet and destroy it," the fateful step was
taken, and for better or worse we had adopted the

policy of expansion. That this nation should expand,
that it should overrun its borders and become a colon-

izing force, was inevitable; it had all the certainty of

a divine decree. Rash and unrighteous means have
sometimes been used to reach the right end, but to that

end we have been driven by the hand of fate. We
have at length taken our place in the federation of the

nations ; and as well may we try to force the oak
back into the .acorn cup as to bring this nation back
to where it was before Admiral Dewey sailed his fleet

into Manila Bay. "The period of exclusiveness is

past," and it is past forever.

The golden-mouthed Henry Grady said on one oc-

casion, "Our history has been a constant and expand-
ing miracle all the way—ever from the hour when,
from the voiceless and trackless ocean, a new world
arose in sight of the inspired sailor." Nor can it be

questioned that it is destined to expand more and more
in the coming years. Looking into the future with

prophetic eyes, Mr. Gladstone, the grand old man of

England, said. "America will one day become what
England is today, the head steward in the great house-

hold of the world, because her service will be the best

and the ablest." In these words our national mission

is disclosed. Not in territorial enlargement, not in

commercial supremacy, not in changing millions of

dollars into billions, is our true destiny to be realized,

but in becoming "the head steward of the great house-

hold of the world." For it is true among nations as

among men that the one who would be the greatest

must lie the servant.
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The question, then, to be considered at such a time

as this is, "What are we giving to the nations?" We
have got much from them. Yea, all that we have is

what they have given us. What are we giving them in

return ? We are giving them our surplus agricultural

products, our machinery, our manufactured goods, for

which we get their gold to pour into our overflowing

coffers. We are coming to look upon the world as a

cluster of grapes to be squeezed into our cup ; we are

thinking too much of what we can get out of the world

and are thinking too little of what we can put into it.

We need a change of heart. We need to come to the

altruistic ground which we have been called to occupy

by the final message of our martyred President.

In one direction we are attaining in some measure

the highest conception of expansion—namely, in the

development of our religious life. At home the growth
of our churches has more than kept pace with the

growth of population. But our religion has not all

been kept for home consumption. We have shared it

with others. American missions dot the world. And
wherever they are planted they speak of the service

of America to humanity. To this high level our na-

tional life must rise so that the claim to greatness

which we so dearly covet may be freely accorded u«

because our service to the world is the best and
the ablest.

VEATH OF 'BISHOT WHITTLE.

MONG the clergy of the United States

A there has been no more picturesque figure

|
than Bishop Henry B. Whipple. He had
the distinction of being the senior bishop

in the Protestant Episcopal church, hav-

ing held the office of bishop of Minnesota
for nearly forty-two years. He went to

Minnesota when it was a distant territory

and shared in the hardships and privations

of the early settlers, earning for himself

the title of Apostle to the Indians. One
could offer less opposition to the claim of apostolic

succession if it was always as evidently connected
with the possession of the apostolic spirit as in the case

of this good bishop. His career as a pioneer mission-

ary had in it something suggestive of the consuming
zeal of the missionaries of the earliest Christian age.

Much of his time was given to the Christianization of

the Indians, and such was their confidence in him that

they gave him the name of "Straight Tongue." He
served on several special commissions which made
treaties with the Indians, and was considered an au-
thority on Indian questions. Many opportunities came
to him to occupy positions of greater opulence and of-

ficial rank, but nothing could lure him away from his

chosen work. Honors came to him, but they came
unsought. In 1888 he preached the opening sermon at

Lambeth palace at the Lambeth conference in Eng-
land

; and he also preached the memorial sermon at

the unveiling of the Tennyson monument in the Isle

of Wight in 1897. Honorary degrees were conferred
upon him by the universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge. He was the author of several books, mostly
on the Indian question or on aspects of his missionary
work. Full of labors and honors, he retired to Fari-
bault, where a residence was provided for him by the
citizens, and there he passed away to his eternal rest
on the 1 6th day of September.

JVOTES AJSfV COMMENTS.
Love glorifies. When we idolize a man we idealize

him.

In rooting up the tares care must be taken that we
do not root up the wheat also. Anarchy must not be

destroyed at the expense of the destruction of the Con-

stitution.

When the young anarchist, Abraham Isaak, was re-

leased from the county jail he said: "It was a great

experience." "Yes," added his mother, "it was one of

life's lessons." There are some things which are more
illuminating than the most skillfully constructed argu-

ments.

Miss Jane Addams of the Hull House settlement says

that many of the anarchists whom she meets are law-

abiding and well-meaning people. They are simply the

victims of a false theory, and do not understand the

American situation. They need enlightenment. They
need the touch of brotherly sympathy. They present to

the Christian people of this land a field for missionary

operation.

"Dartmouth College Celebration.

ARTMOUTH College has just celebrated

D!
with great eclat the centennial of Daniel

Webster's graduation. Of all the notable

men which Dartmouth has graduated,

Daniel Webster was admittedly the most
illustrious. It was therefore right and meet
that the hundredth anniversary of his grad-

uation should be celebrated in a way to

give to it something of national interest.

The occasion was a general home-coming
for the sons of Dartmouth. Across the

face of old Dartmouth Hall appeared in letters formed
of colored electric lamps the words, "Daniel Webster,
1801." The exercises included a parade in representa-

tive costumes, an athletic contest, the dedication of a

handsome administration building to be known as

Webster Hall. The two principal addresses were, one
by Professor C. F. Richardson on "Webster's College

Life," and one by Professor J. K. Lord on "The De-
velopment of the College since the Dartmouth College

Case." The significance of the latter topic lies in the

fact that in winning the famous Dartmouth College

case Webster not only saved the charter of the college,

but also established for all time the validity of testa-

mentary contracts.

Dartmouth has not been making much noise of late,

and hence has not been attracting much attention. But
it has been quietly doing excellent work. Its standards

have always been of the highest. A college that has
upon the roll of its alumni such names as Webster,
Choate, Justice Chase, Thaddeus Stevens and George
Ticknor is worthy of the greatest honor. Upon the

foundations so solidly laid the coming years may hope
to see an enlarged institution which will do something
more than preserve the traditions of the past.

The Closing of the Steel Strike.

The statement that has been made in connection
with the closing of the steel workers' strike that dif-

ferences have been adjusted in a way satisfactory to

both sides has to be taken with a measure of allowance.
The Amalgamated Association seems to have obtained
no concession to its original demand that the "scale"

should be signed by non-union as well as by union
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mills, but it is reported to have been allowed to make
collective agreements for the men, and also to organize

the men in the non-union mills where such an organ-

ization is desired. No one dreams tbat this settle-

ment of affairs is final. The strike has been something
of a drawn battle, but how enormous has been its cost

!

It is estimated that the loss in wages has been at least

$10,000,000; and the loss to. the company still greater.

But the brunt of the burden has fallen upon the men,
for such a wealthy organization as the steel trust could

hardly feel their share of the loss. A strike is war,

and war is sometimes justifiable, sometimes inevitable.

But surely, the time has almost come when disputes of

all kinds may be settled without the arbitrament of

war.

Temperance "RcOi-Val in England,

A temperance revival has begun in Great Britain.

And it is sorely needed. On Sunday, Sept. 23, the

movement was formally inaugurated by a great

meeting in Exeter Hall, London. "The Free
Church Million Pledges Temperance Crusade"
is the expressive but cumbersome name which
the new movement has assumed. Behind it

are not only seventeen non-conformist religious

bodies, which comprise the "Free church," but

all classes of citizens who have at heart the welfare of

their fellow-men. The leaders in this movement are

the Rev. F. B. Meyer of London and Dr. J. Q. A.
Henry, superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League of

New York. The entire country has been divided into

districts and placed in charge of organizers. The free

churches promise to break all records by their zeal and
hard work, and finally to celebrate the acquisition of

1,000,000 total abstinence pledges. When the battle

has been fairly drawn it will be found that the liquor

trade with its great vested interests will offer stubborn
resistance. It has been said that "without a power-
tul wave of emotionalism nothing can be done to rem-
edy the evil". That is true, but something more than
"a powerful wave of emotionalism" is needed. Dogged
persistent work is needed. Self-sacrifice of the most
heroic sort is needed. But the prize is well worth the

price. And the cause is urgent ; for as Joseph Cham-
berlain has said, "England must conquer drink, or

drink will conquer England."

Uhe Gospel of WorK>

Theodore Roosevelt was once asked: "If you could
speak commandingly to the young men of our day,

what would you say to them ?" His reply was : "I'd
order them to work. I'd try to develop and work out
an ideal of mine—the theory of the duty of the leisure

class to the community. I have tried to do it by exam-
ple, and it is what I have preached; first and foremost
to be American, heart and soul, and to go in with any
person, heedless of anything but that person's qualifi-

cations." These words receive added significance

from the fact that the man who uttered them has been
elevated to the presidential chair. Although born to

wealth he scorned delights to live laborious days. He
has been a strenuous worker and has set before the
young men of the land a noble example of courageous
endeavor.

speech of Senator Dolliver delivered at the Coliseum
on Sunday evening, Sept. 226.. He declared that the

"reds enjoy an unconscious co-operation and side-partner-

ship with every lawless influence which is abroad in the

world. Legislators who betray the commonwealth, judges
who poison the fountains of justice, municipal authorities

which come to terms with crime—all these are regular con-
tributors to the campaign fund of anarchy. That howling
mass, whether in Kansas or Alabama, that assembly of wild
beasts, dancing in drunken carousal about the ashes of some
negro malefactor, is not contributing to the security of so-

ciety ; it is taking away from society the only security it

has. It belongs to the unenrolled reserve corps of anarchy
in the United States. Neither individuals nor corporations
nor mobs can take the law into their own hands without
identifying themselves with this more open but hardly less

odious attack upon the fortress of the social order."

All anarchy is one whatever be its outward form.

And an outcry against some particular type of anarchy
comes with poor grace from those who are themselves

knocking away the props from beneath our social sys-

tem.

A tacit rebuke is administered by Senator Dolliver

to those preachers who have been preaching the un-
Christlike gospel of revenge. In eloquent words he
shows that actualized brotherhood is the only remedy
for the world's woes.
"You have read," he says, "in the masterpiece of prose

fiction, how Jean Valjean, an outcast from the faces of men
and the kennels of dogs, came one night to the house of the
Christian bishop, not a mere titled official of the. church, but
a man into whose face when he was asleep came the divine
light of a pure heart. 'Monsieur Cure,' said the man, 'you
do not despise me

;
you open your house for me ; you light

your candles for me, yet I have not concealed from you my
name or where I came from and how miserable I am.' 'Sir,'

said the bishop, 'this is not my house, it is the house of
Christ. It asks no man whether he has a name, but whether
he has an affliction. Besides, before you told me your name
I knew it.' 'What,' answered the man, 'you knew my name?'
'Yes,' answered the bishop, 'your name is "My Brother."

'

And is not this the anarchist's name?

G. Campbell Morgan at the Moody Institute-

One of the special features at the Moody Bible In-

stitute this fall will be a series of lectures by Rev. G.
Campbell Morgan, on "The Crises of the Christ."

These lectures will be delivered Tuesdays to Saturdays,
from November 5th to November 23d. A second se-

ries, concluding the life of Christ, will be given in

April, 1902.

Senator "Dolli-Ver's Speech.

In connection with the events of the past weeks
there has been no more notable utterance than the

"Death of Dr- tO. C. Gray.

The death is announced of Dr. William C. Gray,
editor of the Interior, the leading Presbyterian organ
of the middle west. Dr. Gray underwent a surgical

operation in June last, from which he never recovered.

His death removes from the Presbyterian ranks a

recognized leader. In all the affairs of the Church he
exercised a directing and molding influence. He was
not an ordained minister, and his work was done by the

pen rather than by the voice. He was a trenchant
writer, sometimes caustic, sometimes witty, but always
forceful. He was trained for the law and after twenty
years of miscellaneous journalism he was. in 1S71,

called from Cincinnati, where he was at the head of a

large printing house, to the editorial chair of the In-

terior, where his most important lifework was done.

He was a hard worker, and one of his boasts was that

he never missed earning his day's pay in all his life.

Although a hard hitter in debate, he sought to avoid
controversy when possible. He deplored the trial of

Professor Swing for heresy, while opposing him on
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doctrinal grounds. He was one of the foremost advo-
cates of a modification of the Presbyterian creed. By
special request his funeral sermon will be preached by
his intimate friend, Dr. N. D. Hillis of Brooklyn.

CHICAGO JVOTES.
The Rev. Charles Scadding, rector of the Episcopal

church of La Grange, one of the suburbs of Chicago,

has been discussing the question "How ought I, a

Christian, to keep Sunday?" He said:

Much confusion could be avoided if the distinction

were always observed between Sunday or the Lord's

day and the Sabbath. The Sabbath is the seventh

day of the week, the Lord's day is the first day of the

week. The one is the festival of creation, the other is

the festival of redemption. The one belongs to the

age of law which gendereth to bondage, the other be-

longs to the Christian age, whose key-words are lib-

erty and grace.

"The weekly 'Christian holy day is and always has

been Sunday, the Lord's day, the first day of the week.
You may call it the Christian Sabbath if you like ; the

Sabbath which died and was buried and rose again in

the new resurrection form of Sunday. Not only are

the Jewish Sabbath and the Christian Sunday different

days of the week, but the manner of keeping them
is largely different."

In 1830 the government census reported for Chicago
a population of just sixty people; its present popula-
tion is something near two millions. Sixty years ago
the entire valuation of Chicago realty was only $125,-

000; now a conservative estimate places it at three

billion dollars. It is a city of wonders ; but how
much enterprise and sacrifice it costs for the Christian

forces to keep pace with this rapid development of

population and wealth

!

The People's church, of which Dr. Hiram W.
Thomas is pastor, has had a windfall in the form of

a deed of $1,000,000 from G. W. Bowman, a wealthy
mine owner. This money is to be used for developing

the work of the People's church—presumably by the

adoption of institutional features. More money is

promised for this work of expansion, if it is needed.
Wisely expended, the large sum already given may be
made to do a vast amount of good.

The preliminary report of the chief statistician for

vital statistics shows that the death rate for the coun-
try at large has decreased considerably during the last

ten years. Among the big cities Chicago takes the

lead in the lowness of its death rate. Philadelphia has
been about stationary, St. Louis has increased a few
points, Boston has dropped from 23.4 to 20.1, New
York from 25.3 to 20.4, while Chicago has fallen from
19. 1 to 16.2. This decrease in the death rate can hard-
ly be attributed to our advanced sanitary condition,
but must, in part at least, be accounted for by the
constant accession of young and vigorous blood.

One other church at the present time is considering
a change in its place of worship, possibly with a view
to broadening its work. Trustees of the Central
church, Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus, pastor, which for-
merly had its place of worship in the old Central Music
hall and now holds services in the Studebaker theater,

are considering removal to a new auditorium to be
built in the remodeled Tremont Hotel building. This
property was recently purchased by the Northwestern
University and a majority of the members of the Cen-
tral church are said to favor a change.

One thing regarding which Chicago has been wont
to boast is its park system. Back in the seventies this

boast had reason for it, but it is a letting down of our
civic pride to be told by Professor Zublin of the Uni-
versity of Chicago that we have lost our proud pre-

eminence and that we are behind other large cities of

the Union in providing breathing places and pleasure

grounds for our crowded population. The park system
of Chicago comprises about 2,100 acres. St. Louis,

with a population about one-third as large, has 1,372
acres ; New York has 7,000 acres ; and Boston takes

the lead with 11,000 acres. The time has come when
some of -the beautiful sites on the north branch and
the Des Plaines river ought to be pre-empted for park
purposes. This is a matter in which delay makes
action peculiarly difficult.

The socialists of Chicago have opened a co-opera-

tive store in their temple, 120 Western avenue. The
store will be opened for business at the close of every

meeting without distinction as to whether the particu-

lar meeting is held on a week day or on Sunday. This
scheme was inaugurated last Sunday at the close of the

evening service. Rev. W. H. Wise sought to allay

any lingering scruples that might remain regarding the

sacredness of the Lord's day by saying that the only

religion sacred to the masses of the world's wage-
earners was the religion of good comradeship. Surely

there is something more in religion than that! "Man
shall not live by bread alone." He needs the comrade-
ship of God ; and co-operative stores, good as they are,

will form a poor substitute for those higher agencies

which minister to the spiritual nature of man.

Among ministerial records that of the Rev. Henry
Wunder, pastor of St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran
church of this city, is certainly unique. For fifty con-

secutive years Mr. Wunder has been pastor of the same
church, and for the last twenty years he has served

with a single week's vacation. During his pastorate

more than thirty churches of his denomination have
sprung directly from St. Paul's, and it was natural and
fitting that they among others, should be closed on
Sunday evening so that their members might join with

the congregation of St. Paul's in the celebration of

Pastor Wunder 's golden jubilee. It is given to few
men to serve half a century in any capacity, and it is

doubtful if ever before a minister occupied for so

great a length of time the pulpit of the same church.

In the earlier days of his pastorate Mr. Wunder served

as the president of the state synod, and in that capacity

he traveled widely over the central states. He has

seen Chicago and all this section of the country mul-
tiply many times in population and in importance, and
he and his church have kept full pace with this material

progress. If long, hard service in a goodly work
entitle a man to rest and leisure, surely Mr. Wunder
has earned them, but he prefers to spend the remainder
of his days in active work. He announced from the

pulpit on Sunday that he expected to continue for

many years to occupy the pulpit he has filled so long.

The people of Chicago, without relation to creed, will

hope for him a full realization of all his wishes.
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"Returned—In Memoriam XOm. McK_inley,

I.

He is given back to his native soil.

The soil whence giants come

!

The kind, true eyes are closed,

The lips, once eloquent, are dumb.
But though he speaks no more,
The spirit of his love for men
Is singing through a great grief-stricken land.

That friendly hand
Will never clasp another's hand again,
And myriad hands are reaching now
In loving rivalry to place
The laurels on his brow.

II.

Once more he lies on his mother's breast

—

That mother of the wise and brave.
She cradled him, and now
She furnishes his grave.
She saw him rise, and she was glad

;

She freely gave
The fairest gifts she had
To him she styled her best-beloved!
She heard him called and bade him go,
And as she saw his glory grow
Her heart swelled with the pride
That only loving mothers know.

III.

Back past the fair, green hills

O'er which he used to roam
The son whose proud career she watched
Has wandered home!
Ah, stricken mother, weep away,
Thy heart is sorely tried to-day,
But through the cycles yet to be
Thy pride shall grow,
And all the world shall rate
Thy glory great
And ever greater as the great years come and go,
Since he is given back and now is part of thee.

—The Chicago Record-Herald.

CHRISTOLOGICAL TEJfVEfi-
CIES OF THE &IMES.

W. J. Lhamon.

J*fo. V. Literature.

Current literature is Christological. This is em-
phatically true of its best fiction and its best poetry.

Once it was said, "There is no poetry

without God." It may now be said,

"There is neither poetry nor fiction

without Christ."

The word literature should be used
only of that in letters which takes hold

of the true, the beautiful and the good,
and which lives far beyond the limit

of the daily paper or the monthly
magazine. There is a vast deal in letters that is

not literature. It is merely "words, words, words."
With such letters we have nothing to do in this arti-

cle, though we think it might be shown that the most
mediocre and evanescent portion of the immense out-

put of the press is not adverse to the general con-
ception of Christianity.

i. The leading and abiding stories of the last few

years have been Christological. "Ben Hur" is a
"Tale of the Christ." "The Prince of India" is a

New Testament presentation of doctrine. "Ben Hur"
and "the Prince of India" or "the Wandering Jew"
may be the heroes respectively of these works, but

a greater than any hero of human creation moves
constantly amid the scenes, and has his unchallenged
place in the plots of these works. Without Jesus
neither of these books would be possible. "Bonnie
Brier Bush" swept its canny course over England,
Scotland, Canada, Australia and America, and the

ubiquitous Scotchman has not yet ceased to laugh and
cry by turns over its pages. Now what is the "Bonnie
Brier Bush" other than "The Mind of. the Master"
in another form and by the same author? What can

be more Christological than the conversion of

Lachlan Campbell, and his own expression of it after

the return of his daughter Flora? He had been the

inquisitor of the kirk of Drumtochty. "He was a
shepherd to trade, and very faithful to all his work,
but his life business was theology, from Supralap-

sarianism in the Election to the marks of faith in a
believer's heart." As a member of the session he had
been unrelenting upon the young people when they

were examined for their "tokens" before communion.
He had driven his own daughter from home by his

Calvinistic sternness. But she returned at last and
fell sick, and the father found his real heart, for she

was his only child. And this is the style of his fam-
ily worship then : "I came down from a long tramp on
the moor and intended to inquire for Flora. But I

was arrested on the step by the sound of Lachlan's

voice in family worship. 'This my son was dead and
is alive again ; he was lost and is found. And they

began to be merry.'

"Lachlan's voice trembled as he read, but he went
on with firmness. 'Now his elder son was in the

field/
" 'You will not be reading more of that chapter,

father,' interrupted Flora, with a new note of: authori-

ty
"'And why not?' said Lachlan, quite humbly.
" 'Because you will be callingyourself the elder

son, and many more bad names and I will be angry
with you.'

" 'But they are true names and it is good for me to

know myself.'
" 'You hef just one true name, and that is father.

And now you will be singing a psalm.'
"

But the old psalm singer had been trying a hymn
on the hills, one that had helped convert Flora when
she was in London, and he surprises the daughter by
singing that to one of his psalm tunes.

"You are a good girl, Flora, but you are not so

clever as your father ; oh. no ! for I hef been trying

that hime on the hill, and it will sing beautiful to a

psalm tune. You will lie still and hear."

Then Lachlan lifted up his voice and sang:

"There is a fountain filled with blood,
Drawn from Immanuel's veins

;

And sinners plunged beneath that flood

Lose all their guilty stains."

The tendency of such writing is decidedly Christ-

ward, and the effect of it is keenly felt by the reader

who finds it following this description of Lachlan by
one of his canny neighbors : "Sax months syne

Lachlan didna ken what father meant, and the hert

was wizened in the breist o' him wi' pride an' di-

veenity."

That simple little story, "In His Steps," has been
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a revelation to many writers and thinkers, not be-

cause it brought to thinking people anything new,

but because a great multitude of well-meaning people

seized upon it with the eagerness of souls hungering

and thirsting for some simple statement of a possible

every-day Christliness. And Mr. Sheldon has fol-

lowed up this clue by a number of other works in the

same vein. So marked is the simple Christward way
of his writings that this author does not even allow

us to think of him as a theologian. He is just simply

a man cast in the mold of the New Testament, and

seeking to help others into a similar fashion of life.

Quite recently the story of Salathiel, or the Wan-
dering Jew, by Gecrge Croly, has been republished,

and is classed by General Lew Wallace as one of the

six greatest works of fiction in the English language.

Here are above five hundred pages of descriptive and
historical writing interwoven with startling creations

of the imagination, and every page in a stately style

that never drops to the commonplace. And is this

work also Christological ? Thoroughly. The voice

of the Christ, the rejected, the crucified, and risen

Christ, sounds through it all
—"Tarry thou till I

come."
Many and many another work of fiction

might be listed here as falling into, the same
category, but not to be tedious, one other

only shall be named, and that the greatest of

all. What is Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables" but the

supreme attempt on the part of its most gifted author

to realize his ideal of Christliness in human form?
And the "Old Bishop" and "Jean Valjean" are the

greatest characters in fiction just because they are the

most Christly. "Les Miserables" rises supremely
above the schools of theology and their creeds, and
seeks the perfection of manhood and brotherliness

after the pattern of "the Word made flesh." That
these two characters fall infinitely below Christ is

inevitable, but that they rise far above the average of

mankind, and far also above the average character in

fiction, is likewise inevitable when we remember that

such a one as Victor Hugo created them with his gaze
upon such a one as the Savior of men.

2. Over the great poets Jesus has thrown the spell

of his person and teaching even more completely than
aver the great novelists. Milton sings of the fall of

man and loss of Eden only till "One greater Man re-

store us, and regain the blissful seat." In the "Para-
dise Regained" he puts upon the lips of Jehovah the

words in reference to Christ,

"This perfect Man, by merit called my Son."

And this recalls Tennyson's apostrophe to Christ in

his introduction to "In Memoriam"

:

"Strong Son of God, immortal Love,
Whom we that have not seen thy face,

By faith and faith alone embrace,
Believing where we cannot prove."

In such connection it is hard to refrain from quot-
ing those other words of the great poet which he
framed while seeking to solace himself for the loss

of a dear friend:

"And so the Word had breath, and wrought
With human hands the creed of creeds
In loveliness of perfect deeds,

More strong than all poetic thought

;

Which he may read that binds the sheaf,

Or builds the house, or digs the grave,
And those wild eyes that watch the wave

In roarings round the coral reef."

And Robert Browning in his own style, not always
obscure, places his choicest verses as laurels upon the

brow of the Christ. He cannot get such a tragedy

as that of "Saul" completed without an appeal to the

only One that can save a soul so hazarded

:

"O Saul, it shall be
A face like my face that receives thee ; a Man like to me,
Thou shalt love and be loved by forever ;a hand like this hand
Shall throw open the gates of new life to thee

!

See the Christ stand !"

From the Christological point of view "The Death
in the Desert" will amply repay close study. In it

Browning seeks to represent Christ as he was be-

lieved in and thought upon and known by the aged
and dying Apostle John. This poem is the expression

of Browning's faith, at least we judge that it may be
fairly so taken, while it is at the same time the as-

surance to us that the modern poet has found a kin-

dred spirit in the ancient apostle.

And while we are speaking of Robert Browning's
Christological teaching we cannot refrain from devot-
ing a sentence to his most gifted and beautiful wife,

Elizabeth Barrett Browning. One writer affirms of

her, that "Miss Barrett felt, as consciously as the old

Hebrew seers, the burden of the Lord; and believing

that she had a divine word to speak to mankind, she
had no thought of death till her task was done." The
same writer says : "It is in essentially Christian truth

that Mrs. Browning finds the explanation of human
life and the sweet contentment which—like a kind of
rest in motion—still leaves room for unquenchable
longing." To her

"Civilization perfected
Is fully developed Christianity."

In "The Dead Pan" she has rebuked Schiller for his

reverence for the old Greek gods, has gloried in their

death, and has exalted Christ to such a degree that
"the fair gods" are seen doomed to die. And as to

the fabled annunciation of their death':

' 'Twas the hour when One in Zion
Hung for love's sake on the cross

—

When his brow was chill with dying,
And his soul was faint with loss;
When his priestly blood dropped downward
And his kingly eyes looked throneward

—

Then Pan was dead."

In her view there is no longer need of the Greek
idols, for

"Christ hath sent us down the angels
And the whole earth and the skies
Are illumed by altar candles
Lit for blessed mysteries

;

And a priest's hand through creation
Waveth calm and consecration

—

And Pan is dead/'

Brevity constrains us simply to name and claim as
Christological the following of our American poets:
Mrs. Hemans, Bryant, Longfellow, Lowell, and Whit-
tier. Of the latter one feels that he must speak in
terms of almost unguarded eulogy from the Christo-
logical viewpoint. Upon his pages one can scarcely
go amiss for verses that are rich in Christly senti-

ment, and he is unsparing in his declamation against
the creeds that have obscured the Christ. He has no
sympathy with those

"Who melt in an acid sect

The Christian pearl of charity."

In his almost passionate poem on "The Eternal
Goodness," Whittier refuses to be held by the dogmas
of his Quaker brethren ; he praises their "quiet aisles

of prayer," their "zeal for God and love of man";
but he cries out,
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"I trace your lines of argument

;

Your logic linked and strong

;

I weigh as one who dreads dissent

And fears a doubt as wrong.

But still my human hands are weak
To hold your iron creeds,

Against the words ye bid me speak
My heart within me pleads.

t

Ye see the curse which overbroods
A world of pain and loss

;

I hear our Lord's beatitudes,

And prayer upon the cross."

This in itself would have been sufficiently indicative

of the Quaker poet's attitude both toward the creeds

and the Christ; but when he presents us with that

"finest Christian ode of the nineteenth century," for

such "Our Master" is reckoned by Dr. Philip Schaff,

there can be no mistaking his Christology. With that

ode we must all be familiar, and yet select stanzas, by

reason of their beauty and appositeness insist on a

place here ; the whole poem is an apostrophe to Christ,

and there is no sweeter, simpler mingling of con-

fession and adoration, one dares to believe, outside the

pages of the apostles

:

"O Lord and Master of us all

!

Whate'er our name or sign,

We own thy sway, we hear thy call,

We test our lives by thine.

Deep strike thy roots, O heavenly Vine,

Within our earthly sod

;

Most human and yet most divine,

The flower of man and God

!

Apart from thee all gain is loss,

All labor vainly done;
The solemn shadow of thy cross

Is better than the sun.

Our Friend, our Brother, and our Lord,

What may thy service be?
Nor name nor form nor written word,

But simply following thee."

We had thought to conclude the subject of "Litera-

ture" in this essay. Another article, however, will be

required on the related subject of representative books.

A closing reflection may not be amiss to the effect that

the life and teaching of Jesus lend themselves to

poetry and fiction as nature lends itself to art, while

theology holds itself aloof from such literature with

scarcely less sternness than the multiplication table

and the sines and cosines of trigonometry.

CHAffGIJVG THE TEMTE'RA-
TVRE.

HERE was once a man who went to church

T somewhat irregularly. And when he did

go he dropped into a seat very near the

door. Then, as soon as the service was
over, he took his hat, hurried out of the

church, and scarcely ever shook hands with

anybody. After a while this man began
to. complain of that church for its coldness

He met another man on the street one day
and began telling him about it.

"Why," said he, "it is the coldest church

I ever knew" (he didn't say how few churches he real-

ly knew anything about). "Nobody shakes hands with

a man. There is the minister, he never shakes hands
with me, nor the deacons, nor any of the leading men.
They'll talk about it, but I'd like to see them do it. I

believe in practicing what you preach. No, sir, I tell

you it's the coldest church in this town."
And he really believed he was telling the truth. And

his manner was so earnest that the other man was quite

convinced, though he had never been to this church. So
he went and reported this fact to a third man, with
some pretty severe criticisms upon church members
not living up to their professions. Of course, he told

it to a fourth, and the ball went on rolling. Pretty
soon quite a strong feeling was developed in various
parts of the town, especially among those who did not
attend church, that this church was very cold, "high-
toned," "stuck-up," and "a sort o' club for the rich

folks, you know."
But one day the man who started all this talk got

to thinking about it. Now, the fact was he didn't

often get to thinking very hard over religious matters.

But this time he did. And the more he thought the
more surprised he became at himself. For this was
the line his thoughts took: "Here Eve been telling

how cold the minister and the deacons and the leading
men of the church were, but how do I know it is so?
Have I ever given them a chance at me? No! I've

just hurried out of the church and never let the min-
ister get within fifty feet of me, nor the deacons with-

in thirty or forty, nor any of them very near." It

is fair to say the blood tingled in his veins as he
thought of all the hard things he had said, and of his

own stiffness and selfishness.

Soon the deacons and the minister came along and
shook hands in good, hearty, man-fashion, and were
real glad to see him. And how ashamed he felt when
the minister said : "I've noticed your face frequently

in the audience, and wanted to shake hands with you
and learn your name. But I never succeeded in reach-

ing you, till now, before you got out of church." So,

of course, he had to tell the minister his name, and
where he lived, and the latter said he would call on
his family very soon. But, perhaps, the best of all

was to have an old lady with such a kindly face put

out her hand and say : "I don't know your name, sir,

but I'm real glad to see you at church today. And
wasn't it a good sermon?"
That man went home with his heart in his mouth.

He told his wife all about it, and fairly cried when he
acknowledged how he had misjudged those good peo-

ple. And he wound up by saying: "Fact is, wife, it's

mighty easy work to misjudge people."

Tben he went out and met some of his former
friends and told them what an experience he had just

had. "Why, to think," said he, "that I was such an

idiot as to go around telling you that those church
people were all cold and selfish, when I didn't know
anything about it. Don't any of you ever tell anybody,

after this, that I said such things about any of them.

I was just a fool, that's what I was. But I'll tell you
what I am going to do. I'm going to hire two seats

in that church and be there every Sunday morning
with my wife. See if I don't. And the minister's com-
ing to call on us, and I'm going to get acquainted with

him and the rest of them. For I tell you, boys, I've just

learned one thing: You can't get acquainted with

folks, and you can't shake hands with them, if your

hand isn't there to shake."
Frank H. Kasson.

A gentleman said to a minister : "When do you ex-

pect to see Deacon S. again?" "Never!" said the

reverend gentleman, solemnly; "the deacon is in

heaven."

—

The Presbyterian Observer.
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JVOTES OF EVROTEAff
TRAVEL.

Quincy L. Dovvd.

E struck out from Dover to Ostend and

Wmade a few days' stop at old Bruges. It

captivated us at once by its mediaeval

Flemish-Spanish air and smell. Appar-

ently nothing has been done to disturb its

life and manners since the time its river

channel was silted up, and its fame for

commerce and enterprise sank into themud.
But, like a water-logged tree, the ancient

city is preserved in form and substance.

Her people still go through the motions

ol trade, market days, and religious devotion much
as in Margaret of Parma's time, or when Charles the

Bold was in the saddle. The streets and the queer

vehicles, and the look of the goers to and fro in them,

all smacked of ancient breeding. We got excursions

out to Heyst on the sea, and by canal boat to Sluis,

a fisher village at the end of all things, a sort of

earthly "limbo," not so bad as purgatory nor so good
as paradise. On our way to Brussels it was easy to

stop at Ghent, though only for a night—time enough
to visit the high tower and the old churches there.

But Brussels kept us six days, and busy days, too.

It is a sort of "Little Classics" edition of Paris, very
chic and lively, stylish and in for amusement and
decoration.

The day on the field of Waterloo was a life-time

sensation. It requires a lot of forced imagination to

realize that a decisive battle was ever fought over
this mildly undulating ground, now covered by wav-
ing wheat and oat fields dotted with red-roofed and
whitewashed farm buildings; the shepherd and his

flock attended by dogs roaming over the harvested
fields and all the arts of peace flourishing on every
side. The real aspect of the battlefield, however, has
been spoiled by the ruthless folly of those who tried

to celebrate the victory when they erected the mon-
strous lion mound at the center of Wellington's line

of battle. Then there was the day down at the edge
of the Ardennes at fine old Dinant on the Meuse.
The ride back by boat to Namur was along a stretch

of the river which Wordsworth estimated to outrival
even the Rhine for scenic beauty. On the short route
from Brussels to Antwerp stands Malines, the archi-
episcopal seat of the Primate of Catholic Belgium.
It was worth an hour's visit and ramble among its all

but dead streets. Nobody seemed to be doing busi-
ness for business' sake, nor anything else save as in
a walking dream. At Antwerp everything changed
to a modern quick step. The place was thronged with
peasant visitors, for a Kermiss or Dutch fete was in
progress, attended by street processions, illuminations
and endless fun. Stopping as we do usually at pen-
sions, there is a chance to meet other travelers, al-

most always of the American persuasion. Thus we
can swap experiences and put each other on to the
right "hobby" in this or that place. Of course, there
are the regulation sights you are under bonds to pay
devoirs to, but it is our policy to get outside the beaten
round at every chance, e. g., we took a ferry ride
across the Maas, which gave a fine view of Antwerp's
famous harbor and docks. Also we got a train ex-
cursion out to Hoboken, and saw en route a market
garden laborer's slum, the abode of filth and beggary
and mean human conditions in close contact with

God's abounding country. Here it is not environ-

ment of the natural kind at least that makes the slum.

It is the people themselves who are slummy. The
"estaminets" (wine and beer resorts) at about every

other door along the road help to explain how and
why it is as it is. Unwillingly we left handsome Ant-
werp, for we had not half done justice to the museums
and churches. La Hague was our next objective.

Here we dwelt "mid palaces" and scenes of delight.

Holland's little capital, like her pretty Queen Wil-
helmina, is the sweetest, most fascinating bit of a city

we have stopped at. For one thing we took a fore-

noon's drive by cab through the parks, and made
visits to the palace in the woods, and also to the town
royal mansion, rich in tapestries, paintings and prince-

ly gifts. But our real treat was the ride to Delft,

and return by the canal steamer just as the sun was
lowering himself below the Dutch rim of the platter.

There's nothing quite equal in its kind to the Dutch
landscape, take it all in all, windmills, canals, green
meadows below sea level, long lines of trees, towns
and spires dotting the far rim of the scene, and herds
of black and white cattle sprinkled over the near and
distant stretches of pasture. On our trip to Amster-
dam last week all in one day we dropped off at Ley-
den, and next at Haarlem, as loyal Congregationalist
pilgrims ought to do. At Amsterdam on Sunday we
attended two services in the morning, one at the

Dutch Nieuwe Kerke, the other at the Scotch Pres-
byterian church, the place of religious refuge for our
Pilgrim forbears before they left in disgust for Ley-
den in order to be at peace amongst themselves. The
Dutch are reputed to be a noisy folk, and so we found
them at Amsterdam. I don't know whether it is the

profane ending of nearly all of their local names, or
what, but certain it is that their jabber and street

clamor, especially by night, make sleep by honest
tourists almost impossible. Even their mosquitoes
are a peculiar noisy breed, as well as persistent biters.

You might think them pro-Boers that took us for the
hated English. It was a relief to get out into the
country for a day's trip to the island of Marken, part-
ly by train, partly by fishing smack. Here is where
Dutch fisher costumes are seen at their wildest and
loudest. Happily our company was made up of two
Chicago girls, besides ourselves, and we made a lark
of it, going on from Monnikendam to Edam. From
Edam a Dutch boy lured us to his canal boat, with
a sail and covered deck, agreeing to take us on to
Volendam, by the sea, for ten cents each and return.
It was a bargain and we snapped it up. What a
funny voyage that was ! Volendam is still unspoiled by
the horde of visitors. We saw three artists busily at
work painting the characteristic street life (if street
it could be called), and a much-costumed lass posing,
arms akimbo, for one of them. The sea front crowded
with huge, clumsy fish boats was a stirring sight.
The people, old salts and young women, were very
friendly in their greetings. And now we are here
among friends and nicely taken care of while we see
Copenhagen and environs. This p. m. we are to go
out to a country place near Elsinore (read your Ham-
let) and spend a couple of days on that classic
ground.

Copenhagen, Denmark, Aug. 22, 1901.

No words are truer than these of John Randolph

:

"It would have been as easy for a mole to have written
Sir Isaac Newton's treatise on optics as for an unin-
spired man to have written the Bible."
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A STWDy Iff CHA'RACTE'R.

HOtV JOHJV WELLMAff COMMEJVCET>
THE TWEJWTIETH CEjVTVRy.

Clarence A. Vincent, D. D.

Chapter iii.—A "Resurrection.

TELEGRAM was handed in. Wellman
opened it. His face turned deathly pale.

His strength seemed to have left him. He
had read, "If you would see father, come at

once." Like a flood the memories of his

early life poured in upon him. His pa-

rents' faith, their unselfishness, the voice

of their prayers, their love for him, their

parting words, the mother's note on the

leaf of the forgotten Bible—all came back

to him. His nobler nature all at once re-

asserted itself. The hollowness of his life haunted

him. If I were to die, what memories would my chil-

dren have? If they were to follow my example, what
real use would they be to themselves or to others? If

all iren were like me, what would become of all that

is noble and true in society ? He stood in the presence

of the heaven of the past and the hell of the present.

But he must act at once. Telephoning his wife of his

going, he was driven rapidly to the station. No train

would go for six hours. He was soon flying westward
on a special. His neglect of his parents, the sense of

the disappointment which his life must have been to

them, were the companions of his journey. How slow-

ly the car seemed to be going, yet he knew that it was
making seventy miles an hour at times. If he could

only reach home in time to tell the father of his love

and to assure him that his hopes and prayers should

yet be answered. This purpose which had been form-

ed was not the sentiment of a moment but was, like all

John Wellman decided to do, the decision of a strong

will which summons all things to the carrying out of

its plans. The engine slowed down at last. Soon a

team was speeding away over the ten miles between
him and home.
The driver had heard the village physician say that

morning that David Wellman was very ill, so that

John felt that his father was still alive. It was not

long till he could see the farmhouse and buildings

across the prairie. A few minutes brought him to the

door. He entered without knocking. Around the bed
on which his father lay were gathered his brothers and
sisters and the physician, while his aged mother sat

by the bedside holding David's hand. Taking their

hands in silence and touching his lips to his mother's
forehead, he approached the bedside.

"He will know you but he cannot speak," the phy-
sician had whispered.

"Father, John has come to see you," and at his words
the old man turned his eyes full of love upon him, and
a tear ran down the wrinkled cheek. The dying man
tried in vain to speak.

"And I am your boy again. I have disappointed
you and dishonored God, but I've come to tell you that

God in his mercy has given you back your son, and
your hope to see him a useful man shall yet be real-

ized."

A strange light deepened in David's eyes. He sum-
moned himself back into this world and with great
effort said as if in prayer, "Now let thy servant depart
in peace." David's spirit had gone to God, who gave
it, but there lingered upon his face the expression

which his hope and the words of John had brought.
All stood in the silence of gratitude and sorrow for

a time. John, as usual, was the first to act. Putting
his arm around his mother he led her away to her
room.

I need not write of the first days that followed. The
funeral was to be held in the church which, largely

through David and Sarah's prayers, and influence and
gifts, had been built and dedicated five years before.

It was a beautiful day, the second day of the new cen-
tury. From every direction the people drove in. John
Porter, who had been able to save his little farm
through the advice and help of David, was there with
his wife and little ones. Sam Pritchard, once a drunk-
ard, came in neatly dressed and with his happy wife.

He had remarked, with a tremor in his voice, to a
neighbor out by the horseblock, "Dave Wellman, when
he got the people to vote the saloon out of this here
town, made a man of me." The poor of the village

came to pay tribute to one whose kindness and wise
help had often cheered them. The citizens of charac-
ter were there, for the prince among them was dead.
The members of the church were there, with memor-
ies of his prayers and helpfulness. The little church,
with the Sunday school room opening in, could not
hold the many whose personal sorrow brought them.
The services were simple and strong like the life of him
for whom they were given. The pastor read from the
old Bible which had been the companion of David
and his father. His words of tribute were few and
tender and he commended all to God and a life of ser-

vice and hope. As six young men, from the class in

the Sunday school which David had taught, bore the

body from the room, the congregation instinctively

arose and stood in tearful silence. The pathos of their

loss came home with awful force as they realized that

their neighbor would never more be with them. Quiet-
ly they followed their silent friend to his resting place.

For two nights John had watched with his father's

body, making the old lounge in the corner his bed.

The night after the funeral he was given the room of

his boyhood days. It was full of memories, and as he
sat there for a time they spoke to him. But he was
weary and must rest. Following the custom of his

childhood he kneeled down. During these latter years
he had not had time to pray. The last few days had
been full of purpose but not of petition. He buried
his face in the coverlet and sobbed. He tried to pray
but no words would frame themselves. Wr

ould God
forgive a selfish man like him ? At last the prayer of

childhood came out of the long ago, and into it the

millionaire put all his petition for forgiveness and help.

"Now I lay me down to sleep,

I pray thee, Lord, my soul to keep.
If I should die before I wake,
I pray thee, Lord, my soul to take

"

Into his soul a strange peace stole like an angel from
heaven. Again that night he dreamed, but not as in

the days of old. It was of the same city but it was of

greater achievements. Some think that heaven gives

dreams as form and shadow of events to come. If

what this dreamer dreamed that night shall issue in

the real, what an awakening on the morrow

!

(To be continued.)

The great teacher taught a lesson for preachers
when, in answer to the man who twitted him for study-
ing the same lessons year after year, he said : "I want
my pupils to drink from a running stream, not from a

stagnant pool."

I
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T IS easier to criticize the best thing su-

Iperbly than to do the smallest thing in-

differently.

The doctrine of human inability, as the

church calls it, has always been objection-

able to men who do not know themselves.

The want of connection between the

great words of religion and everyday life

has bewildered and discouraged all of us.

Many a man thinks he is looking at truth

when he is only looking at the spectacles he

has put on to see it with. He is looking at his own
spectacles.

Try to give up the idea that religion comes to us by

chance, or by mystery, or by caprice. You will find,

if you think for a moment, that the people who in-

fluence you are people who believe in you. In an at-

mosphere of suspicion men shrivel up; but in that

other atmosphere they expand and find encouragement

and educative fellowship. It is a wonderful thing

that here and there in this hard, uncharitable world

there should still be left a few rare souls who think

no evil.

All about us Christians are wearing themselves out

in trying to be better. The amount of spiritual long-

ing in the world, in the hearts of unnumbered thou-

sands of men and women in whom we would never

suspect it; among the wise and thoughtful; among
the young and gay who seldom assuage and never be-

tray their thirst—this is one of the most wonderful

and touching facts in life. It is not more heat that is

needed, but more light; not more force, but a wiser

direction to be given to very real energies already

there.

Boys, if you are going to be Christians, be Chris-

tians as boys, and not as your grandmothers. A grand-

mother has to be a Christian as a grandmother, and

that is the right and beautiful thing for her; but if

you cannot read your Bible by the hour, as your grand-

mother can, or delight in meetings as she can, don't

think you are necessarily a bad boy. When you are

your grandmother's age you will have your grand-

mother's kind of. religion.

Conformity to type is secured by the type. Christ

makes the Christian. Can the protoplasm-carbon, oxy-

gen, hydrogen, nitrogen—conform itself to its type?

Can the embryo fashion itself ? Is conformity to type

produced by the matter or by the life, by the protoplasm

or by the type? Is organization the cause of life or

the effect of it? It is the effect of it. Conformity to

type, therefore, is secured by the type. Christ makes
the Christian.

After you have been kind, after love has stolen forth

into the world and done its beautiful work, go back
into the shade again and say nothing about it. Love
hides even from itself. Love waives even self-satisfac-

tion.

The kingdom of God is not going to religious meet-

ings and hearing strange religious experiences. The
kingdom of God is doing what is right, living at peace

with all men, being filled with joy in the Holy Spirit.

Great trials come at lengthened intervals, and we
rise to breast them ; but it is the petty friction of our
everyday life with one another, the jar of business or

of work, the discord of the domestic circle, the collapse

of our ambition, the crossing of our will, or the tak-

ing down of our conceit which makes inward peace im-
possible.

We are, of course, not responsible for everything

that is said in the name of Christianity, but a man
does not give up medicine because there are quack doc-

tors, and no man has a right to give up his Chris-

tianity because there are spurious and inconsistent

Christians.

If we can carry away the mere lessons of toleration,

and leave behind us our own censoriousness, and criti-

calness, and harsh judgments upon one another, and
excommunicating of everybody except those who think

exactly as we do, the time we shall spend here will not

be the least useful parts of our lives.

No form of vice—not wordliness, not greed of gold,

not drunkenness itself—does more to unchristianize

society than envious temper. For embittering life, for

breaking up communities, for destroying the most sa-

cred relationships, for devastating homes, for with-
ering up men and women, for taking the bloom of

childhood—in short, for sheer gratuitous misery-pro-

ducing power—this influence stands alone.

THE TLACE OF THE MIWLE-
AGEV IJSf THE CHVTICH.

This is distinctively the age of young people. They
are pushing to the front in all lines of human activity

and in every vocation. This electric age is the result

of this energy. The old man is not in demand. All

our churches want young men in their pulpits. Youth
is one of the fads of this century. Being a young man
myself I would utter no word of discouragement for

this condition of affairs.

The young people are the life of most of our
churches. Their energies contribute largely to the suc-

cess of Christian work in every direction. Such ser-

vice is a great means of development to them. It is a
preparation for larger usefulness, supremer consecra-

tion to the work in years to come. Every church ought
carefully to husband and develop the abilities of its

young people. It is a most profitable and promising
field of Christian usefulness. Let us ever magnify the

worth of our young people.

I would like, however, as my contribution to this

symposium, to lay a little emphasis upon the place of

the middle-aged and old people in the work of the

church. We do not hear too much in these days con-
cerning the work of the young people in the church,
but we should hear more concerning the work of those
older in years. Their work ought always to be em-
phasized. They ought in every way to be the leaders

in the work of the church. Let us not neglect them
in our pastoral ministrations. A. C. Smither.

Los Angeles, Calif.

CHVRCH LETTERS AGAIJV.
The method of dealing with the church letter prob-

lem, as suggested by D. A. Wickizer in The Century
of September 12, is good for external use, but in my
judgment the church letter "sinner" needs a remedy
for internal ills. It ought to be hammered into every
church member that severing relations with a local con-
gregation does not sever his relations to God. We need
to realize that the Church of Christ is one, whether in

Kansas or China, and that our obligations are not to

be cast off as we do a garment.
If men read our papers more, thus coming into closer

touch with the Church as a whole, and the great mis-
sionary enterprises, there would be fewer prodigal
church members. David H. Shields.

Salina, Kansas.
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CH1UST AJVD THE INTELLECT.

W. DOUGLAS MACKENZIE, D. D.

Text: "We have the mind of Christ."—I. Cor. 2:16.

I

HERE are two extremes of opinion on this

T|
matter which I must begin by warding off,

I because in some confused way they espe-

cially influence those who are feeling their

way towards the Christian faith.

In the first place, there is the idea that

the intellect has no place in religion because

in religion everything is of faith. This

has been put in the extraordinary expres-

sion : "I believe because I do not under-

stand." That would only be possible, of

course, in an age when the Church has falsely claimed

the possession of direct and supreme authority over

man's reason; when the Church has taught men to

doubt the power of reason to discover truth, and to

trust its own declarations without inquiry.

But that attitude opens the way to the most blatant

kind of skepticism ; for, if men are taught that they

simply cannot understand what they ought to believe,

they will cease to believe anything. What has no
meaning for reason has no claim on conscience and
no appeal to the affections. This is a doctrine which,

when put in that extreme way, has actually produced
in the history of man the wildest kind of superstition

and the rankest kind of skepticism.

The other extreme may be put in this way : "Religion

depends and must depend only upon reason. My rea-

son, my intellect, is the ultimate arbiter of what I am
to believe. I must not allow my own feelings of inter-

est, my own sense of the value of anything, to interfere

with and cloud the direct labor of reason striving to

discover truth. In fact, my reason must be set to work
like a machine in vacuo, where I am to watch it grind

out the truth for me, and say, "These are the things

on which I am to found all the conduct of my life."

And this is what in the history of philosophy and in

the history of theology has come to be known as ra-

tionalism—mere and sheer dependence upon reason it-

self, the intellect of man when working alone, by it-

self, or supposed to be so working. Now, that gave
rise at last to Agnosticism, the doctrine that reason

cannot find out anything. For when men set them-
selves by the use of this machine to work on the su-

preme mysteries they found the machine very soon got

clogged, somehow, and refused to work. Then they

sat down and said, "That shows me the limits of hu-
man knowledge." Thus it became a philosophical

doctrine to say that human knowledge has such defi-

nite limits for itself, the working of reason is confined

so closely to certain conditions, that we can not find

out anything outside them, whether there be a God
above, or life beyond, or death beneath.

As then, the doctrine that you must trust to faith and
not to reason, trust to authority that shall lead your
reason to truth, led to superstition and skepticism, so

the other doctrine, that you must trust to your reason

alone, led to the same result exactly. The man who

denied reason and the man who said reason was every-
thing, both walked towards the one gulf of skepticism,
of dark doubt and ignorance about anything beyond
the things given to us by our five senses and the miser-
able little conclusions we can draw about the miser-
able little things they are, if they are all. Our intel-

lect, we must remember, therefore, in trying to avoid
these two absurd extremes, is part of a complex nature
which we find ourselves possessed of from the begin-
ning of our life. This mind, which is yourself par-
ticularly and you find as part of your nature, is from
the beginning inextricably mixed up in its operations
with every other part of your nature. You cannot
have any part of your nature operate alone. You can-
not simply feel and not think. You cannot feel

and not desire or hate. You cannot feel and
not decide or will something about the feeling

with which you are concerned. All these parts of our
nature are all always working together, bound up in

one another. Even a man's conscience, although you
call it the highest, only works through and in connec-
tion with all other parts of his nature. If then Christ,

if this final and sublime religion that binds us to God
himself in living cords of love and of trust, is real and
deals with our intellects, then it binds us to God with
cords of intelligence also. God has come to us in

Christ, not as mere intellectual machines, nor as ma-
chines that have no intellect. God in Christ has come
to us as living beings in whom the mind works along
with every other part of their nature. Christ, you will

remember, made his appeal not merely to the con-
science, not merely to the heart, not merely to the self-

interest of a man, but Christ made his appeal also to

the intelligence of every man.

"What think ye of Christ?" is the central problem
that is now presented to every man. "What think ye
of Christ?" And Christ gives his ringing answer to

our intellects as we confront all the mysteries that con-
cern us and he says, "I am the truth." "I am that

which not your will, not your conscience, not your
feeling, not your desire directly deals with, but your in-

tellect. I am the truth. I have in myself and I can
give to you the solution of these great mysteries with
which your reason, as a reasonable man, must always
be deeply and personally concerned !" "What think
ye?" is the great question that a man must hear ad-
dressed to himself, alike by the world and the Church,
alike by his God and his conscience, alike by his self-

interest and the loud calls of temptation around him.

Man's intellect has always been working upon these

great problems—What is God? what is man? what is

to come ? what is the meaning of all that to-day is, of

my life and my life task that rests upon it? At last

there has come to us One of whom it is said that he is

"made unto us wisdom." Christ, as the fountain of

wisdom, as the very substance of truth, addresses him-
self to our intellect. Christianity will have men know
what the truth is. It will not take men by the

hand and lead them, blind, along dark roads to a con-

clusion they cannot understand or forecast. It will not
assert, even in the name of the glory that is to burst

upon us, that here we are to be led about with band-
ages upon our eyes. No, Christianity will have men
to know—to know God, to know man. to know the

meaning of life, the meaning of death. That is the

mission of the Christian revelation. It addresses it-

self directly to the intellect of man and offers to him
the highest wisdom, the noblest revelations of the truth.

Therefore it is that in the New Testament we find in

such abundance all those words: understandinsf. wis-
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dom, truth, thought, judgment. All these are continu-

ally referred to and continually appealed to. The
Spirit of God is the Spirit of Wisdom and of Under-
standing, the Spirit of Truth, the Spirit of Prudence,

the Spirit of Light. He is the Spirit within all this

revelation that is given and that is made to our reason.

Let me name three great blessings which Christ has

conferred upon our reason through the revelation

which he has made. First of all, he has done much for

us by the solution of great problems that baffled man's

reason. The great problems about which man is con-

cerned and has been concerned, the fundamental ones

that he always somehow dimly felt to bear upon the

whole problem of his existence, Christ has brought into

an altogether new relation to our intellect. Concern-

ing God, for instance : what a strange thing is that

Christian certainty concerning God which contrasts

so absolutely and wonderfully with all the uncertainty

of human thought, even at its best! When Plato

—

the man who perhaps had the highest and best thoughts

of God ever found by any man before Christ came and
outside the course of Old Testament revelation—when
Plato propounded his idea of God he founded it upon
reason, or upon private and personal feeling, or upon
a speculative course of argument. Even for him as for

all men a conception of God which had such founda-

tions seemed ever uncertain. A man could not feel

as if he had solid ground under his feet
;
perhaps the

next clever dialectician would overthrow all his fine

erection of proofs. What a strange new thing it is

that in the Christian experience God is given as being
as real and directly known as the outer world. It was
Cardinal Newman who said, what many men have
echoed, that he was as sure of the existence of God
with all which that name implies, as he was of his own
existence. No man who had never heard of Christ

could have said that. Christ has given us a great cer-

tainty concerning God.
Again Christ gave to us a new conception, from

which the world starts to-day and started at the begin-
ning of the Christian history, a new conception of the
unity of our race. No man, not the most majestic in-

tellect of antiquity, was able to conceive of man as the

partaker of the nature of God. It is the gift of Christ

to the intellect. Every man to-day begins with the
assumption of the unity of the universe. It was im-
possible to have that idea until you had the idea that

one Lord is over all. It was from the idea of one God
over all that men of science have derived their con-
ception that the whole universe is one organized fact.

So one might go on showing that the great problems
which the mind of man has always been battling with
had their most wonderful solution, and for the first

time the possibility of their solution, given in Jesus
Christ and the revelation he has made to the reason, the
intellect, of man. Not that we understand these things
fully, but he has helped us to understand them. Not
that we have reached the final solution for the reason,
but that Christ has given us such facts for our prob-
lems that we have made far greater advance than any
had ever made before, or could possibly have made.
And here, in the second place, let me say that Christ

has done the greatest service for the intellect of man by
giving it the Christian mysteries. The great gifts of
Christ have not only brought solutions but brought
new problems. It is always so. Every man of science
v.-orking in his laboratory will tell you that every ad-
vance of science is an advance towards new problems.
A man solves this little difficulty about the nature of
electricity, or some of its operations to-day, and it just
drives him back upon another. A man discovers the

X-ray and it opens up a whole world of new problems.

Then men at once ask questions which they never

would have or could have asked before that revelation

was made to them. And so it is with Christ. There
are men so unreasonable as to think it is a great diffi-

culty and against the Christian faith that it gives us the

mysteries of the Trinity, of the Incarnation of Christ,

the mystery of the conscience of man, and on a higher

level and in an intenser form than ever before, the

mystery of the freedom of the will. All these great

mysteries that the Christian religion affirms and gives

to us as problems simply come out of the solution of

other problems already presented to our minds. It is

only the man who has solved the problem of God's Be-

ing as Christ gave the solution, who can have the

Trinity before him, and it is only as the fundamental
solution of God's relation to man was given in the

Incarnation that he found the Incarnation itself open-

ing far greater problems. A mystery is not a false-

hood. It is something simply to think out. A mys-
tery is not a thing which a man can lay aside and leave

behind him. It is on in front, and he must go on to

meet it. A mystery is not a dark cave, but the sun so

brilliant that it blinds your eyes with its intense light.

A mystery that is founded on reality ought to be the

inspiration and not the enemy of the intellect. It

ought to call men out to think more earnestly and to

think more powerfully. That is just what Christ has
done. The intellect of the world was never aroused
to problems so meaningful, problems in themselves so

glorious, and to consider solutions so inspiring as these

that come to us in the history of the thought of the

Christian ages.

And then, if Christianity has presented to us, first,

great solutions, and, second, great mysteries, let me say
that in the last place it has stimulated the intellect of

man by its appeal to the mind of the individual. Chris-

tianity may be said to have discovered for the first

time the intellect of the individual private citizen. Only
philosophers and statesmen had intellects long ago.

Only men concerned with great practical problems
could manifest the possession of great intelligence. But
Christianity has come and moused the intellectual life

of man and is lifting the whole race upon a higher level,

because the Gospel of Jesus Christ addresses itself to

the mind of each humblest citizen of the earth, and says,

"My friend, what thinkest thou?"
What do you think about God ? Oh ! I leave that to

the philosophers. No, no! God cannot afford to do
without your thought. What do you think about the
future life? Oh! I leave that to mystics and dream-
ers. No, God must have your thought about the fu-

ture life, for you are moving thither. What do you
think about Jesus Christ and his coming and his dy-
ing ? Oh ! I leave that to the theologians and preach-
ers. No, no, it is to you God comes in Christ and you
must have your definite thought about Christ, about
his dying, about his going, and his coming again. God
comes to you and says, You must think, you must
think, you will never reach your true manhood until

you think about these great problems. Well, you say,

cannot I simply trust and not think ? There is no man
that trusts without thinking. No man has any faith in

anything or any one without thinking about it. If you
ask a man if he thought before he trusted that other
man with a check for a thousand dollars, he will say,
Of course. You must have a definite conception of
God before you can trust him. You must have the
tfTought that he is your Father, the Creator of all the
world, the thought that he holds in himself all the mys-
teries of your whole future. These are tremendous
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doctrines, but ycu cannot trust him until you believe

and hold these in the grasp of your mind.
It is to the intellect of every man, you see, that Christ

makes that appeal, and I say that that religion is going
to triumph over all others and that that force is going
to do the most for mankind which goes to the central,

permanent and everlasting interests of the individual

and rouses him, saying, You must think, you cannot
afford to be an animal, lusting, passioning, and going
to your grave simply feeling and desiring, and feeding

and hungering. You must think if you are going to

hunger for the Highest and if you are going to feed

on the Everlasting. God demands that you give to

him the royal worship of your mind, of your thought.

Let us worship him now and evermore with the best

exertion of our thought as well as our affection, of our
mind's earnest effort to understand as well as our
will's firm determination to obey. Amen.

October 21, 1900.

tl'BLE SCHOOL.
JOSEPH IJV 7"RISTOJV.

Lesson for October 13. 1901. Gen. 39;20—4-0; 1 5.

Golden Text; 'Rut the Lord Was baith Joseph and Shotved
Him Mercy—Gen. 39; 21.

A CHICAGO GEACHEH'S JVOGEST OJV
15HE LES-JTOJV.

Euas A. IyONG.

"Place and Time.

HE location of to-day's lesson was the capi-

tal of Egypt, probably Zoan, the city in

which Set or Baal was worshiped. The time

is usually reckoned as B. C. 1719. The Hyk-
sos or shepherd kings who had become
Egyptian now reigned. It is interesting

to note that the Egyptian monuments and
inscriptions set forth a background of every

incident in Joseph's career in this lesson

and later.

The Pobuer of Character.
Three times here in close conjunction is it stated that

"the Lord was with Joseph." The Lord was with

Joseph because Joseph chose to have the Lord with

him. Like Enoch, Joseph walked with God. Gen.

5 122-24. His constant fear was that he might dis-

please God. Ch. 42:18. His cry when tempted by
the courtly sinner was, "How can I do this great wick-

edness and sin against God?" Ch. 39:6-9. There
never was a time when the Lord was not nigh unto
them that called upon him in truth. Ps. 34:18; 1:45;
18:19. But while Joseph's godly walk and upright-

ness of character had charmed even the irreligious and
led to his promotion to great responsibility in courtier

Potiphar's home, yet at length it brought him to the

sorest trials. On an utterly false charge made by
Potiphar's wife, he was cast into a dungeon without
so much as a hearing and was made to suffer severely.

But in the long run, as always is the case, Joseph learn-

ed that godliness is profitable in all things. 1 Tim.
4:8. At length through faithfulness and the power of

his good character he rises to greater eminence and
usefulness than ever his loftiest dreams had anticipated.

Ch. 37:5-11.

V. 20 False Imprisonment. "And Joseph's master."
This was Potiphar, an Egyptian officer under Pharoah U">

whom Joseph had been sold by the Ishmaelites. and by him
employed as a slave in his household. * * * "Put him into

prison." As a result of a false charge. He termed the place

a dungeon. V. 20. According to Ps. 105:18, "he was
cruelly treated, whose feet they hurt with fetters : his soul

came into iron." * * * "He was there" for two years or

more enduring the basest suspicion.

V. 21. Living by Faith. "The Lord was with Joseph."
God was with him because Joseph fell in with God's purposes.
"But if, when ye do well, and suffer for it, ye take it pa-
tiently, this is acceptable with God." 1 Peter 2:20; Is. 42:2-3.
* * * "And showed him mercy." God showed his love
and pity by going with Joseph into his prison life. Men may
forsake us, but God will be our portion, if we so choose.
"In all their affliction he was afflicted." Is. 63:9. For Joseph
to have the answer of God in a good conscience (Acts 23:1) ;

to be haunted by no feelings of remorse; to look upon things
that were unseen (2 Cor. 4:18), even upon the King in his

beauty ; to know and to feel that he was near, this was Jo-
seph's portion vouchsafed in mercy. As Dr. Robertson says,

"The reward of well-doing is God." * * * "Gave him
favor in sight of keeper." The secret cf Joseph's influence

was his communion with God, producing the grace and power
of a godly character as manifested in manners, appearance
and conduct. This is the secret of Christ's immeasurable
influence.

V. 22. Advancement. "Keeper of the prison." The light

of that godly life attracts this pagan officer in whose pres-

ence Joseph now is brought. True character bears a light

that cannot be hid. * * * "Committed to Joseph's hands
all the prisoners." Joseph's transparent character shows that

he was fit to be trusted with higher duties in the prison, and
to these he was advanced. Joseph must often have prayed
for release, (Ch. 40:14-15) but the time for that had not yet

come—he must be schooled for greater things in God's prov-
idence.

V. 23. Power of Character. "The keeper looked not to

anvthing." Joseph had now completely gained the confidence
of this man. His righteousness won men. * * * "Be-
cause the Lord was with him." Here the reason for his favor
with the keeper is specified. The Lord was with him in his

spirit. Ch. 41 :39. The Spirit of the Lord, like his Word.
is not bound. 2 Tim. 2:9. Is our influence enlarged because
God is with us? * * * "The Lord made it to prosper."

Joseph was blessed in being "like a tree planted by the rivers

of water" bringing forth the fruit of righteousness in its sea-

son, while his "leaf," the visible holy walk, did not wither
in that desert place and "whatsoever" he did it prospered.
Ps. 1 :3. How foolish for any one to think that by ignoring
him whose favor alone can bring prosperity we can prosper.

V. 1. The King's Offenders. "After these things." How
long after we do not know. Two years are mentioned in Ch.

41 :i, and from this it is assumed that the interval here was
considerably less, probably about one year. * * * "The
butler of the king." The chief butler. V. 2. This was a

high and honorable office, the same as that which Nehemiah
bore many years later. Neh. 1:11. To carry out his great
ends God uses some very ordinary material. * * * "And
his baker." He was the chief baker (V. 2), a high official

whose business it was tc furnish, and have charge of. the

king's table. Anciently there could be no higher trust than
this, as not rarely food was made a vehicle of poisoning
those in high office. * * * "Offended their lord, the

king." How they offended is not stated. Knowing their ca-

priciousness the Psalmist counseled his hearers not to put
their trust in princes. Psa. 146:3.

V. 2. The King's Wrath. "And Pharaoh." Pharaoh
was a general title like Cassar. * * * "Was wroth."
High places are slippery places. Nothing is more uncertain
than the favor of kings. The favor of God is just the re-

verse of this. It is unfailing.

V. 3. Distinguished Companions. "He put them in a

ward," until a time should be given for their hearing. A
great distance, humanly speaking, lay between the new pris-

oners, high officers from Pharaoh's court, and this humble.
Hebrew shepherd prisoner. * * * "Into the house of the

captain." This captain was Potiphar. * * * "Into the

prison . . . where Joseph was bound." The same prison

referred to in preceding chapter in V. 20. Here Joseph, the

young farmer-shepherd, was brought into close touch with
these unfortunate officials of the court of Egypt. This was
a great gain to Joseph as all his later history shows.

V. 4. Further Advancement. "Captain of the guard."
Potiphar, the master of Joseph. * * * "Charged Joseph
with them." Because Joseph had proved himself faithful in

that which was least, as a keeper of ordinary prisoners, he now
is advanced to the charge of prominent prisoners, an impor-
tant link in his own historv. In his close relation to these
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officers as days and months wore tediously away, Joseph

found the opportunity of his life for gaining information of

the greatest value to him. * * * "Served them." How
Joseph waited on them is not stated. Being in disgrace, it is

possible that these officers were attracted by the gracious,

condescending attention of their young keeper. God is love

and his love will shine through his true followers everywhere,

even in prison. * * * "Continued a season in ward."

These relations were not brief. Joseph in prison was schooled

before men qualified to instruct in the details of the Egyptian

government. The officers in prison were gainers in witness-

ing the grace of this man whom they never had been per-

mitted to see outside. Even in prison all things were work-

ing together for good. Rom. 8:28.

V. 5. Dreams of the Night. "Each man his dream in

one night." Pharaoh's birthday was but three days away.

V. 13. Reasoning from past custom, the prisoners would
be disturbed by the uncertainty of their fate at the hearing

before Pharaoh. Their dreams caused them to be in gloom.

V. 6. * * * "According to interpretation." Each dream
had its own interpretation, as the sequel shows. In those

early times God in many cases revealed himself in dreams.

To us he has revealed himself in his Son and his Word.

V. 6-7. Conspicuous badness "Came in unto them."

On the rounds of faithful duty he had intercourse with the

prisoners. * * * "And looked . . . behold they were
sad." Not ignorant of misfortune, Joseph knew how to pity

them. He was tender-hearted. Ch. 44:14-15 His compassion
for other sorrowing ones was a balm for his own sorrow, a

lesson to us. * * * "Wherefore look so sadly."A strange

question from an oriental keeper to prisoners under him. Not
so in the present case, it was God who spoke through the

heart of Joseph. Joseph's next step was to proclaim God.
V. 8. They were in prison and in a true sense he came unto
them, thus fulfilling Christ's later test of a godly life. Matt.

25 =36.

V. 8. God's Witness. "They said there is no interpre-

ter." They feared that the appearance before Pharaoh would
come without their having the means of securing an inter-

preter of their dreams, an office of the magicians. They were
unaware that before them stood God's interpreter. To-day
men are possessed with worldly visions and air castles which
may be ominous to their higher good. They too need God's
witness to reveal to them the higher truths regarding their

possibile destiny. * * * "Do not interpreters belong to

God?" He proclaims God. Familiar, as Joseph was, with
God's dealings with his great-grandfather, Abraham, he
points the prisoners to him in full assurance that he is able to

supply all their needs. * * * "Tell me them, I pray you."
An admission that he stood before them as God's man.
Doubtless he had before this spoken to them of God. Matt.
12:34. Had Joseph made light of their dreams, he would, for

aught we can see, have died in the dungeon.

V. 9-13. Dream of the Vine. "Branches . . . blos-

soms . . . grapes." The dream related in this verse is

most beautiful and well worth close observation. * * *

"Pressed them." The statement here is useful in showing that

anciently wine was the pure, fresh juice of the grape without
fermentation. This is the kind of wine that is favorably re-

ferred to throughout the scriptures. * * * "Three
branches are three days." Only divine knowledge could have
known that these branches referred to time. The butler was
thus assured that Joseph obtained his wisdom from above.
See V. 8.

V. 14-15. Longings in Prison. "Think on me." These
words remind us of the repentant thief's prayer on the cross.

Luke 23 :24. Joseph's faith helped him to believe that some-
how there must come deliverance from his present unfortu-
nate condition. Doubtless he had often meditated on the
strange providence that brought him into Egypt. May not
now his release follow through the release of these distin-

guished court prisoners? * * * "Bring me out." The
one longing of every prisoner. But there is a worse captivity
than that within stone walls, viz., when one is held by the
strongholds of sin. Christ came to give complete deliverance
to such. Luke 4:18. Any one who will seek deliverance, as
did Joseph, may be brought out of this greater captivity.
* * * "I Was stolen." He merely states the facts and that
without implicating any one. * * * "Done nothing." Jo-
seph was suffering wrongfully. Such a course of trial and
persecution God's children have often been led through. Our
Master did "nothing," but he was made perfect through suf-
fering. The Bible abounds in such instances,, "only that we
may not think it strange "concerning the fiery trial which
is to try us." 1 Pet. 4:12.

FIVE, MIJWX/TES' SE*RMOff Of*THE
GOL"DEJV TEATT.

BY PETER AINSLIE.

O-DAY we look out from Joseph's prison

Tcell. Nobody covets sorrow ; nobody wants

to be imprisoned. We call these things the

misfortunes of life, but after all our talk-

about trouble and sorrow and imprison-

ments, out of these things have come the

best gifts to the world. Read the list of

men and women who have suffered and
you will find the world's> real royalty. In-

deed see if there be in the world's annals

a name of real worth that has crossed the

world amid laughter and hurrahs, under cloudless skies

and over beds of flowers. Those people have never

begun to live, but misfortunes are more frequently the

real fortunes. Here is some man imprisoned by pov-

erty or social conditions or some great sorrow. The
folly of this world has been driven out of him. The
heart looks like a field swept by a hurricane and then

plowed up by some careless plowman, but wait awhile.

The sight is sad now, but that was once a field of

brambles and now new seeds are sprouting and by and
by an angel's hand gathers a hundredfold harvest.

.Does not the farmer do his field that way? Does not

the miner do his mines like that ? To make this beau-

tiful and profitable, do we not have to break up and
mar in order to make over? For a whole lifetime one
may be imprisoned and there are thousands in such

case, some on beds of sickness, some so afflicted that

they can be of little or no use to themselves, some in

unhappy homes, some bound down by poverty, some so

smitten in heart that their only joy comes through
weeping. You have seen Charlotte Corday's picture as

she stands behind the prison bars and you may think

that she is alone, but you do not have to invite an artist

to paint. There are thousands of sad faces that are

being pressed against the hard bars of imprisonment.
These are the world's martyrs and they suffer most in

secret—the hardest suffering in the world, but some
day they shall walk proudly out of their prison house.

"This mortal must put on immortality." The conflict

shall only linger in memory like smoke hangs over the

fields of battle, and freedom and victory shall shout
together as the once imprisoned heart shall ascend the
throne. Jesus suffered. He was God's son. I am only
his servant. Then shall I not suffer? The prison
house brings with it no sweet thought unless Jesus be
the companion of the imprisoned. Paul in the dark
prison in Rome and Tyndale in the damp cell of Vil-
voorde are nothing to be compared to the Son of God
when he was imprisoned in human flesh. Things seem
strange now. We do not know, but God is good and
he is faithful and plenteous in mercy. Believe him,
trust him and he will do all things right.

McK.inley and K_ing Alfred.

The London Times publishes a short poem of which
the theme is the coincidence of the funeral of President
McKinley and the celebration of the millenary of King
Alfred the Great. Following is the closing stanza

:

Up with our hearts and oversea
Swift be the words of friendship sped:
You praise our hero king and we
Lament with you your patriot dead.

In sorrow's name one boon we crave

—

Lay England's wreath upon his grave.
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CH1USTIAJS EfiVEAVOn.
Charles Blanchard.

DA'RK. T>Ay^ AJWT> THBI'R LESSOJVS.
Topic Oct. 13: "Ref. Vs. 107: I~15.

T TAKES the dark clays to bring out the

faith and affections of human hearts.

Where everything moves along in unruf-

fled peace and prosperity, we are careless,

thoughtless, sometimes dead, indifferent.

But where some individual affliction or a

great national calamity comes upon us sud-

denly, as they always do, the soul springs

to the defense of what we hold as dear as

life.

Triumphs Out of Tragedies.

Triumphs of faith, of heroism, of patriotism, spring

thus suddenly and surprisingly out of the tragedies of

human lives. There is in this a prophecy of our nobler

being, a proof of the divinity within us, and without

us, which shapes our ends, rough-hew them as we
may. The heroes are those who rise thus, consciously

or unconsciously, to the emergency of the moment, of

the event of the hour, or of the century, or of the ages,

and stand in the breach of brotherhood, as the heralds

of hope, the prophets of peace, the seers of success.

/"fotable Illustrations.

Garfield stilling the great mob in New York City,

on the announcement of the death of Lincoln, is a fine

instance of that surprising influence which a man of

quick inspiration may have over a surging mass of

amazed and maddened men. It was an illustration of

his personality, of his religious faith and fervor, and
of his marvelous genius for leadership, which later

made him President, to the surprise of the nation and
of the world. His words had the thrill of triumph in

them, in the midst of the tragic events of that most
tragic period of our country's historv. "God still

reigns and the government at Washington still lives
!"

And a great silence and sobering of sudden passion

fell upon that maddened maze of men, threatening the

swift destruction of the World newspaper building.

The recent most affecting demonstration of the peo-
ple's faith and affection, during the solemn hours of

waiting while President McKinley lay dying, is proof
again of the fact that out of the tragedies of human
hearts spring the triumphs of religious sentiment and
patriotic devotion. A great crowd of people of all

classes and conditions stood in the street in front of the

Inter-Ocean office on Monroe street, Chicago, waiting
the final bulletin. Patiently, pathetically, until long
after midnight they waited, until the announcement
came, when as if by inspiration some one started.

"Nearer, my God, to Thee," and the solemn crowd
sang it through. Then followed, most appropriately,

the most beautiful national hymn in all tbe world,
"My country, 'tis of thee," and thereafter "The Bat-
tle Hymn of the Republic," born out of the throes of
the greatest Civil war of the centuries, with the heart
throb of a nation in it. And so our hearts are com-
forted, and our national bonds strengthened, with this

almost universal expression of religious and patriotic

faith and fervor.

"Let the "Redeemed of the Lord Say S"o,"

It does us good, on these dark days of national ca-

lamity, with the shadow of a great tragedy upon the

hearts of the people, to give expression to the loftier

sentiments of patriotism, and to the better sense of
brotherhood which ought to prevail among us. We

who love our country should say so. It is the lesson

for the hour. We should reverence our rulers while
they live and are worthy. "Let the redeemed of the
Lord say so"—thus souls will be strengthened, the
fires of faith kindled, hope inspired, love renewed with
rejoicing!

THE QVIET HOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

"Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging."—Proverbs 20:L

Monday— Tro-Verbs 23, 29-35
OW sad are the sorrows of the man who is

H befooled by strong drink ! What troubles

he reaps for himself!

It brings shame. "Woe" and "complain-
ing"—these are its bitter harvest. And if

this self-abhorrence only deepened into

real penitence, all would yet be well. But
too often it does not. Too often it is felt

for a little, and then forgotten, to be expe-
rienced afresh by-and-by.

It brings strife. "Wounds without
cause" are its hateful fruitage and issue. Quarreling
and contention, sometimes between very friends, how
frequently it is responsible for them ! It leads to bick-

ering and blows, and brother lifts hand against brother,

and variance takes the place of peace.

It brings delusion. The eyes "behold strange
things." They may be things attractive, fascinating,

enriching. But there is no reality in them. They are
dreams, phantasmagoria, emptiness. And then the

man awakens to discover that he is poor indeed.

And, in the end, it brings death. The death of
health, of reputation, of usefulness, of holiness. Death
here, and more hopeless and irretrievable death here-

after. Therefore, my soul, see that thou shun and ab-
jure the wicked thing.

Tuesday—Amos 6. 1— 7,

Self-indulgence is indeed an evil thing. "The af-

flictions of Joseph" are still well-known in this world
where I live—ah, let me not live to please myself, when
my sympathy and ministry and love are needed so
sorely.

The needs of the body: do not I see these on every
side? Starving men, "wives and mithers maist des-

pairin'," little children ill-fed and ill-clad, with scarce

one of the joys of childhood to brighten their lot

—

these call to me loudly and urgently. I must not refuse

to help them.

The sorrows of the mind : I know some who are

perplexed by their difficulty and persistence. Doubts
hang over their sky. Questions about the highest and
deepest things haunt them whether they will or no.

ff I have been led into certainty myself. I ought to be
their teacher and guide.

The distresses of the soul : how many suffer from
them ! They weep in secret. The burden lies heavy
on their backs. They fear the anger of God They
begin to understand the exceeding sinfulness of sin.

Can I not point them to the Interpreter's House and the

place where the Cross stands?
It will be shameful if I anoint myself with the chief

ointments, and am not grieved for the affliction of

Joseph.

Wednesday—J^fahum 1. 1—10.

This is the doom of a city which was proud and
overbearing and oppressive. It was not merely with
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the Nineveh of Old Testament times, it is with cities

and communities to-day, that the God of righteousness

takes to do.

There is much in my native land to fill me with

satisfaction and joy. But there is much, too, in my
country to awaken in me concern and penitence and

misgiving, if I am a Christian man. The greed of

gain, the overweening self-reliance, the national sins

which inflict so dark a stain, the irreligiousness, the

failure to ask in public affairs for the will and com-

mandment of Christ, the forgetfulness of all God's

benefits in the past and in the present : these things

should make me blush, and should send me to my
knees in confession and prayer.

Thursday— Tro-Verbs 1. 10—23.

God's character is holy. God's requirements are

spiritual. God's government is righteous. May I

sympathize with the character, the requirements, the

government. When sinners entice me, may I refuse

to consent.

I hear much about the specters of the mind, which
keep people from casting in their lot with Christ, the

difficulties they have about doctrine, the problems of

the faith they find it impossible to solve. I do not

question that these mental troubles hinder some from
the exercise of childlike trust. But for one whose
obstacles are intellectual, there are a hundred whose
obstacles are spiritual. They listen to the specious

promises of evil-doers and of evil itself. They have no
desire for the crucifixion of old affections. They are

not prepared to take Jesus—holy, harmless, undefiled

—

for Lord and King. To be a Christian involves too

much and cuts too deep.

Now, let me bid an irrevocable farewell to the City

of Destruction, in which there is so much that is pleas-

ant to flesh and blood. Let me set my face like a flint

towards the rough and narrow pilgrim-road. Let me
obey the call of Wisdom, summoning me to separate

myself to God, to follow Christ whithersoever he
leads, to throw my whole nature open to the dominion
of the Spirit.

Friday LuKe 21. 25—36.

I would watch at every season.

Yes, mine be the eye that observes. If I am on the

outlook for indications of what God wishes me to be,

I shall not be left in dubiety and darkness. His provi-

dence will be filled with hints of the manner of life

he would haye me live. His Word will be profitable

for instruction in righteousness, his Spirit will be the

light within, that never leads astray.

And mine be the will that obeys. So soon as I know
my Master's purposes and designs I would fall in with
them. I would run the way of his commandments,
once he has enlarged my heart. Such prompt and glad
submission is the path to fuller understanding of him.
I grow in comprehension as I fulfill his precepts.

And mine be the soul that expects. For he comes
again. One day he will rend his heavens, and show
himself to me. O, to spend my history in the prospect
of it! Thus shall I be deterred from sin. Thus shall

I be impelled to holiness. Thus shall I be kept diligent

in my Father's business, and my Savior's glad and sac-
red service.

So I would watch and wait.

Saturday— "Romans 13. 8—14.

"Not in rioting and drunkenness, not in chamber-
ing and wantonness, not in strife and envying"—they
were the words which awakened the new life in Au-
gustine on that far-past day in Milan. As he lay weep-
ing in the garden, he heard a boy's voice or a girl's

—

for he never knew which—singing from the neighbor-
ing house, Tolle, lege, "Take up and read," "Take up
and read." And he lifted the New Testament beside

him, and read the counsel and command of St. Paul.

It was the call of God to him. It was the King's word
with power. Jesus had long been knocking at this

closed door; now the door was opened, and he en-

tered in.

Have I any word of Scripture which has played an
equally memorable and decisive part in my spiritual

life? Is there a warning which roused me from my
slumber? Is there a command which rang the im-
perative of heaven through my soul? Is there a great

and precious promise which kindled in my midnight
the daybreak and the morning? It will be well if I

can point to some message of the Lord, on which he
has caused me to hope—some sentence of the Bible,

which has brought Christ to my gate and my heart.

Sunday—Ccrtnthians 8.

For my brother's sake, I must be willing to part with
what may be innocent and lawful for myself.

Let me remember it in the life of the family. There
are young eyes, keen, observant, watching me there.

There are young feet that will plant themselves where
they have seen the print of my shoe. I cannot be too
war)'.

Let me remember it in the life of business. I shall

have to forego some methods and practices, which
seem to me right and legitimate, but which others can-
not adopt without wounding conscience and commit-
ting sin.

Let me remember it in the life of recreation and
pleasure. Perhaps I see no harm in a certain amuse-
ment, a certain indulgence, a certain self-gratification.

Ah, but if others follow me, they will stumble and
fall.

Let me remember it, too, in the life of religion. I

may think that I can dispense with this fixed habit
and that accustomed rule, and yet my spiritual health
will not suffer. But my neighbor cannot, and I must
not wound him.

He is dear to Christ; let him be dear to me also.

Let me love him as I love myself.

TLEASAJSTTHIES.
Willie: "Pa, what's an usher?"
Pa : "He's the man who shows people where they

mustn't sit at church."

The prayer of Dr. Lyman Beecher was: "O Lord,
grant that we may not despise our rulers ; and grant,
O Lord, that they may not act so we can't heip it!"

"Your husband is not looking well to-night, Mrs.
Rhymer." "He isn't, and I'm not surprised at it."

"No? Has he been overworking himself?" "It isn't

that so much ; it is his originality. Why, that man is

struck by so many original ideas that his mind must
be one mass of bruises."

—

Woman's Home Journal.

Among some "Witty Retorts of Politicians," Cham-
bers' Journal reproduces that capital retort of Lord
Chief Justice Coleridge's to a hissing audience : "Gen-
tlemen," said he, "you hiss ; and I am not surprised at

it. What can you expect, when the cold waters of
reason come into contact with red-hot fanacticism but
a hiss?"
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JVEW rEA& WREST I JV
THEOLOGICAL SEMI-

JVA'RIES.
The hosts are gathering in our theo-

logical seminaries and Bible colleges,

and another year of study is beginning.
Keeping in touch with the needs of the
times, many of these institutions have
new plans of work going into operation
and new lines of study are to be made
possible for the students. A brief sur-

vey of these signs of progress will be
interesting.

The Divinity School of the Univer-
sity of Chicago will call to its aid the
services of eminent American and
European theologians. At the head of

the list of outside lecturers stands the

name of Principal Salmond of Aber-
deen, Scotland, who, in October, will

give a series of lectures on "The The-
ology of the Nineteenth Century and
Its Movement in Great Britain." The
missionary activity of the Church will

receive special attention. Dean Hul-
bert will conduct courses on the history

of missions, through the ancient and
mediaeval periods,and in post-reforma-

tion times to the dawn of the nine-

teenth century. The Rev. Dr. A. K.
Parker has been elected to the profes-

sorship of Modern Missions, and will

lecture on "The Missionary Movements
of Recent Times," bringing the study
down to date. He will also discuss

modern methods and problems.

A new departure is marked by the

announcement that a class of theologi-

cal students for study in Palestine will

be formed during the winter quarter of

1902. The expedition will be under the

direction of Prof. Shailer Mathews.
The class, which is limited to twenty
persons, will sail about the middle of

December and will return early in

April. At least seven weeks will be
spent in Palestine, during which time
courses will be conducted by Prof.

Mathews in the historical geography
of Palestine and the life of Jesus. Mem-
bers of the class register as students

in the University of Chicago, and will

be given credit for the work done.

A practical feature of the work in

McCormick Seminary, in addition to

the usual studies, is the instruction in

the following topics of pastoral theol-

ogy: The pastor's personal character,

habits, manner; the pastor in the

study, in the prayer meeting, in the

Bible school, in the homes of the peo-

ple, in revivals, in inquiry meetings,
in the pulpit. The coming session is

to be signalized by large additions to

the library. The attendance this year
will be somewhat over 100, which com-
pares somewhat unfavorably with last

year's 136, but there are forty new stu-

dents, and the faculty believe the bot-

tom of the decline in candidates for the
ministry has been reached.

Chicago Theological Seminary pre-

sents an interesting example of inter-
denominational comity this year in
having among its instructors, in addi-
i.cn to its regular board of fifteen,
Prof. Shailer Mathews of the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Dr. Warren J. Moulton
of Yale, and Rev. Wm. M. Lawrence,
D. D.. pastor of the Second Baptist
Church, his department being homilet-
ic . Prof. Caspar R ne Gr g;ry, D. T.i ,

LL. D., of the University of Leipzig, is
delivering a course of six lectures on
the following topics: "The Greek MSS.
of the New Testament," "The Princi-
ples of Textual Criticism," "Theology
Today in Germany," "Modern Social
Movements in Germany," "The Ameri-
can Student in a German University,"
"Tischendorf and the Sinaitic Manu-
script." Rev. C. N. Ransom, the repre-
sentative of the seminary on the for-
eign field, will also lecture part of the
year. In the music department, in
charge of Prof. Chamberlain, there are
to be two new features: A series of
organ recitals, in which some of the
leading organists of Chicago and other
cities will take part; and a series of.
extension lectures in music, by Prof.
Felix Borowski, of the Chicago Musical
College. These will be on the analysis
and interpretation of music, based
upon the programs of the Thomas
orchestra concerts.

The Garrett Biblical Institute is dis-
cussing an extension of the elective
system. Psychology and the history
of philosophy and pedagogy will be
given considerable place in the curric-
ulum. The exegetical work has been
separated from the instruction in
Greek and Hebrew. Heep Hall, the
students' dormitory, has been entirely
renovated; the interior is substantially
new.
Traveling East from Chicago we find

that Hartford Theological Seminary
has made some radical changes. It has
recognized in large measure the needs
of the times. Specially is this true in

regard to the demand for trained teach-
ers for the Sunday school and for a
teaching ministry. Accordingly the
psychology of education, its history
and differing theories will be treated.
A special pedagogical course is sup-
plied by the affiliated 'Bible Normal
College, just removed from Springfield
to Hartford, but opportunities for

training in pedagogics have been in-

corporated in the regular seminary
course. Model Bible and Sunday school
classes will be conducted and the vari-
ous problems of teaching as they pre-
sent themselves to the pastor and oth-
ers will be considered. For students
going to the foreign field a wider
scheme of study is provided, covering
those things which a superintendent of

schools has to know; also a course in

evangelistic pedagogics. The special
course in missions has been enlarged
by means of the Charles M. Lamson
Fund. Eight lectures by experts on
missionary organization. business
methods, history, international law
and special fields are arranged. Medi-
cal instruction for simple missionary

service is also provided. Home mis-
sions and city missions are included in
these courses. The Carew lecturers for
the coming year are Rev. David W.
Forrest of Glasgow, Rev. W. Garrett
Horder of London, and Talcott Wil-
liams, L. H. D., of Philadelphia. Other
lecturers are Dr. Dunning of Boston ou
the Sunday school, Prof. Caspar Rene
Gregory of Leipzig on German theol-
ogy, Dr. Forbush on "The Boy Problem
in the Church," Rev. E. Speer. eic.

Union Theological Seminary is also

"BOJTES OF COLT).
Sent _for Letters About Grape-

JVuts.
Three hundred and thirty boxes of

gold and greenbacks will be sent to
persons writing interesting and truth-
ful letters about the good that has
been done them by the use of Grape-
Nuts food.

Ten little boxes, each containing a
$10 gold piece, will be sent the 10 writ-
ers of the most interesting letters.
Twenty boxes each containing a $5

gold piece to the 20 next most inter-
esting writers, and a $1 greenback will
go to each of the 300 next best. A com-
mittee of three not members of the
Postum Co. will make decision be-
tween Dec. 1st and 10th, 1901.
Write plain, sensible letters, giving

detailed facts of ill health caused from
improper food and explain the im-
provement, the gain in strength, in
weight, or in brain power after using
Grape-Nuts food.

It is a profound fact that most ails
of humanity come from improper and
non-nourishing food, such as white
bread, hot biscuit, starchy and un-
cooked cereals, etc.

A change to perfectly cooked, pre-
digested food like Grape-Nuts, scien-
tifically made and containing exactly
the elements nature requires for build-
ing the delicate and wonderful cells of
brain and body, will quickly change a
half sick person to a well person. Food,
good food, is Nature's strongest wea-
pon of defense.

Include in the letter the true names
and addresses, carefully written, of 20

persons not very well, to whom we
can write regarding the food cure by
Grape-Nuts.
Almost everyone interested in pure

food is willing to have his or her

name appear in the papers for such
help as they may offer the human race.

A request, however, to omit name will

be respected. Try for one of the 330

prizes. Every one has an equal show.
Don't write poetry, but just honest and
interesting facts about the good you
have obtained from the pure food

Grape-Nuts. If a man or woman has
found a true way to get well and keep
well, it should be a pleasure to

stretch a helping hand to humanity,
by telling the facts.

Write your name and address plain-
ly on letter and mail promptly to the
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek,
Mich.
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providing for Bible study with refer-

ence to the needs of Sunday school

teachers. A complete course in the

English Bible and in pedagogy will be

given, following the text book and
recitation method. The plan includes

extension work in Manhattan, Brook-
lyn and elsewhere, with as many
churches as require it, either by lec-

ture or text book method.

Yale Divinity School offers a new
semi-elective system and has added
several new departments: Biblical His-

tory and Archaeology, Dr. F. K. San-

ders; Biblical Literature, Dr. C. F.

Kent; Semitic Languages, Dr. C. C.

Torrey, and Ecclesiastical History, Dr.

Williston Walker. The special lectur-

ers for the coming year are Rev.
George A. Gordon, D. D., of Boston;
Rev. Washington Gladden, on "The
Pulpit in Its Relation to Present Day
Social Problems;" Rev. D. W. Forrest,

D. D., of Scotland, and Rev. Wm. V.

Kelley, D. D., editor of the Methodist
Quarterly Review. We note that prizes

are awarded for the highest proficiency

in the public reading of the Scriptures

and of hymns—an accomplishment that

needs cultivating by ministers.

Hamilton Theological Seminary, con-
nected with Colgate University, finds

successful its plan of combining a cer-

tain required amount of work and a
very wide range of electives, thus af-

fording opportunity for specialization

in any department.

One of the new features at Auburn
Theological Seminary is a course of

lectures on liturgies and hymnology,
by Rev. Louis F. Benson of Philadel-

phia. Special prominence is to be
given in the future to preparation for

the conduct of public worship. A course
of instruction in the English Bible,

covering a period of three years, will

be also inaugurated. This includes

methods of study, of teaching, of use
in the inquiry room and elsewhere, in

addition to a detailed study of the con-
tents. A department of sacred peda-
gogy, with a view to advancing the
interests of the Sunday school, and de-

partment of evangelistic work are con-
templated. It is Dr. Stewart's opinion
that a quarter of a century ago sys-

tematic theology was the point of em-
phasis in seminary instruction; now it

is Bible study.

The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary at Louisville has introduced
an annual course of lectures devoted to

the interests of the Sunday school, to

bear in the most practical ways pos-
sible upon the general work of the
pastorate, as well as to give emphasis
to scholarship. Special attention is

to be given to mission work in a So-
ciety for Missionary Inquiry, the first

day of each month being entirely de-
voted to this topic.

The College of the Bible at Drake
University opens with an enlarged at-

tendance. Dr. Clinton Lockhart has
classes in Syriac and Assyrian. Prof.
Stairs, a graduate of Yale, is a new
acquisition to t!he faculty.

Hiram College gives a year's work

in the Prophets and Psalms, in its Bib-

lical department, in addition to the

usual theological studies.

Christian University, Canton, Mo.,

permits its students to enter the class

for theory of preaching or the prepara-

tion and delivery of sermons earlier

than formerly, finding that as they go

out to preach more or less they form
habits of sermonizing that are errone-

ous and hard to overcome. Ministerial

students are encouraged to hold revival

meetings during the year and the meet-
ings have resulted in the conversion

of about 1,000 persons every year.

Eugene Divinity School, in Oregon,

is endeavoring to develop a special in-

terest in missions and practical meth-
ods of church work.
President Aylsworth says: "The de-

partment of Sacred Literature in Cot-

ner University would better be termed
biblical rather than theological. It deals

little as yet with the speculative phases
of theology and much more in the

specific study of the Bible. An Eng-
lish Bible course of two years is offered

without a degree, which deals mainly
with this work. These studies, incor-

porated as electives in the classical

course, with four terms of Hebrew
added, constitute the course in sacred
literature leading to the degree of

Bachelor of Arts. It is well adapted
to the needs of young men preparing
for the ministry and a good basis for

more advanced seminary work. It has
been decided to add to the sacred lit-

erature work this year a course in the

life of Christ, consisting of lectures

with collateral readings, covering im-
portant phases of Christology. Special

training in homiletics and pastoral

theology, including lectures on mission
work, is maintained. Additional lec-

tures will also be given this year on
the history or doctrine.

Omaha Theological Seminary reports

a substantial increase in its funds dur-

ing the past year. The prospect of a
new building in the future has awak-
ened an increased interest. The exe-

cution of plans already adopted only
waits the favorable sale of present
property. The Rev. Daniel E. Jenkins,
Ph. D., will be inaugurated as pro-

fessor of theology at the opening of

the term. Arrangements have been
made by which Bohemian students can
have instruction in Bohemian history

and language by the Rev. Jaroslav Do-
bias, pastor of the Omaha Bohemian
church.

^/i SOJVC T'ROG'RA.MME.
The Congregational ministers' meet-

ing of Cleveland, Ohio, very sensibly

meets on the first Monday of each
month. This year they have mapped
out a programme which seems to us of

such unusual excellence that we print

it in full as a guide and encour-
agement to other executive committees
to go and do likewise. The Rev. A. M.
Ingraham is secretary.

Subjects and Speakers.
Sept. 3.—The Church Music—1. Sacred

Music. Prof. Charles C. Clemens; 2.

The Choir, What shall it be? Rev. Paul
H. Metcalf ; 3. The Pastor's Relations to

Organist and Choir, Rev. C. W. Carroll.

Oct. 7.—Church and Parish Amuse-
ments and Benefactions—1. Building
Churches with Reference to Amuse-
ments, Rev. C. S. Mills, D. D.; 2. What
may Churcb Amusements be? Rev. R.
A. George; 3. Church Benefactions,

What may they be? Rev. C. W. Hiatt,

D. D.; 4. The Pledge System, Rev. H. E.

Brown.
Nov. 4.—The Preacher and His Ser-

mon—1. The Preacher's Use of Theol-
ogy, Prof. H. C. King, D. D.; 2. The
Preacher's Use of Current Events, Rev.
Morgan Wood, D. D.; 3. The Preacher's
Use of flhe Bible ( Rev. A. E. Thomson.
Dec. 2.— Evangelism and the

Churches—1. Evangelistic preaching,
When? How? Rev. E. T. MacMahon;
2. How to Evangelize the Cultured?
Rev. J. W. Bradshaw, D. D. ; 3. How to
Utilize the Laity? Chalmers' Plan, Rev.
H. S. Wannamaker.

Jan. 6.—The Progress of the King-
dom—1. The State Work, Rev. J. G.
Fraser; 2. The City Work, Rev. H. F.
Swartz; 3. Reports from the Churches.
Feb. 3.—The Christian World Day—

1. The Methodist Church Government,.
Rev. Morrison, D. D.; 2. The Church
Creed, Rev. Paul Sutphen, D. D.; 3. The
Baptist Church and Baptism, Rev. Ea-

COFFEE, FO'R MOTHE*RS

The K ind That /Nourishes and
Supplies Food for Mother

and Child.

"My husband has been unable to
drink coffee for several years, so we
were very glad to give Postum Food
Coffee a trial and when we understood
that by long boiling it would bring out
the delicious flavor, we have been high-
ly pleased with it.

It is one of the finest things for
nursing mothers that I have ever seen.
It keeps up the mother's strength and
increases the supply of nourishment
for the child if partaken of freely. I

drank it between meals instead of wa-
ter and found it most beneficial.

Our five year old boy nas been very
delicate since birth and has developed
slowly. He was white and bloodless.
I began to give him Postum freely and
you would be surprised at the change.
When any person remarks about the
great improvement, we never fail to
tell them that we attribute his gain
in strength and general health, to the
free use of Postum Food Coffee, and
this has led many friends to use it for
themselves and children.

I have always cautioned friends to
whom I have spoken about Postum, to
follow directions in making it, for un-
less it is boiled fifteen or twenty min-
utes, it is quite tasteless. On the other
hand, when properly made, it is very
delicious. I want to thank you for the
benefits we have derived from the use
of your Postum Coffee." Mrs. W. W.
Earnest, 727 9th Ave., Helena, Mont.
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ton, D. D.; 4. The Christian Com-
munion, Rev. Goldner.

March 3.—Layman's Day. (Pastors

please announce to their congregations.)

1. What I want my Minister to be, Mrs.

Ellen J. Phinney; 2. What I want my
Minister to Preach, Mr. H. Clark Ford;
3. How the Layman aids the Minister,

Mr. J. G. W. Cowles; 4. The Minister's

Wife, by one of them, Mrs. G. W. Car-
roll.

April 7.—A Day With Great Evan-
gelists—1. Finney, Rev. H. M. Tenney,
D. D.; 2. Moody, Rev. H. A. Schauffler;

3. Drummond, Rev. J. W. Malcolm.
May 5.—The Church Officers.—1. The

trustees; 2. The Deacons, Deacon L. F.

Mellen; 3. The S. S. Supt., Mr. A. D.

Hatfield; 4. The Treasurer; 5. The
Clerk, R. O. Beswick; 6. The work of

Pastor's Assistant, Rev. E. S. Roth-
rock.

June 2.—The Minister's Relations to

the Other Professions—1. The Minister

and the Physician, Dr. Dudley Allen;

2. The Minister and the Lawyer, Hon.
C. E. Burton; 3. The Minister and the

Business man, Mr. Theo. M. Bates.

CHICAGO AJSfT} VICIJVI&y
Rev. George A. Fair has resigned

the pastorate of the church at Chicago
Heights'. He will engage for the pres-

ent in evanagelistic work. He has
recently completed a series of meetings
at New Berlin, 111., assisting the pastor,

Rev. C. M. Murphey. There were about
twenty conversions.

Mr. F. C. W. Parker, assistant pastor

of the First Baptist church, Chicago,

was married September 12 to Miss
Grace E. Reed of New York City.

Rev. C. H. Holden of Freeport, 111.,

has accepted the pastorate of the Hum-
boldt Park Baptist church and has en-

tered on his new work.
McCormick Theological Seminary

opened on the evening of Thursday,
September 19. Professor J. Ross Steven-
son delivered the introductory lecture,

his theme being "Spiritual Growth an
Object of Primary Importance in a
Theological Seminary." By the rule of

rotation Professor Stevenson becomes
chairman of the faculty for the ensu-
ing year.

The Baptist Minister's Association

has elected officers for the ensuing year
as follows: President, Professor Shailer

Mathews of the University of Chicago;
vice-president, Rev. A. K. De Blois;

secretary, Rev. C. H. Sucshall; treas-

urer, Rev. G. J. Pope.
Millard Avenue Presbyterian Church

is anticipating a home of its own, cen-

trally located and conveniently ar-

ranged. It is located at the corner of

Millard and Ogden avenues. It will

cost about $3,250 and it will be ready,

it is hoped, by the close of the yeai*.

The seating capacity will be 250. It

will ultimately be the chapel of the
church of the future. Rev. Granville
R. Pike is pastor.

A reunion of former students will be
held at the Moody Institute, October 1

to 6, at which there will be lectures on
Biblical and missionary themes. The

speakers will be Rev. Dr. Pierson, Wil-
liam E. Blackstone, George C. Need-
ham, Major Cole, Rev. R. A. Torrey
and others. This will be followed by
a conference of the missionaries of

the American Sunday School Union for

the Northwest. Bishop Thoburn, Rev.
A. T. Pierson, D. D., Dr. and Mrs. How-
ard Taylor, of China, and other well-
known speakers will take part.

The foundations are being laid for

the new Sunday school room, 50x95
feet, adjoining the basement of the
Central Park Presbyterian church, Rev.
W. H. Matthews, pastor. The building
will be two stories and a gallery, and
will cost between $10,000 and $12,000,

all of which is pledged. It will be
ready for use about the beginning of

the new year. In the future a tower
will be erected covering and bringing
the group of buildings into an archi-
tectural unity.

Rev. T. S. Tinsley has resigned the
pastorate of the -North Side Church of

the Disciples.

The Presbyterial Association at its

Monday meeting, September 23, dis-

cussed the topic, "How to Stimulate
the Evangelistic Spirit in Our
Churches."
There has just been placed in the

cathedral clergy house a framed photo-
graphic group of the five bishops and
eighty-six clergy of the diocese in

1890, the former including the bishops,
Edsall, of North Dakota; Morrison, of
Iowa; Williams, of Nebraska, and An-
derson, coadjutor of Chicago, who,
within two years, were chosen from
the clerical ranks of Chicago—one by
the House of Bishops in 1898, the oth-
ers by election of the dioceses named.
Of the eighty-six presbyters and dea-
cons, two have died, Dr. Delafield, of
Transfiguration, and H. A. Duboc, of
St. John's mission. Twelve have since
left the diocese. And yet the ninety-
seven now in the diocese keep up the
average of ten years' connection with
Chicago.

The Monroe Street Church of the
Disciples will be dedicated about No-
vember 1. Its cost is about $20,000.

A vote was taken September 22 on
the question of uniting the West Side
and Union churches of the Disciples.

It resulted in 159 favoring the union
and 107 opposing. Rev. Roland A.
Nichols, pastor of the Union church,
becomes pastor of the united churches.
A new name will be selected. Those
opposing the union have arranged to
hold services in the People's Institute.

At the Second Congregational
church, Oak Park, President Harper of

Chicago University will deliver a
course of six lectures on Old Testa-
ment prophecy, beginning October 4.

This church dedicated a building Sep-
tember 22 for its branch Sunday school
on Iowa street.

An interesting feature of the coming
of Rev. Andrew M. Brodie, D. D., to

Hinsdale as pastor of the Congrega-
tional church was the communion ves-
per service in that church, participated
in by the Methodist and Presbyterian
church people.

The Rev. H. C. Stone, in charge of
Park Ridge and Norwood Park, an-
nounces the gift by an individual of
entire reseating of one of his two Epis-
copal mission churches.
The quarterly meeting of the North-

eastern Deanery was held September
17 at the Church of the Atonement,
Edgewater. Forty of the clergy were
present. The canons of marriage and
divorce were discussed, the subject be-
ing introduced in three papers, "The
History of the Subject" being ably han-
dled by the Rev. S. B. Pond; "The The-
ological View," by the Rev. E. A. Lar-
rabee, and "The Practical View," by
the Rev. E. V. Shayler.

Chicago Theological Seminary
opened with an address by Prof. H. M.
Scott, D. D., in Carpenter chapel on
September 26. Professor Caspar Rene
Gregory, D. Th., LL. D., began a course
of six lectures September 27.

Rev. Wm. C. Gray, D. D., editor of

"The Interior," and one of the strong
forces in religious journalism in Chi-
cago, entered into rest Sunday, Sep-
tember 29, in a ripe old age.

The North Congregational Church,
Englewood, was dedicated Sunday, Sep-
tember 22. Rev. Dr. James Tompkins
preached the morning sermon and se-

cured an offering of $3,946. An inter-

denominational fellowship service was
conducted by Rev. F. E. Hopkins, D.
D., pastor of Pilgrim church, in the
afternoon, at which $554 was pledged.
In the evening Rev. C. H. Taintor of
the Church Building Society spoke and
$607 more was contributed, making a

total for the day of $5,107. The new
building cost $30,000. Rev. Charles
Reynolds has been the pastor of tne
church since 1889, and under his lea-

dership it has grown steadily. The
membership is 300, and the Sunday
school numbers more than 500. Spe-
cial evangelistic services were com-
menced September 29 to continue two
weeks.
Two corner stones were laid in Oak

Park last Sunday, September 29. The
Presbyterian new house of worship
was described in these columns a few
weeks ago. Rev. D. C. Marquis, D. D.,

LL. D., was the principal speaker, and
the stone was laid by the pastor, Rev.
Chas. S. Hoyt, D. D. At the Third
Congregational church addresses were
made by Professors W. D. Mackenzie,
Wm. B. Chamberlain and O. C. Grauer.
Rev. Henry W. Stough, the retiring

pastor, laid the stone. Good-sized con-
gregations attended both ceremonies.

Dr. N. I. Rubinkam of the extension
department of the University of Chica-

go returned this week after a two
years' trip in Europe.
A course of six lectures on "Studies

in the Wisdom Literature of the Bible"

will be given by Dr. Herbert L. Willett

of the University of Chicago in the

Kenwood Evangelical church, Green-
wood avenue and Forty-sixth street,

Monday evenings, except Oct. 14. They
began last Monday evening.

Dr. Polemus H. Swift, pastor of Wes-
ley church, has just returned to the

city after a two and one-half months'
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vacation in Europe, where he went as

a delegate to the ecumenical confer-

ence.

Anniversary exercises were held on
the first three days of this week by
the Wesley Bible class of the Western
Avenue church, this being the twenty-

first year since its organization and the

fifth year since its reorganization. The
exercises began with a sermon by the

pastor of the church, Rev. M. E. Cady.

On the evening of the last day there

was a banquet.

The South Side Union of Epworth
Leagues, in connection with the Oak-
land local chapter, held a social rally

at the Oakland M. E. church, Oakwood
boulevard and Langley avenue, last

Monday evening. Rev. W. 0. Shepard,

of Emanuel Church, Evanston, deliv-

ered the address, his subject being "The
Joy of Life."

The Church of the Ascension, LaSalle

avenue and Elm street, commemorated
last Sunday its forty-fourth anniver-

sary. Rev. F. A. Sanborn of the Mil-

waukee Cathedral and Rev. H. B. Smith
of Whitewater, Wis., preached the ser-

mons.
Rev. W. J. Petrie has accepted the

rectorship of Holy Trinity, Benton
Harbor, with St. Paul's, St. Joseph,

Michigan.

T. B. Bryan of Elmhurst has pre-

sented the Episcopalian chapel there

with a chime of twelve bells.

Rock River conference of the Metho-
dist Episcopal church will hold its six-

ty-second conference at Evanston, be-

ginning Oct. 9th and lasting for a week.
It will be presided over by Bishop
Charles C. McCabe of Omaha, Neb. The
conference is composed of 327 mem-
bers, and has within its limits 50,531

church members. The main interest

of the body is centered in the pastoral

changes which are to be made. It is

generally conceded that too much time
is consumed in routine business. A
larger time ought to be given to the

discussion of the living questions ot

the hour.

"Baptist.

The First church of Council Bluffs.

Iowa, in accepting the resignation of

the pastor, Rev. Richard Venting, ex-

pressed its love and esteem and em-
phasized the results of his work there.

During the three and a half years of

his pastorate the membership has in-

creased from 245 to 500 and the finances

have been strengthened.

Reports given at the twelfth annual
session of the Central Association of

Oklahoma show considerable progress.
The enrollment in the Sunday schools
has increased 500. Six years ago there
were 514 in them, now there are over
1,600. In the same period the member-
ship of the churches has grown from
526 to 1,033. Less than seventy cents
per member is the record for benevo-
lence for the last year—ten cents per
member for foreign missions, five cents
for education and two cents for Bible
and Sunday school work. It was re-

solved to employ a missionary within

the Association bounds, and $455 was
pledged for this purpose.

A morning service for deaf mutes is

held every first Sunday in the month
in the lecture room of the First Bap-
tist church, Peoria, 111. The services

of Mr. H. M. Cook of the University

of Chicago have been secured by the

First church, for the mutes. A per-

manent class has also been formed for

them in the Sunday school. Fourteen
of the deaf mutes have joined the

church during the past year, nine of

them by baptism. On the Sunday that

Mr. Cook holds the morning service

for them, he also interprets the even-

ing sermon of Dr. Simmons, pastor of

the church.

Professor Richard Burton's class in

"The Bible as Literature" is so large

this year at the state university, in

Minneapolis, that there is no room
large enough to accommodate it.

The Twin City Baptist Ministers'

Conference met at the First church,

Minneapolis, and elected as officers for

the year Rev. Henry B. Steelman of

St. Paul, Rev. F. H. Cooper of Minne-
apolis, vice-president, and Rev. G. H.
Gamble of Minneapolis, secretary and
treasurer. The topic for September 16

and 23 was "The Minister's Relations
to Civic Reforms and Movements."

Prof. B. P. Stout of Philadelphia, a

song evangelist, becomes assistant pas-

tor of the First church, St. Paul, Oc-
tober 1.

The Central church, Minneapolis,
held an "at home, week," with services

each day except Saturday, beginning
September 23.

Rev. Bowley Green, of the First

church, Portland, Maine, reports for

the First year of his pastorate sixty-

four baptisms and ninety-six additions.

Rev. R. S. Walker has been pastor

at Rocky Ford, Colo., for eighteen

months; he has received 110 new mem-
bers into the church, and the church
finances have been doubled.

Central Association of Indiana held
a good meeting recently. The question
was discussed, "Whether Evangelists
Can Be of Any Help to Us." A con-
servative view was taken by the two
speakers. They favored, however, the
calling in of brother pastors when
needed, but were emphatic that the
pastor should never surrender the con-
trol of the meeting to another.

The First Church, Indianapolis, Ind.,

has engaged Miss Maud Gates of the
Gordon Training School in Boston as
church missionary.

IS" IT AJSf BTI-DEMIC ?

Congregational-

Rev. Ernest Bourne Allen, who has
resigned the pastorate of Pilgrim
church, Lansing, Mich., to accept that
of the Washington Street church, To-
ledo, Ohio, has built up since 1895 a
strong church at Lansing. A discour-
aged mission with less than fifty mem-
bers has become a church of 315 mem-
bers most of whom have been received
on confession of faith. A new edifice

has twice been built, the first being de-

V/Va/ S'tattstics Shotv an
Alarming Increase in an
Already "Pre-Vatling lit-

sease—Are .-\ny E,jc-

empt ?

At no time in the history of disease

has there been such an alarming in-

crease in the number of cases of any
particular rnalady as in that of kidney
and bladder troubles now preying up-
on the people of this country.
Today we see a relative, a friend or

an acquaintance apparently well, and
in a few days we may be grieved to
learn of their serious illness or sudden
death, caused by that fatal type of kid-
ney trouble—Bright's disease.

Kidney trouble often becomes ad-
vanced into acute stages before the
afflicted is aware of its presence; that
is why we read of so many sudden
deaths of prominent business and pro-
fessional men, physicians and others.

They have neglected to stop the leak
in time.

While scientists are puzzling their
brains to find out the cause, each in-
dividual can, by a little precaution,
avoid the chances of contracting dread-
ed and dangerous kidney trouble, or
eradicate it completely from their sys-
tem if already afflicted. Many precious
lives might have been, and many more
can yet be saved, by paying attention
to the kidneys.

It is the mission of the Christian
Century to benefit its readers at ev-
ery opportunity and therefore we ad-
vise all who have any symptoms of
kidney or bladder trouble to write to-
day to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
N. Y., for a free sample bottle of
Swamp-Root, the celebrated specific

which is having such a great demand
and remarkable success in the cure of
the most distressing kidney and blad-
der troubles. With the sample bottle
of Swamp-Root will also be sent free
a pamphlet and treatise of valuable in-
formation.

stroyed by fire just as it was com-
pleted. A large Sunday school is also
among the fruits of Mr. Allen's work.
Routt county, in Colorado, though

120 by eighty miles in dimensions, has
as yet no railroad running through it,

but it has four Congregational churches
with a total membership of over 200.

Nine Sunday schools are connected
with these churches. Recently the four
churches were recognized by council,
and a new association of churches and
ministers, known as the Northwestern
Association of Colorado, was organ-
ized.

Rev. George E. Brown, resident pas-
tor at Oacoma, S. D., holds services at
eight different points in the county,
which is over 100 miles long by fifty

wide. He has a mid-week Bible study
club for young people.
At the dedicatory services of the new

church at Makanda, 111., September 15,
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Home Missionary Superintendent
Tompkins preached and the people re-

sponded generously by giving $1,000,

$100 over the amount needed to clear

the edifice of debt.

At Brodhead, Wis., a Friday night
interdenominational Bible class and an
annual missionary tea, with opening of

barrels, division of missionary money
between home and foreign missions,

election of officers and supper, has been
-a success for ten years. Mts. Unger,
the pastor's wife, has a social mission-
ary club, with readings and refresh-

ments, for all persons over 12 years of

age.

Miss Minnie Dougherty, a graduate
of the Bible Normal College, has been
appointed parish visitor of the Fourth
church, Hartford. She has done some
post-graduate work also at Clark Uni-
versity. The former visitor of this

church resigned to enter evangelistic

work.
At Brattleboro, Vt., the Congrega-

tional, Baptist and Methodist churches

have joined in securing the services of

Rev. E. E. Davidson of Massachusetts
for a series' of evangelistic meetings, to

be held during the last days of the year
and through the Week of Prayer .

The "Disciples.

Rev. L. E. Crouch has organized a

congregation at Garden, Logan county,

Oklahoma, with fifty-two members.
They will" build a house of worship at

once.

At Columbia, Mo., a twelve days'

meeting, led by J. G. Creason, was con-

tinued eleven days more as a union
meeting, the Presbyterian and Baptist

ministers alternating with Mr. Crea-

son in the preaching. There were
seven confessions of faith, four of whom
united with the Christian church, two
with the Methodist and one with the

Baptist.

Rev. L. D. Powers recently celebrated

his twenty-sixth anniversary as pastor

of the Vermont Avenue church, Wash-
ington. During this period and main-
ly through his efforts the Ninth Street,

H Street and Whitney Avenue churches
were planted.

Four years ago $2,000 was raised to

build a college building for the South-

ern Christian Institute. The money
was used to purchase materials. A
class in carpentry was formed and un-

der an instructor this class erected the

building, which will accommodate 300

students. Erected by contract it would
have cost $10,000.

The sixty-fourth annual convention
of the Disciples of Christ in Missouri

was held at Mexico. It was so largely

attended that overflow meetings were
held in the Baptist church on two

ran soapoH's Experiences
his ups and downs, are being printed in each Issue of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religions paper packed full of good things for all
Bible lovers. It goes to 45 states, Canada, England
and Scotland, and has fi,0(K) circulation. Send 25c for
St one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS. J. BURTON, Editor, Canton, Mo.

evenings. The Christian Woman's
Board of Missions had the first session.

Their receipts for the year showed
nearly $1,000 increase. The address of

Mrs. A. M. Harrison of Kentucky, on
"Woman's Debt to Missions," was ef-

fective. The convention sermon was
delivered in the Presbyterian church
by Rev. J. B. Briney of Moberly. It

dealt with doctrinal questions rather

than practical missionary problems.
"Talks by the Field Men"—E. J. Lamp-
ton, Joseph, Gaylor, Horace Siberell

—

were full of interest. "Real Problems
in State Missions," upon which there

was a conference, was considered in

able papers upon the subjects of "The
Problem of Foreign Populations;"
"The County and Village Church;"
"The Home," and "The Negro Prob-
lem, His Past, Present and Future."
W. J. Lhamon gave an address on
American missions and A. McLean on
foreign missions. The Disciples now
number about 175,000 in the state of

Missouri. They have 800 preachers.

There have been thirty-five additions

to the Christian congregation at Wat-
seka, 111., during the last thirty-four

weeks. The Junior and Intermediate
Endeavorers there support an orphan
girl in India and the Senior Society

now agrees to care for a boy at Da-
moh.
Rev. J. H. Smart reports ninety-

three additions to the church during
his first year's pastorate at Winches-
ter, 111.

There are some eighty-six congrega-
tions of Disciples in the Indian Terri-

tory, with a membership of 5,500. These
have about thirty-five Bible schools,

with an attendance of 2,000, and twen-
ty-eight houses of worship, valued at

$37,000. At the convention held Sep-
tember 18-20, the reports showed 165

baptisms and 644 other additions, and
eighteen new churches organized dur-

ing the year. For state missions $781

was raised and the American Christian
Missionary Society appropriated $396

to aid the work.
President J. W. McGarvey of the

College of the Bible, Lexington, Ky.,

celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of

his ordination to the ministry, Sunday,
September 15.

Rev. Howard T. Cree closed his work
at Maysville, Ky., September 22 and
will begin with Central church, St.

Louis, October 6. Rev. R. E. Moss
will succeed him at Maysville.

The inauguration of Burris A. Jen-
kins as president of Kentucky Univer-
sity took place September 26. The ex-

ercises began with a sermon by Rev.
E. L. Powell, which was thoughtful
and effective. Acting President Milli-

gan gave a luncheon to the distin-

guished guests, among whom were
President Charles F. Thwing of West-
ern Reserve University. Cleveland,

Ohio; President Roberts of Center Col-

lege, Danville, Ky.; President Weber
of Kentucky Wesleyan University,

Prof. W. D. McClintock of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, A. McLean and others.

At 3 p. m. an address was made by
James H. Hazelrigg. ex-Chief Justice

A CURE FOR ASTHMA.
Asthma sufferers need no longer leave home and

business in order to be cured. Nature has produced
a vegetable remedy that will permanently cure
Asthma and all diseases of the lungs and bronchial
tubes. Having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases (with a record of 90 per cent,
permanently cured) and desiring to relieve human
suffering, I will send free of charge to all sufferers
from Asthma. Consumption. Catarrh. Bronchitis and
nervous diseases, this recipe in German. French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail. Address with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A. Noyes. 84,7 Powers Block. Rochester.
N. Y.

GOD'S BOOKS
An inquiry respecting

The Books of Judgment

WHAT THEY ARE
WHERE THEY ARE
WHAT THEY CONTAIN

By John Williams, with an introduc-
tion by 1. N. McCash. LL. D.

This is an interesting and atti active little book
and contains many valuable thoughts. All book,
readers will want it. Paper binding only. Sent
postpaid for 35 cents. Address,

The Christian Century Company
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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of the Supreme Court of Kentucky,
graduate of the Kentucky University

and a member of the Board of Cura-

tors. A scholarly address by President

Thwing was next given. His subject

was "The University in the Prosperous
Democracy." The new president's in-

augural followed, and he was greeted

with an enthusiastic ovation, both be-

fore and after its delivery. A recep-

tion in the evening with speeches
closed this auspicious event. President

Jenkins was the first president of the

University of Indianapolis, which un-
der his guidance brought the several

colleges of Indianapolis into one or-

ganization. He was offered the presi-

dency of Bethany (W. Va.) college, one
of the leading schools of the Disciples,

but declined, to accept the pastorate of

one of the large Christian churches in

Buffalo. After a course in Chicago
University he attended both Yale and
Harvard, where he received marked at-

tention from the leading educators for

his Greek translations.

Rev. A. C. Smither on September 8

entered on the twelfth year of his pas-

torate of the First church, Los An-
geles, Cal., his being the longest pas-

torate in the city. During the past
eleven years there has been an aver-

age of ninety accessions per year.

The church at South Bend, Ind., cel-

ebrated its fiftieth anniversary Sep-

tember 21 and 22. An address was de-

livered by Dr. H. L. Willett of Chi-

cago. Letters were read from pastors

and evangelists who had served the
church, and a choir, composed of the
older members of the church, led the
music in the fashion of the earlier

days.

The Rex. W. J. Lhamon has resigned
as pastor of First Christian church, Al-
legheny, Pa., to become Dean of the
Christian Bible School, an institution

affiliated with the University of Mis-
souri at Columbia, Mo. Mr. Lhamon
is well known as the author of several
religious books.

Episcopal.
Christ's Hospital, Topeka, is to have

another addition to cost about $12,000.

Last year the hospital gave 4,000 days
of full charity.

Rev. C. L. Arnold, rector of St.

Peter's church, Detroit, Mich., is in-

terested in opening a boys' hotel. Mr.
J. L. Hudson, one of the prominent
merchants of Detroit, has become in-

terested in the undertaking and an
option on the Biddle House, a large
and formerly popular hotel, has been
secured. Mr. Arnold's idea is to open
a hotel for boys between the ages ot
fourteen and twenty-one, where for a
reasonable price, board, lodging, read-
ing rooms, bath, gymnasium, etc., will
he supplied under good moral sur-
roundings and careful supervision. Mr.
Arnold hopes to make the institution
self-supporting and pay a dividend
over. Mr. Arnold has recently opened
a second home for the aged and incur-
able. The first one has been running
two years successfully, and the second

is full. Mr. Arnold and his daughter
personally manage these homes, which
now shelter over forty inmates.

During the heat of the summer
months the night service of St. Mat-
thew's Cathedral in Dallas, Texas, has
been held on the lawn adjoining. The
full vested choir attended as usual and
the service was not changed in any
way.

The Bishop of Milwaukee at the fif-

ty-fifth annual council, September 17,

reported 703 confirmations and four-

teen ordinations. The endowment, fund
of the diocese is working well by
means of the insurance plan.

The Rev. H. B. St. George, Canon
of the Cathedral in Milwaukee, has
been elected as instructor in Church
History at Nashotah, the Rev. Charles
H. Schultz of Cleveland, Ohio, as in-

structor in New Testament Exegesis;
while the chair of Biblical Literature

and Liturgies, recently created as a

separate chair at a meeting of the

trustees, has been offered to the Rev.
Joseph W. Hyde of Danvers, Mass.

Methodist.
The Northwestern Conference of In-

diana, which held a week's session at

Brazil, reported a decrease in member-
ship, a slight increase in benevolences,
an increase in offerings for De Pauw
University and of nearly $200,000 in

church property.

Rev. G. H. Bradford, pastor of Wes-
ley M. E. Church, St. Joseph, Mo., has
accepted a call to the Oakley Church,
Kansas City. Under his leadership a

new church has been built fcr the

Wesley congregation, which cost about
$11,000. Mr. Bradford has gained a

reputation for oratory and has been
in forwarding the interests of the peo-

ple of St. Joseph in municipal affairs.

The East Ohio Conference by a vote

of 145 for and only twenty-nine
against, has put itself on record as

favoring the admission of women as

delegates to the general conference.

It was decided to raise $70,000 as an
annuity fund, equal to $1 per member,
for superanuated preachers.

The time for the dedication of the
Gary Memorial M. E. Church at

Wheaton, one of the most beautiful

edifices in Methodism, the gift of

Judge E. H. Gary, owing to inability

to secure finishing material work has
been postponed until after the session

of the Rock River Conference. The
church is in a prosperous condition,

congregations are large and member-
ship constantly increasing. There has
been a net gain in membership during

the present pastorate of seventy-three

—about 44 per cent. At the fourth

quarterly conference Pastor G. K.
Flack was invited to return for the
third year.

Dr. D. L. Rader of Denver, Colo.,

will become pastor of the First M. E.

Church in St. Paul, Minn.
D. M. Smith, assistant book agent

of the Methodist Episcopal Church
South, has sailed for China for the
purpose of establishing a branch pub-
lishing house in Shanghai.

Presbyterian •

The King's Daughters of the First

Church, Oakland, Cal., have raised

$1,800 with which a cottage ward for

the Presbyterian orphanage at San
Anselmo has been built. It contains,

twelve beds, six given by the society

of the First Church, two by Brooklyn
Church and the other four by indi-

viduals.

A great loss has befallen the Presby-
terian Church and also Evangelical

A DESIRABLE
s=OPENING^
We are in need of field workers and can give a few excellent

positions to men or women of good business capacity. The

work is of a desirable character and terms most liberal. If your

present occupation is not satisfactory or if you wish to increase

your income write us at once. We can give you steady, per-

manent and profitable employment. Address

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street *r y sf sr *r Chicago, 111.

\
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Christianity in the sudden death of.

Rev. George T. Purves, D. D., LL. D.,

pastor of the Fifth Avenue Church,
New York city, and an active member
of the Evangelistic committee, ap-
pointed by the General Assembly.
During the pastorate of Rev. Wil-

liam McFarland at the Ann Car-
michael Memorial Church, Philadel-

phia, not a single comunion season has
passed without accessions to the

church, and the whole number of ad-

ditions during the past four years is

now about 186.

General^

A union revival meeting was held

during August at Stewartsville, Mo.

Rev. Robert L. Layfield of Kansas
City, preaching. Fifty-one confessed

their faith in Christ and gave their

names for church membership in the

various denominational churches. Ser-

vices were held morning and evening

at Unity church, and at the Baptist

church every morning. At Sunset

street services were held near the

postoffice. People came from miles

around, some, twenty or thirty miles.

All the churches were greatly revived

and received additions to their mem-
bership.

The religious forces of Indiana are

to be united in what is called "Sun-
day-school Week." The program con-

sists of popular mass meetings in

every village, town and city of the

state during the evenings of that

week, a house-to-house visitation of

the whole state on Friday, and special

evangelistic services on Sunday. There
will be at least a million people as-

sembled in these mass meetings to

discuss the moral and religious needs
of the boys and girls of Indiana, and
the Sunday school as an agency to

meet those needs. W. C. Pearce of

Chicago; J. E. Bolles of Detroit; Prof.

E. A. Fox of Louisville, and other In-

ternational Sunday-school men will

assist the Indiana speakers. The
week selected is October 21-27.

Final plans h _
.V3 been p3rfected for

the state Ch:is'ian Endravor conven-
tion at Danville, 111., Oct. 3 to 6.

Among the speakers will be Rev. W.
S. Ament of China, Professor H. L.

Willett of the University of Chicago
Divinity school, Rev. Charles Ransom
of Africa, brother of E. S. Ransom of

Chicago, and John Willis Baer, secre-

tary of the United Society, Boston.
At Fall River. Mass., the corner

stone of an $80,000 Y. M. C. A. build-

ing was laid in September. President
Faunce Brown made an address. A
$17,000 gymnasium recently completed
stands next to this companion build-

ing.

Foreign Missionary Items.

Rev. W. M. Morrison of Luebo,
Congo Free State, Africa, says: "The
good work of grace is still going on.

One hundred and thirty-five have been

added to Luebo alone this year. This
does not include those at Ibanj and
Bakua Mbuya. We have communion
every month, and there are always
baptisms. Yesterday there were elev-

en. We have six hundred and eighty

members, and many others' are con-
tinually coming, inquiring the way
How shall these babes be fed, and how
shall the inquirers be taught, and how
shall we reach the great untouched
mass about us without help?

Rev. Fung Chak, formerly in

charge of the Chinese mission in

Portland, Ore., has been chosen pas-

tor of the First church, Canton, China,

which numbers 1,000 members.
The gifted and heroic Dr. Griffith

John of the London Missionary Society

writes home as follows: "As to my
coming home, I have not fully made
up my mind not to come. My dreams
—the dreams of years—are being ful-

filled one by one. My dream of seeing

a strong mission in Central China has
been fulfilled. My dream of carrying

the Gospel from Hankow through Ha-
nan to the borders of Canton has been
fulfilled. My dream of seeing an edu-
cational institution established in con-
nection with the mission in Central

China has been fulfilled. In three years
hence the Hanan mission will be on
its feet, and so will the educational in-

stitution, and I shall be seventy years"

of age then. It strikes me that I might
come home then with a good con-

science. Don't you think so yourself?"

C. E. Randall writes from Jamaica,
as follows: "Sunday evening was
bright and favorable. At the appointed
time we proceeded to 'Bethel.' The
house, which accommodates about one
hundred and sixty people, was filled be-

fore service began, and, afterward, a

large booth, of bamboo and cocoanut
branches, which had been made for

the occasion, was more than filled. It

was a most encouraging gathering, and
the service was lively and earnest. A
good number of young people were
there, who had prepared special hymns
under Bro. Thomas' teaching, and they

sang them well. The older people ap-

peared much interested. Other people

of the district were present who are be-

ing drawn to the work and are helping

in it. The service seemed to stir them
all. It was the anniversary of Bro.

Thomas' taking up this work in con-

nection with Bro. Morris. He has made
a good beginning. More than thirty

additions have been made to the church
and others are coming in. The Sunday
school has made a fresh start, and
other work has been done, besides that

at the other station, Airy Mount, of

which I saw nothing. A special col-

lection was taken in aid of the fund
for the building of the Mission Cot-

tage, which realized twenty-nine dol-

lars. Afternoon and evening services

were arranged for, which it was confi-

dently expected would be even better

attended than that in the morning, but

we had scarcely got home when "the

rain descended and the floods came."
Fortunately the winds did not blow se-

verely. For about three hours the rain
fell in torrents, and afterwards slight-

ly. Some of the people from a distance
had to get home as best they could and
could not have been there till night
had closed in. Rain having ceased we
went back to the chapel for evening
service, though it was hardly reason-
able to expect any one there. About
forty people gathered, and we had a
service which I trust was not in vain.
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SO OKS jg?

'] he Holy Bible, newly edited by the

American Revision Committee, 1901.

Standard edition. New York: Thomas
Nelson & sons. $1.50 to $9.00.

e promise of the committee of re-

vision, which began the- publication

of its work in 1881, has come to full

realization, so far as American read-

ers are concerned, in' this volume.

The original committee was made up
of two sub-committees, one English

and one American. It was, of course,

appropriate, in view of the priority

of the English labors in the biblical

field, and the historic surroundings

amid which the work took its final

form at Westminster, that the read-

ings of the English committee should

have the preference. This leaning to

the English side was further empha-
sized by the proprietorship exercised

over the labors of the combined com-
mittee by the Oxford and Cambridge
presses, which reserved the exclusive

right of publication during a period

of fourteen years. It was agreed that

until the expiration of this term the

readings of the American committee,
where they differed from the English,

should be confined to an appendix,

and the English readings be incor-

porated in the text. At the end of the

fourteen years the English committee
put forth an edition which gave for

the first time the American readings
in the text. This was in 1898, and the

book bore the title "American Re-
vised Bible." But this work was far

from satisfactory to the American
committee, which had retained its or-

ganization and continued its labors.

Naturally much valuable work had
been done during these years which
found no embodiment in the so-

called "American Revised Bible." In
the task of bringing out a work fully

up-to-date there were naturally many
delays, and it is only a few weeks
since the "American Standard Edi-
tion" was ready. This work brings
the enterprise of ' biblical revision up
to date in a far more satisfactory

manner than do either the Victorian
Revision or the English-American
work.

The conservatism of English sen-
timent, which preferred many old and
well-nigh obsolete renderings rather
than such changes as would illuminate
the text, has not been permitted to
interfere with such alterations as were
needed.

The Revised Version of 1881-5 had
done much good work in this direc-
tion. The present volume goes much
further. The divine name Jehovah
appears in every case where it is

found in the original, rather than the
word LORD, which the English re-
visers preferred. The value of being
able to .use the names of Deity as
they were employed in the Hebrew
Scriptures will at once commend it-

self, even if it necessitates changes in

such familiar passages as "The Lord
is my Shepherd," where "Jehovah" is

henceforth to be read instead. "Sheol,"

the Hebrew word for the underworld,
is consistently employed rather than
the various renderings "the pit," "the

grave," and "hell." The more gram-
matical use of "who" and "that" rath-

er than "which" as relating to per-

sons will be appreciated by all read-

ers, and the substitution of "are" for

"be" in indicative clauses, the omis-
sion of "for" before infinitives, and
the change of "an" to "a" before "h"
aspirated will give satisfaction.

The attempt has been made, as in

ail the revisions, to retain as far as

possible, the style of the authorized

version, which has been long recog-

nized as a masterpiece of literary

form. The present book shares this

tendency, in some instances, even re-

turning to the readings of the author-
ized version after changes had been
made in the English revision. At the
same time it is wisely held that many
improvements can be made, and it has
been the effort of the scholars em-
ployed to secure this end. A gratifying
change has been made in many pas-
sages where the Hebrew Scriptures re-

ferred various emotions to organs of

the body, such as the reins, the bow-
els, etc. Such psychical action is in

English tropical speech limited almost
entirely to the heart and brain, and
the new version conforms to this

usage.

The references to the manuscripts
and versions are specified, instead of
being given in such meaningless gen-
eralizations as "many ancient ver-
sions." The marginal references are
more numerous than hitheito, and at
the top of the page there appear the
subjects treated below somewhat in

the manner of the authorized version.
These headings are for the most part
satisfactory, though occasionally they
leave much to be desired, as in the
Song of Solomon, where an obsolete
theory of interpretation is incorporat-
ed in the headings in a manner only
less offensive than that displayed in

the King James text. The verse num-
bers are run in, rather than being al-

lowed to stand upon the margin, and
the paragraphs are somewhat shorter
and more satisfactory than in the for-

mer revision, discarding equally with
that the arbitrary verse divisions. In
the titles of the Gospels the word
"Saint" is rightly omitted. "The Acts"
is the simple heading of the Gospel
history, and "The Epistle of Paul to

the Romans," stands as the norm of all

the Pauline headings; while "The
Epistle to the Hebrews" rightly leaves
open the question of authorship, as
neither of the former revisions has
done. Full introductions set forth the
principles upon which the work has
been projected, and appendices show
its divergences from the former works
of the kind.

In this book we have at last the in-

strument of biblical study for which

we have waited since revision first be-

gan to be considered. It comes at an
opportune time. The prejudice which
met the revised version on its first

appearance is disappearing, It is win-
ning its way to popular use. This vol-

ume comes at the moment when that

question is largely settled and people

are only asking "Which revised Bible

is the best?" Fresh impetus has also

been given to scholarly translation of

the Scriptures by the recent revised

versions of the German, French,
Dutch, Danish, Norwegian and Swed-
ish Bibles. The world wishes the

Word of God in the best language of

today. This we have apparently in

this work. That it may find speedy
recognition in the pulpits, pews, Sun-
day schools, and homes of our land

is to be hoped. No cheapness of prices

set upon copies of the King James
Bible should longer tempt those who
want the best from its possession.

Freedom's Next War for Humanity.
By Charles Edward Locke, D. D. Jen-

nings & Pye, Cincinnati; Eaton and
Mains, New York. 299 pages. Price,

$1.25.

This is a good book. There is in it

the throb of vigorous, healthy life.

Perhaps it would have been better if

the title had been reversed so as to

have read "Humanity's Next War for

Freedom." But that is a small mat-

ter, and anyway it does not affect the

substance of the book. There is no

suggestion in these pages of the stu-

dent's midnight lamp. They have evi-

dently been written in the intervals of

a busy life. Every sentence flies like

an arrow to the mark. There is no

waste of words. Dr. Locke believes

that humanity's next great battle for

freedom will be found upon socio-

logical grounds. In this he is mani-

festly right. But he sometimes gives

the impression that the battle is to be

easily won, that the saloon is to be

"stamped out" by some summary pro-

cess and that poverty is to be abol-

ished by some sudden and concerted

application of the golden rule. The
spirit of the book is warmly opti-

mistic, and while the forces for evil

that have to be faced in the coming
war are not under-rated there is a ju-

bilant confidence that the forces of

good are well able to overcome them.

The book is a good spiritual tonic and
is to be heartily recommended.

£13.00 TO "B\7FFALO TAJV-
AME'RICAJW AJV7) "RE-

TWRJV. £13.00

via the Nickel Plate Road, daily, with

limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 and 30-day tickets at $21.00 for

the round trip. Through service to

New York and Boston and lowest

available rates. For particulars ana
Pan-American folder of buildings and
grounds, write John Y. Calahan, Gen-
eral Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago.
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My Little Man.
Kathleen Watson.

I remember thinking how such a pic-

turesque setting suited well that most
pathetic story as he told it me one
Sunday evening by the shore and the

sound of the incoming tide, with the

church bells ringing in the distance,

and the barley fields and the heather
hills all glorified in the tender glow
of the twilight time.

Just as he told it me, so I shall en-

deavor to tell it you. But all the

shades of earnestness and hopeless-

ness—the gleams of fun and contrac-

tions of pain that passed at intervals

across his face and made the story

so human and so fascinating—I greatly

fear you must miss entirely. I can but
hope that it will not seem disjointed

or disconnected. When people talk,

they do not always talk as books read;

and just as he told it me, so I must
tell it you, or I could not tell it at all.******
Allan L'Estrange and I were friends,

as I make bold to say not many men
have been or are. Of the inestimable
value of his influence over me as a boy
I cannot speak. The best of words
that I could summon to my aid would
be too miserably poor were I to put
them by the side of what he was to me.
We were together at Rugby and at Ox-
ford. After that we went for an ex-

tended tour of several months' dura-
tion in Southern Europe. At Athens
we parted—Allan accepting there a tu-

torship to the son of a Russian prince,

and I returning home to attend to the
things of my estate. It was arranged
that Allan was to travel with the
prince direct from Athens to his Rus-
sian home, where the two children of
the latter, a son and a daughter, lived

the whole year round. They were to

take the steamer from the Piraeus to

Constantinople and Odessa. The vessel
was timed to leave at midnight. Well
1 remember that dusky evening, when
for the last time Allan and I drove to-

gether along the broad smooth road,

bordered on either side with pleasant
vineyards and grand old trees, and
leading in a straight white line from
the city to the port.

T should like to ask you one thing
still," I said to him as we went. "See-
ing that the unforeseen mostly hap-
pens, if you are ever in any difficulty

or danger, will you promise to send
for me? You know that I would stick

at nothing for your sake."

Very slowly he answered: "There
was no need to have asked that, Nell."

And I can hear him now.
Seven long years after, across the

dreary breadths of two wide conti-

nents, the sorry summons reached me.
Briny let me tell you of what led up
to it.

When Allan had been for nearly two
years in his Russian home, dark days,

famine, and fever, fell upon the for-

saken land where it had been his lot

to live. The prince, who had wasted
all his immense substance in riotous

living, was brought back to his ruined

home to die—from the result of a duel.

His only son, always a sickly lad, fell

an easy prey to the fever raging round,

and died also.

Now Allan long had loved the only

daughter of this princely house, a
strange, enigmatic, beautiful girl—one
in whom the soul was sleeping, so to

speak. Yet Allan loved her as men
love perhaps but once in their lives.

Her father, the prince who had con-

ceived a strong and sincere affection

for Allan, on his death-bed committed
this fair lonely daughter to Allan's

faithful keeping.

"I am married, Nell. And life and
tne world seem very beautiful to me
because I love her so." So he wrote
to me at that time, away at the other

end of the world as I was, serving at

a post in the diplomatic service.

"Nell," you must know, was the nick-

name given me at Rugby, because of

my blue eyes and yellow hair, and I

never remember Allan calling me by
any other name.

After his marriage with the Princess

Gabrielle, he accepted a post at Kiev
University, and gave up all his spare
hours to private teaching, leaving no
margin for rest or the studious re-

search which was a passion with him,
in order that his wife might have ev-

ery possible comfort within his power
to give her. At Kiev a son was born
to them, little Waldo, the delight and
joy of his father's heart.

A few months after his birth, the

Princess Gabrielle was sent for to St.

Petersburg by Imperial command.
There her extraordinary beauty and
distinction won for her the favor of

the highest in the land. She accepted
a court appointment to the Empress,
and never went back to Allan and little

Waldo. You must understand clearly

that she never deserted Allan for any
other man. She came of a race too

high for that. Only it was that, after

the pomp and glitter of a court, she
could not face again the life of insig-

nificance and poverty with him.

I may not speak harshly of her—Al-

lan loved her, and his gentle spirit

seems somehow always near me.
Burying his heart-agony, that gal-

lant friend of mine lived on in that

dreary Russian town with his little

boy, nobly devoting himself to the

service of the wretched, persecuted,

Russian Jews around, whose lot he
deemed even wearier than his own.
And the love between him and his

little child grew daily more and more
into the thing so marvelously sweet
and strong which I tell you of. For
the rest, no bitterness or complaint
came to touch him; only a simple de-

termination to show a brave front, and
live, as far as in him lay, for those

around him.

When the prevailing reign of terror

was at its height, spies of the gov-

ernment misconstrued his . ideal yet

practical philanthropy. He was torn

from the side of his tiny, idolized

darling, and sent to the dread Siberian

death-in-life.

I did not know all this as quickly

as and in the order that I have told

it you. I had been traveling in the

uttermost ends of the world, and had
wondered greatly at never hearing

from my friend. Soon after my return

to England, scenting danger for him, 1

was on the point of starting for Kiev
t make personal inquiries, when
there was handed to me at my club

a mangled, blood-stained, grime-coat-

ed envelope, containing a scrap of pa-

per which was dated five months back
from a Siberian prison, and which
said in Allan's dear familiar fist

—

"Come to me, Nell. Come at once.

They tell me I am dying. But I can-

not die until you come. You will get

this some time, I am sure. It is all

I can send you. I am giving it to

one whom I trust. He will post it for

you over the border. You must se-

cure a passport. You must come,

Nell, at once, at once."

How I thereupon charged down on
the Foreign Office, and, failing the

letter of introduction I sought, got an-

oth r to an influential Russian mag-
nate; how I sat up all night des-

patching letters and telegrams, and
with tne help of my friends getting

one or two things in order for the

long journey; how by noon the next

day I had landed at Calais pier and
was stepping into the train for Brus-

sels and the Eastern Continent; how.

late on the evening of the next day,

I arrived in St. Petersburg, and so

concluded the first stage of my jour-

ney, are things which seem to me now
to have been effected almost as quick-

ly as I tell you of them.

But at St. Petersburg I had to pos-

sess my soul in patience for three

weeks, when, after giving every assur-

ance that my visit had nothing of a

political nature about it, I received at

last my passport, with permission to

travel across Siberia to Yakoutsk. and,

hanks to my influential credentials,

every assurance of the assistance and
protection of the government officials

at the various stations on the route.

Without delay I started. In those

days the railroad stopped at Perm,

and there I engaged a sledge and guide,

and set off on the weary journey

across the frozen, unknown land—The
Quiver.

(To be continued.)

rO'R GEJVE'RAL T>E,'BILITV
\Zse Horsford's Acid

Vhosphate.

Dr. W. L.. Severance, Greenfield,

Mass., says: "For years I have pre-

scribed it in general debility, nervous

exhaustion and insomnia, with the

happiest results."
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A 'PeacemaKer.

Fred Gould had been bound out to

Mr. Hartwell for two years, and in all

that time there had been nothing like

a doll anywhere on the farm. But
about a week before a little grand-
daughter had appeared from the city,

with her arms full of them, and since

then they were always cropping up,

first in one place and then in another.

With his lack of experience, it was
hardly to be wondered that Fred, when
he came in for dinner one day, should
have flung his strap of books on the

sofa and snapped off the entire foot of

Melissa Eugenia, who lay there, smil-

ing in her sleep.

Alice, the granddaughter, snatched
her baby to her heart and grieved sad-
ly, while Fred stood looking oh, feel-

ing like a murderer.
Late in the afternoon, as he was

creeping back to the house, he came
upon Alice sitting on the side porch.
"Don't make any noise, please,

Fred," she whispered, lifting a warn-
ing finger. "Melissa Eugenia has just

got to sleep, at last."

"I say," blurted out Fred, deter-
mined to be over with the speech he
had been diligently preparing during
the day, "I'm awfully sorry I broke
your doll. I didn't mean to do it."

"Oh, well, never mind. It was1 just
accidental. She's been in the hospital
ever since, and taken all kinds of dif-

ferent medicines, and now she feels

easier."

Fred felt easier, too. He ventured
to sit down on the edge of the porch.
"I thought you'd be mad," he said. "I

thought girls always got mad every
chance they had."

"They do not," said Alice, with dig-

nity. Then, her round face flushing,

she confessed: "I guess maybe I was
a little mad just at first, but I didn't

stay so."

"Why?"
"Because I knew it wasn't your

fault; you didn't mean to do it. Cross-
ness is a horrid feeling, I think; don't

you? Anyway, it's generally silly."

"Silly?"

"Yes; grandmother says it is, be-

cause there's generally a mistake about
it. She says that the real things to

be cross with are only a few, and she
thinks everybody ought to be patient
even with those. Grandmother believes
in a lot of patience."

When supper was over and the
chores were done, and Alice had gone
to bed, Fred came back to the side

porch and sat there by himself. He
looked doubtfully across the tree tops
to the chimneys of the next farm-
house.

"Of course," he said to himself,
"grandmothers believe in patience, but
boys don't, very much. Perhaps if

they did, they wouldn't be in so many
scrapes," he acknowledged, with a
sigh.

For some minutes longer Fred sat
with his' chin propped on his hands,
staring at the chimneys. Then he
jumped up and started through the

garden gate and along the narrow path
to the Hartwell farmhouse. In the yard
was a boy of about Fred's age. When
this boy saw Fred he lifted his head,

straightened himself, and began to

whistle carelessly, as though to prove
to all the world that he had nothing
on his mind.
Fred opened the gate and went

straight in as though afraid to stop.

"I say, Jack," he began—making his

second speech of the day—"I guess per-

haps you didn't mean to tip up my
boat that time, did you?"
Jack's face changed. "No, I didn't

—honest," he said eagerly. "I was just

in fun, and somebody pushed me or

something, and she went all the way
over. It—was too bad!"

"Oh, that's all right! I say, let's go
nutting, Saturday."

It was starlight when Fred went back
through the meadow. "I'll know
enough not to look for mistakes soon-
er, another time," he was thinking
"It saves trouble. Even if he had up-
set the old boat on purpose it wasn't
worth making a fuss about. I guess
grandmothers know more about such
things than boys do."—Morning Star.

15he Little Shop.

A little east side stationery and
newspaper shop in New York City is

the pulpit from which four young men
have been preaching an excellent ser-

mon.
The proprietor of the shop is a vet-

eran of the civil war. The four young
men were regular customers, and so

had become his friends. One of them
was an electrician, one worked in a
hotel, another was a draftsman, and
the fourth a law clerk.

One day last summer the electrician

found the little shop closed when he
called for his morning paper. It was
still closed when the draftsman and
his brother, the law clerk, called, a

little later. Inquiry of the family who
lived overhead brought out the fact

that the old man had not been feeling

well the day before, and had com-
plained of pain in his chest.

That night the four young men
made further inquiries. They found
that the old soldier was down with
typhoid pneumonia, and had been tak-

en to St. Luke's Hospital. They knew
he was poor and wholly dependent on
his little business. If the shop re-

mained closed, not only would he have
no income while he was away, but his

regular customers would go elsewhere,

and their trade might never be re-

gained.

So the young men determined to

carry on the business themselves. They
were all poor and had plenty to do,

but they arranged their own work as
conveniently as they could, and divid-

ed the day into periods. Then each
gave a part of his time, and so the
shop was kept open all the day.

The task was not accomplished with-
out self-sacrifice. It meant longer
hours and harder work for all of the

four, and for two of them the giving

up of a vacation for which much had

been planned, and from which much
was anticipated. Nevertheless, each

of them did his part without complain-

ing.

It is one of the beautiful things in

life that a deed of this kind seldom
passes unnoticed. The young men said

nothing about it, but the story of what
they were doing got noised about.

Everybody in the neighborhood became
interested, and everybody wanted to

help. People who had never traded

at the Tittle shop before brought their

custom there now to encourage the

young men, and some of them were
always in too much of a hurry for a

down town car to bother with change
for a nickel; so the receipts, instead

of falling off, increased.

The old soldier had a long siege of

it. When he was finally discharged,

instead of finding his little shop closed

and his business gone, he found it

open, and with a bigger trade than he

had ever had.

How would it have been if the four

young men had merely contented

themselves with wishing that they

were rich enough, or had time enough,

to help the old man?—The Catholic

News.

Hamilton College
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

The Leading College of the Christian Brother-
hood for the education of young women. Its
record, buildings, equipment, faculty, the best.
Opens thirty-third session second Tuesday in
September. Very reasonable rates. For partic-
ulars and catalogue apply to

B C. HAGERMAN, President,

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South 10th Street,
Philadelphia.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds. Convenient
Buildings, Athletic Park, Gymnasium, Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-
ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES:
Full Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible School, P.eparatory and Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIERONYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.
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The Otherself Sure Cure.

An aunihilator of pain and worry
that beats Christian Science and Dow-
ieism, and is indeed the true Christian

Science, was practiced by a wise auntie

on a street-car the other day.

She and little Howard were enjoy-

ing immensely their outing in the open
car when an aggressive cinder blew
into Howard's eye and set him to

howling with pain. He made matters
worse by his attempts to rub it out
with his knuckles, and was wearing
out himself, his auntie, and everyone
else, when she said: "Howard, there's

an awfully tired mother with a cross

baby just in front of us. Get out your
whistle and show the baby how beau-
tifully you can blow."

Out came the forgotten whistle, and
the next minute the baby was crow-
ing over the back of the seat. The tired

mother smiled gratefully at Howard,
and declared that he was a famous
baby-charmer. This made him feel so

proud, and the baby's funny capers
amused him so, that he kept up the

performance to the end of the line.

As soon as the baby left the car he
remembered his smarting eye, and up
went his knuckles again, and his face

began to wrinkle for a whimper. But
suddenly he turned to his auntie with
a look of surprise and said, "Why,
auntie, the cinder has gone away of

itself."

And so would a great many of our
troubles go away if we would try the

otherself cure.—John F. Cowan, D. D.,

in The Christian Endeavor World.

^FLORIDA
WINTER TOURIST TICKETS

go on sale about

OCT. 15. 1901.

In making arrangements to go

to

FLORIDA

CUBA or NASSAU
CALL OR WRITE (it costs only two cents.)

GEO. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A. Southern Railway,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

or

J. C. BEAM, N.W.P.A. 225 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

and they will furnish you rates, send
literature and jrive any inform-

ation desired.

A MOST EI'BE'RA.E OFFE'R
All of our readers who are sick or

in poor health will be interested in the

announcement in this issue from the

Theo. Noel Company, headed "Per-

sonal to Subscribers." This company
is the proprietor of Vitae-Ore, a re-

markable mineral remedy, which they

offer to send on thirty days' trial to

every reader of this paper: Many
have used this medicine and are fa-

miliar with its merits, but those who
have not should not fail to avail them-
selves of this most liberal offer. The
company is reliable, have what they

claim and will do as they agree.

We call attention fo the advertise-

ment of The Natural Dody Brace Co.

Salina, Kansas, iu another column
This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks?

throughout the country. Their homp
banks say the company's methods ol

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prov^ by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or g"neral

weakness of either sex. it cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully Illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with l he-

Brace after 30 days' trial. Wp stigscsi

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

EJTTEJVSIOJV OF LIMIT
on Buffalo Pan-American tickets via

Nickel Plate Road; $13.00 for round
trip, tickets good 15 days; $16.00 for

round-trip tickets, good 20 dcjs. Three
daily trains with vestibuled sleeping

cars and first-class dining-car service

on American Club plan. Meals ranging

in price from 35 cents to $1.00. Ad-
dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams St., Chicago.

PERSONAL TO SUBSCRIBERS.
WE will send to every subscriber or reader of The Christian Century a full sized OXE DOLLAR

package of VITiE-ORE, sufficient for one month's treatment, to be paid for within one month's time
after receipt, if the receiver can truthfully say that its use has done him or her more good than all the

drugs and dopes of quacks or good doctors or patent medicines he or she has ever used. READ this over
again carefully, and understand that we ask our pay only when it has done you good, and not before. We take
all the risk : you have nothing to lose. If it does not benefit you, you pay us nothing. Yitse-Ore is a natural,
hard, adamantine, rock-like substance—mineral—ORE—mined from the ground like gold and silver, and re-

quires about twenty years for oxidization. It contains free iron, free sulphur and magnesium, and one package
will equal in medicinal strength and curative value 800 gallons of the most powerful, efficacious mineral water,
drank fresh at the springs. It is a geological discovery, to which there is nothing added or taken from. It is-

the marvel of the century for curing sucn diseases as Rheumatism, Bright's Disease, Blood Poisoning. Heart
Trouble, Diphtheria, Catarrh and Throat Affections, Liver, Kidney and Bladder Ailments. Stomach and Female
Disorders, La Grippe, Malarial Fever, Nervous Prostration and General Debility, as thousands testify, and as-'

no one, answering this, writing for a package, will deny after using.
This offer will challenge the attention and consideration, and afterwards the gratitude of every living

person who desires better health, or who suffers pains, ills and diseases, which have defied the medical world
and grown worse with age. Wc care not for your skepticism, but ask only your investigation, and at our ex-

pense, regardless of what ills you may have, by sending to us for a package. You must not write on a postal
card. In answer to this, address

THEO. NOEL COMPANY, 527, 529, 531 VV. North Ave., Chicago, 111.

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of
the Christian Honthly, a new religious magazine, in
their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is guar-
anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHARrt
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to us,

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
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win » wa-i'v.

1333 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va.

Ott
"A GOOD MAN WANTED"

To Advance for First Class

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
ED. AMHERST OTT. Dean Drake University College of Oratory. Des Moines, la
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Lighted by
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Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Oars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis

Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

L. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Ohioaao. 136,

r-argfsK foundry- >n Earth making

GHURCH BELLS fffi
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

WIcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.

Round
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St. Paul-

Minneapolis

Tickets on sale October 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14,

return limit October 19, 1901, via

CHICAGO
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The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. t, $35.00.
Going via Big> Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.00.
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.

Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,
limited to return within ten days, except on
return tiip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over of ten days additional is

allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limi'. of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegh"->v anc* Rlne Rid<-e mountains,
Shenandoan «^rt ^„„ciont \^..-f and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
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For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. C0NKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
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The Christian Century is a new undenomina-
tional religious weekly published to meet a wide
and growing demand for a paper that is thoroughly
evangelical and abreast of the ripest scholarship, an
authority on pure literature, and a medium of com-
munication between the different denominations.
Its aim will be to give a record and an interpreta-

tion of the leading events in the religious world.

It will seek at once to mirror and to mould religious

thought and life. In the sweep of its vision and the breadth of its sympathies it will endeavor to

be as wide as Christianity itself. In a word, it will stand for essential and universal Christianity.

Promoters and Contributors
Behind this undertaking are men of the highest financial standing. The Editorial manage-
ment is in the hands of Professor W. Douglas Mackenzie, D. D., of the Chicago Theological Semi-
nary, Rev. James M. Campbell, D. D., well known through his numerous books, and Prof. Herbert
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numbers will be issued giving Symposiums on the practical aspects of Christian work. These will

be followed by a series on the Fad Religions of the day, and these in turn by a series on such vital

questions as The Second Coming of Christ. These are but suggestive hints of special features

which will combine to make The Christian Century an interesting and timely religious journal.

How You May Aid the Enterprise

In order to sc^are a wide and speedy introduction of the paper it will be sent as a trial subscription

to names not now on the list from the time the order is received till JSMUZLry 1, 1902, for 25
Cents, The management asks the active co-operation of all who are interested in the furtherance
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number as possible of these trial subscriptions. May we not depend upon you to act promptly in

this matter? You will certainly not miss this opportunity to supply yourself with this valuable

pap^r for the balance of the year at such a nominal price. Let us hear from you at once with your
own subscription and as many more as possible. The regular subscription price is $1.50 per year.

The Christian Century Company,
358 Deasbom $u**itt**********CkirlSjl6i IJUnois.
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A New Book on a
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Plea for

Union
And The

Present

Crisis"

By Professor
Herbert L. Willett

HISTORIC review of the re-

A| ligious position and the pres*

1 ent opportunities and perils of

i the Disciples of Christ. A
series of . editorial articles from
the pen of Dr. "Willett, which
appeared recently in The
Christian Century, dealing
with the subject of Christian
Unity, called forth so many
expressions of appreciation and
demands for their appearance
in more permanent lorm that
The Christian Century Com-

pany has secured their thorough revision and
enlargement by Dr. Willett and now pre-

sents them under the above title, in the form
for which so strong a demand has been
made.
The following table of contents will give

an idea of the scope and motive of the book.

Introduction—The Task of the New Century,
1. Are the Disciples a Denomination?
2. Have we the Sect Spirit'.'

3. Do the Disciples Desire Christian Union?
4. Do We Wish Apostolic Christianity Restored?
5. What do We More than Others?
6. What Constitutes a Sectarian Attitude?
7. A Historic Instance.
8. The Two Paths.
9. Denominational Sentiment.

10. Apostolic Christianity—The Sources.
11. Apostolic Christianity—The Doctrine.
12. Apostolic Christianity—The Ordinances.
13. Apostolic Christianity— The Spirit.
14. The Form of Christian Union.
15. The Church of the Future.
16. Christian Unity—An Appeal.

Dr. Willett needs no introduction to our
readers. Every Disciple is familiar with his

name and the prominence of his work He
is not only a leader amongst our own people,
but is generally recognized as one of the best

known and most popular Biblical lecturers

on the American platform. The fact that

he is the author of Our Plea for Union and
The Present Crisis is ample assurance of its

surpassing interest and value.
This book ought to be read by every Dis-

ciple. No one can afford to be without it.

It is handsomely bound in cloth and retails
cor 75 cents-

Attractive Premium Offers
It is the desire of The Christian Century Company to place Our Pleafor Union
and The Present Crisis in every home in the brotherhood and in order to place
it within easy reach of all the following exceedingly liberal offers will be made
for a limited time:

] st. For two new subscriptions to The Christian Century for one year
at the regular rate, one copy of Our Plea for Union and The Present Crisis
will be sent postpaid.

2nd. We will send one copy of Our Plea for Union and The Present Crisis
and The Christian Century for one year (either old or new subscription)
for $1.75. The regular price of the two is $2.25.

The Christian Century Company, <r Chicago, 111.
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Not now, but in the coming years,
It may be in the better land,

We'll read the meaning of our tears,

And there, some time, we'll understand.

We'll catch the broken thread again,
And finish what we here began

;

Heav'n will mysteries explain,
And then, ah, then, we'll understand.

We'll know why clouds instead of sun
Were over many a cherished plan

;

Why song has ceased when scarce begun
;

'Tis there, some time, we'll understand.

Why what we longed for most of all,

Eludes so oft, our eager hand

;

Why hopes are crushed and castles fall.

Up there, some time, we'll understand.

God knows the way, he holds the key.
He guides us with unerring hand,

Some time with tearless eyes we'll see

;

Yes, there, up there, we'll understand.

WH&SHO \7L*DOVR CHVRCMES
Sl/TrOUT FO'REIGJ^

MISSIONS?
|ECAUSE (i) Foreign Missions are em-

braced in the scope of the Master's unre-

pealed commission,"Go ye into all the world

and preach the Gospel to the whole crea-

tion." (Mark xvi : 15. See also Matt,

xxviii : 19, 20.) This reason is all-

inclusive. It is also all-conclusive. The
command of the Master lays upon the

Church a divine imperative which she dare

not disobey. ( 1 ) She is summoned to action.

She is to "Go"—to keep in motion ; to main-

"the strenuous mood" ; to overcome the natural

tendency to inertia by plunging the spurs into the side

of her flagging resolution—keeping herself moving in

the path of obedience. (2) With unabated urgency

she is summoned to aggressive action. Without hesi-

tating or questioning she is to go forth at the word of

her divine Captain to subjugate a rebel world to his

rightful sway. It is not enough for her to "hold the

fort." She must storm the fort, and keep on storming

it until it capitulates. (3) Her evangelistic activities

are to be world-wide in their sweep. She is to go

"into all the world," putting no geographical limit

upon her sympathies and activities, leaving no corner

of the world untouched by her saving ministries. Her
"field is the world." Her mission like the Master's

is wide as humanity. She is to disciple "the nations,"

bringing them into avowed discipleship by baptism,

tain

and instructing them in all the things which Christ

has commanded. (4) In this work of world-wide

evangelization she is to depend upon the all-sufficient

grace of her divine Leader who has promised to be

with her "all the days."

With such clear and explicit instruction before her,

with such efficient help within her reach, she will be

recreant to her supreme duty if she does not with

unflagging zeal and ever-enlarging wisdom address

herself to the work of bringing to every soul the

Gospel of salvation. In her manifold ministries to a

needy world this work stands first. As the work

which lay most heavily on the Savior's heart at the

hour of his departure from the earth ; as the work

which he has specially and distinctly committed into

the hands of his Church, it is the work upon which

all the converging lines of her activity ought to center.

2. Because the world needs the Gospel. Whether

we look upon this world as a sunken world that needs

to be raised, or as a lost world that must be saved,

its case is utterly helpless and hopeless apart from

the intervention of a higher power. It needs a

deliverer.

Now," the distinguishing glory of Christianity is

that it alone of all religions of the world provides a

Savior for the sinful. A superficial study of compar-

ative religions produces the impression that all relig-

ions are very much alike, and that Christianity merely

brings out with greater clearness the ethical teaching

common to all religions. A deeper study brings into

view one important point of difference, namely, that

Christianity alone has an evangel of hope for the

fallen and the lost. To disabled man it promises enab-

ling power. The Spartan prince who tried to make a

corpse stand upright at a state function, and gave

up the attempt, saying, "It needs something within,"

described man's case. He needs something within.

Not only does he need to have the guilty past for-

given, he needs also power within to enable him to

stand upright and to walk firmly in the path of right-

eousness.

The reason given by Paul for his eagerness to pro-

claim to the people of Rome the Gospel with which he

was intrusted was, "for it is the power of God unto

salvation to every one that believeth." It is divine

power, and hence can never lose its efficacy; it is

divine power unto salvation, and hence fits into man's

need as a sinner. In it is lodged sufficiency of moral

power to save the world. It has power to vanquish

sin
;
power to save man from his own undoing

;
power

to save him to God and to righteousness
;
power to

save him for the noble ends for which his life was

given. The desire to preach to sinful men the good
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news of deliverance through Christ is the deepest

missionary motive.

Where there is decay of faith in missions it will

generally be found to have its root in the decay of

faith in the saving power of the Gospel. Times of

Gospel faith have always been times of missionary

enterprise. When the Church has ceased to be evan-

gelical it has ceased to be evangelistic. The measure

of its missionary power is always determined by the

firmness of its grip upon the living verities which

form the core of evangelical faith.

3. Because the movement of the Holy Spirit in the

Church is towards a world-wide evangelization. When
upon the day of Pentecost the Holy Spirit was poured

out upon all flesh, there was born within the heart of

the Church a burning enthusiasm to carry the Gospel

to earth's remotest bounds. Since then there have

come times of reaction when the spirit of conquest

has burned low, but never has it been altogether

quenched. Every revival of religion has been a revi-

val of the original missionary impulse.

Indeed, the missionary spirit is but another name
for Christian spirit. "The spirit of missions," says

David Livingstone, "is the spirit of Christ, our Mas-

ter ; the very genius of true religion." If any church

has not the self-denying spirit of Christ—it is none

of his. A church which expends all its effort upon

itself is not a true church of Christ. The Church of

Christ is a ministering body. It does not live for itself

alone. It is an instrumentality rather than an end. It

exists for the kingdom. When the Holy Spirit has

his way with a church he invariably leads it to con-

secrate its energy to the world's uplifting. The work
for which the Master trained the Twelve is the work

for which the Holy Spirit is training the whole

Church. Upon the Church he depends for the estab-

lishing of the kingdom of Christ on the earth. For

the Church to fail of mission is for the Spirit to fail

of his purpose. With strong insistence he is ever

calling upon the Church to gird herself to aggressive

work. The voice that calls in every opportunity for

advance is his; the demands which the hour is mak-

ing are the demands which he is making. Any church

which remains inactive resists his pleading.

4. Because of the evident marks of divine favor

upon the work. Nowhere has the work of the Church

been more richly blessed ; nowhere have brighter

triumphs of the Gospel been witnessed, than in foreign

fields. A favorable vantage ground has been secured.

The material and spiritual capital put into the work

have brought back good returns. For the Church to

draw back now would be to render nugatory all her

toils and to cast despite upon her Lord, in whose

name the work was wrought.

A brilliant Oxford student was speaking of giving

himself to missionary labor in Africa when his tutor

remonstrated, saying, "It is madness
; you will die in

a year or two." The brave young fellow who did die

after being on the field only a year, answered, "It is

with the African missions as it is with building a great

bridge, you know how many stones have to be buried

in the earth, all unseen, to be a foundation for the

bridge. If Christ wants me to be one of these unseen

stones lying in an African grave I am content, certain

as I am that the final result will be a Christian Africa."

Because of the foundation work already done at such

costly sacrifice there must be no relaxing of effort.

The Church must go on with tlie work so heroically

begun. It must be her meat and drink to do the will

of him whose representative she is, and "to finish his

work." Undeterred by the difficulties in the way

she must not fail nor be discouraged till her Lord

Immanuel has "set judgment in the earth, and the isles

wait for his law."

"Here's a work of God undone,
Here's the kingdom of his Son,
With its triumph just begun;

Push it through."

THOUGHTS Oft MISSIONS.
HE Church requires to engage in mission-

Tary work for her own enrichment and
enlargement. There is an Arab proverb to

the effect that the water poured on the

roots of the cocoanut tree comes back
sweetened in the milk of the cocoanut
which falls from the top. All altruistic

labor has a reflex influence for good. We
gain by losing ; we live by giving ; we
grow by serving. "There is that scattereth

and increaseth yet more, and there is that

withholdeth more than is meet, and it tendeth only to

want." It is with the Church as with the individual

Christian. To attain fulness of life a hold must be
taken upon outside interests. To save her life the

Church must lose it in the life of the world.

In another way missionary work reacts for good.
Active participation in missionary work tends, as noth-
ing else does, to the promotion of unity and harmony.
When the stream of Christian thought and activity

is turned into profitable channels, attention is drawn
away from decisive questions. Never does the Church
enjoy greater prosperity and peace within her own
borders than when she throws herself most ardently

into missionary work.

Missionary work calls for the highest expression of

disinterested benevolence. The money given for the

support of the local church may be given from motives

of self-interest ; the bulk of the money given for

missions, home or foreign, must, from the very nature

of the case, be given from disinterested motives.

Those who give for the spiritual enlightenment of

their brothers and sisters in distant places can hope
for nothing again in the way of personal advantage.

As affording an outlet for the sacrificial spirit : as

supplying a check upon the present-day drift towards

materialism, the value of missionary work to the

Church can hardly be over-estimated. The call to

the sacrificial life which conies from mission fields is

on which the Church cannot afford to miss. Without
such calls she would die of the dry rot of selfishness.

The evidential value of missions can hardlv be over-
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emphasized. By this is meant their value as affording

The early Fathers of the Church were wont to lay at

the feet of kings their eloquently written apologies

for Christianity. The most powerful apologetic which
the Church of today can furnish is found in the fruits

of Christian missions. As the result of missionary

labors lives have been ^transformed ; nations have
been born in a day ; albeit, they have taken centuries

to reach maturity. Results have been attained which
are out of all proportion to the means expended, and
evidence of the supernatural power of Christianity,

which can be satisfactorily explained only upon the

hypothesis that they have been wrought of God.

Not less valuable is the lofty ideal of heroism and
self-abnegation furnished by the missionary workers
themselves. There are many missionaries who like

Henry Martyn desire "to burn out for God" ; and lay

themselves without ostentation upon the altar of conse-

cration to be consumed as willing sacrifices in the

service of their fellowmen. But let us not forget that

the life of the missionary plodder no less than the

blood of the missionary martyr is the seed of the

Church.

The sociological value pf mission work has too

often been lost sight of. The modern settlement idea

is simply the application of foreign mission methods
to home mission work. Foreign missions have always
given strong emphasis to the world-side of religion.

The mission station is an oasis in the desert of social

life, the nucleus of a new social order. From it go
forth humanizing, moralizing, and civilizing influ-

ences, which entitle it to the sympathies and support of

every lover of his race. Its work, which is exceedingly

broad, embraces the whole range of human interests.

The schools, colleges, and hospitals which it estab-

lishes and maintains, and above all the spiritual forces

which it sets in operation, help to create a new society.

Never was the work in misionary fields more aus-

picious; never did the command, "Speak unto the

children of God that they go forward," ring out with
greater urgency. The lands of darkness that are

stretching out their hands imploringly to God, are

lifting up to Christian nations the importunate cry,

"Come over and help us." We are entering upon a

new era of expansion. We are waiting with serene

optimism for the establishment of a new imperialism

of righetousnes and love. We hail the enthronement
of the thorn-crowned King, exclaiming with Milton,

"Come forth out of thy royal chambers, O Prince of

all the kings of the earth; put on the visible robes

of thy imperial majesty; take up that unlimited scep-

ter which thy Almighty Father hath bequeathed thee;

for now the voice of thy bride calls thee; and all

creatures sigh to be renewed."

How to secure the federation of forces within the

Church in support of its missionary work is one of

the great problems before the Church today. This
problem is sometimes put in this concrete form : "How
can we secure an offering from every church, and
from every member in every church?" Before reach-

ing this ideal we have still a long way to travel.

There is no doubt that in the past altogether too much
use has been made of artificial methods in raising

money for missionary purposes. The appeal has too

often been made to surface motives ; we have not

always dug down to the ever-flowing springs ; we

have not done enough sub-soil ploughing; we have
been satisfied with temporary returns. What is needed
is a more direct and constant appeal to what Dr. Storrs

called "the permanent motives in missions." We
must depend less upon rallies and more upon the cul-

tivation of the missionary spirit ; less upon fervid

appeals and more upon the development of a mission-

ary conscience. "A campaign of education" may do
to begin with, but it must be followed by a thorough-
going system of education begun in the Christian

home ; continued in the Sunday school, and carried

out in the church under the leadership of the pastor.

And along with instruction must go a deepened sense

of stewardship. Christians must be trained to give

from principle rather than from impulse and to give

proportionately, systematically, and in the fear of the

Lord.

Mission work affords a broad ground upon which
churches can unite in the work of the world's redemp-
tion. Any church standing alone can do but little in

this great work. Only by the union of forces in well-

equipped organization can separate churches make
their influence felt. Missionary Boards are simply

the distributing agencies of the church, the reservoirs

into which the life of the church is to be poured that it

may flow out into the desert places of the earth. The
Missionary Boards are simply the church at work.

The church created them and the church must sustain

them. They can do nothing more than what the

church enables them to do.

awakening
but

THE HE*RO OF THE HEETUVES.
By the Visitor.

T is only a few weeks since a great meeting

was held in one of the largest halls in Lon-

don to bid farewell—probably for the last

time—to one of the most remarkable men of

this generation—John G. Paton, the mis-

sionary to the New Hebrides.

Probably no work of missionary annals

has been so widely read as the autobiog-

raphy of this hero of the South Seas. Pub-

lished in 1889, its sale was enormous, and

its influence was far reaching not only in

interest in Mr. Paton's own work,

all missionary enterprises, whereso-

ever located. The interest attaching to this

particular narrative lay in the peculiar hazzards

accepted by the company of which the most

prominent was this man. In 1858 and the following

year seven missionaries were placed on the island of

Tanna, in the New Hebrides, where already the work
had been begun. This group of islands, about thirty in

number, lies along a line running southeast and north-

west over some four hundred miles of the Pacific

ocean, two hundred miles southeast of the Solomon
group, two hundred miles northeast of New Caledonia,

four hundred miles west of the Fiji islands, a thousand

north from Auckland, and fourteen hundred northeast

of Sydney, Australia. In 1839 John Williams and J.

Harris of the London Missionary Society had landed

on the island of Erromanga to begin mission work, but

both were murdered by the natives, who feasted on

their bodies. In 1843 Drs. Turner and Nisbet were

settled on Tanna, but after six months they were for-

tunate to be able to escape on a passing ship. Later on
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native teachers from Samoa and Raratonga were fre-

quently located on the group, but they were cut down
either by the hand of the natives or by sickness in the

unhealthy climate. In 1848 Dr. John Geddie, in many
regards the father of missionary labor in these islands,

arrived on Aneityum, and in 1852 he was joined by Dr.

John Inglis. By their labors 3,500 cannibals on that

island were converted and the Bible, with other books,

was translated and put through the press. In 1857
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Gordon were placed on Erromanga,
already marked by the martyr blood of Williams and
his friend. After many labors and successes, they, too,

met death at the hands of the savage inhabitants, and a

brother, the Rev. J. D. Gordon, going out later, to con-

vert if possible the murderers, met the same fate, but

not until eight years of seed-sowing. This was in 1872.

Meantime the Patons, husband and wife, had begun
their work on Tanna. The story of the forty years and
more of missionary labors reads like a romance, though
few works of fiction could so allure the reader as do the

pages of the autobiography, with their simple record of

facts. Mr. Paton writes of the conditions then and
the results of the work

:

I went to New Hebrides in 1858, he says, when the en-

tire population of the islands were cannibals. No white men
were there then. The London Missionary Society had tried

to Christianize the islands as early as 1839, but the famous
John Williams and Mr. Harris, who were sent to the island

of Erromanga, were murdered, cooked and eaten, and the

native teachers either died from fever and ague or were killed

and eaten. Nothing more was attempted until our society,

the Presbyterian Missionary Society of Victoria, Australia,

took up the work. There were 150,000 people on the islands

then, all in the lowest depths of barbarism. Every widow was
strangled to death the moment her husband died that she might
continue to be his slave. Infanticide was common, and chil-

dren destroyed their parents when the latter became sick or
aged. Neighboring tribes were continually at war, and the
dead afforded feasts to the victors, as did the shipwrecked
sailors and venturesome traders. Within fifteen years after

the first mission was planted on the island of Aneityum the
whole population of the island, then over 3,500, had been led
to embrace Christianity. Heathen practices were abolished,
churches and schools were built, family worship was estab-
lished morning and evening and God's blessing was asked
upon meals.

But these results were not accomplished without en-

countering dangers which are sufficiently harrowing in

their narration to cause one to marvel that their reality

could be survived. Not infrequently the mission was
menaced by hostile natives, against whose attacks the

courage of the missionaries and even the aid of the na-
tive converts seemed impotent. The modest build-

ings reared at so much cost of labor and sacrifice were
more than once destroyed. Mr. Paton recalls one of

these times of terror. Stirred up by a white trader,

who feared and hated the missionaries for their in-

fluence, the natives came to attack the mission.

"A chief, in apparent friendliness, called me to the

window and as soon as I appeared he hurled a toma-
hawk at my head. I pointed a revolver at him, whereat
the savages all threw themselves on the ground and
made no more hostile moves. They went away, how-
ever, with threats to return the next day and kill us.

The next morning a chief stationed on the beach just

beyond the reach of my pistol blew a great conch shell

whistle, and almost immediately a horde of savages, all

armed with clubs, tomahawks and spears rushed down
the hill towards the beach. Some headed for the mis-
sion house and some for the house of a chief who was
friendly to us. I saw that ordinary methods of defense

were useless and left the mission house to gfO out and
face the savages. One sprang from behind a bread-

fruit tree and lifted his tomahawk to hurl at my head.

I lifted my hand and cried : Tf you strike me, my Jeho-
vah, God, will punish you ! He protects us and will

punish you. He is here now to defend me!" The sav-

age slunk away.

"I immediately took my wife and the little party of

teachers who were at the mission house and hastened

down to the village, which was inhabited almost ex-

clusively by converted natives. We found the villagers

in a frenzy of terror. I enjoined them to fell trees and
throw up breastworks, which would help us to protect

ourselves against an attack. They worked vigorously

at this for a time, and then fear overwhelmed them.

They threw their tools and even their weapons away
and cast themselves on the ground. By this time the

savages had completed the looting of the mission house

and were gathered about 300 yards away.

"Having in mind my success in awing them a few
minutes before, and knowing that, with our native

friends so paralyzed by fright we could make no human
defense, I went out again to meet the savages, taking'

a friendl} chief along with me. We were soon sur-

rounded, but the savages, while very threatening, hesi-

tated to kill us. The chief and I stood with our backs

against a tree, parleying with the savages, and all the

while they were urging each other to kill us. Every
moment we expected some one, bolder than the rest,

to hurl a tomahawk which would be the signal for our
immediate slaughter, and we could almost smell our

own flesh roasting over the coals of a fire that was al-

ready burning. When we could stand the suspense no
longer we turned and fled. Instantly a hundred toma-
hawks and 'killing stones' were hurled at us. The
chief was hit, but I escaped injury. For some inex-

plicable reason the savages did not pursue me. nor did

they attack the village again."

In 1892 Mr. Paton made a tour of the world in the

interest of the mission in the New Hebrides, and more
particularly to secure international agreement to forbid

the sale of intoxicants and firearms to the natives of

these islands, a traffic carried on extensively by traders,

to the demoralization of the native people. The story

of this journey is told in the third volume of Mr. Pat-

on's autobiography, and while less thrilling as dealing

with work in civilized and not in savage lands, it is no
less interesting as revealing the character of the man
who is justly known as "the Apostle of the South
Seas." His travels across the Pacific to San Francisco,

then to Chicago and on to Toronto, New York and
Washington are told in a graphic style, which reveals

fully the stern adherence to the ideals of what a Chris-

tian should be. He would not ride on street cars, rail-

road trains or omnibuses on Sundays, and often walked

many miles to fill his many appointments. He refused

to visit the World's Fair in Chicago, though most

anxious to do so, for the reason that it had opened its

gates on the Lord's Day. It is a satisfaction to re-

member that this experiment of the officials was a fail-

ure, and that the attempt to keep it open in spite of

public sentiment was given up.

At Washington Mr. Paton secured favorable action

by the government on the subject of his mission, but

this was rendered abortive by the refusal of the other

powers, notably France, to enter the alliance against

the vicious trade in the colonies. From this country

the missionary went to England, where a series of al-

most unparalleled triumphs awaited him, through all of

which he appears to have thought only oi his work,

and not of himself. His return to Australia and the

islands after an absence of more than two vears, was
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the occasion of rich gifts for the work, including funds
for the mission ship "Day Spring."

It is a tonic to read such a book. It reminds the av-

erage man of the self-centered and selfish life he leads,

and is likely to kindle in his heart some desire to share

in those marvelous enterprises of missions which are

today slowly transforming the world, and bringing
surely to pass the accomplishment of the universal

prayer, "Thy Kingdom come."

ffOTES AJVD COMMENTS.
The Sunday ffetsjspaper.

The Sunday newspaper is very generally accepted

in this country as a permanent institution. It is not

so in other countries. The Belgian government is

preparing a bill to prevent the publication of Sunday
newspapers. Lively opposition to it is threatened and
exciting debates in the national assembly are antici-

pated.

Fresh Outbreak, of Persecution in Armenia.

The reports of the massacre of Armenian Christians

by the Turks have been confirmed. There are* evi-

dently dark days ahead for the poor Armenians. The
Pan-Islam party is active. The fire of persecution

which has broken out threatens to become a universal

conflagration. Unless the powers interfere in a prompt
and positive manner the heart-sickening carnage of.

former years is sure to be repeated. International

jealousy is the main cause of inaction. It is high time
that the powers recognized their responsibility and
duty, and delivered themselves from bloodguiltiness

in this matter.

Abduction of a Missionary.

The abduction of Miss Ellen M. Stone, one of the

missionaries of the American Board, by Bulgarian brig-

gands adds another chapter to the romance of mis-
sions. Miss Stone has been held in captivity since

Sept. 30; and the sum of $121,250 has been demanded
for her ransom. The capture was made while Miss
Stone and Mrs. Tsilka, the wife of an Albanian
preacher, were traveling with friends from Bansko to

Djumao. There were fifteen to eighteen in the party.

The bandits confronted them in a narrow valley, sur-

rounded them and compelled them to wade a river and
ascend a wooded mountain side for about an hour.

There appeared to be about forty brigands dressed
like Turks, but speaking good Bulgarian. Action has
been taken by the American Board looking to Miss
Stone's liberation.

Lynching and Anarchy.

Booker T. Washington of the Tuskegee Normal
and Industrial Institute has given out a statement in

reference to the assassination of President McKinley,
in which he says

:

In all sincerity, I want to ask, Is Czolgosz alone guilty?
Has not the entire nation had a part in this greatest crime of
the century? What is anarchy but a defiance of law, and has
not the nation reaped what it has been sowing? According
to records 2,516 persons have been lynched in the United
States during the last sixteen years. There are or have been
engaged in this anarchy of lynching nearly 125,800 persons.
To check the present tendency it seems to me there are two
duties that face us:

First, for all classes to unite in an earnest effort to create

such a public sentiment as will make crime disappear, and
especially is it needful i.hat we see that there is no idle, disso-

lule. purposeless class permitted in our midst.

Second, for all to unite in a brave effort to bring crim-
inals to justice, and where a supposed criminal is found to

see that he has a fair, patient, legal trial.

Uhe Conscience Fund.

An unusually large conscience contribution, amount-
ing to $6,500, was received at the Treasury Depart-

ment recently in an envelope postmarked New York,
with a note explaining that it was made to cover a

shortage in customs duties of several years' standing.

Secretary Gage expressed gratification at this evidence

of a desire to make good former evasions of the law,

"There are others," said he, "who would no doubt find

it morally healthful to follow this contributor's exam-
ple. A friend of mine recently landed from a trip

abroad. T paid a thousand dollars duties on my
goods,' he said. T never paid so much before. This

time it was an "honest count" with me. It cost money,

but I feel a good deal more respectable.'
"

Apropos to the above the story is told of a man who,

having cheated the Inland Revenue, sent back part of

the money with the accompanying note : "I send you
the enclosed because my conscience has been gnawing.

If it gnaws any worse, I will send the balance."

'Professor HarnacK. on the Fundamentals of
Christianity.

No person is doing more to freshen the religious

thought of the present day than Professor Harnack of

Berlin. He is filled with a passionate purpose to strip

Christianity of all its traditional accretions, and to

reduce it to its primitive and essential elements. On
the iconoclastic side of his work he has been pushing

things too far to suit some of the German theologians.

A loud protest has been raised, and has found voice

in the following resolution offered by Dr. Stocker to

the Berlin Pastor's Conference, and passed without a

dissenting vote.

"The Pastors' Conference does not wish to ignore the in-

tention of Professor Harnack in his lectures on 'The Funda-
mentals of Christianity' to bring again the blessings of Chris-

tianity near to our people so estranged from it. But they

must give voice to their conviction that the contents of these

lectures, by falling back to the superficial point of view of

obsolete rationalism, and by thrusting aside the essentials of

Christianity, proven by both Scripture and history, satisfy

neither the demands of history, the true Gospel, nor the needs
of humanity. They confess with reformers and believers of

all ages, who spoke in the power of the Holy Ghost, that

Christ, the Son of God, inseparable from the Gospel in the

Word of God, must continue to be the verv heart of Christi-

anity, and they testify T believe in Jesus Christ, the only be-

gotten Son of God, our Lord.'
"

CT/>e Methodist Ecumenical Conference.

Prominent Methodists from all over the world gath-

ered recently in Wesley Chapel, City road, London,
to attend the ecumenical conference. The meeting
continued twelve days, and resulted in great good to

the church. There were 500 delegates—200 repre-

senting British Methodism and affiliated conferences

and mission fields, and 300 representing Methodist
conferences in the United States and Canada and their

foreign work. Among the weighty questions which
came up for discussion were the following: Is Meth-
odism retaining its spiritual vitality? Biblical crit-

icism and the Christian faith ; Christianity and modern
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unbelief ; Principles of Protestantism versus modern
Sacerdotalism ; The neglect of family religion and
worship ; Perils of increasing wealth and luxury.

The question of the influence of Methodism in the

promotion of international peace very naturally sug-
gested the Boer war. On this subject feeling ran
high, and although there was a sharply defined

division of sentiment, the conviction seemed to prevail

that the time for arbitration had come. But the most
burning question was that of Temperance. Upon this

question the American delegates took more advanced
ground than their British brethren. The interest of

the conference reached its climax in the three last

themes which were, How to Mobilize the Whole
Church ; The Work before us ; and, Our resources for

the Work. This great gathering furnished abundant
evidence that Methodism is not a spent force, but is

still one of the more vital and aggressive agencies at

work for the spread of the kingdom.

Mtllenary of the "Death of Alfred the Great-

The recent celebration of the thousandth anniver-

sary of the death of England's greatest monarch
has revived popular interest in the remarkable career

of this ideal ruler, who has been characterized as "the

most perfect character in history." His life, from its

beginning to its close, was a continuous romance.
With some of its more or less legendary incidents

every school boy is familiar. His early life was one
of almost ceaseless warfare with the Danes, the heredi-

tary enemies of his people. After vanquishing them in

many a well-fought fight he enjoyed years of peace

which were devoted to the development of his coun-

try. He reconstructed his army and navy, built fort-

resses, encouraged manufacture, promoted education.

He is said to have founded the University of Oxford,
although that has been questioned. But what is not

so well known is that he was a man of letters, and
made valuable contributions to the literature of his

time. He translated Esop's Fables, the Psalms of

David and other writings of value for the benefit of

his people. He also wrote upon a variety of subjects.

The following are a few quotations from Alfred's

pen. Paraphrasing the words of Boethius, he wrote:

"If there be any good in nobility (noble birth) I think

it is this alone—that a necessity seems to be imposed on the

noble that they should not degenerate from the virtue of their

ancestors.

"But all are equally noble, if you will think of your begin-

ning. Creation and the Creator, and afterwards of your own
nativity; yet the right nobility is in the mind. Every man
that is at all subjected to his vices forsakes his Creator, and
his first creation, and his nobility ; and thence becomes more
ignoble than if he were not nobly born.

"Our Creator is beyond any doubt and he is also the gov-
ernor of heaven and earth, and all creatures, visible and in-

visible. This is God Almighty.
"This blessedness is then God. He is the beginning and the

end of every good and he is the highest happiness.

"Wisdom is the highest virtue, and he hath in him four
other virtues—prudence, moderation, courage and righteous-
ness.

"Therefore I direct that you do, as I believe that you will,

that you who have leisure for the things of the world, as
often as you can, impart that wisdom which God has given
you, whenever you can impart it."

"Some day, we venture to predict, a man will be
able to go to sleep in Chicago and wake up in

New York." "Do you really suppose Chicago will

ever get to be as quiet as that ?" faltered the Chicago
man, in evident concern.

CHICAGO JSfOTES.
It is proposed to make a new public park and name

it after President McKinley. The suggestion is a
good one. We have already a Lincoln park, and a
Garfield park. It is altogether appropriate that

another park should be named after our third mar-
tyred President.

The Poles of the city, who feel deeply the disgrace
of having their nationality responsible for the assassi-

nation of the President, are petitioning the Board of

Education to have the next public high school named
the McKinley High School. They declare their inten-

tion of urging the plan until it is adopted.

The Chief of Police was somewhat surprised the
other day by having a request presented to him for

permission to conduct bull-fights in the Coliseum.
The plan was to bring to Chicago the bulls which have
been exhibited in fights in Buffalo, at the Pan-Ameri-
can Exposition. The request was promptly refused.

We have enough to carry already without having that

relic of barbarism foisted upon us.

"The Church of the Silent Demand" is the latest

outgrowth of our fruitful religious life. In this new
church or temple the voice of praise, or prayer, or
preaching will never be heard. Silent prayer, praise

and aspiration will ascend continually from within its

stately walls. Its members, who now number over
a hundred, believe in the power and potency of con-

centrated thought-energy. The temple about to be
built will be magnificent and stately and will be copied
from one of the famous temples of East India.

In response to an urgent and widespread demand,
the officials of the University of Chicago have decided
to add "A College of Commerce and Administration"
to the curriculum of that institution. This action is

in harmony with the present-day tendency to special-

ized education. The rapid growth of manufacturing
and industrial interests has made such a step inevit-

able. We are living in an industrial age and the kind
of education required by multitudes of young men is

one which will fit them for a business career.

The Young Women's Christian Association, which
has its headquarters at 288 Michigan avenue, is put-

ting special emphasis this year upon the educational

department of its work. One of its special features

is a class in physical and vocal expression, arranged
especially for public school and kindergarten teachers.

There will also be a children's class in the gymna-
sium on Saturdays for boys and girls. With the added
improvements in the class rooms, gymnasium and

dressing rooms, there is every reason to expect a large

increase in attendance.

Mr. Edward A. Kimball, lecturer of the First

Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, at a recent meet-

ing in the Third Church of Christ, Scientist, reviewed

the principles and work of Christian Science. He
claimed for Christian Science the power to abolish

sickness and sin. But here is a wonderful thing,

Christian Scientists claim the power to abolish sick-

ness and sin, while at the same time they deny the

existence of either. That is to say they claim the

power to abolish what, according to their philosophy,

does not exist.
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CONTRIBUTED

BY CHARLES MACKAY.

What might be done if men were wise —
What glorious deeds, my suffering brother,

Would they unite

In love and right,

And cease their scorn of one another?

Oppression's heart might be imbued
With kindling drops of loving-kindness

;

And knowledge pour,

From shore to shore,

Light on the eyes of mental blindness.

All slavery, warfare, lies, and wrongs,
All vice and crime might die together

;

And wine and corn,

To each man born,

Be free as warmth in summer weather.

The meanest wretch that ever trod,

The deepest sunk in guilt and sorrow,
Might stand erect

In self respect,

And share the teeming world tomorrow.

What might be done? This might be done,

And more than this, my suffering brother-
More than the tongue
E'er said or sung,

If men were wise and loved each other.

—Selected.

WHOLESOME MOVEMENT
If* MOVEHtf MISSIONS.

SYDNEY STRONG, D. D.

i VITAL problem with an advancing army
is how to maintain an adequate base of sup-

plies. The same problem confronts every
missionary agency. It is an advancing
force, and if it is to be a conquering force,

it must preserve a vital relation with an
adequate base of supplies.

The story of every missionary move-
ment reads something like this : a few
individuals agree to go, a company of
individuals agree, by prayers, sympathy

and gifts to stand behind the movement. Thus, every
mission resolves into "two parties : the missionaries

who form the advance line and the church that sup-
ports. Where either of these parties fails, the move-
ment begins to weaken and finally to disappear.

How to maintain a proper and adequate relation

between these two parties in the missionary move-
ment must therefore ever be a vital problem.
The best relation is a personal and therefore spirit-

ual one. We are constantly learning and constantly
forgetting that there can be no real religion without a
person. The God of religion is a Person. No religion

ever comes to earth save through a person. All relig-

ious conquests are made through persons. All support
of the missionaries is inadequate, in so far as it is not
personal.

The personal relation between the missionary and
the church has always been strong when the move-

ment has been strong. Witness the going forth of

Paul and Barnabas. They were sent forth by a

church of which they were members. The sympathies

and prayers of that church followed them. To this

church they reported when they returned. The begin-

ning of foreign missions in America was of a like

kind. Mills and Judson were set apart by a church

in Salem, and went forth supported by personal

friends. How to maintain the personal element is

of vital importance.

A movement set in some years ago which threat-

ened this personal relation and in proportion has

weakened the missionary movement. No one has

been to blame, for no one could foresee the great

growth of missions. It grew out of conditions almost

necessarily appearing in a world-wide organization,

—

viz., the administration, i. e., the secretaries and Pru-
dential committees have become more and more sep-

arated from their missionaries. Personal relations

always receive a severe test by separation. In course

of time, the management of a Missionary Board, if

not carefully watched, will become formal and me-
chanical. There have not been many warm friends of

missions, in all churches, who have declared the

"Board to be a mere machine." This is a real danger,

and, largely so, because the welfare of the personal

relation has been involved.

Of late, however, a wholesome reaction has

occurred. It consists in individual churches adopting

individual missionaries as their own; the churches,

as it were, coming between the Boards and the mis-

sionaries, and furnishing that personal element, with-

out which there are no sympathies, no prayers, and,

by and by, no money. The supporters thus become
interested in a man, who embodies their ideal. They
get letters from him: his trials and afflictions enter

into their hearts ; he spends a part of his furlough in

their homes, preaches in their pulpit, becomes "their

missionary."

This is the heart of the "Forward movement" in

the Congregational and Presbyterian churches in

which Mr. Luther D. Wishard has had a large part.

It is' chiefly a laymen's movement. The various Boards
have been a trifle suspicious in reference to it, but
realize that the people have a demand for it. The
machinery is liable to need readjustment and the per-

sonal equation is always liable to be a little frisky;

but there is no salvation apart from a person.

We have observed in several churches the work-
ings of the new relation between the churches and
the missionaries. There has been an immediate
increase in gifts, but, more valuable, there has been
increase in interest, sympathy and knowledge in mis-
sions, as well as more confidence in the Boards
through which the gifts go. We are therefore led to

regard the plan of individual churches adopting indi-

vidual missionaries as the most wholesome movement
in missions, in recent years. The introduction of the

personal element is bound to revitalize the work.
Oak Park, 111.

Mrs. Browning, the poetess, once asked a friend

whom she admired, "What is the secret of your life?

Tell me, because I wish my life to be beautiful like

yours," and the answer was, "I have h*ad a friend."

True friendship is one of the most valuable of bless-

ings, and when a true friend is found he should be
prized.
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IJVVIA LEIStSE'R.

GEORGE W. BROWN.

|HE rains which are now falling in India

seem to be quite general, and farmers are,

as usual at this time of the year, busy with

their crops. India is essentially an agri-

cultural country, and a failure of crops

always means famine. Let us thank God
that this year there is promise of abund-

ant rainfall.

The lot of the fanner in India is quite

different from that of the American agri-

culturalist. On looking over some of the

broad fields of India, the mind involuntarily expects

some stately farm house surrounded with its windmill

and outbuildings, such as we are accustomed to at

nome. But the Indian farm is nothing like this.

Except in a few large cities, all the people live in

villages. Sometimes a half dozen houses are grouped

together, sometimes fifty, sometimes several hundred.

The houses are always small one-storied structures,

witn low roofs. The material of which they are built

varies in different localities, but it is usually of one

of two things very common in India, mud or bamboo.

Mud walls a foot thick are raised to the proper height,

a thatched roof is spread over the top and a door is

left just low enough to make one stoop in entering.

The cowsheds are about as imposing as the human
habitations. Two miles or so away there is another

similar village, but no habitations in between. The
intervening land is cultivated by the people of the two

villages.

Fences, such as we know them, are unknown in

India. Fields are nearly always separated, if at all,

by a low hedge of a species of thorny acacia—rather

by a row of acacia brush, for the bushes are usually

cut in the jungle and piled in lines to make the fences.

If the crop be rice the fields are further subdivided

in irregular-shaped patches from a half acre to several

acres in size, by mud walls a foot high, so as to pre-

vent the water from flowing off, in order that a swamp
may be formed for the young rice to grow in.

The one agricultural implement of the Hindu is

the plow. It consists of point, beam and handle,

without share, landside or mouldboard. Frequently

the point is tipped with iron; the rest is all wood.

Two small weak oxen are yoked to this primitive in-

strument, and the plowing begins. After going over

the field in one direction the farmer plows it again at

right angles, his plow scratching little furrows in the

soil about eight inches apart. Then he plows the

field diagonally in both directions, and then starts to

plow it in the same direction as at first. After five or

six plowings the field is ready for sowing, and the

grain is dropped in the furrow immediately behind

the plow so as to be covered by the falling earth.

Efforts have been made to introduce occidental

plows, but never with success. It takes several yokes

of oxen and several men to manage one. It is a tool

their ancestors never used, and they do not care to

meddle with it. With such a plow five or six Hindu
plowmen and sufficient oxen can plow from one to

three acres a week. Then the cost of the plow is

such that the Hindu farmer cannot afford to buy it.

Probably until they improve in some other ways it is

best for the Hindu to stick to his own plow. Were
the ground thoroughly plowed there is no doubt that

much better crops would be grown. But the soil

would soon be exhausted. There is plenty of manure,
which might be used for fertilizer, for the people keep

a great deal of cattle and buffaloes. But this is all

gathered up, even from the pasture fields, and dried

in the sun for fuel. So until the farmer learns bet-

ter perhaps he had better keep on scratching away
and raising half crops every year, just as his ancestors

always did.

From the time the grain is sown the farmers' trou-

bles begin. Crows—no country on earth has as many
crows as India—are at hand to pick up the seed or

even to pull the young plants up by the roots. As
soon as the grain gets fairly above ground, in many
parts of India, deer and wild hogs come upon it for

pasture. So the farmer builds a little watch tower
in his field, commonly of bamboos, with a place six

or eight feet high and eight feet square for him to

squat upon. In the middle of the day he can sleep

beneath this shelter or cook and eat his food there.

In the afternoon he must climb up and be on the

lookout for prowling animals. As the crop grows
older he must watch it day and night. Birds steal the

grain by day and wild pigs by night. Jackals are

very fond of some kinds of grain and very expert in

getting it. All night long the farmer yells and shouts

to drive .away these robbers. And human thieves, too,

have to be guarded against. By day the farmer wan-
ders through the field, occasionally pulling up a weed
or grubbing out a thorn bush.

Of course the grain is cut by hand, with sickles and
knives, and then taken to the village to be threshed.

Some may be rubbed out by hand, but, as in scriptural

time, most of it is trodden out by the ox. Several,

sometimes a dozen, of these animals, tied side by side,

are driven round and round over the grain until it is

threshed, and then men, women and children separate

the grain from tlte chaff by tossing it up in the air on

a shovel-shaped instrument about two feet square

made of woven bamboo.
It is always a wonder to me that with its imperfect

cultivation the land can support as many as it does.

Perhaps the explanation is that their standard of liv-

ing is not so high as ours and they are contented with

much less. Surely millions of them are always un-

derfed.

THE IMVO'RT OF CHUISTIAJV
MISSIONS.
A. N. Hitchcock.

AINT PAUL once declared that "blindness

^ in part hath happened to Israel." Had he

yj foreseen the attitude of some modern Gen-
tile Christians toward missionary enter-

prises he might not have thus limited the

application of his remark. A man says

—

"I believe in Christianity but am not inter-

ested in missions." Xow what is "mis-

sions"—Christian missions? Simply the

extension of Christianity. As soon as

Christianity sets itself to accomplish any-

thing in the world we have missions. The question of

place, whether "home" or "foreign." is only a trifle of

geography. To ignore the obligation of all Christians

to work for the spread of Christianity throughout the

world is in effect a denial of the Christian faith it-

self.

By what surpassing consideration is the mighty en-
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terprise of missions sustained ? Its ideal is the estab-

lishment of a universal spiritual empire on earth—an
ideal never dreamed of by ancient philosopher or mil-

itary genius. But it was God's plan from the be-

ginning. The very conception of it marks its divinity

and discloses its unconquerable energies. The command
of the risen Christ whose is the throne of this spiritual

empire stands unrecalled. Around that command
swing the destinies of our race. No Christian can dis-

pute its authority for an hour.

The centuries have fully verified the seemingly as-

tounding claims of Christianity. Paul faced the domi-
nant world-power of his time unashamed because, as he
said, the Gospel is the power of God. There is no get-

ting beyond that. This was an unintentional but re-

markable echo of Christ's last words—"All power in

heaven and on earth is given unto Me ; therefore go
into all the world." There has never been any danger
to the Church save -that of parting company with the

power of God. Girded with that power the apostles

and their successors with bloodless weapons turned to

flight the armies of the aliens. They carried the Gos-
pel to every province of Rome and brought even the

empire itself to bow at the feet of him before whose
tomb her haughty soldiers had once stood guard. But
what could possibly be done with the vast hordes of

Northern Europe? Strange to say, while they were
strong enough to overturn the empire, they afforded the
first example known to history of a conquering people
accepting the religion of those whom it had vanquished.
Here was something their arms could not overthrow.
The Emperor Julian said that our Saxon ancestors
were the fiercest of all the tribes which dwelt on the

shores of the Western Ocean. Yet among those and
kindred people a Christendom was born whose institu-

tions of faith, and culture, and liberty, and humanity
have shone around the world.

And we are only in the dawning. The prophets of
evil are simply taking snap-shots of passing history.

The far-reaching and permanent tendencies of the
world are upward because they are in the hand of God.
The century just closed surpasses all that went before.
For the first time the Bible, with its authoritative Chris-
tian records, has gone into nearly all the languages of
mankind

;
great missionary agencies have been organ-

ized throughout Christendom ; modern appliances for
intercommunication have opened almost every land to

the Christian forces of occupation ; while the actual

evangelization of pagan peoples has gone on at a rate

never before attained.

I know not what days of storm and cataclysm and
judgment may intervene ; but this I know that the

messengers of him whose right it is shall at last "gather
out of his Kingdom all things that offend and them
which do iniquity ; and then shall the righteous shine
forth as the sun in the Kingdom of their Father."

Chicago.

There is something discouraging in the indifference
manifested by so many churches and individuals to the
great cause of world-wide evangelism. Professor
Christlieb said that "the darkest clouds in the mission-
ary sky are to be found in the atmosphere of the
churches at home. The chief hindrance among us to
an earnest prosecution of missions lies not in the savage
attacks of the hostile world ; it lies in those circles

which appear friendly." There are churches and there
are believers whose prayer should be that they might
be delivered from bloodguiltiness.

FOUEIGJST CHTUSTIAJV MIS-
SIOJV'R'Ry SOCIETY.

A. McLean.
Sur-Oey of the Fields.

iNDIA.—In India much time was given to

famine relief. The missionaries were en-

trusted with the distribution of funds by
the government, by the English Baptist

society, by the Christian Herald, and by the

brethren in Australia and America. As the

end of the famine approached, they gave
out seed corn, clothing, money and animals.

They sought to help the people to begin
life anew. Hundreds of boys were gath-

ered into the orphanages. These are being

trained for lives of usefulness and nobleness. The sick

were healed. The Gospel was preached in the stations

and out-stations and in hundreds of towns and vil-

lages in the regions beyond. As a result of the relief

given in the time of famine great numbers are inquir-

ing concerning the Gospel. The number added is

larger than in any previous year.

China.—During the Boxer excitement the workers
in China deemed it prudent to retire to Shanghai or to

Japan. In their absence the viceroy of Nankin protect-

ed the property. In their enforced absence they were
not idle. They preached much to the soldiers and
sailors and natives. They translated a number of

books into Chinese. They have all been back at work
for several months. All departments of work have
been resumed. The officials and people are unusually

cordial, and the outlook is brighter than ever before.

Japan.—In Japan the work has proceeded without

any interruption. There are open doors on all sides.

There are more invitations than the workers can ac-

cept. Japan is now enjoying a season of revival.

Thousands are turning to the Lord. One of the mis-

sionaries has spent most of the year in evangelistic

work. He has traveled all over the empire. The
other members of the mission have preached and taught

in their own fields and in the adjacent country.

Africa.—Frank T. Lea and wife have removed from
Angola to Bolengi, on the Congo. They are now as-

sociated with Dr. and Mrs. Dye. Dr. and Mrs. Edwin
A. Layton were sent out early in the year. At Bolengi

the Gospel has been preached. Medical work has been
carried on among the natives, the state officials, traders

and other missionaries. A school has been opened
and children have "been brought in and taught.

Scandinavia.—-The church in Copenhagen has cele-

brated its silver jubilee. It is now twenty-five years

since Dr. Hoick began his work in that city. In

Sweden work is carried on at two points. "Our Posi-

tion" has been translated into Swedish and has been
instrumental in winning souls. In Norway E. W.
Pease reports that Plymouthism has made serious in-

roads into the churches. Some of the members have
been drawn away by it. He is doing all in his power
to instruct the members in all that pertains to life and
godliness. At the same time he has sought to set in

order the things that are wanting.

Turkey.—For some time the work in Turkey has
not been satisfactory. One of two courses seems to

be open to the society ; either to send a number of

Americans to take the oversight of the churches and
to spend many thousands for the support of the schools,

or to withdraw entirely. As there are no men ready
to go to Turkey, and as the treasury does not warrant
the necessarv increase of funds for that field, and as
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the Turkish field is limited and preoccupied, the execu-
tive-committee has decided to recommend that the For-
eign society withdraw from that field as soon as it can
do so consistently with all the interests and rights at

present involved.

Our New Possessions.—In Cuba the Gospel has
been preached in English and Spanish. Sunday
schools and day schools have been taught. Much work
has been done among the American soldiers. The
missionaries have devoted much time to the study of
the language. Havana is an expensive field. Prices

are much higher there than they are in America. Ha-
vana is a cosmopolitan city. At the services in the

chapel are seen English, Germans, Americans, Swiss,

Russians, Italians, Mexicans, Boers, Cubans and Span-
iards. A. E. Cory and wife have been busy in Honolu-
lu. In one section of that city a new work has been be-

gun. That station bears the honored name of Lathrop
Cooley. It was through his munificence -that the work
was inaugurated and has been sustained in the

Hawaiian Islands. Our missionaries have come in

contact with Hawaiians, Portuguese, Chinese, Jap-
anese, Americans and families of mixed blood. Sun-
day schools and night schools have been taught. Work
has been begun in the Philippines. The last report

showed that Lathrop Cooley had given $5,000 for that

field. Later on a friend of the society offered to give

$1,500 a year for five years and $506 for traveling

expenses in case a family was sent to Manila without
delay. Within a month W. H. Hanna and wife were
on their way to that field. Chaplain Hermon P. Wil-
liams and wife are under appointment and will leave

for Manila within a few days.

The WorK, of the Missionaries.

The missionaries have, made it their chief business

to preach the Gospel far and near. They sow beside

all waters. In addition to the preaching, 50,000 pa-

tients have been treated in the hospitals and dispen-

saries. Every patient hears the Gospel preached. He
receives a Gospel or a tract. He carries back to his

own home some of the knowledge that he receives

while a patient. The medical work does much to open
the hearts and homes of the people. It paves the way
for the acceptance of the truth. Thousands of chil-

dren are taught in the day schools and in the Sunday
schools. In these schools many will be trained who
will serve iri after years as evangelists, teachers, col-

porteurs and Bible women. The government inspector

says that the school in Damoh is the best he has seen

in forty years. Many thousands of copies of the Scrip-

tures or portions of the same have been distributed.

Some of these have been carried for hundreds of

miles. The Word of God is the incorruptible seed of

the Kingdom, and only God can foretell what a harvest

it will yield in after years.

'Buildings and Lands.

In Damoh, India, a bungalow is being built for John
G. McGavran and family. This will cost when com-
pleted about $2,500. Money bas been granted for

various school buildings near Damoh. One school

building has been erected at Handia, on the Narbada
river. Another has been erected near Bilaspur. M.
D. Adams reports a chapel built in Bilaspur that cost

$5,000. This building was erected with money sent

for famine relief, and did not cost the society anything.

It is a beautiful building and a great addition to the

mission. It is the first church erected in Bilaspur.

The government commissioner says it would be an
ornament to any place. A home is in course of erec-

tion for James Ware at Shanghai, China. This will
cost, when completed, about $3,000. A building and
lot were bought in Luhoh, China, for $1,500. This
will be a home for Frank Garrett and family. A hos-
pital is in course of construction at Lu Cheo fu, China.
On this building $1,500 has been paid. The building
'will cost, when completed, about $5,000. Six hundred
dollars was granted to repair the house .in Hongo,
Tokio, Japan. Land was bought in Tokio upon which
the house occupied by Miss Oldham and Miss Rioch
stands. For this land $3,000 was paid. Six hundred
dollars has been granted to finish the house occupied
by R. L. Pruett and family in Osaka, Japan.

OJV7"RESI7)EJSrT M'K.IJVLEy
MISSIONS.

M glad of the opportunity to offer with-
out stint my tribute of praise and respect to
the missionary effort which has wrought
such wonderful triumphs for civilization.

The story of the Christian missions is one
of thrilling interest and marvelous results.

The services and the sacrifices of the mis-
sionaries for their fellow-men constitute
one of the most glorious pages of the
world's history. The missionary, of what-
ever church or ecclesiastical bodv, who de-

votes his life to the service of the Master and of men,
carryingthe torch of truth and enlightenment, deserves
the gratitude, the support and the homage of man-
kind. The noble, self-effacing, willing ministers of
peace and good-will should be classed with the world's
heroes.

They count their labor no sacrifice. "Away with the
word in such a view and with such a thought," says
David Livingstone: "it is emphatically no sacrifice;
say, rather, it is a privilege." They furnish us examples
of forbearance, fortitude, of patience and unyielding
purpose, and of spirit which triumphs not by the force
of might, but by the persuasive majesty of right.

_
Who can estimate their value to "the progress of na-

tions ? Their contribution to the onward and upward
march of humanity is beyond all calculation. They
have inculcated industry and taught the various trades.
They have promoted concord and amity, and brought
nations and races closer together. They have made
men better. They have increased the regard for home

;

have strengthened the sacred ties of family; have
made the community well ordered, and their work has
been a potent influence in the development of law and
the establishment of government.—At the Ecumenical
Conference, 1900.

When Francis Xavier stood before the Walled King-
dom, and felt the power of its adamantine exelusive-
ness and proud self-sufficiency, he exclaimed. "O rock

!

rock
J
when wilt thou open to my Master?*' Could that

heroic Jesuit of Navarre, whose grave was made at
Goa in 1552, after these nearly three hundred and fifty
years, see that "rock" opened to his Master, and the
whole world now flinging wide the long-shut doors;
and then see the comparative idleness and indifference
of the Church, so slow to enter and possess the land,
he would turn to the Church itself and cry again, "O
rock! rock! when wilt thou open to my Master ?"

—

A..T. Picrson,D. D.
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A 5TVD7 Ift CHA'RACTE'R.

HOXO JOHJV WELLMAJV COMMENCED
THE TWENTIETH CEJtTVRy.

Clarence A. Vincent, D. D.

Chapter i-o.—A Life;

T was the evening of John Wellman's return

to the city. After dinner, instead of going

out as usual, he remained with his family.

At first, when he attempted to play with the

children, they were surprised and amazed.

Soon they were in an ecstasy of delight be-

cause papa was romping with them. Mrs.

Wellman said nothing but was in as deep

a mystery. When bedtime came the father

gathered his family about him. He told

them of his father and mother and his early

home life. He rehearsed the story of his home-leaving,

of his father's parting prayer for him, and of the moth-

er's farewell words. He showed them the Bible with

the verse upon the fly-leaf. He confessed his neglect

of them and the terrible sin he had committed in living

a selfish life. "I cannot tell," said he, "what changes

my new purpose will lead me to make, but of this I

am determined, my life shall be governed by the Spirit

of Christ and the principles of his teachings. I shall

try to be a better husband and father to you, and I need

so much of your help." He had spoken quietly, but

there was something in the tone of his voice that moved
even the youngest children to awe. Without another

word he opened the little Bible and read: "Brethren,

even if a man be overtaken in any trespass, ye which

are spiritual, restore such a one in the spirit of meek-

ness; looking to thyself, lest thou be tempted. Bear

ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ.

For if any man thinketh himself to be something, when
he is nothing, he deceiveth himself. But let each man
prove his own work, and then shall he have his glory-

ing in regard of himself alone, and not of his neighbor.

For each man shall bear his own burden. But let him
that is taught in the Word communicate unto him that

teacheth in all good things. Be not deceived; God is

not mocked : for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall

he also reap. For he that soweth unto his own flesh

shall of the flesh reap corruption ; but he that soweth

unto the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap eternal life.

And let us not be weary in well doing : for in due sea-

son we shall reap, if we faint not. So, then, as we have

opportunity, let us work that which is good toward all

men." Closing the book he kneeled with his family

about him and a scene of his early home was repeated

in his own.
The next morning saw him at his office. As he en-

tered, he was greeted respectfully by the men. It was
the day when the heads of all departments met for

consultation with him. After the work of each depart-

ment was gone over carefully and suggestions made,

Mr. Wellman said: "Gentlemen, there is one other

suggestion to which I ask attention. Each one of you
is to examine carefully into his own building and to

find how the conditions for the men may be improved,

especially having in mind the better lighting, venti-

lating, and heating of the rooms. That is all." They
retired without any indications of surprise, though, a

thunderclap from a clear sky would not have been

more startling to them. At the noon-day hour Mr.
Wellman walked through the various buildings and no-

ticed the men as they ate their luncheons in the dusty,

gloomy workshops. It seemed to suggest a thought
to him. He walked out into the open air and examined
the arrangement of the buildings. That night he
spoke to his wife of his new ideas. He would erect a
building in which the men could eat their dinners in

comfort and he would furnish it with the best papers

and magazines. Mrs. Wellman expresed her delight in

his plan and made some important suggestions. She
remembered reading that somewhere in Ohio there was
something similar, and that in addition there was a

large auditorium for concerts and lectures and other

gatherings. "A capital idea," was the way Mr. Well-
man gave his judgment of his wife's suggestion.

In the morning Mr. Wellman sent for an architect

and went over the matter with him. It was decided
that plans should be drawn at once and the building

pushed to completion. The purpose of the building

was to be kept secret until its opening. As the weeks
passed by Mr. Wellman did not rest. He was still the

same energetic, far-seeing business man of former
years, but a larger thought controlled him. The im-
provements in the work rooms were made. A room
for a library had been added to the architect's plans

for the new building.

Early in the year a mechanic was taken ill and Mr.
Wellman went with him in his own carriage to his

home. He was struck with the unsanitary and unkept
condition of the house and surroundings. He learned

that most of these unhealthy, half-tumbled-down ho-

vels were inhabited by his men. He told his family

that evening of what he had seen. As they knelt in

worship he prayed for his men and their families. He
dreamed that night that he was living in one of those

shanties and awoke with a sense of suffocation. Some-
thing must be done: but what amidst the multitude?
He would look into the subject carefully.

The mysterious building was at last completed. He
invited the men to come one evening to see it opened
and hear the purpose for which it was erected. There
were three thousand employed in the home mills and
the auditorium would seat that number by crowding.

Interest ran high and the room was filled when the

hour of beginning arrived. Mr. Wellman stepped upon
the platform and, advancing, spoke as follows : "It

gives me more satisfaction than you yet know to wel-

come you here. I have had no thought in the past

years for anything except business. It matters not

what has brought me to see differently, but I have de-

cided to shape my business life according to the spirit

and teachings of Christ, as far as I am able to under-
stand and interpret them. This building has been
erected with that aim. The rooms below are yours at

the noon hour and at night, and your families can enjoy
the privileges of the reading room and library. This
room is for instructive entertainments and for any
meetings which. you wish to hold. I know I can trust

you. I have decided, also, that, at the close of each

business year, I will divide among my men the profits

above a fair interest on the money invested. I hope
you will invest this added income, where it will be safe

and will make you more independent when sickness or

old age comes on. Any suggestions which any one
can make to improve the business will be gladly con-

sidered and, if best, will be carried out for the profit of

all. I have secured a choir to sing for us and then I

ask you all to join in the Lord's prayer, after which
you are to inspect the building."

As Mr. Wellman had proceeded with his simple

speech the silence had become oppressive, but, as he
finished, the applause broke forth, not such as shouts
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and forgets, but from men in whose eyes were tears.

Some were thinking of this bit of love for them who
had not known for years what love or interest is.

Others were thinking of the added comforts which
the divided profits would give sick ones at home, and
still others, of the opening this made for them to send
their children to school. To many it was the first voice

of God that had reached them and the first sermon
that had summoned them for years. They passed here

.and there in the bright, cheerful rooms, enjoying the

beauty and talking of Mr. Wellman. In the lunch-

room each man was served, Mr. Wellman himself

watching that no one was overlooked. It would have
melted a heart of stone to hear the words spoken to

the millionaire that night. Rough men would respect-

fully take his hand, men who were noted among their

fellows as devoid of sympathy, and with an emotion
they could not hide, thank him for his deed. Mrs.
Wellman and the children were there and were greeted

with that courtesy which by nature is in every man
and which can never be entirely lost.

The weeks went by and the influence of the building

became more and more evident. Lectures on house-

keeping, cooking, the rearing of children, temperance,

economy, and many other themes were given. On
Sunday a service of song with a sermon by one who
would bring the comfort and the summons of the

Gospel, was held. A Sunday school and an Endeavor
Society were organized and grew rapidly. Prizes were
offered to those who could bake the best loaf of bread

and to those whose houses were neatest. Mr. Wellman
had put up a new row of apartment houses, well venti-

lated and lighted, which were rented at a moderate
price. This compelled others to improve the houses

they rented, and the change in the appearance and in

the death rate of that part of the city was marked.
Mr. Wellman had every case of sickness looked into

and often went himself to inquire of the sick and to

take a flower or some necessity. One winter's day, as

he left the home of Patrick Doyle, to which he had
brought coal and food and into which he had gone
with cheerful words and gentle manner, Mary, the little

sick, half-starved sufferer, asked in awe of her mother,

"is it the Jesus Man?"
A new spirit dominated the whole institution. At

once the men took a real interest in the business and
the quality of the work was better. An improvement
in the habits of the men was noticeable, and the boys in

that neighborhood became less impudent and vicious.

This community had been considered a dangerous place

for persons to visit at night, but in these few months
a transformation had come. The problems of poverty,

of capital and labor, and of private and public charac-

ter, seemed to be far on the road to solution by these

thorough applications of the Gospel by this man of

wealth.

Mr. Wellman did not stop with his men. To his own
surprise he was all at once shocked by the corruption

of the city. Robberies were committed daily, vice

flaunted itself, politics stank, and, from what he could

learn, the police were paid to keep silent. Mr. Well-
man asked some of the leading business men, teachers

and preachers of the city to meet him at the Union
League Club. He spoke of the threatening dangers of

the city, to which all assented. As the discussion went
on he was asked what he thought could be done. He
outlined his plan : that a committee of one hundred be
organized. He would have the leading men of char-

acter—merchants, bankers, financiers, lawyers, labor-

ing men, teachers and preachers on the committee. He

would force the city matters out of national politics
and see that proper men were nominated for mayor
and chief of police, and to fill other places. He would
find out the real condition of every department of the
city government, and give the information to the public.
He would have, whenever necessary, meetings through-
out the city for the awakening of public sentiment. A
careful study should be made by this committee of the
privileges granted to great corporations and the recom-
pense received by the city.

(To be continued.)

VLEASAJVT1UES.
Bingo : "Bobbie, have you been fighting again with

that little boy next door?" Bobbie: "No, sir. It's

the same old fight."

—

Life.

New Office Boy—A man called here to thrash you
a few minutes ago. Editor—What did you say to him ?

Office Boy—I told him I was sorry you weren't in.

"I declare now," said an enthusiastic worshiper, as
he came out of church, "that was a finished sermon."
"Yes," responded his more cold-blooded companion,
"but I thought for a while it would never be."

Little Nina went to church with her grandmother,
and for the first time put two pennies in the contri-

bution plate. Leaning over, she whispered very audi-
bly : "That's all right, grandma. I paid for two!"—
Junior Herald.

They came to a sidewalk where the ice was well
covered with ashes. Said the young lady, in grateful
accents : "Thank goodness ! there's one Christian on
this street." "Yes," said her escort, abstractedly, "Mr.
Solomon Isaacstein lives here."

—

Boston Transcript.

At a club meeting in Washington, William Elroy
Curtis introduced Thomas F. Walsh, the great Colo-
rado mine owner, with the following pretended slip

of the tongue. He said, "I wish to present to you a
'mining shark'—I beg your pardon, I mean a 'shining

mark' "

Johnny, a Sunday school boy, having arrived at his

eighth birthday, thought it would be real nice to write
a letter to his papa, and this is the way he began

:

"Dear Papa—Whenever I am tempted to do wrong,
I think of you and say : 'Get thee behind me. Satan !' "

—Christian Leader.

Last summer, when our admirable Secretary of the
iNavy was visiting his native village of Buckfield. in

Maine, he sent some clothes to the village washer-
woman, and driving by the next week in companv
with a representative to congress stopped to ask for
them. The woman turned to her assistant. "May,"
said she, "is Tohnnv's washing done vet?"

During General White's sortie from Ladysmith, the

British battery mules on the left were stampeded. The
captain of one of the batteries, seeing his first ser-

geant flying by with the first gun. shouted angrily

:

"Hi, sir! Where are you going?" To which the" gun-
ner curtly replied:. "Hanged if I know! Ask" the
mules !"

—

Collier's Weekly.
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OVR Pl/LTIT.
THE I/^COMPLETENESS OK CH'RISTS

sx/rrEiujvGs.
A Missionary Sermon.

BY W. DOUGLAS MACKENZIE, D. D.

TEXT: Colossians 1:24. "Now I rejoice in my sufferings for
your sake and fill up on my part that which is lacking of the af-
flictions of Christ in my flesh for his body's sake, which is

the church."

(FILL up on my part that which is lacking

of the afflictions of Christ." The Apostle
Paul was fearless enough, oftentimes, to

say startling things, fearless enough to put

ideas which struck him freshly and forcibly

into a very bold form. It is a sign of the

intensity of his inward life, the reality of

his Christian experience, that he was able

so often to utter words which seemed out

of line with what people had come to im-
agine, even then, to be the characteristic

lines of his teaching, and to say things which super-

ficially seemed to contradict his main methods of teach-

ing, and yet, in fact, were in deeper alliance therewith.

And surely among the startling words the Apostle Paul
uttered this would seem to many, perhaps, the most
startling of all. Probably no expression, taken in con-

nection with the whole of his teaching, would seem to

be more surprising than this, "I fill up on my part that

which is lacking of the afflictions of Christ."

It will not do, of course, to simply accuse him of

an overweening conceit. It will not help us to under-
stand the matter in the very least to imagine that he is

trifling with a great and solemn truth. Rather, we
must seriously try to understand that which he means
by this phrase, that which he was looking at as a fact

of his experience and the interpretation which he was
able to put upon it.

J. ZShe X/ntque "Redeemer through Suffering-

We must remember that the Apostle Paul had a very
complete faith in the redemptive power of Christ's suf-

ferings. The fundamental fact for the Apostle Paul
is that for the whole world of human beings one Be-
ing has consented to die and the death of that one Be-
ing has had the virtue in it, given to it of God, belong-
ing to it as the death of Christ, the Son of God, to

redeem the whole world. The Apostle Paul does not
mean to say that his sufferings count along with
Christ's as the ground of forgiveness of any man. He
cannot possibly mean that ; for, indeed, the words are

startling just because they seem to contradict his real

and permanent belief.

We shall get at the truth by looking a little more
closely at the connection of the words. He says, "I
rejoice in my sufferings for your sake." He has been
suffering in some way because he is a preacher to the

Colossians. So, also, in that wonderful chapter, the
first chapter of II Corinthians, he indicates that he has
been made to suffer greatly for the Corinthians. It

is as the Apostle to Corinth, as the Apostle to Colossae,
as the Apostle to any other city that he has been made

to suffer. It is when he considers the sufferings which
he has been compelled to meet when acting as the

Apostle of Jesus Christ, that he is bold, enough and
brave enough to use this startling phrase. Now, evi-

dently, in these afflictions he cannot mean any suffer-

ings that come upon man. He cannot mean the suffer-

ings that came upon him in his bodily history, the dis-

eases that would afflict him as any other son of man ;

nor can he mean sufferings which he met for his own
private discipline, or as a consequence, if he had any, of

his own sin. If you were suffering from toothache, if

you had a prolonged siege of bodily pain, you would
not dare to account this in line with the martyr who-
suffered at the stake. You would not dare to say
you are suffering so as to supply the afflictions of

Christ. That would be almost blasphemy. We per-

ceive at once that there is a deep distinction between
this private kind of affliction and the kind of suffering

or affliction to which the Apostle refers in this pas-

sage of his letter. Let us go back a little and build

up for ourselves the facts as they present themselves
to the mind of Paul that we may, if possible, under-
stand the deeper meaning of his words.

First of all, we must begin with the fact to which I

have already referred, that for the Apostle Paul the

sufferings of Jesus Christ were the redemptive suffer-

ing's through which alone the world has forgiveness

;

and those sufferings were in themselves and for their

purpose absolutely complete. No man can add a pang
to what Christ endured. Christ suffered once for all,

the just for the unjust, is the doctrine of all the Epistles

of the New Testament.
But then, in the next place, observe this, that while

the redemptive sufferings of Christ were endured by
him as being appointed to him by the Father, they

were encountered by him as he met the opposition of
the hearts of men. The sufferings of Christ came
from and were in connection with the hatred of the

world for his spirit. We cannot, however highly we
want to think of humanity, however much we want
to praise the dignity of our human nature—and there

is much to praise in it as God made it—we cannot hide
this unpalatable, this almost intolerable fact that when
Jesus Christ stood among men, the powers of the earth

hated his spirit and put him to death. That, then, is a

fact we must remember, that these sufferings of Christ

were encountered by him as he manifested his own
power and divine spirit in the whole beauty and per-

fectness of his life ; that he awoke the hatred of men
and they put him to death.

The \/nique Sufferer and the Many Sufferers

And now we come in sight of our explanation. We
must remember that the ultimate purpose which Christ

had, in coming to the world and in suffering for the

world, was to bring all men throughout all generations

to God. It was his purpose that this fact, that he had
lived and died, should become a force in history ; that

it should take its place there amongst the great forces

which are working in the hearts of men.

Now, as this great new power, the love of God in

Jesus Christ, took its place in history, how was it to be-

come effective? It could not become effective simply
by being made the law of any nation. It could not

become effective by simply being written, although it

had been written on tablets of gold, for every shrine

on earth. It could not become effective in any formal,

in any mechanical fashion whatsoever. This great,

new power of God amongst men, this great new force,

.ultimately the most powerful in human history, was
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to take its place in the hearts of men, through the wit-

ness of those very hearts, by laying hold of this one
and that one, by forcing itself into the speech of this

one and that one, and through speech getting at the

hearts of still others. Imagine these men, whose
hearts had been brought into this fellowship of Christ,

under this redemptive power of his spirit and his

cross, as they go out into history. How did the af-

flictions of Christ become redemptive in the Roman
empire ? Through the Apostles. Through whom was
it that they took possession of the great strategetic

points in the Roman empire? As Prof. Raney has

recently so splendidly pointed out, it was through the

Apostle Paul. He and all these other Apostles them-
selves became attuned to the spirit of Christ, them-
selves passed under the spell and power of his cross.

That was absolutely essential. There could be no re-

demption of the world effected unless Paul and the

Apostles and the other Christians were subdued by
the power of that redemptive love. The cross might
be kept up there on Calvary forever and draw the

wondering gaze of multitudes. It would not be ef-

fective as the redemptive power of God until this had
taken place, until the Apostles and other Christians

had gone forth as its heralds, upon whose own lives

.and characters it had made its marks.

Christ's sufferings on the cross must then be sup-

plemented somehow, if they are to take their place in

history. There must be more than his teaching.

Other men must take that teaching and teach it. There
must be more than his sufferings. Other men must
go forth to declare those sufferings, and suffer for it.

Hence it is very true, is it not, that if Christ suf-

fered and died and rose again and, as we say, the world
was redeemed, something more had yet to be done.

Those men must go and make it known ; and they can
-never make it known without paying in their own per-

sons another heavy price for it. So the Apostle Paul
is bold enough to say, that which is lacking in the af-

flictions of Christ, that which needs to be added to

them in order that they may become effective in the

history of the world, I supply ; and when he says "I

supply" he means every Apostle and every true martyr
and every witness who pays the price of his witness

bearing.

Can we illustrate that for ourselves ? Is it true only

of that first generation that that which was lacking

of the afflictions of Christ, that is, that which was
needed in order to make them effective in history, was
to be endured by the disciples? Are we dealing only

with antiquity? Or. if the Gospel is of permanent
and at last the most potent force of God in human his-

tory, is all this true of our own life and the history of

men today?

£f/>e Sufferers of Z5oday.

This text leapt to my mind in New York at the great

missionary conference there. As I sat and listened

to those men and women from all over the world I was
conscious that two great and distinct kinds of suffering

and of sorrow were being presented to my mind. First,

there was the sorrow of mankind. There is nothing
that intelligent missionaries feel so oppressive when
they first go out into the heathen world as the sadness
of the heathen world in comparison tc the brightness

of the Christian homes from which they were drawn.
They hear the soft laughter of personal triumph or of

sensuousness ; but the pure, happy laughter of joyous,

happy hearts ringing out into the air is very, very sel-

dom heard in a heathen land. There, what strikes the

men and women who go from Christian lands, is the

amount of wrongdoing, the bitterness and jealousy and
sensuality, the ease with which life can be sacrificed,

the ease with which the dead can be laid aside. The
whole of society wears for the intelligent scrutiny of

the Christian heart an aspect of sadness and joyless-

ness. What is that? It is the permanent sorrow of

man's heart as the result of man's sin. It is the per-

manent joylessness of his life because he is away from
God and away from the law of God. It is because the

world is away from God and without hope that you
have that great, dead, dullness of heathendom. There
is one great, all-pervading sorrow of the heathen
world; and all the descriptions of the heathen world
that missionaries give and that all observers give,

whether missionaries or not, where they touch upon
the inward life of the people, always brings that before

one's mind.

And now I see another sorrow. The missionaries

were happy people. The missionaries had often a
smile, and the light of love and joy in their hearts

shone through their eyes. They knew what it was to

say with the Apostle Paul, "I rejoice;" but whenever
the Apostle Paul says, "I rejoice," he almost always
adds at the same time, "I have suffered." It seems
as if it is over against his suffering that he speaks with
enthusiasm of his rejoicing and his joy.

Here was a missionary from China who was speak-
ing of the vast Chinese empire. The great sorrow of

that empire was on his own heart. Upon his heart

had fallen that Chinese darkness, that Chinese dullness

and that Chinese despair. Here was another from a
more savage land, and as he speaks of it you see that

the burden of that degradation has been many years
on his heart. There they were, men and women who
had once taken their lives in their hands and said, I go
out to sorrow the rest of my days for the salvation of

the world. They were carrying with them everywhere
the sorrow of the Gospel.

My dear friends, when you talk about taking up the

cross do you mean anything like that? When a mis-
sionary shows the cross of Christ to the heathen or

when a native Christian in a community that hates him
because he is a Christian, shows the cross of Christ to

the heathen, it does not mean merely the superficial

fact that they speak of the cross. The cross is in their

heart, the cross is deep in their souls, and they are

being crucified upon it in reality day by day. They are

suffering over again with Christ in order that Christ's

own sufferings may have their full power and influence

upon that heathen world.

It is not given to us all to suffer in this way. Do
not go home and torture yourself because you cannot
remember any time when you yourself suffered actually.

As family circles and wider communities become per-

vaded with the Christian spirit, this kind of suffering

in these circles must become less and less. But my
brother and my sister, you and I know little of the

world, little of our Christ, if we have not time and
heart to feel deeply for, to love mightily, those who
are yonder bearing the cross, being crucified for Christ.

"supplying that which was lacking of his afflictions for

the world's sake." You and I have little of the

warmth of the divine love, little of the reality of the

divine faith, little of sincere consecration to him. un-

less that sorrow of the Christian Church comes home
to us in some measure. Pray for China, where that

which is lacking of the afflictions of Christ is being

made up today. Do not blame God, do not pity them

;

but pray for China that this may be her glorious day
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and that this blood may wash away all the impedi-

ments and obstacles she has presented to the incoming

of the Gospel upon her life. I say, Do not blame God.
A great many people very easily become impatient

with God; and there are people who, when you ask

them about their faith in God, are very quick to say

that they cannot believe in God because he allows so

much suffering in his world and that even his own
best people suffer. As I read the other day, when the

martyrs themselves do not complain of God, but re-

joice, it is surely gratuitous for the spectator to be-

come a skeptic on their behalf. Wait until a martyr
comes to tell you it is not worth while to suffer for

Christ's sake. Then you may begin to wonder and
doubt and deny. But as long as the martyr world for

nineteen hundred years confronts me with its songs

of rejoicing and its notes of triumph in the very midst

of their afflictions, believe that they have found the

secret of it in their hearts and that they both suffer

and are glad in the very love of God himself. Amen.
Chicago.

'BIBLE SCHOOL.
JOSE.TH EJTALTET).

Lesson for Oct. 20, 1901. Gen. 41 :38-49.

Golden text: Them that honor me I will honor.

Sam. 2 :3c

A CHICAGO GEA.CHE'R'S JVOGEST Off
UHB LErSS'OJV.

Ewas A. Long.

Time and Location.

The time of Joseph's exaltation is computed as B. C.

1716. It was followed by a period of seven years of

amazing harvests and that by famine. The place,

Egypt.

Pharaoh's "Disco-Very of Joseph.

Joseph now was brought to see, what since has

passed into a saying, that there is room at the top of

the ladder, however great the crowd at the base.

Pharaoh is seeking a man of competency to undertake

a work of great national importance. He says to his

advisers, "Can we find such an one as this is?" V. 38.

Here the signal fitness of the young Hebrew dawns
upon his mind and Joseph at once is advanced to the

exalted distinction of ruler over Egypt. This was be-

cause Joseph was the man best fitted for the place. His
school had been an inexpressibly hard one, but, with

God a constant companion, he could at no time give up
in despair. Had he yielded to the temptation in Pot-

iphar's house it is not probable that he would ever have
become ruler over Egypt. All things truly worked
together for good, because Joseph loved the Lord.

Even the heartless forgetfulness of the chief butler, to

whom Joseph appealed for assistance to the end of his

release, seems to have been a benefit rather than other-

wise. Earlier freedom from prison might have led

Joseph to be sent with other slaves to the quarries, or

he might have returned to Palestine, and thus been
far away when the time came for interpreting Phar-
aoh's dreams.

V. 38. Wanted—A Great Leader. "And Pharoah said."

Pharaoh accepts Joseph's interpretation of the former's dreams
(vs. 1-7) as most fitting. There was that in the young He-
brew that gave Pharaoh great confidence in him. This is

shown by the vast work at once undertaken in accordance
with Joseph's interpretation of the dreams. * * * "Can

we find such an one as this?" It is not to be assumed that

Joseph had the remotest idea that he would be thus greatly

honored by the favor of God. Ch. 50: 20. Even so now, "eye
hath not seen nor ear heard, neither hath entered into the

heart of man the things that God hath prepared for them that

love him." 1 Cor. 2:9. * * * "A man in whom the

Spirit of God is." We do not know whether Pharaoh be-

lieved in the one true God. To-day thousands acknowledge
the existence of God who do not regard his will. Joseph
triumphed as later Daniel did in the court of Darius. Dan.
6:3. It was because he possessed a divine spirit which ani-

mated his mind and which gave him extraordinary capacity

for interpretation.

V. 39. Fitness Recognized. "And Pharaoh said unto Jo-
seph." As with the apostles ages later of whom rulers took
note that they had been with Jesus, so Pharaoh realizes that

this man had been in touch with the divine. Acts 4 : 13.

* * * "For as much as God hath" shewed you." It may
be that there was no clear distinction in Pharaoh's mind be-

tween the worship of God and idols. In later times idolatry

became more gross, hence more widely separated from the

true religion. Every one may know of the true God, if he
will seek for him with the best light he has. John 1 : 9, Rom.
1:19; 39:1,2. * * * "None so discreet as thou art."

Non-worshipers of God often have made choice of men of
godly character for high positions. In America no avowed
infidel could be elected President of the United States. True
religion imparts true character, and character receives honor.
See Golden text.

V. 40. High Appointment. "Over my house." Step by
step Joseph was advanced from a Hebrew slave to the keeper
first of common prisoners, then of state prisoners, and later

to be interpreter of the king's dreams, at last reaching the
highest position in Egypt, save that of Pharaoh. His remark-
able promotion was celebrated in later ages. We hear the
Psalmist sing, "He made him * * * ruler over all his

subjects, to bind his princes at his pleasure; and teach his

senators wisdom." Ps. 105:21, 22. See also Acts" 7: 10.

* * * "According unto thy word." The mere word of
Joseph was to be absolute. Men may be brought to have
greater regard for the word of human rulers than to the
Word of God. * * * "Only in the throne greater." Pha-
raoh reserves only this prerogative to himself. Some have
assumed that Joseph might only have had a department.
Thus did the godly merit of Joseph win the highest confidence
of the king.

V. 41. Duties Defined. "See, I have set thee." The
language is exultant as if the king himself could rejoice in

the promotion, as well he might. In proportion as we are
faithful over a few things, God has designed that we shall

be made rulers over, many things. Matt. 25 : 21. * * *

"Over all the land of Egypt." Bringing him. as it would, into
contact first with the grain producers and traders and then with
all classes of people; a great trust requiring, a high measure
of wisdom and executive ability.

V. 42. Tokens of Authority. "Pharaoh took off his
ring." This was the king's signet or seal. It is not stated
that it was_ a finger ring ; it may have been a larger one worn
on the wrist. The seal was a stamp of personal authority
equivalent to a modern signature. * * * "Put it on Jo-
seph's hand." It conveyed to Joseph the power of signing
for the king. It was an act nearly equivalent to "power of
attorney" in America, by which one is authorized to sign
documents and transact business for another. * * * "Ves-
tures of fine linen," of costly fabric, said to be worth its

weight in gold. Egyptian linen is known to be as fine as 140
threads to the inch. * * * "Gold chain about neck." A
badge of high office. To-day in England mayors have jew-
eled chains as a mark of their office.

V. 43.
_
The Great Procession. "Made him ride in sec-

ond chariot." A public demonstration now took place, in
which the new ruler was given due prominence before the
people over whom he was to have authority. * * * "They
cried before him, Bow the knee." The -heralds that went
before him so cried to the populace. * * * "And he made
him ruler over all Egypt." In the demonstration public an-
nouncement was given that Joseph was to be ruler in the
capital and in all the land.

V. 44. Formal Inauguration. "And Pharaoh said." In
formal words he now declares the new relation. * * * "I
am Pharaoh." As king he indicates his power to appoint
Joseph to authority. Pharaoh's will was absolute. What he
said was law. * * * "Without thee bhall no man lift
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hand." Joseph's authority likewise was to be absolute and
universal.

V. 45. Overcoming Caste. "Called Joseph's name Zaph-
nath-paaneah." This new name was to effect Joseph's natural-

ization. The meaning of the name is not settled. * * *

"Gave him to wife Asenath, daughter of the priest." This
was to enable Joseph to take position among the highest no-
bles of the land. Pharaoh thus carries out his purpose of

overcoming the rigid caste lines which prevailed in Egypt as

in India to-day. Those of the priestly caste, the highest in

the land, besides being ministers of religion, were the con-
servators of knowledge, the framers of laws and were phy-
sicians and geometricians. As the interpreter of the king's

dreams, Joseph had entered into the province of this caste.

Pharaoh, therefore, in addition to changing his name, marries
him into the priestly line, thus to remove all jealousy towards
one so wise, so gracious and indispensable. That Joseph did

not compromise his faith in God is shown by his dealings

with his brothers, also by his dying words. Ch. 50:24, 25;
Heb. 11 : 22.

V. 46. Duties Begun. "Joseph was thirty years old."

His age was seventeen when he became a slave. Ch. 37 : 2.

For thirteen years since he had lived in Egypt. Of this period

at least two years had been spent in prison. V. 1. * * *

"Stood before Pharaoh." Was admitted into his presence.

Joseph, with a mind always bent on doing good, found in his

advancement the greatest opportunity of his life. Whenever
a person is advanced by Providence to any station in life or

fortune, it is that he may do increased good. The more a

man receives, the larger his responsibility. Luke 12:48.
* * * ""Went throughout all the land." As a discreet ruler

he personally visits ever^ part of the national domain, to

estimate its crop prospects and to arrange for grain storage
against the coming dearth. With wonderful grace Joseph
had withstood his adversity; how will he now stand the
greater trial of prosperity? God, who had enabled him to

resist temptation in Potiphar's home, will give him grace to

bear the glory of exaltation in humility.

V. 47. Bounteous Crops. "Seven plenteous years."

Foreshadowed by seven good years and seven fat cattle in

Pharaoh's dreams. Vs. 2-7. To us the years of this life are

years of God's bounteous grace. He that soweth to the Spirit

shall of the Spirit reap nothing less than life everlasting, but

he that neglects the Spirit's bounty shall reap corruption. Gal.

6:8. * * * "Earth brought forth by handfuls." An un-
usually heavy yield, a handful from a kernel planted.

V. 48. Royal Granaries. "Gathered up the food." Car-
rying out his suggestion of v. 34 by saving out the fifth of the
enormous yields of these years. Whether this was bought at

such low prices as would prevail in a year of plenty, or

whether it was levied as a government tax, is unknown.
* * * "Round about their city." Many local storage places
were established ; an arrangement that would give better sat-

isfaction. Doubtless the people did some hording of grain on
their own account. Let us take advantage of the present to

provide against eternal future need.

V. 49. Superabundant Stores. "Gathered corn as the
sands of the sea." The corn was God's gift. Joseph's forced
coming to Egypt was overruled by God to the good of that and
other lands. Let us not forget that there are other store-
houses which God points out for us. They are those where
neither moth nor rust do corrupt, nor thieves break through
to steal. Matt. 6:20. * * * "Left numbering." We
know from the sculptures how carefully the Egyptian scribes

registered the crops of the harvest. But here was a period
when, because of the enormous yield, they left off numbering.
When we think of all our blessings in Christ under Christian
civilization we cannot begin to count their numbers.

We are always in danger of underrating ordinances
and means of grace when we have them in abundance.
Let us take heed to our own spirit in the use of sacred
things. Often as we read the Bible, let us never read
it without deep reverence. Often as we hear the name
of Christ, let us never forget the one Mediator in whom
is life. Even the manna that came down from heaven
was at length scorned by Israel, as "light bread." It

is an evil day with our souls when Christ is in the

midst of us and yet, because of our familiarity with

his name, is lightly esteemed.—/. C. Ry!c.

FIVE, MIJVX/TES' SETtMO/f O/* THE
GOLVEJV TEAT.

BY PETER AINSLIE.

AR in the past there were two temples built

in the city of Rome by Marellus. The first

was the temple of Virtue, which served
as a passageway to the temple of Honor.
What a lesson ! Poets sang, orators spoke,

but architects were spelling out wholesome
lessons in the simplest language to all ages.

Carpenters and stone masons were the ev-

eryday teachers, and children playing
around the doors of the temple were able

to read its lessons, and men and women,
looking across the hills of Rome to the blazing dome
of the temples, were reminded that there is no real

honor without virtue. This word is derived from vir

and means "strength." It is a manly ornament. We
sometimes think that virtue is confined in its meaning
to moral conduct, but Ruskin has rightly declared it to

be "strength," vital energy in the heart. It is not so

much something done but something is. This, then,

is the pathway. Real strength, real life, really God
in us and we have honor. It is not a concern of the

world's honors. They are too cheap and too change-
able. The cardinal's cap was sent to Roffensis, but
his head fell off the beheading block before the cap
ever touched it. Andronicus crowned his admiral in

the morning, but took off both crown and head in the

evening. These honors are not the honors of my
text. Here time and eternity compare. Most people

want this world's honors ; few will throw away this

world for the world to come, yet God calls men to seek

for his honors. He directs the pilgrim. He lays

down the requirements. He gives the crown. The
first step is 1 a call to godly honor. God must be rec-

ognized. He must be honored, and here is where
virtue is established. Virtue depends upon God, vir-

tue is sustained by God, virtue is the life of God in

men. It means honesty, uprightness, fidelity, liberal-

ity, a constant recognition of the eternal keeper of us

all. "Honor the Lord with thy substance," is the call

of Solomon. "Honor the Son," is the call of Jesus.

"Honor all," is the call of Paul. We live in days of

irreverance. This is against God. We must submit

to the ordinances of all in authority. We must recog-

nize the God, who every day gives us life and hope.

He is ours. In this recognition we receive his honors.

"Them that honor me I will honor." The Lord is

faithful and not slack regarding his promises. He is

able to do unto the uttermost and he will do.

Our Lord, forgive our lack of reverence. We want

to do and we want to be. Bless us for Testis' sake.

Amen.

GENTLE ACCENTS.
A kindly word and a tender tone

—

To only God is their virtue unknown:

They can lift from the dust the abject head;

They can turn a foe to a friend instead:

The heart close barred with passion and pride •

Will fling at their knock its portal wide;

And the hate that blights, and the scorn that sears,

Will melt in the fountain of childlike tears.

What ice-bound barriers have been broken.

What rivers of love been stirred,

By a single word in kindness spoken.

Bv only a gentle word.
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CHIUSTIA/i EJSTVEAVOTt.
Charles Blanchard.

A -BAH BA-RGAIJV.
Topic—Oct. 20; 'Ref. Gen. 25: 29-34-.

HERE are few stories more interesting as a

T revelation of character than this story of

Esau and Jacob. It has the characteris-

tics of Bible narratives.- It is true to hu-

man nature as we know it. In ten short

sentences we have a perfect picture of the

characters of these two Bible boys. And
they are just such boys as we can find all

about us. They are in our homes. They
are still driving bargains, and selling their

birthrights for a mess of pottage. What a

characteristic history is summed up in this single verse

:

"And the boys grew ; and Esau was a cunning hunter,

a man of the fields ; and Jacob was a plain man, dwell-

ing in tents." The picture of these brothers, so differ-

ent in disposition, is a living portrait of boys found

often still in the same family.

"&he Plain Man"
now, as then, often comes out ahead. He isn't always

scrupulous about the methods he uses to "win out," as

we say in modern phrase. What we call the genius

is usually just one of these plain men, with a purpose

and plan, and a determination to come out on top, no
matter what hinders, or who stands in the way. And
if he has his mother to help him, his career will be

what the world calls successful. The Jacobs are still

very much in evidence in our modern society. This is

not said in commendation of the characters of men
who succeed, for character is often quite apart from
success. The Bible does not offer any apology for

Jacob's deception, or for Rebekah's conniving or con-

triving. Jacob got into difficulties, and paid the penalty

of his selfishness and shrewdness in exile—which he

turned to account ; and by God's providence was finally

led into the better life of prayer and consecration of

self and his possessions to the Lord. After all, men
differ, chiefly, in being thus able to profit by their mis-

fortunes and their misdeeds, and by the circumstances

of life, seeing in the hard experiences the leading of-

the Divine Love, to whom is given the vision of the

ladder of the loftier life, and who make an altar of

praise out of the stones whereon they pillowed their

heads in perplexity and pain. Such a man was Jacob
—and so he succeeded, not in his own way, or because

of his smartness, but through the providential work-
ings of his career.

A "Bad "Bargain.

Esau made a bad bargain, not because he was essen-

tially a bad boy, but because he was careless and shift-

less. And the same things account for much of the

ill success and misfortune of multitudes to-day.

The Bible narratives are not preachy—not a bit.

But the moral of this story lies on the very surface.

The real character of Esau is brought out, not alone in

the foolish, half jest, half earnest transaction of selling

his birthright for a pottage of lentiles, but in this lan-

guage: "And he did eat and drink, and rose up, and
went his way : thus Esau despised his birthright."

Spiritual Shiftlessness.

The whole tning is told in this—shiftlessness. It is

the real cause of our failures, in most undertakings,
in business or professional career. And spiritual shift-

lessness has lost more birthrights to the brothers of

Esau and Jacob than all other causes. To be spiritually

shiftless is to practically despise our birthright—and
to surely fail. Remember Esau's failure and bitter

wail.

THE Ql/IET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

"The mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting
upon them that fear him, and his righteousness unto children's

children."

—

Psalm 103, 17.

Monday—Genesis 1.

;OD made me. I am no product of force or

chance or law. I am a child of God.
Therefore let me rejoice in my powers.

They are are his gift. It is he who has
lifted me above the flocks of the field. It is

he who has placed me "a little lower than
the angels." I am sometimes reminded
how small and weak I am, but I rather

think how great I am. I am a son, a
daughter, of the Father ; and it is because
I am such that Christ has come to save me.

And let me hate everything which is out of keeping
with my heavenly parentage. All that is base, false,

cowardly ; it should have no place in the heart or the

history of one into whom God has breathed the breath
of life. Alas, I have already forsaken my "Fountain
of living waters," but I can be made a new creation in

Christ Jesus. If I am such, I must be holy.

And let me definitely and heartily dedicate myself to

the Fashioner of my body and the Author of my spirit.

My chief end is to glorify God and to enjoy him for

ever.

Tuesday—Genesis 3, 1-15.

Sin has entered my world and my heart.

I describe "man's first disobedience" as "the Fall."

Never was there a truer word. It is the melancholy
Fall of falls, an unnatural movement, a descent to the

saddest depths. I was made upright, but I sought out
many inventions. I was meant to look to the skies, but
I permitted Satan to bind me with a spirit of infirmity,

and now my gaze is fastened on the ground. God
desired me to walk with him in a Paradise of holiness

and service and fruitfulness, but I spurned so high a
sphere and so sublime a companionship, and I turned
my face to what is lower and worse.

It is not the popular idea of sin. Imagination gilds

the wicked thing, till it appears gay and brilliant and
free. On the Amazon a great naturalist found a spider
which spread itself out as a flower, but the insects

that lighted on it gained death instead of sweetness. So
my sin transforms itself into an angel of goodness and
light.

But I will give it its true name. For then I shall be
eager to turn to the Good Physician.

&/ednesday—Genesis 8. 1-2.2..

God repairs the ruin which sin has caused.

I see it in the world of nature. Across the clouds
big with storm he throws the arch of the rainbow. Aft-
er the deluge he gives the promise that seed-time and
harvest will never cease. On the battlefield, where
blood has flowed like water, he plants the richest grain

and the most brilliant flowers. Everywhere he is busy
undoing the evil effects of sin.

I see it in the world of history. How often he has
compelled the wickedness and the wrath of man to

praise him ! How often he has changed the devices
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which the enemy meant for evil into means of helping

his Church and cause! Roman amphitheatres, Smith-
field fires, Spanish Armadas, executions in the Grass-
market ; they have been a blessing and not a curse.

Thursday—Genesis 12, 1-9.

Wherever Abram went, the first thing he did was. to

build the altar of God. It is a lesson to me. It says,

Wherever you pitch your tent, wherever you have your
horns, see that God is worshiped there.

I recollect that, a few years ago, when Mr. Bayard
was American ambassador to this country, he told his

kinsfolk across the sea that he had seldom been a guest
in an English home where the family did not gather

daily to the Throne of God. I would fain hope that his

experience was not an exceptionally happy one, though
I sometimes fear that it must have been. Surely the

seemly and wholesome practice of family worship is

not so common as it used to be.

In my home, at least, let God's name always be
hallowed, God's face perpetually be sought, God's altar

be raised, and resorted to day by day. Thus my own
spirit will be kept calm, trustful, holy. Thus my work
will prosper, and I shall "carry music in my heart

through dusky lane and wrangling mart." Thus chil-

dren, servants, visitors, will be touched and impressed

and lifted up to the things which are unearthly and di-

vine. Thus on my doors the inscription may be writ-

ten, "Jehoval Shammah, the Lord is there."

Friday—Genesis 15, 1-18.

When the sun was going down, when the horror of

great darkness fell on Abram, then God drew near.

"Behold a smoking furnace and a flaming torch." Is

it not his habit still to come to me through the thick

darkness ?

For instance, there is the darkness of ignorance.

How much mystery besets his procedure ! How impos-
sible it is for me to unravel and interpret his ways

!

But this makes him loftier and greater in my thought.

This forces me to lean on him with a more child-like

trust. This intensifies my longing for the better coun-

try where there will be no more night. Through ignor-

ance God blesses me.
And there is the darkness of sin. But then It is sin

which brings the Saviour. There had been no Calvary,

no revelation of uttermost and strangest and sweetest

love, without human transgression.

And there is the darkness of death. But what is

death, if Christ is mine, but God's shadowy way into

the Palace of the King, the Father's House of many
mansions ?

Saturday—Genesis IS, 16-23,

My prayers should be explicit—Abraham's were so

that day when he pleaded for Sodom; there was a

target in front of him to which the arrow of prayer was
winged swift and straight. Many of my entreaties are

not definite and unmistakable askings. I lose myself in

a labyrinth of vague and pious phrases which mean
little. Let me be more particular, more specific, and I

shall prosper better at the Lord's footstool.

My prayers should be importunate. What a fer-

vency there is in these cries of Abraham ! Again and
again he returns to his supplication. He clings about

the feet of God. Mine ought to be this passionate plead-

ing of a man, violent, earnest, resolved to prevail.

My prayers should be unselfish. It is not for himself

but for Sodom that Abraham beseeches God. I am
overmuch concerned with my own needs and sorrows

when I am before the Throne. I should lift up heart

and voice on behalf of saints and sufferers and sinners.

Intercession for others, William Law says, is "the di-

vinest exercise" in which a man can engage. More than
I have done let me give myself to so good a work.

Sunday—Genesis 28, 10-22.

This is the hour of Jacob's conversion. God comes to

him at Bethel in grace, and makes him a new man.
Cheat and supplanter as he was, fugitive from his

father's house, God sees his value and enrolls him
among the children of his family.

The whole history of his Church is filled with similar

instances of his clearsightedness and mercy.
In the midsummer of 1648, a Royalist soldier, who

had been captured by the men of the Parliament after a
fierce fight in the streets of Maidstone, was doomed to

die on the gallows. By a kind of miracle he succeeded
in making his escape. But "he abode still very vile

and debauched in life, being a great drinker and game-
ster and swearer." Yet John Gifford, for that was his

name, having had first himself and then his Saviour

revealed to him, became by-and-by a preacher of the

Gospel in the town of Bedford. He it is who lives in

the literature of the world as the Evangelist of "The
Pilgrim's Progress." He it was who pointed Bunyan
himself, when he was weeping and breaking out with a

lamentable cry, to the Interpreter's House and the place

where the Cross of Jesus stands.

The Love which saved Jacob and John Gifford is

eager to seek and save me. Has it broken down my re-

bellion ? Has it scattered my suspicious thoughts ? Has
it kindled in me an answering response of love?

VICA 'RIO \7S LIVES.
If now we descend from the mountains to explore

the secrets of the sea, Maury and Guyot show us the

isles where palm trees wave and man builds his homes
and cities midst rich tropic fruits. There scientists

find that the coral islands were reared above the waves
by myriads of living creatures that died vicariously

that man might live. And everywhere nature exhibits

the same sacrificial principle. Our treasures of coal

mean that vast forests have risen and fallen again for

-our factories and furnaces. Nobody is richer until

somebody is poorer. Evermore the vicarious exchange

is going on. The rock decays and feeds the moss and

lichen. The moss decays to feed the shrub, the shrub

perishes that the tree may have food and growth. The
leaves of the tree fall that its boughs may blossom and

bear fruit. The seeds ripen to serve the birds singing

in all the boughs. The fruit falls to be food for man.

The harvests lend man strength for his commerce, his

government, his culture and conscience. The lower dies

vicariously that the higher may live. Thus nature

achieves her gifts only through vast expenditures.

—

From "The Investment of Influence;' by N. D. Hillis.

THE CROXOTH OF THE WO'R'D.

"So mightily grew the Word of the Lord" (Acts

24:20). The Word of the Lord originally was a spo-

ken word. It was not written in a book as now, but

uttered by living men to their fellow men. from heart

to heart. As such it was a seed having life in it. When
preached it was scattered abroad and entered into souls

as into soil. It was apprehended by the thought, hid in

the heart, took root and then grew. This is a process

which is accelerated or resisted according to the atten-

tion given to the Word of God. The first condition is,

it must be received as the Word of God. not of man.

and the second is. it must be thought over. The Word
of the Lord is as powerful to-day as ever, and it grows

still.
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SOME METHODIST COJV-
FE"REJSfCES.

The fifty-eighth session of the Iowa
conference which met at Newton, was
presided over by Bishop Merrill, who
also preached an eloquent sermon to a
very large congregation. Methodist
preachers occupied all the pulpits of

Newton on Sunday, September 22—
Congregational, Christian, Baptist,

Presbyterian, Lutheran and United
Presbyterian. A men's mass meeting
was held in the evening in a corner
of the public square. Dr. David
Thompson, LL. D., of Chicago, editor

of the Northwestern Christian Advo-
cate, made one of the most earnest ad-
dresses delivered to the conference, on
the Need of Greater Evangelism in the

Church. The reports from the presid-

ing elders of the various districts

showed considerable activity in the
local churches. Rev. J. C. W. Coxe
of the Muscatine district reported 600

converts, 460 accessions and 298 re-

ceived into full connection. Over $10,-

000 was expended on church extension.

Rev. J. W. Lambert stated that there

had been 1,341 conversions and accla-

mations in the Ottumwa district and
800 received on probation. Keokuk
district reported 700 added to the

church. The Iowa Wesleyan univer-'

sity has now 325 students enrolled,

forty-four more than last year. An
apportionment to each charge of 25

cents per member was made and any
charge raising the full amount is en-

titled to name a worthy and needy
student for the preparatory or aca-

demic department, who shall thus have
the benefit of the money given. Dr.

J. W. Hancher, D. D., is the new pres-

ident of the university. The number
of full members in these churches of

the conference is 31,658, and of Sun-
day school scholars, 25,928. Converted
during the year in the Sunday schools,

1,854. The vote on the adoption of

the revised constitution of the M. E.
church stood, 97 ayes; 25 nays. The
opponents object to the admission of

women as delegates to the general
conference. As a preliminary to the
conference Rev. D. A. Hayes of Chi-
cago gave a lecture on "The Ministry
and the Reform Movement." He took
the position that permanent reforms
cannot be accomplished by legislation,

but only by the perfect law of love as

practiced by Christ.

At the Michigan conference meeting
in Muskegon, Rev. James Hamilton,
secretary of the Twentieth Century
fund, reported that his work had re-

sulted in raising about $40,000. One
of the leading manufacturers of the
state has offered to build ten or
twelve cottages to be used for superan-
uated ministers. The cost will prob-
ably be $20,000. A full-blooded Indian,

a grandson of old Chief Petosky, was
ordained as a local elder. The re-

port of the committee on Sab-

bath observance threatened to raise a
storm. After strongly urging the main-
tenance of the quiet and thoughtful

S.abbath of the fathers, it referred to

the "degradation of the Christian's

marriage by making it simply an epi-

sode of a Sunday excursion." The re-

port was adopted. Rev. J. M. Hurd,
of Minneapolis, gave a brilliant talk on
the training function of the ministry,

showing the need of the early religious

training of the child. He said in true

church activities he preferred a kinder-

garten to a paid choir. He urged
preachers to pass over the trivialities

of life and choose great subjects for

their sermons touching on duty and
destiny.

At the northwest Indiana confer-

ence held in Brazil, Bishop Fitzgerald

presiding, a summary of the reports

shows that the benevolences were
about the same as last year. It has
been a great year for church building

and improvements and also for new
parsonages. An aggregate of over

$200,000 has been spent in this way.
There was a total of 3,030 conversions

and probably there will be a good net

increase in membership, although not
large. The new Methodist hospital at

South Bend has been completed. It

has cost $70,000. There is a training

school for nurses in connection with
it. Dr. Pye, of the Western Methodist
Book concern, addressed the confer-

ence. The reports showed that the

profits accruing for worn-out ministers

aggregated $60,000, and may soon reach

the old mark of $100,000. The book
concern, he stated, would go into the

publication of fiction, as the people

want fiction, and will not read theo-

logical works. The Rev. Dr. Mclntyre,

recently of St. James church, Chicago,

will bring out a novel in October, and
the book concern expects to sell 100,-

000 copies.

The Indiana conference held at Ris-

ing Sun, Ind., has had a year of pros-

perity, the increase of membership be-

ing 500, making the total membership
now 89,000. Over $1,000 has been given

to missions, and the salaries of pas-

tors, presiding elders and bishops

amounted to nearly $200,000.

The Ohio conference which met at

Gallipolis the last week in September,

received some very encouraging re-

ports. Rev. John W. Dixon, presiding

elder of the Portsmouth district, stated

that over 800 conversions had resulted

from the revival last winter, 300 being
in the city of Portsmouth. There was
a large increase in benevolences. Rev.

Willies V. Dick reported the London
district, of which he is presiding elder,

showing a large advancement along

all lines. Only $500 indebtedness re-

mains on church property. The Ohio
Wesleyan university is gaining in stu-

dents and endowment, while success-

ful revivals occurred almost every-

where. R. F. Bishop reported 800 con-

versions and other gains in proportion

in the Marietta district. Presiding El-

der F. J. Arbuckle's report stated that
L-9 work of the year over the Colum-
bus district had been very encouraging.
He gave an outline of the results of

the revival campaign which added to

the churches 1,156 probationers. There
are thirty-nine Epworth leagues in the
district with a membership of 3,000.

He spoke of the substantial aid given
to Columbus Methodist churches and
last, but not least, the creation of the
Protestant hospital by the local church
and church extension societies. The
Methodism of Columbus is having a
marvelous growth and Dr. Arbuckle
predicts that in the next five or six

years there will be at least fifteen

cmirches in Columbus that are finan-
cially strong and paying adequate sal-

aries.

The central Ohio conference meeting
at Ada, by a very strong vote adopted

DOX/'BTE'RS,

Can Be Changed by K.nctvledge.

If there is any doubt about making
brain power by the use of certain food,
the doubter should make the following
experiment.

Helen Frances Huntington of Gaines-
ville, Ga., says: "Just a word of com-
mendation concerning Grape-Nuts,
which I have found to be the most
wholesome, nourishing and appetizing
food that has ever come to my knowl-
edge.

"I am not a dyspeptic, but being con-
stantly engaged in severe brain work
I found that I did not thrive on ordi-
nary diet; even a moderate dinner
dulled my brain so as to be practically

incapable of critical work. I tried

meat-juice, peptonoids, the two-meal
system of light breakfast and no sup-
per, which brought on nervous deple-
tion and sleeplessness, so I resorted
to one and another of the various
health-foods, which all seemed alike

tasteless and valueless as a brain food,

until, quite by chance, I had a dish of

Grape-Nuts food served as a dessert.

I liked it so well t'.at I began to use

it daily, for supper four teaspoonuils
in- a saucer of hot milk, eaten before
it dissolves to mushiness.
"This point should be remembered,

as, after a certain time, evaporation
seems to affect the sweet nutty flavor

of the food as in the case of certain

fine-flavored fruits.

"The result in my case was simply
astonishing. I had no desire whatever
for sweet pastrys, meats, or in fact

anything else; and my brain was as

clear and active at night as on awa-
king from a long, refreshing sleep.

"The peculiar advantage about
Grape-Nuts food is that it supplies the
nutritive qualities of a varied diet

without the bad results of heavy eat-

ing. I cheerfully recommend its use to

all brain workers, if not as an exclu-

sive diet, certainly for the last meal
of the day. I always take it with me
when traveling, which saves a deal of

annoyance and discomfort."
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a resolution urging against continuing

any presiding elder longer than six

years and against the transference of

any elder to another district, also

against reducing the number of dis-

tricts.

The Minnesota conference in session

at Chatfield, adopted the following

plan for the support of superannuated
ministers, their widows and children:

Every member of the conference is to

pay at once into the fund the sum of

$100 and $10 each year thereafter while

he remains a member. The superannu-

ates are to share pro rata in the funds

on hand at the end of each year, at the

rate of $10 for each year's service as a

member of the conference. A widow
will receive $5 for each year's work
performed by her husband, and a child

under 16 years $2.50 for each year that

its father was in the active ministry.

i&sisrcojvs-ijv cojvcrega-
TIOJVALISM.

The sixty-first annual convention of

the Congregational churches of Wis-
consin was held in Plymouth church,

Milwaukee, October 1, 2 and 3. The at-

tendance was good and the interest, if

not at white heat, was as intelligent as

it was decorous. The program was
skillfully arranged so as to be climatic

in its effect. It began with a discus-

sion of the family, the unit of social

life. Under this head two 'papers were
given, one on "The Family Basic of

Civilization," by Rev. F. V. Stevens

of Whitewater, and one on "The Scrip-

tural Doctrine of Divorce," by Rev.

Charles Caverno of Lombard, 111. Dr.

Caverno said that the Episcopal con-

vention at San Francisco would make
a mistake if it adopted the newly pro-

posed canon on divorce. The present

canon of the Episcopal church which
permits ministers to unite in marriage

the innocent party to a statutory di-

vorce, is based on scriptural grounds.

Speaking on "Our Foreign Popula-

tion," President R. C. Hughes of Ri-

pon said that the hope of the solution

of tne immigration problem is in the

public schools. Rev. H. A. Schauffler

of Cleveland, 0., said that the duty of

the churches to the foreign population

is to evangelize and educate them.

Only through Christian teaching can

outbreaks of anarchy and such tragic

occurrences as the one that has just

thrown the nation into mourning, be

prevented. The address of Dr. W. S.

Ament of the North China mission

was a memorable one. It cleared away
many misconceptions regarding the

situation in China. Dr. Ament held

that China is coming out of its bap-

tism of blood to advance to glory. Pe-

kin is today the political capital of the

world. You can feel the pulse of the

world in Pekin as you can in no other

city. China is shaking off the lethargy

of ages and will soon take her place

among the progressive nations of the

world. One session was devoted to

the Bible school, and the addresses

which were given by Sunday school

superintendents were practical, pointed
and suggestive. The following were
the themes and speakers:

"Public School Methods in Sunday
School Work," F. J. Harwood, Apple-
ton; "Substitutes for the International

Lessons," H. J. Cunningham, Janes-
ville; "What to Do With Old Testa-

ment Criticism," J. J. Maple, Milwau-
kee; "The Best Way to Fill and Keep
Full the Teachers' Ranks," Amos P.

Wilder, Madison; "The Relation of the

Pastor to the Sunday School," W. E.

Starr, Fond du Lac; "The Relation of

the Church and Community to the

Sunday School," J. M. Hawley, La
Crosse. Discussion led by Rev. G. C.

Haun, state superintendent.

After an interesting discussion of

Christian education the subject pf

science and religion was taken up. The
following papers were read: "Some
Contributions of Religion to Science,"

by Prof. E. G. Smith, Beloit; "Effect

of the Scientific Spirit and Method
upon Religious Problems, by Dean G.

E. Collie, Beloit; "Religion Considered

as Experience," by Prof. G. E. Coe,

Northwestern university.

The proceedings of the convention
culminated on Thursday evening in a

meeting given up to the consideration

of Christian missions. "The Mission-

ary Spirit Organic in Christianity,"

was the topic treated by Rev. G. R.

Leavitt, Beloit. The convention ser-

mon was preached by Dr. E. G. Up-
dike of Madison, and Dr. Henry Faville

of La Crosse was chosen moderator.
Dr. Miner presented a most interest-

ing report covering the growth of the

Congregationalism in Wisconsin. The
total church membership is at present

25,274, the net gain for the last year
being 418. There are 254 churches.

The Sunday school attendance is 24,-

798. The amount given for benevo-
lences during the year was $240,098,

an increase of $35,709.

THE AME'RICAJW Jl/A=
©Ay SCHOOL X/JVIOJV.

The missionary work of the Ameri-
can Sunday School Union in the year
closing February 28, 1901, exhibited

two most gratifying features. While
1,874 new Sunday schools were organ-
ized in destitute places, only six less

than in the previous year, there were
594 reorganized, against 515 in the

year before, and 3,523 schools visited

or otherwise aided, against 2,6S7 of the

previous year; and, better than all.

9,123 cases of visit and aid to old

schools, against 7.485 in the year be-

fore. From this it appears that while
as great an advance as usual was made
in the planting of new schools, there

was a very great advance made in the
important work of reviving and
strengthening and confirming schools

already in existence. Thus the in-

spired command given in Isaiah 54:2

to the Church has been literally obeyed
in the work of the society for the

year just ended: "Lengthen thy cords,

and strengthen thy stakes." The work

of the past has been made perma-
nent and strong.

During the year tnere were 222 men
employed, of whom 113 were at work
during the whole year, and 109 during
a portion of it; 2,468 schools were set

in operation that were not in existence
one year ago, reaching 90,663 mem-
bers; in addition to tnis. in che 3,523

schools aided for the first time there

were 270,783 members, while 9,123 vis-

its were also made and aid given to old

schools. Great enlargement and suc-

cess have also marked the home de-

partment work.
The evangelistic labors of the mis-"

sionaries have been abundant and
fruitful. Because of the difficulty in

obtaining reports from the schools, the
returns received are inadequate. Yet
in addition to many general statements
which give no figures, definite reports

have been made of 7,882 hopeful con-

versions as having occurred in con-

nection with the work of devoted
men.

A JVEW DETA'RTX/'RE IjV
SX/JVDA^ SCHOOL

WO'RK.
The First Unitarian society of Min-

neapolis has made a new departure in

its Sunday school. It meets at the reg-

ular hour, 12:10, but is divided into a

Bible study section and a group of sec-

ular classes. The first named section

A'BAJWDOJSE'D IT.

For the Old Fashioned Coffee
Was KiUtng.

"I always drank coffee with the rest

of the family, for it seemed as if there
was nothing for breakfast if we did

not have it on the table.

"I had been troubled some time with
my heart, which did not feel right.

This trouble grew worse steadily.

"Sometimes it would beat fast and
at other times very slowly, so that I

would hardly be able to do work for

an hour or two after breakfast, and if

I walked up a hill, it gave me a severe

pain.

"I had no idea of what the trouble

was until a friend suggested that per-

haps it might be caused by coffee

drinking. I tried leaving off the cof-

fee and began drinking Postum Cereal

Food Coffee. The change came quickly.

I am now glad to say that I am en-

tirely well of the heart trouble and at-

tribute the cure to leaving off coffee

and the use of Postum Cereal Food
Coffee.

"A number of my friends have aban-
doned the old-fashioned coffee and
have taken up with Postum, which
they are using steadily. There are

some people that make Postum very
weak and tasteless, but if it is boiled

long enough, according to directions,

it is a very delicious beverage. We
have never used any of the old-fash-

ioned coffee since it was first started

in our house." Mrs. L. A. Smith.

Blodgett Mills. Cortland Co.. N. Y.

i
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is under the care of Professor W. M.

West of the State university. A six

years' graded course of study has been

mapped out—in Old and New Testa-

ment history and literature, early

church history and literature, early

church history (with the making of

the creeds of Christendom) and some
later religious movements. This

course is designed for students of

grammar grade and high school age,

and will contain elementary and ad-

vanced classes. This fall the classes

all begin upon Old Testament history.

The aim will be to give a comprehen-

sive view of Hebrew life, its manifes-

tations in literature, and its wonder-
ful significance in the religious devel-

opment of the race.

At the same Sunday hour the secular

classes will be held for those who pre-

fer them. It has been arranged to or-

ganize on Sunday, September 29, such

classes in Spanish, German, botany

and American authors. The instruc-

tors all belong to the faculties of the

university, or the city high schools.

Here also of course there is to be no

charge, and it is promised that more
subjects will be given if there proves

to be a demand for them. Classes in

these secular subjects are provided, of

course, mainly in the interest of those

young people in stores and factories

who have no chance at the better op-

portunities of the city high schools.

THE 2A TTI^TS IJV
CHICAGO.

The sixty-sixth annual meeting of

the Chicago Baptist association was
held in the new edifice of the Memorial
church, Chicago, September 26 and 27.

The attendance, especially the first

day, was excellent. Dr. J. w. Conley
presided as moderator. The meetings
opened on Thursday morning with a

devotional service and some routine

business, after which Rev. A. K. de

Blois, of Elgin, preached the annual
sermon from tne text "God With Us."

In the reports from the churches,

eighty-four were represented, showing
an enrollment of 19,248 members.
These have made contributions for

home work, $280,628.54, and for foreign

work, $52,855.56. infee new churches
were received into the association-
Chicago Heights, Bethseda and Im-
manuel Bohemian. Sunday school and
young people's work received atten-

tion. The more active promotion of

Christian culture classes was strongly
urged. The guiding principles of this

movement were set, forth by Dr. Con-
ley—edification, education, evangeliza-
tion. "Spirituality the Main Need of
tne Church," was tne topic of an ad-
dress by Rev. Dr. Kittredge Wheeler.
At the close of the business session,

Dr. T. M. Powell spoke on "New Testa-
ment Methods of Evangelizing." Fri-
day afternoon was devoted to "Socie-
ties and Institutions," home and for-

eign missionary interests being inclu-
ded. In the evening Drs. Lawrence and
Henson gave two able addresses on

"What Is Religion," and "How Is It

Cultivated?" Dr. Henson was at his

best. For the cultivation of religion,

he insisted, "there are some things we
must let go of. There are some things

we must take hold of." "They tell us

these worldly amusements are good
'per se.' So is grass good per se. But if

you are growing corn you want to get

rid of the grass between the rows; that

corn needs the juices that are flowing

to grass."

It was altogether a successful meet-
ing. The statistics show 1,322 bap-
tisms for the year, as compared with
941 last year, and 1,404 other additions

as compared with 1,215 last year. Rev.
H. Francis Perry was elected modera-
tor.

CHICAGO AJVD VJCIJ^ITV-
Rev. Arthur T. Fowler began his

pastorate at Centennial Baptist church,

Jackson boulevard and Lincoln street,

last Sunday. Dr. Fowler comes to

Chicago from Muscatine, ia., where he
occupiea the pulpit of the First church
several years.

The corner stone of the Neighbor-
hood church, Maywood, was laid last

Saturday afternoon. N. S. Bouton
spoke on "Union Movements," Rev.
Dr. Crosser spoke on "The Influence of

tne Church Building" and short ad-

dresses were delivered by Rev. Dr.

Barton, Professor Chamberlain, Rev.

S. M. Johnson, Rev. C. M. Morton, Rev.

G. C. Williams, and the -pastor.

The Baptist Social union met last

Thursday evening and discussed the

present and future of the Baptist pa-

per, The Standard. The only speaker
from outside the denomination was
Dr. Herbert S. Willett who spoke on
"The Church of the Present Century."
Adjustment was his point of emphasis
in the five divisions of the theme: 1.

The New Science; 2. The New Criti-

cism; 3. The New Psychology; 4.

New Social Service; and 5. The New
Spirit of unity.

The Christian Church Extension so-

ciety has granted a loan of $1,100 to

Humboldt Park church to cover the

amount due on their lot. Their build-

ing will now be pushed to completion.

They have also granted a loan of $3,500

to the Irving Park church for the pur-

pose of completing their auditorium.

The "Guiding Star mission," 34 West
Madison street, was opened again last

Saturday night for the winter's work
of rescue and restoration. Members
from all sides of the city were pres-

ent. Prof. W. F. Black oi the Central

Christian church, their orchestra and
workers conducted the opening meet-
ing. After a "powerful gospel ser-

mon" four men came forward and
made the good confession.

St. Andrew's Methodist Episcopal
church (formerly State Street church)
dedicated its new building at Wabash
avenue and Fifteenth street, September
8, Rev. A. D. Traveller preaching the

sermon in the morning and Rev. Dr.

H. G. Jackson in the evening. The

building has a seating capacity of 410.

The cost was $17,000, the last $3,000 of

which was raised on the day of dedi-
cation. Rev. E. B. Crawford is the
present pastor, and he rejoices in this

result of his labors.

Cuyler Methodist Episcopal church
is to be rebuilt and renamed, Bowen
taking the place of Cuyler in its cog-
nomen, in memory of Charles Bowen,
one of the Methodist pioneers. The
church is too small to accommodate
the congregation growing under the
leadership of Rev. F. W. Barnum.
The Presbyterian churches of Chi-

cago have pledged themselves to raise

within the next five years, $100,000 for

city church extension purposes.

Grace Baptist church is rejoicing in

an encouraging outlook. There are few
vacant seats at the Sunday evening
services and the interest in all depart-
ments of the work has never been sur-

passed.

Tne amalgamation of the Union
Christian and the West Side Christian
churches has been consummated,
wnich now makes one of the largest

and most aggressive churches on the
West side, hereafter to be known as

the Jackson Boulevard Church of

Christ. The vote of the Union church
was a three-fifths vote in favor of the
amalgamation, but there was a large

number who declared in advance of

the vote that they could not conscien-
tiously give up the work at the Peo-
ple's Institute. These have made ar-

rangements to continue their Sunday
school and morning services there,

ices will be held in Bishop Fal-

ices there will be held in Bishop Fal-

low's church. Charles Reign Scoville,

whose recent meeting with three of the

Des Moines churches resulted in over

1,100 additions, has been called to

preach for the new church.

The new St. Paul's Episcopal church
in Kenwood is so far completed, at a

cost of over $60,000, that the dedication

is announced for Thanksgiving day.

A meeting of Englewood Sunday
school teachers and workers was held

October 4, in the Englewood First

Methodist Episcopal church, to organ-
ize a normal training class and week-
ly teachers' meeting. Two hundred
Sunday school workers were present.

The class was organized for the pur-

pose of training teachers and those

who are preparing for that work. The
course of study for the normal work
will be the Legion of Honor course

adopted by the State Sunday School
association. Upon the completion of

the prescribed course and passing an
examination the state association will

award diplomas of graduation. No
fee will be charged students for either

membership or graduation. Meetings
will be held every Friday evening at 8

o'clock in the Englewood First Meth-
odist Episcopal church. The executive

committee of the organization includes

C. L. Weaver, Orin Stanford, John W.
Hopkins, Rev. S. H. Campbell, Ira W-
Broughton and Dr. F. C. Warne.
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The ninth annual conference of the

officers and missionaries of the Ameri-

can Sunday School Union for the

northwestern district, comprising the

states of Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Ne-

braska, North Dakota, South Dakota,

northern Michigan and Montana, will

be held in the Chicago Bible Institute,

80 Institute place, Chicago, October 8-

14.

J. S. Hughes, of the Christian

church, author of "The Golden

Cloth," has rented a hall and begun a

new work in Woodlawn with good

prospects. He has moved into the

community and proposes to throw all

his powers into this new enterprise.

The installation of Rev. Cleland B.

McAfee, D. D., as pastor of the Forty-

first Street Presbyterian church was a

very interesting occasion. A large

congregation was present. The ser-

mon was preached by Rev. Howard
Agnew Johnston, D. D., pastor of the

Madison Avenue church, New York
City. Rev. J. A. Vance, D. D., of the

Hyde Park church, gave the charge to

the pastor, and that to the people was
delivered by Rev. J. Ross Stevenson,

D. D., of McCormick seminary.

The Washingtonian Home, of which
Rev. William Morrow, of Chicago Pres-

bytery, was superintendent at the time

of his death, has recently called to its

management Mr. Eugene W. Chafin, of

Waukesha, Wis., who is widely known
as a temperance advocate, and was a

candidate for governor on the prohibi-

tion ticket in the campaign of 1900.

He has accepted the appointment and
will enter upon the superintendency

at once.

Ravenswood Fifth United Presbyte-

rian church Sabbath school reports at-

tendance of 600 and an offering of $507

on Rallying day. Prizes were offered

the scholars for floral decorations.

"Baptist.

A Bible workers' training school has

been established in Kalamazoo. The
school is to be conducted in connec-

tion with the work of the Rev. B. G.

Hamley, pastor of the Douglas Avenue
Baptist church. The mornings are to

be given up to study and recitations

and in the afternoon practical Chris-

tian work of the nature of house-to-

house visitations, personal work, etc.,

is to be undertaken. A two years'

course has been laid out for study of

the Bible, particularly the New Testa-

ment. A course in music is also to

be included. The corps of regular

teachers will at present consist of

three: the Rev. W. E. Wright, A. B.,

D. B.; Pastor E. G. Hamley and Miss

Emma J. Moore, B. S. Mr. Wright is

a graduate of Kalamazoo college, and
later of the Divinity school of the

University of Chicago.

Madison Avenue Baptist church. New
York City, has called Dr. George C.

Lorimer of Tremont Temple, Boston.

It is not yet known whether he will

accept.

The Bloomington association met at

Pontiac, 111., and the reports caused a

feeling that there was need of more
evangelistic work in the churches.

Only 133 baptisms were reported from
twenty-nine churches. Dr. S. A. Mc-
Kay, president of Shurtleff college,

gave an address on "Ideals of Educa-
tion," which was much appreciated. At
the Baptist Young People's union ses-

sion Dr. G. H. Simmons of Peoria,

gave a strong address on "Civic

Righteousness" and Rev. E. S. Stuck-
er of South Bend, Ind., one on "Soul
Winning."
A jubilee was held at Green Bay,

Wis., September 20-22, in the celebra-

tion of the semi-centennial anniver-

sary of the church there. Rev. Adam
Fawcett of Wausau preached the ser-

mon, and a history of the church was
read by the pastor, Rev. Henry H.
Bawden. Four addresses were made
on "The Church's Future."

At the dedication of the church at

Omro, Wis., the Methodist, Presbyte-

rian and Episcopal churches were
closed and their pastors and congrega-
tions united with the Baptists on this

glad occasion, the pastors taking part

in the services. Hon. E. R. Hicks, at-

torney-general, gave an address on
"Influence." The new edifice cost $4,-

606.41, including furnishing. In secur-

ing the funds not one objectionable

method was used.

The St. Louis Baptist association

shows a net gain of 338 in the mem-
bership of its churches; 726 were re-

ceived during the year. The total

amount raised for all purposes was
$77,138, but foreign, home and district

missions all received less than last

year. Fifty-eight children were re-

ceived into the Orphans' home.

Congregational.

The Trinitarian "church^of^ Lowell,

Mass., takes good care of its Sunday
school. Every child who enters is im-
mediately enrolled and closely followed
to his home by church visitors. Care-
ful birthday lists are kept, and the pas-

tor never allows one to pass without
sending at least an attractive card.

Tasteful souvenirs are given to those

baptized and to such as join the

church, these being prepared at the

church's expense. In the basement is

a special playroom, where the children

hold frequent and merry gatherings,

the pastor himself is leader of the Ju-

nior Y. P. S. C. E., and with his large

heart overflowing with health and
heartiness he has had large success

among the young. Since January 1

forty-five members have been added to

the church.

Rev. Henry Hopkins, D. D.. of Kan-
sas City, has been pastor of the First

church for over twenty years. The
membership numbers more than 500

and the fine stone building in which
they worship was completed seventeen
years ago at a cost of $85,000. Under
Dr. Hopkins' leadership the church has
been foremost in promoting plans for

the good of the people of Kansas City.

The Men's Union of the First church
organized last winter, not only dis-

cusses practical topics in city life, but
was active in securing needed legisla-

tion.

The First church, Cortland, N. Y.,

has undertaken the support of a for-

eign missionary. The church edifice

has just been renovated at an expense
of over $3,000. Rev. Robert Yost is

pastor.

Rev. J. H. Whitaker has been pastor

of the First church, Savannah, Ga., for

about three years. Nearly $5,000 has
been raised for all purposes and 107

have been united with the church.

At Imlay City, Mich., the church
was rededicated September 22, after

renovations and additions. The

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

in his hands by an East India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-

manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh.
Asthma and all Throat and Lung Affections: also a

positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousends of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering. I will send free of charge to
all who wish it. this recipe, in German. French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper.W. A, Noyes, Si" Powers' Block, Rochester,
New York.

The

Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

The St. Paul Road
( Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago. 111.

£1?>.00 UO "BX/FFALO TA.JV-
AMEIIICAJV AJV-D
'RETX/'RJV .£13.00

via the Nickel Plate Road daily, with

limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$lt>.00 for the round trip; 5-day tickets

at $6.00 for the round trip, on Tues-

days, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Through service to New York and

Boston and lowest available rates. For

particulars and Pan-American folder

of buildings and grounds, write John

Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111 Adams
street, Chicago.
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amount expended, $1,392, was all paid.

Neighboring ministers assisted the

pastor, Rev. F. A. Dungan, in the

services, Rev. James Hyslop, a former
pastor, preaching in the evening.

Congregationalists at Bloomfield,

Neb., under the leadership of Rev. Ed-
win Booth, Jr., have practically built

a new church, using the old one as a
nucleus. The old parsonage has been

sold and a new one built adjoining the

church. This is a growing community
and the influence of the church will

be large. Neighboring Congregational
churches and the Methodist church of

the town omitted their services on the

day of the dedication.

Mr. Lewis Hodous, a Bohemian, ed-

ucated in the Cleveland public schools,

Adelbert college and Hartford Theo-
logical seminary, was ordained in

Bethlehem church, Cleveland, Septem-
ber 18. The right hand of fellowship

was given in the Bohemian language

by Rev. Vaclay Prucha, pastor of the

Bethlehem church, Chicago. The
charge to the candidate was given by
Rev. Dr. H. A. Schauffler in Bohemian:
Mr. Hodous expects to labor in Foo
Chow, China. He takes with him as

his wife, Miss Anna Jelinek, also of

Bethlehem Bohemian church, and. a

graduate of Oberlin.

Rev. Andrew B. Chalmers leaves the

First church of Saginaw, Mich., in

good condition, there being $200 in the

treasury above all liabilities. When he

went to it, it was burdened with debt.

During his pastorate 407 new members
have been brought into the church.

Mr. Chalmers goes to New Haven,
Conn.
The American Congregational Dea-

coness association has been incorpo-

rated, and Mr. John K. Allen of Chi-

cago, elected its treasurer. The com-
mittee having the movement in charge
was elected by the state association.

The Deaconess Training home is es-

tablished at 513 Washington boulevard,

Chicago, and Miss M. Emerett Colman
is the superintendent. She has special

training for this work. Through the

co-operation of the Chicago Theologi-
cal seminary, a strong force of able in-

structors will constitute the faculty of

the school and the Chicago Commons
will furnish opportunity for industrial

training. The offer of a brick build-

ing at Dover, 111., in the center of two
.and a half acres of land has been ac-

cepted as a home for philanthropic
uses in connection with the deaconess
work.

Uhe "Disciples.

The Berkeley Bible seminary began
its fifth annual session August 27 at

Berkeley, Cal., with ten regular minis-
terial students enrolled, besides a spe-
cial class for university students, en-
rolling twenty-five in all. The semi-
nary does not attempt to do the work
of a strictly post-graduate theological
seminary, but offers Bible courses
which run co-ordinate with the college
courses proper. In this way it co-oper-

ates with the University of California

and with the Pacific Theological semi-
nary, and makes its particular contri-

bution to the educational facilities rep-

resented by the grouping of institu-

tions at Berkeley. Dr. Hiram Van
Kirk, who is at present the sole in-

structor, conducts courses in the Be-
ginner's Greek New Testament, in the

History of the Apostolic Age, on the

Theology of Paul, and on Old Testa-

ment history. The seminary meets at

present in the Y. M. C. A. building of

the university, but hopes to begin this

year the erection of its own perma-
nent home. In addition to these reg-

ular courses the seminary conducted
a summer school at Santa Cruz, one of

the most popular summer resorts in

California, and convention headquar-
ters for the Disciples of Christ. The
session lasted one month and enrolled

100 students. The outlook of the sem-
inary is very bright, its friends and
supporters predict for it a career of

eminent usefulness.

The reports of the Illinois Christian

Missionary convention showed the

number of churches in the state to be

797, with 83,681 members. During the

last year $8,7915 was expended in state

missions.

A great loss has been sustained in

Texas by the death of Rev. James B.

Sweeney of Gainesville. His first pas-

torate was at Leavenworth Kan.,

whence he went to Taylor, Tex., where
he remained seven years, building up a

fine congregation and erecting a new
building. For three years he occupied

the Bible chair at Add Ran university.

At Gainesville he was pastor for two
and a half years. Five hundred were
added to the church during this short

pastorate. His benevolent deeds were
many.

The annual convention of Maryland,
Delaware and the District of Colum-
bia, had a preachers day program con-

sisting of papers on leading preachers

as Paul; Origen—form and substance

of preaching; Athanasius — doctrinal

preaching; Basil—ethical preaching;
Augustine—consciousness of God a

source of power; Peter the Hermit-
earnestness in preaching; Bernard-
goodness in the preacher; Savonarola
—the preacher and politics; Carey—
the preacher and heathen missions;

Finney—the revivalist; Alexander
Campbell—the reformer of reformers.

The reports showed 576 additions to

the membership of the churches in the

whole district, making the present
membership 4,628. Total amount
raised for all purposes $37,694.92, of

which $1,195.96 was for foreign mis-
sions.

The First church, Akron, O., has just

had a most successful Sunday school
rally. The attendance was 1,198 with
a collection of $43.

Rev. J. P. Pinkerton has resigned
his pastorate at Jefferson City to ac-

cept a call to the Forest Avenue
church, Kansas City.

Through the energetic work of Rev.

T. E. Cramblet, whose iesignation of

the pastorate we recently announced,
the East End Christian church, Pitts-

burg, now owns property valued at

$40,000. It has started two new con-

gregations, one on Lincoln avenue and
another in Wilkinsburg. The out-

standing indebtedness of $3,250 has

been met and at tue farewell reception

the mortgage was burned. Mr. Cram-
blet will enter at once on his new du-

ties as president of Bethany college,

Bethany, W. Va.

The New York Christian Ministerial

Association was an interesting and

profitable gathering. "The Field" was
discussed by several speakers, after

which Rev. E. O. Irwin spoke on "How
It Looks to an Evangelist," and Rev.

M. E. Harlan read a stirring paper on

"New York State—a Field for City

Evangelization." In the afternoon

"The Place of the Disciple in the

Twentieth Century" was considered.

The chief feature of the whole session

was the address of Lowell C. Mac-
Pherson of Havana, on "Cuba for

Christ."

Episcopal.
At the annual convention of the di-

ocese of Kansas it was unanimously

decided to divide the diocese.

Prior to the departure of Rev. Thos.

W. MacLean, rector of St. Mark's

church, Minneapolis, as a deputy to the

general convention, he was presented

with a draft on San Francisco for

$740 as an evidence of esteem from his

parishioners.

The funeral of Bishop Whipple was
very impressive. The Holy commu-
nion was twice celebrated in the morn-

ing and the burial service commenced
at 2 o'cIock. Bishops Grafton, Mills-

paugh, Hare, Morrison, Edsall and

Tuttle took part in the services. Some
forty Indians sang "Asleep in Jesus"

in the Dakota language, and the girls

of St. Mary's school sang the bishop's

favorite, "My Ain Countree," after the

committal and the choir's rendering of

"I heard a voice from heaven." The
remains were placed in a grave be-

neath the altar. When the recessional

hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee," died

away, the Indians out of doors sang .a

'hymn in Chippewa. Then Bishop Tut-

tle, standing in the door, led in say-

ing the Lord's Prayer, which was ta-

ken up by the congregation in the ca-

thedral and by the great throng of

people filling the cathedral grounds

and the streets beyond; he then offered

a prayer out of the fulness of his great

heart, largely in his own words. The
hymn "For all Thy saints" was then

sung without accompaniment by the

congregations within and without.

Methodist-
Some of the results of the Central

Illinois conference are the transfer of

Rev. C. O. McCulloch from the First

church, Rock Island, to Macomb, and
of Rev. R. B. Williams from Abingdon
to the church just vacated by Mr. Mc-
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CJuIloch. The First church, Moline, is

to be in charge of Rev. M. V. Crum-
baker.

The sudden death of Rev. William
A. Spencer, secretary of the Church
Extension society, removes from Meth-
odise activities a most energetic and
well known man. He "was born in

Rock Island in 1840. From 1875 to

1878 he was connected with the State

street and with the First church of

Chicago. In 1878 he was in charge of

the Rockford Centennial church. In

1881 he was presiding elder of the

Dixon district and in 1885 was again
appointed to the First church, Chica-

go. To his high qualities as secre-

tary of the Church Extension society,

Le added those of an evangelist.

At the Kansas-Nebraska conference
of the African M. B. church, Bishop
Shaffer said that this branch of the

Methodist church has 700,000 members
and 375,000 Sunday school scholars,

with thirteen bishops, 5,500 itinerant

preachers and 9u0 local preachers. It

has ten well organized departments
lor general church work, and twenty-
six institutions of learning in the

United States.

Rev. Dr. P. A. Cool who has been
pastor of the First church, Spokane,
for four years, during which time the

membership has grown until nearly

1,200 names are now on the rolls, took
charge of the Fowler Memorial church,

Minneapolis, last week. He is noted as

a lecturer.

Rev. F. B. Cowgill who leaves the

pastorate of the First Methodist
church of St. Paul, after a four years'

charge, was presented with a purse
containing $500 in gold, tie has suc-

ceeded in wiping out the church debt
and adding to the membership.
Rev. W. H. Selleck who has been

pastor of Grace church, Seattle has
left for Juneau, Alaska, to take charge
of the work of the M. B, church in

that territory.

"Presbyterian-

The Fort Dodge (la.) Presbytery in-

cludes fifty-five churches with a mem-
bership of about 5,000. During the

past year more than 500 new members
were added to these churches.

Revision of the English metrical ver-

sion of the Psalms, carried on by a
committee representing eight Presby-
terian denominations of the United
States and Canada, was advanced at

a recent meeting of the committee in

Toronto. At this session the work of

recasting was completed as far as

Psalm lxxxix, and the schedule of me-
ters was agreed upon in advance to in-

clude Psalm cvi. The United Re-
formed Presbyterian churches initia-

ted this movement in 1896, and Dr. E.

R. Craven and Dr. S. T. Lowrie repre-

sent northern Presbyterians among the

revisers.

At the Indiana synod of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church the Commit-
tee on Education reported that James
Milliken, of Decatur, has pledged

over $500,000 for the establishment of

Milliken university of Decatur, which
is to be an industrial institute, Chris-

tian, but nonsectarian, that will give

complete instruction in any trade or

profession. The endowment will be

over $1,000,000, and will be increased

by the annual income of $65,000 from
the Milliken estate. The Indiana sy-

nod will give $30,000 from Indiana

Presbyterians. The university is to

be completed by September, 1902. Pro-

fessor S. R. Taylor, late president of

Kansas state normal, will be president.

Lincoln university will be under the

same management and both will be su-

perintended by the Indiana. Illinois

and Iowa synods.

President Stewart of Auburn Theo-
logical seminary will undertake an
itinerary of some six months in which
he will endeavor to get the clergy, the

eldership and the laity together in ef-

fectual united work along evangelistic

lines. The holding of prayer confer-

ences or retreats will be encouraged.

The Los Angeles Bible institute, un-

der the direction of Rev. A. B. Prich-

ard, has begun work. The attendance

is encouraging. The work of issuing

the marked Spanish New Testament
is about complete.

Tn nine months Rev. R.B. Taylor has

received 112 into the First church, San
Diego, Cal.; forty-one of these were on
confession.

The New Hope Presbyterian church
at Coal City, 111., was reopened Sunday,

September 22. The sermon was
preached by Rev. Willis G. Craig, D.D.,

of McCormick seminary, and an ad-

dress was made by Rev. George P.

Williams, superintendent of home mis-

sions. A lecture room has been added,

with folding doors opening into the

main audience room, thus increasing

the seating capacity to about 300.

Stained glass windows replace the old,

and a corner tower gives character to

the outer appearance. The total cost

was $1,600, which has all been raised,

the offering that day bringing an ex-

cess of $180 over the amount required.

A pleasant feature of this occasion

was the adjournment of services at the

M. E. church and the coming of the

whole congregation to join in the re-

dedication. The pastor, Rev. A. J. Van
Page, has done excellent work. He
has accepted a call to the church at

Marengo, 111.

General.

A handsome steamship to be used on
the Mississippi river is being con-

structed at Clinton, la. It is for mis-

sion work by the church of the Chris-

tian Brethren. More than 100 people

will make their homes on the boat.

Wherever a landing is made, a big tent

will be pitched for religious work. A
fine band will be constantly on the

boat. All of the principal towns
along the river will be visited.

Since March 1 the missionaries of

the American Sunday School Union

in the Northwestern district have or-

ganized 443 Sunday schools, having
1,475 teachers and 14,025 scholars.

They have reorganized 287 schools,

having 8,885 scholars. They distributed

3,025 Bibles and Testaments and made
65,749 visits to families.

The state convention of the Chris-

tian Endeavor society, which met at

Danville, 111., October 3-6, was well

attended and had a good program. The
sessions were held in the Christian and
Presbyterian churches. The reports

showed excellent work done during
the year. The secretary of the United
society, John Willis Baer, was among
the speakers, also Rev. Chas. Ransom,
missionary in Africa, and Rev. W. S.

Ament of China. Dr. H. L. Willett of

the University of Chicago spoke on
"The Place of the Bible in Modern
Thought." One of the best, addresses

was that on "The Joy of Service" by
Rev. Cleland B. McAfee.

foreign Missionary JVotes.

The seventeenth annual report of the

work of the Disciples in Japan shows
697 communicants; baptisms, S3; Sun-
day school scholars, 912; churches and
chapels, 10.

The United Presbyterians have five

large girls' schools in Cairo. Egypt,

with an enrollment of over 1.500 pu-

pils and over 750 women taking lessons

in their homes. At Assyuet there is

the largest day school for girls in

Egypt, with an attendance of more
than 300 girls. It is supported by a

rich native family, but is under the

care of the mission. At Damanhour.
in the Alexandria district, the girls'

school has just been closed for lack

of money to carry it on. The town con-

tains 40,000 people and this was the

only evangelistic agency for women in

the neighborhood.
In the Punjaub. India, according to

returns from uhe last census, the Chris-

tian population has increased nearly

four and a half times as fast as the

population, during the last decade.

The population has increased 7.6 per

cent, while "the Christians show the

remarkable increase of 32.6 per cent, in

spite of the absence of many British

troops at the time of the census." The
total number of Christians is very

small as compared with the total, only

71,084 out of 22.455.S19. but the move-
ment is in a direction which should be

very encouraging to faith, as to the

ultimate result.

"Another boy. living still further

The annual report of the Congrega-

tional mission to Austria announces a

gain of $340 over last year in the con-

tributions by the people, the total. $3,-

S00. There have been 1.S71 Bibles cir-

culated: 8,582 Testaments, and 9,568

portions of the Bible distributed

among the people; in other books the

number reaches to 15.000. and tracts.

papers, etc.. to 140.000. One hundred

and eigbty-nine have been received

into the churches during the year, and

the average congregations in the thir-

teen churches are 2.332.
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The Blessed Life, by William A.

Quayle. Jennings & Pye, Cincinnati,

0., publishers; price, $1.00.

This is an unusually good book.

While it is a series of sermons by a

prince among preachers, the thought
of the entire book is so related as to

give system and solidarity to it. A
glimpse at the "Contents" will whet
the appetite of any thoughtful student.

"Christianity's Point of Power,"
"Christianity's Increment of Power,"
"Christianity and Law," "The Cen-
trality of God," are a few of the sub-

jects treated. The thought is scholar-

ly, but warm and fresh; the style is

clear; the language chaste and vigor-

ous; the Christian conception through-

out the book is evangelical and vital.

The author says: "My object has been

to help Christians, especially young
Christians, to lift up their eyes and
behold both terrestial and celestial as-

pects of a holy life, and to enforce the

solidarity of Christian experience, so

as to make the heart beat high in

sane exultancy at what we are and are

to be, 'whose life is hid with Christ

in God.'
"

He finds Christianity's point of pow-
er in the individual, but treats of the

religio-social instinct as clearly as he

states the responsibility of the indi-

vidual. The last two chapters, on "The
Blessed Life" and "The Immortal So-

ciety," are classics. Here is a book
warmly evangelical, vitally spiritual,

broad in its scholarship, and, while

severely scientific in its conclusions,

deeply poetical in its thought and lan-

guage. The preacher will profit by

reading it, the layman by studying it.

There are a number of brief original

poems in the book of a fine quality.

As the author says: "Poems are neces-

sary when one talks of heaven, be-

cause the poets, being seers of visions

and dreamers of dreams, will say the

greatest things in the noblest fashion,

and see the noblest truths in their

right relation."

Now — The Missionary Watchword
for Each Generation: or, The Princi-

ple of Immediacy in Mission Work.
By Rev. Henry C. Mabie, D. D. Flem-
ing H. Revell Co.

This booklet of thirty-two pages is

one ot Revell's popular religious se-

ries. It is an earnest plea for an
advance movement in mission work.
The following extract will give a good
idea of the spirit and style of the
book:

Some one will ask: "Is not your
plea for the immediacy and universali-
ty of duty respecting the missionary
enterprise just as valid for near-by
home interests as it is for foreign?"
I answer, undoubtedly; although the
functions are different, yet there is no
proper antithesis between home and
foreign missions. The same God is

over all; obligation to one involves
duty to the other; both classes of serv-

ice are to be performed in the same
spirit, and, in a profound sense, at the
same moment. But it is this matter of

simultaneity and immediacy of claim
with respect especially to work abroad
that is commonly challenged.

Miss Belle M. Brain is becoming
well known as an author of books for

missionary workers. Her latest and,

it is thought, her best work, entitled

"Fifty Missionary Evenings," is soon

to be published by the United Society

of Christian Endeavor. The book de-

votes considerable space to ideal mis-

sionary meetings and to material for

missionary programs, but the most
important part is that devoted to out-

lines for fifty missionary programs.

Here are found complete programs for

meetings upon nearly all mission fields

and upon all phases of the missionary

subject, together with suggestions,

facts, and information that will help

to make the meetings more instruc-

tive and helpful. A book of this na-

ture has long been wanted, and all

missionary workers will hail it with

delight.

Missionary Readings for Missionary

Programs, compiled and arranged by
Belle M. Brain. Fleming H. Revell

Co. 235 pages. Price, 60 cents net.

This is an excellent idea excellently

wrought out. The twenty-five selec-

tions in this little volume cover a

wide range of subjects. Some of them
have been condensed to bring them
within the time limit of an ordinary

missionary meeting. They are of va-

ried interest, but all of them are suit-

ed to the purpose for which they were
chosen.

The test of the real value of a book
descriptive of a country or a people is

the reception accorded it by them.

Judged by this standard "Latin Amer-
ica," by the Rev. Hubert W. Brown,
published by the Revells, is a decided

success. The public press in Mexico,

even papers in no way identified with
missionary operations, commend it in

the warmest terms for its accuracy

and fairness. It should do much to

bring the two countries closer to-

gether.

Charles Ferguson, whose recent

book, "The Religion of Democracy,"
has been discussed with so much en-

thusiasm by critics, and reviewed
more extensively, probably, than any
book during the last decade, has just

finished his new book, "The Affirma-

tive Intellect." It will be published

in October by Funk & Wagnalls Com-
pany.

well under way for publication early

in the spring of 1902.

The title of Gorky's now famous
novel, "Foma Gordyeeff," means
"Thomas the Proud," Foma being the
Russian form of the English name
Thomas, and Gordyeeff signifying

proud.

The third volume of "The Encyclo-
pedia Biblica" will be published by
The Macmillan Company in October.

The work on the fourth volume is also

JVO TB'RSOJW SHO\7LT> DIE
of any kidney disease or be distressed

by stomach troubles or tortured and
poisoned by constipation. Vernal Saw
Palmetto Berry Wine will be sent free

and prepaid to any reader of this pub-
lication who needs it and writes for

it. One dose a day of this remedy
does the work and cures perfectly, to
stay cured. If you care to be cured
of indigestion, dyspepsia, flatulence,

catarrh of stomach and bowels, consti-

pation or torpid and congested
liver; if you wish to be sure
that your kidneys are free from
disease and are doing their nec-
essary work thoroughly; if you ex-

pect to be free from bladder and
prostrate inflammation and from ca-

tarrh, rheumatism and backache; if

you desire a full supply of pure, rich

blood, a healthy tissue and a perfect

skin, write at once for a free bottle

of this remedy and prove for yourself,

without expense to you, that these ail-

ments are cured quickly, thoroughly
and permanently with only one dose

a day of Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry
Wine.
Any reader of Christian Century

may have a sample bottle of Vernal
Saw Palmetto Berry Wine sent free

and prepaid by writing to Vernal
Remedy Company, Buffalo, N. Y. It

cures catarrh, indigestion, constipa-

tion of the bowels, congestion of the
kidneys, inflammation of bladder,

and enlargement of the prostate gland.
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case. Write for a free bottle.
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A "Prayer.

"'Send me good speed this day!'

Sacred revealings;

Earnests of life to come,
Tender instealings;

Calm 'mid the rush of life,

Peace 'mid afflictions,

Storm-voices tuned to breathe

Low benedictions.

E'en though to me denied

Joy's effervescence,

Stillness of joy in Thee
Grant with Thy presence!

So dark and cloudy days,

If Thy smile speed me,
Best shall show forth Thy praise.

Father, thus lead me!

"Then, when the night is nigh,

The rough march over,

Lights in the Father's house
Let me discover;

Hope into visions fair

Fond mem'ries wreathing;
Voices' of paradise

Hymn-welcomes breathing;

And sweet and low and clear

One 'Voice from Heaven'
Whisp'ring, 'Forever Mine!—
Ransomed !—Forgiven !

'

His who through life's long day
Loved, guarded, fed me,

Unseen was in the way
While the Lord led me!"

—Selected.

My Little Man.
It was the month of January, the

very worst time of the year for inter-

course or travel between the differ-

ent parts of the great Siberian conti-

nent. In the spring and the early

summer it apears that the air is

balmy and delightful, and the coun-
try quite picturesque in places, with
its wealth of verdure, its pleasant

plains, its huge quietly rolling river;

but words will not come that can ade-

quately describe the utter desolation

of the winter time, the wail of the

piercing frost-laden winds, the gloom
of the heavy hostile skies, in which,
as I toiled along beneath them, I

rarely saw either the sun by day, or

the moon and stars by night.

There is a part of the route which
leads through the steppe. Whether it

still does so I cannot say. But there

was absolutely no level track, and the

sledges had to cross it on the snow,
and with difficulty make out their way
by means of signposts erected at in-

tervals between the relay stations,

which are placed at about every
twenty or forty versts from each
other, according to the state of the
ground. Once, as we were midway
between two stations, a fearful snow-
storm came on, and almost blinded
us. We had to make our path as we
went, and the sharp pins of ice cut

our faces till they bled. My guide,

a splendid fellow, with nerves of

steel and muscles of iron, almost lost

heart for this the only time on that

difficult, impossible journey, when
telega, steeds, and driver sank into

a drift, and our plucky little horses,

their fetlocks galled and bleeding,

tried with all their might to break
through the ice-crust formed on top

of the snow.
However, through this and trials in-

describable, we came out in the end
victorious. Everywhere, my passport

and credentials obtained for me the

utmost politeness and consideration.

But I will not tell you now any more
of the details of that journey. It suf-

fices to say that, sometimes having to

stop traveling for a week at a time,

yet on and on through tempest, storm,

and snow, we went, till, almost at the

farthest limits of the habitable land

over which the Russian Eagle spreads

his mighty claws, at last we saw
Yakoutsk.
Late in the dusk of a March after-

noon, as with infinite pains we had
reached the top of a stiff ascent, be-

low us in a plain with mountains all

around, lay a grim, grey, snowbound
place, which when Ivan saw, he'

shouted in extremest joy:

"It is there, there! Yakoutsk! Ya-
koutsk!"
Not till then, I think, did I realize

the full horror of the fact that he,

my friend, an Englishman of birth

and learning, who, at Rugby, Oxford,

in court and county society, at home
and abroad, among simple and great

alike, had everywhere been loved and
honored, was lying in that far-off

frozen spot, sick unto death in the

cruelty and ignominy of prison. And
for no other cause than having shel-

tered a man supposed to be a Nihilist,

and of having, as they called it, stim-

ulated discontent against the govern-

ment by helping the destitute. At
least, this much I had gathered from
Count Orloff in St. Petersburg.

It was late when we arrived. I was
ushered into a long, low room. The
walls were bare and whitewashed.
There were a few wooden stools, a

table, some glasses, and the well-

known samovar, or teakettle, the most
important article in eastern Russia.

This was the private room of the of-

ficer in command; yet of books, pic-

tures, magazines, papers, and of such
simple things as lend grace to the

meanest apartments, I saw no sign.

As a matter of fact, the few educated

officers whom a harsh destiny has

placed in these inhospitable regions,

become in time so deadened, from the

eternal sameness and solitude, that

they have scarcely any interest left

for what goes on in the great outer

world. I noticed, too, a curious mix-

ture of apathy and severity in the

way they perform their duties. They
seemed to specially cultivate the lat-

ter in order to balance their natural

and increasing propensities for the

former.

Captain Romstroff received me gra-

ciously enough; my potent passport

was sufficient voucher for that; but to

my eager request to be taken to Allan

at once, he replied that he was afraid

it would be too late to make a visit

that night. However, he said he

would think the matter over, and or-

dered food to be brought. Together

we discussed it, each seated on one

side of the samovar, which was bub-

bling and steaming cheerfully. Per-

haps the monotonous uniformity of

his own dull lot, and the daily contact

with those whose keynote of life was
despair, had so blunted his percep-

tions as to make it appear impossible

to him that anyone in the world could

be possessed by such a thing as an

overwhelming impatience. For there

he sat smoking, asking me trivial

questions about my journey, pressing

his hospitality down my unwilling

throat, and pouring climatic statistics

of the country round into my unlis-

tening ears. The only remark of his

that I caught on to, was to the effect

that Yokoutsk ranked as the coldest

town in the world, the ground being

frozen to a depth of 400 feet.

"A place indeed to live in!" he mut-

tered.

Thinking of Allan, I replied, "A
place indeed to die in!

"Tell me," I continued, "is it true

that my friend is dying? Surely, if

it is so, I may see him at once?"

"There are sixty-five political pris-

oners at present under my supervis-

ion. Of these at least twenty are dy-

ing—possibly more. It is the journey

that knocks them over. You have

traveled with comparative speed and

comfort, and yet the hardships have

seemed enormous to you. Imagine,

then, what they must be to those

compelled to march for month after

month, often with bare and bleeding

feet, for their shoes drop off and they

have no means of replacing them.

Then, at nights they must either

camp on the ground or they are hud-

dled together en masse in a small
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space of the ostrog, or prison-house,

for the use of convicts en route. Of

the last batch forty died on the way.
It was a wonder your friend was not

of the number."
"Why?" I asked, as he stopped in-

definitely and puffed away at his pipe.

He spoke in a light cold way; and yet

I fancy humanity was not a dead-let-

ter in his book of life.

"Oh, well!" he answered, "each
man for himself, if ever it is a justi-

fiable motto, is more than so for Si-

berian prisoners en route. Your
friend appeared to think otherwise. I

chanced to hear some account of him
from the officer in charge. One day
a halt was made, and the wretched ex-

iles flung themselves on the ground
for half an hour's rest. There were
three women in the batch, and one
had a baby with her. By the way, the

women are usually provided with
seats in the carts. It was chill and
damp, and your friend, noticing that

the child was shivering and sobbing
with cold, took off his coat and gave
it to the mother to wrap around her
baby. Then, overcome with fatigue

and half-clothed, he lay down on the
wet ground and slept The rest speaks
for itself. Such fanatic conduct is its

own reward. He has been in
t
the

hospital ever since his arrival here.

A week's working in the mines would
have done for him. Only his immense
vitality has enabled him to linger on
like this. It seems absurd to talk

about being attached to a prisoner,

but this Englishman inspires all who
come near him with the feeling that
any service done him confers an hon-
or on the doer; and the hard condi-
tions inseparable from the life to

which he had been condemned, have
been mitigated considerably, I can
assure you. Lately he has been sink-

ing rapidly, and the doctor gives him
now another month at the outside, so
perhaps it is well that you have ar-

rived. You greatly care to see him to-

night? Ah, then I will see what can
be done."

So saying, he leit the room.
Half an hour later an official came

to me and informed me that I might
follow him. He led the way down the
grey, silent corridors, across a court-
yard, by paths cut at angles through
the snow, and by a low iron door at
the far end of the quadrangle we en-
tered into another part of the build-
ing which I learnt afterwards, was the
hospital ward. My heart beat with a
quick and painful dread, as I followed
my guide through the low, dismal
doorway. "What wonder if those
who enter h^re scarcely cling closely
to life?" I thought. "Beyond them

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIGARETTEBURQ TO HURDERV1LLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytovra, Topersvllle, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Slplngton, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
"Wing and Devil's Carve. Other Hues are Illustrated
with z!_-~ etchings, shewing the dangerous places in
life. A new and popular book, just oft the press,
Send 25c for a copy, or cend a 81 bill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write CHAS. J.
BliRTON, Christian University, Canton, Mo.

lies, perhaps, a world of pain—but
still of laughter and of "loveliness as

well, of charms and dearest joys, of

labors and ambitions, of hopes and
passions. But here, inside these cold

thick walls, where there is nothing
left to fight for, to conquer, or to win,

the warm red life-blood freezes slow-

ly, surely, drop by drop, a hideous
gloom sinks into every life, and in

dim, bleared, washed-out eyes those

who run may only read a stony hope-
lessness,' a dumb defiance, a perpetual

plaint, most pitiful, most awful."

—The Quiver.

(To be continued.)

Husband Study -Vs. Child
Study.

This is an age when motherhood is

extolled extravagantly and when
"child study" classes rival the Brown-
ing classes as "fads." The education,

physical, mental and moral, of our
children is the constant theme of both
preacher and teacher, and the whole
alcoves of books in our public libra-

ries are devoted to this interesting and
absorbing branch of science. Moth-
ers' clubs are almost too numerous
in our large cities, and even in our
country villages the youthful son
and heir may be discovered learning

"swear words" at the village store

while his devoted mother discusses

learnedly on Saturday mornings at

her mothers' club the various stages

of child development. But if the
baby does fall down stairs and break
her arm while her fond mamma is

taking a course in "child study" at

Clark university or attending the

mothers' congress at Washington, her
mother's journey nevertheless is con-

sidered absolutely necessary if it be
in the interest of "child study," for

never in the history of the race has so

much thought of a serious nature been
given to the training of our children.

There is, however, one indirect and

unfortunate result of overmuch "child

study," which injures our home life

and which therefore it does seem wise

to point out. Is not motherhood in

the present day being exalted at the

expense of wifehood? and are not the

needs and ambitions and tastes of the

father of the family too often neg-

lected and deemed of little conse-

quence?
Marriage, if it is to be permanently

happy, must mean a growing friend-

ship, and a friendship cannot be main-
tained without a relation of mutual
dependence and companionship. A
woman cannot live absorbed in her

children for twenty years and then

re-assume her old relations with her

husband. If she has developed in-

tellectually and grown away from
him it is quite as much her fault as it

is his If he has degenerated and now
cares for little but his dinner and his

club, could she have prevented it?

Many a self-sacrificing mother finds

when her sons and daughters come to

the age when they leave her to go out

into the world that she has lost the

power to charm and interest the one
human being whose duty it is to stay

by her side until "death do us part."

—

Mrs. Bradley Gilman in Good House-
keeping.

S6.00 UO "BX/FFALO PA.JV-

AMEIUCAff AJVT>
'RETl/'RN S6.00

via the Nickel Plate Road, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays, with limit

of 5 days from date of sale, good in

coaches only; 15-day tickets at $13.00

for the round trip, and 20-day tickets

at $16.00 for round trip, good in sleep-

ing care. Three through daily trains.

For particulars and Pan-American
folder of buildings and grounds, ad-

dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams street, Chicago.

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of
the Christian Monthly, a new religious magazine, in
their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is guar-
anteed to please.

IP YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHARM
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to us,

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
1333 E. Franklin St., - Richmond, Va.

Ott
"A GOOD MAN WANTED"

To Advance for First Class

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
ED. AMHERST OTT, Dean Drake University College of
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"JVumber One."
"He is a number one boy," said

grandmother, proudly, "a great boy for

his books; indeed, he would rather
read than play, and this is saying a
good deal for a boy of seven."

"It is, certainly," returned Uncle
John, "but what a pity it is that he
is blind."

"Blind!" exclaimed grandmother,
and the number one boy looked up, too,

in wonder.
"Yes, blind, and a little deaf, also,

I fear," answered Uncle John.
"Why, John! what put that into

your head?" asked grandmother, look-
ing perplexed.

"Why, the number one boy him-
self." said Uncle John. "He has been
occupying the one easy chair in the
room all the afternoon, never seeing
you, nor his mother when she came
in for a few minutes' rest. Then when
your glasses were mislaid, and you
had to climb upstairs two or three
times to look for them, he neither saw
nor heard anything that was going
on."

"Oh, he is so busy reading," apolo-
gized grandmother.
"That is not a very good excuse,

mother," replied Uncle John, smiling.
"If 'Number One' is not blind nor deaf,

he must be very selfish indeed to oc-
cupy the best seat in the room, and
let older people run up and down-
stairs while he takes his ease."

"Nobody asked me to give up my
seat nor to run on errands," said "No.
One."

"That should not have been neces-
sary," urged Uncle John. "What are
a boy's eyes and ears for, if not to
keep him posted on what is going on
around him? I am glad to see you
fond of books, but if a pretty story
makes you forget all things except
amusing 'Number One,' better run out
and play with the other seven-year-
old boys, and let grandmother enjoy
the comfort of her rocker in quiet."—
Youth's Evangelist.

If you Feel "Depressed

\/se Horsford's Acid "Phos-
phate.

Dr. W. E. Pitman, Lynchburg, Va.,
says: "I have used it in nervous de-
pression and dyspeptic troubles, with
good result."

OIL Cl/«£ FOT? CAJMCETt.
Dr. Bye has discovered a combina-

tion of Oils that readily cure cancer,
catarrh, tumors and malignant skin
diseases. He has cured thousands of

persons within the last six years,

over one hundred of whom were phy-
sicians. Readers having friends af-

flicted should cut this out and send it

to them. Book sent free, giving par-
ticulars and prices of Oils. Address
Dr. W. 0. Bye, Drawer 1111, Kansas
City, Mo.

THE K.E& TO HEALTH
Lies in the use of Dr. Peter's Blood

Vitalizer. It strengthens the body,

cleanses the blood and builds up the

system. If you are a skeptic in regard

to proprietary medicines, but open to

conviction when the proof is over-

whelming, write to Dr. Peter Fahrney,

112-118 So. Hoyne ave., Chicago, 111.

UHE JVJCK.EL TLAUE
"ROAD

will sell tickets each Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during October to

Buffalo Pan-American Exposition and

return, at $6.00, good in coaches; re-

turn limit five days from date of sale.

Tickets with longer limit at slightly

increased rates. Three through daily

trains. Chicago Passenger Station,

Van Buren 'street and Pacific avenue.

City ticket office, 111 Adams street,

Chicago.

"B\7FFALO TAJ*-AMERI-
CA JV &ICK.E&S

via the Nickel Plate Road, $13.00 for

the round trip, good 15 days; $16.00 for

the round trip good 20 days. Three

daily trains with vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals in dining cars, ranging in

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Address

John Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111

Adams street, Chicago.

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs hare been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELOD1ES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 22? songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Ever}- musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by oue man
does not excel, as it has no varietv of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-

uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of

the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old

songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected

because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment"
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.
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CENTRAL

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

JPfiL

Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Care.

Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louu
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

k. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. K. R., Chicago, IB,

Burlington

It costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

Leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. m. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

our Binino- Cars hav» achieved

an international rewsacitrn.
P. 8, EUSTIS, Cen'l Pass'r Agon- C. B. A Q. m., „

209 Adams Street, Chicago, III,

Ei&rgesc fonnary >jtx Earth making

8HURGH BELLS &
CH

r?A\
* Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

WcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore, Mci.

Fast Trains
Chicago & North-Western Ry.

The Overland Limited
California in 3 days

The Colorado Special
One night to Denver

3 days to San Francisco

The Chicago-Portland Special
Oregon and Washington in 3 days

The North-Western Limited
Electric Lighted— Chicago,

St. Paul and Minneapolis

Duluth and St. Paul Fast Mail
Fast train to head of lakes

The Peninsula Express
Fast time to Marquette

and Copper Country

JSjO change of cars. Everything in con-
nection with its service is modern

and progressive.

TICKET OFFICES
212 Clark St. and Wells St. Station.

Special Free mustraieg

Epwoj League Fgji

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onl*, .jrormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Qen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

, CHICAGO, ILL.

PARKER'S
„ HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hftift
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Uever Pails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair failing,
50c, and $1.00 at Druggist!

/VUchican (Central
The Niagara Fr.

n,r '"•' e.

Pan^jimericun Special
A Magnificent New Train.

Send 4c. postatre for "Pan-American Souvenir"
and other beautifully illustrated publications.

O. W. Ruggles, Cen'l l'ass'r & Tkt. Agt., Chicago.

Bethany College
Founded in 1841 by

ALEXANDER GAMPBELl.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

«/. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty,

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. 1, $35.QO.
Going via Big* Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.00.
Going, same as Route No. 1. Returning

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.

Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return ti ip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is

allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegh*™--' and B\-ie Rid<*e jmountains,
Sheuandoan a"rt i-.«u«iont \». f and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
with the ocean trip of eighteen hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A.. C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. CONKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.



HISSIONARY BOOKS of
INTENSE INTEREST
With the Tibetans in Tentand Temple

By Dr. Susie C. Rijnhart. The Narrative of the

Events of a Journey Into the Closed Land. Fully il-

lustrated from original drawings and photos never be-

fore published. 12mo, decorated cloth, gilt top, $1.50.

"A book of extraordinary and thrilling interest It is

a tale of rare bravery and devotion from the lips of this intrepid
woman. '

'

—

Springfield Rep ublican.

"Worth /lore than 5,000 Books."

Village Life in China

By Arthur H. Smith, D.D.

A Study in Sociology, 8yo,

fully Illustrated, $2.00.

"Arthur H. Smith has added a sec*
ond to those extraordinary studies of
China Life,of which he is so easily mas-
ter. No book like this has been writ-
ten on China, except one, and that is

Dr. Smith's 'Chinese Characteristics.'
The two books together may fairly be
said to give a clearer idea of China
as it is than any or all of the 5,000 or
6,000 works published on the Empire
during the last century."—Philadelphia Press.

"A Brilliant Portrayal."

Korea and Her Neighbors
By Isabella Bird Bishop, F.R.G.S. A Narrative of

Travel, with an Account of the recent Vicissitudes and
Present Position of the Country. With thirty- four
Illustrations from photographs by the Author. Two
Colored Maps, Four Appendices and an Index. 8vo.,

cloth, $2.00."

"We all know her practiced pen and signal abilities, her amaz-
ing courage, and her fine art in the making of books, so that one
opens with anticipatory pleasure the comely volume in which she
pictures the Korean people and country. We imagine few readers
will be disappointed in reading of her adventures, her comments
upon them, and her lively but carefully worded descriptions."—The Critic.

''Reads Like Fiction.'',

John G. Paton
Missionary to the New Hebrides. An Autobiography.
Revised and enlarged edition edited by his brother.
With an Introductory Note by Rev. A. T. PiERSON,
D.D. Illustrated. Vols. I., II. and III., in one volume.
8vo, cloth, $1.50.

A new, complete, authorized edition of this thrilling woik, giv-
ing an account of Dr. Paton's life and adventures from 1824 to 1868.
embracing all that is contained in Vols. I., II. and III.

Verbeck of Japan
A Citizen of No Country

By William Elliot Griffis. A life story of founda-
tion work inaugurated by Guido Fridolin Verbeck,
Illestrated, 12mo., cloth, $1.50.

"As a biography the work is excellent; reverential, candid, with
subordination of detail and impressive massing of essentials.
Aside, however, from the interest as a biography which attaches
to the book, the invaluable and permanent addition which it

makes to our literature on Japan adds fui ther consequence to other
important features of the volume."

—

Public Opinion.

' ' A llirror of Chinese Traits.''

Chinese Characteristics

By Arthur H. Smith, D.D. New
Edition. With 20 full-page Il-

lustrations and Index, and char-

acteristic decoration for each

chapter. 8vo., cloth, $2.00.

"'Village Life' and 'Chinese Charac"
teristics ' are not only two of the very
best books on China, but two of the very
best books which have ever been pub-
lished by any author on any country- at
any time."—Dr. Talcott Williams.

"The Throbbing Heart of Turkey."

Constantinople
And its Problems. Its Peoples, Customs, Religions and

Progress. By Henry Otis Dwight, LL.D. Illus-
trated. 12mo. cloth, $1.25 net. (Postage 12 cents.)

It depicts the inner life of the city of Constantinople. It deals
with the habits of a heterogeneous and picturesque population:
with their hopes and fears, their joys and amusements,
their thoughts, motives and environment," and also with those
social and religious ideas and national and commercial currents
which make the greater part of the inhabitants of the city mere
sojourners there. It is largely this ebb and flow of population
which gives to Constantinople its characteristic quality as arbiter
in morals and religion for the Empire, making it in fact the great
throbbing heart of Turkey.

''The NeglectedcPeninsula.''

Arabia, the Cradle of Islam
By Rev. S. M. Zwemer, F.R.G.S. Studies in the
Geography, People, and Politics of the Peninsula; with
an account of Islam and Missionary Work. With
Maps, Diagrams, and numerous Illustrations. 8vo,

,

cloth, $2.00.

"It comes at once into the vacant place of an up-to-date authority
upon 'the neglected peninsula.' The comprehensive seope of the
volume covers a wide lange of interest, scientific and commercial,
historical and literary, sociological and religious."

—

The Outlook.

"In Missionary Literature the Fleming H. Revell Co. easily takes the lead. A glance at their catalogue
'Around the World with Missionary Guides and Interpreters' is sufficient to show how wide is the field covered, and
how important are the contributions which have been made to Missionary Literature."

—

The Christian Century.

FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY
CHICAGO: 63 Washington St. NEW YORK: I58 Fifth Ave.

TORONTO: 27 Richmond St. West.
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• WEEKLY RELIGIOUS, LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

Cbe Christian Centurp Company
SS8 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrcraee rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Cxpirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I<ist is re-
vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Changs of Address

—

In ordering change of address be sure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify ns at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

Advertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given on applica-
tion.

Communications

—

Article:, for publication should not exceed
one tnousand wori's and should be in our of-
fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear News fetter*

r

J should be condensed as much as possible.
News items are solicited and aijould be seat
in promptly.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call
on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,
234 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured
forms the basis of the book. It^furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using
them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can study this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY,
358 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.
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JRBELLS
^"^"^^ CafaloRiie FREE.
BELL FOUNDRY CO., Northville. Mich.

all kinds, big and
little—for Church
& School, for Fire,

Factory and Farm.

AMERICAN

BI_VMV17|? ^4^ tJKLIKZOTSZJBELI/

PHCIRPM >M ABLE, LOWEE FEICE.

ZBXaXaJS. * tells why.
Write to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. O

Meet Alloy Church and School Bells. fljF-Send fbt
Catalogue. The C. 8. BELL. CO., IlilUboro.O.

THE LADIES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Glove*
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine. Tan. and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning. Gardening. Driving,
Wheeling. Outing, Golf, etc. Sires. 3. t, S,

6. 7. 8. 9. Write for terms to agents.
HopUna Gloicl'o., B Apollo, CinelnnaU.0.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Or. Drummond's Lightning Remedies.
The Internal remedy is pleasant to take, acts Imme-

diately, docs not disturb digestion, and Is for rheuma-
tism only in all Its torturing forms. The external
preparation restores stiff joints, drawn cords, and hard-
ened muscles. If your druggist has not these remedies
In stock, do not take .s..ytinng else. Send »5 to the
Prnmmond Medicine Co., New York, and the fall

treatment of two large bottles will hVsa&t to your ex-

press address. Agents wanted.
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IEDITORIAL
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

UHE FEXO LIFE IJSf CH1UST,
T has been said, and needs repeating, that

I
the call of the Master is not to acceptance

of a creed, obedience to an outward form

of service, or identification with an external

organization. It is far more imperious

than this. It is a call to himself. He is

greater than creed or ordinance or church.

If the call of Christ was merely to these

it would be far less compelling and allur-

ing than it is. This is the reason why its

true significance is likely to be lost by

three sorts of people. One is the dogmatist, who re-

duces religion to a formula. The correct definition

of truth is of first importance to him. His articles of

belief are logically impregnable. He is prepared to

define and defend the faith with precision and courage.

Yet his may be but an intellectual and barren nature,

in which light indeed is present, but is only half itself

because, it has never wedded with love, and is forever

deprived of that paternity which begets the gentle

graces of the Christian life.

The second is the formalist, who defines religion

as compliance with a form of worship or obedience to a

commandment. This form may be an order of service,

or a method of work, or an ordinance of the church.

It matters little in which field it lies. If the chief em-
phasis is placed here, then life exhausts itself in one

limited channel, and fails to find its true enrichment.

Let it be freely granted that the order of service is

beautiful and has proved its value through generations

of worshiping and rejoicing saints; that the method

of work has produced the happiest results, or that the

ordinance is of divine origin and finds explicit sanc-

tion in the Word of God, yet the issue is the same.

The man who gives his supreme thought to the ad-

vocacy of the form, whatever it may be, and however

approved of the Bible, is essentially a formalist, as cer-

tainly as the one who devotes himself chiefly to the de-

fense of a doctrine (no matter how true it may be,

and capable of Scriptural proof) is a dogmatist.

The third is the builder of an organization, the pro-

moter of a plan of getting people into a visible body

with a definite and fixed method of procedure. The

man with this passion is a mechanic, even though the

mechanism he is constructing should bear the name

of a church. Wherever the creed, the form or the or-

ganization becomes in the thought of its advocates an

end instead of means to the greater end of Christian

life, it is but the apparatus of a dogmatic, formal or

mechanical religion. It was not to such things that

Jesus called men, but to himself, the Creed of creeds,

the divine Substance of which all forms are shadows,

the ever-living Head of the church. Every Christian

will have a creed. It may have many articles or only

one. It may be held as a test or as a testimony. But

when the creed performs its perfect function, it points

always to Christ, and obscures him never. It has value

only as it links the soul with its Lord. Every Chris-

tian will have methods of worship and work. They

may be simple or elaborate. In worship, public or pri-

vate, the essential thing is not time, place or manner,

but the spirit which impels. The words of Jesus at

the Samaritan well reveal the one necessary element

of worship, whether it is as simple as the Quaker serv-

ice of silence, or as elaborate as the most gorgeous

ceremonial of the Roman Catholic
—

"they that worship

him must worship him in spirit and in truth." The
form is nothing in itself. It is the ladder up which

the soul climbs to God. But if it lead no whither, and

be only a means of satisfying a sense of duty, or of

gratifying an aesthetic taste, it is worthless and hollow,

sounding brass and clanging cymbal. Similarly every

Christian will desire to observe the ordinances pre-

scribed by our Lord. These he finds very few—only

two, baptism and the Holy Supper—and very simple

in character, directly related to the most vital experi-

ences of the soul, birth into the kingdom and nour-

ishment upon the Living Bread. He will wish to give

these ordinances their true place in his program of

obedience, and his only thought will be to conform as

nearly as possible both in outward act and in spiritual

attitude, to the will of Jesus and the customs of the

apostles. When thus observed the ordinances possess

their true value and become not only tokens of obedi-

ence but means of grace, the consecrating acts in which
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the believer meets his Lord in loving submission and

fellowship, and claims the full redemptive virtue of the

Master's life. Yet even these deeply significant rites

may be wholly devitalized by a disregard of their pur-

pose, and an absorbed attention to their mere perform-

ance. In such an atmosphere they wholly lose their

significance. For a disregard of their informing spirit

and purpose, no correctness of outward procedure can

atone. Both must be observed in like degree, for even

the form here has meaning, as an appointment and ob-

servance of our Lord. But it is himself of which they

evermore speak, as the source and sustainer of the

true life of the soul.

Once more, every Christian will wish to associate

himself with those of like precious faith, and thus the

worshiping and working community, the church, be-

comes the normal expression of the new life in the

world. While it is true that Jesus but once mentioned

the church, and spoke constantly of the kingdom, yet

it was of a kingdom that should become, in part at

least, visible in the church, and should, through the

church as a means, come to its full realization in the

world. Thus it was that the apostles gave unremit-

ting attention to the growth and culture of the church,

through which the kingdom was manifesting itself,

and thus the church is to-day and evermore a divine

organism, the visible embodiment of redemptive forces

among men, through the power of the indwelling

Christ. Yet it not infrequently appears that the church

itself becomes the end rather than the instrument in the

thought of some earnest and devoted people. The
development of the local church becomes a passion,

with no thought of the true service it was intended to

render. It becomes a close corporation, into which
there is an enthusiastic effort to bring new members,
not so much because they need or will thereby become
possessed of the regenerate life, or that by this means
the church may render the community in which it is

set the service it owes, or that it may contribute more
adequately to the evangelization of the world. The
problem is rather that of enabling the church to "suc-

ceed," and this success is interpreted in terms of ma-
terial equipment and popularity. Such a church has

never heard the call of the Master. It has never set

him in the midst. It is saving itself and not the world,

and is doing that in the most material and commercial
sense.

Jesus called men to none of these things as objects

and ends. Neither a belief, a ritual, an ordinance nor
an organization is the essential thing, but a new life

in Christ. Possessed of this life one believes in him
with an unwavering faith which scarcely knows that it

has a creed; worships him with a loving reverence

which is never conscious of a formal service, runs
to him with the happy cry, "Lord, what wilt thou have
me do?" and regards the ordinances of his appoint-

ment as delightful expressions of loyalty to him, never
reckoning them as hard or unnecessary; finds in his

church the fellowship of kindred spirits and the op-

portunity of redemptive effort for the world, hardly

aware that there is a formal organization for the very

joy he feels in the fellowship of the people of God. In

such an atmosphere, belief, ordinances and organiza-

tion are overshadowed completely by the conscious-

ness of the new life in Christ. They are never absent

or neglected, but are like the unconscious functions of

the body in normal and active health. They have no

speech or language ; their voice is not heard. But

silently and persistently they perform their duties in

the well-ordered life, and leave the man free to render

in full and happy activity his service to the world. Man
does not live to breathe, nor eat, nor have red blood

in full ebb and flow ; these are the silent aids to a life

left free for higher purposes. The soul does not exist

in order to believe, or observe ordinances, or enter an

institution ; its end is the possession and highest use of

the divine life. And these are the ceaseless helpers,

the unsleeping warders, that nourish that life and

guard the fair domain where the soul keeps tryst with

God.

THE "REAL ASSASSIJ*.
BY THE VISITOR.

HE events of the past few weeks have

T!
served to illustrate strikingly the rapidity

I
with which great emotions subside. The
assassination of the President was the sig-

nal for an uprising of popular feeling such

as has had no parallel in our national ex-

perience. The scene on the grounds of the

Pan-American Exposition immediately

after the tragedy occurred could hardly be

put into words. The fierceness with which
men, who a moment before had been dig-

nified and leisurely individuals, fought for an oppor-

tunity to tear in fragments the wretched creature who
had fired the shots, was a forcible reminder, if not a

convincing proof, of the brute survivals in the human
race. The Visitor has never seen so appalling a sight

as he witnessed when the mad crowd about the Temple
of Music caught sight of the assassin, brought out by
a group of detectives and guards, in a wild dash to get

him away in safety. He hopes never to see the like

again. Few perhaps realized the awful danger, not

to the man, but to the republic. If in a land believing

in law and its upholding, within sight of the greatest

mechanical and artistic triumphs of the western world,

the law-abiding and orderly instincts ot an enlightened

people could not be trusted to leave the execution of

justice to the authorized tribunals, how could any one
expect lynch-law to be stayed in the remote and un-
policed regions of the land? But we were saved that

calamity at least, and for that we ought to be grateful.

Yet how soon has that frenzy of indignation died

away! Perhaps the passion of resentment and grief

was too fierce to last. One instinctively thinks back to

the destruction of the "Maine," and recalls the wild
blaze of anger, and the rapid obliteration of the whole
incident from the minds of all save a few whose dead
did not come back. But there are some things which
ought not to be allowed to pass from mind. One is

that the President, whoever he may be, ought not to be
exposed in needless ways. Democracy demands and
appreciates a suitable accessibility on the part of the
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chief magistrate of the land. Yet who that has ever

attended a public reception of the President, even in

the White House, where reasonable provisions can be

made for his safety and comfort, did not feel that it

was a purposeless infliction upon human nature to

compel a President to shake hands with a seemingly

endless line of people whose only motive is curiosity.

One needs only watch the face of the victim toward the

close of the ordeal to see how unnecessary and waste-

ful of vital energy is the practice. But when the

scene is changed for a public gathering like that at

Buffalo, the excuse for the infliction is reduced to the

minimum. The President had done his work on the

previous day. His address had been delivered, the

grounds and buildings visited, and that should have
sufficed. One of our party said on the forenoon of

that fatal Friday, without thought of the coming
tragedy, "How strange that the President should be
brought back for a public reception after so full a

day here as was yesterday." But we learn by ex-

perience. Such a mistake will hardly be made again.

It is fortunate that the assassin himself has so

quickly fallen from public notice. With the exception
of the anarchistic press and the sensational yellow
journals, no notice is being taken of him, and the ob-
livion of forgetfulness is already settling over him,
even before the last scene is played. This is right.

No one wishes any mock heroics. The danger lies,

however, in forgetting the spirit that sent him to his

work. It is of small moment whether or not he was
deliberately chosen to perform his wretched part in

the President's taking-off. It remains true that his act

was applauded by those who do not shun declarations

of sympathy. These people and their utterances should
be watched. They need not be persecuted. That only
makes martyrs of them. But they need watching and
care. Not the sort of watching and care which the
police give, for that goes but a short way. Rather
they must have the watch care which the church
alone can give, for their worst possession is not an-
archy, but atheism. No anarchist was ever yet a be-
liever in God. When you put Christian faith in the

heart of a man, you remove the very foundation and
soil of anarchy. And there is no other way to do it.

Neither force, persecution, denunciation nor half-

reforms can do it. A regenerate life alone can solve
the dark problem.

But a factor little thought of, yet more responsible
than all others, was the sensational journalism which
curses our cities, and Chicago as much as any. The
particular example of yellow journal which disgraces
Chicago is perhaps little regarded by respectable peo-
ple. You are not surprised when you see it in the
hands of a certain class, those who want sporting
news chiefly, or scandal, or even ordinary events served
up with a sauce of sensationalism which gratifies a
perverted taste. But you always form your estimate
of any one who is seen with that paper in his hand.
It is noticeable how rarely a woman is seen with a
copy. The reason is not far to seek. She avoids it

as she would familiarity with a depraved creature of
her own sex or the other, or as she would a smirch
upon her reputation. When a respectable-looking man
has a copy in hand, you look at him with a certain
shock of surprise, as you would if you discovered by
his unkempt hands or disreputable linen that he was
only pretending to be a gentleman.

This is the journal that persistentlv taught the doc-
trine, through articles and cartoons, that the Presi-
dent was the foe of the poor and was committed, now
as master, now as servant, to organizations whose

function it was to oppress and defraud the artisan and
small tradesman. Intelligent people smile at the cari-

catures and. even slanders of public men, but the ig-

norant, among whom such journals have a large and
eager reading, take them with a seriousness which pov-

erty and misfortune turn to hate. We should be ap-

palled if we knew how many readers of the yellow

press applauded secretly the act of the assassin, feeling

that at last their wrongs were avenged. Yet we de-

nounce anarchy, and allow the far more dangerous and
less sincere yellow journal to go on undisturbed.

If such a paper was consistent with itself, it might
claim some mitigation of criticism. But this is never

its way. After months of uninterrupted persiflage,

slander, falsehood and ridicule directed at Mr. McKin-
ley, the assassination was the signal for a complete

somersault, and such fulsome, lavish and flamboyant
eulogies of the dead statesman were not to be found in

any other section of the public press. This cheap,

chameleon-hued journalism is the most serious menace
to the republic today, and no number of contributions

from so-called popular writers who have sunk to this

level, or ex-congressmen who report pugilism and
other sporting events, or professors, or poetesses,

or preachers who for reward link their names
with the list of contributors to such a sheet,

can make it respectable, or relieve its readers,

when discovered, from the odium which must attach

to them. Fanaticism is dangerous, and may lead a

man to the most fearful crime ; anarchy is to be dread-

ed and watched and eradicated as the natural off-

spring of atheism, and likely to lead to fanaticism and
assassination ; but more to be feared and loathed than
either is the yellow journal, posing as a friend of

the poor, yet building up fortunes as colossal as any
trust could produce ; claiming to search out the truth

at all costs, yet dealing in slander and defamation in

every issue
;

professing interest in religion and the

higher ministries of life, yet using these only as a
cloak of respectability to cover a foul and conscience-

less career; and though lifting its hands in well-

feigned astonishment and indignation at the fall of a

President, and covering his grave with a profusion of

pious and laudatory phrases, yet in reality the malign
cause o£ distrust, hatred, plottings, anarchy and mur-
der ; in a word, the real assassin of the President.

OffE-SIDED fROSPEIUTy.
OST people are engaged in the mad pur-

Msuit of material things. Carlyle's bitter

|

words were never truer than now, "The
hell of these days is the infinite terror of

not getting on, especially of not making
money." We are now having prosperous

times, the wealth of the country is rolling

up with wonderful rapidity. In this gen-

eral prosperity we all in some degree share.

It becomes us to pause and take an inven-

tory ; asking ourselves on what side we are

prospering. Is our prosperity one-sided, or does it

include the higher as well as the lower, the inner as

well as the outer side of things?

These two kinds of prosperity are not incompatible.

There is no reason why the man should sink when the

merchant rises ; there is no reason why outward pros-

perity should produce leanness of soul. But there is a

danger in this direction, and hence the warnings of

Scripture. Matthew Arnold told us with characteristic
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frankness that as a people "we were too beastly pros-
perous." He thought that we were in danger of moral
deterioration and that we needed a taste of adversity to
toughen our moral fiber. Prosperity has its dangers as
truly as adversity. Many a man has passed through
deep trial, coming out of it purified and strengthened,
but when prosperity has come his religious life has
wilted. But there have also been those who have with-
stood the peculiar temptations of prosperity. They
have not become top-heavy, and lost their balance ; they
have not grown earthly-minded or dull in soul; they
have not become purse-proud or self-sufficient. They
have made friends of the unrighteous mammon so as
to make it minister to their highest welfare ; they have
made wealth their servant instead of being its slave;
they have carefully cultivated the habit of liberality so
as to increase their giving in proportion to their gains

;

they have looked upon the increase of wealth as the
increase of opportunity in the service of humanity.
The accumulation of wealth is not an end in itself,

but is merely a means to an end. Material prosperity
is bought too dear when it is bought at the expense
of ^spiritual prosperity. "A man's life"—his true life—"consisteth not in the abundance of the things which
he possesses." A full mind is better than a full purse

;

big hearts are better than big crops. Better have less
in the larder and more in the library; better put less
on the body and more on the soul. Not that it is wrong
to seek wealth or the things that wealth brings ; but it

is wrong to be absorbed in money getting ; to toil and
strive for money as the summum bonum of human
life, saying:

"Get money, money still

And then let virtue follow if she will."

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, but
lay up," that is, lay up now, "treasures in heaven." Ac-
cumulate the coin of the spiritual realm. Cultivate
spiritual aspiration. Give some part of vour labor for
higher things. Provide for the soul.

Nothing is surer than this,, that a life lived upon the
material plane is unsatisfactory. "All the labor of
man is for his mouth and yet his appetite is not filled."
Happiness and unhappiness are subjective qualities.
Some people are worried because they have too much
property, others because they have too little. We see
how much a man has and we envy him; did we see
how little he enjoys we should rather pitv him. The
main cause of the unrest' and dissatisfaction of the
present day is found in the undue absorption in mate-
rial things. Never was there so much outward comfort,
and never was there so much discontent. Men are
spending their money for that which is not bread and
their labor for that which satisfieth not. They are la-
boring for the meat which perisheth while they leave
untasted the meat which endureth. We need a revalua-
tion of things. We need to see that material prosperity
is but an empty shell unless it be accompanied by spir-
itual prosperity.

The wisdom of life is to do a thing and have done
with it. Try to do the best, Tightest thing you can:

—

but then leave it. It may not be the very wisest thing
possible. Probably it will not be

;
you are not in-

fallible. Why should you expect to make no blunders ?

But if you have honestly tried to make out, in the time
given you, what was the best to do, and have done it,

that is all you have to do. Go on to the next.

—

Rev.
Brooke Hcrford.

JVOTES A./V2) COMMENTS.
"Religious War in France.

HE three months of grace given by the new

T:
French law of associations having expired,

all religious confraternities- which have
not applied for, or have failed to receive,

authorization, have been dispersed. The
Jesuits, Assumptionists and other orders

which knew they had not the slightest

chance of obtaining authorization, did not
apply for it, and they have already left

French territory. But a large number of

orders which have not applied for author-
ization intend to resist the law on the ground that they
are associations and not religious orders. Many re-

ligious orders declare that "authorization"—entailing

as it would the right of government officials to enter

monasteries, examine the accounts, inquire into the

sources of income and the disposition thereof, and
even to interfere in acts of the chapters^—would make
it impossible for them to live according to their vows.
A large number of these orders have taken refuge in

England. Some of the scenes, as they left their native

land, were pathetic in the extreme. The Romish
church is a strong and subtle foe ; and it is the gen-

eral conviction that France has entered upon a long
and bitter struggle, the end of which it is impossible

to foresee.

The Episcopal Contention.

The Episcopal triennial convention at San Fran-
cisco has had before it many subjects of interest. The
proposal to change the name of the body from the

Protestant Episcopal church to "the American church"
did not meet with general favor, the main objection to

the proposed change being that it would give offense

to other religious bodies, implying as it would that the

Episcopal church is the only American church. The
tendency of certain religious bodies to assert that

they are "the whole thing" does not, to say the least of

it, savor of modesty. The burning question has been

that of divorce. The position which has finally been
reached that no man or woman divorced for any
cause whatever shall be married again by an Episcopal

clergyman, notwithstanding that the person desiring

such remarriage shall have been the innocent party,

is one from which the Episcopal church will have to

withdraw, for there is nothing in reason, and certainly

there is nothing in Scripture, to forbid the innocent

party to a divorce granted on the ground of infidelity,

marrying again.

X/nion of Melhodist "Bodies.

One of the first stages in the union movement will

be union of separate bodies who have the same gen-

eral policy or doctrinal position. All the different

varieties of Presbyterians, or Baptists, or Methodists
ought to have little difficulty in coming together. Con-
siderable advance in this direction has already been

made among the Methodists. The various divisions

in Canada and Australia have effected a complete
union. In these countries there is but one Methodist
church. In England the movement toward organic

union has been greatly accelerated by the recent ec-

cumenical conference. In this country also there is

similar tendency toward the union of the many
branches of the Methodist family, and although in the

south the race problem stands in the way. that must
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finally be surmounted, for nothing can hinder the ulti-

mate union of all God's people.

Should the 'Public Schools Teach 'Religion?

This ever-recurring question has recently been

brought before the people of Cleveland by the action

cf the school council in passing a resolution providing

<-hat the Lord's Prayer, the Ten Commandments and
the twenty-third Psalm should be taught in the public

schools of the city. No question that has come before

the people of Cleveland for a long time has aroused so

much interest or provoked so much discussion. One
of the fallacies to which some disputants cling is that

the Bible is a sectarian book. It may be interpreted

after a sectarian fashion, it is true, but it is the uni-

versally accepted authority in things moral. Besides,

it is surely worthy of a place in the curriculum of every

school and college as the greatest classic of all time.

But the questions involved in this discussion are too

wide for a brief note.

The 'Pan-American Congress.

On Oct. 21 the international conference of American
republics begins its sessions in the City of Mexico.
All but Honduras and the Dominican republic have se-

lected their representatives to this Pan-American con-

gress, and it is expected these will be appointed before

the sessions begin. The conference will thus represent

nineteen republics, including that of the United Statas.

The significance of this gathering is found not alone

in the knitting together of the American countries in

closer commercial relations, but in the impetus which
it will give toward the larger ideal of "the federation

of the world." In ways we little dream of commerce
is the handmaid of religion and reciprocity in trade

means reciprocity in higher things.

CHICAGO JSTOTES.

There has been a falling out among local politicians,

and startling revelations have been made regarding the

peculations of city officials. It looks as if the Augean
stable was about to be cleansed.

The perplexing problem in Chicago, says the Phila-

delphia Record, is how to keep up municipal appear-
ances on the valuation which property owners put up-
on their holdings for taxing purposes. The motto of

Chicago seems to be: "Millions for speculation; mills

for assessment."

There is prospect that the John Crerar public library

will soon be erected on the lake front. The building

is to cost a million dollars. Steps are being taken to

secure the consent of the property owners fronting

the lake, and legislation granting control of the park
property to the city.

Rigorous measures are to be adopted to keep tramps
out of the city the coming winter. The heads of the

organized charities are urging the authorities to pro-

vide a municipal lodging house ; and Miss Jane Ad-
dams of Hull House utters the warning that care must
be taken to separate the sheep from the goats even
among the "hobos."

Home in West Madison street. This society, which
did excellent service in the cause of temperance, seems

to have become moribund. It needs to be born again.

At the present session the grand chief templar recom-

mends that the gospel temperance work of the order

be especially extended among Scandinavians and
negroes. It is to be hoped that the recommendation
will be carried out, and that the work will not be con-

fined within these prescribed limits.

At the meeting of the Marquette Club on the occa-

sion of the thirtieth anniversary of the Chicago fire,

Mr. Booker T. Washington uttered these wise words:
"The central idea that I wish to impress this evening is that

this nation will be strong in its citizenship just in proportion

as in its growth it lifts up the nearly ten millions of black

people. It will grow weak in proportion as it yields to the

temptation of neglecting or degrading these people of African

descent."

One of the forthcoming events which is being look-

ed forward to with special interest is the meeting of the

American Missionary Association at the First Congre-
gational Church of Oak Park, Oct. 22d. This society

is doing more than any other organization in the coun-

try for the uplifting of the despised races. Its work
is principally among the colored people, the Chinese,

and the Indians.

At the Christian convention held in the Chicago
Avenue church, a distinctly revival spirit was manifest-

ed. Among the subjects discussed were: The need
of a general revival, the revival in the days of Jonathan
Edwards, the great revival in Ireland in 1857-8, the

revival in the days of Whitfield and Wesley, and the

need of an outpouring of the Holy Spirit in the United
States. The desire for a revival grows more intense,

and of that we are glad, but instead of waiting for an
outpouring of the Holy Spirit the churches ought to

receive the spirit already given, and work in the ful-

ness of his power.

The National Purity Convention was in session last

week in the First M. E. Church. One of the main
objects of this society is the abolition of the state regu-

lation of vice. Maurice Gregory of London, who rep-

resents the English societies engaged in this move-
ment, said that the most effective way of suppressing

the evil was by attacking the landlord who rented his

property for immoral purposes. Mrs. E. M. Whitte-

more of New York, founder of the "Door of Hope"
rescue homes, recited a number of her experiences in

the rescue field. She declared that preventive work
was as necessary as the labor in which she is engaged.

She deplored the conditions which made it necessary

for young girls to work at what she termed starvation

wages in the big cities.

The grand lodge of the Independent Order of Good
Templars is now in session at the Washingtonian

Mr. Drummond has a fine figure which puts his

conception of the New Testament, and of apostolic

teaching in its relation to that of Christ, very sug-

gestively. Development, he says, is "a spiral round
Christ, and mounts higher by returning upon him."

If this figure could be reduced to prose—if it could be

demonstrated by exhibiting in their places the facts

which trace this curve—if it could be put beyond doubt
that the return is really to him, a great service would
be done to the Church and to theology.
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JSOT AS I tOILL
Blindfolded and alone I stand
With unknown thresholds on each hand;
The darkness deepens as I grope,
Afraid to fear, afraid to hope;
Yet this one thing I learn to know
Each day more surely as I go,
That doors are opened, ways are made,
Burdens are lifted or are laid

by some great law unseen and still

Unfathomed purpose to fulfill,

"Not as I will."

Blindfolded and alone I wait,

Loss seems too bitter, gain too late;

Too heavy burdens in the load,

And too few helpers on the road,
And joy is weak and grief is strong,
And years and days so long, so long;
Yet this one thing I learn to know
Each day more surely as I go,
That I am glad the good and ill

By changeless law are ordered still,

"Not as I will."

"Not as I will;" the sound grows sweet
Each time my lips the words repeat.
"Not as I will;" the darkness feels

More safe than light when this thought steals

Like whispered voice to calm and bless
All unrest and all loneliness.

"Not as I will," because the One
Who loved me first and best has gone
Before us on the road, and still

For us must all his love fulfill.

"Not as we will."

—Helen Hunt Jackson.

THE V'ROVE'RTy
TE*RS-

OF CHAT-

Herbert L. Willett.

|HE later portions of the Old Testament
reveal the growth of an astonishing en-

thusiasm on the part of the Jewish com-
munity for the written Word of God.
When the national experience had passed
into the ecclesiastical phase ; when the

exile had wrought the dissolution of all

political independence and the Hebrew na-
tion was giving place to the Jewish church,

there began to appear this element of rev-

erence for the Temple and the Torah, the

Building and the Book, which colors all the subse-

quent life of Judaism. The law-givers emphasized the

necessity of brooding over the Word of God. The
wise men reflected upon its contents. The prophets
urged the people to its study and the psalmists por-
trayed in elaborate richness of phrase the satisfaction

of losing oneself in the mysteries of that Word, which
was "a lamp unto the feet and a light to the path."

There can be no question that life under the law was
in many respects happy and rewarding, and that the

Word of God as it was gradually taking form proved
the delight of many Jewish lives. Whatever may have
been the pedantries into which Scriptural study fell in

the clays just preceding the Christian era, and which
tended to make all Jewish use of the Old Testament
formal and mechanical, certain it is that the Jewish

family of the late Old Testament time found in the

study of the Scriptures a satisfaction which nothing
else could yield. The honored precept commending the

statutes of God to the attention of parents was literally

and lovingly obeyed, and children and parents became
alike versed in the lore of the sacred writings.

That great text needs still to be pondered: "These
words, which I command thee this day, shall be in thine

heart : And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy
children, and shalt talk of them when thou sittest in

thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and
when thou liest down, and when thou risest up. And
thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and
they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes. And thou
shalt write them upon the posts of thy house, and on
thy gates."

The same diligent study of the Word of God is

found in the early Christian communities. The Old
Testament was the norm of instruction among the

churches, for the reason primarily that all the first

Christians were Jews, and that as the church spread
the Scriptures which had become sacred to believers

of the inner circle became also the welcomed com-
panions of even Gentile converts to the new faith.

Family life was enriched by the study of the Old
Testament. Timothy and other children were taught
the Holy Scriptures. The Psalms were the hymnbook
of the early church. Christian thought was saturated

with quotations from the Old Testament. The proofs
of Christian doctrines were found in these older writ-

ings. It is not strange, therefore, that as the Holy
Scriptures reached completion toward the close of the

first and in the beginning of the second century, the

Old Testament handed over to the Christian church
however reluctantly by the Jewish people who had
thrown themselves around it like a protecting wall of

fire, and the New Testament coming into being, part

by part and book by book in the different places where
Christianity had its being, this library of sacred books,

this biblia or Bible, became a treasured possession of

the church, to be held in hand, in head and in heart as

the Word of God, "which liveth and abideth forever."

The place of the Bible in the church through the

centuries has been most conspicuous. Everywhere it

has been regarded as the source of appeal, even in those

sections of the church which did not permit its popular
perusal. It has been the basis of every reformation

and revival. Its preservation has been no less wonder-
ful than that of the church, and its vitality is like the

ever-unfolding life of its Master. Where the Bible has

been prized, there life and liberty, scholarship and
progress have appeared. Where the Bible has been

suppressed, numberless evils have beset the pathway of

the race. The Bible is a pillar of fire before the ad-

vancing host of Christ.

One need not urge the importance of the Bible in

Christian circles, nor its beauty where those who read

it have the slightest acquaintance with literary form.

Nor need one refer to the successful issue of the Bible

out of whatever dangers have threatened its life

;

dangers of persecution, of suppression, of ridicule, of

rationalism. There is one danger, however, which it

cannot complacently face, and that is the danger of

neglect. Its foes are of its own household. There is

no power from without that can do it harm, but it is

subjected to the bitterest of all discredit when it is

neglected ; and this is the crying sin of the present age.

For this sin parents in Christian families are largely

responsible. An earlier generation promoted the study

of the Bible in the home and in the common schools.

Children were tauejit to learn from dav to dav verses
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from the Holy Word and to lay them up in store as

literary and religious treasures ministering to a fur-

nished and resourceful life. Children were uncon-

sciously given the formative principles of character

through the committing to memory of Holy Scripture.

The Psalmist exclaimed, "Thy word I have hid in my
heart that I might not sin against thee," and the safe-

guard of multitudes of lives has lain in the possession

of paragraphs, the property of chapters, which this

practice of learning the words of Scripture has pro-

moted.

Today the Bible suffers from neglect of this very

custom. The family life is too hurried to permit of

the morning worship, and the parents are too busy

with other things or too indifferent to provide their

children with that knowledge of the Scriptures which
the public school does not even undertake. And yet

no book makes stronger appeal to children than the

Bible. Its stories are their constant delight, and if

left to their own choice they would prefer these to the

most interesting narratives provided by children's

papers. There is great need of the revival of the prac-

tice of memorizing Scripture in Christian homes. The
Scripture reading of John Ruskin and his mother is a

story that needs to be recalled by Christian people.

Daily that mother and son gave time to the study of the

Bible, going straight through from Genesis to Revela-

tion. The result was that the child was furnished with

the thoughts and words of Holy Scripture until he

became not only the master of English prose style, but

the possessor of an enthusiasm for social service which
resulted in the whole social settlement movement of the

present time. Such an experience is worth keeping
in mind. Every child ought to have the privilege of

being taught consistently and continuously such parts

of the Bible as have approved themselves to the gen-
erations as most beautiful, suggestive and inspiring.

A child who has come to years of discernment without
a prorcrty of chapters, which includes such psalms as

the eighth, nineteenth, .twenty-third, seventy-second

;

such prophecies as Isaiah fifty-third, and such portions

of the New Testament as the Sermon on the Mount,
many of the parables, the Psalm of Love in First

Corinthians thirteenth, and other parts of the Bible

which experience will suggest, has been defrauded of

an inalienable right, and will scarcely be able to recom-
pense himself by whatever diligence he may show in

future years. The imperative duty of Christian par-

ents in this period is the teaching of the Bible to their

cnudren in the home.

Missionary work is essential to the working out of
the eternal purpose of redemption which has been
developing throughout the ages. To bring to fulfill-

ment the predictions of the past concerning the king-
dom is the end of all the varied activities of the
Church. The Holy Spirit is now moving upon the
Church to bring her into step with the march of God's
advancing purpose of redemption. In the progress
of the kingdom there is no stopping place. Every
forward movement is preparatory to a still larger
one. The times are pregnant with destiny. Faith
in the old religions is fading out ; walls of separation
are crumbling; barriers of race prejudice are break-
ing down ; sealed empires are being opened up ; the
ends of the earth are being brought together that "the
door of faith may be opened to the nations." All
things seem to be preparing the way for the coming
of the kingdom. The air is tremulous with the
approach of a mighty spiritual movement in which
the glories of the kingdom are to culminate.

-BTUTISH CO'R'RESPOfl'DEJsrCE.
WILLIAM ADAMSON, D. D.

HE sad blow which has fallen on the people

*W* of the United States in the foul murder of

^ its Chief Magistrate has been keenly and
sympathetically felt by the inhabitants of

Great Britain. They have been shocked

—

for a while stunned—and made to mourn
with a genuine sorrow. Never before, per-

haps, was it so manifest that blood is thick-

er than water, and that the two Anglo-
Saxon nations are one in the common feel-

ing which has surged through the great

heart of the British and American people at this time

—a feeling which has deepened the consciousness that

both are united in the bundle of a common life. The
unspeakably sad and lamented death of President Mc-
Kinley will be overruled for good and one of its fruits

will be the making one of the two Christian nations,

whose mission is to add to the religious, moral and civ-

ilizing forces of the world as well as to promote its

material advancement.

All classes have joined in the universal mourning,
from the king on the throne to the arab on the street.

All churches have held memorial services where pray-

ers have been offered for the bereaved wife, the rela-

tives and the republic. Nor have the new President

and his associates in office been forgotten. The meet-
ings were large and solemn and in many places the

scene was of the most impressive description. The

Memorial Services in London.

were particularly striking. I have been in the great

city on days memorable in connection with the death
of great men. I was there when Tennyson was buried
in the grey Abbey of Westminster and the whole city

was called upon to mourn the passing of the nation's

poet. I was there when the news of the departure
of the honored and beloved Gladstone was announced,
and it was a privilege to be in the city on the day when
President McKinley's body was laid in its last resting

place. At each event there were signs that the inhab-

itants felt the solemnity of the occasion, and no less

on the last occasion than on the previous ones. An
American said, "When I walk through the streets I

am led to think, by the many signs of grief, that I am
in New York." The numerous flags were half-mast.

The innumerable omnibuses had either their little flags

half-mast, or the drivers had their whips draped. Many
shops were shut, others had one shutter on, and while
the services were being held the bells tolled their sol-

emn dirge. Westminster Abbey was crowded with
the elite of the nation, statesmen, ambassadors and rep-

resentatives of royalty. St. Paul's was packed with
upwards of eight thousand people and thousands could
not gain admittance. The City Temple was crowded
by representatives of the Free churches, whose leading
ministers took part in the service.

The address was delivered by the Rev. Dr. Parker,
who had broken his holiday for the purpose of being
present. After touching in a tender and eloquent man-
ner on the murder of the President, his virtues and abil-

ity, and how closely the common sorrow had bound the

two peoples, he considered the genesis of anarchism
and the relation and duty of the Church thereto. The
President was not struck down as an individual, but as

representing society. In his person law, order, and
government were aimed at, and the attempt made to

produce social chaos and universal confusion. This
spirit was abroad in many relations and manifested it-
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self in many forms. It might be traced back to the

nursery where disobedience to parents was laughed at

and irreverence treated as a mere joke. The want of

reverence is itself anarchy and disthrones God, seeking

to put the devil in his place. This state of mind is

more common than many imagine, and when fully de-

veloped brings forth murder, no respect being given to

goodness, patriotism or religion. The better the ruler

the more likely would the anarchist seek to destroy his

life. It had been so in this instance. President Mc-
Kinley was a man who feared God, loved his country

and sought to secure the interests and the advancement
of the race and he was struck down as if he had been
the veriest tyrant who ever lived. The Church of

Christ had a mission in the direction of destroying the

spirit of anarchy and this could only be done by the

preaching of Jesus Christ and holding forth the glad
tidings which tell the sinner and the lost of his love and
cross.

As the discourse proceeded, many were deeply af-

fected and a solemn stillness pervaded the vast assem-
bly as it stood while the grand organ sent forth the

impressive notes of the "Dead March in Saul." The
reading and prayers were chosen as suitable for the

occasion. Altogether it was a service which will not

be soon forgotten by those who took part in it as speak-
ers or hearers.

The readers of "The Christian Century," I think,

will forgive this brief notice of how the death of the

American President touched the hearts of the British

people. In the good providence of God it has already
made those on this side of the great sea realize that

the well-being of their brethren on the other side is

the well-being of both, and the sorrow of one enters

into the heart of the other. "One touch of nature
makes the whole world kin." One touch of sorrow
unites hearts which have been attuned to the heart of
God our Father and his blessed Son.
Windermere, England.

THE OKLAHOMA STWDEftT.
WM. H. MATLOCK.

N denominational circles there exists a cer-

tain prejudice against state educational in-

stitutions. There is a popular belief that

such schools are given over to evil influ-

ences. Religious partisans denounce them
even as irreligious. There is doubtless

much exaggeration in these statements. It

is hardly probable that infidelity and im-
morality are as common in schools under
state control as over-zealous friends of the

Church would have Christian people be-

lieve. That a certain element is in attendance

at state universities that would never be found
in a denominational school is easily understood.

On the other hand, that a bad element should give

character to any institution of learning under the pat-

ronage of the state, is plainly the fault of the good
people living in that commonwealth ; for they might
easily change the conditions by sending the hundreds
of Christian young people kept isolated in church sem-
inaries and Bible colleges to the state school. Are
they not the property of the people? Why should they

be abandoned by the Church ? especially the Protestant

church? To this interesting question I wish to con-

tribute some observations of the past year in the

Territorial University of Oklahoma.
The example is a good one. The case is extreme.

The conditions politically and socially in a country so

recently settled were, and may yet be, considered un-
favorable. Who could expect a high standard of mor-
ality to prevail on the Indian frontier? Who could ex-

pect public schools to equip in a single decade young
men and women for the freshman class of a univer-

sity? Who could expect a university to exist at all in

a country as new as Oklahoma and where the settlers

of ten years ago met financial distresses season after

season? But as early as 1892 the Legislature passed
an act founding the University of Oklahoma and pro-

vided for its maintenance by a general tax of one-half

mill on each dollar of valuation on the assessment roll

of the territory. Section 13 of every township in the

Cherokee Outlet was reserved and is now leased to

furnish additional resources for the higher institutions

of learning in the territory. Not only a territorial uni-

versity but an agricultural college and several normal
schools have been founded and are prosperous. The
material equipments have been increased. The Board
of Regents has been authorized to expend the present

year $90,000 in new buildings for the territorial uni-

versity at Norman. In spite of drouth the enrollment

for the current semester is greatly increased.

The young people who present themselves to the

Committee on Freshman Studies come mainly from
within the territory. They have received their train-

ing in its public and high schools, or in its normal col-

leges. Some bring their credits from the states. The
native student does not suffer in comparison. Many
receive their training for college work in a three years*

preparatory course conducted at the Territorial Uni-
versity.

The intellectual capacity of these young people, who
in very many cases have not had good advantages, is

certainly surprising. One might almost conclude that

their minds are clearer for not having been over-

schooled. No matter, they- do work worthy of the

classes in more settled communities where the regular

courses have been pursued the usual term of yeafe for

college entrance. And they do it enthusiastically and
easily ; they do it willingly. It so happens that the en-

tire faculty is in favor of extensive library research in

all the courses. The amount of this done here by the

students, especially the college students, is truly re-

markable and gratifying. To speak only of the stu-

dents who have come directly under my control, their

fidelity throughout the year has convinced me of their

character and of their ability. Drones there are. but

they fail. The bees abound.

Moral worth is a strange virtue. What is the most
favorable environment for its growth? Why should

one expect to meet with it at the centers of civilization

sooner than on the border? We do. Should we? Is

the educated, cultured man, or community, more like-

ly to be morally worthy than the uneducated man or

community ? Are they ? Always ? Everywhere ?

Moral worth is older than culture. The history of the

world reveals on every page a moral character in the

human race independent of culture ; but to be sure not

opposed to it in any way. In every case, this splendid

quality shines resplendent on the border as well as

at the hub of the universe. The border hero is about

as common as the border ruffian. They may both be

strangers to the rule of three.

Perhaps this may be allowed to account for the fact

that only twenty-nine out of 400 students enrolled last

year have no church preference. Careful investiga-

tion shows that seventy-five are Northern Methodists,

always zealous in the evangelization of new countries

;

sixty-one are Baptists, fifty-eight are Disciples, fifty-
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six are Southern Methodists, forty belong to the Pres-

byterian church, ten are Cumberland Presbyterians,

eleven are Catholics ; while several other churches are

represented by one or two each. Church membership
means a great deal. A daily voluntary chapel service

brings seventy-five per cent of these students regular-

ly to worship God. This formal expression of re-

ligious conviction would count for much by itself ; but

after a year in the midst of these young people I do

not hesitate to vouch for the sincerity of their lives.

They compare favorably with any company of young
people I have ever known. Fifty young men attended

the Y. M, C. A. meeting last Sunday afternoon in

spite of the heat. There was no special meeting to at-

tract them. Sterling worth was never more plainly to

be seen on human faces than right here on the Indian

border.

College practices are good indicators. New students

are never hazed. They are met at the train, rooms
are found for them, every kindness is shown them.

While all kinds of athletics are in vogue yet the col-

lege "scrap" is unknown. Rowdyism is absent from
all student gatherings. In general, a quiet, joyous, in-

dustrious life prevails throughout the college year. The
students stay in the homes of the people and are re-

spected by them. The faculty is Christian. Nearly
every teacher, instructor and tutor is a member of some
church. There is not one who is not morally and re-

ligiously qualified to occupy a chair in any denomina-
tional college. The Territorial University of Okla-
homa is a Christian institution. President Boyd is a

Christian, the professors are Christian gentlemen, the

students are Christians, the life of the school is Chris-

tian. Why should the churches ever abandon it by
withdrawing their sons and daughters? Why should
it ever fall under the influence of irreligious men and
students? Who would be to blame if it did? It is

Christian now. Why should it ever become atheistic?

Norman, Okla.

FORMATIVE IJSTFLVEJVCES.
G. B. Van Arsdall.

HE problem of the young people and their

T relation to the church is one for which the

church has not as yet obtained a satisfac-

tory solution. The fact that a considerable

proportion of the young people, who re-

ceive the influence of the training and cul-

ture which the church offers, are still lost

to any large usefulness in the church would
seem to indicate inadequacy in the work
and influence of the church. By this it is

not meant to imply that these young peo-
ple receive no practical benefits from the church. On
the contrary, they are immeasurably better because of

their contact with the church, although the final result

in character may be far from satisfactory. But still

I think the majority of pastors feel sensibly the loss

which the church sustains because of her inability to

carry more of the young people over from the period
of adolescence to Christian manhood and woman-
hood. It is unquestionably true that the church does
her best work at this very period, but here she also

often misses her greatest opportunity. This is only
the statement of the problem ; its explanation and
solution are more serious questions.

The unquestionable explanation of the indifference

which so often manifests itself in young people at this

time is that it is the period of most rapid change and

development, and other formative influences become
more effective than the church. Wherever the fault

may be, no one can deny that this is just what trans-

pires.

It would seem, too, that this very explanation of the

fact suggests also at least one element of the solution

of the problem. If it is true that the developing

process of this period makes it easily possible for

formative influences to become effective, is not the

church missing her great opportunity in her failure

to give to the young people lines of study and work
that will serve their actual development? There are

many illustrations of this. In their high school and
college work the young people grow because they re-

ceive training which develops their mental powers.

Are not the unpedagogical methods of our Sunday
schools largely responsible for the lack of interest on
the part of those boys and girls whom the church most
needs ? We cannot solve this problem by simply prat-

ing about the follies of young people. The church
must study the problem of their development and give

them food for growth at each time of need.

The first and most important business of the church
is to teach the Word of God. A thorough acquaintance

with the Word of God is a chief safeguard, of charac-

ter. With the education which the youth receive in

present-day schools and colleges has come the impera-

tive demand that our biblical instruction should be
thoroughly systematic, a genuine process of develop-

ment. Nothing less will hold the young people. Do
you say this is taking hold of the very roots of the

problem? I grant it. But nothing less will give us a

permanent solution. The fruits will justify the labor.

This reference to the importance of systematic Bible

study is only one illustration of the need that the

church should make her influence upon and use of the

young people an actual process of their development.

But it is primary and fundamental. May the Lord
help us to face the whole problem with earnest hearts

and guide us in its solution.

Peoria, 111.

JVOT A FAILVHE.
W. J. LEWIS.

Was John the Baptist's life a failure? No—if

character means anything, a thousand times No! It

was not a failure any more than Christ's life was a

failure. Yet that life ended on the cross.

In the memory of a bold and courageous witness

for truth and righteousness in the world in his fear-

lessness and unshrinking devotion to duty, he is a

standing example to each of us, an ever-living incite-

ment to truer living.

He was the forerunner of thousands of whom the

world was not worthy, who would rather lose their

heads than their consciences. His spiritual progeny,
who can tell ? We see the martyr spirit of this same
John the Baptist in Chrysostom and Huss and Jerome
of Prague and Luther and Wickliffe and Latimer and
Ridley. No life can be called a failure if it is lived for

God, Truth and Duty.

Let us go forward to the duties of the hour with
inspiration gained from this man's life, strengthened
in some degree by entering into his spirit, less enam-
ored of the world's pleasures and foibles, with a truer

insight into its sin and its folly, above all with a firmer

determination to do the right, to trust in God, and to

be fearless in performing our duty.
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A STWDy Iff CHAHACTEH.

HOXO JOHJV WELLMA.JV COMMEJVCET*
THE TWENTIETH CEJVTX/'Ry.

Clarence A. Vincent, D. D.

Chapter i-v Continued—A Life.

At a subsequent meeting the committee was organ-
ized, with Mr. Wellman as chairman and with the

leading merchant as vice-chairman. As soon as it was
known who constituted the committee the whole city

was stirred. Politicians were frightened. The mayor
had a spasm of virtue. Good citizens were interested,

for they said that a new day had dawned. It is not

necessary to give in detail the struggles and work of

this company. It would require a volume to rehearse

the many things that a few weeks brought forth

through the purer tone of public sentiment and the

wider activities of good citizens. Two million dollars

a year, in one contract, was saved to the city through
the influence of the committee. Saloons were closed

at 10 o'clock. The police suddenly discovered that

gambling dens and other places of vice were in exist-

ence, and these were closed. Already the press of the

city, with few exceptions, were friendly to the new
force. It was generally understood by the politicians

that as long as men of such character and influence

were actively interested in public matters, only good
men could hope for election. Already one of the most
forceful and public-spirited citizens is mentioned for

mayor. The public is beginning to see that when men
of large capacity, following the Golden Rule, give to

the public good the same ability and attention they

give to their daily business, the cities will be purified

and become to America a strong defense and not a

menace.

The influence of this movement in Chicago was soon

felt throughout the nation. In Cleveland, Buffalo,

Cincinnati, Minneapolis, Baltimore, Boston, Philadel-

phia, and in numberless smaller places, the men of ex-

ecutive force were impressed with their responsibility

to the public and took up the work with wisdom and
determination. The young men and women in the

schools and colleges began to discuss the moral civic

problems with a new interest. The women of influence

began to give their club meetings a practical bearing

and dead intellectualism became a living ministry.

Commercialism was glorified by taking its place as

secondary to the public good. Men of brains and char-

acter were elected to the city councils to take the

places of low foreheads and lower hearts. State legis-

latures heard the murmur of the rising tide, and job-

bery and trickery wore frightened aspects. Governors

were taught that appointments are to be'made in view

of the public need and not upon the demands of political

greed. The moral awakening started in Chicago by

John Wellman, like the fires that once started on the

prairies where the city stands, has swept on until much
that is vicious and destructive in national life is burned

up and new moral and spiritual growths are springing

up to bless the people.

Early in the year Mr. Wellman's mind had turned to

the church which he attended and where his wife was

a member. It seemed to him that something ought

to be done. It was made up of members of wealth.

They paid large salaries to the pastor and to the differ-

ent singers and always gathered something for the

benevolences of the denomination. About the church

lived manv others of common means, but they were

never seen at the services. They were not wanted.
The pew rents were high and the pride was higher.
Mr. Wellman had heard the pastor say one day, a year
or two before, that thousands lived within a few blocks
who never set foot within a church. The saying came
back to him now. "Our church is only half 'full in the
morning and less than that in the evening ; is it good
business, to say nothing of religion, not to reach those
that in God's providence are in our field ?" thought he.
He discovered that with all the machinery, the money
expended, and hundreds of members, the additions on
confession of faith during the past five years had been
one, seven, three, nought, five. When would Christ's
command be realized at that rate ? What will become
of America if its people grow up without the purpose
and ideals for which our churches stand? Such
thoughts as these led him, at last, to the pastor. He
told him frankly all he had in mind. He felt it was
his need and duty to join a church and to help make
it an aggressive force in its neighborhood. As Mr.
Wellman went on, the pastor's eyes filled with tears.
He had longed to see the church enter into such a
broad ministry. He had urged the matter often, but
none of the leading members gave him support, but
frowned upon it. Thus they went over the matter.
At the next communion Mr. Wellman came into fel-

lowship. He had been a trustee for some years and
all had a profound respect for the man who could make
millions.

One day all the official members of the church and
its different societies received a written invitation from
the pastor to meet him the next evening in the parlors
of the church for a luncheon. No one could imagine
what it meant, but nearly all were there. After a
pleasant hour the pastor arose and said that he had
called them together to consider the interests of the
church, and to receive suggestions for its wider useful-
ness. He would ask Mr. Wellman, who had recently
joined, to say a word. He arose and spoke with his
natural simplicity of what his recent step meant to
him, and gave just a hint of what had changed his life.

All were moved by his words. Then he spoke of the
numbers and strength of the church, the needs about
them, and what he would like to see done. He would
have the men and women of the church unite in a wise
and determined effort to reach the people about them.
He would have an evening service that would be a
blessing to the many who should come. Rooms for
reading, social gatherings, classes in the study of the
Bible, social problems, cooking, and other things as
they found need. Entertaining and instructive lec-

tures and concerts should be given. Kindergarten
teachers should train the neglected little ones. Healthv
games should be furnished the older boys and girls.

Debating clubs should be organized. A bank might
encourage the young and those older to save their
earnings. Some thought it could not be done, but the
majority were pleased, and heartily said so.

Another meeting was called, to which all interested
in the larger usefulness of the church were invited.
Committees were appointed to welcome the people, to
get addresses, to plan ways of ministering to the chil-

dren, the young people, and the mothers. A neat invi-
tation was prepared to be put in the homes within a
few blocks, inviting all to the church and to a people's
gospel service. A chorus choir of the young people
was organized. The first Sunday night saw the church
half filled with people, many of whom were strangers.
The pastor preached with a strange, new power. The
congregation sang the old hymns of the church with
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animation. A new spirit filled everything. Sunday

night after Sunday night saw the congregation in-

crease until the great auditorium was crowded. An
after-meeting was held. It filled the pastor's heart with

joy to see men like Mr. Wellman quietly inviting some

attendant to remain. The rooms of the church were

busy places during the week. The people came in

numbers and with glad hearts.

In two months after the first meeting was held came

the May communion. It was a great day for the

church ; thirty-one who came by profession and twenty

who came by letter were given the hand of fellowship.

Thias Cliff, the old drunken shoemaker on the corner,

was with them, clothed and in his right mind. Tom
Hall, who graduated first in his class at the university

last year and who was thought to be an infidel, came.

He told the standing committee that "if this transfor-

mation which I see in John Wellman and in this old

church is Christianity, then I want it." John Williams,

a man of wealth and the only trustee who opposed at

the beginning the change in the church, with two of his

sons, received with the rest the hand of fellowship,

and was giving his money like water for the work.

Women and children from every walk of life, with

illuminated faces, stood before the altar that May
morning. With great simplicity and power the pastor

gave a personal word to each one and appealed for a

larger ministry on the part of the church. Every de-

partment of the church felt the quickening of the new
purpose, and all, except a half dozen whose pride and
selfishness could not discern the coming of the Lord,

were happy.

But what of the influence of these few months upon
Mr. Wellman? The face, 'tis said, expresses the man
within. The hard, stern expression of that fateful day
when Mr. Wellman gloated over his profits has soft-

ened down. The lines of strength are there, but love

has touched them with a living radiance. Several times

this year he has visited his early home and talked over

his plans with the dear old mother.

During the last weeks, when Mr. Wellman has been

close to death's door, it would have done you untold

good to watch the strange, strange things that hap-

pened. He has realized his danger, but his thought has

been of his loved ones, of his men, of his beloved

church and city. "My only regret in leaving, if God
wills it so, is the laying down of the work he has given

me here. But if he has work for me elsewhere, it is

well." It touched him very much to know that in his

mills and in the church the people had gathered of

their own accord to pray for his recovery. Slowly
he is coming back to health, and a few more weeks, his

physicians say, will see him well again.

This is only a glimpse of what one man, with the

love of God in his heart, has wrought in a few months

;

what he shall do in the years to come, we can only
imagine. The great need of our Nation and our
churches to-day is men who, having received the king-

dom into their own hearts, go forth to put their first

strength and ability to bring the world into' the king-

dom. The fields are already white for the harvest, but
the laborers are few.

[THE END.]

The courts of our God are the place where the trees

of righteousness flourish. The waters of the sanctuary
are the means appointed of God to cause his people to

grow as willows by the water courses. Come to these

wells of salvation, not to look at them only, but to draw
water out of them.

—

Thomas Boston.

TLEASAJVT1UES.
Charley Bragg: "Yes, Miss Brightly, it costs me

ten thousand a year to live." Miss Brightly: "Oh,.

Mr. Bragg, do you think it's worth it?"—

Traveler.

-Boston

When little Ada, aged three, had been told the story

of Lot's wife being turned into a pillar of salt, she

asked her mother anxiously, "Is all salt made of la-

dies ?"

—

Children's Sayings.

Eric had said his text, "But now I am a man I have-

put away childish things," and remarked, "I think it

was too bad of Paul to put away his childish things,,

auntie : he might have given them to another little

boy."

—

William Canton.

A burglar who had entered a minister's house at

night was disturbed by the awakening of the occupant

of the room he was in. Prawing his knife he said

:

"If you stir, you're a dead man. I am hunting for

money." "Let me get up and strike a light," said the

minister, "and I'll hunt with you."

An eminent Scotch divine was once asked how long

he would require to prepare a speech. "That depends,"

said he, "upon how much time I am to occupy in its

delivery. If I am to speak for a quarter of an hour,

I should like a week to prepare ; if I am to speak for

half an hour, three days will do ; if I am to go on as

long as I like, I am ready now."

The professor, according to a London newspaper,
had taken a few of his pupils to the Zoo. While the

lions were being fed he remarked to the keeper, with
a view to his pupils' instruction at first hand : "If one
of these gigantic and ferocious carnivora should con-
trive to emancipate itself and should hurl its prodigious
strength into our midst, what steps would you take?"
"Bloomin' long uns, sir," said the man, whereat the

boys tittered.

An English clergyman once preached a sermon on
the eternal fate of the wicked. Meeting soon after an
old woman well known for her gossiping propensities,

he said : "I hope my sermon has borne fruit. You
heard what I said about the place where there shall be
wailing and gnashing of teeth?" "Well, as to that,'*

answered the dame, "if I 'as anythink to say, it be this :

Let them gnash their teeth as has 'em—I ain't
!"

When pastor of a church in one of our mining towns
where there were a large number of Cornish miners,
says a writer in the Homiletic Review, I was called
upon to baptize an infant at the close of our Sunday
school session one afternoon. That there might be no>

misunderstanding I carefully inquired the name of the
child, and was assured that it was Anna Belle. Thus
fortified, when the subject for baptism was presented I

proceeded with all confidence to perform the ceremony.
When I said, "Name this child," the father responded
quite clearly "Anna Belle," and everything passed off"

smoothly. But after dismissal an American neighbor
came to me and inquired why I used the pronouns she
and her in baptizing that child, and informed me it

was a boy. "A boy!" I gasped; "impossible! Its

name was Anna Belle." "Oh, no, it wasn't; it was
Hannibal." That fatal "H" had betrayed me.
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CHURC

OVR VX/LVIT.
THE TOO LATE 'RECOGJVITIOJV.

GERALD H. BEARD, PH. D.

Matt. 27:54--Truty This Was the Son of God.

HE place was the mountain of Calvary, just

T outside Jerusalem. The time immediately

after the death of Jesus. The speaker the

Roman centurion, or military captain, who
had charge of the crucifixion. In the

mouth of this Roman soldier, accustomed
to the heroes of mythology, the giant sons

of the gods, it has been thought that the

exclamation must have been, Truly this

was a son of a god. Perhaps so. The
Greek does not decide. And Luke's phrase,

Certainly this was a righteous man, gives color to the

supposition. But the charge against Jesus had been

that he claimed to be the Son of God, in the higher

Jewish sense ; and the Roman centurion very likely

was familiar with that charge, and now was con-

vinced of the truth of the claim on which it was based.

In either case, the meaning put into the phrase would
not be the full spiritual meaning of our own thought.

In either case, the words were a recognition of the

divine character and significance of Jesus the Messiah.

All through Jesus' life men had been blind to his

divine personality ; or they had hated it and refused to

acknowledge it, because of their own deviltry. Daring
to assault him on the very threshold of his conscious

holiness and power, it is with, malign hatred of that

holiness and power that the spirit of evil, in the temp-
tation of the wilderness, tempts Jesus with the selfish-

ness of the senses : If thou art the Son of God, com-
mand that these stones be made bread ; tempts him
with the selfishness of fame: If thou art the Son of

God, cast thyself down. Encased in their churchly tra-

ditions, and stung to resentment by his divinely dis-

turbing message, the Jews take up stones to stone

him, and justify their conduct with the countercharge

of blasphemy : Because that thou, being a man, mak-
est thyself God. Defeated at every point of truth and
right, at last they press this charge before the courts

:

We have a law, and by that law he ought to die, be-

cause he made himself the Son of God. And now, by
means of mob arguments, they have won their case.

Now they are exulting and jeering at the foot of the

cross : He trusted on God ; let him deliver him now

;

for he said : I am the Son of God. But now, too,

before more than a brief hour had sped by, one of

their representative worldlings, embodiment of the

cruel theory that might is right; impersonation, by
reason of his office, of the great Roman empire, is

forced to the utterance of a truth beyond his own un-
derstanding of it: Truly this was the Son of God.
Because of the earthquake, says Matthew ; because of

his masterful spirit in death, says Mark ; because of

all that was done, the gloom of nature and the peace

of the Crucified, savs Luke ; because of all this, per-

haps, the veil of selfish hatred was dashed aside ; truth

and right became conquerors even on Calvary; and,

too late, the world said: Truly this was the Son of
God.

Too late! Too late, very often, is our recognition
of God in the glories of the present age. God is com-
ing to us, interpreted by Christ, in the truths of our
times and in persons of our times. What if too late
comes the soul's awakening that is necessary to re-

ceive the revelation?

Our poets and prophets and national heroes and
best friends, we fancy, belong to the hallowed past.
The good times are gone. Things are growing worse
and worse. Oh, this is the most hurtful heresy, the
most blighting blasphemy, the most fatal infidelity

—

this disbelief, let us not say in God, but in goodness

;

in the genuineness of purity and honesty and all the
unselfishness of love; this pessimism which, when
men are living and at work, sees, as so many news-
papers see, only the fraud, the intrigue, the corruption,
the filth of daily life, and leave unmarked, unreported—because so common, so unsensational—nearly all

the truth so fearlessly and fully told; near-
ly all the generous gifts not given by
millionaires, nearly all the kindly words not spoken
by dying lips, nearly all the noble, self-denying
deeds, which are to the bad as a thousand
to one. Distrust, skepticism, detraction—not only our
newspapers, but our practical men of affairs pride
themselves on their shrewdness in judging men, until

in some hurricane of national calamity or private loss,

our selfish suspicion, our partisan blindness, are swept
away, and, in the flashlight of death and the after-hush
of the night of grief, we become ashamed that we had
ungenerously assumed all unselfishness to be at heart
selfish, all purity surface propriety, all goodness politic

profession.

Men and brothers, this moral skepticism is the one
sort of skepticism that every man ought to be ashamed
of. The intellectual skepticism that questions the cur-
rent theological creed does not compare with it. It

is base enough, and mean enough, to detect a sinister

motive in the splendid achievements of every hero in

our army and navy, in the candidature and service of
every civic official, in the devotion of every church
member. It sneered at William McKinley last autumn,
when he was living and grappling with mighty re-

sponsibilities, and labeled him openly hireling, weak-
ling, sordid materialist, would-be imperial tyrant. It

honors him and laments over him this autumn, with all

the phrasings and the trappings of woe—since he is

dead. Thirty-seven years ago the same spirit of sus-

picion and detraction sneered at Abraham Lincoln as

despot and buffoon, and today joins in his praises.

It called Washington, Napoleon and Cromwell mad-
men and traitors, and then built monuments and
mausoleums to their memory. It crushed and cruci-

fied Jesus of Nazareth, and then, when his body hung
dead on the cross, cried out, Truly this was the Son
of God.

Hallowing be the memories of the past, mighty
and mightier ought to be the inspirations of the eternal

future ; but truth for us is truth here and now, or it

is empty ; righteousness is the rigbteousness that lives

today, or it does not exist. He who was the Son of

God is with us still the Son of God, or he was not.

And faith, responsiveness, sympathy, co-operation, are
for us matters of present duty, or thev are nothing.

The "Recognition of Zsrulh &oday-

Let us look at that more closely. The beginning
of the too late recognition of God is in moral blindness

to present truth. Knowledge is not wholly a matter
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of fate, or of circumstances over which we have no

control. The recent awful events have been teaching

us 'what some of us have in times past scorned the

Church for insisting on—the close, and sometimes

tragic, connection between belief and act. To a de-

cree men are responsible for the truth they accept or

reject. The pity-born prayer of Jesus on "the cross-

Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do

—has back of it that piercing lament of his, as he stood

face to face with the Pharisaism and hypocrisy that

afterward slew him
—"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which

killeth the prophets and stoneth them that are sent unto

her! How often would I have gathered thy children

together, as a hen gathereth her chickens under her

wings; and ye would not ! Behold, your house is left

unto you desolate." Paul's comment on that is the

true one : "Had they known"—with that wisdom that

comes to the man that chooses God—"had they known,

they would not have crucified the Lord of glory." And
with what depth of regret the sympathetic heart of the

Great Teacher himself sees this too late recognition,

we see, we feel, as, drawing near to the city of his

nation's pride, he weeps over it saying, "O that thou

hadst known—O that thou hadst known, in this day,

even thou, the things which belong unto peace ! But

now these are hid from thine eyes." And then he

peaks of that defeat and destruction which was to

come, and did come—"Because thou knewest not the

time of thy visitation." Because thou knewest not

!

The student of life and history sees that this

pitiable conflict, in which truth has had to

first fight its way against the hosts of igno-

rance, prejudice and fear, mars all the cen-

turies. It is only afterwards, and for both truth

teller and truth hearer, often too late, that it has re-

ceived the recognition and reverence which, as truth,

it deserved and might have had. Alas ! the nineteenth

century did not escape from this wretched wrong.
The murderers of Jesus have had their descendants.

Charles Edwards and Harrison Thornton preach the

gospel of righteousness in Alaska ; Pitkin and Clapp
do the same in China; and in both countries, under
utterly diverse civilizations, these men are murdered.
The sense-bound passion of the West, the custom-
bound prejudice of the East, will not hear them.

George Haddock fights illegal saloons in lawful ways
in Sioux City, Iowa; and the saloon power, enraged
that the truth about itself should be told, shoots him
dead in the dark. Go a little further back. Lovejoy,
Garrison, Beecher and the rest of the anti-slavery

heroes, speak and write and work for the freedom of

men, and thousands of men, supposed to be free, will

not hear them. Instead, they hoot at them, slander

them, sling missiles at them, and, so far as they dare,

kill them. Now the deeds of these warriors for the

truth are enshrined in the nation's history.

And still the truth is being told, and money in-

terests and fashion and appetite and theological

prejudice and stupid mimicry of ancestors and petty
personalities, and worldly selfishness, worst of all, are
either dull and dead to it, or else infuriated against it.

And still the call comes to every soul to recognize the
heavenly guide before it is too late—before it is too
late to yield the discipleship and obedience of reason
and love to him who said, "I am the truth." and who
proved himself, even to the Roman executioner, truly
the Son of God.

The Personality of Truth.

Truth is not to be detached from personality. Truth
is truth only when it is believed by some one, and to

be vitalized must be lived. What has been said, then,,

with emphasis on the truth, repeats itself with even,

deeper significance in respect of persons Friendship,,

with its kindliness of heart and loving deeds, is plead-

ing against a too late recognition. How it must have

grieved the mother-heart of Mary, in after years, to •

remember that she at first misunderstood her divine

Son, and that his brothers did not believe in him.

How regretfully Peter and John must have looked

back in thought to that night in Gethsemane's garden,

when, in answer to the gentle request of friendship,

"Watch ye here, while I go yonder and pray," they

had been so dull as not to sense the precious privilege,

and instead had fallen asleep. "Sleep on now and take

your rest." It is too late for watching now. "Be-

hold, he is at hand that betrayeth me !"

Yes, all through his life there were those who be-

lieved on him, but not fully; those who reverenced

him, but not openly. Nicodemus was one of these;

he who came to Jesus by night and wondered at the

teaching of the new life ; then spoke a cautious word
in his defense ; and then, at last, brought the personal

care of loving hands to the dead body of the "Teacher

come from God." Joseph of Arimathea was another

;

he who was "a disciple of Jesus, but secretly, for fear

of the Jews," "boldly" begged possession of the life-

less corpse—when his friend and Lord was gone.

And there were many others. "Upon the murdered:

man," says one of the historians of the life of Jesus,

"was poured a swift tenderness—offered to him, as it-

is to many a sensitive and deserted soul, too late."

All of these who did this and who might have been

so much to Jesus when he was teaching his truth,

pleading for self-denying love, fighting his hard, al-

most overwhelming fight against wickedness high and
low—all these, with a pang of remorse they could'

never quite forget, shared in the miserably untimely

conviction of the centurion : Truly this was the Son
of God.

We had been talking of ideal womanhood in a

company of school teachers, and a friend said to me

:

"I had two years to teach here in this school. This is

the end. I've enjoyed it all. But, oh, I do wish I

could live these two years over again. I see so much
now that I might have done differently." But it was.

too late.

One after another got up and spoke words of heart-

felt praise and gratitude, as the many friends he had
loved and served gathered in the church about his

coffin. It seemed that they could not say enough. But
the widowed woman who sat by the utterly worn-out
and now silent form could hold back the piercing

question no longer, and cried out : "Oh, if you thought
all this of Edward, why didn't you tell him so when
he was living ?" Then it was too late.

His mother was on her death-bed—almost gone

—

and the rough and thoughtless boy, now grown to

manhood, bent over her thin, pale face and kissed her
lips and said: "You've been a good mother to us."

The dying lips had little strength left, but they whis-
pered, "You never said that before, John." It

seemed too late.

O friends, now, while we live and are strong; now,
while the day lasts and we can work; a present wel-
come for the truth ; a present recognition of divine
and loving souls ; a present sympathv and co-opera-
tion ; our own soul's awakening ; a response to God
now!
He—this Christ of God, who is coming to us in

these daily ways—was not known, understood and :

then rejected. He was not loved with the soul's de-
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votion and rejected. He was not lived with in thought
and deed and rejected. He was despised—overlooked,

estimated of no account—he was despised and reject-

ed of men. And still, in every golden opportunity of

truth and service and all personal consecration, the

old announcement reaches our ears : Jesus of Naza-
reth passeth by.

"You will know him, when he comes,
Not by anv din of drums,
Nor, the vantage of his airs;

Neither by his crown,
Nor his gown.
Nor by anything he wears

;

He shall only well-known be
By the holy harmony
That his coming makes in thee."

Do you recognize him, friend ? Do you know him ?

Even if you do not now, you will then. "Behold he
cometh . . . and every eye shall see him ; and
they who pierced him." And they who pierced him.

Burlington, Vt.

BIBLE SCHOOL.
JOSEPHAJSf T> HIS" 'B'RETH'RB JV.

Lesson for Oct. 27. 1901. Gen. 4-5: 1-15.
Golden Tejet;— Be not overcome o_f etiil. but otfercome e-oil

tvifh good— "Rom. 12:21.

A. CHICAGO UEACHE-R'S JVOBES OJV
&HE LESSOJV.

Elias A. Long.

Time and Intervening History.

HE time is reckoned at B. C. 1707. It is

Ti twenty-two years since Joseph had been
sold by his brethren as a slave. The inter-

vening history since the last lesson in

Chapter 41 may be divided as follows:

First—The seven years of plenty ending
with Ch. 41 : 53. Second—The two years

of famine in Egypt and including Canaan.
Ch. 41: 54; 42: 1, 2. Third—Jacob's

sons' first trip to Egypt to buy corn. Ch.

42 : 5. Fourth—The first return to Canaan
with corn, Simeon remaining behind. Ch. 42: 26.

Fifth—Second trip to Egypt, Benjamin in the com-
pany. Ch. 43: 15. Sixth—The disclosure of Joseph
to his brethren.

The Lesson on Forgiveness.

Pharaoh was right in estimating Joseph as "a man
in whom the spirit of God is." Ch. 41 : 38. Noth-
ing more clearly indicated the divine nature in Joseph
than his spirit of true forgiveness. As Christ, while

we were yet sinners, died for us (Rom. 4: 8), so

Joseph while his brethren were wicked and with mur-
der in their hearts, yet loved them and sought their

good. This is seen, first in his loving act of reproof

(Ch. 37: 2) ; then in the long journey as a lad bear-

ing them goodwill (Ch. 37: 17) ; and at last by the

events in Egypt in part recited in to-day's lesson.

Did ever man have better grounds for ill-will against

brethren? Yet Joseph's history shows that naught
but forgiving love, and that in return for the most
monstrous evils against him, was entertained. He
truly overcame evil with good. Even when needfully

testing his brethren through feigning roughness of

manner, it was from a tender heart and for their good.
Today's lesson is most helpful to the end that we may
lay aside all feeling of ill-will against those who have
harmed us.

V. 1. Joseph' Love Prevails, "Then." After hearing
Judah's unselfish, eloquent appeal in his brother's behalf. Ch.
44:16-34. That time had wrought changes in the hearts of

the brethren is shown in Ch. 42:21-23. * * * "Joseph."
Joseph now had been Egypt's ruler for nine years, the seven
of plenty and the two of famine. * * * "Could not re-

frain himself." Ch. 43:31. His tender heart (Ch. 42:24;

43:30; 46:29; 50:17) is so moved by Judah's painting of the

home conditions, and by the father's sorrow, that he throws
off the mask of the inflexible ruler and gives way to natural

emotions. He had held out only until the proof of the broth-

ers' - repentance was complete. * * * "He cried, Cause
every man to go out." From an occasion of state the scene
changes to one of family affairs, hence all attendants are dis-

missed. * * * "Made himself known." Joseph's words
which here follow, together with Judah's appeal, form one of

the most thrilling narratives of family affection in all his-

tory.

V. 2. Paroxysm of Grief. "Wept aloud." An ex-

cessive manifestation of grief such as is not uncommon to

people in Asia. See Acts 20 137. * * * "And the Egyp-
tians." Joseph's emotions were manifest even to those out-

side. * * * "And the house of Pharaoh." Doubtless the

report of the weeping ruler, whom all loved, had been carried

to Pharaoh's house. V. 16. Pharaoh personally became much
interested in Joseph's family. Ch. 47:5-10.

V. 3. The Great Disclosure. "Joseph said: I am Jo-
seph." He said this in the Hebrew tongue to the intense

amazement of all present. The words fell with stunning ef-

fect, as the brethren vividly recalled Joseph, the victim of

their wickedness many years before. So Jesus spake when
he came to Saul. Acts 9:5, Matt. 14:27. * * * "Does my
father yet live?" His words, kindiy now, referring to that

which lies closest to his own heart and to the hearts of his

brothers, showing his tender remembrance. * * * "Breth-
ren could not answer." The first shock was overpowering.
They were dumb-founded at the strangeness of the situation.

Like the guest at the wedding feast, they were unprepared,
hence were speechless. The exalted position of Joseph
amazed them, while their own guilt cut them to the quick.

It was some time before they could utter a word. V. 15.

* * * "Were troubled." They found that the wav of the

transgressor is hard. Their sins had found them out. They
were like Peter when he said to Jesus "Depart from me ; for

I am a sinful man." Luke 5 :8.

V. 4. Love's 'Reconciliation. "Come near to me, I pray
you." This is the voice of love and in strange contrast with
Joseph's previous language as he was testing them. Chapt.

42 :7. It was the voice of forgiveness, showing that he was
reconciled to them. * * * "And they came near." Drawn
by that loving command which could not but beget trust in

him. * * * "I am Joseph, your brother." Like our Jo-
seph of the Gospel, he was not ashamed to call them brethren.

Hebrew 2:11. Here bejins a speech extending to V. 14 that

very nearly matches in pathos and interest that of Reuben's
in the preceding chapter. * * * "Whom you sold into

Egypt." To establish his identity, he brings to mind the
wicked occurrence on those plains of Dothan when the broth-
ers sold him as a slave for twenty pieces of silver. Ch. 37 :28.

The words cut to the quick, yet Joseph upbraids them not be-
yond stating a fact to make clear that he was their brother.

By realizing the greatness of their sin, they could the bett' r

realize the greatness of the forgiveness. It is a duty to tell

others of their faults under right circumstances. Matt. 18:15.

V. 5. Forgiveness. "Be not grieved." The words im-
ply the manifestation of marked grief by the brothers. When
Jesus reminded Peter of his great sin he was grieved. John
21:15-17. Sin is the source of endless grief, but Christ has
come to take away the grief of sin by taking away the guilt.

* * * "God did send me." Instead of Joseph being left in

the desert pit to die (Ch. 37:18), a caravan providentially ap-
peared that way to prompt the idea of profit to the brothers by
selling Joseph, and thus he was saved alive and came to Egypt.
This made their guilt none the less. God makes even the
wrath of men to praise him. Ps. 76:10. Men plot evil, but God
makes it turn out "for good." * * * "To preserve life."

Not only did he send Joseph, but according to the Psalmist's
poetical expression, "He called for a famine in the land." Ps.

105:16. In their case the preservation was to the end of
procuring national life.

V. 6. The Prediction. "There were yet five years."
The brothers were- painfully aware of two years of famine
just passed through, but of five years yet to come as pre-
dicted to Pharaoh they doubtless were ignorant. * * *
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"Shall neither be earing nor ploughing." "Earing" is an old

English word which means ploughing or seed time. Deut. 21 14.

V. 7. "A Great Nation." "God sent me to preserve you
a posterity." As God had called Abram out of Haran to

make "a great nation," so he continued to shape events by
not permitting Joseph to perish in Canaan, but designs him
to become an initial link in that great nation whose formation
now was to take place in Egypt. * * * "To save your
lives." To save them, as fathers of the new nation, from
famine. Had Joseph perished in the pit, his brethren doubt-

less would have perished from famine, for it was Joseph the

saver of grain that saved the life of men. * * * "By a

great deliverance." Thus the chosen family was delivered,

that it might increase into a vast multitude. But it was
Christ's mission, as it is that of each one of us, to proclaim
an even greater "deliverance from the bondage of sin." Luke
4:18.

V. 8. Giving God Praise. "Not you that sent me hither,

but God." Their design was selfishly wicked. God turned it

to a great salvation. Often that which seems an evil is turned
by God to the best practical good. To boastful Pilate Jesus
declared that he £ould have no power "except it were given
him from above." John 19:11. * * * "A father to

Pharaoh." He was as a father in giving counsel. Pharaoh
had said, "There is none so discreet and wise as thou art."

Ch. 41 -.39.

V. 9. Speed the Gospel. "Haste ye." The first and last

word of this verse speak of haste. Good news cannot too soon
be told to sorrowing hearts. Gospel means good news. Thou-
sands now wait with unhappy hearts for the good news of

Christ's salvation from sin. * * * "And go and say." A
command from Joseph the ruler. They quickly obey. When
the Ruler who has all power in heaven and earth commands
us to go and proclaim the Gospel to every creature, do we
promptly obey? * * * "God hath made me." Joseph in

(.very way gives praise to God for his elevation and usefulness.

See V. 5, 7, 8. The brothers in their wicked conduct, the

Ishmselites, Potiphar and his wicked wife, Pharaoh, the fam-
ine, all good and bad were only agents used of God. Job
12:16-25.

V. 10. Settlement in Egypt. "Dwelt in the land of
Goshen. In the land of Rameses. Ch. 47:11. It lay between
the eastern part of the ancient delta and Canaan. It would
seem from the next verse that this was to be a temporary
home. * * * "Near unto him," showing the keen family
affection. * * * "All that thou hast." The removal was
to be complete. It was to be permanent as effecting their own
lives. All that remained of the connection with Canaan was
summed up in a prediction of their ultimate return. Ch.
SO :24.

V. 11. "The Fatted Calf." "I will nourish thee." Why
should Joseph provide for those who had so despitefully used
him? Because the love of God was in his heart. Like the
parable of Luke 15, nothing was too good for the restored
prodigals. Joseph had compassion on his brethren, pitying
them for their past wickedness. He was ready to overcome
evil with good. Had he returned evil for evil, that would
have added to, instead of lessening, the evil of this world.
What is our attitude towards those who may misuse us, be it

ever so little as compared with that which Joseph endured?
* * * "Lest thou, and thy household." In verse 18 reference
is made to their "households," showing the separate camps of
Jacob's sons. * * * "Come to poverty." How thoughtful
Joseph is of their comfort. Notice the continued contrast
between the goodness of Joseph in return for the evil of his
brethren. He did not say "well they deserve poverty."

V. 12. Recognition Confirmed. "Behold, your eyes see."
You see for yourself all I have told you and this will amply
convince father. * * * "Eyes of my brother Benjamin."
Benjamin was the full brother of Joseph, the others were but
half brothers. Jacob would the more readily be convinced by
Benjamin's eye witness. * * * "It is my mouth that speak-
eth." In the Hebrew tongue. In earlier interviews Joseph
avoided his native tongue and interpreters were employed.

V. 13. Glorious Story. "Tell my father of all my glory."
It would greatly delight and encourage the parent who,
through all these years, had been mourning for Joseph. When
he would first give glory to God, there could be little danger
in his stating the truth regarding his own advancement.

V. 14. The Two Brothers. "Fell upon Benjamin's
neck." Benjamin his only full brother. When Joseph first
saw him, he could not resist making a great feast, yet hid-
ing his identity. Ch. 43 : 16. Now that he revealed himself,
the signs of affection were very touching. Benjamin was

younger than Joseph. He had had no part in the sale of

Joseph as a slave.

V. 15. The Silence Broken. "Kissed all his brethren."
Instead of rebuke for past wrongs, there are kisses of love
and forgiveness. Where sin abounded, grace, in Joseph's
heart, did much more abound. Rom. 5 : 20. The same spirit

was shown by Joseph that Christ revealed when he forgave his

tormentors. Luke 23 : 34. The brethren were punished by
darts of anguish in their consciences; "but if ye do not for-

give, neither will your father in Heaven forgive your tres-

passes." Mark 11:26. * * * "Wept upon them." He could
not but observe the continued confusion and shame of his

brethren, yet the forgiving spirit will go still further in ex-
pressing love and emotion. * * * "After that his brethren
talked." At last their silence is broken. Joseph's loving
spirit completely won them. Now they could answer his many
inquiries about the father and the old home.

FIVE MIJVX/TE SE'RMOJ^f OJV THE
GOLVEJV TEXT.

PETER AINSLIE.

ERE is a divine recipe that everybody knows

His right: "Be not overcome of evil, but
overcome evil with good " This is per-

fectly clear—the basest will tell you that

this is right. All classes will rise up and
say that that is the way to do. This
heavenly maxim needs no argument to

prove that it is true. Heathen sages have
taught this and philosophers of all ages
unite on it as true philosophy. All this

is true, and further, I might call up the
world's worthies and ask them to testify of its beauty
in practical application. A thousand pages could be
filled with names and volumes could be filled with
illustrations. You will say all that is true—you do
not doubt for once that this maxim of my text is both
heavenly truth and heavenly beauty, but what are you
doing with it is the chief question? Has it become a
part of your life? Are you really putting it into prac-
tice? Tell me now, what are you doing with this

heavenly teaching? No, do not tell me, but go to your
closet and tell your heavenly Father what you are
doing with this chief principle in Christian living. To
fight evil with evil is not wise, for then the very thing
we are fighting gets the mastery over ourselves. Our
position in life is to be a conqueror. We are crying
for freedom like a caged bird. We must have freedom
and victory belongs to us by all the God-given rights.

For this condition not to exist declares on its face
that we are not using the privileges given to us by
God. Evil must be overcome. It is our enemy al-

ways and everywhere. The weapon we must use is

goodness. We do not stop to inquire the where or
the how or the why. Here is the fact. Evil must
be overcome and the order is "overcome evil with
good." Then it is to practice doing good, practice it

freely and from the heart. It is not that we do not
know, for we know better than we do. It is a matter
of doing, and doing with all our might. The rule
has no exception, but there may sometimes be a ques-
tion as to what is always goodness, but in the light

of your own knowledge insist on doing good—just
that goodness that Jesus practiced, and do it in the
fear of the Lord. He will guide you.

Our Father, we bless thee for all the knowledge
that thou hast given us, and we ask for grace to do
as much as we know. Amen.

The perseverance of the saints is made up of ever
new beginnings.
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CHIUSTIAJS EffVEAVO'R.
Charles Blanchard.

'REA'DIftG THE DI&LE EVEHy T>A.y.

Topic Oct. 27; Ref. 2 Tim. 3: 1-17.

<*? F the Endeavor movement did nothing more
t than put emphasis upon the reading of the

Bible every day it would deserve well of

every lover of the old Book and the old

way. It is true, doubtless, that many of

us read the Bible in a perfunctory way
with little gain in knowledge or growth
in spiritual life. Yet there is always a

real gain in any sort of systematic work.
The poorest student of God's Word,
who will really be at pains to read,

little or listlessly, can hardly help

getting some information and inspiration. The
Gospel is like the good seed. It falls into the heart in

the silences, and brings forth fruit in quietness and
peace. This is the blessed thing about the "Quiet

Hour." And the great number who cannot from the

press of household or business cares, keep thus the

quiet hour of devotion, but who snatch a bit of Bible

truth in the pauses, while they wait in the whirl of

the world's restless energy, may still find strength and
assurance, and catch a breath of that "Peace begin-

ning but to be." For this I thank thee, dear Master,

while my life is hedged about with the narrowing
bounds of daily toil, with all its hustle and bustle, with

scarcely a breathing spell during the long burdened
day.

The great apostle gives a strong reason for daily

Bible reading in the first part of this chapter: "This
know also, that in the last days perilous times shall

come." And thereafter follows an awful list of the

sins that harbor in the hearts of men who are "ever

leaving
vand never able to come to the knowledge of the

truth." The thought of this language is that we need
to get

Anchored in the Word of God.

This is the sore need of the age. This is the espe-

cial need of young men. It is an appalling fact that

the vast majority of our young men in this goodly
land, with all our opportunities, religiously, are terri-

bly ignorant of the Bible, its history and its deeper
spiritual truths.

"President Thwing selected from the poems of Ten-
nyson twenty-three allusions to well-known passages
in the Old and New Testaments and asked thirty-four

freshmen of Western Reserve College to explain

them. Later he submitted the same questions with one
exception to a class of fifty-one at a woman's college

in the East. One young woman answered every ques-
tion correctly, one missed but one, and a third missed
but two. Yet the percentage of correct answers was
only 49 for the women and less than 43 for the men.
None of the allusions would be considered recondite
by any one even fairly versed in the English Bible and
English literature, and most of them, it would seem,
ought to be answered correctly by any average Sun-
day school scholar of 12.

"Out of the eighty-five students examined one-
fourth knew nothing of Christ's crown of thorns or of
the manna provided for the Israelites in the wilderness.
About thirty could not explain Jacob's ladder, his

wrestling with the angel, or Moses' striking of the
rock. About fortv were ignorant of the brand of

Cain, of Esau's rough hands, of Ruth in the cornfield,

and even of the angel which was seated in the risen

Savior's tomb. Sixty could not tell of the sheet let

down from heaven in Peter's vision nor of Joshua's
moon on Ajalon. Seventy-five failed on Hezekiah's
shadow, which was one of the hardest questions. But
sixty-six were stumped by Jonah's gourd, although
several of these thought the allusion was to Jonah and
the whale."
Atheism and anarchy go together. And ignorance,

especially of the Word of God, is the mark of these
twin brothers of the evil heart. The description given
by Paul in this chapter is just as true to-day as when
he wrote to the young man Timothy, warning him of
the perils of the last days. Whether we have fallen
upon these times, I know not ; but this I do know, that
with the general neglect of the Bible, perilous times
will come.

"thoroughly Furnished-"
"All Scripture is given by inspiration of God. and

is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good
works." Here we have the chief reason for dailv
Bible study. To get anchored in God's Word : to be
rooted and grounded in the truth; built up in love:
thoroughly furnished unto all good works, these are
the glorious privileges of Christian Endeavorers.

THE Ql/IET JJOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Reading!.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

JOS'EPH SOLD IJVTO EG&T&.
And the patriarchs, moved with envy, sold Joseph into

Egypt; but God was with him."

—

Acts 7. o.

Monday. Genesis; 37 . 1—11.

N the sweetness and saintliness of his whole

I

character, Joseph suggests Jesus, holy and
* harmless and un defiled and separate from

sinners. I see him ; a boy at home, in com-
munion with God. I see him visited in the
night-time by dreams which have their

birth in heaven. I see him extorting the
wonder and admiration of his father. Other
Old Testament figures have a sublimer
grandeur ; Moses unquestionably has. But

about Joseph, from first to last there is a singular
beauty, a pre-eminent charm.

But my Master, in the "whiteness most white,"
of his human character, stands peerless, unap-
proachable, alone. All high and heavenly qualities

mingle in him. And I shall be most sinless, if I set

him habitually before me, morning by morning, and
minute by minute; if I seek from him the gift "of his

sanctification, as well as the gift of his pardon ; if I

throw open my nature unreservedly to the inflow and
energy of the Spirit, whom he possesses without meas-
ure, and gives without stint.

It would be a desirable attainment to be like loseph.
It is a better blessedness, and a possible one. too, to be
like Christ.

Tuesday, Genesis; 37. 12-22.

Joseph is a remembrancer of my Lord in this, too,
that he was perfected through suffering. The archers
sorely grieved him. and shot at him. and hated him.
Wr

hat tempests, what troubles, what tears, there were
in the course of his day, as well as what sunshine and
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warmth! But the hard discipline ennobled him mar-

velously. It taught him faith and courage and sym-

pathy and prayer and hope in God. Tt educated him

for the kingly part he had to play. "The arms of

his hands were made strong by the hands of the

Mighty One of Jacob."

And Jesus suffered. He was the very Captain in

the vast army of sufferers. There never has been,

and there never will be, sorrow like his sorrow. But

it is the teaching of the New Testament that, as my
Kinsman and Savior, he was benefited by his griefs.

They were wholesome, if they were keen. His distress-

es acquainted him with my distresses, and qualified him

to sympathize with me, and trained him to lean and
plead as I must do, and prepared him for his reign as

my Brother on the Throne.

I have the same thorny road to travel. I must drink

of his cup and be baptized with his baptism. And it

comforts me to know that, by the fellowship of his

sufferings, I am ripened and matured in grace.

VOednesday. Genesis; ~b7 . 23-36.

Joseph found soon that the path to the fulfilment of

his dreams was not a smooth and easy path.

No more is mine, to the holiness of which I dream
and for which I pray. There are fears within and
fightings without. There are turbulent temptations.

There are fierce besetments of the enemy. There are

heavy bereavements. There are storms of trial.

It is strange, is it not? It is by no means the spirit-

ual history which I should have chosen for myself. But
it is my wisdom and my safety to leave myself in the

hands of my God. He brings clean things out of un-

clean. He gains his sapphires and pearls from the

depths of the earth and the caves of the sea. He will

transfigure even me into a townsman of his New
Jerusalem, who shall not be out of harmony with the

stainless city where I dwell. It will need much educa-

tion, much patience on his part and on mine, perhaps

not a little chastisement. But let me trust him.

In due time "all the golden fancies of all my golden

dreams" shall have their realization. At length I shall

be perfect even as my Father in heaven is perfect.

Thursday, Genesis; 39. 1-6.

The Christian, like Joseph, is a source of blessing to

those who are strangers to his God and Savior.

He is so negatively. Is it not true that, society is

spared and the world continues, because in an evil

generation the Father has his seed, the Redeemer has

his disciples, the Holy Spirit has those who are his

temples and homes ? Take away the believing men and
women from the earth, and it would soon be ripe for

destruction. Often its citizens look' with disparage-

ment, sometimes with contempt, on God's sons and
daughters; but they owe the saints an immense debt

nevertheless.

But he should be so positively, too. I would do
something, distinct, unmistakable, helpful, and saving,

to benefit those about me. I would live a life high,

chivalrous, kindly, spiritual, which will teach them that

God can sanctify and sustain. I would speak to them,
whenever opportunity offers, of the needs of their

hearts and of the divine supply for them. I would lift

up holy hands on their behalf day and night.

"Let your light so shine before men," says Jesus to

me. "that others, seeing- your good works, may glorify

your Father in heaven." Let me not forget my Mas-
ter's commission.

Friday. Geness; 42. 14-22.

Sin always finds the sinner out. Let me look the
humbling and momentous truth in the face. I am

inclined to refuse to do this. I am disposed to prophesy
smooth things to my heart.

But that is foolish, ruinous, suicidal. It prevents

me taking home the consolations of God. I cannot

know the comfort till I know the sadness. I am not

meant to abide in the gloom for ever, but to pass out of

its shadows into the sunshine. But I cannot enter the

region of light and peace, until I have become ac-

quainted with that of darkness and pain. Only then

"the morning will awaken, the shadows will decay."

Only then the weeping will yield place to shouting and
joy-

If I wish to estimate the value of a remedy, I must
contemplate the ravages of the disease which it cures.

And I must walk through the hospital of my heart, I

must unwind the bandages, I must view the ugly
wounds ; or I shall never feel the power of God's anti-

dote and turn to God's physician. When I learn that

I am sick unto death, the Healer interposes. When I

discover like Sir Percivale, that I am out in a land of

sand and thorns, the Good Shepherd comes and leads

me into the green pastures.

Saturday. Job; 3, 6-17.

Affliction cometh not forth of the dust. Nay, happy
is the man whom God correcteth. For the trial which
comes from him enlarges and deepens my knowledge
of truth. In these dark periods of my life I gain a

special interest in the Word of God. I acquire a clear-

er vision of many a doctrine, about Father and Son
and Spirit, about my work and calling, about immor-
tality and the better country. I grasp with a firmer

hand the precious promises. "On the one side," it has
been said, "there is a darkening world; on the other

side there is a brightening Bible." And I should wel-
come the gloom that leads to such an issue.

And the trial which has God for Author refines and
purifies my character. Many a Christian has grown
more Christlike in the school of suffering; may this

upward growth be mine.

Ruben's picture of the Crucifixion has been criti-

cized, because the painter has made Calvary a garden
where you cannot see sculls for flowers. But that is

true for every one that belongs to Christ who died

and lives. His Calvary blossoms into flower and fruit.

Sunday. Tsalm; 31, 1-15.

How great is the goodness which God has laid up

!

I make a foolish mistake if I imagine that he has given
my soul all that it is to receive from him, when he has
pardoned its iniquities for Jesus' sake. That is but the

first chapter in the book of his tender dealing and nur-
ture. That is but the threshold of his palace. That is

but the opening day of my heart's springtime, and
summer is all to follow—bright June, warm July, gold-
an August.
What I should believe is that there is no limit to the

gifts he will bestow, the deliverances he will accom-
plish, the victories he will achieve in me and through
me. Every morning mine should be the expectation
that his mercies will be new to me through the dav

;

that some fresh revelation of his truth and love will be
imparted; that increased holiness and purity will be
given ; that opportunities for active service or patient

waiting will be multiplied; that the evening will find

me singing a song of which I am ignorant now.
Some years ago Roman workmen, digging in the

Forum, unearthed an old fountain, the Aqua Virgo,
impnsoned for ages. And lo, the water burst forth
into a sudden lake, strong as in the days of Consuls and
C?esars. Just as impossible is it to exhaust the foun-
tain of health and vigor and progress which God lays

up for them that fear him.
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flTHE ITALIA J* EVAN-
GELICAL ALLIAJVCE.

In September last the Italian mis-

sionaries of different Protestant de-

nominations in America were united

into one grand organization and as-

sumed the name of the Italian Evan-

gelical Alliance. The objects of this

alliance are declared to be as follows:

1. To secure spiritual, practical

union among ourselves, and fraternal

co-operation with the laborers of the

different Protestant denominations.

2. To take counsel with each other

respecting the needs of the evangel-

izing work among the Italians of the

United States, and to devise the best

means of meeting those needs.

3. To unite in our membership all

Italian ministers of the Protestant

faith in the United States, and to aid

in finding suitable fields of labor for

such of them as are unemployed.

4. To secure an annual reunion in

the hope that such a reunion may not

only be of practical value in itself,

but may also be the means of pro-

moting a revival of true religion

among our countrymen in the city

and A'icinity where the reunion is

held.

5. To do all in our power to pro-

mote good citizenship among the Ital-

ians of the United States, for the

honor of Christ, the welfare of our

adopted country and the good name of

Italy whence we came. We hope also

to have an Italian religious paper

which shall be the organ of this Al-

liance. We pray that God will aid us

in securing the necessary means.

A X/JVIQX/E EJC'PE'RI-
MEJSfT.

At Sunnyside, Wash., a Congrega-

tional church, a Methodist, a Presby-

terian, a Disciples and a Progressive

Dunkard, have all united in a local

federation for the erection of a

church building and the maintenance
of public worship. This contract is to

continue for a period of five years,

at the end of which time any party to

the contract has the privilege of sell-

ing its own or buying the interest of

others. The financial interest of each

denomination in the building and
property determines its share of the

time in the use of the pulpit. An
advisory committee consisting of one

from each of the six denominations
controls the conduct of worship dur-

ing the period of the contract. Each
church expects to retain its own or-

ganization within the federated body,

but each has united in choosing a pres-

ident, secretary and treasurer of the

larger body, from among the Con-

gregationalists. It is a unique ex-

periment, but in a population of about
1,000 within three miles, promises to

work well. There is certainly econ-

omy in the arrangement and an
avoidance of almost certain failure

for some of the churches if contin-

ued in separate existence at what
would necessarily be "a poor, dying
rate."

S-OWTH "DAKOTA BAP-

Aberdeen welcomed this year the

various Baptist representatives. The
women had the first chance. Mission-

ary interest was shown to have been
well sustained in the several associa-

tions and local churches. The im-

portance of missionary junior socie-

ties was emphasized. It was unani-
mously voted that the young women's
societies for foreign and home mis-

sion work be consolidated, so far as

agreeable to the local churches, under
a single name, either "Light Bear-
ers" or "Young Woman's Missionary
Society." The former names have
been "Farther Lights" and "What
Can." That problem of the women's
societies: "How to secure the quar-

terly or semi-annual payments of

the apportionment?" was met with
the suggestion of greater liberality

of spirit, greater economy in personal

expenditures and weekly rather than
annual payments.
The Ministerial Union came next

on the program. Practical and defin-

ite topics were chosen for discussion,

such as, "Is the Change from Per-

sonal Testimony to the Discussion of

a Topic in the Prayer Meeting a Good
One?" Pastoral Visitation; Chris-

tianity and Social Problems. On the

last topic a practical instance of co-

operation of the churches with mu-
nicipal struggles was given when a

city caucus being called for Wednes-
day evening by corrupt politicians in

order to shut out the "church crowd,"
the Baptist and Methodist pastors dis-

missed their prayer meetings, send-

ing the women to the Presbyterian
church and the men to the caucus.

The liquor men found their scheme
balked. Rev. C. S. Thorns preached
the annual sermon, taking for his

text the first eleven chapters of Gen-
esis. "Severing Pastoral Ties" and
"Current Heresies and How to Deal
With Them" were the subjects of two
papers that brought out valuable dis-

cussion.

The state convention was not large-

ly attended. Colportage and Sunday
school work received considerable at-

tention. An effort is to be made to

support a. colportage wagon like the

one just given to North Dakota by
Mrs. Modahl. Mrs. C. Malley, Rev.
A. J. Pinch, F. D. Hall, Rev. E. E.

Duley and Rev. E. M. Stephenson
were the speakers on Sunday school

topics. Rev. W. W. Dawley, D. D.. of

Minneapolis, gave three fine ad-

dresses, the first being on "The Mis-

sion and Methods of a Modern
Church." "State Mission Opportuni-
ties and Obligations" occupied an

hour on Friday afternoon, followed
by a session of the Young People's

Union
At the business meeting the pro-

posed legislation against anarchy
was endorsed. The state appropria-
tion of $2,400 was raised, as it usu-

ally is in South Dakota. Missionary
and educational addresses closed the
convention, Dr. H. C. Mabie's being
specially uplifting spiritually. The
convention was one of the best South
Dakota has had.

"BOJTES Or COLT).

•Sentfor Letters About Grape-
JVuU.

330 boxes of gold and greenbacks
will be sent to persons writing inter-

esting and truthful letters about the
good that has been done them by the
use of Grape-Nuts food.

10 little boxes, each containing a $10
gold piece, will be sent the 10 writers
of the most interesting letters.

20 boxes each containing a $5 gold
piece to the 20 next most interesting

writers, and a $1 greenback will go
to each of the 300 next best. A com-
mittee of three not members of the
Postum Co., will make decision be-

tween Dec. 1st and 10th, 1901.

Write plain, sensible letters, giving
detailed facts of ill-health caused from
improper food and explain the im-
provement, the gain in strength, in

weight, or in brain power after using
Grape-Nuts food.

It is a profound fact that most ails

of humanity come from improper and
non-nourishing food, such as white
bread, hot biscuit, starchy and un-
cooked cereals, etc.

A change to perfectly cooked, pre-
digested food like Grape-Nuts, scien-

tifically made and containing exactly

the elements that nature requires

for building the delicate and wonder-
ful cells of brain and body, will quick-

ly change a half sick person to a well

person. Food, good food, is Nature's
strongest weapon of defense.

Include in letter the true names and
addresses, carefully written, of 20 per-

sons, not very well, to whom we can
write regarding the food cure by
Grape-Nuts.
Almost every one interested in pure

food is willing to have his or her
name appear in the papers for such
help as they may offer the human race.

A request, however, to omit name will

be respected. Try for one of the 330

prizes. Everyone has an equal show.
Don't write poetry, but just honest and
interesting facts about the good you
have obtained from the pure food

Grape-Isiuts. If a man or woman has
found a true way to get well and keep
well, it should be a pleasure to stretch

a helping hand to humanity, by telling

the facts.

Write your name and address plain-

ly on letter and mail promptly to the

Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd., Battle Creek.

Mich.
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TxaEjiry yEA -ns of
COJVCREGA TIOJVAL
WOKK. /jV JVOHTH

DAKOTA.
At the twentieth annual meeting of

the North Dakota State Association,

in Wahpeton, a review of the situa-

tion showed results of heroic endu-

rance, self-sacrifice and wise states-

manship in nearly 100 churches es-

tablished and a well-equipped col-

lege. About 160 men have had share

in the making of Congregationalism

in those parts during the past twenty
years. The Home Missionary So-

ciety has put over $150,000 into the

work, besides as much more in work
for the Indians, church and parson-

age building, Sunday school mission-

ary work and the support of Fargo
college. Nine churches have been or-

ganized since January 1—seven En-
glish and two German. The increase

in the offerings to the Home Mission-

ary work have increased ten per cent

over those of last year. Twenty-five

new Sunday schools have been start-

ed during the past twelve months
and five schools have grown into

churches. There is great and grow-
ing opportunity for work among the

Norwegians; fifty Scandinavian
churches might be organized if mis-

sionary 3 id could be slightly in-

creased.

Steps were taken looking to the or-

ganization of a state Home Mission-

ary Society. The women's societies

reported over $600 contributed for the

year. "Some Present-Day Aspects of

the Sunday Problem" were presented

strongly in a paper by Rev. H. S.

Wiley of Hillsboro. "The Relation

of the New Testament Teaching to

Sociology" was shown by Rev. G. B.

Denison of Cando. Rev. V. H. Rur-
ing considered "The Relation of the

Church to the Young People," and
Rev. W. H. Gimblett of Hankinson
spoke of "The Church for the Times."
The presence of Dr. J. E. Roy and
Dr. W. S. Ament gave enrichment to

the meeting, the former spoke of con-

gregational work in the West Indies.

Dr. Washington Choate was also

there, and was gladly welcomed as

one known by his handwriting, but
now seen face to face. He spoke of

New England as the missionary field,

$60,000 being expended there for mis-
sions against less than $8,000 for

Dakota. Some pastors were missed,
but spoken of with appreciation;

many new ones were welcomed for

the first time. President Morley told

of good progress made by Pargo col-

lege, with the largest freshman class

in its history, current expenses paid
and new pledges towards endowment.

For Jfer-Oous Women
Horsford's Acid "Phosphate.

Dr. J. B. Alexander, Charlotte, N.
C, says: "It is pleasant to taste, and
ranks among the best of nerve tonics
for nervous females "

CHICAGO AJVD VICIJSIITy
The Baptist Missionary Training

School in Chicago has opened with a

class of forty or fifty new pupils, who
are about the best prepared of any
class which ever entered this institu-

tion.

Seventeen were welcomed to mem-
bership Sunday, October 6, in the

Woodlawn Park Presbyterian church,

of which Rev. Dr. E. H. Curtis is

pastor.

The Presbyterian pastors are pre-

paring for the work of the autumn
and winter with great energy. At an
early date a meeting will be hel

somewhat of the nature of a spiritual

retreat and similar to that held in the

Church of the Covenant last winter.

The Austin church is holding a series

of meetings in which the pastor, Rev.

S. M. Johnson, is assisted by Revs. G.

W. Wright, S. M. Campbell and W.
W. Johnstone.

St Mark's Episcopal church has
been much improved and beautified.

Rev. Dr. W. W. Wilson has been rec-

tor for twelve years and the future

growth of the church is very prom-
ising.

Special preachers at the University

of Chicago for the quarter will be

Rev. Principal Salmon of the Free
Church College, Aberdeen, Scotland,

and Rev. Simon J. McPherson, D. D.,

formerly of Chicago and now prin-

cipal of the Lawrenceville school,

Princeton, N. J. Each preacher will

act for three weeks. The services are

held in Cobb Hall chapel at 10:45

Sunday mornings.
The chapter of the Brotherhood of

St. Andrew, for some time suspended
in St. Andrew's Episcopal parish, has
been revived and is doing excellent

work. Some of its members assist in

the city mission service at the county
hospital, together with members of

the Epiphany chapter, and also teach

on Sunday afternoons at the Chinese
mission.

The Rev. W. E. Toll celebrated his

twentieth anniversary as rector of

Christ church, Waukegan, on Sunday,
Oct. 6. A very handsome new stone

church was erected ten years ago at

a cost of about $42,000. The parish

has taken a prominent place in the

diocese and has ever held a foremost
position as a leader in good works.
The annual meeting of the Baptist

Theological Union, which has in

charge the Divinity school of the

University of Chicago, was held Octo-

ber 2. The report showed 372 stu-

dents enrolled, nearly every state in,

the union being represented and more
than thirty denominations. Mr. Jesse

A. Baldwin was chosen president.

Memorial Baptist church is enter-

ing on the winter with enthusiasm
and earnestness. Nineteen were re-

ceived into the membership October 6.

The total membership of the eighty-

six churches in the Chicago Baptist

Association is 20,955. There are 1,334

baptisms reported for the year, 343

more than last year. The figures re-

ported in our last issue were incor-

rect.

Twenty-four were received into fel-

lowship, sixteen on confession of

faith, at the Evanston Avenue Con-

gregational church Sunday, October 6.

A very successful rummage sale the

previous week put about $200 into

the new church building fund.

James Mullenbach has been called

by a unanimous vote to the associate

pastorate of Tabernacle church, as-

sisting Professor Graham Taylor. Mr.
Mullenbach recently returned from
two years of post-graduate study at

the University of Berlin upon the

Chicago Seminary fellowship award-
ed him upon his graduation in 1899.

Rev. Lloyd E. Newcomer has ac-

cepted a call to the Garfield Boulevard
Christian church and the City Mission-

ary society will augment his salary.

Hie work at Humboldt Park and Gar-
field Park churches has been helpful.

Rev. H. H. Guy has closed his mins-
try at the Ashland Christian church.

During the time of his stay they have
grown in attendance and interest, se-

cured and paid for a good corner lot,

and expect to have their own house
before the close of the year.

GOOD COFFEE MAK.E'R.

Experience buith the "Berry.

"I have gained twenty-five pounds
since I left off coffee and began drink-

ing Postum Food Coffee in its place

"I had become very thin in flesh and
suffered tortures with heartburn, was
a nervous wreck with headache prac-

tically all the time until one dreadful

day when the good doctor told me I

must quit drinking coffee, as he had
nothing left to try, to relieve me.

"I could not drink tea and had tried

everything else, even Postum, but put
it by at the first trial, because it was
tasteless.

Forced to it again, I determined to

see if it could not be made palatable

and found at once that when I fol-

lowed directions and ooiled it long
enough, that I not only liked it but
gave it to my husband for several days
without his finding it out. I have the
name of making splendid coffee, and
we always used the best, but of late

I have given Postum to guests many
times in place of coffee and have never
been detected yet.

Our four children have not drank
coffee for three years, and all have
gained health and flesh since using
Postum. One son, who was always
sick, has been greatly benefited by its

use, and as above stated, I have gained
twenty-five pounds since taking up-

Postum. I am healthier to-day than
I have been for years and give Postum
all the credit. Please do not use my
name in public."

This lady lives in Burlington, Iowa,

and the name will be furnished by the

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek,.

Mich., to those interested.
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"Baptist.

The German Baptist conference,

comprising five central states, met
in Detroit September 20-24. Forty-

one churches with a membership of

4,718 reported a total expenditure of

$69,783, of which about $60,000 was
spent for home purposes, and $10,000

for benevolent purposes, about $14.67

per capita. There were reported 326

baptisms—one for every 14% mem-
bers; forty-three dismissals to En-

glish-speaking churches and a net

gain of 213 members. Eight churches

are without pastors. The Holy Spir-

it's presence was felt not only in

prayer-meetings and preaching ser-

vices, but through all the sessions.

Rev. R. Janzen read an essay on "The
New Testament Idea of True Disci-

pleship." Rev. George Klipfel

showed some dangers of the spiritual

life of our times. Rev. J. Meier read

a paper on the cultivation of family

workshop. Rev. J. H. Merkel an-

swered the question what is the high-

est success of a church? and Rev. R.

Blaudau read an essay on the theme:

"The Position of a Christian Toward
the Temperance Movement."
The Women's Home Mission So-

ciety is about to open a mission

among the Hopi Indians, or, as they

are usually called, the Moquis. This

mission will be planted upon two of

the large mesas in New Mexico and

appropriately called Sunlight Mission,

as it is to be situated in a land of

sunshine and is the direct result of

contributions given by the Baptist

Indians of Rainy and Saddle Moun-
tains, Okla., whose title for their mis-

sion is "God's Light Upon the Moun-
tain."

Congregational.

A spiritual forward movement was
the thought that dominated the dia-

mond anniversary of the Maine con-

ference, which met in Bangor. The
membership of the churches of the

state was reduced during the year by

a loss of 404, the gain was 386. The
benevolences were $56,881 for the

year; the home expenses were in-

creased $26,000 over the previous

year. "What can be done to deepen

the spiritual life and power of our

churches?" was the question for which

an answer was sought. "The Point

of View of the Twentieth Century

Ministry" was the topic of an ad-

dress by Dr. A. E. Winship. Four

addresses considered "The Need of

Recovering and Emphasizing the Dis-

tinctive Message, Mission. Aim and

Work of the Church."
Plymouth ehurcb, Seattle, has a

church missionary society of which
the pastor, Rev. W. H. G. Temple, D.

D., is president. It meets once a
month in place of the prayer meeting
and displaces entirely the Women's
Missionary Society. No special offer-

ings are taken for the missionary soci-

eties, the pledge and percentage plan

being followed. Plymouth church has

also a successful men's club of about
100 members, who dine together once
a month. A paper on some practical

home topic is followed by an address
on some solid subject and at eight
o'clock the meeting breaks up.

The pastor of the Congregational
church at Oswego, 111., Frederick W.
Long, recently issued over a hundred
invitations to the men of the parish
to a "Reception to Men," as a fitting

close to his fourth year of work here.

The Ladies' Guild served the banquet
in the Woodman hall. Toasts were
responded to, Mr. Long acting as

toastmaster. After singing "Nearer,

My God, to Thee," the company was
dismissed with a short prayer and
benediction, all delighted and pleased,

as well as stimulated to higher liv-

ing, in the memory of an evening
pleasantly and profitably spent.

Rev. C. A. Jones of Kane, Pa., is-

sued an autumnal message to his

people, calling them to a ten days'

devotional service held September 26-

October 6, "to promote deeper spir-

ituality among members, effectual

yearning for divine love in the con-

gregation and consecrated Christian

citizenship throughout the village."

The German Congregational church
at Minden, Iowa, has~ received more
than 100 into its membership during
the year that Rev. Eugene Osthoff

has been pastor. He preaches in both
English and German.

One church in Illinois has arranged
with great acceptability a family ves-

per service for two summer months.
A part was assigned to every member
of the family. Personal invitations

were sent to the factories, inviting

the men to come after a Sunday after-

noon walk with the whoie family to

the church for one hour. Mothers left

their babies with some of the ladies

in the lecture-room; children under
ten after thirty minutes received a

Perry picture illustrating the sermon
subject, and marched off for their

story from one of the lay members.
Boys and girls above the fourth grade
in school gathered at the pulpit and
read the psalm responsively; the

elder ones sang and prayed and lis-

tened to a short sermon. Special

choruses and orchestra assisted, mak-
ing a helpful service.

Pastors' classes are frequently
heard of. The Ottawa church secures
best results through four week-day
classes for a part of each year con-

ducted by the pastor. These are di-

vided among grade school boys, grade
school girls, high school boys and
high school girls, and meet immedi-
ately after school.

The old first church, Rockford, 111.,

mm MsempoJ's Ixperieiices
his ups and downs, are being printed In each Issue of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religions paper packed full of good things for all
Bible lovers. It goes to 45 states, Canada, England
and Scotland, and has 6.000 circulation. Send 25c for
U one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS. J. BURTON, Editor, Canton. Mo.

under the pastorate of Rev. F. H.
Bodman, has some marked features.
In the prayer meeting a half-hour of
devotional service is followed by a
paper by some member on a subject
connected with church history, such
as the lives of missionaries, hymn
writers, reformers. This has done
much to add variety and interest to
the services.

In Spring Valley, 111., the Congre-
gational church stands as the only
Protestant force among the 7,000 peo-
ple, and it is a force under the

Hamilton College
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

The Reading College of the Christian Brother-
hood tor the education of young women Its
record, buildings, equipment, facultv. the best
Opens thirty-third session second Tuesday in
September. Very reasonable rates. For partic-
ulars and catalogue apply to

B C. HAGERMAN, President.

A Monthly Magazine
Devoted to the upbuild
ingof Christian charac--
tcr and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick. Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church. Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements Price 50c
per year. 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South ioth Street,
Philadelphia.

HIRAM COLLEGE
A school for both sexes, located at Hiram. Portage

County, Ohio, 35 miles southeast of Cleveland.

A SPLENDID LOCATION.
Beautiful scenery, pure air, excellent water. An

ideal college town, modern, up-to-date, ligthed by
electricity and having a tine system of water-works.

GOOD BUILDINGS.
The buildings are comparatively new. Main build-

ing commodious and convenient in all its appoint-
ments. A large and beautiful Christian Association
ouilding, erected five years ago at a cost of $30,000.

Two excellent ladies' halls well furnished and sup-
plied with moderu conveniences. Music buildingfor
the accommodation of our large and growing music
department. A library and observatory building just
completed, the gift of Abram Teachout. and a War-
ner & Swazey's nine inch telescope, costing approxi-
mately $5000, the gift of Lathrop Cooley.

LIBRARIES AND APPARATUS.
A large and well equipped chemical laboratory.

Two other laboratories. Physiological and Physical.
A well selected library: large additions to this library
will soon be made. A good museum. A large and
wellfurnished gymnasium. .

COURSES OF STUDY.
Four Classical Courses—Regular, Ministerial. Legal

and Medical. Four Scientific Courses—Regular,
Philosophical, Legal and Medical. Four Literary
Courses—Regular. Ministerial, Legal and Medical.
Five Special Courses—Music. Oratorical. Business,
Art, Teachers.' Special elective courses in any
variety. v

* CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.
We have a strong body of Professors and Instruc-

tors, twenty-four in nuuiber. They are for the most
part specialists of large attainments and are thor-

oughly abreast of the times.

Literary Societies and Religious Organizations.
Hiram has five literary societies of unusual

strength and vigor; two Christian associations that

contribute much to the religious life of the school.

Several departmental and social organizations of

special interest and value.

EXPENSES.
Expenses are very moderate. Good table board cau

be had for S'2.00 per week, club board for $1 .i5 to $1.75

Room rent for 50 cents to $1.00 per week. Tuition for

four to five dollars per term lor each study. The
three leading items of board, tuition and room rent

may be reduced to about 8125.00 for the college year

of 3S weeks.

> INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
Under the auspices of the T. W. Phillips' Loan fund

an industrial department is being established that

Till assist about fifty younc_ people. It is believed
that students admitted to this department may re-

duce the entire expense of the year, including tuitior,

to about (90.00, and those who do considerable w t
may reduce expenses to sixty or seventy dollars " <;nd

for"catalogue to E. V.*ZOLLARS, Hiram, whio
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skilled hand of Rev. R. W. Perdue.

It is one of the few churches in the

state that has a fully equipped gym-
nasium, with social rooms, library

and baths. It is the ideal combina-

tion of church and Y. M. C. A. for a

small city.

Since Rev. G. R. Wallace took

charge of Westminster church, Spo-

kane, the membership has been stead-

ily growing, the income has nearly

doubled and the small debt cared for.

There is a large and enthusiastic

men's club.

Rev. R. L. Marsh of Burlington,

Iowa, has organized a Bible Study
club, which aims to include the en-

tire ,
congregation. More than 100

names were enrolled prior to Septem-

ber 25. The course is that offered by
the American Institute of Sacred Lit-

erature, which also serves as a basis

for the midweek meeting.

The Montana association at its

eighteenth annual session considered

some very practical questions: How
to raise money; how to get people to

church; how to conduct revivals so

as to win men to Christ. "What Con-

stitutes a Holy Observance of the

Sabbath Day?" was treated in one
paper; "Christian Apologetics for the

Present Time" in another. Several

speakers took various phases of the

topic. "The Congregational Church of

the Twentieth Century;" its ministry,

its terms of admission to member-
ship, etc.

Pilgrim church, Cleveland, during

the last ten years of effort along in-

stitutional lines, has increased its

membership from 310 to 857. The
expenditures, including benevolences,

have amounted to $300,000.

tShe "Disciples.

The American Christian Missionary
society during the past year has as-

sisted through the state and national

boards in the support of 640 mission-

aries. These missionaries have or-

ganized or re-organized 277 churches.

The number of additions to the

churches by missionary effort is 24,-

535; 3,660 were by confession of faith

in Christ and baptism into his name.
Twenty-eight church buildings have
been erected. The total receipts for

the year were $213,921.50. The an-

nual report says: "The amount of

money entrusted to us for home mis-
sions is not in any measure a test

of our ability as a people; it is the
measure of our interest in home mis-
sions. Of our more than 1,000,000

members not more than 300,000 are
giving as much as ten cents a year
for the preaching of the gospel in
this land."

The Kentucky Christian Mission-
ary convention met at Cynthiana, Oc-
tober 3. Four speeches were made on
the educational interests by Presi-
dent Burris and Professors Jefferson,

Fairhurst and Hageman. A strong

temperance address was given by

George Gowen of Louisville. The
total amount of money raised for

state work was $16,395.04 and for for-

eign missions $12,951.88; church ex-

tension, $15,682.06.

The University Place Sunday school

at Des Moines had its annual rally

on September 29, with an attendance

of 1,293.

The High Street church, Akron,
Ohio, held a rally with 1,198 present

and 336 in the pastor's class.

The Main Street church, Mason
City, Iowa, has had a phenomenal
growth. Less than ten years ago a

church was organized there, with a

little group of Disciples. Every year

large accessions have been made un-

til now the membership is 1,100. The
church edifice has just been made
over at an expense of $13,000. It con-

tains thirty rooms. Its auditorium

seats 1,000 people. The building was
dedicated October 6. Enough money
was raised to build a $500 parsonage,

besides paying in full for the church.

At the Colorado Christian Mission-

ary convention it was emphasized
that earnestness and aggressiveness

must particularly mark the church of

the twentieth century.

Eptscopa r
,

The Rt. Rev. Alexander Burgess, D.

D. LL. D., bishop of Quincy, 111., died

in St. Albans, Vt, October 8. He
had long been failing from old age.

He was born in 3 819.

All Saints' Hospital at South Mc-
Alester, Okla., has done a good year's

work, having cared for 809 patients,

with 11,369 days of hospital care. Of

these eighty-two were free cases.

Miss Stockdell has begun work
among the Lemhi Indians in Idaho,

the first regularly appointed mission-

ary among them.

The Cathedral Schools of Art
opened in Cincinnati October 12.

HOW TO GET A JOB
mAUIAlAA New book Wl11 be

*•»«*» days. Oners will

Ailed in the order they are received If you
are not interested hand it to a friend

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO. ILI—

Individual Communion
Outfit « Se "d i°r free catalogueV/UL1IL*. and list of users.

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO^
Box 5x Rochester, N. Y.

ft^F RACKS ^

EXAS^
Effective March JOth, I90J,

the

Announces ibe Opening of its

<i* Red River Division

Denison and Sherman^
Texas, j* <t*

Through Train Service will shortly

be established from St. Louis and Kansas

City over the <£ <£ <2& ^

Shortest Line to Texas

Or THE LITERARY STRUCTURE AND
SPIRITUAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The work of colaboration by Herbert L. Willett and James M. Camp-
bell. It has been widely and favorably reviewed in the religious journal*
of this country and Great Britain and is now in use in many classes or-
ganized in colleges, seminaries, churches and other groups of Bibbs stu-
dents. Several pastors have written that they are using it i* ^-&*ES£
olasses on the study of the New Testament. Others that they are following
their work in their prayer-meeting services. While from many quarters
have come reports of the helpful use made of the book in family and pri-

vate devotion and study. Price, postpaid, $1.25. Given free as a premium
for four new subscribers to Thb Christian Centtjby.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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Many new departments have been
added since last year, such as mil-

linery, dressmaking, cooking, lan-

guages, basket-weaving, chair-caning

and a department for mending cloth-

ing. There will also be started a
"savings department." Altogether
there are twenty-one departments in

the school.

For a number of years the Church
of the Holy Communion, at Sixth ave-

nue and Twentieth street, Manhat-
tan, in the heart of the retail dry
goods district, has been open all day
every day in the year. Entrance was
secured through a small tower door,

bearing an invitation to enter and
rest. A fairly accurate record has
been kept of those who accepted the

invitation and seldom have more than
twenty-five done so in a day. Last
week, however, the main doors on
Sixth avenue were kept wide open
from morning till night each day ;

the increase in the number of vis-

tors is remarkable. Instead of

twenty-five, fully 200 has been the

daily average, the interest thus shown
having prompted the holding of a
noon-time service every day.

Methodist.
The benevolences raised by First

Methodist Episcopal church of Colo-

rado Springs, Colo., for the confer-

ence year just closed, amounted to

$7,498.

The Epworth League in the Metho-
dist church is planning to concentrate

its energy the coming fall and winter

to advance the Forward Movement,
which was favored with such success

last season. Mr.W.W. Cooper, first vice-

president of the league in America,
says that the organization has been
very active in the past summer, send-

ing out student volunteers to visit

the churches and interest them in the

cause of missons. They have placed

1,000 missionary libraries, a new
library having to be made up this

year to supplement the one previously

left in the churches. The general

subject emphasized in league work
this year is to be "Benevolences," and
leaders aim, first, to increase infor-

mation concerning missions; second

to exploit and register Christian stew-

ards, those who give one-tenth of

their incomes to Christian causes,

and third, to increase the number of

those who make a daily systematic

study of the Bible. The number of

these systematic students is rapidly

increasing in the league, fully two
thousand being now engaged in the

work. The Life of Christ is to be
studied this winter.

The Milwaukee district made a

good showing at the fifty-fifth an-

nual conference of Wisconsin. In

1896 the churches had an indebted-

ness of $57,000 on real estate besides

a considerable floating indebtedness.

The $57,000 has been paid off with
the exception of about $1,000 on the

Park place church. Besides $15,000

has been expended on improvements

to the churches. Since 1898, when
the twentieth century movement be-

gan, the district has raised $42,000

on its indebtedness and about $12,-

000 for educational and other benevo-

lent purposes.

'Presbyterian.
There is still plenty of room for

ministers and missionaries in this

country. Recently a lady came from
a remote district, ninety miles away,
to Burns, Oregon, met the Presbyte-

rian missionary and besought him to

visit her section. She said she had
lived there fourteen years and had
never heard a sermon in all that time.

A gentleman came to the parsonage
from a district fifty miles away. He
said he was not a church member,
but his community needed a preacher,

and he wanted to know how they
could get one.

At the United Presbyterian synod of

Illinois which met at Aledo, October 1.

a practical address was delivered by
Rev. William S. Owens, D. D., on
"Some Present Day Problems for the

Christian Church." He presented ths

problem of pastoral oversight in its

relations to family religious instruc-

tion, pointing out the cessation of the

old time pastoral visiting and the fact

that nothing is taking is place that

reaches the same ends; the problem
of the rural church; the problem of

reaching the masses, not of slum
dwellers, but of self-respecting wage-
workers, who are so sadly drifting

away from the church.

General.
In the reports made to the Massa-

chusetts Sunday School Association
it was shown that forty-one per cent

of those in attendance at 1,020 schools

are under thirteen years of age;

twenty-six per cent are between thir-

teen and nineteen, and thirty-three

per cent of the entire enrollment are

above the age of nineteen. A special

effort has been made to enlist the in-

terest and service of college-trained

men and women in local Sunday
school work. In 669 schools there are

1,185 college alumni engaged as

teachers. Besides these a force of

nearly 900 are graduates of normal
schools or have enjoyed other spe-

cial teacher-training. The Internation-

al lessons are used by 980 schools out

of 1,284.

Rev. R. T. Stivers, missionary of the
American Sunday School Union in

Iowa, says that from his ten years'

work more than 1,100 hopeful conver-
sions have resulted and forty-five

churches have been organized, thereby
giving strength to eight of the lead-

ing Protestant denominations of this

country.

Berea college, in Kentucky, is push-
ing its extension work among the
mountain people. A large number of

teachers' institutes have been conduc-
ted the past summer. This fall four
parties in wagons will traverse the re-

A THIJVG XOO'RTH K.f*OtO-
IJVG.

No need of cutting off a woman's
breast or a man's cheek or nose in a
vain attempt to cure cancer. No use
of applying burning plasters to the
flesh and torturing those already weak
from suffering. Soothing, balmy, aro-

matic Oils give saie, speedy and cer-

tain cure. The most horrible forms
of cancer of the face, breast, womb,
mouth and stomach; large tumors,
ugly ulcers, fistula, catarrh; terrible

skin diseases, etc., are all successfully

treated by the application of various
forms of soothing oils. Send for a book
mailed free, giving particulars and
prices of Oils. Address Dr. W. 0.

Bye, Kansas City, Mo. ((Cut this out
and send to some suffering one.)-

CATARRH CAN BE CURED.
Catarrh is a kindred ailment of consumption, long

considered incurable: and yet there is one remedy
that will positively cure catarrh in any of its stages.

For many years this remedy was used by the late Dr.
Stevens, a widely noted authority on all diseases of
the throat and lungs. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring
to relieve human suffering. I will send free of charge
to all sufferers from Catarrh. Asthma. Consumption,
and nervous diseases, this recipe, in German. French
or English, with full directions for preparing and us-
ing. Sent by mail by addressing, with stamp, nam-
ing this paper. W. A. Xoyes. 847 Powers" Block,
Rochester, N. Y.

The

Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

VIA

The St. Paul Road
(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ky.l

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.

£15.00 GO 'BX/FFALO TAJ*-
AMEItlCAJV AJSD
-RETVRJV .£13.00

via the Nickel Plate Road daily, with
limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 for the round trip; 5-day tickets

at $6.00 for the round trip, on Tues-
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Through service to New York and
Boston and lowest available rates. For
particulars and Pan-American folder

of buildings and grounds, write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
street, Chicago.
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mote counties, holding a "three days'

meeting" in a place, with stereopticon,

attention to agricultural, domestic
science, good citizenship, and the

building up of the public schools.

Through the generosity of. author and
publishers, 1,000 copies of Dole's

"Young Citizen" will be distributed.

These gatherings are an adaptation of

the Chautauqua idea, and ihave proved

very popular and useful. The exten-

sion work includes traveling libraries,

and touches the Virginias and Tenn-
essee as well as the mountain portion

of Kentucky.
The Iowa Congress of Religious

Education which met October 5 and
6 discussed such themes as the fol-

lowing:

"The Influence of Journalism on the

Development of Character."

"The Agents in Character Build-

ing—-What Are They and What are

Their Relations?"

"The "Value of the Present Family
Methods in Building Character."

"The Value of Present Sunday
School Methods in Building Char-

acter," followed by a symposium by
three speakers.

"Social Conditions in Building

Character."

"Political Influence in Building

Character."

"Business Influence in Building

Character."

"The Odds and Ends Gathered Up."
"The Needed Elevation in American

Type of Character."

Foreign Missionary Items.
Among the conversions recorded in

one of the c ty churches of Madura,
India, during this year is that of an
old woman aged eighty. She wor-
shiped the Hindu gods Veerabudran
and Mariamman, and while her hus-

band and sons were anxious to know
the Word of God, she proved a bitter

enemy and cursed all who visited her
house. Suddenly her husband and
four grandchildren were attacked by
cholera. Her husband died, though
the children escaped, and the constant
medical attendance of the missionary
physician and earnest prayer for the
lives of the children, opened the stony
heart of this woman as that of Lydia
in apostolic times and she volunteered
to become the child of God, She and
the two grown- up grandchildren were
baptized under the names of Lydia,
John and Grace. She handed over to

the missionary all the vessels she had
formerly used in her worship of idols.

She is very firm in her belief and bold
enough to preach £he Savior whom
she found, to her son and the people
living close by.

A communion service in one of the
stations in the Madura mission, In-

dia, the past year, presented a very
unique sight; five persons from five

different castes, high and 'ow, stood
in a row, their elbows cou-hing eacn
other, offering *r-emselves as candi-
dates to be admitted to the church.
In recording tit*"* the writer says, "It

actually seemed that the prophecy
that the cow and the bear shall feed

together had been fu filled.
'

A trip made by Mr. Wagner through
the out-stations of the Hermosillo
field in Mexico, in company with the

native Icolporteur, showed him as

never before how eager and hungry
the people are for the Word of God.

He cites many cases of persistent

study of the Bible and adds, "The
carrying of a pocket Testament is so

general among the believers in Sahu-
aripa that one may say it is the fash-

ion, and there has been such an in-

crease in the number of Protestants

in this district that two mail car-

riers, instead of one, are now required

to bring the literature to that dis-

tributing point. Through the spread-

ing of literature and the faithful

work of the Bible agent and the scat-

tering of believers, this field has
been extended by the addition of

three new circuits, and already Sun-
day schools have been organized in

these places."

A school for girls, just completed
in Samoa, costing $10,000, has been
paid for entirely by the contributions

of Samoan Christians connected w th

the churches founded by the London
Missionary Society.

Mr. Moffett reports considerable
progress in Pyeng Yang, Korea. The
boys' school of the city has been di-

vided and a new school started at

some distance away, with 26 boys un-
der a new teacher who gives good
promise. Mr. Moffett visited a grow-
ing group about eight miles from the
city, holding with them the first ser-

vice in their new building recently

purchased. Here fifteen were received
by baptism and twelve as catechu-
mens. During the trip of seven days
with Mr. Bernheisel five groups were
visited, 10 people baptized and 15

catechumens received. The groups
in this section are growing, but are
in need of more attention, while in

counties just beyond are a number
of groups calling loudly for a visit,

which other work will not permit.
In four distinct groups two new
schools and two new church build-

ings have a place in this month's re-

port.

The Rio Grande Training school was
removed last March from El Paso,
Texas, to Guadalajara, Mexico. Rev.
John Howland says: "As soon as the
opening of the school was announced,
applications began to be made. From
the extreme northwestern corner of

the country several youths applied for

admission. They were told that it

would be impossible for the mission
to transport pupils, but that a limited

number of such as had satisfactory

recommendations would be cared for

if they could find a way to come. Two
boys from the Fuerte district, in north-
ern Sinaloa, having seen both of the
directors when the latter visited that
field, determined to get to Guadala-
jara in some way. By working, sell-

ing their tools, etc., they got a little

money together and decided to start

on foot on the journey of about 1,200

miles. A long and interesting tale

might be written of their experiences

during more than a month. Two days
they accompanied the stage, riding

most of the way by paying a little

money and doing a great deal of work
in whipping the mules, carrying the

torches (the stages in that hot coun-
try make their trips by night), and
aiding in other ways. Later they saved
about two hundred miles by an agree-

ment with the captain of a steamer.

One of the two is a full-blooded Mayo
Indian, and knows the language of his

people. He is much interested in try-

ing to put Gospel words and truths

into that tongue, which has never been
reduced to writing.

Christian Melodies
By Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick

This popular new song book has been pro-
nounced by leading musicians an ideal book for
all church purposes. The author is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the
world and has put the best productions of his life

time into this book. It also contains the choicest
selections from a large number of the principal
song writers of the country. This insures

A Book of the Rarest Musical Gems,
Wherever It has been introduced it has given

excellent satisfaction. All responses from those
using it are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of
the kind I have ever seen." "The more we use
It the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions re-

ceived. It is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic

and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.
If you want the best all-purpose church song
book get Christian Melodies.
PRICES—Boards 820, Limp Cloth $17.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 25c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., - Chicago, 111.

Madison Institute
RICrinOND, KY.

J. W. McQarvey, Jr., Principal

A First Class Boarding School for Girls

With an exceptionally strong force of teachers
who were educated at the leading institutions of
America and Europe, and have made Jk4 'XCk
records as instructors— every one a specta-at IfJ

her department, and with an admissibly
equipped building-, we are prepared to do work
that is unequalled this side the great institutions
of the east. Music department especially
strong. Frequent illustrated lectures (free) by
the principal on his recent visit to Egypt, Pales-
tine and Europe. Beautiful and healthful loca-
tion; only one serious case of sicknessin 12years.
Good table fare. No fussy teachers. Prices no
higher than other first-class schools. Send fof
catalog.

Eureka College.

Quiet City, Beautiful Grounds. Convenient
Buildings, Athletic Park, Gymnasium, Phy-
sical Director, Location Healthful, Influ-

ences Good, Expenses Low.

COURSES:
Full Collegiate Training, Music and Art,

Bible School, P.eparatory and Commercial
Department.

Next Session Begins
September 17, 1901.

For full information, address the President,

ROBERT E. HIEROMYMUS,
Eureka, Illinois.
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The Witness of Jesus and Other Ser-

mons, by Alexander Proctor, with a

biographical sketch by T. P. Haley,

edited by J. H. Garrison.

It was the pleasure of the writer of

this review to listen to these

splendid sermons more than twenty

years ago. They made a profound im-

pression on him at the time, giving

him an intellectual and spiritual up-

lift, and the reading of them has been

a great delight. Alexander Proctor

was a great preacher. He was a giant

intellectually and a little child in the

sweetness and teachableness of his

spirit. He had the mind of the Mas-
ter. His great love for Christ and his

appreciation of him thrilled through

all his sermons. To have listened to

his sermons through a protracted

meeting and to have been associated

with him and heard him talk at the

fireside was almost an education. No
review can do these sermons justice.

They must be read, and reread. They
must be studied. Alexander Proctor

was a thinker. His sermons were not

made, they grew. He was not a firstly,

secondly, and thirdly preacher. He
took a great thought and opened it up.

You could see it grow, expand. It

crowded out other things from the

mind and took possession of you. Your
horizon was pushed back, the heavens
above you were lifted up and you
seemed to be living in a larger world
tnan you had ever dreamed of before.

He dealt with great themes. The small

had no place in his mind. The nine-

teen sermons in this volume are all on
great subjects—The Witness of Jesus,

Creation—Old and New, The Coming
One, The Transfiguration of Man, Sal-

vation and Retribution, The Three
Rivers of Revelation, etc. They are

modern sermons, and are alive with
the brightest, freshest thought of the

day. Alexander Proctor kept up with
the procession. There were about his

mind no signs of decay. He delighted

in life, and these sermons pulse with
life. I have said that I listened to

them twenty years ago. But they are

not old sermons. Alexander Proctor

never preached an old sermon. He
couldn't. Every sermon was "born
again." The best, the newest, he had
in him. He was not a man of one
book, but of two. The Bible and na-

ture were the two books he studied and
loved. He never feared any conflict

between them. The author of one was
the author of the other. To him the

Darwins, Tyndalls and Huxleys were
God's prophets and interpreters and he
welcomed every new truth they

brought from nature's storehouse. He
was in love with truth and he never
discarded a truth because it was old

or feared one because it was new.
The charm of these sermons is the

Christ they hold. They are not theo-

logical, but Christological. It will be

found that in every sermon Christ is

central. All his lines of thought con-

verge in Christ. This is the thread of

gold on which all these pearls of

thought are strung. No man was ever

more fearless in presence of assaults

against the Bible, or criticisms of it,

than was Mr. Proctor. The secret of it

was his boundless trust in the Christ.

Upon this Rock he stood, and all the

waves that rolled in from the stormy
sea broke harmless at his feet. He was
the confidence of the Psalmist when he
said, "I will not fear, though the earth

do change and though the mountains
be moved in the heart of the seas,

though the waters thereof roar and be

troubled, though the mountains shake

with the swelling thereof."

It was a happy thought that put

into this volume the "Remarks at the

Communion Table." How tender and
beautiful are these "Table Talks!" Mr.
Proctor was not only a great thinker,

but a boundless lover of the Christ,

and in these "Remarks at the Com-
munion Table" we see the great think-

er aglow with love. Take this at the

close of the sermon on "The Witness
of Jesus." He had just been speaking
of "the new creation, the new heaven
and the new earth," and then at the

Table he says: "The greatest power of

which we can have any knowledge in

this world in the making of things new
is love. It is the vast, infinite renewer,

like the sunlight, which is a symbol of

love, renewing the heavens and the

earth, as the old Psalmist, looking

upon the earth, said, 'All nature

changes and becomes new.' Now, all

the new homes in the world, and the

new lives, and the new joys that

spring out of them, come from love;

and when God wants to give us a taste

of the new home, the new heaven, the

new Jerusalem, he shows us his love.

When he wants to fill the human heart

with some anticipation of that which
overflows, that new inspiration, he

shows us his infinite love in Christ.

And that is what this ordinance means.

It comes to us once more, always in

harmony with God's greatest thoughts

toward us, renewing the soul from
week to week, making it diviner,

stronger, filling it with hope and light.

And this is the effect of love, by which
his own great heart comes into ours,

his thought into our thought, as it is

shown to us in Christ. This renewing
is going on always, and this is what
this institution means, that looking

at this great, divine, infinite force in

God's heart, this is to make you new in

your hopes, joys, religious life, aspira-

tions, energies, from week to week,

through the pilgrimage here, with re-

gard to a life to come." The volume
of sermons concludes with an admir-

able biographical sketch of the great

preacher by T. P. Haley, who knew,
appreciated and loved him as a broth-

er. The editor, J. H. Garrison, has

done his work well. He is entitled to

our gratitude. He has given us an in-

valuable treasure. The book is more
than a gem. It is a seed. It is destined

to bear much fruit. Here Alexander
Proctor, though dead, yet speaketh,

and his speech shall be a fruitful seed.

Thou must he true thyself
If thou the truth wouldst teach;

It is the overflowing heart
That gives the lips full speech.

Think truly and thy words
Shall the world's famine feed;

Live truly and thy life
Shall be a great and noble creed.

John W. Allen.

LITE.'RA'Ry JIOTES.
McClurg & Co. have announced a

book of verse called "At the Sign of

the Ginger Jar." The author is Ray
Clarke Rose. A very large proportion

of the poems constituting the volume
were written and appeared in The Rec-
ord-Herald's editorial department,

"Out of the Ginger Jar."

The third edition of Gen. J. H. Wil-

son's "China," recently issued by the

Appletons, continues to attract atten-

tion. Charles Stewart Smith says, in

a letter to the auhor: "I have visited

China, and I consider that you have
told us more concisely about that

strangely complex country than all the

other books I have read on this sub-

ject."

A. C. McClurg & Co. make the an-

nouncement that their publishing de-

partment will hereafter be under the

full management of F. G. Browne, for

the last twelve years business man-
ager of the Dial. The department was
from its beginning and up to the date

of his death in April last under the

immediate personal charge of General
McClurg, and the high standards which
he set will be zealously guarded and
maintained.

D. Appleton and Company announce
a new book by Garrett P. Serviss on

"Other Worlds." in which the latest

discoveries concerning the planets are

presented from the point of view of

human interest. It is many years

since a book treating of other worlds

than ours in a manner at once scien-

tific and popular has appeared, and, in

the meantime, there has been an im-

mense advance in astronomical knowl-

edge, so that Mr. Serviss' book seems
calculated to meet a genuine and very

wide demand.

The W. B. Conkey Company will is-

sue this fall a new volume of verses

by Ella Wheeler Wilcox under the title

of "Poems of Power." In a prefatory

note the author says: "The final word

in the title of the volume refers to the

divine power in "every human being,

the recognition of which is the secret

of all success and happiness. It is

this idea which many of the verse?

endeavor to illustrate." The work.

which will be brought out in handsome

style, will contain Mrs. Wilcox's

latest productions.

A new book of fiction, promising

much in point of freshness and inter-
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est, is announced by the Scribners

from the pen of William Allen White,

the Kansas editor who leaped into con-

tinental fame a few, years ago by the

writing of a single editorial. Since his

"What's the matter with Kansas?" Mr.

Wnite has, with painstaking effort,

won his way to literary repute of a

high order, and thousands of readers

of his "Boyville" stories will warmly
welcome his new book, embodying, as

it does, the most important writing of

his life.

Charles Scribner's Sons are prepar-

ing to issue, in conjunction with Con-
stable & Co. of London, a new edition

of the novels of George Meredith. The
books, in the form known as "pott

octavo," will have no other ornamenta-
tion than the author's autograph on
the side. In view of the increasing

popularity which Meredith's works
have obtained after many years, and
the fact that the old edition has long

been out of print, this pocket edition

is likely to be popular. The shorter

pieces
—"The Tale of Chloe," "Farina,"

"The Case of General Opie," and, in

fact, all the short stories which Mere-
dith has written—will be included.

A new book by Dr. Chapman is an
event in the lives of multitudes of

earnest Christians, and his latest book
is sure of an eager welcome. It is en-

titled "Day by Day, or Meditations for

the Morning Watch," and is published
by the United Society of Christian En-
deavor. The general theme of the
book, as of all Dr. Chapman's works,
is the winning of the higher life, the
deeper communion with God, a put-

ting away of the hindrances of the
flesh, and a putting on of the freedom
of the spirit. Dr. Chapman is espe-
cially strong in his use of anecdotes,
but he is supreme in his suggestive
and spiritual interpretations of Scrip-
ture, and his entire book is based upon
a multitude of Scripture references.

George Kennan's unceremonious ex-
pulsion from the Russian empire has
Qirected public attention to his book,
"Siberia and the Exile System," which
startled the world ten years ago by
its revelation of the way political of-

fenders were treated by the czar. As
a serial in the Century the same mate-
rial has caused a veritable sensation.
Copies of the magazine circulated in
the czar's dominions reached their des-
tination v/ith whole pages blocked out
by the censor. The book has not lost
its interest in the past decade, and
even before Mr. Kennan's summary
ejectment from St. Petersburg it had
been selling better than for several
years. It is understood that certain
reforms have been effected in the Sibe-
rian penal system, the necessity of
which was pointed out in this work.

Last spring the Scribners announced
a new and enlarged edition of John
Rae's "Contemporary Socialism," but

it became necessary to postpone pub-

lication until fall. It is now practic-

ally ready. This new edition is the

famous old edition brought up to date

by adding a chapter recording the

enormous strides socialism has made
in Europe during the last dec-

ade, and the most interesting com-
promise on the part of the leaders by
which the cause itself has been con-

served at the sacrifice of many of the

ideas that lay at the very foundation
of their philosophy. Social reform has
now become the immediate object of

the party, ungraciously enough, but of

necessity. Grudgingly accepted, at

first as a mere bait for votes, it is be-

coming a substantial instalment of the

amelioration that it is hoped the move-
ment will ultimately bring forth.

"The Roentgen Rays in Medicine and
Surgery. As an Aid in Diagnosis and
as a Therapeutic Agent" is the title

of a book to be published immediately
by The Macmillan Company. The au-

thor, Francis H. Williams, M. D., is a
graduate of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology; visiting physician
at the Boston City Hospital; Fellow
of the Massachusetts Medical Society;

member of the Association of Ameri-
can Physicians, and a member of the
American Climatological Association.
There are about 300 illustrations in

the book which embodies the results

of the original work that has been
carried on by the author during nearly
five years, together with a careful
study of the already considerable lit-

erature of the subject, chiefly that of
Germany, France, England and Amer-
ica. The writer has had exceptional
opportunity to study and test this
latest addition to methods of diagnosis
by the daily examination of patients
chosen from the wards of a large hos-
pital. Illustrative cases are cited and
numerous tracings and photographs
aro reproduced.

A PLAIJV QX/ES'TIOJV.

Do you need a renovator after the
hot days of the past season? Do you
feel that you ought to brace up your
constitution, strengthen and cleanse
your system? Buy a bottle of Dr.
Peter's Blood Vitalizer. It has bene-
fited thousands, why should it not ben-
efit you also? Special agents sell it. Ad-
dress Dr. Peter Fahrney, ±12-118 S.

Hoyne ave., Chicago, 111.

£b.OO GO "BUFFALO PAJV-
AMB'RICAJST AJVD
HETWR/V £6.00i

via the Nickel Plate Road, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, with limit

coaches only; 15-day tickets at $13.00

of 5 days from date of sale, good in

for the round trip, and 20-day tickets

at $16.00 for round trip, good in sleep-

ing cars. Three through daily trains.

For particulars and Pan-American

folder of buildings and grounds, ad-

dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams street, Chicago.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.

This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prove by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident student's exceptional facilities,

Undergraduate and Post-Graduate studies in Law,
Theology, Pedagogy, Science, Art, Philosopy and
Literature, by correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degree. For announce-
ment of Home Study courses write, inclosing stamp, to
The Registrar, The Home University. Flushing, Mich.

RHEUMATISM
Sciatica, Lnmbaso, Neuralgia and Kidney
Troubles are instantly relieved and quickly cured by
EASINE. Acute Rheumatism cannot exist
48 hours when Easine is faithfully taken. Chronic
Rheumatism and old cases that do not yield to
other remedies always give way to the magic power
of Easine. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send a brief
description of your case when you write. Complete
treatment mailed, prepaid, on receipt of one dollar.
Easine Chemical Co., 101 Bell Block, Cincinnati. '.;.

Mil JJ TRIAJt.TREATMENT FREE.
I *J I ^.>f We will forfeit 850 for any case ofB "<r* J Internal.External or Itching
1H1 ii BmArt! Piles the Germ Pile Cure faiU
to cure.' Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
derm Medical Co.. 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati. O.

Hyacinths/// tulips1

./

25 Different Bulbs ail for 25c.
By mail with cultural directions, for garden or pots.

1 Calla Fragrans.superb
eet-Scented.

1 Belffia n Hyacinth.
1 Cockade Hyacinth.
1 Grape Hyacinth.
1 Rouble rl'nlip.
1 Single Tulip.
1 Narcissus, Stella.
1 Narcissus, Eeedsi.
1 Winter Aconite.
1 ©lory of the Snow.
1 Iris. 1 Camassia.
1 Allium. 1 Snowdrop.

1 Bermuda Freesia.
1 Golden Sacred Lily.
1 Poet's Daffodil.
1 Star of Bethlehem.
1 St. Briasre Anemone
1 Giant Ranunculus
1 Giant Crocus.
1 Oxalis. 1 Brodiaea.
1 lxia. 1 Sparaxis

Also Free to all who apply, our elegant Fall Cata-
logue of Bulbs, Plants and Seeds, for tall plantingand
winter blooming. Choicest Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcis-
sus, Crocus, Lilies, Plants, Shiubs and Fruits.

John Lewis Childs, Floral Park, N. Y.
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THE HOME
Wish and Work.

The boy who's always wishing
That this or that might be,

But never tries his mettle,

Is the boy that's bound to see

His plans all come to failure,

His hopes end in defeat,

For that's what comes when wishing
And working fail to meet.

The boy who wishes this thing

Or that thing, with a will

That spurs him on to action,

And keeps him trying still

When effort meets with failure,

Will some day surely win,
For he works out what he wishes,

And that's where "luck" comes in.

The "luck" that I believe in

Is that which comes with work,
And no one ever finds it

Who's content to wish and shirk;

The men the world call "lucky"
Will tell you, every one,

That success comes, not by wishing,
But by hard work, bravely done.

—Eben E. Rexford.

My LITTLE MAJV.
CHAPTER II.

By Kathleen Watson.

In two minutes I was at his bed-
side—at the goal of the journey that
had seemed as though it would never
end at all. I grasped his hands, but
could not look at him at once, or
speak.

"Dear old Nell! I knew you would
come. I knew you would," he smiled
and said again.

Just the same old voice, with the
same old r.ng in it; the voice that had
more power and influence over me
than any other voice on earth. In eyes,

and worus, and ways, just the same
dear earnestness, the same aear care-
lessness; the same old charm of man-
liness, and now of perfect heroism; the
.same simplicity and the same quaint
humor—notning of good was lost in
him; the waves of sorrow that had
passed over his soul had swept no
sweetness from him; torture had not
paralyzed him; cruelty had not crushed
him; nor the deprivation of the dear-
est things in life driven him to de-
spair.

His face and forehead were scored
and furrowed with lines so many and
so deep that it seemed as though a
red-hot tool had traced and burnt them
in. His thick dark hair had turned
to iron-grey. Behind the smiles there
was a sorrow in the eyes—a sorrow
that must have struck the coldest of
those wno c avv. The face of a man
who has gone down to the things of
daily life with pluck and denial un-
dreamt of. smiling bravely with the
best of them, hiding deep at his heart
the deadliest hurt of all.

Very far back into the past we went,

I think. When he said, "Dear old

Nell!" I was no longer in that distant

prison sickward, I was back in the old

school room at Rugby. It was the

afternoon when the sunbeams came
dancing and quivering through the

high elms right on to my desk, to the

distraction and destruction of Euclid
and myself; when my head was hot
and heavy with effort and rebellious

thoughts; when some one came to me
and set me right and helped me after-

wards to keep my boyhood straight

and clean—some one whose love had
ever since been more to me than any
other loves on earth. "And I can do
nothing for you, nothing?" I asked
him, frantic with the hopelessness of

the thought of wnat might have been.

"Now, is it likely, Nell," he smiled,

"that I should have so implored you
to come across this awful distance,

solely for the bliss of seeing at the end
of it an old crock like myself?"
His eyes were strangely bright, he

caught his breath at intervals when he
spoke, and then a distressing cough
seized and shook his wasted frame. His
face, though thin, was not in any way
distorted by illness; and, whether it

was the influence of the old gay charm
of manner or not, I could not bring

myself to see in it the dread approach
of death, or to believe that he was in

the last ravages of consumption.
A great clock near struck ten, and

we both knew that our interview for

that night at least would very shortly

cease.

Tnen our hearts beat quickly, and
we laughed no longer merely to re-

lieve each other.

"I believe," he said, "I really be-

lieve that I have kept myself alive

by sheer force of will until you came;
for I have to ask of you a thing, or

even two things, which I never could

have trusted to a letter, and to the

mere chance of your getting it or not.

For the last six months I have lived

for this day. My continual prayer has
been, God speed you here; and some-
how I have always known that you
would come, Nell."

Great beads of perspiration rose on
his forehead; the veins on his temple
swelled and started; he spoke eagerly

and in agony, like one who realizes

suddenly that he has so much to say.

and so little time to say it in. He told

me all the story of his arrest, the cause
of it, and just how and when it hap-
pened. He was sitting in his study
window, with his little boy on his

knees, telling him one of the stories

which, at tne leisure hour of sunset,

it was his wont to do. when the piti-

less officials of the Czar came in and
tore them asunder.

Slowly, in gasps, it might have been
in sobs, as in one whose soul remem-
brance rends in twain, and whose grief

is too great for utterance, us t?lu me
of that parting.

"He clung to me and I to him. We
understood nothing but that we were
to be parted from each other. Oh,
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Nell ! I always see that small, white,

agonized face as I saw it last—his dear

blue eyes wide with terror, his arms
outstretched to mine, whicn they had
bound. Night and day there rings in

my ears his last anguished cry, "Fath-

er, father, take me, too!'
—

'Listen,

darling,' I saiu; 'you must be very

brave. Father has to go away, per-

haps for a long time. He cannot take

you with him. It is too far and too

cold. But he will write to Nell. And
when Nell comes back from across

the seas, he will fetch you and love

you always. But you must be so very,

very brave, that Nell, when he comes,

shall find that father's darling has

been the best and bravest boy in all

the world. Tell nurse not to leave you.

I will think what can be done.' But
he only cried, 'Father, father, take me
too,' till I thought I should go mad

—

mad—mad in my powerlessness and
pain. Then f r the last time I kissed

him. 'Listen, listen, darling! If you
are not brave, you will kill father,' I

said, throwing out in my despair the

sheet-anchor which I knew would
never fail me. The gendarmes bade

me imperiously come at once. I did

not want my darling to see me dragged

from him. We did not speak again.

I left him in his seat in the deep re-

cess of the window. Ah. to see his

little face! When we got down to the

street, I looked up. He was there. He
had unlatched the window, and had

pushed his head through the bars

which I had put up for his sake, be-

cause he used to sit in his corner there

and watch for me when I returned

from the colleges. It was snowing,

and the white flakes settled on his

curls. Hours afterwards I remember
wondering if he had stayed there. My
sheet-anchor had not failed me. I saw

his lips move as though they tried to

say something; he waved a tiny pock-

et-handkerchief through the bars;

and. Nell, he smiled—he positively

smiled! Oh! that smile—that smile!

To think that my darling should have
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gone through his Gethsemane when
he was but five years old."

After that he could speak no more
for the torture of recollection, and I

sat silently, with bowed head, by his

side, trying to comprehend something

of the awful strain that it had been his

lot to bear through all those lonely

months, comparing it with the even

flow of my own careless, untroubled

years; and in that distant, dismal sick

ward, strange thoughts struck me con-

cerning the changes and chances of

this mortal life. Then they came and
told us that our interview for that

night must cease. I was lodged, not

badly, in the governor's house. To
pave the way for as unrestricted an in-

tercourse as possible with Allan, I gave
Romstroff a considerable sum to be

expended in every possible comfort for

Allan, feeling that if the dear boy got

the benefit of half of a, it would be

something.

The next morning before noon I was
with him again. The March sun was
stoning bravely on the white land
around; it streamed through a window
at one end of the ward right on to

his bed. He had passed a sleepless

night of pain; and bv the hard light

of day, I paw clearly what in the hope
and excitement of the night before I

had not chosen to see—I saw that the

prison walls of Yakoutsk would very
soon hold him captive no more for

ever.

Then I learnt why he had kept the
promise made to me in the shadowy
twilight way of Athens, why he had
called me to him across the breadth
of the desolate Siberian land:—
That he might leave in my keeping

the most sacred charge on earth, so

sacred that he could trust the message
to no paper, post, or servant, so sacred
taat into my ears alone it needed to be
told.

(To be continued.)

Woman's function in the world is

not so much to be admired as to ad-
mire, to praise, to encourage, and to

comfort. The woman who makes her
life a search for admiration is abdi-
cating her finest power over mankind.
She is by right, as Ruskin put it, "the
arbiter of praise and of blame." She
sets the standard of her men folk
high or low, as she chooses. What
she shows a hearty contempt for is

sure to lose ground as a social usage
or opinion. Whatever laxity of man-
ners or of morals she tolerates is

equally sure to gain ground. If she
lends her countenance to the lascivi-

ous theater, a low-pitched literature,

a paganized art, men will never re-
form these evils. If she sanctions the
living of an empty, idle, and frivo-
lous life, then that will be the life

of her male friends. But if she sets
herself against these things, they will
be disused and despised. Not child-
hood only, but the world at large, is

plastic under her hands. If the bomb-

shells of war were all to explode in

her china-closets, Ruskin suggests,

wars would soon cease out of the

earth.—Sunday School Times.

Hote> TZe-tsie'j Light S'hone.

It was a very dismal day. The sun
was hidden by clouds, and every now
and then little gusts of wind blew the

rain against the windows, and
moaned and sighed through the pine

trees.

Bessie Dean stood at the window of

the old farm-house drumming on the

pane. She looked disconsolate—yes,

actually cross—and once in a while a

tear stole down her cheek and fell on
the glass, as if in sympathy with the

storm without.

"I never saw such a dark, lonesome,

gloomy day in all my life, never," she

said. "Papa gone, mamma sick with

a headache, baby cross, and here I

am all alone. There isn't a single

thing bright and pleasant, and I just

think it is too bad!"

The tears fell very fast now, and the

brown curls bobbed expressively up
and down among the curtains.

After she had cried a long time, she
became thoughtful, and began look-

ing out of the window again. Present-

ly she began to speak her thoughts.

"Grandma says when I cry and think
that everything is awful lonesome, it

is because I have forgotten something.
She says if I would read my verses

in the morning, and try to practice

them all day I shouldn't have time
to be lonesome. I did forget this

morning, and I believe I'll go and
read my verses now, just to pass away
the time."

She quickly ran and got her verses,

and sat down in the big easy chair to

read them. As she read on, her face

grew very sober, and she again in-

dulged in her habit of thinking aloud:

"They're all about our being 'the

light of the world,' and 'letting our

light shine.' I wonder whether the

lights are all gone out that makes this

such a dismal day. I remember when
the teacher gave us those verses she

said: 'Now, children, remember, if

the day is very dark without, you can

make it very bright and sunshiny all

day long.' I don't believe my light

has shone a bit all day, and this day

needs it more than most others. I'm

going to try, right away, and see

what I can do."

The little girl jumped up with a

face far more cheerful than it had
been a half hour before. Indeed,

Bessie was like an April day, so full

of changes was she, but after a little

shower the sun often shone the

brightest.

She didn't have to wait long to find

something to do, for baby was crying

pitifully in the sitting room. She

went in and took baby in her arms,

and sang to her until the tired little

one had fallen asleep; then Bessie

went into mamma's room.

Mamma was' wide awake, and suf-

fering severely with her head, but her

first words made Bessie glad:

"It was so thoughtful of my little

girl to stop baby'? crying when mam-
ma's head ached so."

Bessie said nothing, but began
bathing the aching head. Her little

hands grew very tired, but she would
not stop until she thought mamma
was asleep; then, after pulling down
the shades, she stole softly out of the

room and down stairs.

The clock struck five just as she

entered the kitchen, and, remember-
ing that it was nearly tea time, she

began setting the table for papa's

supper.

When papa came home that night,

and called her "Little Sunshine," and
mamma awoke much refreshed, and
baby laughed and crowed after her

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of
the Christian rionthly, a new religious magazine, in
their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is guar-
anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHARrt
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to us,
giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
J 1333 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va.

Ott
"A GOOD MAN WANTED"

To Advance for First Class

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
ED. AMHERST OTT, Dean Drake University College of Oratory, Des Moines
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nap, Bessie thought the world seemed
different from what it was a few
hours before, and she could hardly be-

lieve it when she looked out of the

window and saw the rain pouring
down as steadily as it had in the

early part of the afternoon.

"I guess it's because the lights are

shining again inside that makes it so

bright," she softly said.

"Ye are the light of the world. A
city that is set on an hill cannot be
hid. . . . Let your light so shine

before men that they may see your
good works, and glorify your Father
which is in heaven" (Matt. 5:14-16.)

—

The Myrtle.

AJVOTHE'R S"OL\/TIOJV OF
THE. ?\/Z,Z,LE,.

The following puzzle was given and
solved in The Christian Century of

September 5:

There was a groceryman who had an
eight-quart jug full of vinegar. The
grocer had an order for four quarts,

but had only a three-quart and a five-

quart measure in his store. He told

his boy to get four quarts of vinegar
for his customer and he was not al-

lowed to pour out and waste any of

his vinegar, and he had no other ves-

sel to help him out but the two meas-
ures. How did he do it?

Here is another solution: Fill the
five-quart measure from the eight-

quart jug. Fill the three-quart meas-
ure from the five-quart measure.
Empty the three-quart measure into

the eight-quart jug. Empty the two-
quarts left in the five-quart measure
into the three-quart measure. Fill the
five-quart measure from the eight-

quart jug. Fill the three-quart meas-
ure from the five-quart measure. Re-
main, four quarts in the five-quart

measure.

Here is a good puzzle from the Bible:

Whose daughter was Noah?
How many boys and girls will send

tne answer to The Christian Century?
Harry Marschner.

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURBS
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant.happy—giveyou
ability to work and
enjoy life. It Is
simple, wholly ex-
terna), adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,000 letters like thlsr
Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1889.

Your Brace did all you said about it and more for
me. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and brought
me good health, which I had not had before in 25
years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lung
disease, stomach and other ills to which women art
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed envelope. Address
The Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salina, Kansas.

Every woman should have tnis Brace.

Goodfor -the Lungs.

Mr. Joseph B. Dunkie, Box 100, Love-
land, 0., says if any sufferer from
wasting coughs, bronchitis, weak lungs,

catarrh or consumption will write to

him, he will gladly tell them how he
was cured by a home treatment at

very moderate cost. He says the sim-
plicity of the method will surprise you,

but best of all, it actually cures.

&HE JVICK.EL TLA&E,
'ROAD

will sell tickets each Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during October to

Buffalo Pan-American Exposition and

return, at $6.00, good in coaches; re-

turn limit five days from date of sale.

Tickets with longer limit at slightly

increased rates. Three through daily

trains. Chicago Passenger Station,

Van Buren street and Pacific avenue.

City ticket office, 111 Adams street,

Chicago.

2VFFALO TA^T-AME'RI-
CAJW UICKE&S

via the Nickel Plate Road, $13.00 for

the round trip, good 15 days; $16.00 for

the round trip good 20 days. Three

daily trains with vestibuled sleeping-

care. Meals in dining cars, ranging in

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Address

John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams street, Chicago.

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs hare been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of hi>. l'fe time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. Thii
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

iiBook of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the tiniversal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no varietv of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-

uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of

the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected

because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
Boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago! III.
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Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Care. Dining Oars,

Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louia

•ads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

a. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Ohio»a», IB,
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CHURCH BELLS£K
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.

McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltlmore.Md.
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Fast Trains
Chicago & North-Western Ry.

The Overland Limited
California in 3 days

The Colorado Special
One night to Denver

3 days to San Francisco

The Chicago-Portland Special
Oregon and Washington in 3 days

The North-Western Limited
Electric Lighted— Chicago,

St. Paul and Minneapolis

Duluth and St. Paul Fast Mail
Fast train to head of lakes

The Peninsula Express
Fast time to Marquette

and Copper Country

^O change of cars. Everything in con-
nection with its service is modern

and progressive.

> TICKET OFFICES
!I2 Clark St. and Wells St. Station.

Special Free jstraj

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not otfv^ urormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

, CHICAGO. ILL. t,,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the halR
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Bestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color/

Cures scalp diseases & hair falline,
50c,apd$1.00at Druggisti

Bethany College.
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

«/. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty,

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and BattleGeld Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. 1, $35.00.
Goiug via Big> Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Old Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.0G~
Going, same as Route No. 1. Retur«tSs%

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & \^
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.
Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.
Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October 20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return trip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is
allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Alleg!--*tv an<? B'ae. RirW mountains,
Shenandoan a*>rt :^„„«iont v>. f and the
historic region of Virginia, \a connection
with the ocean trip cf eighteen hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A.. C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. C0NKLYN, N. W. P. A.. C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.



Your "MAGAZINE MONEY"
and HoW Best to Spend It
THE Publishers of SUCCESS take pleasure in announcing that

they have entered into exclusive contracts with ten American
periodicals—each a leader in its own distinctive field—by which

extremely low prices have been secured, based on heavy subscription

guarantees. The benefit of these prices is now given to the public in

the following extraordinary clubbing offers, by which you may obtain

Four Magazines for the Price of One*

TOTAL VALUE.

$

GREAT FAMILY OFFEH.
Regular Price

Success, .... $1.00
Review of Reviews {new), f 2.50

Current Literature (new), or New England
J f fhfh
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Frank Leslie's Pop. Monthly I.OO
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Good Housekeeping, I.OO
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Price
Only 3
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J

(PERSONAL CHECKS
The Household, or The Designer may be substituted. accepted.)

ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE FOR A FULL YEAR AND MAY BE SENT TO ONE OR SEVERAL ADDRESSES.
Success is the brightest, most up-to-date and most profusely illustrated monthly published. The inspiration of a

lifetime has come to thousands of Success readers through their investment of $1.00, its yearly subscription price.
Review of Reviews is the "indispensable'' magazine, presenting a brilliant record in print and picture of the

world's thought and work,—monthly, $2.50 a year. The Cosmopolitan has been for years without a superior as a
maga2ine of general and varied attractions,—monthly, $r.oo a year. The Household is a supreme authority in
home-work and decoration, table-equipment, nursery-lore, etiquette, pyrography, photography, and offers a very
high class of poetry and fiction,

—

monthly, $1.00 a year. Leslie's is one of the great modern monthlies whose
articles and illustrations are the highest expression of magazine art,—monthly, $1.00 a year. Current Literature
is the leading literary monthly of America ; it keeps you in complete touch with the world of letters.—is.oo a year,

OTHER ATTRACTIVE OFFERS:
Regular Price. Our Price.

SUCCESS, and any one of our dollar magazines, ~ • $2.00 $1,50
SUCCESS, and any two of our dollar magazines, = = 3.00 2.00
SUCCESS, Rev. of Rev. (new) , and any one of our dollar magazines, 4.50 2.50
SUCCESS, and Leslie's Weekly, -

" - - 5.00 2.75
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), (or Current Literature new),

and any two of our dollar magazines, = = 6.00 3,00
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews ( new) , and Current Literature, (new) , 6.50 3.00
SUCCESS, Current Literature (new), and New England Magazine, 7.00 3,00
SUCCESS, Rev. of Rev. ( new) , and Leslie's Weekly, 7.50 3.75
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), Current Literature (new),

and New England Magazine, = 9.50 4.00
New subscriptions only will be accepted at the above prices for the Review of Reviews, Current

Literature, and North American Review, but present subscribers may renew their subscriptions by
adding One Dollar for each renewal subscription, to the combination prices named. Either new or re-
newal subscriptions will be accepted for all other magazines named.
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For
Only

$5
I These four magazines will keep

you in constant touch with all the

burning questions of the day.)

North American Review presents a most brilliant galaxy of articles by the greatest writers on
The Designer pictures in colors the latestworld-problems,—monthly, $5.00 a yeai

.

designs and fabrics for women and children,—monthly', p~oo a yearr^^^^'tn^^^^i^ti^^ii^^ ••

England; tells of her history and tradition and of the achievements of her sons throughout the world,—monthly. %

Success,
Review of Reviews (new),

New England Magazine may be substituted

Current Literature, ( new )

,

Any two of our #1.00 magazines may be substituted.

North J\m. Review (new), - 5.00
Leslie's Weekly may be substituted

Parisian and New York fashions, describing costumes, miliary
with loving touch the landmarks ol sew

..../. Sj.oo ier annum. Uood Housekeeping
; tne lime "KinKS" which make the home a place of delight.

Weekly is the popular, up-to-date, literary and pictorial record
broad—now in its ninety-third volume,

—

weekly, $4.00 a year.

m IR^TITI JTION^ • A new subscription to the Review of Reviews, a newuUUOl 11 (J 1 IvrllO • subscription to Current Literature, and a new or
renewal subscription to the New England Hagazine may be substituted each for
the other. The Cosmopolitan, Leslie's Monthly, Good Housekeeping, The Designer
and the Household may be substituted each for anj^ other except SUCCESS.

Subscriptions will commence with issues requested wherever possible to furnish
copies; otherwise with issues of the month following that in which the subscription
is received. Orders may be left with any rtliabh

THESUCCESS COMPANY,
72 University Bldg., Washington Square, Nets) York.,

is the acknowledged arbiter regarding the little "kinks"—monthly, $r a year. Leslie's
of moving events at home and at

Current
Literature

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE to represent SUCCESS and to present these popular clubbing offers. Write to us for full particulars.
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CEDITORIAL
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian

system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE VJVIFyiJVG OF MAffKJJVT).

URING the last decade we have thought

W\ more definitely of the unity of the race than

^^ was possible in any previous generation.

There is rapidly growing up that which we
must call a world consciousness, which,

if not entirely new, is assuming new pro-

portions and powers. When Queen Vic-

toria died the whole world united, scarcely

one government being omitted, in the cele-

bration of her praises. When the Chinese

war broke out, the minds of men through-

out the world were once more stirred to sympathetic

anxiety and the feeling that all were related to each

other. And just the other day we in this country

were thrilled with the discovery that practically the

whole world had heard the assassin's shot which laid

President McKinley on his death-bed, and that the

eyes of all the nations were watching his demise.

Such events bring to the surface of our every-day

thought the progress of a movement which has been

for long ages spreading itself over the earth, but

which has' been identified only in these last days as

its speed has increased and its glorious significance has

begun to appear.

The unifying of the race of mankind began away
back in history with the abolition of the tribal life

and the creation of nations. During the nineteenth

century we not only saw this older process go on,

but a new one set in, in the binding of many nations

into vast empires. All the great countries of Europe
are really empires, for they have their colonies, and

comprise therefore within their life the interests of

various races and widely separated territories. Among
these empires of the world we must not only reckon

China, but now also the United States of America.

As in private business the union of single firms into

groups and groups into great trusts has been found

to simplify business, abolishing much friction and

saving much energy, jso in the political world the crea-

tion of empires has made the relations of numerous

peoples to one another less complex. And now we
see growing up before us the problem of the relations

of these empires to one another. They of course

watch each other, oftentimes with bitter hostility, but

always with mutual fear, and yet their existence is

making war less frequent and peace more secure.

The forces which at present make for peace, and

therefore the ultimate union of empires, may be

summed up as follows : First, we have the influence

produced by the kinship of European dynasties. It is

true that the German chancellor not long ago declared

that he would resign if he thought that his emperor's

conduct in international relations was ever molded by

family considerations ; but no human being can in his

heart believe that this kinship has no influence. The

crowned heads of Europe cannot possibly meet as

close relatives or correspond on imperial matters with

one another, even through their chief ministers, with-

out being influenced bv that kinship. In the second

place, we must reckon the influence of an ever-widen-

ing public education. If education cannot be said to

create righteousness before God, it does at least exer-

cise a negative force which holds men back from con-

duct whose folly or weakness it enables them to see.

Yet another fact of enormous importance is the com-

mercial interdependence of the great empires. It may
be true that some of these are self-sufficient, in the

sense that if they were for a time cut off from foreign

trade they* would yet find all means of livelihood within

their own borders. But this is not true of all; and in

any case the standard of prosperity in every land is

much more severe than that of a bare livelihood, and

in every country what the people desire is prosperity.

No government can in our day dare to enter upon a

great war without facing the question as to whether

its people will make the inevitable sacrifices of com-

fort and luxury for the end proposed.

Yet further, it must be recognized that the average

conscience of the world is becoming confirmed in its

condemnation of war, and its approval of every means

that can avert it and maintain peace. It is the Chris-

tian conscience whrch has given rise to the slow-

growing and indefinite but supremely potent system

of international law. Such law can be argued before

no judiciary and enforced by no executive save at
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the cost of international war ; nevertheless, it is re-

ceiving the ever-widening approval of mankind and

a constant homage from the leading governments of

the world.

There is another side to consider. The main forces

which, in addition to the vague ideas included in

patriotism, help at present to separate the empires and

make war possible, are of three kinds. First, there

is the difference of language. No countries which

use separate languages can ever understand each other

so thoroughly or sympathize with each other so deep-

ly as those which use the same language. We need

not go far afield to discover the destructive force ex-

ercised upon the relations of the races to one another

by their use of different languages The second force

is greed. The hearts of the nations are being cen-

tered upon the possession of wealth in a way alto-

gether new in our world. The passion is being suf-

fused through all classes. Their education is enabling

them to cherish it by studying the means by which

wealth can be attained, and watching all the social

and political means which may prevent it. Undoubt-

edly it is in this direction that we must look for many
of the events which in the future may bring even

the greatest and most closely related empires to the

verge of war. The third great force which helps to

keep nations apart is religion. One is appalled to

realize how much of the territorial ambition of Russia

is caused by the undying claim of the Greek church

to universal authority. It is notorious that one of

the main causes of the age-long difficulty between

Ireland and England is rooted in the attitude of the

Roman Catholic church toward the British govern-

ment. It is obvious, of course, that, while the Chinese

war may not have been directly occasioned by the de-

termination to exterminate Christianity, yet the re-

ligious spirit of the Chinese lies behind all other causes

as the fundamental source of the Chinese policy.

China cannot turn her eyes to the future without turn-

ing her back upon her gods, for the gods worshiped

are the ancestors of every family. It is the past that

is sacred; out of the past that the vital blessings

come ; in the past that their ideals live for the Chinese.

Any invitation, whether by a missionary, an electrical

engineer or a railroad surveyor, to take a step which

would open the future to the Chinaman is an invita-

tion to break with that attitude of supreme reverence

for the past which informs all his worship and almost

constitutes his religion.

Nevertheless, the great unifier is religion, and of

all religions that one which will ultimately prove itself

the light of the world, breaking down all middle walls

of partition, is the religion of the New Testament.

It is those upon whom the Spirit of Christ has come,

and who look out upon the movements of the world

in his name, who know, with that faith which is the

highest knowledge, that the kingdoms of this world

are destined yet to melt into one vast empire, to be-

come "the kingdom of our Lord and his Christ."

Aft EVEJflJVG U'RIP ACROSS
SIBERIA.
BY THE VISITOR.

N days of rapid transit like these it should

not be surprising that a journey should

be made across that apparently intermin-

able stretch of land with which we asso-

ciate the horrors of the Russian exile sys-

tem, and that it should take but a few
hours. It was not made in a convict car-

avan, however, nor with the new airship,

nor by means of Aladdin's lamp or Solo-

mon's magic carpet, with their wonderful
powers of transportation. The only vehi-

cle needed was my easy chair, the only headlight my
study lamp, and my only companions Dr. Francis E.

Clark and the little party who recently went "A New
Way Around an Old World" (Harpers, 1901). One
who has only listened to Dr. Clark in conventions of

Christian Endeavor might not imagine he would be

especially interested in the small incidents of a trans-

continental journey. But I had traveled with him to

California once, not in the library fashion, but in

reality, and knew him for a most delightful compan-
ion. So it was with pleasure that I started overland

with him from Vladivostock, on the shores of the Sea
of Japan, to make the long trip by rail and river

across Siberia to St. Petersburg and London. I had
the great advantage of Dr. Clark and his party, that I

had to encounter none of the delays or inconveniences

to which they were subjected, and landed at Moscow
in no sort wearied with the way. I started with them
at seven in the evening, and by ten was back home
again, which shows how easily one can circumnavi-

gate the world in this vicarious fashion.

The new Trans-Siberian Railway was only com-
pleted a few months since, just on the eve of the out-

break of the disturbances in China. Dr. Clark had at-

tended conventions in both China and Japan, and as

he was hastening to be in London for the international

convention there, he chose the new route by land as

offering promise of a more speedy journey. This

great railroad is one of the latest means Russia has

constructed for the realization of her enormous pro-

jects in the East. Nothing presents a more interest-

ing study than the far-sighted plans of Peter the

Great, and the marvelous persistency and steadiness

with which ministry after ministry at St. Petersburg

has adhered to them as the polar star of the national

policy. Peter had two points in his mind toward
which he affirmed it to be the sole business of his coun-

try to find approach—Constantinople and Pekin. Rus-
sia's plans have never wavered from that day. Step

by step this purpose has been furthered. In the Russo-
Turkish war the first of these objects was really

gained, but Russia was deprived of her advantage by
European diplomacy, and her officers rode into the

capital of Turkey without their side arms. But she

has never retreated, and in the East every contest with

China has pushed the border southward. The con-

struction of the Trans-Siberian railway is another step

toward her final purpose, enabling her. as it does, to

accomplish the double object of rapidly transporting

her troops to the distant Chinese frontier, and of filling

Eastern Siberia with peasant emigrants from her Euro-
pean provinces who will presently oppose to the teem-

ing millions of China, on the Manchurian border, a

population as dense as her own and far more power-
ful and effective.
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The first stage of the trip was made from Vlad-
ivostock to Khabaroffsk. on the Amour River, a dis-

tance of some five hundred miles. One traces with

interest the itinerary of this journey on the maps, most
•of which now show the route of the great Asiatic

railway. The governor of the province, on whom Dr.

Clark had called, made special efforts to secure favor-

able accommodations along the line of travel which
had only recently been opened and where much was
not to be expected in the way of luxury. The train

was drawn by a Baldwin locomotive, with the flaring

stack once used on American railroads in the days
when wood was burned. The cars, of which there

were about a dozen, were of the sort better known in

Europe than this country, smaller in size, and divided
into compartments, and ranged in the order of first,

second and third class according to the price of tickets.

Along the side of the coach runs an aisle which serves

for the porters or conductors. As the distances are

long and the rate of travel rather slow, the seats are
so arranged as to afford room to lie down at night.

The toilet arrangements are of the poorest, as is af-

firmed to be the case in most of the hotels, where a
single small and filthy closet serves all the purposes
of washing for all alike. Towels and linen appear
to be rare and elusive articles. Water for washing is

scarce, and for drinking purposes not to be thought of.

The remark of a Siberian writer is quoted to the ef-

fect that "Englishmen have, the bad habit of washing
themselves all over every day. As a consequence of
this habit their bodies emit an unpleasant odor." Ap-
parently no such "bad habits" prevail among many of
the emigrants Russia has sent to this country, as ob-
servation in the steerage quarters of ocean vessels and
on emigrant trains proves. Of the dining car, Dr.
Clark's own words are the best description : "Pull-
man would scarcely own the diner as an offspring
of his invention. A long table down the middle, at

which perhaps twenty people can sit at one time, and
a bar at the end, at which all kinds of drinks, light

and strong, are served, and toothsome delicacies dear
to the Russian heart, like caviare, sardines and other
little fishes "biled in ile," are eaten. At the long table,

table d'hote meals are served, consisting of three or
four courses, and one can also order what he chooses
at a fixed price."

At Khabaroffsk the river steamer was taken for the
trip up the Amour, and as the stream was ascended
it became necessary to change to a shallower and less

•comfortable boat, and then to one still smaller and
meaner, till the limit of endurance was nearly reached.
At the beginning the first, second and third class

passengers were provided for separately, and though
the semblance of this arrangement was still preserved,
the lines were less and less drawn as the lower levels

of comfort were reached. To these inconveniences
were added those of sand bars, on which the boats
became lodged, till patience was an almost expiring
virtue. At last, after twenty days of this wearisome
fiver travel, the city of Stretinsk was reached, and
the rail trip resumed.

Here, however, a worse fate was in store. On the
train, which consisted of cars somewhat resembling
the fourth-class coaches on German trains, and were
about like box cars with windows, the forethought of
the kindly governor had provided by wire a car of
comparatively comfortable character for the Clark
party, in which there were two ladies. Unfortunately
many miles had not been traversed before the train
was stopped by a burned bridge, and after long delay
it was announced that all would have to take a train

that was waiting beyond the river. This train proved

to be precisely like the one left, save, of course, that

all the coaches were of the cheap class already men-
tioned, and the situation of the travelers may be imag-
ined, or rather cannot be imagined, in a car whose
natural inconvenience and discomfort were augmented
many-fold by its filth and occupants. The days spent

on that train ought to be a vivid memory in the minds
of that group. I found it much pleasanter to let Dr.

Clark tell the story than to venture to take it myself.

At last Irkutsk was reached, and after crossing the

beautiful Lake Baikal and spending a day in the town,

the comparatively comfortable train de luxe for Mos-
cow was taken and a week more of constant travel

brought the tourists to the home-like atmosphere of

Europe. The trip from the Chinese frontier had taken

thirty-eight days, and, as it turned out, it was the

last that could have been made for many weeks, for

the government was roused to instant action by events

in China, and every mile of the road was pressed to

its utmost capacity in the transportation of troops.

If one wishes to know something of the new Siberia

and the methods now employed to develop it, of the

prison barges and cars, and of the pleasures and per-

plexities of a journey from sea to sea, let him read

Dr. Clark's most entertaining; book.

JSfOTES A^2) COMMENTS.
Improvement in Literary Uaste.

At the annual convention of the American Library

Association the gratifying testimony was .borne that

the, demand for better books is increasing, there being

a growing preference for books of history, travel,

science and other solid forms of literature. This is a

good sign. It is true that the reading of fiction is

enormous, many of the people purchasing the newer
and more popular novels because of the inability of

the libraries to supply them, yet the improvement
noted by the librarians is something in which we ought
to rejoice, inasmuch as" the life of a people is largely

molded by what they read.

"President "Roose-Velt's Lifting for a Literary Life.

Some years ago when President Roosevelt was be-

ing thrust into public service, writing to a friend he

expressed his preference for a literary life. What he
wrote then is doubtless true of him today. He said

:

"My career is that of a literary man, and as soon

as I am out of my present position I shall go back to

my books. I may never be called to take another

public position, or I may be ; in any event, I shall try

to do decent work while I am in office. I shall prob-

ably enjoy the life greatly while I am taking part in it,

and I shall certainly be ready at any time to go out of

it with a perfectly light heart."

The Feminine and Masculine Ideals in?, 'Religion .

At a recent religious gathering the question wa&
discussed whether the Church is not emphasizing too

much the feminine ideal of religion and too little the

masculine. This was taken as equivalent to enquiring

whether the emotional and passive sides of religion

are not being emphasized rather than the virile and
aggressive. One thing which lends support to the

affirmative side of this question is the fact that of the

membership of the ordinary church seventy per cent

are women, and only ten per cent are men. One rea-
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son for this preponderance of women in the church
undoubtedly is that adequate efforts have not been

made to win men. Too little demand has been made
upon the vigorous powers of manhood. One of the

speakers at the meeting referred to advanced the idea

that even in the Sunday school there comes a time
when women teachers cannot hold the boys. After a
certain age they will not submit to the feminine ideal

;

and need to be placed under men teachers. When
the perfect condition is reached the feminine and mas-
culine ideals will be united ; heart and head, tender-
ness and strength, being blended into one.

The Federation of Churches.

The Federation of Churches and Christian Organ-
izations has just completed a canvass of the west side

of New York, examining into the religious and so-

ciological condition of its half a million of popula-
tion. Some important results have been obtained.

Twenty thousand families have been turned over to

the care of the churches in the district. It was found
that a very small proportion of Roman Catholics are
unattached to any church, while the number of He-
brews who have broken away from the synagogue is

very large. The unchurched Protestants are not as

numerous as the Hebrews, but they are more in num-
ber than the Roman Catholics. The foreign Catholics
especially seem to have a local root ; they live in col-

onies, and are somewhat stationary ; but the native
American is a nomad. His unsettled, wandering
habits often keep him from connecting himself with
any particular church, even when he is religiously in-

clined. These strayed and scattered sheep need shep-
herding ; and that is what the church is for.

Death of the Head of the Mormon Church,

The presidents of the Mormon church die, but the
church itself lives on. Lorenzo Snow, the fifth presi-

dent of this strange institution, has just passed away.
He is spoken of as a broad-minded man who possessed
many statesmanlike qualities. He was born in Man-
tua, Portage County, Ohio, on April 3, 1814. He
came from good Puritan stock and received part of
his education at Oberlin College. Coming into con-
tact with Joseph Smith, when on a visit to Kirtland,
Ohio, he became a convert to his teachings, and threw
himself with apostolic zeal into the new cause. His
missionary labors were abundant, and the privations
and persecutions which he endured were worthy of a
better cause. He went through the troubles at Nau-
voo; and had a hand in building up Salt Lake City.

He was elected president of the church on Sept. 13,
1898. He was a believer in polygamy, for which he
suffered a year's imprisonment. He is said to have
left a large family, the members of which are scattered
throughout the world.

Harm "Done If JVot Meant.

Johann Most, an incendiary anarchist, has been
sentenced in New York to a year in the penitentiary
for publishing in his paper, Freihcit, an article entitled

"Murder versus Murder," in which he advocated the
right to kill political tyrants of all sorts, "through blood
and iron, poison and dynamite." When his sentence
was pronounced all his former bravado left him, and

he whimperingly said that "he meant no harm." But
whether he meant to do harm or not, he did it ; and
hence his sentence, which, according to the London
Times, is "entirely inadequate for so gross an outrage

upon public feeling." We have no defence to make
of Herr Most, yet there is one incident in his early

life which throws some light upon his hostility to ex-

isting institutions. Wnen a young man he showed
his independence by refusing to go to confession. The
priest, believing that he could compel him to confess,

tried to overcome his obstinacy by a free use of his

riding whip. Since then he has never entered a

church. Anarchy is often bred of a rankling sense

of wrong and injustice.

"Bi-Centenntal of yale \Zni-Versity.

During the present week Yale University is cele-

brating her two-hundredth anniversary with religious

services, addresses, torchlight processions and his-

torical representations. The event is one of national

interest. Seventy-five years before the independence

of America was declared Yale was founded ; and since-

then she has exercised an influence which is simply

incalculable in molding the thought and life of the

nation. Little did the ten ministers of Connecticut

who met at Brandford, each bringing a number of

books and laying them on a table for a foundation of

a college in the colony, or Elihu Yale, whose first gift

of a few hundred pounds gave to the enterprise a local

habitation and a name, know whereunto this little mat-
ter would grow. During the last twenty years the

growth of Yale has been remarkable, exceeding that

of the one hundred and eighty previous years. Dur-
ing the present celebration new structures represent-

ing an outlay of $2,000,000, are to be dedicated.

President Roosevelt, Secretaries Hay and Root. Chief

Justice Fuller, Justice Brewer, William Deans Howell.

Edward Everett Hale, George W. Cable, and numer-
ous public and literary men, are among the guests of

honor. A large number of college presidents are also

present. Indeed, seldom has such a gathering of dis-

tinguished men been seen in this country Old Yale
has recently taken on new life, and this celebration

will give to her added momentum as she enters upon
the third centurv of her existence.

"Bible Study "Department of the Chicago y. M
C. A.

Interest in Bible study is increasing. On every hand
is seen a desire for more thorough courses after more
intelligent methods. Nowhere has this desire been

more marked than in the Young Men's Christian As-
sociation, and in no quarter has more encouraging
progress been made. The International committee has
outlined a plan for systematic courses in progressive

study, which has been pursued by many of the associa-

tions in the United States and Canada. Following
along this line the Chicago Y. M. C. A. has arranged
three courses for systematic and consecutive study of

both the New and Old Testaments and the history of
the world's great religions. It is also the purpose of

these lecture courses to provide in a popular form,,

studies which shall emphasize the great evangelical

truths of the Scriptures, in the hope of not only in-

creasing the knowledge and love of the Bible, but of
deepening the spiritual life. These lectures will be
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given on Fridays from 7 to 7 :45 p. m. The following
is the list of speakers and subjects

:

1. Fall Term—October 4th to December 20th (12
weeks). "New Testament Book Studies," Prof. H. L.
Willett, University of Chicago.

2. Winter Term—January 10th to March 28th (12
weeks). "Old Testament Book Studies," Prof. G. L.
Robinson, McCormick Seminary.

3. Spring Term—April 4th to June 20th (12
weeks). "The History of Religion," Prof. Amos W.
Patten, Northwestern University.

years of office still before him ; and if he endeavors to

do his duty with Christian courage good men will

bless him.

CHICAGO JSTOTES.
Rev. Robert Mclntyre, D. D., of the St. James M.

E. Church, has resigned his pastorate to devote him-
self for a season to literary work. He sees an invit-

ing field of usefulness in the religious novel. His
first venture, "The Modern Apollos," has just been
sent out by the publishers.

When asked to address the students of the North-
western University the other day, Bishop McCabe
seized the opportunity to speak a few pointed and
wholesome words on the subject of hazing. He said:

"A hazer is a coward, and his acts should be amen-
able to law. Hazing is a brutal custom ; and I sin-

cerely hope that the authorities of the university will

place upon it their stamp of disapproval."

At the Purity Convention Dr. J. H. Kellogg of the
Battle Creek Sanitarium, spoke on the subject, "The
Influence of Diet upon Character." He maintained
that next to religion diet -was the most powerful fac-

tor in the making of character. Dr. Kellogg, like all re-

formers, is an extremist, yet there is a great deal of
truth in what he says ; and while we would not go
the length of those materialistic philosophers who
regard thought as a secretion of the brain, and who
say that "as a man eateth so he thinketh," still we be-
lieve that there is a great deal to be found out touch-
ing the relation of food to our mental and moral states.

The Rock River Conference of the M. E. Church,
which has just closed its sessions at Evanston, had in

it, as was to be expected, several occasions on which
Methodist fervor boiled over. One of these was when
Governor Yates was introduced to the convention. He
said:

"Day after day men like myself stand where they hear, not,

perhaps, the songs of the siren, but something as bad,

and when I come into such a gathering as this it gives me tlie

greatest pleasure. I am proud to say I have a good Methodist
mother and was converted at the age of thirteen, and I have

,

always had the greatest love and reverence for the ministers

of this church.

"There is a blow for every one of us to strike. I want to

say this especially to the young men. I shall try to strike my
"blow, and I am here to tell you that I shall endeavor to do
so with Christian courage."

These are manly words. They are discounted a lit-

tle, however, in the way the young governor has yield-
ed to the pressure of political leaders, and has ap-
pointed unworthy men to office. But he will have
plenty of opportunities to redeem the past in the three

The Citizens' Association has been inaugurated to

do in state politics what the Municipal Voters' League
has been doing in city politics. A movement "in be-

half of purity, probity and correct methods," which
will raise the standard of nominations for the state

legislature, by breaking the power of the party ma-
chines, is very much needed. The war with the cor-

rupt political leaders who have held in their hands the

reins of power, and who have controlled the distribu-

tion of the spoils of office, will be fierce and long ; but

if the committee receive the support of all decent law-

respecting citizens the issue will be in no wise uncer-

tain. This is one of the movements in which the

churches of the city ought to put the whole weight of

their influence.

At the Congregational Ministers' Union last Mon-
day plans were outlined for the inauguration of a new
movement in the form of a training school for deacon-

esses, and other women workers. The training school

will be in connection with the Theological Seminary,

and the Deaconesses' Home, which is situated at 513
Washington avenue, will provide accommodation for

all who are under training for every form of Christian

work. The home will be opened and the classes will

begin Nov. 1st. A large building at Dover, Illinois,

has been donated to the committee who has this work
in charge, for whatever object they may see fit to use

it. To the Rev. George H. Wilson of De Kalb, the

energetic secretary of the committee, is due the credit

of bringing the work to practical realization. Miss
Coleman, matron of the Home, will be pleased to

answer inquiries, or to receive the gifts of those who
may be interested in this good work.

Duke M. Farson, Chicago's banker-evangelist, is a

breezy, interesting character. Fie has cut loose from
the Methodist church that he may have more elbow
room to work. He says that "the Methodism of to-

day is too hide-bound and listless" to suit him. His
specialty is "every-day holiness," a thing which we
supposed all Christians were seeking to realize. He
affirms that he has no difficulty in mixing business and
religion and that his evangelistic work does not inter-

fere with business success. He says, "Of course, if I

devoted more time to thinking about bonds and less

about the Bible I might make a few more dollars, but

the credit account above beats all the bank surpluses

you ever heard of. My creed," he says, "is John Wes-
ley's teachings, Charles Wesley's hymns and the

Bible." We would have liked his creed better if he

had put the Bible first ; we would have liked it still

better if he had left the first and second articles out
altogether, and kept to the Bible alone.

"Forenoon and afternoon and night;

Forenoon and afternoon and night

;

Forenoon and afternoon—the empty rhyme
Repeats itself. No more ? Yes : this is life.

Make this forenoon sublime, this afternoon

A psalm, this night a prayer, and life

Is conquered and thy crown is won."
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"BooKs.

By John Hall Ingham.

O silent volumes on my shelves.

That hold the deathless and divine,

Ye have but to reveal yourselves, •

And I am yours, as ye are mine

!

Mere ink and paper though ye be,

As shells wherein no life appears,

—

If hand but touch and eye but see,

Then mind meets mind across the years.

Dante and Shakespeare speak once more,
Beethoven sings his soulful strain;

And in the unsealed tombs of yore
Wake all the passion, all the pain.

They are not dead, these silent ones,

Nor dumb, but eloquent with light,

And sparkle like the infinite suns
Beyond our reach, though in our sight.

Like melodies that once have thrilled,

And in the memory never die,

Those calm, majestic voices stilled

Come echoing from eternity.

CH1USTOLOGICAL TEJSTVEJ!-
CIES OF THE TIMES,

W. J. LHAMON.

Jfo. VJ. "Repre-tentaittJe 'Books,

E mean of course representative books asW related to Christian thought. We select

three only, believing that they may be
taken quite fairly as indices of the current

thought about Christ, and therefore also

about God and man. We forewarn the

reader that the nature of our theme calls

for liberal quotation from the chosen books,
and the essayist makes little claim to or-

iginality in this paper beyond the general
thought of it, and the appositeness and

fairness of the selections.

i. Here is Dr. A. J. Gordon's book, entitled, "The
Christ of To-day." This book is inductive in method,
masterly in style, and perfectly unfettered in its pres-
entation of thought. Some of its suggestions are far

in advance of us yet, and it might be well for us if we
never came up to them. But taken as a whole the
book is an index, and as such it is highly significant.

There is a passionate earnestness about it with which
the live reader falls in love, and on the full current of
the author's vivid and impulsive eloquence he feels

himself all but irresistibly swept along.
Speaking of the new and enlarged ideas of the

world that have come to us by the way of modern
sciences, Dr. Gordon says : "The escape of our human
world into the new spaces and the new times, the ex-
pansion of the material order to infinity and the ex-
tension of history to eonian periods, the gathering of
the nations into the consciousness of a contempora-
neous humanity, and the mighty growth of the king-
dom of the spirit, are blessings for which it is impos-

sible to be too thankful. Mankind have been brought
out into a large place, and the daily vision is of broad
rivers and streams. But unless Christ shall be in-

stalled over this new world, it will simply be a larger

and more splendid corpse than the old. Over the to-

tal worlds of space and time and present humanity
and the spirit he must be recognized as supreme; and
these kingdoms with all their glory, if that glory is

not to fade into a dream, and the highest hope of

mankind is not to be blasted, must become the king-

doms of our Lord and of his Christ."

In a quite similar vein Dr. Gordon tells us that

there is a consciousness in the world that Christ can-

not be transcended * * * "that, as the form of

religious thought, the inspiration to religious feeling,

the ideal of religious character, and the mold in which
the ultimate philosophy of the universe must be run,

he is absolute for humanity."
And again: "Three great advances have been

made in the intellectual appreciation of the Person of

Christ. He is the acknowledged representative of
humanity, the accepted revelation of the essential kin-

ship of the divine and the human, and the guide to the

ultimate meaning of nature."

But Christ must be more even than all this. This
he might be and still appear to us as the Unitarian

Christ. His identity with us must have its comple-
ment in his difference from us. We must be masters
of his thought about God before we can know the
richness of his nature and the fullness of his revela-

tion. "Unless we obtain from Christ, in addition to

a clue to the meaning of nature, an immutable moral-

ity and a conception of the divineness of man, a doc-

trine of God, we cannot be said to have mastered the

secret of his character. His idea of an eternal Fath-
erhood in the Infinite is the heart of the matter. If we
can retain that as the deepest reality in the universe,

we have our guide to the remaining mystery in the life

of Jesus."

Thus the thought of the Savior about God, and
about man, and morals, and nature, and the kinship of

the human with the divine—Christ's thought
about these—is made by Dr. Gordon the norm
of all thought upon such high themes. In other words,
this representative book is thoroughly Christological

in its view-point and method. Christ is its Alpha and
Omega.
And now, dropping this work all too quickly, we

take up one, a very recent one, from a bonny Scotch-
man. It is entitled "The Fact of Christ." and its

autbor is P. Carnegie Simpson, M. A., minister of

Renfield church, Glasgow. Even as a piece of flot-

sam this book would be indicative, we think, of the

current of Scotch thought. But it is more than that

;

it is really a whole cargo of fresh and vigorous Chris-

tological thought steering straight to port. Mr. Simp-
son starts out upon "The Data of Christianity" in

a point-blank, New Testament way. He goes directly

,to the 16th chapter of Matthew, and to the i6th verse
of it. He says

:

"When the greatest religious Master whom the

world has ever known put one day to his first dis-

ciples a certain question, and, on receiving an answer
to it, declared that on the strength of this he could

build his Church, it is evident that here is to be found
what he regarded as the critical issue for religion, and
its proper point of departure. * * * It surprises

us, however, when we look at what this question was.

The occasion referred to is. of course, the scene near
Caesarea Philippi, when Jesus asked his disciples,

'Whom say ye that I am?' The question is a notable
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one, but it astonishes us that it should be treated as

a fundamental one. The inherent truth of the teach-

er's message would always appear to be a more im-

portant matter than anything, however interesting,

about the teacher himself. * * * But the ques-

tion was not of this kind. It was not about God or

about morals. It was a question simply about Jesus

himself. It was neither theological nor ethical, but

personal. And this was the question upon an answer

to which Jesus declared, with energy and enthusiasm,

that his Church would be built. This fact is a very

remarkable one, and we cannot too carefully impress

its significance upon our minds. This greatest of re-

ligious teachers forms his religion—for the building

of his Church cannot be less than that—from his fol-

lowers' convictions regarding himself. What appears

to be an irrelevancy to religion—the personality of the

preacher—he makes its very proof. * * * Jesus

directed men to find the data for Christianity primar-

ily and essentially in the phenomenon of himself."

Following this Mr. Simpson reminds us that no oth-

er teacher ever so put himself into the fore-front of his

teaching. "Not Moses so spake, nor the prophets ; not

Plato nor the Buddha nor Mohammet, but Jesus

spake thus. He did so habitually, deliberately, pro-

nouncedly. * * * To the seeker after eternal life

he said, 'Follow me.' Of one who- would see the

Father he asked, 'Hast thou not known me ?'
"

And so the author proceeds, finding in Christ him-

self meanings for "The Christian Character," "The

Moral Motive Power," "The Foundation of Faith,"

"The Word of God," "The Reality of Sin," "The

Problem of Forgiveness," and "The Principles of the

Atonement." These are the headings of his chapters,

and they are all fundamental. One may boldly hold

up this book among others in vindication of the claim

that Jesus is conquering theology.

3. The last book to be named here is that masterly

work of Principal Fairbairn's entitled, "The Place of

Christ in Modern Theology." To this work the

author has brought a glowing enthusiasm for Christ,

powers of mind that are rarely excelled, and an im-

mense wealth of learning. Its Christological tendency

will not be long doubted by any who will take the pains

to turn over its pages even in the most cursory way.

The first sentences of his opening chapter are decisive.

The doctor claims that "the most distinctive and deter-

minative element in modern theology is what we may
term a new feeling for Christ." He insists that we
"have recovered the historic Christ," and that "we
feel him more in our theology because we know him
better in history."

But he carries the thought back of the incarnate,

historic Christ even to the consciousness of Christ as

it is revealed in his life and teachings, and makes that

the formative principle in theology. In one of his con-

cluding chapters Dr. Fairbairn says : "The theology

which starts from the consciousness of Christ finds

that the determinative element in his idea of God is

the paternal, and in his idea of man the filial. But
this conclusion is only the premiss of a constructive

or interpretative science, and all the positions evolved
in the science are involved in the premiss." Through-
out his work Dr. Fairbairn makes the formal source
of his teaching the consciousness of Christ. He finds

the primary fact in this consciousness to be the Fath-
erhood of God. "In the consciousness of Christ the

Father is at once primary and ultimate, the normative
and necessary principle ; the filial feeling is dependent
and normated. All he does is done because of the

Father and for him. The Father sends the Son, works

through him, abides in him, raises him up, and glori-

fies him. The Father is first and last, the cause and

end of the Son's appearance and achievements."

"And so," he says, "the conclusion is inevitable; if

we attempt to construct a theology which shall be

faithful to the consciousness of Christ, the Father-

hood of God must be the determinative principle of

our thought. It is the architectonic #lea; out of it

the whole' system must grow."

But such theology is what we have all along been

calling Christology. It begins with Christ, the con-

sciousness of Christ ; it proceeds on the one hand
from Christ to God, and on the other from Christ to

man. Ultimately, if we are to be Christian, Christ

must dominate all our thought upon these high

themes, and we must see both ourselves and our

Father as revealed in his theanthropic person. Sure-

ly Christ is conquering this mighty realm of thought.

"SACRED MX/SIC."

PROFESSOR CHARLES C. CLEMENS.

HE chief function of sacred music is not

Tvery difficult to define. Music in itself is

not only a subtle form of speech ; but,

united with intelligent words, it trans-

forms, intensifies and idealizes, and gives

the power to vibrate human chords that

might not be reached by speech alone.

The active agencies in the rendition of

sacred music in public worship are : the

solo voice, the quartette, the choir or

chorus, and the congregation. We shall

have ample opportunity to understand that I do not
place the congregation last because I esteem its agency
in any degree least in importance, in fact after some
consideration I have felt a strong impulse to limit this

address to matters directly or indirectly connected
with the people's part in divine worship.

It we ask the question, "What type of music is

worthy of association with sacred words in divine

worship, or, what kind will have the happiest results

in inspiring an atmosphere of devotion and praise in

an assembled congregation?" the answer is not a

very easy one.

There have been attacks recently in the press in

different parts of the states on the hymns and tunes
of the Moody and Sankey type, and many uncom-
fortable epithets have been flung at them. Much of
this is probably due to the recent announcement, pos-
sibly an unauthorized announcement, that Mr. Sankey
was contemplating the organization of some institu-

tion for the development of mission music of the type
of which he himself has written so many well known
examples. While I do not quite sympathize with the
violence of some of these attacks, I do feel that any-
thing in the shape of a perpetuation and development
of this type of music for the church, mission or Sun-
day school would be deplorable, and ought to be alto-

gether unnecessary.

Looking somewhat critically at the tunes of this

type, what do we find? A grade of music hopelessly
below the level of what would be expected in almost
any other sphere of musical association. Must we ac-
cept this? Shall we encourage a grade of musical
composition for the church and Sunday school which
would not be tolerated elsewhere? All this is a mat-
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ter of education. Shall we educate onwards or back-

wards? We cannot remain stationary.

Congregations in church or Sunday school must be

taught something, and I am sure that the musical

taste cultivated by association with the best of the

old tunes, and by the full harmonies and intrinsically

beautiful melodies of many of our modern composers,

will not exchange this heritage for the mawkish in-

sipidity of magy of these gospel hymns which are un-

fortunately supposed to be American When a good

type of tune has "been learned, the people will not want

to sing a lesser grade. But how do we determine

the desired quality in good hymn tunes? What do

we find in the tunes of the Sankey type? A musical

structure of the very flimsiest character, weak melody,

childish rather than childlike, monotonous rhythm, and

a harmonic movement of the lowest grade. This indi-

cates one of two things: either a mistaken pandering

to a needlessly low estimate of the national musical

development ; or else, a lack of musical knowledge and

originality on the part of the composers. Look at the

picture on the other side : Intrinsic beauty of melody

;

freedom and grace of movement, not only in the treble

but in the other parts ; fulness of harmony, fine modu-
lation and variety of rhythm. These are features we
look for in tunes of the better type.

Next to the minister there is no official of a church

whose duties place him in a more constant or in a

more direct light than the organist, especially if he also

happens to be the choirmaster. In the performance

of his weekly round he may succeed in becoming a

joy and a help to the minister in his spiritual duties,

cr it may be quite otherwise. Other things being

equal, it is very certain that the organist and choir-

master who is ambitious to raise constantly the stand-

ard of efficiency both for himself and his choir, and

who can keep in touch with what is progressing out-

side of the sphere of his immediate influence, will be

likely to do a more useful work than one who has no

such ambitions.

But what is the aim of all this? Is it merely that

the people shall have the opportunity of listening to

fine music when they go to church? If the efforts of

the choir do not ultimately result in leading the con-

gregation to an inspirited performance of their own
function in the service then there is something wrong.

A choir is, or should be, a selected body ; and their mis-

sion is to lead, educate, and inspire the congregation.

We sometimes hear a remark that the average con-

gregation sings so badly that it would be better if it

did not sing at all. I remember one especial case. A
gentleman complained that certain would-be altos in

his congregation would insist on making their part

instead of singing the right notes ; also that some men
would sing a kind of "farmer's bass." I do not quite

understand all that this means or what the farmers had
done to deserve the association, but probably it means
that they sing the treble part one octave or perhaps

two octaves below.

A little inquiry developed the information that this

gentleman who complained possessed a bass voice of

considerable compass, but that he never sang in

church, he always listened. The conversation ended

at this point, but I could not avoid the thought that

there was something to learn from this. Here was a

gentleman with a useful voice, with an ear sufficiently

developed to detect the impromptu alto and the

"farmer's bass"

—

he was delegating his reasonable

duties and privileges to some one else ; in fact, to any-

body else.

There is a part alloted to every one in divine wor-
ship. That the minister has his part goes without say-

ing. The choir, too, have their part. An old Eng'
lish rubric quaintly reads : "In choirs and places where
they sing, here followeth the anthem." The anthem
is the function of the choir and the congregation is

not expected to take part in it. The congregation

worships silently while the choir voice their praise and
supplication, in the same spirit in which the minister

voices them in his public prayer. The anthem is an
available source of musical expression of great value.

In the ranks of the choir we have, or should have,

specially trained solo voices giving us another re-

source of somewhat more direct and personal emo-
tional expression.

Sometimes the minister says, "Let us sing to the
praise and glory of God" a certain hymn or Psalm.
This is surely an invitation to all—not the solo voice or
even the chorus. I have no records, but I cannot think

that the Giver of all good things has withheld from
more than three per cent of us the power to give a
reasonably musical vocal utterance If the remainder
would all sing, there would be room for the "farmer's
bass," and even for the irrepressible alto, in the re-

sultant diapason of sound.

As I view it, the congregation rightly has the ulti-

mate and chiefest place in divine worship and nothing
should usurp its function. Let the choir and solo-

voices be of the very best and let their training go on
until it is easier for them to sing tunefully and welt

than it is to sing any other way. But let the congrega-
tion be encouraged and expected to take their full

share in their own particular parts of the service and
let the organist and choir gradually lead them on to

a more intelligent and expression-like effort.

LETTERS TO THE
LOVE*R.

'BOOK

THE LATE "BISHOT XVESTCOTT.

Y Dear Friend : The world of Christian lit—

Merature has recently lost one of its brightest

lights in the death of Brooke Foss Westcott.
His name stands in the front rank of those

theological and religious writers who
helped to create the modern scholarship of

England and to keep it warm with religious

purpose and the religious spirit. For fifty

years Westcott's name has commanded the

attention of all thoughtful theologians. His
outward life has not been without change,

although it was always passed amid surroundings and
in occupations congenial to the scholar. After serving

for a period as Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
he became a Master at Harrow School, one of the great

schools of England. He returned to Cambridge and
entered upon the brilliant period of his life, as professor

of theology. He stood beside two other great scholars

and most earnest Christian men. Light foot and Hort.

This famous triumvirate made Cambridge the bright-

est center of theological life and work in Great Britain.

When Lightfoot became Bishop of Durham, to the

grief of many, including Dean Church, few could have

expected that he would occupy the great position only

a few years, and would be succeeded, as he was, by
his most intimate friend and fellow-worker at Cam-
bridge.

Westcott and his companions were remarkable" for
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their accurate scholarship, which did not disdain at-

tention to the most minute particulars, as well as by the

enormous mass of their learning, which counted no
phase of church life or religious thought beyond their

interest. One has only to run over the list of books
produced by Westcott to stand amazed at the extraor-

dinary diligence and self-sacrificing labor involved in

their production. No less remarkable is the warm hu-
man interest which pervades them, and which at times
found more definite expression in books of quiet medi-
tation or inspiring public appeal. Those were no dry-
as-dust accumulators of antique lore. They knew and
felt the pressure of great religious problems upon the
conduct and the destiny of human beings. Passion
could be put into the prolonged search for historical

truth, if it could be seen that this truth had some rela-

tion to the religious life of man today. Thus it is that

the same man wrote a history of the Canon of Chris-
tianity when less than thirty years of age, who with his

friend Hort spent about thirty years in producing the
famous edition of the Greek New Testament, which
will forever stand as a monument of patience, diligence

and breadth of judgment, and produced also in his

last years the book entitled "The Social Aspects of
Christianity." Thus it is that the same man who
wrote t^e famous Introduction to the Four Gospels,
one of the first books in the English language to deal
with that problem in a scientific spirit, also produced a
volume of most tender meditations upon "The Appear-
ances of Christ after the Resurrection." And thus it is

that he who wrote the remarkable essay on "The Rela-
tions of Christianity to Art" also produced the earnest
and original argument for miracles and the historicity

of the Resurrection of Christ in his book entitled "The
Gospel of the Resurrection."

It is of course" in his Commentaries that we find these
varied elements of Westcott's mind working together
to perfect their finest fruits. His three commentaries
on the Four Gospels, the Epistles of John, and He-
brews, stand in the front rank of commentaries in the
English language. They were all the result of many
years of closest study, labored reading of commentaries
and expositions in various languages and throughout
the course of Christian history ; but they were also the
result of that which many commentaries seem never to
hayecome from nor lead to, namely, a devout, personal,
religious interest in the book under discussion. West-
cott's Commentaries deal much more than Lightfoot's
did with theological questions, while they were no less
full in their learning. They lack at important points
the crystal clearness with which Lightfoot was always
able to put his thought, for as we shall see Westcott's
mind had a certain curious limitation of its own; but
they lead us into the very shrine of religious experi-
ence. They are never characterized by a superficial
tampering with fundamental questions, nor do they
ever manifest a foolish eagerness for originality, even
at the price of eccentricity. Original they are in the
deeper sense of leading us frankly to the origins of
Christian experience.

Westcott's cast of mind was, I suppose, what we
vulgarly term "mystical." He would rather expound
John than Paul, and would fain get behind all legal
terminology, to find some underlying relationship be-
tween the Infinite and finite, which it only partially
illustrated. Hence, as with all writers who partake of
the mystical temperament, the reader is apt to feel at
times as if he were moving in a haze, as if the light
were shining through a mist. Once Westcott tried
with great earnestness to construct a scientific Philoso-

phy, when he wrote his defense of miracles in his book
on the Resurrection. But that argument only illus-

trates the truth of what I am saying, for its attempt at

systematic discussion is labored and its really powerful
features appear rather in sudden bursts of light than

as the result of logical processes. This tendency of

mind also appears in his beautiful little book entitled

"The Victory of the Cross," in which Westcott deals

with the problem of the Atonement. The reader is at

once charmed and disappointed. He is charmed by
the suggestiveness of an argument, which would seek

the ground of atonement, rightly, in the organic rela-

tions of Christ to the human race, but disappointment
awaits him at the crucial part of the problem. West-
cott simply shies off from all Pauline terminology or

constructive Pauline thought on this doctrine and pre-

sents us with a doctrine which is not even Johannine,
although in its mysticism it has affinities therewith.

Hence, why forgiveness should reach me as a judicial

act is never explained. As long as there is law and
judgment, condemnation and acquittal, to think of, so

long will mysticism fail to explain forgiveness.

It is delightful to remember that as Bishop of Dur-
ham, Westcott sought to be of use not only to the vast

church system at whose head he was placed, but espe-

cially to the numerous population of northern England,
especially to the miners in their struggles. His was
not the heart of a mere recluse or a mere theorizer con-

cerning Christianity. He had the courageous soul of

one who would seek to apply the social aspects of the

Christian religion to the social problems which for

many thousands of his neighbors created a daily agony.

I lovingly lay this little tribute of gratitude to one
with whom I seemed at times through his books to live

in a speechless but real intimacy. Yours faithfully,

A Bookman.

EVROTEAJf LETTER.
QUINCY L. DOWD.

CCORDING to tourist tradition, the sea-

son in Switzerland ends with September,
but the indications are that one race of

tourists will be succeeded by another, who
may be styled "the long-timers." These
make the biting, frosty mornings and daz-

zling days of October their favored period
on this "playground of Europe." It is

plain that America is felt here in Switzer-
land economically, not to say socially.

What a transfer of wealth must be going
on to warrant the erection of so many large, fine fam-
ily hotels or pensions, as one sees them here in Lu-
zern

! Many new ones are in the early stages of
building in preparation for next year's increased
crowds of visitors. The Americans are coming; that
is certain, whatever may be the course of the Eng-
lish and Russians. It is astonishing the number of
fellow-citizens one falls in with at every place, many
of them more than casual tourists, being here as busi-
ness agents or for study and prolonged residence. And
what of them, as individuals or a class ? One is glad
to see them, to hear them speak, and to observe their
usual ways. Almost without exception it may be
said of them, that in bearing and behavior among oth-
er people they do credit to their home land, not show-
ing themselves the loud-voiced and obtrusive ones in
any company, so far as the writer has had the chance
to observe. It must be that a generation has arisen
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that knows not Henry James, nor the dramatis per-

sonae of fiction after his American type.

But what can account for the new era of building

in the large towns all over western Europe, even as far

east as Old Prague, but noticeable especially in Ant-

werp and Brussels, in Amsterdam and Copenhagen,

while such cities as Berlin, Dresden and Munich share

richly in the same building furor? Some of the new
commercial houses are of exquisite architectural de-

sign, and their exterior embellishment most artistic.

It seems that a period has arrived similar to that when

the old Dutch and German masters held sway, their

genius allowed full expression by munificent burger

or princely patrons. It is hard to give credence to

prevalent reports of business depression in Germany in

the face of such display of magnificence and enter-

prise as the cities everywhere show. Nor is this dis-

position to build larger and finer edifices confined_ to

the secular sphere. It is also a period of renovation

and restoration of churches in all the countries one

visits. The religious feeling is lively enough in these

ancient places to undertake even the building of splen-

did new churches like the great Dom at Berlin now
nearing completion. The general effect of the Dom
is that of St. Paul's, London. It holds a most com-

manding site on the left bank of the Spree opposite to

the Royal Schloss or town palace of the Kaiser. What
strikes one's notice even more than the lofty, reful-

gent dome of gold and the imposing statues surround-

ing it below, is the prominence of Scripture texts em-

blazoned on its front where all can read. These texts

are from the German of Luther's Bible. One of them

reads : "Our faith is the victory which overcomes the

world." There are signs on every side that both Cath-

olic and Protestant adherents are awake and alert in

their devotion to their respective forms of worship. If

anything it is the Catholic population who manifest

the stronger, more genuine and faithful attention to

their religious services. Not only are their churches

open at all hours during the day, but they are also fre-

quented by the people for prayer and the quiet hour,

while the Protestant churches are as invariably closed

at almost all hours, even on Sundays. Should a chance

visitor wish to look at the place where Martin Luther

and Philip Melancthon he buried in the Schloss church

at Wittenberg, he must first discover where the sacris-

tan lives in an adjoining street, ring him up, wait for

him and then fee him in order to get admission to

what comes nearest to being our universal Protestant

shrine or mausoleum.

It is good, however, to note how numerous and

splendid are the monuments raised to the protagonists

of the Reformation Evangel and the world's new era

of religious progress. It is sufficiently plain that

Christianity in its vital message and essence is among
the regnant factors in modern Europe. Take it in small

Denmark. Here is a land where the state church sys-

tem is still predominant. Up to the present time the

control of ecclesiastical affairs has been entirely in the

hands of the government through the bishops and

ministers. The laity has no voice nor management in

church matters. The writer learned by conversation

with prominent people in Denmark that the generality

of educated men take little or no interest in religion

as at present regarded in connection with worship and

state confessionalism. While on a visit to Herlufs-

holm an opportunity occurred to converse with two

gentlemen of exceptional ability to know and speak

on this subject, the one, Baron Rudtz-Thott, the new
minister of the interior in the king's cabinet ; the other

Hr. Prof. Bache, both of whom stated very emphati-

cally that one of the first questions demanding atten-

tion by the present assembly and ministry of state

is reform in the methods of handling ecclesiastical

matters in the direction of more popular control and
voluntary support. Outside of this circle also were
heard the warmest expressions of praise and approval

regarding the manner in which educational work is

conducted in America. On all sides are the painful

evidences that as yet religion and education are far

from being popularized, either in England or on the

continent
;
popularized I mean in the sense of being

by the people and of the people, though ostensibly for

the people to the fullest extent. The outstanding fact

is that the people as such are not trusted, are not re-

lied on, are not allowed to have the care of those very
concerns and businesses which most of all are theirs,

if anybody's, viz., the church and school. Possibly the

people are not fit to do so; but why? Let them try or
be tried, and see what comes of it! Churches and
schools are beggarly or police institutions if the peo-

ple do not value them enough to keep them up well.

The real mischief over here is that a particular church
and a particular system of government wish to con-

trol and use church and school for their own pur-

poses, hence dare not let the people have and man-
age what is theirs, and what they would know how to

treat to their best advantage. The great problem
here and everywhere is. to secure the democratization
of knowledge and faith and rulership. Protestantism
has doubtless in some respects made farther advance
in this inevitable divine movement than has Catholi-

cism, but there is painful lagging behind wherever
king and bishop are still in the ascendant, and a large

mass of the social extremes would have it so. Go into

Catholic churches in the most enlightened towns of

Germany, Belgium and Switzerland, one will see pop-
ular native shrines to Mary and the saints hung about
with grateful testimonials or prayerful requests such
as make special Faith Cure, Dowieism and Christian
Science wholly superfluous in faithful circles of Catho-
lics. Rome allows for all temperaments and provides-

for all psychological vagaries.

(To be continued.)

"OLE BABDJ) -D\/-F\/J<JVy."

"Ole Daddy Do-Funny,
How you come on?"

"Po'ly, thank God, honey.

Po'ly this morn.

My ole spine, it's sort o" stiff.

An' my arms, dey 'fuse to liff',

An' de miz'ry in my breas',

An' I got de heart-distress,

An' de growin' pains dey lingers,

In my knee j'ints an' my fingers,

But I'm well, praise God, dis mornin'."

"Ole Daddy Do-Funny,
What cuyus talk

!

How is you well, when you

Can't even walk!"

"Hush, vou foolish chillen, hush!

"What's dat singin' in de brush?

'Aint dat dat yonder blue de sky?

Feel de cool breeze passin' by!

Dis ole painful back an' knee,

Laws-a-massy, dey ain't me,

An' I'm well, praise God, dis mornin'."

Ruth MeEnery Stuart.
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"REVIEW OF BOOKS.
The Ascent Through Christ. Bv E. Griffith -Jones,

B. A. New York, Edwin S. Gorham. Pp. 456; $1.50.

The sub-title states the purpose of this volume to

be "a study of the Doctrine of Redemption in the

light of the theory of evolution." The author con-

fesses that the time has not yet come to make a state-

ment that even approaches completeness. This is not

his purpose. Rather the effort is made to give some

reasonable explanation of the great truths of Christian-

ity in terms chosen as far as possible from the scien-

tific, especially the biological vocabulary, now so gen-

erally understood and employed. The question which

devout minds are raising in -these days appears, to be

this : We have been assured by a certain type of

preaching and religious teaching that if evolution be

accepted as a reasonable explanation of God's method
in creation, then faith in the Bible must be given up.

But we are to-day confronted by the practically com-
plete circle of scientific authorities who maintain that

evolution is an established principle of all scientific

study, indeed the very foundation on which the struc-

ture of modern scholarship rests. Is Christianity then

disproved, or is there yet a word to be spoken? Mr.
Griffith-Jones undertakes to answer in behalf of both

science and Christianity, not on the old platform of

reconciliation, but with the confident assurance that

the best possible approach to the problems of revela-

tion is from the side of exact science. No one will

accuse him of devitalizing the great truths of the

faith. The rather does he appear to lay the strongest

possible stress on the Incarnation, the Atonement, and
the Resurrection. It is a satisfaction to find these great

phases of the work of our Lord treated not only with

fulness, but with an enthusiasm which, as it seems to

us, no other method of approach could generate. The
book is not solitary in the field of discussion regarding

the evolution of man, and the relation of this fact

to biblical teaching. Many others have traversed

this ground in recent years. At this point the author

adds little to current thought, beyond a fresh and
vivid statement of an ever interesting theme, and the

citation and classification of the greatest authorities

upon the subject, from Darwin to Weisman, John
Fiske and Alfred Russell Wallace. It is in the chap-

ters on the Fall and the Incarnation that he is at his

best, as we think. The adjustment of these truths to

the thought of an age accustomed to think in terms
of evolutionary science, so that they seem not only

reasonable but an essential factor of human experience

is happily and forcibly accomplished and in a manner
that places thoughtful readers in debt to the author.

The last division of the book, while duly following
a line which may be traced by every student of the

question, is, we think, less convincing and clear. At
any rate, the interest is less sustained at the very
point at which the climax might be expected. Per-
haps other readers might find this the most reward-
ing portion of the volume, with its outline of Christ's

redemptive program in the light and by the power
of the Resurrection. At all events the book is worthy
to be considered one of the notable publications of
recent months, and we are glad to note that it is be-
ing widely read.

epoch-making book on the "Ten Great Religions,"

about thirty years ago, no more important contribution

has been made to the study of comparative religion

than that contained in this volume. But whereas Dr.

Clarke's book presented the standpoint of a single

writer, this book is the work of a group of representa-

tive men, all of whom are qualified to interpret the

religions which they describe. Moreover, the several

writers have wisely aimed at giving not merely a his-

tory of the world's great religions, but also an estimate

as to their present value as forces in the world's life.

The subjects treated are: Confucianism in the Nine-
teenth Century, by Herbert A. Giles, LL. D. ; Bud-
dhism, by T. W. Rhys Davids, LL. D. ; Mohammedan-
ism in the Nineteenth Century, by Oskar Mann

;

Brahminism, by Sir A. C. Lyall ; Zoroastrianism and
the Parsis, by D. Menant ; Sikhism and the Sikhs,

by Sir Lepel Griffin; Positivism, its Position, Aims and
Ideals, by Frederic Harrison; Babism, by E. Denison
Ross; Jews and Judaism in the Nineteenth Century,

by Rev. M. Garter, Ph. D. ; The Outlook for Christian-

ity, by Rev. Washington Gladden, D. D. ; and Catho-
lic Christianity, by His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons.
Upon the general scheme of the book we have two
criticisms to offer. In the first place, it seems some-
what absurd to elevate Positivism to the place of a
religion. It is a philosophy, and not a religion. "Its

creed," says Mr. Harrison, "is a synthetic philosophy
resting on the general body of positive science ; and its

worship the expression of loyalty to humanity." To-
call the worship of the great god humanity a religion

is a misuse of language. Our other criticism is that

in such a work as this Christianity ought to have been
looked at in its Catholic or universal aspects by a
single writer, instead of being treated by different

writers from the Protestant and Roman Catholic
standpoints. There is something, however, pleasantly

suggestive of the improved condition of things in the
fair-minded and good-tempered way in which Dr.
Gladden and Cardinal Gibbons deal with their sub-
jects. We cannot, however, agree with Cardinal Gib-
bons in the position that "the avowedly anti-Christian

forces of the past two centuries could never have
scored their triumphs were it not for the mighty cleft

that divided Protestant from Catholic Christen-
dom." From the Protestant schism the quickening,
liberalizing and progressive influences of the past
two centuries have come. But these are minor mat-
ters; the book as a whole is a noble contribution to
the study of the religions that dominate the thought
and life of the world.

Great Religions of the World, by Eminent Authori-
ties. - Harper & Brothers, N. Y.

; 301 pages. Price,

$2.00 net.

Since the publication of Dr. James Freeman Clarke's

Constantinople and Its Problems—Its Peoples, Cus-
toms, Religions and Progress. By Henrv Otis Dwight,
LL. D. Illustrated. Fleming H. Revell Co.; 298
pages. Price, $1.25 net.

This is the work of a man who sees things, and has
the faculty of telling what he sees. His subject is a
fascinating one. Constantinople is one of the great
world centers. It is a place where the two streams
of oriental and occidental life meet and mingle.
Ever since the time, 1,500 years ago, when the
Emperor Constantine made it the capital of the
Roman world, it has been a place of destiny.

For 448 years it has been the capital of the
Turkish empire. As the goal of Russian ambi-
tion it is sure to play an important part in the
great struggle for empire for which the nations of
the world are preparing. Dr. Dwight has had excep-
tional opportunities to become acquainted with the
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complex problem of Constantinoplean life. He has

lived in the city for upwards of thirty years. As the

correspondent of the Nezu York Tribune during the

war between Russia and Turkey he won golden opin-

ions for his luminous exposition of events. He knows

the forces of good and evil which are at work, and

the inside view which he gives of the social, moral

and political changes which are slowly taking place

is full of suggestiveness as to the future. The cres-

cent is evidently on the wane, and the cross on the

ascendency. Such an event even as the kidnapping

of Miss Ellen Stone, a missionary of the American

Board, by Bulgarian brigands, has light thrown upon

it incidentally by this book, which clears up the whole

situation with regard to the place of Turkey in Euro-

pean politics.

Deborah, A Tale of the Times of Judas Maccabaeus,

by James M. Ludlow. Fleming H. Revell Co. 400

pages. Price, $1.50.

This is, in our judgment, the most notable book of

the season. We had the pleasure of reading it in

manuscript and the impression made then as to its

great merit has been deepened since reading it in

printed form. Dr. Ludlow had already won his spurs

as author of "The Captain of the Janizaries," and this

book puts him in foremost rank of authorship. If

the book gets the recognition which it deserves it will

be immensely popular. Its chief characteristics are

its historic accuracy, the faithfulness of its local col-

oring, its dramatic interest, its climateric movement,

and its high ethical and spiritual tone. The story has

for its historical background one of the most interest-

ing periods in Jewish history—the times of the Mac-

cabees. Antiochus Epiphanes had tried in every way
in his power to impose Greek customs upon the Jews.

When they resisted, persecution was resorted to. Some
of the more timid and ease-loving Jews conformed to

the new order, but the strict advocates of ancestral

religion were driven to open revolt These brave,

fanatical patriots found in Judas-Maccabi, "the ham-
merer," a fit leader. They kept up a sort of guerilla

warfare which greatly harassed the Greeks ; but some-

times the conflict arose almost to the dignity of war.

Some of their battles are described with wonderful

power. But the master-stroke of the book is the cre-

ation of Deborah, a character at once essentially fem-

inine and yet sublimely heroic. Deborah will hence-

forth stand as one of the highest and noblest types of

womanly love, patriotic devotion, and self-effacing sac-

rifice.

D'ri and I, by Irving Bacheller, author of Eben
Holden. Lothrop Publishing Co., Boston. Red silk

cloth. Illustrated cover. Price, $1.50.

This is one of the leading books of fiction of the

year. It is attractive to the eye ; and it makes interest-

ing reading. It is difficult to say what there is about

it which constitutes its charm. It has a certain illu-

sive quality which defies analysis. The story is with-

out plot or purpose, but it is full of incident and ac-

tion. It has the smell of the woods, and abounds in

dry humor and home-spun philosophy. The likeness

of D'ri and I to the author's former work, "Eben
Holden," is very marked. The D'ri who goes out to

fight the soldiers of King George in the war of 1812

is simply Eben Holden dressed in the uniform of a

soldier. The book is crammed with thrilling adven-

tures, hair-breadth escapes, and strange coincidences.

It also contains a piquant love story, which, after

sundry amusing situations, has a happy ending. The
scene of the story is laid mainly in Northern New
York, but it moves from there to Canada; and three

distinct types of character are introduced, namely,
American, English and French. Its human interest

is hardly less marked than its faithful delineation of

the times which it describes.

Lazarre, by Mary Hartwell Catherwood, with illus-

trations by Andre Castaigne. The Bowen-Merrill
Company, Indianapolis, 436 pages. Pric.% $1.50.

Mrs. Catherwood has the art of story-telling. She
knows how to put color and atmosphere into her pic-

ture. She knows also how to sustain interest by rapid

movement from incident to incident. Indeed, she

moves with such wonderful celerity that it is diffi-

cult to keep up with her. Her story is founded upon
a legend to the effect that the Dauphin Louis XVII.
of France did not die in the temple as was commonly
believed, but that he was taken clandestinely to Amer-
ica, where he grew up among the Indians under the

name of Eleazar Williams, which got shortened to

the more euphonious name of Lazarre. Out of this

legend Miss Catherwood weaves a wonderful story.

She lets her imagination run riot. There are in her

story too many strained and improbable situations,

too many lucky coincidences. Her character study is

not strong. There is nothing even about the hero of

the book that is particularly interesting, except his

eventful career. But for those who want a blood-

tingling romance crowded full of thrilling incidents,

told in an easy, flowing style, this book will meet the

demand.

J. Devlin—Boss, A Romance of American Politics,

by Francis Churchill Williams. Lothrop Publishing

Company, Boston. 520 pages. Price, $1.00; bv mail,

$1.12.

This is a book of undoubted merit. It reminds one
of Paul Leicester Ford's "The Hon. Peter Stirling";

but it is a stronger and more original piece of work.

J. Devlin—Boss is a type, an abnormal growth, but

a legitimate product of our corrupt political life. J.
Devlin—Boss is not the kind of man whose personal

acquaintance a self-respecting citizen would court

;

but inasmuch as he is a very potent factor in the com-
munity life, we want to know about him all that is

possible. His development from newsboy to political

dictator is traced by the author with a skilful hand.
His shrewdness, his ready mother wit. his low cun-
ning, his utter unscrupulousness as to the use of meth-
ods to gain his end, together with his natural kindli-

ness of heart, his sense of personal honor, and his

readiness to help the unfortunate, present the picture

of a dual character which is altogether unique. While
we detest the boss, we are drawn to the man. This
story gives an appalling revelation of practical politics

in a great city, but so long as politics is a trade which
men follow for what there is in it, will society pro-

duce such moral monstrosities as I. Devlin—Boss.

The Reformation of the Nineteenth Century, a se-

ries of historical sketches, edited by J. H. Garrison. St.

Louis, Christian Publishing Co.. 1901. Pp. ^14;
$1.50.

A series of papers contributed to the columns of

The Christian Evangelist on the successive periods in

the growth of the Disciples of Christ, has been gath-

ered into a convenient form, and given permanency.
The articles were written by men well qualified to
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speak on the themes selected, and among them appear

the names of ex-President Charles L. Loos of Ken-

tucky University, Dr. B. B. Tyler of Denver, Dr. W.
T. Moore of Columbia, Mo. ; T. W. Grafton and Sec-

retaries Smith, McLean and White of the missionary

societies. Dr. Garrison gives an admirable summary

in the closing chapter. This book is not a history of

the Disciples and yet it contributes much to a knowl-

edge of their origin and growth. It should have an

index.

A Year Book of Famous Lyrics, Selections from

the British and American Poets, arranged for daily

reading or memorizing, edited by Frederic Lawrence

Knowles. Illustrated with portraits. Dana Estes &
Company, Boston; 391 pages. Price, $1.50.

The collection of poems in this dainty gift-book of

green and gold is altogether meritorious
;
yet it is dif-

ficult to see upon what principle the selection has

been made. The lyrical quality predominates and

gives a flavor to the book. There are many poetical

gems, some of which are old favorites, and others

which are less known are claimants for public favor.

The original feature in the book is the providing of a

daily poetical portion for the entire year.

Geoffery Strong, by Laura E. Richards, Dana Estes

& Company, Boston; 217 pages. Price, 75 cents.

We take up Miss Richards' books with a feeling of

anticipation. Her stories are thoroughly wholesome.

She introduces us to a class of people that it is a

pleasure to get acquainted with. "Geoffery Strong"

is a simple, attractive love story. It is written with a

firm, light hand. It is thoroughly unconventional,

and thoroughly enjoyable.

LITE'RA'Ry JSTOTES.

A new volume of fiction from the pen of A. T.

Quiller-Couch (under the familiar "Q," of course) is

announced by the Scribners. The title will be "Laird's

Luck, and other fireside tales," and the very many
admirers of this author's work will know about what
to expect.

"A Maid of Venice" will be the title of Mr. F. Marion
Crawford's new novel. The period of the story is the

end of the fifteenth century when the Queen of the

Adriatic was nearing the time of her greatest splen-

dor. The romantic episode with which the story deals

is historically true, being taken from one of the old

Venetian chronicles.

The librarian of Congress is supervising the com-
pilation of an exhaustive history of journalism in

America. This will comprise more than 2,000 pages,

and will contain information about all the newspapers
and periodicals published in this country since 1700,

as far as state, county, and municipal records can

guide the librarian in the facts. Extinct publications

will be included in this compilation, as well as those

still flourishing.

Josephine Dodge Daskam, author of "Smith Col-

lege Stories," will soon bring out, through the Scrib-

ners, a dainty volume entitled "Fables for the Fair."

In these fables, which are about women, Miss Das-
kam develops a vein of satirical humor of most amus-
ing quality. The different feminine types treated are

familiar to every one, and their foibles are laughably

as well as shrewdly exhibited, while the moral of each

fable is the ludicrous inversion of some commonplace,

made particularly absurd in caricature.

An unusually important book for young people, en-

titled "First Across the Continent," is announced for

immediate publication by the Scribners. The sub-title

"A Concise Story of the Lewis and Clark Expedition

in 1802-3-4," gives a hint of its scope and purpose, and
its publication is regarded as exceedingly timely, com-
ing as it does so closely in advance of the expositions,

to be held at St. Louis and Portland, Oregon, com-
memorative, respectively, of the Louisiana Purchase

and of the Lewis and Clark Expedition.

"Glass and Gold," the symbolical title of the novel

by James O. G. Duffy, which the J. B. Lippincott

Company will soon issue, is derived from a stanza in

Browning's poems, "The Worst of It," which sum-
marizes the main theme of the book

:

Better commit a fault and have done

—

As you, dear—forever, and choose the pure,

And look where the healing waters run.

And strive and strain to be good again,

And a place in the other world insure,

All Glass and Gold, with God for its sun.

In the preparation of the new edition of George,

Eliot's novels, which the Lippincotts are bringing out,

it has been the effort to present such a 'library, in point

of artistic dress and illustration, as shall be especially

acceptable to those who appreciate good taste in com-
bination with the best of materials in book-making.
The edition, which is published in conjunction with,

Messrs. William Blackwood & Son, of London, num-
bers ten volumes, each complete in itself. A particular

feature of the edition is the photogravure frontis-

pieces by such artists as Hatherell, Bundy, Shaw, Sap-
person, Sullivan, van Anrooy and Greiffenhagen. One
volume will be issued each month.

"The Control of Trusts" is the effective title of Pro-
fessor John Bates Clark's latest work which is now
on the press with the Macmillan Company for imme-
diate publication. In his last book Professor Clark
dealt with "The Natural Distribution of Wealth," while
in this one he aims to show that a certain definite

policy will draw the fangs of the trust and transform
it from a public enemy into a public servant. It aims
to avoid duplicating work that has been done by Pro-
fessor Jenks, Professor Ely, Professor Von Halle and
others. It gives no statistics, no description of the

various forms which trusts take in America and else-

where and no history of the development of those or-

ganizations in America.

In October J. B. Lippincott Company will-

have ready the first two volumes of a new and
highly important undertaking. This is the "Tem-
ple Bible," a series of volumes uniform with
the familiar "Temple Shakespeare," The books
of the Bible will be issued in twenty-four vol-

umes—the Old Testament being in seventeen and the

New Testament in seven—and the text "will in the
main be presented in all the grand simplicity of that

sterling English prose which we have in the Author-
ized Version" ; that is to say, it will be printed con-
secutively, and not divided up into verses. Each vol-

ume will be edited by a scholar who has made close,

and special study of the book or books assigned to
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him, and each volume will contain a full, though con-

densed introduction, elucidatory notes, and other aids

to the student. The publishers desire to make the

"Temple Bible" a vade mecum for Scripture students

of all shades of belief, but the special mouthpiece of

no one of them in particular. The volumes will have
as frontispieces photo-gravures of emblematic sub-

jects by the great English artists or the old masters.

A separate volume will be specially written, as an
"Introduction to the Study of Holy Scripture," by the

Bishop of Ripon.

WIT AffV WISDOM F*ROM
FEW BOOKS.

Yo' can't cuss yo' way to glory. No, sah, yo' can't

do it.

—

The Petrel.

The devil possesses no one who does not desire

him.

—

Sister Teresa.

Men are born to hardship. It is the alloy which
gives firmness to their metal.

—

When the Land Was
Young.

He is governed by two things—his stomach and his

pocketbook. He can satisfy the first if the second is

well supplied.—/. Devlin—Boss.

Professional saints are very tiresome people. Ama-
teur sinners are much more interesting.

—

Casting of
Nets.

To learn the worth of a man's religion, do business

with him.

—

Aphorisms and Reflections.

Rules of grammar cannot give us a mastery of lan-

guage, rules of rhetoric cannot make us eloquent, rules

of conduct cannot make us good.

—

Aphorisms and
Reflections.

A poet may be a good companion, but, so far as I

fcnow, he is even the worst of fathers.

—

D'ri and I.

Heaven and hell are very real, but they are states

.of mind.

—

The Symphony of Life.

When the law sets out to punish, it doesn't stop with
the guilty only.

—

The Manager of the B. & A.

One who spends his life ferreting out crime is apt

to have the soul of a criminal.

—

The Eternal City.

Uncertainty is the only certain element in the life of

a man whose brain is not petrified.

—

Elder Boise.

There is something that is much more scarce, some-
thing finer far, something rarer than ability. It is the

ability to recognize ability.

—

The Philistine.

Let by-gones be by-gones—that's my motto, but
they're so ornery they won't ever give me the chance.

—

The Manager of the B. & A.

I have never known a dead earnest and honest man
or woman to be a dead failure.

—

A Summer Hymnal.

Letters without the personal element are like history

without events, poetry without invention, or novels

without love.

—

Men and Books.

All women have their ideals, more or less, an' the

average life of a first-class, bouncin' ideal is just about
six months ; after that they die for lack o' nourish-
ment.

—

A Drone and A Dreamer.

It is well to return and test the materials of the

bridge which has just carried thee over the flood in

- safety?

—

She Stands Alone.

It is a fine standard—that of perfection, which the

worldling sets up for the Christian, but it is a very
false one.

—

She Stands Alone.

Love and a cough cannot be hidden.

—

The Eternal

City.

Miss Twombly was taking herself very seriously,

which, perhaps, was due in part to her extreme youth,

and in part to a lack of the saving grace of humor.

—

Tales of the Cloister. —The Literary Era.

AJVECDOTES? OF AX/THO'RS.

Thackeray tells of an Irishwoman begging alms
from him who, seeing him put his hands in his pocket,

said : "May the blessing of God follow you," but

when he only pulled out his snuff box, she immediately
added : "And never overtake you."

Walter Scott, when a boy, was asked by his teacher

:

"What part of speech is the word with ?" "A noun,"
said Walter. "You young blockhead," said the peda-
gogue, "what example can you give of such a thing?"

"There's a verse, sir, in the Bible which says, 'They
bound Sampson with withs."

Dr. Franklin's mother-in-law hesitated at letting

her daughter marry a printer, as there were then al-

ready two printing offices in the United States, and
she was uncertain whether the country would support

a third.

Sheridan excused himself from walking with an
elderly lady on account of the bad weather. Soon af-

terward she met him alone. "So, Mr. Sheridan," said

she, "it has cleared up." "Just a little, ma'am, enough
for one, but not enough for two."

Macaulay spent every Sunday alone at dinner at a

London coffee house. After dinner he would build a

pyramid of tumblers and wine glasses, topping it off

with a decanter. The edifice usually toppled over.

Macaulay then paid for the broken glass and left.

Elizabeth, enraged against Haywood for publish-

ing the life of Henry IV., inquired of Bacon if there

was not treason in the book. "No, madam," he re-

plied, "but I am certain it contains much felony, for I

find many passages which he has stolen from Tacitus."

The Critic tells of a lady who uses the postcards

which frequently accompany advertisements. Wish-
ing to use one from a well-known publishing house,

she substituted her dairyman's name. On the reverse

she wrote, "Please send me one dozen fresh-laid

eggs." The postoffice paid no attention to the address,

but forwarded the card to the publishers whose im-

print it bore. The next day it was returned with this

indorsement signed by one of the firm : "Very sorry

we can't fill your order. Out of print and scarce."

Not to be outdone, she wrote back, "If none fresh on
hand, the lavs of Ancient Rome will do."

The late William M. Evarts, sometime leader of the

American bar, had a farm in Vermont where swine

are bred with especial care. He once sent a barrel

of pickled pork to the historian. George Bancroft,

with this letter : "I am glad to send you two products

of my pen to-day—a barrel of pickled pork and my
euloq-v on Chief lustice Chase."

"Have you got your volume of poems finished?"

"Yes." "What are you going to do with it?" "I am
froinsr to hire some Boston author to stand for it."
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To stretch my hand and touch Him,
Though He be far away;

To raise my eyes and see Him
Through darkness as through day;

To lift my voice and call Him

—

This is to pray!

THE QVIET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

Joseph jjv pmsojv.
"But the Lord was with Joseph and showed him mercy."

—

Genesis 39: 21.

Monday—Genesis 39: 20-4-0: 11.

O real evil, no unrelieved sorrow, over-

whelms the soul that leans on God. In

prison, Joseph feels his Lord draw spe-

cially near, and learns the lesson of sym-

pathy with others.

So God comes to me in my trials, to

strengthen and sustain and cheer. Some-
times he finds it hard to get a quiet sea-

son of communion with me. I have so

much work to do in the world, and so

many engagements to keep I live in such

a whirl and hurry. God has little opportunity to re-

veal to me the mysteries of his truth and the secrets

of his love. But, when trouble sweeps down on me,

he takes me apart that I may rest under the shadow of

his wings ; he shuts me in.

And these are the hours when I understand him
best. He is the strong and tender Friend. He protects

me. He whispers courage to me. He keeps me from
losing heart. He brings me manifold blessing. Sure-

ly it is worth while having the grief and loneliness, if

his presence go with me through it all.

Tuesday—Genesis 40: 12-23.

How various are the destinies of men ! One goes to

honor and life, another to disgrace and death.

There are two lakes high up in the Alps, which lie

so near that the bystander may throw a stone from
the one to the other. Lago Bianco the one is named,
or the White Loch, because it is of a light green color

;

while its neighbor is Lago Nero, or the Black Loch,

because it is dark and gloomy looking. But, though
they are so close, they are on different inclines of the

watershed. Lago Bianco sends its overflow down to

the Adriatic, but Lago Nero is connected with the

Black Sea. I look at the one, and I think about Venice
and sunny Italy ; I look at the other, and I think about

Sebastopol and the wintry Crimea.

So I may be side by side in one home, in one busi-

ness, in one Christian congregation, with a man, who
is yet on the different slope of the watershed. We
receive the same messages of warning and of salva-

tion. We enjoy much the same opportunities. But
one of us believes God, and the other does not. One of

us passes into glorious liberty, and the other into dark-

ness and despair. Ah, let me watch in which direction

I turn.

XOednesday—"Psalm 4-3.

I daresay that, if I had the shaping of my own his-

tory, the path would never be anything but smooth

;

the load would be a light one, if there were any load
to carry at all ; the sky would be as clear and cloudless

as on a day in midsummer. Health would be always

good ; business would be always prosperous ; dear

friends, whom God has taken, would be kept far

longer at my side ; the cares and griefs of life would
be reduced to a minimum.

But such unbroken sweetness would not be good
for me. In "The Voyage of Maeldune" Tennyson
describes how the old sailors touched at the Isle of

Flowers. Everywhere there were flowers; their

breath met the travelers out on the seas. But the

fragrance palled on them ; they grew weary of it ; they
hated it. And by and by they found themselves in the

Isle of Fruits. Grapes hung from its headlands; the

fig rioted over the land; countless berries hung on
every side. But the passion of wine enflamed them,
and each drew his sword on his fellow.

It is a parable of how evil it would be, if my life

were all sunshine and happiness. It is best that some-
times I have to mourn because of the oppression of the

enemy. Then I hope in God, the health of my coun-
tenance and my God.

Thursday—Psalm 118: 5-17.

These are the words of a man in sorrow, but then he
is a child of God ; and that blessed fact alters the whole
complexion of things.

If God has forgiven my iniquities, he has healed
my worst disease. No other trouble he may allot me
can equal the trouble he has cured, not the sharpest
thorn nor the most distasteful draught. How light

is my distress, compared with the sorrows of one who
is far from him! I am sure that it is a Father's
hand which smites. I am confident that he who spared
not his own Son for me will never do me harm. Mine
is the conviction that he can only send me difficulty and
trial for wise and holy and gracious ends.

A traveler in Africa relates that, one day, overcome
by the intense heat, he fell asleep on the parched and
burning earth. But on awaking he had the sensa-
tion of freshness and rest. He found that it was
caused by the thoughtfulness of his attendants. They
were standing round him; they received on them-
selves the fierce glare; they sheltered him from the
rays of a vertical sun. Because Christ has come and
has stood between me and the death I deserve, a
multitude of refreshments are mine even in the dry
place and the weary land.

Friday—I. Peter 3: 8-17.

"Who is he that will harm you ?"

What, then, shall I do with my cares and afflic-

tions? Exactly what, I trust, I have already done
with my sins. I am to commit them to Christ, one
by one, just as they arise. I am to carry them to him
in faith and in prayer. I am to "put them into his

bag," to quote one of George Herbert's quaint phrases.
I am to look to him and say, "This, my Lord, and this,

and this I cannot bear ; I lay them on thee ; I leave thee
to deal with them. I will trust and not be afraid."

He will take what I give. It will become a matter
of honor with him to do his best for me. He will

mature and ripen my grace. He will deepen and
strengthen my life. He will carry me and every one
of my loads.

Let me follow the advice which good Bishop Leigh-
ton gives me: "When thou art either to do or to suf-
fer anything, when thou art about any purpose of
business, go, tell God of it, and acquaint him with it

—yea, burden him with it; and thou hast done for
matter of caring. No more care, but sweet, quiet
diligence in thy duty, and dependence on him for the
carriage of thy matters. Roll over on God : make one
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bundle of all ; roll thy cares and thyself with them, as

one bundle, all on thy God."

Saturday—Matthebu lO: 21-33.

Let me learn a lesson, as Martin Luther used to do,

from Doctor Sparrow.
His borne is in the house of God. Does not a

psalmist say
—

"Yea, the sparrow hath found an house,

even thine altars, O Lord of hosts. There let me
dwell all the days of my life, in the presence of the

Father, in the grace of the Son, in the communion of

the Holy Ghost. Wherever I am, I would feel myself

the inhabitant of a temple, a sanctuary, a shrine.

His food is on the table of God. "Behold," said

Jesus, "the fowls of the air; they sow not, nor reap,

nor gather into barns, yet your heavenly Father feed-

eth them." A happy carelessness marks the sparrow,

a blessed freedom from anxiety. So let me live the

untroubled and trustful life, fearing no evil, well-as-

sured that my Lord will provide for me.
And his death is under the eyes of God. "Not one

of them falls to the ground without your Father."

Thus even at the last, his "little feathers all a-stare,"

the bird is "in high grace." If God watch over my
exodus from this world and my entrance into the

next, if Christ stand beside my dying bed, what better

can I ask?
Yes, let me sit at Doctor Sparrow's feet.

Sunday—"Psalm 37: 7-11.

Why should I fret myself because of evildoers?

Sin, when it is mightiest and most successful, is

transitory.

Lord Rosebery has been telling us the story of

Napoleon the Great. His energy, his intellect, his

genius were such that he "enlarges the scope of hu-

man achievement." Once he "fought the Austrians
for five consecutive days, without taking off his boots

or closing his eyes." "He was as much the first ruler

as the first captain in the world." "Ordinary measures
do not apply to him ; we seem to be trying to span a
mountain with a tape." Napoleon was the largest

personal force that has come into the modern Euro-
pean world.

But his career ended in defeat and exile. At forty-

six the man who had dreamed of governing a conti-

nent was a captive. His conquests left no mark. The
kings whom he made lost their thrones. France was
beggared and exhausted by him. Why? Because
God was not his God. "I am not a man like other

men," he asserted himself; "the laws of morality
could not be intended to apply to me."

Therefore I will fear nothing, though wickedness
seems to prosper for a time. Such prosperity has no
permanence about it. Tt is better to walk humbly with
God than to stand alone on the proudest eminence in

the world.

'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
"DEATH OF JOSEPH.

Lejson for Jfo-O. 3rd. 1901. Gen. 50: 15-26.
GOLVEJV TEXT;—So Teach \/j to JVumber Oar Ttays

That XOe May Apply Our Hearts \/nto tOisdom. Tj. 90; 12.

Observances have two uses for every soul. If the

Lord is absent, it is by them that we seek him. If the

Lord is present, it is by them that we meet him.

—

Frederick Temple.

After you have confessed Christ with your mouth,
then everything you do confesses him. Here is Smith
and Brown's sewing machine, with no name on it.

Does it confess Smith and Brown, though it turn out
a thousand fine garments? No. But stamp upon it

the firm's name, and every seam it sews thenceforth
is a credit—or a discredit—to Smith and Brown.

A CHICAGO &EACHE"R'S JVOUES Off
GHE LESSOJV.

ELIAS A. LONG.

%5ime and "Place.

Bishop Usher places the date from verse 14 to verse

21 at B. C. 1689, the death of Joseph fifty-four years
later at B. C. 1635. The place is the land of Goshen or

Rameses. Ch. 47: 11.

Some Lessons from Joseph and His "Brethren.

Joseph's life is an object lesson on the great funda-
mental principles of salvation. It shows that the way
leads (Kurtz) through abasement to exaltation,

through serving to ruling, through sacrifice to posses-

sion, through suffering to glory. Joseph's trials and
sufferings for righteousness sake were greater than

those of any other of the patriarchs. His was a free,

manly spirit that came more nearly "unto the meas-
ure of the stature of the fullness of Christ" (Eph.

4: 13) than any Old Testament character of whom we
have details. A practical lesson from Joseph's life is.

that nothing pays so well as to live in harmony with

God's designs. The lives of his brethren show that no
way is so unprofitable and so hard as that of the trans-

gressor. Prov. 13:15. Sin always brings men into

trouble and fear. V. 19, 21. Whatsoever a man sow-
eth, that shall he also reap.

V. 15. Frightened Brothers. "Their father was dead."
They may have feared that their exalted brother's action to-

wards them had been chiefly influenced by lov° for his father;

now that he is gone their prospects might be more serious.
* * * "It may be Joseph will hate us." The loss of their

parent, the reflections on the strange situation of Joseph so

far above them, and they Egyptian subjects in his power,
would cause the thoughts of all their sinful acts against

Joseph to press with great force. Once before when they were
with Joseph alone, their father being absent, they had been
imprisoned for three days. Ch. 42:17. * * * "Will fully

requite us all the evil we did." Why ought they not to fear

evil in return for evil? The brothers now were as fully in

Joseph's power as he had been in their's at Dothan. That
they were conscious of and now confess their evil was a fav-

orable sign for them.

V. 16. Message to Throne. "They sent a messenger."
Fear lead them to frame a formal message to their exalted

brother. The Hebrew for "sent" is equivalent to "gave
charge", viz., they would seek favor by communicating the

charge of their father, counting upon his love and influence in

their behalf. * * * "Thy father did command." The
brothers, in the dilemma of their earlier confession, may have
consulted with their father as to the better manner of ap-

proaching Joseph regarding their sin, now that his identity

had become clear. Always the words and requests of those
who have entered the portals of death, have new value and
meaning.

V. 17. Tears of Love. "So shall ye say unto Joseph, for-

give." This is an intercessory request and coming from the
father whom Joseph loved, it might serve, they argue, to make
him more merciful. It was a case of their father teaching
them a lesson on how to pray. Jesus taught his disciples

to pray almost in the same words. The brethren were urged
to make a clear confession of their sins. As we stand before

God as sinners, how consoling is the promise that, if we confess
our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins. 1 John
1 : 9. * * * "And now we pray you forgive." The}' fully

cast themselves upon his mercy by asking forgiveness. They
sought not to make excuses, a matter so common with the
erring. Luke 14: 18. * * * "The servants of the God of

their father." They would show themselves to be brethren by
higher than natural ties and thus advance additional ground
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for reconciliation. * * * "Joseph wept." Grieved that

suspicion could exist regarding his love for them. It is not

the first time he is brought to sorrow and tears over this

transaction. Ch. 42:24; 43:30. Tender-hearted Josef h is

more ready to forgive than were his brothers to acknowledge

their old offense. As Joseph wept over his brethren, so Jesus

wept over his brethren. Luke 19:41.

V. 18. The Bowing Sheaves. "Brethren fell down before

his face." The tears of a strong man are always touching.

Those of Joseph brought his brethren prostrate to his feet

and thus again are the dreams of his boyhood fulfilled. Ch.

37:7, 8; 42:6; 44:14. * * * "Behold we be thy ser-

vants." Once they had wickedly forced him into slavery ; now
voluntarily they offer themselves to him as slaves.

V. i°. Vengeance Is God's. "And Joseph said, fear

not." Before this he had said, "be not grieved." Ch. 45:5-
They might submit themselves as slaves, but the exalted one

would show them that he was their loving brother. It was the

God-spirit speaking through Joseph, the same assuring "fear

not" that God has in so many ways sought to impress upon
the race. Fear not me, but fear God, fear to do wrong.
* * * "For am I in the place of God?" It is man's place

to forgive, not to punish. To God alone belongs the execut-

ing of vengeance. While the words convey the idea of ven-

geance against sin, yet judgment is in the hands of a Higher
One.

V. 20. Salvation from Famine. "Ye thought evil against

me." Their evil is no less evil because God had directed it

into a channel for good. It is our motives, not results, by
which we are judged. * * * "But God." He seeks to turn

their thoughts away from self to God. * * * "Meant it for

good." Man in his puny wisdom may mean one thing, but

God in his infinite wisdom quite another. His councils shall

stand. Is. 10:7. His overruling power will cause all things

to work together for good. Rom. 8:28. The design, as later

history shows, was to preserve, educate and unify the children

of Israel into a nation capable of taking possession of the Land
of Promise. * * * "To save much people alive." In the

end how wise and good appear the designs of Providence.
While, in the beginning, all was gloom to Joseph ; the dark-
ness of the pit; the hardship of slavery; the false accusation;

the lingering prison days ; all trials most severe to Joseph's
faith, yet in the end personal glory to himself and a chosen
nation saved to live and work out the purposes of God.

V. 21. Fruit of the Spirit. "Now, therefore, fear ye not."

Love delights to repeat its assurances of good. V. 19. Love
shrinks from giving pain. Love is a fruit of the Spirit. Joseph
with the dim light he had brought forth this and all fruits of
the Spirit. Gal. 5 :22-23. Do we in the clear light of Christ's

life do as well? * * * "I will nourish thee." His posi-

tion enabled him to do this. We recall that the Hebrew peo-
ple did not suffer at the hands of the Egyptians until after

Joseph died. * * * "And your little ones." Your house-
holds, your dependants. The thoughts of parents always go
out to their children. * * * "He comforted and spake
kindly unto them." There may be a form of forgiveness which
is not forgiveness. True forgiveness is to be followed by
helpful, comforting words ; these show its sincerity. Love
always speaks kindly. 1 Cor. 13 :

4. Joseph's wisdom was
from above, pure, peaceful, gentle, full of mercy. Jas. 3 : 17.

Guided by this wisdom he did good to those who hated
him. Matt. 5:44. He overcame evil with good. Rom. 12:
20-21.

V. 22-23. Prosperity Prolonged. "Dwelt in Egypt."
Egypt was Joseph's home until his death, which occurred fifty-

four years after his father died. The only reference we have
to this lengthy period is found in Vs. 14-26. * * * "Joseph
lived one hundred and ten years." His life was the shortest
or all the great patriarchs. Full eighty years had been spent
in great prosperity. For thirteen years previous to that he had
been a slave and in prison. The fact of his being placed in

a coffin (V. 26) was a mark accorded only to persons of
eminence, and indicates that he occupied his lofty position
down to the time of his death. * * * "Ephraim's children
of the third generation." Ephraim and Manassah were born
before Joseph came to Egypt. The grandsons of Ephraim's
grandsons are here spoken of.

V. 24. Kept the Faith.
_
"And Joseph said, I die." He

could say with Paul "The time of my departure is at hand,
I have fought .a good fight, I have kept the faith." 2 Tim.
4. 5 ^ * * * «BU f- q0(j w j]j surely v j s jt you." An expres-
sion of Joseph's strong faith in God's designs towards his
covenant family. * * * "Bring you unto the land." The
land of promise. In the midst of their Egyptian prosperity
they are not to set their hearts th;reon, they are but pilgrims

and strangers. So, we have the promise of a prepared place

;

like Joseph let us, in prosperity and in poverty, set our affec-

tions upon God and the things he has promised. Col. 3:1,2.

V. 25. Last Words of Faith. "Joseph took an oath."

Thus his last deed was one emphasizing his faith. It involved

a promise from his brethren on sacred oath that they would
bury him in Canaan. * * * "Carry up my bones." Keep
them with you in your journeys to the promised land. The
remains of their great brother Joseph would be a constant re-

minder of God's presence with him in his Egyptian trials

and thus a constant inspiration to them in meeting their own
trials. Joseph's strong faith is shown in the desire to have
his bones repose at last in the land God gave to his ancestors.
* * * "From hence." The huge pyramids built as tombs
show the honors paid to Egyptian rulers after death. Yet
in such there was no attraction to this man of God. Joseph's
request was granted. Amid all the hurry of leaving Egypt
in that memorable passover many years later, regard was
had to this command. Ex. 13 : 19. That the cherished remains
were carried through all the forty years' wanderings is

shown by Joshua 24 : 32.

V. 26. Last Will Recorded. "So Joseph died." His
faith was as the shining light that shineth more and more
unto the perfect day. * * * "They embalmed him." After
the Egyptian method of drying the body by the use of bitumin-
ous material, converting it into what later became known as
a mummy. * * * "In a coffin." A mummy case, probably
made of cedar and in shape somewhat conforming to that
of the body. Ancient Egyptian coffins of this kind may be seen
in our museums. Study the secret of Joseph's character and
power. It is found in a single expression : The presence of
God in his life. John 14: 23.

FIVE, MIJVX/TE S?EHMOJV OJSf THE
GOLT>EJV TEAT.

PETER AINSLIE.

iHIS is just the passage of Scripture that

Tjj
you, I, all of us need

—"Teach us to num-
ber our days that we may apply our hearts

unto wisdom." O that some great teacher
would break into our careless lives, upset
our thoughts, plans, everything, if thereby
we might live as though to-day were our
last day on earth! When we look back
upon our sins, we sigh for the great Teach-
er. O, my Father, teach me, even me.

....... If I had known that to-day was my last

day in human flesh, I would have lived the last twen-
ty-four hours very differently and you would, too.
We say that we are trying to live right all the time,
but there is a lack of earnestness in our efforts. We
fool ourselves with the delusion that we are going to
be here a long time. My neighbor, on one side of me.
dies to-day and a few days ago the one on the other
side passed away. For a moment I think death is

getting pretty close to me, but in a few hours I have
forgotten the solemn lesson and am living as though
there had not been a death in ten miles of me in ten
years. Now is that not your experience ? Is that not
the experience of all men? After all is not the ver}
experience itself a sad thought in our memories—tc

think how stupid we are? My text says "teach m
to number our days," teach us to know that we have
only to-day. Then the number of my days is one

—

but I may have many thousand ahead of me; how-
ever the sure number is one—just one day. What
an ideal state of life ! How many wrongs would be set-

tled before sunset? How much ill-gotten gain would
be returned to the rightful owner? How much kinder
the human heart would be? Mankind would then be
wise. Some day we shall die and that day is un-
known. Tt may be fifty years hence, but it is just as
likely tr he fifty days hence and not unlikely to be to-
morrow To-day is what God has given to us. It is
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daily service and with it comes his daily care for us.

God sets me in a room with a sunrise on one side and
a sunset on the other. I cannot look backward nor

can I look forward. I can only look around me,

within me and above me. There is my post of duty,

your's, everybody's. God sets us in a new room each

day, but the principles controlling our lives are as old

as those that kept Abraham faithful and made Joseph's

life so wonderfully sweet.

Our Father, have mercy upon us and save us for

Jesus' sake. Amen.

CHRISTIAN EJSTVEAVO'R.
Charles Blanchard.

GOT) LEADING OVR LIVES'.

Topic Nov. 3: Ref. 23d Psalm.

HIS Twenty-third Psalm is the idyl of

Tthe shepherd life, and of the saints of God
in all the centuries since David, the shep-

herd king, touched his instrument of sev-

en strings, and thereby touched a re-

sponsive strain in human hearts, where-

ever the Bible is loved and remem-
bered.

Let not your heart be bothered about the

Bible losing its hold on the affections of

mankind. It is forever sacred to the sin-

cere souls who struggle and suffer and sing above the

shadows, and who still dare, like David, to dream of

quietness and peace and plenty as the portion of God's

people. Yes, the Bible is still, and will forever be,

accounted precious to the great throbbing heart of our

common humanity, because the Twenty-third Psalm,

the Beatitudes, and the Lord's Prayer, are a part of

the heritage of the Christian centuries, and of the

country in which we live. And these familiar portions

of Scripture have been translated into almost every

language of earth, and have thereby become, or will

become, the universal heritage and hope of all the

nations. Rest in this assurance. The "Shepherd
Psalm" has in it the strain of universal harmony. It

touches all hearts, thrills with its music the minstrels

of all lands. It is the first favorite of childhood,

among the few passages, perhaps, recalled in the o'er-

burdened years of smiting strife, when the anxieties

of life make stony pillows for our heads ; it is the pil-

grim's staff, and the final comfort of the aged servants

and saints, underlaid and overlaid with the promises

of Christ, in the passing of the earthly into the

heavenly.

But how empty are all our words ! God has set his

seal of inspiration upon this Twenty-third Psalm, and
all eulogy is but emptiness of speech. To make this

Psalm our own is to possess ourselves of the most
priceless heritage of the Hebrew scrolls of praise. To
be able to say, truly, though tremblingly, "The Lord
is my shepherd," is to stay our souls for the sternest

conflict. Therein is safety, plenty, rest, the green pas-

tures of promise, the still waters of quietness, resto-

ration, guidance, comfort, triumph without regret or

bitterness, fulness of blessing, and assurance forever!

All this is put in the six short verses of this Psalm.

Hard to "Realize.

Yet some things are easier said than realized. It is

easier to say, "The Lord is my shepherd" than to real-

ly realize this. And it is easier for us to say, with some

confidence, "The Lord is my shepherd" than to say "I
shall not want." I don't know but our faith fails us
right here more than in any other thing. In this ma-
terialistic age, with greatly multiplied wants, and ever-
increasing expenditures, it puts a severe strain upon
our trust to say "I shall not want." While we may
need, as President Roosevelt pleads, the "strenuous
life," I dare to ask, for myself, and for you, dear
young people, and fellow-servants of the Master of
men, the simpler, sincerer and the unselfish life. Such
was the shepherd life. It had its cares, its anxieties,

its losses, as all our lives have; but it had its recom-
pense of quietness and peace beyond all price. We
may not have this again in this electric age, perhaps,
and more the pity. But against all the noise and
chatter and sizz and sputter and spatter, I set this

Psalm of the shepherd life, and plead for more of its

quiet, its simpler spirit of content, its confident trust-

fulness, its over-flowing cup of gladness, its over-
shadowing, controlling sense of the divine presence,
leading, guidance and abounding grace in all our
lives.

PLEASANTRIES.
A priest preached a sermon on "Grace." "An', me

brethren," he said, in conclusion, "if ye have wan spark
av heavenly grace, wather it, wather it continually."

—

Exchange.

A papal bull was once described as "giving you the
choice of obedience or of being excommunicated from
the church. So called bull from reference to the horns
of a dilemma."

Waterman (shaking his fountain pen) : "You have
no idea how easily these pens run !" His neighbor (ap-
plying a blotter to his trousers) : "Oh, I have an ink-

ling!"

—

Harvard Lampoon.

Three Protestant men took a drive in Dublin on a
Corpus Christi day, and observed a religious proces-

sion outside a Catholic church. They directed the
driver to stop to obtain a full view. "Well, that beats
the devil," said one of them. The carman touched his

hat, and replied, "Yes, your honor, that's what it's

ior."—The Pilot.

Overheard on Raihcay Train : "Why, the time
was," said a passenger with a gorgeous watch-chain,

"when we had our county so well in hand that we could

elect a brindle pup to any office we chose to nominate
him for." "And you can't do it now?" queried the

other. "I should say not. The other fellows have
beat us three to one in the last two elections." "To what
do you attribute the change?" "Well, I am inclined to

think that, when we had the power, we elected too
many brindle pups."

—

Youth's Companion.

In college there is a constant combat of wits between
the tutor and his pupils. The students who attended
the lectures on biology planned a little joke on their

professor. They removed a stuffed baboon from the

natural history museum, dressed it up in a student's

gown, and set it in the professor's chair upon the lec-

ture platform. When he entered the room, they greet-

ed his evident surprise with a suppressed giggle of mer-
riment. "Well, gentlemen," said the professor, bland-

ly, "I'm glad to see that you have found at last a pro-

fessor who is suited to your capacities."
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General
Church NeWs

THE JVATIO/fAL. COJW-
VEJVTIOJV OF THE T>IS-
CITLES OF CH'RIST.

The city of Minneapolis was the cen-

ter of interest during the past week
among the Disciples throughout the

world, and some three thousand of

them gathered there for their first

twentieth century convention. When
last year at Kansas City the question

of place of the next convention was
discussed it was felt by many that the

twin cities were too far from the cen-

ter, especially for a year that was to

have a Pan-American Exposition at

Buffalo. But the enthusiastic labors

of the committee of arrangements re-
-

suited in a much larger attendance

than was expected by any but the most
sanguine, and not only in that regard

but in most others, the gathering was
a great success. The Exposition hall

was used for the meetings, and in spite

of its unusual proportions, it was well

filled at all the principal sessions. It

was tastefully decorated and amply
provided with rest and refreshment
rooms, while the lobby was used by
the newspapers, colleges, state dele-

gations and other interests as head-
quarters.

, The opening reception was held on
Thursday evening. The sessions of the
Christian Woman's Board of Missions
occupied Friday and Saturday until

evening. Prominent on this section of

the program were the names of Mrs.
David Owen Thomas of Minneapolis,
Prof. L. W. Fairfield of Angola, Ind.,

Prof. Ernest Wiles and Miss Rose
Wood Allen of Ann Arbor, Mich., Miss
Rebel Withers of Florida, Mrs. Ann
Haggard of Des Moines, Secretary C.

C. Smith of Cincinnati, Mrs. Anna At-
water of Ohio, Prof. W. C. Payne of
Lawrence, Kan., and Prof. C. A. Young
of Chicago.

Saturday evening was devoted to the
interests of Christian Endeavor, with
addresses by Secretary John Willis
Baer of Boston and Dr. J. H. Garrison
of St. Louis. On Sunday the conven-
tion scattered over the two cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul to hear the
different men who occupied the pulpits
at the invitation of the various pas-
tors. It was a great day, and not less
than seventy-five ministers represent-
ing the Disciples preached in the
churches of the two cities, some speak-
ing both morning and evening. Such
opportunities for cultivating the grace
as well as advocating the principle of
Christianity cannot fail of result. The
Northwest will know much more of
the Disciples, their history, their pur-
poses and their spirit from the expe-
riences of Sunday. In the afternoon
at 3 o'clock the crowning feature of
the week occurred. This was the cele-

bration of the Lord's Supper by prob-

ably the largest audience of the con-

vention'. The services were conducted

by Pastors Tanner and Har-
mon of the local churches, assisted by
some fifty helpers. An impressive ad-

dress was delivered by A. B. Philputt

of Indianapolis. Those who attend

these great conventions have come to

regard the communion service on Sun-

day afternoon as quite the most im-

pressive and uplifting feature of the

entire program. The services at the

Portland Avenue Church of Christ, the

host of the convention, were especially

enjoyable and were attended by audi-

ences that thronged the building. W.
J. Lhamon, formerly pastor of the

church, during whose labors with the

congregation the handsome edifice

was erected, spoke in the morning and
in the evening Prof. Jabez Hall of

Butler college occupied the pulpit.

Monday was given up to the work
of the Foreign Christian Missionary so-

ciety, and reports were read from its

twenty-six missionaries in India, the

same number in China, twenty in

Japan, seven in Turkey, eight in Scan-
dinavia, seven in Africa, four in Cuba,
and two each in Hawaii and the Phil-

ippine Islands, together with the 150

native helpers, evangelists and teach-

ers scattered through these fields. Ad-
dresses were delivered by C. L. Lock-
hart, W. R. Warren, W. E. Ellis and
Prof. Herbert L. Willett, and interest-

ing narratives of missionary work
were given by E. E. Faris of Africa,

and M. D. Adams of India. Much dis-

appointment was felt that Dr. Susie C.

Rijnhart, whose book of travels in

Tibet has been eagerly read, and who
is soon to go to that mysterious land
under the direction of the Foreign so-

ciety, was detained from the conven-
tion by illness.

On Tuesday the sessions of the
American Christian Missionary society

began, with the president's address by
I. J. Spencer of Lexington, Ky. Re-
ports of the society were presented,

together with those of the boards un-
der its direction—church extension

and ministerial relief. The" statistical

department was full of interest and
showed marked gains in many features

of the work of the Disciples, and was
followed by the report of the superin-

tendent of Christian Endeavor. Ad-
dresses were delivered by J. A. Lord of

Cincinnati, Roland A. Nichols of Chi-
cago, and in the evening by P. Y. Pen-
dleton of Cincinnati and President
Burris A. Jenkins of Kentucky uni-

versity. On Wednesday the claims of
various American missionary fields

were presented in short addresses by
B. F. Clay, J. H. Hughes, W. J. Lham-
on of Allegheny, J. H. Mohorter of

Boston and W. J. Wright of Washing-
ton, D. C. The afternoon was devo-
ted to receptions, college reunions, ex-

cursions and similar features. The col-

lege reunions are always an important
and interesting part of the conven-
tions. The alumni of Bethany, Hiram,

Drake, Butler, Kentucky university,

Eureka college, Cotner and other

institutions met either informally or

for banquets. Parties of sightseers

could be met in all sections of the city

and surrounding places. The mills,

the falls, the lakes, St. Paul, Fort
Snelling and other points of interest

were visited. In the evening the con-

vention listened to addresses by A. B.

Phillips of Augusta, Ga., and Dr. F. D.

Power of Washington.
Thursday was devoted to interests

closely related to the missionary ob-

jects that had called the convention

together. Among these are to be num-
bered the Benevolent association with
its homes for orphans and aged peo-
ple, the Education society and the

meeting of pastors and evangelists.

These were partly held in the general

session of the morning, and partly in

the section meetings in the afternoon.

The closing consecration service of the

A SCIENTIFIC "BIKEAIL-
FAST

Rightly selected food will cure more
than half the diseases. Try a scientific

and healthy breakfast:—Fruit of some
kind, preferably cooked; a dish of
Grape-Nuts, with cream; two soft-

boiled eggs. Put two eggs in a tin pint
cup of boiling water, cover and set off

for nine minutes. Whites will then be
the consistency of cream, and most
easily digested. One slice of bread with
butter; cup of Postum Cereal Food
Coffee.

On that breakfast you can work like

a horse and be perfectly nourished un-
til noon. Your nervous troubles, heart
palpitation, stomach and bowel troub-
les, kidney complaints and various
other disorders will gradually disap-
pear and firm, solid health will set in.

Why? You have probably been liv-

ing on poorly selected food, that is

food that does not contain the required
elements the body needs. That sort of
food, and coffee, is the direct or indi-
rect cause of more than half the ills

the human body acquires.

Grape-Nuts is a perfectly cooked food
and both that and the Postum Food
Coffee contain fine microscopic parti-
cles of phosphate of potash obtained
in a natural way from the grains of the
field and by scientific food experts in-
corporated into food and drink. That
element joins with the albumen in food
to make gray matter, which is the fill-

ing of the brain cells and the nerve
centers all over the human body.
A man or woman thus fed is scien-

tifically fed and rapidly grows in vigor
and vitality and becomes capable of
conducting successfully the affairs of
life. To produce a perfect body and a
money-making brain, the body must
have the right kind of food and the
expert food specialist knows how to
make it. That is Grape-Nuts and Post-
um Cereal Food Coffee, produced at
the pure food factories of the Postum
Oreal Co., Ltd., at BatLe Creek,
Mich.
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convention was held on Thursday

evening, and the leading feature was
an address by J. H. 0. Smith of Val-

paraiso, Ind.

The music throughout was spirited

and uplifting, the general leader, J.

Walter Wilson, being assisted by sev-

eral quartets and soloists. The total

registration of those from outside of

Minneapolis exceeded 3,000.

The officers of the various societies

were retained as far as that practice is

customary, A. McLean, long the spe-

cialist on missionary matters among
the Disciples, being kept in the pres-

idency of the Foreign society, and F.

M. Rains, the secretary, now on a jour-

ney among the Asiatic missions, re-

tained in his position. B. L. Smith will

continue as corresponding secretary of

the American Christian Missionary so-

ciety, while Dr. H. O. Breeden of Des
Moines was honored with the presi-

dency. A spirited contest between
Omaha and Pittsburg for the next con-

vention was decided in favor of the

former after the committee had re-

ported in favor of the latter. It was
determined, contrary to the practice of

the convention, to fix the location of

the gathering two years in advance,

In view of the World's fair at St. Louis,

and that city was selected for 1903.

The convention closed with the fullest

recognition of the labors of the local

committee in making admirable and
adequate preparations for the occa-

sion, and with only the pleasantest

memories of "Minneapolis, 1901."

THE I AMETUCAJV S"\/JV-
T>A.y-SCHOOL X/JVIOJV.

The ninth annual conference of the

missionaries of the American Sunday
School Union in the Northwestern Dis-

trict, comprising Illinois, Iowa, Wis-
consin, the northern peninsula of Mich-
igan, Minnesota, North and South Da-
kota, Nebraska and Montana, was held

at the Bible Institute, Chicago, October

8 to 14. About 100 missionaries were
present. The first conference was held

in St. Paul sixteen years ago. The
entire force in this district then was
only twenty. This year it has num-
bered 130 all told.

The subjects for discussion, addresses

and papers covered the whole range of

Sunday school missionary work, Sun-
day school evangelism and modern
Sunday school management. The open-
ing address by the superintendent of

the district, Mr. F. G. Ensign, reviewed
the work for the year just past and set

forth plans for a forward movement in

the year to come. The work among
the 40.000 Indians of Montana was pre-

sented by Mr. C. H Frady of Billings,

Mont., and the discussion of the work
among the foreign population was one
of the most practical and spirited. The
evening addresses in the Chicago Ave-
nue church were a peculiar feature of

this conference, beginning with an ad-

dress by Dr. A. T. Pierson, D. D.. of

New York, followed by Rev. W. R.

^BSiEssE &***§&-'Th

iviiig, u. L>., oi sl. Louis, Mo., wno
spoke on the Sunday school as a Bible

institution; Rev. J. C. Kinison of Mt.

Vernon, 111., who gave a vivid picture

of the Sunday school missionary work
in southern Illinois, and E. B. Steven-
son of Cedar Rapids, Icwa, who dis-

cussed the need for enlarging the work
of the society, both for the English-
speaking and the foreign-speaking

people. Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus, D. D.,

delivered a powerful address on the

relation of Bible knowledge to the

safety and life of the nation. Mr. W.
A. Hillis of Cleveland, Ohio, spoke on
the destitution in the older states, and
the imperative demand for immediate
effort to gather in the neglected chil-

dren. He snowed that there were more
children unreached by Sunday schools

in one of the states of the central dis-

trict than in all the states on the Pa-
cific slope. Rev. Sydney Strong, D. D.,

of Oak Park, gave a very instructive

address, showing the importance of

leading the children to Christ before

the age of fourteen or fifteen, as the

probability of conversion later than
fifteen decreased with each year. Rev.

R. A. Torrey, D. D., also spoke on the

same theme, urging effort to lead chil-

dren to Christ very early in life. Rev.
John R. Crosser of the Kenwood Evan-
gelical church addressed the conference

on Friday afternoon, stirring every
heart with a new purpose to do more
than ever before to save the boys and
girls. Miss Emma Wilson gave a very
instructive paper on "Written Exami-
nations," and Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner
spoke on "Ways of Working." She was
followed by Rev. Henry Moser on "The
Sunday School of the New Century."

The keynote of the conference was
preparation for work by the baptism
of the Holy Spirit for soul winning this

coming winter.

These missionaries and their super-

intendents lived at the Bible Institute

for a week and went carefully over
every phase of their work and exam-
ined every branch of the service, with
the view of making it more efficient,

then showed their faith in the work by
subscribing nearly $1,000 towards its

support. This was without question

the largest gathering of paid Sunday
school missionaries ever assembled on
this continent. Mr. E. Augustus Mil-

ler, from the Board of Managers, Phil-

adelphia, was present, and Mr. John
Knox Marshall, also a member of the

board, from Boston, Mass. As has
been the latter's custom for a number
of years, he gave a banquet to the mis-
sionaries at the Union League Club on
the closing evening. About 130 mis-

sionaries and their friends were present.

The after-dinner speeches are always a

most interesting feature of this occa-

sion.

Thus ended one of the most remark-
able, practical and successful Home
Mission Sunday School Missionary con-

ferences ever held in this city. One
hundred consecrated, capable and
trained Sunday school missionaries are

certain to make themselves felt in the

rural Sunday schools this winter and
in the great Northwest during the en-

tire year. The headquarters for this

district are at Room 1009, 153 La Salle

street, Chicago, 111. F. G. E.

THE T'RES'ByTE'RIA]*
Sy^OD OF MICHI-

GAN.
The sixty-seventh annual meeting of

the Synod of Michigan convened at

Niles, October 8-10. As usual the- min-

isters far outnumbered the elders,

there being but fifteen of the latter.

The Rev. L. H. Davis of Grand Rapids

was elected moderator. This Synod
was remarkable for the unusual num-
ber of distinguished speakers from

COFFEE DID IT.

Would Ha-Ve "Been Fatal if

Kept \7p.

"Coffee! Oh, how I did want it after

the nervous strain of public work.

Something warm to brace me up was
all the breakfast I craved, but every

time I drank it, I suffered the dying

sensation that follows it with heart

fluttering and throbbing of the throat

and ears.

I had no strength to throw away in

that way, so decided that hot water
must do for me.
One morning I came to breakfast in

the home of some friends in Pueblo,

Colo., just in time to see the mother
pouring some rich deep yellow coffee

into mugs for tne two little boys. One
little chap had thrust his fingers in the

mug and was licking them with such

approving smacks. This opened the

way for me to say, "Are you not afraid

of the effects of coffee on the little

folks?" The mother explained that it

was Postum Food Coffee made at Bat-

tle Creek, Michigan, and remarked,

"We think there is nothing like it."

Then she explained how the new coffee

had weaned them away from the use

of the old-fashioned coffee and tea be-

cause "it is so wholesome." I drank
it there for the first time, and was de-

lighted, not only with the delicious

flavor, but the after satisfaction it

gives. One day I was speaking with our

family plrysician's wife about Postum,
when her daughter remarked, "Yes.

mamma, we are out of Postum, and I

have used coffee for the last two morn-
ings and it always brings the tired

feelings and troubles my stomach and
bowels, but Postum makes me feel all

right."

In one home they served Postum in

such a way that it was tasteless. I

have found that Postum boiled some-

times five minutes, and sometimes ten,

is nothing more than spoiled water,

but when it is made with two heaping

teaspoonsful for each cup. and boiled

fifteen or twenty minutes, it becomes

a tried and proven breakfast favorite,

and for refreshment and wholesome
nourishment has no equal.—M. M.

Yates. Goshen, Ind.
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abroad. There were present to ad-

dress the body in the interests of vari-

ous lines of benevolent work, Rev. Dr.

B. L. Agnew, secretary of the Board of

Ministerial Relief; Rev. Dr. Pearson, a

representative of the Bible Society;

Rev. H. C. Minton, D. D., Moderator of

the General Assembly; Rev. James A.

Worden, D. D., superintendent of Sun-

day school work; Rev. Geo. B. Stewart,

D. D., president of Auburn Theological

Seminary, representing the Evangelistic

Committee of the General Assembly;
Rev. B. C. Haworth of Japan; Rev. C.

H. Penn of China, who was present in

the siege at Pekin; Rev. N. E. Clemen-
son, a convert from Mormonism, now
a Presbyterian home missionary, and
last in point of time, but by no means
least on the program, Rev. Willis G.

Craig, D. D., LL. D., of McCormick
Theological Seminary, who was Mod-
erator of the General Assembly at

Washington in 1893. This fine array of

prominent speakers added much to the

attractiveness of the synod. The at-

tendance of the community was large

and the interest at many points deep-

ened into enthusiasm.

The reports of the various commit-
tees on Education, Church Erection,

Sabbath School Work, Freedmeii, Aid
for Colleges, Ministerial Relief, Tem-
perance, Home Missions and Foreign
Missions, had each some special feature

of interest. The reports of the Ladies'

Home and Foreign Mission Societies,

in the absence of Mrs. Cooper of De-

troit, were presented by Mrs. J. G.

Lowrie of Niles, and the thanks of the

synod presented by a rising vote, The
report of the Standing Committee on
Foreign Missions, presented by Rev. J

G. Lowrie, D. D., of Niles, revealed the

fact that the synod had more than
doubled its gifts to foreign missions for

the past year. This was owing largely

to the legacies, but special emphasis
was laid upon the good resulting from
missionary conferences.

Home missions received a larger

share of attention than usual from the

fact that the question of self-support

was to be taken up. The reports of the

synodical superintendent, Rev. David
Howell, and of the chairman of

Synod's Home Mission Committee,
Rev. J. M. Rodgers, made a gratifying

showing, revealing the fact that fifty-

three churches had reported pledges
for synodical self-support, amounting
to $6,000. These same churches gave to

Home Missions last year $2,300. At the
same time no shrinkage is apparent in

gifts to other boards. The vote to as-

sume self-support was practically

unanimous. This is perhaps the most
important matter decided by this synod.

While it imposes a heavy burden of re-

sponsibility upon the churches of Mich-
igan it relieves the Home Board of

the more than $8,000 annual contribu-
tion over receipts it has been making
to the support of Home Missions in

Michigan. It was voted as the sense
of synod that the minimum Home Mis-
sion salary be $700.

WONDERFUL CURES
BY SWAMP-ROOT.

To Prove what the WorId=famous Discovery, Swamp=
Root, will do for YOU, all Our Readers may

have a Sample Bottle Free by Mail.

Weak and unhealthy kidneys are responsible for

more sickness and suffering than any other disease,

and if permitted to continue fatal results are sure

to follow
Your other organs may need attention—but your

kidneys most, because they do most and need at-

tention first.

So when your kidneys are weak or out of order

you can understand how quickly your entire body
is affected, and how every organ seems to fail to do

its duty.

If you are sick or ' feel badly," begin taking Dr. yV/y^
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and '///%£
bladder remedy, because as soon as your kidneys /
are well they will help all the other organs to
health. A trial will convince any one.
Among the many cures of this wonderful medi-

cine, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, investigated by the
Christian Century, the ones which we publish
this week for the benefit of our readers speak in the
highest terms of the wonderful curative properties
of this great remedy:

Des Moines, la., Oct. 20, 1900.

"I had been out of health for a long time, and I

was taking medicine from a doctor's prescription
when I received your sample bottle. I stopped
taking the doctor's medicine and used the sample
bottle of Swamp-Root. I afterwards took two of
your large bottles, bought at my drug store, and
they cured me entirely, and I have not been so well
for years. I thank you very much for sending me
the sample bottle." D. W. Smith, 1821 Center St.

D. W. SMITH.

»©«<S£ss

MRS WHEELER.

Mrs. H. N. Wheeler, of 117 High Rock St., Lynn,
Mass., writes on Nov. 2, 1900: "About 18 months ago
I had a very severe spell of sickness. I was ex-
tremely sick for three weeks, and when I finally
was able to leave my bed I was left with exci uciating
pains in my back. My water at times looked very
much like coffee. I could pass but little at a time,
and then only after suffering great pain. My phy-
sical condition was such that I had no strength and
was all run down. The doctors said my kidneys
were not affected, and while I

Did Not Know I Had
Kidney Troubles,

I some how felt certain my kidney were the cause
of my trouble. My sister, Mrs. C. E. Littlefleld, of
Lynn, advised me to give Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root
a trial I procured a bottle, and inside of three
days commenced to get relief I followed up that
bott>e with another, and at the completion of this
one found I was completely cured. My strength re-
turned, and to-day I am as well as ever. My busi-
ness is that of canvasser, I am on my feet a great
deal of the time, and have to use much energy in
getting around. My cure is, therefore, all the more
remarkable, and is exceedingly gratifying to me."

MRS. H. N. WHEELER.
Swamp-Root will do just as much for any house_

wife whose back is too weak to perform her neces-

sary work, who is always tired and overwrought,
who feels that the cates of life are more than she
can stand. It is a boon to the weak and ailing.

Sample
Bottle

Free.

The mild and immediate effect of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp=Root, the great kidney,
liverand bladder remedy, is soon realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases. Swamp-Root will set your whole system right,
and the best proof of this is a trial.

You may have a sample bottle of this famous kidney remedy, Swamp-Root,
sent free by mail, postpaid, by which you may test its wonderful curative properties
for such disorders as kidney, bladder and uric acid diseases, poor digestion, when

obliged to pass your water frequently night and day, smarting or irritation in passing, brick-dust or
sediment in the urine, headache, backache, lame back, dizziness, sleeplessness, nervousness, heart
disturbance due to bad kidney trouble, skin eruptions from bad blood, neuralgia, rheumatism, dia-
betes, bloating, irritability, worn out feeling lack of ambition, loss of flesh, sallow complexion, or
Bright's disease.

If your water, when allowed to remain undisturbed in a glass or bottle for twenty-four hours,
forms a sediment on settling or has a cloudy appearance, it is evident that your kidney and bladder-
need immediate attention.

Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and is for sale the world over at druggists in bottles of two
sizes and two prices—fifty cents and one dollar. Remember the name, Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Binghampton, N. Y.

EDITORIAL MOTICE.—If you have the slightest symptoms of kidney, liver or bladder trouble,
or if there is a trace of it in your family history, send at once to Dr. Kilmer & Co.. Binghampton,
N. Y., who will gladly send you by mail, immediately, without cost to you, a sample bottle of Swamp-
Root and a book containing many of the thousands upon thousands of testimonial letters received
from men and women cured by Swamp-Root, In writing, be sure to say that you read this generous
offer in Thb Christian Century.
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The report on Kalamazoo Female
Seminary showed receipts of $12,000,

being double those of last year. The
number of pupils is about seventy. The
Rev. Dr. Gray, the successful president,

was heartily applauded as he concluded

his address. Alma College has also

made gratifying progress during Presi-

dent Bruske's ten-years' administra-

tion. It is now one of the best equip-

ped Christian colleges of Michigan. Its

location is unsurpassed. The plans of

the president for the next ten years

include four new college buildings, 400

students and a million dollars endow-
ment.
The closing address of synod was

made by Rev. Dr. Willis G. Craig. It

was a masterly and eloquent presenta-

tion of Home Missions in broad out-

lines and fittingly closed a memorable
gathering. J. G. L.

WISCOJVSIJV BA T&IS&
A JWJVIVEUSA *RIES.

These were, celebrated this year at

LaCrosse, October 7-10. The Ministe-

rial Union held its session first. Rev.

G. E. Farr of Portage, who delivered

the annual sermon, sought to find the

causes for the present low tide of re-

ligious interest. His theme was "A
Form of Godliness Without Power."

He considered sin in the church from
the large number of unregenerated

members a cause of spiritual decline.

The historical secretary showed that

there had been a Baptist gain in the

state of 40.36 per cent, making a net

gain in ten years of 5,345 members.
"Twentieth Century Methods" was the

subject of a symposium greatly enjoyed

by all. There were three appointed

speakers and an open discussion The
last address of the morning was by Dr.

Galusha Anderson of the University of

Chicago.

Twelve new pastors were welcomed
by Rev. Adam Fawcett, who pointed

out the grand opportunities before

Wisconsin pastors. Twenty-seven new
men have come into the state during

the year.

The afternoon was devoted to '"Work
Among Young People."

Dr. Galusha Anderson preached the

sermon for the State Convention. The
work of the women for foreign mis-

sions occupied a part of the Wednesday
morning session. Mrs. Openshaw of

Western China and Miss Tschirch of

Burma brought inspiration from the

work abroad. During the year the

women of Wisconsin have contributed

$2,709.11 to the Woman's Foreign Mis-

sionary Society of the West and $108.56

for the contingent fund. It was stated

that the contributions have fallen short

of those of the previous year by over

$550, enough to support a missionary
and two Bible women. It is felt that

care must be taken in the change from
the women's societies to the new.
Church Missionary Department, thatS

there be no decrease in contributions^

for women's work for missions. Missl

Julia L. Austin of Chicago spoke of

"Woman's Opportunity."

The report of Secretary D. W. Hul-
burt states that there are in the state

212 churches, to which there have been
658 additions by baptism and 794 by
letter and experience during the year,

their total membership being 18,603, a

gain of fifteen members. One new
church has been organized—Lady-
smith. Thirty-eight pastors have re-

signed and forty-seven have been set-

tled. The wheel plan has been adopted
by more than half the churches of the

state. Thirty-nine churches have ap-

pointed committees on systematic be-

neficence. Five missionary churches,

most of which have received mission-

ary aid for years, one of them more or

less for half a century, have become
self-supporting during the year. The
work of the district missionaries has
saved churches from extinction, only
seven churches having died in the five

years following 1895, whereas nineteen

died in the preceding five years.

There was animated discussion as to

Wisconsin's present greatest need, and
the most important subordinate needs.

The annual report answered that the
first was the Holy Spirit's power, and
the second, evangelistic work, lay

preaching and more money. A wide-
awake address was given by Dr. J. B.

Thomas of Chicago, district secretary

of the Home Mission Society. It was
voted to recommend the establishment
of a perpetual church edifice loan fund
which should be used to assist strug-

gling churches, the loan to be repaid
in installments without interest.

Wednesday evening was devoted to

the young people. Thursday morning
the home mission work of the women
had right of way. Receipts were $2,-

636.92, besides $235.75 in goods for mis-
sionaries. Mrs. J. H. Chapman of Chi-

cago was among the speakers at this

meeting. In the afternoon Rev. How-
land Hanson spoke with earnestness
and force upon "The Art of Spiritual

Husbandry." He pointed out that the

old-time revival methods are passing,

but there has come a greater interest

in child conversions. The Sunday school

is the department of the church where
the natural new birth is to be expected.

Competent teachers are a necessity in

order to judge when the fullness of

time for baptism has come. Graded
lessons and graded classes are neces-

sary whereby a given class shall be
given the same treatment at a given
time and lessons may be suited to dif-

fering ages and dispositions.

Mrs. Margaret Jaeger, of Portage,

state secretary of the Primary Union,
spoke in interested advocacy of the im-
portance of primary Sunday school,

which is fundamental to all Christian

endeavor, urging better organization,

If you Feel "All Tlayed Out"
&aK_e Horsford's Acid Phos-

phate.
It repairs broken nerve force, clears

the brain and strengthens the stomach.

better methods, better appointments
for Sunday school rooms, better teach-
ers.

The work of the American Baptist
Publication Society was presented by
Dr. A. J. Rowland and the chapel car

work by Boston W. Smith.

THE ILLINOIS BAPTIST
STATE ASSOCIATION.
The General Association of Illinois

Baptists convened in Champaign, Oc-

tober 14-17. This beautiful university

town is always attractive and is a cen-

tral place for such meetings. Many
Baptists made the pilgrimage thither-

ward from all parts of the state. The
Baptist church edifice at Champaign is

one of the most beautiful in that

part of the country. It is a costly

structure and well adapted for such
gatherings.

A CURE FOR ASTHMA.
Asthma sufferers need no longer leave home and

business in order to be cured. Xature has produced

a vegetable remedy that will permanently cure

Asthma and all diseases of the lungs and bronchial

tubes. Having tested its wonderful curative powers

in thousands of cases (with a record of 90 per cent,

permanently cured) and desiring to relieve human
suffering, I will send free of charge to all sufferers

from Asthma, Consumption, Catarrh. Bronchitis and
nervous diseases, this recipe in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.

Sent by mail. Address with stamp, naming this

paper, W. A. Noyes, 847 Powers Block, Rochester,

N. Y.

The
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Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

VIA

The St. Paul Road
(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.1

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago. 111.

S15.00 UO BX/TFALO TAff-
AMETtlCAJV AJVB
'RETX/'RJV S15.00

via the Nickel Plate Road daily, with
limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 for the round trip; 5-day tickets

at $6.00 for the round trip, on Tues-
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Through service to New York and
Boston and lowest available rates. For
particulars and Pan-American folder

of buildings and grounds, write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
street, Chicago.
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There are nearly 120,000 Baptists in

Illinois. Rev. E. P. Brand is the wise

and successful superintendent of the

aggressive missionary work now being
carried on. Myron W. Haynes, D. D., of

Chicago, was elected, for the third time,

moderator. Rev. Clarence N. Patter-

son was elected clerk, and H. N. Carr
of Alton, treasurer.

During the past year there have been
neany 6,000 received into the churches
of the state through baptism, and a
number of new churches have been
formed; eleven ministers of the gospel

have been ordained, and forty-six have
been licensed to preach. There- is a
large student ministry in the state be-

cause of the Baptist Theological Semi-
nary.

The sessions this year were marked
by strong addresses. Dr. P. S. Kenson
of Chicago preached a powerful sermon
on Monday evening, and Dr. Wm, M.
Lawrence on Tuesday evening. On
Wednesday evening Dr. Kittredge
Wheeler and Johnston Myers gave ad-
dresses. The climacteric session of the
entire convention was on Tuesday aft-

ernoon when the zenith of platform
and spiritual power was reached in the
address of Dr. Rogers on Christian
patriotism, and the address of Rev.
Chas. S. Morris of Africa on foreign
missionary work. Seldom does the in-

spiration and enthusiasm of an audi-
ence excel that which was manifested
at this session. The meetings were all

united and harmonious and full of hope
for the Baptists of Illinois.

J. B. T.

A.MB-RICAJV BOAKB OF
COMMISSIOJVE'R^ FO'R
FOUEIGJV MIJTS'IOSfS'.

The annual meeting of the American
Board is an historic event in Congre-
gational annals. The distinguishing
feature of this year's gathering at

Hartford, Conn., October 8-11, was the
raising of the debt of $102,341.38 within
an hour. It was a thrilling occasion
when, as the hour neared ten o'clock,

after an evening of inspiring addresses,
the proposal to raise the money then
and there was put before an audience
of 1,800 persons in Parson's Theater, a
motion seconded by Rev. Howard Bliss
in ringing words. E. H. Pitkin
of Chicago endorses the proposi-
tion by offering to be one of
fifty to clear off the debt. Next
a missionary of forty years' stand-
ing, Dr. J. F. Clarke, of Bulgaria,
says: "I have lived in Bulgaria on four
cents a day. I have been giving twen-
ty dollars a year, but if the debt is paid
I will give fifty." Tumultuous- applause
follows, and the ball goes on rolling
until some one announces that a friend
of the board will give the last $25,000.
Things grow lively then and bits of
white paper are passed to the platform,
and the sums promised are read faster
than the tellers can record them.
Finally 462 separate gifts have been
made and the deed is done, the amounts
varying from twenty-five cents to

$1,000, outside of the one gift of $25,-

•000. "Praise God from whom all bless-

ings flow" is the spontaneous outflow

of thankful hearts, while many eyes

are dim.

This glorious outcome did not, how-
ever, solve the problem why there

should have been a debt in these times

of prosperity, and the way 10 avoid it

in the future was earnestly discussed.

The Forward Movement was shown to

be one of the most successful plans to-

wards arousing a larger interest in giv-

ing. It has increased the gifts of fifty-

four churches by 147 per cent; 105 sal-

aries have been assumed by eighty-two
churches and three individuals. The
fear that this movement would inter-

fere with the gifts through the women's
boards has not been realized.

The treasurer's report is always of

interest in such gatherings. The re-

ceipts from all sources were $697,370.90,

a decrease from last year of $40,586.40.

The bulk of the deficit was in shrinkage
of legacies. It was shown that there
are about 2,000 non- contributing
churches, but it is believed there are
more givers to foreign missions than
ever before.

The attendance was so large that at

some sessions it was necessary to hold
overflow meetings. Samuel B. Capen
of Boston, the president of the Board,
was in the chair. Rev

1

. Dr. E. P. Parker,
for over thirty years pastor of the
South Congregational church, Hart-
ford, gave the address of welcome. In
reply the president recalled the first

meeting ninety-one years ago, when
five commissioners and an audience of
one sat round a table in a country par-
sonage. The total receipts that year
were $999.52. Truly the work has
grown! The annual sermon was
preached by Rev. Dr. E. D. Eaton, pres-
ident of Beloit college. It was scholar-
ly and convincing. It closed with these
words:

"The missionary enterprise is the
most noteworthy, as it is the noblest,

expression of the highest life of the
modern world. Out in the open is

our place, where God is on the field,

and the conquering Savior leads ever
onward."
Prayer meetings were held each

morning at 8:30, Dr. Lyman Abbott of

Brooklyn and Dr. F. A. Noble of Chi-
cago leading. They gave inspiration
and uplift for the day.

The annual survey of the field was
inspiring as given by Dr. Judson
Smith. In twenty missions, at strateg-

ic centers, amid a population exceed-
ing sixty million souls, using twenty-
seven different languages, 544 mission-
aries, assisted by 3,483 native laborers,
are engaged in preaching the gospel,
directing schools, translating the Bible
and creating a Christian literature, and
healing the sick. In these missions are
505 churches, having 50,892 members,
4,551 having been received on confes-
sion of their faith this year, 929 Sun-
day schools, with 66,601 pupils, and
giving $147,879 annually to the support
of the Christian work around them;

thirteen colleges, with 2,132 students;

seventeen theological seminaries, with
228 students in direct training for the
ministry; 103 boarding and high
schools, for girls and boys, with 10,225

students, besides 1,135 day schools with
49,375 pupils.

The report from the home depart-

ment given by Secretary Daniels had
a disappointed but not discouraged
note.

During the year twenty-three new
missionaries have been sent out. There
are some fourteen others under ap-

pointment, who will go to their several

fields before the close of this calendar
year. During the last year sixty-one

have returned to their missions. One
thing is clearly demonstrated: There
is no lack of workers, but there is

lack of commensurate support from
the churches in America. Dr. A. H.
Plumb spoke with force as to the great

possibilities and opportunities.

The missionaries themselves were, of

course, in evidence on the platform,

and several were heard from. Rev. Ed-
ward Fairbanks spoke for the Marathi
mission in India. During 1900 1,653

persons had been baptized in this one
mission. In the last five years the
gain had almost doubled the results of

the previous eighty years. Thirty vil-

lages actually begged for Christian

schools. Seventy villages have sent
complaints that the gospel is not
preached among them.
Rev. W. P. Clarke of European Tur-

key reported fifty-three churches with
an average attendance of over 3,000,

and eighty-five teachers in Bulgaria.
Forty years ago there were no Chris-
tians in the country. The organization
of the Bulgarian Evangelical Society is

a significant feature.

Rev. George A. Wilder, after ten
years in Africa, was received with en-
thusiasm. He told of the industrial

schools started in the wilds of Africa.

The work has proved successful by its

breadth — evangelistic, educational,

medical and industrial. Rev. Wm. E.

Fay reported similar triumphs for

West Africa. Rev. George Allchin re-

joiced to bring the inspiring news of

the revival in Japan. Rev. Messrs. F.

R. Bunker, C. N. Ransom, Charles and
Henry Ewing, H. T. Perry and George
H. Hubbard were also among the mis-
sionary speakers.

On Wednesday evening two more
missionaries were heard. Dr. J. P.

Jones said the keynote of the mes-
sage from India was Opportunity. In
particular he instanced a change of at-

titude toward Christ among the edu-
cated Brahmins, which amounts to a
revolution. Books like Thomas a Kem-
pis' "Imitation of Christ" and Shel-

Backsliders' Railroad to Ruin
Fast Line Express

CIQARETTEBURG TO HURDERVILLE.
Via Lagerton, Rowdytown, Topersville, Moonshine
Hollow, Beerboro, Sipirtg'.on, Gamblers' Den, Saloon
Siding and Devil's Curve. Other Ur-es are illustrated
wltt s?-~ etchings, shoving the dangerous pmces in
life. A new and popular book, just oft the press,
Send 2fic for a copy, or cend a si bill for six copies and
circulate them Circulars free. Write CUAS. J.
BUKTON, Christian UnlN erslty. Canton. Mo
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don's "In His Steps" are largely

bought. Dr. Anient of China, as one
of the heroes of the siege of Pekin, was
greeted with the waving of handker-
chiefs and the clapping of hands. He
looks towards the future with great

hope, for China has broken with her

past.

But the missionaries were not the
only eloquent and inspiring speakers
during the sessions. President Capen
spoke on the vital problem with busi-

ness sagacity and practicality. "Yet
one more revival, the consecration of

the money power," was his opening
quotation from Bushnell. He specified

six reasons for the lack of resources:

(1) The present disposition to give
largely to educational institutions; (2)

the false ideal of many business men
in considering accumulation, not be-

nevolence, the measure of success; (3)

the absence of missionary enthusiasm
on the part of some pastors; (4) the
passing away of the old guard of mis-
sions; (5) the emergence of the city,

and (6) the country problem. He had
examined the figures of sixty life in-

surance companies whose expenses of

administration average fourteen per
cent, while the Board's expenses are
only six per cent.

Rev. G. Campbell Morgan defended
missions against the apathy and indif-

ference of the Church of Christ. Dr.

S. Parkes Cadman of Brooklyn dwelt
upon the hopefulness of the outlook,
with great enthusiasm. Dr. S. E. Her-
rick of Boston took for his topic "The
Function of Tragedy in Missions."
"The Alpha and Omega of the mission-
ary movement is the cross."

An unusual feature of this annual
meeting was the children's gathering
on Thursday afternoon. The body of

the house was filled with children, who
listened eagerly to the stories the mis-
sionaries told them.

It is noteworthy that at all sessions
not one speaker was allowed to exceed
the time limit. With great courtesy
this was enforced by President Capen.
The communion service was held in

two of the churches on Thursday after-

noon, and, as always, was a deeply im-
pressive event. So also was the in-

troduction of the young missionaries
about to go to the field for the first

time—ten in number.
This closed the initial meeting of

tlie twentieth century, with an outlook
full of hope in the entrance of ever-
widening possibilities for the exten-
sion of the kingdom of our Lord Jesus
Christ.

TiWTlST XOO'RK. IJV JVE-
'B'RASTK.A.

The annual meeting was at Blair,

October 7. There are twenty-seven
missionary pastors in Nebraska, but
not many of them were present. Those
who were there had encouraging re-

ports to give. The district mission-
aries brought word of half-dead
churches restored to life, for both

north and south of the Platte there are

many sick and dying churches, and
scores of pastorless ones in the south-

ern district. Many good church build-

ings stand idle, others are neglected

and dilapidated. But in many cases

the missionaries have altered the face

of things. The Swedish and Danish
churches are making good American
Baptists. Forty-seven missionaries

have been employed for all or part of

the time during the year. By reason

of the help given by the state conven-
tion and Home Mission Society, $11,050

has been raised by the churches for

the support of pastors, $16,615 for per-

manent improvements and $4,450.55 for

missions, total $32,115.55. Special ef-

forts have been put forth in the or-

ganizing of self-supporting circuits.

The churches are gradually coming to

see that part time service is better than
none at all. Four new churches have
been organized. Two new church ed-

ifices have been erected. Many churches
aided for years by the state conven-
tion have become self-supporting The
convention reported a deficit in the
treasury, due to several causes, of

which the droutn is one. Offerings

from Sundays schools, young people's

societies and mission circles have
largely decreased, the Sunday schools

through the abolishing of chapel day,

the young people's societies through
their efforts for the raising of the debt
for the national society, and the wo-
men's circles tnrough the abolishing of

the plans of co-operation between the

women's societies and the state con-

vention. The board realizes that there

is abundant opportunity for an exten-

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN flELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Even,- musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

f Notice Reduction in Prices
•boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.
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sive forward work in Nebraska, but

cannot undertake it for lack of men,

sixty of its mission churches being

still without pastors.

The speeches and addresses all bore

reference to this need, endeavoring to

stimulate interest and sense of respon-

sibility. "Co-operation in State Mis-

sions" was the topic of some. "Churches

and Their Responsibilities," "Personal

Obligations," "Our Heritage and Our
Obligation," the subjects of others. Dr.

0. A. Williams, Rev. H. E. Ryder, Rev.

S. C. Green, Dr. N. B. Rairden were
among the speakers

At the Wednesday morning session,

Rev. A. H. Ballard told what the Home
Mission Society had done for Nebras-

ka: The labor of 1,412 missionaries at

a cost of $200,000, during the begin-

ning of work there in 1856. The so-

ciety is still putting into that work
$1,800 more than the churches are con-

tributing to its treasury. Women's
work in missions and education re-

ceived attention. Dr. Mabie made an
address on missions. "Special Needs in

Sunday School Work" and Sunday
school aims and methods were consid-

ered; also educational interests. The
raising of the $20,000 endowment for

Grand Island College is cause for con7

gratulation, and the progress towards
its more complete equipment. Prof.

J. W. Moncrieff of the Divinity School,

Chicago, spoke on "Secularism in Edu-
cation" and Dr. J. W. Conley of Oak
Park on "Character Building."

At the Pastors' Conference, the

problem of the Sunday night service

vvas treated by Dr. E. L. Jordan, and
Ihe mid-week prayer meeting by Rev.

S. C. Green. Prof. Moncrieff spoke on
"Present Day Problems and Their So-

lution." Rev. A. W. Clark spoke of

"Making and Unmaking of the Pastor."

At the closing meeting, systematic

beneficence was emphasized by Mr. E.

E. Bennett of Lincoln, followed by an
address by Mr. J. Frank Carpenter, of

Omaha, upon the topic "Have Nebras-
ka Baptists Money Enough and Moral
Power Enough to Evangelize the
State?" His conclusion was that with
good crops and large herds and mate-
rial prosperity on every hand, there
was sufficient means if God's children
will only devote God's share to the
work; but the trouble is that too many
are like the young men that said they
wanted to give something to the poor,
and accordingly they gave "three
cheers."

CHICAGO A/fD VICIJVITy.
The Bethlehem German Lutheran

church, Chicago, has the largest com-
municant membership of any Lutheran
church in America. It has 5,300 mem-
bers, and is thirty years old. It has a
parochial school attended by 929 chil-

dren, taught by nine teachers. The
congregation belongs to the Missouri
Synod and has two pastors.

The Chicago Theological Seminary
gave the first of its series of organ

recitals last Thursday evening. The
organist was Mr. James Watson, as-

sisted by Mr. Arthur W. Porter, basso.

Among the artists who will give the

forthcoming recitals , are Dr. Louis

Falk, Prof. Geo. W. Andrews of the

Oberlin Conservatory, Mr. Middel-

schulte, Harrison, M. Wild and Prof.

Thompson of the Knox Conservatory of

Galesburg. The interpretative lectures

in music, of which we have already

spoken in these columns, are by Felix

Borowski of Chicago Musical College.

The first of these was given Tuesday,

October 22.

At the Second Baptist church the

winter's work is in full operation.

After meetings have begun the lecture

room is filled. In the church prayer

meeting Dr. Lawrence is conducting a

study in the Book of Acts. The at-

tendance is large.

At Memorial Baptist church a week's

services for boys and girls was com-
menced last Sunday by Boston W.
Smith.

Rev. F. R. Van Tassel, pastor of the

Baptist church at Evergreen Park, has

recently been appointed postmaster on

the petition of almost the entire popu-
lation of the place. This office was
tendered him to prevent his going

away and so as to give him better sup-

port.

Forty members of the First Bohe-
mian Baptist church, having been dis-

missed for the purpose of organizing an
independent church, did so under the

name of the Immanuel Bohemian Bap-
tist church of Chicago. This action

was taken August 8, 1901. This church
has just been formally recognized by
council.

Ground was broken October 8 for

the new Baptist church at Austin Rev.
C. E. Lapp, the pastor, removed the
first shovelful and was followed by 126

other persons. Addresses were made
by Mr. E. S. Osgood, chairman of the
building committee; Dr. J. W. Conley,

or Oak Park; Rev. A. M. White, pastor
Austin Methodist church; Dr. R. E.

Manning, of Chicago Baptist City Mis-
sion Society, and the architect, W. R.
Brown. The building, while not large

—the auditorium proper seating, ex-

clusive of galleries and choir alcove,

only 320—when "expanded" will ac-

commodate a congregation of 1,200

people. The house is to be of gray
pressed brick, with blue Bedford cut

stone up to the water table, and buff
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Devoted to the upbuild
ing of Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick, Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church, Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Price 50c
per year, 12 issues, post-
paid. Publication office

200 South 10th Street,
Philadelphia.

Christian Melodies
By Professor \\'m. J. Kirkp&tricb

This popular new song book has been pro -

nounced by leading musicians an Ideal book for

all church purposes. The author is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the
world and has put the best productions of his life

time into this hook. It also contains the choicest
selections from a large number of the principal
song writers of the country. This insures

A Book oi tie Rarest Musical Gems.
Wherever It has been introduced it has given

excellent satisfaction. All responses from those
using it are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of
the kind I have ever seen." "The more we use
It the better we like It." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions re-

ceived. It Is mechanically perfect, neat, artistic

and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

If you want the best all-purpose chuvch song
book get Christian" Melodies.
PRICES—Boards $20, Limp Cloth S17.50 per hun-

dred, not prepaid. Single copy 25c postpaid.

The Christian Century Co., - Chicago, 111.

Indispensable to Every
w,d

a
e
wake Bible Student

THE BIBLICAL WORLD, the only popular
illustrated monthly magazine devoted ex-
clusively to Bible study, edited by Presi-
dent William R. Harper.

$2.00 a year: single copies. 20 cents.
Size, b% x 9Va inches; 80 pages a month.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER to new
readers, three months for 25 cents

Address THE UNIVERSITY OE CHICAGO
PRESS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

fTfTW^n TUBAX.TREATMENT FliJbli.

I \-M I !jL. 1 ^ e w'^ forfeit 850 for any case ofII B?T* I Internal. External or Itching
f fHflii i«i1LiJI><I Piles the Ucrm Pile Care faile

to cure.' Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
tierm Medical Co., 215 E. 3d St., Cincinnati, O.

FLORIDA
WINTER TOURIST TICKETS

go on sale about

OCT. 15. 1901.

In making arrangements to go

to

FLORIDA

CUBA or NASSAU
CALL OR WRITE (it costs only two cents.)

GEO. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A. Southern Railway,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

or

J. S. McCuMough, N. W. P. A. 225 Dearborn St,

CHICAGO, ILL.

and they will furnish you rates, 9end
literature and give any inform-

ation desired.
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trimmings. The cost will be about
$25,000. The second anniversary of

Rev. C. B. Lapp's pastorate was ob-
served Sunday, Oct. 13. The two years
have been marked by harmony and ag-
gressive endeavor. Current expenses
have been met. About $2,000 has been
raised for benevolence, and $8,000 for
the new building, making a total for
all purposes of over $17,000. There
have been ninety-nine additions to the
membership, thirty-six of which were
by baptism. There has been a net gain
of sixty-four.

The registration at the Divinity
School at the University of Chicago for
the present quarter is 127. Nearly all

of these are college graduates.
The Hyde Park Presbyterian church

received twenty-three members at its

recent communion service.

The Chicago Presbytery has ex-
pressed itself as in hearty sympathy
with the General Assembly's action in
regard to evangelistic work and has
appointed a committee of four minis-
ters and three elders to co-operate in
such work. An all-day conference for
the deepening of the spiritual life of
the members of the Presbytery was
held October in the First Presbyterian
church; the communion service was
held at the close of the meeting.

The Captain Inside'
"Mother," asked Freddie the other

day, "did you know there was a little

captain inside of me? Grandfather
asked me what I meant to be when I

grew to be a man, and I told him a
soldier. I meant to stand up straight,
hold my head up, and look right ahead.
Then he said I was two boys, one out-
side and one inside; and unless the
inside boy stood straight, held up his
head, and looked the right way, I never
could be a true soldier at all. The in-
side boy has to drill the outside one,
and be the captain."—Sunbeam.

&HE JVICKEL TLA&E
"ROA"D

will sell tickets each Tuesday, Thurs-
day and Saturday during October to
Buffalo Pan-American Exposition and
return, at $6.00, good in coaches; re-
turn limit five days from date of sale.

Tickets with longer limit at slightly-

increased rates. Three through daily
trains. Chicago Passenger Station.
Van Buren street and Pacific avenue.
City ticket office, 111 Adams street,

Chicago.

THE COM'BIJVATIOJV OIL
Cl/*R£ FO*R CAJVCE'R.

Has the endorsement of the highest
medical authority in the world. It

would seem strange indeed if person^
afflicted with cancers and tumors,
after knowing the facts, would resort
to the dreaded knife and burning plas-
ter, which have heretofore been at-

tended with such fatal results. The

fact that in the last six years over one
hundred doctors have put themselves
under this mild treatment shows their

confidence in the new method of treat-

ing those horrible diseases. Persons af-

flicted will do well to send for free

book giving particulars and prices of

Oil. Address Dr. W. O. Bye, drawer
1111, Kansas City, Mo.

wffalo yajv-ame'ri-
cajv uicke&s

via the Nickel Plate Road, $13.00 tor

the round trip, good 15 days; $16.00 for

the round trip good 20 days. Three
daily trains with vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals in dining cars, ranging in

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Address
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams street, Chicago.

A LIVEH THAT JTHITtK J*

And refuses to perform its proper func-
tions makes aches of the very worst
kind—headache, backache, sideache,

boneache—dulls the brain and weakens
the Body. Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer

is what is needed. Not a drug store

medicine. Sold to the people direct

through special agents by the proprie-

tor, Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-118 So.

Hoyne ave., Chicago, 111.

£6.00 GO *B\SFFALO YAJV-
AMEHICAJV AJVD
'RETK/'RN £6.00

via the Nickel Plate Road, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, with limit

coaches only; 15-day tickets at $13.00

of 5 days from date of sale, good in

for the round trip, and 20-day tickets

at $16.00 for round trip, good in sleep-

ing cars. Three through daily trains.

For particulars and Pan-American
folder of buildings and grounds, ad-

dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,
111 Adams street, Chicago.

GOD'S BOOKS
An Inquiry respecting

The Books of Judgment

WHAT THEY ARE
WHERE THEY ARE
WHAT THEY CONTAIN

By John Williams, with an introduc-
tion by I. N. McCash. LL. D.

This is an interesting and attTactive little hookand contains many valuable thouehts. All book
readers will want it. Paper binding onlv Sent
postpaid for 35 cents. Address,

The Christian Century Company
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

IN GHICAGO
HOW TO GET A JOB

New book will be
issued in a few
days. Orders will

filled in the order they are received. II you
are not interested hand it to a friend.

Price 25c, Postage Paid. Send Stamps.

TIMES PUBLISHING CO.
65 Plymouth PI., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident students exceptional facilities,

Undergraduate and Post-Graduate studies In Law.
Theology, Pedagogy, Science, Art, Philosopy and
Literature, by correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degree. For announce-
ment of Home Study courses write, inclosing stamp. 10

The Kegistrar, The Home University, Flushing, Mich.

RHEUMATISM
Sciatica, Lumbago. >cnialgia and Kidney
Troubles are instantly relieved and Quickly cured by
EASISE. Acute Rheumatism cannot exist

48 hours when Easine is faithfully taken. Chronic
Rheumatism and old cases that do not yield to

other remedies always give way to the magic power
of Easine. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send a brief

description of your case when you write. Complete
treatment mailed, prepaid, on receipt of one dollar.
Easine Chemical Co., 101 Bell Block, Cincinnati. *>.

Ott
"A GOOD MAN WANTED"

To Advance for First Class

LECTIRES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
ED. AMHERST OTT, Dean Drake University College of Oratory, Des Moines, la.

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of

the Christian flonthly, a new religious magazine, in

their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is guar-
anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHARM
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to us,

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
J 1333 E. Franklin St., - Richmond, Va.
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I
THE HOME
^/I "Prayerfor a "Day.

Lord, I pray
That for this day

I may not swerve
By foot or hand
From thy command,
Not to be served, but to serve.

This too, I pray:

That from this day
No love of ease

Nor pride prevent

My good intent,

Not to be pleased, but to please.

And if I may,
I'd have this day
Strength from above,

To set my heart

In heavenly art,

Not to be loved, but to love.

—Maltbie D. Babcock, D. D.

My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

"I knew that you had time, health,

money, and . a changeless feeling for

me, Nell, and I have had the shame-
lessness to trade on my knowledge
•after this fashion," he said to me, with
the smile of old, as he gave into my
keeping his little boy—the little boy
who had had the pluck and strength

to strangle his tears, wave his father

a last good-bye, and smile as the sword
tore his childish soul in twain.

Then I learnt, too, that the only
comfort in his last dying days that I

could give to the friend I loved was
the peace of the knowledge that I was
"hastening with all speed to where his

darling was, to take him from loneli-

ness and possible neglect, to load his

little life with that joy and kindness
which should color the life of every
child on earth.

In a measure the thought of such a
departure was a shock to me, for I

had decided that in case I should find

Allan dying, I would overcome every
obstacle and stav witn him until the
•end. After years of separation, to

have found him again for a day only,

and then to leave him, knowing well
that on earth I should see his face no
more, this seemed to me not the least

tangled part of that dark mysterious
web which had woven itself around his
brave, denying life. Then we talked
of the past in detail. He told me of

one of the former librarians of Kiev
University, a spare, cold, studious man
of more than middle age. Of how this

man had been accorded permission to
visit him in his prison before his trial;

-of how he had offered to take care of
the child on condition that he might
step into possession of Allan's splen-
did library and priceless collection of
•old editions; of how he, Allan, while
promising him his demand, had ex-
plained to him that ail he would re-

quire of him would be to take care

of his boy, sparing no considerations,

until I could be found; of how the bar-

gain, so to speak, was effected; o£ how
Dr. Vorstrovna had moved to Wilna,

and to the best of Allan's belief was
there still with his darling; of how the

authorities had peremptorily and bar-

barously refused to let him send me
word of any sort or to let him see his

child again; of his trial and sentence;

of the agony of mind which at one
time made him think he should take

leave of his senses altogether—and so

on.

"Oh, go to him at once, Nell. What
manner of man this Dr. Vorstrovna is

I cannot say. But I know that my
darling's heart is asking for something
that he has not. I see him always in

loneliness, and, Nell, I fear, in pain.

There was something wrong, I used to

fancy, latterly — something wrong
about bis back. Perhaps it was only

weakness, but he used to complain
about its aching so."

I wiped tne great damp beads from
his brow over and over again as he
spoke. Now that he had found me
and that the necessity for life was
over, he seemed to be going down into

death with rapid strides. I had no
tear, but tried through all my bitter-

ness to feel glad, knowing that for

him no pain of dying could ever touch
what the pain of life had been. And
at the sight and thought of the anguish
that was his I said, on the impulse of

the moment:
"Did it never occur to you, dear old

man, to think that at St. Petersburg
there must have been an influence

which could have prevented all this

—

that for the sake of " I hesitated,

it was a little difficult.

He looked puzzled for a minute, then
my meaning dawned on him. A flush,

not the hectic flush of his disease,

overspread his face, and I can never
forget the dauntless simplicity with
which he made answer:—
"Oh, Nell! I must always love her.

But no favor could come to me through
her. You understand?"

I understood, and understood be-

yond, that in all the hardness he had
endured, one deathless devotion had
possessed him ever. So rarely it is we
whose lives are so loaded with small
meet them as we wander up and down
the land of life, these who shine out
like guiding lights amidst tne hostile

gloom, that when we do, what wonder
if we cannot comprehend them? We
who flit from one love to another,

wearing each one more gracefully than
the last, as to the manor born; we
frivolous cares and plans, that the old-

world flowers of faith and constancy
are crowded out—can we, indeed, un-
derstand the motive which inspires

them to be loyal through treachery,

never doubting in dishonor, unflinch-

ing, unwavering, unmoved, in a life-

long love for one? Must we ever call

them by strange names, and ever en-

tertain tuem as angels unawares?

There's ^
^ no reflection so

pitftf
dainty, no light so ^p3|^

f charming as the *
:

"

mellow glow that

comes from

CORDOVA

Wax Candles
Prepared iu many cc'or tints
to harmonize with sur-
roundings in dining
room, drawing room,
bed room or hall. Sold
everywhere. Made by

STANDARD
OIL CO.

But I must hasten on and leave such

questions for wiser heads than mine,

or even yours perhaps, to answer! It

suffices now to say, passing over de-

tails, that for three whole days I did

not move from his side, that we talked

as those who talk who bid each other

everlasting farewell, that on the morn-
ing of the fourth day, sore against my
will, but so that he might have peace

ai the end, I left him. Left him to

search for the little boy, solitary and

sick, perhaps, somewhere on the other

side of that great snowbound con-

tinent.

Just before I went he caught my
hands in his, and whispered in a chok-

ing voice

—

"Dying men have strange fancies,

Nell, dear old man, you know! And
I have one. If ever—in the world—you

meet her—tell her—let little Waldo tell

her—that I loved her—always—al-

ways."

CHAPTER III.

Then back across the desolate fro-

zen wastes I traveled. Behind me was
the friend of my life—dying. Dying
in a dismal prison-hospital, with no
gentle hand or sympathetic voice be-

side him. Passing into the dark, un-
known country, with no one near to

say a word of cheer or comfort at the

last. He, the quondam captain of

Rugby School, the most gifted and
popular fellow of his college, stricken

down in the prime of strength and
manhood, bearing bravely in bis dy-

ing agony the memory of a faithless

wife, and the ceaseless, aching long-

ing for the presence of a little child

whom he knew that he could never

see or touch again.

Behind me—this.

Before me— beyond the sombre
plains and the grim inhospitable

towns and the dull gray line of the

Ural mountains—that child, my lit-

tle boy.

And the cold and bitter blasts, the
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1
fatigues of the journey, the thou-

sands of miles across the barren

steppes, the continual changes from
tarantass to sledge, according to the

state of the roads, the endless cata-

logue of misfortune's and stoppages,

seemed trifles to me, because at the

end of all there was—my little boy.

When life seemed least worth liv-

ing, since he I loved lay fettered and
dying, and I could do nothing to help

him, I grew strong again at the

thought of my little boy.

Behind me—Allan dying.

Before me—his child, my little boy.

Somewhere, out there in the world

—she—she who had forsaken them
both.

At night, when the moon shone over

the icy solitudes, and the stunted

trees were "defined in its clear, cold

light, and the stars glowed in the wide
black sky, I thought of them and of

her. Of him, so strong, and patient,

and heroic; of my little boy, so lonely

and so lost; of her—oh, God, for-

give me for my thoughts of her!

Just as we had crossed the frontier

and arrived at Jaitinsk, a telegram,

forwarded from Tobolsk, was put into

my hands. It said curtly but suffi-

ciently: "The Englishman, Allan

L'Estrange, died this morning.—Rom-
stroff."

I would have given everything I

possessed to have been able to have
sent him word before he died, saying:

"Have no fear, your little boy is safe

with me." Otherwise, the news was
no shock to me. Indeed, it was with
something of relief, of triumph even,

that I thought that they could never
hurt or harm him more, although I

knew that now, in all the world, I

only had my little boy.

About dusk one evening towards
the end of April, I arrived at Vilna.

I hired a droscke and bade the man
drive with all speed to the house of

Dr. Vorstrovna.

Would he be in? Would he have
left? Would he have resigned the

child to the authorities or have turned
his adrift Should I, perhaps, not see

my little boy after all? Together with
my fatigue I was so agitated by anx-
ious thoughts like these that when at

last we arrived at the narrow, ill-kept

street where my destination was, I

trembled from head to foot.

I was informed that Dr. Vorstrovna
lived on the fourth etage. I won-
dered would they ever end, those
weary flights; and when at last they
did, I found the entrance door stand-

ing slightly open. I rang the bell, but
no one answered, and a complete si-

lence prevailed within. Unable to re-

strain my impatience, I walked in and
knocked at the first door I came to.

Receiving still no answer, I opened it

and discovered that it led to the kitch-

en. Beyond it there was a room with
a bed, one or two old chairs, and a
box. On the floor I noticed a torn
coat and a pair of ragged boots, both
the property of a grown-up man ap-
parently. But nothing living. Ev-

erywhere silence, untidiness, conspic-

uous poverty, and chill neglect. In

the midst of all this was I to find my
little Doy?

I turned into another room. A
room full of books, old, and fusty, and
dusty. I took up some and turned

them over. They were on abstruse

sciences, and seemed as melancholy
inside as outside. There were a high-

backed chair, a desk, a table covered

with papers, and across it lay a long

thin cane. That was all. Through the

filthy window, opaque with dirt, the

last dim light of the dying day strug-

gled in with an effort, but still it did

not show me my little boy.—The Quiv-

er.

"Robin Hood and His Merry Men.
"Come along, Joan. I've such a

lovely plan!" cried Joe, scampering
down the little path leading to the

wood.
"What is it?" said Joan, as she fol-

lowed him, swinging her sunbonnet by

the strings.

"Let us pretend we are Robin Hood
and one of his men, and we'll help

all the people who come along here."

"Yes, that will be lovely," said Joan,

clapping her hands. She did not know
who Robin Hood was, for she %.'as

only a little girl; but everything that

Joe proposed she thought very grand.

"Well, we'll go to the stile and wait,"

cried Joe; and they raced away to

their favorite perch.

The road was dreadfully dusty and
hot, although the sun was beginning
to go down; but the trees of the little

wood shaded them nicely. They were
just cooling down after their run
when along the road came an old

woman. She was very, very old, and
could hardly carry the heavy basket

she had on her arm.

In a minute Joe had slipped from his

perch and ran to her side.

"Can I carry that basket for you?"
he said, politely.

"Why, what would your mother
say?" she answered, looking pleased.

"I'm sure she wouldn't mind," re-

plied Joe, as he took the basket. "She
likes us to help people." And he trotted

trotted along by her side.

It seemed a long way to her cottage,

but Joe would not give up the basket,

although it was really heavy; and he
felt quite repaid when she took it from
him at the door. He knew she was
pleased by the way she smiled at him
and he ran gayly back to the stile.

Joan was dancing up and down in

high spirits.

"Oh, I've been so busy," she cried.

"Just after you had gone, a little boy

came along. He fell over that big stone

and «it took me quite a long time to

make him stop crying. I gave him
half my apple."

"That's two good things Robin Hood
and his men have done already," Joe
was beginning, when

"Children, where are you?" called a
voice and mother came in sight.

"What have you been doing all the

evening?" she asked.

When they had explained, she smiled

and kissed them.
"Do you think that it was a good

play, mother?" asked Joan.

"Yes, dear, I think any play is good
that teaches you to be kind and help-

ful. But suppose you come -indoors

now, and I will tell you something
about Robin Hood, how he lived in

the forest and how brave and kind he
really was."—Cassell's Little Folks.

Two women sit in a comfortable

room, which just now bears evidences

of one of these times of transition,

confusion and a season's care.

"I wonder," says the home matron,

"how many times I have put away and
taken out a season's furnishings. I

was thinking just now how much of

hard work, responsibility and toil all

these cares of the family bring to my
head and hands. It is a wonder I am
not completely worn out by them."

"I was thinking." says the other

woman, "of your blessed privileges.

What would I give to have your home,
your family, your comfortable, dear

routine of home and family occupa-

tions! The handling of the accustomed
furnishings, the inspiring planning for

the season to come, all so full of dear

heme life and one's own familiar sur-

roundings and belongings. Hard work?
Toil? Cares of the head and hands?
And worn out by them? Rather say

they preserve your heart and hands,

and are grand motives for living and
feeling that life is full of God-given in-

terest and privilege!" »

Put the grateful and willing heart

back of each duty and the brightness

of a glad and willing spirit will make
all household duties light. Something
to be thankful for! Is it not the sol-

emn duty of every home-maker thus to

put. a cheerful, willing heart into ev-

ery family duty, and so regard it also

in the light of a privilege?

Hamilton College
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

The Leading College of the Christian Brother-
hood for the education of young women. Its
record, buildings, equipment, faculty, the best.
Opens thirty third session second Tuesday in
September. Very reasonable rates. For partic-
ulars and catalogue apply to

B C. HAGERMAN, President.

2>fl OOA CHURWA/lWv Lighted by the FRINr-

y with Electric, Gas, Wei

CHES
FRINK System of Reflectors

5. Welsbach, Acetylene or C)
" „ICEi<SED to manufacture electric and combination ] n l~DIIUk 651 Pearl S'.
fjjas and elwt ric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimntp. !• w*» I SwIl^lN^ mt^ttt yoX*ii.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

.J^^M^R»I|I3

Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Oars. Dining Care,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Care,

Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louis
Beads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, EJ.

Button

It costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

Leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. m. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

OUT Dinincr Pars ha' '" a<*hif>ved

an international re^^UDi^i-
P. S. EUSTIS, Oon'l Pass'r Ag«»- C. B- • 9, A. ,

209 Adams Strael, Chicago IM

xiargesic Foundry >sn Earth making

CHURCH BELLS*%
Purest copper and tin only. Terms, etc., free.
WcSHANE BELL FOUNDRY. Baltimore. Wld.

Fast Trains
Chicago & North-Western Ry.

The Overland Limited
California in 3 days

The Colorado Special
One night to Denver

3 days to San Francisco

The Chicago-Portland Special
Oregon and Washington in 3 days

The North-Western Limited
Electric Lighted—Chicago,

St. Paul and Minneapolis

Duluth and St. Paul Fast Mail
Fast train to head of lakes

The Peninsula Express
Fast time to Marquette

and Copper Country

^sjO change of cars. Everything in con-
nection with its service is modern

and progressive.

TICKET OFFICES
212 Clark St. and Wells St. Station.

Special Free Hied

Epworin leap Folder

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not otfv^ .urormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Qen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO. ILL.

•mm

PARKER'S
„ HAIR BALSAM

,
Cleanses and beautifies the hpjr.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Bestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color/

Cures scalp diseases & hair ialfin&
fi')c,and$1.00at Druggist!

/
Michigan Central

The Niagara Fo'V ""rfi ,e.

Van=Jlmeric(xit Special
A Magnificent New Train.

Send 4c. postage for "Pan-American S'

and other beautifully illustrated publicat

0. W. Ruggles, Gen'l Pass'r & Tkt. Agt., Chii

m

Bethany College.
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23. 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cata-
logue and particulars address,

«/. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty*

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. 1, $35.00*
Going via Big" Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway to Oid Point or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.0G#
Going, same as Route No. 1. Retura5a£

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. &^V.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.
Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.
Tickets will be on sale July 1 to October20,

limited to return within ten days, except on
return trip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is
allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegh»nv and Blue Rir^e fountains,
Shenandoan au6 *«„mont \-*..lf and the
historic region of Virginia, in connection
with the ocean trip r. f eightten hours from
Norfolk or Old Point Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. CONKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.



Fleming H. Revell Company's New Books

RALPH CONNOR'S NEW NOVEL,

The Man
From Glengarry

l2mo, Cloth, Decorated $1,50.

The half million or more admirers of Ralph
Connor's inimitable miners of "Black Rock" and
cowboys of "The Sky Pilot" will give a cordial

welcome to his lumbermen in "The Man from
Glengarry." The hero stands out in bold relief.

He fights the great fight that strong men must put

up if they would retain their manhood. The
control of self develops the boyhood charm into a

maturity of character which once known can never
be forgotten.

By the Author of "Captain of the Janizaries'

James M. Ludlow,

DEBORAH A TALE OF THE
TIHES OF JUDAS
MACCAB/EUS.

Illustrated. 12mo, Cloth, $1.50..

Bishop Hurst says: "Dr. Ludlow has achieved a

notable success in his new historical romance.

His chief creation, the heroine, will take her

place high among the women of fiction It is

absolutely refreshing in these times of many so-

called historical novels, to find a story that really

embodies in a living and fascinating robe of pure

imagination, the great events of actual history."

By W. A. P. HARTIN, D.D., LL D.,

THE LORE OF CATHAY
In Five Parts:

Arts and Sciences, Literature, Philosophy

and Religion, Education, History.

Illustrated, $2.50 net.

"President Martin of the Chinese Imperial

University, is well qualified by long resid-

ence and[unusual1y varied experience as a

missionary, diplomatist, and educator, to tell

us of the real life and tr ought of China."

—

"The Congregationalist."

By FREDERIC ROWLAND MARVIN,

LA
QUISHED MEN AND WOHEN.

8vo, cloth, $1.50 net.

"Also considerable additional matter per-

taining to the circumstances in which they

died. Mcnlaigne jaid: Teach men to die

and you will teach men how to live.' '—N.Y.

Times.

WALDO SELDEN PRATT.

HUSICAL niNISTRIES IN

THE CHURCH.

Cloth, net, $1.00.

Professor Pratt's experience both as church
musician and instructor of ministerial can-

didates, gives him peculiar facilities. This
will undoubtedly be a standard work of

reference.

HUGH BLACK (author "Friendship")

CULTURE AND RESTRAINT.

12mo, cloth. Elegant. Net. $1.50.

Mr. Black ranks among the leading essay-

ists of to-day. The field he has chosen, or

rather the field that has chosen him—for

"Friendship" and "Culture" are impelling

forces—is one that calls for rare combination

of heart and mind.

CHARLES H. PARKHURST,

SUNNY SIDE OF
CHRISTIANITY.

16mo, cloth, net, 60c.

As God's heart is Love, so the author sets
forth the various phases and relations of
Love in the practical daily life, as theory
and experience, as a lubricant, as a means
of knowing. It has all of Dr Parkhurst's
peculiarly vivid style, with a sweetness and
every-day sunniness that are wonderfully
attractive.

GEORGE MATHESON,

TIHES OF RETIREMENT.

12rno, cloth, $1.25 net.

Devotional meditations by the author of

"Moments on the Mount," written in the

author's most helpful and inspiring style.

HENRY OTIS DWIGHT,

CONSTANTINOPLE AND ITS

PROBLEHS,

Its Peoples, Customs, Religion and Progress

Fully illustrated, 12mo, cloth, net §1.25.

'Authoritative, free from amateur senti-

mentalism, sane, straightforward and up-to-

date. He is a keen observer of the intraica-

cies of its political and social life."—James
S. Dennis.

NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS,

DAVID THE POET AND KINO.

The Romance and Tragedy of His Career
and Fall, and the Glory of His Recovery.
Illustrated by Louis Rhead.

16rno, cloth, 75c. net.

"An essay giving the result of careful and
intelligent study of the career of David. All
the romance, tragedy and pathos of his
career are graphically related in clear-cut.
narrative style."—New York Times Satur-
day Review.

H. C. G. MOULE,

THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE
NEW AGE.

12mo. cloth, net, $1.00.

Dr. Moule is a many-sided man, with wide

interests in literatnre and life. He has

breadth of culture and sympathy.

SEND FOR OUR NE}]' ILLUSTRATED LIST OF FALL BOOR'S.

NEW YORK, 158 Fifth Avenue. CHICAGO, 63 Washington Street.

TORONTO, 27 Richmond Street, W.
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BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
I.INB FROM

Chicago
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Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO
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And HOT SPRINGS, VA.
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on or address
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AN UP-TO-DATE
SUNDAY SCHOOL

A WORKER'S MANUAL.

A TREATISE ON SUNDAY SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
BY A SKILLED WORKMAN—A CHRISTIAN

EDUCATOR OF RIPE EXPERIENCE,

E. A. FOX,
General Secretary the Kentucky Sunday School Association.

This bright little book had an interesting origin. The
author realizing the need for an authoritative treatise on
the subject, outlined what he considered to be a model,
up-to-date Sunday School. This outline was sent to the

leading Sunday School workers of the United States for

criticism. Almost without exception, the author was
highly complimented, and few changes were suggested.

This outline, improved by the valuable ideas thus secured

forms the basis of the book. It furnishes an epitome of

The Very Latest and Best Methods
in Sunday School Work.

with well developed plans for inaugurating and using

them, adapting it to the use of the busy superintendent

and teacher. No Sunday School worker can stud}- this

manual without catching new angles of light on the prob-

lem of successful Sunday School management. Get this

valuable little volume, follow its suggestions and your
Sunday School is certain to be attractive and successful.

Single Copy, 25 Cents, Postpaid.
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^*^T^^ Catalogue FREE.
BELL FOUNDRY CO.,
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& School, for Fire,
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AMERICAN

Northville, Mich.
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THE LADIES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloved
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,
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Wheeling, Outing. Golf. etc. Sizes. 3. 4, 5,

6, 7. S. 9. Write for terms to agents.
Hopkins Glove to., B Apollo, ClncInnalLO.

RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Drummond's Lightning Remedies.Dp.
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prer
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e internal remedy is pleasant to take, acts lmme-
h. does not disturb digestion, and is for rheuma-
only in all its torturing forms. The external

(.ration restores stiff joints, dro—a cords, and hard-
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< not these remedies
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian

system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life'

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-

quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

THE \JfiITy OF THE C//VRC//.

NE of the problems presented to the

O Church for its consideration in these times

is that of a possible unification of sentiment

and interest among the various commun-
ions, such as will prove an effective means

of advancing the cause of Christ in the

communities where it has representation.

It is apparent that such a unity as would

^£j be both convincing to the outside observer

and economical in the work of the Church

does not now exist. The question of an

incorporating or organic unity may be set on one side

for the present as beyond the field of discussion. The
fact remains that among the churches now occupying

the field, there prevails no such spirit of harmony and

brotherhood as might be expected from those who
bear the common name of Christian. It does not

take long observation to convince anyone that the

churches give evidence of an interest rather in their

own denominational enterprises than in the advance-

ment of the cause of Christ as a whole. This may be

only an apparent state of affairs. It certainly is not

a true judgment regarding many of the people of God

;

nevertheless it appeals to the man outside as one of

the striking features of present-day Christianity; that

it seeks rather its own things than the things of

others; and that each church, viewed denomination-

ally, is jealous -of its own rights and privileges, and
is eager to take advantage of the rest wherever oppor-

tunity offers, whether in the local communities or in

the broader missionary fields of the world.

Doubtless much of this apparent attitude of rivalry

is accounted for in some degree by an unconscious

effort to push forward the only enterprises in which

the particular church is interested, namely : those of

its own denominational sort. Probably the question

of the work of the Church as a whole does not appeal

so strongly to any one of the different bodies of

Christians as does its own work, and thus the appear-

ance of rivalry is in some measure explained. Never-

theless it cannot be denied that those rivalries do exist,

especially in smaller places and country districts, and

are of such a character as to disquiet the heart of a

believer in the progress of Christianity, and in the

early redemption of the world. In towns where the

church-going population is limited, the rivalry be-

tween the churches is keen and sometimes, unhappily,

unscrupulous. The outside world looks on with a half

tolerant and half contemptuous surprise which plainly

reveals a perception of the underlying differences

which divide these people claiming fellowship with

each other and with a common Lord.

Turning to the picture of the apostolic churches,

. presented in the New Testament, it must be observed

that the conditions were those of congregations living

in harmony one with another, in so far as their in-

terests touched, or if they manifested tokens of fac -

tion and strife these were visited with severe censure

by their apostolic leaders. Our Lord himself ex-

pressed the keenest anxiety for a unity of heart and

life among his followers, such as would convince the

world of the verity of his claims and the reality of

Christian experience among his followers. The great

intercessory prayer has as one of its outstanding fea-

tures the petition that those who should believe on him

through the word of the apostles might be one with

a unity which characterizes the relations of Father and

Son, and this to the end that the world might believe

that he was sent of the Father. In the church at Corinth

foolish admiration for different leaders had led to

strife among the members so that a Pauline party, an

Apollos party, a Petrine party, and a Christ party

had grown up, mutually antagonistic and destructive

to the interests of the cause of Christ in that city. It

was with the sternest rebukes that the apostle met

this state of strife. He demanded instant abandon-

ment of the party names and factional attitude, chal-

lenging them to show why they should bear the

badges of those who were simply teachers of the com-
mon faith.

It is apparent, therefore, that while perfect liberty

was permitted among the early churches, and their af-

fairs were ordered with such wisdom as men open to

the leading of the divine Spirit might manifest, with-

-»t anv iM<yid ruJes of organization or plans of govern-
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ment, yet these churches, for the most part, lived in

unity one with another and owed allegiance only to

the common Master in whose name they had received
pardon of their sins. This condition of unity, not for-

mal and ecclesiastical, but spiritual and vital, must ever
remain the ideal of the Church ; and wherever it is

destroyed by sectarian jealousies and failure so to co-

operate as to manifest before the world the inward
unity of the Church, the effect can be nothing less

than disastrous to the progress of the Kingdom of
God, and illustrative of the sin and scandal of divis-

ions such as those which too frequently appear in our
•churches today.

The denominational situation is anomalous. It may
be frankly admitted that the divisions which have ap-
peared in the Church are preferable to the old uni-
formity of stagnation which characterized the pre-
Reformation period. But this argument itself is not
sufficient to vindicate the continuance of sectarian ri-

valries such as prevail today. One may confess that
the divisions into which the Church has been rent were
•necessitated by the spirit of independence and inquiry
which arose with the Reformation. Still the ques-
tion forces itself upon the attention of a careful think-
er,—Has not this divisive tendency run sufficiently its

course, and ought not the spirit of unity to begin to
prevail among the people of God?

Perhap's the chief difficulty in regaining that lost

-unity lies in the constant tendency to regard its resto-
ration as bound up with some plan of ecclesiastical or
mechanical union of an incorporating and formal sort.

The problem is really much simpler than this, what-
ever its ultimate terms may be. The present question
is not one of finding a church into which our commun-
ions can be merged, but of cultivating the unity of
spirit in the bond of peace which the apostle empha-
sized as one of the essentials of the Christian life. The
spirit of unity once admitted freely will form for itself

such a body as is suited to its life. The first duty is

that of kindling in the hearts of all the people of God
the consciousness of brotherhood and common serv-
ice under the direction of the divine Spirit.

THE VISITOR.
HE events of the past week at Yale Uni-

Tversity have been of unusual interest to the
entire circle of educators in America and
throughout the world. The bi-centennial
of any institution is a moment of historic
interest, and gives an indication of the
interests of the men of two centuries back.
The character of the founders of the Re-
public is illustrated in the fact that with-
in twenty years after the Pilgrims landed
at Plymouth the foundation of the first

American university had been laid. To be sure, the
little school to which John Harvard gave his fortune,
his library and his name at Cambridge, a few miles
out from Boston, gave but faint promise of develop-
ing into the Harvard University of our day. But it

was a beginning, and one that has been nobly followed
up. The Connecticut colony began its formal life

cany years later, but one of its earliest ambitions was
possession of a school, which like that at Cam-

Dtidge, should be a Christian foundation and com-
petent to send out ministers of the gospel. It was
because the colonists, both in Virginia and in New-
England, feared what they termed "an illiterate min-
istry" that they gave such early attention to educa-

tion. Not only were the purposes and mottoes of the

early schools religious, but from Harvard alone dur-
ing its first century of life three hundred and seven-

teen men went out as preachers of Christianity.

Yale began its work in 1701, and other schools came
into being as rapidly as the developing country could
produce them—Columbia and Princeton in 1746;
Brown in 1764; Dartmouth in 1769; Burlington in

1791, and Bowdoin in 1795. The reason for this early

interest in education lay in the intellectual character

of the colonists. Both in Virginia and the north the

founders of the colonies were devoted to literary pur-

suits, and were keenly alive to the importance of cul-

ture for the well-being of the people. Most of their

troubles in the motherland had arisen from their fear-

less advocacy of the doctrines of liberty both by
speech and press. It was the authorship of the Pil-

grims which caused their exile in Holland. The name
most revered among these emigrants to the new world
was that of John Robinson, their honored pastor,

whom they had left behind at Leyden, where he not
only preached the gospel, but taught in the univer-

sity, and disputed against Episcopius. His writings

were almost a law for the rising colony in New Eng-
land. Many of the leaders of the new state were well

known as writers. Brewster was publisher and author.

The record of Winthrop and Morton show them to

have been men skilled in the use of the pen. Many
of the leaders were graduates of Oxiord and Cam-
bridge. Such preachers as Cotton, Hooker and Roger
Williams were intellectual giants. It has been most
fortunate for the Republic that the shaping of its

future life was in the hands of men who saw that all

the best elements of national prosperity wait upon ed-

ucation, and who accordingly infused into the grow-
ing nation the reverence for religion and the love

of learning. The services rendered by such schools

as Yale and Harvard can be neither recompensed nor
estimated, and now Yale, after two centuries of splen-

did service, is celebrating the anniversary of her

birth. If Eli Yale could come back once more he
would be almost as much a stranger to the scene as

the newest arrival among the freshmen. Nothing is

the same, save the fine old forms of East Rock and
West Rock, standing like sentinels, and the far-

stretching curve of the bay, as it winds about toward
Savin Rock. All else is changed, but the change has
come so gradually and silently that it is interwoven
with some of the fairest intellectual achievements of

the nation. The names that have made Yale illus-

trious are not only hers but belong to the Republic.

President Roosevelt well expressed this fact when,
as the culminating event of the celebration, in receiv-

ing his degree at the hands of President Hadley. he
said: "I have never had a hard task to perform,
in promoting civic righteousness and public welfare,

that I did not find a Yale man working shoulder to

shoulder with me." It is in such services as advance
the well-being of the nation that a school, large or

small, finds its highest mission. No amount of endow-
ment, numbers of faculty and students, or value of

equipment can exhaust the ideal of an institution of

this kind. It is set as a guarantor of public intelli-

gence and virtue.

President Hadley is the representative of Yale's

new policy. The tradition of the historic school was
a ministerial president, who fulfilled the older idea of

a college president as a teacher of moral philosophy
and a commanding personality at chapel and oth""

functions. But the new college president is an execu-
tive. He may be a teacher still, in manv instances
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he is, but his primary work is that of an organizer

and administrator. This President Hadley is prov-

ing himself, and it is fair to believe that the future

of Yale, in his hands and those of men of similar type,

will not be less illustrious than the administrations of

the Woolseys, the Porters, and the Dwights have made
it in the past.

"Here's to good, old Yale
!"

THE WOULD Iff THE CHVRCH.
|HIS is the season for great ecclesiastical

councils. From Maine to California the

hosts of the Lord have been meeting to

review their forces, survey the enemy and
plan for further developments of the great

war. All the sections of Protestantism in

America have been, or are thus engaged,

and the daily papers have given consid-

erable space to certain of their proceed-

ings.

On the surface and from a casual read-

ing of newspaper reports—which is all that the aver-

age man would think of giving—it would appear that

a good deal of the spirit commonly called "worldly"
had crept into and possessed the church of Jesus
Christ. Can the public who do not attend these gath-

erings feel convinced that those who lead them are

profoundly and supremely filled and controlled by
the spirit of religion ? Alas ! the ordinary reports al-

most never reflect whatever of true religious value
may be in any of the gatherings. These reports are

mainly concerned with three matters, finance, organ-
ization, and personal success. A treasurer's annual
statement is always sure of being summarized, even
when the most inspiring spiritual message is ignored.

The speeches which deal with the financial will tend
to confirm the feeling that this is the real heart of the

council, that money is the chief end of the church
as it is of the stock exchange.
The problems of organization are also supposed to

be of public interest, and the warm discussions which
arise over them, the element of personality which is

certain to creep in, go out as if they also reflected the
true spirit and highest interest of the Church of

Christ. And closely connected with organization and
with the conduct of the program of such gatherings,
the question of personal success, the passion of per-

sonal ambition, must be considered. When the Rev.
Jeremiah Stickler, who has occupied a certain office

for a number of years, is subjected to criticism, or
has the existence of his office threatened, the tem-
perature, not only of his own language, but of the en-
tire council is raised far above the "normal." Then
the pencils of reporters become busy, and the world
has an opportunity for spicy comments. Or, when the
Rev. Dr. Contius Eloquent makes an oration or
preaches the annual sermon does he not occupy a place

which is the envy of other Christian men, and is not
much of the criticism of his effort in public and in

private devoted to the question of his personal suc-
cess? And the world has heard and vaguely remem-
bers the word of Jesus about those vvho receive the
honor of men, and therefore cannot receive the honor
of God. If the memory of his word is faint, the per-
ception of the principle is more distinct ; men feel the
incongruousness of the situation when followers of
him who was crucified are seen asoiring to petty
throws of human praise, and hurrying to exalted seats.

All this we have mentioned in order to show that

there is much to be said for the accusation that these

yearly meetings reveal in too obvious a manner that the

"world" has invaded and conquered the Church. The
superficial reader of reports is led astray indeed, if he

thinks there is nothing divine in the Church, noth-

ing of Christ's own spirit in its assemblies ;
but the

policy of some church leaders, and the atmosphere of

some committee rooms, and the self-seeking world-

liness of many ministers lend some confirmation to

that false conclusion.

There is in all these assemblies evidence which

points in another direction. Who can read the

brief and yet, we believe, valuable accounts of the

various denominational gatherings in The Chris-

tian Century without being impressed anew by

this solid mass of work which the churches of Christ

are doing in this land and abroad? The discussions

at the great gathering of Episcopalians in the far

West have concentrated attention upon the marriage

laws of this country as nothing for many years has

done. The annual convention of the Disciples at

Minneapolis should open the eyes of the entire nation

to the almost unparalleled evangelistic success of that

body of earnest preachers and servants of

Christ. The meeting of the American Board at Hart-

ford was remarkable for a scene where, through the

effort to remove a debt of one hundred thousand dol-

lars, the enthusiasm of Christian hearts for Christ and

his gospel and the peoples of the earth flashed out in

generous gift, in glowing speech, and triumphant

song. The American Missionary Association has

moreover borne witness to the world that it stands for

the unity of man, meeting under its venerable and

thrilling motto, "Of one blood—all nations," and re-

solving anew to unite religion and patriotism in the

work of preaching Christ to all the colored races

within the wide bounds of the American Republic.

The deeper souls who read about ecclesiastical gath-

erings will always strive, in the honor of Christ's

name, to see between the lines of the hasty summary
the consecration of true Christian hearts to his king-

dom. Too much of the world is in the Church; but

the Church is in the world. It is here, the bride of

Christ ; this living and energetic body of which he is

the living omnipotent head. After all our criticism,

and even with its many faults before our minds, we
recall the fact that it contains a multitude of those who
are being saved, who are joined unto the Lord, who
have been washed from their sins, who are, not per-

fect, but being perfected against "that day." The
Church is in the world and our whole and only hope

for this world springs undying from that fact.

The German proverb, "If I rest I rust," applies

to many things besides the key. If water rests it

stagnates. If the tree rests it dies, for its winter state

is only a half-rest. If the eye rests, it grows dim and
blind. If the lunsrs rest, we cease to breathe. If the

heart rests we die. What is true living but loving?

And what is loving but growth in the likeness of

God? Work is the mission of mankind on this earth.

A day is ever struggling forward, a day will arrive,

in some approximate degree, when he who has no
work to do, by whatever name he may be called, will

not find it good to show himself in any quarter of

the solar system ; but may go and look out elsewhere,

if there be any idle planet discoverable. Let all hon-

est workers rejoice that such law, the first of nature,

has been made good on them.
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ftOTES AJSfD COMMENTS.
It is said that Edwards county is the only county in

Illinois in which over one half of the children are in

Sunday school. And there the county jail is empty
a good part of the time

A prominent Sunday school worker says that the

only audiences he has addressed in the state of Illinois

in which fifty-four per cent of the men present were
under twenty-one years of age were in the peniten-

tiaries.

The Russian peasant, besides being a fatalist—per-

haps because he is a fatalist—is passively contented

with his hard lot. He knows nothing of that divine

discontent which is the spring of change and progress.

When he suffers injury he bows his head in stolid sub-

mission, saying: "The Czar is busy and God is afar

off." Wait till he finds out that, however busy the

Czar may be, God is near! His social awakening will

then come.

When Sunday is transformed from a holy day to a

holiday, it sooner or late 7" becomes a day of toil. Even
the French people are beginning to realize that they

need a rest day. On a recent Sunday a procession of

employes from the shops and stores marched through
the streets of Paris carrying banners with the motto,

"Buy nothing on Sundays." Sunday is the laboring

man's best friend. To deprive him of a day of rest is

to deprive him of one of his inalienable rights.

One of the cases in which the eighth commandment
is often unwittingly broken is where public speakers

intrench upon the time of those who are to follow them
on the program. The following instance of regard

for the rights of others is given as if it were something
extraordinary : "Few evidences of practical Chris-

tianity and the unselfishness it breeds are mo're striking

than the fact that at the recent missionary day at

Northfield, when over fifty men and women spoke
from the auditorium platform, no speaker occupied

more than his allotted time."

A THoU> to Spiritualism.

More than ordinary interest attaches to the volun-

tary severance of Mrs. Piper from connection with
the work of the Society for Psychical Research. Her
spirit messages, given while in a state of trance, were
regarded by the members of that society as establish-

ing the claim that communication might be held with
the unseen world. She now makes the extraordinary
statement that while in the trance state she acted sim-

ply as an automaton and that she herself has no ex-

planation to offer of the experiences of which she was
the subject. She more than questions the theory that

the phenomena had anything whatever to do with the

intervention of disembodied spirits, and is inclined to

search for their explanation in telepathy. ' She quotes
the remark of Phillips Brooks, who, when present at

one of her seances, said : "This may be the back door
into heaven, but I want to go in by the front door."

This frank avowal on the part of Mrs. Piper of the

conviction that the spirits of the dead did not speak
through her will be a heavy blow to spiritualism.

A Forbvard Movement at yale.
A great deal that has been said of late against the

eleemosynary feature in the education of theological

students would be equally pertinent if directed against

the free training of our military cadets at West Point.

It is well, however, to do all that can be done to pre-

serve in the young men who are under training for the

ministry of the Gospel independence and self-respect.

Hence we hail with satisfaction the movement in Yale
Divinity School to inaugurate a system of religious-

work by the students under the direction of local pas-

tors and mission workers. No financial aid is now
given to the students, but such as they earn by work
actually done. Other seminaries have adopted this sys-

tem and are satisfied with its results. It seems to be
the true solution of a perplexing problem.

Christianity J^ot "Dying Out,
Those who imagine that Christianity is dying out

have merely to glance at the most recent religious

statistics to be disabused of that idea. While, in the

past hundred years, the population of the United States

has increased thirteenfold, church members have in-

creased four times as much. A hundred years ago
half a million dollars would probably cover everything

raised for these purposes ; now the churches of this

country spend annually over twenty-eight millions on
hospitals, orphanages and other benevolence, five and
a half millions for foreign missions and an equal or

greater sum for home missions. The annual expendi-

ture for the churches and benevolent work of the world
is estimated at $1,009,369,494.

The Color Line at the White House.
It was to be expected that President Roosevelt would

do unconventional things. His action in entertaining

Booker T. Washington, the president of Tuskegee
Institute, at dinner has produced something of a sen-

sation—especially in the South. This is the first in-

stance on record in which a negro has received such

a mark of presidential favor. With but few exceptions

the press of the country commend the action of the

president in giving recognition to one who has broken
through the invidious bars of circumstance and has

taken a foremost place among the educational leaders

of our time. Booker T. Washington has devoted his

life to the uplifting of his people ; his success has

been phenomenal, and for his work's sake he deserves

the nation's gratitude.

College Men Increasing.

Our prosperity as a nation is not altogether on the

material side. With hardly an exception the colleges

of the land report a large increase in the enrollment

of students. Last year the graduating lists showed
an increase of twenty-five per cent upon the previous

year. This year the ratio of increase is probably

greater. The demand for college-bred men in all

branches of business continues to grow. The educa-

tional ideals of the present day are intensely practical

—too practical, perhaps—and the trained mind has the-

best chances of success.

IN STOTIM AJVT) STRIFE.
In 'storm and strife

The bells of life

Forever keep a-ringing

;

In dark and dawn
The heart sings on

—

Forevcnnor.e a-singing.

Still in the night
The soul sees light

A brighter future bringing,

Dim grief in flight.

And rainbows bright,

And even the storms a-singing!

—

Atlanta Constitution.
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TA.K.E HEA.'RT.

I think we are too ready with complaint
,

In this fair world of God's. Had we no hope
Indeed, beyond the zenith and the slope

'Of yon grey blank of sky, we might grow faint

To muse upon eternity's constraint

Round our aspirant souls : but since the scope

Must widen early, is it well to droop,

For a few days consumed in loss and taint?

O pusillanimous heart be comforted,

And, like a cheerful traveler, take the road,

Singing beside the hedge. What if the bread

Be bitter in thine inn, and thou unshod
To meet the flints ? At least it may be said,

"Because the way is short, I thank Thee, God,"—E. B. Browning.

^HISTOLOGICAL
CIES OF THE

TEJSTVEW-
T1ME.

W. J. LHAMON.

JVo. VII> Missions.

HEN Dr. John E. Clough of the famous
Ongole Mission was in America some years

ago it is reported that he was asked the

following question: "Do you preach the

law first or the Gospel?" and that he gave
the following reply: "I used to talk Moses
to them, did so for years ; I have changed
now. I leave Moses till later. I preach

Christ and him crucified first, last and all

the time. They say amen to the law ; they

have what they believe is the law of God
already ; what they need is Christ."

This incident may be taken as an indication of the

inevitable tendency of all missionary enterprise. It

is the universal experience of missionaries that heathen
•and barbarous peoples do not respond to civilized

speculations, or to ancient laws and cults, or to modern
ceremonialism, as they do to the simple story and sub-
lime person of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Jesus is tbe universal man, and about him tbere

is something that wins the heart of man as man. He
holds a key that is more than magic, and doors open
to him that are forever closed to art and science and
philosophy and law. There are many wonderful ef-

fects springing from the story of Jesus, and among
them this is not the least—namely, that it has proved
itself by actual experiment through nineteen centuries

a conquering power over people of every kindred and
tongue and tribe and nation. Over the most cultured
the Savior has thrown the spell of his holier culture,

and over the most barbarous he has thrown the charm
of his personal affection.

Many times the story has been told of the first con-
vert from among the fierce inhabitants of Tahiti. It

is worth telling again in this Christological argument.
During sixteen years of faithful work the missionaries
had not the encouragement of a single conversion to

Christ. But in prayer they continued teaching and
preaching. One day the missionary, standing amidst
a group of islanders, was reading to them portions of
the Gospel according to John. When he read, "God
•so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son

that whosoever believeth on him should not perish but

have eternal life," the chief stopped him and asked

that it be read again. Then he said, "That means that

your God loves you, but your God does not love us."

The missionary read it again, emphasizing the word
"world" and the word "whosoever," and explained

that the Father of Jesus loves all his earthly children,

and wants them all to be like Jesus, that they may be

his true children. Convinced of this the chieftain said,

"Since your God loves, your God shall be my God,
for our gods do not love." This was the beginning

of conversions in Tahiti, and the work spread with

amazing rapidity. Idols were destroyed, cannibal

ovens were demolished, churches and schools sprang

up, and a whole new civilization appeared as the fruits

of that teaching of God's Fatherhood revealed in the

Brotherhood of Jesus.

But all this is Christological. The change was
wrought by the story of Christ's love as manifested

in his life and death, and by the story of his victory

as shown in his resurrection. To this the savage

islanders have responded, not once nor twice, but in

cases that are all but countless. Out from Jewish
sources goes the story of this love into all Gentile lands,

conquering and to conquer. It is the marvel of his-

tory and the miracle of providence. With Jew and
Gentile, barbarian, Scythian, bond and free, Christ

becomes all and in all. It is he who breaks down "the

middle wall of partition" and makes of the twain or

the twenty one new man.

We cannot imagine such effects following any other

line of teaching, and in point of historic fact such ef-

fects have never sprung from any other cause. ' Sup-
' pose that our missionaries, instead of insisting upon
the simple story of the Savior of men, should persist

in bandying about the ears of savage or half-civilized

peoples the conflicting five points of Calvinism and
Arminianism ; or that they should go more deeply into

theological matters and talk learnedly about sublap-

sarianism and supralapsarianism ; or that they should
enter into the old discussions of the seventh century

about monophysitism and monotheletism ; or that they

should attempt to solve effectually the metaphysical

problems involved in the kenosis or the krypsis, or in

the homo-ousia, or the hetero-ousia, or the homoi-
ousia ! ! ! ! The very thought of such a procedure sug-

gests an incongruity. Such discussions have no appeal

to any sort of human being except perverted school-

men. To the child of nature and of God they are as

foreign and cold and useless as the icebergs of our
hypothetical open polar sea. But the Christ—simply*
seriously, sweetly presented—how he "finds" the

hearts of men ! It is Coleridge's expression, "The
Savior finds me." And it is this finding power of

Christ that has transformed the islands and the con-

tinents wherever his missionaries have gone and his

church has run her normal course in the history of any
people.

The following beautiful incident may serve in fur-

ther illustration of the theme: On Christmas day
in the year 1800 William Carey baptized in the Ganges
his first convert, Krishna Pal. This man, turned from
the devil worship of India, celebrated his joy in the

Savior by the composition of a sweet little Christo-

logical poem, the first stanza of which is this

:

"O thou, my soul, forget no more
The Friend who all thy misery bore

;

Let every idol be forgot.

But, O my soul, forget him not."

Another and a very clear indication of the Christo-
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logical tendency of missions is the use they make of the

Bible. In a previous essay we sought to show that

the Bible is distinctively Christological, and that it is

entirely innocent of our denominational names and
doctrines, and of our sectarian isms. If this is true

it must follow that the use of the Bible in all Protest-

ant mission fields must tend to eliminate doctrines that

are foreign to it, and to fix the minds of missionaries

and their native converts more and more upon the

Christ, who fills its pages from first to last.

No other movement in the world's history has done
so much to make the Bible a universal power among
men as modern missions. The translation of the Bible

into the tongues of their various peoples has been
among the first and most beneficent works of our great

foreign missionaries. The impetus they have thus

given to the publication and circulation of it is all but

incredible. In the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury the Bible existed in fewer than fifty of the tongues
of earth ; now more than 400 languages are bear-

ing its message to ninety per cent of the people of all

the earth. Above 6,000,000 copies, more than were
in. the world at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury, are printed and distributed annually. This ma-
jestic enterprise of translation and distribution, to-

gether with the work of teachers and preachers in

many lands, must tend mightily toward a consensus of

thought about Christ, and a common, world-wide
loyalty to him.

A last reflection. The very effort on the part of

Christians to do simply what Christ commanded must
have Christological effects. When his disciples do
really go and teach all nations, such going must be a
world-wide Christological movement, for the reason
that his disciples have nothing to teach but Christ him-
self and what he taught. When he is presented as he
presented himself, and when the Father is presented
as revealed in him, and when repentance and forgive-

ness and baptism and life and death and resurrection

and heaven are all made known after the fashion of

his own teaching of them, then his commission has
its perfect work in the world. And all the content of

the commission is Christological. Read it anew and
see if there is anything in it other than Christ himself
and what he taught. Behold him in the giving of it

!

He stands among his disciples with uplifted, pierced
hands, saying, "All authority in heaven and on earth

is given to me
;
go ye therefore and teach all nations^

baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the

Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe
all things whatsoever I have commanded you." This
is our warrant, given by Christ, for the teaching of

Christ far as the race ot man is found.

The church of the last century began to see it so,

and' to the church of the century at hand there will

surely come the full revelation of it, and with that

a mighty Christological work, such as in kind has not
been seen since the days of Peter and Paul, and in

extent—never.

Columbia, Mo.

But let it not be forgotten that much as money is

needed, it is not the greatest need. Money may fur-

nish the machinery, but it cannot furnish the power to

drive it. What boots it if we have the best equip-
ment, the most complete organization, the fullest treas-

ury, and have not spiritual power? The gift of the

hand will count for little if it be not accompanied
with the prayer of the heart. "Not by might nor by
power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts."

"SACRED MUSIC"
HyMJV TX/SfES? AVAILABLE AT THE

T'RBSEJSfT VA.y,

PROF. CHARLES C. CLEMENS.

F great interest today is the question, What

Okind of an heritage have we from the vari-

ous early publications and others from dif-

ferent European sources? What is there

available in hymnody at the present day
for use in divine worship?

Let us take firstly those tunes written

somewhat in the spirit of the German
choral. In these we have one note for

every syllable—strong, dignified and in

every way forceful. The German choral

and tunes of a similar syllabic order might well be

heard oftener in our churches. There is, for example,

the majestic choral, "Now thank we all our God." Of
the same syllabic type, but not usually written in the

form of a choral, is the old tune "St. Anne's." Tunes
of this type are a glorious means of a somewhat sturdy

emotional expression—dignified, almost statuesque, in

its aspect.

But we do not want to be always having those sledge-

hammer blows of the mighty choral ; and next, we
have tunes in which occasional syllables are sung to

two notes, giving greater fluency. Some of these are

almost as stately as the tunes of the choral type, but
there is with them a sense of movement and ease which
is very acceptable.

Then we have the type of tune that is more florid,

where it is the rule rather than an exception to have
two notes to a syllable, and sometimes even more.

This was carried to great excess in earlier days and
the style has been very widely modified.

A type of tune of which very few specimens survive

at this day is that known as the Fuguing tune. Here
a portion of the last line of a verse is first taken by one
part, then another, then another, and finally all repeat

the line together. This gave opportunity for the fre-

quent exercise of some especial skill on the part of

the singer, a privilege which was highly prized. I

cannot find that many of these tunes are included in

present-day hymnals, but I have a feeling that a few
more might profitably survive. Possibly the excess to

which this style was carried and the occasional vain-

glorious way in which the tunes were sung, led to a

reaction.

When the sense of the repeated portion of the

line was complete in itself, and especially when the

repetition led on to an important central thought, the

effect was not only good but positively impressive,

provided the music was of a dignified order. Unfor-
tunately, this was not always by any means the case.

In fact, this style of tune is remembered mostly owing
to its laughable situations than for any other reason.

To illustrate this it is only necessary to quote "And
love thee bet—and love thee bet—and love thee better

than before." Or, "Oh, for a man—oh, for a man

—

oh, for a mansion in the skies." Here the sense is not

only spoiled, but a double meaning is given that is very

undignified.

Of this kind two tunes are quite familiar to congre-

gations of the present day. Miles Lane is one. Here
we have the last line, "Crown him—crown him

—

crown him—crown him. Lord of all." The other is

the "Adeste Fideles." with the refrain. "O come, let
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us adore him—O come, let us adore him. Christ the

Lord." This is impressive.

Then there are the modern tunes, mostly of the

fluent order, but practically covering every variety and
type. In these we have much that is good and some
that is weak and poor. The compilation of a hymnal
for the people is one of the most difficult of enterprises.

There is the important question of association. We
are too grateful to the old tunes to let them go need-

lessly. If an old tune has its good points, let the little

ones learn it and carry on the tradition. If a tune is

simply old without any other qualification, away with

it. Because it was the only thing available for our
grandfathers, it does not follow that it is the best thing

for our children. This is a restless age and the de-

mand for new things is sometimes bewildering, but

if some composers and compilers insist on giving us

a grade of music only suitable to a low state of musical

development, we are not compelled to sing it.

A good hymn tune, whether ancient or modern, will

have clearly marked rhythm both in melody and har-

mony. Well-marked rhythm in melody will explain itself,

but a decisive harmonic movement is equally important
for congregational purposes. This is illustrated in the

very simplest way in the first lines of "My faith looks

up to thee." There are two printed arrangements of

the harmony of these lines—one where the harmony is

stationary for two whole measures, and the other

where the harmony makes an effective change at the

commencement of the second measure. I do not know
which the composer intended, but there is no com-
parison between the two in effectiveness. The ar-

rangement with the change in harmony is strong and
vigorous, and with the other weak and feeble. An
organist cannot control a congregation unless there be
good harmonic movement.

If a congregation is singing a tune of the choral

type—one syllable to each note—then a sense of

solidity and even slowness may well be encouraged.
But this is not the right way to sing tunes of the other
type and here, while there should always be a certain

stateliness, there should also be a feeling cultivated of
movement and fluency. The congregation should be
taught to feel and appreciate this. What is more
dreary than the slow slurring of many congregations
in those tunes which should be of the fluent order?

I am sure .it would be of great value if congre-
gational rehearsals were more frequently held—the

congregation should be rehearsed occasionally, much
in the same manner as the choir is rehearsed. The
chief musical weakness of the congregation lies in the
attack. As we frequently hear it, the organist plays
over the tune, then holds the first soprano note a more
or less definite time and then begins the tempo of
the hymn, the congregation coming in gradually as
they gain confidence. This process is generally re-

peated at each verse. This is certainly not ideal. I

recently heard a hymn sung in a church not far from
Cleveland. The tune was a good one, and the con-
cluding portion of the third verse was sung with
much expression. The beginning of the fourth verse
was the crowning point of the hymn, and had it been
attacked with vigor the effect would have been elec-

trifying, but the point was lost owing to the hesitancy
and lack of unanimity at the beginning of the verse.

The playing over of the hymn tune is merely a pre-
lude, and its purpose is two-fold. It indicates the
tune and the tempo in which the tune is to be sung.
Let there be always a definite duration between the end
of the prelude and the beginning of the hymn—say

two beats—and let the choir and congregation under-
stand this and be constantly on the alert. If this is

understood and rehearsed it will be just as effective

for purposes of attack as if we had a conductor, and
perhaps more so. The expression of a preference does
not imply a condemnation of those who prefer other-

wise, but personally I dislike the use of a baton in a

church service. An intelligent understanding between
organist, choir and congregation is of greater value

than the baton, and this can best be promoted by the

occasional congregational rehearsal. A minister is

naturally anxious that the congregation should sing
heartily and is almost unconsciously tempted to use
a limited selection of well-known tunes and to hesitate

to introduce new ones. To my knowledge this often

results in the neglect of some of the finest tunes in

the hymnal. The learning of new tunes and chants
and the relearning of familiar tunes with fine attack

and without dragging might be made useful features

of the congregational rehearsal.

Chanting.

I sometimes wonder why chanting is so rarely done
in the churches of the different denominations. I am
convinced that if ministers and organists could see

what an important resource they might have in chant-
ing, we should have it oftener than we do. Chanting
is undoubtedly a little difficult at the outset, especially

to those who have not been accustomed to hearing
chanting regularly, and many choirmasters feel that

the time spent in rehearsal of chanting could be more
profitably applied in some other direction. This would
be assuredly true at times, but I think we may some-
times look a little further ahead. A choir and con-
gregation who can chant well will have a greater flu-

ency in singing the more ordinary music. Use only
a few psalms at first and sing them often, and let choir
and congregation always sing from pointed words,
and when a little familiarity has been attained, both
choir and congregation will have an added pleasure
and inspiration. I do not mean that psalms should
never be used unless they can be sung—not by any
means—but I feel there might reasonably be a more
definite place in public worship for the chanted psalm.
I often have the feeling that when a congregation is

reading a psalm that it is, as it were, being read at

sight. When a psalm is fluently sung it represents
something more than this—it has of necessity had
study and attention, and its utterance becomes a more
intensely personal equation. That it is possible for

a congregation to acquire this I know, but at the same
time I also know its initial difficulties, and I do not
wish to assert that it can always be successfully done.
If it is to be attempted, above all things let the choir-
master have a very clear idea of the effect he desires
to produce, and it will be helpful if he train a small
body of voices first, so that the congregation may hear
a pattern before they commence to sing. I hope it

may be of interest to relate one little experience con-
nected with a first attempt in congregational chant-
ing.

In a Congregational church in England the minister
decided to try if the congregation would not like oc-
casionally to chant a psalm. A very short psalm was
selected—the twenty-third

—"The Lord is my Shep-
herd, I shall not want." A sufficient number of cards
were printed with the words of the psalm pointed for
chanting and the music of the chant clearly printed
above. The choir first rehearsed it at one of their re-

hearsals and the following Sunday evening the min-
ister talked a little about chanting- and invited those
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of the congregation who would like to do so to remain
for a short rehearsal. Almost everybody accepted the

invitation. The detail of the rehearsal had been care-

fully planned in advance so as to combine economy of

time with efficiency. The organist played over the

chant, then the whole choir sang the treble part of the

chant in unison, humming the notes without using the

words, then the congregation were invited to do. ex-

actly the same with the choir, and this was repeated

two or three times, the organ playing the complete

harmony as a general support. Then the choir sang
the first two verses of the psalm, the congregation

watching the pointed words on their cards, then the

congregation sang these verses with the choir, and
so on with the other verses until the whole psalm had
been rehearsed. At the next rehearsal those of the

congregation who were capable of singing the parts

forming the harmony were invited to sing over the

bass, tenor or alto parts, as the case might be, with the

choir. On the third Sunday the psalm was sung in

the service and was sufficiently inspiring to induce the

congregation to express a desire to learn more. This

work, as I understand, has been carried on successfully

ever since, and the chanting of the psalms has now
become as much a part of the regular service in that

church as the singing of hymns. There is something
in the quiet chanting of a contemplative psalm that is

almost unique. There is no great energy of accent,

just enough rhythmic force to keep the musical struc-

ture moving together, producing a musical atmosphere
which is delightful to those accustomed to it.

Cleveland, Ohio.

EVROVEAft LETTER.
QUINCY L. DOWD.

(Continued from last week.)

Travel abroad should be purposeful as well as pleas-

urable, and to what better purpose could a week be

spent than in visiting Prague, Bohemia? The town
itself is one of the most interesting in Europe, both

historically and for its remaining medieval appear-

ance and customs. Let any one read "The Witch of

Prague," by Marion Crawford, and then judge wheth-
er there is not abundant local color and charm to draw
a person hither. But none of these things had the

drawing power equal to one other fact, viz., that in

Prague is centered a new, strong evangelical work of

the nature of that originated by John Huss five cen-

turies ago, then only to be stamped out and crushed

by the all-powerful Papacy and hierarchy. Just
twenty-nine years ago the Rev. Drs. E. A. Adams and
A. W. Clark, then neighboring pastors in Connecticut,

were sent out by the American Board on a Gospel
mission to the peoples of Bohemia. The story is a

thrillingly heroic one of their wise, patient efforts to

gain the least sufferance or concession from a bitterly

hostile government and church. Even more heart-

moving is the account of their steady success and
growth in the face of that overwhelming opposition.

In Prague alone to-day are three effective churches

having crowded congregations largely made up still of

those who are nominally Catholics, either dissatisfied

with what their priests are or desirous to know what
there is in the new preaching of Christ and his grace

to men. Besides, there are three flourishing Young
Men's Christian Associations and as many temperance
bands, also a home or retreat for the rescue or pro-

tection of young girls, since corruption is fearfully

rife in this city. About eighteen years ago Dr. Adams
retired from this Prague field, and took up a like

work among the Bohemians of Chicago. Recently
Rev. John S. Porter has resumed service in co-opera-
tion with Dr. Clark. Already their operations have
extended out to many important places throughout:
Austria. The Gospel work in Vienna among the 150,-

000 Bohemians there, as well as for the German popu-
lation, bids fair to assume even larger proportions

and to show more rapid growth than in Prague and
other parts of Bohemia. As in all other mission

fields the need of helpers and of financial support far-

exceeds all that the funds provided can meet. Can
it be that Christian people in America know and real-

ize that just now over wide districts of Austria there

is a remarkable agitation on foot, whose rallying cry

is, "Away from Rome!" in other words, "Independ-
ence, freedom from the galling bondage and repres-

sion so long endured under papal dominion." True„
it is now largely a patriotic and political sentiment,

not so much due to intelligent religious conviction.

But it means a vast opportunity, a restlessness and a,

seeking for the real good such as signalized the Re-
formation period of Euther's day, and that earlier-

blaze of light when Huss and Jerome held up the
grace of God. It would be a pitiful failure in Chris-

tian faith just now to withhold from these modern
apostles to Bohemia that full, generous support their

cause deserves, for right there on their battle front is

the strategic frontier of Christendom at present.

On coming into Switzerland, the small neutral spot

of our warring world, one takes a long breath of free-

dom. Here, if anywhere, the truce of God is a real-

ity. People can come hither to adjust all their knotty

relations unmolested, marriage included. It is glori-

ous autumn, too. The season of recent heavy rains

has ended. The tourist army has nearly melted

away. October, with its many-tinted hues on gardens
and woods, its abounding fruit and nut harvest, its brac-

ing out-of-door life, its busy work getting ready for

the shut-in winter, belongs to the few stragglers who
wait for this aftermath of pleasure and mountaineer-
ing. Luzern is the focus of about all the going and
coming, probably 300,000 visitors each summer pass-

ing this way. Fortunately the weather still admits of

excursions to the tops of Rigi Kulm and Pilatus. For
a few days past the sunshine has made the air on these

summits even balmy. What could be more invigorat-

ing than a half day spent on Rigi viewing the snow
range panorama followed by a two and a half hours'

walk down to Weggis on the lake ! The enjoyment
also of a cycle ride along the shore of the Vierwald-
statter See, through Kreuz to Kiissnacht. thence

across the narrow strip of land to Immensee, on Lake
Zug, following its shore up to Arth is quite as highly

keyed up as any climb can be. Along the roadside

men and women were gathering the phenomenal crop

of pears from trees as large as a good-sized elm. Very
long ladders are a necessity for this work. This whole
valley shows itself remarkably rich, in fact reeks with

2,000 years of dairying and intensive cultivation.

While stopping to look at the tiny hill-top shrine called

Tell's Chapel, scene of one of that doughty patriot's

mythical exploits, a look down into a field revealed

a real fight of fisticuffs going on between two Swiss
lads, their brave mates standing up in the road some-
what aloof to see that the combatants had an equal

chance and no favor. The rough, and tumble was
soon over ; then all got into a cluster to argue the

merits of the result. In this same vicinity is an im-
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mense Catholic mission house, to which a large addi-

tion is being made, another evidence that this historic

church is still to be reckoned with as having a mission

among men, probably to the end of time. The ride on

to Arth, sometimes within a dozen feet of the green

waters of Lake Zug, with the long, frowning, rocky

face of Rigi Kulm casting its dark shadow across the

way, the road bordered by the picturesque chalets,

rather too fragrant of their long use for animal iife of

many domesticated kinds, ending with a visit to the

interior of the parish church in Arth, made up a half-

day of wheeling far beyond any mortal's deserts. A
reviving pot of tea with bread and blackberrry pre-

serves served in the low-ceiled refreshment room of

Hotel du Rigi put one into metal for the late spin

back to Luzern.
Yesterday, in company with an English doctor from

Shrewsbury, the climb up to the top of Pilatus was
made in the forenoon from the little village of Her-
giswyl. Prof. George H. Gilbert had written urging

a look from this height on his account. Never was a

friendly request obeyed better repaid. That splendid

broadside of the highest Alps with their many mighty
glaciers fronting this point of view from Glamisch
on the east to the Monk and Jungfrau peaks, all loom-

ing up at times clear and free, then surrounded by a

surging sea of white mottled with dark clouds, was
a sight worthy of the heavenly host. But having the

reader in mind one does well to consider what Mark
Twain said when doing the sights at Terusalem, "One
can gorge sights to repletion as well as sweetmeats."

LETTERS TO THE
LOVE*R.

-BOOK.

"B1SHOV H. C. C MOX/LE.
My Dear Friend: Last week I said something about

the work of the late Bishop Westcott. I wish this

week to recall a few facts concerning the man who
has been appointed his successor as Bishop of Dur-
ham. Probably no appointment in recent years in

the English church has given such wide satisfaction

as this. Lord Salisbury has been suspected of some-
thing more than sympathy with the High Church
party, and during the earlier portion of his period

of responsibility his appointments seemed in har-

mony with that suspicion. Several of his more re-

cent nominations of bishops and other dignitaries

have suggested that either his breadth of mind has
been increased or other influences are at work com-
pelling him to recognize the claims of other sections

of the Established Church of England.
Dr. Moule has been for some years recognized as

the leader of the Evangelical party. He has inherited

the strong Low Church traditions of Cambridge, and
has given them, it is not too much to say, a new pow-
er and a new glory in English life. With that fer-

vent devotion to the fundamental features of evan-
gelical theology he combines great breadth and ac-

curacy of scholarship and a sensitive insight into hu-
man nature. From the year 1881 and until 1899 he
was principal of Ridley Hall, which he made famous
as a training school for Anglican clergymen at Cam-
bridge. So powerful was the influence which he
exerted over men that those who had studied under
him became objects of envy amongst their brethren
throughout the country. While his book on "The
Outlines of Christian Doctrine" shows the thorough-
ness with which he has studied all sides of the evan-

gelical system, the sympathetic reader of his other

works will discover easily that three of these doctrines

have exercised a special fascination for the mind of

Dr. Moule. These are : The union with Christ ; atone-

ment through his death; and the possession of the

Holy Spirit by those who are in union with him on

the ground of his death by personal faith. It is an

important feature of Dr Moule's teaching that these

doctrines are no less matters of experience than of

theory ; and no less Christian doctrines to be studied,

described, defended, and preached than they are deep

spiritual experiences to be passionately desired,

wrestled for and triumphantly possessed.

The great power with which Dr. Moule sees life as

doctrine and doctrine as life gives to his expositions

of evangelical truth what I must describe as their su-

preme quality, namely, their penetrating force. In a

style made exquisite by long and ripe culture, he so

sets forth these truths as to make them speak directly

to the conscience and the heart of his student reader.

All of these doctrines have received at his hands sim-

ple and yet fervent treatment in a series of little books,

which are much read as aids to devotional life. Among
these I will name : "Union with Christ," "Secret

Prayer" and "In Christ, for Christ." Dr. Moule has

also published a work on the Spirit which he has en-

titled "Veni Creator," where his true strength hardly

appears, although the subject is one which, as other

works show, he has made his own. The best studies

which he has given to us on this profound and most
vital subject are to be found in his commentaries on
Romans and Ephesians, and, above all, in the volume
on Romans, which he contributed to the Expositor's

Bible. Here, as it seems to me, Dr. Moule appears

at his strongest and ripest. This epistle is ever the

dearest to evangelical Christians, and into its depths

Dr. Moule has plunged with whole-hearted delight

;

and the spoils he has brought to shore and spread out
for us are rich indeed. No one can read this consecu-
tive exposition without being moved to a deeper ap-
prehension of the true nature of Christian experience

and without being made to feel that in the life of faith

towards Jesus Christ there are possibilities he has
hardly measured and joys he has hardly tasted. Early
this year Dr. Moule published a volume of sermons
entitled "The Old Gospel for the New World," of

which I shall not attempt a review at present.

It is worthy of remark that Dr. Moule has for a
long time been recognized as one of the leaders of
what is known as the Keswick Movement. He and
one or two other men are mainly responsible for the
wonderful history associated with that name. They
have saved it from the dangerous vagaries into which
lesser men would undoubtedly have led it, and thev
have given to it a dignity and power which makes it

unique among recent developments of the Christian
spirit in Great Britain.

I understand that Dr. Moule has in hand a work of
utmost importance to the religious and theological
world. I trust that his elevation to the great See of
Durham will not be allowed by him to interrupt that
wider service of the Church of Christ to which he has
beyond doubt been called and which, as it seems to
many of us, must have a prior claim upon his energies.

I am, yours faithfully,

A Bookman.

We may have the form of godliness without the
power; but it is impossible to have the power without
the form.

—

Edward Payson.
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THE PAHTIftG OF THE WA^S.
BY DAVID LYALL.

HE Rev. Gavin Hamilton sat before his

T study table on a May morning, and his

face betrayed some sadness and perplexity,

and he evidently found it difficult to fix

his attention on his morning's work. It

may be that the views from the bay win-

dow commanding the noble expanse of the

Firth of Tay allured him more than was
common ; at least, his eyes never roamed
from it, but his thoughts were far away.

He was a man in the youthful prime of

life, and he had a goodly presence and a face disposed

to win trust and approbation. The only sign of weak-
ness, perhaps, lay in the mouth, which was soft and
mobile as a woman's. Yet the jaw had a massive
squareness which betokened a man's strength of mind
and will. It was a Friday morning, and his work for

the following Sunday was sadly in arrears. He had
but recently come to the flourishing seaside resort of

Lowden Bay, and had not yet been tempted to give to

his work anything but his best. But a mind dis-

tracted by personal concerns is difficult to give to

abstract ideas. Finally he gave up, and taking a letter

from his pocket, read it through for the fourth or fifth

time that morning. Its perusal was disturbed by his

housekeeper's knock at the door.

"If you please, sir, that's trie page laddie from
Blyth House, and Miss Blyth would be much obliged if

you would go up this morning. The laird is waur,
and is askin' to see you."

"Very well, Mrs. Kippen ; tell the lad I'll be up
within an hour," he answered, and there was a curious

look on his face as he refolded the letter and returned

it to his pocket-book. Then he shut up his desk and
began to put on his boots. He was inwardly glad of

the diversion, only it seemed strange that it should

come from the very quarter which had been in his

thoughts.

"It may help me to a decision," he said to himself,

adding, with a sigh, "And yet, after all, there can only

be one decision ; none know it better than I."

The road to Blyth House led him pleasantly by the

seashore, and he entered the grounds by a small wick-
et-gate, opening directly on the rough bents which
skirted the shore. It was only a small property, and
though Mr. Blyth was called the laird, it was a mere
courtesy title. He was simply a wealthy Creetown
merchant, who had built himself a goodly dwelling-
place near the village of his youth, and who, by rea-

son of his good deeds and kindly disposition, was
much beloved therein.

It was a beautiful house, planned with artistic taste

and skill, set like a gem in its pleasant woods near the
ripple of a wimpling burn, which poured its waters
into a miniature loch in the park. Hamilton looked
round him with a passing sigh of envy. Here, surely,

life might flow peacefully in its appointed groove. But
here also hearts could ache and disappointments lurk,

it being ordered that we shall have no continuing city

or abiding-place. The servant who admitted him—

a

middle-aged butler of sober, respectable appearance

—

bore traces of agitation and distress on his face.

"Your master is not worse, I hope, Bennet," said
the minister, as he gave him good morning. The man
only shook his head, making no attempt to speak.
"The doctor's just been, sir," he said, finding his

voice as they ascended the wide, richly-carpeted stairs.

"He says it's but a question of days—maybe hours."

He opened wide the door of the sick-chamber, and
having shown the minister in, at once withdrew. .A
professional nurse by the bedside stepped back as

Hamilton advanced, and the patient welcomed him
warmly. To Hamilton's untrained eye there was noth-

ing alarming in his appearance, though the face was
certainly haggard and worn ; but it had looked so for

many weeks, since the dread disease which baffles

medical skill had obtained the mastery, and set the

limit to his days.

"You have lost no time, my friend," said the mer-
chant, in a calm, clear voice. "You can go into the
next room, nurse, within call. I want a private word
with Mr. Hamilton."
The nurse withdrew. Hamilton took a chair by the

bedside, and for a moment laid his strong young hand
with tenderness on the wasted fingers lying outside
the white bed-cover. For this man had been a pillar

of strength, an abiding friend to him in the first try-
ing days of his ministry in the place, aiding him by
his counsel, guiding him by his wisdom and, above all,

by the ripeness of his spiritual experience, keeping
him ever in the upward way. And Hamilton, having
no father of his own, and a heart gratefully respon-
sive to the smallest kindness, now felt to him as a son.
For the moment the poignancy of a personal anguish,.

born of the knowledge that soon he would be bereft >

shut out all else.

"I am a good deal worse. Baxter admitted it this

morning, Gavin, and so long as I am suffering less,

and have a clear mind I want to speak to you about
Kirsteen."

The minister started, and in the shadow of the cur-
tain the red dyed his cheek.

"You have not seen her this morning? Poor child,.

she was up with me the greater part of the night, and
has gone to rest now, I daresay. My greatest con-
cern—nay, my only one, as you may easily believe

—

is leaving my one ewe lamb alone in the world."

"She will not be alone ; she has troops of friends,""
said Hamilton, and his voice was thick in his ^throat.

The dying man smiled, but drearily. "She wants,
more than friends ; she wants one strong arm to lean

.

on. Perhaps you can guess what I mean. You know
how dear every hair of her head is to me—what she
has been, and is, and will be all her days, in whatever •

home she is placed. Yet I would give her to you,
Gavin. I could die happy if I knew you would be
man and wife."

Hamilton rose to his feet, and the veins stood out -

on his brow, and his hands clenched themselves at

his side.

"You know what she is. She needs no praise from •

gentle or simple. There are few like her: and I

believe she could pick where she chose. But my heart
cleaves to you, lad, as if you were my own son. I

have proved you in the last year, and I know what you
are. And I say I would rather give her to you than
to any man. poor in this world though you be, and I

believe the bairn is of one mind with me."
Hamilton turned away, so that his face might not

be seen. It was almost more than he could bear

—

the joy and the pain of it. and the terrible ordeal
'

through which his soul must pass to victory.
"Well, what do you say? You are taken by sur-

prise ; but at your age it ought to be a pleasant sur-
prise. I have watched you close, you and her together,
in the last weeks, and I have hoped that perhaps the j
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thing might come about without any word from me.

Look round, and tell me what is in your heart, and if

it should be that it does not move you this way, I

know you will forget what I have said. For you have

that tenderness to womankind which the Lord taught

us in his own life, but which we so often forget in our

dealings with them."

"Mr. Blyth, I love Kirsteen as my own soul. God
bless you for your faith in me. Will you give me till

tomorrow to think it over—not an hour longer?"

"Certainly; there needna be that haste." said the

merchant, and immediately began to speak of some-

thing else. Within an hour the minister left the house,

and he only called in at the Manse to tell his house-

keeper he was going to Glasgow by the midday train,

and would not return until very late at night. Three
o'clock of the afternoon beheld him seeking admittance

at a handsome house in one of the western terraces,

where abode one of the spiritual leaders and teachers

of men, a man of God, whose name was revered

through the length and breadth of Scotland, and be-

yond it among those who concern themselves with

spiritual things. To this man it had been Hamilton's

privilege to be assistant for two years, before his call

to work in Lowden Bay. He was fortunate ; he re-

membered, as he waited admittance, this was one of

the afternoons he was at home in his studv from two
o'clock until four to all who might wish to see him.

He was still more fortunate in finding him at home
and disengaged, and the warmth of his welcome filled

his heart with joy.

"Curiously enough, I was speaking of you to my
wife at lunch, and saying we should meet you at the

Aberdeen Conference next week. Well, and how are

you getting on ? We hear glowing accounts from
various sources. But it is always satisfactory to have
firsthand accounts."

"I'm getting on all right in my work, sir, but I'm in

personal trouble, and I've come to you for advice,"

said Hamilton, and forthwith told his old chief the

experience of the morning.
"Well, to an unattached person like yourself, it is

a great temptation, and the father's trust in you is a
precious thing. Where, then, does the trouble

come in?"

"I am pledged to some one else."

"Tell me all about it ; it will be better for you ; I

see your heart is burdened," said the elder man, with
that peculiar touch of sympathy which set him apart
from men of commoner clay. "And remember that

there is nothing a man need really fear in this world
except dishonor."

"It was when I was a student." began Hamilton,
not shamefacedly, but with the honest courage of a
man who wishes and means to do right. "She was
the daughter of the house where I lodged."
The old minister nodded understandingly, but said

nothing. He could have groaned aloud. It was so
common a story, the basis of many a disappointed life

and many a fruitless ministry. Often he had said
that it would be better for the young men to be gath-
ered together during their student days in a common
hostel where they were free from the temptations of
sex.

"They were very kind to me. I was a lonely coun-
try lad—perhaps more susceptible to kindness than
most. And I admired her from the first moment I

saw her, an admiration which increased when I saw
her unselfishness and devotion to her mother. She
was engaged all day at a millinery establishment in

the city, but she was up every morning by six o'clock,

helping with the housework."
"And so you felt as most men feel at some period of

their lives, that you were the knight to relieve the

damsel in distress?" said the old man, with the gen-

tlest touch of irony, which left no sting. "In other

words, you'asked her to be the mistress of the Manse
when it should be yours. Am I right?"

"Yes," answered Hamilton, with a sigh. "And until

I went to Lowden Bay the thought filled me with

happiness."

"And now?"
"Now I know that of the real love of life I had no

idea. I could lay down my life for the woman of

whom I told you first. Tell me what to do?"
The old man rose, and with his thumbs in the arm-

pits of his coats, took three contemplative strides across

the floor.

"I am not surprised at what you have told me, Gavin.

I could wish it a less common story. What' does your
conscience bid you do?"
"My conscience bids me marry the woman who has

been faithful to me for seven long years. She is alone

now. Her mother died five months ago."

"It was a pity you did not take her to Lowden at

the beginning. Why did not you ?"

Hamilton shook his head.

"I don't know. I had some idea of getting settled

first. She has been very patient, never questioning

any decision of mine. In some respects she is far too

good for me."
The old man paused by the desk, and looked

straightly into his young colleague's face. He was
-old, but the understanding of youth had not departed
from him, and he could follow the workings of Ham-
ilton's mind as if it had been an open book. He knew
what war the natural man was waging there, and how
youth and beauty and wealth were luring him from
the way of honor.

"I have seen, as you have doubtless seen also, many
ill-assorted marriages, among our brethren, arising

out of circumstances somewhat similar. The one
partner grows mentally, the other stands still, and
there is not between them that unity which alone
makes marriage the sacrament it ought to be. But
another thing have I seen also, a man go back on the
plighted word of his youth, and marry where he
thought it would be for his social and professional

advancement, and "

"Well," said Hamilton, and his tongue was dry in

his mouth.
"I have never seen blessing follow it ; nay, I have

such an one in my mind's eye now, whose marriage
has set the seal upon his spiritual death. I know
nothing of the two women of whom you have told

me, but this is what I say. Go to the woman who has
been faithful to you all these years Marry her with-
out delay, and if you faithfully do your duty by her,

God will do the rest."

About seven o'clock that evening a pale, slim girl,

with a somewhat weary look in her sweet face, came
out by the private door of a fashionable milliner's

establishment in the west end. When she saw and
recognized a tall, ministerial figure waiting on the
curb, the paleness and weariness left her face, and
she became beautiful, glorified by the halo cast by love.

"Oh, Gavin ! I was thinking of you as I came
downstairs, not dreaming you were so near ! Why are
you here to-day?
He drew her hand within his arm, and for a full
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minute did not speak. An unspeakable tenderness

overflowed in his heart, touched by a quick remorse.

"I am here to see you, Mary. I have been long

enough alone in Lowden Manse. Let us be married

quietly without any delay. It can be no disrespect to

your mother's memory now. She knew all about it,

and was not afraid of me. When will you come?"
Her hand trembled on his arm, and upon her face

there was a look impossible to describe.

"I am waiting, Mary," he said, quickly.

"If you are so anxious, I think I could come now.

But only this morning I was calculating that if I had
another winter at my music and French I should be

surprisingly proficient. I have worked very hard,

Gavin. I will never shame you, dear, in Lowden
Manse."
"My darling," he said, and the words were sincere

enough. Under his breath he added, "God forgive

me."
Before they parted that night everything was ar-

ranged, and their next meeting would be the final one
before their lives were joined.

Very late that night Gavin Hamilton alighted at

Lowden Bay station, and the porter touched his hat.

"The laird de'ed this afternoon, sir, quite sudden an'

peaceful in his sleep."

"So he need never know," said Hamilton to him-
self as he turned away. "I am spared one painful

task. God has been better to me than I deserve."

And in the years which followed that grateful ac-

knowledgment was often in his heart. His wife

sometimes wonders what quality it is in her husband's
love which makes it different from others, and why
his pride in her should be so high. And though she

has never found any answer to these wonderings, she

counts herself the most blessed among women.

—

The
British Weekly.

TLEASAJVT1UES.
Lazvyer—Have you ever seen the prisoner at the

bar? Witness—No, sir; but I have seen him many
times when I strongly suspected he had been at it.

—

Chicago News.

Sexton (to a divine, who has been spending his holi-

'days in the country, and who, on the sudden illness of

the village parson, volunteered to take the duties)—
A worse preacher would have done for us, sir, but we
couldn't sret one.

Absent-minded Professor—Delighted to meet you
again after so many years, miss.

Elderly Lady—No longer miss, professor—I am
married.

Professor—Married! Well, well, who would have
thought that?

Willie had swallowed a penny, and his mother was
in a state of much alarm. "Helen," she called to her

sister in the next room, "send for a doctor ; Willie

has swallowed a penny !" The terrified and frightened

boy looked up imploringly. "No, mamma," he inter-

posed, "send for the minister." "The minister?" asked
the mother, incredulously, "send for the minister?"

"Yes. Because papa says our minister can get money
out of anybody."

much," remarked the new boarder. "I love to ex-
plore the dark depths of the mysterious, to delve into

the regions of the unknown, to fathom the unfathon-
able, as it were, and to " "May I help you to some
of the hash, professor?" interrupted the landlady.

And the good woman never knew why the ether board-
ers smiled audibly.

—

Chicago News.

A little girl had sent back her plate for turkey two
or three times, and had been helped bountifully to all

the good things. Finally, she was observed looking
rather disconsolately at the unfinished part of her din-

ner. "What's the matter, Ethel?" asked Uncle John.
"You look so mournful." "That's just the matter,"
said Ethel. "I am mor'n full." And then she won-
dered why everybody laughed.

The virtues of a keen business man are often nega-
tive rather than positive. It is said that a great broker
once told his son that only two things were necessary
to make a great financier. "And what are those,

papa?" the son asked. "Honesty and sagacity." "But
what do you consider the mark of honesty to be?"
"Always to keep your word." "And the mark of

sagacity?" "Never to give your word."

Canon Wilberforce was giving a lesson on Jacob's
ladder and the angels in a village school. He then
invited any child present to ask a question. Where-
upon an ingenious lad asked how it was the angels
wanted a ladder when they had wings. The questioner
was a little nonplussed ; but, wanting to know what
was floating in the children's brains, he called up a
little chap and said, "Tommy, can you explain that?"
"I suppose," said the urchin, "cos they was a-moult-

Blomfield, Bishop of London, was once asked to

preside at a meeting of the debating society of a cer-

tain theological college, where the students were all

young men deadly in earnest. One of these gentlemen,
in the course of debate, with strong indignation evi-

dent in his voice, addressing the chair, inquired ora-

torically, "What, sir, would the Apostle Paul have
said could he have seen the life of luxury led by our
present race of prelates and church dignitaries, riding

about in their carriages and living in their palaces?
What, sir, I repeat, would he have said?" "I think,"

said the bishop, interrupting the speaker in a meek and
mild voice, "that he would have said, 'Things in the

Church must be looking up !'
"

"The study of the occult sciences interests me very

Abraham Lincoln said a great many wise things,

but perhaps he never gave better advice than at one
time to Secretary Stanton. Mr. Stanton, it seems,

was greatly vexed because an army officer had refused

to understand an order, or, at all events, had not

obeyed. "I believe I'll sit down," said Stanton, "and
give that man a piece of my mind." "Do so." said

Mr. Lincoln, "write it now while you have it on your
mind. Make it sharp ; cut him all up." Stanton did

not need another invitation. It was a bone-crusher

that he read to the president. "That's right," said

Abe, "that's a good one." "Who can I get to send it

by?" mused the secretary. "Send it?" replied Lincoln,

"send it ! Why, don't send it at all. Tear it up. You
have freed your mind on the subject, and that is all

that is necessary. Tear it up. You never want to send

such letters ; I never do !"
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OVR TVLTIT.
THE IJV'DES'T'R.X/CTIBLE ELEMENTS

IJV THE 'BI'BEE,

JAMES M. CAMPBELL, D. D.

"The sum of thy word is truth." Ps. 119, 160.

UCH of the criticism of today is destruc-

Mtive rather than constructive. It pulls

down instead of building up. The path of

the destructive critic is like the track of

the cyclone.

In olden time "a man was famous ac-

cording as he had lifted up axes upon thick

trees." Today a theologian has no surer

way to notoriety than to ply his axe upon
the cherished doctrines of the Christian

faith. The justification of the woodman
in his work of destruction is that he provides timber

for useful purposes. The iconlocastic critic ought to

be able to give a like justification fcr his work. If he

tears down the old, decaying edifice, and clears away
the rubbish of the centuries, it ought to be for the pur-

pose of finding foundation points for a new building.

Signs abound in earth and air and sky that the win-

ter time of destruction through which the Church has

been passing is at length giving way to a spring time

of reconstruction. Nor has the change come too soon.

In the present period cf transition, the truth which
stands in need of special emphasis is that there are

things in the revelation of God and his Word which
the flight of time can never change or destroy ; in

other words, that there are in the Bible indestructible

elements. Of what do these indestructible elements

consist ? We answer, they consist of the ethical and
the spiritual.

The Bihle contains and develops a system of tin-

changeable moral truth. There is at the heart of it an
ethical lore which is imperishable. Go back to the

Old Testament, and there you will find a code of laws
which is accepted as the standard of morality to-day.

The existence of such a moral code is a marvel when
we consider the state of the world when it was
written. How can its existence be explained, save on
the ground of supernatural illumination and revela-

tion?

It would be absurd to claim that all parts of the

Bible are of equal ethical value ; and it would be
equally absurd to claim that none of the teachings of

the Old Testament shock our moral sentiments. We
pity the man who could endorse the spirit 'of revenge
and cruelty which breathes in the words, "O daughter
of Babylon, who art to be destroyed, happy shall he be
that rewardeth thee as thou hast served us. Happy
shall he be that taketh and dasheth thy little ones
against the stones" (Psalm cxxxvii.). What a long
step there is between these words of revenge and the

words of forgiveness taught by the gentle Christ

:

"Love your enemies, do good to them that hate you,
bless them that curse you, pray for them that despite-

fnlly use you." Yet alongside these inhumane things,

which must be set down to the influence of a dark
and barbarous age, we find the revelation of a purer

morality than the world had yet known—a morality

which man unaided could.never have discovered. This
moral system was far beyond the people to whom it

was given. It presented to them an ideal which was
ever above them, an ideal which was a constant rebuke

to their carnal and sinful lives; an ideal by which they

were educated and molded ; an ideal which was to

them a pillar of fire, guiding them from the bondage
of sin into the liberty of holiness.

It is this moral element in the law which the Apostle

Paul says "hath dominion over a man as long as he
liveth." Whatever is moral is of everlasting obliga-

tion, it can never be annulled. Hence the decalogue
of Moses is reinforced by Christ : "Think not," says

the Master, "that I am come to destroy the law or the

prophets ; I am not come to destroy, but to fulfill."

The spiritual also is indestructible. Spiritual truth

is eternal truth ; it possesses something of the very life

of the Eternal God from whom it came. St. Peter

speaks of the incorruptible seed of the Word, by
which we are born again. The imperishable seed of

the Word is the living thought of the living God.
The Bible is not a last year's almanac. It is a message
coming to every age and to every soul, fresh from the

heart of God. "The Word of God is quick and power-
ful"—that is, living and powerful, and hence "sharper

than a two-edged sword." "The Bible," said Napo-
leon, "is more than a book, it is a living thing." And
because living it is life-giving; through it God's life

enters into human souls and makes them live.

All parts of the Bible, it is true, are not charged
with the same measure of spiritual power. One spirit

pervades the human body, but some parts of the body
have more vitality than others. The heart, for exam-
ple, has more vitality than the hands or feet—a man
can live without hands or feet, but he cannot live

without a heart. So, while the Holy Spirit pervades

the whole Bible, some parts possess more of his quick-

ening power than others. The living heart of the
Bible is the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The life of the

world is Jesus ; and the life of the Bible is Jesus. The
Bible is a supernatural revelation, which has Jesus
Christ for its sum and substance. As another has
beautifully said: "What a babe's clothes are when
the babe has slipped out of them into death, and the
mother's arms clasp only raiment, would be the Bible

if the Babe of Bethlehem and the truths of deep-
heartedness that clothed his life should slip out of it.

It is clear, therefore, that the spirit and not the

letter is the essential tiling in Scripture. "What is

the chaff to the wheat? saith the Lord." And yet it

is the chaff upon which so many feed ! Luther has
well said that in our study of God's Truth it ought
ever to be our aim to get through the shell to the

kernel ; through the bone to the marrow ; through
the letter to the spirit. "It is the Spirit that quicken-

eth" ; "The letter killeth, the Spirit giveth life."

Beware of all idolatry of the mere letter ! There is

a literalism that strangles the life of the Bible. The
Bible does not stand or fall by the infallibility of the

letter. The gold of truth is there, even if man has
mixed into it a few atoms of dross. The discovery of
a few verbal errors of transcribers and translators

does not remove the foundation of this divinely built

structure. It has firmer ground to stand upon than
the inerrancy of the letter. No good reason is there

why there should be any shrinkage, much less any
collapse of faith in God's Word. Let the winnowing
work of the literary critic be welcomed ; his is a prov-
idential mission. Of one thing we mav be assured.
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no cardinal truth of Scripture ever has been, or ever
can be, changed or destroyed. As England's foremost
statesman has said, our faith rests on "the impreg-
nable Rock of the Word of God."
The Bible is indeed a revelation of heavenly truth,

but it is a revelation of heavenly truth in human life

and history. God speaks to men in the language of

men. The thought is divine: the word is human.
God did not drop the Bible ready-made from heaven.

He employed a fallible agent, when he might have
employed an infallible instrument like the phonograph.
He committed the heavenly treasure of his truth to

the earthen vessels of human minds and human speech
for the evident purpose that the excellency of the

power might be seen to be of God and not of men.
When the skies are cleared, one result of the pres-

ent discussions touching the subject of inspiration

.will be the clear out-shining of the almost forgotten

truth that inspiration is a perpetual fact and experi-

ence ; that God keeps in unbroken connection with
man ; that no age has a monopoly of his Spirit ; that

the operations of his Spirit, instead of being confined

to apostles and prophets, are given to every man who
is willing to be divinely led and taught.

The final revelation of God to man is that which
is now being given to us by the Spirit. This is in ac-

cordance with the promise, "When he, the Spirit of

Truth is come, he shall guide you into all truth."

We are not to look for a new Bible, but we are to look
for new light from the old Bible ; we are not to look

for a new Christ, but we are to look for larger visions

of the Christ of the Gospels ; we may not hope for

something better than the Christianity of Christ, but
we are to hope for fresh interpretations and applica-

tions of Christianity to meet the peculiar conditions

and needs of the present age. The spiritual educa-
tion of the race is not yet ended. God has not grown
dumb. He that hath an ear let him hear what the

Spirit is now saying to the churches, and to the

world.

That the Bible should contain difficulties which
none of us can solve is nothing more than might have
been expected. There are difficulties in Nature and
Providence, and why not in the Bible? A book that

we could fathom with our little sounding-line of rea-

son would be something less than a divine book. But
what, meanwhile, are we to do with these difficulties?

Leave them alone, and take that which is evident and
clear. An old man once said : "Reading the Bible is

like eating a fish. When I find a difficulty I lay it

aside, and call it a bone. Why should I choke on
the bones when there is so much nutritious meat for

me?"
We must get to the meat—we must get to the

spiritual element in the Bible, that our hungry hearts

may feed upon that. It is the spiritual that satisfies,

it is the spiritual that saves. In the transmission of

his truth Christ seems to have been as careless of

the form as he was careful of the spirit. "The words
that I speak unto you," he says, "they are spirit and
they are life." Just as some men are more soul than
body, so the words of Christ are more spirit than
letter; they are bursting with life; the divine glory
is constantly breaking through them. There is not
only more light to come from them ; there is also

more life to come from them, "They are spirit and
they are life."

The knowledge of these spiritual truths does not
lie in grammar and lexicon ; they are spiritually dis-

cerned. To know them we must live into them. To

believe them we must prove them. We ought to

be able to say with Thomas Erskine, "I do not be-

lieve the things contained in the Bible because I know
it to be inspired; but I believe in its inspiration be-

cause I have proved the truth of the great things con-

tained in it."

The correspondence between the words of revela-

tion and our own experience is the best evidence that

the Bible is a divine book. Concerning a book out

of which God has spoken to our hearts ; concerning a

book which has brought to us a message of love and
hope; concerning a book which has solved our dark-

est problems and met our deepest needs, we do not

require to ask, Is it true? for we have the witness in

ourselves that it is to us a word from heaven.

With this evidence to stand upon, questions touch-

ing the incidental things of revelation can no longer

disturb our faith. What of it, if the chronological

order of the books of the Old Testament has to be

changed? What of it. if the Book of Genesis con-

tains much that is legendary and traditionary ? What
of it, if Moses did not write the Pentateuch? What
of it, if the Book of Jonah be an allegory and the

Book of Job a drama? What of it, if Balaam's ass

did not speak, or if Elisha's axe did not swim ? Our
faith in the Bible does not rest upon these things.

When we can get, from any source, a higher morality

than that which the Bible teaches ; when we can get

clearer light upon life and destiny than that which

the Bible affords ; when we can get a better Christ

than the one whom the Bible reveals, we will give the

old book up—but not before. Meanwhile, fighting

down all rising doubts and fears, let us hold on to this

precious book, which is the only revelation given to

man of "God manifest in flesh" ; the only satisfactory

guide to present duty; the only certain light shining

in this dark world, lighting up our path to the life

beyond, and cheering us through our midnight hours,

until the day dawns and the shadows flee away.

There are two ways of dealing with the evils in

the world which we justly deplore, and wish to abol-

ish ; one is to attack and try to break them down
forcibly ; the other to dissolve or exhale them by the

active presence of good. The former of these meth-

ods appears so much the most direct and obvious that

it generally gains the first place in our attention. We
see a wrong, and our impulse is to crush it ; we see

injustice, and we long to exterminate it; we observe

an unrighteous institution, and we desire to over-

throw it. The slower and less direct method of over-

coming evil with good, of substituting a better way
for that which is bad, of devoting the same energy

to building up that we would have given to the work
of tearing down, only obtains a gradual hold over us,

with time and experience.

In the physical world, it is true, we have learned

that this is the better method. Is our room filled

with foul air? We do not weary ourselves with

fruitless attempts to drive it out. we open our win-

dows and let in the pure air and the warm sunbeams
and presently the room is fresh and sweet again. So
disease in the human body was once thought to be

something tangible, that must be forcibly ejected from

the system by the most stringent measures. Now it

is regarded rather as an irregularity or defect of

function than a positive existence, and the wise physi-

cian applies himself to strengthen the vital powers,

and to enable the body to outgrow morbid tendencies

bv fullness of life.
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-BI*BLE SCHOOL.
THE -BOOK OF EJTODX/S'.

Lessonfor JVo-V. 10. 1901. Ex. 1.1-14.

Golden Tejct:—God Heard Their Groaning and God "Re-

membered Hij Co-Venant. Ejc. 2,;24-.

A CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S JVOGES OJS
UHE LEJTSTOJV.

ELIAS A. LONG.

HILE Genesis is a record of the Church as

Wj it existed in private families, Exodus gives

an account of the growth of the people of

God into a nation. Genesis appears in the

form of an orderly, historical narrative.

Exodus, together with the three books that

follow, are different in this regard. The
form of these is less simple ; there is a

blending of records which pertain ( i ) to

the establishment of a new and peculiar

system of religion; (2) to the delivery of

the civil and religious law; (3) to national history,

but in no well-defined order. Egyptian monuments
furnish striking proofs of the veracity of the sacred

narratives respecting the bondage in Egypt. The
moral lessons of Exodus are of far-reaching signifi-

cance. Referring to the experience of Israel in Egypt
and subsequently, it is distinctly stated by the apostle

Paul that "all these things happened unto them for

ensamples; and they are written for our admonition
upon whom the ends of the world are come." 1 Cor.

10: 11. Thus the Egyptian bondage and deliverance

vividly suggest the bondage to and deliverance from
sin. Luke 4: 18; Rom. 8: 15, 21 ; 2 Cor. 11 : 20; Gal.

2:4; 4: 3. Passing through the Red Sea fore-

shadows the passing into the newness of spiritual life.

1 Cor. 10: 1, 2. The manna of which the Israelites

ate (Ex. 16: 14, 15) and the rock from which they

drank (Ex. 17: 6) teach of Christ, the spiritual Bread
and the spiritual Rock. 1 Cor. 10: 3, 4. The pass-

over lamb was a type of the Lamb of God. John
1: 29; 1 Cor. 5: 7. The brazen serpent (Num.
21 : 9) foreshadowed the lifted Son of Man (John
3: 14, 15) and so forth, all to the end that we may
become wise unto salvation. 2 Tim. 3: 16, 17.

Setting of the Lesson.

Exodus means departure. The place of the lesson

was Goshen in Egypt. The sojourn in Egypt extends
from Jacob's descent to that land B. C. 1706 to the

exodus B. C. 1491, a period of two hundred and fif-

teen years. From Galatians 3: 17 it would appear
that "the four hundred and thirty-six years" (Gen.

13: 14; Ex. 12: 40) included the entire period from
the covenant call of Abraham out of Haran into

Canaan, "a strange country" (Heb. 11 : 9), to the giv-

ing of the law, which took place within a year after

the exodus.

V. 1-4. Family Roll. "Now these are the names." This
marks a connecting link with the preceding account in Gene-
sis. The design is to show the literal fulfillment of the prom-
ise to Abraham that his seed should be multiplied exceed-
ingly. Gen. 12: 2; 18: 18. * * * "Every man." The
heads of the families or clans only were given. * * *

"And his household came." That the households of the
patriarchs may have included many persons is shown by that
of Abraham's household in which there were at least three
hundred and eighteen servants who could bear arms. Gen.
14: 14. Again Isaac's camp consisted of "a great store of
servants," which made him mightier than some neighboring
kings. Gen. 26: 14, 16.

V. 5. Small Beginnings. "Were seventy souls." The
number is repeated from Gen. 46 : 8-26, where the names of

the persons are given. Jacob himself (Gen. 46: 27), his

sons, grandsons, his daughter Dinah, his granddaughter
Serah, a daughter of Asher, are there mentioned. Gen. 46

:

17. The number seventy made prominent at this crisis

was perpetuated in the seventy elders (Ex. 21 : 1 ; Num.
11: 16), and later in the seventy apostles. Luke 10: 1. The
twelve brethren (Gen. 42: 13) correspond with the twelve
chief apostles. Luke 9: 1. * * * "For Joseph was in

Egypt already." At first when the Hebrew shepherds had
a friend at court, their migration was attended by happy
results, but in time a distressing change came.

V. 6. "Dust Thou Art." "And Joseph died." This
fact is repeated to add completeness to the record. God
takes away the workman but carries on the work. Joseph
had saved many lives (Gen. 43: 8; 50: 20), but there came
a time when he must pass away. He died at the age of one
hundred and ten years. His burial place was Shechem. Ex.
13 : 19. * * * "And all his brethren." The briefest pos-
sible obituary of Jacob's sons. Little appears about them
apart from Joseph. * * * "And all that generation."

Including the Egyptians and Pharaoh. V. 8. The verse
forcibly shows that there is no escape from the law laid

down when sin entered the world. Gen. 2: 17; 3: 19. It is

a sober fact that within a few generations every one of the

millions in our land will have died.

V. 7. Unprecedented Increase. "And the children of

Israel were fruitful." God had variously promised Abra-
ham that he would make him a great nation and exceed-
ingly fruitful. Gen. 12 : 2 ; 17:6. Later it was specified

that this would take place in Egypt. Gen. 46: 3. This was
"the time of promise," which became historical. Acts 7: 17,

18; Ps. 105: 24. * * * "Increased abundantly." Swarmed
as fishes. The ordinary increase of families in Egypt, ac-

cording to historians, was remarkable, to which must be
added the fulfillment of God's special promise to Abraham.
* * * "And multiplied." All the expressions in this brief

statement are designed to emphasize the surprising increase
of this people from family to clan, to nation. * * *

"Waxed exceedingly mighty." They were strong in num-
bers, and being of hardy stock they collectively represented
great power. * * * "Land filled with them." The land

' of Goshen allotted to Jacob's family. The original number
that "multiplied" (V. 7) unto two million or more souls
that left Egypt (for warriors alone see Num. 1: 46), was
not merely the seventy named in V. 5, but "households"
(Gen. 45: 11) of herdsmen and retainers, probably num-
bering hundreds each and including men. women and children
(Gen. 46: 7), a total, likely, of two thousand or three thou-
sand persons. Deut. 10 : 22.

V. 8. Political Revolution. "There rose up a new king."
Not in the ordinary succession, but a king of a new dynasty.
It was about sixty years after the death of Joseph that
Egypt was convulsed by political revolution, in which the old
dynasty of the shepherd kings was overthrown and upper
and lower Egypt became one kingdom. The new king, it

is believed, was either Thotmes III. or Rameses II., the
Sesostris of Greek history, the dynasty being the 19th of
Egypt. In July, 1881, the actual body of this Ramesis II.,

known as the Pharaoh of the oppression, was discovered near
Thebes. The identity is unquestionable. The remains are
in the museum of Bulaq, near Cairo, Egypt. * * *

"Which knew not Joseph." As the butler, whom Joseph had
befriended, forgot his friend, so the new ruler, whose people
had been helped through years of famine, soon forgot the
nation's Savior. Forgetfulness easily becomes a great sin.

The object of the ordinance of the Lord's Supper is that we
may not forget the death of our Savior.

V. 9. Exciting Race Prejudices. "Behold." Investiga-
tion of this people and their amazing prolificacy on the part
of the king called forth great astonishment. So the word
"Behold" indicates. * * * "Children of Israel are more
and mightier than we." Egypt's experience with the Hyksos,
or Shepherd Kings, who, as invaders, had gained and held
the supremacy over that nation for many years, would set
the new king to strengthen himself as against these shep-
herds from Canaan.

V. 10. Exaggerated Alarm. "Deal wisely." Their pol-
icy must be shrewd, for the circumstances of the people's
increase were extraordinary. But the wisdom of this world
is foolishness with God. 1 Cor. 3 : 18-20. This was only
one of innumerable times that men "have taken crafty coun-
sel against God's counsel," only to fail. Ps. 83: 3, 4; Acts
12: 24; 23: 12; Phil. 1 : 12. * * * "Lest they join also
unto our enemies." Egypt's greatest enemies had always
been peoples to the east and north beyond Goshen, hence
approach would be from that direction. The danger was
greater because of the recent political revolution which
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marked the new king's incoming. But perhaps the true rea-

son was the desire for cheap, servile labor to build great

national works. * * * "'And get them up out of the

land." The policy decided upon was to retain this prolific

people as forced laborers for prospective, stupendous na-

tional works, instead of permitting them to unite their

strength with enemies and thus be lost to Egypt, while

weakening the nation.

V. ii. Cold-Blooded Measures. "Did set over them task-

masters." The Egyptians possibly at first imposed a ruinous

rent. The measure under the taskmasters was that of forced

labor for the king, not the reducing of them to slavery in

the ordinary sense of private ownership. Such was a com-
mon course with ancient rulers when carrying out their

ambitious ideas. Solomon resorted to it in a way that brought
discredit on his reign. Compare I Kings 5 : 13, 14 with

12: 11, 14. * * * "To afflict them with their burdens."

Tristram reveals the cruelty practiced when he says, "The
peasantry were ground down to the lowest state of degra-

dation compelled by the Kurbash, a weapon worse than the

whips of Solomon (1 Kings 12: 11), until recently abolished

by English occupation." The heartless expenditure of human
life on so great yet useless a work as the Egyptian pyramids,

although probably built earlier, show the small value placed

by that nation's rulers on men's lives and strength. As a

modern lecturer has said, "Up from the sands arise those

huge, blocks of stone, a testimony to the greatness of Pharaoh
and to the abundance and cheapness of human life. In the

quarries and on the roads, on the machinery and on the

walls, for a score of years toiled every day a hundred thousand
men, wageless, underfed, scourged, overworked, sick, dizzy,

exhausted, their only hospital the taskmaster's whip, which
stimulated into one last agonizing effort the exhausted mus-
cles of the used-up body." The ancient monuments picture

Egyptian severity, in the form of heavy burdens borne by
naked backs under . savage whips weilded by taskmasters.

But this servitude is a lively image of man's bondage to the

sins of intemperance and other vices * * * "And they

built for Pharaoh treasure cities." Store cities. R. V. They
were cities designed to strengthen the kingdom by means
of storing arms and provisions, necessary for troops and
caravans about to cross the desert. * * * "Pithom and
Rameses." These cities were located between the Nile and
the site of the present Suez canal at Ismailia. In 1883-84

Pithom was discovered about twelve miles west of Ismailia.

Here were found enormous ruins, the bricks of which bear
the inscription of Pi Turn (Pithom). Specimens of these

bricks can be found in some modern museums. Pithom was
the religious name. Its civil name was Succoth, the place,

according to Prof. Sayce, from which the Israelites started

on their march. Ex. 13 : 20. Rameses has not been found.

V. 12. Fruitless Opposition. "The more they af-

flicted them." They afflicted them, not alone by oppression,

but they ordered the male children to be killed. V. 16, 22.

* * * "The more they multiplied." The more God blessed

them in the way of becoming a great nation. It was he who,
as the Psalmist sings, "increased his people greatly." Ps.

105 : 24. So affliction of Christ's church has resulted in a

multiplied church. Within a few months of our Savior's
crucifixion his followers had increased many fold over their

earlier numbers. * * * "Were grieved." The meaning
is more than our understanding of the expression. It indi-

cated a mixture of loathing and alarm.

V. 13. Symbol of Sin Service. "To serve with rigor."

The word rigor is derived from a root which means to break
into pieces, to crush. So sin imposes the "works of the
flesh." Gal. 5: 19-21. These form a bondage stronger than
chains, the bondage of bad habits, with attending disease,

remorse and fear of future punishment. Augustine said that

"a wicked ma.:, though he were a king, is yet enslaved."

V. 14. Fellowship and Suffering. "Made their lives bitter

with hard bondage." The bitter bondage did not achieve the
end sought, while it did solidify the Israelites. More than
this, it prepared them to accept the Word from the God
of Abraham, and to long for the land of promise. How
much bitterness is caused in families and among friends by
the acts of those who should be the bearers of the sorrow and
care of others. Do I cause any one's life to be bitter?

* * * "In mortar and in brick." On ancient monu-
ments parties of these brick makers are shown depicted with
taskmasters beside them having uplifted sticks. Ruins of
great brick structures are found in all parts of Egypt. One
consequence of this severe treatment would be that it would
develop in the Israelites an honest regard for the feelings of
their fellows. Another, that the experience of Egyptian

bondage became an inheritance which bound the Hebrews to-

gether, and in spite of their tribal differences made them a

nation. In addition, the rescue of the Israelites was so clearly

a work of Divine power that they were the more fully trained

to trust in God. The apostle Paul testified to the helpful-

ness of the fellowship of suffering writh Christ. Phil. 3: 10.

FIVE MIJ*\/TES" STEHMOJV O V THE
GOLDEJV TEJTT.

PETER AINSLIE.

OD hears everything. Xot only our words,Gbut the unspoken thoughts fall upon his

ear. The Indian bends to the earth to

catch the sound and his sensitive hearing

is able to locate movements at considera-

ble distance. The ear of the Almighty
is turned toward the earth and no sound
passes by him unnoticed. Amid all our
sufferings God listens to our groanings.
Perhaps it is in the midnight and every

person in the house is asleep, but you are-

suffering and you may be thinking that no one hears

your groaning, but the Lord's ear is not deaf. God
does hear. His ear is always open unto our prayer

—

pressed close tip to the lips of his children. Perhaps-

there is trouble on your heart, such a trouble that

you feel that you cannot mention it to your most
trusted friend. You suffer alone and yet you are not
alone, for God hears your sadness, for even sadness

can be heard by the Almighty. You have been helped
sometimes by simply having some one listen to your
trouble. May be they cannot help you—just listen and
no more, but when you finished telling the story you
closed it by saying, "It has been a great relief to me
just to tell somebody about this," and so you were
helped. Sympathy is more valuable than gold. Xow
God hears you and you are helped in telling him your
troubles, but more, God is able to help and does help.

He may not help as you expect, but he helps as his

infinite wisdom directs and there is joy in the simple

thought that God hears our groaning. And. too, he

remembers his covenant. It is said elsewhere. "The
word of God cannot be broken." What he promises-

he is always able to perform, and God delights in do-

ing for us. His promises are based upon his love.

The whole Bible is simply a book of promises over-

arched with God's everlasting covenant. He forgets-

our sins, but he does not forget his love for us. It

is a joyful thought that God remembers. He remem-
bers his covenant with us, and whatever we may think-

as to God's keeping of that covenant, he is going to

keep it. God's part is always all right. There is no-

place for worry there. You need not give it a thought

except it be a thought of gratitude and joy. That
covenant is everlasting, and while our part of it is

marred and broken, God's part remains in perfect

beauty and can never be marred. Things may go
wrong from our way of thinking, but God will make
all things right to that degree that we give ourselves

into his keeping. He is the Lord.

Our Father, since thou are hearing always, help us

that we shall not complain of thy dealings with us or

that a murmur shall escape our lips. Amen.

A man who has good judgment has the same ad-

vantage over men of any other qualifications whatso-

ever as one that can see would have over a blind man.

of ten times the strength.
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CH*RISTIAJS Eff'DEAVO'R.
Charles Blancharb.

OWR JVATIOJVAL -BOJVDAGE.

Topics fiox). 10.— Kef.. Hab. I;13-17; Amos 6:1-6.

and to bind upon our social and industrial and civil

life the ever-increasing burdens and unspeakable in-

famies of the liquor traffic.

Wapello, la.

HIS topic is striking in its wording. The

T liquor traffic has become our national

bondage. There is no question but the

saloon power is a mighty factor in our
national, state and municipal government.
We may say with the Pharisees of Jesus'

time, "We are free! We have not been
in bondage to any man!" Yet, like these,

we are bound by our own sins, or by the

customs and laws which we have estab-

lished. The liquor traffic is intrenched be-

hind the social customs of centuries ; the business habits

of this abnormally business age"; and, more than all, in

the political complexity and perplexity of our very in-

stitutions and constitutions of freedom. The children of

this world, who run the breweries and distilleries and
grogshops and gilded palaces of infamy and intem-
perance, also manage the machine-politics of our states

and municipalities. The children of light seem
strangely unconscious or surprisingly indifferent to

this dominant policy of the organized liquor business.

The He-Oil's "7>rag-JVet."

"They take up all of them with the angle, they

catch them in their net, and gather them in their

drag; therefore they rejoice and are glad. Therefore
they sacrifice unto their net, and burn incense unto
their drag; because by them their portion is fat, and
their meat plenteous. Shall they therefore empty their

net, and not spare continually to slay the nations ?"

Whatever may have been the "burden which Habak-
kuk the prophet did see," this language certainly well

describes the conditions .in our own land and age.

The whole abominable liquor traffic is the devil's drag-
net. It is dragging us all down by its enticing power
of alcohol ; by its insinuating appeal to the commer-
cialism of the age; by its debasing influences in con-

trolling the policies of political parties and the man-
agement' of municipal affairs. This is not poetical or

prophetical imagination, but stern and awful fact.

"At Ease in ^ion."

"Woe to them that are at ease in Zion !" This is

the message for the hour in the conflict with the saloon

power. The vast majority of Christians and temper-
ate, upright citizens, are dwelling in a fancied security.

We are trusting in the mountain of Samaria—in the

poetical ideals of freedom; in the sublimely ridiculous

notions that Providence or "manifest destiny" will

somehow work out good from all this corrupting com-
mercialism and Tammany and con-Tamminating in-

fluences of the rum power in our industrial, social and
political life.

The blame for the perpetuation of the liquor traffic,

and for every form of license law, must rest on the

Christian citizens and voters of this country. We
cannot shirk the responsibility. We must create pub-
lic sentiment. We must outlaw the devil in politics.

We must destroy his drag-net or it will destroy us.

Totting Atvay the E-Oil "Day.

To put away the evil day by indifference, or for

policy's sake ; for commercial interests, or for party
politics, is to "cause the seat of violence to come near,"

THE QVIET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

JOSE.TH EJTAL&E-D.
" Them that honour Me I tvill honour, and they that despis

Me shall be lightly esteemed."—I Samuel 2. 30.

Monday—Genesis 41; 1-13.

jT is better when gratitude comes late than

I
when it never reveals itself at all. But it

is best when it flows forth at once, spon-
taneously, irresistibly, victoriously.

Thus let it be with my gratitude to my
human friend. I have many a counsellor,

helper, comrade, to whom I am indebted for

untold benefits. Do I thank these succour-
ers of my heart as quickly and as cordially

as I might? I fear that, like the Egyptian
butler, I am much to blame for my forget-

fulness. And thus let it be, even more undeniably, with
my gratitude to my divine Friend. In the prison Jesus
came to me. He dispelled my forebodings, he changed
my terrors into peace, my midnight into noonday. He
opened the door for me out of the dungeon into the
palace. But have I not repaid him with coldness and
indifference and neglect? Ah, God. kindle the fires in

my wintry soul. May Jesus fill my whole horizon.
May he lead me, a willing captive, behind his chariot
wheels.

&uesday— Genesis 41: 13-32.

God discloses his hidden thoughts to those who are
scholars in his school. Scholars in the school of medi-
tation. I must sit down with the Book of books open
before me. I must make a silence in my soul, that my
Lord and his message may have freedom to speak to

me. I must receive his Word with attention. I must
apply it to myself. And scholars in the school of pray-
er. Ah, but let me be sure that the prayer is earnest,

simple, true. It must be an aitema, the asking of a
suppliant heart. It must be a deesis, the cry of a brok-
en heart. It must be a proseuche, the vow of an ador-
ing heart. It must be an enteuxis, the familiar speech
of a childlike heart. It must be an eucharistia, the
thanksgiving of a grateful heart. And scholars in the
school of sorrow. Sometimes my blessed Master can-
not get an opportunity to talk with me, until he has
withdrawn me into the garden of agony, into the wil-

derness of bereavement, into the prisonhouse of perse-

cution. Then he draws near, and in the days of adver-
sity I learn to understand him better and to love him
more than in the years of success. Thus I am ad-
mitted to his secrets. Thus I am qualified to teach
others.

XVednesdav—Genesis 41: 33-45.

Joseph is the best Prime Minister ot the earthly king,

because he is the humble servitor of the heavenly. Do
you remember how Andrew Melville talked with King
James in Falkland Palace? "Therefore, sir, as divers

times before, so now again, I must tell you, there are

two kings, and two kingdoms in Scotland. There is

Christ Jesus, the King, whose subject Tames the Sixth
is, and of whose kingdom not a king nor a head nor a
lord, but a member." There spoke the soldier and the
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hero—yes, and there spoke the monarch's sagest coun-
sellor and safest friend. Should I not desire and pray

that my king—God save King Edward the Seventh !

—

may have about his throne men of wisdom and men of

grace ? It is of lesser moment by what party name
they call themselves, but it is of infinite moment that

they fear God first and honor the king next. Over in

Ireland the other day, I lifted a newspaper and read its

motto, Pro rcge saepe, pro patria semper—"For the

sovereign often, for the fatherland always." It is a

good motto, but it would be better still if a third clause

were added, Pro Christo maxime—"For the Christ

most of all." Ever around the royal seat of Britain,

"this precious stone set in the silver sea," may Chris-

tian men stand.

Thursday— Genesis 41: 4-6-57.

God not only makes his true children forget all their

toil, but makes them fruitful in the land of their af-

fliction. Thus do they win the fruit of knowledge.
There is an unsealing of the vision, there is an enlarge-

ment of the mind, when sorrow is sanctified and when
patience fulfills her perfect work. Some Bible truths,

some Divine mysteries, only grow plain and potent to

the soul which, like Joseph and like Christ, has trodden

the winepress alone. Thus, also, do they win the fruit

of sympathv. The tenderest hearts, the hearts most
skillful to soothe and comfort and relieve, are the

hearts that have passed through the hot crucible of trial.

They have a word in season for him who is weary

;

how weary they have been themselves ! They know
how to lighten the weight of the burden ; how it pressed

once on them ! And thus, too, do they win the fruit

of holiness. Trouble, when God is with the troubled

one, cleanses the nature in marvelous ways. Super-

fluous things are discarded ; doubtful things are fore-

sworn ; sinful things are bidden peremptorily, "Get
thee behind me, Satan." And the man comes forth

larger, stronger, purer, more fully fashioned into the

likeness of Christ. In the land of my affliction may
my harvests grow, my orchards thrive, my gardens
blossom into beauty.

Friday—Acts 7: 9-16.

Let me overcome evil with good, as Joseph did when
he supplied the necessities of the brothers who had
sold him into slavery. It is the habit of nature. She
takes the slag which has been thrown out of the mine,

and over the ugly thing she throws her mosses and
lichens, till the violated place has become wondrously
beautiful again. From the battlefield where red death

has come to brave men, she calls forth in richest meas-
ure the corn and the wheat. She is full of living kind-

ness. It is the habit of the angels. "They for me
fight, they watch and duly ward. And their bright

squadrons round about me plant, And all for love and
nothing for reward." Though I am forgetful of them,
though I go on my way heedless and unconcerned, they

do not cease their regard for me. They are glad to be

ministering spirits to every heir of salvation. Best of

all, it is the habit of God. The Father gave up his Son
for me, so unthankful and unworthy. The Son died

for me, wretched and miserable and poor and blind and
naked. The Spirit is well-content to make his home
in my backward and unbelieving and sin-tarnished soul.

The transcendent goodness of my God—surely, it is

"darkness to my intellect but sunshine to my heart."

So I am in the best of company if I forgive and forget.

Saturday—Psalm 105: 7-22.

"He made him lord of his house, and ruler of all his

substance." Even so Christ Jesus is my sole and suf-

ficient King. If I am to be fed with the fine wheat of
his inexhaustible granaries, if in my hunger for holi-

ness and for comfort and for guidance he is to supply
all my need, it will only be if I -comply with his com-
mandments and submit to his ruling. Joseph was auto-

cratic, and so is Jesus ; in little things and in great he
demands my obedience. "Whatsoever he saith unto
you, do it"—there are my marching orders. But, when
I carry them out, I discover that my waterpots are

filled with the wine of God. Therefore I would receive

him, not only as the Prophet, who teaches me by the

leadings of his providence, and by the penetrating
light of his Word, and by the inner voices of his Holv
Spirit; and not only as the Priest, who long since of-

fered himself in my stead, and to-day for me "pleads

his own fulfillment of all laws" ; but as the King, the

One Good Despot, the blessed Tyrant, the absolute

Master of my thought and my speech and my history.

Sunday—'Romans 8: 18-28.

If the Apostle is right, and all things in the Chris-

tian's life work together for good, how true are George
MacDonald's verses ! I give them to you this Sabbath
morning.

"Every time would have its song.
If the heart were right

;

Seeing Love all tender, strong,

Fills the day and night.

"Weary drop the hands of prayer
Calling out for peace ;

Love always and everywhere
Sings and does not cease.

"Yea, Love singeth in the vault.

Singeth on the stair

;

Even for sorrow will not halt,

Singeth everywhere.

"For the Great Love everywhere
Over all doth glow,

Draws His birds up through the air,

Tends His birds below.

"Therefore if my heart were right,

I should sing out clear

;

Sing aloud both day and night
Every day in the year."

One of the innumerable stories about Bishop Phil-

lips Brooks is that one day, being absorbed with work,
he instructed his servant not to admit visitors, but

while these orders were being enforced the bishop

happened to show himself at the front door, where
he recognized an old classmate. The visitor was taken

in cordially, much to the chagrin of the servant, who
afterward remonstrated with his master at being treat-

ed so. "Why," said the servant, "you told me that

you would be so busy that you wouldn't see the Angel
Gabriel if he called." "Yes," answered the bishop.

"I did say that and I meant it. But there's all the

difference in the world between Gabriel and my
friend. I'm bound to see Gabriel anyway in the next

world, but as there is some doubt about my seeing

this man there it was only right that I should see

him here when he took the trouble to call upon me."

A smart student once asked Dr. Morgan of Oberlin

if he could not shorten his course of study into the

ministry. His answer was, "When God wishes to

make an oak he takes many years to complete his

work ; if he would make a squash a few weeks would
suffice."

—

Oklahoma Outlook.
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General ^
Church NeWs

THE JVA.TIOJVAL COISJV-
CIL.

Once in three years there is held a
representative council of the Congre-
gational churches. It has no legis-

lative power, but it discusses current

matters of importance relating to the

denomination, and its recommenda-
tions to the churches and to the mis-
sionary, educational and benevolent
societies carry considerable weight. It

is always considered an honor to be
chosen a member of the council or to

be given a place on the program.

This year the council m§t at Port-

land, Maine, October 12-11. Rev, F.

A. Noble, D. D., of Chicago, the re-

tiring Moderator, called the body to

order. Prayer was offered by Rev.

Moses Smith of Chicago, who, though
blind to things outward, has the open
spiritual vision, and led the council

at the start towards heavenly things.

After welcome by Mayor Boothby of

Portland and a fine address from Dr.

Noble on the question, "How Par Our
Preaching Ought to be Modified to

Meet the Changed Condition of the

Times," officers and committees were
elected. Rev. A. H. Bradford of Mont-
clair, N. J., was elected Moderator.
The reports of officials and commit-

tees occupied the second session. The
National Council Ministerial Relief

Fund assets amount now to $125,135.

Fifty-eight persons are receiving aid

from it. Secretary Anderson's report

for the three years shows a net gain
in churches of thirty-six, the total now
being 5,650. The memberships of these
churches is 633,349, a gain of 7,485.

The total additions were 137,277, of

which number 76,804 were received on
confession. The Sunday school mem-
bership is 671,743, and that of the
young people's societies, 186,448. The
benevolences for the three years
amount to $6,214,570, a falling off of

$547,260.

Rev. Dan F. Bradley of Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., read the first paper. Its

topic was "Doctrine as Related to Ef-
fective Preaching." "Effective preach-
ing," he said, "is preaching that pro-
duces results. Doctrine has every-
thing to do with effective preaching.
As a man thinks in his heart so is

he, and he thinks in his heart very
much as his preacher is able to con-
vince him or fails to convince him.
Average men in our time do not care
much for doctrine that is strictly de-

nominational. Men greet with pleas-
ure the doctrines of God's love as re-

vealed in Christ, of God's complete
Fatherhood, of human brotherhood
and Good Samaritanship." Discussion
followed. Dr. P. S. Moxom contended
that the only preaching of doctrine
'which could be effective must be that
born of experience and phrased in lan-

guage of today.

In the evening Prof. Williston Par-
ker of Yale University gave a paper on
"The Type of Character Favored by
Congregationalism," and Rev. James G.

Vose of Providence, one on the "Sac-
raments—Their Function in Personal
Life and in Enlargement and Improve-
ment of the Churches." President Slo-

cum of Colorado College emphasized
that liberty is the right to obey Christ,

and that this truth is the secret of the
stalwartism in Congregationalism. In

closing the session Moderator Brad-
ford referred to the high level reached
on this first day.

On Sunday the council sermon was
delivered by President Tucker of Dart-
mouth College. From the text, "When
the Son of Man Cometh, Shall He Find
Faith on the Earth?" he gave a chal-

lenge fitted to the times, indicating

the lack and the need. "The absolute

loyalty or faith of a generation must
oe measured by its intellectual atti-

tude to Christianity, by the depth of

its moral passion, and by the timeli-

ness of its action." The pulpits of the

city, with the exception of the Episco-

pal and the Adventist, were filled by
council delegates.

After a business session on Monday,
welcome was given to foreign dele-

gates. In the afternoon several pa-

pers dealt with the relations of the

seminaries, and were followed by vig-

orous debate. Among the speakers

were Presidents Fuller of Drury Col-

lege and Penrose of Whitman, Rev.

W. A. Waterman of Terre Haute, Ind..

Rev. William A. Bartlett of Lowell,

pastor-elect of the First church, Chi-

cago, etc. Rev. A. E. Winship, editor

of The Journal of Education, gave an
address upon "What Help May the

Public Schools Expect from the

Churches?" The counterpart was treat-

ed by Mr. W. W. Stetson, state super-

intendent of Maine public schools.

In the evening President Hyde of

Bowdoin College read a paper on "The
Social Mission of the Country Church."
It was eloquent, suggestive and bold.

A beautifully illuminated address from
the John Robinson Memorial church,

Gainsborough, England, framed in oak
a century old, was presented by Rev.

J. Morgan Gibbon of London. To the
building of this church the National
council has pledged $5,000 in memory
of Rev. John Robinson, a Pilgrim
father. "The Christian Man as a Citi-

zen," was treated by Dr. Samuel G.

Smith of St. Paul, Minn., in the ab-

sence of Dr. Hillis. On Tuesday,
"Needful Reform in the Methods and
in the Instruction of the Sunday
School" was considered by Rev. A. E.

Dunning of Boston, "The Spiritual

Trend of Young People's Organiza-
tions," by Rev. C. M. Southgate of

Auburndale, Mass., and "The Spiritual

Nurture of Children," by Rev. C. H.
Richards of Philadelphia. There was
opportunity for debate on all these pa-
pers, and many suggestive thoughts
were thereby developed. The papers
on Wednesday afternoon were by Dr.

H. A. Schauffler on "Foreign Elements

in American Civilization," and by Rev.
J. C. Armstrong of Chicago, on "City
Evangelization." Wednesday evening
had a varied program of missionary
appear, fraternal greetings, a profound
paper by President Buckham of the
University of Vermont on "Christi-

anity a World-Wide Movement," and
an aggressive speech by Rev. Nehem-
iah Boynton of Detroit. On Thursday
Rev. T. C. McClelland of Newport, R.
I., gave a paper on "Woman's Work
in Our Churches," and Dr. S. M. New-
man of Washington, D. C, spoke on
"The Spiritual Mission of Congrega-
tionalism."

The business transacted by the coun-
cil may be summed up as follows, so
far as it touches general interests: It

recommended several lines of action
for furthering the benevolent work of
the churches, chief of which is a per-
sonal solicitation of every member of
every church for a contribution to the
work of the six societies, and a partial

federation of the work of the socie-

ties; it named a committee to report

on the enrichment of the worship of

the churches; it endorsed the plans of

the seminaries to train women as dea-

conesses; a vigorously-worded resolu-

tion denounced the evil of lynching,

and the lawless treatment of the
southern negroes; it commended the
project of providing pastoral care, re-

ligious instruction and helpful Chris-

tian influence for the students at our
state universities. A Congregational
building has been already established

in connection with the University of
Michigan and is supported by the State

Association. The council urged min-
isters to withhold sanction of the re-

marriage of persons divorced on other
than scriptural grounds, not applying
tnis, however, to tne innocent party.

It unanimously endorsed the Anti-Sa-
loon League.

The social side of the council meet-
ing was not neglected. Bowdoin Col-

lege entertained the more than 350

delegates and the visitors accompanying
them, making a goodly company of
some 450, which left on special train

for Brunswick one afternoon. The
Portland people and churches gave a
reception to the council, at which
there was brief but witty speech-mak-
ing.

The farewell service fitted the con-
clusion of a council notable for the
spiritual and intellectual strength of
its discussions. After the reading of

Psalm 19, Rev. G. H. Ide of Milwau-
kee, read a paper on "The Living
Christ, a Vital Force in Pulpit and
Pew," and Rev. C. E. Jefferson of New
York, made an address on "Consecrat-
ed Personality a Supreme Need of the
Church Today." "It is the open scan-
dal of Christendom that when the
Church gets a man today she gets only
a fraction of him. If you ask the
cause of this slack allegiance, may we
not find it in the decadence of Calvin-
ism as a ruling power in modern life?"

With the Moderator's address the elev-

enth triennial council closed. In his.
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opinion the council made it plain: (1)

That the eyes of Congregationalists

are toward the future. (2) That they
are as loyal as ever to the essential

truths of the Christian revelation. (3)

That their churches are essentially

missionary churches. (4) That they
are inclined to emphasize their points

of agreement with other Christians

more than their points of difference.

THE T'RJEJVJVIAL COJV-
VENTIOJV Or THE
E T1SCOPA EIA JVS,

With impressive ceremonies the

first general convention of the Episco-

pal church ever held on the Pacific

coast began its deliberations Oct. 2.

Sixty-nine bishops took part in the

procession that entered Trinity church
for the opening service. The venera-

ble bishop of Oregon, Rt. Rev. Dr.

Morris, preached the sermon. It was
missionary in character.

Upon organization of the House of

Deputies, roll call showed the larg-

est attendance ever had, 374 respond-

ing out of a possible 474, and at later

sessions this number was increased.

Rev. Dr. Morgan Dix, who has pre-

sided over the house for the last five

years, being unable to be present, Rev.

John S. Lindsay, D. D., of Massachu-
setts, was elected president.

The House of Bishops elected as its

chairman the Rt. Rev. T. U. Dudley,

bishop of Kentucky.

Among the notable things done by
this convention was the creation of

six new missionary districts; one to

comprise the islands of Porto Rico and
Vicque, another the Philippines, and
a third in China to be known as Han-
kow. Western Kansas was created

into a missionary district with the

name of Salina, as was also Honolulu,

and Cuba was erected into a foreign

missionary district. Consent was giv-

en to the change of name of the dio-

cese of Indiana to Indianapolis, and
to the division of the diocese of Mas-
sachusetts.

A brilliant debate occurred over

what is called the Huntington amend-
ment, which reads as follows:

"But provision may be made by canon
for the temporary use of other forms and
directories of worship by congregations
not in union with this church, who are
willing to accept the spiritual oversight
of the bishop of the diocese or missionary
district."

There was warm opposition to it by
many because its adoption would per-

mit the disuse of the prayer book by
such congregations as preferred other

forms of worship. The amendment
was finally defeated, but as an expres-

sion of opinion on the subject of Chris-

tian unity, both houses passed the fol-

lowing resolution:

"That it is the sense of this convention
that a bishop of this church has the right
to take under his spiritual oversight any
congregation of Christian people not in
communion with this church that may
desire him to do so, and that it is fur-
ther the sense of this convention that
the use of the Book of Common Prayer
is not obligatory under such circum-
stances, provided that such congregation

be not admitted to union with the dio-
cesan convention until it has organized
as a parish or congregation of that char-
acter, in accordance with all canonical
requirements and duly certified that the
Book of Common Prayer is in use in such
congregation."

Both houses agreed to make the
presiding bishopric elective instead of
by seniority, as heretofore.

The marginal readings of the Scrip-
tures were approved, ordered published
and permission given for their use in

public worship.

In regard to a change in the name of

the church it was decided to refer the
matter to a joint committee of five

bishops, five presbyters and five lay-

men, to report to the next convention.
The name will therefore remain the

Protestant Episcopal church for the
next three years.

The new bishops elected are the fol-

lowing: For Olympia, Rev. Frederic
W. Keator, rector of St. Paul's church,
Dubuque, Iowa; for North Dakota,
Rev. Cameron Mann, rector of Grace
church, Kansas City; for Porto Rico,

the Rev. William Cabell Brown, mis-
sionary in Brazil; for Hankow, the
Rev. James A. Ingle, missionary at

Hankow, China; for the Philippines,

the Rev. Charles H. Brent, assistant

at St. Stephen's, Boston. A commis-
sion was appointed to consider the
grouping of dioceses into provinces

A joint commission was appointed
(1) To study carefully the aims and
purposes of the labor organizations of

our country; (2) In particular, to in-

vestigate the cause of industrial dis-

turbances as they arise; and (3) To
hold themselves in readiness to act

as arbitrators, should their services be
desired, between the men and their

employers, with a view to bringing
about mutual conciliation and har-
mony in the spirit of the Prince of

Peace.

The committee on the state of the
church reported a hopeful outlook for

finances and growth.

That much-discussed canon on mar-
riage and divorce was finally complete-
ly wrecked. It had a large vote in

the House of Bishops and passed by
a viva voce vote in Committee of the

Whole of the House of Deputies, but

it failed in the subsequent vote by
dioceses and orders. The only salvage

was the appointment of a joint com-
mission to confer with other religious

bodies to secure uniformity of prac-

tice in regard to marriage and divorce.

On the evening of October 8 a mis-
sionary mass meeting was held in

Mechanics' Pavilion with 6,000 people

at it. Just one man in all that crowd
had been at the first meeting of church-
men on the Pacific coast in '49. The
singing was led by all the vested choirs

of the city and the suburban towns oi

Alameda, Oakland and Berkeley, ac-

companied by a large military band.

The convention sat as a board of

missions during three or four evening
sessions and discussed very earnestly

the problems connected with the mis-
sionary work. The missionary exhib-

it in the Clark Crocker mansion was
very fine.

The Woman's Auxiliary.
This body held its triennial gather-

ing in San Francisco during the first

week of the convention. The United
Offering presented by the women of

the auxiliaries all over the country,
amounted to $104,295.53. The treas-

urer, Miss Julia Emery, reported the
regular gifts and contributions of the
past three years to be $1,260,940. A
missionary mass meeting was held in

the Alhambra theater. Great enthu-
siasm was evinced.

The Daughters of the King, the
American Church Sunday School In-

stitute, the Church Association for Ad-
vancement of the Interests of Labor,
and other societies held individual

meetings during the sessions of the
general convention.

AMEH1CAJV MISSIO/*-
A "R^ ASSOCIA TIOJV.

This association, which has the care

of all the missionary work of the Con-
gregational churches among the ne-

groes, the southern Highlanders, the
Indians and the Chinese in this coun-
try, and also the work in Cuba and
Porto Rico, held its annual meeting
this year under particularly happy con-

ditions. The weather was ideal, the
program had many noted speakers, and
the well-planned arrangements for the
comfort of the visitors made by the

First Congregational church of Oak
Park, 111., Dr. William E. Barton, pas-
tor, which entertained the gathering,
all combined to make it a successful

and enjoyable occasion. The fact that

Rev. Dr. Joseph H. Roy, for many
years the valued western secretary of

the Association, is a member of long
standing in this church, added to the

interest of the event.

Tuesday afternoon, October 22, the
meeting organized with the vice-presi-

dent, Rev. Washington Gladden, D. D.,

in the chair. Routine business was
transacted, followed by a concert of

prayer. The treasurer reported the

total of receipts for the year as $351,-

750.20, of which $49,202.91 was received

from tuition fees in the various insti-

tutions established by the Association.

The society enters the year without
cebt and with a small balance on hand.

The annual sermon was delivered by
Rev. S. Parkes Cadman. D. D., of

Brooklyn, and was a forceful evan-
gelical presentation of the power of

a life lived for Christ and in Christ.

The sermon was followed by the com-
munion service, conducted by Rev. Dr.

Roy. A resolution of appreciation of

the act of President Roosevelt in in-

viting Booker T. Washington to din-

ner at the White House was passed by

a rising vote.

Wednesday forenoon was devoted to

reports from the Chinese, Indian, Alas-

kan and Porto Rico missions, with ad-

dresses from Rev. James Bixler of

Connecticut. Rev. David Beaton, D. D.,
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of Chicago, Rev. F. E. Ramsdell of

New York, and F. G. Woodworth, D.

D., president of Tongaloo University.

In the afternoon church and educa-

tional work in the South was present-

ed by Rev. Frank S. Fitch of Buffalo,

and Rev. George E. Hall of New
Hampshire. An increase of twenty-six

churches and $16,300 in receipts is

most encouraging. A fluctuating pop-

ulation in many localities, due to tran-

sient industries, indicated that a defin-

ite organization and a permanent
building are not always desirable. As
the people go elsewhere in quest of

labor they must be followed by the

preacher and his associates. Difficul-

ties in consequence of political dis-

turbance and the growing unwilling-

ness of organized labor to admit the

colored artisan to any of the skilled

trades, were noted. The effort of the

churches of colored people towards
self-support and self-direction is en-

couraging. President Merrill of Fisk
University spoke on the topic, "Cities,

the Strategic Center for Our Mission-

ary Work." The financial report was
.given by General William A. Aiken
of Connecticut. In the evening two
meetings were held, both having pop-

ular programs. Messages from the

mission field were given at the First

church; from the Porto Ricans, by
Miss Jennie .blowers, in charge of the

school there; from the Indians, by one

of the missionaries, Rev. A. L. Riggs,

D. D., of the Cheyenne River Agency;
from the negroes, by one of their

number, Rev. A. L. Planving, a young
pastor and graduate of Straight Uni-
versity, whose enterprise and energy
were a fine testimony to the training

he had received in that institution;

and from the Highlanders by a worker
among them, Rev. Gilbert Walton of

Tennessee. The program closed with
a brief but effective address by Rev.
J. W. Bradshaw of Oberlin on "En-
larged Fields and Increased Responsi-
bilities Demand Increased Sympathy
and Support."

At the Second Congregational
church the meeting was for the young
people and Christian Endeavorers. Ad-
dresses were delivered by Dr. Nehe-
miah Boynton, Miss Blowers, Miss La
Grange and John Willis Baer. At
both services the singing of the Fisk
Jubilee Singers was a great attraction.

At the business session the Asso-
ciation reaffirmed its conviction that
tnere should be a joint annual meet-
ing of the six societies of the Congre-
gational churches, in October of each
year, and directed the executive com-
mittee to endeavor to arrange for

such united meeting next year. It

was also voted to co-operate with the
other five societies in the publication
of a united magazine, and to recom-
mend that there should be but one
joint treasurer in New York for the
American Missionary Association, the
Congregational Home Missionary So-
ciety and the Congregational Church
Building Society. An advisory com-
mittee composed of representatives

from the six societies was also voted

for; the duties of said committee be-

ing to suggest plans by which there

shall be harmony and co-operation in

the raising of funds for the work of

said societies.

Rev. Frederick A. Noble, D. D., of

Chicago, desiring to be relieved of the

cares of the presidency of the Asso-

ciation, Rev. Washington Gladden, D.

D., LL. D., of Columbus, Ohio, was
elected to that office'. Arthur T. Had-
ley, LL. D., president of Yale Univer-

sity, with one other layman and three

ministers, was elected vice president.

The woman's meeting was held

Thursday afternoon under the direc-

tion of the secretary of the Bureau of

Woman's Work, Miss D. E. Emerson
of New York. The total receipts for

the past year from the women's socie-

ties are $24,733.79, which amount is in-

cluded in the report of the treasurer of

the Association. This is a slight ad-

vance over the contributions of the

previous years. Four hundred and
fifty-one women have been in this

missionary service during the past

year; thirty among the Chinese, fifty-

five among the Indians and Eskimos,
seven in Porto Rico, fifty-one among
the mountain people, and three hun-
dred and eight among the colored peo-

ple of the South. Seventeen of the

graded and normal schools have been
conducted wholly by women and the

principal of one has become the pastor

of the church. It is' the rule and not
the exception that a church results

from the missionary work of an A. M.
A. school. The entire school enroll-

ment is more than 16,500 pupils. Sev-

eral lady missionaries made addresses,

winning much applause.

The closing session on Thursday
evening was a fitting climax. The
large church was crowded to hear Rev.
Dr. Nehemiah Boynton of Detroit and
Rev. R. R. Meredith, D. D., of Brook-
lyn. Both gave eloquent and stirring

addresses, the former on the necessity

and beauty of sacrifice, the latter on
Americanism—what it is, what it has
done, and the need for its revivifying

today to combat the commercial spirit

of the age and to secure "freedom for

man as man; equal, absolute rights be-

fore the law for red or white, black or

yellow. That is Americanism. Fling

this American flag over every man,
and stop this lynching!"

^OX/JVC MEWS' CHTt7S-
TIA.JV ASSOCIATION
S&A&E, COJVVEJV.

The twenty-ninth annual convention
for the state of Illinois was held at

Dixon last week. The regular dele-

gates numbered 260 and many visitors

accompanied them. Among the speak-
ers were Hon. George E. Foss, chair-

man of the naval committee of the
House of Representatives; Fred B.

Smith of the International Committee;
Edgar A. Bancroft, vice president of

..ae Chicago & Indiana railroad; .uob-

HOW TO FI/fD 0\/T.
Fill a bottle or common glass with

your water and let it stand twenty-
four hours; a sediment or settling in-

dicates an unhealthy condition of the

kidneys; if it stains the linen it is evi-

dence of kidney trouble; too frequent

desire to pass it, or pain in the back,

is also convincing proof that the kid-

neys and bladder are out of order.

XOHA.T TO "DO.

There is comfort in the knowledge
so often expressed that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney and
bladder remedy, fulfills every wish in

curing rheumatism, pain in the back,
kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects in-

ability to hold water and scalding pain
in passing it, or bad effects following
use of liquor, wine or beer, and over-
comes that unpleasant necessity of be-
ing compelled to go often during the
day and to get up many times during
the night. The mild and the extraor-
dinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its

wonderful cures of the most distress-

ing cases. If you need a medicine you
should have the best. Sold by drug-
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.

You may have a sample bottle of

Swamp-Root and a book that tells

more about it, both sent absolutely
free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer &
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writ-
ing mention that you read this gener-
ous offer in The Christian Century.

ert E. Speer of New York; Robert
"Weidensall and several state secreta-
ries.

The meeting was notable for a for-

ward movement in various directions:

(1) In Dixon, by the promise of $6,000
from Elias Bovey towards a permanent
building for the Young Men's Chris-
tian Association there. (2) In the
work for boys. (3) In country work
in the reaching of small communities.
(4) In extension of the city and rail-

road work. (5) In the religious work
Oi the Association, especially in the
line of Bible study. (6) In the per-
sonal religious life, particularly en-
forced in the address of Mr. Speer.
Forty men declared their intention to

serve God hereafter, as a result of

the truths set before them by Mr.
Fred Smitn at the Methodist church
on Sunday afternoon. At the meeting
in the college in the forenoon thirty

others made ine same declaration.

As an evidence of the fourth point
it may be noted that the railway com-
panies are now spending $230,000 an-
nually to carry on the work among
their men.
For the general work in Illinois

$3,162 was raised at this convention.
The following officers were elected:

President, Franklin W. Ganse, Chi-
cago; Vice Presidents, Ira W. Lewis,
Dixon; R. J. Bennett, Ravenswood;
R. E. Hieronymus, Eureka College;

Secretary, J. E. Perkins, Chicago Cen-
tral Department.
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'ROCK. 'RIVE'R METHOD-
IST COffFE"REJVCE.

The sixty-second session of this con-

ference was held in the First Method-
ist church, Evanston, 111. Bishop
McCabe presided and according to his

usual custom, the monotony of busi-

ness was enlivened by his starting a
familiar hymn whenever the occasion

demanded an outlet in song. One of

the most thrilling of these was in con-

nection with the final report of Rev.
Dr. Frank A. Hardin as presiding

elder of Freeport district. He is a

veteran and recognizing that his life

work was nearly over, he gave a re-

trospect of the work of his life. It

stirred him to shout "Hallelujah, Glory

to God!" and the pathos of the scene

moved the conference so strongly that

upon the bishop's starting the hymn,
"Palms of Victory," the whole body
rose to its feet and pressed forward to

grasp Dr. Hardin's hand, singing as

they did so, "There is a land or pure
delight." On another occasion the

bishop interrupted the reading of a re-

port to admonish an aged preacher

who was talking very audibly to an
elder. The latter defended his friend

by saying "He was telling me, bishop,

of the time when he heard you sing in

Libby prison during the war." Ap-
plause greeted the statement and the

bishop started the strains of "My
country, 'tis of thee," which was
sung through to the end. .

The Lord's Supper was celebrated at

the opening of the session. Among
the business transacted was a vote on
the new constitution, resulting in 138

ayes and 25 noes.

In his address to the class admitted
into full connection Bishop McCabe
dwelt upon the success and opportun-

ity of the church and urged the min-
isters to have clean and honest con-

victions about Methodist doctrine and
to work the polity of the church for

whatever it could accomplish.

The reports from the districts were
encouraging. Rev. H. G. Jackson, pre-

siding elder of the Chicago district,

including the churches of the South
side, and suburbs in that direction,

said that there had been 850 admis-

sions on probation and 616 persons

had been admitted to full member-
ship, while 600 had come by letter.

The membership of the Woodlawn
church has been nearly doubled by the

addition of 250 members, under the

pastorate of Rev. Dr. W. H. Burns,

formerly presiding elder and later sta-

tioned at Oak Park. The Auburn
Park church has reduced its debt from
$10,000 to $5,000. Fair prosperity was
reported by Presiding Elder John M.
Caldwell of the Chicago Western dis-

trict. There have been seven dedica-

tions in the last twelve months and
three edifices are being erected. Tho-
burn church, which a year ago had
only fourteen members, now has more
than 100 and its property is valued at

$5,000.

There was a number of changes in

THIS SPACE
for ten or twelve successive weeks will be oc-
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ministerial relations. Rev. J. H. Thom-
as and Rev. W. H. Smith were placed

on the superannuate list after years

of valued and effective service. Prof.

C. F. Bradley and Dr. Robert Mcln-
tyre were given a supernumerary re-

lation, both retiring temporarily be-

cause of impaired health. Upon the

calling of the names of W. A. Spencer
and William Fawcett, greatly honored
members of the conference who had
died during the year, the conference

rose and sang with much feeling the
hymns, "My heavenly home is bright

and fair" and "I would not live

alway."

The 1 social features of the confer-

ence were the two receptions given to

its members—one by the citizens of

Evanston, at which Mayor Patten pre-

sided, with an address of welcome
from Mr. Frank P. Crandon and a re-

sponse by T. R. Strobridge; the other

a reception by the schools with ad-

dresses by acting President Bonbright
and President Little, and a response
by Bishop McCabe. Anniversaries of

the various societies were held after-

noon and evening. In the Sunday
school meeting interesting addresses

were made by D. M. Tompkins and
Professor Robinson of McCormick
Theological seminary. Contempora-
neous with the session of the confer-

ence there was a session of the lay-

men's association. Judge O. H. Horton
was elected its president.

On Sunday Rev. W. H. Smith led

the lovefeast and Bishop McCabe gave
the morning sermon. In the after-

noon the bishop officiated at a bap-

tismal service, at the consecration of

deaconesses ana at the ordination of

eiders and deacons. In the evening
missionary addresses were given by
Rev. Franiv Crane ana Rev. George
W. Davis.

The greater flexibility in the itiner-

ancy of the pastors does not relieve

the ministers of a certain amount of

anxiety in regard to the disposition

that will be made of them by confer-

ence. The changes this year doubtless

brought disappointment to some while

giving pleasure to others.

THE TTteS-ByTEIUAJV

In the Westminster church at Jack-

sonville, 111.. October 15-17. gathered

the members of the Illinois synod,

Rev. Charles M. Brown, D. D., the

pastor, and his congregation giving
them most royal welcome and enter-

tainment. An unusually large attend-

ance, a brotherly and harmonious spir-

it, great hopefulness for the future of

the work of the Presbyterian church,

and, above all, an earnest desire for

a manifestation of the Holy Spirit's

power in the churches, signalized this

gathering.

The retiring Moderator, Rev. Thom-
as B. Greenlee, preached the opening
sermon, which was followed by the

Lord's Supper.

Rev. Charles N. Wilder, D. D., of

Champaign, was chosen Moderator for

this year. The reports of home mis-

sions gave evidence of the efficiency

oi the synod's plan for work, there

being an advance in contributions and
a building up of the weaker churches.

Elder Griffiths was appointed to secure

more liberal gifts for ministerial re-

lief during the coming year.

Rev. Dr. Merrill of Chicago gave a

paper on "The Institutional Church,"

which awakened great interest. The
women's home and foreign work, the

Freedmen's committee. Sunday school

work, church erection, the Anti-Saloon

League and the Bible Society were all

represented in addresses by various

speakers, both men and women. Dr.

W. H. Bradley gave the narrative of

the state of religion, disclosing the

sins which hid God's face and earnest-

ly urging repentance and entreaty for

his blessing.

A new permanent committee was
established and named "The Commit-
tee on Pastorates and Vacancies." It

is to urge the installation of pastors

over supplied churches and to pro-

vide pastors for those vacant.

At a popular meeting on Wednesday
evening Dr. Chichester of Chicago pre-

sented the purpose of the evangelistic

movement, inaugurated by the last

general assembly. Dr. Howard Agnew
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Johnston told of "A Century of Home
Missions," and Mrs. I. N. Polhemius
of the condition of the mountain
whites. On Thursday afternoon four

young foreign missionaries delivered

addresses. Robert E. Speer of New
York in a masterly way closed the

meeting with a strong and urgent per-

sonal appeal.

COJVVEJVTIOJV.
The Minnesota Baptist State conven-

tion held its forty-second annual meet-
ing with the First Baptist church, St.

Paul, beginning Monday evening, Oc-
tober 14th, and closing Friday evening,

October 18th. The church with which
the meeting was held is the oldest

Baptist church in Minnesota, having
been organized in 1849. The Baptists

of the state now have 255 churches
with 20,800 members. The reports for

the year showed progress in many
ways. The convention has had fifty-

two men under appointment, ten of

these were district missionaries, the
others pastors of the smaller churches.

Considerable new work has been un-
dertaken especially in the northern
part of the state. The treasurer's re-

port showed that over $10,000 had been
raised by gifts from individuals and
churches, while with money received
from the Home Mission Society and
other sources, a little over $15,000 had
been expended. There was a deficit of

$800, but over $1,000 was secured by
the appeal of the secretary.

The reports of some of the mission-
ary pastors and district missionaries
showed decided advance and were in-

teresting and inspiring. One after-

noon was devoted to a review of the
field and the force at work in the state,

and thus a very clear conception was
secured of the present conditions and
needs. There was a military cast to

the whole program, the phrasing of

the addresses indicating this thought;
all through the printed program were
texts of Scripture illustrating the var-

ious topics presented.

From the opening sermon by Rev.
h. R. Patrick of Duluth to the closing

address on "Fitness for Service 1" by
Dr. W. M. Lawrence of Chicago, the
tone of the meetings was high and
true. The mission work outside of

the state so far as related to Women's
Home Missions and Foreign Missions
was presented in a graphic manner.
Several returned missionaries, who had
gone out from Minnesota, gave mes-
sages of cheer. Rev. W. E. Hopkins of

India, Mrs. W. Upcraft of China, Miss
Thompson of Burma, Mrs. Campbell
of India, and Rev. S. A. Perrine of As-
sam, each spoke of their respective
fields.

Educational matters were taken up,

especially as connected with Pillsbury
academy, the Baptist institution of
Minnesota. A report of the institution
as seen by the visitors was presented
by Rev. G. W. Stone, its financial

status was given by E. M. Van Duzee,

while addresses by Dean W. P. Mc-
Kee of Illinois and Principal J. W.
Ford of the academy, followed. Plans
were put in motion for better work
a'ong the line of ministerial education,

Dr. C. E. Hewitt of Chicago and Rev.

H. F. Stilwell of St. Paul making
strong pleas for this work.
Friday was devoted to Sunday

school and Young People's work. Re-
ports were given by the workers of

the Publication society in the state

and by Rev. E. M. Stephenson of Chi-

cago and various lines of Sunday
school needs were presented. This
part of the program showed that the
new Sunday school missionary, E.

Fagenstrom, has a wise idea of the

present needs of this important work.

The meeting closed with the young
people's session; in the afternoon dif-

ferent aspects of the work were pre-

sented, reports from societies showed
progress. Minnesota has won the

Sacred Literature Banner in the Chris-

tian Culture courses for four years and
many are engaged in the study this

fall. The address of Rev. F. E. R.

Miller, state president, was stirring

and inspiring, he touched some weak
spots very decidedly and urged all to

greater energy for Christ. The whole
was fittingly closed by Dr. Lawrence's
address and a service of consecration

led by the president of the convention,

Carey Emerson. E. R. P.

CHIC \GO A.JVT) VICIWITV
On Tuesday, Nov. 5th, Rev. G.

Campbell Morgan will begin a course

of fourteen lectures at the Moody
Bible Institute, entitled "The Crises

of the Christ." The scheme of these

lectures is to treat the life of our
Saviour by considering the main
events. They will be given daily un-

til Nov. 22d (except Sunday and Mon-
day) at 9 a. m. in the lecture hall of

the institute. Mr. Morgan will first

develop the need of the world in three

lectures: Man fallen, distanced from
God by sin, ignorant of God through
sin, unlike God in sin. He will de-

vote three lectures to the Incarnation

—the mystery and meaning of it, and
the signs to mankind. Christ's bap-

tism will next be treated in three lec-

tures, showing that it marked the

parting of the ways, what light it

threw on the hidden years at Naza-
reth, and expounding John's vision of

the descending dove. The series will

conclude with lectures on the three-

fold temptation of Christ. An effort

is being made to secure Mr. Morgan to

finish the life of Christ next April or

May. The course is open to all, free

of charge. Out-of-town pastors and
Christian workers who desire to take

the course will be accommodated at

reasonable rates at the men's or wom-
en's department of the Institute.

The Baptist City Mission Society

has expended during the past year

$658.31 in giving the Gospel to the

Germans, $241.64 in the Scandinavian
work, $200 in the Bohemian, $300

among the Poles, $200 for the Hol-
landers, $240 for the Chinese work, $90

for the colored people and $2,003.84

among the English-speaking peoples.

The total of baptisms through all this

work is 178.

There have been twenty-four bap-
tisms during the year at the Humboldt
Park German Baptist church. The
house of worship greatly needs the

enlargement which is being planned.

At West Pullman, a lot has been
purchased during the year for the Bap-
tist work done there at a cost of $1,000.

The societies assisted to the amount
of $333. An effort is to be made to

erect a house. Number of baptisms

ninety-six, and among the foreign

speaking, ninety-two. Total number
of baptisms, 188.

At the first communion under the

pastorate of Rev. Dr. C. B. McAfee at

the Forty-first- Street Presbyterian

church thirty-six were received to

membership, of whom thirteen were

men.
The Chicago Congregational Club

had the largest attendance in the his-
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tory of the club at its meeting Oc-
tober 21—six hundred guests, some of

them being specially notable—Gov-
ernor Yates, Dr. S. Parkes Cadman of

Brooklyn, etc. The Fisk Jubilee Sing-

ers sang their sweet melodies. Dr.

Cadman's address was fine on "The
Puritan in England and America."

Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Thomas have
resigned as pastors of the People's

church after many years of service.

After a period of rest they will devote

themselves to the interests of the Na-
tional People's church movement.

Chapin hall, erected by D. K. Pear-

sons for the use of young women of

Northwestern university at a cost of

$30,000, was dedicated in Evanston,
Oct. 11. The Woman's Educational

association of Evanston will have the

care and management of the building.

Chapin Hall will accommodate about

eighty women.

The Morgan Park Baptist church

reports fifty additions for the year and
$1,650 given for benevolences. During
tne six years' pastorate of Rev. A. R.

E. Wyant, Ph. D., 327 new members
have been received and over $36,000

has been contributed for all purposes.

The part completed of the new
Grace church, Oak Park, is to be dedi-

cated November 10.

A promising feature of the Sunday
school work in the Episcopal diocese

of Chicago is the increased attendance,

as indicated by an advance of the of-

ferings from $864 in '97 to $1,323 as

given in the annual report of this year.

In Emmanuel church, La Grange,

Sunday, 20th, and Monday, 21st, were
observed as clays of intercession for

Sunday schools as planned by the

Church Sunday school institutes of

England and America. At the after-

noon session of the Chicago Sunday
school institute an address was de-

livered by the Rev. Frank Du Moulin,

and discussion followed. At the even-

ing session the program included ad-

dresses by the Rev. Messrs. Herman
Page of St. Paul's, Kenwood, and E.

V. Shayler of Grace, Oak Park.

There have been twenty-one addi-

tions to the Hyde Park Christian

church, where Rev. E. S. Ames is pas-

tor, during the last month.

The Second United Presbyterian

church was dedicated Sunday, October

27. The services are being continued

through this week. The church has

been rebuilt and enlarged.

The Englewood Christian church

has the plans for a new building de-

signed especially for institutional

methods of work. When completed as

designed it will cost about $30,000.

The growth of this church is one of

the most gratifying features of the
work of the Disciples in this city.

Rev. W. D. Ward began his pastor-

ate with the Evanston Christian

church, Sunday. October 27, with en-

couraging prospects for success in his

new field.

First Methodist church. Oak Park,

Rev. J. N. Hall, pastor, held an an-

nual church meeting October 8, at

which over twenty societies made re-

ports of the year's work. About $2,500

was raised for benevolences. Light re-

freshments and a short program added
to the interest. Both pastor and peo-

ple begin hopefully a new year.

Dr. H. T. Clendening, pastor of the

Union Avenue Methodist church for

the past five years, has been appointed

to Sacramento Avenue church, this

city. Thursday night, October 24, the

Union Avenue church gave him a

large and interesting farewell recep-

tion. Every department of the church

was represented and the addresses

were of unusual merit.

Rev. T. S. Tinsley has completed a

year's work with the North Sid 3 Chris-

tian church, which has been fruitful

and happy in many respects. During
the year 83 persons have been
added to the cosgregation. The house
has been painted and decorated and
$2,800 paid on the indebtedness.

The Monroe Street Christian church
has completed their new house of

worship, which is one of the most
unique buildings in the city. A recep-

tion will be held on Friday evening,

Nov. 1st, for the inspection of the new
church before its dedication. On Sun-
day morning, Nov. 3, Charles Clayton

Morrison, the pastor, will preach the

dedicatory sermon. Sunday afternoon

at 3 p. m. will be held a fellowship

meeting, to which the neighboring

pastors are invited. Dr. Gunsaulus
will preach the evening sermon.

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have eve»
seen. 1

' "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 22? songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Ever}- musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few verv °ood songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of stvle Tbis is whv
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected

because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
**oards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.
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Warwick of the Knobs, a Story of

Stringtown County, Kentucky. By
John Uri Lloyd, with photographic
illustrations. Dodd, Mead & Co., New
York. 305 pages.

This story takes us into the border

land of northern Kentucky—a wild,

broken country of volcanic formation

—

and introduces us to a people of as

marked characteristics as the country

which they inhabit. Preacher War-
wick, an old hard-shell or Bible Bap-
tist, is the central figure in the story.

He is the type of a fast vanishing class,

a man whose narrow dogmatism was
redeemed by his inflexible, adherence

to principle. The high Calvinism
which he implicitly believed made him
stern; but it also put iron in the blood

and made him a hero. Upon the altar

of duty he could lay not only worldly

honor and glory, but also a human af-

fection. He could stifle the cry of his

human soul and go on unflinchingly in

the way which he felt to be marked out

by God's decree. The story is con-

nected with the time of the war of the

rebellion, and it shows the sore straits

into which many people were brought

in a community divided in its sym-
pathies between the North and the

South, to keep true to their convic-

tions. Every page of the book pulsates

with life; and if some of the characters

appear to be slightly overdrawn, it

may be on account of the difficulty of

imagining that such a crude and prim-
itive state of society could have been
found in any corner of this land. The
writer, however, has the knack of

showing that this simple, ignorant and
provincial people were not only pos-

sessed of the elemental virtues, but
were also possessed of qualities which
call forth admiration. The book is well

written and possesses to the full the

element of human interest. It also has
the merit of fixing upon the canvas
the picture of a strange people who
are well worth knowing.

The Conversion of Children, by Rev.
Edward Payson Hammond, M. A.
Introduction by Rev. J. E. Rankin,
D. D. Fleming H. Revell Co. Paper
covers, 174 pages.

This little book contains in the main
a record of Mr. Hammond's thirty

years' work among children. Few men
have done more in the way of leading
young people to make decision for

Christ. Child-like himself in his sim-
plicity of soul, and in the freshness
and tenderness of his affections, he
drew the children irresistibly to him.
To say that he was emotional is not to

undervalue the nature of the influence
which he exerted upon susceptible
minds. He did not intentionally use
undue pressure. Yet from his ^ery
makfv^rj h° counted too much upon the
results of the moment. His reigning
th„,, ehf ^.^ fringing the children to

Jesus, rather than that of bringing
them up in the Lord's nurture. He set

things in motion, leaving the necessary
edification to others. His work was
partial, as the work of every man, is,

but it had its place in the general
scheme of things, and served its end.

^mong the Great Mastery' of Oratory;
Scenes in the Lives of Famous Ora-
tors; Thirty-two Reproductions of

Famous Paintings, with text by Wal-
ter Rowlands. Dana, Estes & Co.,

Boston. Price, $1.50.

Here we have selections from the
famous speeches of thirty-two of the
world's greatest orators, from Demos-
thenes to. Gladstone. Each selection

is introduced by a biographical note
showing the historical setting of the
words. This part of the work is well
done. The orations are also skillfully

chosen and arranged, and carefully
edited. The letter press is a delight to
the eye and the illustrations are of

the highest quality. It is a book to be
secured and laid aside for a Christmas
present.

LITE'RA'Ry JVOTES.
A new series of essays by Augustine

Birrell, the accomplished author of

"Obiter Dicta," will be published by
the Scribners this fall. No details in

addition to this interesting announce-
ment can be obtained at present other
than the fact that the new book will be
uniform with "Obiter Dicta," a volume
whose considerable sale attests the se-

cure place Mr. Birrell holds among
American readers.

Maurice Hewlett, in his new book,
"New Canterbury Tales," published by
the Macmillan company, has taken the
Canterbury pilgrimage as the scene of

his narrative. One of the interesting

qualities of his work is his boldness.

In each of his recent books he has
taken in hand subjects which have al-

ready been treated by the masters. He
does this without in any way challeng-
ing comparison, and indeed in such a
different manner and with such an in-

dividuality of style that comparison
would be impossible.

With the appearance of Edwin Drood
the authentic edition of the complete
works of Charles Dickens is completed
and is now ready for distribution in

sets. Messrs. Chapman and Hall, of

London, Dickens' original publishers,

began the publication of this edition

last October in conjunction with Chas.
Scribner's Sons, with the issue of "Pick-
wick Papers." As far as may be judged
from the sales of the individual vol-

umes as they have appeared from
month to month this should prove the
most popular low-priced edition of

Dickens ever issued.

Hall Caine's romance, "The Eternal
City," has been called a novel which
on both its human side and on the
side of its intellectual intention is the

story of Samson and his lifelong strug-

gle with the lords of the Philistines.

The strong man in the story is in-

tended to stand for the great power
which during the nineteenth century
has, more than any other, asserted its

place in the order of the world—that

is, the power of the people. It illus-

trates the fact that the rights of the

people are in the people, and that kings

and rulers can do no more than curtail

them.

"In the Making of an American,"
published by the Macmillan Co., Jacob
A. Riis gives the world the story ol

his life. It would not be fair to him
to say that his life has been typical of

that of many foreigners who have be-

come American citizens after the storm
and stress of naturalization. His ex-

perience has been exceptional. It has

been the experience of twenty men in

one. He has overcome obstacles which
few youths encounter and still fewer
can stand against in their efforts to ad-

just themselves to American life. As a

mere boy he left Denmark because he
could not have the girl he wanted, be-

gan life in America as a day laborer,

drifted among the very dregs of hu-
manity until every instinct of self-

preservation had taught him the lesson

of mere existence, then with his edu-

cation and home training to back him
he began the rapid career and interest-

ing life as an American which he re-

counts so entertainingly in this book.

It is a true romance, full of all the ele-

ments of fiction, and a very primer of

manful struggle against injustice, ig-

norance, indifference and his own limi-

tations.

If your "Brain Is Tired l/je

Horsford's Acid "Phosphate.
Dr. T. D. Crothers, Supt. Walnut

Lodge Asylum. Hartford, Conn., says:

"It is a remedy of great value in build-

ing up functional energy and brain

force." Invigorates the entire system.

A CURE FOR ASTHMA.
Asthma sufferers need no longer leave home and

business In order to be cured. Nature has produced

a vegetable remedy that will permanently cure

Asthma and all diseases of the lungs and bronchial

tubes. Having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases (with a record of 90 per cent,

permanently cured) and desiring to relieve human
suffering. I will send free of charge to all sufferers

from Asthma. Consumption, Catarrh. Bronchitis and
nervous diseases, this recipe in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.

Sent by mail. Address with stamp, naming this

paper, W. A. Noyes, 81? Powers Block, Rochester,
n. r.

£13.00 UO "BX/FFALO "PAff-
AMETUCAJV AffD
HETX/HJV 58-13.00

via the Nickel Plate Road daily, with
limit of 15 days; 20-day tickets at

$16.00 for the round trip; 5-day tickets

at $6.00 for the round trip, on Tues-
days, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Through service to New York and
Boston and lowest available rates. For
particulars and Pan-American folder

of buildings and grounds, write John
Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
street, Chicago.
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The 'Right Hand of the Most
High.

Ps. 77:10.

When the burden is heavy
And weary the way,

When weak is the spirit

And dreary the day,

Let me hearten myself
in the desolate place,

With a prayer to my God.
For the light of his face,

Let me call unto him
Who will list to my cry,

Remembering ever
Though cloudy the sky,

His goodness and grace
That have kept me so long,

And so shall the Lord be

My strength and my song.
—The Christian Intelligencer.

My LITTLE MAJW.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter II!.— (Continued,)
But at the further end of the room I

saw a low door. I wondered whethei
it led into a cupboard or another apart-
ment. I do not know what instinct
made me do it, but softly, very softly, I

turned the handle, and the- door opened
on to a room so low and dark that at
first I could distinguish nothing—but
still it was a room. I struck a match
and lighted a candle which I found in
the room of books beyond. And on a
little pallet-bed in the corner, lying
with one hand on his breast, I saw him
first, my little boy, my darling. In
seeing him I thought I saw Allan again
so startling was the likeness.

He was asleep. On his small white
face were traces of tears, and his other
hand was lying on the open page of a
French grammar beside him. Now and
then his little body moved as if in
pain, and he tossed his bright curls on
the dingy pillow. Once his lips moved,
and I heard him murmur: "Je—je—j'ai

—I have."

And he was six years old.

As I knelt beside that pathetic little

form I wondered if the souls in Para-
dise have power to see us as we are;
praying that if so, Allan, in mercy,
might be spared the pity of this sight.

The candle flickered on; in ten min-
utes or so it would burn itself out, but
I did not stir. By its sickly light I

watched my little boy, thinking of the
agony of desolation and miscompre-
hension that must have rent his child-

ish heart for all the long months
since they had torn his father from
him.

Suddenly, with a final leap of flame,

t*ie light failed, and I was alone with
him in the darkness.

"Je—je—j'ai, I have," he said again;
"tu—tu—as "

Then I, unable to bear it longer, and
thinking that any awakening would be

better than that tortured sleep, kissed

him and in a whisper spoke his name.
In a moment and with a frightened

start, he woke.
"Oh, Dr. Vorstrovna, I shall know it

soon—the pain was so bad—and I was
tired—but I will learn it—indeed I

will "

"Waldo! Waldo! It is not Dr. Vor-
strovna. Do you remember what father

used to talk about—who father said

would come? Well, dear little one, this

is Nell."

For a moment a silence tnat could be

taken hqld of, so to speak. Afterwards
he told me what he felt. Then in a

twinkling his tiny arms were round my
neck and in the midst of a passion of

tears, yet scarcely able to speak for

joy, he said:

"You are Nell? Father's Neil?"

"Yes, dear; and yours, too, now."
"And mine, too, now," he repeated

slowly and in an ecstasy, holding me
tightly to him with one arm round my
neck and one hand firmly closed over

a button of my coat.

"And mine, too, now," he said again.

When he had recovered a little and I

had dried his tears away, he asked me:
"Where is father? Tell me, have you
seen him?"

"I have seen him, dearest. But now
he is in heaven," I answered, speaking
as we speak to children.

"God is very kind," he said then. "I

often wonder about him and am not
sure. But now I know that he is kind.

Because all this time I have asked him
only two things, 'Please, God, take
father home to heaven and send Nell

to me.' And he has done them both."

I was surprised at his calmness.

"Why did you ask God to take father

to heaven, dear?" I said.

"Because they told me such dreadful

things of the place where he had gone.

And just before he went he told me
himself that he could never, never
come back to me, and he asked me to

pray for him that he might die. All

day long I have thought of him in

those dreadful places, and Dr. Vor-
strovna is cross because I cannot do
my lessons. Now father is warm and
bright with God, and—you have come."
Even so, in the depth and intensity

of our love for him, we found room,
both of us, to be glad, glad that he had
gone.

Then I tried to lift him on my knee,

but as I did so a sharp cry of pain

was wrung from his little lips.

"Oh! Nell," he said, while he lay

back panting on his pillow, and I felt,

the moist beads of perspiration rise

on his forehead, and waited in deadly
anxiety for him to speak again. "Oh!
Nell, my pain is very bad tonight."

"What pain, and where, my dear-

est?"

"Here—and here." he said, putting

his hands, I could not see where in the

dark.

Then the words that Allan had said

to me in his prison came to my mind,
but for very dread I could not speak.

&m*
-Qtsier

Work
Plea.sa.ri.ter,

quicker,
healthier—
with.
PEARLINE.
What worse
r throat and

lungs than, long
working over tainted steam
from a washtub? Here is

the simple, sensible, -wo-
manly PEAR.LINE way:
Soak the clothes in Pearline;
rinse them out. No heavy
rubbing on washboard. Save
time, save clothes,—wear. 653

Enter PeSLflllie GrTnd

"You know, I cannot walk now I do
my lessons. Dr. Vorstrovna says it is

good to be clever and know all about
books. I always lie here. I wish there

was a window in the wall, so that I

could see the horses and the people in

the street. I can only see the sky
from that little pane in the roof. Some-
times it is blue, sometimes it is gray,

and sometimes almost black. I like it

best when it is blue. The birds fly

across it, but I only see them for a
moment and they are gone. The other

morning, though, a sparrow came and
perched on the roof and stayed for

quite a minute and I thought he saw
me here. Oh, I was happy. And at

night sometimes I see a star. I love

the stars. Do you?"
My little boy! My little boy! Six

years old. All day long to suffer pain,

learn lessons, and watch the sky. To
see sometimes a star, sometimes a

sparrow. I am not ashamed to tell you
that, for the first time in my life that

I can remember, I wept, and was glad

of the darkness that hid my confusion.

As I sat there, wondering if all the

love and joy with which I would
henceforth encompass his little life

could ever atone for the lonely torture

of what had been, he said again, "I

love the stars. Father did, too. Do
you?"

"Darling. I do. And I will take you
where you shall see the whole sky
bright with them; not only one or two,

as here."

In an eager transport of delight he

raised himself on his pillow, only to

fall back again in pain.

Lying down beside him on his little

bed, I said: "Tell me now, dear, how
long have you been ill? And who takes

care of you?"
"Dr. Vorstrovna takes—care of me.

He sent my nurse away when father

rarsun fflraseinpoj's Eiperiencei
his ups and downs, are being printed In each Issue Of

"Daily Bible Reading"
a religious paper packed full of good things for all

Bible lovers. It goes to 45 states. Canada. England
and Scotland, ami has 6.0KX1 circulation. Send 25c for

U one year. Sample copy free. Write

CHAS .J PURTOX. F.ditor. Canton. Mo.
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went. He says he is very poor, and
often we have scarcely anything to eat,

because he buys so many books. He
says it is better to buy books than

food, because in books there is food

that lasts. I do not quite know what
he means, but you do, I expect. Be-

fore father went I had pain sometimes,

but not much. At first when I came
here I cried so, and I was often hun-
gry, and my back hurt me and the pain

was worse. Now I am never hungry.

One day a lot of books came for Dr.

Vorstrovna; they came from some
rooms where he used to live; the man
left them down stairs at the street door

and all day long I was bringing them
up. I am little and I could only bring

two at a time, and when they were
very heavy, only one. There are very
many steps, you know. At first, for

fun, I began to count the times I went
up and down. Altogether I went eighty-

four times, and there were one hun-
dred and twenty-seven books. I can

count very well. Father taught me.

We used to count the trees in the ave-

nue, and once we tried to count the

stars. On that evening when I had
finished the books, I was very ill, and
I have never been down the steps since

then."

A burning rage possessed and almost
stifled me, but I managed to say:

"What doctor comes to you? Is it a
kind one?"
"Oh, no doctor comes at all. They

cost such a lot of money, Dr. Vor-
strovna says, and order things which
cost a lot of money, too. He wants to

buy an old—old nerition, I think he
calls it, of some book. Then when he
has bought his nerition, if he has any
money left and I am still no better,

perhaps he will ask a doctor to come
and see me."
An old "nerition"—an old edition

—

and for this, for this, my little boy was
sacrificed!

"Go on, darling. Tell me more. Tell

me everything. Why are you alone
like this?" I said, not trusting myself
to say more.

"I am nearly always alone in the
evenings. But, indeed, I do not mind
it. I can think best about father
when I am alone. Dr. Vorstrovna goes
to lectures, I think. He always has to

do things with books. He is very
clever. So was father. But father was
kind, too. He used to put me on his

shoulders and carry me up stairs and
play with me and put his arms round
me and tell me the beautifulest stories.

Sometimes he was too tired to talk at
all, and I just used to sit on his knees
by the fire, and I was very happy.
Father said that our love was the best
sort of love in the world. So, though
I am only a little boy, I have had the
best love in the world, haven't I?

Father said so."

Though absolutely and perfectly a
child, he was, as we say, old-fashioned
in the extreme. Owing to the fact,

probably, of having been always
amongst grown-up people, he had a
trick of using very long words, or

rather, misusing them, in the most de-

lightful manner. In his hours of soli-

tude he had reviewed the past, day
after day, with such minuteness, fidel-

ity and love, that all his conversation

was of the former scenes in which his

father was hero, king, and lord of all.

Few things in him charmed me more
than the exquisitely grave little way he
had of saying "Father said so."

Against that "Father said so" the

united wisdom of the world would
have been powerless to persuade him.

It was his tiny life's "Amen."
How I remember once, later on, as I

sat at my table writing, and he play-

ing at my side, his saying to me sud-

denly:

"Nell"—he never, from the very first,

called me by any other name—"did you
know that you were poserively the

best fellow in the world?"
"I did not know it, dear," I an-

swered.

"Well, you are. Father said so."

"Oh! but dearest, it is not so," 1

answered, thinking of the dear dead
friend of my life, who had always been
so blind to my faults, so lenient to my
frailties.

In the silence that ensued, I turned
to look at my little boy, and my heart
smote me as I saw. Behold! His grave
blue eyes wide open with amaze; like

two scarlet burning poppies his cheeks;
his tiny mouth parted with a surprise

and pain too sharp for words! Then 1

kissed away the poppies and the pain,

and made my peace with him; but I

never again forgot the lesson taught
me by my darling, whose father had
"said so."

On that first evening I sat by his side

in the cold and gloom, comforting him
with thoughts of his father in heaven,
beyond all cold and gloom and pain
and prison for ever more, until at last

I managed to soothe him off. into a

sweet untroubled sleep.

(To be continued./

Tcb's "R.*)cngc

"I'll thrash him for tills; see if I

don't," muttered Rob, as he paced the

kitchen floor in his rage. "There is a
limit even to Christian forbearance,

mother."

"Is there? ' she said, in her gentle

way. "I don't remember seeing that,

but I do about forgiving seventy times
seven, and overcoming evil with good."

"I think it's pretty hard," went on
Rob, "if a boy has to put up with all 1

do at school because I'm trying to be a

Christian. Just think, mother, here I

find my skate-straps all cut up, with a

note tied on, saying I won't need them
now, as I will spend my spare time on
my knees. It's in Ralph Moore's hand.

;

No one else writes this wslj. Some of

the other boys said my pants were
praying out at the knees."

"You do need new everyday clothes,"

his mother said sadly.

"Nonsense, mamma. These are good
enough. It's enough for you to keep
me in M»hool, the same as if father

were living. It's just being laughed at

over religion that makes my blood boil.

Ralph is the leader of it all. But l

must hurry, or he will get the start of

me in the examinations. You know,
Professor White has offered a prize

for the best set of papers, and I am de-

termined to get it. You'll allow me
that much revenge, won't you,

mother?"
Not caring to wait for her answer,

he snatched up his things, gave her a

hasty kiss, and hurried away.
"Overcome evil with good," kept

ringing in Rob's ears. He was won-
dering what it meant, when he stopped

in the hall to leave his old overcoat

and cap.

"No need to take the saint's books
away. Of course, he won't peep," came
from Ralph as Rob passed. But before

the laugh that followed his remark had
died away Ralph began in a distressed

tone: "0 boys, what will I do? I've

left my paper, pencils, pen and ink and
everything at home. Professor said

not even a pencil should be sharpened
or borrqwed after he rang the last

bell. boys, can't you help me?
There's only a moment, and I wouldn't

lose this examination for anything.

Father said this should decide about
my going to college. Do some one di-

vide," and the expression on Ralph's

face was pitiful in the extreme.

All the boys expressed sympathy, but

The
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CA.JST UICK.BUS

via the Nickel Plate Road, $13.00 tor

the round trip, good 15 days; $16.00 for

the round trip good 20 days. Three
daily trains with vestibuled sleeping-

cars. Meals in dining cars, ranging In

price from 35 cents to $1.00. Address
John Y. Calahan, General Agent, 111

Adams street, Chicago.
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declared they could not spare a thing
for his use.

When Rob heard Ralpn's lament he
felt a little grim satisfaction. His
proud rival would not be in the field.

Then a thought of the kind of revenge
the old Book taught crossed his mind
—that strange command to "overcome
evil with good."
Just as the professor was rising to

touch the bell, Rob reached over to
Ralph, and said: "I'm sorry my paper
isn't better, but here's half, and my
pen and ink. Please take them."
"No more communications," came

from the platform, and the surprised
Ralph could only look at the unexpect-
ed supplies in amazement.
He saw at a glance Rob had given

him the best of his paper, and had
taken the risk of a lead pencil himself,
and there came a new and strange sen-
sation in the proud boy's heart.
"Rob, old fellow," he said, as they

left the room at noon, "you're the kind-
est boy I ever saw, and I'm the mean-
est. I'll never forget this undeserved
favor."

"Ralph Moore took the highest grade
and Rob Wheatley the second," an-
nounced the principal a few days later.
"I must say, in regard to Wheatley's
excellent papers, if he had used his pen
and ink, and a little more paper, the
few mistakes he made would have been
avoided."

I am glad to be able to say Ralph
went to the professor and explained the
unusual appearance of Rob's papers,
and begged the standing to be changed
and he given the first place.

Professor White said it was too late
for such a change, but he gave an ac-
count of Rob's generous action that
day before the boys, and they gave a
rousing cheer for Rob Wheatley at the
close.

"Rob, I don't believe you'll hear any-
thing more about your religion," Ralph
said, as they walked home together;
"unless," he added, "we come for the
recipe."

"Well, Robbie, so you've conquered
your enemy and had your revenge," his
mother said, when she heard the story.
"And so there's a way to do that with-
out blows—is there, my son?"

"Yes, mamma," he answered; "and
I guess in that kind of revenge I over-
came as much evil in Rob Wheatley as
in Ralph Moore."—Christian Observer.

Anjtocr to "Puzzle.
In the Christian Century of Oct. 17—

Whose daughter was Noah?
The answer is to be found in Num-

bers 26:33.

HOME, UHEATMEWT FO'R
CAJVCEH.

Br. Bye's Balmy Oils for cancer is a
positive and painless cure. Most cases
are treated at home without the serv-
ice of a physician. Send for a ^>ook
telling what wonderful things are be-
ing done by simply anointing with
oils. The combination is a secret;

gives instant relief from pains, de-

stroys the cancer microbes and restores

the patient 'to health. Thousands of

cancers, tumors, catarrh, ulcers, piles

and malignant diseases cured in the
last six years. If not afflicted cut this

out and send it to some suffering one
Address Dr. W. 0. Bye, Drawer 1111,

Kansas City, Mo.

S-PLITTIJVG HA II*. JT.

While the medical profession is split-

ting hairs over scientific and obscure
theories, thousands of people are suf-

fering from the common ailments of

the day, headaches and weak diges-

tions. One almost feels that there is

too much science, too much theorizing

and too little practical work. In the
meantime Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer

remains the people's remedy. It not
only relieves, but it cures. For further

particulars address Dr. Peter Pahrney,
112-118 S. Hoyne avenue, Chicago, 111.

WHy -do yoxr hesitate?
The common use of violent cathar-

tics is a habit destructive of health

and creates a necessity for larger and
more frequent doses.

A trial bottle of Vernal Saw Pal-

metto Berry Wine will be sent free

and prepaid to any reader of this

publication who needs it and writes

for it. One small dose a day quick-

ly cures the most stubborn case of

constipation or the most distressing

stoma.ch trouble, to stay cured. Its

influence upon the liver, kidneys and
bladder is gentle and wonderful and
restores those organs to a condition

of health so that they perform their

functions perfectly and painlessly.

Perfect health and vigor is soon estab-

lished by a little of this wonderful
curative tonic.

Any reader of Christian Century
may prove this remarkable remedy
without expense by writing to Vernal
Remedy Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

They will send a bottle free to all

who write for it. It quickly and per-
manently cures constipation, catarrh
of stomach, bowels and bladder, and
all stomach, liver, kidney and blad-

der troubles caused by inflammation,
congestion or catarrh. Why hesitate?
Write immediately for one bottle.

You will receive it promptly, free and
prepaid.

£6.00 ZSO "BX/FFALO VAJV-
AMETUCAJV AJVD
TtETWRN S6.00

via the Nickel Plate Road, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays, with limit

coaches only; 15-day tickets at $13.0i>

of 5 days from date of sale, good in

for the round trip, and 20-day tickets

at $16.00 for round trip, good in sleep-

ing cars. Three through daily trains.

For particulars and Pan-American
folder of buildings and grounds, ad-

dress John Y. Calahan, General Agent,

111 Adams street, Chicago.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.

This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer

could ask. They prov° by the most

skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,

backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book

of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

Ott
"A GOOD MAN WANTED"

To Advance for First Class

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS
ED. AMHERST OTT, Dean Drake University College of Oratory. Des Moines, la.

* A * -la

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To anv bov or girl who will distribute a few copies of

the Christian monthly, a new religions magazine, in

their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. Tht
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is guar-

anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHARfl
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to us,

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
J 1333 F. Franklin St., Richmond, Va»
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The Overland Limited
California in 3 days

The Colorado Special
One night to Denver

3 days to San Francisco

The Chicago-Portland Special
Oregon and Washington in 3 days

The North-Western Limited
Electric Lighted— Chicago*

St. Paul and Minneapolis

Duluth and St. Paul Fast Mail
Fast train to head of lakes

The Peninsula Express
Fast time to Marquette

and Copper Country

JS^O change of cars. Everything in con-
nection with its service is modern

and progressive.

TICKET OFFICES
Clark St. and Wells St. Station.

Special Free illustrated

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"Tie Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onV, .urormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

PARKER'S
,
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the halR
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color/

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling,
gQc, and 8 1.00 at Druggist!

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURES
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant.happy—giveyou
ability to work and
enjoy life. It is
simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to

' figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,000 letters like thlst
Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1899.

Your Brace did all you said about it and more for
me. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and brought
ae good health, which I had not had before in 25
.ears. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lung
disease, stomach and other ills to which women are
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON.
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed envelope. Address
The Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salina, Kansas.

Every woman should have tins Brace.

Bethany College
Founded In 1841 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W Va.
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cat*
logue and particulars address,

•/. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty,

OCEAN EXCURSION TO
NEW YORK

BIG FOUR
CHESAPEAKE

& OHIO ROUTE
The Rhine, Alps and Battlefield Line.

Stop-over Privileges at Old Point Com-
fort going; Buffalo— Returning.

Route No. I, $35.00.
Going via Big* Four Route to Cincinnati;

Chesapeake & Ohio Kailway to Old Poiut or
Norfolk; Old Dominion Line (meals and
berths included on steamer) to New York.
Returning via Pensylvania Railroad and
Pennsylvania Lines, or via New York Cen-
tral to Buffalo and Lake Shore or Michigan
Central to Chicago.

Route No. 2, $33.GG^
Going, same as Route No. 1. Return.,'s%

via West Shore, Lehigh Valley or D. L. & W.
Rys. to Buffalo; New York, Chicago & St.
Louis Railroad or Grand Trunk to Chicago.

Tickets will be on sale July 1 to OctoberSO,
limited to return within ten days, except on
return ti ip, if tickets are deposited with Joint
Agent at Buffalo or agents at Washington.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, within original ten-
day limit, stop-over often days additional is
allowed at any one of those points. Stop-
over at Old Point Comfort is allowed in
either direction within limit of ticket.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Route through

the Allegh-iv and Bbie. Rid^e mountains,
Shenandoan ar>ci ^„„«iont \». f and the
historic region of Yir°f*nv\ la connection
with the ocean trip -'. f eightten hours from
Norfolk or Old Poiut Comfort to New York,
offers the most beautiful, varied and inter-
esting trip in America.
For further particulars address

J. C. TUCKER, G. N. A., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.

W. E. C0NKLYN, N. W. P. A., C. & 0. Ry.,
234 Clark Street, Chicago.
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RALPH CONNORS NEW NOVEL,

The Man
From Gleng'arry

l2mo, Cloth, Decorated $1,50.

The half million or more admirers of Ralph
Connor's inimitable miners of "Black Rock" and
cowboys of "The Sky Pilot" will give a cordial

welcome to his lumbermen in "The Man from
Glengarry." The hero stands out in bold relief.

He fights the great fight that strong men must put

up if they would retain their manhood. The
control of self develops the boyhood charm into a

maturity of character which once known can never

be forgotten.

By the Author of "Captain of the Janizaries'

James M. Ludlow,

DEBORAH A TALE OF THE
TIHES OF JLDAS
MACCAB/CL'S.

Illustrated. l2mo, Cloth, $1.50.

Bishop Hurst says: "Dr. Ludlow has achieved a

notable success in his new historical romance.

His chief creation, the heroine, will take her

place high among the women of fiction It is

absolutely refreshing in these times of many so-

called historical novels, to find a story that really

embodies in a living and fascinating robe of pure

imagination, the great events of actual history."

By W. A. P. HARTIN, D.D., LL.D.,

THE LORE OF CATHAY
In Five Parts:

Arts and Sciences, Literature, Philosophy

and Religion, Education, History.

Illustrated, $2.50 net.

"President Martin of the Chinese Imperial

University, is well qualified by long resid-

ence and unusually varied experience as a

missionary, diplomatist, and educator, to tell

us of the real life and tl ought of China."

—

"The Congregationalist."

By FREDERIC ROWLAND MARVIN,

LAST WORDS OF DISTIN=

GUISHED MEN AND WOHEN.

8vo, cloth, $1.50 net.

"Also considerable additional matter per-

taining to the circumstances in which they

died. Montaigne said: Teach men to die

and you will teach men how to live.' '—N.Y.

Times.

WALDO SELDEN PRATT.

HUSICAL HINISTRIES IN

THE CHURCH.

Cloth, net, $ 1.00.

Professor Pratt's experience both as church
musician and instructor of ministerial can-

didates, gives him peculiar facilities. This

will undoubtedly be a standard work of

reference.

HUGH BLACK (author "Friendship")

CULTURE AND RESTRAINT.

12mo, cloth. Elegant. Net. $1.50.

Mr. Black ranks among the leading essay-

ists of to-day. The field he has chosen, or

rather the field that has chosen him—for

"Friendship" and "Culture" are impelling

forces—is one that calls for rare combination

of heart and mind.

CHARLES H. PARKHURST,

SUNNY SIDE OF
CHRISTIANITY.

16no, cloth, net, 60c.

As God's heart is Love, so the author sets
forth the various phases and relations of
Love in the practical daily life, as theory
and experience, as a lubricant, as a means
of knowing. It has all of Dr Parkhurst's
peculiarly vivid style, with a sweetness and
every-day sunniness that are wonderfully
attractive.

OEORGE MATHESON,

TIHES OF RETIREMENT.

12rno, cloth, $1.25 net.

Devotional meditations by the author of

"Moments on the Mount," written in the

author's most helpful and inspiring style.

HENRY OTIS DWIGHT,

CONSTANTINOPLE AND ITS

PROBLEHS,

Its Peoples, Customs, Religion and Progress

Fully illustrated, 12mo, cloth, net §1.25.

"Authoritative, free from amateur seuti-

mentalism, sane, straightforward and up-to-

date. He is a keen observer of the intraica-

cies of its political and social life."—James
S. Dennis.

NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS,

DAVID THE POET AND KING.

The Romance and Tragedy of His Career
and Fall, and the Glor}- of His Recovery.
Illustrated by Louis Rhead.

16ruo, clo'th, 75c. net.

"An essay giving the result of careful and
intelligent study of the career of David. All
the romance, tragedy and pathos of his
career are graphically related in clear-cut,
narrative style.''—New York Times Satur-
day Review.

H. C. G. MOULE,

THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE
NEW AGE.

I2mo. cloth, net. $1.00,

Dr. Motile is a many-sided man. with wide

interests in literature and life. He has

breadth of culture and sympathy.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming;
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

SHOUT VASTO'RATES—THEI'R
CA l/SES AJYD DISASTERS.

HE other day a well-known minister sent a

letter, which was read at the service of in-

stallment for a new pastor in his own
neighborhood; and this letter contained

the striking prayer "that he may abide with

you and be a blessing." There seemed

to be much significance in the deliberate

choice of those words "abide with you"

;

possibly that church had » been suffering

from a number of short pastorates, or the

minister had arrived there after hurried

pastoral experiences in several recent appointments

;

or perhaps the writer was thinking merely of the fact

that so many churches and ministers are today suffer-

ing from the disease of constant change. Our Metho-
dist brethren have come—not without painful discus-

sion and considerable uncertainty—to extend the aver-

age period of their pastorates. But it is safe to say

that the average Methodist pastorate was, before this

alteration of law, not much less than the average pas-

torate in some of the other denominations. There are

many churches which hardly know what it is to have
the same man for three years, and many ministers who
begin to become restless within that time and seek a

new field.

What are the causes of this constant moving of

pastors from place to place? It is safe to say that

they are not to be sought mainly in the attitude of

mind of the churches. There are few churches which
do not dread a vacancy more even than the retention

of an unsatisfactory minister. The main causes, we
believe, must be sought in the circumstances, ambi-

tions and attainments of the ministers themselves.

In the first place, we must name, of course, the

small salaries which are offered by a considerable num-

ber of churches. It is not easy to urge that a young

couple with a young family should continue to strug-

gle on at a salary of four or five hundred dollars or

less, when there is a chance of an increase by move-

ment to another field; and we suppose that as long as-

such churches exist they must be content with short

pastorates. But this, of course, cannot be taken as

really a legitimate reason for premature removals,

when the salary has reached the point even of mod-

erate comfort. Other motives come into play then and

cause frequent changes.

We believe it is not a mistake to name as a second

powerful cause of change the poor education of a large

number of those who have been ordained to the

Christian ministry. We would not for a moment insist

that an elaborate and prolonged college and seminary

training is absolutely essential in the sense that excep-

tional men cannot become great ministers without it;

while we do maintain that for the health of the Church

as a whole a thorough training for its ministers is es-

sential. The large number of men who have rushed

into the ministry with a mere smattering of super-

ficial Bible knowledge, without deep wrestling with

doctrinal problems, and almost no reading in the his-

tory of the Church, do, we believe, account for a.

vast proportion of the short pastorates which disgrace

and weaken the Church. A man with such meager

equipment cannot stand the strain of continual preach-

ing to the same people. His ideas are few, his powers

of expression are limited, his scope of illustration nar-

row, his human interests few and small, his vision of

the divine unelastic and unsystematic. His people

very soon hear all he has to say; he himself is soon<

aware that he has said it all. And then there is noth-

ing to do but to ask the Lord to open up the way to a.

new field. We have heard of such an one, and believe

there are many like him, who had obtained a smatter-

ing of information on certain Bible topics and who
was able in his first church, over which he was or-

dained, to preach happily and successfully until his

list of topics was exhausted—when he collapsed.

That man could not possibly do any better in a new
field than in his first, for in his first he had studied

nothing new and went to his second with a sense of

failure and without additional knowledge or wis-
dom.

The third main cause of frequent changes is to be

found in a wrongly directed personal ambition. There
is a place for ambition in the ministry. Every man
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•ordained to preach the Gospel ought to wish to do it

well and to see large fruits of his labor. It is not
wrong for a man to wish that he may have a wide
scope for his energies and a wide field for his influ-

ence. But at this point the line between ambition as

an inspiration from God and ambition as sent out of

hell is not always easy to distinguish. Where a man's
ambition dwells simply on the hunger for popular
applause or for the exercise of personal power or for

the gain of money and social distinction, it is a per-

verted and degraded spirit; and the minister swayed
by this can never be aught but superficial in his work
and restless in every place whose limitations from
those points of view he soon discovers.

This brings us to the fourth cause of restlessness

in the pastorate, which must be described as low views
of the pastoral relation. That relation is one of the

most beautiful, tender and deep within the experience

of man. Nothing can exceed the value to a com-
munity of the presence in it for many years of a true

and diligent man of God. As such an one looks deep
and ever deeper into the meaning of his office and the

opportunities presented to him of molding human
character, his longing to stay with his people in order
that he may do more for them will assuredly grow.
The idea of leaving will be for him, not first the at-

tainment of what is new, but the loss of what has be-

come as dear to him as his ministry. His thought
moves ever around and among the personalities whom
he is striving to lead into the Christian life, whom he
sees ripening every year for the great harvest day.

A man whose heart is given to this divine office, whose
imagination is permanently colored by all its glorious

possibilities, is not the man who will wish to move
from any place that he is in, or be unduly eager for

promotion to any harder task and more awful re-

sponsibility.

It is impossible to exaggerate the disasters which
are coming alike upon the ministry and the churches
through the frequency of short pastorates.

In the first place, disaster comes to the minister.

The man who leaves his work in a parish where he has
a comfortable living and a good field at the end of

two or three years, and whose subsequent pastorates
are just as short, is making himself a shallower man
with every change. That man simply does not under-
stand what it is to be a pastor and teacher to a flock

of human beings. It may be that at the end of three
years, he has begun to feel a little of the strain upon
his intellectual resources and his energy as a student,

a id he thinks it would be a good thing to rest at the
very time he ought to begin to work harder. It is

when a man begins to feel the strain that his own op-
portunity for ennoblement and growth is found. To
fail at that hour is to choose ease for service, weakness
for strength, laxity of intellect for strenuous exertion
and victorious acquirement. To remain at that point,

to make out new lines of work, new subjects of study,
is to have a regeneration of the mind and a reopening
of the intellectual and spiritual life. There are men
who began well, with good training and something of

the student habit, who have gradually lost that habit
and lost, therefore, the alertness of mind, the clear-

ness of thought, the depth of spiritual insight which
they might have had, because rather than win this

at the price of toil they have chosen the lazier method
of going from church to church.
And the churches which have the misfortune of get-

ting a succession of short pastorates are the weaker
for that experience. It is only after a man has been
years in a place that his personality and his teaching

begin to tell upon the community. It is only then that

he begins to be one of them and not a stranger. Then,
when the little children he has baptized are beginning

to speak and to grow up under his teaching, when the

boys are becoming young men and are beginning to

trust in his constant interest and his wise advice, when
the households have welcomed him in their days of

joy and have begun to associate him and his face and
name, his voice and words, with the most sacred mem-
ories of their lives—it is only then that the man of

God begins to be a true pastor, to have that control

and influence over the lives of his people which make
him an effective minister of God. Tins being so, think

of the results which flow from constant changes ! The
name of the minister ceases to be sacred; the flock

is being starved and knows not why, or knows only in

the persons of its wiser members ; the young have no
personal attachment to the minister—he is more like

a commercial traveler who calls in for a little business

and is off again. The whole spirit of the church, even

when its organizations are outwardly maintained, is

poorer and weaker. It cannot possibly glow with

divine blessing. These experiences depend more
largely than we know upon the conception which a

church forms of that office through which so much of

the Spirit of God is interpreted to them and the in-

fluence of God reaches them. And no church will

ever hold a high conception of that ministry whose
ministers have come and goner leavingv like, our morn-
ing paper, only a blur of petty sensations behind.

LE TTE*RS
TO THE B O O KL OV E 71.

M*R. HALL CAI/fE'jr "THE BTE^JVAL
CITy."

Y Dear Friend : There are certain writers

Ml of our day concerning whom the Christian

public holds a very uncertain judgment.

The rumor that they deal with delicate

matters in an indelicate wray is sufficient to

condemn them in the eyes of many, who
yet are not prepared to maintain that the

deeper questions of human morality must
not be discussed in narrative form. Among
the writers who have made a strong im-

pression upon the public and are also re-

garded with this vague dread by many good people

is Mr. Hall Caine. I confess to having suffered, as

so many others have, from the disagreeable taste

which some of his writings leave in one's mouth. He
reminds me in many ways of the effect produced by

his more distinguished contemporary, Mr. Thomas
Hardy. Both of these writers have written books

which deal with narrow phases of a narrow rural life.

The one has described a small section of southern

England and the other has set his stories amid the

beauties of the Isle of Man; and both have confined

themselves almost entirely, within those limited scenes,

to human beings of the poorest type. Hardly one of

their characters is a worthy representative of the

higher morality, hardly one has any worthy view, even

for a rustic, of religious expedience. They are all the

creatures of greed and physical appetite, whose very

noblenesses are attended by irredeemable moral con-

taminations.

One could not but acknowledge the great power of

Mr. Hall Caine as a creator of exciting plots and a

delineator, of intense scenes and a vivid setter forth
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of strong and lurid passions. But one arose after

the conclusion of his earlier stories as if released and

glad to flee from an evil fascination, glad to go back

to the healthfulness of even ordinary society, to meet

men who were not ready to murder their brothers

and women whose love had something of heaven in

its heart. In his last work, "The Eternal City," Mr.

Hall Caine continues the happy movement begun in

its predecessor, "The Christian." He has left the

narrower range of rustic brutalities and lubricities for

the vaster problems of society and the religious world.

He begins to touch, even with uncertain fingers, the

powers of the world to come, and to describe, as seen

still through a veil, some of the realities of the Chris-

tian experience.

"The Eternal City" is, of course, Rome. The
problem is a complex one. It is that of describing

Rome as the birthplace of the new social order, for

which Mr. Hall Caine with a poetic instinct feels the

deep soul-yearning of his generation. In no other

city, he says, could he find the conditions that seemed
to promise a rapid solution of the imperious problems
concerning the relation of the masses to governments
and potentates. The central figure of the book from
the artistic or literary point of view, is of course

"Roma," the beautiful young girl, half English and
half Italian, whose fate it is to stand between the con-

tending forces- of the past and. the future. The evil

forces c f a selfish, relentless and grinding government
are embodied in Baron Bonelli, the powerful minister

of the interior, under the Italian king. The hope of

the future is summed up in the personality of David
Rossi. If Bonelli is really, as it is said, an intentional

portrait of Crispi, the great Italian statesman, Rossi
is in large measure inspired by the heroic and pathetic

figure of Mazzini, the brilliant Italian prophet and
dreamer. Rossi is represented as an anarchist of a

peculiar type, who proposes to break down govern-
ments in order to replace them by a broader govern-
ment of the people and by the people. But he is no
r volutionary of the violent type. He has got his

inspiration from Christ, would fain remold society on
lines suggested by the spirit and teaching of the Lord's
Prayer, and believes firmly that physical force must
not be employed, even by a down-trodden generation,

to secure its rights. How nobly he clings to this

creed, how dreadfully he is tempted to shed blood,

how fiercely he fights in his own soul for the ideal,

how hopelessly he is entangled—being misunderstood
and misrepresented as a bloodthirsty insurrectionary,

in the very hours when his whole manhood was con-
centrated upon the task of preventing bloodshed ! His
love for Roma becomes at once his glory and his de-
feat, his comfort and his despair. All this is described
with nervous energy, and sometimes thrilling power. .

You will find one of the most fascinating elements
in this interesting study to be Mr. Hall Caine's daring
picture of the Pope. The doctrine is developed
through several most interesting and original scenes
that the Papal claim to territorial dignity is a great
hindrance to the universal authority and influence of
the Catholic church, and as a side issue it is somewhat
fiercely contended that the use of the confessional is

also an abuse of human relations which helps to per-
petuate social wrongs. How the Pope in this story
becomes convinced that he must lay aside earthly am-
bitions, even for the church, and lead it out in the
simplicity of its faith to bear its direct witness to the
eternal Lord, and how extensive and surprising is the
religious and social result of this action, you must find

out from the book yourself.

Mr. Hall Caine has undoubtedly written a strong

book. What is disagreeable in it he may perhaps be

able to defend as being part of the whole situation, and

as being described as carefully and simply as possible.

His hero, David Rossi, is indeed a visionary, and the

program which Mr. Hall Caine works out is, of course,

unpractical. His descriptions of the Pope will of-

fend his Catholic readers. And yet, after all such

criticisms have been frankly made, there remains the

significant fact that one more man of independent

mind in our day, seeking for the field that interests the

largest number of readers, and the direction in which

they look for the most powerful teaching, selects the

central problems of society for investigation ; and

there follows after this the further significant fact that

such a student of central human problems finds their

solution bound up with the history of the church and

dependent upon the clearer understanding by man of

the mind of Christ. Over all defects of the book these

facts stand out and mark it as one more powerful wit-

ness to that which we of the evangelical faith seem

nowadays to see so strongly, that in the religious life

lie those forces which are changing and will yet more
profoundly change the face of the world.

I am yours faithfully,

A Bookman.

ffOTES AJSfV COMMENTS.
E,jcit Czolgosz.

Leon Czolgosz, the assassin of President McKinley,

has paid the utmost penalty of the law. He went to

his death sullen and defiant, saying, "I am not sorry

for my crime." He showed no sign of fear. He re-

fused to see the Polish priest who was in attendance.

He had by baptism been made a member of the Roman
Catholic church, but it is said that "he never practiced

his religion, and as an anarchist denounced all its

tenets." There is something very impressive in the

swift yet unhasting way in which the law bore the

assassin to his doom. There were no sensational ac-

cessories ; no opportunity to pose as a hero or as a

martyr. Fifty-three days after he had committed the

foul deed he is placed in the electrical chair; a few
seconds and life is extinct ; his body is then thrown
into an unmarked grave, and within a few hours is

dissolved with quicklime. An ignoble end, befitting

an ignoble deed. He will now pass out of the thoughts

of men. "The memory of the wicked shall rot."

Lynching a Form of Social Anarchy.

Another of those lawless outbreaks which causes the

American people to blush for shame has occurred in

Washington Parish, Louisiana, where the lynching of

a negro ended in a race feud in which three white

men and twelve negroes were killed. Lynching al-

ways defeats its end ; it brutalizes and debases, and ex-

cites to deeds of violence. As a form of social an-

archy the utmost power of government ought to be

invoked to punish it, and to stamp it out. It is grat-

ifying to know from the statistics which have been
preserved that, despite appearances to the contrary,

lynching is on the decrease. The total number of

persons lynched in the last twenty years is 3,130. Of
2,516 persons slain by mob law since 1885, fifty-one

were women and 2,465 mei: ; 1,678 were negroes, 801

white, twenty-one Indian, nine Chinese and seven

Mexicans; 1892 marked the high water mark, and the

total for that year—236—has appreciably decreased

during recent years. "Those who seek to uphold lynch-
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ing in the South," remarks the Philadelphia Public
Ledger, "do so on the ground that it is chiefly a pun-
ishment on those who commit grave crimes against

women ; but the figures published do not bear out this

contention. Of more than 1,700 lynchings between
January 1, 1885, and January 1 of the present year,

only 602 illegal executions were for this form of crime.

The remainder were for murder, thieving, politics, un-
popularity, and generally bad reputation."

also showed '.the directions ' in which still further ad-

vance can be made through the co-operation of labor

and capital.

Vn/on in Sunday School Worf{.

Among the agencies which are working in a quiet

and effective way for the unification of the people of

Christ are the Sunday school county and state associa-

tions. At those gatherings divisive questions are kept
in the background, and practical questions touching
the advancement of Christ's kingdom among the

young are considered. The churches that keep aloof

from this work suffer inconceivable loss. Dr. Jesse
M. Hurlbut, the well known leader in Sunday school
work, says : "Show me the county where the schools

are in closest touch with the interdenominational work
and I will show you the best schools."

Closing of the "Buffalo Exposition-

The Pan-American Exposition has come to an
end. It marked a stage in the nation's progress, and
although its balance sheet shows a deficit of over four
million dollars, yet it is pronounced a great artistic

and educational success. Its most outstanding feature

was its wonderful electrical display; the harnessing
of the Niagara Falls and the utilizing of its power for

this purpose being one of the great achievements of
the century. The Buffalo exposition will always be
connected in the public mind with the dark tragedy of
the President's death, but as it passes into history its

value to the common weal will become more and more
apparent. To those who beheld it the memory of the
electrical display of the "Rainbow City" will remain a
joy forever.

"Plans for Social Trusts.

At a lecture under the auspices of the Men's Com-
munity Club, given last week at the Chicago Com-
mons, Dr. W. H. Tolman, secretary of the League for
Social Service in New York, presented a plea for a
closer communication between the organizations which
are working for the betterment of the working classes.

He pointed out what the men of the old world and
of this country are doing toward the improvement of
social conditions. His remarks and the views shown
gave a clear conception of the development in the so-

cial revolution.

"Great social changes have already taken place," he
said, "and others are to follow, attendant on the sub-
stitution of the factory system for home industries, the
redistribution of population and massing it in cities,

the creation and concentration of capital, the organiza-
ion of labor and the like. Society is gradually gain-
ing self-consciousness, that is, it is becoming aware
that its life is one, that its members are members one
of another. We need, therefore, a social clearing-
house, and to supply this need is one of the chief aims
of the League for Social Reform."
By the use of the stereopticon Dr. Tolman showed

the development which has been made in recent years
in the housing of the working classes and in the im-
provement of their social condition generally. He

CHICAGO JSTOTES.

ROF. EDMUND J. JAMES of the Uni-

Pversity of Chicago has thrown out a chal-

lenge to the citizens of the Seventh Ward
by offering himself as a candidate for the

City Council. It is to be hoped that the

challenge will be accepted. Reform in civ-

ic affairs must come largely by displace-

ment, and it is an encouraging sign to see

busy men of intelligence and capacity will-

ing to serve as aldermen. Prof. James is

a recognized authority on municipal gov-
ernment, and his election to office is, in the present

condition of affairs, a consummation devoutly to be
wished.

Dr. H. W. Thomas has resigned the pastorate of

the People's church in Chicago to devote his remain-
ing days to a new movement called The People's

church of America, for the furtherance of which a

friend has given a million dollars. The Rev. Frank
Crane of the M. E. church of Hyde Park has been
chosen as Dr. Thomas' successor, and there is little

doubt of his acceptance. The choice is in all respects a

happy one. Dr. Crane has elements of popularity

which will fit him to minister with acceptance to the

mixed and motley audience which assembles for wor-
ship in McVicker's theater. He is too excessively in-

dividualistic to draw well in denominational harness,

and must always have been a thorn in the side of pre-

siding elders and bishops. He is a free lance and
fights in light armor. He is not weighted down with

theological lore ; but he knows men, and is in thorough
sympathy with modern thought and life. His strength

as a speaker lies in his pungent wit, his gift of epi-

grammatic utterance, and his wholesome humanita-
rianism. There is nothing clerical about him. He re-

sembles a man of the street, and his off-hand, debon-
air, and sometimes reckless way of saying things is

to an average audience very attractive. He will keep

up worthily the traditions of the People's church ; and
will be a power for good in the life of the city.

The retirement of Dr. H. W. Thomas from the

leadership of the People's church, to which he has

ministered for twenty-one years, removes from the

pulpit of Chicago one of its most marked figures. Dr.

Thomas was deposed from the Methodist Episcopal

church in 1880 for teaching doctrines contrary to the

church standards, especially as pertaining to the final

destiny of the wicked ; he clinging to "the larger hope"
for which Tennyson pleads. His friends rallied round
him and formed an independent church, which has

grown until it has become an important factor in the

city's life.
. His sympathetic nature and catholic spirit

have made him a general favorite with the unchurched.
Seldom have the bitter experiences of his early years

dropped gall into his speech. He has gone on through
the years speaking his message and doing his work in

his own way. He has been a friend of the newspaper
reporters, for whom he had always a kind word, and to

this is to be attributed in a large measure the publicity

which he has enjoyed. He will now become pastor

emeritus and will, as heretofore, interest himself in

social and civic reform.
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CONTRIBUTEDy—
IT IS EMOX/GH.

It is enough, if, at the close of day,

Thou, resting wearied limbs, canst truly say,

"I have walked humbly with my God this day,"

—

It is enough.

Though failure, oft-repeated, dim the light

Of high resolve, wherewith thy youth was bright,

If each fresh morn thou gird thee to the fight,

It is enough.

Though hopes which make the world seem half divine

Fade in thy clasp and suffer slow decline,

If thou for others' hopes exchangest thine,

It is enough.

Though thou hast longed in vain to find a friend
Whose glance thy heart's sore loneliness can mend,.
If thou hast loved thine own unto the end,

It is enough.

Though death should come ere half the projects vast,

Which seemed thy life's breath, into form are cast,

If without wrath or fear thou breathe thy -last,

It is enough.

And when the Dark shall flee before the Day,
And God shall comfort thee in his great way,
Then thou at last in utter peace shall say,

It is enough.
—Dorothea Hollins.

THE PERFECT MAJV.*
HE old and stubbornly fought battle bc-

Ttween idealism and realism in art and in

life is largely due to confusion of mean-
ing about what the two words at their best

stand for. De Quincey said he was seldom
disposed to meet any sincere affirmation by
a blank unmodified denial, since all errors
arise in some narrow, partial or angular
view of truth ; and this is certainly the case
in the long quarrel between idealism and
realism. They often have to state their

side in an extreme form to counterbalance each other's
exaggeration. When idealism is looked on as the home
of all vagrant visionaries, and sets its seal on every
vague romanticism, and every unintelligible specula-
tion, and every vapory mysticism—all with the one
essential qualification of being absolutely unhampered
by facts and unrelated to life—it is natural to expect
the protest, which impatiently pushes aside the nebu-
lous, the occult in all its forms, all traffic with mys-
tery, all that sounds like rhapsody to the cold ear, all

"striving to attain by shadowing out the unattainable."
The transcendental is dismissed, as either the self-de-
lusion of the dreamer, or the deceit of the charlatan.
Realism asks for definiteness of conception, and for
precision of statement. It pins us down to the crude,
naked fact. It has no sympathy with the inexpressible
and the undefinable—if there are sut:h things they can
be let alone. Its great virtues are intellectual veraci-
ty and lucid, accurate account of facts. Let us see the

*Prom Culture and Restraint, by Hugh Black, just issued by
Fleming H. Revell Co. By parmission of publishers.

thing as it is, and if it has to be described or painted,

let it be done as it is seen. This appears a very rea-

sonable demand, and seems to settle the question at

once on the side of realism, but the demand which looks

.

so simple only brings the difficulty into focus ; for

two men do not see the same scene alike. Art is more
than transcription, as realism declares—it is interpre-

tation ; but even if it were only transcription, no two
men could make the same transcript. Fusili, painter

and art critic, said he only wished he could paint up
what he saw. The same thing will appeal differently

to different people according to capacity, sensibility,

experience. One may look on a flower with the eye

of a florist, another of a market-gardener, another of

a botanist, another of an artist. William Blake saw
angels amid the swaying corn or nestling in a tree. A
scene, which is dull and uninteresting to the listless

eye, may be transformed by a touch of creative and
interpretative imagination, as James Smetham says

Gerhard Dow threw a glow over our very pickled cab-

bage.

Wordsworth in his introduction to his "Ode on Im-
mortality" tells us how impossible it was for him to

disbelieve in the spiritual, because of the immediate
sense he had of the indomitableness of the spirit with-

in him. So exalted sometimes was his thought that

he was often unable to think of external things having
an external existence at all, which is ever the pitfall of

idealism.

"Many times," he says, "while going to school have I

grasped at a wall or tree to recall myself from this

abyss of idealism to the reality. At that time I was
afraid of such processes. In later periods of life I

. have deplored, as we have all reason to do, a subjec-

tion of an opposite character." The experience is a

common one, though not perhaps in the same form, or

with the same vividness, yet in some kindred way;
and the sceptical mood, which follows in later life and
is inclined to limit reality to the material, is also a

common one. To the eager soul entranced by the

splendor of a great ideal comes a moment of disillu-

sionment, when a cold hand is laid on his pulse, and a
curtain seems drawn over his eyes, and sadly he can
say

—

Whither is fled the visionary gleam?
Where is it now, the glory and the dream?

We see the tragedy being enacted every day in the

young man, who began the world with fresh enthu-
siasm, being subdued to the level of his environment;
and worst of all, unlike Wordsworth who deplored the
change, sometimes he looks back with shame or con-
tempt to his first high thoughts. To be sorry that the

vision faileth is a nobler state than to deny that there

was a vision at all. When the reality seems so dif-

ferent to the vision, and the lack-lustre eye no longer
sees the flaming of the advent feet, the temptation
comes to deride the past. This stage of something like

disillusionment seems almost inevitable, and should be
accepted as a part of the discipline of life, as a call

not to renounce the ideal but to make it truer and
larger. Moral life, the life of tempted beings capable
of falling and rising, of doubting and believing, in-

volves this process, which to so many brings disillu-

sionment at least for a time. It is the great test of
life, trying of what stuff it is made; and its full. pur-
pose is achieved when a man is sent back to his life

with a sweeter, more patient humility.

Idealism, in spite of the disasters that overtake it,

is indestructible in man, and the high claim made by
many today on behalf of culture is but another proof
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of this. They are attesting to the innate faith of man
in his destiny. The ideal, which culture sets before
itself of a perfect man—a full-grown, finished, com-
plete man—lies at the heart of the race.. A yearning
for some unattained perfection is the root of all human
progress. Even if it be illusion, even if man be haunt-
ed by the dream of a past that has never been, tor-

tured by the vision of a future that will never be, it

is only a witness of the truth of the unquenchable
thirst of man for the infinite. It is as if he knew that

he once dwelt in Eden, and can never quite adjust
himself to any other imperfect environment.

It is this discontent, born of the sense of weakness,
of failure, of imperfection, of sin, which is the spur
to all endeavor and the inspiring impulse of life.

"In this broad earth of ours,

Amid the measureless grossness and the slag,

Enclosed and safe within its central heart,

Nestles the seed perfection."

Culture, which aims at complete self-realization and
seeks to produce the finest results possible from the

human material at its disposal, has as its inciting mo-
tive an ideal, however shadowy, of the perfect man.
It looks beyond the conflicting details to an end, which
will bring into harmony every section of life.

If the spiritual side of a man's nature be undevel-

oped, he is not truly full-grown. Since the ideal is a

complete development, full culture must mean that no
part of the being of man will be overlooked, and to

leave out the spiritual is like Hamlet with the part of

the Prince of Denmark left out. It makes no dif-

ference to the argument, whether we call the spiritual

qualities only the finer attributes of mind or not. If

the ideal implies spiritual communion with the divine

(as it does both in St. Paul's thought and in Plato's),

a man without it remains a case of arrested develop-

ment, with shrunken soul, never reaching complete
manhood, never attaining the true balance and fulness

of life.

Further, there is the region of morals, the need of

an enlightened conscience and a disciplined will. This
culture of character must take precedence of the finest

culture of mind. Not even an exquisite taste for the

fine arts and an infallible judgment of literature can
make up for a life that is undeveloped in other lines.

Such aesthetic attainment cannot save a life from fail-

ure, when there is at the back of it a weak character.

Charles I. was a man of taste and imagination and
even intellect, with great knowledge of art, and a gen-
uine love of literature. His collection of paintings

was admired throughout Europe for the fine taste dis-

played in the selection. When a captive awaiting
judgment, he devoted hours daily not only to Bishop
Andrewes, and Hooker's great book, but to Tasso,

Ariosto, Spenser's "Faerie Queene," and Shakespeare.
Yet he was of flighty, and confused, and perverse brain,

and was anything but a wise king. He never seemed
able to accept facts, signs of the times, and staggered
on to his doom blindly and stupidly.

Finally, the perfect man must have a life above
sense and time, rising, as in Plato's ideal, from fair

forms to fair practices, and from fair practices to fair

thoughts, and from fair thoughts till he touches the
infinite region of spirit. Without this higher culture,

life must remain one-sided and disproportionate, with-
out the depth and richness of a complete nature. Thus
step by step we have risen to the insistent demand of

religion, which claims to cover all the ground, conse-
crating every power and capacity, that they may be
used for a higher purpose than even their own best

perfection. Religion admits the truth and the duty
involved in the aesthetic ideal, but transcends that

truth with a deeper truth, and includes that duty in a

wider duty still. What that is we will seek to dis-

cover in the Christian Solution, after we have consid-

ered the rival method which opposes self-culture by
self-restraint.

THE MALAX 'RACE.

HERMON P. WILLIAMS.

ESCHEL divides mankind into seven grand

P families ; Blumenbach names five ; Latham
finds but three. So it seems that types of

men and civilizations merge into each other

by ill-defined gradations. In the lack of

agreement among more scientific ethnolo-

gists, we may advert to Paul's one-family

theory, for "he made of one every nation

of men for to dwell on all the face of the

earth."

But on the basis of physical characteris-

tics, customs, arts, and language, the Malays are

worthy to be placed in one grand group by themselves.

They are quite distinct from their Papuan neighbors

to the south; and with just as little reason ought they

to be classed with their Mongolian neighbors on the

north. They are a brown-skinned race, of less than

average height, with straight, coarse, black hair and
scanty beards. They have high cheek bones, and a

tendency to flattened noses. Their eyes are set hori-

zontally, though an oblique tendency frequently shows
the presence of Chinese blood.

Where the primitive home of these peoples was cen-

tered is a matter of some conjecture. Madagascar and
southern Asia have both been named as such. Many
tribes have traditions that Sumatra was the seat of

their ancient dynasties. Certain it is that now we
find the race widespread over the eastern seas. Three
tribes of the Malays live in Madagascar, Celebes, Su-
matra, the Malay Peninsula, the coast land of Borneo,

and the Philippines are theirs. They have peopled the

Polynesian islands, and have mingled their blood with

the Papuans in Micronesia. Many islands whither

these Malays came were already inhabited by the more
primitive Papuans, the South Sea blacks. Wherever
the black and the brown races came into contact, the

latter proved the more vigorous, the former gave way.

In the Philippines, it is true, the black (Aetas) first

dominated the invaders ; but were afterwards defeated

by them and either enslaved or driven back into the

mountains. This Malayan conquest occurred more
than four centuries before the Spanish discovery;

though about the time of Magellan's voyage the most
southern islands of the archipelago had received fresh

incursions of Malays from Borneo. The chiefs of

these last migratory expeditions became the sultans of

Sulu and Mindanao.
The old-time excursions of the brown race, search-

ing out new islands, braving hundreds of leagues of

unknown seas in frail open boats and conquering fero-

cious savages, illustrate the daring of which the race

is capable. They could recklessly sport with the cruel

breakers on their surf boards ; or could maintain the

hardy piracies that made the Moluccas and Sunda
Straits historic bogies to Oriental trade. Among
themselves their relations were far from tame. Un-
til recent years the Gadannes of Luzon annually

armed themselves to increase their trophies of war,
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when the "fire-tree" was in bloom. Traditional his-

tory in Celebes distinguishes native princes as "the

throat-cutter," or "he whose head was cut off;" or

"he who ran amuck;" or by some equally fierce de-

scription.

In most of the tribes the brown man was romanti-

cally independent and proud. He had his kris or

dagger by his side, ready to avenge every insult. But
he preferred to fight men of other tribes, and toward

his own family was ever kind and affectionate. His

village was rather democratic in its social life, but

for counsel or war possessed its acknowledged head-

men. Greater chieftains united these smaller com-
munities under feudal bonds.

Perhaps the failure of the Malay race to advance

in civilization may rather be explained by its geo-

graphical distribution than by any theory of its inher-

ent worthlessness. Their lands are marvellously fer-

tile and yield sustenance for man without his labor.

This has been the Malay's misfortune, for the need to

work is the best spur to progress. His island homes
were too far separated one from the other to lend the

incentive of domestic competition, and too uniform in

abundance to invite the play of commerce. His do-

minion lay eastward, away from energizing contact

with the Mediterranean races, and but little acquainted

with the vigorless culture of southern Asia. It is true

that Chinese and Indian traders visited his coasts, and
their refinement was more or less imitated, and they

mingled their blood with his. But neither- Oriental

art nor trade gave sufficient emotions or lasting ambi-

tions to elevate any considerable community.

The Portuguese followed Da Gama around the

Cape of Good Hope, invaded the Malayan islands, and
established settlements. The Spaniards came also

when Magellan had pierced the region from the east-

ward. Then the Dutch sent out their ship-loads of

merchants and governors ; and England entered the

arena for her share of the rich East Indian trade. The
course of three centuries has seen some considerable

improvement in the conditions of those islands most
carefully governed. Order has taken the place of bar-

barous tumults, agriculture has been encouraged, and
other industries fostered. European manners and cul-

ture have been engrafted quite successfully among a

limited class. But even in Java, which some say is

ideally governed—for a tropical colony—all that has
been done has not incited in the race an independent
genius. Commercial civilization has given them some
veneer, but no spontaneity.

If we may judge from what little history is avail-

able of the Malay people, it is apparent that religious

causes have been the most powerful to affect them.
This is not a peculiar thing ; it is true in noting the

life of all peoples. But it appears more solitary in

Malay history, and is none the less suggestive that the

truest way to civilize them is to Christianize them.

Their primitive religion was spirit worship. They
had idols and priests and abundant superstitions, but
no elaborate cult. This last fact was quite natural

considering their segregation and fierce inter-tribal

jealousies, yet the strongest universal sentiment among
them, a guaranty of such social order as they had, was
religious. Its best known illustration was the tabu—
a religious consecration enforced by temporal and eter-

nal pains. Captain Cook on Hawaii and Bishop Pat-
terson on Nukapu, in dying as victims of the tabu,

also witness the religious nature of a custom that ac-

tuated and controlled the brown peoples of the Pacific

islands.

The race has taken kindly to religious teachings ad-
vanced in their midst. Nor can they be charged with
religious fickleness in this ; rather, the contrary is true.

Three times in their history have large numbers of

the race been transformed by religious propagandism.
The first was when the wave of Buddhism swept down
from India in some ancient time. The magnificent

ruins of Boro-Boedor and Brambanam in Java—one
time temples great and beautiful, replete with wonder-
ful carvings—are -monuments of this era of order, en-

terprise and art under the inspiration of a higher order
of religion. Then, four centuries ago, the Mohamme-
dan religion, introduced from Arabia, established itself

in Java and eastward. Though inspiring no great
temples, it certainly gained a tenacious hold upon its

adherents. Finally, Roman Catholicism came to the

Philippines. It was a far grander religion than the

other two. It gained sway over six millions of the

people and transformed their customs and ideals. They
became peaceful and docile. They were led to build

great churches and to join in elaborate forms of wor-
ship. Many attended schools and pursued lines of

Occidental culture. Best of all, they have been awak-
ened to indigenous and coherent ambitions for the

privileges of manhood, and have so caught this spirit

of Christianity that they can no longer be repressed

by superincrusted theological superstitions or civil

despotism. The finger-posts of Malay history indicate

the capacity of the race for a self-sufficient civilization.

And -just as- truly does it appear that religion, the true

religion, the Gospel of Jesus Christ, must be the ef-

ficient cause to accomplish this.

A Hl^fVJJ TAILOR
GEO. W. BROWN.

iHAVE just had some more experience with

I!
a dirzi, or Hindu tailor. Few beings are

|

calculated to be more exasperating. There
is a customary price to be paid for the

making of each garment of ordinary wear,
but when your dirzi comes, presuming on
your ignorance of this fact, he always asks
from 50 to 100 per cent more than he ex-
pects to get. If you are posted about
prices, you do not give in to him, but after

an indefinite period of necessary haggling
you conclude a bargain with him. Perhaps it is a
suit you want made. After diligent inquiry you find

out how much goods will be necessary. Then you go
out to buy the materials. You do this because you
have heard of the ways of dirzis, and have learned
that it is necessary to see every piece of goods which
goes into your suit. I will pass over the purchasing
with few words. Did you ever undertake to buy ev-
erything that goes into a suit, just a common black
suit to wear on Sundays? There is the cloth, and lin-

ings of many kinds, canvas, buttons, padding, thread,
silk twist, and other things too difficult to remember.
Before you get through you think that the suit, like

the wearer, is fearfully and wonderfully made.
At the appointed time your dirzi comes to cut out

the suit. First he examines everything you have
bought, and, to your dismay, you find that about half

the things you have bought won't do. The lining is

wrong, and the canvas you bought is the kind used
in ladies' dresses, feminine gender, therefore, and you
will have to get other. Now he wants a pattern to

cut out by, but you do not carry a stock of patterns
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with you. He knows nothing about measuring, and
making the suit from his figures. At length you pro-

duce an old suit, and ask if he can make it like that.

After a critical survey he says he can, but you must
get another yard of goods, you didn't buy enough.

You explain that you got just what he directed, but

he replies that he was talking about another kind of

suit. He makes a motion to wrap up everything to

take to his shop, but again you exercise your knowledge
of dirzis and tell him he must cut out the goods here.

For there is a story afloat that dirzis take tribute of

every piece of goods which passes through their

hands. So he proceeds to mark out the suit, after

much grumbling. Sure enough, when he is about

through, you find out that you must get more goods.

You are helpless. But your wife (bless the women,
what could we do without them) makes him mark out

everything over again, and superintends it herself ; so

the cloth is sufficient. Then he enumerates a lot of

things that go into a suit, and which you never heard

tell of, and wants to know if they are to be left out

of yours. Of course you must depute him to pur-

chase them, although you know he will charge you just

double for them. But you are helpless Your only

consolation is that the cost of them will be small any
way.

In due time the suit comes and you try it on. In-

asmuch as you furnished the goods, he was very lib-

eral in the matter of seams, and consequently every

garment hangs limp and loose upon you, being several

sizes too big. But he will sew it over again, being a

very patient man, and at last being tired of trying it

on and weary of seeing the suit, you tell him it will

do, and take it, though it does not fit and never will.

When you go to pay him he suavely explains how this

and that piece of lining was too small and how he had
to spend money to buy enough to make up the de-

ficiency. You don't know whether this is true or not,

but you must give him the benefit of the doubt, and
pay him what he asks, or your conscience may dig you
at some future time.

If he makes shirts for you the neckbands are two
inches high and the back of the shirt as many
inches too narrow. He makes the bosom three inches

too short. Any garment light enough in color to

'

show dirt easily looks as if it had been used to dust

the tools in a blacksmith shop. No matter how large

a piece of goods you give him it is always "cumti,"
that is, too small.

But he has good qualities. He is very patient, and
will take anything to his dirty shop and try again and
again to get it to fit, though it may become worse each
time. He doesn't charge much for his labor. If you
want him to work at your house be will do so for 25
cents, or even less, a day. If he is dishonest and un-
truthful, he is just like his fellow countrymen. He
has been brought up under a false religion, based on
lies, and maintained by lies. He and his ancestors

have been deceived, often oppressed, for generations,

and have come to believe that guile and trickery are
necessary to their existence. So we must remember
these things and be patient with them, trying to teach
them the better way.

Landour, India.

ige of critical re-

•.ing." Research
seems to manv

Tis worth a wise man's best of life,

Tis worth a thousand years of strife,

If thou canst lessen but by one

The countless ills beneath the sun.—Sterling.

SOME VRESEJVT T>Ay HIJVV-
*RAJVCES TO FOUEIGJ*

MISSIONS.
H. L. MARSH.

HE panic of 1893 an^ the hard times fol-

T lowing will not account for the accumu-
lated debts of mission boards. Revival of

business has not brought equal revival of
gifts. The intense earnestness in foreign

missions which characterized church life

earlier in the last century does not affect

a large portion of the church now. The
few are deeply interested, many are luke-

warm, some are bitterly antagonistic. That
such is a fair statement of fact we believe

few will deny. Some deplore, while they see this

condition.

Gifts to educational and eleemosynary institutions

have been far larger for some years than those to the
church at home or abroad. Does not this imply a
changed belief on the part of some as to what is the
surest method of benefiting the most people? Some
are sorry for this because of what it means ; why is-

it so?

Some one has written lately : "A
search is not an age of great prea

may not shake the foundations, but
to do so. For a time it militates against deep and
powerful convictions. Great convictions make great
preachers.

One hindrance to the work of missions is the aroused
alarm of the adherents of the old religions on mission-

fields. What a great stir there has been in recent years

in Japan, China, India ! Buddhist priests are making
strenuous efforts to rouse their followers to a sense of

the danger to the ancestral faiths. In China, the Box-
ers are one class of many that are trying to arouse
persecution of the Christians. The suppression of the

Emperor, the assumption of power by the Dowager
Empress, the connival at extermination by those in

authority, are all said to be parts of the same move-
ment.
Though the comparison of faiths at the Parliament

of Religions was claimed by many Orientalists to show
the superiority of their religions to Christianity, it

really opened the eyes of all to the world-claims of

Christianity. It showed it to be the all-conquering re-

ligion. It showed that Christianity is the religion of

the nations which are becoming more and more domi-
nant. This knowledge has led to a great revival, or

efforts at revival, among the ethnic faiths. They may
be expected to make a final struggle. The revival of

Catholicism to repel the advance of the Reformation
was a similar phenomenon.

It is little wonder that the dissemination of Western
ideas should alarm the despotic governments of the

East. American schools in Turkey have sent out hosts

of young men imbued with the spirit of Gospel liberty.

Because of their intelligence, they have taken com-
manding positions. The Sultan needed them ; the small

principalities, becoming independent, needed them

;

places of trust and commanding influence needed them.
Their ideas, so subversive of decadent customs, were
forgotten or unknown by those who wanted to use

them. Robert College has furnished many of these

molders of thought and policy in Servia, Bulgaria and
elsewhere. No wonder the Sultan is becoming:
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alarmed. What the "Powers" prevented in a craven

desire to preserve the balance of power, missions have

been accomplishing by the quiet methods of erosion.

He has seen bit after bit of his territory taken from his

grasp. .

No doubt the reactionary policy of China for two

years past has been due to the same cause. It is seen

that missionary efforts are inimical to tyranny. West-

ern ideas are loosening the bonds of China's conserva-

tism. Non-Christian, or non-missionary, foreigners

in China have—by rash, cruel treatment of the Chinese

—provoked the outbreaks. Yet the idea that some-

thing must be done to keep out aliens has taken strong

hold of the Chinese mind. This trend ought to be a

source of gratification to Christians, for it is convincing

proof of the good results of mission work. But this

roused opposition must prove a temporary hindrance.

It will call for more heroism in meeting persecution,

renewed consecration and increased sacrifice. Those
who go will need to meet these changed conditions

;

those who send will do so only as they hear this new
call of God. Whatever an uneducated missionary

force, unsupported by systematic giving at home, may
have been able to do in the past, it has no place in this

new work. Present conditions are not calling for that

class of workers. Men thoroughly equipped intellec-

tually, familiar with modern thought, fitted to be real

leaders, such only are able to meet the trying demands.
They are ready; the Church should send them.

A low ideal of Christian living is another hindrance.

It operates at home to stifle the sense of responsibility,

to increase love of luxury and ease, to foster commer-
cialism. It operates abroad to lessen desire for a new
religion. The standard of living and giving is higher

in some foreign mission churches than it is in the

home churches. Chinese Christians in California are

putting to shame their American fellow believers in

their self-denying zeal for the furtherance of the Gos-
pel. Those put in trust with the Gospel all their lives,

who have knowledge of what it has done for England
and America, seem not to prize it so highly as do those

who have just found it the power of God unto salva-

tion.

We do not forget that the greed and vice of the un-
christian in Christian lands have always been an
obstacle to mission work. To-day the vicious, cruel

and unnecessary permission of evil by the strong Chris-

tian nations is a tremendous hindrance to the spread

of the Gospel in the weaker nations. American liquor

in the Philippines and in Africa, English opium in

China, are instances in point—cruelties for which God
will surely require blood. The standards of morality

among Christians will be known in lands not Christian.

The world is all living near neighbors ; China can look

into our back yard.

A third hindrance to missions lies in some false in-

ferences from the evolution theory. There is not here
expressed doubt of the truth of the theory ; the con-
tention is that it has been worked too hard. An oppor-
tunity to note its effects in the concrete for a few years
showed these results : Lessened respect for the Word
of God, destruction of interest and faith in evangelistic

efforts, loss of sensitiveness to moral considerations.
This will suggest some ways in which the unwarranted
inferences from the evolution hypothesis have become
a hindrance to missionary effort. The upheaval in the

long-received foundations of philosophical and theo-
logical belief which have followed acceptance of this

theory has shaken the faith of some. Some have lost

faith in evangelical religion ; some have built their

faith on a re-built basis. Theological unrest may lead

to stronger faith, but its immediate effect is frequently

to cut the nerve that reaches the heart and the pocket.

So, in some minds, this theory has led to the abandon-

ment of biblical (I use the word advisedly because of

lost regard for the Bible) ideas of sin, salvation, and

responsibility. It has led to the substitution of culture

for the New Birth, minimized the guilt of sin, ignored

or denied responsibility for the man on the Jericho

road. Instead of growth in grace by feeding upon

Christ, it urges cultivation of intellect by scientific and

literary study. It has no place for a sudden transition

or transformation, but counsels growth by methods of

cultivation. It would lift men in the mass rather than

lift the mass by transforming the individuals which

compose it. It assumes and asserts that debased peo-

ples must have ages in which to grow into civilized

nations. It denies the possibility of a "nation being

born in a day."

Squarely athwart this inference—for such only can

we suppose it—lies the fact of the complete and speedy

transformation of some of the islands of the Pacific.

Cannibal peoples have in a few decades become Chris-

tian men and women, living after the principles of

Christ, performing the duties of Sabbath-keeping, fam-

ily worship, industry, charity, sobriety, as well as those

communities long under the influence of civilization.

It has to face such facts as Madagascar and Metla-

kahtla, as the New Hebrides and Hawaii.

The failure to fit the' facts of mission history does

not prevent some from adopting this belief. It were,

perhaps, unjust to suppose that it furnishes a sought

excuse to ignore Christ's last command ; it has had that

effect. Those whose beliefs lead them to expect no
real or speedy returns from missionary outlay will not

give liberally for this work.
The well-known fact that missions have been of

great benefit in material ways—that they have stimu-

lated commerce and furnished a market for manufac-
tured products—is well understood. It has been worked
honestly and faithfully to secure liberal giving, yet it

does not secure the sinews of missionary warfare as

does the conviction that those put in trust with the

Gospel have a mighty responsibility to give it to those

who have it not. "Debtor both to Jew and Gentile"

because I have that which is the power of God unto

salvation.

Must not a revival of faith in the power of the Gos-
pel to save precede a revival of missionary giving? If

the tendency of some modern thinking has been to

lessen, for a time, the above conviction, will not that

account for the lessened giving? Does that conviction

touch the emotions and bend the will as it did forty

years ago ? Does it move to a burden of prayer ? Does
it rouse to effort? Does it secure such self-sacrificing

giving?
Most of these hindrances will vanish before the in-

creased vigor of a renewed Church, baptized with the

Spirit which sent Christ to this world. When more be-

lievers are filled with the spirit of John 17:18, then

Student Volunteers will not be forced into other lines

of effort; but the Captain will lead his hosts to large

victories.

Kiowa, Kansas.

In the darkest night, my child,

Canst thou see the Right, my child?
Forward then ! God is near,

The Right will be the light to thee,

Armor and might to thee.

Forward ! and never fear.—Norman Maclcod.
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KEEPIJVC THE FAITH.

BY WM. J. TUCKER, D. D.

"XOhen the Son of Man Cometh. Shall He Find the Faith

on the Earth?"—LuKe IS: 8.

HE question which I propose for our con-

Tsideration, as a representative body of

Christian believers, is whether we as a gen-

eration are keeping or losing the faith

—

faith, that is, in Christianity.

It will not be easy to answer this question

according to its seriousness except as we
find the right approach to it.

When our Lord reopened the kingdom
of God on earth he laid down two, and
only two, conditions of entrance—charac-

ter and faith. The terms of admission were reduced

to the simple formula, repent and believe. The con-

tribution of character was to be in excess of that which

was then current among religious people. "Except
your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of

the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no wise enter

into the kingdom of heaven." Not more righteous-

ness, however, was demanded, but righteousness of

another spirit and of wider action, a righteousness

adapted to the new faith and commensurate with it.

The contrast came out in perfect clearness when the

young ruler offered to Christ the old obedience, but

could not follow him. The transfer from the old type

to the new was fully made in the conversion of Saul

of Tarsus. That excess of righteousness of which

Jesus had spoken was found in the difference between

the righteousness of Paul the Christian and that of

Saul the Pharisee. The character which was to sup-

port the new faith was to have all those outgoing

qualities which would make a Christian believer

worthy of being a follower of Christ.

And the chief characteristic of the new faith called

for was belief in the ability of Christ to accomplish the

ends for which this advance in character was demand-
ed. Faith took this practical form throughout the

ministry of Jesus. He never dealt in abstractions.

He never confused the issue of faith. "Believest thou

that I am able to do this?" That was all that was
necessary to insure a miracle of healing. The train-

ing of the twelve both in doctrine and in action was
to the same end. Did he wish to make the disciples

believe in the new conception of God, he taught them
to believe in his capacity to reveal God and to repre-

sent him. "He that hath seen me hath seen the

Father." Did he wish to make them believe in the

new estimate of humanity, he taught them to believe

in the possibilities of men, of all men, in him, "the

Son of Man." Did he wish to make them believe

in the new way to power over men, the way of sac-

rifice—-"And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will

draw all men unto me. This he said signifying what
death he should die." Did he wish to make them be-

•Sy'nopsis of a sermon preached before the National Council,
Portland, Me., Oct. 13th.

lieve in the new assurance of immortality
—

"I am the

resurrection and the life." "Because I live ye shall

live also." Everywhere in the teachings of Christ

about himself as the object of faith one note is struck

—it is the note of power: "Be of good cheer, I have

overcome the world." And the Christianity which he

left to be believed in and trusted was the embodiment
of his glorious personality, quick with the spirit of his

teachings and ministry, wide as the sweep of his sac-

rifice, strong and sure as his resurrection.

Reaching, then, the question before us through this

approach, I ask again, Are we, as a generation of

Christian believers, keeping or losing the faith—faith

in Christianity?

There are three tests through which any generation

must pass in making any substantial answer to this

question. The absolute loyalty or faith of a genera-

tion must be measured by its intellectual attitude to

Christianity, by the depth of its moral passion and by
the timeliness of its action.

The World the Subject of "Redemption.

The intellectual attitude of our generation to Chris-

tianity represents in some respects the generation at

its best, for its attitude in this regard has been conspic-

uous for hospitality and courage. But the fact re-

mains that the church has just reached the position, not

yet established in the confessions, but a position from
which it seems impossible to recede, namely, that of

the acknowledgment of the absolute and equal right of

every human being in the gospel of Jesus Christ.

I do not lay great stress upon the acceptance of this

idea as a mark of our intellectual hospitality, for the

idea has simply culminated in our time. What is much
more clearly in evidence is the fact of the incoming,

in our time, of the idea that Christianity is applicable

not only to the individual but also to the world, the

world of organized institutions and force. It is one
thing to believe in the individual as the subject of re-

demption, even when you multiply him into all men
of all races throughout the world, and another thing

to believe in the world itself as the subject of redemp-
tion. And this is what we are beginning to believe in.

The earlier Christianity lost the idea through its mis-

apprehension of prophecy. Mediaeval Christianity

could not accept it because of its direful experience in

this world. Modern Christianity recognizes its sig-

nificance, and entertains it. not as a dream, but as a

working conception of Christianity. I do not say that

the idea has passed as yet out of the intellectual stage.

But it is a distinct advance to have reached this stage,

for the very idea, as you see, mightily enhances the task-

laid upon Christianity, of which Christianity is as-

sumed to be capable. And it must also be remembered
that it is not possible to entertain an idea seriously

without receiving an effect whether we recognize the

cause or not. For some cause we are building our

substance as never before into institutions, for some
cause we are advancing steadily from the evangelistic

to educational work in missions, for some cause we are

urging consecration to the state as well as to the church,

for some cause we are allowing young men of most
serious purpose to pass by the ministry on the way to

the service of man and of God. Unconsciously, it may
be, but actually we are at work upon the world, and

not simply upon the individual as the only subject of

redemption.

JVeed of Moral "Passion.

The intellectual attitude of a sferieration to Christi-
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anity is but a single, and by no means the most essen-

tial, test of its faith. We go deeper in our inquiry

when we ask about the force of its moral passion. I

use the term moral passion rather than moral power,

because moral power is not available for the full use

of Christianity until it has become passion. This, as

we saw, was the difficulty with the righteousness

which Christ found among men. It could not cross

the line. It was a safe, careful, calculating righteous-

ness. A righteous man after this type might have

value among his own kind, in his own set. He was
entirely valueless outside his set. "The value of a

truly great man," it has been said, "consists in his

increasing the value of all mankind." Such is the

value of a truly good man. He increases the moral
valuation of other men. I do not underestimate the

worth of the ordinary man. I do not despise his at-

tainments in goodness, or belittle his achievements.

But he is not saving the world. It is not through him
that the kingdom of heaven is brought in. His good-
ness is no match for the badness around him, organ-

ized or unorganized. He does not love goodness as

other men love evil. His power is not power because

it is not.passion. I do not say that .moral passion must
take any one form. Cardinal Manning once spoke of

the Salvation Army as "the only considerable body of

Christians who had a passion for sinners as such."

That was high praise. But goodness is not shut up
to any one object: of devotion. There is a passion for

truth as well as for men, a passion for justice as well

as for mercy, a passion for resistance to evil as well as

for the spread of righteousness. One thing only is re-

quired for the uses of Christianity—that a man shall

come out of the easy commonplace, and satisfy, in

some way, the plain terms of the Christian life, loy-

alty, service, consecration, sacrifice. Christ is very
explicit on this point. The greatest un faith toward
Christianity is the unfaith of selfishness. "He that

saveth his life shell lose it : he that loseth his life for

my sake and the gospel's shall save it."

It is very difficult to estimate the moral attitude of

a generation toward Christianity as compared with its

intellectual attitude, for the reckoning here must ,be

in the terms of service or of sacrifice. What are men
doing at cost or risk for the world? What are they

giving up for the common good ? Is the spirit of sac-

rifice prevalent? Do the high claims of Christianity

find a generous response? The reckoning is not easy

in the absence of great exciting causes. The genera-

tions which heard the first cry of modern liberty, the

generation which heard the first appeal of heathen
lands, the generation which heard the groans of the

slave, had the mighty advantage. After great con-
flicts the world grows still. We miss the outward
call. Duty becomes less attractive, as it becomes less

imperative.

Perhaps it was in anticipation of these long periods

of the commonplace that Jesus indicates the possible

lapses of faith in Christianity. It is not difficult to

believe that Christianity can do great things, convert

great sinners, change bad customs, conquer evil

when it is very evil. It is not difficult to take part in

the crusades and campaigns of Christianity. The
strain to faith falls upon that steady, patient, enduring
work which calls equally for that excess of righteous-

ness without which there is no progress. We have felt

the strain upon our faith at this point. I am not pre-

pared to say that we have altogether kept the faith. I

think that we are all conscious of a certain loss of

available moral power. The fact that the social well-

being, which must rest on the moralities, is on the in-

crease is not decisive. I am more concerned to know
where the really strenuous life of the time is to be
found, and toward what ends it is set. Does Chris-

tianity, in its specific work and for its direct ends, ab-

sorb a proper amount of the energy and enthusiasm
and sacrifice of our generation? I make due account

of the widening of Christian influences and of Chris-

tian activities, but I cannot satisfy myself in regard

to the result.

Demand of the Church _for Men.

For a time it seemed as if the material development
of the age would prove a stimulus to moral effort and
not a diversion from it. Gradually it has proved more
and more absorbing. The present danger from ma-
terialism does not seem to me to lie in financial pros-

perity, even with its attendant evils of social inequality,

luxury and gilded vice; but rather in the dispropor-

tionate absorption of the force, the thought, the ambi-
tion, the mind, heart and will of the better life of our
generation. Material prosperity has given us a splen-

did equipment for moral service, but it is putting the

men we want most and need most more and more out

of our reach. We are gaining in all the agencies and
means of educational and religious development, but

we are not gaining in the number of adequate men
for influential and commanding positions. We cannot
afford to accept the substitution of means for men. It

is my firm conviction that the church, at least of our
order, can find no equivalent for the pulpit. We must
maintain the places which stand for the expression of

moral passion. We must keep open the channels

which lead from the one man to the many. We must
see to it that personal power is utilized to the last

degree in the interest of truth and righteousness.

The next revival of religion will stand, I have no
doubt, for the recovery of personality.

Religion will call men back to its service, and will

accept nothing in place of themselves. One cannot
give money or anything else with the same passion
with which he gives himself. All other forms of con-

secration are secondary, valuable, but secondary. No
generation, therefore, can show its full faith in Chris-

tianity which does not offer its best gifts. Our gen-
eration has not been as generous of men as it has
been of means, for the direct and indirect uses of Chris-

tianity. Lacking in this regard, I do not dare to
affirm its full confidence in Christianity as measured by
the depth of its moral passion.

God seldom intrusts his work of interference to other

souls than those finely tempered to this work. They
are the Luthers, the Wesleys, the Lincolns. They
know how to execute the wrath of God in the salva-

tion of nations and of races. When once we under-
stand God's method of interference in the affairs of
men, then we see how great is the stress which must
be laid upon the timeliness of the action of each Chris-

tian generation. Accumulations of wrong are not to

be wiped off by one stroke of vengeance, but accumu-
lations of wrong are to be prevented by the prompt
initiative of faith. That the church of the twentieth

century finds itself so largely in arrears in the work
of righteousness argues unfaith, at many critical times,

in the power of Christianity.

Timeliness of Action.

In subjecting our generation to this test of the

timeliness of action, we ought not to overlook the

variety or the urgency of the tasks which have fallen

to its lot. I recall the remark of Dr. Roswell D. Hitch-
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cock that the problem before Christianity is always a

three-fold problem
—

"to gain, to keep, to recover."

This threefold problem forced itself upon us with pe-

culiar urgency. The Christian nations were to be

held at their best; ancient peoples and civilizations

were to be won ; and the backward and disheartened

races were to be comforted and quickened. Some of

the special tasks, like missions, were the sacred be-

quests of preceding generations. We could not aban-

don the responsibilities of which we had been put in

trust. But other problems and opportunities were our

own. How have we treated these? Have we shown
insight, invention, sympathy, or have we been remiss

at any one or all of these points ?

In respect to timeliness of action, there has been

an unfaith in the power of Christianity which has re-

sulted in great loss. The Christian Endeavor move-
ment, originating in Portland, is a happy instance of

timely action in getting a hold upon the young people.

But we have not shown similar timeliness in getting a

hold upon the labor population, and as a result have

lost it for at least a generation. The church has not

mastered the city. It is in no sense a Christian or a

Christianized institution.

It is doubtful if the church of any generation has

allowed so large a section of the various Christianized

communities to fall out of its grasp and away from its

influence as the church of this generation has allowed.

The estrangement, if not alienation, of the labor popu-

lation of the Christian nations is chargeable in no
slight degree to the unfaith of the church. Its action

in this regard has shown no marks of timeliness, but

has been slow, unsympathetic and unbelieving. And
the result of it is the transmission to another genera-

tion of a work of recovery, to be wrought out only in

patience, in sympathy and in an enduring faith.

There is deep need that we know Christ, and the

power of his resurrection, and the fellowship of his

sufferings. The call is not merely for the works of

"applied Christianity," but for a vital faith as well as

works.
May God grant unto us that we be known and

remembered for our faith as well as for our works.

May he give unto us yet the open vision. May he help

us especially in the maintenance of our form of the

Christian faith, that we be true to its lofty tradition

that they who work must also watch, "watch for more
light to break forth out of God's holy Word."
Dartmouth College.

"Da-did Li-Vtngston's "Prayer.

"O Divine Love, I have not loved thee strongly,

deeply, warmly enough. ... I beseech thee, ac-

cept me and use me a little for thy glory. I have done
nothing for thee yet, and I would like to do something.

O do, do, I beseech thee, accept me and my service

and take thou all the glory."

There's a knowing little proverb
From the sunny land of Spain

;

But in Northland, as in Southland,
Is its meaning clear and plain.

Lock it up within your heart

;

Neither lose nor lend it,

—

Two it takes to make a quarrel

;

One can always end it.—Mary E. Vandyne.

"Curved is the line of beauty;
Straight is the line of duty

;

Walk by the last, and thou shalt see

fhe other ever follow thee."

BIBLE SCHOOL.
CHILT>HOOT> OF MOSES.

Lejson for JVot). 17th. 1901. Eje. 2.-1-IO.

Golden Uejct:— Grain up a child in the touay he should go and
tohen he is old he built not depart from it. "Pro-V. 2 2 ; 6 .

CHICAGO GEACHEH'S JVOGES O/f
CHE LESSOJV.

ELIAS A. LONG.

Setting of the Lesson.

HE birth of Moses is placed at B. C. 1571,

Ti sixty-four years after the death of Joseph.

The scene of the lesson is the Tanitic

branch of the Nile, perhaps at Tanis, the

Zoan of the Scriptures. Egypt was then

(Beecher) really glorious. Rome had not

been thought of. Greece was a den of rob-

bers. Egypt was the one bright spot of

the globe in all philosophy, in all art and
in all religion.

Lesson in Child framing.
It was natural for the child of Moses, as for all

children, to believe in the Divine. That man, created

in the image of God, is a religious being, is what dis-

tinguishes him. from the animals. The child, because

he has inherited the taint of sin and is thrown in evil

environments, is robbed of his just chance to allow the

good within him to develop, unless parents and teach-

ers bring to his aid the best help that is in their power.
This is the teacher's high province. As well leave a

garden alone to produce naturally as to leave this hu-

man garden of the soul, in which there are dormant
seeds of weeds scattered from a hundred generations,

and expect the good to thrive. To neglect the garden
is to give the weeds a free chance. "The only justice

to a child," says Dr. Hitchcock, "lies in checking

weeds and cultivating flowers and fruit." Never have

we had a more instructive lesson on the possibilities

of efficient child training than in the case of the little

slave boy Moses, who became the world's greatest

law-giver.

V. 1. God a Shield. "And." Showing the connection
between this lesson and the murderous outrage going on, as

the result of Pharaoh's cruel edict of the preceding verse, in-

tended to check the Hebrew race. But God, the shield of his

people, (Gen. 15:1) designed otherwise. Already he had
shielded Israel from famine. That his chosen race might be
rescued from slavery, this child of faithful Levites was to

be spared from the wholesale murder. We observe that here
one is to come forth from this race of slaves who is to receive

the great distinction of being adopted into the royal family of

Egypt, to be educated for the responsible position of leader

and law giver. Instead of a death blow to the Hebrew people,

it meant a deliverer. * * * "There went a man of the

house of Levi." Amram, the father of Moses, (Ex. 6:16, 20)
the son of Koath who came to Egypt with Jacob. Gen. 46:11.
* * * "A daughter of Levi." Her name was Jochebed.
pronounced Jok'ebed. Ex. 6 :20. She was of the same tribe

with her husband. These persons in their sore adversity were
yet religious, walking by faith in God and his promises to

Abraham. Heb. n '.23. Faith is the key to the present nar-

rative. Like the apostles, these parents placed God's com-
mands above those of the king. Acts 4:19; 5:29.

V. 2. Faith Overcometh the World. "And bare a son."
Moses, who, according to Ex. 6:16-20, was the greatgrandson
of Levi. But some writers claim that here, as elsewhere, the

genealogy of the Scriptures is condensed. Two children. Mir-
iam (Ch. 15:20) now probably eight or ten years old. and
Aaron (Ch. 7:12) three years old. had previously been born.
Ch. 7 -./. The family became noted for their marked devotion

;

Miriam a prophetess, and Aaron and Moses priests of God.
* * * "jje was a g00dlv child." Beautiful to look upon,
"exceedingly fair," a fact that became historic. Acts 7:20;
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Heb. 11:23. * * * "She hid him three months." This was
because of Pharaoh's bloody edict, that every son born of

Hebrews should be cast into the river. Ex. 1 :22. Apparently

love with faith led the mother to do this. The faith of these

enslaved Hebrews was the most remarkable thing in their

lives; it is mentioned by the apostle and this led him to in-

clude them among the glorious catalogue of Old Testament
worthies who through faith obtained a good report. Heb. II.

V. 3. Desperate Measures. "When she could not long-

er hide him." Our hearts go out to that mother in her dis-

tress as she sought to baffle the king's murderous command
against her infant. No doubt a search of all houses for male

children was to be made by the king's detectives. This was
precisely the experience to which Jesus in his childhood was
exposed. Matt. 2:13, 16. * * * "Took for him an ark of

bulrushes." A small covered basket or box made of papyrus

plant. This was a strong, tough reed, the wood of which was
used for many purposes, and from the pith of which was
derived the paper of Egypt. Egyptian monuments show many
such arks and boats. The prophet Isaiah speaks of vessels of

bulrushes. Is. 18:2. * * * "Daubed it with slime and
with pitch." Made it water tight. The pitch was bitumen or

asphaltum well known in the ancient world. Gen. 6:14; 11:3.

Mixed with slime it assumed a waxy form that would fill into

the crevices and resist water. * * * "Put the child there-

in." Into the ark after it had been made thoroughly secure

against water. * * * "In the flags by the river's brink."

Placed so that it might not float away. Her faith would lead

her to do all she could for the child and then by prayer she

would commit him to the care of God. Her works were a

fruit of her faith. But this act was no less an act of God him-

self because performed by a parent. God works through the

willing hands and heart which he has given his children.

V. 4. Wise As Serpent. "His sister." It appears that

Moses had but one sister, Miriam. Num. 26 :5Q. Her after

life shows that she was not lacking in the genius which her

brother showed. Micah 6:4. Later in the
(

stirring national

event of the passage of the Red Sea Miriam, then a prophetess,

took the leading part in patriotic song. Ch. 15 :20. 1
* * *

"Stood afar off." As a girl Miriam was tactful, in thus watch-
ing the child, to avoid detection and not betray the object of

her anxiety ; while ready to be of assistance at the opportune
moment. * *' * "To know and, etc." R. V. The sister

would have equal interest with the mother in saving the life

of the child. She was there to know at every moment what
took place in connection with that precious ark.

V. 5. "Sacred-River Bather." The daughter of Pha-
raoh. This young Gentile woman's name, with that of Pilate's

wife, (Mat. 27:19) goes down the ages honored for her kind-

ness of heart towards the unfortunate. Among all people

there are those whose hearts are not devoid of tender feeling.

* * * "Came down to bathe." R. V. This was a custom
of the princess, possibly on religious grounds, for the Nile

was a sacred river. Of this custom doubtless the family of

Moses well knew, hence the plot to bring the beautiful child

to the- attention of the royal daughter. * * * "When she

saw the ark." The discoverey of the ark was made by the

princess, not by her maidens. Surely God was a refuge of his

people in time of trouble. Ps. 46:1. * * * "Sent her maid
to fetch it." Her handmaid, R. V., her personal serving maid.

V. 6. Gentle Deliverer. "Saw the child." Before
Moses can become the deliverer of the Hebrews from the

Egyptian Gentiles, this Gentile maiden steps in and delivers

him from the king who sought the child's life. We observed
in the history of Joseph that the salvation of Israel was ef-

fected through the instrumentality of the Gentiles of Egypt.
Thus are the Jews debtors greatly to the Gentiles. Rom. 1 :i4.

* * * "Behold the babe wept." The cry of the helpless
child, whose life was sought, moves the pity of the woman's
heart. * * * "Had compassion." That the mother should
have earnestly prayed, as did Solomon later, we cannot doubt.
1 Kings 8 :5c That here followed an answer to her prayer
also is true. The compassion of this lady of the court is

beautiful to behold. Our Master was noted for his compas-
sion. Mat. 9 :36. How much more should compassion towards
the needy be expected of Christ's followers than of this

daughter of the cruel pagan ? 1 Pet. 3 :8. There are thousands
of boys in our land that are in greater danger from him who
"as a roaring lion walketh about seeking whom he may de-
vour," (1 Pet. 5:8) than was little Moses from the king's de-
cree, or from the Nile's crocodiles. We need to have hearts
that are moved by the compassion of Christ toward such.

: * "One of the Hebrew children." Perhaps she felt

that this was but one specimen in many of the fear that pre-

vailed because of the outrage on Hebrew babes.

V. 7. Fitly-Spoken Word. "Then said his sister." How
can this princess dispose of her strange beautiful charge? The
bright little watcher Miriam was alert to take advantage of her
pitying looks and acts. She boldly comes forth with an ap-

peal to this one woman in Egypt who could help if she would.
Miriam was but a child, but her words are truly "Like apples
of gold in pitchers of silver." Prov. 25:11. God wants us to

be so skillful "in word" (Heb. 5:13), so serpent-wise (Mat.
10:16) that we may have the apt word for all occasions.
* * * "Shall I call a nurse of the Hebrew women?" A
wise suggestion. The Hebrews were a healthy shepherd race

and their women were sought as nurses by the Egyptian up-
per classes. * * * "Nurse the child for thee." At once
recognizing the idea of the child's adoption by the princess.

V. 8. Relieved Hearts. "Pharaoh's daughter said,

Go." By this means the mother was to receive her child

back again and to be kept with her. For such a gentle, com-
passionate one to be present in the persecutor's own family
shows that we need never despair of finding human kindness
everywhere.

V. 9. In Royal Presence. "Pharaoh's daughter said<

unto her." The care of this child now becomes common
ground where the highest and the lowest in the land meet.
Here was established the first foundling society. * * *

"Take and nurse it for me." Indicating the child's adoption
by the princess. That it thus should find full protection in the
very home of him against whom it needed protection sounds
strangely. * * ,.* "I will give thee thy wages." The mother
became the recognized servant of the princess ; she received
pay for doing that which was the sweetest service to her lov-

ing heart. How profitable was faith and godliness in her case f

1 Tim. 4:8. * * * "Took the child and nursed it." But
the mother was more than nurse. She became the early

guide of him who should be Israel's guide.

V. 10. Soul Culture. "And the child grew."- And as
he grew the seeds of this worldjs conquering faith in God
must have been dropped into his tender heart. How eagerly
his mother would seek to impress, (1) God's love to the
fathers of the nation; (2) God's "exceeding great reward,"
(Gen. 15:1) to his believing people, and (3) the contrast of
this reward with the vain "treasures of Egypt." (4) She would
teach him that their people had not always been slaves, but
strong men, (Gen. 14:14-16; 26:13, 16), and by God's promise
they were not always to be slaves. (5) She would instill into
his mind the promise that they, indeed, were to become a great
nation, a blessing to the world. (6) She would train the
child to adore the name of, and to trust in God. * * *

"Brought hit" unto Pharaoh's daughter." At .what age we
cannot say ; it is surmised that Moses is at least seven and,
not above twelve. But the early impressions of godly train-

ing in that home remained with the child and controlled him'
in the great decisions of his life. Heb. 11:25, 26. * * *

"He became her son." Thus with faithful home training, by
God's providence, there was combined the training of the
royal schools. The adopted son received a princely educa-
tion, instructed "in all the wisdom of the Egyptians." Acts-
7 :22. Ail history shows that those whom God designs for
great service he finds out ways to qualify for their duties.
* * * "Called his name Moses." Thus one of the most,
honored names in the world was bestowed by a Gentile prin-
cess.

A learned professor who lives in New York has

a wife and family, but, professor-like, his thoughts are

always upon his books. One evening his wife, who
had been out for some hours, returned to find the
house remarkably quiet. She had left the children

playing about, but now they were nowhere to be seen.

She asked what had become of them, and the professor
explained that, as they had made a great deal of noise,

he had put them to bed without waiting for her or
calling a maid. "I hope they gave you no trouble,"

she said. "No," said the professor, "with the excep-
tion of the "one in the cot there. He objected a good
deal to my undressing him and putting him to bed."'

The wife went to inspect the cot. "Why," she ex-
claimed, "that's little Johnny Green from next door!"'
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FIVE MISflSTES' STEHMOJV Off THE
GOLVEJV TEJTT.

PETER AINSLIE.

HE molding of manhood is the most beauti-

Tful thing in the world. Here comes a

child. You cannot see the possibilities

there. You do not know them. They lie

hidden far beyond those bright eyes,

dimpled cheeks and laughing lips. Per-

haps they are for good or may be evil

—

a man of power for God or against God.
Napoleon Bonaparte was once only a child

and what a history flowed from that cra-

dle ! Martin Luther was once a dirty-faced

miner's boy, but what a prince as he stood before the

Diet of Worms! The boy you met in the street yes-

terday and upon whose head you rested your hand
may go even beyond the two great names mentioned.

He may be something in the world, or he may live

unknown and die unwept, but in his life he holds pos-

sibilities. Then the child is the material to make
something out of. All men were once children, and
somewhere in the old home you will find their cradles.

Babyhood is a forest out of which manhood is built.

The children that play about us on the street are the

promise of the men that shall some day do our busi-

ness and serve our common causes. We cannot bring

back old age into youth nor hold youth in its, fresh

and tender years. Then great responsibilities rest

upon those by whose side children are growing up.

There is the training and it may be asked for what?
That father and mother are making a man—a holy

work, but what kind of a man? However well

equipped in other respects for life, if he has none of

God in him, he is a poor imitation of a man. The
first impressions of a child must be of God, the first

service of a child must be prayer, the first conscious-

ness of a child must be that God always sees and
hears. Set a child in that mold until those great prin-

ciples have taken positive form, and it may be a path-

way of poverty; it may be a lifetime of sorrow, it may
be that every day brings what the world calls defeat,

but that child will be lifted up because of his concep-

tion of God and his life cannot be a failure. Some-
times he may despair, sometimes he may forget, but
after the storm and when the calmness of old age set-

tles over him like the sweetness of a summer sunset,

he is found clinging to God who is his peace and joy.

Somebody's hands, somebody's heart, yes, somebody
who may be unknown, except to God, made that man.
He is a trained man.

Our Father, bless the children everywhere
those who train them through Christ. Amen.

and

Look up, not down;
Look out, not in ;

Look forward, and not back,
And lend a hand.

—Motto of King's Daughters.

"Rest is not quitting

The busy career;
Rest is the fitting

Of self to one's sphere."—Goethe.

Do the work that's nearest,

Though its dull at whiles,

Helping when we meet them,
Lame dogs over stiles.—Kingsley.

CHIUSTIAfi EffVEAVOIt.
Charles Blanchard.

VREACHIJVG AJ*T> HEATU/fG.
Topic for /io-O. 17. "Ref. "Rom. 10: 13-17.

HIS is a prosaic theme, yet it is most prac-

tical. "For whosoever shall call upon the

name of the Lord shall be saved." It

means salvation. But how can they call

upon him in whom they have not believed ?

And how shall they believe in him of whom
they have not heard ? And how shall they

hear without a preacher? And how shall

they preach except they be sent? Here
we have the

Logic of Missions.

The preaching of the Gospel is both a di-

vine and a human necessity. Reason affirms its ne-

cessity. Duty enjoins its obligation to proclaim this

Gospel of our salvation to all the world. Infinite au-
thority in the person of the Christ of God commands.
Love constrains. Revelation and reason are in perfect

accord. The Gospel is an appeal to reason. The
logic of love, of duty, of destiny, is in it. "Woe is me
if I preach not the Gospel," Paul cried in the midst
of the conflict of the Cross. The inexorable logic of

duty, of destiny, and of the divine calling, enforced
by the constraining love of Christ, impelled him, com-
pelled hirh, controlled him, conquered him, crowned
him ! O for something more of this logic of the great

Apostle to move us, fill us, thrill us on to triumph

!

I believe that what the church needs, what we as

preachers, teachers, Christian Endeavorers, members
of the churches in Christ in every place, need today, is

a more intelligent apprehension of the claims of the

Gospel; a more sympathetic appreciation of its gra-

cious influences; a stronger sense of its reasonable-

ness ; a stronger sense of duty, mingled with a deeper
spiritual insight into its loftier truths.

I feel, and the conviction grows upon me with every
passing year, that many of us have been too easily sat-

isfied with a
Superficial Gospel.

We have preached and heard what is unscripturally

called "first principles" so long that some seem to have
concluded that all there is to it is simply faith, re-

pentance, confession and baptism. This oft-repeated

formula of the "simple Gospel" is good, but it is not

the whole beautiful and glorious Gospel of the Blessed.

We have sacrificed something of the sublime and spir-

itual to the simple. We need not less emphasis of the

fundamentals of Christian faith, but a larger appre-

hension and a loftier expression of the profounder
spiritual principles of the Gospel of Christ.

The need of intelligent preaching is emphasized by
the need of intelligent hearing, that our faith may not

rest in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God.
Yet there are, unhappily, some who make much of

what they miscall the power of the Holy Spirit, who
practically negative the power of the simple but sub-

lime Gospel, when fully and faithfully proclaimed.

A fragmentary Gospel.

One of the sources of sectarian strife, the chief, in

fact, in times past, has been the ignorant, sometimes
foolish and fantastic, and frequently fanatical, preach-

ing of a fragment, not infrequently of a figment, of

the truth, for the whole blessed revelation of the mys-
tery kept hidden, during the ages, but now made man-
ifest in the record, as the evangelist and John and Paul

and Peter declare it, on the pages of holy light.
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THE HOME
tOhen 1 Ha-Ve Time."

J
"When I have time so many things I'll do
To make life happier and more fair

For those whose lives are crowded now with care;

I'll help to lift them from their low despair

—

When I have time

!

"When I have time the friend I love so well

Shall know no more these weary toiling days;
I'll lead her feet in pleasant paths always,
And cheer her heart with words of sweetest praise

—

When I have time
!"

When you have time the friend you hold so dear
May be beyond the reach of your intent

;

May never know that you so kindly meant
To fill her life with sweet content

—

When you have time

!

Now is the time ! Ah, friend, no longer wait
To scatter loving smiles and words of cheer

To those around, whose lives are now so dear

;

They may not heed you in the coming year

—

Now is the time

!

—Wellspring.

My LITTLE MAJ*.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter IV.

|OWARD midnight the man for whom I

waited arrived at last. As I heard his

slow, heavy footsteps echoing up the long
stone flight of stairs, it was with difficulty

that I restrained myself from kicking him
down the whole lot of them again, think-

ing of the times he had made that frail,

small boy toil up and down them, laden
with heavy books to an extent that would
have tired a full-grown man.

I went to meet him in the room beyond
and briefly informed him who I was and that I had
come to relieve him forever of the charge of Allan's

boy. He was a spare, shrunken man, with a cruel,

calculating countenance, not, somehow, the counte-
nance one associated with a man of books. He re-

garded me with silent surprise as I spoke, and seemed
to be revolving in his mind how he could turn the

denouement of affairs to the most profitable account
for himself.

I saw through him at a glance. Indeed, not much
discrimination was needed for that. What I did was
weak, undoubtedly, but my excuse is that I was very
weary and utterly unfit for further argument or strife.

I placed a roll of bank-notes before him, and the up-
shot of it all was that in three days' time I was sitting

on the deck of the "Victoria" with my little boy in my
arms, showing him the first glimpse of the white coasts
of Dover in the, distance. It was the ist of May, I

remember. A gentle sun shone on the blue, buoyant
breadths of the channel and a fresh wind touched the
tips of the waves with foam.
"Oh, Nell," he said to me, a flush coming over his

fair little happy face, "I knew England would be very
lovely. Father said so."

Arrived in town, I at once sent for an eminent
specialist in the diseases of children to see my little

boy. After a careful examination the great man ex-

pressed his opinion on the case in the guarded terms

peculiar to great men of his order—terms which may
shield a mass of ignorance or completest knowledge
alike, I suppose. He asked if at any time the child

had over-exerted or strained himself, as certain aspects

of the case pointed to such a supposition. He advised

fresh air, an out-door country life, perfect freedom
from restraint—and above all from books in general

and French verbs in particular. He would not at this

early stage of its development say that the disease was
incurable—that, however, was the most that he would
say. He took a great fancy to Waldo, and on my
saying that he was only six years old, appeared almost
painfully moved, muttering: "Indeed, indeed! the

face and speech of a child ten or twelve" ; to which I

replied by detailing the circumstances that had forced

him into such premature fulfillment.

It happened, I never knew quite how, that Waldo
became the lion of the hour during the short time we
had to stay in town, waiting till my place in Devon-
shire was quite ready for our arrival. From the clubs

to the leading papers and the society weeklies, the

pathetic story of his father's imprisonment and death,

and his own childish sufferings, spread like wildfire

and was soon in everybody's mouth. I could not help

being intensely amused, as well as rather saddened, at

the oceans of letters I received from kindly, antiquated

spinsters, intimating that they were burning to clasp

my little boy to their bosoms and "adopt" him for

good and all. I told him one day of these kind
creatures and their proposals. He was very puzzled.

"Why do they want me?" he inquired; "always
when I look out of the windows or go for a drive, I

see so many poor little boys ; they look so hungry and
often they are crying; I suppose it is because they

have no father and no 'Nell.' Tell these kind ladies,

Nell, to find out little boys like those and love them."

Then there came an afternoon, bright and beautiful

with the presence of spring that was more like sum-
mer, when a prince whose name ranks high in the land,

having heard and being deeply interested, arrived to

see my little boy. For more than an hour he stayed,

entertaining Waldo with anecdotes and stories of a
sort to charm a child's ear. Not every man who is

famed as a bon raconteur amongst his intimate friends

has the gift of making himself equally fascinating to

a child of six years old. Yet I knew that the delight

was not all on my darling's side.

"Is it good to be not—not—half a bad fellow?" he
asked of our guest in his dear, grave way, whilst I,

listening, shook in my shoes!

"Why do you ask, little man ?" returned the prince,

smiling broadly.

"Betos, the other day, Nell said you—were that."

I do not think I ever saw a man enjoy a thing
more.
"Now listen, Waldo," he said, as soon as he could

speak for laughter; "you will have to keep Nell well
in order, you know. It is quite clear he wants it bad-
ly."

Waldo was puzzled. He took all he heard very
literally. He could never understand the wasteful
little way so many of us have of saying things merely
for the sake of saying them

!

"I don't know," he answered, "I really don't know
about keeping Nell in order. Betos, you see, I must
do everything he tells me. Father said so."

When the time came for our illustrious guest to de-
part, I escorted him downstairs to his carriage. On
the balcony upstairs little Waldo had managed to come
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forward to speed the parting guest to the very end.

Whilst the prince was saying to me: "Dear, plucky

little chap! keep me informed of him," a sweet, clear

voice rang down to us in the street, compelling the

passers-by to stop and smile:

"Good-bye, dear prince, good-bye ! I like you so

very much!"
As I looked up and saw my darling there, waving

his little handkerchief and the May breezes tossing

his curls, I could not choose but think, as I hastened

back to him, of the bitter farewell he had waved to his

father from the barred window of the street in Kiev

—

only about a year or so before. Then it was snowing
thickly, and his father, even amidst the torture that

cramped him, had feared lest he should take cold.

Now the sun shone gallantly and the air was full of

scent and radiance, and I said to myself, in joy of

heart : "For Allan's little boy the old order changes
and indeed shall be no more again forever."

Right glad was I when the day came for me to take

him away to my old home in the fair green apple

country. His eyes, so long accustomed to the four

low, windowless walls of a garret in the roof, could

not quite contain the glory and the wonders of Lon-
don town, and he would often hide his face on my
breast, silent as if from a great oppression.

As with older people who have looked misery so

long in the face that when happiness is suddenly
brought before them they cannot understand it, and
wonder if some one behind the scenes is playing off a

practical joke upon them, so with my darling, who,
for his father's sake, had endured such hardness and
unkindness as, let us trust, few children are called

upon to endure—now that the beauty and kindness of

life were again presented to him, they seemed at times

to exhaust, to prove too many for him, so to speak,

and the dear, puzzled look, that sometimes was very,

very near to tears, would shine in his eyes until I

soothed it away.
So, as I say, I was glad when strange faces, smiled

they never so kindly, were left behind us, and the

tumult of the town was exchanged for the sweet
sobernesses and silences of the country, and my little

boy and I had peace and freedom, and long, happy
days in which to go over the old ways that association

made so dear to me, and entire newness, so fresh and
glad to him.

For me, after my long years of absence and travel-

ing, and the great fatigue of that last sad, difficult

journey across two continents and back; and for my
little one, after the cane and lesson-books, the dingy
garret, and the harsh, forbidding face of Dr. Vors-
trovna, it was for both of us enough that we could lie

under the limes on the lawn and watch the busy bees
which sing as they work, and the pigeons fluttering

from the dovecot with great clashing and splashing of
wings, losing themselves eventually in the orchard
delights of the valley far below. Above all, Waldo
loved to lie and watch the flight of the larks right into

the very heart, as it seemed, of the blue sky overhead.
He would pour his dear small confidences into me,
and tell me in his winning accents every thought as it

entered his curly head.

"If only they could meet, Nell !" he said on one of
these occasions. "See how high he flies, that little

lark ! If I could tie a letter round his neck and father
could stretch his arms out from heaven and reach it!

If they could only meet for a minute, father and the
little lark, Nell!"

(To be continued.)

THOVGHTS FO'R FA THEIRS
AA© MOTHERS.

HE Christian Century desires to be es-

Tpecially helpful in the homes of those to-

i

whom it comes every week. It begins this

week a column devoted to fathers and
mothers, which will aim to bring to their

notice atopics of importance in relation to

the welfare of their children and their re-

sponsibility for their development. Words-
from those who have had practical experi-

ence and who are giving thought and ef-

fort to this subject with the intense con-

viction that the future of the nation depends on the
generation now in training, will be given in this col-

umn, which will be a monthly feature of this depart-

ment. The editor will welcome correspondence and
helpful suggestions and contributions.

Coming Men and XOomen.

No more timely or needed lesson has been drawn
from the assassination of President McKinley than
that pointed out by Dr. Mary Wood-Allen. She well

says: "If we are to have law-abiding citizens in the

state we must have law-abiding children in the home.""

She reminds parents that unless habits of obedience

are formed in the home at the earliest age, it cannot
be expected that obedience to law will be easily incul-

cated in later years. Parents smile at the perversity

and wilfulness of a two-year-old child, forgetting that

it is but the beginning of anarchy. "The mother who-
says laughingly that she cannot govern her six-year-

old son may be obliged with tears to see him at sixteen

under the control of the state for lawlessness."

The recent celebration of Hallowe'en may well

arouse questioning thoughts as to the development of

character that is going on in our homes. The wilful

destruction of property that is permitted without re-

straint solely for fun surely indicates a lack of con-
sideration for the rights of others which must have its-

bearing upon character. Are we not likely to see our
sons and daughters developing into men and women
who will think only of their own pleasure and advan-
tage without caring for what others may lose thereby \

There may be healthy, wholesome fun, even rollicking

fun, without damage and expense to others. The
principles of liberty upon which this republic was-

founded are based on the idea that no man has a right

to deprive another of that which is his own, be it free-

dom to think or to worship as he chooses, or to own
property. Is it in consonance with such principles that

young people should have no regard for that which is

another's, but shall be free to destroy or to injure it?

Can we wonder if such training develops men and
women who are anarchists in spirit, who ignore the

Golden Rule in their daily relations with others, and
who are not benefactors to the communities in which
they live? What blessed results would follow in the

years to come if the aim of fathers and mothers should

be to lead the boys and girls to feel there is no real

enjoyment in fun that brings sorrow or discomfort to-

another.

There art- many who will say in answer to this, "Oh.
boys will be boys ! The pranks of young people must
not be taken too seriously. They must have their fling.

They will sober down soon enough." That is very
true, and we would not for a moment lessen the bright-

ness and happiness of youth. The shadows come fast
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enough to all. But there is no need for willful de-

struction of valuable property in order to have a happy

time. If such were the case, it would be a pitiful com-

mentary on the training these young people have had.

And we cannot too soon open our eyes to see the out-

come of such lawlessness and disregard for the feel-

ings and rights of others. Nothing has called forth

more admiration from the world at large than this

spirit of consideration for others manifested by the late

President, even in his hours of agony. "As the twig is

bent, the tree's inclined." The fine spirit of unselfish

thought for others that has marked the lives of the

men and women who have most blessed the world will

never grow out of youthful disregard for the rights of

others, even though it be only in fun.

THE QX/IET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

JOSE.TH A/fD HIS 'B'RETH'REff.

"Be not overcome of Ex>il. but o-Oercome e-Otl buith £ood."—
'Romans 12. 21.

Monday—Genesis 42. 1-13.

There may be immeasurable kindness hiding behind

a rough exterior. Joseph made himself strange to his

brethren ; but what ruth was in his heart, what tender-

ness, what love

!

So it sometimes is in human relationships. For a

little while the father must look gravely on the child

who has disobeyed, and must speak seriously and stern-

ly to him ; but underneath the surface, his very soul is

throbbing over the wrongdoer. A true friend is called,

now and then, to reprove and rebuke his friend, rather

than suffer sin upon him; but his affection is un-

changed all the time.

So it often is in the providence of God. He leads

me through dark rooms, along stony paths, up the

steep hillsides, down into the waters which are "to the

palate bitter, and to the stomach cold." He seems to

hide the shining of his face. But he loves me none
the less but all the more. He is seeking my richest

good. He is consulting my truest welfare.

So it frequently is, too, in the history of the soul.

There is conviction of sin before there is the assurance
of forgiveness. There is trouble, and afterwards there

is peace. Weeping endures for a night, and then joy

comes in the morning. My Savior deepens and in-

tensifies in me the sense of my guilt, ere he lifts away
my heavy burden and welcomes me into his house of

wine.

Tuesday—Genesis- 43, 1-14.

"I will be surety for him," said Judah ; and so he
became, in a faint and far-off way, the forerunner of

Jesus.

"I am surety for thee," my Lord whispers to my
heart; and then he asks me to remember the flawless

perfection of his obedience. I should have kept the
holy law of God, but I have broken all its precepts—

I

have sought out many inventions of my own. But the

well-beloved Son takes my place, and fulfills com-
mandment after commandment ; and his righteousness
is counted mine.

"I am surety for thee," says the Lord again ; and he
points me to the wonder and the worth of his sacrifice

on the Cross. I deserve to die. The sword hangs
over my head. The sentence is written against me.
But my Savior, "both Victor and Victim," loves me

and gives himself for me. The Good Shepherd lays

down his life.

"Out of pity, Jesus said,

He'd bear the punishment instead."

"I am surety for thee," my Lord tells me once more

;

and he directs my eyes upward to his priesthood in the

heavenly palaces. Day and night there is no pause in

his intercessions on my behalf. Day and night he ever

liveth to plead for me. O, prevailing and persevering

grace of Jesus Christ! It gains for me, unworthy,

helpless, every good gift and every perfect boon.

t&ednesday—Genesis 4-5. 1-15.

How blessed is such a moment of revelation as

this ! Perhaps it comes in connection with one of my
fellowmen. I have thought him harsh, unsympathetic,

unkind; and lo, one day the flood-gates are opened,

and I discover how masterful are the currents of his

pent-up affection. I must not judge everybody from
the outside. There are natures like the houses in the

East, where you have dull walls to the street, but,

inside the courtyard, fountains and flowers and beauty

and warmth.
Perhaps it comes in connection with the Bible. For

a time it seems an uninteresting, uninviting, tiresome

book; and it is an irksome task to read it. But, one
day, under the enlightenment of the Divine Spirit, the

scales fall from my eyes ; and then "a glory gilds the

sacred page, majestic like the sun." An untold pre-

ciousness invests the Bible now. A fragrance, from
the Upper Garden of God, breathes from every verse.

Perhaps it comes in connection with God himself.

I thought him a hard taskmaster. I saw the thunder-

cloud of his displeasure hanging over me because of

my sin. But he dispelled the cloud ; he sent the sun-

shine of that sweet name streaming into my soul

—

"Jehovah Rophi," I am the Lord that healeth thee.

And, since then, I dare not distrust him, even in my
darkest experiences. I am sure that he does all things

well.

Thursday—Genesis 4-5. 16-28.

The world exists for the welfare of the Christian,

as Egypt gave food to Jacob and his sons.

There is the world of nature. It is a story-book
which the Father has written for me. Here are lessons

about his power, his wisdom, his goodness, his truth.

It is a treasure-house filled with supplies for my need.

Autumn after autumn my harvests ripen in the fields.

It is a school where I am taught of heavenlier things.

Earth and sea and sky contain many a suggestion of

what is unseen and eternal.

There is the world of literature. Do not let me
regard it as profane and heathen territory. Let me
grow in mental and intellectual knowledge. Let me
discover in history and philosophy and science and
poetry many illustrations of Scripture truth and many,
footsteps of God. I may be a great reader, and a
humble little child in the family of the Father.

There is the world of daily work and business. As
I enter it every morning, I should do so with the
resolution that its discipline shall only develop my
character, and shall only draw me nearer my Lord
Jesus Christ. As I pursue my trade and task, I should
be growing in humility, in trust, in diligence, in sym-
pathy with others, in communion with heaven.

Friday—Genesis 47. l-lO.

If I am a pilgrim, my pilgrimage need not be "evil."

There is many a lesson to be learned as I travel for-
ward. There is many a hand of succor to be stretched
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out to comrades on the King's highroad. There is

many an hour of communion to be enjoyed with the

King himself. And, in front of me, rise the gates
and towers of the Celestial City, the "lovely city in a
lovely land." Matthew Arnold sees only the sad side

of the pilgrim's life:

"We are here as on a darkling plain,

Swept by confused alarms of struggle and flight,

Where ignorant armies clash by night."

But Christina Rossetti sees the brighter and hope-
fuller side:

"Passing away ! saith my God, passing away

!

Winter passeth after long delay;
New grapes on the vine, new figs on the tender spray

;

Turtle calleth turtle in heaven's May."

Therefore, since the peaceable habitation awaits me,
and since my Lord is with me meanwhile, and since

the path brings me to the Palace Beautiful as well as

to the Hill Difficulty, I will go on with a stout heart.

Saturday—Matlhetv 5. 38-4-8.

"Be ye perfect," said Jesus, "even as your Father in

heaven is perfect." It is a lofty and exacting com-
mandment, but it is a reasonable and attainable one.

For God gives me his own fellowship, and puts within

me his own energy. He dwells in me himself and con-

forms me by his love and power into his nature.

And then my soul indulges no extravagant and fan-

tastic hope, when it believes that it will yet be con-

formed to his likeness.

It is said that the finest rose tree in the world is

one in Holland, which a few years ago had six thou-

sand flowers in bloom at the same time. The brier in

the hedge might well despair of rivalling the mar-
vellous tree. But if a kindly hand transplanted it to

the choicest soil, and gave it skillful nurture, and if

a bud from the splendid tree could be grafted into its

central fibers, the despised growth of the hedgerow
might one day bear its thousand blossoms and be the

wonder of a nation. I am myself destitute of all high
qualities. But, when God breathes his breath into me,
there need be no limit to my development. "Ye shall

receive power," Christ said, "when the Holy Ghost
is come upon you."

Sunday—"Romans 12, 14—21.

These are sublime precepts. How can I ever obey
them? It seems quixotic and Utopian to think of

rising so high.

But I will remember the throne of the Father.

When I spread forth my hands toward him, he hears

in heaven his dwelling place. I cannot estimate the

marvels which are wrought in response to prayer. I

cry out of my depths, and God listens. He sees my
need. He comes to me, and the time is a time of his

pardoning and restoring and transfiguring love.

And I will remember the cross of the Son. It was
borne for me, not only that I might be safe, but that

I might be holy. It sanctifies as well as justifies. The
mere recollection of such exceeding grace should hold

me back from every sinful and doubtful way, and
should impel me forward to the things which are true

and honorable and pure and lovely.

And I will remember the strength of the Holy
Ghost. He leads me to soundness and health. Con-
version is his work. Saintliness is his endowment.
Victory is his gift. Spiritual vigor and usefulness are

his creation. Perfection, the unspotted perfection of

Christ, is his goal. I cannot lean on him too confid-

ingly. T cannot expect from him too much.

The *Rest Cure.
Fretfulness is the certain indication of the need of

rest. It is the cry of the nerves for repose. Doctors
have recognized the need by establishing rest cures
where one may gain from silence and repose the
strength which can be gained in no other way. Life
to-day is strenuous even for those who most crave
peace. We live in an atmosphere of noise and bustle,

and it leaves its impress upon our minds and bodies
even when we are unconscious of it. The strain upon
us is never ending, and men, women and children show
the tension in irritable speech and gesture. Rest sani-

tariums, with their attendant expenses, are out of the
question for many of us who have duties at home and
work that must be done, but it is possible for each
of us to have our own rest cure. There is no home
so poor that within it is no nook where one may go
for an hour and drop the cares that are heavy "as the
weight of dreams pressing on us even-where." The
greater the rush, the greater the need of the resting

time, and the resulting vigor with which one will at-

tack the tasks which were dropped for a time.

In the so-called idle minutes one pulls one's self to-

gether, and can start again almost as fresh as if the

day were just beginning. Woman's way of resting

by turning from one task to another, from baking to

darning stockings or to doing fancy work, is no rest

at all. Every thought, every motion, however trifling,

uses up a certain amount of force. Change of work
simply taxes another set of nerves and muscles, where-
as rest allows all nerves and muscles to relax, there-

by gaining tone. The rest cure should be part of the

system of living. For the woman who is trying to

hold back her fleeting youth there is no such aid in this

effort as
;

rest. Rest is wisdom; it strengthens the
worker arid it sweetens life.

—

The Household.

AJV ILLX/ST-RATIOJV THAT 1LLX/S-
TTtA. TEST.

A subscriber sends us the following, illustrating the

"penny-wise and pound-foolish" proverb :

A Gideonite makes our town quite often. He also

makes the prayer meeting when in town. Recently he
told of visiting the home of a friend and learned this

:

They owned a beautiful and expensive vase. It cost

a great many dollars. It was purchased abroad and
had great added value as a memento of delightful -

travels. One day, by some process, a small child in the

family got its hand in the vase and could not get it

out. Its alarm called the mother. She tried without

avail to remove the hand. The mother became so

anxious that she sent for her husband, who hastened

from his place of business. Every effort on his part

proved as futile as others. It was solemnly decided

that the vase must be broken, a great sacrifice to save

the situation. The added fear of cutting the child's

hand in breaking the vase led to one more effort to

relieve the hand. The father very carefully asked the

child to just straighten out every finger very loosely,

showing with his own hand how to do, so as to remove
all rigidity and relax the muscles. After he had done

this so that it was clearly understood by the child, the

child exclaimed, "Why, papa, I can't do that ; I will

lose my penny." All the while the child had been

clutching the cent in its clenched fist, and but for the

final effort it would have cost the value of the vase to

save the cent. G. H. W.
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Concerning Fillers.

It so happens that lately I have been

in the house with the proof sheets of a

weekly newspaper. Here and there

along the columns occur blank spaces

of a few inches, across which, written

by the printer, are the words, "Filler

wanted."

This has started me to wondering

whether if we could see the proof

sheets of a week of our life, we might

not find a number of such bare places

for which "fillers" are "wanted." Or,

rather, now that I write it down, per-

haps the proper question is whether

we are putting into our stray few

minutes of leisure the valuable accom-

plishment which might be put there.

For, of course, we do fill them in one

way or another.

What are our fillers? What are

yours? Many a little deed of kindness

can be done in two or three minutes;

many a little word of love can be said

in thirty seconds. And they add hand-

somely to the worth of the day's work.

I have heard of persons making amaz-

ing pieces of fancy work by thriftily

crocheting or embroidering into them
their spare moments. This, however,

I would hardly recommend as a first

choice in fillers. To my mind the

young Virginia girl chose better, who
was called to take her mother's place

in the affairs of a large plantation.

She went about her duties with the

key basket hung from her girdle

—

true sign of the young Virginia house-

wife—and with an open book over

her arm. Into its pages she took fre-

quent dips during intervals of busi-

ness, the result being a very surpris-

ing amount of reading.

Just yesterday, I heard one grippe

patient say to another:

"Isn't Bessie Hall willing to take

a lot of trouble for other people?

Think of her starting out right after

her lunch and walking four squares

to bring us water ice!"

"Yes," responded the fellow-invalid,

"it was very energetic of her. It

makes a cheerful diversion to our dull

day, doesn't it?"

Then I bethought me that Bessie

Hall has a habit of remembering to

lend a book to this friend, and to

send sponge cake to another, and to

drop in and beguile the convalescence

of a third. She will even make an
impromptu, unaffected speech at a
missionary meeting to help matters
on. Thus to fill in odd times by show-
ing one's self friendly is to contribute

to the world's total of sweetness and
light. '

I know a little woman who has had
deep sorrows, and years of daily re-

sponsibility and care. One of her
neighbors, speaking of her, said, "For
some reason, I never talk to her tbat
I don't come away feeling that it is

worth while to live and do my duty."
Ah, here is a "filler" beyond price!

How better can we lay up treasure
than by learning wisdom enough to
utter in passing words whereat

"Hearts are brave again and arms are

strong"?

The whole subject, I am sure, is one

that will reward study. And let us

not forget that things "little" and

things "large" are altogether beyond

our powers of calculation. None of

us may know what five minutes will

bring forth.—Sally .Campbell, in For-

ward.

Hotv Frank Won.

A prize of $100, to be used for educa-

tional purposes, was offered in a school

for boys. Among the contestants was
a boy of seventeen, named Frank Har-

low. He did not succeed in winning

the prize, and, a day or two later, one

of bis schoolmates, named Harry
Murks, said to him: "Didn't get the

prize, did you, Frank?"

"No, I did not,' replied Frank cheer-

fully.

"Feel kind o' cut over it, don't you?"
"No, not particularly."

"Well, I'd hate to make as hard a

fight as you made to win that prize,

and then fail."

"I don't think that I have failed,

Harry."
"Well, I'd like to know why you

haven't failed! Didn't George Dayton
win the prize?"

"Yes, I know he won the money,
but I won just as much as George in

that which comes from hard study.

But you know, Harry,- if you'll excuse

me for saying it, your failure has been

most marked."
"My failure! Why, what do you

mean? I didn't go in for the prize at

all. I made no attempt to win it."

"I know it," replied Frank, and then
added, "They fail, and they alone, who
have not striven."

"Oh! I see what you mean," said

Harry, rather soberly. "I suppose there

is something in that."

"There is a good deal in it," replied

Frank. "It is so true that not one of

the eighteen boys who competed for

the prize may be said to have failed.

All of us won the prize that comes
from honest effort. It was a pretty big

prize for most of us. I thought at first

that I would not compete for the prize,

for I felt quite confident that some of

the other boys were so much further

advanced than I was that I had very
little chance of winning in the contest.

One day I came across this verse:

" 'Straight from our mighty bow this

truth is driven:

They fail, and they alone, who have
not striven.'

" 'That's a fact,' I said to myself;

and I went straight to work and did

my very best."

"You stood next to George Dayton
at the examination, too," said Harry.
"No, Frank, you did not fail after

all."

Harry was right. How could Frank
fail to be a winner, after the honest
effort he had put forth?—Michigan
Christian Advocate.

That the proverbial absent-minded

professor is sometimes ably abetted

by his wife is illustrated by a story

told of Professor Bunsen. One even-

ing, about the usual hour for retiring,

he took it into his head to run over to

the club, just as he and madam were

returning from an evening call.

"But," said the lady, "I must have

the front door locked before I retire."

This emergency staggared the pro-

fessor, and as he looked bewildered at

his wife, the lady, seized with an in-

spiration, continued:

"l'.'l go in and lock the door and

thrcf/ you the key from the window."

This program was carried out, and

when he reached the club the professor

related the incident to a friend as evi-

dence of his wife's unusual sagacity.

The friend greeted the story with a

roar of laughter.

"And why, my dear professor," he

said, "did you not simply admit your

wife, lock the door from the outside,

and come away?"
"True," ejaculated the learned man

of science; "we never thought of that."

The climax of the incident was
reached an hour later when, returning

home, the professor discovered that the

lady, in her excitement, had thrown
out the wrong key.—Youth's Compan-
ion.

TAK.B THEM OX/T.

Or Feed Uhem on Food They
Can Study On.

When a student begins to break
down from lack of the right kind of

food, there are only two things to do;

either take him out of school or feed

him properly on food that will rebuild

the brain and nerve cells. That food

is Grape-Nuts.
A boy writes from Jamestown, N.

Y., saying, "A short time ago I got

into a bad condition from overstudy,

but mother having heard about Grape-
Nuts Food began to feed me on it. It

satisfied my hunger better than any
other food, and the results were mar-
velous. I got fleshy like a good fel-

low. My usual morning headaches
disappeared, and I found I could study
for a long period without feeling the
effects of it.

"After I had been using Grape-Nuts
Food for about two months I felt like

a new boy altogether. My face had
been pale and thin, but is now round
and has considerable color. I have
gained greatly in strength as well as
flesh, and it is a pleasure to study
now that I am not bothered with my
head. I passed all of my examinations
with a reasonably good percentage, ex-

tra good in some of them, and it was
Grape-Nuts that saved me from a
year's delay in entering college.

"Father and mother have both been
improved by the use of Grape-Nuts
Food. Mother was troubled with sleep-

less nights, and got very thin, and
looked care-worn. She has gained her
normal strength and looks, and sleeps

well nights." Don E. Cooper.
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SEMI-AJVft\/AL COJVFETt-
EJVCE OF METHODIST

DIJTHOPST.

The Methodist bishops at their semi-

annual conference in Portland, Maine,

announced a gain of 51,000 in the

membership of their denomination.

They recommend an extension of six

months in the time for the raising of

the twentieth century fund, which now
amounts to $13,000,000. The sum of

$20,006,000 is desired. The bishops state

that the material progress of the

Methodist church is astonishing.

Everywhere the people are building

and improving their places of wor-
ship, and the size and comfort of the

parsonages are also increasing.

Realizing the need of more strenu-

ous effort to reach the masses of the

people, the bishops in conference as-

sembled gave the following exhorta-

tion:

"While not neglecting the spiritual
interests of the favored, let us be sure
of preaching the Gospel to the poor.

On them, as the "majority, we must
keep our hold. Their numbers, indus-
try, economy, courage, sympathy, en-
thusiasm, unsophisticated by luxury,
make them the chief forces of modern
life. They create wealth, even when
they do not control it. From them
must come those who dare and do
great things for Christ. We must not
let them come to believe that the
church and Christ are separate."

The Northwestern Christian Advo-
cate quotes the following as the testi-

mony of a Chicago daily:

"It is sometimes urged that the
Methodist system is suffering from
top-heaviness, and that the business
of winning converts to Christianity is

subordinated to the temporal concerns
of a vast and complicated administra-
tive machinery. But we must judge
of an ecclesiastical organization by re-

sults. The Methodist church has the
largest number of communicants of
any Protestant church in this coun-
try. It has more valuable church prop-
erty than any other Protestant organ-
ization, and its ecclesiastical and
charitable enterprises are conducted
upon a vast scale and represent an in-

vestment of millions."

BApr/iTJ IJV IOWA.
Monday evening, October 21, the

Pastors' Conference opened in Cedar
Falls. Rev. E. B. Hulbert of the Uni-

versity of Chicago gave the address on
"The Man and the Message for the

Twentieth Century." This struck a
high intellectual and spiritual keynote
for all that was to follow. Dr. Hul-
bert gave two other lectures later in

the convention session, which were
very helpful.

A practical topic was taken up next
morning by Rev. A. M. Duboc of Os-
kaloosa on "Pastors Assisting One An-

other in Evangelistic Work." An in-

teresting discussion followed. Mr.
Duboc emphasized this thought:

"No class of men has a monopoly of re-
vivals. Every pastor should be an evan-
gelist. He should not rest satisfied with
being a mere teacher and leaving the
matter of conversion to others. There
should be more of mutual helpfulness on
the part of pastors and churches. 'Chris-
tianity is enthusiasm or it is nothing.'
When the church loses all power to save
the lost it ceases to be a church."

"The Best Books Read During the

Year" opened a discussion. "Increas-

ing the Efficiency of the Sunday
School" was considered by Col. C. E.

Baker of Cedar Rapids, who spoke
from large experience. He maintained
that the visible evidence of unsuccess-

ful Sunday schools is the lack of

"snap." The ideal superintendent

should be trained for his work and be

paid a living salary. The efficient

school will have a recruiting officer.

Rev. H. C. Leland of Vinton preached
the annual sermon before the Iowa
Baptist Education Society.

The Young People's Union was ad-

dressed by President H. M. Shutts of

Monroe and Prof. G. W. Lee of Sac
City Institute. Dr. Mabie of Boston
was the principal speaker of the even-
ing. His argument for missions was
based on the intimate, personal rela-

tionship of the soul with God, so that

it rises to new life in Christ. "Mis-
sions are the resurrection errand of

the people and Church of God."
The annual report of the state con-

vention showed seventeen missionaries

under appointment, nine having given
a year's service. Fourteen new
churches in the state have recently

built houses of worship, eleven have
built or are building parsonages. The
women's, mission circles of the state

have contributed $178.60 for state mis-
sions, the smallest amount for seven
years. This being the first year that

the state has been self-supporting, it

is a good showing that the collections

for missionary purposes were $7,776.78,

leaving a deficit of $598.67. The mis-
sionaries have been paid promptly at

the close of each quarter. Five
churches have been organized in nine
new fields.

Rev. F. W. Bateson of Denison
spoke earnestly on the topic "Progress
Necessary to Life." According to cus-

tom, a period of devotion, followed by
the annual sermon, had a place in the
middle of the session. The helpfulness
of small and weak churches was the
subject of a symposium which pointed
out how many valuable men and wom-
en have come out of these small
churches. Rev. F. B. Palmer said the
greater proportion of Iowa's converts
come from the churches of less than
100 membership.
"Specimens of Fruit from Our Mis-

sion Fields" was the program title of

the reports given by the convention
missionaries, and the exhibit was an
encouraging one. The secretary said

that of the 462 Iowa churches, 300 have
been aided by the convention; 1.000

missionaries have been appointed dur-

ing the last twenty-five years and un-
der their ministry 12,000 persons have
been added to the churches.

A large attendance filled the build-

ing on Wednesday evening, the other

churches of the city dismissing their

prayer meetings. Hon. J. J. Powell of

Cedar Rapids answered the question,

"Shall we rest satisfied with past

achievements?" and Rev. Arthur T.

Fowler of the Centennial church, Chi-
cago, emphasized "The Demand for

Enlargement." "We need," he said,'

"a quickened imagination, a deeper

sense of personal responsibility and a

recognition of God in pur lives."

The convention, after an exciting de-

bate, adopted the following resolution:

Resolved, That we declare ourselves as
unalterably opposed to the saloon traffic
and pledge our hearty support to every
wise effort that is being made to suppress
the evil and to break down this strong-
hold of unrighteousness; and that we de-
nounce the concerted effort to reinstate
the army canteen.

Education was the subject under
consideration on Thursday afternoon.

There are five schools in Iowa—Des
Moines, and Central colleges, Burling-

ton and Sac City institutes and Cedar
Valley Seminary. All are greatly

crippled for want of means, except the
last-named, and the continued exist-

ence of Burlington Institute is' threat-

ened by foreclosure of mortgages.
There are 30,000 Baptists in Iowa, but
it is a matter of doubt whether they
send 100 students to these institutions

outside of the counties in which the
schools are placed. The problems of

poor equipment of these schools and of

the conditions on which ministerial

TATKALySIS AJVD COF-
FEE.

Symptoms "Disappear When
Drug Is Abandoned.

"Tea and coffee wrere forbidden by
my physician, for I had symptoms of

paralysis and it was plain that the
coffee was the cause of the trouble. I

began using Postum Food Coffee and
am now a steady advertisement for

Postum. The old symptoms of paral-

ysis disappeared in a very brief time
after I began the use of Postum and
quit the use of coffee. Do not use my
name publicly, if you please."

Morrow, O. The above name can be

given by the Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,

Battle Creek, Mich.

Coffee is such a direct poison to the

nerve centers of many highly organ-
ized people that it produces all sorts

of disorders, from stomach and bowel
troubles, palpitation of th3 heart, kid-

ney troubles, etc., etc., up to more in-

tricate nervous diseases, such as par-

alysis. The way to keep well is to

leave off coffee or any ne ,-ve destroyer

of that sort, and use Postum Food
Coffee, which is a direct rebuilder of

the nerve centers. Sure and well de-

fined improvement in health will fol-

low this course, as can be proven by
any person who will make the trial.
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students should be aided, were fully

discussed.

Women's work in missions and ad-

dresses on . missionary work by Rev.

Dr. W. M. Laurence of Chicago, Rev.

S. A. P'errine of Assam and Judge E.

E. Lewis occupied Friday. The women
of Iowa have raised $2,701.79 for home
missions exclusive of state missions,

and $3,355 for foreign missions. Dr.

Laurence considered the special need
in the churches is "a conviction of

values." The last session was occu-

pied by the Publication Society.

COJVG HE, GA T I O JVj\ L.

STATE, MEETING IJV

JVO'RTHE'RJV CALI-
FO'RJSflA.

The West is growing old, and Con-
gregationalism is growing up with, the

country, for the forty-fifth annual gath-

ering of the Congregational churches
in Northern California was held

October 1-4 in the First church,
Oakland. It was a valuable and
important meeting. The spirit of

prayer pervaded it and the subjects

discussed were pertinent to the times.

Rev. G. B. Hatch gave an effective

paper on the present serious situation

of the church, claiming that it is well-

nigh missing its mission in "a mid-
summer madness after the practical,"

and a surrender to evolution. Dr.

Briggs, pastor of the Central Metho-
dist church, San Francisco, gave a
clever description of preaching under
the new evangelism.

Among the other speakers was Mrs.
Farnham, sister of the American con-
sul at Jerusalem. She gave an account
of a recent visit there. A Christian
Jew born in Bagdad, reared in India,

converted when over sixty years of age
and now an active member of the First

Congregational church, San Francisco,
gave a layman's impressions of a
prayer meeting. Two instructive

papers on church federation led to the
appointment of a committee to co-

operate in this direction. The need of

definite instruction in the essentials of
belief was earnestly urged, but the use
of catechisms was not favored.

The narrative of the churches
showed a fairly prosperous condition.

About 850 members have been added
during the year, a net gain of less than
300. The Sunday school is the bright-
est section of the field. The. spirit of
benevolence is growing. The chief ob-
stacles are the saloon, Sabbath dese-
cration, worldliness of Christians, ig-

norance of the Bible, rejection of in-

dividual responsibility.

The California Home Missionary So-
ciety having assumed self-support, its

enlarged obligations required an
amended constitution. Henceforth the
membership consists of forty-five per-
sons, fifteen to be elected each year by
the General Association.

ARE YOUR
KIDNEYS WEAK?

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble and Never

Suspect it

To Prove What the Great Kidney Remedy, Swamp=Root, Will

or YOU, Every Reader of The Christian Century May have

a Sample Bottle Sent Absolutely Free by flail.

Do

It used to be considered that only urinary and
bladder troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly all dis-

eases have their beginning in the disorder of these
most important organs

The kidneys filter and purify the blood—that

is their work.

Therefore, when your kidneys are weak or out of

order, you can understand how quickly your en-
tire body is affected, and how every organ seems
to fail to do its duty.

If you are sick or "feel badly," begin taking the
famous new discovery, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
because as soon as yonr kidneys are well they will

help all the other organs to health. A trial will

convince anyone.

Weak and unhealthy kidneys are responsible for
many kinds of diseases, and if permitted to con-
tinue much suffering with-fatal results are sure to

follow. Kidney trouble irritates the nerves, makes
you dizzy, restless, sleepless and irritable. Makes
you pass water often during the night. Unhealthy
kidneys cause rheumatism, gravel, catarrh of the
bladder, pain or dull ache in the back, joints and
muscles; makes your head ache and back ache,
causes indigestion, stomach and liver trouble, you
get a sallow, yellow complexion, makes you feel

as though you had heart trouble; you may have
plenty of ambition, but no strength; get weak and
waste away.

The cure for these troubles is Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp- Root, the world-famous kidney remedy.
In taking Swamp-Root you afford natural help to
Nature, for Swamp-Root is the most perfect healer
and gentle aid to the kidneys that is known to
medical science.

If there is any doubt in your mind as to your
condition, take from your urine on rising about
four onces, place it in glass or bottle and let it

stand twenty-four hours. If on examination it is

milky or cloudy, if there is a brick-dust settling,

or if small particles float about in it, your kidneys
are in need of immediate attention.

Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and is used in
the leading hospitals, recommended by physicians
in their private practice, and is taken by doctors
themselves who have kidney ailments, because
they recognized in it the greatest and most success-
ful remedy for kidney, liver and bladder troubles.

(Swainp-Kooi is pledsant to take.)

If you are already convinced
that Swamp-Root is what you
need, you can purchase the
regular fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles at the drug
stores everywhere.

EDITORIAL NOTE—If you have the slightest symptoms of kidney or bladder
troubles, or if there is a trace of it in your family history, send at once to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton; N. Y., who will gladly send you by mail, immediately, without
cost to you, a sample bottle of Swamp-Root and a book containing many of the
thousands upon thousands of testimonial letters received from men and women
cured. In writing, be sure to say that you read this generous offer in The Chris-
tian Century.
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Pacific Seminary, Berkeley, was the

goal of a pleasant excursion, after

which the visitors were entertained at

supper by the First church. Many
toasts were given under the leadership

of Dr. McLean. President Wheeler of

the University of California spoke

happily and strongly in favor of a life

of religion and service.

The state meeting fitly closed with

an address by Professor Poster on

"The Person of Christ."

MICHIGAN "BATTIST Aff
JSflVE«JA *RIES.

Preliminary to the meeting of the

state convention was held the annual

conference of the ministers of the

state. Rev. J. A. Herrick of Bay City

preached the annual sermon on Mon-
day evening. Papers and discussion

on important themes occupied Tues-

day forenoon and afternoon. Two of

these papers were given by Prof.

Shailer Matthews of the University of

Chicago, and Dr. H. L. Stetson of

Kalamazoo spoke upon "Methods of

Bible Study."

The state convention board reported

a • somewhat • increased - permanency of
.

pastorates. For the support of mis-

sionaries in the state $8,531.01 had
been paid. The total amount raised

for home missions was over $4,700 and

more Michigan churches had con-

tributed this year than last. The
same testimony was borne at the ses-

sion of the Women's Heme Mission So-

ciety.

At the Sunday school session the

colporters spoke first. Rev. G. L. Wit-

tett said Detroit had thirty-five Cath-

olic and 150 evangelical churches and

1,290 saloons. It is estimated that

100,000 people of that city seldom en-

ter church. James Larson told of his

work among the foreign population.

He had traveled 3,115 miles, visited

1,236 families, thirty-nine of whom he

found without Bibles. Rev. R. A.

Clint, Swedish minister in Grand
Rapids, spoke of the needs among his

own people. There are twenty-four

Swede churches in the state, with 1,-

372 members, and thirty Sunday
schools, with a membership of 1,262:

Rev. J. S. Collins, in charge of wagon
No. 1, told of the 1,600 miles traveled

in five months and the 1,100 calls

made. Rev. Jay Pruden and Rev. Dr.

R. G. Seymour spoke in regard to the

state Sunday school work and that of

the Publication Society. Rev. C. H.
Irving reported as to the conditions

in the University of Chicago Divinity

School. He found the spiritual life

among the students of a high order,

and among the teachers an honest ef-

fort to present the truth, leaving the

student to form his own conclusions.

Rev. E. P. Tuller of Detroit gave the

address of Wednesday evening. He
spoke on Christianity's outlook in

America. "Today is the time to give

Three Good Reasons Why

the Praise fiymnal
Should Be Used in Our Churches*

" I have been deeply interested for many years in the hymnology of our'churches,

and have at different times examined with some care nearly all the song books of any

pretensions that have come from the presses of our own brotherhood. Some of these

have been good, a few bad, and many of them indifferent. Desiring new song books

for the congregation for which I am now preaching, I made a new examination, and
found myself compelled to acknowledge the superiority of The Praise Hymxai,
over all its competitors. Among its many points of excellence I note the following :

" First. The happy choice of songs, combining most of the old and best-loved

hymns of the Church of God, which can never die, with the choicest of the new songs

which have sprung into deserved favor during the last years of evangelistic develop-

ment in our churches. The gleaning in the latter field has been exceedingly

judicious, I think.

" Second. The beautiful, clear and large print, both of words and notes, makes
it a delight to the eyes.

'

' Third. The arrangement of songs and tunes, by which, with few exceptions,

each tune has but one hymn written to it. There are so many waste hymns in some

of our books, where four or five are on the same page, but scarcely ever more than one

used. Then, too, the words are written immediately under the music, which is very

gratifying to all singers. The binding is neat, strong, and beautiful. It is a splendid

book, worthy of comparison with the best compilations of sacred music of our day.

Kansas City, Mo. W. F. Richardson.

As to Prices.—The contents of The Praise Hymnal are of a permanent quality. It is

false economy to ask for cheap binding'. "We make a cloth bound book with leather back that
will last ten years with any sort of care. The price is as low as can be mar'e on its superior
material and workmanship, $75.00 per 100 copies. Specimen copies sent on approval.

FILLMORE BROS., -
119 W. 6th St., CINCINNATI, O.
4-0 Bible House, NEW YORK.

P. S. —Our Christmas Music is now ready. Send for List. M

men truth. It is a settled fact that

God is. Christian ethical ideas are

adopted by the world today. The
church receives a respect today that

was unknown years ago. This cen-

tury will make the greatest practical

test of truth the world has ever seen.

Now is afforded the finest opportunity

the world ever had of preaching and
spreading the Gospel. The age will

demand of us not only money, educa-

tion, but it will demand life."

Rev. John McGuire of Burma spoke
of that mission field.

The state board reported twelve

counties without a Baptist church.

There have been twelve field workers
and thirty-seven missionary pastors

at work in the state the past year;

212 churches have been aided and over

$13,130 spent for mission work. Bap-
tisms through missionary effort have
been 322. The Baptist force in the

state consists of 400 churches and 43.-

372 members. Baptisms for the year.

1,814.

Hon. H. R. Pattengill of Lansing
gave a forceful and practical address

on state missions from a layman's
standpoint. The different lines of

work were all reported, and many
good addresses made, particularly those

by Rev. Johnston Myers and Mr. John
H. Chapman of Chicago.

Y'RES'ByTE'RIAJf sryjVOV
OF JVE'B'RASKA.

The twenty-eighth annual session

convened at Pawnee City October 8.

with a good attendance. The modera-
tor. Rev. John Gilmore, preached the

sermon from the text. "Watchman,
what of the night?" The new mod-
erator is Rev. Samuel F. Sharpless of

Norfolk. Rev. James M. Campbell, D.

D., pastor of the entertaining church,

gave an address, also Rev. John Dixon.

D. D.. assistant secretary of the board

of home missions; Rev. C. A. R. Jan-

vier, a returned missionary from In-

dia; Rev. S. R. Ferguson of Iowa and

Dr. E. R. Craven of the board of pub-

lication and Sunday school work,

which is doing an important work in

opening the way for the church and

settled pastor.

Synodical self-support was the mat-

ter of great importance before the

synod. A plan was adopted for pro-

moting this. A chairman, to be se-

lected annually by the synod, with

the several chairmen of the different

presbyterial committees, shall consti-

tute the synodical Honie Mission com-

mittee, which shall have entire super-

vision of the home mission work and

of vacancy and supply. All the

churches are urged to make two con-

tributions annually to home missions.
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one of which shall be sent to the

home board at New York and the

other to the synodical committee. This

committee shall report to the board of

home missions the needs of the synod,

and the board is expected to return to

it the apportionment of the board's

funds to this synod for each year, aftsr

which the committee shall apportion

to the several presbyteries the funds

in its treasury and the amounts grant-

ed by the board of home missions. The
synod shall yearly elect a superintend-

ent who shall devote himself to the

work of increasing the offerings to

home missions, and superintending

evangelization. A vigorous effort will

be made this year to bring more
churches to self-support.

The various reports made to the sy-

nod indicated healthy advancement and
the Holy Spirit's presence was felt as

an inspiration throughout the session.

SOJSTHEHJV CALIFO'R-
JVIA COJVCREGA-

TIOffALISTS.
A rule of the General Association of

Southern California, which met in San
Diego October 7-9, is "to put devotion
first and business afterward, and as

much as possible to make devotion its

business.," Therefore, two hours were
set apart for the report on "The Life

and Work of the Churches," to be fol-

lowed by prayer for the churches, pas-

tors, mission work and college. The
testimony of the reports was to the

effect that "the preaching most in de-

mand is 'dead in earnest spiritual

preaching.' Attention is turning more
to expository preaching which has
been much neglected. Evangelistic
meetings have almost universally

failed to bring souls to Christ. Per-
sonal work has been far more success-
ful. In answer to the question, What
do our churches most need? the promi-
nent answers may be summed up in

these two: The power of the Holy
Spirit and A stronger grip on the es-

sential truths of religion. Interest in

missions is increasing."

Rev. J. L. Maile, home missionary
superintendent, emphasized the value
of prayer to missionary success. A
prayer union had been maintained in

Los Angeles, meeting each alternate

week throughout the year to pray for

larger gifts to home missions and
many conversions to Christ. A large

increase over previous years was noted
in receipts for home missions—the last

year |7,165, the year preceding only
$4,470.

"The Legislative Side of the Liquor
Business" was clearly presented by
Curtis D. Wilbur, Esq., and discussed
by three other attorneys, all agreeing
in the conclusion that California is by
its constitution and laws a local op-
tion state; that the restriction or pro-
hibition of the liquor traffic is in the
hands of the people; that they need
only to elect such supervisors or coun-

cilmen as will do their will in regard

to it.

"Our Sunday School Opportunity,"

"The Secularization of Education,"

"Religion in Business," "The Respon-

sibility of Our Churches for the Cul-

ture of the Whole Man" and "Religion

in the Family" were some of the live

topics considered. Christian education

and Pomona College in particular re-

ceived much attention in the discus-

sions of the session. Enthusiasm was
kindled and every church urged by the

association to contribute to Pomona
College.

"BATT1ST WO*RK /JVKAA-
JAJ.

In Kansas City, Kas., was held the

forty-second annual meeting of the

state convention. Valuable papers

were presented before the Ministerial

Union by Rev. Messrs. Geo. F. Arming-
ton, H. R. Best and W. A. Elliott,

which will be published. Rev. L. P.

Russell of Lawrence spoke upon
"Leadership." Rev. S. S. Hageman of

Philipsburg and the veteran Rev. J. M.

Whitehead, followed. .

The women had an enjoyable meet-

ing meanwhile, at which good reports

were made of work being done. Chris-

tian education, of course, had its place

on the general program, the new the-

ological seminary to be established in

Kansas City being a matter of special

interest.

The state board reported fifty-four

missionaries employed, having sixty-

nine churches and fifty-seven outsta-

tions under their care. These mis-

sionaries have made 13,521 visits,

preached 5,980 sermons and reported

414 baptisms; 3,477 members are in

these churches. Various pastors and
missionaries spoke of their fields.

Among the 60,000 Scandinavians in

Kansas there are thirteen Baptist

churches with 628 members, while

from 2,000 to 3,000 attend the services

and Sunday schools. These churches

are growing. They raised the past

year $11,587.28; of this $700 was for

state missions. Rev. Mr. Wilson
spoke eloquently of the work among
the negro churches, which have 12,000

members in Kansas. The closing ad-

dress was by Rev. N. B. Rairden, D. D.,

of Omaha, his theme the value of state

mission work. Home and foreign mis-

sions were duly considered in various

addresses, and an all-round annual
gathering closed with satisfaction.

XOASHIJVGTOJ* Ca/fCRB-
GA TIOJVA L ASSOCIA -

TIOJV.
North Yakima was the place for the

thirteenth annual meeting, October 8-

10. ^Spiritual and physical progress

are keeping pace. T^ie Yakima valley,

once a dreary waste of sage brush and
sand, has been made by irrigation and
cultivation to bring forth abundantly
fruits, vegetables, timothy and alfalfa.

So in spiritual things there is great

encouragement. Churches already es-

tablished are steadily reducing the

burden of debt under which they have

labored. Four churches have just

come to self-support and others are

planning to do so at an early date.

Six new churches in Washington and
three in Northern Idaho are reported

for the year. The additions to the

churches in Washington were 785. The
net increase, however, was only 103.

Home expenditures increased $6,165,

benevolences $10,298, a noteworthy
condition. The difference is too often

the other way. The Sunday school

membership is 13,612, a gain of 691.

Nine new church edifices and parson-

ages mark the material development.

Others are in process of erection. Rev.

W. W. Scudder, Jr., the new home
missionary superintendent, has proved
himself a good leader. His address on
"The Outlook" was much praised.

The papers and addresses were pur-

poseful and timely. Dr. G. R. Wallace
spoke of "The Church as an Integral

Part of the Community Life"; Rev. E.

T. Ford of "Self-Support—the De-
mand": Rev. A. J. Smith took up
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"The Hindrances"; Rev. Austin Rice

discussed "The Local Church and Out-
lying Fields." "The Theology for To-
day" was the subject handled by Rev.

E. L. Smith and Rev. L. L. Woods of

Seattle. "The Preacher's Use of the
Bible," "Practical Preaching for the

Times" and "What Is a Religious

Life?" were discussed. In the evening
there were addresses by Rev. R. B.

Haskell on "Bringing in the King-
dom"; Miss Luella Miner, who gave
her experiences in Pekin during the
siege; Dr. Temple on "Our Present Re-
sponsibility to Today's Problems," and
others too numerous for mention. It

was altogether a live gathering that
gave impetus to the work of the fu-

ture.

CHICAGO A/fD VIClSflTy
Dr. Poindexter S. Henson, pastor of

the First Baptist church, has been
called to Hanson Place church, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., and it is considered prob-
able that be will accept. With Dr.
Lorimer and Dr. Henson to lead the
Baptist forces in Greater New York,
there ought to be progress.
The Second United Presbyterian

church, which held services of dedi-
cation for its reconstructed edifice last
week, has spent $8,000 on the im-
provements; $932 of this was raised
by the Sunday school Rally Day of-
fering. Rev. J. T. McCrory, D. D., of
Pittsburg preached the dedication ser-
mon on Sunday and lectured on Tues-
day evening. He also preached the
two following evenings. A "Fellow-
ship meeting" was held Monday. Rev.
J, A. Duff is the pastor of the Second
church. There is a large Sunday
school with 564 members.

Inspiration and helpfulness were the
results of the day of retirement and
prayer held by the Presbyterian min-
isters October 22. Rev. George B.
Stewart, D. D., president of the the-
ological seminary at Auburn, gave two
strong addresses, one on "The Evan-
gelistic Movement" and one on "Re-
vival" in a four-fold presentation; in
the ministry, in the eldership, in the
church and in the world. A deep de-
votional spirit pervaded the meeting
and the day closed with the Lord's
Supper.

Christ Presbyterian church, former-
ly Christ chapel, Rev. David Creigh-
ton, pastor, held a noteworthy celebra-
tion on Sunday, October 20, being the
fifty-eighth anniversary of the organ-
ization of its Sabbath school. A great
audience present responded to the oc-
casion.

Union evangelistic meetings began
in the First Methodist church of Evan-
ston on Sunday, November 3. Rev. G.
Campbell Morgan is speaking twice
every day this week, at 4 o'clock and
8 o'clock p. m.
The Campbell Park Presbyterian

church, Rev. P. F. Matzinger, pastor.

has invested $1,800 in very useful im-
provements to its audience room.

trustees' room, pastor's study and
halls. The church has many encour-
agements in the increase of congrega-
tion and membership, and in the evi-

dent deepening of spiritual interest in

the hearts of the people.

At the First Baptist church Dr.

Daniel Shepardson has held a two
weeks' series of special meetings. In

the afternoons he gave expository lec-

tures on the Epistle to the Hebrews,
which have given a renewed interest

in Bible study. In the evenings Dr.

Shepardson conducted meetings which
have stimulated Christians to better

living and fuller service, and led many
persons to decide for Christ.

The Presbyterian Social Union held
its first regular meeting for the season
at the Y. M. C. A. auditorium October
29. After dinner Hon. Charles G.

Neely and Rev. George L. Robinson,
Ph. D., of McCormick Seminary, spoke
on the topic, "Social Discontent and
the Church's Opportunity."

"Baptist.

The average duration of Baptist pas-

torates in South Dakota is less than
two years. During the year three new
churches have been organized, three
new houses of worship built, two
others nearly ready for dedication and
still two others in process of erection.

The total reported membership in the
state is 5,882. This is a net gain of

592 over last year. A number of

churches have thoroughly revised their

church rolls and reduced their mem-
bership. In three of the associations
five churches have been dropped from
their records and their members are
not reported this year. The whole
number of baptisms in the state dur-
ing the year is 296. There have been
forty-six missionaries working during
a part of the whole year. They have
supplied forty-nine churches and for-

ty-four outstations. They have re-

ceived by baptism seventy-eight per-
sons, by letter and experience eighty-
six. The total membership on these
mission fields is 2,787.

Arrangements are being made to

place two or three missionaries among
the Navajo Indians. The Women's
National Indian Association has been
conducting a school and small hospital
at a point in the interior of the res-

ervation known as Two Gray Hills.

At this point the Indians are accessible
and numerous. The association above
referred to has kindly tendered to the
New Mexico Baptist convention the
gift of its property at Two Gray Huis.
consisting of a comfortable five-room
house, schoolhouse and three acres of

ground. The convention has accepted
the gift, and arrangements are now-
being completed for the transfer ofcthe
property. »

The board of managers of the New
Mexico Baptist convention met in Al-

buquerque. September 17. The reports
of the missionaries indicate a prosper-
ous condition in all parts of the field

The financial situation was especially

encouraging. New Mexico Baptists

gave almost $1 per member for the

work of the convention last year. Rev.

S. P. Becerra is the newly appointed
missionary to the Mexicans in the

Pecos valley. There are now two
Mexican Baptist churches in that re-

gion, making four Mexican churches
organized within eighteen months.
The total membership in the Phila-

delphia Association is over 35,000. The
number of baptisms during the year
was over 1,000. There are over eighty-

six churches in the associational fel-

lowship. The North Philadelphia As-
sociation reports 510 baptisms and a

total membership of 8,467.

The Indiana Baptist convention had
a large attendance at Franklin October
8. The state mission board reported
help given to thirteen churches dur-

ing the year. An effort to add $10,000

to the permanent fund of the conven-
tion was successful, making the total

of that fund now a little over $32,000.

Practical subjects regarding state mis-
sion work were discussed. It was
urged in the report on Sunday school
work that training classes for teach-

ers be conducted, as poor teachers ap-

pear to be the great drawback to the

best work in the schools. Franklin
College has now an endowment of

$214,995.81, while the assets are above
$400,000. Through the co'lportage

wagon work three Sunday schools

have been organized and eight aided;

seven conversions were reported; one
church saved from extinction and
three pastors settled; one meeting
house saved from being sold for debt.

and another placed in such position

as to redeem its building. This work
is of incalculable value to the state.

Rev. L. N. Call closed his work at

Sac City, Iowa, September 29. His
pastorate of five years has been one
of much growth and development in

the church. As a result of his labor

and God's blessing 119 persons have
been received into the fellowship of

the church, of whom sixty were by

baptism.

Rev. R. N. Van Doren closed his

work at Port Huron. Mich.. Septem-
ber 29. The membership when he took

charge in 1897 was 605. Since that

time four new churches have been or-

ganized from the First church. The
additions have been 532.

Dr. George C. Lorimer has decided t3

accept the call to the Madison Avenue
church. New York city. This will

leave Tremont Temple. Boston, with-

out its great attraction.

Congregational.
A tablet "in memory of all who in

this Cayuga Lake valley have co-

worked with God," has been set in the

wall of the church edifice at Ithaca.

N. Y., and was unveiled October 13.

The tablet enumerates among the co-

workers it commemorates: The In-

dians of the Iroquois Confederacy, the

First Unknown White Explorers, the
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French Jesuit Missionaries, the Con-

tinentals in Sullivan's expedition, 1779,

the Envoys, Travelers and Men of Sci-

ence, the First Settlers of this place,

1789, and the Pastors, Officers and
Members of the Reformed Protestant

Dutch Church organized April 2d, 1830

—eight pastors mentioned by name.

It is erected by "the people of the

First Congregational Church of Christ

of Ithaca, N. Y., organized 1872.

In Washington, D. C, Lincoln Me-
morial church and University Park
Temple church were merged into one
organization October 1. The new name
is Lincoln Memorial Congregational

Temple, and Rev. Sterling N. Brown is

pastor. In the new church will be

carried on the most extensive institu-

tional plant in the United States by
negro Congregationalists.

Rev. G. A. Gates, formerly president

of Iowa College, has been called from
the pastorate of the First church of

Cheyenne to the presidency of Wash-
burn College, Topeka, Kas. He is well

fitted for the position.

Rev. B. 0. Mead of Park church,

Cleveland, Ohio, has organized a Bible

Study Club for young people "over

fifteen and under 115."

A good illustration of church federa-

tion is found at Lone Rock, Wis. The
Congregational and Methodist

churches occupy the field, planning

their work with reference to each

other, the Sunday services alternating

morning and evening, the Sunday
school, prayer meeting and Christian

Endeavor, each a united service. This

plan of union thus far is working ad-

mirably and gives the pastors oppor-

tunity to preach in the outlying dis-

tricts. October 13 Pastor Fehlandt
welcomed eleven to membership, three

being by confession.

Rev. Fred T. Rouse of Appleton,

Wis., has received sixty-five children

into church membership in the past

year.

The General Association of North
Carolina held its twenty-fourth an-

nual meeting September 25 to 29. The
Sunday school convention had en-

couraging reports from the field; ten

new schools were added to the roll.

The place of the catechism in the Sun-
day school was discussed and it was
voted to urge the use of one. The
needful qualifications of the Sunday
school teacher aroused much discus-

sion. The reports of the churches
showed much spiritual progress

throughout the state. The special

meeting on temperance drew a large

attendance and great interest.

The watchword of the Oregon Asso-
ciation meeting was "Forward"—in

personal Christian living, in corporate
Christian life, in systematic benevo-
lence, in our new possessions, in the
Orient. Strong and bright addresses
and papers were given along these
lines.

The Ladies' Association of Euclid
Avenue . church, Cleveland, Ohio, is

marie up of five departments, each hav-

ing a chairman and secretary; home
mission, foreign mission, church, city

and young ladies' departments. It

considers that this plan results in

economy of time and strength, a larger

membership, something for everybody
to do, true cordiality and lack of all

jealousy and envy.

At Marysville, Ohio, a second year's

course in Bible study was begun with
nineteen scholars. The theme of study
is Hebrews. October 6 at a meeting
of the men of the church, a Pilgrim
Brotherhood was organized. The min-
ister. Rev. E. A. King, is conducting
a class in physical culture made up
of the young men of the city. At the
first session twenty-three men were on
the floor.

tShe "Disciples.

A meeting at Trenton, Mo., lasting

over three weeks, resulted in 115 addi-

tions to the church.

At the close of the present mission-
ary year there was $305,342.26 in the
Church Extension Fund. There was
an increase of 113 in the number of

contributing churches and a gain of

$2,358.43 in receipts. Eighty churches
were helped to complete their build-

ings, and loans were promised to six-

ty-nine others, and this work covered
twenty-eight states and two territories.

Including the returned loans, the total

receipts for use in the work for the

year were $103,851.11.

William Woods College has made
this year the largest enrollment of

boarding pupils in its history. During
the summer the benevolence of the
widow of Col. D. M. Dulany of Hanni-
bal built and equipped ten music
rooms, thereby enlarging the capacity
of the school and enabling the man-
agement to accommodate 114 board-
ers, while heretofore ninety-nine is the
largest number ever received in the
building at any one time.

The quarterly rally of the Chicago,
Christian Missionary Society will be
held in Kimball Hall, Sunday, Nov. 10,

at 3 p. m. Marion Stevenson of Irving
Park will deliver the principal ad-
dress. At this meeting the annual re-

port of the society will be presented.

The Chicago Christian Missionary So-
ciety has increased its income from
$2,248.91 in 1900 to over $4,000 in 1901,

and purpose to raise twice this

amount, or $8,000 for 1902. The gen-
eral condition of the city missions of

the Church of Christ, considered as a
whole, was never in a more promising
condition.

The mission work done in the state
of Missouri the last year shows up
well. Sixty churches were organized

For JVevdous Headache
\/se Horsford's Acid "Phos-

phate.
Dr. F. A. Roberts, Waterville, Me.,

says: "It is of great benefit in ner-
vous headache, nervous dyspepsia and
neuralgia."

and 110. Bible schools, 3,596 persons

were added to the church, 1,686 of

whom were baptized.

Rev. Peter Ainslie celebrated, Octo-

ber 6, his tenth anniversary as minis-

ter of the Calhoun Street church, Bal-

timore. During his ministry the

church membership has increased from
100 to 500, and all but $1,000 of the

debt has been paid, efforts to raise

which amount by December 1 are now
on foot. Two missions are connected
with the church, both of which are in

a prosperous condition.

Drake University began its twenty-
first year September 18, and will this

year have an enrollment of 1,900. In

the past two years the university has
assumed the ownership and complete
control of the medical and law schools,

CONSUMPTION CURED.
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of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-

manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
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positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints. Having tested Its wonderful
curative powers in thoueends of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to
all who wish it, this recipe, in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A, Noyes, 847 Powers' Block, Rochester,
New York.
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and other departments hitherto work-

ing under a percentage contract. The
unity thus secured is essential to full-

est and most helpful co-operation. A
new pathologic laboratory has been

constructed and well equipped un-

der the supervision of Chas. H.

Hoffman, M. D., Ph. D. The Bible de-

partment has already enrolled more
than 100 students.

Last year the Illinois Christian Mis-

sionary convention and Chicago Mis-

sionary Board handled $8,317.05, by the

use of which 1,696 souls were added
to the churches—a cost of $4.90 for

each addition. This indicates the ex-

cellent management of the board in

the use of the small funds entrusted

to them.
The Christians at Tindall, Mo., have

just dedicated a fine little church
building, the result of persevering ef-

fort. In connection with its dedica-

tion a series of meetings was held, re-

sulting in a total of 115 additions.

Two-thirds of the entire numbers
were men. At one baptismal service

thirty-four were baptized, ten of whom
were men over forty years of age.

Rev. Charles Reign Scoville has ac-

cepted a call to the pastorate of the

.

church at Gainesville, Texas, recently

made vacant by the death of Rev. J. B.

Sweeney.
Rev. J. A. Helm of Louisville, Ky.,

has just closed a ten days' meeting at

Martin, Lewis county, Ky., with 103

additions.

At Butler, Pendleton county, Ky.,
125 have been added to the church dur-
ing the two years' ministry of Rev. O.
P. McMahon.
The Bible school at Nunda, 111.,

where Rev. J. W. Bolton is pastor 'of

the church, has added a home depart-
ment, cradle roll, teachers' meeting
and written examinations to its work.
Carrie Crossman is the efficient super-
intendent.

The School of Pastoral Helpers, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, has in attendance in

this, its second year, young women
from three denominations and eight
states. Several of them are college

graduates. Pastors of any denomina-
tion who desire a woman assistant can
write to A. M. Harvuot, president, 617

Richmond street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Rev. M. M. Davis has given the Cen-
tral church, St. Louis, eleven years'
service. The summary for this period
Is 1,506 sermons, 2,029 additions and
$142,352 raised by the church.

Methodist.
At the annual meeting of the Wom-

an's Home Missionary Society, Rock
River conference, it was stated that

30,000 leaflets had been sent out dur-

ing the year and 5,400 mite boxes dis-

tributed. The treasurer's report

showed that Chicago Northern was
the banner district, having raised $1,-

278. Chicago district came next with
$1,098; then Chicago Western with
$516. Next in order was Rockfovd dis-

trict with $713. Total receipts have

doubled in the last two years. It was
stated that $171 was lacking to make
up the $10,000 the conference society

had pledged to raise as its twentieth-

century offering. Voluntary subscrip-

tions were called and the amount was
soon made up.

De Pauw University opens with

brighter prospects than for several

years. The enrollment will' pass 600.

The new Minshall laboratory will cost

when complete about $75,000 and will

rank among the best science schools of

the middle west.

At Baker university, Baldwin, Kas.,

the attendance October 1 was 106 be-

yond the total enrollment for the fall

term last year. The new gymnasium,
costing $25,000, will soon be ready. A
library building is to be erected next

year.

Seven new churches have been

erected and paid for during the past

six years in the Sioux Falls district

of the Dakota conference. Six

churches have been purchased from
other denominations. Last year showed
a marked increase in Sunday-school

scholars, being 409. The increase of

probationers was 208.

Presbyterian.

The following note has been re-

ceived from Rev. Dr. J. Wilbur Chap-

man, pastor of the Fourth Presbyte-

rian church, New York city:

There is evidently an increasing in-

terest in evangelistic work through-

out the Church. A profound impres

sion has been made upon the country

dent. This would seem of all times
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by the death of our lamented Presi-

God's chosen season for the ingather-

ing of souls. It gives me great pleas-

ure to announce the going forth of an-

other evangelist, the Rev. E, S. Stuck-

er, formerly the pastor of the First

Baptist church of South Bend, Indi-

ana. Mr. Stucker has been phenome-
nally successful in his pastoral work,
has been one constantly sought after

as an evangelist, and now has given

up his church that he may devote his

whole time to this service. He is pre-

pared to conduct union evangelistic

services where they may be desired.

He is worthy the fullest confidence of

pastors everywhere and I rejoice in

his going forth on this special mis-

sion. Mr. Stucker may be addressed
for the present at LaGrange, 111.

The Presbyterian Evangelistic Tent
committee of St. Louis has just issued

its report of work done from July to

September of the past summer. Two
tents were in use during the summer
—the first called "Glad Tidings" under
the management of Rev. Charles Stel-

zle, and the second known as "Tent
Evangel" under the direction of Rev.
H. Magill, D. D. In the former were
held seventy-five services with a total

attendance of about 30,000; 300 pro-
fessed conversion, and of these forty

joined the new Markham Memorial
church. In "Tent Evangel," which
was located near Grace church, the
audiences sometimes included 300 to

400 persons, and eighteen new mem-
bers were received by Grace church di-

rect from these meetings. Others, it

is believed, united with other
churches.

Rev. George F. Pentecost, D. D., is

to be superintendent of Presbyterian
missionary work in the Philippines.
Although on the verge of sixty years,
he is still full of energy and believes
he can do more work for Christ there
than here.

The First church, Davenport, Iowa,
Rev. John B. Donaldson, D. D., pas-
tor, has undertaken the support of a
foreign missionary.
Rev. J. Milton Greene, D. D., has

just sailed as pioneer missionary in
Cuba, for the Home Mission Board.
Rev. A. "Waldo Stephenson and his
family accompanied him, and also Miss
Mabel Bristow, who has already taught
for two years in Porto Rico. All
these are to be supported by churches
in East Orange and Brooklyn and
others. Rev. Herbert S. Harris will
start in November, the Fourth church
of New York, where he is assistant
pastor, paying his salary.

GETTING OLT> 'BEFO'RE,
THEfR TIME,

is the condition of many wives and
mothers. In the anxiety and worry at-
tendant on the care of their homes and
children, they forgot themselves and
neglect their own health until they
are almost broken down. Dr. Peter's
Blood Vitalizer is just what they need,
testified to its health-giving proper-

Arc You Interested in the Study of the Bible
If you are, the most satisfactory results can be secured through systematic reading THE

BIBLICAL WORLD, the' only popular illustrated monthly magazine devoted exclusively to the
study of the Bible. Subscription price, $2.00 a year. Size, 6?4 x 9% inches: 80 pages a month.

^PPriAl OPPPD' To NEW READERS a special trial rate"^r ErW-IrlL* urrL^. is offered of three numbers for 25 cents.

Address THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Hundreds of wives and mothers have
ties. "Write for paper and pamphlet.

It is sent gratis by addressing Dr. P.

Fahrney, 112-118 S. Hoyne avenue,

Chicago, 111.

The

Pioneer

Limited.
Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

VIA

The St. Paul Road
(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.

Special Free Illustrated

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"Tie Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onv^ .-.irormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. A
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Oen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

to

Daily and
Personally Conducted

Excursions
to

California
and

Oregon

gPECIAL attention given to organiz-

ing family
f.*~*'-z. Lowest rates;

no change of cars; fir;st scenery; short-

est time on the road. Address

S. A. HUTCHISON, Manager,

212 Clark Street,

Chicago, 111.

^2ii%,
CENTRAL

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

fe|J1|KCtfL

Free Reclining Chair Cars, Parlor Cars. Dining Cart,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Oars.

Bee that your ticket between Chicago and St. Louii
Reads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

A. H. HANSON. G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, V\
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"The Man from Glengarry." A tale

of the Ottawa, by Ralph Connor.

Fleming H. Revell Co. Price, $1.50.

There is a wide and ever-widening

circle of readers to whom a new book
from the pen of Ralph Connor is

looked forward to with pleasant antic-

ipations. The question which many
are asking is will "The Man from
Glengarry" touch the high mark of

interest reached in "Black Rock" and
"The Sky Pilot"? To say that it does

is the highest possible praise. While
still dealing with pioneer life, our

author selects new scenes and new
types of character. He takes us into

the heart of the backwoods of Canada
and introduces us to Scottish High-
landers, French Canadians and native

Americans, whose characteristics he
depicts with the hand of a master.

In its literary interest the book is

somewhat uneven. It starts like a
river gushing in full force from a
cleft mountain. The opening chap-

ter describes with wonderful realistic

power a fight between two rival bands
of lumbermen. This chapter is so

suggestive of the blood and thunder
novel that it may tempt some readers

to put the book aside. If they do so

they will be the losers, for the story

is as varied in its interests as life it-

self. The only place at which it sags

is where doctrinal discussions are

lugged in in connection with the re-

vival in the backwoods church.

Towards the close the mountain tor-

rent becomes a placid river, flowing

through green meadows and fields of

waving grain.

But the main interest of the book
lies in the striking way in which the
struggles of the hardy pioneer with
thg forces of nature are depicted.

There is also a wonderful harmony of

tone between the gloom of the prime-
val forest and the gloomy Celtic na-
ture which the writer knows so well.

The religious life of these Scottish

Highlanders had in k very little of

the sunshine of joy, but in spite of

its sternness we are forced to admire
its purity, its dignity and its strength.

Calvinism put iron into the blood of
those people and made them a race of
heroes. Ranald, the hero of the tale,

is a typical Celt - his turbulent pas-
sions, his self-restraint, his develop-
ment from a boy ruled by impulse to

a man strong in all the elements of

true manhood, are put upon the can-
vas with a strong hand. The tragic,

the pathetic and the humorous mingle
in this story, which is conspicuous
for its human interest.

for the last few years; fiction having
usurped its place. But it belongs to

the permanent in literature, and is

sure to regain its place when good es-

sayists appear. Hugh Black won distinc-

tion in his book entitled "Friend-
ship," which was favorably received.

To be able to write something fresh

and attractive upon that hackneyed
theme was in itself no small achieve-

ment. This volume, while character-

ized by all the grace of style, phil-

osophic insight and refinement of

thought which characterized the for-

mer volume, has the added quality of

maturity. It shows that the author is

coming to himself, or, if you will, com-
ing to his own. The theme of which
the book treats is a fascinating one,

and gives full play to the gifts which
the writer possesses in such a pre-em-
inent degree. The problem which he
faces is that suggested by the opposing
ideals of culture and self-denial.

'Should a man obey his nature or

thwart it; seek self-limitation or self-

expansion?" This book is an attempt
to do justice to both sides of this prob-

lem, "and to find a great reconciling

thought which combines both, While at

the same time it saves them from the

inevitable failure which awaits them
when each is taken by itself." It be^

gins by pitting Zion against Greece,

the ethical ideal against the esthetic.

It then shows how the Christian ideal,

in which these two are blended, be-

came corrupted until the medieval
conception of sainthood was reached.

The Christian solution of the problem
is summed up in the words, "It is re-

ligion man needs, not culture in itself.

So the birthplace of modern civiliza-

tion is not Athens but Calvary." In

its get-up this book shows the per-

fection of the printer's art. Paper and
letter press are of the best, and the

dainty covers of green and gold are

good to look upon. We give else-

where extracts from one of its char-

acteristic chapters.

"Culture and Restraint," by Hugh
Black. Fleming H. Revell Co. Price,

This is a collection of essays of a
very high order. As a form of litera-

ture the essay has been out of vogue

"Mistress Brent," a story of Lord
Baltimore's colony in 1638, by Lucy
Meacham Thurston. Illustrated by
Charles Grunwald. Little, Brown &
Co. Boston: Price, $1.50.

This story deals with the romantic
period in colonial history. It takes us
back to the founding of Maryland, and
shows American society in its forma-
tive period. Into these new colonies

poured a strange assortment of peo-

ple—broken-down aristocrats, with
their family retainers; adventurers,

soldiers of fortune, outlaws, artizans,

sturdy yeomen, something of the worst
and something of the best of the old

world civilizations.

This story describes these times. At
its opening it moves slowly, too slow-

ly, perhaps, but as it goes on its pace
quickens and its interest deepens.

Towards the close it gains cumulative
power. It has abundance of incident

and portrays the play of passion with
a rare gift of analysis. It also

11

STANDARD
OIL CO.

gives a faithful picture of the political

and social life of the times. We could

hardly call it a great book, but it is

unquestionably an interesting one. The
chief figure gives the title to the book,

Mrs. Brent, who was cousin to Lord
Baltimore, the lord-protector, came
over from England with a brother and
sister, having acquired a gift of land

in her own name. Governor Calvert,

who was also a cousin, did not take

kindly to the idea of her setting up a

separate establishment and living

alone in that wild country. But she

had her way. She was prospering in

her handsome manor when attacked

by the Indians. The governor came to

her rescue, saving her life. It seems
that she had had a disappointment in

love and that she had come to Ameri-
ca to hide her sorrow in solitude. The
governor fell in love with her; won
by his manly life she consented to

marry him, when he took sick and
died, leaving her as his executor. How
she roused herself from her grief and
put in shape the tangled affairs of the

colony; how she afterward met her

early lover, now a widower, and re-

fused to marry him; how she retired

to her manor and lived there quietly,

happily and usefully are among the

things chronicled in this readable vol-

ume.

THE OLD MEJVAJVD WOM-
EJf "DO -BLESTS HIM.

Thousands of people come or send

every year to Dr. Bye for his Balmy
Oil to cure them of cancer or other

malignant diseases. Out of this num-
ber, a great many very old people

whose ages range from seventy to one

hundred years on account of distance

and infirmities of age, they send for

home treatment. A free book is sent

telling what they say of the treat-

ment. Address Dr. W. 0. Bye, Drawer
1111, Kansas City, Mo. [If not af-

flicted, cut this out and send to some
suffering one.]
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A GREAT PREMIUM OFFER

Life of Wm. mcKinky
OUR MARTYRED PRESIDENT

With a short Biography of Garfield and Lincoln, containing masterpieces of McKinley's eloquence and the

History of Anarchy, its Purposes and Results. Complete authentic Biography of 453 pages. Written by

BISHOR SAMUEL FALLOWS, LL.D.
Personal friend and comrade of the late President, author of "Life of Samuel Adams," "Synonyms and
Antonyms," "Liberty and Unions," etc., etc. Introduction by United States Senator Hon. Wm. E. Mason.

A Standard Authority because written by

BISHOP SAMUEL FALLOWS.

He was the intimate friend of William McKIn-.

ley tlurlng all the years of bis eminent career; the

Bishop enjoyed his utmost confidence; under

these conditions the manuscript had been in

course of preparation for several years. It Is a

literary work of the highest order, accurate, in-

teresting and truthful. It was almost ready for

the press when the horrible tragedy came. Noth-

ing remained to do save the necessity of the Bish-

op's final revisions and writing the last sad and

closing chapters.

A Few of the Halftone Illustrations

William McKinley, Mrs. McKinley, Mrs. Mc-

Kinley (Mother), Father of William McKinley,

Mark Hanna, Members of McKinley's Cabinet,

President Roosevelt, Mrs. Roosevelt, President

Garfield, President Lincoln, Assassination of

President McKinley, Death-bed Scenes of Presi-

dent McKinley, Photograph of Assassin, Capital

Building, President McKinley's Residence, Tem-
ple of Music, White House, Milburn House,

Scenes from McKinley's Early Life, Etc., Etc.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS

The Story of the Assassination. Funeral Proces-
sion and Rites. Expressive Tributes from For-
eiguILands. Tributes from Eminent Americans.
Life of Wm. McKinley. His Last Tern, in Con-
gress. Governor of Ohio. Financial Troubles.
Great Campaign of 1894. Nominated for Presi-
dent. First Presidential Campaign. President
of the United States. His Own Story of the Span-
ish War. Chronological Events of Spanish War.
Country Expands and Becomes a World Power.
Meets the Crisis in China. Eenomination and
Re-elected President. Anecdotes and Incidents
in his Life. Chronological Record of his Life.
Masterpieces from his Pen. Lincoln's Life De-
scribed by McKinley. Garfield's Life Described
by McKinley. v

Theodore Roosevelt.
His Birth, Political History and War Experience.
As Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Governor
and Vice-President. Marriage and Children.
Author—In the Pulpit. Ideas of Honesty. Police
Commissioner. Thoughts as a Boy. Qualities as
a Rough Rider, etc., etc.

Anarchy
Its Origin, Purposes and Results. Notable As-
sassinations — Herbert Spencer — Herr Most

—

Opinions of Eminent Men.

Trial and Condemnation.
The Assassin Leon Czolgosz.

The Nation's Man. Great Speech of Senator J.

N. Thurston at the St. Louis Convention 1896, etc.

THE SUBJECT
WM. McKINLEY

A Grand Character for Biography
Our Martyred President's Life will ever call to

mind the greatness of the man, for he was the
embodiment of nobleness. It was by bis tireless

energy and ambition that he rose from amidst the
common people to take his place among the great
men of the earth, to a place in the hearts of the
people.
No president since the time of Washington and

Lincoln has endeared himself to the hearts of the
people as our late president. He ever showed his
interest in their welfare In a political way that
went right home to the hearts and consciences of
all. His policies were ever those that would bene-
fit his country and with it the great masses of the
working people.
He was the one man among men, lovea and

revered by all.

Recognized experts in the book business est!

mate the sale of McKinley Biographies during the
next six monUis will exceed 3,000,000 volumes.
These astounding figures were had by calcula-
tions based upon the sale of over 1.000,000 Bio-
graphies of President Garfield. It is an undis-
puted fact, Biography is of supreme interest to
everyone.

THE AUTHOR
Bishop Fallows, before he essayed the present

great work, was well prepared for the task, be-
cause he had already written, copiously, critical-

ly, comprehensively and understanding^ of Wil-
liam McKinley and the historical epoch in which
he so long played an important part. For forty
years American statesmen, measures, politics and
history have been as familiar to Bishop Fallows
as are his own fingers that handle the pen so
deftly, his own mind that produces such lofty
thoughts, just judgments and beautiful senti-
ments. For many years he had personally known
William McKinley, had admired, loved and care-
fully chronicled hip splendid achievements, his
wise and patriotic utterances. Understanding
the motives, principles and lofty aims of our
martyred President, familiar with recent Ameri-
can history and fortified with an array of the
richest material which he had made peculiarly
his own by employing it in the composition of
many patriotic and historical works and addresses
probably no American was better qualified, nor
so matchlessly equipped for this great work as
Bishop Samuel Fallows, and none has produced
such splendid results—a book that will take its

place upon the shelves of public and private
libraries as a comprehensive and accurate life of
Our Martyred President.

THE BOOK
A Model of

MECHANICAL SKILL.
It is printed upon the finest paper, large, clear

and new type, forty Fine Akt full page photo-
graphic portraits of the president's eminent as-

sociates, friends and relatives, and has numerous
engravings of interesting features of the text.
Bound in fine imported cloth, measuring 'i xlO

Inches, 2Jrf> inches thick, gold and black embossing
with front cover illuminated by the President's
Portrait; in all making a most magnificent
library, center table or gift volume. The busi-
ness man will want it for the wonderful manner
In which his policies influenced business : the par-
ent, that bis children may gather instruction and
inspiration from it. The teacher wants it to en-
able him to instruct his classes in the duties of
citizenship, for he was the ideal citizen. Every
statesman will want it for his lessons in political
Integrity. Every working man throughout the
country will want it for he proved himself to be
the friend of the working man. Every youth will
want it for his sympathy and love of youth. The
minister wants it for he exemplified in his
daily life the true principles of the Christian cit-

izen. Every wife will want it, for he was a model
husband and father.

Extraordinary Offer to Our Readers
Every family will want this book and every one can have it: ist—Without Money. Send us at once three new

subscribers to The Christian Century for one year at the regular rate, $1.50 each, and this magnificent memorial vol-
ume will be sent you as a premium.

SECOND, COMBINATION OFFER:
E^izZ^e300***™^^^^^^ flur Drina For Both 01 KflThe Christian Century, six months 75 i! 1*1 IH UUllM \\ "ill

Foreign i>oslage extra. UUI I I IUU Including: Postage. lirllUU
Total value of both $2.45 mn^wMiMHH^B^Mniii^a^^

Good to old or new subscribers alike, all arrearages being paid to date.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, - 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago



Four Magazines for the Price of One
WHAT well-educated American to-day is satisfied with a single magazine in his home? With

periodical literature so rich, varied, and attractive as at present, magazines largely take the place

of books in keeping one abreast of the times. Each magazine has its specialty, and only with a combi-
nation of three or four can all wants be reasonably saiisfied. In our magazine combinations we have
avoided duplication, and have given the widest variety of reading matter possible.

Last season more than 300,000 people took advantage of these remarkable offers

(For Father, Mother, and the
Boys and GirlsJ.

2.50
3.00
I.OO

I.OO

6 In Value

$
Our Price Only3
(Personal Checks Accepted)

Foreign Postage Extra

OUR GREAT FAMSLV OFFER
Regular Price

SUCCESS, $1.00
\ $

REVIEW OF REVIEWS (new),
Current Literature (new), or New England Magazine
may tie substituted.

COSMOPOLITAN,
Frank Leslies Popular Monthly may be subst/tuted,

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING,
The Household, or The Designer may be substituted.

AH Subscriptions are for a full year and may be sent to one or several addresses
SUCCESS is the brightest, most up-to-date and the most profusely illustrated monthly magazine published. It reaches 300,000

homes-over a million readers. The inspiration of a lifetime has come to thousands of SUCCESS readers through its columns.—
iwmlhhi $1M0 n yen: The REVIEW OK REVIEWS is an indespensible magazine for busy men and women, presenting the world's
events in-print and iw-tm? -monthly, $2:50 a year. The COS-MOt'OLITAN aBd'FRANK LESLIE'S EQl'ULAK MONTHLY are among the
greatest, of the modern monthlies which have given America the leadership among the couftti ies of the world -in magazine-making,—
monthly, $1.00 a year, each. The HOUSEHOLD has been known and loved by more than a generation of American women and is to-day at
the height of its power and prestige,—.monthly, $1.00 a year, good housekeeping treats of the ways and means of making home a
place of delight, and presents the collected wisdom of housewives and students of domestic science everywhere,—monthly. $1.00 a
year. The dksignkr is one of the leading fashion magazines of the country, picturing in colors the latest Parisian and Sew York
styles and describing costumes, millinery, etc., for wohien and chddren,—monthly, $2.00 a year.

OTHER ATTRACTIVE OFFERS Reg. Price

SUCCESS, and any one of our dollar magazines, $2.00
SUCCESS, and any two of one dollar magazines, . 3.00

SUCCESS,
j „«§££*ttS^a } and any one of our dollar magazines, ... 5.00

SUCCESS, and LESLIE'S WEEKLY 5.00
SUCCESS,

| ^r^lKftSSfii, |
and any two of our dollar magazines . . . 6.00

SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), and Current Literature (new), 6.50
SUCCESS, Current Literature (new), and New England Magazine, 7.00

»VCOBM.\J^i^^J^^ h
}mnai.BSU^»^EBKl.Y, . . . 8.00

SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), Current Literature (new), andNew England Magazine 9.50
SUCCESS, New Eng. Mag., Current Literature (new), and North American Review (new), 12.00

All the magazines on our list are controlled exclusively by us for clubbing purposes. Xone of the periodicals can be
these remarkably low clubbing offers except through or in combination with >S IJCCFSS.
HFIMFIA/AI W " New or renewal subscriptions will be accepted at the above prices for all magazines in our list (including
HLIlLMf flLo • SUCCESS), except Current Literature, the Iteview of Reviews, and the >'orth American Review, for which all

subscriptions must be new; but present subscribers to these three magazines may renew their subscriptions through our offers by
lidding one ilolhir for each renewal subscription to the combination prices named. Transfers from one member of a
family to another are not new subscriptions.

OUR GREAT EDUCATIONAL OFFER
Regular I»riee tf»

$1.00 *

Our Price

$I.SO
2.00
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.75
4.00
s.oo

ecured at

SUCCESS,
REVIEW OF REVIEWS (new),

Or New England Magazine.

CURRENT LITERATURE (new),
Or any two of our $1M magazines.

NO. AMERICAN REVIEW (new),

2.50
3.00
3.00

COO

12
In Value

[These four magazines irill keep
wit in constant touch icith the
vorldof thought on all He burn-
ng qitcsthms of the dap.)

$
For Only

(Personal Checks Accepted)

5

SUBSTITUTIONS

To PASTORS and

— GOOD-
HDlS£K£tPlNG

1l»

Current
Literature

Leslie's Weekly may be substituted.

CURKEXT LITERATURE is the leading literary magazine of America, giving its readers the cream of the best things published in

prose and poetry—whatever is worth knowing and remembering,—monthly, $3.00 a year. The NEW England mag \zi\K forms a
monthly " old home week " for every New Englander, describing with loving touch historic landmarks, customs, and traditions of
the " old red schoollmuse days," while giving also a large amount of general literature of the highest order,—month n. $3.00 a year.
LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY—now in its i«rd volume is the popular up-to-date pictorial and literary record of stirring events at
home and abroad,—weekly,, $ltM0 « year. The NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW has for eighty-seven years guided public opinion m America
on all the great political, social and religious questions of the day, and the present editorial management is the most brilliant and
successful in its history,—monthly, $5.00 a year.

•V new subscription to REVIEW OF REVIEWS, a new subscription to CURRENT LITERATURE, and a new or
renewal subscription to the XEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE may lie substituted each for the other. The (Os.

MoroLlTAN, LESLIES MONTHLY, coon HousEKEEl'lMi. the DESIGNER and the lioisElioi.li may be substituted each for any other.

except SUCCESS. A subscription to SUCCESS, either new or renewal, must be included in every order.

Subscriptions will commence with issues requested wherever possible to furnish copies; otherwise with issues of the month
following that in which the subscriptions are received. Copies of all the above periodicals may be obtained of your newsdeah r with
whom 'orders for these combinations man also be left.

You can all make money for your church through these popular clubbing oilers. \\ rite to us and
we will tell you how. Sunday School SiipwiMrnitpnts ami Tenrhrrs can give their pupils no more
admirable or" better Christmas i'rpscnt than a subscription to SUCCESS, which WUl afford abun-
dant aid, encouragement, and inspiration throughout the year. .

. ^ Urfi-vei-4S.it>'

172 Bciiidi

We wairf representatives for SUCCESS in every City, Town, and Village,—in every Church. Schoo|. and Neighborhood
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m WEEKLY RELIGIOUS. LITERARY AND NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

Cbc Christian Ccnturp Compaim
858 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions-
Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1 00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. L,istisre-
rised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account.

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expiration of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

Change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be inre to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Remittances

—

Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Century Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit can-
not be given, as we have to pa? exchange
charges.

idvertising

—

Nothing but clean business and reliable
firms advertised. Rates given offl applica-
tion.

fcommunications

—

Articles for publication should mot exceed
one tnousand wort's and should be in orar of-

fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear News letters
should be condensed as much as
News items are solicited and elhonls

in promptly.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
LINE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and all points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C.,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call

on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

2J4 Clark Street, CHICAGO.

CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.

In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers' have contrib-

uted their favorite or best songs.. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such a? rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactoiy all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.
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RHEUMATISM...
Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedies,
The Internal remedy is pleasant to take, acts Imme-

diately does not disturb digestion, and is for rheuma-
tism only In all its torturing forms. The external

preparation restores stiff joluts, d—"a cords, and hard-

ened muscles. If your oVuec'st *-* not these remedies

in stock, do not take s..yti.mg tise. Send *5 to the

Drummond Medicine Co., New York, and the fall
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tEDITORIA03
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:

The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming:
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical
in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life?

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different
denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join
forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

SOCIAL SIJVS, AJSTD HOW TO
MEET THEM.

HERE is one sin which has been called

"the social evil," and it is rightly named,

for to describe its injurious effect upon so-

ciety is beyond the power of words. It is

a sin which saps the life of the nation and

honeycombs the beams upon which the so-

cial system rests. It was this sin which

brought ruin upon the Greek and Roman
empires ; it was because of this sin that

the land of Canaan spued out its inhabit-

ants.

Th^s evil cannot be eradicated by law. It has a

deep moral tap-root which law cannot reach. Law
can deal with it only when it assumes tangible form

as a crime against society, but is utterly powerless to

deal with it as a sin against God. Against immorality

as such civil law has no power ; nor has it any warrant

to interfere with private habits, however vile, so long

as their indulgence involves no infringement upon the

rights of others. All that law can do is to put a hedge

of restriction around social sins. For their complete

removal dependence must be placed upon moral

means. Home life must be made holier; chastity of

thought and speech must be developed ; the heart must
be purified; poor, sin-stricken humanity must receive

the healing, cleansing touch of Christ.

For a time it was thought that the cancer of Mor-
mon polygamy could be cut out by a brilliant stroke

of legislative surgery. We are now making the dis-

covery that the disease is in the blood, and that the

patient needs constitutional treatment. The recent

triumph of the Gentiles in the territorial elections

shows that the law-respecting elements are gaining the

ascendency. We do not wonder that those who lived

and suffered through the dark days of Mormon mis-

rule hail the smallest victory as a happy omen and sing

their jubilate. But after law has done its utmost, the

Church of Christ, carrying the gospel in one hand and

Christian education in the other, will still be needed

to complete the work of social and moral reform

which law is powerless to accomplish.

Mormon polygamy suggests what Dr. Leonard

Bacon designated the continuous polygamy of New
England. The Mormon has a number of wives at

once ; by availing himself of our loose divorce laws the

New Englander can have just as many wives as his

Mormon brother, only he must restrict himself to one

at a time. In no country do the divorce laws stand

in greater need of reform than in our enlightened Re-

public. The danger line has surely been reached

when in some states the ratio of divorces to marriages

is as one to ten. And it is always found that the more

lax the laws relating to divorce the larger the number
of divorces. For this alarming evil one part of the

remedy must therefore be stricter divorce laws, com-

bined with uniform laws in all the states. The other

and more important part of the remedy is a clearer

recognition of the sanctity of the marriage union as a

Divine ordinance, and not as a contract of convenience

—a union founded upon a deep and immutable law

of nature ; a union holding within itself the future of

the race and the well-being of society; a union SO'

close, vital and essentially permanent that its dissolu-

tion at the will, or by the authority, of man is ex-

pressly forbidden by the words, "What God hath

joined together let no man put asunder."

Polygamy and divorce are ancient evils. Abraham,

the friend of God, was a polygamist. Divorce was a

burning question in the days of Moses. How has God
been dealing throughout the centuries with these evils?

Take polygamy; although alien to the divine will no

direct prohibition of it is found in Scripture, and yet

we know that when, by the influence of Christianity,

an advanced civilization has been attained, it has al-

ways gradually faded out of society. With regard to

divorce, the Mosaic law, if judged by the standard of

Christian ethics, appears exceedingly lax, but it was
all that was practicable at that time. Divorce was
permitted, it is said, because of the hardness of the

hearts of the people. What Moses could not abolish

he restricted. He threw around the marriage relation

every possible safeguard. He "suffered a man to put

awav his wife," but it had to be done in a legal, or-
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derly way—a bill of divorcement had to be procured,

and thus all hasty, impulsive action was prevented.

The Divine method of dealing with divorce is in

principle the same as the Divine method of dealing

with slavery, viz., that of restriction or partial pro-

hibition. The ultimate end in both cases was the utter

abolition of these evils, and until that could be gained

the evils were softened, modified and restricted in ev-

ery possible way. By fencing slavery and divorce

around with legal restrictions did God sanction sin?

When he winked at certain palpable wrongs because

of the ignorance of the people was he conniving at

wrong-doing? And can those reformers be in the

wrong who, following the Divine method of reform,

seek to restrict the evil which they cannot abolish, sur-

rounding it all the while with influences before which

it will gradually disappear, as the snow banks of win-

ter melt away before the vernal sun ?

A study of the means and methods adopted by the

All-Wise to secure the redemption of the world from

the dominion of social evils, indicates the reason why
many reformatory movements have signally failed.

They have failed because they have tried to eradicate

the evils of society by a change in the outward con-

ditions of life, rather than by a change of human
hearts ; they have failed because they have attempted

to regulate the inward life by the outward, rather than

the outward by the inward. They have not aimed

directly at the seat of life ; they have struck the ser-

pent of sin on the tail, instead of striking it on the

head, thereby scotching instead of killing it ; they have

attacked outward forms of evil instead of attacking

the hidden principles of evil ; in a word, they have de-

pended too much upon outward measures and too little

upon the spiritual power of Christianity. If the Ser-

mon on the Mount teaches anything regarding the

Divine method of reform it teaches that the thing to

be sought after first and foremost is not the destruc-

tion of outward forms of sin, but the destruction of

the spirit and essence of sin. The head of evil must

be bruised by destroying all wrong feelings and dis-

positions coiled up in the heart. To stop short of this

is to stop short of the goal of moral reform. If noth-

ing more has been accomplished than the repression of

outward forms of evil the end has not been gained.

The waters of iniquity have merely been dammed back,

and, time being given, they will cut for themselves an

underground channel. Until the fountain of evil is

dried up true reform is not attained. With human
souls and with human society true reform must always

he preceded by regeneration.

For the license period ending August 31st, 6,557 H~
censes to sell liquor were issued in the city of Chicago.

THE ALLIANCES
SALOOJST.

OF THE

The Christian who prays for God to sweep intem-
perance from the land does not mean it unless he is

willing for God to use him as a broom to do the sweep-
ing with.

ECEXT investigations into the workings

Rof the saloon system have brought many
\ surprising facts to light. The report

printed by Rev. Royal Melendy of his

study of the saloon in its social bearings

in Chicago, made it very clear that the sa-

loon fulfills many functions besides that of

supplying alcoholic drinks, and some of

these functions are undoubtedly healthy

and admirable. The city of Chicago has no
provision, to its deep disgrace, for public

toilet rooms for its inhabitants. The working classes

are therefore driven to the provision made in this di-

rection by the saloons. There is also a great demand
for rooms which can be used by the committees of all

kinds of unions, societies and associations, which are

growing every year amongst the working classes.

Many of these cannot afford to own buildings or even

to rent rooms, and they find that provision made for

them by large numbers of saloon-keepers, who are

more than willing to have these organizations find

their headquarters at their places of business. For
the use of these committee rooms there is no charge,

and those who use them are not even urged to buy
drink, although no doubt they are expected to do so.

Still further the profits on the selling of drink are

so enormous that it pays to offer a warm lunch, which

sometimes means a considerable amount of good food,

to the man who will purchase even a 5-cent draught of

beer. In these three directions, then, the saloonkeepers

are providing abundantly, good-naturedly and energet-

ically for certain great social needs. We cannot won-
der that the workingmen who see no other institution

and no other class of business men to which they can

turn for the supply for these needs, bitterly resent any
proposal to remove the saloon. Those who would
promote the temperance cause must make up their

minds to do a great deal more than abolish the saloons

by legislation and police action. Our leaders, in fact,

in order to succeed here, must be agitators for the

supply of those healthy, normal and permanent needs

of the working classes which we have named. The
statesmanlike view of the situation is only held by

those who maintain that in Chicago the popularity of

the saloon must be starved by making other adequate

and popular provision for the legitimate demands of

the people in these directions. It is not our purpose

or function to say here how this can be done. We
can only urge with all earnestness that in Chicago

at any rate a great lessening of the number of saloons,

and still more their complete abolition, could only be

justified in the eyes of the masses of the people by
the substitution for them of public institutions which
can adequately take their place in all their healthy

functions, without the sale of liquor.

There is another side to the alliances of the saloon.

If on the side already named it subserves certain good
ends in the life of the people, it undoubtedly also sus-

tains and nourishes the worst evils that are known.
Mayor Harrison recently described in unflinching

phrases the deadly work which is being done by the

wine rooms and private dining-rooms attached to so

many of even the best saloons and restaurants. It is,

of course, notorious that saloons are made the nests

of robber bands, the ban"* °* asunM*** nC -very kind.

Crime and vice would no aovrsv «t-*.sc without them,

hut no one dreams of maintaining that thev would
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exist in anything like their present luxuriousness of

form and vigor if the saloon system were even decent-

ly ordered in this city.

How these alliances of the saloon are to be de-

stroyed is simply a problem for the police. If the

police will, the thing can be done. The police beyond
all doubt know the saloonkeepers who harbor all the

various pests of society ; and the rank and file of the po-
lice force are beyond doubt willing honorably and com-
pletely to perform whatever task is assigned to them.
The responsibility for inaction or ineffective action

rests upon those with whom it lies to give orders to

the patrolmen, and to see that they are carried out;
and behind the supreme powers of the police force

there undoubtedly stand those who have no desire to

see the city cleansed, and whose self-interest, political

or otherwise, stimulates their opposition.

Mr. Roosevelt proved in New York some years ago
that the average policeman is ready to respond to the
higher aims of better commanders and leaders than
those whom the voters usually give him. When a
vigorous chief of police, supported by an honorable
and wholesome mayor, is determined that the saloon
shall cease to be the haunt of the desperadoes and foul

creatures that prey upon the weaknesses and the sin

of human nature, the thing can be done. We hope
now to see the matter demonstrated afresh in New
York. May the disgust of that city at Tammany warn
our city magnates all over the land that the American
citizen will not endure what Crokerism has wrought
in New York

!

If the saloon is to remain among us at all, it must
cut off its alliances with evil. And reformers must
cut off its alliances with good, if they wish to abolish
it altogether.

JSfOTES AJSIT) COMMENTS.
The Chinese Question,

jCCORDING to the representations which
are believed to have been made by Special
Commissioner W. W. Rockhill to the state

department, the outlook in China is by no
means promising. Those who are on the
ground and know the temper of the peo-
ple believe that within a few years there
will be a recurrence of the Boxer out-
breaks. The memory of the outrages
committed, and the way in which the peo-
ple are being bled to pay the indemnity

demanded by the powers, are intensifying the anti-
foreign

_
sentiment among the people. When China's

awakening comes things may happen which will stag-
ger the civilized world.

American Anti-Cigarette League.
The prevalence of the cigarette habit is alarming.

But there is a bright light in the cloud. An army of
three hundred thousand boys and girls have started
the stampede by forming the American Anti-Cigarette
League, which seeks, by pledging the boys and girls
against the use of the cigarette, by publication of facts
concerning the evil, and by arousing public sentiment,
to kill the habit. Twenty years ago the annual pro-
duction amounted to only 508,873,783 cigarettes. The
year 1898 marked the high tide of production, amount-
ing to 4,153,252,470, a total that is appalling even to
one who is not fanatical in the matter of tobacco using.
According to the tobacco journals the last year has

seen "200,000 less cigarette users, or a greater mod-
eration than before." During the past year the de-

crease has been at the rate of 2,192,390 per day, and

reports show the greater decrease in the districts

where the Anti-Cigarette League agitation has been

the greatest. The Syracuse, N. Y., Herald has this

item : "The Anti-Cigarette crusade which has been

waged in this city for the last three weeks appears to

be bearing fruit, as the local tobacco dealers report a

heavy falling off in the sale of cigarettes."

Change in the Character of Immigration'

The latest census report shows a noteworthy

change in the character of immigration. Fewer peo-

ple are coming from Great Britain and Ireland, Can-

ada, Germany and Scandinavia and many more from
Austria-Hungary, Italy and Russia and Poland. The
foreign-born population of the United States now con-

stitues 13.7 per cent and the native-born 86.3 per

cent. Ten years ago the figures were 14.8 and 85.2

per cent respectively. Immigration has been smaller

during the last ten years than in the preceding de-

cade, and of a wholly different character.

temperance Crusade in England,

The nonconformist conscience of England is being

stirred at present on the temperance question. Ag-
gressive measures are being taken to curtail the power
of the liquor traffic. Mr. Chamberlain has unwitting-

ly furnished a whetstone on which temperance re-

formers are sharpening their weapons. At the open-

ing of a new temperance hall in Birmingham he said

:

"I defy anyone to point to an act of parliament during the

last seventy years which has had any effect whatever in re-

ducing drunkenness, although I think it would be easy enough
to point to several which have had the effect of increasing it

—

as, for instance, the act which established grocers' licenses."

The truth of this statement is being indignantly

denied; the position being taken by many that every

act of a restrictive nature during the last seventy

years has diminished intemperance.

All Souls' Day.

This festival of the Roman Catholic church falls

on Nov. 2d. It is celebrated by burning candles on
the graves of dead friends and praying for the repose

of their souls. Beginning at dusk and continuing un-
til the early hours of the following morning the de-

votees kneel in prayer. As the shadows of night creep

over the cemeteries the sight is a weird one. This
feast was observed in Chicago this year principally

by foreign-speaking Catholics. Others observed the
occasion by services in the cemetery chapels and by
visiting the graves of departed friends. Whatever we
may think of the possibility of the destiny of the dead
being affected by the prayers of the living, the idea
that all souls are to be embraced in the sympathetic
interest of Christian hearts is one which it is well to

remember.

CT/>e Athanasian Creed,

Our readers of the Episcopal church will be inter-

ested to know that the Athanasian creed was recently
made the subject of a lively debate at a recent diocesan
conference in England. The Episcopal church in

America is not in the position of requiring its ministers
and worshipers to read the Athanasian creed at public
service, but the English church has not yet reached
that stage of development. Bishop Hamilton Baynes
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made the proposal that the creed should be read with
the omission of the damnatory clauses, but this was
very strongly opposed, even by some who would wish
the creed omitted altogether from public worship.

When the vote was reached it is interesting to know
that the clergymen present adopted the previous ques-

tion while the laymen supported Bishop Baynes.

temperance "Professorships.

With a view to enlightening the public on the issues

at stake, English temperance leaders are now bend-

ing their energies to the establishment of temperance
professorships in the chief universities of Great Brit-

ain. Spurred on by the success of the British liquor

trade in founding a chair of brewing in Birmingham
University, of which institution Joseph Chamberlain is

chancellor, the white ribboners now seek to endow lec-

tureships devoted to the gospel of total abstinence.

They have already raised funds to establish a "Lady
Henry Somerset lectureship" in the University of

London and are communicating with temperance lead-

ers in the United States with a view to starting a simi-

lar lectureship simultaneously in some leading educa-

tional institution here.

The Lion Sermon.

Among the most curious foundations in England,
which contains so many odd relics of the past, we must
reckon the only Lion sermon which has been delivered

in London since the middle of the 17th century. The
sermon was established by a certain Sir John Gayer,
who was a merchant of the City of London and a
great traveler. On a certain occasion while traveling

in Arabia he became separated from his companions
and was met by a lion. He had no weapon, but being

a pious man had recourse to prayer, with the result

that the lion walked away. The grateful traveler on
his return to London established an endowment for

this annual sermon. This year the sermon was
preached by a descendant of the founder, who selected

for his text the words in I Corinthians, "Be strong!

Let all your things be done with charity."

JVegro Gain in Population.

The census bureau has made public startling state-

ments touching the increase of the negro race. For
whereas in the decade from 1880 to 1890 the negroes
increased only 13.5 per cent, and the whites 26.7 per

cent ; in the decade from 1890 to 1900 the negroes in-

creased 18. 1 per cent and the whites 21.4 per cent.

That is to say, that while in the first of these two
decades the white stock grew twice as fast as the

black, in the decade just ended it grew only 3.3 per

cent faster. And when we take into account the ex-

tent to which the white race has been replenished by
immigration we see that the negro has about reached
the level of the white in racial virility. He is here to

stay, and he is here to multiply. The presence of

8,840,798 people of negro descent in the United States

presents a sociological problem as difficult in its na-

tvr^ as it is vast in its proportions.

The Triumph of Decency.

The election of Seth Low as mayor of Greater New
York is an event of deep moral significance. It will

strengthen the faith of many a faint-hearted reformer
in the possibility of civic regeneration ; it will show
how thoroughly sound the conscience of the people

is when they take the trouble to consider moral issues

;

and it will serve as a warning to corrupt politicians

that there is a point beyond which they dare not go
in the work of debasing the life of the community.
Mr. Edward M. Shepard, the Tammany candidate,

is a man of good reputation, who doubtless intended,

if elected, to do all in his power to purify his ad-

ministration ; but his hands would have been tied by
his supporters. "The people wanted a change," is the

way in which Mr. Croker naively puts it. Yes, and
they wanted a change for the better. The infamous
rule of Crokerism could no longer be endured. But
the Tammany tiger, although scotched, is not killed.

It will take persistent and heroic effort on the part of

the lovers of good government to destroy its power.

^/l "Dearth of Missionaries.

A few years ago the Student Volunteer Movement
stirred the heart of the churches. It seemed as if a

new era had dawned. Five thousand young people

offered themselves for service in foreign mission

fields. And now comes the startling intelligence that

the Presbyterian Mission Board is finding difficulty in

obtaining recruits, and it has sent out a letter to the

theological seminaries urging them to use their in-

fluence in inducing their students to take up foreign

missionary work. Great as is the demand for money

;

the demand for men is still greater. This change in

the situation is accounted for in part by the circum-

stance that when the churches failed to respond the

student volunteers, many of them, stepped aside and
began to follow business pursuits, under the convic-

tion that they ought to stay at home and make money
so as to render it possible for others to go to foreign

fields. But already the cry for more laborers is be-

ginning to be heard. Must the call be made in a timid,

halting way, lest there be more volunteers than the

Church can enlist?

Duties to the State.

The Reformed Presbyterian church of Boston has

expelled from its membership Mr. James Jackson be-

cause he has taken the oath of allegiance to the United

States. In the eyes of this church the constitution

of the United States is an infidel and immoral instru-

ment because it does not recognize the God of na-

tions and ignores the Kingship of Jesus Christ.

Hence they decline to identify themselves with this

government, at least in the way of exercising citizen

rights. They, however, pay taxes cheerfully for the

protection and privileges of citizenship. Many of

them even fought in the Union army during the war
of the rebellion. But they draw the line at voting.

They are ready to render unto Caesar the things that

are Caesar's just as soon as there is outward con-

formity to their views, but not before. Surely, the

government under which we live is nearer the ideal

than the government of Caesar to which Christ en-

joined obedience?

Papal E,jccommuntcatton.

^~t?£ has an arm of marvelous outreach, and when
stic strikes she strikes with an iron hand. The two
things which she demands from her priesthood are

silence and submission. These Father Crowley of

Oregon, 111., has refused to give, and now he is made
to suffer the severest punishment which the church

can mete out to her disobedient sons. His offense is
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priesthood, and especially against Bishop Muldoon.
When a retraction of the charges made was demanded
he answered by offering to furnish proof of their

correctness. The choice was given between life-long

confinement in a monastery and excommunication.

He has virtually chosen the latter, although his atti-

tude is that of defiance, and he proposes to make his

appeal to Rome where alone his sentence can be an-

nulled. We pass no judgment upon the merits of the

case, but we shall watch its issue with interest. The
protest of a single man against abuses in the Church
of Rome has generally been like a wave dashing
against a rock. But there was a Luther and a ref-

ormation, and there may be other Luthers and other

reformations.

Chicago's Liquor "Bill.

Nearly one-third of the more than $11,000,000 of

Chicago's yearly revenue is derived from saloon li-

censes. Other facts and figures presented by The Chi-

cago Tribune show the size, and consequently the po-
litical influence, of the rum business. There are 6,371
saloons in the city, and it is estimated that they sell

1,700,000 barrels of beer in a year, and, of course,

large quantities of liquors. It is assumed that the

saloons, big and little, take in an average of $25 a day.

Virtually all of them keep open on Sunday, and for

a year of 365 days this means $58,135,375 a year as

the bar bill of Chicago.

College Foundations.

Yale College was established not only on a religious

but on an unsectarian foundation. Whereas a modern
institution like the Chicago University requires that
two-thirds of its trustees be members of the Baptist
church, Yale University, although virtually a Con-
gregational institution, has no such restriction. It

takes its trustees from any church organization. In
welcoming the representatives of other universities to
the bicentennial celebration President Hadley said:

"Nor does our brotherhood know any bound of creed.
Even those institutions of learning which at some period in
their history have had a more or less sectarian character tend
to grow as the world grows—making their theology no longer
a trammel but an inspiration, and welcoming as friends all

who contribute to that inspiration, whether under the same
forms or under others. Our common religion, so fundamental
that we can all unite therein, teaches us broad lessons of
reverence, of tolerance and of earnestness."

Only upon such a broad Christian foundation as this

can the»great universities of the future be built. To
make them subservient in any way and in any degree
to denominational ends is to narrow their scope and. to
stultify their mission.

The Canteen Controversy.

In the midst of the contradictory statements regard-
ing the working- of the anti-canteen law it has been
somewhat difficult to arrive at the truth. A signifi-

cant and decisive declaration has been made by Gen-
eral Miles in his report for 1901. He says

:

Much has been said concerning the army canteen, which,
when first established, was called the "amusement room," and
afterwards the "post exchange." It was a place of amuse-
ment and recreation for the enlisted men, where they could
enjoy reading books and papers, playing games, etc., and
could purchase such refreshments, except liquors, as they
desired. It was then an eminently successful institution and
promoted the contentment and general welfare of the troops.
Later, when what was known as the post traders' establish-
ments were abolished, light wines and beers were author-
ized to be sold in the canteen. The government has now by
act of Concress prohibited the sale of intoxicating beverages

in the canteen, and it is believed that no injury has resulted

thereby and that the law has in the main been beneficial.

The army is composed principally of young men who have
not formed the habit of using liquor, and although the ma-
jority of the enlistments actually occur in large cities, as the

recruiting offices are principally located there, a large per-

centage of the men come from homes in the country and
small towns and villages in every part of the United States.

The prediction that the change would prevent enlistments

and increase desertions has not been fulfilled. Since the law
was approved, namely, on February 2, 1901, the recruiting

stations have been thronged with men seeking enlistment for

tho service, 25^44 men having been enlisted since that date,

and the percentage of desertions is now far less than in former
years.

A "Dangerous Ordinance.

An effort is being made at present by the Chicago

city council to repeal the ordinance which requires that

all saloons be closed at midnight. To make this ob-

noxious measure carry there is joined to it a clause

providing for the wiping out of the wine room. The
two questions ought to be taken up separately, and

while the present law forbidding all-night saloons

ought to be kept on the statute books, the wine-room
abomination should be brought to an end. It is a time

for all lovers of social purity and good order to maka
their influence felt in balking this deep-laid scheme of

the saloon men to secure "an open town.

'

Lit Hung Chang.
Li Hung Chang, the famous Chinese statesman, is

dead. According to the estimate of General Grant,

who knew him somewhat intimately, he is to be

ranked with Beaconsfield, Gambetta and Bismarck.

But it is difficult to draw a comparison. He was an

oriental, and to the westerner was very much of a

sphynx. His career from obscurity to that of prime
minister of the empire had in it many elements of

romance. He was astute and far-seeing and saw
clearly the direction in which China ought 10 go; but

he was temperamentally a mediating man, and hence

was often misunderstood by both extreme parties.

Not a few, while recognizing his great ability, de-

nounce him as a humbug and a trickster. One thing

is sure, he was to the core a Chinaman, and died with

unshaken faith in his ancestral worship. In the Boxer
movement he took no part. For missionaries he had
no love and called them "trouble makers." It is too

soon justly to estimate his influence. Such a character

needs perspective to enable us to see it in its right

proportions.

"Roman Catholic Church and temperance.
It has always been a bitter drop in the cup of

Roman Catholics that so many of their members are

engaged in the saloon business. The cause of tem-
perance is, however, spreading rapidly in that com-
munion. The annual meeting of the Catholic Total

Abstinence Union, which has just been held in Hart-
ford, Conn., was largely attended, and the reports and
addresses were encouraging and inspiring. It appears
from the secretary's report that the society now num-
bers 85,411 members, in 970 branch organizations, and
that the increase for the past year had been 4,190
members and ninety-three new societies. Archbishop
Ireland, in an address, said that in years past the criti-

cism had been made justly that the proportion of

drinkers anions' Catholics was greater than among
persons of other religions, but that now such a state-

ment would b^ untrue, the change being due to the

Catholic Total Abstinence Union and other similar or-

ganizations in the church.
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A.T LAST.
When on my day of life the night is falling,

And in the winds from unsunned spaces blown,
I hear far voices out of darkness calling

My feet to paths unknown.

Thou who hast made my home of life so pleasant
Leave not its tenant when its walls decay;
Love divine, O Helper ever present,

Be thou my strength and stay.

Be near me when all else is from me drifting,

Earth, sky, home's pictures, days of shade and shine,

And kindly faces to mine own uplifting

The love which answers mine.

1 have but thee, O Father! Let thy Spirit

Be with me, then, to comfort and uphold;
No gate of pearl, no branch of palm I merit,

Nor street of shining gold.

Suffice it if—my good and ill unreckoned,
And both forgiven through thy abounding grace

—

I find myself by hands familiar beckoned
Unto my fitting place

—

Some humble door among thy many mansions,
Some sheltering shade where sin and striving cease,

Where flows for ever through heaven's green expansions,
The river of thy peace.

There, from the music round about me stealing,

I fain would learn the new and holy song,
And find, at last, beneath thy tree of healing,

The life for which I long.

J. Greenleaf Whittier.

THE LIQl/O'R P'RO'BLEM.
F. D. POWER.

ERE it is. We talk of hard times, when

Hit is estimated that Great Britain's drink

bill is $700,000,000 a year, or an annual
cost of $90 for every family, and Christian

America spends $1,200,000,000, or $85 to

every family. Never was there greater

need for prayerful consideration of this

great living issue. Statesmen, philanthro-

pists, Christians, economists, thinkers and
workers of every class must wrestle with
this gigantic problem. Whether of the

individual or of the nation, we ask, "Who hath woe?
who hath sorrow? who hath contention? who hath
babblings? who hath wounds without a cause? who
hath redness of eyes ?" the answer comes : "They that

tarry long at the wine. They that seek mixed wine."
The bureau of statistics of one of our first states—

Massachusetts—made important and impartial inves-

tigations and tells us of 3,320 paupers cared for dur-
ing the year in state institutions, sixty-five per cent of
the total number were addicted to the use of liquors.

Of 26,672 convictions in the state for all crimes, six-

ty-six per cent were for drunkenness alone; in 22,000
out of 26,000 drinking habits brought about the con-
dition which led to the crime. In 1,836 cases of in-

sanity, thirty-six per cent were users of liquors. There
is an awful leprosy upon us. There is a tyranny of
one worse than the Turk; a slavery a hundredfold
more savage than that which bound the negro, fast-

ened upon our body politic. We have simply licensed

hell. We grant the devil, for a consideration, absolute

freedom to produce misery and profligacy, cruelty,

wickedness, disgrace and social demoralization; to

transform the creatures of heaven into the felon, the

harlot, the pauper and the madman. We have per-

mitted an organized Satanic despotism to be reared in

our midst, which has boundless resources, moves for-

ward with gigantic strides, crushes millions of victims,

inflames society with all the passions of the pit. It is

the school of anarchy, the breeding ground of crim-

inals, the nursery of woe, the sworn foe of the church.

Economically, politically, religiously, this is the prob-

lem. To meet it, the conscience of the world must be

awakened. Nothing will do but the total extinction of

the saloon. We must smash the enemy.
You remember the battle of Manila Bay. It was

black night when the American squadron approached

its entrance ; and Gridley, of the Olympia, signaled

from the conning tower to the commodore on the

bridge : "We are approaching the entrance of Manila

bay." "Steam ahead !" came back the commodore's
answer. Again, the signal from the conning tower

to the bridge : "We are coming to that part which is

supposed to be mined." "Steam ahead!" came back

the commodore's order. Then the flash of fire and
the boom of a great gun, and again the signal from
the conning tower to the bridge : "The forts of Cavite

have opened on us." "Steam ahead !" came back the

commodore's reply. And on they went under the bat-

teries, over the mines, into the heart of Manila bay;

and when that May morning came, there stood the

American squadron in battle array, flying the Stars

and Stripes, facing the frowning forts and warships,

the bands playing "The Star-Spangled Banner," and
then came the conflict and the victory.

So must we crush the saloon, smother its guns, pul-

verize it. This is not the devil's world, and he must
know it. This is God's world. The hand pierced on

Calvary is on the helm of the universe. The Church
of the Crowned Conqueror over death is moving on,

conquering and to conquer, and all the foes of Jesus

Christ must fall at his feet. The Cross is the solution

of the drink problem.

Washington, D. C.

My AGEJVT.
CHAS. A. CRANE.

HAT one does by another he does by him-

W' self," is the maxim of law upon which the

doctrine of agency rests. This is the un-

derlying, operative principle in our repre-

sentative and republican form of govern-

ment. Wherever representatives are used

the principles of agency apply. Ours is a

representative government. It is admin-
istered by the agents of the people. The
sovereign people direct their agents, serv-

ants, representatives, officers, by constitu-

tional provisions, in which the duties of these officers

are named. The people constitute the nation, while

the officers selected by the people for the various de-

partments—legislative, judicial and executive—con-

stitute the government.
Mr. Frederick R. Coudert, Jr.. in arguing the Porto

Rico case before the United States Supreme Court,

makes clear this very important distinction between
the government and the nation, and it is a distinction

which every American citizen who seeks to avoid no
1 esponsibility should ever keep in mind. He said

:
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"The American nation is sovereign. It can go where

it pleases and do what it pleases, and its powers are

limited only by the force which other nations may use

against it. But the government is not sovereign. The
people are sovereign, but the government is not. This

js the great fact which distinguishes our constitutional

law from that of most of the nations of Europe."

This makes it clear that the people rule in this coun-

try by their representatives or agents. The doctrine

of agency comes in right here and declares that "He
who acts through another acts through himself." The
deeds of our agents are our deeds. If they frame
iniquity by the law, they do so for us, for they are our

agents. If they make a covenant with death and an
agreement with hell, we stand for them. They are

ours. If our agents run saloons, retail and whole-

sale, so do we. This is rather embarrassing to a min-
ister of the gospel, but it is quite as true as it is em-
barrassing. To be preaching and running a saloon

at the same time makes a common preacher ashamed
when it is called to his attention. And that is what
I do now, for the fact is that our agent is a saloon-

keeper, and, like most saloon-keepers, he is a law
breaker. Hold the doctrine of agency with one hand
and these facts with the other.

Our agent is running retail saloons. We cleared

over $22,000 up yonder in an unlawful saloon last

year in East Taugus, Maine. We did almost as well,

clearing about $19,000 last year, in a like saloon in

Leavenworth, Kan. Both of these saloons of ours are

in prohibition states. He sells—our agent does—from
bars of our own, in almost all of the old soldiers'

homes, violating at once the laws of common gratitude

and of God.

Our agent will, for $25, give a brothel-keeper a

license, a permit to sell liquor in Brookline, Maiden,
Quincy, in Maine or Kansas. What I do by my agent
I do by myself. My representative, running saloons,

thus makes his shame and infamy mine, unless I re-

fuse to endorse that agent's administration of public

affairs. And that is just the whole difference between
vice and virtue—consent. Consent to this and it is

yours, truly. Virtue may be ridiculed, assailed and
crucified, but it never changes to vice without consent.

When the administration of public affairs or of the

government is committed to a political party we call it

a Republican or a Democratic administration, as the

case may be. Parties are for the purpose of making
the will of the people operative in the administration

of affairs. If the history, policy, and practice of these

parties warrant me in believing that they will continue
the legalized saloon, then and in that case, if I support
either of these parties, I share with them the guilt

of the infamous business of putting the bottle to my
neighbor's lips. I thereby ratify my agent's practice.

And this conclusion is not affected by the declaration

of any other intent. The case is clear. The reason-
ing is conclusive. There is no escape. The abomina-
tion of legalized vice is not to be laid at the door of
the government, but at the feet of the people whose
agents administer the government. If this be a hard
doctrine, it is not nearly so bad as the facts which sus-
tain it. And instead of distributing responsibility

among a vast multitude this doctrine clinches it upon
him that votes for those political parties which are

"committed to the license policy and refuse to put
themselves on record in an attitude of open hostility to

the saloon."

Hence the general conference of our Methodist
Episcopal church declared in 1892 and in 1900 that

such political parties ought not to be supported by
Christian men. My agent for the administration of

the government is the political party I support. If

the practice of this agent of mine perpetuates the li-

cense system, can I call myself a Prohibitionist with-

out warping my integrity and seriously fracturing the

truth? Can wrong be done and the responsibility for

it never be fixed? Nay, verily. The evils of my
agent are mine. If his evils may not be cured, I can

do nothing to save myself from sharing them except

dissolve partnership with such agent.

Since the administration of the government is com-
mitted to political parties, I am free to choose between
them. If my free choice takes one committed to the

license system, then that system is mine.

Turn, now, and see this infamy of licensed evil in

full bloom. You men who want to be good must see

these facts of your own. Look, then, for an instant,

upon the deeds of your agent who is applying the li-

cense system to the nameless vice.

Your agent is managing houses of ill-fame. "Qui
facit per alium, facit per se." "He that acts through
another acts through himself." Stand up, brethren,

to the law and the facts, and hear Rev. F. H. Morgan,
treasurer of our Methodist Mission in the Straits Set-

tlement, who, after visiting Sulu, writes : "There is a
quarter set off by the commanding officer as the recog-

nized resort of prostitutes. They are segregated, and
only soldiers are allowed to consort with them ; sen-

tries are posted at the entrance to keep peace and order
and to prevent the escape of the woman and the en-

trance of natives, and it is a recognized institution of
our military occupation." The same system seems to

prevail in Manila. Dr. J. Abells, in the employ of you
brethren and of the United States army, has issued

certificates of inspection of "fallen" women in Manila,
and photographs of these certificates are in my posses-

sion, to be given to any inquiring friends. Gentle-

men, if the law is to be respected it must be respect-

able. No law licensing vice can be respectable.

The nameless vice and its twin sister, the dramshop,
are yours by every law of agency and of reason. They
are protected by your agent, the government, which
is administered by your chosen political party. Sup-
port such an administration, and you cannot escape its

guilt. Praying and religion will not cure this hurt.

Righteousness and the ballot are the weapons by which
you may protect yourselves from these twin infamies.

Yet after all there seems to be a sense of justice here.

Men get what they ask for, work for. Russell Sage
complains not for the lack of the love of his fellows.

He is not working for love. The Pharisees prayed to

be seen of men, and they were seen—that's all. You
vote with the saloon and you get what you vote for.

You are paid in full. You do not complain. Neither
will your ghost. To do such things and not to care is

the last state in the dream of Dante, of whom the chil-

dren said, "There is the man who has been in hell."

To say that you do not feel personally responsible
for the saloon, when your agent runs it, is to confess
that you have divorced your reason and your feelings.

What I do by my party, I do by myself.

Boston, Mass.

"See the capitalists riding along in their fine car-

riages !" yelled an anarchist at a meeting in a Chicago
suburb. "Where are our horses and carriages?"
"The saloon-keeper's driving mine round," responded
a red-nosed spectator with dejection.

—

Spectator.
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IJVTEIlJVATIOSfAL IffWS-
THIAL COMPETITION.

NGLAND and other European countries

Eare anxiously asking for the causes of the

commercial supremacy of the United
States. A recent number of the English
edition of the Review of Reviews says:

"Cassier's Magazine (an English peri-

odical) contains an interesting series of

short articles by some of the most prom-
inent engineers and business men in the

United States upon the question of Amer-
ican competition. Most of the writers

agree in saying that the American workman is the

chief agent in enabling American manufacturers to

take first place in the world. Mr. Walter MacFarland
of Pittsburg gives one important reason for this. He
says : 'It appears that the American workmen are

much better timekeepers and far less given to dissipa-

tion than those in Great Britain. One of the best

firms of British shipbuilders, which has had no trouble

with its men for years, recently stated that there is a

loss of time amounting to nearly twenty per cent, due
largely to drunkenness. If anything approaching
these figures is true generally, there can be no surprise

that (English) firms open to competition from well-

managed American works should have a hard time.'
"

In inquiring as to the cause of this greater sobriety

of the American, the fact appears that twenty years

ago business interests in the United States paid no at-

tention to the effect of the beverage use of alcohol or

of tobacco on working ability. About that time, the

now almost universal study of physiology, which in-

cludes with other laws of health those which relate to

the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and other

narcotics, began to be a legal requirement for all pupils

in the public schools of this country.

During the past ten or fifteen years the children

have been carrying from the schools to the homes of

the 75,000,000 people of the United States the story

of the evil nature and bad effects of alcoholic drinks

and other narcotics. As a result of the diffusion of

this knowledge the railroads of the United States now
almost universally refuse employment to men who
drink whether on or off duty. Hon. Carroll D.
Wright's Labor Bureau investigations show that more
than seventy-five per cent of the employers of skilled

labor in the United States require total abstinence of

their employes and fifty per cent of the employers of

unskilled labor demand the same. These require-

ments, the cordial acquiescence in them by the em-
ployed, and the commercial supremacy which this

knowledge helped to secure to the United States, have
been promoted by the truth taught by the school that

alcoholic drinks injure working ability.

The different reception given by workmen to the

employers' demand for abstinence where scientific tem-
perance is not taught in the public schools is well il-

lustrated by the following incident : The manager of

the Borsig factory in Germany recently posted an
order forbidding the workmen to bring into the fac-

tory beer or other spirituous liquors or to drink the

same during working hours. The workmen, number-
ing over a thousand, held a meeting and objected to

the order. The next day they conspicuously carried

in their beer. During the excitement caused by the

order a pamphlet appeared by an old factory official

who affirmed that the use of alcoholic drinks was
detrimental to the laborer's own interest. He referred

to the cleverness and sobriety of the American work-
man, which makes them able to do very exact and
precise work, which, he says, is not possible in Ger-
man industry because of the drinking habits of the

laboring classes.

The American workman does not resent the em-
ployer's demand for abstinence because he has learned,,

often from his child in the public schools, that alcohol

not only dulls the brain, but weakens that nerve con-

trol of muscle that is necessary to the precision essen-

tial for fine work.
The nomination for knighthood of Sir Hiram

Maxim, the American-born inventor, for his work in

England, was one of the last official acts of Queen
Victoria. In an article in the June number of The
World's Work Sir Hiram furnishes indirect testimony

to the same point. While describing the results of the

English trade unions, he adds: "The English work-
man spends a great part of his earnings in beer, to-

bacco and betting; he has no ambition." Of course

not, for beer in dulling the brain dulls ambition. "The
American workman," he says, "wishes to get on; he
accomplishes a great deal more work in a day than

any other workman in the world." "He does not
drink," says another English writer.

England is beginning to see the difference in re-

sults between occasional talks by temperance advo-
cates to school children and the systematic graded
public-school study of this topic required by law in

the United States.

At a recent meeting in Birmingham, addressed by
the Archbishop of Canterbury, the presiding officer.

Mr. Edwin Smith, said: "We are being beaten in skill

. . . by America. She has been lavish in spend-

ing money in educating the brains of her people while

we have been lavish in poisoning them. If we spent

per head on alcohol the same as America, our drink

bill would be about sixty-six million pounds less than

it now is. We can not succeed commercially while

we are handicapped in this way to the extent of forty-

eight per cent. The great mass of the working people

in this country are totally ignorant of the effect of

drink.". He said that England ought not to leave the

education on this subject merely to the temperance so-

cieties, but that it "should be undertaken by the state.

Surely if the state must encourage the traffic for rev-

enue it should in fairness educate every child in gov-
ernment schools as to the nature and danger of alcohol,

and the benefits of total abstinence." He added in

closing: "If the state will only educate the children

against strong drink . . . England commercially

may even yet be saved."

It has been wisely said that "industrial supremacy
belongs to that country which enjoys the cheapest ma-
terials, the most improved machinery, and the most
efficient labor." As clear brains and steady nerves are

needed for the preparation of both material and ma-
chinery as well as for their use in production, that na-

tion, other things being equal, whose brains are not

dulled by alcohol and other narcotics, will win in the

world's competitions.

A dignified clergyman had a parishioner addicted to

drink, and one night met him coming home in such a

condition that he remonstrated with him on the spot.

By way of clinching his argument, he asked. "What
would you say if you were to see me reeling down the

road in a state of hopeless intoxication ?'' The offend-

er appeared to be deeply impressed and answered fer-

vently, "I wouldn't tell a soul, sir."
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Sl/BSTITX/TES FO^R SALOONS
LEE L. GRUMBINE.

HE subject of "Substitutes for Saloons" is

brought up again by the appearance of the

third in a series of books purporting to

give the results of certain investigations

made for the "Committee of Fifty," in

which the "Legislative" and the "Econom-
ic Aspects of the Liquor Problem" were

set forth in the other two volumes already

published.

The worst that can happen in reference

to any public evil like the saloon is to have

it helplessly taken by society as a matter of course ; an

evil, but a necessary evil ; a thing that must be endured

because it can't be cured. It is, therefore, a distinct

gain when the evil is discussed, no matter in what
light ; and Prohibitionists should be familiar with ev-

erything that is said and written touching every phase

of the subject.

The substitutes favorably recommended in the book
under consideration are "Clubs—athletic, social and
political : people's institutes ; night schools ;

public rec-

reation parks and play grounds ; university extension

lectures ; open libraries and reading rooms ; branch

and traveling libraries ; free reading and combination

smoking rooms; Young Men's Christian Association

buildings ; missions ; dancing halls
;
gymnasiums

;
pub-

lic baths; theaters; art galleries; museums; free mu-
sical concerts; picnic grounds, etc., etc.

It does not seem to occur to the writer of the book
that we already have all these in reasonable abundance,

and still saloons flourish and drinking increases and
boys become drunkards, and men, women and children

are ruined by the legalized saloon.

What insanity is this that would impose upon phil-

anthropically disposed society the burden of furnish-

ing to the weak and degenerate (largely the product

of saloons) all sorts of entertainment to bribe them to

do their own duty, so as not to disturb the saloon nabob
in the exercise of his legal franchise to pull down, to

ruin and to destroy, and not to deprive the two-faced

politician of his dual support of professional piety and
professional vice? Let the saloon first stand on its

own bottom, like every other crime and public wrong

;

take out from under it the props of the law ; then talk

to temperance people about their duties. For then it

is no longer a political, but a social question—one of

morals and philanthropy—while now it is primarily

one of politics. It is assumed that the saloon exists

on the same plane with other vice, which it doesn't.

If only it did, it were comparatively easy to be dealt

with. It is deliberately cultivated and fostered by
law. It is first and foremost a political question. It

is hardly a social question at all while license exists.

Abolish license, and the common law will deal with it

as a common nuisance.

Nor is it to any considerable degree true that the
saloon ministers to the "satisfaction of the social in-

stinct." If the social instinct takes men to the saloon,

what is it that takes the sideboard and the beer keg
to the social club ?

"Substitutes for the saloon" invariably mean com-
petitors with the saloon, which means more saloons.

To substitute is to replace one thing with another. To
substitute for the saloon you must do away with it;

not try to compete with it. . .

Lebanon, Pa.

TLEASAJVTTUES.
In Winter's Weekly Mrs. A. Stannard tells the

story of a sorely tried girl of tender years who was
seen to bury something in a garden. It turned out to

be a leaf of a copy-book, upon which this was written

:

"Dear Devil, please do come and take Aunt Mary
away at once."

The Literary Editor—That fellow Scribbler sent in

a poem this morning entitled "Why Do I Live?"
The Editor—What did you do with it?

The Literary Editor—Returned it with an inclosed

slip, saying: "Because you mailed this instead of

bringing it personally."

—

Indianapolis News.

Auctioneer—This book, gentlemen, is especially val-

uable, as it contains marginal notes in the handwriting
of Alexander von Humboldt. A hundred marks are

offered. Going—going—gone. It is yours, sir. (The
autograph marginal note by the renowned scholar was
as follows : "This book is not worth the paper it is

printed on.")

—

Humor-Bacillcn.

Mrs. Carlyle had an accurate knowledge of the ef-

fect of bodily ailments upon the pen. Miss Jewsbury,
the writer, was once staying with her at Chelsea,

when a caller appeared. "Geraldine Jewsbury is

here," Mrs. Carlyle explained ; "but she is in her room
with a bad cold reviewing a novel." She paused, and
then added grimly, "I am sorry for the novel that is

reviewed by Geraldine when she has a bad cold."

—

American.

The palm for absent-mindedness is taken by a

learned German professor, who one day noticed his

wife placing a large bouquet on his desk. "What does
that mean?" he asked. "Why," she exclaimed, "don't

you know that this is the anniversary of your mar-
riage?" "Ah, indeed, is it?" said the professor, po-
litely. "Kindly let me know when yours comes around,
and I will endeavor to reciprocate the favor."

—

Selected.

Dr. Pitcairn, being in a church in Edinburgh where
the preacher was not only emphatic, but shed tears

copiously, was moved to inquire of a countryman,
who sat by him, what it was all about. "What the

mischief makes him greet?" was the inquiry.

"Faith," said the man, slowly turning round, "ye had
may be greet yoursel', if ye was up there and had as

little to say."

—

Argonaut.

A clergyman was very anxious to introduce hymn
books into the church, and arranged with the clerk

that the latter was to give out the notice after the ser-

mon. The clerk, however, had a notice of his own to

give out with reference to the baptism of infants.

Accordingly, at the close of the sermon he arose and
announced that "All those who have children whom
they wish to have baptized, please send their names at

once to the clerk." The clergyman, who was stone
deaf, assumed that the clerk was giving out the hymn
book notice, and immediately arose and said, "And
I should say for the benefit of those who haven't any
that they may be obtained at the vestry any day from
three to four o'clock, the ordinary little ones at one
shilling each, and the special ones with red backs at

one shilling and four pence."
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BY OLIVER W. STEWART.

Text- "Tro-Oe All Things; Hold Fast Thai "Which Is Good."

HE subject on which I am to speak natural-

Tly raises the question, "Salvation for

whom and how is it to be obtained ?" Per-

haps the first one who comes to your

mind now as needing salvation from the

saloon is the drunkard. The chains of the

slavery of drink have been forged upon
hundreds of thousands of men. Under the

influence of habit they sink lower and

lower. All efforts to save them seem un-

availing, or nearly so. Yes, drunkards

need salvation from the saloon. But it is not my
purpose to discuss the question from the standpoint

of the drunkard's need, for he is not the only one who
is being lost on account of the saloon, nor is he the

most important.

Others will say that we need salvation from the

waste and extravagance of the liquor traffic. Atten-

tion is called to the fact that over one billion dollars

are spent annually over the bars of the saloons of the

land. To save the country from this fearful waste

certainly would be worth while. If we could put into

the legitimate channels of trade the money that is

wasted for drink, business would have a revival that

would be permanent. Such a thing as hard times

would be almost unknown. Important as this is, how-
ever, I do not consider it the most important salvation.

Others ask, "How can we save the government
from the saloon?" and well may that question be con-

sidered. Our politics have become corrupted by the

presence of the saloon. Politicians court its favor,

legislators think of the interests of the liquor traffic

and do its bidding. The day is rapidly approaching,

if not already here, when no legislation of any kind

for the interest or benefit of the people can be passed

except by the consent of saloon-keepers through their

agents, the public officials. One of the certain re-

sults from this must be that conscientious, godly,

Christian men will turn away from political service,

refusing to attempt to serve their country when in

doing so they must first of all serve the liquor traffic.

But there is something still more important for you
than to save the country, and to save the country
would not be unimportant. It would be well worth
the sacrifice for all of you to lay down your lives that

your country might live and that her government
might continue and her institutions be saved ; but, the

salvation from the saloon about which I wish to speak
comes much nearer each of you than anything I have
yet mentioned.
As a basis for my argument I submit this, that the

salvation from the saloon that is most needed now is

the salvation of Christian voters from complicity in

*Delivered before the International Christian En-
deavor convention, Cincinnati, Ohio.

the legalization of the liquor business. I intend to

make this so clear that I cannot be misunderstood.
Let it be remembered, speaking broadly and gen-

erally, that the traffic in alcoholic beverages is a legal

traffic. The saloon business is a legal business. It

may violate some of our laws. Undoubtedly it does.

But the fact remains that there are other laws which
relate to the saloon and that it can exist without violat-

ing those laws ; that the government, state and nation-

al, recognizes the traffic to protect it and does protect

it. The supreme question confronting the government
and the saloon is, "What shall be the attitude of the

government toward the liquor traffic?" The supreme
question for the individual is, "What shall be my at-

titude toward the sinful policy which my government
pursues with reference to the traffic ? Shall I approve
that policy and thus become equally guilty not only
with the government, but with the saloon itself, or
shall I disapprove that traffic, and if I am to disap-

prove it how may that disapproval be so expressed as

to leave me guiltless in the presence of the sinfulness

of the saloon and its legalization by the government?"
I need waste no time on the question of the policy

of the government toward the saloon, for it certainly

is well understood by this intelligent audience. Nor
need I take much of your time to point out the fact

that prohibition, if it were a failure so far as putting

an end to the liquor traffic is concerned, would still

be a success so far as freeing the government from
its complicity in the business. The government, like

the individual, is bound to do right. The question is

not whether it will pay most to do right. The ques-

tion is not so much what is the effect of doing right,

but what is right. For example, some people contend
that under prohibition we would have many low dives

and disgraceful, disorderly saloons in violation of the

law, but that under high license these places would
give way to orderly, decent saloons that would not be
such a disgrace to the community. I do not for a

moment believe that this is true, but, assuming it to be

true, what has a Christian government accomplished?
It has made the temptation greater and it has made
sin seemingly respectable, and I have a conviction to

the effect that no Christian man, and no group of

Christian men and no Christian state have any busi-

ness attempting to make a bad thing look good. Ours
is a fight, not a compromise.

But I must discuss the question which I have an-

nounced to be my theme, that is, "How can you save
yourself from complicity in the sinful policy of your
government?" A discussion of this question, of

course, takes us dangerously near the political arena,

and there are some people who are never so badly
frightened as at the advance of a thought or an argu-
ment that has to do with political duty. But an audi-

ence of Christian people is certainly brave enough to

face anything that lias to do with Christian duty, and
this question is of that kind.

In this country we have government through po-

litical parties. I do not say it is the best kind or the

best way, but it is the kind of government we have, or

it is the way that we govern. Our voice in govern-
ment is heard through the medium of our political

party. Of course some of us are more independent
than others. Some would never think of scratching
a ballot, but always vote a party ticket straight.

Others would scratch a ticket occasionally, leaving off

some particularly bad candidate. Some others would
go so far as to stay at home occasionally from an elec-

tion, and others even to the extent of now and then
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voting another party ticket. Underneath all this, how-
ever, is one law of which we must not lose sight, and
that is that when we vote a party ticket, whether we
do it once in four years or once in twenty years, we
vote for the things that party stands for. You may
not believe in the things it stands for. You may vote

its ticket because you believe in only one of the things

that it stands for, whereas it may stand for nine other

things that you do not believe in at all, but when you
vote a party ticket you vote for all the things that

it Stands for, without regard to what your belief in

them may be.

Nor does the question of your prayers enter into

this matter. You may pray for one thing and vote

for the opposite, in which event, so far as your cit-

izenship is concerned, it would be your vote that would
count. You would lose your prayer.

The saloon policy predominates in this country. The
license of the liquor traffic is the plan generally

adopted. That mere announcement of itself neces-

sarily means that this country is governed by saloon

parties, for the country can have no policy except

it gets it from parties that rule. The only question

then left for consideration is what is your relationship

to the political parties that stand for the license of

the liquor business. That brings me to the question

of your need of salvation.

Any Christian man who votes the ticket of a polit-

ical party that stands for the license of the saloon

votes for the saloon. The Christian man who votes

for the saloon is in need of salvation from the saloon.

The fact that the saloon is in power, and that this

government is committed to it and to the license of it,

proves that there are thousands, I might say millions,

of Christian men who need to be saved from the con-

sequences of their own acts in supporting that policy.

It is not necessary that I should point out what you
are to do. I feel that the road in that direction is

plain, but it does seem very • necessary for some one
to point out what we ought not to do. We ought not
to give our votes and our support to political parties

that stand squarely opposed to what the Church and
Christian people long ago have declared to be the

proper policy for the government to pursue with ref-

erence to the saloon.

It is our very lack of independence that defeats us.

It is our slavery to party that in turn enslaves us to

the saloon. Why should the men engaged in the

liquor business have more influence in party councils

and more power as to party action than the Christian

men of the country? They are not wiser than we.
They are not more patriotic than we. They do not
control more wealth than Christian men do. They
are not better educated. There is not one thing in

their favor which we do not possess to a greater de-
gree, except that they have real political independence.
No party, no politicians, can control the votes of sa-

loon men except on the basis of doing the bidding of
the saloon.

But the disgrace of our Christian civilization today
is that we Christian citizens who love God supreme-
ly and who would die for the Church and count it a
joy to do so, can be chained to the chariot wheels of
the saloon business if our political party need seems
to demand it. If one-tenth of the Christian voters
of America would walk up to one election as inde-

pendently as the saloon-keepers approach the ballot

box, we would have the politicians and parties of this

country at our feet begging for the slightest indica-
tion as touching what we want, and we would find

them quick to do the thing we wanted as soon as they

ascertained what it was.
As it is, no politicians of any note in this country,

outside of the handful of men who really vote their

convictions on the saloon question, concern themselves

in the slightest degree as to what Christian men want
or what the Church resolves about the saloon. They
go on their way giving it license and protecting it.

And they do that because they dare to. They un-
derstand perfectly well that they can violate the teach-

ing of the Church and spit upon her resolutions and
that her people will not resent it.

That would not be specially alarming, certainly

would not be worthy discussion before this assembly,

were it not for the fact that our support of parties

and politicians who serve the saloon first and give
the Church the crumbs that are left, is the support
that makes us guilty. The question is not what can
you absolutely prevent. You, perhaps, cannot prevent
any great amount of evil in this world. Certainly you
cannot prevent the evil that others do to any large

extent. But you can do right yourself, and to do any-
thing else than right is to do wrong, and by the thou-

sands the Christian voters of this country are doing
something else than right about this thing.

Salvation from the saloon. Who needs it? The
drunkard needs it. Who needs it ? The business man
needs it from the sinful waste of the liquor traffic.

Who needs it? The government needs it from the

peril of saloon rule and control of its institutions. Who
needs it? More than all others, the Christian man
needs it. He needs salvation from his own guilt and
complicity in the sinful policy that his government
now pursues.

Who can save the Christian man from this guilt?

He alone can save himself. He must save himself.

He must save himself if it breaks up every party in

America. He must save himself if it dethrones ev-

ery whisky politician in power. He must save him-
self if it requires him to build a new party. He must
save himself though it takes him into a party that he
long has ridiculed and has never even dreamed that

he would ultimately support. He must save himself

or he will be lost and with him will go our institutions,

our commerce, our prosperity, all swept away in one
tremendous ruin.

Will he save himself? Yes, he will. The gospel

of Jesus Christ is yet a motive to hold men true.

Faith in God and in the right is yet in the world to

inspire men to noble, higher living. Yes, the Chris-

tian manhood of the country will save itself and when
it does the saloon will die.

Chicago, 111.

General Ludlow says : "The use of intoxicating

drinks of any kind in the tropics conduces effectively

to attacks from diseases. It is believed by this de-

partment that absolute prohibition is imperative. In
almost every case of yellow fever among American
troops in Cuba it has been found that the patient was
in the habit of drinking. It is particularly important,

where a large proportion of the troops are recruits,

that nothing be officially done to create in them the

habit of using intoxicants. To establish canteens in

the tropics is to render the temptation of sociability

and companionship practically irresistible, and the
habit of drinking is readily acquired."

A man there was, though some did count him mad

;

The more he gave away, the more he had.—Bunyan.
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Isaiah and Hu Times.

SAIAH, the statesman-preacher of Judah,

I
the greatest of the writing prophets, began

his work in the latter days of Uzziah,

B. C. 750, and continued until about the

close of Hezekiah's reign, B. C. 698. Of
King Uzziah, the sacred historian has said,

"His name spread far abroad; for he was
marvelously helped, until he was strong"

(2 Chron. 26:15). Regarding this pros-

perity there are many indications. The
land was "full of silver and gold" (Is.

2:7). There were great landed estates (Is. 5:8; Mic.

2:2, 9), while the most elaborate palaces and the lux-

ury of summer and winter homes, were numerous

(Amos 3:9-15) ; and there was no end of horses and

chariots (Is. 2\y). But as the nation increased in

prosperity it sadly declined in morals and religious

power. The poor were defrauded, oppressed and

evicted through injustice (Is. 1:23; 3:14, 15; Mic.

2:2, 9; Amos 2:6, 7) ; the social evil and idolatry pre-

vailed (Is. 3:16; Amos 2:7, 8), and drunkenness be-

came rampant (Is. 5:11, 22; Amos 2:8; 4:1; 6:6).

It was at such a time that Isaiah appeared. In the

opening of the present chapter he, like our Master on

occasion, spake by parable against the chosen people.

We see him, as it were, going forth into a beautiful,

highly favored vineyard, but finding only wild grapes

where the choicest clusters should have been borne.

This unproductive vineyard, the prophet explains, is

the house of Israel (v. 7). The object of the teaching

is to arouse his hearers out of their unconcern, to a

hearty longing for the righteousness of God.

V. 8-10. The Idol of Self. "Join house to house, field

to field." The first woe is pronounced against grasping after

property beyond one's needs and associated with the oppres-
sion of the poor. It is the sin of covetousness, which is

idolatry, common to all ages and reaching, alas, even into

the Church. A deception of covetousness is that it may be
a respectable sin, calling forth the admiration of many ; but
it is fatal to true, spiritual life. * * * "Many homes shall

be desolate." The prosperity gained in the worship of self,

it is implied, shall one day by the death, captivity or degrada-
tion of the owners be nothingness.

V. 11. Serving the Appetite. "Woe unto them." This
is not a threat, but a plain statement of the natural conse-

quences of reaping as one sows. * * * "Rise up early,

follow strong drink." The first thought of the strong drinker

is for more intoxicants to "brace up" the nerves injured by
previous excess. He is already "gone into captivity," (V. 13)
through a habit which can only be broken by the grace of

God. Luke 4:18. * * * "Continue until night." The
saloon is the first place open in the morning as it is the

last to close at night, a sufficient indication of the hold it has
on its patrons. * * * "Till wine inflame them." Inflame,

poison the brain. The reddened face and eyes of the drinker
tell of extra blood drawn to the brain. At first there follows

exhilaration with lively thoughts and words, making the

drinker jolly. He is deceived by the thought that alcohol is

doing him good. It really has a paralyzing effect. A drunken
man staggers because his brain and spinal cord become partly

paralyzed, so that they cannot do their duty well. (Craig).
Alcohol paralyzes or benumbs the nerves also ; if a little is

held in the mouth for a moment, the tongue and cheeks be-

< ome numb. This is why, if a tired man takes his grog,

he feels rested, because his nerves are benumbed, when in

fact he is weaker than before. So when he is cold, if he
takes alcohol, his senses become benumbed and he seems to

feel warmer, when in truth he is nearer death from freezing.

It is this inflaming, benumbing power of alcohol that makes
it so deceptive. "Whosoever is deceived thereby is not wise."

Prov. 20:1. The effects of tobacco are much the same as

those of alcohol.

V. 12. God Is Forgotten. "Harp, viol, pipe." Music
was common in ancient banquets. Ch. 24 : 8, 9 ; Amos 6 : 5, 6.

Designed to elevate the soul to heavenly thoughts, it is mis-
applied in the serving of the idol of self. Bacchanalian songs
which in their impurity poison the soul, go hand in hand
with strong drink that poisons the body. * * * "And wine,
are in their feasts." Wine is three times mentioned in this

lesson. Music and wine are hrought together in the vilest

drinking dens of to-day. It was so anciently. Is.24 :8, 9.

* *, * "Regard not the work of the Lord." Because their

belly is their god. Phil. 3:19; Job 1:5. No right thought
or sense of God can be had amid such revelry. All elaborate
feasting and drinking tend to God-forgetfulness. Luke 16:19,

21. Drink sears the conscience as with a hot iron. 1 Tim. 4:2.

Where the habit prevails, it is difficult to arouse public opin-

ion ; to some extent the conscience of the Church may be
in danger.

V. 13. Warning Disregarded. "Therefore." Because of
not regarding God's judgment and warnings. * * * "Gone
into captivity." The captivity began with the drink habit

(V. 7; ; in time it bound as with a strong rope. V. 18. Their
worst captors were not Babylonians or other foreign enemies,
but habit acquired by serving self. The former could bind for

time, the latter for eternity. Mat. 10 128. * * * "Have no
knowledge." They are deceived. Prov. 20:1. .Loving dark-
ness rather than light, because their deeds are evil, they suf-

fer sin, with terrible power, to darken their understanding and
to benumb their perceptive faculties. Drinking men profit

neither by their own experience, nor by that of others. Luke
19 144. * * * "Their honorable men are famished." In
awful contrast to their luxurious feasts. It is the famine of

the soul, of the Word of God, that is spoken of. Hos. 8: 11.

* * * "Their multitude dried up with thirst." The com-
mon people were included. The lamentable effects of strong
drink are felt far beyond the immediate participants in dissi-

pation, including innocent ones in the family who are brought
to rags and hunger, (Prov. 23:21) and in homes wrecked.

V. 14. Increased Death Rate. "Therefore." Because of
wilful ignorance and sin. * * * "Hell has enlarged her-

self." Sheol, the unseen realm of the spirits. So great has
been the slaughter, as the result of sin, that the world of the

dead is, in poetical figure, too narrow to accommodate all

who would enter therein naturally. Life insurance companies
refuse to accept drinking men as risks. * * * "And opened
her mouth without measure." Devouring the Jewish people
as a ravenous monster or as the earth opened and swallowed
humanity. Num. 16:30,32. * * * "Their glory." Those
who are given to strong drink glory in their shame, instead

of in God. Phil. 3:19. * * * "Multitude." It is a way
so broad and easy, that many go in thereat. Matt. 7:13, 14. In
the city of Chicago the saloons and bars number 6,400; to-

bacco and cigar stores, 1,820; total, 8,220; as against 4,420
stores in which provisions are sold. * * * "Their pomp."
The magnificence and pride which are associated with strong
drink and banquets and in the revelry of high-class saloons.

"He that rejoiceth." All of their drink songs and music and
the mirth of their stupefied brains shall not saATe them from
that which at last biteth like a serpent.

V. 15. Sin the Leveller. "The mean, mighty, lofty."

From the vilest underground liquor dens to the magnificent
gilded palaces of vice and the drinking places shamefully as-

sociated with our halls of legislature, all show the work of

sin that brings all classes ultimately down to the lowest degra-
dation. * * * "Shall be humbled." Nothing is more hu-
miliating than the poverty, marked by rags, of the persistent

drunkard and those depending upon him. Prov. 23:20,21.

V. 16. Holiness Exalted. "The Lord shall be exalted
in judgment." He shall be exalted as the Lord of hosts. His
holy judgment shall be endorsed by all mankind as necessary
towards righteousness. Though his mighty arm can break
the strongest and humble the proudest, yet God is actuated

only by judgment and justice. Ps. 89:13,14. * * * "Shall

be sanctified." Shall be regarded as holy by reason of his

righteous dealings which all shall acknowledge. Ch. 6:3.

V. 17. Sin's Devastation. "Lambs feed as in their

pasture." R. V. The ruins of the desolate towns shall be-

come as feeding places for the flocks. Arab shepherds with
their flocks shall roam at large. * * * "Waste places of
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the fat ones." The few sheep over the large expanse shall

grow fat. * * * "Strangers." Wanderers. R. V. This
may refer to the invaders who entered to punish the people for

their sins.

V. 18. (irowth of Habit. "Woe unto them that draw
iniquity." Represented not as drawn away by sin, but as

laboriously drawing sin and temptation to themselves.
* * * "With cords of vanity." The idea seems to be that

of foolishly bringing sin and punishment upon themselves.
To stand against God and his righteousness with false rea-

soning and deceptive excuses is vanity of vanities. * * *

"With a cart rope." Harnessed to sin and its punishment by
nothing less strong than a rope. So sinful habits develop
from the smallest beginnings. The drink habit becomes so
strong that it breaks through all restraints and insists on
being satisfied at any cost.

V. 19. Defiance of God. "Let him make speed." They
occupy the seat of the scornful. Ps. 1:1. They profess not to

fear the approaching calamity. 1 Pet. 3 :3, 4. * * * "That
we may see it." The devil's common snare : let us realize it

by our own experience. * * * "Know it." Run the risk

of knowing evil, so-called "good." V. 20. So our first parents
were led to transgress by desiring to know evil. Gen. 3 :s, 6.

No human line ever yet fathomed the mysteries and depths
of sin madness, and the power of sin to darken the under-
standing against man's real good.

V. 20. Fatal Imposture. "Woe to them that call evil

good." To state that evil is good is satanic. This is done
by those who uphold moderate drinking as conducive to so-

briety ; who claim that the saloon is a public necessity ; who
advocate beer as a temperance measure ; who favor Sunday
license and recreation in the name of liberty. * * * "And
good evil." Say all manner of evil falsely against God, right-

eous men, and righteous ways. Matt. 5:11. * * * "That
put darkness for light." Being lovers of darkness rather than
light they advocate the same. John 3:19. * * * "Who put
bitter for sweet." Though it may seem sweet for a time.

Prov. 9:17,18. Religion and God's word are sweet. Ps.

119:103.

V. 21. Pride's Blindness. "Wise in their own eyes."

Who place their own puny wisdom and reason above that of
the infinite God, creator of heaven and earth. * * * "Pru-
dent in their own sight." The drunkard boastfully claims
that he can drink when he pleases and let it alone when he
pleases. He fancies he is in no danger.

- V. 22-23. Unbridled License. "Mighty to drink wine."
The habit invariably grows by that upon which it feeds.

Drinking men are boastful of the amount they can stand.
* * * "T mingle strong drink." To produce variety in

drinks by adding spices or by mingling different kinds as in

the arts of modern bartenders. * * * "Which justify the
wicked for reward." The perversion of justice and the ac-

quitting of the guilty for bribes commonly go with the wick-
edness of intoxication. * * * "Take away righteousness
of righteous." Destroy the rights of the righteous. The
presence of the drink evil imposes a loss, in taxes and many
other things, to the righteous. Nine-tenths of all crime is at-

tributed to drink. Liquor fills our jails and hospitals with
large cost to the innocent.

V. 24-30. The Result. "As fire devoureth the stubble."

A familiar figure of the chaff and dry grass sinking in flames.

This was to follow as a result of despising the word of God.
* * * "Nations . . . shall come with speed." (V. 26).
Such is the power of the Almighty, that heathen kings are
brought to scourge the nation that sinned. As to its fulfil-

ment, many of the points correspond to the captivity of the
Hebrews by the Chaldeans ; some to the final destruction of
the Jewish state by the Romans. Matt. 24. * * * "Their
roaring shall be like a lion." (V. 29) A terrible cry shall

come from their lips. * * * "Behold darkness and sor-

row." A picture of despair as the light and hope of heaven
are darkened and gloom and distress overcome the despisers
of God.

The following from ex-President Harrison's ad-

dress, as honorary president of the Ecumenical Mis-
sionary Conference, which met in New York last

spring

:

"The men who, like Paul, have gone to heathen lands with
the message, 'we seek not yours, but you,' have been hindered
by those who coming after have reversed the message. Rum
and other corrupting agencies come in with our boasted civili-

zation, and the feeble races wither before the hot breath of the
white man's vices."

FIVE MIJWTEV S'E'RMO/f OJ* THE
GOLT>EJV TEAT.

PETER AINSLIE.

I

HIS text sets up a cry against drinking

wine and at once sweeps away all wine
suppers and declares that the appetite fed

by wine is dangerous. The great majority

of people believe this. This afternoon 1

went to the polls and voted straight against

the liquor traffic, but my ballot will only

be a trifle by the side of a few others when
the announcement is made in the morning
papers. A great majority of people

believe that the saloon is wrong, but this

majority is divided into so many conscientious meth-
ods of fighting that the minority rules the country.

We cannot say that because this man does not approve
of my method, he is not opposed to my enemy. Per-

haps he is as bitter against the liquor traffic, which is

our common enemy, as I am, and may be more so,

but his method of attack differs. There is no question

regarding the strong current against the saloon. It

does exist from one end of our land to the other, but
the real question is the combining of the opposition.

The methods of attack now are too antagonistic to

each other, while the liquor interest remains a solid

unit. That a united sentiment would overthrow the

liquor traffic is generally acknowledged. It may be
that some better method than exists now must be pre-

sented. Many have gotten discouraged with playing
at battle, but whatever we may think, everywhere vou
will find myriads of tongues leaping out of prisons,

asylums, dens of poverty, broken hearts, and all send-
ing forth one cry, and that cry is: "The wine cup
made us." There is not a sadder history and the

depth of that sorrow is beyond measurement. It

covers the nation like an ocean and smothers our vines

of purity and beauty until the blossoms lie stained

and buried throughout the land.

Our Father, have mercy upon us and help us to see

that which is best in our national problems. Amen.

follows: the flag.
One thing definitely settled is that beer follows the

flag—no matter whether the constitution does or not

—and thus we civilize the heathen. Julius Engle, the

head of a big St. Louis brewery, says

:

"We brewers are mighty friendly to the idea of im-
perialism. It has opened up a new and excellent field

to us, and we have not been slow to take advantage of

it. The natives of the Philippines, Cuba and Porto
Rico, as well as the Chinese, have taken very kindly

to American beer, which is an entirely new beverage
to them. Our company is shipping hundreds of casks

of bottled beer to Manila right along. Last week we
filled an order for 10,000 cases and we have had single

orders as high as 20,000 cases. I do not believe that a

great deal of this is consumed by the soldiers or other
Americans in the island, for I am informed that it is

nearly all used by the natives. Our shipments to

Cuba and Porto Rico are also very large, and are con-
stantly increasing, but they are not as good markets as

the Philippines. We are not kicking at all about
expansion."

It will be observed that our export trade is growing.—Illinois State Register.
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CHIUSTIAJh EffVEAVOn.
Charles Blanchard.

SHOWIJVG CRATIT\7T>E>.
Topic AW. 24; "Ref. Ija. 25: 1-9. (A TAanfoJixfinj

Service.)

HANKSGIVING sounds the anthem of

T praise all through the prophets and the

Psalms. In the midst of the desolations

of war and the lamentations over the cap-

tivity of Israel, the seers and singers

among God's chosen people break forth

into exultations of joy and thanksgiving.

Nothing is more remarkable than this

Habit of tShanKfgi'Ving.

which marks the Hebrew writings. The
inspiration of the Spirit of God can alone

account for it. It is one of the distinctive peculiarities

of the Bible. Other books there are full of the dra-

matic interests of human history, but none so full of

praise, strangely mingled with pathos, as this. Grati-

tude and the expression of thanksgiving are matters of

habit, as all attributes of human thought and activity.

We need to cultivate this faculty, as we cultivate the

habits of business, social, political and domestic life.

Many professed Christians, conscientious and sin-

cere, fail in the expression of their religious aspira-

tions and experiences for the fear they have of formal-
ity. In our modern religious life, with its almost en-

tire absence of ritual, or of the ceremonial, we are

in serious danger of going to an extreme, and failing

of any worthy expression of our spiritual emotions.

This means spiritual starvation in the atrophy of our
diviner faculties. For it is true in mental and spiritual

things, as in physical well-being, that the unused fac-

ulty finally fails absolutely, or becomes so dormant
that nothing short of some great personal calamity or
overwhelming spiritual revival can shake us out of our
lethargy. So it happens that many members of the

Church never are known to pray, in public, or around
the family altar. Yet some of them are true-hearted

and otherwise loyal and devoted disciples of Christ.

They simply have not formed the habit of prayer, or,

fearful of falling into mere formality, they have grad-
ually ceased to pray openly.

The Fear of Formality.

is one of the finer instincts of the spiritual life. And
yet prayerlessness, the neglect of the Lord's Table, and
ingratitude, and failure to give expression to our re-

ligious aspirations, are much more to be dreaded. The
habit of doing every day the simple duties of the

household, or the larger duties of social and business
life, is what makes existence possible or endurable,
not to say profitable and happy. And this habit of
thanksgiving, of prayer, of praise, of spiritual help-

fulness and hopefulness, is not less important in our
religious life. Without it, development in real

spiritual living is hardly possible. Thanksgiving is

the leaven of love working out in activity, and speak-
ing and singing out of the abundance of the heart.

Let us cultivate the habit of thanksgiving that the
comely old fashion of praise may not become another
of the lost arts, along with reverence for sacred
things and holy days, and regard for age, and due ven-
eration for what is noblest and best in our institutions

and constitutions of religious and political freedom.
And may the present Thanksgiving season deepen and
make tender our regard for the things of supremest
worth to all our people.

ST'RAy THOl/CHTJT O/f TBMTE'RAffCB.
Of our efforts to control the rum power, Judge Pol-

lock says of the prohibition states, "At least public

opinion is not debauched."

A liberal brewer once built a church at his sole ex-

pense ; but the stone-engraver cut the stone which was
to immortalize the brewer's name with, "Built by
at his soul's expense."

Plutarch says, "One drunkard begets another" ; and
Aristotle, "Drunken women bring forth children like

unto themselves." A report was made to the legisla-

ture of Massachusetts, I think by Dr. Howe, on idiocy.

He had learned the habits of the parents of 300 idiots,

and 145, nearly half, are reported as known to be ha-

bitual drunkards, showing the enfeebled constitution

of the children of drunkards.

The following words are from a recent deliverance

of the grand jury of Chicago:

"The members of this body are not Puritans. We recog-
nize the necessities of a large city and the limitations of
existing statutes. But the fact that at least ninety per cent of
all criminal cases coming before this body have had some
saloon connection, direct or indirect, convinces us that the

interest of public morals will be subserved by a strict en-
forcement of existing ordinances governing the conduct of

saloons."

Of 700 ten-dollar marked bills paid on a Saturday
night by a Massachusetts manufactory to its hands,

400 by the following Tuesday were deposited in the

bank by the saloon-keepers. This means that the sa-

loons are robbing the laborer's family of four-sevenths

of their living. Remove the drink curse—saloon

—

and the families of our laboring men would be elevated

400 per cent. The worst enemy labor has is the sa-

loon.

The chief objection to the canteen is that it keeps

under a man's very nose the opportunity to drink. If

he is a man who drinks seldom it tempts him constant-

ly to become immoderate. The saloon near by (there

is no reason why it should be allowed near by under
military rule) can be avoided, but the saloon that is

in the barrack room or in the same building cannot.

To the man who is struggling against temptation and
trying to overcome his appetite, the smell of liquor,

the presence of the bar, at times separated only by a

thin partition from his sleeping room, constitutes an
almost insuperable obstacle to a victory.

The late Lord Morris, the witty Irish judge, did not
gain a very favorable impression of the House of Lords
when he made his first speech there. When asked how
he had got on he replied : "Well, I made wan mistake.

I should have practiced spakin' to a lot of grave-
stones before I addressed their lordships."

"Mamma, Johnny is such a mugwump that I don't

want to sleep with him any more." "A mugwump?"
"Yes, mamma. Didn't you tell me that a mugwump
was some one who would not take either side? And
that's the way with Johnny. He wants to sleep

the middle of the bed."

—

Cincinnati Enquirer.

in
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THE HOME
My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter IV.—Continued.

"What would you tell him, dear?"

"Oh, everything. But he knows how I never cry,

how I am always happy now, how I have got you,

doesn't he, Nell? God has told him long before this,

hasn't he?"
I answered that since God was love, I thought this

must be so.

After a short reflection, and rather sadly : "Still,

I think father would like the letter, too, you know,
because that would come straight from me—my-
self."

Now, it chanced that in the dear old by-gone days,

Allan, being an orphan and absolutely without rela-

tions in the world, had been in the habit of spending
his holidays with me in this same place, Crown Farm
Court, where now his little son was with me in his

stead. And nothing pleased that same son better than

to listen as I told of the memories with which the air

around was laden, and pointed out the various objects

to which those memories attached themselves. I

watched his blue eyes shine, his white cheeks fire and
his hands clap together for joy, when I told of some-
thing of his father's doing which had beaten the ordi-

nary record hollow, and—wondered how I had lived

so long without him.

I got a pony cart and a wee pony for him, and we
used to drive out together for hours at a time. The
people on the estate and in the village soon got to look

for his daily coming, as I am well sure they would
never have looked for mine had I come alone. From
his voice, his smile, his little touch, his every move-
ment and gesture, emanated the subtle essence, the

spirit of love. Though at five years of age initiated

into all the woes of a life in which love was frozen out,

yet an entire child of love he had remained.

Of course, I drew round his tiny life a thick, strong
hedge of love through which no faint breath of the

cold outer winds of unkindness could pierce, and I

think there is no doubt that to a great extent our lives

catch the colors of their environment and flash them
back on the world about us ;

yet, also, and beyond this,

the inward flame, the very heart of love, was my little

boy's.

Though the chief adoration of his being was given
to his father and to his father's memory, and after

that, I think I may say, to me; yet for all the world
beside, from prince to peasant downward, from the
stars in the sky to the sheep in the meadow, he looked
at all through the sunny spectacles of love.

To be able to put any trifling pleasure in the way
of those in pain was his idea of supremest happiness.
When we discovered that the blacksmith had a little

son crippled from his birth, and we managed occasion-
ally to hoist him up into our cart and take him for a
long spin through the green, earth-scented lanes, and
show him things charming and unknown of the wood-
land and the moorland ; when we saw a small boy by
the roadside sobbing his heart out over the bits of a
broken slate that another big bully of a boy had
dashed out of his hands for sport, and when we

brought him a new one, better and brighter than the

old one in eVery way ; when we found a lost, lame

little Skye dog one day on the highway, and took it

home and healed it and kept it with us always—the

quiet ecstasy that shone in my darling's face at the

delight of doing and originating such simple deeds of

love—well, I set it down as one of the best things my
eyes have ever looked on.

Now, the housekeeper at Crown Farm Court was
a dear old lady of the name of Barbara. She had been

in the family from time immemorial—that is to say, at

least, that no one remembered a time when she was
not there. She had seen my father brought home
stark and stiff on a stretcher from the hunting-field;

she had nursed me from my birth two months after

that sad event ; she had tended my mother, day and
night, through all her long illness ; and ever since, she,

alone, of females had held the reins of government at

the old home.
Her devotion to Waldo was almost pathetic in its

intensity, and he in return had a special love for her,

in that she was one of the very elect few who could

talk to him of "Father". When I was busy in my
study writing or attending to the affairs of my es-

tate, and looking round in the midst of my work for

my little boy, found him not, I knew always where to

seek him. In Barbara's pleasant sitting-room, whilst

she at her spinning-wheel wove the flaxen threads in-

to linen that we only know of now in dreams, there

he had his especial couch, and on it he would lie and
listen to all her tales of "Master Allan" and the jokes

which that young gentleman, together with his chum,
had perpetrated. Barbara, too, was saturated with

old-world lore and romance, and many a happy tea and
strawberry feast did Waldo and I have with her in her

cozy room, where the windows looked on to the rose-

garden with the ancient fountain and the sundial in

its midst, listening as she told the stories of a past

which the march of something called Progress is fast

crowding out of the remembrance of today.

Moreover, owing to good Barbara's ceaseless care, I

was happy in the knowledge that my darling did not
want any of those small attentions which it is within

the province of a tender woman only to bestow. A
black servant whom I had brought with me from the

East, and the coachman, Bennett, who, as under
groom, had also had the prime distinction of knowing
and worshiping "Master Allan" in the old days, all

vied with one another as to who could best please and
serve his little boy. Accepting, in his sweet patrician

way, all their services as his due, he at the same time
threw himself gladly into the simple delights of their

cheery company, and walked and talked with them as

with dearest friends. Whilst as for them—I do not
speak extravagantly, for I know them well—they
would at any moment have freely given their lives for
him had they been called upon to do so.

We got up a cricket eleven among the village boys

;

we leveled off a smart neat bowling-green from a field

at the end of the park; we enrolled ourselves into a
club and gave magnificent house-teas and suppers

;

the utmost good feeling and esprit de corps prevailed

—

my boy threw all the eagerness of his heart into the
thing. And now, how often I see him, lying back in

the little cart in which we used to wheel him across the
fields, watching the boys at their games, clapping his

tiny brown hands ecstatically at any special score that
broke the average record, and calling out across the
meadow

:

"Played, Johnnie Parker! Played indeed!"
(To be continued.)
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Wanted—An Anstver.

By Liberty Hayward.

OW can a woman make home happy when

H|
she has a drunken husband?" That was
the question, and fifty-three mothers were

gathered to face it—fifty-three, and nine-

teen held their babies in their arms. They
lived their lives in that one ward of their

city, where the "public good requires" the

establishment of ninety-six saloons. At
least, such is the theory; for be it known
that, in regard to the number of saloons in

any locality, the statutes of Illinois declare

that "so many dram-shops as the public good requires"

may be licensed—not more.

In this one crowded ward, where workingmen live

close to factories and shops and railroads, the official

guardians of the "public good" have ordained ninety-

six as the beneficent number. One church there is,

one little church—the mission. It is a mission always

open. By day or by night the minister and the minis-

ter's wife are always to be found there, within reach

of the people. In faith and hope and love they live

Christ in the midst of misery and evil, and from their

living the people learn all that is real to them of God.

Neat, shabby Mrs. Morron was the first to speak.

She told an old, true story:

"When Jim first took me to the little house his sav-

ings had bought, we were so happy! It seemed so

sweet to be loved and taken care of—I thought I knew
what heaven was like. I had been an orphan, and, be-

fore I was married, never knew what 'home' meant.

Three rooms we had—our pretty bedroom, with its

white curtains, and the shams and spread I pieced my-
self. Our little kitchen had a shiny stove, and I got

up good meals—on time, too. There was always a

bright fire and a clean floor, and it was as pleasant a

room as any man could want to set down in of an

evenin'. Jim wasn't what you'd call a drinkin' man
then. He only took it special times

—
'lections, Fourth

o' July, and such times. But it growed on him. I

did my honest best, askin' God for help, but—all a

woman can be and do ain't no match for the saloon

when a man hankers for liquor. He didn't bring his

wages home so reg'lar, sometimes not at all. Meals
weren't so good then—how could they be? Nothin'

to get meals with ! Our clothes gave out. Jim's

doin's was hard on the furniture. Rent wasn't paid,

and we was put out. Over and over we moved, al-

ways to a worse place. Babies come fast—four in six

years—and I was so busy keepin' 'em out of his way
when he was ugly I didn't have much time to think

about Jim. Home wasn't a place any more a man'd
care to come home to, nor to set down in. I had to

take in washin's, and the rooms was thick with steam
and suds. The tubs leaked, and the floor was all slop.

It was' smoky, too. The stove never drawed after the

day Jim kicked it down, and I couldn't get another.

Do you think I was contented and cheerful and hap-

py ? What woman could be ? He'd want my money,
and, when I wouldn't let him have it, he'd jaw back.

There was worse than jawin', too. I could stand a

good deal myself, but it was more than I could stand

to see the children hurt. When he got into trouble,

and was sent up for ten years, I thought I was glad

at first. When he was 'round the children always
had to hide or stay outdoors till he was asleep.

"If you could see my place now! It looks nice

again. I've got three clean rooms and washin's bring

enough to feed the children good meals. Often, when
we set around the fire, they with their papers and me
with my mendin', they say how glad they, are he's

away ! They beg me never to let him come back
when he's let out. But I can't help hopin' there's bet-

ter days ahead for him and me and all of us together

some time. He'll be used to doin' without whisky
when his time's up, and God knows I'll do my best to

help him. He's the children's father yet, and my
husband, and you that didn't know Jim don't know
how good he was when he didn't have whisky- in him."

A thrill of sympathy quivered through the room.

Every face there told a story. Yet the stories were
not to be spoken. Faith had died out in the hearts

of these women, hope had been done to a cruel death,

but love still lived, and kept them loyally silent con-

cerning the sins of the husbands who were such "good
men when they didn't have whisky in them."

Pretty Mary McFarland had never been known to

speaking in meeting, and the room rustled as she rose.

"I want you all to pray that God'll help my John
and me. John drank when he was a boy, but, when
he wanted to marry me, that couldn't be, I said, unless

he would give up the drinking. I've seen all that my
mother went through with with my father. So John
promised, and he kept his promise. When at last we
was married he hadn't touched a drop for two whole
years. After that it was two years more and I had no
fears. Then he had the shakes, and run down till he

was weak as a baby. Two medicines the doctor gave
him—a powder and a tonic. The tonic was put up in

whisky, but that I didn't know then. Pretty soon I

noticed that, while John often forgot his powder, he

always remembered to take the tonic. He took it

oftener and bigger doses. He got the bottle refilled,

and pretty soon filled again—quicker yet. It was
soon empty, and then, O Lord!"—Mary's girlish voice

broke
—

"next thing he was at the saloon, and came
home—he's been coming home that way often since

—

and my heart's breaking. Tell me, what can I do?"
The eyes of the mission mothers looked on each

other, not at Mary. Their deep experience left them
no word of hope to utter.

Joe Edmunds' wife got up. "You all know I had

Joe put in the workhouse last week. Some of you
blame me. You've stood more'n I have, you think.

But I had to do it—on account o' Libbie. Some way,

Joe's always had an awful spite against Libbie. From
the time she was a little thing I always had to keep

her out o' his way. And Libbie never would take

nothin' from her father ; she hated him. She come
from Sunday-school one time and asked me where
God lived. Tn heaven,' I told her. 'Then I don't

want to go there,' she says, ' 'cause father'll be there.'

She'd learned 'Our Father which are in heaven,' and
she thought it meant her father. What he did to Lib-

bie I can't tell you. Some things I can stand, some
things I can't. I've carried black eyes for him many
a time, and for six weeks, one spell, I couldn't wash

;

he'd put my shoulder out o' place. When he hurt

Libbie, 'You'll go to the workhouse. Joe, for this,' I

told him. He laughed in my face, and dared me to

do it. It broke my heart, but I sent for the officers.

When they took him off he swore he'd kill me when
he got out. But he was drunk then. He'll be sober

after six months, and I ain't afraid of him when he's

sober. Maybe it wasn't right for me to send my
husband there ; he'd never have done it if he'd been

himself."
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A stranger was at the mission that day—a shabby,

thin woman with a tearing cough. During a lull her

weak voice quavered through the room:
"I've never been here before. I haven't been long

in the neighborhood, but my trouble's the same as

yours, and when I heard about this meeting I wanted

to come. He has education, my husband, and had

fine positions. But always he lost them, and things

have grown worse and worse. I went once round to

all the places where he got his drinks and told them

he was a drinker and the law forbid their selling him
any more. What did they do? They laughed. The}

told me they'd keep on selling to him just as long as

he brought money to pay for his drinks. One man
pointed to a paper in a frame on the wall. 'Do you

know what that is?' he asked. That's my license.

This city takes five hundred dollars of my good money
for that license every year, and I get a right to sell

whisky, and I'd like to see you or any other woman
stop me. Get out o' here.' I went to a lawyer or

two, but I had no money, and they wouldn't do any-

thing.

"And it's goin' on," the thin voice pierced wailingly

through the room. "As long as there's saloons li-

censed, men'll drink, and women will see their homes
ruined. For as long as men drink the devil'll be let

loose in 'em and women and children'll live in hell.

Frank was a fine man. I used to think the good was
stronger than the bad in him, and I believed that

things must get better. I used to have hope. Hope's
gone. I never look for anything different, not till

death takes him or me. If it wasn't for my children

I'd die today; but you can't die; you've got to live.

You think you can't stand things, but things come,
you can't get away from them, and you've got to stand

them. My little children are three girls. When I

look at them and think what a woman's got to go
through with, I pray God I may see them in their lit-

tle graves before they shall live, and live through
what I have."

The ghastly question still loomed unsolved. The
experience of the mission mothers gave them no wis-

dom with which to answer it. The love and sympathy
of the minister's wife were dumb before it. "We will

sing," she said, " 'Take it to the Lord in prayer.'
"

And afterwards, for their comfort, she read the word
of the Lord that endures : "Thus saith the Lord, I have
heard thy prayer, I have seen thv tears ; behold, I will

heal thee."

From out the mission doors went the mission moth-
ers to their homes—homes for whose happiness they
worked and longed and prayed; homes from which
happiness is as remote as heaven ; homes in which
the misery of mothers, the bruising and starving of
babies, are the realities ; homes in which helpless

wretchedness reigns, and will reign—for how long?
how long, O Lord?
The minister's wife says, "Just so long as we name

together the public good and the licensed saloon."

—

The Sunday School Times.

Why linger, turn away, or idly grieve?
Where else is rest—the soul's supremest need?

Grandly He on'ers
; ; meanly we receive.

Yet love that gives us rest is love indeed.

The love that rests—say, shall it not do more?
Make haste, sad soul, thy heritage to claim.

It calms; it heals; it bears what erst ye bore,
And marks thy burdens <\ ith His own dear name.

THE Ql/IET HOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Keadlagi.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELL1E, M. A.

THE, T>EATH OF JOSE.TH.
"So leach us to number oar days, that bue may apply our

hearts unto tatsdom."— "Psalm 90. 12.

Monday— Genesis SO. 15-2-6 .

HE crowning grace of Joseph is his stead-

Tfast and unconquerable love. And thus he

adumbrates Jesus. Jesus is Love in its

highest and richest personification.

He is Love, making a full end of my sin.

He knows nothing about reservations and
provisos and abatements. Beyond me in

everything, he is especially beyond me in

the breadth and length and depth and
height of his mercy. "Methought," Rabbi
Duncan said, "I heard the song of one to

whom much had been forgiven, and who therefore

loved much ; but it was the song of the chief of sin-

ners, of one to whom most had been forgiven, and
who therefore loved most. I would know, O God,
what soul that is ; O God, let that soul be mine."

And he is Love, bearing and forbearing with me.
Too often I treat him no better than Joseph was treat-

ed by his brethren. I think harshly of him. I sup-

pose that he is on the outlook for the smallest ground
of offense. I fear him when I should trust him. I

grope in gloom when I should walk in sunshine. But
patiently, perseveringly, untiringly, he abides with me,
until he has his own gracious way at last, and I am
molded to his will.

-O that today every cloud may be dispelled, and I

may know the love of Christ which passeth knowledge.

Tuesday—Ejxodus 13. 17-22.
In death, as in life, Joseph is strong in faith. He

is sure that God, by and by, will visit his people. He
is certain that they will be led out of the land of exile

into the land of promise. He would go with them,
and be carried to rest in the country flowing with milk
and honey. Mine be a similar persistence of faith.

Let nothing damp my confidence in my Lord.
Through darkness and disappointment and delay let

me trust in him.
In death, Joseph clings to the companionship of the

people of God. He would have his very bones repose
in the good land which Jehovah has blessed, and
amongst the men and women for whom Jehovah feels

a special love. "Bury me in Kirkbride," the old

Covenanter said, "for there's much of God's redeemed
dust lies there." The longing is not wrong. Ma>
mine be a quiet resting place at last among the saints.

In death, Joseph enters the homeland. He had been
a banished man for years—a prince, but still a dweller
amongst aliens and strangers. Now he comes to his

own kith and kin. So, if I am a disciple and a child,

I am here in banishment. But, when I die, I too shall

come home—home to my Father God, home to my
Savior Christ, home to my spiritual sisters and broth-
ers, home to the "country afar beyond the stars."

Wednesday—Joshua 24. 2 6-3J.
One would hope that many of these Israelites not

only honored Joseph's bones, but trusted Joseph's
God.
The children are indeed blessed for the fathers'

sakes, but yet God will not have mercy on me simply
because I am the descendant of parents well-beloved
by him. I must dig and find for myself the pearl of
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great price. I must seek for my own soul the heavenly
grace. Redemption does not run in the blood. It

does not regenerate me to plead, "I have Abraham
and Israel and Joseph for my ancestors." Nay, I must
myself agonize to enter in at the straight gate.

But there may be an objection of quite a different

kind. Why should I follow those who have pre-

ceded me? What right have they to bend and influ-

ence my conduct? Why should I take their God to

be my God? May I not be free to choose my own
path? Ah, but it is the noblest life to which they

call us. It means peace, prosperity, purity, power,
both in this world and in the next. It is better a thou-
sand times to be an imitator of the saints than to be
self-willed in the ways of sin.

Therefore let me betake myself, as the fathers did,

to the fountain of Christ's blood, and to the word of

the Gospel, and to the home and the heart of God.

Thursday—"Psalm 37. 27-4-0.

I look back across the past, and I see everywhere
that God keeps his promises and shows himself mighty
to save.

Sometimes it is an individual soul, oppressed with

a heavy burden, breaking out with a lamentable cry.

But it is reminded of one of the Lord's assurances,

"I am he that blotteth out thy transgression," "I will

give you rest," "When thou passest through the

waters, I will be with thee," "The salvation of the

righteous is of the Lord." It leans on the comfortable

word. It pleads it at the throne. Before long, the for-

giveness, the help, the healing come. The heart is at

peace.

Sometimes it is a company of believing men, bat-

tling against opposition, tossed with tempest. And
they remember the great and precious promises, "The
enemy whom thou hast seen today thou shalt see no
more," "Lo, I come, and I will dwell in the midst of

thee," "The Lord helpeth them and rescueth them,
because they have taken refuge in him." They make
mention to God of his own words, and in marvelous
ways he discomfits the adversary and girds his Church
with strength and beauty.

And what he did yesterday he will do today. His
own stipulations and engagements have virtue to bind
him still. His arm is not shortened that it cannot save.

Friday— Pro-Verbs 4-, 7-18.

" 'Tis better being good than bad." The path of

the righteous is as the shining light—only the path of

the righteous.

Let me take even a congregation of converts just

rescued from heathenism. There is the congregation
in Corinth, for example, to which St. Paul wrote his

Epistles. The awful hieroglyphics of debauchery and
crime are everywhere. "That tall, sallow-faced Greek
has wallowed in the mire of Circe's swine-pens. That
low-browed Scythian slave has been a pickpocket and
a jailbird. That thin-nosed, sharp-eyed Jew has been
a Shylock, cutting his pound of flesh from the gilded

youth of the city." They have been blessedly changed,
washed and sanctified and justified. They are monu-
ments of free grace and love. But their very faces

are more degraded and sad than the faces of men and
women who have been walking with God and abiding
in Christ and living in the Spirit.

It is sweet to be restored after wandering. It is

blessed to be lifted out of the horrible pit and the miry
clay. But it is best to give the Lord heart and life

from the outset, and to dwell in his house always.
Thus mine will be a sedater calm, a more intelligent

religion, a deeper peace, a stronger influence. Th«
path of the just is as a shining light.

Saturday—Psalm 90. 1-12.

God is my dwelling place. I have had a part in his

thoughts from all eternity. I have been the object of

his love and special care. My case and need have been
considered by him.

God is my dwelling place. It is only in a state of

reconciliation with him that I can feel perfectly at

home. It is not more true that the fish, or the bird

or the flower requires the sea and the sky and the soil

to which it belongs, than that my complex nature has
its true life in none but God. My proper environment
is not earth and time, but heaven and eternity.

God is my dwelling-place. My everlasting blessed-

ness lies in the knowledge of him. I have not to go
out of time to find an enduring home. Many people
imagine tLat, if they were only somewhere else, any-

where else, they would be more at home. But in the

midst of my fleeting days God may be my sure Refuge,
my congenial Abode, my strong City. And then death
will make no essential difference. It will simply bring
my life more fully into his light.

Sunday—2 Peter 1. 1-11.

It is no one grace which makes a Christian. A man
may have great knowledge, but if he wants charity

it profits nothing. Or, if he is a man of courage, while
he is not a man of godliness, he is a hero, but he is not
a saint.

Nor will any number of excellencies make a Chris-

tian unless they are excellencies which are added to

"faith." It is faith which rouses my dead soul into

fife. It is faith which joins me to the Lord Jesus
Christ, and then I am inclined toward all that is good.
Whatever graces sing in the choir, faith is the leader

of them all.

But, where there is faith, the sole and simple
requisite needed is "diligence." If I take the Gospel
for my starting point, if I set out in the name and
the strength of Christ, there is no ascent of temper-
ance, of patience, of godliness, of brotherly kindness
so steep but that, one day, I may find myself on the

summit. With half the effort which many expend on
growing rich or learned or famous, I may grow holy

and devout and Christ-like and heavenly minded.
So let me see that I have vital and vitalizing faith.

And let me go on supplying new zones to my spiritual

fiber, new cubits to my spiritual stature.

'THE MOIlJflffG HOX/'R.

Dean Farrar tells that his mother's habit was, every
morning immediately after breakfast, to withdraw for

an hour to her own room and to spend the hour in

reading the Bible and other devotional books, and in

meditation and prayer. From that hour, as from a

pure fountain, she drew the strength and sweetness

which enabled her to fulfill all her duties and to re-

main unruffled by the worries and pettishness which
are often the intolerable trials of narrow neighbor-
hoods. He says he never saw her temper disturbed,

nor heard her speak one word of anger or calumny
or idle gossip, nor saw in her any sign or any senti-

ment, unbecoming to a Christian soul. Her life was
very strong, pure, rich and full of blessing and heal-

ing. And he says it was all due to the daily morning
hour spent with God in the place of prayer.

—

The
Morning Star.
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THE "REVIVAL, JJV TOK.VO
JATA J*.

The Japan Evangelical Alliance has

issued a pamphlet giving most inter-

esting incidents of the revival in the

city of Tokyo. It gives the number of

churches co-operating in the union

meetings in Tokyo as fifty-one: Five

Methodist Episcopal, six Episcopalian,

fifteen Presbyterian, six Evangelical

(Evangelical Association of America),

six Baptist, five Canadian Methodist.

four Christian, one Independent Pres-

byterian, two Congregational, and one
Friends. These were represented by
seventy-four pastors and evangelists.

Surely this is a grand instance of in-

terdenominational comity and co-op-

eration.

Printed matter was largely employed
in the furtherance of the work: 31,000

tracts were distributed and 2,800 Tes-

taments and Scripture portions; 27,000

song leaflets. Of this seed sowing, the

far-reaching results can never be

known. The number of persons

reached was very large. At the preach-

ing services and prayer meetings the

count showed an attendance of 95,673,

while an estimate is made for the way-
side services of 10,000. The offerings

for the work amounted to 1,357.01 yen.

Evidently the grace of giving was not
lacking. As to the converts there must
always be an uncertainty in regard to

the actual number. It is probable that

a full enrollment would show a total

of not less than 6,000 as the visible

result of the meetings in this one city.

Of those whose names have been given
to the various churches there are

5,207.

The Eyangelical Alliance feels that

in this co-operative evangelical work
an object lesson has been given to the
world, of the essential unity of "all

who by faith are united to our Lord
Jesus Christ." Not Tokyo alone but
almost every considerable town in the

country has felt the influence of this

movement. The work will shortly be
renewed, there having been a brief

cessation of labor on account of the

heated season in Japan.

One of the specially interesting fea-

tures of this revival has been the fruit-

age from seed sown by missionaries in

years past. A converted gambler and
his wife had been for twenty years or
more under Christian influences, he
having been a cook in the houses of

missionaries, but he had given him-
self up to gambling and drink from
morning till night and constantly ill-

treated his wife and children. At a
preaching service one night the divine
message reached his heart. In the
midst of a crowd of people he con-
fessed his sins and prayed for for-

giveness. That evening he told his

wife of what he had done and she said:

"If the Christian doctrine can bring

such a man as you to a change of

heart, it must be a good doctrine. I

think I shall go and hear it, too." She
also made up her mind to obey God
and harmony now exists in that home.
Another convert said he heard the

Christian doctrine from Dr. Hepburn
forty years ago!

A member of the nobility, connected

with the Railroad Bureau, was a Chris-

tian but on attending one of the evan-

gelistic prayer meetings, was newly
stirred by the love of God. Thereupon
he resolved to teach the five thousand
men under his control as head of the

construction department of railways,

the way to serve God. He carried in

person to the workshops several hun-
dred printed announcements, and dis-

tributed them. He quietly talked to

these ignorant, degraded men about
God. Some laughed, some reviled. Be-
ing a poor talker, he found difficulty

in expressing what he wanted to say,

but he prayed for help and then read to

them a leaflet entitled "The True Way
of Salvation." He read it three times

over. He spent half of the next day
in prayer and then talked again to the

men. A Christian who was a good
talker, came forward to help him and
the two worked together. Many were
brought to Christ and the good work
is still going on.

Other instances mignt be given to

show how vital is the effect produced
by this awakening in Japan. That is

what it is in truth, for it has alike

aroused Christians and the unsaved
and their faith is being daily shown
by their works.

V. M. C, A. WO'RK /A
CLEVELAND.

To interest in Bible study those not
usually reached by the usual opportu-
nities for such work has been one of

the special lines to which the Cleve-

land Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion has devoted itself and for which
it has become well known, having
originated a plan of shop Bible classes

which has been followed by other as-

sociations elsewhere. These classes

have been particularly successful in

Cleveland. In seventeen different fac-

tories, railroad shops and car barns,

they are held on a fixed day each week
at the noon hour, with an average at-

tendance of fifty-six at each meeting.
The men everywhere welcome the
teachers cordially, though in many
places a majority of the employes are
Roman Catholics. All shops touched
are reported to show good effect in the
better faithfulness and discipline of

the workmen. This fall a still broader
enterprise has been started. Through-
out the city an effort is being made to

form men's Bible clubs of congenial
spirits, meeting weekly in the hemes of

members. The leaders of these re-

spective clubs are themselves to com-
pose a club under high-grade instruc-

tion at the Association building.

Twenty-five such groups were organ-

ized at the outset of the work, and this

number promises to be largely multi-

plied.

THE EVANGELICAL
LVTHE'RA JVS;

The biennial session of the general

council of the Evangelical Lutheran
church in North America which was
held last month discussed the pressing

work of home missions, the need for

it being great in consequence of the

continued immigration of foreign Lu-
therans and the rapid anglicizing of

the Lutheran youth. The board re-

ported the $12,000 debt paid and sev-

eral missions self-sustaining. There
are in all twenty-two missions with
2,336 communicants and an enrollment

of 2,840 in the Sunday schools. The
Evangelical Lutheran church com-
prises over 2,000 congregations and
360*,000 communicants about equally

divided between the English, German
and Swedish languages. It sustains

foreign missionary work in India and
Porto Rico. In India there are five

missionaries, 100 teachers and two na-
tive preachers. A hospital for women
is to be erected. The work in India

KEEN COLLEGE MEN-
The Food of Har-Vard "Brain-

XOorKers and Athletes.

Memorial Hall at Harvard where
some twelve hundred of the men eat,

is particularly interesting. The din-

ing-room is an enormous gothic hall

finished in old English oak with wide,

stained-glass windows on the sides.

The walls are hung with portraits of

illustrious graduates and benefactors
of past generations.

The students have good food to eat

and plenty of it. The hall is run on a
co-operative plan so that it costs some-
thing less than four dollars a week
for board. To this place three times a
day come men, whose lives for the
time being are given to serious intel-

lectual work, and to accomplish this,

they are keen enough to realize that
proper food is absolutely necessary.
One is particularly struck by the

yellow packages of Grape-Nuts stand-
ing on nearly every table, which the
men purchase at grocery stores and
bring in for their personal use. They
quickly find out by practical demon-
stration that brain work exhausts the
phosphates, and that nature demands
that this loss be made up, and made
up from food.

Grape-Nuts is ready to be used with-
out cooking, it is a scientific food
which nourishes and builds up the
brain, and is particularly suited to the
needs of students.

The 'Varsity athletes also eat it to
keep their digestive organs in perfect
working order so that they can stand
the great strain of both body and head
work when important contests shall
come.
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is to be entirely reorganized because of

recent unsatisfactory conditions. There

are three men at work in Porto Rico.

A new board of missions is to be lo-

cated at Pittsburg to have sole charge

of the Porto Rican work. In educa-

tional institutions the Evangelical Lu-

therans have three theological semi-

naries, six colleges and two academies,

over 2,000 students being in the col-

leges and 2,500 in the academies. They
have seven hospitals.

"Diversity and Unity in the Chris-

tian Church," was the theme of th«

opening sermon by President Ranseen.

He claimed that while there was often

lack of uniformity in the church, there

was remarkable unity. In view of past

experiences owing to racial differences

within the Lutheran church, such as-

sertion was gratifying.

A chief point of interest and impor-

tance at the council was the discus-

sion of marriage in relation to divorce.

It was asserted that divorce is only

legitimate when there has been infi-

delity to the marriage covenant by hus-

band or wife. Only the innocent par-

ty may be remarried. A Christian

minister cannot perform the ceremony
in cases where there is the least doubt.

The report on Sunday school instruc-

tion took strong ground against the

international lesson series because so

many of the lesson helps admit the de-

structive higher criticism. The graded

system in the Lutheran Sunday schools

has been very fully developed and its

success has been phenomenal. About
twenty grade text books for teachers

and pupils are issued. Other improve-

ments are. to be introduced.

The council considered itself great-

ly honored by a visit from Bishop von
Scheele, a distinguished prelate from
the established church of Sweden, who
came as the personal representative of

King Oscar. A committee of five was
appointed to meet a similar committee
from the General Synod Lutheran
churches in consultation over plans

for co-operation between the two
wings. It was expressly provided,

however, that the committees should

not consider organic union.

A T'RES'ByTE'RIAJV J\/-
"BIEEE IJV WI^CO/VSTISf.

The fiftieth anniversary of the or-

ganization of the Synod of Wisconsin
was celebrated at the annual meeting

at Hudson in October. When this sy-

nod was organized in 1851 there were
no less than thirty Presbyterian

churches represented and as many mis-

sion stations. Twenty-nine ministers

and 988 families were in connection

with the old school synod. The mis-

sionary labors of those days were spo-

ken of in the addresses made by Rev.

Samuel Brown, Rev. Bradley Phillips

and others. Sketches of the work done

in the various presbyteries were given,

and of the rise and progress of wom-
en's missionary work. The statistics

showed that while there has been an

immense growth in population, the

Presbyterian church, through its mis-

sionaries and Christian workers, has
reached out into almost every commu-
nity, and the churches and mission sta-

tions have increased and enlarged in

larger proportion than the population.

Now in a state as large as all of the

New England states together and with
a population of 2,100,000 there are 174

Presbyterian ministers, licentiates and
missionaries, 175 churches and as many
mission stations, 16,000 communicants
and 21,000 in Sabbath schools.

At the regular session addresses

were made urging prosecution of the

work among the foreigners in Wiscon-
sin, especially in the large cities. To
work for the better observance of Sun-
day and for temperance was urged on
pastors. The report on Sunday
school work showed forty-three

schools organized during the year,

twenty-nine reorganized, seven church
edifices built, and two churches organ-

ized. About $6,000 is needed for this

work.
The women's societies have con-

tributed $1,687.36 for the mission work,
the Sabbath schools $98.10, the Chris-

tian Endeavor societies $451.08, making
a total of $2,236.54. Boxes valued a

$570 have been sent to missionaries,

$3,363.42 has been sent to the women's
board of the Northwest; and $600

pledged for work among the freedmen
has been raised and sent.

A£B«AJJ(.A COJVCREGA
TIOJVAL, ASSrOCIA-

TIOJV.
The forty-fifth annual session em-

phasized the subject of benevolences.

A constitutional amendment was
adopted, providing for a standing com-
mittee on this work. Various object

lessons presented by Rev. F. F. Lewis
showed the good results in this line

from denominational rallies. Rev. R.

T. Cross, the retiring moderator, gave

in an effective way the reasons for en-

larging the list of givers and increas-

ing the amounts contributed. Chris-

tian educational interests were strong-

ly presented by Rev. A. E. Ricker. Rev.

F. W. Leavitt and President H. K.

Warren of Yankton college.

The Nebraska Home missionary

work is developing well. It has been
a year of progress in church organiza-

tion, church building and other activi-

ties. Emphasis was placed on the fact

that all the churches organized during

the year were in communities un-

reached by other religious influences.

Attention was called to the record of

the Nebraska Congregational churches,

during the last decade, that whereas
the population of the state had only in-

creased about one per cent, the num-
ber of churches had increased thirteen

per cent, and the membership fifty per

cent. •

The Sunday school was not over-

looked, or the Endeavor society. Help-

ful addresses were made in the inter-

ests of both. The popular evening

meetings brought a crowded house to

hear Dr. Ament of China, Rev. Geo. F.

Clark, a negro, who told of the prog-

ress of his people, Miss Prof. Margaret
A. Tompson of Doane college, who
spoke on "Literature in the Develop-

ment of Character," and Rev. T. C.

Hunt.

T'RES'ByTE'RIAJ* jryjVOD
OF CALIFO'RJVIA.

This year's session was held at Na-
pa, Cal... in the church which has had
Rev. Richard Wylie as its pastor for

thirty-three years. A helpful and in-

spiring sermon from Rev. James
Mitchell, the retiring moderator, was
a good preface to a good meeting.

Judge John K. Law of Merced, was
chosen as next moderator.

A source of special satisfaction was
the improvement in the financial af-

CLE'RGyMA JS'S CHIE-
-D-REJV.

Coffee "Being 'Replaced by
"Postum Fcod Coffee.

"I am the wife of a minister. About
three years ago a warm friend, an
exemplary mother and the conscien-

tious wife of a minister, asked me if

I had ever tried giving up coffee and
using the Postum Food Coffee. I had
been telling her of my excessive ner-

vousness and ill health. She said: 'We
drink nothing else for breakfast but

Postum Food Coffee, and it is a de-

light and a comfort to have something

that we do not have to refuse the chil-

dren when they ask for it.'

"I was surprised that she would per-

mit the children to drink any kind of

coffee, but she explained that it was a

most healthful beverage and that the

children thrived on it. A very little

thought convinced me that for brain-

work, one should not rely upon a stim-

ulant such as coffee is, but should have

food and the very best of food.

"My first trial of Postum was a fail-

ure. The maid of all work brought i(

to the table, lukewarm, weak, and al-

together lacking in character. W*
were in despair, but decided on one
more trial. At the second trial, we
faithfully followed the directions, used

four teaspoonsful to the pint of water.

let it boil fifteen minutes after the

real boiling began, and served it with

rich cream. It was delicious and we
were all won.

"I have since sung the praises of

Postum Food Coffee on many, many
occasions and have induced numbers

of friends to abandon coffee and use

Postum. witn remarkable results. The
wife of a college professor said to me
a short time ago that nothing had

ever produced so marked a change in

her husband's health as the leaving

off of coffee and the use of Postum
Food Coffee." Edith Smith Davis. Ap-

pleton. Wis.
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fairs of the seminary, largely through

the generous spirit of the faculty and

also by additional income from in-

vested funds. The singing of the dox-

ology expressed the rejoicing of the

synod. Dr. Thos. Marshall, field sec-

retary of the Board of Foreign mis-

sions, made an able address and also

spoke at the popular missionary meet-

ing Friday evening. Rev. Arthur

Hicks, synodical missionary for Sun-

day school work, is reported to have
given the gathering such a recital of

pioneer work in the lumber camps and
oil fields of California and Nevada as

would furnish a good chapter in

"Black Rock." Dr. Noble of Redlands
and Dr. Walker of Los Angeles, gave
effective addresses. Two synodical

missionaries are to be appointed for la-

bor in the northern and southern divis-

ions of the state respectively. A me-
morial service was held for those who
have passed beyond, and a sacramental

service on Saturday morning, and were
both uplifting and helpful. The synod
emphasized the practical and devo-

tional elements.

COLORADO COJVCREGA-
TIOJVALISTS.

"The Field is the World," was the

large and inspiring topic which gave
tone to the thirty-third annual meet-
ing of the General Association of Col-

orado Congregationalists, which met in

the Third church, Denver. Among the

speakers were Rev. Henry Fairbank
and Mrs. Fairbank of the Marathi mis-
sion, India, Rev. L. P. and Mrs. Broad,

Home missionary superintendents in

Kansas. Rev. R. W. Gammon gave a
bright paper on "The Gospel for Our
Times," and F. I. Wilsea one on "Why
Men Do Not Attend Church."
The work of the year showed up

well. Beside revivals in several

churches, nine new churches had been
organized, sixteen new Sunday schools

had made their appearance, two edi-

fices had been repaired, four parson-

ages built, and two new associations,

the Eastern and the Northwestern, had
been formed.
The Christian Endeavor society and

Colorado college brought out several

good speeches, many of which were
impromptu. A score or two of stu-

dents in the college ten years ago has
increased to 500 or 600 pupils today.

A symposium on "The Pastor" was
of much interest. Dr. Gregg gave a
view of Phillips Brooks as a preacher
that was inspiring. Mr. L. D. Wishard
spoke on "Our Congregational Enter-
prises," Rev. Geo. V. Clark on the work
in the South; "1901 and 1902 in our
Colorado Churches," was the last topic

and a consecration service led by
Evangelist Veazie closed the session.

THAJVK^GIVIS/G BAy
EJTC VRSIOJVJT

On all trains of the Nickel Plate Road,
on November 27th and 28th, to points
within 150 miles and good returning

November 29th, 1901. Chicago Depot,

Van Buren St.. near Clark St., on the

Elevated Loop. City Ticket Office, 111

Adams St. Also union ticket office,

Auditorium Annex. 'Phone 2057 Cen-

tral.

STOX/TH "DAKOTA 1"RES-
-ByTEiuAff s-yjvov.

Thirty-seven ministers and twelve

elders besides a large company of mis-

sionary women increased the attend-

ance fifty per cent over that of last

year. Home missions was a prominent
topic. The secretary of the board, Dr.

Thompson, made an impressive and
timely address. He spoke also to the

women, the children and the young
people in their respective meetings.

Home mission work in this synod in-

cludes preaching the Gospel in Dako-
ta, German, Bohemian and Holland, as

well as in English, and occasionally in

the Scandinavian tongue.

Foreign missions was given place at

a popular meeting Sunday evening
when Rev. Dr. Halsey gave a telling

address.

This year has the best annual record

the synod has yet made in behalf of

Foreign missions. It now has three

missionaries in the foreign field, one
in Persia and two in Korea. Friday
evening was devoted to the interests

of Christian education as embodied in

the college at Huron, President

French presiding. Able and telling ad-

dresses were given by Professors Cor-

bett and Gage. The student enroll-

ment at that date was sixty per cent

more than ever before at the corres-

ponding date.

Saturday evening was devoted to

Sunday school work and the young
people. There has been unusual activ-

ity in church erection during the year,

five new houses of worship and six

new manses having been built. Others
are in progress of erection. The com-
munion season Sunday afternoon em-
phasized the spiritual tone of the ses-

sion.

CHICAGO AJVD VICIJVITy.
Bishop McCabe has offered to con-

tribute the first and last $1,000 towards
raising the indebtedness of $20,000 on
Emmanuel Methodist Episcopal church,

Evanston.
Hyde Park Baptist church will soon

begin the erection of a new stone
church to seat 1,000. The cost will be
$65,000. It will be completed accord-
ing to the full design, as money is in

hand for it.

The twenty-.first annual council of the
Chicago Synod of the Reformed Epis-
copal church approved of what is

called the Peoria plan of raising funds
for the maintenance of their mission
school in India. Groups of six per-

sons are formed, each of whom pledges
ten cents a week, the group thus un-
dertaking the support of a native child

in the Bombay institution.

The Monroe Street Church of Christ,

JJT IT AJ* EPIDEMIC ?

Vital S'tatisttcs S'hobv an
Alarming Increase in an
Already Tret)ailing Di-

sease — Are Any
Ejcempt ?

At no time in the history of dis-

ease has there been such an alarming
increase in the number of cases of any
particular malady as in that of kid-

ney and bladder troubles now preying
upon the people of this country.

Today we see a relative, a friend or

an acquaintance apparently well, and
in a few aays we may be grieved to

learn of their serious illness or sud-
den death, caused by that fatal type
of kidney trouble—Bright's disease.

Kidney trouble often becomes ad-
vanced into acute stages before the
afflicted is aware of its presence; that
is why we read of so many sudden
deaths of prominent business and pro-
fessional men, physicians and others.

They have neglected to stop the leak
in time.

While scientists are puzzling their

brains to find out the cause, each indi-

vidual can, by a little precaution,
avoid the chances of contracting
dreaded and dangerous kidney trouble,

or eradicate it completely from their

system if already afflicted. Many pre-
cious lives might have been, and many
more can yet be saved, by paying at-

tention to the kidneys.

It is the mission of the Christian
Century to benefit its readers at every
opportunity and therefore we advise
all who have any symptoms of kidney
or bladder trouble to write today to
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,

for a free sample bottle of Swamp-
Root, the celebrated specific which is

having such a great demand and re-

markable success in the cure of the
most distressing kidney and bladder
troubles. With the sample bottle of

Swamp-Root will also be sent free a
pamphlet and treatise of valuable in-

formation.

which dedicated its new building No-
vember 7, has made a successful strug-
gle for several years under the pasto-
ral leading of Rev. Chas. Clayton Mor-
rison, who took charge in 1898. At that
time the membership was 121, there,
was a debt on the property of $12,000,
a current expense deficit of $600, and a
small, ill-arranged basement church
building. Now the membership is 240,

the debt has been reduced to $3,500,

and a new edifice has been built costing

$23,000, on which $8,000 has been bor-
rowed. On the day of dedication $7,000
was raised to complete payments. The
pastor preached in the morning, and in

the evening the service was interde-

nominational, Rev. Dr. Gunsaulus
preaching to a crowded house.
The work and labor of love of Rev.

Dr. James Tompkins among the Con-
gregational Home missionary church-
es of the state was fittingly recognized
recently by the presentation from the
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pastors and churches of the Southern
association of an Oxford bag of fine

alligator skin.

The Congregational Ministers' Un-
ion held an all-day meeting for prayer

and conference October 28. "What
Manner of Persons Ought We to Be?"
was the topic treated by President H.
George, D. D., "Communion with the

Father," by Rev. J. A. Milburn, D. D.;

"Walking in the Spirit," by Rev. Dr.

Bushnell, and "The Power of the

Word," by President C. A. Blanchard,

D. D.

Chicago Theological seminary (Con-

gregational) will open its school for

lay workers November 1. Courses are

offered in the English Bible, in music
and expression, in general church his-

tory, missions, evangelism, organiza-

tion and conduct of Sunday schools,

Endeavor and missionary societies,

practical methods of Christian work,
house-to-house visitation, nursing and
physical culture.

Morgan Park (Baptist) academy has

an enrollment this year of 159, an in-

crease of twenty-five per cent. Seven-

teen states and two foreign countries

are represented.

Mr. S. B. Lingle, who held large

mortgages on the property of the Bap-

tist Bohemian church, has canceled the

debt in full and the Baptist city mis-

sion holds a clear title to the prop-

erty.

A farewell gathering for Rev. W. W.
Dewey, who has been pastor of Beth-

any Baptist church since March, 1896,

was held October 27. Ten new mem-
bers were received and seven baptized.

Many others have expressed a desire

to become Christians. Addresses were
made by several ministers and a gift

of money was presented to Mr. Dewey.
The church has called to the pastorate

Rev. S. J. Winegar of Sioux City, la.

The West Pullman church of the

Disciples has enlarged its facilities by
the completion of the basement of the

church. The Sunday school has in-

creased until it is one of the most in-

teresting of all the Disciples' mission

work in the city.

At Auburn Park Baptist church No-
vember 3 was a special evangelistic

day. Rev. E. A. Stone preached and
conducted meetings. The day was one
of great blessing, some fifteen or twen-
ty young people deciding for Christ.

Rev. W. A. Waldo, Ph. D., received

seven persons into the church and bap-

tized three.

At the Second Baptist church a class

for Bible study has been conducted on
Sunday afternoons for the last four

weeks by Mr. F. J. Gurney of the Uni-
versity of Chicago.

At the meeting of the Presbyterian

Social Union referred to in our last

issue, Professor Robinson urged the ex-

tension and strengthening of the city

mission work, $105,000 is immediately
needed to put on sound basis the mis-

sion enterprises which the Chicago pres-

bytery already has under way. If eight

new fields already explored were en-

George Darsie and

Che Praise fiymnal
"I regard The Praise Hymnal, just issued by the Fillmore Bros., of Cincin-

nati, an admirable song book for our churches :

1. "It seems just right in size and shape.

2. '
' Its type is large, clear and beautiful.

3. "It has many of the old classic hymns and tunes which have stood the test

of time.

4. "It has a large number of new and fresh hymns and tunes, representing the
most popular that have come into recent use, and others which now see the h>ht for
the first time—a considerable proportion of which, in my judgment, are destined to

become favorites.

5. " Some of its hymns that are inferior, and the rushing " hippety-hop " tunes
coupled with them, I should have omitted, but then I am a little "cranky " on that
point, and besides the blemish is small, for there are not many of them.

6. "I am struck by the absence of " useless lumber, " so common in hymnals,
and believe a larger percentage of these hymns are singable than is usual.

7. " The 60 odd pages of Psalms and other Scriptures at the beginning, designed
to promote responsive readings in the worship of our churches, is one of the best
features of the book. George Darsie."

Frankfort, Ky.

As to Prices.—The contents of The Praise Hymnal are of a permanent quality. It is
false economy to ask for cheap binding-. We make a cloth bound book with leather back that
will last ten years with any sort of care. The price is as low as can be made on its superior
material and workmanship, $75.00 per 100 copies. Specimen copies sent on approval.

FILLMORE BROS., - 119 W. 6th St., CINCINNATI, O.
40 Bible House, NEW YORK.

P. S.—Our Christmas Music is now ready. Send for List.
(3)

tered $165,000 would be required. Dr.

Pleasant Hunter of the Second Presby-
terian church did not believe that the

ministry of the church would ever

reach the masses; the laity must be

made an evangelizing force. Dr. Cle-

land B. McAfee of the Forty-first Street

church agreed that the average minis-

ter had no practical understanding of

real sociology and lamented the fact.

The forty-ninth semi-annual meeting
of the Chicago Association of Congre-
gational churches met November 5 in

the North Congregational church, En-
glewood, Mr. Wm. Spooner, of Oak
Park, being moderator. The topics dis-

cussed were "The Betterment of Chi-

cago Through the Church"—civilly, re-

ligously, socially—Rev. Messrs. De
Long, Guild and Beaton were the ap-

pointed speakers on this; "The Sunday
School—Its Chief Need." treated by
Rev. Messrs. G. C. Williams, Burhans
and D. M. Lewis; "Does the Twentieth
Century Need the Gospel of the First

Century?"—Rev. Messrs. R. W. Rogers.

Clifton and Bartlett. There were ad-

dresses by Prof. Thos. C. Chamberlin
of the University of Chicago, Dr. James
Tompkins, and Rev. John H. Wilson.

The communion service was held in

the afternoon.

Evangelistic meetings began last

Sunday in the Fifty-second Avenue
Presbyterian church. Rev. Dr. Safford

will be assisted by Rev. Messrs. S. M.
Campbell. S. M. Johnson, A. A. Pfan-

stiehl and W. W. Johnstone. Every-
thing in the parish work is encourag-

ing, and the time seems ripe for a deep

spiritual movement.
The Roseland Presbyterian church

has purchased and paid for lots on the

corner of State and 112th streets as a

site for a new edifice. Work will begin

this month. The membership has
grown to 185.

Bishop Merrill conducted the .service

of the corner-stone laying for the Ev-
anston Avenue Methodist Episcopal

church. October 28. Supper was after-

wards served and several addresses

were made.

"BapHsi.

The First Baptist church, Minneap-
olis, has disbanded its Young People's

Society of Christian Endeavor in or-

der to take up a new mission work
downtown in Century hall. A Sunday
school of 150 has been organized there.

The Third Baptist church of St.

Louis, Mo., has undertaken the support

of Rev. E. H. East, M. D.. who is un-

der appointment to the work at Haka,

Burma.
Euclid Avenue church. Cleveland,

celebrated its jubilee of fifty years* his-

tory. October 16. No one of the origi-

nal forty-four who organized the church

was present at the banquet, but eleven

of those who joined before 1S60 were

guests of honor. Mr. John D. Rocke-

feller led in the reminiscences. He was

a boy of fifteen when baptized in 1S54.

Receiving only $16 a month and board-

ing himself, he was taught to pay for
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his pew and to give statedly to mis-

sions.

The First church of Los Angeles,

Rev. Joseph Smale, pastor, has reached

a membership of 970. This is without

doubt the strongest Baptist church on

the Pacific coast.

The dedication of Calvary church,

Omaha, October 20, free of debt, was
the outcome of many instances of self-

denial. One young lady stenographer

has given $225. One man, a day labor-

er, with a family of ten to support, and

a salary of only $50 a month, has

given $100. These are typical of many
others, indicating the spirit of co-op-

eration under the leadership of the

pastor, Rev. Thos. Anderson. The
church is located among the middle

classes of the city, and with this new
and commodious edifice will be able to

do the most practical work possible.

Open-air meetings were held

throughout the summer on Saturday

evenings in the heart of the Polish

district in Buffalo. Rev. J. H. Miller

of Reid Memorial church is assisted

by the Polish pastor, Rev. Joseph An-
toszewski.

The Eastern Avenue church, Joliet,

has received 300 new members by bap-

tism since Dr. O'Dell became pastor in

1897. The church is now free of debt.

The Chinese work in Oakland and
San Francisco is being greatly pros-

pered. A beautiful building has been

erected in Oakland, well adapted for its

use among this people. The Sunday
school in San Francisco has an atten-

dance of sixty. The day school num-
bers ninety.

Two new buildings have been erected

for the West side work of the Fifth

Avenue Baptist church, New York.

One of them is a large settlement house

on West Fiftieth street near Tenth av-

enue. It has five stories and a base-

ment and is as complete in equipment
for institutional work as possible. The
other building is a new one for Armi-
tage chapel, in the same neighborhood,

and while the Fifth Avenue Baptist

church conducts the work at both

points, they are to be kept distinct.

In the Settlement house, says Mr. A. A.

Hill, the head worker, "there will be
no attempt to thrust religion on those

desiring other features. The belief of

those in charge is that each person
has to settle his religious connections

in the light of his own conscience and
cpnviction. However, it is equally

their conviction that no life is com-
plete without religion, and consequent-
ly they have the chapel, where those

desiring to attend religious services

can do so. . . . The settlement does

not exist as a feeder to the chapel, nor
the chapel to the settlement."

At the fourteenth annual convention
of Western Washington the reports
showed a very encouraging state of af-

fairs. In 1899 twenty-eight mission-
aries were under appointment, and $8,-

168.93 expended; in 1900 there were
thirty-two missionaries, and $9,583.68;

in 1901, there were thirty-nine mission-

aries, and $10,940.32; making a gain of

40 per cent of missionaries and of 34

per cent increase in money expen-
ded, in two years. There were eighty-

four churches and outstations regu-

larly supplied with the Gospel, a gain
of 15 per cent; baptisms on mission
fields, eighty-four, against 154 the year
previous; this is the only sad item in

all the report. The note of the con-
vention was soul-winning, evangeliza-

tion; everything converged to that as

a central thought.

Baptists have a good start in Okla-
homa. There are 133 churches and
missions and they have a total mem-
bership of 2,704. Twenty-six churches
have been organized during the year.

Congregational.

The church at Webster Groves, Mo.,

has just canvassed the whole commu-
nity. The membership of the church
was divided into thirty committees,

each chairman being responsible for

every family in a given district. They
discovered a number of needy people

that the church was able to assist, and
about thirty families not attached to

any church. Three of these were Con-
gregationalists. The result of the

canvass was reported at the prayer
meeting and it brought out men who
had never attended it before.

The church at Homer, N. Y., cele-

brated its centennial October 6-8. It

has a noble history, for prominent men
have come from this church and by its

large gifts it has been widely known.
During the century it has given to mis-

sions at home and abroad not less than

$220,000, $140,000 being in legacies. The
church has had but twelve pastors in

the 100 years, among them Father
Keep, a founder of Oberlin college.

During its history it has received 2,850

members. Dr. T. T. Munger of New
Haven, Conn., a son of this church,

preached the historical sermon. Mon-
day and Tuesday were devoted to remi-

niscent addresses which were very in-

teresting.

The Park avenue branch of the
Tompkins Avenue church, Brooklyn,

has some noteworthy features. A boys'

club of over 100 members, one of the

largest in Brooklyn, a young men's
club, one for girls and others for older

men and women are actively at work,
as are four circles of King's Daughters
and three societies of Christian En-
deavor.

About 100 members have been re-

ceived into Plymouth church, Newark,
Ohio, during the more than three

years' pastorate of Rev. T. M. Higgin-
botham.
The First church, Zanesville, Ohio,

has Sunday evening congregations
which fill the house. The ladies main-
tain a stand in the Saturday evening
public market. Congregational bread,

pies, cakes, etc., are in great demand.
Dr. Jas. B. Gregg recently preached

an interesting sermon upon the growth
of Congregational interests in Colora-
do Prongs vind in the state during the

nineteen years of his pastorate at the

First church. The number of mem-
bers in Congregational churches has
increased six-fold, and in the Sunday
schools four-fold, over the state, while
his own church has multiplied by
three, built an edifice worth $40,000,

planted two other churches, both with
good houses of worship, and one with
a membership of 143 in the city. The
First church has voted to assume the

support of Rev. Henry Fairbank, now
on his field in India, and also to sustain

a mission Sunday school in Colorado
Springs.

The Y. P. S. C. E. of the church at

Webster, Mass., has been disbanded by
unanimous vote, and an organization,

to include all the young people of the

church, similar to the Young People's

Alliance of First church, Burlington,

Vt, has been effected with over forty

charter members.
The twelfth annual meeting of the

Utah association had many enocurag-
ing features. There was reported a

growth of eighty-four in membership,
a gain of over ten per cent, and in
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benevolences of $594, a gain of over

fifty per cent.

Rev. E. S. McClure received nineteen

persons into the church at Humeston,
Iowa, October 6, fifteen being on con-

fession. Seventy-three have been re-

ceived within the past twenty-two
months, largely on confession of faith.

Central church, Philadelphia, in the

thirty-seven years of its existence, has
had but three pastors. Its member-
ship has held 1,350 persons. Three
sons of this church have entered the

ministry, and seven of the members
are in foreign missionary fields; sev-

eral are engaged in home missionary
work.
Rev. W. W. Hartough of Exira, Iowa,

received seventy-five to membership
October 20, seventy-one being on con-

fession; October 27 he received fifteen

on confession and two by letter. A
large majority were adults. Many
others have given in their names for

membership. The church building

must be enlarged or a new one erected

in order to accommodate the congrega-
tions. The mid-week meetings are well

attended.

At Wall Lake, Iowa, a series of evan-
gelistic meetings has aroused great in-

terest. The religious life of the peo-
ple has been greatly revived. Some
thirty or forty will be received into

church fellowship as a result.

The church at Morris, 111., has de-

cided to hold union revival meetings
with the Methodists during the winter
vacation, to be conducted by a "stu-

dent band" under the auspices of the
Y. M. C. A.

Shawmut church, Boston, at its last

communion service, received forty new
members into fellowship. The congre-
gation has been steadily growing dur-
ing the pastorate of Rev. Dr. McEl-
veen.

The Pilgrim church, Cleveland, Ohio,
has grown during the ten years of

Rev. Chas. S. Mills' pastorate from a
membership of 310 to 857, 1,177 having
been members during that period. The
growth of the church has been 176 per
cent of the population. For benevo-
lences $53,000 has been given, making
with expenditures a total of $300,000.

"Disciples.

The college building at Wilson, N.
C, and $14,000 paid up stock have
been donated to the Christian church,
provided the Disciples raise at once
$9,000. The proposition was accepted
and nearly the whole amount was
raised on the spot. The building is a
fine one.

Christian university at Canton, Mo.,

opened with about seventy students. A
unique feature is the C. U. D. L., which
means Christian University Loyal Le-
gion, an organization of the students
to promote the interests of the insti-

tution in all possible ways.
Rev. J. A. Erwin, missionary of the

Disciples in Porto Rico, has been ap-
pointed district judge by the governor.

Missouri Valley college, of Marshall,

Mo., opened the autumn quarter with
an increased attendance of about twen-
ty per cent above that of last year. The
library, which last year received more
than two thousand volumes of new
books, has recently received $2,500 for

the purchase of books for the current

year.

The church at Barry. Ill-, gave more
than a dollar per member for missions

this year.

During the last four months at Fort
Collins, Colo., 130 have been added to

the church as a result of the work of

Rev. Wm. J. Lockhart.

Central church, Des Moines, Iowa,

Rev. H. O. Breeden, pastor, for sixteen

years, is a great institutional church.

The property cost $100,000. There are

twenty-six Sunday school rooms in the

building. The active membership of

the church is 1,486, and there is also a

nominal membership of 470. The in-

stitutional features are numerous.
There is a very good gymnasium, read-

ing rooms, young men's class, boys'

class, travel club, cooking school, lec-

ture courses, etc. Dr. Breeden has two
assistants besides keeping a stenog-

rapher and typewriter busy. He is

preaching a series of Sunday evening

sermons on "Christ All in All." The
sub-topics are "Christ in History, in

Art, in Agriculture," etc.

The Fort Madison, Iowa, church ded-

icated its new building October 20.

The congregation was organized in

1872, but has had no home of its own
till now. Rev. E. E. Lowe is the pas-

tor who has led in this work for a

building.

The University church, Des Moines,

Iowa, raised $8,100 of indebtedness Oc-

tober 27, a debt it has been carrying

for ten years.

The Third church in Indianapolis,

Ind., now has 1,085 members, and the

Central in the same city 1,099.

At Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a series of

meetings held in the Second church of

Christ led by the evangelists, Wilson
and Huston, has resulted in 120 addi-

tions.

A seven weeks' meeting at Fairland.

Ind., gathered in eighty-nine people.

At Mattoon. 111., there have been 358

additions to the church in two and a

half years.

Metho list.

Rev. J. O. Dobson, D. D.. who has

been presiding elder of the Sioux Falls

district, in the Dakota conference, has
been instrumental in the purchase of

a beautiful park on the banks of the

Big Sioux river at Canton, S. D.. which
is covered by a fine natural grove and
the erection therein of the finest Ep-
worth league assembly auditorium in

Methodism, according to the authority

of Bishop Joyce. This property, which
cost something over $9,000 and is now
reasonably valued as worth more than

$10,000, is bequeathed to the district by
Dr. Dobson, to be used to develop in the

Methodist young people of this section

of the northwest the highest New Tes-

tament standard of Christian experi-

ence and life.

The medical dispensary connected

with the Epworth league house at the

North end, Boston, has developed into

a great work because of the need of

competent medical service on terms
within reach of the poorest. Over
7.000 patients is last year's record.

Two-thirds of all who come are Ital-

ians, the others are mainly Irish and
Jews. Ten cents is the uniform fee for

treatment, though this is remitted

when need demands. The New Eng-
land branch of the Woman's Home
Missionary society has met the entire

cost of the new building being erected

for this work, while the Boston Mis-

sionary and Church Extension society

stands back of the social and educa-

tional work of the settlement, con-

tributing annually not less than $2,500

to it.

'Presbyterian,

Sunday, October 6, completed four-

teen years of the pastorate of the Rev.

F. J. Sauber, D. D., in First church,

Emporia, Kan. During this period of

time 803 members have been received

into the church, 166 adults and seven-

ty-four infants have been baptized,

$23,828 has been contributed to the

beneficences of the church, and $64,046

to local church work, making a grand

total of $87,892. During the past year
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forty-five members have been received,

$1,969 contributed to the beneficent

work of the church, and $3,680 to con-

gregational purposes.

The Presbyterian Laity association

of Los Angeles, Cal., held its sixth

semi-annual session, October 8. An in-

teresting discussion followed an ad-

address by W. E. McVay on "The Elder

and City Evangelization." It was said

by one speaker that one of the great-

est evils in Los Angeles is the open-

ing of places of amusement on Sunday.

He suggested that all Christians re-

fuse to patronize during the week the

places that open on Sunday. It would
have a good effect. "The Aims and
Possibilities of Our Association" were
presented by C. E. Walker, and ear-

nestly discussed. After the banquet

several toasts were given. "A Lay-
man's Estimate of a Pastor" and "A
Pastor's Estimate of a Layman" were
among these. Evangelistic work to be

done by the association was spoken of,

and Rev. R. B. Taylor urged a forward
movement.
The evangelistic services have be-

gun in St. Paul, Minn., simultaneously

in five different parts of the city, and
each week five other churches will be-

gin nightly services until every Pres-

byterian church in the city has held

meetings. These are to be carried on
by the pastors, co-operating with one
another.

The Central church, Terre Haute,

Ind., had twenty-eight additions Octo-

ber 6, making a total of fifty-six re-

ceived during the past six months.
About one-half of this number are

young people from the Sunday school.

Dr. McCaughey is pastor.

Forty-three new members were re-

ceived into the Second church, Pitts-

burg, Pa., October 14. Nine hundred
and thirty-three have joined since the

Rev. S. Edward Young became pastor

in January, 1898. The church has again
refused to sell its valuable site and
move from the downtown locality to a
residential section, basing this deter-

mination upon the fact that the chureh
is out of debt for the first time in it?

century of existence. Besides since

thirty-four churches have left this sec-

tion in the last eighteen years, this one
is absolutely needed where it is.

The First church, Denison, Texas,

had fifty-five additions October 6,

thirty-three on profession of faith.

Fifteen came from the country where
the pastor, Rev. A. F. Bishop, has held

a series of meetings.

The First Cumberland church of

Nashville is endeavoring to solve the
problem of the "second service" on
Sunday by giving up the evening wor-
ship. Morning service will be held at

the usual hour, the Sunday school will

be transferred to the afternoon and
every effort made to obtain as com-
plete attendance of adults at the Bible
classes as at the morning service.

The Markham Memorial church, St.

Louis, which was organized October 17

with a membership of 136, has the

largest Sunday school in the city and
the largest Christian Endeavor society

in the state. It is situated in a work-
ingmen's district, and is conducted
along institutional church lines, there

being an average of three meetings a

day.

The Board of Freedmen's Missions

of the United Presbyterian body is em-
barrassed because the churches instead

of providing the $55,000 appropriated

to the work, have only given $8,365.17

during the first six months of the fiscal

year, while the missions plead for en-

largement. New localities are asking
to be supplied with schools and preach-

ing. One community, in the Black
Belt, is so desirous of having a mis-

sion established that the people have
made a selection of a plot of ground
in the best location, according to their

judgment, erected upon it a school

house, made a deed of the property to

the board and then begged the board to

open and establish a mission!

In Whatcom, Wash., there was not

a United Presbyterian to be found two
years ago; now there is a church of

sixty-eight members, a Sabbath school

of over 200, fully organized, a woman's
missionary society and a young peo-

ple's, and a property clear of debt,

costing nearly $9,000, for which the

board of missions gave $4,000.

The Board of Foreign missions has
sent a letter to all the theological sem-
inaries stating the need of recruits for

the missionary work. There are wide-
open doors of opportunity, but men
and women are lacking.

General,

Centralia, 111., has been greatly

stirred by union evangelical meetings
held by Rev. Milford H. Lyon and Mr.
George H. Williams of Wheaton, 111.

Many have accepted Christ.

Evangelist Sunday of Chicago has
just closed a most remarkable series of

union meetings at Exira, Iowa, in

which more than 250 persons, includ-

ing nearly all the business men of the

town, were converted. Business places

were closed at 7:30 p. m. that all might
have an opportunity to attend the serv-

ices at the tabernacle in which the

meetings were held. A large chorus
choir, under the leadership of Prof.

Fischer, furnished most inspiring mu-
sic. Seldom uoes a town have such a
religious awakening as this place has
experienced. Drunkards have been led

to give up drinking, gamblers to for-

sake their business, and all to accept

Jesus Christ. The Congregational,

Christian, and Methodist churches uni-

ted in this movement and their mem-
bership has been nearly doubled.

The Universalist general convention
appointed a committee of five to form,
with a like committee of the Unitarian
body, a joint commission for the pur-

pose of preventing unnecessary multi-

plication of churches in towns where
churches of both denominations can-
not be supported. Unitarians and Uni-

The
Wa.shboa.rd

could talk how
it would urge
you to vise
PEARLINE!
" Go easy," it

would say: "let
vip on that rub-
bing. You're

wearing out
the clothes,
yourself, and

even me- Get something that
tvoshes your clothes, instead
of wearing and tearing them.
Soak the things in PEARL-
INE and water. Follow the
directions on package, and
you won't need me much."654

Pea.rline Saves

versalists have their greatest strength

in New England. Beyond it they have
only scattered churches here and there.

Both denominations together have not

more than 1,200 churches, with a pos-

sible membership of 100,000. Both are

showing increased life and zeal and be-

coming less loosely related organiza-

tions, with resulting increase of power
for self-propagation.

Haverford college, the institution

supported by the Orthodox Quakers,

has recently had a gift of $60,000', to

make provision for "the religious

study of the Bible and Bible history

and literature." This donation fol-

lowed and grew out of the recent Sum-
mer School of Religious History held

at Haverford, at whioh the newer
scholarly views of the Bible were set

forth. It is a sign of alertness to new
conditions on the part of the orthodox
Quakers.

At the Bible Teachers' college at

Montclair, N. J., Mr. Robert E. Speer

will conduct a course of studies on
"The Theory of the Christian Life," on
Wednesday afternoons. Dr. F. S.

Schenk of New Brunswick theological

seminary will lead studies in psychol-

ogy and pedagogy on Thursday after-

noons. Dr. Robert W. Rogers of Drew
Theological seminary will lecture on
psalmody and wisdom literature and

GOD'S BOOKS
An inquiry respecting

The Books of Judgment

WHAT THEY ARE
WHERE THEY ARE
WHAT THEY CONTAIN

By John Williams, with an introduc-
tion by I. N. McCash. LL. D.

This is an interesting and atttaetive little hook
and contains many valuable thoughts. All book
readers will want it. Paper binding only. Sent
postpaid for 35 cents. Address,

The Christian Century Company
358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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the history and prophecy of the Baby-
lonian period. Dr. Wilbert W. White
will conduct courses in the gospels and
in prayer, give a series of book studies,

and conduct the Sunday school nor-

mal class, which meets Friday even-

ings. Under the auspices of the ex-

tension department, all students will

do mission work and teach Bible class-

es in New York Monday afternoons and
evenings. A new feature this year is

a woman's department, for which a

house in Montclair has been leased as

a home for the young women students.

Foreign Missionary Items.
The census of 1901 shows that in

the Madras presidency the total popu-
lation increased seven per cent and the

Christian population eighteen per

cent.

Dr. Doremus Scudder leaves a pros-

perous and devoted church at Woburn,
Mass., to care for the thousands of Jap-
anese in the Hawaiian Islands, under
the auspices of the Hawaiian Evangeli-

cal board. As a preparation for this

work Dr. Scuddei will spend several

months in Japan, where he1 formerly
did mission work under the American
Board.

The native converts of the United
Presbyterian missions in Egypt con-

tribute $25,000 a year for the support

of evangelistic work, a sum far beyond
the giving of the members of the

churches in the United States.

Baptist, Congregationalist, Metho-
dist, Presbyterian and Protestant Epis-

copal missonaries in Hokkaido, Japan,
have just had a conference, credit for

the inception of which is due to the

Episcopalian brethren. Spiritual cul-

ture and fraternal union were the ob-

jects of the conference.

The pastor of the church at Bilbao,

Spain, is looked upon by the Catholic

community as one of the useful citi-

zens and is freely invited to take part

in public meetings of a philanthropic

character, where he always takes a
high place as patriotic citizen and pub-
lic speaker. Because of his public-

spiritedness his relations to those
around him are different from those
of any other Protestant pastor in

Spain. As he gives considerable time
to the day school, which is largely pat-

ronized by the Catholics, the hold
which the evangelical work has on the

people is most noticeable on anniver-

sary occasions when there never fail

to be present some friends of note and
not infrequently writers for the press

who report the occasion for their pa-

pers.

The International Institute for Girls

which, since the Spanish war, has car-

ried on its work in Biarritz, France,
just across the border, looks forward
to a not far distant return to Spain,

for cable has been received announcing
that at last a site has been purchased
in Madrid for the school. It will be
remembered that it has been the fond
hope of those interested in this school
to establish it permanently in the na-

tion's capital where are the State In-

stitute and the University of Madrid,

both of which schools admit the girls

of this mission school to their exami-
nations, and already nineteen have ta-

ken the B. A. degree and four the de-

grees of the university, with honor, the

first time in the history of Spain that

woman's work has received such recog-

nition. If the committee of ways and
means in this country succeed in their

plan, a building will be erected on this

site as an offering from the women and
girls of the United States to the girls

of Spain to be called "College Hall,"

the rooms of which shall be named for

those schools and colleges that raise

$300 each.

The direct personal appeals made by
ine preacher to any member of his

flock at a negro camp meeting are often

very edifying. The following is an inci-

dent related by Ella Middleton Tybout,
whose story, "The Intervention of

Gran'pap," has just been published by
J. B. Lippincott Company. In the

midst of the sermon the speaker turned

suddenly to a young mulatto and said:

"Maybe yo' thinks caze yo' got dat silk

hat on yo' haid an' a raid necktie

wrop arovm' yo' neck dat yo' g'wine to

glory, but yo' ain't. Dem fixing was
sent yo' by old Satan hisself; Bro

:

Moses nevah wore no silk hat; Uncle
Abraham nevah had no raid necktie."

Whereupon the youth cast the con-

demned articles from him and threw
himself upon the mourner's bench to

repent, while one of the principal pil-

lars of the church stole off into the

woods and rescued the hat. When
asked why he could wear an article

which was too wicked for the young
man he. replied: "Why, yo' sees, Mistis,

I'se got 'ligion all right, so I kin wa'ar
Bro' Johnson's hat fuh him and sanc-

tify it t'well he's ready fuh it. Restin'

on meh haid's g'wine tuh drive ole Sa-

tan outen de hat band, caze I'se been
baptized an' Bro' Johnson ain't. Dat's

huccum I kin wa'ar de hat an' he
can't." With this explanation he dis-

appeared, and I very much doubt if

Brother Johnson ever saw his hat

again.
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The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets within distances of 150 miles, No-
vember 27th and 28th, at rate of a fare

and one-third for the round trip. Tick-

ets good returning until November 29,

inclusive. This road has three express

trains daily to Fort Wayne, Cleveland,

Erie, Buffalo, New York and Boston,

with vestibuled sleeping cars. Also

excellent dining-car service; meals
served on Individual Club Plan, rang-

ing in price from 35 cents to $1.00.

For reservations in sleeping cars or

other information, address John Y.

Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St.; City Ticket Office, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago. 'Phone 2057 Central. No. 42

JVO TB'RSOPf JHOVLD "DIB

of any kidney disease or be distressed

by stomach troubles or tortured and

poisoned by constipation. Vernal Saw
Palmetto Berry Wine will be sent free

and prepaid to any reader of this pub-

lication who needs it and writes for

it. One dose a day of this remedy does

the work and cures perfectly, to stay

cured. If you care to be cured of in-

digestion, dyspepsia, flatulence, ca-

tarrh of stomach and bowels, consti-

pation, or torpid and congested liver;

if you wish to be sure that your kid-

neys are free from disease and are do-

ing their necessary work thoroughly;

if you expect to be free from bladder

and prostate inflammation and from
catarrh, rheumatism and backache; if

you desire a full supply of pure, rich

blood, a healthy tissue and a perfect

skin, write at once for a free bottle

of this remedy and prove for yourself,

without expense to you, that these

ailments are cured quickly, thorough-

ly, and permanently with only one
dose a day of. Vernal Saw Palmetto
Berry Wine.

Any reader of Christian Century
may have a sample bottle of Vernal

Saw Palmetto Berry Wine sent free

and prepaid by writing to Vernal
Remedy Company, Buffalo, N. Y. It

cures catarrh, indigestion, constipa-

tion of the bowels, congestion of the

kidneys, inflammation of bladder, and
enlargement of prostate gland.

There is no trouble and but a trifle

of expense to cure the most stubborn

case. Write for a free bottle.

CATARRH CAN BE CURED.
Catarrh is a kindred ailment of consumption, long

considered incurable; and yet there is one remedy
that will positively cure catarrh in any of its stages.

For many years this remedy was used by the late Dr.

Stevens, a widely noted authority on all diseases of

the throat and lungs. Having tested its -wonderful

curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring

to relieve human suffering. I will send free of charge
to all sufferers from Catarrh, Asthma. Consumption,
and nervous diseases, this recipe, in German. French
or Euglish. with full directions for preparing and us-

ing. Seut by mail by addressing, with siamp. nam-
ing this paper. W. A. Xoyes, S47 Powers' Block,
Rochester, X. Y.

AGENTS Make 1 00
PER CENT

in Conklin's Vest Pocket Argument
settler. Revised edition with New
Census Statistics, 254 pgs. A complete
Encyclopedia of a million proved Facts

Tables, and General Information. It

settles Arguments instantly. Invalua-

ble to everyone. Sample postpaid,

Cloth, 25c, Morocco, 50c. Stamps
taken. Agents wanted. George W.
Noble, 285 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

A Monthly Magazine

Devoted to the upbuild
ingof Christian charac-
ter and earnest church
work. Rev. Charles
Warwick. Editor, Pastor
Diamond Street Baptist
Church. Philadelphia.
Asks for support—on

its merits—in the way
of subscriptions and ad-

vertisements. Price 50c

per year, V2 issues, post-

paid. Publication office

200 South iotta Street,

Philadelphia.
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"The Old Gospel for the New Age,"

by H. C. G. Moule, D. D. Chicago,

Fleming H. Revell Co.

The new Bishop of Durham last

spring sent out into the world this lit-

tle volume of sixteen sermons, which

the Revell Company has now reprint-

ed with a brief account of Dr. Moule

by the editor of The British Weekly.

The sermon which gives this volume

its name was preached at the ninety-

ninth anniversary of the great Church
Missionary Society in 1898. This and

all of the sermons are full of that

characteristic spirit which readers of

Dr. Moule's book can recognize almost

at a glance. There is no formal ef-

fort at labored and difficult thinking,

yet the deepest thoughts connected

with the Christian experience are here

expressed in a style which is at once

flexible and clear. Dr. Moule believes

emphatically in the old gospel, and

this for him is summed up in the mes-

sage of the Christ. For him the story

of redemption is not a portion of God's

message to mankind, but the very sub-

stance of that message. It is not an
incident in the history of revelation

but the summation of all God's revela-

tion in one sublime act of sacrifice and
atonement. This gospel is, he con-

fesses, a narrow gospel when looked

at from the point of view of the world,

hence he is not surprised that human
nature tends to be ashamed of it. Yet
this very gospel is as wide as the

greatest need of man, which is the for-

giveness and removal of sin, and as

wide also as the immeasurable love of

God, from whose wisdom and cross it

comes. The other characteristic notes

of Dr. Moule's teaching also appear in

this interesting and stimulating vol-

ume; self-surrender, self-consecration,

enduement of the Holy Spirit, are all

dealt with from various points of view,

without monotony, and in no shallow

or easy-going manner.

"The Modern Mission Century
Viewed as a Cycle of Divine Work-
ing," by Arthur T. Pierson. The
Baker Taylor Co., New York. Price,

$1.50 net.

This book of over ' 500 pages is

said to be the fruit of forty years of

preparation and patient plodding. And
it shows it. The material of which it

is composed has been gathered from
afar; and it has not been thrown
loosely together, but is arranged with
the utmost care. The framework of

the book is somewhat peculiar. It

consists of twelve parts, each part be-
ing subdivided into three chapters.

There runs through the whole a fine

philosophic vein. Indeed the book may
be looked upon as a philosophy of

missions rather than a history of mis-
sions. This gives to it a wider in-

terest than belongs to missionary

books generally. The missionary

achievements of the nineteenth century

are not strung together as beads upon
a string. They are looked upon in

their relation to one another as parts

of one continuous and organic whole.

The entire course of modern missions

is set forth as "a march of God, show-
ing his superintendence over all for-

ward movements for bearing his good

tidings to a lost world." Our author

says: "We lay down the pen with an
unchangeable persuasion that, from
the first yearnings of William Carey
over the death shade of a heathen
world to the last longing of the most
recent convert for the salvation of his

fellows, God has been at work—the

same God Who, in the darkness of that

primal chaos, said 'Let light be!' and
light was."

This is a book which will do not a

little to reinforce Christian faith.

Preachers will find it to be a mine of

wealth with regard to sermonic ma-
terial; and the ordinary reader will

find it to be a continuation of the

acts of the apostles. He will see in it

what the risen Christ has wrought by
the hands of those whom he has an-

nointed to the work of the world's

evangelization.

"The Sunny Side of Christianity,"

by Charles H. Parkhurst, D. D. Flem-
ing H. Revell Co. Price, 60 cents net.

The scope of this attractive little

book can best be indicated by giving

the table of contents, which reads:

"Love in the Heart Versus Phosphor-
ous in the Brain; Love as a Theory
and Love as an Experience; Acquiring

the Love Lesson; Love Considered as

a Lubricant; Loving a Means of

Knowing." Dr. Parkhurst has a clear,

ornate and nervous style. He can ex-

press his thought in the most correct

literary form; but when occasion de-

mands it he can use the vernacular of

the street. Speaking of the power of

embodied love within the Church he
says: "If hearts were trumps we
would win." Referring to the contra-

dictory things done by the Church he
says: "At one date one branch of the

Church would be making saints and
another would be boiling and broiling

them." Dr. Parkhurst is never ob-

scure. He feathers his arrow with
whatever will serve best to speed it

to the mark. There is a glow of

earnestness in all that he writes.

In this book he presents the love

side of Christianity as if it were the

only side. The chapter "Loving as a

Means of Knowing" ought to have had
for a companion another chapter on
"Knowing as a means of Loving."

But the side which he has emphasized
is the side which is too frequently

overlooked, hence the timeliness of

the message of the book.

Conklin's Vest Pocket Argument Set-

tler, by Prof. Geo. W. Conklin; 1901

edition revised and enlarged. Geo. W.

Noble, Chicago. Price, flexible cloth

25 cents, full leather 50 cents.

In this handy little volume is con-

densed a surprisingly large amount of

practical information, valuable not

only as an "Argument Settler," but

also an answer to most queries which,

in both business and social life, are

constantly pressing for a speedy an-

swer. This new edition has been thor-

oughly revised to date, embracing U.

S. Census of 1900 and other recent

data.

Is your "Brain Tired?

Ta1{e Hereford's Acid Phos-

phate'

Dr. Y. S. Troyer, Memphis, Tenn.,

says: "It recuperates the brain and
enables one to think and act." Makes
exertion easy.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hafih
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Eestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling
60c, and $1.00 at Druggist!

THE VEST

Pocket Commentary
On the International

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS
FOR 1902.

A POCKET COMPANION

For Sunday School
Teachers and Scholar*

IT CONTAINS THE

Lessons for the Entire Year

in full (references showing the
Re vised Version) together with
an unusual amount of

STUDY HELPS
such as Comments, Daily Read-
ings. Outline Study and Seed

128 pages 2!*jx5»4 Thoughts.

Original, Fresh, Brainy.
International S. S. Evangel says—"This little book

gives on each lesson what would require many hours
to acquire, and all better than but very few men in

America could prepare... It is at once scholarly,
spiritual and practical, and iu convenience and ser-

viceability Excels other Helps."

Association Men—"Commends Itself at a glance. ..

Particularly appropriate for the busy business man."

The Advance—"Condensation as a fine art is ex-
hibited in this book. Remarkably suggestive and
helpful."

Sunday School Times—"Vest Pocket Commentary
is a unique and reasonably successful attempt to en-
able busy people to prepare their Sunday School les-

sons in their 'one spare moment' The 'Reflections'

are excellent."

The Baptist Union—"The pith and marrow of the
topics are given, the things that must be said to en-

sure a first grasp of the lesson. It will be of ready
value to those who would gain a bird's-eye view of
the theme at a glance."

"Up-to-Date," thoroughly Spiritual and Christian.

A SPLENDID PRESENT TO ANY ONE.

Bound in Red Morocco, gold edges - - $0.25

Per dozen, ..... 2.50

Interleaved Edition, two blank pages to each
lesson tor pencil notes, Red Morocco, gold
edges, etc. ..... .35

Per dozen, ..... 3.50

This valuable little volume sent on receipt of price

or FREE AS A PREMIUM for one new subscriber
to The Christian Century.

The Christian Century Co.,
353 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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"THE, *BA-DJ*E,SS 'B'RE.AK.-

IJVG 0\/T."
It is often jokingly said by parents

when their children's faces are pim-

pled, "It's the badness breaking out."

That is just what it is—blood badness.

But that is not the proper outlet for

such impurities. Dr. Peter's Blood

Vitalizer will work them off in na-

ture's channels. It has a reputation

extending over one hundred years, as

a blood cleansing remedy. Not a drug-

store medicine. Sold by special agents

or the proprietor direct. Address Dr.

Peter Fahrney, 112-118 S. Hoyne ave.,

Chicago, 111.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column
This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prov° by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,
backache, lung troubles or general

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning

which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

Special Free Illustrated

EpwortK leap Folder

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not oi% .^rormatlon re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Co^st. There exists no publication which
conta«t>« en complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. *n

postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry

.

CHICAGO. ILL.

The
Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

The St. Paul Road
(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.
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Daily and
Personally Conducted

Excursions
to

California
and

Oregon

to

gPECIAL attention given to organiz-

ing family ~~~~'--z. Lowest rates;

I

-
no change of cars; fir^st scenery; short-

est time on the roaa. Address

S. A HUTCHISON, Manager,

2 12 Clark Street,

Chicago, 111.

.MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

ROUTE

^£rq^

DMiiT Special

Free Reclininiz Chair Cars. Parlor Care. Dining Care,

Cullman Buffet Open and Compartment i>l<*»P,lr,V'
a'£

tea that tout ticket between Chicago and »t. uouw

ieads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It san be obtained of your local ticket agent.

*. fi. HANSON. G. P. A.. 111. Cent. R. R.7ohio«*»,»

"W%*'»^Ai5

£0,000 CHURCHES
Lighted by the FRINK System of Reflectors
with Electric, Gas. Welsbach, AcetyleneorC")

I. p. reiNk. k^sj^.•^' „ICEi<SED to manufacture electric and combination
fjaras and electric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimate.
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Two Bibles In One
KSfSOKKHSOTA

OLD AMD REVISED VERSIONS ON SAME PAGE.

COMBINATION SELF-PRONOUNCING
TEACHERS' REFERENCE BIBLE.

Gives every advantage of the complete parallel Bible without increase in size or bulk of book.
At foot of each page is shown every change made by the revisers. The letters R V in tlie text de-
note that the word or passage following is changed in the foot-note of same verse. The letters
K O denote that the word or passage following is omitted in the revised version as shown in
parentheses ( ) in foot-note. When two or more changes occur in the same verse they are
divided by a dash in the foot-note.

lost lent Bible ufl Greatest Premium Ever Ottered
AU standard helps prepared by most eminent Biblical scholars. Complete series of new colored

maps, fully index. Concordance containing over 40,000 references. History of books of the
Bible, etc. SELF-PRONOUNCING. Large, beautiful, clear new type. All proper names are di-

vided into syllables and every vowel is marked and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds
and accents, enabling the reader to properly pronounce every word.
FINE ART EDITION. The Art edition is the same book, but profusely illustrated and embel-

lisht d with numerous phototype engravings from the paintings of the world's greatest masters
to illustrate the teachings of Our Lord.

OUR REHARKABLE OFFERS
This beautiful Bible. French Seal. Divinity Circuit, leather lined, round corners, carmine

under gold edges, extra finish, publisher's price $~>. and The Christian Century for 1 year for $3.
The Fine Art Edition of the same Bible, publisher's /trice $(!, and The Christian Century

for 1 year for $3.50.
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COMPANY. 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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the word

;

3 c It seemed good to me also, hav-
ing rv had perfect understanding
of all things from the very first, to

write unto thee d in order, e most
exaellent The-5ph/

i-liis,

4 /That thou mightest know the
certainty r v of those things, wherein
thou hast been instructed.

6 If
rpHBRE was 2 o in the days of
_L Her'od, r ° the king of Ju-

dse'a, a certain priest named Zach-a-

rr'as, h of the course of A-bi'a : and
rv his wife was of the daughters of
Aar'on, and her name was E-lis/a-

beth."

6 And they were both i righteous
before God, walking in all the com-
mandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.

g Matt. 2. 1.

h 1 Chr. 24.

10, 19.

Njh. 12.4,17.

i Gsn. 7. 1

;

17. 1.

1 Kin. 9. 4.

2 Kin. 2j. 3.

Job 1. 1.

Acts 23. 1

;

24. 16.

Phil. 3. 6.

k 1 Chr. 24.19.
2 Chr. 8. 14

;

31. 2.

I Ex. 30. 7, 8.

1 Sim. 2. 28.

1 Chr. 23. 13.

2 Chr. 29. 11.

m Lev. 16. 17:

Rev. 8. 3, 4.

n Ex. 30. 1.

o ver. 29.

Judg. 6. 22

;

13. 22.

Ban. 10. 8.

ch. 2. 9.

Acts 10. 4.

Rev. 1. 17.

pver. 60, 63.

q ver. 58.

r Num. 6. 3.

Judg. 13. 4.

Ch. 7. 33.

10 m And the whole multitude of
the people were praying without afc

the ry time of incense.

11 And there appeared unto him an
angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of n the altar of incense.
12 And ru when Zach-a-ri'as saw
Mm, ° he was troubled, and fear fell

upon him.
13 But the angel said unto him,
Fear not, Zach-a-ri'as :

rw for thy
prayer is heard ; and thy wife E-lia/-

a-beth shall bear thee a son, and
P thou shalt call his name John.
14 And thou shalt have joy and
gladness ; and 3 many shall rejoice
at his birth.

15 For he shall be great in the sight;

of the Lord, and rv r shall drink nei-
ther wine nor strong drink ; and he

3 traced the
course of all things accurately from the first, 4 con-
cerning the things wherein thou wast instructed.
5 (the)—he had a wife of 8 Now it came to pass,

while he 9 enter into the temple of the Lord and
burn incense. 10 hour of 13 Zacharias was)
troubled when he saw him, and fear 13 because
thy supplication is heard, 15 he shall drink no

|

wine
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CEEDITORIAL
A LITAJVy OF THA.JVKFWLJVESS.

For days of health ; for nights of quiet sleep ; for seasons
of bounty and of beauty; for all earth's contributions

to our need through this past year,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For our country's shelter; for our homes; for the joy of
faces, and the joy of hearts that love,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For the power of great examples ; for holy ones who lead

us in the ways of life and love,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For our powers of growth ; for longings to be better and do
more; for ideals that ever rise above our real,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For the blessedness of service, and the power to fit ourselves
to others' needs,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For our necessities to work; for burdens, pain and disap-
pointments, means of growth ; for sorrow, for death,

Father, we thank thee.

For all that brings us to each other, nearer to ourselves, near.
to thee,

We thank thee, O our Father.—W. C. Gannett.

THE JVEW LIFE.
BEDIENCE to the command given by

O Jesus, "Come unto me," signifies such an

approach to him as enables the one so com-

ing to gain the life which is in him. Many
characteristic phrases of Jesus and the

apostles give us to understand that they

regarded man unregenerated as dead.

This word, of course, has a figurative

meaning. It was not that physical death

had come, but rather that the life lived

was of so perishable a sort as not to be

considered real life from the standpoint of its true

assessment. The gift of Christ was life. To live

truly was to have been quickened by him.

Without him the soul was dead. Similar ex-

pressions are used frequently in our own attempt

to describe the inability of particular men to appre-

ciate the beauties of music or of art. Dead to har-

mony, dead to the beauty of color, dead to the glories

of nature, dead to the wonders of science, are ex-

pressions which are common in describing partially

educated and thus only partially wakened natures.

The fundamental attribute of God, in the Old Testa-

ment as well as in the New, is life-giving power. It

is true that God is spoken of as love, but this no more
describes his essential being than does any other char-

acteristic of his disposition. It is not love, nor justice,

nor omnipresence, nor omniscience, which defines his

being, but life. In the Old Testament he is "the liv-

ing God," and by this is signified not merely the exist-

ing one, but the one having life within himself, its

primal fount and source. This was the name which

he gave himself when sending Moses as the national

leader. "Jehovah" signifies "the living one," the one

whose life is not dependent, but original. Christ came

as the disclosure of the life of God. That life was
made flesh and dwelt among us. He said of himself,

"I am come that they might have life, and have it

abundantly." His most intimate biographer writes,

"In him was life, and that life was the light of men,"

the essential quality which illuminated the sphere of

human life, otherwise darkened by the gloom and

shadow of a weak and partial life.

The chief purpose of Jesus was the impartation of

life. How was it possible that men could secure this

divine and imperishable quality which was in him?
Without it they have but the semblance and show of

things.

"Possessing him they all possess

Wisdom and strength and righteousness

And holiness complete."

But how was this life attained? There are three

ways in which this significant transformation is rep-

resented in the New Testament. The first is an agri-

cultural figure, in which the seed is described as fall-

ing into the soil and springing forth into the new
life. The good word is the implanted seed. This is

the message of the Gospel ; it is the story of the Christ

;

it is the essence of his life deposited in the soil of

the human soul and left to spring up under favorable

conditions into fullness of growth. Yet this is but

a figure of speech, such a figure indeed as those which

abound in the Holy Word, but still a figure. The
reality lies yet unexpressed.

Another illustration is taken from biological phe-

nomena. Jesus describes the one who follows him as

being born again. He even commands this process,

and though his first hearer utterly mistook his mean-

ing, we may gather something from the figure as to

the fact. It is a new life. That much is clear. It is

not the old life made over. There is an impartation

of a new germ of being. The figure of the child issu-

ing into life is descriptive of the phenomena of spirit-

ual birth. Water and the Spirit are the concomitant

elements of this regeneration. The one is the inward

and quickening power, the other the outward symbol.

It is easy to understand that Jesus is describing to

Nicodemus the wakening of faith in the soul, and

the issue of that faith in obedience through the visible

action of baptism. But still the words, "born again,"
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constitute a figure, and not the description of the actual

fact.

If we take a third form in which the process re-

veals itself in the New Testament, it will be that of

actual facts presented by early Christian experience

;

and these facts lie in four successive lines of approach

to rhe possession of the life of Christ. The first is the

holy vision, like the revealing of the divine form to

Isaiah in the temple ; like the appearance of the won-

der-working Master to the suddenly-aroused Peter in

the boat. The vision of Christ is the first step toward

the regenerate life. To behold him in the beauty of

his character, in the revealing and persuading love

which he exhibits, in the attitude of a fair and yet

attainable ideal—this is the vision which allures and

charms the beholder until he longs for its possession.

Then comes the second step, when the vision of beauty

has melted into the vision of love. It is no longer

a distant admiration, but the quickening of warm and
vital currents within the soul. The life of Christ must
ever produce in human hearts a responding love where
it is given place. Next the charm of love grows into

the passion for possession. One cannot be satisfied

to behold the object of affection unpossessed. All the

energies are aroused to this one divine pursuit. To
know Christ is to be filled with an enthusiasm to be-

come like him, which is the supreme quest. At last

the consummation is reached when the divine and
consenting life comes into the possession of the yearn-

ing heart. There is no reluctance to be encountered,

but only an answering and exceeding eagerness.

•Christ waits to be possessed by all who desire him.

Then the question alone remains of the capacity of

embodiment of his life in one's own. And the answer
to this question can only come by Christian experi-

ence. This process of vision, love, possession and
likeness may go on continuously through years, or it

may come to sudden ripening in a moment.

In these regards the great affections of human life

form a striking analogy to the transforming love of

Christ. When the ideal of a prized and admired
nature is set before a man he is charmed by its beauty,

but does not love at first. This ideal may be the life

of sweetheart or of friend. Then, little by little, love

takes up the harp of life and possession becomes the

passion of the soul. When this at last is attained, a

true love consummates itself in likeness, and two
minds with a single thought are the result of this

divine possession. It is not strange that we speak
of a man so changed by love as "a new man." He
has been regenerated by the power of a divine pas-

sion.

If, now, the object of this love be the divinest which
human life can know, its power to transform will be

vastly augmented and the result will be a nature like

to that which is in Christ. Of such a life there is no
doubt. It manifests itself in every act. It is not by
•means of tests of worship, creed or organization that

it declares itself. These are all helpful agencies, as

they yield benefit to the new life. This life naturally

issues in exercises of obedience and service which are

the commands and ideals of our Lord. But the real

thing is the life within. Without this all else would

be superficial and transient.

But the most significant fact regarding the regen-

erate life is its eternity. Its quality is inextinguishable.

Eternal life, as Jesus defines it, consists in knowing

God and the Son. It is not a life which waits to be-

gin elsewhere and afterwhile; it is already growing

within the soul, and expecting larger opportunities for

companionship with the object of its love in years

without end.

THE CH'ROJSUCLE'R'S DESK.
HE Chronicler is in receipt of a note from

Tan eminent preacher and profound think-
!

er, a man of breadth and vision and wide
experience, who declares that the passion

for preaching is growing upon him. This

man was deficient in, the inspiration of pas-

sion and the enthusiasm of humanity in the

early days of his ministry, but the afflatus

of insight and the inflaming Spirit has

come upon him, and the chiefest of his

joys is to preach Christ.

The Chronicler must plead guilty to a bit of practi-

cal heresy on this point. He has preached a great deal,

but he cannot honestly say that he loves to preach.

He has tried to exercise a conscientious and painstak-

ing care in thoroughness of preparation for all his

pulpit ministrations, and to do his full duty in the

presentation of the Christ to men, but all this he

realizes comes from a sense of obligation rather than

the inspiration of a passionate love of preaching. This

may be temperamental, but it is not ideal. The Chroni-

cler frankly acknowledges the deficiency and con-

fesses that he would love to love to preach. A man
ought to be in love with his calling. The preacher's

high calling of God in Christ Jesus should change
a vocation into a mission, a sense of obligation into a

passion, the labor of duty into a labor of love. When
the preacher becomes a prophet the preaching of the

cross becomes a holy and quenchless enthusiasm, the

joy and crown of existence, the divinest and noblest

of human vocations.

The Chronicler has known men who loved to preach

more than they loved what they were preaching. An
egotistical, self-important ministerial harlequin de-

lights to disport himself in the presence of a congre-

gation because it provides him an opportunity to win
applause and court popularity and get a name unto
himself. Some men have a passion for talking, ac-

companied generally by quite a facility for fluency

and volubility of speech, and there is no music to a

man of this type half so sweet and charming as the

sound of his own voice. The Chronicler, however, is'

not speaking of the degenerates or mere generates of

the pulpit who use the sacred desk for about the same
purposes that other men employ the lecture platform
or the political hustings or the traditional stump of

the spellbinders. He is referring to good and honest

men who preach from a deep sense of their conscious-

ness of the world's need and shared responsibility in

the great redemptive sacrifice laid upon them by a

divine hand and heart, but who have not attained their

ideal in a holy, consuming passion for the preaching
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of the cross that makes the hardest task easy and the

heaviest burden light.

Is it allowable to make the enthusiasm of preaching

a progressive and cultivable virtue in the equipment
of the minister of Christ? It is. May it not be that

our deficiency of passion is a lack of appreciation of

the message we deliver? Does it arise from a defec-

tive sympathy with lost men? Does it originate in a

limited supply of the Holy Spirit? If we possessed

the passion for souls that has characterized all the

great ministries from Paul to Spurgeon, would not the

passion for preaching, the instrument of reaching

souls, spring up within us as a spontaneous and irre-

sistible enthusiasm? Let us pray for the Master's
enthusiasm of humanity and Paul's passion for souls,

and see what effect it will have on our preaching.

Dr. H. C. G. Moule, a Cambridge professor lately

elevated to the see of Durham, to whom the readers
of The Christian Century were introduced last week in

a beautiful sketch by "A Bookman," sent a letter re-

cently to "The Ministers' and Missionaries' Prayer
Union" of a non-conformist church, in which he writes

a winsome paragraph that touches the heart of the pas-

sion for preaching, although the subject is not di-

rectly referred to:

Pray, brethren, above all things, for a large outpouring of the
power of the blessed Spirit upon the Church. There are a thou-
sand subsidiary things. But this is our supreme "thing needful."
We need unspeakably the developed power of the Paraclete
to glorify Christ to our own souls ; to fill us in living reality

with the Word of the Cross, the supernatural, eternal mes-
sage of him who, for us, "was dead, and is alive for ever-
more;" to fill us with that "fulness" which must overflow in

life and word ; to lift us to the highest ministerial aim, and
keep us there ; to give us an insight, sympathy, and power
which not the most exalted culture of the finest natural gifts

can ever give ; to make us strong with men, because prevalent
with God

;
yea, to make us "vessels meet for the Master's

use"—our one, our dear ambition.

If there is within us, brother ministers, the devel-

oped power of the Paraclete to glorify Christ to our

own souls, to fill us in living reality with the Word of

the Cross, the supernatural, eternal message of Jesus,

there will be indeed, there must be, the overflowing
in life and deed and the lifting to the highest ministerial

aim, the infilling and outflashing of the Divine Spirit

that makes the passion of the cross a necessity in the

preaching of the Word.

There are current misconceptions of the preacher's

message that have much to do with the superficial and
artificial and unpassionate preaching of these days.

The parrotism of professional preaching is the curse
and blight of the modern pulpit. We learn the subject

matter of our sermons from text books and theological

seminaries—the dogmas of our creeds and the doc-
trines of our churches—and this we give forth by
rote from the resources of memory, untested by ex-
perience, untouched by emotion, unappropriated by the
spiritual and personal consciousness of the speaker.
The repetition of a message delivered to some one
else, is given us. Must not the preacher, if he really

preaches at all, get his message from God, and not
from church courts and theological seminaries? Dare
we speak as the mouthpiece of God when God is not
speaking through us? Can we speak to men with
effect and power unless God speaks to us? Is the
pulpit a voice, or is it only an echo? Are we repeat-
ing a message second-hand which has not passed
through the alembic of our own consciousness, or do
we speak the authentic word of God from God him-

self? How can we expect the people to listen to us if

we do not listen to God? How can we teach the

people unless we ourselves are taught of God? Let

us hope it will not be said of us as Keble said of the

disobedient man of God in the Old Testament

:

"Alas, my brother, round thy tomb
In sorrow kneeling, and in fear,

We read the pastor's doom
Who speaks and will not hear."

"All manner of sins may be forgiven a preacher,"

says Mr. Hprton in his "Verbum Dei," "a harsh voice,

a clumsy delivery, a bad pronunciation, an insufficient

scholarship, a crude doctrine, an ignorance of men

;

but there is one defect which cannot be forgiven, for it

is a kind of blasphemy against the Holy Ghost; it

cannot be forgiven him if he preaches when he has not

received a message from God to deliver. Woe unto

those prophets whom the Lord hath not sent." If

there were more men in the pulpit with a passion for

preaching, would there not be more people in the pews

with a passion for hearing?

THE 'RIGHT VSE OF GOVS
MEHCIES.

OD'S mercies are blessings only when right-

ly used. There is no reason for rejoicing

in what we have received if it has not min-

istered to our higher life.

It is usual on Thanksgiving day to take

an inventory of the things for which we
ought to be thankful. The list is a long

one. Especially do we delight to recall

the goodness of God in bestowing upon us

the fruits of the field, and to rejoice before

him "according to the joy in harvest."

"The summer's work is over and done,

The brown fields sleep in the waning sun

;

Fruit of the harvest is gathered in,

And grain is heaped both in barn and bin.

And up from the homes that are richly blest

Dowered with abundance and crowned with rest,

And up from the hearts that in highest mood
The lowliest bow in their gratitude,

Anthems arise to the Giver of all,

Whose love beholds if a sparrow fall

—

Whose matchless grace on the earth hath smiled,

Like a parent's look on a cradled child."

But the question arises, why are we dowered with

abundance ? Are we fed simply for the sake of being

kept alive, or of adding so many pounds of flesh ? The
ox is fattened to be eaten ; that is the end of the ox.

But what is the end, the true end, of man? God
supplies our wants by sending us seedtime and har-

vest; what is the purpose for which he keeps us

alive ?

First of all, then, it is a cause for thankfulness that

God thinks us worth preserving, that he thinks it

worth while to keep us alive; that he considers us

worth all that he is doing for us. God must see

in us great possibilities. A farmer raises a horse

for what he expects to get out of him. For four years

or so there is nothing but outlay. Sometimes a horse

is not worth his keep ; he eats his head off, as we say.

Are we worth all that God is doing for us? Are we
worth our keep? We are not fed for the sake of

being fed. We do not live to eat, but eat to live.

Some one said, "It costs me ten thousand a year to

live." "Do you think it worth it?" was the reply.

Are we worth what we cost?

It *« a cause of thankfulness that God thinks the
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world worth preserving. Disappointed with it in

many ways he must be. If we had the power would
we not sometimes be tempted to blot it out. He keeps

it swinging in space for a purpose. Large harvests

are not the end of its continued existence, but im-
proved lives ; God is less anxious in making it a

more productive world than in making it a better

world. Because we live in fraternal relations a boun-
tiful harvest means abounding possibility of service.

There is no lack of supplies, bat there is often very
faulty distribution. A boy in a mission Sunday school

had come to believe in God's fatherly love. His com-
panions tried- to shake his faith by asking, "If God
really loves you, why does he not tell somebody to

send you a pair of shoes, and coal enough to keep
you warm in winter?" The boy thought a moment
and then said, as the tears rushed to his eyes: "I

guess he does tell somebody and somebody forgets."

The boy was right. If human want is not relieved it

is not because somebody is not told to relieve it, but

because somebody forgets.

It is a further cause for thankfulness that God pro-

vides for all the world so royally. His blessings are

varied and abundant. They evince his forethought,

his providence—that is his fore-seeing. What he sees

his children need he prepares and provides, planning
in all things to secure moral ends.

We ought, therefore, to be thankful not only for

outward things, such as good crops, health and pros-

perous times, but for everything that ministers to

the higher life. Trials may be among our greatest

blessings. "My cup runneth over" was said by one
who had many trials.

Nor ought we to be thankful onrv for pleasant

things. "Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not

all his benefits." "In everything give thanks." In-

stead of seeking to escape trials, we are to use them
for noble ends. We are to believe that divine love is

at the heart of all things. "Every spring and wheel
fits into its own place. Every providence is jeweled
with goodness."

"Thy lot is hard—shouldst thou complain
And mourn thy bitter part?

Nay, let God's love and mercy rain

Into thy opened heart."

There is reason to thank God if the true end of

life has in any measure been realized ; if we have been

able so to use the bounties of God's providence as

to get spiritual good out of them. And there is still

greater reason to thank God if we are able to say,

"Thou hast put gladness in my heart more than in the

time that their corn and their wine increased." To
thank God for spiritual blessings is to thank him for

the essential things. Comfort is good, character is

better.

"Lord, for the erring thought
Not into evil wrought

;

Lord, for the wicked will

Betrayed and baffled still

;

For the heart from itself kept,

Our thanksgiving accept."

I received a letter from a lad, asking me to find

him an easy berth. To this I replied : "You cannot

be an editor ; do not try law ; do not think of the

ministry ; let alone all ships, shops and merchandise

;

abhor politics ; don't practice medicine ; be not a farm-
er nor mechanic ; neither be a soldier nor a sailor.

Don't work. Don't study. Don't think—none of these

are easy. Oh, my son ! You have come into a hard
world. I know of only one easy place in it, and that is

the grave."

—

Henry Ward Beecher.

JVOTES AJVV COMMENTS.
A Corner on VumpKJns.

VER since the time when Joseph made a

corner on grain in Egypt there have been
those who have wrung fortunes out of oth-

er people's necessities. One of the small-

est cases of this kind on record is surely

that of the Chicago dealer who has cor-

nered the pumpkin market, thus increasing

the cost of Young America's jack lantern

and levying a tax upon the pumpkin pie

which is an indispensable part of every

Thanksgiving dinner.

Is the Church a Misfit?

Dr. Rainsford of New York, who believes in the sa-

loon as a reforming agency, looks upon the modern
church as "a good deal of a misfit." He says that

"many good but ill-informed or lop-sided people are

putting an immense amount of religious energy into

organizations mistakenly called churches."

Suggested Amendment of Marriage Ceremony

In view of the laxity of the marriage laws and the

facility with which divorces are obtained, one of our

Chicago dailies suggests that society ought to arise

and demand that the preachers change the marriage
formula to "What God hath joined together let no man
put asunder—for at least six months."

Violent "Deaths.

In two days, during last week, nineteen deaths from
violence were reported at the coroner's office. Of
these eight were from suicide, six were from accidents

connected with street cars and railway trains, and five

from other forms of violence. This is a fearful show-
ing; and indicates something radically wrong in the

body politic. A society in which human life is held

so cheap is not in a healthy way.

Europe Coming Here to School.

France is about to establish in this country, probably

in Chicago, a technical institute to give French students

an opportunity of studying American industrial meth-

ods. This institute will be under the direction of the

Minister of Commerce. Indirectly this is a recogni-

tion of American progress in industrial development.

Other nations are finding out that they have something
to learn from us, but it will be a dark day for us when
we hug to ourselves the flattering delusion that we have
nothing: to learn from them.

Christian Science Assailed.

The characterization of Christian Science given by
Father Sherman in a recent lecture as "a rag-bag of

follies—a system that is both blasphemous and damna-
ble," has called forth an indignant protest from the ad-

herents of that cult. And for good reason. Such
wholesale denunciation overshoots its mark ; and
strengthens the cause against which it is directed.

Christian Science is not all bad. On the practical side

it has been of immense benefit to thousands of people.

It has healed disease ; it has taken fret and worry out

of many lives. Its benefits every unprejudiced person

must admit. It is to the explanation which it has to

give to these results that we object. It is a philosophy

rather than a religion ; and it is a philosophy the most
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inane and foolish that was ever concocted in a human
brain. In an early issue of The Christian Century we
intend to turn the white light of honest criticism upon
this entire subject.

The Main Element of Success.

At the vesper service of the Second Congregational

church of Oak Park on Sunday last, Judge Carter, in

speaking of the elements of success, uttered a wise

and timely word when he said :• "Character is the vital

thing in success. If this be not the highest ideal, the

great mass of men could struggle through this life

as best they might without hope of success."

Marriage by Telephone.

Two people, one in Chicago and the other in Kansas
City, who found it inconvenient to be present at their

own weddings attempted to surmount the difficulty

and consummate the marriage ceremony by the use of

the long distance telephone. But a matter-of-fact

judge has expressed the opinion that such a marriage
is not binding. There are always a few people whose
love of the romantic will lead them to do things which
are unusual and foolish, but the light way in which
the marriage contract is generally regarded is one of

the signs of the times which it is not pleasant to con-

template.

Manifesto of ffetv Pastor of "People's Church.

In his opening sermon as pastor of the People's

church, Rev. Frank Crane struck a high spiritual note.

He said:

It shall be my business to disclose Jesus. I have
but one message ; it is to preach Jesus. If you ask
my creed, it is there—the personal influence of Jesus, if you
ask what I have to offer for the good of the city, it is that we
need men who shall try to be like Jesus. If you want my
views on current topics, there is but one topic current here

—

the deep need the human soul has for God and the satisfac-

tion of that need in Jesus.

In his interesting book on "The Religion of Tomor-
row," the central thought is that religion is the per-

sonal influence of God upon man ; and that Christian-

ity shows this personal influence exerted in its fullest

form through Jesus Christ. Judging from the above
manifesto this thought is to be the central one in his

preaching in the People's church. And in this we re-

joice, for it touches upon what is essential in Chris-

tianity,' and has in it a dynamic force which may be
brought into saving contact with every side of social

and individual life.

The Office of the Preacher.

A writer in the November number of The Arena
in the iconoclastic fashion of that magazine has some
rather severe strictures to offer regarding the office

of the preacher. He says that "it would almost seem
that all there is left for the parson to do is to bury
us, for help us to live in virtue of his office he cannot.
As a man he may give us the example of an unselfish

life, but as the exponent of a dead creed what can
he offer us?" Yet this writer admits the necessity of
something answering to that for which the preacher
has stood ; he admits the need of a brotherhood of
wise men—men of vision, men of insight, men of
spiritual power, who can minister to the deepest needs
of man. He says "The world is full of kindly souls
who can minister to the body—carrying jellies to the

sick and bread and bacon to the needy ; but few there

be that can minister to a mind diseased." All of which
simply emphasizes the truth that the value of a preach-

er will in the last analysis be estimated by his spiritual

influence. Emerson voiced the thought of many when
he said, "I love a prophet of the soul." In the pres-

ent day the priest must give place to the prophet.

And the preacher who has a message to give that

has come fresh from heaven and that has first of all

been dissolved in his own consciousness will never lack

an audience fit. While men will turn away from the

trained official, they will welcome the spiritual leader

whose word brings comfort to the sorrowful, hope to

the despairing, light to the perplexed and salvation to

the lost. The office of the preacher will never fail of

recognition except when the preacher fails in his true

mission.

Anarchy Still Smouldering.

Those who imagine that anarchy has been stamped
out are very much mistaken. At a large meeting held

at Brant's Hall on Nov. nth to commemorate the an-

niversary of the death of the five Haymarket anarchists

who were hanged fourteen years ago, sentiments were
uttered which may well give us pause. The meeting
was orderly and was marked by a subdued and re-

strained enthusiasm, but there was no mistaking the

sentiments of these 1,200 people. The five Haymarket
anarchists were spoken of as "our heroic murdered
comrades, the teachers of a new and noble ideal of

life." The principles wnich caused their execution
were said to have been made more enduring, and more
widely known. One speaker declared that "it is the

vainest of all things to suppose that out of government
can ever come any good whatever." If the sowing of

dragons' teeth be allowed need we wonder if there come
up a host of armed men ? An anarchist meeting which
was announced to be held in London on the same even-
ing "to commemorate the legal murder of the Chicago
anarchists," was promptly suppressed by the police.

Jesus and the Jeivs.

"He came unto his own and his own received him
not." With hearts veiled by prejudice the Jews have
turned away from the greatest of their race. A
change is, however, coming over them. As a straw
indicating the new current, take these significant

words of Rabbi Meyer of Immanuel Temple, Milwau-
kee, addressed to his own people on a recent occasion

:

Our children will learn about Jesus from the lips of others.

Why not learn about him from the lips of the Jew in the
Sunday school and in the public utterances? Some of our
clever Jews have already learned some things about Jesus
which are not compatible with views of our religion. We
may be able to correct these errors with our children in the
Sunday school. A study of the life and teachings of Jesus
has become a necessity among the Jews.

Reference was made to the rabbinical conference

held in Philadelphia in July of this year. A commit-
tee reported on this question. Though the commit-
tee could not recommend a study of Jesus from a the-

ological view-point, yet it was suggested that, with
profit, his life might be studied historically, leaving

each to be guided by freedom and good judgment. In
harmony with this report the Rabbi strongly urged
a course of study of the life and. teachings of Chris-

tianity. He made a strong appeal and judging from
the cordial greeting he received at the close of his

address a favorable impression was made.
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My Uriumph,
The autumn-time has come

;

On woods that dream of bloom,
And over purpling vines,

The low sun fainter shines.

The aster-flower is failing,

The hazel's gold is paling;

Yet overhead more near
The eternal stars appear

!

And present gratitude

Insures the future's good,
And for the things I see

I trust the things to be

;

That in the paths untrod,

And the long days of God,
My feet shall still be led,

My heart be comforted.
* * * *

I feel the earth move sunward,
I join the great march onward,
And take, by faith, while living

My freehold of thanksgiving.
-Whittier.

TEMVE'RAflCE A SOCIAL
*RA THE*R THAff Aft ///©/-

V/0VAL QVESTIOJV.
BY HERBERT L. WILLETT, PH. D.

N VIEW of the deep and wide-spread in-

Iterest in the Symposium on Temperance in

I

last week's Christian Century an after-

word may be allowed on an aspect of the

subject which was not touched upon in

the discussion.

The Bible is a book of principles, and not

of rules, and the life of the present time is

as different from that of the Patriarchs, or

the time of Christ, as two conditions of so-

ciety could well be. It is possible to illus-

trate the evils of strong drink upon the individual or

society from the Scriptures. Noah's drunkenness and
shame, Belshazzar's revelry, Herod's birthday debauch
and its tragic ending, the drunken abominations of the

Corinthians, are all illustrations of the power of strong
drink to steal away men's brains and self-respect. Then
there are numerous instances of the power of self-

control. The abstinence of Daniel and his friends,

the Nazarite vows of Samuel, Samson and John the

Baptist, the splendid example of the Rechabites, are

all instructive. Then there are almost numberless ad-

monitions to self-control, temperance and sobriety,

with like numbers of warnings against the ruin of

intemperance, ungoverned appetite and passion, scat-

tered through the Old and New Testaments, notably in

the Book of Proverbs and in the Epistles.

But the attempt to find in Scripture a passage that

meets the situation at the present time upon the ques-
tion of temperance is as futile as to find there a re-

proof for the dance of modern society. The temper-
ance question of the Bible was chiefly an individual

question ; the question of temperance today is a social

question. In the days of the Old Testament and the

New the drink habit was an individual matter; every

man, especially in the earlier period of the national his-

tory, was his own wine-maker and merchant. He used

it as he used other articles of diet, and if in its use

he ran into excess, squandered his patrimony and beg-

gared his family, it was still a matter of restricted im-

portance ; he alone bore the responsibility. No one
was particularly the richer if he became a drunkard

;

no class of men fattened on his poverty; the saloon

was still a long way in the distance. There was no or-

ganization whose purpose it was to debauch the man-
hood of the nation through strong drink, and line its

own purse at the expense of a drunkard constituency.

The nation looked upon drunkenness, not so much as a

crime, but as the mark of a foolish man ; it was the

folly of the drunkard that the Proverbs held up to

ridicule.

Today, the whole matter has largely changed front.

The drink question is no longer a theme of individual

interest ; it is a social question and must be approached
from a social standpoint. It is possible to train the

child in the habits of sobriety, and no effort should

be spared in the home, the public school and the Sun-
day school to accomplish this end. It is possible to

improve greatly the tone of public opinion and increase

the sense of responsibility on the part of teachers

and parents through the medium of the public press.

It is possible by the power of moral suasion, or of

medical treatment, to reclaim many from the drink

habit, and restore them to useful lives. But beyond
all these one is confronted by the fact that the question

of the drink habit is largely unsolved yet. Its power
is located very largely in the greed of men who are

banded together, not simply to supply, but to create

the appetite for strong drink, and the forces of our
social life become amazingly helpful to them in the

furtherance of this diabolical purpose. The Christian

home sends out many young men, fortified with good
principles, to begin the career of life. But where there

is one such young man, there are probably a score

whom the saloon can reach and master by its tempta-

tions.

The Sunday-school has the attention, one hour in

the week, of multitudes of children and young peo-

ple, and if the best use is made of the time, at least

twice a year, the question of temperance and personal

sobriety may be brought to their attention by the

teacher who is thoroughly consecrated to the respon-

sible duties of his position. But the saloon is working
night and day with appalling success to reach and
overthrow that same class of young people. The pub-

lic school, where the teacher is faithful and competent,

is able to give wholesome and scientific instruction

upon the structure of the human system and the in-

jurious effects of alcohol; but where one child is per-

manently reached by such influence, a dozen will pass

through it without effective results, while thousands

never receive even this modicum of temperance instruc-

tion. Drunkards now and then are rescued in greater

or less numbers from the swift stream that is bearing

them down toward the abyss. But where one is thus

rescued by moral suasion or medical skill, a hundred
are plunged into the stream further up by the power
of the organized and relentless saloon.

This whole question is a social and not an individual

matter. It is no longer a question of the right of an

individual to ruin himself and impoverish his family;

it is the question whether society as a whole shall per-

mit itself to be slowly poisoned to death by the leag'ue

of money-loving, soul-destroying rum-sellers. It is
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the question whether the American home and the

American child are worth as much as the spoils of

office and the gratification of political ambitions. It

is the question whether the individual honor, the do-
mestic safety and the industrial prosperity of the coun-
try, all of which hinge upon the liquor question, are

of more importance than the tariff on wool, the price

of pig-iron, and the number of grains in a silver dol-

lar. When we are willing, as a people, to put into

rigid political and economic practice the maxim that

"righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach
to any people," then we may expect to see a better

day. When we are willing to subordinate every ma-
terial question to this one of paramount importance,
then we ' may expect the reward of a national con-
science in true national health and prosperity.

FIIOM OWR LOftVOJ* CO'R'RE-
SPOJfDEJVT.
E. DOUGLAS SHIELDS.

HE most interesting event in the non-con-
formist church world this week was Dr.

John Hunter's assumption of his duties as

minister of the King's Weigh House
church, Grosvenor Square, London.

Dr. Hunter is a Scotchman. His father

belonged to the Church of Scotland, but
his mother was an Episcopalian, and it is

probably from her that John Hunter in-

herits his love of form in worship. His
parents were not able to give him a college

education; but by diligence and zeal he worked his

way through Spring Hill College (now Mansfield
College, Oxford). He was "a lad o' pairts," and was
physically as well as mentally fitted to brave the pri-

vations and strain which have to be undergone by the
poor student.

After a pastorate of fourteen years in England he
was called in 1885 t0 Trinity church, Glasgow. There
he has labored until now. Under him the church grew
to the utmost capacity of the building and a close rela-

tionship existed between it and the University of
Glasgow. It was there also that Dr. Hunter perfected
his elaborate ritual. It is based on the form of service
in the Episcopal Church of England, from which sev-
eral of the prayers are taken. This liturgy is con-
tained in the "Book of Devotional Services," and it

abounds in beauty of thought and diction. Among the
thoughts for quiet hours printed in his calendar, Dr.
Hunter has the following: "It is not so much a
forward movement we require in these days as an in-

ward movement. The course of true and living relk
gion is, indeed, most onward when it is most inward.
Religions and reformations of religions date from the
quickenings of the roots of faith in the personal soul.

We are trusting too much to machinery, to agencies
and organizations. We are so much helped from with-
out that we are neglecting the deep springs within.

We are losing our souls. We must pray to God to
restore our souls and help him to do it. We must
have deeper experiences. The active man must also

be a thoughtful and devout man, and the broad church
a deep church."

It would be safe to foretell that a great many of
our American cousins will wend their way to Dr.
Hunter's church next summer, and a more particular
description of him as a man and as a preacher will

therefore not come amiss.

Dr. Hunter is of medium height and of broad and
powerful build. His dark hair is worn slightly long,

but off from his oval forehead. His face is massive,

clean-shaven and strong, his mouth sensitive and mo-
bile. But when he entered the church last Sunday
with swift steps, wearing his black gown, the red and
white hood of Aberdeen University and the bands of a
Scottish minister, only the brightness of his eyes be-

trayed consciousness of the episcopalian character of

the occasion. In low, distinct and intense tones he
read every word, not looking at his audience save now
and then when, with upward and leonine shake of his

head, he gave a swift glance at the people from under
his brows. Every word was forced from him by reason
of its necessity. His quiet intensity thrilled, as restrain-

ed and reasoned power always must. During the

first part of the service he was evidently nervous, and
one soon felt that he was listening to a man in whom
an impelling assurance of a divine message and mis-
sion struggled with a constitutional diffidence. His
text was from I. Corinthians 3:9; the theme of the
sermon being "God's Fellow-Workers." It contained
gems of thought, flashes of epigram and an exquisite

word picture of a lonely churchyard in Perthshire.

The following are some of his most striking passages

:

"It is a bold claim to make—that of being a fellow-

worker of God."
"In one sense all things serve him, in that he makes

all things, even the wickedness of men, to work out his

purposes. But St. Paul meant much more than this

—

a conscious and willing co-operation with God."
"No man has a right to place himself in the posi-

tion of a leader of men unless he believes himself to

be a fellow-worker with God."
"There has been a sharp ecclesiastical line drawn

between churchmen and laymen, but God knows no
such distinction. There are diversities of gifts and
offices, but one Spirit. There is no distinction save
of character. All who minister in any way to human
weal are coworkers with God. Paul had the feeling of
helping God. He felt the sacredness and responsibil-

ity of all callings. He felt that the power of God was
not only in the world without, but that it was also in

the world within. He felt he was a part of the power
of God."
"He who made man and sent him here has work for

him to do. The Spirit of God is imminent in earnest
workers."

"God has made himself dependent on the fidelity of
man. God and man are not two, but one ; they belong
essentially to each other. God quickening and inspir-

ing, and man opening his life to be a part of the divine
mission. What miseries have arisen from our striv-

ing to find God apart from man ! Some people feel

that they have to stand by and see God do the work.
God and man work together."

"What God has need of to do his work is a fully

exercised heart and mind, a strong, consecrated will

and disciplined faculties. Martin Luther said 'God has
need of strong men. He cannot get on without
them.'

"

"When God made the world he did not finish it.

Genesis is never ended. Science tells us that the
products of nature are of a low order until man by his

skill cultivates and perfects them."
"The Hebrew Poem of Beginnings says that God

made man after his own image. Genesis was prophecy
—a seeing of the man at the end. God prepared the
world out of chaos into readiness for man. Nature
was then a wilderness for man to make a garden.
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Clearly he is made in the image of the Creator, work-

ing to bring nature toward the perfection of the

Creator."

"Prayer is not meant to be a substitute for action.

It is a means of obtaining wisdom and strength, a

power to hold us at our best and enable us to achieve

tomorrow something better than our best of today."

These extracts can give only an incomplete idea of

what was a powerful sermon. It was long, although

read rapidly. Dr. Hunter is by no means an orator.

His delivery is almost free from gestures, of which

he seems to have only one with his right arm, and one

when he is nervous with his left ; his favorite attitude

being to stand with hands clasped. His chief char-

acteristic is intensity. While listening to him one

finds one's self involuntarily grasping one's book or

leaflet tightly, as one becomes imbued with his spirit.

Yet he addresses his congregation with ease of man-
ner. His head flung up does not at once bend over

the page again, but takes in the auditorium and gal-

leries with its glance.

His style of sermon and delivery, coming as it does

in the midst of a beautiful and somewhat gorgeous

service, reminds one of a mountain torrent that rushes

through heather-clad moor and rich woodland. The
impetuous stream is always clear, save when it reaches

the deep pools—and what is a stream without pools

to the fisherman ?

One may safely predict a career of great usefulness

for Dr. Hunter here in London. His influence will

be a deep rather than an extended one ; for as he him-
self says, "a man serves his denomination best not by
running hither and thither, but by building up a strong

church and making it a center of the best influence

in a city or community."

THE ^/JMEIUCAJ* &ATTIST
MISSIOJVA'Ry VJVIOJV.

E. W. LOUNSBURY.

|HE American Baptist Missionary Union
was organized May 14, 1814, in Phil-

adelphia, Pa., and was incorporated un-
der the name of "The General Mission-

ary Convention of the Baptist Denomina-
tion in the United States of America for

Foreign Missions." It came to be known
as the "Triennial Convention," in conse-

quence of its holding its meetings once in

three years. In 1840 the name of the or-

ganization was changed to "The American
Baptist Missionary Union."
The conversion of Adoniram Judson to Baptist

views while on his way to India as a missionary, and
the expression of his willingness to be considered a

missionary of the Baptist denomination, should there

be a society formed in America, was the direct cause

under God for the organization.

At the present time the Missionary Union has its

representatives on the continents of Europe, Asia and
Africa and in the Philippine Islands. In Asia work
is being carried on in the countries of India, including

Burma, Assam and India proper, China and Japan ; in

Africa along the Congo river ; in Europe, in Germany,
Sweden, Russia, Finland, Denmark, Norway, France
and Spain.

"Burma.

Burma was the first field occupied by the American

Baptist Missionary Union. Rev. x\doniram Judson,
being expelled from India by the East India Company,
sailed for Rangoon and began his missionary labors

there in 1813. After nearly six years of toil and
hardship he had the joy of baptizing his first convert.

Today the Union has 29 stations with 170 missionaries ;

689 churches having a total membership of 39,065,
with 1,533 native helpers.

Assam.
In 1836 the request came to the American Baptists

to open mission work among the many tribes of Assam.
The request was granted and missionaries were sent

who opened the first station in 1841 at Sadiya in the

extreme northeast of Assam. At the present time the

Union has 1 1 stations, with 52 missionaries
; 75

churches, having a membership of 6,532 with 258 na-

tive helpers.

India.

The work of the Missionary Union in India proper
is given to the territory occupied by the Telugus and
is known as the "Telugu Mission." This work was
commenced in response to a request from Rev. Amos
Sutton, a missionary of the English General Baptists,

and in 1835 a party of missionaries sailed from Bos-
ton for Calcutta with instructions to open a mission
among the Telugus. The history of this mission has
been a most remarkable one ; the earlier years were ap-

parently so unfruitful that the abandonment of this

field was seriously considered. The reading of the

beautiful poem entitled "The Lone Star," written by
Dr. S. F. Smith at the time this question was under
consideration, led to the decision to continue this mis-

sion. Later years have proved that the decision was a

right one. Jan. 1, 1867, a. church was formed at On-
gole with 8 members. The gospel had been preached
in a thousand villages and converts were multiplied.

The whole number baptized in the Telugu Mission to

Dec. 31, 1876, was 4,394, of whom 3.407 were in the

church at Ongole. Today there are 25 stations among
the Telugus with 98 missionaries ; 114 churches with a

total membership of 58,418 and 984 native helpers.

China.
The work of the Missionary Union in China is di-

vided into six departments : The mission in Siam. the

South China mission, the Hakka mission, the East

China mission, the West China mission and the Cen-
tral China mission. Work for the Chinese was com-
menced in 1833 in Bangkok, Siam, and in 1843 tne

station at Ningpo, China, was opened. Today the

Union supports 15 stations in China with 70 mission-

aries ; there are 32 Chinese churches with a member-
ship of 3,353 and 182 native helpers.

Japan.
The work in Japan was opened in Yokohama in 1872

by the acceptance of a missionary already on the field.

The first Baptist church in Japan was organized at

Yokohama in 1873 w^h 8 members, three of whom
were natives. Other stations were opened from time

to time and missionaries sent out until today the Union
has a working force of 54 missionaries occupying 8

stations ; there are 27 churches with a membership of

2,011 and 153 native helpers. A revival of great pow-
er has visited Japan within the past few months and
a large number of converts are added to the church.

uA.frtea.

The Congo Mission came into the hands of Amer-
ican Baptists by a remarkable chain of providential cir-

cumstances. It had previously been known as the

Livingstone Inland Mission and was under the super-
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intendence of Dr. and Mrs. H. Grattan Guinness of

London. The development of the work was such that

it became too large to be conducted as a personal mis-

sion and was tendered to the Missionary Union with a

force of 21 missionaries occupying 7 stations. The
work on the Congo has been wonderfully blessed and
in August, 1886, began the remarkable revival known
as ''The Pentecost on the Congo." In a few weeks

1 ,062 persons cast away their idols and declared them-

selves the followers of Jesus. At the present time the

Union has 7 stations on the Congo with 32 mission-

aries; 17 churches with a total membership of 2,784
and 121 native helpers.

Philippine Islands,

The work in the Philippine Islands was opened in

1900 with one missionary and one native helper. The
outlook for the work in these islands is full of promise

;

the people who have been so long under the bondage
of superstitition and error rejoice in the opportunity

now afforded them of free access to the Bible and the

teachings of the Christian missionary. The Union has

one missionary on the field and two under appoint-

ment. One baptism has been reported, while a multi-

tude of inquirers are seeking the missionary.

Of the 954 native churches in heathen lands 579 are

self-supporting. There are 1,335 out-stations and

1,110 chapels; 6 theological seminaries and 302 stu-

dents for the ministry; 91 high schools and 1,347 other

schools.

European Missions.

The European missions report 1,000 churches with

a membership of 103,763, with 5,546 baptisms during

the last year and 1,231 preachers.

THE VOET'Ry OF T*REACHIJ*G.
JOHN WRIGHT BUCKHAM.

HE poet is a creator. The creator is a poet,

T whether his creation be a sonnet or a song
or a statue or a sermon. No preacher who
has caught the inspiration of his vocation

has failed to feel the poetry of preaching.

It belongs with the other divine arts that

are creative, rhythmic, inspired. The simi-

larity between a great sermon and a noble

poem is clear. In each there is the same
glow of imagination, the same harmony of

proportion, progress, impression. The
form may not be identical, nor the purpose, but both
the method and nature of poem and sermon are the

same.

No one who feels the justice of the ban under which
the "flowery sermon" is placed, in the interest of real-

ity and sincerity, would care to remove it. Neverthe-
less, the sermon that has not poetry as well as logic in

it is a failure. For the clothing of poetry is as essen-

tial to truth as the skeleton of logic. By poetry, of

course, is not meant verse, but the products of imagina-
tion, beauty, harmony, idealism. Poetry is truth in its

beauty—truth as it appeals, not merely to the intellect,

but to the imagination and the emotions, truth en-
kindled, irradiated, transfigured. Poetry, in this sense,

is a conspicuous element in the power of the great
preachers—in Paul, Augustine, Luther, Newman,
Robertson, Edwards, Beecher, Phillips Brooks. Such
preaching is musical, harmonious, poetic. In it men
hear, as it were, the song of the winds, the melody of
brooks and birds, the roll of thunder. In it they see

the glow of sunshine, the freshness of fields and woods
and flowers, the azure of cleansed skies, the splendor

of mountain peaks and the serene light of distant stars.

It smacks of Nature, not superficially or aesthetically,

but unconsciously, harmoniously, sympathetically.

In no modern preacher was the poetry of preaching

more conspicuous than in Phillips Brooks. Phillips

Brooks was a poet. The poetic instinct molded his

thought, his expression, his life. Oftener than was
known before his biography was published, this poetic

impulse found expression in verse, and verse of a very

high order. But still more completely and perfectly

did the poetry that was in him reveal itself in his

preaching. His sermons are poems—poems that move
and thrill and uplift one like "The Ode to Immortality"

or "In Memoriam" or "Paracelsus." And those who
heard him know how perfectly the delivery of them
corresponded with this poetic character, with what
rush and fervor of imagination and beauty they were
uttered, making the whole man not only an embodi-
ment of "noble, sublime, godlike action." but of exalt-

ed, majestic, inspired poetry.

It may be said that such preaching, in which
imagination, beauty, poetry are so prominent, simply

pleases, captivates, enraptures, without producing con-

viction or action. The charge is based upon a false

and incomplete understanding of life and the relation

which poetry sustains to thought and conduct. The
truest poetry, like the noblest music, does more than

please. It inspires. And its inspiration issues in a

sublimer faith, a nobler life and more Christ-like

deeds.

While the foundations of the famous Bell Rock
lighthouse on Inchcape Reef were being laid two men
only, as the story goes, could remain on the rock at

once. The chilling waves were almost too much for

endurance and it began to be doubtful if the terrible

task could be accomplished, when a sailor appeared
with his flute and began to play to the workmen
familiar airs, strains of home and country and battle-

field. It was only music, the breathing of lips behind
which was a soul, but it inspirited and sustained the

exhausted toilers till their arduous work was done,

and the Bell Rock lighthouse rose above the waves to

light the mariner safely home. Even although men
know beforehand the truth which the preacher utters

2

if the music, the poetry, the inspiration of preaching
can, like the music of the sailor's flute, keep them from
discouragement and failure and despair till their task

is accomplished, preaching will never lose its place and
power—so long as there are waves to be breasted and
lives to be saved and work to be done.

Salem, Mass.

The Presbyterian says that, in 1855, Mr. Cobden
heard the following petition in a Scotch church: "O
Lord, we thank thee that thou hast brought the Pope
into trouble, and we pray that thou would'st be merci-
fully pleased to increase the same."

Cardinal Manning's very candid friends used to

tell this story of him : The cardinal once sat to a

sculptor for his bust. During the sitting the sculptor

discoursed on phrenology, and Manning made him
point out on the head he was modelling the various
"bumps." At last Manning asked, "Where is the

organ of conscientiousness?" The sculptor walked
across the room to where Manning was sitting, and,
touching a ceitain part of the cardinal's cranium, said :

"That's where it ought to be."
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DEVOTION TO HEATHENISM.
BY W. REMFRY HUNT.

HILE recently itinerating in the Chu-cheoW district, in An-huei province, it was my
privilege to witness an instance of re-

markable devotion to heathenism. A
Buddhist devotee, travel-stained, footsore

and wearied, a would-be hermit priest of

more than fifty summers, was traveling

alone on a mission to Tai-shan, a high,

sacred mountain in the province of Shan-
tung.

One of the strangest things about the

odd, rugged pilgrim was his patriarchal and dignified

bearing. He might have passed for an incarnation

of the Hindoo Shakyamuni Guatama. The priest was
well marked with the insignia of his fraternity, and
on his stolid, yellow face could be read the expression

of determination, far-away hope and almost heroism.

"The vows
Of Heaven were on his heart; nor would he stay

To chance his hope on other creeds, or play

With shadows—till the end."

In his hand he carried a little wooden table about

the size of a man's hand. On it was fastened a small

incense holder and burner. Around his neck, and
flowing beneath his loosely folded gown, were some
beads and seals of other religious significance. On,
on, on, he went; one, two, three, four, five, six meas-

ured paces ; and then a very reverential prostration.

This was repeated all along the high road, the mo-
notony of such penance being occasionally varied by
his lighting up a small bunch of incense and uttering

longer and louder prayers.

Being interested in this deluded pilgrimage, I asked

the prematurely-aged priest a few questions. He was
polite, but reticent. Gaining his confidence by refer-

ring to the fact that his religion, like mine, was not

native to China, we struck up an affinity which won
him over to conversation. He thereupon informed

me that his devotion to the task of traveling at the rate

of six paces and a prostration, and the fact of con-

tinuing this performance through sunshine and rain,

cold and heat, from sunrise to sunset until the sacred

mountain was reached in "the province of the eastern

hills," would secure for him much merit, as well as a

high rank in the priesthood, and finally ensure for him
a place in the shining ranks of the immortals.

Speaking with him on the delusions of heathenism

and the hopelessness of man without God, he became
peculiarly responsive. The idea of a mediator (mid-
dleman) between God and man in the fact of recon-

ciliation seemed to interest him in a special sense,

especially as the work and character of Christ were
unfolded to him; yet he clung with tenacious pride

to the rites, symbols, ceremonies and traditions of the

fathers.

As the light seemed, at intervals, to dawn on his

clouded mind, my hopes were raised that he might
"turn again and believe" ; but he had set his face to-

ward the sacred mountain—where the fathers wor-
shiped—and, to that purpose, with persistency and
consecration which would put to shame much of our
nominal Christian endeavor, this heathen devotee

pressed forward, allured by the fantastic will-o'-the-

wisp lights of pagan creation.

Such instances afford side-lights on the other and
more real side of the venerable, established and de-

fiant philosophers of these eastlands. Idolatry is but
the husk of paganism; and it will crumble away of
itself. The real citadel to be won is the soul and its

sympathy, which is the vital spark of divinity in every
human. This is what needs to be touched by the gra-
cious influences of the Divine Spirit. It is for this

wisdom, grace and power we must labor and pray.

Without it our message is an empty sound and our
life a signal failure. With it wc shall be able to pre-

sent the "truth in love," and when we have discovered
this fountain spring in the mental and spiritual life of
these teeming millions, we may announce the early

nativity of China into the arena of the Christian econ-
omy.

"All the means of action
The shapeless masses, the materials
Lie everywhere about us. What we need
Is the Celestial fire, to change the flint

Into transparent crystal, bright and clear."

THANKSGIVING T>Ay SET.
President Roosevelt has issued his proclamation

fixing Thursday, Nov. 28, as a day of national thanks-

giving. It runs as follows

:

"A Proclamation—The season is nigh when, ac-

cording to the time-hallowed custom of our people,

the president appoints a day as the especial occasion

for praise and thanksgiving to God.

"This thanksgiving finds the people still bowed with

sorrow for the death of a great and good president.

We mourn President McKinley because we so loved

and honored him, and the manner of his death should

awaken in the breasts of our people a keen anxiety

for the country and at the same time a resolute purpose
not to be driven by any calamity from the path of

strong, orderly, popular liberty which as a nation we
have thus far safely trod.

"Yet, in spite of this great disaster, it is neverthe-

less true that no people on earth have such abundant
cause for thanksgiving as we have. The past year
in particular has been one of peace and plenty. We
have prospered in things material and have been able

to work for our own uplifting in things intellectual

and spiritual. Let us remember that, as much has

been given us, much will be expected from us ; and
that true homage comes from the heart as well as

from the lips and shows itself in deeds. We can best

prove our thankfulness to the Almighty by the way
in which on this earth and at this time each of us does

his duty to his fellow man.

"Now, therefore, I, Theodore Roosevelt, president

of the United States, do hereby designate as a day of

general thanksgiving Thursday, the 28th of this pres-

ent November, and do recommend that throughout the

land the people cease from their wonted occupations,

and at their several homes and places of worship rever-

ently thank the Giver of all good for the countless

blesshigs of our national life.

"In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the United States to be af-

fixed.

"Done at the city of Washington this second da>

of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand

nine hundred and one and of the independence of

the United States the one hundred and twenty-sixth

"Theodore Roosevelt.
"By the president

:

"John Hay, Secretary of State."
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CHURC

OVR WLVIT.
"T\7T yOVRSELF Iff HIS "PLACE.,"

JAMES A. CHAMBERLIN.

If your soul latere in my soul's stead, I could heap up
words against you and shaKe my head at you.—Job. jc-cfi., 4.

HERE is good wit and excellent philosophy

Tin this text. Job was deeply afflicted phys-
ically and mentally and sorely tried by self-

appointed comforters. These friends es-

sayed to point out to him the reasons for

his misfortunes. Eliphaz.told him that no
man suffers when innocent, and delicately

suggested that Job had "plowed iniquity

and sown wickedness." Like many mod-
ern men of moral teaching he quotes
dreams and visions to enforce that which

cannot be proven. Job replies with a candid statement
of "not guilty." Bildad then begins with scant cour-
tesy and intimates that Job's words were "wind—east

wind." With quick illustration he likens Job to a
"rush growing in the mire," a "flag in stagnant water,"
and so indicates that the cause of his troubles may be
found in his chosen environment. With some warmth
Job replies to the specious argument of Bildad. Then
Zophar takes up the same line of comfort and like a
preacher puts it plainly that Job's sufferings were the
righteous sequences of his iniquity. He becomes
warm, eloquent, conclusive. He cites some of Job's
offenses as proof, and shakes his head about other sins

so gross that they could not even mention them in

polite company.
Now Job speaks : "If your soul were in my soul's

stead I could heap up words against you and shake
my head at you." Read the poem at this point and
catch the dramatic movement. Job was undoubtedly
justified in his remark. Were places changed he
could speak against them and shake his head. It is

easy to criticise other people's sins. We are all critics

and love to exercise our talents. Unfortunately cus-
toms have changed since the good old days of Job.
Then men sat on the ground and spoke to each other
face to face. It was a matter of give and take. Now
too often criticism is expressed behind one's back

—

spoken to a neighbor or published anonymously.
Solomon, St. James and even our Lord urged men

not to criticise their fellow-man, but the world does
not heed. The present preacher will not try to do
what these influential men failed to accomplish, but
will, with all simplicity, urge Job's principle

—"Put
yourself in his place." We ought to see both sides of
a case before we criticise. The Hibernian judge said
he was a "splendid judge of a case until he had heard
both sides, then he was all confused." We are certain
of our criticisms until we have changed places. It

is easy to criticise the cook until we have stood over
a hot fire in July. It is easy to criticise the coachman
until we have sat for an hour or two on the coach in a
November chill while tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum
are done. After we have peddled milk and meat and
bread to shoddy aristocracy for a time we can criti-

cise these functionaries of supply all we like. In like

manner criticise the school teacher after your soul hats

been in his soul's stead teaching dull boys and giddy
girls. Criticise the daily paper—untruthful, behind
date, sensational, yellow—but not till you have tried to

please the buzzard-like appetite of a morbid public and
declare annual dividends to parsimonious stockholders.

Criticise the preacher—dull, doleful, dyspeptic—only

put yourself in his place, living on short salary, scant

sympathy, a little flattery and preaching to the dull,

the inattentive, the captious, with here and there a

hungry soul. Criticise the lawyer—professed Chris-

tian, defending notorious criminals, charging enor-

mous fees. Criticise the doctor, mistaking measles for

chickenpox. Criticise the mayor, the chief of police,

the fire marshal; criticise everybody and do it freely

after and only after you have in spirit at least put
yourself in the place of the one criticised and viewed
life from that point of observation. It is easy to heap
up words and shake the head at everybody, but ten

days as editor, preacher, lawyer, doctor, mayor, milk-

man, kitchen maid or policeman will change the char-

acter of the heap and the angle of the head-shake.

Just criticism is a fine art. Only the few who have
learned the way of broad vision and close sympathy
with all human kind are fit to do true critical work.
People of such qualifications do little criticism. Small'

minds criticise much. Many so-called reformers of

today are valueless to society and uninfluential as pub-
lic teachers because they have not that sympathetic-
quality that enables them to appreciate the environ-
ment, tastes and needs of other men. Men who
would edify the world must know the world. To know
the world one must not only see but feel. Life is-

many-sided. The more sides a man can see the bet-
ter is he able to judge of the true way.
The great success that attended Jesus was largely

due to his great loving sympathy. Jesus' soul was-
often in the other one's stead and so he condemned and:

said "Go, sin no more." He criticised few but the

Pharisees. Sympathetic experience kills criticism.

Job, the ancient philosopher, in his moment of irrita-

tion, spoke the true word, and Jesus, the modern teach-
er, put the word into active life. Their doctrine is.

grand. The centuries have not lessened its value as a.

working philosophy. Exchange soul environment,
put yourself in his place, have sympathy with all men.
before you express criticism of any. This done, in-

vidious criticism will be infrequent. Learning to do
as the text suggests, men will understand the secret

of the Christ-spirit and leave judgment unto God who
always puts his soul in your soul's stead before he.

judges your deeds and spirit.

Torrington, Conn.

E "DEL tOEISS.

E. CARL LITSEY.

Begotten 'mid the everlasting snow

;

Pure as a star, and white as holiness

;

Alone and lonely where the wild winds blow,
Celestial purity thy garb and dress.

Forever in the ice-clad wilderness
Thy ceaseless vigil keeping, and thy face
Upturned to God, as though to sue for grace

!

So, on the sun-lit peaks of prayer and thought,
Away from all the world's harassing din

;

The earnest soul may thus in time be brought,
Broken and cast away each fettered sin

;

Lost in the shadowed valley what has been-
Lifted above Life's never-ending fray,

And drawing nearer to the perfect day!
Lebanon, Ky.
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-BI-BLE SCHOOL.
CALL OF MOSES.

JLejjon for Dec. 1, 1901. Ex. 3:1-12.
Golden Text:—Certainly I to/7/ be tuith thee,—Ex. 3; 12.

A CHICAGO UEACHE'R'S JVOGES OJ*
UHE LESSOR.

ELIAS A. LONG.

Setting of the Lesson.

HE time was B. C. 1493 according to the

T usual reckoning. The home of Moses at

this time was in the land of the Midianites

at the southern part of the triangle of

Arabia and some two hundred miles south-

east of Goshen, the abode of the Israelites

in Egypt. It is convenient to divide the life

of Moses into three periods of forty years

each. First:—That of childhood and as a

prince in Pharaoh's court ; second :—The
shepherd period in Midian; third:—As de-

liverer of his people, each forty years. We now come
to the last scene of the second period.

God's Call to "Duty.

This is a story of God's providence in calling and de-

veloping men for his work. The bondage of the Israel-

ites was permitted to continue, thus preparing their

hearts to be less reluctant to leave the idolatrous land

of Egypt. And all the while God was leading Moses
onward to his destiny as deliverer of his people from
their sore bondage. But God's first call to Moses, as

to each one of us, was for his own heart. He must
conquer himself before he can be used to conquer
Pharaoh. And the heart of Moses was won. Acts

7 '.22). From a murderer of high temper, (Chapt. 2 :i2)

and a fugitive (Chapt. 2:15) he must become the

meekest of men. Num. 12:13. God's choice fell to

Moses because he had become the fittest man to be used
as his nation's deliverer. In all circumstances where
a person is fitted for a given work God will by some
means open the way for that work, even if it be after

many years. Two-thirds of the life of Moses had
passed when his great call from God came. Moses
showed his fitness by his faith (Heb. 11 \2j) ; by his

self-denial in choosing the lot of his afflicted people

rather than to enjoy the pleasures of sin in Egyptian
court life (Heb. 11:24-26); by his compassion (Ch.

2:11) ; by his meekness (Num. 12:3) ; by his humil-

ity (V. 11) ; by his lowly inclination in adopting the

calling of a shepherd; by his willingness to bring his

mind into co-operation with divine wisdom and guid-

ance. Every aspiration of ours for a better and higher
life is a call of God. To be a true follower of Christ

is a call to follow in his footsteps. 1 Pet. 2:21. "Ye
are the light of the world" ; and ye are bidden to put
your lamp on a stand. Matt. 5 :i4, 16. "Let him that

heareth say, Come." Rev. 22:17.

V. 1. "Forty-Year Seclusion." "Now Moses." Since
his childhood (Lesson VII) Moses had heen highly educated
in Egypt (Acts 7: 22); he had thrown his choice with his

people (Heb. 11 : 24, 26) ; he fled to Midian for his life (Ch.
2: 15); he took a chivalrous part for the Midian shep-
herdesses (Ch. 2: 16, 17) ; he married and entered the home
of Jethro (Ch. 2: 18, 20), where he continues for forty years.
* * * "Kept the flock of Jethro." From a prince of Egypt
Moses had become an humble shepherd a large part of his

life. These years on the Midian plains were a preparatory
season comparable to the years of Jesus as a carpenter at

Nazareth, of Paul in Arabia and of Luther in the Augustinian
convent. For a man like Moses with strong faith in God
(Heb. 11 : 24-27), these would be years of converse with God

and spiritual development. * * * "The priest of Midian."
Jethro, supposed to be the same as Reuel (Ch. 2: 18).
* * * "Led the flock to backside of desert." Shepherd-like,
Moses shifted from place to place for better pasture; as
the brethren of Joseph had done. (Gen. 16, 17.) He led the
flock to the highlands back of the plains. * * * "To the
mountain of God, to Horeb." Horeb was another name for

Sinai. Horeb more properly was the general name for the
mountain range in which Mt. Sinai was situated. It may
have been called the mountain of God, because here occurred
some remarkable sacred events; (1) the appearance of God
in the bush; (2) the delivery of the law; (3) the- bringing ,of

the water out"" of the rock; (4) the two forty-day" fasts of
Moses; (5) the tables of the law brought forth; (6) and
here many years afterwards Elijah was vouchsafed a glorious

vision.

V. 2. Divine Token. "And an angel of the Lord." A
visible manifestation of God who maketh "a flame of fire his

angel." Ps. 104: 4. * * * "A flame out of the midst of
the bush." Light and fire are constant emblems of divine
glory and holiness. Gen. 15:17; Ex. 33:9; Acts 2:34. * * *

"Behold the bush burned . . . not consumed." This was
a sight that amazed the shepherd as the next verse shows.
But Moses saw far more than the bush. His mind long had
been trained to see "him who is invisible," even Christ. Heb.
11 :26, 27. The burning bramble is suggestive of Israel in

the fiery trials of Egypt, yet unconsumed because God was in

the midst. So the church has been in fires of affliction, but
which could not prevail against it. Matt. 16:18.

V. 3. Discerning Signs. Moses said, "I will now turn
aside." When we turn aside to discern the divine call and
opportunities, then we show that God's call has been heard.
* * * "Why the bush is not burned." Our intellects are
to be exercised in discerning the things of God. When Jesus
came to his own and his own received him not, it was because
their eyes were closed not to discern the signs of the times.

Matt. 16:3; 13:15.

V .4. Willing Workers. "When the LORD saw." JE-
HOVAH. Jehovah in Hebrew meaning the Existing One
and is printed Lord in small capitals in our Bibles. In Ch.
6 13 the same word appears in its original form. Paul clear-

ly asserts that it was Christ our Lord who was leader in the
desert. I Cor. 10:4. * * * "God called." Elohim and
not Jehovah, meaning in Hebrew, the Almighty. Elohim sets

forth God's nature in the sense of creator and governor of
nations and the universe; Jehovah designates God's nature
as revealing himself to help, guide, save, and deliver

the creature made in his own image. * * *" "Called unto
him." Called him by name as Jesus called Saul when on the
way to Damascus. Acts 26:14. As the sound was from the

midst of the burning bush it could be none other than that

of the Divine Being. * * * "And he said, Here am I."

God must have willing workers. At God's call Abraham
said, "Here I am" (Gen. 22:1) ; Isaiah said, "Here am I. send
me" (Is. 6:8); Jesus said, "I come to do thy will, O God."
Heb. 10:7; Paul said, "Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"
Acts 9:6. How do we manifest our willingness in response to

God's call?

V. 5. A Holy Cause. "Put off thy shoes." In token of
the putting away of all contact with the world and self and
sin. * * * "The place where thou standest." In the pres-

ence of God. the supreme. * * * "Is holy ground." Holy
by reason of God's presence and his choice of the place for

later giving forth the holy law. The mount on which Christ
was transfigured is called the "holy mount." 2 Pet. 1 :i8. Our
religion is to educate us unto holiness ; to be filled with the

holy spirit. Without holiness no man shall see the Lord. Heb.
12:14. It was Moses who later gave the message, "Ye shall

be holy; for I am holy." Lev. 11:41: 1 Pet. 1:16.

V. 6. Oral Revelation. "I am the God of Abraham."
etc. This is the first spoken revelation of God for some ages
of which we have knowledge. I am the God of many promises
to the forefathers, which promises, despite the present mis-
fortunes, are to be fulfilled. It is not "I was," but "I am" the

God of thy fathers. Jesus shows from this that the patri-

archs were even then, long after the death of their bodies, liv-

ing in glory. Mark 12:26, 27. * * * "Moses hid his face

. . . afraid to look." Sinful flesh cannot look openly upon
the self-revealing holiness of the Divine Presence. If Moses
could not behold God's glory, when he descends in mercy,
how can the wicked abide in his presence?

V. 7. The Oppressed Masses. "I have surely seen the

affliction." In all their affliction he was afflicted. Is. 63:9. And
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now the man is at hand and the time ripe for a glorious

deliverance, later to be celebrated in much joy. Ex. 15.

* * * "Of my people." God here for the first time ad-

dresses Israel as his people. * * * "I have heard their

cry." Their tears, their sighs, and oppression are all known
unto him. God hears all groanings. Ch. 2 : 24. He hears the

cries of the oppressed in every age (James 5 -.4) ; of the vic-

tims of our drinking institutions (Prov. 23: 21); and that

of the slaves of our sweat shops and other iniquitous labor

systems the result of a haste to get rich. But the Israelites

were unconscious that God had heard them until long after-

wards. Even while their anguish was being endured, Moses in

the solitudes of Midian was being prepared to lead them in a

glorious deliverance. Rom. 8:28.

V. 8. Divine Deliverance. "I am come down to de-

liver." God delivers man through the agency of man. We
become laborers together with him. God is ever ready to do
his part when we are ready to do ours. * * * "To bring

unto a good land." Christ came to bring us "to a good land,"

even to the heavenly mansions which he has gone to prepare.

John 14: 1-3. * * * "Flowing with milk and honey." A
poetical expression but not lacking in literal truth. Canaan
was a land of kine and flocks. Honey is many times men-
tioned in the Bible. It was food to John the Baptist. Matt.

3 :4. * * * ' "Unto the place of the Canaanites." Sons of

Canaan. * * * "Hittites." A powerful nation descended
from Heth. * * * "Amorites." Mountaineers. * * *

"Perizzites." Villagers. * * * "Hivites." One of the

smaller tribes of Canaan. * * * "Jebusites." Belonging
to Jerusalem.

V. 9. The Pitying Father. "Behold cries come unto me."
The chief reason for God's action is emphasized by repetition.

God was moved by love, not by any acts or merit on their

part. * * * "I have seen the oppression." So when the

early Christians were oppressed by Saul, Jesus in Heaven saw,

and indeed did feel, that the persecution was against himself,

Acts 9:4. So of all conduct, whether good or bad, of men to-

ward men.

.V 10. God's Choice "Come now therefore." First there

is an invitation. God will not use even Moses except there

be first a willing mind on his part. * * * "I will send
thee unto Pharaoh." To the court from which he had fled

for his life forty years before. * * * "Bring forth my
people." An amazing undertaking for this unknown shepherd
in retirement, to deliver a nation of two million ignorant,

down-trodden slaves from the strongest, power on earth.
* * * "Out of Egypt." Where for eighty years and much
longer they had been oppressed. Generation after generation
of Israelites had been born and knew no other condition than
slavery.

,V 11. Doubting Ability. "Who am I?" His heart was
willing, but, like many another, he suspected his own in-

capacity. How could he, an exile from Egyptian wrath, now
as a mere shepherd, return and undertake so stupendous a
mission. * * * "That I should bring." He before had
pitied his countrymen (Ch. 2:11), but his one brave attempt
to help them in his own way had led him into danger of his

life. How could he now think of venturing?

.V 12. God with Them. "I will be with thee." Here
comes the solution of every difficulty—the bringing down of
every mountain obstacle in the path of God's people. Moses
alone is weakness ; Moses plus God is infinite power. If

God's infinite wisdom and protection be his, he can lay hold
of the greatest problem. * * * "This shall be a token."
The burning bush which in its strangeness had been so re-

markable a sight to Moses. This shall be a sign of God's
unfailing power as of a fire never consumed. To us, even
as unto Moses, our Lord as he calls to his work has prom-
ised "So I am with you alway, even unto the end of the
world." Matt. 28:20.

mLESSONS $ nut shell

Oh, do not pray for easy lives. Pray to be stronger

men ! Do not pray for tasks equal to your powers.

Pray for powers equal to your tasks ! Then the do-

ing of your work shall be no miracle. But you shall

be a miracle. Every day you shall wonder at yourself,

at the richness of life which has come in you by the

grace of God.

—

Phillips Brooks.
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the blackboard; a daily reading scheme on the lessons for

the entire year, and a commentary and reflections on
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FIVE MIJVVTES' SrEHMOJV OJV THE
GOLT>EJV TEAT.

PETER AINSLIE.

HO of us does not feel the need of God?

W' The way is long and difficult. Strange

companions take up with us. Frequently

the mind waits in doubt and the heart is

kissed by some form of godliness which

may lead us away from the real path of

life. Things appear not as they are. The
unreal lies about us and moves around us,

and amid it all the heart is thirsting for

life. Tired and sore, disappointed and sick,

the heart looks upward for help. The world

cannot clothe it nor feed it nor make a tabernacle for

its dwelling place. It is a pilgrim crossing a barren

waste. But a strange voice comes from the skies. It

is the Lord Almighty and he frankly says, "Certainly

I will be with thee." At first one feels astonished in

such an assurance and then we remember it is the

Father's voice, and is not this assurance the chorus of

both Testaments ? God came very close to the natural

eye when men beheld the living form of Jesus. The
divine order as presented by Paul is first the natural

and then the spiritual. Men beheld the natural body
of Jesus and said: "Certainly God is here," and now
the natural body has faded away and under the spir-

itual sight, we behold the living presence of the Son
of God, and hear him say, "Lo, I am with you alway

even unto the end of the world." It is all wonderful

!

Then God is with us. His presence is our salvation.

To know that he is wherever we are is a marvelous

check on human thought and motives for he sees all

things and knows what is in us. It makes one humble
and sincere. It squares life to the divine model. Is

it not a fact that we behave better in the presence of

some people than in the presence of others?

If we think that man is only a stranger or one

that we have little respect for, how often when in his

presence are we careless in our acts? But this one

here is a man that we have great respect for and
sincere love, then how different is our manner? Now
above all men is God. To practice his presence is to

make one polite all the time, to make one honest, to

make one kind. We like to imitate those we love and
sometimes unconsciously we grow like them. Then
is not the living presence of our God our salvation?

We will do as he wants us to do when we know that

he is looking at us and not looking to find fault, but

looking to stimulate us to godly service. He is the

heart's rightful companion and in his presence is peace

and joy.

Our Father, we blessed thee because thou are ever

with us and we pray for more grace to live better in

thy presence. Amen.

"The foundation of all progress is that we should

individually choose the good and refuse the evil."

Dr. Wayland speaks of "criminals whose crime is so

small as to bring them within the scope of the law."

There is too much truth in this epigram to make it

wholly laughable.

"Every one will get to heaven who could live there."

This saying of an old divine was probably suggested

by such Scripture truths as these : "There shall in no

wise enter into it anything that defileth." "Without
holiness no man shall see the Lord."

CH^RISTIAJS E/tVEAVOn.
Charles Blanchard.

CHILWREJV OF GOT).
ipopic Dec. I, "Ref. "Rom. 8: 14--17. "For aj many aj are

led by the Spirit of God, they are the jotxj of God,"

HIS is a part of Paul's majestic argument

Tfor the supremacy of the spiritual in the

lives of believers. Have you noticed that

the little word "for" is used not less than
twenty times in this wonderful eighth

chapter of Romans to introduce and en-

force the great apostle's splendid appeal

for the prevalence and power of the Spirit

in all our lives ? Indeed, this is one of the

striking characteristics of the Roman let-

ter. Read it through with this thought in

mind, noting how Paul links together the great facts

of sin, of sacrifice, of the law, of grace and of the

revelation of the spiritual, the unseen and eternal.

And especially, in this Mountain Peak Chapter of

the Christian life, with its revelation of the Spirit,

all-pervading and all-prevailing, and its rhapsody of

rejoicing, unspeakable and full of triumph and love

unsearchable. O it is marvelous—this panorama of

the great conflict of the flesh and the Spirit for the

conquest of the race. Beside this sublime argument
of the inspired and gifted and glorious apostle all the

philosophies and pedantries of the past or present sink

into insignificance. To possess ourselves of this divine

idea and ideal ; to let it possess us, control us, leaven

us, lead us, link us with the spiritual solemnities and
supremacies and serenities, is to become the sons of

God in the loftiest sense and to be made heirs and
joint heirs with Christ.

But some will say, with a great yearning in the

heart, "This is altogether impossible for me." Re-
member that with God

"All. Things Are Possible."

And remember, and dare to rejoice in the assurance
of the Master, that "all things are possible to him that

believeth." These two divine possibilities make even
impossibilites possible for every one of us ! O let us

believe it, receive it, rejoice in it, as the children of

God!
John, the best-beloved, had a revelation of this be-

yond the power of human speech, for he cries : "Be-
hold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed
upon us that we should be called the sons of God!
* * * Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it

doth not yet appear what we shall be; but we know
that when he shall appear, we shall be like him, for

we shall see him as he is!" So we have the impossi-

ble for us—yes, John, the disciple that leaned on Jesus'

breast says "us"—becoming possible ! We know not

what we shall be—but when he shall appear we shall

be like him. We shall see him as he is—and that will

solve all difficulties, answer all hard questions, trans-

form us, change us completely into his likeness and
glory.

It is not the spirit of fear, but of love and of power
and of discipline. In this Spirit we look up from our

lowlands of earthly birth and abiding and cry "Abba.
Father." And if, in our weakness, it is at times the

midnight cry of a startled and sinful child, he will

hear in pity and forgive in infinite mercy. In this

very cry of "Father" is the Spirit's witness and assur-

ance. In this is the Spirit of our adoption, our birth-

right, our inheritance. Let us receive this Spirit, be

led thereby, triumph therein!
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THE HOME
For an Autumn Festi-Val.

Once more the liberal year laughs out

O'er richer stores than gems or gold

;

Once more with harvest song and shout

Is Nature's bloodless triumph told.

Our common mother rests and sings,

Like Ruth among her garnered sheaves

;

Her lap is full of goodly things,

Her brow is bright with autumn leaves.

O favors every year made new

!

O gifts with rain and sunshine sent!

The bounty overruns our due,

The fullness shames our discontent. —Whittier.

My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter V.

It happened that in the spring of the following year

things political pointed to a parliamentary dissolution,

and I was invited to contest the northern division of

the country.

The knowledge that it had been Allan's constant

wish that I should go in for this sort of thing influ-

enced my decision powerfully, but no definite con-

clusion could be arrived at, of course, until I had
threshed the matter out with Waldo. Therefore, one

morning at breakfast, I opened up the subject by say-

ing:

"Well, my friend ! how do you think old Nell would
look in parliament—if he ever got there?"

"What is parnament? A glass?"

"Sometimes, yes. A glass in which men see them-

selves as others see them."

"That is very funny! What does it mean, Nell?"

Then I unfolded to his childish yet wonderful per-

ception, as best I could, the meaning and the mechan-
ism of our system of government, and tried to show
him how there were other ways of fighting for one's

country than with sword and bayonet. Finally I said

:

"Father always thought old Nell should give some
of his life to this sort of fighting."

After that, no choice was left me. My darling en-

tered into the heart and spirit of the thing with an
enthusiastic zeal that positively inspired me, and sus-

tained me far and away beyond even the strength of

my own convictions. This I say without speaking

extravagantly in the least. It simply was so.

The summer was fairly well on before the general

election took place. Through all the canvassing,

speechifying and terrible self-advertisement necessary

to insure a decent return, or perhaps any return at

all, my little boy was my right hand.' Some lucky

men have devoted wives and beautiful daughters, who,
with tandem and four-in-hand, drive straight ahead
into the susceptible hearts of the peasantry, thereby

scoring enormously for their mankind ; while, when-
ever possible, at my side, there was just my little

Waldo, with his tiny white face and sweet shining

eyes, and his dear spontaneous: "Oh, John Richard-
son, I do hope you're going to vote for my Nell ! Be-
cause I do want him to win. Because he's going to

try and get you annotments—I mean, gardens and
things. So I do want him to win, you see."

Or his serious talks with the barber and the black-

smith—unknown to me till long afterwards—to this

effect : "I say, Thomas dear, you will vote for my Nell,

won't you? Because he's so very kind and beauti-

ful, isn't he? And," gravely shaking his curls, "he

always keeps his pwomises—always. He went thou-

sands of miles to find my father, because he pwomised
to always be his fwiend, and then he came back thou-

sands of miles to find me—and he is always my gweat-
est fwiend!"

I have heard rough voices tremble when they said,

"God bless him"; and I have seen positive tears come
into eyes where, I am sure, they had long been stran-

gers, when he put out his tiny hand for theirs to grasp,

and very well I know that many an honest farmer and
tiller of the ground swore and held to allegiance with
me primarily and principally on account of my little

boy.

Often there were whole days when we were quite

apart, since I had to be touring around the country
side, and could not take him with me because of the

fatigue it would have been to him. On these occa-

sions he would drive out with Barbara and the old

coachman, do his share of canvassing, and get up the

most delightful and cheering of reports for me on my
return. WT

hen I came back I used at once to repair to

his cot, and, however late the hour, the chances were
always in favor of my finding him wide awake, and
bursting with news after this manner : "Oh, Nell, only
think! We went to pay the miller's bill this after-

noon, and when we drove away the workmen were
coming out of the yard, and when they saw our horses
some one called for three cheers for you. Then I

waved my cap to them, and they called for cheers for
me—just fancy, Nell, for me! If only father could
have heard!'

Clear in outline, brave and strong in principle, was
the plan of campaign set forth by the heads of the
party in whose interests we labored, Waldo and I.

Our opponent's program was of a nature calculated
certainly to catch the thoughtless in its wondrous
meshes, but to make the thinking ones sit up and do a
quiet smile. Nevertheless, though party feeling ran
high, I am thankful to say that of personal feeling
there was not once, on either side, the least unpleas-
ant display.

As the polling day drew nigh I began to fear the
after consequences of reaction for Waldo, so great
was his excitement. The rose-color shone constantly
and triumphantly in his little face; his eyes were as
two jewels ; his voice and manner took on a glad
eagerness which never lost the charm of childishness

;

his whole soul and being seemed wrapped, lost, merged
in the one idea that Nell—his Nell—must win

!

His greatest private conquest was over a stub-
born old cobbler, with quite ultra-nihilistic views con-
cerning the state, the court, the government and all

pertaining thereto. Him would Waldo tackle boldly
and unaided, storming his communistic stronghold
with the sweetest and simplest of patrician arguments.
"You see, Josiah, Nell's motto is, Noblesse oblige.

Say it after me, Josiah, will you, please? Thank you.
It's French, I think. But it means that a gentleman
must never do a mean trick, and Nell is a gentleman.
So, you see, you can vote for him, can't you, and you
know it will be all right, don't you?"

When he was telling me of this, as he sat on my
knee in the hour before bedtime, the hour we always
called father's hour, in remembrance of those dear
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far-off days before they snatched his father from him
—he said to me, with solemn, wondering eyes

:

"Do you know, Nell, that when I first asked him
to say Noblesse oblige after me, I thought he said

:

'Noblesse—be—jiggered.' But the next moment he
said it quite properly. What is 'jiggered,' Nell?"

"Why did you ask him to say our motto, old man ?"

I inquired, by way of answer, and to gain time.

"I don't esackly know. When I want to believe

something very much I keep on saying it over and
over. When father went away and said : 'Nell will

come,' I was always saying it to myself. So I'm going
to make Josiah keep on saying 'Noblesse oblige/ be-

cause he doesn't believe in gentlemen at all. He's
going to believe in you, though. But what is 'jig-

gered,' Nell?"

To be continued.

HOUSEHOLD AFFAIHS.
"Man's labor is from sun to sun,

But woman's work is never done."

F THAT doctrine is to be accepted as true,

the only wise thing we women can do is to

study how best to make such constant labor

most effective and at the same time reduce

to a minimum the attendant friction and
resultant wear and tear on the nervous sys-

tem. The women are comparatively few
who do not show evidence of living under
a strain. An eastern woman brings to us

the following valuable suggestion:

"In these days when the modern woman
is rushed with committees, clubs and home duties until

we could almost say her family know her no more, in

the deepest, loveliest sense of wife, friend and mother,

the thought should come home to her with awful sig-

nificance that surely the nervous forces of the coming
generation are endangered thereby. I once knew a very

busy lady whose social duties were exceedingly numer-
ous, and who for awhile tried (but in vain) to carry

the whole world in her large heart. She found her-

self at thirty-four on the verge of becoming a physi-

cal wreck, and then decided upon a novel, but sensible,

plan. This was to lay aside one day of each week as

a resting day. She chose Saturday, on which day
thenceforth no callers were admitted, the meals were
of the simplest kind and her garb was a loose gown.
The result was almost incredible ; twice the work could

be accomplished on other days, because of the rested

body, the strengthened mind and clear brain. We,
the women of today who take life seriously, do not.

take sufficient rest."

Do we appreciate the truth that we are uncon-
sciously rested or otherwise by means of our surround-
ings? A little thought will reveal the fact that some
colors rest us, while others have an opposite effect;

furniture and pictures may be so arranged as to have
a soothing and refreshing influence upon us. A few
flowers or plants will help much to this end. Study
over this theory and work it out in your own case.

The Thanksgiving dinner is near at hand and we
gladly welcome new ideas for table decoration. Good
Housekeeping mentions two : A low oval-shaped
basket of pine cones, filled with fruit, will make a

pretty centerpiece. It should have a wide-arched wil-

low handle adorned with a bit of red bittersweet vine

and a cluster of thistle puff balls. A wreath of the

bittersweet should also encircle the basket. Another

suggestion is a cornucopia of plaited grass surrounded
by brightly tinted vines and dusky berries as it spills

out its wealth of autumn fruits upon the table. Still

another idea is an Indian canoe piled high with fruits,

the grapes and vines hanging over the sides. The ca-

noe may be made of bark or leaves or woven of grass.

Guest cards and favors may be cut out and painted to

represent the fall fruits and vegetables and lettered in

gold. Puritan hats made of black paper are quite at-

tractive. A little practice will enable one to roll up the

tall crown and paste it neatly. When dry, join it to

the wide brim and tie a cord round it. Around the

hat brim may be lettered in gold "Thanksgiving,
1901." A pumpkin filled with fruit is an easily ob-

tained and an inexpensive decoration. Cut a generous
slice from the stem end, remove the inside and line

with waxed paper. Fill with pears, red-cheeked ap-

ples, purple and white grapes and place on a white
centerpiece. Mistress Domo.

THE Ql/IET HO VR.
[The International Bible Beading Association Dally Beadlngs.j

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A

IST-RAEL OTVRESSET) IJV EG^TT.
"And God heard their groaning, and Cod remembered His

co-Oenant tuith Abraham, tvith Ijaac, and tvilh Jacob,"—
Exodus 2, 2,4-.

Monday—Kjcodus I, 1-14-

,

IF I am amongst God's chosen ones, I may

I
look for tribulation. "The nearer Christ,

the nearer the sword," one of the old

fathers said ; and his witness is true.

There is the Church as a whole. How
often are the sufferings of Egypt repeat-

ed and reproduced ! And the Church has

other assaults to bear, of skepticism and of

ridicule. She has been "heated hot with
burning fears, and bathed in baths of hiss-

ing tears."

Or there is the individual Christian. Scarcely a

day passes but I am in some strait. It may be pain or

anxiety. It may be the fiery darts of Satan, fierce

temptations, infidel suggestions, strong allurements to

some great wickedness. I am a soldier; and the life

of a soldier is a life of struggle, of unrest, of dis-

peace. I am a pilgrim ; and the pilgrim is exposed
to continual hardship ; if he treads the Via Lucis he
finds it tne Via Cruris, too.

Thus no strange thing happens me. Trial has been
the habitual dowry of the people of the Lord.

Tuesday—Genesis 46, 1-7.

Strangers in a foreign land, Israelites sojourning in

Egypt; it is the description just now of the people

of God. And why is it so? For wise and gracious

reasons, I may be sure.

That I may bless the alien country I am sent into

it. There my Lord would have me be as salt, pre-

serving it from corruption. There he would have me
be as light, illuminating its darkness and chasing its

shadows away. The world is to be better and holier

for my presence.

I am permitted to tarry awhile in exile that I may
discover .Christ's power to sustain, his power to cheer,

his power to deliver. In my loneliness he comes near.

In my difficulties he succors. In my dangers he saves.

The rest will be more welcome after the pilgrimage.

The victory will be more complete after the tempestu-

ous battle and the long campaign.
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So it is for my benefit and not my bane that for

a season I have to go down into Egypt.

Wednesday—Bjcodus 5. 5-19.

Not on communities only, and not merely in ages

which have passed away, has the stroke of trouble

fallen. It comes here and now. The iron enters my
soul. It may be bodily frailty, under which I can

scarcely bear up. It may be disappointment, which
has dashed my hopes to the ground. It may be the

removal of one who loved me and whom I loved.

It is not easy in such circumstances to say, Thy will

be done.

My very Christianity will increase my sorrows. If

it is as faithful as it should be, it will expose me to

reproach. It will compel me to mourn when Christ

is dishonored by lukewarmness in the church and by
iniquity outside. It will plunge me into penitence,

when I feel that I have vexed the Spirit and disobeyed

the Father and forsaken the Savior.

But, if the road winds upward and is covered with

flints and is begirt by thorns, the New Jerusalem is

its ending and its goal.

Thursday— "Deuteronomy 20. 1-11.

"Nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable

fruit of righteousness to them who are exercised there-

by." O that blessed and fertile Afterward, when trou-

ble has accomplished its purpose!
May the fires melt me. They should bring my sin

to remembrance. Tribulation should work patience

and submissiveness and estrangement from the world
and its evil ways.
May the fires try me. They have power to detect

the flaws in my character which I did not suspect.

They have power to discover the strength of God's
grace in operation within me. Then, when my heart

faints, he does mighty things ; he is glorified.

May the fires refine me. I go into them impure;
I come out from them purer and heavenlier. My
pride, my vanity, my self-will are left behind, when
God keeps watch over the glow and heat of the fur-

nace. My soul grows more silvery clear and golden
bright.

Friday—Isaiah 52, 1-6.

It is "My people," the saints of God, who have the

bands laid upon their necks. Does that seem strange,

arbitrary, unusual? I do not think it ought to ap-

pear so.

The lapidary and the jeweler bestow little pains on
the baser metals, but they use every method to beautify

and perfect fine silver and gold. The gardener is not
anxious to prune shrubs which bear only sour and
worthless fruit, but how keen the knife he keeps for

the trees with the mellow apples and the purple
grapes. The father in the home does not go out of his

way to correct another man's child, but his son whom
he loves—he chastens him with a tender heart and
tear-dimmed eyes. It is the same with the divine

Jeweler, and the divine Husbandman. It is the same
with the divine Father, who has his sons and daugh-
ters to nurture into Christ-like men and women.

It is impossible for him—thanks be to his name!

—

to deal remissly with those who are the people of his

own possession. He cares for them too earnestly. He
has destined them to an inheritance too great.

Saturday— Psalm 14-2,

If my trials teach me to pray as this Psalmist
prayed, they will have one good result and fruit.

In his latest story Mr. Neil Munro draws the por-
trait of Baron Lamond of Doom. He was a poor

Highland nobleman, a man with all the romantic and
sensitive sympathies of the Celt, who lived in the years

immediately succeeding the Forty-five. He had per-

force to submit to the government of King George.
He had, that he might prove his loyalty, to wear the

hated dress of the Saxon. But, every night, he climbed
to the highest room of his castle, and from an old

chest he took a suit of Highland clothes. He sub-

stituted the kilt, the plaid, the bonnet, the gay Tartan,

for the dull Sassenach garments. It was like the crea-

tion of a man from a lay figure. He was no longer the

baron of doleful days and melancholy evenings. He
was a soldier alert and eager. He was a hero in the

poise of his head, in the set of his limbs, in the sparkle

of his eye.

When trouble sends me to the lonely chamber of

prayer, I find there is waiting for me there the whole
armor of God. I put it on, and forthwith I am an-

other man, larger, cheerfuller, stronger. I have gained
and risen a hundredfold in wisdom and in stature.

Sunday—Psalm 94, 1-14.

"Blessed is the man whom thou chasteneth, O
Lord." So, when sorrow comes to my tent, she comes
as the Angel of God. Here is a little song about it

:

"Count each affliction, whether light or grave,
God's Messenger sent down to thee; do thou
With courtesy receive him ; rise and bow

;

And ere his shadow cross thy threshold, crave
Permission first his heavenly feet to lave

;

Then lay before him all thou hast, allow
No cloud of passion to usurp thy brow,
Or mar thy hospitality ; no wave
Or tumult to obliterate

The soul's marmoreal calmness
; grief should be

Like joy, majestic, equable, sedate,

Confirming, cleansing, raising, making free

!

Strong to consume great troubles, to commend
Great thoughts, grave thoughts, thoughts lasting to the end."

Indeed, this is the right and fitting spirit in which
to welcome an Angel of Jehovah, even if that angel

draw near to me with veiled face and the gift of pain

in his hands.

FO^R *BOyS A./V2) giuls.
THE MVRTHyS THAJVKS'GIVIJVG.

BY AMY D'ARCY WETMORE.

"I don't think," said Madeline, positively, "that I

will keep Thanksgiving at all this year, for I have
certainly nothing for which to be thankful."

"Oh, Madeline, you have lots
;
you know you are

so bright and clever and every one lOves you," ex-

claimed Rose.

"You little flatterer;" returned Madeline, slightly

appeased. "But, Rose dear, don't be shocked ; I real-

ly cannot feel thankful, and it would only be deceit to

act as if I did. Just think of the cruel difference be-

tween now and one year ago," and the tears welled up
in Madeline's eyes as she thought of her dear mother,
now numbered with the elect, and of her beautiful old

home passed into the hands of strangers.

"I know," answered Rose, kindly, "how hard it is

and how bravely you have borne all your trials, but,

Madeline, don't you remember what Miss King told

us in Bible class yesterday, that often the saddest life

could find some one more sad, and that none of us
realized our common, every-day blessings ?"

"But, Rose ! Rose !" and Madeline nestled her head
down on her companion's lap and sobbed.

Rose, for a young girl, was wonderfully thoughtful.

She knew only too well the keen contrast in her
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friend's life now and twelve months ago, when Made-
line had been the petted child of a devoted mother in

a luxurious home. Now the mother was gone, and
the property, too, was gone. When the estate had
been settled up, poor Madeline was left nearly penni-
less, in the care of an aunt, who was neither sympa-
thetic nor in touch with her niece's life.

Rose thought that if Madeline could only see some
one worse off than herself it would be a greater help

than all the advice in the world upon the subject, but
Rose led such a sheltered life that she wondered how
she could go about it, or in any way lighten the bur-
den that was crushing her young friend.

As the girls spoke something was coming that would
be the answer to Rose's unspoken prayer. A knock
at the library door caused them to jump up from the

hearth rug and Madeline hastily dried her eyes.

"What is it, Biddy?" asked Rose of the Irish girl,

who had thus disturbed them.
"Plaze, mum, a chile is downstairs a-cryin' as ef her

heart would bust. She sez she has lost her oranges,

she was a-sellin' an' that she will have no money to

take to her sick mother."
Rose and Madeline needed no urging to go to the

little forlorn one and soon found in the hall a most
pitiful morsel of a child, barely eight years old, clad

in ill-fitting garments, and holding in her hands an
empty basket.

She explained that some boys had snatched her
basket from her and grabbed the oranges. They had
laughed at her entreaties, and finally threatened to

stone her if she did not. run away. In the skirmish

she had lost the few pennies she had made that day
selling the oranges.

At once the girls came to her relief, and after she

had been given a good meal and her face had been
washed, she looked quite respectable in an old coat

of Rose's which, though much too big, was an im-
provement upon the huge shawl she had tied around
her. The girls accompanied her to her home, deter-

mined to find out for themselves the truth of her story.

The child seemed radiant at the thought of taking
her kind helpers to see her mother, proving, as Made-
line thought, the genuineness of the case.

They found Mrs. Murphy, Kitty's mother, ill in bed,

if the miserable cot in the fourth story back of the

tumbledown tenement house could be dignified by such

a name. Her lot was a hard one ; a drunken husband
who had long ceased to provide for her or the chil-

dren, and, indeed, had disappeared altogether for some
weeks and had left her helpless with rheumatism.

The other child was a cripple, and was therefore

only an additional burden. The few cents Kitty could

make day by day trying to sell fruit for a man who
had a stand and who allowed her a small percentage

on whatever she sold, was all that they had to depend
upon, except when some charitably disposed neighbor,

better off in this world's goods, sent them food oc-

casionally. The rent was behind, and only that morn-
ing Mrs. Murphy had received notice to leave in a

few days if the money was not forthcoming.

The girls listened with interest to this sad, sorrow-

ful story, and both made up their minds to do what
they could for these unfortunates. Rose at once
emptied her pocketbook into Mrs. Murphy's hand, and
although there was not quite a dollar in it, it seemed
like wealth to Kitty and Mamie, who stood staring

at the vast sum. Kitty was at once dispatched to get

some bread and milk for the family, and both girls

promised to come again and see Mrs. Murphy and

also told her that they would find the landlord and
beg him to give her more time, Rose privately meditat-
ing, if possible, to pay the few dollars due for rent
herself.

After a long consultation in Rose's pretty room, the
girls came to the conclusion that the only way they
could raise sufficient money for present emergencies,
until Mrs. Murphy was able to go to work again, was
to give a little fair. Madeline had some lovely em-
broidery and worsted work which she had done in
more prosperous days for her own amusement, and
gladly decided to put them for sale at the fair. Rose
promised to add some of hers, and to secure her par-
ents' interest in the undertaking. The fair would take
place, Rose said, in their library on Thanksgiving eve,

and on the next day she and Madeline could go to

the Murphys with whatever they had made, and thus
give them a happy Thanksgiving.

Madeline brightened up wonderfully at the very
idea of helping others. The next week was a busy
one indeed. Rose's mother, who was kind and sym-
pathetic, was only too glad to have her daughter think

of such a thing, and even Madeline's aunt was most
generous, feeling, perhaps, more than she expressed
for her niece's saddened life, and pleased to know
that she could interest herslf in anything. She prom-
ised not only to be a liberal purchaser, but also to give
some bric-a-brac and all the cake and bonbons that

they could sell.

Other friends heard of the affair, and also expressed
themselves delighted with the idea. They gave lib-

erally of fancy work and eatables, so that by the time
the evening arrived the fair was a great success, and
the girls really enjoyed it for itself, as well as the nice

sum of money that they made—nearly thirty dollars.

This they decided to distribute by degrees to the Mur-
phy family, first paying the rent and then getting the

children shoes, flannels, etc. Many of their friends

found old clothes and in this way garments were
collected that would last the little Murphys many a

day.

On Thanksgiving day after church, Madeline and
Rose, laden with good things and some ready money,
visited in state Mrs. Murphy and her children.

The poor woman was overwhelmed with gratitude

and said that already their kindness had made her feel

better. She was sure that next week she could begin
work again, as through their interest she had also some
washing and ironing promised her. Kitty and Mamie
imagined as they ate their good dinner, provided by
their kind friends, that there never was such a day
as Thanksgiving, and they eagerly promised to go to

Sunday-school in their new clothes, which as yet they

could hardly realize belonged to them.

Happier days dawned, too, for Madeline, and her

aunt's increasing interest kept the poor girl from feel-

ing so lonely, and her new work in taking care of

others gave both Rose and herself many cheerful

hours. Madeline had discovered that even in the dark-

est hours one can find something to be thankful for, if

one looks about.

—

The Young People's Magazine.

Master—Late again, Sandy! Can't you manage to

get here on time? Sandy (with a doleful headshake)
—I canna sleep o' nichts, sor, an' so I'm loath to get

up in the mornin'. Master—Eh, man, sleeplessness!

Why don't you consult a doctor and get at the cause?

Sandy—I get at the cause weel eneuch, but it'll no
shut up. It's six weeks auld, and an awfu' yeller.

—

Glasgow Times.

J
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General ^
Church NeWs

THE TtOEJSTIETH CE/W-
T\fRy JVATIOJVAL
GOSPEL CAMPAIGJV.

The national central committee for

this Gospel campaign includes many
ministers and laymen of note and wide

influence, and their suggestions just

issued in a printed address carry

weight. On this committee we find

the names of Dr. Frances B. Clark,

the great Endeavorer; Rev. Drs. D. J.

Burrell and Cornelius Woelfkin of the

Dutch Reformed church, Rev. Drs.

Gregory, Withrow, J. Wilbur Chapman
and John Balcom Shaw of the Presby-

terian body, Rev. Drs. R. S. MacAr-
thur and Cortland Myers of the Bap-
tists, Rev. Drs. Parkes Cadman and E. P.

Ingersoll of the Congregational church,

Dr. Henry Mottet, Episcopalian, and
many others, with such noted lay-

men as Hon. John Wanamaker, John
Willis Baer, John H. Converse, Wm.
R. Moody, John S. Huyler, Richard

C. Morse, etc. Denominational walls

are disappearing in the earnest desire

to combine all Christian forces in one
supreme effort for a revival of all

churches.

This committee believes that "with

the opening of the twentieth century

the hour struck for the great forward
movement of the Church, 'through

existing organizations and agencies,'

and for the rousing of Christians to

their God-given mission of evangeliz-

ing the nation and the world." They
call attention to four needs:

1. The supreme importance of a na-

tional Gospel awakening.

2. The need of an evangelistic refor-

mation of the entire Church of Christ,

in order to the evangelization of all the

unsaved.

3. The need of a revival of evangeli-

cal teaching and preaching.

4. The need of prayer for God's
blessing upon, and leadership of, the

entire campaign.

To this end, the week from Novem-
ber 10-15 was selected as a time when
there might be union of prayer, with
topics for each day selected by the

committee. Three special noonday
prayer meetings are being held daily in

New York city for the same purpose,
by Dr. Chapman, Dr. Burrell and oth-
ers. The co-operation of ministers
and laymen everywhere is asked, in

the planning for special evangelistic

services. It is interesting and stimu-
lating to note that at several points

already throughout this country, un-
ion meetings are resulting in large in-

gatherings of souls saved. We men-
tion several in this issue under the
heading, "General." May the good
work go on and spread!

A COffFE'REJVCE A"BG\TT
"BODS.

The fifth general conference about

boys was held in Charleston, Mass.,

October 29-30, under the auspices of

"The Men of To-morrow" and the Gen-

eral Alliance of Workers with Boys.

About seventy men and women came
together from various parts of the

country.

The main theme of the conference

was the Boy and the Home, and it was
dealt with by men of experience. Rev.

S. W. Dike of the National Society for

the Protection of the Family, spoke on

"The Home as a Factor in Social

Work," and Prof. H. M. Burr of the

Y. M. C. A. Training school at Spring-

field, on "The Boy as an Idealist."

Other speakers of note were Rev. En-
dicott Peabody of the Groton school,

Jacob A. Riis, Prof. F. G. Peabody of

Harvard and Edward Everett Hale.

On the church side of the question

W. H. Culver, the boys' pastor of the

Jefferson avenue Presbyterian church

of Detroit, who has been particularly

successful in his work with boys, gave

a most interesting talk on "The Pas-

tor and the Boys." Rev. O. S. Davis

of Newton, Mass., handled the sub-

topic, "The Y. P. S. C. E. Movement
and the Boy," criticising the pledge

as not explicitly appealing to the man-
ly virtues of the boy and therefore the

society stands with many for the femi-

nine rather than the masculine type of

Christianity. In the debate that fol-

lowed, this position was sustained as

well as opposed. It was claimed by
some that the Young People's Society

of Christian Endeavor had always

stood for the positive and aggressive

side of Christianity as evidenced in

the activities promoted by its leaders.

The conference was decidedly help-

ful and the whole program was of a
high order of excellence. It is to be
wished that such gatherings might be
multiplied for they work on the hope-
ful side of things, and deal with the

laying of foundations. Rev. W. B.

Forbush, Ph. D., pastor of Winthrop
church, Charlestown, and Mr. Frank
Mason of the Bunker Hill club are to

be credited with much of the success

of this conference.

LAKE MOHOJVK. IJVDIAJV
COJVrEHEJVCE

Friends of the Indian to the num-
ber of 150 to 200 gathered October 16

at the beautiful lake on the mountain
top, where they received courteous

welcome from the Messrs. Smiley. In-

asmuch as the Indian problem—the
original cause of the conference— is be-

ing solved by the more just and right-

eous treatment and the educational
and religious advantages now being
given to the red men and their fam-
ilies, the conference this year broad-
ened its aim and discussed the needs
of other dependent races. It has been
suggested that its name be changed
and that it henceforth be called a

"Conference on the Race Problems of

the United States."

Dr. Merrill E. Gates was again cho-

sen moderator and he pictured the con-

trast between the state of the In-

dian nineteen years ago with no rights,

no homes, no door into citizenship,

and the present when there is a large

Indian vote, marriage regulations, a

possible inheritance of property and
other modes of helping them into help-

fulness.

A beautiful tribute to President Mc-
Kinley from Lone Wolf, one of the

chiefs of the Kiowas, was read by
General T. J. Morgan, who also read

an excellent paper on "The Relation

of the Government to the Education
of the Dependent Classes." Miss Mary
Collins, for many years a missionary

to the Indians, urged that the Indian

must be reached in his home life and
heart life. Miss Anna Beecher Sco-

ville, a grand-daugher of Henry Ward
Beecher, emphasized the evil of too

much book knowledge without the true

Gospel and our religion.

Among the speakers on the Indian

question were Indian Commissioner
Wm. A. Jones, Jas. A. Sherman, chair-

man of the congressional committee
on Indian affairs; Hon. W. W. Foulke,

of Indiana; Philip Garrett, of Phila-

delphia, and Rev. M. Wright, an In-

dian clergyman. Some of the needs
emphasized were these: That the leas-

ing of Indian lands should be permit-

ted only under careful limitations; that

methods be devised to make grazing

lands belonging to Indians profitable;

that Indian industries be encouraged
and markets furnished, and that the

New York Indians should be under the

care of the United States government.
The forward step of the past year

has been the adoption of a system of

marriage licenses and family records

for all the agency tribes. This will

put the family on a legal basis among
the Indians, discourage polygamy, and
assure rights of inheritance. The con-

ference was of the opinion that the

ST'ROJWG FOOT>\
Hax)ing the Longest Staytng m

Poteters.

It is a good thing to know how to

select food that will so thoroughly feed

and nourish the body that there is no
indication of hunger or faintness frcm
one meal to another.

Grape-Nuts Food will carry the user
longer, probably, than any other food

known. A young lady attending busi-

ness college writes from Atlanta, Ga.,

saying, 'Before I began using Grape-
Nuts I got, so hungry before the dinner
hour that I was faint and almost sick,

but since I have Grape-Nuts Food for

breakfast I study harder and wait long-

er for my dinner without experiencing
any of the former trouble.

One great advantage is that it re-

quires hio cooking or preparation. I

wish everyone knew of the value of

Grape-Nuts Food for children in
scrool."—I. Parkhurst
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next reform demanded was the abo-
lition of a large number of agencies
which now exercise a despotic power
over civilized communities.

Dr. Lyman Abbott in a strong ad-

dress made the following points: 1, to

govern these inferior peoples in their

interest, not ours; 2, to give them law
and not hold them outside law; 3, to

secure them their proper right in

lands; 4, to provide for the education
of their children at public expense;

5, to carry to them the pure Gospel
and teach them who God really is.

Rev. Dr. Edward Abbott and Hon.
Darwin R. James spoke of the Fili-

pinos. Mr. James told of the marked
improvement in Manila in regard to

the sale of intoxicants. Before Jan-
uary, 1900, there were 218 licensed sa-

loons there, and about 3,000 native

shops for the sale of liquor. Now
there are 153 licensed saloons and 400

native shops.

Dr. A. F. Beard and Mr. Daniel Smi-
ley spoke on Porto Rico and its peo-

ple. Sixty Cuban teachers from the
normal school in New Paltz were pres-

ent. They are paid $400 a year by the

Cuban government while in this school.

Resolutions were adopted to the ef-

fect that the government has one duty
toward all the dependent races under
its care—to educate them as fast as

possible toward the plane of self-gov-

ernment and then make them free cit-

izens. A ringing appeal to all church-

es to enlarge their mission and educa-

tional labors in our newly annexed
islands, was incorporated in the reso-

lutions.

The closing address was by the ven-

erable Dr. Theodore Cuyler.

THE "BATTIST COJ*fCRESS
For eighteen years the Baptist de-

nomination has had an open forum for

the free discussion of any and every

question. No resolutions are ever

passed. No man is responsible for any
opinions expressed save those to which
he gives utterance. Things are some-
times said with which few Baptists

would agree. Utterance is sometimes
given to convictions which are held by
many, but which are not commonly
put into words. It is a time for the

honest speaking out of honest opin-

ions. Honored brethren have prophe-

sied all manner of evil from such free

speaking, but, as yet, the evil has not

materialized.

The nineteenth session of this con-

gress has just been held in New York.

It met with the Central Baptist church

on November 12-14. There were six

topics presented for discussion, one
session being given to each subject.

The discussion of each topic is open-

ed by two papers and two appointed

speakers, and then volunteers may
enter the field. The readers are al-

lowed twenty-five minutes each, the

appointed speakers twenty and the vol-

unteers ten minutes. No one may
speak twice upon the same question.

"The Consolidation of Our National

Societies," was the topic for discus-

sion on the first afternoon. Dr. L. A.

Crandall of Chicago opened the dis-

cussion, criticising present methods as

involving needless friction and perni-

cious in educational influence. Dr. J.

F. Elder of Albany followed with a

defense of the present system, with
which Dr. D. B. Jutten of Fall River,

Mass., agreed. Owing to lengthy in-

troductory exercises the time for gen-
eral discussion was cut short. This
is a burning question among Bap-
tists. At present the national socie-

ties are unrelated bodies, holding an-

niversaries together by mutual ar-

rangement, but with no general de-

nominational body to which they are

responsible. The purpose which some
of the brethren cherish is to have a
representative delegated body, to

which these societies shall report. The
matter is likely to come up for dis-

cussion next May at the anniversaries,

to be held in St. Paul.

No more interesting theme for dis-

cussion could be presented than "Mod-
ern Evangelism, or Proper Substitutes

for the Old-fashioned Revival." The
revival of fifty or even of twenty-five

years ago has almost entirely disap-

peared, and Christian men are asking
what is to take its place. Although
the discussion called out many good
things it did not clearly indicate the

answer; or, at least, did not give an
answer satisfactory to the majority of

pastors. Dr. W. M. Lawrence of

Chicago gave a sketch of the

great revivals under Edwards, Fin-

ney and Moody, and showed how
each contributed to our common
religious life. Other speakers, among
whom were Rev. J. H. Randall
of Grand Rapids, Rev. Daniel Shep-
ardson, an evangelist, and Rev.

C. S. Cooper of Lynn, Mass., suggested
the need of personal contact, the im-
portance of reaching the young at the

period of adolescence, and the need
of cultivated and unselfish evangelists

without too great insistance upon the

financial element.

"The Function of Penalty in the

Christian Religion," called out one of

the most vigorous and interesting dis-

cussions of the congress. The position

taken by the majority of the speakers,

including Dr. B. L. Whitman of Phila-

delphia, Rev. W. N. Giles of Summit.
N. J., Dr. R. S. MacArthur of New
York, was that penalty is reformatory
in nature and purpose. Vigorous dis-

sent from this view was expressed by
Dr. J. B, Thomas of Newton Theo-
logical seminary, who held that pen-
alty is vindicatory- Some of the

speakers came near expressing hope
that there would be another chance in

the future life for some who failed to

come to God here.

"The Ethics of Gambling." and "Cos-
mopolitanism" were ably discussed,

and a consideration of "The Keswick
Movement" closed a profitable and well

attended session.

Latham A. Crandall.

T'RESBy'TE'RIAJSf Sy/tfOT>
of MISSOX/Ttl.

The opening sermon of this session,

held in Jefferson City, was delivered

by Dr. S. J. Niccolls of St. Louis, upon
the "Signs of the Times," and the an-
nual sermon by Rev. Dr. W. J. McKitt-
rick of the same city. These sermons
were indicative of spiritual quicken-
ing. There was an unusual number
of addresses of eloquence and power.
The most notable were those by Dr.

H. C. Minton, moderator of the Gen-
eral assembly, upon the "Twentieth
Century Movement"; Dr. S. J. Nic-
colls, Mrs. F. R. Palmer of the wom-
an's department of the Freedmen's
board; Rev. C. A. R. Janvier of India,

Dr. Wilson Phraner of the Home Mis-
sion board, President J. H. Mac-
Cracken of Westminster college and
Editor Walter Williams on "Presbyte-
rianism as a Factor in History."

The special business this year was
the co-operation between the Northern
and Southern synods of Missouri in

conducting their educational institu-

tions. Westminster college is one of

the oldest and strongest of the de-

nominational colleges west of the Mis-
sissippi river, and the Northern synod

COFFEE COMPLEJTIOJV.
Many Ladies Ha*>e Poor Com-

pleteions from Coffee.
"Coffee caused dark colored blotches

on my face and body. I had been drink-

ing it for a long while and these

blotches gradually appeared, until

finally they became permanent and
were about as dark as coffee itself.

I formerly had as fine a complexion
as one could ask for.

When I became convinced that coffee

was the cause of my trouble I changed
and took to using Postum Cereal Food
Coffee, and as I made it well, according

to directions, I liked it very much, and
have since that time used it entirely in

place of coffee.

I am thankful to say I am not nerv-

ous any more, as I was when I was
drinking coffee, and my complexion is

now as fair and good as it was years

ago. It is very plain that the coffee

caused the trouble. Please omit my
name from public print." Mrs. ,

20S1 Ogden avenue, Chicago, 111. The
name of this lady can be given by the

Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd., Battle Creek,

Mich.

Most bad complexions are caused b>

some disturbance of the stomach and
coffee is the greatest disturber of di-

gestion known. Almost any woman
can have a fair complexion if she will

leave off coffee and use Postum Food
Coffee and nutritious, healthy food in

proper quantity. The food coffee fur-

nishes certain parts of the natural

grains from the field that nature uses

to rebuild the nervous system and
when that is in good condition one can

depend upon a good complexion as

well as a general healthy condition of

the body.
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will, in December, for the first time,

elect half of the trustees.

Strong resolutions were passed by

the synod in regard to Sunday observ-

ance. During the past year the

churches in this synod have con-

tributed to the support of the Gos-

pel within their own bounds, $321,254

and nearly $50,000 for general benevo-

lent work outside.

THE DISTCIPLEST 1JV
VI'RGIJ^IA.

The twenty-sixth annual convention

of the Virginia christian Missionary

society was held October 29 when more

than 260 delegates came together from

all sections of the state. The Minis-

terial association had an excellent pro-

gram on the opening day. Rev. B. P.

Smith, the president, made the first ad-

dress and was followed by Rev. J. A.

Spencer on "Our Relation to Other Re-

ligious Bodies," Rev. L. A. Cutler on

"Our Relation to Social and Civil Re-

forms," Rev. P. A. Cave on "Our Re-

lation to the Problem of Christian

Unity," etc.

Two years ago South Richmond
brethren offered to provide the salary

of a state secretary, and this secre-

tary proposed the raising of $8,000

and the winning of 1,000 converts.

This year, Wm. Jackson Shelburne re-

ported nearly $9,000 raised, 1,004 con-

versions, eleven preachers employed,

five new churches organized and a

balance of $2,000 in the treasury.

At the sessions of the Christian

Women's Board of Missions it was
shown that the 1,466 women in the

seventy-five auxiliaries gave last year

$3,081. Towards the endowment fund

of the Bible chair in the University of

Virginia, they gave $777.75. Mrs. Bul-

lard, superintendent of young people's

work, reported sixty-one mission

bands with 1,000 members.

T'RES'ByTE'RIAJtS? IJV
MIJVJVESOTA.

About 300 assembled for the annual
meeting of the Minnesota synod, held

in Albert Lea. The retiring modera-
tor, Rev. Dr. Carver, gave in the an-

nual session a comprehensive review
of church problems.

Widespread activity was evidenced

by the reports presented. The total

amount given by the seven presbyte-

ries of this synod for home mission
work was $6,681.29. Within the state

there are 122 missionary societies and
twenty-two bands at work. The
women sent out boxes valued at $1,-

651.04. The women's home and for-

eign societies held interesting sessions

with good speakers. Mrs. E. S. Wil-
liams of Minneapolis, Mrs. D. B. Wells
of Chicago, and Rev. Dr. John Dixon
were among them.
The synod voted to use all efforts

possible to prevent the repeal of the
present anti-canteen law. Rev. New-
ton E. Clemenson of Utah, spoke
strongly on the Mormon evil. Dr. E.
B. Hodge made an address on educa-

DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK?

Do You Have Rheumatism? Have You Bladder or
Uric Acid Trouble?

To Prove what Swamp=Root, the Great Kidney and Bladder Remedy, will

do for YOU, all our Readers flay Have a Sample Bottle Sent Free by Mail.

Pain or dull ache in the back is unmis-
takable evidence of kidney trouble. It is

Nature's timely warning to show you
that the track of health is not clear.

If these danger signals are unheeded,
more serious results are sure to follow:
Bright's Disease, which is the worst form
of kidney trouble, may steal upon you.

The mild and the extraordinary effect

of the world-famous kidney remedy,
Swamp-Root, is soon realized. It stands
the highest for its wonderful cures of the
most distressing cases. A trial will con-
vince anyone—and you may have a'sam-
ple bottle for the asking.

Lame back is only one symptom of

kidney trouble—one of many. Other
symptoms showing that you need Swamp-
Rooc are, obliged to pass water often
during the day and to get up many times
at night; smarting or irritation in passing,
britk-dust or sediment in the urine,

catarrh of the bladder, constant head-
ache, dizziness, sleeplessness, nervous-
ness, irregular heart beating, rheuma-
tism, bloating, irritability, wornout feel-

ing, lack of ambition, loss of flesh or sal-

low complexion.

If your water, when allowed to remain
undisturbed in a glass or bottle for
twenty-four hours, forms a sediment or
settling, or has a cloady appearance, it is

evidence that your kidneys and bladder
need immediate attention.

In taking Swamp-Root you afford natu-
ral help to Nature, for Swamp-Root is the
most perfect healer and gentle aid to the
kidneys that is known to medical science.

Swamp-Root is the triumphant discov-
ery of Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney
and bladder specialist. Hospitals use it

with marked success in both slight and
severe cases. Doctors recommend it to
their patients and use it in their own fam-
ilies, because they recognize in Swamp-
Root the greatest and most successful
remedy.

If you have the slightest symptom of
kidney or bladder trouble, or if there is a
trace of it in your family history, send at
once to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
N. Y., who will gladly send j

rou free by
mail, immediately, without cost to you, a
sample bottle of Swamp-Root and a book
of wonderful Swamp- Root testimonials.
Be sure to say that you read this gener-
ous offer in The Christian Century.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take, and if

you are already convinced that this great
remedy is what you need, you can pur-
chase the regular fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles at drug stores Don't
make any mistake, but remember the
name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root.
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tion, Dr. John Dixon on home mis-
sions, Dr. Halsey on foreign missions,

and Dr. Worden on Sunday school

work.
The most encouraging feature of the

session was the testimony to the

marked expectancy everywhere of an
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and
the evidence of a decided revival c c

spiritual interest.

CHICAGO A.JVD VICIJVITy.
Rev. B. A. Torrey has been granted

a year's leave of absence by his con-

gregation, and will sail for Australia

December 23 on an extended mission-

ary trip. Before Mr. D. L. Moody
died 15,000 residents of that continent

petitioned him to hold Gospel meet-
ings there, and the work was dele-

gated to Mr. Torrey. A. P. Fitt of

Northfield, Mass., will be in charge of

Moody Institute in Mr. Torrey's ab-

sence.

The installation of Rev. Joseph A.

Milburn, D. D., as pastor of Plymouth
Congregational church, took place No-
vember 12. The former pastor, Dr.

Gunsaulus, preached the sermon, Rev.
Messrs. Mackenzie, Fifield, Thorp,
Scott, Ray, Sturtevant and Adams tak-

ing other parts of the service.

Rev. C. H. Holden was installed pas-

tor of the Humboldt Park Baptist

church November 14.

After twenty years of service in the
First Baptist church, Dr. Poindexter

S. Henson has resigned to accept the

call to the Hanson Place church,

Brooklyn. His going, December 31,

will be a loss to Chicago.

Rev. James Mullenbach was installed

as assistant to Dr. Graham 'Taylor at

the Tabernacle Congregational church
November 11. Dr. Bartlett preached
the sermon.

The Methodist Social union had a re-

ception and banquet at the Auditorium
November 2, when Rev. Frank M.
Bristol of Washington, D. C, gave an
address on President McKinley. Gov-
ernor Yates also spoke.

Rev. D. W. Forrest, D. D., of the

United Free church or Scotland, de-

livered a lecture at McCormick Theo-
logical seminary, November 15 on
"Religion and the Law of Probability."

The restored Second Presbyterian

church was dedicated Sunday, Novem-
ber 10, the beloved former pastor, Rev.

Dr. McPherson, preaching the sermon.

Rev. Dr. Herrick Johnson offered the

dedicatory prayer. A large number of

communicants partook of the Lord's

Supper in the afternoon, and the pas-

tor, Rev. Dr. Pleasant Hunter, wel-

comed thirty-two to membership,
thirteen on confession. The interior

of the church has been greatly trans-

formed, and the result is an almost

ideal place for reverent worship. The
total cost of reconstruction is $100.-

000, of which $80,000 came from insur-

ance.

A series of foreign mission confer-

ences are to be held in the presbytery

of Chicago, beginning November 22.

There will be sixteen in all, and they

Dr. Herbert L. Willett expresses himself freely

as to the merits of

the Praise fiymnal
" Dear Brother Fillmore :—I am greatly pleased with The Praise Hymnal,

which marks a decided advance in hymnology among the Disciples of Christ. The
book has many features that place it on a level with the very best hymn collections of

the time. There has been displayed a careful regard for the familiar hymns of the

church, and indeed I am glad to note the fact that some splendid hymns which have

received the approval of widespread portions of the Church of Christ, but have never

hirtherto found admission to our own hymnals, are included in this collection. There

is a large responsibility resting upon the shoulders of men who prepare the collections

of music for a great brotherhood like our own. It is easy to mark the advance that

has been made since our earliest attempts at hymn-book making. The standard of

music has been rising, though not as rapidly, perhaps, as might have been desired.

The musician who is conscientious and sincerely desirous of lifting the taste of those

who depend upon him must be prepared to encounter opposition in his efforts. There

is always a large demand for the so-called '

' popular music, '

' which has certain helpful

and "catchy " features, but which is only the music of a day. This, it seems to me,

has occupied too large a place in our collections of church music hitherto, and even the

amount of space you have given it in the present collection stretches somewhat the

bounds of a just proportion. But ther e is adequate compensation here, as there has

never been before in our church music, b}r the presentation of a large amount of

thoroughly strong and enduring themes, for which I think you are to be emphatically

commended. I am pleased also to see that you have incorporated the "Scripture

Readings," which are grouped under appropriate heads, both topically and by sections.

I am hoping that The Praise Hymnal will soon find itself employed in many of our

churches, and that once employed, the best and most impressive themes in it may
receive early recognition. Herbert L. WillETT."

Chicago, III.

As to Prices.—The contents of The Praise Hymnal are of a permanent quality. It is

false economy to ask for cheap binding. We make a cloth bound book with leather back that
will last ten vears with any sort of care. The price is as low as can be made on its superior
material and workmanship, $75.00 per 100 copies. Specimen copies sent on approval.

nl I IVAnCC" DDHC 119 W. 6th St., CINCINNATI, O
LLIVH^rtH DriUO., - 40 Bible House, NEW YORK.

Our CHRISTMAS MUSIC is now ready. Send for list. Why not order ALL your music

from Fillmore Brothers? We are prompt, courteous, and are publishing new music of all kind*

all the time. (•*)

will be held in various sections, so

that the whole field of the presbytery
may be reached.

Rev. G. Campbell Morgan preached
every afternoon and evening of last

week at the Union Park Congregation-
al church, and this week he is giv-

ing the same time at the Forty-first

Street Presbyterian church.

Chicago Theological seminary (Con-

gregational) will open a school of

church music January 2, 1902, for the

training of young ministers in Hymn-
ology and Liturgies, or the conduct of

public worship, history of church mu-
sic, and training in choir practice.

Free instruction in these lines is of-

fered to organists, choir directors and
those preparing for evangelistic work
and for service as pastors' assistants.

Commander and Mrs. Booth-Tucker
of the Salvation Army are to conduct

a special revival campaign November
24 and 25 at the Princess rink. 55S

West Madison street, and the Stude-

baker theater.

Rev. A. G. Bergen, pastor of the

Cumberland Presbyterian church at

Mattoon, 111., has accepted a call to

the pastorate of the Drexel Park Cum-
berland church. Chicago. He will as-

sume his new duties December 1.

The sixteenth annual convention of

the Young Women's Christian associ-

ations of Illinois was held at Aurora
November 15-17. Addresses were made
by Rev. Cleland B. McAfee of Chicago

on "The Claims of the Spiritual Life."

H. B. Sharman of the University of

Chicago on "How a Life Purpose Was
Worked Out." and Mrs. Martha Foote

Crowe, dean of women at Northwest-
ern University, on "The Relation of

Faculty Members to the Students of

the College."

A new home for working boys was
opened November 14 in connection

with the Champlin Memorial Home
for Boys, at 515 West Adams street

There are now seventy boys in the

home between the ages of six and six-

teen. The superintendent is Rev. John

M. Chattin.

The Third United Presbyterian

church closed a series of meetings No-

vember 3, and on that day twenty boys
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and girls appeared before the session

for church membership.
The Chicago Christian Missionary

society received $4,000 last year as

against $2,500 the year previous. The
year's work has been encouraging.

More attention has been given to

housing the missions than to evange-

listic work. An effort is to be made
to raise $8,000 for missions the com-
ing year. The State Christian Wom-
en's Board of Missions has offered to

pay the salary of an evangelist for

Chicago.

Twenty-five new members were re-

ceived at the last communion service

of Covenant Congregational church.

On a recent Sunday there were 345 in

the Sunday school.

"Baptist.

Five new churches have been built

in East Washington and North Idaho
during the year. Twenty-four mission-

ary pastors have been under appoint-

ment for all or part of the year, the

average number at work being nine-

teen. The total number of churches
in the district is sixty with a total

membership of 3,008.

The Indiana convention resolved "to

set apart the second Sunday in No-
vember as a day of fasting, prayer and
confession before Almighty God," re-

gretting "with deep humiliation and
shame, the low state of religious ex-

perience which prevails among our
people, the decline of personal piety

and family religion, the formal and in-

termittent attendance on the means of

grace and the meager and stinted giv-

ing; we have thereby greatly dis-

pleased our Lord, grieved his

Holy Spirit, and brought spiritual

leanness to ourselves and to our
churches; there is a falling off in the
attendance of the Bible schools, in the

number of conversions, and in the

number of students for the ministry;
and we deplore the sins which have
brought us, as a Christian people, into

an unworthy attitude before God and
the world."

During the three years' pastorate of

Rev. W. M. Walker of the First church,
Des Moines, Iowa, 265 have been added
to its membership. The money raised

for all purposes auring this period was
$29,598.65.

At the annual Bible school conven-
tion of the Pittsburg association, Dr.
L. C. Barnes advocated the plan of sal-

aried superintendents as an ideal.

The young men's Bible class of Cal-
vary church, New York city, invited

young men from the various churches
to meet with them; 350 were present
and about 200 signed cards expressing
an interest in the work of the city

mission society and many indicated

their purpose to do personal mission
work in local fields. A call was made
for $100,000 for sites and chapels. This
meeting is expected to be the begin-
ning of a series that will result in

great personal enthusiasm in city mis-
sion work.

At the Cleveland Baptist association

it 'was stated by Dr. W. L. Pickard in

a strong address on "Baptist and City

Evangelization," that $80,000 had been
expended in new edifices, improve-
ments and reduction of debts during

the past year. The number of baptisms
The Northside Baptist church of

in the churches of the association was
about 300; the net increase, about 150.

Denver has maintained in its Sunday
school the exceptionally high record of

282 pupils per 100 church members.
Though one of the poorest churches
financially it has averaged $18.67 per

capita, a standard that has been
reached by only three other Denver
churches. This church has been aided

by the Home Missionary society, but
has now become self-supporting. Rev.
D. Reddick has been the missionary
in charge during the last four years.

There are now twenty colportage
wagons at work, four of them in Tex-
as. They do a most useful and aggres-

sive work and are the forerunners of

churches and Sunday schools.

Hebron church, St. Paul, has an ad-

vance Bible school which is growing
in numbers and interest. It studies

biblical introduction, ecclesiastical

history and practical methods of

church work.

The "Disciples.
As a monument to Rev. J. B. Swee-

ney the Texas brethren are raising a
preachers' fund for Add-Ran univer-
sity. A thousand dollars has already
been pledged towards the $1,500 de-

sired.

H. C. Patterson addressed the pris-

oners at Auburn, N. Y., November 3,

and at the close called upon all who
would take Christ as their Savior and
follow him, to stand. Sixty-three

stood. Evidently the message awak-
ened new purposes in their hearts.

There have been seventy-five addi-

tions to the Peoria, Illinois, Christian
church during the year. The pastor,

Rev. G. B. "Van Arsdall, will resume
his study at the University of Chi-
cago April 1.

Hiram college dedicated its new
library building October 25, $1,000 was
given that day for the purchase of new
books, by C. B. Lockwood and H. R.

Newcomb of Cleveland. Professor Paul
conducts a missionary class number-
ing 175 persons each week.
Add-Ran University, Waco, Texas,

has matriculated 284 students this sea-

son. Thanksgiving day is to be ob-

served as "Emancipation Day" from
debt.

The West Jefferson Street church,

Fort Wayne, Ind., received fifty-five

new members November 11, the whole
church extending the right hand of

fellowship in the old-fashioned way.
At two places in Georgia recently

there have been lengthy meetings, with
106 additions to the church at one
place and 132 at the other. A new
church was organized in one case and
three churches re-organized in the
other.

A CURE FOR ASTHMA.
Asthma sufferers need no longer leave home and

business in order to he cured. Nature has produced

a vegetable remedy that will permanently cure

Asthma and all diseases of the lungs and bronchial

tubes. Having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases (with a record of 90 percent,
permanently cured) and desiring to relieve human
suffering. I will send free of charge to all sufferers

from Asthma, Consumption, Catarrh, Bronchitis and
nervous diseases, this recipe in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.

Sent by mail. Address with stamp, naming this

paper, W. A. Noyes, 847 Powers Block, Rochester,
N. Y.
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Don't Get Married
Until you have seen our strictly correct Wedding
Stationery. Samples and prices gladly furnished free.

We make a specialty of Wedding Invitations and
Announcements, Folders, Visiting Cards and other po-
lite society stationery. Our work is Guaranteed the
finest obtainable at any price. Engraved copper plate
and 50 Correct Style, Best Wedding Bristol Visiting
Cards, postpaid, 90c. Quire fine correspondence paper
with any 2 initial monogram embosssed in gold or any
color, env. to match, postpaid, tiOc. Our new process
of printing in imitation of Engraving deceives all but
experts, 50 correct form wedding invitations or an-

nouncements, 2 sets env., S2.50. 100 visiting or busi-

ness cards, postpaid, 25c, Write for any information
concerning any commercial or society printing, eng-
raving or embossing. We will save you money
TheB. W.KINSEYCO., 358 Denaborn St., Chicago

Cheap-Rate

Excursions

Southwest
Only one fare plus $2.00.

November 5 and 1 9,

December 3 and 17.

The Santa Fe most directly

reaches the fertile valleys,

industrial centers, and noted
mining camps of

Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Colorade, New Mexico
and Arizona.
Go out and see uic country
for yourself.

Santa Fe
Address J. M. Connell. Gen. Agt. A. T. & S. K.

R'y., 109 Adams St., Chicago.

ABELLS
^^"^^ CaMlogue FREE.

BELL FOUNDRY CO., Northville, Mich.

all kinds, Mg and
little—for Churcb
& School, for Fire,

Factory and Farm.
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At the Tennessee state convention,

A. I. Myhr, the state secretary, re-

ported 700 added to the churches dur-

ing the year, four new churches or-

ganized, and $4,000 raised in state mis-

sion work.
Large additions have beeu received

at various points, the result of meet-
ings, viz., at Horton, Iowa, thirty; Pa-
nora, Iowa, thirty-seven; Bethany,

Mo., thirty-three; bowling Green, Mo.,

twenty-four; Camden Point, Mo., forty-

nine; Princeton, Mo., sixty-two; Wal-
nut Grove, Mo., eighty; Warrensburg,
Mo., seventy; Myrtle Springs, Texas,

sixty.

Omaha is already preparing for the

annual missionary convention of 1902.

A union prayer meeting at the First

church is arranged for, -to ask for

guidance in the planning. The audi-

torium of which the building and
grounds have cost $225,000 will be

ready in good season. It is on How-
ard street, between 14th and 15th and
convenient to railway stations and
several hotels.

Congregational.

Ex-President George A. Gates, for

thirteen years at the head of the Iowa
college at Grinnell, Iowa, but now
pastor of the Congregational church at

Cheyenne, Wyo., has accepted the

presidency of the Pomona university

at Los Angeles, Cal.

The work of Central church, Topeka,
Kas., Dr. Chas. M. Sheldon, pastor, has
increased so that necessity for a new
building is felt, it is proposed to erect

an adequate edifice in the spring, with
an audience room to seat 1,500 people,

and all facilities for the work that has
been undertaken.
The pastor of the church at Piano,

111., Mr. Francis Wyatt, preaches to the
children at the Junior Endeavor meet-
ing and the membership of that or-

ganization has grown from a dozen to

forty, with an attendance of over
thirty.

During the four years of the pasto-
rate of Rev. J. W. Wilson at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, seventy have been re-

ceived to membership on confession
and fifty-one by letter, and a long-
standing indebtedness has been can-
celed.

The church at Fort Dodge, Iowa,
has decided to become an institution-

al church. It is proposed to build an
addition to the edifice which shall be
open every night of the week, and sup-
plied with bath rooms and gymnasium
and the usual amusements. The idea
of the pastor, Rev. H. D. Wiard, is

that the church should provide a Chris-
tian home for those who have no such
privilege.

The church at Auburn, Cal., opens
its spacious parlor two evenings in a
week for the entertainment of boys
and young men. Games, reading mat-
ter and athletic apparatus are fur-

nished.

A feature of Seattle church work,
which is being adopted by other

churches, is the use of the whole or a
part of the prayer meeting hour for

study of the Sunday school lesson. The
Plymouth plan is to carry on a reg-

ular teachers' meeting from 7:30 to 8,

and then use the theme of the lesson

for the prayer meeting hour. Pil-

grim turns the entire meeting into a

combination Bible class and teachers'

meeting, opening and closing with de-

votional features, but the pastor seek-

ing during the forty minutes remain-

ing to make living practical and fa-

miliar to all tne next Sunday's lesson.

Questions are many, but discussion is

never allowed to devour the time.

Eliot church, Newton, Mass., last

month, contributed $1,075 toward the

ransom for Miss Stone and $3,177 for

the American board.

A revival season came to the Reber
Place church, St. Louis, recently. At
the close of the sermon one Sunday a

man asked permission to speak and
confessed unfaithfulness to Christ

during the past three years, express-

ing a desire to return to loyalty and
service. Another man made similar

confession, and the pastor, Rev.

Frank Lonsdale, asked if there were
others who wished to consecrate them-
selves to the Lord, and some twenty
responded. The Spirit was manifest-

ly present and a season of prayer fol-

lowed.

A young men's union has been or-

ganized at Sloan, Iowa, whose object

is "to stimulate a true Christian man-
liness and to foster a spirit of hearty

good fellowship among its members."

"Presbyter an-

The presbytery of San Francisco had
a day of prayer for ministers and el-

ders, October 30. Practical topics were
discussed and a sacramental service

closed the meeting. This conference

was found to be so helpful that an-

other was arranged for, to follow the

winter gathering of the presbytery.

Rev. Robert Mackenzie, D. D., who
leaves the First church, San Francis-

co, for the pastorate of the Rutgers
Riverside church, of New York, has
been a leader in Presbyterian circles

for fifteen years in San Francisco, and
professor of apologetics in the semi-

nary.

Hon. A. C. Rankin of Chicago held

a two weeks' temperance meeting at

Afton, Iowa, resulting in 372 signatures

to the pledge, and the arrest of two
druggists for illegal sale of liquors.

The church at Wausau, Wis., had a

notable day, October 20, in a harvest

home festival. There were three serv-

ices and at the afternoon one the three

missionary workers of the church were
on the platform, one of them being
from Africa, and delegates from six-

teen mission fields within twenty-four
miles from the church edifice. All

these fields have been cared for by the

pastor and members of the Wausau
church during the past thirteen years.

The synod of Illinois at its recent

meeting petitioned the General assem-

,^ **
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STANDARD OIL CO.

bly to consider the question of estab-

lishing a system by which "the infor-

mation which each presbytery is ex-

pected to acquire concerning the char-

acter, standing and progress of its

candidates and licentiates, shall be-

come available for the other presby-

teries of the church, into relation with
which any of these candidates or li-

centiates may afterward seek to come."

The synod also issued an appeal to

young men and to parents and teach-

ers for more men for the ministry.

The appeal is to be read in the church-

es, and in the institutions of learn-

ing, young men's classes, clubs and so-

cieties, and earnest prayer is to be of-

fered that the Lord of the harvest will

send forth more laborers.

Akron, Mich., has been blessed with

a three weeks' series of evangelistic

services resulting in many decisions to

follow Christ. At some of the Sunday
evening services, the capacity of the

Presbyterian church is overtaxed. The
pastor's wife, Mrs. E. L. Buchanan,
supplied the out-station for two Sun-

days during the revival services so

that the pastor could attend the men's
meeting.

The First church, Saginaw. Mich., is

aggressively at work. Miss Sherwin.

the deaconess, has returned and has

special care of the Sunday school and

young people's work. Classes for young
women employed during the day. have

been organized, in German, music,

bookkeeping and sewing.

General,

The meetings held in "Tent Evan-
gelist" at the gate of the Buffalo ex-

position were of widely varied nature,

ranging from strictly revivalistic to

broadly sociological. The largest at-

Kor Indigestion

\Ssc Horsford's Acid Thosphate.
Dr. Gregory Doyle, Syracuse, N. Y..

says: "I have frequently prescribed it

in cases of indigestion and nervous

prostration and find the result so satis-

factory that I shall continue it."

i
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tendance at any one meeting was 5,000;

the least, fifty; the total at all, about
30,000. The men's meetings on Sunday
afternoons were under cliarge of the
Buffalo Young Men's Christian associ-

ation. Ten conventions of Christian

societies were held in the tent during
the season.

A "social settlement" under unique
conditions has been established by
Berea college, (Ky). in a mountain
neighborhood known as Narrow Gap.
Miss Adelia Fox is in charge, and is

settled in a neat log-house, with a
"church-house" in her yard in which
sewing school, singing school and
other activities are carried on for the

benefit of a population which has been
singularly left behind. "Shootings"
and other disorders are rife, but Miss
Fox and her work are unmolested.
In Brattleboro, Vt, the Congrega-

tional, Baptist and Methodist churches
are to unite in Sunday evening serv-

ices, cottage prayer meetings and
parish visitation until January and
then have a series of evangelistic meet-
ings under the leadership of Rev. E. E.

Davidson.

A series of conferences on the re-

ligious situation of the South end of

Boston, in which six denominations
are represented, is being held to plan
for co-operative action.

At the general convention of the
Universalists at Buffalo, the attend-

ance of delegates was 286, almost twice
what it has been at previous biennial

gatherings of the denomination. It

was reported that the twentieth
century fund of $100,000 for church
extension had been entirely sub-
scribed. There was a shrinkage of

considerable proportions noted in the

foreign mission gifts of the church.

The only mission maintained is in

Japan, and the budget for its support
is only $8,000. The membership of

the denomination decreased from 53,-

070 in 1900 to 52,873 in 1901; the num-
ber of parishes from 1,000 to 983.

Fourteen ministers representing
four denominations, held a "quiet

day" at Manchester, Vt., last month.
The needs of the locality were consid-
ered and preparation to meet them
was sought. It was a devotional gath-
ering.

At Westerly, R. I., four denomina-
tions united in an evangelistic cam-
paign from October 25 to November
17. The ministers work in one an-
other's churches without outside help.

Special services were held for church
officers and for young people. There
was a twelve-hour session for prayer
and sixteen simultaneous cottage
prayer meetings and union services

were held. Preliminary to the cam-
paign the pastors met for prayer and
conference more than once.

All the Evangelical churches of

Neosho, Mo., are uniting in a series of

special services under the leadership
of L. P. Rowland of Grand Rapids,
Mich., who has had a long experience
in Y. M. C. A. work.

The Methodist, Baptist and the two
Congregational churches of Exeter, N.
H., unite in a series of evangelistic

services under the leadership of Mr.
Herbert L. Gale.

Evangelist L. W. Munhall of Phila-
delphia has just closed a three weeks'
series of meetings at Dallas, Texas.
Eighteen churches, with a member-
ship of 6,000, co-operated with him. A
tent holding 2,500 was filled every
night, and an audience of 400 attended
by day. The converts who signed
cards numbered 532; more than half

of them were men and boys.

fo'Reigjv MirriojvA.ay
ITEMr.

Rev. F. M. Rains, secretary of the

Foreign Missionary Board of the Dis-

ciples, writes from Japan: "We have
a number of out-stations around about
Sendai. The number of preaching
points is eighteen. At thirteen of these

points we have believers, and at three

of them the brethren meet every Lord's

day to observe the Lord's Supper. In

this district we have six Sunday
schools. There have been thirty ad-

ditions during the past year and
twice that number are expected during
the current missionary year. The name
of our preacher at Fukushima is Yon-
taka Hasegawa. He was educated in

a college at Tokyo. He has been a
Christian for fifteen years. His fam-
ily consists of a wife and eight chil-

dren. He is a good, earnest man, with
a good honest eye. His salary is $15

per month. He has baptized about
150. The prospects in his field are

very encouraging. He says many are

almost ready to turn to the Lord. No
member of this church drinks or

smokes. Very few Christians in Japan
do. His great need at this place is a
chapel. The little church, very poor,

agrees to buy and pay for a lot if we
can build a chapel to cost $300."

Three great encouragements in the
Laos mission are the friendliness of

the people, of their rulers, and the po-
sition of women. While considered
much inferior to her husband and with
no chance of attaining to Nirvana, the
Buddhist heaven, woman has there a
social freedom seldom found in other

parts of heathendom. One wished we
could come with her to a large Bible
class of women and see how lives and
faces are transformed by the Gospel.

"Before you came," they say, "all was
darkness, but now we can sing for

joy." Forty-one of the Ka Moh tribe

were received into the church last year.

Ui Mun, a day school pupil in Praa
and since a student in Chiang Mai
boarding school to which she walked,

a seven days' journey, was saved from
a fate worse than slavery, the gover-

nor's harem. When threats of banish-

ment frightened her mother from en-

tering "the Jesus way," she bravely
confessed Christ, taught her mother
the catechism, her older sister to read,

the younger children to sing and was
one of the party who, when the mis-
sionary party rode over the mountains
on elephants, coming to America, ac-

companied them on foot, ten days, en-

treating: "Oh, do come back to us.

We're so afraid you'll get interested

in some outside country and never re-

turn." In her letter telling of the
baptism of her widowed sister, she
says: "Keep on praying for mother.
I'm sure she will come by and by."

Another Presbyterian college is soon
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to be established in India. The for-

eign board at New York has decided

to open a school of collegiate ^raz5 ** at

Allahabad, capital of a province con-

taining sixty million people. With
this new institution at work a splen-

did circle of Presbyterian colleges will

be completed on the Hindoo mission

field, including in its circumference

Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Indore, La-

hore, and Allahabad.

From Egypt Rev. J. Kelly Giffen

writes: "The cut made this year (one-

third of our working estimate) I am
sure works more distress to the mis-

sionaries and more injury to the work
than the board or any one else outside

of the mission field can understand.

This, too, has been for years. Mis-

sionaries have endeavored to keep up
parts of the work from private funds

and by begging, until some of them
are in debt from this cause. But no
missionary can longer endure this.

The expense of living in 'Egypt has
greatly increased and is still increas-

ing. It has almost doubled since I

came into Egypt. Some of our young
missionaries who have not yet begun
to educate their children, tell me it is

with the greatest difficulty they make
both ends meet. Our salaries seem
large to some people at home, but the

half of $1,400 would purchase more at

my old home when I was there ten

years ago than $1,400 will in almost
any part of Egypt. The salaries of na-

tives have also increased, and the

working of the mission is much more
expensive than it was formerly—be-

side trebled in size. The cut of one-
third does not leave much more than
one-half (proportionately) for work-
ing funds than we had fifteen years
ago."
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Kare, £5.00 for the 'Round Trip

The Wabash will sell Thanksgiv-

ing excursion tickets from Chicago to

St. Louis and return at $5 for the

round trip, good going on all trains of

November 27. Three handsome daily

trains. A postal card will secure par

ticulars. Ticket office, 97 Adams street,

Chicago.
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From the Baptist Union: The editor

of this paper, speaking from a personal

acquaintance of nearly twenty years

with the head of this firm, is glad to

bear witness to his thorough reliabil-

ity. The premium offers made are sur-

prisingly liberal, but the test of ex-

perience, as well as knowledge of the

high standing and character of the

firm, warrants the statement that the

promises made will all be kept.

LarKin Soaps
(GOLD MEDALS AT OMAHA AND BUFFALO.)

Sold Only
from Factory

to Family-d PREMIUMS
TKirty Days* Trial Before Payment.

^¥*HE L,arkin Idea is simply to save that cost which adds nothing to
* value. The wholesale and retail dealers' expenses, profits and

losses saved to our customers on a $10.00 assortment (purchaser's

selection) of the Larkin Soaps and Toilet Preparations pay for a $10.00
Premium. The prejudice prevails that goods with which premiums
are given, and the premiums too, are inferior in quality.

The Larkin Soaps and Larkin Premiums were exhibited at the

Pan-American Exposition in the beautiful Larkin Building, where
hundreds of thousands observed and remarked their value, and where
six medals, two of gold, were awarded for supreme merit. The Larkin
Soaps are known to millions of users to be the best. They are scien-

tifically made from pure materials in the most modern factory. This
is our twenty-seventh year of increasing success, and we are the only

large manufacturers selling direct to the homes.

No. 1. COUCH.

Free with a $10.00 Assortment of the Larkin Soaps.

This Couch is 25 in. wide and 6 ft. long ; has 24 double conical, extra-tempered springs,
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tow with cotton top. Moth-proof cover, your choice of Corduroy or Velour, plain or figured, in
Myrtle Green, Dark Wine, Crimson, Brown or Blue. The construction of this Couch makes it

extremely durable. It will withstand rough usage.
We issue special circular of higher priced biscuit-tufted Couches and many other premiums.

Every case of Larkin Soaps packed
as purchaser orders ; your own se-
lection to amount of $10.00 from
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Sweet Home Family Soap, per bar $0.
For all ordinary laundry and household purposes
it has no superior. Full size.

White Woolen Soap, per bar
For flannels, infants' clothes and laces.

Maid o' the Mist, (floating bath) Soap, per bar
Honor Bright Scouring Soap, per bar

To make things bright. Kqual to 10c. kinds.
Boraxine Soap Powder, ( full lbs. ) per pkg
Modjeska Complexion Soap, per J^-doz

Perfume matchless. The luxury of luxuries. For
children and those of delicate skin.

Old English Castile (6-oz. cakes) per %^-doz
A pure, unscented, milled Castile Soap.

The Bride, transparent toilet soap, per 14-doz
Elite Glycerine Toilet Soap, per ^-doz
Creme Oatmeal Toilet Soap, per *{-doz
Borated Tar Soap (6-oz. cakes) per i^-doz
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Several higher priced. None better ; few equal.
Sulphur Soap, scented, antiseptic, per J^-doz
Modjeska Perfume, per i-oz. bottle

Delicate, refined, delicious, lasting.
Carnation Pink or Bride Rose Perfume, per i-oz. bottle
Violet Perfume, per i-oz. bottle
Sachet Powder, Carnation Pink, Heliotrope, Rose

or Violet, per pkg
Modjeska Cold Cream, per 2-oz. jar

A soothing, healing demulcent. For chapped
hands or lips, or inflamed eyelids.

Modjeska Tooth Powder, per 2-oz. vial.

An incomparable antiseptic dentifrice.
Modjeska Derma-Balm, per bottle

A cooling, quickly absorbed lotion for all skin
irritations. Kntirely free from greasiness.

Modjeska Talcum Powder
Purified, refined, antiseptic.

Lavender Smelling Salts, per bottle
Chemically Pure Glycerine, f per 2-oz. bottle

Gold Medal Winner. ( per 6-oz. bottle
Jet Neatsfoot Oil Harness Soap, per bar
Larkin Silver Polish , very popular, per box
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MANY people obtain Larkin
Premiums in two ways,

without laying in a $10.00 stock of
Soaps (although it is best econ-
omy). First, by dividing contents
among a few neighbors who read-
ily pay the listed retail prices.
This provides the $10.00 needful
to pay our bill, and gives the
Premium as a middleman's profit.

Second, by our interesting Larkin
Club-of-Ten plan, explained by a
special circular.

30 Days for
Trial.

After that, if you find all the
Soaps, etc., of excellent quality,
and the Premium entirely satis-

factory, remit us $10.00. If not,
notify us goods are subject to our
order. We make no charge for
Soaps used in trial.

If you remit with order, we add
50 cents' worth of Soaps as a cash
present, and ship goods day after
order is received. Money refund-
ed if asked for. Safe delivery of
everything we ship is guaranteed.
The transaction is not complete
until you are satisfied. Our
$2,000,000.00 investment is behind
our guarantee.

THE PROOF
ofthe Larkin Idea?
We omit Premium,
when desired, and
send a $20 selection
of Soaps for $10.
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A Journey to Nature, by J. P. Mow-
bray. Doubleday & Page, New York.

Price $1.50 net.

The plan and purpose of this book
are indicated in the prospectus, which

states that "this tale deals with a

Wall street man whose doctor orders

him to give up work and go to the

•country to live. The narrative of how
he became acquainted with Nature for

the first time and of the delicate ro-

mance that creeps into this primitive

life is told with such uniqueness and
•charm as to make the volume unique

in contemporary literature." All of

which we most emphatically endorse.

Seldom have we read a more charming
book. It is at once exhilarating and
restful. It is medicine for a troubled

mind. It takes one far from gay cities

•and the life of man and brings him
into touch with nature. The fret is

taken out of life; the artificialities of

civilized life fall away as one reads

its interestingly-written pages. Earth
and sky tell their secrets. Woods and
meadows, mountains and running
brooks, trees and flowers bring their

messages. We find ourselves "with na-

ture's heart in tune," and next to being

in the midst of the scenes and experi-

«nces described is the pleasure of fol-

lowing our author as friend, philoso-

pher and guide. For one who is weary
with the moil and toil of city life there

can be found no better antidote than

a perusal of this heart-refreshing vol-

ume.

Across the Continent of the Years,

by Newell Dwight Hillis. Fleming
H. Revell Co. Old English paper
boards, embossed, 25 cents net.

This booklet of 47 pages of large

purple- colored type is one of the "Ideal

Messages" series. It is in Dr. Hillis'

best style. If it has a fault it is that

of sometimes smothering the thought
in flowers of rhetoric. It is monot-
onously brilliant. A few rest places

would be grateful to the reader. The
aim of the book is to sketch the career

•of man as a pilgrim journeying across

the years, led and sustained by the liv-

ing Christ. The message of the book
is -comforting and uplifting.

"The Devil, His Origin and Over-
throw," by Laurence W. Scott. The
Acme Publishing Co., Morgantown,
W. \a. Price, 25 cents.

The writer of this booklet has gone
deep into his subject. He has made
some important discoveries. One of

these is that when the sons of God,
who were angels, "saw the lovely

daughters of men, that they were
lair—so fair and beautiful—they fell

in love with them and fell for love
of them, for they were willing to leave
heaven and change their habitation to

«r*5 on account of them." Ano^ner ]

discovery is that as the "old serpent,

which is the devil, had seed, it is im-
plied that he had a wife also, and
he may have had several of them, for

he instigated polygamy among men."
Our one criticism is that our author
seems to know too much. It is bet-

ter to leave the personification of the

principle of evii in all the vagueness
and majesty in which it is left in

Scripture.

"The Bench and Bar—Makers of the

American Republic," by Hon W. W.
Goodrich. New York, E. B. Treat &
Co.

This little book consists of an ad-

dress delivered on Forefathers' day, by
Judge Goodrich. Its object is to show
the influence exercised by lawyers
upon the earliest stages of the history

of the "United States. The theme is

set forth with enthusiasm, sympathy
and knowledge.

The author of "David Harum" wrote
only one other story, and this is soon
to be published by D. Appleton and
Company. The title is "The Teller."

It is said that this story will be ac-

companied by a collection of Mr. West-
cott's letters which describe the man-
ner in which "David Harum" was writ-

ten and the adventures of the manu-
script.

Lane's translation of "The Arabian
Nights," which has just been newly
published in six volumes by the Mac-
millan company, contains one hundred
photogravure illustrations by Stanley
Wood and an introduction by Joseph
Jacobs of fairy tale fame. They are

handy volumes, light in weight, and
well printed, with handsome covers.

The Humor of It.

Lord Rosebery, in a toast at the ban-
quet of the Alfred Millenary celebra-

tion, pleaded ignorance of. his high
subject, but maintained that there

were others who, like himself, believed

in the burnt cakes and were ignorant
of aught else about the West Saxon
king. In proof of this he told the fol-

lowing anecdote, for the truth of which
he staked his post-prandial honor: A
young girl is seen coming down the

steps of a great London library, and is

greeted by another: "Hullo, Florry,

what are you doing here?" Florry, in

discontented accents: "Papa sent me
here to find out about King Alfred."

The other girl: "What' about that old

Johnnie?" Florry: "Papa asked us at

tea last night what was all this fuss

about Alfred and his millinery. Not
one of us could tell him, and he sent

me here to find out." The other prompt-
ly replied: "You stupid! Why, it's the

drapery round his statue, of course."

Lord Rosebery found in the anecdote
a certain consolation for those of his

henrers who, like himself, were not
deeply versed in the literary works of

King Alfred.—New York Evening Post.

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident students exceptional facilities,

Undergraduate and Post-Graduate studies in Law,
Theology, Pedagogy, Science, Art, Pliiiosopy and
Literature, by correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degreee. For announce-
ment of Home Study courses write, including stamp, to
The Registrar, The Home University, Flusnlng, Mich,

Old nooks
Can be exchanged for new. If you are

trhough with some of your books send
us a list and we will make you an of-

fer for them. Our Second-hand De-
partment contains many bargains
which it will pay you to inquire about.

Send for our new list, or better yet,

step in and look over our shelves.

Chicago city pastors should join our

Twentieth Century

Circulating Library

You can read all the new books at

small expense and choo-e those you
wish to add to your library at your
leisure. The expense is trifling, the

yearly membership fee being only

$1mOOm Rental of books is only
2 cents per day, or tO cents per

week. We have 50,000 volumes to

choose from and all the new books as

issued. You will profit by taking ad-

vantage of this the best book offer

ever made.

AMERICAN BAPTIST PUBLICATION SOCIETY

1 77 Wabash Ave., Chicago

CHARLES M. ROE, Manager.

A Comfortable Living

For Fifty Years.

A thorough investigation will convince you that
a few dollars per month invested for six years
in the Montezuma Plantation will absolutely
secure it. This is in no sense a speculation, but
a solid, conservative investment, with a com-
plete chain of safeguards around every dollar
invested.

Rubber and sugar, the great staples, which
never fail, are being planted.

A PERFECT PLAN-RELIABLE COMPANY

The managing company has assets worth
£2,000,000. The plan is the perfection of co-op-
eration—each share-holder has only one vote,

regardless of the shares held. Over 2 years'
work, costing $50,000, has been done.

Sir Thos. Lipton says: "For sure, large and
permanent returns, nothing equal= a well man-
aged Mexican plantation." Over 400 intelligent
people own shares. It is as safe as life insur-
ance, several times more profitable and good for
life.

CHICAGO TITLE &. TRUST CO., TRUSTEE.

This institution, capital $1,500,000, holds the
title to the land, the purchasers' money, and a
bond of $100,000, guaranteeing the development
work. Write or call for literature, mentioning
this paper.

MONTEZUMA PLANTATION
11 a Ashland Block, Chicago.

HOLE
TRIAL. TREATMENT FREE.
We will forfeit SS" tor any case of
Internal.External or Itching
Piles t lie Germ Pile Cure fails

re. Instant and permanent relief. Write at once.
i Medical Co.. Dept A, 18. :i.l tit,, Cincinnati. "-
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#Hy DO yO 1/ HESITA TE?
The common use of violent carthar-

tics is a habit destructive of health

and creates a necessity for larger and
more frequent doses.

A trial bottle of Vernal Saw Pal-

metto Berry Wine will be sent free and
prepaid to any reader of this publica-

tion who needs it and writes for it.

One small dose a day quickly cures the

most stubborn case of constipation or

the most distressing stomach trouble,

to stay cured. Its influence upon the

liver, kidneys and bladder is gentle

and wonderful and restores those or-

gans to a condition of health, so that

they perform their functions perfectly

and painlessly. Perfect health and
vigor is soon established by a little of

this wonderful curative tonic.

Any reader of Christian Century
may prove this remarkable remedy
without expense by writing to Vernal
Remedy Company, Buffalo, N. Y. They
will send a bottle free to all who write
for it. It quickly and permanently
cures constipation, catarrh of stomach,
bowels and bladder, and all stomach,
liver, kidney and bladder troubles

caused by inflammation, congestion or

catarrh. Why hesitate? Write imme-
diately for one bottle. You will receive

it promptly, free and prepaid.

CAfiCE.'R IJVCHEA.STIJVG.
This disease has quadrupled itself in

the last 40 years. This is made mani-
fest by the increasing number of pa-
tients applying to Dr. Bye of Kansas
City, Mo. His offices are crowded con-
tinually by patients trom every state

in the union. Dr. Bye is the discov-

erer of a combination of Medicated
Oils that readily cure cancer, tumor,
catarrh, piles, fistula, and all skin and
womb diseases. Write for Illustrated

Book. Address Dr. W. 0. Bye, Drawer
1111, Kansas City, Mo.

'BLOOD j\JVT> DHAIJV
Have everything to do with each other.

Your mental accomplishments are
measured by the condition of the vital

fluid. If it fails to nourish the organs
of the body your supply of brain power
Is largely diminished, your mind is

foggy and you are generally miserable.
Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer will set

things going right again. Not a drug
store medicine. Sold only by special

agents or the proprietor direct. Ad-
dress Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-118 S.

Hoyne avenue, Chicago, 111.

FOK THAJVKSTGIVIJVG
DAy.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets within distances of 150 miles, No-
vember 27th and 28th, at rate of a fare

and one-third for the round trip. Tick-
ets good returning until November 29,

Inclusive. This road has three express
trains daily to Fort Wayne, Cleveland,

Erie, Buffalo, New York and Boston,

with vestibuled sleeping cars. Also
excellent dining-car service; meals
served on Individual Club Plan, rang-

ing in price from 35 cents to $1.00.

For reservations in sleeping cars or

other information, address John Y.

Calahan, General Agent, 111 Adams
St.; City Ticket Office, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago. 'Phone 2057 Central. No. 42

The
Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

The St. Paul Road
(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.

filB^SPECIAL

Free Reolining Ohair Oars, Parlor Oars, Dining Car».

rallmao Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Oara.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Lonii

Hands via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

i. H. HANSON. G. P. A., 111. Cent. B. R., CMo»a», Qk

Obser-Vation Cafe Cars.

The Wabash road has placed in ser-

vice on its fast day trains between

Chicago and St. Louis very handsome

new observation library cars. Meals

are served a la carte. Train leaves

Chicago at 11:03 a. m. daily and ar-

rives St. Louis, 6:42 p. m. Ticket

office, 97 Adams street, Chicago. It

WINTER TOURIST TICKETS
to the

SOUTH
Via the

Southern Railway
Now on sale.

In making arrangements to go
to

FLORIDA
CUBA or NASSAU

CALL OR WRITE (it costs only two cents.

)

GEO. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A. Southern Railway.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
or

J. S. McCullough, N. W. P. A. 225 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

and they will furnish you rates, send
literature and give any inform-

ation desired.

Special Free Illiistrateil

EpwortJ League Folfler

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The My Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not on\» .^rormation re-

garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the

C:>ast. There exists no publication which
contains as complete information for the

intending California visitor. It is free. *
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Oen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time, "etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his ovvn peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, ««A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
V>ards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.

THAJVK.SGIVIJVG DAy
ejtc x/njriojvs:

On all trains of the Nickel Plate Road,

on November 27th and 28th, to points

within 150 miles and good returning

November 29th, 1901. Chicago Depot,

Van Buren St., near Clark St., on the

Elevated Loop. City Ticket Office, 111

Adams St. Also union ticket office,

Auditorium Annex. 'Phone 2057 Cen-

tral. ^

21 HOWRS TO HOT
JT1"RIJVGSr.

Through Sleeper from Chicago.
Commencing Nov. 17, the Wabash

Road will run a daily sleeper from

Chicago to Hot Springs, Ark., without

change, leaving Chicago on the fast

day express at 11:03 a. m., and reach-

ing Hot Springs next morning at 8

o'clock. Write for illustrated booklet,

giving full particulars. Ticket office,

97 Adams street, Chicago.

to

Daily and
Personally Conducted

Excursions
to

California
and

Oregon

QPECIAL attention given to organiz-

ing family -*"-*--
-. Lowest rates;

no change of cars; fir ;st scenery; short-

est time on the roaa. Address

S. A. HUTCHISON, Manager,

212 Clark Street,

Chicago, 111.

THE LAOIE8' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloved
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black,

Wine. Tan, and Chocolate. Just the thing
for Housecleaning, Gardening, Drivinj,
Wheeling, Outing, Golf, etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 6,
6, 7, 8, 9. Write for terms to agentB.
Hopkints Glove Co., B \ polio, CinclnnatLO.

Burlington

m\m
It costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

Leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. m. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

our Dininn- Cars have achieved

an international rev'tavivfl.

P. S. EUSTIS, Cen'l Pass'r Agen« C. B. A «.*.«.
j

209 Adams Street, Chicago, ML



A GREAT PREMIUM OFFER

Life of Wm. mcKinky
OUR MARTYRED PRESIDENT

With a short Biography of Garfield and Lincoln, containing masterpieces of McKinley's eloquence and the
History of Anarchy, its Purposes and Results. Complete authentic Biography of 453 pages. Written by

BISHOP SAMUEL FALLOWS, LL.D.
Personal friend and comrade of the late President, author of "Life of Samuel Adams," "Synonyms and
Antonyms," "Liberty and Unions," etc., etc. Introduction by United States Senator Hon. Wm. E. Mason.

A Standard Authority because written by

BISHOP SAMUEL FALLOWS.

He was the intimate friend of William McKin-

ley during all the years of his eminent career; the

Bishop enjoyed his utmost confidence; under

these conditions the manuscript had heen in

course of preparation for several years. It is a

literary work of the highest order, accurate, in-

teresting and truthful. It was almost ready for

the press when the horrible tragedy came. Noth-

ing remained to do save the necessity of the Bish-

op's final revisions and writing the last sad and

closing chapters.

A Few of the Halftone Illustrations

William McKinley, Mrs. McKinley, Mrs. Mc-
Kiuley (Mother), Father of William McKinley,

Mark Hanna, Members of McKinley's Cabinet,

President Roosevelt, Mrs. Eoosevelt, President

Garfield, President Lincoln, Assassination of

President McKinley, Death-bed Scenes of Presi-

dent McKinley, Photograph of Assassin, Capital

Buildiug, President McKinley's Residence, Tem-
ple of Music, White House, Milburn House,

Scenes from McKinley's Early Life, Etc., Etc.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS

The Story of the Assassination. Funeral Proces-
sion and Rites. Expressive Tributes from For-
eignJLands. Tributes from Eminent Americans.
Life of Wm. McKinley. His Last Tern, in Con-
gress. Governor of Ohio. Financial Troubles.
Great Campaign of 1894. Nominated for Presi-
dent. First Presidential Campaign. President
of the United States. His Own Story of the Span-
ish War. Chronological Events of Spanish War.
Country Expands and Becomes a World Power.
Meets the Crisis in China. Renomination and
Re-elected President. Anecdotes aDd Incidents
in his Life. Chronological Record of his Life.
Masterpieces from his Pen. Lincoln's Life De-
scribed by McKinley. Garfield's Life Described
by McKinley.

Theodore Roosevelt.
His Birth. Political History and War Experience.
As Assistant Secretary of the Navy. Governor
and Vice-President. Marriage and Children.
Author—In the Pulpit. Ideas of Honesty. Police
Commissioner. Thoughts as a Boy. Qualities as
a Rough Rider, etc., etc.

Anarchy
Its Origin, Purposes and Results. Notable As-
sassinations — Herbert Spencer — Herr Most

—

Opinions of Eminent Men.

Triai and Condemnation.
The Assassin Leon Czolgosz.

The Nation's Man. Great Speech of Senator J.

N. Thurston at the St. Louis Convention 1S96. etc.

THE SUBJECT
WM. McKIMLEY

A Grand Character for Biography
Our Martyred President's Life will ever call to

mind the greatness of the man, for he was the
embodiment of nobleness. It was by his tireless

energy and ambition that he rose from amidst the
common people to take his place among the great
men of the earth, to a place in the hearts of the
people.
No president since the time of Washington and

Lincoln has endeared himself to the hearts of the
people as our late president. He ever showed his
interest In their welfare in a political way that
went right home to the hearts and consciences of
all. His policies were ever those that would bene-
fit his country and with it the great masses of the
working people.
He was the one man among men, lovea and

revered by all.

Recognized experts in the book business est!

mate the sale of McKinley Biographies during the
next six months will exceed 3,000,000 volumes.
These astounding figures were had by calcula-
tions based upon the sale of over 1,000,000 Bio-
graphies of President Garfield. It is an undis-
puted fact, Biography is of supreme interest to

everyone.

THE AUTHOR
Bishop Fallows, before he essayed the present

gTeat work, was well prepared for the task, be-
cause he had already written, copiously, critical-

ly, comprehensively and understandingly of Wil-
liam McKinley and the historical epoch in which
he so long played an important part. For forty
years American statesmen, measures, politics and
history have been as familiar to Bishop Fallows
as are his own fingers that handle the pen so
deftly, his own mind that produces such lofty
thoughts, just judgments and beautiful senti-
ments. For many years he bad personally known
William McKiuley, had admired, loved and care-
fully chronicled his splendid achievements, his
wise and patriotic utterances. Understanding
the motives, principles and lofty aims of onr
martyred President, familiar with recent Ameri-
can history and fortified with an array of the
richest material which he had made peculiarly
his own by employing it in the composition of
many patriotic and historical works and addresses
probably uo American was better qualified, nor
so matchlessly equipped for this great work as
Bishop Samuel Fallows, and none has produced
such splendid results—a book that will take its

place upon the shelves of public and private
libraries as a comprehensive and accurate life of
Our Martyred President.

THE BOOK
A Model of

MECHANICAL SKILL.
It is printed upon the finest paper, large, clear

and new type, forty Fine Akt full page photo-
graphic portraits of the president's eminent as-

sociates, friends and relatives, and lias numerous
engravings of interesting features of the text.
Bound in fine imported cloth, measuring 7x10

Inches. 'i\<> inches thick, gold and black embossing
with front cover illuminated by the President's
Portrait: in all making a most magnificent
library, center table or gift volume. The busi-
ness man will want it for the wonderful manner
in which bis policies influenced business; the par-
ent, that bis children may gather instruction and
Inspiration from it. The teacher wants it to en-
able him to instruct his classes in the duties of
citizenship, for he was the ideal citizen. Every
statesman will want it for his lessons in political
integrity. Every working man throughout the
country will want it for he proved himself to be
the friend of the working man. Every youth will
want it for his sympathy and love of yuuth. The
minister wants it for he exemplified in bis
daily life the true principles of the Christian cit-

izen. Every wife will want it. for he was a model
husband and father.

Extraordinary Offer to Our Readers
Every family will want this book and every one can have it: 1st—Without Money. Send us at once three new

subscribers to The Christian Century for one year at the regular rate, $1.50 each, and this magnificent memorial vol-
ume will be sent you as a premium.

SECOND, COMBINATION OFFER:
lfe^^^^f00* toc,0'*^=

flu! Drino For Both, CI RflThe Christian Century, six months .75 II I. K UVl"' «\ I

Foreign postage extra. will I I IUU Including Postage. V I lUU
Total voht.e of both $2.45 ^^^——

—

m« —

—

Good to old or new subscribers alike, all arrearages being paid to date.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, - 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS. LITERARY UNO NEWS MAGAZINE.

Published by

Cftc Cbristlan Ccnturp Companp,
858 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO.

Subscriptions

—

Are payable in advance and may begin at any
time. Terms, $1.50 a year. Arrerage rate
after 90 days $2.00. Foreign subscriptions
$1.00 extra.

Expirations

—

The label on the paper shows the month to
which your subscription is paid. I<ist is re-

vised once a month and change of date on
label is the receipt for remittance on sub-
scription account. ,

Discontinuances

—

All subscriptions are considered permanent
and are not discontinued at expirmtion of
time paid for without request of subscriber.
Paper is continued until all arrearages are
paid.

change of Address

—

In ordering change of address be sure to give
the old as well as the new. If paper does
not reach you regularly, notify us at once.

Semittances—
Should be sent by draft or money order pay-
able to The Christian Centuiy Company.
Do not send local checks or full credit cam-
not be given, as we have to pay exchange
charges.

advertising

—

Nothing but clean business aia«i reliable
firms advertised. Rates given on applica-
tion.

'< >mmunications

—

Articles for publication should not exceed
one thousand worOs and should be fa oar of
fice one week previous to date of paper in
which they are to appear. News fetters
should be condensed as milch as possible.
News items are solicited and should be sent
in promptly.

BIG FOUR
ROUTE

THE POPULAR
I.INE FROM

Chicago
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Louisville

and oil points South & Southeast

THE SCENIC LINE TO

WASHINGTON, D. C,
And HOT SPRINGS, VA.

Cincinnati and the Chesapake
and Ohio Railway

For Maps, Rates or Descriptive Matter call
on or address

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

2^4 Clark Street. CHICAGO.

SUNDHY^SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Quarterly Helps.

THE PRIMARY QUARTERLY.
A Lesson Magazine for the Youngest Classes.
It contains Lesson Stories, Lesson Questions,
Lesson Thoughts and Lesson Pictures, and never
fails to interest the little ones.

TERMS.
Single copy, per quarter, 5 cents.

10 copies, per quarter, $ .20; per year, $ .75

25 copies, ". .40;
*'

1.50

50 " "
.75;

"
3.00

THE YOUTH'S QUARTERLY
A Lesson Magazine for the Junior Classes. The
Scripture Text is printed in full, but an interest-
ing Lesson Story takes the place of the usual
explanatory notes.
TERMS—Single copy, per quarter, 5 cents;

ten copies or more to one address, 2 1-2 cents
each per quarter.

THE SCHOLAR'S QUARTERLY.
A Lesson Magazine for the Senior Classes. This
Quarterly contains every help needed by the
senior classes. Its popularity is shown by its

immense circulation.

TERMS.
Single copy, per quarter, $ .10; per year, $ .30

10 copies, " .40;
r '

1.25
25 ' "

.90;
" 3.00

50 " "
1.60;

" 6.00

100 " "
3.00;

"
12.00

THE BIBLE STUDENT.
A Lesson Magazine for the Advanced Classes,
containing the Scripture Text n both the Com-
mon and Revised Versions, with Explanatory
Notes, Helpful Readings, Practical Lessons.
Maps, etc.

TERMS.
Single copy, per quarter, $ .10; per year, $ .40

10 copies, " .70;
"

2.50
25 " "

1.6Q; ' " 6.00
50 " "

3.00; " 10.50
100 " "

5.60;
" 20.00

BIBLE LESSON PICTURE ROLL.
Printed in 8 coIofs. Each leaf, 26 by 37 inches,
contains a picture illustrating one lesson. 13
leaves in a set. Price per Roll—one quarter-
reduced to 75 cents.

CHRISTIAN PICTURE LESSON CARDS.
A reduced fac-simile of the large Bible Lesson
Picture Roll. Put up in sets, containing one
card for each Sunday in quarter. One set will
be required for each child in the class. Price
reduced to 2 1-2 cents per set.

Monthly.
CHRISTIAN BIBLE LESSON LEAVES.

These Lesson Leaves are especially for the use
of Sunday-schools that may not be able to fully
supply themselves with the Lesson Books or
Quarterlies.

TERMS.
10 copies, 1 mo., S .15; 3 mos., $ .30; 1 yr., $1.00
25 " " .25; " .60;

,?
2.40

50 " " .45; " 1.20; " 4.60
100 " " .75; " 2.10; " 8.00

Weekly.
THE LITTLE ONES.
Printed in Colors.

This is a Weekly for the Primary .Department in
the Sunday-school and the Little Ones at Home,
full of Charming Little Stories, Sweet Poems,
Merry Rhymes and Jingles, Beautiful Pictures
and Simple Lesson Talks. The prettiest and
best of all papers for the very little people.
TERMS—Weekly, in cmbs of not less than

five copies to one address, 25 cents a copy per
year. Single copy, 50 cents per year.

THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL EVANGELIST.
This is a Weekly for the Sunday-school and
Family, of varied and attractive contents, em-
bracing Serial and Shorter Stories; Sketches;
Incidents of Travel; Poetry; Field Notes; Les-
son Talks, and Letters from the Children. Print-
ed from clear type, on fine calendered paper,
and profusely illustrated.
TERMS—Weekly, in clubs of not less than ten

copies to one address, 30 cents a copy per year,
or 8 cents per quarter. Single copy, 50 cents
per year.

OUR YOUNG FOLKS.
A Large Illustrated Weekly Magazine, devoted
to the welfare and work of Our Young People,
giving special attention to the Sunday-school
and Young People's Society of Christian En-
deavor. It contains wood-cuts and biographical
sketches of prominent workers, Notes on the
Sunday-school Lessons, and Endeavor Prayer-
meeting Topics for each week, Outlines of
Work, etc. This Magazine has called forth more
commendatory notices than any other periodical
ever issued by our people. The Sunday-school
pupU or teacher who has this publication will
need no other lesson help, and will be able to
keep fully "abreast of the times" in the Sunday-
school and Y. P. S. C. E. work.
TERMS—One copy, per year, 75 cents; in

clubs of ten, 60 cents each; in packages of
ten or more to one name and address, only 50
cents each. Send for Sample.

Model Sunday-School Record.
A complete record of the Attendance of Officers, Teachers and Pupils, -with column for Roll of

Officers, Teachers, and column for recording Attendance or Absence, Collections by Classes, Total
Enrollment, with Gain or Loss for the Quarter, List and Cost of Supplies, Treasurer's Receipt to
Secretary, Weekly and Quarterly Report, etc., for one to twenty-eight classes, all for entire quarter,
without turning a leaf. Each book contains blanks for two years' records. Cloth $1.00

Model Sunday-School Treasurer's Book.
Arranged for the Systematic Recording of all Receipts and Expenditures. Blanks for Annual

Reports, etc. Good for three years. Fine paper. Pocket size, cloth, 25 cents. Morocco $.50

Model Sunday-School Class Book.
Arranged for Complete Record of Name, Residence, Date of Entering, Attendance, Contribu-

tions, etc. Good for one year. Single copy, five cents. Per dozen $ .50

Standard Sunday-School Class Book.
Ruling and Printed Headings, and keeps One Month's Record without turning a leaf. Good for

one year. Bound in marbled paper. Single copy, ten cents. Per dozen $ .75

Sunday-School Collection and Class Envelopes.
Cloth-lined, printed, and good for one year. Per dozen $ .50

Manila paper, printed, and good for one year. Per hundred, 35 cents. Per thousand 2.25

Model Superintendent's Roll or Pocket Record.
Containing an Alphabetical List of the Names and Addresses of all the Pupils connected with

the School; also, List of Officers and Teachers, with Addresses, and blanks for recording some of
the most important items from the Secretary's Weekly Reports. Cloth, 50 cents. Morocco. ...$ .75

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, - Chicago, 111.

Bethany College.
Founded In 1S41 by

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
Open to Men and Women. Sixtieth Session be-
gins Sept. 23, 1901. Postoffice, Bethany, W. Va
Railway Station, Wellsburg, W. Va. For cat»
logue and particulars address,

J. C. KEITH, Chairman Faculty

ELLS
yteel Alloy Church and School B>hs. fts^end ft»
aulutiH' T*ic O. 8. BELL CO.. Hillsboro.O.

RHEUMATISM.

,

B

Is quickly relieved and promptly cured by

Dr. Drummond's Lightning Remedies
The internal remedy Is pleasant to take, acts Imme-

diately, does not disturb digestion, and Is for rheuma-
tism only In all Its torturing forms. The externil

preparation restores stiff joints. d-""~a cords, and hard-

ened muscles. If yourdrugrisf »— "it these remedies
!n stock, do not take t,.,<'tt.tnss ^—^. ^end *5 to the

Orumniond Medicine Co.. New York, and the full

treatment of two large bottles will • v \ to your ex-

•—ess address Acreiits want*"*

r>~ IIE 0THE3 SELIJ
k SWEETES, 1£0SE DtTS-
BABLE, LOWEB FSXCI.

i u3 FSEE CA7ALMU1
'SBXaXaiS. v tells why.

ftrite to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.. Cincinnati. Ob
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LIFT THE GOSPEL 'BA.JVJVE'R.

Lift the Gospel banner, wave it far and wide,

Thro' the crowded city, over ocean's tide

;

Sound the proclamation : peace to all mankind,
Jesus and salvation all the world may find.

Lift the Gospel standard, spread the Gospel light,

Let the blessed radiance flame o'er heathen night

;

Love is God's own sunshine, such as angels prove;
Conquer men by kindness, God himself is love.

Let us rise to action, work with one design,

Work with Christ and triumph in the work divine

;

Victory's palm awaits us, let us then work on,

Till we hear the welcome, "Faithful ones, well done !"

—Anon.

THE WEATOffS OF THE EVAN-
GELIST.

I

HE evangelist is one of the most striking

T figures in the army of God. After we have

criticised him to our hearts' content, found

out his weaknesses and his dangers, or the

evil results that follow a successful re-

vival; after we have even summed up the

number of revivals that have produced

nothing but a passing excitement ; when we
come to our sober second thought, we re-

member that in the New Testament the

evangelist is described as one of the gifts

of God to the Church, and then we remember that

throughout the history of the Church the evangelist

has been ever the man in the front rank leading against

the foe. Whether we call him a missionary preaching

to utterly ignorant heathen or a mediaeval saint, like

St. Francis of Assisi, urging men to break from the

world and enter the life of holy service, sending out

his preaching friars over all Europe, or whether we
recall the figure of a Martin Luther, heralding a new
day and calling the world to arise and rejoice in its

light, or a Wesley, riding on horseback night and day

in England and America to proclaim the Gospel of

Christ, and to found one of the greatest evangelistic

organizations that Christendom has ever seen, or

a Finney or a Moody doing work nearer our day and

more familiar to us all—we recognize at once in all

these men the person of the evangelist and rejoice in

the ever varied and ever fresh forms under which he

has appeared to do his one great work. That he has

had his weaknesses and his failures, that he has made
his enemies even among fellow Christians, is by no

j

means to utter his condemnation. These facts are to

be expected, since even when most truly sent and in-

spired of God, he is yet a human being among human
beings, no more or less faulty than himself.

This warrior-leader of the Church of Christ has his

own peculiar weapons. They are those indeed which

every true preacher and pastor will seek to use steadily

and efficiently. But the pastor uses them along with

many other weapons, which have other ends than

these; and the evangelist is a man, who, whether for a

longer or a shorter period, is specially equipped of God
for the effective use of simply these weapons of evan-

gelism. The weapons of the Church are the truths of

the Gospel. To proclaim these in life and word is to

fight for the Kingdom of Light and to conquer the

Kingdom of Darkness. Every truth announced is a

word of God, a stroke of the flashing sword of the

Spirit. The evangelist is the man who uses in the

language of his own day a certain set of truths which

move men to a certain set of actions. He has received

and learned the most effective way of stating, illustrat-

ing, and urging these truths upon the attention and

the will of the people, who, as yet, have resisted Christ

and remained outside the Church. From the first

preaching of Peter and Paul down to the evangelistic

sermons of yesterday, the one dominant aim of every

such man has been to bring human souls to the first

great act of repentance and faith.

The aim of the evangelist then is to reach that in-

nermost shrine of the human spirit where the Will

dwells. He cannot rest until he feels that by .his an-

nouncement of the truth and by his appeals to what is

highest and deepest in the human soul, he has at last

carried his influence or the influence of God in upon

that sacred place where at last all human effort stops,

and his brother man is left to exercise the full power

of personal decision. The evangelist does not seek

of course a vague, an indefinite movement of the soul

;

he has a very definite direction in which to point it,

and one supreme act towards which he fain would

move it—this is the act of personal faith in God
through Jesus Christ. The heart and soul, the spring

and life, the very essence of the Christian religion is

faith in the grace of God through Jesus Christ. Na
man is a Christian until that grace has been accepted,

till the act of faith, which is acceptance, has been per-

sonally performed; and no man is anything but a

Christian who has thus acted towards God in Jesus

Christ. All the truths which the evangelist would

use to reach his end are those which on the one hand

convince the man of his personal need of that mercy,

and convince him on the other hand and on the high-

est grounds that that mercy is directed by the Spirit of

God towards himself. All that the evangelist preaches

bears upon these two fundamental facts, that they may
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become through the man's own will experiences of his

•own soul, the conditions of his own salvation.

No more striking figure has appeared on the battle-

field among the warrior evangelists of the Church
than that of Henry Drummond. Like a mediaeval

cavalier he appears, princely in bearing, courageous in

spirit, quick and deft in the use of his chosen and well-

proved weapons. No man, not even Mr. Moody,
•dealt at close quarters, steadily for so many years,

with the typical educated manhood of the present gen-
eration. His was not evangelism in the slums, but
evangelism among the brightest youth, among the

most self-respecting men, of the most self-respecting

classes. Henry Drummond had the instincts of a

broad churchman in his soul, the charity that would
fain speak well of all mortals, the breadth that would
fain throw open the gates of heaven as widely as pos-

sible to the faltering children of men. Yet Henry
Drummond, face to face with one of his great student

audiences, said that he found in all his experience only

•one fact which kept men permanently from Jesus
•Christ—only one barrier between the great Son of

Man and the loyal trust of all human hearts—and that

was sin. Surely his witness is, for men of our time,

strangely impressive, and even irresistible. In this

witness he but stands where all great evangelists have
stood, facing the same foe, giving it the same name.
Every man who would bring another to Christ sees

between himself and that brother, sin, and between that

brother and his Christ, sin. The weapons he would
use to reach that man's will and bring him into union
with that Christ, must be those that are adapted to

remove that sin. Now, there are two facts concern-
ing sin which make it the barrier it is between the soul

and God. They are the fear of sin and the love of

sin. The fear hath torment, and the love is the tor-

ment. How shall the evangelist enable a man to get

rid of these two terrific facts—the fear of sin and the

fear which sin creates ; the love which keeps the sin,

the sin which keeps the love?

The wise and powerful evangelist of any day is he
who is skilled in knowing how to deal with these two
facts and who knows that the secret of power, as con-
cerning the fear and the love wrapped up in sin, is to

be found only in Jesus Christ who died for our sins

and rose again. Because God sent him into the world,
he is the announcement and revelation of the supreme
love of God himself; because he offered himself in

death on our behalf, he has become the evident revela-

tion of God's condemnation of sin and of every sinner

as such. The condemnation has been uttered that the

love may break a long silence and speak. The dark
dread of the soul that God hates sin has received,

therefore, its most awful confirmation in the Cross of

Jesus Christ ; but this confirmation was given, not that

all might end there, but that love might begin there to

speak its word of pardon to win the trust of the soul.

These facts are the weapons of the evangelist, which
he will use according to his own experience of them
and the attitude of the generation in which he lives.

Some evangelists, like Jonathan Edwards, have been
pre-eminent in disclosing the guilt of sin before the
ineffable pureness of the will of God. Others, like

Drummond, feel themselves often crushed by the ter-

rible grip which sin, as an alien force, has laid upon
the individual heart. Each will speak his message
from his own point of view so as to bring his hearers
to the same meeting place of all human needs, the
Cross of Jesus Christ.

It remains only to be said that in addition to the

mastery of the method, nay, rather as a necessary con-
dition for that mastery, the evangelist must be filled

with a consuming passion for the salvation of in-

dividual men. Around that purpose and around all

facts which hinder it and all facts which make it pos-
sible, his imagination must move and his emotions be
quickened. He must live, therefore, in the closest fel-

lowship with him who was sent into the world for this

very purpose and came to save the lost. The urgency
of spirit which brought the Son of God from his throne

to the Cross, which speaks in all the tones of his teach-

ing, and in the sternness of his self-sacrifice, must, by
his own Spirit, enter into and possess the heart and
mind of the evangelist. To one so possessed, the

weapons which we have named become indeed mighty
to the pulling down of the strongholds of despair and
the upbuilding of the Kingdom of God.

TWO WAyS OF IffGATHE'RIJVG
HERE is at present a singular reluctance on

Tthe part of preachers to commit them-
selves to a definite opinion on the subject

of revival methods. A feeling prevails

that many of the methods of the past have
become obsolete, and that we are passing

through a period of transition which will

lead to very important changes. There are

some who have broken with the past and
have discarded revival methods altogether.

One such correspondent writes: "I am not

at all in sympathy with any revival methods. In my
ministerial experience of over thirty-two years I have
seen very little, if any, good resulting from the or-

dinary revival. It has never been my privilege to see

a revival come in a natural way—by the way of a real

spiritual development. All I have ever known have
been 'gotten up' by sorts of drum-beating, and have
been productive only of an effusive sentimentality that

evaporates as quickly as it is generated." Very dif-

ferent is the testimony of another minister. He says

:

"In my ministry I have always favored extra meet-
ings from time to time. I have had the help of evan-

gelists, have joined in union meetings, have occasion-

ally exchanged with neighboring pastors, but have
more frequently conducted these special meetings my-
self. Have seen encouraging results from each of

these methods." These two diverse testimonials are

from two city pastors who have been equally success-

ful in the work of spiritual ingathering.

Several years ago Dr. Cuyler of Brooklyn and Rev.

Newman Hall of London, in comparing notes on this

subject, presented equally opposing testimonies. Dr.

Cuyler favored the method of occasional religious ex-

citement even although it might be followed by period

of spiritual dearth. He said

:

"Fully three-fourths of all the two thousand persons whom
I have been permitted to receive into the Church have been
received during the seasons of unusual prayer and activity."

But he admitted "The year or two after these revivals has not

witnessed many accessions." He accounted for this by the

fact that the most impressible people have been awakened
during the revival, so that those who might have responded
to the ordinary influences had been already won to the

Church, and there was less material for the ordinary agency
to work upon ; and also "from the unquestionable fact that

seasons of unwonted religious activity in one direction are

apt to be followed by seasons of comparative repose."

Dr. Newman Hall, on the other hand, favored "the

slow and steady ingathering of members without any
peculiar periodical excitement, the converting influ-
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ences of the Spirit descending like dew without any
alternation of drought." He said

:

"During the twenty-six years of my present pastorate 1

have been permitted to receive into the Church upward of 3,-

000 persons. Of these I may, perhaps, reckon, with my
friend, about 2,000 received on their personal confession. In-
stead of three-fourths of these being the result of special

seasons of revival, I am within the mark when I say that
not twenty-five of the whole number have referred to such
seasons as the occasions of conversion, including those bene-
fited by the visit of Mr. Moody. On two or three occasions
we have had special services of a revival character ; but not
ten conversions have resulted, and these have been chiefly

cases in which there had been already deep conviction and
which, in all probability, would have developed under the or-
dinary instrumentality. Admissions to the Church have been
at a very average rate, year after year, resulting not only
from preaching, but also and very largely from the labors of
the Sunday-school, from home influence, from open-air ser-

vices and the various mission operations in the neighbor-
hood."

Now, what is the conclusion to be drawn from these
opposing testimonies? This—that God uses a variety
of agencies in doing his work, and that methods which
are suitable to one person or community are unsuit-
able to another. Every man must work in the way
that is natural to him, and in the way which he deems
best fitted, in view of the conditions that obtain, to se-

cure the most satisfactory results.

JT^AX THOUGHTS Otf REVI-
VALS.

Early Con-Versions.

BOUT twenty years ago it could be con-

Afidently affirmed that the majority of mem-
bers received into our evangelical churches
were converted in seasons of revival. This
is no longer true. Especially during the
last decade the majority of accessions to

the Church have been from among the
young. This is a condition of things
which is not to be deplored, for it means
the securing for Christ the unbroken serv-
ice of the life. The conversion of a child

is not to be despised, for it may count more for the
advancement of the Kingdom than the conversion of
a grown-up sinner who can give to the Lord only the
fag end of a wastedjife.

'Re-Vi-VaU Still ffeeded.

But while the ideal condition is that all the children
of the church should be taught of God and should
grow up in the Lord's nurture, the sad fact remains
that the church fails to get hold and to keep hold of
large numbers of her young people ; and outside of
her pale there grows up a still larger class of people
who have been untouched by her ministries. So that
the condition we are confronted with is this, that the
majority of the unevangelized now living on the earth
are grown-up sinners. This class can be reached only
by revival methods of some sort. The church, there-
fore, that discards revival methods is leaving a large
part of the work of the world's evangelization undone.
The work of the church is to be both educational and
evangelistic; educational as touching those who are
within, evangelistic as touching those who are without.

Zohe Conviction of Sin.

The fact is sometimes mourned over that conversion
in the present day is seldom accompanied by any deep
sense of sin. A New England deacon is reported to
have said that there were at one communion thirty

persons received into the church of which he is a mem-
ber, and not a sinner among them. Some attribute

this change to a neglect of what our Puritan fore-

fathers called "law work," which with them preceded

the preaching of the Gospel. That may be one cause,

but it is not the main one. The main cause is to be

found in the change of front which the church has un-

consciously made. She is not seeking the awakening
of those without so much as she is seeking the instruc-

tion of those within. She is for the present address-

ing herself to a class in whom the sense -of sin is not

deep. Bunyan saw the significance of this when he
represented Pilgrim as having to go through the

Slough of Despond, while Christiana and her children

found a shorter and easier way to the celestial city.

But the main thing in Christian experience is not the

depth of conviction, but the thoroughness of the

change of purpose and life.

JVeed of an AbuaKening.

A certain preacher of note is reported to have said

that the kingdom of God is like seed, and not like

nitroglycerine ; it grows, but does not explode. This
comparison is one which will not hold. The Gospel
is "the dynamis of God unto salvation." It has power
to break in pieces flinty hearts. It does not always
develop silently and gradually as a seed, it sometimes
comes as a sudden eruption of power, producing an
instantaneous revolution and reformation. Spiritual

awakening may come by the clanging bells of the fire

alarm, as well as by the falling of the light upon the

face of the sleeper. Many sinners need to be suddenly
aroused. They are slumbering so profoundly that

nothing short of an earthquake will awaken them.
There is need for the church to lift up her voice and
cry: "Awake thou that sleepest and arise from the

dead, and Christ shall shine upon thee."

Latent Poteter.

In every church there is a vast amount of latent

power. The wheels are turning, but power is going
to waste because connection is not being made with
the practical affairs of Christian service. There is

an abundance of power, but it is not being applied.

There is real life, but it is dormant ; and hence is as

ineffective for practical results as if it were non-ex-
istant. What is needed is to secure the utilization of

this latent power by connecting it with neglected

duties. When this is done we have a revival of 're-

ligion ; the deserted prayer meeting is then thronged,
family altar fires are rekindled ; new interest is taken
in the Word of God and in the services of the sanc-

tuary ; new zeal is shown for the salvation of men.
In a word there is a resurrection from the dead ; for-

mality is gone ; things have become real ; Christianity

has become a living force and Christians have begun
to live their true life.

Tendency to \7nion through "Rcdi-dals.

In the past nearly all the great revivals were di-

visive. Many of them gave birth to new denomina-
tions. In the present day the tendency is in the oppo-
site direction ; and it is evident that in the future the

kingdom is to be advanced not by division, but by
union. It is not so common in the present day for

churches to have revivals of their own ; they are draw-
ing together, federating their forces and ceasing to be
rivals ; they are becoming fellow-laborers in the Lord.
This is evidently the way in which the Spirit of God
is leading the church of today; and so the church
which was rent by revivals is now being united by
revivals. <?i

i Wl]
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JVOTES AJSTV COMMENTS.
MarK Tbvain and Tammany.

In the New York campaign, in which he took a

prominent part, Mark Twain made a happy hit by
comparing the Tammany ticket to a banana with one
end white and wholesome and all the rest black and
rotten. The white end, of course, was Shepard, and
the people were asked if they were ready to eat the

whole banana for the sake of one little morsel at the

sound end.

Movements Totvard \Jnion.

Time is the great healer. There are signs that

some of the schisms brought about by the war of the

rebellion are approaching their end. At the next con-

ference of the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal

church the union of the Methodist churches North
and South is to be definitely considered. And at

Lexington, Kentucky, representatives of the Northern
and Southern synods of the Presbyterian church have
united in the establishing of a college for the higher

education of women. These are steps on the way
towards the final consummation.

Important "Discovery.

Great interest has been awakened by the experi-

ments of Dr. John E. Gilman of Hahnemann Medical
College, Chicago, with regard to the treatment of can-

cer by the Roentgen rays. These experiments, which
have extended over a year and a half, have been won-
derfully successful. Dr. Gilman claims that he has

succeeded in killing the germs from which the cancer

cells are developed, thus arresting the growth of the

cancer, and in some instances effecting its cure. If

this claim turns out to be well founded what a great

boon to afflicted humanity this discovery will prove

!

On the Altar of Science.

A young woman in Brooklyn, N. Y., has in the in-

terest of science submitted to inoculation with virus

taken from a cow suffering from tuberculosis. The
object of the experiment is to discover whether or not
Professor Koch's theory that bovine tubercle bacilli

cannot infect human beings is correct. Whatever we
may think of the wisdom or humanity of the experi-

ment, the spirit of altruism which is implied in it is

beautiful in the extreme. And this is essentially the

Christian spirit, whatever be its form, and whatever
be the specific object for which the sacrifice is made.

/fattonal Gospel Campaign.

The National Central Committee of the Twentieth
Century National Gospel campaign is the somewhat
cumbersome title of an organization which is seeking

to secure an awakening among the churches of the

land. This committee was formed in connection with
the great forward movement of the church planned for

the opening of the twentieth century. It works
through existing organizations, to foster a spirit of

union and plan for simultaneous meetings for the re-

vival of evangelical preaching and teaching. A letter

has just been issued to the ministers and churches of

the country urging them to prosecute with vigor the

work of religious reformation.

S"al-Vation Army Loan.

To carry out its western colonization scheme the

Salvation Army is endeavoring to float an issue of

$150,000 bonds, payable in thirty-five years at five

per cent interest. These bonds are to be secured by
mortgage on lands owned by the Salvation Army.
The scheme is generally regarded as practical and
safe ; but it is a pity to see a humanitarian work seek-

ing support as a profitable financial investment. It is

said that there are now on file applications from over

a thousand families who desire to leave the crowded
cities and join the colony; and surely money enough
ought to be found to put into the hands of the Salva-

tion Army officers to carry out their philanthropic en-

terprise.

Great "Railtvay Combination.

Imagination staggers in contemplation of the daring

schemes which men in these days not only attempt,

but carry through. A railroad combination has just

been effected involving interests so vast as to baffle

ordinary comprehension. A security company has

been formed with four hundred million dollars to

unite under one control the Great Northern, the

Burlington and the Northern Pacific systems. What-
ever advantages may be gained by this consolidation

of interests it must not be forgotten that it affords an
object lesson in state socialism; and, further, it sug-

gests to the workingmen the necessity of meeting
combination with combination. Think of the national

disaster involved in a general tie-up on this great

united railway system

!

Uhe \/nited Congregational Church.

At the recent meeting of the Congregational Union
of Great Britain Dr. Joseph Parker advocated his pet

scheme of a union of all Congregational churches into

"The United Congregational church." He said that

"isolated independency has had its day, and mongrel
independency is a failure." That something is needed

to abolish the evils and retain the advantages of in-

dependency is evident, but it hardly lies in this way.

In his new book on "The Evolution of Congregation-

alism," Dr. Mackennal has pointed out that the term
church is used in Scripture in two senses only, name-
ly, as denoting a single assembly of believers, or as de-

noting the whole body of believers. It is never used

in the denominational sense. Union or federation

among churches is a thing to be desired; but the call-

ing of any group of churches, a church, or the church

is a thing to be avoided. At the same time the desire

for closer fellowship and union is a sign of the times.

Home for Delinquent "Boys.

Judge Tuthill, who administers the new Juvenile

Court law, has had his sympathies stirred for the

homeless waifs of the city, and is endeavoring to es-

tablish for them a rural home where they would be

under wholesome and helpful influences. He has

asked the stockholders of the World's Columbian Ex-
position to donate for that purpose the surplus of

$300,000 which is about to be distributed among
them ; but this they can do only as individuals. Mean-
while he makes his appeal to the churches. Last

Monday at the Metht>>is* r'-each^rs' :;--~fing he spc ,-~

on the question, "What Can the Churches Do to Save

Our Boys From Ruin ?" emphasizing the need of pro-

bitionary work and the providing of a suitable place

to which, juvenile derelicts could be committted. A
resolution was passed pledging support to the move-
ment. In this good cause all the churches ought
heartily to join.
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THE TOWEH OF V'RA.yE'R.

Lord ! what a change within us one short hour

Spent in thy presence will prevail to make

!

What heavy burdens from our bosoms take

!

What parched ground refresh, as with a shower

!

We kneel, and all around us seems to lower

;

We rise, and all—the distant and the near

—

Stands forth in sunny outline, brave and clear

:

We kneel, how weak ! we rise, how full of power

!

Why therefore should we do ourselves the wrong,

Or others, that we are not always strong?

That we are ever overborne with care

;

That we should ever weak or heartless be,

Anxious or troubled, when with us is prayer,

And joy and strength and courage are with thee?
—Archbishop Trench.

THE REVIVAL WE JSTEEV.*

CHARLES AUBREY EATON.

Y evangelism is meant that branch of Chris-

Btian work which has to do with the con-

version of individuals. In the great com-
mission this is put first, and both in point

of time and place it must be first in the

modern church. Organization, education
and observance of Christian ordinances
are necessary and essential ; but dead men
cannot be trained or educated. And the

New Testament word is that apart from
Christ men are dead in trespasses and sins.

Consequently the first and highest duty of all those
who bear his name is to bring as many as possible into

vital relationship with him. The idea is that of an
army in actual warfare. The business of the soldier

is to fight, and in his campaigning he learns the tech-

nique of his calling.

The first great evangelistic need of the modern
church is seen in the pulpit. The pulpit must turn
away from secondaryism. Culture is always good,
and nowadays necessary. Criticism in its methods
and results, applied Christianity, sestheticism, all have
their place and a most important place. But it is not
the first place. In a striking passage the mission of

our Lord is described by Paul. "It is a faithful say-

ing and worthy of all acceptation that Christ Jesus
came into the world to save sinners." He himself
declared that the "Son of Man came to give his life a
ransom for many." In the great command, love to

God is placed before love to man, as root is before
fruit. "Good conduct presupposes good character."

In this sense the Sermon on the Mount itself is second-
ary, for underneath it and implied by it lie certain

great elemental truths, apart from which it has no
meaning. It presupposes a spiritual world, real, pres-

ent, to which all men are vitally related, and by which
they are measured here and hereafter. It implies an

•From "The Old Evangel and the New Evangelism,
H. Revell Co.

Fleming

atonement as a perfect fulfillment of its high behests.

It implies on the part of those who submit to it a new
spiritual birth, for it is the law of a higher life, and
man in his natural state obeys a lower law. What
therefore God has placed first his ministers must place

first. What Jesus preached to Nicodemus, his called

servants must preach to all without respect of per-

sons—namely, "except a man be born again he can-

not enter the Kingdom of Heaven."
The world is full of voices and echoes calling loud-

ly. Shows and shadows press upon our attention.

But ministers of Christ are men of vision, seers, sent

ones. They have seen the Lord, have heard his voice.

They listen to these jangling minor voices in the great

melody of the world, and they know the relative place

and value of each. Back of these the preacher must
go; back to the eternal, spiritual facts: God, holy and
sinned against ; man, lost, fallen from heaven to hell

by sin
; Jesus Christ the Savior, delivered for man's

offences, raised again for his justification ; the Holy
Spirit, God incarnate in redeemed souls, building

them into the old-time Divine image; guiding them
in all they do ; teaching them the deep mysteries of

faith and fitting them in power and wisdom for their

high and unique service as followers of Christ. The
preacher must know these facts experimentally. Let
him be brave and true enough to turn away from sec-

ondary calls and duties and deal with these elemental

forces and facts. Thus, and thus only, can the pulpit

of today meet the evangelistic need of its time.

The second great evangelistic need is seen in the

pew. If the pulpit needs to fall back upon the first

principles of its Divine experience and message, much
more the pew. With a Christless Christianity here no
minister can convert a soul. Rather, by giving the

lie to what the preacher says, conversion of sinners

outside the church is made forever impossible. The
spiritual energies of the modern church are paralyzed

and neutralized by a great and plain contradiction be-

tween what church members say and do. The ma-
jority are conformed to the world rather than trans-

formed in life and deed by the renewing of their mind.

The Christian man and unbeliever do business side by
side. They both acknowledge the same heathen, self-

ish standard of commercial morality. Christian

women weary themselves to follow the fashions of a
godless world. They are in many cases more anxious

to acquaint their children with the inanities and im-

becilities of polite society than to teach them by word
and example and pleading prayer to know the only

true God and Jesus Christ whom God hath sent. In a

word, church members have very largely succumbed
to their environment and have allowed the difference

between them and a God-hating world to become sim-

ply of degree and not of kind. The most faithful and
eloquent preacher on earth, yea, an angel from heaven,

could not bring about a revival when the members of

i.he church in daily deed and word prove to the world
^hat there is after all nothing in religion.

From these considerations it would seem that the

next great revival will be a revival within the church
itself. It will consist in an improvement in quality,

rather than increase in quantity of church member-
ship. It will turn away from machinery and arti-

ficiality and organization, and will depend upon per-

sonality and character. It will deal directly as be-

tween man and man. It will be a thing of life ; of ev-

ery-day life to be lived as the hours go, simply and
honestly ; and by obeying this first spiritual law it will

surely bring the world nearer to God.
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^REVIVAL METHODS.
W. E. MCLENNAN.

iN all my pastorates I have witnessed sea-

w I sons of refreshing which I have every

reason to believe were true and not pseudo
revivals. Sinners were converted and
Christians renewed. Moreover, the results

were unquestionably good and the effects,

speaking generally, permanent. In my
early ministry I thought I knew just what
methods were necessary for bringing about

a revival, and wrote papers for ministers'

meetings giving full directions, which, if

followed, I held would infallibly produce a revival

in any church or community. Greater experience and
a wider observation have convinced me that the less

method one has the better. I am not criticising others,

but for myself I am forced to say that all the adver-
tising, canvassing, special attractions and so forth

that I have seen employed, all that I have myself em-
ployed, have rather harmed than helped the revival.

There have been crowds, of course. People have been
drawn together and there has been much outward en-

thusiasm, but that gripping of the heart, which is the

sign that the sinner is conscious that God is looking
right into his soul, has been wanting. Without this

there can be no revival.

The whole matter, then, may be summed up in this

:

Whoever would have a revival must seek the face of

God until there comes the assurance of perfect union
with God in all his purposes, and, secondly, that God
will use what is here dedicated to him for the winning
of souls. All else we may regard as mere helps, to

be used today and discarded tomorrow. Whether this

or that hymn book shall be used, whether an evangel-

ist or the pastor shall conduct the meeting, whether
the sinner shall be asked to come to an anxious seat

or invited to an inquiry room, whether meetings shall

be held in the church or the home, or, indeed, whether
there shall be meetings at all or only personal and in-

dividual work—all is to be determined by the exigen-
cies of the time. The man who is assured that he is

the ambassador of heaven to sinful men, and is men-
tally balanced, will hardly fail of knowing what is the

reasonable course to pursue in any emergency. The
apostles did not employ our methods, possibly we can-

not employ theirs. Every age, one might say every
community, needs its own methods.

Speaking out of my own experience, and conscious

of the comparative weakness of the instrument—for I

am not counted a revival preacher—I can still say

that I believe in the efficacy of what is now called

old-fashioned preaching in the promotion of a revival

;

preaching, that is, which is directed first to the con-
science, and secondly to the heart; the first to break
up the fallow ground, the second to develop soul hun-
ger, and with it the confidence that God will be gra-
cious. I have always chosen the most familiar texts

for such sermons with illustrations designed not to

produce levity, or merely to entertain, but to help to

create an atmosphere of solemnity. Thr greatest ob-
stacle to a real revival is not worldlings „ so-called,

but the action or the speech of the man, pastor or
evangelist, who thinks he must play the mountebank
in order to attract men. Next to the preaching, I

would put hymns of the nld-fp.shicned kind, the hymn?
which every one knows and sivHch are generally frr»

fiom tne otrithiientalism and false theology, to say
nothing of' the doggerel, of the modern variety.

As to the best method of inducing the sinner to de-

cide for Christ, I still, after trying other means, hold

to the altar as on the whole the best place to find Christ

and to witness for him. In saying this I am, of

course, speaking as one whose ministry is among
those who habitually use the altar for sacramental and
other purposes. And in using it in a revival meeting
I seek to secure the same reverential attitude as when
it is used in the breaking of bread in the Lord's Sup-
per. To use the altar, as I have seen it used, to pro-

duce animal excitement, is a desecration of holy things

and properly awakens feelings of disgust and opposi-

tion. But used as it should be, it becomes an instru-

ment of power in a revival. Just now there comes
before me the memory of scenes which have made of

the altar a true shekinah. I have seen scores born
into the kingdom there, and there my own heart has
received its richest blessings. Why should I not be-

lieve in it and love it?

Chicago, 111.

ESSENTIALS OF 'REVIVALS.
JOSEPH B. DAVISON.

REVIVAL is life renewed after partial sus-

A pension, or life made more vigorous. Soul

life is intimate acquaintance with God
(John 17: 3) or soul union with God
(John 15: 5). This life is first begotten

by the Holy Spirit and increases as soul

acquaintance, or oneness with God, in-

creases. God's great work is cleansing

from sin and enriching character ; but he,

the vine, does this through the branches,

his people. Restored life must then result

in restored saving power and increased life in in-

creased saving power. Such increased manifestation

of saving power is the essential of every real Christiai.

revival.

The Christian, and so the church, should always
be alive; and, if alive, will be ever used by the in-

dwelling Christ to save others; yet there would even

then be seasons of special manifestation of God's
power in large ingathering of souls to his kingdom.
But often sin causes God to depart ; then saving power
departs till the soul is revived. Always since Moses
the chief advances in God's kingdom have been by
wide-spread revivals.

The human agents in all true revivals always sd
intensely believe that the unrepentant are in awful
sin and peril, and that God is willing and able to save
them now, that they pray most earnestly, and are will-

ing to do anything whereby men may be led to accept

Christ and know his indwelling love.

There has been great diversity in the method and
outward manifestation in different revivals, caused

by differences in age, temperament, intelligence or

past life. Revivals of noise, of fear, joy or other emo-
tion, or of joining the church, are not Christian re-

vivals, though they often accompany them, the last

always. Conversions have great outward variety ; yet

all have the common element of entire surrender to

God that he may cleanse and rule heart and life, a giv-

ing up one's own way and accepting God's way. Con-
version is not mere excitement, or outward reform,

changing one habit or many, accepting son?"- ^reed,

joining the church or trying to conform to some cthicai

slan^irv! but accepting Testis' will as the law of all

life.

Whatever the method. God's truth is always the

means ; and generally the essential truth that has been
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most neglected is made the most prominent. But cer-

tain great truths have always appeared with more or

less prominence in every revival, such as

:

First—That God is King of kings with infinite au-

thority, and hence all sin is terrible rebellion against

him, is intensely abhorred by him, and must bring

irremediable ruin if persisted in. (This seems to be

the truth now most obscured in the common thought
and in much preaching.)

Second—That God is also a Father of boundless

love, longing to save every one and urging all to re-

pent, turn to him and live holy lives.

Third—In the Christian era, that Jesus is "God
manifest," revealing the Father's love, holiness and
power ; and is also my perfect brother man, knowing
me all through, and ready to save me completely and
help me everywhere.

Fourth—That every man's first and highest duty is

to repent of all sin, especially the sin of neglecting such
a Savior, and accept him as all and in all.

Fifth—That there is no salvation without regenera-

tion by the Holy Spirit.

Sixth—That a changed outward life is one essential

evidence of being saved.

Hence in such great revivals as those under Wes-
ley, Edwards, Finney and Moody dishonest creditors

have paid their debts, dishonest salesmen changed their

false weights, cruel fathers and husbands become
kind and disobedient children obedient. The licen-

tious have become pure, eye-servants have become
faithful and grinding employers have come to treat

their employes as their brethren.

May God speedily prepare the churches of America
to ask and receive the most thorough and wide-spread
revival ever known.

Milwaukee. Wis.

F*ROM OVR LOJSfVOJSf C03t-
*RESPOJVDEJ*T.

R. HORTON, so well known all over the

D world as preacher, writer and student, has
now been for twenty-one years minister of

the Congregational church at Lyndhurst
Road, Hampstead, London. He and his

congregation are enjoying a festival week
in commemoration of the majority at-

tained.

It is now an open secret that Dr. Hor-
ton, after repeated invitations to be their

minister, only consented to come to them
on condition that he was not asked to wear ministerial

garb. He said, "I will wear nothing to distinguish

me from other men." The punctuation of the sen-
tence is important. One cartoonist in Oxford repre-
sented him as having in his noble rage reached the
length of throwing away his braces. The story is a
favorite one with his people, who, however, delight

to do him honor and to whom this week of celebration
is an opportunity of showing their devotion to him.

Principal Fairbairn gave the opening sermon on
Tuesday, October 29.' His lecture was full of erudi-
tion, spirituality and poetic fire and was, it need
hardly be added, a masterpiece of construction. His
text was Hebrews 11: 1. It would be impossible to
do justice to it in anything but a full report, so closely

reasoned and so wonderfully illustrated was it. It

contained a wonderful passage in which the impas-

sioned patriotism of the Scot broke forth in a burst

of oratory.

At a luncheon in the Town Hall, the mayor of

Hampstead being present, Dr. Robertson Nicol spoke.

In the evening a meeting was held in the church at

which the Right Hon. H. H. Asquith, K. C, M. P.,

Mr. N. L. Courtney, M. A., LL. D., and Rev. R. J.

Campbell of Brighton, spoke.

It was a testimony to Dr. Horton's catholicity and
power that these three men—Mr. Asquith, the mem-
ber of parliament; Mr. Courtney, the man of litera-

ture and editor of The Fortnightly, and Rev. R. J.

Campbell, one of the leading men of the Congrega-
tional church—should have united to do him honor.

No one who has heard Dr. Horton preach could

lose the remembrance of his rare combination of gifts.

Erudition, liberalism, evangelicalism and a rare sim-

plicity and beauty of diction and manner are his salient

features. There is one other, perhaps the most potent

of all, and that is his reasoned optimism, if one might
so term it. In these days when pessimism is so near

to the over-worked brain and heart, it is wonderful to

be able to say of a man in the full struggle of a church

of 1,200 members, that never from his lips has a word
of pessimism fallen. All has been faith, hope and
love, and, as Mr. Courtney expressed it, Mr. Horton's

attitude of mind is voiced in Browning's words

:

"God's in his Heaven,
All's right with the world."

E. D. S.

CLAIMING THE CREDIT.
T is both unfair and wicked for one to take

to himself the credit for the success of a
certain undertaking, when he has had only

a slight connection with the work, while
others have labored hard and wisely and
are justly entitled to the credit of the re-

sults so far as human agency is concerned.
I have special reference to religious work.
A few years ago a series of meetings were
held in a church. The pastor had been
iaDormg nara for several weeks in suc-

cession, and part of the time he was aided by another
pastor, but no conversions were manifest during those
weeks. Finally a minister, who was in the place one
evening, was asked to preach; he did so, and after
the sermon an opportunity was given the unconverted
to express a desire for salvation. At that point the
visiting minister, seeing some indications of a desire
for conversion, took the lead of the meeting out of the
hands of the pastor, who was in charge of the service,

and asked for an expression of interest. Nearly twen-
ty persons responded, some of whom became converted
that evening. From that time until the present that
visiting minister has frequently been relating, with
manifest satisfaction, the "great work" that was ac-

complished that particular evening under his efforts

!

To those who know the real character of this man
and the situation of things at that revival, it is very
evident that the breaking out of special interest and
the conversions on that occasion were decidedly due
to the faithful labors and fervent prayers of pastor
and people, during the preceding weeks and even
months.

But the visiting minister, destitute of righteous prin-

ciple and always exceedingly anxious to have people
regard him as a man of superior spiritual force and
an unusually able instrument of God, has not yet
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ceased to claim the full credit of leading those people

to Christ This thing is especially disgusting for the

reason that this man is known, far and wide, as being

a religious pretender of the worst stripe!

But there is reason to believe that other ministers,

actual Christians, too often yield to the temptation to

assume more credit for the results of labors, in which
they have some part, than they are entitled to. The
minister who habitually boasts of what has been done
where he has labored, giving the impression that not
much would have been accomplished if he had not
been there, is in danger of being called a prating cox-

comb by those who hear his vauntings.

C. H. Wetherbe.

THE PLA.CE OF -BATTISM IN HE-
VIVALS.

There cannot be the slightest doubt that with large

sections of the church the original use of baptism in

evangelistic work is often very much neglected.

While it is true that in no outward act is obedience

exhausted, and that "the soul of obedience is the obedi-

ence of the soul," yet when the outward act is the ex-

pression of supreme self-surrender, it marks the com-
pletion of obedience. And hence baptism and con-

version may, and often do, synchronize. In the apos-

tolic system baptism was a method of evangelism, and
had to do with entrance into the kingdom rather than

with entrance into the church. It was part of the great

evangelistic commission. Incalculable harm has been
wrought by changing it from a personal act of spiritual

obedience into an ecclesiastical act which has to do
with admittance into an outward fellowship! In the

modern revival there is need to restore baptism to its

place in the Christian system as a helpful and divinely

appointed evangelistic agency. unitas.

MA.JV& PEJVTECOSTS'.
Bishop Warren, in The Sunday School Times, shows

that since Jesus lives and reigns on high, his promise
to give the Holy Spirit included many Penteeosts' be-

fore its final fulfillment:

"Jesus having gone to heaven, to its perfect state,

its bright angelic choirs and his Father's love, what
relation does he keep to us ? His promise on departure

was to give the Holy Spirit, who should even exceed

his ministry, prepare a mansion, etc. See how the

deed follows the word.
"The progress of the world is not cataclysmic, but

epochal—first the blade, then suddenly the flower, and
after due preparation the fruit. Individual lives that

have no epochs are apt to be dead levels.

"The ugly century-plant blossoms at length into mar-
velous beauty. The human race blossoms into Pente-

cost. But one flowering does not exhaust the rose, the

race, nor the residue of the Spirit. This one Pentecost

does not fulfill the prophecy to pour out the Spirit

upon all flesh. Every part of the world needs the out-

pouring, and the heavens are full of Penteeosts. It is

the nature of prophecy to be generic and be fulfilled'

repeatedly, with enlarged significance and increasing

power. How many times has that early prophecy

(Gen. 3: 15) of the sneaking way of Satan lying in

wait to bite the heel, and the effective way of man's

striking at Satan's head, been fulfilled? How many
times will it be fulfilled, up to the final and fatal con-

summation ? So of the pouring out of the Spirit.

Since these things are so, we are less interested in

history than possibility. The preparation for Pente-

cost was a sine qua non of its coming. Since God's
laws are eternal, like causes produce like effects

through all the ages."

The evangelistic revival lasts only a few weeks and
is apt to degenerate into a do-it-up-and-done-with-it

treatment of religion. The best elements of the spirit-

ual revival must somehow be made permanent. The
"worker" method, which aims with a profusion of

bustle and device to keep people cumbered with quasi-

religious serving, often misses the one thing needful.

By some means the emphasis must be carried over

from outward work to inward life—to the sources of

action.

W. J. Mutch, Ph. D.

TLEASAJVT1UES.
You cannot dream yourself into character

; you
must hammer and forge yourself one.

"Oh, Gertrude ! So naughty ! And yet you prayed
this morning to be made a good girl." "But, mamma,
I didn't mean right away."

—

Life.

Mrs.. Homespun (indignantly)—Here's an article

says that in Formosa a wife costs five dollars. Mr.
Homespun (thoughtfully)—Wal, a good wife is wuth
it.

—

Spare Moments.

"My friends," said the minister, earnestly, "let us

beware of Satan. We know that he scatters tacks

along the narrow way in order that the just may
puncture their tires." And as the congregation

pedaled homeward, many a member thought of the

pastor's words.

A fellow in Norwich was bitten by a dog. As soon

as he recovered from his fright he declared he would
kill the animal. "But the' dog isn't mad," said the

owner. "Mad !" shouted the victim, exasperatingly,

"what in thunder has he got to be mad about?" He
evidently misconstrued the explanation.

A clergyman asked his Sunday school, "Wr

ith what
remarkable weapon did Samson at one time slay a
number of Philistines?" For a while there was no
answer, and the clergyman, to assist the children a

little, commenced tapping his jaw with the tip of his

finger, at the same time saying, "What's this ? what's

this?" Quick as thought a little fellow innocently

replied, "The jaw-bone of an ass, sir?"

At a dinner the other night a large meat pie and
a small roast duck were brought on together. The
duck was intended for the father principally,

boys were fond of duck, their mother well knew
it would not make a mouthful apiece for them
addressing the boy who sat nearest her, she

"Which will you have, Bobby, duck or pie?" and at

once began cutting the pie. "Duck," said Bobby,
promptly. "No, Bobby," answered his mother, cheer-

fully, "you can't have duck, dear. Take your choice,

my son. Take your choice. But you can't have duck!"—Nczu York Tribune.

The
but

So,

said,
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OWR TMLYIT.
A 'REVIVIJVG AGA Iff-

JAMES FOOTE.

Tejct— Psalm 85-6.—"'CO'ilt thou not re-oi-Oe uj again, that

thy people may rejoice in thee ?"

I

AYS Dr. Andrew Murray: "What we need
to pray and labor .for first of all is that the

church of true believers may be revived.

What the world needs above everything is

not more men of the ordinary type of

Christians, but better men, stronger in

faith and holier in life; men intensely de-

voted to Christ and his service, and ready
to sacrifice all for the salvation of souls.

A revival among believers is the great

need of our day. A revived church is the

only hope of a dying world." Amen, say all who have
any real longing for "a reviving again."

There is a deep feeling, we believe, in the hearts
of many Christian people all over the land that the
Christian church needs to be revived. There is a
painful consciousness that it is not nearly so aggres-
sive as it ought to be. It is not making that headway
as a moral and spiritual force that might be expected
of it. The un-Christian forces outside are very power-
ful, seem to be conscious of their power and disposed
to boast over the fact. They look with a kind of pity,

in some cases bordering on contempt, on the professed-
ly Christian church. They see its weaknesses, its

inconsistencies, its comparative deadness, and its un-
mistakable formalism, and they are proof, to a very
large extent, against its prayers and its appeals. There
is a falling away in the numbers of scholars attending
our Sunday schools, and presbyteries are lamenting
the fact and trying to discover the cause and provide
a remedy. Young men, even among those who are
brought up in Christian homes, are not coming for-

ward in such numbers as heretofore to have them-
selves enrolled as theological students. There is al-

most everywhere a conspicuous dearth of conversions.

Church organizations are not diminishing, rather the

reverse, but with all the machinery in operation the

results, somehow, are sadly disappointing. The ques-
tion is anxiously asked, "Is the church making any
real progress in our day and land, or is she failing to

hold her own against the forces marshalled against
her?"

Such surmises are disquieting, saddening, but hap-
pily they are leading to heart-searching and to more
united and earnest prayer. An.d that of itself is an
evidence that the reviving has begun. All such reviv-

ing begins where alone it can begin, among the peo-
ple of God, in the hearts of those who are already
Christians. There can be no reviving if there be no
life to be revived. So long as the patient lives a reviv-
ing may be possible. His strength may be reduced to

a minimum, but he may get the turn ; he gets it, let

us suppose, and in due course is restored to health
and strength again. "Wilt thou not revive us again?"
is the cry of not a few earnest souls, we believe, at

this present time. They are conscious that they have

lost ground, that their faith must have become weak,

that their zeal had been allowed to evaporate, that their

first love was well-nigh gone. We are not, say they,

what we were, not what we ought to be, not what we
would like to be; our spiritual life is at a low ebb.

"Wilt thou not revive us again?"

Revive us. It is a personal request. It is not a

prayer this for the conversion of sinners in the first

place. That is not the first thing to be prayed for. If

sinners were to be converted in any considerable num-
bers what would an unrevived church do with them?
Would they not be a disturbing element in such a

church ? Could the converts find the atmosphere there

to be congenial? A cold, formalistic, backslidden

church might do incalculable injury to those who had
just decided for Christ.

"Wilt thou not revive us again?" We think of the

time when we first knew the Lord. O what a joyous

time that was ! All things became new to us then.

We saw them in a new light. We looked out upon the

world, and while sun and moon and stars, and all

natural objects around us were the same, there was a
something that made them somehow all seem different.

By the new and most blessed experience that had
sprung up within us, they became, so to speak, trans-

figured to our eyes. Our friends—we loved them be-

fore, but not as we did when Christ became so precious

to us, and we knew that he had died for them as well

as for ourselves. The Sabbath—how we welcomed it

as the best day of all the seven ! The sanctuary—with

what holy joy we wended our way toward it and
joined in its sacred services! The Scriptures—what
a treasury of good things for the enrichment of our
minds and the enlargement of our hearts ! Ah, but we
somehow allowed such blessed experiences to slip

away from us ! We turned our back upon these de-

lectable mountains and got down again into the val-

leys where the mists and shadows lie. Our path has
not, all along, been that of the just, shining more and
more unto the perfect day. By and by we seemed to

hear a voice saying, "Ye did run well; who did hin-

der you that ye should not obey the truth ?" We were
startled, affrighted, ashamed. We said to ourselves

:

"Where is the blessedness I knew
When first I saw the Lord?"

We had never, indeed, disowned our Master. We had
not made shipwreck of our faith. We still had the

root of the matter in us, but we stood sadly in need
of a reviving again, and it is coming, has come. The
very longing for it is a sign that it is already here.

He who stirs the longing, inspires the prayer, answers
the cry even while it is being uttered. "Wilt thou
revive us again?" Of course he will. That is the

desire of his heart before it is the will of ours. He
is a faithful Creator, and as such he will keep his

word with us; he cannot disappoint us. "After
two days he wiil revive us ; in the third day he will

raise us up, and we shall live in his sight."

This reviving again is his work. If he does not
do it, it must be because the essential conditions are

not supplied by us. If we have winter it is not owing
to any inherent change in the sun ; the change is in

the earth, in its revolutions round the sun. In winter
the sun's rays fall slantingly, not so vertically as in

summer, hence fewer of them at a given spot. As
the day lengthens and spring returns, the earth re-

vives, life and beauty once again burst upon our en-

raptured view. So, if we have become forgetful of

God and divine things ; if we have allowed ourselves

to drift into a region where the sun of righteousness is
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all but hidden from us, there is nothing for it but to

retrace our steps, saying, "Come, and let us return

unto the Lord; for he hath torn and he will heal us;

he hath smitten and he will bind us up." What a

precious reviving again follows a disposition or atti-

tude like that ! "Then shall we know, if we follow

on to know the Lord; his going forth is prepared as

the morning; and he shall come unto us as the rain,

as the latter and former rain unto the earth."

Hark! see, there is a sound as of abundance of

rain. God's heritage, which is weary, is about to be

refreshed. Times of refreshing are at hand. Get

ready. Let eyes, ears and heart be open for the inflow

of these heavenly influences that change winter into

summer and that make the Christian church bloom

and flourish like the garden of the Lord. "Bring

ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there

may be meat in mine house, and prove me now here-

with, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you

the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing,

that there shall not be room enough to receive it."

Dunfermline, Scotland.

-BIBLE SCHOOL.
MOSES A /I'D THA'RAOH.

Lesson for "Dec. 8. 1901. Ex. 11; 1-10.

Golden Tejct.— The angel of His presence sa-ved them. Is.

63: 9.

A CHICAGO UEACHE'R'S JfOUES OJV
UHE LESSOJV.

ELIAS A. LONG.

Uime and "Place.

T IS computed that the plagues of Egypt
extended from June—the time of the inun-

dation of the Nile (Ex. 7: 19),—to the fol-

lowing April. The seventh plague occurred

when the "barley was in ear," about the

middle of February (Ex. 9:31). It was
in B. C. 1492-91, by common reckoning,

but some place it about 200 years later.

The meeting place was "the field of Zoan"
(Ps. 78: 12), or Zoan (Tanis), the capital.

Moses now was eighty years old.

CT/>e Hardened Heart.

The lesson of Pharoah's hardened heart is applicable

to all ages. In the New Testament there are many
references direct and indirect to hearts that are hard-

ened. An awful description of the condition is that

of the conscience devoid of feeling toward God,
"seared with a hot iron." 1 Tim. 4:2. The process

that wrought upon Pharaoh is seen to-day in the hard-

ening effects of habits that are practiced in disobe-

dience to God. Many a man has, step by step, been
led into sin, and a disregard of God's will, which he
once would have shuddered at. Loving darkness
rather than light ; refusing to retain God in his knowl-
edge, God gave him over to a reprobate mind. Rom.
1 : 28. Long ages before God had said "My spirit

shall not always strive with man." Gen. 6 : 3. Acts 7

:

51. Even then repentance must still have been open
to him, for after the seventh plague we read again
(Ch. 9: 34) of Pharaoh's choice, in that he himself

"hardened his heart."

Let us notice some steps in the process of Pharaoh's
persistent rebellion against God. (1) The Spirit's

striving (Gen. 6:3) with his conscience and reason
through the Word. Ex. 5:1-3. Pharaoh's answer

in disobedience and insult is found in verses 2, 4-9.

(2) His action in making firm his heart against God,
the meaning of the original, is in Ch. 7 : 13, 14 ascribed

to himself. (3) After the first plague (Ch. 7:15-25)
it is stated in verse 22-23 "Neither did he set his heart

to this." (4, 5) Then, following both the next two
plagues it is said, "Pharaoh . . . hardened his

heart." Ch. 8: 15, 19. (6) Here we discern a new
warning, that of his magicians who acknowledge the

work of God. (7) After the fourth plague (Ch. 8: 21,

24) it is stated that Pharaoh dealt "deceitfully," (V.

29) and (8) distinctly, that "Pharaoh hardened his

heart at this time also" (V. 32) implying a repetitional

process. (9) After the fifth plague there is a like

record. Chapt. 9:7. (10) And now we see it is

only following on the sixth plague—Pharaoh having
thus far continuously resisted the grace of God,
through lying and deception—that he reaches the hard-

ened state, in which God judicially confirms the choice

he has made. This confirmation is several times ex-

pressed substantially in the words found in Ch. 9: 12,

"And the Lord hardened (made firm) the heart of

Pharaoh." He did not tempt Pharaoh to evil (Jas.

1 : 13), but simply confirmed his choice,

V. 1 Climax of Severity. "And the Lord said." Our
lesson opens with a reference to the last or tenth plague
brought upon the Egyptians. * * * "Yet will I bring one
plague more." This threatened death of the first-born was by
far the severest plague of the ten. The ten plagues may be
enumerated as follows: (1) The Nile turned to blood. Ex.
7:15-25. (2) Plague of the frogs. Ex. 8:1-14. (3) Plague of
lice, gnats, mosquitoes. Ex. 8:16-19. (4) Plague of swarms.
Ex. 8:21-24. (5) Plague of murrain, destroying many cattle.

Ex. 9:1-7. (6) Plague of boils and blains. Ex. 9:8-11. (7)
Plague of hail, fire, thunder. Ex. 9:13-33. (8) Plague of lo-

custs. Ex. 10:12-15. (9) Plague of darkness. Ex. 10:21-29.

(10) The plague of the present lesson, death of the first-born
* * * "Afterwards he will let you go." Pharaoh more than
once had promised to let them go, but only to deceive them.
Ch. 8:21. * * * "He shall surely thrust you out altogeth-

er." It followed that in his fear of further judgment Pharaoh
was to become urgent to have them depart in haste. To him
it became a matter of life and death. "For they said, we be
all dead men." Ch. 12 :2>2>- It was because of this urgency
that, in their speed to depart, they baked the unleavened
cakes. Ch. 12:39.

V. 2. Balancing Accounts. "Speak now." The people
were to be instructed in advance regarding the plans of tht

departure. Let us keep in mind that some 2,000,000 persons
were involved in this departure from Egypt. Num. 1 :45, 46.
* * * "Let every man borrow of his neighbor." Let them
"ask" every man of his neighbor, is the more correct rendering
of the revised version. A similar command already had been
given to the women. Ch. 3:10. They were thus commanded
to demand a recompense for their past services and God in-

clined the hearts of the Egyptians to give liberally. No small
amount of substance would suffice to pay for their many
years of enforced labor.

V. 3. Acknowledged Greatness. "Gave the people favoi

in the sight of the Egyptians." This is explained in what fol-

lows regarding the greatness of Moses. Such a powerful
leader would improve the Egyptians' opinions regarding his

people. *, * * "Moses was very great." Humanly speak-
ing, the greatness of his deeds made him great. He had
brought even the powerful Pharaoh humbled and awed as a

suppliant before him. It is interesting to note the secret ol

Moses' greatness. This may be traced. (1) to his heredity,

(2) to early training, (3) to his vision of the invisible uni-

verse of power, Heb. 11:26, 27, (4) to his thorough Egyptian
education, (5) to his experience in Egyptian affairs, (6) to

his communion with God in the Midian desert, (7) to his

meekness. (8) to his spiritual zeal.

V. 4. The Fatal Decree. "Moses said." These words
seem to directly follow Ch. 10:29, as showing what took plact.

after Pharaoh's forcible declaration. "I will see thy face again
no more." These words must have been said in the same last

interview. * * * "Thus saith the Lord." Moses claims to

be no more than God's servant, God's mouthpiece. * * *

"About midnight." The hour, but not the day, is stated,

leaving the matter in dread uncertainty. It is an uncertainty
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similar to that which marks the future of every living being.

Some days probably elapsed before the final judgment camt

upon Egypt, during which preparation for the departure of

the nation, is completed. * * * "Will I go out." The
language is the Lord's. It was his own work for his chosen

nation. The Lord himself would be present in the terrible

plague threatened.

V. 5. 1 he Sore Judgment. "All the first-born." Accord-

ing to Rawlinson the law of primogeniture prevailed in Egypt

a among most of the nations of antiquity. Estates and high

position in the family descended to the eldest son, the glory

and hope of the family. * * * "Shall die." If the death of

their cattle (Ch. 9:6) had humbled and reformed them, theii

children would have been spared. No severer blow could fall

on the land than the singling out of the first-born for death.

The cause for this command is considered in Ch. 4:22, 23,

where God speaks of Israel as his first-born, held in bondagt

by the Egyptians. If such bondage was obstinately extended,

justice demanded that it be severely punished. The fulfillment

is recorded in Ch. 12 :29, 30. * * * "From the first-born of

Pharaoh." The death of Egypt's crown prince would be in-

volved. * * * "First-born of the maid-servant." Represent-

ing the lowest classes. No rank was to be exempt. * * *

"First-born of the beasts." Some beasts were held sacred in

the idolatry of Egypt; to kill them was regarded as a great

calamity. The loss of animals would have a severe effect on

the domestic affairs of the people.

V. 6. The National Grief. "A great cry." But this cry

had been preceded by another great cry, that of the afflicted

captives which arose to God. Ch. 3 7. The fulfillment is re-

corded in Ch. 12 :3c It is a forecast of the great ccy that

should result from a lifetime spent in disobedience to God.

Luke 13:28.

V. 7. The Lord's Favorites. "Against . . . Israel

not a dog shall move his tongue." In that awful night, when
the piercing shrieks of multitudes would rend the air, causing

even the dogs to howl, yet not one of these brutes should
molest the slave race. * * * "That ye may know." The
words were addressed to Pharaoh by the Lord. * * *

"Difference between the Egyptians and Israel." God had
already put a difference between the accomplishments oi

Moses and of the Egyptian magicians. Ch. 8:18. The differ-

ence between the terror of the now afflicted Egyptians and
the peace of the Israelites who realized that they were under
the shadow of God's wing.

V. 8. Universal Homage. "All thy servants shall . . .

bow down unto me." Terrorized by the great national calami-

ty, they shall bow down to him who was now esteemed "aa
very great." V. 3. * * * "I will go out." Heretofore
Moses had recited the words of God's message ; here he speaks
in his own persons. * * * "Went out ... in a great
anger." The heart of Moses is inflamed with righteous indig-
nation at the -king's continued impenitence and deceitfulness.

Ch. 8 129. Standing as Moses did, the servant and representa-
tive of God, he realized that it was that Holy One against
which the unrighteousness of Pharaoh was aimed. Even
Jesus looked on the hard-hearted Pharisees of his day with
holy anger. Mark 3 :$.

V. 9. Wonders of the Lord. "The Lord said, Pharaoh
shall not hearken unto you." Rather the Lord had said. He
had foreseen and had forewarned Moses (Ex. 4:21), that
Pharaoh's heart would be hardened, and that he would not let

Israel depart in spite of the first nine plagues. This and
verse 10 do not speak of things to follow ; for clearly Pharaoh
now did hearken unto Moses (Ch. 12:30, 32), but they are a
summary of all the past opposition met from Pharaoh.
* * * "That my wonders may be multiplied." It had been
foretold (Ch. 3:20) that at length, after all the wonders were
performed, Pharaoh would let the Israelites go.

V. 10. Recapitulation. "And Moses and Aaron." Aaron
had become associated with this work. Ch. 4:27, 28. * * *

"Do all these wonders before Pharaoh." Referring to th«
ten plagues. * - * * "And the Lord hardened Pharaoh^
heart." See introduction. "God is sometimes said to do whai
he merely permits to be done, because he cannot wisely
prevent it." Pharaoh hardened his own heart. Because God
had foreseen and stated that this process (Ex. 4:21) would
take place, is no more remarkable than that Christ or Paul
should predict woeful conditions as the direct result of disobe-
dience to God. Matt. 7:22; Acts 20:29; 2 Tim. 3:1. * * *

"He would not let the children of Israel go." Referring to
the previous plagues, Dr. Alford points out the similarity of
this language, preceding the Jewish Passover, and the similai
ending of the chapter in John which precedes the Great Pass-
over itself. John 12:37.
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FIVE MIJVX/TES' SETtMOJV OSf THE
COLT>EJV TEJTT.

BY PETER AINSLIE.

UR text to-day is of unusual beauty and

O sweetness. There stands the angel of his

presence with salvation for the lost. Where
in all the realm of poetry or in all the world

of art is there a picture so beautiful ? The
angel next to the throne, clothed in majesty

and glory, bearing a message to the human
race; his countenance ablaze with heav-

enly light and all his form wrapped in

celestial garments. What pictures were

thrown upon the mind of Isaiah! He in

turn has flashed them before us and they are the living

pictures that we carry through life. Angels are God's

messengers. They live in his presence ; they minister

to his children on earth; they bear back impressions

to the eternal Father. 'Their angels," said Jesus, "do

always behold the face of my Father who is in heaven."

Angels held conversation with men and women. Both

Testaments are rich in illustrations of this fact. See

Abraham, Lot, Moses, Gideon, Elijah, Mary, Eliz-

abeth, Zacharias, Peter and Paul. And angels are still

around about us. "The angel of the Lord encampeth

around about them that fear him and delivereth them."

The world above us is more busy to serve us and
more anxious to know us than the earth is to know
God. If we could see, the air would be filled with

angels. Murillo always made the borders of his pic-

tures crowded with angel face9, and who will say that

the great Spanish painter's conception was not true?

A dying Christian soldier called to the nurse to bring

two cups of water, one for his friend and the other for

himself. The surprised nurse said, "I don't see your

friend here." "You don't," said the dying soldier, and
then he added, pointing to an apparently vacant place,

"There is some one and he has come a long distance

and must be tired" and the next moment an angel left

the death-bed for the deathless land. Somewhere I

have read, "It came to pass that the beggar died and
was carried by angels into Abraham's bosom." The
Mohammedans give to each person a good and an evil

angel, but not so with the Christian conception. With
us we know only the guardian angels, who watch over

us, direct us and whisper love, mercy and salvation to

us daily. Angels watch by the cradle of the new-born
babe, shield the growing child and leave us wondering
at God's providence. Amid our daily strife, angels

strengthen us as they strengthened our Lord when he
struggled alone in the garden, and some day they will

open our graves and take their seats upon the broken
tomb stones and upturned earth as on one famous
morning they sat by the shattered tomb down in the

garden of Arimathaea.

Our Father, we bless thee for thy heavenly messen-
gers, who are our helpers and praise forever thy holy

name. Amen,

The heathen oracle said, "Know thyself," but the

Christian oracles say, "Know Christ," for through
knowledge of him is the true self discovered.

If the sense of the ridiculous is one side of an im-

pressionable nature, it is very well ; but if that is al!

there is in a man, he had better have been an ape,

and stood at the head of his profession at once.

—

0. W. Holmes.

CHIUSTIAJs EffVEAVOIl.
Charles Blanchard.

THE "RIGHT \/SE OF A'BILITy.
Topic "Dec. 8. "Ref. Matt. 5: 13-16.

E are so familiar with the Beatitudes, and

Wthe Sermon on the Mount, of which they

form the heavenly prelude, that we miss
the music of the one and the mastery of

the other. But the music is there, and it is

singing its song of aspiration and hope in

humble hearts wherever the message has
gone. And the mastery of the Sermon on
the Mount still throbs in the great strug-

gling souls of men, who serve in the

silences, hearing not or heeding not the ap-
peals and applaudits of their fellows. There are still

multitudes which no man can number, whom the Seer
of Patmos saw, who find in the Beatitudes and the

Sermon on the Mount the inspiration to all noble
living, the ideal of all attainable virtue, the Holy Grail

of all knightly service, conflict, conquest. So, not-

withstanding the failures of Christians to attain unto
the loftier heights of holiness, toward which we strive,

oftimes with shrinking souls, I believe the world is

better and men are braver for the influences of Chris-

tianity.

Let the persuasion possess you that Christians are

really to be the salt of the earth and the light of the

world. It is the Master's serious commission. It is

his high appreciation of the calling and conditions of

discipleship. And it is true. Without the purifying

and preserving influences of Christian principles and
practice in the social and business life of any com-
munity, none but men of "graft" would find a liveli-

hood. Few of us realize what we owe to the silent

but all-pervading, though not yet all-prevailing, in-

fluences of the Gospel of grace and good will among
men.
As Christians, endeavorers, we underestimate our

privileges, our abilities, our opportunities, our respon-

sibilities. It is one of the serious blunders of even

good men. It prevents us from being and doing what
we ought to be and do. We need to fully appreciate

the Master's high estimate of our discipleship when he

says: "Ye are the salt of the earth." "Ye are the

light of the world." Salt is good for nothing only to

preserve, to purify, to make palatable.

Sugar ffo Substitute for Salt.

Our daughter, taking her first lessons in cooking,

salted the potatoes with sugar! Have you ever tried

it ? Mighty flat-tasting potatoes ! Not a serious blun-

der, however. But to substitute sugar for salt is

equally unpalatable and unprofitable in the Christian

life. And the consequences may be much more seri-

ous. The world needs salt—the salt of serious con-

versation, of spiritual stamina, of strong faith, of

vigorous defense of the truth, of stern renunciation

and denunciation of evil in high places and in low.

ffo Substitute for Light.

With all our modern and marvelous inventions there

has not been found a substitute for God's good sun-

light. No light gets into the dark corners like the sun-

shine. It is all pervading-prevailing because from
above. So with the shining of the true light that

lighteth every man coming into the world. And the

Lord of light and life intends every enlightened soul to

shine ! That's what saints are for. Don't hide your
light under a peck measure ! Arise ! Shine

!
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THE HOMEJ
X/JVCLB TO"BE.'S THA.JVK SGIVIJVG.

-A ThanKfgi'Oing "Philosopher.

By Will H. Dixon.

I'se a-feelin' pow'ful t'ankful on dis T'anks-Gibin' day,

Dat de good Lawd's not done forsook me, but still guides

me on mah way.
I kain't understan' de reason why some folks am alius sad,

When de good Lawd's sun am shinin', an' all de worl' am
glad.

Ob co'se de drout hab done some harm, an' de tater crop am
small,

But Lawsy ! da's a-plenty—da's a-plenty foh us all

;

Co'se all de days ain't sunshine, an' life am not all fun,

Da's got ter be some clouds obscu' de brightness ob de sun.

So while I'se feelin' t'ankful, yit I pause to drop a teah

Kase little Tobe an' Dinah am not wid me heah dis yeah

;

'Peared lak Dinah dess kerflumixed, when little Toby died,

She tuk a tuggin' at de heaht, an' a mizzry in de side;

—

Yit when dey laid dem bof away out dar on de hill,

I still kno'd de Lawd was wid me, an' his lub was roun' me
still

:

An' so I'se t'ankful heah alone, wid my ole heaht a sobbin'

teahs,

Dat I'se had dere sweet companionship, fro all de long pas'

yeahs.

An' ef de Lawd gibs de birds an' de beastes all his kind an'

lovin' care,

Ain' he gwine to keer fer his little chilluns no mattah whar
da are?

Co'se de roof ob de house hab done cabe in whar de raftahs

use ter be,

But Lawsy! it'll last awhile, plenty long enuff foh me;
Foh I'se not a gwine ter be heah only dess a little while,

A.n' so instead ob cryin', I dess fairly has to smile.

I keeps a-lookin' at de flowahs dat my pafway heah adorns,
An' while a-lookin' at de posies, I fergits about de thorns.

An' when I takes dat fiddle down an' 'gins to softly play,

Dess 'pears lak Dinah am wid me heah on dis T'anks-Gibin'
Day,

An' I heahs her voice a-singin' in de music sweet an' cleah,

An' little Toby's prattle sayin' : "W'y daddy, I is heah!"
Den I draws de bow mo' softly, as a voice dess seems to say:
"Feah not, Toby, I am wid thee, Lo ! I am wid thee all the

way ;"

Den I kno's de Lawd's a-speakin' an' he'll lead me by an' by
Up to little Tobe an' Dinah, to de T'anks-Gibin' in de sky.

Peoria, Illinois.

My- Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter V.—Continued.

Now, I happened to remember that a certain earnest

member of our party had caused posters to be fixed up
here and there on which, in large letters, was in-

scribed : "The flowing tide is with us," and that some
wag of the opposite side had gone round, presumably
while the enemy slept, and printed underneath : "The
flowing tide be jiggered, then !" So I referred my
little boy to this, and by its means succeeded in arriv-

ing with him at a favorable conclusion of the mat-
ter.

At last the decisive day dawned and declined. The
fight had practically been fought out to the bitter end,

but there still remained much for the supporters on
both sides to do in organizing ways and means by
which the outlying and most distant voters could be
brought to the poll. The utmost excitement, coupled
with good humor, prevailed. Immense processions
were formed, the people keeping step to the particular

catchwords of their party, which they sang out as they

went along. Flags, colors, mottoes, banners were
flying everywhere. As the time drew on toward mid-
night, when the result of the polling was to be de-

clared, the excitement waxed to a furious intensity,

yet happily never got quite out of bounds.

Now, Waldo had pleaded passionately, desperately,

to be allowed to be with me at the critical moment of

declaration.

"If you win, I must be there to say 'Well played
!'

and if you lose I must be there—more than ever,

Nell."

"To say ?"

"To say 'Tried indeed ! tried indeed !' my dear old

Nell
!"

After that one can scarcely think of the stoniest

heart that ever beat refusing him. But it was Bar-
bara whose word was law supreme in things of this

sort, and for a long, long time Barbara, gently but
firmly, turned her deaf ear to our united and most
persuasive arguments on the subject.

"It were just a-flyin' in the face of Providence," she

persisted ; "and even Providence has limits to its pa-

tience, and wouldn't never abide such out-and-out
audacious recklessness, as the sayin' is."

After a struggle almost as keen as that of the elec-

tion itself, we got her round at last to our way of

thinking; but she positively insisted, that Waldo
should stay quietly at home all day, instead of driving

about in search of such doubtful quarry as Josiah, as

he had planned to do. Afterward she told me how,
lying on his sofa, which she drew up under the limes

for him, he spoke but very little during that long,

warm summer day, and when once she asked him what
he was thinking of, he answered her: "I am not
thinking, Barbara. I am only saying: 'Please, God,
may Nell win !'

"

So, late in the soft, dark evening, when the stars

were shining, and the dew lay on the meadows, we
drove alone together by the park, the village, and the

old brown road that led to the little town where the

results were to be told off. They cheered vociferously

as we passed through the village, and when we reached
the town a

;
perfect storm of greeting, burst upon us,

and if there were any counter-groans from the other

side we never heard them. Suddenly a voice from
the crowd shouted

:

"Three cheers for the little 'un! Three cheers for

the little 'un!"

The response was so spontaneous and pronounced,
30 loud and long, that to listen to it thrilled me
through with a passionate pride. I looked down at

my little boy. He caught my hand and clung to it

hard; it seemed to me that he was feeling rather

nervous, but his tiny face was one dear happy smile;

and while he waved his cap to the people, he said to

me:
"Isn't it beautiful, Nell dear?" I

'

Chapter VI.
Amidst the deafening applause, we pulled up at the

hotel in the old square and proceeded to the balcony,

where, amongst the flags and palms, some kind hand
had provided a deep-cushioned recess for Waldo. Not
many minutes after the clock in the church tower had
sounded midnight, the result was proclaimed aloud,

and every ear might hear that—well—let us say that

—

Waldo's Nell—headed the poll, with a thousand votes

odd to the good

!

I smiled down at Waldo. His breath came and
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went very hard. He was beyond words.
Amidst the cheers, the storm of congratulation, the

confusion of handshakings, and the clamor in the

square below, I rose to say a few words of thanks
to the honest souls who had stood by me so loyally.

My own emotion prevented me from expressing my-
self in anything but the merest conventional platitudes.

But when I had finished and the boisterous applause

had somewhat died away, a voice—it turned out to

be none other than that of Josiah Webb—called out:

"Let's have a look at the little master! And one
word—just one word—from the little master!"
Then the whole square took up the refrain, and the

excitement got so intense that, rather against my will,

I bent down to Waldo and said:

"Can you thank them, dear old man?" and he an-

swered me that he would try.

I lifted him high in my arms above the flags and
ferns. His face showed very pale in the torchlight

glow, his curls fluttered in the night wind, his le|t

arm was around my neck. A great and sudden silence

fell on all the square, and in a moment or two his dear

voice, with a tiny tremble in it, slowly struck the air

:

"I cannot say anything to you. I am only a little

boy. But I do 'dratulate you ever so much. Because
you have got the best man in all the world on your
side. My father said so

!"

I shall not attempt to describe the tremendous roar

of enthusiasm that followed on this and brought the

proceedings of that unique election day to a close.

Words of mine would be powerless quite! With
chivalrous generosity and typical of the way in which
an Englishman can bear defeat, my opponent came
round to us, and, taking Waldo on his knee, remarked
laughingly

:

"Had / had a Waldo on my side, what a vastly dif-

ferent total I should have made!"
After this we had some long, quiet talks together,

my little boy and I. When I was busy, he would lie

with his books and pictures in Barbara's room or un-

der the limes ; at other times we were inseparable.

We played and drove together, and he was never

tired of listening whilst I told or read of the exploits

of the heroes of olden times. But with a terrible pain

I noticed he grew thinner and thinner. His back
now began to ache severely and he could no longer

run in and about the gardens and the stables, and
talk with his dear familiar friends in those same
places as of old. But his gaiety and gentle little

charm of manner never forsook him ; no matter how
sore his pain, his tiny arms would be outstretched in

an ecstasy of welcome whenever I approached.

The local physicians agreed in deciding that an
operation should be performed on him, but I could

not bring myself to consent to this without the advice

of the great children's specialist who had examined
him on his arrival in England. So, later on, when
Parliament re-opened, and I had to take the oath as

new member, and deliver my maiden speech, and at-

tend to many things which required my presence in

town, we went up together, Waldo and I, with dear

old Barbara, whom wild horses could not have torn

from Waldo's side, as adviser and attender-in-chief.

We expected to be away for several weeks, or even

months, as I was told that the drier air of the me-
tropolis would be much more beneficial for Waldo
than the damp, moist air of Devon.
On the last afternoon at home he strangely but

sweetly insisted on a solemn leave-taking of all and
everything around. The bees in their hives, the trees,

the orchard and fruit-gardens, the horses and the

cows, his father's favorite haunts—nothing escaped
that loving little memory. In the evening the boys of

the cricket elevens came up and after tea he gave
them each a little present, bought according to his own
wish and from his own pocket-money. The next
morning, as we drove through the village to the sta-

tion, he left small tokens at their cottages for divers

of his friends, while to Josiah Webb, who was slightly

lame, he presented a stout walking-stick, near the han-

dle of which, on a silver band, was inscribed,

"Noblesse oblige," the whole idea being originated and
planned out by my darling. The tears stood in

Josiah's hard, bleared old eyes. I do not think it is

on record that he ever again had recourse to his

former expression concerning the Noblesse of his

country.

(To Be Continued.)

THE MIJVISTE'R'S WIFE.
ERE is a bit of personal experience whichHI hope will touch an answering chord in

the heart of some other minister's wife

and bring a helpful response. Address
Phebe, care of The Christian Century.

"I am a minister's wife and, knowing
that your paper must reach many a min-
ister's home, I should like to know if there

are many minister's wives who feel to-

wards the ministry as I do. I suppose
those wives whose husbands have large

wealthy churches do not know anything of what I am
going to say, but my husband, although a gentleman,
a college graduate and a good preacher, through
lack of robust health and "push," which seems in these

busy days to be of quite as much account to the min-
ister as to the store clerk, has not been able to climb
up the ladder as high as a city or wealthy church. We
have now a parish in a country district covering some
ten miles; the church stands quite alone, one mile

from the nearest house ; the parsonage is two miles

distant. In winter the roads are frequently impas-
sable. There are 165 members in the church and our
salary is $500 annually. We keep a horse and chick-

ens. We have to pay $35 rent for the parsonage; it

is a comfortable house, but so lonely sometimes in

winter. The summer is charming and we are kept

busy attending meetings, paying pastoral calls and
caring for our garden. Our salary is paid very ir-

regularly, frequently not one-half is paid until the

close of the year; coal is expensive and much is used
because of the intense winter cold.

"I help my husband in every possible way. I take

care of the children in the church. I have formed
them into a "Band of Mercy." From forty to sixty

children meet me every Saturday in the church vestry;

some of these come ten miles, "five each way." In

winter this work is entirely suspended. I teach them
to sing and give them lessons on temperance, kindness

to dumb animals, etc.

"I find myself getting sick at heart and discour-

aged frequently. We work very hard. We live

honestly and always pray for Divine guidance to do

the right thing at the right time. However carefully

I plan and scheme I find the struggle to make both

ends meet very severe. We hesitate to complain that

the salary is small; this we feel would elicit the re-

mark "that all the ministers today care for is money."
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We are very successful here ; our church being almost

full every fine Sabbath. The Sunday school is large.

God is indeed blessing us spiritually, and perhaps one

ought not to trouble if our clothes are shabby and the

table sometimes bare. But the life in a worldly sense

is a hard one to me, because 1 know God would have

it otherwise. He, I think, would have his children

live in every way beyond reproach, and this can hard-

ly be done if the minister does not get his due. Per-

haps others who see this will write and will be able

to say something that will cheer us."

What do the ministers' wives think about the ques-

tion of calling? Shall they call with their husbands

or is it better for each to go alone? Which way
can the hearts of the people be best reached and the

call be made helpful? Let me know what your

thought is on these points. Persis.

THE QVIET HOWR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Daily Readings.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

MODES' A.JVD "PHA'RAOH.
"In all their afflictions He boas afflicted"'—Isaiah 63. 9.—

Monday. December 2d—Ejeodus II: I-IO.

HARAOH is a free agent all through. He

Pis not tortured on the rack, he is not held

! over a slow fire, until he relaxes his despotic

grasp on the Hebrew bondmen. After

every demand of God there is a respite, a

pause, an opportunity to ponder. Thus it

is still. The King of kings lays no resist-

less compulsion on me. I must decide for

myself. I may harden my heart, or I may
flee to the Savior of my soul.

Pharaoh is ten times reproved, but he

always persists. He is subdued again and again, yet

again and again he rebels. One day he humbles' him-

self under, the mighty hand of Jehovah, and another

day he is up in arms against the God of Israel. Even
so, in me, in my stout and proud self-will, there lies

this awful power of contradicting and opposing my
Maker. I can travel from bad to worse; I can sink

myself deeper and deeper down.
Pharaoh reaps the bitter harvest at last of the evil

seed he has sown. Ah, let me read the lesson of the

sorrowful history, so old and yet so new, patriarchal

in its antiquity, but modern in its recentness. The war
is guilty, and the battle is bootless. What can I do in

the day when God contends with me? It is a fearful

thing to fall into his strong and holy hands.

Tuesday, "December 3rd.—Ejeodus 8:20-32.

"Swarms of flies"—I am struck by the little things

which may become the instruments of God's ven-

geance.

The Talmud has a wild and weird legend about the

death of the Emperor Titus, the conqueror of Jeru-
salem. Jehovah, it says, sent a gnat to creep into his

nostrils and lodge itself in his brain. For seven years

the restless insect gnawed the vital tissue. One day,

when the tortured prince passed a blacksmith's forge,

the thunders of the hammer seemed to startle and
arrest it. Four pieces of silver the sufferer gave
daily, to have the noise continued in his ear without
ceasing. At the end of thirty miserable days, the
insect became accustomed to the clang, and resumed
its ravages. And Phineas, son of Erouba, was present

with the nobles of Rome at the death of the Emperor.
The Jewish witness reported that, when the head of

Titus was opened, the creature was discovered as big

as a swallow, with a brazen beak and claws of iron.

It is an idle fable; but it has a solemn lesson. By
weapons which seem small and trifling God can gain

his victories over me. With a snowflake he broke

the tyrannous power of Napoleon. Ah, let me not be

so infatuated as to fight against him ; it is so easy for

the Lord Almighty to prevail over all my stubbornness

and rebellion.

XOednesday, "December 4-th.—Ejeodus 9:1-12.

The dumb driven cattle suffer through the sins oi

man. Let me so live that I shall bless not only my
human brothers and sisters, but every creature of

God's making. "He prayeth best who loveth best all

things both great and small." I remember how Fran-
cis of Assisi was the friend and confidant of the ani-

mals—the wolf, the ass, the sparrows. I remember
how Matthew Arnold sang the elegy of Geist, with all

his life and all his love crowded into four brief years.

I remember how Louise Imogen Guiney bewails the

absence of that true field-fellow of hers, who roams
no more by her side even although "the gusty morns
are here."

My life should, by the grace of God, be so sweet and
holy and beneficent that the very beasts and birds

will rejoice in its radiance and will feel its tender
grace. The whole creation "groaneth and travaileth in

pain" ; let me not deliberately add a single pang to

its anguish.

Thursday, December 5th,—E,jcodus 9:13-26.

Why does God linger so long with Pharaoh, send-
ing penalty after penalty before the supreme stroke

falls? Partly for the sake of the wrongdoer. He
must have room, he must have occasion, for repent-

ance. And, if he will not repent, he must be left

without excuse even in his own eyes. Every single

rag of self-justification must be swept away. He
must see and acknowledge his evil, though he clings

to the evil, and in sheer wantonness and falseness and
unreason persists in following after it. But O, may
I not have this terrible and hopeless revelation. May
I not, like Shakespeare's Richard, "hate myself for

hateful deeds committed by myself."

And partly for the sake of his own glory God pur-
sues this course. "That thou mayest know that there

is none like me in all the earth"—that, also, is his

motive. He must be recognized everywhere for his

hatred of sin and yet his long-suffering forbearance
towards the sinner, his holiness and his pitifulness, his

majesty and his mercy. I wonder whether I can
rejoice in a God who is just as well as kind, who "has
no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,"
who is Light of light no less than Love of love.

Friday, December bth—Ejecdus 10:3-15.

That is a precious word of God by the mouth of his

servant Joel, "I will restore to you the years that the

locust hath eaten."

The field of my own spiritual nature—have not the

locusts of neglect and sin made it barren and desolate ?

I might have been much wiser, much stronger, much
holier. I might have grown far more in the grace and
knowledge of my Lord Jesus Christ. Today I ask par-

don for the defective and erring past. Today I seek
grace for a better future.

The field of my neighbor's soul—have not the locusts

of indifference and carelessness rendered me unmind-
ful of it? I have not sought the Spirit of God, that
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I might minister effectually to my friend. I have not

helped him as I should, in his doubts and perplexities

and temptations. Ah, may the Holy Ghost baptize

and anoint me now for this most needful and most
blessed work.
The field of the kingdom of Christ—have not the

locusts of selfishness and indolence unfitted me for

cultivating it? How little I have honored and aided

the Master, who laid down his life for me! I have
been ungrateful, remiss, heedless. Lord, rekindle the

heavenly fires on the cold altar of my soul.

Thanks to be him, he can and he will restore the

dreary years which the locust has eaten.

Saturday. December 7lh.—E,jcodus 10:16-29.

"There shall not a hoof," Moses said, "be left be-

hind." Thus I am bidden forsake Egypt utterly and
wholly. I must allow none of my belongings, none of

my desires, none of my loves, to remain in the sinful

land. My God wishes me to be absolutely sanctified

and set apart for him.

There are certain practices, certain modes of speech

and life, certain amusements and indulgences, of which
I cannot say that they are actually sinful and defiling;

that would be passing a hard judgment on them.

But, if I am a true and sensitive Christian, I shall feel

that, if I participate in them, I am lowering myself

somewhat, I am taking away from the clearness of my
testimony, I am blunting the edge of my holiness.

Egypt is not so completely abandoned as it ought to be.

So may God strengthen me to deny myself everything

which would retard and hinder Christ in his cleansing

of me.

Sunday. "December 8th.—Psalm 10:23-38.

The sinner cannot do all the sin he would. God's

judgments repeated again and again, hem Pharaoh in.

And there are more merciful checks and barriers and
restrictions.

For instance, there is the Word of the Lord. In

India, in China, in Japan, there are people with intel-

lects, emotions, aspirations, like mine; and yet they

are abandoned to the vices of paganism. Why am I

outwardly better? Because the oracles of God are

mine, and because the truth in Jesus permeates the

atmosphere I breathe.

Then there is the Spirit of the Lord. He acts on
my mind and my will and my conscience and my heart.

He quenches unholy thoughts. He drives away vain

imaginations. He reins in fiery passions as with bit

and bridle.

And there is the Providence of the Lord. He ren-

ders it difficult for me to transgress. I am set down
amongst all sorts of sobering and educative and help-

ful influences: the laws of a Christian country, the

usages of society, business relations, godly friends,

the sweet ties of home, the chastisements of my Father
in heaven.

"All these fences and their whole array" he raises

round me to hinder me from sin. Have I thought
about it? Have I wondered at it and thanked him
for it?

FOTi *BOyS AffD GIHLS.

Dr. W. E. Barton of Oak Park has been trying his

hand in the writing of a catechism. The opening
question is, "Apart from the things which you be-
lieve, hope or imagine to be true, what do you know ?"

Anszver, "I know that there is a world and that I live

in it." This is a plunge into philosophy with a ven-
geance. But perhaps there is wisdom in it, inasmuch
as the child is a true philosopher.

The Little Champion*
BY CARMEN SYLVA (QUEEN ELIZABETH OF ROUMANIA).

HIS was the nickname the other boys had

T given young Arnold, because he could not
see any creature in distress without going
to its assistance. If a fly fell into

the milk he held out a blade of grass for it

to escape upon, and when he one day saw
a snake about to swallow a poor little frog
he killed the cruel reptile just in time to

save poor froggy's life, though the little

creature could hardly believe itself to be
safe, and could only sit there staring at its

rescuer with its great big eyes, whilst its poor little

heart still went pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat!

Another time, as Arnold was passing a pond, he
saw three boys busily engaged in trying to drown a
little dog. They had tied a rope with a stone fastened
to it round its neck, and threw the poor animal right
into the middle of the pond before Arnold could come
up to them. Quick as thought he flung off his clothes,

plunged into the water, and swam straight for the spot
where the bubbles rising to the surface showed the
death-struggle going on below. He dived and brought
the poor little dog up in his arms, quite limp and
motionless, but yet alive.

"You wicked boys!" he said, panting for breath
and drying the little animal carefully with his hand-
kerchief ; "you wicked boys ! I will have nothing
more to do with you. I will never play with you
again

!"

"We did not want to do it," began the youngest
boy, and then the second one took heart and said:

"We really did not want to do it—we all cried, for

we are very fond of Fluff, but my father said"—and
here he stopped and hesitated, not sure whether to go
on.

"My father says we are too poor to keep a dog,"
the eldest boy broke in defiantly, "and so we would
rather drown him ourselves than let any one else have
him!"
"And you shall keep your dog, but in future I will

feed him. It is little I have, but I will give it you
that you may get him something to eat at once. I

have only these three pennies, but that will be enough
to keep off hunger for the moment."
But what was the surprise of all when Arnold

pulled his pence out of his pocket to see three gold
pieces—three bright, new gold pieces, that rang as

only gold can ring! The brothers stared at Arnold,
who looked just as puzzled himself, and stammered
out: "What does it mean? I never had a piece of

gold in all my life!"

The others, who at first could hardly believe their

eyes, now began to feel somewhat in awe of him, and
said : "Feel again in your pockets

;
perhaps you have

turned into a Goldman !"

But the pockets were both empty, and the children

separated. The puppy, however, stoutly refused to go
with the little wretches who had tried to drown it,

and kept coming back to Am old and taking refuge

between his legs. "Well, then," he said at last, "the

dog must stay with me, and you must keep the money

•Copyright, 1901. by George T. B. Davis. Prom "A Real
Queen's Fairy Tales." By special arrangement with the pub-
lishers, Davis & Company, 3SS La Salle ave., Chicago. Price,
$1.50.
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in payment. I shall take care of him and bring him
up. And as for the gold, you need not be afraid; it

was not come by dishonestly. It must be fairy-money,

and if I find any more you shall share in it!"

Not long afterward one of the three brothers fell

into the pond himself. Arnold heard the screams a

long way off, and saw a group of children standing

shoulder to shoulder round the edge of the pond, on
which floated a big empty washtub.

"He has fallen in there! he is under the tub! he
will be drowned!" they all shouted at the same time,

while Arnold did the only sensible thing—threw off

his clothes and swam out toward the tub. Giving it a

little push, he dived and reappeared holding by the

hair the already unconscious lad, with whom he swam
to shore. The children, who had looked on breath-

lessly, now crowded round them.
"Is he dead ?" they asked.

"No, his heart still beats feebly."

They rubbed him, turned him over on his face that

he might bring up the water he had swallowed, and at

length he opened his eyes. His brothers had stood

by rather crestfallen, and dreading the beating which
they might expect for their valiant conduct.

But Arnold with a sudden resolve held out his cap.

"Who will give a little help to the shipwrecked sailor?

A small contribution, I beg, for the gallant seaman!"

The children thrust their hands in their pockets, and
wonderful to relate! each copper piece was instantly

changed into gold ; even a button, which one boy had
dropped in as being all he possessed, was turned into

a gold button. They all stared open-mouthed, then

perceiving that another of their number, who had pre-

tended to have nothing to give, not even a button,

kept looking disconsolately into the palm of his hand,
they rushed round him and burst into ringing laugh-
ter, for his hand was full of sand and splintered glass.

"You were not quite so poor, then, as you made out?"
asked Arnold, who had suddenly gone up in his com-
rades' good opinion on account of this new wonder,
for until then few had credited the story of the trans-

formation, and rather inclined to believe he had helped
himself from his father's money box.

"Who ? I ?" said the boy, turning very red.

"Well, well," said Arnold, "let us say no more
about it

;
you need not tell us anything, we all under-

stand! Only tell the truth next time!"
The treasure was too large for the children to keep

it secret, so they all accompanied the boy who had
just been saved from drowning to his home, and there
related what had happened. Many questions were
put to Arnold, but he knew no more than the rest.

The glass splinters, too, were shown, much to the
confusion of the little miser, and no one ever learned
how much he really had in his hand.
Arnold was now made much of, and for a long time

people were always expecting that some new marvel
would occur. Many thought it a very fine thing to

have among them a lad of such wonderful powers that

he could at any moment turn pence into gold pieces

—

and also gold pieces into glass, some of the shrewder
folk observed. Meanwhile, the wonder did not re-

peat itself.

The little dog Fluff was always close at his master's
heels, except when they happened to meet his former
owners, and then he took care to go well out of the
way to avoid them. These boys retained, however, a
somewhat uncomfortable sense of obligation to Arnold,
and they resolved to let their playfellows share in the
riches he had heaped on them. So they planned a

day's excursion into the woods, and all set out with

their specimen-cases, filled with bread and butter and
sandwiches, slung over their shoulders, and with

Arnold as guide, for he knew every inch of the way
and all the shady nooks and corners and freshest

streams.

He was on the best of terms with all the wild crea-

tures ; the squirrels played hide and seek with him,

the little lizards ran fearlessly into his outstretched

hand and the birds hovered close round, for he brought
something for each of them—nuts for the tomtits,

meat for the blackbirds, apple-pips for the chaffinches

and crumbs for the sparrows.

Just as the children were about to stretch them-
selves on the grass, to picnic comfortably, there came
a sound of wind sighing through the trees, like tones

of sweetest music, and before they could ask one
another what it meant, a lovely fairy appeared before

them. Her garments were besprinkled with dew-
drops that sparkled in the sun ; her snow-white hair

fell to her feet, and was even brighter and more glossy

than the threads of flax on the distaff she held in her

hand, though each of these shone like silver and was
as delicate as the petals of newly opened flowers. She
was neither young nor old—she was simply beautiful

;

and the children stood with their eyes fixed upon her,

waiting to hear what she would say. And when she

began to speak her voice was softer than the breeze,

and sweeter than music, and low as the hum of bees,

and clear as a silver bell. All could hear her; it was
as if she spoke to each one alone.

"You have come into my woods without waiting

for an invitation, that is why you have not found the

table laid. Follow me now and I will lead you to the

banquet which I have had prepared for my guests."

They all readily followed the beautiful fairy who
invited them so kindly, and they came to a lovely spot

where they had never been before. It was a wide
meadow, shut in by beech trees, and with a brooklet

forming a waterfall on the one side. The ground
was so thick with flowers their brilliant colors almost

dazzled the eyes, and the trees were so full of birds

their branches fairly bent beneath the weight.

"Sit down, all of you," said the fairy, "and the feast

shall be served in a trice!"

She waved her hand and the birds came flying to-

ward her carrying rose leaves in their little beaks.

Before each guest was placed a rose leaf containing a

tiny patty, very tiny, thought the children, for their

good appetites, but they did not like to say so. An-
other flight of birds brought little silver spoons, and
squirrels followed bearing acorn cups full of nectar

that had so exquisite a perfume and tasted so good the

children regretted the diminutive size of the goblets

even more than that of the rose-leaf plates with the

fairy patties.

(To be continued.)

In the missionary conference of the young men
from college at Northfield, Professor Drummond had
happened in an address to refer to cant. When the

hour came for him to answer questions, one of the

students asked him what he meant by cant. "There
is," said he in reply, "such a thing as the religion of
a young man ; and there is such a thing as the re-

ligion of an old woman. Now when a young man
talks as if he had an old woman's religion, that is

cant."
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AJVVHEW AJ*T> THIEIT.
The fifth biennial convention was

held in Pittsburg, Pa. This order is

very positively of an interdenomina-

tional character, for it exists in no less

than twenty-three denominations. It

has an enrollment of 20,000. Consid-

ering the fact that most of the mem-
bers of the brotherhood are actively

engaged in business, the attendance at

the convention was satisfactory.

The aim of this brotherhood is to

foster the work of the local churches

for men. It seeks to help men to reach

men. The founder of it is Rev. Rufus
W. Miller, and it has been an inspira-

tion to many other organizations of

like character, bearing other names.

The convention opened with a "Get

Together" meeting in the East Liberty

Presbyterian church. Dr. John H.

Pugh, president of the Pittsburg local

union, welcomed all to the city and
Rev. J. T. Gibson, D. D., spoke for the

churches. The addresses of the eve-

ning were by Dr. D. J. Burrell of New
York, on "The Problem of the King-

dom," and Dr. W. S. Plumer Bryan of

Chicago. The latter's subject was
"Brotherhood the Highest Stage of

Christian Growth."

The next day methods were dis-

cussed. "What Are You Doing? And
How?" Bright, brisk and breezy is a

good description of this session. Three
helpful talks were given, one on "The
Training of the Apostles of the New
Century,," by Rev. J. Galland Ham-
mer, Jr., of Newark, N. J.; another on
"Men and the Church," by Rev. E.

N. Hardy, D. D., of Quincy, Mass., and
the third on "The Christian Man in

Politics," by Rev. John M. Schick, D.

D., the "President's pastor." In the

afternoon the convention visited Bes-

semer and saw the process of making
steel rails.

In the Sixth United Presbyterian

church they gathered in the evening

and listened to addresses by Rev. Jno.

Balcom Shaw, D. D., of New York, and
Rev. Daniel H. Martin, D. D., of New-
ark, N. J.; one on "The Secret of Soul

Winning," and the other on "A Life

That Counts." "The Boys" had the

time on Saturday, and Boys' club work
was discussed. A visit to Mr. Heinz'

plant in Alleghany, where business

and Christian ethics go together in

daily life, came next, and several ad-

dresses were made at the noon hour
there to the convention and the 2,500

employes, by Rev. I. W. Gowen, Rev.

Conrad Clever, D. D., of Baltimore,

and President Miller.

The topics of the evening were "The
Man of the Moment," "The Importance
of Personal Work" and "The Essen-

tials of Character Necessary for Per-

sonal Work." The closing meeting
came on Sunday evening with an at-

tendance of over 2,000. The sermon
was preached by the President and a
consecration service conducted by Rev.

C. W. Keigwin of Newark, N. J. The
sight of the men in that great church,

with hands united, singing—
"Blest be the tie that binds

Our hearts in Christian love,"

was not easily to be forgotten.

An effort is to be made to have a field

secretary for the brotherhood work. A
writer in the Congregationalist says

that not the least contribution made
by this order to American church life

is the fact that it has exploded some
long-standing and most harmful falla-

cies. No longer is it possible for in-

telligent men to say that the old ratio

of one male to two females is the nec-

essary rule in the churches. There
has been a great change in that re-

gard, and especially where special

work for men has been carried on.

&HE &EJTAS 'BA TUISU
COJVVEJV TlOJSf.

The gathering in Fort Worth was a

large one. The pastors' conference,

which was the first in the order of

events, was attended by about 500 pas-

tors, and was a place of power and
inspiration.

The convention proper had a total

of some 1,800 delegates, 478 chuurches
being represented, seventy-one asso-

ciations and twenty-eight missionary

societies. Dr. R. C. Buckner was re-

elected president. The secretary re-

ported a large amount of work done;

203 missionaries' supplied 2,152 sta-

tions; eighty-three churches were or-

ganized and 269 Sunday schools; there

had been 2,994 baptisms; the total of

additions to the churches in the mis-
sion stations was 6,062; forty-nine

church edifices had tteen built and
$52,462.24 had been collected for state

missions'. This amount passed through
the board's hands; if co-operative work
were counted the state mission fund
would reach $100,000. The report also

showed $18,000 raised for foreign mis-
sions, $14,000 for home missions and
$2,034.96 for old ministers. Much en-

thusiasm was aroused by this report,

especially by the fact that all debts

were paid and there was a cash bal-

ance of $1,100.

Dr. R. C. Buckner presented the

work of the orphan's home, and $11,000

was pledged for it, and $1,200 for the

students' fund of the Louisville theo-

logical seminary.

Dr. B. H. Carroll of the Texas Bap-
tist Educational Commission reported

$233,000 raised this year, $80,000 being
given by Geo. Carroll of Beaumont,
and $60,000 by his father. F. L. Carroll

of Waco. In order to free the six

schools of all indebtedness $25,000

more was needed, and this was raised

at this meeting. "Praise God from
whom all blessings flow." was the

hearty response of the convention to

this effort.

It was voted to raise $20,000 in the
next three months to build meeting-
houses in the storm-swept district of

the state. The Baptists of Texas give

more for missions than is given in any
southern state; they represent one-

thirteenth of the total Baptist mem-
bership in the United States, and one-

fifteenth of all the Baptists in the
World.
The finishing touch to the conven-

tion was the visit of 275 children from
the Buckner Orphans Home, which so-

stirred the people that they took up a
collection on the spot of $600 for the

children, and Rev. Arthur Little prom-
ised that the First church, Fort Worth,
of which he is pastor, would supply

the forty-five turkeys needed for the

Thanksgiving dinner of the 500 or-

phans in the home.

Chicago and Vicinity.

The Oak Park Baptist church, Re,\

Dr. J. W. Conley, pastor, gave last year

more than $1.50 per member for local

and city mission work, and more than
twenty-five cents per member for state

missions.

At Immanuel Baptist church, Evan-
gelists D. W. Potter and E. O. Excell

conducted meetings for five evenings.

HOUSE, 'BX/CK.ED.

"Rider Severely Hurt-

A Cincinnati man visiting in Texas,

on a ranch, was thrown from a horse

and so severely injured that his life

was despaired of. He takes pride in

telling how food saved his life. The
heavy drugs given seriously injured

his stomach and as he sa3rs "It

seemed I would soon have to starve in

the midst of plenty. My stomach re-

fused to digest food and I ran down
from 165 to 133 pounds. When my ap-

petite failed I was ready to give up,

and it looked as though I would soon

'wink out.'

"One morning the foreman's daugh-

ter brought in what she called a splen-

did food, and it turned out to be

Grape-Nuts. A little skeptical I ate it

and found it was good, and just the

kind of food I could keep on my stom-

ach which had been almost burned out

by the vile drugs.

"I felt that I had obtained a new
lease of life for improvement set in

at once. A week later I was weighed

and had gained two pounds. My
weight has since steadily increased

by the constant use of Grape-Nuts, and
I am now better than I have been in

years, as my friends will all testify.

"In all kinds of athletic sports I no-

tice I have a greater reserve force than

formerly, for which I am indebted to

Grape-^Nuts. Taken in moderation, it

is the greatest food of its kind in the

world, being equally well adapted to

athletes and invalids." Paul Alwin
Platz, 1906 Biglow Ave.. Mt. Auburn.
Cincinnati. O.
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which resulted in some thirty profess-

ing conversion and others expressing a

desire to be Christians.

During the second year of the pas-

torate of the Rev. F. P. Baker, D. D.,

which has now closed, the Reformed
church at Irving Park has prospered

greatly, both spiritually and materi-

ally. The membership of the church

now numbers- 246, 108 of that number
having been added in the two years in

question. There is large and regular

attendance at all the services, includ-

ing the weekly prayer meeting. One
change, introduced by Dr. Baker, has

proved to be an unbounded blessing.

This is a series of preparatory ser-

vices throughout the week preceding

each communion. They have been re-

markably well attended, and it is the

testimony of all that they have been

most refreshing and uplifting. The
meetings for Bible study conducted by

Dr. Baker throughout the winter

months have also proved highly in-

structive and profitable.

Rev. Dr. Wm. E. Barton of the First

Congregational church, Oak Park, has

started a pastor's class for children be-

tween ten and fifteen years of age. He
has prepared for this purpose an ele-

mentary catechism, which he requires

the boys and girls to learn before com-
ing to the class, explaining the same to

them afterwards.

Under the auspices of the Moody
Bible Institute a series of revival meet-
ings have been commenced in the Stu-

debaker theater. They will be held at

three o'clock every Sunday afternoon.

The theater was filled last Sunday.
Two hundred persons working under a

chairman distributed 20,000 invitations

to the meeting. There was a choir of

200 voices on the stage.

The Congregational Club at its

monthly meeting at the Auditorium
Hotel, November 18, listened to three

addresses: Mrs. Lucy Rider Meyer,
originator of the Deaconess movement
in the Methodist church, spoke on that

subject; Rev. J. H. George, D. D., the

new president of the seminary, spoke
on the Chicago Theological Seminary
and Affiliated Schools, and Rev. J. A.

Milburn, D. D., pastor of Plymouth
church, on "The Practical Need of

Trained Workers as Church Helpers."
The lecture room of the Millard ave-

nue Presbyterian church, though not
completely finished, was dedicated on
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 17. Rev. Dr.

Willis G. Craig of McCormick semi-
nary, preached the sermon. The dedi-

catory prayer was offered by Rev. T.

D. Wallace, D. D. An offering was
taken, amounting to $754, covering all

the indebtedness. The total cost of

the chapel is $3,250.

"Baptist.

Four new buildings were dedicated
at Spelman seminary, Atlanta, Ga., the
school for Negro girls, Nov. 14-17. The
new buildings are Reynolds Cottage,
the president's residence; MacVicar

hospital, including provision for in-

valid students, and also accommoda-
tions for outside patients and a nurse's

training school; Morgan Hall, con-

taining dining rooms and kitchens,

and study halls and dormitories. With
these new buildings the seminary is

admirably equipped for the training of

young negro women for usefulness in

various wage-earning occupations,

while giving them all the advantages
of a cultured Christian environment in

attractive surroundings.

During the past year 105 persons
have been received into the First

church, Butte, Montana; fifty-four by
baptism. Two missions have been es-

tablished by this church since Rev. J.

E. Notsinger became pastor.

Euclid Avenue church, Cleveland,

Ohio, had its services disturbed on a
recent Sunday by the noise caused by
the laying of a new roadway in front

of the edifice. The pastor, Dr. Eaton,
stopped his sermon and drew up reso-

lutions' of protest which were adopted
by a rising vote of the congregation
and forwarded to the mayor of the
city.

Rev. H. C. Crane, pastor of the First

church, Cincinnati, has a Sunday
school class of over fifty medical
students.

Congregational.
At Elkhorn, Wis., Rev. F. M. Hub-

bell, pastor, a Kingdom Extension so-

ciety has recently been organized, the
membership of which is not to be lim-
ited to any age or sex, but is to include
all who assume some definite pledge
for Congregational benevolences.
The church at Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,

exceeds its apportionment for home
missions' in consequence of the wise
work of the pastor, Rev. L. E. Osgood,
in teaching systematic proportionate
giving. An annual sermon is preached
on the subject and covenant cards dis-

tributed for the adoption of the tithing
system by those who choose to do so.

Pilgrim church, St. Louis, has placed
a lady visitor on the field and is se-

curing an increased attendance at the
Sunday services.

Covenant church, St. Louis, has
opened a reading room which is prov-
ing of value to the community.
The church at Fort Scott, Kan., is

having a great awakening. Rev.
Henry W. Stough, formerly of the
Third church, Oak Park, has been con-
ducting special meetings. In his after-

noon Bible readings Christians have
been specially helped.

Bethlehem church, Los Angeles, has
added to its institutional work a chil-

dren's choral class, free to all the chil-

dren in the neighborhood and a class

in English for foreign-speaking wom-
en, and Olivet church adds to its work
a cooking class for girls and a sloyd
class for boys.

The Tabernacle congregation, Den-
ver, Colo., has entered its new building
which, however, is not yet complete.

It will seat more than 1,500. Rev.
Thomas Uzzell is pastor and Rev. C. J.

Hall, his assistant. This church has a

dispensary and medical staff; a labor

bureau and various benevolent depart-

ments.

The church at Mill Valley, CaL, has
rearranged its Sunday morning pro-

gram to include a short period of wor-
ship, Bible study by classes and a ser-

vice in unison at the close. New fea-

tures also appear at the midweek
meeting, such as the presentation of

various phases of organized Christian

work and discussion of the religious

bearing of great public questions.

The First church, Springfield, 111.,

has a normal class for the special

training of Sunday school primary
teachers, with the superintendent of

the city training school for teachers as

instructor. A similar class for inter-

mediate teachers is in charge of one
of the high school teachers. The
music in the Sunday school is in the

care of the teacher of music in the
public schools. The gain in the aver-

age attendance of the First church
Sunday school during the year has
been nine per cent. Rev. Dr. Archi-
bald M. Hall is pastor.

Plymouth church, Springfield, 111.,

Rev. Orville C. Clark, pastor, divides

TWICE TOLJ> TALES.

ffo Meat Extracted from XBhem
by Some XOho Most JVeed

the Facts.

We have more than twice, told the

reader, of the fact that he or she may
perhaps easily discover the cause of

the daily ill-feeling and the experi-

ment is not difficult to make.
But there are readers who think

truths are for some one else and not
for themselves.

Some day the oft told fact will flash

upon us as applicable when the knowl-
edge comes home, that day after day
of inconvenienceand perhaps of suffer-

ing has been endured, the cause not
being recognized or believed, al-

though we may have been told of the

cause many times over, but never be-
lieved it applied to us.

It would startle a person to know
how many people suffer because they
drug themselves daily with coffee. We
repeat it, it is a powerful drug, and
so affects the delicate nervous system
that disease may appear in any part
of the body, all parts being dependent
for health, on a healthy nervous sys-

tem.

Relief from coffee for 30 days has
cured thousands of people who never
suspected the cause of their troubles.

The use of Postum Food Coffee is

of great benefit to such, as it goes to
work directly to rebuild the delicate
cell structures from the elements na-
ture selects for the work. Relief from a
heavy drug and the taking of proper
nourishment is the true and only per-
manent method.
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its parish into six sections, and a com-
mittee is appointed for each section,

whose duty it is to make a thorough
canvass, visiting each house, and, as

far as practicable, each person in the

district. In case a family is distinctly

Roman Catholic or directly connected

with some other church, this fact is

noted, but nothing further is done. In

all other cases the names of each mem-
ber of the family are entered in the ap-

propriate place on the parish map,
giving street and number. The com-
mittees report to the pastor, and also

notify him when any changes occur in

the district and promptly inform him
of new comers. They also circulate

interesting religious literature, distrib-

ute a church calendar which gives the

time of each public service, and invite

attendance to any and all of them. The
invitation is often made specific and
personal. Aside from what may be

termed the regular services, cottage

prayer meetings are held in different

parts of the parish, a week-day class

for Bible study is conducted by the

pastor, and a special meeting of the

Y. P. S. C. E. (aside from the Sunday
meetings) held for religious instruc-

tion and the formation of plans for

better service. The pastor also looks

closely after the Sunday school, often

sending some card or leaflet to each

member. He also sends a note to each
absentee. In this manner both attend-

ance and interest are increased, and
the school is kept in vital touch with

the church.

During the current year 145 have
been added to the First church, Los
Angeles, a net gain of 112. The joint

pastoral salary has had an increase of

?1,000. Rev. Warren P. Day and his

son, Rev. Wm. Horace Day, are the

associate pastors.

At Mill Valley, California, a change
in the Sunday morning services has

been made. The present plan is a

short period of worship, Bible in-

struction by classes and united ser-

vices at the close. The mid-week

meeting provides readings of helpful

selections from published writings,

presentation of various aspects of or-

ganized Christian work, and of great

public questions in their religious as-

pects, as well as what are ordinarily

recognized as "prayer-meeting topics."

The First church, San Francisco, has

received 117 members during 1901, of

whom fifty-six were on confession. Of

the twenty-six received Nov. 3, four-

teen were men and six distinct races

were included. The church has now
in its membership among other races,

one Jew, a Filipino, an Armenian, a

Negro and an Egyptian. The year

just closed has been one of the most

prosperous in the church's history, in-

cluding the paying of the mortgage in-

debtedness of $1.0.000.

The "Disciples.

The report of the Board of Minis-

terial Relief shows that 430 persons,

216 churches and fourteen societies,

Sunday schools and other organiza-

tions contributed to the fund for the

aid of superannuated ministers and
their families last year. The total re-

ceipts for the year were $11,809.17.

Evangelistic meetings are being held

in many of the churches in Cincinnati

and vicinity. At the Central church
Rev. A. M. Harvuot, forty-eight have
been added during the first two weeks
of the meeting. There have been thir-

ty-two additions at Rev. George A.

Miller's church in Covington, Ky.

At Rushville, Ind., Evangelists Wil-
son and Huston have had 196 additions

to the church as a result of their meet-
ings.

The college at Wilson, N. C, the pur-

chase of which by the Disciples we re-

corded a few weeks ago, is to be named
the Atlantic Christian college. The
secretary of the Board of Trustees is

B. H. Melton and the president is to be
Daniel E. Motley, Ph. D., a graduate

of the Milligan college and Johns Hop-
kins university. The college will open
next September.

Thirty-four have been added to the

First church, Omaha, since September
1. A new building is being planned for.

The church at Shenandoah, Iowa, J.

H. Wright, pastor, recently, lifted a

mortgage of over $1,000, placed about

$250 worth of permanent improve-
ments on the church building and par-

sonage, paid off a floating debt of $200

in addition to meeting all current ex-

penses and making liberal offerings for

special evangelistic services, missions

and local benevolences.

The Christian Woman's Missionary

society supports twenty-two stations in

Jamaica, two in Mexico, one in Porto

Rico, and six in India; Bible chairs in

three universities, a Chinese school in

Oregon, four schools for negroes in

the South, and a large amount of

evangelistic work. They have 167 mis-

sionaries besides native helpers. There
are 1,796 auxiliary societies of which
the membership is 37,299.

Since June 1st there have been forty-

eight added to the First Christian

church, Seattle, thirteen by confession

and baptism, and thirty-five by letter

and statement.

Episcopal,

The Society for the Home Study of

the Holy Scriptures has taken up a

new course of reading in Christian

classics, which* has been arranged by
the warden, the Rev. Dr. Body of the

General Theological seminary, and the

director, Miss Smiley. This course

consists of 100 books selected as class-

ics in Christian theology and upon com-
pletion of the reading of anv 25 of the
list, a certificate is bestowed; while at

the end of the entire course a medal
will be conferred. The design of this

medal will be copied from the Key of

David, a most interesting relic found
at the foot of the tower of David in

1839.

Kenyon college has been made rich-

er by an addition of $100,000 to its en-

dowment fund and a gift of $50,000 for

a new dormitory.

The Sunday School association of

California has arranged for a course of

valuable lectures to be delivered irf St.

Luke's church, San Francisco: Nov. 15,

"Religious and Secular Education,"

Rev. Edward L. Parsons, rector of the

Church of St. Matthew, San Mateo,
and instructor in philosophy. Stanford

university; Nov. 20th and 27th, "The
Religious Development of the Child

Mind," Professor Edwin D. Starbuck,

Ph.D., Stanford university; Dec. 4th,

"Teaching in the Sunday School," Pro-
fessor F. B. Dresslar, Ph.D., University

of California; Dec. 11th, "How to

Teach the Life of Christ," Very Rev.
Edgar J. Lion, rector of St. Stephen's

church, San Francisco; Jan. 8th, "Story
Telling to Children," Mrs. D. S. Sned-
den, Stanford university; Jan. 21st,

"How to Teach Morality in the Sunday
School," Rev. Chas. R. Brown, M. A.,

pastor of First Congregational church,

Oakland, and lecturer on ethics, Stan-

ford university; Jan. 28th, "The Poetry
of the Bible," Professor Chas. M. Gay-
ley, Ph. D., University of California;

Feb. 5th, "How to Teach Doctrine,"

Rt. Rev. W. F. Nichols, D. D., Bishop
of California.

The annual convention of the Sun-
day School institute of the diocese of

Washington was held November 7th.

There was a large attendance, both of

the clergy and of the teachers and offi-

cers, and the session proved a most in-

teresting one. The first subject was,

"The Best Way of Teaching Youngest
Children, and How Far May Kinder-
garten Methods and Material Be Made
Available in Church Sunday Schools."

Two excellent and instructive papers

were read by Miss Duffield and Miss

Mechlin, both well-known and success-

ful teachers of infant classes. It was
shown how kindergarten methods of

instruction may be adapted to Sunday
schools, but the use of what is called

material was discouraged, and in re-

gard to stories is was urged that Bible

stories have the preference. The sec-

ond subject, "'Normal Class Teaching,"
was divided into "The Xeed" and "The
Method," upon each of which a valu-

able paper was read. The third sub-

ject was "Sunday School and Church
Attendance," and the question. "Does
the Present System Tend to Diminish
Church Attendance?" was ably dis-

cussed by the Rev. Dr. R. P. Williams;

the second question. "How Can the

Sunday School Best Promote the At-

tendance of Children at the Services

of the Church?" was answered by the

Rev. Floyd W. Tomkins.
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Methodist.
The Epworth league chapters are to

observe Sunday, December 29, as a day

of special prayer for the presence of

the Holy Spirit among the people. Pas-

tors are asked to preach on prayer in

the morning and some phase of the

Holy Spirit's work in the evening. It

is desired that special services be held

also on the two following evenings.

The great benevolences of Method-
ism are splendidly organized. The
Missionary Church Extension and
Freedmen's Aid societies have a gen-

eral committee. On this committee
are: 1. All the bishops; 2. The officers

of the respective societies; 3. Fourteen

men from the general conference dis-

tricts, representing every conference

in the church; and, 4. Fourteen repre-

sentatives from the respective boards

of management. Together these make
a body of about fifty men, every one of

whom is expert in the knowledge nec-

essary to wisely perform his duty.

In each case these committees make
all appropriations and the respective

boards' of management can spend no
money not first appropriated by the

general committee. This committee

—

for missions—is the only body that es-

tablishes a new mission or, for the

Freedmen's Aid, starts a new school.

On every item of appropriation asked
there are from one to several persons

present to give first-hand information

from personal observation in the case,

having only recently been there, no
matter in what part of this country or

foreign lands it may be located. All

sessions of these committees are open
to the general public.

The Church Extension society has
already aided into existence nearly

12,000 churches capable of seating over

3,000,000 people. There are still, how-
ever, over 2,500 unsheltered congrega-
tions.

For the reopening of Methodist
schools in Utah $10,000 is to be raised

by special contributions.

During the last three years Metho-
dist women in this country have raised

a twentieth century thank-offering

amounting to $401,270.64.

"Presbyterian.

The old First church, Columbus,
Ohio, made a very great change in its

removal to a new site two miles out,

and though it lost many members by
so doing it had over 100 additions dur-
ing the first year under its efficient

pastor, Dr. John C. Watt. Now the
old church building has been sold. It

is regretted that it cannot remain as a

Presbyterian landmark in its com-
manding position.

Another change in Columbus, Ohio,
is in the union of the Westminister
with the old Second church under the
name of the Central and occupying the
edifice belonging to the Second church.
The handsome stone building of West-
minster has passed for a song into the
hands of the Spiritualists.

Dr. Samuel S. Palmer as pastor of

Broad Street church, Columbus, Ohio,

has received 286 persons into the

church within three years, ninety

being on profession. The present

membership is 725.

The First Chinese church on Stock-

ton street, San Francisco, Dr. I. M.
Condit, pastor, is enjoying a revival.

Nine were admitted to full member-
ship Sunday evening, October 13.

At Piqua, Ohio, 119 new members
have been received since Dr. Black be-

came pastor, less than one year ago.

The membership is now over 800. Since

the first of last April the monthly en-

velop system has been used in raising

the church benevolences. The result

has been the doubling of contributions.

By the help of the Home board the

gospel is preached in five languages
regularly in South Dakota and in an-
other occasionally. The contributions

to missions from this synod last year

reached nearly $5,900.

The Dakota (Indian) Presbytery,

without geographical bounds, but made
up of Sioux Indian churches and min-
isters and their missionaries, located

in the Dakotas, Montana and Minneso-
tas, recently held their stated fall

meeting at Good Will, S. D. The at-

tendance was large, considerable num-
bers occupying tents. A score of Chip-
pewas from Wisconsin were among the
number. This last is significant when
one remembers that formerly the Sioux
and the Chippewas were enemies, war-
ring with each other.

Rev. J. Fred Tower of Carthage, 111.,

has devised a scheme for removing the
tediousness of quarterly review Sun-
days in the Sunday school. He em-
ploys an electric stereopticon and so
holds the attention of the pupils.

The first United Presbyterian church
to adopt institutional methods is the
Eighth church, Allegheny, Pa. It has
a large reading room and library and
four classes for physical culture have
been formed.

The United Presbyterian church has
fourteen mission stations among the
Freedmen; five in the southeast; five

in Tennessee, and four in Alabama.
The First United Presbyterian church

of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, celebrated its

fiftieth anniversary November 8. Six
hundred persons have been received as
members since its organization. Rev.
A. R. Paul is pastor.

Rev. Malcolm J. McLeod has just

completed the first year of his pastor-

ate at the First church, Pasadena, Cal-
ifornia. Fifty-six during that time
have been received into the church on
confession of faith and 102 by certifi-

cate.

THOVBLEJr T'ROMTTLV

General.

Union Gospel meetings are being
held at Charlevoix, Mich., by the Con-
gregational, Methodist and Baptist

churches, for three weeks without the

aid of an evangelist.

The Swedish Evangelical Mission

A Sample "Bottle Sent Free by
Mail.

Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the won-
derful new discovery in medical

science, fulfills every wish in promptly
curing kidney, bladder and uric acid

troubles, rheumatism and pain in the

back. It corrects inability to hold

water and scalding pain in passing it,

or bad effects following use of liquor,

wine or beer, and overcomes that un-

pleasant necessity of being compelled

to go often during the day and
to get up many times during the night.

The mild and the extraordinary effect

of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It

stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases.

Swamp-Root is not recommended for

everything, but if you have kidney,

liver, bladder or uric acid trouble you
will find it just the remedy you need.

If you need a medicine you should
have the best. Sold by druggists in

fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes. You
may have a sample bottle of this won-
derful new discovery and a book that

tells all about it and its great cures,

both sent absolutely free by mail. Ad-
dress Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
N. Y. When writing, mention that you
read this generous offer in The Chris-
tian Century.

Covenant college, a missionary iv.h'-j>-

tution with a hospital and seminary in

Bowmanville, has just been presented
with a gift of over $80,000 through the
instrumentality of P. H. Anderson,
one of its graduates, who left here only
two years ago, a poor young student,

to take up mission work in Alaska.
Of the amount Mr. Anderson

. gives

$57,000, the balance coming from John
Brintesen, a friend, who also found
fortune in the far North. Fifty thou-
sand dollars goes to the building of a
new hospital, $25,000 for extension
work and a home for the president,
Rev. David Nyvall; $5,000 for a fund to

aid needy students and $1,000 each for
the China and Alaska mission funds.
The college sends missionaries every
year to various parts of the world,
and at present has in training in

Chicago several Eskimos, who are be-
ing prepared for work in their native
land.

The Congregational and Presbyte-
rian churches in South Bend, Washing-
ton, have united under one pastor. He
preaches in one church in the morning
and in the other in the evening. The
edifices are two miles apart.

At the daily meetings held in Balti-

more by Rev. G. Campbell Morgan
about 400 asked for prayer or deter-

mined to lead a Christian life. The
last week's meetings were held in

Music hall, which accommodates 4,000

people, but overflow gatherings were
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held in the Associate Congregational

church. After the meetings 163 homes
were opened for prayer meetings for a

spiritual awakening in Philadelphia.

The names and addresses of these have

been placed in the hands of the Phila-

delphia County Sabbath School asso-

ciation. Its hope is that pastors and
superintendents of Sabbath schools

may see in the suggestion an oppor-
tunity for them to organize through

their congregations a number of parlor

prayer meetings during the month of

November, looking forward to a meet-

ing on December 3d in the lecture

room of the Young Men's Christian

association, when the leaders shall be

called together for conference as to

further steps in evangelistic work.

The churches of Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, are uniting in men's meetings

for prayer and Christian effort. These

men's meetings and the prayer union

of the ministers indicate increasing

earnestness and have proved fruitful

in results.

The Union City Mission association

of Minneapolis is doing a great work
both in caring for the poor and saving

souls and reforming lives. The con-

tributions to the work for the past

year were $5,196.23. Twenty-one
churches representing eight denomina-
tions contributed $903.97. The res-

taurant and the express departments

more than defray their own running
expenses, contributing quite a sum
into the treasury. , Evangelistic ser-

vices are held each evening of the

year, the gospel wagon being used

therefor in the summer.
Through reduction of population and

financial strength in Carbondale, Kan.,

it has been found impracticable for the

churches to sustain more than one

pastor. They have therefore united in

holding services for the present on the

basis of a simple creed. These are

held in the Congregational edifice and

the minister is a Baptist.

Dr. P. Waldenstrom, one of Sweden's

great religious leaders and the founder

of the Free Mission churches, is visit-

ing this country. He has done much
for his own land. By conservative

methods, yet with strenuous effort, he

secured measures for temperance re-

form that have worked wonderful

things for the moral enlightenment of

the people of Sweden. In cities, for

instance, the license system has been

abolished and there is only one place

where liquor can be obtained, and that

place is closed from 5 o'clock Saturday

afternoon to 8 o'clock Monday morn-
ing. The treating system, that was so

general during former years, has been

done away with.

Foreign Missionary Hems.
Rev. Dr. J. D. Davis writes from Ja-

pan:

Mr. Mott's work among the students

in Japan is proving a great success.

It began in Sendai, where during three

days 140 young men declared their pur-

pose to become Christians.

A Musical Preacher Speaks Favorably of

the Praise fipnal
" I have examined every piece of music in The Praise Hymnal and I regard it

the best book for general use I have ever seen for the following reasons:

1. " For the regular worship it has everything desired.

" If you want revival songs you do not have to get another book.
" When prayer-meeting hour comes appropriate songs are abundant.
'

' If you have a national service, The Praise Hymxae contains what you

2.

3.

4.

want.

5.

6.

7.

" If you desire a jubilee day, in this book are the songs.

" If a rally day, no other book is needed.
" Songs for Christian Endeavor are in good supply.

8. "If you have a funeral you do not have to search three or four books to get

appropriate songs.

" Those who buy The Praise Hymnal will not regret it.

Lynn, Ind. J. M. Land."

As to Prices.—The contents of The Praise Hymnal are of a permanent quality. It is
false economy to ask for cheap binding. We make a cloth bound book with leather back that
will last ten years with any sort of care. The price is as low as can be made on its superior
material and workmanship, $75.00 per 100 copies. Specimen copies sent on approval.

119 W. 6th St., CINCINNATI. O.
4-0 Bible House, NEW YORK.

Our CHRISTMAS MUSIC is now ready. Send for list. Why not order ALL your music
from Fillmore Brothers? We are prompt, courteous, and are publishing new music of all kinds

all the time. id)

AND

FILLMORE BROS.,

PREMIUMS
FACTORY TO FAMILYLARKIN SOAPS

Were awarded six medals, two gold, for supreme merit at the Pan-American
Exposition. Never exhibited without an award of Gold Medal. Did you see
the Larkin advertisement in The Christian Century of November 21st.
Don't miss this opportunity for economy. Jfma&tiin, ^tiMmif% Larkin st --

Already millions of friends and users. t^iWtfi!4j!^p>W* Buffalo, N. Y.

Christian Work, New York, says:

The Larkin Co. never disappoint. They
create wonder with the great value

they give for so little money. A cus-

tomer once is a customer always with
them.

A four days' conference of workers
was held in Tokyo which was attended

by 125 workers from different parts of

the empire, and all were moved to

greater earnestness and deeper conse-

cration in this work for students. Dur-
ing two days in Kyoto 173 young men
declared their purpose to become
Christians. Over fifty of these are

students in Doshisha; over forty in the

government Higher Middle school;

fifteen in the Medical college and oth-

ers representing almost every school in

the city. The Christian teachers in th*

schools, the pastors, evangelists and
missionaries in the city are organized

and at work to look after every one of

these men and teach and lead them.

Doshisha has opened this fall with

over seventy new students, and with

several earnest Christian teachers add-

ed to its faculty, so that it has the

most earnest and united body of teach-

ers which it has had for many years.

With this new Christian impulse from

Mr. Mott's visit, the outlook for the

school is very encouraging. The first

night, of Mott's meetings in Osaka 130

young men declared their purpose to

become Christians.

During the Industrial exposition

held at Niigata, Japan, for fifty days,

beginning August 10. a series of evan-

gelistic services were held. Native
pastors and members of the Presby-

terian as well as the American Board
mission contributed largely to the suc-

cess of the meetings which were at-

tended by some 2.000 persons, and
much seed was sown through the dis-

tribution of tracts. One of the most
beneficial results was the quickening

of the spiritual life of the Christian

people, and the stirring of them up to

active service.

At Urgub. in Turkey, some five or

six years ago, a prominent Greek law-

yer procured from his priest a copy

of the New Testament, and though
previously perfectly indifferent, and
even profligate, became interested, and
with his wife soon began a new life.

Zealous for the salvation of his friends

he began at once to communicate the

good news, and after a time had some
forty listeners in a room connected

with the church. At length the priest

observed this interest and forbade him
to use the room, at which he took an-

other room, but was soon driven from
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that; then he invited his friends to his

own home. Now from this small be-

ginning the truth has gained adherents

in twenty-five or thirty families, with

a strong working band of young and
middle-aged men and women and the

Cesarea station has just sent them a

preacher.

It is now something like seventy-five

years since the American board began
work in Turkey, but by the severely

enforced laws of the empire that work
has been confined to populations nomi-
nally Christian. A Protestant mission-

ary attempting directly the conversion

of the Moslems would be doported
from the realm instantly, if indeed suf-

fered to escape alive. In European
Turkey the Board, which by tacit

agreement of churches is left to occupy
this field alone, addresses itself chiefly

to the Bulgarians, a population of

about three and a third millions. It

was the hope of the missionaries at

first to work through the Greek
church, educating and elevating the

native ministry, the natural leaders of

the people. But the native ministry
had no wish to be educated or evangel-

ized. They preferred their own super-

stitious rites to the study of the New
Testament; and as they drove those
converted under the preaching of the

missionaries out of the home churches,

it became necessary to organize other

churches into which to receive them.
There are now about 3,000 Protestant
communicants in Bulgaria, and the

numerous schools established by the

Board in central cities are among the

finest institutions under its care. In

Asia Minor, also Turkish territory, the

work of Protestant missions is con-

fined again to nominally Christian

populations, the Armenian people fur-

nishing a large and important field. In

the mountainous regions a certain

number of Nestorians are reached, but

most of this sect live within the boun-
daries of the Persian empire and of

late the majority of th'em have placed

themselves under the care of the

church of the Russian czar. In Syria
the Presbyterian Board has important
fields upon Turkish ground, the work
being chiefly among the Druses and
Maronites. The Syrian Protestant col-

lege located at Beirut had upon its roll

over 530 students last year, and the

Protestant press put out in the neigh-
borhood of 25,000,000 pages of evangel-
istic literature.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column
This is a company of very high stand-
ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prov^ by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

furpp for ailments peculiar to wottiph

barkarbe. limp troubles or £'>n^ral

ami trills, and for abdominal weakness

weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning
which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Trace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

Won't you
WRITE A TOSTAL

Uo Get XVell?

Send me no money, but simply write

me a postal if you are not well. Pay
when you get well.

I will send you a book that tells how
a lifetime of study has enabled me to

strengthen the inside nerves. Those
are the nerves that operate the stom-
ach, kidneys, heart, womanly organ-
ism, etc. Weakness of these organs
means weakness of those nerves.

Nerve strength alone makes any or-

gan do its duty.

J will send you, too, an order on
your nearest druggist for six bottles of

Dt. Shoop's Restorative. Use it for a
month, and if it succeeds pay him
$5.50 for it. If not, I will pay him
myself.

No matter how difficult your case; no
matter what you have tried. If my
book shows you that your trouble is

nerve weakness—and most sickness is

—I will warrant my Restorative to

cure you.

I fail sometimes, but not often. My
records show that 39 out of 40 who get
those six bottles pay, and pay gladly.

I have learned that most people are

honest with a physician who cures
them. That is all I ask. If I fail I

don't expect a penny from you.

Mine is the only way to restore vital

nerve power. Other treatments bring
but fleeting results at best. If you
want to be well, let me send you an
order for the medicine. If it cures
pay $5.50. I leave the decision to you.
Simply state which book you want,

and address Dr. Snoop, Box 595, Ra-
cine, Wis.

Book No. 1 on Dyspepsia.

Book No. 2 on the Heart.

Book No. 3 on the Kidneys.
Book No. 4 for Women.
Book No. 5 for men (sealed).

Book No. 6 on Rheumatism.
Mild cases, not chronic, are often

cured by one or two bottles. At all

druggists.

A MIGHT EJTVRESrS
T'RA IN OJSf THE JVICK EL

TLATE HOAT).
A change of schedule for departure

of train No. 6 from Chicago on the
Nickel Plate road provides a conveni-
ent express train for Ft. Wayne, Find-
lay, Fostoria, Cleveland, Erie, Dun-
kirk, Buffalo, New York city, Boston
and all points East, leaving Chicago
daily at 11:20 p. m., reaching New

York city 6:50 second morning, Boston
10:07 second morning; also all other

points east of Buffalo on same time as

heretofore. Sleeping car open for re-

ception of passengers to retire at their

convenience, after 9:30 p. m.
Daily train from Chicago at 10:3o

a. m. reaches New York city following

afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, Boston 5:20.

Daily train from Chicago at 2:30 p. m.
reaches New York at 7:35 p. m. next
day. Through vestibuled sleeping car.

Meals served in Nickel Plate dining
cars, on individual club meal plan,

ranging in price from 35c to $1.00. No
excess fares on any train of the Nickel

Plate road.

Chicago depot, Van Buren street and
Pacific avenue, on the elevated loop.

For further information, write John
Y. Calahan, general agent, 111 Adams
street, Chicago. (No. 44.)

Observation Cafe Cars.
The Wabash road has placed in ser-

vice on its fast day trains between
Chicago and St. Louis very handsome
new observation library cars. Meals
are served a la carte. Train leaves

Chicago at 11:03 a. m. daily and ar-

rives St. Louis, 6:42 p. m. Ticket

office, 97 Adams street, Chicago. It

CONSUMPTION CURED.
An old physician, retired from practice, had placed

In his hands by an East India missionary the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and per-

manent cure of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh,

Asthma and all Throat and Lung Affections; also a
positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousends of cases, and desiring to
relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge to-

all who wish it, this recipe, in German, French or
English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent by mail, by addressing, with stamp, naming this
paper. W. A, Noyes, 847 Powers' Block, Rochester
New York.

Cheap-Rate

Excursions

Southwest
Only one fare plus $2.00.

November 5 and 19,

December 3 and 17.

The Santa Fe most directly

reaches the fertile valleys,

industrial centers, and noted
mining camps of

Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,
Colorade, New Mexico
and Arizona.
Go out and see me country
for yourself.

Santa Fe
Address J. M. Connel!. Gen. Agt. A. T. & S. K.

R'y., 109 Adams St., Chicago.

CHURCH

American BellFoundry,^

5weetton5d,
T

:ar6ounding,
^DURABLE v

CATALOGUE FREE.
ORTHVILLE,
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Litting Together.
"It is better to live with others even

at the cost of considerable jarring

and friction than to live in undisturbed

quiet alone," said a wise little woman
the other day.

"Yes, I know that sort of life brings

hurts, smart, and heartaches, to say
nothing of an occasional tempest, but

all the same it is an education that

cannot be gained in solitude. Life

brings many changes and throws
strange people together, and it is easy

to decide that some of one's kindred
by birth or by law—especially the lat-

ter—are so uncongenial as to make liv-

ing with them unendurable.
"Sometimes that is true, biu very

rarely. Usually if two persons are

well-meaning—and most people really

do mean well at heart—they can grad-
ually grow into each other's ways, and
by doing so modify individual traits

and habits to the great improvement
of character. We need to have our
sharp corners rubbed off. our little pet

vanities punctured, and most of all to

learn self-control, 'sweet reasonable-
ness,' and toleration for other people's

point of view. When persons say to

me of members of their own families,

'I do not know hovv to live with them, v

I feel an unsympathetic desire to re-

ply: 'Keep on living with them till

you learn how; it is exactly what you
need.'' "

"Plutarch JVetvly Translated,
Most interesting to all readers of

cultivation and taste, as well as to

scholars, must prove the announcement
of a new translation from the original

of Plutarch by so penetrating a student
and so able a writer as Prof. Berna-
dotte Perrin of Yale University. The
volume, which will soon be published
by the Scribners, bears the title, "Plu-
tarch's Themistocles and Aristides,"

and has several illustrations. Prof.

Perrin has sought especially to reach
the general reader, though he hopes for

the approval of scholars also.

This translation brings out clearly

the spirit of Plutarch as a writer of

lives; the easy and comfortable move-
ments of his thought; his attitude to-

ward men who are struggling with
great problems of life and destiny; his

amiable weakness as a judge of his-

torical evidence, and his consummate
art in making deeds and words portray
a preconceived character.

Early Syria and "Palestine,

Dr. Lewis Bayles Paton, professor of

Old Testament Exegesis and Criticism
in Hartford Theological Seminary, has
contributed to Scribner's Semitic Se-

ries a valuable work entitled "The
Early History of Syria and Palestine."

Jts purpose is to tell the story of the
Semitic nations dwelling at the eastern

end of the Mediterranean from the

earliest time down to the establishment
of the Persian empire. Within the last

few years important archaeological

FaJse
Colors.

Many Soapless
Powders ma.s-
quera.ding a.s
Soap Potefders.
Either they pos-
sess little cleans-
ing power, or
are merely
chemica.ls.
PEAR.LINE is

a. true soap powder,—built on
soap with other things added,
that double its effectiveness.
PEARLINE is improved
soap,—soap with more work-
ing power, more economy. 655—^^—^—mm— i iii i immi*

finds have been made in Syria and
Palestine. On account of their central

position these lands were in constant

contact with Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt
and Arabia; and consequently all dis-

coveries in the Orient tend to throw
light upon their early history. In this

book the endeavor is made to gather

up the results of the most recent ex-

plorations, and, combining them with
facts already known from the Bible

and from other ancient sources, to

present them in a clear and popular

form.

For students cf the Old Testament
this work will have a special interest,

inasmuch as it exhibits the history of

Israel in its proper relations and pro-

portions as a fragment of the general

history of the ancient Orient.

AGENTS Make 1 00
PE.R CE.MT

m Conklin's Vest Pocket Argument
i Pettier. Kevised edition with New
i Census Statistics, 254 pgs. A complete
I Encyclopedia of a million proved Facts

i Tables, and General Information. It

settles Arguments instantly. Invalua-
ble to everyone. Sample postpaid,
Cloth, 25c, Morocco, 50c. Stamps

J taken. Agents wanted. George W.
" Noble, 285 Madison St., Chicago, 111

A New
Money

Plan
For

Chorcties (EH Societies
EASY AND SUCCESSFUL CAN
NOT FAIL.—Write at once stat-
ing tl*e amotint to be raised
and the number of willing lady
woriiers, and \t o will forward
plan will* full ] ^2-tictilars and
do all we can C j assist you in
cai'i'3'iirigi it osxt raccessfully.

F. I\. PASKER,
"283 Madison St., CWJCAGO.

fear^rest Fonmlrr ,n Earth making

SHURCH BELLS£%
rurest copper and tin on I v. Terms, etc., free.

VlcSHANE BE-L FOUNDRY. Baltimore. Md.

The
Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

The St. Paul Road
(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.

THE VEST

Pocket Commentary
On the International

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS
FOR 1902.

A POCKET COMPANION

For Sunday School
Teachers and Scholars

IT COXTA1XS THE

Lessons for the Entire Year

in full (references showing the
Revised Version 1 together with
an unusual amount of

STUDY HELPS
such as Comments. Dally Read-
ings. Outline Study and Seed

128 pages 2Wx5W Thoughts.

Original, Fresh, Brainy.
International S. S. Evangel says—"This little book

gives on each lesson what would require many hours
to acquire, and all better than but very few men In

America could prepare... It is at once scholarly,

spiritual and practical, ami In convenience and ser-

viceability Excels other Helps."

Association Men—'•Commends Itself at a glance. ..

Particularly appropriate for the busy business man."

The Advance—"Condensation as a fine art Is ex-
hibited in this book. Remarkably suggestive and
helpful."

Suudav School' Times—"Vest Pocket Commentary
Is a unique and reasonably successful attempt to en-

able busy people to prepare their Sunday School les-

sons in their 'o;.e spare moment'— The 'Reflections'

are excellent."

The Baptist Villon—"The pith and marrow of the

topics arc given, the things that must be said to en-

sure a first grasp of the lesson. It will be of ready
value to those who would gain a bird's-eye view of

the I heme at a glance."

••Up-to-Date." thoroughly Spiritual and Christian.

A SPLENDID PRESENT TO ANY ONE.

Bound In Red Morocco, gold edges - - tOJB
Per dozen, ..... 2.50

Interleaved EdIUon, two blank pages to each
lesson tor pencil notes. R<sd Morocco, gold

edges, etc. •<*

Per dozen, ... - b.aO

This valuable little volume sent on receipt of price

or FREE AS A PREMIUM for one new subscriber

to The Christian Century.

The Christian Century Com,
358 Dearborn St.. Chicago.
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Two Bibles In One
OLD AND REVISED VERSIONS ON SAME PAGE.

COMBINATION SELF-PRONOUNCING
TEACHERS' REFERENCE BIBLE.

Gives every advantage of the complete parallel Bible without increase in size or bulk of book.
At foot of each page is shown every change made by the revisers. The letters R V in the text de-
note that the word or passage following is changed in the foot-note of same verse. The letters
R O denote that the word or passage following is omitted in the revised version as shown in
parentheses ( ) in foot-note. When two or more changes occur in the same verse they are
uivided by a dash in the foot-note.

lost Elegant Bin nil Greatest Premium Ever OffeM
AH standard helps prepared by most eminent Biblical scholars. Complete series of new colored

maps, fully index. Concordance containing over 40,000 references. History of books of the
Bible, etc. SELF-PRONOUNCING. Large, beautiful, clear new type. All proper names are di-

vided into syllables and every vowel is marked and the syllables inflected, showing the sounds
and accents, enabling the reader to properly pronounce every word.
FINE ART EDITION. The Art edition is the same book, but profusely illustrated and embel-

lishtd with numerous phototype engravings from the paintings of the world's greatest masters
to illustrate the teachings of Our Lord.

OUR REHARKABLE OFFERS
This beautiful Bible, French Seal, Divinity Circuit, leather lined, round corners, carmine

under gold edges, extra finish, publisher's price $5, and The Christian Century for 1 year for $3.
The Fine Art Edition of 1 lie same Bible, publisher's price $6, and The Christian Century

for 1 year for $3.50.

THE CHRISTIAN COMPANY, 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.

the word

;

3 c It seemed good to me also, hav-
ing r,; had perfect understanding
of all things from the very first, to

write unto thee d in order, e most
excellent The-oph'i-liis,

4 /That thou mightest know the
certainty r v of those things, wherein
thou hast been instructed. *

6
If
rriHERE was 2 S'in the days of

_L Her'od, r0 the king of Jj-

daa'a, a certain priest named Zach-a-

ri'as, h of the course of A-bi'a : and
rv his wife was of the daughters of
Aar'on, and her name was B-lis/a-

bethf
6 And they were both i righteous

before God, walking in all the com-
mandments and ordinances of the
Lord blameless.

Matt. 2. 1.

h 1 Chr. 21.

10, 19.

N3h. 12.4,17.

: Gan. 7. 1

;

17. 1.

1 Kin. 9. 4.

2 Kin. 20. 3.

Job 1. 1.

Acts 23. 1

;

24. 16.

Phil. 3. 6.

k 1 Chr. 24.19.

2 Chr. 8. 14;
31.2.

1 Ex. 30. 7, 8.

1 Sim. 2. 28.

1 Chr. 23. 13.

2 Chr. 29. 11.

m Lev. 16. 17

Rev. 8. 3, 4.

7i Ex. 30. 1.

v?r. 29.

Judg. 0. 22;
13. 22.

Ban. 10. 8.

ch. 2. 9.

Acts 10. 4.

Rev. I. 17.

pver. CO, 63.

q ver. 53.

r Num. 6. 3.

Judg. 13. 4.

1 ch. 7. 33.

10 m And the whole multitude of
the people were praying without afc

the rv time of incense.

11 And there appeared unto him an
angel of the Lord standing on the
right side of n the altar of incense.
12 And ru when Zach-a-ri'as saw
him, ° he was troubled, and fear fell

upon him.
13 But the angel said unto him,
Fear not, Zach-a-ri'as :

rv for thy
prayer is heard ; and thy wife E-lIs/-

a-beth shall bear thee a son, and
P thou shalt call his name John.
14 And thou shalt have joy and
gladness ; and 5 many shall rejoice

at his birth.

15 For he shall be great in the sight
of the Lord, and rv r shall drink nei-

ther wine nor strong drink ; and he

3 traced the
course of all things accurately from the first, 4 con-
cerning the things wherein thou wast instructed.
5 (the)—he had a wife of 8 Now it came to pass,

while he 9 enter into the temple of the Lord and
burn incense. 10 hour of 13 Zacharias was
troubled when he saw him, and fear 13 because
thy supplication is heard, 15 he shall drink no

|

|
wine
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BOOKS jg?

Sunday School Movements in America,

by Marianna C. Brown. Fleming H.

Revell Co. 269 pages. Price $1.25.

Some time ago an article appeared

In a current magazine, written by Dr.

Charles F. Thwing, and entitled

"Scientific Ignorance About the Bible,

as Shown Among. College Students of

Both Sexes." It was this article, as it

seems, which gave the author the im-

pulse to pursue the course of study

of which this book is the result. With
true scientific instinct, it was rightly

apprehended that "an opinion as to

the causes or remedies for the present

condition of religious teaching" must
be based upon "a careful study of Sun-
day school movements in America."
Eight, out of its nine chapters, there-

fore, are devoted to this historical sur-

vey, the practical suggestions which
follow from such study forming the

substance of the concluding chapter.

These considerations possess addition-

al weight from the fact that the work
here presented was received in "partial

f^fillment of the requirements for the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Co-
lumbia University."

The Sunday school movements are

classified in the following manner:
Early American Sunday Schools, The
American Sunday School Union, The
National Convention System, The Uni-
form or International Sunday School
Lesson System, Institutes and the

Chautauqua Movement, The Church
and Sunday School Work, The Bible
Study Union, while Sunday school
books and periodicals, organizations
for encouraging home Bible study, and
The Foreign Sunday School Associa-
tion receive notice under the title, Mis-
cellaneous. It will thus be seen that a
comprehensive view is here given of

the whole development of the Sunday
school in America, and the subject
matter is handled with the utmost
clearness and with sympathetic can-
dor. It would be a great advantage
if all Sunday school workers would
familiarize themselves with the ma-
terial in these chapters. A knowledge
of its historical relations is essential

to the intelligent direction of any line

of work and it is perhaps safe to say
that the progress of Sunday school ad-
ministration has been greatly retarded
by a too general disregard of its his-

tory. The result has been that the
theories of idealists have often been
too far removed from actual condi-
tions, and hence impractical, while, on
the other hand, those who are more
directly concerned with the practical

working of the Sunday school have
failed to observe the onward movement
which is constantly and must ever be
taking place.

In full view of the subject in its his-

torical bearing, the author then pro-
ceeds to discuss the fundamental prin-

ciples which underlie all Sunday

school work. In the concluding chap-

ter there is full and intelligent treat-

ment of the Aim of the Sunday School,

the relation of this aim to The Ulti-

mate Aim of Education, The Greatest

Need of the Present Sunday School,

and a discussion of The Final Prob-
lem. There can be no doubt that one
of the most pressing needs at present

is a more general agreement as to

what should constitute the real aim of

the Sunday school. Its efficiency has
been greatly impaired in the past by
lack of definiteness and co-ordination

in this regard. And of course this in-

volves a clearer conception of the re-

lation between religious instruction,

and the agencies which furnish it, to

the larger subject of education, its ul-

timate aim, and the agencies em-
ployed.

The peculiar problem in America
seems now to be. How to fit into the

general scheme of education, a part

of which is carried on under the care

and direction of the state and made
compulsory, the religious instruction

which must go hand-in-hand with this

other, but which is at present pro-

vided for by agencies purely voluntary
in character and without the backing
of state authority. The elements of

this problem are well brought out in

the book, and some suggestions for its

solution rather timidly ventured. Prob-
ably the truth is that no one has yet

arrived at the point where he feels

warranted in making any very positive

statements along this line. The mat-
ter is still one requiring deep study
and with American traditions as to

the relation between Church and State

the wise will proceed with caution. It

is, however, an inviting field for the

specialist, and one for which he will

find much that is stimulating and sug-

gestive in the book under considera-
tion. Incidentally there are many prac-

tical hints for teacher and superinten-
dent, put in a fresh and attractive

form. Valuable statistical appendices
have been prepared, showing the
progress of the Sunday school accord-

ing to states and as influenced by va-
rious organizations; also the demoni-
inational representation of the Inter-

national Lesson Committee. Particu-

larly suggestive is a table showing the

relative attention paid to the differ-

ent books of the Bible in the Inter-

national scheme of lessons during a
term of years from 1873 to 1899 inclu-

sive. Some omissions here are sig-

nificant. The minute which led to the

forming of the Bible Study Union is

given together with its constitution.

The book concludes with a copious bib-

liography and index.

The First Book of Moses called Gen-
esis. Edited by A. H. Sayce, D. D.,

LL D. J. B. Lippincott Co., Phila-

delphia.

This is the first volume of "The Tem-
ple Bible." It is gotten up in imita-

tion of The Temple Shakespeare. It

has the same clear type, but is hardly

its peer in binding, and in general ap-

pearance. It is made to read as a

continuous narrative, the beginning of

each chapter being indicated by an as-

terisk. The introduction and notes by
Dr. Sayce are of great value. The po-

sition taken upon critical questions is

somewhat conservative. "Recent arch-

aeological research has shown that

there is no reason why the Pentateuch
should not be substantially a work of

the age to which tradition assigns it.

Still less reason is there for holding

that the narratives it contains are not

historically true." He admits that the

work is "a compilation," but he avers

that "whatever allowances we may
make for subsequent editing, and for

the additions and changes which may
have been brought with it, the Book
of Genesis bears the stamp of individ-

ual authorship, and of the subordina-

tion of the materials embodied in it

to the purpose which its author had
from the outset in view"—that purpose

being, "to exemplify the fact of Divine

selection, first of all in the history of

civilized mankind as a whole, and then

in that of a particular branch of the

Semitic family." These questions are

sufficient to indicate the attitude of Dr.

Sayce towards questions of Biblical

criticism. In seeking to substantiate

his position he makes altogether too

much capital out of modern archaeo-

logical discoveries, as one who has de-

voted himself to studies along that line

is apt to do. Yet into his introduction

and notes he has compressed much
that is informing and suggestive.

We hasten to say that the presenta-

tion of the Bible in this interesting

and attractive form emphasizes the

idea of the Bible as literature, and
puts the Christian public under a debt

of gratitude to the enterprising pub-

lishers.

For SicK Headache
tyaKe Horsford's Acid Phos-

phate.
Dr. H. J. Wells, Nashville, Tenn..

says: "It acts like a charm in all

cases of sick headache and nervous de-

bility." Gives quiet sleep.

IS" CA/^CF'R HB'RBTHT-
Any?

Dr. Bye, the Eminent Specialist, on

the treatment of cancer, Kansas City.

Mo., states that in his long years of ex-

tensive practice in the treatment of

carcinoma has proven beyond a doubt

that the disease is hereditary, having

successfully treated as many as four

or more members of one family suffer-

ing from the disease. The Doctor has

printed a valuable book, profusely il-

lustrated, which is sent free. Parties

afflicted or having friends afflicted

should write him. Address Dr. W. 0.

Bye. Kansas City, Mo.

•DO/f'T FAIL.
Be sure to read "Personal to Sub-

scribers" in next week's issue. An
item of interest to every person,

young or old.
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A VIFFE'REffT DISEASE:
every week is felt by those whose

stomach, blood or liver is out of order.

They never enjoy life long at a time,

for they seem to suffer with every ail-

ment that is going; their vitality is

so low that the system can not resist

disease. If you wish to fortify your

system and make it almost impervious

to disease, take an occasional dose of

Dr. Peter's Blood Vitalizer. Remem-
ber it is not a drug-store medicine;

sold to the people direct by the pro-

prietor, Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-118

South Hoyne ave., Chicago, 111.

Special Free istraiej

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only Way" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not oHVj .urormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Co*st. There exists no publication which
ContaHs es complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. *
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
den, Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

> CHICAGO, ILL.

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURBS
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

§TRIALFREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant,happy—glveyou
ability to work and
enjoy life. It is
simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 1S,0"0 letters like thlst
Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1899.

Your Brace did all you said about it and more for
me. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and brought
megood health, which I had not had before in 26
years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lune
disease, stomach and other ills to which women art;
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed envelop. Address
The Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salina, Kansas.

Ever; woman should have tms Brace.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the htlft
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Bestore Gray
aair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling,
60c, and $ 1.00 at Druggists

WINTER TOURIST TICKETS
to the

SOUTH
Via the

Southern Railway
Now on sale.

In making arrangements to go
to

FLORIDA

CUBA or NASSAU
CALL OR WRITE (it costs only two cents.)

GEO. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A. Southern Railway,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
or

J. S. McCullough, N. W. P. A. 225 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

and they will furnish you rates, send
literature and give any inform-

ation desired.

||
N%RO&

Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Oars. Dining Oar»,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Cars.

See that your ticket between Chicago and St. Loan
s«ads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

I 4. H. HANSON. G. P. A., 111. Cent. B. R.. Obiaaao.m

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident students exceptional facilities,
Undergraduate, and Post-Graduate studies In Law,
Theology, Pedagogy, Science, Art. Plillosopy and
Literature, liy correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degree For announce-
ment of Home Study courses write, inclosing stamp. 10

The iieglstrar, The Home University, Flushing. Mich,

Old Sooks
Can be exchanged for new. If you are
trhough with some of your books send
us a list and we will make you an of-

fer for them. Our Second-hand De-
partment contains many bargains
which it will pay you to inquire about.
Send for our new list, or better yet,

step in and look over our shelves.
Chicago city pastors should join our

Twentieth Century

Circulating Library

You can read all the new books at

small expense and choose those you
wish to add to your library at your
leisure. The expense is trifling, the
yearly membership fee being only
$1mOOm Rental of books is only
2 cents per day. or tO cents per
week. We have 50,000 volumes to

choose from and all the new books as

issued. You will profit by taking ad-
vantage of this the best book offer

ever made.

AMERICAN BAPTIST PUBLICATION SOCIETY

177 Wabash Ave., Chicago

CHARLES M. ROE, Manager.

A Comfortable Living

For Fifty Years.
A thorough investigation will convince you that
a few dollars per month invested for six years
in the Montezuma Plantation will absolutely
secure it. This is in no sense a speculation, but
a solid, conservative investment, with a com-
plete chain of safeguards around every dollar
invested.

Rubber and sugar, the great staples, which
never fail, are being planted.

A PERFECT PLAN-RELIABLE COMPANY

The managing company has assets worth
£2,000,000. The plan is the perfection of co-op-
eration—each share-holder has only one vote,
regardless of the shares held. Over 2 years'
work, costing $50,000, has been done.

Sir Thos. Liptou says: "For sure, large and
permanent returns, nothing equals a well man-
aged Mexican plantation." Over -100 intelligent
people own shares. It is as safe as life insur-
ance, several times more profitable and good for
life.

CHICAGO TITLE & TRUST CO., TRUSTEE.

This institution, capital $1,500,000, holds the
title to the land, the purchasers' money, and a
bond of $100,000, guaranteeing the development
work. Write or call for literature, mentioning
this paper.

MONTEZUMA PLANTATION
1108 Ashland Block, Chicago.

TRIAL. TREATMENT FREE.
We will forfeit S5» tor any case of
Internal.External or Itching
Piles the Germ Pile Cure fails

to cure. Instant and permanent relief. Write at on re.

-m Sledlcul Co., Dept A. 18. 8<l st., Clnclnnutl. «
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merlon (adstfi Dew
Unprecedented Introductory Offer of MARION
HARLAND'S latest and best work entitled:

BITS OF COMMON
SENSE SERIES
In four handsome volumes, comprising thirty different subjects. The books
are beautifully printed from new large clear type specially selected for this

edition, on fine white laid book paper, and handsomely bound in cloth.

They are published under the authority of Marion Harland and protected
by U. S. and European copyrights, and can only be had in this edition.

You can not buy them in the book stores, you can secure them from us by
accepting our subscription offer. We consider ourselves fortunate in being
able to make our readers such liberal offers of so valuable a set.

CONTENTS OF THE SET
Volume 1.

HEALTH TOPiCS.
Chapter.
1. The Family Medicine Chest.
2. The Latest Arrival.
3. Food for Infants.
4. Baby's Clothes.
5. The "Second Summer."
6. Sickness in the Family.
7. "Brainy Children."
8. Good Cookery as a Moral—Because

Health ful—Agen cy.
9. Good Cookery as a Moral—Because

Healthful—Agency ( Contin ued. )

Volume 2.

HOME TOPICS.
Chapter.

1. Helpful or Harmful.
2. Manners for Everyday Wear.
3. Our Girl and Doubtful Books.
4. Politeness as Policy.
5. Our Feet and Our Hands.
6. Common-Sense Window-Gardening
7. Common-Sense Window-Gardening
8. The Marriage Tie.
9. What Peopie Should Not Wear.

Volume 3.

Household Management.
Chapter.

1. How We Make Housekeeping
Harder.

2. Ways and Ways of Work.
3. Beds and Bed Making.
4. How to Save Time and Yourself.
5. Fine Art in "Drudgery."
6. Spring House Cleaning.
7 " Wanted—Change."
8. Where the Shoe Pinches.
9. Where the Shoe Pinches (Concluded)

Volume 4m

COOKING HINTS.
Chapter.
1 . Ho w to be Hospitable ThoughRural
2. Eggs—Their Uses and Abuses.
3. Diet and Homes.
4. The Modern Luncheon for Ladies

Only.
5. The Invariable Potato.
6. Between Seasons.
7. Hot Weather Dishes.
8. "Under Protest."
9. Oil Stoves and John.

THE AUTHOR.
Jt JT ARION HARLAND as a writer on house-

jf/M hold affairs is woTld-famous. TVe could

™ '• not add to the words of praise with

which each new work from her pen has been
received by the critics of the two continents.

There can hardly be a woman who is not fa-

miliar with some of her writings. She has been
a constant contributor to the current literature

of the day but it is as a %vriter of sound whole-

some advice that we know her best. Her world-
famous book "Common Sense in the House-
hold" has enjoyed a sale of over 250,000 at $1.50

per copy. Her first complete novel entitled
"Alone" ran over 100,000 copies in the United
States. We are all more or less familiar w.th
her famous novels such as "True as Steel."

Sunnybank," "Eve's Daughters," "Judith," also

her "Breakfast, Luncheon and Tea," and "The
Dinner Year Book.'' Over 800.000 copies of
these last-named books have been sold. Her
works on Domestic Life and Home Training
have never been surpassed. Her last work, the
"Bits of Common Sense" series offered here, is

the essence of her life work. These charming
volumes will be eagerly sought after by all wo-
men for the real sound and wholesonJe advice
given on various household matters.

TWO GREAT PREMIUM OFFERS
FOR TWO NEW ANNUAL SUBSCRIP-
TIONS to The Christian Century at

the regular rate, we will send free as

a Premium, postpaid, this complete set

of four cloth-bound volumes as de-

scribed above.

FOR TWO DOLLARS CASH WITH
order we will send, postpaid, this com-
plete set of four cloth bovnd volumes
as described above and The Christian

Century for one whole year. Foreign

postage, extra, $1.04.

Remember the regular subscription price of The Christian CENTURY is $1.50 a year, Foreign postage, extra, $1.04.

Do not delay. Send your order to=day. Address,

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, * * 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician
and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. This
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
*V>ards, $29, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., - Chicago, III.

~n\
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This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of
the Christian nonthly, a new religious magazine, in
their neighborhood, and assist in other way.«. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is gus"
an teed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHA5T
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to u&,

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
J 1333 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va.

Through First Class and
Tourist Sleeping Cars to

California
and Uregon

Every day in the year between

Chicago, San Francisco
Los Angeles and Portland

via

Chicago, Union Pacific
and North - Western Line

A most comfortable andttnexpensive
means of making the trip overland

Lowest Rates Finest Scenery
Shortest Time on the Road

Personally Conducted
Excursions

every Tuesday and Thursday
from Chicago

For illustrated pamphlets, rates and par-
ticulars inquire at ticket offices Chicago &
North-Western Railway, 212 Clark Street or
Wells Street Station, or address S. A. Hut-
chison, 212 Clark Street, Chicago.

THE LAM1ES' FRIEND
Hopkins' Bleaching Gloves
Made from the Best Glove-Kid in Black.

Wine, Tan, and Chocolate, Just the thing
for Housecleaning, Gardening. Driving,
Wheeling, Outing, Golf, etc. Sizes, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9. Write for erms to agents.
Hopkins Glove Co., B IpoIIo, Cinclnnatl.0.

Burlington

MLBa
!t costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

Leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. m. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

our Dinino- Cars have achieved

an international revatauo-fl.

>. S. EUSTIS, Gen'l Pass'r Agon- C. B. * Q. B. R.

209 Adams Street, Chicago, III.



Combination Magazine Offer
By special arrangements with the publishers we are enabled to present the following exceedingly attractive club offers

with The Christian Century. The following are the periodicals with which these arrangments have been made:
SUCCESS, the brightest, most up-to-date and most profusely illustrated

monthly published. The inspiration of a lifetime has come to thousands of
SUCCESS readers through their investment of One. Dollar, its regular sub-
scription price. REVIEW OF REVIEWS, the "indispensable" magazine,
presenting a brilliant record in print and picture of the world's thought and
work — monthly, 82.50 a year. THE COSMOPOLITAN; for years with-
out a superior as a magazine of general and varied attractions—monthly,
81.00 a year. THE HOUSEHOLD, a supreme authority in homework and
decoration, table-equipment, nursery-lore, etiquette, pyrography, photography,
and offers a very high class of poetry and Action—monthly, S1.00 a year.
LESLIE'S is one of the great modern monthlies whose articles and illustra-
tions are the highest expression of magazine art—monthly, •61.00 a year.
CURRENT LITERATURE, the leading literary monthly of America; it

keeps you in complete touch with the world of letters—S3.00 a year. NORTH
AMERICAN REVIEW presents a most brilliant galaxy of articles by the
greatest writers on world-problems—monthly, 85.00 a year. THE DESIGNER

pictures in colors the latest Parisian and New York fashions, describing cos-
tumes, millinery, designs and fabrics for women and children—monthly, 81.00

a year. THE NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE paints with loving touch the
landmarks of New England; tells of her history and traditions, and of the
acheivements of her sons throughout the world—monthly. 83.00 per annum.
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, the acknowledged arbiter regarding the little

"kinks" which make home a place of delight—monthly, 81 .00 a year. LES-
LIE'S WEEKLY, the popular, up-to-date, literary and pictorial record of
moving events at home and abroad—now in its ninety-third volume—monthlv.
84.00 a year. THE GENTLEWOMAN, one the best, cheapest.' brightest arid

most practical Ladies' magazine published in America. It is liked by women
everywhere and should be in every American home—monthly, $1.00 a vear.
HOME AND FLOWERS, devoted to the art of raising flowers and cultiva-
tion of public beauty—monthly, 81.00 year. THE AMERICAN BOY, a most
valuable and beneficial publication for the youth, containing illustrated
stories, aids and suggestions on the problem of success in life.

Special Offers on Optional Combinations
Resrular n;

The Christian Century (new),
The Christian Century (new),
The Christian Century (new),
The Christian Century (new),
The Christian Century (new).

Regular price.

Success, and any ONE of the above dollar magazines . . $3.50
Success, and any TWO of the above dollar magazines . . 4.50

Success, and any THREE of the above dollar magazines . 5.50

Success, and Review of Reviews (new) 5.00

Success, and Current Literature (new) 5.50
The Christian Century (new), Success, Review of Reviews (new), and any one of our dollar magazines . . 6.00

Popular Combination Dollar-Magazine Offer

Our price.

$2.50
2.85
3.25

3.85

2.T5
3.25

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY . $1.5o
SUCCESS l.oo
THE COSMOPOLITAN l.oo
THE HOUSEHOLD l.oo
HOME & FLOWERS „ l.oo
THE GENTLEWOMAN l.oo
THE AMERICAN BOY l.oo

$7.50 In
Value

Our Price
Only $3.50

Our Great Family Offer
THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY . $1.50

SUCCESS l.oo

REVIEW OF REVIEWS (new) . . . . ( 2.5o
Current Literature, (new), or New England Magazine may be substituted.

\ 3.00
COSMOPOLITAN 1.00
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly may be substituted.

THE HOUSEHOLD 1.00
Good Housekeeping, the Designer or Gentlewoman may be substituted.

THE AHERICAN BOY 1.00

HOME AND FLOWERS 1.00

$9.50 In
Value

Our Price
Only S4.50

Our Great Educational Offer

$13.50 In
Value

Our Price
Only $6.00

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY $1.50

REVIEW OF REVIEWS (new) ( 2.5o
New England Magazine may be substituted. ( 3-00

CURRENT LITERATURE (new 3.oo
Any two of the above one dollar magazines may be substituted.

NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW (new) 5.oo
Leslie's Weekly may be substituted.

SUCCESS 1.00 J
All subscriptions are for a full year. Magazines may he sent to one or different addresses. Foreign postage extra.
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tEDITORIALu
THE CHWRCH IJST THE CITy.

O one can consider the problems which

confront an aggressive Christianity with-

out facing those presented by our large

cities. The large city is itself a modern in-

novation, and therefore its problems are

modern. It is puzzling not only the

churches, but the legislatures of every land

where its portentous form has appeared.

For the Church of Christ the problems of

the large cities are created by their density

of population. Its marvelous opportunity

has become its supreme embarrassment. For where

human beings teem in such numbers, living in such

close quarters to one another, the conditions become,

alas, hostile to the spiritual life, and therefore to the

organizations which seek to promote it. A dense

population always tends to become a pleasure-loving

population. Caterers of amusement of every kind reap

a great harvest and are therefore able to offer their

questionable wares with ever more alluring and varied

devices. This love and pursuit of pleasure, promoted

by density of population, creeps over from the evening

into the night time, and from the week-day into the

day of rest and worship. While some of our friends

are forever shouting that there is no distinction be-

tween sacred and secular, the answer of the enemy is

found in the obliteration of sacred days, places, asso-

ciations, from the heart and imagination of the com-

munity. In these communities the difference for their

own consciences between sacred and secular has in-

deed been abolished by the practical expulsion of the

former.

How is the Church of Christ tp attack the vast

masses of society thus organized for the two great

industries of money-making through hard toil, and

money-spending in sensuous pleasure? Few of our

readers will advocate the recurrence to Puritan ideals

in relation to recreation and amusement. Few will

now maintain that all recreation is sinful, and that God
disowns the man who seeks rest for mind and body,

either in a novel or a game. And yet how is the

Church to reach the conscience of these great cities

with the urgent and insistent voice of those who be-

lieve in the eternal life, in the awfulness of the holy

law of God, and in the hard task of winning and keep-

ing the spiritual mind ? There is' not a church in Chi-

cago or in any other city which is not face to face

with this problem. It comes to the conscience of every

young person who wants to know what to give up and

what to retain when he becomes a confessed follower

and earnest servant of Jesus Christ. It confronts every

church when its young people propose to raise money
by means of shows and entertainments of various-

kinds. It confronts every minister when he sees those

who had been worshipers gradually drawn away from

the house of God by the allurements of Sunday pic-

nics and Sunday golf. And who of our readers have

reached a clear decision on these points ? Who know
or feel convinced that they know exactly what Christ

would have his Church at this hour attempt in relation

to those customs of the world around it and the world

within it?

Our large cities have also presented to the Church

what we call distinctively the down-town problem.

Toward the center of these cities the densest popula-

tions are gathering, and they are unable to maintain on

an adequate scale the modern expensive church or-

ganization. People of these classes do not care for

small religious meetings. The little church has no

chance in their midst. The gregarious instinct is pow-

erful in them. They like to be in large crowds and

hear vast volumes of song, and to witness the stirring

control of an eloquent speaker over big audiences.

These people need Christianity and are sometimes as

destitute of the Gospel as the Japanese or the In-

dians.

Let us confess frankly, and yet with great humilia-

tion, that the Protestant churches have not discovered,

in many cities, how to deal with the down-town prob-

lem. The Episcopalians in New York and the Meth-

odists in London are the most successful in this kind

of work that we know of. In Chicago there is prac-

tically no success. It may perhaps be said without

invidiousness that two Baptist churches, those pre-

sided over by Dr. Lawrence and Dr. Johnston Myers,-

and the Chicago Avenue church, under Dr. Torrey,

have done more than any others, perhaps more than all

others put together, to meet the situation. There is

no strictly speaking down-town Presbyterian church

in existence, although the Second Presbyterian church

is rapidly finding itself in that position. The First

Congregational church, although tempted a while,

has bravely set its' face to its great opportunity and

its most solemn responsibility and has called to its

pulpit a man who has shown elsewhere special adapta-

tion to this work. We earnestly trust that Dr. Bart-

lett may be able to demonstrate to all the churches what

can be done to evangelize the section of the city in

which his ministry is now placed.

It would be ungracious not to acknowledge with
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great cordiality and admiration the work done by such

men as Dr. Gunsaulus in the Central church, and
which is now expected from Dr. Frank Crane, the new
pastor of the People's church. Beyond all doubt, work
of the kind in which they are engaged is urgently need-

ed in this city. The configuration of the city, the habits

of the people and traditions which are now a quarter

of a century old, make such centers of Christian

preaching not only necessary, but most valuable.

Whether they can ever reach the highest type of church

life, and do for their congregations' the best that a

church can do, remains to be seen ; and it can hardly

be said that either of these churches has yet attempted

the proof of this. But in such a city there must ever be

a great transient population in hotels and boarding

houses, as well as many men and women for whom this

kind of organization and this type of preaching brings

the blessing of God.

It must be confessed, then, as we look around upon
the problem of evangelizing the heart of Chicago, that

no one plan has yet been discovered whose pre-eminent

success is at once a triumph and a beacon of hope to

others. The churches of Christ in this city could not

possibly undertake a more urgent task than that of

considering what means can be employed for estab-

lishing and maintaining great centers of evangelical

influence in down-town Chicago.

the words of Jesus, "That which is born of the Spirit

is spirit" ?

THE CH'ROJVICLE'R'S DESK.
CCORDING to the definition of Leconte,

religion is "the life of God in the soul of

man." Lyman Abbott quoted and ex-

pounded this definition in one of his books
and used the expression a few times in

The Outlook, which gave it a kind of

currency at the time in the most intelligent

religious circles. This was too much for

the nerves of a conservative theological pro-

fessor, who seldom sees anything in Dr.

Abbott except something criticizable and
dangerous. Being ignorant apparently of the author
of the definition, he ascribed it to the familiar heretical

source, and proceeded with a characteristic piece of

enlightened and discriminating criticism. After la-

menting the fact that some of his brethren had taken
to the use of this dangerous expression, and hoping
they would not do so any more, he goes on, in true
Socratic fashion, to take it to pieces. Does the life

spoken of mean the life that God lives? If so, it is

impossible to us. Does it mean the life that God pos-
sesses? If so, this life is not all in the soul, but some
of it is in the conduct.

Well, the Chronicler wonders if this theological pro-
fessor and teacher in a Bible college ever heard the
expressions "divine life," "spiritual life," "eternal,
life"? Would it not be in point for some of his stu-

dents to rise up and explain to him that these are the
•exact equivalents of the phrase, the life of God ? And
while this student is on his legs, would it not be in

order for him to adopt the Socratic method and ask,
if the life of God is not in the divine part of man,
eternal life not. in the eternal part, spiritual life in the
spiritu?! oar*-, the soul, where are we to look for it?

When God made man in his own image and likeness and
breafcned into him the breath of lives, what part of
him constituted the image and into what part did he
breathe the breath of immortality? And what about

Is it true that we can not live the life that God lives?

Christ thought we could, not in the infinite or absolute

sense, but in the moral and spiritual sense. The only

thing absolutely new in the teaching of Jesus was
holding up the divine character as the model and in-

spiration of human character. His conduct was the

ideal of ours. This revelation was a fundamental
proposition of the Sermon on the Mount. Matt. 5 r 44-

48. The basis of religion is God's relation to us, and
this determines our relation to him. God is related to

us in the first place as Maker—he made us, therefore

we are his, and if we are his we ought to do as he
tells us. God is related to us in the second place as

Father. This is the relationship that Christ empha-
sizes. If God is our Father we are his children. If

we are children of God we partake of his nature ; if we
partake of his nature, we partake of his character, our
moral actions are of the same kind as his, we are like

him in the ethics of conduct. So in this ethical sense

we can and must live the kind of life that God lives.

God tells the truth; can we tell the truth? God's
integrity is beyond question ; can we be honest ? There
is either a just God or no God ; can we be just? God
loves ; can we love ? God sacrificed himself for human
redemption ; are we capable of self-sacrifice ? God has

filled the universe with his benevolences ; can we reach

the high altitude of the humanities? God is pure,

righteous and holy ; do these attributes belong to us ?

So when the theological professor, bent on finding

fault with the views of a brother man, and fellow-

Christian, obviously more enlightened on this point

than himself, said it was impossible for us to live the

kind of life that God lives, it was a shallow observa-

tion to come from so exalted a source. Leconte's defi-

nition of religion as the life of God in the soul of man
is an excellent one.

Referring to Leconte's words as his definition of

religion, reminds one of the hazards of modern
originality, and the likelihood of blundering in ascrib-

ing phrases, maxims, proverbs or definitions to this

man or that. As a matter of fact, these identical words,

"the life of God in the soul of man," occur in an essay

written by Alexander Campbell for The Christian

Baptist seventy-five years ago. Whether this expres-

sion was original with Mr. Campbell or not, or whether
Leconte ever so much as heard of that publication, or

read a word from the nineteenth century reformer, this

deponent sayeth not. It is probable, if a literary anti-

quarian should search the records, he would find this

pregnant phrase farther down the line than the days of

Alexander Campbell. The critical theological profes-

sor referred it to Lyman Abbott. Lyman Abbott re-

ferred to Leconte, and Leconte might have quoted it

from Alexander Campbell, and there is no telling how
soon an ecclesiastical archaeologist may unearth it from
among the remains of a literary and religious ruin of

the past. The expression was not original with Pro-
fessor Leconte, but he was first to fix and formulate

it as a definition of religion, and this is originality

enough for any modern to aspire to attain. That
famous siiy familiar saying, "unity in things essential,

liberty in things indifferent, charity in all things."

long attributed to Richard Baxter, has been found to

have fore-dated the time of Baxter by at least a cen-

tury. The Golden Rule was not original with Tesus,
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and there is hardly a phrase in the Lord's Prayer that

was not current in Israel before it found a place in that

wonderful compilation. Truly the ancients have stolen

all our good ideas and most of our fine expressions.

The Chronicler, after writing the preceding para-

graph, leaned back in his chair to take a breathing spell,

when his eye fell upon the first volume of the Twen-
tieth Century New Testament lying upon his "Desk."
He took it up, and carelessly opening to the first chap-

ter of Luke, read the "Dedication" according to this

vernacular translation. It is certainly the completest

and most beautiful thing on earth of its kind. Here
it is

:

"To his Excellency Theophilus.
"Many attempts have been made to draw up an account of

those matters that are accepted as true among us, exactly as
they have been handed down to us by those who from the
very first were eye witnesses and afterwards became bearers
of the message. I also, therefore, having investigated all

resolved to write a connected history of them for you. In
this way you will be able to satisfy yourself of the accuracy
of the story which you have heard from the lips of others."

What form of dedication or introduction could be
completer or finer, or more to the point? M. Renan
and Ian Maclaren have expressed the opinion that

Luke's gospel is the finest production ever penned by
mortal man, and certainly his dedicatory inscription is

as exquisitely fashioned by the literary artist as any
other portion of that remarkable narrative. Whatever
may have been the inspirational qualification of the

historian when he sat down to put this marvelous com-
position together, all he claims for his story is ac-

curacy and verity. It was based upon the testimony

of eyewitnesses and a careful investigation of the facts,

and if a history is true and beautiful and full of the

supernatural, and the record of it is accurate and veri-

fiable, what could inspiration have added to this gem
memorial of Luke, the beloved physician ? The funda-
mental question after all is a question of verity and not

a question of inspiration.

JtOTES AJSfV COMMENTS.
T has been said that Christ is enthroned

i in heaven today because yesterday he was
crucified on earth; and no one can occupy
the throne of moral power who does not

reach it by the way of the cross.

A wealth)- merchant in Illinois has just

bought a carnation for which he paid $i,-

750. These prosperous times are leading

to extravagance in many ways. When it

comes to the indulgence of personal tastes

and whims there is no lack of money. With our in-

creased prosperity we need an increased sense of stew-
ardship.

We publish this week our Holiday Book number. If

the reviews are generally laudatory, it is because we
have made selection of some of the best books of the

season. We mean to make our review department dis-

criminative and authoritative.

The printing presses of the land have been groaning
under the work imposed upon them. There is a per-

fect food r* new bcjks ; more than publishers can ad-
vantageously Handle. But of. the multitude of books
produced, the large majority will sink and o? 1" a few
will swim.

We make mention in this issue, in our review de-

partment, of a book of fairy tales by the Queen of

Roumania. King Oscar of Sweden is another royal

author. His literary works require ten pages of the

regular publishers' catalogue, and comprise books on
history, poetry and music ; with numerous speeches

and essays.

One of the penalties which civilized people have to

pay for much reading of books is impaired vision.

Book reading is spoiling our eyesight. Dr. W. V.
Black of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
points out how that in South Africa the sight of the

Hottentot, the Kaffir, and other natives is so much more
acute than ours, they being able to distinguish game
lurking in kloof, forest and veldt much easier than we,
and he suggests that in the work of education we do
away with a large portion of our book study, and sub-

stitute for it blackboard demonstrations, pictures and
models of objects.

Disco-Very in Astronomy.

An important astronomical discovery has been made
by Professor G. W. Ritchey of the Yerkes Observatory.
It is in substance this : "That a nebula, with a star for

a nucleus, changes its shape and the quantity of light

it emits, and that these changes are so rapid as to be

observable within the compass of a few hours." His ob-

servations, which will soon be given to the scientific

world, confirm the nebula hypothesis of La Place, that

new worlds are formed by slow evolution from gaseous
matter floating in space, and also the theory of Herbert
Spencer that the entire universe is passing through a

constant flux of evolution and dissolution. By a series

of photographs of one star, Nova of Perseus, Professor

Ritchey is able to furnish positive knowledge "that in

the unspeakably vast gulfs of space nature is slowly

molding suns and planets and solar systems and star

clusters ; that nebulae are converted into suns and suns

into nebulae; that catastrophes involving unthinkable

quantities of matter are by no means rare in the infinite

womb of space, and that out of the chaos and confus-

ion thus produced order and symmetry emerge after

ages of evolution."

Freedom of the "Pulpit.

The question of the freedom of the pulpit has of late

been somewhat prominently discussed. Some have
claimed that the pulpit has a right to invade every do-

main of human interest ; others holding that it has

a specialty of its own to which it ought to confine itself

;

a specialty, moreover, so large and wide as to give

ample room for the exercise of all the freedom that

ought to be desired. Seldom have we seen the true

function of the pulpit better defined than in a recent

editorial in the Chicago Record-Herald, in which the

secularization of the pulpit was unsparingly denounced.

The editorial in question concludes with these signifi-

cant words

:

"Aside from the question of authority, men are sated with
such stuff anyway during the week, and if they go to church
Sunday it is to be recalled to the spiritual side of life, which
is too much neglected. There is still enough in it and in

pure religion for centuries upon centuries of sermons, as

there has been in the past. The specialty is still rightly

considered the greatest of specialities, and when it is prop-
erly fulfilled it ministers more to the higher aspirations of
humanity than any other and commands a veneration tnat

is a very bulwark against those who would curtail its just

freedom."
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"Decrease of Theological Students.

The causes of the decline in the number of theolog-

ical students in all the denominations are being serious-

ly discussed. In some cases it is claimed that quality

is being sought more than quantity. Another reason

doubtless is the multiplication of the modes of Chris-

tian service. It is now possible for men to preach

without a pulpit, and to work for the moral elevation of

humanity without the backing of a church. But the

main reason is found in the condition of the churches.

As Dr. Charles J. Little has said, "the modern congre-

gation is heterogeneous and hard to satisfy. Men of

marked power gather audiences of their own and hold

them, but even they are tempted to the unusual and the

extravagant. The statistics of the Protestant churches

show an appallingly short term for the average minis-

ter, and gray hairs are not a crown of glory but of

thorns."

The Function of the Pulpit.

Into a recent utterance the Rev. Charles M. Shel-

don, author of "In His Steps," has condensed the ex-

perience of years in reference to the functions of the

modern pulpit. With most that he says we are in per-

fect agreement, but we think that he undervalues the

preaching function of the pulpit. Hs says that the

modern church is over-organized ; that the work of

the church should be simpler and more specific ; that

there should be fewer meetings ; that the young people

should receive special care—all of which is true, but

in all that he says there seems to be an underlying

admission that as a world-saving agency the pulpit

has lost its glory and power; and it is from this that

we dissent.

The four points which he makes are these

:

"First, we have reached a point where we feel there is no
longer such a great need of preaching. That is so in my
home. Of course there are local conditions everywhere and
we cannot always speak for another man. However, six years
ago I told my people plainly that I could not prepare two
sermons a week. If I write one I tell all I know for that

week. Our people are preached to too much. A young
minister should preach one good, strong sermon on Sunday
and preach it in the morning. The people enjoy preaching,
but don't require too much.

"Second, we should not talk to the old so much. It is

the young people who need us. It would pay you all to say
next Sunday : 'For three months now I am going to preach
to the Sunday school and the younger members of the con-
gregation.' We talk, as a rule, to the cream of our congre-
gation and forget that the average man is like a child.

"Third, we need to preach the truths of applied doctrine.
For instance, the doctrine of ownership of property by God.
That doctrine has not been preached for the last twenty-five
years. The bulk of the business men have not gotten hold oi
the great truth that the earth is the Lord's and the fulness
thereof. They usually say the earth is the Lord's, except my
corner lot, and that is mine. We ought to preach to oui
people that everything of the earth belongs to God. If we
take a man in everyday life and teach this doctrine for ten
or fifteen years we will find that we will have an easier time
to get money for our charities. Men will regard their wealth
as consecrated and themselves as merely stewards.

"Fourth, we should break down sectarian boundaries. We
can assist the great principle of unification. I do not think,
however, it is desirable to work toward unity of creed but
unity of service."

The only thing to which we take exception in these
valuable suggestions is that we have reached a point
where there is no longer such a great need of preach-
ing. We believe that the very opposite is true. Nev-
er was there a time when there was such a crying
need for gospel preaching. It is true that our ordinary
congregations of staid and respectable worshippers

are surfeited with preaching ; but preaching as a
means—yea, as the divinely-appointed means of se-

curing the world's redemption is sadly in abeyance.

Almost everything else is being tried. The Church
must move out from her entrenchments ; she must
regain her faith in the Gospel as the power of God
unto salvation ; by the foolishness of preaching she

is to demonstrate the inherent power of the Gospel
of Christ to accomplish its God-given mission of

saving the world.

CHICAGO ftOTES.
Joseph Hocking, the English novelist, quotes with

unconcealed disgust the remark of a friend, "I wouldn't
care a fig to see Rome, but wouldn't I like to see Chi-

cago !" It is largely a choice between seeing a thing

that is made, and a thing that is in the making.

Professor McClintock of the Chicago University,

speaking recently before the Englewood Woman's
Club, emphasized the place of play in the education of

a child. Free, spontaneous play that will develop the

child's faculties is what is needed. At present the city

children have little more than the street to play in. The
providing of playgrounds in the crowded districts of

the city would develop better health and better morals.

The co-operative dining room which was established

in Longwood, one of Chicago's suburbs, a year ago,

has proved so successful that the idea is being adopted
elsewhere. The families who compose the club sit at

their own tables, use their own silverware, but are

spared all the drudgery of cooking, and save in money
besides. The club is talking of establishing a co-opera-

tive laundry. Those who have watched this experi-

ment are of the opinion that it is one way out of the

servant girl difficulty.

A movement is on foot in the Roman Catholic par-

ishes of Chicago, and throughout the state„to organize
labor unions along the lines indicated in the Pope's en-

cyclical letters on the labor question. Mass meetings
are to be held in each parish to foster the movement.
In other churches a like interest in the labor question is

being manifested. The general convention of the Epis-

copal church at San Francisco and the national council

of the Congregational church at Portland, Me., both

appointed commissioners to mediate between employ-
ers and employes in labor disputes.

An amusing blunder has been made by the London
Evening News. It pays us its compliments in this

fashion

:

"In Chicago even the masterpiece of literature is not
sacred. Twenty misguided inhabitants have just issued a
translation of the New Testament into modern American.
Such an atrocity almost makes one sigh for a few hours of
the Inquisition."

The Evening Nezvs evidently refers to the Twen-
tieth Century New Testament, the third part of which
has just been issued by the Fleming H. Revell Co.
Now, that is an English production. The twenty mis-
guided men who have attempted to render the New
Testament into modern or colloquial English all be-

long to the tight little island of Great Britain. And
by the way, they have done their work remarkably
well. Occasionally there is a "colloquialism" which
makes the chills run down one's spinal column, but as

a rule the sacred record is made more real, more in-

teresting, and more luminous.
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M-R. SVByA^B KIPLIJVG'S? "KIM."
Y DEAR Friend : Few booklovers of to-day

Mare not interested in the striking and orig-

inal quality of Mr. Rudyard Kipling, and
those who have taken any interest in him
know something of his remarkable career.

Familiar with India from childhood and
drawn into the life of an Indian journalist

while yet a youth, he gained an unusual
command of the vast and mysterious sub-

ject which we simply call "India." He first

made his mark by sketches in prose and
verse, which were published in India, and which deal

mainly with the life and spirit, the weakness and the

goodness of the British soldier, and of the British civil-

ian in India. These sketches and ditties are well known
to all readers of Mr. Kipling. They show his remark-
able command of language, his dramatic power of
speaking the thought of other minds in their own
manner, and that quality which is an evidence of the

highest literary genius, of direct descriptive speech
which startles one with its vividness and impresses one
with its truth. Much of his early as much of his later

work would induce one to say that the main charac-
teristic of Mr. Rudyard Kipling must be called his

energy. It is this energy of the man which seizes the
fact as it is, which covers it with exactly the appropriate
word, which throws it with swift and sure aim right

into the seat of vision and of feeling in his reader's

mind.
When Mr. Kipling passed from these lighter things

to his Jungle Books, he did for India a little of what
Scott has done for Scotland, or Thomas Hardy for

southwestern England. In his wonderful idealization

of the boy brought up from infancy to live among the
wolves, we have at once an effort of real genius, cloth-

ing itself in a fascinating form out of a rich and abun-
dant knowledge of both human and animal nature.
In these sketch.es one is made to live in a most absorb-
ing way, right in the heart of that interesting realm.
One has lessons in psychology, in morals, in sociology,

as well as in zoology and several other 'ologies, all

woven together as by a master hand. There is humor
and pathos, those two essentials of all the noblest liter-

ature ; there is earnestness and simplicity, neither of
which can be either beautiful or strong without the
other.

Then Mr. Kipling took to other fields and pastures
new. He wrote abundant verse, not all of which can
he called poetry, and various stories, all of which man-
ifest power, in the sense of what we have called energy,
hut which too often lacked the grace and sweetness
and the goodness which teach us to love the author,

and above all to love mankind. Then came a brief

spasm of decadence, when Mr. Kipling hurried to

Africa and made himself one of the scouts of Imperial-
ism, and a somewhat too blatant and inconsiderate
writer of war sketches and war poems.
One must not forget that it was before this dip in

his career that he produced his noble hymn, "Lest we

forget." Few words of modern times have been spoken

with a prophet's promptitude and a prophet's passion,

as were the words of this poem. They rang out over

the British Empire, and over the whole world, with a

solemn thunder, succeeding the blare of trumpets and
the music of admiring love which followed the cele-

brations of Queen Victoria's sixtieth year of queenship.

Many of us who believe in the Old Empire and love it,

have for two years felt as though the sad and insistent

refrain, "Lest we forget," was a veritable word of the

living God.
And now Mr. Kipling has returned to his own ap-

propriate field. "Kim" takes his hand and leads him
and us, grateful and glad, to India. It is, I take cour-

age to say, Mr. Kipling's greatest work, and one which,

along with the Jungle Books and his Jubilee Hymn,
has most chance of putting him among the immortals.

"Kim" himself holds us entranced from the first page
to the last. A child of an Irish soldier and his Eng-
lish wife, who is left an orphan to grow up a waif and
stray in the city of Lahore, he masters the vernacu-

lar and grows up in intimate acquaintance with the

spirit and the ways of the Indian people. Free from
malice and rejoicing in mischief; free from the worst

evils, and acquainted with all ; free from religious

training, yet filled with deepest religious instincts ; free

from the restrictions of a strict upbringing, yet natur-

ally courteous, affectionate and loyal ; Kim lives before

us through several years of his life, his heart opened
to our view, so that we follow him as if he were a

brother or a child of our own, the object of a tender

solicitude and love. When he meets a mystic Buddhist,

a "lama," who has traveled all the way from Thibet in

search of a great religious blessing, he is at once struck

with the difference between this "priest," as he calls

him, and all others of that shameless brood, with whose
pretentious self-complaisance and open greed he had
long been familiar. This man is indeed earnest about
the worship of his great Lord, the Buddha, and the dis-

covery of the final secret of his religion, the spring of

water that will wash away a man's sins. Right through
the book, with marvelous reserve and skill, Mr. Kip-
ling carries us in deepest sympathy with this man's
search for the supreme good. With rare insight and
yet without comment, he shows us how this man lives,

on the one hand desiring and hoping and endeavoring
to heap up merit by all good deeds of sacrifice, and on
the other hungering and thirsting for that experience

which is nothing less than the forgiveness of sins.

It is the inevitable failure, not only of his heart but of

all non-Christian religions, by which he is unable to

see that until there is a denial of merit there can be no
forgiveness of sins, and yet that in the forgiveness of

sins alone can there be the beginning of a truly meri-

torious life.

Mr. Kipling takes these two, the old man and the

young boy, through the teeming cities and the wide
crowded highways of northern India in their vain,

yet attractive search. We seem to live a while person-

ally among those great and motley crowds. The noise

of India fills our ears. The sordidness of its masses,

the vague content, combined with a spiritual discon-

tent, of its wealthier classes, its leisurely estimate of the

value of time, and its solemn insistence upon the value

of life and of worship—all this is made real to us as we
walk through it, open-eyed and amazed. And then we
are taken, led as it were by this little child, into some
phases of the relations between the British Govern-
ment and its vast Empire. We are made to see what
good is done and what stupid harm ; what mingled
admiration and contempt, gratitude and dislike, the
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people feel for their white rulers. We are taken a little

under the surface of things to see a portion here and
there of the vast system of intrigue and plotting, of

disloyalty, which connects one city with another and
state with state, and on the other hand the unwearied

and watchful skill with which the rulers of the land,

by a great system of spies, keep themselves informed

of every hostile intent and plan.

• "Kim" is then not only a deep study in human na-

ture, but an absorbing revelation of that portion of the

Orient to our western world. Mr. Kipling's style is

here seen at its very best. Its energy is almost nowhere
grotesque; its wayward coarseness is softened and
refined, without losing its vigor; it is direct, and yet

chastened and sometimes sweet in its quality. The
book is undoubtedly the product of an earnest mind
that has faced and dealt with some of the deepest

problems in human life. We are thankful to have

from one more of the leaders of our contemporary lit-

erature a book so profund in its sympathy with man's

religious cravings, and with the deepest principles of

Christian morality. If the story ends abruptly, leaving

us unsatisfied as to what became of "Kim" and making
us long to go further with him, either into the "Great

"Game" or the "Great Search," let us take courage and

hope from Mr. Barrie and his "Tommy." And yet let

us not forget to fear also, remembering what Mr. Bar-

rie did with Tommy, and through him with the hearts

of us all. Yours faithfully,

A. Bookman.

THE IfifFLVEJVCE OF MAT-
THEW Alt/fOLD OJSf MOV-

E*RJV THOUGHT."
REV. W. AYLMER-STARK.

lATHER more than thirteen years have

come and gone since there passed into the

silent land one of the outstanding intel-

lectual figures of the nineteenth century.

I refer to Matthew Arnold, poet, critic,

essayist, likewise prophet and inventor of

a new religion, which he fondly imagined
to be identical with that of the Author of

Christianity. The brilliant writer of "Lit-

erature and Dogma" played many parts

in his time, and that he succeeded well in

most of them is proved by the place which he occu-

pies to-day in the world of letters, and especially in the

province of literary criticism. An assailant of ortho-

dox theology more philosophical than Renan, more
informed with a broad culture than Comte or even
Huxley, more constructive than the creed-breakers of

Tubingen, a critic who himself defied criticism, in

style at any rate if not in ideas, a poet whose vogue
is ever increasing and whose particular niche in the

Temple of Fame is only a little lower than the top-

most pinnacle, Matthew Arnold stands before us to-

day as vividly and picturesquely as in the old days,

when he played battledore with Moses and the Apos-
tle Paul, and gravely admonished a frivolous world for

departing from the simple teaching of Jesus.

Perhaps one of the reasons why Arnold fascinates

us so much lies in his invincible superiority or, at

least, assumption of it. His persistent habit of treat-

ing the rest of the nation as children, and himself as

parental adviser on things mundane and spiritual, gave
to his personality a piquancy which might well be

called by another name in another man less gifted,

and with less solid and substantial attainments. For
the prince of critics was nothing if not the superior

person. As R. H. Hutton remarks with a slight soup-

con of irony
—"Mr. Arnold is a master of the grand

style. He has the port of a great teacher." He pos-

sessed indeed an unusually large share of that serene

self-confidence which the atmosphere of Oxford Uni-
versity seems to produce in so many of its alumni

—

a thinly-veiled contempt for middle-class people, dis-

senters, "bourgeois," and Philistines, under which
mildly insolent term Matthew Arnold evidently in-

cludes all who have the temerity to ignore his own
particular brand of culture. The author of "Essays in

Criticism" firmly believed in the soundness of his own
judgments, so firmly indeed that towards the end of

his life he clothed himself with the mantle of infalli-

bility, and fondly imagined himself sitting in the

seat of the dethroned doctors of Christendom. . It

was a pretty spectacle, but perhaps the world, which
secretly worships impertinence, liked Arnold none
the worse for it.

A very fair test of a writer's popularity, or at any
rate of the degree in which he has impressed the

popular imagination, lies in the number of his phrases

that have become current coin of the realm. There
is hardly a line in Hamlet, for instance, or Locksley

Hall that has not become a quotation for the man in

the street. Now, Matthew Arnold had a distinct

genius for inventing such phrases and for reiterating

them over and over again with a cumulative compla-

cency, until it would be a task of considerable diffi-

culty to forget them. I need hardly mention such

familiar catchwords as "sweetness and light" (a

phrase borrowed, by the way, from Dean Swift), the

"secret of Jesus," "Hebraism and Hellenism," "dis-

sidence of dissent," "conduct is three-fourths of life."

and many another. There is no author more guilty

of plagiarism than Arnold, but when he steals he does

so with the most charming effrontery from a preced-

ing paragraph, chapter, or volume of his own compo-
sition, which thus becomes invested with all the iner-

rancy of a sacred canon.

As regards Arnold's influence on modern theologi-

cal opinion, one can but say that in the general disin-

tegration of theology which has been and still is taking

place, his writings have materially helped. Not, in-

deed, that the religion of "Literature and Dogma" can
ever be considered synonymous with that of the Na-
zarene Jesus, or that the former can ever adequately

satisfy the religious cravings of the race. He has

i educed religion to "morality touched with emotion."

but, as has often been pointed out, he has taken away
from us those objects which alone are capable of

producing such an emotion. He tells us that when
the poor Hebrew in his extremity called upon his God
he was really thinking of a "stream of tendency that

makes for righteousness." It is quite obvious, how-
ever, that such an abstract idea could never have en-

tered the poor Hebrew's cranium, which was built to

hold the concrete, and the concrete only. It is likewise

quite obvious that Christian people as a rule have no
burning enthusiasm for such cheerless deities as

"streams of tendenc)'." They will not light a single

candle on such an altar, nor will they spend a single

penny in propagating such a nebulous faith. Nor will

Arnold's description of the doctrine of immortality as

"Aberglaube." as an excess of belief or superstition,

make his new religion any the more palatable to the

mass of the people who, we take it. identify religion
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with a definite personal future life, and not with a

mere shadowy existence "somewhere in the vast

sounding house of labor."

And yet, on the other hand, Arnold's influence on

modern theology—not that of the schools, perhaps, but

that of the lay mind—has been in some respects salu-

tary. It has certainly been deep-reaching. For one

thing he has helped to promote that impatience, so

characteristic of these days, with mysticism—at least

where mysticism takes the place of conduct and life.

He has destroyed a great many venerable and high-

sounding theolgical shibboleths, and clerical reaction-

aries of every creed and discipline have cause to_ re-

member his irony, which has eaten like an acid into

their hardened formularies. Such performances, al-

though fraught with grave danger, have been some-

what refreshing to a world weary of the hair-splittings

and logic-choppings, and insufferable pedantries of

those who have turned religion from a thing of prac-

tical life into a thing of mere scholastic metaphysic.

Then, again, by tilting (rather presumptuously, it

must be admitted) at the paramount importance of St.

Paul, he has emphasized the extreme significance of

the actual sayings and teachings of Jesus, and has thus

helped to promote that "Return to Christ" of which we
hear ad nauseam to-day. In quite other religions the

same phenomenon has appeared where devout but

dreary disciples, fond overmuch of ratiocination, have

neglected the simple gospel of their Founder and

have muddled their heads with the involved and sys-

tematized disquisitions of the scribes and schools. The
true Protestant surely is he who protests not merely

against palpable errors and corruptions, but against

this radical and impious error of substituting the the-

ology of a disciple for the religion of a master. In

this sense Matthew Arnold was a Protestant of the

first water.

It will thus be seen that Arnold has enunciated

several of the fundamental propositions of recent Ger-

man theology, including Ritschl—that lately discov-

ered star in a somewhat murky firmament, towards

which theologians, in various stages of emancipation,

are craning their necks—with a charm and imagina-

tive vigor which is none too common in the dogmatic
treatises of the Fatherland. The paramount impor-

tance of the ideal, the moral, the spiritual, the eternal,

over the historical and transitory garments in which
the ideal clothes itself from time to time—that is the

witness and testimony of Matthew Arnold to the

world. And that, too, is substantially the faith of all

the great literary figures of the nineteenth century,

who combine reverence with genius. It is an intel-

ligible gospel, although it is not altogether the gospel

of the Lord Jesus Christ!

When we come to consider Arnold's influence on
modern literary criticism, we are entering another

territory altogether. But we stand upon surer ground.
In the opinion of many Arnold is the greatest literary

critic of the age. We may notice how in almost every
journal of repute his obiter dicta are accepted as axio-

matic. He has had a host of imitators, most of whom
have caught his mannerisms and air of complacent
superiority, but little else. He has introduced us to

Sainte-Beuve and Senancour, and many another (be-

fore unknown) of the great French stylists and think-

ers, and for that we cannot be sufficiently grateful. He
has burst many bubbles, exploded many fallacies, and
pierced many inflated literary reputations. He has
created many new ones, which will be pierced in their

turn ! But on the whole his influence in a relaxed

and sentimental age has been tonic and astringent.

We are all the better for that austere figure, who,

through his pages, still keeps beckoning us to perfec-

tion, and urging us to give up our "all too human
creeds and scan simply the way divine."

IfmiA LETTER.
GEO. W. BROWN.

NDIA is a land full of surprises. Before we
left America for here, we had no idea that

long railway journeys could be made in

this country with as much comfort as is

really possible. There are in all India

about 24,000 miles of railway, of various

gauges it is true, but most of it wider than

in the United States. The railways, the

cars, and their management, are patterned

after the English system, of course, not the

American.
The first thing which appeals to one on seeing an

Indian railway is the size of the cars. But if the trav-

eler has passed through England on his way, he has
been prepared somewhat for it. The freight cars re-

semble large Saratoga trunks in their shape and size.

Each one is mounted on four wheels, and their ordi-

nary capacity is nine or ten tons, though I have seen

some monster cars capable of carrying sixteen tons.

But these vehicles are not dignified by the name of

"cars" ; they are "waggons," with two g's in the word.
Passenger cars are "carriages." These names are per-

haps more appropriate to the size.

According to the condition of one's pocketbook he
may travel first class, second class, intermediate, or

third, but the rates are all cheaper than in the United
States, varying from two or three cents a mile to less

than one-half cent. Government officials, many tour-

ists, and all of aristocratic ideas travel first class. Mis-
sionaries, unless making a short journey, when they

go in a lower class, usually go second class, paying
half first class rates, that is, from one cent to one and
one-half cents a mile. There is not much difference

between first and second class. The cars are divided

into compartments or pens about eight feet long and as

wide as the cars, each compartment opening into a

:mall bath room. In the second class compartment
there are usually three lower berths, one on each side

of the car and one in the center, and two upper ones.

The first class does not have the center berth, and the

berths are a little wider. The whole compartment is

more roomy. The intermediate and third class car-

riages are divided into compartments by benches run-

ning crosswise of the car, two benches, facing each

other, being in each compartment. Intermediate car-

riages are to third class what first class carriages are

to second. Into these lower class carriages the howl-
ing natives are packed like sardines, each one loaded

down with his individual bundles, smells and microbes.

In the hot season it is no uncommon thing for some
of them to die in their stuffy compartments, which,

however, are open on all sides so as to be well ven-

tilated.

On making the journey from Landour to the plains,

the first seven miles, the descent of the mountain, is

made on horseback, on foot, or in a dandy. The last

is a boat-shaped contrivance with a skeleton frame
covered by oil cloth, the whole thing being carried on
the shoulders of four men. Two extra coolies go along
as relays. At the end of seven miles we have de-
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scended about 4,500 to 5,000 feet. Here we get into an
antediluvian-looking carriage driven by a most villain-

ous Jehu and go seven miles farther to Dehra, the rail-

way station.

The first essential to comfortable railway travel in

India is to know the whole system of railway manage-
ment. After you start you can get very little knowl-
edge of the journey except such as comes by experi-

ence. First comes the important matter of getting a

ticket. Not less than half an hour should be allowed

for this work. In fact, an enterprising ticket broker
in Chicago could sell you a ticket M)tn his city to

Harda, for ocean passage and all, in about the same
length of time it takes the Dehra clerk to provide you
with your necessary pasteboards. Then your heavy
baggage is weighed up and charged for, and you re-

ceive a receipt for the same. Here the railway system
is better than England's, for one does not have to get off

at every station and see that his packages are coming
on all right, nor does he have to join in a mad scramble

with the other passengers at his journey's end to pre-

vent some one from walking off with his belongings.

When these matters have been attended to, you pro-

ceed to get into the car. If you are wise, you have
written two or three days beforehand to reserve ac-

commodation for you. First you take in your roll of

bedding. A traveler no more goes without his bedding
any place in India than without his shoes in America.
Then your small steel trunk, a hand satchel or two,

your lunch basket, a porous earthenware vessel of

water, a basket of fruit for use when you get to youi

station, where nothing of the kind is procurable, and
various other articles that you. are taking along. After

you have embarked, perhaps a ticket collector comes
along and looks at your ticket. Then a man comes
along and inquires whether you will have dinner at

some station you will reach about 9 p. m. The guard
saunters by in his white uniform crossed with a huge
black leather strap. He is the manager of the train ; a

combined conductor - expressman - baggagemaster-

brakeman.

The iron gates at the third-class waiting room (or

waiting ground) hem in a surging mob of natives. A
clerk comes and undoes the lock and the mob makes a

wild rush for their pens in the train, and after several

minutes of climbing over each other succeed in finding

places. Presently the train starts and you begin to

survey your own pen. If only .two or three personal

friends share it with you your prospects are good for

a pleasant journey. But if the compartment is not full

some native baboo in government employ or some fat

maharaja may come in, and afteij making the place reek

with his garlic breath, modify the odor with his vile

cigarette or still viler hookah, as he carefully gathers

his feet up for a comfortable squat on the cushions.

You cannot communicate with any one else on the train,

—not even the guard—except by punching a thing in

the roof of the car, when the train will stop.

When night comes you get out your roll of bedding
and spread it out on your narrow shelf, gathering it

up again in the morning. One of the missionaries has

suggested that each candidate for the foreign field be

compelled to take a course as porter in a Pullman -car

before he comes to India. Next day your food supply

will be eaten or spoiled, and you must order a meal
from the railway eating house. You go in to a table

adorned with not less than three long rows of bottles,

filled with several varieties of beer, brandy, wine, whis-

ky and other poisons. There is no food in sight, but it

will come. If a man were to shut his eyes while eat-
ing he might easily believe that the chief article of food
was pepper, mixed a little with several kinds of taste-

less dilutants, which, upon observation, would be
found to be rice, curry, meat, potatoes and several un-
known vegetables. If you ask for water to drink you
will be looked upon as a monstrosity in male attire.

The table servants are adepts in the old trick of not
letting you get fairly started until it is about train time.
Later on your water supply gives out. Now you have
your choice of several things. You can drink the
water you get along the road, supposed to be filled

with cholera, typhoid and other choice germs
; you

can get a cup of tea at almost any station ; or you can
get a bottle of soda water or lemonade (made of acids
and innocent of fruit juice), supposed to be made of
filtered water. Not liking tea, and not desiring to im-
bibe any microbes, you try a bottle of lemonade, re-

ceiving with it a piece of ice the size of a thimble, that
you may cool the liquid to drinking temperature.

If you are lucky enough to be on the watch, you will

know your station and get off at it. If not you may ride
a hundred miles farther along. Perhaps a ticket col-

lector will come up and ask for your ticket, and perhaps-
he will not. If you should get off on the wrong side of
the train he never would bother you about it. Such
is travel in India, and in many ways it is better adapted
to the country than our American system would be.

Harda, India.

TLEASAJVT'RIES.
"You are from the country, are you not, sir?" said

a dandy young bookseller to a homely-dressed Quaker
who had given him some trouble. "Yes." "Here's
an essay on the rearing of calves."' "That," said

Aminabad, as he turned to leave the shop, "thee had
better present to thy mother."

A Welsh editor had misspelled the name of a fa-

mous poet of Wales. "Why do you spell Llywarch
Hen's name Llwyarch?" asked a friend of the editor.

"Why, does he object?" asked the editor. "Object!"
echoed the other; "Why, he has been dead 1.200
years." "Oh, then, I don't care a toss." said the
editor.

"I want," she said, "to buy a book for a friend of
mine for Christmas. What would you advise me to

get?" "Well," he answered, "it depends upon what
your friend is and does. If he is a married man who
has to look after the furnace himself you might give
him 'Humphry Clinker.' Or if she is a lady who is

troubled over the servant question, give her 'Self

Help.' In case your friend is constructed after the

Russell Sage plan send around 'To Have and to Hold.'

'Within the Gates' would be an appropriate book to

present to a friend at Joliet or Sing Sing. To the

father of noisy triplets I have no doubt that 'The Heav-
enly Twins' would be a welcome relief, and for one
who is waiting for a dead man's shoes 'Put Yourself
in His Place' would be an appropriate gift. 'Ships

That Pass in the Night' would be a nice book to give

to the wife of a commuter who has to get up about four
o'clock in order to reach his place of business during
the forenoon."
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'BOOK REVIEWS.
A Real Queen's Fairy Tales, by Carmen Sylva,

Queen of Roumania. Translated by Miss Edith Hop-

kirk. Illustrated by Harold Nelson and A. Garth

Jones. Davis and Company, Chicago. Price, $1.50.

This is one of the choice gift-books of the season.

To find a copyrighted book of the Queen of Roumania
emanating from a Chicago publishing house is some-
thing of a surprise. The young firm of Davis & Com-
pany are to be congratulated upon securing such a

literary treasure. They have evidently given to the

making of the book loving, painstaking care. The

Carmen Sylna, (Queen Elizabeth of Roumania).

illustrations are quaint and striking and the letter press

is clear and grateful to the eye.

Some books are impersonal. They seem to have
been written in a mood of detachment, and hence re-

veal but little of the author. The writings of Carmen
Sylva are intensely personal, they are part of herself,

and an interesting autobiography could be constructed
from them. In this book we have a reflection of the

queen's pure, simple and romantic child-life. These
fairy tales, which are so charmingly told, could have
been written only by one who had lived in fairyland.

The queen takes us into her confidence and tells us
of her free life in girlhood, as she roamed through the
forest that surrounded her home on the Rhine. She
says, "The storm-wind was a special friend of mine.
When it made the oaks and the beeches sway and
groan, sawing the branches asunder till they came
crashing down, then I would tie my little hood over my
brown hair, and with my two big St. Bernard dogs by
my side, I would race through the forest, avoiding all

the beaten tracks, and listen to its voices ; for the
forest told me stories all the time. The forest sane

the songs to me, which I wrote down afterward at

home, but which I never showed to any one. It was
our secret—the woods' and mine. We kept it to our-

selves. No one else knew the songs we sang together,

we two, for no one else would understand them as we
did." It is said in the introduction that "at nine she

composed verses ; at eleven she attempted to write a

novel ; at fourteen she composed dramas and acted

them with the aid of her companions and dolls ; at fif-

teen she studied three newspapers daily, and took a

keen interest in politics ; at eighteen she had the repu-

tation of being the best educated princess in Europe."
Literary work has been to Carmen Sylva as natural

as breathing. It was the way in which she instinctively

expressed herself. In it she mu»t have found much sol-

ace amid the cares of state, which she has shared with

her royal huaband for thirty years. As a writer her

style is clear as a mountain stream. The predominant
notes are love of nature and love of humankind. This
volume of fairy tales is issued simultaneously in eight

different languages. It will doubtless have, as it de-

serves to have, a wide circulation.

"A Lily of France," by Caroline Atwater Mason.

American Baptist Publication Society.

The period chosen by Mrs. Mason for her histori-

cal romance is one of the most interesting and im-
portant in history. The character which is the central

figure in this romance is one of the purest and most
worthy which ever grew on the soil of France. The
period includes the struggle for civil and religious

liberty in the Netherlands and the character is Char-
lotte of Bourbon, the second wife of William the Silent.

"Mrs. Mason has an unusual faculty of bringing out

COPYRIGHT, .1901, BY FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY.

Newell Dwight Hillis

the fundamental problems which confront the Church
today! In "A Wind Flower" she made a strong plea
for Christian unity. In "A Lily of France" she pleads
for the authority of the Bible and the liberty of con-
science. Many very important historical characters
are grouped around the central figure, Charlotte of
Bourbon. One is Catherine de Medici, whose cold,

cruel plotting brought on the massacre of St. Bar-
tholomew. Another is Queen Elizabeth of England,
whose scheming leads the author of the romance to
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say: "The ineffaceable blot on the pages of history

which the next fortnight was to bring was not, how-
ever, the work of one woman of wicked will alone.

The underlying shame of it (the massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew) must rest also upon the duplicity, the

double-dealing, the cowardly shiftiness of another

woman, the Protestant Queen of England." The most
important character in this historical romance, which
is not surpassed by any of Scott's novels, next to Char-

lotte of Bourbon, is her husband, the Prince of

Orange, William the Silent. Philip of Spain, the

Duke of Alva—the bloody butcher, Henry III. of

France, Charles IX., the Huguenot leaders—Admiral
Coligny and Conde, Louis of Nassau, Sir Philip Sid-

ney and Mary, Queen of Scots, are lesser characters in

the plot of the romance. Mrs. Mason deserves much
credit for her careful study of the historical situation

which led to the liberation of Leyden after one of the

epoch-making sieges in history. The courage and de-

termination of the Protestants is strongly portrayed

in the characters of the Queen of Navarre and Count
Louis of Nassau, both of whom lost their lives in the

struggle for religious liberty. Norbert Tontorf, whose
noble father was butchered for printing Bibles, is a

fine type of the sturdy, noble Dutch character. Not-
withstanding the wealth of historical information

woven around the central figure, "A Lily of France",

is intensely interesting as a romance and will cer-

tainly have a permanent place among the great his-

torical novels. It should be in every Christian home.

The Right of Way, by Gilbert Parker. Illustrated

by A. I. Reller. Harper and Brothers, New York.

The three things about this novel which impress one

most at first are its strength, its tenderness and its

dramatic interest. It is neither a pleasant nor a satis-

factory story, yet it throws over its readers a spell

of enchantment which holds them to the end. The
psychological problem which it presents is an inter-

esting one ; but the solution of the problem is faulty

inasmuch as it involves a moral change for which no
adequate cause is assigned. The plot of the story is

in substance this : A young lawyer, cold, cynical, pas-

sionless and skeptical, finds that his sympathies are

awakened and his powers of intellect and oratory

quickened by the use of stimulants. He falls a victim

to the liquor habit. In a murder trial he succeeds in

overpowering the judgment of the jury, and in secur-

ing acquittal of a man whom he afterward charged to

his face with being as guilty as hell. By this brilliant

display of forensic power he wins the hand, if not the

heart, of a young woman like-minded with himself. In

their loveless wedded life he seeks solace in the bottle.

With affection stifled and ambition dead, his life is an
aimless one. Yet gleams of his better nature appear.

He allows himself to become the scapegoat for an

offense committed by his wife's brother. In a drunken
brawl he is struck on the head and cast into the river.

His friends give him up for dead, but he is rescued

by the man whom he had saved from the gallows. As
the result of his wound memory is blotted out. For
six months he lives a simple, innocent, animal exis-

tence, when, by a skillful operation, he is restored to

consciousness. He is born again physically and mor-
ally ; and begins a new life in a remote French-Cana-
dian hamlet. We cannot, however, follow the story

through all the intricacies of its plot. Incident is

piled upon incident ; one startling episode follows

another in rapid succession. There is abundance of

power, but the whole thing is too stagey. Here and
there it descends to the melodramatic. But with all

its faults, it is a virile story. Its description of life in

a French-Canadian Catholic community is remarkably
well done. The lights and shadows of that quaint and
simple peasant life are put upon the canvas with a
sure hand. The book has already taken a foremost
place among the popular books of the season.

COPYRIGHT, I90I, by FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY

Rai,ph Connor (Charles W. Gordon. )

Winsome Womanhood, by Margaret E. Sangster.

Illustrated. Fleming H. Revell Co. Price, $2.50. net.

Mrs. Sangster is one in whom the mother-nature is

so strong that she establishes at once a bond of sym-
pathy between herself and her girl readers. She draws
them to her, breaks' down all barriers of reserve and
speaks to them heart to heart. She also speaks with

a judgment that commands the respect of those who
are of riper years. In her "foreword" she defines the

object of her book. She says that it was "written

for women, with a wish and hope that it may prove

suggestive and helpful to the girl in her teens who
faces so many problems and stands before an unknown
future, to the older woman bearing the responsibilities

of middle life, and to her whose outlook is toward the

setting sun."

The thirty-two chapters which comprise this book
are divided into four parts ; namely. Day Break ; High
Noon ; Eventide, and the Rounded Life. The first

part begins with "The Girl of Fifteen" ; the last part

closes with "Waiting for the Angels." The common
things of which life is largely made up are touched

upon with rare good sense. The style of the book is as

clear and limpid as the thought. And through all

there is the fragrance of a sweet and loftv Christian
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sentiment. Perhaps it is just a little too preachy at

times ; but it is done in such a winning way that it is

hardly possible to take offense at it.

The Revell house have put out some handsome books

this year, but this one excels them all. It reaches high-

water mark in the printer's art. The illustrations are

sketches from life, and every page is decorated with

artistic designs whose delicate colors charm the eye

without detracting attention from the text. Happy the

woman who at this Christmastide receives as a love gift

this beautiful book.

COPYRIGHT, I90!, by FLEMING H. REVELL COMPANY

From "DEBORAH," by_DR. LUDLOW

The Making of an American, by Jacob A. Riis, with

numerous illustrations. The Macmillan Co., New
York. Price, $2.00, net.

The title of this sumptuous book is a happy one,

but it might just as appropriately have read "The
Making of a Man." The book itself contains the

record of the struggles of a heroic human soul, fight-

ing against great odds, and cutting his way to honor-
able manhood. But there is this to be said, the stuff

was there out of which strong character can be made.
The elemental force which comes from good heredity

was in this young Dane. His energy was something
tremendous. When obstacles were encountered some-
thing had to give way, and it was never Jacob Riis.

He showed clear grit. He was what the ancients called

a four-square man. It did not matter how high for-

tune might toss him into the air, he always came down
on a solid base.

Every man is interesting to himself, but every man

does not confess it. Jacob Riis does. He has all the

frankness of a boy. He objectifies himself, and speaks

of himself as one whom he knows and can criticize

impartially
;
praising his virtues, condemning his mis-

takes and failures, and laughing at his foibles and
follies. It is this ability to laugh at himself that is the

most characteristic thing in the story. There are

many who can smile at their misfortunes, but there are

few who can laugh at themselves.

The style of the book is like the man himself, nat-

ural and picturesque, full of dash and daring. The
author often runs along the edge of the precipice of

propriety, but never once does he lose his balance

and topple over. The poise of the book and the poise

of the man are alike remarkable. The interest centers

in the humanitarian work to which Jacob Riis was
led in following his duties as a newspaper reporter.

Largely through his untiring effort Mulberry bend,

one of the plague spots of the city of New York, was
wiped out, and parks and playgrounds for the poor
were secured. It was this work which led President

Roosevelt to speak of Mr. Riis as the most useful citi-

zen in New York.

This book will serve two important ends—it will

show how rapid is the transformation by which a raw
foreigner can be changed into a loyal and patriotic

citizen, and it will afford an example to young men
of a clean and true life lived in the midst of the con-

stant strain of temptation. It is a book whose influ-

ence for good will be wide and enduring.

Stories of the Colleges, being tales of life at the

great American universities, told by noted graduates.

J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. Price, $1.20 net.

This is not a history of American colleges, but is a

series of breezy stories hitting off some of the char-

acteristics of American college life. The stories are

from the pens of alumni who have gained distinction

in the world of letters. They are written in a healthy,

rollicking spirit, with fine insight into character, and
with not a little of the saving grace of good-natured
humor. The experiences and reminiscences which they

record throw a flood of light upon the inner workings
of college life. They give a succession of kodak pic-

tures taken when those concerned were in a condition

of undress. They will be read with delight by old

college graduates, who will laugh with moistened eyes
as they look back upon their callow days, and by
young people who are looking wistfully forward to

their entrance upon college.

The nine colleges connected with these stories are
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Columbia,.

West Point, Annapolis, Cornell and Chicago. This ar-

rangement follows the order of the dates of the char-

ters of these colleges ; and the list may be regarded as
fairly representative. The general impression which
these sketches produce is that our American college

life is in a healthy condition ; and that its influence

in the formation of character is on the side of what is

pure and manly and good.

The Romance of Religion, by Olive Vivian and Her-
bert Vivian, M. A. Illustrated. Longmans, Green,
New York. Pp.304. Price, $1.50.

The articles which are gathered in this volume have
appeared elsewhere in such magazines as The Wide
World, Pearson's, The Royal, The Saturday Review,
The Daily Graphic, etc., but it is an interesting collec-
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tion which one is now able to hold in his hand at one
time, giving as it does some of the curious ceremonies

which connect themselves with religious sentiment.

The reader wanders with these authors among strange

people in far corners of the world. Those religious

customs which are usually passed by in the hurried

life of most of us as mere superstitions, worthless and
degrading, are here searched out with a certain passion

of discovery which is supplemented with a deep de-

sire to know why a given custom has taken root on a

given soil and is made the vehicle of religious senti-

ment. The curious customs of Spain, Italy, parts of

Germany, Servia, Bulgaria, Ethiopia and Turkey are

given in such detail as to show a painstaking and care-

ful observation in many parts of the world. The cura-

tive use of images, the religious and commemorative
dances of some religious orders, the curious custom
of wearing masks in Tuscan processions commemorat-
ing religious events ; the manners and mysteries of

life in certain European nunneries ; the vows of per-

petual silence and perpetual adoration taken in some
religious orders ; Holy Week customs in different

countries
;

passion plays ; monastic retreats and their

treasures, are some of the many themes discussed in

this somewhat rambling, but unusually interesting, vol-

ume. Many of the themes are illustrated with ex-

cellent photographs, apparently taken by the travelers

themselves, whose individual work evidently supple-

mented each that of the other, as one was able to see

that side of various religious establishments to which
the other could not obtain admission.

The Soul of a Cat and Other Stories, by Margaret

Benson, with illustrations by Henriette Ronner and

from photographs. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

The soul of a cat! "Have cats souls?" some one

may be ready to ask. This book on canine psychology

does not go into the vexed question of instinct versus

reason ; but it

does afford abun-

dance of material

for the assump-
tion that cats have
a fair supply of

intelligence, and
manyhuman qual-

ities besides. Of
course there are

cats and cats, just

as there are men
and men, and the

cats who are im-

m o r t a 1 i zed in

these pages are among the elect of their kind. In

reading some of these bright sketches we can sym-
pathize with the remark of the famous woman who
said, "The more I know men, the better I like dogs."

These animal stories, while dealing mainly with

cats, include also sketches of a dog, a pair of parrots,

a peacock, and a barn door fowl. Of one of the par-

rots it is said, "Joey has a heart. It is not a very

admirable heart. Its fickleness is beyond description

:

he hates more hotly than he loves ; but the heart is

there." This is a mere suggestion of the racy quality

of the book. Its sympathy with all forms of animal

life, and its power to interpret them to others make
it a valuable book to put into the hands of children.

Little Men, Life at Plumfield with Jo's Boys, by
Louisa M. Alcott. Little, Brown & Co. Boston.

It is not too much to say that Louisa M. Alcott's
"Little Women" and "Little Men" must be reckoned
among the classics of child life. Every reader remem-
bers their first coming into his or her home, and the
pure unmitigated delight which their sunny purity,
vigor and kindliness yield at every page. They must
be placed along with "Tom Brown's Schooldays"
among the books that are likely to live and to carry
their message and blessing to many generations of hap'-

py boys and girls. This single volume edition of "Little

Men" ought to receive a warm welcome. The illus-

trations of Mr. Reginald B. Birch are not many
but good, and come in at interesting .crises of the story.

The whole get-up of the book is artistic and the print-

ing clear and pleasant to the eye.

Unto You, Young Women, by Archdeacon William

Sinclair. Lippincott & Co. Philadelphia.

Dr. Sinclair, the archdeacon of St. Paul's Cathedral,

London, has sent out an exceedingly interesting book
of addresses. He is well known for his broad and
healthy outlook upon life, combined with his earnest

devotion to the Christian Gospel. These qualities ap-

pear harmonized and made effective in the teachings

of this book. Volumes for young men are very numer-
ous, but those which deal with the specific problems
of young womanhood are much less frequently met.

This volume will therefore come as a welcome means
of instruction and encouragement to many of the better

educated voting women of our day. It is indeed to the

more intelligent that Dr. Sinclair speaks. He discusses

such subjects as unbelief, Christianity's gift to women,
modesty, the Golden Rule, cheerfulness, grumbling,

novels, plays, gossip and gambling. On these and other

subjects of a practical and religious nature, the arch-

deacon speaks in an easy yet striking and earnest man-
ner. He has abundant references, for purposes of illus-

tration, to history and literature, and on every topic

speaks both kindly and pointedly.

Gallopoff, the Talking Pony, by Tudor Jenks. Illus-

trated. Henry Altemus Company, Philadelphia. Pp.

243. Price, $1.00.

One of the burning questions of the time is the

proper reading for the little folks, and anything which

serves the double purpose of really interesting them,

and at the same time teaching helpful and inspiring

lessons of kindness, is worth while. The book named
above is just the 'sort one would wish to have for an
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evening's or even an hour's companionship with the

children. It serves all the admirable purposes of a

fairy story, with very much more of reality than fairy

stories usually have. It is, indeed, the experience of

a pony who, though he is not able to talk, at least can

teach some very useful lessons. Among the books

which every child, should have, such as "Grimm's Fairy

Tales," "Tom Brown," "Alice in Wonderland," the

Rollo books, "Black Beauty" and the rest, this one

may well have a place.

Reynard the Fox, pictured by J. J. Moro. Dana,

Estes & Co., Boston.

This handsome book of nearly two hundred pages
will be welcomed by the young folks at Christmastide.

It consists of a translation in rhyme of a well-known
German burlesque narrative, which has been familiar

in Germany for centuries, and has passed through
many editions in its original language. The story is a

reflection of social conditions in the period before the

Reformation in mid-Europe, and many of its scenes

which appear to be concerned only with laughable

events among the animals really contain subtle criti-

cisms of human society. Nevertheless, the story ele-

ment is not destroyed by this underlying motive, and
remains in itself an interesting and amusing narrative.

The illustrations are very well gotten up and add
greatly to the beauty and interest of the book.

The Little Lady-—Her Book, by Albert Bigelow

Paine, with illustrations by Mabel Humphrey and

others. Dodd, Mead & Co., New York.

One of the greatest discoveries of the modern times
has been the discovery of the child. Such books as

"Alice in Wonderland" have been the delight of chil-

dren as well as the study of thoughtful persons who
love the child nature. Seldom has any book come to

our desk with so many excellencies and with so little

to criticise adversely as "The Little Lady—Her Book."
The mechanical make-up will produce a good impres-
sion on any book-lover. To say nothing of its literary

merit, which is excellent, the publishers have made the

book a work of art which cannot fail to have a refining

influence upon all children—and grown persons alike

—who may read its fascinating pages. The beautiful
paper, the clear type, the fine illustrations, are not only

attractive, but have an artistic value which parents
cannot fail to appreciate. While the book is profusely

illustrated, such original drawings as "Come and see

my store, papa," are of genuine merit. There are near-

ly fifty of these beautiful illustrations. Besides the

tender touches in the book, there are many strong
moral lessons in the course of the narrative.

Folly in Fairyland, by Caroline Wells. Henry Al-

temus Company, Philadelphia.

This is a beautifully printed book. It will make
an excellent Christmas gift for the children. Little

Florinda, who called herself Folly, visits Fairyland
in her dreams and becomes acquainted with the char-

acters of many of our familiar stories. She meets
"Cinderella at Home," visits "Beauty and the Beast,"

attends the "Wolf's Party," and goes with "Puss-in-

Boots" to see the sleeping beauty. The book makes
a wholesome appeal to the imagination of the child.

Bobtailed Dixie, by Abbie N. Smith. The Abbey

Press. New York.

Who does not love a household dog, and who can
resist Bobtailed Dixie, who comes to know him as Miss
Smith helps us to know her dog ? He stands before us
in one photograph after another, giving us the impres-

sion that these chapters are literally true of a certain

dog we know of, in a certain family we know, who live

in a certain Congregational parsonage. The story of

this dog is written with delicate insight, humor, sym-
pathy and skill. We trust that it will have many read-

ers and teach many to have a still deeper sympathy
for their own dogs.

Select Sunflowers, by Harry Edward Mills. Sun-

flower Press. Fort Scott, Kansas.

Here is a little volume of one hundred pages, thick

smooth paper, pretty cloth binding, with a sunflower
in gold, which brings to us the poetical efforts of a new
writer. He must receive a warm welcome from those

who read his pages. There is something unusually

healthy and bright in his view of life, while at the same
time he has a variety of language, vivid insight into

both the humor and pathos of life and a good gift of

imagination. His best work is as yet done in dialect,

and some of his most delightful poems deal with child-

hood. Mr. Mills has not yet arrived at his full powers,

but his work certainly gives hope that he will make
contributions of some importance to American poetry.

He will forgive us for quoting the following lines

entire

:

"Grandma ¥ays the "Bill."

Before the busy merchant
Stood pretty little Bess.

"I want some cloff for dollie.

Enough to make a dwess."

"What color, little lady?"
The pleasant dealer said.

"Why, don't you know?" she answered,
"I want it awful red."

He smiled and cut the fabric

For the delighted little Miss.
"What does it cost?" she questioned.

He answered, "Just one kiss."

And then the clerks who heard her
Went roaring up and down.

"My Dran'ma said she'd pay you
Next time she comes to town."
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Golden Gejct—Christ our "Passoxler is sacrificed_for as.

Cor. 5; 7.

A. CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S JVOGES' Off
&HE LE^S'S'OJV.

ELIAS A. LONG.

Setting of the Lesson.

HE time of the Exodus is placed in the lat-

Tter part of March or early in April, B. C.

1491. It is generally believed that Me-
nephtah, son of Rameses II, was the Pha-
raoh at this time. The first journey was
from Rameses to Succoth. Ex. 12:37.

The Deliverance of the Lord,

At last the mightiest nation of antiquity,

the nation capable of building the vast

pyramids, and endless monuments and
tombs, that to this day testify to Egypt's

greatness, was to be humbled by One of "mighty hand."

Ex. 32:11. The time of the deliverance of the Israel-

ite slaves was one in which the most intense .excite-

ment and grief were strangely mingled with joy inex-

pressible throughout Egypt. Who can picture the

gladness on the part of the Israelites as their visions of

freedom, so long unfulfilled, were to be realized? In

that fateful night, on the other hand, agonizing cries

irent the air, as the death blow fell on every home from
-sea to cataract.

But in these verses, referring to shedding the blood

-of thousands of lambs, there is a higher lesson than

that of a nation's deliverance. The passover sacrifice

of that night points to the race's redemption by the

blood of Christ. Our Master not only is the "Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world" (V. 3 ; Rev.

13:8), but as shown by our golden text Christ is our

Passover.

V. 1, 2. Change of Calendar. "In the land of Egypt."
Moses in withdrawing from Pharaoh's presence (Ch. 10:29)
doubtless passed into the land of Goshen to carry out the

arrangements for delivering his nation. * * * "This
month." So momentous is the event that the very order of
the year was changed, for Moses appointed that Nisan or
Abib (Ch. 13:4), instead of Adar as formerly, should be the

first month of the year. This month corresponded to a part

each of our March and April. With the coming of God in the

person of Jesus the calendar of the world, both civil and
religious was changed.

V. 3. AH Goshen Stirred. "Speak ye . . . they
shall." The word "shall" appears twenty-nine times in this

chapter. Before God can deliver, the people must bring their

wills in subjection to his. It is a noble spectacle of their

faith that when they received this command "the people
bowed the head and worshiped." V. 27. * * * "Unto all

the congregation." Israel now must have been a nation of

some two million people. Moses directed "all the elders"

(V. 21), and they would pass on the word to others through-
out Goshen. * * * "Tenth day of the month." Four days
before the feast. * * * "Take . . . lamb." The
most gentle and innocent of all God's creatures was chosen,
typical of the Lamb of God. John 1 :2<). The valuables pro-
vided by the Egyptians (Ch. 11:2) would aid the poor slaves

in procuring the many victims required. * * * "For a

house." For a family or neighborhood circle. All were
members of one body, type of the church.

V. 4. Bond of Fellowship. * * * "Let him and his

neighbor." This eating together in a great feast of all the
people was a covenant of unity among themselves. So of

our partaking of the Lord's Supper, commemorating our Pass-
over, "we being many are one bread and body." 1 Cor.
10:7. * * * "Every man according to his eating." The
distribution was thus to be planned with prudence and
economy, in order that of the multitudes some might not
have an excess of the feast and others go without.

V. 5. The Victims. "Lamb without blemish." Had it

borne a mark of the slightest deformity or deficiency, it could
not fitly represent Jesus. Pet. .1:19. * * * "Of the first

year." An animal in its prime, as Jesus offered himself in

his prime when he_ "began to be about thirty years of age."
Luke 3:23. * * * "From the sheep or from the goats."
As there had been no provision for rearing the vast number
of lambs required for this sacrifice, young goats also were
allowed. 2 Chr. 35:7.

V. 6. Time for Deliberation. "Ye shall keep it up."

As sacred for use four days later. The interval would allow
spiritual impressions to be received, as the people conversed
and meditated on the unusal event. * * * "The whole
assembly." All the people, but not in one place. * * *

"Shall kill it in the evening." Afternoon or early eventide,

as some time would be required to slay and roast the lambs.

Jesus, the Lamb of God, was offered at the time of the Pass-
over feast, for "at the ninth hour" (3 p. m.) he uttered a loud
voice and gave up the ghost. Mark 15 134, 37.

V. 7. The Human Element. "Take of the blood." The
people were to do such things as they could and God would
do what they could not. Blood represents life. Lev. 17:11.

It indicates that the ultimate blessing was at the cost of
blood. It typifies the blood of Christ, the life, the love, the

heart, the whole quality of Deity. * * * "Strike it." The
blood was to be applied by a bunch of hyssop twigs. V. 27.

Hyssop thus became a symbol of cleansing (Num. 19:18; Ps.

51:7), as the blood itself became an emblem of the atone-
ment made by Christ. 1 Pet. 1:2; Heb. 9:13, 14; 8:10. * * *

"On the two side posts." Also above the door, where it

might be looked up to, not on the threshold to be trodden
under foot. Heb. 10 129.

V. 8-10. Feast of Fellowship. "Shall eat the flesh." To
receive and appropriate what God had provided for them.
So in the Lord's Supper we are to appropriate him spirit-

ually. Gal. 2:20. * * * "In that night." The lamb was
6lain before sunset on the 14th and eaten after sunset the

evening of the 15th Abib. * * * "Roast with fire." The
only proper course in preparing an entire animal. * * *

"Unleavened bread." Such bread is spoken of as "the bread
of affliction" in Deut. 16 13. In the New Testament unleav-
ened bread represents sincerity and truth (1 Cor. 5:8); leav-

en, corruption. Mark 8:15. * * * "Bitter herbs." It called

to mind the bitterness of their experience in Egypt. * * *

"Eat not of it raw." V. 9. It was not to be a barbarous
feast, as encouraged by many idolators. True religion civil-

izes. * * * "Nor sodden"—that is, nor boiled—for in

boiling the water dissipates tissue, flavor and strength, which,
with all the savor, are retained in roasting. * * * "Head

. legs . . . purtenance." The entire animal as a

perfect symbol of Christ. John 19 :33-36. * * * "That
which remaineth . . . burn." V. 10. Such parts as were
unfit for food ; these, with any other that remained, the

flames were to consume.

V. 11. In Rea "Loins girded." The
loose outer clothing 10 oe turned up and fastened in a girdle.

In Christ's service we are to have "our loins girded about
with truth." Ep. 6:14. * * * "Shoes on your feet." So
the Christian is to have the shoes of readiness, for whatever
work the Master leads in. Ep. 6:15. * * * "It is the

Lord's Passover." The Lord's Supper of ancient days, as

the Christian's memorial feast is the present Lord's Supper.

It was a memorial of the Lord's mercy.

V. 12. Pass Through Egypt. "I will pass through."
God was to be the direct agency in inflicting this judgment.
* * * "All the first born." Objects of Egyptian worship.
It included beasts. Every town had its sacred animals, while
lower forms of animal life, such as frogs and beetles, were
worshiped. Because of sin the lower beasts were to suffer

with their masters. How much pain have sin and lack of

mercy wrought upon dumb brutes in all ages! Rom. 8:2,

Prow 12:10. * * * "Against all the gods of Egypt."
Doubtless the reference is to the sacred river and the sacred
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animals at which the plagues were aimed. Dr. Alexander says

that the Nile lost its sacredness when it was turned to blood

;

serpent worship was made absurd when Moses' rod devoured
the other serpents. So the plague of murrain against the

beasts sacred to the god Apis would reveal the momentous
truth that the Egyptians' religion was useless. .

* * * "I

am the Lord." The one great truth manifested by the judg-
ment.

V. 13. Pass Over Israel. "The blood shall be to you
for a token." A sign of their compliance with the will of

God and thus a source of strength to them in what was
before. In that act of obedience there would come forth a

peace and a helpful staying of the mind. Thus confession of
Christ's name, attendance on his service and partaking of his

ordinance are a sign to others and a token to the participant.
* * * "When I see the blood I will pass over you." The sign

showed their faith and obedience. Man, not God, needed this

sign. The whole Gospel is in fact summed up just here,

"When I see the blood I will pass over you." The blood is

the central idea of all the revelation of God. Is man
redeemed? It is through Christ's blood. Eph. 1:7; 1 Pet.

1:18. Are any ransomed from sin? It is by the slain Lamb
of God. Mark 10:45. Are these justified? "Being now
justified by his blood." Rom. 5:9. Are these cleansed and
made whole? His blood cleanseth from all sin. 1 John 1:7.

Are they arrayed in spotless robes? They have washed their

robes in the blood of the Lamb. Rev. 7:14. Are sinners

cast off at last? It is because they have trampled under foot
the blood of the Son of God. Heb. 10:29. (Robinson.)
* * * "When I smite." The smiting was necessary that

the world might know that he is the Lord. V. 12.

V. 14. Perpetual Remembrance. "This day
for a memorial." It was a day of God's appointment to help
them remember his mercy, and to inspire trust in him as
their helper. * * * "Throughout your generation." The
Divine Heart knows man's need of tangible forms and
memorials as an aid to his development in the unseen things
of the Spirit. * * * "The feast by an ordinance forever."

At the last Passover feast which Jesus attended he inaug-
urated a change from that to the Greater Passover- or Lord's
Supper, which is to be observed "till he come again." In its

latter form, instead of a memorial of one nation's deliverance,

it becomes a token of the greater deliverance of all nations
from the power of sin through the Lamb of God.

V. 15-17. Form of observance. "Seven days shall ye
eat." Here follow instructions in detail for this national
festival as it was to be celebrated in later ages.

COJIVE'RSIOfl.
REV. DR. AMORY H. BRADFORD.

HATEVER unbelievers in Christianity mayW assert concerning other things, they would
not deny that great changes are wrought
in character and conduct by what is called

conversion. The supernatural cause would
doubtless be denied, but the change in the

individual would not be disputed. I am
not attempting to account for these

changes, but only to show that there are

facts outside the physical series as un-
questionable, and probably as numerous, as

those within it, which have a claim on the attention of

all who seek a scientific explanation of the life of

man. Illustrations by the thousand could be given
of those whose heredity was bad enough to bind them
to evil as with chains of steel ; whose actual indulgence
in vicious courses had been long continued ; and
whose environment was full of gross and selfish in-

fluences, who yet without cause (using cause as a
force in the physical series) were truly converted.

If it be thought that motives more or less selfish, such
as desire for outward prosperity, account for the

change in some, this explanation utterly fails in the

case of those who surrender all that ministers to

selfishness, and devote themselves to undoing the

mischief of their previous lives.

When the phenomena of conversion in thousands

of instances are studied scientifically, what is discov-

ered ? Events without a physical cause ; an absolute

revolution in character and life, due neither to any
discoverable element of heredity, nor to any difference

in environment. Due to what, then ? Either to a sov-

ereign act of will, or to a change of spiritual environ-

ment which Christians call the presence of the Holy
Ghost—probably to both. I once read a paper on
heredity to one who is now in the front rank of his

profession—a man of fine and noble character. As
point after point was made, an aspect of solemnity

crept over the face of the hearer. Before the reading

had ceased, he was called out of the room, and, taking

the chair he occupied, I saw written on a scrap of

paper on the table these words : "That is true, and

my heredity is all pure devil." Afterward I found

that what he had written was probably true. Yet he

determined that the devil should be chained, and
chained he has been ; with full many a tendency to-

ward base living, the man walks the earth everywhere

useful and deservedly honored. A Christian would
doubtless call this an example of the Spirit's work
in that man, and quite justly; but even the Spirit of

God does little without the consent of the individual.

A TEfi-yEAH-OLT) THILOSO-
THEH.

Rev. J. M. Green of Chicago, when a representative

of the American Home Finding Association, was once

presenting the cause of the latter in a village church

near the city. The community in which the church

was situated was peculiar in the fact that a large ma-
jority of the farmers about the church were young or

middle-aged married people, and many of them child-

less. Children were scarce in that neighborhood. The
aforesaid farmers also knew how to take care of the

pennies.

Dr. Green, however, thought that he had a promis-

ing field upon which to work. After a plea of nearly

an hour with the farmers that they take children, espe-

cially boys, to nurture and care for—a plea that

brought the audience to tears—he dismissed the meet-
ing. He expected a number of applications for chil-

dren but received not one. Almost discouraged the

doctor left the church to take dinner with a prominent
member. A ten-year-old son sat at the table, and seem-
ed to be in deep thought as the meal progressed. Fi-

nally he said

:

"Strange, wasn't it, mamma?"
"What was strange, my son?"
"Why, mamma, if Dr. Green had offered them a

pig, or a calf, or a colt, today, they would each have
wanted one, but they wouldn't take a boy."
The ten-year-old saw what many older ones mourn

over, that human life is still too cheap.

We have a liking for the man who is not above
admitting that he comes short. He is a much mor«
pleasant and helpful person than he who seems to

walk the road with never a stumble. The confessed
shortcomer is natural and therefore lovable. St.

Peter's fall, confession and rise have inspired many to

renewed effort to whom "the loved disciple's" unfail-

ing faith has been as discouragement. To continue
steadfast as John seemed so difficult, well-nigh im-
possible, but new hope came with remembrance of the

fallen apostle's uprising and triumph. The short-

comer will pray with Whittier:
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THE HOME
My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter VII.

N the journey up to London, at one of the

large stations, looking from our window,

we were interested in watching a pathetic

parting between a mother and her little

boy, who was apparently going to school

for the first time, in charge of an older

brother. As the train steamed off and we
caught a glimpse of the poor, pale mother
left alone behind, Waldo turned to me, and,

in sudden wondering excitement, asked me :

"Nell, dear, how is it I have never had
a. mother. Didn't father like them?"

This was the first inquiry of the sort he had made
to me, and the quaintness and the suddenness of it

(

took me completely aback, f knew him to be alto-

gether unaware of the sad story that had marred his

father's life. Allan had told me that he knew noth-

ing, and it seems that Dr. Vorstrovna, too, had kept

back from him all information on the subject. I was
glad to think that all that was necessary for him to

learn he would learn from me.

Now, though I am of opinion that the clouds of

doubt and of distrust should never be allowed to set-

tle on the heads of little children, yet none the less do
I think that they should not be brought up in a fairy-

land of golden illusion, only to be dispelled rudely at

their first real contact with the hard, grim world. I

think the shock of their faith then is not to be com-
pensated for by all the enchantment of those early

days. Moreover, Waldo was not as most children

are. The piteous sadness and the long martyrdom of

those tiny years had, whilst leaving his childishness

intact, nevertheless made him wise beyond his age

and quick to respond most sweetly to the least call for

sympathy. Swiftly it dawned on me that the only

way I could present this unknown mother to him was
so that he should feel compelled to pour out on her

some of the store of love with which his little heart

was loaded. I sometimes think that Allan's spirit, like

a good angel, was hovering about me and inspired me
with this idea.

"You had your mother, dear, like all other little

boys," I said, as he patiently awaited my reply.

"Oh, Nell, did I really? Why did I never see her?"

"Because—she went away, dear."

"Where, Nell? To heaven, like father?"

"No, not to heaven ; to St. Petersburg."

I do not know the man who could have faced those

dear and solemn eyes and told them aught but the

truth, no matter how bitter or how bare that truth

might be.

He looked at me with a very puzzled expression.

I remember likening his face to a crumpled rose leaf.

Then, as the train whirled on and he lay back in my
arms with his head on my shoulder, I told him.

"Once father married some one who was very beau-
tiful, because he loved her so. A great famine was
Over the land where she lived, and the times were very
sad and dark. Though her home was in a great castle,

she was poor and lonely, and had no one in the world

to care for her, and at last even her home fell into the

hands of strangers. But father took her away with

him to Kiev—you remember Kiev?—and did all he
could to make her happy and beautiful. In time God
sent them a little boy—who was just this same old

Waldo and no one else ! So things went on until it

somehow came to pass that they heard of Waldo's
lovely mother at the Russian Court, and the Emperor
and the Empress remembered that they had known her
people. So they sent for her, and her beauty was
talked of everywhere, and they kept her at St. Peters-

burg; that is to say, she never came back to little

Waldo. There are many things we cannot understand.

We cannot understand, you and I, how she should

have chosen to live in palaces and dine with kings,.

wear costly dresses and sparkling jewels, drive out in

gorgeous carriages, and have liveried servants to at-

tend her, when at home, beyond and so far above all

these things, father's love was waiting for her. We must
not blame her, you and I. She was very young, and
people are not made all alike. Some forget. They
do not seem to think. Yet I have a fancy, dear old

man, that some day she will hear how father was taken

from you, and how you lay in lonely pain for long,

long months, waiting till Nell should come. Then
perhaps she will see all that she has missed, all that

she might have been, all that she might have done,

and her grief will be very great, because there is no
grief like that which knows that what has been lost

can never be found again—what has been done can

never be atoned for or undone. So we should be
sorry for her, you and I. Do you know that almost

the last words father said to Nell were: 'If you ever

see her, tell her—let little Waldo tell her—that I loved

her, always, always.' And father would like to think

that, if she wanted it, his boy had tried to love her,

too."

He was silent for a long time. Then slowly his eyes

filled with tears, and he set his little mouth hard and
firm. But he only said: "Then. Nell, of course I

shall."

It was but February, and the London season was not

as yet in full swing. The great specialist was called to

the Riviera immediately on our arrival and nearly

three weeks elapsed before his return to town. The
days were mild and sweet, and little Waldo had rest

from pain, and saw many strange and wonderful
sights, and was gay and glad exceedingly. One after-

noon we were in Bond street, passing through on our
way to the park, where Waldo loved to note the signs

of the coming spring, the call of the birds, the soft

brown haze that hangs upon budding trees, the hya-

cinths and crocuses that would ere long be bursting

into beauty, the faint blue skies that seemed afraid,

he used to say, to smile quite properly ! It happened
that where the street is narrowest there was a dead
block of some duration, and in the crush the various

carriages and omnibuses got very closely jammed to-

gether. I was looking casually into a shop window
on my left, I think, when a little hand was thrust

through my arm and a little voice said, very softly

:

"Nell, I do think that is the beautifullest face I

have ever seen."

I turned my eyes to where his were fixed, and there

I saw that which for a moment seemed to stop the

beating of my heart. More than once had Allan, in

the pride and delight of his heart, sent me photographs
of her whom he had loved so well. I knew that at

last I looked upon his wife.
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She was alone. She sat erect in her carriage, look-

ing dreamily across the crowded street. We were
driving in opposite directions and thus sat facing each
other. Suddenly her eyes met mine, then fell from
me to little Waldo at my side. Then a mighty scarlet

blaze crept up into her clear, pale face ; her eyes took
on a startled, pained expression ; her lips parted ; she
made a nervous movement with her hands. But grad-
ually the obstruction to the traffic was broken and she
passed from our sight.

"You think her so very beautiful, old man ?" I asked
him, wondering if he had noticed the emotion that

had moved her as the wind may move a slender flower.

"Oh, very ! But I think I like the faces like Barbara's
best. They are so kind and smiley."

—

The Quiver.

(To be continued.)

THE QX/IET HOWR.
[Tlie International Bible Beading Association Dally Readlngi.]

3Y THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

THE TASSOVE'R,
' Christ our pajjo-Oer is sacrificedfor us"— / Corinthians 5:7,

Monday, "December 9—Ejcodus 12: ll-lO,

•1 saw the sheep with their lambs, and thought on
the Lamb of God."

There is his whiteness most white. He is the Lamb
without blemish, flawless, stainless, perfect. Even
the sceptics acknowledge his peerless excellence. There
can be no better translation of the rule of virtue from
the abstract to the concrete, John Stuart Mill says,

than to live so that Jesus Christ will approve my life.

And O that I may see his beauty, and may be changed
into it too

!

There are his sorrows, keen, awful, transcendent.
The Paschal Lamb killed by the congregation of

Israel in the evening—it is the picture of him who,
from morning to evening, one April day, hung bleed-

ing on the Cross for me.

There is the health that comes from him to me. I

eat his flesh, I drink his blood ; I live by faith on the

Son of God ; and my death is past, my spiritual impo-
tence is at an end. I am ready for the pilgrim-march
on to the bound of the waste. I have rest through his

sorrow. I am strong in my dying and undying Lord.

Tuesday. December lO—Ejcodus 12: 11-20.

"When I see the blood," said God, "I will pass over
you."

Unbelief has always cried out against the doctrine

of substitution, of the laying of my guilt on Jesus, of

my deliverance through his obedience and his blood.

It has many a specfous argument to bring against it.

But I can appeal to more witnesses than one in defense
of the slighted truth.

I take the soul which has been thoroughly awakened
to the knowledge of its sin. It sees itself, utterly un-
worthy, helpless to do anything for its salvation. What
is the one sight which brings it peace? What is the

one medicine for its disease ? It is the Cross of Christ.

It is the Lamb bruised, wounded, dying.

Or I make my appeal to the holiest and most decided
Christians. I ask them where they find strength to

overcome temptation, and to finish the work given them
to do. And their reply is, At the foot of the Cross.

They know that they should have died where Jesus
died ; they know that they pierced his hands and feet

and side ; and they feel that they belong to One who
loved them so.

Wednesday. December ll—Ejcodu-tl2:21-30,

When I read the Old Testament, it grows plain to

me that, from the very beginning, God has been grap-
pling with the problem of my sin, and with the ques-

tion of how it must be met.

That great sacrificial system which he enjoined on
the Jewish people ; what was it all but God's partial

revealing of his Savior and his redemption? It proves
that the death of my Lord Jesus was no after thought

;

that, on the contrary, it was determined long, long
ago. The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews is

right when he tells me that the priests and offerings

of the Old Covenant were only the "copies of things

in the heavens, only the pictures of God's thoughts
about how my salvation was to be accomplished. It is

not Calvary that is moulded on Leviticus, but Levit-

icus that is moulded on Calvary ; for Calvary, with its

accursed tree and the Sufferer who bled willingly

there, has been in God's mind age after age.

Uhursday, December 12—Ejcodus 12: 31-4-2.

"It is a night to be much observed." And is it not

well for me to recall the years of the right hand of the

Most High? Is it not wise to remember my Lord's
mighty doings in the past? I know of nothing better

fitted to strengthen my own faith.

The God of those who went before me was a living

God. People question today whether there is any
Maker and Governor of the world. But my fathers,

for whom he did great things, were sure of him, and
would have doubted their own personality sooner than
doubt his. They bid me believe and be persuaded that

he lives.

And the God of the ancient saints was an accessible

God. In their hour of need they spoke to him, spoke
simply and fervently and every day. And they were
confident that he answered them ; they had innumerable
convincing proofs of it. They assure me that he is

near me, and that in everything I should make my re-

quests known to him.

Friday. December 13—Ejvodus 13: 3-10.

Not less' conspicuous than the age-long love of the

Father is the age-long love of the Son. There is a

fine story in early church history, the story of the

march of Ignatius from Antioch to Rome, to his

martyrdom there. He turned the march to such good
account. The chains were on him, binding him to the

rough soldiers who guarded him like leopards. Before
him was the great amphitheater, with its ten thousand
spectators, in the midst of whom he should stand for

Christ, until the lions tore him limb from limb.

Through town after town he traveled to his doom.
Deputations greeted him. Messengers bore away his

farewell letters to the churches. "Good and fair it

is," he told his friends, "to sink to death for God in-

the West, that I may rise to meet him in his own
East."

But the march of Ignatius sinks into nothingness
alongside of the march of Christ. Through many a

century he anticipated his death. Old Testament
Psalms and Prophecies were his letters about it; Old
Testament sacrifices shadowed forth his one perfect

sacrifice. O, the matchless love of Jesus, my Savior!

Saturday. December 14—MarK. 14-; 12-25.

Here is the reality of which the Passover was the

emblem.
How much Jesus sorrowed ! He was betrayed by
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one of his friends. He knew, before it came, the death

to which he was going out; he could speak of his

broken body and his outpoured blood. For long there

had been the mystery of pain in his soul, for long the

mark of the Cross on his brow. The Man of Sorrows
indeed

!

How dearly Jesus loved ! When he talked in this

calm and collected way of his sufferings, it becomes
manifest to me that it was no sudden impulse of gener-
ous feeling which prompted him to die. He moves
onward to a foreseen and accepted anguish.

How freely Jesus bled ! It was the Father's will

that he should be put to grief, but evidently it is his

own will too. With his heart's consent he goes step

by step down the slow descent to the terrible ending
—the pain of body and mind, the hiding of God's
blessed face, the ignominous Cross, the imprisoning
tomb.

How greatly Jesus saves ! Not for himself but for

me he laid down his life. That I might be ransomed
and delivered he chose the dolorous way, and he
walked it with willing feet to the sad and glorious

Hill.

Sunday. December 15—1. "Peter 1: 13-22.

If I am redeemed by One "who was foreknown in-

deed before the foundation of the world," then is my
salvation absolutely secure. The gates of hell shall

not prevail against it.

It was not even on Calvary, nor yet in Bethlehem,
that he became my Savior. I was in his thought and
his affection whilst Calvary and Bethlehem lay in the

distant future. He suffered and bled for me in pur-
pose and resolution, while he was yet in the heavenly
places. He has loved me vicariously from everlasting

to everlasting. For me he is "the Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world."

The Little Champion .*

BY CARMEN SYLVA (QUEEN ELIZABETH OF ROUMANIA).

(Continued from last week.)

OW fall to, my little friends, and do justice

to my fare !" At this instant the fairy

waved her distaff and with one accord the

birds in the branches overhead began to

sing so sweetly many of the children for-

got the food and drink before them and
could only listen.

And when they did begin to eat and
drink, very discreetly at first, taking only
wee morsels and little tiny sips of nectar,

so that their kind hostess might not per-
cieve that the portions she had provided would be
rather small even for birds, being scarcely a mouthful
for hungry children after a long walk—when they did
begin, why then they found there was no end to the
good things set before them. They ate and drank,
and yet the rose-leaf plates were never empty, the
acorn cups were always full of nectar.

Care, too, was taken that their banqueting hall

should never become too hot. Splendid peacock but-
terflies and great blue moths, bigger and more beauti-

ful than any the children had ever seen before, kept
hovering round them, fanning them, and setting the

air perpetually in motion with the beating of their

wings. When all the patties were eaten, birds came
and removed the rose leaves, and more followed car-

rvincf beech leaves and oak leaves filled with all sorts

of delicious little cakes and tarts. And it seemed as

if these would never be done, for no sooner did any
one think to himself, "I should like a little more of

that cake," than a fresh slice was before him. And
the squirrels fetched fresh milk in campanula flowers,

and bumblebees brought honey in nutshells skillfully

hollowed out by the squirrels. The water, too, was
inexhaustible : the nutshell pitchers were always full,

however much one drank, and the water in them re-

mained as cool as if it were just drawn from the

spring. Then came fruit of all sorts, in and out of

season, cherries and raspberries, strawberries and
peaches, pears and mulberries, apricots and grapes, all

piled up on little wicker carts pushed along by deer,

who kept running up behind them and giving little

pushes with their foreheads. At that sight the young-
sters broke out into such shouts of delight the wild
creatures would most certainly all have taken flight

had not the fairy made them understand these children

were really not dangerous, they only had a somewhat
boisterous fashion of expressing their joy. And when
the mirth was at its highest she waved her magic
distaff over their heads and they all sank back asleep

among the flowers. Their slumber, though it only

lasted a few minutes, refreshed them as though they

had slept the whole night long, and when they woke,
rubbing their eyes, they found that each one had had
a different beautiful dream.

In the meantime the little carts had been packed
with all sorts of good things : "You may take these

home for the little brothers and sisters," said the kind
fairy ; "and now I have one thing more in store for

you, a great pleasure, the very greatest that there is.

You shall all have presents to give to one another!"

And as she spoke she passed her fingers through her

her hair, and from out the long silver threads she kept

drawing some lovely jewel or toy or chased gold orna-

ment, and handed it to each child in turn.

At first they could only stare enraptured at the

magic gifts ; then suddenly they remembered what
they had them for, and they began giving them away,
each one to his or her dearest friend. Only two want-
ed to keep their presents for themselves, and imme-
diately the precious stones were changed into jumping
frogs that hopped away and would not let themselves

be caught. Finally the last two children to receive

gifts were allowed to choose for themselves. The
one was a little girl whose parents were very, very

poor, and she wished that her brothers and sisters

might never be cold or hungry again during the com-
ing winter. "Good," said the fairy; "you shall not

only have your wish, dear child, but what is more, if

ever again you feel afraid that bad times are at hand,

then you have only to rub this thread I give you from
my spindle and all will go well. But remember, the

spindle only helps those who are themselves indus-

trious, and to prove it I will show you what I spun
during the short time you were asleep." And the air

was suddenly filled with shining silken threads, so

fine the children were afraid of touching them, lest

they should break, and the threads began to shimmer
in a thousand changing colors, red and yellow and
green and blue, and some laid themselves as broad

ribbons round the children's hats or as scarfs across

their broad shoulders, whilst others became little flags

at the end of straws, which they had only to put their

hands out for. And quickly several more little carts

were laden with pretty ribbons and scarfs for the little

ones at home.
(To be continuedA
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General
Church NeWs

ACROSS THE WA.TETR.
The twenty-first annual convention

of the Christian Association of Great

Britain was held recently at the West
London Tabernacle. Nearly 2,500 Dis-

ciples now belong to the association.

Church extension was felt to be a

pressing need and it was resolved to

ask J. H. Bicknell to leave his Liver-

pool pastorate and go into the field to

present the plea of the Disciples. A
Church of Christ is to be established

at Brighton, England. For this and

other purposes pledges were made
amounting to nearly £600. Four new
missionaries were present at this con-

vention, who were on the point of de-

parture for India; also Miss Josepha

Franklin about to return to her work
at Damoh, India.

It is considered that the Ecumenical
Conference of the Methodists did much
to foster a spirit of fellowship and co-

operation, which has been growing

during the past twenty years. There

is now a standing committee on con-

certed action made up of representa-

tives from all the branches of Meth-

odism on the other side of the water,

some of whom were formerly hardly

on speaking terms with each other.

There is a distinct trend towards

union also in world-wide Methodism.

In Ireland Methodism became a unit

twenty-three years ago, and a little

later the four or five branches in Can-

ada became one. More recently still

Australasian Methodists were united

in one body. It is affirmed that in all

these cases there has been no result-

ing friction, but the gain in influence

and progress has been marked. Rev.

Hugh Price Hughes, although prevent-

ed by ill-health from being present, sent

a letter to the conference in which he
said that the one great essential to

the continued success of Methodism
was organic union. A resolution was
offered and passed, declaring ultimate

union to be the will of God and ex-

pressing confidence that in due time
it would be realized.

The twentieth century fund of Brit-

ish Baptists now amounts in subscrip-

tions to £185,414, of which £121,600
has been paid in. The amount aimed
at is £250,000, and at the Baptist

Union meetings in Edinburgh a re-

newed effort was made to secure wid-
ened interest in the fund. It is pro-

posed to raise the remainder largely
in shilling contributions from a multi-
tude of persons who could easily afford

so small a sum. The object of the fund
is denominational extension and edu-
cational enlargement at home and the
broadening of mission work abroad.

Rev. F. B. Meyer, so widely known
and revered, has resigned the pastor-
ate of Christ Church, London, to de-
vote the remainder of his life to evan-

gelistic work. After thirty-five years

of pastoral life he feels he can no
longer endure the strain a large

church puts on him in addition to the

outside work to which he feels spe-

cially" called. He desires to "travel

quietly through the world, and spe-

cially through Great Britain and Ire-

land, the colonies and the United
States, doing what he can to quicken
and raise the standard of Christian

living." Surely nothing is more
needed.

Report was made to the English

Presbyterian synod that the contribu-

tions of its churches to foreign mis-

sions were increased during the ec-

clesiastical year just ended, by $30,000

over the previous year, making a to-

tal in the current report of $176,000.

The building fund of $250,000 was also

completed within the year. The net
increase of membership was 1,570, giv-

ing an aggregate strength of 76,111.

The sociological tendency was mani-
fested strongly in the synod. Com-
mittees were appointed to study meth-
ods for bringing the church into the
fuller confidence of the poor and to

agitate for better housing of the tene-

ment population.

The transfer of Rev. Dr. John Hun-
ter from Glasgow to London is an
event of importance in British Con-
gregationalism. He preached his fare-

well sermon in Glasgow Sept. 15. The
London Christian World hopes that he
will become in that city a leader in

theological reconstruction and in de-

nominational esprit de corps.

Rev. Thomas Richardson, the found-

er of the Bible and Prayer Union, re-

cently passed away in London. He had
been Vicar of St. Benet's, Mile End,
for about thirty years. He commenced
the Bible-reading Union in 1876 with
fifty members; since then 350,000 have
been connected with it.

Miss Helen Gladstone, daughter of

the "Grand Old Man," has been warden
of the Women's University Settlement,

Southward—a part of London—since

early in September. Formerly Miss
Gladstone was dean of Newnham, the
college for women at Oxford. She has
given up her high educational work
in order to prosecute a practical social

effort among the industrious poor of

Blackfriars Road and the Borough.
As warden she will be the head of a
band consisting of sixteen members
and students, all of whom are earnest
workers in the cause of social reform.

Six colonial Presbyterian denomina-
tions in Australia have federated into

one continental church. Joint confer-

ences and conventions biennially or
oftener during the last twenty years
have paved the way to this desirable

consummation. The deed of union was
signed by the moderators of the six

constituent assemblies in the great
Centennial hall at Sydney, and the Rev.
J. Meiklejohn, of South Melbourne,
one of the leading agents in the work
of federation, was at once elected mod-
erator of the first general assembly.

Forty presbyteries and 450 congrega-

tions are comprised in the Presbyterian

church of Australia, and the combina-
tion has imbued its membership in all

parts of the island continent with an
added sense of power and a fresh im-
pulse to energetic aggression.

The Summer school of Oxford Uni-
versity had an enrollment of 1,000 stu-

dents, about one-fifth coming from out-

side Great Britain. Nearly every coun-
try in Europe was numerously repre-

sented, while about forty came from
the United States and Canada. Daily
lectures were given by university pro-

fessors on history, astronomy and oth-

er topics, with special classes in the
English language and in education.
One of the most notable lectures was
by the Bishop of Ripon, on "The Epic
with Special Relation to Dante."

Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop, the most
famous woman traveler now living,

has volunteered for mission service in
India, having offered her service to
the Anglican bishop of Calcutta. Mrs.
Bishop was a scoffer at missions when
she began the tours described in her
books of travel, but what she saw of

WRITE, "RIGHT.
" Scatter "Decent. Helpful

Things."

Good, philosophical Ras Wilson
once said to a new reporter, "Young
man, write as you feel, but try to feel

right. Be good humored toward ev-

ery one and everything. Believe that
other folks are just as good as you
are, for they are. Give 'em your best
and bear in mind that God has sent
them, in his wisdom, all the trouble
they need, and it is for you to scatter

gladness and decent, helpful things
as you go. Don't be particular about
how the stuff will look in print, but
let 'er go. Some one will understand.
That is better than to write so dosb
bing high, or so tarnashun deep, deep
that no one understands. Let 'er go."
"So on the above plan," says H. W.

Porter of Topeka, Kan., "I will write
what I know of Grape-Nuts Breakfast
Food from personal experience. After
a long period of indigestion and other
disorders, with some misgivings, I

took up the use of Grape-Nuts. De-
spite the hot weather I kept gaining
in strength and mentally, a thing I

had never done at that season of the
year.

I found the food an excellent stimu-
lant for the brain, and I could do more
and better work than I had ever done.
It was a revelation to discover how
closely the brain and digestive organs
were in sympathy with each other.

Whatever retarded the work of one
had a corresponding effect on the
other, and the food that tended to put
one in proper shape acted accordingly
on the other. I know that my great
improvement mentally and physically
came from dispensing with unwhole-
some food and using Grape-Nuts lib-
erally.
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missionary consecration and mission-

ary results has caused her to desire a
part in the work. It is understood that

she will support herself on the field.

The Hebrew Christians of all de-

nominations in London have formed
a Hebrew Christian Alliance, with
which the old Hebrew Christian Prayer
Union has been incorporated. The Rev.

Maxwell M. Ben-Oliel has been unan-

imously elected president; the Revs.

Dr. Rosedale, LL. D., and Isaac Lev-

inson (secretary of the British Soci-

ety), together with Mr. Marcus Berg-

mann (translator of the Bible into

Yiddish), vice-presidents; Rev. Aaron
Berstein, B. D., treasurer. Combined
and energetic actions is to be taken to

bring the Gospel to bear upon the

Jews and Jewish movements, especial-

ly upon Zionism.

Christian Bndeavorers in England
having seen the good results following

the services they held in workingmen's
lodgings, have built a model lodging

house in Sheffield, which is regulated

on Christian principles. Every Sunday
and Wednesday Christian Endeavor
meetings are held in a common room.

"Since we cannot bring the people to

church," said one of the leaders in the

movement, "we intend to take the

church to the people." The plan has

been so successful that similar lodg-

ing houses are to be established in

London.

The Christian, London, reports that

there are six large Gospel tents and
six caravans at work in connection

with the Caravan Mission to Village

Children. Not only are the children

reached, but their parents also, as each

night the young people's service is fol-

lowed by a meeting for adults. Some
1,500 young converts are written to

each month. Scripture Union branches

are commenced in the villages when-
ever possible.

Twenty-five years ago Rev. Wilson
Carlile, with the conviction that the

Church of England ought not to leave

the submerged Tenth to be cared for

by organizations that were outside her

own fold, started a society which has
so developed that, in addition to the

evangelistic work it does in the army,
in prisons, in infirmaries, and in its

rescue homes for women, has now in

constant service throughout the coun-

try districts of England, sixty-seven

diocesan mission vans, each van
manned by two or more trained work-
ers, and in London and the large pro-

vincial cities is maintaining seventy-

two lodging and labor homes through
which there pass annually more than
7,000 outcasts, of whom it is said that

forty-two per cent obtain situations and
a fresh start in life.

At the meetings of the Baptist

Union in Edinburgh Dr. Alexander Mc-
Laren rebuked those who without re-

gard for others, break the impressive
quiet that follows a solemn service or
an effective address by leaving in

haste. At. the conclusion of a magnifi-

cent address by Dr. Clifford, numbers
of the delegates made for the doors,

without waiting for the closing words
of the chairman, the prayer, and the

benediction. Dr. McLaren rose, and
with a twinkle in his eye said that he
could echo the remark of Edward Irv-

ing on a similar occasion: "We will

wait until the chaff has blown off."

JVEW yO'RK. FE'DE'RA.-
TIOJV or chvrches:
The first annual meeting of this state

federation of churches and Christian

workers was held in Central Presby-

terian church, Rochester, November 12

and 13. The pastor of this church is

the president of the organization. Epis-

copalians, Free Baptists, Presbyterians,

Methodists, Baptists, Reformed and
Congregationalists are represented in

this Federation.

Several local federations have been
formed during the year. The methods
adopted in the cities and in the small

towns were explained at this meeting.

Dr. Walter Laidlaw, secretary of the

New York Federation, and J. Cleve-

land Cady, Esq., president of the Na-
tional Society, took active part. Inter-

esting questions were discussed re-

garding the conditions peculiar to city

and country districts, and to places

where the denominations are in har-

mony and where they are not. Dr. E.

B. Sanford reported a hopeful outlook
in the field at large. Dr. I. J. Lansing
of Scranton, Pa., spoke on the prison

problem.

In all the plans made for future

work the evangelistic aim was promi-
nent. The purpose to combine to evan-

gelize communities was placed fore-

most. Dr. C. L. Goodell, a Methodist
pastor of Brooklyn, made this thought
the leading one in his address; he
expressed it thus: "In the last cen-

tury we learned how to master phys-

ical forces; this century should put us
in line to master spiritual forces."

Other objects proposed by the federa-

tion are comity between different bod-

ies, and agreement to arbitrate ques-

tions about new churches or the aband-
onment of over-churched fields. Dr.

W. T. Sutherland, representing the
executive committee, gave a careful

paper on the negative work of federa-

tion.

Dean J. B. Brooks of Syracuse, a
Methodist, is president of this state

body. The governor of the state and
Mr. W. E. Dodge are vice-presidents:

Dr. E. B. Sanford is field secretarv.

WISCO /VJ/JV EE'DE'RA-
TIOJVOE 'REFO'RMS.

It is now three years since the above-

named organization was effected. It

is composed of two representatives

from each state denominational body
and each state Moral Reform Associa-

tion, and its object is the massing of

the Christian forces of the state

against vice and crime and in behalf
of public virtue. This it does by fed-

erating the churches and moral reform
associations of a given locality for

work together for the moral better-

ment of that locality.

The Wisconsin State Federation has
thus far concerned itself in securing
better moral legislation and preventing
the passage of bills that are favorable

in any way to vice. For several years

our soldier boys were transported to

and from Camp Douglas on Sunday.
Efforts were made from time to time to

secure the passage of a law forbidding
such transportation. It was not until

TIJVEy WOODS.
Healthful but ffot Albuays Cur-

at it) e>

To go to the piney woods is a help,

but if one carries along the bad hab-
its of food and drink that have caused
sickness, the piney woods will not
produce a recovery.

Coffee drinking caused blindness in

a Virginia gentleman, and his remark-
able experience is worth reading. "I

have been a coffee drinker since my
earliest remembrance. If I missed
coffee at a meal it brought on head-
ache. This should have shown me
that I was a victim to a drug habit.

Finally, wakeful, restless nights came
on. After dinner I was always drow-
sy and after sleeping would waken
stupid and morbid, and felt as though
I had been drugged, and when this

feeling wore off nervousness- and rest-

lessness would set in until I drugged
myself with coffee again.

At last my eyesight began to fail.

Some of the best optical specialists

agreed that I had an affliction of the
optic nerve and after two or three

years treatment my eyes slowly lost

their power and I became almost
sightless.

I was advised to go to a pine woods
near the sea in a most isolated place.

This I did and lived there for two
years without any visible benefit. I

gave up all hope of recovery until last

spring a friend expressed the belief

that the coffee I drank was the cause
of all of my trouble. He had been a
slave to it and had been unable to

find relief until he quit and took up
Postum Food Coffee.

His experience startled me and I de-

cided to try the change, although I

had but little faith in its merits. My
first cup of Postum proved delicious

and was a great surprise. It was evi-

dently well made. I had not the
slightest trouble in leaving off coffee

for the Postum filled its place per-

fectly.

During the past six months I have
gained in flesh, my sallow complexion
has become clear, and my eyesight
gradually improved until now I am
able to read and write. My mind is

once more clear and active, and I no
longer suffer from sleepless, nervous
spells. You can imagine I feel grate-

ful for my restoration." W. Harold
Fenton, Brighton. Va.
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the State Federation voiced the senti-

ment of at least 130,000 of the intelli-

gent Christian people of Wisconsin,

that the petition was heard and the

desired law passed. Several temper-

ance measures have been secured in the

same way. Last winter a bill to prohib-

it the sale or distribution in any way
of criminal literature like the Police

Gazette, was passed. A bill to repeal

an anti-pooling law was defeated, the

federation rendering valuable aid in

securing the result. These are sample

illustrations of its work.

The third annual convention at Mad-

ison, Nov. 18-20, was held jointly with

the Wisconsin Sunday Rest Day Asso-

ciation and the Wisconsin Anti-Saloon

League, both organizations being con-

stituents of the federation. At present

there are nine denominational and six

moral reform bodies represented in the

federation. Two days were given to

discussions and business, and three

evenings devoted to mass meetings.

Rev. W. F. Crafts of Washington, D.

C, superintendent of the National Bu-

reau of Reforms, did valuable service.

Rev. Geo. R. Leavitt, D. D., of Beloit,

spoke on "The Price of the Sabbath";

Rev. L. C. Smith of Oshkosh on "Rest

of the Holiday Sunday" ; Rev. Dr. Haz-

lett of Racine on "The Gambling
Curse"; Rev. E. A. Cutler of Milwau-

kee on "Massing of Christian Forces."

Prof. C. O. Merica of the State Indus-

trial School for Boys at Waukesha,
and Mrs. E. F. Bland, superintendent

of the Girls' Industrial School at Mil-

waukee, each interested the federation

in their respective lines of work. Sub-

stitutes for saloons were carefully con-

sidered, and other phases of the drink

problem.

The convention, while not large, was
made up of leading Christian workers

from the different state denominational

bodies, and so its deliberations had
more than ordinary weight, and on
the whole were exceedingly encourag-

ing. It is no small matter for such a

body to unite in its declarations con-

cerning the reform questions of the

day. Resolutions were passed approv-

ing the work of the Milwaukee Min-

isterial Association in their cjamt-

paign against open gambling and stall

saloons; urging all Christians to mass
their efforts in each locality against

vice and in behalf of virtue; condemn-
ing Sunday excursions; to stand by
the anti-canteen law and urge its ap-

plication to all soldiers' homes; to

work in every way possible for the

better enforcement of law and for the

passage of such laws as shall ulti-

mately result in the banishment of the

liquor curse from our own land, and
prevent the sale of opium, liquor and
firearms by our traders to the uncivil-

ized child races of other lands.

The officers chosen for the coming
year are: Rev. Henry Faville, D. D.,

of La Crosse, for president, and Rev.
H. A. Miner of Madison for secretary.

H. A. M;

WOMAN'S KIDNEYS.

Thousands of Women Have Kidney Trouble and

Never Suspect It.

To Prove What the Great Kidney Remedy, SWAMP-ROOT, Will do for

YOU, Every Reader of The Christian Century May Have

a Sample bottle Sent Free by Mail.

Among the many famous cures of

Swamp-Root investigated by The Chris-
tian Century, none seem to speak
higher of the wonderful curative proper-

ties of this great kidney remedy than the

one we publish this week for the benefit

of our readers.

Mrs. H. N. Wheeler, of 117 High Rock St., Lynn,
Mass., writes on Nov. 2, 1900: "About eighteen
months ago I had a very severe spell of sickness. I

was extremely sick for three weeks, and when I

finally was able to leave my bed I was left with ex-

cruciating pains in my back. My water at times
looked very much like coffee. I could pass but little

at a time, and then only after suffering great pain.

My physical condition was such that I had no strength
and was all run down. The doctors said jit kid-
nets were not affected, and while I

Did Not Know I Had
Kidney Troubles,

I some how felt certain that my kidneys were the
cause of my trouble. My sister, Mrs. C. E. Little-

fleld, of Lynn, advised me to give Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root a trial. I procured a bottle and inside of

three days commenced to get relief. I followed up
that bottle with another, and at the completion oi

this one found I was completely cured. My strength
returned, and to-day I am as well as ever. My busi-
ness is that of canvasser, I am on my feet a great
deal of the time, and have to use much energy in

getting around. My cure la all the more remarkable,
and Is exceedingly gratifying to me.''

cn CZD MRS. H. N. WHEELER.

Swamp-Root will do just as much for

any housewife whose back is too weak

to perform the necessary work, who is

always tired and overwrought, who feels

that the cares of life are more than she can
stand . It is a boon to the weak and ailing.

MRS. H. N. WHEELER.

How to Find Out
If You Need
Swamp-Root.

It used to be considered that only urinary and
bladder troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
but now modern science proves that nearly all dis-

eases have their beginning in the disorder of these
most important organs.
The kidneys filter and purify the blood—that is

their work. So when your kidneys are weak or out of order you can understand how
quickly your entire body is affected, and how every organ seems to fail to do its duty.

If you are sick or "feel badly," begin taking the famous new discovery, Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, because as soon as your kidneys are well they will help all

the other organs to health. A trial will convince anyone.
Many women suffer untold misery because the nature of their disease is not cor-

rectly understood; in most cases they are led to believe that womb trouble or female
weakness of some sort is responsible for their many ills, when in fact disordered kid-
neys are the chief cause of their distressing troubles.

Neuralgia, nervousness, headache, puffy or dark circles under the eyes, rheuma-
tism, a dragging pain or dull ache in the back, weakness or bearing down sensation,
profuse or scant}- supply of urine, with strong odor, frequent desire to pass it night
or day, with scalding or burning sensation,—these are all unmistakable signs of kid-
ney and bladder trouble.

If there is any doubt in your mind as to your condition, take from your urine on
rising about four ounces, place it in * glass or bottle and let it stand twenty-foir
hours. If on examination it is milky or cloudy, if there is a bric*.-dust settling, or
if small particles float about in it, your kidneys are in need of immediate attention.

Other symptoms showing that you need Swamp-Root are sleeplessness, dizziness,

irregular heart, breathlessness, sallow, unhealthy complexion, plenty of ambition
but no strength.

Swamp- Root is pleasant to take and is used in the leading hospitals, recom-
mended by physicians in their private practice, and is taken by doctors themselves,
because they recognize in it the greatest and most successful remedy that science has
ever been able to compound.

If you are already convinced that Swamp-Root is what you need, you can pur-
chase the regular fifty-cent and one-dollar bottles at the drug stores everywhere.

EDITORIAL NOTICE—Swamp-Root, the great Kidney, Liver and Bladder
remedy, is so remarkably successful that a special arrangement has been made by
which all of our readers who have not already tried it may have a sample bottle sent
absolutely free by mail. Also a book telling all about kidney and bladder troubles
and containing many of the thousands upon thousands of testimonial letters received
from men and women cured by Swamp-Root. In writing, be sure and mention read-
ing this generous offer in The Christian Century when sending your address to.

Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
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CHICAGO j\JVT> viajviry.
Auburn Park Congregational cburch,

Rev. M. A. Frost, pastor, has received

forty-three new members since Jan-

uary 1, twenty-three of whom came on
confession.

Principal S. D. F. Salmond, D. D.,

visited Chicago Theological Seminary
on October 10 and gave an interesting

address to the students on "The Work
of the Minister."

Judge Tuthill is earnestly advocating

the establishment of a school and home
for homeless boys. He is speaking in

the churches and addressing the min-

isters meetings. Large sums have been
already promised.

A home has now been found for the

Central church, of which Rev. Dr.

Frank W. Gunsaulus is pastor. The
recent demolition of Central Music
Hall, where services had been held

from the early days of Professor David
Swing, required the finding of new
quarters which were obtained in the
Fine Arts or Studebaker building. The
Northwestern University is now re-

modeling the Tremont House, corner

of Lake and Dearborn streets, for its

own specific uses. An auditorium with
a seating capacity of 2,000 will be pro-

vided and the Central church will lease

it for ten years at an annual rental

of $3,500. The fine organ taken out of

Central Music Hall belongs to the

Central church and will be installed

in the new auditorium.

The Forty-first Street Presbyterian

church, Rev. Cleland B. McAfee, D.

D., pastor, receivel last Sunday, tU.ty-

nine new members—twenty-one by

letter and eighteen on confession of

faith.

The Presbyterian hospital has re-

ceived a gift of $10,000 by the will of

the late Abijah Keith.

Chicago Presbyterians are in the

midst of a foreign mission campaign.

Meetings addressed by missionary
workers are being held in various sec-

tions of the city and suburbs. Bring-

ing the churches into close acquaint-

ance with the foreign fields is sure to

increase the gifts.

At the annual dinner of the Men's
League of the First Baptist church,

covers were laid for ninety men. The
speakers were Rev. J. Vance of the

Hyde Park Presbyterian church, Judge
Hanecy, Prof. Shailer Mathews of the

University of Chicago, and Dr. M. W.
Haynes of the Belden Avenue church.

Centennial Baptist church tendered

a reception to its new pastor, Rev. Ar-
thur Fowler, and his wife, recently.

Addresses of welcome were given by
Dr. A. K. Parker, who for twenty-one

years served as pastor; Dr. W. M.
Lawrence of the Second church, Rev.

"W. H. Geistweit, Rev. Kittredge

Wheeler.

Dr. Lorimer was the principal speak-

er at the meeting, December 3, of the

Baptist Social Union. His subject was
"The Ethical Message of Jesus."

Bethany Presbyterian church, at
Humboldt boulevard and Cortland
street, was dedicated Sunday, Decern-

A Model Church Hymnal,

So says Mrs. Jessie Brown Pounds, of

ZU Praise fiymnal
'

' The Praise Hymnae is in use in both the Franklin Circle and JEtna Street

Churches of this city, and each week brings to me a new appreciation of the work.

The dignity and variety of the contents, and the rare taste displayed in the arrange-

ment and typography combine to make it a model church hymnal. So far as I have

seen, the Responsive Readings are unequaled, and are* a most attractive feature of the

book. Jessie Browx Pouxds."
Cleveland, O.

As to Prices.—The contents of The Praise Hymnal are of a permanent quality. It is
false economy to ask for cheap binding. We make a cloth bound book with leather back that
will last ten years with any sort of care. The price is as low as can be made on its superior
material and workmanship, $75.00 per 100 copies. Specimen copies sent on approval.

FILLMORE BROS., -
119 W. 6th St., CINCINNATI, O.
40 Bible House, NEW YORK.

Our CHRISTMAS MUSIC is now ready. Send for list. Why not order ALL your music
from Fillmore Brothers? We are prompt, courteous, and are publishing: new music of all kinds
all the time. (6)

AND . . .

PREMIUMS
FACTORY TO FAMILYLARKIN SOAPS

Were awarded six medals, two gold, for supreme merit at the Pan-American
Exposition. Never exhibited without an award of Gold Medal. Did you see
the Larkin advertisement in he Christian Century of November 21st.
Don't miss this opportunity for economy. l^f^tn CV|*#a/^* Larkin St.,

Already millions of friends and users. i&nttMsMJWfPSrW Buffalo, N. Y.

Christian Work, New York, says: they give for so little money. A cus-

The Larkin Co. never disappoint. They tomer once is a customer always with

create wonder with the great value them.

20,000
x*

{ ^ICHiVSED to manufacture electric and combination
f^gas and electric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimate.

CHURCHES
Lighted by the FRINK System of Reflectors
withElectric, Gas, Welsbach. AcetyleneorC

". P. FRINk. Sg&sgg^

ber 1, Rev. Willis G. Craig, D. D.,

preaching the sermon. The new
church is regarded as one of the pret-

tiest on the West Side. The front is

of Bedford stone and the remainder
of brick. The pews are of heavy oak
and the building is heated with steam.

The church is free from debt on the

structure, which has cost over $10,000.

The park in Evanston. on which
front four churches, has been named
"Raymond Park," in honor of the late

Miner Raymond, D. D., LL. D., for

many years professor in Garrett Bib-

lical Institute.

Rev. Dr. M. M. Parkhurst of Chi-

cago, who has been the agent of the

State Anti-saloon League, has severed

his connection with that organization.

Halsted street Methodist church has
more than doubled its congregation in

the last four weeks. At two recent Sun-
day evening services twenty-two per-

sons accepted Christ. The Sunday
school increased 196 November 24.

Rev. T. K. Gale is pastor.

"Baptist.

Immanuel Baptist church, Minne-
apolis, is located in a section where
the population is largely Scandinavian,

and of the working class. There are

thousands of young people in the im-

mediate neighborhood. In order to

reach them the church has a gym-
nasium and clubs for boys and girls.

The young men have a magazine club

and the young ladies a tourists' class.

The various clubs have an enrollment

of 170. The church attendance of the

young people is noticeably increased.

During August the Sunday school in-

creased seventy-five per cent over last

year, and in September the increase

was thirty-two per cent over that of

1900.

A class of twenty-seven newsboys
has been organized in connection with

the Century Hall mission under the

auspices of the First church. Minne-

apolis.

The Baptists of the South during the

past year raised $156,000 for foreign

missions. Their missionaries report

1,009 baptisms. 200 of which were in

China.

Bishop College. Marshall. Texas, has

an attendance this year of over 350

students. Besides the regular school

work there is manual training in wood
and metal work for the boys, and do-

mestic economy for the girls.
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In the weekly church bulletin of the

First church, Philadelphia, Dr. K. B.

Tupper, pastor, it is announced that

pastoral visits may be expected during

the week at certain numbers on certain

streets. It is also announced that the

pastor of this church, during the com-

ing winter, will deliver on the second

Sunday morning of each month a ser-

mon by some distinguished preacher

if righteousness. These are to be re-

produced without manuscript or note.

Rev. R. G. Robbins completed thir-

;een years of work with the Lincoln
Park church, Cincinnati, December 1.

He has received 1,109 members into

.he church. It has now 827 members.
rwo missions have been formed by Mr.
Elobbins, one of which is now an in-

iependent church.

Congregational.
The church at Kent, Conn., has a

foung Men's club, open five nights in

.he week, and held in the church par-

ors. It has a membership of twenty-
ive.keeping them from the attractions

>f a low resort. The pastor conducted
i music class for the club.

The Congregational Union of Cincin-

tati is planning for work in connec-
ion with the coming of Rev. G. Camp-
>ell Morgan to that city. An aggressive
novement is to be made.
Oberlin College opened its first se-

aester with a freshman class of 162,

he largest in its history. The Warner
lien's Gymnasium and the Severance
Chemical Laboratory have been com-
peted and are in use.

The church at Pelham, N. H., cele-

irated November 13, its 150th anni-

'ersary. Mr. Chas. W. Hobbs gave an
listorical sketch. In June, 1747, the
own voted to call Mr. James Hobbs as
;ospel minister, and to give him a
alary of £700 (old tenor—42 cents
o the pound). Rev. Dr. Samuel Ger-
mld, Dr. Addison P. Foster and others
;ave further historical reminiscences.
L social reunion and banquet followed,
iter which an anniversary anthem
omposed by the pastor, Rev. C. L.

lerriam, was sung, and an address
ras delivered by Dr. A. A. Berle.

The North church, Amherst, Mass.,
hserved its seventy-fifth anniversary
November 15. During this period 7,000
ermons have been preached from its

ailpit; 862 persons have been received
nto membership

; $30,579 has been
;iven to Christian benevolences. Four
f the sons of the church have gone
ato the ministry and twelve of the
aughters have become the wives of
ninisters. One is a foreign missionary.

The Disciples.

Evangelist W. E. Harlow has been
tolding meetings for six weeks at
Springfield, Mo.; 105 have been added.
There are ten church buildings and

en congregations of the Disciples in
)es Moines with a membership of
bout 5,000.

There have been seventy-six addi-
ions at Centralia, Ills., as a result of

I Will Cure You of

Rheumatism
NO PAY UNTIL YOU KNOW IT.

After 2,000 experiments, I have learned
how to cure Rheumatism. Not to turn
bony joints into flesh again; that is im-
possible. But I can cure the disease al-
ways, at any stage, and forever.

I ask for no money. Simply write me a
postal and I will send you an order on
your nearest druggist for six bottles of
Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Cure, for every
druggist keeps it. Use it for a month,
and if it does what I claim, pay your
druggist $5.50 for it. If it doesn't, I will
pay him myself.

I have no samples. Any medicine that
can affect rheumatism with but a few
doses must be drugged to the verge of
danger. I use no such drugs. It is folly
to take them. You must get the disease
out of the blood.
My remedy does that, even in the most

difficult, obstinate cases. No matter how
impossible this seems to you, I know it

and I take this risk. I have cured tens
of thousands of, cases in this way, and
my records show that 39 out of 40 who
get those six bottles pay, and gladly. I

have learned that people in general are
honest with a physician who cures them.
That is all I ask. If I fail I don't expect
a penny from you.
Simply write me a postal card or letter.

Let me send you an order for the medi-
cine; also a book. Take it for a month,
for it won't harm you anyway. If it

cures, pay $5.50. I leave that entirely to
vou. Address Dr. Shoop, Box 595, Racine,
Wis.
Mild cases, not chronic, are often cured

by one or two bottles. At all druggists.

ffEVET*. FEEL. BRIGHT.
There are thousands who pass year

after year without a really well day.

They are never bedridden, but have a

constant feeling of weariness and

weakness that unfits them for work
and pleasure. Dr. Peter's Blood Vi-

talizer is just what such people need.

It makes live blood and makes it cir-

culate and nourish, regulates the liv-

er, whets the appetite. Sold by spe-

cial agents or the proprietor direct.

Address Dr. Peter Fahrney, 112-118

South Hoyne avenue, Chicago, 111.

THE J1ICK.EL PLATE
'ROA'D,

Will sell tickets December 24th, 25th,

31st, 1901, and January 1st, 1902, at

rate of a fare and a third for the round
trip to any point located in Central

Passenger Association territory, ac-

count Christmas and New Year holi-

days. Return limit including January
2d, 1902. Through service to New York
City, Boston, and other eastern points.

Chicago Passenger Station, Van Buren
street and Pacific avenue, on the Ele-

vated Loop. For further information

address John Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago.

Self-Pronouncing COMMENTARY
on International S. 8. Lessons tor 1902, by
Rev. P. E. Thomas.^ Contains all the
lessons iD sell-pronouncing form, with
right to the point HELP on each verse,
also Official Prayer Meeting Topics of
Voting People's Societies for 1S02, with
Motto, Pledge and Benfdictjox.
Pocket size. 128 pes. Red Morocco 25c.
Interleaved Edition for Notes 40r

; post-
paid. Stamps taken. AgeDtn wanted.
GEORGE W. NOBLE, 275 Madison St. Chicago.

EVERY CHURCH SHOULD USE OUR
INDIVIDUAL COMMUNION OUTFITS

Simplest and Best. Send for Trial Outfit, giv-
ing Number of Communicants. Address

THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE CO.™, ohio

A Comfortable Living

For Fifty Years.

A thorough investigation will convince you that
a few dollars per month invested for six years
in the Montezuma Plantation will absolutely
secure it. This is in no sense a speculation, but
a solid, conservative investment, with a com-
plete chain of safeguards around every dollar
invested.

Rubber and sugar, the great staples, which
never fail, are being planted.

A PERFECT PLAN-RELIABLE COMPANY

The managing company has assets worth
£2,000,000. The plan is the perfection of co-op-
eration—each share-holder has only one vote,
regardless of the shares held. Over 2 years'
work, costing .$50,000, has been done.

Sir Thos. Eipton says: "For sure, large and
permanent returns, nothing equals a well man-
aged Mexican plantation." Over -100 intelligent
people own shares. It is as safe as life insur-
ance, several times more profitable and good for
life.

CHICAGO TITLE & TRUST CO., TRUSTEE.

This institution, capital $1,500,000, holds the
title to the land, the purchasers' money, and a
bond of $100,000, guaranteeing the development
work. Write or call for literature, mentioning
this paper.

MONTEZUMA PLANTATION
1108 Ashland Block, Chicago*

LYON * HEALY
ORGANS
are the great favorites to-
day. Unapproached for
Sweetness and 1'iirHj
ofTone. New stvles of

PIANO CASE
ORGANS

which give the most enthu-
siastic satisfaction.
All our organs have all the

latest and most modern im-
!jli 'lovements. The cases areH models of neatness and
==" beauty and are made of flne-

The Latest Style, ly finished solid Oak, Black
Walnut, Mahogany or Ebony finish.

PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.
We make the terms of payment so easy that any-

body can buy one. Ask your dealer for the Lyon &
Healy Organs. If he does not keep them write direct
to us. Beautiful Catalogue FREE.

Also bargains
in good second
hand Organs.
A sealed guar-

antee with every
Organ.

The freight
on an Organ
is a very small
matter. W e
ship Organs
everywhere.
Remem ber
when you buy
an Organ
from us gen-
uine musical

_ worth is as-
sured. Avoid
the imitations
now on the
market.
Write today.

LYON & HEALY, cffi&S^TKL
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a three weeks' meeting held by Rev.

Mr. Stotler, the pastor.

To the First church, Springfield, Mo.,

114 have been added during a six

.weeks' meeting; seventy-two by bap-

tism.

At Vincennes, Ind., Rev. Wm. Oesch-

ger, the pastor, has just closed a twen-

ty nights' meeting, resulting in ninety-

four additions.

The new church at Georgetown, 111.,

was dedicated October 20; it cost $7,-

400 and is built of brick and stone.

The Norwood Avenue church, Toledo,

Ohio, has about doubled its member-
ship during the present pastorate,

while its indebtedness has been very

largely wiped out..H. F. MacLane is

pastor. The church has a King's daugh-

ters' Circle, the members of which visit

the hospital, infirmary and the homes
of the poor, conducting services and
giving relief. Their leader is the pas-

tor's wife. The married people have a

"Christian Culture Club," where one-

half hour is given to Bible study, and
another to the reading of some book,

after which an hour is spent in social

enjoyment. There is also a branch of

the Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip,

an organization of young men for

young men. This church has an orches-

tra of fourteen pieces, none of the play-

ers being paid for their services.

Large additions to the churches in

various places in Kentucky have re-

sulted from special meetings: Twenty-
seven at Nicholasville, fifty-four at

Paris, seventy-four at Carlisle, thirty-

five at Cynthiana, sixty-three at Cov-
ington, and fifty-six at Ludlow.

Methodist

,

Forty thousand dollars of the debt

on Epworth Memorial church, Cleve-

land, Ohio, was provided for in forty

insurance policies of $1,000, taken out

and paid for by friends of the church.

Methodists North and South have
united in the building of a Methodist
College in Oklahoma. This is the first

step towards union of these two bodies.

The Methodist Episcopal church
claims the right to be excepted from
any observations made upon the de-

crease of candidates for the ministry.

No such decline has been noted in any
of the Methodist theological schools.

The attendance at Garrett Biblical in-

stitute at Evanston, 111., and at Drew
Theological seminary at Madison, N.

J., is quite up to the best standard
of past years, while the enrollment at

the school of theology at Boston Uni-
versity, the chief institution of minis-
terial training in the church, has
risen this fall to 187, higher than
at any previous time in its history.

The General Missionary Committee
meeting at Pittsburg had to face a debt
of $81,000. The increase in donations
for the year was only $9,000. Nearly
all the appropriations were therefore
cut down about eight per cent. The
total appropriated to foreign missions
was $57S,232, being fifty-seven per cent

of the total amount appropriated, the

balance of forty-three per cent going to

the home missionary work. The Mis-

sionary Committee appropriated $8,565

for work in Utah, and $1,840 for

schools in that state. It was considered

necessary to reopen the Methodist
schools there, now that the public

school system is wholly in the hands
of the Mormons. For work in Alaska
$4,140 was appropriated. There is a

Methodist church in Skaguay and an-

other in Juneau. For English work in

Honolulu, $500 was designated. To
New Mexico Spanish work, $1,800 was
appropriated, and $9,200 for work m
Porto Rico. Nearly all the missionary
appropriations were cut down eight

per cent. The total of the appropria-

tions for foreign missions was $578,-

232. Resolutions were adopted urging
the churches "to make quick and very
generous increase in its missionary
contributions, so that at least a mil-

lion and a half of dollars from collec-

tions only may be received in 1902."

The District Epworth League of New
Haven, Conn., has just held a two
days' institute in Trinity church for

the instruction of officers, committees
and workers in the local leagues. It

was well attended and thorough in-

struction was given by experts.

The General Missionary Committee
voted $7,500 to the Philippine

and $800 to the Hawaiian Japanese
mission of the Methodists. They plan
to erect at least a dozen churches in

the Philippines during the coming
year.

Presbytertan.
The Northern and Southern churches

are to join in the support of the Pres-

byterian University of Texas, putting

it on a basis similar to that now oc-

cupied by "Westminster in Missouri,

and the Presbyterian institutions in

Kentucky.

The First church, Kansas City, Mo.,

has received seventy in the last four

months. Dr. Carter has recently start-

ed a mid-week Bible class, which al-

ready has an enrollment of seventy-

five, with new members being added
each week. For convenience, the class

is divided into two sections, one meet-

ing in the afternoon and the other in

the evening.

The First church, Saginaw. Mich., is

very active this season. The church
building is to be enlarged and the

Sunday school department is to be re-

modeled. The Rev. Mr. Covert, the

pastor, has organized a normal class

for the instruction of the teachers. It

has been voted that three successive

absences from teachers' meeting, with-

out a good excuse, will debar the per-

son from teaching. The church has an
organization for boys from fourteen to

twenty, called the Yoke fellows. The
Young Women's Club is very helpful

to some seventy-five young girls, most
of the working class. They have classes

in advanced German, intermediate and

primary German, bookkeeping, fancy
work and music. There is a Dorcas
Circle, a Ladies' Aid Society, and the

"Home Circle," which meets to sew
every Friday for those who, because
they work all day, have no time to sew
for their families.

The Presbytery of Cincinnati has
just devoted a full day to prayer and
spiritual conference. Sixty or more
ministers were present and a great

evangelistic desire was evinced. Rev.

G. Campbell Morgan is to be in Cin-

cinnati soon, under the auspices of

Lane Seminary, for a special mission
to students and ministers of the city.

Evening services will be open to the

public.

For Sleeplessness
&aK.e Horsford'sAcid 'Phosphate

Dr. Patrick Booth, Oxford, N. C,
says: "It acts admirably in insomnia,

especially of old people and convales-

cents."

A CHAJVCE TO MAKE
MOJVE^.

I have been selling perfumes for

the past six months. I make them my-
self at home and sell to friends and
neighbors. Have made $710. Every-
body buys a bottle. For 50 cents'

worth of material I make perfumes
that would cost $2.00 in drug stores.

I also sold 125 formulas for making
perfume's at $1.00 each.

I first made it for my own use only,

but the curiosity of friends as to

where I procured such exquisite odors

prompted me to sell it. I clear from

$25 to $35 per week. I do not canvass,

people come and send to me for the

perfumes. Any intelligent person can

do as well as I do. For 10 cents in

stamps I will send you the formula

for making twelve of the most popular

odors and sample bottle prepaid. I

will also help you get. started in the

business. Martha Francis.

No. 11 So. Vandaventer Ave., St Louis.
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A new edition of the Katy Did

books has been published by Little,

Brown & Company this fall. This

new edition of Susan Coolidge's pop-

ular stories appears in a handsome
new cover design.

No books for children published

since Miss Alcott's books have won
higher praise than those from the pen

of Anna Chapin Ray, in which Teddy
and her sister Phebe are the principal

characters. This fall Little, Brown
and Company have published a new
volume in the popular Teddy series,

entitled "Teddy; Her Daughter." The
new book is illustrated by J. B. Graff.

D. Appleton and Company have in

preparation a notable series of Na-
ture books, superbly illustrated in col-

ars by lithographic process. The new
edition of Frank M. Chapman's "Bird

Life," with seventy-five plates of our
common birds in their natural colors,

reproducing Mr. Ernest Seton-Thomp-
son's drawings; Prof. John Henry
Comstock's "Insect Life," with its fine

pictures of butterflies and other in-

sects, and Mr. F. Schuyler Mathew's
works on "Familiar Trees" and "Fa-
miliar Flowers," are particularly valu-

able.

Mrs. Laura E. Richards, whose
'Geoffrey Strong" is among the holi-

day publications of Dana Estes and
Company, has written in all thirty

books and her readers are now in

their second generation. Her previous

stories have sold more than half a
million copies.

Professor Amos R. Wells under-
stands the multiform character of

American life very accurately. He
has come to the conclusion that one
great foe to success is "worry," and
to meet this foe and conquer him he
has compiled "The Cheer Book" as

the best year book for a busy man
or woman. In it he has gathered the

cheery wisdom of the ages, in prose
and verse, noting carefully the au-
thors, but not disregarding the stray

testimonies that gather on an editor's

desk. It is gotten out in unique, at-

tractive form by the Revell Company
and makes an elegant holiday gift-

book.

Yes, clean yer house an' clean yer shed,
An' clean yer barn in ev'ry part;

But brush the cobwebs from yer head,
An' sweep the snowbanks from yer

heart.
Yes, w'en spring cleanin' comes 'roun',
Bring- forth the duster an' the broom,

But rake yer fogy notions down,
An' sweep yer dusty soul of gloom.

—Sam Walter Foss

Messrs. Dana Estes and Company's
fall and holiday announcements in-

clude the following: Juveniles, "Chat-
terbox" for 1901, containing over two

WAL
BaMWG PoM>£/1

Makes delicious hot biscuit,

griddle cakes, rolls and muffins.

An absolutely pure, cream of tartar powder,

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

hundred full-page illustrations ex-

pressly designed for the book by Eng-
lish artists. "Traveler Tales of

China," by Hezekiah Butterworth, au-

thor of the celebrated "Zig Zag"
series, containing folk lore and leg-

ends of the Chinese Empire, together

with picturesque and historical de-

scription of the lands and people, il-

lustrated by sixty-four full-page re-

productions of new photographs and
sketches; uniform with "Traveler

Tales of South Africa.'

"Sir Christopher," by Maud Wilder
Goodwin, has been placed on the list

of the one hundred best books of the

year by the Western Massachusetts
Library Club. A new edition of Mrs.

Goodwin's "White Aprons," with col-

ored frontispiece and five full-page

Illustrations, has been issued by Lit-

tle, Brown & Co. for the holidays.

Sophie Cramp Taylor, the author of

the new and popular juvenile "Story

of a Little Poet," wrote the story for

her three children, who appear as

three of the principal characters, with
no idea of publishing it. Many of the

sayings and incidents are true, and
some of the compositions of Paul, the

little nine-year-old poet, are remarka-
ble, considering his years. Here are

his verses on Bridget's Wedding Day":

"Ring, ye bells, pour forth your lay,
For this is Bridget's wedding day.
Beat, ye drums, and toot, ye horn,
For this is not a day to mourn.

"Dance, ye people, and laugh with glee,
And be as happy as the bumble-bee.
If it's only for the night, be bright,
For we don't have weddings every night.

"?Jay she always happy be,
And with Mike never disagree.
I hope she will ne'er again
Wish she was Bridget Flannagan."

L. J. Bridgman, the artist-author of

that popular juvenile of last year,

"Mother Wild Goose and Her Wild
Beast Show," offers this season,

through his publishers, the H. M.
Caldwell Co., New York and Boston,

a juvenile novelty, entitled "Guess,"

being original riddles in rhyme, with

the answers in pictures. The book,

which the author describes "as sugar-

coated educational pills," consists of

112 pages printed in colors, and has

an unusually attractive and taking

cover design. Its unique features are

aptly suggested by the introduction:

"These pages are like sandwich
Men who go about the street

One sign before and one behind
For readers whom they meet.

If you can't guess the riddles here,
The answers you won't lack;

Just turn the pages and you'll find
The answers on the back."

The Macmillan Company, who were

the fortunate publishers of "Elizabeth,

and Her German Garden," will issue

another anonymous work shortly.

This time of American outdoor life

that bids fair, so say those who have

read it, to rival Elizabeth's book, "The
Garden of a Commuter's Wife; the

Record of a Garden That Began in

Autumn," will appear in time for the

holiday season. It is now in press.

Mrs. Lily P. Wesselhoeft's new book

entitled "High School Days in Har-

bortown," is in a somewhat different

vein from that of her earlier stories,

being written for the entertainment

of boys and girls of from twelve to

sixteen years of age. The author's

love and knowledge of animals, so

conspicuous in her previous books, is

shown in the present work, and "Gog-

gles," the faithful dog of the story is

bound to be a great favorite. Little,

Brown and Company, Boston, are the

publishers.

Kirk Munroe's new book for boy*.
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just published by J. B. Lippincott

Company, is called "The Belt of Seven

Totems," and this title, Mr. Munroe
says, was suggested by a discussion

he had one evening in the University

Club of New York with Mr. Charles

Dudley Warner. This discussion con-

cerned the attitude of American In-

dians towards the earliest white set-

tlers of this continent. Mr. Warner
maintained, as does Palfrey in his

"History of New England," that the

Indians, being a cowardly lot, were
paralyzed into comparative inactivity

by the evident superiority of the

whites. "I contended," adds Mr. Mun-
roe, "that at the beginning they were
a hospitable and kindly race who
would have scorned to attack stran-

gers so helpless as were the newcom-
ers; that their existing dissensions

forbade them to present a united op-

position; and that their apparent cow-
ardice arose from their ignorance and
uncertainty as to the true character of

the mysterious strangers, as well as

from a natural terror excited by the

appearance of horsemen and the

deadly effect of firearms."

"Up and Down the Sands of Gold,"

the new novel by Mary Devereux, au-
thor of "From Kingdom to Colony,"
takes its title from Longfellow's
"Building of the Ship":

"The ocean old,
Centuries old;
Strong as youth and as uncontrolled,
Paces restless to and fro
Up and down the sands of gold."

The book is well named, as the inci-

dents occur on the New England
coast within sight and even within
sound of the sea.

"The World Beautiful," first series,

by Lilian Whiting, is to be published
in Prance. Over 72,000 volumes of the
three series of Miss Whiting's "World
Beautiful" books have already been
printed in English. Her latest vol-
ume "World Beautiful in Books" will

be published by Little, Brown and
Company some time in October.

"Brenda's Summer at Rockley," by
Miss Helen Leah Reed, is offered by
Little, Brown and Company, for early
publication. Like the popular "Bren-
da, Her Club and Her School," this
is a story for young girls. The
scene is the picturesque North Shore
of Massachusetts, and the story faith-
fully depicts the life of the average
girl whose father has a summer home
there. Brenda and her friends make
excursions to Salem, Marblehead and
other historic places, under the guid-
ance of a new companion, Amy. The
latter is made an especially attractive
character.

Those who read the announcement
of the Success Clubbing Offers, which

)

give four and in some cases five mag-
azines for the price of one, are very

A LILY OF FRANCE
One of the best selling Holiday books. A story

of the romance of William, Prince of Orange, and
Charlotte of Bourbon by Caroline' Atwater Alason,

author of a Minister of the World, a Wind Flower,
the Quiet King, &c.

10,000 COPIES

Sold before Publication

SECOND 10,000

Now on Sale

The cover design is in blue and white, four illus-

trations, 456 pages, a beautiful and acceptable gift

book. Price $1.10 net, postpaid $1.25.

Griffith and Rowland Press
PHILADELPHIA

Booksellers and at 177 WabashFor sale by all

Avenue, Chicago.

PERSONAL TO SUBSCRIBERS
\yE WILL SEND to every subscriber or reader of The Christian Centi-rt a full-sized OXE DOLLAR pack-

age of VITjE-OIIE, by mall postpaid, sufficient for one month's treatment, to be paid for within one
month's time after receipt, if the receiver can truthfully say that its use has done him or her more good than
all the drugs and dopes of quacks or good doctors or patent medicines he or she has ever used. HEAD this over
again carefully, and understand that we ask our pay only when it has done you good, and not before. We take
all the risk; you have nothing to lose. If it does not benefit you, you pay us nothing. VIT-F-ORE is a natural
hard, adamantine rock-like substance—mineral—ORE—miued from the ground like gold and silver, and re-

quires about twenty years for oxidization. It contains free iron, free sulphur and magnesium, and one pack-
age will equal in medicinal strength and curative value 800 gallons of the most powerful, efficacious mineral
water, drunk fresh at the springs. It is a geological discovery, to which there is nothing added or taken from.
It is the marvel of the century for curing such diseases as Rheumatism, Bright's Disease, Blood Poisoning,
Heart Trouble, Diphtheria. Catarrh and Throat. Affections, Liver, Kidney and Bladder Ailments. Stomach and
Female Disorders. La Grippe, Malarial Fever, Nervous Prostration and General Debility, as thousands testify,

and as no one, answering this, writing for a package, will deny after using. Give age, ills and sex.
This offer will challenge the attention and consideration, and afterward the gratitude of every living person

who desires better health, or who suffers pains, ills and diseases which have defied the medical world and
grown worse with age. We care not for your skepticism, but ask only your investigotiou, and at our expense,
regardless of what ills you have,-hv sending to us for a package. You must not write on a postal card.

In answer tr this, address THEO. NOEL COMPANY, 527, 529, 531 W. Xorth Ave., Chicago. Ill

$2 a Year The Biblical World $2 a Year
25 Cts. SPECIAL OFFER TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION THREE MONTHS 25 CtS.

THE BIBLICAL WORLD, 6 3i X.9% inches, monthly. An indispensable aid to systematic
Bible study. From new readers a trial subscription of three mouths will be received for -5 cents.

Address. THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

apt to wonder how it can be done.

The Success Company answers by
simply saying, "We are wholesalers."

We sent almost 80,000 subscriptions to

the "Review of Reviews" last season,

over 80,000 to the "Cosmopolitan";

and immense numbers to other mag-
azines. Our checks accompany every

order, and publishers are relieved of

large expenses for advertising, circu-

larizing, etc. Naturally, therefore, we
get the lowest possible prices—these

prices are given exclusively to us

—

and we give the public the benefit of

them. We cordially recommend our

readers to take advantage of these

great Success Clubbing Offers (adver-

tised elsewhere in this issue) while

the opportunity remains open. It en-

ables them to make the most of their

"magazine money."

HEDX/CET) 'RATES: FOH
CHTUS^TMAS AJWD JVEW
yEAH HOLIDAYS.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets December 24th, 25th, 31st, 1901. and

January 1st, 1902, at rate of a fare and

one-third for the round trip, to any

point located in Central Passenger As-

sociation territory, good returning to

and including January 2d, 1902. Pull-

man service on all trains. Individual

Club Meals ranging in price from 35

cents to $1 served in Nickel Plate din-

ing cars. Address John Y. Calahan.

General Agent, 111 Adams street, Chi-

cago, for particulars. Depot. Van Bu-

ren street and Pacific avenue, on the

Elevated Loop.
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VETty EMPHATIC
are the claims made concerning the

remarkable results obtained from the

use of Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry

Wine for quick and complete cure of

all stomach troubles, such as dyspep-

sia, indigestion, flatulence and catarrh

of stomach, with only one small dose

a day.

These positive claims are made by

thousands who are cured as well as by

the compounders of this wonderful

medicine. No statement can be too

positive concerning what this great

remedy has done and is now doing for

sufferers.

A trial bottle is sent free and pre-

paid to any reader of the Christian

Century who writes to Vernal Remedy
Company, Buffalo, IN. Y.

Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine
will cure any case of constipation, to

stay cured. The most stubborn case

will yield in less than a week, so the

sufferer is free from all trouble and
a perfect and permanent cure is well

begun with only one small dose a day.

Every sufferer from catarrh, stom-
ach troubles, constipation, torpid or

congested liver and kidney troubles

should write to Vernal Remedy Com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial bottle.

Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine is

a specific for the cure of inflammation
of bladder and prostate gland. A
trial bottle is sent free and prepaid if

you write for it.

WE FA.ITI VOX/THLAJVD
With its blue skies and balmy air, can
best be reached via the

Southern "Ratlbuay.
This great system reaches all im-

portant points in the South and, with
Its limited trains, elegant sleeping, par-

lor, dining and cafe cars, offers unex-
celled service to Florida and all South-

ern tourist points.

"The "Florida Limited"
Leaves Chicago daily, in the evening,

arrives Jacksonville, Fla., the second
morning, less than 35 hours en route,

passing through Cincinnati, Chatta-
nooga, Atlanta, Macon and Jesup.

Another Limited Train,
Leaving Chicago daily, in the morning,
for Jacksonville, Fla., passes through
Cincinnati, Knoxville, Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah—a daylight ride

through the famous "Land of the Sky."
Both limited trains carry sleepers,

Chicago to Cincinnati, and through
sleepers from Cincinnati to Jackson-
ville.

Anotner still to come! On January
6, 1902, the

"Chicago (<§}. Florida Special"
Will be inaugurated, running through
sleepers, solid, Chicago to St. Augus-
tine, Fla., via Cincinnati, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Jesup and Jacksonville. This
train, with its elegant sleepers, com-
posite and observation cars, perfect
dining car service and fast time, will

eclipse anything of the kind ever be-

fore offered to the public in the North-

west for the South.

South Carolina Interstate SSL
West Indian Exposition.

Commencing Dec. 1, 1901, a through

sleeper will be run from St. Louis to

Charleston, S. C, via Louisville and

Asheville.

Winter Tourist Tickets now on sale.

For full particulars see your nearest

ticket agent or write or call on J. S.

McCullough, N. W. P. A., 225 Dearborn

street, Chicago, 111.; G. B. Allen, A. G.

P. A., St. Louis, Mo.

CAJVCE'ROF THE, 'B'REAST
So many people are dying of this

terrible disease. The disease is in-

creasing with wonderful rapidity. Mrs.

B. F. Southard of Buffalo, Mo., has re-

cently recovered from a most ad-

vanced stage of this disease by the

Oil treatment of Dr. Bye of Kansas

City, Mo. Mrs. Nancy F. Billings of

West Bridgewater, Mass., was cured

by home treatment. Persons afflicted

should write Dr. Bye for 112 page il-

lustrated book on the treatment of

cancer in its various forms. Address

Dr. W. O. Bye, Kansas City, Mo.

LADIES,
DR. J. LOAR'S FEMALE

PRESCRIPTION CURES ALL

FEMALE TROUBLES
One months Treatment $1.25. Three month

Treatment $3.00

A. D. LOAR MED. CO. Bloomington/ III.

PIANO
Do You Want a
Genuine Bargain
in a Piano?

We have hundreds of Upright Pianos returned from renting
by persons moving which must be disposed of at once as we
cannot make room for them in our salesrooms. These pianos
includeSteinways, Knabes, Fischers, Sterlings and other well
known makes. Many of them cannot be distinguished from
new, yet all are offered at a great discount from prices when
new. Uprights as low as $100. Very easy terms of payment to
reliable persons. Freight would cost you about $f . New large
size mahogany pianos, with mandolin attachment, $175, sent
anywhere on easy payments Write at once for complete list

and full particulars. You can make a great saving by securing
your piano from us. Every piano warranted exactly as repre-
sented. LYON A HEALY, 93 Adams St., Chicago.

The World's Largest Music House.

GOD'S BOOKS
An inquiry respecting

The Books of Judgment

WHAT THEY ARE
WHERE THEY ARE
WHAT THEY CONTAIN

By John Williams, with an introduc-
tion by I. N. McCash. LL. D.

This is an interesting and attiactive little hook
and contains many valuable thoughts. All book
readers will want it. Paper binding only. Sent
postpaid for 35 cents. Address,

The Christian Century Company
[ 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident students exceptional facilities,

Undergraduate and Post-Graduate studies In Law,
Theology, Pedagogy. Science, Art, Phllosopy and
Literature, by correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degree. For announce-
ment of Home Study courses write. Inclosing stamp, to

The Ueglstrar, The Home University, Flushing, Mich.

Special Free nmmn

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onv, .urorination re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after yon reach the
Co"8t. There exists no publication which
coct'>«r«s »h complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. *
postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Qen, Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Rjr.

j CHICAGO, ILL.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

RDUTE

Free Reclining Chair Oars, Parlor Oars, Dining Oar»,
Pullman Buffet Open and Compartment Sleeping Care.

Bee that Tour ticket between Chicago and St. Lonii
••ads via Illinois Central Railroad.
It can be obtained of your local ticket agent.

t. fi. HAN8ON, G. P. A., 111. Cent. R. R., Ohioaa*. HL
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Unprecedented Introductory Offer of MARION
HARLAND'S latest and best work entitled:

BITS OF COMMON
SENSE SERIES
In four handsome volumes, comprising thirty different subjects. The books
are beautifully printed from new large clear type specially selected for this

edition, on fine white laid book paper, and handsomely bound in cloth.

They are published under the authority of Marion Harland and protected
by U. S. and European copyrights, and can only be had in this edition.

You can not buy them in the book stores, you can secure them from us by
accepting our subscription offer. We consider ourselves fortunate in being
able to make our readers such liberal offers of so valuable a set.

CONTENTS OF THE SET
Volume 1. Volume 3.

HEALTH TOPICS, Household Management.
Chapter.
1. The Family Medicine Chest. Chapter.

2. The Latest Arrival. 1. How We Make Housekeeping
3. Food for Infants. Harder.
4. Baby's Clothes. 2. Ways and Ways of Work.
5. The "Second Summer." 3. Beds and Bed Making.
6. Sickness in the Family. 4. How to Sa vc Time and Yourself.
7. "Brainy Children." 5. Fine Art ill "Drudgery."
8. Good Cookery as a Moral—Because 6. Spring House Cleaning.

Realth fu 1—Agen cy. 7 "Wanted—Change."
9. Good Cookery as a Moral—Because 8. Where the Shoe Pinches.

Healthful—Agency (Continued.) 9. Where the Shoe Pinches (Concluded)

Volume 2. Volume 4.

HOME TOPICS. COOKING HINTS.
Chapter.

Chapter. 1. Ho w to be Hospitable ThoughRural
1. Helpful or Harmful. 2. Eggs— Their Uses and Abuses.
2. Manners for Everyday Wear. 3. Diet and Homes.
3. Our Girl and Doubtful Books. 4. The Modern Luncheon for Ladies
4. Politeness as Policy. Onlv.
5. Our Feet and Our Hands. 5. The Invariable Potato.
6. Common-Sense Window-Gardening 6. Between Seasons.
7. Common-Sense Window-Gardening 7. Hot Weather Dishes.
8. The Marriage Tie. 8. "Under Protest."
9. What People Should Not Wear. 9. Oil Stoves and John.

THE AUTHOR.
m fg ARION HARLAND as a writer on house-

l^/m hold affairs is world-famous. We could

™ »• not add to the words of praise with

which each new work from her pen has been
received by the critics of the two continents.

There can hardly be a woman who is not fa-

miliar with some of her writings. She has been
a constant contributor to the current literature

of the day but it is as a writer of eound whole-

some advice that we know her best. Her world-
famous book "Common Sense in the House-
hold" has enjoyed a sale of over 250,000 at $1.50

per copy. Her first complete novel entitled
"Alone" ran over 100,000 copies in the United
States. We are all more or less familiar with
her famous novels such as "True as Steel,"

Sunnybank," "Eve's Daughters," "Judith," also

her "Breakfast, Luncheon and Tea," and "The
Dinner Year Book.'' Over 800.000 copies of

these last-named books have been sold. Her
works on Domestic Life and Home Training
have never been surpassed. Her last work, the
"Bits of Common Sense" series offered here, is

the essence of her life work. These charming
volumes will be eagerly sought after by all wo-
men for the real sound and wholesome advice
given on various household matters.

TWO GREAT PREMIUM OFFERS
FOR TWO NEW ANNVAL SVRSCRIP-
TIONS to The Christian Century at

the regular rate, we will send free as

a Premium, postpaid, this complete set

of four cloth-bound volumes as de-

scribed above.

FOR TWO DOLLARS CASH WITH
order we will send, postpaid, this com-
plete set of four cloth bovnd volumes
as described above and The Christian

Century for one whole year. Foreign

postage, extra, $1.04.

Remember the regular subscription price of The Christian Century is $1.50 a year. Foreign postage, extra, $1.04.

Do not delay. Send your order to-day. Address,

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, * «r 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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CHRISTIAN MELODIES
BY PROF. WM. J. KIRKPATRICK

Professor Wm. J. Kirkpatrick, the author of CHRISTIAN MELODIES, is one of the
leading and best known gospel song writers in the world today. His songs have been
sung the world over in almost every town. Some of his songs have been translated and
sung in all languages. He has the advantage of many years of experience as a musician

i and song writer, and has put the best productions of his life time, as well as the best
songs of the principal song writers of the country, into CHRISTIAN HELODIES. Thia
certainly insures for this book the greatest variety and the best quality of songs.

"Book of Rarest Musical Gems"
This is the universal pronouncement of all musicians who have used or

examined this new and popular song book. All responses from those using
the book are enthusiastic praises. "Best book of the kind I have ever
seen." "The more we use it the better we like it." "Gets better all the
time," etc. These are samples of expressions received. No other book on
the market approaches it as an all-purpose church song book. It is mechani-
cally perfect, neat, artistic and durable. Contains 192 pages and 227 songs.

Choicest Songs of the Century
Every song writer has a few favorite songs—or those which he regards

as his best—and which make for the author his reputation. Every musician
has also his own peculiar style. A book written principally by one man
does not excel, as it has no variety of style and but few very good songs.
In CHRISTIAN MELODIES eighty leading song writers have contrib-
uted their favorite or best songs. This insures not only a collection of
the most excellent songs, but also the greatest variety of style. This is why
people never grow tired of the songs in CHRISTIAN MELODIES. Besides
its large number of the latest songs it contains a great many of the old
songs that have become popular favorites and never die.

No expense was spared in the production of this book. The best songs
were secured regardless of their cost. Many very good songs were rejected
because not good enough. No other book shows such care and judgment
in excluding the inferior and including only the best. No cheap devices
or make shifts, such as rivets, were used in binding. It is a hand sewed
book, which is the best and most expensive style of binding. If you want
the most popular, best wearing and most satisfactory all-around song book
get Christian Melodies, pronounced by all, "A Book of Gems."

Notice Reduction in Prices
boards, $20, Limp Cloth, $17.50 per hundred; $2.50

per dozen, not prepaid; single copy, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTIRY CO., - Chicago, III.

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of
the Christian Flonthly, a new religious magazine, in
their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is gua"
anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHArv

FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to u&.

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
1333 F. Franklin St., • Richmond, Va.

Through First Class and
Tourist Sleeping Cars to

California
and Uregon

Every day in the year between

Chicago, San Francisco
Los Angeles and Portland

via

Chicago, Union Pacific
and North - Western Line

A most comfortable andlinexpensive
means of making the trip overland

Lowest Rates * Finest Scenery
Shortest Time on the Road

"Personally Conducted
Excursions

every Tuesday and Thursday
from Chicago

For illustrated pamphlets, rates and par-
ticulars inquire at ticket offices Chicago &
North-Western Railway, 2i2Clark Street or
Wells Street Station, or address S. A. Hut-
chison, 212 Clark Street, Chicago. ^

ABEUS
^"(f*^ Ca'slogue FREE.
BELL FOUNDRY CO.

all kinds big and
little -for Church
& School, for Fire,

Factory and Farm.
AMERICAN

Northville, Mich.

...

BurlingtonMl
It costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library-buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

leaves CHICAGO 6.30 p. m. Daily

By paying the closest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ing only the best of everything,

our Dininor Cars have achieved

\ an international rew^avtvfl.

I f, S. EUSTIS, Cen'l Pass'r Agon- C. B. * Q. S. R,

209 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.
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SUCCESS

Four Magazines for the Price of One
WE are often asked "How Can You Do It?" The answer is simple,—we are "wholesalers."

We sent almost 80,000 subscriptions to the Review of Reviews last season (over io.oooln a
single week) ; over 50,000 to the Cosmopolitan ; and immense numbers to other magazines.

Our checks accompany every order, and publishers are relieved of large expenses for advertising,
circularizing, etc. Naturally, therefore, we get the lowest possible prices

—

these prices are given
exclusively to us—and we give the public the benefit of them.

Last season more than 300,000 people took advantage of our remarkable offers

GREAT FAMILY OFFER
Regular Price

si.00
50
00

I.OO

W0£i&

OUR
SUCCESS (new or renewal),

Review of Reviews {new),

(for Father, Mother,
Boys and Girls)

J2.50)* g2
\ 3.QO %ffi

In Value

$
Our Price Only

Personal Checks Accepted)

3
Current Literature (new), or New England
Magazine may be substituted.

COSmOpOlitail (new or renewal),

The Household. Good Housekeeping, or the Designer
may be substituted.

FrankLeslie'sPopularMonthly9 1.OO
The Household, Good Housekeeping, or the Designer
may be substituted.

All Subscriptions are for a full year and may be sent to one or different addresses

OTHER ATTRACTIVE OFFERS
(The " dollar-magazines " from which you may choose, in the following offer, are the Cosmopolitan, Frank Leslie'* Pop-

ular Monthly. the»Housenold, Good Housekeeping, and the Designer) rkg. PHICE OUR PRICE
SUCCESS, and any one of the above dollar-magazines,. . . . _ $2.00 $I.SO
SUCCESS, and any two of the above dollar-magazines, 3.00

SUCCESS,
{ ^cZrrJn°t

f
Ute/!ZreT^l), I

and any onc of the above dollar-magazines,
. .

5.00

SUCCESS, and LESLIE'S WEEKLY (new or renewal), .... 5.00
6.00

Foreign Postage Extra

2.00
2.SO
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.75
4.00

SUCCESS,
j or%^W

EngUnd
e
MagaVJne, I

and any two of the above dollar-magazines

SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), and Current Literature (new) 6.50
SUCCESS, Current Literature tyiew), and New England Magazine (new or renewal), . . 7.00

*mrtPF*t<n \
Review of Reviews (new),

j . LESLIE*s WFFKLV S nnSUCCESS,
j or Current Literature (new), S

a " "*"t * WEEKLY, S.OO
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new) , Current Literature (new), and New England Magazine 9.50

All the magazines on our list are controlled exclusively by us for clubbing purposes. None of the periodicals can be secured at
these remarkably lino clubbing offers except through, or in combination with tiUCCEjSS.

f)FMFM//ll C New or renewal subscriptions will be accepted at the above prices for all magazines in our list (including
HLIlLVrrtLO . SUCCESS), except Current literature, the Review of Reviews, and the North American Re-
view, for which all subscriptions must be new ; but present subscribers to these three magazines may renew their subscriptions
through our offers by adding one dollar for each renewal subscription to the combination prices named. Transfers
from one member of a family to another are not new subscriptions.

QUE GREAT EBUCATBONAL
Regular Price

SUCCESS (new or renewal), $1.00
North American Review (new), 5.00

Or Leslie's Weekly.

Current Literature (new),

OFFER

$12
(These four magmirux ill «ceP
pott in constant touch tnth the
world of thought on all the fcurn-

1/1(7 auctions of the day)

3.00

\2.50
\3.00

In Value M

For Only

(Personal Checks Accepted)

5The New England Magazine or any two of the above
dollar-magazines may be substituted.

Review ot Reviews (new) *
The IVew England Magazine or any two of the above
dollar-magazines may lie substituted.

eiiDPTiTilTlAhlc • \ new subscription to REVIEW OF REVIEWS, a new subscription to tTRRENT LITERATURE, and a new or
SUBc> 1 1 I (J I lUINo . renewal subscription to the NEW EX(iLAM) MUiAZlNK mav be substituted each for (be other. The COS-

SIOPOLITAN, FRANK LESLIE'S POPULAR MONTHLY, (iOOl) 1101'sEKEEPIXii, the DESIGNER and the HOUSEHOLD may be substituted each
for anv other except success, a subscription to SUCCESS, either new or renewal, must be included in every order.

Subscriptions will commence with issues requested wherever possible to furnish copies; otherwise with issues of the month
following that in which the subscriptions are received. Copies of all the above periodicals maybe purchased of your newsdealer
with whom orders for these combinations may also be left.

piipi AVFflC subscribing to SUCCESS as a Christmas present for all their " business family " will not only do a kindly deed,
LIVIrLU I LKo but will reap a rich reward in the increased efficiency and faithfulness of their working lorce, through "the in-

spiration and encouragement which SUCCESS brings to all.

A Magazine*

|

Subscription maWs]

Ihebest possible

Christmas Gift

SUNDAY SCH00L SUPERINTENDENTS and TEACHERS
SUCCESS, which may exercise a far-reaching influence upon their lives.

Send All Orders and Remittances to

ean give their pupils no more appropriate
ind valuable gift than a subscription to

372
THE SUCCESS

University Building, Washington Square,
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming:
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-

ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Christian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and life^

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-

ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join

forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

LOVE THE LAW OF CH1UST.
HE necessary sequence of the approach to

T Jesus in full-hearted acceptance of his invi-

tation, "Come unto Me," must be the ac-

quisition of his mind and character. When
once the soul has come into unity with him

by love and obedience, nothing less than the

quality which was dominant in him can sat-

isfy. To possess that nature and disposition

which were his will be the controlling pas-

sion of the soul.

In looking at the Christ of the New
Testament and of history we are instantly aware that

the supreme expression of his life was love, and that

thus he became in a true sense the revelation of the

life of God. He said, "No man cometh unto the Fath-

er but by Me," which he did not utter as signifying his

demand that men should recognize his mediatorship,

but rather as emphasizing the impossibility of knowing
the Father or of drawing near to him save in Christ.

And when once this discovery of the divine character

is made, that the strongest quality in God's life is love,

both nature and revelation seem to unite in proclaiming

the fact. It is true that we may read the Old Testa-

ment as we may read the book of nature without discov-

ering this quality, but as soon as the life of Christ has

given us the key it is no longer possible to avoid the

significance of the disclosure which he makes. The
whole prophetic history of Israel was a continuous un-

folding of the nature of God as loving and as seeking

the response of love on the part of his people. For-

giveness is the constantly recurring theme of the earlier

Scriptures, in which the love of God expresses itself

at its best, not only in the passion of pardon but in

the stern warnings against the dangers of sin.

And when one goes outside this ampler revelation of

God in the Bible and looks at nature in her varied

forms he discovers that she also has been insistent

upon the proclamation of the law of love. Our science

has misread her character when it has insisted that her

only interests lay in the realm of force, of hate, of re-

venge and of strife, in a hard and repelling principle

of the survival of the fittest and the crushing of the

weak and helpless. We are learning with satisfaction

in these days from prophets of science no less severe in

their methods, but perhaps ampler in their horizon, that

the law of love is the law of nature as Well as of the

Bible. The struggle for others is witnessed in the en-

tire series of animal organisms ; the mother love of off-

spring, and sacrifice in its behalf ; the law of affection

in a group of animals, which dictates their protection

of their weaker members against assault and destruc-

tion. Indeed, when Paul speaks of the law of Christ

as embodied in the injunction, "Bear ye one another's

burdens," he is speaking of a law not belonging alone

to a single teacher and his rules of conduct, but rather

so characteristic of the universe as to make that teacher

who first gave the law expression the world's greatest

prophet. We are yet to learn that the only successful

life is that based upon the law of love, which is also

the law of the universe. Unjust rivalries and compe-

titions must disappear and those who advocate and

practice them are destined to be overthrown in the de-

velopment of the race because they are unscientific and

self-destructive. Thus the high principles of the law

of God unite with economic conditions to emphasize

this principle which found its fullest expression in the

heart and teachings of Jesus.

Yet the love which Christ displayed was not a mild

and amiable toleration, nor a small philanthropy mani-

fested toward a few unfortunate folk. It was a passion

of affection which issued perpetually in a service so

large and inspiring that it meant nothing less than the

redemption of those on whom its benediction fell. Jesus

loved the disciples whom he chose, and the greatest

agonies of his earthly life were caused by the defec-

tions of these men from the spirit and purpose of his

ministry. We are told that as he looked upon the rich

young man whom he bade give up all his possessions,

Jesus loved him, and this love was the kindling of the

Master's regard toward one in whom he saw great

possibilities of good. The charm of his nature won the

Samaritans who came at the call of the woman Jesus

had met at the well. Zacchseus, in the presence of that

winning and compelling affection, melted from his ha-

bitual mood of harsh and stubborn unrepentance into
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a flood of eager zeal to do the Master's will. The mul-
titude in the desert experienced this same love as Jesus

ministered to them from the fullness of his life, and
those who saw him weep over Jerusalem with cries

that seemed to rend his heart knew that his love was
not idle emotion.

Such a spirit as his, with its ruling motive, could not

fail to influence those men whom he called to be his

followers and representatives. They became insensibly

pervaded by his spirit and their lives were transformed

"by his example and his indwelling mind. James, his

own brother, who appears in early Christian history to

have been a man unsentimental to a degree and pos-

sessed of that stern righteousness which made so large

a part of the Phariseeism of the times, pours out his

soul in the epistle which bears his name in words which
at times reveal a deep and growing possession of di-

vine tenderness and love. Peter, whose practical na-

ture took long to experience its complete transforma-

tion nevertheless speaks in his later years in words elo-

quent and reverent of that sympathy, humility, and love

which had characterized the Lord, and which had al-

ready passed in truly transforming streams into his own
life. Paul, the practical Jew, full of ambitions and
self-importance, priding himself on his ancestry and
the correctness of his legal conduct, comes at last to

forget all these lower and less essential elements of

righteousness and to glory in his kinship with Christ,

which was his chief possession and joy. To him we
•owe the finest utterance of all the New Testament, his

marvelous Psalm of Love, which is not only the revela-

tion of the heart of Christ, but the coronation of Paul's

own transfigured character. And one hardly need men-
tion John, who, from the fiery and ambitious Galilean

partisan, the Son of Thunder, the man of ambition,

and, at times, of intolerance and anger, came to be

truly the apostle of love, and to speak in words of im-

perishable beauty the final message of the New Testa-

ment. It is not strange that early Christianity struck

this note of love with a firm and vigorous touch ; and
that through its influence there came into this world
of hate and striving ambitions the gospel of humility,

love and good will.

THE CH'ROftlCLE'R'S DESK.
NE in these days often comes across a re-

Omark of this kind : "For hundreds of years

the churches have been preaching a gospel
equally adapted to embodied and disem-
bodied spirits. Religion now is dealing less

in futures and laying more stress on the
present." It is said when Henry D. Thor-
eau lay dying at Concord, his friend,

Parker Pillsbury, sat by his bedside; he
leaned over, and took him by the hand, and
said, "Henry, you are so near to the bor-

der now, can you see anything on the other side?"
And Thoreau answered, "One world at a time,
Parker." Religion must lay plenty of emphasis on the
present, it must be sociological and psychological and
ethical, as well as theological, but religion will never
see the day when it can adopt the modern fad, "one
world at a time." A fully developed man already
lives in two worlds at the same time, and he cannot
do with less. I must know what kind of a person I

am before I can tell what kind of a life I ought to
live. If human life is animal life simply, and" death
is the extinguisher of life, then indeed one world

at a time, and one world for all time. If this is an
animal world only, then may I live an animal life,

and die an animal death, and enter the animal Nirvana
of endless unconsciousness. If, however, I am made
in God's image and after God's likeness, and possess

the indestructible nature of God, and if, through this

relationship to the divine, I touch the spiritual world
and hold communion with it, then no one world at

a time will do for me. I must make the most of both
worlds while living in this world. If the extreme of

the mediaeval church in despising this life in the inter-

est of the life to come was bad, the other extreme of

ignoring the future existence in the interest of the life

that now is, is worse. Two worlds at a time, if you
please.

The Dean of Rochester, whose name, significantly

enough, is Hole, declared recently that evolution was
a "bubble from a dirty pipe." He fell afoul of those

who believe in evolution declaring that they "do noth-

ing for the Church." This is doubtless true of many
of them, as it is of the majority of anti-evolutionists.

Is there any real or logical connection between the

premise alleged and the effect attributed to it? The
Chronicler has several times heard the assertion made
by orthodox conservatives that evolutionists and high-

er critics were not the men who were saving souls or

doing the work of the Church. In fact, this is a stock

argument seriously put on the boards to overthrow
these dangerous heresies of modern scholastics. Now
the Chronicler has no concern to defend evolution or

the doctrine of higher criticism in these columns ; but
he is interested in justice, fairness, the exposure of

false reasoning and truth-telling about those who may
not see eye to eye with our noble selves. As a matter
of fact, is it true that believers in evolution and higher

criticism are inferior to their orthodox brethren in the

business of soul-saving and in practical service for the

Church ? W. Robertson Smith, the brilliant evolution-

ist, who practically introduced the higher criticism

into Scotland, was one of the most intensely evangeli-

cal preachers north of the Tweed. Hugh Price

Hughes, whom the Chronicler heard say. he had not
held a single service in the six years of his work in

St. James' hall, Piccadilly, without a conversion, is

well known to be in line with modern thought on these

questions. Dr. Clifford, one of the great preachers
and thinkers of the world, presides over an immense
congregation in London, and numbers his conver-
sions annually by the hundreds. This believer and
advocate of modern views has one of the largest and
most active and consecrated churches in the metropolis

of the world.

Robert F. Horton is particularly pertinent as an
illustration of the point before us. Mr. Horton has a
genius for spiritual insight and literary expression.

An Oxford scholar, he approaches nearer to a critical

expert of the first order, of any popular preacher in

the world. He has written a half-dozen brilliant vol-

umes in exposition and defense of the higher criticism,

much to the scandal and consternation of many pious,

old-fashioned believers. This same man, Horton, is

one of the most intense, unctuous, consecrated, evan-
gelical preachers in England, and presides over the

most prosperous church in London. His congrega-
tion in Hampstead gives more money and does more
evangelistic and social work than any other organiza-
tion in the great city of great churches. These facts

and manv others like them sfo to show that the dif-
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ferences between the two schools in relation to evolu-

tion and higher criticism have no evangelical signifi-

cance and no religious value, and the reason of the

soul-saving power of both parties, as demonstrated

notably in the co-operative work of Henry Drummond
and Dwight L. Moody, is that alike they preach the

eternal gospel of the grace of God for the salvation of

men.

The cogency of Dean Hole's logic and the clearness

of his perception may be seen from another affirma-

tive of his. Speaking on the drink question, he said

:

"The drinking races have not only conquered, but have
'moralized the world. The Jew drank and gave us

monotheism and Christianity, the Greek drank and
gave us literature and art, the Roman drank and gave
us law, the Teuton drank (hard) and gave us the pas-

sion for freedom." If this rodomontade is to be taken

seriously it means because the Jew drank he gave us

monotheism and Christianity; a doctrine of inspira-

tion in which physiologists and theologians will find

food for reflection ! This reminds us of the assertion

that left a stain on the memory of Archbishop Magee,
who declared that he would rather see England free

than England sober, as though England drunk could

be England free ! It was the sober Jew who made the

inspired race; it was the sober Greek who gave us

literature, art and philosophy ; it was the sober Roman
who gave us law and forensic wisdom ; it was the

sober Teuton who gave us the passion for freedom;
no drunken brute in bondage to lust and appetite ever

did anything of the kind. It is a thousand pities that

the Church of England gives the weight of its great

influence to the accursed rum traffic, and that her
high officials in complicity with the trade constantly

apologize for this abomination of desolation in the

holy place of humanity.

Recently the Chronicler was requested to send a

committee of ladies his favorite quotation. In seek-

ing to ascertain which one of many should occupy that

place of honor, he was struck through and through
with fright upon the discovery that most of them were
from unorthodox and heretical sources. The one he
sent was actually from Herbert Spencer, "The pro-

foundest infidelity is fear lest the truth be bad."

Good enough and true to have been said by an inspired

prophet. It strikes in the midst where many religious

leaders of the present day are camping! Another
came to mind from Carlyle : "Love not pleasure, love

God, this is the everlasting yea, in which all contra-

diction is solved, wherein he who walks and works, it

is well with him." Here is a rich and timely quota-
tion from Dr. James Martineau that suits the Chroni-
cler's way of thinking exactly: "Complete unbelief

is attained when God is driven as much out of the past

as we have driven him out of the present ; and com-
plete belief is reached when God is made to fill the

present as much as piety causes him to fill the past."

Piety has no trouble in filling ancient Israel with God,
it is atheistic and impious to deny that he is equally
with us to-day, although some of the methods of the

divine manifestations have doubtless changed. The
Chronicler will not quote from Tennyson, "Better to
have loved and lost," etc., or from Longfellow's "Psalm
of Life," "Lives of great men all remind us," etc.,

or from Milton, "He who only stands and waits," etc.,

or from Lowell, "Truth forever on the scaffold, wrong
forever on the throne," etc., but will close with the

suggestion that the quotable sentences and sayings of

great men add an important element to the resources

of writers and speakers. They are useful for argu-

mentative and illustrative as well as for ornamental

purposes.

THE EJTTLAJtATIOJST OF
CH1USTIAJV SCIENCE.
HERE are no people who keep a more

T watchful eye upon the press of the country,

and exercise over it a more vigilant censor-

ship than the Christian Scientists. The fol-

lowing reply to an editorial note in a re-

cent number of The Christian Century will

speak for itself

:

To the Editor: It seems odd after enumerat-
ing some of the beneficial results of Christian

Science, as you do in your issue of November
21st, that you should object to the Christian

Scientists' explanation of how these results

were obtained. It would seem to be a logical proposition

that the only person whose explanation is worth anything,

is the person who is able to apply Christian Science and ob-

tain such results as you credit it with in the following words:
"On the practical side it has been of immense benefit to

thousands of people. It has healed disease; it has taken
fret and worry out of many lives. Its benefits every unpreju-

diced person must admit."

And is it not a waste of words for those who are without
a demonstrable knowledge of the subject, to attempt to ex-

plain it? Archibald M'Lellan.

Now, this is delicious ! Because one accepts certain

facts he does not necessarily accept a given explanation

of them. One might accept the fact of an eclipse with-

out accepting the explanation of the savage that it was
caused by a dragon devouring the sun. And one might
accept the facts touching the practical side of Christian

Science without accepting the absurd explanation

which Christian Scientists put upon them.

The assertion that the Christian Scientist is in this

case "the only person whose explanation is worth any-

thing," is simply amusing. Surely there are some other

people left in the world who possess a sufficient meas-

ure of the judicial faculty to enable them to weigh evi-

dence, and to search into the reason of things. A re-

ligious cult is in a poor way when it has no rational

explanation to give for itself, such as ordinary mortals

can understand. Christianity itself makes its appeal

unto reason. Its advocates front the world, saying:

"We speak as unto wise men
;
judge ye what we say

;"

and until Christian Scientists have a rational philos-

ophy to offer they need not be astonished if sober-

minded people refuse to accept their illogical theories.

It is always a suspicious thing anyway when you try

to pin one down to give a reason for the hope that is

in him, if like the cuttle fish, he surrounds himself

with a cloud of ink in which he endeavors to make
his escape. A system that cannot stand the test of

reason has much need to hide in a cloud of philosophic

verbiage.

Similar beneficial results to those connected with

Christian Science are to be found in connection with

other remedial methods. Divine Healing, Faith Cure,

Metaphysical Healing, Hypnotism, and the like have
substantially the same credentials to show. They all

point to the same class of cases in evidence of their

power to heal. There must therefore be some common
law underlying them all. That common law is unques-
tionably the law of therapeutic suggestion, by which,

through the subtle action and interaction of mind upon
mind, one person can convey to another health-giving
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suggestion and impulse. This at least has the merit

of being an explanation that explains.

sca 'RCiisy or missiojvatues.
Additional confirmation of the statement that despite

the wonderful enthusiasm awakened a few years ago

by the Student Volunteer movement, there is at pres-

ent a dearth of suitable missionaries for the foreign

field, is furnished in the fact that the Mission Board
of the Reformed Church asks the General Synod to

arrange for a conference in which the situation may
be carefully considered. It says

:

Our missions have reached another crisis in their history.

Not now burdened by financial debt to any considerable ex-

tent, the Board finds itself confronted by a situation which
is in some respects even harder to bear. Since 1881 the

fields under its care have prospered in a remarkable degree.

Its missionaries have more than doubled and the results

of their work have increased many times more in every par-

ticular. Each mission needs and loudly calls for men and
women whom it is unable to send out. Even vacancies

caused by the death of some of our oldest, most honored
and best beloved missionaries and the withdrawal of others

have not been filled. Meantime the call for men to reap

the harvest of seed sown is louder than ever and the pros-

pect of harvest brighter if only the laborers can be sent

forth into it.

THE P'RESIDEJVT'S MESSAGE.
The first message of President Roosevelt to Con-

gress is a dignified and statesmanlike document. It is

characterized by admirable poise, breadth of vision,

and practical suggestiveness. It begins with an ap-

propriate tribute to the memory of the late President,

from which it naturally passes on to a consideration of

anarchy, which it denounces as a crime against the

whole human race. Repressive measures are advo-

cated ; but these alone are not sufficient. The disease

is in the blood, and the causes that produce it must be

inquired into and remedied. It is impossible in a brief

note even to enumerate the points touched upon in this

comprehensive message. They afford food for reflec-

tion, and will no doubt be the subjects of prolonged
discussions. For its high ethical tone the message is

specially to be commended.

THE EJTCLX/SIOJV OF THE CHINESE.
General satisfaction is expressed with regard to the

decided position taken by the President in his message
on the question of re-enacting the law excluding not

only Chinese laborers who come to this country under
contract, but the Chinese in general. There may be
some valid economic reasons for this stringent meas-
ure, but where are we to stop? Will the edict of ex-

clusion be extended to the Japanese, who are beginning
to invade the western coast? And does it not look a

trifle inconsistent anyway, as the Chinese member Wu
Ting Fang pointed out the other day in his fiery speech,

to force an open door into China that we may impose
our civilization upon a people who do not want it,

while we reciprocate by slamming our own door in

their face?

FTKEJVCH MISSIOJVATUES IJV CHIJVA.
According to the confidential report of General Voy-

ron to the French government, a wholesale system of

looting was organized and carried out by the French
missionaries in Pekin. This report is confirmed by the

statements of responsible Chinese officials who say that

tke missionaries in China fail to practice what they

preach. The justification given for these systematic

expeditions of spoliation is, of course, that the mis-

sions and their converts having suffered from the

Boxer uprising, were entitled to indemnity ; but on
ethical grounds this method of collecting indemnity is

wholly unjustifiable. Such things will retard for gener-

ations the progress of Christianity in China.

OTEJVIJVG OF CHA'RLES&OJV EJCTOSI-
tSIOJV.

It was a happy idea of the directors of the Charles-

ton Exposition that when it was discovered that the

opening day had been put down in the charter for De-
cember 1st without observing that the date fell on

Sunday, they resolved to turn the occasion to good
account by making it a distinctively religious service.

The attendance was large. Bishop Capers of the

Episcopal diocese of South Carolina, presided at the

service, and representatives of all the religious denomi-

nations of the city were present.

FA TE OF MISS STOJVE.
Contradictory rumors reach us from day to day re-

garding the fate of Miss Ellen M. Stone, the mis-

sionary who is held for ransom by brigands in the

mountains of Bulgaria. From last accounts we gather

that she is still alive, although reports of her death
have frequently been circulated. Some of her friends

think that her release is near; others think that she

will be held by her captors until spring. It is difficult

for us at this distance to realize how any one could be

kept in confinement so long in spite of the efforts by
the authorities to effect her release.

G. CAMPBELL MO*RGAJV.
We have as the frontispiece of the present number

an attractive portrait of the Rev. G. Campbell Morgan,
the English evangelist, who is at present carrying out

the work outlined for him by Mr. Moody. Mr. Mor-
gan's recent meetings in Chicago were eminently fruit-

ful and a strong effort is being made to have him re-

turn to the city for evangelistic work during the month
of April of the coming year.

OVPB^EA^ IJV CREECE,
It is difficult to understand the reasons for the

outbreak at Athens on account of the proposal to trans-

late the Bible into modern Greek. One reason seems
to be that those who pride themselves on direct descent

from the ancient Greeks resent what they regard as the

degradation of the classic tongue of Pericles and Plato

;

but the prime reason is to be found in opposition to

Russian influence which is being secretly employed to

break down the Greek national spirit. Apart from the

animus of the movement there would probably be no
objection to giving the sacred Scriptures to the com-
mon people in their own tongue.

THE "RIGHT K.IJVD OF MOJVX/ME7VT
The nurses of Boston have submitted to Governor

Crane, chairman of the state commission on McKinley
memorial, a unique plan for perpetuating the memory
of President McKinley. They want the fund devoted

to establishing the "McKinley Order of Nurses." The
idea is to make the McKinley order in this country

what the Victoria Order of Nurses is in England. Na
memorial would be more in harmony with tne sympa-

thetic character of Mr. McKinlev himself.
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A WO'RL'D-O'RATIO.

E. S. COLBOEN.

God of the Nations! just and true,

Of all the past and yet to be!

In trials sore and conflicts dire,

We lift our hearts and hopes to Thee.

Fain would men walk in ways of peace,

Along the paths of earthly life,

But sin and pride lead them astray,

And on they drift to mortal strife.

Thou God of Nations! lead us on,

In peaceful ways if this may be,

But whether peace or strife or war,
Through faith may we look up to Thee.

God of the Nations! just and true,

In peace or strife or war's dread scourge,
In ways of right lead us along,

And of all wrongs the nations purge.

In throes of anguish and of death,

Where nations groan from day to day,

May Heaven's mercy send relief

And roll the darkening clouds away.

Father of Nations and of Worlds,
Great Parent of the human race,

Through faith we look to Thee and cry,

Save lands and peoples by thy grace.

THE NEXT STET.
C. S. PEDLEY, B. A.

HE nineteenth century was momentous in

Tthe history of Protestant Christendom. It

throbbed with life, and abounded in re-

ligious activities. It saw the birth of great

hopes, and the realization of some of them.
But it went out leaving the Church pro-

foundly dissatisfied with itself, face to face

with some disheartening facts with which
it found itself practically powerless to deal

:

The alienation of the wage-earning classes

:

the indifference of the more keenly intel-

lectual people to church services ; the lapse from
church influence of increasing numbers of respectable

sober-minded citizens and their families ; the loss from
the church of so large a percentage of the young peo-

ple; and (one of the most disturbing features), the

aversion of church-going people themselves to the se-

rious problems of religion, and the tendency of the

churches to rely on superficialities

—

clever preaching,

"attractive" music and social advantages, to retain

their hold on their people.

One sign of this dissatisfaction was the recurrence

in the latter years of the century of such phrases as

"the coming church," the "church of the future," "the

twentieth century church." These bore witness to a

sense of being hitherto baffled, a consciousness that the

work of the past had been to start and develop prob-

lems but not to solve them; a conviction that these

problems had been approaching a critical point at

which a solution must be forthcoming if the Church

—

Protestant Christendom—was not to fail of its hopes;

an eager looking forward to the dawn of a new age.

If the nineteenth century started the difficulties or

brought them to a head, the twentieth century was to

settle them.
Well, the twentieth century has come. But is there

any sign of the twentieth century church? Are we
making headway? Have the representatives of our
common Protestant Christianity as yet seriously con-

sidered and grappled with the task the nineteenth

century has left as a legacy to us ? Individuals doubt-
less are working at it ; isolated sections are trying ex-

periments directed to one or other element of the prob-

lem; they will go on doing that, but is there any sign

of the coming together of men of all parties in a de-

termined effort to find and face the bottom causes of

the nervelessness of the Church's grip upon the world
at this date?

I suggest three lines along which a profound revolu-

tion has been in progress, resulting for Christendom in

a state of things with which old-fashioned Churchism
is incapable of dealing. There must be a radical re-

adjustment of the different sections of the Church to

one another, and that must arise out of or be contem-
poraneous with a radical readjustment of the relations

to each other of the members of each section. There
will result a new statement, in new power, of the gos-

pel message. It will be the end of one age and the

dawn of another.

Take the whole period since the Reformation and
consider what has taken place in each of these direc-

tions.

i. In the direction of a great expansion and inten-

sifying of the ethical demand made in the name of
Christianity. And this on two sides. The Church on
her side has been developing an ever loftier ideal of

personal character and a broader conception of social

righteousness. Religion is seen more and more to be

a spirit pervading all departments of life, the social,

commercial, political, as well as the private. This con-

stitutes the Church's demand upon the world. But the

world, on its side, makes a corresponding demand upon
the Church. It insists on judging the Church by its

own standards. It calls on Christian men to line up to

the higher ideals which the progress of Christianity

has evolved. Of course it was always expected that

Christians should show themselves patterns in conduct.

"Christian" is the world's highest name for conduct,

and has been so all along. But the standard has risen.

Rough tests have been replaced by finer. The grocer's

scales have given way to the chemist's balance. The
possibilities of Christian character are put higher. Its

range has widened.

Sham Christianity, skin-deep Christianity, the

Christianity of spiritual paralytics, who are alive in

parts, but not all through, crude and low-grade Chris-

tianity, never had less chance to pass for more than they

were worth than to-day. That is, with the world out-

side the Church. Within the Church it is different.

Paradoxical as it may seem the Church seems to grow
more tolerant of what fails to come up to standard

in the same measure as it is teaching the world to be
more severe. And with that its hold on men goes.

2. In the crumbling of the old social order. When
the Reformation dawned, society was ranged in well-

defined classes—nobility, gentry, artisans, laborers, etc.

The rules of precedence which are seen in their glory

now only in royal courts, obtained throughout the so-

cial fabric. Every one knew his place and accepted it.

"Ordering ourselves lowly and reverently to all our

betters" was more then than a phrase in a church cate-
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chism. It was a rule of life. Only a few extreme peo-

ple questioned it or strove to disregard it. The rich

were the patrons of the poor and accepted and revered

as such, and the poor were those who were not rich

;

so men met in church, each in his own order. The
well-born and well-to-do took precedence by a sort of

natural right which no one questioned and the rest fell

in behind. There was no friction.

This order is passing away. Democracy has come,
men call labor king. The order is passing away but

it has not passed. Liberty has got itself pretty well

established ; but equality ? fraternity ?
,

They are not

yet here. Here and not here; an idea striving for a

footing and not yet established. The two orders in

conflict, sometimes with noise and tumult of the bat-

tle, oftener silent but none the less strenuous. Church
fellowship has become difficult ; it involves so much of

general social fellowship ; impossible now on the old

feudal basis of classes ranked in well-defined order

one below another ; impossible as yet on the new basis

of democracy. The old lines blurred but felt to be
there; so that we don't know quite where we are, and
walk warily as over fields lined out with old half-

sunken fences and partly filled ditches, some wishing
them repaired, some wishing them gone, some wishing
to run new dividing lines, on various principles. Mean-
time the rich and poor will not meet together, and the

church is a congeries of social cliques. Catholicism,

where it flourishes, hardly feels this difficulty ; for

Catholicism is founded on the feudal instinct and frank •

ly accepts aristocracy. Protestantism, on the contrary,

is essentially democratic, and cannot flourish till it

as frankly accepts the position and adjusts itself to it.

It must either democratise society or go to the wall.

3. In the direction of theological chaos. The early

Protestants were united by a common creed. There
were, it is true, many subjects of controversy, but
what we have agreed to call "The Evangelical The-
ology" in its fundamental assumptions and broad fea-

tures, was embraced with practical unanimity. The
words, Inspiration, Trinity, Fall, Atonement, Prophecy,
Judgment, Heaven, Hell, etc., stood for definite con-
ceptions generally received as of absolute validity, and
where differences existed of any moment, they found
expression as a rule in different sects or communions.
But to-day all varieties of belief co-exist within the

same communion. In the early years of last centurv
profound differences in theology led to the rise of

Unitarianism to the status of an important sect in

America. Channing was a Unitarian ; his father was
an orthodox Calvinist. To-day there are many mem-
bers of so-called evangelical churches who are farther

removed from the position of Channing's father than
even Channing was. There are Unitarians in New
England—there certainly were twenty years ago—far

nearer the evangelical position in fundamental assump-
tions than some who sit at orthodox communion tables.

In not a few minds the old system of theology has
been unbuilded down to the ground. Our churches
are composed of members whose minds are in various
stages of theological decomposition, side by side with
others in various stages of theological reconstruction.

Occasionally a religious teacher conies sharply out, in

virtue of a greater boldness and definiteness than the
common, into conflict with the orthodox creed as set

forth in the formulas of his church, and we have a trial

for heresy, and possibly a deposition from office, but
he never stands alone, he is a voice speaking for a
larger number ; the number is growing. Trials for

heresy are getting less easy to bring about. The "way

called heresy" is winning a home for itself in the
Church ever more feebly disputed.

What I am seeking to describe is not a change of

front. It is a change from definite front to no front.

The Church is now facing every way theologically,

and not any one way, old or new. It is not new the-

ology ; it is theological chaos.

The evil of this lies chiefly within the Church. Dr.

Pierson some years ago wrote of "the leaven of a new
theology" as "cutting the nerve of missions;" he was
referring to missions to the heathen. But it is some-

thing more serious than even the cutting of an im-

portant nerve. It is paralysis of the very brain of

the Church. It is a blight upon zeal for anything.

Christian fellowship becomes almost impossible. It is

not only that the ministers distrust each other. The
whole membership, in proportion as it is earnest, is

infected with this distrust. Theology itself has ceased

to interest large numbers. They take refuge in indif-

ference; as if after all, in the religion which is to win
the world to faith, it doesn't matter what a man be-

lieves.

Is there not a growing number of devout people

who give the Church up, as offering something it has

no power to give—no fellowship of kindred souls but

only a loose aggregation of minds set at various an-

gles of irreconcilable difference, and held together

from the outside rather than from the inside? Are
there not good men who find nothing better than to

say with Clough:

" O let me love my love unto myself alone,

And know my knowledge to the world unknown;

No witness to my vision call,

Beholding, unbeheld of all;

And worship thee, with thee withdrawn apart."

How can the Church put forth her strength in these

straits? She is like a man standing with one foot on
shore and the other on a rocking boat ; or rather, one

foot on one boat, the other on another, each tossing in-

different to the other in a sea that is never still.

It may be urged that it is useless pointing these

things out unless at the same time one has a remedy
to propose. Nevertheless, the aim of this paper is not

to propose remedies. The first thing to do is to get

all thoughtful Christians to see how these movements
have been affecting the Church. If the three move-
ments I have sketched have been in progress with the

results indicated, then here are three formidable ob-

stacles in the path of Protestant Christendom, and
nothing strong can be hoped for, no effective prog-

ress can be made while they block the way. The im-

portant thing at present is not to offer remedies but

for Christians generally to see where the Church's

weakness lies. Let it be clearly seen that the ethical

ideal has left the Church's practice far behind ; that

a new social order has arisen which must make its

home in the Church or push the Church aside ; that

the Church must find a common theological founda-

tion on which all and not merely a section of its mem-
bers can stand, or remain hopelessly divided, and for

its highest work useless. Then let the wise men of all

denominations unite to find the remedies. They will

be pretty sure to begin with the last. They will draw
out the common faith which does actually underlie

every really Christian life—the bottom ground where
the thought of D. L. Moody and the thought of George
Adam Smith meet, and wherein they both, and the

hosts of their respective unreconciled and jarring fol-

lowers, are Christians. When the Church recognizes
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this common faith and accepts it as the bond of union

between all believers, other incongruities will not be

hard to resolve.

Barrie, Canada.

EVROPEAff LETTER.
QUINCY L. DOWD.

OILA ! Come with me for a spin all the

V forenoon long out through the Savoy dis-

trict. Our course lies south of Lake Lem-
an, and we start from the University quar-

ter of Old Geneva. Being a Saturday the

streets are now filled with hand carts and
small wagons, saying naught of the space

occupied along the curb and in the more
open squares by the crowded vegetable and
flower booths. But we can accommodate
our speed to suit the interesting sights of

country folk, who throng into town on market day.

What exhilaration to be thus wheel-bound on a tour

of discovery of the beautiful, not to say, the good and
the true as well. Let it be the upper road to get some
distance back from the lake. This leads toward Anne-
masse, and the protruding eastern end of Mt. Saleve.

Here are the surburban villas and small hamlets off

the main routes ; how much good will fall to our lot

!

Is it not hard to resist stopping at each and every point

of special charm just to dilate. on its details of loveli-

ness ! But look ! There is an ancient oak avenue,

which beguiles and really overcomes both our direct

momentum and vis inertia. Though it be but a rough
lane, the kodak must do its hurried work there to

seize the spot of beauty ere lost. Then, too, that bo-

vine group over the thick hedge with the fine country

seat in a grove at the meadow's edge ; this requires

another innocent shot. Here now, after reaching a

goodly elevation, is the much friendly guide post. Each
arm of it shows an embarrassment of riches in the way
of alluring names. Shall it be the list of attractive

places that ends with Nernier, or with Gy? Some-
thing about the latter (possibly its shortness or its

suggestiveness) wins favor, and we will roll along to

the right. There off to the south in full view stretches

the seductive, sinuous ribbon of white roadway surely

leading into the vale of Chamounix. But that route

is out of the question for us. Ours to keep within
bounds of a few golden hours.

It is plain that this is an unfrequented course we are

on, the roads being just good, honest, farmer thorough-
fares between their tiny hamlets clustered about the

parish church and its modest walled-in Campo Santo.

Behold now all the homely operations of the field and
the wine press, the plowing and the sowing, the tend-
ing of goats and cows ! What can it mean, those great

sheaves of rye suspended high up under the immensely
wide eaves of that spacious barn? Is this a kindness
to fowls of the air, or. an act of piety? For, we are

evidently pedaling through a Roman Catholic canton,

its signs of devotion everywhere visible.

Is it not time to make a detour though and so fetch

round to the lake shore for the run back home ? That
hill, however, crowned by church and manor house,
looks formidable. The lower road will probably gain
the point by leading around "the acclivity," so to

speak. So, Voila! we will spin on. But an unknown
country road is a delusion and a snare. Here we are,

where the usual round of the cart wheels is not enough
to keep down the grass between the tracks. Fortu-

nately the Hill of Difficulty is not far behind. Re-
pentantly let us resume the hard road to travel ; "if

sharp, 'tis short." Once surmounted, what a prospect

is now gained from the top lakeward. Ah ! here is

a moment's outburst of sunshine, the first of the morn-
ing. There is even sufficient sky "for a pair of Dutch-
man's breeches," if cut scant. But we'll hope for more.
Now we have struck onto a wonderful macadam road-

way of extraordinary breadth and easy grade. This
is the poetry of motion, a lyric of the wheel, or an
Oh !-ed long drawn out. It is a struggle between poe-

try and puns as this delectable spin runs on. Though
the company kept on this ride is all invisible, it is se-

lect. How many imaginary conversations are held

with the pick of friends from A to Z ! Garrulity in

this kind has its utmost scope, and no one to be

bored.

Yes, we have come at last to Gy, a most insignificant,

yet quaintly pretty village. The one lounger on its

streets before the inn is decorously polite to the in-

vader, but intensely curious about the use of the ko-

dak, to him having the look of an infernal machine.

Did we not set out on this morning's diversion with the

purpose to make close connection with dinner hour at

the end of the circuit ? Still it is a happy forethought

to have provided a pocket luncheon to be enjoyed in

medias res. We will stop under this lone tree to enjoy

a hearty chunk of wizzened sausage, an aged roll and
the remnant of sweet chocolate, fit dessert to go with

a handful of walnuts of one's own gathering at Inter-

laken. Isn't it pleasant to eat in the open, while view-
ing a wide expanse of field, that group of peasants

meanwhile watching this prandial scene under the

oak with bucolic wonderment. Voila! again. This done
we can stretch out bravely in hopes of better fare at

pension Sutterlin after an hour's ride, now on an easy

down grade. We get close beside the beaming lake,

the track enlivened by all kinds of company, serious and
gay. Has this not been an exhilarating experience

round about Geneva ? Oh ! that John Calvin might
have known the like in his day and generation

!

We will now drop into more sober vein, for tomor-
row is Sunday, or Lord's Day. Moreover, the anni-

versary fete of the Reformation is to be celebrated by
special programs, both at St. Pierre Cathedral and the

Salle de Reformation. As one cannot attend both, it

shall be the musical service at St. Pierre. The price

of tickets was put at two francs
; yet the immense

church is filled with the elite. In the center around
the pulpit, plain to be heard, are those irreverent, un-
reformed Americans out in force. Their speech be-

wrayeth them to be of the few "well-groomed," but ill—

grammared variety. Their solecisms in manners equal

those in their loud talk. The people in general, how-
ever, take the whole affair very much as a mere con-

cert of the semi-sacred order. There is no opportunity

given to express any Protestant fervor, should any ex-

ist in Geneva of the twentieth century. In truth this

city seems very much devoted to running a Vanity
Fair all the year. Doubtless there are earnest religious

people here still. It is said that the old Genevese
families are very orthodox, also very exclusive socially.

Taking the Evangel to heart is no longer their forte.

It is greatly needful that the Salvation Army do its

work in such a city. Let us be thankful that they are

meeting favor and success with many.

Perhaps it might be pleasant to join in another visit

out to country places. Let it be to the north of Lake
Leman, but not to Ferney-Voltaire, though that is de-

lightful enough, especially if one chance upon a beau-
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tiful engroved spot for college field sports, and can
look on at a spirited, graceful game of football after

the Rugby rules. This trip shall be to Aubonne, a hill

town back a few miles from the lake and railway. Here
Dr. M resides, and will be glad to welcome Amer-
ican friends, as we come in the name of a Swiss com-
rade of his student days at Lausanne, a name difficult

to rhyme with, yet of a charming sound in the ears

of multitudes who know it even as far as farthest

Ind. What a pity it is a dull, gray day, in which to

see this picturesque town ! Aubonne was once strong-

ly fortified, having its antique castle, no knowing how
many hundred of years old, apparently good to endure
as many more, but now utilized in the peaceful arts of

a public school for boys. The doctor kindly guides us

on a tour of inspection down the precipitous cobble-

stone stairway of the gorge lying back of Aubonne, and
over the stone-arched bridge of the rapid stream flow-

ing down from the Juras. Then we go up the steep

opposite bank, that all the beauty of the place may be
visible, at least as well as this raw, misty air will allow.

What a treat to be thus entertained in the home of

Swiss friends! One learns a little of how the better

class of people live, what they think of and care for.

The octogenarian "papa" is wholly reminiscent of early

days when he went on evangelizing tours with Lord
Cecil through Southern France. On our way through
town we come upon a strange-looking machine set on
wheels, about the size of a thresher-engine. It proves

to be a portable distillery used to work up the refuse

oi the grapes after being pressed for wine into a vil-

lainous raw alcohol. This stuff costs but twenty cents

in Swiss money, or four cents, a gallon. As one such
machine produces 500 gallons per day, it is simple to

compute its power for mischief and misery. This
drink, said Dr. M , is a common beverage among
Swiss laboring men, producing fearful intemperance.

Such evil necessitates a total abstinence crusade. Med-
ical men and good citizens, Catholic and Protestant,

are engaged in it.

Our visit over, we leave Villa Violet with regret,

to return in the darkness to Geneva. The time has

finally come to depart into Italy. Lord Salisbury once

urged on a friend whose ideas were too limited, "Use
a large map!" But if little Switzerland itself occupy
one's whole mind during five weeks, and he then goes

away conscious of having only touched at a few points

its endless beauty, pray what is he to make of a world-

map? But Italy must seem an easier matter to get

over. There are only the lakes, and Milan, and Verona,

and Venice to think of as a beginning. Getting used

to a larger map will be simple enough.
Geneva, Switzerland.

HAffDOM SHOTS.
LAUREN JONES.

The Devil always smiles when a moral question is

settled on the dollar plan.

All things which are being brought about have a

hidden purpose. We may not be able properly to in-

terpret many things, but we do know that God is not

trifling with humanity nor toying with the elements.

When you go to church to pray for rain always
take your umbrella.

are generally called pessimists. It is true, however,
that the so-called pessimism of one age often becomes
the accepted philosophy of the next.

The reason God cannot talk to some people is be-
cause they are not interested in his themes.

Those who would build on God's ideal should ac-

quaint themselves with his plans and specifications.

When some of us get to heaven we will be won-
derfully surprised to learn how small were the things
over which we quibbled on earth.

It is pretty hard for the Lord to squeeze into a heart
that takes a penny to Sunday school and leaves twelve
dollars at the millinery store.

A small heart can see all its own virtues and all the
sins of others.

The Lord will not give you what you are too lazy

to use.

Do not pray for guidance unless you are willing

to be guided.

It seems easy for some persons with dollars in their

pockets to say that starvation seems necessary, but we
notice that they don't want the experience.

Instead of breaking the banks of children to get

pennies for the Lord, we ought to be breaking the

banks of fashion to get dollars.

The Bible teaches that the kingdom of heaven is

within us, but some persons are searching diligently

everywhere else trying to find it.

"Blessed are 'they

Who their Savior obey,
And have lain up treasures above."

So ran the ancient song.

Honored are they,

With gold to pay
For the earthly things that they love.

So sing a modern thronar.

Every age has its national and church errors and
dangers, but those who insist on making: them known

PHOG'RESrS' TOWA.'RT) CH*RI3?TIAff

This is not very observable in Protestant bodies

here at home. The practical difficulties in uniting

churches substantially one in faith and order are

found well-nigh insuperable. But what does not suc-

ceed at home works successfully abroad. In China and
Japan Reformed churches of the Presbyterian order

have long wrought together in a common organization.

In southern India the same union has been inaugur-

ated, and will soon be in operation. Mexico is now
included in the list. The Presbyterian church, north

and south, have each had prosperous missions there.

Now the churches connected with the two bodies have
been consolidated with the consent of their respective

General Assemblies, and the Presbyterian Synod of

Mexico has been formed independent of the Assem-
blies in this country. Missionaries will continue under
the direction of the foreign boards of the Presbyterian

church, north and south, but the churches organized

will be under the new Synod. This is as it should be.
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WHy OJVE PASTOR FAILED.
HE church at Rockville has been rated

among the best in the state for several

years. Its ministers have usually had long
and fruitful pastorates and its missionary

offerings have been liberal. When Brother
Bower closed his work there a year ago,

the church thought itself fortunate to find

such a man as Rev. A. Skye Frescoe open
for engagement just at that time; indeed,

it was fortunate if its members had rightly

appreciated the greatness of the man. Dr.
Frescoe carried some strong testimonials from our
leading brethren and his coming to the state was not-
•ed with satisfaction by neighboring ministers. An
elaborate installation service was carried out, other
pastors of the town having part on the program, and
the work started off with a flourish.

After all this it was, of course, a great surprise to
the brethren in the state when, a few weeks ago, his

resignation was announced in our papers. Now, hav-
ing been on the ground (I delivered the leading lec-

ture in the local course there last week and to a crowd-
ed house, too, in spite of bad weather), and wishing
to see justice done to the outgoing pastor, I send you
this report that the public may know the situation as
it really is.

The work ran down rapidly after the first few weeks
of the new pastorate, and the blame for it all fell on
Brother Frescoe as a matter of course, but it was not
at all his fault. The fact is, the Rockville church has
been spoiled by former ministers. The people have
teen used to a pastor who spent much time visiting

among them. It is related of one that he frequently
drove to the country with his family and spent the
entire day at some farm house. Another made it a
point to see all the members and read and pray in

their homes at least once in six months, and it has been
the general rule for the pastor to spend three after-
noons each week in calling among his people. Now,
this alone will spoil any congregation, but this is not
all; when we consider that Brother Frescoe's prede-
cessors had been accustomed to make a great fuss over
every missionary offering, to attend the women's mis-
sionary meetings, to work in the Sunday school and
*-o on, it will be seen what the church would expect
of him.

Now, while Brother Frescoe is one of the most
genial fellows on earth, these are not his lines. He is

pre-eminently a great speaker. When it comes to ora-
tory he has few equals and no peers in the brother-
hood. He owns one of the finest stereopticons made,
and has more calls to lecture than any man of his age
among us. When he came to Rockville he mentioned
this to the brethren and no objection was made. Dur-
ing the year he spent there his church had great rea-
son to feel proud of the prominence of their minister
in public functions. He delivered the memorial ad-
dress in May and spoke at the local soldiers' reunion,
preached to the M. W. A., the Odd Fellows, the A. F.
and A. M., the Knights of Pythias and a new order
called "the New and Independent Order of Political,

Social and Religious Deadbeats." He is a member of
all these organizations and is thus brought into touch
with multitudes of non-church-going people. He
was also the chief speaker at the "Grand Annual Con-
vocation of the New International Confederation of
Literary Clubs and Fraternal Organizations." Be-
sides these, he answered many outside calls for work

of the same nature in addition to his own pulpit work.
Some of the members complain that they did not

get acquainted with their preacher during the year;

this, if true, was purely their own fault. Brother

Frescoe is a busy man, but he knew everybody in the

town worth knowing, even to the doctors and lawyers

and five saloonkeepers, and without a dissenting voice

they all regard him as a most affable Christian gentle-

man. He is a man of too large mold to go tagging

around after people, coaxing them to attend services

and give to missions.

Dr. Frescoe will enter the lecture field for the pres-

ent. It is not known who his successor will be, but

it is to be hoped that he will receive better treatment

at the hands of the Rockville church. Let it be known
to all the brethren, however, that the decline in the

work at that place was due not to the pastoral ineffi-

ciency, but to the fact that the Rockville church has

been babied to death.

A. Lincoln Flubdub.
No. i Brass street, Nov. 5, 1901.

A LA TIGE GOSPEL.
If revival methods are meant to include the matter

and the manner of the message, the Gospel preached

must be a large Gospel, not large in the sense of over-

looking evil, but large in the sense that it is the solu-

tion of all personal and social problems and the only

proper rule of life. It must take account of the new
adjustment now in process, emphasizing, however, the

thought that while men's ideas of the truth may
change, the truth itself abides forever. Let it be con-

structive. In manner it should be winning and con-

vincing without estranging. The pugilistic preacher

is a back number. J. m. lowe.

THE JSJVIOJV ITtEA.

There was a time when the world was divided into

warring sects, and there is still a little firing from old

flintlocks at long range. Those who think their opin-

ions are absolutely infallible die hard. But the era

of cast-iron creed and hermetically sealed theology is

giving way to the era of sanctified common sense.

The day of narrow-minded and narrow-chested
clergymen has passed. The small dug-outs of religious

thought and action are being submerged by the strong

currents of a Spirit-filled life. Controversy is giving

way to charity and sectarianism to practical religion.

Some readers can remember when the more loyal a
man was to his denomination the more violent were
his attacks on his brother of another denomination.
The ministering of a neighboring church was a de-

lusion and a snare. One denomination believed that

the other might possibly get to heaven, but the chances
were against it. Members of differing churches were
afraid to touch the hem of each other's garments for

fear of the contagion of heresy. No wonder the Holy
Spirit has been grieved and the world is unchurched
and unredeemed.
The churches and Christian people must get to-

gether.

Christianity will make but little progress till we re-

duce to their proper place all denominational differ-

ences. The Word of God gives them no quarter.

What have your notions or my notions of Calvin or
Ar-minius, or of baptism, or oi the apostolic succession,
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to do with the one great divine practical life of the

church of God?
The organized evils can be conquered by no power

but that of the united churches.
Allan MacNeill.

Ridgefield Park, N. J.

THE SELF-MASTE'Ry OF JESTX/S".

HENEVER the collapse of one whom menWl have grown to regard as a leader of new
i movements makes evident the danger that

lies in a great, revolutionary body of teach-

ing, it serves also to bring out the wonder-

ful self-mastery and poise of Jesus. His

teaching is radical. It brings a sword more
often than it brings peace. And it takes a

strong man to become a conspicuous inter-

preter of it or to lead other men forward

into a more perfect practice of the Mas-
ter's doctrine. Time and again the men who seem to

catch a new glimpse of the social application of the

Gospel become leaders for a little while, and then the

revolutionary elements in it leads them to such incon-

sistency or over-emphasis that they go to pieces from

the shaking of those very forces which they have

grasped, but have not been able to control. Like the

energy of steam, the forces in Jesus' teaching are only

useful when they can be controlled by a resisting me-
dium, a steam-chest and cylinder, stronger than them-

selves. And the matchless example of this control is

Jesus himself.

In every interpretation, therefore, of the doctrine of

Christ, especially as regards its economic and social

application, we never must allow ourselves to lose the

man who gave the message. Jesus himself is a part

of his doctrine. We must understand both the Sermon
on the Mount and the Teacher who wrought the whole

substance of that sermon into his sane and saving life.

The Master never sacrificed the content of his message
to indiscretions and follies. And the character of his

teaching makes more evident the sublime self-mastery

of the Master's spirit.

The men who are to show the world what the Gos-
pel means must be men who can attain the personal

poise of Jesus. Deep insight, fervid utterance, dedi-

cated passion, will not avail alone to show us the way
to a redeemed society; to these must be added that

which made Jesus a peerless teacher, a spirit under
control, and a personality which, made great by the

doctrine, is greater than the doctrine and able to resist

its revolutionary suggestions.—Zion's Herald.

VLEASAJVT'RIES.
Bishop Stubbs was witty, even when he grumbled.

He was not willing to be moved from Chester to Ox-
ford ; and he said, as he left the chapter house, "I am
like Homer; I suffer from translations."

Dr. F., becoming a little sleepy in his prayer at

the Cambridge Divinity School, groaned out, "O
Lord, may the improvement become provident, the in-

temperate temperate, and the industrious dustrious."

The latest and most refreshing Sunday school in-

cident is the following: The teacher had grown elo-

quent in picturing to his little pupils the beauties of
heaven, and he finally asked : "What kind of little

boys go to heaven ?" A lively little four-year-old boy,

with kicking boots, flourished his fist. "Well, you
may answer," said the teacher. "Dead ones !" the lit-

tle fellow shouted at the extent of his lungs.

"Is you gwine ter let dat mewel do as he please?"
asked Uncle Ephram's wife; "wha's you' will power?"
"My will power's all right," he answered. "You jest

want ter come out hyar an' measure dis here mewel's
won't power."

"What would you say," began the voluble prophet
of woe, "if I were to tell you that in a very short space
of time all the rivers in this country would dry up?"
"I would say," replied the patient man, "go thou and
do likewise."

—

Philadelphia Press.

I heard an old farmer whine out the other day, "My
—hay—crop—is—a—failure." Said I, "Is your po-
tato crop a failure?" "No." "Your oats?" "No."
"Your corn?" "O, no! O, no!" "Well, brother, why
not begin with success and thankfulness, and then put
your one failure in parenthesis at the end?" No an-

swer. Pause for reflection.

—

C. E. World.

This story is told of an eccentric Hastings parson.

One day, on visiting the belfry, he found a white-

washer whistling a dance tune as he worked. The
parson reproved him sharply for choosing such music
for such a place.

"Beg your pardon, sir," said the man, "but I forgot

where I was," and then to show he was sorry he start-

ed whistling the "Old Hundredth." His hand, how-
ever, kept time with the music, and so the "Old Hun-
dredth" made the whitewash brush go wonderfully
slow.

"Oh, get back to your dance tune," the old parson
shouted, "or the job'll never be done."

"Henry," she said, thoughtfully. "What is it?"

responded the worried business man, rather shortly.

"I wish you would rearrange your business a little

bit." "How?" "So as to be a bear on the stock ex-

change instead of at home."

—

Truth.

Those of us who are inclined tojgive up to discour-

agement when things go wrong might learn a helpful

lesson from a young woman who had left home be-

cause her father was a drunkard. When she became
a Christian, however, she announced her intention

of returning and doing what she could do to reclaim

him.

"But what will you do when he finds fault with all

your efforts to please him?" some one asked her.

"Try a little harder," she answered, with a soft

light in her eyes.

"Yes; but when he is unreasonable and unkind you
will be tempted to lose your temper and answer him
angrily. What will you do then ?"

"Pray a little harder," came the answer with a fear-

less ring in the words.
The discourager had one more arrow in his quiver.

"Suppose he should strike you as he did before. What
could you do but leave him again?"
"Love him a little harder," said the young Christian,

steadily.

It is pleasant to add that her splendid faith con-

quered. Through love and prayer and patient effort

her father was not only reclaimed from his besetting

sin, but proved Christ's power to save to the uttermost
all that come unto him.
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BY J. B. SILCOX.

•'Strangers ha-Ve devoured his strength and he Knoweth it

not; yea gray hairs are here and there upon him and he

Knoioeth it not."—Hosea, 7, 9.

HE theme suggested by this text and on

T which I speak at this time, is devolution.

The word devolution literally means the

act of rolling down. It indicates a retro-

grade movement, from good to bad, from

bad to worse. I use the words as the oppo-

site to evolution. Evolution means prog-

ress, growth, development. It means the

rising from a lower form of life to a higher

form. We know that living things do not

spring into perfected condition at once.

There is a gradual evolution or unfolding into higher

and still higher stages. The seed evolves a stem, the

stem evolves a branch, the branch evolves a bud, the

bud evolves a flower, from the flower is evolved the

perfect fruit. In these and similar processes we ob-

serve an upward movement. The principle of evolu-

tion is recognized by our Savior in the parable of the

growing seed, "first the blade, then the ear, then the

full corn in the ear." That is the physical state-

ment of a spiritual truth. Scientists tell us

that evolution in some form or other is the

key to the understanding of all living forms
which exist on the earth. Stars and worlds do
not spring into full-orbed splendor at once, but

through long ages pass through manifold stages to

their present condition.

Evolution attempts to explain the method of God in

creation. It is modal not casual. The hypothesis is

not necessarily materialistic or atheistic. Many scien-

tific men hold this theory of creation, and at the same
time hold to the declaration in Genesis that "In the be-

ginning God created." They contend that evolution is

the best explanation of the method of God in creation.

In the minds of many this view of creation enhances
the glory of the Creator. It is in harmony with the

teaching of Scripture that the golden age of humanity
is in the future. We have not yet attained but are

going on unto perfection. As the word evolution

means growth, progress, development, the word devo-
lution means the opposite. It means deterioration, de-

generation, decay. It means drifting down and back.

While it is interesting and profitable to study evolu-

tion, to show how in nature the superior rises out of

the inferior, how the dead mineral is seized on by life

and converted into orgax,ized vegetable structure, how
the vegetable is converted into animal, how from the

animal condition man rises into the intellectual and
spiritual realm, becomes a partaker of the divine nature
and is transformed into the divine image—while this

study is full of interest, it is also wise to study the op-
posite and disintegrating forces at woi;k in nature and
human life. Devolution is as active and universal a
force in nature and human society as' evolution. There
is a down-grade movement as truly as an up-grade.

There are forces that waste and wear and tear down,

as well as forces that conserve and build up. Growth
has its opposite in decay ; health its opposite in disease ;.

life its opposite in death. There is an attraction of

gravitation pulling things down, as truly as there is

a capillary attraction drawing things up. There is

devolution as well as evolution.

Henry Drummond in "Natural Law in the Spiritual

World," has a chapter entitled "Degeneration." He
reminds us of some facts in the natural world which
illustrate the process cf devolution in nature. For ex-

ample, here are a great variety of domesticated pig-

eons, they are of all colors and combination of colors.

Let these many colored, different marked pigeons

loose on some uninhabited island and they will unite

end form a sort of colony. After the lapse of many
years you visit the island, and find that the pigeons, or

rather the descendants, have all become one color.

The black, the white, the dun, the striped, the spotted

and ringed are all metamorphosed into one color—

a

dark slaty blue.

I need not multiply illustrations. Your observation

of the animal and vegetable world will furnish you
with examples illustrating the principle of devolution

in nature. Domestic animals and plants if left to

themselves or to "natural selection," will retrograde in

size, beauty, usefulness. Devolution is as marked a fea-

ture in nature as evolution.

Spiritual De-Volution.

As we have seen the principle of devolution in the

physical world, let us discover its presence and power
in the intellectual and spiritual world. We shall find

that we are subject spiritually to the same law that

we are subject to physically. If a plant or animal is

neglected, by a law of nature it degenerates. It be-

comes less and worse than it formerly was. If a hu-

man soul is neglected, it, too, degenerates, becomes less

and worse, lower and meaner. The saddest sight that

men or angels look on, is the gradual waste and decay
of man's intellectual and spiritual powers. This down-
grade tendency is universal. Every man who knows
himself, knows and feels that he is liable to retrograde

intellectually and morally. "There is a natural principle

in man, lowering him, deadening him, pulling him
down by inches to the mere animal plane, blinding

reason, searing conscience, paralyzing will." It re-

quires continued effort to keep heights we have once
attained. This is true intellectually. It is' true spirit-

ually. You may call this downward tendency by what-
ever name you will. You may refuse to call it deprav-

ity or sin. Never mind the name, it's the thing, the

fact you have to do with. No sane man will deny, and
no wise man will ignore, the existence of this principle

of devolution in human life and character.

Our ordinary speech recognizes this principle. How
often you hear it said of this one and that one, "he's

going to the dogs." There is a terrible significance

in that expression, "he's' going to the dogs." It means
that the man is degenerating intellectually, and degen-
erating morally and degenerating socially. It means
that instead of being ruled by reason and religion, he
is swayed by his animal appetites and passions and is

sinking down into a bestial condition of life.

Our best literature recognizes and portrays this' ten-

dency of man to degenerate. George Eliot in Romola,
pictures the downward career of Tito Melema, a man
who "sold himself to evil, but was not conscious of the

bond." From honor and truth and purity he gradually
lapsed, until at last he who might have stood a prince

among men, sank to the lowest depths of black dis-
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honor. He is an example of the deterioration of a
bright and gifted nature through the preference of

what is pleasant to what is right.

Victor Hugo, in Notre Dame, traces the deteriorat-

ing process in the character and career of a young
priest, who began life with a high ideal of purity and
of service to humanity. The morning of his life was
chastely pure and radiantly hopeful. Later on the

shadows began to gather. His animal passions tri-

umphed over his spiritual aspirations. Holy love

turned into loathsome lust. The life that should have
closed in honor, ended in ignominy.

Robert L. Stevenson in that dramatic novel "Dr.

Jekyl and Mr. Hyde," shows in lurid light the prin-

ciple of devolution working the wreck and ruin of one
who had in him the promise and possibilities of high-

est manhood, but who sank into a hideous, fiendish

condition of character and life. That is not fiction. It

is fact. It is not the creation of a novelist's frenzied

brain. It is history. It is biography. It is the awful
tragedy constantly enacted all around us.

Robert Browning in the wondrously weird and fasci-

nating poem,"Childe Ronald to. the Dark Tower Came,"
describes, how, by yielding to subtle temptation, one
after another of a band of knightly adventurers came
to shameful ruin. He tells how such a one was strong

and such was bold—yet each of old, lost, lost; "one
moment knelled the woe of years." The noble peer,

Cuthbert, sowed the seeds of shameful death by one
night's dissipation. "Alas, one night's disgrace. Out
went my heart's new fire and left it cold."

You and I have seen men for a time run well in the

Christian race. But when near the goal their steps

•slackened, their energies waned and finally they

dropped out, covered with the dishonor of defeat. They
endured, but not unto the end. These falls from
virtue, these lapses from purity, these examples of

moral devolution, are facts in human life. They are

sad facts, inexpressibly, mysteriously sad. It is sad

to look on a work of art defaced by some vandal hand.

It is sad to look on a magnificent architectural struc-

ture blackened and ruined by devouring flames. Ten
thousand times sadder it is to look on a human soul

once white as an angel's wing, now smirched and
blotched by the mildewed fingers of vice.

"Yet it shall be ; thou shalt lower to his level, day by day,

What is fine within thee growing coarse to sympathize with
clay,

As the husband is the wife is, thou art mated with a clown,

And the grossness of his nature will have weight to drag
thee down."

This down dragging process, we all feel and must
-struggle against. "The flesh lusteth against the spirit

and the spirit against the flesh and these are contrary

the one to the other." There is a dual nature in man.
The animal and spiritual contend for supremacy. We
are wonderfully made. We have a rational soul linked

with or imprisoned in a material body. The soul would
rise heavenward, delighting itself in all that is true and
holy. The body would plunge earthward, reveling in

sensual indulgences. Thus what comedies, farces, trag-

edies take place in the same human life. Today we
are on the transfiguration mount of devout prayer and
holy praise, tomorrow we are down in the sulphurous

abysses of pandemonium, indulging in that which both

reason and religion condemn. On what shining heights

of glory we sometimes tread. In what black gulfs of

folly we sometimes grope. "Out of the same mouth
proceedeth blessing and cursing."

This' deterioration of character may, unconsciously,

be going on in some life before me. As you look over
the years of the past and reflect on what you were then
and what you are now, you are compelled to acknowl-
edge that you have drifted from the high standard that
once was your model. You have lowered your ideals.

You allow yourself indulgence in things you once pro-
hibited. You tolerate practices that were once repug-
nant to you. You are less watchful and less prayerful
than you were in the morning of your life.

My brother, my sister, you cannot afford to let this

process of deterioration go on. These deflections and
departures from the straight and narrow way lead
finally into the broad way that ends in death.

"Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all,

It is the little rift within the lute,

That by and by will make the music mute,
And ever widening slowly silence all."

To all who may be drifting, to any who may be sink-

ing, I throw out the life-line of the gospel. It is pos-
sible for a man to renew his life. It is possible for a
man to recover himself and turn defeat into victory,

to find his way back to his Father's love and home.
Commit yourself anew to the keeping of Christ. Re-
turn unto the Lord thy God and he will heal thee of all

thy backslidings and restore unto thee the joy of his

salavation.

Winnipeg, Canada.

'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
THE PASSAGE Or THE "REV SEA.
Lesson for "Dec. 22. 1901—Ejcodus 14-: 13-27.

Golden Tejet: "I ttiilt Sing unto the Lord, for He hath
triumphed gloriously."—Exodus 15; I.

A. CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S JVOGES Off
BHE L.ESSOJV.

ELIAS A. LONG.

Uhe "Pursuit of Pharaoh.

HE course of the Israelites at first was

T northward towards Canaan by the short

eleven-day route. But God caused them to

"turn" (Ch. 14:2) and take a much longer

course. This was done in order that, when
in time they should become discouraged by
war in Canaan, they would not, from fa-

miliarity with an easy way to Egypt, be in-

duced to return. Ch. 13:17. When Pha-
raoh heard of the change of route south-

ward he interpreted it as a favorable sign

of weakness on the part of the fleeing slaves. V. 3.

By this time also the Egyptians began to realize the

loss of their numerous Hebrew subjects, inasmuch
as public works were stopped for want of workmen,
and fields were without flocks ; hence the question

"Why have we let Israel go from serving us?" V. 5.

Pursuit with an armed force of horsemen and chariots

therefore followed. V. 6-9. Soon the Israelites in

great fear found themselves entrapped between the

sea, the mountains and Pharaoh's horsemen. V. 10.

Then they began grievously to complain against Moses
as told in the verses preceding the lesson.

Christmas Aspect of the Lesson.

We celebrate Christmas because in the birth of

Christ, the world found a Deliverer from sin, as in

Moses the slave race had found a deliverer from
Egypt. As the last-mentioned event called forth the

immortal Hebrew song commencing "I will sing unto
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Jehovah, for he hath triumphed gloriously," (Ch.

15 :i). So the dawn of the Greater Deliverer was greet-

ed by sweet angel strains beginning, "Glory to God in

. the highest." Luke 2 '.14. The Scriptures declare that

Seises was a type of Christ, and Egypt was a type

of the world of sin. Acts 3 120-26 ; Rev. 1 1 :8. We no
more can save ourselves than could the Israelites. Matt.

1 :2i. It was when the Israelites were helpless, hope-

less, and seemingly lost, and when they confessed as

much (vs. 10-12), that their delivery was nigh; apt

illustration of salvation by Jesus Christ. Luke 18:13;
Acts 2:37. Again our Moses, like the Moses of old,

was "proved of God by miracles and wonders." Acts
2 :22. Moreover, as the Israelites in the present crisis

were saved by faith, (Heb. 11:29) so our salvation

depends on faith. Eph. 2 :8, 9. In both instances the

walk was by new and unseen paths, and Paul declares

that the passage through the sea was a baptism. 1

Cor. 10 :2. But the main lesson of this portion of the

Scripture—the idea fundamental in all true relig-

ion—is that God is a personal Redeemer.

V. 13, 14. Command of Faith. "And Moses said." He
spake in answer to the alarmed Israelites. V. 10. * * *

"Stand still, and see." Nor could Moses see a way of

escape except through the eye of faith in the Invisible. Heb.
11:23. * * * "Shall see them again no more." God had
rewarded the faith of Moses by revealing to him what he
would do. Ps. 25:14. * * * "The Lord shall fight for

you." It was the Lord's battle. Vs. 25, Zee. 4:6.

V. 15-18. Prayer «f Faith. "Wherefore criest thou unto
me?" Moses had been praying. * * * "Speak ... go
forward." Moses had bidden them stand still; now God
answers the thought of his heart by bidding them go for-

ward. * * * "Shall go . . . through the sea." (V. 16.)

Here is the solution of the dilemma. * * * "Egypt shall

know that I am the Lord." That the true and living God
was in the "midst of the earth" was the great lesson to be
taught to the Egyptians, and to all generations. V. 4; Ch.
12:12.

V. 19. Prayer Answered. "And the angel of God."
This was none other than the Lord himself; that is, the
cloud was a symbol of the divine presence. Ch. 3:2; 13:21.
* * * "Removed and went behind." That majestic col-

umn of cloud which served as a guide suddenly changes
position to the rearward, now to protect them from pur-
suers. The pillar's presence was miraculous, one of several
indications that the narrative means to describe miraculous
action, but not superseding the force of nature. V. 16, 21,

26.

V. 20. Help «f the Helpless. "It came between." The
guidance of the pillar was not now needed ahead as there
was a clear way before them. God presents himself where
the need is the sorest. * * * "The Egyptians." Now in

hot pursuit; continuing in the mistake that thousands to-day
make in not counting on the fact of God's presence and
dealings with men. * * * "Cloud and darkness to them."
A dark side of the divine cloud was turned toward the
Egyptians, perhaps as dense fog, utterly shielding the ad-
vancing Israelites from their sight. * * * "But light by
night to these." In the direction of the Israelites it was a
luminous cloud. God now is the light of his followers. 1

John 1:7. His word is a guide and a light (Ps. 119:105, 130),

b,ut to the unbelieving more or less obscure and a terror.

Matt. 13:13; 2 Cor. 2:16. * * * "So they came not near."
The pursuing army was foiled by the intervening cloud and
darkness. Josh. 24:7.

V. 21. Storm and Earthquake. "Moses stretched out
his hand." He stretched out that wonder-working rod
which in his hand had such a remarkable history. So God
now calls his children to be co-workers with him. * * *

"The Lord caused the sea to go back." Ch. 15:18. A way
of escape now appeared to the alarmed Israelites by that
command to the sea. Rev. 14:7. Jesus proved his divinity

by commanding the sea. Mark 4:39. * * * "A strong
east wind." In the language of the Psalmist the elements
were greatly disturbed as in a tremendous storm and earth-
quake, Ps. 77:16, 18. * * * "The waters were divided."
Some think that there was a complete separation, at a

shallow sea area here, between the deeper waters northward
and the main sea.

V. 22. Qod a Shield. "Israel went into the midst o£
the sea." This advancing of the hosts of Israel is celebrated
in the Epistle to the Hebrews as ah instance of faith. Heb.
11:29. The passage opened through the. waters must have
been of considerable width; possibly a fourth of a mile or
more to allow between two or three million people with
their herds readily to cross. * * . * "And the waters were
a wall." In the poetical language of Ch. 15:8 and Ps. 78:13.

the waters are spoken of as a perpendicular mass as of ice.

See Josh. 3:16. The allusion to the wall may be in the sense
of a protection, preventing their mounted pursuers (V. Q)
attacking from the side. God always is a wall of defense
to his followers.

V. 23. Wild Night /larch. "Egyptians pursued." Hav-
ing the advantage of soldiers, horses and chariots, while the
hosts of Israel, men, women, and children, necessarily moved
slowly, they rushed forward in blind fury with the best
possible chance, as humanly viewed, of overtaking the fleeing
slaves. * * * "In the midst of the sea." It was dark,
and as the course was "dry ground" and roomy enough to-

accommodate millions, they may not have been aware that
their path was leading into the sea bed. * * * "All Pha-
raoh's horses, chariots, horsemen." Apparently the foot
soldiers were left behind. Egyptian chariots were famous.
The people trusted in them and now failed. Ps. 20:7. It

nowhere is stated that Pharaoh himself was in pursuit.

V. 24. Consternation at Dawn. "In the morning
watch." Immediately before sunrise. The ancients divided
the night on a military basis into four watches of the
guards, who were changed as policemen in our cities are
changed. * * * "The Lord looked unto . . . the Egyp-
tians." The Lord, Jehovah. Dr. Chalmer says of this-

statement, "We know of no sentence more memorably im-
pressive in the Bible than that which tells us that God
looked out of the pillar of cloud and fire and troubled the
Egyptians." Such is the difference between the light of his

countenance and the rebuke of his countenance. * * *

"Troubled the host." On that awful night the very earth
trembled (Ps. 77:18) and nothing gives greater alarm than)

an earthquake. This discomfiture of the Egyptians was ex-
treme.

V. 25. Panic in the Sea. "And took off their chariot
wheels." Elsewhere it is said that the Lord "discomfited!

chariots." Judges 4:15; Ps. 46:9; Jer. 51:21. * * * "That
they drave them heavily." Doubtless the horses and driv-

ers were in extreme confusion, and between the collision of
vehicles, led by mad steeds, and the sinking of wheels in

the sea-bed, they were upset and the wheels torn from the
axles. They went down like lead. Ch. 15:10. * * *

"Let us flee from the face of Israel." Flee from their aw-
ful situation. Such panics have not been unknown to other
history of military operations. * * * "The Lord fight-

eth for them." To save the race, Jehovah fought for Is-

rael. At last the question of Pharaoh was answered, "Who
is Jehovah that I should let his people go?" Ex. 5:2. Re-
peatedly God is spoken of as fighting in his children's behalf.

Deut. 3:22; Judges 4:14; 1 Sam. 4:7, 8.

V. 26. Human Agency. "Stretch out thine hand."
Moses still has a part to do, as testing his faith in the real

power at work. * * * "That the waters may come again.""

In the return of the waters somewhat later "when the morn-
ing appeared" (V. 27) it is possible that the agency of tht
wind again was employed. * * * "Upon the Egyptians.""

The Egyptians long before had caused the children of Is-

rael to die by casting them into the water (Ch. 1 :22) ; with
what measure they had meted, it was meted to them. Matt.
7:2.

V. 27. Horning of Death. "The sea returned to its-

strength." V. 21; Josh. 4:18. * * * "The Lord over-
threw the Egyptians." Ch. 15:5. God overthrew them>
because it was a necessity for the salvation of the world.
Egypt, like Canaan later, was as a gangrened limb that in-

part had to be removed.

It is estimated that the great smoke cloud which
hangs over London weighs 300 tons, fifty tons of
which is solid carbon and 250 tons hydro-carbon. It

is calculated that the smoke of the year is worth £ 2,-

000,000.
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FIVE, MIJVX/TES? SE'RMOJST OJV THE
GOLT)EJV TEATT.

PETER AINSLIE.

jVERYBODY loves music and both history

and mythology furnish wonderful instances

of its power. No religion is so rich in

music as Christianity. In fact, the religion

of Jesus stands alone as the religion of mu-
sic, for none other can approach the beauty
of music save the Christian influence.

Somehow the new-born religion must have
caught the music from the skies on that

memorable night when the heavenly host

sung over the Bethlehem plains and from
that time to this all the rich gifts of music to the world
have come from our Christian civilization. The song
of the Jew was alone for centuries and his song was
only a play at real music. Music is Christianity's gift

to the world and now it is as common as' speech. Some
years ago in crossing the Atlantic I saw a sight and
heard the blending of music that I shall never forget.

It was near the calmness of sunset and we had been
out of sight of land for four or five days. At least six-

teen hundred people were aboard the "Majestic." A
minister was conducting services among the steerage

passengers in their own native Swiss tongue, while

several hundred of us stood on the upper deck looking
and listening. At the close of the services they began
to sing, "Shall we gather at the river." They sung in

Swiss, and those on the upper deck instantly began
singing in English—unknown words to each other

—

but the music was common and the whole of that beau-
tiful song was sung through with an enthusiasm that

I had never heard before nor have I since heard. The
music was the common bond. It is the language of

the universe. Some day the differences of all tongues
shall be wiped out and the whole universe shall join

in a common song to him that sitteth upon the Throne.
That will mark the triumph of all ages. It looks some-
times now as though God was almost defeated. Men
despair and grow discouraged, but some day the Son
of God shall lead in triumph rich trophies from out of

every nation and then we shall see that his way was
the way and his triumph shall be absolute and com-
plete. We may be troubled about our own imperfec-

tions, but our God is Lord of all and gracious unto all.

He works in us and through us and the chariot of his

glory shall be the human hearts regained from sin and
death and set to the perfect measurement of his divine

grace.

Our Father, we sing unto thee for all that thou hast

done for us and for all that thou hast promised to do.

Glory be to thy name forever. Amen.

OWR CH'RISTMAS -BOAT.

Our small Sunday schools must not be forgotten.

We will help them have new song books for Christ-

mas. Thousands of copies of Christian Melodies have
been sold at twenty-five dollars per hundred. We are

selling them now at twenty dollars per hundred. Any
school sending a club of ten new subscribers to the

Christian Century at one dollar each, will receive fifty

copies of Christian Melodies as a Christmas gift. Send
us ten dollars and we will ship the books to you at

once. The names can be sent in later. Better appoint

a committee of ten and secure them next Lord's day.

Christian Melodies has most of the standard hymns
and many new songs. This offer is only good for three

weeks. Fifty copies of Christian Melodies free with a

club of ten subscribers to the Christian Century.

CHTUSTIAJST EJVVEAVO'R.
CHARLES BEANCHARD.

OVR GIFTS TO OVR K.IJVG.

Topic Dec. 22; "Ref, Matt, 2: 1-23.

HE remarkable absence of the romantic in

Tthe Gospel narratives is a fine proof of the

inspiration of the evangelists. The se-

rious purpose of the writers of the New
Testament forbade the thought of romanc-
ing. They could not say what was in their

hearts to say, as John intimates in the last

verse of his Gospel. With something of

pathetic renunciation, yet with exultation,

he adds : "There are also many other

things which Jesus did, the which, if they

should be written every one, I suppose that the world
itself could not contain the books that should be writ-

ten."

There is, however, just a suggestion of romance
in this story of the wise men from the East who had
seen his star and followed it. It is a bit of oriental-

ism, with its mysticism and its strange belief in the

influences of the heavenly bodies upon the earth and
its events. Its simplicity of style gives it a peculiar

charm. It suggests a world of romance which the

hearts of childhood cherish, and which the romancers
of all the Christian centuries have delighted to

revel in. If you are inclined to question the inspira-

tion of Matthew and Luke, read some of the books
whose writers have woven their stories around these

events and you will not dare to doubt that the divine

Spirit restrained the human hand that penned the

beautiful evangels of the Christ Child and of the

Christ Life.

It is almost impossible for me to restrain myself
from speculating about the mysterious star which led

them until it came and stood over where the young
Child was. This story of the Star and of shepherds
keeping watch over their flocks by night, with the

glory of the angels' song making musical the midnight
of the world, forms the most perfect poetical setting

for the birth of the world's Savior. It is the fitting

introduction to the romance of redemption as revealed

in the unique character and life of Jesus.

"And when they were come into the house, they saw
the young child with Mary his mother, and fell down
and worshiped him, and when they had opened their

treasures, they presented unto him gifts
;
gold, frank-

incense, and myrrh."
There is in this a suggestion of the attitude of ap-

proach to Christ. They worshiped him first. And
I think worship comes first. The spirit of reverence

and of true worship is more important than all gifts.

But it is just this which, I feel, we are apt to forget.

Reverence is not a marked characteristic of our mod-
ern-day Christmas observance. To fail here is to fail

"

of the true spirit of the Christian life.

The wise men opened their treasures and presented

the most precious things they had. We need to imi-

tate them in this. All too many of us keep our treas-

ures, if not under spiritual lock and key, hidden un-

der a false modesty, or permit them to be crowded
aside by social customs, or neglected in the midst of

the perplexities of household and business cares. The
gold of graciousness, the frankincense of faithfulness,

the myrrh of a merciful and melodious life—these are

the best gifts we can bring to him who is our King
—the Babe of Bethlehem, the Crucified, the Risen and
Glorified Redeemer.
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THE HOME
My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter VII.

ATER on, at a great reception at the Rus-
sian Embassy, I met her once again, the

cynosure of every eye, fair, royal, sapphire-

crowned, serene. We were introduced, and
again I watched the anguished quiver of

her lip, and the scarlet glow that suffused

her face, as her society bravery failed her

for a moment. I could not trust myself to

say more than a few cold, careless conven-
tionalities to her, though vaguely I felt

that her eyes were full of a desperate en-

treaty. But my thoughts were of a lonely prison

death-bed across the icy Siberian plain, and of the

little boy at home, who had asked me: "How is it,

Nell, that I have never had a mother, too?"
xA.nd some of the scorn that was in my heart got

into my voice—and I forgot that dying voice and the

farewell message it had spoken.

But it seems to me that I need not tarry, that I may
pass quickly on to those last dear scenes, where death
lingered in order that life might give out its measure
of perfect love.

Eventually arrived the day appointed for the con-

sultation on my little Waldo. The doctors were unani-
mous in deciding for an operation. It was explained

to me that in similar cases a perfect cure had often

thus been effected, and how with such a possible, nay,

probable, result in view, the risk attending on most
operations would in this instance be fully justified.

Personally I was dead against any such thing, trusting

to time, constant care, nature, sea or mountain air, to

tide my darling safely over the weakness that beset

his tiny frame. But when four, as I firmly believed,

"good men and true," who had given up their lives to

the patient study and investigation of these things

—

when these gave out their verdict, what could one who
confessedly knew nothing, do, but conceive it his plain

duty to abide by it and put the sinking of his own
heart aside? However, as Waldo appeared to have
gained a little strength since coming to town, it was
decided to postpone the operation yet a month, in the

hope that he would then be even stronger still to meet
the dread occasion.

At this time I would occasionally note the unwonted
seriousness of his expression, and once I asked him

:

"Dear little one, why so very grave?"
"I was thinking, Nell," he answered, flashing out

the warm, bright smile that went with all his words,
whether sad or gay.

"What of, old man?"
"Whether father minded," and his dear blue eyes

were fixed on mine with pathetic intensity.

"Minded?" I asked, not knowing for the moment
of what he spoke.

"Yes, Nell dear, you know—minded."
Then the meaning of his childish broken utterance

was suddenly made clear to me. But I knew not
what to say that would cheer that anxious little heart
of love.

"Oh, well, we always mind, I think, when those we
love do not show that they love us back again. But

you must remember that she did not leave father com-
fortless. She left him you. And you were so much
to him, so very much, that you made him often and
often forget the loss of other things. He told me so

himself in many a letter which some day I shall read

to you."
A great radiance overspread his face.

"Yes," he said, very sweetly, "I suppose I was."
Then he asked me if I thought she was very un-

happy sometimes. If so, he said with a little effort,

he would like to find her and give her father's mes-
sage.

I took him in my arms but did not answer him, be-

ing lost in many thoughts.

One afternoon, about this time, he and I were driv-

ing in the park. He seemed very bright and bonny

;

people turned to look at his happy little face as it lay

back amongst the cushions, and smiled when they
heard the clear, gay laugh which always rang out when
we saw or spoke of anything that amused us. At a

certain spot under the trees we pulled up and watched
the riders in the Row, and many friends came to our
carriage and talked with little Waldo and lingered

long beside him.

Presently, as I was leaning against a railing, talking

to a friend, two ladies and a gentleman came strolling

down the path by the side of which our carriage was
drawn up, and I saw that the younger of the ladies

was she whom men called the Princess Tourgenoff.
Without exactly knowing why, I moved at once to

Waldo, who was lying back in the carriage watching
the people as they passed.

"Oh, Nell, only look ! My beautiful lady is coming,"
he said to me in delighted excitement as I approached.
"Put me up a little, will you, Nell, dear! Because I

want to see her especially well to-day."

The eager tone in which he spoke must have carried

down the path, for at his words I noticed that she
quickly turned her head to where he was, and when
she saw him, over her face, which had been expres-
sionless to irritation, there came a sudden wondrous
light, the light that never was on sea or land.

We saluted each other gravely. She whispered
something to her friends, who passed slowly on. After
that she hesitated a moment, then, still with that beau-
tiful light upon her, she looked me beseechingly but
bravely in the face, saying:

"May I—may I shake hands—with your little

boy?"
There is a weapon surer, more powerful far, than

cruelty. I had been cruel to her that other night,

with shame I felt it ; but now, in Waldo's little pres-

ence, I know that love alone should breathe or speak.

He had heard her words to me, and in a moment his

tiny hand was outstretched to hers, and she had bent
over him with a long kiss. When she raised her head,
I saw that her eyes, which were blue as Waldo's own,
were heavy with tears.

"You have no pain?" she asked him.
"No, not any, thank you. Not to-day," he an-

swered, looking up at her with smiling, wondering
eyes.

"I saw you the other day. But you did not see me.
I thought what a happy little face yours was, and it

made me very glad."

She was smiling as she spoke, yet in her voice there
was such sadness, and before her eyes that mist of
tears, that little Waldo, instantaneous to feel and to

respond, asked her in his sweetest way:
"Aren't you happy, too?"
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"Not quite, dear," she answered softly, "not quite."

"I know," he said, in his wise and charming little

way, "I know what it is. And I am very sorry. Per-

haps some day you will be—quite."

In his left hand he had a bunch of primroses. They
were late ones and of the palest white. They had been

sent him that morning from Devonshire and it had
been his wish to take a bunch of them with him on his

drive. Now he held them out to her.

"Would you like my primroses?" he said, with the

color rising to his small white face—he was rather shy.

It was a theory of his that when there seems nothing

more to do for any one, you can at least give them
something.

—

The Quiver.

(To be continued.)

MOTHER AJSTV CHILWREF.
TORMY days are coming when the little

Sones will have to be more or less confined

to the house and the mother will either be

taxed to find ways and means of keeping
them happily interested and occupied or the

house will be turned upside down by the

noise and confusion they create. Some
suggestions as to meeting these occasions

may therefore be helpful.

"A Rainy Day Box" is the plan proposed

by one mother. It requires, of course, prep-

aration ahead of the time of need. But "forewarned is

forearmed." Scraps of velvet and silk, odds and ends

of ribbons and dress goods, can be saved up for the

box and will prove a bonanza for doll dress-making,

keeping the girls absorbed for many an hour. Old
magazines will provide pictures to be cut and pasted

into scrap books. If not needed for home use, these

will be welcomed by the sick children in the hospitals,

and so thought and work for others can be woven
into pleasant occupation for idle hours.

Interesting employment may be found in "furnish-

ing the house." Let the children cut out all the pic-

tures of furniture and housekeeping articles and
then sort them out according as they are used in

different rooms. Provide a large scrap book, giving a

page to each room of the house. Then let the children

arrange the pictures so as to "furnish" the kitchen,

the parlor, the dining-room, bedroom, etc. The cata-

logues of furniture dealers and house-furnishing firms

will supply an abundance of pictures and cuts of stoves,

tables, chairs, couches, bedsteads, pots and pans, etc.

The ingenuity of the children will be put to good use
and their powers of observation and memory developed.

A microscope and a magnet are excellent means of

occupation. Hunting for the insects on the house
plants, looking at finger nails or hair or anything else,

will interest the boys and girls, for the magnifying
power makes everything look somewhat unnatural.

The magnet may be set to drawing the needles out of

an old pincushion, or attracting a small heap of steel

filings.

From railway advertising pamphlets views of var-

ious places may be cut, and the children can play they
are traveling from one city or town to another by ar-

ranging them in order according to the railroad maps.
Pan-American scrap books may be made that will be
quite educational and seed catalogues will furnish ma-
terial for "making gardens." Mother-wit will multiply
these suggestions ad libitum.

"Something new to play" is described by Elizabeth
Ward in The American Mother: The children start

the game by saying, "Now we will furnish a house, and
we will begin in the hall." One child gives the name
of some article of furniture in the hall, such as "chair"

;

then another answers by giving the name of some other
article, the first letter of which must be the last letter

of the word just pronounced; for instance, rug. When
several children are playing, the one who answers most
promptly holds precedence. From the hall they pro-
ceed to the parlor, thence to the library, the dining-
room, and, finally, to the kitchen. Upstairs they have
the nursery, bathroom, and bedrooms. The children
might plant a garden, beginning with potato, oyster-

plant, tomato, onion—thus carrying it on through the

entire catalogue of vegetables ; or they might plant

flowers, or "go to the zoo." When they are older they
might "put the books on the shelves," using their titles

instead of the nouns.
If there is but one child to be kept interested, the

mother while sewing, may start a story thus : "When
we went down to grandma's house we saw
a fence." The child answers : "I saw an
elm." Then perhaps the mother says: "It

grew in a meadow," and the child, after a moment's
quick thought, adds, "By a stream of water." Again
the mother takes up the thread : "In its branches sang
a robin," and the child continues, "I saw its nest."

Then, "I saw a thrush, too," may be followed by any
number of ideas, for the letter h holds many possibili-

ties and suggests houses, horses, hills. Any noun is

permissible, provided that its first letter is identical

with the last letter of the last noun given, and it is the

name of something seen "on the way to grandma's
house." Philo.

THE QVIET HOWR.
[Tke International Bible Beading Association Dally Reading!.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

THE PASSAGE OF THE 'RED SEA.
"I toill sing unto the Lord, for He hath triumphed glori-

ously—Ejeodus IS: 1,

Monday. "December IOth—Ejeodus 14-: 1-12.

OW slow I am to learn the lesson of simple

H trust in the power and the wisdom and the

love of God ! I am little better than the

Israelites, murmuring and panic-stricken

though already Jehovah has done sue!

great things for them.

Have I forgotten his name—the Lord
my Healer, the Lord my Provider, the Lord
my Righteousness, the Lord my Banner, the

Lord my Peace? Have I forgotten his

past doings ; the lives of my fathers and
my own life are filled with the manifestations of his

mercy and his might? Have I forgotten his promises
—more in number than the stars of the sky, and every-

one of them heaven's Yea, which "is Yea indeed?"

Have I forgotten his holy and beneficent purpose m
trying me ; he seeks to ripen my faith and to confirm

my character?

Ah, it is utterly wrong to "faint in the day of ad-

versity." Rather will I raise Madame Guyon's song
in her convent-prison

:

A little bird I am.
Shut in from fields of air;

But in my cage I sit and sing
To Him who placed me there.

Well-pleased a prisoner to be.

Because, my Lord, it pleases Thee.
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Tuesday. "December 17th—E,jcodus 14: 13-22.

"The Lord shall fight for you, and ye shall hold

your peace"—how often the words are proved true

!

One time to remember them is when I am anxious
for growth in grace. It is right that I should "gird

up the loins of my mind" that I should "give diligence

to make my calling and election sure," that I should
""keep under the body." But God does more for me
than I can do for myself, and I must lean on him.

That preserves me from feverishness. That makes
my progress certain.

Another time to remember them is when I am in

darkness of spirit. The Greek hunter Orion, when
he was deprived of sight, turned his eyeballs to the

sun, and his vision came back. Let me gaze and gaze
towards my Sun of Righteousness, and at length my
midnight will flee.

And yet another time to remember them is when I

am desirous of the salvation of others. When I have
tried all that my wisdom and my love can suggest, I

must recognize the limits of my power. I must leave

God to "give the increase." Having used every means,
I must commit the issue to Father and Son and Spirit.

Along the whole of my Christian course, the battle

is not mine but his.

Wednesday, December 18—Ejcodus 14: 23-31.

Here is the triumph of simple trust.

Sometimes it is anything but easy, in the difficulties

of the soul, to maintain my faith and to believe that

all will come right. There are critical seasons when
despair looks natural and almost unavoidable. But
despair is not the mood of mind to which any Chris-

tian is called. Nay, not despair, but its contradictory

and opposite.

I am to be like General Gordon in Khartoum during
the last weeks of the long siege. He built himself a

tower of observation, from the top of which he could

command the whole country round. At dawn he slept

;

by day he looked to his defenses, and administered

justice, and cheered the spirit of his people; every
night he mounted to his tower, and there, as one of

his biographers says, "alone with his God, a universal

sentinel, he kept watch over the ramparts, and prayed
for the help that never came." He could not work out

the deliverance of himself, but he had childlike confi-

dence in God. And the divine help did come—the

martyr's crown, the everlasting rest, the good sol-

dier's welcome from his Commander-in-Chief.
God blesses to the full the heart that relies on him.

"Thus saith the Lord : In returning and rest shall ye be
saved ; in quietness and in confidence shall be your
strength."

Thursday. December 19th—Ejcodus 15: I-IO.

After victory, let there be the song of praise.

Surely I have been blind. I have complained that

my life is dull and monotonous, poor and paltry. But
God does as marvelous things for it and for me as he
did for Israel in the mighty waters. When Jacob
lay down to sleep in Bethel, the place looked barren,

weird, dismal ; but, when he awoke, he said, "This
is none other but the gate of heaven." So may my
Lord purge my vision, and the stoniest parts of my
history will be glorious.

And surely I have been thankless. Where have my
hymns of gratitude been? How seldom and how per-

functorily have I blessed the Hand that guided and
the Heart that planned ! "Up, my sinking eyes ! Up,

kmy

drowsing heart!"

And surely I have been hopeless. It is not the Au-

rora which I see, with the dying Neander; it is the

sunset, "and after that the dark." I am full of gloomy
prognostications and prophecies of evil. But the love

of God is not wearied yet, and it never will be. He
will send revival to the Church. He will save the

world. His mercies are perennial, bestowed on each
generation, "new every morning." What he did long
since at the Red Sea he will do again and again.

Friday. December 20lh—E,jxodus 15: 11-21.

"What has been, it is that which shall be :" to-day

I give the words their happiest signification. Because
Egypt is vanquished, "the dukes of Edom shall be
amazed : the mighty men of Moab, trembling shall

take hold upon them ; all the inhabitants of Canaan
shall melt away." God has been with me in six

troubles, and he will lead me safely through the sev-

enth. I go from strength to strength. I travel

"through a region bright." Beyond question, he who
has begun the good work will perform it, too.

Though I toil all the night, and take nothing, and
do not know where my daily bread is to come from,
in the morning he will supply all my need. Though
the great iron gate, massive, impenetrable, seems to

shut me in from liberty and useful service, lo, he will

send his angel, and the gate will open of its own ac-

cord. Though the storm sweeps down upon me, the

hour of testing and trial, he will come to me over the

crest of the waves, and there shall be a great calm.

Though I sit in a desolate chamber, whose doors are

closed to all comfort, before I am aware he will stand
in the midst, saying, "Peace be unto you !"

Saturday. December 21st—Psalm 77: 11-20.

"Thy way is in the sea :" I know it as Asaph knew
it long ago.

There is a sea of sorrow. I lose my dearest, "my
loves, my best beloved of all." I am overtaken by
bereavement and loneliness. The cold waters seem
as though they would engulf and drown me. But if

God is mine, he draws near me when the floods lift

up their voice. So he drew near James Gilmour, in

Mongolia, when he bade farewell to his wife. A new
tenderness softened that strong nature. A new zeal

impelled him on. A new Power filled him.
There is a sea of doubt. A hundred vexing prob-

lems rise up like armed men—problems of belief, and
problems of experience. But God comes to me across

the tossing billows. He solves some difficulties ; and,
if he lets others remain, it is only that I may lean more
implicitly on himself, and may learn that the life of
trust is better than the possession of the mind which
has taken all knowledge for its province.

There is a sea of temptation ; but, if he enables me
to overcome, then I am better, stronger, wiser, holier,

for the conflict. It reveals my character. It matures
my soul. It crowns my life. It teaches me to testify

to his sustaining and perfecting grace.

Sunday. December 22nd—Psalm 106: 1-12.

Hundreds of years after the Red Sea was crossed,

the deliverance wrought out there was recalled and
celebrated. In similar fashion let me remember "the
days of old, the years of ancient time." It will be a
strong consolation to myself.

Those who trod the path of life before me made
trial of God, and found him a very present help. He
was their Rock and Fortress ; and to me they have
handed down the stimulating tradition of his mercy and
power. The French Huguenots and the Scottish Cov-
enanters had a pleasant fancy. When persecution had
done its worst with them, when their churches were
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demolished and their worship forbidden, they gath-

ered in the darkness round the ruins, and they imag-
ined that they heard the sound of Psalms in the air,

"a song in the night as of a holy solemnity."

And nothing on earth can disturb that sang,
Not Clavers in a' his pride;

For it's raised by the Lord's ain ransomed thrang,
Forgethered abune Kirkbride.

The melodies of saints and martyrs haunted the hal-

lowed spots. It should be as reviving to me to think

that my God was Master and Friend of the good who
preceded me. I am cheered by the knowledge of what
he did for them. I catch the far-off echoes of their

Psalms of thanksgiving and praise.

The Little Champion .*

BY CARMEN SYLVA (QUEEN ELIZABETH OF ROUMANIA).

(Continued from last week.)

Now it was the turn of the other child to wish. He
was a very small boy, and he took some time to make
up his mind. "I want a little live horse to ride," he
said at last. That moment the sound of galloping
hoofs echoed through the forest, and a beautiful lit-

tle dun-colored pony, with long mane and tail, dashed
out and came straight up to the boy and rubbed his

nose on his shoulder, as though asking to be caressed.

"Oh, you darling little creature," cried the boy,
beside himself with delight; "but he cannot really be
my own!"

"Yes, he is really your own ; but you must let your
little companions ride him, too, and play with him,
as long as they do not tire him nor hurt him. For if any
one should hurt him, then he would kick out so that

whoever had hurt him would never want to mount him
again. He must never have a blow, only kind words,
and pats, and sugar, bread, carrots and a handful of

oats; he wants nothing more. But you must comb
and groom him yourself and clean out his stable more
than once a day. You must take plenty of trouble

about him, or one morning you may find him gone,,

for I insist on all the animals that belong to me being
made happy, as happy as you have all been today.
And now," she said, turning to Arnold, "I am going
to ask the guest in whose honor the banquet has
been given what he would like for himself?"
"But I have had a present," said Arnold; "I may

not have another wish?"
"Yes, you may!"
"Well, then," said the boy, "I want to ask you, kind

fairy, to pardon these two friends of mine, whose pres-

ents the frogs have run away with, so that they may
not have to return home ashamed and empty-handed
after such a day."

He had hardly finished speaking when the loveliest

precious stones were already in the boys' hands, and
delighted, they embraced Arnold, and rushing up to

the good fairy, kissed her hands and stroked her shin-

ing hair. And the others, seeing this, all crowded
round, begging that they too might be allowed just

once to touch her beautiful hair. And as they did so

a feeling of gladness so intense came over them it

was as if the whole world were theirs.

"You little guess what it is I have bestowed upon
you," said the fairy, smiling; "I have lent you the

power to do good to others, to make happy all those
you love. Now you must see to it that you love many,
and try to help many, for without love the charm will

not work. But since my favorite, Arnold, has asked

nothing for himself, I shall give him my spindle; he
will make good use of it. As often as you wish to
help others," she continued, turning to the boy, "you
have only to touch it and whatever you want will be
there. But it will never grant a selfish wish, nor need
you have any fear of its being stolen from you, for it

can take good care of itself. Would any one like to

try to take it from me?" asked the fairy.

One boy, bolder than the rest, laughingly put out
his hand, but the magic spindle at once began to be-

labor him with such good will he cried out for mercy,
and instantly it was back again in the firm, gracious
hand that held it out to Arnold. "Take it ; and as for

all of you who now laugh so loudly, remember that

in Arnold's hand it may still be a benefactress to you.
Hold it in high honor, for it has been very dear to me,
and has worked for me for many a year, and has
helped me more than any of you can understand."

But now when it came to the leave-taking, the chil-

dren were so distressed and begged so hard, with tears

in their eyes, that they might see the fairy again some
day that she said at last: "If for a whole year you
have all been good children, and not one of you has
had to be punished nor to be kept in at school, and
no one has been unkind to brothers and sisters or play-

fellows, nor disobedient to his parents, then you may
all meet together again in this meadow, and Arnold
has only to wave the spindle once and I will be there

in the midst of you, and you shall be my guests once
more."

The young people were not altogether cheered by
this, for they had their misgivings, knowing very well

that they were not always quite so perfect as they

might be; however, they all vowed silently in their

hearts that they would work hard and that no fault

of their own should deprive them of the promised
reward.

"Look here," said one boy to another who was
often backward with his lessons, "if you don't work
this time you will get such a thrashing from the rest

of us that you will remember it.

"I think," said the fairy, who had heard the threat,

"it might be better if some of you were to help your
companion with his work, as it is perhaps more diffi-

cult for him than for you."

They all stopped and looked at one another. "That
is true," they cried. "We will all help him, and then

he will get on, and we shall all be able to meet here

together again next year."

How they succeeded I must tell you some day in

another story.

(THE END.)

Bishop Wilberforce used to tell a story of a clerk'

at a village church of the old style who deliberately

took half a crown out of the offertory plate as he
brought it up to the communion table and slipped it

into his pocket. "I distinctly saw him take it," said

the bishop, "and intended to charge him with it at the

end of the service; but, carried away by the sub-

limity of the service, I forgot all about it. Next day
I remembered and spoke about it. 'Oh, sir.' said the

old clerk, 'never you fash yourself about that! That
half-crown has done good service for many years. I

keep it to put down first; then the gentry, when they

see a poor man like me put 2s. 6d. in the plate, cannot
for shame give a less sum themselves

!'
" Not to

be imitated.
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General ^
Church NetosHetos I

IJVTE *RVEJVOMIJVA TIO JV-
AL EVANGELISTIC

EFFORTS.
In Berkshire county, Mass., there

has been a co-operative movement in

response to the call of the national

committee of the Twentieth Century-

Gospel campaign which has some in-

teresting and unusual features. Four
denominations in Pittsfield, through

their leading pastors, issued a call for

two days of conference and prayer, in-

viting pastors of all the evangelical

churches in the county. At this con-

ference a committee was chosen rep-

resenting all the denominations uni-

ting in the work. This committee sent

out a circular letter to all the churches,

asking the following questions:

1. Will you unite with other

churches in a special work of evangeli-

zation ?

2. Will you release your pastor for

a period of service in another church
and community?

3. Do you desire special services in

your church, and will you gather at

least one offering to assist in defray-

ing the necessary expense?
When responses came in it was

found that more than thirty churches

desired the services and an adequate

number of pastors volunteered to en-

gage in the work. It was determined
to employ no outside evangelist, and,

after the gospel method, to send trie

ministers by twos, each couple to rep-

resent different denominations.

Five series of services of five days
each have been concluded. Eight
churches have shared in the work.
During each series a dozen or more
persons have openly declared their

purpose to lead a Christian life, and
they were those whom the ordinary

services had failed to reach. In some
unpromising fields' results have been
most gratifying. In all about seventy

persons have responded during the two
weeks to the claims presented before

them. And, above all, the essential

unity of the Church of Christ has been
demonstrated by these pastors and
members of the various denomination-
al churches.

OHIO FE'DE'RATIOJV OF
CHWRCHES.

A convention of delegates appointed
by the various religious bodies of the

state of Ohio met in Columbus Dec.

3d in the interests of federation. Four-
teen denominations were represented

and several local federations. After a
careful consideration of the subject

and the needs, an organization was ef-

fected and a constitution adopted sim-
ilar to that of the New York Federa-
tion. An executive board of seventeen
members was appointed, with Presi-

dent J. W. Bashford, D. D., as presi-

dent; Rev. Charles H. Small as secre-

tary, and Rev. Dr. John Clark Hill as

treasurer. The State Council is to be

constituted by the election of a dele-

gate by each denomination and one ad-

ditional for every 15,000 members. The
secretary of the National Federation,

Rev. E. B. Sanford, D. D., was present

and his efficient help in furthering the

work was heartily appreciated. Dele-

gates were appointed to the annual
meeting of the National Federation to

be held in Washington Feb. 4 and 5.

The object of the federation is to

promote the effective co-operation of

the churches and Christian workers of

the state, to stimulate local federations

in cities and towns of the state, and
to provide that the evangelization of

every community may be more sys-

tematically accomplished.

IJVTEHJVATIOJVAL T*RO-
THETIC COJVFE'REJVCE.
It is over twenty years since the

great Prophetic conference was held in

the church of the Holy Trinity, New
York, when Stephen H. Tyng, Jr., was
at the height of his popularity. At
that time Drs. Kellogg, Gordon, Nich-

olson, Brooks, Clark and W. P. Mc-
Kay—all of whom are deceased—were
the prominent speakers. It is now
proposed to hold an international con-

ference on matters of prophecy, in

Clarendon Street Baptist church, Bos-
ton, from Dec. 10th to 15th, inclusive.

Although the conference is under the

direction of brethren whose views are

in harmony with what was taught at

the previous conference named, we do
not notice, on the present program,
any name that appeared on the for-

mer. The speakers are Sir Robert An-
derson, LL. D. ; Prof. Margoliouth, M.
A.; Henry Varley and Rev. Sholto D.

C. Douglass, M. A., from Great Britain,

and Drs. A. C. Dixon, E. W. Hunt, Jas.

M. Gray, Henry G. Weston, W. G.

Moorehead, C. I. Schofield, Elmore
Harris, W. J. Erdman, E. Y. Mullins,

L. W. Munhall, Robert Cameron, E. C.

Gordon, H. M. King, Arthur T. Pier-

son, Len G. Broughton and Rt. Rev.

W. W. Niles, D. D. An hour is to be
devoted to asking and answering ques-

tions at the morning sessions-. Amongst
other themes to be discussed are "The
Integrity of the Scriptures," "The Pre-
eminence of the Lord's Coming in the

New Testament." "The Conversion of

the Jews and the Conversion of the

World," "Signs of the Nearness of the

Lord's Coming," "The Resurrections

and the Judgments," "The Coming and
Universal Sovereignty of the Lord, the

World's Greatest Need," "Redemption
—Past, Present and Future," "The

your "Problem Sol-Ved.

Secure a Twentieth Century New
Testament for your preacher or S. S.

superintendent. Such a valuable
Christmas gift will delight any friend.

See announcement on another page.

Second Advent and the Future Life,"

"The Eschatology of Jesus," "The Holy.
Spirit in Prophecy and Fulfilment,"

and "The Final Consummation of All

Things." Tremont Temple is also en-

gaged for the services of the closing

day.

JVA TIOJVAL COJVVE/f-
TIOJVOF THE WOMAN'S
CHTUSTIAff TEM'PE'R-

AJSfCE X/JVIOJV.

The twenty-eighth annual gathering
was at Fort Worth, Texas, Nov. 20th.

This was the first time the White Rib-
boners had held a convention so far

south; nevertheless there was the
largest ex-officio representation that

ever responded to the first roll call

—

147. There was altogether a voting
delegation of 293 and a visiting and
fraternal delegation of double that
number. There was a notable spirit

of harmony and enthusiasm. Accord-
ing to established custom, the Crusade

MEMOHy FOOT>.

A Case XOhere Memory XOas
Strengthened by Crape-ffuts.

Food that will actually help the
memory as well as agree perfectly with
a delicate stomach is worth knowing
of.

A good wife out in Alta, la., who
did not know which way to turn to get

food that would agree with her hus-
band, who was left in a weakened
condition after a serious illness and
could scarcely retain any food in his

stomach, was one day induced to try
him on Grape-Nuts, the famous ready-
cooked breakfast food, and from the
first he began to improve rapidly. In

three months he had gained 30 pounds.
She says that his stomach has re-

covered so completely that he can now
eat any kind of food.

She mentions the boy of an intimate
acquaintance, who was so delicate and
thin that his appearance was pitiable

and he had no appetite for any ordi-

nary food. He was put on Grape- -

Nuts and liked the crispness and sweet-
ish taste of the new food and took
to it. His improvement began at once
and he is now a healthy, plump boy.

"I know that Grape-Nuts will do
more for weak stomachs than any
medicine. The claim that it will build
up and strengthen the brain has been
proven to my certain knowledge. Sis-

ter, who writes for the press, and is

compelled to memorize a great deal,

has been using Grape-Nuts and says
she is surprised at the result. There
is a marked improvement in her mem-
ory and the brain works more perfect-
ly and with better results.

"Please do not publish my name."
Name can be given by the Postum
Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Michi-
gan.
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Psalm was read at the opening and
the Crusade hymn sung.

The .address of the president, Mrs.
Lilian M. N. Stevens, contained the fol-

lowing significant passage: "One of

the chief sources of anarchy in our
country is without doubt the un-Amer-
ican liquor business, for the saloons

are the schools of lawlessness. It is

too well known for me to even men-
tion that the assassin of President Mc-
Kinley imbibed his first lessons in an-
archy in his father's saloon, which was
the headquarters of anarchists, and
that a Buffalo saloon was his home
while he was nerving himself to do the

dreadful deed. Because we are pa-

triots, if for no other reason, we should
work for the overthrow of the saloon

and the saloon power and for the ex-

termination of the liquor traffic. On
the day of President McKinley's burial,

in that hour of supreme sorrow, when
the heart and the business of the na-

tion stood still, the saloon alone could

not afford to stop, but in many places

defiantly plied its trade—selfish, cruel

and diabolical as it always is."

The corresponding secretary's report

showed an encouraging growth in the

organization, 6,000 new members hav-
ing paid dues. The treasurer's report

presented a balance of $536, although
the expenditures have been about $24,-

000.

The young women's work and that

of the Loyal Temperance Legion—the

work for children—showed great in-

crease in growth, which is, of course,

a most hopeful and encouraging fea-

ture. The reports of all departments
showed that the society is growing in

numbers and influence. "New open
doors" and "Greater responsiveness"

were the watchwords of all those who
have been at work in the field.

An important meeting was the Phil-

ippine rally on Sunday afternoon. A
public farewell was given to Mrs. Car-

rie C. Faxon, who was to leave for

Manila the next day. She goes as W.
C. T. U. commissioner to open rest

and reading rooms for our soldiers in

the Philippines. The interest aroused

in the social needs and conditions of

the islands was demonstrated in the
• contribution taken, which amounted to

$1,528.45.

The convention was practically unan-
imous against formally indorsing the

Prohibition party. It was reported at

the convention that the sale of alco-

holic liquors was forbidden on fair

grounds in the District of Columbia
and in the states of Arkansas, Illinois,

Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,

Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Ore-

gon, Rhode Island, Vermont, West Vir-

ginia and Missouri. There are now
connected with the W. C. T. U. 1,133

Bands of Mercy, with a membership of

36,008. The union has twelve rescue

homes and much has been accom-
plished during the year by the Depart-

ment of Purity. Florida, Tennessee
and Idaho have this year raised the

age of protection for girls to eighteen
years. More than 2,000 towns in the
United States have now a curfew law.

The same corps of officers which has
guided the organization so successfully

was re-elected. These are: President,

Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Maine; vice

president, Miss Anna A. Gordon of

Massachusetts; corresponding secre-

tary, Mrs. Sue M. D. Frye of Illinois;

recording secretary, Mrs. Clara C. Hoff-

man, Kansas; assistant recording sec-

retary, Mrs. Frances B. Beauchamp,
Kentucky; treasurer, Mrs. Helen M.
Barker.

The evening gatherings were very
popular, drawing large audiences. Hon.
T. J. Powell, the mayor of Fort Worth,
addressed the convention the first

night, speaking appreciatively of "that
matchless trinity, Woman, Christian-

ity, Temperance." Mrs. Helen M. Stod-

dard, president of the Texas W. C. T.

U., referred to the map she had pre-

pared of the state, showing the 120

prohibition counties in black, and gave
as the reason why white had not been

OVK CHRISTMAS
-BOJT.

Man of Glengarry.
We will send "The Man of Glen-

garry" (price $1.50) to any reader of

The Christian Century who will send
us one new subscription to The Chris-

tian Century and two dollars.

BooK. Offer.
"A Lilly of France" (price $1.25 pre-

paid), "Our Plea for Union (75c pre-

paid), The Christian Century, one year

$1.50, all three sent to any address in

the United States for two dollars.

Special "Bible Offer.
Large parallel Bibles (regular price

$2.50) and The Christian Century (one

year $1.50), both given to a new sub-

scriber for $2.00. We will send one of

these Bibles to any old subscriber who
will renew and send us one new sub-

scription to The Christian Century as

long as the stock lasts.

Magazine Offer.
A year's subscription to any one of

the one-dollar magazines, such as

"Success," "The Ladies' Home Journal,"

"Cosmopolitan," and a handsome
leather-bound New Testament ($1.50)

for a club of five subscribers to The
Christian Century and six dollars in

cash.

Great "Bible Offer.
To the readers of The Christian Cen-

tury and their friends we offer a lim-

ited number of Bibles and Testaments
at one-half price. Fine bold-faced

type teachers' Bibles at sixty per cent

discount. We have only a few of these

Bibles in stock. First come, first

served. Do not wait to inquire. Send

us from one to five dollars and we shall

send you from one to five Bibles. If

you are not satisfied, you may keep
the Bibles as a Christmas gift and we
shall refund your money. We have
some flexible back Testaments and a
few other Testaments worth fifty cent3

and one dollar each. Teachers may
have these fine Testaments at three

dollars a dozen. Write to-day or you
will be too late.

HIGH ALTITWDES.
Food Cannot Be Boiled as

QuicHJy as in Lobv.

The curious experiences people have
with coffee drinking are worth ponder-
ing over if any one is ailing and does

not know the exact reason thereof.

Coffee is a secretive worker, and
through the nervous system affects-

different parts of the body in different

people.

A young married woman, Mrs. T. L.

Blackmon, Oswego, Montana, had a
conclusive experience in the effects of

coffee on her eyes. She says: "I have
used coffee since a child, but a short

time ago my eyes began to grow weak,
and the least exertion such as reading

or sewing would cause shooting pains

and wavy lines of light so that I could

see but little else for minutes at a
time.

"This alarmed me and I earnestly

sought the cause of the trouble. Some
one told me that coffee sometimes af-

fected the eyes. I at once decided to

quit it and see if I would be benefited,

but I must have something to take

the place of coffee, for I wanted to

modify, as much as possible, the sacri-

fice of giving it up.

"So I decided to try Postum for my-
self. When it came I made it strictly

according to directions and was won-
derfully surprised and pleased with it.

Husband says that my Postum is very
different, indeed, from that he once

drank at a friend's table.

"I frankly own that I like Postum
better than I ever liked coffee. It has
a rich body to it that coffee lacks.

I boil it longer than twenty minutes
and it improves it. Perhaps it requires

longer boiling in the high altitudes.

I think it does.

"For three months now I have been
using Postum and have been wonder-
fully benefited. My eyes no longer

pain me, and are strong as they ever

were. My complexion, instead of be-

ing sallow as formerly, is clear and
rosy. I know to a certainty that my
improvement has been caused by leav-

ing off coffee and using Postum, for

that is absolutely the only change I

have made, and I have taken no medi-
cine.

"A Mr. Randall, a friend of ours, has
obtained relief from his stomach trou-

ble and headaches by leaving off coffee

and taking Postum. We think we
know something of the facts about
coffee and about Postum."
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used that black in this case meant
death to the liquor traffic.

The young women had the floor on
Saturday evening and made good use

of it as a vantage point from which
to inspire enthusiasm for the cause.

Miss Christina Tinling of London,
England, made the chief address, bas-

ing it on the thought, "The nobler

born the maiden, the more bound to

be sweet and serviceable."

The children's work embodied in the

Loyal Temperance Legion occupied

Monday evening. On Tuesday night

a state benefit was held, the states

which had made a net gain of 500 or

more being represented on the plat-

form. South Dakota, New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Kansas, Texas and
Oklahoma territory were the banner
states.

Wednesday night the enthusiasm of

the convention culminated and so

closed.

your Problem Sol-ved.

Secure a Twentieth Century New
Testament for your preacher or S. S.

superintendent. Such a valuable

Christmas gift will delight any friend.

See announcement on another page.

CHICAGO CR.ACG" SO-
ciE&y.

The twelfth anniversary of the Chi-

cago Tract Society was celebrated on
Monday, Dec. 2d, at the Young Men's
Christian Association Auditorium. The
annual address was delivered by the

Rev. William A. Bartlett, D. D., pastor

of the First Congregational church.

Several of the missionary workers of

the society took part in the service,

and the reports of both the treasurer

and secretary showed that encourag-
ing progress had been made. Three
special services are arranged in con-

nection with this anniversary in the

three sections of the city. These will

be held during the Sunday evenings of

December. On the 15th, anniversary
services will be held at the Warren
Avenue Congregational church, and on
the 22d at the Kenwood Evangelical
church. Following is the condensed
summary of the year's work:
Half a million pages of tracts in

more than a score of languages have
been distributed through voluntary
workers. Twelve missionary colport-

ers have served the society during the
whole or a part of this year. The to-

tal time devoted to the work has been
equal to that of one man for eighty

months. These colporters have worked
largely among our foreign-speaking
population, and have been able to use
orally, in the aggregate, ten languages,
and to distribute literature judiciously

in as many more; 54,000 homes have
been visited. In 48,000 of them prayer
or religious conversation has been en-
gaged in. By sale and donation some
thousands of good books have been
put in circulation.

The work among the poor of our city

at Dunning and in the Cook County
Hospital has been especially fruitful.

The Christian Endeavor Societies' of

the city have, to a considerable extent,

assumed the responsibility of these

two departments of work. At Dun-
ning they have used literature and
tracts in thirteen languages, and at the

County Hospital similar use has been
made of literature in eighteen differ-

ent languages.

The results cannot be measured or

estimated, but many wanderers have
been reclaimed. More than 400 hope-

ful conversions have been reported as

the direct result of the efforts of the

missionary colporters.

The society needs money to carry on
and extend this work. Every dollar

that is contributed to the treasury will

provide at least two thousand pages
of literature in any of the languages
in use.

There is special need of the where-
withal to sustain at least seven more
good men to labor among the more
than 300,000 Sclavic people of Chicago.

Mr. David Vernon, 167-169 Wabash
avenue, is treasurer.

Chicago and "Vicinity.

Belden Avenue Baptist church has
come into possession of valuable prop-

erty, seventy-five feet east of Halsted

street, and near the church building.

With improvements, conveyed to it by
Mr. A. J. Rankin, who also adds $2,000

to his gift, the total value to the

church is $12,000. The building is to

be used for the young men's and young
women's work in the church.

About a score of the men of the

Irving Park Baptist church and con-

gregation have organized themselves
into a men's club for social, intellec-

tual and spiritual improvement. The
club will meet on the first Monday
evening of each month at 6:30 and
after supper will discuss questions of

interest, local, denominational and
otherwise. This church has a German
department in its Sunday school, with
fifteen to twenty pupils in attendance.

St. Paul's Episcopal church occupied

its new building Dec. 8th. The cost is

$65,000, without the organ, which will

be $7,000. The edifice is Gothic in

style and constructed of gray stone.

Rev. Dr. L. A. Crandall, pastor of

Memorial Baptist church, has an-

nounced four series of addresses, with
one sermon in each series. The sub-

jects are: "Hymns We Love," "Dead
Men Who Live," "Questions that Trou-
ble" and "Applied Christianity." Each
month will have one of each series.

West Division Christian Endeavor
Union held a rally Tuesday evening at

the Union Park Congregational church.

Rev. W. H. Matthews of the Central
Park Presbyterian church led the de-

votional exercises and Rev. W. A.

Bartlett of the First Congregational
church delivered an address. The same
evening the Oak Park division held a
rally at the Austin Congregational

LITE SAVE7> By JWAMP-
-ROOT.

She Wonderful JVebu Discovery
in Medical Science.

Sample "Bottle Sent Free by
Mail.

Swamp-Root, discovered by the emi-
nent kidney and bladder specialist, is

1

wonderfully successful in promptly
curing kidney, bladder and uric acid

troubles.

Some of the early symptoms of weak
kidneys are pain or dull ache in the
back, rheumatism, dizziness, headache,
nervousness, catarrh of the bladder,

gravel or calculi, bloating, sallow com-
plexion, puffy or dark circles under
the eyes, suppression of urine, or com-
pelled to pass water often day and
night.

The mild and extraordinary effect

of the famous new discovery, Dr. Kil-

mer's Swamp-Root, is soon realized.

It stands the highest for its wonder-
ful cures of the most distressing cases.

If you need a medicine you should
have the best.

Sold by druggists in fifty-cent and
one-dollar sizes. You may have a sam-
ple bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-
Root and a pamphlet that tells all

about it, including many of the thou-
sands of letters received from suffer-

ers cured, both sent free by mail.

Write Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
N. Y., and please mention that you
read this generous offer in the Chris-
tian Century.

church. Miss Florence Ben-Oliel
spoke.

The Amoret Henson Guild of the
First Baptist church held its monthly
meeting and supper Nov. 25th, with
an attendance of fifty-five young la-

dies. An excellent program followed.

The guild carries on a work for young
ladies by young ladies. It conducts a
Bible class on Sundays, which has an
increasing attendance.

Lexington Avenue Baptist church
keeps "open house" monthly. The
several auxiliary societies have in

charge the providing of refreshments
and the reception committee. A short
program is rendered and a cordial "get-

acquainted" spirit makes welcome the
large numbers of strangers these so-

cials bring together. Special invita-

tions are sent to the newcomers re-

ported to the pastor by the members,
who are on the watch for them, and
the plan followed in a complete and
business-like manner has proved suc-
cessful.

The Baptist City Mission Society has
secured the $1,500 extra needed to-

wards the purchase of the property of

the Chicago Polish Mission.

A farewell reception was given to

Dr. W. T. Meloy and his wife by the
congregation of the First United Pres-
byterian church on the occasion of his

resignation of the pastorate after a
tenure of nearly twenty-four years.
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Several addresses were made and a
presentation to Dr. Meloy of a gold

watch and chain and to his wife of a

brooch set with pearls and diamonds.

At the Kenwood Evangelical church,

Dec. 1, Rev. John Crosser welcomed
twenty-six to membership, five of them
on confession of faith.

Woodlawn Park Presbyterian church,

Rev. Dr. E. H. Curtis, pastor, received

twenty-two new members Dec. 1.

The Central church, Dr. Gunsaulus,

pastor, and the First Methodist church.

Dr. J. P. Brushingham, united in a

Thanksgiving service at the People's

church, McVicker's theater, on
Thanksgiving Day. Dr. Brushingham
preached.

The Open church (Methodist) gave a

dinner to 400 of the neighborhood poor
on Thanksgiving Day.

An all-day session of the Chicago
"Western District Ministerial Associa-

tion (Methodist) was held at Western
Avenue church Nov. 26. There was an
excellent attendance and the interest

was so great at this first meeting that

it was decided to meet twice each year,

in the fall and spring. The following

papers were presented: "The preacher

in the prayer meeting," Rev. C. L.

Roberts; "The preacher in his pastoral

work," Rev. J. M. Caldwell; "The
preacher and the presentation of the

benevolences," Rev. John R. Creigh-

ton; "The preacher and Epworth
League problems," Rev. M. W. Chase;

"The preacher and the promotion of

family religion," Rev. E. D. Hull; "The
preacher's equipment for revival

work," Rev. T. K. Gale; "The condi-

tions on which the gift is received,"

Rev. J. A. Matlack; "The gift of the

Holy Spirit the present heritage of the

Church," Rev. M. B. Williams.

your 'Problem Sol-Ved.

Secure a Twentieth Century New
Testament for your preacher or S. S.

superintendent. Such a valuable

Christmas gift will delight any friend.

See announcement on another page.

"Baptist.

Rev. Stephen A. Northrop has served

the First church, Kansas City, Mo., for

five years'. During this time 527 per-

sons have been added to its member-
ship and nearly $40,000 raised for

church expenses and beneficence.

At Dundee, Ills., the pastor has two
classes of boys and girls each week at

the parsonage for instruction in Bible

study, missionary work and encourage-

ment and help in Christian living.

Between forty and fifty have been

received into the Baptist church of

Centralia, Ills., during the month of

November as a result of the union
meetings recently held there.

"Muster day" at Moline, Ills., had
special speakers and Dr. E. A. Stone
addressed the home Sunday school;

nearly thirty of the boys and girls ex-

pressed a willingness to follow Christ.

EDW. B. BAGBY recommends the Scripture Readings ot

e fipnal
'

' With the opening of our new house of worship we introduced a new hymn book.

Our music committee selected The Praise Hymnal, and we have never regretted

their choice. We found beautiful and appropriate hymns for our dedicatory service.

For the varying seasons that have followed, and for all the regular and special services

held, we have found this selection adequate to all needs.
'

' I wish to commend especially the collection of Psalms and Topical Selections

from the Revised Version of the Scriptures. The use of these Responsive Readings

has greatly enriched the worship of our Lord's Day meetings.

Ninth Street Church, Washington, D. C.

Edward B. Bagby.

We advise our customers to take the cloth with leather back binding, not because it is to our
profit, but because it is best for them. The price is $75 per hundred copies. We send samples on
approval where persons wish to examine the book.

119 W. 6th St., CINCINNATI, O.
4-0 Bible House, NEW YORK.

THE CHOIR, our monthly anthem journal, is meeting with great success. We are glad to
send samples to choir leaders. It wins every time. (9)

FILLMORE BROS..

Christian Cleanliness
Why do you permit a custom at the communion table which you would not tolerate

in your own home ? Would you like to know where Individual Communion Cups are

used? Sendfor ourfree book— it tells all about it. A trial outfit sentfree, i

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT COMPANY, Box n ,
Rochester, N.Y.

Congregational.

At the communion service November
3, ninety-six students of Mount Holy-

oke College united with the church
through the wayside covenant. The
occasion was deeply impressive.

Two Sunday school classes at Shaw-
mut church, Boston, have just cele-

brated their first anniversary. The
young men's class has acquired a mem-
bership of 250, while the young wom-
en's numbers 200. From the two
classes fifty-three young people have
been received into the church. Mr.

and Mrs. Floody are the teachers. The
members of the classes are organized

into bands of ten to keep track of ab-

sentees. A Saturday evening prayer-

meeting is held at the teachers' home,
which brings the two classes together.

This is also done in various social

ways.

During the eight years' service of

Rev. W. L. Sutherland as state Sun-
day school superintendent of Kansas
over 200 schools have been organized.

Washburn College, Topeka, Kas., has

over 300 students, its largest number
yet. Holbrook Hall for women has
been newly furnished by several wom-
en's clubs of Topeka.

Rev. Edward G. Heal began his pas-

torate of the West Pittston (Pa.)

church in May, 1900; the membership
at that time was fifty-eight and the

debt $3,100. To-day the membership is

145 and the debt is gone: $500 of it

had been standing since the erection

of the church in 1883.

Cleveland, O., has twenty-two Con-
gregational churches; they have twen-
ty-four pastors and two pastors' assist-

ants. Cyril church has Bohemian

services; Bethlehem both English and
Bohemian, with a pastor for each:

Mizpah has in addition to Bohemian
and English a Polish service. There
is a church for the Welsh, the Scandi-

navians and the colored people. An
Italian mission is maintained jointly

by the Euclid Avenue and the City

Missionary Society. Some work has
been done among the Germans and
Magyars. One of the churches, num-
bering 200, has not in its membership
a single original Congregationalist.

Pilgrim church, Cleveland, carries on
its institutional work through the Pil-

grim Institute, which has a member-
ship of between 300 and 400. The in-

stitute work for this season includes

the library and reading room, issuing

2,200 books a year; the Olney Kinder-

garten, with 75 pupils; the Sewing
School, 20 teachers and 150 girls; the

Mothers' Club, 80 members, studying

home life and child culture; the Con-
gressional Club, 50 members, studying

national problems; the Young Men's
Club, for those between 16 and 20: the

Orchestral Club, 20 members, appear-

ing once a month in the Sunday eve-

ning service; the Boys' Club, and the

Gymnasium, with classes for women,
men and boys.

Colorado College opens its new year

with by far the largest enrollment in

its history, having six hundred stu-

dents in all departments. Ground has

already been broken for the new Sci-

ence Building, which will add greatly

to the equipment of the institution.

and which will cost something over

two hundred thousand dollars. The
remarkable growth of the college has

made it necessary to increase the fac-
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ulty by the addition of four new mem-
bers.

In Oklahoma City, Pastor Harper of

Pilgrim church has organized a class

for Bible study which meets Wednes-
day evenings. He is using Dr. Jas.

Gray's system of lessons. The inter-

est and attendance are growing. An
athletic club for the boys has been or-

ganized, and free lectures are being

planned for the school children. The
Sunday school is the largest in the ter-

ritory. A chorus has been organized
under a competent leader.

€T/>e Disciples.

The Alabama Christian Missionary
convention was very encouraging in

its spirit. The reports were satisfac-

tory. The additions during the year

have been 215.

The Mothers' and Babies' Home in

St. Louis was opened two and a half

years ago. Since then 404 babies have
been in the home from twenty-eight
states and territories. Sixty-six ba-

bies have been placed with Christian

families in ten states. This is the only

institution in St. Louis that will keep
the mother with her baby. If the

mother is working she pays a nominal
sum for her baby's board. Almost 300

women, some of them in despair and
destitute, have been helped.

The University of Texas has among
its students this year exactly 100 mem-
bers of the Christian church.

The Second Christian church of St.

Louis had a jubilee last week to cele-

brate the payment of its debt, largely

due to the efforts of W. Daviess Pitt-

man, a business man who has been
acting as pastor without compensa-
tion for two years or more, preaches
regularly twice every Sunday and has
held protracted meetings with large

results.

Rev. C. H. White completes his third

year with the church in Galesburg,

Ills., next April; 225 members have
been added during his pastorate and
an indebtness of $4,000 has been paid.

Methodist.
The annual meeting of the Church

Extension Society was held at Colum-
bus, 0. The treasurer's statement
showed a remarkably fine increase of

1343,000 in contributions. Aid was giv-

en by the society in the erection of 341

new churches within the year. Appro-
priations of $341,000 were voted for

next year. It was' decided that two
new assistant secretaries were needed,
and Drs. T. C. Iliff and W. D. Parr
were chosen. The former has attained
national celebrity as an anti-polygamy
warrior.

A revival of five weeks' duration at
De Soto, Wis., resulted in thirty-five

accessions and about forty conversions.
The church is greatly revived. Cap-
tain Frank Gray and his band assist-

ed Pastor A. A. Pittenger.

At Perry, Ills., a special effort made
by the pastor, Rev. W. W. Drake, and

his people has resulted in forty-one

persons confessing their faith in

Christ. The pastor has a young peo-

ple's and probationers' prayer circle at

3 p. m. on Sunday, with a membership
of forty-two. He preaches to crowded
houses morning and evening. The Sun-
day school is testing the capacity of

the edifice. The Epworth League is

well attended and is a power for good.

The twentieth annual convention oi

the Women's Home Missionary Society

reported the sum total of receipts for

the year as $234,246.21. The work is

carried on under twenty-one bureaus
in charge of trained secretaries. A
silver loving cup was presented to the

president, Mrs. Clinton B. Pisk.

The Woman's Foreign Missionary

Society of the M. E. church, in gen-

eral .executive session, and represent-

ing 117,000 women, petitioned the Uni-
ted States Congress in the interest of

the womanhood of this and other lands

to pass the anti-polygamy constitution-

al amendment now pending and to be
voted on the coming session of Con-
gress. The foreign work of the soci-

ety is embraced under the following

classification: Three colleges, sixty-

three boarding schools, 455 day schools,

seventeen training schools, nineteen

hospitals and dispensaries, besides kin-

dergarten, evangelistic and industrial

work.

The schools in charge of the Freed-
men's Aid and Southern Education So-

ciety have an attendance of 10,146.

"Presbyterian.

An all-day meeting for prayer and
conference was held November 5 in

Salem, Ore., invitations being sent by
the special evangelistic committee to

every minister and church in Willa-

mette Presbytery. The conference was
delightful in fellowship and a real

spiritual uplift. The following week,
November 10 to 15, union services were
held in which a large part of the evan-
gelical churches of the city participa-

ted. The program prepared by the

"Twentieth Century National Gospel
Campaign" committee was used.

The Presbytery of West Chester, Pa.,

holds an annual convention of ruling

elders which serves a good purpose in

stirring up loyalty and quickening to

action by a comparison of views and
the discussion of live questions, as well

as a means of getting better acquaint-

ed. At the eighth annual convention
of the elders of the above-named pres-

bytery such subjects as the following

were discussed: "Is the Fourth Com-
mandment Still Valid in Its Integrity

Enforcing a Day of Rest?" "What
Shall Be Expected of an Elder in Visit-

A.fter a "Day's Hard WorK.
&aK_e Horsford's Acid Phos-

phate.

It nourishes, strengthens and im-
parts new life and vigor, by supplying
the needed nerve food. Relieves the

worst forms of dyspepsia.

WRITE A/tV SEE.
Don't Let Prejudice K_eep you

from Getting Well.

JVo Money Js ^CVanted.

Simply write a postal for the book
you need. See what I have to say.

You can't know too much about ways
to get well.

My way is not less effective because
I tell you about it. There are millions

of cases which nothing else can cure.

How can I reach them save by adver-
tising?

I will send with the book also an or-

der on your druggist for six bottles of
Dr. Shoop's Restorative. I will tell

him to let you test it for a month at
my risk. If you are satisfied, the cost

will be $5.50. If it fails, I will pay him
myself.

The book will tell you how my
Restorative strengthens the inside

nerves. It brings back the power that

operates the vital organs. My book
will prove that no other way can make
those organs strong.

No matter what your doubts. Re-
member that my method is unknown
to you, while I spent a lifetime on it.

Remember that only the cured need
pay. Won't you write a postal to learn

what treatment makes such an offer

possible?

Book No. 1 on Dyspepsia,
Book No. 2 on the Heart,

Book No. 3 on the Kidneys,
Book No. 4 for Women,
Book No. 5 for Men ((sealed),

Book No. 6 on Rheumatism.
Simply state which book you want,

and address Dr. Shoop, Box 595 Ra-
cine, Wis.

Mild cases, not chronic, are often

cured by one or two bottles. At all

druggists.

ing Members of His Own Congrega-
tion?" "What Can the Elder Do to In-

crease the Activity and Zeal of the
Elders and Members of the Church
Generally?" "The Elder as the Pastor's

Assistant," "The Duty of an Elder
When the Pulpit is Vacant."
The United Presbyterian church at

Avalon, Pa., has formed a society for

the support of a school for girls in

India the erection of a building and
the salaries of two teachers. This in-

terest was aroused by the reading of

a book by the missionary at Pathank-
ot, India, entitled "One Hundred Girls

of India."

Indiana Synod's committee on evan-
gelistic work, Rev. Dr. R. W. Hunter
of Indianapolis, chairman, has issued

a "pastoral letter" to the ministers of

the synod, dealing with plans for a
more decided soul-winning movement
throughout the state. Days of prayer
and conference in each presbytery are

urged. It is insisted that each pastor

hold special evangelistic services in

each congregation, securing the aid of

some other pastor or some evangelist
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of approved standing. For next sum-
mer the churches in the larger centers

are exhorted to plan tent services. For
the winter of 1902-3 the committee pro-

poses' that preparation be made in

presbyterial institutes for the study of

the Bible and evangelistic methods, to

be held next autumn. Efforts are al-

ready being made to engage Dr. Moore-
head, Dr. Woelfkin, and Mr. Gordon
for such service in the synod.

Eighty have been added to the

church at Palo Alto, Cal., during the

year. Rev. Chas. Ellis Smith is the

pastor.

The Sixth church, Des Moines, has
lately undertaken institutional work
in some of its departments and has
remodeled a portion of its building

with a view to it. A fully equipped
gymnasium has been put into the base-

ment. A boys' club, calling themselves
"Junior Citizens," has been organized
with about forty members, under the

leadership of Mr. W. E. Hamlin, a re-

cent graduate of Grinnell College, a
specialist in sociology. Rev. Chas. E.

Reynolds is the pastor.

The superintendent of the First

church Sunday school of Salt Lake
City, Mr. Thomas Weir, offered prizes

aggregating about $40 in value, for the

best essays written by scholars of the

school on the life of Joseph at the

close of the series of five lessons deal-

ing with his career. For the purposes
of the competition the school was di-

vided into five grades. Scholars in the

youngest grade were allowed to tell

the story orally instead of writing it.

Mr. Weir found his plan a great stimu-
lant to study.

The members of Central Presbyteri-

an church, Brooklyn, of which Dr.

John F. Carson is pastor, practically

wiped out a mortgage of $40,000 at the
morning and evening services Sunday,
December 1.

your "Problem Sol-Ved.
Secure a Twentieth Century New

Testament for your preacher or S. S.

superintendent. Such a valuable
Christmas gift will delight any friend.
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GEJVB'RAL.
The Bible study rally at Harvard

University, on October 9, was addressed
by Mr. Henry B. Wright, Yale, '98.

Fifty-seven men were enrolled in four
classes at the close of the meeting. A
series of daily Bible readings, selected

from the Old and New Testaments,
has been prepared. These are intend-

ed to supplement and not supplant the
courses of study and are distributed

to the students of the university. The
Religious Union and the St. Paul So-
ciety will co-operate with the Law
School and other university men in Bi-

ble work.
At the ninety-eighth anniversary of

the Vermont Bible Society held Oc-
tober 27 it was reported that three col-

porters have visited over 7,000 homes,

and many of the public institutions of

the state have been supplied with Bi-

bles.

The National conference on the
Christian Principles of Civil Govern-
ment which met in Pittsburg Novem-
ber 19-21 was attended by more than
500. The first address of the confer-

ence was made by the Rev. T. P. Ste-

venson, D. D., of Philadelphia, on
"The March of the Nations Toward the
Kingdom of Christ." This was a re-

view of the events of modern history

which shows that public morals are

improving, that the sway of the Chris-

tian nations is being extended over the

whole earth, and that the governments
nominally Christian are becoming
more and more Christian. The Rev.
S. F. Scovel, D. D., of Wooster Uni-
versity, spoke on "Practical Methods of

Christian Education in the Public

Schools;" Congressman Robt. Walker
Tayler of Ohio, on "The Place of the
Family in Our National Life;" Mr.
Clinton Rodgers Woodruff, secretary of

the Municipal League of Philadelphia,

on "Municipal Reform—The Moral El-

ements in the Problem," and President

Charles A. Blanchard of Wheaton Col-

lege, Illinois, on "The Bearing of Na-
tional Reform on Spiritual Interests."

"The Expression of Our National
Christianity in Fundamental Law" was
discussed by the Rev. Dr. McAllister

of Pittsburg and the Rev. H. H.
George, D. D., field secretary of the
National Reform Association. Reso-
lutions were adopted insisting on
Christian training in the public schools

as essential to a good and patriotic

citizenship; on a national marriage
and divorce law in accord with the

law of Christ; condemning the Sunday
newspaper; protesting against the re-

enactment of the Chinese Exclusion
Law, while favoring impartial restric-

tions on immigration.

When General O. O. Howard was in

Portland, Ore., there was a mass-meet-
ing of the Chinese residents to meet
him. He showed an interest in the ef-

fort to repeal the Geary law. The Chi-

nese leaders requested the missions to

meet with them. This is the first time
the organized merchants have recog-

nized the missions. Three hundred dol-

lars was collected and handed to Gen-
eral Howard to use in helping toward
the repeal of the law. November 16.

the Chinese Merchants' Association

called a mass-meeting of Chinese resi-

dents to consider what should be done.

The Rev. Mr. Chase of the Presbyteri-

an mission was asked to be then-

spokesman. The old Chinese theater

building was well filled. Then, as a
sort of compensation for what the

Christian Chinese had done, on Sun-
day. November 17, the theater was
opened for religious' services. An or-

gan was carried to the theater and
was played by a Christian Chinese.

Mrs. W. S. Holt, the superintendent of

the Presbyterian mission, was invited

to a seat on the platform, and Mr.

Just one
thing: prejudice,
keeps some women
\from using PEARL-
JlNE. They think,

if it a.cts on
dirt so strong-
ly, it must
hurt the
clothes. Soap
a.nd rubbing
a.ct on dirt,
and the fabric

. is rubbed away. PEARLINE
j loosens the dirt better than
1 any soevp and bundles it out
I with little or no rubbing, and
1 no injury. 656

^Proved by Millions^

Chase preached to an audience of about
300 people.

For the first time since the division

of the religious Society of Friends,

members from all parts of the United
States, representing the three factions,

orthodox, Hicksites and Wilburites,

will meet together this month. The
occasion is the American Friends'

peace conference, which will be held

in Philadelphia on December 12, 13

and 14.

Union street church, San Francisco,

celebrated the third anniversary of the
pastorate of Rev. Dwight E. Potter,

recently. During this period 154 mem-
bers have been received, a mortgage
has been burned, the church repaired

and the pastor's salary increased.

Through the organization of the Mis-

sionary Substitute company the

church's gifts to foreign missions have
been increased to $1,500 yearly, and
like enthusiasm has been communi-
cated to eight other churches in the

presbytery where substitute compan-
ies have been organized.

Mizpah church. Portland. Oregon,

CATARRH CAN BE CURED.
Catarrh is a kindred ailment of consumption, long

considered Incurable; and yet there is one remedy
that will positively cure catarrh in any of Its stages.

For many years this remedy was used by the late Dr.

Stevens, a widely noted authority on all diseases of

the throat and lungs. Having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, and desiring
to relieve human suffering, I will send free of charge
to all sufferers from Catarrh, Asthma. Consumption,
and nervous diseases, this recipe, in German. French
or English, with full directions for preparing and us-
ing. Sent by mail by addressing, with stamp, nam-
ing this paper. W. A. Xoyes, S47 Powers" Block,
Rochester. X. Y.

THE JVICKEL TLATE
'ROAD.

Will sell tickets December 24th, 25th,

31st, 1901. and January 1st. 1902, at

rate of a fare and a third for the round
trip to any point located in Central

Passenger Association territory, ac-

count Christmas and New Year holi-

days. Return limit including January
2d, 1902. Through service to New York
City, Boston, and other eastern points.

Chicago Passenger Station. Van Buren
street and Pacific avenue, on the Ele-

vated Loop. For further information

address John Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street. Chicago.
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has had thirty-seven accessions with-

in ten months. A new church edifice

is being planned.

Rev. George B. Stewart, D. D., presi-

dent of Auburn Theological Seminary,

is traveling through the country and
visiting the churches in order to arouse

a greater interest in evangelistic work,
and urge the holding of special meet-

ings.

Rev. Dr. Thomas Marshall, field sec-

retary of the Foreign Board, is hold-

ing meetings throughout the West in

the interest of the foreign missionary
work.

Foreign Missionary Items.

The workers in India, having learned

of the deepened religious interest in

Japan, have sent forth through their

North India Mission Conference, as-

sembled September 18-26 at Missoorie,

a call for prayer that this wave of re-

vival may sweep over all countries.

Missionaries have been working in In-

dia now for one hundred years, and
there are many indications that the

seed so faithfully sown is likely to

bear soon an unprecedented harvest.

The orphanage sustained by the Dis-

ciples at Bilaspur, India, has now
over 120 girls who are taught to be
useful in many ways'. They do their

own cooking, sewing, housecleaning,

etc. Those who are well and old enough
go to school. Those who stay at home
after passing the upper primary exam-
ination are taught all kinds of fine

needle work. Several of them learn

nurse's work by taking care of the lit-

tle babies, of whom there are quite a

number in the orphanage. The outlook
for this work is especially encourag-
ing. Forty-six of the girls have united

with the Church of Christ by baptism
and by declaring their faith in Jesus'

Christ as the Son of God and their

Savior. Quite a number of them have
been married to Christian workers,
and we learn that they are doing well.

Several of them are doing good work
for the Master. One is in charge of an
orphanage, two or three are doing
school work, and others are helping
their husbands in various ways. The
Chata school, in which one hundred
and fifty girls are taught, and out of

which five have passed their teachers'

examination, the inspectors speak and
write of as the best girls' school in the
Central Provinces. The orphanage chil-

dren have an excellent influence on
the Hindu and Mohammedan children

who attend school with them.
Through the zenana work, which has

been carried on by Miss Boyd for many
years, the Gospel of Jesus Christ is

carried into Hindu and Mohammedan
homes. The women who are taught are

mostly in purdah (curtained) and
would not otherwise hear anything
about the Word of God. They receive

regular Bible instruction this way, and
the visits of their teacher are very
much appreciated by them. The evan-
gelistic work done in the villages

around has begun to bear its fruit.

The pioneer missionary, James Chal-

Stand hy the

Standard!
Price's Cream Baking Powder is

everywhere the acknowledged standard,

the powder of the highest reputation,

greatest strength, and absolutely pure.

It renders the food more healthful and

palatable, and using it exclusively you

are assured against alum and other dan-

gerous chemicals from which the low-

grade powders are made.

Dr. Price's Baking Powder is sold on

its merits only— never by the aid of

lotteries, gifts, commissions or other

schemes. The entire value of your

money comes back to you in baking pow-

der—the purest, most economical made.

Price Baking Powder Co.,

Chicago.

Note.— Alum baking powders are low
priced, as they cost but three cents a
pound to make. But alum leaves in the
bread or cake glauber salts, sulphuric
acid and hydrate of alumina—all injuri-
ous, the last two poisonous.

mers, who was murdered by the na-

tives of New Guinea last spring, con-

firmation of the fact having only re-

cently reached London, had labored

among these native races of the south
seas for upwards of tnirty years. He
was sent to New Guinea by the Lon-
don Missionary Society from Samoa in

1877, with ten native Polynesian teach-

ers; two missionaries and fifteen na-

tive assistants having preceded them.
He was a man of magnificent physique
and indomitable courage. Time and
time again he had escaped from the

hands of cannibal tribes more Dy rea-

son of the awe his presence inspired

than for any other cause. Untiring, re-

sourceful, perfectly acquainted with
the traits of the native character as

he was, his loss will be a great blow

to the mission. His most acceptable

assistants were the Samoans, them-

selves recent converts from a like bar-

barism. Schools had been established

among many tribes before his death,

and religious customs were well ob-

served in all the older stations. But
Mr. Chalmers was upon a tour to the

mouth of Aird river with the mission

steamer Niue, when a large party of

natives enticed him and his assistants

ashore. An exploring party some weeks
later found evidence that they had met
a violent death soon after landing.

"It is the custom in Micronesia for

all the people in a neighborhood (where

it is Christian) to come together of

an evening for prayers. Every eve-
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ning about 7 o'clock some of the boys

.blow the horn—a very large shell

•which makes a noise like a fog horn,

and the people gather here at the

church. No one lives on the mission

land except the native preacher and
his family, but usually there are a

number of others about his house and
a few natives come from quite a dis-

tance; frequently there are twenty or

even thirty present at prayers. The
people have been in the habit of sing-

ing a song or two and offering prayer,

with a few words from the preacher,

perhaps. But neither here (Oua) nor

at Kiti did they read any Scripture be-

fore we came. Now that we can read

Ponape and use the language a little

we have those who can read bring

their New Testaments and we are

studying the book of Mark. Mr. Gray
assigns topics to different ones and
they' enjoy it and study as best they

can. The ladies at Kiti gave us half

a dozen large colored picture rolls and
when we hung them on the wall they

excited great interest. The one which
is specially admired is of David and
Goliath. A little group will sit on the

floor in front of it and talk about it

repeatedly. I ought to- say that part

of the Old Testament had been trans-

lated. The people do not ask for this

often. They say they want all of the

Old Testament. Mr. Gray gave our

two boys the Old Testament transla-

tions and they read it as a boy in the

states reads a story book. They keep
a book near at hand to read during
spare minutes while about their work.

One night after we had been asleep

some time I wakened and slipped to

my door to learn why a light was
burning so late in another room. There
were the two boys lying stretched out
on the floor with a smoky lantern be-

tween them, deeply absorbed in some
old story of the Kings."

The mission at Tripoli, in northern
Syria, has lately issued a semi-centen-

nial report of its work, the beginnings
of which were under the auspices of

the American Board, but the larger la-

bors of which have been aided and di-

rected by the Presbyterian church
North. There is now a Presbytery of

Northern Syria in which are embraced
eight churches. These congregations
eight years ago gave almost nothing
toward their own support; now, poor
as they are, they contribute one-third

the cost of their churches and their

schools. The territory embraced in

this mission is all of northern Leb-
anon, including the plains and moun-
tains about Aleppo, touching on the

east the boundaries of the Irish Pres-

byterian mission at Damascus; on the

north and west the outposts of the
Reformed Presbyterian mission, and on
the south the Presbyterian Syrian
field. The area covered is about the
size of the state of Connecticut; but
in it there is not a mile of railway and
scarcely a road fit for a wheeled ve- i

hide. Within this district there are
no less than a thousand scattered

A LILY OF FRANCE
One of the best selling Holiday books. A story

of the romance of William, Prince of Orange, and
Charlotte of Bourbon by Caroline Atwater Mason,
author of a Minister of the World, a Wind Flower,

the Quiet King, &c.

10,000 COPIES

Sold before Publication

SECOND 10,000

Now on Sale

The cover design is in blue and white, four illus-

trations, 456 pages, a beautiful and acceptable gift

book. Price $1.10 net, postpaid $1.25.

Griffith and Rowland Press
PHILADELPHIA

For sale by all Booksellers and at 177 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

towns and villages. Tripoli is sup-

posed tb contain about 30,000 people;

Hums, the ancient Emesa of Roman
history, upwards of 70,000, and Hamath
about the same. In the dispensary at

Tripoli upwards of 6,000 patients are

annually treated, and the surgical cases

last year numbered 414. Practically

most of the villages have been reached
by the Bible colporter.

Rev. George W. Morrison wrote from
Dharmsala, September 27: "While 1

have been away from the Orphanage
for some three weeks, yet I am glad

to report very satisfactory progress in

more ways than one." He describes

the progress of the boys in getting hold

of different kinds of work by which
they will be able to earn a livelihood.

He seems to be much encouraged. Re-
ligiously, too, the results are gratify-

ing. "The first Sabbath of this month
we had communion at Gujranwala, at

which time ten of the boys were on
examination admitted to full commu-
nion. Most of these were from the '97

famine waifs. There were also four-

teen others of the boys baptized on
their own profession."

Mrs. Thompson of Tokyo wrote, Oc-

tober 25: "We are near the end of a

second Taikyo Dendo campaign in Ky-
obashi Ku. The chief workers are

very tired, but their zeal is wonder-
ful. Between five and six hundred have
given in their names as learners. We
have been attending the great all-day

woman's prayer-meeting in the Shin-

sakaye church to-day. It was inspiring

to see such a houseful of earnest, in-

telligent Japanese women spending a

whole day in prayer and conference on
Christian truth."

Seven new missionaries were recent-

ly sent by the American Board to Tur-
key.

your Troblem Solved.

Secure a Twentieth Century New
Testament for your preacher or S. S.

superintendent. Such a valuable

Christmas gift will delight any friend.

See announcement on another page.

i a nice dr - j
-
loar

'

s female

LHUIlOiPRESCRIPTION cures all

FEMALE TROUBLES
One months Treatment $1.25. Three months

Treatment $3.00

A. D. LOAR MED. CO. Bloomington, III.

R£2>\/CEZ> "RATES FO'R
CHRISTMAS'AJVD JVEW
yEAH HOLIDAYS.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets December 24th, 25th, 31st, 1901, and

January 1st, 1902, at rate of a fare and

one-third for the round trip, to any

point located in Central Passenger As-

sociation territory, good returning to

and including January 2d. 1902. Pull-

man service on all trains. Individual

Club Meals ranging in price from 35

cents to $1 served in Nickel Plate din-

ing cars. Address John Y. Calahan,

General Agent, 111 Adams street, Chi-

cago, for particulars. Depot, Van Bu-

ren street and Pacific avenue, on the

Elevated Loop.
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"The Little Lady," reviewed by us

last week, was inadvertently credited

to Uodd, Mead & Co. It is published

by Henry Altemus Co. of Philadelphia,

"Modern Criticism and the Preaching
of the Old Testament," by George
Adam Smith, D. D., LL. D. A. C.

Armstrong & Co., New York.
There is perhaps no man living who

is better fitted to handle this theme
than Professor Smith; for while a ripe

scholar, he has the instincts and apti-

tudes of a preacher. There is nothing
academic about his writings. They
give both warmth and light.

Special interest is directed to this

book at present from the circumstance
that at a meeting of ministers and el-

ders of the United Free Church of

Scotland which was held recently at

Edinburg, it was resolved to call the
earnest attention of the college com-
mittee to its teachings. The college

commitee are respectfully asked to

submit the critical opinions set forth

in Professor Smith's volume to early

and careful examination, and to adopt
such measures as may seem to be nec-
essary for asserting and vindicating
the Church's attitude towards them.
A leading Scotch religious journal re-

marks that if this request is granted
the United Free church will have its

work before it.

It is hardly conceivable that this

heresy hunt will be prosecuted farther.

The United Free church will think
twice before repeating the blunder
which was made in the case of Pro-
fessor Henry Drummond. Professor
Smith, while taking advanced posi-

tions on questions of biblical criticism,

Is soundly evangelical. By making
faith seem reasonable he has brought
deliverance to many who were floun-

dering in a quagmire of doubt. In-

stead of unsettling faith in the relia-

bility of the Bible as a spiritual guide,

he has placed it upon a firmer basis.

The objects of the book before us,

as stated in the preface, "are in the
main, three: A statement of the
Christian right of criticism; an ac-

count of the modern critical move-
ment so far as the Old Testament is

concerned; and an appreciation of its

effects upon the Old Testament as his-

tory and as a record of a Divine Reve-
lation."

As these themes are developed the
Old Testament becomes a living book,
but it is seen to be something more
than a series of tracts for the times.

Its temporal and eternal elements are
always carefully separated. Its rela-

tion to the New Testament is also
shown to be that of the "Hinterlands"
of the same continent of truth: A be-
ing not under, but behind the New.

In discussing the historical basis in

the Old Testament our author some-
times relegates to the legendary what
is generally accepted as historical;

but everywhere he finds evidence of a
divine revelation, a revelation that

grows in clearness and fulness until it

is at length consummated in the Christ

of history.

We can hardly commend this volume
too warmly. It is conspicuous alike

for fair-mindedness, ripe scholarship,

and deep spirituality. It is especially

valuable to the Christian preacher by
showing what wealth of material is

offered to him in the Old Testament
Scriptures.

Vest-Pocket Commentary on the In-

ternational Sunday School Lessons

for 1902. Outlines and Notes by the

Rev. De Loss M. Tompkins, D. D.

Fred D. Ewell, Chicago. Price, 25

cents. Interleaved edition, 35 cents.

The Gist of the Lesson—A Concise Ex-

position of the International Sunday
School Lessons for the Year 1902, by

R. A. Torrey. Fleming H. Revell

Co. 25 cents. Interleaved edition, 50

cents.

Here are two books which resemble

one another like two peas. They are

the same in size, in binding, in color,

and in the arrangement of material.

Evidently one is an imitation of the

other. With regard to the books

themselves there are points of

books themselves there are points of

difference. That of Dr. Tompkins is

more scholarly and exact; that of Dr.

Torrey is more direct and practical.

Both are in their own way meritorious

and will be of immense value for ready

reference and for giving a bird's-eye

view of the year's lessons.

•PE.'RFE.CT HEALTH
Is impossible when the blood is im-

poverished, the supply scant and wa-
tery, or when through impurities it

has become stagnant and sluggish.

Don't neglect such a condition an in-

stant. Hasten to correct the evils of

bad blood, and regain health and hap-
piness by using Dr. Peter's Blood Vi-

talizer, the time-tested herb remedy.
It is not a drug-store medicine, but is

sold to the people direct through spe-

cial agents by the manufacturer, Dr.

Peter Fahrney, 112-118 So. Hoyne ave-

nue, Chicago, 111.

THBT AIT* STOX/THLAJVT)
With its blue skies and balmy air, can
best be reached via the

Southern "Ratltvay.
This great system reaches all im-

portant points in the South and, with
its limited trains, elegant sleeping, par-

lor, dining and cafe cars, offers unex-
celled service to Florida and all South-
ern tourist points.

"The Florida Limited"
Leaves Chicago daily, in the evening,

arrives Jacksonville, Fla., the second
morning, less than 35 hours en route,

passing through Cincinnati, Chatta-

nooga, Atlanta, Macon and Jesup.

Another Limited Train,
j
Leaving Chicago daily, in the morning,

for Jacksonville, Fla., passes through
Cincinnati, Knoxville, Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah—a daylight ride

through the famous "Land of the Sky."
Both limited trains carry sleepers,

Chicago to Cincinnati, and through
sleepers from Cincinnati to Jackson-
ville.

Anotner still to come! On January
6, 1902, the

"Chicago S3L Florida Special"
Will be inaugurated, running through
sleepers, solid, Chicago to St. Augus-
tine, Fla., via Cincinnati, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Jesup and Jacksonville. This
train, with its elegant sleepers, com-
posite and observation cars, perfect

dining car service and fast time, will

eclipse anything of the kind ever be-

fore offered to the public in the North-
west for the South.

South Carolina Interstate SSi.

West Indian Exposition-
Commencing Dec. 1, 1901, a through
sleeper will be run from St. Louis to

Charleston, S. C, via Louisville and
Asheville.

Winter Tourist Tickets now on sale.

For full particulars see your nearest

ticket agent or write or call on J. S.

McCullough, N. W. P. A., 225 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.; G. B. Allen, A. G.

P. A., St. Louis, Mo.

We call attention to the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.
This is a company of very high stand-

ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prov by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace Is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
backache, lung troubles or general
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,
weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning
which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest
that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

v
New£njldnd ,

Conservatory
OF MUSIC

Forty-eight years of constant and

healthful progress and growth has put

this institution at the head (both in size

and standing) of musical institutions

in America. Comprehensive in plan,

moderate in price, thorough in practice

and famous for results.

GEO. W. CHADWICK, Musical Director.

Send for music and elocution catalogues.

FRANK W. HALE, General Manager, Boston, Masi.
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A GREAT PREMIUM OFFER

Life of Wm. WcKinkv
OUR MARTYRED PRESIDENT

With a short Biography of Garfield and Lincoln, containing masterpieces of McKinley's eloquence and the
History of Anarchy, its Purposes and Results. Complete authentic Biography of 453 pages. Written by

BISHOR SAMUEL FALLOWS, LL.D.
Personal friend and comrade of the late President, author of "Life of Samuel Adams," "Synonyms and
Antonyms," "Liberty and Unions," etc., etc. Introduction by United States Senator Hon. Wm. E. Mason.

A Standard Authority because written by

BISHOP SAMUEL FALLOWS.

He was the Intimate friend of William McKin-
ley during all the years of his eminent career; the

Bishop enjoyed his utmost confidence; under

these conditions the manuscript had been in

course of preparation for several years. It is a

literary work of the highest order, accurate, in-

teresting and truthful. It was almost ready for

the press when the horrible tragedy came. Noth-

ing remained to do save the necessity of the Bish-

op's final revisions and writing the last sad and

closing chapters.

A Few of the Halftone Illustrations

William McKinley, Mrs. McKinley, Mrs. Mc-
Kinley (Mother), Father of William McKinley,

Mark Hanna, Members of McKinley's Cabinet,

President Roosevelt, Mrs. Roosevelt, President

Garfield, President Lincoln, Assassination of

President McKinley, Death-bed Scenes of Presi-

dent McKinley, Photograph of Assassin, Capital

Building, President McKinley's Residence, Tem-
ple of Music, White House, Milburn House,

Scenes from McKinley's Early Life, Etc., Etc.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS

The Story of the Assassination. Funeral Proces-
sion and Rites. Expressive Tributes from For-
eignJLands. Tributes from Eminent Americans.
Life of Wm. McKinley. His Last Tern, in Con-
gress. Governor of Ohio. Financial Troubles.
Great Campaign of 189-1. Nominated for Presi-
dent. First Presidential Campaign. President
of the United States. His Own Story of the Span-
ish War. Chronological Events of Spanish War.
Country Expands and Becomes a World Power.
Meets the Crisis in China. Renomination and
Re-elected President. Anecdotes and Incidents
in his Life. Chronological Record of his Life.
Masterpieces from his Pen. Lincoln's Life De-
scribed by McKinley. Garfield's Life Described
by McKinley.

Theodore Roosevelt.
His Birth, Political History and War Experience.
As Assistant Secretary of the Navy. Governor
and Vice-President. Marriage and Children.
Author—In the Pulpit, Ideas of Honesty. Police
Commissioner. Thoughts as a Boy. Qualities as
a Rough Rider, etc., etc.

Anarchy
Its Origin, Purposes and Results. Notable As-
sassinations — Herbert Spencer — Herr Most

—

Opinions of Eminent Men.

Trial and Condemnation.
The Assassin Leon Czolgosz.

The Nation's Mac. Great Speech of Senator J.
N. Thurston at the St, Louis Convention 1S96, etc.

THE SUBJECT
WM. McKIMLEY

A Grand Character for Biography
Our Martyred President's Life will ever call to

mind the greatness of the man, for he was the
embodiment of nobleness. It was by his tireless

energy and ambition that he rose from amidst the
common people to take his place among the great
men of the earth, to a place in the hearts of the
people.
No president since the time of Washington and

Lincoln has endeared himself to the hearts of the
people as our late president. He ever showed his
Interest in their welfare in a political way that
went right home to the hearts and consciences of
all. His policies were ever those that would bene-
fit his country and with it the great masses of the
working people.
He was the one man among men, lovea and

revered by all.

Recognized experts in the book business esti

mate the sale of McKinley Biographies during the
next six months will exceed 3,000,000 volumes.
These astounding figures were had by calcula-
tions based upon the sale of over 1,000,000 Bio-
graphies of President Garfield. It is an undis-
puted fact, Biography is of supreme interest to
everyone.

THE AUTHOR
Bishop Fallows, before he essayed the present

igreat work, was well prepared for the task, be-
cause he had already written, copiously, critical-

ly, comprehensively and understanding^' of Wil-
liam McKinley and the historical epoch In which
he so long played an important part. For forty
years American statesmen, measures, politics and
history have been as familiar to Bishop Fallows
as are his own fingers that handle the pen so
deftly, his own mind that produces such lofty
thoughts, just judgments and beautiful senti-
ments. For many years he had personally known
William McKinley, had admired, loved and care-
fully chronicled his splendid achievements, his
wise and patriotic utterances. Understanding
the motives, principles and lofty aims of onr
martyred President, familiar with recent Ameri-
can history and fortified with an array of the
richest material which he had made peculiarly
his own by employing it in the composition of
many patriotic and historical works nud addresses
probably no American was better qualified, nor
so matchlessly equipped for this great work as
Bishop Samuel Fallows, and none lias produced
such splendid results—a book that will take its

place upon the shelves of public and private
libraries as a comprehensive and accurate life of
Our Martyred President.

THE BOOK
A Model of

MECHANICAL SKILL.
It is printed upon the finest paper, large, clear

and new type, forty Fike Art full page photo-
graphic portraits of the president's eminent as-

sociates, friends and relatives, and has numerous
engravings of interesting features of the text.
Bound in fine imported cloth, measuring 7 xlO

Inches, 2)4 inches thick, gold and black embossing
with front cover illuminated by the President's
Portrait; in all making a most magnificent
library, center table or gift volume. The busi-
ness man will want it for the wonderful manner
in which his policies influenced business; the par-
ent, that bis children may gather instruction and
inspiration from It, The teacher wants it to en-
able him to instruct his classes in the duties of
citizenship, for he was the ideal citizen. Every
statesman will want it for his lessons in political
integrity. Every working man throughout the
country will want it for he proved himself to be
the friend of the working man. Every youth will
want it for his sympathy and love of youth. The
minister wants it for he exemplified in his
daily life the true principles of the Christian cit-

izen. Every wife will want it, for he was a model
husband and father.

Extraordinary Offer to Our Readers
Every family will want this book and every one can have it: ist—Without Money. Send us at once three new

subscribers to The Christian Century for one year at the regular rate, $1.50 each, and this magnificent memorial vol-

ume will be sent you as a premium.

SECOND, COMBINATION OFFER:
EZrMS?£s^ook * cMh 's

:::::.::::::=::::::*
f
:lg f|„ r

n
r jnD For Both, <M RflThe Christian Century, six months .75 II LK UVlU ' A , 1 1 I

Foreign postage. extra. Will I II UU Including: Postage. V I lUU
Total vaive of botb $2.45^^hmhimm

Grood to old or new subscribers alike, all arrearages being paid to date.

THE CHRISTUN CENTURY COMPANY, - 358 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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Special Free Iiiustraiea

Epworin league Fjei

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"lie Only fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not onV* .urortnation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Coast. There exists no publication which
conta<?"» »8 complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. a.

postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Oca. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry .

a CHICAGO. ILL.

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident students exceptional facilities,

Undergraduate and Post-Graduate studies in Law,
Theology, Pedagogy, Science, Art, Philosopy and
Literature, by correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degrre For announce-
ment of Home Study courses write. Inclosing stamp. 10

The Registrar. The Hoim- I nhrrsity. Flushing Mlit.',

PIANO
Do You Want a
Genuine Bargain
in a Piano?

We have hundreds of Upright Pianos returned from renting
l>y persons moving which must be disposed of at once as we
cannot make room for them in our salesrooms. These pianos
includeSteinways, Knabei. Fischers, Sterlings and other well
known makes. Many of them cannot be distinguished from
new, yet all are offered at a great discount from prices when
new. Uprights as low as $101). Very easy terms of payment to

reliable persons. Freight would cost you about %f . New large
size mahogany pianos, with mandolin attachment, $175, sent
anywhere on easy payments Write at once for complete list

and full particulars. You can make a great saving by securing
your piano from us. Every piano warranted exactly as repre-
sented. LYONiA UK A LY, 92 Adam- st, Chicago.

The World's Largest Music House.

PAfcftiL.£'S
HABR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the halt.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Bestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair tailing,
£nc,and$l.U0at Druggist*

The
Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

The St. Paul Road

(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURBS
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Lungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant.happy—giveyou
ability to work and
enjoy life. It is
simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,0"0 letters like thiss
Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1899.

Your Brace did all you said about it and more for]

me. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and brough'
me good health, which I had not had before in 2fi

years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lung
disease, stomach and other ills to which women are
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed envelon«. Address
Tbe Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salina, Kansas,

Every woman should have tnis Brass.

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies of
the Christian Honthly, a new religious magazine, in
their neighborhood, and assist in other ways. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is gua"
anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHAS>?
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to ui.

giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.
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Through First Class and
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and North -Western Line
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means of making the trip overland

Lowest Rates * Finest Scenery
Shortest Time on the Road

Personally Conducted
Excursions

every Tuesday and Thursday
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For illustrated pamphlets, rates and par-
ticulars inquire at ticket offices Chicago &
North-Western Railway, 212 Clark Street or
Wells Street Station, or address S. A. Hut-
chison, 212 Clark Street, Chicago. f-
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20 TH CENTURY NEW
TESTAMENT

Written in Modern English

Some Special Features
This is a translation into simple modern English,

excluding all words and phrases not used in the English

of the present day.

Quotations from the Old Testament are printed in

special type, and passages from the Apocrypha are also

distinguished.

The usual grouping of books is retained, but the

books in each group are given in chronological order.

Specimen Quotation
From the Twentieth Century New Testament.

1. CORINTHIANS, 1-3.

Now on the subject of food that has been offered in

sacrifice to idols, we are sure that we all have some
knowledge! Knowledge breeds conceit, while love builds
up character. If a man fancies he knows anything, he
has not yet acquired the knowledge of it that he ought to

have acquired. On the other hand, if a man loves God,
he is known and loved by God.

One Great Reason For

This Edition

We have been reading our Bible in the English of

three centuries ago while Hottentots and others have

had it in the tongues and dialects of their own times.

The idioms and forms peculiar to the times of King

James have seemed to have been the only medium through

which the Holy Spirit could express itself to the modern
Anglo-Saxon, and all previous attempts at Bible-making

have been merely new revisions and new versions of

these obsolescent forms.

1

Representative Opinions
We have used it at family prayers, and the whole

circle, from the oldest to the youngest has given rapt at-

tention: As a light and life-giving critical commen-
tary, we do not know where any open-minded reader could
get so much in the same compass.-Methodist Review.

The whole work is the product of twenty authorities,

including.graduates of several Universities and members
of the various sections of the Christian Church, and it is

an excellent volume for students and teachers.

—

New
York Observer.

' 'A valuable piece of work. It elucidates many points
and compels thought all along."

—

Presbyterian

.

" An honest effort to make a free translation which
shall give the meaning of the original with all clearness. '

'

— The Christian Observer. .

Our Special Premium Offers
The 20th Century New Testament is published in three parts, divided as fol-

lows: Part I: The Gospels and the Acts. Part II: Paul's Letters to the Churches.

Part III: Remaining Letters and the Book of Revelation. Price of each part, 16mo,

flexible cloth, 50 cents, net.

FIRST OFFER: One part of the 20th Century New Testament, sent post paid,

with each new subscription to The Christian Century, at the regular rate, $1.50.

SECOND OFFER: To show our appreciation of our regular subscribers we
will send the entire 20th Century New Testament, in three parts, to any reader of The

Christian Century who will send us two new subscriptions at the regular rate.

It will make a splendid gift for your pastor or Sunday-school superintendent.

All Bible students are eager to possess the 20th Century New Testament.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY C0„ 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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SUNDRY-SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Quarterly Helps.

THE PRIMARY QUARTERLY.
A Lesson Magazine for the Youngest Classes.
It contains Lesson Stories, Lesson Questions,
Lesson Thoughts and Lesson Pictures, and never
fails to interest the little ones.

TERMS.
Single copy, per quarter, 5 cents.

10 copies, per quarter, $ .20; per year, $ .75

25 copies, *' .40;
* 1.50

.1
"

.75;
"60 3.00

THE YOUTH'S QUARTERLY
A Lesson Magazine for the Junior Classes. The
Scripture Text is printed in full, but an interest-
ing Lesson Story takes the place of the usual
explanatory notes.
TERMS—Single copy, per quarter, 5 cents;

ten copies or more to one address, 2 1-2 cents
each per quarter.

THE SCHOLAR'S QUARTERLY.
A Lesson Magazine for the Senior Classes. This
Quarterly contains every help needed by the
senior classes. Its popularity is shown by its

immense circulation.

TERMS
.30

.25

25 "'• '
"

.90;
" 3.00

50 " "
1.60;

"
6.00

100 " "
3.00;

"
12.00

Single copy, per quarter, $ .10; per year, $ .;

10 copies, " .40;
?£

1.:

THE BIBLE STUDENT.
A Lesson Magazine for the Advanced Classes,
containing the Scripture Text n both the Com-
mon and Revised versions, with Explanatory
Notes, Helpful Readings, Practical Lessons.
Maps, etc'

TERMS.
Single copy, per quarter, $ .10; per year, $ .40

10 copies, "
.70;

r<
2.50

25 " "
1.60;

"
6.00

60 " "
3.00;

" 10.50
100 " "

5.50;
" 20.00

BIBLE LESSON PICTURE ROLL.
Printed in 8 colors. Each leaf, 26 by 37 inches,
contains a picture illustrating one lesson. 13
leaves in a set. Price per Roll—one quarter

—

reduced to 75 cents.

CHRISTIAN PICTURE LESSON CARDS.
A reduced fac-simile of the large Bible Lesson
Picture Roll. Put up in sets, containing one
card for each Sunday in quarter. One set will
be required for each child in the class. Price
reduced to 2 1-2 cents per set.

Monthly.
CHRISTIAN BIBLE LESSON LEAVES.

These Lesson Leaves are especially for the use
of Sunday-schools that may not be able to fully
supply themselves with the Lesson Books or
Quarterlies.

TERMS.
10 copies, 1 mo., $ .15; 3 mos., $ .30; 1 yr.. $1.00
25 " " .25; " .60;

a 2.40
50 " " .45; " 1.20; " 4.60
100 " " .75; " 2.10; " 8.00

Weekly.
THE LITTLE ONES.
Printed in Colors.

This is a Weekly for the Primary Department in
the Sunday-school and the Little Ones at Home,
full of Charming Little Stories, Sweet Poems,
Merry Rhymes and Jingles, Beautiful Pictures
and Simple Lesson Talks. The prettiest and
best of all papers for the very little people.
TERMS—Weekly, in ciubs cf not less than

five copies to one address, 25 cents a copy per
year. Single copy, 50 cents per year.

THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL EVANGELIST.
This is a Weekly for the Sunday-school and
Family, of varied and attractive contents, em-
bracing Serial and Shorter Stories; Sketches;
Incidents of Travel; Poetry; Field Notes; Les-
son Talks, and Letters from the Children. Print-
ed from clear type, on fine calendered paper,
and profusely illustrated.
TERMS—Weekly, in clubs of not less than ten

copies to one address, 30 cents a copy per year,
or 8 cents per quarter. Single copy, 50 cents
per year.

OUR YOUNG FOLKS.
A Large Illustrated Weekly Magazine, devoted
to the welfare and work of Our Young People-
giving special attention to the Sunday-school
and Young People's Society of Christian En-
deavor. It contains wood-cuts and biographical
sketches of prominent workers, Notes on the
Sunday-school Lessons, and Endeavor Prayer-
meeting Topics for each week, Outlines of
Work, etc. This Magazine has called forth more
commendatory notices than any other periodical
ever issued by our people. The Sunday-school
pupil or teacher who has this publication will
need no other lesson help, and will be able to
keep fully "abreast of the times" in the Sunday-
school and Y. P. S. C. E. work.
TERMS—One copy, per year, 75 cents; in

clubs of ten, 60 cents each; in packages of
ten or more to one name and address, only 50
cents each. Send for Sample.

Model Sunday-School Record.
A complete record of the Attendance of Officers, Teachers and Pupils, with column for Roll of

Officers, Teachers, and column for recording Attendance or Absence, Collections by Classes, Total
Enrollment, with Gain or Loss for the Quarter, List and Cost of Supplies, Treasurer's Receipt to
Secretary, Weekly and Quarterly Report, etc., for one to twenty-eight classes, all for entire quarter,
without turning a leaf. Each book contains blanks for two years' records. Cloth $1.00

Model Sunday-School Treasurer's Book.
Arranged for the Systematic Recording of all Receipts and Expenditures. Blanks for Annual

Reports, etc. Good for three years. Fine paper. Pocket size, cloth, 25 cents. Morocco $.50

Model Sunday-School Class Book.
Arranged for Complete Record of Name, Residence, Date of Entering, Attendance, Contribu-

tions, etc. Goodfor one year. Single copy, five cents. Per dozen $ .50

Standard Sunday-School Class Book.
Ruling and Printed Headings, and keeps One Month's Record without turning a leaf. Good for

one year. Bound in marbled paper. Single copy, ten cents. Per dozen $.75

Sunday-School Collection and Class Envelopes.
Cloth-lined, printed, and good ior one year. Per dozen $ .50

Manila paper, printed, and good for one year. Per hundred, 35 cents. Per thousand 2.25

Model Superintendent's Roll or Pocket Record.
Containing an Alphabetical I,ist of the Names and Addresses of all the Pupils connected with

the School; also, List of Officers and Teachers, with Addresses, and blanks for recording some of
the most important items frotn the Secretary's Weekly Reports. Cloth, 50 cents. Morocco... $ .75

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY
358 Dearborn Street, - Chicago, 111.

Self-Pronouncing COMMENTARY
on International S. S. Lessons for 19(12, by
Rev. P. E. Thomasv Contains oil (he
lessons in self-prononncingform,<ivith
right to the point HELP on each verse,
also Official Prayer Meeting Topics of

Young People's Societies for 1002. with
Motto, Plkdoe and Bknfdiotion.
Pocket size. 128 pgs. Bed Morocco 2tic.

Interleaved Edition for Notes -Me ;
posr-

pxld. Stamps taken. Agents wanted.
GEORGE W. NOBLE, 275 Madison St, Chicago.

«eel Alloy Church and School Bells, ©friend lt»
Catulogue. The C. S. BELL CO.. Hill-l.o. u. <>.

RHEUMATISM...
*» nutc.klv relieved and promptly cured bv

Dr. Drunimoncl s Lightning Rcmcctie*.
The Internal remedy is pleasant GO take, acts ltnnie*

dlalely, does not disturb digestion, and ts for rheuma-
tism only iu all Its torturing forms The external

preparation restores stiff Joints, d^—a cords, and hard-

ened muscles. If your drug~:st »— «ot these remedies

5n stock, do not take Uu/thinfc iSend *o to the

Drummond Medicine Co.. New York, and the fall

treatment of two large bottles will r»9«-a#tt to your es
press address Acents wanted

TOLISE 0THE3 BELLI
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE.
During U>c remainder of December alt sub=

scriPers to Cpe Christian Centurp map baix tpeir

time advanced one pear Dp tbe payment of one

dollar. Old subscribers ipbo are paid one pear

in adpance, ipDo will send us one new subscription

will Dape tbeir time adpanced tbree months free.

We are making a number of fine offers in

this issue. Cook oper our columns carefullp.

iEDITORIALn
Christmas : to thee we owe a vast, vast debt

!

O what a dull affair would be the year,
Our weary, wintry, uphill work how drear,

Were not thy half-way house thus blithely set

/Twixt fall and spring, for traveler to forget
Their worst Novembral fogs in thy sweet cheer,
And dream that January's icy spear
Might in thy festal glow drop pointless yet.

J. T. Slingsby.

THE THEMEASWRE OF
DIVIDE LOVE.

|
HE loftiest peak of Christian teaching was
reached in the saying of John that "God is

love." We do no justice to this saying if

we change its form and remain content

with "God is loving," or "God loves." We
mean to say that love is an essential quality

of his being, and a quality so pervasive that

it enters into and affects every part of the

divine nature. It is a condition of his be-

ing. But while we can say this and feel

that there is both meaning and truth in it, the peak is

too high for us to live there. WT
e must go back nearer

to the earth—back to the course of history, to view

God's love in actual deeds. It is then that we feel

ourselves inspired to our deeds of faith and to our

words of praise

:

"The love of God is broader
Than the measure of man's mind."

There are two events in history upon which the

doctrine that God loves the world is founded, and
through which alone, therefore, the world has come
to believe that the very nature of God is love. These
are the birth of tfea &?!cnz at Bethlehem and the death

of the Son of Man on Calvary. These two are brought

together in one saying, which John utters as his proof

of the love of God, and therefore of the faith that

God is love. For he says, "God sent his Son to be the

propitiation for' our sins." At Christmas time it is the

first part of this double saying upon which our minds

and hearts are centered—-"God sent his Son."

We need not stay to discuss the problem with

which theologians have sometimes troubled themselves,

as to whether the incarnation would have occurred if

man had not sinned. That discussion has a bearing

only indirectly and remotely upon the practical

thoughts with which we are at present concerned. The
fact is that the world has sinned and that God sent

his Son into the world. To the men of ancient times

this seemed incredible and even dishonoring to God,

because they conceived of nature either as inherently

evil or as deeply cursed by man's evil, and of sin as

so truly inherent in man's physical nature that God
could not share that nature without sharing its sinful

contamination. Hence when men were persuaded that

the incarnation had taken place, and that Jesus Christ

was indeed the Son of God, their incredulity changed

into amazement, and their amazement, quickly, into

adoring praise and passionate love. The love of God
was seen in the bare fact of his willingness to cross the

gulf, which they had ever felt impassable, and on the

nearer side to fight man's battle with the divine wisdom

and energy.

We do not share these ancient views of the evil of

matter; but surely we cannot afford to depart from,

their contention of the sinfulness of the race, and of

the hostility of God's very nature to this sin. If we
allow our modern view of the sacredness of the world,

which is God's workmanship, to creep over and to.

cover even man's history so that the reality and terri-

bleness of his guilt is blotted out, we are in great dan-

ger of being unable to measure God's love. And this

danger must lead to that of losing faith in the asser-

tion that God is love. You cannot save the moon by

blotting out the sun; nor keep man's dignity if God's

mercy is obscured. Love, if it is to prove itself in the

most intense and real fashion, must ever cross a gulf—

-

sacrifice belongs to its very heart, sorrow to its life.

There may be beings upon whom God's love shines un-

interruptedly and without any intervening darkness,

but such beings we are not. Whether it be due to ai

primitive fall from a life of blessedness and holiness,

or to an inheritance of animal proclivities, which evolu-

tionary science is laying bare to our eyes, the fact of

man's guilt in sin, and therefore of his immeasurable

need, remains unchanged. It is in relation to this

moral condition and this profound need which it cre-

ates that we must look upon the wonder of the incarna-

tion.

There is beauty shining from all sides upon the birth
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at Bethlehem. We may regard it as the consummation

of a long process of history, in which God had been

gradually making possible a more intimate union of

himself with his creatures, or we may regard it as the

consummation of a process in which creation had

been groaning and travailing in pain, striving up to

the attainment of the divine. From either view this

birth, in which the consummation is attained, and the

God-Man enters on history, is a moment whose beauty

fills the eye. But we may regard it more personally, as

the apostle Paul has taught us to do. We may re-

member the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, who for

our sakes became poor, and the event appears at once

immeasurably more attractive to our souls. We re-

mind ourselves then of the glory which he had with

the Father and of the marvel implied in his becoming

flesh, even in the person of a human babe. The sheen

of his act of humanity wears an irresistible charm.

But further, had he come only to be a teacher—had

he come only to work miracles of entrancing tender-

ness and purest sympathy—had he come only to show

us the radiance of a sinless consciousness, and the

unspeakable joy of a life infilled with the very life

of God the Father—this condescension would have ap-

peared marvelous indeed, worthy of all the praises

of men. He did more, infinitely more, than even all

that. He who was in the form of God did, in his

human life, not only become obedient, but obedient

unto death, yea, even to the death of the Cross.

"It behooved him in all things to be made like unto

his brethren" ; not only to stand as the peerless Man,

the revealed God of nature and of truth, but "that he

might be a merciful and faithful high priest in things

pertaining to God, to make propitiation for the sins of

the people." It is when, once more, we touch that

word "sins" that the electric thrill sends its quivering

message through our spirits. It is then that the love

of God, the love of the Son of God, the love of Jesus,

the Man who is God, comes upon us with overwhelm-

ing force. He came deliberately, to take upon him-

self the sin of the world—deliberately to drink with

stainless sorrow the bitter dregs of our guilty woe.

That Babe in the cradle is therefore, to us of the

Christian spirit, and especially to us of the evangelical

faith, significant of more than simple babyhood, more

than the appearance of the "Christ-man" in history.

We gather around that cradle and sing our "Adeste

Fideles," because in him we see God manifest in the

flesh, assuming this helplessness, this dumb depend-

ence upon human kindness as well as upon divine pow-

er, because this is the only way to that Cross. As to

the birthday of all great men of history, there gathers

the memory of their after greatness and their historic

achievements, so there gathers to this cradle, for the

thoughtful Christian heart, not only the radiant smiles

of the purest motherhood in history, but the shadow of

the greatest sorrow—the sacrifice of the Son of God.

And yet, let us remember, for us and for him that

sacrifice is not gloom, but triumph. "It is finished."

The whole story is long ago complete, and we have
learned, alike at Bethlehem and on Calvary, to see in

each great deed another of the stages by which God's
love fulfilled itself. That love itself, which was then
fulfilled, is shining full blaze upon his Church to-day.

THE COMING OF CH1UST THE
FULFILLMENT OF HVMAff

HOPE.
T the time of the Advent all the world was
in a hush of expectancy. It was waiting

for some great event. Luke describing the

situation in Judea, says, "the people were in

expectation." They were looking for the

promised Messiah who was to fulfill their

national hopes. When Jesus made his ap-
pearance John the Baptist sent a delegation

of his disciples to him to inquire, "Art thou
the Coming One or look we for another?"
The hope of a coming deliverer shines out

clearly in Jewish history. Plato voiced the same ex-

pectation when he said, "We look for a God, or a God-
inspired man who will show us our duty and take away
the darkness from our eyes."

The deepest desire of man is to know the Invisible.

The religious history of the race represents the unend-
ing search of man after the unknown God. Now the

incarnation of Christ is God's response to man's search.

It is God coming to man ; God revealing himself to man
in the only adequate way. In nature and in providence

God had continually been revealing himself, but these

forms of revelation were only the dawn before the day.

In Christ the divine process of self revelation is com-
pleted. When Christ came it was the hour of the

world's moral sunrise.

Above the shrine in the temple of Osiris were the

words, "Who is he that shall draw aside the veil?" It

was implied that man could not do it ; for none by
searching can find out God. Before God can be known
he must unveil himself, he must come forth from his

concealment. This he has done in Christ. He has

come to man
;

yea, he has entered into humanity,

uniting himself with man in all his upward strugglings,

so that henceforth the hope of man is not in his own
power of self-development, but in the in-dwelling pres-

ence of God. This is the lesson of Christmas. Christ-

mas tells us that God had disclosed himself; that he

has come near to man ; that he has given himself to

us ; that he has entered into our human lives for the

purpose of redemption.

The hope which prophecy voiced, the hope which

led the wise men of the East to the manger at Bethle-

hem, has been fulfilled. The Advent is an historical

fact. The world Deliverer has come ; he has come to

speak for God, come to show men the right way, come
to deliver men from the power of sin. His crowning

work is the work of salvation. Christmas does not

mark the coming of a great man merely, or of a great

teacher, but of a Savior. "Unto you is born this day in

the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord"

;

and ir +uh c!^*1^ «s human expectation met. The bur-

den of sm is ncavy. Who can take it away? Who
can repair the past? Who can blot out transgression

as a thick cloud? The answer to these heart-aching

questions is "Behold the Lamb of God who taketh

away the sin of the world."

The last painting of Gustave Dore. which is called
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"The Vale of Tears," has for its background a valley

bleak and bare, overhung with rocks—a type of our
earthly life. On the foreground stands a representa-

tion of our Lord, winning and attractive, expressive

of tenderness and helpfulness. Over his head there is

an arch of light symbolic of hope ; upon his shoulders

there is a cross. Around him are representatives of

all classes and nations. All faces are turned wistfully

toward him, while with his outstretched hand he beck-

ons them to himself. This picture expresses at once
the hope of humanity in Christ and the ability of Christ

to meet that hope.

for it. The St. Louis Fair Commissioners are doing a

praiseworthy thing in eliminating this feature from the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

CH1USTMAS GIFTS.
This is the day of large things. Large fortunes are

being made and large gifts are being given. Mrs. Jane
L. Stanford has transferred to Leland Stanford, Jr.,

University property worth approximately $30,000,000.
The gift includes $18,000,000 in stocks and bonds, all

gilt-edge securities, bringing large revenue, and $12,-

000,000 in real estate, comprising almost a million

acres. What a princely gift ! This will probably make
the Leland Stanford University the wealthiest educa-
tional institution in the world.
Then there is Andrew Carnegie's gift of $10,000,000

to endow a great university extension organization,

under the title of the University of the United States.

To handle this munificent benefaction a national board
is to be created. The object of this fund is to further

the cause of popular education. The national board,
which will have its headquarters in Washington, will

co-operate with all the universities throughout the

country, thus creating something of the nature of an
educational trust.

Alongside of these two munificent gifts, the fortune
of half a million dollars left to Dartmouth College by
Tappan Wentworth appears small. But relatively it is

large, and it will provide means for the much-needed
enlargement of an institution of learning which has
made for itself a noble record for solid and efficient

work.

FET>ET*.A&IOJV OF MO'RAL, FORCES.
The Milwaukee Ministerial Association of Milwau-

kee has been making an investigation touching the

moral condition of their city. They find that during
the past year 1,760 saloon licenses have been granted,
or one to every 170 of the population. They also found
thirty-two gambling houses running wide open, and in

low theaters, concert saloons and palm gardens were
witnessed scenes which are not to be described. The
city officials were giving to the forces of evil a free rein.

Public sentiment has been aroused, and good men have
been made to feel that something has to be done to

remove temptation from the path of the unwary. Mr.
Gladstone said that it is the duty of society to make
the practice of virtue as easy, and the practice of vice

as difficult, as possible. By our indifference to existing

social evils we often do the very opposite.

JVO MFDWAV AT THE ST. EO\/IS FAI*R

It is gratifying to learn that the promoters of the

St. Louis World's Fair of 1903 have decided not to

have a "Midway." The Midway was a blot upon the

Chicago and Buffalo expositions. It had a degrading
influence, and did not justify its right to be on the

ground of the slight educational value that was claimed

HELP 1/f ST\7T>y OF SWJVDA^ SCHOOL
LESSOJVS.

The American Institute of Sacred Literature offers

special help to those who are studying the Interna-

tional Sunday School lessons. Beginning with Jan-

uary 1, the International lessons take up the book of

Acts, and the Institute has well-planned work cover-

ing the same period in courses varying in degree of

difficulty from the simple outline courses for general

adult classes to the most technical work in Greek.

More definitely the courses are: 1. An outline study

course for adult classes or for teachers. This course

is wholly Biblical. 2. A reading course supplemen-

tary to the outline study course. 3. A reading course

for ministers, teachers and others desiring more
technical work than above. In all these courses

special helps appropriate to the subject and to the

grade of work are provided. The fee is small. 4. A
correspondence course (in English) in which careful

work under an instructor is expected, lessons pass-

ing back and forth every fortnight. 5. A corre-

spondence course (Greek) in which exhaustive work
in the original text may be done under competent di-

rection. For this course a reading knowledge of

Greek is required, and for the last two courses a

moderate tuition fee. We suggest that any one in-

terested in Bible study for himself and others would
do well to look into these schemes. The address of

the Institute is Hyde Park, Chicago, Illinois. These
courses are all under the direction of the Council of

Seventy, of which President John Henry Barrows of

Oberlin is president, and President William R. Har-
per of Chicago, principal.

TEACHING AJVT) IJVSAJVITy.
The physical and mental wear and tear of the teach-

ing profession is something which is scarcely appre-

ciated by the patrons of our public schools. A con-

scientious teacher literally gives herself to her pupils,

with the inevitable result that she becomes bankrupt

of energy. A contemporary says

:

According to the statistics of the state hospital for the in-

sane at Elgin, 111., contained in the last biennial report, one
person in every sixty-six admitted during the last two years

has been a school teacher. In that period 660 persons were
received at the asylum, ten of them being women teachers.

The inquiry into the number of teachers in the state asylums
was caused by a statement made by Professor Zimmer of

Berlin, who said in a report of investigations in Austria,

Switzerland, Russia and Germany he had discovered that

in every eighty-five female patients one was a school teacher.

"RELIGIO\SS 'BX/IL.'DIJ^G AT t&JO'RL'DS
FA IH.

The movement to secure a Religious Building at

the St. Louis World's Fair in 1903 is being vigorous-

ly prosecuted by the representatives of the various

churches in St. Louis. The application of the com-
mittee is for a building to be not less than 380 by 460
feet, of an estimated cost of $400,000. In this build-

ing they wish to include all exhibits of a religious

nature. It was also stated that there was a general

sentiment among church workers against having re-

ligious exhibits distributed among the department
buildings. Among the exhibits suggested was a col-

lection of the relics of the Vatican, including the

tiara of the Pope. The movement for a religious
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building is entirely apart from that for a congress of

religions.

The Southern Methodist preachers of St. Louis

have appointed a committee, composed of Dr. W. F.

McMurray, Dr. R. D. Smart, Dr. J. W. Lee, Mr. Sam
Kennard and Mr. Murray Carleton, to confer with a

like committee appointed by the Methodist Episcopal

ministers for the purpose of arranging for the cele-

bration of the two hundredth anniversary of Wesley
in connection with the World's Fair. This matter

came before the recent Ecumenical Council of Meth-
odism in London, and it was referred to the several

branches represented for action.

could not have done a shrewder thing than to close

the public schools during July and August.

THE JVA TIOJVS: WA'R'DS.

The report of Indian Commissioner Jones has in it

a rather pessimistic vein with regard to the progress
among the Indians during the last thirty or forty years.

But he is altogether right in his recommendations that

the guardianship which has so long been exercised over
the Indians be brought to an end, that they be given
land in severalty and that they be put upon an equal

footing with the white man. This may involve hard-
ship in individual cases, but it is without doubt the only

real solution of the problem.

THE AJVTI-CIGA'RETTE A*RMy.
Every victory of the anti-cigarette army is a victory

for civilization and the onward and upward progress
of the race. This is a mighty movement, and its re-

sults will be far-reaching. To save the boyhood of to-

day from the vitiating and devitalizing influence of

tobacco is to have a finer, cleaner, and nobler type of
manhood in the world's to-morrow. Horace Mann
spoke wisely when he said : "Where there is anything
growing, one former is worth a thousand reformers."
The anti-cigarette agitation is one of the most effec-

tive agencies for temperance and good citizenship.

CHICAGO JSIOTES.
By a vote of sixty-one to three the ordinance wiping

out winerooms in saloons, restaurants and hotels has
been passed by the City Council.

At a dinner given at the Union League Club by
Samuel W. Allerton to sixty guests, all of them prom-
inent in the business and professional world, nearly
$50,000 was subscribed in half an hour as the result of
an appeal for funds toward the erection of a home for
delinquent boys.

The Zionist movement is said to be increasing in
strength in Chicago, and in the West generally. Its

object is to create a Jewish state in Palestine and there
make a legal home for the Jewish people. The Jewish
organizations of the city have sent a delegate to attend
the fifth annual Zionistic Congress to be held in Basle,
Switzerland, December 26.

In her addrcsc *j£c7e the Chicago Association of
Collegiate Alumnae Mrs. Alice Freeman Palmer pled
for compulsory education, honest administration, and
vacation schools. She said that if Milton's Satan had
come to Chicago for recruits for the criminal class, he

Dr. H. W. Thomas, late pastor of the People's

church, has been deputed by those who are interested

in the cause of the Boers to go to South Africa to in-

vestigate the condition of the concentration camps.
The death rate, in these camps has been deplorable, but
with improved sanitary arrangements, and the trans-

ference of administration from the military to the civil

authorities great improvement may be expected. And
there is room for it. War is a terrible thing.

In their investigation of child labor in the local fac-

tories and workshops the Woman's Club representa-

tives have found many children who are evidently

below the age of fourteen, engaged in toilsome labor,

while deprived of fresh air and the light of day. Some
of them worked fourteen hours a day preparing Christ-

mas toys. It is well for our comfort that we do not

know what some of our luxuries cost. But have we a
right to take comfort in things which cost the price of

involuntary and preventable sacrifice?

A great deal of confusion exists in the public mind
with regard to the difference between socialism and
anarchy. Sometimes the two are looked upon as iden-

tical. In a recent debate in Chicago the issue between
the two systems was clearly drawn, the socialists while
sympathizing with many of the aims of the anarchists,

repudiating their methods. That anarchy is not yet

dead was seen in the way in which the name of
Czolgo^z was- cheered. Abraham Isaak, the editor of

The Free Society, said, "Czolgosz was a better man
than I am. I pass misery on the street, go home and
write an editorial ; he saw misery and could not stand

it. He took the life of the man he thought was the

cause of it."

The Methodist preachers of the city have been dis-

cussing the subject of "Preparation for the Revival.""

One speaker censured the presiding elders for allowing
themselves to be absorbed in the business routine while
neglecting the spiritual interests of the church. He said

that they ought to spend more time upon their knees,

and lead in a spiritual awakening. But does not this

apply equally to all preachers? Secular interests are
absorbing too much of the time and the energy of the

modern preacher. A preacher is a specialist, and he
will succeed in his calling just in the measure in which
he can say, "This one thing I do."

From the report of the director of the census, just

issued, we learn how wonderful has been the growth of
Chicago's manufactories during the decade from 1890
to 1900. It seems that whereas the city had in 1890
9,977 manufacturing establishments it now has 19,203,
an increase of more than 92 per cent. The capital in-

vested has increased from $359,739,598 in 1890 to

$534,000,689 in iqoo, an advance of more than forty-

six per cent, while the total number of wage-earners
employed in these industries has increased from 190.621
to 262,609. The value of the products has increased by
more tha*. cae-third, the production of $664,567,923
in 1890 having grown to $888,651,005 in 1000. To
keep pace with this rapid enlargement of material in-

terests, on the spiritual side, is not an easy matter. But
it must be done or material prosperity will prove the
means of corruption and decay.

A
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CONTRIBUTED

THE MEA.JV1JVG OF CHTUSTMA.S.
God who taught mankind on that first Christmas day
What t'was to be a man ; to give, not take

;

To serve, not rule ; to nourish, not devour

;

To help, not crush; if need, to die, not live.

O blessed day which gives the eternal lie

To self, to sense, and all the brute within

;

O come to us amid this war of life,

To hall and hovel, come ; to all who toil

In senate, shops, or study: and to those
Who, sundered by the wastes of half a world,
Ill-warned, and sorely tempted, ever face

Nature's brute powers and men unmanned to brutes.

Come to them, blest and blessing, Christmas day.

Tell them once more the tale of Bethlehem,
The kneeling shepherds, and the Babe Divine

;

And keep them men indeed, fair Christmas day.

Charles Kingsley.

STARRS IJSf THE EAST.
BY WM. REMFRY HUNT.

EATHENISM is the night of Asia. The
little light there is in any of the best of the

pagan systems is as a nickering star. These
mythologies, philosophies, and will o' the

wisp lights of human creation are set in the

rich imagery and gorgeous dress of ori-

ental coloring. They have run their course

like a flaming meteor, and shone "for a

season," but have left the darkness deeper,

blacker and more intense than ever. Mil-

ton says of it

:

"Black it stood as night,

Fierce as ten furies, terrible as hell."

There has been, however, in the mission and pur-

pose of these partial, ethnic and temporary creeds, some
forces in, through, and by which we see the resultant

condition in their sad confessions of need. Never in

all the ages has man by the compass and scope of hu-

man wisdom located God. The speculations of non-
Christian peoples are a dirge and a wail. Confucian-
ism gave a high code of ethics with no spirit of power
to lend it action. Buddhism created a longing for a

saviour, but threw no search light on the gloom. Tao-
ism sought to find the elixir vitae, but found a quintes-

sence of doubt. These three prevailing religions in

the great Chinese empire stand as three chaste, beauti-

ful and gilded lamps, set high in the throne of the

national ideas of worship. There they are, stately, or-

nate, and exalted, as if ready at a moment's notice to

illuminate the arena, but alas, alas, there are only the

mere materials, there is neither light, heat, nor re-

sponse to kindling, for they lack the last and greatest

requisite, the touch of divinity—the fire of God to illu-

minate and regenerate.

It was a remarkable period when, in the sixth cen-

tury before Christ, there arose the great personalities

and forces which adumbrated the dawn of the world's

brightest day. In China arose Confucius to set in

order the state religion. In India, Shakyamuni Gau-
tama Buddha came, and denouncing the Brahminical
system as defective, sought to reform- Brahmanism.
In Greece, Pythagoras, the father of ancient philoso-

phy, taught in the schools. In Judea, the holy city of

Jerusalem was captured, and her sons and daughters
made captives. This was the era in which the re-

ligion of Jehovah was thrown down, tested, tried and
re-established. The genius and character of Jeremiah
and Ezekiel made the age unique. The work of Cyrus
and the light of the prophets of the exile show the

peculiar setting of the historic survey and indicate

a great preparatory scheme in the religious instinct of

the race.

With regard to the special religions of the Chinese
the following analysis may be useful

:

CONFUCIANISM.

Confucius, born in China B. C. 551, died B. C. 478. Emblem
of state church, dragon. Has had 2,400 years of propaga-
tion. Has influenced seventy-five generations of men now in

the tomb. Represents atheism.

BUDDHISM.

Buddha, born in India B. C. 620, died B. C. 543. Emblem
of worship, image of Buddha. Has had 2,500 years of propa-
gation. Has influenced eighty generations of men now in the

tomb. Represents idolatry.

TAOISM.

Taotsz, born in China B. C. 604, disappeared B. C. 524.

Emblem of worship, demon. Has had 2,500 years of propa-
gation. Has influenced eighty generations of men now in the

tomb. Represents superstition.

At best, these effete, unhistoric and innumerable
idolatries are as opaque lanterns. With all their mul-
tiple legends, gods, heroes and goblins, they have no
basic foundation for their sublime and mystic ideas,

and like the baseless fabric of a vision, "live no longer

in the faith of reason." Though the aspirations of the

Hindoo, Chinese and Arabian teachers are—as com-
pared with the eternal verities of the Christian evi-

dences—mere airy speculations, yet it must be admit-

ted that they have prepared the way, in a measure, for

the reception of higher, larger, truer and grander truths

of 'the Light that lighteth every man that cometh into

the world."

The general expectation that the long-looked-for

Messiah should come into the world was not confined

to the Jews. From the time that God gave special

revelations to man on the Chaldean plains, and before

the heaven-sent impulses and divine communications
were imparted to any of these races, man had some
divinity in him and though spoiled and marred like an
ancient coin, with scarce any of the original likeness

upon him, yet he shows in even the most remote and
barbaric state, in his arts, religion, myths, gods, long-

ings and confessions of need, that he is apart from
God, unregenerate, alien, sinful, hopeless and lost!

This is as true of the cultured student of the Zend-
Avesta as it is of the rude cannibals of the islands of

the South Seas.

Christianity, of all the faiths and philosophies of

mankind, alone answers to the longings of the human
soul, and unlike the dim guesses of non-Christian lit-

eratures and systems, has satisfied the heart and given

it peace. The very fact that the heathen world is tired

of mere symbol, and is, and has been for so long, ask-

ing, "Art Thou He that should come, or look we for

another?" is prima facie evidence that their own fabled

springs have not satisfied the thirst, but have only in-

tensified it and made the call more real, and the need

more urgent.

Among the Chinese, Hindoos and Japanese there

has been for ages the cherished tradition that the Deity

would come on the earth in human form, since the

teachings of the sages had been lost and their mes-
sages of consolation made unintelligible. This view
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was shared by the ancient Tacitus, Suetonius and by

Josephus, when the convictions were current .that a

powerful ruler would come to Judea and dominate

the world. Virgil says that "a little child from heaven

was looked for who should restore the golden age, take

away sin and bring in the millenial era." Confucius,

about B. C. 500, prognosticated the imminent advent of

a deliverer, and later, sent disciples west in search of

the celestial sign. There was a peculiar affinity be-

tween the Chinese early ideas of religion and those of

the Magi of the Medes and Persians. Star worship

was universal. This came from the Babylonians who
were the orthodox teachers of the occult natural

sciences. When Daniel was president of the "wise

men" in Babylon, the Chinese were already initiated

into the mysteries of astronomy, navigation, astrology,

and medicine. The mythology of the five (holy ones)

emperors, Venus, Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, and Saturn,

was current as early as B. C. 800, and bears the stamp

also of Western origin.

In the year A. D. 68, the first Hindoo missionaries

arrived at the capital of China on white horses from
Cabul. They were two Brahmin priests. Received

with imperial favor, they translated some of their

books in the palace. Thirteen years before these men
reached China, the first missionaries of the Cross had

crossed the Egean sea and entered Europe. They
were dismissed and whipped by the Praetors of a Ro-
man colony. Buddhism went east and covered China,

and the adjacent countries, with monasteries; while

Christianity marched over the imperial highways of the

west and dotted Europe with churches.

The Nestorians came to China about the same time

as the teachings of Zoroaster became popular, and
they had monasteries in the capital. In the seventh

century the northern provinces again had visits from
the Nestorians from Persia. Their churches flour-

ished at Singanfu in Shansi, which was then the capital

of the Tangs. Their religion was of a mere partial

and low type, and, like a theatrical seance, it passed

off the stage. There is still a stone tablet and some
ruins there to tell of their existence. The Nestorians

claimed that Zoroaster was a disciple of Jeremiah and
that it was from him that he learned about the Mes-
siah. He said 'in the latter days a virgin should con-

ceive, and that as soon as the child was born, a star

would appear, blazing at noonday with undiminished

lustre. You, my sons," said the aged seer, "will per-

ceive its rising before any other nation. Seeing it, fol-

low it, adore the mysterious child, offering gifts with

profound humility. He is the Almighty Word which
created the heavens." This prediction was made B. C.

500.

These are some of the lights that have failed.

Others are like the star that, having faded out, seems
for centuries to emit a little light, because it is so far

away that its light takes hundreds of years to reach

the earth. So men trusting to these broken systems,

preparatory ideas, and shadows of the "good things to

come," have lost their way in the meshes of types,

symbols, vestments, days, sacrifices, and woed to sleep

with the subtle nectar and the fumes of incense, they

have been ensnared and allured to the fascinations of

mental and moral inertia. This is the spell and
charm of heathenism. It is passive, lifeless, dead !

There are, however, some true stars now shining.

To these graveyard nations of the earth the voice of

the Lord has come, saying, "Awake, thou that sleep-

est, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall shine

upon thee." China has now had the light of the gos-

pel for a hundred years. But we have sent so little

and neglected so much in the great trust committed
to us. China is the great Gibraltar of heathen power
and influence ! When China is a Christian empire we
may announce the coming of the "City of God" and
the era of universal peace on earth and good will

among men. The Chinese church prays in faith and
hope for this

:

"The soul's dark cottage battered and decayed.
Lets in new light through chinks that time has made."

The destiny of China seals the destiny of the far

East. Unevangelized, this mighty, hoary, and troubled

empire will be the greatest menace to the spread of the

Gospel in Thibet, Mongolia, Manchuria. Corea, and
even Japan. China is the paramount power among
the swarming millions of this peculiar and needy yel-

low race. The political, commercial and moral future

lies in the course that China will take.

There is light on the horizon. The cataclysm of last

year shook the dust from the eyes of the sleeping mon-
ster, and there are signs all around us that the dawn
of a better day is at hand. The Emperor is showing
a spirit of real reform. The literati are awakening.
and ask for schools teaching western sciences. There
are great changes taking place in the court. All that

practical science can demonstrate in the exhibition of

railroads, telegraphs, steamships and mechanical en-

gines is doing a part of this great civilizing and trans-

forming work. But there is a more magnificent, tran-

scendent and imperial program before the Christian

Church today, than the mere civilizing of an empire,

or the reinstatement of a stranded state ; it is the

preaching of the unsearchable riches of Christ among
the nations, and witnessing to the mighty energies

of the Holy Spirit in the reformation and regenera-

tion of the whole man, through the blood of the eter-

nal covenant, and by the power of God unto the salva-

tion of society, institutions, law, government, educa-
tion, the bringing to these heathen lands the crowning
glory of the Christian economy—a pure home, a sanc-

tified womanhood, the sweetness of child life, a Christ-

mastide, the knowledge of salvation through him who
is "the way, the truth, and the life." O China! thou
art lone among the nations ; when wilt thou see his

star?
"Shine on, lone star, the day draws near

When none will shine more fair than thou ;

Thou, born and nursed in doubt and fear.

Wilt glitter on Immanuel's brow !

"Shine on, lone star, till earth redeemed.
In dust shall bid its idols fall

:

And thousands whom thy radiance beamed.
Shall crown the Savior Lord of all."

Nanking, China.

A CtfRlSTMAS LEGEJVD.
Matthew Arnold, in his poem of "Saint Brandan."

tells how the saint voyaged northward, and still north-

ward, one stormy winter, until his vessel reached the

north pole, and on Christmas eve he saw upon a float-

ing iceberg the figure of a man. He was horrified to

discover him to be the traitor Judas, alive and out of

hell. But Judas humbly entreated him to listen, and
told him how, every Christinas eve, he is released from
torment, and mercifully allowed to cool himself among
the healing snows and ice of that wintry region. This
grace is extended to him because of a small, unrecol-

lected act of charity on his own part when on earth.

In Joppa he had once in pity given his cloak to a poor

leper to shield him from the heat and the driving sand.
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CHRISTMAS Iff ST'RAS'Bl/'RG.
WM. H. WALKER, PH. D.

OU have all heard of it, have you not—the

Y!
city of the storks, the great cathedral, and
of the wonderful cathedral clock—the city

that has belonged to Gauls, Romans, Ger-

mans, French and now again belongs to

the Germans? It has been more fought

over than any city in Germany. It has had
a longer history than any other.

It was my fortune to spend two Christ-

mases in that old city. Christmas as we
kr>ow it is mainly a German festival. St.

Nicholas was a German saint. The Christmas tree is

a German idea ; and, by the way, the oldest mention of

a Christmas tree pure and simple, an evergreen tree,

"hung with horses cut out of many colored paper, with

apples, wafers, whistles, sugar, and so forth," comes
from a man who came from somewhere else in Ger-

many to live in Strasburg three hundred years ago,

and wrote down the things that were new to him. So
plainly, they did not have Christmas trees everywhere
in Germany then.

Christmas is in the air long before the day arrives.

Down in the Broglieplatz, a long open square, shaded
with lime trees, with the palace of the regent on one
side and the old theater at one end, two streets of

wooden booths are erected. They are slight buildings,

open in front save for a table or counter. They are

soon filled with Christmas wares. Of course there are

dolls in abundance. Some of the girl dolls are dressed

in the Alsatian costume, with bright red skirts, black

bodices with tinsel shields in front, short, white puffed

sleeves and head-dresses of broad black ribbon, tied in

a large bow, with the ends fallling down the back.

Some of the boy dolls are equally gay, but not many,
for seldom do the men in Alsace now wear the ancient

costume of the country. There are more of the sol-

dier dolls, and soldiers of tin, iron and paper ; uhlands
and foot soldiers and gunners. There are swords
and guns and drums and trumpets and helmets in pro-

fusion, for every German boy is to be a soldier, and
he begins to play war very early. There are a great

many wooden toys, castles, farm yards, with all the

farm animals, and some representations of the Sa-
vior's birth in the cave at Bethlehem, with Mary and
her Baby looking just like a German baby, and Joseph,
the ass, the angels, and the wise men besides. Other
whole booths sparkle with tinsel ornaments for the

Christmas trees. Others are given up to Christmas
cakes and cookies.

The goods in the stores are much the same as those

in the Broglieplatz, only finer in make. The mer-
chants do not like their Christmas rivals, but the Brog-
lieplatz fair has its interest as all that is left of the

great fairs of the middle ages. Then, once or twice

a year, there was a great gathering of merchants from
all over the empire, and of buyers from all the country
round, and there were booths in all the city squares.

The Broglieplatz was then the horse fair, and you
might have seen Rosa Bonheur's great painting en-

acted at any hour of the day. Now there is a small

horse fair in the spring out near the wall, and this

Christmas fair, and that is all.

Something is going on in the homes. German
mothers bake very few cakes, and almost no bread, at

home. They buy such things at the bakery. As for

pies, they are seldom seen in Germany. But every
mother has some cherished recipes for making the most

delicious Christmas cookies, and a week or two before

the day she makes a great store of them. They are

much passed around and sampled among the old folks

beforehand, just to compare recipes, you know; but
the children get the most of them. The cookies are in

the funniest shapes, stars, half moons, shoes, animals,

birds, fishes, faces, and even men and women. Of
course that makes them taste a great deal nicer. One
kind of Christmas cake is made of sugar and almonds,
frosted and decorated with candies. It is called the

Martzipan. It is made in all sizes and at all prices,

and every lover buys his sweetheart one for Christ-

mas.

The end of the Broglieplatz down in front of the old

theater has been left open and the Christmas shopping
has been going on quite a while at the booths, when
suddenly that end is filled with a forest of Christmas
trees. Their owners are busy setting each one in a

little green-painted wooden rack. Everybody must
have a Christmas tree. Even the soldiers up in the

gloomy barracks—there are twelve to fifteen thousand
soldiers in Strasburg, and a dozen or more barracks

—

try to get one, too. The trees are not meant to be

loaded with presents, but just to be things of beauty.

They are decorated with candles, balls, bells, stars,

"angels' hair," and the Christmas cookies hung with

bright colored yarn. On the very tiptop of the tree is

an angel with golden wings outspread. When fin-

ished the tree is set in the front window, and on
Christmas Eve is lighted, while the curtain is left up.

One Christmas Eve I had to go clear across the city,

and as I looked up at the pyramids of lights in the

windows old Strasburg seemed to me a fairy town.
The air was, too, musical with Christmas songs. The
children are fond of singing:

"O Tannenbaum, O Tannenbaum,
Wie schon sind deine Blatter!"

"O pine tree, O pine tree, how beautiful are thy

leaves!" Sometimes they form a ring about the tree

and sing about it as the most beautiful of all trees.

Another beautiful Christmas song begins, "Silent

night ! Holy night ! Everything sleeps. One alone

waits," and another, "O •thou joyous, O thou blessed

gladness, bringing Christmas time."

Well, the candles are not burned up that night.

They are lighted again and again during the week,
and then on St. Sylvester's Eve., the last night of the

old year, they are lighted for the last time and allowed
to burn out. Meanwhile most of the cookies have
disappeared. Mother has used them during the week
as bribes for good behavior.

There are all sorts of Christmas celebrations before

and on the day, but little before the day in the churches.

The Sunday school has not made much headway in

Germany, and does not figure at such times. I re-

member a concert in St. Thomas' church the Sunday
night before Christmas, at which two huge Chrirtmas
trees were lighted.

The children are up bright and early Christmas
morning and looking for their presents, which they do
not find in stockings, but on the table or under the

tree. Then the great bell in the Cathedral tower, that

only rings four times a year, rolls out its Christmas
greeting in deep mellow tones, and all the other church
bells chime in, and men, women and children troop to

the churches. After the service the day is given to

feasting, and often, I am sorry to say, to drinking.

That is the dark side of a German Christmas.
Wilmette, 111.
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LIGHTS AJVD SHADOWS OF
CHRISTMAS DAX.

B. S. WINCHESTER.

STJVA7* SHOTS WITH A K.OT>AK-

iHRISTMAS day this year dawned bright

Cand glorious, and the balmy air and pure
sunlight were so alluring that I concluded
to take my camera and try to catch a few
pictures showing some of the different ways
of celebrating this of all festivals most sac-

red and joyous. As I strolled down the

street with camera under my arm I passed
the door of an Episcopal church. The hour
of service was fast approaching, and al-

ready the entrance was thronged with
crowds of well-dressed, happy-looking men and wom-
en, dapper young men in their trim, tailor-made suits

and close-fitting gloves, blushing and smiling maidens
in gay and holiday attire, here and there one whose
plainer but neatly fitting clothing and serious face

showed that life with her was not all holiday, while
just before me passed an aged couple whose silvery

locks and tottering steps showed that their earthly
pilgrimage must soon be o'er, but who, like Simeon
and Anna, wished to pay their homage to the Child
of Bethlehem—all these eager faces, shining with the

joy of Christmastide and bowing in reverence as the
open door was entered and the deep tones of the organ
fell upon the ear. This, thought I, is just the picture

I want to start with, so, slipping quietly around behind
a carriage which had stopped before the door, with as

little ceremony as possible, I "pressed the button" and
hastened on.

Turning the corner of a business street, I noticed
another crowd, and as I drew nearer I saw that they
presented a strange contrast to the one I had just left.

This one was composed of men, not dressed in fine

clothes, with silk hats and long overcoats, but in rough
garments, forlorn-looking hats and caps, and without
overcoats or gloves. As they stood in line I looked up
and saw over the door the sign, "Salvation Army
Barracks," and then I remembered that the Salvation-

ists were to give away several hundred Christmas din-

ners. And then I looked again upon this unkempt,
ragged, shivering line of hard-visaged, hungry human
beings, jostling one another with grim determination
stamped upon their faces, as the odor of hot soup and
coffee was wafted out to them. As I looked upon
them these words came into my mind: "Inasmuch as

ye have done it unto one of the least of these, my
brethren, ye have done it unto me." Brushing aside

a tear, I slipped across the street and, standing in the

shadow of a doorway, caught upon the film this my
second Christmas picture.

A little farther on I paused again, this time in front

of a saloon. The sidewalk was filled with a curious

crowd of idlers, pressing about the door of the saloon,

which they were prevented from entering by two or

three burly policemen. Over the door was flaunted

a gaudy sign, on which were rude attempts to repre-

sent overflowing beer-mugs, roast turkey, clams and
bottles of wine, among which tempting articles of diet

were conspicuously lettered the words : "Free Christ-

mas Lunch all Day. Come in and try a Bottle of

Wine !" No one in the crowd seemed to know exactly

why the policemen were there, nor why the ambulance
was drawn up before the door, but presently one

of the men with a star and brass buttons shouted.

"Stand back!" and over the heads of the crowd I saw
two men bearing on a stretcher the bleeding, uncon-
scious form of a young man. Feeling sick at heart
and scarcely knowing what I did, I pressed the button
again, and the sharp "click" told me I had another
picture.

I was obliged to hurry on now, for I had been in-

vited to dine in a distant part of the city. Finding it

already so late, I concluded not to return home, but set

out immediately for the place, taking my camera with
me. I was glad I did so, for on the way I passed
through a portion of the city in the neighborhood of

one of its universities. The car stopped, and there

entered several students who seemed to be spending
the vacation in town. They were evidently "football

men" who had been out for a Christmas game. As my
glance fell upon their huge frames, made still more
ungainly by their padded football suits, with hair

towsled and faces muddy, I felt a kind of admiration
for them, much as one feels in looking at a great ox
at some cattle show. Like the ox, too, they seemed
quite careless of their surroundings and altogether

oblivious of the presence of some score of other per-

sons in the car. Taking advantage of this fact and of

the bright sunshine, I contrived to bring my camera
to bear upon them without attracting their attention,

and soon had them enclosed within its dark sides, to-

gether with my other pictures.

By this time I had arrived at my destination and
hastened up the steps to scenes quite different from
those just witnessed. I was graciously received by the

hostess and ushered into the pleasant drawing-room,
elegantly furnished with easy chairs and the walls

hung with costly pictures. As this was a kind of fam-
ily Christmas party, and the guests were all well ac-

quainted, we soon fell into a lively conversation and
forgot, for the time being, the outside world. And the

dinner was all that could be desired. There was the

huge turkey, of course, with cranberry sauce, and then

came salads and the old-fashioned plum pudding, and
oranges and raisins and nuts—all the accompaniments
of Christmas and the triumphs of culinary art. And
then, after dinner, the bright fire in the grate, about
which we all sat and told stories and cracked jokes

until the Christmas sun sank low in the heavens. Of
course, I could not hope to capture all this in my cam-
era, but as I started homeward after taking leave of

the merry company, I managed to catch, in the last rays

of the setting sun, a picture of the house, which will

recall to me the pleasures of this day.

It had now grown too dark to attempt to take any
more pictures, but two scenes which I saw on my way
home will always remain associated in my mind with
those photographed upon the film of my camera.

One was a street car episode. As I took my seat

I soon became conscious of the fumes of whisky, and
was for a time unable to determine whence they pro-

ceeded. Finally I traced them to the seat opposite,

where two poor wrecks of feminine humanity were sit-

ting. Their bleared eyes and thick speech, as they tried

to converse together, gave evidence of the kind of

Christmas they had spent. Once I overheard the name
of him whose birthday Christmas is, but, alas ! in the

form of an oath ! Presently, as the conductor called

out " street!" they attempted to rise, and half

reeled, half fell, into the street amid the jeers and
coarse taunts of the idle throng without. Poor, wan-
dering wretches ! May God have mercy en them

!

The other =:<•;. e was quite different from this. It

1->ad *v w .
>• :ne quite dark, and as I neared my home
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I paused before a window through which the rays of

light from many candles streamed. All within was
gayety and mirth. There stood the Christmas tree, bril-

liant with sparkling tinsel and laden with many gifts

;

drums, dolls, sleds, sleigh-bells, skates, books, slippers,

handkerchiefs—something for every member of the

family, from grandpapa down to Baby Nell, while

"Santa Claus," in long, gray beard and suit of red,

was standing in the midst, distributing the Christmas

cheer. As I lingered for a moment, fascinated by this

happy sight, my mind went back over the day's ex-

periences, and I wondered whether the rough men,
waiting for their soup at the Salvation Army quarters,

or the young man I saw carried to the ambulance, or

those poor, abandoned women had once been happy,

innocent children like these that danced in glee before

my eyes, and as I thought of the contrast, a prayer

went silently up that God might shield these pure souls

from the dangers of this evil world.

Chicago, 111.

CALEB, THE GA'RVEJVE'R.
LEONORA BECK ELLIS.

ALEB'S heart was. white and guileless asCa child's, but his face was black and mid-
!

die-aged, with pathos written upon every
line of it. We never learned his history

until he had made our vegetable garden
through many seasons, giving us the ear-

liest peas, the largest potatoes and most
perfect tomatoes in the whole village.

One summer morning in our early Brad-
ley days, Ned said

:

"Sue, do find out why your ebony gar-

dener invariably prefers his weekly payment in old

clothes rather than money. It is so curious that I

should like the subject investigated."

But I answered:
"No, Ned. Of course everybody calls Caleb simple-

mined, and I must confess that he doesn't seem to

have an idea beyond his gardening. But in regard to

his feelings, it is different, I believe ; he has a dignity
that I wouldn't dare affront by prying questions. Be-
sides, since he is a genuine artist in his line of work,
our duty is to pay him as he asks, and concede his

right to individuality."

"What, harnessing Emerson's theories on our poor
gardener, Sue ?" Ned asked, teasingly.

The summer days passed, winter came, and our sec-

ond Bradley spring followed, with Caleb perpetually
faithful. Lack what intellect he might, he yet knew
perfectly the demands of the soil and vegetable nature
in our climate. Each waxing or waning moon laid its

duties upon him, and from June to June he never
seemed idle. I grew more and more in awe of his

garden-wisdom as seasons and issues proved more and
more my lack of it. He came to have entire control of
our vegetable plats at last, with nothing more than ap-
probation from Ned and me. I learned that he gar-
dened in similar fashion for some of our neighbors
at the other end of the village.

When the third summer was over, and cool days
demanded heavier clothing, my husband was dismayed
to find he had not a single left-over suit to start on. I

explained meekly that every garment of his not in
regular use had to be paid to Caleb for his steady
services.

"But, Sue," he remonstrated, "this will never do. It

would be much more economical for us, and far better

for him, to make use of the current coin of the republic

in return for his labor. I admit that Caleb is indispen-

sable, but so is my apparel. The price you set upon it,

when used as wages, is simply what it may be worth

to him,—not the real value. Now, the value to him
diminishes, in your estimate, and mine, too, I confess,

with each suit paid him: for we have never yet seen

him wear a single article of mine ; and we know that

he has not shrewdness enough to run a second-hand

clothing establishment in his shanty out in the woods.

Yet the more you aie oppressed with the idea that he

can have no earthly need for any more of my trousers,

coats, and vests, the more you heap them upon him."

"I know it, Ned," I almost sobbed, "and it has wor-
ried me until I could not enjoy the strawberries and
lettuce. I venture upon a remonstrance now and then,

and urge him to take money, since he must already

have far too many clothes. But he always answers that

he 'druther have some nice britches ur a fine-lookin'

hat this time, please, mum.' "

"But tell him, Sue, that your husband needs a few
'britches' and kindred articles, himself. Please worry
over me a little, and you'll do Caleb a real kindness in

denying him what the poor, half-witted fellow only im-
agines he needs. If you and he persist longer in the

present policy, I shall be driven to invoke the help of

the 'ole clo's man' in town."
After that, Caleb continued working and receiving

his usual wages. But I kept up an irregular corre-

spondence with my brothers' wives in the city, and Ned
often had to bring out mysterious packages which they
had sent down to his office for me. As his own
clothes ceased to disappear so persistently, he ceased to

remonstrate about Caleb's wages, and enjoyment of our
magnificent garden products was once more unalloyed.

But there came a sunny autumn morning when my
faithful gardener did not appear at the hour appointed.
What could it mean ? He had been as constant as the

sun itself for many years. And yet, that day the
ground was ready to the nicest point, the atmosphere
soft and humid, the turnip seed demanding immediate
planting,—while Caleb came not! In the morning I

was uneasy ; in the afternoon, anxious ; and by Ned's
coming in the evening, thoroughly filled with the con-
viction of some evil to the honest laborer. When I told

my husband, he felt as I did, and we at once concluded
to walk together to Caleb's hut, a mile and a half away,
across fields and woods. We found what we had
feared, the faithfuf negro alone and suffering, upon
his rough straw pallet, and with no food in the house
except a stale "pone" of cornbread.

There were many weeks of pain for Caleb. We did
what we could to make the end peaceful and easy. My
husband had a bed and other articles of comfort car-
ried out, and we hired a good old black "mammy" and
her husband to nurse the patient. We went each day
ourselves, with food prepared at home. At first I car-
ried flowers with me ; but a subtle instinct soon told me
that there was something else more pleasing to his
eyes and soothing to his mind. After that, I frequently
placed on the box by his bed a large potato, a cauli-
flower, or head of cabbage, or hung from the rafter
over his bed a festoon of celery, late butter beans or
mango peppers. The gleam of satisfaction and tri-

umph that came into his eyes at sight of these fruits
of his toil was much better than the mere gratitude
which my Marechal Niels and carnations brought, and
his gaze would find rest for many hours out of every
day on his vegetable trophies.

Just before the end came, I asked him what he was
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longing for : I had divined for days that some deep de-

sire was craving fulfillment. He looked at me long in

silence, and at last slowly whispered : "Ef you'd only

count my britches an' coats an' vestises, so you could

tell Roxanny when she come back, how many I had

!

Ain't this Christmas day? She may come to-night."

With Mammy Lou's help, I took all the garments

from the great chest in the corner, and also those hang-

ing layer upon layer in the shed room. We spread

them in the winter sunshine outside, and I counted

them carefully into heaps. There were years and years

of Ned's clothes, then my brother Tom's, then Joe's,

and Robert's. There were many others, perhaps from
our neighbors at the other side of the village.

When the task was finished, I recited the inventory

to the sick man, and his eyes gleamed and shone. When
I had done, he asked me please to tell him again. After-

wards, he said it all over slowly, with some help from
me, and then lay silent for a long while, with closed

eyes. At last he said huskily

:

"Mis' Sue, when Roxanny comes, won't you tell her

I could er dressed ez good ez Jud?"
I promised that I would, and he closed his eyes

again, while I slipped away and walked up and down
outside until Ned came. He went softly into the hut,

but soon returned to tell me that Caleb had passed to

a better world to claim his Christmas gift.

After the burial, we learned from a colored neigh-

bor of our gardener the story of his warped existence.

From the earliest of his hard-working years, he had
loved a brown damsel, named Roxanna ; but when
grown she had flouted his affection, having eyes and
ears only for a dashing young mulatto who wore good
second-hand clothes and gay ties. She soon married

this young fellow, Jud Byers, and he carried her off

to an adjoining town. Caleb plodded on alone, shrink-

ing now from his own race, and returning always to

his hut in the forest as soon as his daily labor was
finished.

A year or two later, one stormy Christmas night, he

heard a call through the woods and a child's cry. Go-
ing out with a torch, he found Roxanna and her baby
nearly frozen and starved. She had been deserted by
her husband many months before, and ill health had
driven her to give up the struggle for support of her-

self and child. In her desperation, she remembered
that there was one true heart in the world, and she

mustered strength enough to come to her forsaken

lover.

Caleb housed her and the child, and induced an aged
female relative to come and take care of them. He,
himself, with a delicacy you hardly expect to find in

his race, took a steady job in town, boarding there

and coming out to the shanty only twice a week, to

bring provisions or to cut wood. When mild weather
returned Roxanna was strong again, and the child

bouncing. She began to talk coquettishly about going
off to "chamber-maid fur a hotel" near by ; but it was
easy for Caleb to dissuade her. In the end, she ob-

tained her freedom from Jud, and, being married to her

old lover, went with him next Christmas time to live

in a good house in Bradley.

But Caleb's glimpse of happiness was short. Rox-
anna suddenly gained value in Jud's estimation from
belonging to another, and he reappeared before her
dazzled eyes, wearing more fashionable clothes and
gaudier cravats than before. Caleb worked from day-
light until after dark, and he kept her and the child

well-dressed and well-fed ; but he never looked any-
thing else than shabby and uncouth himself. It was

not long before the poor fellow came home one night
to find only an empty house; his wife had run away
with Jud. He accepted the fact heart-brokenly but
without attempt to alter it ; there was no resistance in

his nature. He moved back to his hermitage in the
woods and over its threshold no guest was ever again
invited.

As his trouble unseated his mind, but one idea pos-
sessed him ; to have more and better clothes than Jud
when Roxanna should come back, as she surely must
come, he thought, some wild, wet night. He always
kept a "fat pine" torch ready to go and seek her when
he should hear her call, and had wood piled up to make
a great fire to dry her and the baby when they came.
And in all the long years there was never a Christmas
night when he did not sit up until daylight listening for

her call. But Death called befoie Roxanna, and Caleb's
splendid outrivalling of Jud's attire was never to be.

He had his Christmas gift in different wise.

After all, Life would be only a sorry thing if there
were no overruling Power to ordain fullness in the next
world for the emptiness of this.

Atlanta, Ga.

TLEASAJV TORIES.
"Spell 'chicken,' " said a Paola teacher to a boy in

the primary class. "I can't do it, ma'am. I ain't got
that far along," said the boy, "but I can spell egg."—
Kansas City Journal.

"Ma," said a newspaper man's son, "I know why
newspaper men call themselves 'we.'" "Why?" "So
that the man that doesn't like the article will think there

are too many people for him to tackle."

Mamma—"Willie, what did you do with that penny
I gave you this morning?" Willie (aged four)

—
"I

gave it to the monkey." Mamma—"And what did he
do with it ?" Willie

—"He put it in his cap, then gave it

to his father, who played the organ."

Two laborers set out from Wexford to walk to Dub-
lin. By the time they reached Bray they were very

much tired with their journey, and the more so when
they were told they were still twelve miles from Dub-
lin. "Be me sowl," said one, after a little thought,

"sure, it's but six miles apiece ; let us walk on
!"

One day in a town where he was to lecture. Mr.
Beecher went into a barber's shop to be shaved. The
barber, not knowing him, asked him whether he was
going to hear Beecher lecture. "I guess so," was the

reply. "Well," continued the barber, "if you haven't

got a ticket you can't get one. They're all sold, and
you'll have to stand." "That's just my luck," said Mr.
Beecher. "I always did have to stand when I've heard
that man talk."

"My dear brudders an' sisters," remarked the ven-

erable pastor of the only colored church in town, as he

carefully cleared the broad table in front of him so

that every nickel, cent, and button laid upon it would
stand out in startling distinctness, "dere is some of de
folks in dis chu'eh gives accawdin' to deir means, an'

some accawdin' to deir meanness. Le's not have any
of de secon' class heah dis mawnin' !" After which the

procession commenced, and everybody reached for his

bottom dime.
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CHURC

OVR PULPIT.
SB'RMOJ^ "By D-R, JOSEPH PA'RK.B'R,

REPORTED BY OUR LONDON CORRESPONDENT.

Prefatory JVote.

jT is interesting after having heard preachers
on both sides of the Atlantic to notice their

similarities and differences as a class and as

individuals. On hearing Dr. Joseph Parker
of the City Temple, London, lately, I was
struck with the resemblance he bears to Dr.
Gunsaulus of Chicago. Both these men
have a quality which is difficult to describe,

but its effect is, that when each is praying,
he is not a minister praying for his congre-
gration, he is his congregation praying.

The first words they utter take them straight in among
their people and there they remain. The gift shows
great insight and sympathy and gives a power to
prayer. Dr. Joseph Parker, who is always happy in

his desertations on the patriarchs and rulers of Israel,

preached last Sunday morning on the thirty-second
chapter of Exodus. He has been ill, but seems to have
regained his usual vigor. He preached with great
force ; andrunninginand out of his prayers and preach-
ing was a golden thread of gentleness of which one
feels' the aureole of saints is spun and which is the
beautiful accompaniment of age. Any account of a
sermon of Dr. Parker's must give an impression of
somewhat of abruptness. This is largely obviated by
his perfect mastery of the art of saying things.

The Sermon.
After reading the first verse of the chapter Dr.

Parker said : "And Moses delayed to come down out
of the mount." And what wonder ! Who would have
come down if he could have stayed there? For there
God was. In later times men have said, "Let us make
three tabernacles on the mount."
How important is one man! If he be away the

whole business goes to pieces. There is always a time
in the home, in business, in the church, in journalism
when the one man is needed. Moses delayed. The
people said, "Let us up and make us gods." He was
receiving the Lord's hands upon him, he was working
for them, writing in their interests, yet they called him
"This Moses," and said, The man who brought us up
out of the land of Egypt—he is lost in some cloud.
We shall never see him again. It is a natural cry.

Man must have a god or invent one. He must have a
deity or a calf.

We hold our sweetest, greatest blessings delicately

and as we loose our hold on them we go down hill

at a hundred miles a minute. Hold on. Say "I will

not let thee go except thou bless me."
Some men think they can get on without "means of

grace." You are not old enough to know those "words.
In the old times "means of grace" were the openings
in heaven through which God poured blessings. How
long can a man get on without the sacraments, with-
out church? When are our afflictions but for a mo-
ment? When we look, not at the things which are
seen, but at the things which are not seen. "We wot

not where Moses is, though he is away working, rest-

ing, sleeping for us. Though we know this man has ne
other object in life than our good and though he is

away for, our sake-—yes, but he is away from us."

And the irreligious religiousness of the people, for

there is an irreligious religiousness and an impious
piety, impelled them, and they fashioned the calf. And
this is just what we would do if God went away, if

God turned his back upon us.

And they said, "These be thy gods, O Israel, which
brought thee up out of Egypt." And weak Aaron
built an altar. Just what we should do now. Growth
is a slow process. Without God we have no standing
place, we must have a calf. We must have the living

God or something made by man's device. The Lord
God Almighty—or the calf. It's an awful tumble. But
when man tumbles, he tumbles fast. Take care

!

"And the Lord said, Go, get thee down ; thy people
which thou broughtest out of Egypt have corrupted
themselves." Everything is known in heaven. We
can't have a calf but it is known to him whose eyes
make the whole heavens alight with his presence.

Many of us have little golden calves carefully graven,
which we carry about in our pockets and which we
worship. We offer God ten per cent, like Jacob, prom-
ise to patronize him for his share in our success. Aaron
was a fool. God must have repented that he made him !

So Moses came down from the tabernacle, made of

the morning, fashioned of radiant clouds, and seized,

as it were, by neck and throat a people who had defied

God and corrupted man. And Moses became a priest

and made prayers such as no other made until Christ

came and taught us to pray. "The mischief of it is

the Egyptians will hear of it. They will mock, and I

cannot bear it. Remember Egypt is looking on. Re-
member Abraham and thy promises. Remember thy

servants to whom thou swearest by thine own self."

And God says, "So be it."

And Joshua, waiting for him, said, "There is a noise

of war in the camp." But Mosc said, "It is the noise

of them that do sing to idols." And he cast out of his

hand the tablet that had been graven by the hand of

God. And he seized the calf, burnt it in the fire,

ground it to powder, strewed it upon the water and
gave to the children of Israel to drink. He destroyed
it, then argued. We trifle with evil. We say, "Let us
inquire into this."

An indifferent world always thinks its leaders mad.
I have had occasion to say lately that a man cannot
make a fire out of sawdust. We are all made of the

same stuff, but some of us are chopped so fine. We
are all most decorous. We reason with the devil, are

polite with the devil or Appollyon or whatever we call

him.

Moses did not temporize. He did not ask, "What
is this calf made of?" Oh, that we had a Moses here

to-day ! We have fallen on ways of carelesseness. We
have left all this to the Salvation Army and when they

sing in the street they offend us.

And then Aaron began to explain matters. "Why,"
he said, "I put in the ear-rings and the gold into the

fire and I was never so surprised in my life as when
that calf came out." How ridiculous is the excuse of

the sinner, how absurd ! As if there could be an ex-

cuse for sin. A sinner is not only a criminal, he is a
fool, which is worse. Aaron said, "Now, Moses is

amenable to reason, and if I make him believe I never
expected that calf, he will understand the matter."

Aaron never mentioned the graving tools. A man that

can make a calf can make any number of excuses.
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And we now come face to face with an old habit,

that of making excuses in the face of deadliest sins.

We say we are going to pray for strength. But we
can't pray till we get rid of a thing. My friend, when
you get home, take the laudanum, pour it out, stamp on
it, and then pray. Whatever it is that you should not

take, get it out of the house and then pray.

We talk about reducing quantities. We must grind

to powder. We coddle ourselves. That is not God's

way. He says, Resist the devil, abhor that which is

evil. And there is One to help us. We have One to hold

on to. Thou, God, art my only stay and trust. Give
me thy name—the benefit of thy name, the assurance

of thy help, and then in thy mercy my soul will be de-

livered.

Each man has his own besetment and each man is

hardest on that particular besetment which is not his.

When all comes to be known we shall be pitiful one to

another, "leaving with meekness his sins to his Savior."

Lesson IV.- -Joseph and His
45: 1-15,

"Brethren — Cen.

'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
'REVIEW.

Lesson for December 29. 1901.
Golden Tejet:—If Cod be _for us. buho can be against us'

'Rom. 8:31.

A. CHICAGO GEACHE'R'S
tSHE LEjrjro/f.

JVOGES Off

ELIAS A. LONG.

Lesson I.- Joseph S'old Into Egypt—Gen. 37:
12-36.

Golden text : The Patriarchs moved with envy.—Acts y :g.

Topic : Divine Character Building.

Verse topics : 12-14—The Father's Anxiety. 15-17—The
Further Search. 18-20—Brethren's Jealousy. (Where love
between the brethren should have prevailed for mutual
strength and good, envy entered with its fruits of malice,

deceit, lying, murderous intent and slavery.) 21, 22—Reu-
ben's Intercession. 23, 24—The Desert Pit. 25—Historical

Meanness. 26—A Troubled Conscience. (Judah asks, what
profit, if we slay? He seems to think of slavery as being
much milder than slaying, but in God's sight sin is not
graded as men sometimes calculate. Sin is treason, and like

treason against government, not the act but the principle

condemns.) 26—A Troubled Conscience. 27—Appalled at

Blood. 28—The Sale of Human Flesh. 29—Reuben's
Anguish. 30—The Missing Child. 31—Sin Begets Sin. 32

—

Dreadful Life's Secret. 33, 34—It is My Son's Coat.

Lesson II.—Joseph in Prison—Gen. 39: 20-40:15.

Golden text: But the Lord was.—Gen. 39:21.
Topic: Power of Character.
Verse topics: 20—False Imprisonment. 21—Living by

Faith. 22—Advancement. 23—Power of Character. 1

—

The King's Offenders. 2—The King's Wrath. 3—Distin-
guished Companions. 4—Further Advancement. (Even in

prison all things were working together for good. Rom.
8:20.) s—Dreams of the Night. 6, 7—Conspicuous Sadness.
8—God's Witness. 9-13—Dream of the Vine. ("Pressed
them." The statement is useful in showing that anciently
wine was the pure, fresh juice of the grape without fermen-
tation.) 14, 15—Longings in Prison.

Lesson III.—Joseph Ejcalted—Gen- 41: 38-49
Golden text : Them that honor me.—I Sam. 2 :3c
Topic : Pharaoh's Discovery of Joseph.
Verse topic : 38—Wanted, A Great Leader. 39—Fitness

Recognized. 40—High appointment. (Joseph's word was to

be absolute. Men may be brought to have greater regard for
the word of human rulers than for the word of God.) 41

—

Duties defined. 42—Credentials Needed. (The seal ring
was a stamp of personal authority. The credentials from
our King, when we are called to "go," are the fruits of the
spirit.) 43—The Great Procession. 44—Formal Inaugura-
tion. 45—Overcoming Caste. 46—Duties Begun. 47—Boun-
teous Crops. 48—Royal Granaries. 49—-Superabundant
Stores.

Golden text: Be not overcome.—Rom. 12:21.
Topic : Lesson of Forgiveness.
Verse topics: 1—Joseph's Love Prevails. 2—A Weeping

Ruler. 3—The Great Disclosure. (The first shock of Joseph's
disclosure was overpowering. Like the guest at the wedding
feast, the brethren were unprepared, hence were speechless.)

4 — Love's Reconciliation. 5 — Forgiveness. (Instead of
Joseph being left in the desert pit, a caravan providentially
appeared, suggesting the idea of profit, and thus he was saved
alive and came to Egypt. But their guilt was none the less

because God made the wrath of men to praise him. Ps.
76:10.) 6—The Prediction. 7

—"A Great Nation." 8—Giv-
ing God Praise. 9—Speed the Gospel. 10—Settlement of
Egypt. 11

—"The Fatted Calf." 12—Recognition Confirmed.
13—Glorious Story. 14—The Two Brothers. 15—The Silence
Broken.

Lesson V.— "Death of Joseph—Gen. 50: 13-26.

Golden text: So teach us to number.—Ps. 90:12.
Topic : From Sacrifice to Possession.
Verse topics: 15:15—Frightened Brothers. 16—Message

to Throne. 17—Tears of Love. (Tender-hearted Joseph is

more ready to forgive than are the brethren to acknowledge
their offense. As Joseph wept over his brethren, so Jesus
wept over his brethren. Luke 19:41.) 18—The Bowing
Sheaves. 19—Vengeance is God's. 20—Salvation from Fam-
ine. 21—Fruit of the Spirit. (Joseph with the dim light he
had brought forth love and all other fruits of the Spirit.

Gal 5:22, 23. Are we doing as well?) 22, 23—Prosperity
Prolonged. 24—Kept the Faith. 25—Last Words of Faith.
26—Last Will Recorded.

Lesson VI. -Israel Oppressed
I: 1-14.

in Egypt— Ejc.

Golden text : God heard their groaning.—Ex. 2 -.24.

Topic : Growth Into a Nation.
Verse topics: 1-4—Family Roll. 5—Small Beginnings.

6—"Dust Thou Art." 7—Unprecedented Increase. (.All the
expressions are designed to emphasize the surprising increase
from family to clan, to nation in fulfillment of God's special
promise to Abraham ages before.) 8—Political Revolution.
("Which knew not Joseph." Forgetfulness easily becomes a
great sin. The object of the Lord's Supper is that we may
not forget the death of our Savior.) 9—Exciting Race
Prejudices. 10— Exaggerated Alarm. 11 — Cold-blooded
Measures. 12—Fruitless Opposition. 13—Symbol of Sin
Service. 14—Fellowship in Suffering.

Lesson VII.—The ChildhoodofMoses—Eje. 2:1-10

Golden text : Train up a child.—Prov. 22 :6.

Topic : Child Training.
Verse topics : 1—God a Shield. 2—Faith Overcometh the

World. 3—Desperate Measures. (Faith led the mother to do
all she could for her child. God works through the willing
hearts and hands of his children.) 4—Wise as Serpent. 5

—

"Sacred-river Bather." 6—Gentile Deliverer. (Our example
was noted for his compassion; how much more should com-
passion towards the needy be expected of his followers than
of this daughter of a cruel pagan. 1 Pet. 3:8.) 7—Fitly

Spoken Word. 8—Relieved Hearts. 9—In Royal Presence.
10—Soul Culture.

Lesson VHI.—XOorld's Temperance Lesson—Is.

5: 8-30.
Golden text : Woe unto them.—Is. 5 \22.

Topic : Sin in Prosperity.
Verse topics: 8-10—The Idol of Self. 11—Serving the

Appetite. 12—God is Forgotten. (All elaborate feasting and
drinking tend to God-forgetfulness. Luke 16:19.) x3—Warn-
ing Disregarded. 14—Increased Death-rate. 15—Sin the
Leveler. 16—Holiness Exalted. 17—Sin's Devastation. 18

—

Growth of Habit. 19—Defiance of God. 20—Fatal Impost-
ure. 21—Pride's Blindness. 22, 23—Unbridled License.
(The drink habit invariably grows by that upon which it

feeds. Drinking men are boastful of the amount they can
consume.) 24-30—The Result.

Lesson IX". -The Call of Moses—Ejc. 3: 1-12.

Golden text: Certainly I will be with thee—Rom. 3:12.
Topic : God's Call to Duty.
Verse topics. 1—Forty-year Seclusion. 2—Divine Token.

(Moses saw more than the bush. His heart long had been
trained to see Him "who is invisible," even Christ. Heb.
11:26,27.) 3—Discerning Signs. 4—Willing Workers. 5

—

A Holy Cause. (Our religion is to educate us into holiness;

i
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to be filled with the Holy Spirit. Without holiness no man
shall see the Lord. Heb. 12:14.) 6—Oral Revelation. 7

—

The Oppressed Masses. 8—Divine Deliverance. 9—The
Pitying Father. 10—God's Choice. 11—Doubting Ability.

12—God With Them.

Lesson JC,—Moses and Pharaoh—Ejc. 11: l-lO.

Golden text : The Angel of his presence—Is. 63 :q.

Topic: The Hardened Heart.
Verse topics : 1—Climax of Severity. 2—Balancing Ac-

counts. 3—Acknowledged Greatness. (The secret of Moses'
greatness lay in his heredity; his early training; his vision

of the invisible ; his thorough Egyptian education and experi-
ence; his meekness; his spiritual zeal.) 4—The Fatal De-
cree. 5—The Sore Judgment. 6—The National Grief. 7

—

The Lord's Favorites. 8—Universal Homage, 9—Wonders
of The Lord. 10—Recapitulation. (The process that was
wrought upon Pharaoh's heart is seen to-day in the harden-
ing effects of habits. The conscience becomes "seared as
with a hot iron." 1 Tim. 4:2.)

Lesson ATI.—The "Passo-Ver—Ejc, 12: 1-17.

Golden text : Christ our passover— 1 Cor. 5 :y.

Topic : The Deliverance of the Lord.
Verse topics : 1, 2—Change of Calendar. 3—All Goshen

Stirred. 4—Bond of Fellowship. 5—The Victims. 6—Time
for Deliberation. 7—The Human' Element. 8-10—Feast of
Fellowship. (They were to receive and appropriate what
God had provided. So in the Lord's Supper we are
to appropriate Christ spiritually. Gal. 2:20.) 11—In
Readiness. 12—Pass Through Egypt. 13—Pass Over Israel.

(Man not God needed this sign of the blood. The blood
is the central idea of all the revelation of God. Man is re-

deemed thereby, Ep. 1:7; 1 Pet. 1 :i8; he is justified by blood.
Rom. 5:9; cleansed; 1 John 1:7; made spotless. Rev. 7:14.
If any are cast off, it is because they have trampled under
foot the blood of Christ. Heb. 10:29.) T 4—Perpetual Re-
membrance. 15:17—Form of Observance.

Lesson JCII.— "Passage of the "Red Sea—Ejc. 14:
13-27.

Golden text: I will sing unto—Ex. 15:1.

Topic: Divine Deliverance.
Verse topics: 13-14—Command of Faith. 15:18—Prayer

of Faith. 19—Prayer Answered. 20—Help of the Helpless.
(God's Word now is guide and light to his children, (Ps.
119:105, 130,) but to the unbelieving that word is more or
less obscure and terrible. Matt. 13:13; 2 Cor.; 2:16; Jno.
7:17.) .21—Storm and Earthquake. 22—God a Shield. 23

—

Wild Night March. 24—Consternation at Dawn. (As this

cloud to pursuers and the fleeing, so there is a difference be-
tween the light of his countenance and the rebuke of his
countenance.) 25—Panic in the Sea. 2(5—Human Agency.
(The Egyptians long before had caused the children of Is-

rael to die by casting them into the water. Matt. 7:2.) 27

—

Morning of Death.

ten new subscribers, and as the offer is only good for

one week more, including the present week, we will

not recall the offer. Our error is your gain.

OVR E'R'RO'R yOWR GAIJST.

Last week the following offer occurred under the
caption "Our Christmas Box"

:

''Our smaii Sunday schools must not be forgotten. We will

help them have new song books for Christmas. Thousands of
copies of Christian Melodies have been sold at twenty-five
dollars per hundred. We are selling them new at twenty dol-
lars per hundred. Any school sending a club of ten new
subscribers to the Christian Century at one dollar each, will

receive fifty copies of Christian Melodies as r. Christmas gift.

Send us ten dollars and we will ship the books to you at once.
The names can be sent in later. Better appoint a committee
of ten and secure them next Lord's day. Christian Melodies
has most of the standard hymns and many new songs. This
offer is only good for three weeks. Fifty copies of Christian
Melodies free with a club of ten subscribers to the Christian
Century."

It was a mistake. It should have read, "Any school

sending a club of ten new subscribers at one dollar and
fifty cents each." Ten dollars, the regular price of the

books, was to accompany the order, and the rest of the

money to be sent with the ten names. The mistake
was not noticed until the orders began to come in.

Sunday schools are quick to see a good bargain. As
many schools have already begun a canvass for the

FIVE MIJWl/TES" S'E'RMO/V OJV THE
GOL-DEf* TEJTT.

PETER AINSLIE.

|E who has God, has all things. It is not so
much a question whether we have this man
or some other man on our side. Have we
God? To possess him solves every dif-

ficulty. Is it any surprise that David should
have said, "Happy is that people whose God
is the Lord?" It is not sufficient to know
that one is right, but there is all sufficiency

to know that God is for us. A thing may
be right and yet not expedient, nor wise;
consequently all conduct must be measured

by what God would like and whether he be for us or

against us. If he is for us, the whole matter is settled,

for all the world could not harm us. He is a fortress,

a shield, a strong tower, an hiding place for perfect

safety. If we be in him, men can smite us, but their

blows fall upon the Almighty and vengeance belongs

unto him and he will repay. The chief thing in life

is not to get even with people. It has been said that

self-preservation is the first law of nature, but it is

not true. Jesus never taught any such principle. If

this were a dispensation of justice we would not be. It

is a dispensation of mercy and grace. We have to

bear, we have to suffer, but the apostle's exhortation

was, "let none of you suffer as a murderer, or as a

thief or as an evil doer, or as a busy-body in other

men's matters
;
yet if any man suffer as a Christian let

him not be ashamed." In his very sufferings God is

with him, God is for him, and if patience is developed

and trust is made more confident, the suffering was
surely a blessing. Has he not already taught us : "If

you endure chastening God dealeth with you as with

sons, and no chastening for the present seemeth to be

joyous, but grievous, nevertheless afterward it yields

the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them who are

exercised thereby?" You may think that things go
strangely with you. You do not understand the cir-

cumstances that came into your life yesterday and the

day before, but that is of no real concern. Where is

God? Is he for you? rThen what seemed as clouds

are melted away and you lose sight of surrounding

circumstances and begin with new interest to think of

him who alone can help. All the world is not equal to

God. His friendship is first over all others and his

companionship is the chiefest in the world. Count all

things else as naught beside him. God has the power
and the grace and for him to be for us means peace,

joy and salvation; such is the golden thought of this

text.

Our Father, thou art so close to us and in thee is all

safety and joy. We bless thy holy name through all

ages. Amen.

The total undeveloped energy of Niagara Falls is

estimated by electrical experts to be 8,000,000-horse

power.

Naturalists estimate the number of worms in each

acre of earth to be 34,000, and they maintain that it

is almost impossible to calculate the amount of good
done by these creatures.
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CHIUSTIAJ* EJSTVEAVOH.
CHARLES BUNCHARD.

JVX/MTBE'RIJVG OX/-R T>A.yS.
Topic "December 29. 1901— "Ref. Tj. 90; 1-17.

HIS Ninetieth Psalm is called "a prayer of

T Moses, the man of God." Whether or no
it be such, it is altogether worthy. It is

one of the majestic Psalms of all the ages
of human history, princely yet pathetic.

The rhythm of it moves the soul aloft amid
the solemnities. It sweeps the spirit like

a strain from the heights celestial. And yet

it is of the earth, and pathetic as a reminder
of the fleeting of the earthly. Standing in

the presence of our dead years, and of all

the pathetic past, its stately measures strike the dirge
of another year—the first of the twentieth century.
Yet, through all its majestic stateliness, sounds the

note of

Tre-Oailing Faith.

"Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place in all gen-
erations. Before the mountains were brought forth,

or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world,
even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God."
Upon this the saints and servants of God have stayed
their souls in the hours of conflict. With every passing
year, professing themselves to be pilgrims and
strangers, they have found strength and assurance in

leaning on the everlasting arms. And this is the

faith that we need. We need it in our youth as in

age. O young men, in the midst of the perils of these

modern days, when the strife for position and power,
and the mad clamor for commercial supremacy, are

drowning the cry of the soul, I beseech you to get

anchored in the faith that overcomes the world. To
get and to hold are not the chief things. Success is

not measured by what a man has, but by what he is,

and by what he holds of faith in the future. To be

able to say with Moses, the man of God, "The eternal

God is thy refuge, and underneath are the everlasting

arms"—this is the great thing. To be assured that

whatever comes, the everlasting Father and the un-

changeable Christ are our refuge and support—these

are the supremacies of the soul. To feel that there is

none like unto our God, who rideth upon the heavens
in our help, is to stay our souls for the conflict of the

coming year and of this strenuous century. Brothers,

let us believe it, rejoice in it, and be strong

!

Numbering Our "Days.

It is of little worth that we number our days, unless

we apply our hearts unto wisdom. But where shall

wisdom be found? And where is the place of under-
standing? It is the old perplexing problem. Of this

much be assured—the wisdom of this world does not

make men either wise or happy. The Psalmist of old

had learned the true secret of satisfaction, which we
seem slow of heart to understand. Here it is : "O
satisfy us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice

and be glad all our days." And this is the need of all

our lives, and of every day of our lives. The Revised

Version gives a most beautiful rendering. O, satisfy

us "in the morning" with thy mercy. This makes a

most fitting prayer for the beginning of each day. To
find his mercy in early life ; to rest in the assurance of

his almighty love and power, will enable us to rejoice

and be glad all our days. And so shall the beauty of

the Lord our God be upon us ; and so shall he establish

the work of our hands upon us. Amen

!

ASOMG 0\JT OF SILENCE.
By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

The sweetest song is that
No poet has begun;

The grandest deed, the deed
No hand hath ever done;

The keenest thought, the dream
That cleaves the dying brain:

The wildest joy, the sense
Of a release from pain.

Oh, mad and sweet the song
That I to thee could sing!

And high as hope I'd reach
To do the noblest thing.

May heaven preserve the power
Thou shouldst have waked in me!

Will heaven hold the joy
I could have given thee?

Or is the finest fate

That life or death shall know
The rapture of despair,
The glory of this woe?

To know the dearest words
Unsaid forever be,

Because thou mayst not speak
The least of them to me,

To know not earth nor heaven.
Nor any crimson star,

Can measure losses such
As ours unmeasured are.

To know we would not quench
With any paler wine

The everlasting thirst

That must be mine and thine.

Business Men N. B.

EXTRAORDINARY

CHRISTMAS OFFER

The Christian Century
and

Christian {Melodies
20+15 = 20
40+15 = 30

How can 20 -f- 15 = 20? That is no puzzle to a good
business man. Business in Christianity solves many
problems. Your Sunday School or Church needs one
hundred frrst-class song books. Your Sunday School
Superintendent knows that Christian Melodies sell

for $20 per hundred. You know that ten subscrip-
tions to The Christian Century is worth $15. We
need money for our growing business. You need song
books for your growing church and school. Send us
ten dollars ($10) at once and your promise to send us
a club of ten new subscribers within thirty days, at

one dollar each ($10 additional) and we shall ship you
one hundred copies of Christian Melodies.

You Pay the Freight
How can 40 -4- 10 = 30? Send us twenty dollars

($20) and your promise to secure ten new subscribers
for The Christian Century at one dollar each ($10 ad-
ditional) and we will ship your Sunday School or
Church two hundred copies (worth $40) of Christian
Melodies. This is how

40 + 15
20+ 15

30
20

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., 358 Dearborn St., Chicago
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THE HOME
O silver chiming bells, in the misty Christmas morning
Filling with glad ripples the frost-enlightened air,

What song is it you sing to us,

What tidings that you bring to us,

What burden that the clamors of your changeful cadence
bear?

Do ye still recall the advent of the star-enkindled dawning,
When 'mid flower calm the Lily of old Christendom was

born?
Still hail the domination
In many a land and nation

Of him who opened baby eyes upon the throned morn ?

Julian Bennant.

My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Chapter VII.

HAT same night, at a great reception to

T which I had been bidden, again I met her.

She was regally and gloriously beautiful,

and in her jewelless shimmering attire was
Waldo's bunch of pure pale primroses

!

"Tremendous marriages have been

proposed to her, I believe, but she has de-

clined them all. Some shadow over her

early history, perhaps, disinclination for the

bondage—who knows what or why? Yet
even so it is. The Princess Tourgenoff is

still to be waited for and won !" So I overheard some
one say laughingly, and as one who personally had no
desire to enter the iists and strive for so fair a prize.

On the grand staircase I saw her for a brief moment
alone. She was looking at a picture; suddenly she

turned and saw me, too. I answered the dumb in-

quiry of her eyes and made my way to her.

"Thank you," she said simply; but her voice was
scarcely audible, though no one was very near at

hand "Tell me; he will get better—surely, surely

—

will he not?"
"The day after to-morrow they are to perform an

operation on him. I have sought the best advice in

London. It seems that it must be done. They hold

out every hope for a good result. I will most assuredly

let you know. Good night."

"Good night," she said, growing very pale. "I have
heard all that you have been to—them ; all that you
are to him. But I have lost even the right to thank
you ;" and the hopeless sadness of her voice sent a

shiver through me. For the first time in my life I

smiled at her.

"You must not say that," I said. "No one calling

himself a friend could possibly have done less. It is

I who owe them—everything. By the way, there was
a message for you—I think, if you will wait, little

Waldo shall give it you himself!"

Then we parted. To me she was more of an enigma
each time we met. But my joy was very great to know
that at last, for Allan's sake, I could think of her with

sorrow instead of scorn.

The next day, as I sat with my little boy, I told him
that his beautiful lady had worn his primroses at the

great house. Knowing his way of taking things to

heart, I told him nothing more, as I wished to keep
him quiet and free from the least thing of the nature

of a surprise or shock on the eve of the day when all

his frail measure of strength would be so sorely needed.

"I hope she will be quite happy some day, dear old

Neil, don't you?" he said.

A day of flowers and sunshine, of radiance and re-

joicing in the outside world, was the day on which they
came to bring the relief and remedies of surgery and
science to my darling. But for us to whom he was so
much, to Barbara and myself and all the members of

our little household, the day was dark and heavy with
a terrible suspense. In the morning he was singing his

gayest songs, feeding the birds, playing with "Dainty,"
the little Skye, who was never out of his sight, telling

me of future plans and the grand things he meant to

do. In the afternoon, when the grave, kind doctors

came, albeit he wore his very bravest face
—

"father's

face," I used to call it—he put his hand in mine, clung
to me curiously, and I could hear the beating of his

heart against my own, though of course he knew noth-
ing of what was to come. But, game to death as he
would always have proved under any circumstances,

yet in the presence of doctors nothing could wholly
reassure him. I have since thought that it was per-
haps the appellation that frightened him, because of

the hideous association connected with the Dr. Vors-
trovna of by-gone days.

Thus, in the morning, happy and triumphant ; later

on, bravely trying to smile with those who, God knows,
meant so well by him; in the evening he lay uncon-
scious, in a delirium of fever, on the edge of that terri-

ble line, from whence the slopes lead down so easily and
swiftly unto death.

He lay in a quiet room overlooking the gardens at

the back of the house. It was a burning night, and the

windows were flung wide open to the air. All through
the long, black hours, Barbara and I watched over him
and listened to his tortured moanings.

He called to the doctors, beseeching them not to take

his father from him, promising piteously that he would
give them his prettiest books, all his flowers, his goats

at home, nay, even his little Dainty, if they would only
spare him his father. He then babbled of the elections,

begging them not to vote for Dr. Vorstrovna, but for

Nell and Nell only ; Nell, who was the best fellow in the

world, since his own father said so! Then again he
was watching the boys at their cricket in the field at

home, one moment asking Barbara to take a turn at

bowling, the next warning her to keep out of the line

of the ball. Then he would implore me to tell him
when I thought he would be able to climb the tree

which father had found so hard to climb. Would his

back soon get better—very, very soon ? Then his dear
thoughts would soar to the highest heaven, and he
would talk familiarly with God and look among the

angels for his dearest one. Then it seemed to us who
listened in our pain to those sweet, mad babblings,

that he wanted some one who was not there, some one
whose name he knew not—some one whom father had
loved always, always.

Then and there I would have gone for her, but they

told me that his only chance lay in utter stillness, that

no strange faces might come near him, that before

twenty-four hours the crisis would be reached, that

even then there would be time enough, although the

worst should be declared.

Through all the long, hot day that followed we
never left him, Barbara and I. He had his burning
little hands clasped tightly about my fingers most of

the time. Although he did not know me, he seemed
to know if I moved for a moment from his side.

"Nell," he would cry, "dear Nell, if you are going
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to find father, you must take me, too—you must take

me, too!"

But I knew it was rather he who was going to find

his father, and that on that dread journey his little feet

must travel all alone.

—

The Quiver.

(To be continued.)

WE AffD OVR WEIGH-BOnS.
A TA'RLO'R COJVFEUE 7VCE.

'M sure I don't know what my talent is,"

exclaimed one of a group of ladies gathered
in the pleasant parlors of a suburban home.
"I could better tell what somebody else's

talent is."

"You may be helpful to that somebody
then, and soeach may show the other what to

do. Come and let us talk it over, anyway,"
said the hostess. With this parting word,
good-bys were said and the little circle sep-

arated.

A week went by and again they met, to resume the

subject under discussion.

"Have we any individual talent given us that we can

use for the benefit of others ?" So ran the wording of

the thought that was to occupy their attention.

"As good stewards of the manifold grace of God,"
read the leader, " 'even so minister the same one to an-

other.' Most of us, I think, are apt to feel that we
ordinary people do not possess any special gifts or

talents, but don't we make a mistake in our estimate

of what a talent is? Have we not each some power,
some faculty, something we can use for the good of

others, that duly cultivated, may become our talent ; in

fact, is the gift or grace of which we are made stew-

ard?"
"Better than waiting to discover whether we have

any special talent, is to make the best use of or.r every

day capabilities—the little things we do in our homes,"
said Mrs. Griswold, and Mrs. Jones added: "Do you
remember our Sunday school lesson about Dorcas?
Evidently her talent was the making of garments, but
she was one of the lonely ones and had none of her

own to do for, so the poor had the benefit of the one
thing she could do well. It was a simple, ordinary

thing, but surely it was her talent."

"I envy Dorcas when she woke up and found how
deeply they all cared for her, for I imagine she did

not realize it while living. We are all apt to leave

our gratitude unspoken till it is too late," said Miss
Fontaine.

"You have touched there one of the lines which I

think our subject embraces. Forgetting to say the

kindly appreciative word loses us many a chance for

helpfulness. Such a word lightens the burdens and
is often an inspiration to further service. I don't see

why we are so chary of our words of commendation
and appreciation. They do not cost us anything but a

little effort to be thoughtful."

"I'm afraid I fail pretty often in that," said Mrs.
Somers, with a sigh. "And yet I really think it is a
talent—at least it seems so when one notices how much
sunshine Mrs. Winton brings to other people just by
her way of doing that very thing. And it isn't flattery,

either. It's just real, honest appreciation of other peo-

ple's efforts and taking the trouble to let them know it."

"Yes, indeed," added Winnie Benton, "the other day
Grace Stone was quite nervous about reading that pa-

per and felt as if perhaps it wasn't worth much, but

Mrs. Winton put out her hand as she passed her and

said, with one of her bright smiles, 'That was a help-

ful incident you mentioned, Miss Grace. I shall not
forget it.' And yesterday when she met Mrs. Stanton
at our house she said to her, 'That little visit of yours
did my friend good. I hope you will go again and see

her.' Both those people were helped and encouraged
more than you would imagine."

"A little story I read recently seems to fit our sub-
ject," remarked Miss Hood. "In a leper settlement

this strange sight may be seen: A man who has feet

carrying a man who has hands, but no feet. The man
who has feet scratched up the ground with his foot and
the man on his back dropped the seed he carried into

the ground. We can supplement the defects of others

and they ours. I was thinking I who have no children

to care for might find my talent was helping some
overtaxed mother with her brood, seeing I love the

little ones so much."
"And as I like to read aloud, I might read to some

one who has no time to read herself or Mary here, who
is so handy with her needle, might help her with her

sewing, and so give her a chance to read," laughingly

added Jessie Lee.

"Some of us have specially sympathetic natures.

Have we thought what a talent it is and how constantly

we may use it for the help of others?"

"I am glad you mention that," responded Mrs. Dunn,
"for recently I have had occasion to know that more
people are hungry for sympathy than I ever imagined
possible. There are so many around us, wearied and
burdened, some with one thing and some with an-

other, and a sympathetic word or deed helps wonder-
fully."

"I am sure of that, but I want to put in a plea for

those who do not seem to need our help in this way.
Their burdens are not visible ones, but they are none
the less real. They do not need help in the usual ways
and yet from force of circumstances, theirs is a solitary

way. To all these—and they are more numerous than

you would think—let us give a sympathetic friendship."

"It would be following the Master's example," softly

said gentle Mis.- Grace.
Phtlo.

THE Ql/IET ifOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Reading*.]

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

"REVIEW.
If Cod Be for \Js. Who Can Be Againjl X/j?"— "Roman

8: 31.

Monday. "December 2,3rd—Genesis 37 : 23-36.

HERE is no pit so deep and darksome that

Tit is not brightened for the believing heart

by the presence and the love of God.
Is it sorrow? There are lessons to be

learned which only sorrow can teach me.
Patience is one of them, and trust is an-

other, and humility is a third, and sympathy
for those who are in any tribulation is a

fourth. Said Samuel Rutherford. "I never

knew, by my nine years' preaching, so much
of Christ's love as he hath taught me in

Aberdeen, by six months' imprisonment."

Is it conflict? If I had not the battle against tempta-

tion and sin, how should I discover the wiliness and
persistence of my enemy, and how should I taste the

helping and delivering grace of my Lord ? "I send

vou against the foe with six thousand men," Frederick
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the Great said to one of his generals. It was found
that there were only fifty thousand, and the general

complained. "I counted you for ten thousand," Fred-
erick replied. But who shall say for how many my
Master counts ?

Is it discouragement in work? If there is a cessa-

tion of redeeming victories in my service, it should
certainly lead me to solemn searchings of heart. But
it is no reason for forsaking my task. The only ques-

tion is, Am I where God would have me to be ? I may
be a sentry at outpost duty far from the camp; but, if

it is his will, it is enough.

Tuesday. December 24-th—Genesis 45: 1-15.

Teach me, O Lord, the spirit of the peacemaker.
I would keep peace with others. If I hear of their

unkindness, if I find in them some injurious and dis-

paraging word or act, I would pay no heed. It is not

easy, for often I take fire at the first spark of reproach.

I would learn to speak nothing, write nothing, do noth-
ing, until I have regained the evenness and gentleness

of my composure.
And I would restore peace when it has fled. I can

do it by a Christian reticence and a watchful silence.

Let me never repeat an offensive imputation or retail

a hurtful story. I can do it, also, by active reconcilia-

tion. Let me win the confidence of those who are at

variance. Without precipitancy, without partiality, let

me draw them together again.

And I would establish peace between men and God.
There is only one mediator; but I may be a laborer

with him, a bearer of heaven's sweet and generous par-

don to those who need it sorely. "How beautiful upon
the mountains are the feet of him that publisheth

peace
!"

Wednesday. "December 25th—Isaiah 9: 1-7.

"Christ, the Comforter, was born, and still is born,

in winter-tide." In my heart let him have his cradle

and nest.

Then I shall be enriched with his salvation. He laid

his glory aside, he stooped so low, he came "a weeping
babe, all in the cold"—why? That, through weari-
ness and painfulness, and hunger and thirst, and death
and shame, he might lift the curse away from me. So
it is the dawn of a new morning, the beginning of a
happy era, when I trust him. Let it be December out-
side, it is June within. I am forgiven, accepted,

crowned, through his strange humiliation and exceed-
ing grace.

Yes, and then, when he is "new-born my heart with-
in, new-born, dear Babe and little King," I shall be
changed into his likeness. His lowliness, his pitiful-

ness, his purity, his love, will have in me their repro-
duction and their miniature. Men will see the Christ-

Child looking out from my eyes, and refining my spirit,

and energizing my hands, and making swift and beau-
tiful my laggard and stumbling feet. My pride will

be gone. My delight in sin will be crucified. My
lukewarmness will be exchanged for a flame of ten-

derness and zeal.

Thursday, December 26th—Ejcodus 1: 1-14.

When I am made to "serve with rigour," then is the
time for patience to have her perfect work.
Over hostile circumstances let me rise victorious

and prevailing. It is with bravery, with manliness,
with confidence, that the Christian should contend
against the various hindrances and persecutions and
temptations which befall him in his conflict with the
inward and outward world.
Over men who provoke and persecute let me gain a

perpetual triumph. I would be like David with

Shimei; like Job with his sharp-tongued friends; like

Stephen, who "heeded not reviling tones," but prayed,
"Lay not this sin to their charge;" like Jesus, who
made his cross an oratory of intercession for his mur-
derers and foes. Never let fhe be irritated unduly.
Never let me reward resentment with resentment, but
evil with good.

Over God's delays—and this is the keenest trial of
all—let me be more than a conqueror. I would copy
him who refused to let the angel go without the angel's

benediction, and Christ himself who pleaded again and
again, "If it be possible! If it be possible!" I have
need of more unutterable intensity in prayer.

Friday. December 27th—E.jcodus 2: I-IO.

Let me care wisely and lovingly for the children.

Who knows but that a Moses may be hiding among
them ?

I have been impressed by the number and the ten-

derness of the references to the little folks in Robert
Louis Stevenson's Letters. He carried an observant
and gracious heart in him. Thus : "I sometimes hate
the children I see on the street—you know what I

mean by hate—wish they were somewhere else, and
not there to mock me ; and sometimes I don't know
how to go by them for love of them, especially the very
wee ones."

And again, from San Francisco: "My landlord and
landlady's little four-year-old child is dying in the
house ; and O, what he has suffered ! The child

weighs on me, dear Colvin, I did all I could to help;

but all seems little, to the point of crime, when one
of these poor innocents lies in misery."

I covet this open eye, this interested mind, this over-
flowing heart, these ministering and succoring hands.

Saturday. December 28th—E,jcodus 3: 7-18.

When God is with me, there is nothing too high or
too hard. So let me refuse to be depressed by tempera-
ment. Perhaps I am predisposed to gloom. But I

live in triumph, when my soul stays itself on God.
And let me come away from the sense of indwelling

sin. That kills joy and energy at their very roots.

This hostile power, this insidious disease, this yoKe
of bondage, robs me of life and spirit and hope. But
my Lord's salvation is mighty to deliver me from the
body of death ; I will trust in him and not be afraid.

And let me emerge from the shadows cast by trouble
and death. If I am a Christian, I am not less sensi-

tive, but more, than other men. Bereavement and sor-

row cloud my sky with^ thick mist, and death has its

own sharp pain. But I will sing my song, "Thanks
be to God who giveth me the victory through my Lord
Jesus Christ."

Sunday, December 29th~E,jcodus 14-: 19-31.

The same pillar of God which is light to Israel is

darkness to Egypt. Does it not remind me how Christ,

according as I accept him or refuse him, will be my
salvation or my doom ?

I may cavil at the mystery and the majesty of his

person. Or I may be perplexed by the lowliness and
poverty of his human life. Or I may dislike the un-
compromising character of his precepts and demands.
Or I may pronounce the doctrine that he died in my
room and stead too humiliating and too repulsive.

Self-righteousness, scepticism and intellectual vanity;
vvorldliness and the devotion of heart and life to tem-
poral success—these forces and motives hinder too
many of the lost sheep from trusting and following the
Good Shepherd. God in his mercy prevent them from
dominating me.
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A Christmas Storjr.
ANNJE E. S. BEARD.

IHRISTMAS! Merry Christmas! How
the words seem to bring good cheer in their

very sound ! They make us think of such
a crowd of good things. It brings good
Santa Claus on his special visit to the young
folks, and who is not glad to see him?
Then everybody knows the eager delight

with which the appearance of the dear old

Christmas tree is hailed and the pleasure

derived from its unloading. Sleigh rides in

the clear, frosty air, merry games and
pleasant visits ; in short, a general cluster of good
things combine to make Christmas a memorable time

of the year. But how often does it occur to the minds
of the happy ones, that there are in the great city some
to whom the good things do not come at Christmas any
more than at any other time? Girls and boys, let me
tell you of one of the little ones to whom but for the

kindness of a stranger, Christmas day would have
been no day of rejoicing.

Amidst a group of well-dressed, healthy-looking

children, who were gazing into the tempting windows
of a toy store, stood a child of nine or ten years. A
bright, pretty child, you would have said, if you had
seen her in the same circumstances as those around her,

but as it was her cheeks were pale and sunken and the

blue eyes had a sad and weary look for one so young.

Wistfullyshegazedat the gaily dressed dolls, the minia-

ture horses and carriages, the brightly painted sleds

and the pretty baskets and boxes. As the crowd around
her moved away, unconsciously she began talking to

herself aloud. "Wouldn't Johnnie like that big horse

and wagon ! Then he could take mother's work to the

store when I'm helping her. And if I could only have
that little doll with the blue eyes and curly hair. But
Santa Claus didn't come to us last night. I guess he

couldn't find us, 'cose it is such a little place, up so

many stairs." And with a tired sigh, poor little Susie

turned from the tempting window, little heeding how
her words had touched the heart of one who stood

near, and who now followed her footsteps to "the little

place up so many stairs," where the sorrows of a child's

life lay hidden.

Leaving the broad highway, Susie Lane turned down
a narrow street and from thence into an alley, where
a row of tall red houses stood gaunt and grim—houses

that, like most of their inhabitants, suggested memories
of better days. Entering one of them by the back door,

Mrs. Hyde followed Susie up the stairway. Flight

after flight she went, until she reached the very top,

lingering only sufficiently behind that the child might
not perceive her presence. Knocking at the door, it

was opened by Susie.

"Can I see your mother, my dear?" inquired Mrs.

Hyde.

Mrs. Lane came to the door. "Did you want me,

ma'am?"

"Yes, I heard you took in sewing and I want some
done."

"Certainly, ma'am ; will you please walk in and sit

down."

Mrs. Hyde glanced round the room, which though

small was neat and clean, but cold, while the floor was
bare of anv coverins: whatever. One bedstead stood in

the corner, with only a mattress and old quilt on it.

On a little table by the window lay the flannel shirting

Mrs. Lane was at work upon. In a chair by the tiny

stove sat a boy of five or six years, thin and pale. After
a short conversation, during which she learned that the

poor woman was a widow, Mrs. Hyde took her leave,

promising to send some work. Hurrying home, she
found her own children gathered round a blazing fire

in the comfortable parlor. "Why, how long you have
been, mamma," they cried in chorus.

"Yes, I went further than I intended. How would
you like, children, to spend Christmas in a room with-

out any carpet or fire or presents ?"

"Oh, mamma, how dreadful ! Who was it?"

"A little girl named Susie Lane and her brother

Johnnie. I saw her looking into the stores so wist-

fully, and then, when she thought no one was near, I

heard her talking to herself. She thought Santa Claus
had not been able to find their home, ' 'cose it was
such a little place, up so many stairs.' Now don't you
want to send them some things to make Christmas for

them?"

"Oh, yes! What can we do?" they exclaimed, and
forthwith commenced their plans.

Two hours after, a boy knocked at Mrs. Lane's door.

Her surprise was great as he brought in a big basket

and told her friends had sent it as a Christmas present.

"It can't be for us ; there must be some mistake," said

the widow.

"No mistake, ma'am ; there's your name on it," and
he departed, leaving them all mute with wonder at the

unexpected visit. However, the children's curiosity

did not allow them to keep quiet long, and they watched
with impatience the opening of the basket. Parcel after

parcel was taken out and then each was opened. It is

impossible to describe the pleasure and delight of Susie

and Johnnie, or even Mrs. Lane. If you want to know
what it was like, just do the same as the Hydes did

and then see if you don't get your own pleasure sweet-

ened in doing it. There were groceries and bread and
meat, a shawl for Mrs. Lane and a little red one for

Susie ; a warm coat and muffler for Johnnie and I don't

know how many nice things besides. But Susie's joy

was complete, indeed, when last of all came a doll just

like the one she had seen in the store, and a horse and
wagon for Johnnie.

"Oh, I guess Santa Claus remembered us after he

got home, and asked somebody where we lived. That's

why it came late. Don't you think so. mother?" said

Susie, as she hugged her doll and her eyes danced with

delight.

"I think God has been very good to us. dear; let us

thank him at once for all these nice things." And the

mother knelt, with her children round her, and gave

thanks, while the merry boy, who had been bearer of

the gifts and who had lingered to look through a win-

dow "to see the fun," as he expressed it, crept down-
stairs with a sobered face, and reaching the street,

dashed off home at a boy's usual break-neck speed.

"Well, Charlie, what did they say?" "What did

vou see?" "Tell us all about it," cried three or four

voices at once, as he entered the house.

"Wait a moment, then, till a fellow's got his breath."

So Charlie told them all about his visit and was kept

answering eager questions for I don't know how long.

And they all declared when the day was ended they

had enjoyed their own pleasure the more because they

knew they had given happiness and a merry Christmas

to others.
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The missionary societies of the va-

rious religious bodies were not slow

to seize the opportunity afforded them
in the acquisition by the United States

of Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philip-

pines. A conference was early held in

New York city of the representatives

of these societies and a tacit agree-

ment arrived at as to the ground to

be occupied by the different bodies.

In Cuba,

Seven evangelical societies are now
at work in Cuba. More than 2,000 per-

sons are enrolled as members of the

churches and over twice this number
are in the Sunday schools. Over thir-

ty ordained men are preaching the

gospel in Spanish, with their helpers,

and a number of ladies are teaching

in the schools. In Havana, which has
one-sixth of the population of Cuba,
there are seven societies at work, Bap-
tist, Congregational, Methodist, Pres-

byterian, Disciples and Episcopal.

The eastern provinces of Puerto
Principe and Santiago de Cuba are the
mission field of the American Baptist

Home Mission Society, while the west-

ern portion of the island is taken by
Southern Baptists. The work was be-

gun in Havana in 1883 by Baptists and
by 1895 there were 1,000 in the church
there. In January, 1899, the first mis-

sionary was sent to eastern Cuba, Rev.
H. R. Moseley, D. D., who has worked
in Mexico and was familiar with the

Spanish language. In November, 1899,

work was begun at Manzanillo. A na-

tive Mexican missionary was appoint-

ed pastor of the church in Santiago.

At the present time there are now
seven Baptist Sunday schools in that

city, organized and maintained by the

Christian Endeavor Society of the
church. There is an average attend-

ance of between 300 and 400 in these

schools. The Baptist missionary force

in eastern Cuba during the past year
has consisted of the General Mission-

ary, Rev. Dr. Moseley, Rev. Teofilo

Barocio, pastor in Santiago; Rev. A.

B. Carlisle, Guantanamo; Rev. M. Cal-

lejo, Manzanillo, and Rev. W. A. Nich-
olas, La Gloria; I. M. Cabrera, Puerto
Principe, and the missionary teachers

in Santiago, Miss Anna M. Barkley,

Miss Effie Purdy and Miss Elma G.

Gowen; 45 members have been added
to the churches by baptism, making
the total membership 168.

Beginning in Havana the Congrega-
tional work has been extended until

now services are held in three of the

six provinces. The Central church of

Havana, Rev. G. L. Todd, has now a

membership of 140, with constant ac-

cessions. There are over 130 children

in the three Sunday schools, with one
Christian Endeavor Sunday school.

Preaching services are maintained at

two stations in the suburbs, besides

those at the chapel in the Prado. In

San Antonio de los' Banos a most suc-

cessful work has been initiated. A
Cuban pastor has been ordained and
installed. Over sixty children are in

the Sunday school, and the church has
twenty-eight members. At Guana-
bacoa another station has been
opened; no other evangelical church
is at work here. Sjixty-eight are in

the Sunday school. Rev. A. De Barritt

has been at work for a year in Cien-

fuegos, where three schools are at

work, four preaching places, with a

night class of fifty persons in the

church. Sewing classes for the chil-

dren, Latin and English for the young
people and singing classes find work
for all. At two other points occasional

services have been held, at one, Guana-
jay, a mission is to be established in

care of Rev. C. W. Frazer.

The Disciples have sent four mis-

sionaries to Havana: L. C. McPher-
son, Mrs. L. C. McPherson, Melvin
Menges, Mrs. Melvin Menges. They
are holding services in English and
Spanish. At the former the morning
congregations average twenty-five and
the evening forty, the two being en-

tirely different audiences. The Sun-
day school has an attendance of twen-
ty-five to forty-five. Fifteen persons

have been baptized. The Spanish
work will receive more attention, as

the language is more fully acquired.

A day school has also been opened and
taught by Mr. Menges, which has an
average attendance of eleven, although
twenty-nine have been enrolled.

At Jaruco, in eastern Havana, the

Friends are at work. The Episcopa-
lians have a church in Havana and a

mission at Matanzas. The Methodist
church South carries on work in Cu-
ba, but at present we have no details

regarding it.

The Presbyterians have sent Rev. J.

Milton Greene, D. D., as superintend-

ent of their missionary work in Ha-
vana. Thirty Cuban Christians have
just been organized into the First

Presbyterian church of Havana. They
have been gathered by two years of

faithful pioneer work of a Spanish
missionary, Rev. Pedro Rioseco. Three
other preaching places are now being

maintained in the city, each with Sab-

bath school and two other services

weekly. Associated with Dr. Greene
will be Mr. Rioseco and Mr. Mazzo-
rana, serving as co-pastors. The lat-

ter has newly come to the work and
will be supported in it by the Brick
church of Rochester, N. Y. There are

two lady teachers in Havana also. At
Puerto Principe Rev. A. W. Stevenson
is missionary pastor, with a native

helper.

An Evangelical Union has been or-

ganized in Cuba, which will foster in-

terdenominational comity and co-oper-

ation.

In our next issue we shall report the

work in Porto Rico and the Philip-

pines.

CONFE'REJSCE a OJV mis-
siona -Rf sociery

METHODS,
Indications point to coming chang-

es in the management of the mission-

ary societies' of some, if not all, of

the denominations. The conference

just held by the Baptists in New
York is of interest as showing the

lines along which such changes may
lie.

On the subject of "Co-operation in

the Collection of Missionary Offer-

ings," Rev. Dr. C. A. Cook of Bloom-
field, N. J., said that there were too

many little circles and societies through
which church members give in little

groups to home and foreign missions.

MISCHIEF MAKETi..
A Surprise in "Brooklyn.

An adult's food that can save a
baby proves itself to be nourishing
and easily digested and good for big

and little folks. A Brooklyn man
says: "When baby was about eleven

months old he began to grow thin

and pale. This was, at first, attrib-

uted to the heat and the fact that his

teeth were coming, but, in reality,

the poor little thing was starving,

his mother's milk not being sufficient

nourishment.
"One day after he had cried bitter-

ly for an hour. I suggested that my
wife try him on Grape-Nuts. She
soaked two teaspoonfuls in a saucer

with a little sugar and warm milk.

This baby ate so ravenously that she
fixed a second which he likewise fin-

ished. It was not many days before

he forgot all about being nursed, and
has since lived almost exclusively on
Grape-Nuts. Today the boy is strong
and robust, and as cute a mischief-

maker as a thirteen months old baby
is expected to be.

"We have put before him other
foods, but he will have none of them,
evidently preferring to stick to that

which did him so much good in his

time of need—his old friend Grape-
Nuts.

"Use this letter any way you wish,
for my wife and I can never praise

Grape-Nuts enough after the bright-

ness it has brought to our household.
These statements can be verified by
anyone who wishes to make a visit to

our home." F. F. McElroy, 256 So.

3rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Grape-Nuts is not made for a baby
food, but experience with thousands
of babies shows it to be among the
best, if not entirely the best in use.

Being a scientific preparation of Na-
ture's grains, it is equally effective as

a body and brain builder for grown-
ups.
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We need co-operation at the base of

supplies, so that the church will act

as a unit, and as a whole will study

missions, work for missions and give

to missions. There may be co-opera-

tion in the collecting of funds with-

out consolidation of the societies.

The work of the district secretary

was discussed. It was asked, Is he to

be a collector or an educator? Is it

first and principally his business to

get a good collection for the society

he represents, or is it primarily and
chiefly his mission to create interest,

inculcate principles, impart informa-

tion about the work of the society he
represents and to secure the active

sympathy and co-operation of the

pastors and the churches in the

wider extension of the kingdom? The
problem of co-operation hinges large-

ly on which view we take. If the

former, then co-operation will be dif-

ficult; if the latter, it becomes simple

and feasible. Shall we ever succeed

in getting men to put their lives into

the work while we are forever appeal-

ing to them to only put their money
into it? Once they give their lives

they will give their money.
It was suggested by Dr. Cook that

the Home Mission Society, the Mis-

sionary Union and the Publication

Society, and perhaps the women's so-

cieties, unite in establishing joint

agencies or bureaus of missions, these

to awaken and foster interest in all

the churches in the work of all the

societies represented, and to work
through the pastors in securing col-

lections. This plan has been tried

and found successful in Texas.

An interesting discussion followed

Dr. Cook's paper. Dr. Walker of

Philadelphia thought that such lim-

itation by agencies would decrease

the contributions. Doubt was ex-

pressed whether any one man was
big enough to take in three or more
societies and present impartially the

interests of each. Dr. Jutten thought
such a plan would do service to the

denomination if it should have clear-

ly defined the difference between co-

operation and co-ordination. Dr.

Morehouse considered it practicable

for the societies to have a joint com-
mittee on Christian stewardship and
on literature and conference, but any-

thing further must depend on the

competency of the engineer to plan

for the whole country. Others

thought the scheme practicable.

Rev. W. C. Bitting, D. D., read a
paper upon the question, "What
Changes, if Any, Are Desirable and
Feasible in Our Denominational Mis-
sionary Organizations and Methods?"
Five suggestions were made: (1)

Terminate existing vested rights of

membership only with death of those

who have them. (2) Strike out pres-

ent articles in the constitutions of the

three societies defining membership.
(3) Insert in the place of that strick-

en out the same provision for all,

an article giving each Baptist district

association the right to elect one per-

son, and one for each 2,000 communi-
cants in its churches, as members of

the three societies. Sixteen reasons

for this were given. (4) An advisory

board of three from each society. (5)

The women to be on the same terms

as men. Distinctions of sex to be

abolished. Free discussion followed

this paper also. The boards in joint

session gave it consideration. They
passed resolutions requesting that

these topics' be given a place in the

program of the anniversary meeting.

COJVGHEGATIOffAL COJV-
VEJVTIOff Iff GEO'RGIA.
The state convention representing

the ninety-six churches and 4,714

members, met at Macon, November
14-17. The color question in Georgia

touching the union of the white and
colored churches in one state body
seems to be reaching an answer for

there were three white delegates

present this year. Last year there

was but one. Rev. H. H. Proctor of

Atlanta was moderator.

The topics and discussions were
eminently practical. Three sermons
were preached on progressive Chris-

tian living. The work of the benevo-
lent societies was ably presented. A
permanent committee on church ex-

tension was created and a little fund
for this work was laid aside by the

women, for requests had come from
many towns for Congregational
churches. Christian education and
the need of more effective efforts for

youthful criminals were the subjects of

addresses.

The women's missionary meeting
was a live affair. Special interest is

to be taken this year in work for the

Porto Ricans. Addresses from repre-

sentatives of other denominations
told what they were doing for mis-

sions. Sunday afternoon was devot-

ed to a mass meeting of Endeavorers.

At the closing session Sunday night

enthusiastic addresses were made on
temperance. There was not one min-
ister in the convention addicted to

the use of whiskey or tobacco.

SATTIST COffVEJVTIOff
Iff ffO'RTHE'Rfr A, WD

CEfftfRAE CALI
FO'RfflA.

This annual gathering was in

Chico, and a large number of church-
es was represented. The opening ses-

sion was a departure from the usual

custom. It was a review of Bible les-

sons by the boys and girls which was
well done. Devotional meetings were
held each morning, and were well at-

tended. Addresses and reports of

committees occupied the days. The
Women's Home Mission Society of

California occupied an hour. It has
voted to affiliate with the Chicago so-

ciety and hereafter the funds raised by
it will pass through the Chicago treas-

ury.

Foreign missions, chapel car work,
colporterage and Sunday school work
had each its representation. Much
interest was aroused in a tribe of

Indians who for many years have
been under the training of Mrs. John
Bidwell. There are about seventy in

the tribe and she conducts services

for them every Sunday. A Sunday
school rally was held Sunday after-

noon and a union young people's ser-

vice at 6:30. About 1,000 people gath-

ered in the evening to hear a sermon
by Rev. J. George Gibson. The con-

vention was spiritual and educational

in its tone. Every evening except

Sunday evening a meeting was held

on the street preceding the evening
session. From three to four hundred
people, mostly men, heard the gospel

sung and preached that would possi-

bly not have been otherwise reached.

Chicago and Vicinity,
The Fellowship Congregational

church, Dr. D. De Long, pastor, is

growing steadily, although removals-

have depleted its force greatly. Lots
have been obtained for a church edi-

fice, a portion of which has been con-

structed. There are over 100 members
now in the church and there is a
large Sunday school. The pastor was
recently presented with gifts testify-

ing the appreciation of his people.

Green Street Congregational church
under the pastoral care of Rev. J. D.

S-HOOTS" AGAIfT
Although Coffee UooKHU Eye-

sight for Abvhile.
A Colorado camp cook had to quit

his job because he could not make
coffee without drinking it himself and
it was killing him. He says he used

to take a cup of coffee before he got

his breakfast for the men, for he felt

the need of keeping up his strength

and his stomach troubled him so

much.
"Finally," he says, "I got so bad I

was taken to the hospital. The doc-

tor told me it was a clear case of

coffee poison and if I did not quit I

would never get well. I had to quit

in the hospital and gradually got a

little better, then I took to drinking
Postum Food Coffee and took it out

with me to a job in the woods.

"I have been using Postum steadily

for about eighteen months and have
entirely recovered from dyspepsia,

and all my old aches and ills. My
eyes are so well now that I can see

the gun sights as good as anybody,
but two years ago I never could hunt
because of my eyes. I know it is the

quitting of coffee and using Postum
that has benefited me. Nobody could

have dyspepsia any worse than I had.

All my neighbors thought I was go-

ing to die, but I am all right now. I

have to send thirty-five miles to the

city of Trinidad for my Postum but
it is worth while." Wm. Green.. Bur-
wing, Colorado.
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McCord, has morning and evening

congregations that fill the house. Be-

tween thirty and forty have joined

the church during the year, the ma-
jority on confession of faith.

The Chicago Baptist Social Union

held its last meeting of the year De-

cember 3. The principal speaker was

Dr. George C. Lorimer. His subject

was "The Ethical Message of Jesus."

Dr. Henson also spoke, as this was
the last meeting at which he would

be present as a Chicago pastor. The
annual report of the secretary showed
a membership of 199, total receipts of

$1,867.16, and an average attendance

on the banquets of 300. Officers were

elected for next year.

The Highland Park Baptist church

has called to its pastorate Rev. Ed-

win Seldon of Emporia, Kas., who
will enter on his new charge January

1. He is president of the Kansas
Young People's State Union.

Rev. Donald K. Campbell, who for

two years has been in the South Chi-

cago Presbyterian church, will accept

a unanimous call to the Presbyterian

church at Ottawa, 111.

The Chicago Congregational Club
held its annual forefathers' ob-

servances December 16. An address on

"An Inherited Responsibility" was de-

livered by Bishop Charles Edward
Cheney, rector of Christ Reformed
Episcopal church. Rev. Frank Crane,

D. D., of People's church, also deliv-

ered an address.

The Englewood Christian church, al-

though the cold was so intense on Sun-

day, December 15, as to keep many
worshipers at home, yet made the good
record of raising $8,500 for a new
church building.

During the five years' pastorate of

Rev. H. Francis Perry at the Engle-

wood Baptist church 591 members have

been received, 326 of them by bap-

tism, and 3,689 pastoral calls were
made. In the past three years 9,656

letters and communications were sent

out from the study.

Rev. George B. Safford, Ph. D., has

announced his acceptance of the call

of the Fifty-second Avenue Presbyte-

rian church, and was installed De-
cember 15.

The South Side Tabernacle (Presby-

terian), will hereafter be known as the

South Park church.

The fifteenth annual meeting of the

Theological Faculties' Union of Chi-

cago and ' vicinity was held December
13. Rev. Dr. Eri B. Hulbert, the presi-

dent, was in the chair. Memorial ad-

dresses were delivered on Dr. G. W.
Northrup of the divinity school of the

University of Chicago and President

F. W. Fisk of the Chicago Theological

Seminary. The election of officers re-

sulted in the choice of Dr. G. H. Ger-

berding as president and Ira M. Price

as secretary ana treasurer. The dis-

cussion of the evening was en the sub-

ject of "The Decrease in the Number
of Students for the Ministry in Our
Institutions of Learning," and the pos-

DO YOU GET UP

WITH A LAME BACK?
Do You Have Rheumatism? Have You Bladder or

Uric Acid Trouble?

Pain or dull ache in the back is unmis-

takable evidence of kidney trouble. It is

Nature's timely warning to show you
that the track of health is not clear.

If these danger signals are unheeded,

more serious results are sure to follow:

Bright's Disease, which is the worst form

of kidney trouble, may steal upon you.

The mild and the extraordinary effect

of the world-famous kidney and bladder

remedy, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, is

soon realized. It stands the highest

for its wonderful cures of the most
distressing cases. A trial will con-

vince anyone—and you may have a sam-
ple bottle free, by mail.

Backache and Urinary Trouble.

Among the many famous investigated cures of

Swamp-Root the one we publish this week for

the benefit of our readers, speaks in the highest
terms of the wonderful curative properties of

this great kidney remedy.

Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gentlemen :-When I wrote you last March

for a sample bottle of Swamp-Root, my wife
was a great sufferer from backache, rheumatism
and urinary trouble. After trying the sample
bottle, she bought a large bottle here at the
drug store. That did her so much good she
bought more. The effect of Swamp-Root was
wonderful and almost immediate. She has felt

no return of the old trouble since.

Oct. 1901. F. THOMAS,
427 Best St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Lame back is only one symptom of

kidney trouble— one of many. Other
symptoms showing that you need Swamp-
Root are, obliged to pass water often

during the day and to get up many times
at night; inabilty to hold your urine,

smarting or irritation in passing, brick-

dust or sediment in the urine, catarrh of

the bladder, uric acid, constant head-
ache, dizziness, sleeplessness, nervous-
ness, irregular heart-beating, rheuma-
tism, bloating, irritability, wornout feeling, lack of ambition, loss of flesh, sallow
complexion.

If your water, when allowed to remain undisturbed in a glass or bottle for
twenty-four hours, forms a sediment or settling, or has a cloady appearance, it is

evidence that your kidneys and bladder need immediate attention.

In taking Swamp-Root you afford natural help to Nature, for Swamp-Root is the
most perfect healer and gentle aid to the kidneys that is known to medical science.

Swamp-Root is the great discovery of Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney
and bladder specialist. Hospitals use it with wonderful success in both slight and
severe cases. Doctors recommend it to their patients and use it in their own fam-
ilies, because they recognize in Swamp-Root the greatest and most successful
remedy.

To Prove What SWAHP-ROOT, the Great Kidney, Liver and Bladder

Remedy, Will do for YOU, Every Reader of The Christian Century

May Have a Sample Bottle Absolutely Free by Mail.

If you have the slightest symptom of kidney or bladder trouble, or if there is a
trace of it in your family history, send at once to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,
N. Y., who will gladly send }'ou free by mail immediately, without cost to you, a
sample bottle of Swamp-Root and a book of wonderful Swamp- Root testimonials.

Be sure to say that you read this generous offer in The Christian Century.

If you are already convinced that Swamp-Root is what you need, you can pur-
chase the regular fifty-cent and one-dollar size bottles at the drug stores. Don't
make any mistake, but remember the name, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the
address, Binghamton, N. Y.
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sible ways of increasing the number.
President C. J. Little of Garrett Bibli-

cal Institute, Professor A. C. Zenos of

McCormick Seminary and Dr. C. E.

Hewitt of the University of Chicago

discussed the subject.

Baptist.

A conference in the interest of

world-wide evangelization was held

December 4-6 at the Park Avenue
church, Rochester, N. Y. Eminent
men delivered addresses in a spirit of

hopefulness and aggressiveness.

"Helps and Hindrances- to the World
Conquest of the Kingdom" were dis-

cussed in a number of ten-minute

speeches. Dr. O. P. Gifford, among
these speakers, mentioned two hin-

drances: (1) Immigration and the

growth of cities distract from foreign

work; (2) Men in the ministry lack

conviction as to the essential teach-

ings of the faith. The warfare is de-

fensive, not offensive. "The Evan-
gelization of the Foreigners Among
Us" was treated by President Merrill,

who said we were burdened with too

many organizations. "Co-ordination

of national societies is not so im-

portant as that 90 per cent of our

lesser, local societies should die."

Also, there must be more positive

-evangelism. Thursday evening Drs.

Gifford and Buttrick delivered ad-

dresses', respectively, on "The Press

and Its Proper Functions" and "The
Education of the Negro." Presi-

dent Strong delivered on Fri-

day an address on "World Missions."

Dr. Applegarth of Cambridge, MassM

and Dr. Mabie also gave addresses.

The Publication Society was dis-

cussed by Drs. Seymour and Rowland.

The conference closed with a ban-

quet, given by the Rochester Social

Union.

During the four years of Dr. Pick-

ard's pastorate at the First church,

Cleveland, 380 have been received

into membership, about 200 of that

number by baptism. The Sunday
school during this time, has grown
from 334 to 665, with increasing at-

tendance in all departments. The
days of small prayer-meeting attend-

ance are past, the chapel often being

filled on a Friday night.

Sixty-three persons have been ad-

ded to the church at Norfolk, Neb.,

during the first year of Rev. Herbert

E. Ryder's pastorate; thirty-four of

these were by baptism.

Over 600 persons have joined the

Ninth Street church, Cincinnati, dur-

ing the six years' pastorate of Dr.

Warren G. Partridge, D. D., most of

them by baptism. Rev. G. Campbell
Morgan began a series of meetings in

this church December 1, under the

auspices of the Evangelical Alliance,

of which Dr. Partridge is president.

The Ninth Street church gave in free-

will offerings' over $1,200 on Thanks-
giving Day for its six missions and
other departments of work.

The young men's Bible class of the

IT GROWS UPON THEM.

Ok Praisifiymnal
IT settles the music question satisfactorily as far as the book question is

concerned. It is the most economical investment as to music books,
for it settles that question for a long term of years, and you have,

during the time, the best that is to be had.

Dear Brother Fillmore :—The Praise Hymnal is the best church music
book I have ever seen. We have been using it at Richmond Street, Cincinnati, ever
since it came out. Its strength and excellency have grown upon us from the first.

To-day we appreciate it more than ever. We have tested, I presume, one-half of its

contents, and I believe the other half must be just as good.
Our church is capable of testing the book pretty thoroughly. We have always

had a singing church, and at one time had for two years a highly cultured choirmaster
with a volunteer choir of some thirty voices. This chorister had served many different

churches and had used as many different hymnals. He frequently remarked that The
Praise Hymnal was by far the best he had ever seen. He was enthusiastic over it, and
took great delight in teaching our choir and congregation its beautiful songs.

The book has been a great blessing to our church. Our Lord's Day services
have been dignified by its grand hymns, while our prayer meetings and evangelistic
services have been stirred deeply by its effective gospel songs. Its combination of tiie

older classic hymns and modern gospel songs makes it a great book. With us it is

the ideal church music book.
I wish also to make especial mention of the Responsive Scripture Readings.

We have used these constantly in our Lord's Day services, and frequently at other
services. Not only are they a source of instruction, but a great help to devotion. At
times our services have been very impressive when the whole congregation have read
together as one voice the sublime utterances of Holy Scripture as found in these
selections.

If by anything I could say I could induce our churches generally to get The
Ppaise Hymnal, and use it as it is capable of being used, I would gladly say it. With
The Praise Hymnal on the market there is certainly no excuse for churches being
without first-class music. Justin X. Green.

Cincinnati, November 0, 1901.

rE advise our customers to take the cloth with leather back binding, not because it is to our
profit, but because it is best for them. The price is $75 per hundred copies. We send samples

on approval where persons wish to examine the book.
W 1

FILLMORE BROS., no W. 6th St., CINCINNATI, O.
40 Bible House, NEW YORK.

THE CHOIR, our monthly anthem journal, is meeting with great success. We are glad to send
samples to choir leaders. It wins every time. ^7;

Washington Street church. Lynn,
Mass., held an open session on Nov.

17, when 800 were present. Three
young men were recently baptized

from this class, making eighty-six

who have united with the church dur-

ing the past three years from this

class.

Congregational.

The new church at Nome. Alaska,

was rendered necessary by the growth

of the congregation. The edifice was
built in twenty-one days. The miners

and others gave volunteer labor, for

they appreciated what the church had

done for them in giving them a read-

ing room and library. With coal at

$50 a ton a warm room to sit in

counts for something. After a pub-

lic offering there was still a deficit of

$200. An ex-saloonkeeper and a Ro-

man Catholic offered to contribute

the amount, which was gladly accept-

ed. The building seats 500. The
former one is now used as library

and reading room. It contains over

1,500 books and periodicals, and is

supported by the church at a cost of

$75 per month. The hospital is now
self-supporting and is managed by a

board of business men.

The First church of Detroit. Mich.,

Dr. Nehemiah Boynton. pastor, main-
tains three branches, one in a poor
neighborhood, one among the Poles,

of whom there are 40.000 in the city.

and one in the northern outskirts of

Detroit, where a new chapel has just

been finished at a cost of $4,700, The
associate pastor. Rev. John W. Suth-

erland, D. D., has taken charge of

this enterprise. Dr. Boynton received

102 new members last year.

The church at La Salle. 111., has
been without a pastor for many
months. Indebtedness and general

discouragement prevailed. The Illi-

nois Home Missionary Society sent its

field secretary. Rev. John H. Wilson,

there, the debt of $1,200 was provided

for. with a surplus, and a week of

daily meetings followed, resulting in

the receiving of forty-nine persons

into the church. A "Children-of-

Promise" band was gathered, num-
bering eighty.

The Christian Endeavor Society of

South Hadley Falls. Mass.. while re-

taining the name. Y. P. S. C. E.. and

the essential spirit of its pledge, has

shortened and broadened the consti-

tution, thus providing for closer

connection with local church work,

freedom in worship, simpler organi-
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zation and more practical lines of

work. A six months' trial under the

new regime has revived a decadent

society.

A unique "service of recognition of

the teachers and officers of the Sun-

day schools of First church" Hart-

ford, Conn., recently took the place

of the usual midweek meeting. An
address by the pas-tor, a prayer of

consecration by the assistant pastor,

who is also superintendent of the

mother school, and other exercises

gave dignity to a service every way
admirable.

Springfield, Ohio, has chosen a Sun-

day school superintendent as its

mayor and he has appointed another

Sunday school superintendent as head
of the police force and fire board. The
result was the closing of the saloons

on Sunday and at certain hours on
week nights. Meanwhile the Minis-

ters' Association had arranged for a

series of evangelistic meetings. Dr.

J. Wilbur Chapman conducted them,
preaching clear, convincing sermons
that were listened to by many thou-

sands of people. At the same time

large meetings were held at the La-

gonda Avenue, in another part of the

city. Noon meetings at the shops
were attended by thousands of appre-

ciative working men. The entire com-
munity showed great interest, and at

least 4.00 signed - cards. The churches
have been greatly stirred and the

spirit of Christian fellowship is every-

where manifest.

The "Disciples-

We are sending the general edition

of the Christian Century to all of our
subscribers this weeK.

The Church of Christ at Buffalo,

Kansas, was dedicated under pleasant

auspices, all the money necessary to

defray the cost of erection being
pledged. Members of the choir of the

Friends' meeting and the Methodist
Episcopal church took part in the

song services.

Rev. W. J. Russell has resigned at

Rushville, Ind., to accept a call to the

East End church, Pittsburg, Pa.

Rev. J. A. Campell reports as the

result of one year's work at Graham,
Va., on half-time, 302 additions to the

church and $1,752.61 raised for various

purposes.

The Fifth Avenue church, Grand
Rapids, Mich., was dedicated, Sunday,
December 8, C. B. Newnan of Detroit,

speaking both morning and evening.

M. M. Davis of Dallas, Texas,
speaks1 of Dr. H. L. Willett's lectures

at Waco, Texas, on "New Testament
Criticism" and "New Testament Quo-
tations from the Old Testament" as

being most helpful and valuable.

At Wichita, Kansas, J. V. Coombs
had sixty-seven additions on one Sun-
day and twenty-four on the next.

One hundred have been added to

Central church, Lexington, Ky., with-
in a few weeks.

There are now 729 Christian

churches in Indiana.

Rev. C. W. Henry has been appoint-

ed superintendent of public instruc-

tion for Clay County, Nebraska.

The calls for evangelistic work in

the state of Nebraska exceed the capa-

city of the men in the field. Further
help is needed in this line.

Professor C. E. Millard has been
very successful in a revival meeting at

Moline, 111.

Bible institutes, reports Rev. W. H.

Waggoner, have been better attended

and better supported the past year

than ever before. He has lectured thir-

ty-four weeks this year on home and
foreign missions, in connection with

institutes.

The Euclid Avenue church, Cleve-

land, Ohio, will build a new edifice at

a cost of $75,000.

Methodist,
Thirty thousand dollars of the

amount needed to pay the debt on the

$80,000 Methodist church at Pasadena,

Cal., was raised at the morning ser-

vice Sunday, December 8. Bishop
Cranston officiated at the dedication.

Wm. Sunday, the well-known evan-

gelist, is assisting Dr. De Loss M.
Tompkins in a very successful revival

in the M. E. church of Belvidere, Ul.,

A successful two-weeks' meeting at

Hillsdale, Central Illinois conference,

closed Nov. 24 with about thirty con-

versions. Rev. A. Sturgeon, evangel-

ist, assisted the pastor, J. P. McCor-
mick. The church was greatly quick-

ened.

Special meetings of three weeks'

duration have just closed at Mt. Ayr,

la., Rev. P. V. D. Vedder, pastor, re-

sulting in twenty-eight conversions.

Twenty-five united with the church

and others will follow. The pastor was
assisted by Evangelist D. W. McGregor
of Omaha, Neb.

Rev. Frank O. Fraley of Flora, Ind.,

is having a revival in his church. So

far about thirty have professed conver-

sion and twenty-two have united with

the church.

Fifty-seven in the First church,

Wamego, Kas., have announced their

decision to follow Christ. Most of the

converts are from the Sunday school.

Twelve have united with the church

and others will follow. The pastor,

Rev. J. B. Bollman, was his own
evangelist.

"Fresbyterian,

Special meetings on evangelistic

work have been held in St. Louis, the

afternoon being given specially to

prayer and the evening to addresses.

A course of free Saturday night

concerts is being given at the Mark-
ham Memorial church, St. Louis. The
best musical talent in the city have
volunteered their services, and lars;e

audiences of workingmen and their

families are appreciating the good

music. It is proposed to continue the

concerts throughout the winter. Sev-

enty-two girls and young women are

receiving weekly lessons in cooking
and household economics, under the

direction of a trained teacher.

Several of the Detroit churches
have held series of special meetings
and about a dozen outside the city

are now holding special services. The
evangelistic spirit is spreading. At

I Will Cure You of

Rheumatism
NO PAY UNTIL YOU KNOW IT.

After 2,000 experiments, I have learned
how to cure Rheumatism. Not to turn
bony joints into flesh again; that is im-
possible. But I can cure the disease al-
ways, at any stage, and forever.

I ask for no money. Simply write me a
postal and I will send you an order on
your nearest druggist for six bottles of
Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Cure, for every
druggist keeps it. Use it for a month,
and if it does what I claim, pay your
druggist $5.50 for it. If it doesn't, I will
pay him myself.

I have no samples. Any medicine that
can affect rheumatism with but a few
doses must be drugged to the verge of
danger. I use no such drugs. It is folly
to take them. You must get the disease?
out of the blood.
My remedy does that, even in the most

difficult, obstinate cases! No matter how
impossible this seems to you, I know it

and I take this risk. I have cured tens
of thousands of cases in this way, and
my records show that 39 out of 40 who
get those six bottles pay, and gladly. I

have learned that people in general are
honest with a physician who cures them.
That is all I ask. If I fail I don't expect
a penny from you.
Simply write me a postal card or letter.

Let me send you an order for the medi-
cine: also a book. Take it for a month,
for it won't harm you anyway. If it

cures, pay $5.50. I leave that entirely to
you. Address Dr. Shoop, Box 595, Racine,
Wis.
Mild cases, not chronic, are often cured

by one or two bottles. At all druggists.

The Biblical World
80 pages a month; size, 9 a4 x 9 ^ in.

SPECIAL TRIAL RATE:^ Biblical

only popular magazine devoted exclusively to
Bible study, The joft'roal does not stand for any
theory of interpretation or school of criticism or
denomination, but for adelinite endeavo.i to pro-
mote the knowledge of the Word of God as inter-

preted in the best light cf today. The subscrip-
tion rate Is $2.00 a year; single copies, 20 cents;
hut new Renders May Test Its Merits for
Three Mon ths for 25 cen ts. A ddress

Address THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

PRESS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

EVERY CHURCH SHOULD USE OUR
INDIVIDUAL COMMUNION OUTFITS

Simplest and Best. Send for Trial Outfit, giv-
ing; Number of Communicants. Address

THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE CO.limI'ohio
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the last communion service twelve of

the city churches received 119 new
members, sixty-eight on confessions.

It is hoped shortly to organize an
Italian Presbyterian church in De-

troit. There are now some forty con-

verts in the mission.

The First church, Minneapolis, Rev.

J. B. Helwig, D. D. pastor, is rejoic-

ing in freedom from debt, $16,347 hav-
ing been raised since January 1, 1900.

Mrs. Vanderburg, whose liberality

largely helped towards this release,

has presented a very desirable resi-

dence to the church for a manse.
At Menominee, Mich., Rev. A. C. V.

Skinner received twenty-four new
members into the church; in two
cases entire families united.

Thirty-one members have been ad-
ded to the Hope church of Joliet since

the coming of the new pastor, Rev.
D. T. Robertson, Ph. D., in the lat-

ter part of last October. Of these,

twenty-seven were welcomed at the

December communion.

General.

Plymouth Congregational church,
Indianapolis, united with the Hebrew
Temple congregation in Thanksgiving
services, Rabbi Messing and Rev. H.
C. Meserve participating.

Four churches in Indianapolis held
union services for two weeks in Peo-
ple's church. They were well attend-

ed and nearly 100 cards were received
from those desirous of religious help
and guidance.

In Franklin county, Maine, there
are two Congregational churches and
two Free Baptist churches. Each
couple had one minister between
them, involving a long ride for the
pastor between morning and after-

noon services. An interesting experi-

ment in church union is now being
made. One Congregational church
and its near Free Baptist neighbor
are to be under the pastoral care of

the Congregational minister, and the
other two are to be in charge of the
Free Baptist pastor. This arrange-
ment gives an entire township with
three little church organizations to

the pastoral care of one minister.

The St. Louis Young Men's Chris-
tian association received 355 new
members at the Central branch during
the past month, this being the larg-

est number received during any
month in its history.

Dr. L. W. Munhall has just conclud-
ed an evangelistic campaign in Dal-
las, Texas, in which twenty churches
united. Among the meetings held
were four for men only. Fully 12,000

men were present at these four meet-
ings. More than 1,000 of these arose
for prayers, and 400 of them accept-
ed and confessed Jesus as Saviour
and Lord.

Foreign Missionary Items.

The spirit of co-operation is in-

creasing on the mission fields. The

Church Missionary Training School

for Teachers at Krishnagar, India,

and the Ahmednagar Theological

Seminary of the American Board's

Marathi Mission have recently let

down sectarian barriers, both of-

fering to receive students from other

missions, who will be taught without
tuition fees being charged. More
than that, representatives of other

evangelical missions in western In-

dia have been invited to send repre-

sentatives to the board of trustees of

the theological seminary.

From Taiku, Korea's newest sta-

tion, Mr. and Mrs. Adams write:

"Owing to our limited number, also

reduced by sickness, and the build-

ing operations, not much itineration

has been done. Five new groups have
developed during the year. They are

widely scattered. These groups have
all suffered for lack of supervision

and instruction, but in all Sunday
is fairly observed; they gather for

worship, and have a regular system
of collection. An afternoon class for

girls ,has been started, with some en-

couraging results. Fourteen girls un-
der fifteen years of age attend regu-

OVR CHRISTMAS
'BOJT.

Man of Glengarry.

We will send "The Man of Glen-

garry" (price $1.50) to any reader of

The Christian Century who will send
us one new subscription to The Chris-

tian Century and two dollars.

BooK Offer.

"A Lilly of France" (price $1.25 pre-

paid), "Our Plea for Union (75c pre-

paid), The Christian Century, one year

$1.50, all three sent to any address in

the United States for two dollars.

Special "Bible Offer.

Large parallel Bibles (regular price

$2.50) and The Christian Century (one

year $1.50), both given to a new sub-

scriber for $2.00. We will send one of

these Bibles to any old subscriber who
will renew and send us one new sub-

scription to The Christian Century as

long as the stock lasts.

Magazine Offer.
A year's subscription to any one of

the one-dollar magazines, such as

"Success," "The Ladies' Home Journal."

"Cosmopolitan." and a handsome
leather-bound New Testament ($1.50)

for a club of five subscribers to The
Christian Century and six dollars in

cash.

Great Bible Offer.
To the readers of The Christian Cen-

tury and their friends we offer a lim-

?Z&&r^:Kl&AX

f$j*W

Don't tie the top of your
Jelly and preserve jars in
the old fashioned vray. Seal
them by the now, quick,
absolutely sure way-by
a thin coatin? of Pure
Refined Parallme. Has
no tante or odor. 13
air tight and acid
proof. Easily applied.
Useful in a dozen other
ways about the house.
Full directions with
each cake.
Sold everywhere. Made fcy

STANDARD OIL CO.

ited number of Bibles and Testaments
at one-half price. Fine bold-faced

type teachers' Bibles at sixty per cent

discount. We have only a few of these

Bibles in stock. First come, first

served. Do not wait to inquire. Send
us from one to five dollars and we shall

send you from one to five Bibles. If

you are not satisfied, you may keep
the Bibles as a Christmas gift and we
shall refund your money. We have
some flexible back Testaments and a
few other Testaments worth fifty cents

and one dollar each. Teachers may
have these fine Testaments at three

dollars a dozen. Write to-day or you
will be too late.

LYON * HEALY
ORGANS
are the great favorites to-
day. Unapproaehed for
Sweetness and Purity
ofTone. New styles of

PIANO CASE
ORGANS

which give the most enthu-
siastic satisfaction.
All oar organs have all the

latest and most modern im-
provements. The cases are
models of neatness and
beauty and are made of flne-

The Latest Style, ly finished solid Oak. Black
Walnut, Mahogany or Ebony finish.

PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.
We make the terms of payment so easv that anv-

body can buy one. Ask your dealer for the Lyon A
HealyOrgans. If he does not keep them writedirect
to us. Beautiful Catalogue FREE.

Also bargains
In good second
hand Organs.
A sealed guar-

antee with every
Organ.

The freight
On an Organ
is a very small
matter. W e
ship Organs
o v e rywhere.
Remember
when you buy
an r gan
from us gen-
nine musical
worth is as-
sured. Avoid

„„ the imitations
'If now on the
" market.

Write today.
:j,»iimnuiT

,r""

Our Piano Case Organ .

LYON & HEALY,
70 Adams St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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larly, learning to read, write and
sing. They study the lessons at home
and show much eagerness to learn.

From the first of January, a Bible

class was held for the country Chris-

tians, continuing through ten days. A
graded course of study was followed

out, including studies in the life of

Christ, a course through the Gospel

of Luke, topical studies, and Old

Testament stories. In all there was
an attendance upon this class of

about fifteen, though not this number
all at one time. A number of men
came in whom we had not met before

and at the close of the class eleven

catechumens were received. The
women attend the Sunday services

quite well, and seem prone to stay

when they are over, so that after-

meetings are held as we have oppor-

tunity, and the ladies answer their

many questions in regard to the doc-

trine taught. Sometimes they come
as they did when Christ was here

upon earth, with the plea that they

are sick, and asking what they must
do to believe and be healed. One
woman not long since wanted to be

taught how to pray, and, with hands
folded and throwing herself prostrate,

repeated over and over, 'I believe

God. I believe Jesus.'
"

The female department of Eu-
phrates College at Harpoot, Turkey,
closed its year's work with the joyful

occasion of the dedication of the new
college buildings. In the college and
lower schools' last year 453 girls were
registered, with representatives from
75 cities and villages; 64 girls and
teachers were in the boarding de-

partment. Much inconvenience was
experienced from the crowded quar-
ters, but the coming year the work
will be easier with the light, airy,

commodious college. During the
winter there was a deepening of the
spiritual life of the girls. Many
formed themselves into bands to work
and pray for the salvation of others.

As early as June last, applications be-

gun to come in for admission to the
college, and girls are expected from
distant cities. Some of the most
hopeful and spiritual of the orphans
are to be admitted to the boarding
department in order that they may
have every opportunity for training
to prepare them to become teachers.

Miss Piatt expects to open her kin-

dergarten, in connection with which
she plans to have a training class.

From the annual report by Mr.
Stover of work at the Bailundu sta-

tion in the West African Mission:
About the middle of March a school
was organized at the outstation of

Ulika, with a native teacher in
charge. A young man residing in the

For a JVerOe Z>onic
\7se Horsford's Acid "Phosphate.
Dr. H. M. Harlow, Augusta, Me.,

says: "One of the best remedies in
all cases in which the system requires
an acid and a nerve tonic."

Do You Wish
the Finest Bread

ea\d Ca.ke
It is conceded that Royal

Baking Powder is purest and

strongest of all baking pow-

ders,absolutely free from alum,

ammonia and every adulter-

ant. " Royal" makes the best

and most wholesome food.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

village, who had made profession of

Christianity during the week of

prayer, had been collecting the chil-

dren and others and giving them such
instruction as he could, which was
very little, as he himself could barely

read the Gospel of John. It seemed
best, therefore, to give those who
wished to learn a better opportunity
to do so. The house built by this

young man after the fashion of those

built on the mission premises served

admirably as a school house. And
instead of the children of that one
village, there now attend this school

all the young people of the district,

some of them going a mile or more
and starting at sunrise. There are

over eighty names enrolled. The
teachers who go out to these village

schools receive the same wages as
when at work on the station, four
yards of cloth a week. There has
been a large increase in the number
attending these religious services and
in the area represented. People come
from villages seven and eight miles

distant and have been quite regular
and prompt, notwithstanding the ser-

vices begin at the unfashionable hour
of 9:30. Only twice has the attend-
ance been less than 300 and in both
cases there was heavy rain. There
is also a marked change in the atti-

tude of the congregation. All who
are old enough to understand have
come to realize that they are there

to listen to what is said. Sleeping,

playing and running out are discoun-

tenanced by all. Even the women pay
good attention and can give, when
questioned, a fair account of the ser-

mon for the day."

A -DOSE OF THE, "RIGHT
MEMCJJVE

at the right time has prevented many
a serious ailment, as well as years

of suffering. By keeping a bottle of

the old herb remedy, Dr. Peter's

Blood Vitalizer, on hand, you are pre-

pared for most emergencies. It is

prompt in, action, certain in results,

and permanent in effect. Druggists

cannot supply it. It is sold to the

people direct through special agents

by the proprietor, Dr. Peter Fahrney,

112-118 So. Hoyne avenue, Chi-

cago, 111.

THE JVICKEL PLATE
"ROAD,

Will sell tickets December 24th, 25th,

31st, 1901, and January 1st, 1902, at

rate of a fare and a third for the round
trip to any point located in Central

Passenger Association territory, ac-

count Christmas and New Year holi-

days. Return limit including January
2d, 1902. Through service to New York
City, Boston, and other eastern points.

Chicago Passenger Station. Van Buren
street and Pacific aven„*. ^_ ie Ele-

vated Loop. For further information

address John Y. Calahan, General

Agent, 111 Adams street, Chicago,
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The Apostles of the Southeast. By
Frank T. Bullen. D. Appleton & Co.,

New York. Frice $1.50.

The Apostles of the Southeast are

the mission workers in Rotherhithe, in

the Southeast of London. Their work
among the flotsam and jetsam of the

city life is graphically described. Mr.

Bullen has the command of a wonder-

fully clear and picturesque style. His

sea stories are charming, and have

placed him among the foremost writers

of the day. The salt sea breezes blow
through them, and the pictures he

draws of sea life, especially of the man
before the mast, abide in the memory.
He has done not a little to let in the

light upon the hard lot of the British

sailor and to set in motion influences

that have led to its amelioration, In

this book he relates his experiences in

one of the London slums. He shows
the lights and shadows in the lives of

the poor. His pictures, which are

drawn from real life, are replete with
human Interest, and while they reveal

the squalor and vice of city slums,

they show the working of forces which
are making for social betterment and
thus awaken hope regarding the future.

The book is as wholesome as it is stim-

ulating and interesting.

Time and Chance: A Romance and a
History; being the Story of the Life

of a Man. By Elbert Hubbard. G. P.

Putnam's Sons, New York.
This is more than the story of the

life of a man. It is the history of a
movement which was perhaps the
greatest moral movement that ever
convulsed a nation. Out of this move-
ment heroes were born. And chief

among them was the hero of this tale,

John Brown of Harper's Ferry. The
anti-slavery movement is here traced
from its inception to the quixotic at-

tempt of John Brown to free the slaves,

which led to his death. The story
shifts with the migrations of its chief

character from Connecticut to the
Western Reserve of Ohio, and from
there to the new territory of Kansas,
and it depicts with a graphic hand the
manners of these early pioneer days.

The reader has the conviction pressed
upon him that the author must surely
be writing from a personal knowledge
of many cf the things which he relates.

The working of the underground rail-

road and the conflict of political par-
ties in Kansas are particularly well
described. And while something of the
glamor of romance may have been
thrown around the character of John
Brown, yet the picture of him which
•has been drawn is substantially that
which is coming to be accepted as the
true representation of the man. An
enthusiast, a dreamer? Yes, but also a
pure, lofty-minded man with a deep
religious motive, and with a singleness

A LILY OF FRANCE
One of the best selling Holiday books. A story

of the romance of William, Prince of Orange, and
Charlotte of Bourbon by Caroline Atwiter Mason,
author of a Minister of the World, a Wind Flower,

the Quiet King, &c

10,000 COPIES

Sold before Publication

SECOND 10,000

Now on Sale

The cover design is in blue and white, four illus-.

trations, 456 pages, a beautiful and acceptable gift

book. Price $1.10 net, postpaid $1.25.

Griffith and Rowland Press
PHILADELPHIA

For sale by all Booksellers and at 177 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

of purpose that went straight to its

end, uncaring for consequences. Scat-

tered over the pages of the book are

sallies of wit and bits of home-spun
philosophy such as we might expect to

find dropping from the pen of the edi-

tor of the Philistine.

Life Everlasting. By John Fiske.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.

Price, $1 net.

This little volume of eighty-seven

pages of large type is not to be esti-

mated by its size. It is multum in par-

vo. Those who have read Professor

Fiske's preceding volumes on "The
Idea of God," "The Destiny of Man"
and "Through Nature to God," will be

prepared to welcome this volume as

the attempt of a philosophic evolution-

ist to put the cope-stone upon his ar-

gument in behalf of the unseen, the

supernatural and the eternal. He sets

out to consider "the supreme achieve-

ment of man—his belief in his own
immortality—in the light of our mod-
ern studies of evolution," and con-

cludes his argument by affirming that

"a patient study of evolution is likely

soon to supply the basis for a natural

theology more comprehensive, more
profound, and more hopeful than could

formerly have been imagined. The
nineteenth century has borne the brunt,

the twentieth will reap the frui-

tion." We lay down this little treat-

ise with a profound admiration for

its restrained statement, its lucid style

and its spiritual aspiration after a

ground of hope in the immortal life

outside of the domain of scientific,

demonstration. There is a touch of

pathos in the thought that this was
the final message of a master mind to

THE VEST

Pocket Commentary
On the International

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS
FOR 1902.

A POCKET COMPANION

For Sunday School
Teachers and Scholar*

IT CONTAINS THE

Lessons for the Entire Year

in full (references showing the
Revised Version) together with
an unusual amount of

STUDY HELPS
such as Comments, Dally Read-
ings. Outline Study and Seed

128 pages 2>^x5« Thoughts.

Original, Fresh, Brainy.
International S. S. Evangel says—"This little book

gives on each lesson what would require many hours
to acquire, and all better than but very few men in

America could prepare... It is at once scholarly,

spiritual and practical, and In convenience and ser-

viceability Excels other Helps."

Association Men—"Commends Itself at a glance. ..

Particularly appropriate for the busy business man."

The Advance—"Condensation as a fine art is ex-

hibited in this book. Remarkably suggestive and
helpful."

Sunday School Times—"Vest Pocket Commentary
Is a unique and reasonably successful attempt to en-

able busy people to prepare their Sunday School les-

sons in their 'one spare moment'— The 'Reflections'

are excellent."

The Baptist 1'nion—"The pith and marrow of the
topics are given, the things that must be said to en-

sure a Brst grasp of the lesson. It will be of ready
value to those who would gain a bird's-eye view of

the theme at a glance."

"Up-to-Date." thoroughly Spiritual and Christian.

A SPLENDID PRESENT TO ANY ONE.

Round in Red Morocco, gold edges
Per dozen. *

Interleaved Edition, two blank pages to each
lesson tor pencil notes. Red Morocco, gold

edges, etc. .....
Per dozen, ....

80.25
2.50

.33

S.J0

This valuable little volume sent on receipt of price

or FREE AS A PREMIUM for one new subscriber
to The Christian Century.

The Christian Century Com,
358 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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whom the growing vision was coming.

The Spinster Book. By Myrte Reed.

G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

Price $1.50 net.

This book has a spicy quality. It

treats hackneyed themes in an un-

hackneyed manner. Its table of con-

tents is as follows: Notes on Men;
Concerning Women; The Philosophy

of Love; The Lost Art of Courtship;

The Natural History of Proposals;

Love Letters, Old and New; An In-

quiry into Marriage; The Physiology
of Vanity; Widows and Widowers;
The Consolations of Spinsterhood. All

of these themes are touched upon in a
sprightly, pleasant way, and the prac-

tical hints which are strewed all over

the book are not made too obtrusive.

Lyrics of Love, of Hearth and Home
and Field and Garden. By Margaret
E. Sangster. Fleming H. Revell Co.

Price $1.25 net.

Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster has so

firmly established herself in favor by
the writings in which she has revealed

her thoughts to us, that the imprint of

her name as author of a new book is

at once its best introduction and rec-

ommendation. She has a way of reach-

ing hearts and coming close to her
readers by her tender touches and rev-

elations of the inner life and love of

the home. She links together most
beautifully our humanities and divini-

ties. Some of the lyrics in the volume
before us have been published before

in certain periodicals, but many make
here their first appearance in public.

The author hopes they may "slip into

our busy mornings and quiet evenings
with a message of comfort and cheer.

They are songs of the nest and the
home, songs of the way and the inn,

songs of love and fidelity and the eter-

nal peace." "They are home verses

for home folk." The publishers have
given them a dainty setting, exceeding-
ly appropriate to the quiet beauty of

the themes around which the author
weaves her melodies. Those to whom
home love and true friendship are dear
will welcome this volume for a Christ-

mas gift.

My Host, the Enemy, and Other Tales.

By Franklin Welles Calkins. Flem-
ing H. Revell Co. Price $1.50.

This volume is written out of the
experience of a boyhood spent in the
upper Missouri country and ten years
of after life as plainsman and moun-
taineer. Actual adventure is here nar-
rated in most cases, and in others there

is good reason for believing the stories

to be based upon real occurrences.
They are well told—all of them—and
have a good healthy interest. Tales of

imminent danger to life and limb, they
yet are free from a sensational tone,

and we note also that the bad lan-

guage which too often mars a Western
story of adventure is happily missing

(

herein. This and other admirable fea-

tures render the book a good one for

boys and we do not question its recep-

tion by them, for what boy does not
love stories of escapes from wild ani-

mals and Indians and even wilder

white men? The illustrations are ef-

fective and really illustrate.

LITE'RA'Ry JVOTES.
Under the suggestive title of "The

Imp and the Angel," the Scribners will

soon publish a book by Josephine

Dodge Daskam that adds a character to

the world of juvenile fiction.

Boys who delight in stories of sea

fights and naval adventures—and what
boy does not—will find in "Sea Kings
and Naval Heroes" (Henry Altemus
Co.) singularly realistic descriptions of

famous victories and exploits on the

broad bosom of old ocean.

A practical book, which almost every

family will find invaluable, is entitled

"First Principles of Nursing." It is

written by Anne R. Manning, a gradu-
ate of the City Hospital of the Quincy
(Mass.) Training School, and is indis-

pensable in cases of emergency, or dur-

ing long periods of sickness where a

trained nurse is not employed.

We are to get another volume of

essays written by Max Muller during
the closing years of his life. It treats

of Buddhism, of "the alleged sojourn
of Christ in India," of religions in Chi-

na and of many like subjects. In one
essay Max Muller tells us "Why I Am
Not an Agnostic," and in another he
asks "Is Man Immortal?" The book
will be published by Longmans, Green
& Co.

"The True Story of Captain John
Smith," by Katharine Pearson Woods,
will be published shortly by Doubleday,
Page & Co., with a valuable and inter-

esting array of maps, portraits, fac-

similes, etc. The material of the work
is drawn from historical sources on
both sides of the Atlantic, and new
facts of importance have been brought
to light. New light is thrown upon
the character of Pocahontas and her
relations to Smith.

The Macmillan Company will soon
publish for the University of Chicago
Press the first of several series of

translations and transliterations of

"Ancient Records," which are to be
published in the near future under the

general editorship of President Wm.
R. Harper. The first will be the "An-
cient Records of Babylonia and Assy-
ria," including all the Babylonian and
Assyrian historical inscriptions, ar-

ranged in chronologicaj order, which
have been published up to this time.

This series will consist of six volumes
of 200-250 pages each.

THE FAI*R SO\ZTHLA/f7>
With its blue skies and balmy air, can
best be reached via the

Southern "Ratltvay.
This great system reaches all im-

portant points in the South and, with
Its limited trains, elegant sleeping, par-

lor, dining and cafe cars, offers unex-
celled service to Florida and all South-
ern tourist points.

"The Florida Limited"
Leaves Chicago daily, in the evening,
arrives Jacksonville, Fla., the second
morning, less than 35 hours en route,

passing through Cincinnati, Chatta-
nooga, Atlanta, Macon and Jesup.

Another Limited Train,
Leaving Chicago daily, in the morning,
for Jacksonville, Fla., passes through
Cincinnati, Knoxville, Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah—a daylight ride

through the famous "Land of the Sky."
Both limited trains carry sleepers,

Chicago to Cincinnati, and through
sleepers from Cincinnati to Jackson-
ville.

Anotner still to come! On January
6, 1902, the

"Chicago <k§L Florida Special"
Will be inaugurated, running through
sleepers, solid, Chicago to St. Augus-
tine, Fla., via Cincinnati, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Jesup and Jacksonville. This
train, with its elegant sleepers, com-
posite and observation cars, perfect

dining car service and fast time, will

eclipse anything of the kind ever be-

fore offered to the public in the North-
west for the South.

South Carolina Interstate tSL
West Indian Exposition-

Commencing Dec. 1, 1901, a through
sleeper will be run from St. Louis to

Charleston, S. C, via Louisville and
Asheville.

Winter Tourist Tickets now on sale.

For full particulars see your nearest

ticket agent or write or call on J. S.

McCullough, N. W. P. A., 225 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.; G. B. Allen, A. G.

P. A., St. Louis, Mo.

'RET>\/CET> H.ATES FO"R
CHRISTMASA JVT> JVEW
yEAK. HOLIT>AyS.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tick-

ets December 24th, 25th, 31st, 1901, and
January 1st, 1902, at rate of a fare and
one-third for the round trip, to any
point located in Central Passenger As-
sociation territory, good returning to

and including January 2d, 1902. Pull-

man service on all trains. Individual

Club Meals ranging in price from 35

cents to $1 served in Nickel Plate din-

ins cars. Address John Y. Calahan,

General Agent, 111 Adams street, Chi-

cago, for particulars. Depot, Van Bu-
ren street and Pacific avenue, on the

Elevated Loop.

Individual Communion
Outfit* Send ior free catalogue" 1UlltS ' and list of users.

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT CO„
Box 53 Rochester, N. Y.
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20 TH CENTURY NEW
TESTAMENT

Written in Modern English

Some Special Features
This is a translation into simple modern English,

excluding all words and phrases not used in the English

of the present day.

Quotations from the Old Testament are printed in

special type, and passages from the Apocrypha are also

distinguished.

The usual grouping of books is retained, but the

books in each group are given in chronological order.

Specimen Quotation
From the Twentieth Century New Testament.

1. CORINTHIANS, 1-3.

Now on the subject of food that has been offered in

sacrifice to idols, we are sure that we all have some
knowledge! Knowledge breeds conceit, while love builds
up character. If a man fancies he knows anything, he
has not yet acquired the knowledge of it that he ought to

have acquired. On the other hand, if a man loves God,
he is known and loved by God.

One Great Reason For

This Edition

We have been reading our Bible in the English of

three centuries ago while Hottentots and others have

had it in the tongues and dialects of their own times.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES:
The Christian Century is published in the interests

of essential Christianity. It is the organ of no
party; the advocate of no ism. While welcoming:
the ascertained results of modern Christian scholar-
ship, it stands for the great evangelical verities

which are the foundation stones of the Chrictian
system. It seeks to be tolerant in spirit, practical

in aim, and warmly sympathetic towards all the
present day problems of religious thought and lifej!

It also aims at being at once a clearing house and
medium of communication between the different

denominations, so that they may by free and fra-
ternal expression of opinion become better ac-
quainted with one another and may be led to join
forces in more aggressive work for the advance-
ment of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

Glory be to God on high

:

Christ is born to-day.

Peace on earth, and charity,

Christ ;s born to-day.

Stars from heaven look wondering down.

On the Lord that left his throne.

White-robed angels, golden-crowned

Shake their harps with joyful sound.

Glory be to God on high

:

Christ is born to-day.

Peace on earth, and charity,

Christ is born to-day.

J. T. Slingsby.

THE JVATVRE AJVV JtEET) OF
LOVE.

HAT is this quality we call love, and what

are its' manifestations? First, it may be

said that it is an affection with capacity for

sacrifice. No love is worth the name which

does not include both these elements.

There may be affection, indeed, which is

selfish and destructive ; that is not love.

But when this affection purifies' itself by the

denial of selfish motives, and the acquisi-

tion of- willingness to suffer for the sake

of the object loved, then it has come to its

true expression. When, now, that object is the highest,

the power of the love is limitless. To love the highest

and to love with a sacrificial affection which denies self

is the supreme quality of human life. The repentant

queen sadly exclaimed after the final departure of King
Arthur

:

"What might I not have made of thy fair world,
Had I but loved thy highest creature here?
It was my duty to have loved the highest:
It surely was my profit had I known

:

It would have been my pleasure had I seen.

We needs must love the highest when we see it."

Again, love is the harmonization of the inner life by

the direction of its purposes toward a definite end,

which lies in the realm of purpose expressed in the

life of the one who is loved. It is the directing of all

one's life forces to the accomplishment of the will of

the beloved. In such a passion there is harmony, be-

cause no friction enters to destroy the smoothness and

restfulness of the soul. Hate is destructive to all

peace, but love brings the powers of the soul to unity

and beauty. In this is found the secret of power, that

power which comes through the repose of the soul in

an affection that has claimed every power and ambi-

tion. Once more, love is the inspiration of life. Love

can never be merely quiescent, though it is calm. It

must be active, impelling, inspiring. It provides the

life with the motive to constant and self-forgetting

service. Love is also the safeguard against sin. A soul

in love with the highest beauty and purity is incapable

of unworthy thoughts and acts. In such a soil an evil

purpose can no more root itself than a nettle upon a

glacier. In the confidence that the object of its love

is worthy of all, the life rests happy and content, in-

accessible to lower passions and affections. Most of

all is this true when Christ is so loved. His life be-

comes the supreme object of admiration and transform-

ing love. From this it follows easily that love is the

secret of likeness to God. To love Christ is to wish to

be like him, is to brood upon his excellence and beauty,

and this very attitude soon begets the state of like-

ness in which the soul reaps its highest satisfaction.

Love is the secret of power and of fearlessness. The

man whose love is full and satisfied has no distressing

doubts, no wavering of faith, no disharmony of effort.

All his springs are in God. He therefore is hopeful

and constant ; his spiritual life flourishes. His physical

life gathers strength and vigor. His business under-

takings and professional pursuits draw their inspira-

tion from this guiding and impelling force within

him. It is not strange, therefore, that the Christian

who lives normally and abides in the love of God, is

likely to be whole in body, mind and spirit. There

should be no mystery nor vagary in this doctrine. Jesus'

himself lived a physically normal and vigorous life.

The very forces that were within him were health-giv-

ing, and enabled him to sustain those mysterious drafts

upon his physical vitality which his miracles necessi-

tated. In this doctrine there is no occultism or fadism.

It only becomes dangerous when made to obscure the

whole horizon, as the only phase of Christianity worth

consideration. But in the words of the apostle, "Per-

fect love casteth out fear," one finds' the secret of a

normal, trustful, calm, disciplined, healthy and suc-

cessful life.

It hardly need be said that the life of love is the life

of forgiveness ; not the kind of forgiveness which
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merely forgets the past, but that which turns all of its

resources to the uplifting of the sinning and recreant

soul, so that life comes back because love has manifest-

ed its reclaiming power. And closely allied with this

doctrine of forgiveness, which needs further amplifica-

tion and larger embodiment in the Christian life of to-

day, is the duty not only of acting kindly toward oth-

ers and speaking well of them, but in almost equal

measure of thinking only good things of all. We can

recognize and measure somewhat the force of good and

evil actions ; we know in some sense the power of good

and evil words; but our psychology is just beginning

to make us understand how potent are our very

thoughts for lifting or casting down the lives of oth-

ers. It is the actual output of personality directed to

good or evil which makes the conquest of thought a

matter of almost infinite moment. If it is possible for

a congregation to uplift the preacher by its thought and

prayer, or to pull him from his throne of power, it is

as certainly possible for a single mind with persistent

malevolence irreparably to destroy another, who may
be quite unconscious of the source of his disaster. In

this very fact lies whatever of truth may yet be dis-

covered in the old superstition of witchcraft. Persist-

ent evil thinking of any life cannot but do it injury

When you have thought well of a man you have al-

ready helped him to realize your good opinion. When
you think of him evil you are pulling a beam out of his

house, and the responsibility for mental attitude, as well

as for word and speech, receives most impressive scien-

tific attestation.

The doctrine of love as taught by Jesus and as ex-

emplified by him is a practical doctrine. It will prove

its value in every field of human activity. Men may
say, "It is not possible to practice the doctrine of love

or even the golden rule in business. Rivalry and com-

petition are necessary." The time will come when such

sentiments will be reviewed with astonishment by

those who shall have passed already into the realm of

the ethics1 of Jesus. For those ethics, when severely

tested, are found to be always practicable, and they

are the only ethics that are practicable. Men may be

skeptical to-day, but already the law of love is trans-

forming certain sections of the business world, and it is

destined to increase its effectiveness like "the light

that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."

To come unto Christ, then, means' to come into the

atmosphere and to abide in the glory of his law of love.

It means to possess that quality which is above all oth-

ers indestructible. The apostle has given us in the

crowning words of his Psalm of Love the secret of this

fact: that while eloquence and wisdom, even good
deeds, may pass away, faith and hope and love abide as

a perpetual possession, "and the greatest of these is

Love."

"Aye, and when prophecy her tale hath finished,

Knowledge hath faded from the trembling tongue

;

Love shall survive and love be undiminished,

Love be imperishable, love be young."

THE CH'ROjyflCLE'R'S'DESK.

I

HE Chronicler's interest was excited and
his curiosity aroused by the title of an

article in one of the current magazines

:

"Do we really know Dr. Johnson?" The
first thought that struck him was that the

substitution of Jesus Christ for Dr. John-
son would make a splendid subject for a

sermon, or an editorial in a religious news-
paper, based on Paul's expression in Phil-

ippians, "that I may know him." As this

is an age of discovery and novelty, an age
that primes itself on the reversion of old decisions and
the reconstruction of old reputations, the second
thought was one of wonder if this writer was a liter-

ary smart Alex who had discovered a brand-new
Samuel Johnson, whose chief characteristic was not
the union of great powers and low prejudices, as

Macaulay declared it was, but the union of great pow-
ers and no prejudices, that he was not the gruff old

bear and bigot of contemporaneous and universal

opinion, but an angel of sweetness and light so en-

tirely free from credulity and superstition that he did

not begin to believe where other people left off.

Dipping into the article, however, the Chronicler

to his surprise found the writer entirely sane and
the old conclusions standing firm at the end of his

article. He concurs in the verdict of Macaulay, that

no historic personage is better known than Dr. John-
son, and why? The witnesses are first-hand and com-
petent, and therefore the sources of information are

strictly first-class and wholly reliable. Boswell was a

literary artist thirsting for literary distinction and he
had the wit to see in Johnson his one chance for an
imperishable name ; but heaven save us from a literary

artist bent on his own immortality. He is pretty sure

to leave the wart out and to put the paint in, and all

this in the interest of a vivid and lasting impression
that will introduce himself into the company of the

immortals who are not born to die. Over against this

weakness, Boswell had the saving quality of allow-

ing the great doctor to masquerade in his own intel-

lectual garments ; at every turn of the narrative there

is a self-presentation of his own personality. The
reader is so long in the presence of the real man that

the feeling grows to the end that the subject of this

inimitable biography is the actual man of flesh and
blood and brains, and plenty of all three, who bullied

his friends and berated his foes, a genius of over-

powering strength, of great and ridiculous weak-
nesses. Miss Burney gives us a memoir of Johnson
almost equal in interest and importance to Boswell's.

Mrs. Thrale, to whom Johnson wrote three hundred
letters, and no man ever wrote three hundred letters to

a woman without being in love with her, wrote "An-
ecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson, LL. D., During
the Last Twenty Years of His Life." The remarkable
and convincing fact is that Burney's Johnson is Bos-
well's Johnson ; Thrale's Johnson is Boswell's John-
son ; the "Seward Letters" give us the old identical

of the Boswellian Johnson ; and Macaulay repaints

the same glowing picture and illustrates the truth of

his own dictum when he says, "No human being who
has been more than seventy years in his grave is so

well known to us." Adding forty-seven years to the

seventy, we can repeat Macaulay's assertion, so that

we really knozv Dr. Johnson.

Do we really know Jesus Christ? The basis of our
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Johnsonian knowledge is first-hand, accurate literary

sources. "We have in Johnson's case a quite unusual
number of first-hand and first-class sources of infor-

mation, and they all combine wittingly and unwitting-

ly to produce a deeply-cut impression of essential

unity. They all stand up to say, 'That is the man.'

"

Johnson had three Boswells, at least, and Jesus
Christ had four, and Christ's Boswells were inspired

witnesses or had access to inspired sources of first-

hand knowledge. A rationalistic writer of some dis-

tinction remarked twenty-five years ago that Jesus,

from the dogmatic point of view, was the best known,
and from the historic point of view, the least known,
of all the great founders of religions. He tells us it

is because we know so much of the dogmatic Christ

that we know so little of the historic Christ. The
Christ of dogma is in every lineament familiar to us
from early childhood; but concerning the Jesus of

history we possess but few facts resting upon trust-

worthy evidence. He contrasts the meagerness of our
information concerning the historic career of Jesus
with the mass of information which lies within our
reach concerning the primitive character of Christo-

logic speculation. The Pauline epistles give us full

and trustworthy information respecting the impres-

sion Jesus made, but they add little or nothing to our
stock of knowledge in respect to what Jesus did and
said.

There is some truth in all this, but more error.

These assertions concerning the meagerness of the

world's knowledge of the Jesus of history were not
true twenty-five years ago, and they are palpably un-
true to-day. It is a fact that speculative theology
and the accumulation of creeds through many genera-
tions had emphasized and made prominent the Christ

of dogma at the expense of the Christ of history and
of reality, but the sources of our knowledge of the

historic Christ have never been as meager or as un-
trustworthy as this writer represents. The Jesus who
lived and taught and died in Palestine has been for

more than eighteen centuries the colossal figure and
best-known personality in the history of the world.

He was a young man when he died, his ministry was
brief, he lived in an obscure part of the world, he
wrote nothing, he caused no information to be placed
upon record concerning himself or. his teaching, the

evangelic sources are fragmentary and unchronologi-
cal, the records are not strictly contemporaneous with
the events, and yet the great Person stands out in these

simple pages with increasing influence and power as

knowledge grows with time.

Thanks to the historic and critical spirit of modern
times, which has pushed the investigation back to

original sources of information, we know more to-

day of the historical Christ than any age of Christian
history since the first. The assertion made now that

we have no facts about Jesus resting upon trust-

worthy evidence, would be a stupendous exhibition

of ignorance or prejudice or both. The personality
of Jesus in the first year of the twentieth century
stands out in the clear light of well-attested facts,

as distinctly and unmistakably as the personality of
Samuel Johnson. The synoptic memorials are still

with us, and their claim to historic reality is more
unquestionable than ever, and the fourth gospel has
fought a good fight for the old place as an original

witness to Jesus. The Messianic prophecies of the

Old Testament, the historic memorials of the New,
and the rich spiritual utterances of apostles and
prophets combine, like Johnson's Boswells, wittingly

and unwittingly to produce a deeply-cut impression of

essential unity; they all stand up to say "That is the

man."

WHEJf THE VISIOJV COMES.
N the book of Daniel it is said that "at the

time of the end shall be the vision." Many
things which are dark at the first are made
clear at the end. Dark clouds thicken about
us as we set out on a certain undertaking,

but in the evening time there is light. How
dark for a time was the way in which such
men as Joseph and Job had to travel ; but
at the time of the end came the vision, and
behind a frowning providence was seen
God's smiling face.

In the self-revelation of God to man there were
things that could come only at the end of a long process
of development. The incarnation itself, which is the
climax of divine self-manifestation, had to be prepared
for. Although it was to bring the vision for which
man was wearily waiting, it could not come before
"the fulness of the time." The time of the end is the
time for the vision. When the divine purpose is ful-

filled it is understood, and not before.

So it often is at the close of life. Dying men look
into eternity, and discover its reality ; they look into

life and see its meaning, which, alas, they may hitherto

have missed ; they look beyond the bourne of time and
anticipate that fast-approaching event when they shall

stand before the judgment seat of Christ and "at the
time of the end shall be the vision," which will con-
sist in the manifestation of self, and out of which will

come joy or woe unspeakable.

The end of the year ought to be a time of vision.

We think of it mainly as a time of retrospection, a time
for the casting up of our accounts, a time for the taking
of a kind of spiritual inventory. It is that, and more.
It is a time for seeing things in a stronger, clearer

light ; a time for stripping from life all artificialties

and deceits ; a time for a new vision of God, of self,

of life, of duty; a time for looking upon the unful-

filled purposes of the past and the boundless possi-

bilities of the future ; a time to pause in the midst of

life's shadows and anticipate the full and open vision

which is' to come at the end of all.

TELECRATHV WITHO\7T WI'RE.S.

Marconi, the young Italian inventor, has succeeded
in his wireless system of telegraphy beyond the wildest

dream. He has received messages at St. John's, New-
foundland, which were sent across the ocean from
Cornwall, England, a distance of 1,800 miles. These
messages consisted of the repetition of the letter "S,"

which was the sign agreed upon between him and his

assistant in Cornwall. He expects to inaugurate the

New Year by sending a special message over the At-
lantic, if the steamer on which he is to sail from New
York reaches' England in time. Scientists seem to be

agreed that, although the signals received were very

faint, yet the experiment was in every way successful

;

and all that is now required to bring this system of

communication into practical operation is the develop-

ment of the transmitter. This may take time, but every

obstacle will without doubt be ultimately surmounted.
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An amusing incident in connection with Marconi's
successful experiment is' the action of the Anglo-
American Telegraph Company, which threatens to is-

sue an injunction against him for infringing upon their

monopoly. What a pity it is that they cannot cover
all the conditions of the case by the formation of an
air trust!

TWENTIETH CEJVTWRy F\SJV7>.
In view of the great embarrassment caused to the

work of the American Board of Foreign Missions
through the fluctuations of its legacy receipts, a busi-

ness-like plan has now been proposed by President
Capen of securing a fund of $250,000 to act as a perma-
nent and effectual balance against such fluctuations.

From a purely business point of view this is an emi-
nently prudential proposal. But is it a bad thing for

missionary societies to have periods of fluctuation?

Is it a bad thing for them to be thrown back upon God
and the churches? Even missionary societies may
move too smoothly and may suffer from having things

made too soft and easy. In the management of these

societies there is a tendency in the present day to exalt

what is called "a business policy." An address recent-

ly published by the American Board mentions as the

important things in the prosecution of our missionary
work, "better organization, better education, business

forethought." Shades of the apostles ! Were these

the things which the Church depended upon at first in

her work of conquering the world for Christ ?

O-BJECTIOff TO TB'RMS OF
CA 'RJtEGIE'S GIFT.

It seems that the proffered gift of ten million dollars

by Andrew Carnegie for the endowment of a National
University at Washington was in form of preferred

stock or bonds of the United States Steel Corporation.

For Congress to have accepted these bonds would have
placed the government seal of approval upon a com-
bination whose business methods' are believed by many
to be in opposition to the anti-trust law. The Presi-

dent, with whom would have rested the appointment
of the board to administer this fund, has wisely de-

cided not to accept the offer in its present form. It is

believed, however, that an adjustment can be made by
which Mr. Carnegie will convert the bonds which he
has tendered into cash, or United States bonds', and
that the gift can then be accepted.

'REt.IGIOMS AXOAK^EJSflJtG IJV JAPAJV.
From Japan come cheering reports of a deep and

widespread revival of religious interest. Mr. Mott's
presence has brought to the movement strong re-en-

forcement. When he addressed the students of the

Imperial University eighty-four out of an audience of

800 expressed a purpose to follow Christ. At almost

all the mission stations there have been numerous bap-
tisms, and the conviction prevails that what has been
witnessed is only the beginning of a forward work
which will greatly advance the kingdom of Christ in

the Flowery Kingdom.

CREB-D HEVISVOJV.
The Presbyterian Committee on creed revision has

completed the brief statement of the reformed faith for

the information of church members. It consists of six-

teen articles. The official statement given out, after

saying the statement was tentatively adopted, adds:
"The committee is now engaged on the matter of the

second instruction from the assembly, the preparation

of a declaratory statement to explain certain disputed
points in the confession of faith such as the doctrines
of election and of the salvation of all infants."

CHICAGO JVOTES.
John D. Rockefeller has given his usual Christmas

gift to the University of Chicago. His gift this year
consisted of one million dollars to the general fund
and $250,000 for current expenses. This makes his

total gifts to the university about ten million dollars.

Additional gifts from unknown donors amounted to

$375437-

One of the bright things in connection with Christ-

mas-tide is the open-handed charity shown toward the
poor. A number of annual Christmas' dinners were
given. The Volunteers of America and the Salvation
Army each provided for about ten thousand persons.

In addition to the feasts spread, baskets were packed
with Christmas dinners and sent to needy persons
throughout the city.

John W. Ela of Chicago, speaking at the National
Civil Service Reform League at Boston, on Dec. 13,

reported substantial progress in our city in the matter
of civil service reform". He instanced the work done
by the tria' boards appointed by the police and fire de-

partments. The Federation of Labor at its recent

meeting also endorsed the civil service laws by over-

whelmingly defeating a resolution aimed against the

proposed civil service law for the state.

The four eastern divines who will serve as uni-

versity preachers during the coming quarter are : Rev.
Henry M. Sanders, pastor of the Madison Avenue
Baptist church, New York city ; Rev. Francis B. Pea-
body, professor of sociology and chaplain at Harvard
University ; Rev. Philip S. Moxom, pastor of the First

Congregational church, Springfield, Mass. ; Rev. H. P.

Faunce, D. D., president of Brown University. The
convocation sermon, which is in fact a baccalaureate

sermon, was' preached by Rev. Dr. Herbert L. Willett,

acting chaplain of the university.

At a meeting of the corporate members of the Amer-
ican Board and their friends, held on Thursday even-

ing last at Kinsley's Hotel, there was evidence of the

rising tide of missionary interest. The note sounded
was one of hope. But a mistake made—which, by the

way, is' a mistake common to missionary gatherings

—

was that too much emphasis was placed upon methods,
and too little upon motives. Methods are no doubt
important, and have to be considered, but the Church
of to-day is suffering less from the inefficiency of its

methods than from the feebleness of its motives.

Christmas has its shadows as well as its lights. A
young father in Chicago was out of work and had no
money to give to his children for Christmas presents.

His youngest child said, "Papa, won't you give us

some pennies? We want to buy you and mamma
something, 'cause Santa Claus may forget you." This

plea broke his heart. In his despondency he swallowed
a quantity of carbolic acid and ended his troubles. Be-
fore taking the poison he said to his wife. "Some child-

less, kind-hearted man or woman will do for you what
I cannot." Cowardly? Yes, but pathetic. Oh. the

pity of it, that in the midst of plenty so many should

suffer the pangs of poverty

!
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fiO'BILITy.
True worth is in being, not seeming,

In doing, each day that goes by,

Some little good—not all in dreaming
Of great things to do by and by.

Whatever men say in their blindness,
And spite of the fancies of youth,

There's nothing so kingly as kindness,
And nothing so royal as truth.

We get back our mete as we measure

—

We can not do wrong and feel right;

Nor can we give pain and feel pleasure,
For justice avenges each slight,

The air for the wing of the sparrow,
The bush for the robin and wren,

But always the path that is narrow
And straight for the children of men.

'Tis not in the pages of story
The heart of its ills to beguile,

Though he who makes courtship to glory
Gives all that he hath for a smile.

For when, from her heights, he has wo'n her,
Alas, it is only to prove

There's nothing so royal as honor,
And nothing so loyal as love.

We can not make bargains for blisses,

Nor catch them like fishes in nets,

And sometimes the thing our life misses
Helps more than the things which it gets;

For good lieth not in pursuing,
Nor gaining of great or of small,

But just this—the doing and doing
As we would be done by—is all.

—Alice Cary.

HAVE WE Ol/TGHOWJV THE
CATECHISM?

BY WILLIAM E. BARTON, D. D.

HAT is the chief end of man?" This wasWa most familiar question to our fathers and
grandfathers. From 1647, when the West-
minster catechism was adopted by a com-
mission of learned divines, the boys and
girls of Puritan and Presbyterian parent-
age were taught, in regular order, the one
hundred and seven questions and answers
of this "shorter" catechism. It was taught
at the fire-side, reverently rehearsed on Sun-
day afternoons whose declining sun was

eagerly watched by the restless little Puritans, and
diligently reviewed by the minister on his periodical
and somewhat formidable visits. Young people of the
present day may think of these times with levity, and
older ones with memories of childhood dread, but the
catechism had its value, and nothing since has quite

taken its place. From the time of Socrates, the ques-
tion and answer method has been a valuable means of
imparting definite instruction. It inculcated, first of
all, the habit of asking questions, and secondly, it gave
positive and formulated answers to those inquiries.

The question and answer method early established

itself in the Church as that best adapted to the in-

struction of "catechumens," to whom we find reference
as early as the second century, as a class preparing for

church membership. The course of instruction at first

embraced as its chief features the Ten Command-
ments, the Lord's Prayer, and a summary confession of
faith. As the Church grew older and its accessions

came less through conversions from the heathen world,
and more from the nurture of the children of believers,

the instruction adapted itself more to the purposes of
Christian nurture. It was the Reformation, however,
which gave us formal catechisms covering the whole
system of Christian truth as then understood. Luther
published his first short catechism in 1520, only three

years after the nailing of his theses. Calvin drew up
his first catechism in 1536. The Heidelberg, most im-
portant of the reformed catechisms, was published in

1562. The Roman church, which had tended to sub-
stitute the confessional for systematic public instruc-

tion, followed the reformers with a published cate-

chism in 1566. While Protestantism has quite com-
monly discarded the catechism, the Roman church,
which learned the method from the reformers, has
steadfastly adhered to it, and as any bishop can au-

thorize a catechism for his diocese, the Catholics pos-
sess them in great variety.

The Westminster catechism, on which our fathers

were fed for more than two centuries, was not the only
catechism the Puritan children learned. The New
England Primer printed this in full, but several pages
before it was a series of "instructive questions and an-
swers," beginning with

:

Who was the first man? Adam.
Who was the first woman? Eve.
Who was the first murderer? Cain.
Who was the first martyr? Abel.

And leading up to a series including:
Who made you? God.
Who redeemed you? Jesus Christ.

Of what are you made? Dust.
What doth that teach you? To be humble, and mindful of

death.

When we go through the New England Primer and
note its variety and scope, we are first of all thankful

that some of its contents are not now taught to our

children, but are the more strongly reminded of the

lack of any substitute in our modern methods of in-

struction for some of the things which it contains.

Within the past few years many churches and pas-

tors have seriously considered the wisdom of re-estab-

lishing a course of catechetical instruction, but there is

real lack of any proper text book. A number of pas-

tors in the last few years have issued for the children

of their own congregations a course of catechetical

instruction. AH of these, so far as fall under the

writer's notice, are excellent in their spirit and gener-

ally judicious in the answers given to the questions

asked, but there is real need of a catechism which shall

approach the subject of the Christian life according to

the method of the child's own earlier mental processes.

Logically it is well to begin a catechism with some
question whose answer is a dogmatic affirmation of

the existence, or nature, or will of God, but pedagog-
ically this method is open to serious objections. The
child did not first know God, and his reason now af-

firms the existence of God through a somewhat crude

but still logical and traceable series of inductions and
deductions. A catechism need not attempt a formal

system of philosophy, nor seek to give every answer in

terms which no philosopher could criticise, but it may
attempt at least at the outset to align itself with the

general principles of fundamental truth and the order

of elementary perceptions.

The child born into a Christian home perceives and
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reciprocates the love of human parents before he sus-

pects the existence of a God. Through his knowledge
of parental love and care, he comes to believe in and
to measure the care and providence of God. The anal-

ogy between human and Divine fatherhood becomes a

permanent part of his mental equipment, and renews its

force when he becomes a parent. This was the funda-

mental truth upon which Jesus built his system of in-

struction concerning the nature of God, first of all

teaching us to call him "Our Father who art in heav-

en ;" secondly, affirming that we must come into the

kingdom as a little child, and thirdly, declaring that if

we "being evil, know how to give good gifts" to our
children, and to seek their good unselfishly, we are

never to attribute to God any lower motive than that

made possible to us through parental affection.

I venture to suggest, therefore, that a catechism

might be constructed which in its beginning should

follow this well authorized and well established line

of inquiry and deduction. If each pastor prepared a

catechism for the children of his own congregation,

it would have the merit of freshness and would be in

line with his regular instruction from the pulpit. If

such a catechism could be agreed upon by a representa-

tive company of thoughtful, scholarly and practical pas-

tors, there would be added value in the uniformity. It

would be better for such a catechism to be practical

than to be scholarly. It might better be prepared by
men who are face to face with the needs of modern
congregations than by theorists however scientific, but

it ought to be both scholarly and scientific. I venture

to give below the first chapter of what might be such a
catechism. It includes twenty-five questions, which is

quite enough for three lessons, each of which lessons

ought to lead naturally to some practical truth. Some
sacrifice of logical order might be made if necessary in

order that no lesson should fail to include some ques-

tion and answer which the pastor could use to enforce

a moral truth. These questions could be printed a

lesson at a time in the Church calendar, with the re-

quest that parents teach them to their children in the

home on Sunday afternoon and paste each lesson on
the left-hand page of a notebook, leaving the right-

hand page blank for notes to be taken in the class, thus

reviving systematic home instruction, as well as pas-

toral training. Not all parents would do it, and some
portion of the time of the class would need to be given

to teaching the questions ; still there would be time for

questions and expositions and farther instruction. The
following chapter begins about where Descartes began
with his Cogito ergo sum, which may not be above
criticism philosophically, but is sufficiently fundamental
for a course of instruction such as this is designed to

be. The questions and answers which follow and
which are the beginning of a catechism employed in

the writer's own church for the past three weeks, are

given, not as an exhibition of profound philosophy,

but as an example of what might possibly be done in

the way of supplying the boys and girls with a series

of definitions less dogmatic and more instructive than
former catechisms have contained.

No attempt is made to provide answers in terms
wholly familiar to the children. The explanation of

the terms implied, and the association of new words
with the truths enforced, would be a valuable part of

the class exercises, still here as . everywhere a simple

word is always to be preferred to one that is difficult or
abstruse.

MJ^STELr. &HE, WOULD A^fD GOT).
i. Q. Apart from the things which you believe, hope or

imagine to be true, what do you know?

A
2. Q

A,

3- Q
A.

4- Q

A,

5- Q
A.

6. Q

A

7- Q
A

8. Q
A

9- Q-
A.

io. Q.
A.

i. Q-
A.

2. Q.
A.

3- Q-
A.

4- Q-
A.

5- Q-
A.

5- Q-
A.

7- Q-
A.

I know that there is a world, and that I live in it.

How do you know that there is a world?
I know that there is a world because I can touch,

taste, smell, see and hear.
How do you know that you live?

I know that I live because I think, feel, and will.

When you began to think, what did you learn

about the world outside yourself?

When I began to think, I learned that my father
and mother loved me, and deserved my love.

When did your parents begin to love you?
My parents loved me before I knew them, or could
love them in return.

Are there others who love you and deserve your
love?

Yes, I have other friends near and far, some of

whom I have never seen; and I have received
many blessings through the labor of others who
died before I was born; all these deserve my love
and gratitude.

Have you any other friend or benefactor?
Yes, God is my Benefactor, my Father, and my
best Frien .

. Ought you to love God?
I ought to love God most of all; for he is my
nearest Relative, my first and most faithful

Friend.

Who made you?
God made me.
Of what did God make you?
God made my body of the dust of the earth, but
my soul is not made as things in the outer world
are made, but is born of God's own love and
formed in his image.

What is your soul?
My soul is my mind; my spirit; my moral nature.

Which is your real self, your soul or your body?
My soul is my real self, and that which is most

like to God.
With what powers did God endow your soul?

God made me to know, to love, and to perform.
What powers has God himself?

God has the same powers which in smaller meas-
ure he has given to me.

Has God knowledge?
God has knowledge; for he created me with the

power of knowing.
Has God will?

God has will; for he created me with the power of

will.

Can God love and hate?

God can love and hate; for he has made me able

to love and hate.

8. Q.
A.

9- Q-
A.

20. Q.
A.

21. Q.

A.

22. Q.
A.

23- Q-

A.

24. Q-
A.

What does God hate?
God hates sin.

What ought you to hate?
I ought to hate all sin, especially my own wrong-
doing, and put it far from me.

What does God love?
God loves the good, the true, and the beautiful.

How do you know that God loves the good, the

true, and the beautiful?

God loves the good, the true, and the beautiful, be-

cause he has made me to love them.

What ought you to love?

I ought to love all things good, and true, and
beautiful: to seek to make these qualities my
own; and to help all others to love and possess
them.

Since God made you to love these things, does he
compel you to do so?

No, though God made me able to love the good,
the true, and the beautiful, he also made me free

to love or to hate, to choose or to refuse, so
that my love may be my own free offering to

him. This is God's highest gift to me, and I

must take heed that I do not prove unworthy of

his trust.

How may we know God?
We may know God through our own moral char-

acter, our conscience, and our best aspirations

and hopes; through nature and the beauty of the

world which he has made; through the better
impulses of all men. and the enlightened under-
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standing and holy living of the best men; through
the Bible; and through the life and teachings of

Jesus Christ.

25. Q. What is the purpose of your present study?

A. The purpose of my present study is that I may
know better the nature and the will of God; that

I may learn the better to love him and all good
things; and that I may do his will both now and
evermore.

Oak Park, 111.

THE WLVIT A/tV THE SO-
CIAL VffREST.

BY PEARSE PINCH.

HE blame for social unrest is to be placed

Ti chiefly at the door of the prosperous classes.

At a ministerial gathering held recently in

Chicago the trend of the discussion seemed

to indicate that ministers were more in-

clined to utilize the prosperous than to set

them right. It is the contention of the

writer that the social unrest which char-

acterizes our times has its tap-root in cer-

tain economic heresies which prevail

among the prosperous classes.

If we grant that combination instead of competition

is the true plan for conducting the world's business

we cannot approve of evil-doing in order that the bet-

ter plan may come. The crushing out of competition

and shutting men out of their just share in the large

concern which absorbs their business ; the bribing of

legislators ; the undue influence brought to bear on
courts and juries, all constitute a tale of wrong against

which a sense of outraged justice cries out.

- Such things as men have said about "tainted money,"
or touching the inquiry, "Who are the lawless classes ?"

ought never to have been said at all ; or else ten thou-

sand pulpits ought to be thundering the same until the

world should hear nothing else.

The responsibilities of the men of wealth are not

met in works of large benefaction. Though they be-

stow all their goods to feed the poor, or build colleges

and libraries, it does not meet the need. What the

world demands today is to be assured that the great

fortunes have been gathered righteously. If his busi-

ness will bear the light, the most useful thing the man
of largest wealth could do to-day would be to take the

world into his confidence. He should open his books
and say : "You can see the method by which I became
so wealthy; you can see for yourselves that no taint

of wrong rests on my business." An exhibit of that

sort would be the most useful service that any rich

man could render. The discontented, sore, and bitter

hearts of ,men are needing it.

Ministers ought also to be poinding out the degra-
dation there is in unrighteous gain. The pulpit should
also insist that the human life involved in business is,

beyond all comparison, a greater thing than all the

moneyed and material interests. The fact that one man
gathers a fortune out of his business is of small value
compared to the fact that multitudes are getting their

living out of it. Business men must be taught to look
past the counting room and see what their business is

doing for the lives that are involved in it.

Men are not content in these days for the reason
that they feel their manhood underrated, and money
reckoned above it. So far as wages are concerned
there has been little to justify recent strikes. What
men are unconsciously resenting is the lie that is get-

ting into life, that money counts for more than man-
hood. The pulpit can help the world not only to say,

but to feel once more, that noble word of Robert
Burns, that

—

"A man's a man for a' that."

The pulpit can do little to allay discontent so long

as those in high places give occasion for it. We can

not reach professional agitators. They are largely

atheistic, and have no use for us. The designing agi-

tators are beyond our reach, for they have no con-

science. Men of large responsibility and vast inter-

ests will hear and will be moved when the pulpit shall

speak the courageous and adequate word.
Chicago, 111.

A WEEK. IJ* VEftlCE.
Quincy L. Dowd.

HO has ever had his week at Venice who
did not echo the utterance of Howell's
housekeeper, Giovanna, "Ma benedetta la

mia Venezia" (but blessed be my Venice) !

The charm of it all is quite enhanced by the

fine crescendo of sensations which grows
with every mile after the first bursting
through the Alpine range via the St. Gott-

hard tunnel. When the stop at Airolo is

made the sudden wealth of sunshine strikes

the eyes as a gleam from that heavenly
city where there is no night. The glory of the Italian

lakes (though, by the way, they are partly Swiss)
is a glory sui generis, their loveliness the standard
by which to measure all other inland waters. To enjoy
the mountain-encircled view at Lugano, and then to

journey by boat and train to Como furnishes such a
revel of ecstasy as borders on spiritual intoxication.

One's senses fairly reel under the influence of excess
of pleasant emotions. There is an abandon of natural

beauty here which man's artistic taste and hand have
turned to highest uses. Tiny hamlets clinging to the

shore, that their graceful shapes and colors may be mir-
rored in the blue green lake, have for their setting

clumps of olive and mulberry trees overhanging with
curling vines so disposed as to show the artfully art-

less way of looking pretty. Then terrace on terrace

up the sheer precipice are seen vineyards whose south-
ern exposure absorbs the sun's' good cheer the year
round. Here and there on jutting rocks at a great

height stand towered church and fortressed monastery
or villas conscious of choosing the best places.

It is good fortune indeed to be so late in the season
that the steamer connections on Lago Como are in-

frequent. Thereby one gets two hours at Menaggio to

walk through the town and watch the market scenes
on the open square before the church. Likewise at de-
lightful Belaggio there is leisure for a stroll along the

incomparable quay, or to watch the kneeling women
busy at laundry work near the water's edge. Appa-
rently all feminine Italy, not to mention Switzerland,
are in the laundry business at this season, judging from
the wholesale display of linen on rocks' and hedges
and improvised poles, the women and girls at their

washing stands. They use either the long stone

troughs at the public fountains or the river banks,
making "blue Monday" last the whole week through.
There certainly seems to be no lack of clothes to wash
anywhere. At Como a rare experience was ours', viz.,

the densest fog ever known. And how its chill struck

in, the very marrow congealing in one's bones ! It is
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all very nice to breakfast under a glass-roofed conserva-

tory of the hotel when there is sunshine in November,
but a fog like this needs stove heat to battle it. Even
at Milan this same demon of mist prevailed for a time,

though to grumble at it would be a waste of ill-temper,

seeing the rest of Europe suffers the same infliction,

only worse. Rather let us be thankful that the sun by

midday has overpowered the thick dampness and al-

lows us the glorious vision from the Duomo's towers

and pinnacled roofs'.

In Milan is felt the new, throbbing life of young
Italy. Here is the center of Republicanism and So-

cialism. Hence emanates the propaganda of ideas and
movements which would dissever Italy from her dead
past in order that the nation may create her future in

accordance with her people's genius for democracy.

The appearance of the citizens of the better class, as

seen on the streets and in the cafes', makes a favorable

impression. They are well built, show intellectual

force, and look worthy of a great country with a new
epoch of history-making in store. Riding from Milan
to Verona the plains of Lombardy are a disappoint-

ment to the eye, so low, so level, so monotonous. True,

the Alpine range to the north hovers still in view, and
at Brescia the expanse of Lago Guarda adds a pleasant

break to the unvarying scene. But this most fertile re-

gion is otherwise a dull, uninteresting landscape, save

as a romantic imagination pictures the scenes often

enacted on the blood-saturated plain, for whose pos-

session armies have fought inch by inch, as though it

were another Esdraelon.

But Verona ! that is another matter. Here is the

unmolested haunt of romance in all its verity. Shades
of Romeo and Juliet ! Pleasing shapes in the persons

of "The Two Gentlemen of Verona !" Your very habi-

tat, the antique houses, the noisy squares crowded with

rabble and hucksters', the swaggering soldiers, the

finely-attired ladies and groups of girls with graceful

mantillas, all hold their places with the air of its al-

ways having been so. So with the splendid,- swift

Adige making its grand loop round Verona, and
spanned by bridges that have stood against countless

floods'. How queer those great, black barges anchored

in midstream, carrying between them immense old

water wheels for grinding corn or crushing tan bark

!

Then an afternoon at the partly demolished amphithe-

ater that Diocletian built, but still sufficiently in repair

to allow of acrobatic exhibitions in the arena with seats

to accommodate ten or fifteen thousand spectators

;

isn't this enough to excite a momentary return of

pagan taste for sport? Here in Verona one learns

more about the Scalagers', those doughty /ulers in their

day—the ladder their crest. Typical "climbers" they

were, hand-over-hand getting to the place they want-

ed, not ashamed of the Scala (ladder) name. Who
wouldn't go a-laddering if he could attain eminence

like theirs?

Another stretch of flatness, then you are conscious

of the train's rolling out upon the very ooze of the

lagunes among which somewhere Venice herself must
lie. Is this not a delicious sensation, feeling that your

own turn has come to pay homage to the Bride of the

Adriatic ? So here is the Grande Canal and a vaporet-

ta landing at the very ucita, or exit, from the railway

station. No trouble about a facehino, a dozen porters

are only too eager to unhand you of your luggage.

The man who officiously attends you onto the vapo-

retta unceremoniously conducts you off at the Rialto

barge station, plunges ahead into a narrow street, soon

has you struggling to keep him in sight as he forces a

passage along the densely crowded Merceria (the prin-

cipal thoroughfare of Venice about five feet broad in

places), leading by many a dark and unexplained
turn to the piazza San Marco. We are a trio party
bound for pension "Deutsches Heim," just adjoining
the famous Clock Tower and the Duomo. But who
would expect to get there by turning off into this

gloomy side portal ! However, it proves to be the

right place, and after ascending a spiral stone stairway
of eighty-six steps, a room is reached, a kind of

heavenly attainment. Lo ! before us and beneath is

spread the perfection of earthly beauty. Ruskin, nor
Browning, nor Howells, during their stay in. palaces

here, had such a choice of sights at all times of the day
and night as this from Deutches Heim. And how com-
fortable, how homelike, how inexpensive ! Our com-
ing to Venice is just out of season, to be sure, but
then it gives us the monopoly of the natives, of the
gondoliers, the beggars, the canals and islands with
other desired things.

What better use of a foggy first morning than to risk

losing oneself in the old Ghetto, there to find the He-
brew temple open. Being Sabbath, a service is in prog-
ress. Why not mount to the synagogue room? That
scene within ! Could anything be stranger, more incon-

gruous? An assembly of about thirty men, well

dressed, a strong business type of features, hats on, a

scarf or tallith flung over the shoulders, a reader in

the high, ornately-carved pulpit reading, in a jerky,

rapid, intoning sing-song, the prayers, the other male
voices chiming in with responses, all in the Hebrew
tongue. It looked the most formal, unfeeling service

ever perpetrated in religion's name. But who of us
can understand or judge another's worship? Can it be
that Jesus attended the same sort of synagogues in

Galilee to take part in this kind of devotion? or that

Paul and Barnabas joined fellow Jews in similar in-

tonations and genuflections on .their Sabbath days?
One could but note a tablet let into the wall of the

vestibule inscribed with the memorable notice, that on
two occasions "the illustrious Sir Moses Montefiore
prayed to God in this temple." It was a joy on Sun-
day to find the Church of Scotland service near by San
Marco. We heard Rev. Alexander Robertson, D. D.,

discourse instructively and inspiringly on the art and
worth of life-building illustrated by the similitude of

building palaces at Venice. Much of his local lore he
gave, at the same time making it only serve the higher
purpose of his sermon. How little time for Venice,

barely eight days ! Still it is pleasant to think that

one or tzvo things' worth while were left undone. This
holds out hope for another visit. Not "See Venice and
die," but live to see Venice again and again is the

proper saying.

"Oh, to have dwelt in Bethlehem,
When the star of the Lord shone bright,

To have sheltered the holy wanderer
On that blessed Christmas night;
To have kissed the tender way-worn feet

Of the mother undefiled.

And with sweetest wonder and deep delight

To have attended the Holy Child.

Hush ! Such a glory was not for thee

;

But that care may still be thine,

For are there not still little ones to aid,

For the sake of the Child Divine?
Are there no wandering pilgrims now,
To thy heart and thy home to take?
And are there no mothers whose weary hearts

You can comfort for Jesus' sake?" —Selected.
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CHRISTMAS IJV INDIA.
Adelaide Gail Frost.

j RIGHT sunshine falling over the palm and
banyan trees and touching the bright green

of the lace-like tamarind trees ; sunshine

caressing the heavy heads' of beautiful

roses and the snow stars of the cork trees

;

sunshine brightening the wonderful scarlet

and gold of the moruh blossoms and tem-
pering every breeze with a delightful

warmth and softness. Brown children

about our orphanages are full of delighted

anticipation, the same mysterious whispers
are borne on the tropical breezes as on the cold, brac-

ing winds of a home December. It is there, too, a sea-

son of mystery and happiness. The girls and boys' are

making, not garlands of evergreen and strands of

popcorn, but wreaths of bright marigolds and long
garlands of the shining green mango leaves. The man
with sweetmeats for sale rises to his proper impor-
tance and dignity, and wonderful jalebis, gulab jamuns,
barfi and halwa are weighed out by the seer (two
pounds) under cover of the mission house with its

guarded doors, for one must be circumspect when eyes,

three times the number possessed by Argus, are very
brown, very bright and very inquisitive. Busy brown
fingers are hemstitching handkerchiefs, crocheting
lace, molding mud mills or more elaborate figures de-

signed by ambitious little clay modelers. Once I re-

ceived the statue of a horseman carrying an umbrella.
This gift was borne to' me triumphantly but gingerly
lest the horse's tail or the umbrella should fall off. In
Miss Braybiel's room or Dr. Rosa Oxer's are neat rolls

of bright cloth to delight the body and soul of some
native woman. It is to be truly, as they call Christmas,
"the Great Day." The children have learned the birth

song on earth and the heaven song of the angels ; they
can sing in their own language "Silent night, hallowed
night," and we know that early morning queer little

croaking voices will be singing hoarse Christmas'
carols under our windows ! Ah, I can hear now the
soft scurry and patter of the bare, brown feet on
Christmas morning!

If the home mail reaches us about Christmas time
how eager we are for the kind, helpful greetings and
our Christmas is a month long. Father has sent a
loved book, there is mother's picture, there are calen-

dars, handkerchiefs and books and, best of all, the
letters that tell us India, our India, is not forgotten

;

that the work will go on, will grow, and our beloveds
are "holding the ropes."

When the afterglow comes on Christmas day, draw-
ing our eyes to the beautiful West, off in the home-
way, we remember that Christ was born in the East,
that our Light came to us from the East, and that close

about us thousands live as though he had never been
born, as. though he had never lived. and .served .arid

left his message for every creature. The temple bells

ring on to wake the gods, yonder a man bows to his

ugly idol, there another weeps for his dead child with-
out hope, and if we did not hear the children of our
orphanages singing:

"Jesus, the Saviour, to Bethlehem came.

our heart would be faint and burdened that God's
gift was all unknown. But this day some heard for
the first time that "unto us a child is born and unto
us a Son is given," and many a wise man in the East
has had the message taken to him by the voice and
life of a follower of the Christ-child. We of the West

must point them to the brightness of the eastern Star,

their eyes are dimmed by two thousand years of twi-
light, yea, even midnight, and they know not their

Star. Let us announce his birth with joy and glad-

ness. "Glory to God in the highest and on earth,

peace, good will toward men."

THANKSGIVING.
EMILE L. PATTERSON.

OD is good. "The mercy of the Lord is

Gfrom everlasting to everlasting upon them
that fear him, and his righteousness unto
children's children." The natural impulse
of the true heart is to render thanks unto
the giver of every good and perfect gift,

for "of him, and through him, and to him,
are all things : to whom be glory forever."

But of what are these thanks to consist?

Is it to be the sacrifice of fools, which con-
sisteth of words only? "Behold, to obey

is better than sacrifice." "I beseech you, brethren,

by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies, a
living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is

your reasonable seervice."

"Were the whole realm of Nature mine,
That were an offering far too small

;

Love so amazing, so divine,

Demands my soul, my life, my all."

Our thanksgiving must be a continual living for

God. Nor can this be a negative living. Mere being
good will not do. We must do good. A living sac-

rifice. A positive Christianity. Do something good
as well as be nothing bad. Stand for something.
Don't be a slave to public opinion, if it is wrong; but
rise above the fog in public duty and in private think-

ing. Make public sentiment for the right and truth,

though you are crucified on the cruel cross of carping
criticism. Notice not the sneer and jeers of the rab-

ble, though those near and dear be in it. Be yourself.

Be not a conformer, but a reformer. Be an oak, not
a vine. Wherever there is a tyrant, there must be a

rebel. A wrong custom demands a brave soul to

break it. A false idea demands some one to correct it.

In society, in politics and in religion, stand for the

right though the heavens fall.

Wait not for great occasions and times. If in our
own town there are false ideas and practices, be a

man, not a thing, and stand against them. Don't let

it be said when you are old that the town in which
you have lived is no better than it was twenty-five

or fifty years ago. Discountenance that evil which
puts cash before character. Away with that church-
ianity that has the religion of our Lord Jesus Christ

with respect of persons. Be man enough to extend the

hand of sympathy to those who need it, let others say
what they will, remembering that inasmuch as ye do it

not unto the least of these, ye do ,it not .to the .Lord
of Judgment. Be a lover and a helper of humanity,
and thereby a true servant of God.

This is the kind of gratitude that we should render
to God. Not that that finds expression once a year in

a holiday and a feast and perhaps a service ; but a con-

tinual giving of ourselves to others.

Mount up the heights of Wisdom,
And crush each error low;

Keep back no words of knowledge
That human hearts should know.

Be faithful to thy mission
In service, of thy Lord,

And then a golden chaplet
Shall be thy just reward.
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THE "JVOW OF CHRISTMAS
G. B. F. HALLOCK, D. D.

A very meaningful Christmas legend is told among
the Russian peasants. The wise men from the East,

with their precious gifts of gold, frankincense and
myrrh, had started on' their journey to the Infant Mes-
siah. On their way across the deserts they saw a hum-
ble dwelling in which an old lady was engaged in

household work. They told her that they were going

to seek the Christ, and asked her to accompany them.

She made answer, "T will come, but not now." She
gave them her blessing, and promised to follow them
as soon as her work was done. But when she was
ready to go, the wise men had departed, and the beacon

star in the heavens had disappeared.

"She did not find the Christ-Child;

'Tis said she seeks him still,

Over the wide earth roaming,

With swift remorseful will."

And although, according to the legend,

"She twines the Christmas garlands,

And lights the Christmas fires,

And leads the joyful carols

In all the Christmas choirs."

although the peasants pray,

"Attend her, holy angels,

Guard her, ye cherubim,"

her search for Christ is fruitless, because she did not

improve the one golden opportunity of finding him
who is the Savior of the world.

There is a deep truth wrapped up in this simple

story, a story which, in some, though varied, form,

finds expression among almost every people of earth.

The "Now" of Christmas is a solemn thing to neglect.

At this holy, happy Christmastide you are again invited

to come to Christ. Say not the words of a possible

fatal delay : "I will come, but not now !"

TLEASAJSTTIUES.
"Say, pa, what was the Appian Way?" "Why, it

was—er—just a way the Appians had, I suppose."

—

Chicago News.

During a discussion at a meeting of the Trinity Col-

lege Historical Society upon the slight consideration

attached to life by uncivilized nations, a speaker men-
tioned the extraordinary circumstance that in China
if a man were condemned to death he could easily hire

a substitute to die for him ; "and," the debater went on,

"I believe many poor fellows get their living by acting

as substitutes in that way!"

—

London Spectator.

A good story is told of a Cardiganshire local

preacher. He was declaiming one of Mr. Spurgeon's
sermons—unknown, of course, to his hearers—in a

Bethel of miniature dimensions, which did not even
possess a gallery. Toward the close he electrified the

little congregation with the sentence, "And now I turn

to you—the hundreds in the gallery."

—

Christian Life.

"I say, Teddy," said one little newsboy to another,

"what are them things those fellows were talking

about?
—

'bacteria' they call them." "Them are French
things. They come from Paris ; that is why they call

them 'parishes !' " "No," said another, "they come
from Germany ; that is why they call them 'germs

!' "

"Not at all," said a third. "They are Irish; they come
from Ireland, for I heard Dr. White call them 'Mike-
crobes !'

"

When Bishop Potter of New York was asked the

other day what he thought of woman suffrage he made
the diplomatic reply: "My dear madam, I have got
got away beyond that; I am trying to make the best

terms with the sex that I can obtain." This brings to

mind the mot of William M. Evarts when asked by a
lady if he did not think that woman was the best judge
of woman. He replied: "Not only the best judge,
madam, but the best executioner."

The porter at an Arkansas railroad eating house be-

gan to ring a large gong when the train stopped. The
porter had heard some forcible expressions as to the

quality of the food from those who had eaten on pre-

vious occasions. He kept on ringing, and as you know^
a gong is worse than a church bell, it set a dog howling^
and this gong was working with telling effect on a
lean, lank hound standing on the platform. The por-

ter stopped long enough to say, "What you howling
for, dawg, you don't have to eat here."

The following incident, reported over twenty years
ago to the South Middlesex Conference by its presi-

dent, Hon. John C. Park, has probably never found
its way into print. While waiting for the train at

one of the Newtons, a delegate requested an Irishman
to explain why the vane on a neighboring Unitarian
church pointed due north and that on the orthodox
church pointed in the exactly opposite and proper di-

rection. His verdict was prompt and brief, "Arrah,
it's for want of grase." The listeners were unable to

decide whether it was a case of mispronunciation or

of sarcasm.

Early in his career as a missionary to the Indians
the late Bishop Whipple had journeyed into the Indian

country to preach a sermon to the assembled Chippewas
in Chief Good Thunder's village. Bishop Whipple had
with him the costly garments of his office which he
wore on such occasions, and it became necessary to-

leave them unguarded in the chief's tepee. It seems
that the bishop had his doubts at that time as to the

inherent honesty of the average Indian. Before leav-

ing he asked, turning to Good Thunder: "Chief, do
you think it will be safe to leave them here?" "Never
fear, bishop," was the reply, "there isn't a white man'

within three miles of here."

Sheridan, the celebrated playwright, who was no-

sportsman, having gone one day on a shooting excur-

sion, everything flew before him and his gun, despite

his effort to secure something for his bag. On his return

home with an empty bag he saw a man, apparently a
farmer, looking at a flock of ducks in a pool. "What
will you take," said Sheridan, "for a shot at those

ducks?" The map looked at him with astonishment.

"Will half a crown do?" The man nodded and Sheri-

dan gave him the half-crowm taking his shot at the

ducks. About half a dozen fell dead. As he was pre-

paring to bag them he said to the man: "I think on
the whole I made a good bargain with you." "Why,"
said the man, "thev're none o' mine."
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CHURC

OV« WLTIT.
"P'RES'EJVT "DAy GIAJVTS."

JAMES A. CHAMBERLIN.

"There latere giants in the earth in those dayj."—Gen, t)i. 4-.

HIS text represents the wail of the morbid

Tman who refuses to enter into the activities

I

of life, and finds no fit leadership among
the men of to-day. He views the men of

yesterday, and, by comparing them with his

own nothingness, calls them giants. Un-
willing to follow his rightful leaders, he
pines for the mighty men of the past.

If the wail were only the expression of

dissatisfied do-nothings in the world, it

would be of little account, but the cry re-

garding the ancient giants has connected with it an
inference that no giants' exist to-day, because there is

no opportunity for giant life. This pseudo reverence

for the great men of the past carries with it the poison-

ous pessimism that says: "There can be no giants

now." It is discouragement boiled down and sugar-

coated with a pious worship of ancient worthies.

Caesar, Napoleon and Wellington were great generals,

but "there never will be any more." "There never will

be another poet like Homer." "No more orators' like

Burt, Pitt and Webster." "No more preachers like

Wesley, Whitefield, and Edwards." "No such states-

men as Madison and Jefferson." "There is no chance
for such men to-day, and no demand for them."

This is a fair specimen of the idle talk of men who
pretend to appreciate the greatness of the fathers, and
with this pious plaint unnerve the ambition of youth.

Were this simply the talk of imbecility, no protest from
the pulpit would be in place, but in behalf of discour-

aged youth I purpose to enter an unqualified denial

of the spirit of all this word. Did it not seem like

impious rejection of sacred writ, I would affirm that

there were no giants in those days. The men of yester-

day were not so great as the men of to-day.

Physically, men are better than ever before. Fitz-

simmons may safely challenge the world of yesterday,

not because its' pugilists are dead, but because he is a

better man physically. The average man of to-day

cannot wear the English armor discarded by giant

warriors of a few years back. The collegian of to-day

surpasses the ancient Olympian ; Cicero and Demos-
thenes were giants in oratory, by comparison ; orators

were few and poor at that time, so these were easily

noted. There are better preachers to-day than Wesley.
Edwards' is far 'surpassed in truthful presentation of

the Word by modern sermon-makers.
Bismarck, Blaine and Gladstone overshadow ancient

men of statecraft. Macaulay tells us that men usually

put the golden age of England at a time "when noble-

men were destitute of comforts which would be intoler-

able to a modern footman, and storekeepers breakfasted

on loaves that would cause riot in a modern work-
house." So men are constantly placing the age of

mental and spiritual greatness in times when men were
conspicuous riot so much for their own individual merit

as because of the lack of ordinary merit among their

fellows. In a very true sense we may say that in the

light of the nineteenth century men there were no
giants in those days.

Moreover, there never was a time more opportune
for individual greatness than the present. There was
never a greater call for giants than now ; not a giant

here and there, but a race of giants. Every profession

is crowded with little men and is seeking for giants.

Professions, like modern sky-scrapers, have vacant
rooms on the top floor. Railroads are anxious for first-

class men ; editorial offices will give handsome salaries'

to skillful writers
;

pulpits seek commanding preach-
ers ; corporations seek in vain for properly qualified

counsel ; the nation calls for better statesmen ; the

colleges for better teachers ; the merchants for better

salesmen ; the manufacturers for better artisans. "Top
floors for rent" is hung out at every corner, inviting

boys who are willing and able to climb the old-fash-

ioned stairs. There is no elevator for carrying idle

seekers to the top of business and professional life.

Men who work at the head of a profession or business
must have strength, and that strength best comes by
toiling up to the high places.

Giants are not born, they are made. Inherited adapt-
ability will have some hearing, but earned qualities

will have more. Common strength, common sense,

common honesty are the first requisites. The genius
of hard work, frugality of time and power, controlled

by an indomitable "I will," must enter into the make-up
of a great man. Time, money and nerve power dis-

sipated by young men, not in true recreation and re-

laxation, but in idle loitering, would, if truly directed,

make many great.

Nor will we forget that "godliness is profitable."

The giants spoken of in Genesis were grandsons of

God ; the giants of to-day are real sons of God. The
strongest men are they that are strong in the Lord.
Jesus is the giant of the ages, and the nearer related

to Jesus the more gigantic is man. Christian qualities

are realizable assets, for Christ rules to-day more than
all earthly potentates. Men who scoff at religion de-
sire Christ-like qualities in their employes.

Faith, hope and charity are fit emblems for the mar-
ket, for commerce and the professions. There are Cal-
varys along the road to greatness ; men must bear
crosses if they would rise. "It is good for man that

he bear the yoke in his youth." It is more than good,
it is essential, and the Christ-yoke is the typical emblem
by which men may work themselves, by the grace of
God, to be present-day giants.

Torrington, Conn.

"Put sadness away from thee," the Shepherd of
Hermas says, "for truly sadness is the sister of half-

heartedness and bitterness. Array thee in the joy that

always finds favor in God's sight and is accepted with
him; yea, revel thou therein. For every one that is

joyous worketh and thinketh those things that are

good."

God save the poor and weary ones, for Christ our King was
poor

And they made his infant cradle behind a stable door

;

In palace chambers dwelt he not, nor sought soft beds for

sleep.

O never grasp your gold too hard, or sneer at human woe.
But let gay hearts and generous hands together always go.

Mortimer Collins
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CHIUSTIAjS EftVEAVOTl.
Charles Blanchard.

THAT XOHIGH COMES Fl'RST.
Topic Jan. 5. 1902- "Ref. Gen. 12; 7. 8: Matt. 6: 33; 8: 22,

GLANCE at the topics for the coming year

A shows a rich prospect for all who really

want to know more of the Bible. There
are infinite possibilities in the study of the

uniform topics selected by the United
Society of Christian Endeavor. Almost
unconsciously the youth and young man-
hood and womanhood of our land (and, in

a degree, of all lands) are becoming en-

riched with the treasures of Scripture. And
this means much for the religious advance-

ment of the age in all that makes' for enlightened en-

thusiasm, and the unity of all believers in the great

essentials of faith. Herein is the chief glory of the

Christian Endeavor movement.
The Altar First.

"And the Lord appeared unto Abram and said, Unto
thy seed will I give this land ; and there builded he an
altar unto the Lord who appeared unto him. And he

removed from thence unto a mountain on the east of

Bethel, and pitched his tent, having Bethel on the west
and Ai on the east ; and there he builded an altar unto
the Lord, and called upon the name of the Lord."
The beautiful lesson in this for us is' that the altar

comes first. And this is just what we have forgotten,

or are in peril of forgetting. The very luxuries of our

modern times—the treasures of literature in books and
papers—these tempt us to neglect of our private and
family altars. Deep in the delights of our beautiful

things', and cumbered ,almost overwhelmed, by the

profusion of helps to Bible study, we overlook the chief

things—the place of prayer in the sanctuary of our own
hearts, the Bethels of our crowded lives. I believe that

what we need to remember is this—nothing can take

the place of prayer. The altar has been first in all the

heroic lives of the past, from Abel to Abram, and Mar-
tin Luther and John Wesley.

Uhe K.ingdom First.

The altar must always be first in our individual and
family life. The kingdom of God and his righteous-

ness must come first in our social and organic life.

And here, I feel, we need to make an advance in our
modern-day thought. Great emphasis is put upon the

expression, "The kingdom of God is within you." As
an emphasis of the spiritual this is needed. But the

kingdom of God, in the scriptural sense, is not an im-
material something, a sort of etherialized ethical sen-

timent, but an organized body of believers, of which
the Church, as used in the apostolic sense, is the visible

representation. The kingdom of God is the expo-
nent of his righteousness. The two are linked togeth-

er. Whatever concerns the moral and spiritual wel-

fare of
\ the community falls within the bounds. of the

kingdom of heaven and under the rule of his righteous-

ness. Some clear thinking is needed here, a better defi-

nition of the kingdom. The true idea is given in the

marginal reading: "The kingdom of God is in the

midst of you." And such the kingdom is to be in its

loftiest sense—the great ethical thought, force, organ-
ization, in the world for the promotion of the principles

of righteousness, temperance, and good citizenship.

The emphasis put upon "good citizenship" promises
better things for the future. Christian citizenship

comes within the all-inclusive meaning of the phrase,

"kingdom of heaven." , "His righteousness" includes

everything that pertains to human well-being. Shel-
don's "In His Steps" is an attempt to express this

better conception of the kingdom of God and his right-

eousness. That it met with such sympathetic response
throughout the Christian world proves the trend of our
modern thought. And the Endeavor movement has
done much, but must do more, to foster this scriptural

and humanitarian idea of Christ's kingdom.

'BI'BLE SCHOOL.
UHE T'ROMJSE OF TOWEK—Acts 1:1-11. 14.

Lesson for Jan. 5, 1902.
Leading Thought; Greater Things of the Spirit Era.

Golden Text: y& shall receive pobuer after that the Holy-
Ghost is come upon you—Acts 1; 18.
Time: May. A. 2). 30.
"Place: Mount of Oli-Ces near 'Bethany.

A CHICAGO GEACHEH'S JVO&ES O/f
UHE LESSOff.

ELIAS A. LONG.

The XOorK of the year.
HE lessons for the first six months are taken

Tfrom the book of Acts, as far as the six-

teenth chapter. The remainder of the year

is occupied with Old Testament history,

from the giving of the manna in the Desert

to the period of Samuel.

The "Book of Acts.

This book lays no claim to complete-

ness of material. It is a rapid survey of

the work of the Church from the ascension

of Jesus to the arrival of Paul at Rome. It

does not give all the facts, nor even out-

line the work of most of the apostles. Two of them,
Peter and Paul, are the figures chiefly kept in view. It

is not therefore "The Acts of the Apostles," but rather

"Acts of apostles," i. e., some acts of some apostles.

It was written by Luke, the Gentile convert and com-
panion of Paul, who had already written the Gospel
that bears his name, and to which he refers in I :i as

"the former treatise." His acquaintance with the facts

grew out of his journeys with Paul and his knowledge
of the events of the period gained during his visits in

Palestine.

The purposes of the book were apparently

:

i. To describe the work of Luke's friend and teach-

er, the apostle Paul. 2. To present a picture of the

Church during its early growth. 3. To exhibit the

process of conversion by a variety of examples. 4.

To emphasize the work of the Holy Spirit, under
whose leadership the great commission was executed

by the apostles.

The Book of Acts was probably written not far from
the year 80 A. D.

Verse 1. Continued Ministry.
Wherever Christian work is done, the Lord is the true actor,

through the heart and spirit impelling men to bring forth the
fruit of the Spirit (Rom. 14:17; Gal. 5:22-25), just as Jesus
would do, if he were here.

The Lord works with men. Mark 16:20; Ch. 3:6-16; 7:59;
9:5» 345 10:13; 12:11; 18:9; 23:11.

Verse 2. Kingdom of the Spirit.

"Through the Spirit." R. V. The Holy Spirit always has
been the active agent or impulse in Divine work, whether as

manifested in God (Gen. 1:2; 6:3), or in his Son (Heb. 9:14;
John 3:34; Math. 4:1: Rom. 8:9), or in those made in his

image. Vo. 8; Rom. 8:14.

Verse J. Great Things of the _K.in.gdom.
"By many infallible proofs." The 'resurrection of Jesus is
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the best attested fact of ancient history. To-day the date on
every letter, document, and newspaper points to the ascended
Lord's supreme place in the world's affairs.

"Speaking the things concerning the kingdom." But the

greatest of these is love ; love to God ; love to man. Luke
24:27, 32; 10:27; 1 Cor. 13:13.

Verse 4-. The Great "Promise.

Nothing less than the Spirit of the Father, the Spirit of

power, is to be imparted to all who would receive. Ch. 2 138 ;

John 1 :i2. The promise is both an old one and a new one.

Is. 44:31; Ezek. 36:27; Joel 2:28-32; John 14:16-26, etc.

But there were extraordinary as well as ordinary mani-
festations of the Spirit.

Verse 5> Greater "Baptism.

John's ministry and baptism of water had stirred Judea
from end to end; the greater baptism of the Holy Spirit was
with mighty power to stir the world to its uttermost parts

For the key to that greater baptism read Luke 9 :23 ; Acts 2 :38.

Verse 6. AsKjng Amiss.

"Restore again the kingdom." Their dreams were of a glori-

ous, secular kingdom as that of David and Solomon, and they

to be lords and senators. The longing for earthly glory, who
has not felt it? Yet it is through this that the devil seeks to

gain power over us as he sought to do over Jesus. Matt. 4 :8.

Verse 7. The Future Is God's.

"Not for you to know." The Divine Word is not designed
to answer curious queries, but to make wise unto salvation.

Note the things that Paul was determined to know. 1 Cor. 2 :2.

Verse 8. The Greater Poteter.

"Ye shall receive power." They had said, "Lord wilt

thou?" (V. 6.) He replies, "Ye shall receive power." There
are promises of power for "greater works" than even Christ
did. John 14:12. It means the "Lo I am with you" (Matt
28:20), the "Christ liveth in me." Gal. 2:20.

"Ye shall be witnesses." It is the business of Christians

to follow in the steps of the Great Witness "who before Pon-
tius Pilate witnessed a good confession." 1 Tim. 6:13. They
were to go forth to leaven, sweeten, and redeem the world by
witnessing through the power of Christ within themselves.
They were to begin unarmed, except the sword of the Spirit,

among bitterest enemies in Jerusalem and must go even to

hateful neighbors in Samaria. John 4 :q ; Matt. 5 :43-48.

Verse 9. The \/nseen K.ingdom.

"Received out of sight." Passed to the universe of .the un-

seen whence proceeds all power. Acts 5 :3 ; 7 :S, 6.

Verse IO. Angel Ser-Vice,

"As he went up two men." There were angels attending
his ascension as angels had attended his forthcoming and his

resurrection. And angels will accompany Jesus on his return.

Verse 11. A Li-Ving SaiJtor.

"Why stand ye gazing up?" God calls us from gazirig up-

ward to carry the good news of his love to the needy of the

earth. John 20:17.

But the ' unseen Christ stands even now knocking at the

hearts of men for entrance. Rev. 3 :20.

Verses 12-14-. Gen-Day Prayer Service.

"Continued with one accord in prayer." The greatest revival

in the world was preceded by a ten-day prayer meeting. Do
we pray enough for the church, the Sunday school, and for

individuals?
"And Mary." This is the last glimpse we have of the blessed

mother of Jesus, and that in the beautiful attitude of prayer.

Concluding Thoughts,

God is a spirit.

The spirit world is the real world of power and the sourct
oi all things. Gen. 1:2. It existed before the material uni-

verse and is eternal.

Man was made a spiritual being in the image of the Divine
(Gen. 1 :2S) and although he became alienated from God by
sin, yet, through our. Savior's death it was made possible for

the power of the > Holy Spirit to be shared by all who will

believe.

Christ's love, sacrifice, and heroism give to life a new mean-
ing and a new impulse, even the Holy Spirit, to the end that
all the world may be brought to accept him as Redeemer,
King and Lord.

miESSONSlNlir SHELL
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BY

Rev. DeLoss M. Tompkins, D. D.

THIS is the fourth annual
volume of this valuable
help, "While some have

paid it the compliment of im-
itation, none have equaled it,

and it stands in a class by
itself for Originality, Sound-

ness and Reliability.

With each lesson : The Historical

Data ; the Revisions ; the State-

ment of the Lesson ; a most unique outline for study or

the blackboard ; a daily reading scheme on the lessons for

the entire year, and a commentary and reflections on

the separate verses and suggestions of the lesson. In

addition there are numerous other helps, purely original,

such as Library References, Dictionary, Devotional

Readings and Study, an Elaborate Analysis of the Acts

of the Apostles, calender, record pages, etc., etc.

Compact==Concise==Convenient
A Pocket Companion for Busy People, Adapted

to the needs of the Pupil, the Teacher,

or the Class.
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:
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STYLES AND PRICES
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INTERLEAVED EDITION, bound in red morocco, gold
edges, two hlank ruled pages with each lesson for
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Sent on receipt of price or FREE AS A PREMIUM
for one new subscriber to The Christian Century.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO.,

358 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
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THE HOME
The Procrasfinator's Lullaby.
The letter that I ought to write,

And put off day to day,

The many tasks I ought to do
The calls I ought to pay,

The social favors that I owe,
And should return—someway

I think of them and yawn—heigh-o-o

!

I'll wait another day.

The sick I ought to go and see,

The garments I should mend,
The books I promised to return,

Oh, torments without end

!

They all rise up like skeletons
And mock me, but someway

I think of them and yawn—heigh-o-o

!

I'll wait another day.

The poem that I ought to write,

The fame I should attain,

The laurels that my hands would reach,

The name I hope to gain,

They urge me, scourge me, beckon me,
Revile me, but someway

I sit and think and yawn—heigh-o-o

!

I'll wait another day.

The little good I ought to do,

The poor I ought to aid.

The weak I should lend succor to,

All in my mind arrayed
March angrily and to and fro,

I ought to—but someway
I sit and dream and yawn—heigh-o-o

!

I'll wait another day.

The preparations I should make
For better life some day,

The medicines that I should take,

The prayers I ought to pray.

They troop before me to and fro,

And call me, but someway
I don't feel like it now—heigh-o-o

!

I'll wait another day.

Since you're my friend—a valued friend

—

I don't mind telling you,
To do 'em all I do intend

—

The tasks I ought to do

—

I thought this morning this would be
The day, but now, someway,

I'm tired; I don't believe—heigh-o-o!
I'd better—work—to-day

!

—Bismarck Tribune.

My Little Man.
BY KATHLEEN WATSON.

Concluded.

\
OWARD evening he became gradually

calmer, his temperature sank sub-normally,

the fever left him ; they told me he was
dying. He smiled his tiny conscious smile

at me once more, and asked for Dainty—

-

but still they whispered in my ear that he

was dying, dying fast. Together for the

last time we talked in fragments of the

things we loved, of the heaven where we
should meet, of the world where pain and
prison, aching backs and sorrowing hearts,

are things unthought of and unknown, of the shining

time when we should see and know what here it some-

times is so hard to understand—that God is love alone.

Then T remembered that across the streets' and

squares was one in whose life a great, strange crisis,

too, had perhaps been reached ; and I knew that the

time had come for dying lips to speak that last pathetic

message from the dead.

So I penciled off a hasty line, bidding her to come
at once to hear that which little Waldo had to tell her.

And, as we waited, I told him that the beautiful

lady who had worn his primroses was none other than
his own mother, and she whom father had loved always
—that, if he himself could tell her so, she might be
quite happy once again.

He smiled as even I had never seen him smile before

—he, whose entire childish heart was just the shrine

for father's memory. The knowledge that there was
one thing still for him to do, some one still to be made
"quite, quite happy" for that dear father's sake, touched
his tiny dying face with a glory that it was worth a

lifetime to have lived to see. As the minutes sped, he
turned over restlessly once or twice in my arms and
looked toward the door, but he did not speak. It

seemed almost as though he knew that he must keep
the little strength that was slipping so quickly from
him, keep it for father's message, that not one word
might fail. Presently, however, he spoke faintly

:

"My verses, Nell, dear. Say my verses to me." He
was thinking of his favorite hymn, a hymn Barbara
had taught him underneath the limes at home, a hymn
resplendent with the imagery which goes straight to

the hearts of little children. I do not know if the

words have ever been printed, but here they are, as I

learned them from him—as' in that sweet and solemn
hour I gave them back to him

:

In the paradise of Jesus
There are many homes of light,

And they shine beyond the darkness
With a radiance clear and bright.

There are sounds of many voices

In the golden streets- above,

Filling all the air with gladness,

Blended in eternal love.

Can we see the happy faces

Of .the dear ones gone before?
They are ready now to greet us

When we gain the blessed shore.

Then the pearly gates unfolding,

Never shall be closed again

;

We shall see within the city

Jesus with his white-robed train.

After that he lay very still, always with my fingers

held tightly in his hand. Once or twice I thought he

slept, yet knew that he was watching, waiting still.

The beating of his pulse slackened, then at intervals

quickened fitfully again. Long shadows swept across

the room ; a clear yellow glow shone and deepened in

the western sky ; at last in the tender silence—she came.

Softly, so softly that at first I did not hear her. like

a fair white angel she drew near ,the bed. Then he

let my fingers go and smiled at her, and stretched his

tiny arms toward her. No anguished exclamation, no
broken-hearted cry escaped her, but I dimly guessed

her torture as she knelt beside him and buried her face

ashamedly in her hands. One by one great slow tears

fell from between her fingers ; every now and then her

body writhed as if in more than mortal agony; she

could not speak or lift her eyes to look at the little

face so close to her.

"Mother!" he whispered, gathering all his failing

strength together for a final effort : "dear mother, my
mother, I am so glad you've come ! I've been waiting

and waiting to tell you something—something so beau-

tiful—and I thought vou'd never come!"
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After that he lay back wordlessly on the pillows,

but in a short time he turned to me.

"Lift me up a little, please, dear Nell ; I want to tell

mother—my dear mother—what father said. Are you
crying, mother? Do not cry. Because, listen—father

always loved you, always. Don't cry any more—my

—

dear—mother—father would like to think you were
quite, quite happy—because he always loved you. He
said so

—

"

Then I only remember a long, sweet silence in that

shadowy room of death. She was holding fast his tiny

hand, the great tears fell, she made no other sign or

sound of pain. The curtains waved ever so lightly to

and fro as the quiet evening breeze swept in. Bar-

bara's wrinkled old hands trembled noiselessly amongst
the glasses and bottles on the table near the bed ; it

seemed as though they ached and burned to do yet

one more thing for him for whom all earthly help was
unavailing; bits of prayer hovered on her quivering

lips ; the clear, kind old eyes that had looked out brave-

ly on sixty years of chequered life, were dim with a

piteous longing.

Then, as we kept watch in the gathering twilight,

military strains from the band of a regiment on parade
were presently wafted up to us from one of the streets

around. It was a glorious but unusual music, solemn,

tender, full of rest
;
yet, in the distance one heard, as

it were, the battle song of brave men going to their

death, of dying conquerors entering into everlasting

peace. To us who listened there, it had a more than

earthly meaning, echoing, as it did, about the pres-

ence of that tiny wounded soldier who had fought his

fight so well. Suddenly, as the strains drew near and
nearer, he started up, saying: "Listen, Nell, dear—it

is a band !"

His cheeks flushed brightly ; his blue eyes shone, he

tossed back his curls, and said—but this time very
faintly: "Mother, dear mother, do you hear, too?"
Those were the last conscious' words he spoke, T

think. After that we only heard scattered phrases,

broken expressions of love undoubting, undismayed.
At the last, her arms, not mine, were holding him

;

her kisses, hers alone, comforted him. His work on
earth was done ; he had saved a soul alive.

* * *

Softly darkness was over all the land and sea ; from
the clock in the old church tower midnight rang out

across the barley fields and the heather slopes ; the

tale was told.

And that part of it that he told not, since men of

honor and fine instincts rarely speak to one woman of

their most intimate feelings for another—that part I

think to see more clearly than the rest. That grand
old place in the dear south country, the place that lit-

tle Waldo loved so well ; the baronial pile in northern

lands ; the stately house in town—I think I know why
no woman will ever reign over these with him, as wife.

In heaven two are waiting for the only one he has
ever loved ; among the angels two are walking in and
out, waiting to shower on her the love she failed to

answer to on earth; not even in thought may he mar
the radiance of that reunion, the perfection of that

trinity of love.

Sometimes I hear of her. The great places of the

earth know her now no more. She has laid aside her

state and luxury of life. Where the poor are poorest,

the suffering most neglected, and the struggle very
hard—above all, where little children stretch their tiny

arms to a dark and loveless world—there she moves.
The tragedies of lives need not he written in chap-

ters—sentences will do. Hers perhaps might be writ-

ten thus : She lost, she understood, she lives anew.
THE END.

THE QX/IET WOVR.
[The International Bible Reading Association Dally Readings.!

BY THE REV. ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M. A.

THE 'P'ROMISTE OF TO^OB'R.
"ye shall receive pobver; after thai the Holy Chojt is come
upon you,"—Acts 1; 8.

Monday. "December 30—Acts 1: 1-14-.

E shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost."
Here is the power which quickens men and
women into witnesses of Christ. Before
they are filled with the Spirit, the apostles

are disappointing, slow of heart to believe,

quickly dismayed by opposition, failing to

grasp, themselves, and, much more, failing

to publish abroad the most elementary les-

sons of the Gospel. After he has come,
they are possessed by the truth and valiant

for it. It dominates their souls ; it scat-

ters their alarms ; it is pealed out in trumpet tones from
their lips' ;. it passes from them to convict and conquer
others.

Yes, it is the baptism of the Holy Ghost which alone
can make me a prophet of God.

Tuesday. December 31—L,u\e "24-: 4-4-5'b.

When the Holy Spirit, "the promise of the Father,"
is mine, I am marvelously ennobled. Here is the power
which refines men and women into saints of God.
The Mystics said that there are three stages on the

road to sainthood : Purification, illumination, union.

Upward to each of these stages it is the task and the

joy of the Holy Ghost to conduct me.
He purifies. No besetting and darling sin can lodge

side by side with him in one heart. At any cost, by
any discipline, he cleanses and transfigures me, until

I am changed into the image and the stainlessness of

my Lord.

And he illumines. When I receive his' teaching, the

Bible shines as with the light of "glad confident morn-
ing." He who was its author becomes in my ex-

perience its expositor and interpreter ; and I know for

myself the meaning of William Cowper's line, "A glory

gilds the sacred page, majestic like the sun."

And he unites. It is the crowning mystery and the

consummate gladness. He infuses into me a life which
is nothing lower than the life of Jesus Christ.

Wednesday. January 1. 1902—Malthebu \0:\-\3

This New Year I crave the power I read of in these

verses. May mine be the power which converts men
and women into sons and daughters of the Father.

All down the ages I see the Holy Spirit working his

wonders. I see it on the day of Pentecost. And at the

Reformation in the sixteenth century, multitudes, led

by him, press near to God. And in John Wesley's day,

and George Whitefield's, sleeping souls are roused and
regenerated from Cornwall to Cumberland. And the

same thrice-blessed story reaches me from the life-story

of Charles Spurgeon and Mr. Moody ; and from many
a mission field in Africa and India and China and the

islands' of the sea.

Ah, well ! but round me, at this hour, conversions

ought to be much more numerous and much more mani-
fest. Are they not far too rare ? Do I not mourn their

comparative absence? It is because I, and others,
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have not been looking sufficiently to, and depending
sufficiently upon, the power of the Holy Spirit. Let me
welcome him now in larger measure, and from me
cures will flow, as fragrance flows from the flowers,

and living water from the spring, and light from the

sun.

Thursday, January 2

—

John \4; \-\9.

"I will pray the Father," Jesus said, "and he shall give

you another Paraclete, that he may be with you for-

ever." So the endowment of the first century remains
the endowment of the twentieth century ; and the one
thing which is required is that I should use the super-

natural grace which is not far from every one of us.

If my own life is nerveless and ineffective; if the

armies of God are working a mournfully small deliv-

erance on the earth ; if there are few conversions of

sinners into saints' and of enemies into friends—it is

not because the Fire is quenched or the Power with-

drawn ; it is because I am not receiving the immeasur-
able resources of heaven which are freely put at my
disposal. God has not revoked the baptism of the

divine Spirit. God, in truth, has no need to repeat the

baptism ; once for all he sent the Spirit to a world
which demands his regeneration and renewal as indis-

pensably as it demands the Cross and redemption of

the well-beloved Son.

Friday. January 3—John \4-: 20-31.

"He shall teach you all things"—the Master prom-
ised of the Holy Spirit, who was to come in his room
and to perpetuate his work.
Those who speak for Christ have, in my time, many

admirable qualities. Never was' biblical scholarship

more exact, more anxious to arrive at the truth regard-
ing the sacred books, more abundantly justified by the

striking discoveries which it has made. Never was
there a more painstaking endeavor to communicate
to all who will listen, the real meaning of Scripture,

or a more widely diffused eloquence to give the procla-

mation point and pathos and force. Never was work in

the harvest field of Christ more carefully and more
systematically organized. Never in the history of

Christianity were philanthropy and self-sacrifice more
zealous in seeking to win the. skeptical and the outcast

both at home and far away.
And yet, and yet, I want the supernatural power

which, having first taught me, will make me a teacher

of others in deed and in truth. When Henry Venn
preached, men went down before him "like slaked

lime." When Ludwig Hofacker spoke of Jesus, the

heads of his' listeners were instinctively bent as the

corn is bent by the autumn breeze. I would that I

stood in the same apostolical succession. I would
that my words, like Luther's, were half-battles—no,

not half battles, but complete and absolute triumphs.
This, then, is the secret. Let me receive the Holy

Ghost in the quietness of the chamber where I am
alone with God, and in public my Lord will win his

captives and his servants through me. Enlightened, I

will enlighten. Made wise myself, I shall impart wis-
dom to many.

Saturday. January 4-—John \5: 11-27.

"When the Comforter is come," I am indeed
equipped and strong. It. is not easy to describe the

Power from on high which uplifts and energizes me.
Power, even on its lower levels', eludes and escapes
exact definition. Light and heat, the wind and the sea,

the storm which roots up the forest trees and the dew
whose gentleness beautifies all the face of nature, are
every one invested with the mysterious quality of
power

;
yet who shall explain in what the quality con-

sists? But, if its' secret baffles my discovery, I am a
spectator of its effects ; I can study it in the results

which it brings about ; I know it by its fruits-

Just so it is with the almightiness of the Holy Spirit*

It defies my analysis. It is inexplicable by my logic.

But it grows plain to me in its issues and achievements.
I have the witness in myself. I am compelled, as Mr.
Ruskin phrases it, to say, not "There has been a great

effort here," but "There has been a great power here."

I awake, like Jacob at Bethel, to confess' that I am in

the house of God and at the gate of heaven.

Sunday, January 5—John 16.- \-\4.

If the canon of Scripture is closed, there are discov-
eries to be made still in that illimitable field by him
who follows the leading of the Holy Spirit. I remem-
ber how Edward Winslow reports John Robinson:
"He was very confident the Lord had more truth and
light yet to break forth out of his Word. Though there
were precious shining lights in past times, yet God had
not revealed his whole will to them ; and were they
now living, saith he, they would be as ready and will-

ing to embrace further light as that they had received.

But withal he exhorted us to take heed what we re-

ceived for truth, and well to examine and compare and
weigh it with other Scriptures."

So, if I will but study my Bible with God's own
Spirit for my tutor, there are mysteries still to be un-
veiled to me, and I may sing, "Glory to God for all the

grace I have not tasted yet
!"

Business Men N* B*

EXTRAORDINARY

CHRISTMAS OFFER

The Christian Century
and

Christian IMelotlies

20+15 = 20
40 + 15 = 30

How can 20 -f- 15 = 20? That is no puzzle to a good
business man. Business in Christianity solves many
Eroblems. Your Sunday School or Church needs one
undred ffrst-class song books. Your Sunday School

Superintendent knows that Christian Melodies sell

for $20 per hundred. You know that ten subscrip-

tions to The Christian Century is worth $15. We
need money for our growing business. You need song
books for your growing church and school. Send us
ten dollars ($10) at once and your promise to send us
a club of ten new subscribers within thirty days, at

one dollar each ($10 additional) and we shall ship you
one hundred copies of Christian Melodies.

You Pay the Freight
How can 40 -4- 10 = 30? Send us twenty dollars

($20) and your promise to secure ten new subscribers

for The Christian Century at one dollar each ($10 ad-

ditional) and we will ship your Sunday School or

Church two hundred copies (worth $4.0) of Christian

Melodies. This is how

40 + 15
20+ 15

30
20

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY CO., 358 Dearborn St., Chicago
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FO*R 'BOyS AJSfD GIULS.

Uhe Girl fiohody LcVed,
She was sure that nobody liked her. She had told

herself so again and again with a queer tightening

about her heart that was like a real pain. And she

had tossed her head and set her lips in a defiant little

smile. Nobody should know that she cared. Never!
It was on her eighteenth birthday that Aunt Eliza-

beth made a suggestion which caused the girl to open
her eyes, and then to laugh a little. It was sure an
odd idea—so like Aunt Elizabeth

!

"Then, I'm to 'hold up' everybody I meet till I've

said something brilliant?" she observed. "Not ex-

actly," and Aunt Elizabeth smiled, unruffled, "but I've

noticed that you pass your acquaintances with a mere
nod or a curt 'good-morning.' I wish you would try

the experiment of saying something pleasant to each
one, unless there is some good reason against it."

"ft will grow rather tiresome," said the girl, and
she shrugged her shoulders.

"Try it for a week," suggested Aunt Elizabeth ; and
rather to her own surprise, the girl found herself giv-

ing the promise.

She came very near forgetting her pledge when she

met Mrs. Anderson on the street the next morning;
in fact, she had passed with her usual uncompromising
nod, when the recollection of her promise flashed into

her mind. She prided herself on being a girl of her

word, and she turned quickly.

"How is Jimmy today?" she said, speaking out the

first thing that came into her mind.
There was a good deal of detail in Mrs. Anderson's

answer. Jimmy had been sick with the measles, and
then had caught cold and been worse. Mrs. Ander-
son poured out her story as if it was a relief to find a
listener, and as she talked on, that particular listener

found herself more interested than she would have be-

lieved possible in Jimmy and his mother. She said

that she had some old scrapbooks which Jimmy might
enjoy looking over, and Mrs. Anderson flushed and
thanked her with more gratitude than the slight favor
seemed to warrant.

At the very next corner was Cissy Bailey, and the
girl wondered if her promise covered the washer-
woman's daughter and people of that sort. But she
did not let herself wonder very long.

"It was very kind of you to bring home the clothes

so early last week, Cissy. I was in a hurry for that

shirtwaist."

Cissy Bailey did not know what to answer. She
smiled in an embarrassed way, and looked up and then
down. But the girl whom nobody liked had seen
something in the uplifted eyes which warmed her
heart and made that one-sided conversation something
to remember.

She stopped Mrs. White to ask her if she would
like to read the book she had just finished, and she
patted little Barbara Smith's soft cheeks as she in-

quired if the new baby sister had grown at all. When
she could think of nothing else she said, "Hasn't this

been a beautiful day?" and her earnestness rather sur-
prised some people, who had not had opportunities
for realizing that there was anything unusual about
the day. The days went by, and she did not find

opportunity to say anything very brilliant.

By the time the week was over the girl whom no-
body liked had learned a valuable lesson. She had
found out that hearts respond to cordiality and kind-

ness, just as the strings of one musical instrument
vibrate in unison with the chord struck in another.

It is a new discovery, since long ago it was written in

a wise book, "A man that hath friends must show
himself friendly"

;
yet this is one of the truths that

each person must rediscover on his own account.
And the girl who was learning to love every one and
was tasting the joy of being loved, thanked God that

she had not waited any longer before finding out the
wonderful secret for herself.

—

Young People's Week-
iy.

A 'Bra.nJe *Boy.
When the cruiser Boston went into action in the

battle of Manila bay, one of the powder boys took off

his coat hurriedly and it went over the rail into the
water. He turned to the nearest officer and asked per-
mission to jump overboard and recover it. Naturally
the request was refused, so the boy went to the other
side of the ship, climbed down the ladder, swam
around to where the coat was floating and came back
with it. The action was noticed, and the officer or-

dered him put in the brig. After the battle the boy
was court-martialed and found guilty of disobedience
of orders, and he made no defense. Being in com-
mand of the fleet, Commodore Dewey had to review
the findings of the court. He sent for the lad and
asked him in a kindly way why he had risked punish-
ment for an old coat. The boy broke into tears and
explained that his mother's picture was in the coat
pocket and he could not bear to lose it. The gallant
commodore fairly picked the boy up in his arms, and
then ordered him to be instantly released and par-
doned. "Boys who love their mothers enough to risk

their lives for their pictures cannot be imprisoned in

this fleet," he said.

—

Selected.

The Eye That Watcher.
When some one told Robbie that the eye of God

is always watching us, the little fellow pondered un-
easily for a minute, and then demanded

:

"Well, what kind of watchin' is it? Tim Brown
always watches me in school, so he can tell the teacher
if I whisper, and get me bad marks if I don't fold
my arms; he's always tryin' to catch me breakin' the
rules. But father watches me when we're on the
beach. He laughs to see me splash the water, and he
tells me when there's a big wave comin'. He keeps
watch so I won't get in too deep, and so he can help
me in a minute. I'm not a bit afraid 'cause I know
he's right there. I like his kind of watchin'. Now,
what kind is God's?"

It is the eye of the heavenly father, Robbie, tireless

and tender, guarding us from evil, noting every dan-
ger, and watchful to help and to save.

Good news from heaven the angels bring,
Glad tidings to the earth they sing;
To us this day a child is given,
To crown us with the joy of heaven.—Martin Luther {sixteenth century).

A Merrie Christmas to you,
For we serve the Lord with mirth,

And we carol forth glad tidings,

Of our holy Savior's birth.

So we keep the olden greeting,
With its meaning deep and true,

And wish "a Merrie Christmas
And a happy New Year" to you.
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General
Church NeWs

HELIGIO\/Sr WO'RK. IJV
OV« JStEW TOSSEJT-

In Torto H/co.

The response to religious effort in

Porto Rico has been very encourag-

ing. It is found to be a fruitful mis-

sionary field. About two years ago
the Baptists began work there. They
report over 200 baptized and formed
into churches in San Juan, Ponce, Rio
Pedras, Caguas and Adjuntas. Rev.

H. P. McCormick, general missionary,

is located at San Juan, Rev. A. B.

Rudd at Ponce, Miss Ida Hayes, mis-

sionary teacher at Rio Piedras and San
Juan, Mrs. J. P. Duggan working at

Ponce, La Playa, Adjuntas and Yauco.
There are also four native helpers.

From one church at Ponce with forty-

six members, three churches have de-

veloped with a combined membership
of 124. Ponce is particularly respon-

sive, and there is difficulty in finding

room for the worshipers. Prom 350

to 400 are frequently present, a large

proportion having to stand through
the entire service. The church num-
bers ninety-seven members, fifty-four

of whom have been added during the

year. The Sunday school numbers
over 200. A handsome church is to be

erected in Ponce, costing $20,000, the

Home Mission Society contributing

one-half this sum, and the Ponce Bap-
tists the other half.

The American Missionary Associa-

tion of the Congregationalists conducts

the missionary operations of that de-

nomination in Porto Rico. They have
fourteen workers now in the field,

and two schools. The number of pu-

pils is 306. The schools are located at

Santurce, a few miles from San Juan,

where Miss Isabel French is princi-

pal, with three teachers, and at Lares,

where Professor Charles B. Scott and
wife and four other ladies are located.

All the educational work of the Con-

gregationalists in Porto Rico is in

charge of Prof. Scott, who is a gradu-

ate of Rutger's College. The Bible is

a daily text-book in the schools. A
fine property has been purchased in

Santurce and a permanent school

building will be erected. There is

eager attendance at both schools. Rev.

John Edwards is the field missionary;
Rev. Francisco Castro is doing evan-

gelistic work at Humasco and Rev.

Sebastian L. Hernander and his wife

at Lares. Other points occupied are

Fajardo and Naguabo.
The Disciples have three mission

stations in Porto Rico: San Juan,

Port du Tierre and Bayamon. J. A.

Erwin and wife were the first mis-

sionaries there, but Mr. Erwin, who
practiced law before he became a min-
ister, was appointed district judge by

the Governor of Porto Rico, and W.
M. Taylor and wife have succeeded

to the missionary work. An orphan-

age was opened August, 1900, at Bay-
amon, with five orphans. It now has
forty-six girls and has had to shut its

doors against many others. Five girls

have confessed Christ as their Savior

this year. Mrs. A. M. Fullen is in

charge, assisted by Miss Nora Collins.

The girls are taught industrial train-

ing as well as the usual branches of

common school education. Seven acres

of land with a dilapidated building on
it were granted by the town council

to the Christian Woman's Board of

Missions and enlargement of the build-

ing to accommodate 100 will be made
as soon as possible. Mrs. Erwin says

that the children of the lower classes

are raised in the street, in the midst
of crime, wretchedness and filth. "I

believe the saving of the children of

Catholic Porto Rico is a more serious

problem than that of heathen India."

The Methodists have four pastoral

charges in Porto Rico, two of which
are in San Juan, one at Arecibo and
one in Puerta de Tierra. At the last-

named, Mr. George S. James, a Wes-
leyan local preacher from Antigua, is

in charge, at Arecibo Rev. A. H. Lam-
bert, in San Juan, Rev. B. O. Camp-
bell is pastor of the First Methodist
church and Rev. John Vollmer. Dr.

Drees has charge of the whole work
of the Methodists in the island, and
there are three lady teachers. There
are fifteen preaching places, and the

present number of communicants is

674. The appropriation for work in

Porto Rico the coming year is $9,200.

The Presbyterians have established

four schools in Porto Rico: At Agua-
dilla, Mayaguez, The Playa and La
Marina. They have churches at San
Juan, Mayaguez, La Playa, Aguadilla

and San German. The schools are full

to overflowing. Ten teachers are em-
ployed. A medical mission has been
established at San Juan, which has
proved very useful. The Woman's
Board care for this work, as well as

for the schools. Rev. John Knox Hall

and Rev. H. T. Jason have charge of

the crowded congregations in San-

turce and the Marina respectively

—

these are wards of the capital. Flour-

ishing congregations demand a church
edifice at Mayaguez. Rev. M. E. Cald-

well, D. D., is located there. There
are four outstations to Aguadilla. Two
ministers with a native helper have
this field of remarkable growth and
promise. A church edifice is to be

put up. The Presbyterians have made
it a point to seek only those parts of

the population for whom no one else

is working.

In Ponce the United Brethren carry

on educational, medical and evangel-

istic work under the name of Bethle-

hem Mission and Institute. Rev. N.

H. Huffman is superintendent and
teacher; his wife is also a teacher

there. W. E. Clymer, M. D., is in

charge of the medical work, and P.

W. Drury is principal of the school.

His wife and Mrs. Clymer are both
teachers. More than thirty conver-

sions are reported for the month of

November. There are fifty pupils in

the school.

IJfTE'RJsrA.TIO/fAL T*RO-
THETIC COJVFE'REJVCE.
The meeting of this conference at

the Clarendon Street Baptist church,

Boston, December 10-15, was a revival

of the organization of which the late

Rev. A. J. Gordon was president, and
was the first meeting held since his

death. The original gathering of this

conference, which has for its object

the study of prophetic utterances in

the Bible concerning the personal sec-

ond coming of Christ and the ulti-

mate conversion and salvation of the

Jews, was in New York city in 1878.

The call to the first conference was

CA ST A.JST-D T'ROXJ'BEE
Comes from XVhite "Bread.

While it is true that we build up
the body from food, it is also true

that different kinds of food have dif-

ferent effects on the body and produce
different results.

For instance, it is absolutely impos-

sible to live on white bread alone, for

it contains almost nothing but starch,

and an excess of white bread produces

gas and trouble in the intestines,

while, at the same time, the other

elements required by the body for

building up brain and nerve centers,

as well as muscular tissue, have been
left out of the white bread, and we
see from experience the one trying to

live on white bread alone gradually

fails in mental and nervous power as

well as loss in muscle.

Such a diet could not be kept up
long without fatal results. A lady in

Jacksonville, Fla., was crippled by an
accident two years ago. Being with-

out power of exercise, an old stomach
trouble that was hers for years became
worse, and it was a serious question

regarding food that she could digest.

A physician put her on Grape-Nuts
Breakfast Food with some remark-
able results. She says now that, not

only is she able to do a big day's

work, because of the strength of her

brain and nerves, but that she has

finally thrown away her crutches be-

cause the muscles of her limbs have
gradually grown stronger since she

began the use of Grape-Nuts, and
now she is practically well and can

go about without trouble, notwith-

standing the fact that it was said she

would never be able to walk again. So
much for eating the right kind of food

instead of remaining an invalid and a
cripple because of lack of knowledge
of the kind of food to use to bring one
back to health. Name given on appli-

cation to Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,

Battle Creek, Mich.
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signed by a large number of theolo-

gians and Bible students of all de-

nominations. At this recent confer-

ence the interdenominational repre-

sentation was not so large, the organ-

ization being officered by Baptists and
to a great extent addressed by Bap-

tists, although other denominations

were represented sparingly.

Papers were prepared by Bishop W.
W. Niles of New Hampshire, Rev.

Robert Cameron, D. D., Rev. E. Y.

Mullins, D. D., of the Southern Bap-

tist Theological Seminary, Dr. Elmore
Harris of the Toronto Training School

and Prof. D. S. Margoliouth of Ox-

ford. Dr. W. J. Erdman of German-
town, Pa., conducted the daily ques-

tion box. Rev. L'. G. Broughton of

Atlanta, and Evangelist Henry Varley

of England were among the speakers,

also Rev. J. M. Gray of Boston, and
Rev. Sholto Douglass of Scotland.

The president of the conference was
Rev. A. C. Dixon of Ruggles Street

church, Boston. It is probable that

these conferences will be held fre-

quently in the future, in various parts

of the country.

XlETHOVIST COJVFE'R-
EJVCE IJ* GE.O'RGIA.

The thirty-fifth session of the South
Georgia conference, which was held
in Macon, was a pleasant and helpful

one. The Board of Missions carefully

planned the work for another year.

There were sixty-one missions on the

board the past year, twelve of these

were discontinued or raised to self-

sustaining charges; fifteen new mis-

sions were created, making the num-
ber of missions practically the same
as last year. Nearly one-third of the
charges of the conference are mission
charges; not a few of these are in the
older sections of the conference, and
were a few years ago strong and self-

sustaining. This is not the result

of any lack of faithfulness on the
part of the ministry, but is due to

the drift to the cities.

The spiritual results in the mission
are gratifying, souls have been con-

verted, and the accessions to the
church are gratifyingly large as to

numbers.
Dr. Dowman made an appeal for

Emory College, which was strongly
endorsed by Bishop Galloway. The
conference pledged $2,100 to the
science hall of the college. The "con-

ference collection" was the largest

the conference has ever made, so of

the collection on the educational as-

sessment, and every district pays out
on the foreign missionary assessment,
with nearly $1,000 over; domestic mis-
sions lacked but a few dollars of be-

ing paid in full, and five special mis-
sionaries in the foreign field were sup-

ported over and above the assessments.
The conference sang the long meter
doxology when these facts were an-
nounced.
The missionary anniversary was an

enjoyable and inspiring occasion. Rev.

George R. Loehr of China made an
effective speech, followed by the wise
and forceful presentation of facts by
Dr. Lambuth.

Ch.cago and Vicinity.

Rev. Arthur Armstrong, pastor for

the past eight or nine years of the

Waveland Avenue Congregational
church, has resigned to accept a call

from the Third Congregational church
of Oak Park, succeeding Rev. Henry
W. Stough, who is now engaged in

evangelistic work.
During the twenty years of Dr. P.

S. Henson's pastorate of the First

Baptist church there have been added
to the church 1,089 persons by bap-

tism, 1,398 by letter and 205 by res-

toration and experience, a total of

2,692. The diminutions have been
1,645 by letter, 51 by exclusion, 583

by erasure and 214 by death, a total

of 2,493. During this time the church
has raised for current expenses and
benevolences, $582,624.50, of which
$87,000 in 1890 was for the new Uni-
versity of Chicago.

Rev. Homer M. Cook, pastor of Cal-

vary Baptist church, has adopted the
plan of sending a postal card every
week to one member of every family
in the church, also to members of the
congregation, inviting them to the
church services and giving the sub-

jects of the sermons of the day. He
thinks the plan has resulted in a more
regular attendance. About 130 cards
are prepared by the church clerk, type-

written and uniform. The Sunday
school has outgrown its accommoda-
tions in the basement of the church,
and the intermediate department and
Bible classes meet in the main audi-

ence room, leaving the basement for

the primary department.
The First Congregational church of

Austin has pledged the entire amount
of its indebtedness. This has given
the people new courage to go forward.
The National Camp-Meeting Asso-

ciation will hold a holiness convention
in the Wabash Avenue M. E. church,
January 10-19. Eminent and able
preachers will be present from various
parts of the country.

The Methodist church at Downer's
Grove is enjoying "times of refreshing."

Evangelist B. E. Shawhan of Kansas
City, Mo., has just closed a two weeks'
campaign there. Thirty-two have been
received into the church—seven by let-

ter and twenty-five on probation.

Others will be received later.

There will be an evangelistic con-

ference among the Presbyterians on
January 14. Mr. John Converse of

Philadelphia, Rev. Dr. Carson of
Brooklyn and Rev. J. Wilbur Chap-
man, D. D., of New York, will speak
at it.

The Gary Memorial Methodist
church at Wheaton, 111., was dedicated
Sunday, December 22. Rev. Lewis
Curts, the pastor, and Presiding Elder

Fred H. Sheets conducted the services.

The edifice is valued at $100,000 and
has been erected by Judge E. H. Gary,
president of the Federal Steel Com-
pany, and chairman of the board of

directors of the United States Steel

Corporation, in memory of his parents.

The building is of Gothic architecture

and constructed of stone. The total

seating capacity is 1,500. It has many
conveniences not usually found in
churches, such as a steel fireproof

vault for storing records and the com-
munion service, a fully equipped
kitchen, several cloakrooms and lava-

tories, janitor's apartments, a nursery
for babies who are brought to church,
a room which may be fitted up for a
gymnasium, and a pastor's reception
room, as well as a private office. The

Q\7A1J*T PHlLOSOTHy
In an Advertisement.

When a man acts as be believes the
Infinite within him would have him
act, he draws power to himself from
unseen sources; that power may be
shown in many ways.
Things work smoother, plans carry

out, people begin to say, "lucky;"
"he's a winner;" "everything he
touches succeeds," etc., etc.

Ever try it? If you ever do, you>

will agree that it is the greatest prop-
osition on earth.

There is a marvelous potency be-
hind the man who acts in a simple,

straightforward way, as near as he-

knows, in accordance with the
promptings of that invisible Deity
within.

This should teach him that great
and honorable work is ahead; Man
at once the tool and a part of the-

master workman.
The tool must not be dulled and

ruined by bad food, tobacco, whiskey,
coffee, etc. You question including
coffee among "bad habits." None of
these habits are bad habits unless they
weaken or lessen the clean cut power
of the individual. If they do, quit
them. If food and drink are not well
selected, change. Put your machine in
clean, first-class shapei It is the pur-
pose of this article to suggest a way
to keep the body well so it can carry
out the behest of the mind.
A sure and safe start in the right

direction is to adopt Grape-Nuts Food
for every morning's breakfast. It is

delicious, pre-digested, highly nour-
ishing, and will put one far along
toward doing his best in life's work.
Follow this with abandonment of"

coffee, if it does not agree with you,
and take in place of it, Postum Cereal
Food Coffee, for its regenerating and
vitalizing nourishment.

With a wise selection of food and
drink, man can quickly place himself
in shape where the marvelous Direct-
ing Power will use him for some good!

and worthy purpose.

Sense, just plain, common sense.
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tower lantern, when lighted, will il-

luminate not only the whole square,

but can be seen from every township
In the county.

Rev. J. F. Loba, pastor of the First

Congregational church of Evanston,

has returned from a five months' visit

to mission fields in India and Ceylon.

"The Christianizing of India," Dr.

Loba thinks, "may take 100 years or

more, but it is sure to come. Our
committee found that there are al-

ready 1,000,000 Christians in the land,

and that the natives, especially those

of high caste, feel most kindly toward
Christianity."

Rev. Stowell L. Bryant, pastor of

St. Paul's M. E. church, Washington,
D. C, is to succeed Rev. Frank Crane
in the pulpit of the Hyde Park church,

which the latter vacated to assume
the pastorate of the People's church.

Mr. Bryant is a graduate of the Ohio
Wesleyan University, and the Boston
School of Theology.

Rev. W. A. Bartlett of the First

Congregational church is giving a

series of Sunday evening sermons on
"Bible Types of Women." The subject

of the first series is "The Woman Who
Blessed All Homes." To add interest

to the topics half-tone engravings of

each subject are to be given out to

each one present. These engravings
were made especially for this purpose

from famous paintings. The one given

last Sunday evening was "The Mother
and Child," by W. A. Bouguereau.
A meeting of the officers of the

Presbyterian League was held at the

Palmer House December 12, to con-

sider ways and means for raising the

large sum of money now required for

housing the homeless churches and
helping growing congregations build

larger and better houses of worship.

The difficulties of the position were
freely discussed, but the problem of

how to secure funds for the work was
not solved. A resolution was adopted

fit the close of the conference, ex-

pressing, as the sense of the meeting,

that the church erection committee
appeal to the churches for an amount
next year equal at least to that raised

for home missions, and that a sala-

ried secretary be employed by the

committee. This is not final action,

being subject to approval by the pres-

bytery.

The dedicatory services of the new
Congregational church at Harvey ex-

tended over eight days. The central

thought of the program was the dedi-

cation of the church to the whole work
of Christ, at home and abroad, there-

fore the benevolent societies were well

represented. Rev. A. C. Moses has
been pastor for the last eighteen

months, and has led the people to suc-

cess in this effort.

"Baptist.

Rev. Henry Alford Porter of the

First church, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

gives a blank form to those who wish

to be considered the "Pastor's Help-

ers." At the top of it are the words:
"I have faithfully endeavored to in-

crease the attendance upon our church
services, and have invited the follow-

ing persons during the week ending
." Then follow blank spaces for

the names of those invited. A printed

card is used for asking letters of dis-

missal from the church, and another
for letters of dismissal to the church.

They have only to be signed and filled

out as to name, date, etc., and it is

thought facilitate the getting church
members to take letters on going else-

where.
There are eighteen Baptist churches

in Cleveland with a total membership
of 4,721.

A profitable series of meetings in

the interest of Bible school work has
just been held in the Rock Island As-

sociation, Illinois. Rev. P. S. Heald
of Alpha and Dr. E. A. Stone, the dis-

trict missionary, planned and carried

out the movement. Three sessions

were held each day; a morning con-

ference followed by earnest studies

in child nature, child conversion, and
a children's meeting. In this way
eighteen churches, Sunday schools and
missions were visited. Nearly 100 ser-

mons and addresses were delivered.

Hopeful and instructive counsel was
given. Not far from 1,000 children at-

tended the children's meetings and
nearly as many adults were reached
by the other services.

Congregational-
Plymouth church, Syracuse, N. Y.,

devotes two prayer meetings a month
to the devotional study of the Psalms.

Each person is requested to read the

psalm to be studied every day for the

week preceding, and then to bring one
thought as a contribution to the meet-

ing.

Rev. O. C. Clark of Plymouth church,

Springfield, 111., has had recently what
he calls "A Month With the Children."

All the sermons, both morning and
evening, were on topics adapted to

interest children, though Mr. Clark
aimed to interest adults also. The
prayer meeting topics were along sim-

ilar lines of thought, the relations of

children and parents to each other and
to the church being considered.

The First church of Keene, N. H.,

sends two young women evangelists

into some of the weaker towns. These
ladies visit the homes and by word,

song or prayer, give the gospel mes-

sage to many who have seldom heard
it. Their labors have resulted in sev-

eral conversions and the reviving of

church serices.

Twenty-five new schools and eight

new churches have been organized

during the year in North Dakota.
About fifteen new points have been
occupied as preaching stations.

Plymouth church, Minneapolis, has

been enjoying a "Campaign of Educa-
tion" at its Sunday morning service.

In the weeks before the annual pledge

for benevolent work is to be made, rep-

resentatives of the different forms
of Christian service in which the
church takes part, are invited to pre-

sent, each his own work, within ten

minutes, time remorselessly called.

Rev. George W. D. Short of Jeffer-

son, 111., welcomed forty new mem-
bers on confession of faith, December
1, making a total of fifty-eight admit-

ted since last June.

The East church, Grand Rapids,

Mich., has organized a "Church Mis-

sionary Society," in which men,
women and children may find a place.

The constitution provides that the la-

dies shall form an auxiliary to co-op-

erate with the Wfunan's Home Mission-

ary Union. A program of missions has
been arranged for the winter. The
program is a "History Year." Papers
are to be read on the history of Con-
gregational Missionary societies and
upon the history of the different mis-

sions both at home and abroad. Two
meetings have been held with marked
success. This is the Kingdom Exten-
sion Society with a different name.
At Athens, Mich., Rev. W. J. Pres-

tidge, pastor, twelve have been re-

ceived into the church this month and
twenty-two last month.
The church at Union City, Mich.,

has a very interesting Bible Reading
Circle of thirty-five members, meeting
every Monday evening in the parlors

of the church. Many others are pur-

suing the course at home. The Bible

is read in course, suggestions and
hints being furnished in a book used
as one of the text-books. "Through the

Bible with a Guide." The book is the

work of the pastor, Rev. David L.

Holbrook, and was published last July
by Fleming H. Revell Co.

The church at Glenwood, Iowa, has
just closed a three weeks' gospel meet-
ing. More than forty have been led

into the kingdom.

The "Disciples.

Rev. Carlos C. Rowlison, pastor of

the Third Christian church, Indian-

apolis, is organizing two Saturday
morning classes to run from New
Year's to Easter, 1902; one is for chil-

dren from eight to twelve years of age
and one for young people from thir-

teen to seventeen. In the first-named

the subject for study will be "The
Life, Deeds and Teachings of Jesus,"

with illustrative stories from the Old
Testament. The geography of the

Holy Land will be studied by means
of sand maps and other helps. "The
Beginnings of Christianity" will be
the subject for study in the older

class, as given in the Book of Acts:

the making and preservation of the

New Testament books will be taught

For J'ier'Oous Headache
\/se Horsford's Acid Phosphate
Dr. F. A. Roberts, Waterville, Me.,

says: "It is of great benefit in ner-

vous headache, nervous dyspepsia

and neuralgia."
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and also the history of the Disciples

of Christ and what they stand for.

Rev. B. L. Allen reports 117 addi-

tions at the Morris Street church, In-

dianapolis, since January 1.

The Disciples are to establish a col-

lege at Washington, D. C. The proj-

ect has been under consideration two

or three years. Recently it was defin-

itely decided to begin the work next

year. F. D. Power and E. B. Bag-

by, Washington; B. A. Abbott and
Peter Ainslie, Baltimore; Francis M.

Applegate, New York, and Daniel E.

Motley, ex officio, are the trustees.

Three more trustees are to be chosen

from other places. The institution ex-

pects to do the highest order of col-

lege work from the beginning. Daniel

E. Motley is to be president of the

college.

The Updike revival in New Castle,

Pa., closed December 9|with 145 addi-

tions.

Flournoy Payne has been called to

remain the third year at Colorado

City, Colo. The membership has been

increased fifty per cent, nearly all

debt removed and the church prop-

erty improved within the last two
years.

At South Bend, Ind., the First Chris-

tain church Sunday school had a rally

day, November 24, with 387 present.

A chapel is being erected in the south-

ern part of the city, and it is the hope
of the pastor, P. J. Rice, that a church

will soon be organized there.

Recent special meetings have re-

sulted in the following additions: At
Summum, 111., thirty-four; Clarks-

ville, la., twenty-seven; Horton, Kas.,

thirty; Scott, Kas., twenty-four; Sol-

dier, Kas., forty; Erlanger, Ky., four;

Leonard, Mo., seventy-two; Odessa,

Mo., ninety-one; Speckards, Mo., thir-

ty-seven; Warrensburg, Mo., twenty-

four.

Joseph Gaylor reports that since De-

cember 1, 1900, 160 have come into

the church under his preaching; five

new churches and five Bible schools

have been organized and five union
temperance societies, which have been
successful in closing permanently ten

whiskey joints and three saloons. This
work was done in southwest Missouri
under the state mission board.

Methodist.
Annual pledge cards are sent out

by Dr. Beans' church in Sacramento,
California, which state the amount
expected from the church for all the

benevolent causes during the year.

There are nine causes enumerated,
with a specific sum assigned to each.

A brief quotation from the church cov-

enant, relating to giving, is also print-

ed on the cards.

A new scheme for the raising of

money among the Sunday schools has
been devised by issuing a set of

stamps of five denominations: One-
cent, two-cent, five-cent, ten-cent and
twenty-five-cent. The plan is to sell

them to the children as they collect

money for the fund of the Twentieth

Century Thank Offering Commission.

Small albums are provided by the

commission in which the stamps can

be pasted, showing the amount raised

by each child. The designs are not

unlike ordinary postage and revenue

stamps, but vignettes of well known
Methodists are printed in their cen-

ters, and the value of the stamp is

shown in large letters at the top. They
expect to raise $1,000,000, through the

Methodist Sunday schools in this way.
The First church, Kankakee, 111.,

has had a net gain of forty in mem-
bership during the last two months.
Rev. H. D. Clark is pastor.

The First church, Sioux Falls, S. D.,

claims to have the largest Bible club

of any Methodist church in the north-

west. It has seventy-five members
who are using the Epworth League
"Bible Studies in the Life of Christ,"

and a deep interest has been devel-

oped in the meetings, which are held

on Monday evenings. There have been
large accessions to the church mem-
bership since conference. Rev. W. H.
Jordan, D. D., is pastor.

There have been over sixty acces-

sions to the church at Zanesfield, Ohio,

recently. Rev. A. M. Virden is pastor.

In special meetings at Villisca, la.,

in which Pastor W. M. Dudley was as-

sisted by Evangelist. E. F. Miller, fifty

were converted or reclaimed; forty-

eight have . already united with the

church, which was itself greatly re-

vived.

First church, Streator, 111., recently

closed one of the most remarkable re-

vivals in its history. It continued four

weeks and resulted in 261 professions,

171 of which were conversions. A
large proportion were men. The
church has been greatly revived and
strengthened by accessions. Messrs.

Hart and Magann of St. Louis assist-

ed Pastor Joe Bell.

Bishop John H. Vincent, who for

the past two years has been resident

in Switzerland in charge of the work
of the Methodist Episcopal church in

Europe, has been appointed as a dele-

gate to the Wesleyan conferences in

England next June. In July Bishop
Vincent will sail for the United States

and spend August in his old work at

Chautauqua, with which he is still

officially connected.

The vote on the new constitution,

according to the returns made to Dr.

David S. Monroe, secretary of the gen-

eral conference: The total vote is yeas,

8,189; nays, 2,510, leaving a surplus

in favor of the constitution of 165;

that is, it would require 165 negative
votes to offset the present majority.

"Presbyterian.
December 1 the Wilkinsburg, Pa.,

church received an addition of forty

members, making an increase of sev-

enty-five for the past two commun-
ions. The total membership of this

church is now 1,563. this being the
largest church in the denomination

HOW TO FIWD 0\7T.
Fill a bottle or common glass with

your water and let it stand twenty-

four hours; a sediment or settling in-

dicates an unhealthy condition of the
kidneys; if it stains the linen it is

evidence of kidney trouble; too fre-

quent desirei to pass it, or pain in the
back is also convincing proof that the

kidneys and bladder are out of order.

tOhat to "Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge
so often expressed that Dr. Kilmer's

Swamp-Root, the great kidney and
bladder remedy, fulfills every wish in.

curing rheumatism, pain in the back,

kidneys, liver, bladder and every part

of the urinary passage. It correct*

inabilify to hold water and scalding,

pain in passing it, or bad effects fol-

lowing use of liquor, wine or beer,,

and overcomes that unpleasant neces-

sity of being compelled to go often

during the day and to get up
many times during the night
The mild and the extraor-

dinary effect of Swamp-Root is

soon realized. It stands the highest

for its wonderful cures of the most
distressing cases. If you need a medi-
cine you should have the best. SoM
by druggists in fifty-cent and one-dol-

lar sizes.

You may have a sample bottle of
Swamp-Root and a book that tells

more about it, both sent absolutely

free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer &.

Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writ-
ing mention that you read this gen-
erous offer in The Christian Century,

with only one pastor. The leaders of
the evangelistic committee advised
pastors to pray and work for a defin-

ite number of additions to their

churches. Two years ago Pastor Par-

ry prayed and worked for an addition
of 100, and received into the Wilkins-
burg church 110. Last year he
prayed and worked for 100, and re-

ceived 107. This year he is praying
and working for 150, and has already
received seventy-five. The new
church is already too small, and there
are three families for every pew. The
Wilkinsburg church has as many men
as women at the morning service on
Sabbath, and a great many more men
than women at night.

The Rev. Edgar W. Work, D. D.,

pastor of Third Street Presbyterian
church, Dayton, O., has resigned to ac-

cept a call from the Old Stone church,
Cleveland. Dr. Work,, though among
the younger ministers of the church,
has held his present pastorate for
seven years, and previous to that he
was a professor at Wooster University.
The Presbyterians in Fulton, 111.,

had a day of rejoicing November 24
in the reopening of the church with
improvements costing over $1,300, all

paid. This is the result of the union
in 1868 of the Old and New School
chur Yi:•, which had long been rivals
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in weakness. In the morning the

pastor, Rev. Cary P. Moore, gave the

story of faith and sacrifice of mem-
bers, elders and pastors. In the even-

ing there was a roll-call of over 600

names, with responses from the pres-

ent, letters from the absent, and trib-

utes to those translated.

Rev. L. F. Laverty has completed his

third year with the First church,

"Wellsville, Ohio. During these years

152 have united with the church, six-

ty-eight by profession. There is now
a membership of 500.

At the First church, Portsmouth,
Ohio, the pastor, once a month, on a

week night, reviews the Sunday school

lesson by means of stereopticon

views, which adds both to the interest

and attendance of the school. At the

church services the evening congrega-

tions are three-fifths men.
The church at Winfield, Kas., has

received into its membership fifty

persons on confession of faith, as a

result of the revival services.

The ministers of Los Angeles and
vicinity held an all-day meeting for

conference and prayer December 2. A
talk was given by Dr. B. S. Chapman
on "Personal Preparation for a Re-

vival." Other topics considered were,

"Confession and Consecration" and
"Forward for God." Over eighty per-

sons have indicated a desire to con-

fess Christ as a result of evangelistic

services held twice a day for three

weeks. Another conference will be

held in January.

General.

The Clinton Avenue Reformed
church of Newark, N. J., led all the

churches of the denomination last

year for accessions to its membership.
Dr. D. H. Martin, the pastor, says his

sole methods have been hard work,

dependence on the spirit of God and
the co-operation of a devoted and
prayerful people. After the morning
service Dr. Martin held brief meetings
for prayer with the officers of the

church in his study. He would then

ask for volunteers to take the names
of unconverted persons, to call upon
them and invite them to the special

meetings which were inaugurated. The
women of the church held cottage

meetings in different parts of the

parish, and the pastor had a special

co-worker in calling upon those who
became interested in their homes. He
also wrote more than 200 personal let-

ters to young men and others of his

congregation, enclosing a little leaflet

which he had prepared, "Why Join the

Church?" Special services were held

in the church and in the mission chap-

el, and after-meetings for individual

conversation. The result of all these

various lines of effort was most grati-

fying, in some cases whole families

coming out for Christ.

In Westerly, R. I., recently, in the

course of special evangelical services,

sixteen cottage prayer meetings were

Walter Scott Priest, and his church delighted with

IU Praise fiymnal
"Last October the church in this city purchased 150 copies of the Praise Hyjinai,,

and everybody is delighted with them. Since we have had them we have introduced

the responsive reading of the Scriptures, very admirable selections from the Psalms

and portions of the New Testament, comprising the first 64 pages of the book, and

the morning worship of our church has been greatly improved. The selection of

hymns, both old and new, can hardly be improved. The general make-up of the book

is the best. We cordially recommend the Praise Hymnae to all churches contem-

plating the purchase of new hymn books." Wai/ter Scott Priest.

Atchison, Kansas.

We advise our customers to take the cloth with leather back binding, not because it is to our
profit, but because it is best for them. The price is $75 per hundred copies. We send samples on
approval where persons wish to examine the book.

rrn i R*r*DP ddao 119 w. 6th St., Cincinnati, o.
r ILLIVlUrit DnUO., - 40 Bible House, NEW YORK.

THE CHOIR, our monthly anthem journal, is meeting with great success. We are glad to

send samples to choir leaders. It wins every time. (8)

Lighted by the FRINK System of Reflectors
with Electric, Gas, Welsbach, AcetyleneorC'J

v' ,JCEi4SED to manufacture electric and combination 1 W% R^DIrWlK 551 Pearl S'
(gas and electric fixtures. Send dimensions for estimate. • wrm 1 Clr^f^aa sjto ^O^
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Christian Cleanliness
Why do you permit a custom at the communion table -which you would not tolerate

in your own home ? Would you like to know where Individual Communion Cups are

used' Sendfor ourfree book— it tells all about it. A trial outfit sentfree, i

SANITARY COMMUNION OUTFIT COMPANY, Box „, Rochester, N.Y.

held one evening in as many homes,

under the united auspices of four de-

nominations—Baptist, Disciples, Con-

gregationalist and Methodist.

At Bay View, Wis., the Baptist,

Trinity Methodist Episcopal and Grace
Presbyterian churches have joined

forces in a Bible Institute, led by Mr.

E. A. Marshall of Chicago.

The Salvation Army reports 7,000

associations in forty-seven countries,

with an effective force of 47,000 offi-

cers.

Rev. EL J. Baskerville commenced
union revival services at Coldwater,

Mich., Nov. 29. Sunday, Dec. 1, great

congregations filled the largest church,

and nearly 100 pledged themselves for

Christ.

Mr. W. A. Sunday has just closed

a great revival in Corydon, la. Among
the 411 converts were the mayor, mar-
shal, aldermen, ex-district judge, law-

yers, merchants, livery-stablemen and
gamblers.

The American Bible Society has is-

sued a report based on a recent visit

to its agencies in the Levant by its

secretary, Rev. Dr. William I. Baven.

This report asserts that there has been

an increasing demand for the Scrip-

tures in more than twenty languages

spoken by the people along the eastern

shores of the Mediterranean. The
principal circulation is in Armenian,
Greek and Arabic. The Arabic issues

during the last year were over 40.000.

Foreign Missionary Items.

A Thanksgiving service in Ponce
was participated in by the Baptist

churches of Ponce and La Plaza to-

gether with the United Brethren and
the Disciples' missions of the city. The
attendance was large, and the interest

sustained throughout the entire ser-

vice. Addresses were made in English
and Spanish, the former by Mr. Drury
of the United Brethren, and the latter

by Mr. Innungarro, a Spaniard of

the Plymouth Brethren; the pastor of

the Baptist church presiding. Alto-

gether it was perhaps the most inter-

esting Protestant service ever held in

this city. Its effect on the native

Christians, as well as on the many
outsiders who were present, was de-

cidedly salutary, and has served in an
unusual degree to call attention to the

Protestant work being done in the

city. The possibility of such a service

in Ponce at the end of less than three

years' work here is highly encourag-

ing to the missionaries, who, with

might and main, are working for the

salvation of the people.

Mrs. U. S. G. Jones, Lodiana Mis-

sion, writes: "Just picture a long,

narrow room, bare, mud-plastered

walls, two small windows, a small

platform at one end with a table and
a couple of chairs. The congregation

sit on the floor, the men behind and
the women in front. How I wish I

could convey some idea of the sing-

ing; I suppose the stirring music of
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the darkies with you, comes nearest

to it. The teacher, a blind violin

player, and the composer of most of

the most stirring songs, is a wonder-
ful man himself. A couple of years

ago he was a very popular singer at all

the heathen gatherings, feasts and
weddings, when his obscene songs were
most in demand. But since his con-

version he has consecrated this talent

to the service of the King, thereby
losing much in worldly means, as he
made from $3 to $8 at these gather-

ings.

"It is gatherings such as these that

encourage us. Ten years ago, with
the exception of two or three, every
one of these men and women was in

heathen darkness. And now look at

their bright faces! There are many
wonderful histories behind numbers
of these people, for not a few have
been brands plucked from the burn-

ing. The father of the conference

—

an old white-headed man with eagle

eyes, and hooked nose, was once a
highwayman and a murderer—now a
humble believer. Two of these women
were Magdalenes, now faithful wives
and adorning the gospel of God, their

Savior."

A letter from Rev. J. W. Baird of

Samokov, Turkey, states the following
facts in the case of Miss Stone: "You
in America can hardly take in the sit-

uation. Getting into contact with the

brigands is not the easy thing most
people imagine. We suspect some per-

sons, but the great uncertainty as to

the identity of those evil doers is some-
thing remarkable. The first letter re-

ceived from Miss Stone (Sept. 25), was
handed through a window at about
midnight to Miss Haskell. After a
few words the man left. No one but
Miss Haskell saw him. To have put
detectives on his track would have
hindered negotiations and endangered
the lives of the captives. The second
letter received here Oct. 25 was brought
by a young man with whom Dr. H.
and I haggled about three-quarters of

an hour. No one but us saw him.
"What his name is of where he lives

we do not know. Since then no com-
munication of any kind has come from
any of the band to us missionaries, as
far as I am aware, though the agent
we talked with promised to bring an
answer in five days. The idea that by
searching we can find the brigands is

folly. They must come to our hook
from out of the unknown depths. We
have insisted that they be delivered on
or before payment and not after. So
far as I know, no one of the important
conditions has been accepted by the
two parties, so the end may be in the
far future."

The intense desire of the people of
Uganda to secure Bibles has been often
referred to. A recent letter reports
the arrival from England of a con-
signment of Bibles and of the way in
which they were received: "The new
Bibles have come and are selling like

wildfire, and in spite of the almost

prohibitive price, the first edition is

almost entirely exhausted. The Mu-
gunda has a keen appreciation of good
print and binding, and to see him
handling his books or bandaging them
with strips of calico when he has
finished using them would delight a
book lover. In order that the Bibles

might get as quickly as possible into

the hands of the teachers, who so

sorely need them, the bishop deter-

mined to reduce the price of the cheap-

est to two months' wages for those

teachers who had already taught a
year, and to three months' wages for

a slightly better quality. This would
seem dear enough to Christians in

England, but the very day the news
was given out, a great crowd of teach-

ers fairly danced down to Mr. Millar's

house to have their names written
down for a 'Holy Book,' shouting and
singing with such beaming faces. They
came as we were walking along from
the prayer meeting, and crowded round
the bishop, kneeling at his feet, cry-

ing, 'Joy, Joy! God be praised, God
be praised!' Some of them quite broke
down. It brought a lump to one's

tnroat."

A TLB A. FO'R MISSIOJST-
A'Ry AIT>.

I wish to call the attention of our
brethren to the great need for mis-
sionary work and funds among the
Pima Indians of Southern Arizona.
This Pima (pronounced Peemah)

reservation is about 60 miles long and
about 16 miles wide, and is inhabited
by about 6,000 Indians.

Among all this scattered popula-
tion there are but two missionaries
and three churches. These are under
the auspices of the C. P. church.

One is at Saccaton the government
agency, the other at Gila Crossing, and
a little church at Casa Blanco, which
the missionary from Saccaton visits

twice a month in the afternoons. A
distance of 16 miles.

I want to point out to you the open
field and the opportunity that is ours.

I live on the only cultivated ranche
joining the reservation at Kyrene. The
distance from my place to Saccaton is

near twenty-six miles, to Casa Blanco
is sixteen miles, to Gila Crossing is

thirty miles. In this Indian neighbor-
hood south of us there are about 500

Indians who are out of reach of the
missionaries, and we want to build a
church at a point near Kyrene where
we can reach these Indians, who are

without Christian influence and
teaching.

This is pointed out as the hardest
part of the reservation, and t am con-
stantly reminded of the great con-
trast between them and the Indians of

the villages mentioned above. In
Saccaton and Gila Crossing I see the
Indians clean and well dressed, going
to church on Sunday morning and
evening, many of them walking a dis-

tance of five miles. Every seat in the

IF yO\7 A*RE SICK.
LET ME KJVOW IT.

I wish simply your name and ad-
dress—no money. Say which book you
want.

I will send with it an order on your
druggist to let you have 6 bottles of
Dr. Shoop's Restorativei He will let

you take it for a month; and if it

succeeds, he will charge you $5.50 for

it. If it fails, he will send the bill to

me. H© will trust to your honesty,
leaving the decision to you.

Such an offer as this could not b©
madei on any other remedy. It would
bankrupt the physicians who tried it.

But in five years I have supplied my
Restorative on these terms to 550,000

people. My records show that 39 out
of each 40 paid for it, because they
were cured.

This remedy alone strengthens those
inside nerves that operate all vital

organs. It brings back the only power
than can make each organ do its duty.

No matter how difficult the case, it

will permanently cure, unless some
organic trouble like cancer makes a
cure impossible.

I have spent my lifetime in prepar-
ing this remedy. I offer now to pay
for all you take if it fails. I cannot
better show my faith in it. Won't you
merely write a postal to learn if I can
help you?
Simply state which book you want,

and address Dr. Shoop, Box 595, Ra-
cine, Wis.

Book No. 1 on Dyspepsia.
Book No. 2 on the Heart.

Book No. 3 on the Kidneys.
Book No. 4 for Women.
Book No. 5 for Men, (sealed.)

Book No. 6 on Rheumatism.
Mild cases, not chronic, are often

cured by one or two bottles. At all

druggists.

churches is full, and there they sit

through long tiresome services that

would wear you out. I do not mean
to show any disrespect to the good
old missionaries who have done such
a grand work among these people

when I say they are very tedious, and
when they have delivered their ser-

mons an Indian interpreter takes the

pulpit and. repeats the entire sermon
in Pima for the benefit of those who
do not understand English. Yet they
never seem to tire. I have sat through
three-hour services when the mercury
registered 115 degrees, every seat and
aisle were full and they even sat

around the pulpit, and I just marveled
at the interest manifested by these

people. Nobody frowned nor scowled
nor snapped watches in the minister's

face nor left the room, except two or
three babies who fretted with the heat
and were carried out by their mothers
and silenced. One baby was dressed

in a nicely starched and ironed dress.

It fretted and fretted until its mother
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took it out to the well and dipped it

in a tub of water and brought it back
dripping all over. After that it was
quiet and the mother listened intently

to the sermon, regardless of the dam-
age to her own nice white dress. No-
body giggled and thought this funny;

.ihey were accustomed to such things,

and they were too much interested

in the sermon to notice it. No differ-

ence how long the sermon or the song
service they will gladly listen to more.

They not only hear this gospel but

Ihey carry it into their daily lives. A
man with two children 12 and 14, were
in our store one day at noon. They
bought some lunch goods and went
out. In a few minutes my husband
stepped out, and there, in the shade
-of the building they had spread out

their lunch, and they sat with bowed
:heads returning thanks for it.

Mr. Nansen offered a position to one
Indian named Horace Williams, one
of the best educated Indians on the

reservation. He hesitated; said how
much he would like to have it but he
didn't think he could accept it. Mr.
H. begged him to think it over and
let him know. In a few days he met
him and again urged him to take the
position, which offered $25 per month.
Again the young man told how he
would like to make the money, ana
how his family needed it, but he ex-

plained that Mr. Cook, the mission-
ary at Saccaton, had asked him to

watch and care for the church at Casa
Blanco and he had promised that he
would, and he chose to remain true to

his trust. Tramps and campers enter
and destroy so much property in this

country that property cannot be left

alone in safety. He didn't consider the
thought of getting some one else to

guard the property, because Brother
Cook had made the request of him.

I am giving you illustrations from
the lives of those Indians who have
been under tne influence of the mis-
sionaries. I could go on giving you
many such illustrations to show you
the material we have to deal with,
were it necessary. This is enough to
prove to you that the material is good
and tne result of our labor is bound
to be satisfactory.

The children are all taught to sing
in the government schools and the
music we hear in these mission
churches is really good. They have
a male quartette who sit near the or-
gan, and they all sing by note.

Note the contrast. In my neighbor-
hood I see the Indians on Sunday sit-

ting in the shade or sun, whichever
is most convenient, some clean and
well dressed perhaps, many not
dressed at all. Some gambling, some
smoking, horse-racing, hunting; any
way to kill time.

Many of them have had no religious

instruction whatever. They still wor-
ship the coyote, the gopher and the
turkey buzzard. They still imagine
Montezuma dwells in a certain high
peak in the south part of the terri-

Cream

BakingPowder
Used in Millions of Homes.

40 Years the Standard. A
Pure Cream of Tartar Pow-

der. Superior to every other

known. Makes finest cake

and pastry, light, flaky bis-

cuit, delicious griddle cakes

—palatable and wholesome.

Price Baking

Powder Co.,

Chicago.

Note.—AVoid baking powders made from
alum. They look like pure powders,
and may raise the cake, but alum
is a poison and no one can eat food
mixed with it without injury to health.

tory and turn their faces to it in times
of extreme drouth and pray for rain.

In Saccaton and Gila Crossing I see

neat, substantial adobe houses, shin-

gle roofs and porches, as good as

many white people's houses. Antonio,

the high chief at Saccaton, has a two-
story eight-room house, much better

than the average white person's house
in this country, and a good picket

fence around it. In many of these

houses we see whitened walls, pic-

tures, window curtains, palm mats
made by the Indian women. Cook-
stoves, tables, dishes, chairs and bed-

steads. In other houses none of these

things are seen. They still cook on
a camp-fire, eat from pottery dishes

made by the squaws, sit and sleep on
the ground, in the latter houses they

wash their clothes in a ditch and dry
them on a sage brush and put them on

or, worse yet, they wear them till they

are in rags, then replace them with

new ones. While the more civilized

ones wash, starch and iron their

clothes, just as we do. and more won-

derful, they have sewing machines to

make them, and they tuck, ruffle and
trim their clothes and fit them in a

way equal to hundreds of white peo-

ple whom you see every day. These

better conditions are common in the

villages where the missionaries have

lived and worked so long.

I give the missionaries credit for

the extreme advancement of these peo-

ple, because all have the same chances

for education. These in my neighbor-

hood have gone into the schools with

those of the villages named, proving

that the missionaries have greater in-

fluence than the teachers.

The parents are most all anxious
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to have their cmldren go to school,

yet occasionally they find parents who
refuse. These cases are rare, however.

Harry Azul, grandson of the high

chief, is official interpreter at the gov-

ernment agency. He takes the Phoe-

nix and Los Angeles daily papers, and
is well informed. I don't want you to

think the ones in my neighborhood are

a lot of savages and dummies. Com-
pared with other tribes they rank

very high, but they do appear in a

bad light when compared with those

of their own tribe who have had so

much better influence thrown about

them. For instance, the chief in our

neighborhood lives in a little round
mud hut.

I have watched these people for five

years. I have rejoiced over the spir-

itual condition of the one side, and
have grieved over the state of the

others. I have felt so long that we
might be doing so much for them if

we only had a place of worship. The
nearest church is Tempe, ten miles.

I have been so closely associated

with them, and so many things trans-

pire every year to show their depend-

ence on me that it melts me, and I

feel that I must do something that

will be of real benefit to them.

Not long ago an Indian was beat-

ing his wife. She told him if he didn't

treat her better she would leave him.

He sneeringly asked what she would
do. She said she would go to Mrs.

Hansen. She knew Mrs. Hansen would
take care of her. This was told me
by other Indians of the camp.
One Indian came to me last summer

and told me his wife was going astray.

Said he: "I am a Christian, but Ruth
is not," and related to me how he had
tried to persuade her to do right. He
then begged me to talk to her and see

if I could not get her to live right. He
then told me of others who were lead-

ing her astray, and asked me to use

my influence on them also.

The work which I have been able

to do has been so small compared with

what I could have done in the years I

have been here if we had only had a

church building where we could have
conducted a Sunday school and a re-

ligious service.

At last I can wait no longer and I

have recently taken up the work of

raising funds for this church. Surely

your attention could not be called to

a more promising field. These Indians

alone made -it possible for the white
man to settle in Salt River Valley,

the garden spot of sunny Arizona.

They protected the white people for

years from the savage Apaches.

They have always been the white
man's friend and they boast that no
white man's blood has ever stained

their hands.

I have so much pity and sympathy
for all, but especially for the young
people, who have spent several years

perhaps in the government schools in

nice clean rooms, comfortable beds,

neat clothing, sit at orderly tables pro-

vided with the best food, instructed by
the best teachers, just as your chil-

dren are, until such time as they are

crowded out to make room for more.

Then they must go back to the old

life of poverty and dirt. Not far

enough advanced to do much to bet-

ter their condition, yet far enough ad-

vanced to rebel against fate and long

for better things. How they cry and
beg to stay when told they must leave

the schools.

They are the ones who will do the

singing and interpret the talks for the

old people. Surely it would do your
heart good to hear these children

sing. Your own Sunday school chil-

dren cannot sing better than these

Indian children who have been to

school.

If the brethren of the east will fur-

nish the house, the organ and the song
books, they need not worry about the

crowds. They will all be there. They
dearly love music and consider it a

great privilege to be permitted to go

where they can hear that, even though
they may not understand a word.

I could make as strong a plea for the

Maricopas, the Papagoes and other

tribes, and I hope I shall later.

I had the pleasure this month of

traveling three days and nights with
Missionary Kate Johnson, who is now
on her road to Japan. I left her at

Maricopa, in the very midst of this

great white field. I told her how my
heart ached to think of women of her

talent and ability hurrying through to

foreign lands when our own people are

groping here in darkness; passing

through these great Indian tribes, of

whom she had not even heard, to carry

the gospel across the seas to subjects

of other countries, when we have here

all these subjects to our own flag and
laws, peaceable, intelligent and loyal

—

the three greatest necessities to good
citizenship—overlooked.

Brethren we cannot afford to neglect

this opportunity for establishing our

cause here. I am attempting this work
alone, only asking our brethren every-

where for funds. Building material

is very high here and this is no small

task. We want contributions at once

for this church. Don't withhold your
offering thinking others will send the

required amount and yours will not

be needed.

The missionary board can work
a long time to aid our white brethren
in this great territory, where they

have so many calls already. We make
our appeal to the people. I know they
have enough surplus money to do this

without interfering with their regular

missionary offering, and I have confi-

dence enough in them to believe they
will do it.

We have plans for making this mis-

sion self-supporting. We want a mis-

sionary and we want to select him.

These Indians are very queer and un-

less a man suits them our labor is in

vain.

Brothers and sisters everywhere,

What will you do for these Indians"
The fields are broad and white for the

harvest. Now is our time to reap.

Aurora L. S. Hansen,
Kyrene, Arizona. (Mail via Tempe.)

WAS *OAyL.AIT>.
An interesting incident showing

the popularity of Dr. Peter's Blood
Vitalizer when once it has become
known in a neighborhood, is related

by Mr. John J. Graf of Hamilton,
Ontario, who is agent for the medicine

at that place. He writes: "Every-
body in our neighborhood recognizes

the merits of the Blood Vitalizer, and
everybody seems to want it. The
other evening when I started from the

depot with a box of the Blood Vital-

izer, the women waylaid me to get

the medicine, and I did not bring a
single bottle home." Dr. Peter's Blood
Vitalizer is not a drug-store medicine;

it is sold only by special agents or

the proprietor direct. Address Dr.

Peter Fahrney, 112-118 S. Hoyne ave-

nue, Chicago, 111.

In order to accommodate the large-

ly increased passenger business at

Chicago Van Buren street depot, it

has been found necessary to build a

new and more commodious passenger

station. Therefore, commencing De-
cember 29th all passenger trains of

the Nickel Plate road will arrive at

and depart from Grand Central sta-

tion, Fifth avenue and Harrison

street, during the erection of the new
depot.
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Musical Ministries in the Church, by
Waldo Selden Pratt, Fleming H.
Revell Co. 181 pages. Price $1.00.

This book is a timely contribution

to the literature of a much neglected

subject, by one who is a master both in

theory and practice. The material was
first gathered for a series of lectures

which were delivered by Professor

Pratt before the faculty and students

of McCormick Theological Seminary in

the spring of 1900. The general scope

of the book is indicated in the sub-
title, "Studies in the History, Theory
and Administration of Sacred Music."

Contrary to a method often pursued,

the author begins with the congrega-
tion and proceeds from them to con-

sider the choir, the organ and organ-
ist, and finally the minister. He is un-

doubtedly right in following this or-

der, for without the congregation
church music could not be, and with-

out an understanding of the needs and
capabilities of the congregation all ef-

forts on the part of music committee,
choir, organist or minister must fall

short of attaining the desired end.

Accordingly, the author undertakes to

show, both from history and experi-

ence, what is the true relation be-

tween religion and the art of music,
between worship and the use of hymns,
anthems and organ parts.

He brings out very clearly one
thought upon which all congregations
and ministers would do well to pon-
der, namely, that every church service

should be an orderly and progressive
unity, in which every part has its ap-
propriate and necessary place. He pro-
tests vigorously against the too preva-
lent habit, on the part of both congre-
gations and ministers, of ignoring
much that is essential in the service
of worship, and what is even worse,
insulting both organist and choir by
late arrival at church and by preoccu-
pation in church with other matters
utterly foreign to the spirit of worship.
He would not underestimate the im-
portance of the sermon, but he pleads
for more general recognition of the
fact that unless those other parts of

the service are regarded with rightful
respect and directed with thoughtful
attention they had better be omitted al-

together, and thus save us from what
is really hypocrisy in worship.

The book abounds in practical sug-
gestions concerning the selection of
music, the arrangement of orders of
worship, the organizing and conduct-
ing of a choir, and its value is further
enhanced by bibliographical appendi-
ces of Church -Music in general,
Hymns and Hymn-writers, and Ameri-
can Church Hymnals. To these is

added an index. The language is re-

markably free from technical terms,
and while the discussion is pervaded
by the lofty idealism of the true artist,

this is always tempered by the sympa-

A LILY OF FRANCE
One of the best selling Holiday books. A story

of the romance of William, Prince of Orange, and
Charlotte of Bourbon by Caroline Atwater Mason,
author of a Minister of the World, a Wind Flower,

the Quiet King, &c

10,000 COPIES

Sold before Publication

SECOND 10,000
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The cover design is in blue and white, four illus-

trations, 456 pages, a beautiful and acceptable gift

book. Price $1.10 net, postpaid $1.25. -

Griffith and Rowland Press
PHILADELPHIA

For sale by all Booksellers and at 177 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.
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thetic appreciation of the practical

difficulties which confront the average
church. Among other sensible sug-

gestions, the writer asks that organ-

ists and members of the choir be no
longer regarded as a peculiar race of

beings, unreasonable and difficult to

deal with, but that they be treated

with the same courtesy, consideration

and respect which we are accustomed
to bestow upon other people. The book
deserves a careful perusal by all minis-

ters, choir-masters and music com-
mittees who really desire to improve
the service of worship.

American and British Authors. By
Frank V. Irish.

This excellent book should be in

every home. As the author says:

"Literature is a culture and must be

treated generously as a great liberal-

izing and spiritualizing force in edu-

cation." This work represents years

of earnest toil during which the au-

thor has constantly kept in mind the

highest needs of teachers and parents,

students and children.

A brief but very discriminating and
sympathetic sketch is given of each
of the better American and British

authors. This sketch is followed by
extracts giving very just criticism of

the author's character and writings.

Facts concerning each great author's

life and his principal writings are

also given. A number of fine and
characteristic selections are given
from each author. The writer of this

book of authors has given it the best

efforts of his life during years of dili-

gent study. Besides its value from
the literary standpoint it will be a
handy, ready reference book on
American and British authors, the

only work covering such a large field

in one volume. (Price, only $1.35.)

Dorothy Fox. By Louisa Parr. Lip-

pincott & Co., Philadelphia, 370

pages. Price, $1.50.

The story begins in the summer of

1856, in the old historic town of Ply-

mouth, and the principal characters

belonged to the Society of Friends. Of

the father of Dorothy, it was said,

"no fanatic ever stood by a dictum
more staunchly than did Nathaniel

Fox advocate every principle enjoined

by the Society of Friends." "The di-

minishing of the height of his collar

or narrowing of the brim of his hat

by the fraction of an inch, would have
been considered by this worthy man
a grave offense." His wife had en-

joyed a more liberal education and her
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opinions were consequently less rigid

as regarded dress and ceremonials.

The young man selected by the fath-

er as the future husband of Dorothy,

was the son of one of the strictest of

the sect, of irreproachable character

and life. His home life had been

cheerless and gloomy, as all mirth

was considered unseemly, if not

wicked; at table all conversation was
forbidden to the younger members of

the family, and all diversion strictly

prohibited. While we may deprecate

the repressive measures of that time

and people, it is.a question if the op-

posite extreme, so often met with at

the present time, is productive of

more beneficial results or lasting

good.

Dorothy herself is a charming per-

sonage, and other characters in the

book are diversified sufficiently to give

the necessary interest throughout.

Readers will pronounce it a charming
book.

A newcomer among the periodicals

is "The "World's Work," published by
Doubleday, Page and Co. It is a very
attractive magazine, most handsome-
ly gotten up and lavishly illustrated.

The cover designs are works of art.

A leading feature is "The March of

Events," an illustrated editorial in-

terpretation. A notable omission is

the absence of fiction. The general

articles are all on present-day sub-

jects, such as "The Boer War to

Date," by Julian Ralph; "The Great-
er America," by Frederic Emory;
"The Pivotal Farm of the Union";
"The Rebuilding of New York"; "The
Fight Against Tuberculosis"; "A
Storehouse of Industrial Facts," etc.

"Among the World's Workers, A
Record of Industry," closes each
number. ($3 a year.)

CHAJVGE OF CHICAGO
TASSEffGE'R DEPOT.

Beginning December 29th, all pas-

senger trains of the Nickel Plate road
will arrive at and depart from Grand
Central station, Fifth avenue and
Harrison street, Chicago, instead of

Van Buren street station, as formerly.
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We call attention ti> the advertise-

ment of The Natural Body Brace Co.,

Salina, Kansas, in another column.
This is a company of very high stand-
ing, vouched for by leading banks
throughout the country. Their home
banks say the company's methods of

doing business are all that a customer
could ask. They prov by the most
skilled physicians and thousands of

wearers that their Brace is the best of

cures for ailments peculiar to women
backache, lung troubles or general
and girls, and for abdominal weakness,
weakness of either sex. It cures after

everything else has failed. Their book
of plain, common sense reasoning
which is fully illustrated is sent free

in sealed envelope to all who ask for ',

Any
child
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saves clothes. Less rubbing,
less wear and tear, less steam-
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uses PEARLINE. 657

Pearline rescues
women

it. They refund the purchase price to

any who are not pleased with the

Brace after 30 days' trial. We suggest

that you write to them for full infor-

mation at once.

0VR CHRISTMAS
'BOX.

Magazine Offer.
A year's subscription to any one of

the one-dollar magazines, such as

"Success," "The Ladies' Home Journal,"

"Cosmopolitan," and a handsome
leather-bound New Testament ($1.50)

for a club of five subscribers to* The
Christian Century and six dollars in

cash.

Ureal "Bible Offer.
To the readers of The Christian Cen-

tury and their friends we offer a lim-

ited number of Bibles and Testaments
at one-half price. Fine bold-faced

type teachers' Bibles at sixty per cent

discount. We have only a few of these

Bibles in stock. First come, first

served. Do not wait to inquire. Send
us from one to five dollars and we shall

send you from one to five Bibles. If

you are not satisfied, you may keep
the Bibles as a Christmas gift and we
shall refund your money. We have
some flexible back Testaments and a

few other Testaments worth fifty cent3

and one dollar each. Teachers may
have these fine Testaments at three

dollars a dozen. Write to-day or you
will be too late.

T'RIEJVJVIAL COJVVEJV-
TlOfi,

International Sunday School
Association.

On account of the International Sun-
day School convention, to be held at

Denver, Col., June 26 to July 2, 1902,

the Chicago & North-Western R'y will

make a rate of $31.50 for the round
trip from Chicago, tickets to be sold

June 23d-24th, with return limit of

July 31, 1902. The excellent train

service offered by this line to and from
Colorado will undoubtedly secure a
large share of the travel upon this oc-

casion. The Colorado Special leaving

Chicago at 10 o'clock every morning
requires only one night en route, and
the night train leaving at 11:30 reaches

Denver early the second morning. Both
trains have free reclining chair cars

and first-class sleeping cars. * Full par-

ticulars relating to special train and
ticketing arrangements will be an-
nounced in due time.

your Problem Soli)ed.

Secure a Twentieth Century New
Testament for your preacher or S. S.

superintendent. Such a valuable

Christmas gift will delight any friend.

See announcement on another page.

THE FAI'R SOX/THLAJfD
With its blue skies and balmy air, can
best be reached via the

Southern "Ratltuay.
This great system reaches all im-

portant points in the South and, with
its limited trains, elegant sleeping, par-

lor, dining and cafe cars, offers unex-
celled service to Florida and all South-

ern tourist points.

"The Florida Limited"
Leaves Chicago daily, in the evening,

arrives Jacksonville, Fla., the second
morning, less than 35 hours en route,

passing through Cincinnati, Chatta-

nooga, Atlanta, Macon and Jesup.

Another Limited Train,
Leaving Chicago daily, in the morning,

for Jacksonville, Fla., passes through
Cincinnati, Knoxville, Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah—a daylight ride

through the famous "Land of the Sky."

Both limited trains carry sleepers,

Chicago to Cincinnati, and through
sleepers from Cincinnati to Jackson-
ville.

Anotner still to come! On January
6, 1902, the

"Chicago S3L Florida Special"
Will be inaugurated, running through
sleepers, solid, Chicago to St. Augus-
tine, Fla., via Cincinnati, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Jesup and Jacksonville. This
train, with its elegant sleepers, com-
posite and observation cars, perfect

dining car service and fast time, will

eclipse anything of the kind ever be-

fore offered to the public in the North-
west for the South.

South Carolina Interstate S32.

West Indian Exposition.

Commencing Dec. 1, 1901, a through
sleeper will be run from St. Louis to

Charleston, S. C, via Louisville and
Asheville.

Winter Tourist Tickets now on sale.

For full particulars see your nearest

ticket agent or write or call on J. S.

McCullough, N. W. P. A., 225 Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111.; G. B. Allen, A. G.

P. A., St. Louis, Mo.
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Combination Magazine Offer
By special arrangements with the publishers we are enabled to present the following exceedingly attractive club offers

with The Christian Century. The following are the periodicals with wb ich these arrangments have been made

:

SUCCESS, the brightest, most up-to-date and most profusely illustrated pictures In colors the latest Parisian and New York fashions, describing cos-
monthly published. The inspiration of a lifetime has come to thousands of tumes, millinery, designs and fabrics for women and children—monthly. S1.00
SUCCESS readers through their investment of One Dollar, its regular sub- a year. THE NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE paints with loving touch the
scrlption price. REVIEW OF REVIEWS, the "indispensable" magazine, landmarks of New England; tells of her history and traditions, and of the
presenting a brilliant record in print and picture of the world's thought and acheivements of her sons throughout the world—monthly, S3.00 per annum,
work — monthly, 82.50 a year. THE COSMOPOLITAN, for years with- GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, the acknowledged arbiter regarding the little

out a superior as a magazine of general and varied attractions—monthly, "kinks" which make home a place of delight—monthly, 8100 a year. LES-
81.00 a year. THE HOUSEHOLD, a supreme authority in home-work and LIE'S WEEKLY, the popular, up-to-date, literary and pictorial record of
decoration, table-equipment, nursery-lore, etiquette, pyrography, photography, moving events at home and abroad—now in its ninety-third volume—monthly,
and offers a very high class of poetry and Action—monthly, 81.00 a year. 84.00 a year. THE GENTLEWOMAN, one the best, cheapest, brightest and
LESLIE'S is one of the great modern monthlies whose articles and illustra- most practical Ladies' magazine published in America. It is liked by women
tions are the highest expression of magazine art—monthly, $1.00 a year. everywhere and should be in every American home—monthly, 81.00 a year.
CURRENT LITERATURE, the leading literary monthly of America; it HOME AND FLOWERS, devoted to the art of raising flowers and cultiva--
keeps you in complete touch with the world of letters—83.00 a year. NORTH tion of public beauty—monthly, 81.00 year. THE AMERICAN BOY, a most
AMERICAN REVIEW presents a most brilliant galaxy of articles by the valuable and beneficial publication for the youth, containing illustrated
greatest writers on world-problems—monthly, 85.00 a year. THE DESIGNER stories, aids and suggestions on the problem of success in life.

Special Offers on Optional Combinations
Regular price. Our price.

The Christian Century (new), Success, and any ONE of the above dollar magazines . . $3.50 $2.50
The Christian Century (new), Success, and any TWO of the above dollar magazines . . 4.50 2.85
The Christian Century (new), Success, and any THREE of the above dollar magazines . 5.50 3.25
The Christian Century (new), Success, and Review of Reviews (new) 5.00 3.85
The Christian Century (new), Success, and Current Literature (new) 5.50 2.75
The Christian Century (new), Success, Review of Reviews (new), and any one of our dollar magazines . I 6.00 3.25

Popular Combination Dollar-Magazine Offer
THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY $1.5o ^

success 1.00 ftTT £T f\ In
THE COSMOPOLITAN i.oo A / V^ %• Value
THE HOUSEHOLD I.oo t ,™
home & flowers i.oo Our Price ^ C /-\
THE GENTLEWOMAN I.oo /)„/„ \ ^ OU
THE AMERICAN BOY I.oo J

Wlijr UW
Our Great Family Offer

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY $1.50 }

SUCCESS I.oo ! A ^^ — -^ r

REVIEW OF REVIEWS (new) . C 2.5o
( \Q fiO VxluoCurrent Literature, (new), or New England Magazine may be substituted.

^ 3.00 ft m. M _ ^"^ ^*^ V UJ.UC

COSMOPOLITAN 1.00 L ^
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly may be substituted.

J

the household 1.00
\

Our Price Q Jk £T f\Good Housekeeping, the Designer or Cjeditlewoman may be substituted. OtllV Y^ W^mM '^J ^^^
THE AHERICAN BOY 1.00 III it

HOME AND FLOWERS 1.00 J

Our Great Educational Offer
THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY $1.50 ^
REVIEW OF REVIEWS (new). . . . . ( 2.5o &4 ^J £T f\ lit

New England Magazine may be substituted. ( 3-00 «\ I _"j ^^ ^^/ VSllllC
CURRENT LITERATURE (new 3.oo I

™" ^^
Any two of the above one dollar magazines may be substituted. /),!»• Dr»i/»^ Hk ,J**X. ^^ ^^

NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW (new) 5.00 Ollv \ fr^ OO
Leslie's Weekly may be substituted. Viliy |N ^^^ m ^^ ^^

SUCCESS 1.00 J
All subscriptions tire for a full year. Magazines may beseut to one or different addresses. Foreign postage extra.

New subscriptions only will be accepted at the above prices for the Review of Reviews, Current Literature, and North" American Review,
but present subscribers may renew their subscriptions by adding: One Dollar for each renewal subscription to the combination prices named.
Either new or renewal subscriptions will be accepted for all other magazines named. A transfer from one member of a family to another does
not constitute a new subscription. A new subscription to The Christian Century and to Success must be included in every offer.

SUBSTITUTIONS* A uew subscription to the Review of Reviews, a new subscription to Current Literature, and a new or renewal subscription to the
>-fvj « m.m.m. v &«.wiw« New Engiand Magazine may be substituted each for the other. The Cosmopolitan, Leslie's Monthly, Good Housekeeping, The
Designer and the Household may i>c substituted each for any other except Success. Subscription will commence with issues requested wherever possible
to furnish copies—otherwise with Issues of the month following that in which the subscription is received.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY is the only strongly evangelical undenominational religious paper in America rep-
resentative of the ripest scholarship of the time. Its department of interdenominational news gives a view of the activities
of the whole Church. It covers a unique field and is indispensable to those interested in religious teaching and the pro-
gress ci " » work of the Church. Subscription pricv $1.50 a year. Address all orders to

Tttc CHRISTIAN CENTURY COMPANY, - 358 Dearbrn Street, Chicago.
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Epwonn League Folfler

PUBLISHED BY THE

CHICAGO &
ALTON RY.

"The My fay" to San Francisco

FOR THE

Epworth League Convention

Folder contains not o% Uirormation re-
garding the journey, but where to go, what
to see, and what to wear after you reach the
Const. There exists no publication which
eonta»:»s »s complete information for the
intending California visitor. It is free. *i

postal card brings it to you.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Oen. Passenger Agent Chicago & Alton Ry.

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE HOME UNIVERSITY,
of FLUSHING, MICH.

Offers non-resident students exceptional facilities,

Undergraduate and Post-Graduate studies In Law,
Theology, Pedagogy, Science, Art, Plillosopy and
Literature, by correspondence, leading to their respec-
tive Bachelor's and Doctor's degree. For announce-
meut of Home Study courses write, inclosing stamp, to
The Registrar, The Home University, Flushing, Mich.

PIANO
Do You Want a
Genuine Bargain
in a Piano?

We have hundreds of Upright Pianos returned from renting
by persons moving which must be disposed of at once as we
cannot make room for them in our salesrooms. These pianos
include Steinways, Knabes, Fischers, Sterlings and other well
known makes. Many of them cannot be distinguished from
new, yet all are offered at a great discount from prices when
new. Uprights as low as $100. Very easy terms of payment to
reliable persons. Freight would cost you about $£ , New large
size mahogany pianos, with mandolin attachment, $175, sent
anywhere on easy paymenta Write at once for complete list

snd full particulars. You can make a great saving by securing
your piano from us. Every piano warranted exactly as repre-
sented. LYON A; HEAL Y, 92 Adame St., Chicago.

The World's Largest Music House.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses and beautifies the hall.
Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Pails to Bestore Gray
Sair to its Youthful Color.
Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.

60c, and $1.00 at Druggist*

The

Pioneer

Limited.

Famous
Train

of

the

World.

Chicago—St. Paul—Minneapolis.

The St. Paul Road

(Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.)

Equipment and Service

Unequaled.

Time tables, maps and information

furnished on application to

F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent.

Chicago, 111.

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE
CURBS
Female Troubles,
StoopingPosture,
Inflammations,
Internal Pains,
Tired Feeling,
Backache,
Weak Jjungs,
Nervousness.

TRIAL FREE.
It will make you

comfortable, buoy-
ant,happy—giveyou
ability to work and
enjoy life. It fa
simple, wholly ex-
ternal, adjustable to
any figure. Worn
with or without
corset.

We have over 15,000 letters like this t

Chandler, Okla., July 27, 1899.

Tour Brace did all you said about it and more for
me. It has saved me a big doctor's bill and broug"
me good health, which I had not had before in
years. My troubles were dropsy, headache, lung
disease, stomach and other ills to which women art
subject. MRS. L. B. DICKINSON.
Write today for particulars and illustrated book

mailed free in plain sealed envelone. Address
Tbe Natural Body Brace Co., Box 744, Salina, Kansas.

Every woman should have tnis Brace.

This Watch, Chain & Charm

GIVEN FREE!
To any boy or girl who will distribute a few copies e*
the Christian flonthly, a new religious """"gazinc k

5,

their neighborhood, and assist in ott_. «vays. The
watch is a beauty, an excellent timepiece, and is guf"
anteed to please.

IF YOU WANT THE WATCH, CHAIN AND CHAJ^
FREE clip out this advertisement and forward to u&j
giving your full name and address, and we will send
papers and full information by return mail.

We only want one in each locality.

Address

CHRISTIAN MONTHLY
J 1333 E. Franklin St., - Richmond, Va.

Through First Class and
Tourist Sleeping Cars to

California
and Oregon

Every day in the year between

Chicago, San Francisco
Los Angeles and Portland

via

Chicago, Union Pacific
and North -Western Line

A most comfortable and inexpensive
means of making the trip overland

Lowest Rates Finest Scenery
Shortest Time on the Road

Personally Conducted
Excursions

every Tuesday and Thursday
from Chicago

For illustrated pamphlets, rates and par-
ticulars inquire at ticket offices Chicago &
North-Western Railway, 212 Clark Street or
Wells Street Station, or address S. A. Hut-
chison, 212 Clark Street, Chicago. ^

SwebtISned,
Tar. Sounding,

SHELLS)^ i^DURABLEy
, ^g"-j,Uilll»gg/ [g^^Bi^^^a CATALOGUE FREE.

American BELLFouNDRY^.gSK^'

mmmm§
BELLS

Burlington

ifil

It costs no more to ride

on this beautiful train

than on any other.

Chicago=St.Paul

Minneapolis

Limited Express
It is electric lighted and

heated by steam, carries

a library -buffet-smoking

car, a dining car a la carte

and everything there is

to make one comfortable.

?*aves CHICAGO - "$ p v M\y
By paying xae «rosest attention

to little details, by constantly

inviting criticism and by provid-

ng only the best of everything,

our Dinintr Cars have achieved

an international rev^ain^-fl.

»» S„ EUSTIS, Cen'l Pass'r Agenx C. B, * %, KU B=

209 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.



20 TH CENTURY NEW
TESTAMENT

Written in Modern English

Some Special Features
This is a translation into simple modern English,

excluding all words and phrases not used in the English

of the present day.

Quotations from the Old Testament are printed in

special type, and passages from the Apocrypha are also

distinguished.

The usual grouping of books is retained, but the

books in each group are given in chronological order.

Specimen Quotation
From the Twentieth Century New Testament.

1. CORINTHIANS, 1-3.

Now on the subject of food that has been offered in

sacrifice to idols, we are sure that we all have some
knowledge! Knowledge breeds conceit, while love builds
up character. If a man fancies he knows anything, he
has not yet acquired the knowledge of it that he ought to
have acquired. On the other hand, if a man loves God,
he is known and loved by God.

One Great Reason For

This Edition

We have been reading our Bible in the English of

three centuries ago while Hottentots and others have

had it in the tongues and dialects of their own times.

The idioms and forms peculiar to the times of King
James have seemed to have been the only medium through

which the Holy Spirit could express itself to the modern
Anglo-Saxon, and all previous attempts at Bible-making

have been merely new revisions and new versions of

these obsolescent forms.

Representative Opinions
We have used it at family prayers, and the whole

circle, from the oldest to the youngest has given rapt at-

tention: As a light and life-giving critical commen-
tary, we do not know where any open-minded reader could
get so much in the same compass-Methodist Review.

The whole work is the product of twenty authorities,

including graduates of several Universities and members
of the various sections of the Christian Church, and it is

an excellent volume for students and teachers.

—

Nezu
York Observer.

"A valuable piece of work. It elucidates many points
and compels thought all along."

—

Presbyterian

.

" An honest effort to make a free translation which
shall give the meaning of the original with all clearness. '

'

—The Christian Observer.

Our Special Premium Offers
The 20th Century New Testament is published in three parts, divided as fol-

lows: Part I: The Gospels and the Acts. Part II: Paul's Letters to the Churches.

Part III: Remaining Letters and the Book of Revelation. Price of each part, 16mo,

flexible cloth, 50 cents, net.

FIRST OFFER: One part of the 20th Century New Testament, sent post paid,

with each new subscription to The Christian Century, at the regular rate, #1.50.

SECOND OFFER: To show our appreciation of our regular subscribers we
will send the entire 20th Century New Testament, in three parts, to any reader of The

Christian Century who will send us two new subscriptions at the regular rate.-

It will make a splendid gift for your pastor or Sunday-school superintendent.

All Bible students are eager to possess the 20th Century New Testament.

THE CHRISTIAN CENTURY C0„ 358 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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